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Throughout the Week

Tuesday, Sept. 1 1

1 00 3:00 p.m. ' Hii th Control and Abortion", an

inlormal loat'hin-kcluro by the staff of the

(^iKH'n's (\mlro in Watson SIT.

.iMS (i no p.m. - Vaghy Siring (Juartet performing

in I he l'.an Kigli Coffee House.

7:0(> - 7: Ifi p.m. - Transcendental Meditation

!1:(M) p.m - Taquila and Film Parties at (Jrant Hail

nd elsewhere.

Wednesday, Sept. 12
\2 TiDO p.m. - Charity .M'ternoon bottle drive,

• hoc shine, slave day, car wash, and various other

.utivitics with the proceeds going to Camp
Outlook, the Children's Camp run by Queen's

students . . meet in and around Donald Gordon

Ciimmon Room
12 00 -

1 :00 p.m. - "Meet the AMS" for Gael Groups
' 1-32 1 A member of AMS Outer Council to speak to

each group on what the AMS is, does, etc.

i OO - 3:00 p.m. - "A Solution to Garbage", an in-

lormal lecture by Dr. R. Clark on modern

solui ions to garbage. The model discussed will be

the Kingston Recycling Project.

ii 30 p m - "Wednesday Night at the Movies" at

Lower Vic and Leonard Field: Rock Around the

( lock. True Grit. Island in the Sun, Mutiny on the

Bounty. Casino Royale. La Dolce Vita. A rock

l)and will be entertaining in Vic and the Queen's

steel band in Leonard.

H-30 p ni Free Concert: South Indian Classical

Music in Dunning Hall Auditorium.

Thursday, Sept. 13
51 OO noon - Registration, Applied Science
':":00 - 3:00 p.m. - Registration, Commerce
II 30 a ni - Slides of Acupuncture in China ... in

Stirling Hall.

Xoon - 12:30 p.m. - Registration Rehab, Nursing
1:00 - 5:00 p.m. - All Kingston Day: Bike, Walking
and Hay Wagon tours around the city to such
places as Fort Henry, Murney Tower, City Hall,

RMC. ?]lrond, Bellcvue House and the Market.
And on campus, on the quadrangle behind Ontario

Hall, an Old Time Kingston Carnival with square
dancing, ice cream, balloons and fortune telling.

12:30 - 3 p.m. - Arts Registration, Gael Groups (1-

30) Cultural Night
7:00 0:30 p.m. - "Supernatural and Magic Special,"

in Lower Jeffrey

!t;00 - 1 1 :30 p.m. - A number of short films featuring

a variety of topics, directors, techniques, and
comments on society.

'):00 - 11:30 p.m. - F\)lksinging in Ban High Coffee

I louse

i;:00 - 9:(K) p.m. - AMS teachin to examine the

validity of University education.

0:00 - 10:00 p.m. - AMS teachin to discuss how
university hassles you — lifestyle versus
academics, Career expectations, etc.

general conflict theme such as spy vs. spy, BMOC
vs. freshette etc.

10:15 -Sobriety, The second show (for Gael Groups

2fi-65)

10:00 - Sock Hop after the first show of Sobriety

behind the library.

H:30 p.m. Inebriety and Frosh Court .08

( Fngineering) in Dunning Hall

11:00 p.m. 4:00 a.m. - Horror Films in Dunning

Auditorium, Psycho and Wait Until Dark

Saturday, Sept. 15
'1:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Alumni Drop-In Centre: a

(Jueen's nostalgic display; old photos. Tricolours,

newspapers, scarves, tams, etc . . . Free Coffee.

Noon - 4:30 p.m. - Fingerpainting, paper mache,
potato printing, painting, macrame, clay, body-

jiainting, tee shirt printing, lemonade and
cookies, in the Upper Ban Righ Common Room.

IMoon - Frosh Rally and Parade
2:00 p.m. Football; Ottawa I'niversity at Queen's

at the George Richardson Stadium
1:.30 p.m - Grease Pole Climb - somewhere
K:.30-l:00 a.m. -Frosh Boogie featuring Seadog,
Chucklebait, Comfort, Bolt Upright Revue, and
Street noise in Grant and Kingston Hall, Leonard
Hall. Lower Vic, plus folksinging in the Poison
Room

KXIIIBITION
'Heritage Kingston" a major exhibition of visual

and documentary material relating to the 300

years growth of the City of Kingston and the

European settlements of this area. Agnes
Etherington Art Centre, through October 28.

Pubs and Movies
1(11 Inn - "Morgan"
The Pub - "The Dublin Corporation"

The Commodore - "Billy Adams and the Country

Line"

The Manor - "J. R. French and Company"

Capitol - "Warm December" (see review in this

edition)

llyland - "Man of LaMancha" starts Wednesday
Odeon - "White Lightning"

Douglas Library Schedules

Schedules in effect until Sunday Sept. 16, 1973

Monday - Thursday: 8:45a.m. - 10:00p.m.

Friday and Saturday: 8:45a.m.- 4:30p.m.

Sunday: 1:00p.m.- 8:30p.m.

Only the Circulation Desk, Stacks, Main
Reading Room, and Central Information Services

Room will be open after 5:00 p.m. and on

weekends.

Gaels Football Schedule

Friday, Sept. 14
9:00 - noon- Arts Registration, Gael Groups 31-65

1 :00 - 6:(M) p.m. - Mass I'icnic in Lake Ontario Park
featuring a water ski show, ski diving and
parachuting show, and trips in a hot dir balloon

8:15- Sobriety (for Gael Groups 1-25 and Commerce
PVoshi in Grant Hall. The Theme this year is a

Sept. 15

Sept. 22

Sept. 29

Oct. 6

Oct. 13

Oct. 20

Oct. 27

Nov. 3

Ottawa at Queen's

Toronto at Queen's
Queen's at Guelph

Carleton at Queen's

Queen's at Ottawa
Queen's at Toronto

McMaster at Queen's

Queen's at York

Queen's AAusic Deparfmeni
Announces Openings in the

Following Performing Groups

for the 1973-74 Season

Chamber Singers
Dr. Rudolf Schnitzler, Director

A select vocal ensemble for the per
formance of music from the late

Renaissance to the Present.

Rehearsals: 2:30 4:00 P.M.
Monday and Wednesday

Collegium Musicum
Dr. Wilbur Maust, Director
An organization for the performance of

Medieval, Renaissance and early
Baroque music, made up of vocalists

and players of instruments of the above
periods.

Rehearsals: (SLOT 13) 1:30 p.m.
Monday, 12:30 P.M. Wednesday and
11 :30 A.M. Friday.

Choral Ensemble
Denise Narcisse-Mair, Director

Open to al I students of the university for

the performance of music for large

chorus in all styles from the Baroque to

the Avant Garde
Rehearsals: 2:30-4:30 Tuesday 2:30 -

3:30 Thursday.

Chamber Orchestra
David Keane, Director
A string orchestra performing standard
repertoire from the late Renaissance to

the present.

Rehearsals: 3:30-5: :00 P.M.
Monday and Wednesday.

Wind Ensemble
Dr. Duane Bates, Director

Open to experienced brass, v\/oodwind

and percussion players, performing
serious concert band and wind en-

semble literature.

Rehearsals: 2:30 - 4:00 P.M.
Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Improvisation Group
A group of individuals from a variety of

disciplines interested in the per-

formance of avant garde music and
dance theatre in conjunction with visual

art, film and technology, integrated

media.
Rehearsals: 4:00-5:00 Thursday.

Persons interested in auditioning for

any of the above organizations or for

further information please contact:

Mrs. Lin Rowe
Music Department

547-5783
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Manager resigns

Pub closed indefinitely
by Susan de Stein

Due to financial and
managerial problems for the first

time in several years, the Pub
will not be open during Orien-

tation week.

Steve Brereton, President of

the AMS noted that "staffing

problems have arisen as a result

of the resignation of Reg
Rickaby." Rickaby had been
named winter Pub manager in

the spring.

Rickaby, when asked about his

reasons for his resignation, ex-

pressed his lack of faith in the

AMS and in its handling of the

summer Pub operation. In ad-

dition, he said, "the AMS is

getting away from the original

objectives that were laid down
when the Pub first went into

operation five years ago."

Brereton, when questioned

about the possibility of naming an
acting Manager, he said that "it

was felt that an interim staff

would be totally inappropriate."

Applications for the positions of

winter Pub manager and
assistant managers will be re-

opened and a committee set up to

select the new management.
Until the AMS Outer Council

ratifies the committee's choice, it

appears that the Pub will remain
closed.

When asked about the
situation. Queen's Student

Agencies (QSA) director.Paul

Mahaffy said, "as is the case with

the Typing Service, the Pub will

not open until controls and the

proper procedures are open to

us."

He added, "the AMS will not

leap into these things without

considering the financial

feasibility of the operation. We
hope to put more method into our

madness."
Brereton noted that no residual

money remains from the summer
operation in order to float an
advance for an early operation of

the Pub. Also, "it is our concern

that we do not run into the same
problems we encountered during

the summer, when the cost of

handling beer was exorbitant,"

he added.

"We must also consider what
kind of orientation the AMS
wishes to provide. Does it mean
introducing the freshmen to the

Pub as the centre of campus
activity?" he asked.

Besides, he said, "the AMS
does not exist solely to provide

pubs."

Underground parking lot open
by Bob Mutrie

After considerable delay, the

underground parking garage
under the lower campus playing

field on Stuart Street has finally

opened. However, Queen's
faculty and students are still

without a playing field.

The parldng garage, which was
originally scheduled for opening

last spring, was opened on
September 4 to provide parking

for 700 Queen's students and

employees as well as employees
and visitors of Kingston General

Hospital.

Parking will be provided on
either a long or a short-term

basis.Students.faculty and staff

may obtain eight month permits

from the Parking Office in the

Physical Plant at a charge of

$120. Parking is also provided at

a charge of twenty-five cents per

hour or $2.00 for eight con-

secutive hours or more up to a

maximum of twenty-four con-

secutive hours.

Rain was given as the cause for

the delay in finishing the garage.

Last May the inordinate amount
of rainfall held up construction

for some time. When the top soil

could finally be put in place and
the grass seed planted, there was
not enough rain. As a result, the

playing field will not be in con-

dition for use for another year.

Library exceeds million mark
Sometime during the spring,

Douglas Library joined the

libraries of the University of

Toronto and the University of

Western Ontario as the
universities in Ontario having

holdings of over a million

volumes.

The passing of the milestone

figure was discovered after a

physical count of library

resources was taken at the end of

June. It wa!s revealed that the

total holdings of the library,

including government

documents, had reached a total of

1,038,000 books.

Donald A. Redmond, Chief

Librarian at Queen's, stated that

"no special volume of celebration

was planned to mark the oc-

casion. We are adding books all

the time as faculty members and
students request them for their

studies. It is appropriate that the

millonth book was one which
someone on the campus needed

for his work."
Eight years ago, Queen's had

library resources of almost

500,000 volumes. Four years ago,

the figure had reached 750,000,

representing a growth rate of

over 70,000 volumes a year since

1969.

In addition to books, the

Library has over half a milhon

other -items — 412,000

microforms; 82,000 maps, 20,000

pamphlets, 6,500 musical scores,

5,000 sound recordings, 2,400

films and filmstrips, and 22,000

photographs.

^^BkeyCnir date

to a v^ld^mous
iBstauTaiitm

fMcDonaldis
I I®

277 BATH RD.

Queen's surpasses

enrolment projection
"We will have more freshmen entering Queen's than we ex-

pected," commented H.W. Sterne, assistant Registrar (Ad-

missions). An estimated 2300 first year students in all faculties will

be participating in Orientation programs this week.

According to Sterne, total enrolment will be in excess of the

projected 8900. "We expect a total enrolment of over 9000," he
added.

At a time of stabilizing enrolment in Ontario, Queen's remains

one of the only institutions to meet or surpass its enrolment ob-

jectives.

The only other university to come close to meeting projections is

the university of Toronto, St. George campus. However, both

Scarboro and Erindale colleges are well below target.

At other universities many professional programs such as

Nursing, Architecture and Physical Education are filled; however,

hardest hit are the Faculties of Arts and Science. Those institutions

with only Arts and Science programs such as Trent and Brock
have been most seriously affected.

In addition to decreased applications from High School many
universities have suffered drastic declines in upper year

enrolments. More than one university has lost several hundred
students between first and second year ;

many have simply failed to

show up at registration.

The no-show situation has not yet been a problem at Queen's but

authorities are watching the situation closely.

mm

TAK in operation
Found at 544-1771, Telephone

Aid Kingston (TAK) offers you a

friend from 7 pm to 7 am daily.

Just formed last spring, TAK is a

student operated listening ser-

vice and referral and information

centre.

TAK volunteers are students

and are anything but amateur
psychologist-counsellors with a

hatful of advice. They just

promise to be there when
someone needs a friend or a good

listener.

However, professional coun-

sellors from the city hospitals,

the university of Psychology

Department and the student

counselling services are always

on call for emergencies or par-

ticularly difficult problems.

All TAK volunteers are given

basic training in the supplying of

information, in telephone

procedure, human problems, and

in establishing quick, close

relationships with callers. All

must be capable, emphatic
listeners and not judgemental or

anxiety prone.

TAK volunteers are willing to

listen and assist others with

problems of an emotional

academic, family, sexual, or

financial nature. They also

maintain a knowledge of campus
activities and will give out in-

formation of that nature.

All calls are kept confidential,

and callers may remain entirely

anonymous.
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15' FREE DRINK WITH ANY FOOD
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Lunch Room, Take Out
& DAIRY BAR

Our Specialty - Ted's BURGERS
Plus Sandwiclies On Kaiser Rolls.

OPEN DAILY UNTIL2 A.M.
546-9673

297 PRINCESS ATCLERGY
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15'

Trials for

SAILING TEAM
at 4:00 p.m., Wed. & Fri.

First Regatta

Sept. 15, 16
FOR FURTHER INFO CONTACT:
DON MAINS, 185 UNIVERSITY AVE.

544-4864

sorx m:atiiki< - vi m.\iy coi.ohs
(,KKATS I YMNC;

<)\I,V l(!.!»!l

202 Princess St.

,.1

546-9312

Opf'fi Thursday ami friiii>i Nitp",, CO D, ordort actcptKd.
Cri'dit *nd Charge;, f»rd% honowrodl

Askusabouta Student loan.
Itpaystogetaneducation.

liducalion costs a bundle.

At the (Commerce, we know.

AndjWC can help lighten the load.

Talk to a local Commerce

manager about a student loan.

He can help you get it. And,
he can help you keep it in check

with proper money management.

CANADIAN IMPERIAL
BANK OF COMMERCE

You and the Conmterce. iDgether we're both stronger.

FOR YOUR

OFFICIAL

QUEEN'S ARTSCI JACKETS

QUEEN'S SWEATSHIRTS

QUEEN'S T-SHIRTS

109 PRINCESS ST.

L
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editorial

Cliches - they all apply
Freshmen this week will be met with a

torrent of platitudes concerning the

meaning of their lives as Queen's students.

Gaels, bosses, frees, proctors, floor

seniors, and professors alike will attempt

to impart to the freshmen, their knowledge

of Queen's.

Advice will be easily come by. In-

formation sources will be plentiful.

Traditions will be passed on as the new
members of our community gradually

become integrated. Well-worn cliches

about university life will be heard

everywhere, as some greet a new phase in

their lives and as others review what went

before.

The cliches - they all apply.
' "University is an encounter with

yourself. If you do not find your time here

disturbing or difficult, you have missed its

purpose. University is one person - you.

"The multiversity can lose you; you

can find everything. This unique setting

offers a myriad of opportunities external,

internal, social, soul. . .

"Frightening and forbidding at first,

the campus becomes familiar from a

growing organic association . . .

"A freshman fast learns the places.

The pub, the Manor, are watering places;

the coffee shop, the Purple Room, are

people places. Agnes, the lake, are private

places. Living in a residence complex,

sharing with your cellmates, the monotony
of meal lines, the tentative forays into

friendship, sometimes makes you feel you
are nothing more than a tiny appendage on
a giant centipede. The whole place may be

screaming, yet you can be very much
alone. . .

"Limestone, lecture halls, and labs are

yours to find. . .

"The encounter is painful but

priceless.". . .

(Tricolor '70)

This week, this year, this segment of

one's life - can be everything, or nothing.

University will be exactly what the in-

dividual decides to make it.

Frosh think too
The student entering Queen's for the first

time is barely given time to register before he is

assaulted by people who feel it their duty to tell

him why he is here. The freshman's reason for

coming to university is something which he is

never expected to know for himself. A freshman
who seems to possess any definite ideas on the

subject is regarded with a kind of amused scorn,

and he requires an extremely strong will if he is

not to become completely confused by those who
insist that he must conform to their ideas of how
he should spend his years at Queen's.

It is no wonder that the freshman sometimes
spends most of his first year in a confused daze

or a state of bored apathy. His first week here

can bring about one of two results. He may throw
up his hands in despair and follow none of the

advice he has been given, or he may try to do

everything which has been suggested, entering

into a dozen extracurricular activities, trying at

the same time to keep up with his studies and
ending the year in a state of nervous exhaustion.

It would not be so bad if the varied forms of

advice possessed some degree of correlation, but

he is told that he is here primarily to get an

education and his text-books must occupy almost

all his time; that one of the most important

aspects of university is the social one, and he

must wear himself out making friends and doing

things; that education is a wonderful thing and

an end in itself ; that he should limit himself to

one extracurricular activity and do it well ; that

his interests should include everything from the

Drama Guild to the Math and Physics Club. The
list goes on indefinitely. . .

Those who feel it necessary to set the fresh-

man straight do have some justification. It is

well known that few high schools do anything

toward preparing students for what they will

encounter at university, and it is therefore

assumed that the new student is in complete

ignorance. But this is not a logical assumption. If

a new student did not have some ideas of what he

wants from university he would not be here. It is

time he was given credit for being able to think

for himself.

Editorial September 27, 1955

Queen's tradifions
"Every tradition grows ever more

venerable - the nnore remote its origin, the
more confused that origin is. The reverence
due to it increases from generation to

generation. The tradition finally becomes holy

and inspires awe."
—Nietzsche, 1878

would bate up an innocent

student on a truped-up charge,

convict, and fine him. . . .

From the proceeds, refresh-

ments — need I say from here
— were purchased for the

Court. From this beginning

the AMS Court aided by the

Constables, has gained control

over all discipline for non-

academic activities. The right

to discipline ourselves is one
of the most important rights of

Queen'smen. . .

Perhaps the tradition of

which I am most proud — and
one which I hope you will

come to cherish — is the

tradition of equality. In-

dicative of this equality is the

ban on "Frats" . . .

The final tradition I wish

to emphasize is that of

academic excellence ... you
will not be doing Queen's
justice unless you strive to

learn . .
."

- From Queen's Journal, Sept.

2 4, 1 9 6 3.

"The first tradition that a

newcomer encounters is the

Scottish tradition. Queen's
was founded in 1841 by the

Presbyterian Church of

Canada with the help of the

Church of Scotland ... the

most obvious links now are the

tams, the tribal incantations

of Oil Thigh, the name of Ban
Righ Hall (House of Queen's),

the kilted pipe band, the

Scottish dancers at football

games, the name of the

Golden Gaels etc. . . .

A second tradition of

which Queen's is proud is that

of a strong and independent

students' government ~ the

Alma Mater Society. Queen's

has the oldest student

government in Canada
founded in 1858. .

."

The AMS Court is a third

tradition. . .its beginnings
are dubious, beginning in a

vacant lot behind a brewery
where senior students would
gather and form a court. They
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campus comment

What were your first

innpressions of Queen's

Interviews by Bob IVIiitrie; Photos by Ernie Sparks

Andy Pigott

"It's a laugh," was Andy's first

comment. "I've done about
twelve Oil Thighs Already". He
was sorry that he wasn't in

residence and felt that he was
missing things because of it.

Andy commented that the

campus shouldn't be split up into

east and west. He plans to stay,

"until they flunk me".

Jnda McEwan
"It's a lot different than I ex-

)ected". Linda was expecting a

ontinuation of high school.

,

Towever, she was insistent that

he liked the difference. Linda is

)lanning on entering Arts but as

et doesn't really know what to

!xpect.

iale Jackson

Gale was generally disgusted

vith her opening impressions of

Queen's. "It's too quiet the

'Yeshette noted. She was looking

or some action but was generally

iisappointed by her early ex-

K;riences in the West Campus.
Iffr first suggestion for the

orientation Program, is that it

hould be "roudier".

tiilti ( rorriplon

iUiih w.iH immediately taken

<y the aesthetic features of

queen's. She enjoys strolling by
h>: lake and loves \h<: old

(Uildings. She noted that

iniversity people »<;em to Ix: a bit

nore friendly than those in higj-i

<:h(H>\. Itulh even likes the stacks

ri the library, "II 'r; n great place

0 do work".

Lynn Plummer
Despite her last name, Lynn is

going into Commerce. As far as

first impressions go, she liked the

campus. "It's nice and loud". She

was pleased with the Orientation

Program already, noting that she

was "swept into everything".

Lynn was surprised and im-

pressed by the friendliness of

those on campus. She was sure

that hers is the best Orientation

Program adding that "everyone
is so informal".

Glenn Jones

Glenn, an Applied Science
Freshman was overwhelmed by
his Orientation Program. With
arms dripping with purple dye,

he told the Journal that it is a lot

more than he expected. He
claims that he is not looking

forward to the Thundermug and
the (irease Pole which he will be

(!ncountering later this week.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
DURING THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER

ON ALL

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Artists Materials

Drawing & Drafting Equipment
& Supplies

Kingston Graphic Arts
Ltd.

239 ONTARIO ST.

546-6511

RESTAURANT - TAVERN
T394 Princess (west of Portsmouth)

Great Steaks

Seafoods - Spaghetti

l^ntiiipkii fried(}Aim .

icOCKTAILS
fYour favourite

ontap^

Come OS you ore — No reservations — friendly, hospitable service

PLUS 3 Take - Home Stores

• 240 Montreal (closest to Queen's) 542-2773

• Bath Road Just Past K-Mart 389-5000

• 1409 Princess West at Portsmouth 546-2277

A Colonel Sanders' Recipe ^

®

Wo foci wo'vo fho

Bo»t Quality, Most

Conii&tont Service In

Town. We'd Liko You

to Think so tool

The PfZZA

CHALET
Princess at B.nrrie

544-1227

FREE

DELIVERY

Open
Men. - Thors.

11 am - 1 am;
Fri. Sat.

11 am - 2 am
Sunday
11 am midnigtit
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A.S.U.S. ORIENTATION

PRESENTS

THE VAGHY STRING QUARTET

ON

TUESDAY, SEPT. 11 at 5:45 P.M.

IN THE
COFFEE HOUSE

BAN RICH COMMON ROOM

Warm December

A carbon copy of Love Story

DIVISION of CONCERTS
and

A.S.U.S. ORIENTATION

presents

Laxmi Ranganathan

-Veena-

Trichy S. Sankaran

-Mrudangam-

Lynn Dougan

-Tambura-

in

SOUTH INDIAN

CLASSICAL MUSIC

Wednesday, Sept. 12, 1973

8:30 P.M.

DUNNING HALL AUDITORIUM

FREE CONCERT

by Kiloran German
It's a good thing that there are

plenty of activities on campus
this week, because the en-

tertainment currently offered in

downtown Kingston is dreary, to

say the least. Easily the dreariest

of the cinematic offerings is "A
Warm December" at the Capitol

Theatre.

This latest effort of Sidney

Poitier's is a carbon copy of

"Love Story", that's been
painted black and then
whitewashed.

Under his own heavy handed
direction, Poitier gives a heavy
handed performance as a

crusading young doctor on
holiday in London with his

motherless child. He falls in love

with a mysterious young woniiin

who spends her lime dodging

followers, charming her u;iy

through the British diplomatic

circles, and dying of the
inevitable fatal disease. The plot

would be barely acceptable for a

T.V. soap opera.

The two young lovers who
have supposedly sacrificed all for

the betterment of mankind, trot

around looking like Vogue
fashion plates, and living like

millionaires. The extent of their

social consciousness seems to be

limited to buying ice cream and
balloons for a bunch of London
urchins.

Despite (he efforts of Esther

Anderson, a reasonably talented

actress who attempts to breathe

some lite into her role as the ill

laled heroine, the film has no

redeeming (|ualities. The
photography is poor, the editing

IS jiiinpy and the music is insipid.

rtie characters are

is at

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Do not fail to see this major
exhibition opened by the
Secretary of State on June 3 and
continuing to October 28

Note new GALLERY HOURS:
Monday to Friday 9 to 5;

Saturday and Sunday 1 to 5;

Tuesday & Thursday evenings 7

to 9

stereotype Negroes who have
been slickly packaged for the

white market. This is the sort of

black exploitation film that would
be sickening if it wasn't so

ludicrous.

If you're really desperate to

see a movie this week, you'd be
well advised to revisit your
childhood and sit through "The
Sound of Music". At least its good
for a laugh.

Indian music

opens concerts

The first concert of the year,

an introduction to South Indian

classical music, is being
presented by the ASUS orien-

tation committee and the
Division of Concerts at 8:30

tomorrow evening in Dunning
Auditorium.

The roots of the music extend
live thousand years or more into

the past and is being performed
by acclaimed masters of the

ancient and unusual Indian in

struments.

Laxmi Ranganathan will

play the veena, one of India's

oldest string instruments. She
will be accompanied by Trichy

Sankaran who will play the

mrudanagam, a percussion in-

strument, and Lynn Dougan who
plays the tambura, a stringed

drone instrument. Both
Ranganathan and Sankaran have
won the highest awards in India

for their artistry.

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

QUEEN'S PUB
Requires a student to manage The Queen's Pub for the Fall and

Winter terms. Please submit a written resume of past experience

and extra curricular activities to the AMS office by 5 p.m.,

Monday, September 17.

Applications are also being received for the following positions

Assistant managers

Bartenders

Cashiers

Waiters/Waitresses

Written resumes for the above positions should be submitted

to the AMS office by 5 p.m., Monday, September 17.

THE PUB WILL REMAIN CLOSED UNTIL

ALL THE ABOVE POSITIONS ARE FILLED

MOFFATT'S .D.A. DRUGS
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week— 548-701

1

Student Print Loan

starts at 7.00 p.m. on Thursday
September 20

see the collection in the studios at

AGNES in September.

Do yourself

a favor!

Take A
Library Tour
Available Orientation Week between
8:45 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.

Tours begin in the

Douglas Library Lobby
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Lost two players

Gaels down Warriors 32-22, but win was costly
By (^Ill-is Boon

Queen's Golden Gaels racked

up a win against the Loyola

Warriors of the QUAA Saturday,

but the victory was a costly one.

The Gaels lost the services of

line-backers Lee Doney and John

Waddell, both with stretched

knee ligaments. Given the

already-decimated state of the

defensive corps, their loss can

be ill-afforded.

The game itself was
dominated by turnovers, with the

Gaels able to capitalize on no less

lhan five fumble recoveries,

while Loyola picked up three.

Loyola owned the game
statistically, with 392 total yards

against a paltry 272 for the Gaels,

but were unable to put points on

the scoreboard. The Gaels
opened the scoring at the 6:06

mark of the first quarter, when
lunning back Gerry Blacker

lugged the ball in from ten yards

out for the first of his three touch-

downs. The convert was blocked,

and Queen's led, 6-0. The
Warriors came back with a field

goal by Mike Lapensee, before

Blacker again scored, this time

from three yards out, in the early

stages of the second quarter.

Another field goal by Lapensee
made it 12-6 at the half.

Loyola kicked off to start the

second half, but neither team was
able to push across a major in the

third period. Lapensee kicked his

third field goal to narrow the

score to 12-9, after some fine

running by Wade Claire, and
Peter Fogl had moved the

Warriors into scoring position.

The Gaels, meanwhUe, were not

exactly tearing up the field on

offense. Things got rolling early

in the fourth quarter when Tom
Taylor hit one of his two com-
pletions for the day, a 24-yardor

toStu Lang for a quick six points.

Still no convert, though.

The Warriors got back in the

game when Claire, who ended up

with a total of 175'/2 yards on 18

carries, broke around the right

side of a 65-yard TD. Lapensee's

convert made it 18-16. The Gael^

got another single when an at-

tempted field goal by Will

Kennedy managed to stagger into

the end zone, but Loyola was on

the move. A fumbled punt gave
the Warriors another chance, and
they moved in to take the lead, 22-

19, as end Dave McMillan hauled

in a TD pass. A bad pass from
centre negated the convert try.

The Gaels' offence pulled

itself together with about three

minutes to go, and, aided by a

couple of timely penalties and
some fine running by Hadden,
Blacker and Company, moved in

to score. Blacker collected his

third TD of the game on a three

yard toss, and, finally, the Gaels
got a convert, as Kennedy split

the uprights.

With the score now 26-22

Queen's, the Warriors kept
trying, but three deep in-

completions gave Queen's the

ball in the Loyola end with

seconds to go. On the final play of

the game, fullback Dave Hadden
slashed up the middle for 19

yards and the TD. The final score

was 32-22, in Queen's favour.

Despite the statistical edge
enjoyed by Loyola, the Gaels'

defense did not play that badly.

Several individuals had out-

standing games, notably Darryl

Penner, who made 16 unassisted

tackles and helped out on ten

more from his safety position.

Doug Lowry played almost the

full game at guard, and played

well, while Andy Sakell, who has

been having some problems
adjusting to the defensive line,

looked good in the second half.

Ian Anderson, who plays the

noseguard position in the five-

man front, also had a strong

game.
The problems seem to be on

offense, despite five TD's. The
Gaels did not sustain their of-

fensive marches well for most of

the game, and Taylor looked very

shaky indeed throwing the ball.

H(! completed only two of ten pass

attempts, although they were for

scores. Dough Latham, the other

QH to see action, looked quite

sharp, hitting on four of seven

throws, and generally surprising

observers. With Taylor at camp
school all this week, Latham
could get some work next

Saturday against Ottawa U,

The offensive line play was
spotty, but the return of Tom
Dickenson will help, as will a full

game with the same backfield

(some of the problems were line

play; some the backs can take

the blame for;. Whjte»ide and
company will have to txt tum-

sistent next week, and they

should ixi.

Against Ottawa IJ,, the
defenw; will \h; teHted more
stringently than on Saturday.

Linebacker Norm Hagarty and
DT Dave Devonshire are likely to

tx; ready, but the absence of

Waddell will hurt. However, the

deep five will probably be intact

for the first time this year Dave
Campbell, Joe Pal, and Peter

McNabb are all strong against

the run as well as the pass. They
may have to be.

Kingston

Gymnastics

Club

Invites

Applications

From:

1. Gymnastics Instructors

2. Trampoline Instructors

3. Dance Instructors

4. Accompanists (Piano)

For positions in its 1973-74

programmes. Positions in

Men's and Women's sections

available. Both competitive

and recreational sections.

Remuneration commensurate
with quafificattons and ex-

perience.

Please forward resume to:

Kingston Gymnastics
Club, P.O. Box 1345,

Kingston, Ont. Attn: Mr.

J.C. Woods, Technical Co-

ordinator.

Deadline: September 20.

Queen's veteran Stu Lang (30) picks up yardage for the Gaels in Satu<-day's exhibition game against

Loyola.

"^ ^iij/^ FinlayT

LANGE SKI BOOTS

WITH ANY SKI

PROS $80.00

SWINGERS $75.00

o FINLAY'S

SPORT

SHOP

Finlay's

ALL SKI WEAR
ANBA

NANCY GREENE

$5.00 OFF

o UNIVERSITY
SPECIALS

Finlay's

TENNIS RACKETS

SLAZENGER CHALLENGE

DUNLOP MAXPLY
$10.00 OFF

93 PRINCESS ST. 548-8255
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Graduations and injuries hurt Golden Gaels
By Chris Boon

Two weeks of ninety-degree

heat and a rash of injuries have
crippled a potentially strong

Golden Gaels football squad. The
Gaels suffered heavily from-

graduation losses after last

season, and coupled to the in-

juries, they now must face the

season with little experienced

depth at any position.

Starting on defense, where
the news is worst, Queen's has

lost DE's Brett Biggs and Bill

Thompson, linebackers Gord
Squires and Bob Grimm, DT Don
Smith and safety-place-kicker

Doug Cozac. Add to this injuries

to DT's Paul Hand, Mike

O'Shaugnessy (knees) and
Dave Devonshire (bone bruises),

linebackers John Waddell, Lee
Doney, and Norm Hagarty and
deep backs Peter McNabb, Dave
Campbell and Joe Pal, and you

have a decimated defense.

However, the wounded are

starting to heal, so things should

get better. Campbell will be

ready Saturday, as will Hagarty
and Devonshire. The others are a

more long-term proposition, with

O'Shaughnessy likely out for the

season.

There are some good hap-

penings, though. Ian Anderson
has had a fine training camp, and
will be a sure starter at middle

bews news
Blowing lazily on notice

boards around campus, the

watchful eye may catch the

flutter of Go Bews. What's a GO
BEWS?

Bews is the name of the

Queen's University intramural

programme, among the most
extensive intramural
programmes is Canada. Over 25

different sports are contested

yearly by intramural teams in

pursuit of the James G. Bews
Trophy, named after the physical

education director from 1919 till

1936.

Bews groupings are one unit

for each year of Commerce, Arts

student and law students, one
unit of Applied Science freshmen,

and one unit per discipline

grouping of Applied Science (eg.

Mechanical). They are ac-

companied by units from
medicine, P.H.E., Education,

and each of the graduate
groupings. Arts, Business,

Engineering and Chemistry.

Each unit is headed and co-

ordinated by a unit "Athletic

Stick." Those units who have not

selected heads yet should do so as

quickly as possible, especially

freshmen years, and have them
see Rob Beamish, this years'

intramural co-ordinator (call 547-

5849) . In the event his absence for

the duration of frosh week, due to

teaching commitments,
questions may be directed to Stu

Beck till Monday, Sept. 17. The
first intramural Athletic Com-
mittee will be held Tuesday, Sept.

18 at 7 p.m. in Seminar room A in

thePhys. Ed. centre. Sticks from

each unit should attend.

So that's a Go Bews, the

chance for fun, activity, and

another facet of a Queen'sman's

varied life - so GO BEWS.

Kinncar d'Esterre 7,^5

Would ^ou Relieve ^iamoiid

You've found the right man. You can

hardly believe it. But you better, be-

cause he insists you have a magnifi-

cent engagement ring. We're happy
to help you make the right choice.

The diamond you choose glows with

splendid brilliance. And you believe

the best is yet to come.

KI .V VKA \l 1) ESTKUTMl
Jewellers

1G8 I'Uir^^CKSS STREET
KIXGSTOX. ONTARIO

guard in the five-man front

Queen's will use, while John
Tovee looks solid at linebacker.

Chris Harber, picked up from
Carleton, will play at an outside

LB spot, and handle the

punting as well, while McNabb
comes from U. of T with all-star

credentials. As a unit, the defense

will be rather small, but they

should be quick and pretty good
against the pass. If they can play

as a unit, the running game
shouldn't be too disastrous. If

they don't play together, it will be

a long season.

Offensively, things are
brighter. Only Brian Warrender
and Geoff Hamlin are gone from
the backfield (Gord McLellan
really wasn't there enough last

year to be counted in this com-
parison), while John
Hollingsworth and Don Gordon
have left the line. Here, we have
replacements.

Dave Hadden moves back to

fullback, his natural berth, while

Stu Lang, a three-year starter,

will be a slotback; look for him to

see the ball quite a bit. The
running back will be Gerry

Blacker who starred for Sir

Wilfred Laurier University last

season on the way to the College

Bowl finals. He is a fine

acquisition. The flanker will

likely be Barry St. George, who
brings a wealth of experience

with him from Ottawa U., but

Bruce Pollock, who taxied last

year, and Will Kennedy both are

in the running.

Quarterback is the only

unsettled position, and Taylor's

performance against Loyola did

little to solidify it. He is in a three-

way fight with Doug Latham

and John Wintermeyer for the

starting job. Wintermeyer has

been hampered by pulled

muscles in his throwing arm
since early training camp,
and has had problems showing
just what he can do. There may
be changes here as the year goes

on.

Providing depth for the

running backs are a host of taxi-

squadders and rookies. Stacy

Merritt and Jim McKeen have
been promising rookie backs,

while Tom Hamilton, a converted

quarterback in his second year,

has also looked good at times.

Jim McMillan, another rookie,

has also impressed a number of

observers.

The offensive line will be an

imposing unit when healthy, but

God help the injuries. Tackle to

tackle, the starter will be Dave
Whiteside, Keith Taggart, centre

Peter Demontigny, another OU
addition, Tom Dickinson and

Bruce Potter. Rick Koski, who

has improved under the tutelage

of coach Bob Climie, Doug
Lowry, and Larry DuChene
appear to be the backup men, but

Peter Sabiston, who checked into

camp late, could also figure here.

The ends are Alex Melvin who
caught three TD passes last year

(''4 of the team output) and Greg
Anderson, a lanky type who
played defense last season. Ben
Labovitch, who can also play

linebacker, could catch on as the

backup here.

There are a number of people

around that haven't been men-
tioned; several will make the

team, at least for a while, and a

couple could start when healthy.

They haven't been forgotten, but

I'm running out of spac«, and the

situation should be clearer later

in the week. Look in the Friday

paper for an Ottawa U. preview.

unclassifieds

CARPOOL? Bayridge to Queen's -

Monday to Friday. 547-5778, 389-

1623 (after 8 p.m.).

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION
S.I. M.S. group meditation every
Sunday night, )65 University Ave.,

8:00 p.m. Student Affairs Centre.

WANTED TO BUY: one medium
sized desk. Phone John at 546-7714.

STUDENT MOVING AT STUDENT
PRICES: free estimates on iobs

large or small, local or long

distance. Student with a truck.

Call John at 542-5416 and talk about
it.

ANYONE WHO WISHES to do
anything at anytime for anybody
anywhere at the Journal office in

the basement of the Union - feel

free to drop m anytime, or phone
547-3178.

Nicely renovated rooms with

telephone for rent on a weekly
basi^ to responsible students.

Hotel Frontenac (home of Fin-

negan's) 544-6881.

BUSIT • any student who wishes to

use the Kingston PUC buses

without paying the regular fare.

( can get a pass at the AMS office in

the Union. It isn't free, you paid for

it in your fees.

AVekome
D^CKrQY^

nMother

Compliments of Mother. Expiry Date, September 30, 1973

Mothers Pizza Parlour and Spaghetti House

"More than just a place to eat"

455 Princess 549-0006



Mari juono seizure

Canada: The grass was ten feet high
' )Hn-l.!A- RCMP officers made a

?iant haul in Orillia last week. It

ook chain saws and five-ion

rucks to cut down a 4-acre

)umper crop of ten-foot high,

our-inch thick marijuana plants.

The value of the seized plants was
•stimated at between $1.5 million

ind $2.2 million.

( IIAHLcm'KTOWN- The Prince

F'^dward Island provincial

f^overnment has announced that

it has begun court proceedings

against the Canadian govern-

ment claiming damages of $1

million for the disruption of CNR
lorry service between the island

and the mainland during the

lermore,... ..comma

recent rail strike.

TORONTO-Three individuals
have announced their intention to

run for the leadership of the

Ontario Liberal Party at the

convention to be held later this

year. In addition to incumbent
leader, Robert Nixon, Donald
Deacon, an investment dealer

from Toronto will be running.

The third contender to enter the

race is Ted Culp, a Toronto high

school teacher who ran un-

successfully for the New
Democratic Party in the 1971

provincial election.

K K L () W N A , British
Colunibia-Bill Bennett, son of

former Premier W.A.C. Bennett,

won a provincial by-election in

the seat vacated by his father

earlier this year. He is now
regarded as the top contender to

succeed his father for the Social

Credit Leadership at the con-

vention to be held later this year.

However, he still has not an-

nounced his intention to run for

the position.

KINGSTON- A proposal for the

establishment of three shopping
centres in the city is before the

city planning board. The one is

proposed for a twenty acre site on
the corner of Queen Mary and
Bath Roads. A second centre is

b(;ing fjroposed for a corner of the

Alcan Canada profM?rty at the

traffic circle. The third proposal

is for a site on Division Street at
the Highway 401 . All are massive,

multi million dollar projectK,

Approval must come from the

city finance committee yet
U'fore the projects can tx^gin.

Gollup Poll

Too
Much

Too
IMle

IHm'l

KnoMT

Per Ont ytr Cent pcr (>nt

Enough

Pfr Cent
I'or the well-to-do

NATIONAL 45

Liberal voters 57
(,'onservative voters 40

NDI' voters 27

Knxlish 48

I'" renth 32

Other Ethnic 52

Under $6,000 income 43

$6,000-$9,999 43

$10,000 and over 47

For those with lower incomes
NATIONAL 23

Liberal voters 25

f'onservative voters 28

NOP voters 14

English 24

French n
Other Ethnic 29

Under $6,000 income 22

$6,000-$9,999 19

$10,000 and over 27

What Canadians said to the question, "Do you think the

Liberal government does enough, too much or too little for: The
well-to-do? Those with low incomes?"

48 4 i

36 4 3

47 7

64 4 5

43 6 3

64 2 2

39 3 6

53 2 2

52 3 2

42 7 4

7 68 2

8 64 3

9 63

2 80 4

7 67 2

4 78 1

9 59 3

5 72 1

8 71 2

6 65 2

backpage

World: US beef prices may rise again
WASHINGTON-President Nixon
las lifted his ceilings on auto and
><;ef prices in the United States,

rhis now clears the way for

Tocers to pass their higher
' holesale costs onto consumers.
The move to lift the meat price

rceze came after the wholesale

jrice of farm products rose by
'-'M per cent in August.

Auto makers will be less able to

ncrease their prices as a recent

'ost of Living Council ruling cut

heir price increase profwsals by
lO to 'M) per cent,

IIOl s ro.N- The Canada
development Corporation won
mother round in its battle to buy
ontrol of Texas Gulf Sulphur

vhen a Houston District Ojurt

uled that their offer did not

lolale U.S. law.

The takeover bit has been

>pfX)M:(i by officials of Tf!xas Culf

A^ho have argued, among other

hings, that the U S, cannot

ifford to have her resource in-

lustry owned by foreign com-
janies One of the ma jor assets of

I cxas Culf is a mine in northern

mtario,

'KKI.NO- The IWh congress of

he Chinewf Communist Party

jas approved a major r hange in

he leadership of the country. The
jroblem was to find successors

or the aging Mao Twr-Tung and
hou Kn lai when they have to

lep down,
Tri'' riJ-w nurriIxT Ihree man

is now Wang Hung-wen, a

brilliant political orator and
administrator. The appointment
indicates further the desire of

Chinese leaders to moderate
their policies to the west.

LONDON- Lord of the Rings

author John Tolkien died at the

age of 81. The three volumed
work established him as one of

the greatest story tellers of our

times. He leaves unfinished an
equally large volume which his

son, Christopher hopes to com-
plete.

I'lTTSIUJROH- A U.S. District

Court here charged W,A. (Tony)

Boyle with conspiracy leading to

the death of .loseph Yablonski,

his wife and daughter.

At the time of Yablonski 's

murder he and Boyle were the

two major rivals for the

presidency of the union. Boyle,

the incumbent, was defeated in

the subsequent election by a

follower of Yablonski who ran in

his place,

.STOCKHOLM- Sweden is bracing

for a September Ui «rl(!ction and it

appears that that country's

s<K-ialist party is in for its tightest

racf; in 41 years, if the opinion

(X)les are any indication. Prime;

Minister Olof Palme, leader of

the country's f)nly sottialist party

will Ix- running against three

other non socialist parties, each

of which presently holds a large?

slice of the present '.'M member

parliament.

WASHINGTON- A United States

federal judge has ordered an end

to speaking engagements taken

on by James McCord and Jeb

Stuart Magruder, both convicted

in the Watergate wire tapping

scandal. The judge claimed that

it was a disgrace that they were
profiting from their wrongdoing.

McCord had received $2,000 for a

speech at the University of

Illinois.

NEW YORK- The F.B.I, believes

that all Superfecta races fr-om

Dec. 72 to Mar.73 at three major
New York race tracks were fixed.

They believe that the fixers got

away with over two million

dollars in winnings.

At the suggestion of the

F.B.I, all Superfecta races, in

which the bettor tries to predict

the first four horses in any order,

have been suspended at all tracks

in the state,

RKYKJAVIK, !( I;LANI) In the

latest round of the (.'od War
b(rtwe(!n Iceland and Britain,

Iceland has threatened to sever

diplomatic relations with Britain

ov<;r an incident in which the

crew of a British frigate pelted an

Icelandic guiilwat with carrots.

The Cod War stems from

att<!mpts by Iceland to increase

her offshore fishing limits to r)0

miles against the strong op

fK)Sition of British fisherrrn'n who
hav(; traditi(»nally fishtid in those

waters.

SAN FRANCISCO- The largest

slot machine take ever recorded

was made here last week when a

man clicked the winning com-

bination and took home $65,000.

About $1,093 in coins spewed out

of the machine and the rest was
received by cheque.
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Friday Sept. 14

9:00 a.m. -5.00 p.m.- Alumni Drop-In Centre, a
Queen's nostalgic display; old photos, Tricolours,

newspapers, scarves, tams, etc. ..Free Coffee.

Noon - 4.30 p.m. - Fingerpainting, paper mache,
potato printing, painting, macrame, clay, body-
painting, tee shirt printing, lemonade and
cookies, in the Upper Ban Righ Common Room.

I. 00 - 6.00 p.m. Mass Picnic in Lake Ontario Park
featuring a water ski show, ski-diving and
parachuting show, and trips in a hot air balloon.

8.15 -Sobriety (for Gael Groups 1-25 and Commerce
Frosh) in Grant Hall. The Theme this year is a
general conflict themes such as spy vs. spy,
BMOC vs. freshette etc.

10.15 -Sobriety The second show (for Gael Groups
26-65)

10.00- Sock Hop after the first show of Sobriety
behind the library.

8.30 p.m. - Inebriety and Frosh Court .08

'Engineering) in Dunning Hall

II.00 - 4.00 a.m. - Horror Films in Dunning
Auditorium, Psycho and wait Until Dark

Saturday Sept. 15

,\oon - Frosh Rally and Parade
2.00 p.m. - Football: Ottawa University at Queen's

at the George Richardson Stadium
4. .30 p.m. - Grease Pole Climb —-somewhere. Buses

will be available to transport students to the

Grease Pole from the football game. Advance
tickets are available in the Poison Room for 50

cents.

8.30-1.00 a.m. -Frosh Boogie featuring Seadog,
Chucklebait, Comfort, Bolt Upright Revue, and
Street Noise in Grant and Kingston Hall, Leonard
Hall, I^)wer Vic, plus folksinging in the Poison
Room

.

Next Week
IJook Kxchange: Books for resale may be deposited

in the Second Floor Common Room in the Student
Union on Sept. 15, 17, and 18. Books will be on sale

Sept. 19, 20, and 21 , Hours are Noon till 5 p.m.
2,(KJ - 4,30 p.m. Sunday Sept. 24, the Queen's Musical
Workshop will have its first meeting in the Dance
Studio in the Phys. ?ld. complex. The series of

workshops will begin on Sept. 24 and continue on
Sunday afternoons until March.

Later this Month
S(!pt 21 till Sept, 29, S»-coniJ Annual Oktoberfest will

bt; held at the Austrian Club featuring a German
Band and the Musicrnakers,

University Service; September 2.3, at ll.W) at the
Morgan Memorial Chapel, University Chaplain,

the Rev. Dr. A.M. Laverty.

Sept. 24 CFRC, the student radio club will be holding

a meeting Sept. 24 at 7.30, a chance for new
members to join the club.

EXHBITION
"Heritage Kingston" a major exhibition of visual

and documentary material relating to the 300

years growth of the City of Kingston and the

European settlements of this area. Agnes
Etherington Art Centre, through October 28.

Pubs and Movies
101 Inn - "Morgan"
The Pub- "The Dublin Corporation"

The Commodore- "Billy Adams and the Country

Line" and starting next week: "Lifle"

rhe Manor- "J.T. French and Company", and next

week "Ocean"
The Frontenac- "Celts" playing Friday and
Saturday nights, and next week an Irish group
will be entertaining.

Capitol- "Warm December"
Odeon- "The Sound of Music" has been held over

until at least tomorrow night, and "The Last

American Hero" is coming next.

Hyland- "Man of LaMancha"

Douglas Library Schedules

I. Circulation Desk Mon. - Thurs. 8 am - 1

am
Main Reading Room Friday 8 am - 10 pm
Central Information Saturday 8.45 am - 10

pm
Services Room " am

II. Periodicals Room

Documents Unit

in. . Reserve Room

IV . Archives - Special

Collections

V. . Branches

Mon.- Thurs. 8.45 am - 10

pm
Fri.- Sat. 8.45 am - 5 pm
Sunday noon - 10 pm

Mon.-Fri. 8 am -10 pm
Saturday 8.45 am - 10

pm
Sunday noon - 10 pm

Mon.-Fri. 8.45 am - 5 pm
Mon.- Thurs. evenings

as posted.

Ask at Information
Resource Services
Desk or Circulation

Desk (telephone 547-

6136)

unclassifieds

',1/ fjIWl ', lo'/kin') Ifjr on'- or Iv/o

oth(.T girl-, u, -.h.iri' hf'iiutiful ciqht

bedroom ti'iir," ',1// til)?.

OUTING CI 'If. r.-r.il mi.'(:tin<J o)

mumbur; .it / I'l p rn Monrlrty

Mfot in Jtffory ii ',hhi.

Forfhwr information '.ill .it

544-9820 or Oorry at i44 0417.

WANTED A SINGLE BED WITH
comfortable mattre^-, and n dotk,
if you can be of any help plOAto
contact Ariane. W lAll .ilter 6

p.m.

FIVE PUPS (h,ill hound) to qivo
iiway to M;it.'iblc home. 378 2423.

Seven weeks old.

GENERAL MEETING OF all CFRC
'.ti;dcnt radio club members,
Monday Sept. 17, 7:30 p.m. in

Carrothers Hall. AM old members
',hould attend.

I'HOTOGI*APHERS Pholo Imaqe
now offer-, custom black, and
white printing and ektachrome
proce-.'.inq at rea'.onable rates.

For further information call 544-

ino or vitit our ttudio at 33 Brock
Street,

ROOM FOR RENT: ona girl nueded to

share four bedroom house with

throe others, two blocks from
campus. $50.00 monthly. Call Judy
at 54V 291I,

LOST: tortoise-shell rimmed glasses,

possibly in Etherington or in the

park last week. Call Michael
Loughan.

TACKY, HOOOVERMOUTH, Porka,
Flash, Bnrliovitch, Snaryfrosh,
Boycinski, and Leestiski are
cordially invited to a fondue party

chot BeavorshI on Sunday at 7:00

p.m. RSVP roflrett only.

(more uriciaftifeds on pl4)

Queen's

Division of Concerts

presents

CZECH STRING QUARTET

Programme: Beethoven, Husa, Smetana

Sept. 19 Dunning Hall 8:30 p.m.

Tickets: $1.00 from 547-6194

Division of Concerts Box Office,

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

or at the door.

FINNEGAN'S
"THE SlHGm PUB"
NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

178-188 ONTARIO ST. 544-6881

A, M. 5. Clubs Night

TUESDAY, SEPT. 25

Clubs wishing to participate
should pick up information

at the A.M. S. office

as soon as possible.

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS:

SEPT. 21

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they

have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK - BILLY ADAMS and

THE COUNTY LINE

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOWES ONLY PLEASE
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briefly . .

.

Tricolor delayed
The Tricolor yearbook will be delivered after registration

again this year. They were to have been in Kingston in time to

hand out at registration.

The delay, according to officials of National School Services

in Winnipeg, the Tricolor printer, was due mainly to the rail

strike, which had held up binding supplies in Thunder Bay. In

addition, there was a delay because colour seperations had to be

redone.

No definite date has been given to the Tricolor staff as to

when to expect the book, although it had been estimated that

they would be delivered three weeks after the rail strike ended.-

Bus-It project begins
As a result of a referendum held last March, Queen's

students may ride the PUC buses free of charge, during the

academic year. The service is paid for by a three dollar levy per

student and a two dollar a head contribution from the university.

Bus-It passes are available at the AMS office in the

basement of the Union and are valid for use until September 20.

After that date, the new red student identification cards which

will be issued at registration, must be presented to the bus

driver.

Rates on all premium bus routes will be available for free,

while an additional 5 cents must be paid on routes outside

normal zones and for Dial-a-bus service in the west end.

Course guild available
The 1973-1974 Course Evaluation Guide, a two volume effort

this year, is available in the AMS office for those who did not

receive their's in the mail.

Ross Sutherland, co-ordinator of the guide, noted that in at

least one way this year's effort is an improvement over last

year's. For the first time, there are evaluations of first year

courses.

Sutherland was disappointed in the co-operation which

came from students, the Departmental Student Councils and the

professors, however. His pet beef was students who softened up

while evaluating the professors and the courses. In addition,only

about 30 per cent of the DSC's participated this year.

Sutherland noted also that he was disappointed with the

upper year professors whose response was less than satisfac-

tory. In the English department, although the faculty were co-

operative, the students weren't, he noted. He added that in the

psychology department neither faculty nor students were co-

operative.

16 committee vacancies
Full time faculty members and students are invited to apply

for, and-or to submit the names of those qualified for positions

on the Senate Committees. Nominees should have an interest in

the particular problems related to the Committee concerned,

but need not be members of the Senate. A brief description of

interests and talents of applicants or prospective nominees on

the application form would help the selection of the Senate

Nominating Committee.

Applications should be submitted to the Secretary of the

Senate, Margot Hoey, before Friday, September 28, 1973, at 163

University Avenue.

The following vacancies exist: Academic Development;

Agenda -f ;
Budget Committee; Campus Planning (2) and one

faculty; Compution; Fine Arts & Public Lectures; Library

(2); Nominating -I-; Residences Board (Faculty only); Ban
Righ Board (Faculty only); Scholarships and Student aid;

Student Affairs; University Council on Athletics.

-I- must be a Senator

No increase in applications o/fho
'

ARTSCI 77

YEAR ELECTIONS

— Tuesday, Sept. 18—
7:30 P.M.

STIRLING "D"

EVERYONE TURN OUT!

More eligible for OSAP loans
"I am extremely surprised

that we have had no more ap-

plications this year than last year

at this time," commented D. N.

Ellis, assistant Registrar

(student awards).

Due to significant changes in

OSAP, more students are now
eligible to receive loans. Ac-

cording to Ellis, approximately

27Q0 applications for loans have
been filed through the student

awards office. The number of

applications was the same at this

time last year.-

"Perhaps the students do not

understand the changes in the

programme," Ellis said. He
noted that the cut off date for

applications is September 30.

In a statement released last

April, the Minister of Colleges

and Universities Jack McNie said

"we are modifying the present

Student Awards Programme to

bring the needs assessment more
into line with today's costs and to

accommodate other con-

siderations, and we want to do

more to encourage academic
achievement."

He said the changes will help

students presently in the system
and encourage high-school

students who are considering

post-secondary education.McNie
also said that talks leading to

"substantial improvements" in

the Canada Student Loan Plan

were making considerable
progress, but no action had yet

been taken on conditional

repayment of student loans, or

aid for part-time students under

the federal GSL programme.

Changes

Changes in the method of

calculating OSAP grants include:

Boosting the basic family

allowance from $1800 to $4000 on

OSAP parental contribution

tables. The Ministry estimates

this will make an additional $5

million in grants available to

students from lower and middle

income groups.

Substantially increasing

allowable deductions where both

parents are working and in-

cluding baby-sitting expenses in

the deductions.

Increasing by 10 per cent the

weekly miscellaneous allowance.

Modifying assessment
procedures so that "married
students will benefit to the extent

of a half a million dollars in

grants."

Encouraging academic
excellence by increasing

exemptions for academic awards

to the level of tuition and in-

cidental fees. (The previous limit

was $150.)

Ontario students who have
worked for at least two full years

and who wish to be financially

independent of their parents can

now apply for independent status

under the Canada Student Loans
Plan.

The Ministry says that it is

also undertaking a programme
which will make bank loans more
readily available to part-time

students, and will encourage

post-secondary institutions to

allow part-time students to

spread out tuition payments over

the length of the course if the fee

is over $50. The government will

make accelerated payments to

institutions to offset any internal

cash flow problems this may
cause.

Ellis was concerned at the

government's failure to take any
action on the last of these

proposals. The government has

not "moved at all in this direc-

tion," he said.

Permission has been given to

universities to use normal
operating funds to provide

bursaries to graduate students in

their third consecutive term, and

the Ministry is formulating plans

for a revised system of graduate

assistance "based on a high level

of academic achievement."

For example

The effect of the changes is

shown in the following examples
supplied by McNie 's office:

A single student with one

parent making $9000 and a second

child not attending university ; in

1972-3, the expected parental

contribution was $663. In that

case, a student would have
received $640 in assistance in the

form of a loan. Under the new
scheme, the parental con-

tribution is $495. The student

would receive $990 in assistance ~

$800 in loans, and $190 in grant.

For a married student with

the husband earning $1800 and
the wife earning $5000 with one
child under 12, last year, the

expected contribution was $1430,

which would have netted the

student $690 worth of assistance

in the form of a loan. Under the

1973-4 regulations, the expected

contribution is $60. In this case,

the student would receive $1910

worth of assistance - $800 in loan

and $1110 in grant.

Operating grants

In addition to the increased

student support, the government
is increasing operating grants to

universities and colleges by $48.5

million. Most of the increase will

go to raising the Basic Income
Unit ~ the funding per student

which universities receive from
the government.

Other parts of the increase

will include added weight to part-

time programmes for grant

purposes, and more support for

bilingual programmes.
The bilingual grants, which

go to Ottawa U, Glendon College,

Laurentian, Algonquin College

and Sudbury are now to be

calculated at 5 per cent of the

Basic Operating Income. Schools

of social work in Universities will

receive supplementary grants to

finance field instruction that at

one time was supported by
federal grants.

The government is also

supplying "extra-formula
grants" for undergraduate
programmes in law and medicine
at nine universities. Queen's will

receive such grants for its law

programmes.
Smaller universities, mainly

Brock and Trent ~ both of which

have had severe financial dif-

ficulties this year - will receive

added assistance "in the form of

fixed sum compensatory grants

based on a careful assessment of

their needs."

McNie said of the increased

amounts being spent on colleges

and universities that "the
financial commitment shows that

post-secondary education
remains very high on the

Government's list of priorities."

During the fee withholding
campaigns across the province,

students had accused the Davis

government of being un-

concerned with post-secondary

education and cutting back ex-

penditures on it as a scapegoat

for its financial difficulties.

Ma Bell prefers students
The results of an experiment

conducted Wednesday afternoon

seem to indicate that students

can have their phone installed at

least two days earlier than

'on
is at

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Do not fail to see this major
exhibition opened by the

Secretary of State on June 3 and
continuing to October 28

Note new GALLERY HOURS:
Monday to Friday 9 to 5;

Saturday and Sunday 1 to 5;

Tuesday & Thursday evenings 7

to 9

professors.

Bell Canada's business office

was called by a "professor"

living at 263 University, and was
told that the earliest that a phone

could be installed would be on

Monday. However, with a little

urging the installation date was
moved up to Saturday, a three

day wait.

When a "first year student"

living at 158 Johnson called,

Mother Bell informed him that he

could have his phone installed on

the next day, on Thursday.

A spokesman for Bell Canada
told the Journal that "We try to

install the phones as soon as

possible", and that Wednesday
(the day of the experiment) and
Friday were fully booked. Bell

suggested that the discrepancy

was due to the callers dealing

with different employees.
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comment

The upper year

dislocation syndrome
by Victoria Kt'insley

I am totally discouraged and
bored. I have a nagging suspicion

that the whole country has been

invited to a terrific party and
someone forgot to mail my in-

vitation. My emotions are fluc-

tuating on a continuum between
"home at last" and "gawd, am I

really going to go through it all

again?"

Having returned to Kingston

a week early, I looked forward to

a weeks' holiday before starting

back to the books in a reasonable

facsimile of earnestness. But all

the activities that I had looked

forward to are not to be found.

Even the Gibralter of our
university, the pub, can't be

cruised into. Is it my imagination

or are there really even fewer

fresh activities to crash this year.

Second Coming came and went.

Not that I blame anyone for that.

Last year's response was far

from enthusiastic, and anyway if

I'd wanted a second or third or

fourth coming I should have
organized it myself. Never-
theless, I feel somewhat like a

fish in a bowl looking out at the

"heyday' of the real world. Many
of the 'normal people' (as one

gael called us) feel the same way.

There is a sympathy for one
another that creates a

lackadaisical club.

At this stage of the game
there aren't as many "how was
your summer? '"s and few faces

ignite shouts of glee. They
seemed to have all turned to

greener fields or gone out to the

big bad world. Consequently the

union steps people watching, isn't

quite the same.

I know that there are things

going on and I know that there is

excitement and laughter and
nervousness and new clothes and
new faces and the first toke for

someone, but I'm dislocated and
they won't let me play without a

red button.

It's an amazing feeling to be

so dispassionate toward the

whole thing. The days are lazy

and I'm getting lots of sleep.

While the soties of people who
claim they haven't slept for

seventy two hours are back
again, the fat cats like me don't

really believe them this time.

"The cliches of years gone by
are here again. And of course the

usual comments about the cliches

are again in themselves cliches.

And everyone that is directly

involved feels like its a whole new
thing happening here. Arm-
banders and assistants keep
coming up with bright new ideas

that will really make this

orientation week something
different. But they don't know
that those are the same unique

ideas someone came up with last

year.

Hurrah for tradition, hurrah
for the status quo, hurrah for the

normality of the confusion. Again

the frosh are wandering around
lost, as if they aren't. And Arm-
banders are watching over them
condescendingly, knowing they

are. And someone is making
nasty comments about
engineering frosh and someone
else is making nasty comments
about the engineering orientation

program and yet another is

defending it in the name of

creating a spirit of brotherhood

within the frosh. And gaels are

walking purposefully with their

file folders. And someone has

taken off with the keys to the

orientation truck. And the

chauvinists are comparing this

year's "crop" to years gone by.

And the non-involvees are
making cynical comments about

the whole damn thing.

WELCOME ARTSCI '77

I am a part of all that I have met;
Yet all experience is an arch wherethrough
Gleams that untravelled \Nor\6 whose margin
fades

Forever, forever when I move.
How dull it is to pause, to make an end.

To rest unburnished, not to shine in use!

from Ulysses by Tennyson

ARTSC/ '75

ST. THOMAS MORE
CAMPUS PARISH

DROP IN: NEWMAN HOUSE

164 UNIVERSITY AVE.

546-2495

SUNDAY FOLK MASS
DUNNING HALL 10:30 A.M.

Graph
I sui

KINGSTON'S OA/N

ic ArtG Show
SUPPLIES - MATERIALS - PRODUCTS

HOLIDAY INN
Wednesday, Sept. 19 - 10 A.M.- 9 RM.

Refreshments Served

RESTAURANT - TAVERN
1394 Princess (west of Portsmouth)

Great Steaks

Seafoods - Spaghetti

K^itu^ki^ fried

COCKTAILS
Your favourite

on tap^

Come as you are — No reservations — friendly, hospitable service

PLUS 3 Take - Home Stores

• 240 Montreal (closest to Queen's) 542-2773

• Bath Road Just Past K-Mart 389-5000

• 1409 Princess West at Portsmouth 546-2277

A Colonel Sanders' Recipe ^

fried ^kiVken ®

We feci we've the

Best Quality, Mod
Consistent Service in

Town. We'd Like You

to Think to tool

The POZX
CHALET

Princess at Barrie

544^1227

FREE

DELIVERY

Open
Men. Thurs.

11 am - 1 am;
Fri. Sat.

11 am - 2 am
Sunday
11 am - midnight
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Exemptions granted to foreign students

Ottawa (CUP) — Foreign students, legally in

Canada before Jan. 1, 1973 who are seeking em-

ployment will be exempted from the requirements

of Canada Manpower certification that Canadian

citizens or landed immigrants are not available for

the jobs they seek.

The concessions offered to these foreign

students is the result of pressure by individual

campus representatives on the federal government.

But these concessions will apply only until these

students have successfully completed the academic

course in which they are registered and will not

apply to more recently immigrated students or to

those illegally in the country before the cut-off date.

A federal government pamphlet says foreign

students must give "evidence of sufficient funds for

full maintenance and tuition. Some Canadian

students finance their studies by working part-time

and during their vacations. Foreign students,

however, must not anticipate financing their studies

in this manner."

Saskatchewan students urge fee strike

Saskatoon (CUP) — Student councils of the two
campuses of the University of Saskatchewan are

mounting a campaign urging students to withhold

their second term tuition fees. They are protesting a

$50 fee hike instituted this year by the provincial

government.

The Saskatchewan fee strike is patterned after

that organized last year by the Ontario Federation

of Students. The Ontario fee strife was in protest of

the lack of government response to student views

when they unilaterally increased tuition fees by $100

and loan ceilings by $200 in 1972.

The Saskatchewan students are being asked to

pay only half of their full tuition fee so that the

student councils may be provided with time and
bargaining power in trying to get the fee rise

rescinded. The councils also hope to deter a further

increase expected for the next school year.

In addition, the student council at the Saskatoon

campus is requesting that students who receive

government student loans put the unused portion of

their loans into a trust fund, claiming that this

would satisfy the requirements of the Canada
Student Loan Plan.

bottomley

Journal
photog
in action

While on assignment, our

erstwhile photographer .lim

Merrithew got caught up in

the action of Shinerama, one

of the events of Charity Day
held Wednesday to help

sponsor Camp Outlook. Jim is

shown getting the final

polishes on his adidas.

QUEEN'S PUB
Requires a student to manage The Queen's Pub for the Fall and

Winter terms. Please submit a written resume of past experience

and extra curricular activities to the AM S office by 5 p.m.,

Monday, September 17.

Applications are also being received for the following positions

Assistant managers

Bartenders

Cashiers

Waiters/Waitresses

Written resumes for the above positions should be submitted

to the AMS office by 5 p.m., Monday, September 17.

THE PUB WILL REMAIN CLOSED UNTIL

ALL THE ABOVE POSITIONS ARE FILLED

International Centre

helps them adjust
For the foreign students coming onto campus this week the

confusion inherent in Orientation Week is complicated by their

unique problems of basic differences in language and culture.

To assist the foreign students in coping with their new en-

vironment, the International Centre has an extensive

programme which attempts to overcome some of the initial

misunderstandings and to channel the students into the com-
munity. The programme starts early in the summer and is

under the guidance of Kasper Pold, Executive Secretary of the

International Centre.

According to Pold, the Orientation programme has been

evolving rapidly over the past five years and has become most
effective in meeting the needs of the students.

Last year there were about 800 foreign students at Queen's

(not including Americans) representing thirty-five

nationalities, with 70 new arrivals. This year there were close to

100 new arrivals, still many less than several years ago.

In June the Centre receives notices of all foreign students

accepted for the following session and detailed information

regarding travelling from their home base to Queen's is sent and

any special problems are discussed and followed up as closely

as possible at that time. By the end of August Pold and his staff

(one over-worked secretary) recruit volunteers to aid the new
students in areas of general personal services such as housing,

everyday living. The students acquire interim "families" in

Kingston amongst Rotarians, faculty members, grad students

and Kingston families.

During the first week of September Pold supervises a busy

Orientation schedule for graduate and undergraduate students

alike. "This is an attempt to combine more formalized sessions

with more geographic coverage." There are formalized

presentations, then travelling groups and at all times students

are encouraged to come together at the Centre and initiate

projects of their own.

Pold rejected the suggestion that this type of itinerary tends

to isolate students and perhaps defeat the purpose of foreign

exchange. "It doesn't build the sohdarity which might be ex-

pected. There are about 35 nationalities involved, and naturally

there striking differences inherent in the group." Often these

differences reflect the political situation in existence at the time

or an extremely different cultural background.

Kasper Pold has been aiding students with general, social,

personal, bureaucratic and academic problems and sees

himself in the role of organizer, red-tape cutter and om-
budsman. "There people don't want to be patronized" em-
phasized Pold, however, he pointed out that the academic
departments have no formal organization for helping in-

ternational students. "There needs to be some mechanism by

which a supervisor tries to ascertain what kind of problems or

state of mind the student is in" explained Pold.

He went on to criticize the undergraduate Orientation

pointing out that it can have an extremely devastating effect on

a person not prepared to cope with the Canadian culture in such

a distorted setting.

CLOVER LEAF MARKET
GROCERIES
PRODUCE
SUNDRIES

MEATS
HEALTH FOODS
HOUSEWARES

MON. to FRI. 8:30 A.M. to 10 P.M.

SAT. - 8:30 A.M. to 6 P.M.

"We Deliver" - 546-5566

Corner Princess and University Ave.

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS
FREE DELIVERY

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to 11 PM DAILY
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who do you suppose

-Decided lhal PYosh week was a

good lime to paint both the gym
and Richardson Hall when they

were both practically deserted

all summer?
-Hired a private security firm to

patrol the campus without
bothering to consult anybody
(especially the students)

beforehand?

-Decided that everyone who
wanted to drive to the new
stadium for a football game
had to pay a dollar extra just to

park?

-Decided that wives, girlfriends,

and mistresses of Queen's
football players could get free

passes so they wouldn't have to

pay a dollar to park at the same

Taquilla

party

a fiasco
by Robert Wood

It is probably inevitable that

some event during orientation

week will flop, but the Taquilla

party held Tuesday night in

Grant Hall was a major fiasco.

More than half of the waiting

frosh were turned away with no
alternative event to attend. Most
of the seven hundred who were
admitted faced a snail-paced

lineup which extended from the

basement of Grant almost to

the entrance door. More liquor

tickets were sold than could be
honoured, and in several cases,

no refund was given to those

stillholding tickets when the

liquor supply ran out.

And there were other
problems. Although the bar and
movies were ready at the
scheduled opening time, the
doors remained closed for nearly

an hour while arrangements for

crowd control were completed.
No announcement that all

fro.sh must wear their buttons for

admittance was made until

minutes before the doors opened
and more than one frosh who had
tw-en waiting for nearly two hours
was turned away because of this

.slip-up. Yet after the first five

hundred ahose with buttons)

were admitted were admitted,

fxjlicy changed and frosh were
;idmitted if their gaels happened
lo be at the door to vouch for

I hem.
Groups turned away had to

scramble for alternative en-
• erfainment, the atmosphere
inside Grant was heavy and the

Dace slow, Gaels were angry
'.hen their frosh were turned
way for not having buttons and

frustrated b(;cause they had not

known that buttons would be
required,

'I'he Taquilla I'arty, the first

major social event on campus
this week, was a damn poor in-

irfxJuction for Vumh '77,

All year round the Kcd Cross
Water Safety Service works lo
open peoples' minds lo the tre-

mendous impf^rlance of water
safety. In addition to extensive
programmes of infortnalion, Ked
•".ross teatlics persons of all ny,CH

how to prevent accidents in, on
or nciir the wafer.

stadium?
Took so long to write the Arts

and Science calendar. The
Engineering calendar was
delivered in March, Arts and
Science arrived in mid-August.

Wonder what took six months
longer?

-Permits the staff of the equip-

ment counter of the Men's
Locker Room to watch TV all

day instead of working?
-Is responsible for the

gawdawfull stuff the Union
calls coffee?

-Took out a full page ad in the

Whig Standard to advertise

evening courses to be offered

this winter only to tell those

who inquired about them that

the deadline had passed a

month earlier?

-Thought of the bright idea of

storing diplomas during con-

vocation in beat up old beer
cases?

-Bought the PA system for the

new stadium that can be heard
downtown but not in the student

stands on the east side?

-Couldn't spell FOREWORD in

the 1971 Queen's Handlwok?
-Could possibly read all the signs

or follow half the instructions

necessary to navigate through
Registration?

-Is responsible for all the men
working in the Women's locker

room at the Pys. Ed. centre -

again during frosh week - when
it remained relatively quiet

during the summer?

Journal
wants you

A. M, S. CLUBS
Clubs requiring a grant

this academic year
should submit budgets

by September 21

Enclosed should be a brief outline

of events and objectives of the club

OS well as the 1973-74 executive.

BOTH OF THESE DIAMOND/ WEIGH JUST 1 CARAT

WHICH ONE WOULD YOU CHOOSE?

You probably couldn't tell by just looking

which diamond was worth more. Even though

they both weigh 1 carat, one is worth

a lot more. It takes an expert to know the

difference. Whether you're spending

$50 or $5,000 on a diamond . , , we can help you

make the right choice. Come in and

let us show you.

KI.VXKAIJ IVESTKRRK
Jewellehs

168 PRINCESS STREKT
KINGSTON. ONTARIO

BrewedfidmpuiBspfli^water:

And that's thetmhf
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editorial

Criticisms: wise and otherwise
The Journal has certain obvious

responsibilities to the university community.

Queen's University represents a very

diversified population. As such, the interests

and opinions of its members are varied.

Difficult as it is to please all of the people all of

the time, the Journal should appeal to as wide

a readership as possible.

It is important that news coverage be

accurate, objective, and complete. Although

news articles cannot avoid reflecting a certain

amount of the reporter's biases, the place for

an opinion, subtle or otherwise, is on the

editorial page.

It is the intention of the editors to pursue

an active editorial policy. We do not expect to

voice the opinion of everyone in the university

- nor should we be e expected to. It is our hope

that our editorials will spark thought,

discussion, and action.

Although a university newspaper cannot

ignore the activities of its student pohticians,

a constant stream of mindless campus politics

can become tedious and of little interest to the

majority of the student and faculty.

The editor of a student newspaper must of

course, be watchful of the student political

element. However, it is not our policy nor our

intention to either consistently oppose nor

support our government. Our politicians will

be praised and often crtiticized, according to

our judgment of their actions.

It is our opinion that unsubstantiated

criticism and unvoiced opinion are of the

same vintage, and symptomatic of the same
ill. The only valid type of criticism is that

which is constructive; the only valid type of

opinion is that which is expressed.

Quite often student papers fail because
politicians run the paper and fail to reach
their audience and be responsive to the

readership.

We hope to produce a paper which is not

only well-balanced, informative, and
readable, but also, one which is lively, en-

tertaining, and dynamic. Accordingly, we feel

that humorous, anecdotal columns and
comments have a rightful place in the

students' newspaper. Formerly, the
classifieds became a light spot in what had
become a dry, sober and conservative news
sheet.

No matter how well written, no one will

read the Journal if its pages are not at-

tractive. Through careful layout and the

proper use of photography, a sense of con-

tinuity can be achieved. Photos and artwork
draw the reader into the paper.

There is much of interest in the academic
realm that has remained untouched by
previous Journals. The interpretations of the

meaning of 'education' are as varied as are

the educational possibilities open to members
of the Queen's community.

The Entertainment section of the Journal
and its sports pages have been consistently

strong in previous years. The tradition is one
to be passed on. In addition it is planned that

Features will be expanded to include human
interest stories, and perhaps to include an
explanation of why the last issue did not live

up to our goals and expectations.

So

you wanna
work for

the Journal
So you want to be an editor...so you had ideas before you

came to college of being a foreign correspondent...so you
practice on the Jounral...and get to be editor...every Wednesday
and Sunday it's press night...every Thursday and Monday
there's the printer's call...and on Tuesday, Friday and Saturday

you relax. ..yea? you don't... you worry. ..about what you're

going to use on the other days...and about the copy somebody
threw out. ..and the people who don't like the who do you sup-

pose. ..and the people who don't hke anything but the who do you
suppose. ..and those that think the Lower Campus is funny. ..and

those that think that it stinks...and of course the people that

don't like the Jounral...and everybody can do a better job than

you. ..but they don't. ..they just com-
plain. ..complain. ..complain. ..that's all you hear down
here...crabbing and griping...about the communists...or the

fascists. ..or the good coach. ..or the lousy coach. ..or the players

on our teams. ..or the players who should be on our teams. ..or

smoking in the classrooms...or not smoking...or swearing...or

drinking. ..or the women at Queen's. ..or the men at Queen's. ..or

the professors...or the courses...or humans in general...and you

get the worries of the atomic bomb...and the SKAD and the IRA
and OFS... and the ASUS.. .CUP...ICC. .SCM...AMS... for or

against...building up or tearing down...nobody ever just

satisified...nobody happy. ..oh, you learn a lot alx)ut jour-

nalism...that unless you tell somelx)dy their story is better than

Hemingway. ..or Huxley. ..they won't write again. ..if the stuff is

off-colour and unprintable then we are prudes with bourgeois

tastes... if we do print it...we're obscene and

blasphemous. ..that people are quick with criticism and slow

with the congratulations.. .that people only consider their own
desires. ..no one else's. ..that last year's paper is always bet-

ter. ..that every other college's paper is always better.. .and

every editor swears his Journal will be better...but it isn't...

'cause people are just the same. ..they never change. ..the clubs

are always sure ' that the other clubs are getting more
coverage...that this activity is getting more publicity...that

there isn't enough poetry on the feature page...that there is too

much poetry on the feature page...that engineers are

ignored...that medsmen are forgotten. ..that artsmen are

slandered...and the letters come in. ..but at twelve midnight you

don't worry about those things. ..you forget about training in

journalism... all you think about is getting words counted. ..and

stories measured...and pages made up. ..and heads.. .and by-

lines., .and new type. . .and how you are going to put everything in

that you promised... 'cause if you don't somebody is sure to

holler...and you think back to the first few weeks of school...and
of all the budding writers and reporters and make-up artists that

flooded the office so that you didn't have work for them all...and

you wonder where they all disappeared to...and you think that

maybe you weren't nice enough to them and killed genius...or at

least dampened enthusiasm...so you talk to them and beg and
plead. ..but. ..suddenly they remember that they have essays. ..or

tests. ..or exams... and then it dawns on you that you are here to

get a degree too.. .and you have work to do. ..but there isn't a paid

permanent editor for the Journal so you stay ...and every

Sunday. ..and every Wednesday...and every Monday. ..and every

Thursday. . .and the rest of the week you keep on worrying.
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Orientations of the past:

not just tarns and oil thighs
Orientation 1973: If you're a fresh, you've been doing

it for the last week : Gael groups, early morning wake-ups,

parties, course counselling, and all the rest of it. You have
been given the opportunity to get to know the campus and
a few of the people, to "get involved" and to prepare for

the academic year.

"A judicious mixture of all such activities is probably

the best prescription for the continued health and well-

being of the college student. The acquisition of knowledge
- not only of books, but of life and character - is the fun-

damental task of the year ahead, and Orientation Week
points out this fact to the Freshman."

The above quote, however familiar it may seem to a

frosh of 1973, is an excerpt from a Journal editorial of

October 1935. Yes, orientation, like the rest of Queen's life,

has been going on for a long time. Over a span of seventy

years, the first-year students have arrived early each fall,

to be greeted by what has been known as orientation,

hazing, initiation, or simply Hell Week. Through the years

while undergoing great changes in form and character,

Orientation Week has maintained certain aspects

which closely link the experiences of the Class of '77 with

those of the Class of '07.

For example, the new student faces numerous
welcoming speeches. Unitl fairly recently, the official

welcome to the university was the Principal's; he would

explain the goals of the entering freshman as he perceived

them, and assured the students that they could count on

the support of the professors and upperclass students in

the years ahead. Principal W. H. Fyfe added in his speech

of October 1935, "I hope that you will preserve all that is

sound in the traditions which have been built up since our

royal charter was received in 1841, and that by your

energy and intelligence you will add to the fame of

Queen's."

Not all welcomes to the frosh, however, were filled

with promise and cliched optimism. The Queen's Journal

editorial of October 3, 1930 took a less complimentary
view of the newcomers of 1930:

" "With varying emotion we inspect the Freshman

Class as it hurries, furtive-eyed, about the campus.
Sometimes it seems to have a scrubby look. The freshmen
aren't nearly men. They are narrow-shouldered boys,

with dirty collars, disgraceful shoes, and a general hang-
dog appearance. At these times we feel sorry for the Old
University and for the Alma Mater Society which must in

the next three years degenerate into these incapable

hands. We advise initiation schemes to put them in their

place, and prove our own superior intellect and brawn by
making them suffer ordeals of every sort, that they might
better realize their inferiority and the humbleness of the

position they occupy in our community."

Nature of orientation questioned

The terms "initiation schemes" and "suffering or-

deals" which the Editor used forty-three years ago
suggest the whole subject of the nature of Orientation,

which has been a controversial one ever since. Should
Orientation mean scavenger hunts, tams, purple dye and
taking orders from upperclass students? Would an
academically-minded week be more appropriate? These
questions have occupied Orientation committees as long

as they have existed. The trend up to now has been one of

gradual moderation.

Picture the scene on October 4, 1929 : "With palpitating

hearts and trembling knees, about four hundred freshmen
gathered in Grant Hall ... to hear the pronouncement by
their superiors, the lordly sophs, juniors and seniors . . .

The outcome was simply this, that all general freshmen
regulations go into force immediately ..." What were
these regulations?

1. Each freshman had to buy a tam, which was to be

worn from the date of the meeting until the end of the

freshman year. From the date of "initiation" until the first

of January, they were to be worn twenty-four hours a day,

every day except Sunday, and "on any such days when not

in the city of Kingston." After January 1st, the tams were
to be worn from 7 am to 7 pm, except on Sundays.

Medicine had a blue tassel, Science a yellow tassel, and
Arts a red tassel.

2. Each frosh had to buy a faculty ribboi

specified that "these ribbons shall be worn on tbi

man's apparel in a conspicuous place, so thatj

easily be seen by the rest of the student body." f
and shape of the ribbon were also quoted, and thej

had to be worn until January 1st, twenty -four houM

3. Every freshman had to carry a Faculty-**

umbrella with him for one week. It was to be opal
full view while walking from building to buildii^

4. Freshmen were not permitted to cut

"trespass over lawns," or walk on the sidewalk d

first week of initiation. This rule, however, was
forced on rainy days, when frosh were allowed to;

sidewalks - as long as they walked in single file an

interfere with the progress of upperclass studei

5. The non-fussing rule, as stated by Des
Acting President of the A.M.S.: "No freshman s|

permitted to fuss, i.e. to be in company with a girl ^
or from shows, attending shows, attending dances al

An unbiased examination of the freshnnen
Every year sees a different

lot of queerly assorted dregs of

humanity in the gui,se of fresh-

mon of the common beer garden
variety let loose on this verable

old college which apparently has
no adequate defence against such

;jn invasion. Just whore all these

(rosh come from is one of life's

little mysteries that has puzzled

• he great thinkers of all ages.

SiAxxiy asks them to come,
nolx)dy welcomes them, and yet

here they are, as proud as punch
ihat they are .so far away from
home and mother's eagle eye.

'I'his state of affairs continues for

iix)\i\ a week but aftf;r the novelty

of f:omplele freedom begins to get

;i little .shiny in the seat of the

pants, it iH a somewhat different

story. It is at thi.s period of the

garne that they bfrgin to get a

littUr homesick and then the

' JirnpuK is Ktuddcd with p<Hential

',uicide«.

Freshmen make a very in-

lerewtlng study SiipfMjse you

were to single out one from the

herd and examine him with an
impartial eye. Somehow, he
doesn't look so bad - quite har-

mless in fact. His face may be a

little sticky from the all-day

sucker he has been working on,

his clothes may look as if they

came from the fifteen-dollar

store and his general appearance
may resemble a farm-hand on his

day off but taken all in all he
doesn't look like anything worth

writing a letter of complaint

about to the Whig-Standard.
Mass all the freshmen together

and that's a different story.

Every last mother's son of them
now looks like the outcasts of the

underworld with visages which
resemble nothing human, Ninety-

ninf! and forty four one
hundredths p<!r cent of them have
criminal laces of (h(! low(!r type

and it is scarc«!ly any wond(.'r that

the mothers of Kingston punish

erring children by threatcsning to

take them out to look at thf- fresh-

men.
Even among morons such as

the frosh most undoubtedly are,

there are class distinctions.

There is the negative group that

are so negative that they are

almost positive and on the other

Kngineering frosh parade with

.Science '(il banner.

(Tricolor, l!t5H)

hand there is the positive group
that is so positive that it is almost
negative. One type which is

bound to delight the sophistcated

eyes of the sophs is the frosh that

assumes a cocky "my feet don't

smell" attitude, and has an ex-

tensive wisecracking vocabulary
that ranges anywhere from "so's

your old man" to "oh yeah?"
This is the very same freshman
that will be on the make for the

waitresses at the "Sup" for the

next two weeks. The nattily

dressed frosh with the plus-fours

and bow-tie purchases from
Eaton's catalogue is also a good
prospect for the seniors who are

on the lookout for fun and games.
Taking frosh down a peg cer-

tainly ranks with the sports of

kings. Perhaps the creme de la

creme of the freshman crop,

though, is the dumb frosh. "Show
me a dumb frosh and I'll show
you a good time."

Another great mystery
surrounding freshman is to

where they all disappear? Of
course we understand that a

large number are murdered in

cold blood by their bored seniors,

and a great many graduate at

Christmas, to say nothing of the

share that fade to the garbage-
men, but the question is where do
the majority go. Naturally many
return the next year but somehow
they don't seem to be the same
people. They don't look so

criminal and half-witted and yet

how could such a change be ef-

fected in one year? Truly college

is a great melting-pot.

As I look over this year's

batch I feel more pessimistic

than usual because between you
and me and the Union I've never
seen a more dilapidated, forlorn

group of human derelicts, the

sweepings of the street as it were,
that have been wished on us this

year. It's enough to make a self-

respecting student turn over in

his bed.

-Journal. Oct 4. 1932.
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{ In!" (Journal, September 18, 1967)

sources of entertainment, during the period beginning

with his initiation date until after his Christmas

examinations, when he shall have proven himself worthy

of that privilege. Freshmen shall be permitted to escort

members of the opposite sex from Church receptions, but

not to the reception."

6. Freshmen were not allowed to hold any "theatre

parties, sleighing or driving parties, or get-together

parties or dances of any kind . . . until after the Christ-

mas examinations."

7. Freshmen were expected to attend all in-

tercollegiate Rugby and Hockey games.

8. No freshman was permitted to grow a moustache

during his first year.

9. Freshmen were not allowed to wear "derby,

spats, bow ties, plus-fours, or use a cane."

In the face of such a strict set of Orientation

regulations, change was inevitable, and followed soon

after. In an A.M.S. ruling in April, 1935, the non-fussing

rule was deleted from the Constitution. Under the

headline "Women Now The Only Danger That Faces

Fussing Freshmen," the Journal commented: "The

tendency lately has been to remove many of the spiteful

restrictions on first-year students and to retain only those

clauses serving some definite purpose."

The problem which existed then, just as it does now,

was deciding which aspects of Orientation served a

"definite purpose" and which did not. It was termed a

"somewhat radical change" when the freshettes of 1932

were permitted to wear tams instead of "bibs, aprons

adorned with ribald remarks, or bowler hats which tend to

mar the appearance of even the most beautiful."

(Journal, October 4, 1932) The freshettes were given red,

yellow, or blue tams and had to wear them until four-

thirty on week days throughout the year. In previous

years freshettes had "undergone the public humility of

berry-boxes, aprons, green socks and straw hats. No
longer would the freshettes submit to the indignities . . .

which other years suffered," it was concluded.

Not so, however, judging by the Freshette Restric-

tions of the following year's Orientation. The freshettes

were required to wait on the Seniors and open doors for

them. For two weeks their "personal beauty was
enhanced by large five by eight-mch cards bearing their

names in two-inch block capitals and their respective

weights in one-inch lettering . . . Freshies must be meek
and humble in bearing or risk the descent of the wrath of

the gods above upon their unwitting heads. Their tams
must blossom unendingly on the Campus throughout the

year. Their hour will come; then the hours thus spent in

acquiring merit will stand them in good stead." .

Even as late as 1940, the engineering orientation

programme, traditionally the one with the severest

hazing, retained its old character. Freshmen were forced

to have a military haircut: "shaved clean IV2 inches

above top of ears and % inch to be the maximum length on

top of head." The old non-fussing rule was still in effect.

Curfew was strictly set at 10 pm. Furthermore, there were

several minor regulations; for example, if a frosh met an
upperclassman on a sidewalk, he was to step aside ("not

on the grass," it was specified) and let the upperclassman
pass. Another rule decreed that if "caught" in a pub,

freshmen must buy one quart of beer for each up-

perclassman present.

Among the eighteen rules of conduct for the J940

Applied Science frosh were seven which were to be ob-

served for two weeks. Among them: trouser legs were to

be rolled up to just under the knee and odd socks were to

be worn; when turning corners, a freshman was to signal

his turn by holding out his arm and honking (automobile-

style) ; and before entering any Science building, all frosh

had to bow from the waist to a horizontal position and yell

"Praise Queen's."

The hazing programme went on through the war
years ; but in 1945, due to the overwhelming influx of ex-

servicemen and other students, all frosh regulations were
suspended and first-year students were merely "en-

couraged" to wear their tams and ribbons.

Value of hazing debated

By the fifties, however, the attitude was changing
toward the more severe aspects of hazing. On September
27, 1955, the Journal titled its summary of Frosh Week,
"Hell of it all in Hell Week;" the latter had become an
increasingly popular term. It was noted that frosh pins

and V4 inch haircuts were the rule until the November
exams.

One particularly indignant member of Arts '55

complained, "The impression with which the sophomores
load the freshman is that life at Queen's is a continual

round of pleasure where the idea is to burst in, get a

degree and burst out . . . Any idea of the dignity and
privilege attached to learning is quickly squelched by
such nonsense as pant-rolling and differently coloured

socks. At a time when the whole structure of the civilized

world is in danger, one would think that the second year

students would have more on their minds then how best to

flatter their egos at the expense of making the freshmen
look ridiculous ..." (Journal, October 2, 1951)

In September, 1959, Queen's Orientation was the

subject of an angry letter to the Kingston Whig-Standard
The irate writer objected to the "rowdiness" of certain

students during the night. He went on: "even all day long

we are embarrassed for weeks at this time of year. Surely

only the very unsophisticated are entertained by seeing

men and women dressed ridiculously, and when pajamas
or ultra short kilts, or so forth, are worn in the street, it is

just tedious to most of us by now, if it is not just plain bad
taste."

The Journal retorted: "High spirits among the young,

even while they involve (saints preserve us!) a lack of,

"sophistication," are a sign of abundant life and health.

We suggest that those who do not care for the invigorating

atmosphere of a university should move elsewhere."

But the protests continued within the university. In a

letter to the Journal in September, 1965, one student

wrote: "At the beginning of every school year, a plague

hits the Queen's campus - commonly known as Initiation

... A sort of informal Klu Klux Klan sweeps across the

campus . . . They hold clandestine meetings in which to

plot the total destruction of human pride and dignity. They
brand the freshmen as newcomers by a not-to-be-

mistaken uniform; there is no escape for the objects of

ridicule. In Engineering, the freshmen are shorn un-

mercifully according to tribal customs, by the wolves who
lie in wait, the Frees. The tribal ritual theory ... is

further supported by another strange custom called the

greasepole chmb, an interesting variation of 'burning at

the stake.' Why was the Reign of Terror allowed to exist in

the first place? Why has it been allowed to continue?"

By 1969 a full-scale controversy had erupted in the

Arts and Science faculty over hazing. ASUS President

Andy Pipe led a move to cut out hazing in favour of a more
academic Orientation; others sought to increase group
hazing. The issue was brought to a showdown when an

attempt was made to impeach Pipe. The move failed, but

the net result was the formation of a committee to study

the issue. Their report was followed by a general meeting
of ASUS, at which it was decided, as headlined in the

ASUS Tail of November 1969, "Arts Hazing In!" Group
hazing and "a practical form of frosh costumes" were
retained as a part of Orientation '70. The other faculties

similarly made no attempt to reduce the "initiation"

aspect of Orientation Week.
Such has been the history of Orientation. Which only

brings us back to the same question : is Orientation Week
worthwhile; does it serve its purpose in its present form?
At this point, near the end of Orientation Week, the frosh

among us should be in the best position to answer that one.

Advice to

the 1940
freshette
Despite our lofty and elevated position as a senior,

we still feel a throb of sympathy for the Cradle Roll, the

Scum of the Earth or, in other words, the vernal frosh.

So, after much collaboration and deliberation, we have

prepared a list of don'ts for the benefit of the feminine

members of year '33.

1. Don't forget to hold open doors for, pass the

salt to, and rise at the approach of, seniors. (They are

terribly thrilled at the relief from doing these things

last year.)

2. Don't go down to the "Sup" and take an hour

over one dish of ice-cream in the hope of seeing as

many men as possible. (You may be depriving some

senior of a table.)

3. Don't accept invitations to go dancing, driving

or to a show between Sunday morning and Saturday

midnight. (You may be stealing some senior's b.f.)

4. Don't sit down at the piano in the common
room and play a"Waltz of the Fireflies," which went

over so big at the recita} at home. (Seniors may be

waiting to dance to "Moanin Low")

5. Don't go to the library to eat chocolate bars,

write notes and giggle. (The purpose of this building is

to provide a place for seniors to waste time, see their

friends or enjoy a nap in peace and quiet.

)

6. Don't try to vamp campus celebrities such as

rugby players, theologs, etc. (You might succeed and

they are reserved exclusively for seniors.)

7. Don't keep boxes of chocolates, baskets of

fruit, cakes from home, etc., in your room. (Take them

around and treat the seniors.)

8. Don't buy white gloves now, in confident an-

ticipation of the Meds. Formal. (Remember that

nurses, imports, and seniors come first.)

9. Don't ask seniors why they are taking Latin 2

along with you. (It is a painful question to which you

will know all too soon.)

10. Don't waste your time reading this column.

(It is written to appeal to the mentality of seniors.

)

- Journal, October 8, 1940.

I

This traditional rite endured as late as 1967. (Journal,

September 18, 1967)
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Heritage Kingston traces our history and art;

by Sandy Naiman
"Heritage Kingston" is a comprehensive and

meticulous collection and display of over 250 historical

and artistic objects now at the Agnes Etherington Arts

Centre. It is an exhibit that simply must be seen, and seen

more than once.

It caters to almost every possible interest, from ar-

chaelogy to photography, from historical interiors to

detailed exhibits and models concerning transportation,

from portraits of Kingstonians and their visitors to

blueprints of buildings for Queen's which never

materialized.

The research and care in designing this exhibition

cannot be too highly praised, for aside from offering a

detailed and lavish visual display a story is told as well. It

is one which gives a colourful living picture of an age that

has been locked into history books and frozen on canvas or

in various archives, until now.

Through the work of Professor J. Douglas Stewart of the

Art History Department and University Archivist Ian E.

Wilson, a complete panorama of Kingston's history has

been collected and resurrected in the Arts Centre and, as

well, in a beautifully documented catalogue.

Ralph Allen's brainchild of three years ago and Frances
K. Smith's co-ordination of all the materials that were
located are presented in a string of smaller exhibits, each
with extensive printed documentation and explanation.

Beginning with "Archaelogical Evidence", the earliest

remnants of Kingston's past are illustrated. Dating from
9000 B.C. to about 1400 A.D. there are trade artifacts, as

well as a model of an Iroquois village.

The second section highlights the Indian and French
period, approximately from the early 17th Century to the

mid 18th Century. It includes an astrolabe which is

traditionally believed to have belonged to Champlain and
which was found in 1867 near Green Lake in Renfrew

County. It is "identified as one lost by Samuel de

Champlain in portaging between Green Lake and Muskrat
Lake in 1613 . . . one of the traditional footnotes in

Canadian History."

Included in this section is a map printed by Champlain

in 1631, a map of Lake Ontario after 1673 and some ex-

cellent original documents concerning the founding of

Fort Frontenac.

In this section is also one of the exhibition's two room
reconstructions. The Habitant's Room (c. 1740) is set up
with all the appointments of a farm family during the
French regime and shows the rusticity of the lifestyle of

that period.

In the next section, "The Loyalists and the War of 1812"

and the following one, "The Aftermath", there is more
historical documentation of The Garrison period. (This
was one of Kingston's most socially hvely periods.)

In the Loyalist section there are several portraits of

prominent Kingston personalities, including Reverend
John Stuart, who became known as the Father of the
Upper Canada Church and his wife, Jane Stuart. This pair
of portraits, by an unknown artist, are done in oil on
canvas.

There is also a series of engravings showing several
naval scenes, and a watercolour showing Fort Henry in

1821.
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highlights architecture^ people and decor

This type of documentation

follows the period after the War
of 1812 as well, and in the section

following "The Aftermath",
called "Artists Kingston" the

period from the late 1820's to the

1860's is shown exclusively

through the artists' eye. During

this period Kingston harboured a

very active artistic community.
With the British Garrison, many
military men were stationed in

Kingston, men who had been

trained both to sketch as well as

to draw maps. This cartographic

influence is evident in some of the

watercolours which show details

of land formations as well as the

progress of the city.

The period itself was one
characterized by a passion for

"the picturesque and exotic

qualities of landscape scenery in

distant places as well", and this

passion was nurtured even more
by a demand for illustrated

travel books.

"Kingston and her environs",

Fort Henry, Barriefield and
various exposures of the city are

depicted in several styles and in

several methods by Major-
General James Pattison Cock-

burn, Mrs. Harriet (Dobbs)
Cartwright and William Henry
Bartlett, among others.

In the section on Kingston

Churches, Churchmen and the

University, several of the most
interesting items are John
Howard's "unexecuted designs

for a monumental structure in

the classical style which would
have been Queen's first

building." There is an engraving

of St. Andrew's Presbyterian

Church and Manse, which stands

at the corner of Princess and
Clergy Streets, as well as other

pieces of architectural

documentation.

In another section of the

exhibit, entitled "Kingston
Elegance" we get a graphic view
of the manifestations of the

luxurious lifestyles of Kingston's

wealthier inhabitants. There is a

photograph of Rockwood House,

located in Portsmouth and
designed by George Browne, who
designed Kingston's Town Hall.

It is described as "a jewel of

architectural design in itself."

In this section, the second room
reconstruction, (the 1820's period

room in pale blue tones, simple

and uncluttered) is perhaps the

best example of the elegance that

was enjoyed during this period.

Throughout the entire

exhibition are clippings of ad-

vertisements and an-

nouncements from the local

press, then called the Chronicle

and Gazette, notices announcing
auctions of various items in the

display as well as telling the news
of the day.

The next sections centre on

several more confined aspects of

Kingston life, including tran-

sportation, a portrait gallery and
a collection of vintage
photographs.

The Transportation section
includes mainly photographs of

the major form of transportation,

trains, as well as several models
of boats and one locomotive.

There are also some drawings
and watercolours showing dif-

ferent landscapes of the city

which were integral to travel;

views of the entrance to Lake
Ontario from Kingston Harbour
and the Locks at Kingston Mills,

all dated 1830.

Of particular interest to me
was the selection of photographs.

Viewed admittedly with a sense

of nostalgia I enjoyed looking at

Princess street in the 1860's

through the 90's, at pictures of Sir

John A. MacDonald's funeral

procession and at his grave site

at the Cataraqui Cemetery. Even
more than the paintings,
engravings and watercolours,
these representations had a

different kind of inpact and were
a welcomed finale to an exhibit

that has been centred on the more
artistic representation of

Kingston's history.

This does not mean that the

authenticity of the show is in

question at all. But so much
seems removed from us, not only

by the years that separate us but

also by the abstract viewpoint
that we can get. The artist's

canvass, the architect's

blueprint, the cartographer's
draughts all authenticate what
we see in the photographs at the

end. In fact, they almost bridge
the gap between history and
today and bring us closer to the
past.

The exhibit cannot be sum-
marized in an article. Its tone its

explicitness, its impact cannot be
translated onto paper, except to

some extent in the accompanying
catalogue, which in a way is as
much a part of the exhibit as the

display itself. It documents to a
greater extent the information
and background of the material
in the show.

Heritage Kingston must be
visited several times at least. It is

a very complex series of mini
galleries which can overwhelm
the onlooker if viewed too

quickly.

It is a monumental piece of

work, with contributions from the

United States, from all over
Canada, from the Royal
Collection of Queen Elizabeth and
from various collections in

Kingston, Ottawa and Montreal.

Even though Kingston does not

have a permanent museum, this

exhibit is a beautiful, if tem-
porary tribute to her Ter-
centenary and should engender
both interest and pride in her past

as well as the buildings and
monuments which still stand.

Heritage Kingston will run
until October 28.

Above Left - The aftermath display

through a doorway to Artist's

Kingston.

Left - Churches and Churchmen
and the birth of a University.

Right - Habitant's Room, designed
and planned by Jennifer McKendry.
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VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

The
Philosophy

Department

will be

offering

a new
half-course

PHILOSOPHY
300.

Man, Values and
Society in slot 15

during the second
term. It will be open
to 3rd year students in

Arts and Science &
Applied Science
without prerequisite.

Details available in

Watson Hall, Room
309.

OLDEST ESTABLISHED RETAIL

IN CANADA

EST. 1864

25 DUNDAS ST.

NAPANEE

111 PRINCESS ST,

KINGSTON

McHALE
BAUER
GREBKODIAK

SAVAGE
HUSHPUPPY
AIRSTED

Student Print Loan

starts at 7.00 p.m. on Thursday
September 20

see the collection in the studios at

AGNES in September.

TRENDSETTER
BOUTIQUE CECILE

WELCOMES

QUEEN'S STUDENTS

AT

70% DISCOUNT
LOCATED AT

KINGSTON SHOPPING CENTRE

544-5811

ASUS Book Exchange
— Let us sell your books—

Deposit of books: Sept. 15, 17, 18

Sale of books: Sept. 19, 20, 21

SECOND FLOOR COMMON ROOM
STUDENTS UNION

THIS IS mERE FROSH
PICK UP TEXTBOOKS CHEAP

MOFFATT'S I.DA DRUGS
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week— 548-7011

SATURDAY, SEPT. 15, 1973

PROSH BOOfilC
WILL TURN YOU ON!

OPffSf YOUR MINDS TO THE SOUND OF:

GRANT HALL Jf^^ [)0G
CHUCKLEBAIT

LEONARD CAFETERIA BOLT UPRIGHT
REVIEW
WITH COMFORT

VIC HALL STREETNOISE

Tickets Available From All Bosses, Gaels and Frees,

Upper Classmen May Purchase Tickets in John Orr Room

Friday, September 14, 1973 at hOO p.m.,

8:30 - 1:00 A.M.

Tickets Will Hot be Sold at the Door
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Man of Lo Mancha

A good play becomes a bad film ... not surprising!
by Sandy Naiman

The most consistent strain in

my criticism of the past two

years has been a lament con-

cerning the predictable quality of

films made from broadway
musicals. They are always bad.

Rarely has there been an ex-

ception to this. Predictably they

are very lavish. Predictably they

have big name film stars little or

no talent for musical ventures

and their voices are usually badly

dubbed. And finally, the original

script is almost always rewritten

and re-worked to distort the

original, to highlight cinenatic

strengths, and to minimize the

intrinsic strengths of the play.

The opposition has been
strong. There are constant cries

from film supporters who say

"You cannot compare a film

with a stage play. They are two

totally different media." True.

But if producers and directors

continue to mount these costly

ventures which are rarely

satisfying then why shouldn't the

comparisons be made. In a case

like Man of La Macncha, the

comparison is inveitable. The
play was spell-binding and yet

the film is insipid, almost comic,

and not because the play doesn't

translate, but because it is

translated so very badly.

Here is the typical case of big

name stars with no musical

talents. When Peter 0'Toole first

opens his mouth to sing, the

effect is comical. He can't sing

and if he is dubbed, his silent

partner can't sing either. Yes,

O'Toole does a nice job of playing

the somewhat befuddled knight,

seeking all the lost values of life,

the unreachable goals, the im-

possible dreams, the unreachable

stars. But he can't sing the songs

and surely such a feat cannot be

considered an unreachable goal

for a moneyed producer who can

afford to hire someone like

Richard Kilely to play the the

lead as he did in the Broadway
production. But such laments are

useless. These rules don't

change.

And what about Sophia
Loren? Not to mention her voice,

which is non-existent, her acting

ability has long been
questionable. She is a beauty,

there is no dispute over that. She
looks the part of Dulcinea, the

whore, another indusputable

fact. But that is all. She just

stands around looking the part,

and is called an actress. Why?
And James Coco, as Don

Quixite's companion is equally

impotent in his role. He has no

life or sparkle when his part

demands these qualities.

Clearly not all the problems

in the film lie in the performance.

The camera work is almost

amateur. In dance numbers, the

camera focuses and remains on

the faces of the actors. The sound

and dubbing is so, bad that if one

wasn't tuned in to the tricks of the

film trade, one would swear that

the actors were not dubbed but

trying to sing knowing full well

they never have and never could.

Why O'Toole and Loren would

sing one cannot surmise, except

to try something new and I guess

you can't blame them for that,

but the audience bears the brunt

of this self-indulgence and the

film suffers for it.

Some things about the film

are not all that bad. The dungeon

scenes are perhaps the best in the

film, although they are kept to a

minimum. And at least the music

is almost all there. In so many

film remakes of plays, most of

the original songs are either

deleted or rewritten. Not so in

this one.

But still this film falls into the

same category as so many others

that have preceded it. Like "On a

Clear Day You Can See
Forever," like "Cabaret", like

"Hello Dolly", like "Godspell",

the films have refocused the

spirit of the original plays and in

so doing have completely
maligned their purposes and

destoryed them. The new beings

are not always bad, or as bad as

this one happens to be, but they

certainly do not deserve to have
the same name as the plays upon
which they are based.

However, in an attempt to be

sensatational, to be lavish, to be
bigger than life, the intrinsic life

of the show is always lost. The
atmosphere is foreign to the

original and the end product, is,

not surprisingly very different

from the real thing. Too bad.

CFRC
am-fml .1

CFRC Program

Schedule

THURSDAYS 2.00a.m. Sign-Off

6,30 Spectrum
6.55 Happenings SATURDAYS
7.30 Hancock's Half-Hour 12.00 Emission Francaise

8.00 Music Canada 1.00 Saturday Sounds
9.00 Mainstream & Mind- 2.00 Golden Gael Football

stream 4.30 Saturday Sounds
10.00 Nocturne 6.00 Soundstage

2.00 a.m Sign-Off 6.55 Happenings
7.00 Classics Unlimited

FRIDAYS 8.00 Spotlight

6.30 Spectrum 9.00 Free Folk

6.55 Happenings 10.00 Nocturne
8.00 The Living Classics 2.00 a.m Nocturne Request
10.00 Nocturne Show

4.00a.m. Sign-Off

SUNDAYS
8.00 CFRC-FM Musical

Panorama
CFRC-AM Sunday Morning

12.00 Classics By Request
4.00 Sunday Pops
6.55 Happenings
7.00 International Review
7.30

' Montage
9.00 Contemporary Folk

10.00 Sign-Off

0.

277 Princess St.

WELCOMES QUEEN'S STUDENTS
HOUSE of SOUNDS

has Kingston's largest selection

of records and tapes:

— over 57,000 records including

13,000 classical albums

— over 9,000 pre-recorded cassettes

and 8 tracks— low prices and WEEKLY specials

if we don't have the record tape you

want, we'll get it for you^-
at no extra charge.

Bring in your present stylus for a free check. We

plus occessories for

HOUSE of SOUNDS

has a large selection of stereo and

quadraphonic components including:

Pioneer

SAE

Marantz

Wharfedale

Shure

Dual Sherwood

JBL KLH

Tandberg Dynaco

Panasonic Toshiba

Lenco Sennheiser

and

Blank-Open reel, cassettes and 8 track tapes

including: TDK BASF Memorex
Ampex Philips Pan Canada

have a full stock of needles and cartridges

your components.

HOUSE OF SOUNDS
277 Princess

544-3981

P.S. Listen to new albums every

weeknight at 10 P.M. on

CKLC's "Undercurrent".
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COME TO US LAST
FOR CARPETS and BROADLOOM!

The recreation

question . . .

by Peter Watts

All of you have seen the

television commercials which
show the 30-year -old Canadian

and the 60-year-old Swede
jogging along a road. The punch

One
lastday
to save
Who'd ever luivc

thmif>ht the hist (Uiys of

summer wouki hi"i<i;ei' into

autumn".^ \\'ho"(l cwv have

tliouglit you couhl <i(M

in one last (Uiy of saiHnj;'

on tlie lak(^ ^\•ith fi'icMids?

W ho'd e\'er ha\'('

th(ju<i;ht you'd ji'ct your

period just at the wroufi;

time'.^ I>ut you (Hd think

to use Tami)a.\ tampons.

.\hvays tiiere when you

need thorn most. To
))roteet yf)u internally

eomfortahly and

iinnoticeahly.

Tampax tampons arc-

softly compressed

and expand in

three diieetirjus to

fit y(jur inner eontouis.

Tlu-y can't ii'i'itate, sli|)

or cause (>dor. .\nd

they're discreet to carry

nu(\ flis|)Ose of.

W'hr/d evei' ha\'e

tl)OU{i;lit Tampax
tampons would .sa\e the

last day of summer /

The InUrnal protection moro woman trutt

7* J

V/ ttl tltt^H, bt L

*^ Mm i/iiu n mum» m woutn

MAt»e OWLV ItY

,1*11 TAtAPA/. cORfORATION l.rrj

,

line is that the two men are in

about the same physical con-

dition even though one is thirty

years older than the other.

The idea is to get Canadians to

be more active and to be par-

ticipants rather than just spec-

tators.

Students at Queen's are for-

tunate that they can take ad-

vantage of one of the finest

athletic programs in the country.

The intercollegiate program here

is well-known but it is only one
small part of athletic activities.

Women's and men's intramurals

are very important and the

emphasis is on participation

rather than performance.

The university also offers an
outstanding program in non-

credit sports skills through its

recreation department. Four
sessions a year are offered - two
in the fall term and two in the

winter term. The first program
will start on October 1st. A total

of 25 courses will be taught in the

first session; four of the swim-
ming courses will carry over into

the second session which will

start on November 5th.

Registration for both sessions

will be in the lobby of the Phys.

Ed. Centre the week of

Spetember 24th from 1.30 to 4.30

each afternoon.

The recreation department
also sponsors a number of

athletic clubs on the campus. You
will have a chance to learn more
about them at clubs night to be

held on Tuesday, September 25th

in Grant Hall.

So you see, you have a lot of

opportunities to become active

without competing at the in-

tercollegiate level. The Phys. Ed.

Complex is open froni 8 a.m. to

11.30 p.m. Monday through
Saturday and 2 p.m. to 10.30 p.m.

on Sundays. There are facilities

for 25 different sports inside the

complex. You are paying part of

your fees for the use of the

building. Use it. It's good for you.

unclassifieds
ARTSCI '74 Athletic Stick and WIG

rep, contact Norm at 546-3049. I

lost your names in tt»e summer
stiuffie. Please!

STUDENT MOVING AT student
prices, free estimates on jobs

large or small, local or long

distance, student witti a truck. Call

John at S42-S416 and talk about it.

NICELY renovated rooms with
telephone for rent on a weekly or

monthly basis, to responsible
students. Hotel Frontenac (home
of Finnegan's), 544-4881.

NEIGHBOURHOODGARAGE SALE.
76 Centre. Books • etc, Saturday 10

4 Lots of Whadnots. Sept. 15. Pots

and pans.

WANTED: third or fourth year
">tudent to share modern three

bedroom duplex with three other

girl',. Very close to campus. Call

544 5075. Rent $48,75 a month,

WANTED: ono girl to share four

bedroom house with throe other

girl*,, 150.00 monthly. Two blocks

from Ciimpus, Call .Judy iit 549

7911,

THIS IS AN OBSCENE CLASSIFIED.

RIDE NEEDED: Latallo Park to

Queen's and return dally. Pleato
contact Cyndra 389-1S23 after 5

p.m.

(more unclatdlled* on p7)

Because We Buy Bankrupt Stocks, Factory Seconds, Factory

Closeouts, Slightly Used Carpet and Insurance Salvage We Can
Cover the Floors Of Your "Pad" for a Whole Lot Less than Anyone
else In the Carpet Business. So Try Everyone Else First - Then
Come to Us Last. "Marie" Promises To Save You a Big Buck. You
Won't be Sorry!

2 00

Square
Yard

VALUES
TO
4.98

3
Square
Yard

VALUES
TO
5.95

i 00

Square
Yard

VALUES
TO
7.95

: 00
" Square

Yard

VALUES
TO
9.95

5_oo
Square
Yard

VALUES
TO
10.95

SPECIAL

GROUPOF
FACTORY
SECONDS

ANDSOILED
CARPETING

ASSORTED
SHORT END
PIECES

RAINBOW
PATTERN AND
SOLIDSHADES

INDOOR-
OUTDOOR
CARPET

INDOOR OUTDOOR
COMMERCIAL
CARPET
NEW

TOPIC CARPET
IN

10 GREAT COLORS

MINI SHAGS AND
NYLON BLENDS

SHAGS

NYLON PLUSH

CANDY STRIPES

NYLON LOOP

COMMERCIAL
WITH

RUBBER BACK

SHAG WITH
RUBBER BACK

C500D SELECTION
OF COLORS

P & M 270 Bagot Street

ENTERPRISES
Half-way Between
Princess and Brock Streets

Seed money for
ycaing professiQiials

Your degree and the

accreditations from your

professional association

won't buy your equip-

ment or pay the rent. But

you believe in your earn-

ings power in the years to

come. So do we.

That's why we want to

help you bridge the gap

between now and then.

With a loan now—which
you can pay us back as

you become established.

A loan of up to $25,000

(or more) on a repayment

schedule tailored to your

needs, including defer-

ment of your first payment.

Our brochure—"Money—
and more—to help you start

your Professional Practices-

explains this helpful new
service. Ask your Royal

Bank Manager for a copy.

You will find him as com-

petent in his field as you are

in yours.

Which is a sound prem-

ise for getting together.

ROYAL BANK^
the helpful bank S

Al I'liyihle iin)li".:inii; fiiiluilc:

A( ( ()UN riN(. ( ,A, . ARaHTECTURE-B.ARCH, . DENTISTRY-D.D.S.

I,N(,INI [,I<IN(. H,I;N(,. .LAW-LLIi. . MEDICINL-M,!). . OI'TOMETRY-O.D.
I'HAKMACY-B.SCI'HARM. • VETERINARY MEDIC INE-D.V.M.
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Lofhom moy get QB start

Gaels, G-Gees collide Saturday
by Chris Boon

A revamped, well-taped
Queen's Golden Gaels squad will

make its league debut against the

Ottawa U. Gee-Gees here
tomorrow. The Gaels, who have
been plagued by injuries on the

defensive team, will have most of

the walking wounded back in

action, although inside

linebacker John Waddell, who
suffered slightly strained knee
ligaments against Loyola, may
be forced to sit this one out. Team
physicians were optimistic, but

no decision had been reached at

press time.

Rejoining the defense are

tackles Dave Devonshire and
Mike O'Shaughnessy, who should

bolster the line against the inside

power of Ottawa U.'s 23Qrlb

fullback, Neil Lumsden,
linebacker Norm Hagarty, and
deep backs Joe Pal, Dave
Campbell and Peter McNabb. All

have been improving steadily in

practice, with McNabb, who has
ankle problems, the only possible

question mark.
O'Shaughnessy, who suffered

So's the limerick

torn cartilege in practice early in

training camp, has been given

the go-ahead to play. It appears
the knee will require surgery to

repair, regardless to what fur-

ther stress is placed on the knee,

so the big lineman is operating on

the "go untn it collapses" theory.

If he is lucky, that could be
sometime after the College Bowl
in November. His presence will

be felt Saturday.
- The return of the missing

deep three will do much to shore

up the Gaels' defense, both

against the pass and the run. Pal

is in his third season as a starting

corner back, while Campbell has
linebacker size (2051b, 6'2") to go
with fine speed ,and hitting

ability. McNabb, a three-year

star with the Varsity Blues,

finished second to Gaels cor-

nerback Alex Morris in in-

terceptions last year, and made
the OUAA East first all-star

team. He is a hitter with good
ball-hawking ability.

Campbell's return to the

lineup should help the Gaels on

the scoreboard, as well as on

defence. He is an excellent holder

for field goals and converts, and

as any good placekicker will

happily admit, the holder is half

the battle. Look for a distinct

improvement in that department

Saturday.

Offensively, there should be

some surprises as well. Tom
Taylor, the incumbent at quar-

terback, looked less than
threatening against Loyola, and
has been forced to miss the past
week's practices to attend a

required Phys. Ed. camp school.

Look for head coach Frank
Tindall to give soph signal-caller

Dough Latham the start, while

John Wintermeyer, who could be
the biggest QB in the league,

should also see action if the

pulled muscles in his throwing
arm have healed. He'll do the

place-kicking in any event, since

his chief competition, Will

Kennedy, suffered a separated
shoulder in practice Tuesday
night.

The rest of the backfield

looks set, with Stu Lang at

slotback, Dave Hadden at

Rugby Gaels uncertain
The Queen's Rugby team(s)

are back at it again, getting in-

credibly fit and attaining

physical perfection in form and
grace. Practices are being held

nightly at the West Campus
torture gallery under the nasty

and ever watchful eye (he lost the

other in a bar brawl) of super

coach Mike Booth. Mike is very

enthusiastic about this year,

daring to hope that the Rugby
Gaels could emulate last year's

team - maybe even surpass that

incredible official record of 2

wins, 6 losses - WOW! You say -

how could they possibly beat

that? All I'm prepared to say
right now is that we are going to

give it a full 30 percent effort.

The most encouraging factor

of this year's training sessions is

that we have as many as seven
returnees from last year's first

team. These include Ross Stuart,

the Club Captain; Allan Trojell,

chief beer drinker; Dave
Walters, Peter Kopp, Dave

WHAT YOU WANT

IS WHAT WE'VE GOT
And For A Whole Lot Less!

Famous Brand Name Clothing for Guys and Girls,

household items, paint and paint supplies, health and
beauty aids, linens and bedding, glassware, cookv/are,
sporting goods, footwear etc.. ..in short, a whole store
full of bargains!

H^(i<)ildrfers for

am
DENIM iEANS

^ DEHIM lACKETS

mm aAREs
ik and KNIT SLACKS

And Featuring the finest selection of famous maker Winter
Outerwear In town at low, low discount prices. Fashion right -

price right!

KINGSTON'S FAMOUS

BARGAIN HOUSE!

27 Princess Street at Ontario
Free Parking - Chargex

Bowker, Geoff Evenson, and big

Terry Graham. Obviously, this

year is what is laughingly known
as a building year. The club will

be putting a lot of faith and trust

into second team people from last

year, especially in Mike Dyer and
Jim Banett along with promising

rookies Chris Cook, Tim Riley

and Ron Easteal.

For those people who have
bothered to read this far it should

be apparent that Queen's runs

two Rugby teams. The first team
is the official OUAA represen-

tative and plays its counterparts

in intercollegiate competition.

The Queen's second team
likewise plays its counterparts in

an unofficial unsponsored league.

The main reason for the tuition

raffle you will see at registration

is that we have no official support

in terms of money for our second

team. We would welcome all

newcomers with or without rugby
experience to come out to our

workouts - see schedule in the

gym locker room.

The Rugby Gaels commence
their league schedule on
Saturday, 29th September, at the

West Campus, against last year's

divisional champions - York. This

coming Saturday we play our

exhibition game against a

Toronto senior team Balmy
Beach. Please come out to watch
- you might even enjoy your-

selves.

To sum up - God only knows
what the season is going to be

like
;
only two things are certain -

we are going to have one hell of a

time, and lots of beer will

doubtlessly be consumed.
Rubgy Limeric of the Week
A queer from the town of

Kartoum
Took a lesbian up to his room
They argued all night

As to who had the right

To do what, with which and to

whom.
-Oblong Balls-

fullback, and Gerry Blacker as

the running back. Barry St.

George will likely start at

flanker, but look for Bruce
Pollock to see some action there

as weU. Lang, Pollock, and St.

George are all able kick return

men, so you'll see lots of them as

the game progresses.

The offensive line, which is

amongst the best in the league, is

quick and tough, with Gaels'

captain Dave Whiteside, a 6'3",

250-lb tackle, leading the way.
Bruce Potter, another large

critter, is the other tackle, while

Keith Taggart and Tom
Dickinson figure to start at

guard, Peter Demontigny, who
has four years of inter-collegiate

ball under his belt as an Ottawa
U. regular, will be the centre.

Rick Koski is the likely back-up
at both centre and tackle, while

rookie Doug Lowry, who played
much of the Loyola match, is the

probable spare tackle. Alex
Melvin, who scored three TD's
last season as a spot starter, is at

one of the tight end spots while

Greg Anderson, a lanky 205-

pounder who played defense last

year, holds down the other

position. Ben Labovitch, who can
also play linebacker, looks like

the backup man here.

Ottawa U. clobbered York 33-

7 Tuesday night, so they will be
coming into the game with
Queen's after just three days
rest. That is barely enough time
for the ordinary aches to

disappear, never mind real in-

juries. The word is that starting

QB Jim (?) Coulton has a bad
shoulder on his throwing side, so

the short rest might not be

enough. On the other hand,

Lumsden appeared healthy
enough, with 94 yards on 13

carries, and another 57 on pass
receptions. Clarence Coleman, a

slippery outside runner who gave
the Gaels fits last year up in

Ottawa, is still around, as is

always dangerous tight end John
Rodrigue. Ottawa's defence
appears to be normal - big and
mean up front, small and chippy
in defensive back-field. Maybe
Latham can get something going

there tomorrow. Only time will

teU.

from fhe sidelines
By Peter Watts

September brings with it the start of a new inter-collegiate athletic

season. Football has already started and the Gaels play here Saturday
against Ottawa GeeGees. Game time is 2 p.m. at George Richardson
stadium

A number of other sports are also starting now. A special invitation

is extended to all first year students and transfer students from other

universities. Here is a brief rundown on the sports that will start in the

next week or so.

GOLF - Professor Jake Edwards would like to meet all those in-

terested in playing inter-collegiate golf. There will be a meeting
Monday, Sept. 17th at 5 p.m. in Seminar B of the Phys Ed Centre.

WARNING : If your handicap is not five or less, forget it

!

HOCKEY - There will be a meeting on Tuesday, September 18th at 8

p.m. in the main lobby of the Phys Ed Centre.

RUGBY - Practice are being held on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday
at 5.45 at the West Campus. A bus leaves the Phys Ed Centre at 5.15 on

those days. Contact Mike Booth in Room 208 of the PEC or at 547-5576

for more info.

SWIM & DIVE - Informal practices are being held in the pool. Gavin
Reid (547-3053) will handle the swimmers and Dr. Nelson Freedman
(547-3248) will coach the divers. This is one of the strong up and
coming teams in men's inter-collegiate athletics. Be a part of it.

Contact these gentlemen for more information.

TENNIS - workouts for experienced players only are being held dailv

at 4.30 p.m. at the West Campus.
WATERPOLO - Coach Simon Beitler will be starting practices on

Tuesday, Sept. 18th at 7 p.m. in the pool.

WRESTLING - John Albinson, coach of the wrestling team would like

to meet all prospective wrestlers Tuesday at 8.30 p.m. in the Phys Ed
Centre.

For all men, meet the coaches night will be Tuesday, Sept. 18th, at

8.00 p.m. in the main lobby of the Phys Ed Centre. Come out and meet
the coaches and find out about inter-collegiate atheltics.

And girls you have not been forgotten. Practice times for a

number of girl's sports will be in Tuesday's Journal. There appears to

be a lot of interest in speed swimming and we hope that girls in-

terested in competitive swimming and diving will come out. Watch the

Journal for more information.

Beware the

BEAST!
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Canada: Immigration from US off 20%
OTTAWA- Immigration in the

first half of 1973 was up 30 per

cent over the same period last

year. The largest increases in

immigration were from the East

African countries. U.S. im-

migrants, previously the highest

in number, fell 20 per cent. Im-

migration from England rose by

30 per cent allowing England to

Your legislators
FEDERAL:
Miss Flora MacDonald

PROVINCIAL:
Syl Apps

MUNICIPAL:
Mayor George Speal

Aldermen
V. C. Brightman
Nancy Foster

John Gerretsen

Thomas Hagerman
James Keenleyside

Kenneth Keyes
Kenneth Matthews
Neil McArthur
Lome McDougall

Keith Norton

Grant Timmins
David Travers

Edwin Watts

George Webb

546-4291

Ward Office

Frontenac

Sydenham
Victoria 549-2181

Frontenac

Rideau 544-4100

Victoria 542-8387

Cataraqui 545-7230

Cataraqui

Ontario —

—

Sydenham 542-4968

St. Lawrence 548-3371

Ontario 544-2340

Rideau

St. Lawrence 544-1380'

613-922-7316 (Ottawa Office)

542-4964 (Kingston Office)

416-965-4344 (Toronto Office)

546-7000 (Kingston home)

(City Hall) 546-7307 (Home)
Home
548-3780

548-4835

544-3853

548-3040

548-8461

546-5733

546-6308

546-0218

548-8165

549-2130

5*2-4565

542-9624

542-4267

542-8882

retake its former position as our

major source of immigrants.

VANCOUVER- Railworks in

British Columbia called off their

wildcat strikes against CN
Tuesday bringing the rail strike

to a final conclusion.

With the return to work of

these last holdouts, it is hoped
that the rail service will soon
return to normal.

The Federal Government has
stated that it will likely not press

charges against the strikers

because they have returned to

work.

TORONTO- The latest round of

L.C.B.O. price increases has hit

the cheaper, non-French wines.

Increases of 15 per cent - 25 per

cent were announced on various

Portugese, Italian and South

African vintages. Since French
wines have become so expensive,

people have switched their

purchases to wines from other

countries, causing sharp in-

creases in demand.

OTTAWA- Federal Government
plans to purchase Bethune House
and turn it into a national

monument have not progressed

much since the plans were first

announced last year. Visitors to

China report that the Chinese

seem perplexed that nothing has

been done. Every Chinese
delegation to Canada visits the

World: Allende killed

during coup in Chile
.SANTIAGO- Dr. Salvador Allende's attempt to turn

Chile into a socialist state came to an end last

Tuesday when the armed forces and national police

overthrew his government. This is the first military

' oup in Chile since 1930. The army reported that Dr.

Allende apparently committed suicide shortly after

the army demanded his resignation.

Dr. Allende was elected to office in October 1970

with 36 per cent of the popular vote vut failed to gain

control of the Houses of Congress. As a result, the

oppf^sition parties succeeded in frustrating Dr.

Allende's attempts at social and agricultural

reform. The oppfjsition, however, did not have the

necessary two thirds majority to impeach Dr.

Allende.

The three years of Dr. Allende's rule were
characterized by bitter struggles for fwwer between
Ojngress and Dr. Allende and little effective

government. Extremist groups on bfjth sides

became active and most observors agree that civil

war wa« very clrwe. The stated purpf^se of the army
coup waH to restorf; some order to the country and
forxtall a war.

SANTO DOMINGO- The Haitian amba»8ador to the

f>ominican R<;public reprjrted that government
troups repulw.'d an attf;mpt by gij<;rrillas to land on

Haiti's northeast coast. Several invasion attempts

have been made by Haitian r;xiles during the last Ifj

years. So far they have all failed

I'/AGDAfJ 'IT-ie I/>nfV>n Sunday Tirries refwrts that

lens of thousands of people werf; killed or maimed in

Iraq two years ago from eating grain treated with

Mercury. Thie grain was intended for use as seed

only but »ome of it was stolen from the shipment
and Hold on the black market. 'Ilie Times Hays that

the government hushed up the catastrophe to avoid

unfavorable publicity.

LONDON-Several people have been injured in a

new wave of I.R.A. bombings in Longon, England.

Police believe that the stepped up bombings are due

to the opening of the trial of 10 men and women
charged in the last wave of bombings. That wave,

last March, killed one man and injured over 200.

MADRID- The Prado Museum, holder of the world's

largest collection of Spanish paintings, is suffering

serious problems with pollution. The museum lies

along one of Madrid's main traffic arteries and
pollution from the automobiles is harming the

paintings. When asked which paintings in particular

were suffering the worst damage the curator

replied. "They are all ill."

BKRNE- F^olice are invstigating rumors that 400

tons of gold bullion worth $1.6 billion has been of-

fered for sale by Juan Peron, the former Argen-

tinian dictator. If true; the sale would probably force

down the current gold pric(! of $110 an ounce. Police

are invstigating because the rumors could be an

.'ittempt to tamper with the gold market instead of a

legitimate offer lor sale.

SAN MARINO- This tiny republic in the midst of

Italy vot(!d this w<'ek to give women equal status

with men for the first time in 16 < (!nturies. The vote

in thr; (irand Council was 2I( 1 with the (Communists

and Democratic Socialists abstaining. The
(Communists, who ruled the? countr y from HM.'S until

f h(;y w(!re p<;accrfully voted out of offic<r in \'X>7, have

steadfastly op[x»sed (;()ual rights f«!aring that the

women would vote for the more moderate parties.

house

The house is currently owned
by the United Church of Canada,
which wants $60,fXK) for it. The
Federal Government has offered

$45,000.

OTTAWA- Tuesday, in the

Commons, Federal Labour
Minister John Munro announced
that the government is con-

sidering raising the federal

minimum wage. It is now $1.90 an
hour for adults and $1.65 for

persons under 17.

TORONTO- 31 grape workers
who ran the highly successful

Grape Boycott in 1968-1969 have
returned to Toronto to restart the

campaign. The workers,
members of the United Union of

Farmworkers, say that the grape
growers are not renewing labour

contracts with the union when the

contracts expire. Some growers
are signing contracts with the

Teamsters Union instead. It is

hoped that the renewed boycott

will force the growers Uj renew
the existing contracts.

WINDSfJR Detroit Edison Co.
says that it has settled alxiut one-
third of the 1715 claims it

received after its River Rouge
plant was found U) be the sf^urce

of an oily soot fallout last month.
The damage claims, ranging
from $19 U) $3i>0, were invited by
the company after its plant

released a large smog cloud

which descended on Windsor and
some Detroit suburbs.

TORONTO- Ontario Legal Aid
•Service fees were raised this

week for the first time since the

service started in 1%7. The fee

adjastments ranged from in-

creases of up to 100 per cent to a
slight drop in some fees. Last

year the system served almost
1.50,000 people and cost almost $12

million, of which the province
paid $10.9 million. It is expected
that the fee increases will cost the

province an extra 25 per cent next

year, or about $3 million.
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Orientation 73 is over

- now for the post mortem

A recap of events

What happened during the summer?
by Susan de Stein

The AIMS
Fi^iaiues

To say the least, the AMS found itself in a difficult

financial position this summer. Deficits of $10,000 on

the Typing Service, $5,000 on concerts, $8,000 on

operating expenses (which was due to an

overestimation of revenue), and $17,000 on Hef-

falump. resulted in the paring of the summer
budget from $17,000 to $10,000.

As a result of these deficits the captial accounts

of the AMS were seriously depleted. Commissioners
slashed their budgets in an effort to trim the

summer budget. A further cut was the AMS
President's summer salary. Steve Brereton was
employed as the short-term parking lot attendent

behind the Arts and Social Science complex. Vice-

President Bruce Trotter worked in the AMS office

maintaining the summer operation.

In order to solve the problem of a projected

shortage of $12,000 during the summer, the AMS
aggreed to borrow up to $20,000, interest free from

the university.

Inner Council appointed a budget committee to

investigate the problem. Its report entitled 'How to

lose a million!" was released last week.

The Pub
The great debates this summer centred on the

financial and managerial problems of the Pub.

The Union watering hole opened its doors

during the week prior to the beginning of In-

tersession classes. During that week, a large loss

was incurred as a result of high expenditures and
low revenues for beer sales. It was expected

however, that the loss would be recouped within

days.

The Pub soon ran into other unforeseen costs. A
large staff required a large payroll. A new law
imposed a tax of one dollar per case of beer pur-

chased by a Pub holding a 'special occasions' liquor

licence. (All student Pubs across Canada, with one

or two exceptions, are issued this t^ype of permit.)

In mid-June a group of young vandals broke

into the Pub and destroyed a cash register (unin-

sured). Added to the already mounting costs, was
the expense of buying a new cash register and of

paying off the other one.

The first week of July, the price of beer was
hiked to 50c and liquor to 75c. One week later, the

price of beer was increased an additional 5c. It was
also found that an increase in the cover charge to

the House of Lords on 'band nights' was necessary
in order to cover the rising cost of providing live

entertainment. (In general, bands performed at the

Pub three nights a week.) In an effort to further cut

operating costs, the noon hour operation was cur-

tailed and the hours of many Pub staff members
were cut back.

Relations between the Pub management and
the AMS office began to show the first signs of

strain. It appeared that there was a certain amount
of confusion over areas of responsibility for

decisions made concerning the Pub.

The state of the Pub finances never seemed to

be clear. The Pub manager. Dale Johnson and his

assistant, Dave Crowe, were not responsible for

keeping the books and claimed they had not been
informed about the situation. The arguments
continued.

On July 12, the two managers were fired by the

AMS. Discussion on the question of their dismissals

took place in a secret session of Inner Council.

Therefore the reasons for the firings are not com-
pletely known. However, it appeared that the

managers had been accused of "padding the

payroll".

The Journal stated in an editorial, that "the

grounds upon which the managers were fired, seem
questionable, and in fact, spurious." Contradictions

and confusion abounded in the arguments of all

involved parties.

Furthermore, the Journal, stated that "the

backroom politicing and secrecy which surround

the case have only served to conceal Inner Council's

reasons for its action and to further weaken its

credibility." The editorial continued: "Inner
Council allowed the element of personality to cloud

this issue, as it has others."

The AMS was further lambasted for "the in-

fighting and power struggles which have
characterized the entire summer operation of the

AMS " and for "theineptitude with which the AMS is

conducting its affairs."

Letters from both Johnston and Crowe were
published in the .lournal explaining their case. An
appeal to Inner Council to reconsider its decision

failed. Alter much discussion, Dave Campbell and
Penny Hart were ratified by Inner Council as the

new manager and assistant manager.
Johnston defended himself in a statement to the

Journal. "Inner Council made a ridiculous

distortion of an insignificant event for which we felt

there was ample justification. We feel we have done
a competent job and have never acted in anything

but for Pub interest. Our actions we feel are above
reproach. Our dismissals were grossly unfair," he

said.

The memory of Heffalump and the Typing
Service lingers on in the AMS office. At the time of

the dismissals, Paul Mahaffy, Queen's Student

Agencies (QSA) director, commented, "we don't

want the Pub to become a repitition of Heffalump or

the Typing Service."

The problems that were encountered during the

summer are having an effect on the operation of (or

lack-tif) the Pub this fall. The resignation of the

formerly appointed winter Pub manager, Reg
Rickaby has, of course, resulted in staffing

problems. Applications for jobs in the Pub were re-

opened and the proper procedures set up for

selecting new staff.

The AMS, cautious in its approach, will be

watching the operation closely. Competent
management and cooperation between the AMS
office and Pub management is a must:

(JSSA vs. AIMS
The Queen's Summer School Association

(QSSA) provided another thorn in the AMS's back

this summer.
AMS constables were posted at a summer

school association wine and cheese party that was
held at Leonard Hall. The QSSA Vice-President,

Steve Gilchrist claimed that since the summer
school students were not members of the AMS, the

association was not subject to AMS regulations.

Gilchrist attacked the AMS on the grounds that the

constable posting was part of a power play in an

AMS attempt to take over the summer school

association. In his arguments, he also claimed that

since summer school students were older and more

Continued on Page :!

by Sue Wishart

After a hectic week of frosh

activities. Orientation '73 ended
on Saturday.

Arts Orientation Committee
members Sue Harper and Bill

Fallis agreed that although some
o\ents (specifically the tequila

party) could have been better

organized, they considered the

week as a whole to have been

\ery successful.

According to Harper, the

basic aims of the programm?
were first to welcome freshmen

to Queen's and then to show them
what the university and Kingston

have to offer in the way of people,

places and events. Orientation '73

shared these goals with previous

orientation programmes but

attempted to introduce freshmen
to Queen's in a more relaxed,

informal manner than that of

other years.

This year's programme
featured several clianges in

previous Orientation procediu'es.

In keeping with the committee's
low-key approach to Orientation,

events were planned so that

freshmen could have a choice of

activities and to allow them to do

things independently of their gael

groups, if they wished.

Probably the most obvious

innovation was the change in the

basic size of gael groups from two

gaols and fifteen freshmen to lour

gaols and twenty-five frosh.

Harper and Fallis claimed that

most reaction to the four-gael

system was favourable. With four

gaols, members of the groups
were exposed to four different

personalities, one of which they

could usually identify with. The
new system also meant that a

gael group would continue to

function even if a gael was
staffing an event or was unable to

go with the groups because of

pre\ious committments.
Orientation '73 introduced

events involving all faculties. The
tequila party on Tuesday, and the

Wednesday and Saturday night

dances were all events invoh ing

arts, commerce and applied

science. This was the first time

that interfaculty plans have been

organized beyond the level of

parties between individual gael

groups, free groups and syn-

dicates.

Tlie Wednesday night dance
in X'ictoria Hall also marked the

first time that the WRC has been
involved in Orientation.

Roth committee members
were pleased with the number of

people who helped witii Orier-

lation. Harper was particularly

satisfied with the success of the

staffing bank which provided

non-gaels to work at events. She
urged the invohement of as

many people as possible in

Orientation and suggested that

e\ en (hose who did not enjoy the

programme could provid'"

const ruct ive crit icism

.

qraham

Tliose are some of the members of Scieiu o '77 w ho set a now
record of 17 and a lialf minutes to retrieve the tarn on tlie top of

the greasepole.
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Tuesday, Sept. 18

12:00 - 5:00 pm Last day for deposit of used books for

ASUS Book Sale, in Second Floor Common
Room, Student Union. Books will be on sale Sept.

19, 20 and 21.

8:00 pm - Queen's Hillel Opening Coffee House, with

coffee, donuts and entertainment. Also, sign up
for Hillel Free University Courses.

Wednesday, Sepf. 19
7:30 pm - Queen's Skydiving Club film night in

Stirling Hall, Theater 'D', featuring "Masters of

the Sky" and "Sky Capers". Everyone welcome.
7:30 pm - Queen's Student Liberal Club meeting in

Stirling Hall.

7:30 p.m. - Queen's Student Liberal Meeting,

Stirling Hall Theatre A, Wednesday, September

19,

8:00 pm - Transcendental Meditation by Students

International Meditation Society, in Stirling 'C.

Thursday, Sepf. 20
7:00 pm and 9:30 pm - Campus Movies in Dunning

Hall M-A-S-H with Don. Sutherland, Elliott

Gould. Admission $1.00.

7:00 pm - Student Print Rental. Collection of

original graphics and reproductions may be

seen in the Studio at the Agnes Etherington Art

Centre.

8:00 pm - Audiovisual presentation and panel

discussion with speaker Peter Love, Pollution

Probe, Toronto, on "Garbage and What We Are
Going To Do With It", at MacDonald Hall D & E.

This Weekend
2:fX) - 4:30 Sunday Sept. 24, the

Queen's Musical Workshop will have its first

meeting in the Dance Studio in the Phys. Ed.

Complex. The series of workshops will begin on

Sept. 24 and continue on Sunday afternoons until

March
7 : 1 .5 - 9 : 1 5 On Friday in McArthur Hall "Wild Child"

will be showing.

University Service: September 23, at 11:00 at the

Morgan Memorial Chapel. University Chaplain,
the Rev. Dr. A. M. Laverty.

Sept. 24 CFRC, the student radio club will be holding

a meeting Sept. 24 at 7:30, a chance for new
members to join the club.

EXHIBITION
"Heritage Kingston" a major exhibition of visual

and documentary material relating to the 300

years growth of the City of Kingston and the

European settlements of this area. Agnes
Etherington Art Centre, through October 28.

Pubs and Movies
Capitol - Wagon Train

Hyland - Man of LaMancha
Odeon - Heavy Traffic

4()l Inn - Letterside

Townhouse - New Horizons

Commodore - Lisle

IManor - The Oceans
Frontenac - Bill Bosworth Trio

Douglas Library Schedules

I. Circulation Desk Mon. - Thurs. 8 am - 1

am
Main Reading Room Friday 8 am - 10 pm
Central Information Saturday 8.45 am - 10

pm
Services Room Sunday noon - 10 am

II. . Periodicals Room

Documents Unit

III. . Reserve Room

IV. Archives - Special

Collections

Later this month v.. Branches

.Sopt, 21 till Sept. 29, Second Annual Oktoberfest will

held at the Austrian Club featuring a German
Hand and the Musicmakers.

Mon.- Thurs. 8.45 am - 10

pm
Fri.- Sat. 8.45 am - 5 pm
Sunday noon - 10 pm

Mon.-Fri. 8 xm -10 pm
Saturday 8.45 am - 10

pm
Sunday noon - 10 pm

Mon. -Fri. 8.45 am - 5 pm
Mon.- Thurs. evenings

as posted.

Ask at Information
Resource Services

Desk or Circulation

Desk (telephone 547-

6136)

—STUDENTS-
THE CITY OF KINGSTON HAS A PROPERTY STANDARDS BY-
LAW TO ENSURE MINIMUM STANDARDS OF MAINTENANCE
OF BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.

IF YOU FEEL THE HOUSING YOU RENT DOES NOT MEET
THESE STANDARDS CALL KINGSTON PROPERTY STAN-
DARDS OFFICER AT 546-4291 OR

NANCY FOSTER
ALDERMAN, SYDENHAM WARD

518 1835

4. M. S, Clubs Night

TUESDAY, SEPT. 25

Clubs wishing to participate
should pick up information

at the A. M.S. office

as soon as possible.

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS:

SEPT. 2?

STUDENT RADIO CLUB
welcomes

NEW MEMBERS
-FIRST MEETING-

MONDAY, SEPT. 24 at 7.30 PM
ROOM 102

CARRUTHERS HALL

CAMPUS MOVIES
presents....

M*A*S*H
with Don Sutherland

& Elliott Gould
Thurs. Sept. 20

at Dunning Hall-Aud.

7 & 9.30 PM
Admission $1.00/person

Graduate Student Society Film Club
Presents its

Fall-Winter 1973-74 Series

o

o.

.1. Sept. 28 Play it again Sam (Woody Allen)

.2. Oct. 12 Summer Interlude (Dir. Bergman)

.3. Oct. 26 Gospel According to St. Matthew (Dir.

Pasolini)

.4. Nov. 9 Topaz (Dir. Hitchcock)

.5. Nov. 23 Taking Off (Dir. Forman)

.6. Dec. 7 Tell Me Lies (Dir. Peter Brook)

.7. Jan 18 Garden of the Finzi-Continis (Dir. DeSico)

.8. Feb. 1 Dracula and Frankenstein (Two horror

classics)

.9. Feb. 8 Before the Revolution (Dir. Bertolucci (of

Last Tango fame))
10. Feb. 15 The Cocoanuts (Marx Bros.)

11. March 8 A Time to Love, A Time to Die (from

Remarque's Novel)

12. March 22 The Threepenny Opera ( Brecht-Weil)

SERIES TICKETS AVAILABLE AT FIRST
SHOWING OR AT THE DIVISION OF
CONCERTS BOX OFFICE,
EHTERINGTON ARTS CENTRE.
12 FILMS ONLY $5.00

FILMS SHOWN IN ELLIS HALL AUDITORIUM, FRIDAYS
AT 8:00 P.M.
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briefly...

Info Bank is here
A new centralized in-

formation system for students,

staff and Kingston residents is

in the earlys stages of operation

at Queen's.

Called Information Bank, it

will be in operation from 8:30

am to 5:30 pm, Monday to

Friday, and may reached either

by phoning 547-5722, or by

visiting the headquarters

located in the John Orr Room in

the Students' Union.

According to organizer

Kevin Van Koughnett, the In-

formation Bank will be main-

taining up to date files on day to

day activities at the university

and in the area as well as ex-

tensive background files on the

University services, ad-

ministration and academics. It

will assist anyone wishing in-

formation or wanting to know
who to see about what.

The Bank is operating on a

low budget and is relying on

student volunteers who wish to

find out more about the

university. It is set up in such a

way that students may give as

little as one hour of their time a

week to the operation. In ad-

dition, there will be about ten

co ordinators with helpers to go

out and gather the information.

Anyone with spare fur-

niture (especially filing

cabinets) are invited to help

Information Bank.

New grounds plan
by Bob Mutrie

The Senate Committee on

Grounds has approved a new
comprehensive plan for

university landscaping which

provides for both more grass

and more pavement.

Neil McClelland, architect

for the renovations in Kingston

City Hall was hired to design an

overall scheme for landscaping

the university, so that the

grounds would not become a

conflicting patchwork of ar-

chitectural plans as con-

struction occurs.

According tb Eric Thrift,

campus planner for the

university, the new scheme is

still totally flexible. "It is not a

detailed plan for the univer-

sity," he noted. Instead, it is a

general plan to point out the

direction in which landscaping

of the university should head.

Many of the proposals in the

architect's sketches may not be

realized for some years, most of

it depending on the availability

of time and funds.

However, for the near
future there are several plans

which have received priority.

One is the provision of bicycle

racks. A novel, concrete design

is being considered: a three

walled six-foot deep structure

with an inside bar for chaining

up bicycles. These would be

placed at many points around

the campus.
The committee is also

looking at campus lighting. Two
new lights have been set up on

an experimental basis. One is in

front of the Physical Education

Complex on the corner of Union

and Division Streets. The other

is located between Ontario Hall

and the Library.

A third plan to be im-

plemented in the near future is

the paving of the median along

University Avenue which every

year turns into a strip of mud
requiring re-sodding.

The plan also calls for the

removal of most central

campus parking in the old core

area now that the parking is

complete. These areas would be

turned into parks as funds

become available.

There are many innovative

features in the plan presented to

the committee by the architect.

Comments on it are welcome.

There is a large map prepared

by McClelland in the office of

the campus planner on the

second floor of Ellis Hall which

is open for viewing.

Mishap In Miller
Randolph Kirkham, a 17-

year old construction worker

was seriously injured in Miller

Hall when caught by a rising

elevator last Wednesday.
He was trapped between the

elevator carriage and its shaft,

and then dragged upward.

Kirkham underwent
surgery Friday, at the Hotel

Dieu Hospital, and is still in the

respiratory unit suffering from

head injuries, broken bones,

and paralysis of the lower body.

Talk to to the SYB
The. Student Volunteer

Bureau (SVB) dealt with over

400 volunteer applications last

year. Yet we were not always
sure if each applicant found the

appropriate volunteer job.

The SVB worked with about

40 social services agencies in

Kingston. Yet we were not

always sure if their needs were
being properly satisfied.

The SVB wrote articles,

circulated flyers, made radio

announcements and put up
posters. Yet we were not always

sure if we were getting our point

across.

We can start being sure if

you talk to us. There are many
many things that must be done

and they must be done by
volunteers. That's why we want
you to come and talk to us. The
door is in the Students Union,

University Ave. entrance and it

will be open when at all

possible. Feel free to use it;

you're the key to the volunteer

bureau.

What happened in the summer
Continued from Page 1

mature than regular students, there would be no

'incidents'.

Residence regulations however, indicated that

AMS constables are required at all student events

held in Leonard Hall at which liquor is served.

Later in the summer, as a result of another

incident, Gilchrist was severely chastised at an

Inner Council meeting for mismanagement, and for

the misuse of QSSA funds.

However, before the end of summer session, the

problems were ironed out. In August, after several

meetings between the two societies, QSSA accepted

a proposal from the AMS which would formalize the

working relationship which existed between the two

organizations. Besides having the same rights,

privileges and obligations as a faculty society,

special provision was made in the agreement for

summer students to be given preference to act as

summer constables at QSSA events.

Other provisions in the agreement ensured that

QSSA would preserve its autonomy and still control

its own affairs, while benefitting from its alliance

with the AMS which operates year round.

In July, Queen's Student Agencies (QSA)

director Paul Mahaffy, threatened to resign his post

if Services Commissioner Wil Kranenburg
remained in office.

Kranenburg tendered her resignation early in

September. She told the Journal that she resigned

for personal reasons and because she had become
disillusioned with the state of AMS affairs during

the summer. In her letter to AMS President

Brereton, she stated that, as her last act as Service

Commissioner, she would accept the resignation of

Paul Mahaffy.

Also resigning his post during the summer was
Paul Greenwood, Internal Affairs Commissioner.
Ken Wong, formerly Outer Council appointee to

Inner Council, became Acting Internal Affairs

Commissioner. On Wednesday night it is expected

that Inner Council will bring forward for

ratification replacements for the resigned com-

missioners.

As you can see, the place was a bit of a mess this

summer.

Queen at Queen's

On June 27, as part of Kingston's Tercentenary

Celebrations, Queen Elizabeth II visited Kingston.

A dinner was held in her honour at (if you can

believe this), Leonard Hall dining hall. Beaver

Foods catered to the event (....).

New Chancellor

During the summer, the University Council

gave its unanimous approval to the appointment of

the Chancellorship of the Rt. Hon. D. Roland
Michener.

Having accepted the appointment, Michener, is

expected to take up the reigns of the largely cer-

monial office, upon the termination of his term as

Governor-General of Canada on November 30.

Michener will be replacing Dr. John B. Stirling

who has held the position for the past thirteen years.

Deutsch receives award

Principal John J. Deutsch was named one of

three recipients of the $15,000 Molson Prize of the

Canada Council, awarded to outstanding con-

tributors to the arts, humanities, and sciences or to

a national unity. The prize was awarded to Deutsch
for his contribution to Canada as an economist and
educator.

Police on campus
Queen's decided during the summer to hire

security guards from the Hawthorne Protective

Servcies Ltd. to patrol Queen's campuses. The
move came in the wake of numerous thefts and
instances of vandalism that had been occuring.

It was learned from Robert Luker, Campus
Safety and Security officer that the number of thefts

had not necessarily been on the increase. However,
the need for security patrols had been long

recognized and the money for the operation had
become available.

New program first in Canada
by Bob Mutrie

A Masters program in Art

Conservation, (MAC), the only

one in Canada, is well on the way
to being realized at Queen's and

should be in operation by the fall

of 1974.

The twenty-four month
degree program will be geared

towards creating Canadian ex-

perts for the examination,

restoration and conservation of

works of art. Previously, the

Canadian government has had to

hire experts from other nations.

The course will be con-

centrating in two main areas.

One will be the treatment of art,

for which a background in both

art and chemistry would be

useful. The second area will be

research oriented with students

learning how to examine and
evaluate art objects.

The prerequisites for the

program will be one or a com-
bination of honours degrees in

Art History, Archaeology, the

Fine Arts or Art Education. Some
knowledge of the sciences would
also be useful.

The program has received

complete federal government
support through the National

Museums Corporation (NMC)
and provincial recognition for

Ontario Graduate Fellowships

for the students.

NMC has granted the

university a total of $539,000 for

the MAC, of which $423,000 is

earmarked for the provision of

new quarters for it.

Dr. George A. Harrower,

Vice-Principal (Academic), is

chairman of the users committee
set up to consider the building

project. They are presently

looking at an expansion of the

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

southwards which would allow

more room for the Centre
facilities as well.

The result would be an ex-

panded row of buildings

dedicated to the fine arts along

Queen's Crescent once the new
Music Centre is completed. Some
sort of connecting link between

the activities, such as a cen-

tralized student centre-lounge
area is also being considered.

Professor I. Hodkinson in the

Department of Art History will be

taking charge of the program
which he has been working

towards for the past several

years. He noted that the chance
for employment of grads from
the program is almost limitless.

Hodkinson noted that there is

a world-wide shortage of art

conservationists and that many
art works are in danger of being

ruined or lost because of it. He
added that the Canadian
government is now unable to hire

abroad due to world conditions

and term contracts.

In addition, the National

Museums Corporation has in-

dicated that, in time, it will need
a couple of hundred experts in the

field.

Have we got an

offer for you.'
|

All the animals in the Great Forest (even the Animal Mater ^
Society executive) look forward to Tuedays and Fridays when g
the Forest Gerbil makes its invariable appearance in various 1
locations across the Forest. ^

Yet, the old Gerbils tend to suffer greatly from a rare Forest
g

disease called "graduation", meaning that there comes a time ^
when all good Gerbils must move on to lesser things. If it wasn't

||

for this prime opportunity to call for new Gerbils, the Great

Forest would be without their favourite non-newspaper.

We want every denizen of the Great Forest to come out and ^
find his own niche in the Gerbil den. We need writers in news, §
sports, features, entertainment and any other areas of forest ^
gossip. In addition, we want photographers, artists, typists, and ^
people interested in designing Gerbil pages. ^

The Gerbil den is located in the basement of the 1
Animals' Memorial Union (follow the signs), so drop in 1
on Tuesday or Thursday night between 7:00 p.m. and 1
10:00 p.m. by Forest reckoning. i
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Venice Summer School

Provides an opportunity for multi-cultural learning
by Judy Dobiiis

For the past few summers
Queen's has launched a unique

project which allows students to

enter into what is perhaps the

most ideal "classroom"
situation. The participating

faculties of Art History, Italian

and Music endeavored to create a

cultural awareness which en-

titled each of the forty students to

an inside viewpoint of Venice.

During a six week period, Europe
was presented not as the "great

escape" for students who spend
two days in each capital, but

rather with the intention of giving

the student a thorough ap-

preciation of a country's art,

music and people.

Venice is very much an

isolated phenomenon and cannot

be taken as representative of

Italy. It was only in 1848 that the

inhabitants staged a last revolt in

an attempt to restore former
independence before the invasion

of Napoleon. Subsequently this

leads to a program which is all

the more fascinating as the

student is faced with a city

geographically and culturally

special.

Classes were conducted
every morning leaving the af-

ternoon and evening free for

personal discovery. The Italian

students met for two hours in a

palazzo undergoing restoration.

Although grammar and
vocabulary were stressed Diego

Bastianuti professor from
Queen's, made every possible

effort to help the student take

advantage of this location. There
were opportunities to meet
Italian students, evenings at the

theatre, a walking tour of the

Jewish ghetto as well as a day
visiting a small village. The
objective was achieved. By the

end of the last week all were at

ease speaking the language. In

one case a girl mentioned that she

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542 1134

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

CREATIVITY

THROUGH

TRANSCENDENTAL

MEDITATION

A scientifically proven and

easily learned technique

which will unfold full creative

intelligence while
simultaneously dissolving

deep rooted tensions and daily

stress.

INTRODUCTORY

LECTURE

Wed., Sept. 19

8:00 p.m.

Stirling Hall - C

Queen's University

Admission Free
International

Meditation Society

regretted arriving at Toront^^

airp<jrt, for it meant a return to

the Plnglish language.

The remaining programs of

music and art history were highly

successful, and in numerous
ways reinforced each other. The
periods covered in each case
were Renaissance and Banxjue.
The art group, under the direc-

tion of Pierre du Prey and Brian

d'Argaville, visited galleries,

churches and monuments. Every
Monday a special lecturer was
brought in, and in one case Sir

Ashley Clark conducted a tour

through San Gregoria, a new
centre for restoration. Rudi
Schnitzler headed the music
group which was set up in a

seminar fashion and covered

such men as Vivaldi, Gabrielli

and Montftvwedi They mutually
benefitted from each others
activities Trips Uj areas of the
Venetrj were op*;n U) ixAh music
and Italian students while special

tickets were arranged by
Schnitzler for ail students Ut

frequent the many amcerti and
operas. One of the most
memorable occasions was a
concert in a Palladian villa near
Verona, more meaningful due to

the inter-relation of the two
branches of the fine arts.

There is room for im-
provement, perhaps closer co-

operation between the three
departments would be a good
idea. Regardless, Venice will

remain for all who participated

an invaluable experience.Czech String Quartet

Performs tomorrow!
The Czech String Quartet, artists-in-residence at McMaster

University, will present their first formal concert in Kingston on

Wednesday, September 19, at 8:30 p.m. in Dunning Hall under the

sponsorship of the Queen's University Division of Concerts.

The programme will consist of the Beethoven Quartet in B-flat

major, Op. 18, No. 6; the Pulitzer Prize-winning composition by

Karel Husa, Quartet No. 3; and the deeply emotional Quartet No. 1

in E minor (From My Life) by Smetana.
All four members of the Quartet received their musical

training in Czechoslovakia. Two of its members, formerly of the

renowned Prague Quartet, left Czechoslovakia at the time of the

Russian invasion of 1968. Since then, the Quartet has. divided its

ime between concert tours and being resident quartet and prin-

•ipal players of the Hamilton Philharmonic and Faculty members
at McMaster University.

The first violinist, Milan Vitek, has toured throughout the world

as leader of the Czech Nonet. In 1969, he became concert-master of

the Royal Opera in Copenhagen and founded the Danish Chamber
Orchestra.

Rudolf Kalup, second violin, is former concertmaster of the

National Theatre Orchestra in Bratislava, the Vienna Tonkuenstler

Orchestra and guest concertmaster of the Philharmonic Orchestra

in Osaka.

Jaroslov Karlovsky, viola, is former first violist of the Czech
Philharmonic Orchestra. He performed as soloist the Hindemith
Viola Concerto under the direction of the composer during the

Prague Festival. Karlovsky was a member of the Prague Quartet

Tom 1960-68.

The Czech Quartet was founded by the cellist, Zdenek Konicek.

(o was first cellist of the Prague Symphony Orchestra and was
l.so founder of the Prague Quartet in 1955. As leader of this

'•nowned ensemble, Konicek has performed virtually all over the

orld, including three North American cross-country tours.

Critics have responded warmly to the Czech Quartet in Europe
nd North America. The Baltimore Sun has called them "an en-

'•mble sensitive and sophisticated." The Vienna Zeitung stated

The level of the artists, clearly felt by the listener, won the

udience right from the first stroke of the bow."
The 1972-73 season will see the Czech Quartet performing

iroughout Ontario, a South American tour, and a European tour

hich will include Vienna, Amsterdam, and London.

Tickets for the September 19 performance are available for

l.Ofj, general and students, from the Dvision of Concerts Box Of-

ice, Agnes Etherington Art Centre - 547-6194.

.Mi-mbiTS of Ihv Pulitzer I'ri/e winninf^ Czech String

(Jluartf^t, artists in rcsiih'nce at McManlvr University.

A. M. S. CLUBS
Clubs requiring a grant
this academic year

should submit budgets
by September 21

Enclosed should be a brief outline

of events and objectives of fhe club

as well as the 1973-74 executive.

ARTSCI 77

YEAR ELECTIONS

^— Tuesday, Sept. 18^
7:30 P.M.

STIRLING "D"

everyone turn out.'

philosophy 300:

man/values, and society

New Half-Course for 3rd Year
Students in Arts and Science

and Applied Science

Offered in 2nd Term, Slot 15
A critical examination of some of the values affected by
scientific and technological developments and by prevalent
social, economic and political practices.

INFO AVAILABLE - WATSON HALL, RM. 309
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Critic's Forum: Last Tango In Paris

A film that must be seen

by Sandy Naiman
Last Tango In Paris has been

maligned by the media. Why the

controversy? Why the cries of

obscenity? Why the sneers? Why
the malicious assault?

I cannot understand the

preoccupation with the sexual

level of the film, which is explicit

indeed, when there are so many
other levels which give the film

its substance and make it

perhaps one of the most incisive

psychological explorations in a

very long time.

The critics who have exploited

the sexual facet of Last Tango
are ostensibly guilty of the same
crime that they accuse Bernardo
Bertolucci of, but this sexual

level is merely an appendage to

the being rather than its soul.

Not surprizingly, when you

reveal that you've actually seen

Last Tango, the first thing you
are asked is "Was it dirty?"^n
asking, your interrogator's eyes

light up, you can almost see the

saliva begin to form in his mouth
and his pulse quickens. Needless

to say, in such a hypothetical

conversation the answer must
be "No. Unless you think that sex

is dirty." The eyes dim, the
mouth dries and the pulse slows

back to normal.

Bernardo Bertolucci has
achieved an almost flawless

unity of visual textures,

emotional sensibilities and
psychological deptsh. The
cinematography is drastically

simple. Concentrating on lurid

interiors, unfamiliar Parisian

landscapes and several drabby
countryscapes, he draws you into

the film. You are not meant to

gasp at the splendour of his

scenes or the decor of his in-

teriors. The are predominantly

coloured golden or grey, like the

twilight and dusk of any spring

day.

Last Tango delves into the

strangely aberrated mind of

Paul, a middle aged man whose
unfaithful wife has just com-
mitted suicide and who is clut-

ching blindly at life, by refusing

to uncover himself to anyone. He
shuns the revelation of any
earmarks of his life or identity to

Jeanne, the young nymphet with

whom he is having an affair.

Only when he verbally assaults

his wife's corpse, flower-laden on
the bed they once shared does the

veneer fall away. Paul's angry
words are nonetheless, a benign

attempt to rid himself of the guilt

he feels as a result of his wife's

suicide.

In another, beautifully im-

provisational and poignant
sequence, Paul reminisces to

Jeanne about his childhood on a

farm in the States. But aside

from these incidents, Brando's

portrayal is cold, calculated and
highly controlled. Even with this

external portrait, we can sense

his vulnerability and his dread at

allowing it to surface. He can

demonstrate with ironic realism

his overview of his relationship

with Jeanne and his compulsion

to degenerate himself at her

hands. But the result is not

shocking so much as pathetic.

Maria Schneider plays his

lover with a strange mixture of

trepidation and delight. She
revels in the sexual side of this

liaison, is intrigued with Paul's

age, with his convoluted
emotional figurings but is

simultaneously frightened by
him and frustrated with his

refusal to reveal his identity, or

to allow her to reveal hers.

While playing in a film, her

boyfriend is making Bertolucci

shows us gradually why Jeanne is

driven back to Paul and Last

Tango is as much her portrait as

it is his.

We get sequences of Jeanne
reading notes from her childhood

diaries juxtaposed onto scenes in

which Paul stifles her attempts to

share her past with him.

We get sequences showing
Jeanne's boyfriend filming her
life story juxtaposed onto scenes

showing her real life encounters

with Paul.

We see her rooting through the

remnants of her father's past,

fingering his revolver, trying on

his army cap.

We _see Paul with his wife's

distraught mother, retracing his

steps through the bathroom
which his wife blood spattered in

her death, in a confrontation with

his wife's lover. Bertolucci's

conception is delicate and
dynamic. He justaposes anti-

erotic images onto incisive

Brando and Schneider in Last Tango

psychological exploratives.

The film could be seen as an

attempt to desensitize human
emotions and sexual experience
and yet leaves you completely

drained and overwhelmed with

its power.

Perhaps the most striking

sequence is Bertolucci's tango at

the end of the film. This

surrealistic illustration coun-

terpoints the inevitable realism

of the finale, where Jeanne, after

whispering her name to him for

the first tim.e, simultaneously

shoots Paul with her father's

revolver.

Bertolucci has antagonized the

critics by enhancing reality with
surrealism. He never goes too

far, but he pushes us to our limits

with his psycho-eroticism. We
learn that psychological
eroticism is not really erotic in

this context, but another in-

strument of enquiry.

Thus, the film is not even a
sexual explorative, since the sex
is so overt, but an enquiry into its

manifestations upon the mind.
Brando is superb.

Schneider is easily his equal.

The film must be seen. It is

brilliant Bertolucci.

It fails as pornography but succeeds anyway
by Kiloran German

"I was hoping to see the porno

flick of the century. After all, it

was banned in Italy, not to

mention Winnipeg, and what do I

see? A film about trains. And
elevators and false teeth and
bridges and a crazy concierge
and corridors and corpses and
blood and shadows. Oh sure.

there was a quick shot at

Brando's behind and a couple of

sorry looking tits and a bit of hair

that doesn't get filmed much and
a few interesting looking

positions, but all that symbolism
crap.-And it was half in French

for Chrissakes...."

As the above converasation

(overheard on a Toronto sub-

way) would suggest, "Last Tango
in Paris" is a dismal failure as a

porno flick. Surprisingly enough,

it does have a few redeeming
qualities.

While the film is not precisely

about the much lamented trains

and elevators, Bertolucci handles

such detail with care and in-

spiration - in a manner

reminiscent of "Sunday Bloody
Sunday". The detail is never

irrelevant: it is an integral

component of the carefully

constructed and complex
background of a fascinating

statement on character and
relationships. These physical

aspects are inextricable from the

psychological ones.

Bertolucci seems to contend
that there is a strange dichotomy
in human requirements and
relationships - he separates the

sexual and spiritual selves.

Brando functions only as a sexual

being, both with his wife and his

lover. His wife (whom we see

only as spattered blood and a

waxy corpse) required a near
platonic involvement with
another man to compensate for

her husband's deficiencies. With
Jeanne, his young lover, his

failure to relate in spritual terms
is even more explicit. While he is

the sexual aggressor, she fears

him, but he exerts an irresistable

magnetism that she cannot
escape. Yet when he finally

expresses love, she destroys him
- she cannot accept him on any
but the sexual level.

The strange dualism pervades
the entire film. The apartment
which is the setting of

degradation and sadism is set

apart from the other locales. It is

suffused with an ethereal light

which makes views of outside

civilization seem harsh by
contrast. Thus Bertolucci creates

two separate worlds.

Jeanne also is presented at two
different levels - her essential

being in the apartment, and her

superficial self, as portrayed in a

film made by her fiance.

I cannot agree with Ber-

tolucci's view of life, but it is

brilliantly stated and entirely

consistent. Superb acting,

photography and direction

combine to make "Last Tango in

Paris" a great film, despite its

lack of preoccupation with

pornography.

Last Tango

in Paris

opens at the

Odeon Hyland

September

21st
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The

Gerbil
The first meeting of the Alma Mater Society will be held

tomorrow, and, if nothing else, it is going to take Brereton and com-
pany a bit of work to explain the summer -- the financial mess, the pub
mess, the personality mess.

Last year, the AMS bigwigs didn't have much to say about what

they had done --the busit experiment, intercity bus service, a bit of

politics, and a lot of bureaucratic things. This summer a lot of work
was done in putting the finances on a stronger footing, but seemingly,

not much else.

One of the things probably to be presented will be the Bloos

(Marvin R, Law rep) Report on the state of the AMS finances. He will

recommend that there be stronger controls on the expenditure of

money - good. He also recounts some of the past history of AMS
money problems; but one of the things he seems to play down is the

fact that politicians didn't seem to listen to the business people

enough. That is one of the reasons the AMS is in difficulty.

Hopefully, the Outer Council will have read the Bloos report by the

meeting, and will be prepared to discuss and-or act upon it. In ad-

dition, they may have to deal with the AMS budget, which because of

the financial problems will be very tight.

The financial problems shouldn't be blamed on the current ad-

ministration, however. They inherited most of it, but it took them a

lew months to realize what was going on. The problem itself had been
building up over a number of years.

Unfortunately, the financial problems have overshadowed some
i)f the others of student government. It is unlikely that a com-
prehensive plan of what the AMS intends to do will be in existence for a

uhile. There m^y be a few sporatic programmes proposed; but not

much else.

Also, the question of AMS constables should be coming up in the

lext week or so. Last spring a big flap was raised over the sex of

' onstables with one side saying that the ranks of constables should be
ipen to women and men on an equal basis. Others said men are

needed, to control crowds and rowdy individuals.

This may or may not be true, but there certainly is a lack of

i^uidelines and policies for the constables to operate under. No one

really knows what they are supposed to do when on duty. So the whole

thing was referred to AMS court for a decision in time for the begin-

ning of school. But, things being as they were, the case was put off and
put off. and still hasn't been decided.

Even during the summer there was a problem with women con-

stables. When applications were received for acting chief constable,

for July, three men and one woman applied. The woman had the most
experience in the field of constabling. Here again, the decision was put

off and put off fwith some of the weakest excuses) and in the end, there

was no need for a decision, as the term of office had expired. Even
though they claimed it wasn't the reason. Inner Council probably

.ivoided the decision for fear of trouble whoever they chose.

Of course, the constables have a lot to learn, too. During last

S.'iturday's football game, they were continually going into the stands

occupied by Ottawa U fans - people who do not have any idea about

\Kh'd\ AMS constables even are. Near the end of the game a number of

the constables, waving their walki-talkies lead four Kingston police in

a jjarade around the track and stopped in front of the Ottawa U stands.

Now for some reason, the constables wonder why the Ottawa fans

were calling them pigs. A course in crowd psychology is probably in

order for the constables.

As long as wo're on the football game, perhaps we could throw out

a challenge to the bands - could this be the year the band learns a few

new pieces of music and some new acts? It would be nice.
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AM.S. SPEAKER
APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED FOR THE POSITION

OF SPEAKER OF A.M.S. OUTER COUNCIL.

SUBMIT WRITTEN APPLICATIONS TO A. M.S.
OFFICE, BASEMENTOF STUDENTS UNION

DCADUNl: MONDAY, SEPT. 24 5:00 P.M.

More good news
from OSAP

For students under 24 and unmarried who have;

• 3 or 4 years of successful post-secondary education

• 3 or 4 years of labour force experience

• or a 3 or 4 year combination of the above

As modified Group A OSAP applicants, an additional $5,000
(3-year combination) or $6,000 (4-year combination) will be deducted

from your parents' gross income in assessing your eligibility

for financial assistance.

Students seekinf^ OSAP aid for the full academic year must apply before

September 30. Your Student Awards Officer has the details.

ONTARIO STUDENT AWARDS PROGRAM
MINISTRY OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Ontario

COME TO US LAST
FOR CARPETS and BROADLOOMI

Because We Buy Bankrupt Stocks, Factory Seconds, Factory

Closeouts, Slightly Used Carpet and Insurance Salvage We Can

Cover the Floors Of Your "Pad" for a Whole Lot Less than Anyone
else in the Carpet Business. So Try Everyone Else First - Then

Come to Us Last. "Marie" Promises To Save You a Big Buck. You
Won't be Sorry!

I m
Square
Yartt

VALUES
TO
4.98

0 00

Yartt

VALUES
TO
5.95

1^
Yard

VALVES
TO
7.95

5.
ŝquare
Yard

VALUES
TO
9.95

Yard

VALUES
TO

10<95

SPECIAL

GROUPOF
FACTORY
SECONDS

ANDSOILED
CARPETING

ASSORTED
SHORT END
PIECES

RAINBOW
PATTERN AND
SOLID SHADES

INDOOR
OUTDOOR
CARPET

INDOOR OUTDOOR
COMMERCIAL
CARPET
NEW

TOPIC CARPET
IN

10 GREAT COLORS

MINI SHAGS AND
NYLON BLENDS

SHAGS

NYLON PLUSH

CANDY STRIPES

NYLON LOOP

COMMERCIAL
WITH

RUBBER BACK

SHAG WITH
RUBBER BACK

GOOD SELECTION
OF COLORS

P & M 270 Bagot Street

ENTERPRISES
Half-way Between
Princess and Brock Streets
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Toward a more rounded

orientation programme
by Janet Ritchie

As the purple dye fades from their arms, tams are

put away for football games, and oil thighs and
elaborations on "dumb frosh" no longer resound

throughout the campus, the freshmen of 1973-74

become hard to distinguish from the longer established

residents of Queen's.

Orientation is over for this year, a week of

tradition which varied little from its precedents and
should be easily recognizable at the beginning of next

year. Freshmen will likely continue to assume the role

of dumb frosh under the benevolent guidance of gaels,

frees, and bosses for their indoctrination into

university life. Despite some modifications and minor
alterations, the ritual remains basically unchanged
from year to year. Even in the arts and science faculty

where hazing, the mainstay of initiation into the

commerce and engineering branches, has been
abolished, the roles of frosh and gael remain easily

visible through the use of tams and buttons as means of

identification, mild hazing, and the pejorative ap-

pellation, "dumb frosh", which is applied to all

newcomers to first year.

Although the intensity with which orientation is

approached has become a yearly subject of contention,

it is interesting to note that there are few who would
abolish the ritual altogether. Freshmen either relish

too much their role as inferior specimens for the week
or they prefer to gain a gleefulvengeance in the coming
year as they assume the role of gael, free, and boss.

Upper-year students appear sufficiently content to

participate or else they choose to remain apart from
the whole affair entirely. Since Queen's is, for the mo^t
part, a school of tradition and "rah-rah" spirit, it is

safe to assume that the majority of those in attendance
here view orientation week as a desirable, if not

necessary, way to begin Queen's life.

It fulfills the need to identify . .

.

Orientation week satisfies, to a certain extent,

various psychological needs of incoming students. The
frosh activities provide a quick and easy way of

assimilating into the foreign surroundings. The
university becomes "personalized" through meeting a

vast number of people during the first week, a feat

facilitated through the use of gael groups as a home
base. In addition, the adaptation of the frosh image
tends to allow the newcomers a certain leeway in their

actions, thus permitting them to override much of their

initial shyness. Orientation week in this light can

therefore be seen as a concentrated socialization

process which enables the freshmen to adapt to

university life before actually becoming part of it as

students.

There are extreme versions of the value of

-orientation week as evidenced in the following excerpt

from a letter to the Queen's Journal in September,
1969.

But seriously, this hazing does have a lot of good
results.

First, it encourages a real close togetherness.

Second, it builds a sense of conformity to those

standards that mean so much to all of us.

Finally, it develops a cheerful willingness to obey
the orders of those who are above us.

These are all qualities that Queen's would like to

see in its students. They will go a long way toward
building the kind of Canada we all want to see.

Underlying most of the reasons for supporting the

orientation programme is the feeling that the rites

enacted throughout the week (such as the grease-pole,

the inter-faculty and inter-group rivalry) encourage
class and faculty spirit which contribute to a tight,

cohesive Queen's spirit through close identification

with the university.

Certainly this identification is achieved despite the

modifications which have caused the original orien-

tiation programme to evolve into the present orien-

tation week. Strong identification with Queen's ap-

pears to be characteristic of most students attending

this university. It begins in frosh week to linger past

the football season of oil thighs, warm-up parties, and

other spirit boosters and returns in full for most
students through their participation in the following

year's orientation week - possibly as gaels, frees, and
bosses, but aren't there also murmurs of discontent at

the absence of a Second Coming this year?

Orientation week therefore initiates the process

that satisifies some of the respective needs of Queen's
University as an educational institution and Queen's
students themselves. As an institution, Queen's in-

terests lie in developing a loyal student body that will

give support not only during its school years but also

later in terms of a strong alumnus through which the

university obtains financial support. Thus the iden-

tification is mutually beneficial, providing the students

with a sense of belonging which, in turn, facilitates the

smooth running of the university.

But omits the academic side . . .

However, in achieving this spirit Orientation Week
tends to place emphasis on the social aspect of

university life. While this is important, even perhaps
essential for the reasons just described, it overlooks

the academic side which must be regarded as even
more important. The university is a place of learning

and should hopefully be attended by those who make
that their primary goal. Orientation week could

therefore better serve the dual purpose of making the

student feel at home in the university while inspiring

him to take advantage of the learning experiences

available in this environment.
While much is made of the relatively unlimited

freedom to be found in university life, little is said

during orientation beyond the assertion that, in this

setting, the student must account to himself for his

success or failure in the forthcoming school years.

Since the orientation programme is designed to

alleviate confusion on the part of the student at being

instated in a new environment and attempts to help

him feel at home by making him feel socially secure, it

is somewhat surprising to see him left fending for

himself academically.

Although the arts and science faculty provides

some kind of academic guidance through class

counselling sessions, this remains the sole indication to

the freshmen of the nature of learning in the univer-

sity. This kind of guidance would be useless in other

societies where the incoming student is not faced with

the vast course selection which confronts the arts and
science freshmen.

However, university as a centre of higher learning

does not represent a mere selection of courses ac-

cording to one's interests or goals. Course counselling

cannot therefore provide a true introduction to the

academic aspect of university life.

Learning, past the stage of secondary institutions,

should be a matter of active mind expansion rather

than a passive absorption of facts and rhetoric. The
incoming student, fresh from high school, has

generally had little experience in the former kind of

learning. While it may be argued that some gain little

experience in this way during their university years,

the opportunity to do so is generally available. Were
incoming students made aware of this and encouraged
to make use of it, the university might better be able to

perform its function - which should be as much to in-

spire and guide as to instruct.

While this might at first appear rather difficult to

incorporate within the orientation programme, it could

be accomplished in much the same way as is the

socialization process : through active participation on

the part of the incoming students in all faculties under

the guidance of their group leaders. Perhaps if debates

could be arranged or speakers brought in to provoke

reactions, orientation week could more aptly cultivate

the intellectual atmosphere which should be a large

part of university life.

Although the first week provides an adequate

introduction to the social side of university life, the

intellectual aspect is virtually neglected, possibly to be

discovered individually later on. While orientation

week performs valuable functions' in its present form,

it is necessary to decide whether it can continue to play

down academics in favour of social events and to

determine which are really the priorities of the

university so that these can be portrayed accordingly

in this week.

THE ao^eros
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Now you can buy
a Digi-matic Calculator

foronly
with batteries and carrying case.

Find percentages
in an instant . .

.

electronically with

the Digi-matic P-8.

only^^9899
compiete with recharger

and carrying case.

Does everything the T-8

does and more! Percent
key gives percentage
answer with decimal in

the proper place. Makes
mark-ups, discounts,

interest rates and tax

calculations easy. With
enlarged 8-digit display

Rechargeable
batteries—

5

hrs. portable

use; recharge
in 7 hrs. on
AC outlet.

f

Get the right answer everytime,
the instant you need it! Our new
Digi-matic T-8 puts the solution
at your fingertips on the job,

in the classroom, at your desk,
in your car . . . wherever you need
an answer in a hurry. It's our
lowest priced Digi-matic ... but
even at this low price you get
all our standard Digi-matic

features.

Automatic Constant for continuous

multiplication and division— no need
to re-enter each calculation.

Floatmg Decimal. Gives you the

correct answer with decimal in the

proper position.

Clear Entry Key clears the last entry

if you make a mistake.

And still more features!

Shows true credit balance.

8-digit read-out with overflow

kidicator.

lyieasures 5^/4 x 3"; weighs just

10 ounces.

Guaranteed for one year.

Runs on 3 AA alkaline batteries for

10 hours portable use.

AC adaptor lets you use your

Digi-matic T-8

with electrical

outlet. Only $5.99

'Simpsons-Sears Ltd.-

1 100 Princess St.

Kingston Shopping Centre
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Field Hockey

Games competitors lead Gals
Four competitors from this

summer's Canada Games are

amongst nine starters returning

to the Queen's Senior Field

Hockey team. They are led by
Karen Carson, who captained the

Ontario team to second place in

the Games, and Laney Marshall,

who was the top scorer for the

Ontario squad. Goalie Pat
Jamieson, who along with Karen
and Laney played for the Ontario

Junior team when they defeated

the Ontario seniors, and Gail

Thompson, a member of

Quebec's Summer Games con-

tingent, are the others with

national experience.

As well, the Intermediate

Golden Gals return 11 of twelve

starters from a team that had its

strongest finish ever, a second

behind perennial champion
University of Toronto. Several

players from this team are likely

candidates for the senior team
this year, and there have been

some twenty rookie hopefuls in

camp. With a large turnover in

personnel at many of the league

schools this year, both the senior

and intermediate teams could be

in contention,although coach
Donna Gallagher has to replace

the entire right side of the

seniors, where Marg Gibson, Gail

McLeod and Gail Babiuk have

graduated. If she succeeds, the

results will start showing up this

Sunday, when the Gals take part

in an exhibition series at the

McGill Invitational tournament.

At the least, they will be an ex-

citing team to watch.

Soccer Gaels back at It

by Alfred Kormann
The Queen's soccer Gaels are

in action again. Few of last year's

players returned but coach

Johnny Walker has plenty of new
talent available to build up a

strong team. Actually the large

number of soccer enthusiasts is

more than enough to form two

teams.

Last Saturday these two
teams went out to test their

abilities against the squads from
State University in Potsdam,

New York. As is to be ex-

pected so early in the season our

fellows experienced some dif-

ficulties, the individual players

just don't know each other well

enough yet. John Walker will

Gaels Football Schedule
Sept. 22 Toronto at Queen's

Sept. 29 Queen's at Guelph

Oct. 6 Carleton at Queen's

Oct. 13 Queen's at Ottawa

Oct. 20 Queen's at Toronto

Oct. 27 McMaster at Queen's

Nov. 3 Queen's at York

undoubtedly iron out these

problems within the next weeks.

While the first team battled to a 1-

1 tie the seconds simply overran

their American opposition and
clobbered them 10-0. All in all a

promising start of the season for

the Soccer Gaels.

Both teams will play more
exhibition games here in

Kingston next Wednesday. Game
time and place will be posted in

the entrance to the men's locker

room in the gym and in various

other places around campus.
Come out tomorrow, support

your soccer teams and enjoy

yourself watching one of the most
exciting team sports!

The regular league games
will start next Saturday when the

Gaels will i meet York
University in Toronto. Good luck

!

A.M.S.
Outer Council

Meeting

WED.-
Sept. 19

7.30 PWI
STUDENTS UNION
ALL WELCOME I

Come and Hear
About Our Summer

QUEEN'S HILLEL
Opening Coffee House

Tuesday Sept. 18
8:00 p.m.

Coffee, Donuts

and Entertainment
—SIGN UP FOR HILLEL

FREE UNIVERSITY COURSES—

FRIDAY
The School
Librarianship
Movie

MCArthur
Hall
7:15 15

9:15 pm
99<f

film by FRANCOIS TRUFFAliTAi

"'the wild
B child'\T,t

(ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

Queen's

Division of Concerts

presents

CZECH STRING QUARTET

Programme: Beethoven, Husa, Smetana

Sept. 19 Dunning Hall 8:30 p.m.

Tickets: $1.00 from 547-6194

Division of Concerts Box Office,

Agnes-Etherington Art Centre

or at the door.

Student Print Loan

starts at 7.00 p.m. on Thursday
September 20 /

see the collection in the studios at

AGNES in September.

RUST OR BLACK GLOVE LEATHER

ONLY 21,99

Open Thursday and Friday Nites

CCD. orders accepted— Credit and Chargex cards honored
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is at

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Do not fail to see this major
exhibition opened by the
Secretary of State on June 3 and
continuing to October 28

Note new GALLERY HOURS:
Monday to Friday 9 to 5;

Saturday and Sunday 1 to 5;

Tuesday & Thursday evenings 7

to 9

WHAT YOU WANT

IS WHAT WE'VE GOT
And For A Whole Lot Less!

Famous Brand Name Clothing for Guys and Girls,
household items, paint and paint supplies, health and
beauty aids, linens and bedding, glassware, cookware,
sporting goods, footweaf^etc....in short, a whole store
full of bargains!

Heacfqvdrfers for

GW6
DENIM JEANS

DENIM JACKETS

mm FtftRES

ik ana KNIT SLACKS

And Featuring the finest selection of famous maker Winter
Outerwear in town at low, low discount prices. Fashion right -

price right!

KINGSTON'S FAMOUS

BARGAIN HOUSE!

27 Princess Street at Ontario
Free Parking - Chargex

Kinnear d'Esterre jj^g

'^e Would ^ou Relieve ^iamoqd

You'v; found the right man. You can

hardly b«li».-vfj it. But you better, be-

cause he insists you have a magnifi-

cent engagement ring. We're happy
to help you make the right ctioice.

The diamond you choose glows witti

•.plendid brilliance. And you believe

the best is yet to come.

Ki \ \ i:.m: i> i:s'i KFfifi-:

.}y,\vt'.t.i.\'.UH

HiH IMII.VrKHH KTKKKT
KI\(;STr)\', DN'TA KIO

unclassifieds

CHOTOGRAHERS PHOTO IMAGE
now offers cu&tom black and white
printing and ektactiromo
procDssing at reasonable rates.

For further information call 544-

7770 or visit our studio at 33 Brock
St.

STUDENT MOVING at student
prices. Free estimates on lobs

large or small, local or long

distance. Student with a truck.

Call John at 542-5416 and talk about
it.

SAILING CLUB meeting at Stirling C
• 7:00 pm on Thursday Sept. 20.

ELECTRIC STOVE for sale: 50

clams. Call 548-7194.

LOST: Thursday Sept. 13 one white
clinical iacket. Call Lyn 542-3776.

MEN'S FIELD HOCKEY anyone
interested in playing for a Queen's
team in the Ottawa-Montreal
League, meet in front of the Phys-

Ed centre tonight, at 6:45, or phone
546-6759, last years players in-

cluded.

FOUND: one woman's watch Sept. 5,

corner of Union and Alfred. Call

Ron - 544-6106.

CLASSIFIED - Tues. Sept. 18, 1973

Queen's Excursion Club.

BUSES: The Student bus service

(weekends, etc.) is alive and well,

and living in the John Orr Room at

the Student Union.

JUMP, JUMP, JUMP, JUMP with

Queen's skydiving club. Movie
night for all interested in

skydiving, Wednesday Sept. 19,

1973 at 7:30 pm, Stirling Hall,

lecture theatre "D". Training

courses will be starting soon, so

come and find out what its all

about. For further information call

Steve: 544-0544 or Gillian: 544-6524

or come to our club meetings
every Thursday at 7:30 pm in

Brockington House Common
Room. Watch our skydivers at all

Queen's home football games.

2 GIRLS WANTED - to share modern
split-level 4 bedroom apt. must
furnish own room. Rent $180 plus

electricity. With 4 - $45 each. Close

to downtown and on route. No

A.M.S.
Outer Council

Meeting

WED. -

SEPT. 19

7.30 PM
STUDENTS UNION
ALL y\/ElCO^^E\

Come and Hear
About Our Summer

li.atti! Call Pat or Mary at 544 2199
<inytimr- Wo'rft ttudnnts »o if not
ht homi; plttdie le<iv« mtmu anii

number. Apt. availabl« Oct. I. If

accommodation til then it a
problem/ wc may be able to help.

1st YEAR STUDENT (female)
needs a roommate (also female) to

share new furnished apt. Phone
544 0105.

FOR SALE WATERBED, FRAME,
LINER, HOSE, excellent condition

3 months old, $50.00, black light,

complete $10.00. 546-0185.

RIDE NEEDED Lasalle Park 1o
Queen's and return daily. Please
contact Cyndra 389 1523 after 5:00

pm.

ARTSCI '74 Athletic Stick and WIC
Rep, contact Norm at 546 3049 I

lost your names in the summer
shuffle. Please!

IF YOU are one of the people who left

pictures last year for possible use
in Tricolor '73, and have not got

them back, leave a message for

John at the Journal office in-

dicating what you left and what we
should do with it.

I NEED a place to stay! If you could
provide a quiet, non-smoking, non-

drinking student with a room to

call my own, please leave your

addri-is dnd or lelephon* nwmb»r
at 'At 4345 I'm ye-ttinv a bit

desperate Thank you

TRANSCENDENTAL MEOITATION
SIMS group meditation tvtry
Sunday night, 165 University Av*.,

« 00 pm Student Affairs Centre

MONEY IS COSTLY, but w* aren't.

Check out the Queen's Excursion
Club bus service at the Union.

ARTSCI '74 Athletic Stic and WIC rep,

contact Norm at S4« 3049 I lo4t

your names in the summer shuffle.

Please!

TORONTO? Ottawa? Montreal? Save
$$$ Use the QUE EN'S bus service.

It's for you! '. '.

ALL TEAM managers for ARTSCI 74,

please contact, Bews athletic John
Ronson at 546 7018, TODAY.

STE ANNE reunion. Friday, night, 96

Bagot.

GAELS TICKETS for final party
can be picked up at the John Orr
Room between 11:30 and 2:30 Wed,
Thurs, Fri.

SPECIAL THANKS to Gael Group 25

for their super help on Sobriety.

6 GUYS Are looking for 2 more guys to

fill our 8 man house. Call 544-1957.

Journal Advertising Policy

General advertising is accepted at a base rate of .15 per agate line ($2.10
per column inch). Quantity discounts are negotiable upon application to
the business manager. Bone fide campus groups may purchase a 2

column by 3 inch advertisement for $9. Most black and white printed
material is acceptable for advertising; however a charge may be made
for any costs of producing halftones, reverses and artwork. Typesetting
(from our style book) is included in the cost of the advertising.

Deadline for advertising is Tuesday noon for a Friday edition and
Thursday at 8 pm for a Tuesday edition. Advertising submitted after
those times may be accepted, but no guarantees will be made as to
whether or not it will make that edition. We reserve the right to charge an
additional 10 per cent for advertising submitted well after the deadline.

Classified ads are $1 for each thirty words or-fraction thereof. They must
be paid for in advance in cash. We do not accept classified advertising
over the phone. Deadline for classified advertising is 8 pm on Sundays for
Tuesday editions and 8 pm Wednesday for Friday editions.

National advertising is handled by Youthstream.

Did you miss the library tours last week?
You were too tired? You forgot?

WE ARE STILL GIVING

TOURS OF
THE DOUGLAS LIBRARY

UNDfRGRADUATE TOURS:

1 1 AM and 2 PM MONDAY and FRIDAY

TOURS BEGIN IN LIBRARY LOBBY

GRADUATE TOURS ANYTIME:

INQUIRE AT DOUGLAS LIBRARY

INFORMATION DESK.

|] Sepp Ski Shop
13 MONTREAL ST.

RENTALS- REPAIRS-TRADE- INS

Sepp's September Special:

Last Year's Ski Jackets 50% Off

Special on Rossignol Roc 550, 650 and KneissI Skis.

You buy the skis and Sepp gives you up to $50.00 on

a binding or a $50.00 merchandise credit

GET THEM NOW ON OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN
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Ott 27 Q14

Gaels lose game, win starts war
by Doug Ronan and Chris Boon

If total offence won football

games, the Queen's Golden Gaels

would have started the season in

winning form Saturday.

However, it's points on the

scoreboard that decide the victor,

and the Gaels found themselves

on the short end of a 27-14 count

after extending every courtesy to

their visitors from Ottawa U. The

Gaels ran up 482 yards against

the Gee Gees, with fullback Dave
Hadden accounting for 217 yards

of that total, while the Gee Gees
managed only 246 yards from

scrimmage, but some untimely

Gael turnovers and repeatedly

poor punt coverage gave OU fine

field position on several oc-

casions. They took advantage of

the opportunities, with Neil

Lumsden accounting for 15 points

on a TD, two converts, a single,

and two field goals. Pete Quigley

and John Rpdrique scored the

other Gee Gees majors. For the

Gaels, Hadden had the only

touchdown, on a brilliant 91-yard

run in the third quarter, while

John Wintermeyer added two

field goals, a single and a con-

vert.

The Gaels started off like

they would run Ottawa out of the

ball park, with Doug Latham
moving the club well through the

air to the Ottawa 25. When the

attack stalled, Wintermeyer
kicked a field goal, and OU got

the ball on the 35. The first play

the Gee Gee's ran was a pass

completion - right to Gaels'

safety Darrell Penner, who
promptly ran the ball down to the

43. Latham hit Gerry Blacker

with a 15-yard completion on

second down, and things still

looked good, especially after a

third completion to wingback Stu

Lang took the squad down to the

14 yard line. However, Blacker

could get only two yards on first

down, and Latham's first in-

completion forced the Gaels to

settle for another field goal.

The Gaels regained
possession after an exchange of

punts, and again moved the ball

into OU territory, this time as far

as the 33-yard line. Yet another

FG try was blocked, and GG
linebacker Mike O'Conner
recovered on their 40-yard line.

The Gaels' defence which played

a generally fine game, again

forced an Ottawa punt, but the

offence could not sustain a drive,

and Chris Harber was forced to

punt. At this point, the rather

sloppy coverage exhibited by the

Gaels on kicks all game came to

the fore and Dave Kerr, an old

friend from Western days, got the

GG's going with a 50-yard punt

return. Shortly thereafter, Lang
mishandled a ball in the end zone,

and was forced to concede a

single point, making the score 6-1

for the Gaels.

Early in the second quarter,

Kerr again gave OU good field

position, and Ottawa, aided by a

very untimely offside penalty,

took the ball 62 yards in 10 plays

for the TD. Lumsden's convert

made it 8-6 OU. It looked like

things were going from bad to

worse when, after the kick-off,

the offense again stalled, and
Harber shanked an 18-yard punt.

Hov/ever, the defense stiffened,

and Ottawa had to settle for a

field goal.

Starting on their own 35, the

Gaels this time moved the ball

crisply, mostly on the power
running of Hadden, who has the

most agressive style of attack

seen here since the early 1960's.

When Latham hit flanker Barry
St. George with a 35-yard pass to

the 19 yard line, it appeared that

Queen's was about to take

command, again. They didn't. On
the next play from scrimmage,
Lang fumbled, OU recovered,

and the momentum was gone.

The defense again forced OU to

give the ball up, but this time the

Gaels managed to get nailed with

a clipping call, which put the

offense right back in the hole.

Queen's again moved the ball,

with the Beast doing the

bullwork, and it looked like the

half would end 11-8. Then the

fickle finger got into the job. With

the ball on the Queen's 46, and

less than two minutes on the

clock, Latham overthrew a

sidehne pattern, and OU's Larry

Kelly grabbed the ball. A run-

back and roughing penalty gave

the GG's the ball on the Queen's

15, and Pete Quigley lugged the

ball into the end zone on the last

play of the half.

Despite this, the Gaels
battled back in the third quarter,

until Hadden did his best to turn

things around. The Beast started

up the middle, broke several

tackles in a crowd, bounced off,

but to his left, ran through a deep

back, and legged it into the end

zone. He had to do some fancy

stepping about the 20, when the

last man took a dive at him, but

managed to keep his balance and
score standing up. The extra

point was good, and the Gaels

looked like they were on their

way, again.

The Gaels then exchanged
interceptions with Ottawa, as

Penner picked off a wayward
ball, but Queen's were still

unable to sustain an offense. An
exchange of punts put Ottawa
back on their own five yard line,

but they were moving when Alex

Morris got into the interception

business, picking off a pass to

close the third quarter. Taylor,

who had replaced Latham by this

point, faked beautifully and sent

Stu Lang off tackle for a 34-yard

gain
;
only a sweater-tackle saved

the touchdown. Despite this

burst, the Gaels were almost shut

out, as two running plays netted

almost nothing, and a field goal

attempt was deflected for a

single. From that point on, it was
all Ottawa.

So, the Gaels lost. It means
that they now have their

collective backs to the wall. Next

week's game with Varsity is an

absolute must, if they are to have

a shot at first place. If the

defense, anchored by Darrell

Penner, who had another superb

ball game, can continue their

improvement, and if the offense

can stop choking inside the thirty

yard line, the Gaels should win. If

- stubbs

Dave "the Beast" Hadden moves downfieid on his 91-yard TD
run with straining Gee-Gees in tow.

FINLAY'S

SPORT

SHOP

Finlay's

LANGE SKI BOOTS

WITH ANY SKI

PROS $80.00

SWINGERS $75.00

UNIVERSITY

SPECIALS

93 PRINCESS ST. 548-8255

ALL SKI WEAR
ANSA

NANCY GREENE

$5.00 OFF

Finlay's

TENNIS RACKETS

SLAZENGER CHALLENGE

DUNLOP MAXPLY

$10.00 OFF



Canada: Western oil prices frozen
OTTAWA 'I'he Federal (iovern-

mvnl has frozen I he price of Alberta

crude oil sold to Kastern Canada and
lias imposed a 40 cents per harrel tariff

on sales to the U.S. The tax is expected

to generate $15 million in new revenue

next month alone.

The reason given for the freeze and
tariff was that the price of Alberta oil

has been tied to the Chicago market
resulting in a 30 per cent price increase

since the first of the year. Without the

freeze the price of Alberta oil would
have risen to match prevailing U.S. oil

prices which are about 40 cents above
Canadian prices. The tariff was im-

posed to keep American buyers from
profiting from the Canadian freeze.

The reaction from Alberta and the

U.S. was immediate and hostile.

.Alberta's Premier Peter Lougheed
called it "the most discriminatory

action taken by a federal government
against a particular province in the

history of Confederation" and pledged

an all out fight to protect Alberta from
"Central and Eastern Canadian/
domination of the West". The main U.S.

objections seem to be that the decision

was taken so suddenly without any
prior consultation with the U.S.

MONTREAL — The Caughnawaga
Iroquois Band Council has ordered 40

non-indian families to leave the

Caughnawaga Indian Reserve near

Montreal. ?>& of the families are "white

couples" while 2 are Indian women who
have married white men. The council is

acting under the power of a bylaw

;ip|)roved last Wednesday by Indian

Affairs Minister Jean Chretien allowing

I he council to evict non Indians. Bet

ween 7(M) and 1,250 whites have been
living illegally on the reserve resulting

in a housing shortage and provoking the

militant Warrior Society to threaten

physical eviction of all whites on the

reserve after today. After January 1,

1974, all whites wishing to live on the

reserve will require a special permit
from the band council.

OTTAWA - Treasury Board
(-hairman Charles Drury, talking at the

national Liberal Convention in Ottawa,
said that he would support com-
prehensive wage and price controls if

the convention indicated overwhelming
support for such measures. But he said

that he, personally, does not believe

that the time is right for them and that

I he general public would not support

I hem.

OSHAWA — General Motors price

mcreases on their 1974 line of cars
average $81.50 or 1.9 per cent. The
highest increases are on the best selling

lines which include the small cars such
as the Vega. The manufacturer claims
that most of the price increases

represent the cost of mandatory safety

equipment which is added at cost. The
increases are less than those of the

parent corporation in the U.S. but the

price differential between cars sold in

Canada and those sold in the States is

still 4 per cent to 6 per cent.

World:

113,000 Chrysler workers strike
DETROIT-The United Auto Workers went on strike

Friday against all Chrysler plants in Canada and
ihe U.S. The Union ordered 113,000 production

workers to stay off the job after negotiations for a

new three year contract broke down. The strike

doesn t affect Ford or G.M. production but the final

agreement is expected to set the industry standard
which the other automakers will eventually follow.

F'ARIS- French Government officials announced
ihal the 1973 series of nuclear tests at Mururoa Atoll

in the South Pacific is over. The announcement
came in the form of a cancellation of the warning to

stay at lea.st 60 miles from the Atoll.

Meanwhile, in Ottawa, External Affairs

Minister Mitchell Sharp announced that Canada is

T^ryri n r. f, n rr n r, /•/'- r-^'n'

prepared to support the case of David McTaggart
against France. Mr. McTaggart, skipper of the
Greenpeace II, claims that he was beaten and
permanently injured when the French navy seized

his vessel while it was protesting the tests last

August 15.

JERUSALEM-Israel claims that her fighter planes
shot down 13 Syrian MIG 21 's while only losing 1

Mirage fighter in a dog-fight Thursday over the

Mediterranean off the Syrian.coast. Syria admits to

losing 8 fighters but claims that her planes shot

down 5 Israeli planes. This was the biggest dog-fight

in the region since the 1967 war.

SANTIAGO, Chile- The military have consolidated

their control over this South American country after

overthrowing the government of Marxist
President Salvador Allende. They have named
(Jeneral Augusto Pinochet, commander-in-chief of

the army, as president of a 4-man junta and have
sworn in a 15 member cabinet. The junta is now
attempting to win diplomatic recognition from
other nations.

VIENTIANE, Laos- The Laotian government and
Ihe Communist Pathet Lao signed an agreement
here last Friday aimed at bringing peace to this

.Southeast Asian Kingdom for the first time in

decades. The pact is in the form of a military and
IH)liti( al protocols to the cea.sefire agreement which
the two side agreed on last February 21.

NEWARK, Del. .Senate Watergate Committee
Chairrrian Sam l";rvin said in a s[)eech here that he

was willing to com|)romise with President Nixon

over access to the Watergate tapes. Senator I'lrvin

suggested that he and three committee members
listen to the ta[)es in ()rivate to detc'rtnine if "John
Dean was telling the truth", lie said that in any case

tie expects the case to go to Ihe Supreme Court and

that Ihe court will r ule against President Nixon and

order the disclosure of Ihe tapes.

Meanwliili', a federal appeals court has

.%ugg«'Hted that l'resid«'nl Nixon, his lawyer and

Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox decide among
themselves which parts of the White House Tape
recordings could be submitted to the Watergate
grand jury. The court suggested this course as a

means of avoiding a clash between the courts and
the President who says that he is not subject to the

jurisdiction of the judges.

OSLO- A Soviet nuclear test blast at Novaya
Zemlaya last Wednesday caused buildings to sway
in Trodheim, Norway, 1250 miles away. A com-
bination of soil structure and building size was such

as to make the buildings particularly sensitive to

this blast. The blast, measuring 7.1 on the Richter

scale, was the largest recorded at Novaya Zemlaya
since 1966.

ROME- Health authorities believe that the Cholera

epidemic in Italy is finally under control. The death

loll currently stands at 26 but hospital admittances

arc declining and there hasn't been a new death in

several days.

INFORMATION BANK
OPEN

MON. to FRI. - 8.30 AM- 5.30 PM
INFORMATION ON EVERY
FACET OF QUEEN'S LIFE:

ACADEMICS, SERVICES, AMS,
ADMINISTRATION, etc.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

Meeting, McLaughlin Room, Union

Thurs. Sept. 20, 7 PM
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They weren't ready
The Alma Mater Society Outer Council must have set a

record for the shortest meeting in its history Wednesday night.

After disseminating mountains of information and appointing

Paul Kennedy Interim Speaker, Outer Council adjourned until

Thursday evening. The whole meeting lasted less than four

minutes.

Although the financial reports by the Business Ad-

ministrator were delayed while she interviewed applicants for

the position of Pub Manager, AMS President Steve Brereton

said that three-quarters of the minutes were available earlier in

the week.

Brereton told the Journal that "Outer Council members did

not take the initiative to drop in and pick up any information for

the meeting. In fact, more non-Council members stopped in than

Outer Council Members".
However, several members stated that the information

sheets and policy papers were not available Wednesday af-

ternoon. Handouts were still being collated and stapled at 5.00

pm.

Brereton reports large losses ^ear of the crunch
"The vear of the crunch is on." The AMS is sufferine.

There was little good news in

the AMS President's report to

Outer Council on the activities of

the AMS in the summer, but then

nobody expected any.

Outstanding in the report were
the unusually large number of

resignations from AMS posts,

and, of course, the staggering

financial losses discovered last

spring.

Brereton told Council of the

loss of both the AMS Internal

Affairs Commissioner, Paul
Greenwood and of the Services

Commissioner, Wil Kranenburg.

In addition, he added the

resignations of Doris McArthur,
the AMS bookkeeper. Donna
Stewart, the Typing Service

Manager, Steve Gilchrist,

Speaker of the AMS Outer
Council, Reg Rickaby, Manager
of the Pub, and Ross Sutherland,

Assistant Education Com-
missioner.

Financially, Brereton stated

that an audit taken last summer
showed a "dismal performance"
on the part of the AMS last year.

He noted that, through loans (to

Elrond College and Science '44

Coop) and through financial

mismanagement, the entire AMS
capital reserve, which at one

time stood at $90,000, is now
completely depleted, with the

exception of $2,000.

In order to cover outstanding

debts and finance the summer
operations of the AMS, Brereton

told Council that the AMS had to

ask the university for a $20,000

advance on this fall's non-

academic fee.

Brereton blamed the AMS'
losses on lack of controls on

various of the AMS student

services in the past. He noted that

the Typing Service, the Pub, and
AMS concerts all lost money last

year and pledged that they would

be watched more closely in

future.

In the Vice-President's report,

Bruce Trotter noted that action

has already been taken to correct

some of the problems in order to

prevent future recurrence.

Under a new plan, all of the

Services Commission's policies

with regard to its activities would
have to go to Outer Council for

ratification. In addition, the

Queen's Student Agencies, the

overall co-ordinating body for the

AMS' capitalist enterprises, was
restructured to make it more
responsive to Outer Council

directions.

For this fall, Brereton stressed

strict economising and careful

planning. To help rebuild the

capital funds, he pointed out that

Elrond College has begun to

make payments on its loan with

the AMS.
Brereton reported that two

legal suits were brought against

the AMS last summer. One of the

suits was brought by Vroom
Construction against Elrond
College and the AMS over
financial liability for the late

opening of the College last fall.

The other suit came as the result

of an incident in the Pub. A
student was bitten there by a

doberman pincer and had to be

rushed to hospital where it took

eighty stitches to close up the

wound. He has since brought

action against the dog's owner',

the university, and the AMS.
However the AMS is covered

under the university insurance

policy. Brereton informed
council that, as a result of the

incident, however, the university

is now looking at the possibility of

excluding the AMS activities

from its insurance contracts.

In his report, Trotter added to

the financial woes of the AMS
with a note on the progress of the

student contributions pledged
towards the construction of the

new university centre. (Every
student contributes through their

non-academic fees). He pointed

out that even by the time the

centre is completed only half of

the needed funds will have been
raised. He suggested that the

AMS negotiate another loan with

the university to help pay for it.

Trotter also reminded Council

that there is still a matter of

$100,000 owed by the AMS on the

construction of the present union,

according to university

calculations. However, he stated

that students have paid for more
than the original value of their

debt already and that further

funds should be withheld.

"The year of the crunch is on,"

AMS rep at large Ken Wong
warned Outer Council last night.

In his report as acting Internal

Affairs Commissioner, he told the

meeting that in an effort to

resolve the current AMs
financial problems, a budget has

been prepared covering a full

year (52 weeks) rather than the

conventional 30 weeks.

The AMS is suffering, he ex-

plained, because present fee

structures restrict it to a fixed

income while all of its expenses
are rising. As a result, groups
financed by the AMS will receive

only 30 to 70 per cent of the

amounts they have requested.

Wong warned all of these groups,

especially clubs, to stop spen-

ding.

AMS wrongles
Several ratifications provoked

prolonged discussion and
procedural wrangling. In fact the

only one that didn't was that of

Keith Marshall as Internal Af-

fairs Commissioner.
One carried over from the

meeting on March 28, concerning

the ratification of the sergeants

and staff sergeants of the AMS
Constable system. An interim

staff was ratified until September
when the question of using a

quota system to select constables

was to have been adjudicated in

the AMS Court. However, the

Court never sat and the AMS was
left in a procedural dilmma.
After Bloos noted that the

ratifications were in violation of

the AMS constitution (only two
sergeants could be ratified in-

stead of the four presented) , the

motions were declared out of

order. Sergeants Mike Dumanoir
and Richard Walker were then

ratified and Dave Reid, Doug
Eves, Scott Wilson and Wayne
Storms were hired at sergeant's

wages. The question of female
constables was referred to a

committee to resolve the issue.

Controversy over the
ratification of BUI Mandich as

Concert Committee chairman
centred on the fear that the

Committee would become a mere
rubber stamp for the decisions

made by a person holding both

the positions of chairman and
booking agent. Summer Campus
Activities Commissioner Dorothy
Lloyd asserted that the step

would eliminate a redundant
position and help the committee
operate more efficiently, (see

below)

Peter Druxerman was finally

ratified as Fall Pub Manager.
Outer Council was sidelined by
allegations that Druxerman had
already appointed assistant

managers and debate then dealt

with whether Outer Council or the

AMS Board of Directors had the

power to make Druxerman's
appointment.

-bottomley

The last students filtered through the "Clench machine" yesterday, filing through the maze guided by flowchart directions, and finally emerging at the

other end a registered Queen's student.
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Pubs and Movies
401 Inn - Morgan
Townhouse-New Horizons

Commodore- Lisle

Manor-Ocean
Frontenac- Bill Bosworth Trio

Capitol-Train Robbers
Hyland- Last Tango in Paris
Odeon- Heavy Traffic

corr for first pub
401 Inn- Morgan

Friday, Sept. 21
12.00-5.00 p.m. - Last day for ASUS used book sale,

in Second Floor Common Room, Stduent Union.
7.15 and 9.15 p.m. - "Wild Child" will be showing at

McArthur Hall, Admission 99c.

Second Annual Octoberfest will be held at the
Austrian Club from Sept. 21 to Sept. 29 and will

feature a German Band and the Musicmakers.

Saturday, Sept. 22
8.00 p.m. - Science '75 Formal Committee presents

"Bilbo's Birthday Party" dance with live bands in
Grant and Kingston Halls.

8.00 p.m. - A meeting for those interested in finding
out about Canadian projects to help people in

Indo-China, sponsored by the 1000 Islands
Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) will be
held in the MacGiUivery Brown Hall (Barrie near
Union). Speaker will be Peter Crysdale, Peace
Education Secretary for Canadian Friends
Service Committee.

Memorial Chapel, University Caplain, the Rev.
Dr. A.M. Laverty.

2.00 - 4.30 p.m.- First meeting of the Queen's
Musical Workshop in the Dance Studio in the

Phys. Ed. complex.

Monday, Sept. 24

Sunday, Sept. 23
10.30 a.m. -Folk Mass Dunning Hall, followed by
coffee and donuts at Newman House, 164
University Avenue

10.30 a.m. - Morning Worship at Chalmers United
Church, Barrie St. at Clergy. Coffee hour and
Sermon; Talk-Back following worship. Queen's
Students welcome.

11.00 a.m. -University Service at the Morgan

7.30p.m. -Classics Club meeting in 542 Watson Hall.

Everyone welcome.
7.30 p.m. -CFRC, the Queen's Student Radio Club

will meet in Carruthers Hall, Room 102, a chance
for new members to join the club.

8.00 and 10.00 p.m.- Martin Mull a rock comedy
show, free concert in Grant Hall.

Later This Month
7.00 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 25 the AMS will sponsor a
Clubs Night in Grant Hall. Information con-
cerning the individual clubs will be available to

all interested students and st;iff.

2.00-4.00 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 26, there will be a
Symposium on Recreational Safety, sponsored by
the Continuing Medical Education Committee,
Queen's University, with KGH. It will be held in

Classroom A it B School of Nursing, Kingston
General Hospital.

4.00 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 27, Stirling 'C Physics
Colloquim with speaker Dr. W.B. Lewis,
Distinguished Professor of Science, Dept. of

Physics, entitled "Nuclear Energy, the Source for

the Future". Suitable for general audience.
8.30 p.m. Thursday Sept. 27, Sociology Smoker at

International Center.

8.30 p.m. Friday, Sept. 28, in Dunning Hall. The
first formal concert of the Vaghy String Quartet.
Tickets $1.00 from the Division of Concerts Box
Office. Agnes Etherington Art Center, or at the
door.

Agnes Etherington Hours
Monday to Friday 9 to 5
Saturday and Sunday ito5
Tuesday and Thursday evenings 7 to 9

FRIDAY
The School
Librarianship
Movie

McArthur §1
Hall
7:15 fi

9-15 pm
99^

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess
St. is pleased to offer all Students of
Queen's, St. Lawrence and AAacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-
commodation for their Parents or
friends during the 73-74 term when they
have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

In our Lounge

THIS WEEK - LISLE

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE

Lothlorien Science Formal
PRESENTS

FURRY FOOT FREAKOUT
OR

FRODO'S FROLIC

WITH

CROWBAR

AND
THE BILL KING GROUP

FRIDAY, SEPT. 28

Jock Harty Arena at 8.00 p P.M.

ADMISSION

BEER

SPIRITS

PIPEWEED

.99

.50

.75

b.y.o.

Queen's advance tickets available Monday
and Tuesday in John Orr Room. General
Sales

START WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 26

Queen's P.C.

ASSOCIATION

FIRST GENERAL
MEETING

SEPTEMBER 24
7:30 P.M.

Red Room
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briefly...

OSAP aid extended
Ontario Minister of Colleges and Universities, Jack McNie

announced plans on Tuesday for an experimental bursary
program and a province-wide loan program for part-time
students who are residents of Ontario. The program will be in

operation this fall.

The pilot program is intended to assist needy students - such
as single parents, persons on welfare, unemployed adults, and
working adults with low family incomes - to proceed with credit

courses leading to a certificate, diploma, or degree.

Students will be nominated for bursary assistance by the

four universities and five colleges of applied arts and technology

taking part in the project, in consultation with local agencies.

Queen's University is not one of the institutions taking part in

the experiment.

Most colleges and universities in the province have also

adopted the Ministry's recommendation that they assist part-

time students by allowing them to spread their tuition payments
over the length of their course.

Because part-time students still do not qualify for

assistance under the Canada Student Loans Act, provincially

guaranteed loans are now available to Ontario's part time
students. Any part-time student who meets the Ontario
residence qualifications and is enrolled in a credit course at a

public post-secondary institution is now eligible for a loan, up to

twice the amount of tuition and related fees.

The programs announced Tuesday will supplement the

changes in student aid introduced earlier this year.

The new loans plan will also aid students who wish to be
financially independent of their parents but do not presently

qualify for independent status under the Ontario Student
Awards Program.

Copy service opens
A new photocopying service available to all Queen's

students opened recently in the basement of the Students' Union.

The service, which is located next door to the AMS office,

features two coin-operated photocopiers and is open during

business hours (9 to 5) Monday to Friday. Copies cost five cents

each.

Although the operation is run under the auspices of the AMS
office^ the copying facOities offered are basically the same as

those available through the typing service last year. The major
difference between the two is that it is not now possible to make
special arrangements for large volume copying such as thesis.

The photocopiers produce duplicates in one size only - 81/2 x

11 inches, and like most machines of their type are not suitable

for reproducing detailed pictures.

Each machine has clear instructions as to its operation, but

if a student has difficulties (i.e. if the machine takes the nickel

but does not produce a copy ) , he should go to the AMS office.

C & i S gefs grant
The Department of Computing and Information Science has

received a grant of $32,000 from the Federal Government
towards the development of easy-to-use computer languages.

In the form of a one-year research contract, the grant was
obtained in April and announced in Augugust.

Department members Michael Levison, Ian MacLeod, Mike
Jenkins and Donald Jardine will be working with the money.

According to Dr. Jardine, the aim of the research program
is "to develop methods for making computers easier to use by
people who are not technically trained" in computing (for

example: doctors, engineers and economists).

Frosh ct)oose exec
Members of Artsci '77 met Wednesday night to elect their

executive. They are : Bob Atkinson, President; Sheilagh Rogers,
Vice-President: Deedee Heywood, Secretary; Ian Grant,
Treasurer; Brian Young, Social Convenor; Andy Overchuck,
Publicity Manager; Dave Lang and Sally Moffat, Athletic

Sticks.

Queen's to leave OFS?
by Sue Wishart

Queen's should withdraw
from the Ontario Federation of

Students (OFS), urges External

Affairs Commissioner Kiloran

German.
German claims that while

Queen's contributes over $2000

annually to the OFS through the

AMS, the students receive almost

nothing worthwhile in return.

Queen's, she argues, would be
much better off to opt out of the

OFS and act independently or in

co-operation with other
universities as it suits the

student's best interests.

According to German, the

OFS is ineffective as it now
operates for three main reasons.

First, OFS debates often become
sidetracked from educational

issues to politics and irrelevant

motions, and as a result the

issues become clouded.

Second, OFS delegates tend

to be unrepresentative of their

home campuses. This means that

the proposals they make to each

other and to the government do

not necessarily or even usually

reflect the views of the students

they are supposed to be speaking

for.

The distance between On-

tario universities makes it dif-

ficult to hold frequent OFS
meetings. This, combined with

the fact that all OFS motions
must be ratified by the individual

councils involved, makes fast,

decisive OFS action almost
impossible.

Better solutions to the

problems of people at Queen's
can be found, claims German, if

Queen's leaves the OFS. "The
OFS provides no useful functions

that can't be fulfilled by other

means." Queen's will remain in

contact with other Ontario
universities, and can send
delegates to conferences dealing

with problems which apply to this

university. She suggests that

Queen's should also be willing to

sponsor its own conferences.

Brock and Laurentian
Universities withdrew from the

OFS this summer, while York
University is threatening to

leave.

The proposal, which was
seconded by AMS vice-president

Bruce Trotter, will be debated at

the AMS meeting on Thursday
night.

Housing pinch hits other colleges
(CUPI) - While Queen's"

students, for the most part, have
managed to find a place to live

during the coming year, those at

the University of Saskatchewan
in Saskatoon and the University

of Waterloo have not been quite

so lucky.

According to the University

of Saskatchewan Student Union,

between 200 and 500 students of

the university population of about

5,000 will not be able to find a

place to live. An additional 500 to

1,000 of these students will be
forced to accept sub-standard

accommodation.
At Waterloo, with on-campus

housing now full, problems are

arising with a number of apart-

ment buildings which were
previously open to students now
closing their doors.

At the other universities, the

most frequent complaints from
the landlords of the city is that

students are taking apartments

for too short a time, leaving them
with a mass of vacancies. In

addition, they are afraid that

students will cause too much
damage and lead to too many

Tech gets

new name
The name of Technical

Supplies Bookstore has been
changed to The Campus
Bookstore to reflect more ac-

curately its position in the

community.
The name change, it was felt,

would give the bookstore
recognition as an active part of

the campus and reflect the fact

that it has much more than

textbooks and technical supplies.

complaints.

The student federation

housing office at Waterloo is now
looking at the possibility of

erecting tenements to tem-
porarily relieve the student

housing problem.

Apparently Waterloo and
Saskatoon are merely
representative of the problem

which is becoming acute in many
university cities across Canada.

Can't happen here
Downsview (CUP) - The

Excalibur, the student

newspaper at York University,

has established an editorial

board to run the newspaper,

which it hopes will prevent a

recurrence of the interference

from the student council

executive earlier this year.

The student council has
passed the bylaw allowing the

paper to run itself with an 11-

member publications board. Only
two members would also be

student council members.

This past summer, the
executive council of the student

union approved unanimously to

suspend the operations of the

paper for 1973-1974 and, in ad-

dition, fire its staff and seize its

property.

In the flurry of controversy

which followed, both council and
paper arrived at the editorial

board solution, allowing it to

become a politically independent
community activity and at the

same time a responsible, well-

governed organization.

J^eritageKjngSton
is at

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Do not fail to see this major
exhibition opened by the
Secretary of State on June 3 and
continuing to October 28

Note new GALLERY HOURS:
Monday to Friday 9 to 5;

Saturday and Sunday 1 to 5;

Tuesday & Thursday evenings 7

to 9

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

MOFFAn'S I.D.A. DRUGS
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week— 548-701
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FREE DRINK WITH ANY FOOD
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Lunch Room, Take Out
& DAIRY BAR

Our Specialty - Ted's BURGERS
Plus Sandwiches On Kaiser Rolls.

OPEN DAILY UNTIL2 A.M.
546-9673
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comment
by Ulioiidda Siiury

So, you've just come out of Jeffrey Hall after registering for

orientation and there before you is a circle of people kicking

their legs up in the air and singing at the top of their lungs, "Oil

Thigh na Banrig-hinn". Then from behind a young man dressed

in overalls with a red band on his arm gives you a thrust and you
find yourself part of that circle, only you're singing, "ole thighn

a' banrigan.. .TIDDLY". And that's the beginning of Queen's
Oreintation.

It was a good start and immediately you are banged into the

Rah-Rah spirit of Queen's U. I must admit though, after doing

countless Oil Thighs, numerous renditions of Queen's Sweater,

and a seemingly endless string of chants informing people of

your Gael Group number it does become a bit tiresome. But I

must commend our Gael leaders for all their efforts and en-

thusiasm.

However, in a couple of days, when this heartiness had
waned a little we frosh were still kept busy with inter-faculty

parties, the road rally, tourist-type tours of Kingston and
Sobriety. All of these events, for the most part, were well-

organized and a lot of fun. Then there was the Tequila Party,

which I won't elaborate on. Not all things can run well. Then
what would be the point of committees? They're formed to

suggest new ideas and solve old problems, are they not?

The relaxed atmosphere of the week was good in that no one
was committed or had to attend a party, dance or whatever with

their Gael Group. I know by the middle of the week many people

had made other friends and preferred to go places with them.

But at least the group was there, and always at least one of the

four leaders was available if you needed them for any reason.

One thing I did object to was the type of affairs planned to

introduce frosh to Queen's and the people here. If you enjoy

drinking there was no problem. However, I'm sure out of 2,000

new students there were bound to be some who were not

drinkers. Many of the events planned were alcohol oriented,

such as the Tequila Party and innumerable other warm-up and
evening parties. Now, I am not one to condemn drinking and
certainly I could easily say if you don't drink, don't attend or

just don't partake once you're there. But that's not fair!

Imagine yourself if you were an abstainer and everyone around
you was zonkered and having a good time. I saw more than one
person leave such parties early because they just didn't feel part

of it. Perhaps a greater variety of events which would have
appealed to all types of characters would have been a better

idea. Maybe difficult to arrange, but a thought at any rate.

Something else which disappointed me was the final dance.

With three different buildings open I should think there would
have been room for everyone. But still there were line-ups and
so many people walking from Leonard to Vic to Grant to Vic

again trying to get in somewhere. It gives me a poor idea of what
Queen's events are going to-beiike in the future. Dancing in the

street. Learn to love the outdoors.

Nevertheless, I felt it was a good week and an advantage to

all frosh. Now that classes have begun they already know the

campus, basically, and they already know some people.

But I can still hear, "Dumb frosh, kick higher. We can't

hear you frosh, sing louder", ringing in my ears. And I'll never
forget the chance I took with my life sitting in the front row at

the Grease Pole.,

CLOVER LEAF MARKET
GROCERIES
PRODUCE
SUNDRIES

MEATS
HEALTH FOODS
HOUSEWARES

MON. to FRI. 8:30 A.M. to 10 P.M.

SAT. - 8:30 A.M. to 6 P.M.

"We Deliver" - S46-SS66

Corner Princess and University Ave.

— WANTED —
f^sshtant Director

For Queen's Entertainment Agency

A P().SriI(),\ WITH .\() DKFIMTK I'lJTlJKK THAT
W'lM, l AKK I I' A LOT OF TIIVIi;. IF VOU'llF IN-

TFI'.F.STKI) IN HOOKINC, AND WOKKfNCi WITH
KNTFin'AINKIl.S TIIFN THIS MAY KK FOIl YOU.
a.n i.ntkkk.st am) a knowlfdcif of music,
im:((>hi)s and a knowlfik;!'; of music,
HFC OIJDS A,\I) (;H0UI'S IS A ,\F( K.SSn Y.

IF INTERESTED LEAVE YOUR NAME,
PHONE NUMBER AND A BRIEF
DESCRIPTION OF YOUR EXPERIENCE
ATTHE A. M.S. OFFICE NO LATER THAN
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26.

unclassifieds
. . and on thf third day, god
doscondod into <>i'natb , . .

WANTED: ONE CHAIRPERSON! (or
the High School Liaison com-
mittee. Apply in writing to Kiloran
Gorman, External Affairs Com-
missioner, AMS Office, Student's
Union by Wednesday, Sept. 26, 5:00
p.m.

MOTE BENE: All Gaels and friends +
- chance of a lifetime to see the
scenic 1000 Islands of the St.

Lawrence (at a minimal fee).

Tickets available at the John Orr
room today between 11:30 and
4:30. Friends can get tickets after
2!30 p.m.

ARTSCI '77 is holding elections for a
Year Rep to sit on the ASUS
Executive. If you wish this
position, contact the secretary
DeeDee Heywood at 544-8470.
Deadline is Monday, September
24.

URGENT: LOST: One pair of contact
lenses in white plastic case. Lost
night of Frosh Boogie in either

Leonard, Vic, or Grant Halls. If

found please contact Kit at 544-

6090. P. S. I can't see.

RIDE WANTED to Montreal -

weekends - will pay. Contact Art.

I'l/ BrofW St Uouni i

f^ANIASriC HAKOAINi in Ui,riV%,

records, music. Three blocks we»(
of Brockmgton on King St Sept. 27,

?8, 10 am to V pm St-pt 2» 10 am to

4 pm. Annual Book Fair, Kmgston
Symphony Association

SUSIE O WEEK a break from the
old, worn-out, but still adhered to,

tradition , , . when the females of

Queen's turn the tables . . and
the MEN wait for the phone to ring

. and, anything goes. Susie-Q
week is coming in November . . ,

and the Susie-0 organizers need
help all liberated persons
willing . . . contact the Susie-Q
house at 542-6680.

ILLITERATES, ILLEGITIMATES,
ILLICITS, join us at the Journal
office - (commonly known as the
Gcrbil lair) - drop in and lend us
your talents.

ON BEHALF of the Formal Com-
mittee, Science '75 presents
Bilbo's Birthday Party this
coming Saturday night (Sept 22) in

Grant and Kingston Halls. The
action starts at 8:00 pm.

STUDENTS: EARN EXTRA MONEY
Have a car? We'll pay delivery
commission plus EXTRA to cover
insurance. Call The Pizza Chalet -

544-1227. Mr. Dean Beckstead.
THE BOOK BIN We buy and sell used

records on consignment and
paperback books. Please bring us
your books and records. 225

I'fififtii S)

f Ok ^ALE Larye room/ l>ui.'i.,

close to Queen's ond Hospital <ji

Centre Street Newly reno/ati-o

Call Apex lieal Estate and i''

surance Ltd 546 6691

BROCK Street i bedroom »

renovated, easy walking o

to Queen's Apex (?eal Esto
Insurance Ltd. 546 66fl.

DID YOU GO on the '73 Ste. Anne sk
trip? If so, we're having anothi

'

reunion tonight at Clyde's place,

Bagot Don't miss it you owe it

yourself!

MAN'S GLASSES in dark plastic cas<

lost Sept. 19 Brock, Union ano
Division please phone 547-5579 or

389 6174.

PROSPECTIVE JOCKS OF ARTSCi
'75 Players for the following sport

,

are needed to play for Arts '75 in

Bews. Experience not required:
Tug o war, Monsterball, Football,
Softball, Harrier (the more ttje

merrier). Tennis, Soccer, Rugger,
Golf, Squash. Anyone interested in

helping to manage any one of tH^
above is also welcome and
desperately needed. For in-

formation please contact Mark
Edwards at 544-9207 or sign the list

in the Phys Ed Centre.
GAEL GROUP No. 1 Meet behind

Leonard at 5:30 on Sunday for a

Chinese Food Dinner. See you
there!

(More classifieds on p Uj

Inyourown way.

Inyour own time.

Onyourown terms.

Youll take to the

taste ofFlayerk Filter

W;niiifi)',; riif! I)(,'p;i[tiiu:rit of N;itioii;)l Hc;iltli ;iii(l W(;lfai(.' ;i(lvises that danger to hoalth Inci eases with amount smoked
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letters
Complaints about frosh boogie
Dear Editor:

Waiting in line for over an

hour to get into a dance is not my
idea of how to spend an evening.

There was supposed to have been

enough room in all three

buildings Last Saturday to hold

everyone yet there were lineups

at all of them. The organizers

cannot be totally blamed because

all three halls were probably

limited by fire and liquor lincense

regulations, yet someone's
imagination can certainly be

knocked. Was the idea of having

an outdoor dance in Leonard
Field fully explored? There
would have been no lineups, more
space to dance, with some
coloured lights a more pleasant

decor, and even a temperature

conducive to dancing.

There are problems involved,

naturally, but not impossible

ones. Why not add $1.50 to

Oreintation fee and give all frosh

tickets when they register? That

would have been more con-

venient and less confusing with

the added entrances. The
cafeteria could have doubled as a

bar and a quiet place to talk. The
bands couldhave used the Mc-
Neil patio and a half dozen of

these big Marquis tents might
have been borrowed or rented to

block off the south end of the

field. And if the A.M.S. White
Stripers would have been un-

derstaffed to handle the extra

residence entrances who not

augment the orientation process

by allowing acouple dozen frosh

to contirbute an hour during the

evening to help out? The
possiblities are endless.

I enjoyed the evening
because the entertainment was
good, but like many freshmen I

expected more imagination from
the resources of a university

student organization.

Peter Strahlendorf

and praise for
Dear Editors:

THANK YOU FROM FROSH
BOOGIE

I would very jnuch like to

thank all the organizers, workers

and resource people who helped

mold our dance into a rewarding
and satisfying success. Special

thanks are gratefully extended to

my building supervisors - Judy

Krupansky, Paul Greenwood,
and Gord Thompson, whose
patience and perseverance, in

part created a very competent
total staff. Finally, thank you

Queensmen - for the experience.

R.J. Merrifield

Co-ordinator Frosh Boogie

Reserve unit requests recruits
Dear Editors:

Kingston's Naval Reserve

unit, HMCS Cataraqui, is

currently seeking applications

from interested undergraduates

to undergo junior officer training

leading to a commission in the

Naval Reserve.

The Reserve Officer

University Training Programme,

ROUTP is quite unlike the plan

the RMC cadets follow. Under
ROUTP there is no obligation to

serve and the affiliatidh may be

terminated at any time.

Naturally, it is hoped that people

will like the Reserve and will

want to continue with it.

A part-time winter job, travel

and a chance to work during the

summer are offered to all suc-

cessful applicants. Further in-

formation may be obtained by

telephoning HMCS Cataraqui at

545-5872 or by visiting the Naval

Reserve booth at Club Night.

Yours faithfully,

D.B.Collins

A-Sub-Lieutenant

Queen's

1
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Touchdown

at McDonald's
after the game.

You deserve a break today.

McDonald's
277 BATH RD.

Now Open For Business

The A.M.S. Typing Service

The A.M.S. Printing Service

The Typing and Copying Services

now operate from the A.M.S. Office in

the basement of the Students' Union

between the hours of 9:00 A.M. and

5:00 P.M., Monday to Friday.

Two 3M duplicating machines
producing 81/2 x 11 copies at .05 per

copy are coin operated only. Change

cannot be provided by the A.M.S.

The Printing Service now operates

in the basement of the Students' Union

across from the coffee shop.

The A.M.S. Concert Committee
is seeking people to fill

the following positions:

TECHNICAL MANAGER TICKET SALES MANAGER
STAGE MANAGER PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGER

HOUSE MANAGER
IF INTERESTED PLEASE LEAVE YOUR NAME
TELEPHONE NUMBER AND A DESCRIPTION OF ANY
EXPERIENCE YOU HAVE IN THE A.M.S. OFFICE

REMINDER
The second installment of fees due
by January 37, 7 973 con be paid
in person at the Accountant's
Office, Richardson Hall.

If you find it more convenient
to mail your cheque to the

Accountant's Office, please
record your student number on

the face of your cheque.

Queen's

Division of Concerts

SEPTEMBER 28 DUNNING HALL

8:30 P.M.

VAGHY STRING QUARTET
PROGRAMME: HAYDN, SOMERS

BEETHOVEN

"Superb Skills of Quartet Expose
Beethoven genius"

Tickets - $1.00 Division of Concerts

Box Office, Agnes Etherington

Art Centre, 547-6194

or at the door
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Tomght

The Impeccable Woody Herman performs at the Grand
by Francis (". IVIewa

Woodrow Charles Herman is

listed in the Feather's En-
cyclopedia of Jazz as a

clarinetist, alto saxophonist,

singer, and leader of a number of

successful big bands, (Herds)

and combos (Woodchoppers and
Brothers Four). Born in

Milwaukee, Wisonsin in May
1913, Wood Herman has led his

own band from 1937 with in-

terruptions occasioned by
recording strikes, loss of per-

sonnel to Uncle Sam and to other

bands, and demands of his home
and family in Los Angeles. The
Herman band appearing at the

Grand Theatre on Friday Sep-

tember 21, is a 16 piece
aggregation featuring a number
of new faces as well as a few of

the earlier herd. The younger
members of the band should be of

immense interest to jazz buffs, as

the Herman band has a good
reputation for attracting, in-

cubating and hatching im-
portant new talent, and this by

allowing them to be showcased in

open-ended space as well as by

contributing to the massive book
of arrangements the band travels

with.

The young, fresh-faced look

of the band (average age 25 )

should not, however, put off older

fans of the band as Herman
despite his graciousness and
open-minded leadership, is

always in full control of the band
regardless of the piece of music

being played. One doesn't get the

feeling that one's at a freak sTiow

nor do the culture vultures have it

all their way at a Woody Herman
concert. Herman's rapport with

his band members as well as with

his audience puts everyong at

ease whether the band is playing

Igor Stravinsky's "Ebony
Concerts", Woody's goodies like

"Woodchoppers Ball" or stan-

dards from the superstars of the

now generation.

The Woody Herman band has
retained its popularity without

resorting to the syrup of

Lawrence Welk or the brash and
bravado of Buddy Rich. As
Herman puts it "Before you have
a really great band, you've got to

be able to play really fine music
all night long. You can't coast on

a few arrangements and then

just play average stuff for the

rest of the evening." To ensure

that the band qualifies in terms of

his own exacting requirements,

Herman has,used arrangements
from members Nel Hefti (Bat-

man Score, Lil Darlin', and

THE BOOK BIN
225 PRINCESS

(next to the Capital Theatre)

WE

BUY and SELL

USED RECORDS
on consignment

and

PAPERBACK BOOKS
Please Bring us Your

Books and Records

Graduate Student Society Film Club
Presents its

Fa II-Winter 1973-74 Series

01

1. Sept. 28 Play it again Sam (Woody Allen)

2. Oct. 12 Summer Interlude (Dir. Bergman)
3. Oct. 26 Gospel According to St. Matthew (Dir.

Pasolini)

,4. Nov. 9 Topaz (Dir. Hitchcock)

.5. Nov. 23 Taking Off (Dir. Forman)
6. Dec. 7 Tell Me Lies (Dir. Peter Brook)

.7. Jan 18 Garden of the Finzi-Continis (Dir. DeSico)

8. Feb. 1 Dracula and Frankenstein (Two horror

classics)

9. Feb. 8 Before the Revolution (Dir. Bertolucci (of

Last Tango fame))
10. Feb. 15 The Cocoanuts (Marx Bros.)

11 March 8 A Time to Love, A Time to Die (from

R<imarquf;'s Novel)

1? March 22 The Threepenny Opera (Brecht-Weil)

SERIES TICKETS AVAILABLE AT FIRST
SHOWING OR AT THE DIVISION OF
CONCERTS BOX OFFICE,
ETHERINGTON ARTS CENTRE.
12 FILMS ONLY $5.00

FILMS SHOWN IN ELLIS HALL AUDITORIUM, FRIDAYS
AT 8:00 P.M.

memorable music for dozens of

films), Ralph Burns, Frances
Wayne, Dizzy Gillespie, Nat
Pierce and Shorty Rogers as well

as from commercial arrangers
who could master the challenge
of writing for his combination of

instruments. On the talent side,

the number of first rate
musicians nurtured and used by

the bands reads like a veritable

who's who of the American rnusic

industry Stan Getz and Milt

.lackson paid their dues in the

third herd, and the band has
copped its share of fxjll awards
from Downbeat, Metronome and
Equire, and a NARAS Grammy
award for "Encore" as the best

big-band jazz album of 1963

'I'he task of leading a bi^

band is herculean and oneroij

J..<^ading a big-t>and and lx;ing ;

feature instrumentalist nii'.

vocalist is killing. Herman df>e»i

all with impe<:cable taste H'

must Ixi one hell of a rniusiciar,

Guesting at thew; shows wj.

tje the Bobby Hearns Quarl<

with Orv Wainman emceeing
proceedings.

AMS presents

The Ludicrous Martin Mull
As a follow-up to the George Carlin and

Cheech and Chong shows, Martin Mull will be
appearing in Grant Hall on Monday night. The
two shows at 8 and 10 pm, are both free to all

Queen's students due to the concert fee. This

rock comedy act is composed of songs which
Mull wrote such as "Duelling Tubas" and "Girl

Named Johnny Cash".

In the days of stoned soul picnics, Martin

gets his kicks on "legal medicine", such as

Tums, Certs and Alka-Seltzer. He needs legal

medicine to get him through a collection of

musical satires punctuated by long ludicrous

talks on such topics as learning the blues from
his grand-daddy on the delta, the Lake Eerie
Delta, that is. Mull says he likes the current

trend of many performers getting back to their

roots; he gets back to his on stage! Of course, he
has an appropriate tune, "Zipper Fly, Don't

Bring Me Down". At one time a music freak

asked him if he'd like some music. "Actually",

he said, "I'm trying to cut down."

Mull's business card announces him as

Martin Mull, MA. (indoor Musical artist j,

therefore this first album, entitled "Martin Mull

and his Fabulous Furniture Live in Your Living

Room" is quite appropriate. This whole act is

one big put on, but the show this Monday isn't'.

If you want to know more about Martin Mull,

read this month's Rolling Stone or better still

visit him on Monday night in Grant Hall.

AM.S. SPEAKER
APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED FOR THE POSITION

OF SPEAKER OF A.M.S. OUTER COUNCIL.

SUBMIT WRITTEN APPLICATIONS TO A.M.S.
OFFICE, BASEMENTOF STUDENTS UNION

DEADLINE: MONDAY, SEPT, 24 5:00 P.M.

FREE CONCERT
MONDAY SEPT. 24th

MARTIN MULL SHOW

ROCK COMEDY

at its

BEST

— 2 CONCERTS —
8 P.M. and 10 P.M.

GRANT HALL
Tickets can be picked up at

the John Orr Room, Student Union.

10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

Student card must be presented.

Concert

Fee

Opt-out

students who wish to opt-

out of the 1973-74 $3.00

Concert Fee must do so in

the AMS office from 9:00

am to 5:00 pm starting

Monday, September 28 and
Ending Friday, September
28. In accordance with the

recently established AMS
Refund Policy (as outlined

In the University Fee in-

formation sheet) the S3.00

refund cannot be actually

issued until March, 1974.
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The Arts at Queen's

The Agnes Etherington

Art Centre
The Agnes Etherington Art

Centre serves as a strong, major
link between Queen's University,

which finances it, and the

Kingston area. Its viable role as a

Community gallery is in keeping

with the spirit of the donor, Agnes
Etherington, in whose Georgian

style family home, with elegant

reception rooms, the Centre was
established in 1957.

The history of the Art Centre

begins even earlier when Mrs.

Etherington, in the 1920's created

the Arts and Music Club, from
which developed the Kingston Art

Association. The enthusiasm and
generosity of Mrs. Etherington

was matched by the work of Dr.

R.G. Trotter, who as head of the

History Department for many
years,and as first chairman of

the University Art Committee,
foresaw the value and real need
for the creative arts within a

University structure. As a result

of their efforts, Queen's
University assisted financially by
the Carnegie Corporation,
established in 1934 one of the first

Art Departments in a Canadian
university. The first resident

artist was Goodridge Roberts,

who was succeeded in 1936 by
Andre Biler of Montreal.

At the time of his ap-

pointment as resident artist,

Queen's University had only a

very modest collection of pain-

tings, but in 1940 an Art Foun-
dation was established in the

name of the University so that

Queen's would have a collection

of the works of outstanding

Canadian painters, to form a

"foundation" for a future gallery.

During the Foundation's
brief existence of five years

numerous works were donated

and a substantial beginning was
made,in spite of the fact that.at

that time, the University had no

funds that could be allocated for

the purchase of works of art.

In accordance with plans

made by Agnes Etherington in

consultation with Andre Bieler,

and upon her death in 1954, the

house was willed to the

University to further the

development of art and music for

the enrichment of the lives of

those both on campus and in the

community. And after con-

siderable reconstruction the

house was reopened in Sep-

tember, 1957 as the Agnes
Etherington Art Centre.

A skillful transition from
Georgian to modern ar-

chitecture, added 4500 square

feet of exhibition space plus

studios, storage, office and
shipping areas in 1962, assisted

by a grant from the Canada
Council.

Since its inception, the Art

Centre has been guided with

vision, first by Andre Biler, who
retired in 1963 and then by Ralph
Allen, who retired as Director of

the Arts Centre on August 31, 1972

The Agnes Etherington Art Centre, South aspect, from the East.

Harold Town's Night Sign in the Snow,

on exhibit from Nov. 10 to Dec. 2.

mmmmmmi^

and who has become the

University's resident artist, a

post which was vacant since

Bieler's retirement. Mrs. Fances

K. Smith, who has been with the

centre since its opening, as

secretary to Bieler and assistant

to the Director was acting

Director of the Art Centre last

year.

Its permanent collection has

grown in recent years with im-

portant gifts, such as that of 90

works by contemporoary
Canadian artists presented by

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Zacks in

1962; a group of Daniel Fowler

water colours given by Mr. E.C.

Gill in 1966 and continuing gifts of

early European works by Dr. A.

Bader. As well as a collection of

British domestic silver dating

from the 17th century given by

Dr. Stuart W. Houston and Dr.

J.F. Houston in 1967, additional

works are purchased continually,

both in the older historic field as

well as in the contemporary.
Limitation of gallery space at

present prevents the display of a

great part of the collection at all

times, but exhibition of a major
part of it is regularly planned

each year.

Each year over 24 different

exhibitions are presented in the

galleries. A balance is attempted

between the national and the

international,whether of the past

or the present, but the emphasis

is on Canadian expression in the

arts. Some of the exhibitions

originate with the National

Gallery of Canada; some are

planned by other major
galleries ; some are organized by

the Art Centre itself and may in

turn, cirulate to other centres

across the country. Local artists

are encouraged to submit works

to the jury for the Annual Spring

Exhibition.

The Gallery Association,

formed in 1965 brings together a

wide cross-section of citizens

interested in the development of

the visual arts in the Kingston

area in co-operation with the Art

Centre. Membership, at nominal
fees, $2 to sudents, is open to all

and the active assistance of the

association has made it possible

to extend the basic programs of

the Art Centre and to plan special

events from time to time.

The regular program in-

cludes illustrated public lectures

on art, bringing notable scholars

and teachers to the city; films on

art add much to art education

and enjoyment. Annual Series of

programs are planned in this

area, open to students and public

alike, experimental films by
young Canadian and American
film makers will be presented on

Tuesday, September 25, at 8.30

p.m. in Dunning Hall. Sunday
afternoon recitals of an unusual

or "avant-garde" nature are held

three or four times during the

winter, open to all without

charge; the teaching studios of

the Art Centre are extensively

used for university students and
extension classes in drawing and
painting and there are facilities

also availalbe for work in the

graphic arts. St. Lawrence
College, however does offer

courses to the general public in

many of the visual and crative

arts, including life drawing,
etching, colour theory, jewelry

making and sculpture. Childrens

are classes in the city are

developing under the sponsorship

of the Gallery association.

The Department of Art

History is housed in the Art

Centre and offers an extensive

and developing academic
program to University students.

The Bachelor of Art Education

program is also under the

auspices of the Art History

Department and is a four year

professional course which
prepares teachers in the in-

struction of art in the schools.

Housed in the Art Centre is

an Art Reference Library a large

slide collection and a

Photographic Reference section.

A Box Office is in operation

at theArt Centre which will serve

the Department of Music, the

Division of Concerts, the AMS
and the Department of Film
Studies.

This past April a grant was
given to Agnes by the National

Museums. The money came at a

crucial time in that next Sep-

tember the departments of Art

history and B.A.E. will be
moving to Ontario Hall. Con-

sequently Agnes will be left with

more space and part of the grant

will be used to double the present

facilties enabling room for the

Conservation program. Speaking
with Michael Bell and Frances
Smith numerous ideas were
mentioned in terms of definite

programs for example the

suggestion of an open studio

directed by a resident artist is

indicative of the move to en-

courage the community to take

advantage of the facilties

provided by the centre.

Kingston, in the eyes of Bell,

will become increasingly im-

portant during the next four

years which will obviously allow

Agnes to play a greater role than

before. This recognition by the

National Museum is a clear in-

dication that the region of

Eastern Ontario needs a gallery

as a focal point, and certainly the

superb exhibition of Heritage

Kingston is a prime step forward.

The Gallery Association

invite students to suggest ideas

and perhaps begin a committee
which would raise money to

purchase aquisitions. The main
concern is that students become
aware of the centre and walk in

instead of simply passing by it

every morning on their way to

classes.
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Drama Department plans an active year
Eight short years after its

establishment as a department,
with Hit students enrolled,

Queen's Drama Department is

offering a Senate-approved
major and expeeting a record 550

registrations this fall. In the

session just past, 471 students

were talcing the department's 12

courses and the staff has grown
to six full-time instructors and
one technician.

Prof. J.A. (Fred) Euringer,

has been Director of Drama since

the department was separated

from the English Department.
Contributing to the Drama

Department's exciting period of

growth and popularity are
facilities and equipment which
have turned the Old Arts building

into a real theatre complex. A
refurbished Convocation Hall
now seats 270 in plushy comfort.

A studio-theatre begun in 1969

seats about 75 and has several

stage exposures. There is a set

and costume design studio; a

workshop for set construction; an
aduio-visual room; accumulating
props—made, brought and
donated; and air-conditioned
accommodation for the priceless

collection of costumes.

Every year the Drama
department offers two major
productions. This year the fall

choice will be by a Spanish writer

Frederico Garcia Lorca who just

prior to his assassination wrote

The House of Bernarda Alba. It

will be directed by Russ Waller

who adapted his own translation

of the language. Ian F(?nwick, in

charge of publicity, spoke of it as
a very passionate play about a

group of frustrated women
confined to a house by a dogmatic
mother due to a death in the

family. Not only does it allow for

a novel approach due to content

and direction, but it also solves a

practical problem. The drama
enrollment is 75 percent women
and this way adequate parts will

be made available. The Spring
season will bring a production of

Shakespeare's Hamlet, Prince of

Denmark, and interesting follow

up to As You Like It produced last

year.

There are numerous other
attractions available for the
student according to his interest.

Chronicles will continue, the

first of which is Hommage to the

Silent dealing with the Silent film

and this will be showing October
22nd and 26th.

It is quite common that

visiting Troupes will provide
plays, the facilities totally at

their disposal. In October the

National Theatre School will be
on tour and have planned to stop

in Kingston to perform a pre-

Elizabethean play Gammer
Gurton Needle as well as a farce

by Moliere, on October 19 and 20.

There has always been a

constant effort made to invite

participation from other

A view from the balcony of Con Hall stage during a rehearsal of the 1972 production of What The Butler

Saw.

departments whether this be Plans for oganizing lectures and interest in every capacity is

through the "Sundays at Eight" establishing drama workshops greatly encouraged,
series or actual productions, are still tentative, but student

Musical Theatre undecided about this year's production
Before the Queen's Musical

Theatre was so named it was
referred to as the Queen's Glee
Club, but according to Dr.

Graham George of the Depart-

ment of Musica, who ran the Glee
Club for 25 years, "we never did a

glee". Anything of a secular

nature written for a number of

voices.)

Frank Harrison, who has

been Head of the Department as

well as the only faculty member
of the department for ten years

had in 1942, done a production of

"lolanthe" by Gilbert and
Sullivan. In 1946 when Dr. George
succeeded him there had been no

formal Glee Club or Musical

Theatre in existence, and Dr.

George, who had a rather

"snooty attitude" towards
Gilbert and Sullivan, simply
because he thought that students

were overly exposed to it in high

school, decided that he wanted to

produce concerts and operas of a

more serious nature.

In the spring of 1947 the

Queen's Glee Club presented in

KCVI Gluck's "Orpheus and
Eurydice". Unfortunately, stated

Dr. George, "It was more fun to

perform than to listen to, and we
lost $446 as well."

"Strangely . enough two or
three years later", stated Dr.

George, "my major premise
about Gilbert and Sullivan was
disproved." From then on, the

Queen's Glee Club did both
Gilbert and Sullivan and more
serious works every few years. In

1948, Dr. George wrote and

A ( lionis Ht vm- from );iHt y»';ir s .Musk ;il lliciitr*- (»i o«lu< tioii of l.coiiiird Itcrnslein'H "Wonderful
Town",

conducted an opera called

Evangeline with libretto by Paul
Roddick and Don Warren and up
until 1969 when he stepped down
as Director of the Queen's Glee
Club, no broadway musicals were
ever produced.

"Because you can hear this

kind of thing all over the place, I

didn't think it would have any
educational value," stated Dr.

George, but when Duane Bates
succeeded him, the Glee Club
became the Queen's Musical

Theatre and Sandy Wilson's
camp musical comedy "The Boy
Friend" was produced and was
more popular than most Glee
Club productions of the past.

Dr. George's aristocratic

philosophies, which are en-

capsulated by a German Com-
poser Paul Hindemith with whom
he worked from 1952 to 1953,

"Composing music is a com-
bination of aristocratic freedom
and the fights of wild animals",

seemed to fall by the wayside, as

"Pyjama Game", "Cabaret" and
last year's Leonard Bernstein's

"Wonderful Town" went into

production, with flashy costumes
and huge casts.

"It's a pity", stated Dr.

George, "and I pity them, but the

only thing that keeps up a

standard of aristocratic value is

power." The popular musicals

make money, ergo they have the

power. Dr. (Jeorge indicated.

Dr. (iraham (loorgc, who for

2fi years has been with the

(Queen's Department of Music
and for 18 years was the

department , has seen it grow into

a so[)histicated tc;iching complex
with a Library, Electronic music
studio, as well as plans for a new
building site of (Joddwin Mouse,

on Queen's Crescent. But, the

Musical Theatre, as he originally

envisioned it, has changed
completely and so he has been
working for the past few years on
a new opera, on a Canadian
theme, which perhaps will bring

the more serious side of musical
theatre back to Queen's.

Now, after witnessing
productions of such musicals as
"Pyjama Game", "Cabaret" and
"Wonderful Town" in the past
few years all anxiously await the

choice for this year. However,
unlike last year, this season will

introduce a Musical theatre
workshop in the Dance Studio

every Sunday from 2.00 p.m. until

4.30. The areas covered will allow
for those interested to explore

and learn about stage
management, lighting, make-up,
costuming, dancing, singing and
acting. Jill Hodgkinson feels

there was a need for giving a

general background to in-

dividuals interested in this year's

musical, as well as the person
who simply is curious about
certain aspects of the theatre.

This year the musical will be
directed by Tim Chapman and
musical director will be Duane
Bates. Due to the good ex-

perience with the Grand theatre

last year, it has been reserved
again for this year's production.

When selecting a play for a

university community Mrs.
Hodgkinson stressed the im-
portance of a play with numerous
parts rather than one with a few
leads. Obviously problems are

presented; courses intere with

rehearsals and it is difficult to get

everyone together at the same
time. Regardless, the successes

of the past few years reflect the

growing interest students are

taking in productions and
hopefully with the workshop
more will become involved.
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Filming of Hudson's Bay Railway planned
In 1967 Peter Harcourt was

asked by the English Department
of Queen's to teach a course in

film. The course was so heavily

subscribed and so popular that in

1969, Robin Wood, described by
Harcourtas "A very prolific

guy", came to assist in setting up
a Department of Film Studies.

Today, a far cry from the

first film course which was an

introduction to the European
Cinema, four professors and
instructors offer nine courses in

American, European, and Silent

Cinema, plus various critical

approaches to them.

In the study of film, practical

and theorectical approaches are

difficult to separate and in 1968, a

production club, the Queen's Cine

Guild, was formed to produce
8mm films. When these were
finished and screened at the Arts

Centre "a lot of creative rubbish"

Mr. Harcourt described, a

precedent had been set and a

16mm unit was set up to make
semi professional films.

These became known as

Quarry Films and several of

them, including a film of the

Vaghy String Quartet and a film

about Andre Bailer are now in the

Hudson's Bay Railroard car, taken August 1915.

NFB film library.

A new conception has been
put forth regarding the course set

up. The requirement to enter a

class has been one previous

course in English, consequently

eliminating first year students.

Speaking to Professor Kitses

about this, it is possible that next

year a first year course will be

added to the Calendar. The
argument is that by demanding
the English pre-requisite the

w^ole idea of film takes on an
unnecessary slant. This year two

extension courses, one In-

Queen's Television
Although Queen's University has a very

sophisticated television studio, with 12 cameras, 5 of

broadcast quality, very few people ever get a

chance to use the facilities. QTV is according to

Barbara Lazier, the station manager, "basically a

teaching devise" used in various ways by the

Mathematics and Biology, Psychology, Medical,

Psychiatric, Engineering and Law Departments as

well as the Kingston General Hospital. There are six

full time technicians, about 30 part time students

and a Production Manager, Kevin Nagle, who
produce seminars, practise interviews, and lectures

through miles of cable in Earl Hall, where the studio

is located on the third floor.

Since 1964 when the television station was
opened basically to teach biology by close circuit,

when classes were too large to be accomodated in

one classroom the uses of it have become more
diverse and helpful to students and teachers alike

As both a self evaluative and informative

medium it is being used more and more by many of

the faculties on campus. Mrs. Lazier states,

however, that there are "many more areas which

haven't been touched because Professors are not

really comfortable yet with television, since it

wasn't used in their own educational experience.

People seem to be terribly intimidated, frightened

by what television can do." Some urges them not to

be. "It's a new and thrilling experience, which has

barely scratched the surface of its educational and

cultural possibilities."

Unfortunately though, space is a real problem

for QTV, and because of this, and financial

limitations televison programming for drama, and
other more artistic endeavours hasn't often been

attempted.

If students are interested in using the television

medium and if the faculty with which they are

working has set funds aside for the use of the studio

and equipment, then arrangements can be made to

book it, however, only the television production

crew can actually handle the equipment.

QTV has, in the past, gone out on location to

shoot various sports events, the Fort Henry Guard,

the Police show and the opening of the new Police

Building. Open heart surgery was taped at Kingston

General Hospital several years ago and several

English Students produced a play in which children

did the acting. Often, in lieu of presenting a written

paper visual presentations are produced for

television in the mathematics and biology depart-

ments. But, Mrs. Lazier urged students to book the

studio well in advance so that faculty budgets would

allow for the use of the equipment and the facilities.

Although not all buildings are equipped to show

programs which have been taped either on campus
or from commercial stations, the television station

has an extensive library of films and series, such as

BBC's "Six Wives of Henry the Eighth", which

students can arrange to see when the equipment is

not being used for teaching. Friday afternoon is

usually a good time.

Finally, Mrs. Lazier urged both students and

faculty to inquire about the Queen's Television

station and stated, "at some point T.V. should be

part of a course, in communications, maybe in the

future."

troduction and another
Documentary will widen the

scope and generate an interest to

a greater proportion of students.

The Department is again

sponsoring a series under the

heading of American and
European Film. Any information

may be obtained at the desk of

the Agnes Etherington Art
Centre. The cost for student

subscription is $5 and it may be of

interest to note that the first film

will be held September 25 in Ellis

Hall Auditorium, Napolean
directed by Abel Gance. Singing

in the Rain will follow only two
days after both performances
beginning at 9.00 pm.

Nick Kendall, a member of

the staff who teaches
Documentary Film, has been
working and experimenting with

a number of films. One of the

most exciting is based on the

Heritage Kingston exhibition and
will be shown at the university

after completion. Another major
interest Kendall has been dealing

with is the history of the Hudson's
Bay Railway, a project
originated by an 81 year old

Major Charles. Manitoba is the

location for much of the shooting

and it will simultaneously
provide material for a short

exploring the nature of Ice.

The film program and the

activities which revolve around
the department are open to any
interested students and faculty.

CFRC
am-fm

\

Queen's television on location.

In 1922 as an electrical engineering experiment. Queen's radio,

CFRC, made its first broadcast. Since that time tremendous progress

has been made, quite evident as the 1973-4 season begins. The present
facilities in Carruthers Hall are in the process of being re-built. A
modernization of everything except the master control will amount to

approximately $40,000, providing carpeting, stereo equipment and an
air conditioning unit which is a necessity during the summer.

This will limit programming to a certain extent this year, but

Manager Andy Marshall, is enthusiastic and praticularily aware of

the need for creating programs which will interest the student taste at'

all levels. He graduated from Queen's in English and has done free

lance work for the CBC, but now plans to devote most of his time to

CFRC.
Variety is crucial and Marshall is concerned that the station

refrain from being "wall to wall music" but that it rather integrate

music with a running commentary. Last yegr Nocture - this year at

10.00 on Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings - was popular and
often planned thematically. Particular examples are the two specials

on the Who and The Beach Boys, where both music and biographical

background were well co-ordinated. This fall a new program given on

Saturday night at 8.00 called Open Season will introduce a free form
type of program. This will range from discussions on drama, humour
or a special type of music.

The major objective is to work with the student body and not to

function in total isolation. During Frosh Week CFRC broadcasted at

Lake Ontario Park and at Club's Night there will be an explanation of

the equipment used coupled with a commentary. The Student Radio
Club has about 60 members who supply many of the ideas and par-

ticipate in the actual broadcasting. The first meeting will be Monday
Night, 7.30, in Carruther's Hall, room 102. It is a good way to pick up
experience for those interested in working with the media as there is

no actual course given at Queen's. Marshall's attitude, "people learn

by doing" is a good one, and the high standard achieved by CFRC is no

doubt partially a result of. this.
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The Queen's Chamber Orchestra performs frequently throughout the year.

Music Department combines academics and pleasure
From 1936 to 1964 the

Department of Music was a one

man operation, which offered

three elective courses, in

analysis, traditional harmony
and counterpoint. In 1964, one

more professor was added to the

department and seven courses

were offered in theory, practise

and performance, as well as the

original courses. In 1969 the

department grew from two to five

professors and the department

offered three different degree

programs to students interested

in concentrating in the study of

music. Basically though, music

studies at Queen's falls into three

categories, choral-instrumental,

history-literature and theory-

composition. Although per-

formance is an integral part of

the study of music, the emphasis

in this field leans towards
chamber music and ensemble

performance.

The department of Music

offers seven different op-

portunities for students to gain

performance experience through

participation in the Choral En-

semble, the Chamber Singers,

and Collegium Musicum, the

Wind Ensemble, the Band, the

Improvisation Group and the

Chamber Orchestra.

Under the auspices of the

Department of Music the

Division of Concerts offers a

varied program of recital, lec-

ture-recitals, and lectures on

music, but the Music depart-

ment, in its own right also

schedules lectures and recitals in

conjunction with the Division of

Concerts.

The Department of Music,

which is temporarily housed in

the Interim Administration
Building on Stuart Street, will be

moving to the New Music

Building, which is going to be

located on the site of Goodwin
House, which was torn down last

spring, on Queen's Crescent.

Also under the joint auspices

of the Drama Department the

Department of Physical and
Health Education and the

Department of Music, Mr.
Donald Himes will be doing

Eurythmic workshops with

students of Music.

The most applicable epigram
could encapsulate the

philosophies and the activities of

the Department of Music would

be "a state of constant change".

In fact Professor I. Anhalt stated

emphatically that "change is our

normal state". Professor Anhalt,

Head of the Music Department
since 1971 spoke very en-

thusiastically about the future of

the department and stated, "I am
most interested in students who
are not in the Bachelor of Music
program to perform in our
various ensembles."

The music department offers

a course during the summer in

Venice dealing with Renaissance

and Baroque music. This past

year it was highly successful and
attracted several students from
universities outside Ontario.

Division of Concerts plans another exciting year

The Division of Concerts is a

programming office for the

performing arts for the total

university and the Kingston
community. As its name implies.

music is its major concern. It

sponsors the two major classical

concert series - the Grant Hall

and the Dunning Hall Series.

The concerts of the Vaghy

String Quartet, Artists-in-

Residence, are administered by

the Division of Concerts. Other

special concerts are arranged

during the year.

Tbi* ('ont«'m(»(irary ( hambf-r Kn»t«-mbl«' jK-rforms In the (irant Hail nerleii on WedneHclay January Z.i,

mi.

The Division of Concerts

operates a box office for many
cultural events on campus. The
box office is located in the Agnes
Etherington Art Centre and is

open during gallery hours. At

present tickets for the Grant and

Dunning Hall Series, the AMS
concerts, the Film Department

Film Series, the Graduate
Students Society Film Series and

the French Theatre production

are currently on sale, and Drama
Department production tickets

may possibly be sold there.

In the past year the Division

of Concerts has expanded into

lectures and now administers the

residency programme of the

Chancellor Dunning Trust lec-

tures.

The Division of Concerts was
established in 1965 and Dr. Grant

Sampson was in charge of it until

1971. Mr. Barry Cole has since

taken over and sees that by being

in Kingston the choice of concerts

may be from a "university point

of view rather than the com-
mercial." There is a constant

awareness of the typo of audience

one g(Hs at Queen's and (his

allows for much variety as well

as an aim at perfection in every

way. The (irant Mall Series and
the Dunning Scries are already

selling very rapidly. Last year

there was a curious balance

between participation of student

body and community which came
to exactly half and half. The first

of the series will be held in Grant

Hall on Wednesday the 10th of

October with the pianist, Anton

Kuerti.

Music plays an integral part

on the Queen's campus and we
are lucky to have Grant Hall

which is acoustically one of the

best in the region. The concerts

are attracting individuals, not

soley from the community, but as

Cole stated, from as far away as

Belleville and other towns bet-

ween Montreal and Toronto.

Arts at Queen's
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The recent coup in Chile was a well-orchestrated

military maneuver that came as the culmination of at

least a year of right-wing attempts to sabotage the

road to socialism chosen by the people of Chile.

The essential roots of this week's coup go back
almost a year to the truck-owners' strike of October 4,

1972. At that time the obstruction and subversion of the
government by rightist elements in Chile became an
open strategy.

The majority parties in the Congress, the

traditional right-wing National Party and the "Cen-
trist" Christian Democratic party, utlized their votes

in Congress to block almost every executive initiative,

while at the same time subjecting governmental
ministers to verbal attacks and resolutions of im-

peachment forcing resignations and jugglings of the

cabinet.

This campaign gained momentum on the

legislative front with the mid-term election campaign
for Congress in February and March 1973. Eduardo
Frei, former Christian Democratic president, ran for-

the senate and called for a return of a 2-3 majority for

the right and centre so that they could impeach and
dislodge Allende.

The electoral campaign failed. The Left increased

their support in "mid-term" elections, something no
recent governing group had succeeded in doing, and
Frei's idea of a legalistic "coup" was blocked.

Lacking his 2-3 majority, Frei was elected to the

Senate, where as its president, he found a platform for

continued attacks on the government.
The second element in the anti-AIlende strategy

was to use certain key economic groups to block the

economic reforms of the government.
A strike was mobilized among the small-time

businessmen who operated the trucking industry in

Chile. While never universal, the truck-owners strike

was a reaction against the government's plan for state

initiative in transportation and threatened the

economic stability of Chile's elongated strip of land.

Merchants, businessmen's groups, doctors and
other professionals joined in. It was not a strike in

collective bargaining terms ~ with some potentiality

for settlement ~ but an all-out attempt to overthrow the

government by creating such economic paralysis that

the armed forces would be forced to intervene.There is

strong evidence that shows American funding of the

truck-drivers during the strike and a tremendous in-

flow of US dollars at this time.

But the strategy failed. Allende was able to keep
his coalition together, to maintain order and to gain the

effective co-operation of the armed forces. With the

addition of several military men to his cabinet, led by
army commander, Carlos Prats, he out-foxed the

right, putting them in the unenviable position of having
to attack their long-potential allies, the armed forces,

who in turn were assuming the mantle of the "defen-

ders of the constitutional presidency." While this

strategy enabled the President and the coalition to

maintain control of the situation and the country, the

key to their survival was the massive support the

government received from Chile's people.

Chilean workers, students and peasants mobilized
and created a new revolutionary consciousness and
direction.

The response of workers, students and peasants to

the truck-owners' strike was tremendous. Medical
students and nurses staffed hospitals in the face of the

doctors' strike. Vigilance committees were established

in neighbourhoods and factories to prevent sabotage.

In October, the military and the organized working

class joined forces to keep the country going in the face

of a direct challenge to the revolutionary process.

Most of this activity occurred in response to the

situation rather than as a result of formal govern-

mental initiatives.The government had taken one key

initiative: the organization of committees of price

control and supply in neighbourhoods. The committees

were designed to protect the daily welfare of the

Chilean working people and the poor. As workers' real

wages had increased and demand for everyday needs

arose, prices rose as well, and scarcitiesbecameacute.

Everyday necessities were subject to hoarding by

merchants and the rich scalpers abounded.

Working class neighbourhoods established com-

mittees which went to merchants and invited them to

co-operate by charging official prices. If they co-

operated neighbourhood residents would patronize

them, and the state distribution agency would give

them priority in the delivery of scarce items. If they

charged speculative prices, they would not receive

those scarce items (from the state anyway) and the

neighbourhood women would organize a boycott of the

stores. These actions gave a large measure of power,

backed up by the state authority, to ardinary people in

their everyday lives.

During the October strike, neighbourhood com-

mittees, together with other neighbourhood

associations-mothers' centers, community health

councils, community centers, experienced a tremen-

dous heightening of class consciousness and gained

new skills and competences. The necessity to come to

grips with the wide-ranging problems that confronted

them gave the working class a society-wide per-

spective, and a sense that the country's destiny and

material welfare was in their hands.

What happened in October 1972 could not have

occurred two years earlier. Heightened consciousness

and better organization had developed before and

during the strike. The former consciousness of the

Chilean workers and peasants, which focused on trade-

union organization and traditional legislative chan-

nels, was changing. It was giving way to a broader

class-consciousness perspective; new social

relationships were emerging.
Summer '73 Operation Ripe Pear

The basic strategy of the right continued into 1973:

create economic chaos, throw in a bit of sabotage and

terrorism. Let nothing pass in Congress except attacks

on Allende's constitutional legitimacy.

broke through the rhetoric of loyalty to the constitution

and pledges of political neutrality. A tank batallion

attempted to initiate a coup in late June, attacking the

presidential palace, and hoping for support in the navy
and air force. General Prats, leader of the moderates

or constitutionalists within the armed forces crushed

the attempted coup, and rejoined Allende's cabinet a

month later.

But Prats found an increasingly desperate

situation in the armed forces. Naval commanders,
annoyed at men who had prevented their participation

in the June 29th coup attempt, undertook a purge of 100

seamen, accompanied with torture and brutality.

Army men and police undertook searches for arms
among factory workers and left wing militants; one

worker was shot dead in an arms search in the

southern city of Punta Arensa.

Meanwhile the germ of insurrection was spreading

in the armed forces as officers and men of upper-class

backgrounds and conservative sympathies conspired

to undermine Prat's moderate constitutional

leadership.

These rightist elements in the armed forces were

increasingly in touch with like-minded elements in the

Christian Democratic and Nationalist party leader-

ships.

The 'democratic' legislators from the Christian

Democrats and National parties passed a resolution in

Congress, August 22nd, calling the Allende government
"illegitimate" ahd suggesting that the military men
who had re-entered the cabinet in early August should

separate themselves from Allende and his coalition.

Allende made a direct, and what now seems a

prophetic reply to this campaign. He said that the

resolution symbolized the abandonment by certain

sectors of the civic values most essential to

democracy. To propose that armed forces carry out

government functions outside the direction and

political control of the President is to promote a coup

d'etat, he said.

That is precisely what the Nationalists and their

allies were doing. As one member of the National

Party put it to journalists on August 28th, "Even if we
must kill twenty thousand enemies in order to liquidate

the government, we must be ready to do it."

Continued on Page 12

Update: Junta rules as coup ends
In the final moments of the coup, President Salvadore

Allende was defending himself with a machine gun in the

Presidential Palace, after pledging that he would "defend
with my life the authority given to me by the people."

This is the report of Tulmosi, head of Prensa Latina

Santiago Bureau, the Cuban-Latin -American News Ser-

vice. He was in the offices of Prensa Latina, two blocks

from the Presidential Palace, throughout the coup, and was
in phone contact with advisors to Allende inside the palace
during the takeover.

In his report Tulmosi gives an hour to hour account of

events beginning at 7.30 am Tuesday, when Allende arrived

at the palace after a night of rumors about an impending
coup. Before leaving for the palace, Allende had been
notified that the naval units at the port of Valpairaiso had
risen up against the government and were heading for

Santiago.

Four light tanks took up positions at the main entryway
to the palace area and Allende broadcast over the short-

lived "voice of the homeland" radio network his deter-

mination to resist "to the end". From his office two blocks

away, Tulmosi heard fighter planes sweeping low over the

palace.

At about 9.30 am most communications to the rest of

the world were cut off by the military. Tanks moved in on
the palace, Tulmosi said. Planes flew low and scattered

shooting began to intensify. At 11.00 a.m. the Junta issued

an ultimatum giving Allende 3 minutes to surrender. "The
smell of explosives, oil and burnt flesh reached our offices

on the 11th floor," said Tulmosi. The downtown streets

were deserted.

At 1.50 p.m. Tulmosi said, "I received a phone call from
the Moneda palace." It was Jaime Barrios, a presidential

economic advisor who was fighting from one of the win-
dows at the front of the building. "We're going to the end,"
he said. "Allende is firing with a machine gun. This is in-

fernal. The smoke is suffocating us." The aid said that two
people had been sent to meet the Junta. Allende demanded
"a written guarantee for the working class and the gains

that have already been made.", he said. "As soon as he
gets an answer, we'll decide what to do." These were the

last words Tumolsi heard from the palace.

The two aids were arrestedand later reported dead.

Within 25 minutes of the last phone call, Tulmosi said,

"Salvadore Allende, who had fought with an automatic rifle

and a steel helmet, lay in a puddle of blood on a carpet in

the office."

The Chilean chief of state died between 1.50 and 2.15

p.m. The military junta did not inform the Chileans until a

day later.

Continued on Page 12
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Creating a new society
Update: Junta rules

The game of confrontation

played by these elements was
leading to a further shearing

away of their support. Radomiro
Tomic, the Christian Democratic
candidate for President in 1970,

pointed out that it was reasonable

for the President to ask the

military to close down Congress

as it was for Congress to ask the

military to impose their will on

Allende. But these sweet and
reasonable thoughts did not

shake the control of the right-

wing over strategy.

The para-military goons of

the ultra right were adding their

unique contribution as well.

Patria Y. Libertad, the fascist

Simple,

straight-forward,

classic— out of step

with today's

throwaway culture.

Refillabie cartridge,

ballpoint or fiber tip

marker in basic tan

or navy blue.

$1 .98 : not bad for a pen
you may use the

rest of your life.

$1.98

(.'ontlnucd from I'ukl- II

clandestine movement respon-

sible for much of the sabotage

attempts of the past, undertook

an enlarged campaign of bom-
bings, assassinations and sub-

version in August. They Ijombed

a pipeline wounding 17 workers;

they assassinated Arturo Araya,

aid de camp to Allende; they

attached the Mopare, a

movement of truck drivers who
favored the government and who
were transporting primary
necessities and fuel in defiance of

the truck-owners strike. The
headquarters of the Trade Union
federation was bombed, as was
the Cuban Embassy and North

Korean Embassy.
The police captured the

leader of Patria Y Libertad,

Roberto Thieme, in August, while

he was dining in an expensive

Santiago restaurant. He declared

that he had been involved in close

coordination between the leaders

of the truck owners strike, and

the National party. He outlined

the FYL (campaign to discredit

constitutionalist elements in the

Army and strengthen the rightist

elements.

The themes familiar in the

strikes of October 1972 were
repeated in August 197.3:

legislative obstruction and
conspiracy; attempts by tran-

sportation owners and-
professionals to bring the country

to its knees economically; overt

sabotage and assassination by
the ultra right with the ominous
support of increasingly powerful

right-wing groups in the military.

These forces converged in

the operation "ripe pear" (the

code name of the effort to

discredit and undermine the

government).
The fruit of their efforts has

turned out to be particularly

rotten.

Distributed by CUP

Graduation Portraits

YOU COULD COME TO US,

FLAIR PHOTOGRAPHIC
BUT YOU CAN'T BE BOTHERED.

GO AHEAD. SETTLE FOR

SOMETHING LESS....

For Appointment Drop in at - 94 Brock Street or Call
542-7733

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LON DRY'S DRUGS
FREE DELIVERY

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to 11 PM DAILY

ECKANKAR
THE SCIENCE OF TOTAL AWARENESS

If You Are Interested in Spiritual

Development Through the Expansion of

Consciousness, Eckankar may be for You.

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND AN
INTRODUCTORY LECTURE AND QUESTION
PERIOD AT THE HOLIDAY INN

(MARTELLO ROOM)

at 7:30 P.M.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 23

ADMISSION FREE

Continued from Puk*- II

A tfme (omniuniquc fjlaU-d Uml
Salvadorc Allende had conimUU-d
iiijlrjidi- and had been buried
privalfly al noon.

Itcports from ','hile now indicaU-

(hat the military junta has UKed
savage tacticii in repressing worker
resistance.

According U) Preina Latina, the

Cuban news service, since the at-

tempted coup last June, industrial

workers' commands have been
activated and new ones organized in

Santiago. Workers in the industrial

belt had begun U> manufacture all

kinds of homemade weapons in-

cluding mortars, fragmentation
grenades, crude rifles and other

weaponry. The workers were also

apparently in the possession of large

quantities of dynamite.

The junta has tried to take over
the factories in which these weapons
as well as broadcasting equipment
was stored. Presna Latina reports

that in the fighting there were over
5,000 deaths in Santiago alone. The
same report also said that 80,000

workers had barricaded themselves
in factories in the industrial belt

about Santiago and they had been
attacked by planes and artilleries.

The air force has destroyed at least

two factories completely and 500

workers in one factory were

reportedly killed in bombing*
Thursday night. 300 politual exltes

from other countries in Latin
America, wtuj had been granti^
asylum by the Allende govern nrient,

have rep<jrli-dly been f>u-i ijtt-r}

Hundreds of workers and k'j" "-

ment (/fficials have been ar/esuo

'I'he junta is apparently
disbributing food in the middle-clas*
districts. It is clear that the food
shortages during Allende'»
presidency were due Ut as much U)

systi.-matic hoardings as the in

dividual hoarding lA the middle-

class. The slums are complel^eiy

surrouned by tanks and military

troups. Nobody is allowed in or out
and there is no food for people living

in these poorer districts. It seem*
that the military's strategy is ta
starve out the people and resistors in

these areas.

The junta is broadcasting
propaganda telling people to go back
to work. Meanwhile the city is

patrolled by helicopters with
machine guns. General Prats, who
had been rumored to be leading a

force against the junta in Santiago,

was apparently coerced to appear on
television and announce that he was
not leading such a division. It is not

known whether there is in fact any
any major resistance force still left

in Chile.

Buses
Compare Prices (Round Trip)

Voyageur Q. E. C.

Kingston-Toronto $14.20

Kingston-Ottawa $10.45

Kingston- Montreal $14.20

$8.00

$6.00

$9.00

IT Speaks for itself.

Nbw come speak to us:

Queen's Excursion Club

John Orr Room, Student Union

INSTITUTE OF COMMONWEALTH

AND COMPARATIVE STUDIES

PUBLIC LECTURES 1973-74

"BRITAIN, THE E.E.C.,

AND BRITISH-CANADIAN RELATIONS"

SPEAKER: MR. RICHARD LUCE

M.P. for Arundel and Shoreham
Parliamentary Private Secretary to

Sir Geoffrey Howe, Minister for Trade

and Consumer Affairs.

DATE: FRIDAY, 28 SEPTEMBER 1973

TIME: 8:00 P.M.

PLACE: ROOM 517, JOHN WATSON HALL

NOTE: Mr. Luce's visit to Queen's
University is part of a cross-Canada tour

being undertaken by four British Members
of Parliament, all parliamentary
secretaries within the "Superministry" of

Trade and Industry.
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from the sidelines...
This weekend sees the start

of the first of the women's in-

tercollegiate activities for the

year. The girl's field hockey teani

will be in Montreal for the McGill

Invitational Tournament. Coach
Donna Gallagher is looking for a

strong performance from her

team which had several girls on

the Ontario National team at the

Canada Games in Burnaby this

summer. The addition of a few

new faces gives the team much
more depth than it has had in the

past and we look forward to a

promising future for field hockey

at Queen's.

Speaking of field hockey, the

men are getting into this as well.

A team is being organized to

compete in a league with teams
from Ottawa and Montreal. A
schedule should be known by the

middle of next week and when we
get the information, we'll pass it

along to you.

On the men's side of the in-

tercollegiate scene, the fortunes

of the football Gaels will be

known about 4:30 tomorrow
afternoon following their en-

counter with the University of

Toronto Blues. The Blues will

have Wayne Dunkley and his

complete complement of runners

and receivers and that should

prove to be an interesting group

to try and contain. In fairness to

the Gaels, last Saturday's game
against Ottawa was an im-

pressive display - over 500 yards

total offense cannot be con-

sidered bad. Now if we could just

get some touchdowns and be

more consistent inside the twenty

yard line ! If not, Darrell Penner -

who is having a super year - and
his defensive mates will have to

carry the burden again.

Queen's has another

possibility for an OUAA finalist in

the men's golf team. A total of 16

players turned out for the first

organizational meeting last

Monday and coach Jake Edwards
was impressed by the quality of

the people who were present. In

addition to Dave Clarke, John
Wellard, and the White Brothers,

Bill and Ron, all returnees from
last year, the Gaels picked up two

of Ontario's top juniors in Bob
Russell and John Colwell. Three
of the players - Wellard, Clarke,

and Colwell - will travel to

Georgetown this weekend to take

part in the O'Keefe Invitational.

Five others will be in Trenton on

Saturday for a matchup against

Trent University.

Two other men's teams will

be on the road this weekend. The
rugby team will travel to CMR
and the Town of Mount Royal for

exhibition games this weekend
and the soccer team will open its

regular season of play in Toronto

against York University.

A very successful "Meet the

Coaches" night was held at the

Phys Ed Centre on Tuesday night

and turned up some potentially

fine candidates for places on the

wrestling, swimming and hockey
teams. If there are any students

who could not make it to the event

but are interested in competitive

intercollegiate athletics, please

don't hesitate to drop into the

Phys Ed Centre. A number of

teams are looking for managers
and anyone who is interested is

invited to drop in as well.

One team which does need
some help is the fencing team.

Queen's had two fairly strong

teams in men's and women's
fencing last year and there ap-

pears to be considerable potential

again this fall. However, the

team lost its coach when Jon
Tondeur its chief supporter, was
transferred to Sudbury. Surely,

out of a community in excess of

10,000 people, there must be a

faculty member or a senior

student who would be interested

in the job. If you are, Anne
Tarnbull in the Phys Ed Centre

would like to hear from you.

And so, good luck to all our

teams this weekend. Lets have a

good crowd at the football game
tomorrow.

FOR YOUR

OFFICIAL

QUEEN'S ARTSCI JACKETS

QUEEN'S SWEATSHIRTS

QUEEN'S T-SHIRTS

r 109 PRINCESS ST. ^

Women's swimming

on the rise
If interest is any indicator of a team's potential then this year's

women's speed swim and dive team has tremendous possibilities. At

least eight members of last year's team are returning and

Tuesday's"Meet the Coaches" night turned up fifteen more first year

girls interested in competitive swimming. Coach Sheila McKirdy,

returning for her third year, was particularly pleased that three girls

have shown an interest in competitive diving - a sport that has suffered

from a lack of interest in recent years.

The returnees are headed by Cathy Brace, Queen's specialist in

the sprint races. Cathy was on the national team last year for the third

time in succession. Other returnees are lanna Swan and Beth Randle

both of whom also came close to qualifying for the national team in the

middle distance events. Barb Whitehead, who was hurt much of last

year and Mary Jane Duncan are also returnees and will be competing

in the backstroke events. Jane Alexander in the breaststroke and

Brenda and Stephanie Prosenyak round out the list of returning

swimmers.
The new faces are headed by Mary Anne Drinkwater who has had

three years of competitive diving and Susan Inns who had an Olympic

tryout in the butterfly.

Dr. Nelson Freedman, who coaches the men's diving team will

also be coaching the girl's this year and this will be a definite asset. In

the past Queen's swimmers have been hurt by the lack of a diving

team which could add points to the team's overall performance.

Perhaps this year it will be a different story.

The team will begin practices Monday evening at 7:30 in the pool.

I
Beat Blue ]

FINNEGAN'S
"THE Smm PUB"
NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

178-188 ONTARIO ST. 544-6881

DINNER-TIME THEATRE
featuring

THEATRE 5
AN IMPROVISATIONAL REVUE WITH MUSIC

HOT AND COLD BUFFET 7:00 P.M.

SHOW STARTS AT 8:00 P.M.

THE BUTTERY
m m ONTARIO ST. 544-6881

TRENDSETTER
BOUTIQUE CECILE

WELCOMES

QUEEN'S STUDENTS

AT

10% DISCOUNT
LOCATED AT

KINGSTON SHOPPING CENTRE

544-5811
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Gaels, Blues in must game Saturday
by Chris Boon

With only one league game on

the record books, Queen's Golden

Gaels have their collective back

to the wall. Going into Saturday's

contest with U. of T., the Gaels

have to win in order to keep their

playoff hopes realistically alive.

Since Ottawa U. and Toronto, the

obvious rivals for Queen's in the

OUAA-East, play each other only

once, losses to both these clubs

would be quickly fatal. However,

there is hope.

First, although Varsity still

has the services of superpasser

Wayne Dunkley and his host of

receivers, it does not have the

overall quality on the offensive

line that has been present for the

past few years. Centre Rein

Enno, an All-star last year, is

gone, as are tackles John Lipsett,

another All-star, and Mike
Sokovnin, a fine rookie who also

handled kicking chores. Only

guard Bruce Parrack returns to

anchor the front wall, while Jim
Nicoletti, who was an All-star DE
last year, has been moved to

centre. This unit did not look

terribly impressive last week in

Toronto's win over York, who
were able to rush Dunkley ef-

fectively, for the first time in

some years. Similarly, despite

repeated trumpetings about a

balanced attack. Varsity does not

have exceptional running backs.

They are competent, and they

work hard, but they shouldn't

make people who can stop Neil

Lumsden lose too much sleep.

Defensively, much the same
story is true. The line, anchored

by 6'4" DE Walt Dudar lacks the

depth and quality the Blues en-

joyed last season, although DT
Ken Hussey looked like a hard

charger in the York flicks.

Hartley Stem, yet another All-

star, anchors the linebacking

crew, but he is in his fourth

medical year, and if the Gaels'

Gord Squires was any indication

last year, that is a rough thing to

be in if you play linebacker. Not

much sleep, and suchlike. The
outside backers like to fire a lost,

especially the weakside man, so

Queen's could burn them with

quick stuff to the tight ends. Also,

one starting LB, Rick Nakatsu, is

all of 5'5" and 140 lb. Hadden
could have fun out there.

Moving on to the deep backs,

the starters in the York game
played about 8 to 10 yards off the

line of scrimmage, so anything

that got past the pit went for good

yardage. That, mind you, was
last week. The Blues always

seem to get ready for Queen's, so

things may not be as they seem.

Only time will tell.

For the Gaels, John Waddell

is a welcome returnee at inside

linebacker, while Greg Mc-

Namara, who has finally

recovered after a summer
illness, will replace Tom
Dickinson who has hamstring

problems. Doug Lowry will likely

start at guard in Tom's place.

Beyond this, there could be a few

changes, but mostly in backup
personnel. Its too early in the

week to tell, as this is being

written on a Wednesday.
For- number-watchers,

Haddem (27), Blacker (28), Lang
(30) and St. George (26) arc

likely candidates on offense,

while either Latham (17) or

Taylor (10) will play QB. End to

end, the line will be Melvin (73,

Potter (61), Lowry (62),

Demontingny (53), Taggart (54),

Whiteside (67), and Anderson
(78). This is a good unit that

should get better as the year

progresses.

Dave Hadden - off to a flying

start

On (ifiit-iiht: ihft unit that

started against (Htitwa will \ikt:\y

txi intact, with the only change
Uiing Waddell for Ben I^lx;vitch,

who has a damaged ellMw
Starting up front, O'Shaughnwiby
<(ih), Ian Anderwjn '64;, and Mo
St. Martin '63; are the probaWr-.

down three, with Chris Harl^er

'42), Waddell '71), Tovee (51;

and Hagarty '72; the
linebackers. The secondary will

have Morris ';«{; and Pal '24; on
the comers, with Campbell '30;

and McNabb '20; at halfback and
Penner '25) at safety. This could
be the best unit in the league.

Look for a hard-hitting
contest tomorrow. The Gaels
should be able to win, but they'll

need some consistency on of-

fense, not just yards, to do it.

Look for some better punt
coverage, too.

I Words from WIC Sailors win
The popularity of the Bews

program - the intramural
program for men at the

university is well known. But

Queen's also has a first-rate

program for women as well. The
girls will be starting with an

atheltic night to be held in Bews
Gym next Wednesday, Sep-

tember 26th at 6:30. The purpose

of the event is to introduce in-

terested girls in the program
and give you an idea of the

different types of sports which
are offered.

As with the men's program,

the university is divided into a

number of divisions - usually by
year or by faculty - and each

having an athletic stick. The
teams compete for a trophy with

points awarded on the basis of

participation as well as per-

formance.

This year there will be a total

of 18 sports offered by WIC. In-

cluded in this group are four co-

ed sports: ringette, volleyball,

badminton, and bowling.

Ringette is a rather in-

teresting game. The recreation

department has tried to introduce

it to the university for a couple of

years but has had little success.

It is a refinement of ice hockey.

Instead of a puck the teams use a

rubber disk that resembles a

doughnut. Instead of hockey
sticks, players are provided with

sticks with no blades.

The first of the programs will

be starting in the first week of

Consistent sailing paid off for

Queen's sailors this past

weekend. John Readshaw and
Jeff Boyd with crews Dianne
Smith and Tony Courtright sailed

to a closely contested victory in

the first intercollegiate regatta of

the season. Both Saturday and
Sunday were marked by shifting

winds and conservative tactics.

Queen's won the regatta with 221/4

pts. followed by Toronto with 23V2

October and we hope that all girls

will take the opportunity to play

at least one or two sports. In any
event, come out to athletic night

next Wednesday and see what it's

all about.

and RMC with 34Vi. Other par-

ticipants were Trent, Mac-
Master, and CMR.

Over at RMC Queen's tied

with RMC for first place in the

Vikings 22's with two firsts and
two seconds. Queen's sailors

Ck)lin Blandy, Jay Gandy, and
Robin Bois sailed a hard fought

series with RMC. The regatta

was the first of a series leading

up to the North American
championships in Boston next

June.

The (Queen's sailing team
appears to be loaded with top

notch talent this year and is

looking forward to a very suc-

cessful season.

WHAT YOU WANT

IS WHAT WE'VE GOT
And For A Whole Lot Less!

GWG
Sample Size BAGS, FLARED PANTS,

JEANS AND JACKETS
Waist sizes 32 and 34 only.

Jacket sizes 38 and 40 only.

Many different styles to choose from
but most are one or \\no of a kind samples.

33y3% - 40% - 50% OFF
List Prices

DEHIM iEANS

DENIM JACKETS

COftO FLARES

^ and KNIT SLACKS

KINGSTON'S FAMOUS

BARGAIN HOUSE!

27 Princess Street at Ontario
Free Parking Chargex

— STUDENTS —
As Residents of The City of Kingston You Are Represented

Municipally By Two Alderman in Each of the City's Seven Wards.

I URGE YOU TO TAKE AN INTEREST
IN CITY ISSUES AND TO MAKE YOUR
VIEWS KNOWN. NANCY FOSTER

ALDERMAN, SYDENHAM WARD
548-4835 .

HILLEL HOUSE, 26 BARRIE ST., 542-1 120

SUNDAY, SEPT. 23, 1973

1:00 P.M. Bike Ride, Hike And Corn Roast,

Wolfe Island

7:00 P.M. Coffee, Donuts and Movie

BETH ISRAEL CONGREGATION,
116 CENTRE ST. KINGSTON

HIGH HOLY DAYS SERVICES:

Rosh Hashanah, Sept. 27, Eve, 6:45 P.M.

1st Day, 8:30 A.M.

Yom Kippur, Oct. 6, Eve, 6:15 P.M.

Day, 8:30 A.M.

COMPL/MEN7Af?y SEATING FOR STUDENTS



World: Sweden gets new king
STOCKHOLM - Sweden's old king, Gustaf VI

Adolf, died last Saturday night at the age of 90. He
had been seriously ill since an operation August 21

for a gastric ulcer. Gustaf Adolf is succeeded by his

27 year old grandson Carl Gustaf. Under Sweden's

new constitution, to be ratified by parliament next

summer, the new king has no power at all but is

merely a "symbol of the nation". The old king has

reigned over Sweden for the last 22 years, ever

since he ascended the throne in a simple state

ceremony in 1950. He rejected a formal coronation

as a waste of money.

LONDON - British Prime Minister Edward
Heath caused a political storm here when he said

on a national talk show that Northern Ireland

might have to be fully integrated with Britain if it's

politicians don't form an executive to run northern

Ireland's new assembly by next March. Such a

move would put Northern Ireland in the same
status as Wales and Scotland which have
representation at Westminister- but don't have

their own assemblies.

The statement is seen as a spur to Northern

Ireland's politicians, particularly the Roman
Catholics, to arrive at some compromise before

Britain imposes a solution. The response from the

I.R.A. was to say that such a move would cause

them to expand their terrorist activities to Britain

itself and "bring the war to the doorstep of the

British people".

ITHACA, N.Y. - An apparently successful

breeding program at Cornell University has

produced 20 fledgling peregrine falcons. The
program is a major step in mass-producing the

birds so that they can be re-introduced into areas

from which they have disappeared. The peregrine
falcon was once one of the more numerous birds of

prey in North America but has virtually vanished
east of the Rocky Mountains because of the effects

of DDT.
One of the major problems in re-introducing

the birds is that they will have been raised in

captivity. The birds will require two or three

months to build up the physical conditioning

required of a wild bird.

COLCHESTER, England - George Purvis, 26,

has claimed the world beer-drinking record after

quaffing an imperial pint in 1.1 seconds.

TULSA - A U.S. District Court Judge here has
found the International Business Machines Cor-

poration guilty of monopolistic business practices

and has ordered it to pay Telex Corporation, the

plaintiff, $352.5 million. LB.M.'s revenues last year

were over $10-billion with profits in excess of $1-

billion. Telex's revenues last year were about $70-

million. I.B.M. plans to appeal the decision.

MEXICO CITY - Formal peace talks between
El Salvador and Honduras opened here on

Saturday in an effort to restore relations after the

soccer war of 1%9. Mexico is acting as referee. The
war started when Honduras expelled Salvadoreans

after a controversial series of soccer games won by
El Salvador. El Salvador invaded Honduras in

retaliation.

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Woodward and Lothrop,

a local department store chain with a branch
located in a shopping mall in the Pentagon
building, has stated that their Pentagon store has

the highest shoplifting rate of a;iy of the com-
pany's 12 branches. The shoplifters, who steal

everything from brassier to tools, are Pentagon
employees who usually have a high security

clearance and usually have enough money on their

person to pay for what they are trying to steal

.

CALCUTTA - 22,000 professional blood donors

have formed a union here to demand higher prices

for their blood. The donors, who currently get

about $2.60 per pint for their blood, are pressing for

a price increase to $10 per pint. They claim that

they need the extra money because inflation has

lowered their buying power to an unacceptable

level.

EPERNAY, France - Champagne producers

said Monday that they expect this years vintage to

be "the second best in the century". The producers

met in this town, in the Champagne district of

France, to buy grapes from the growers. It is ex-

pected that this years crop will yield about 186-

million bottles of champagne.

NEW ORLEANS, La. - Canada Development
Corp. has persuaded a United States appeals court

to move up the hearing on CDC's bid to buy
Texasgulf Corp. for $290-million. CDC had won a

decision from a lower court allowing it to proceed

with the purchase but the appeals court issued an
order September 13 blocking it until the hearing.

CDC had the purchase of 10 million shares

virtually wrapped up until the court issued the

restraining order. The purchase is being fought by
officials of Texasgulf.

NEW DELHI - A combination of a poor crop

last year and bad management by government

officials has faced India with the prospect of a

disastrous wheat shortage later on this year. TTie

government, which took over the wheat trade last

January, failed to allow for a two million ton

shortfall in last years wheat crop. As a result,

unless fresh imports arrive soon, there will be no

wheat available for consumers after October.

Because of the heavy world wide demand, the cost

of wheat has risen fourfold in the last year and

many of the traditional suppliers have run out of

grain to sell.

DENVER - Sextuplets, two girls and four boys,

were born last Sunday to a Denver couple. They
were six weeks premature One of the girls died on

Tuesday from a lung disease common to

premature babies. Three others are showing signs

of the same problem. Two of the six, both boys, are

in good condition with no sign of the ailment.

Canada: Paroles drop
OTTAWA - Embarrassed by

a spring in which the number of

escapes and violations of tem-
porary absences and paroles

froni prison became something of

a national joke, the Canadian
penitentiary system has
drastically reduced the number
of paroles and is closely watching
its temporary absence program.
Until the end of July this year,

1,681 paroles have been granted

and 2,650 applications refused.

The comparable figures for last

year were 2,259 granted and 2,137

rejected. In 1971 the figures were
2,977 and 1,597 respectively.

WINDSOR - The strike by
members of the United Auto
Workers Union again Chrysler

Corporation appears to be over. A
tentative agreement reached last

Tuesday raises the base pay to

$4.92 and gives Canadian workers
parity with American workers
for the first time. If the rank-and-
file members approve the

agreement production can be
back to normal by Monday. The
agreement does not cover the

10,500 white-collar workers also

represented by the .UAW. They
had been instructed by the union
to cross the picket line since

negotiations for their contract
are still going on.

TORONTO - Eddie Sargent,

Liberal member of the Ontario
legislature, has entered his

party's race for the provincial

leadership. Mr. Sargent is the

fourth candidate for the post
which will be decided at a con-
vention in Toronto next October.

QUEBEC - Mr. Justice Jean
Berube has ruled in a provincial

court that the Quebec govern-

ment must return Lise Rose to

the job she held before the Oc-

tober crisis of 1970. Miss Rose,

sister of Paul Rose who was
convicted of kidnapping and
murdering Pierre Laporte, was
sentenced to six months for

contempt of court when she

refused to testify at the inquest

into the murder. When she was
released from jail she was in-

formed that she had been fired

from her position with the

provincial revenue department.

CHICOUTIMI, Que. - RCMP
officers seized about 335 pounds

of hashish with a street value of

$1.5-million in a raid on a local

warehouse last weekend. No
arrests were made.

TORONTO - The un-

seasonably hot and dry weather

of last August has resulted in

losses in many crops across

Ontario. Only tobacco benefited

from the high temperatures.

Fruit and grain farmers report

crop reductions of 5 to 25 per cent.

These reductions are expected to

drive up the price of produce over

the next few months. Other

factors affecting the prices are

the recent rail settlement and

how the U.S. crop turns out.

FEiFFER
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unclassifieds
(Mdic cl.T.sifif'd', oil p "1)

CONTEST; Hiivo ,iiiy idcis toi ,1

sociiil (;vont? tS.OO prize lor

nnyonc whose itic.i is dcccptod by
the Inter Year Council will win.

C.Tll 544 7991

WANTED: lotither commerce jacket.

Size 40. 389 2413.

APPLIED SCIENCE '75 jacket
(leather) 38 tall. Plus one black
leather lackct Good condition.

Phone Benny 544 8987, after 1 1 pm.
ROOMS AVAILABLE lor girls in

Science '44 co-op. Contact Ruth
Fraser at 544 4864 or contact the

office at 395 Brock St. at 544 4506.

LOST. One Science jacket '76. Lost in

vicinity of Grease Pole. $10 reward
for return, no questions asked.
Phone 542-7578

2 ROOMS available lor 2 girls or a

couple in furnished house with 3

other students, dishwasher, colour
T.V., washer, dryer. Call 546-9804

or 544-2914.

FOR SALE: Arts '75 jacket in ex-

cellent conditiin. Contact Greg at

216 Union St.

DESK for sale, student model with

matching chair, cheap. Phone 546-

2902.

LOST: white poodle dog, male,
vicinity of Earl and University

Ave., Wednesday, September 12,

Phone 548 7192. Reward.
WOULD STU Elliot please contact

Harold Persaud at 544-5380.

Urgent. RE. AS. U.S.

Publications.

2 ROOMS available for 2 girls or a

couple in furnished house with 3

students. Amazing facilities - dish-

washer, colour T.V., washer,
dryer. Call 546-9804 or 549-2941.

ANNE from Alwington; Phone
Graham, 544-9413.

ARTS '77 Bews needs managers to run

various intramural sports. If in-

terested contact David Lang 549-

1522 or Andy Overchuk 544-7371.

THIS IS AN EYECATCHING AD:
Triumph - 500cc - Fall special

recently rebuilt. A bargain for a

serious biker. Oil cooler, extras.

Good running order. Call 542-2165,

evenings. (Free motorcycle mama
thrown in),

WHAT A RIP-OFF! we thought we
had our ad filled but she backed
out. If you are interested, please

call again. Wanted: girl to share
comfortable house with three
other female students. 2 blocks

from campus. Own room. S50.00

mthly. Call Judy at 549-2911.

RIDE needed 16 Sydenham from
campus around 5 pm daily. 547-

2802 or 376-3693.

LOST: Speed's swimsuit; red with

v^hite stripe down side. Instructors

badges attached. If found please

call 544-4102.

WANTED: one upper year girl to

share co op house with 7 others.

Numerous luxuries. Close to

campus. Phone 549-0696.

URGENT: ride needed to Gananoque
for school year (or part thereof).

3:30 pm Tues., Wed., Thurs.

Willing to pay. Call collect 382-

2635.

FOR SALE ; 1969 Datsun PL510 2 door,

radio, certified. $575. Phone 389-

4623.

FOR SALE: very low mileage, 1967

250 c.c. Suzuki. Phone 544-0072.

ATTENTION: Gael Groups 13 and 23.

Would anyone knowing the

whereabouts of a white and brown
purse lost on the Brigantine cruise

last Thursday please contact Eva
Stewart, 47 Beverley Street. 549-

2J02. Reward offered for return of

purse and contents

I WOULD VERY MUCH LIKE to

meet the 3rd year History student I

sat with at Raga concert, Wed-
nesday evening. Dunning Hall,

PIZZA
CHALET
544-1227

princess/^

BARRIE

Ple.i'.i' wnli' lo Frank M., Apt. 3 80

Wellington SI

STUDENT MOVING AT student
prices. Free estimates on jobs,

large or small, local or long

distance. Student with a truck.

Call John at 542-5416 and talk about
it.

PHOTOGRAPHERS Photo Image
now offers custom black and white
printing and ekfachrome
processing at reasonable rates.

For further information call 546-

7770 or visit our studio at 33 Brock
St.

FOUND I \f/om.iir', wntch Sept. 1,

corner of Union and Alfred. Calf

Ron 044 6106.

FOR SALE Camera Minolta SRT 101

and accessories. Excellent con

dition Call Bruce at 546 7994.

WANTED One lady's secondhand
bike. 544 8035.

WHITE NYLON SHELL found after

Tri fac party at 435 Brock St. on
Monday of Frosh week. Owner
phone Glenn, 546 1283.

SNARY FOOSH now that you've
become a woman of the world, we
wish you Happy Birthday and
many more flaunting hours. In-

teKpretively yours. Barb, VIcko
and the rest of the LSPP'ers,

HOUSEKEEPER WANTED Live on
small farm, salary negotiable.

studi'iit >i<ri-'ptdble l-'liorie ibO

2943

LOST pair gold rimmed glastos,
brown leather case. Grant Hdll,

last Saturday night. Reward 389

3284.

WANTED good quality, acoustic, folk-

rock guitar, f am especially in

forested in left-hand guitars, but

since 'here arc so few around, I

will consider a right hand guitar if

it is suitable. Calf Lorne at 544

1361.

TAK MEMBERS There will be a

meeting on Monday Sept. 24 at 8:00

pm in the usual place. All old

volunteers who arc interested in

continuing or have comments they

wish to make, PLEASE attend.

Call the TAK office if more details

ore required

WANTED On* (em*!* 10 ro«*n .

bedroom houM with 4 vemci
students Close to campus
( University Ave) Phone }44 41 /i

MALE : Wanting to exchange room on
Leonard field for a single at West
Campus. Meal Card? Call Tom
549 1596

AN/ONE INTERESTED in fencing

or in becoming a member of the

fencing team? Call 54V 1729 for

more information.

THE CENTRE Community
development. Drug information.

Education, Counselling and
Medical referrals. 24 hour »ervic«.

Call 546-0101.

the
e-aT

cait^P'

daV

OaV

^cg,a7--'!

«^"'d't-t.dan'^

TO"'
a \on«.'

\onV.

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:

KINGSTON SHOPPING CENTRE
(Display Stand)

QUEEN'S BOOKSTORE
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}Nhifhani says

New monager says

Pub to open Monday
"The Pub will be open next

Monday," said Peter Druxer-
man, the new winter Pub
manager. It is expected that the

news will be well-received.

Druxerman is planning
certain changes for the pub. The
Pub will be managed in a "dif-

ferent fashion" this year, ac-

cording to the new manager. At

present, he has chosen a staff of

four assistant managers. "I hope
to have six in the near future" , he
added. The assistant managers
will work as senior bartenders

and when the manager is absent.

they will also be in charge of

inventory.

Druxerman also hopes to

change the House of Commons,
giving it a "mood atmosphere".
It would be a quieter pub, for

those who would like to get away
from a loud, robust atmosphere.
"We'll see how well it goes over,"

he commented. He hopes also to

have wine and certain mixed
drinks available in the Pub.

Although he is going to try to

lower the price of beer, "right

now I can't change them," he
said, adding that "I know that

people are not happy with the

price."

In the last week, Druxer-
man's qualifications for the job

have been questioned. For the

past five years, during summers
and when he lived at home in

Winnipeg, he was the assistant

manager of a discoteque-coffee

house-bar-restaurant that is

owned by his family.

Whatever, Druxerman
claims the Pub "will be open next

Monday".

OFS a viable force
"The Ontario Federation of Students is not just some higher en-

tity". Queen's Chief OFS delegate Lyn Whitham told the Journal.

Whitham, who is also a member of the OFS executive committee,
noted that the OFS is extremely representative of student views.

Although individual delegates may not be representative of the

campus from which they come, their councils are and all contentious

issues are referred back to the latter bodies for ratification.

Whitham noted that the OFS has gained provincial recognition as

the voice of Ontario students and that the Ministry of Colleges and
Universities is now calling on them regularly for student views.

At present, the OFS is working with the ministry on a conference
on educational development for November. The two will be ex-

changing ideas on such contentious issues as course and professor

evaluation as well as exploring the area of improving the classroom
experience.

Although the OFS was originally formed to channel student views

to the government, it has delved into many other areas of student

concern according to Whitham.
Various executive members are researching and reporting on

student housing, co-ops, orientation programs and even the effects of

the financial cutbacks on essential student services such as the

library.

At their last annual meeting the OFS was mandated to become a

clearing house for information relating to universities and colleges.

They have a field representative who travels from campus to campus
looking at their problems and suggesting solutions from other campus'
experiences

Whitham herself is taking a lead in the academic area, looking at

course evaluations and professor tenure.

OFS decisions can be made in as small a time as one day, ac-

cording to Whitham. The age of electronics with telephones and
telegraph allowed them to canvas all twenty-two member institutions

in eight hours on the matter of the fee strike which was held last year.

"There is no truth to the rumour that several campuses are

leaving the OFS", Whitham insisted. Laurentian was the only one to

withdraw but then another college came in their stead. She noted that

Loyalist College in Belleville is, at present, considering entering the

OFS.

Gale, Gaels dump Varsity 27-9
by Jim LeMesurier

No one likes to watch or play

a football game in the rain, but

the storm which shipped across

jRichardson Stadium during
jSaturday's contest with the

iVarsity Blues must, in

retrospect, seem a blessing. It

was his inclemency which helped

hold last year's All-star QB
Wayne Dunkley to a lone com-
pletion in ten attempts for a

paltry ten yards, while somehow
inspiring Queen's quarterback

Tom Taylor to his finest passing

performance in a Gaels urilfbrm.

The weather also helped to

produce an amazing total of 14

turnovers, which, not sur-

prisingly, had considerable effect

on the final 27-9 outcome.

However, even if the rain and
wind did work in Queen's favour,

nothing helped the Gaels as much
as themselves. In a superlative

team effort, the defense ab-

solutely shut down Varsity for the

final three quarters, while the

r.O. kicker Don Thomson (73) looks aghast as ball starts off-line.

McNabb (20) has just hit his ex-teammate, while Chris Harber (18)

closes in. Seconds later, Penner has the ball, and Gaels had a TD.

offense ate up the clock with

time-consuming drives that

usually were ended by one of the

ubiquitous turnovers. The
growing control the defense
exerted over Dunkley, who
finally, at long last, played a

normal game against Queen's,

was mirrored in the utter

frustration displayed ir his face.

Taylor, meanwhile, ignored the

sloppy conditions, and passed the

Blues silly, reversing the ex-

pected roles in the game It was a

pleasant change.

Toronto opened the first

quarter with a 30-mph wind at

their backs, but could not move
the ball and had to punt. Queen's
offense was also ineffective,

apart from a leaping catch by
Greg Anderson on a 12-yard toss

by Taylor, and Chris Harber had
to kick the ball away. The Blues
then started to march downfield.

Their offensive line began to open
some holes to the outside, and
Varsity ground out yardage in

five and six-yard chunks, until

cornerback Joe Pal came up with

a key fumble recovery inside the

Queen's 30. Again, the offense

failed to move the ball, and a

short punt into the wind, plus a

no-yards penalty, gave Varsity

the ball on the 32-yard line. From
there, the Blues attempted two
passes, either of which could

have made an otherwise ex-

cellent defensive backfield look

awful. On both passes, the in-

tended receivers were wide open,

but Dunkley overthrew the ball,

and Toronto had to settle for a

single point when Don Thomson's
field goal try went wide.

continued on page 1.5
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Tuesday, Sept. 25
7:00 p.m. - AMS Clubs Night in Grant Hall with

information booths for all Queen's Clubs.

9:00 p.m. - Department of Film Studies presents

"Napoleon" first film in the series "European
Dreams: Private and Social Visions (Part I)" in

Ellis Hall Auditorium, Series Tickets available at

the Box Office, Agnes Etherington. Students $5.

Non-students $8.

Wednesday, Sept. 26
8:45 a.m. - Federal Government Career Day in

Dunning Hall Auditorium, for students

graduating in 1973-74. All programs offering

employment for University grads.will be present.

6:30 p.m. - WIC Athletic Night at the Phys. Ed.

Center, for all those interested in Women's In-

tramurals.

2:00 - 4:00 p.m. - Symposium on Recreational

Safety, in Classroom A & B, School of Nursing,

Kingston General Hospital, Sponsored by the

Continuing Medical Education Committee,
Queen's University, in conjunction with KGH.

7:00 p.m. - Meeting for anyone interested in working

for the Education Commission, in McLaughlin
Room, Student Union.

7:30 p.m. - Kingston Film Society presents "The
Fox" in Ellis Hall. Seasons tickets available for

$9.00 from the Society, P.O. Box 114; Pickwick

Book Shop; or the Box Office, Agnes Etherington.

Thursday, Sept. 27
4:00 p.m. - Physics Colloquium in Stirling 'C, with

speaker Dr. W.B. Lewis, Distinguished Professor

of Science, Dept. of Physics, entitled "Nuclear
Energy, the Source for the Future". Coffee will be

served in the West lobby at 3:30 p.m. Suitable for

a general audience,

5:45 - 6:30 p.m. - Ban Righ Fireside. Enjoy an after

dinner interlude with the Vaghy String Quartet.

Coffee and desert will be served and admission is

free.

7:00 and 9:30 p.m. - "The Go Between", with Julie

Christie and Alan Bates, in Dunning Hall. Ad-

mission $l.fXJ.

8:30 p.m. - Sociology Smoker for all interested

students and staff in International Center Lower
Ivounge, Student Union.

9:00 p.m. - Department of Film Studies presents

"Singing in the Rain" the first film in the Series

"The American Movies (Part I)". See Tuesday
for ticket details.

Friday, Sept. 28
8:00 p.m. - Lothlorien Science Formal presents

"Furry Foot Freakout or Frodo's Frolic", with

Crowbar and the Bill King Group, in the Jock

Harty Arena. Admission 99 cents. Queen's

Advance tickets available until Tuesday in John
Orr Room. General sales start Wednesday, Sept.

26.

8:00 p.m. - Graduate Student Society Film Qub
presents first film in '73-'74 season

,
"Flay it Again Sam", with Woody Allen, in Ellis

Hall Auditorium. Series tickets available at first

showing, or at Box Office, Agnes Etherington. 12

films for $5.00

8:30 p.m. - First formafconcert of the Vaghy String

Quartet, artists-in-residence at Queen's, in

Dunning Hall. Tickets $1.00 from the Agnes Box
Office or at the door.

Other Events
Second Annual Octoberfest until Sept. 29, at the

Austrian Club, with a German Band and the

Musicmakers.
"Heritage Kingston", a major exhibition of visual

and Documentary material relating to the 300

years growth of the City of Kingston and the

European Settlements of this area. Agnes
Etherington Art Centre, through October 28.

October 1 - Student Volunteer Bureau night in

Stirling Hall, 7:00 p.m.

Pubs and Movies
401 Inn - The Lighter Side

Townhouse - New Horizons
Commodore - Maritime Rovers
Manor - Ocean
Frontenac - Mr. Bill Joslin, (folk and popular
singer)

Capitol - Steel Yard Blues, and The Thief Who Came
to Dinner

Hyland- Dirty Little Billy until Tues; Wed. & Thurs.
double bill. The King of Marvin Gardens, and, The
Reckoning. Starting Friday, Last Tango in Paris.

Odeon - Heavy Traffic

ACADEMYAWARD WINNER
The School
Librarianship
Movie

MCArthur
Hall
7:15 R
9=15 pm
FRIDAY
99«<

BESTACTRESS

'•Mihfi

'•Brodic

^'MagfficSmith

•••••••

c^(? i^Candmaids

OPENING SATURDAY SEPT. 29
at 349A

featuring exclusively handmade
items, something for everyone

Come see us soon!

VAGHY STRING QUARTET

Ban Righ Fireside

Ban Righ Common Room
Thursday, Sept. 27

at6:00 P.M.

Everybody Welcome. No Charge.
Coffee and Dessert at 5: 45 P.M.

FEE REMINDER

The first installment of fees due
by Sept. 30, 1973 can be paid in

person at the Accountant's Office,

Richardson Hall.

If you find it more convenient

to mail your cheque to the

Accountant's Office, please record

your student number on the face

of your cheque.

•

INSTITUTE OF COMMONWEALTH

AND COMPARATIVE STUDIES

PUBLIC LECTURES 1973-74

"BRITAIN, THE E.E.C.,

AND BRITISH-CANADIAN RELATIONS"

SPEAKER: MR. RICHARD LUCE

M.P. for Arundel and Shoreham
Parliamentary Private Secretary to

Sir Geoffrey Howe, Minister for Trade
^

and Consumer Affairs.

DATE: FRIDAY, 28 SEPTEMBER 1973

TIME: 8:00 P.M.

PLACE: ROOM 517, JOHN WATSON HALL

NOTE: Mr. Luce's visit to Queen's
University is part of a cross-Canada tour

being undertaken by four British Members
of Parliament, all parliamentary
secretaries within the "Superministry" of

Trade and Industry.
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BROCKINGTON VISITOR

needs part of your life

for two years.

This committee is responsible for bringing to

Queen's world renouned figures from a variety of

disciplines. The Brockington Visitor this year is Buck-
minister Fuller who will be at Queen's from October 14

- 20. Please address your application for a two year
term to the committee c-o the Padre's office by the
third of October.

ASUS BOOK EXCHANGE

REMEMBER!
PICK UP YOURMONEY

OR YOUR BOOKS
SEPT. 26,27,28

12 - 2 PM

SECOND FLOOR COMMON ROOM

STUDENTS UNION

MOFFAH'S .DA DRUGS
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week— 548-701

1

Advice on garbage:

Graduation Portraits

YOU COULD COME TO US,

FLAIR PHOTOGRAPHIC

BUT YOU CAN'T BE BOTHERED.

GO AHEAD. SEHLE FOR

SOMETHING LESS....

For Appointment Drop in at - 94 Brocl< Street or Call
542-7733

DINNER-TIME THEATRE
featuring

THEATRE 5
AN IMPROVISATIONAL REVUE WITH MUSIC

HOT AND COLD BUFFET 7:00 P.M.

SHOW STARTS AT 8:00 P.M.

THE BUTTERY
mm ONTARIO ST. 544-6881

Reject, Re-use, and Recycle
by John Bottomley

The population of Ontario is

growing at a rate of 2 per cent per

year, but its yearly volume of

garbage is increasing at a rate of

5-8 per cent. Ontario's residents

dispose of over 6,000,000 tons of

garbage per year, over one ton

per person. The average North

American uses 50 times more
consumer products than the

average native of India.

These are some of the more
striking statistics revealed by
Peter Love at MacDonald Hall on

Thursday night. He was speaking

for Pollution Probe, an
organizatiin based in Toronto.

The meeting was sponsored by
the Association of Women
Electors, represented by Judy
MacKenzie. During the slide

presentation which opened the

meeting. Love first pointed out

many ways in which the con-

sumer could cut down on gar-

bage. He constantly stressed the

point that people should write to

representatives, saying that one
official he knew, told Love that he
viewed each letter as 500 votes.

Love then moved to a dif-

ferent problem: what to do with

the garbage we accumulate; and
suggested a very simple solution.

Think of garbage not as a

problem, but as a resource. Fifty

per cent of garbage is cardboard

and paper which can be recycled,

and another sizable percentage is

made up of glass, which is also

reusable. The paper and glass

products can be sold to various

companies at an average price of

$25 a ton. A final word of advice

was to study ads carefully and
ask: "Why is he trying to sell

this?" and "Why is it packaged
that way?", as this would reduce

the amount of useless purchasing

that takes place.

After the presentation, a

panel discussion was held.

Chaired by Queen's Professor,

George Alexander, the panel was
made up of Love; Frank Cliffe,

the Minister of Environment in

Kingston; Reeve Swayne of

Pittsburg County; and Alderman
Ken Matthews.

In the course of the

discussion many disagreements

arose, especially about landfill

sites. Love had condemned them,

not so much for pollution, but as a

waste of resources; whereas
Swayne and Matthews defended

their respective sites on the basis

of the sites' high sanitary ratings.

Matthews opposed the recycling

plants on the grounds that they

would be economically un-

feasible. However Love pointed

out that a private company in

Ottawa has been making a profit

for years by separate paper

collections and the recycling of

the amassed paper. Matthews
also felt that reclamation
(returning to the soil) was the

wave of the future, because it is

cheaper. However, two com-
panies have made offers to

recycle as much of Toronto's

garbage as possible for the same
price as having it taken to land-

fills. Frank Cliffe reported that

the trend in the U.S. is towards

recycling, and that in ten years,

50 - 60 per cent of the garbage will

be recycled.

One interesting point was
made by Reeve Swayne. When
asked if the government should

have more control over the

companies to control garbage, he
replied that the companies will

only accept clauses in their

contracts favourable to them,

and they certainly don't want to

be controlled.

George Alexander asked
Love if the problem were too big

for individuals and municipal

governments. Love felt it was
not, if people wrote to the

representatives, put pressure on
manufacturers, and remembered
"'the 3 R's of Garbage": Reject

(over-packaging); Re-use
(containers) and Recycle (paper

and glass).

WUSC wants new blood, fresh ideas
The Canadian branch of

World University Services

(WUS), held theu- first meeting

last Wednesday to discuss ob-

jectives and the continuance of

WUSC at Queen's. The com-
mittee agreed that more energy

must be put into its educational

program rather than fund
raising. The chief item on this

program will be to try to create

an awareness in students of their

counterparts in other parts of thO;,

world. Possible questions on this

topic are: Why do students in

some countries take to the streets

more than their North American
counterparts? Why are, say,

Latin American students more

politically oriented than North

American students? It is

desirable that both Canadian and
Foreign Students participate in

this discussion so as to have a fair

exchange of ideas and hopefully a

better understanding of each

other. It is expected that this

seminar will be an all-weekend

affair at Camp Mazinaw. Future

programs include presentation of

guest speakers and films on

current issues.

This year the traditional

"SHARE WEEK" will be aban-

doned. Instead, WUSC will

sponsor a feature film and a Pub.

Most important for WUSC is

"new blood" and fresh ideas. It

was unanimously decided that a

campaign to interest faculty and

students of all levels to par-

ticipate must be undertaken.

WUSC was founded in 1920 to

help reconstruct the Universities

of Europe. Since then the ob-

jectives of the organization have

grown to encompass many other

aspects of student life. Several

campuses across Canada have
their own local chapter of WUSC.
The Queen's chapter was re-

opened last fall after five years

silence, and the immediate ob-

jective of the group was to

establish WUSC once more as an

effective body on campus.

Students invited to attend Senate
Those interested in how the

decision-making process at

Queen's operates will be able to

attend the first regular meeting

of the university Senate on
Thursday, September 27.

The Senate meetings are

open to all full and part-time

students and faculty of Queen's

University who may attend as

observers. Only the elected

Senators may vote.

The Senate's responsibility

lies in the academic and physical

structure of the university as it

affects more than one particular

faculty. They make the wide-

ranging policies in the fields of

curriculum, regulations, faculty,

and discipline.

In addition, they share
responsibility with the Board of

Trustees in the area of campus
development and expansion.

Anyone interested in at-

tending the meeting may pick up
a ticket Thursday morning in the

Senate Office on the second floor

of Richardson Hall. The meeting
will be held in the Collins Room in

Richardson Hall at 3:30 pm.

Police crack down
City police have announced their second crackdown on

cyclists in the city. Starting last Friday, they will concentrate on

cyclists violating traffic laws, improperly licensed bicycles and
bicycles without proper equipment.

Bicycles in Kingston are required to have a city license

plate, front and rear lights, reflectors and strips of reflecting

tape on the front and rear fenders. Licenses can be purchased at

the 11 Queen Street police headquarters for $3. When the license

is issued, the bike's serial number is recorded, making it easier

to identify the bike if it is stolen.

Traffic offenses that police will be watching for include:

failure to obey traffic lights and stop signs, riding on the wrong
side of the street, and riding on sidewalks. There is a city by-law

which sets a fine of up to $300 for riding on the sidewalk.
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Birth Control, VD,

and Abortion

Information

and Referral
Mon., - Fri„ noon - 9 pm.
Sat. 1 pm - 5 pm
165 University, 547-2806

We Need Volunteers

NAVAL RESERVE

Officer Training Programme

HMCS Cataraqui will have a booth at Clubs

Night, 25 September to answer enquiries

from interested undergraduates.

For further information please telephone

HMCS Cataraqui at

545-5872

CAMPUS MOVIES
presents....

the go-between
screenplay by Harold Pinter

starring Julie Christie &

Allan Bates

Thurs. Sept. 27
at Dunning Hall - Aud.
7 & 9 PM
Admission $1.00/person

99^ per Evening

Modern Film Classics

Wednesday's 8-10:30 pm

showing September 26th

Bunuers

Viridiana

showing October 3rd

Varda's

Le Bonheur

for season information contact
Continuing Education Dept. 544-5400

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPIIFf) ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

KINf.STON

letters

locker room service praised
%

The Journal article ha« resulted in the TV being

taken out of the equipment control rwim and at
well has caused some bad feelings amongst the rnen

who operate the desk in as much as the artj' Ji;

reflected on their efficiency in doing their job
I think the article and its insinuations were

unfair and while I have no wish to disturb present
policy practises in the PHE complex, I personally
can see no reason why these men couldn't watch TV
during times when there was little activity at the

desk.

Yours sincerely,

Marvin R. Bloos

Dear Editors:

In your issue of September 14, it was mentioned

that the men operating the equipment control

wicket in the mens' locker room of the PHE com-
plex spent most of their time watching TV. The
implication being that they were slow and-or not

doing their job.

I have been a continuous user of the complex for

three years and can remember the pre-TV days as

well as the era of the TV at the equipment control

wicket and in my opinion there was no difference in

service. The service has always been good and
conducted in a friendly manner.

Pub policy questioned!
Dear Editors:

I wish to direct my remarks to the university as

a whole, as I was not able to get satisfactory replies

to my questions at Outer Council last week. My
questions concern the operation of the Pub and the

way in which the manager and assistant managers
for the winter were chosen.

The first concerns the way the manager was
hired. At the beginning of September, there were
advertisements in the Queen's Journal giving notice

of certain positions to be filled in the Pub (ie. all of

them). These ads ran for two issues. On the closing

date, the interviewing process began, conducted by

the business manager, Joyce Roe, and the QSA
director, Paul Mahaffy.

However, they felt, in their wisdom, that there

should be a pre-screening of the applicants for the

position of manager. Supposedly, this was done on

the basis of the resumes submitted in the ap-

plications. After pre-screening, they ended up in-

terviewing two persons, and choosing Peter

Druxerman for the job. Even though this looks very

efficient and business-like, there are several puz-

zling aspects which they, and Outer Council,

seemed to ignore.

The first is, why was it necessary to pre-screen?

Mahaffy said this was done because last year they

had 33 applicants for the job and it was too time-

consuming to interview that many. However, he

never did say how many had applied this term. If it

was 33 again, one could probably accept the

necessity for pre-screening. However, if it is a

lesser number, such as six or seven, then that

reasoning about time-wastage becomes a little

suspicious. It looks as if other reasons for selection

come into play, expecially when only two were

interviewed.

Another questionable point is that these pre-

screening procedures were based on the resumes

handed in with the applications: if one refers to the

Journal advertisement, the resume only includes

past experiences and does not include the ap-

plicant's plans for the pub.Now, Druxerman sub-

mitted that, he had 5 years' experience as an

assistant manager of a large pub-restaurant out

west. That sounds extremely impressive, but, when
Mahaffy was asked whether the applicant's per-

formance at his previous job was checked out, he

admitted that he and Roe had not done that. The

fact that the applicant was hired on 5 years' ex-

perience seems significant. However, this is

lessened by the fact that it was his father's

establishment he was working in.

Yet, Mahaffy and Roe fell, on the basis of this

kind of resume, that it wasn't worth interviewing

other applicants. This is not to say that he isn't

< ap.'ible, but just that those selecting him used a

()U(!stionablo process in doing so.

There was another person, Dave Campbell, who
(lid apply, and who I feel should have been given

conHideration.

(:anipl)ell, manager of the pub this past sum-

mer, is a .s(!cond year MBA, and also worked during

ihi' summer in hotcil operations under the Small

Busine.ss I'ro^ram lie did a very capable job when

asked to take over the pub for the summer. Yet,

when he applied, these qualifications weren't

enough to even grant him an interview.

Since the middle of August, Bruce Trotter, Vice-

President of the AMS, had been trying to get

Druxerman confirmed as Pub manager, but could

not get a quorum together at the time. One wonders,

then, why the AMS executive even bothered running

an advertisement for this position, except as a token

to Outer Council and the student body.

My next question is in regard to the hiring

practices of the present manager, Druxerman. He
received numerous applications for assistant

manager and he alone made the choices. Ad-

mittedly, he should have a say in hiring. But last

year, the assistants were hired by a committee of

three: the QSA director, the Service Commissioner,

and the former Pub manager, Reg Rickaby. They
were hired on their own merits, and were hired by a

committee so as to lessen the chances of friendship

prevailing over merits.

Yet here, while certain members of the AMS
are saying to the Outer Council that they are trying

to reduce this practice of 'Pull' prevailing, by their

actions they are making a mockery of their words.

To illustrate this point, Dave Campbell, who had the

most experience in actually managing the Pub, was

not even granted an interview, Also, of the four

assistant managers who were hired last year and

then summarily fired because the Pub manager,
Reg. Rickaby, had resigned, at least two of them
were not interviewed by Druxerman. Also

remember that they were hired last year, by a

committee, on their meritsl With their

qualifications, it is hard to see how Druxerman
could justify his behavior. One also wonders

whether the lottery system for waitresses and

waiters will be used, or will a mockery be made of

that also&
Finally, according to two of the persons whom

Druxerman did interview for the job, he said that I

he was going to make a $100,000 profit from the pub

this year. Last year there was a $7,000 profit, to be

used for new tables, etc. ..Assuming that at most the

pub will be open for 30 weeks, that means a profit of

$3,000 a week. It would be great if he could do it, but

there seems to be certain facts he is ignoring.

The most important fact is that the Pub was

originally opened as a place for the students to

serve beer at the lowest possible price. A profit

margin of Druxerman's will be coming out of

students' pockets. The second point is that, right

now, the pub is on a non-profit, banquet licence. It

cannot get a permanent licence yet because the new

regulations in regard to relaxed rules on issuing

licences have not yet been formulated. Thus it will

be hard to answer to the licensing authorities how

such a profit margin can be reconciled to the type of

licence that the Pub is issued.

Bearing these points in mind, although every

action taken so far has been legal under the AMS
constitution, one wonders about the ethics of the

persons in authority : does legality preclude ethics?

Dave Crowe
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editorial

Queen's

should withdraw

from OFS
Unless members of the Ontario Federation of

Students are prepared to come a little closer to the

Queen's point of view, Queen's should withdraw from

OFS. It appears that those members are unwilling to

do so.

OFS is not an effective student organization. It has

become a platform for a small group of student

politicians, many of whom do not represent the views

of their constituents. OFS debates in the past year,

have been easily sidetracked into polarized political

debate. Many of the delegates seem more interested in

pursuing personal and political goals than in working

for solutions to student-oriented problems.

A response to the COPSE (Commission on Post-

Secondary Education) Report provided OFS an ex-

cellent opportunity to duscuss and make recom-
mendations on the future of higher education in On-

tario. Unfortunately, OFS formulated an ill-prepared

and incoherent response, full of leftist rhetoric. The
response proved that members were not prepared to

make any intelligent response to the report. OFS
presented the incoherent response to the public and to

the government, thus giving each, ample justification

for disregarding the collective student voice.

The energies of OFS last year were primarily

directed towards the Ontario-wide fee-withholding

campaign. Queen's based its campaign mainly on the

issue of the accessibility to higher education. Many
other members of OFS primarily demanded that the

tuition increases be rescinded.

As such, the campaign lacked provincial-wide

cohesion. Those member universities who were un-

willing to support the radicalism of others, found

themselves forced to compromise their position.

Queen's was not alone in this respect.

It was not until well into the year, that OFS
members recognized the inherent differences between
the Ontario campuses. Some universities still refuse to

accept the existence of such differences and the

necessity for some independence of action.
'

Within the present structure of OFS, decisive

action is impossible. All universities will not agree on

certain policies. In order to keep things under control,

policy passed at OFS meetings must be ratified by

member student councils. Although such a process is a

valuable safeguard, at least in theory, it takes time

and delays all OFS action.

More seriously, these safeguards do not always

work. Some executive decisions appear (at least to the

public, and presumably, to the government) to be

official OFS policy, even when subsequently rejected

by the membership.
Decisive action can be taken if Queen's were to

operate independently of the disorganized and
politically-oriented red-tape machine that is OFS. As
with the fee withholding campaign, political action

can be taken on an individual-campus basis rather

than on a purely provincial basis. When the need
arises, Queen's could also cooperate with other

universities whose interests are similar. A formal

union is not necessary.

While facing a financial squeeze, the AMS can ill-

afford to continue its support of a body such as OFS.To
maintain a membership. Queen's students must
contribute over $2000 to OFS in order to support a few
people who appear to do little for Queen's students.

We thus advocate that Outer Council and Queen's

students support the withdrawal of Queen's from the

OFS.

comment

- ^you can depend on lineups"
by Victoria Kemsley

And there we were standing side by each in a

lineup yesterday philosophizing upon one of the

great social pastimes at Queen's. Lineups, of

course, qualify as a community disaster situation.

Those are the times when you can talk to anyone

and join in any conversation around you, con-

cerning the particular natural disaster in which you

find yourself. Many a passing friendship can be

made in natural disasters.

"Did you have a good summer," my friend

asked for lack of anything else to say.

"No," I replied wittily.

"Oh," he countered.

"It was the shits," I said feeling some
elaboration was in order. (He was a good friend.

That is, a friend with whom you can discuss more
than courses, professors, and the state of the AMS.)

"Izat right?"

"Well, for one thing there was nothing to do.

Like, I could go out anywhere and get right in."

"You mean there were no lineups," he asked

incredulously. "You mean that supply actually kept

up with demand?"
I nodded despondently.

"You must have been in the sticks," he said

sympathetically.

"You wouldn't have believed it," I continued.

"Everywhere I went, I just paid and walked.How

is anyone supposed to meet anyone new?"
"What a bummer. Back here at good 'ole 'QU'

you never get right in. After all, you never meet
anyone in those big classes, and everyone only talks

to their friends at the pub, and other events are for

couples.But you can depend on lineups. "As he was
saying this, my friend was looking around at our

lineup to see if there was anyone interesting within

interrupting distance.

"L could hardly wait to come back", I said

wresting his attention back to the topic at hand.

"Take, for instance, this weekend. There was an

hour, maybe more, before I could get into the

movie. A good hour and a half to get into the dance.

A half an hour for the washroom. Forty-five

minutes for a beer. And fifteen minutes to get

outside again", I continued triumphantly. "Now
there's a real example of 'over-demand'."

"As a matter of fact, I don't think I've met some

of my best and closest friends in line-ups. Somebody
is really on the ball at this university."

"Yea", rejoined my friend. "Back in the old

days when the pub was open, you could expect an
over-crowded room to help you pick up chicks. Once
you're in the Pub you never meet anyone new.

Sometimes I just walked in and turned around and
got back in line."

At this point a new voice joined our con-

versation. "Well, you're lucky. Sometimes those

constables insisted that I go in after turning back
into line four or five times."

"Orientation was great", said a frosh standing

nearby. "There was a really long wait for

everything from the sign-up at Jeffery to the Frosh
Boogie. There was tons of time for Oil Thighs."

"Well," whispered my friend confidentially. "I

understand that they actually lost money on that

dance."

"NO!!" we all chorused.

"No one would buy a ticket, they just wanted to

hang-out in the lines."

That was news to us of course. We all set to

thinking about the numerous times that we had
foolishly bought tickets to concerts and such like,

when we really didn't want to get inside.

"I have it on very good authority," contributed

a tall, good-looking grad student, "that the AMS is

forming a committee to • look into the lineup

situation. They hope to make demand greater than

supply everywhere on campus. The bookstore, the

pub, the union, Agnes Etherington, concerts, dances
are just the beginning. Eventually, if there is

another student interest fee increase, they hope to

have continual lining up. Even classes will be
required to extend their time slots to take into

account the lining-up times. There's a course in the

offing right now with a department that shall go
unnamed. The course is entitled. "The Sociology of

Perpetual Overcrowding."We looked at our new
friend with respect. Here was a person who knew
his lining up.

Somehow the face looked familiar. One we had
all seen. He fit confidently in the wall to wall

shoulders decor. His countenance was smug and
content. The face of a person who knew what he
wanted out of Queen's and where to go to line up for

it.
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Good God,
Libbers and Marxists!

by Charles Schwier
Outer Council sidestepped the female-male constable Issue

Wednesday. The question of women constables was to have been
"adjudicated" by AMS court in time for ratification of AMS sergeants
this September.

Adjudication never came. People planning to present arguments
for equal selection among sexes were ready for the case. The AMS
executive was not ready; but it was ready to re-ratify the sergeant

appointments - - if for no other reason than to have sergeants for their

constables. It appears they hoped the sex issue would quietly go away.
Then, someone came up with the brilliant idea that, since the AMS

constitution allowed only two sergeants, the motio last March was
academic, and ratifications could be made without worrying about
adjudication. They allowed the other "sergeants" all the privileges of

the rank except the name.
This Great Constable Controversy is still a long way from being

settled, even with the various side-shuffles and smoke screens.

Professor Ryan of the Law School threw up an interesting one,

probably without even realizing it. In a newspaper article last week he
said the AMS is "entitled, and indeed obliged ... to set a larger quota
for male than female constables," because "8 to 10 times more men
than women engage in criminal conduct. In offences of violence the

disproportion is even greater ... Women constables are usually less

capable of dealing with cases of violence on the part of men, because
few women are physically as strong as men."

This sounds very nice, but Ryan seems to have missed the boat.

Would not a better conclusion be that the AMS is obliged to hire a
larger quota of large, strong people to deal with campus pugnatists. It

certainly is not the case that all men constables are strong and all

women constables weak. Here too, the question may be academic, as
there is doubt whether constables should use force at all. This was to

be part of the arguments before the courts, (which is now to be heard
before a committee of AMS politfcos who, even before the constable
issue arose, did not get on well with the constable plaintiffs).

It now appears that Queen's, one of the schools which put a lot of

e/fort into its founding, may withdraw from the Ontario Federation of

Students. A number of reasons are cited: Queen's doesn't receive

anything worthwhile for its money; OFS has been sidetracked into

politics; OFS delegates do not represent their campuses; and OFS
must have its policy decisions ratified by its members.

Queen's puts a lot of money into OFS. Last year it was twenty-five

cents per student, this year, probably more. What do they get out of it?

Well, a lot of people think the OFS-run campaign last year to harass
the government over OSAP and tuition helped get changes in OSAP
and keep fees steady. Others think the lobbying done on the AOSC and
foreign student issues by individual members under the auspices ot

OFS helped to get concessions from Ottawa. Still others think OFS
provides a means for communication between individual members
allowing them to meet and plan solutions to problems of their cam-
puses.

OFS is a federation, a forum of different schools. It has no "them"
sitting in offices making policy and dictating action. What any school

gets out of OFS depends on what is put in, by them and others. Of

course, secretaries must be paid, phones rented, and paper pur-

chased. It costs money to run OFS, perhaps not twenty-five-cents-a-

head's worth, but something. (However, some will argue that during

the "AMS dollar crunch", the money could be better spent at home.)

OFS has had its share of politics in its first year of operation, while

it has been trying to find itself and establish aims and goals. There
have been delegates from some schools wishing to condemn the

government for not becoming Marxist overnight. Because of this, OFS
requires that policy be ratified by member student councils. Its

founders at least wanted to spread the blame for policy. But, delegates

to OFS are appointed by the student councils (as is done at Queen's )

which are elected by students at large (as is done at Queen's). If we
wish to say that the majority of students at some campus are not

AAarxi&t, we are probably correct, but these students did elect the

A/\arxist leaders who appointed the Marxist delegates.

Yes, Queen's could probably go it alone and spend Its OFS dues
here (if some fancy footwork can be found around constitutional

prohibitions of that). Then Queen's people can go to parts of con

ferences that interest them, asky only for mailings that interest them,

communicate only with student leaders that are similar to them, run

only conferences that interest them and make only individual

representations to the government. Other schools might take on this

(y)\icy; until someone gets the bright idea (as Queen's did two years
ftqo) that there should be some body to coordinate these things. You
know, a big AMS, which, instead of having only homogenous Queen's
students who's views are truly represented for its members, had
students from across the province. It will happen again - it has before.

Why not push for changes and find alms and goals OFS now. Instead of

doing it half heartedly every few years? Or, is student government
only for putting up and taking down structures, forming and
re»>truf.furing committees, and in general, POLITICING?

We need your talent
A newspaper offers one of the best opportunities for students to get involved. The

Journal needs writers in all fields, researchers, artists, and layout personnel, if you are
interested in helping out, please drop in to the office (in the basement of the Union) or
call 547-2606 tomorrow afternoon or evening.
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Seed money for
young professionals
Your degree and the

accreditations from your

professional association

won't buy your equip-

ment or pay the rent. But

you believe in your earn-

ings power in the years to

come. So do we.

That's why we want to

help you bridge the gap

between now and then.

With a loan now—which
you can pay us back as

you become established.

A loan of up to $25,000

(or more) on a repayment

schedule tailored to your

needs, including defer-

ment of your first payment.

Our brochure—"Money—
and more—to help you start

your Professional Practice"—

explains this helpful new
service. Ask your Royal

Bank Manager for a copy.

You will find him as com-

petent in his field as you are

in yours.

Which is a sound prem-

ise for getting together.

ROYAL BANKl
the helpful bank

At iiir:r)tl, cliyililf ;iiii/i".MiiH'. iiulililf:

A( (OuNI INC. ( A. . AI<( Hm.( I IJKI. li.AKC H. . DKNTISTRY-D.D.S.

r.NCiiNi i,i<iN(, u.i;n(,. . law I. I .IJ. . MI DK INK-M.D. . ()PrC)METRY-0.n.

I'IIAI<MA( Y B,S( I'llAKM, • VI. II.KINARY MtOKINL-D.V.M.
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Student cooperation- ^'Canadian reality
Since 1926, with the exception

of three years, the existance of

some form of national student

union has become a Canadian
reality.

Until 1964 it was the National

Federation of Canadian
University Students (NFCUS) of

which Queen's was a founding

member. Since 1926 it had offered

a fairly efficient service
organization for university

studentls.

NFCUS objectives were : the

promotion of better un-

derstanding among Canadian
students, a higher degree of co-

operation among student

organizations, the advancement
of legitimate student interests

and the development of

relationships with other national

groups.

However, with the passage of

time, NFCUS tended to become
outdated and it failed to face the

meaning and reality of the

students' position in the

university.

In October 1963, delegates to

the annual NFCUS conference

restructured the organization,

giving rise to the more
representative- Canadian Union
of Students (CUS). However, one

year later, despite attempts to

prevent it, the French-speaking

Quebec delegates took their

unions out of CUS and later

formed their own organization -

Union Generale de Etudiants de

Quebec.

Both UGEC and CUS im-

mediately attempted to go

beyond the narrow rheteroic of

NFCUS and began to be involved

with student problems on a

political as well as a more ex-

panded service level.

Concern over accessibility

within the university and the role

of university in society moved the

organization into questions af-

fecting the day-to-day existence

of students-housing, unem-
ployment, loans, visas.

At the same time CUS was
becoming pohtical it continued to

provide essential services. It

provided publications on co-ops,

education, housing and student

unions. The union operated
research services which
developed positions on student

representation and participation.

CUS sponsored a life insurance

plan and operated a flourishing

travel service. CUS helped to

create the Canada Student Loan
Plan. It also lobbied for the

legislation which allowed
students to deduct tuition from
income tax.

Despite all the beneficial

measures it achieved, CUS had to

fold because it was becoming
more progressive than its

member organizations. It was
facing questions and searching

for answers that were largely

considered taboo by students. In

other words, it was becoming too

About this thing
called OFS

by Bob Mutrie

The Ontario Federation of

Students was formed in 1972 as an
I answer to the Ontario students'

need for more effective com-
munication between Ontario
universities and colleges and for

strong representation to the

provincial government on
educational policies.

After the death of the old

Canadian Union of Students,

institutions of post-secondary
education were floating in a

vacuum, unable to respond
coherently and with a unified

voice to government policies in a

j
time when the entire structure of

post-secondary education was
under review. Institutions were
losing touch with the good and
the bad points of operations at

;

other universities and colleges so

j

that each had to learn from their

jown experiences.

I

As a result, the formation of

I

the OFS was welcomed by many
!
Ontario institutions and over

jfifteen voted to join the

[organization.

Almost immediately after its

vformation the OFS became
caught up in protesting the On-
jtario government's decision to

increase student tuition fees by
$100 and student loan ceilings by
$200.

The protest came in the form
of a fee strike last year in which
students of member institutions

were urged to withhold their

second term tuition fees, instead

of paying the full amount in

September. A list of demands
was drawn up by the OFS, among
them a rescinding of the fee in-

crease and a rollback of the in-

crease in the loan ceilings and

these were presented to the

provincial government.
This launched the OFS on one

of the most extensive student

political drives in the province's

history. Such a far-reaching

campaign was enough to put any
organization to the test, let alone

a young one such as the OFS.
With so many of its resources

now concentrated in one area, the

OFS was unable to move into

areas of equal concern to

students. However, the principal

of universal accessibility to post-

secondary education regardless

of financial background was
certainly a worthy one.

A further problem for the

OFS was the budding of the

differences which soon develop

over any discussions of a political

nature. Because of the intensity

of the fee strike these differences

tended to become compounded.
Many institutions. Queen's

among them, were not striking

primarilly for the rollback of the

increases in the tuition fees and
the loans but the principle behind

them - that of accessibility and
government consultation with
student organizations before
implementing policies. It was felt

that many potential arrivals on
campus would be unable to at-

tend solely for financial reasons.

However, other OFS members
wanted the rollback which others

felt was harming the overall

cause.

At any rate, a majority of

campuses voted to join the fee

strike (Queen's overwhelmingly)
and many did actually withhold.

The strike helped OFS establish

itself as the voice of the students

Continued on Page 8

radical for its times.

It took nearly three years,

but now another attempt at a

student union is underway and is

moving very quickly to national

status. In early 1972, the Windsor

student council called for a

national student meeting to

discuss the rebirth of a national

union. Not coincidentally, at least

six other schools were involved in

the same thinking.

The conference was suc-

cessful in that it defined the need

for a national student union,

analysed the errors and
established a set of procedures

for bringing a national union into

reality. However, it failed in that

it did not include students from
French-speaking Quebec in-

stitutions nor community
colleges.

In November 1972, the

delegates of various universities

met again and adopted a con-

stitution and a name- the
National Union of Students- and
selected a central committee. By
January, a snowball effect had
begun with several student

councils voting to join and many
others holding referenda
required for membership. By the

time of publication there have
been well over twenty
organizations who have approved
NUS membership.

According to NUS central

committee member Michael
Walsh, many of the problems

evident in NUS, especially that of

the organization becoming more
progressive than its members,
have been overcome. The new
union requires that all policy

decisions come from the floor of a

general assembly after all

fnembers have been given ample
notice.

According to Walsh, NUS is

both a political and service

organization. "It will lobby for

students with federal authorities

and perform research on
housing, pubs, unemployment
and student participation in

university government."
AMS President Steve

Brereton went to the first NUS
general meeting in Halifax last

spring as an observer. He an-

nounced to the first meeting of

the Outer Council this fall that he
now has no intention of joining

NUS. However, as the

organization grows. Queen's may
once again consider joining and
at that time a referendum of the

students will have to be held. It

will then be up to you whether or

not Queen's joins NUS.

EDUCATION COMMISSION
General Meeting for ANYONE interested in working for the Education

Comnnission on Wednesday Sept. 26th, at 7:00 p.m. in the McLaughlin
Room (on main floor in Student's Union).

Some of the things to be discussed:

— All praise to the glorious thoughts of Chairman Mao
— Last lecture series

— Law for the layman
— Topical' Speakers
— Anit-smoking campaign
— Take-a-prof-to-lunch day

IMPORTANT

Take us

holiday.
Ask for a Golden Opportunity card, and

you can take us anywhere we go. At

special standby reduced prices.

When you're heading tor Thunder

Bay or Sault Ste. Marie from

Toronto. Or Thunder Bay or Sault

Ste. Marie or Toronto from

Winnipeg. Take along a Golden

Opportunity card. And you can take us

away. That's our golden rule.

transair
FLY THE GOLDEN JETS
Call your travel agent, or Transair.
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Your roommate or prof may be making you sick
Blaming a minor ailment on

a nagging roommalo or crilical

prof, often considered a cop-out,

may in fact be a legitimate

complaint. Wives can indeed

make their husbands ill, as can

parents their children, or a boss

be the major cause of an em-
ployee's ailment. Of course the

reverse is equally likely. The
medical profession now accepts

that the people around you can

make you very sick. Not
imaginary sick, but physically

so.

The guilty agent could be

your emotions, which are directly

related to your phsyical func-

tions. Intense rage for example,

may lead to serious surgical

emergencies, such as Iperforated

ulcers. Common diseases as well

can be a result of emotional

stress, including nervous

disorders, high blood pressure,

diseases of the digestive system,

cardiovascular, rheumatic, and
allergic diseases, The huge list,

also includes cancer.

Dr. Hans Sclye of Montreal's

Institute of Experimental
Medicine and Surgery, the

leading world authority on stress,

accredits much of the problem to

censure, for as much as we aspire

to praise, we dread censure, of

which nagging is a classical

example. The reaction to

criticism, especially repeated
criticism, can lead to physical

illness. Students badgered by

roommates, or wives disturbed

by uncommunicative husbands

suffer from the physical ills of

.stress. Similarly, parents ex-

perience stress relating to the

problems of child rearing. The
reverse is sometimes even more

This thing called OFS
Continued from Page 7

of Ontario.

The next area in which the OFS became deeply involved was in

preparing a response to the refx)rt of the Commission on Post
Secondary Education in Ontario. Their position paper was critical

especially of the report's recommendations with regard to the

financing of education, the organization of university government and
student housing.

Once again there were differences of opinion among member
institutions, this time as to the scope of the OFS'response. Delegates of

some universities (Mainly members of the young socialists) went so

far as to demand that the goals of the OFS should be for a complete
change of society.

And so now. there is isolated discussions of leaving the OFLS.
However, they are looking at the quantity of actions the OFS has taken
on their behalf and not the quality or scope, and they are not looking

towards the future.

At present various of the executive members are doine ex-

ploratory research in many fields of educational endeavour. There is

an executive member travelling from campus to campus carrying

suggestions, recommendations and comments of the good points and
the bad points found here and elsewhere so that members might learn

from others' experiences.

At present reports are bemg prepared on student housmg orien-

tation programs, and student representation on various university

governing bodies to name only a few of the areas They are, in effect, a
central clearing house for information to help students better enjoy
their educational experience.

Only Laurentian has left the 22-member organization during its

two year history, and discussions of leaving at most other universities

have, for the most part, tended to fall off.

There will be a motion, discussion and a vote at the Wednesday
night AMS meeting asking that Queen's leave the OFS.

(ragic, leading to long term
mental and cmolional diseaseH

suffered by mistreated children

Treat m(!nt in these cases had to

be concentrated on the parent

before the child could be ef-

fectively treated. In a number of

cases, parental therapy helped

more than if the child had
received extensive psychiatric

assistance.

Unhappiness can lower the

resistance to disease among lx)th

adults and children. Children

experiencing psychological
changes due to disorganized
home life are the most suscep-

tible to physical illness. With
adults, the frequent frustration of

office, classroom or home-life

routines can result in similar

ailntents, (from which the boss is

no more immune than the em-
ployee).

The link between emotions

and bodily health, long suspected

by physicians, is actually

demonstrable. in the reaction of

the pituitary gland to stress

signals relayed from the

hypothalamus, the primitive

brain segment controlling

hunger, fear, rage and sex. The
pituitary gland releases the

hormone ACTH into the blood

stream. The consequent reaction

of the adrenal gland near the

kidneys is to release more hor-

mones into the blood. Basic

bodily functions are then in-

creased, as the heartbeat speeds

up, the lungs supply greater

amounts of oxygen, and the blood

vessels of the stomach and in-

testine contract to allow the

passage of more blood. The
healthy, normal release of the

resultant tension is physical

action, but if the release is

constrained, the stress remains
threateningly pent up. The
physical reaction is detected in a

shrinking of the lymph glands.

These glands, the final link in

emotional-physical reaction, are

of major importance in guarding

the body against infection. Once
suppressed, the body becomes at

once vulnerable. In this con-

dition, the defenses down, people

are susceptible to minor
discomfort in the form of colds

and flu, and some serious

illnesses such as mononuclfcwis,

colitis, and canccfr.

As with other diseases,

cancer is immunologic in nature,

meaning that prolonged
emotional strain, in reducing

immunity at a crilical time,

allows a cancerous cell to

multiply and thrive. Under
normal circumstances, the

foreign cell would be rejected.

Case histories show lung cancer

patients as having p<jor outlets

for emotional strain, thus ab-

sorbing conflict and stress.

Knowledge of the physical

reality of stress reactions had led

to the analysis of many illnesses

as direct results of emotional,

consequently physical stress. The
symptons are common: troubled

sleep, insomnia, fatigue, in-

digestion, overeating, loss of

appetite, poor temper, or the

chronic level, are frequent clues.

In many examples, finding the

cause of emotional stress, and
working consciously to remedy
the situation is more beneficial

than expensive medical or

psychiatric thwapy
The ^>el^( mf^th<>(ih (A />!

off threatening reacti'^ns Uj stj csn

are utmitttmhti the Ifcasi '-x-

[Mfnsivfc. Heart s[>ecialist, hr.

f'auJ Dudley White, adv'xatei
exercise as one of these.

Frequent physical activity in l,h«

form of an enjoyable hfjort.

walking or jogging should
provide physical release from
internal tension Another
therapautic action is to talk over

your problems with a £r

clergyman, guidance clinic

family service agency. The wo
approach is to attempt

medication in the form of aspir

or pain killers.

Perhaps the l>est method
avoiding illness developing fron

stress is to face the reality of

someone close to you unwittingly

undermining your health and
sanity. Escape would ixt the

reasonable remedy, but in many
situations technically impossible.

However, almost everyone could

attempt to seek a solution in the

form of realistic analysis of the

cause.

The: People A«?.oljMI> V<
CAN A\aV<LE Voo ^iciK

O L>

Southern Comfort: it's the only way to travel.
Join the fun on the S.S. Southern
Comfort. The party takes off any
night and the only baggage you
need is some Southern Comfort
ice, and mix.

See you on the levee.

Arrivals from the South:

Cold Comfort

Pour \ '// (juiM.t:'. of Southern Comfort
over crushed ice. Add a twist of lemon.

Comfort Serowdrlvor

Pour ) •// i>iiu<.ir, of Southern Comfort
o/'-r (',(• u(j //ith or^jnge )uice,

Comfort Colllni

Mtx V// ounce', of Southern Comfort

with the juice of n quarter of » limo.

Add some ice, fill the gla^r, wifh

lemori lime drink.

Try thtM, too:

Corr;fort 'n' Gola,

Comfort iiud Tonic,

Comfort Daiquiri, et'.
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by Raj Anand

TAK is back.

Telephone Aid Kingston, the student volunteer

telephone service which began last February,

returned this month to Queen's with hopes for an
expanded operation under the basic goals as last

year. Its organizers hope to build on the experience

they gained in their first few months of operation

even as they recruit and train new volunteers.

The main goal of the planners of TAK, ac-

cording to an information sheet put out several

months ago, was "to set up a student volunteer

organization that will help post-secondary students

to solve their problems." With this idea in mind, the

first TAK volunteers modelled their project after

the 'Hi-Line' service in Waterloo, which was begun
in 1968 with the aid of the Counselling Services of

Waterloo Lutheran University. Hi-Line proved to be

a successful undertaking : they answered a variety

of telephone queries on subjects relevant to

students, among them academic and campus in-

formation, drugs, sex, and city matters. In addition,

Hi-Line simply provided someone to talk to for

hundreds of students, and in fact succeeded in

averting a number of suicides. Hi-Line, it was
concluded, was filling a real need at Waterloo.

It was precisely the same reason- need- which
motivated several Queen's students to form TAK.
Linda Williams, the publicity manager of TAK,
recalled the plight of one woman for whom a

telephone service such as TAK was essential.

During the day she would call the operator, simply

for someone to talk to ; but at night the operator was
not there, and the woman was alone. This was the

type of "need" which TAK was designed to fill.

Three main purposes were decided: befriending

people, crisis intervention, and simply information

and reference.

To this end, 7PM to 7AM were decided on as the

daily hours that TAK would be in operation. During
this time no comparable service was offered in

Kingston. Telecare and Information Kingston were

available only during the day; university coun-

selling services w^re, of course, closed at night.

The next step was training. Last year's

programme divided the 125 volunteers into two

groups, one led by two members of the guidance

staff at McArthur, the other by two psychologists.

There were three night sessions of four hours a

night. This year, it is intended that there will be

smaller groups, with more "professionals"

available.

What has not changed is the nature of the

training. Volunteers are given basic training in

human problems. They must be able to empathize

with people's troubles and to "feel out" what people

think ; and this must be done over the phone, without

the advantage of visual communication. According

to Williams, the organizers look for three basic

qualities in the volunteers: interest in helping

people, reliability and the intangible factor of being

"in tune with himself". What results is then not

only a training but also a screening process. Last

year, of the 125 original volunteers, 110 completed

the course. Among those who dropped out, there

were those who decided that talking to others about

their problems was simply not their role. This in

itself was a significant realization for them.

A major part of the training programme is

involved in role playing: a volunteer-in-training is

observed as he answers a call from a role-playing

caller. This is similar to the training programme of

the Clinical Learning Centre, where second-year

Medical students practise their skills on role-

playing volunteer patients.

Once the training is over, all the volunteers are

placed on an equal basis. The structure of TAK,
according to Williams, is "doughnut-shaped:"

around a main core of coordinators, not below them,

are the volunteers. The coordinators are elected by

their fellow members and fulfill basic functions

such as advertising, research, publicity and so on.

There is expected to be a large yearly turnover in

TAK because of graduations; virtually all of the

members are students at either Queen's, McArthur,

St. Lawrence, or RMC. For this reason, TAK is

looking for new volunteers this month.

From the beginning of training until the

volunteer leaves TAK, his confidentiality is

assured. No names are used on the phone or in in-

formation given out by TAK; the location of its

office is a closely guarded secret ; the only present

member of TAK who breaks the rule of anonymity
is Linda Williams, the publicity manager. The
reason for this cloak-and-dagger business, ac-

cording to Williams, is "to protect the rights of our

volunteers." It ensures that the TAK volunteer will

not become the target of crank calls, and obviates

the kind of situation where a TAK volunteer might

meet over breakfast a person he spoke to the night

before about a particular personal problem. In

Williams' words, "there are other means available

for getting to meet and talk to a person directly." It

is a different kind of need that TAK serves.

TAK operates out of its unknown location with

three telephones, two at 544-1771 and the other an

unlisted phone which is used in case of emergency.

There are three shifts a night and two volunteers

per shift. (On the average, each volunteer works

about once every two weeks.) The volunteers have a

list of professional people at hand to refer to in case

a problem arises which merits the services of a

doctor, social workers, psychologist, counsellor or

minister. One such professional is on call each
night. On the whole, Wilhams said, these people

have been quick to offer their services to TAK
because it provides them with the opportunity to

fulfill their roles in an operation which is the only

one of its kind at night.

The calls which the TAK volunteers receive

range in subject from simple queries about course

changes to "deeper discussions about birth control

and drugs. TAK has compiled a wide-raning file

covering the variety of subjects which concern

students in Kingston. A few of the subjects : alcohol,

abortion and birth control, cigarette smoking,

depression, community services, drugs, family,

foreign students, health, Kingston, law, loneliness,

suicide and VD. These files are for the use of the

students while they are on the job; they give the

volunteer names and information to refer to. and to

refer the caller to.

In the area of "befriending" the caller,TAK
places the emphasis not on giving advice and telling

people what they should have done, but rather on

providing information on where to go next. They try

to get a worried caller to talk about his problem and
to reason out the solution himself. The volunteers do

not want to project the image of gods, but rather of

students who are willing to listen and to help

wherever possible. The volunteers themselves are

learning - about people and about themselves • as

they answer the calls. They analyze the calls and

ask themselves whether they responded with the

best referral or answer in the given situation.

As their second session begins, a major source

of uncertainty for TAK is funding. Last year they

were financed by the AMS, which provided about

$650 last year. The major expenses to be met are for

phones ($325) and advertising. Their room is rent-

free; however, there are miscellaneous expenses

such as coffee (logically enough) and research. The
main problem is that the AMS, with its various

budgetary losses this summer, has little money for

TAK. It is hoped that TAK, as it expands and
becomes better established in Kingston, will gain

the support of community or university counselling

organizations.

Expansion is the major long-term goal of TAK.
Thus far, in its first few months of operation TAK
has directed its advertising and its services solely

toward the students of Queen's, McArthur, St.

Lawrence and RMC. "It is one thing dealing with

students, either by virtue of age or circumstance,

but it is quite another to talk about city problems,"

said Williams. Nevertheless, TAK hopes to expand
to city-wide service as soon as the volunteers

acquire the experience and funds which they need

for such expansion.

If you need a friend,*. >
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Vaghy on Friday

The Ontario Arts Council a few years ago started a

programme of helping to establish artists-in-residence in a

number of communities in Ontario. Kingston was one of the

fortunate centres to be part of the programme. The Vaghy

String Quartet arrived in 1968 to take up residence in Kingston

and become a focal point for musical activity in the city and

surrounding area.

On Friday, September 28 at 8.30 p.m. in Dunning Hall, the

Vaghy String Quartet, sponsored by the Queen's Division of

Concerts, will present their first concert of the season.

Each of the three works on the programme has a special

significance. The performance of the Beethoven String Quartet

Op. 59, No. 2 will be an opportunity to hear the Vaghy Quartet

perform one of their "specialties". The Vaghy's are well-

known for their skillful interpretation of Beethoven. After a

Vaghy Quartet performance in Halifax, the IMail-Star exclaimed

"supuerb skills of quartet expose Beethoven's genius."

The Harry Somers String Quartet No. 2 was recorded by the

Vaghy Quartet for the CBC earlier this year in Toronto. One of

Canada's most beloved composers, Somers composed this work

when he was 24 years old.

Athough the youth of the composer is remarkable in the

Somers work, it is the age of the composer which is striking in

the Haydn String Quartet Op. 77, No. 1. Haydn was 67 years old

when he composed the two quartets in Opus 77. Although he

found the task physically arduous, the strength and vitality of

the works gives not the remotest hint of it.

The Vaghy String Quartet is a touring quartet of in-

ternational reputation and has received an enthusiastic

response from critics in Europe as well as North America. All

the members of the quartet have been dedicated musicians from

a very early age and have received their training from some of

the finest music schools and teachers in Hungary, Germany,

and the U.S.

The quartet rehearses together many hours a day as well as

touring, playing concerts for the Frontenac County Board of

Education, leading the string sections of the Kingston Sym-
phony Orchestra and teaching in the Music Department of

Queen's University.

Tickets for this concert at only $1.00 are available from the

Division of Concerts Box Office, Agnes Etherington Art Centre,

.547-6194, or at the door on the night of performance.

J^eritageKingston
is at

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Do not fail to see this major
exhibition opened by the
Secretary of State on June 3 and
continuing to October 28

Note new GALLERY HOURS:
Monday to Friday 9 to 5;

Saturday and Sunday 1 to 5;

Tuesday & Thursday evenings 7

to 9

Graduate Student Society Film Club

Presents its

Fall-Winter 1973-74 Series

1. Sept. 28 Play It again Sam (Woody Allen)

1. Oct, 12 Summer Interlude (Dir. Bergman)
3. Oct. 26 Gospel According to St. Matthew/ (Dir.

Pasolini)

4. Nov. 9 Topaz (Dir. Hitchcock)

5. Nov. 23 Taking Off (Dir. Forman)
b. Dec. 7 Tf'll Me Lies (Dir. Peter Brook)

7, Jan 18 Garden of the Finzi Continis (Dir. DeSica)

8, Feb. 1 Dracula and Frankenstein (Two horror

riassics)

'I. Feb. 8 Before the Revolution (Dir. Bertolucci (of

Last T«ingo fame)

)

10. Feb 15 Coco.inuts (Marx Bros.)

11 March 8 A Time to Love, A Time to Die (from

Rf^m.irque's Novel)

1? March 22 The Threepenny Opera (Brecht Weil)

SERIES TICKETS AVAILABLE AT FIRST
SHOWING OR AT THE DIVISION OF
CONCERTS BOX OFFICE,
ETHERINGTON ARTS CENTRE.
12 FILMS ONLY $5.00

FILMS SHOWN IN ELLIS HALL AUDITORIUM, FRIDAYS
AT 8:00 P.M.

ALL \NllCOhAE\

Heavy Traffic

Isn't successful or entertaining
by Kiloran German

The adult cartoon is a

relatively new phenomenon, and

as such it tends to rely on its

shock effect. "Fritz the C^at" was
self-consciou.sly dirty, its humour
resting mainly on the novelty of

seeing cartoon animals with

testicles. Ironically, this gave it a

rather jaunty air of naivete.

"Fritz" has been succeeded

by "Heavy Traffic" which is

currently playing at the Odeon.

On one level, this is a much more
"adult" film; it explores in far

more graphic detail the sexual

capabilities of creatures formed
from ink and paint. At this level,

"Heavy Traffic" is a sordid film,

lacking the naive charm of its

predecessor.

The film very nearly suc-

ceeds at another level however. It

almost manages to use
animation to convey a serious

theme. At the very least, it

succeeds in hinting at the

potential of animated films - a

potential which extends far

beyond the insipid subject matter

that usually typifies cartoons.

The hero of the story is a

young cartoonist, who is com-
plete with a mafia father, a

jewish mother (whose efforts are

concentrated on castrating her

roving spouse and stuffing her

son full of food), and a black

girl friend.The film is peopled

also by a series of grotesqucK: a

legless popeyc, a drag queen,
some hideous hookers, and a

Godfather whose consumption of

spaghetti provides the film with

its most truly obscene moment.
There is virtually no coherent

story line, the film basically

being dedicated to creating the

milieu that surrounds and suf-

focates the young artist;

ultimately he is forced to seek

refuge by creating fantasy
worlds with his pen.

Some of these fantasy
sequences are extraordinary.
The animation is quite different

from the rest of the film: it is

cruder, more primitive, and
infinitely more interesting. One
sequence, devoted to the god of

garbage, is a work of art that

surpasses the rest of the film by
an incredible amount. Un-
fortunately, it gets overpowered
by the film's overall impression.

Expermintation of animation

techniques is not limited to the

fantasies alone. Live action shots

and still photos are interspersed

throughout. Animated characters

are placed against both live

backgrounds and beautifully

drawn watercolours. At one
point, an animated photographer

takes shots of negatives of real

women. There is some startling

close up photography of a pinball

machine. These, with other

techniques, result in a visually

stimulating collage.

The mixture of live actum
and animation is not alwayii

successful. At the end of the film,

the artist and his girl friend

become real and dance off

through Central Park. This un-

necessary scene serves only to

t>elabf>ur the fantasy metaphor.
But at times the mixture is

brilliantly conceived - most
notably when the animated
mother walks by a series of still

shots from her past. Life and
fantasy meet in a pathetic and
moving scene.

Paradoxically, "Heavy
Traffic" is neither particularly

successful nor particularly en-

tertaining, but it is well worth
seeing for the potential that it

reveals. Hopefully, more feature

length cartoons will follows this

one, and will profit from its

shortcomings.

A Plea...
St. Lawrence College

Theatre Arts Department
would appreciate the

donation of any item of old

dress or historic clothing

for its wardrobe depart-

ment. Please contact
Lorraine Heaney at 542-

7669 to arrange pick up.

COME TO US LAST
FOR (MRPETS and BROADLOOM!

Because We Buy Bankrupt Stocks, Factory Seconds, Factory

Closeouts, Slightly Used Carpet and Insurance Salvage We Can
Cover the Floors Of Your "Pad" for a Whole Lot Less than Anyone
else in the Carpet Business. So Try Everyone Else First - Then
Come to Us Last. "Marie" Promises To Save You a Big Buck. You
Won't be Sorry!

SPECIAL

GROUPOF
FACTORY
SECONDS

ANDSOILED
CARPETING

ASSORTED
SHORT END
PIECES

RAINBOW
PATTERN AND
SOLIDSHADES

INDOOR
OUTDOOR
CARPET

INDOOR OUTDOOR
COMMERCIAL
CARPET
NEW

TOPIC CARPET
IN

10 GREAT COLORS

MINI SHAGS AND
NYLON BLENDS

SHAGS

NYLON PLUSH

CANDY STRIPES

NYLON LOOP

Yard

VALUES
TO
T0.9S

COMMERCIAL
WITH

RUBBER BACK

SHAG WITH
RUBBER BACK

GOODSELECTION
OF COLORS

P& M
ENTERPRISES

270 Bagot Street
Half-way Between
Princess and Brock Streets
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Domino Theatre's Dracula

A gothic horror becomes a hilarious melodrama
by Sandy Naiman

I have often toyed with the

paradox that no matter how bad a

play, if it is directed and

produced well, it will work.

Unfortunately this does not

always prove true. There are

numerous examples of superb

productions, with superb casts

that just don't work. Edward
Albee's All Over comes im-

mediately to mind. It ran for 12

nights on Broadway and then

closed, with a cast headed by Zoe

Caldwell. And then there are all

the productions which never
even get to the Big White Way.
Pousse Cafe with Theodore Bikel

is only one. However, the

paradox does sometimes work,

and the current Domino
production, this season's opener,

is a case in point.

Dracula, Bram Stoker's 1927

vintage piece is probably the

corniest, most melodramatic,
most stilted play one could hope
to see in 1973. Yet, Jana Kendall's

production which in no way
minimizes the com, which in no

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

macpherson

Stu Barton as Dracula terrorizing Judith Thompson as Lucy Seward.

way attempts to blanket the

melodrama, intead triumphs
because of it. Coupled with this

overt approach to the material

which works without self con-

sciousness is Russ Waller's ex-

cellent set, some superb per-

formances and an equally superb

set of lighting, sound and special

effects.

The overall picture is

decidedly gothic, complete with

cavernous tableaus and dimly lit

climaxes. And why not? For
anyone familiar with the Dracula
legend, knows that the monster
only lives between dusk and
dawn, wherein he skulks about

sucking the breath and blood of

the living to sustain his own life

and to conscript souls to do his

dirty work.

Stu Barton's Dracula is

easily as good as Boris Karloff's

and probably as good as Bella

Lugosi's, although I never saw
his. His step is light, his voice

tinged with a Transylvanian
accent, or the cliched version of

it, we have grown so accustomed

to. When his thirst for blood

becomes uncontrollable, he
growls and snaps at his prey

combining wolf and bat like

characteristics. He is strong

without being overpowering on

stage, and surprisingly, for an

actor who has so often portrayed

more comic roles, his portrayal

of the villain is beautifully timed

and geared to the gothic

proportions of this production.

As R. M. Renfield, Tim
Chapman gives the best per-

formance of his career. He plays

the demented, schizoid "old

Looney" as a being possessed. He
gives the role comic overtones

when he lurks about in search of

flies and spiders which he eats in

Askiisabouta Studentloan.
Itpaystogetaneducation.

Education costs a bundle.

At the Commerce, we know.

And,we can help lighten the load.

Talk to a local Commerce

manager about a student loan.

He can help you get it. And,

he can help you keep it in check

with proper money management.

CANADIAN IMPERIAL
BANK OF COMMERCE

YOU and the Conunerce. Ibgetherwe're both stronger.

an attempt to sustain his Hfe, as

does the Dracula Monster, with

the blood of the living. In his

forays with Butterworth, his

attendant, played by Fraser
Petrick who is constantly being
miffed by the maniac who seems
to be able to escape his watch
before his very eyes, who defies

nature, by climbing up and down
walls with the agility of a spider,

the play presents some of its

funniest and most frenetic

moments. Petrick's performance
is strictly comic, Chapman's
mixture of the bizarre and the

comic and as Miss Wells the maid
who Butterworth lusts after,

rather meekly though, we get

another comic dimension.

Stoker, I'm sure, meant these

sequences to be funny. They are
inescapably so. But, when some
of the scenes which are meant to

be spine-tingling, one can easily

see the way the play has become
dated. The juxtaposition of

Gordon Christie's lighting effects

and Sandra Smith's sound,
although beautifully executed
combine to make the entire

production a vehicle which seems
today, to be spoofing the horror

movies of the 30's and 40's which

we can watch on the late night

show. These vintage snippets

rarely horrify us, although they

use all the usual methods and

devices that are supposed to, no

doubt. The mist, produced by dry

ice, the dim lights, the blood

curdling screems are all there.

Russ Waller's diversified set is

typified by cathedral arches and

dark, cold, grey walls. All the

external elements are present.

Added to this is the young and
virginal heroine who is being

divested of life by an unknown
and mysterious ailment

characterized by two small pin

pricks on her neck and a

bloodless complexion. Her young

paramour comes onto the scene

to fight the evil, whatever, or

whoever it may be. Her father

enlists the aid of a continental

medic who specializes in unusual

ailments, and the picture is

complete.

As Lucy Seward, the young
innocent who is slowly losing her

soul to the evils of Dracula,

Judith Thompson gives a per-

formance which is unequalled in

its sensitivity to the period and
the type of vehicle Dracula is.

Her voice is suitably haunted, her

progression from innocent to

vamp is subtlely mastered and
her movements attuned to Mrs.

Kendall's overview of the play's

gothic proportions. As her fiance,

Glen Piper is not particularly

successful, partially because his

performance seems too con-

temporary beside Miss Thomp-
son's, partially because he
seemed under rehearsed, par-

ticularly in the first act.

Another disappointing
performance was Robin
Routley's as Abraham Van
Haelsing, the specialist recruited

to solve the mystery of Lucy's

ailment. He was very tense in his

role, concentrating too much on

the Austrian accent and the ex-

ternal characteristics of the part

and unable to relax. Tom
Cullimore, on the other hand, as

Dr. Seward was completely
relaxed, and comfortable, thus

magnifying Routley's stilted

performance.

Draq,ula is the best overall

production I have ever seen at the

Domino. It is romantic and

outdated and all in all completely

worth seeing. A piece, which in

its stilted melodrama, is

produced with the heavy handed
touch that is perfectly com
plementary to its 1927 tone and
purpose.

macpherson

Tim Chapman, as Renfield the "Old Looney" being victimized by

Robin Routley, as Van Helsing.
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unclassifieds
THE QUEEN'S DRAMA GUILD will

hold Its first meeting, Ttiursday/

Sept. 27, at 7:00 p.m. in the Green
Room when ideas will be aired!

WANTED good quality, acoustic, folk-

rock guitar. I am especially in-

terested in left-hand guitars, but

since there are so few around, I

will consider a right-hand guitar if

it is suitable. Call Lome at 544-

1361.

ROSS-BABY, where are you? Group
SO wants you to be at lan's,

Thursday night.

FOR SALE - Garrard 501 tran-

scription turntable. Needs new
cartridge. $35.00 or best offer at

547-5579 or 542-3401. Ask for Ian

Boag.
SUSlE-0 WEEK organizers need

persons to help in any capacity.

Call anyone at 542-6680. Liberated,

untraditional persons welcome.
ARTSCI 76 MONSTERBALL

PLAYERS meet tonight at 7:00,

Lower Vic Common Room or call

Carl Fitzpatrick ; team manager
at 549-1036, if you can't make it.

TO THE MARMALADA CAT
thanks for the purrrfect weekend.
FIGARO.

GAEL GROUP 50: How about a

Purple Jesus party Thursday
night? Meet at 8:44 p.m. in front of

you-know where. If you miss the

boat, we'll be at lan's.

ED NOTE: I have shorn my shackles.

FAMILY TRANSPORTATION. 1966

Mercury. Running condition. $95.

Phone Doug at 544-5641 or 547-5579.

ROOMMATE NEEDED (female) to

share a large furnished 2-storey

apartment with two girls in fourth

year Arts & Science. Must furnish

own room. 563 per month, utilities

included. 81 Earl St., Apt. 2. Call

542-9426 between 6:00 and 10:00

p.m.
ONE MAN NEEDED for a 5-man

house. Bedroom furnished. Two
minutes from Union and
University. Rent is $52 per month.
Call 544-9381.

LOST IN GRANT HALL: Queen's
App. Sc. jacket-Mechanical '72.

Name should still be inside collar:

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

Concert

Fee

Opt-out

students who wish to opt
out of the 1973 74 t3.00

Concert Fee must do so in

the AMS office from 9:00

»im to 5:00 pm starting

Monday, September and
Ending Friday, September
78 In accordance with the

recently established AMS
Refund Policy (as outlined

in the University Fee in

formation sheet) the tl.OO

refund cannot be actually

issued until March, 1974.

M.N. Joubert. Please return to

Mcch. Eng. Department. Thank
you. It has quite a sentimental

value.

IT'S ALL ABOUT TO HAPPEN! All

the info on the volunteer programs
for this year. Keep Monday night,

Oct. 1, open. . come to SVB nite:

Stirling Hall, Oct.1, 7 p.m.
BROCK STREET 3-bedroom house,

renovated, easy walking distance

to Queen's. Apex Real Estate and
insurance Ltd. 546-6691. FOR
SALE.

FOUND - an amount of cash in district

inquire at 544-6486.

NEED EXTRA MONEY? Save $$$

using QUEEN'S BUS SERVICE.
Toronto and Ottawa every
weekend.

MONTREAL AT THANKSGIVING?
Let your wishes be known now!
We've got a bus if you've got the

bodies to fill it. Check us out at the .

John Orr Room.
FOUND: Queen's year pin in Lower

Victoria Hall, Sept. 18, inquire at

544-8571.

OUTING CLUB MEETING on
Monday nights at 7:30 in Jeffery

101. Open to all.

ROOM AVAILABLE: Would any girl

interested in sharing a double

room accommodation in a 12-man
house; reasonable rent, meal plan,

excellent view, and EIrond's
Educational Program; please
enquire at EIrond College- 401

Princess. Call 544-1842.

THE BOOK BIN. We buy and sell used

records on consignment and
paperback books. Please bring us

your books and records. 225

Princess St.

SINGLE BED AND MATTRESS, man
and woman's new 10-speed bikes

FOR SALE. Call 544-9601 or

contact W. Backhaus, 3rd floor

Watson Hall, (ask Phil.- Dept.

Secretary)

FOR . SALE: Lady Sunbeam Hair

Setter (steam-dry-condition, set

hair) excellent condition, $17;

bricks and boards book case, 5

shelves, $8. Call 548-4964 and ask
for Anne.

WANTED-COMMERCE JACKET
( leather) ; size 42. Call 549-0596 and
ask for John.

STUDENTS-EARN EXTRA MONEY.

Have a car? We'll pay delivery

commission plus extra to cover
insurance. Call the PIZZA
CHALET 544 1227 Mr. Dean
Berkstead.

BEAUTIFUL BLUE BEAUMONT
1967 convertible only 48,000 miles,

power steering, radio, certified,

$1000 or Best Offer 542 5375,

STUDENT MOVING at student
prices. Free estimates on jobs

large or small, local or long

distance. Student with a truck.

Call John at 542-5416 and talk about

it.

OLD KING-GUSTAF VI ADOLF last

Sat. night-90-reigned 22 years 11

mons.-ascended throne at age 68-

near death since Aug. 21 operation

for gastric ulcer-Sports man-
tennis, golf advanced age-passion

for archeology.

NEW KING-CARL GUSTAF - 27-

bachelor-grandson-no power as old

constitution scrapped-new con-
stitution makes him mere symbol
of the Nation.

PHOTOGRAPHERS: Queen's
Camera Club will be having a

meeting on Wednesday Sept. 26 at

7:30 pm in the Graduate Lounge on
the 3rd Floor of the Union.

FANTASTIC BARGAINS in books,

records, music. Three blocks west
of Brockington on King St. Sept. 27,

28, 10 am - 9 pm. Sept. 29 10 am - 6

pm. Annual Book Fair, Kingston

Symphony Association.

GIRLS interested in intercollegiate

curling are invited to an
organizational meeting Wed. Sept.

26, at 7:45 pm in Seminar B of the

Phys. Ed. Centre.

MY FACE, I don't mind it, because
I'm behind it. The people in front

get the jar. . .

SCIENCE FORMAL fittings for

tuxedos will be done at Clark Hall

by Newman's Formal Rentals,

Monday, October 1, through
Thursday, October 4 from 7 pm to

10 pm. After this date, fittings can
be done at Newman's Men's Shop,

with the same $2 discount, until

Oct. 13, 1973.

LOST - Silver and wood bracelet in

women's washroom in Jeffery

Hall. $10 reward. Great sen-

timental value. Call Kathy at 549-

2368.

Tricolor '73

AVAILABLE
International Centre

Lower Lounge, Union

FRIDAY

9 til 9

Bring Your Student Cord!

— WANTED —
Assistant Director

For Queen's Entertainment Agency
A POSITION WITH NO DEFINITE FUTURE THAT
WILL TAKE UP A LOT OF TIME. IF YOU'RE IN-
TERESTED IN BOOKING AND WORKING WITH
ENTERTAINERS THEN THIS MAY BE FOR YOU.
AN INTEREST AND A KNOWLEDGE OF MUSIC,
RECORDS AND A KNOWLEDGE OF MUSIC,
RECORDS AND GROUPS IS A NECESSITY.

IF INTERESTED LEAVE YOUR NAME,
PHONE NUMBER AND A BRIEF
DESCRIPTION OF YOUR EXPERIENCE
ATTHE A.M.S. OFFICE NO LATER THAN
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26.

Br&wedftdmpur6spfingwatefT

And thats the truth!
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THEIR PRICE OUR PRICE YOURSAVINGS

14 8 7 $6

10

14

$4

$5

No this isn't a math exercise. It simply
points out how much you save by using the
Queen's Excursion Club Bus Service. It's for

you!

Soccer Gaels tie York

WANTED:
ONE CHAIRPERSON
FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL
LIAISON COMMITTEE

Apply In Writing To:

Kiloran German
External Affairs Commissioner
AAAS Office, Students Union

by:
Friday, Sept. 28, 5:00 P.M.

AUDITIONS
for Theatre Arts Dept production of

Arthur Kopit's

"INDIANS"

Saturday, Sept. 29 1 : 00 - 6 : 00 pm
Monday, Oct. 1 7 : 00 - 11 : 00 pm
Tuesday, Oct. 2 7:00- 11 :00pm
Room G245, St. Lawrence College

Everyone Welcome

KINGSTON

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

by Alfred Kormann
During the last week both

Queen's soccer teams continued

to play exhibition games to

prepare for the regular season
which started last Saturday.

The second team met with

Royal Military College (RMC) on
the latter's home ground down at

the waterfront a week ago. Both
sides showed good speed and
ability to penetrate the opposite

defense. It was RMC who scored

first on a corner kick but the

Gaels recovered quickly and
worked up a 3:1 lead. However,
towards the end things turned

around, RMC took advantage of

some of their opponents'
mistakes and the final result was
a 3:3 tie.

Last Wednesday afternoon

the first RMC team provided the

opposition for our first team. It

was one of those games as we
have seen them in previous

years. The Gaels had an ad-

vantage and more scoring
chances throughout the game but

it was the other team that got

onto the scoreboard. Thank God
it was only an exhibition game

With this recent 2:0 loss in

mind the soccer Gaels started the

regular season against York
University in Toronto on Satur-

day. While half of our team was
made up of newcomers York
returned with almost all tl^e

players that helped them win the

OUAA East championship last

year. A York team so confident

about their worth that at the

official starting time only the

referee and our guys were on the

field. Anyway, play finally got

under way and right from the

start York applied pressure but

several attacks including a sharp

shot to the crossbar yielded no

goals. The Gaels' answer to

York's drives were dangerous

counterattacks, particularly

during the middle part of the first

half, without being able to score

either. Queen's keeper Peter

Dickie did not lose his cool even

after a painful injury and did an
excellent job keeping the ball out

of his net.

Frustrated by their fruitless

efforts York played increasingly

rougher which resulted in war-
nings by the referee and finally

one of their players got sent off. A
teammate of his escaped the

same fate only be being replaced

with a spare player. Anyway,
their foot- and mouthwork was
not sufficient to result in goals. It

was York's luck that the referee

was quite patient with regard to

all their complaining and cur-

sing. While Queen's half of the

field was more occupied than

York's our Gaels had the upper
hand towards the end of the game
but they just could not crown
their efforts with a goal. In

summary the York team con-

trolled the ball more than the

Gaels but Queen's fewer attacks

were more dangerous. The final

0:0 tie represents the game fairly

well, if the lack of official

linesmen is not taken into ac-

count. The presence of impartial

linesmen would have helped the

Gaels considerably.

Tomorrow both our Soccer

teams will play more exhibition

games against St. Lawrence
University from Canton, N.Y.,

game time is 4:30 p.m. Come out

to West Campus tomorrow and
cheer our Soccer Gaels! They
will resume their regular
schedule next Saturday at 2.00

p.m. on the West Campus with

Trent University as the guest

team.

Field hockey starts
by Sue Moffatt

Queen's sports fans, it's your lucky day! Once again those daring,

devestating and indisputably dainty young ladies of the Queen's Field

Hockey teams are starting another victorious season.

With three games each on Sunday, they are being drilled and
windsprinted with more than a little intent.Although not league play,

this wekend's tournament serves as a valuable opportunity to attempt

and practise new positions or plays. Its rigorous schedule also

facilitates the upcoming team cut, if only by reducing the number of

surviving candidates. So far, the praetices-cum-try-outs have brought

out a good number of skilled, eager and tenacious new players.

Twenty of the oldie goldies have returned vowing that "this will be the

year!"

There is good reason for their confidence. Ninteen of them wended
their mutual ways to an August hockey camp in Maine, and for an
entire week^were coached by some of Britain's and America's finest

players. The improvement in individual stickwork, as well as team
strategy should be disconcertingly evident to the Gals' opposition,

which has no doubt benefitted in the past from our "hit and pray"
policy. On the chance that they are not so impressed, the teams
coaches. Donna Gallagher and Sharon Fiori, are making sure the Gals

can run the legs off any other team. Their practice philosophy is

something like "do onto them as we've done onto you." It works.

Unfortunately, despite the groans, everyone knows that it works. With

good conditioning to get them there first, keep them there longer, and
better skills to make them more effective, both teams should be a

serious threat to any team around.

FILMS ON
CAMPUS

Campus Movies

presented by CINE GUILD and the ALMA
MATER SOCIETY

Dunning Hall Aud. 7 and 9:30 pm
Admission $1.00 per person

Sept. 20 - M.A.S.H., with Don Sutherland and Elliot

Gould
Sept. 27 - The Go Between, with Julie Christie, Alan

Bates
Oct. 4 - Nicholas and Alexandra - nominated for 6

academy awards
Oct. 11 - Kurt Vonnesut's Between Time and

Timbuktu
Oct. 18 - Fellini's Satyricon

Oct. 25 - Friends - music by Elton John
Nov. 1 - Alexander Solzhenitsyn's One Day in the

life of Ivan Denisovich

Nov. 8 - The Touch - Ingmar Bergman and Elliot

Gould
Nov. 15 - And Now For Something completely

different a Monty Python production
Nov. 22 - Patton - with George C. Scott

Nov. 29 - They Might be Giants with Mr. Scott

again
Dec. 6 - Peter Sellers latest - Where Does It Hurt?

"See You on Thurs. Nights at Dunning Aud."

Department of Film Studies
Cinema Subscription

First Term: Series

Tuesday Evenings at 9:00 p.m.

EUROPEAN DREAMS: PRIVATE & SOCIAL

VISIONS (Part I)

A series of films by such directors as

Rossellini, Bunuel, Bresson, Dreyer, and

Renoir. Begins Sept. 25, 1973.

Thursday Evenings at 9:00 p.m.

THE AMERICAN MOVIES (PART I)

A series of famous American films including

HIGH NOON, HISGIRL FRIDAY, RIO BRAVOand
THE KILLERS. Begins SepL 27, 1973.

Second Term:
Tuesday Evenings at 9:00 p.m.

EUROPEAN DREAMS: PRIVATE & SOCIAL
VISIONS (Part II)

A series of films by Vigo, Truffaut, Godard, Fellini,

Pasolini, Antonioni, and Jessua. Begins Jan. 8, 1974.

Thursday Evenings at 9:00 p.m.

THE AMERICAN MOVIES (PART II)

Series includes such titles as REBEL WITHOUT A
CAUSE,
VIVA ZAPATA, AMERICA AMERICA, MY MAN
GODFREY.
Begins Jan. 10, 1974.

Series Tickets are available at the Division of

Concerts Box Office,

Agnes Etherington Art Centre.

Students $5; Non-Students $8.

Films are screened in Ellis Hall Auditorium.

Kingston Film Society

SepL 26 - THE FOX, U.S.A. 1968; Mark Rydell

Oct. 10 - STOLEN KISSES: France 1969; Francois

Truffaut

Oct. 24 - DAVID AND LISA; U.S.A. 1963

Nov. 7 - 5th HORSEMAN IS FEAR; Czech 1968;

Zybnek Brynych
Nov. 21 - MON ONCLE ANTOINE; Canada 1971;

Claude Jutra

Dec. 5 - MY DARLING CLEMENTINE; U.S.A.

1946; John Ford
Jan. 9 - GOING TO TOWN; (Mae West)

DISCOVERING THE TRAMP (Charlie

Chaplin)

Jan. 23 - CLAIRE'S KNEE; France 1971; Eric

Rohmer
Feb. 6 - CALCUTTA; France 1968; Louis Malle

Feb. 6 - CABBAGES AND KINGS; Canada 1971;

Peter Duffy

Feb. 27 - GOAL; U.K. 1967

Feb. 27 - CHINESE SCULPTURE THROUGH
THE AGES

Mar. 13 - ALEXANDER NEVSKY; Russia 1939;

Eisenstein

Mar. 13 - REPORT FROM CUBA; U.S.A. 1971;

NET
Apr. 3 - CARMEN JONES; U.S.A. 1954; Otto

Preminger

All performances at Ellis Hall, University Avenue
7:30 p.m. Season's tickets $9.00 each available

from The Society, P.O. Box 1114; or Pickwick

Book Shop; or Division of Concerts Box Office,

Agnes Etherington Art Centre.
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beck's reckoning
by Stewart Beck

The rain might have scared off a few fans on soggy Saturday but

for the many fluid followers who braved the elements, there was a

pleasant surprise. Yes, the rumor is true. Queen's does have a football

team, and it has the potential to be quite impressive.

After last week's loss to Ottawa U., little hope was held for the

Queen's gridiron giants. The general consensus in the Richardson

morgue was "Well, that's it for another year, Tindall and Taylor

have sealed our fate." Don't believe it! ! ! The 800 avid inebriants, who

sang and clapped their team to victory on Saturday can attest to this

fact. It might have been cold, and it was definitely wet, but they were

happy.

Tom Taylor displayed to the people present exactly what he is

capable of. Taylor called and played an excellent game. Dunkley is the

All-Canadian, but on Saturday, Taylor was the one who dominated.

You might say that the weather wasn't condusive to Dunkley's passing

attack but both teams suffered from the same inclement conditions.

Taylor emerged from the game with nine completions in 18 attempts

for 120 yds. While Dunkley completd one in 10 for 10 yds. Conclusive,

you might say

Not enough can be said about John Wintermeyer who kicked four

field goals and accounted for 15 out of the 27 Gael points. He, also,

consistently led all Queen's defenders downfield on every kickoff

.

Last year, one of the major failings of the defense was located in

the linebacking corps. This problem no longer seems evident. All four

linebackers displayed their quickness and mobility in their reaction to

anything Toronto had to present. The defense, as a whole, was tough,

extremely tough. This was best exemplified by the goal line stand,

which resulted in a Toronto touchdown, but only after three attempts

from the one yard line. It was the only time that the defense yielded

any yardage and grudgingly at that.

The weather was abysmal, but it did little to dampen the spirits of

those present. I don't think that there was one dry person in the

vicinity of Richardson Stadium and we enjoyed every minute of it.

There's nothing like doing an Oil Thigh in the driving rain. It's

somewhat of a sobering experience.

To conclude: if we have faith in the Gaels' leadership and
coaching and the crowd reaction is the same with a full stadium, then

those of us who over indulge will, hopefully, no longer awaken at the

beginning of the fourth quarter to see their team down ten points.

Toro's troubled at Toronto
TORONTO (CUP) The

Student Administrative Council

of the University of Toronto is

starting a campaign against the

Toronto Toros of the World

Hockey Association. The Toros

have contracted the use of the

University's Varsity Stdaium for

their 1973 season.

SAC say's the arena is used

full time by the students and
community groups and their

activities would be sharply cut

back by the Toros. Besides the

regular games, the hockey team
would need almost daily prac-

tices at times the arena is nor-

mally in use.

SAC is also complaining that,

although the decision was to be

made in consultation with them,

the university administration

signed a contract while students

were away on summer vacation,

thus breaking faith with the

Student Council.

AT present, SAC is

distributing a petition and may
include the matter in a

referendum soon to be presented

to U of T students.

Both the Toros and the

university have made promises

to the students that SAC feels

they would be unable to keep.

The Toros have promised

that they will transport students

to other rinks, during the periods

they use it, but there are, at

present, no rinks available that

the students could use.

The administration has said

that the rent ($80,000) would be

used for athletic programs on

campus. But none of the money
has been listed in the operating

budgets of the intramural and
varsity programs, and it would
be inadequate for the Buildings

needed by the 8pf>rtH program.
The new buildings would cost

over tA million dtjliiirb

The legal ba&is of the ban iii

uncertain, but HAC may file lor

an injunction against tlie TorifH

bews news
Tonight, on the field outside Victoria Hall a tradition that spans

back to 1938 will come alive again. The annual Tug-fj-War will kick off

the men's intramural programme that enables Queen's men to par-

ticipate in thirty-six different sports en route U) capturing the coveted
Bews Trophy for their particular unit.

The actual Bews trophy competition is c(mt«sted by members of

the thirty units on campus. For Arts, Commerce, and Law these units

are the members of each graduating year. In applied science the units

are the units are comprised of students in each particular discipline,

and graduate units are made up from graduate students in their

disciplines as well. Medicine, Education, and Physical Education
round out the component contestants.

Each unit has its entries submitted by an Athletic Stick. Un-
fortunately several units have not appointed an athletic stick, or that

Stick has not registered with the Intramural Director Rob Beamish as

of yet. Rob's office is 207 in the Physical Education Centre, or he may
be reached at 547-5849.

Following Tug-o-War tonight there will be a Monsterball tour-

nament tomorrow evening. The finals will be a combined monsterball,

tug-o-war tournament Thursday night.

Flag football. Rugger, Soccer, Softball, Horseshoes and Tennis

entries are being accepted up until Thursday, with competition

beginning shortly thereafter. To become involved is easy, check the

notice boards in the Gym locker room, find out who your stick is, or

contact Rob Beamish.
The Bews is for you to enjoy and the Journal will be maintaining

its exclusive coverage of all Bews events right up to the final whistle of

the last event, and then on to the Bews Banquet at the year's end. -.

A reminder to the units who have not registered an Athletic Stick

yet, you are:

Arts & Science Grads
Law Faculty Stick

Law 76

Law 74

Arts 74

Commerce 77

Graduate Society

Chemistry Grads
Engineering Grads

To beat the blues

Join the Bews

AM.S. CONCERTS COMM/TTEE AND

LOWLORliN SCIENCE fORMAL PRESENTS

Furry Foot Freakout
Or

FRODO'S FROLIC

with

CROWBAR
and

THE BILL KING GROUP

JOCK HARTY ARENA 8.00 P.M.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 28

ADMISSION

BEER 50*

SPIRITS 75*

PIPEWEED b.y.o.

Queen's advance tickets available Tuesday in John Orr Room.

General Sales start Wednesday, September 26th.
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Gaels dump Varsity....

Stu Lang gets yards as Dave Hadden (27) blocks.

Continued from Page 1

Queen's offense was still

having problems getting un-

tracked, and couldn't move the

ball, but neither could the Blues,

as the defense, led by linebackers

John Tovee and John Waddell,

held fast, forcing yet another

punt. Thomson's boot sailed five

yards deep in the end zone, where
Barry St. George, who led Ottawa
U.'s kick returners last season,

fielded the ball and broke for the

sidelines. The most exciting play

of the half unfolded as St. George
picked up a key block by Hadden,
reached the corner of the punt-

return wall, and raced upfield.

He was finally forced out of

bounds at the midfield stripe. The
spirit this run restored to the

Gaels was quickly lost, however,
as the offence lost the ball on a

fumble on its first play from
scrimmage. This time U. of T.

took advantage of the situation

and drove 55 yards, aided by
some penalties, to the Queen's

one. It took three tries from there

to get the six points, and frankly,

the last plunge by Dunkley might
not have made it, either. After

that goal-hne stand, the Gaels'

defense seemed to take heart,

and the pendulum began to swing
in the Gaels favour.

Early in the second quarter.

a comedy of errors occured
resulting in four turnovers in six

plays. The Gaels got the ball

rolling with a fumble, but Varsity

returned the favour on the next

play, and Queen's recovered.

Two plays later. Varsity
linebacker Chris Sammut got the

ball back for Toronto on another

Gaels' miscue, but on second

down for the Blues, Dunkley
sailed a pass over his receiver's

head into the arms of Dave
Campbell. The field position

hadn't changed much since the

first fumble, but with the wind at

his back, Tom Taylor led the

offense on their first sustained

drive. He completed consecutive

passes to tight end Greg An-

derson, picking the Blues' zone

apart both to the inside and the

sidelines. Taylor then hit end
Alex Melvin on a ten-yard screen

pass, but an interception by Doug
Ball snuffed out the march.

Again, Queen's defense shut

down the Varsity attack, and the

Blues were forced to punt. The
combination of the wind and a

well-deserved no-yards penalty

gave the Gaels a first down on the

Toronto 33-yard line. Two pass

incompletions set the stage for

John Wintermeyer's first field

goal attempt, and the big kicker

hammered the ball through the

uprights to make the score 8-3.

On the Blues' next offensive

series, they went nowhere. On
third down, Don Thomson
fumbled the snap from centre,

tried to run, and got decked by
Peter McNabb who had burst in

from the outside. The Gaels had a

first down on the 30-yard line, but

still couldn't move the ball, so

Wintermeyer again got the call,

this time from the 37. His kick

was good, making it 8-6.

With half-time approaching,

Queen's defence again forced U.

of T. to give up the ball on downs.

Another end screen to Melvin got

15 yards, then Taylor hit the sure-

handed veteran for 30 yards on a

slant over the middle. The second

catch, in a crowd of defenders,

set up Wintermeyer's third field

goal, from the 42. It was good.

John Wintermeyer 15 points

for Gaels

and the Gaels took a 9-8 lead into

the dressing room.

Although the lead wasn't

commanding, the Gaels were
becoming increasingly so.

Varsity's edge in line play had
vanished early in the second
quarter, as the firm of

O'Shaughnessy, Anderson and St.

Martin started some serious

work. For the rest of the game,
Varsity did very, very little on
offense.

The third quarter started off

slowly, with the defenses
dominant, and the game started

to look like a punting duel. The
big break came about five

minutes into the period. Thom-
son, who had been getting shaky

snaps all day on third down, had
another beauty to contend with.

The ball and Peter McNabb
arrived almost simultaneously,

with predictable results. The ball

squirted off the side of Thomson's
foot, right to Darrell Penner, who
scooped it up and rambled 65

yards for the touchdown. Win-

termeyer's convert made it a 16-8

ball game in Queen's favour.

From then on, it was kitty-bar-

the-door. The defense got tougher

and tougher, as Dunkley gave
way to rookie Alan Brenchley. He
had no more success than his

predecessor, however, throwing

up two interceptions on his only

passing attempts. The first, by

Campbell, set up another Win-

termeyer field goal to make the

score 20-9 (Wint missed his fourth

try, but easily got the single)

while the second, by Alex Morris,

cleared the way for Stu Lang's 10-

yard TD run late in the fourth

quarter.

The 27-9 victory was
especially satisfying after

Varsity's humiliating wins last

year. The Gaels really put it

together, playing a full sixty

minutes of solid hard-hitting

football. Individually, Taylor hit

on 9 of 18 passes for 120 yards,

while Lang picked up 78 hard

yards along the ground. Melvin

and Anderson each caught four

balls to lead the receivers.

Wintermeyer, who has displayed

remarkable hustle all season,

may make people forget about

Doug Cozac sooner than they

thought. "Wint" collected 15

points Saturday, as well as hit-

ting some fine kickoffs. His kick

coverage isn't bad, either.

Finally, the defense. They
were great. The entire unit,

backs, linebackers, and linemen,

played as well as any defence

here has in recent years. If they

Tom Taylor-best game

keep it up. Queen's could have a

long season, especially if the

offense can finish things off with

a bit more flourish. Next week,
against Guelph, they should get a

chance to operate without the

monsoons. A big game would be

appropriate.

QUEEN'S CHAMBER SINGERS

URGENTLY NEEDS

Qualified Tenor & Bass Voices

REHEARSALS: MONDAYS

3.30 to 5.00 pm WEDNESDAYS

CONTACT:

MRS. LIN ROWE, MUSIC DEPARTMENT

547-5783

Queen's

Division of Concerts

SEPTEMBER 28 DUNNING HALL

8:30 P.M.

VAGHY STRING QUARTET
PROGRAMME: HAYDN, SOMERS

BEETHOVEN

"Superb Skills of Quartet Expose
Beethoven genius"

Tickets - $1.00 Division of Concerts

Box Office, Agnes Etherington

Art Centre, 547-6194

or at the door

CAREER DAY
A Federal Government Career Day will be held on September 26, 1973,

at 8.45 a.m. in the Dunning Hall Auditorium.

All the programs offering employment for university graduates will be

present.

The Programs are: Administrative Trainees,

Foreign Service Officers

Computer Systems,

Science and Technology,

Socio-Economic,

Accounting & Auditing,

Welfare Programs

All students graduating in 1973 and 1974 are invited to attend this Career

Day.
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World: Ms. King defeats Mr. Riggs
HOUSTON - Billie Jean

King scored a triumph for

women's liberation, and ran off

with several hiindi-cd thousand

dollars in prize money and en-

dorsements, when she defeated

Bobby Riggs 6-4, 6-3, f>-3 in a

tennis match at the Houston

Astrodome last Thursday. The
match drew 30,472 spectators at

the stadium and a television

audience estimated at 48 million,

about 52 per cent of the U.S. TV
audience.

From the start the match has

been more of a mass spectacular

in the vein of a heavyweight

boxing match then a tennis

match in the spirit of Wimbleton.

The match was carried by A.B.C.

TV in the States and narrated by

Howard Cosell. Ms. King was
carried onto the court on a sedan

chair borne by four husky young

males while Riggs rode on in a

rickshaw accompanied by a bevy

of cheerleaders known as Bob-

by's Bosom Buddies Ms. King

presented Riggs with a live pig.

The trend of the match was
established early when Riggs

double-faulted his serve for the

decisive point in Ms. King's

opening-set win, 6-4. Riggs, 5,'),

did not have the physical stamina

needed to keep up with Ms. King.

It was obvious after the fourth

game in the second set that Riggs

was getting tired. He won only

four of the remaining 14 games as

Ms. King played to a routine win.

Riggs has challenged Ms.

King to a rematch but Billie Jean
declined saying that she had
proved her point and wanted to

spend her time promoting
women's tennis.

ROME — Italy announced,

last Saturday, that it will take no

action over the strafing of one of

its warships by Libyan fighters.

The statement followed an of-

ficial apology by Libya's prime
minister.

The Italian corvette Pietro de

Cristofaro was attacked by
Libyan Mirage jets as it escorted

Italian fishing boats 33 miles off

the Libyan coast.

In 1972, Libya established a

100-mile radius restricted barrier

around Tripoli, Libya's capital.

Last March, Libyan fighters

attacked an unarmed U.S. C-130

transport but did not hit it. T¥te

transport but did not hit. The U.S.

plane was 82 miles off the coast at

the time.

WASIilN(;TON - Henry
Kissinger has been sworn in as

the Mth U.S. state secretary. He
is the first foreign born
naturalized U.S. citizen to hold

the post. The Senate confirmed

the nomination last Friday by a

vote of 78 to 7. Since his

nomination Kissinger has met
with leading Democrats, AFL-
CIO president George Meany and
others in an effort to "create a

new consensus". He has offered a

top-level assignment in the

department to Daniel Moynihan,

currently ambassador to India,

but as of last Friday Moynihan
had not said whether he would
accept the position.

LONDON - The British

government has formally
recognized the new Chilean
government. A foreign office

spokesman said that the embassy
in Santiago has been instructed to

acknowledge a note from the

Chilean ministry of foreign af-

fairs. This means that Britian

and Chile have re-established

diplomatic relations.

WASHINGTON — The
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration announced, last

week, that it is starting studies

aimed at putting women in space

sometime in the future. The
announcement comes only weeks
after Ms., a women's lib

magazine, accused the agency of

sex discrimination in it's

astronaut selections. The U.S.

has never had a woman
astronaut. The USSIt's Valenlina

Tereshkova spent 70 yours and TA>

minutes in space in

DACCA Bangladesh Under
an agreement signed between
India and Pakistan in New I>elhi

August 28, aljout m,m) Pakistani

prisoners held in India since

December 1971 are to be

repatriated. Also due to go home
are about 200,000 Bengalis
stranded in Pakistan and an
undetermined number of pro-

Pakistani Moslems in

Bangladesh - perhaps up to

260,000, Most of the 90,000

Pakistani prisoners of war held in

Indja will Ixr re[>ratiated at WMtn

HH iM>Ksible Only 195 will remam
Ix'hind rrK/stly senior army
officers whom Bangladesh wants
to put on trial for war rrimefe The
transfer is expecti^d Ui take six

fnonths due tf> a rail striki? in

India and a shortage of spar'

rolling stwk
Of the 2(XJ,(KXJ Bengalis left in

Pakistan aU^ul 75,(KW are ex-

pected to accept reUxration, Sf^me

of the Bengalis are in high

government fx;sts in the civil

service and don't particularily

want to lose their jobs. Neither

does Pakistan want to lose their

skills.

THE GREAT EXCHANGE

FROM INDIA TO PAKISTAN:

90,000 Pakistani prisoners

held in India since war

1
FROM BANGLADESH TO PAKISTAN
About 75,000 of 260,000 non - Bengalis

(mostly Biharls) in Bangladesh

FROM PAKISTAN TO BANGLADESH^".
About 75,000 ofupjtf)

200,000.Beng*U* caught
in Pakistan a(t«erAVi^r < .

30.000 am Timyifti ' -A

Canada: Provincial Liberals squabble
TORONTO — Ontario

Liberal leader Robert Nixon
asked Vernon Singer, deputy

leader of the provincial party, to

resign, last Friday, after Mr.

.Singer announced that he would
sue fellow Liberal MPP Eddie

Sargent for libel.

Mr. Sargent, one of the four

announced candidates for the

leadership of the Ontario
Liberals, has attacked Mr. Singer

for remaining silent over a

%2'>.(m retainer paid to Mr,

Singer by construction contractor

Mr. Moog.
Mr. Moog is president of

Canada .Square (lorp. which is

embroiled in a controversy over a

$44.4-million contract to build

head offices for Ontario Hydro in

Toronto.

OTTAWA Immigration
Minister Robert Andras said last

'ITiursday that the government's
program to persuade illegal

immigrants to come forward and
register has not been as suc-

cessful as hoped. Fewer than

2<),(KW people have registered

while the government had ex-

pected up to ;^J,0<K) Mr. Andras
blamed the f>r>or showing on so-

r alled immigrants advocates

who are telling their clients that

the program is merely a ploy to

get them out of hiding. The cut-ott

date for registration is October

1,5.

OTTAWA — Canada has

reimposed an import tariff on

beef from the States in response

to a flood of U.S. beef into the

country forcing down Canadian
beef prices and taking a major
share of the beef market away
from Canadian producers.

The U.S. beef started coming
into Canada after President

Nixon raised his restrictions on

beef prices. U.S. producers, who
had been holding back their

cattle in anticipation of a price

rise, flooded the U.S. market
actually forcing the price down.

I^joking for higher prices, the

U S. producers started .selling in'

Canada forcing Canadian prices

down. This brought cries of

protest from (Canadian producers

claiming unfair competition.

VANCOUVER British

Columbia is fa<'ing a crisis of

major social significance. The
Family Planning Asso(!iation

said last I''riday that the national

rail strik(f has itc.Ui up supplies of

birth control pills destined for the

province and that supplies are

running short.

OTTAWA — A paper issued

by the Law Reform Commission
of Canada has recommended that

compensation should be given to

people accused of crimes and
later found not guilty. According

to the commission, more than

6,000 Canadians were acquitted of

criminal charges last year. The
paper urges that these people be

compensated for their legal fees

and for loss of income.

The paper notes that

provincial legislation already
provides for compensation to

victims of crime and states that

"the acquitted person is now the

only person left in our criminal

justice system without adequate

costs or loss protection."

OTTAWA The post office

has issued deadlines for overseas

(Christmas mailings. The earliest

is October 1 for surface-

transported parcels destined for

the Middle and Far East, New
Zealand and Qther .South Pacific

countries. Air mail to continental

Europe has a Dec. 7 deadline

while Britain has a Dec. 13

deadline.

The lists of dates are posted

in post offices

formation.

for public in-

backpage
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Queen's students packed Grant Hall on having difficulty making up their minds just

Clubs Night Tuesday and these two seem to be which club they want to join.

Commerce hopes for a faculty house
by Leslie Flemming

An idea, for a Commerce
Faculty House, originated by
Commerce '74, may be a little

closer to realization this year
although plans are still very
tentative. The first problem,
finding a building large enough to

suit the faculty needs, may be

solved in the discovery of a house
at 47 Wellington by Steve
Gilchrist this summer. Once a

school, it could now serve as a

Commerce residence and a social

activity centry, benefitting both
the faculty and the University.

Originators John Telgman and
Charlie Ketcheson foresee the
basic problem as one of finances.

The initial outlay of several

hundred dollars to cover the ar-

chitectural and firemarshal
approvals is just the beginning.

Unestimated funds are still

required to purchase the building

and carry out renovations,
Ketcheson and John Farrell told

the Journal. Further com-
plications involve zoning bylaws,
licensing on a special permit
basis, and the lack of parking in

the vicinity.

Presently the building is

owned by the University, but due
to its location in a residential

area outside the sphere of

campus, it has remained

relatively useless for Queen's

purposes. Commerce plans, still

very much up in the air, would
include renovating the front part

for residential purposes, while

closing off the addition at the

back until funds are availabe to

resotre the huge room (com-
parable to Grant Hall) to house
Commerce functions.

Suggestions for financing

centre around a possible Com-
merce-run service for Queen's,

perhaps the community. A fee

increase, if approved by Com-
merce students, would be an
added source of income. If these

funds are realized, the house

should be paid off within twenty

years. However, because of the

time period involved, the

organizers must consider the

willingness of the future Com-
merce students to maintian the

project.

As well, noted Telgman and
Ketcheson, the students must
consider the reactions of the

residents and ratepayers in the

immediate vicinity. "We want to

be good neighbours." said Ket-

cheson, and pointed out that an

initial move will be to talk to

the residents. Noise is not

the main concern ; instead it will

be the activity in the area ex-

pecially during functions,

complicated by the present
parking problems.

For the present, if plans
continue as hoped, the ar-

chitectural estimates, if at all

feasible will have to be put to a
referendum within the faculty.

A concrete start was made by
Commerce '77 during Frosh
Week in cleaning up the building.

As Ketcheson remarked "Charity
begins at home!"

stays in OFS;

call fee referendum
Queen's will remain a member of the Ontario Federation of

Students (OFS), despite the claim of External Affairs Com-
missioner Kiloran German that Queen's interests would be

better served by individual representation.

OFS representatives and council members argued that the

"growing pains" which OFS has experienced in the past 18

months have been cured by the restructuring of the OFS offlce.

OFS fees were increased by 15 cents per student to cover the

increased office costs; a referendum will be held to approve the

fee increase.

After extensive debate last night, Outer Council decided that

the AMS should provide services as well as fullfilling its

educational-political role. Some members felt that because of

the financial and organizational shortcoming of many AMS
operations, the AMS should withdraw from services and con-

centrate solely on educational and political issues.

The competence of students as managers of these services

was also questioned. Vice president Bruce Trotter maintained

that the AMS must cut out services which show a deficit.

A referendum will be conducted to ask students to approve an
increase in the AMS specific fee. The increase, which will double

the present AMS fee, is needed to help the AMS out of its current

financial predicament and to help defray rising operating costs.

The south-east corner of the intersection of University and
Union was officially designated "Queen's University" speakers'

corner. The graduate Student Society offered to provide a soap

box for any corner orators.

FULL DETAILS OF AMS MEETING IN TUESDAY'S
EDITION. .

- solman

"How to lose a million," a report of Hnancial recom-
mendations authored by Education Commissioner Marv
Bloos (shown above) was discussed last night as Outer
Council members struggled to set the AMS on its financial

feet.

@ueen's

ourna
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Pubs and Movies
401 Inn - The Lighter Side

Townhouse - Wes Epae and the New Zealand

Connection

Commodore - The Country Rebels

Manor - Ocean
Frontenac - Mr. Bill Joslin

Capitol - Paper Moon
Hyland - Last Tango in Paris

Odeon - White Lightning

British-Canadian Studies."

8:30 p.m. - First formal concert of the Vaghy String

Quartet, artists-in-residence at Queen's, in

Dunning Hall. Tickets $1.00 from the Agnes
Etherington Box Office or at the door.

Sunday, Sept. 30
followed by
House, 164

Holiday Closing

The Physical Education Centre will be closed on
Monday, October 8, 1973, for the
Thanksgiving Holiday.

Friday, Sept. 28
7:15 and 9:15 p.m. - Faculty of Education, School

Librarianship film at McArthur Hall
Auditorium, "The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie",

with Maggie Smith. Admission 99c.

8:00 p.m. - Lothlorien Science Formal presents

"Furry Foot Freakout or Frodo's Frolic", with

Crowbar and the Bill King Group, in the Jock
Harty Arena. Admission 99c.

8:00 p.m. - Graduate Student Society Film Club
presents first film in '73-'74 season, "Play It

Again Sam", in Ellis Hall Auditorium. Series

tickets available at first showing or at the Box
Office, Agnes Etherington. 12 films for $5.00.

8:00 - 1:00 a.m. - Friday and Saturday, Second
Annual Octoberfest, at the Austrian Club.

8:00 p.m. - Institute of Commonwealth and Com-
parative Studies Public Lectures 1973-74, in

Room 517, John Watson Hall. Mr. Richard
Luce, M.P. for Arundel and Shoreham
(Britain;, speaking on "Britain, the E.E.C., and

10:30 a.m. - Folk Mass, Dunning Hall

coffee and donuts at Newman
University Ave.

10:30 a.m. - Morning Worship followed by Talk-

Back, at Chalmers United Church, Barrie St. at

Clergy.

7:00 p.m. - Informal Eucharistic Celebration in the

Faculty Lounge, second floor of Queen's
Theological Hall. Anglican Chaplain to Queen's,
Rev. Eric Howes, Celebrant.

Monday, Oct. /

8:00-12:00p.m.- First PUB NIGHT of the term

.

7:00 p.m. - SVB Nite in Stirling Hall, with in-

formation on Volunteering.

7:30 p.m. - Meeting with speaker Flora Macdonald,

in the McLaughlin Room, Student Union.

Next Week
2 Oct. - Queen's Amateur Radio and Electronics

Club, first meeting at 7:00 p.m.. Room 454,

Gk)odwin Hall. All interested persons welcome.
2 - 4 Oct. - Blood Donor Clinic in Victoria Hall. Open

11a.m. -2 p.m. and 5 p.m. -8 p.m.

4 Oct. - Open House at the home of the Rev. Eric and
Mrs. Ann Howes (Anglican Chaplain on cam-
pus) at 8:00 p.m. 148 Barrie St. Apt. 1, All

welcome.
4 Oct. - Ski Club meeting in Stirling 'D' at 7:30 p.m.
Thanksgiving Weekend Queen's Outing Club canoe

trip in Algonquin Park. All interested phone
Gerry, 544-0657.

McDonald's
1.

Take a freshman to lunch.

277 BATH RD.

FEE REMINDER

The first instollment of fees due
by Sept. 30, 1973 can be paid in

person at the Accountant's Office,

Richardson Hall.

If you find it more convenient

to nnaii your cheque to the

Accountant's Office, please record

your student nunnber on the face

of your cheque.

SCffNCf fORMAL
ANNOUNCEMENT:

Fittings for tuxedos will be done at

Clark Hall by Newman's Formal

Rental

Monday Oct. 1 through Thursday Oct. 4,

from 7:00 to 10:00 P.M.

After this date, fittings can be done at Newman's Men's Shop,

with the same $2 Discount, Until Oct. 13, 1973.

Thursday, October 4th

at Jock Harty Arena

COUNTRY HOEDOWN
Square dance in the hay

to the sound of a live

FIDDLER, PIANO and CALLER

- ICE COLD BEER -
99* admission

Beer 5/$2.»°

WEST CAMPUS
RESIDENCES

Single rooms are available

for female students.

Contact: Residence Admission Office,

Victoria Hall

Graduate Student Society

NOMINATIONS

will be received by Bob Maloney (Biology 3198, 3139)

until Friday, October 5, for the following:

Secretary

Senator (1 yr.)

Nominations for Senator are open to "only those

candidates who could not fulfill a two-year term and

Senate nomination forms are available from B.

Maloney.
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Social Sciences complex to open this year
by Sue Wishart

After more than two and a

half years of planning and con-

struction, the new Arts Social

Sciences Complex is almost
complete.

One section of the building

will be ready for occupancy
within the next two weeks, and if

present schedules are main-
tained, the rest of the centre will

be finished in stages between
October and the end of the year.

Construction on the new Music

building should be completed by
late January. Physical Plant

spokesman Cam Jones told the

Journal that progress on the

project was slowed because the

contractor had difficutly in ob-

taining the number of skilled

Although this part of the new Arts and
Social Sciences complex appears to be
nearly finished, a lot of work remains to be
done inside before the sections shown here

bottomley

open in December. Eventually the roof will

look less sterile when, plants are placed

between the skylights.

tradesmen he needed.

The multi-level complex,
which is the largest single

academic building ever un-

dertaken at Queen's, was
designed to bring the arts and
social science disciplines

together in one area, rather than

having them spread all over

campus. Eleven university

departments will eventually

share the complex: the schools of

Business, Law, Urban Renewal
and Public Administration; the

departments of Economics,
Sociology, Political Studies,

Geography, Faculty Ad-
ministration and Extension

;
and,

in its own building, the Faculty of

Music.

The complex is divided into

twelve sections which will be

completed at different times.

Block A, at the north end, should

be ready within the next week or

so. It is connected to Macdonald
Hall and Dunning Hall and
consists mainly of offices for

faculty members and graduate
students.

Block F, which is basically

an extension of Richardson Hall,

is designed to provide additional

office space for university ad-

ministration staff. The
Geography department will

occupy blocks H, J, K and L (at

the south end). Special

geography labs are being built on

the bottom level of these sections.

With the exception of block M,
which is the new Music building,

the other sections of the complex
are intended for general use.

Once everything is installed,

the complex will have several

special features. There will be a

ground-level branch library in

block C containing specialized

business and economic journals,

geography books, a collection of

historical maps and a

documentation centre. A large

reading room is on the second
level of block D.

Facilities for a computing
terminal and keypunch machines
are being installed on the ground
floor of block E. The terminals

will be connected with other

computing facilities upstairs in

block E and with the university

computer centre. Block E will

also house a laboratory for

business students.

Another feature of the

complex which has already

received a good deal of attention

is the student subcentre. Located
in the north-west section of the

building, the subcentre will have
a reading room and a two-level

lounge, which in summer will

have access to an open-air
terrace. Provisions have also

been made for a coffee shop and
vending machines, although the

exact nature of the food services

to be offered is still being studied.

The Music building will

provide greatly improved
facilities and staff in that

discipline when it is completed in

January. Like the main building

in the Arts-Social Sciences
complex, it is a split-level

structure. In the basement are

soundproof practise cubicles and
a recital hall. Level two is oc-

cupied by a specialized music
library featuring several
listening stations so that students

can hear recordings from the

faculty's collection. On the third

level are small classrooms and
soundproof faculty offices

equipped with pianos.

Despite its size, the complex
as a whole includes several green
areas and a good deal of open
space. There are courtyards

behind Dunning Hall and
Richardson Hall and skylights

along the main corridor on the

second level. Glass walls on most
outside walkways and the variety

of levels in each block also

combine to convey an impression
of openness.

The complex is designed to

be as accessible as possible.

There are three main entrances:

at the south and between Jeffrey

and John Watson Hall, on the east

.

side behind Ellis Hall and off the

courtyard between Dunning and
Richardson. There is also direct

access to the building from
Macdonald, Dunning and
Richardsdn Halls. The entrance
on . the west side is primarily

intended for service use,

although it also has a ramp for

use of people in wheelchairs.

The final judgment on the

merits and shortcomings of the
building will not come, of course,

until faculty members and
students start to use it. Project

head Tom Yung is very pleased
with the way the new complex is

shaping up. "I only hope the

students like it," he commented.

Comment:

Inside views on progress
The Journal interviewed two of the con-

struction supervisors to get the workers' com-
ments on how the job has been progressing.

Yvon Therrien, working for one of the

subcontractors on the complex, stated that the

construction is "going as well as could be ex-

pected". He noted that his company has ex-

perienced a shortage of material from out of

town because of the rail strikes. He added that

the completion schedule has had to be revised
several times because of this.

Bob Breen, superintendent of the con-
struction comments that "it hasn't been going as

well as it should". He explained that there have
been architectural problems and the drawings
have undergone many revisions. He also pointed

out that there have been several design

problems. One occured during the installation of

some mechanical equipment. "The building is

designed well from the outside, but no thought

was really given to the inside".

Breen stated that his company was not af-

fected by the material shortages and strikes but

added that many of the subcontractors were
having problems in these respects.

Yvon Therrien explains his problems
willmer
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Tales from the Forest
by Bob Mutrie

'Twas another one of those' nights in the Gerbil den. All the furry

little animals in the Great Forest who laid any kind of obscure claim to

sanity had long since curled up in their tiny single or double lairs and

fallen innocently asleep.

But no so a few busy little animals who were scurrying about in

their den under Colonel Saunder 's Onion Patch. For they had to get all

the important non-news together and send it off to the Mighty Morris

Printer and his intrepid gnomes on the other side of the Great Forest

by morning. Otherwise the animals in the Great Forest would not be

able to read it and they would come howling to the Gerbil den as was
their wont.

It seemed that there was little hope for the Gerbil, however, for

Co-gods Woody Woodchuck and little Susie Devine kept getting stuck

in the back room of the Gerbil den when they attempted to escape from
piercing eyes. They were trying to hammer out their usual dicotomy

on forest life which they called the Gerbil. Little did they know that

there was a Great Conspiracy afoot on the part of the Great Animals of

the Animal Matter Society who did not wish the Co-gods to write any
more Gerbils about them.

Sandy Salamander, however, was pleased as punch and was
jabbering away joyfully with the Great Animals for she had finished

writing her non-news early and she felt that she could now create

disturbances.

There was fiery John Seadog who continued to brutishly badger
the poor little typists (a species of animal found only in the darker

parts of the Great Forest and especially in the Gerbil den). Seadog
was putting up a great commotion for he wanted the non-news finished

so that he could check it and go up to Dingy Druckerman's Tavern for

a chocolate milkshake and cookies (preferably Dare much to the

chagrin of many of the other animals).

However, there was still much to do and passionate perry pussy
was still making eyes at Raj Raccoon. But Raj Raccoon was sitting

with Juicy Janet and was thinking about the layout of the centrespread

(a Gerbilese technical term).

Meanwhile Gerbil kits kept wandering around trying to find out

who they should give their non-news to. Many seemed too engrossed in

the crossword from the Hogtown Grope and Flail to bother.

Suddenly Susie Devine's eyes lit up and she let out with an idea

which everyone thought was very intelligent on her part.

"Why don't we order some food from the Forest Delight (a fine

greasy spoon nearby). All immediately pricked up their ears and
became very excited for it had been at least two hours since they had
eaten at the Coughin' Coffee Shop down the hall before it closed.

While they were waiting for the food, the animals decided that it

was finally late enough to start putting more non-news together. The
Co-gods scurried busily about moving papers from desk to desk,

writing comments on them, and then throwing them away. The poor

lypists just couldn't keep up with their furor.

Sandy Salamander continued to jabber but it was not hard to see

that she was gloating for her non-news was done.

Then the spf)rts squirrels moved in (they seem to enjoy working
f-ven later than any of the other animals). There was an immediate
' ommotion and more papers were thrown around as the squirrels

f>urrowf;d for their non-news amidst the typists.

Thien the sleepy Amen wheelbarrow driver finally arrived to

deliver the (<><xi to the ravished animals. In the hurried frenzy, one
editor, two writers, and five fx>or typists were trampled and had to be
laken to the Animal Hospital with minor injuries (the Amen
wheelbarrow drivf;r was kind enough to take them on his way).

Once enough ketchup, mustard and relish had been dropped on the

rion nffWK, all decided that it was time to think about sending it to the

Mighty Morris Printer and his intrepid gnomes at the other end of the

Great Forest.

It was certainly late now and even Sandy Salamander's jabbering

U;gan to slow down. At this fwint fiery old John Seadog was beginning
U> pull his hair out by the rwts for Dingy Druckerman was closing up
his Tavern and he had yet to check th(! non news before; it went out.

Just then young Horn, one of the (ireat Animals, cigar in hand and
d;jff<Klil in mouth, wanderfrd in, She noticed the (;haos in the Gerbil

ben and der ided that she <:ouldn't do any more: damage so she grabbed
a cfxjkie ( which the Gcrbillcrs kcfit on hand from time to time) and
left.

It w;emcd that it was time for the Gerbil to be finished so all

brought the non n«ws to fiery John 'who by now had litth; hair left).

Yes, despite the attempt by th«: (in-ul Animals, th(! f-'o-gods even
managed to write their Gerbil and they all settUrd down contrintedly to

another order from the I''oresl Deligfit.

PIZZA
CHALET
544-1227

PRINCESS/7f\

BARRIE £^"^

is at

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Do not fail to see this major
exhibition opened by the
Secretary of State on June 3 and
continuing to October 28

Note new GALLERY HOURS:
Monday to Friday 9 to 5;

Saturday and Sunday 1 to 5;
Tuesday & Thursday evenings 7

to 9

ACADEMYAWARDWINNER
The School
Librarianship
Movie
M^Arthur
Hall „rnT.«Tnr««
7:15 13 BESTACTRESS

TONIGHT '^Brodie

99^

BEER
LIQUOR

BEER
LIQUOR

B

0

0

G

I

E

GET SMASHED

with

Crowbar
and

the Bill King Group

at FRODO'S FROLIC

Admission ^

lofs of beer and spirits available

FRIDAY, SEPT. 28, 1973

Jock Harty Arena

Presented by AMS Concerts and Lothorien Science Formal.

Tickets on sa le at John Orr Room this week 10 am - 4 pm

B

0

0

G

I

E

BOOGIE
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15^ FREE DRINK WITH ANY FOOD iy\
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15*

Lunch Room, Take Out
& DAIRY BAR

Our Specialty - Ted's BURGERS
Plus Sandwiches On Kaiser Rolls.

OPEN DAILY UNTIL2 A.M.
546-9673

297 PRINCESS AT CLERGY

- 1

z
1

o

O I

c
IT

O

15*

ABRAMSKY'S
259 PRINCESS ST

SPiCIAL INTRODUCTORY

Ofm TO STUDENTS

10-15% OFF

ANY MERCHANDISE

IN OUR STORE

THE BOOK BIN
225 PRINCESS

(next to the Capital Theatre)

WE

BUY and SELL

USED RECORDS
on consignment

and

PAPERBACK BOOKS
Please Bring us Your

Books and Records

AUDITIONS
for Theatre Arts Dept production of

Arthur Kopit's

"INDIANS"

Saturday/ Sept. 29 1 : 00 - 6 : 00 pm
Monday, Oct. 1 7:00 - 11 :00 pm
Tuesday, Oct. 2 7:00 - 11 :00 pm
Room G245, St. Lawrence College

Everyone Welcome

J
KINGSTON

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

Daycare Centre

Despite problems there^s hope
by Marion Malone

Finances are still the major problem for the

Day Care Centre at Queen's. The Centre, located on
Queen's Crescent across from Victoria Hall is,

according to Finn Bogstad of the Student Affairs

Centre, running on good will, scrounging, and
contributions from organizations such as the AMS
and Alumni Association.

The Centre was originally organized by a group
of married Students. The University provided the

physical facilities - the house on Queen's Crescent

which used to be a graduate student study house -

but it lacks the necessary equipment to run a day
care centre. A combination of students and staff run

the centre co-operatively with a qualified paid

supervisor, Carol McCallum.
The future for the centre is hoepful despite

present difficulties. An amendment to the Day Care
Act makes corporations eligible for grants from the

Provincial Government to run day care centres.

The day care directors and Vice Principal (ad-

ministration) Kennedy are negotiating to find the

best way to organize the centre so that it will be

considered a worth corporation to receive a grant.

The procedures, regulations and priorities for

allotting grants have not yet been set.

A new location for the centre is being con-

sdiered. 169 Union St. will be vacant when the

people there move into the Arts and Social Science

complex. The Union St. House, which was
previously an orphanage, is ideal for the Day Care
Centre.

Bogstad feels that if people adopt the attitude

that the Day Care Centre is not a babysitting ser-

vice to aid parents, but a service for children, then

the future organization will be easier and more
successful.

UBC

Overt discrimination continues
VANCOUVER (CUP) - Despite a report, ac-

cepted by the University administration last year

urging an end to sex discrimation at the University

of British Columbia, only token changes have been

made.
'Granted, there have been certain small

changes made in the last six months,' said Shelagh
Day, one of the authors of the report, 'But the hard
changes are concerned with how people get hired

and promoted, how women are put into dull, dead-

Sir George WUiams

end jobs and are traditionally discriminated

against. There have been no moves at all to make
these changes.

'

She said the Academic Committee, formed by
Administration President Walter Gage, had not

made its promised interim reports. A second
committee formed to examine discrimination

against non-academic workers at UBC, will submit
its findings for Gage's approval next month.

Library workers go on striice
MONTREAL (CUP)- Library workers at Sir

George Williams University went on strike in

protest of futile negotiations with the university

administration.

'There is no point in continuing to negotiate,'

said union spokeswoman Nancy Marelli. 'We
lowered our salary proposals from last time, and
they want us to lower salaries once again. This is

impossible.'

The library workers have been without a

contract since January and badly need a raise in

salary. But the union and the University Ad-
ministration are still about $1000 apart on yearly

salaries.

Another major disagreement is that the ad-

ministration does not want to negotiate non-

monetary matters until the salary dispute is solved.

Union people say salaries are intimately connected

with job descriptions and benefits and should be

discussed at the same time.

Queen's University was threatened with a

library strike two years ago after contract

negotiations broke down between the union and the

university. The workers were demanding higher

pay. Up until that time they had only been making
$62.50 a week.

Hove you

got your

Tricolor?
It seems word travels

fast. Many have already

heard that Tricolor 1972-1973

has arrived on campus. What
most haven't discovered is the

place and the time. Upper
year students wishing to

procure their Tricolor may
come to the International

Centre Lower Lounge in the

Students' Memorial Union
today, Monday, and Tuesday
between 9.00 a.m. and 6.00

p.m. A green student card

must be presented.

schwier
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Queen's

Division of Concerts

SEPTEMBER28 DUNNING HALL
8.30 P.M.

TONIGHT

VAGHY STRING QUARTET
PROGRAMME: HAYDN, SOMERS,

BEETHOVEN

"Superb Skills of Quartet Expose
Beethoven genius"

Tickets - $1.00 Division of Concerts

Box Office, Agnes Etherington

Art Centre, 547-6194

or at the door

letters

REGISTER NOW!!!

Several PART-TIME jobs are now

available in Kingston.

It's not too early to be thinking

about SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
opportunities.

For further information, visit the

CAREER PLANNING

AND PLACEMENT OFFICE

121 Union St.

Open 8:00 a.m. to 6:15 p.m.

INSTITUTE OF COMMONWEALTH

AND COMPARATIVE STUDIES

PUBLIC LECTURES 1973-74

"BRITAIN, THE E.E.C.,

AND BRITISH-CANADIAN RELATIONS"

SPEAKER: MR. RICHARD LUCE

M.P. for Arundel and Shoreham
Parliamentary Private Secretary to

Sir Geoffrey How/e, Minister for Trade
and Consumer Affairs.

DATE: FRIDAY, 28 SEPTEMBER 1973

TIME: 8:00 P.M.

PLACE: ROOM 517, JOHN WATSON HALL

NOTE: Mr. Luce's visit to Queen's
University is part of a cross Canada tour

being undertaken by four British Members
of Parliament, all parliamentary
secretaries wittiin ttie "Superministry" of

Trade and Industry.

Weight room

"a junk yard"
Dear Editors:

I think that this letter must be published for it,

in a way involves all the male students on the

Queen's campus who u.se the weight training room
at the Fhys. YA. centre. Something drastic has to be
done about the condition of that facility.

I am a third year student who enjoys par-

ticipating in all sorts of physical .sports. And I do
know the great advantage that a weight training

program can do for someone interested in sports. I

did use the weight room at least twice a week during
my first two years at Queen's. But this year may be
different. I went down to the room last Saturday
night to start my workouts. When I walked in, and
saw the condition of the room and equipment, I

almost felt like crying. The place was a mess and
there was not one decent barbell or dumbell that

could be used in the appropriate manner or with
safety. The bars are all bent, the weights are all

cracked, there are no collars to hold the weights on.

Two out of the three leg exercise machines are out

of commission. I say that there are at least four

maintenance men for every student at Queen's. Yet,

there is no one to fix things down in that borrow pit.

In other words, our weight room looks like a junk
yard of bent steel and broken cement blocks (the

Weilder weights). How can Queen's put out any
decent school team with a training room like that?

How can football players build up their arms and
hockey players their legs. It is a proven and
scientific fact that weight training is an essential

part in the training of any and all sports. This year,

the price of using the Phys. Ed. facilities went up
from $10 to $18. I asked one guy what the reason
was. He said it was the price of cloths. Why can't we
use some of this $8 increase to buy some new
weights. Consumers Distributing offers a variety of

barbell and dumbell sets from $32.50, $22.97, $8.65,

$24.85. They come in vinyl covering or cast iron. I

think that the heads of the departments at the

complex owe it to us - the students, to get some new
weights. Spend $200-$300. That's not going to put a

big hole in any budget. 1 think that Queen's should

be ASHAMED to have such a room. No one can call

that a weight training room where champion teams
train and Queen's men become men, not boys. I had
a chance to workout at Laurentian University in

Sudbury during the summer. Their room is just

great. "They have one piece dumbell and barbell sets

ranging in 5 lb. intervals upward. Not once did I see

any equipment out of order. It was always fixed. It's

no wonder why LU has such great basketball and
hockey teams.

I hope the BIG SHOTS in Phys. Ed. Centre are

reading this letter. How about getting off your big

asses and going down to your so called, weight
training room. Maybe you can lose a few inches
yourselves. Or are you ashamed of the condition in

that room. HOW ABOUT SOME ACTION AND
NEW WEIGHTS.

The men (future boys) of Queen's

Apathy

in Artsci '75

short of the limit for a "pull" in the event and w<-

were forced to default. There are several pf^intfc f.o

be drawn from this epiwxle First, the default c</fcl

:«) fxjints per man with eigtjt as the lower limit for

calculation Thus, Arts '75 is 'iM) p<^»ints in the hole
after the first intramural event certainly our year
is well on its way towards winning the Bews trophy

Second, for this event fifteen perjple confirmed
that they would be present and of this fifteen only
five showed up Contrast this with full tug-<if-war

complements in many other years of our own
faculty and especially the engineering faculty Such
a response could be excused once but, from
previous experience, it is a recurring phenomenon.
This .seems to be the rule rather than the exception,

.Some people might suggest that the poor per-

formance of our year is due to our own athletic

stick. Knowing our stick quite well I can state that

he seems well-fjrganized and doing the best he can
under the circumstances. His success depends upon
the response of the members of our year and, as
evidenced by the poor .showing of our members at

the tug-of-war and events of the past, he is not

getting it.

The argument may be raised that many Art-

smen do not have the time to participate in in-

tramural athletics. In reply, let it be noted that the

enginners with a much heavier workload than
Artsmen in terms of class hours always seem to do
quite well in Bews.

Another argument is that some of the in-

tramural sports, tug-of-war for instance, are not as

prestigious as others, such as football for example.
But such sports, tug-of-war, the harrier and the like

are the "meat" of intramural athletics. These are
competitions where the chances of winning are
greater simply because the degree of expertise is

not as necessary as in say, football or hockey, sports

which are almost fundamental to a Canadian's life.

Just participating serves two useful purposes: first,

it accumulates points for our year in the Bews
trophy race and second, a real sense of

camaraderie is developed in that people are coming
together and striving to achieve a common goal.

Finally, I wish to make several points. We
Artsmen of 1975 have a large faculty and
theoretically we should have no trouble getting a

good turnout and a "quality turnout" at that. I also

believe that those Artsmen who fail to turnout are
missing a lot. They are missing the chance to meet
new people and develop new friends as well as the

fun involved in the sport itself. For these reasons
their apathy is a shame.

So I urge all Artsmen to participate at least

once and for themselves find out what they are

missing or are not missing.

Gary Gorr

Dear Editors,

This is a bitch letter to all the male members of

Arts '75. II concerns the .sad state of Arts '75 in-

(raniiiral athletic performances. I make no

.ipologics lor the coiilciits of this lell(!r.

I,;isl evening, the twentieth of Sept., I turned out

for tug of war and was (lisniay((d to find only five

Artsmen had app(!ared for the event. This was three

German replies
Dear Editors,

In the Queen's gerbil column of September 25,

Charles Schwier stated that the lobbying on the

AOSC and foreign student issues was done "under

the auspices of OFS and he used this as part of his

rationale for remaining in OFS. Schwier knows
perfectly well, that OFS had absolutely nothing to

do with.that lobbying. The Federation took no action

in either of the two areas. Concessions from Ottawa

were gained because of uncoordinated represen-

tations from individual campuses. This form of

lobbying proved far more effective than anything

that ()F\S had indulged in in the past, and proved

that no provincial organization was necessary to

bring about change at the governmental level.

I was disappointed to see an old pro like Schwier

resort to such shoddy journalism.

Kiloran German
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and more

Bands

rebuke Gerbil
Dear Editors:

Regarding the closing comment of the Queen's

Gerbil column on Sept. 18, we would like to draw a

few facts to your attention. This was the first time in

several years that the Bands have been able to

lead the frosh to the first football game. This

required a lot of work on the part of the executive

and the old Bands members, who came back early

in order to make the parade and pep rally spirited.

The Queen's Bands is an entirely voluntary

organization which requires a great deal of

sacrifice from its members. Of course, we don't put

on as great a spectacle as the American pro-football

half time shows, but we do create recognition for

Queen's, and (we think) a hell of a lot of spirit.

We are planning this year' to do the best we
possibly can, but we think that the effort which has

already gone into the Bands this year should not go

overlooked.

The Queen's Bands Executive

Ban Righ stripped
DEar Editor:

Today as I happened to be walking by Ban Righ
on my way to Stirling Hall for a Physics lecture, I

noticed a workman on a ladder was ripping off the

ivy from the walls of the building. I stood and
watched for a while and realized the reason of his

actions. In some spots, the ivy was growing over the

windows and was thus obscurring the inside view.

However, it seemed to me that he was ripping off

more than was necessary. Instead of merely clip-

ping the ivy from around the windows (which would
seem to me to be the most reasonable solution) he
was ripping entire vines off some of which led right

to the ground. I saw another man rip several vines

from the ground up, to a window about 8 feet above
the ground.

With all the new pre-fab buildings going up at

Queen's it's nice to see some of the older buildings

maintain their 'air' of distinction and I think it's

pretty bad when the ivy starts dropping from the

few buildings, it's present on because some work-
men don't bother to take the extra time to chp in-

stead of rip.

Chris George, Artsci '76

More on
the frosh boogie
Dear Editors:

I would like to offer a rebuttal to the criticism of

Frosh Boogie which was published in last Friday's
Journal.

My first reaction upon reading the letter from
the dissatisfied frosh, was one of laughter, at the
thought of another uninformed by-stander who
chose to put down one of the best run dances that
I've had the pleasure to witness at Queen's in years.

It seems rather ironic that the person who wrote
the letter only had to endure an hour of discomfort
in line. Think, if you will, of the days and months

Mr. Merrifield must have been inconvenienced in

organizing an event which had to accommodate
3,000 people.

For the first time in three years, up-

perclassmen were allowed admission to this event,

and this deserves recognition as well.

As far as I'm concerned, I'd like to see a lot

more of Mr. Merrifield's organizational superiority

displayed around this campus, and those of us who
don't make use of these people's gifted talents are
only cheating the well-being of this institution.

In his note of praise to thank his staffers, Mr.
Merrifield ended by thanking us for the experience.

I would like to end by thanking him - for the best

dance in years at Queen's and for putting up with

assholes who dare to criticize a job well done.

Warthog, Arts '75

But he was dead

!

Dear Editor:

In Sandy Naiman's review of "Dracula", she
implied that Bram Stober wrote the play in 1927.

Actually (to keep his soul at rest), "Dracula" was a
dead serious novel written by him in 1897. In fact, he
didn't even know about the play, mainly because he
was dead.

Geoff Swift

(the Bram Stoker Fang Club)

.

All letters to the editors should be submitted
by 5 pm on Sunday for Tuesday's issue, and by 5

pm on Wednesday for Friday's paper. Although
an alias may be used, all letters MUST be signed
by the author.

Comment on Chile
Dear Editors:

I write in reference to the article about the coup
in Chile which appeared in Friday last's edition of

the Jounral. The article struck me as somewhat of a

farce due to the fact that it held so many ambiguous
statements totally devoid of any reasonable
documentation. On the one hand the author would
protect the so-called "social democracy of Chile"
and then punch irreparable holes in his case by
mentioning the appointment, to ChUe's cabinet by
Mr. Allende, well before the coup of several

military personnel. This is only one of Allende's

many actions which exposed the real nature of his

regime.

Mr. Allende's government was not a majority
government as the article points out and did not

receive the support of such powerful economic
portions of the society, such as Docotors, business

men, and merchants. It is easy to conclude then that

the socialist government in Chile was not only

economic folly, it also resulted in a coup which took
many lives. Socialism in Chile was a failure and was
not as the article pointed out "chosen by the people

of Chile". If it were why was it disposed of in such a

typically Latin American way, by the bullet.

Therefore let us not make false martyrs out of

the tyrants in solicalists clothing nor find good in

bloody military juntas but judge the matter with

unprotituted facts. The article; "Chile: creating

a new society" is an affront to any locigal individual

and sooner the press ceases to publish such bias

articles and begins to expose more objective ones,

the closer we will come to the truth.

T.D. Train

Princess Street, Kingston, Ontario

OPENING SATURDAY SEPT. 29

at349A

featuring exclusively handmade
items, something for everyone

Come see us soon!

BUY YOUR DIAMOND NOW!

AND PAY

AT YOUR

CONVENIENCE!

Sometimes it's not easy to pay

right away. That doesn't mean you have

to wait to buy a diamond. You

can choose one of our credit plans. Our

selection includes rings in all

price ranges. Let us help you choose a

splendid, exquisitely cut diamond

and plan convenient payments. It's the

easy way to enjoy your

diamond now.

\

KI .VXKA I J 1) ESTERR I-:

Jewellers
1G8 PRINCKSS STREET
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

DINNER-TIME THEATRE
featuring

THEATRE 5
AN IMPROVISATIONAL REVUE WITH MUSIC

HOT AND COLD BUFFET 7:00 P.M.

SHOW STARTS AT 8:00 P.M.

THE BUTTERY
178-188 ONTARIO ST. 544-6881

You are invited to attend

a 6-week course on the

BAHA'I FAITH

A New Spiritual Dimension for this Age

Thursdays 8 - 9:30 P.M.

St. Lawrence College, Room S104

Beginning: Thursday, Oct. 4, 1973

Tuition Free
Presented by the Baha'i Community of Kingston. For in-

formation call

544-3252
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Mosport's wet weather does it again
I'icturos and story by Itob Bullcr

The Canadian Grand Prix has had a

long history of bad weather and 1973 was
no exception. However the rain and fog

was only one factor that helped create one

of the most confusing Formula 1 races in

recent memory. Exciting, yes, but con-

fusing as hell to all involved, including the

drivers. When the checkered flag finally

appeared, on lap late, no less than three

drivers had thought they had won and in

fact, each of the three were announced as

the winner over the P.A. system in dif-

ferent reports. The timers and lap-keepers

struggled for over four hours to get things

straightened out. Finally Peter Revson
(McLaren) was declared winner with

Emerson Fittipaldi (JSP Lotus) second

and Jackie Oliver (Shadow) third.

All this completely overshadowed a

brilliant drive by Nicki Lauda in a BRM
who led the first half of the race literally

running away from the rest of the field on

his Firestone rain tires. So much faster

was the BRM that by the end of 20 laps he

'Ihc Mosixirl pilH (lurinf(

;i hrciik in pr;if ti<'c

had over a one minute lead on the likes of

three different world champions: Stewart,

Fittipaldi, Hulme and all the rest as well.

It was too bad for him that the rain stopped

and everybody headed for the pit to change
to dry weather slicks. Only then did the

spectators begin to dry out and all the

other drivers on Goodyear tires had a

chance to catch up. That's where the

confusion really began. Between laps 25

and the end no less than 14 cars had the

lead with everybody making at least one
stop; many changed tires twice. Confusion

was compounded by a shunt on lap 33 that

brought out the pace car (no less for 7 laps

during which the debris was cleaned up.

From then on no one was really sure what
was happening except there was some fine

racing among the somewhat depleted

field.

PRACTICE
On paper there was a good deal of

practice time alloted with sessions
Thursday and Friday afternoons and both

morning and afternoon on Saturday.

Thursday's session was very quiet as most
teams tried to remember gear ratios and
suspension settings from last year only to

discover that the track was much bumpier
and required a higher setup to keep the

cars from bottoming. Ronnie Petersen was
charging his JPS Lotus about and looked

quick if a trifle ragged. Most everybody
else did a few exploratory laps and then

retired to the garages for some all night

tinkering sessions. Friday brought out

more drivers; the Tyrells were ex-

perimenting with aero-dynamics as they

have a new nose design to play with.

BRM had tire trouble but then so did

the other Firestone Teams, while Petersen

continued his early fast pace. Team
McLaren and Jody Schicter in the spare
car circulating on Petersen's tail while

Revson and Hulme sat in the pits and
played with engine electrics. Emerson
Fittipaldi had problems with locking

brakes while brother Wilson blew an
engine on only his third lap of practice.

Most teams postponed serious practice for

Saturday; they underestimated Mosport's

infamous weather.

It wasn't the rain that bothered
everybody on Saturday, it was the fog

;
you

couldn't see the length of the pits and
without visual communication between
marshalling posts nothing could transpire.

By 1.00 p.m. the Formula Ford and 2.5

Sedan practices were postponed and the

Stewards let the Formula 1 cars out alone

for 5 laps each of untimed practice. Denny
Hulme, President of the Grand Prix

Drivers Association and Jackie Stewart
did an Inspection of the new safety

features and pronounced them acceptable.

Whc; asked for a comment on the weather
however, Denny was heard to mutter,

"Diabolical".

Thus for the next couple of hours the

crowd was treated to solitary cars

pussyfooting their way around the track

not r(!ally b<'ing abU; to see. By :i,(H) pm the

log began to lift and an open practice was
scheduled til 5. .30, Then the fun began.

Ronnie I'(!lerson was continually fast,

but was chased by both Lauda's BRM and

Schecter's McLaren. Reutemann's
Brabham was almost as quick as was
Fittipaldi's I>f)tus, but no one could come
close to the quickest times of Friday af-

ternoon . By the end of the session the grid

stood: Petersen (JPS IaAuh) 1:13,697,

Revson (McLaren) at almost a full .second

slower at 1:14.737 Scheckt (McLaren)

1 ;14:758 Reutemann (Brabham) 1:14:813,

Emerson Fittipaldi (JPS Lotos) 1:15.035

Cevent (Tyrell) 1:15.319 Lauda (BRM)
11:15.400 Stewart (Tyrell) 1:15.641.

The Race
Race day dawned cold and wet, an

exact repeat of the day earlier and, come
to think of it, the last 3 Canadian GP's. The
organizers arranged for a one-hour warm-
up so that everyone could test their last

minute mods. Instead, cars just slithered

about courtesy of the rain and the oil

cheerfully added to the track by the sedans

and formula fords. Denny Hulme spun in

the Esses and had to push his McLaren
home Reutemann slid off at Moss Comer
to the detriment of his aerofoils while Hunt
got sideway at the Pit Corner and biffed

the guardrail right in front of his own
crew. Ronnie Peterson locked up his

brakes once too often and plowed into the

back at turn 10, badly damaging his Lotus

but thankfully not hurting himself.

Miraculously, the mechanics produced
replacements from the parts bin and
somehow the field made it to the grid for

the already one hour late start. Two pace
laps were allowed before the standing

start and the pack were off at the drop of

the Canadian flag, almost cleanly too,

except for Mercario who stuffed the

Ferrari's nose into Stommelen's
Brabham to the detriment of both the

Ferrari's nose fins and the Brabham 's oil

catch tank. Ronnie Petersen thundered

into the lead with Schecter, Lauda, Fit-

tipaldi, and Stewart not far behind. The
superiority of Lauda's Firestone rain tires

soon showed as he passed both Schecter

and Peterson to take the lead on lap 3.

Steward passed Fittipaldi on lap 5 but his

lead was short-lived as he soon fell back

with tire trouble. Meanwhile Lauda
opened his lead leaving all the Goodyear
runners far behind. Merzario visited the

pits to have his nose section removed while

Denny Hulme stopped to remedy a punc-

tured rear tire. Mike Beuttler had his

engine digest a piston and let go all its oil

and water in a couple of hundred yards of

track. Howden Ganley's Iso arrived on the

scene before Marshalls, could get the oil

flag out and promptly spun without doing

any damage. Peter Gethin spun his BRM
and rather unceremoniously parked it at

corner 3; according to the marshall at the

scene, his comments were mostly un-

printable. Also out was Ronnie Peterson

who blew a front tire and damaged
suspension bits in the process. Then,just as

the race looked like a procession to the

checkered flag, it stopped raining and the

track dried. This sent everybody diving

into the pits for dry racing slicks and this

resulted in a lap keepers nightmare. Some
drivers including Lauda stopped twice to

correct their tire problems. Jackie

Stewart arrived in the Tyrell pit at the

same time as Chris Amon and wa:.

out for one more lap by Ken Tyrell )

pique he ran over his mechanic's f /oi

f)efore obeying.

Just as everyone thought order wo jld

re-establish itself, Jody Schect'
McLaren and Francois Cevert'g Ty
touched in corner two and both were
spinning. SchccUtr lost his left front v.!

and stopped on the edge of the grass

Cevert's Tyrell hit the guardrail .<

hard, rolled over and eventually str^p,. :

right side up.

Both drivers climbed out, apparently

unhurt, and Francois Cevert proceeded to

inform J. Schecter, Esq. what he thought

of him in general and his driving in par-

ticular. Cevert was furious and it trxik a

marshall and a nearby photographer to

restrain him from physically attacking the

young South African. Jody returned to the

pits on foot, while Cevert who was limping

quite badly, was picked up by an am-
bulance crew. He suffered only bruises to

his left leg.

Marshals on the scene were unsure of

the cause of the accident, although it is

known that Schecter was overtaking

Cevert in an inappropriate place. Cevert

was still furious later, and the two men
almost came to blows again in the pits.

Even though both were unhurt there was
enough debris and sand on the track to

cause the stewards to call out the pace car

to maintain order while the track was
cleaned up. But instead of putting itself in

front of Oliver, the leader at the time, the

pace car established itself in front of

Howden Ganley and behind Oliver. This

meant that as the gagle formed up behind

the Mosport Porsche, Oliver had a chance
to charge around and gain almost a lap on

the rest. The pace laps also gave anyone
who hadn't already done so, a chance to

dash to the pits for tires, or anything else

for that matter. With the green flag, racing

was on again and now a dry track gave the

Goodyear cars a better chance. Some
tremendous dicing ensued, particularly

between Revson and Fittipaldi. At the

finish, the starter waved the checkered!
flag one lap late and added further con-

j

fusion to an already befuddled state. After

four hours of waiting during which time

most people celebrated Revson's win, the

final results were published: 1. Revson
(Yardley McLaren); 2. Fittipaldi (JPS

Lotus); 3. Oliver (Shadow); 4. Beltoise

(BRM); 5. Stewart (Tyrell); S.Ganley

(ISO); 7. Hunt (March); 8. Reutemann
(Brabham); 9. Hailwood (Surtees); 10.

Amon (Tyrell).

All in all, there were some pleasantly

surprising performances by drivers who
don't usually get much attention. These

included Reutemann, Beltoise, Oliver and
of course Nikki Lauda. Just enough to

make the United States Grand Prix on

October 6 all the more exciting.

Colin Chapman was happy; come to^

think of it, so were the McLaren and

Shadow teams. Not so was Nikki Lauda \

and the BRM team. Just when they

thought they could count on the awful

Canadian climate, the sun had to come out

and spoil it all.
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Faces at Grand Prix

Of course Jackie Stewart was there;

he had to be. Labatt's had just spent the

profits from thousands of cases of 24's to

promote their Labatt's 50 Grand Prix of

Canada by trundling him all over Eastern

Canada to meet the press and down a few

bubblies. The fact that John Young
Stewart, OBE had just clinched the 1973

World Driving Championship was
relatively unimportant. What was im-

portant was sponsorship contracts and, oh

yes, over $220,000. in prize money too!

Rounding out Elf Team Tyrell was
regular No. 2 Franxois Cevert and a third

car for (surprise) Chris Amon. Chris was
without a Fl ride, again, after the un-

timely demise of the Martini Tecno team
for the third and last time (we think) and
after his pre-season tiff with STF March.
He was king of hoping his string of bad
luck would improve at last. It didn't.

Yardley Team McLaren had two

regular cars for Denny "the Bear" Hulme
and Peter Revson plus a third for their new
kid on the GP block: Jody Scheckter.

Despite his already earned reputation of

being reckless, many feel Jody will

mature. A pensive Ken Tyrell volunteered

that really good drivers always have
shunts at first as they learn their limits.

Nevertheless many of the other drivers

hope he learns soon, as he is responsible

for no less than six complete chassis write-

offs so far this season.

John Player Special Team Lotus were
riding a crest of success of late at the

hands of none other than Ronnie Petersen.

Never mind the 1972 reigning World

Champ, Emerson Fittipaldi who at one

time this season looked like a shoo-in to

repeat his magnificent performance of last

year. No, his fortunes failed while Ronnie

picked up two wins and a third in the last

three races. As insurance, Colin Chapman
had the two regular Lotus 72's on hand arid

a back-up car for whoever might need it

just in case it was needed.

Not so successful has this year been

for Marlboro BRM, despite the infusion of

both new chassis designs and rivers. Gone
was Clay Regazonni, some say fired in

disgrace, and back was Peter Gethin. As

usual Jen-Pierre Beltoise was at the No. 1

spot on the team accompanied by Nicki

Landa, but even they must be discouraged.

The BRM equipe needs something,

whether it's just better management or a

whole new beginning. More than one ob-

server was heard to remark that their cars

are looking down right scruffy and the

mechanics almost disorganized as the

Ferrari pits.

Speaking of Ferrari, that team did

show up with just one car for Arturo

Mezario. Jacky Ickx was gone for good in

disgust as a result of the totally un-

competitive new car that was supposed to

be the long last replacement of the ill-

handling B2. It isn't any better and Ferrari

is another team that mus t rebuild.

Don Nichols' UOP Team Shadow
looked downright impressive with their

two mounts for regulars Jackie Oliver and
George Follmer. Both cars had new
suspension bits and were moving well in

practice. The whole team was optimistic

and even chief timer Penny Nichols was
seen to smile once and a while. (Yes

madam, I notice things like that.) Not so

happy was Frank Williams' Iso-Marlboro

Team that included drivers Tim Schenken

and Howden Ganley. Both cars had gobs of

power but were handling "funny", either

over or under-steering depending on whom
you talked to. Never mind, the mechanics

had nice new outfits.

Motor Racing Developments, now
managed solely by Bemie Eccleston, had 2

BT42's for the regular drivers Wilson

Fittipaldi, and Carlos Reutemann and the

spare for old hand Rolf Stommelen who
has returned to Formula 1 for the ump-
teenth time. Reutemann was by far the

happiest and fastest while Wilson was
having a fight with differing tire com-

pounds. Both Mike Hailwood and Carlos

Jackie Stewart feels his way around the slippery track.

Pace were grim faced as they ex-

perimented with suspension settings on

their Surtees cars that no one felt were
really suited to the fast and bumpy
Mosport circuit. Team manager, Rob
Walker was cautiously optimistic and at

the same time secretly hoping for a wet

race. Nine times Motorcycle Champ,
Hailwood doesn't mind the rain and feels

his Firestone wet compounds could give

him an extra advantage.

Also optimistic was leading privateer

James Hunt in his unsponsored March.
Unsponsored that is except for the big

bundle of greenies put up the third Lord
Hesketh, no less. This small team and
novice driver have blown the doors off

many established factory teams and
currently rank in sixth place. Not bad for

only having run five races all year. This

young man bears watching.

Also present were Mike Beuttler in

another privately entered March and Jean
Paul Jarier in the sole remaining works
entry. Max Mosely's team March is still

reeling from the sudden withdrawal of

their sugar daddy STP and even he ad-

mitted that the future is not very bright.

Graham Hills' private Embassy
Cigarettes Shadow was very much in

evidence with brightly decorated car,

driver and mechanics of which in-

cidentally there are six for only one car.

No. 1 don't know why he needs that many.

Rounding out the entries was Team
Ensign, relative newcomers with one car

for Rikki Van Opel, descendent of the

family of car makers of the same name.

"Interesting" was the word most often

used to describe the design of the New
Ensign as it doesn't really follow any of the

more common Fl trends. It wasn't pai

ticularly fast either.

Thus the Circus, complete with

sponsor reps and PR types, friends,

mistresses and various hangers-on,

descended on Mosport for the second to

last GP race of the season. With the

championship sewn up for this year, the

atmosphere was a bit relaxed. But not too

relaxed as second through sixth place

were still open and, oh yes, there was that

$220,000. prize money up for grabs too!

Brake trouble caused Ronnie Petersen to dent his Lotus ( No. 2 above left) in practice. It was
rebuilt in time for the race but it wasn't fast enough to prevent Peter Revson (No. 8 above
right) from overtaking him and going oh to win.
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FINNEGAN'S
"THE SINGING PUB"
NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

178-188 ONTARIO ST. 544-6881

CLOVER LEAF MARKET
GROCERIES
PRODUCE
SUNDRIES

MEATS
HEALTH FOODS
HOUSEWARES

MON. to FRI. - 8:30 A.M. to 10 P.M.

SAT. - 8:30 A.M. to 6 P.M.

"We Deliver" - 546-5566

Corner Princess and University Ave.

unclassifieds

WHAT YOU WANT

IS WHAT WE'VE GOT
And For A Whole Lot Less!

Famous "Shamrock" Brand
Courtelle knit or polyester knit

CO-ORDINATES
Classic styled

BLAZERS, FLARED PANTS,
LONG AND SHORT SKIRTS,

in all-new fall fashion

shades. Sizes 5 to 20

but not every size in

every colour.

V2 PRICE

Regular Value $12 to $27

Now $6 to $13.50

"Shamrock" Tailored Shirts and
Blouses also on sale at ...V2 Price

KINGSTON'S FAMOUS

BARGAIN HOUSEI

27 Princess Street at Ontario
Free Parking - Chargex

Graduate Student Society Film Club
Presents its

Fall-Winter 1973-74 Series

a.

G

1 Sf.-pt. 28 Play it again Sam (Woody Allen)

2, Oct, 12 Summer Interlude (Dir. Bergman)
3. Oct. 26 Gospel According to St. Matthew (Dir.

Pasolini)

4. Nov, 9 Topaz (Dir, Hitchcock)

5, Nov, 23 Taking Off (Dir. Forman)
6, Dec. 7 Tell Me Lies (Dir, Peter Brook)

7, Jan 18 Garden of the Finzi Continis (Dir, DeSica)

8. Feb. 1 Dracula and Frankenstein (Two horror

classic)

9. Feb, 8 Before the Revolution (Dir. Bertolucci (of

Last Tango fame))
10 Feb, 15 Cocoanots (Marx Bros.)

11, March 8 A Time to Love, A Time to Die (from

Remarque''. Novel)

12, March 22 The Threepenny Opera (Brecht Weil)

SERIES TICKETS AVAILABLE AT FIRST
SHOWING OR AT THE DIVISION OF
CONCERTS BOX OFFICE,
ETHERINGTON ARTS CENTRE.
12 FILMS ONLY $5.00

FILMS SHOWN IN ELLIS HALL AUDITORIUM, FRIDAYS
AT 8:00 P M

ALL WELCOME!

LOST: one jean jacket of immense
sentimental and other value. A biq
reward is ttiercfore offered, Lost it

at Bilbo's Birthday party last

Saturday night. Please,,,! repeat,
big reward ottered. Call S44-2S01,

DEAR LYLE: Tigh told me to deliver

a Kunq Fu kick in the ass to you.
And told me to sign it. Love and
kisses, Mark. Yours sincerely, S u

e

d.

AMEY'S: Please send a taxi to 220

Division, going 'out to lunch',.,

GOD: all appears well and all seem to
be looking out for my better in-

terests. Many thanks for dinner
and inspiration. We have to be a
breed, ,,Godlette

TRICOLOR '74 NEEDS PEOPLE to

help on the Queen's Yearbook
staff! If you're interested in

layout, writing, or yearbooks in

general, join us next Tues, at 8 in

the Tricolor office - the Union.

TAK MEMBERS- meeting Oct. 3,

Wed, 7,30 pm. Usual place to elect

officers for coming year. All old

volunteers please attend.

ELTON JOHN FANS: I want com-
pany going to Detroit for Elton's

concert Friday, October 5,

Busing unless you have car,

Detroit closest concert unless
someone has further in-

formation.,. Call Lee, 1-382-3289,

immediately. Please pass the
word to other Elton fans,

WORLD DRINKING ASSOCIATION:
this is to announce the inaugural
meeting of the Canadian chapter
of the World Drinking Association,
to be held Saturday, September 29,

1973. BYOB, BYOD. As usual, the
finest in musical entertainment
will be provided. To all our
friends, ,,come!(hah, hah). Steve,
John, Bill, Bob.

1 ROOM AVAILABLE immediately
for a student in a house with 5

other girls, close to Campus. Call

544-2536.

FOUND- a pen in Lower Vic during
-Frosh Week- phone 546-1206,

LOST- pair of wire framed glasses,
Saturday on way to football game.
In cream coloured case. Call Fran.
544-5893.

EARN EXTRA MONEY: Have a car?

We'll pay delivery commission
plus extra to cover insurance. Call

the PIZZA CHALET, 544-1227, Mr.
Dean Berkstead,

VAL and CATHY are two lonely girls

looking for someone to talk to.

Please phone 549-1470 after 10.30

any evening,

GAEL GROUP 41 and 40 is invited to

another riotous good time at the

abode of Danno: Fri. 28th, Hope to

see you all there. (160 Johnson)

THIS IS PROBABLY THE SECOND-
TO-LAST time you'll hear about it

so why not make a note of it; SVB
Nite is Monday Oct, 1, 7,00 p.m.,

Stirling Hall.

THIS IS PROBABLY THE LAST
TIME You'll hear about it- did you

make note of it? SVB Nite, Mon-

day, Oct. 1, 7 p.m. Stirling Hall,

LOST: Brazilian Good Luck Charm- a

small black wooden hand in the

shape of a fist, somewhere bet-

ween Adelaide and Dupuis
Auditorium, Call Joan at 544-8231,

LOST: Black wallet, card case- im-

portant documents within of no
benefit to anyone but me. (lean-

celled the credit cards). At the

Manor, Mon. Sept. 24. Call Betty at

542-8960.

TO THE SEVEN SLAVES: Just a

reminder to you all-the Pink Dot) is

having it's house warming party

on Sept. 291h - this Sat, night- you

arc all invited to attend.

TO JENNY'S HOUSE OF JOY- The
Boys of the Dogwood Lodge
ri'mcmbi.-r the good times we had
•.ummer, and would like to invite,

all of Jenny's Girls to the Pink Dog
this Sat. night the 29th for seconds,

WANTED: 1 refrigerator (preferably

small) call 542 18)3.

FOR SALE: 1 man's 10 speed, $50. 1

year old, (new gears, accessories

(•to Call 542 1813.

JOIN THE CANADIAN SKI PATROL
SYTEM Frontenac Zone, First

aid courses start Monday Oct. 1, on
Mon, and Thurs. evenings 7.30

p.m., room 331, Ellis Hnll For
information, phono 544 0799, 542-

810/ or 542 5937.

MANITOU IS COMING,

FOUND: I Man's Watch in the union

Tuesday afternoon. Phone Debbie
544-8038.

LOST: 1 Man's Watch, Seiko Bell

Matic. Please contact Jim Scobie
544 5639.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE;
Triumph TR250 under 6,000

original ml les.ex eel lent condition.

Call John at 542 3831 or see at 231

University Ave,
2 ROOMS AVAILABLE for 2 girls in

house with 3 students. Great
faciltics, dishwasher, washer,
dryer, colour T,V. Was taken but

fell through so call again 546 9804,

549-2941,
LOST IN GRANT HALL; Queen's

App, Sc. '72 jacket (Mech.) Please
return to W, Joubert c-o Mech.
Enq, Dept. Please! Thank you!

LOST: One Ladies Bulova Watch.
Small white face, gold casing and
black strap. Reward. Also Gold
double link bracelet. Phone 549-

2284.

NEED WHEELS? Dawes Galaxy 10-

speed for sale. Call Paul at 542-

5823,

SE HER! JEG BEHOVER en laerer
pa dansk. Queen's student would
like' Instruction in Danish.
PLEASE PHONE Anne 544-5078.

THE BOYS OF THE C.A. are pleased
to announce the return of the

Bleach Boys in a special
housewarming session this

Saturday, AM friends of the C,A,

are invited, B,Y,O.B, Signed:
Papa Huck, Jeeemy, Duke, the Big
Bopper, and the little guy with the

moustache.
3 OR 4 HUBCAPS for a 1948 Chevrolet

were removed Monday on Tuesday
night. Iwould appreciate if they

were returned as they are ex-

tremely difficult to replace. If any
information is available con-

cerning their whereabouts or their

removal, ie, witnesses, call 544-

7694

1967 TRIUMPH TR4A fo sale. Well
taken care of - new paint, clutch,

brakes and mufflers. Will certify.

544-4152.

DEAR RIGHTEOUS REGISTRAR,
we are developing a persecution
complex. Bug off or we'll take
away your rule book. Love 122

Idiot Squad.

WANTED: a qualified guitarist to

teach folk quitar. Please contact

546-4395 in the evening after 5.00.

FOR SALE: Stereo Tape Recorder.
Needs minor repairs. Only $45.00

Call 548-8929,

THE BOOK BIN: We buy and sell

used records on consignment and
paperback books. Please bring us

your books and records 225

Princess St.

I DO! I DO! Our hearts go out to 38 for

a great meal, drink and flowers.

Bless you. Pub, 7.30 October 15th,

Don't forget - OK?
LOOKING FOR MUSIC at a price you

can afford. Have I got a deal for

you! Portable Phiico Stereo in

excellent condition only $50.00 Ask
for Wilma, 544-3831,

HAVE GOT A DEAL FOR YOU! Bus
it to Toronto $8.00, Ottawa $6.00,

Check us out in the John Orr
Room. Queen's Bus Service is for

you.

MONTREAL AT THANKSGIVING?
Check out Queen's Excursion Club

Bus Service in the John Orr Room
in the Union. We can do you a deal

you can't resist. Let us know now.

LOST AND FOUND: Found, last

Friday at the corner of Bagot and

Johnson, a money pouch with a

sum of money in it. If it is yours

call Ruth Stiles 544-2809.

LOST: One blue Queen's jacket in

Lower Vic a week ago Saturday.

Frank Higgins 544-7996.

LOST; at Grant Hall, one red V-

necked sweater. Sat. night. 544-

7996. Reward, no questions asked.

ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR girls in

Science '44 co-op. If interested,

call Ruth Fraser at 544-4864 or call

the office at 544-4506.

FURNISHED ROOM with twin beds,

walking distance of McArthur
College, kitchen and laundry
priveleqes girls only - phone 548-

3540 between 6.00 and 8.00 p.m.

ORIENTEERING: a sport Which
requires more cunning than
running. Interested In learning

more phone Dave at 544-7182.

Right now the Queen's Orien-

teering Club only has 1 member,
me I'm lonely.

CONVENS r ATIONAL CHINliS
(Miindiirin and C4nton*»c).
Lessons evirry Fridaiy 7 9 pm At
Committee f<oom, Internctional
Center Sponsored by Chinese Club
Enquiries <it Internaational
Center. Days 547 2*07. After ll pm
544 8987, 544 8982

ONE MAN NEEDED for « 7 man
house located in batement with 7

others sharing kitchen and
bathroom. Rent is $57 00 per
month. Call Malcolm at 544 9488

FOR SALE: '44 Volkswagen
squareback make an offer, phone
$49 2419 after 7 00 p m,

BEWARE: THE BONANZO FAMILY
rides again. Defenders of the

weak or depraved, Headquarterf
140 Johnson.

WANTED: One enemy (preferably
evil and ruthless) Contact THE
AVENGERS any day between 9.00
and 5,00, Ask for Swish, Mung,
Mut, or Woodrow the Jew,

DESPARATE! 7»«UST LEAVE im-
mediately. 2 single rooms availabe
at West Campus, Contact Kathy at

549-0159 or 549-0153.

FESTIVAL, FESTIVAL TheT. Texas
Peace Love Dove Festival on
Friday, Sept. 28 after Crowbar to

Midnight Sat. night and anytime
in between at 85 William St, In-

vitations extended to Sue B, Sue C,
Frank T, Mary Anne B, Brenda M,
All of first Morris, Adriane G, Jim
B, Leonard D, Jim S, Dale B,
Ritchie A, Jim C, Kevin Van K,
Alex B, Steve S, Brian Y, Doug C,
Steve B, Bruce T, Marvin B, The
Journal, G.W,, DaveP, Chris G,
Phil W, Ripcord, Jock, Jake
Stevenson Shearer, Dave H, Rick/

Dave, Pete, Jane A, Jane C, Jane
D, Vivian, Gary, Rhonda, Pinky,

.

Ron, Larry M, Mark, Gael Group
'

74 and 23, Anne M, Laura P, Betty,
Peter P, Peter F, Barb T, Tony H,
Anne H, Pat H, Rob S, Murray R,
Sherry, Nancy, Sandy and alt

persons wishing to celebrate the
20th anniversary of the birth of T,

Texas Macli, in the interest of

economy bring as much of your
own as possible,

FRIENDS AND ENEMIES OF
WEAVIE may like to know that
she is arising forth (for the third

time) from her garrett apartment
to another brand new abode - no
less than West Campus, Bets in

how long she'll stay there taken at

549-1607.

ADDY III is alive and well! All Addy
III '73 welcome fo visit. Addy 111

'74.

PHOTOGRAPHERS: Queen's
Camera Club will be giving a

course in the "FUNDAMENTALS
OF PHOTOGRAPHY". This is a 10

week course with one class each

week. Classes will be held Weds.,

at 7.30 pm in room 324 Ellis Hall.

The course costs $2,50 and begins

on Oct, 3, For information about

the course and the club, call Jim
Merrithew at 544-1957 or 547-5540

or John Harvey 544-6683

ALL WE WANT IS TO GET YOU
INTO THE BUSH! Why not try our
canoe trip in Algonquin Park
Thanksgiving weekend? Phone
Gerry 544-0657 or Ron 544-9820, We
have trips planned for every
weekend for beginners and skilled.

Or plan your own trip and use our
equipment. Make arrangements
Monday in Jeffrey 101 at 7.30 -9.00

Queen's Outing Club,

BRUNCH GROUP: don't forget this

Sunday 218 Union, see you there.

ATTENZIONE Al TUTTI I

VENEZIANI: Ci sera una festa

per tutti Ie persone chi sino state a

Venzia q esta primamera Venerdi
8,30 377 Earl alia casa di Maria
Ford, Sfortum ament si deve
apportare cual casa da here,

Prendete la gondata G,

TRAINED FLEAS FOR SALE.
Contact the marmalade cat,

STILL NEED A PLACE TO LIVE???
There are still rooms available for

the year in EIrond College • close

to campus (ten minutes walk) and
close to downtown. Our double
rooms are undercutting residence!
Visit us or call 544-1842, Come live

with us!!
DONCO PRINTERS-f Kingston's

newest copy centre. We do theses,

reports, seminar presentations,

resumes, and the like. Our rates

arc reasonable, our service fast

and good. Can also do reductions

on our now Xerox 7000. For

Queen's students we have a con-

venient drop-off centre at the

Campus Barber Shop, 115 Alfred

St. One day service.
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COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they
have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: "REBELS

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRISS ClOTHlS ONLY PllASt

Tricolor '73

AVAILABLE
Basement , Union

TODAY

9 til 6

MONDAY & TUESDAY 9 til 9

Bring Your Green Student Card!

(if you can't find it, bring your red one)

99^ per Evening

Modern Film Classics

Wednesday's 8- 1 0 : 30 pm

showing October 3rd

Varda's

Le Bonheur

Showing Oct. 10

Lester's

Petulia

for season information contact
Continuing Education Dept. 544-5400

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

KINGSTON

Gaels face Guelph Saturday
by Chris Boon

Queen's Golden Gaels will go
up against a relatively unknown
Guelph Gryphon squad this

Saturday, but nobody is taking

things easy. Defensive coor-

dinator Bill Miklas has been
pushing his charges all week,
while Bob Climiex's offensive

linemen are starting to look

forward to games - just to get a

break. The week has not been a

slack one for the Gaels.

The Gryphons have surprised

a number of people so far this

year, as they posted wins over
Waterloo and McMaster to open
their schedule. Windsor beat

them 21-15 last week, so they will

probably be looking for revenge.

The scouting reports
available at press time indicate

that Guelph is a very physical

ballclub, with a penchant for

running the ball, although their

starting QB, Brian Riddell, is an
accurate thrower with some good
receivers. Craig Holt, their

flanker, leads the OUAA-West
with 10 catches for 135 yards,

while 6'8" Wayne Morgan, who
has had a superstar career in

basketball at Guelph since

abandoning Simon Fraser, is the

starting split end. However, the

run is still the mainstay of the

Guelph attack, with Dave Lane
(second in the OUAA-West with

295 yards on 53 attempts) and
veteran Bruce Morris doing the

heavy duty here.

Guelph is not a fancy team by
any standards. They use fewer

offensive sets than Queen's, and
appear to depend on execution

rather than deception. Their

ground game depends either on

an off-tackle dive play with a fake

sweep, or visa-versa, with an
occasional counter mixed in to

keep the defense honest. It is a

simple offense, but it works.

Current OUAA stats show Guelph
leading the West in total offence,

while kicker Mike Telepchuk

leads both in total scoring and
punting. They will be a tough unit

to defense on Saturday.

Moving over to defense,

Guelph is again, a very hard-

hitting club that stresses fun-

damentals. They are rumored to

play both a 5-2 and 5-3 defense,

but that is a rumor, and should be

treated as such. However, the

Gaels could have fun passing if

the Guelph linebackers don't

watch their pass drops, since

Taylor appears to have regained
the throwing form that brought
him rookie raves four years ago.

For the Gaels, it appears that

there will be few if any
alterations in the lineup that did

in TO last weekend. However,
there are still two days to go as

this is being written, and coaches

sometimes do strange things, as

any athlete knows. Time will tell,

as usual.

Sports Shorts

Golfers qualify
Fifteen of Queen's best golfers took part in a 36-hole qualifying

round at the Cataraqui Golf and Country Club on Wednesday. Coach
Jake Edwards was well pleased with the overall performance of the

team. Here are the top ten.

Bob Russell - 75 + 71 - 146

Doug Painter - 73 -f- 75 - 148

Ron White - 74 -1- 74 - 148

John Colwell - 75 -1- 74 - 149

Dan Clark - 76 + 78 - 154

Bill White - 78 + 77 - 155

Al Grkham - 80 + 77 - 157

Mike Rowland - 82 + 76 - 158

Mike Clair - 76 + 82 - 158

John Wellard - 82 77 - 159

Five of these ten will play this weekend in Waterloo while the

others will play Monday in Peterboro against Trent. The five players

to represent Queen's in the eastern OUAA semi-finals next friday at

Cataraqui will then be selected.

Recreation report
There are some fifteen recreational athletic clubs in which

Queen's students may take part. These offer riding, scuba, rifle,

curling, canoeing, pistol, field hockey, judo, figure skating, waterpolo,
sky diving, dance, karate and outing. As well, inquiries about boxing,

fencing and several others have been received. If you are interested in

these or any other activity, see Queen's Recreation co-ordinator,

Howard Pearce, in the Phys. Ed. Centre, or at 547-6984.

ARTSCI '77

A Leather Artsci Jacket

(or cash equivalent)

and

A case of 50

are the prizes for the winning design of a year crest, button and
slogan contest. Give your artistic talents a whirl, you never know,
you might win.

Submit entries no later than October 5th to 417 Leonard Hall or
220B Victoria Hall. For more info, call Andy Overchuk at 544-7371.
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Fraser gone, but Gaels look good
The fall season is usually the

time to boast confidently that this

will be the year for one particular

team or another. In the case of

this year's track and field team,

it's quite possible that the boast

will not be an idle one. With the

exception of starry sprinter Hugh
Fraser who's now in law school at

the University of Ottawa, most of

last year's team will be returning

for another competitive season.

This year, there are a good

number of new recruits in the

field events. They are led by John
Darlington, who finished in third

place in the triple jump and long

jump in the all-Ontario high

school finals last year. Then

there's Bob MacCormick from
Ottawa, who runs the I5()0 metres
in less than 4 minutes. Joe Austin,

whose specialties are the discus

and the javelin, represented
Ontario in the Canada Games in

Burnaby this past summer. Mike
Forsayeth has jumped 6'3 in the

high jump and the outdoor record

is 6'7 so he should be able to score

well in this event. A couple of

transfer students as well should

be most welcome. They are Rod
Walter from Windsor who
finished second in the 400 metres
in last fall's outdoor OUAA finals

and then won the men's indoor

600 metres at the CNE in March,
and George Neeland, who won

Men's B-Ball

gets new look
This year Frank Tindall will have the knowledgeable assistance of

Geoff Smith to aid him with Men's Varsity Basketball. Hopefully, this

addition will give the Gael's a new boost in morale and a new outlook

in offense.

Geoff, who played for the University of California at Santa Bar-

bara will stress a patient offense - an offense that emphasizes
rebounding and ball control as well as one that takes advantage of the

other team's mistakes. Geoff plans to start rookie camp on Monday
but a general meeting of both vets and rookies will take place in

Seminar A of the Phys-Ed Centre Monday at 5 :00 p.m.

Only two veterans are lost to this year's teams, Paul -Howard and
Bruce Hemming. Rob Smart, John Keck, Derek Swinnard, Corky
McCleery,Stewart Beck,Ken Sagadore,Don Sinclair, Ian Rawes and

Norm Hagarty will all be returning. However, they will not find their

task easy, for Geoff plans to have a team that is in shape and can run.

The vets are comingin to camp a week later so they will definitely

have to be fit.

Following Monday's meeting, practices will get underway on
Tuesday at 5:30 in the Bartlett Gym. Anyone who is interested is

welcome. Geoff is also looking for a reliable student to act as manager
and anyone who is interested is invited to drop in to Monday nights

meeting at .5:00 p.m. in the Phys-Ed Centre.

Welcome Back

Artsci 76/

Help us find a theme song!

Rules of Contest:

1 . Must be one to three verses in length

2. Lyrics to be set to a popular tune

3. Entries to be sent campus mail to:

Chris Wallace, McNeill House

CASH PRIZE AWARDED TO

WINNER AT NEXT SMOKER!!

QUEEN'S

P.C. CLUB

presents

FLORA MACDONALD
M.P. for Kingston and the Islands

in the

McLaughlin Room

Monday, October I

7:30 P.M.

the OUAA 110 m hurdles in which

(iut'on's Dave .Jarvis finished

second.

The relay teams have been

hurt by the loss of Fraser, but

Neeland is also a good sprinter,

so there should be a continued

strong performance from that

part of the team.

There are also some familiar

names returning: John Ongarato

in shot put and discus, Jarvis,

Brian Aiken , who appears to have
recovered fully from the serious

training injury that handicapped

him most of last year, and
veteran Keith Berriman in the

relays; Jim Smith, another in-

jury-prone vet who is finally

having a healthy season, in the

ir)00m, and iJieter Stein in the

5()<K)m. If these veteran per-

formers can stay healthy and
continue their improvement, the

track Gaels could contend this

year.

The women's program has

also taken an upswing. Canada
Games competitor Pam
Scothorne, who specializes in the

throwing events (she was 2nd in

shoptput in Burnaby) and highly

regarded sprinter Mary Ann
Drinkwater will join returning

stars Janey O'Rourke, Lynne
Andrews and Kathy Wynne to

give newly-aquired assistant

coach Sue Bolton a strong

nucleus to work with.

Rolf Lund, who now has the

overall resjxjnbibility for tM)lh the

men's and wornen'h programs
here, and his assistants (Mike
Baird, Walt<fr Kadie and Sue
BoiUm) are still Ux^king for

[Mfople interested in comjfXftitive

track and field; any newcomers
would t>e welcome. Practices

start at 4:3(J Monday through
Friday at the stadium track on
west campus.

Lund has a special reason for

Ifwking for big things from hi«

charges this year: Queen's will

host the combined OIJAA-OWIAA
Outdoor Track and Field
Championships Octfiber 20th. A
big effort by the Gaels and Gaels
could give the home crowd
something to yell about.

Rugby Gaels 3-for-3
by Christopher Cooke

If pre-season exhibition play

is a precursor of things to come,
then the Queen's Rugby Gaels

look forward to a very promising

season indeed. Two weekends
ago the Ist's defeated an ex-

perienced Balmy Beach squad
from Toronto by a score of 17 to

13. Trys were produced by Dave
Walters, Chris Cooke, and Jim
Barnett, with Ron Easteal
converting and providing a field

goal for the final score.

Last weekend the Gaels
travelled to Montreal where the

long highway trek and con-

sumption of beaucoup de Bras
D'Or deterred them not from
their task. Saturday morning saw
the Queen's 2nd's score a decisive

30 to 0 defeat over the Montreal

Wanderers, despite mud, rain,

and 50 degree weather.

In an afternoon game, the

Ist's defeated St. Jean's College

Militaire Royale 16 to 0, playing

in what was called the worst

thunder storm ever recorded in

those parts. Sunday saw the Ist's

engage a high-ranked Town of

Mount Royal team in a rain and
mud bath at Montreal's Mohawk
Park. Undaunted, the Gaels
slugged their way to a 23 to 9

victory, both on the field, and
later in the tap room.

This weekend Queen's will be
hosting York University in the

league opener at West Campus.
Games will begin at 1:30 for the

2nd's and 3:00 for the firsts. The
Gaels expect good opposition

from York but are confident they

Strain shows as Gael evades Balmy Beach

can win this opener. The squad

has been working out this week at

West Campus under the watchful

eye of Coach Mike Booth and

Team Captain Ross Stuart, and
feel that they are shaping up into

a dynamite club. After all, with

the swiftness of Jim Barnett, the

stamina and dexterity of Smiley

Riley, the Brawn of Ron Esteal,

and the presence of other un-

mentionables like the Peanut and

Mr. Mysterious, nothing can

stand in their way.

Come and see the Gaels play

Rugger Saturday, September 20,

1973 for a different and exciting

type of entertainment.

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS
FREE DELIVERY

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to n PM DAILY

iMPAa
FOR

CHRIST
The Novigators

"To know Christ

and
to make Him known"

Bible study every
Thursday
Sterling Hall
Lecture Roonn B

8:00 P.AA.

Sunday Dinner

St. Andrew's Church

Princess at Clergy

September 30

5:00 P.M.

All Welcome!

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134
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Field Hockey Gals take McGIII tourney
by Sue Moffatt

Last Sunday Muddy Sunday
marked the start of Queen's field

Hockey Gals' march to the

championship. (A little optimism
never hurts) The 5:30 a.m.

departure, (rise and shine

Jockettes) appeared to cause no
ill effect, as both teams played

three full 60-minute games in the

day's tournie. Even the sog under
foot proved a minimal problem
once everyone discovered the

advantages in aerial play via

scoops and flicks. Conditioning

was evident in the ability of both

teams to maintain quick, hard-

running games, and in the lack of

any serious injuries or "pulls." It

must be admitted, however, that

by the end of the third match
"The spirit was willing, but the

flesh was dead tired." Needless

to say, windsprints will continue

to appear on the practice agenda.
Stickwork and fielding, whUe
good considering the conditions

and earliness of the season, were
by no means up to scratch.

Further scrimmage experience
should help polish many well-

intentioned offensive plays which
at present are being dribbled or

flubbed out of any effectiveness.

This lack of team co-ordination

and intensity around the goal is

the primary reason for the low
scores of the games, albeit they

were played almost entirely in

the oppositions' end. Largely due

to the team's unfamiliarity with

each other's positions and
capabilities, their malaise should

be overcome with a little prac-

tice. Without exception, in-

dividuals on both teams played to

their limits. They made lots of

mistakes, but ran faster to make
up for them. With such en-

thusiastic effort at her command,
it isn't surprising that coach

Donna Gallagher appeared
pleased with the results and
pleasant promise arising from
Sunday's games.

The Seniors won their part of

the tournie with a 3-0-0 record: 1-0

watts my line
by Peter Watts

In the weeks to come it is

hoped that this column will be

able to introduce some of the

teams that don't get a lot of

coverage in Journal for one
reason or another. This week, the

focus is on the Queen's fencing

team.

Fencing is a sport that has

enjoyed some degree of success

here at Queen's in the last few
years. We had a couple of good
men's fencers, one of whom was
Alan Christian who was one of

the best junior epee fencers in

Canada. Last year, of course,

Judy Krupanszky won the top

individual award in the OWIAA.
This year, however, the

fencing team is in trouble. The
problem is that the fencing

coach, Jon Tondeur has been
transferred to Sudbury and so far

no one has been found to take his

place. Tondeur was remembered
as a man who kept fencing going

here at Queen's and who was
willing to represent the team in

dealings with the athletic

department. Unfortunately, his

departure has left the team

without a spokesman and without

a coach. It is particularly un-

fortunate this year because we
have been blessed with an influx

of some people who have had
considerable experience in

fencing and who would have
contributed to a very strong

team. One of them is Ann Bayer
who has spent the last two years
in Germany on a fencing
scholarship. She has agreed to

serve as an interim coach until a

permanent coach can be found.

Experience proves though that

few people can be successful as

both a participant and a coach.

Furthermore, a graduate
program requires some time be
spent on it. For that reason, it is

important to everyone that this

problem be resolved as quickly

as possible.

In the meantime, there will

be an organizational meeting for

all those interested in fencing at

Queen's, on Monday evening at

7:30 p.m. in the Dance Studio in

the Phys Ed Centre. Probably the

best way to encourage support of

fencing at Queen's would be for a

good number of interested people

to turn out on Monday.
Gaels' graffitti The
football Gaels will be on the road
this weekend for a Saturday
afternoon encounter with the

Guelph Gryphons. If you can't

make it to the game, CFRC will

have it for you starting at

1:55. . . .The rugby Gaels open
their home season here on
Saturday as do the soccer Gaels.

The rugby team plays York and
the soccer Gaels will take on
Trent. Both games are in the

afternoon at the West Cam-
pus. . . .Men's field hockey is

alive at Queen's but the boys will

be putting themselves on the line

this afternoon at 5:30 . . . The
men's senior team will play the

ladies field hockey team in one
game while the men's second

team plays the girls intermediate

team in the other. ... a number
of teams are still looking for

managers. They include

basketball and water-
polo. . .anyone who is interested

is invited to leave their names
and telephone numbers at the

Phys Ed Centre or see the ap-

propriate coach.

Now Open For Business

Tke A.M.S. Typing Service

Tke A.M.S. Printing Service

The Typing and Copying Services

now operofe from the A.M.S. Office in

the basement of the Students' Union

between the hours of 9:00 A.M. ond

5:00 P.M., Monday to Friday.

Two 3M duplicating machines
producing 8 1/2 x 11 copies at .05 per

copy are coin operated only. Change

cannot be provided by the A.IVI.S.

The Printing Service now operates

in the basement of the Students' Union

across from the coffee shop.

over McGill, 1-0 over Vagabonds
and a pleasant 4-1 trounce of an
Ottawa city club. Special mention
should go to centre forward

Laney Marshall, who has come
back, with Karen Carson, from
the Summer Games team, faster

and more deadly than ever. Her 2

winning goals and a third agairist

Ottawa are only the scoreboard

evidence of her fine sense of team
play as well as individual skill.

Leslie Ferrari, the hard-driving

scorer of last year's Intermedes

and Ice Hockey team, took 2 of

the last game's goals, and Sue
Moffatt, one. Notable mention is

also due the "rookie", Paula
Luck, whose speed in learning a

new position proved a source of

some amazement to everyone.

Although she had little need to

display her skill, goalie Pat
Jamieson provided her
characteristic backfield con-
fidence and cage encouragement.

The Intermediates were not

so fortunate, score-wise, in losing

by single goal scores to Vanier, a

Montreal team, and in drawing a

null score against McGill II.

Dorothy Cosgrove and Barb
Piatt, to mention only two.

proved to be a swiftly effective

combination in their new forward

positions, and were often just

"this close." Unlike the senior

team, more of their line-up was
new or substituted frequently,

and this in part could explain

their strong offensive, but low

scoring games.
This Friday night on West

Campus fields at 5:30, will be the

only home game played by either

team this year. It will be a sports

spectacular beyond compare, for

the opposition is none other than

the notorious Men's team. Now
for all you feminists who want to

see women show their mettle in

sports, and all you guys who are

interested in anything they are

showing as long as they don't

beat you too badly: this is your
opportunity. Maybe some of you
have never seen a real hockey
game, or have an illusion that it is

only for the lady wrestler type,

(the members of both teams
would sincerely like to dispel this

notion). This should be a good
game: very fast and exciting,

and hopefully not too damaging
to shins and egoes alike. So come
on out and watch for a while !,

''Moose'' to be bonoured
Periodically, people get a chance to honour someone in their

midst who has made a significant contribution to their com-
munity. That opportunity will be afforded to Queen's on the

evening of October 5th when a testimonial dinner will be held for

Hal "Moose" McCarney. The event will take place at the

Faculty Club and will get under way at 6 p.m.

McCarney's association with Queen's goes back to his un
der-graduate days when as a freshman in 1948 he played on the

offensive line for Frank Tindall's Golden Gaels. After his

playing days were over, he continued to be associated with the

Gaels as their defensive coach until last year when business

pressures forced him to retire. Frank Tindall at that time paid

tribute to McCarney as his "right-hand" man.
It should be an evening filled with a lot of memories of good

times in the past. Indications are that a good number of former

Gaels will be here for the dinner and anyone who is interested in

attending can pick up more information at the Phys Ed Centre.

Tickets for the dinner are $10 each.

Waterpolo rebuilds
Simon Beitler has been wandering around the Phys Ed Centre the

last few days wondering why he is starting all over again when other

coaches seem to be assembling powerhouses. The reason is quite

simple : the waterpolo team has lost 8 players - six of them starters -

from last year's team. The only returning players are Chris Whately -

last year's top scorer - Brian Evemden, goalie John Earle and Brian
Warren, who didn't play last year because of a schoulder injury.

The only newcomer with much experience is Jim McFadyen from
Waterloo. Other rookies who have showed potential are Mike Fox,
Gord Houston, Peter Lapp, and Bruce Hopkins.

This year with RMC joining the OUAA, a strong rivalry is ex-

pected to develop in waterpolo between the two schools. The two teams
will play an exhibition game to night in the Queen's Pool beginning at

6:30 p.m. All are welcome.

Naval Reserve

Officer Training Programme

Offers you a part-time winter
job, travel and a chance to meet

people. Openings for undergraduate
men and women are available

with HMCS Cataraqui on a
voluntary basis this fall.

Please telephone 545-5872

for further information.

THINK NAVAL RESERVE
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Journalweeds

ROLL THE PRESSES, PERCY!
THAT NEXT EPiTlON'S ©OTTA
HIT THE STREETS /-pa^^r-"
IN 2 HOURS! y/7 >-w

9.00 a.m. HOLY COMMUNION
11.00 a.m. -FAMIL' ERVICE OF HARVEST
THANKSGIVING
7.30 p.m. - EVENING PRAYER
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Tonight

Crowbar at the Jock Harty
Kingstonians and Queen's students will have

a chance to see Canada's boogiest rock band
tonight at the Jock Harty arena. Admission
requirements: age identification, 99c, and a
heart to rock'n'roll.

The Science Formal people have named the

'concert-dance', "Frodo's Frolic", which shall

surely apply, but Crowbar's intention will make
it sound more like "GETTING SMASHED WITH
CROWBAR", Kelly Jay, the big, bushy
spcjkesman for the group, says, "We're always
having a party." And so, booze will be available,

and cheap.

For the record. Crowbar has been moving
quickly-three albums (and one in the air) and six

singles have been released by them in the last

two yf;ars. It was only a few years ago that the

back-up band for Ronnie Hawkins decided to go
it alone. With Crowbar, headed by King Biscuit
Boy, Alias Richard Newell, "OFFICIAL
MUSIC" was born. But, it was a short-lived

association - three months later Biscuit Boy
split. Biscuit Boy is again doing a few guest ap-

pearances with the band however. Several blues

people will hope that he will make an appearnce
with Crowbar.

Crowbar is a volatile team that has gained
popularity wherever it appears. Their energetic

and dynamic concerts are legend throughout
Canada, as evidenced by the full houses and
encores they receive on tour.

Friday the 28th, 99c, Jock Harty Arena,
Crowbar and the Billy King Group, and beer.

aooiy ^0DRNINC3r <=»ND

WElfc>»v\E. TO SLOT 1

UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP
An Inquiring Religion With No Fixed Creed

Are We Ego or

"Ofher Directed"?

Brian Thrasher

JOHN WATSON HALL QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
5th floor 10:30 a.m.

(for information phone 389-1130 or 544-3037)

TRICOLOR 74
If you do not wish to receive a copy of

Tricolor '74 next September, you may
register your opt-out:

AAAS Office (basement of the Student's Union)
during business hours between October 1 and
October 12, 1973.

OR
MacArthur Hall Oct. 9 and 11, 73

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

ALL WE WANT IS TO

GET YOU INTO THE BUSH
We loan equipment and also organize trips.

- sleeping bags
- packs
- tents

• canoes
- compasses
- snowshoes
- cc - skiis, etc

See our classified on page 10 for details

Queen's Outing Club

Queen's Curling Club

General Meeting

Tuesday, Oct. 2nd

7 p.m.

Dunning Auditorium

You Must Attend Or Send A Proxy
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nooks and crannies

focus on Bellevue House
hy Judy Dobias

As the mass activity of frosh

week dies down, you will find

yourself bombarded by essays,

meetings and numerous offers

for coffee at the Union. While this

is a novelty in September, by the

time October shows its face it is

certainly not a rarity to hear

people muttering about Kingston

being "oh so boring." But, before

you take the midnight train to

Toronto in despair I intend to

make you aware of all the hidden

amusements of the city. This is

the first of a series entitled . . .

what to do when all else fails.

Every Friday a particular place

will be focused upon which will

provide you with ideas for those

days when the ordinary beer at

the pub is not appealing. It takes

little effort, and often you will

discover these places are around
the comer from where you live.

Secluded by trees, and only a

few minutes from Lake Ontario

on Centre Street is Bellevue

House. You will immediately

notice the unusual architecture

which provides, today, the same
kind of amusement it did in the

1800's when it was first con-

structed. The common name was
"Tea Caddy Castle" or "Pekoe
Pagoda", and it was only when it

came to the hands of John A.

Macdonald that it was officially

christened Bellevue House.

The land was bought by a

prominent Kingston grocer,

Charles Hales, who purchased
nine acres on February 3, 1841.

Although the property was not

bought until this date, it is

possible that construction began
prior to the sale. It is par-

ticularily interesting to note that

the architecture is one of the first

examples of a style based on that

of the Italian Tuscan villa which
recalls the adaptation employed
by John Nash in London at the

same time. Such features are

visible in the exotic towers, the

stuccoed brick, and projecting

balconies. The basic design is

intriguing in the direct contrast

to the sturdy and less elaborate

limestone buildings so prevelant

in Kingston.

Before I mention the interior,

the actual history of the owners of

Bellevue House is amusing. It all

began with the following ad-

vertisement.

The house, comprising eighteen

well laid out apartments has

lately been painted and papered.

The out-houses are ample,
convenient and in good repair;

the grounds are thickly set with

fruit and other trees, and the

situation is delightful, combining

the attractions of the country and

the advantages of the city.

Altogether, this is a desirable

residence for a family in easy

circumstances. Terms moderate.

Apply to D. Torrance Esq.

Montreal or to Charles Hales.

The house has been most
frequently connected with the

most notorious tenant, John A.

Macdonald, who bought the house

from Hales as a retreat primarily

for his ill wife. In a letter to his

sister-in-law in 1848 the words as

he used to describe it to her were,

"a large roomy house built for a

retired grocer, who was resolved

to have a 'eyetalian Willar' and

has built the most fantastic

concern imaginable." Sub-

sequently, it passed through the

hands of William Ferguson, a

municipal official, Thomas
Baker, a merchant and then to

J.M.R. Beveridge, dean of the

Queen's University Graduate
School.

A rainy afternoon, preferably

Sunday, is a perfect time to visit

the house. The inside gives a

tremendous feeling of warmth
and in an unusual manner that

time of day brings back the

former atmosphere. From the

porch one enters through a

massive oak door with a white

procelain door knob. If you look

to the right of the door there is

another knob which is the door

bell, a wire which extends from
the handle to the bell.

Several things of interest to

notice in the hall are the ornate

candelabra, an engraving of

Queen Victoria's wedding
published in 1844 above the desk

and a curious hat rack shaped
like a lyre. On the rug a rec-

tangular outline is visible; this

leads to a trap door which leads

to the scullery and often the dirt

from the floor would have been

swept through the opening.

A room which best seems to

capture the feeling of the house is

the drawing room to the right,

which combines elegance with

charm. This is no doubt due to the

fact it was used by family and
guests alike, for entertainment of

simply for an evening of reading

and sewing. One cannot help but

observe the various curiosities,

such as the embroidered pole

screen which served to protect

the ladies' complexions from the

heat of the fire or the tea poy
composed of six compartments
filled with different blends of tea.

Directly past the front

parlour is Mrs. Macdonald's

bedroom, a room where she spent

most of her time in pain from
neuralgia or recovering from her

illness. Beside the bed is a small

medicine chest full of smelling

salts and pill boxes. The furniture

is of great variety ranging from a

davenport writing desk, a

decorative French Provincial

bed and an unusual "tiger

Bellevue House

1 Front porch

2 Entrance hail

3 Drawing room
4 Music room
5 Side porch

6 Morning room
7 Inner hall

8 Back porch

9 Pantry

10 Larder

maple" dresser with ornate milk

glass knobs. This was the best

room for her in the house as it

enabled her to entertain her

guests as well as survey the

household and take care of the

servants.

In sharp contrast to the

luxury of the house is the maid's

room off the stairwell rather

crude in comparison. During that

time the average servant's wage
was 17c a day, and when the maid
was not working or sleeping she

would be confined to the back of

the house. The furnishings are

plain, the bed has no springs,

while the mattress is stuffed with

corn husks. Under the bed a

chamber pot is visible while

directly opposite is a cast iron

stove dating back to 1848. On the

wall it is interesting to note the

period bath tub known as a sitting

bath which would be delivered to

11 Kitchen

12 Dining room

13 Study

14 Master bedroom
15 Dressing room

16 The baby's room

17 Original linen closet

18 Office, former

servant's room

19 Servant's room

20 Display room

the bedroom filled with hot

water.

Three steps on the second

floor lead up to the study used by

John A. Macdonald; on the desk

are placed quill pens, a book

press and a Latin - French dic-

tionary. The exciting feature of

this isolated room is that the

ladder leads to a tower which

years ago provided a superb view

of Lake Ontario.

Other rooms in the house are

equally fascinating however the

atmosphere can only be ap-

preciated by a visit to the house

itself. It is only five minute walk

from the residences, but why
wait until the end of your second

year to discover it?.

NEXT WEEK:
FOCUS ON COOKE'S
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Canada: More grass - Less Cavities
TORONTO - Dr. Harry Slade, a

Yorkville dentist, claims that he

has found some good in

marijuana; it appears to prevent

tooth decay. According to Dr.

Slade, regular pot smokers have

little or no food plaque- a cause of

decay- on their teeth. If they stop

smoking the plaque returns; if

they start again it goes away.

When he first noticed this

phenomenon, ten years ago, Dr.

Slade examined the eating habits

of his patients, reasoning that

regular smokers must undergo a

diet change. He found no dif-

ference, particularly no decrease

in the consumption of pop or

sweets.

Dr. Slade, who at 63 is

somewhat older than the average

pot smoker, claims that he can

tell, just by looking at the teeth,

whether or not a person is a

heavy pot smoker.

QUEBEC - Liberal Premier

Robert Bourassa has called a

provincial general election for

Monday, October 29. In a four-

minute film clip shown on
television, he said that he
believed that the Liberal party

had accomplished what it set out

to do when first elected in April

1970, and that it was now time to

seek a new mandate to go with a

new legislative program.

The October 29 date for the

election is the shortest time

allowed by the new electoral act.

The campaign will last a mere 32

days.

PICTON - The controversy over

Lake Ontario Cement Ltd.'s

taking sand from a parcel of land

adjacent to Sandbanks Provin-

cial Park has finally come to an
end. The provincial governrnent

has formally expropriated the

16.2 acres of land and is working
on the compensation payments to

be made to the company.

Environmentalists opposed

the trucking away of the sand
claiming that it was the

destruction of some of the finest

sand dunes in North America.

Hauling of sand actually ceased a

year ago when the area came
under the protection of the Pits

and Quarries Act.

OTTAWA - The number of

reported cases of gonorrhea in

Canada has increased by 11.1 per

cent during the first eight months
of 1973 compared to the same
period last year. The number of

reported cases of syphilis has

jumped by almost 19 per cent.

The incidence of gonorrhea

and veneral diseases generally

has increased so dramatically in

recent years that in some parts of

the U.S. and Canada VD is

considered to be the most com-
mon contagious disease next to

the common cold.

World: Agnew to be investigated
WASHINGTON - Attorney-

General Elliot Richardson an-

nounced Tuesday that he has

authorized a federal jury, in

Baltimore, to begin hearings on

allegations of bribery, extortion

and tax evasion against U.S.

Vice-President Spiro Agnew. The
announcement came after secret

negotiations between Agnew's
lawyers and justice department
officials broke down.

SAN DIEGO, Calif. - The Skylab 2

astronauts splashed down in the

Pacific 225 miles southwest of

here Tuesday night after a record

.59 day space mission. Because
two of the Apollo command ship's

four steering rockets were not

working, the astronauts were
forced to fly the ship using

makeshift procedures never tried

before. In spite of the steering

problems the re-entry went
smoothly. On splashdown, the

spacecraft turned over and
floated nose df;wn, leaving the

astronauts hanging from their

safety straps until flotation

balloons righted the craft.,

It was feared at one time that

the problem with the steering

rockets would make the com-
mand ship unflyable. NASA
considered the possibility of

sending up a second, rescue,

command ship but decided to use

the original craft when it became
apparent that the problem was
not going to spread.

BUENOS AIRES - Juan Peron,

former Argentinian dictator, who
was ousted by the military in the

early .50's, has been elected

president of that country in

national elections held last

Sunday. The returns, from heavy
voting, gave Peron 58 per cent of

the popular vote. His nearest

rival, Ricardo Balbin of the left-

of-centre Radical Party, received

about 25 per cent of the total. All

other candidates trailed far

behind.

One of President-elect

Peron's first acts was to outlaw

the Marxist People's
Revolutionary Army - a

revolutionary guerrilla group
responsible for many spectacular

kidnappings of business
executives.

On Tuesday the ERP, as the

group is commonly known,
retaliated by assassinating Jose

Ru.ssi, head of the 3 million

member General Workers
Confederation and Argentina's

most imijortant labor leader.

Russi was a close friend and
strong supiM>rter of Peron.

ROME - Rome prostitutes are

rejecting "love requests" from
anyone; wearing a military or

police uniform to protest

government reprisals against a

woman who has organized a

league for the defence of

prostitutes.

Titti Sciascia, 34, was
suspended at half pay from her

job with the Italian post office

two days after she formed her

prostitutes defence league. Mrs.

Sciascia is advocating legal

prostitution in Italy with police

protection.

LOS ANGELES - California has

reinstated the death penalty and
made it mandatory for 11 kinds of

murders. Under the new law,

effective January 1, death in the

gas chamber at San Quentin will

be mandatory upon conviction for

the following criminals: hired

assassins, police slayers, con-

victs serving life terms who kill

guards, mass and repeat mur-
derers, train wreckers, killers of

a witness to a crime and persons

who commit murder during rape,

robbery, kidnapping, burglary or

lewd acts involving children.

The old death penalty was
ruled unconstitutional on
February 18, 1972 by the state

Supreme Court because it was
"cruel and unusual punishment"
banned by the state constitution.

Last November the voters

passed a constitutional amend-
ment to the effect that the death

penalty couldn't be banned on
such grounds thus paving the way
for the present law.

COLUMBUS, Ohio - Miss Martha
Nelson, 102, has spent the last 98

years in (;olumbus State Institute

for the Feeble-Minded. She was

admitted in 1875 at the age of 4

and was never released. Since

her records were destroyed in a

fire in 1883 no one knows for sure

why she is at the institute.

According to Dr. A.Z.

Soforenko, the new superin-

tendent of the institute, it would
serve no purpose to release her as

she has had no contact with the

outside world for the last 80

years. Dr. Soforenko said that his

main objective would be to see

that it didn't happen again.

HEIDELBERG, West Germany -

The U.S. Army has brought

disobedience charges against two

soldiers who converted to

Sikhism while on leave in London
and refused to take off their

turbans during tank manoeuvres.

The two soldiers refused to

remove their turbans, shave, or

don crash helmets claiming that

their new religion does not permit

them to do so.

The U.S. Army in Europe has

declined immediate comment.

"Which button is KRASE?"

backpage



Student enrolment up

Cameron

Crowbar packed them in at Frodo's Frolic at the Jock Harty arena on Friday night.

AMS meeting

Attempt to drop services blocked
by Sue Wishart

The central item of

debate at Thursday night's

Outer Council meeting was
supposed to have been the

AMS budget for the coming
year. The budget wasn't
ready, however, so council

members turned their at-

tention to Education Com-
missioner Marv Bloos' report

"How to lose a million".

The report is a financial

analysis of the AMS which
contains recommendations
designed to prevent the

present situation from ever

recurring.

While tabling his report,

Bloos reminded council that

the AMS capital reserve,

which once amounted to over

$90,000, .now stands at little

more than fifteen hundred
dollars. He noted that most of

this loss can be attributed to

the failure of various services

administered by the AMS.

The AMS Capital Reserves,
which were built up by past

years' surpluses, now consists of

$43,116 in long-term loans to

Science $44 and Elrond
;
$10,000 in

a long-term loan to the University

Short-Term Loan Fund; and
approximately $1,500 in cash. The
balance has been used to cover
losses of the AMS and, mainly, its

services.

Bloos claimed that the

AMS is not ready to offer

services. "Services have
done nothing but lose us
money," he stated, pointing

out that operations have been
hurt by the inadequate ex-

perience and poor judgement
of the students running them.

Bloos proposed that the

AMS get out of services

before student incompetence'
gives it any more financial

problems and suggested that

the AMS switch its area of

primary concern to

educational and political

events.

Bloos continued by

arguing that the AMS has

overextended itself and now
offers unnecessary
duplication of services

provided elsewhere in

Kingston.

Bloos observed that

Queen's is an educational

institution, and urged the

AMS to cater to the needs of

those students (particularly

upper classmen) who do not

attend AMS social functions

by offering them more
educational events.

Bloos' stand was im-
mediately challenged by
veteran campus politician

Andy Pipe, who claimed that

the strength of previous AMS
councils lay in the very fact

that they moved into ser-

vices. While admitting that

the AMS does duplicate some
services offered elsewhere in

the city. Pipe maintained that

the AMS services are
provided more effectively

and more cheaply than
downtown.

Most members of Outer

Council agreed with AMS
Vice-President Bruce Trotter

that "the AMS can't stay in

services under the present

setup", but there was less

consensus as to what action

should be taken. Some sup-

ported Bloos' position. Other

members, led by ASUS rep

Terry Mach, suggested that

since high-calibre
organizational talent is

needed to run AMS services,

management positions should

be given to professionals,

with students acting as

assistants.

Campus Activities
Commissioner Don Krestel

maintained that Outer
Council was showing no faith

in the students who are

capable of really running

services. His views were
supported by Rector Gary
Gannage, who claimed that

student managers can be

worthwhile if Queen's student

Agencies (QSA) "gets on the

road and controls services."

Several members

declared that, in order to

survive financially, the AMS
must consolidate the services

it does offer, and Trotter

announced that the AMS will

not operate services which
will not break even. AMS
President Steve Brereton
cautioned against over-

consolidation, pointing out

that many students identify

with the AMS through the

services it runs.

by Bob Mutrie

According to preliminary
registration results, there is little

evidence that Queen's has been
affected by the current wave of

enrolment fallbacks which has
been hurting other post-

secondary institutions.

In his report to the Senate on
Thursday, Principal John J.

Deutsch announced that Queen's
has, in fact, exceeded its

enrolment projections by IVz per

cent because more people than

expected showed up after the

university accepted them.
Most Ontario universities

and colleges last year, again with

the exception of Queen's, were
faced with fewer students than

they expected, resulting in lower
government grants. Many suf-

fered large losses from over

budgeting.

There had been considerable

concern here that we might not

be able to meet our enrolment
projections this year Deutsch
informed the Senate. Other in-

stitutions' attempts to attract

students and so avoid the

enrolment shortfalls had created

an extremely "competitive
situation".

Every year Queen's makes
allowances for "no shows" -

people who are accepted but, for

some reason or other, do not

appear on campus. . .This year,

the allowances turned out to be

too pessimistic and, as a result,

more came into campus than

expected.

In first year registration, the

number projected with
allowances was 2216 students,

slightly down from last year.

However, it now appears that by
December 1 of this year, with

allowance made for dropouts

there will be 2390 students in their

first year at Queen's. The actual

total right now is 2444.

For undergraduates as a

whole, the target of 8038 was
exceeded by nearly two hundred.

There were 8213 actual

registrations.

"All programs at Queen's are

full and even slightly over",

according to Deutsch. The only

exception seems to be in the

Faculty of Education which
seems to be slightly under, he
added.

Even the Life Sciences which
had been having difficulty at-

tracting people in the past are

now over target. Deutsch
remarked that there has been a

return to the Arts, Humanities

and Social Sciences which had
been showing weakness in the

past.

"Pressure for entry into the

professional schools appears to

be higher than ever", Deutsch

stated. Enrolment in the School

of Graduate studies is right on

target.

The percentage o^ women
coming to Queen's has also in-

creased significantly, Deutsch

told the Senate. They number
more than one-half of those in the

Faculty of Arts and Science.

Deutsch insisted, however,

that this year's good showing

would not alter the plans for the

long-term. Last year, the Senate

set 10,000 students by 1980 as their

target enrolment.
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Quarterback Tom Taylor (10) called the plays for Queen's in Saturday's victory over Guelph. See

page nine for details.
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Tuesday, Oct. 2

11:00 am - Blood Donor Clinic in Lower Vic. The
Clinic will be held on Oct. 2, 3 and 4 from 11 .00 am
- 2 pm and from 5 pm - 8 pm

7:00 pm - Queen's Amateur Radio and Electronics

Club. First meeting at 7:00 pm. Goodwin Hall,

Room 454. All interested persons welcome.

8:00 pm - Ski team organization meeting. Men's

Alpine. 2nd Floor Phys. Ed. Centre.

8:30 pm - The Queen's Astronomy Club and the

Kingston branch of the Royal Astronomical

Society of Canada will hold their first meeting in

Ellis Hall. A film entitled "The Universe" will be

shown, and tours of the observatory will be given.

All are welcome.
9:00 pm - Dept. of Film Studies presents "La chute

de la Maison d'Usher", in the series "European
Dreams: Private and Social Visions (part D".
Series tickets available at the box office Agnes
Etherington. Students $15.00. Non-students $18.00.

Wednesday, Ocf. 3
7:30 pm - Queen's Camera Club Course, "Fun-
damentals of Photography", starts Wed., Rm.
.324. Ellis Hall

7:30 pm - Queen's Christian Fellowship is holding a
Bible Study in the Red Room

8:00 - 10:30 pm - Modem Film Classics showing
Varda's "Le Bonheur". St. Lawrence College.

Admission 99c.

Thursday, Oct. 4
Country Hoe-Down sponsored by Commerce '75.

Jock Hardy Arena. Admission 99c. Ice cold beer 2-

$l.fX) or 5-$2.00. Fiddler, Piano player. Caller.

7:(X) and 9:.30 pm - Dunning Movie presents
'.Nicholas and Alexandra" (nominated for 6

Academy Awards). Admission $1.00.

7:(Xj pm - Bridge Club - first regular game in

McLaughlin Room, Student Union.

7:30 - Ski Club Meeting in Stirling "D".
8:00 pm - Open House at the home of Rev. Eric and
Mrs. Ann Howes (Anglican chaplain on campus).
148 Barrie St., Apt. 1. All welcome.

9:00 pm - Dept. of Film Studies presents "Trouble in

Paradise" in the series "The American Movies
(part 1) See Tuesday for ticket details.

Pubs...

Frontenac - A Show of Hens (popular music)
Commodore - Donna Moon
Townhouse - West Epae, and The New Zealand
Connection

101 Inn - The Lighter Side
Manor - Signs

Movies and Theatres
Hyland - Last Tango in Paris
Odeon - White Lightning starring Burt Reynolds
Odeon - Carry on Matron starting Friday
Capital - Paper Moon finishes tonight

Domino Theatre - Dracula; Thursday to Friday at

8:30

Thanksgiving

Weekend
Queen's Outing Club - Canoe trip in Algonquin Park.
Phone Gerry at 544-0657.

The Physical Education Centre will be closed on
Monday, October 8, 1973, for the Thanksgiving
Holiday.

Douglas hours: Friday 8:00 am - 10 pm;
Saturday 8:45 am - 5:00 pm; Sunday and Monday
12:00 - 10:00 pm; Circulation desk, stacks, main
reading room, and Central Information Services

Room are open during these hours.

A.M.S.
Outer Council Meeting

TUESDAY, OCT. 2

7:30 P.M.

McLaughlin Room, Students Union

Budget Debate

Queen's Ski Club

FIRST MEETING

STIRLING "D"

THUR5DA Y, OCT. 4

7:30 P,M.
General Elections and Films

Queen's University Blood Drive is on N01V

OCTOBER 2 - 3 - 4th
11 a.m. - 2 p.m. Victoria Hall 5 p.m. - 8 p.m.

The School
Librarianship
Movie

MCArthur
Hall
7:15 6
9=15 pm

99^_

orririai Svlrrlion : Jl, '\X>
''Urn Ffaliviil jfA ^(t New York film i^'cdfiVn/ fflm Londim Film Fi'^,iivnl fjt

V;K, KarluvyVarv F,l,„ />,

CAMPUS MOVIES
presents...

Nicholas and

Alexandra
plus a "Three Stooges" short!

at Dunning Aud. Thurs. Oct. 4th

Admission $1./person 7 & 9:30 PM

A little Trouble in the morning...

After Shave and Cologne with a

distinctive, disturt^ing fragrance that can give

a whole campus Trouble up to 8, 10, or even 12 hours!

and you've got Trouble all day.
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AMS debates OFS
by Sue Wishart

An item which produced heated debate at Thursday's Outer

Council meeting was a motion by External Affairs Com-
missioner Kiloran German that Queen's withdraw from the

Ontario Federation of Students (OFS).

German claimed that OFS is an ineffective, self-centred and
redundant body, and that the student delegates who attend its

meetings are not truly representative of their home campuses.

She argued that logistical difficulties of time and distance make
the organization of effective working committees almost im-

possit)le. She also attacked the increase in OFS fees from 25

cents to 40 cents per student, claiming that this will cost the

AMS an additional $100 which it does not have to spend.

German's motion was sharply criticized by Terry Macli and
ASUS President Eleanor Crowder who argued that now is the

time OFS most needs Queen's support. Backed by two OFS
representatives, they claimed that the problems experienced by
the OFS in the past.eighteen months have been just "growing

pains" which have been largely cured by the recent increase in

OFS fees.

The value of OFS to Queen's was also upheld by Ken Wong,
who stated that although he would have been able to balance the

1973-74 AMS budget by lopping off the $3000 in fees that Queen's

pays OFS, he believed that organization to be so important to

Queen's that he was prepared to cut even more money from
other areas rather than leave OFS.

The motion to withdraw from OFS was soundly defeated.

Some of the business before Outer Council on Thursday

night was dealt with quite smoothly.

Brian Copeland, a second-year Geography and Politics

student, was elected Speaker of Outer CouncU.

Approval was given to a recommendation in the Bloos

report that the AMS specific fee be doubled from $5.30 to $10.60

per student. Citing the current feeble condition of the AMS
capital reserve and rising operating costs, Bloos claimed that

raising the specific fee is necessary to prevent the AMS from

going bankrupt within the next two or three years

.

A student referendum must be held before the fee hike

becomes official. Similar fee increases have been blocked by

referenda several times in the past few years.

Alumni Association director Herb Hamilton, who is a for-

mer AMS president, was unanimously chosen honorary

president of the AMS, while Rehab representative Laurie

Hayhurst was approved as deputy Education Commissioner.

Outer Council also agreed to declare the south-east corner of

the intersection of Union St. and University Ave. as "Queen's

University Speakers' Corner". It is to be used as a forum for

students who wish to comment on the AMS and "such other

items of topical or philosophical interest as shall arise from time

to time." The Graduate Students' Society has offered to provide

a soapbox for any corner orators.

Naval Reserve

Officer Training Programme
Offers you a part-time winter

job/ travel and a chance to meet
people. Openings for undergraduate

men and women are available

with HMCS Cataraqui on a

voluntary basis this fall.

Please telephone 545-5872

for further information.

THINK NAVAL RESERVE

RentageKjngSton
Is at

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Do not fail to see this major
exhibition opened by the
Secretary of State on June 3 and
continuing to October 28

Note new GALLERY HOURS:
Monday to Friday 9 to 5;

Saturday and Sunday 1 to 5;

Tuesday & Thursday evenings 7

to 9

Food service sparks protest
ST. CATHERINES (CUP) -

Brock University students are

going into competition with Saga
Foods for a while in an effort to

fight what they see as unjustified

price increases. Brock Univer-

sity students are boycotting Saga
Food Services and patronizing

their own student co-op.

The Co-op's only aim is

to hurt Saga where it counts-

economically. Co-op members
feel that under this pressure,

Saga will recognize student

demands and bargain in good

faith.

Although Jack Macdonald,

Saga Food Services Director on

campus, is adamant there has

only been a 9.2 per cent overall

increase, his using of the

aggregate figure covers up in-

dividual increases of up to 37 per

cent. This larger increase effects

some of the more used items such

as milk.

In addition, there are
rumours that Saga would cut out

unlimited seconds in a residence

cafeteria, part of the original

contract, they have already done
away with a Saturday night steak

dinner, claiming it was too ex-

pensive.

On September 17, the student

council (BUSAC) passed three

resolutions aimed at stopping the

Saga rip offs - Saga must honour

their food contract in residence,

prices must be rolled back to

April 30 levels unless Saga can
justify these increases by

COU is concerned
TORONTO (CUP) - Student

recruitment policies being used

by some Ontario universities in

an attempt to keep their

enrolments up has caused con-

siderable concern on the part of

other institutions who did not

want to be caught up in a fierce

competition for students.

Both York and Western
Universities are offering large

financial inducements to draw

more students to them. York
offered Grade thirteen students

with an average better than 80

per cent scholarships of $660 to

cover their tuition.

The Council of Ontario
Universities (COU) , a committee
of Ontario University ad-

ministrators, is concerned that

such practices will lead to heavy
competition among universities

for students. '

opening their books. And a food

committee of proportionate
numbers of students, faculty and
staff must be established to

watch the actions of Saga in

future.

When Saga refused to open
their books, saying they were in

California (Saga is an American
owned company) plans for a

boycott were put into action.

On September 27, the co-op

was set up in the main cafeteria.

Coffee, milk and toast sold for ten

cents, orange juice and
doughnuts for five. Also students

were urged to boycott Saga by
bringing their own lunches.

The food co-op is not an
alternate food service - it is an
experiment to prove to Saga they

can break even when charging

reasonable prices.

The first day was so suc-

cessful that on Friday, it was
expanded to full lunches: a

sandwich, cheese and an apple

for 30 cents.

When Saga came to Brock
one year ago, they were provided

with all the space and equipment
necessary for running their

services. Yet even with low

operating costs and no debts,

Saga maintains they aren't

making enough unless their

prices are increased.

Photography course open to oil

Are you interested in

photography? The Queen's
Camera Club will be giving a

course in "The Fundamentals of

Photography" during the fall

semester.

The course will cover various

aspects of photography. Two
topics to be dealt with will be

"The Camera", a discussion of

various types of cameras and
their uses, "the Camera Lenses".

These will point out the ad-

vantages, disadvantages and

limitations of the equipment.

During two other sessions,

demonstrations of black and

white film developing and
printing will be given. In the

weeks following, negatives and
print faults and methods of

avoiding them will be explained;

another area to be covered is

scientific photography. Several

other informative lectures will be

given covering other aspects of

photography.

At the end of the course, a

panel discussion will be held with

a group of professional

photographers from the Kingston

area.

The course will be held

Wednesdays at 7:30 - 8:30 pm in

room 324 Ellis Hall. It com-
mences October 3 and will con-

tinue 10 weeks. The cost is $2.50.

For further information
about the courses and the club,

call Jim Merrithew at 544-1957 or

547-5540 or John Harvey at 544-

6683.

sweven needs help
Moribund for a year and a half, sweven, the Journal's

magazine of the arts plans a return to active and vigorous

publication this year, should support from the campus be for-

thcoming.

Which means: In order to publish a magazine of quality

which reflects the interests and artistic abilities of our

university, we need your contributions and ideas now.Our ap-

proach is very flexible; we will publish as often as possible,

depending on the amount and variety of material submitted, but

at. this stage of the year it would be foolish to lay down strict

publication deadlines. We need to hear from you first.

Flexibility in publishing is matched by flexibility in content,

sweven is a magazine of the arts, by which are meant all

branches of artistic endeavour. Hence we are looking for

poetry; short stories; one-act plays; literary, art and music

criticism; colour and black and white photography, of the

"creative" style; sketches, cartoons, even colour comic strips;

songs to be published for the first time; and scholarly, not so

scholarly, or even downright opinionated articles. Those who
may feel somewhat shy about contributing should bear in mind

that it is our purpose to encourage, not to discourage, the arts on

campus, and one of the best methods of encouraging young

authors who have not yet found their style is publication, if their

work shows promise of future development.

Hoping to ferret out all those who may be interested in

contributing to this magazine, this year's editor, Steven Win-

nett, has issued an invitation to all such folk to meet with him in

Journal office on Tuesday night at 7:00 pm to discuss their ideas.

Should the throngs overflow the office, the meeting will be

moved to a more capacious auditorium. Winnett told the Journal

he is optimistic of a good response from the university, and

hopes that with enough willing workers the first issue of the new
magazine will see the light of day relatively soon.

Clarification
The Friday edition of

the Journal carried a

story implying that the

Alma Mater Society was
to call a referendum to

change part of the non-

academic fees. This is not

strictly true.

The AMS Outer
Council, in passing a
number of policy
statements regarding
finances, came to the

conclusion that non-
academic fees should be
increased. Some mem-
bers of the council may
have thought they had
raised the fees, but this is

not so.

Any non-academic
fee change must be ap-

proved by the students in

either a referendum or a
general meeting. No
referendum or meeting
has been called as of yet,

and no definite proposal
has been made regarding
which fee (or what
amount) will be charged.
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Britain, the E.E.C., and Us
by Sue Wishart

Britain's entry into the Common Market should

be a cause for encouragement, not concern, on the

part of Canadians, visiting British MP Richard
Luce told a small group of faculty members and
students Friday night.

Luce is one of four parliamentary secretaries

from the Ministry of Trade and Industry who are

touring Canada to discuss the effect of Britain's

membership in the European Economic Com-
munity on British-Canadian relations. His lecture

was sponsored by the Institute of Commonwealth
and Comparative Studies.

According to Luce, entry into the Common
Market was just one part of an ambitious Con-
servative government plan "to drag Britain out of

its dusty imperial role into a new relationship with

society and the rest of Europe." Joining Europe had
two main advantages for Britain: first, it was ex-

pected to encourage political stability in Europe;
and second, it promised Britain a chance to improve
its standard of living. Luce suggested that both of

these happenings favour Canada's interests almost
as much as they can benefit Britain, through in

creased stability in both political and trade
relationships with Europe.

Luce claimed that although there have to be
some changes in Canadian trade patterns with

Britain, the tariffs which apply for the first time to

Canadian goods will have a minimal effect on our
economy, because just five per cent of our exports
go to Britain, and only half of that amount will be
taxed.

He explained that Canadians must realize that

we are entering a new kind of relationship with
Britain. Luce urged this country to regard Britain

as a springboard for entry into trade agreements
with the rest of the Common Market. Because of our
shared traditions, he claimed, Britain is especially

well suited to help the other common Market
countries understand that closer Canadian in-

volvement with the community is in the best in-

terests of all parties involved.

Laxer: U.S. exploits Canada
by Chris Clark

In a public lecture entitled "Independence and
Socialism" given last Thursday in McLaughlin
Hall, Jim Laxer, an eminent member of the Waffle

Group, addressed himself to the question: "Is a

mass Socialist movement possible in Canada?" He
presented an historical overview depicting the

evolution of current conditions believed to be

conducive to the formation of such a movement.
Laxer pointed out that Canada has been but a

part of the U.S. Empire since 1940. This American
domination was fed by the liberal continentalist

approach, begun in the postwar period with C. D.
Howe. As a result of this policy Canadians enjoyed
an increased standard of living and politics began
an era of acquiescence.

Central to the continuation of this system is the

dependence of the Canadian manufacturing in-

dustry on foreign technology and machinery. Laxer
cited figures claiming that 95 per cent of the

machinery used in manufacturing is produced
outside Canada.

Laxer explained the manner in which^the U.S.

corporations and the U.S. government "dumped"
John Diefenbaker because of his visionary ideas

and his disobedience during the Cuban missile

crisis. He branded Tories as currently being the

"other party" in Canadian politics and attacked
them as being more continentalist than the

Liberals.

Laxer proposed that the C.C.F., when it

recognized the existence of the quiescent age in

Canadian politics, dropped all overt references to

eradicating capitalism and began to lean towards
the establishment of regulatory agencies.

It was no coincidence, contended Laxer, that

the Winnipeg Declaration which embodied this

principle was released in 1956 at approximately the

same time as the formation of the C.L.C. It was but

another expression of the good times of the age
when the CC.F. and C.L.C. came together in 1961 to

to form the NIJP which was based on the American
unions of the large corp^jrations in Ontario's stable

fX)litics,

Laxer stated that in the early '60's the political

focus of the country shifted to the question of

Canadian identity. As people realized that the

Canadian government had no effect on the

economic development of the country, they won-
dered if it was worth a 25 per cent decline in their

standard of living in order to establish a distinct

Canadian identity.

This crisis ended in the mid- to late sixties as

the U.S. began to encounter certain difficulties.

These were first that the U.S. was facing new
competition from other capitalist countries such as

Japan, adversely effecting the balance of

payments.

The Americans were also hurt because U.S.

industry had not invested enough at home and this

resulted in certain sectors of the economy
degenerating into mere fossils by the late sixties.

What relevance have these reports to the

Canadian scene? A Waffle study conducted between
1966 and 1972 found that in Canadian plants there

was a 21.1 per cent increase in the number of jobs

available whereas in U.S. owned factories there was
but an 8.1 per cent increase. Laxer contends that the

U.S. plants are being reduced to sales service

outlets. This is leading to an overextending of the

economy in the service sector which, Laxer feels,

is exemplified by the tightening of the budgets for

hospitals and education. A formerly complacent
group of the work force is beginning to feel

threatened and Laxer cites the unprecedented
militancy of teachers and the increased riiilitancy of

the railway workers as examples of this

phenomenon.
With what is the Waffle really concerned?

Laxer cites the group's focal point as the politics of

the resources and de-industrialization. The party is

conducting numerous public meetings in its attempt

to recruit from and develop the ranks of the in-

dustrial workers. It is offering strike support to any
legitimate union and it will aid in organizing any
group which desires to form a viable union. The
Waffle sees a completely independent Canadian
labourer movement as a must.
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WEST CAMPUS
RESIDENCES

Single rooms are available

for female students.

Contact: Residence Admission Office,

Victoria Hall

QUEEN'S MEN'S

ALPINE SKI TEAM

Organizational Meeting

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2

8.00 P.M.

SALON "A"

Physical Education Center

WHAT DID

YOU

THINK
OF ORIENTATION '73?

Bring your comments, criticisms and ideas for how to

do it better - Wednesday, Oct. 3rd, 8 p.m. Red Room
(Kingston Hall) - for a feedback session with the
committee.

Tricolor '74

Organizational Meeting

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2

8.00 P.M.

Tricolor Office, Students Union

EVERYONE WELCOME

YES.

We are still giving

TOURS
Of The Douglas Library

Undergraduates at 1 1 and 2

Grad Students by appointment -

Stop by the Information Desk
In Douglas, or Phone 547-6637

TOURS BEGIN AT THE INFORMATION DESK
TO THE LEFT OF THE LOBBY
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The A.M.S. Concert Committee
is seeking people to fill

the following positions:

1. Technical Manager
2. Tickef Sales Manager

3. Sfoge Monoger

4. Public Relations Manager

5. House /Monoger

IF INTERESTED PLEASE LEAVE YOUR
NAME, TELEPHONE NUMBER, AND A
DESCRIPTION OF ANY EXPERIENCE
YOU HAVE, AT THE A.M.S. OFFICE BY
FRIDAY, OCT. 5 at 5:00 P.M.

CLOVER LEAF MARKET
GROCERIES
PRODUCE
SUNDRIES

MEATS
HEALTH FOODS
HOUSEWARES

MON. to FRi. - 8:30 A.M. to 10 P.M.

SAT. - 8:30 A.M. to 6 P.M.

"yUe Deliver" - S46 SS66

Corner Princess and University Ave.

Graduation Portraits

YOU COULD COME TO US,

FLAIR PHOTOGRAPHIC
BUT YOU CAN'T BE BOTHERED.

GO AHEAD. SETTLE FOR

SOMETHING LESS....

For Appointment Drop in at - 94 Brock Street or Call
542-7733

Kinnear (TEsterre

it's finally happened to you. You think

only of romance and diamonds. Which
are both our business. Our years of

experience tell us which diamond
suits her best. It gleams with fiery

beauty. And shows that happiness is

a girl in love.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET
KINGSTON. ONTARIO

letters

Homosexuals protest intolerance
Dear Editors,

For some considerable time, we, the three

signatories to this letter have been concerned about

the intolerance and insecurity suffered by

homosexuals at this university. We have decided at

last to voice our concern as a result of the utterly

uncalled for, and unnecessary remarks about

homosexuals published on September 26th, in the

Fred Fudpucker article in the issue of Golden
Words.

The author of this article, in a clumsy attempt

at acceptable humour shows not only a lamentable

ignorance of the habits and situation of

homosexuals but also a prejudice and an an-

tagonism toward them all the more lamentable

because it has so little relation to the real situation.

Since the publication of the Kinsley Report it is

common knowledge that, by conservative estimates

at least 10 per cent of the North American
population is homosexual and it requires little effort

in arithmetic for anyone to realise that this par-

ticular minority being discriminated against is no
small one. At least a thousand people, both staff and
students, are involved at Queen's.

It is shocking to realize that such an example of

naked intolerance and antagonism should be

published at all in the 70's, but worse to realize that

it should, by being published in a University

newspaper, appear to have the backing of an in-

stitution of learning, where if anywhere these things
could be found, one should discover tolerance, in-

formed understanding and open-mindedness.
Queen's is one of the few universities left in

North America which still does not have its own
homophile organization. It is time that such an
organization was formed. Until it is, the prevailing

attitude on campus will continue to be one in which
homosexuals, normal citizens in every other
respect, will be compelled to hide their real natures
for the sake of security and be obliged to cloak their

real natures in the shadows on the fringes of the

underworld. This very summer, in 1973, one student

in Kingston was beaten up and obliged to leave town
by intolerant neighbours. The law of the land,

recognizing that homosexuals exist, and also that

what consenting adults do in bed is their own affair,

does not discriminate against homosexuals. Is this

campus above the law?
This then is a plea for tolerance and a request

that such unprovoked attacks as the Fred Fud-
pucker article cease.

Normally we would sign our names. We can't,

for obvious reasons which are in themselves a clear

proof that the discrimination we complain of, exists.

Three Campus Homophiles

Anti-semitism or plain ignorance?
Dear Editors,

As a graduate student in geography I came to

Queen's with the understanding that my two basic

priorities in an academic community would be

satisfied. These points did not, and still do not, seem
unreasonable to me.

Firstly, I expected and did find in my depart-

ment a high level of scholarity. Secondly, I an-

ticipated a comparibly high level of social open-

mindedness - something not unreasonable to expect
within an intellectual community of university

professors and supposedly serious students.

To my regret, the first experience involving my
second priority, was to say the least, negative. The
tearing off of a mazuzah from my front door, ( a

mezuzah is a small ornament placed on a door-

frame which clearly establishes the inhabitants of a

dwelling as Jewish) has caused me to wonder about

the types of people that attend Queen's. It seems to

me that some of our proud and dedicated students

operate on a level that is akin to simple vandalism,
or, granting these few a higher level of intellectual

capacity, operate within the boundaries of anli

semitism. Both of these options seem equally

distasteful to me. I sincerely hope that in my
coming year at Queen's I find these people to the

rare exception and not the example of the population

in this university.

Lenny Beldich,

graduate student in geography.

Orientation committee congratulated
Dear Editors:

There has been much said about Orientation '73

but on behalf of all the gaels I would like to thank all

the people involved with the organization end of

Orientation. I don't think that anyone had any idea

of the collosal amount of work involved in the set-

ting up and actual running of Orientation week. The
Orientation Committee and those who volunteered

their time are to be applauded and congratulated on
their imaginative and successful work.

Richard Mitchell

by Sue de Stein

The Gaels made the finest

showing of the year in Guelph

on Saturday.

The turnout of Gaels'

rooters for the game was
tremendous. It was unfortunate

that a few fans in the Queen's

section made such a poor

showing. For many fans, the

victory was marred by the

disgusting exhibition of poor

sportsmanship put on by a few

obnoxious Queen'smen. I'm

sure the Guelph fans were

unimpressed, to say the least.

Enthusiasm and spirit are

well-appreciated by the team

and have long been a Queen's

tradition. However, on Satur-

day, the exuberance of an

isolated few Queen's fans was
carried a mite far.

Mild obscenity has long

been a part of the cheers and

chants. Vulgarity has not.

Queen's fans in general were
appalled by the behavior of

these few and indeed, em-
barrassed to be associated

(however obscurely) with these

'loyal' supporters.

I blame these juvenile fans

for the rotten tomato that found

its way into the Queen's section.

I applaud the Guelph fan for his-

her good aim.

I hope in the future, the

show on the field, good or bad,

will be accompanied by a good

show in the stands. It is equally
;

as important to be a gracious
j

winner as it is to be a good loser.
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THE POOR AND

by Michael Miloff

For defenders of the capitalist faith,

poverty is the central flaw that must be

rationalized. And they have always had a

pack of lies to sell the public on that one. In

1970 the Canadian Chamber of Commerce
wrapped up some of the old myths in the

fancy packaging of a formal brief and
submitted it to the Senate Committee on

Poverty.

The Chamber's view of extensive

social security plans maintains that if you
give a man enough money to subsist we
believe generally you will destroy his

incentive to work. In fact there are places

which have come to accept handouts as a

way of life.

However the debate about incentive

overlooks the real difficulty. And it is that

if any group is assured substantial welfare

assistance without working for it, a much
larger proportion of the population whose
efforts must support those on welfare out

of their productive efforts will eventually

lose their incentive to labor.

Every industrially advanced society

has adopted the obligation to assist or

provide for the less privileged. But we
must not overlook the fact that most
people in our society are capable of

achieving such a standard by their own
efforts. . .Much can be said for the

inherently therapeutic value of, and strong

need to, work.

The facts are unfortunately quite

different.

The Economic Council of Canada
defines poverty as: "insufficient access to

certain goods, services and conditions of

life which are available to everyone else

and have come to be accepted as basic to a

decent minimum standard of living."

Using such figures for a poverty line as

$35(X) lor a family of four, they find that

four and one-half million Canadians are

\X)()r. If families who have an additional

len dollars a week income are included as

living in nearly impoverished conditions,

approximately forty-per cent of all

Canadians would qualify for this sub-

sistent existence. But f;ven the magnitude
of Ihe.se statistics cannot communicate the

suffering of fxjverty.

If you are Ixjrn into the wrong family it

means lhal you probably will not attend

school beyond grade nine, ()v(?r one million

(Canadians are functionally illiterate. If

you are poor you will likely die early and
receive .substandard medical and dental

care all of your life. The Welfare Council

estimates that two-thirds of all poor

children are malnourished. Your whole
family, not possessing any legal

knowledge or funds, will inevitably be
exploited by the credit unions and
businesses in your slum areas.

If you are an Indian, Metis or Eskimo
the chances are eight in ten that you will

live in utter deprivation without running

water or toilets. Another five and one-half

million Canadians live in overcrowded,
degenerating dwellings. One and one-half

million of the poor are elderly and over
three million women undergo the material

lacks and stigma of poverty. Regions are

not equally treated either. Over half the

population of Newfoundland is poor. Yet
despite the higher rates of rural poverty,

in Ontario, the wealthiest and most ur-

banized province, there are over one
million poor.

The image of poverty

The popular misconception of poverty

is that it is the result of an aimless

disposition and a shiftless character. Poor

,

people are advertised as bad citizens and
poor examples. But the Economic Council

of Canada has found that three-quarters of

the poor work full-time. The majority of

poor families, in fact, have two working
members. And of the reamaining poor,

who receive social assistance as their

main source of income, most are old,

handicapped, or women with children and
no husbands. Indeed the Special Senate

Committee on Poverty estimated that only

2 per cent of those on welfare are

"chiselers" who are actually avoiding

employment. The poor are not poor

because of a refusal to work; they are poor

despite their willingness to work.

Poverty is not an individual matter - it

is an unavoidable trap. The Economic
Council of Welfare has predicted that

2,000,000 children today are destined to

lead adult lives in poverty. And Leo
Johnson, a historian at Waterloo, has
demonstrated that over the last generation

there has been no change in the extent of

poverty. In fact the gap between the poor

and wealthy has steadily widened. Even
the government locates the source of

poverty within the broader social and
economic matrix. This is strikingly

evident in their attempts to reduce in-

flation through the deliberate creation of

unemployment.
So poverty is not merely an isolated or

an unhappy phenomenon. If Instead of

imitating the liberal academics who study

the personal characteristics of the poor,

we investigate the causes of low-wages

and unemployment, we see that there are

obvious explanations of Canada's wide-

spread poverty. It is the poverty of

capitalism.

In capitalist economies, two distinct

.sectors, a center and periphery economy,
can be destinguished. The centre-economy

consists of high-wage, capital-intensive

and oligopolistic corporations. The
pr!riph(!ry (,'conomy consists of low-wage,

labor-intensive, highly competitive
businesses.

Hccogrii/.ing the inequalities of capitalism.

Usually high-wage industry is

asHociat(!d with a high investment of

capital in machin(!ry and technology

rather than in labor. Therefore, wages in

Ihcsi: industries do not constitute! a sub-

stantial [portion of the costs of production.

Hecause such enterprises require?

tr<rmcndous initial outlays of capital, atid

d<!t!iiled long range planning, the high

wage s(!<;tor is controlled tty one or only a

few large corporations. In Canada they are

(rioHlly Afnericaii owned, e.g., automobile

industry '97 per cent;, (>etroleum and
natural gas industries (62 per oent^
mining industry (52 per cenlj and
agricultural machinery '50 per cent),

Demands for higher wages by workers can
be easily absorbed as the extra cf>stH and
simply passed on to the consumer in the

form of price increases. It is generally

more expedient for these companies to

jack up their prices than to engage in

costly labor disputes which result in the

inefficient useage of their capital in-

vestment.

Because of the technological

requirements of these industries, the

proportion of skilled to unskilled workers
is high. Workers are relatively well-

organized into unions and derive
correspondingly high wages and fringe-

benefits. However, in particular cases

corporations will combat strikes by
shifting sites of production or outlasting

their employees. These firms' huge profits

are mostly retained for technological

expansion. This drives the stock value of

the shares upwards, making a profit for

the share-holders, as well as monopolizing

the financial market-making it difficult for

those industries in the low-wage sector to

attract enough capital to expand. In times

of recession, those areas of high-wage

industry which produce expensive
materials used in personal consumption or

corporation expansion are forced to cut

back on production and lay off workers.

Particularly hard hit are the c<ji

industry, conturner-durable*, j/ic

machine-pnKJu<,jng areas

The low-wage sfcctr^r is M^mp^fu
thwe indu8trie« in which the c#
prfHluction is heavily defXindent <mf4

cfwth Wag<fK, for instance, in the ck| f

textile, ww>d and leather industrln

usually very clf^se U) the minimum'
level and in many areas studied in OfH
actually lx;low $1 ,25 [xjr hour. Then
need for capital outlay and indi

this nature can l>e more easily

expanded and cul-drjwn Hence,
much more competition which is

increased by the relatively small

'If every working man and wo0
knew and understood what inequal

meant and the economic implication

had for them and their children, tiK

would be a revolution in this country/

— Senator Chesley Carter.

leverage these firms pos.sess in influem

the government to restrict foreign e

petitors in the same areas. In order

these industries to survive they n

ensure the salaries and fringe bem
are as low as possible:

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FAIVIILIES BY INCOIVIE GRO

ELEMENTARY SECONDARY
SCHOOLING SCHOOLING

INCOME GROUP
0-4 5-8

YEARS YEARS SOME COMPLETE

PEf

UNDER $1,000 2.6 2.7 2.3 1.7

$ 1.000-$ 1.999 8.4 3.8 . 1.8 1.2

2,000- 2,999 12.4 6.5 3.6 2.2

3,000- 3.999 17.8 9.3 5.3 3.5.

4.000- 4.999 10.4 7.4 5.0
3.5J5,000- 5,999 7.5 7.9 6.2 4.3'

6,000- 6.999 7.7 7.9 6.7 5.3

7.000- 7.999 4.9 8.5 7.3 6.7

8,000- 8,999 6.0 7.3 8.7 9.4

9.000- 9,999 5.2 6.7 8.5 7.8

10.000- 11,999 5.6 1:2.5 15.5 16.7

12.000- 14,999 5.5 9.4 15.2 18.5

15.000- 24.999 5.3 8.9 12.4 16.6

25,000 AND OVER 0.9 0.9 1.5 2.0

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

AVERAGE INCOME $6,420 $8,276 $9,895 $11. 147

It has been estimated that almost two-thirds of the heads cold, withoi

of low-income families have no more than elementary-school understand

education. A university degree will increase one's life time The de

earnings by 75 percent. In other words, education is worth unnecessari

cold, hard cash. to opportun

Being born to a poor family means that as a child you committee

must learn to undervalue yourself and retreat into a smaller income fair

world that has been ordained for you. With few exceptions, pleted high

the fate of these poor children is sealed before they even walk '''he

across the threshold of schools that would have failed them in Jistribuiion

any event. head, based

The Real Poverty Report states: "By the time you whose head

are a teenager you accept without question your teacher's average inc

advice that you are not really good enough to go any further for families

with your education. You know that it would be a waste of percent of

time oven to think about it because your parents couldn't had income

afford to send you anyway," Both hardships of economic families wit

s'^ipport while attending an educational institution, and the Theedu

incompatibility of the values expressed through the influenced

education system with those of the environment in which the parents; a

poor must iivecriiate a contradiction which is irreconcilable- fluence the

resulting, in almost every case, in the aborting of the in- reared in

dividual's education. Mow can the children attend school likely to aci

regularly on eini)ty stomachs, in.sufficiently clothed for the

ai

a
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ER POOR
The productivity gains in the low-wage

dustry are not reflected in relative wage-

ite changes in low-wage industry. Rather

lan contributing to higher wages,

oductivity increases are either being

)Sorbed into broader profit margins or

herwise into lower prices due to raging

>mpetition. (The Real Poverty Report, ch

Adams et al).

Wages and fringe benefits are also low

cause of the union weaknesses in these

dustries. There are several reasons for

is. Firstly, government legislation is

ased against multi-unit negotiations,

lus, workers are forced to bargain with

e particular plants in which they work
ther than with the larger corporation

liich the plant represents or with other

jrkers with similar jobs. The relatively

lall number of workers in each unit

mbines with the industry's antagonistic

lion policies to inhibit the development of

fective worker organizations. Because of

e low - wages and low potential for union

les, unions often do not consider it worth

eir efforts or within their own financial

pabilities to organize the mSssive sort of

mpaign required in this particular

jrker's environment.

Because of the susceptibility of these

dustries to market or technological

anges, there are frequent economic
slocations, plant shut-downs and job lay-

fs. Over 16,000 Ontario workers alone

;re thrown o\it of a job in 1970-71. It is in

NATION OF HEAD, 1971

UNIVERSITY

IMPCETED SOME DEGREE

0.9 1.1 1.3

0.7 0.8 . 0.4

1.0 1.6 1.0

2.3 2.0 1.1

2.2 2.3 1.6

4.4 4.7 1.5

5.3 3.5 2.0

7.2 5.1 2.5

8.5 5.8 4.0

9.7 5.3' 4.7

17.2 16.9 9.9

21.5 18.8 17.8

17.9 25.4 34.2

1.2 6.7 18.1

100."D 100.0 100.0

511,346 $13,437 $19,002

rce: Economic Council of Canada

t well and when they can hardly

h educational attainment, often

by the employers, locks the door

; majority of the poor. The senate

id that "eighty-nine percent of low-

ded by persons who had not com-

table shows the percentage

w income groups and education of

IS. It can be seen that the families

to four years of schooling had an
compared to an income of $19,002

s university degrees. More than 70

I head having a university degree
acre compared to about 17 percent

about four years of schooling,

f the family heads were very likely

»nd related circumstances of their

nstances in turn are likely to in-

I by their children. Those who are
t indifferent to education are not

valuation of it.

this sector of the economy that the

majority of the unskilled who will be

unemployed for part of the year, ap-

proximately 15 per cent of the Canadian

work-force, will enter in and out.

AMERICAN DOMINATION
This situation is aggravated, if not

caused, by American domination of the

Canadian economy. Most of the high-wage,

capital-intensive corporations are sub-

sidiaries of parent companies owned and
controlled by American interests. Three
major consequences on incomes and
unemployment can be sketched.

Firstly, the key decisions concerning

investment, production, marketing, and
general policy are made in the United

States. Subsidiaries throughout the world

are instruments of the parent company
and therefore subject to the priorities of

that parent company and the legislation of

its host country. The conflicts with

Canadian priorities have not been slight.

For many years American subsidiaires

were not permitted to export goods to

communist nations. During Johnson's and
Nixon's presidency legislation was
adopted which forced American sub-

sidiaries to return substantial amounts of

their Canadian earned capital to the U.S.

When American firms get into their own
economic hot water it is easiest for them to

save money by cutting back iuA^estment,

reducing operations and closing down
their plants in Canada. This foreign

control has decreased tax revenues,

employment stability and economic
growth.

Secondly, a tremendous amount of

capital is pumped out of Canada every

year both in profit and the legal game
parents companies and subsidiaries play

with each other. Apart from the ap-

proximately 1.5 billion dollars of Canadian
profits which crossed the border last year,

inter-company trading, in which Canadian

products are often undervalued for tax

purposes, typically comprise 50 per cent of

all our exports.

Compounding these immense losses of

Canadian capital, additional losses result

from such inter-company tricks as inflated

service contracts and management fees,

diyident repatriation, and patent and
royalty payments.

Thirdly, most U.S. corporations here

are primarily involved in the simple

manufacture and marketing of products.

Research, the training of managerial

skills and the large-scale development of

supporting services and industries are

directed to the United States. (Canada, for

instance, has the lowest rate of patents in

the Western world). Thus, American
resource-extraction and primary
manufacturing companies send their

materials to the United States for final

processing and refining. This has had the

disastrous effects of rapidly depleting our

natural resources, underselling their value

IDONTBEUEVE
IN GIVING JOBS
•R) PEOPLE WHO
ARE ALWAYS
OUT OF WORK!

and retarding the growth of Canada's own
high-wage secondary manufacturing
industry.

POLITICS OF POVERTY
Our economic environment is one

where wages instead of being tied to the

capitalist laws of supply and demand are

tied to the industrial concentration of

particular sectors and the plans of

American corporate interests. Individuals

with skills and a willingness to work are

forced into low paying jobs or are thrown
out of a job when their specialty becomes
mechanized or when particular decisions

are made in the U.S.

The result is that Canada not only has

one of the slowest - rates of economic
growth but has consistently had the

highest rate of unemployment among
modern industrial nations. The yearly 6-7

per cent unemployment figures, are

sizeable underestimations of the real level

of unemployment in this country. Ap-

proximately 1 per cent of the unemployed
are hidden in various manpower training

programs, another 1 per cent are on the

LIP doles and methods of determining the

number of unemployed hide even more.

Unemployment figures are created by
phoning 35,000 homes and asking the

residents if they have worked during the

last week. Those who have only part-time

jobs are counted as employed and those

who do not have the money to afford a

permanent dwelling or a phone are

completely ignored. Youth is the hardest

hit—government figures show that about

12 per cent of those under twenty-four are

unemployed. Yet the Committee of Youth
suggests that even these figures un-

derestimate the true level by about to 11

per cent and that in fact well over twenty

per cent of all youth are unemployed.
Recent studies of unemployment show that

the number of hard core unemployed is

increasing. Approximately one in five

unemployed Canadians has been looking

for a job for over seven months and over

one-third of all unemployed have been job

hunting for over four months.

We live in a society where enormous
wealth co-exists with extreme deprivation

and shattered lives. A small group of

people, mostly Americans, who travel on

expensive vacations, live in luxurious

homes and use corporate expense ac-

counts benefit directly from those who
slave for low-wages or are forcibly

unemployed.
Although it is not difficult to agree that

our economic system causes tremendous
inequality and impoverishment, it is

commonly imagined that the state's ac-

tivity in the economy and our daily lives

has served to diminish the gross injustices

of Canadian life. Conservatives who view

state interferences with distaste are likely

closer to an accurate appraisal of the

consequences of intervention. For the

state in capitalist economies maintains the

structural conditions which are respon-

sible for these inequalities in the first

place. Suffice it to just note here that the

massive increases of public expenditures

on the infrastructure—highways, airports,

universities etc., are designed to provide a

stable and profitable environment for

corporate investment. We shall concern

ourselves, however, with the more direct

ways in which the state perpetuates and
re-inforces the essential features of an

exploitive economic system—through
corporation subsidies, regressive tax

structures, inflation policies and the

welfare system.

WHAT IS THE MINIMUM
INCOME YOU NEED TO STAY
ABOVE THE POVERTY LEVEL?

% RESPONDENTS

$3,000 5

$4,000 12

$5,000 31

$6,000 22

$7,000 10

$8,000 8

over $8,000 12

Average: $5,920

from Maclean's-Goidfarb Report
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VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

PIZZA
CHALET
544 T227

PRINCESs/^If\

BARRIE

Thursday, October 4th

at Jock Harty Arena

COUNTRY HOEDOm
Square dance in the hay

to the sound of a live

FIDDLER, PIANO and CALLER

Plus Taped Rock Music

-ICE COLD BEER-

99^ admission

Beer 5/ $2.""

SOFT m;a'i — yumiviy coi.oks
(/in;AT STYUNG

ONLY

ffitfr hifiBr.

202 Princess St. 546-9312

Opon Thursday nntl friOn/ NiU;%, CO D. ord<T% dccoptod.

Credit and Chargex card» honoured!

Track Gaels successful
Queen's Track Team made

its best showing in recent years

at their first meet of the O.U.A.A.

season at McMaster, The Gaels

proved to be a power on the track

as w(;ll as demonstrating new
strength in the field events. 12

schools took part in the meet.

Team captain Dave Jarvis

led the Gaels with impressive

wins in the 400 metre hurdles

(52.7) and the 110 metre hurdles

(14.8) .

Rookie Victor Gooding won
the 100 metres in 10.8 and was in

front of the field in the 200 metres
when he injured his leg and
finished fifth.

Pam Scothorn, in her first

year at Queen's, led the women
with a first in the javelin (103')

and 2nd in the shot (38'11").

Team veteran Brian Aikin

did not compete in his specialty

the 800 metres, but demonstrated

his versatility by placing 2nd in

the 200 metres (23.4) and 2nd in

the 400 metres (50.6).

Mark Field finished 4th in the

gruelling 5000 metres, the highest

a Queen's athlete has finished in

years, with a time of 15:36.

Jerome Drayton of McMaster
won the event.

Rookie discus thrower Joe

Austin placed 2nd (39.5 metres)

and John Omgarato placed 2nd in

the shot (44'11") and fourth in the

discus.

Queen's athletes finished

well up in most of the events, as

close to 30 Gaels made the trip:

Tom Dixon - 3rd 100m. (11.5)

Mike MacAulay - 2nd 110

hurdles (15.8)

Rod Walter 3rd 4<K)fn

(51.0); 4th 200m, (24,2)

Bob MacCormack - 4th 800m.

1:59,4; 5th 400m, 53,6

Sue Sisson - women's discus

Queen's ended the day by
winning both the 4(X) and the 16(XJ

metre relays The 4x4'j<j event

was the highilight an Queen >,

came from well back Uj fjeat

McMast/jr on the last leg.

Next we<;k the team y^urneys
to U. of WnlerUx) for the Waterkx>
Invitational,

Trent trounced
by Alfred Kormann

After a bad game on Wednesday - Queen's lost 2:0 against St,

Lawrence University from Canton N Y, in an exhibition encounter -

the soccer Gaels got it together again on Sunday against Trent
University.

It took only eight minutes for Queen's to score their first goal

during the regular season: Davy Robertson cut out towards the left

corner, passed back in front of the goal and Don Baragar headed the

ball into the net. From then on the action took place almost exclusively

in Trent's half of the field, and at the 21 minute mark Ron Heidebrecht
made it 2:0 for Queen's with a hard shot under the crossbar. Just a few
minutes later Queen's Paul Momeault scored twice, both times taking

advantage of mistakes committed by Trent's defense. Queen's con-

tinued to apply pressure but then Trent got their only goal following an
error on behalf of Queen's defense.

The second half saw much of the same as in the first 45 minutes
and Queen's keeper Peter Dickie looked rather bored. Though Queen's

had still the advantage it took the Gaels twenty minutes before Jim
Monaghan put the ball into Trent's net again. The same player suc-

ceeded in slipping the ball beyond the opposing goalkeeper later on to

increase the score to 6:1. Queen's kept control for the rest of the game,
and shortly before the final whistle Paul Momeault completed his hat-

trick for the end result 7:1.

In summary Queen's played much better than Trent and surely

deserved to win by a large margin. On the other hand let's not forget

the Gaels started against a rather weak team that had had a game just

the day before. If Queen's keeps up the fine fighting spirit they showed
on Sunday then they should do well against Ryerson next Friday at 5

p.m. Come out to the West Campus and enjoy a good game

!

The Government
of Canada

offers

Careers for Graduates

in

General Administration

Personnel Administration

Financial Administration

Foreign Service

Annual Qualifying Examinations:

Ccindicl.ites tor Administration must

writc> the (]ener<il Intcllij^ence Test

on Wednesday, October 17, at 7:00 pm.

Candidates for lorvi^n Service must

write both the (ien(>r,il Intellif^ence

Test on October 17, ,ind the I'oreif^n

Services Objective lest and Essay

on Thursday, October 18, .it 7:00 pm.

Pre-registration Essential

Applic ants must (ontact their

Placement Office by October 1 2.
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Gaels outclass Gryphons 33-14
by Chris Boon

Queen's Golden Gaels rode a

superior team effort into sole

possession of second place in the

OUAA-East Saturday, dumping a

game but outclassed Guelph
squad 33-14 in Guelph while

Windsor soundly trounced
Varsity in another interlocking

contest. The Gaels got the ex-

pected solid defensive effort,

while the offense came up with a

much-improved performance,

scoring three touchdowns despite

an embarassing tendency to

fumble deep in the Gryphon's
end. The score could easily have
been much more lop-sided.

Guelph, who came out hitting

despite an obvious lack of con-

ditioning, gave the hundred-odd
Queen's fans a short scare early

in the first quarter. After stop-

ping a third-and-one try on their

own 53, Guelph drove for a touch-

down, mostly on the strength of

some fine outside running by
Dave Lane and Bruce Morris.

Their success was to be very

short-lived, however, as Tom
Taylor, who ran a very effective

offense all day, drove Queen's
downfield, mostly on runs by
Dave Hadden, Stu Lang and
Gerry Blacker. With the Guelph
defense thoroughly ^ run-

conscious, Taylor made a superb
fake to Lang (who got gang-

tackled for his efforts) and rolled

out to his left. With the Gryphons
still working over the fake, he
had ample time (about six

seconds) to take his pick of three

open receivers. Taylor laid the

ball right on the money to Alex
Melvin, and the big veteran had
six points. Wintermeyer's con-

Field Hockey

vert tied the score, and the Gaels
never really looked after the

kickoff, the defense, who by this

point who had figured out the

Guelph running game stuffed

things up, and the Gaels got the

ball back. Taylor promptly drove
them deep into the Gryphon zone,

but the first of several fumbles
snuffed out the drive. It didn't

really make much difference,

though, because two plays later

Mike O'Shaughnessy stripped the

ball from Lane, and linebacker

Steve Tovee scooped up the loose

ball and sprinted in from seven
yards out. Wintermeyer again

converted, making the score 14-7

midway through the second
quarter.

With Guelph 's lack of con-

ditioning beginning to show, the

Gaels had solid control of the

balance of the half. A hastily-

thrown pass from Brian Riddell

found a home with Gael cor-

nerback Joe Pal, and Queen's
started another drive. Taylor
rolled out, saw his receivers

covered, and took off downfield.

A couple of good blocks gave him
18 yards, and Guelph was really

playing like a beaten team. Dave
Hadden, who finished with 114

yards on 17 carries, confirmed
this appearance on the very next

play, as he ran through, over and
off about eight Gryphons on his

way to the end zone. Win-
termeyer picked up his third

convert of the day, and the Gaels
took a comfortable 21-7 lead into

the dressing room.
Guelph at this pointywere in

serious trouble, to say the least.

Queen's offensive line play was
as good or better than any 'this

mernthew
Gryphon running back chased by Gael's Waddell (71) and Anderson (64)

writer has seen in the last five

years, and Taylor's faking and
play selection was giving Guelph
fits. (Almost hterally, if one

could use the antics of their head
coach as a guide). The Gryphons
apparently hadn't seen too much
of a fine play called the counter,

because these (Queen' uses
several versions) had them
completely baffled. Since their

middle linebacker was obliging

enough to guess wrong about 80

Guys down Gals
by SueMoffatt

Yet another front has opened
in the sportswide Battle of the

Sexes. Last Friday night, the

West Campus pitches hosted the

confrontation between the

Queen's Field Hockey Gals and
their newly formed counter-

parts, the Men's teams. The
results of these first-round

scrimmages were inarguably in

the guys' favour with Senior

game score 3-0 and Intermediate
4-0. Are the Gals dismayed or

discouraged? Never. All four

teams are eager to continue the

scrimmages: the guys hoping to

underline their first success, and
the gals, to erase it. This Thur-

sday night is the date set for

round two, and the competition

promises to be even keener.

The Friday games were a

new experience for most of the

players, and accordingly were
played with some sense of un-

certainty on both sides. The girls

were only partially convinced

that they would survive the

match at all, while the guys
seemed at pains to not really

damage their more dimunative

opponents, yet still beat them.
The result was a sort of quasi-

game, with everyone thinking as

much about the manner of his

playing, as about the game itself.

The girls particularly suffered

from sincere (and not

altogether unjustified)
trepidation, which largely ac-

counted for their highly defensive

game and over-all hesitancy in

attack. By the end of the first

half, however, they relaxed and
began to play with much more of

their characteristic confidence.

The Men's teams must both be

given great credit for their ef-

forts to play a much gentler,

more closely called game than
that to which they are ac-

customed, and for the fine sense

of competition and consideration

with which they played.

Although the games were
played "for fun" both teams
benefitted from the change in

opposition. The differences in

style and strategy required both

teams to play thinking games,
and provided a sharp change
from intra-squad practice

scrimmages with their more
predictable plays and familiar

opposition. The fledghng Men's
teams were able to practise

positional play and skills in

matches which were con-

siderably slower than their

league ones will be. Certainly

some players became all to

familiar, not to mention
frustrated, with the offside ruling

in the course of the game. The
matches clearly revealed their

strengths, an obvious one being

the expert stickwork of some of

the forwards; and also their

weaknesses, most notably their

inaccuracy in goal shots. The
girls, on the other hand, learned

the advantage and in fact,

necessity of playing the other

team's weaknesses (in this case

the sides) and gradually became
more adept at avoiding and thus

de-fusing its power plays. The
game vividly demonstrated the

effect to be gained by hunting in

pairs on the offense, and tackling

back to recover. Both Gals teams
also send their goalies their

gratitude for extremely well

played games in the face of a

formidable offense.

All in all, both sides played

very well and certainly enjoyed

themselves. With some of the

situations' strangeness worn off,

everyone can stand to benefit

from up-coming games.
"Chauvinists" and feminists,

here's yet another cause to

champion, for the rest of us, these

games could be some really fine

hockey.

per cent of the time on his stunts,

the inside was rather open too -

and the Gaels were only too

happy to exploit it.

Defensively, almost the same
thing was happening. After

sorting out the contain respon-

sibilities on Guelph's sweeps, the

defense started to play games -

all kinds of them. John Waddell,

Tovee's mate at inside

linebacker, spent half the day in

the Gryphon backfield, while Ian

Anderson, the Gaels' hardnosed

middle guard, systematically

destroyed the Guelph centre.

When Riddell tried to pass, he
had almost no time to get the ball

away, as Anderson,
O'Shaughnessy, Mo St. Martin

and later Dave Devonshire just

blew in, accompanied by
whatever linebackers felt so

inclined at that moment. When
the beleaguered QB did get a pass

off, it was about even to get

picked off, with Queen's
collecting four interceptions

while Guelph could manage just

seven completions, for a scant 60

yards.

The second half was more of

the same, with Queen's handily in

command, although fumbles
again snuffed out several

promising drives, and the Gaels

once failed to score after a

perfect Taylor-to-Lang pass had
given them a first down on the

two. However, the defense got

that one back, with Peter Mc-
Nabb taking a perfect pass from
Riddell on the Guelph 20, and
running it back to the six. This set

up another Taylor-to-Lang toss,

this time for a quick six points.

The convert was blocked,

however, and the score stood at

27-7. John Wintermeyer made it

30-7 on the last play of the third

quarter, as he kicked his seventh

field goal of the season, tying the

Queen's record held by Doug
Cozac.

With a little over half the

final period gone, Guelph scored

a lucky touchdown when three

Queen's defenders tipped, batted

and grabbed at Riddell's pass,

only to have it bounce off their

hands into the waiting arms of

Gryphon slotback John Lesko.

However, this was something of a

last gasp, as Guelph was simply
unable to do much with the ball,

despite a safety touch given up by
Mike Telepchuk, who had come
on in relief of Riddell after An-
derson et. al. had thoroughly

scrambled his brains on one pass

rush. Doug Latham, who
replaced Taylor when it was
obvious that things were well in

hand, moved the team well, but

couldn't put a TD on the board,

what with yet another fumble.

He did direct a couple of ex-
cellent drives, one of which ended
with a single point off a wide
field-goal try, which made the

final score 33-14.

Overall, the improvement in

the Gaels was considerable,
especially on offense, where
Taylor showed a complete
command of the game. If the

fumbles can be cut down (at least

two came when backs kept

struggling for more yardage and
a late-arriving opportunist
punched the ball away), and the

line play continues to come along,

this team will bury somebody this

year. Defensively, things looked

very good. Guelph ran the ball

early, but after the first drive,

mostly in their own end of the

field. The pass rush was superb,

to say the least, as was the play of

safety Darrell Penner.

About the only sour note to

the whole affair was the in-

credible number of cheap-shot

artist that Dick Brown seems to

have recruited. Guelph was,
without a doubt, the dirtiest team
the Gaels have faced in many a

day. When things descend to the

point where people start getting

casual kicks in the head,
something is very, very wrong. It

may be the lack of a little class.

Next week, the Gaels will

face a tough Carleton Raven
squad. They gave Ottawa a good
scare two weeks ago, but just

managed to edge York this week.

We should know more about them
on Wednesday, so don't go away.
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unclassifieds

ANYONE who is interested in working
on the Arts Formal to be held in

March 1971, come to a meeting in

Lower Vic on Wednesday, October

3, at 7;00 p.m. or phone 549-2841.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY Dork R.H.
TAK members - general election on

Wednesday, October 3, at 7:30

p.m. Usual place. Call the office if

more details are required.

FIFTH PERSON needed for a five

bedroom house. Bedroom fur-

nished. Two minutes from Union
and University. $52 per month.
Call 544-9381.

QUEEN'S EXCURSION CLUB:
Buses to Oktoberfcst, Sat., Oc-
tober 13, leaves Queen's Sat. at

8:00 a.m.; returns Sun. at 1:30

a.m. Tickets $8.00 (round trip).

Further info at the John Orr Room
in the Union or phone 544-5777.

PHOTOGRAPHERS: Queen's
Camera Club will be giving a

course in the "Fundamentals of

Photography". This is a ten week
course with one class each week.
Classes will be held Weds., at 7:30

p.m. in room 324 Ellis Hall. The
course costs $2.50 and begins Oct.

i. For mform<itiun fibout ttif

course and the club, call Jim
Merrithew at 544 1957 or 547 5440,

or John Harvey at 544 6683.

WE CAN'T GIVE YOU A TURKEY
for Thanksgiving but you can get a

ticket from us to go whore there is

one. Queen's Bus Service, alive

and well in the Union.

1 BEDROOM BASEMENT APT.:
large bedroom, kitchen, bath and
shower. Apply 23i Earl St. or 549-

1738.

LARGE FURNISHED BEDROOM,
male student only, abstainer, $15

per week. Between Princess and
Brock. Contact Mrs. Armstrong at

100 Clergy.

THERE WILL BE a meeting on
Tuesday, October 2, for all those
first year students interested in

roiitributmcf in ttiu froiti irivdy in

TriKjIor '/4, in the- Jncolor office

in th(^ bottom of the Student Union
HI TO: Ron, J(.-n, Nancy T., Linda

Hobs, and the BANSHEES, from
Marie and the SLAOHEAPS.

THE HOUSE OF HAPPINESS
welcomes friends. Come and see
us. Wafaa, Whit the Twit, Melanie,
Buzz, Sushie, and Cinders.

ASUS MEETING: to be held Thur
sday, OCT. 4, at 7:30 p m. in the
Red Room in Kingston Hall. All

committee members and others
interested are asked to attend this
meeting.

The MacArthur intramural league, a
league separate from Queen's
Bews and WIC, begins Monday,
October 1, 1973 at 8:30 pm with co
ed volleyball. Gym times arc Mon.

and WLd t JO i« c* *i3

Volleybiill Oct I 17

AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT, t«t yovr
bus ti'kirlt for th* Thanksgiviny
weekend right now at the John Orr
Room Buses l«ave Friday and
return Monday night from
Toronto, Ottawa, and Morrtreal

TO THE YOUNG LADY WHO was
dutifully doing her fc/trcisev (i t

running; on Saturday at at>out 4 3(i

pm and ran past a magazin*
carrying youth on Gardner Street:
Please contact Alex at 549 0708
(re: a possible Saturday afternoon
running partner;

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SUSIE O Hogs
and kisses from 295, 374 and the
engineers. Sorry Screwsie, the
Passion Pit has moved from 302O
to 295 but you'll be included as part
of our entertainment staff!!

Dl: don't forget the dollar for the
classified. ..woody

LOST Nylon Arts 74 jacket with
Psychology discipline crest
. . .Also Queen's Bands and
Queen's Skydivers Crests on front.

Lost in Grant Hall on Saturday. If

found, phone Gary at 542-9t8«.

LOST AT THE GREASE POLE; wire
nm photo-grey glasses. Useless to

anyone but me. Please call Brian
at 549-0568.

NUDGE! NUDGE! Attention all

lumberjocks. The House of Syn
works all night, sleeps all day.
Restoration finished, windows
open. BYOL. (Bring Your Own
Ladder). Hav' a go, hav' a go eh all

you interesting people! Nudge
nudge the Brothel House of Smeg
and the Grosserie. Say no more,
say no more!

!

CALL ROBYN at 544-8683 if you lost a
brown leather wallet with a sum of

money in it,. . .found on
University.

SHARE A LARGE MODERN 5

bedroom House with 4 recent
grads. Portsmouth Ave. on three
main bus routes (7 minutes by bus
from campus). Rent reasonable.
Phone 548-7134, 5-7 pm.

IF YOU HAVEN'T heard of us by now
you're in a daze. We're the Queen's
Bus Service and we live in the
Union. Check us out, we're
friendly.

OWEN SOUND: I need a ride to Owen
Sound (please stop laughing), or~
somewhere inside 50 miles of it

anyway, on Thursday Oct. 4. If you
can help, please phone Ted at 546-

1022. Willing to share gas and-or
driving. Thank-you.

APARTMENT FOR RENT: Good for

bachelor, quiet, parking close to

university. $90 per month in-

cluding utilities. Phone 546-2873.

WANTED TO BUY: Intellect History
(121) textbooks at reduced price.

Call 542-7142 evenings.
WANTED: PIANIST to play for the

Kingston Community Ballet
Association Tuesday through
Friday from 4:30 until 9:30,

Saturdays from 9:30 until 3:00 pm.
Classes are at Sydenham Public
School - Barrie and Clergy Streets.

Contact Maureen Ingman after 6

pm at 542-3159.

GIRL LOOKING FOR a place to live,

near campus and preferably a

single room. If you can help Please
call Jan at 548-4803 after 5:30.

EARN EXTRA MONEY: Have a car?
We'll pay delivery commission
plus extra to cover insurance. Call

the Pizza Chalet at 544-1227, Mr.
Dean Beckstead.

THE BOOK BIN: We buy and sell

used records on consignment and
paperback books. Please bring us

your books and records. 225

Princess St.

ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR girls in

Science '44 Co-op. If interested,

please call Ruth Fraser at 544-4864

or call the office at 544-4506.

3 of 4 HUBcaps for a 1948 Chevrolet
were removed last Monday or

TUESDAY NIGHT. I would ap-
preciate it if they were returned as
they are extremely difficult to

replace. If any information is

available concerning their
whereabouts or their removal, i.e.

witness, please call 544-7694.

SAILING CLUB MEETING: Wed-
nesday Oct. 3, in Stirling C at 7:00

pm.
GAEL GROUP 22 - Meet on the steps

of Ontario Hall, Thursday October
4, at 7:30 pm. Goin' to the Manor!

GOING TO MEXICO, MUST SELL:
Skiis, "Head 330's", metal-
fiberglass 203cm with TYROLIA
step in bindings, only two seasons
of wear . , Boots: Raichle, foam
injected for IP/} foot, used 2 weeks
($150 brand new) . . .also Millan
1500, size nV], phone 385-2262,

after 5:00 pm.

ASK FOR YOUR APPLICATION FOR

The Age of Majority Card has your
photograph on it. It's positive proof of

your age and identity. If you are 18
years or older, apply for one. Pick up
an application form at your local

L.C.B.O. store or Brewers' Retail outlet,

or write to:

Age of Majority Card
P.O. Box 1800
Toronto, Ontario

l/lini',lry <i\ Con'.urnijf
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Paper Moon

latum O'Neal steals the show
by Sandy Naiman

When you put a precocious

little blond haired girl in league

with a marshmallow hearted,

tough crusted con man, the ob-

vious result would seem to point

to insufferable corn and sen-

timent, however, Peter
Bogdanovich's Paper Moon now
playing at the Capital Theatre

uses this combination to create

exactly the opposite effect.

Aside from Tatum O'Neal's

fabulous debut as Addie, the

entire film is charming without

being soppy and entertaining

without being in the least sen-

timental. Bogdanovich has

captured the era of the Great

Depression in the American mid
west with the same kind of

sensitivity he did the early fifties

in The Last Picture Show. Using

black and white and a cast of

relative unknowns except for

Ryan O'Neal he spins a tale of

minor intrigue and adventure in a

visual way comparable to Mark
Twain's charming verbal story

telling.

But despite his technical

expertise, and some excellent

camera work, the star of the film

is undeniably the younger
O'Neal. You might say that such

a child could get away with

anything and still come out on

top. However, she is anything but

sweet and she does give a per-

formance which easily surpasses

any of the others in the film. This,

in fact, is what is so astounding,

since other than Shirley Temple,
who got by on looks and tap

dancing, most child actors never

act at all. Tatum plays the razor-

sharp, and highly sensitive waif

with all the dynamite of any full

grown performer, and is more
successful than a lot of them. She
steals the show without any
obvious pretense to and embodies
in her performance a whole

range of emotional levels that

seem almost misplaced in such a

young chUd. She swears in a way
that makes the wbrds she uses

sound like fairy tales and yet she

is perfectly at home with them.

She helps Moses Pray in all his

underhanded embezzlements and
con jobs with the finesse of a pro

and yet she still can portray the

vulnerability and fragility of a

young and lonely little girl. And
she does this with seeming ef-

She steals the show by swearing, conning, cigarette smoking and

being one of the craftiest children in film history.

fortlessness. Ryan seems to work
much harder at being the slightly

dumb country con artist and as

his short lived paramour, Trixie

Delight, Madehne Kahn, who
gives an excellent performance,

nonetheless seems to be working

hard at being the reformed whore
who isn't completely reformed.

The best scenes in the film

are all Tatum's, though.When she

whips out a cigarette, draws on it

and exhales slowly and
deliberately she is absolutely

winning. When she sneaks into

the bathroom to bath herself in

cologne and to impersonate a

picture of her beautiful mother,

when she smiles at herself in the

mirror, when she entices a hotel

desk man into a rendezvous with

Mademoiselle Delight with the

raising of an eyebrow, she is

equally winning. Every verbal

foray with her partner, every

intrigue seems to focus on her

quickness, her sensitivity and on

her ability to case out situations.

Even though the camera does not

always centre on her, she is

always at the centre of the pic-

ture because of her ability to

capture the character of this

woman-child. She mixes vamp
with waif and the combination is

unbeatable.

Not all the credit belongs to

Tatum. Obviously Joe David
Brown's novel, "Addie Pray" has

a lot to do with the success of her

performance and the entire film.

Alvin Sargent's screenplay has

taken the best moments of the

original and combined them into

a story which has both humour
and a tinge of pathos. Coupled

with Bogdanovich's meticulous

capturing of the murmurings of a

lost age of bootleggers and county

carnivals, of dime stores and

candy floss, of Jack Benny radio

shows and the Model T, the film is

one hundred per cent delight.

There is a comforting cir-

cularity to the spirit of the film.

After Pray loses all his money
and a good deal of blood, after he

leaves his young partner with her

People in the Arts

"Taking the masses to the arts"
by Judy Dobias

"The purpose of the project and the existence of

the cultural committee is to increase the number of

people who include exposure to the arts as part of

their university experience."

This, according to Bruce Chown, head of

cultural affairs and member of the Campus Activity

Commission, is his objective. His present position

allows him to objectively investigate exactly how
the arts function at Queen's. In an interview last

week he explained how he is going to go about this

evaluation and stated what changes will be evident

in the arts during the course of this year.

In the past, the actual committee has been

loosely defined, a lack of recognition financially

contributed to the attitude of ignoring the arts.

Funding is crucial to any organization and in the

past Cultural Affairs only received 1 per cent of the

over-all budget. This year, however, with the in-

troduction of a larger education committee there

will be more emphasis placed on enlarging the

scope of entertainment. Perhaps this is indicative of

the trend the university is taking, rather than spend

a great deal on social functions such as Snowball

and Homecoming, there will be an attempt made to

create a greater variety of events which will appeal

to more than a minority.

With increased funds the following proposals

have been made. Queen's, due to her geographical

location is in many ways isolated. Apart from the

productions presented by students and local groups,

anything else must be brought in from either

Toronto, Montreal or the surrounding region which

is expensive. This is however, crucial and Chown
anticipates that this year will see such additions as

noon hour concerts, a dance ensemble and booking

the Shakespeare Company for several evenings

while it is on tour.

Two other major aims deal with the question of

interest students have in the arts simultaneously

with the quality offered to them. Chown is already

working on a report which will survey not solely the

attitude of the students here, but it will make a

thorough investigation into everything from poetry

readings to the standard of the media. Sup-

plementing this is a proposed symposium which will

be a weekend affair including numerous lectures,

a concert, and other events aimed at invoking an

interest and making people aware of what is

available to them all the year round for a nominal

fee.

The dilemna he is facing by trying to get more
people to frequent drama productions, concerts and

lectures is not a new one. The obvious reason for

poor attendance is always linked with poor

publicity. As of yet he does not know the real reason,

perhaps it is one that cannot be solved, but the study

report will discover if not the solution, at least

suggestions for improvement.

Tatum O'Neal, as Addie contemplates a minor heist in Paper Moon.

Aunt, in St. Joseph Missouri,

after he drives down a deserted

dirt road in his run down
brakeless truck, you think its all

over. But then a small figure

appears in the rear view mirror,

carrying roller skates, a radio, a

suitcase and a very precious

cigar box.

It all starts over again, in

almost the identical way it did the

first time. You are left with a

certainty that they'll travel the

country side, winning and losing

at their games, laughing and
fighting, Addie navigating and
counting the money, Moses, gold

tooth in hand, hat cocked at a

wicked angle knocking at the

doors of newly widowed women
or making change in dime stores.

This is a film that will not

give you any great insights, or

answer any great questions. It is

purely delightful and it should not

be missed.

Bill King didn't measure

up to Crowbar
by Paul Luke

Last Friday night's Crowbar - Bill King concert at the Jock
Harty arena was a perfect demonstration of what rock can be

when it's played with authority and when it's merely played.

Crowbar's set was an animated blast of boogie, while the Bill

King group absently and dispiritedly wandered through an

assortment of pop tunes. Oh, to be sure. Bill King was super-

ficially more versatile than Crowbar, with some occasional nods

in the direction of jazz, but these gestures were never unified

into a distinctive group sound. We've all heard Bill King Groups
before; relatively competent but unexciting, peripherally ap-

pealing but essentially arid, lacking a vital, dynamic spark.

Besides the difficulty of a badly sagging life force, they need
some aid in getting out of rather bland and predictable

arrangements.

On the other hand there was Kelly Jay and the boys,

sometimes sloppy, none of them anything like brilliant

musicians, yet reaching past their limitations to churn up a

gritty brew of rock 'n' boogie. Crowbar works because they

communicate a spirit of fun in whatever they're playing, they

obviously enjoy playing and make old songs sound like they

wrote 'em just yesterday. Crowbar are self-admitted shit-

kickers, they're vulgar, unsubtle and beautiful. Their music
hasn't changed a lot over the last couple of years, but if anything

their performance last Friday proved it to be just as lean and
aggressive as ever. Almost everything they did had something

to recommend it, from bouncing, ecstatic songs like "Baby let's

Play House" to more serious material, like the instrumental

pounder "Steamboat". A typically good performance was
"Corina, Corina" with its fine lead lines, grand farting around

on mouth harp and interesting rhythmic twist in the middle.

A large part of their charm is due to lead singer pianist

Kelly Jay. He of the walrus gut and sandpaper voice has an

undeniable stage presence and personal magnetism. Whether
he's capering about during a piano duet in House of Blue Lights

or carrying the Ghetto around on his shoulders during a guitar

solo, he's an ideal focus for the group's music. Oh once in a while

his voice may crack as he strains for a high note or he'll sound a

little awkward on slow stuff that would better be left to plastic

crooners like Andy Williams, but those moments are rare and
easily forgotten.

The climax and finale, as always, came with "Oh What a

Feehng" this time with all the harmony ringing true and a

sustended instrumental section where by this time largely

inebriated audience got a chance to participate vocally. There

was an ugly moment when some stupid jerk hit Kelly Jay who
was atop his paino on the forehead with some hurled garbage.

He stopped singing, surprised and hurt and the band almost

stumbled to a halt in sympathy, but recovered and kept playing,

whUe Kelly Jay dryly observed that "I guess even Queen's has a

couple of assholes."

Generally, the concert was a real treat, proving that

Crowbar has lost none of its mastery of the rock'n'boogie idiom
and can still grind out a fresh, inspired performance, something

of which the Bill King Group might well take note.
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Canada: Food price rise to continue
OTTAWA - In its second quarlerly report, issued last Wednesday, the

food prices review board said that food prices are not on an un-

controlled rise but that they will continue to rise for the rest of the year

at least.

The report, which gave an over-all look at the causes of price

increases during the last eight months, stated that no segment of the

food chain is getting more than it should and that price increases are

being passed on to the farmers.

The report was attacked by two opposition members of

parliament. Conservative MP James McGrath said that Mrs.

Plumptre would think differently about food prices if she was making

an average workingman's salary instead of the $40,000 she receives as

board chairman.

KINGSTON - The La Salle Causeway which connects Kingston to RMC
and Barriefield will be closed down for repairs at 7 a.m. Oct. 9. It will

be closed to vehicular traffic for about five weeks, but will remain

open to foot traffic.

The Kingston PUC plans to run special buses to the bridge where

passengers can cross on foot and be picked up by other buses on the

other side. Persons wishing to drive will have to detour via highways

401 and 15.

HALIFAX - Beryl Plumptre, chairman of the food prices review

board, said last Friday that the board has hired 80 investigators to go

out and look for unfair and illegal pricing actions by supermarkets and

food processors. Mrs. Plumptre told a news conference here that the

investigators were hired because the board only received a trickle of

complaints when it was first setup. The investigations have resulted in

about 50 cases which will be handed over to the consumer and cor-

porate affairs department for further action.

KINGSTON (special to the Journal) - According to David Herly, one of

the ushers at Kingston's Hyland theatre, about 10 per cent of the

people who come to the theatre to see Last Tango in Paris walk out

before the film is over.

TORONTO - An Ontario legislature committee has recommended that

only Canadian citizens and landed immigrants be allowed to buy or

lease land in Ontario and that corporations that are less than 75 per

cent Canadian owned be restricted to leasing land. The recom-
mendations passed by a narrow vote of 5 to 3 Wednesday after much
dissent. Two members of the committee, set up last year to study the

ramifications of economic and cultural nationalism on the province,

were not present for the vote.

Other recommendations were:

- Non-citizens would be permitted to lease land for one year only

without right of renewal.
- Land owners not ordinarily resident in Ontario should be assessed

an additional 50 per cent levy on their property taxes.

- Landed immigrants who lose their resident status or non-qitizens

who inherit land should be required to dispose of their property within

three years.

- Crown land for cottages should be leased only to Canadians or

landed immigrants. Current policy is to give Canadians a one-year

preference over foreigners.

TORONTO - The Royal College of Dental Surgeons has called Dr.

Harry Slade before its complaints committee to inquire as to why he

released his findings, about marijuana preventing tooth decay, to the

press before consulting the College and to examine his clinical ob-

servations. Dr. Slade claims that he has observed a connection bet-

ween heavy pcA use and low tooth decay. According to Kenneth
Pownall, registrar of the College, Dr. Slade's conclusions are only a

theory and that to his knowledge Dr. Slade is the only dentist to make
such ob.servations.

Dr. .Slade .says that he is willing to present his evidence to the

College but is .skeptical that they will be accepted. He said that he has

already had two brushes with the College over unconventional ideas

which were scoffed at. He would not discuss the ideas.

TORONTO - The Ford Hotel, favorite resting place of hundreds of

Queens students attending Queens - Toronto football games, will close

on ()cX. TTie hotel, which was the most modern in Toronto when first

opened 45 years ago, was sold last June to an undisclosed buyer.

OTI'AWA The Canadian government has granted displomatic

recognition to the military junta in Chile bringing it in line with most of

the other countries in the Western Hemisphere and Europe, including

Sweden.

ST. CATHARINKS Students at Brock University are boycotting the

ffAKJ s<;rvices provided by SAGA P'oods Ltd. The students are

demanding that the (•r)mpany justify recent food price increases and
open its UjokH to the student council. Until their demands are m(;t, the

«tudent council will urge all students to Uiycott the food scTvicr; and
buy their lunchen from -i food dispensing stand H<;t up by the council in

the cafeteria.
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"Er, Mrs. Plumptre, that 'disgraceful cost of living index* is the Prices Review Board expense ac-

count"

World: Agnew says

he'll fight to finish
WASHiNGTON - Vice-President Spiro Agnew has
decided that he will not resign his post even if in-

dicted by the Baltimore grand jury, but will fight for

exoneration through the courts. Agnew makes it

clear that he believes that he has been destroyed

politically no matter, what the final verdict is, but

that he has no intentiori of going quietly. The
"leaks" out of Baltimore and the justice depart-

ment, he feels, have destroyed him before the

evidence was even presented to the grand jury.

Because of these leaks and because of

statements by the federal prosecutor Henry
Peterson such as "We've got the evidence. We've
got it cold.", Mr. Agnew feels that he cannot get a

fair hearing and has called on the Hou^e of

Representatives for a full and open hearing of the

case. So far the House has refused to consider the

matter.

Mr. Agnew has said that he will continue to

press for an open, public hearing no matter how
long it takes.

VIENNA, Austria - Two Arab terrorists seized four

hostages at the Austrian-Czechoslovakian border

last Friday and released them only after Austria

agreed to close a transit camp handling Jewish

emigrants from the Soviet Union. The terrorists had
stopped a train as it crossed the frontier and took as

hostage three of the 37 Jews travelling to Vienna.

The fourth hostage was an Austrian border guard.

After driving the four to Vienna's Schwechat
airport, the terrorists negotiated for 15 hours with

Austrian authorities, demanding safe passage out of

the country and demanding that the transit center

at Schoenau Castle be closed. Israeli officials said

thai over 2,.500 Jewish emigrants from the USSR are

handled by the center each month.
Austrian (-'hancellor Bruno Kreisky, himself a

Jew, said he agreed to the demands to avoid another

mas.sacre such as happened at Munich last year.

Th(! Israeli government labelled Kreisky's decision

"shocking" and call(!d its ambassador to Austria

home; for consultation.

After releasing their hostages the two Arabs
flew out of Austria in a small plane piloted by two

Austrians. Officials in Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, and
later in Sicily said the plane landed to refuel and
then left for Tunisia.

WAGAH, India - The first of over 90,000 Pakistani

prisoners of war held by India since 1971 were
released last week at this border post. 842 prisoners,

mostly civilians, were released under the terms of

an agreement signed last August 28. Ultimately up

to 250,000 prisoners and civilians could be

repratriated in three-way exchanges between India,

Pakistan and Bangladesh.

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. - Seventy-three dogs

with a total adjudged value of $1 have been awarded
$9 million-about $123,287 apiece - from an estate left

by Eleanor Ritchey, the Quaker State Refining

Corp. heiress.

After five years of litigation Judge Leroy Moe
awarded $9 million to the dogs and $2 million to be

divided among Miss Richey's two half-sisters and a

half-brother. The original will left all the money to

the dogs.

NAPLES, Italy - What has been described as the

world's largest and best collection of ancient erotic

art, hidden in a "secret room" of the Naples

National Museum for nearly 200 years, will be put

on public view for the first time this year. There are

250 objects in the group, which is reportedly rivaled

only by the Vatican collection of erotic art.

The sculptures, mosaics and paintings are from

the ancient Roman cities of Pompeii and Her-

culaneum which were buried in the eruption of

Vesuvius in 79 A.D. WTien first discovered during

excavations in the 18th century, the pieces were
considered unfit for decent people to see and were
locked away in the museum. The new liberated

attitude towards sex has prompted the museum to

finally open the display to the public.

IRAN - The longest prison sentence on record was
given to two confidence men in Iran in 1969.

Together they were sentenced to"7,109 years in jail,

jail.

backpage
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wat's

hapnin'

Thanksgiving Weekend
Douglas Library Hours

Circulation Desk, Stacks, Main Reading Roonn

and Central Information Services Room:
Friday, Oct. 5— 8:00a.m. - 10:00p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 6— 8:45 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 7 — Noon - 10:00 p.m.

Monday, Oct. 8 — Noon - 10:00 p.m.

The Physical Education Center will be closed on

Monday, October 8, for the Thanksgiving

Holiday.

Queen's Outing Club - Canoe trip in Algonquin Park,

Contact Gerry at 544-0657.

Friday, Oct. 5 - Faculty of Education, School

Librarianship film, "Kes", at McArthur Hall

Auditorium, 7:15 and 9:15 p.m. Admission 99c.

Saturday, Oct. 6 - Golden Gaels football against the

Carleton Ravens at Richardson Stadium. The
game will also be broadcast on CFRC & CFRC-
FM starting at 2:00 p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 7 - 10:30 a.m. Folk Mass in Dunning
Hall, followed by coffee and donuts at Newman
House, 164 University Ave.

Sunday, Oct. 7 -7:00 p.m. Informal Eucharistic

Celebration in Faculty Lounge, second floor.

Theological Hall.

Next Week
Tuesday, Oct. 9 - Spanish Club Meeting at 7:00 p.m.

in the Red Room, Kingston Hall. All those in-

terested please come.
Tuesday, Oct. 9 - Dept of Film Studies film "Ex-

terminating Angel" at 9:00 p.m. in Ellis Hall.

Tickets for series "European Dreams: Private
and Social Visions (Part I)" available at Agnes
Etherington. Students $5.00. Non-students $8.00.

Wednesday, Oct. 10 - in Grant Hall at 8:30 p.m., the

Division of Concerts presents pianist Anton
Kuerti, performing works of Bethoven,
Schumann, Berg, and Lizst. Tickets available

at the Box Office, Agnes Etherington. General
$4, 3. Student $3, 2.

Wednesday, Oct, 10 - 7:30 p.m. Kingston Film
Society presentation of "Stolen Kisses"
(France, 1969^ in Ellis Hall. Season's tickets

$9.(X), from The Society, P. 0. Box 1114; Pick-

wick Book Shop, Agnes Etherington Box Office.

Thursday, Oct. 11 - Ban Righ Fireside with dessert

and coffee, 5:45 - 6:30 p.m. Music of Manuel
Saurez, Violinist.

Thursday, Oct. 11 - Dunning Movie, 7:(W and 9:.30

p.m. Between Time and Timbuktu, (Kurt
Vonnegut;. $].(X).

Thursday, Oct. 11 - Dept. of Film Studies series

"The American Movies (Part I)" showing of

"Far Country", with James Stewart and Ruth
Roman, at 9:00 p.m. in Ellis Hall.

Thursday, Oct. 11 - 8:00 p.m. CFRC & CFRC-FM
presents two Sherlock Holmes adventures,

"Charles Augustus Milverton" and "Black

Peter".

Friday, Oct, 12 - GSS Film "Summer Interlude", at

8:00 p,m, in Ellis Hall, Series tickets $5,00.

Friday, Oct. 12 - McArthur Film "Gimme Shelter",

at 7:15 and 9:15 p.m.

Later This Month
Oct. 13 - 14 Queen's Outing Club excursions. On the

13 - 14, wildwater canoeing on the lower

Madawaska; call Jim, 549-0652 or Brian, 544-

7547. On the 14, an Orienteering Contest at

Guelph U. Phone Dave, 544-7182.

Oct. 17 - 18 Government of Canada Annual
Qualifying Exams for graduates. Contact

Placement Office by Oct. 12 for pre-registration.

Heritage Kingston - On 14 Oct. see demonstrations

of traditional crafts such as quilting and tatting

in the Drawing Room of the Art Center in the

afternoon. On 16 Oct. all Queen's Students

visiting Heritage Kingston will have a chance on

a free lottery for three works of art from AR-
TARIO 72. At 8:15 , in Ellis Hall, Oct. 17, Neil

MacLennan, of Smith and MacLennan, Ar-

chitects, will give an illustrated talk on "The
City Hall, Kingston: Restoration and
Renovation."

Pubs ...

401 Inn - The Lighter Side

Townhouse - Wes Epae and The New Zealand

Connection

Commodore - Donna Moon Show
Manor - Signs

Frontenac - Show of Hens

Movies and Theatres
Capitol - Charlie and the Angel, and Cinderella

(Walt Disney)

Hyland - Last Tango in Paris

Odeon - White Lightning until Saturday, then

Showdown with Dean Martin
Domino Theatre - Dracula, directed by Jana

Kendall, Friday and Saturday at 8:30 p.m.

Tickets available at Mahood's and the Domino
Theatre.

CFRC Program Schedule
nnitsDAY
fi'JO Spectrum
6.55 Happenings
T.'-'/l Hancock's Half Hour
8.00 Music Canada
9,(Kj Mainstream & Mindstream
)0,00 Nocturne
2.WJa.m. Sign-Tiff

Fit IDA V
<'>''<) Spectrum
6,55 Happeninf^H
8.00 The Living Cl.iHKicH

'Ifiis f;vening, the cornplr-te

MIKAI;0, by f;ilU;rt and
Sullivan, followed by muHic of

Fran/, //;har.

IO.(K) Nocturne
2(X)am, Sign-TJff

SATURDAY
12. (K) Emission Francaise

1, (K) Saturday Sounds
2, (K) Golden (iac;! Football

Live play-by-play com-
m<'ntary as the Gaels play the

(Carleton Ravens at

Richardson Stadium.

4.30 Saturday Sounds
6,W Soundstage
6,55 Happenings
7. (K) Tlie Music Department

Dr F K,C Clarke of the

Music Dcpl looks at the

rnuHic of John Ireland.

l;(K) S[K)tlight

'.XX) Free l-'olk

10 (X) Nocturne

2,00 The John Solman Request

Show
4,05 (or so) Sign-Off

SUNDAY
8.(K) CFRC-FM Musical

Panorama
CFUC-AM Sunday Morning

I2,(X) Classics By Request

4,00 Music in Kingston

A preview of the concert to be

given in (irant Hall on Oct,

10th, by pianist Anton Kuerti

6,55 Happenings

7,(M) International Review
7.30 Montage
!).(K) (Contemporary Folk

10.00 Sign-Off

FINNEGAN'S
"THE SINGING PUB"
NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

178-188 ONTARIO ST. 544-6881

— A.S.U.S — {

NOMINATIONS WILL BE OPEN UNTIL
WED. OCT. 10at5:00 P.M.

|
for the positions of :

|

(1) ASUS Representative to AMS
(1) Student Senator

(Both positions to exist for the remainder of

the 1973-74 term.)

All nominations should be submitted to the AMS office

and should contain 25 supporting signatures and the
acceptance of the nominee.

For further information phone

Eleanor Crowder at 544- 1366

RAGERS

TAKE NOTE

EXCURSION TO OKTOBERFEST

SAT., OCT. 13

BUS LEAVES QUEEN'S SAT. 8 A.M.
DEPARTS KITCHENER-WATERLOO 1:30A.M.

TICKETS $8.00 (return)

I.A.E.S.T.E.

(The International Association for the Ex-

change of Students for Technical Experience)

ATTENTION students in 2nd and 3rd year Pure and
Applied Science:-

A FEW opportunities are now available for jobs abroad
next summer. Training and or experience are related to

field of study.

For further information contact the Career Planning and
Placement Office, 121 Union Street.

Alice-in-Wonderland

Day

All persons interested in acting as mad hatters, car-

penters, walruses, coordinators, grey hares, white

rabbits, narrators, guides, caterpillars, Cheshire cats,

props designers, costumers, dormice and so forth leave

note giving name, address and phone number in the

ASUS tray in the photocopying room next to the A. M.S.

office.
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briefly...

Check Today!
The Who's Where will be accepting -

corrections to its 1973-1974 student listings on

Friday October 5 from 1.00 am to 5.00 pm and

on Tuesday October 9 from noon to 5 :00 pm, in

the Journal Office. Anyone may come and

check their hsting at that time.

This year, for the first time, the Who's

Where will be running home phone numbers
and it will also be including more com-
prehensive coverage of services at Queen's

University and in Kingston.

Despite statements from Richardson

Hall, however, the Who's Where will not yet

be ready for a couple of weeks. The student

listings were only just released from the

registrar's office on October 3.

And this week
VISIT the Douglas Library during its

reduced hours ! See Page 2.

SEE Wallace Hall closed all weekend!
ENJOY the Union Coffee Shop during these

hours

:

Sat. - 9 am to 6 pm
Sun. - 11 am to 10 pm
Mon. - 9 am to 8 pm

The Pub Opens
The doors of the Queen's pub finally

opened on Monday night, ending the longest

drought in recent history. A thirsty horde

soon filtered in and "it was moderately

crowded by the end of the evening" according

to one old regular.

The implementation of new pub policy

has apparently been sorted out in a

satisfactory manner and Peter Druxerman,
the new manager, has assumed his position

and swung into action. As one of his first

duties, he advised the new female staff

members to wear "sexy little dresses",

contending that such an innovation would
improve their tips and eliniinate the necessity

for redecorating. Oddly enough, he didn't

advise the male employees to wear sexy little

trousers.

Crowder resigns
ASUS President Eleanor Crowder

resigned her position as treasurer of the

Ontario Federation of Students (OFS) last

week, leaving Lyn Whitham as the sole

Queen's representative on the seven-person

executive of that organization.

Crowder told the Journal that her in-

volvement in other activities placed severe

limitations on the time she was able to con-

tribute to OFS ^ind this was a major reason
for her resignation

.

"Year of the Crunch"

AMS budget is cut in all areas
by Sue Wishart

Two weeks ago. Ken Wong warned
all groups expecting money from the

AMS that this would be "the year of the

crunch". The budget approved at

Tuesday night's Outer Council meeting
showed that this was, if anything, an
understatement.

However, the major surprise of the

meeting was that so few members of

Outer CouncU turned up to debate this

important issue. The meeting was
delayed for 45 minutes before a quorum
was achieved.

All areas of AMS spending were
cut, in the efforts to balance the budget.

Programmes were granted between
thirty and seventy per cent of the funds

they asked for, and all received less

money than last year.

Wong and Trotter assured Outer
Council that they had attempted to be
as objective as possible in making
budget cuts, but several council
members had suggestions of their own
to offer.

Education Commissioner Marv
Bloos proposed that no money be given

to clubs, other than the amounts which
have been spent. He argued that since

the AMS has decided to offer services,

cutbacks must be made elsewhere.

Bloos' motion was blocked by
several other members who claimed
that clubs serve a unique and essential

function at Queen's, and that they

depend on the AMS for financial sur-

vival. As it is, the amount which can be

distributed to clubs has been cut back
from last year's $4500 to $1600.

The Student Volunteer Bureau
(SVB) narrowly missed having its

allotment pared even further. A
number of council members em-
phasized the importance of SVB as a

liaison between Queen's and the rest of

Kingston, and eventually Outer Council

agreed that SVB is too valuable to

suffer any more budget cuts.

Despite the protests of several

council members, about $1200 budgeted

as part of Queen's fees to the Ontario

Federation of Students (OFS) was put

into the contingency fund. This is the

amount of the increase in OFS fees

since last year ; the change in the levy

has not yet been sanctioned by the

students. Outer Council decided to

defer payment of the OFS fees until this

approval is obtained.

Honoraria expenses were also

struck from the budget because there

was some question as to their status

under the constitution. The money -

about $3100 - will be kept (i.e. allotted

but not spent) until the question is

settled.

Outer Council managed to save

fifty dollars by eliminating the Ex-
ternal Affairs Commission position of

high school liaison. It was argued that

this move was justified because at the

moment nobody has volunteered to do

the job. External Affairs Commissioner
Kiloran German had protested that the

original amount alloted was inadequate

to allow a high school liaison

programme to function efficiently, and
that by cutting out that sum, it became
almost impossible to carry out any
liaison activities.

The Education Commission was the

only AMS department to have its grant

increased at Tuesday's meeting. By
juggling the money re-allotted to the

contingency fund, Wong was able to

promise Bloos an additional thousand

dollars, bringing his budget to $5500.

This change was only approved
after considerable debate. German
complained that it was unfair for Outer

Council to cut her budget and then turn

around and increase the grant to the

Education Commission.
It was pointed out that Bloos

originally planned a much more am-
bitious programme than the one which
received budgetary approval, and had

asked for $19,000 to finance it. Bloos

distributed thirteen pages of plans for

his commission to Outer Council before

the meeting. Only a few of these were
accepted by the drafters of the budget.

Bloos stated that he preferred to

"do a few things well than a lot of things

poorly", but that the original budget

would not allow him to carry out even
some of his programmes properly.

Outer Council agreed that Bloos'

commission was important enough to

warrant the extra funds.

Several other groups were less

fortunate. The grant to Legal Aid was
almost eliminated, but eventually
Outer Council backed down and agreed

to support Legal Aid on condition that

the Law Society matches AMS con-

tributions dollar for dollar.

The nature of an agreement to give

MacArthur College $1000 was also

questioned. Several council members
urged AMS President Steve Brereton to

attempt to renegotiate this agreement
so that the AMS can reduce its con-

tribution.

The budgets of the Services and
Campus Affairs Commissions were
approved without debate.

Degree Committee formed
Recently the Senate established a

Committee on Honorary Degrees to

have full responsibility for making
recommendations to the Senate with

regard to the awarding of Honorary
Degrees. The Committee is composed
of the Chancellor and Vice-Chancellor;

the Principal; the Rector; the

President of the A.M.S.; represen-

tatives from the Queen's Theological

College, all Faculties and Schools of the

General Alumni ; and the Registrar (ex

officio) to act as Secretary. It is hoped
that with this wide representation, all

parts of the University community will

have the opportunity to submit
nominations for Honorary Degrees.

The Committee on Honorary
Degrees has adopted the following

eligibility rules as guidelines in

selecting the 1974 Honorary Degree
candidates. These guidelines will be

developed more fully as the work of the

Committee proceeds:

(a) To be recommended for an
Honorary Degree the candidate should

have made an outstanding contribution

in his, or her, discipline or field of work.

(b) Active members of the staff at

Queen's are not to be recommended.
(c) Retired members of the staff may
not be recommended on retirement.

(d) Normally, an active politician

should not be recommended. An ex-

ception may be made in the case of a

person who has been a politician for a

considerable length of time and has
made a particularly outstanding
contribution.

(e) Posthumous Honorary Degrees
will not be recommended.

The Committee on Honorary
Degrees to be awarded at the 1974

Spring Convocations. These^

nominations must be submitted to the

Registrar no later than December 1,

1973.

Each nomination should include the

following: name in full; permanent
address ; brief biographical detail ; and
reasons for recommendation.

The School
Librarianship
Movie

MCArthur
Hall
7:15 a
9:15 pm
99^

Official Selection:

New York Film Festival.
London Film Festival. M:lj

^N, Karlovy Vary Film M
Festival 'l^^^

Ifyou want to CHANGE or CHECK
your listing in the

WHO'S WHERE

come to the QUE EN'S JOURNAL office in the

Union
FRIDAY, Oct. 5

1 pm - 5 pm
TUESDAY, Oct. 9

Noon - 5 pm
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campus comment

Journal asked:

What do you

think of this

year's

Tricolor?

Ian McLeod
"They could have used a

skinnier model for the male", Ian

McLeod, a film studies student,

said of the nude dividers. Ian was
critical of the match-up between
the picture and the year essay,

and commented that the year
essay is hard to read. However,
he felt that Compendium is a
useful addition.

I

r p
'a B

St

Aridrfw Mcfiillivray

Androw f;xpressed a wish to

see more writing in the year-book

and added that a lK;ller literary

view of campus life could have
been achieved. However, he felt

that pictorially this goal was
af:cornplished. \U: commented
that the nude grad dividers are

"pretty artsy" and that they are

not very original for the times.

Interviews by:

Bob Mutrie

Phoiography by:

John Botfomley

Sherry Mowbray
She found the yearbook, "not

very impressive". Some of the

wording of the year essay is

incomprehensible, according to

Sherry. There was little that she

liked about this year's produc-

tion. She felt that some of the

pictures were poorly chosen and
she was firmly opposed to the use

of the nude dividers, especially

for the graduate section. Sherry

didn't mind the crane on the

cover as much as she did the

"sickly beige" coloring.

Sue Crozier

Sue was sorry to see the frosh

pictures which had been included

in previous volumes to be left out

of this one. However, she had
little criticism of the choice of the

pictures for the front section of

the book where she felt that both

the literary and the pictorial

match was good. Sue didn't like

the idea of the nude shots being

used on the graduate dividers.

Chen Choo
Final year (Jht^mical

Kngirteering student Chfx) (,'hoo

w;)s ()lf;is<'d with the pictures in

this yr-ar's book, "It vovvrcd

everything". He comrticnted thai

Tiicolor 1072 ]'.m is not very

much different from previouH

yearH.

The Arts and Science

Undergraduate Society

Would like to deeply thank the members of the
1973 Orientation committee who all con-
tributed a vast amount of time, energy and
imagination over the past year resulting in a
most successful orientation week.

Eleanor Crowder
Bill Fallis

Sue Harper

Susan Meech
Brent Seymour
Kathy Turner

THANK YOU

Colin Mclver
"It wasn't bad, but I wouldn't

rate it as excellent", third year
Life Sciences major Colin Mclvor
told the Journal. Although he
made special note of the high
quality of the book, Colin com-
mented that it appears to be a
"standard" yearbook production,

which one might expect from any
university.

Ilollis Cobham
The pictures in the front

section of the book were
repetitious for Hollis. She pointed

out that they all seemed to reflect

similar situations over and over

again with only the substitution of

different people.

DINNER-TIME THEATRE
featuring

THEATRE 5
AN IMPROVISATIONAL REVUE WITHMUSIC

HOT AND COLD BUFFET 7:00 P.M.

SHOW STARTS AT 8:00 P.M.

THE BUTTERY
mm ONTARIO ST. 544-6881

HILLEL AT QUEEN'S

Presents

Hff/ef Free University

I

SUNDAY 7:00 PM ISRAELI DANCING

MONDAY 8:30 PM INTRODUCTORY HEBREW

TUESDAY 8:30 PM INTERMEDIATE HEBREW

THURSDAY 9:00 PM TALMUD (PIRKE AVOT)

III

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they

have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: The Donna Moon Show

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOTHiS ONLY PLEASi
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AmidMan SMkes,

ntten appfes,

andsiMdsiistMS

yn milt ngrel

Wedn
See your Pioneer dealer for

tuners, amps, headphones,

speakers, turntables and

tape decks.

Exclusive Canadian Distributor:

S.H. Parker Connpany, 67 Lesmill Road, Don Mills, Ontario (416) 445-8530

Flora MacDonnald

explans role as MP
by Pat Sargeant

"There is quite a transition

involved in becoming a member
of parliament," pointed out Flora

MacDonald, Conservative MP for

Kingston and the Islands. She

was addressing an informal

gathering of students, organized

by the Queen's Progressive

Conservative Club, on Monday
night. To do an adequate job as a

member of the Commons, she

said, demands one's complete

attention and effort, at the ex-

pense of all else.

Work for her begins at eight

o'clock in the morning at her

office, where she does a resume

of morning papers. This followed

by meetings of the Caucus
chairmen to discuss major issues

which are to be brought forward

in the House of Commons, and to

generally co-ordinate the Con-

servative attack.

From here, members move
to one of eighteen standing

committees, and it is here that

the local MP feels that a member
of the House of Commons can

make the greatest impact in

amending legislature. Here,

ministers are cross-examined
and the MP's are able to voice

their recommendations and
opinions.

It is only after 10.30 in the

evening, when the House has

adjourned for the day, that

McDonald is able to do any
concentpated work in her office.

She went on to discuss her

involvement in the Department
of Indian Affairs and Northern

Development, and described it as

being "most stimulating". She
noted that Canadians are too

willing to put the Indian problem

to one side and ignore it. On the

Indian problem, she commented
that if the present, reasonable

demands were not implemented,

Eight residents are

withholding fees
On Wednesday night, the Lower Leonard Central Committee

passed a motion which will raise the Lower Leonard residence activity

fee from $1.50 to $2.50.

It was the committee's hope that the raise would bring new pots

and pans to _Lower Leonard, more stags, and maybe even hot

chocolate and donuts for Sunday nights.

A group of eight residents are withholding the amount in protest of

the raise, as they "can't see any benefit to it." They were informed
later by Lower Leonard Committee Chairman Ian Fraser, that if the

amount were not paid, their final marks could be withheld.

Lower Leonard carries on the tradition of fee withholding at

Queen's.

one could expect resistance at

every stage, leading to violence

and toward more militant

demands.
MacDonald is also involved

in the government subcommittee
which is looking into the

operation of the Canadian
Penitentiary Service.The public

is concerned with its operation as

a result of the lack of penal

reform and the increase in the

number of escapes.

In response to questions from
the students at the meeting,

MacDonald said, "The education

which is being perpetrated in the

north is one of the worst

mistakes" which was been made
regarding the Indians. She ex-

plained that there is simply a

transplainting of educational
values from one area into another
-even in Frobisher Bay, the

Alberta curriculum has been
used. Gradually, this is being

replaced by a more relevant form
of studies.

In referring to the present
level of prices in the economy,
she considers it a "psychological

inflation", and suggested that we
need a stabilizing period in which
the economy would be held in

check and selective controls
would be placed on the

necessities of life, such as
housing and food.

MacDonald also stated that

there is a growing split in the

National Democratic Party.
Rather than be defeated, .^^he

thinks that the government will

call another election in early

spring, "after the"budget and
election promises have been
made". In response to a question

regarding the mood of the House
of Commons at the present time.

Flora described it as becoming
"more and more militant."

humour
god save the queens

I note with interest that of all Ontario's universities only
one has a full enrolment. That one is Queen's University at

Kingston, and there's a reason for it. Queen's is a real

university, with real standards of scholarship. From what I've

seen of the rest, they're no more than glorified high schools.

Richard Needham, Globe and Mail, September 10-73
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Queen's

loses

grass
Tons of a grey, cinder-block like

material called lockstone are replacing

pavement, grass and gravel around
campus.

According to Eric Thrift, campus
planner, the stone is being used to replace

parts of the road south of Kingston Hall,

and around the roads between Kingston

Hall and the old medical complex. Behind

the Old Arts Building, large amounts of

pavement have been replaced by both

grass and the lockstone.

Lockstone is also being used on a trial

plot in front of the library and next to

Goodwin Hall. Thrift also indicated there

would be a lockstone walkway replacing

the path worn in the grass to the east of

Miller Hall.

Thrift told the Journal that the

proposal for widening the pavement along

University Avenue (and removing some of

the grass) is not imminent. "Much more
detailed planning must be done before the

proposal can take shape." he said. One of

the problems is the elimination of a

number of dead and dying trees along

University Avenue, and the steps where
driveways for the buildings slope down to

grade level.

Thrift said they hoped to replace some
of the trees along University Avenue with

new tree grouping.

MOFFATT'S .DA DRUGS
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL
]

9 to 9— 6 days a week— 548-701

1

PIZZA
CHALET
544-1227

BARRIE £^-^

Now Open For Business

The A.M.S. Typing Service

The A.M.S. Printing Service

The Typing and Copying Services

now operate from the A.M.S. Office in

the basement of the Students' Union

between the hours of 9:00 A.M. and

5:00 P.M., Monday to Friday.

Two 3M duplicating machines
producing 8V2 x 11 copies at .05 per

copy are coin operated only. Change

cannot be provided by the A.M.S.

The Printing Service now operates

in the basement of the Students' Union

across from the coffee shop.

Want Part-time Work?

Media Services of the Foculty of Educotion

requires severol students to work as film

projectionists and television operators

Experience and-or knowledge of electronics is

required.

Apply to Mrs. Etta Eaton, TV Office (2nd floor B Wing)
Duncan McArttiur Hall, West Campus

THE BOOK BIN
225 PRINCESS

(next to the Capital Theatre)

WE

BUY and SELL

USED RECORDS
on consignment

and

PAPERBACK BOOKS
Please Bring us Your

Books and Records

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF CANADA
ANNUAL EXAMINATION FOR

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATORS
FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS

WILL BE HELD
OCTOBER 17, 1973AT7:00 P.M. FOR PUBLIC ADMI NISTRATORS & F.S.O
OCTOBER 18, 1973 AT 7:00 P.M. FOR FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS
ONLY LOCATION: ELLIS HALL

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
KINGSTON, 0NTAJ?10

GRADUATING STUDENTS IN THE FOLLOWING DISCIPLINES:

COMMERCE — ADMINISTRATION — LAW
ECONOMICS — MATHEMATICS
STATISTICS AND OTHER RELATED DISCIPLINES

FOR FURTHER DETAILS PLEASE CONSULT OUR PUBLICITY
BROCHURE
AVAILABLE AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE, QUEEN'S UNIVER-
SITY, KINGSTON, ONTARIO.
CANDIDATES MUST BE REGISTERED BY OCTOBER 12, 1973.

ADMISSION CARDS AVAILABLE AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE.
P.S.: F.S.O. MUST BE PRESENT FOR THE EXAMINATION ON 17TH
& 18TH OCTOBER, 1973

TRICOLOR '74

If you do not wish to receive a copy of

Tricolor '74 next Septerpber, yoir may
register your opt-out:

AMS Office (basement of the Student's Union)
during business hours between October 1 and
October 12, 1973.

OR
MacArthur Hall Oct. 9 and 11, 73

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

TRICOLOR 73
AVAILABLE

.

TUES. 9 OCT. TO FRI. 12 OCT. 4 TO 6 PM
TRICOLOR OFFICE, BASEMENT OF
UNION

AND

TUES. 9 OCT. AND THURS. 11 OCT.

DUNCAN MACARTHUR HALL, WEST
CAMPUS

BRIHG YOUR STUDiNT CARD
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PUC says

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS
FREE DELIVERY

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to n PM DAILY

Graduation Portraits

YOU COULD COME TO US,

FLAIR PHOTOGRAPHIC

BUT YOU CAN'T BE BOTHERED.

GO AHEAD. SETTLE FOR

SOMETHING LESS....

For Appointment Drop in at - 94 Brock Street or Call
542-7733

OBOE,
SAXOPHONE,
EUPHONIUM,
CLARINET

Experienced Players Urgently Needed
for

Queen's Wind Ensemble
TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS

2:30 TO 4:00

Contact: Mrs. Lin Rowe, Music Dept.

547-5783

Human
Sexuality
Course

FREE, INFORMAL, NON-CREDIT

FIVE TUESDAY EVENINGS

STARTING OCT. 16

DUPUIS AUDITORIUM 7:00 P.M.

For information contact:

BIRTH CONTROL, ABORTION & V.D. INFORMATION
AND REFERRAL SERVICE 165 UNIVERSITY AVE.
547-2806

Bus-It needs co-operation
The Kingston Public Transit System has asked

Queen's students to co-operate with them in ad-

ministering the Bus It plan.

Students are reminded to show a valid Queen's

registration card each time they get on a bus, and to

board buses at posted bus stops only.

Some drivers have been accosted by persons in

gym clothes claiming to be Queen's students but

without registration cards, who push their way onto

the bus. Gym clothes even with "Queen's Univer-

sity" emblazoned on them are no guarantee that the

wearer is a bonafide Queen's student. Drivers have

J. A. Leith

been instructed to refuse admission to persons who
do not pay a fare or who fail to show a valid Queen's
student registration card.

Drivers have also reported instances of persons
attempting to flag down buses between stops by
standing well out on the street. This causes drivers

some anxiety for buses are not as manoeverable as
bicycles or MG's.

Student co-operation will ensure the continued
success of Bus It - a unique experiment in public

transit.

Seminars a first in Poland
Dr. J.A. Leith, professor of history at Queen's

University, became part of an event, hitherto un-

precedented in the history of Poland, when he was
officially invited to give university seminars in that

country this summer. This summer, too, Poland

celebrated the 500th anniversary of the birth of

Copernicus, amongst other important anniversaries

for the country, and Dr. Leith toured the country as

part of the festivities. He is the first Westerner to

have been issued such an invitation to speak in

Poland on a political issue. The invitation came as a

result of an article written by Dr. Leith on Peter

Gay, a controversial 18th century scholar. This

article, only one amongst the many written by Dr.

Leith, received special attention in history circles.

His lectures centered around the use of

propaganda as an educational instrument and on

political and moral indoctrination in France under

the "Old Regime' and during the 'Reign of Terror'.

No western professor has ever before been per-

mitted to give political lectures - of this nature or

any other - in Poland.

Dr. Leith found Poland westernized in many
aspects. He found the Polish campuses, modern in

physical layout, facilities, and outlook of their

professors, very similar to North American
universities.

S.Y.B. holds open house
by Rhondda Snary

On Monday night of this week the Student
Volunteer Bureau (SVB) held an open house at

Stirling Hall.The purpose of the night was to in-

troduce students to social agencies in the Kingston
area and hopefully interest them in volunteering for

some organization. This would not only help the

certain societies but it would also give Queen's
students a chance to get out of the isolated univer-

sity environment. However, it appears the people

here feel very secure in this small community as the

turnout on Monday was approximately half of what
it was last year. But, of course there would be some
who just could not make it on that particular date

but would like to contribute in some way For these

people there is a chance.

The idea of the S.V.B. is to act as a referral

bureau to which students may go, and they in turn

will be referred as volunteers to the 35 or 40 agen-

cies in Kingston which need help. An office has been

set up in the Student Union and will be open 10 am to

4 pm, Monday to Friday for anyone who would like

to pick up an application or get some more in-

formation. The number there is 547-5766.

There are many areas offering about 300

positions in total, in which you may be interested.

Some of these are, education, prison work,

recreation, youth help, and health, in the home and
in institutions.

One thing to remember though is that they do

not want people who are just curious, to see the

inside of a prison for example, or who would only be

sympathetic towards the inmates. Rather, they

need people who will be warm and truly interested

in supplying a human relationship with someone
who needs it. Also, many of the jobs require a

certain commitment. A definite one or two hours

each week instead of "I'll go when I can" attitude. If

you can find or make the time, that's great, but if

you can't, don't entirely forget about volunteering.

There is also the S.V.B. Help Bank which does not

require your help on a regular basis, just on certain

occasions, and you may only be contacted two or

three times in the year.

At any rate when you're over in the Union
having a cup of coffee why don't you drop into the

S.V.B. office to see what they can offer you or

better, what you can offer them. Don't be satisfied

with just going to classes, then back to your house or

residence to work every day or a nip up to the pub
for a brew. You might enjoy helping someone else.

..S.V.B. still needs your help.
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editorial

Participatory democracy?
Tuesday night, the Alma Mater Society Outer

Council met to approve the spending of over $67,000

of student money.
There are thirty-eight positions on the Outer

Council, of these, four are vacant. Eighteen of the

elected members of council were prespnt when the

meeting finally began. (45 minutes late).

Where were the missing sixteen people? They
seem to have abdicated their responsibility to the

students who elected them. Their actions (or lack

of) tend to mock the existence, and weaken the

credibility of democratic student government.

The absences reflect a lack, of interest on the

part of the student representatives. As a result, the

members of Outer Council have not been exposed to

the background necessary for intelligent decision-

making. The financial position in which the AMS
finds itself is one product of this lack of com-
mitment.

Student governments are the only bodies that

retain the vistiges of the original participatory

democracies that typified some of the ancient

Greek city states and the New England towns.

Where else, but in student governments, are the

citizens (students) allowed, and indeed invited to

come to the meetings of the legislature (council)

and take part in the debates, make motions and
generally do everything that the elected

representatives do, except vote.

Students actually have greater rights and
privileges in a university, than do citizens of the

larger community. Any policy can be put to a vote

of the students for final decision via referenda. Any
two hundred students can call a referendum if the

council does not. In addition to this, any student

levy (tax) must be approved by the students

themselves.

Under no other type of government, do the

citizens of a community have these rights so easily

open to them.

However, students seldom use these privileges.

Participation rates in the elections on this campus
are low, but this can be expected. At times, there is

some big issue, or the election is spread over three

days, and the turnout at the polls is high. Once in a

while, a group of students obtain the necessary two

hundred signatures and call a referendum.

Occasionally, students come to AMS meetings
to see what goes on. However, this participation is

almost negligible. Usually, there are the elcected

members (or a portion thereof) present, a couple of

hangers-on,and the intrepid Journal reporters,

spotters, photographers, and colour commentators.
Only a few times has the AMS Outer Council

meeting drawn more than four or five rank-in-file

visitors.

A lot of this non-participation can be charged
off to apathy, although this word is over-used. It

appears however, that students do not worry about
the government unless it does something they do
not like. Otherwise, to the majority of students, the

\MS merely exists. The students use the Pub, the

Who's Where, The Journal, the Bus-it service, and
other services which are provided by the AMS with

the students' money.
One cannot fault the students for not coming to

AMS meetings. Many are dull and much of the time

is spent in purely procedural and political hassles

rather than in discussing policy.

One can however, find fault with elected

members who seemingly cannot find time to fulfill

their responsibilities.

Those absent from Outer Council on Tuesday
night were:

Will Kranenburg ASUS rep-at-large

ASUS rep-at-large

President, Engineering Society

Engineering rep.

Engineering rep

Commerce Junior rep

President, Meds Society

Senior Meds rep

President of Women's Residence

Council

Rehabilitation rep

Nursing Science rep

President, Graduate Students
Society

Cathy Dewar Graduate Student Society rep

Riley Law rep.

Roberta Walker
John McDonald
Brian Guthrie

Jim Fenton

Paul Greenwood
Al Cruess
Bob Anthony
Patty Muldoon

Laurie Hayhurst
Anna VanderVeen
Fraser Dunsford

0 0^

letters

jerbil

gibberish

f^ear Kflilors:

In reBfHjnw; to your recent

jerbil j^ibheriwh, on (he Kubject of

(he vulgarity of (Queen's persons,

we feel (hat it is our duty to place

the (ermtt "mild obsrenity" and
vulgarity in th''ir firop'T per

'peetiveN

Firstly, one must note that

you have not defined your
meaning of the terms mild ob-

sc(;nity and vulgarity, which are

obscure? at b(!St.

We feel that you, as (jditor,

baveconveyd the impnission that

"mild" obsc(;nity is acc(;pted on

this campus while vulgarity is

not. This must th<!n mean that

you condone ( (jrtain <;heer«, such

as ihc J';ngin(!r;r ch(;(!r (which we
are certain that everyone has
heard, especially at our own
homr- football games), and the

banner of the (Jold<-n Words,
"F O.'V.O." which apf)eared in its

last issue, and the cheer following

the Queen's song; lor if you did

not (hen you would have; men-
tioned lh<!Ke cheers in your

••flitfir j.'il

Secondly, we feel it is not fair

to take the actions of a few per-

.sons, which were noticed by only

a lew persons, and then have
these actions exposed to the

whole (Jueen's community in an
official publication, such as the

respected Journal, without

providing a comparative
example.

In conclusion then, if you

would rather not be a part of the

Queen's tradition of ex-

I)ressions, (i.e. mild obscenities

and vulgariti(!S at the football

games), you should stay home
and "Knit one, I'ui l two".

Sincerely

Ron de Knox
Peter deRobb

Roger de Sparks

More on

weight room

Dear Kditors:

This letter is intended to

|)oiMt out some of the areas not

completely covered in last week's

letter to (he editor about the

condit ion of our illustrious weight

room.

I too, am an avid weight

trainer, lifter and consider
weight training an essential part

in the science of athletic training.

To receive the most that

weight training offers, it is

paramount that the weights
(dumbells as well as barbells)

are in perfect working order.

(This does not mean an Olympic
bar that slips, slides and damn
near pins a man while he's bench

pressing - even with a spotter).

Anyway to get to the heart of this

matter I would like to make three

points.

First, if the Phys. Ed. Centre

had purchased quality, cast

iron barbells and dumbells in

the first place there wouldn't be

the bitching about broken vinyl

covered weights.

Secondly, there are
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more letters

numerous companies that sell

these cast iron barbells and
dumbells (at school prices).

These barbells sets would cost in

the neighbourhood of $50 a set.

Surely the budget would allow the

purchase of 3 or 4 of these sets.

Thirdly, there are now in this

University, quite a few men who
have surpassed the limits or

needs of the Universal Machine,

Instead of using it exclusively

they require weights
(specifically dumbells) to

develop certain muscle areas to

their fullest extent.

At the beginning of the term,

I asked if new weights were to be

purchased and or if the old

weights to be fixed. I was an-

swered to the effect that the

Universal Machine was under
repairs and that new weights

would cost too much money.
If this is the type of answer

we get then something should be

done. After all, the weight
training room is one of the most
frequently used facilities on
campus.

Gunk and Rabbit

panionship of the second floor

lounge rather pleasant during a
long night of studying. Con-

sequently, I was dismayed to

discover that both the coffee and
soft drink machines have been
permanently removed from the

lounge this year.

Apparently the library ad-

ministration felt that students

were leaving too great a mess
around the library to warrant
keepi^ig the maphines.

The administration has a

valid point. However, I feel they

made little or no attempt to make
students aware of the litter

problem. This letter then is a

request for the library to consider

the return of the machines and
for students to show some con-

sideration for the library staff.

Yours for library coffee,

John Ronson

Fudpucker replies

Coffee

rnachines

removed
Dear Editors:

As a regular library user-

during the latter part of last year,

I found the coffee and corn-

Dear Editors:

I would like to reply to the

individuals signing themselves
"Three Campus Homophiles"
who were upset by several
paragraphs in my Fred Fud-
pucker column in Golden Words
(Sept. 26).

Firstly I wish to clearly

establish that the contents of my
weekly articles are intended to be
nonsensical and not to be taken
seriously. I cannot see how a

rational individual, upon reading
that particular issue of Fud, can
deduce that I am prejudiced,

antagonistic, and lamentably
ignorant of the habits and
situation of homosexuals. To take
violent, verbal offence at such
trivia is indicative of extreme
paranoia and insecurity, not

totally warranted by society's

attitude. I have talked to several

members of the Gays of Ottawa
organization _and although they

are deadly serious on the subject

of homosexual rights they are

sincere enough in their con-

victions to be humourous about

their own sexual preference.

If the Three Campus
Homophiles had any real sin-

cerity and weren't so paranoic

and selfish they would have
signed their names. They also

would be working to organize a

campus homosexual
organization, the lack of which
they gripe about, and be involved

in educating the public.

_ Sincerely,

Peter Strahlendorf

comment

On the art of wasting time
by Victoria Kemsley

A stitch in time saves nine. Sure.

Too many cooks spoil the brew. OK..

A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush. Fine, fine.

But haste makes waste. Not true, no never.

I mean there is a lot to be said for our

forefathers and all their nitty little proverbs. But

one does not hurry into wasting time. It is a time-

revered art. One that takes no small amount of

perserverance and fortitude to master.

Wasting time is an occupation made all the

sweeter for the student who, theoretically, has 'no

time to waste'. But that is the prime requisite for

wasting time. Because of course, it wouldn't be

wasted time if you had the time to waste. That is, if

there is absolutely nothing else to do in your world,

you can't waste time. You are actually doing what it

is you are supposed to be doing. A really rather

simple concept, but not one that has been explored

in any great depth by the thinkers of our time.

There are people in this world who really never

waste time; Incredible yes, but still a reality. These
are the Busy People. You can recognise them
because they always have their day well scheduled.

They're the ones who whiz past with a "Hello, Can't

stop. I have to, a) go to the library, b) go to a class,

c) go to see a professor, d) meet someone for coffee,

e) go to a meeting, f ) all of the above."

The time they spend waiting is justified because
they are waiting for someone or something. They
are hanging around with intent. Intent is not a

characteristic of wasting time. When they go down
to the union it is actually to have coffee and talk to

friends. Which is why we all go down there. Right?
Wrong again. We are wasting time. These efficiency

experts don't stay until they don't want to anymore,
or someone offensive comes along. They stay just as

long as they ought to. They will never make it to the

finals of the union endurance Olympics.

Time can be wasted in an overwhelming variety

of ways. T.V. is great for wasting time. The Busy
People only watchT.V. to see a particular program
or for 'something to do' or to 'relax'. The rest of us

have been known to waste hours in front of the T.V.

watching programs we don't give a damn about.

Wasted time is precious time. It has no intent

what so ever. There is no intent to exercise or pass,

learn or entertain, make friends or get drunk. It just

turns out that way sometimes.

The more things there are to do in your life, the

more sacred is the art of wasting time. A Busy
Person doesn't know how to waste time. It is in-

teresting to note that the Busy People often try to

pretend that they too waste time. Just out of the blue

they say things like 'oh, what a waste of time' with a

smug look on their faces to show that they know
where its at.

You have your famous time wasters. Newton
immediately springs to mind. There he was, just

groovin under the apple tree and he ends up a

biggee in your grade eleven physics book. Nean-

derthal man hung around a lot. Most tobacco

smokers are time wasters. Watch as one pulls out a

cigarette for no reason and then sits back to revel in

ten wasted minutes (or twelve minutes for that silly

little millimetre longer). Cigarettes, pipes etc, are

second only to the front stoop rocking chairs. Ahh.

Time wasters have been alternately termed the

.

'salt of the earth', rocks of gilbralters, and pillars of

strength. Time wasters are the stable element in

our society. Let the Busy People be the

revolutionaries, the world changers. For they

cannot be the time wasters, they must leave that for

the priveleged few.

Useful

Abuse

of History
McRae, Kennedy, Porter p

"I was twenty. I will let no one say it is the best time of life. /
Everything threatens a young man with ruin: love, ideas, the

loss of his family, his entrance into the world of adults. It is hard
to learn one's part in the world. '

' (Paul Nizan

)

Erik Erikson states that all youth pass through an identity h
crisis. Presently these personal crises are intersecting with an I

identity crisis in western culture as a whole. Personality tern- ^,

porarily holds hands with history in a common nihilistic ac-
"

ceptance of death. {
"Kathy, I'm lost," I said, though I knew she was sleeping. /

"I'm empty and aching and I don't know why. Counting the cars

on the New Jersey turnpike, they've all come to look for

America." (Simon) '"i

The sixties died of an old age with which they were born 'y

Before birth must come death. They died of an unquestioning

belief in truth and a hollow affirmation of egalitarion principles •
'

'

a visionary house built on the shifting sands of American in-

dividualism. Rather, before creation must come a more com-
plete destruction; through Norman Brown to Herbert Marcuse.

"Equality, I spoke that word as if a wedding vow. Ah, but I

was so much older then, I'm younger than that now." Dylan)
The crisis of American individualism:

The nature of finite things as such is to have the seed of -

passing away as their essential being; the hour of their birth is

the hour of their death." (Hegel) The ending and beginning of all

things. ^
,The new humanism is the classical aesthetic: corporatism. ^

Individualism is the isolation of man: "the pursuit of

loneliness." Withm the void only corporatism means life. ^5

Corporatism : the end of Catholic meritocracy ; the end of ^'

Protestant individualism ; the end of Sartrean existentialism

,

the end of separation. Separation is death. Corporatism is
,

touching,union. p
The aesthetic form; the union of thought with sensitivity

^
science with art, compassionately embracing the whole of

humanity. The aesthetic sensibility is a wholistic conception of ^
man. Individual and environment, reason and emotion, are one si

through the synthesis of imagination.

With new eyes after the death, pure creation will be
possible. In terms of Erikson's present intersection of per- -

sonality and history, a psychic revolution shall also be a cultural
^

revolution. >^

Take Brown to hear. "There's no use in trying to deal with "[

the dying, though I cannot explain that in lines." (Dylan) Only
through Brown can Marcuse's vision become real. The ending

and beginning of all things.

"The relationships of ownership, they shisper in the wings to

those condemned to act accordingly and wait for succeeding f^.

kings. And I try to harmonize with songs the lonesome sparrow \

sings. There are no kings inside the gates of Eden." (Dylan)
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unclassifieds

QUEEN'S OUTING CLUB everyone
can (should) come on these trips;

Oct. 6, 7, 8 Algonquin canoeing, 13,

14 Wildwater canoeing-lower
Madawaska; Jim at S49-06S2,

Brian 544-7547 Oct. 14 Orienteering

contest- Guelph U., Dave 544-7182;

Oct. 19 Wine and Cheese get

together -$1.50 - first 40 only - Jay
544-5467 ; Gerhart -544-0657 Dan -

544-6070; Oct. 21 Orienteering at

Trent Dave 544-7182; Oct. 21

Canoe Lake Ontario - picnic at

F\ov/er Pot Island - Jim 544-0652,

and Gliding at Gano. airport every
weekend; Dan 544-6070.

BARNEY BIGHAT SAYS: Get your
costumes ready for the first An-
nual Major Rage and Ballmore at

81 in October. Dave (the beast),

George, Larry, Nark, Rinky,
Taurus, and the Weasel hope to see

the whole gang soon.

WOULD THE ASSHOLE WHO picked

up my black wallet in the Phys. Ed
centre on Monday please have the

decency to return at least the

important papers, ID, license, etc.

to the equipment control desk.

Brian Titley. P.S.; You can say
you found it.

LOST: One blue ^ind white pendant
stone (without the chain) in Grant
Hall on the night of the Frosh
Boogie. Great sentimental value.

Phone Beth at 544 7177.

1969 CORTINA, 2 door deluxe, snow
tires and rims, good condition.

Mechanical fitness; $1050.00 or

best offer. 546-6048 between 5 and 8

pm.
PLEASE TAKE NOTE: WE still have

openings for The Marlin Perkin's

Annual Leper Safari. If you have
been pricked by the bug of ad-

venture, this is for you. Phone-
549-1851.

LOST: A gold fountain pen on Earl St.

between Barrie and University. If

found, please call 544-1394.

FOR SALE: 64 Volkswagen
Squareback Sedan, mechanical
fitness certificate. 58,000 miles,

asking $300 but will consider any

reasonable offer. Need money for

school so must sell. Call 549-2619

alter 7 pm.
BLACK AND WHITE, 19"

TELEVISION, uhf, excellent
condition $100 or best offer. 190 cm
Fibre Glass Skis, Bindings and
Boots. 546 6048 between 5 and 8

pm.
WANNA BUY A CALCULATOR? You

can't beat this deal anywhere.
Through the Engineering Society

you can purchase a Texas In-

struments SR10 or T12500
calculator at a huge saving. The
SR10 is available at $93.00 (retail

$125) and the T12500 at $67.50

($89.50 retail) Place vour order
now at the Eng. Soc. office in

Clark Hall, Monday to Thursday,
in the afternoon. A 50 per cent

downpayment is necessary.
STUDENT MOVING AT STUDENT

PRICES. Student with a truck to

do local or long distance large or

small. Call John evenings (after

5.30 pm) at 542-5416 and talk about

It

WANT A FRIEND? Cute black and
white seven week old kitten needs
home. Phone 549 0454 or call at 83
Clergy W., (side entrance)

APARTMENT AVAILABLE NOW) 2

bedroom, furnished corner of

Brock and Sydenham, 10 minutes
from Queen's. 2 from Hotel Dieu
and downtown. Utilities and
parking space included in renf-

$150 per month. Phone 544-6773

anytime.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: The

Thanksgiving party at Susie
Harringtons' in Montreal is

cancelled due to personal reasons.

Sorry, but in any case have a

great Weekend. Happy
Thanksgiving!

THE BONANZO'S ARE WATCHING
YOU! Congratulations to Stooly as
a spinner and' X-ray girl for losing

the court case.

QUICK ONLY ONE ROOM! Available
(female) at West Campus (single).

549-0159.

FOUND A *.urn of rnone/ on 'arripu'w,

Monday Oct I Call Ann« at $42

2307.

STUDENTS EARN EXTRA
MONEY Have a c«r7 We'll pay
delivery commission plus e/tra to

cover insurance. Call The Pii/a
Chalet 544 1227 Mr Dean
Berkstead.

BOOKS BALANCED, Funds em
bezzled while you wait! Well
qualified in icy affairs Contact
M A. Wilson C O Collins Bay
Penitentiary Cell Block Block 218

"I'M A MESS" ..GUESS WHO?
OVERHEARD IN NATALIE'S OF-

FICE. .."Whoever sat on my Vision
of the Sermon", please contact P.
Gauguin, or phone 546-0796 (after
5).

DEAR OARLENE: I think you were
too kind a person. ..Paul

TO: Mom and the girls, FROM: Dad
and the boys; An early
Thanksgiving could never be
nicer. P.S. Thanks for the boid.

SUSANNE DYCK'S ADDRESS for the
year is: c-o Heinrich Annasenzl.
6901 Leuter hausen Kr. Mann
heim, Heddesheimer, Str. 64

Germany.

1 ROOM AVAILABLE immediately
for a student in a house with 5

other girls, close to campus. Call

549-2536.

GIRL NEEDED TO SHARE 3

bedroom apartment close to Univ.
Phone Beth or Mary 546-2574.

CLAUDIA: formerly of 3rd Morris.
Pat's address is Mrs. A.W. Ross,
Box 1027, Whitecourt, Alta....

Mike.

ANY ARTSCI'77 interested in

managing a WIC team call Sally at

544-8673.

DEAR MIDNIGHT AD-
VENTURERS: Thanks for your
company and help and courage.

Too bad no booze or music or good
weather. Maybe next time! The
K.P.S. Club. Anyone for T.O.?!

WANTED: loving home for adorable
beagle puppy, 11 weeks old,

papertrained, food included. Call

546-0903.

NEW MEMBER MEETING: Oct. 10,

258 William St. Come one. Come
All. Call Dick Donald 544-0657.

GIRL IN THE RED PLAID SLACKS
who was accosted by two Tricolor

photogs, in front of Ontario Hall,

please call Chuck Parker at

Queen's Journal office.

TORONTO? OTTAWA? MON-
TREAL? Queen's Bus Service will

get you home for Thanksgiving at

the most minimal cost. Buses
leave Fri. and return Mon. See us

In the Union or Phone 544-5777.

LIKE SOME MONEY? S10.00!! Think
up a slogan for Intramural
Athletics, put it on a piece of paper
with your name and phone number
and drop it in the entry box in the

Physical Ed. Center and you could

win yourself 10 buckaroonies.
AVENGERS are still looking for an

AVENGEE. Swish is starting to

get anxious but Mung, Mut and
Woodrow the Jew are all still

confident.

UP AND COMING, as it were? Well,

Floozies, Inc, home of the Red
Light, is now open for business. No
fruits please- just bananas!

QUEEN'S BUS SERVICE is running a

bus to Oktoberfest in Kitchener-

Waterloo on Oct. 13. Tickets only

SB. 00 Buses leave Queen's 8 a.m.
Sat. and leave Kitchener at ap-

proximately 1.30 a.m.
SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL: Joe

the Uke (all round handyman).
Dirty Dr. Dashing (house calls to 5

a.m.) and Hop-along Bob (Headed
off at the pass) now available for

service. No Fuss, no muss. Group
Rates. Also: Dinner date at short
notice (all nite alrite?)

TO SELL: Thornton set of 13 drafting

pieces. Like new condition.

Originally $40.00 want only $25.00.

Call Dianne 546-5086 after 6 p.m.
V. LEA your time of reckoning is

near.

PHOTOGRAPHERS Photo Image
now offers custom black and white

printing and Ektrachrome
processing at reasonable rates.

For further information call 546-

7770 or visit our studio at 33 Brock

St.

Ideas: The spark we run on

Hoechst d'./f;lop', a constant

stream of ri(;w ideas to keep its

research pointed in the right

directions. Ideas about what is

needed, ideas about what is

wanted. Ideas about what is pos-

sible, ideas about what is proba-

ble in the light of a constantly

changing, ever-increasing b'jdy

of basic tfnowledge.

Imagination steers the
ship

Imagination is a prime source

of the new ideas Hoechst uses

constantly in order to keep
developing better products —
more effective medicines, better

chemical and industrial materi-

als. Imagination is only half the

battle, but when good ideas are

properly teamed with the dis-

cipline of applied research, they

constitute a formidable force in

the search for improved prod-

ucts in evrjry area of modern life.

Helping Build Canada

Products and ideas from

Hoechst have touched and
improved the quality of people's

lives in every area around the

world, in a hundred countries

on six continents. As an affiliate

of the worldwide Hoechst orga-

nizations Canadian Hoechst
Limited has a full century of

research and achievement to

draw upon. In Canada, Hoechst

is an autonomous company
employing Canadians to serve

Canadian needs,

Hoechst in Canada concerns

itself with supplying both the

present and future needs of

Canadians, The range of prod-

ucts and services covers the

spectrum through industrial

chemicals, dyestuffs, plastics,

printing plates, human and vet-

erinary medicines, pharmaceu-

ticals, and textile fibres. Hoechst

products and services, Hoechst

techniques and know-how in

these fields, combined with a

large international fund of expe-

rience, have given the company

a reputation for expertise which

takes constant striving to live up

to, Hoechst thinks ahead.

Ml I M Ht)l '

HOECHST
(j,inii(li;in Hor.'(,hst Liriiilod

404') Coll! Vorlu

Montroiil 'Mi'i, Ouuboc

40 Losmill Roiid

Don Mills. Oiiliirio
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nooks and crannies

Looks at Cooke's
by Judy Dobias

Whether you are in the mood
for chocolate covered bees or

reindeer meatballs, the walnut
shelves of Cooke's will provide, if

not your choice in food - great

amusement. It has proven to be
more than a "grocery store" a

place where one can muse for

hours, handling the curiously

wrapped merchandise or wat-

ching with equal fascination the

other individuals rummaging
past. Squeals of delight from
little kids as they plunge toward
the cans of salted sea urchins are

only part of the delight the store

offers.

Mr. Cooke, now managing
the store, was extremely eager to

relate the history of the place,

which had added meaning in that

arranged very neatly in the glass

cases for display. The ladies

would then be able to select their

preferred biscuits and these

would be placed in handmade
paperbags. It is of interest to note

that one of the main candy
suppliers from Kingston only just

stopped working three years ago

and now has retired at the age of

91.

The actual layout of the store

remains basically unchanged. It

only takes a little imagination to

re-construct the scene by
examining the unusual objects on
the walls some of which were at

one stage used in the shop. One of

Kingston's two remaining street

lamps hangs above the door,

while 19th century oil lamps
swing from the ceiling. The

who hover over the cheese
counter. Cooke commented on

this by stating that today, taste in

European food is not soley

limited to a select minority. In his

days travelling to the continent

was a rare occurence, whereas
with the reduced" fares by air

more people are exposed to foods

from other nations. They return

and realize that "there is more to

a meal than roast beef and
potatoes."

Every week Cooke receives

approximately twenty letters

from individuals from all parts of

the world. This is hard to con-

ceive considering the size of

Kingston, not to speak of the store

itself. Regardless, word travels

fast and the best publicity is not

Some of Cooke's wares. Pottery, wicker furnishings
and various Items of bric-a-brac for the kitchen, the
garden or the customer's fancy. Half the fun of

- merrithew

purchasing anything at Cooke's is the "old world"
atmosphere, Mr. Cooke has tried to maintain.

as a chUd the store was so in-

tegral in his day to day life. The
actual place had its beginning

1868, a year after Canada con-

federated and was originally

Begs, and Co., importer of figs,

dates, raisins and olive oil. This

overseas buying expanded to

different parts of Europe and
established a standard so that

today the goods are largely

varied and few nations are not

represented by one of their

products.

It is not difficult to conceive
of the changes that have occurred
since the nineteenth century,

when horse drawn carriages

pulled up to the entrance instead

of today's automobile. The
clientele was limited to the upper
crust families of Kingston who
would not simply order pickles by
the jar, but due to distance

problems, by the barrel.

Packaging is taken for granted;

if we buy cookies, they arrive on
the shelf in glossy paper. Cooke
remembers when the bisucits

arrived in boxes from Britain or

towns in eastern Ontario. They
were subsequently unpacked and

chandeliers added to the con-

coction of light fixtures fail to

detract from the atmosphere, but

rather enhance it. An exotic

sculptured figure totters over the

choice of chocolates, a gift

provided some years ago by the

Madras Curry people. Cooke
remembers with some nostalgia

that the crimson coffee grinder

now assuming the role of an
antique was used when he was
small and paraded through the

store.

The actual floor dates back to

1868 when it was nailed to solid

log. The sign "Groceries, Wines
and Liquors" now above the

counter is of the same date and
belonged formerly to one of the

warehouses.

If you position yourself
anywhere in the shop and listen

attentively to conversations and
observe the type of individual

who enters Cookes, you will

become aware of the diversity of

customers. Every type walks in

through that door, from the old

colonial splurging on a jar of

Chivers thick cut marmalade to

the "frugal" Queen's students

necessarily through print. He
cited me an example by
remarking that only the other

day a woman wrote from Ohio
and ordered some of their

Cheddar cheese; a neighbour of

hers had recently been to Canada
and brought quite a lot home for

friends. Cheese is perhaps the

immediate connotation that

Cooke's brings to mind, because
of the quality and the range of

over seventy kinds imported
from all over the world. It is a

sheer joy to be able to purchase
something other than plastic

packaged Cheddar from the
Dominion, and according to the

management if you want a

specific kind of cheese Mr. Cooke
will try to order it.

It is anticipated that a section

of the store will eventually be
developed to provide wines and
liquers. In the 1800's the orders

sent out to the various families

were always accompanied by
cooking wine and perhaps this

tradition will renew itself. Of
interest is a 1889-1897 ledger

which has the following entries.

- merrithew

Mr. Hugh Cooke, owner of Cooke's does everything from ordering

over 70 brands of imported cheese, to slicing his own specially aged
Cheddar. He often gives free "tastes" to those who wander in and is

more than willing to order something he does not have in stock.

2 gals, rye 13.60

case Dewars Whiskey $10.00

:! Gals. Brandy $6.00

2 doz. eggs 24c

Business at present is steady,

with tremendous increases

during the Christmas season

when special baskets are

prepared with prices ranging

from $5 to $25. Granted, however
attractive the atmosphere, it is

rather the inquisitive shopper

who makes his way down Prin-

cess Street to seek out Cooke's.

What could be more fun than

browsing past shelves of such
delicasies as bird nest soup.

Broiled sparrows, Japanese oc-

tupus, multi-coloured quail

eggs...escargot au champaigne
anyone?

To make the afternoon
complete walk across the road
and you will discover the crafts

shop of Domus which will be the

focus for next week.

- merrithew

One can get some of the most obscure and exotic delicasies on the
spice shelves of Cooke's. Things like Japanese octipus, multi-coloured
quail eggs and escargot au champaigne. Things that any student could
use from day to day!!!
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COME TO THE

QUEEN'S PUB

NOW OPEN

EVERY EVENING 8 to 12 p.m.

-ALSO-

OPiN FRIDAY AFTERNOONS

12 NOON fo 4 P.M.

Come and relax in your campus

pub with your friends

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
KINGSTON GENERAL HOSPITAL

Visitor Parking
IS NOW LOCATED IN UNDERGROUND GARAGE
CORNER OF STUART ST. & UNIVERSITY AVE.

Lake Ontario

TRENDSETTER
BOUTIQUE CECILE

WELCOMES

QUEEN'S STUDENTS

AT

10% DISCOUNT
LOCATED AT

KINGSTON SHOPPING CENTRE
544-5811

is at

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Do not fail to see this major
exhibition opened by the
Secretary of State on June 3 and
continuing to October 28

Note new GALLERY HOURS:
Monday to Friday 9 to 5;

Saturday and Sunday 1 to 5;

Tuesday & Thursday evenings 7

to 9

Intramural Athletics

Slogan Contest

$10.00 PRIZE

will be awarded to the person who submits the best

slogan encouraging participation in Intramural
Sports. Winner to be decided by the WIC committee.
Contest closes Friday, October 19th, Winner to be
announced Tuesday, Oct. 23rd.

Put your slogan, name and phone on a piece of paper and
drop it In the entry box located inside the entrance to the

Physical Education Centre.

Your Can Be A Winner --

Participate In Intramural Activities!

OLDEST ESTABLISHED RETAIL

IN CANADA

EST. 1864

AW"*/s<

25 DUNDAS ST.

NAPANEE

m PRINCESS ST.

KINGSTON

McHALE
BAUER
GREBKODIAK

SAVAGE
HUSHPUPPY
AIRSTED
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Gaels Face Ravens Saturday
by Chris Boon

Queen's Golden Gaels

fresh off a convincing 33-14 win
over Guelph, will be trying to

make it three in a row Saturday

when they take on the Carleton

Ravens at Richardson Stadium.

The Ravens, who managed to

squeak by York last Saturday,

will be trying to duplicate the

upset they pulled off last year,

when Carleton dumped the Gaels

26-23 for their only win of the

season. It shouldn't happen,
though.

The Ravens, from all reports,

have an erratic offense that will

produce the big play on occasion,

and a defense that is vulnerable

to the run. Mike Ruddy, a rookie

last year when the Gaels dumped
Carleton 33-0 in the league
opener, has matured into a

decent passer, while veteran

Scotty Alexander provides a fine

deep threat. Joe Colvey, an
OUAA East All-Star selection last

season, returns at fullback, while

Peter Stenerson, a left-hander

who was the back-up QB last

year, has seen considerable
action at halfback. He throws

about six option passes a game,
so things could get exciting in the

deep zone.

Looking at the Gaels, there

should be few changes from last

week (except, hopefully, fewer
fumbles) although Doug Lowry,
who suffered a cracked bone in

his ankle, will be missing for

about six weeks. Tom Dickinson

Stu Lang- 4th in East

should be ready for his bi-weekly

stint at guard, though, and Greg
McNamara, who played most of

the Guelph game, will probably
start against the Ravens.
Another guard type, Peter
Sabiston, is also likely to see
some action tomorrow.

Elsewhere,the Gaels appear
to be growing stronger every
week. Dave Hadden has moved
into the rushing lead in the East
by some fifty yards, with 338

yards on just 43 carries, while
backfield mate Stu Lang is

fourth, with 250 yards and a 6.4

yards-per carry average. Gerry
Blacker, the third runner in the
Gaels' backfield, isn't in the top
eight, but he has done fine work
all season.

Tom Taylor, who has had two
fine games in a row, is throwing

the ball infrequently but ef-

fectively (with those running
backs, why bother?), and ap-

pears to be giving the kind of on-

field leadership a winning team
needs. Doug Latham, his back-up

man, has also demonstrated an
ability to move the team, but he
still lacks Taylor's finesse with

the running game. John Win-
termeyer, the Gaels' long-range

toe and third QB, could be the

best kicker in the league, he and
Neil Lumsden are well out in

front of the rest.

The offensive line looks like

Watkins Glen

it's ready to roll, too. Tackle to

tackle, the Gaels average 225 a

man, which is plenty big in

college football, and as a unit are

very effective. They could have a

big day tomorrow.
On defense,look for virtually

no changes. Things are working
well, so it is unlikely Bill Miklas

will start experimenting.
However, the competition for

jobs is getting very fierce, with

Dave Devonshire looking for a

starting spot, and Lee Doney and
Ben Labovitch waiting in the

wings for a chance at the lineup.

Nobody can afford to let down as

it stands now.

If the Ravens run true to

form and try to throw the ball.

Queen's deep five, who are
probably the best unit in the

league, could come up with some
surprises, while nobody has been
able to do much underneath these

gentlemen since John Waddell
returned to lead the linebacking

contingent. The pass rush will be
fun to watch, if last week is any
indication.

If the weather is good and the

Gaels can hold on to the football,

they could steamroller the
Ravens, and that would be very
good indeed. A little revenge
never hurt anybody.

Challenge Series Continues
(TORONTO) Motor racing's
version of Team Canada will

challenge the top Formula B
drivers in the United States Oct. 6

at a special race at Watkins Glen,
N.Y.

Led by Player's Challenge
Series Canadian champion Bill

Brack of Toronto, a team of

Canadian drivers has entered the
race, which is being held in

conjunction with the United
States Grand Prix.

Besides Brack, the Canadian
'team' includes Craig Hill of

Mississauga, Ont. in a Castrol

GTX Brabham BT40; Peter

Ferguson of Toronto, Ont. in an
Esso Special Chevron B20B ; John
Powell of Montreal in a Rondel-
Brabham BT38, and Reg Scullion

of Montreal in a March 712. There
is a two-car entry of Schweppes
cars from Ecurie Canada, with

Eppie Wietzes of Toronto in the

former Roy Folland Roman Brio

March 732 and Ian Coristine of

Montreal in a March 712.

Also entered are Allan Lader
of Gresham, Oregon, winner of

four of the six Player's races this

summer, and Bertil Roos of

Sweden, winner of the Player's

International at Mosport.

Btdwedftdmpur6spflng wate/T

And that's the truth!

The Canadian contingent

plans to occupy a common area

of the paddock at Watkins Glen,

and each car will carry a large

Canadian flag decal on each side

of the cockpit as well as decals

representing the Canadian
Automobile Sport Clubs and the

Player's Challenge Series.

Brack, driving his Swan-
downe Lotus 59B, won the

Canadian driving title without

winning a race in Canada, but

later defeated Roos and an in-

ternational field in a race at the

Road America course at Elkhart

Lake, Indiana. He lowered the

existing lap record there by two
seconds during qualifying.

Recreational

intramural

League

at MacArthur

An Intramural league is

being set up for education

students wanting relaxation

from books. The league is

separate from Bews and WIC
and is played in the

MacArthur Gymnasium.
Gym time is Monday and
Wednesday from 8:30 to

10:00. Co-ed volleyball is now
in progress and more people

are needed to make the

league a success.

Lists for intramural
Softball will be up shortly

also. Anyone interested in

further information should
see the tackboard opposite

the cafeteria on student street

or call Karen at 549-1574 or

Marie at 549-1062.

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134
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Touchdown

at McDonald's
after the game.

You deserve a break today.

CHLL FOR IRBHirS BLUE'

beck's

reckoning
by S'J KWAK'I BKCK

Queen's basketball has many fond nnemories for me and as I look

into the past, I can't help but think of John Baldry's words, "You know
a few years ago some funny things happened to me. "In the past two
years there have definitely been some classic moments. Perhaps the
funniest three days I spent, came in my first year, on a road trip to

New York State. This road trip took place during the Qiristmag
holidays and against two American teams. Yes, you might say the

boys were pleased. We thought, for sure, that there were a few screws
loose somewhere in the administration. But, what can you do?

That year the team was made up of a few unique individuals, like

Al Dresser, who was 6'3" tall and 4' from cheek to cheek. We were also

blessed with the Rabbit, who, if he stood in the comer would be
mistaken for a broomhandle. Three of us were freshmen, and we all

suffered from that common first year ailment - advance stages of

"bench boils". All in all we formed quite the motley crew.

The team set off on its mission of mercy the day after New Years.
The intended points of arrival were to be Schnectady (where j and
Utica. The first stop of note was the border! Yes, The Border! ! As the
bus pulled into the customs area the boys in the back broke into a

chorus of "Joses can you see." Coach Tindall was not impressed nor
was the American customs official, who looked like he just stepped out

from under a steam roller. For a moment the air sizzled with tension

and the atmosphere was definitely apprehensive. The official checked
everyone's I.D. to make sure that no one, at some time in his life, had
belonged to the infamous Bavarian lUuminati. Once satisfied that our
cause was legitimate, he turned to leave. As he was stepping out the

door, the Rabbit leaned into the aisle and spouted "I'm surprised that

guy didn't check in the basketballs for dope." Luckily the Man had
cleared the last step and was too exhausted, from his ordeal, to ven-

ture back into our "den of insanity."

Five hours^ and two meal stops later, we reached our first

destination. The place was so impressive that I can't even remember
whether it was Union College in Utica or Utica U. in Schnectady.

Anyways, all that need be said about my first encounter with an

American ball club is - Impressive. They just squeaked by us 110-60.

Some might call it a close game, and then again, others might say it

was a real shit-kicking. When I made it onto the floor, I was absolutely

convinced that the man I was covering was invisible. Iwas lucky to

occasionally see his sneakers as he soared over my head for a reverse

triple-lutz, back-handed stuff. That's somewhat of an exaggeration,

but then again, you have to remember it was the first time I had ever

seen someone whose legs could be used for a car's suspension. So

much for the first game.
The second game was almost a replay of the first except for the

fact that we were playing in front of the whole city. The auditorium

was awesome. It remindedme of a cattle auction bam. The basketball

floor was right in the middle of what seemed to be an indoor football

field . This team was a little more famous than the first and that much
better. It would be safe to assume that we lost, and by a fairly large

margin. That was it for the basketball but not for the hijinks.

It would not be fitting to leave our beloved neighbor from the

south, without sampling his magnificient brew. Some have been

known to label it as "panther pee" but of course, this is just personal

opinion. As we journeyed home, we stopped off at a roadside bar. A
few of the boys hopped out to buy some "Bud's Best" and a few bags of

chips. Everyone returned to the bus and off we went to wallow in our

sorrows. The bus travelled about a mile when once again we pulled

over to the side of the road. The door opened and on walked one of our

basketball compatriots. The bus had pulled away leaving him
stranded. If he hadn't found a guy to drive him at about a 100 mph. to

catch the bus, he would still be standing in "Herman's Harbour" to

this day. So the moral of the story is - come out and play basketball and
maybe you'll be the first Canadian to take up permanent residence in

Cazenovia, New York.
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Basketball

Gaels, Gals face height problem
by Peter Watts

In today's Journal, we
feature a preview of the men's
and women's basketball teams
that will be representing Queen's

in OUAA and OWIAA competition

starting early next month. Let's

begin first of all with the ladies.

Coaches Maureen Bouris of

the seniors and Scott Cook of the

juniors have been blessed with a

great number of interested girls

in their first two practices this

week. Nearly fifty girls have
reported to the first two sessions

and anyone who is interested but

hasn't been out so far is still

welcome.
Both coaches have been

running very stiff practices but

have been inpressed wjth the

condition of the girls and the fact

that there is a lot of ability

evident.

Out of the fifty girls,

Maureen will select about sixteen

to practice as the senior team
leaving the rest of the, girls to

compete for positions on the

intermediate club. A total of

twenty-four positions are up for

grabs - 12 on each team.

The "perennial problem has

reared its ugly head again and
that is that there is very little

height. Scott, however thinks that

that problem ^ill be overcome
because all of the girls who can

make either club will be fast and
will be in condition.

Returnees from last year's

senior team are Karen Carson,

Kathy Keely, Pat Patterson, Pat

Quigley, Laney Marshall, Barb
Piatt, and Jackie Gallipeau. Also

returning is Jean Crichton but

she will be out another two to

three weeks as a result of an off-

season knee operation

Returning from last year's

intermediate team are all five

starters: Jarmila Smola, Jennie

Gagnall, Devaney Smith, Sue
Hall, and Sara Longerville, as

well as Kathy Willock, Jane
Boyce and Eleanor Rice. A few
new faces have impressed both

coaches as well, including Penny
Wedd who played with Hamilton
Athenas last year; Mary Ann
Drinkwater who is also on the

track and field team, Pavla
Cervinka who played in the girls'

city league for the last couple of

years, and Linda MacCormick
and Marg Bartlett who was hurt

part of last year.

And now for the men:
Assistant coach Geoff Smith

opened camp on Tuesday night

and in the space of two nights has

been more than mildly surprised

at the quality of the first year

talent that has been available.

About thirty players are
presently trying out. They in-

clude rookies, players who were
at Queen's last year but who did

not play intercollegiate ball, and
players who have transferred

here from other universities.

About noon today, the eight

or ten players who have been

selected from this tryout camp
will be announced. They will

begin practice with last year's

regulars and returnees tomorrow
morning at 10 a.m. in Bartlett

Gym.
This reporter dropped in to

Wednesday nights practice and
was impressed by two things.

One, there is not much height.

Second, that this should not be a

problem. The Gaels have Corky
McCleery at 6'5", returning from

Golf, Tennis here today
Two of Queen's men's intercollegiate teams get into action

today and tomorrow in semi-final action for OUAA cham-
pionships. The golf team teed off this morning at 8 a.m. along

with teams from Ottawa University, Carleton, Trent, Toronto,

and York. It promises to be an interesting 36-hole playoff. The
Queen's team, coached by Professor Jake Edwards, consists of

Bob Russell, Ron White, Dan Clark, John Colwell, and Doug
Painter. White won the top individual honours a couple of weeks

ago at the O'Keefe Invitational Tournament at Georgetown.

According to coach Edwards, this a stronger team than the one

that represented Queen's last year. That team finished second in

the OUAA finals to Waterloo.

The other Queen's team to see action this weekend is the

tennis team. They will host the eastern sectionals at the West
Campus courts Friday from 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. and Saturday from 9

a.m. to 12.30 p.m. The final Queen's team had not been selected

at press time but Peter Lukey, and Henry Benzel are sure to be

on the team. Convenor Brian Cox expects that Keith Porter and

Heino Lents of Toronto are expected to provide stiff competition

in the first and second singles and in first doubles.

Spectators are welcome at both events. Results will be in

Tuesday's Journal.

Managers needed
Do you like sports? Do you enjoy meeting people? If so, then

perhaps you'll think about putting some of your spare time to good use
in the form of managing one of Queen's athletic teams.

It requires a person with a certain degree of responsibility, who
can do the job with a minimum of direction.

If you're interested, the following teams are still looking for

managers

:

Waterpolo - contact Simon Beitlei" in the Pool Office.

Swimming and Diving - see Gavin Reid in Room 214 of the Phys Ed
Centre.

Sr. Girl's Basketball- see Maureen Bouris in Room 215 of the Phys
Ed Centre.

Men's Basketball- Talk to Geoff Smith in Room 226 of John Watson
Hall.

last year. McCleery had an off-

season knee operation to remove
some torn cartilege and has lost

about thirty pounds.

When football is over, Norm
Hogarty, last year's rookie of the

year, will join the club. Also
expected out is 6'4" Greg An-
derson, who is presently oc-

cupying an end spot on the Gaels
offensive team. In addition, there
is rookie Lorenz Paulson from
KCVI here in Kingston. At about
6'6", he has the potential to be a
steady performer.

The other returnees .include

guards Stu Beck, John Keck, Rob
Smart, and forwards Derek
Swinnard, Ken Sagadore and Ian

Rawes.
Basketball appears to be a

sport that attracts people from
some of the other teams. In ad-

dition to Hogarty and Anderson
from the football team, Geoff will

look at Jack Muir who played last

year on the waterpolo team and
Paul Morneault, who is doing a

fine job on this year's soccer

team. A few other names have
come to attention including Dale

Sanderson, Pat Harris, Bruce

Nickel, Dave Reid, and Andy
Christy.

The final list will be an-

nounced today. The team
workouts will begin tomorrow.
Geoff expects to carry 12 players

this year so it looks like about six

players will have to go. In

another couple of week's we'll see

just how the Gaels look this year.

Just a reminder that CFRC
will be carrying some of the

Gaels basketball games again

this year. Watch the Journal and
listen to the station for more
details.

Sophs, rookies lead Swim Gaels
For the past two weeks the

swimming and diving team has
been working out in the Queen's
pool under the direction of

coaches Gavin Reid and Nelson
Freedman. Both coaches have
been very pleased with the work
that the team is putting in and
this augers well for the team's
chances later on in the season.

The team has its first meet on
Nov. 10th when they host some of

the top clubs in Ontario and then

the team travels to Ottawa for the

OUAA relay meet on Nov. 17

hosted by the University of Ot-

tawa.

The swimming team lost

some key swimmers last year but

it was still left with a strong

nucleus for 1973-74. Co-captains

John Pearson, who led Queen's
swimmers last year in the OUAA
and CIAU finals, and Jim Easto,

a long distance free-styler, will

accompany John Ireland, a

versatile swimmer who did very
well in both the long distance and
the butterfly events last year.

Paul Lucas, a strong backstroker

back with the team after a one
year absence, Don Davies,
another promising backstroker,

and Bryan Warren in the longer

distance events are three more
names to keep an eye on. Once
Darrell Penner is finished with

his football heroics - hopefully not

before Nov. 24 - he will give the

team more depth with his

strength in both breaststroke and
freestyle.

This year, the Gaels have
some very promising
newcomers. They are headed by
Rob Stoddard, a breast-stroker

who made the semi-finals in the

Munich Olympics and also

represented Canada in the

Commonwealth and Pan-
American Games; Scott

Scheuermann who competed in

the 1972 Olympics in the modern
penthalon; Brian Dalzeil, an
excellent long distance swim-
mer; John Grinter who promises

to give the team strength in the

sprints; Jim Rielly, George
Huckle, Jim Gaisford, Peter

Lapp, Ian Osier, Doug McMillan,

Ian Hendry, Stu Mooney, and
John Davison who all show
potential to compete in the

freestyle events; and Phil Cut-

filed and Dave Honey who could

add points in the backstroke and
the breast-stroke and butterfly

events.

At the diving end of the pool,

Bill Kirkpatrick, a three year
veteran and second year man
Tom Caswell are working hard to

maintain the high quality that

they demonstrated last year
when they consistently finished

high in the standings.

The coaches are still in-

terested in meeting any people

who have not yet turned out for

the team but who are interested

in doing so. Queen's swimming
and diving has been on the up-

swing here in the last two years

and with the promising personnel

that the team now has, this

season promises to be the best

ever. Consult the notice board in

the men's locker room or see

Gavin Reid,or Nelson Freedman.

watts my line
by Peter Watts

Each week, this column will

focus attention on one particular

sport at Queen's. This week, the

sport of sailing is in the spotlight.

Sailing is one of the sports at

Queen's that officially ranks as

unofficial. It is not recognized by

the OUAA and therefore receives

no money from the university's

athletic budget. Nevertheless, it

is a very popular sport and the

Queen's sailing club, while small,

is a very active group.

The five crews which

represent the university were

selected following tryouts at the

Kingston Yacht Club earlier this

fall. They compete along with

several other university teams in

a number of regattas each

weekend during September and

October. The team accumulating

the most points in these regattas

will be declared the OUAA
champion. Queen's won the title

last year.

This weekend will be a

particularly busy one. Part of the

team will be at Lakefield this

weeken(i for an invitational

regatta hosted by Trent

University. The other crews will

journey to Detroit to try and

regain the Wayne State cham-
pionship which Queen's won two
years ago. The Queen's team and
Toronto tied for first place in last

year's regatta.

The Wayne State regatta is a

major mid-western sailing

regatta. There are six Canadian

schools and 16 American colleges

taking part.

The rest of the schedule looks

something like this. On Oct. 27,

Royal Military College will play

host to the Canadian In-

tercollegiate Sailing Association

championships. The winner will

go to Boston next June for the

North American championships.

In addition. Queen's has been

invited to take part in three other

major American regattas: The
Annapolis Invitational in early

November, the Timmy Angsten

Regatta in Chicago in mid
November and the Sugar Bowl
Regatta in New Orleans at the

end of December. The Annapolis

regatta features about fifteen

American schools including MIT,
Yale, Harvard, and Michigan
State. The Timmy Angsten in

Chicago includes the top four

schools from the American
midwest, the top Canadian team

from the Wayne State Regatta

and the top two teams from each

of the other six American zones

:

the mid Atlantic, New England,

south-eastern United States,

south-western United States,

California, and the Pacific North-

west.

Queen's was represented two
years ago in the Chicago Regatta

finishing fifteenth. Toronto, who
went last year, finished eleventh.

The Sugar Bowl Regatta is

held in New Orleans during the

last week in December and is

sponsored by Tulane University.

The team was invited last year

but couldn't afford to make the

trip and hopes are that the

financial situation will allow

them to go this time.

And so, despite the fact that

sailing operates with a minimum
of financial assistance. Queen's

University sailors are doing a

pretty good job in local and in-

ternational competition. With the

sailing portion of the summer
Olympics coming here in three

years time, perhaps this sport

will move back into official

OUAA status. When it does, if it

does. Queen's University will be

ready.
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Canada:

Recognition of Cliiie part of deal
OTTAWA- A report issued

Monday, but flatly denied by

External Affairs later that same
day, says that recognition of the

junta in Chile was strongly in-

fluenced by a $5-niillion aircraft

deal between de Havilland

Aircraft Corp., of Montreal, and

Chile's domestic airline.

According to the report, de

Havilland had almost closed a

deal to sell Chile six de Havilland

Twin Otter airplanes and
withholding diplomatic
recognition would endanger the

deal.

OTTAWA- The Supreme Court of

Canada has ruled that a woman
who worked like a man for more
than 25 years to help her husband
build a ranch in Alberta is not

entitled to a half-interest in the

ranch if she separates from hinrf,

Irene Florence Murdoch
sought the half-interest as well as

a judicial separation from her

husband. The court awarded her
the separation on $200-a-month

but denied her claim to an in-

terest in the business.

Mr. Justice Ronald Mar-
tland, who wrote the majority

reasons, said that there was no
evidence that Mrs. Murdoch
contributed towards the actual

purchasing of the properties. He
noted that the law only covers the

matrimonial home and the fact

that Mrs. Murdoch had worked
onthe ranch for 25 years did not

give her any claim to a share of

it.

TORONTO- Ng Yuen Hing, a 37

year old cook from New York
City, was sentenced to life im-
prisonment Monday for traf-

ficking in 25 lbs. of heroin. Even
though it was Mr. Ng's first of-

fence, the judge said that she

couldn't ignore the seriousness of

the crime.

Ng's case marks the first

time that the brown, Asian heroin

has appeared in Ontario.

Mr. Ng will be eligible for

parole after serving seven years
of his sentence at which time he

can be deported back to the U.S.

MONTREAL- The Parti

Creditiste has confused the

Quebec provincial elections by
running candidates in two con-

stituencies who have the same
names as their opponents.

Against Rene Levesque,

leader of the Parti Que^>ecoi8, the

Creditistes have run J A.
Ix'vesque while against Camille
I>aurin, also of the P.Q., they
have run Claude Laurin.

According to the Creditistes

the name conflicts are ju8t

coincidence. They {x;int to the

fact that Ix'vesque and Laurin
are common names in Quebec.

NEW NORWAY, Alta - A gas
well, which blew out of control

Tuesday and began spewing
clouds of poisonous hydrogen
sulphide gas, has forced 6,(XXj

persons to evacuate their homes.
The well owned by Sun Oil Co.,

located about 50 miles south-

southwest of Edmonton, blew out

a mixture of crude oil, water and
sour gas containing the lethal gas
mixture. Because of the water
coming from the well, crews have
not been able to light the gas and
thus burn off the hydrogen
sulphide.

A cloud of the gas, up to a

mile wide and 800 feet high, has
been moving about the coun-

tryside following the wind. The
area is prime cattle-raising

country and it is expected that

the poisonous gas will take a

heavy toil in livestock.

World:

Canadian arrested for draft dodging
NEW YORK, New York- Gavin
Naevin, 25, has been arrested

here for evading the draft even
though he is a Canadian citizen

who left the U.S. for Canada when
he was only 17. It appears that

P>ecaase Gavin was only a landed
immigrant when he turned 18 and
not a full Canadian citizen, U.S.

law required him to register with

the U.S. draft Ixwrd. When he
didn't do this, intending to take
out Canadian citizenship as soon
as he could, a v/arrant was issued

for his arrest.

Twenty-six days ago Gavin, a

lull Canadian citizen since 1971,

made a sU)\f>v<:r in New York on
a night from Toronto to liermuda
to visit a girlfriend. When he
went through customs, U.S.
cust/jms officials submitted his

name to a f;ornputer which holds
records on all known draft
flr>dgers and arrested him when
the computer re|:x>rted the out-

standing warrant.

Gavin is currently out on

$5,WK) hail put up by his sister

who is still an Amerif;an citizen.

According to Canadian of

ficiaJs there is nothing Canada
can tU) al/iul this affair since

Gavin has violated a legitimate

U S law: he failed to register as
required.

Gavin's father, Lowell
Naeve, sfHrrit 4 years in jail

during World War Two m a

consfientiouK objector and
",ub;,<'quently wrote two Ixjoks on

t 1 <xp<Ti'Ti'<';

VIENNA- Despite strong ob-

jections by Israel and a personal

visit by Israelii Premier Golda

Meir, Austria will hold to its

promise to close down the transit

camp at Schoenau Castle.The

Camp, run by a Jewish relief

agency, handles Jewish
emigrants from Russia.

On Tuesday, Austrian
Chancellor Bruno Kreisky held

two hours of talks with Golda
Meir but would not back down
from his pledge to close the

camp. After the talks Premier
Meir cancelled a scheduled press

conference and immediately flew

home to Israel, taking with her 90

Soviet Jews who were staying in

the camp.

MOSCOW- The first manned
Soviet space flight in over two

years ended successfully,

Saturday, when a modified Soyuz
space craft with two men aboard
landed in the Itussian stepp(!S.

The flight had lasted for two
days.

'I'Uc. flight ( (jrries on the c.va of

a rrieelirig txftw<r(;n Soviet and
Amencari officials to launch a

jf)iril prrjgrarn aim(!d at docking a

Russian space ship with an
American one by l!)75. It is

tx;lieved that th«; spac<; flight was
to demonstrat*: Soviet caj^ability

and reassure those Americ^an

officials who had doubts alK>ut

the Russian's ability to carry out

their part of the program

GUINKA-BISSAU.West Africa A

National People's Assembly, held

inside this Portugese colony last

month, has declared it to be an

independent country and
sovereign state. The assembly
elected a 15 person council of

state and selected Luis Cabral to

be the country's first president.

So far, the new government
has been recognized by 24 other

governments, the most recent

being China, North Vietnam and
the Viet Cong Provisional

Revolutionary Government.

ATHENS- Spyros Markezinis,
leader of the tiny Greek

Progressive Pary, has been given

the task of forming a government
which will hold the first

parliamentary elections in

Greece in six years.

The new parliament would
not have absolute control of the

country as it would be an-

swerable to President George
Papadopoulos, the general who
led the original coup in 1967, and
Papadopoulos would retain

control over the vital ministries

of Public Order, National Dfence
and Foreign Affairs.

ACCRA, Ghana- Tired of the

conventional-shape coffin?

A United States import firm
offers coffins made in the shape
of an elephant, a whale, an eagle

or even most makes of

automobiles or airplanes.

The firm offers the coffins,

made in Ghana, for about $1,700.

LONDON- Twenty Soviet

specialits in mental and nervous
diseases protested, Saturday in a

letter to The Guardian, against

what they called malicious
concoctions in the western press

alleging dissenters in the USSR
are locked away in insane
asylums.
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Orientation rehashed again
by Leslie Flemming

"Why have Orientation?" A
dissenting Gael at Wednesday's

Orientation post-mortem feels

that Orientation, in its structured

and artificial form, is more
destructive to the usually con-

fused and insecure freshman

than it is beneficial. It produces a

"homegeneous attitude" that

remains with the student

throughout his university life,

resulting in what she feels is the

general apathy at Queen's.

Most Gaels and the Orien-

tation Committee disagreed.

"Isn't education more than just

academics?"
The discussion developed

after the usual rehash of Frosh

Week. Gaels generally agreed

that Orientation was a success

despite the large groups, and the

small budget. And it was agreed

that Grant Hall is not the best

place to hold a dance.

This year the Committee
attempted to integrate social and
cultural emphases, but as usual

the latter was somewhat un-

derplayed. Perhaps the fault lies

in the lack of advertising, or even

in the Gaels themselves.

Some Frosh were disap-

pointed in the enthusiasm the

school displays in sports such as

"boat racing".

How can this impression be

avoided during Orientation?

Ideas included having more and
longer coffeehouses, and even

more concentrated attempts at

transferring emphasis to the

cultural aspects of university.

The Gaels weren't thrilled

about the Gael education

meetings they attended last

spring ; however no one came up
with a more suitable alternative.

The Committee itself was
satisfied with the structure of

Orientation especially the suc-

cessful integration of the three

faculties in the ace events.

However, the minority of

dissatisfied Gaels felt the

program could use a complete
renovation, if not complete
disposal.

A general meeting to be held

October 16 will give anyone a

chance to express their ideas. If

Orientation really is un-

satisfactory as it exists now, it

will require an unapethetic turn

out, and some relevant

suggestions.

United Fund seeks $327,145
The Kingston & District

United Fund Campaign is now
underway. The objective of the

1973 campaign is $327,145 which
represents an increase of nearly

$16,000 over that which was
contributed- last year.

The increase in the cost of

living cannot help but be
reflected in Agency budgets even
though the United Fund has

p^red these budgets to the bone.

Last yeai" was the first time in

some years that the Campaign
reached its target. Failure' to

reach its target in previous years
has resulted in the serious

depletion of reserve funds.

The aim of the Kingston and
District United Fund is to provide

financial support of 22 social

service agencies to help them

close the gap between revenue

earned by them plus government
grants received by them and
their total operating expenses.

Without the help of the United

Fund all agencies would have to

restrict their operations
drastically.

Much can be said about the

agencies supported by the Fund.

It is sufficient to say that the sole

aim of all of them is to help those

who need help. All agencies are

staffed by dedicated people,

many of them volunteers, who
give of themselves unstintingly

the year round to help those who
are less fortunate.

Queen's quota for 1973 is

$57,300. Last year there was a

marked increase in the number
of members of staff who con-

tributed to the Fund. As a con-

sequence Queen's was one of the

first Divisions in the local

campaign to reach its quota.

The AMS played a very

active role last year in raising

money for the fund. In recognition

of the efforts of AMS organizers

the AMS was awarded a citation

by the Campaign Cabinet. Over

$2,000 was raised through a

number of fund raising projects

which included a dance in Grant

Hall, the sale of noisemakers at a

football game, a bike-a-thon, a

run-a-thon ,and a canvass in

student residentces.

A great deal of enthusiasm is

being shown by student

organizers this year and similar

projects are being planned.

Queen's honours

"Moose" McCarney
Queen's honoured Hal "Moose" McCarney, long-time

defensive coach ofthe Golden Gaels football team this past

weekend for his 25 years of service.

Ex-Gaels, (including Ronnie Stewart, Lou Bruce and Andy
Shaw,) Frank Tindall, head coach. Principal J. J. Deutsch,

friends and fans paid tribute to the efforts of the now-retired

coach at a testimonial dinner on Friday night, at the Faculty

Club attended by about 150 people.

McCarney, who transferred from Loyola College and spent

most of his undergraduate days at Queen's, played with the

Gaels during the seasons of '48, '49, and '50. He took a position of

coaching in 1951, which he held until after the 1972 season.

McCarney was feared and respected as a demanding figure

of authority, but the admiration and warmth felt towards this

colourful character fondly nicknamed "Moose" was demon-
strated by the speeches and standing ovations rendered him on
Friday. On Saturday, at Richardson Stadium, "Moose" was
presented with a silver plaque commemmorating his 25 years as

"associate" coach.

In honouring McCarney, Head Coach Tindall pointed out

that much of the success of the teams was due to the efforts of

his assistant, "much more so than anyone realizes". Tindall

described Moose as "my strong arm for so many years".

Dr. Deutsch urged McCarney to continue his association

with the University and his sideline coaching. Deutsch's keen
interest in the teams and the coaches was one thing which stood

out in his speech.

The highlight of the evening was the emotional tribute paid
to the University community and the football associations by
McCarney himself . "We should all give thanks for having been a

part of Queen's," he said, indicating that it had been a very

rewarding experience.

perry
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Tuesday, Oct. 9

7.00 p.m. -Spanish Club Meeting in Red Room,
Kingston Hall. All those interested please come.

7.30 pm.- Liberal Month The first guest speaker will

be the Solicitor-General, Rt. Hon. Warren
Allmand, Oct. 9, Stirling Hall.

7.30 pm - Moats Organizational Meeting, Student

Union, Small Meeting Room.
7.30-8.30 pm. Queen's Camera Club course in room

15, Frost Wing of Gordon Hall.

9.00 pm.-"Exterminating Angel" (Luis Bunuel;

1962) in Ellis Hall, part of the series "European
Dreams: Private and Social Visions (Part I)".

Series tickets available at Agnes Etherington.

$5.00 for students, $8.00 for non-students.

Wednesday, Oct. 10

6.30 pm.- An information night for 1st and 2nd year
students about Queen's University Career
Planning and Placement Services and Summer
Employment Opportunities will be held in the

Brockington Common Room.
7.30 pm.- in Ellis Hall, Kingston Film Society

presents "Stolen Kisses" (France 1969).

Season's tickets $9.00 from the Society, P.O. Box
1114; Pickwick Book Shop; Agnes Etherington.

7.30 pm.- Liberal Month continues- A meeting for

the Queen's Student Liberals, Stirling B; Guest
speaker - Ken Keyes.

8.00 pm - Panel discussion on "Creation and
Evolution: In Conflict?", with Dr. Harmsen
(Biology), Dr. Kennedy (Pathology), and Russ
Savage (Philosophy), in the Red Room, Kingston
Hall, (joint meeting of Graduate Christian
Fellowship and Queen's Christian Fellowship.)

8..30 pm.- Division of Concerts presents pianist

Anton Kuerti at Grant Hall, performing works by
Beethoven, Schumann, Berg and Lizst. Tickets $4,

3 (general; and $3, 2 (students) from the Agnes
Box Office.

Thursday, Oct. 1 1

W.'.V) am - Dept. of German Public lecture (in

English; on "Romanticism; Past and Present"

by Professor Itaymond Immerwahr, University

of Western Ontario, in Room 201, Kingston Hall.

4.(X) - D.fXJ pm.- Comprehensive presentation of the

resources and social methodologies offered by the

Ecumenical Institute of Chicago for churches and
social agencies, in the Theology Faculty Lounge.
Theology staff and students are invited.

5.45-6.30 pm.- Ban Riglf Fireside in the Common
Room, with dessert and coffee. Music will be by
Manuel Saurez, Violinist, with works by Mozart
and Rivell.

7.00 and 9.30 pm .- Dunning Flic for $1.00 will be Kurt
Vonnegut's "Between Time and Timbuktu".

7.30 pm - Skydiving Club meeting in Brockington

House Common Room for all interested in

skydiving. No experience is necessary and
training courses will be scheduled as needed.

9.00 pm.- First general meeting of Queen's WUSC
( World University Service of Canada ) Club, in the

Upper Meeting Room of the International Center.

9.00 p.m.- Dept. of Film Studies Evening Series:

"Far Country" with James Stewart and Ruth
Roman, in Ellis Hall. Series tickets are $5.00 for

students and $8.00 for non-students.

Friday, Oct. 12
7.15 and 9.15 pm.- "Gimme Shelter" for 99c in

McArthur Hall Auditorium.

8.00 pm.- in Ellis Hall, GSS film "Summer In-

terlude". Series tickets (12 films) available at the

Box Office, Agnes Etherington, for $5.00.

Later...

Oct. 13- Kingston Women's Centre Open House at

110 Queen St. Drop in after 2.00 p.m. for films,

conversation, and coffee. Panel Discussion at 8.00

pm. on "Who Needs a Women's Centre"- All

women welcome.

Pubs
401 Inn- Six Pax
Townhouse- The Lost Generation

Commodore- The Donna Moon Show
Manor- Signs

Frontenac- Nigel and Jessie

and Movies
Capital- Last of Sheila (starts Wed.)

Hyland- Last Tango in Paris

Odeon- Carry on Matron (starts Wed.)

GOSPEL MEETING

THE YOUTH CENTER
260 BARRIE STREET

sponsored by

Chinese Christian Fellowship

Contact 546-2^60 or 542-4775

is at

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Do not fail to see this major
exhibition opened by the
Secretary of State on June 3 and
continuing to October 28

Note new GALLERY HOURS:
Monday to Friday 9 to 5;

Saturday and Sunday 1 to 5;

Tuesday & Thursday evenings 7

to 9

Ban Righ Fireside

in Connmon Room
at 6 p.m. October 11.

Everybody welcome No charge
Coffee and Dessert at 5:45

"A major movie, it is one of the yfi^r's most important and

thought-provoking films".

The School
Librarianshi^
Movie

MCArthur
Hall
7:15 13

9=15 pm
FRIDAY
99<f

1 It M M Ollll

Queen's

Division of Concerts

presents

GRANT HALL SERIES No. 1

ANTON KUERTI, pianist

"a pianistic supernova"

PROGRAMME: BEETHOVEN,
BERG, SHUMANN, LISZT

WEDNESDAY 10OCTOBER8:30 p.m.

Tickets: $4, 3 general, $3, 2, students.

Division of Concerts Box Office,

Agnes Etherington Art Centre,

547-6194.
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ELECTION

DIVISFONAL
COUNCILLORS

FOR: HUMANITIES
SOCIAL SCIENCES
NATURAL SCIENCES

DATE: Oct. 15

TIME: 7:00 P.M.
PLACE: Stirling A,B,C

All Reps Eligible for Nomination

Kingston Film Society

presents

Stolen Kisses
WEDNESDAY,

ELLIS HALL,

SEASON MEMBERSHIP
DOOR

OCT. 10

7:30 P.M.

$8.25

$1.50

Graduate
Student Society

nominations for

SENATOR
( Remainder of 2-yr. term)

Will be received until

Friday/ October 12

by Bob Maloney ( Biology)

Phone Bob at 547-3198 or

547-3139 for nomination forms.

letters

Homophile debate continues
Dear Editors,

While in some agreement
with the three homophiles who
wrote an unsigned letter to the

Journal (Tuesday, Oct. 2, 1973), I

cannot help pointing out to them
that the absence of a. homophile

association in Queen's cannot be

blamed entirely on people like

Fred Fudpucker. I presume that

such associations are formed by
homophiles and not straight

people.

These three homophiles can,

by writing a signed letter to the

Journal start such an association.

If their claim of a thousand
homophiles is correct, there

should be no lack of response.

One effective way of fighting

intolerance is organization by the

victims of intolerance, or as the

North American homophile
movement puts it - OUT OF THE
CLOSETS ONTO THE
STREETS!.

Frank Okoh

Artsi '75 Athletic stick replies
Dear Editors,

As a foUowup to Garry Gorr's

letter of Sept. 28 (Journal, Vol.

101, No. 6) , I feel a reply is now in

order in view of circumstances

that have ensued since the

printing of his letter.

This is my second year as

Athletic Stick for Artsci '75; a

relatively unimportant position

as far as student organization is

concerned but nonetheless a job

that needs doing. It is a job that

as far as I am concerned, and I

am sure that sticks in the other

years will vouch for me, entails

much hard work. It is a job that

more than anything else, needs

the fullest cooperation from one's

year. In my case it is Artsci '75.

Tonight (Wednesday, Oct. 3)

our year was involved in a rugger

match. Fully^ aware that many
people have assignments and
meetings to attend, I contacted

more than the required com-
pliment to field a team. There is

no sense in naming names
;
they

know who they are, but the fact

remains 14 people emphatically

assured me they would attend.

Only 8 made their presence felt.

What does this say about our

year? It certainly is not the first

time this has happened. In fact,

the ones who faithfully turn up

Thanks for your blood
Dear Editors,

This past week, the students

of Queen's have shown an
unexpected enthusiasm for a

most unselfish cause - the Blood
Drive.

Many of us are unaware of

the number of people involved.

During the three days of the

clinic more than 100 students

gave up their lunch periods and
skipped classes to help. Many
were conscripted on the spot and
not a bitch was heard.

Many thanks to the girls from
Nursing Sc. who worked in

recovery and to the girls who
served refreshments and helped

register. Thanks also goes to the

girls from Hotel Dieu who
stepped in at the last minute to

fill the roster. I would at this time

like to extend my sincere ap-

preciation to: Mrs. Trumper and
Harry at Victoria Hall, to Patty

Muldoon and Eleanor Francis

who showed a great deal of

patience and understanding

despite when required to do a hell

of a lot of work in such a short

time.

To the many who gave of

their time and or blood - Thank
you.

are beginning to feel that it might
be a rarity if we should happen to

field a full team. The point is it is

always the same people in whom
one can put one's trust. This is not

true of only Artsci '75 but of any
organization. If one takes a

complacent attitude now towards

BEWS, who can say this will not

continue after one gets out of

university. In conclusion, I urge

all male members of Artsci '75 to

get out and support your year
when ever you can. If someone
asks you to play a sport, be a

sport and at least show up if you
say you will.

Mark Edwards
Artsci '75 Athletic Stick

Colin Dennis
Sec, Eng. Soc.

parker
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Leo Cahill: "Coaching the hard way"
by Simon Lewis

After having read (ioodbyc Argos, I

have come to the conclusion that Ldo

Cahill is a man who has to be his own
boss. His life, outside and inside, is

studded with constant encounters with

authority. As could be expected, he has

not always come up a winner.

Goodbye Argos describes these

encounters and how they eventually

caused a coach, who had put his team in

the Grey Cup in 1971, only to be fired a

year later.

Leo Cahill was born in Utica, Illinois,

the son of a factory worker. Cahill 's

father, an avid football fan, influenced

him a good deal in his decision to make
football his life.

This decision, made when Leo was
13, was not the easiest decision to carry

through. When he started high school he

weighed 107 pounds and played center.

From these facts it would be fair to guess

that his career should have ended when
he graduated from Grade 12. However,
Cahill had the desire necessary to excel

at his position, making the All-State

football team in his senior year.

The next year, 1946, Cahill went out

for the U. of Illinois football team.. It was
tough to say the least. He now weighed
175 but was competing with a much
different kind of player. The war was
over and the veterans had returned,

many of them to University.

Despite this obstacle, the aggressive
Cahill made the team as a fourth-string

center, playing rarely. His great moment
was being put on in the Rose Bowl when
Illinois was a cinch to win.

Soon after, Cahill became first string

on the Illinois team. After a successful

season, upon Graduation, Cahill joined
the army.

It was in the army that Cahill showed
his aggressiveness and pugnacity. Cahill

had quite a fight with his seargent and
was given the choice of going to jail and
facing the possibility of getting a

dishonourable discharge or going to

Korea. Cahill opted for Korea where he

served for seven months before his unit

was moved back to Japan for rest and
recuperation.

It was in Japan that Cahill was to get

his first football coaching job.

So Cahill got his team together and
learned about coaching, the hard way.
IJfKjn his discharge in 19.53 he found a job

on the coaching staff back at Illinois.

Here again he demonstrated his need to

be his own bfiss and wound up leaving

Illinois for a coaching job at Lewis
College in lAckport Illinois, He married
in I>f)ckport and had two children.

In the next few years Cahill went to

Toledo to coach and from there to South

Carolina, in search of a better paying job.

A man who had played with Cahill at

Illinois, ferry Moss, was hired as head
(oaf:h in jMontreal. He offered Cahill

$10,WO a year to be an assistant coach.

This then was Cahill's entrance into

the CFL. From this (X)int on he w(!nt

Ihrougl) fjuile a meal grinder, reaching
glwious heights and sinking to dismal
lows.

('ahill coached lor three years with
the Als. Although thr; tf;arri enjoyed som(!
(legr<;ee of succfrss while he was there,

there wer<; ;ilso moments when things did

not go w<'ll,

A( one [K»int the Als decided that Sam
Kfcheverry and Hal I'alterson wen;
i-xfn-f](Ui\i\i- 'I'he pair was regardf;d as
f>,<niii in Montreal When word got out that

Ihey werej'oiriglo be traded to Hamilton,
all hell broke ioirni:. As a result of bomb
threats, the office had to be vacated for a

("w hours.

In January, when I'c-rry Moss
was fired, Cahill tried to j/,et his job, Hut
Jim Tritfible, who had JukI 'orrie off a

successful string of years at Hamilton,

applied for the job too. When Trimble

landed the job, (-'ahill remained as

assistant coach.

To say the least, (Cahill and Trimble

did not see eye to eye on many things. As

it turned out the Als ran into trouble

during the I9()3 season and Trimble

allegedly spread rumours that Cahill was
the reason that the Als weren't doing

well. When Cahill confronted Trimble

with these rumours Trimble said they

were nonsense. Conditions worsened and

Cahill felt compelled to quit.

Cahill then went broke for awhile

until he got a job with a Toronto team in

the Continental League in the States. In

around (iabler. He knew they would not

be winners immediately so he imparted
them an attitud*; that they w<;re going to

get b(!tter until no one was laughing at

them anymore.
In that first season the Argonatus

wor) a play-rjff birth, finishing third.

Although the Argos lost in the semi-final

to Ottawa they were on the rise.

It was at this point in Ow)dbye Argos
that Cahill comes out and describes John
Bassett. In Cahill's own words, "He wore

power like some men wear a suit and he

must have been pretty good at using it."

The trouble with Bassett as far as

Cahill was concerned was that Bassett

thought he knew too much about football.

1905 and 19f;(;, Cahill as head coach of this

t(;aif), th(! Kif'les, Wrd lh(!m to seasons of 11

and 3 and 9 and 5, In \x>ih these ycsars the

Argos had exactly opiX)site r(?c()rds.

The Argos were looking for a coach

and through the h<;lp of som(! frictnds who
gave him relVrrences, (.'ahill got the job.

'I'h<" signing was announi^ed on A[)ril 20,

I!K;7, Leo was now faced witfi the job

of tiding srjfriething with a learn that had

liiiished in last place fiv«' years in a row.

lie li;id something of a ihicU'mh to work
witfi. To name a few there was Wally

tiabler, Bobby Taylor, Mel Profit and a

young guy who nobody was U)o sure

about, Bill Symons.
What (.'ahill did waK Hot up an offense

Cahill says, "he thought he knew more
about quarterbacks than any man alive.

He was about as well versed on QBs as he

was on humility."

Bassett liked Gabler as the Argo QB
and wanted him to stayl F^ventually

(Jahill found him.self with three QBs
(Jabler, Wilkinson and Cosenlino. He felt

(labler was expendable and decided to

trade him to Winnipeg for Dave Raimey.

When informing Bassett of his decision

all Massett could say was that (Cahill had

belter be riglil in his decision.

From thai point on, says (Cahill, there

was an underlying feud between he and
Ihe Board of Directors. They believed

thai he had bucked the wrong man and

were very wary ol him (or that rea&on
Another man with whom (^

"ahill tmd a

lot of trouble was John Barrow harrow
was apfXiinted general manager of thfc

Argos in April of 1971. In the brxA,

Barrow is made out to Ix; quite a nasty,

mean and vicious character. But it was
not that that irked Cahill m much as the

fact that Barrow was an ex -player from
Hamilton.

This, Cahill stresses, was a great

psychological shock to him and to a few
of the players as well. In his years at

Toronto alx;ve all else, Cahill preached
'beat the Ti-cats'. Owing U) the rivalry

between the two teams Cahill didn't feel

it was right that a man who had played
for their deadliest enemies should be put

in a position of power with the team.
Barrow in turn did little to endear

himself to Cahill, One year, he cast

Cahill's vote for coach of the year without

Cahill's knowledge. He only found out

when he asked Jake Gauder, the league
commissioner why he had not got a vote.

Neither did Barrow win the af-

fections of the players. Before the 1971

season he went into the training camp to

settle a pay dispute. He called the

players a bunch of high price losers and
told them to get their hair cut or they

wouldn't be playing, football for the

Argos.

Cahill traces his downfall back to the

1971 season, the Argo's best since 1960.

They won ten games, Theisman was the

Eastern All-Star QB, and the team had
six All-Canadian. All league and playoff

games were sellouts. The team was in the

Grey Cup.

All this was ruined when, late in the

Cup game, "there was a little slip, a little

fumble. It was to affect my life," says

Cahill. "Leon McQuay slipped and I

fell." With a win in the Grey Cup, he

could have gone back with security but

instead Cahill was to enter another

season one which turned out to be his

worst and last.

At the beginning of the season the

Argos lost six regulars including McQuay
and Corrigall. The worst injury was that

to Joe Theismann, who broke his leg in an
exhibition game. In Cahill's own words,

"the whole bench, to the last man, looked

like they had just lost 30 pounds in weight

and six inches .in height when they hear

the word, "broken".

In a dismal season, the Argos lost 11

while only winning 3.

Personally I don't think Cahill can be

blamed for this. It is hard to do anything

well without the first string people being

in there to do a job. I can understand the

Argo fans being dejected after that

season. But the Argo management
showed their extreme narrow-

mindedness and short-sightedness in

firing Cahill. The man did wonders for

the team while he was there.

Sure, it can be said - look at the Arogs

this year. Look how good they are

without Cahill. But the fact still remains

that the Argonauts of 1973 are not a

greatly change team from 1972. The
personnel is practically the same. That is

Leo Cahill's team fighting for first place

again.

So, has Cahill vindicated himself of

blame as he set out to do in this book?

Personally I never felt he needed to

because it seemed perfectly obvious that

the Argos had a string of bad luck in 1972

and nothing could have been done to

avert it. But just the same, Cahill clearly

comes through in Ihe lx)ok as a man more

interested in football than in power plays,

such as went on in the Argo organization.

I can come to no conclusion other than he

was a victim of personal dislikes

engendered by his will to be his own boss.

Leo Cahill would not bow to Bassett and

Barrow and their crew. I think he

deserves congratulations for his actions.
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Sets two records

Wintermeyer kicks Gaels into first
by Chris Boon

A record-setting five field

goal performance by placekicker

John Wintermeyer propelled

Queen's Golden Gaels past a

stubborn Carleton Raven squad
21-13 in a contest played before a

sparse Thanksgiving weekend
crowd. Wintermeyer now has 12

field goals for the season, one

more than the old OUAA record

held by Western's Paul Knill; he
also smashed the Queen's record

for most field goals in a season,

held by Canadian Football Hall-

of-Famer Pep Leadly. The Gaels'

other points came on a 35-yard

pass-and run play from Tom
Taylor to flanker Barry St.

George.

The Gaels now have a share

of first place in the OUAA's
Eastern Division, since Ottawa
U. lost to Laurier 19-16 in Ottawa.

If the Gaels can win their next

game with the GeeGees, Queen's

will be in a commanding position

to stay on top of the Division.

Saturday's performance was
not really outstanding, especially

offensively, for although the

Gaels stopped coughing up the

football, they were unable to

finish off their scoring drives. On
defense. Queen's were unable to

stop the running of Raven
fullback Joe Colvey, who picked

up 163 yeards on an amazing 31

carries, but the "D" did come up
with some big plays - four in-

terceptions, three fumbles - to

snuff out several Raven threats.

As usual, the Gaels got off to

a slow start, collecting Win-
termeyer's first field goal after

an exchange of kicks and a 10-

yard run by Stu Lang (who
finished with 94 yards to lead

Queen's rushers) had given the

Gaels good field position. The
Ravens promptly came back with

a strong drive, mostly on the

running of Colvey, that gave
them a first down on the Gaels'

three yard line. Raven QB Mike
Ruddy tried the middle of the

Gaels' defense twice< found he

was getting nowhere, and hit

veteran flanker Scotty Alexander
on a quick out pattern for the TD.

The Gaels again moved the

ball into Raven territory, with

Taylor, who played a fine game
until he was forced out in the

third quarter after getting his

bell rung, mixing the running

game with some well thrown
balls. However, things again

bogged down, and the Wint

chalked up another three points,

making the score 7-6 for the

Ravens.

Early in the second quarter,

after another kicking exchange,

Taylor found Barry St. George
open on a deep pattern over the

middle, and the fleet little

veteran grabbed the ball,

shrugged off a Carleton defender,

and raced into the end zone for

the score. The convert was
blocked, however, and the Gaels

were forced to settle for a 12-7

lead.

The Gaels had several big

defensive plays wiped out by
penalties during the course of the

game (a couple of the calls looked

very dubious from the press box)

,

but none was bigger than what
next transpired.

With the Ravens scrim-
maging deep in their own end.

Ruddy stepped back to pass,

came under heavy pressure from
the pass rush, and threw a per-

fect strike to deep back Peter

McNabb. He got some excellent

blocks from his teammates, and
scampered down the sidelines

into the end zone. Not quite,

though. The Gaels managed to

pick up a "roughing the passer"

penalty. No TD, and the Ravens,

who had been hemmed in and
were facing a second-and-11
^situation, found themselves let of

the cage. This happened several

times later in the game as well,

and these penalties were in-

strumental in keeping Carleton's

second scoring drive going in the

fourth period.

Still in the second period, the

- mernThow
John Wintermeyer's face mirrors his concentration as he boots record- setting field goal

Gaels were able to contain

Carleton to between the thirties,

but could not move the ball

steadily themselves. The Ravens
had a chance at a field goal in the

dying seconds, but the kick was
wide, and Alec Morris ran the

. ball out of the end zone to save the

single point.

Norm Hagarty (72) forces 4th-

points for Gaels.

quarter fumble by Raven QB Mike Ruddy to set up insurance

- merrithew

The Gaels moved ahead 15-7,

then 18-7 during the second half,

with Latham replacing Taylor

during the third period after Tom
had gotten belted on a broken-

play rollout with the Gaels in

scoring position. The big soph

continued to move the club ef-

fectively, blit couldn't put a

major on the board. He didn't get

all that much help, though, since

three of his passes went right

through the hands of the intended

receiver.

Dave Hadden, who almost

broke another long TD run when
he slid to the outside on a third-

and-one situation, had . a good

second half, finishing with 80

yards on just 8 carries. . "Beast"

now has 418 yards in four games,

and looks headed for a super

season. Lang, who has 344 yards,

is not far behind him.

With Queen's up 18-7, the

penalties started again. Every

time Ruddy tried to pass, one or

more of the defense would end up

draped all over him, well behind

the line of scrimmage. Equally

reliably, one of the zebras would

find a face-masking or roughing

penalty to call, and the Ravens

would get a quick 15 yards. With

help like that, the Ravens were

able to sustain a drive that ended

to punt. Chris Harber boomed the

ball deep into the Carleton zone,

and good coverage, plus a clip-

ping penalty, put the Ravens into

ahole. This time, they didn't

escape. On the second play from
scrimmage. Ruddy attempted to

pitch out just as Norm Hagarty
wrapped him up. Darrell Penner
belted the offensive back that

was trying to get to the ball, and
Queen's recovered on the Raven
15.

Latham had a perfect strike

bounce off the hands of a wide-

open St. George on second down,
and once again Wintermeyer
came into the game. His fifth

three-pointer was right though

the middle, and the Gaels held on

to win, 21-13.

The Gaels now own a 3-1

record, the same as Ottawa U. If

the Gaels beat Ottawa this

Friday (the game is under the

lights in Lansdowne Park), they

will be all alone in first place,

with Varsity the only remaining
quality team they will face this

season. A pair of victories in the

next couple of weeks would make
a play off spot an almost certain

proposition. However, the prime
concern has to be this Friday.

If the defense can regain the

level of efficiency against the run

with Colvey diving into the end that it displayed in the first OU
zone from one yard out. Carleton

attempted a two-point con-

version, but the pass went astray,

and the Gaels continued to cling

to their precarious 18-13 lead.

Following the kickoff, the

Gaels moved the ball out to their

game, while retaining its curse

on opposition passers, this

Friday will see one hell of a

game. A large fan contingent

would be a big help, so

remembe^: Ottawa isn't very far

away, and the pubs don't close

own forty-five, then were forced early across the river.
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PIZZA
CHALET
544-7227

PRlNCESS^2r\

BARRIE

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

ARTSI '76
PRESENTS

WELCOME BACK
BOOGIE!

GRANT HALL bEER 2/1.00
FRIDAY, OCT. 12th 5/ 2.50
8:00 P.M. - 1:00 P.M.

— LIVE BAND —
HELP STAMP OUT

SOPHOMORE SLUMP!

ANNOUNCING THE
GRAND OPENING OF THE A.S,US.

RED ROOM PUB
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12

3:30 - 6:00 P.M.
A Free Beer To Any Arts Student
Who Brings A Prof (Vice Versa?)

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
KINGSTON GENERAL HOSPITAL

Visitor Parking
IS NOW LOCATED IN UNDERGROUND GARAGE
CORNER OF STUART ST. & UNIVERSITY AVE.

Lake Ontario

MOFFAH'S .D.A. DRUGS
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week — 548-701

1

THg PUM CLUb ^u^OS NtM
yeOPLB To HfcLP ORGANIZE

RL.N fUN ACriVITIfS R/.NTS-

MOVltS BOO&lfS PINNERS- V.E

WAf.T youR |p: ^s energy.

Tuesdcn^October 9
Stirlina'C roflm

LIKE TO EAT?
so DO KIDS

We'd like you to share your lunchtime Orientation and
rap session in preparation for a lunch program for needy
Kids is Thursday, Oct. n at 7:30 p.m. at 165 University

Ave.

Please come.

For info: Phone Leanne at 549-1912

BUY YOUR DIAMOM) NOW!

AND PAY

AT YOUR

CONVENIENCE!

Sometimes it's not eaSy to pay

right away. That doesn't mean you have

to wait to buy a diamond. You

can choose one of our credit plans. Our

selection includes rings in all

price ranges. Let us help you choose a

splendid, exquisitely cut diamond

and plan convenient payments. It's the

easy way to enjoy your

diamond now.

If I .\ .\ KA It n KSTKUUK
.IKWULLKHH

108 I'HINCKSS STHKKT
KINfJSTON. ONTAHIO



Soccer Gaels down Rams 1-0
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By Alfred Kormann
Friday afternoon the soccer

Gaels faced the Ryerson squad on

the West Campus mud. The skies

were clear and the sun shone but

the field was in sad condition

when play got under way at 5

p.m.

Both teams were having

difficulties controlling the ball

that alternatively got stuck in

dirt and puddles or skidded off

the wet grass. The tricky grounds

and the urge to achieve an early

lead resulted in dangerous
situations at both ends during the

first half hours of play however,

both keepers guarded their

respective .-^ nets successfully.

While the Gaels kept cool heads

(compliments to coach John
Walker and his game
psychology) som,e of the Ryerson

players began to act out their

frustrations by insulting the

referee. When the latter finally

ordered the worst rowdy off the

field a pitiful specatcle took

place: the sinner refused to

leave, sat down on the ground and
eventually responded to the

urgings of his own team captain

by throwing punches at him! I

have never seen such childish

behaviour on a soccer field and
hope I will never see it again.

Anyway,play continued but

despite some ripe opportunities

in front of both goals no scoring

resulted.

The beginning of the second
half was not much different from
the earlier play, then the Gaels

started to "Wake up" and to

apply increasing pressure.
During the last half hour of the

game Queen's stormed almost
continually against the opposite

goal restricting Ryerson to a

defensive battle and occasional

counterattacks. After a combined
effort of the Queen's forwards our

Chris Clark just missed with a

head ball, a couple of minutes
later Dave Robertson's shot was
slightly wide of the post, then

Don Baragar was unable to

complete his break-through, Nick
Drysdale's shot inches off the

mark, and so it went on and on.

Again and again the ball went
wide or over the net or hit the

•cross-bar, the Ryerson goalie

deflected shots a few times-, it

looked like the Ryerson goal was
under a magic spell! With just

five minutes to go the charm
wore out and during still another

Queen's attack the opposite
keeper could only partially block

Jim Monaghan's drive. Davy
Robertson was right on the spot
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performance anymore. Hopefully field at 4.30 p.m. A cheering
the Gaels will have a faster start crowd would be much ap-
tomorrow Wednesday when they preciated by our soccer team,
meet RMC on the West Campus

at Waterloo; Gals secondTrack
Despite competing with less

than full teams. Queen's men's

and women's track squads scored

Gaels win
inipressive victories in the

Waterloo Invitational Meet held

last Friday at Waterloo. The

to kick the loose ball in the net.

Inspired by that late success the

Gaels kept possession of the ball

but the "spell" was on again and
the result remained 1:0 for

Queen's.

All in all it was an awkward
game with the muddy conditions

at least partially responsible for

some of the confusion on the field.

Even if the Gaels kept Ryerson
off the score board our defense

appeared quite shaky at times
and it was Queen's luck that the

opposing forwards could not

captialize their chances. Our
mid-field players and forwards

had their share of problems as

well, illustrated by the fact that it

took them an hour to get really

started and 30 minutes to make
use of the additional player after

the exclusion of the Ryerson hot-

head. With regard to the latter it

seems obvious that an "athlete"

who threatens the referee and
attacks team-mates has no place

in any game but I am afraid we
will see that creature in soccer

dress again.

However, the Gaels deserved
to win because they were able to

intensify their efforts by an
impressible degree during the

last part of the game while

Ryerson could not step up their

men's team won the meet with an

overall total of 82 Va points to

Waterloo's 69 points. The
women's team finished second in

their division with 41 points while

McMaster was the top female

team with 56 points.

In the men's events, rookie

Bob MacCormack was a surprise

winner of the men's 800 metres

with a time of 1:56.3, almost two

seconds faster than his best

previous time. His speciality is

the 1500 metres.

Dave Jarvis, Tom Dixon and

George Neeland, all of Queen's,

dominated the sprint events,

coming in the top three positions

in both the 100 and 200 metres.

Solid performances from Jim
Van Meer and Keith Berriman in

the men's 400 metres placed them
second and third. Van Meer's

time was 51.9 while Berriman

was right behind^ finishing in a

time of 52.3 seconds.

In the field events, rookie

John Darlington looked im-

pressive as he placed second in

the long jump with a leap of 21

feet 7 inches and third in the

triple jump with a leap of 41 feet

20 inches. Another rookie, Mike
Forsayeth placed fifth in the

very competitive high jump with

a leap of five feet ten inches.

Again, the relay events

proved to be one of Queen's

strong points as the men won
both the 400 and the mile relays.

Queen's women did nearly as

well in their second place finish to

McMaster. Again Pam Scothern

paced the Gals with victories in

the shotput - 41' 7" - and the

discus - 101 feet. Sue Sisson

finished second in the discus with

a toss of 91 feet five inches. Kathy
Wynne, running her first 400 yard

An impressive 36-hole victory

was turned in by the Queen's

race of the season, finished

second with a time of 65 seconds.

Marg Cumming of Waterloo won
the event in a time of 63.7.

In the very competitive
women's sprints, Mary Ann
Drinkwater placed sixth in the

100 and fourth in the 200 with

team-mate Janey O'Rourke
coming in fifth in the 200.

The team will continue
workouts the rest of this week
and will travel to London on

Thursday to take part in the

Western Invitational meet. Then
it's home once again to prepare

for the OUAA-OWIAA combined
outdoor championships here at

Queen's on Oct. 19-20.

intercollegiate golf team in the

OUAA eastern sectionals held

Friday at the Cataraqui Golf and
Country Club. Dan Clark with a

146, Ron White with a 150 and Bob
Russell - all Queen'smen - were
the top three finishers as the

Queen's team won by a whopping
24 strokes over second place

Toronto. The Queen's total of 606

was accomplished by counting

the best four scores in each of the

two 18-hole rounds. John Colwell

with a 159 and Doug Painter with

a 158 were the other two mem-
bers of the Queen's team. John
Bays and Jim Atkinson of

Toronto each had 157's; York's

Dan Page also had a 157 to lead

his team.
The top four teams - Queen's,

Toronto, York and Carleton, will

now advance to the OUAA finals

to be held in London this Thur-

sday and Friday.

Lukey singles champ
Peter Lukey of Queen's scored a major upset in the men's

first tennis singles in the OUAA eastern sectionals playoffs held

Friday at the West Campus. Lukey beat Murray Whittaker of

Carleton 6-4, 3-6; 6-2, and followed that with a close victory over

favoured Keith Porter of Toronto by scores of 7-6, 4-6, and 6-4.

The second doubles team of Henry Brenzell and Gord Laing beat

the Toronto team of Lents and Griffin 6-7, 7-6, 6-3 and followed

that up by beating the Carleton team of McPhail and Holland 6-

4, 0-6, 6-4. The other Queen's victory was scored by Nigel

Etherington who beat IDadkowicz of Toronto 6-2, 6-1.

Overall, the Blues won top team honours winning ten

matches. Queen's was next with five and Carleton followed with

three. The Toronto team, plus Lukey from Queen's will now
advance to the OUAA finals at Western this coming Friday.

Actually there will be three titles decided, including the team
title, the singles title, and the doubles title. "The top Toronto team
of Porter and Saldon will play in the doubles.

Our congratulations to Peter Lukey and his team-mates for

their fine performance this year. And a special tip of the cap to

coach Don Macintosh and convenor Brian Cox for their work in

staging this year's eastern sectionals.

CAMPUS MOVIES presents...

Kurt Vonnegut's

Between Time
and Timbuktu
and a Walt Disney cartoon

!

DUNNING HALL-AUD. ADMISSION
7 & 9:30 P.M. $1 /person

Graduation Portraits

YOU COULD COME TO US,

FLAIR PHOTOGRAPHIC

BUT YOU CAN'T BE BOTHERED.

GO AHEAD. SETTLE FOR

SOMETHING LESS....

For Appointment Drop in at - 94 Brock Street or Call

542-7733

Golfers win easily
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World

Royal Navy leaves Cod War

Canada

Oil battle continues

LONDON - The British government, In

a last-minute effort to break a

deadlock in the year-old fishery

dispute with Iceland, has withdrawn
her warships from the disputed 50-

mile fishery limit Iceland is trying to

impose. Iceland had threatened to

break off diplomatic relations with

Britain if the warships remained.

Trawler skippers in the fishing

city of Hull have voted to support the

British initiative but declare that they

will continue to fish within the limit

and will renew their call for protection

if they are harassed.

Iceland unilaterally imposed the

limits Sept. 1 last year in an effort to

conserve fishery stocks. Britain sent

in frigates to protect its fleet following

many incidents between trawlers and
Icelandic gunboats.

BOSTON - This city has experienced

two brutal murders in the last week,

both with strong racial overtones. In

the first incident, a 24 year old

woman, Evelyn Renee Wagler, was
beaten by a gang of six youths until

she agreed to pour gasoline over

herself. The youths then tossed a

match and set her afire. Mrs. Wagler
rolled on the ground to put out the

flames and then walked to a nearby
store and calmly asked the manager
to call an ambulance. She died in the

hospital four hours later.

In the second incident, last

Thursday, a gang of 40 to 50 youths,

from a low-income housing project,

stoned to death an elderly man who
was fishing in the ocean near the

project.

In both bases the victim was white
while the attackers were black.

Part of the outcry raised by the

murders has to do with them coming
only two days after Fuzz, a movie
depicting similar attacks, was shown
on coast-to-coast television, including

Boston. The burning to death of Mrs.
Wagler corresponds to a similar at-

tack shown in the movie.

BELFAST - The British army says

that it has put 28 children on its list of

dangerous suspected terrorists. The
children, both Protestants and Roman
Catholics, are hardened street .

fighters who have planted bombs, shot

at soldiers and taken part in armed
robberies.

The army said that two
youngsters, on Wednesday, ambushed
a mailman, Ivor Vennard, in a

Catholic neighborhood, shot him once

and then stood over him and pumped
bullets into his body until he was dead.

Mr. Vennard was a former member of

the Ulster Defence Force, the

province's mostly Protestant militia.

BKIRUT- The Eagles of the Palestine

Revolution guerrilla group has issued

a warning to the Soviet Uniin that its

embassies and interests in the Middle

East would be attacked unless the

flow of Russian .lows to Israel Is

halted.

The statement said, in part:

"Claiming friendship to the Arabs
must be coupled with sincerity and not

with stabs in the back. The continuous

emigration by Russian Jews to

Palestine constitutes a big danger to

our just struggles and places an ad-

ditional burden on the Palestine

revolution."

Russia, seeking trade concessions

from the United States, has been
under heavy pressure to allow more
than 60,000 Jews to emigrate.

MIAMI - A Miami judge says that he

wants to put a 19-year old murderer on

probation on condition that the man
work to support the wife and family of

his victim. Judge Dan Satin said that

if the murderer, Larry Clark, was
sentenced to life in prison he would be
a burden on the state and the widow
would receive no financial help except

from welfare. Judge Satin said that he

feels it would be much better to put

Clark to work helping the widow and
children of the man whose life he took.

SAN FRANCISCO - A decision by the
"

board of directors that runs the

Golden Gate Bridge to put tip a $1-

million barrier to stop suicides from
jumping has caused a macabre
controversy between
"humanitarians" and so-called "civil

libertarians". The controversy
centers around whether the board has

the right to prevent a person from
committing suicide by jumping from
the span.

To date the bridge has had 499

known victims. During the last ten

years 1,440 people have been
prevented from jumping by the

bridges employees.
Even as the controversy is taking

place the bridge's 497th, 498t-h and
499th victim jumped. The whole city is

waiting for number 500. "the whole
thing is like Hank Aaron's home run"
said local columnist Herb Caen, who
supports the barrier, even though his

newspaper, the San Francisco
Chronicle, does not.

In support of their position, the

"humanitarians" say that the idea of

jumping from the Golden Gate Bridge
is what causes many people to leap

and point out that of the 1440

prevented from jumping only 4 per
cent went on to commit suicide

elsewhere.

EDMONTON - The battle between
Alberta and the federal government
has heated up with both sides firing

major shots at each other. Less than

24 hours after a meeting with federal

Energy Minister Donald Macdonald
ended in a stalemate. Alberta's
Premier Peter Lougheed announced
that Alberta plans to substantially

increase its royalities on oil and
natural gas. Later Mr. Macdonald
said that the federal government
would not provide special treatment

for Syncrude Canada Ltd. - the

company which is planning an $800-

million plant to extract synthetic

crude oil from Alberta's Athabasca oil

sands.

In announcing the royalty in-

crease, Pemier Lougheed argued that

the new federal tax of 40 cents per

barrel for exported oil would cause
Alberta's oil producers to lose sales,

causing a loss of about $300-million a

year in royalties and development

money.
The reaction of the oil industry Vb

these developments was to complain
that it was being used as a pawn in an

Ottawa-Alberta constitutional battle.

The industry maintains that the

ultimate loser will be the consumer.

TORONTO - The Ontario government
has announced that it plans to in-

troduce legislation this fall to increase

the pensions paid to low-income
pensioners. The plan, announced last

Thursday by Premier William Davis,

will gear the annual payments to

inflation. The immediate effect will be

a $50 bonus to single pensioners with

incomes less than $3,100 and to

married couples with incomes less

than $5,400.

OTTAWA - The International Joint

Commission, the body charged with

handling border disputes between
Canada and the U.S., has submitted

lU recofrimcndation* on ift* f»U
I'oini Hotit-riM. 'UtM report won't b«
put^likhfd for two or three weekk t)ul

oni- fx/kkil/ilily in tiiai ihf tommtnUxi
will rKomnriend jjiving th* p</iDt »a

Canada.
l'oin( Rot/iTti> iti a i-tquitre-miW

pcninkula, attarhtd to the B.C.
mainland but part <il Ihe tjnited )»t»t«(

because it falU \>eU>w the 4»th

paralltrl. Mo»t <if the r«»Ul«nl» <A the

Ifiint are Canadian and the point'o

only access U) the outside world is

through c;anada, lit leUrphone and
power services are provided by B.C.
Telephone and B.C.Hydro.

The point is sufferinf; from a

water shortage as its current supplies,

wells, cannot meet demand. Any
outside supplies would have to come
from Canada and Ottawa is reluctant

to set the precident <A supplying water
to the U.S. even in this special case.

Turning the point over to Canada
would solve most (rf the physical and
legal difficulties its people now face.

OTTAWA - Prime Minister Trudeau
will take four beavers with him on hi*

trip to China this week as a gift to the

Peking Zoo. Other gifts include a polar
bear rug for Chairman Mao, a

sealskin parka for his wife, an Indian
ceremonial mask for Premier Chou
Enlai and an Eskimo soapstone
carving for Mrs. Chou.

So as not to leave the impression
that Canada is not only a land of snow
and native people, the group will also

be taking a sophisticated, $6,000

operating-room table.

OTTAWA- Jules Leger has been
appointed Governor-General of

Canada succeeding Roland Michener.
Leger, who is currently Canadian
ambassador to Belgium and
Luxemburg, will take office in mid-
January.

TORONTO - The report of the Ontario

Legislature's select committee
considering Ontario Hydro's new
building has criticized the way Hydro
chose the Canada Square Corp. Ltd. to

build the building, and criticized some
of developer Gerhard Moog's actions.

The report, which was apparently

unanimous clears Premier Davis and
his office of any impropriety.

backpage
unclassifieds

FOUND: a key. Contact the Queen's
Journal office, 547-2606, if if is

yours.

"Thi; ASUS Pub is coming"
QUICK Only ONE Room. Single for a

female available af West Campus.
Contact Kathleen 549 0159.

DON'T FORGET OKTOBERFEST
Sat, Oct. 13. We will have a bus
leaving at 8 am Sat. and returning
at 1.30 am Sunday. Queen's Bus
Service serves you. Tickets $8.00,

iee us in the union.

LUNCH PROGRAM KIDS NEED
PEOPLE. Want to share a lun

f.htime? Phone Leanne ,it 549 191?.

//ANT A FREE BEER? Bring a prof
to the ASUS Pub,

DEAR STAFF: We an- aiming (or a

nf.ti record. 5 p.m. See the end of

th<- classified to see if we (the (our
o( u'.j miide it

FOUND: t'//o silver bullets with initial

L.R, in vicinity of flov/er p.ith by
Grant Ple.'ise r.ontnO Bert via

singing wire before midnight of

ne/t (ull moon Hi Ho, Silver!

MU'.T '.ELI. canopy tent for side of

'ampcr van, inr hides all pores,

'.leeps 4 adults Must sell, crashed
van ,Nev/ %\V), v/ill sell for t6i.

Phone 544 4106

MISSrS LINDA BARBER AND
ANNr MILNE and Messrs Chris
George and John Thomas, of Gael
Group 54 Fame, cordially request
th<T pri'S'-nce of all our (rosh 55
frieri'l-. //'-dnesday, Oct 10, I97'i in

the Students' Memorial Union
Pub. We will meet at 7.30 p.m. in

front of the Union. Attendance will

be taken! We hereby promise, in

order to ensure Full participation,

that: "Great Legs" will show
THEM; Anne won't be late; Chris

will not bring his guitar OR hustle

the freshettes; and Uncle John
won't tell anymore porcupine
stories. See you there.

PHOTOGRAPHERS: Camera Club
course will be held on Wednesdays
at 7.30 8.30 p.m. in room 15 Frost
Wing of Gordon Hall.

PHOTOGRAPHERS Photo Image
now offers custom black and white
printing and Ektachrome
processing at reasonable rates.

For further information cill 546-

7770 or visit our studio at 33 Brock
St,

GLOUCESTER AND COLONEL
BY'crs: we're meeting at the Pub
on Tuesday, October 9, (tonight) to

sec everybody, so come on out.

Special invites to Nancy, Kathy,
Joni, Pat P., Jen, Cathy, Mike,
Crancis, John, Tim, Jim, M.iris,

Mike, Jeiry, Davi' (Org) and
Robbie. Sorry if I forgot anybody.

STUDENT MOVING AT STUDENT
PRICES Student with .i truck To
do local or long disl.inre large or

small. Call John evi'nings (.ifter

5.30 p.m.) at 542 5411', and talk

About It.

STUDENTS earn extra monoy. Have

a car? We'll pay delivery com-
mission plus extra to cover in-

surance. Call the Pizza Chalet 544-

1227. Mr. Dean Beckstead.

WHY not an inconspicuous gay
organization. Phone 544-5614.

THE HOME OF THE RED LIGHT is

pleased to announce the reopening

of relations (after near civil war)
between the Passion Penthouse
and The Fifth following the

marriage of J. Proctor) and J.

(Floor Senior). Besides their two
kids, the Passion Penthouse and
The Fifth are cordially invited to

the reception.

M.O.A.T.S. Want to get cars off the

road? Come and plan with us.

We'll replace them with an ef-

ficient public transportation
system based on a monorail
overhead automated tran-

sportation system. Organizational

meeting to set up study teams and
install the Club Executive, Tues.,

Oct. 9, 1973, 7.30 p.m. small
meeting room, second floor,

Students Union. Look for the

MOATS signs.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER
wanted (or Friday afternoons, and
any other half d.iy each week; 15

month old child on lower William

St. Phone 542 6615.

ACOUSTIC GUITAR: Excellent for

(oik or classical. Lovely tone,

f irst class mid priced instrument.

Includes case, neck strap, extra

strings song books. Halt price 1145.

A great deal. Phone 546 9296.

t OUND: One woman's watch on steps

of Frost Wing (Chemistry). Union
street entrance. Contact Mrs.
Innis, Chemistry Library. 547-2636.

OWING TO THE sudden birth of hair

follicles upon the chest (that

massive 42 AAA which we all

admire), of the shortest member
of the Brothel, we would like td

wish the brute a Happy Birthday.

Love, the HA(I)REM.
LOST: one green hunter's hat,

reversible red top. Probably left

around Dunning. Great sen-

timental value. Please call Angle,
544-8130 if you've picked it up.

THE LONG-AWAITED first general
meeting of the Queen's WUSC club
is at 9 p.m. on Thursday, October
11 in the Upper Meeting Room of

the International Centre.
NEEDED: one person to share 2

bedroom apt. Apply 327 Barrie St.

Apt. 1 after 6 p.m.
WE'RE LOOKING FOR A HOME for

a small, white kitten. If interested,

call 548-3789 around 6 p.m. or after

11 p.m. We already have a lifter

and (ood and (lea collar which
come with the cat. No charge.

GAEL GROUP 47; it's about time (or

a reunion! Remember: the group
that drinks together stays together
so lets meet on the steps o( Stirling

at 8.30 Wed. Oct. 11 and then head
(rom there to the Pub!

FOURTH MCNEIL is ready for your
opening, make it soon, 5E.

5E ANNOUNCES THE OPENING 0(

their new service. Everyone and
everything Is ready

, Call J.K. (or

(pood, (Or comfort, 544-8819.

OKTOBERFEST, Oct. 13. Oktober-
fest, tickets S8.00. Oktoberfest,
Kitchener-Waterloo. Oktoberfest,
leaves Sat. 8 am. Oktoberfest,
returns Sun. 1.30 am. Oktoberfest,
(un, fun, fun, Oktoberfest is of-

fered to you by Queen's Bus
Service.

QUEEN'S NDP- there will be a

meeting Thursday, Oct. 11 7.30 pm.
in the Lower Meeting Room of the

International Centre wjth a

speaker on the UEW GRAPE AND
LETTUCE BOYCOTT.

ACCORDIAN LESSONS WANTED. I

am a beginner and need a few
cheap lessons. Anyone who can
play can probably help me. Call

Larry 542-6944 evenings.

FOR SALE: Le Jeune women's 10-

speed. 544-9601.

REWARD offered for return of navy
blue sweater jacket left in Upper
Ban Righ cafeteria last Friday at

lunch hour. Please return to Ban
Righ meal Line (leave name) or

call 544-8518. It's important that I

get this back so please return it.

OTTAWA, TORONTO, MONTREAL.
We are running buses every

weekend. Ticket sales Tues. thru

Thursday 10.30 - 3.00 in the John
Orr Room in the Union. You can't

lose by using Queen's bus service,

ROOM FOR RENT: $51 per month
unfurnished single in 5 bedroom
house with 3rd and 4th year

students. 377 Earl Street. 5 minute
walk (rom campus. Please call

546 5401 or 544-5015.

We didn't



QSA Director resigns;

cites lack of Council support
by Kathy Wynne and Bob Mutrie

Paul Mahaffy tendered his

resignation as Director of

Queen's Student Agencies (QSA)
Wednesday.

Mahaffy, as QSA Director

was responsible for the overall

administration of the en-

trepreneurial services at

Queen's.

In announcing the move,
Mahaffy cited a lack of backing

from Outer Council and the fact

that the position was not what he
had expected.

Mahaffy pointed out that,

"The concerted efforts of the

business adminstrator (Joyce

Roe) and myself have been

persistently frustrated by
misinformed student politicians

working around us and not with

us."

He noted that his original

expectations of the position were
that it was to be that of an om-
budsman of QSA services. In

addition he felt that he was to

take full responsibility of their

day-to-day operations. "I thought

that I would become, in effect, a

paid employee of the AMS
working in conjunction with the

Business Administrator".

However, Steve Brereton,

President of the AMS later told

the Journal that Mahaffy's job

"is now in line with what Paul

wanted."

He pointed out that, in effect,

the position of QSA director as a

result of recent Outer Council

ruhngs, is that of an assistant to

the Business Administrator.

However, Brereton stated

that the problem at hand appears

to be one of "personalties as well

as structure".

Mahaffy stressed that he
wanted to get away from
"specific name-calling" but note

that various Council members
had been issuing directives to

QSA services "behind his back".

He pointed out that others had
been making policies and
procedures for QSA services

which he felt were "not feasible".

When questioned why he was
resigning at this particular time

he commented that he finally had

- solman
Paul Mahaffy, former QSA director

Arts elections

Two run for Senate
Former Journal Editor Jennifer Grass and Orientation '73

Committee member Bill Fallis filed nominations Wednesday
night for the vacant Arts' seat on Senate (the seat was vacated
by former student Senator Rob MacKnight, who resigned after

one year of a two year term).

The Senate is composed of representatives of the faculty

and administration as well as 14 student representatives and is

responsible for academic decisions and campus planning.The
election will be held next Wednesday and the campaign
propaganda of both candidates will be printed in Tuesday's
Journal.

An election will also be held next Wednesday for an Arts'

seat on the AMS Outer Council that became available when
former assistant Education Commissioner Ross Sutherland

resigned this fall. Diana Cottingham, Jim Henderson and Ruth
Siles have been nominated for this position.

"no pressing projects" at hand
which required urgent attention,

This, he felt, made it an op-

portune time.

Because of those problems
which he pointed out, Mahaffy
stated that he has been "unable
to achieve the satisfaction of

following a project through". As
a result he is "no longer

motivated to do a good job." He
did not feel that his function

should be the preparation of

reports requested by Outer
Council "on the bona fides of QSA
employees."

Mahaffey's lost

recommendations

In his letter of resignation

Mahaffy left a few suggestions

for future consideration.

He felt that the job of QSA
Director required the attention of

"a full-time salaried

professional" and added that

otherwise the AMS should not be

offering services at all. Mahaffy
pointed out that no student has

the time to devote to so

demanding a position.

Brereton agreed that it would
be highly desirable to have
another full-time person in the

employ of the AMS. However, he
stated that, if the services remain
in their present uncertain
position the AMS would not be

able to afford such a person.

Mahaffy's second recom-
mendation was closely tied to this

problem of AMS services being in

an uncertain position.

He noted that Outer Council

has endorsed the policy that

servi-ces should be self-

supporting.

In accordance with this he

recommended that the AMS
Printing Service be discontinued.

Mahaffy pointed out that the

volume of business is simply

insufficient to support a full-time

staff on a guaranteed salary. He
continued saying that financial

reports for the service during

August and September, once

completed, will probably show a

$200 loss.

He concluded that despite the

mark-up on work referred to

downtown commercial printers,

the monthly loss of $200 justifies

discontinuation of the service.

Brereton noted that the AMS
would be considering this

very question in the near future.

Warren Allmand

Parole law defended
by John Bottomley

Warren Allmand made a strong defence of the Canadian
penal system, on Tuesday in Stirling Hall, pointing out the

many positive facets of the system which are generally ignored

by the mass media.

Allmand put himself forward as a determined fighter in this

area. He did, however, feel that little improvement would be
made without sweeping changes in the entire criminal justice

system.

He has moved to amend the Parole Act, increasing the size

of the Parole Board from nine to nineteen, in an effort to tighten

up on the number of paroles issued to those who might not

deserve them.

The Solicitor General feels that a larger board can provide a

more careful review of each inmate's prison history. In ad-

dition, he has appointed a commission in Quebec to reduce the

number of escapes.

Allmand was critical of the media for its coverage of the

Parole Board's results, claiming that the media tends to

publicize only the mistakes and pointing out that the Temporary
Absence Program is "better than 99 per cent effective". Of 1056

inmates allowed out at Christmas, only one didn't return.

According to Allmand, "The department sends out press

releases with this sort of information, but mass media doesn't

publicize it." He admits that the one failure is bad, but that the

whole program should not be stopped because of the few
failures.

People have not given the liberalized program a chance to

prove itself, said Allmand. He noted the short existence of the

program and stated that they "are still experimenting, trying

things out," and that there are committees set up in many
different areas of the Criminal Justice Department concerned
with researching to improve the system. Among these groups is

what the media has been calling the "Secret Police", a totally

misleading name; as Allmand emphatically declared, "It is

actually involved in research and analysis, and can only

recommend policy."

Most of the meeting was taken up by questions from the well

informed audience. When asked what the percentage of

repeaters, people who return to Federal institutions, is, Allmand
replied with an incredible 80 per cent, most them soon after their

release, and cited this as evidence of the failure of the punitive

system.

He also feels that Capital punishment is no greater a

deterent to murder than is life imprisonment, quoting statistics

from the U.S., in which states which have had no capital punish-

ment for many years have the same murder rates or lower than

the states around them.
'

Allmand stressed throughout that overcrowding in Federal

institutions was the cause of most of the problems in the system.

With a ratio of 60-100 inmates for every classification officer, the

officers simply cannot do as good a job as they should. With all

these inmates, many areas considered obsolete have had to be
reopened or turned into dorms, as was the case in British

Columbia. Because of the huge number of inmates, some
classification officers are being rushed into service without

proper training. This is a major reason for people getting

paroles when they don't deserve them.

The Solicitor General was strongly in favour of

rehabilitation as opposed to punitive incarceration. He feels that

the inmate should be accorded the rights of a human being.

Judges, he claimed, should be sentencing on the basis of

rehabilitation more than by the type of crime, giving a person
time to learn something in prison.

A prisoner, said Allmand, cannot possible be rehabilitated

in prison; it is too unlike outside society; but he can be given a

start in the right direction. He can learn a trade, or be sent to

school, so that when he leaves the prison he will have something
which he can do. Allmand doesn't want to abandon the

rehabilitative approach in detention, because "an
unrehabilitated man is much more dangerous than a

rehabilitated one.
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Pubs and Movies
401 Inn - Six Pax
Townhouse - The Lost Generation

Commodore - The Donna Moon Show
Manor - Signs

Frontenac - Nigel and Jessie

Capitol - The Last of Sheila until Saturday

Hyland - Last Tango in Paris

Odeon - Carry on Matron
Grand Theatre - Oct. 16 and 17, Feux Follets,

directed by Alan Lund. Curtain at 8:30 p.m. and
tickets $3, $4.

Friday, Oct. 12
3:30 - 6:00 p.m. - Grand Opening of the ASUS Red
Room Pub

7:15 and 9:15 p.m. - "Gimme Shelter" with the

Rolling Stones for 99 cents at McArthur
Auditorium.

8:00 p.m. - GSS Film Club presents Bergman's
"Summer Interlude", at Ellis Hall. Season's

tickets still available for $5.00.

8:00 p.m. - Artsci '76 presents "Welcome Back
Boogie" in Grant Hall until 1 :00 a.m. Help Stamp
Out Sophomore Slump!

8:30 p.m. - Dept. of Drama presents Michael

MacCowan performing his Shakespeare An-

thology, "Now Cracks a Noble Heart", in Con-

vocation Hall. Admission is free.

9:00 p.m. - International Club party in the Lower
Lounge, International Centre. All welcome, non-

members ..50c.

Saturday, Oct. 13
2:fXJ p.m. - Drop in after 2.00 to 110 Queen St. for

film, conversation and coffee at the Kingston

Women's Centre Open House. At 8.00 p.m. there

will be a panel discussion on "Who Needs a

Women's Centre". All women welcome.
8:00 p.m. -WL'SC Pub and Dancing until 1.00 a.m. at

the McArthur Pub. Admission .25c, Beer .50c,

I^iquor .7.5c,

Wildwater canoeing trip on the lower Madawaska,
Oct. 13 - 14, with the Queen's Outing Club. If in-

terested call Jim, 549-0652, or Brian, 544-7547.

Channel 6 on Stephen Day of the French Dept.

4:00 p.m. - CF^RC presents Stravinsky "L'Histoire

du Soldat" (The Soldier's Tale), a musical

dramatic presentation featuring Russ Waller and
Richard Trousdell.

8:00 p.m. - Queen's Drama Guild presents "The
Seven Ages of Woman", a poetry reading ex-

ploring various reactions of and to womanhood. In

Ban Righ Common Room. Admission is .25c and
includes coffee afterwards.

Queen's Outing Club trip to Guelph U. for an
orienteering contest. Call Dave 544-7182 for more
info.

Monday, Oct. 15

2:30 p.m. - Buckminster Fuller, seminar with

School of Public Administration.

3:30 p.m. - Dr. David T. Suzuki, of the University of

British Columbia, will be speaking in Rm. 114,

Earl Hall, at a Dept. of Biology Seminar on

"Temperature-sensitive Locomotor Mutants in

Drosophila".

8:30p.m. - The Brockington Visitor, R. Buckminster

Fuller, will be speaking in Grant Hall, as part of

his six day stay at Queen's. See this week's

Feature Article.

Tuesday, Oct. 16

Sunday, Oct. 14
'>:'.'M p.m. Liberation Study (iroup Supper, topic

Chile, Ixwer Lounge, International Centre.

7:30 p.m. - "Who's Afraid of French", a new TV
French Language Course being broadcast on

7:00 ^.m. - First class in the Human Sexuality

Course, tonight in Dupuis Auditorium. The film

"Sexuality and Communication" will be shown,
followed by a question period. A timetable of

classes is available from the Birth Control Centre.

8:00 p.m. - The traditional Candlelighting Ceremony
for all first year Queen's women will take place

tonight in Grant Hall.

8:00 p.m. - There will be a general meeting for all

those interested in Festival '74 in the second floor

common room, the Student Union.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies -Evening Film
Series showing of "The Young One" (Luis Bunuel,
1960) with Zachary Scott and Key Meersman, in

Ellis Hall.

Later Next Week
Oct. 17 at 7:00 p.m. TAK session for their volunteer

training program.
Oct. 17 at 7:30 p.m. - Pollution Probe meeting with

speakers and a slide show from Probe Toronto, at

St. James Church Hall.

Oct. 18 at 8:00 p.m. - Consumer's Association of

Canada, Kingston meeting with panel discussion

at Sydenham St. United Church.

a"A major movie, it is one of the y^iir's most important and^

wth ought provo king film s".

The School
Librarianshi^
Movie

M^^Arthur
Hall
7:15 15

9 15 pm
TONIGHTi^
990

GORDON LIGHTFOOT
OCTOBER 28

QUEENS DEPARTMENT

OF DRAMA
PRESENTS

MICHAEL MAmWAN
PERfORMING

NOW CRACKS A NOBLE HEART
A SHAKESPEARE ANTHOLOGY

FRIDAY OCT 12 at 800 RM.

FREE CONVOCATION HALL FREE

ARTSCI '76

PRESENTS

Welcome Back

BOOGIE!

GRANT HALL
FRIDAY, OCT. 12th

8:30 P.M.

ADMISSION: $1.00 with 76 yearcard

1.25 without

BEER: 2/$1.00

5/ 2.00

KING BISCUIT BOY

AND MAINLINE

HELP STAMP OUT

SOPHOMORE SLUMPl
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briefly...

'Abolish fees' - SFU students
BURNABY BC (CUP) Claiming that 'the continuation of tuition

fees discriminates and belongs to the 19th century,' the students

council executive at Simon Fraser University CSFU) has asked
the provincial government to abolish tuition fees.

'We believe that tuition fees should not be part of an

education system in a democratic and progressive society', the

council executive said in a motion to be presented to the NDP
cabinet and backbenchers.

This motion was contained in a number of recommendations
from the council executive to the government in an attempt to

influence the content of the new Universities Act that the

provincial government has promised.

The students also requested a reorganization of the

university's Board of Governors giving riiore representation to

students and. the non-university community, and the establish-

ment of a freeze on the restructuring until either the new act is

passed or a majority of students in a department agree to

proposed changes.

Student council officials are attempting to get other British

Columbia students unions to support their recommendations.

Meds plans for fall
The Annual Meds Formal, entitled Euxine this year, will be

presented on October 26. The event will be held at LaSalle Hotel

again, with a buffet served. Tickets are $16 this year, increased

because of rising food prices. Medical students and staff can get

their tickets from class presidents or from Aesculapian Society

executive.

Great Expectorations is the title, and not necessarily the

theme of this year's Medical Variety Night. Due to its great

success last year, the show will be held on two nights this year,

Friday and Saturday November 9 and 10 Dave Allison, Public

Relations chairman for Aesculapian Society told the Journal

that skits are being solicited from anyone in Nursing Science,

Rehab, and Medicine, including staff. He also pointed out that

help was needed for making posters, for set design, stage crew.

Preliminary auditions will start October 13. Persons with skits

should contact Willie Baker (544-3192), Nori Fiess (549-0797) or

Don Mintz (544-1791).

Flora, Joe Clark:

PC s want to change innage
by Rhonda Snary

Conservative MP Joe Clark

feels that young people maintain

an old-fashioned idea of his party.

"The student body constitutes the

greatest challenge to the Con-

servative Party," he told Queen's

students at a casual noon-time

meeting on Wednesday.
Clark, the National Chair-

man of the PC Youth Caucus and
local MP Flora MacDonald
presented themselves for

questions and discussion in the

(Queen's Pub with the intention of

trying to bring the students'

views of the Conservative Party

up to date. Queen's is one of 29

universities various MP's are

planning to visit this fall.

The pair noted that the

Progressive Conservatives have
younger members in caucus than

any other party, and felt that the

Liberals (who have had basic

control since 1935) are retaining

their senior civil servants and
thus stifling any possibility for a

new influx of ideas.

When asked about their

policies, both MacDonald and
Clark - felt the most important

issues were the recognition of

aboriginal rights, the in-

troduction of a guaranteed an-

nual income, the increasing

power of provinces and reducing

dependence on Ottawa, and the

wage freeze. Elaborating on the

latter point, Clark felt a 90 day
price freeze should be enacted

and then measures taken to

alleviate the economic strain on

the country.

Clark also added that,

although there is a "great danger
of cynicism about political

process (exemplified by the

Watergate situation), and some
of it deserved, we should not

allow ourselves to surrender to

it." Both were pleased and en-

couraged by the student turnout

on Wednesday.

Info Bank a success
Information Bank has been

operating for less than a month,
but it is already proving that it

fulfills a definite need in the

Queen's community, according to

its director, Kevin Van
Koughnett.

The service is a volunteer,

student-run organization which

acts as a central clearing house

for information to assist people in

finding out what is happening,

where to go for what, and so on.

Facts are gathered from
groups organizing events of all

kinds - concerts, meetings,
dances, sports - both on campus
and in Kingston. The only

Seed money for
young professionals
Your degree and the

accreditations from your

professional association

won't buy your equip-

ment or pay the rent. But

you believe in your earn-

ings power in the years to

come. So do we.

That's why we want to

help you bridge the gap

between now and then.

With a loan now—which
you can pay us back as

you become established.

A loan of up to $25,000

(or more) on a repayment

schedule tailored to your

needs, including defer-

ment of your first payment.

Our brochure—"Money—
and more—to help you start

your Professional Practices-

explains this helpful new
service. Ask your Royal

Bank Manager for a copy.

You will find him as com-

petent in his field as you are

in yours.

Which is a sound prem-

ise for getting togethet.

ROYAL BAN K ^
the helpful bank

At present, eligible professions include:

ACCOUNTING-C.A. • ARCHITECTURE-B.ARCH. • DENTISTRY-D.D.S.

ENGINEERING-B.ENG. • LAW-L.L.B. • MEDICINE-M.D. • OPTOMETRY-O.D.

PHARMACY-B.SC.PHARM. • VETERINARY MEDICINE-D.V.M.

complaint to date has been that

these groups do no always tell

Information Bank of their plans

promptly.

Staffers have already dealt

with a great variety of questions.

Some are very common, this

week's most popular being

"When will the Who's Where be

available?". Others are more
original : "Where can I rent roller

skates?". Information Bank
provided the answers.

Information Bank is located

in the John Orr Room and
operates between 8:30 and 5:30

Monday to Friday.

New McArthur

exec chosen
McArthur Students

Society held its elections on
Tuesday, October 9. The
results are as follows:

President: Don Cameron
External Vice-Pres.: Sue
Dewier
Internal Vice-Pres.: Don
Finlayson

Senator: Tim Bovaird
AMS rep.: Gini Stephen,

Joan New, John Kras
Treasurer: Barry Dewey
Secretary; Anne McRuer

Of the positions, all but

two were filled by ac-

clamation.

FINNEGAN'S
"THE SINGING PUB"
NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

178-188 ONTARIO ST. 544-6881

ARTSa 76

CHALLENGES
ony other year

(N.B. Engineering)

to do a better job

on their year crest

than we did on ours

between Grant and Ontario Halls.

BEAUTIFY THE CAMPUS
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by John Hottomlcy

Is it possible? Are the

Engineers in reality a

society of American in-

filtrators determined to

undermine our very way of

life? All the evidence points

to it. We all seem to

develop an unconscious

disdain for "those
engineers". Is this because

of a subconscious
realization of the true in-

sidious nature of the devious

engineer? We all know that

the Golden Words is the

subersive mouthpiece of the

engineer, constantly
bombarding us with a

steady stream of Yankee
ideology in each and every

issue! Just take a look at the

blatant American
propaganda in this week's

edition alone! Note the self-

evident glorification of the

Americans at OUR expense,

the philosophy so obvious in

these quotes.". . .New York
will look good. .

." Notice

the subtle urges inherent in

this: ie. "Go to Ne\V York,

you'lllove it!" Foul Beasts!

Yet another quote.
".

. .Needless to say, the

Calgary zone defence was
useless against Jersey Joe's

aerial assault. .
." See how

Golden Words makes its

policy of American
agression known. How much

the
queen's

jerbil

<2> .

longer can we allow this to

continue to exist on our

thoroughly Canadian
Campus? The very warp
and woof of our society is

threatened by these pur-

veyors of the "Yankee
Doctrine" as they, through

Golden Words and the entire

engineering Society,
furiously undermine our
lives and fill our heads with
filth and maggots! They

must be eliminated! You
can never know when one of

these lackeys to the White
House will approach.
Beware the Yellow Peril,

the Golden Horde! Should
any doubt of their true

nature remain, just look at

this photograph, taken on an
intelligence mission in New
York City, at great risk to

life, limb, and soul!

f?eg ional government

Planning is needed
by iS;ira>i Yarn<-ll

Alderman Ken Keyes Kfxjkf^ aU<ut ItegionaJ Government to the
Student Liberals on Wednesflay night.

•Keyes, whose "hobby is municipal politics" emphasized the need
for county-based cfxjperation between municipalities. He outlined
areas in which "coordination of servic«is" in nef:essary "Capital
borrowing and spending" would be regulated by the ftegional
Government, he commented. Smaller l<jwnships could t>enefit by
receiving funds for important local projects.

Keyes stressed that an Area Planning Board is necewary to
coordinate Zoning laws between municipalities.

Police and fire protection are pf>or in many places, said Keyes.
Kingston City's equipment could help them. The same would be true
for our water supply and distribution equipment. Keyes also noted that
Transit could be involved in a similar project. The collection and
disposal of both sewage and garbage must be coordinated. Kingston
City has had to look to surrounding townships for a garbage disposal
site.

Assessment, taxation and billing for these programs would be
coordinated by the Regional Government.

In this regional government Keyes mentioned a proposed two-tier
structure, with the county as the upper tier, and the municipalities as
the lower. The number of municipalities could be reduced from twenty
two to eight, perhaps incorporating Brockville, Gananoque and
Prescott.

Marijuana mice
As the controversy about the dangers of marijuana continues, a

study is underway to determine if use of the drug is related to birth

defects and genetic damage.
Dr. M.G. Joneja, an associate professor in the Anatomy Depart-

ment, has received a $19,000 research grant to conduct the year-long
study.

To study the effects of marijuana, controlled doses of

Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), believed to be the most significant

psycholactive component of marijuana, are injected into pregnant
female mice and abnormalities of their offspring analysed.

Results of this research may indicate that the synthetically

produced THC has similar effects on human fetal development.
In addition to studying possible birth defects. Dr. Joneja will be

looking at long-term effects on the chromosome structure in mice,
first in bone marrow cells, then in fetal ceUs, to see if THC produces
damage to the genetic material in the dividing ceUs.

q_UfEN'S UNIVERSITY HOMECOMING I973 d, t ft ._/ _ ?

McMASTER VS. QUEEN'S
WEEKEND
SATURDAY SUNDAY
OCT. 27

FRIDAY
OCT. 26

7:30 Pep Rally and Parade

9:00 Arts Inter Year

and Homecoming

Oom-Pa-Pa

Jock Harty Arena

1 :45 Homecoming Parade

from Vic Hall

2:00 McMaster vs Queen's

8:30 "The Great Gatsby"
Semi-Formal

Grant & Kingston Hall

8:30 Commerce Dance
Leonard Hall

OCT. 28

CONCERT

GORDON

LIGHTFOOT
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RIDING CLUB
TRAIL RIDES THIS SATURDAY

AND SUNDAY. BUS LEAVES

FROM UNION at 9:45 A.M.

COST: $2.50

ALFIE SEZ ...

The Queen's Bands will be selling tickets

for the vacant seats on their buses to the Ot-

tawa game on Friday, October 12.

Buses leave from in front of Grant Hall at

5.00 p.m. SHARP and return immediately
after the game. $5.00 for return trip. First

come, first served. Tickets go on sale at 4.30

p.m. Friday.

ALL WOMEN
NEW TO QUEEN'S

You are invited to participate in Candlelighting, an activity

which has traditionally represented the sharing of friendship

amongst the women of Queen's. We hope this event will provide

an opportunity for women who are new to the campus, to meet

with each other as well as with some of the outstanding women
of the University.

Our guest speaker. Professor Kathleen Morand, will be

speaking on the Role of Women in Canadian Society.

Tues. Oct. 16 8 p.m.

m Grant Hall

Please Join Us.

ARTSCI 77

CHAPEAUX
SHINDIG

Our first Pub Night
October 18-8:00 p.m.

in the Pub

Prize for Zanniest Hats

Beer 5-$2.00 or 50c each
All Freshmen Come

OUT OF 8000 STUDENTS
150 HAVE DECIDED TO

DO VOLUNTEER WORK

To the other 98% of you -

this is an

Invitation To Get Involved

Political clubs offer more ...
by Tim

It appears that a tremendous amount of variety

will be offered to Queen's students by the sundry

political organizations.

The Progressive Conservatives have planned

informal speaking engagements at which many
well known P.C. representatives will appear. In the

near future the P.C. club hopes to enlist the services

of John Laschinger, National Director of the P.C.

organization, and Ontario Cabinet Minister, D'Arcy
McKeough.

The club has an active program for this fall,

which will provide its members with many op-

portunities to gain practical experience in the arts

of political management. As examples, members
will be able to participate on the constituency level

by working with Flora MacDonald through her

office in Kingston. In addition, members will be

asked to work on policy committees and attend

conferences such as the one to be held on October 12-

14 on the campus of York University, where the

subjects of recruitment and election organization

shall be discussed extensively. In addition, the

conference at York shall also include a testimonial

dinner of John Diefenbaker.

The Conservatives have a few more items on

their fall agenda which are worth noting. Among
these are: a joint workshop conference with the

Liberals and N.D.P. clubs, a trip to either Toronto

or Ottawa, and finally a pub night to be held later in

this term.

The Liberal club also has a full itinerary this

fall, beginning with a series of activities listed

under the theme of Liberal Month. Among the

speakers who are scheduled to make appearances

at Queen's on behalf of the Liberal club are:

the Secretary of State Hugh Faulkner, on Oct. 17;

and Don Deacon, a nominee for the leadership of the

Liberal Party of Ontario on Oct. 14.

The Liberal club has planned to involve its

members in discussions of government policy

ranging over such diverse and important topics as

western alienation, oil rights, and the status of

Indian women in Canada. As a follow up to these

White

discussions members will be sent to conferences

such as the Ontario Student Liberal Convention

which will be staged in Hamilton on October 20-21.

Furthermore, delegates from the club will be sent to

the leadership convention in Toronto on Oct. 27.

The Liberal club also hopes to hold a pub night

and to make trips to Toronto and Ottawa for the

purpose of meeting some of the members of the

Ontario Legislature and of the Federal Parliament.

In addition to the well established Liberal and

Progressive Conservative clubs, there will be a new
club organized by the New Democrats and an in-

formal organization created by members of the

Waffle Group.
The New Democrats at Queen's have not firmly

established their club on campus as yet, but they

are working energetically to get the organization off

the ground. In previous years. Queen's students who
were interested in the N.D.P. organization became
affiliated with the executive of the riding

association and worked as part of the local branch.

The effort to establish a student club headed by

Wendy Hughes, represents an important step

forward, and the club will endeavour to get students

involved in the politics of the New Democratic

Party. In the near future the club is planning to

invite speakers to talk on the subjects of trade

unionism, the energy crisis, and the Canadian

economy.
The other remaining political group that is

represented at Queen's is the Waffle Group, which

is composed of a small number of people who are

primarily concerned with studying and discussing

the issues of Canadian nationalism and socialism.

They are particularly concerned with the economic

domination of American business over the

Canadian economy. As such the Waffle Group
provides a forum for a serious exchange of ideas

within the informal and relaxed setting of its twice

monthly meetings. The Waffle Group also organizes

public lectures; the first was when the prominent

Waffle Group member Mr. Jim Laxer appeared at

Queen's.

Keep Queen's Forever Green
Another patch of campus has succombed

to the new Queen's turf ~ locks tone. This area

is an eighteen hundred square foot triangle

between Ontario Hall and the Library which

had been previously occupied by crushed

rock.

In the meantime, a green earth

movement has sprung-up. The unknown group

has been stenciling its message in green paint

on a number of campus walkways. The
message ~ "Queen's Forever Green."

(R.)S.V.B. students' Union - 547-5766
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Co-op Day Care Centre
Located on campus
6 mos. to 4 years old

Contact 546-6955 or 544-6064

CLOVER LEAF MARKET
GROCERIES MEATS
PRODUCE HEALTH FOODS
SUNDRIES HOUSEWARES

MON. to FRI. 8:30 A.M. to 10 P.M.

SAT. - 8:30 A.M. to 6 P.M.

"We Deliver" - S46-SS66

Corner Princess and University Ave.

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they

have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: The Donna Moon Show

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE

Kinncar d'Esterre has

l^e Oiip Qirl ^iamorid

.fy.wvAA.y.UH

KI\(;HTf)N'. f)NTA«IO

Global

Consequences

of

Western Profligacy
by David B. McLay

Associate Professor of Physics

During July of this past summer, I spent two

weeks in the MidcQe East. In August, I was in India

for three weeks visiting universities in four north-

eastern states of that populous country. I came
away with a vastly sharpened awareness of the

contrast between the poverty of the region com-
prising the Middle East and the Indian sub-

continent and the affluence of Western civilization

on the whole. No doubt, people are sick of hearing

about poverty in the streets from those who have

returned from a country such as India but for the

person who has actually made the trip, the impact is

traumatic.

This is not to say that poverty in North America
is inconsequential or that countries such as India

are devoid of prosperous areas. Tuesday's issue of

the Queen's Journal had an expose of poverty in

Canada. In India, I saw beautiful and modem
buildings, large and comfortable homes and rich

farms. But I also passed through the streets of large

cities such as Delhi and Bombay where the number
of people living in lean-tos at the edges of the well

travelled roads numbers in the lacks (one lack is

one tenth of two million). The families that live in

such conditions have approximately three feet of

headroom under a burlap cover and approximately

four square yards of space for a father, a mother

and four or more children. The plumbing system is

the gutter of the street and the cooking is done over

hot coals or burning dung. No one can tell me that

poverty in North America corresponds with that of

the streets of India cities. Nevertheless, life goes on

for the street-dwellers of Indian cities and for all I

know they may be more contented than the average

person in North America.

On several occasions, I travelled by bicycle

rickshaw. The boy or man propelling the rickshaw

may carry one or two passengers for several miles

along winding and busy thoroughfares. Generally,

sweat pours from his face'and upper torso and his

leg muscles form into small knots from the exer-

tion. The standard fare is about one rupee (ap-

proximately 14 cents) and I was told that the

average daily income of a rickshaw driver, after he

has paid the rental of the vehicle and so on, would be

about eight rupees. Many drivers manage to sup-

port families on such an income. Now if is true that

the purchasing power of a rupee is somewhat
greater than fourteen cents in North America, but

during my stay in Bombay, rice and sugar were

selling at 3 to 4 rupees per kilo (2.2 pounds), prices

almost as high as those in North American Stores.

In spite of the strenuousness of the work and the low

level of the remuneration, rickshaw drivers were

always cheerful and obliging.

Statistics from the World Bank, from U.N.

agencies and other sources indicate that the per

capita GNP in North America is approximately

$4000 while the per capita GNP in the Indian sub-

continent is of the order of $100 annually. That is a

ratio of 40 to 1 (Extrapolations by the authors of the

Limits to Growth predict a ratio of 70 or 80 to I ^in

the year 2000 in line with the old adage that the rich

get richer and the poor get poorer.

It is not my intention to rationalize the poverty
of the Third World but it is my impression that the

most dangerous aspect, morally and ecologically as

well as economic , of the lopsidedness of the global

consumption and production distributions is the

unbridled rapacity and profligacy of North
Americans and of western societies in general.

Shortly after my return to North America, I, as a

faithful spouse, was led on a tour of a department
store in one of our Ontario Cities. With a heightened

awareness of disparities in wealth and consumption
in the world, I noticed that none of the articles on the

counters were really essential to daily living. There
were unnecessary luxuries, frivolous gadgets, cases

of beauty aids, etc., but very little that one could not

do without. This evidence of superfluous con-

sumption in North America is just one aspect of the

unchecked exponential growth in developed
societies that has led to east-west disparities,

energy crises and ecological disasters.

Recently, a lot of rubbish has been written on

Environmental Theology to show that classical

theological expositions of the early chapters of the

Book of Genesis have led to capitalistic

rapaciousness in countries with Christian

traditions. Now it may be that fundamentalist

Texan multimillionaires have managed to find

biblical authority for their exploitive and greedy

acquisitiveness but I find it hard to believe that the

early chapters of Genesis have had much effect at

all on progressive, liberal, capitalistic man. It

seems to me that greed and gluttony, both roundly

condemned throughout the Old and New
Testaments, have been the driving forces behind

the exponential growth in production and con-

sumption of Western societies. The profligacy and
wantonness have been the result of refusing to take

the Bible seriously rather than overattention to an

isolated verse in a neglected book.

The New Testament parable of the amoral rich

man Dives and the destitute beggar Lazarus shows
clearly what is the Scriptural view of lack of

compassion, gross income disparity and self-

satisfaction. What North America with its vestiges

of Christian literacy needs to realize is that the

Bible condemns the unbridled acquisition of

material wealth especially if it results from the

exploitation of the poor by the rich. And then if

North Americans insist on plunging on to their own
destruction, let us be clear that it is in defiance of

biblical teaching rather than in obedience to a little

known and badly understood verse in an ancient

book neglected by the majority. Of course, as the

parable of the Prodigal Son is set out to demon-
strate, there is still hope that profligate North

Americans can come to their senses individually

and collectively. As the authors of the Limits to

Growth show, the time is short.
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letters

Gays' actions speak louder than words
Dear Editors,

In view of the letter from
three homosexuals (which ap-

peared in last week's Journal)

concerned with derrogatory
remarks made against

homosexuals by other persons, I

would like to comment. Has there

ever been an attempt to organize

a gay liberation group or

homosexual club at Queen's?

They mention that Queen's is one

of the few universities without

such - what attempts have they

made to form such an
organization?

As a homosexual myself I

would be interested in such a

group in which gays, bi-sexuals

and heterosexuals could learn

more about each other. To be gay
at Queen's is a dreadful situation

since campus life can be lonely

anyway for heterosexuals and for

gays it is a never ending attempt

to act "straight" and conform to

"straight" standards. To look for

a "friend" and second-guess

potential "hostiles". In general

its discouraging and
demoralizing.

If there are 1000 homosexuals

on campus as the article

suggests, could not one of them
come up with a program which
would enable the homosexual to

"come-out" withoutfear of ugly
situations arising? Perhaps via

telephone contact. We need a
legitimate means of com-
munication NOW.

H.I.G.
Ed Note:

It appears that the only action

being taken on this question is in

the form of letters to the editor.

Your points we feel, have been
well taken. However, as it has

been previously stated, the aim of

such an organization could be too

"get out of the closets into the

streets." For this reason,
correspondence on this question

is closed. Your actions will speak
louder than your words.

At this point, may we
reiterate that all letters to the

editors must be signed, in full, by
the writer and be accompanied
by his-her phone number.

Lepers leap at naked intolerance

Dear Editors,

For some time, we, the

signatories to this letter, have
been concerned about the in-

security and intolerance suffered

by lepers at this university. We
have decided to voice our concern

as a result of the utterly uncalled-

for and unnecessary remarks
about openings for the 'Marlin

Perkin's Annual Leper Safari',

published in the unclassifieds of

the Oct. 5th issue of the Journal.

This is- lamentable. This
clumsy attempt at humour has so

little relation to the real situation.

Since the publication of the

Kinsley (Kinsey?) Report, it is

common knowledge that at least

two per cent of the North

American population is afflicted

with leprosy. This minority is no

small one: at least 200 people,

staff, students and football

players are involved at Queen's.

Whoa! These are the

Seventies ! That such an example
of naked intolerance and an-

tagonism should be published

nowadays, particularly in a

paper whose classifieds have
always reflected understanding

and openmindedness, is

aboslutely shocking.

Ever since Victor Mature
andothers like him appeared in

the 1957 biblical film version of

The Robe lepers have been
unrelentingly discriminated
against and riducled. How we

maintain our skin and ap-

pendages is none's business save

our own. The situation is such

that we and many like us are

forced to stay at home in front of

the TV. We have been unable to

register. We have been many
times intimidated by campus
authorities. We have been unable

to drink coffee in the Union.

This has been a plea for

tolerance, and a request that

future attacks on ours and
others' leprousness cease.

Thank you,

Sincerely,

Those in Quarantine in a

Bleak House on Division St.

Pub will open weekends
Dear Editor,

Quoting the Journal, Friday,

October 5, pub ad page 12:

"Open every evening 8-12 p.m."

Fact : Friday evening the pub
was not open. We ended up at the

Plaza with a group of people who
we met outside the Pub.

Why?

D.G. Stewart, J.M. Chadwick

Ed Note:

According to Pub Manager Peter

Druxerman, the Pub will be

opening on Friday and Saturday

nights each week, beginning next

week. He noted also that he had to

find out about the plans of Bitter

Grounds before extending the

Pub operation. (Bitter Grounds
in the last two years, operated a

coffee house in the Pub on those

two nights.) We apologize for the

error which appeared in that ad.

However, by the sounds Of it, you

managed to avert total disaster.

Leo the Lip no football coach
Dear Editors,

For most any football fan the

topic of Leo Cahill probably

stands out as the most rehashed

and argued over subject in recent

history (including Hamilton's
illegal Grey Cup victory of last

year), and since Simon Lewis in

his article in the Journal

(Tuesday, Oct. 9), decided - not

without good cause I might add -

to resurrect the original "Act of

God" himself, I felt it my duty to

step in and set things straight

before Mr. Cahill becomes some
sort of cross Argo fans are ex-

pected to bear.

It cannot be disputed that

Cahill was a masterful player

recruiter, bringing such big

names as Theismann, McQuay,
Anderson, Allen et al. to Toronto,

^and well-rehearsed in the skills of

front office politicing and in-

fighting but when it came to

coaching, well, old Leo just didn't

cut the mustard. As coach, I

beheve Cahill can shoulder a

large part of the blame for the

image the Argos earned, of a ship

struggling to stay afloat,although

admittedly he did run into an
inordinate string of injuries.

However, that does not lessen the

fact that with the personnel and
depth he had at his hands, he
should have brought home one if

not more Grey Cups. Cahill

during his reign, from 1967 to 1972

had individually the best

collection of footballers of any
CFL team but that's all he had
and it was his job to mold these 40

players into a team, he did not.

Leo failed in a coach's most
important duty, that of unifying

all the attributes of his players

into one team.

Simon Lewis wrote in his

article "...the Argonauts of 1973

are not a greatly changed team
from 1972... that is Leo Cahill's

team fighting for first place

again." Correction; those are

Leo Cahill's players but not his

team, that's John Rauch's team
and in the space of one year

Ranch has done - in the direction

of molding a team - what Cahill

failed to do in 6 years. The fact

that the Argos of '73 are basically

the same as last year's gives all

the more credit to Ranch for

turning out a winning team with

the same performers Cahill

couldn't do it with in '72. It was a

mistake not to make Leo general

manager - director of player
personnel but to fire him as coach

was as fine a move as any (in-

cluding Hamilton winning the

Grey Cup while failing to score

more points than Saskatchewan).

Just one word of caution : Watch
out for the Bombers!

Andrew Boniwell

McRae, Kennedy, Porter

"There must be some way out of here, said the joker to the

priest. There's too much confusion, I can't get no relief."

(Dylan).The way out: psychic revolution.

The machine rules midwife to a more pervasive chaos than

that which it attempted to eliminate. Man created the economic,

political, and social machines in order to control; the machine is

now oblivious to his vainglorious platitudes of mastery.

Presently our environment is subject to systematic and

irrational rape. Capitalism and human greed are but false

damons : it is the system which insatiably devours all.

Political action is fruitless in the face of the new heviathan.

Our energy, our intelleginece, and our traditions are taxed in a

futile effort to maintain even the facade of liberal democratic

progress. The Dacchau waltz: one step forward and two steps

back.

"What does it matter whether a sabre, a holy-water

sprinkler, or an umbrella governs you? It's a stick all the same
and I am astonished that the Men of Progress should dispute so

hard over the choice of the cudgel that will administer the

beating." (Theophile Gautier)

Society borders on the verge of social anarchy. Man cannot

maintain even minimal sensitivity in his relations with others.

Hollow Men wander aimlessly on a barrfen and stark social

wasteland. American individualism is bankrupt.

In the is^e of this irrational rationalism, the survival of

humanity seems Utopian. Divided against each other, in-

dividuals and nations lack the corporate vision which alone shall

be our salvation. Isolation is death"Is man no more than this?"

(Lear)

From the depths of the void comes the answer : accept the

question. Man must realize that social struggle is in vain. No,

our battle field shall be psychic: Victory must come from
within. 'To be on your own a complete unknown no direction's

known. Like a rolling stone." (Dylan)
The psychic revolution (discards all previous categories of

thought. It begins at the heart: the only authentic domain of

truth and meaning. Knowledge can only be founded on the erotic

sensibility, the point at which reason becomes the life instinct.

"The pleasure principle extends to consciousness. Eros

redefines reason in his own terms. Reasonable is what sustains

the order of gratification." (Marcuse)

With the eyes of a child we shall look at the world through

the Aesthetic Form: the new RealityPrinciple.Purged of the old

world moral categories man shall be able to accept life as it is,

without prejudgment. From wonder into wonder existence

open. ..the way to do is to be." (Laotze)

Reject the external universe and its superficial com-
partmentalization of life. Recongnize the heart, for it is the

essence of our humanity. Build with hands sensitive to the

purpose of living.

"And in this kingdom of youth I can cry Land! Land!

Enough, and more than enough, of the wild voyage over dark

strange sens, of eternal search and eternal disappointment! The

coast is at last in sight. Whatever it be, we must land there, and

the worst haven is better than tossing again in the hopeless

waves of an infinite skeptcism. Let us hold fast by the land; we
shall find the good harbours later and make the voyage easier

for those who come after us." (Nietzsche)
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Buckminster Fuller: The Dymaxion Man
by Peter Strahleiidorf

The Brockingtoii Visitorsliip Kuiiel was
established in us a memorial to Dr. I..

W. Brocltingtoii, Rector of Queen's for

twenty years, by his life-time friend Col. II.

S. McLaughlin. Every year since then, an

effort has been made to invite a

distinguished individual to a week-long

stay at Queen's to give a public lecture and
to meet with various departments and

groups on campus. Past Brockington

Visitors have included the Rt. Hon. Lester

B. Pearson; Sir Bernard Lovell, the

British astronomer: and Gunnar IVIyrdal,

the eminent Scandinavian sociologist.

This year's Brockington Visitor is

Richard Buckminster Fuller, engineer,

mathematician, philosopher, poet, and

holder of 21 honourary degrees. He will be

staying in the Leonard Hall penthouse

from October 14-20. On Monday, October

15, he will be giving a public lecture at

Grant Hall at 8:30 p.m. For the duration of

the week, he will be visiting various

departments at the university.

Richard Buckminster Fuller:

engineer and poet; mathematician and
philosopher; architect and inventor. At 78,

Fuller is one of the most versatile and
prolific geniuses alive. He is constantly on

the move, his lectures taking him to

hundreds of major universities around the

world While many people are only

recently familiar with . the phrase
"Spaceship Earth," Fuller has been living

the concept for the past half century, even
to the extent of wearing several watches
keyed to different time zones.

Born into a wealthy, old New England
family whose male members were
traditionally educated at Harvard, Fuller

soon got himself a reputation for being a

disturber by getting himself booted out of

the university for "general irrespon-

sibility." For a while he gained practical

experience in the world of machines and
mechanics, working as an apprentice

millwright at Sherbrooke, Quebec. In 1917,

Fuller obtained a commission in the U.S.

Navy - after being rejected several times

becau.se of his poor eyesight.

While in the Navy, he developed a

novel piece of machinery which rescued

capsized seaplanes and hoisted them back

on lx>ard ship. In return, Fuller was .sent to

the U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis,

where he continued his limited formal

education.

To the mechanical experience gained
as a lalxjurer and in the Navy, was added
the influence of his wife, Anne Hewlett, a

de«igner, and her fathf;r, .James, an ar-

chitect. F'uller now holds four honourary
fl/;ctorate« and countless other degrer-s

and awards and while these iriflij<!n(:r!S

rnay w;em a rather meager basis, to him
they w»;re enough to embark on a half-

century of self ediw ation.

Simply filling himself with knowledf{e

was not Fuller's ambition, by any m»;ans.

In 1927 he mov»:d to f/'hicago and began to

d' velop and Hynlh'rKize his thf;orir;s of

"f ofoprehensive anticipatory design
wience" To spffak of \.h<: fwrope of I''ull«!r'«

creativity and intrrrests is rissentially to

Hpeak (if th»; univerw;, hh fhm is wh«:n; he

HlartH when formulating a new idea: the

whole MoHl Hcienti»t:. fjuild Irorn com-

ponents; Fuller works backwards. In 1935,

he titled a chapter of one of his Ixjoks "E-
im-2: Mrs. Murphy's Horsepower." In it,

he argued (hat theory induces experiment,

and ((xperiments pace science; science

paces technology; technology paces in-

dustry; industry paces economics; and
economics paces the everyday world.

After reading the book, Einstein ap-

parently told Fuller that he could not

conceive of anything he had ever done as

having the slighte.st practical application.

Albert Einstein may have been a great

mathematician, but he wasn't in the same
class as a visionary ~ as the world saw in

1945.

Fuller's basic objective is, in his own
words: "to promote the total use of total

technology for total population at the

maximum feasible rate of acceleration."

To Fuller, the solution to mankind's
problems is not political but essentially

technological. He conceives of society's

real wealth as its total organized capacity

to deal with "forward event controlling",

that is, future contingencies. Fuller was
talking about society's accelerating ac-

celeration in all areas, and the need to plan

the future rather than walk backwards
into it probably even before the school

days of Alvin Toffler, the author of Future
Shock.

He saw the growth of post-industrial

technology and the post-war population

and ecological crises forty years ago, and
in keeping with his anticipatory design

science, he developed the "dynamic" and
"maximum," and it means the

"maximum gain of advantage from
minimum energy output."

In practical terms, he came up with a

Dymaxion car, a three-wheeled vehicle

which could do the following things: top

120 miles per hour; turn in its own length;

seat ten people ; and operate at forty miles

to the gallon of gas. After completing his

revolutionary transport unit, he ap-

parently enjoyed drawing crowds by
driving through the New York noon-hour
traffic with it. It was a bit bigger than a

Cadillac, but it could park in a smaller

space, since it had independently steered

wheels which allowed it to move sideways.

Fuller's Dymaxion house, designed in

1928, was a revolutionary application of

aerodynamic principles to architecture. It

was a simple steel cylinder, hanging by
cables from a central mast, with an acorn

top. It was fully automated and all wastes

were either recycled or hermetically

packaged and sealed. Who knows what
Fuller would have come up with if he had
had the recycling technology of the Ap-
pollo spaceships. His factory-assembled

house, which would have sold for $4,800,

1 PP -
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never went into mass production because

the aircraft factory he built his prototype

in was re-tooling for the expected boom in

the use of air transport.

Fuller even introduced a Dymaxion
bathroom, which was a single, luxury die-

stamped unit with all fixtures, and which
weighed less than a modern bathtub. It

certainly was symbolic of his "do more
with less' dymaxion concept. However
American Standard wasn't too keen to

produce such a durable unit; Fuller

designed it without "planned ob-

solescence" in mind.

Aside from his philosophy. Fuller's

main claim to fame is his geodesic dome.
It represents an entirely new approach to

both architecture and geometry. Instead

of looking at geometric figures in a

traditional manner as being made of

undefinable components, he chose to look

at ihem from the viewpoint of forces and

1

energy. For example, to him § line was not

made up of undefinable points without

physical properties, but rather a force

vector with very real properties. He
organized the energy patterns he saw into

a mathematical system he calls

Energetic-Synergetic Geometry. The
geodesic dome, combining the desirable

proper ties of the tetrahedon and the

sphere is E.S.G.'s best practical ap-

plication. It is simple, cheap, light-weight,

and easy to build and transport. Fuller

designed it originally to serve as mass-

produced housing units for the Third World

but it was the U.S. army who first began

using the domes on a large scale for

storage huts and the D.E.W. line.

Increasingly, however, variations on

Fuller's structures are being used as

theatres, restaurants, warehouses, and for i

extravagances such as the U.S. pavillion
j

at Expo '67. The full impact on the con-
^

Fuller'N Dymaxion car: threc-whcclcd vehicle built loopcratc at forty miles per gallon
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'it's going to be all right."
by Hal Aigner

leihort, baldheaded man peered

;h|is thick glasses and declared:

leew who are disciplined to deal

n-sibly integrating trends, it is

'ly apparent that man is about to

Imost 100 percent successful as

rint of the universe."

IS second month of 1971, with

: nmunications still bringing in-

> s of famine, war and pestilence

eties, the prediction is likely to

ith considerable skepticism, but

iraehind the words is prepared to

I; claim with enough knowledge

to convince all but the most

; gentleman is Richard Buck-

r Fuller, a 76-year-old scientific

lose radical evolutionary ideas

ntly enjoying a fast-spreading

/ among persons 50 years his

heme, the one he repeats to

; all around the world, is that

: teeters on the brink of Utopia or

that for the first time in history

s are available to make every

eing prosperous beyond yester-

ams, and that global disaster is

unent but can be countermanded

ige of Man ushered into reality,

i t into Fuller at all is to enter a

f novel attitudes, all of which

/ center around the idea that

is capable of becoming a com-

e success. Consider:

spsite the constant increase in

industry has not yet been felt

true to Fuller's style, many of his

.i wait the economical production

i raterials, or the need for them has

rrived. ,

\ man, Buckminster Fuller

s his own philosophy. He argues

le disease of an over-specialized

i is a living example of the man
vs something of everything. He
itin with calculus and derives

le economic patterns from the

Canadian Geese. Consequently,

-;;ome of his books and poetry is

ig to read Marshall McLuhan
i're drunk. He is constantly in-

lew words when he can't find

in the English language to

some novel idea of his.

", "tensegrity," "dymaxion",

et Truss" are all his.

ir may have an awesome com-
0 he language, but physically he is

aly fearsome. He's just over five

almost bald, hard of hearing, and
1 es with lenses the thickness of the

j jf coke bottles.' In the lecture hall

t'l he is spell-binding. He has
' over three million miles on his

)urs talking to university groups,

lis, engineers, architects, and
ejvith, a concern for the future,

eg with his disdain for political

'V and his swift dismissal of

icL Buckminster Fuller's overriding

c ristic is his enduring belief in the

' mankind. It has been his life-long

i.to turn man around and face the

e ; control of all his capabilities and
iti. Fuller can truly be called a

mible citizen of Spaceship Earth.

human population and constant decrease

of materials per person between 1900 and
1965, the number of people attaining

economic and physical success - by full

participation in the highest standard of

living progressively developed by world

industrialization - - rose steadily from one

percent to 40 percent of all humanity.

-I- Society is run with an efficienty of

four percent. All we have to do to make the

world physically successful for all

humanity is to raise the oveeall efficienty

to 12 percent. An overall efficiency of 20

percent is an engineering feasibility at

present.

-I- Man is utterly unaware of what his

wealth is or what his fundamental

capability is. He says, time and again,

"We can't afford it." (For instance, we are

saying now that we can't afford to do

anything about pollution but after the cost

of not doing something about pollution has

multiplied beyond what it would cost to

correct it, we will spend manifold what it

would cost us to correct it now.)

+ We discover with scientific integrity

that wealth is simply the measurable

degree to which we have rearranged the

physical constituents of the scenery so that

they are able to support more lives for

more days at such-and-such standards of

health and nourishment, while specifically

decreasing restraints on human thought

and action. Wealth has nothing to do with

yesterday, but only with forward days.

With how many forward days, for how
many lives, are we now technically

organized to cope? The numerical answer

is the present state of our true wealth.

Like many young people today, Fuller

is absolutely convinced that people should

no longer have to work for a living. He
feels that the greatest investment society

could make toward its own well-being is to

simply guarantee all of its members

enough funds to live prosperously and
exercise their innate creative functions.

He says: "I'm going to say to

everybody everywhere, 'I'm going to give
you a fellowship and the fellowship is to

think. You do whatever is necessary that

really helps you to think.' And one man
says he'd like to go fishing and another
man wants to do something else, and that's

great.

"And while you're out there fishing

and thinking, I want you to think that you
don't have to go back and steal somebody's
job so your family can eat, and you're
going to think, 'Oh boy, what was it I was
thinking about before they told me I had to

earri a living.' Then you really get back on
the main track again."

And also like many young people

today, he has a contempt for politics : "We
find that generally speaking the
geographically larger the physical task to

be done, the duller the conceptual brain is

brought to bear upon the technically

realized apphcations. Finally we get to

international affairs and you know what is

happening today. The most highly polished

of the dullest class, scientifically and
intellectually speaking, may wear their

striped pants very beautifully and be
charming fellows but they have not

produced any mutually acceptable,
constructive world peace generating
ideas. They traffic successfully only in

people's troubles and emergency com-
promises."

But in addition to all that:

"You say you have a real solution-

well, you know-we'd all love to see the

plan," the Beatles sing in "Revolution 1."

And R. Buckminster Fuller, the same man
who Time magazine once contemptously
referred to as "rotund like Buckminster
Fuller," has a plan.

Deftly tucked under the title "World

Game," it is an extensive process of world

logistics and future simulation which aims
at playing a major role in bringing about

total human prosperity in as little as 15

years, in as long as 25. If some atrocity like

another World War doesn't get in the way.

hat I am not a category,

wf specialization,

nt a thing - a noun.
IS O be a verb —
'oitionary process—
t<ral function of the universe,

scire you.

R. B. Fuller Mobile geodesic structure

Inexorable Evolution

and

Human Ecology

Until humanity starts behaving

In logical ways
For logical reasons

Natural evolution will force it

To keep on behaving logically

For seemingly illogical reasons-

Resulting inexorably, as at present.

In humanity's backing
Rump-bumpingly into its future

\NhUe disregarding opportunities

To about-face and realize

Its inspirina passengership

Aboard Planet Earth-

As its explorator mothership

Of ever vaster and more exquisite

Macro- and micro-cosmic realms.

And the frustrations

Of fearfully clung-to customs
Will persist unabated until

Humanity undertakes
Seriously, imaginatively.

Courageously, inspringly

To employ effectively

The ever-more with ever less-

Of effort, material, time

And tolerance of error

Per each accomplished task

The comprehensively anticipatory

Design science revolution-

Being intent thereby

To make all of humanity
Successful in every sense.

As it undertakes design revolution

Humanity also must realize

That it can always afford" rearrangements

Of the physical environment constituents

Which produce sustainable increases

In the proportion of all humanity
Enjoying comprehensive success-

Proviijed only the task

Is physically feasible

Within ecologically critical limits

Of electro-magnetics, chemistry, time.

"We cannot afford" assumes spending

Intertransforming as matter or radiation

Energy cannot be spent

Know-how always increases

Wealth multiplies irreversibly.

And not until then will nature

^ease to cope with humanity's
Ignorance-prolonged inertia

Just in the same way
That human parents

Cope with their newborns'
Innocently ignorant

Self-helplessness-

And that is by forcing man
To acquire the adequate technology
With which ultimately

To attain and sustain

That potential omni-success.
And until then it will be accomplished inversely-

Through activating humanity's
Death fearing instincts.

Fear forcing it to acquire

The adequate production tool complex
As a consequence of inducing humanity
Into an investment and reinvestment
Of its best capabilities and resources

Only in preperation for war.
This inverse procedure will regenerate
To ever higher degree
Both the more-with-less energy processing

And its production equipment.
And when man learns, if he does
To initiate the more-with lessing

Under peacefully purposed auspices

Peace then will be attained

And Universe sustained

But not until then,

R.B.F.
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unclassifieds

WUSC PUB AND dancing, Sat., Oct.,

13, 8 pm at McArthur Pub. Ad-

mission 25c. Beer 50c. Liquor 75c.

WANT TO GET TO know wtio's in the

Queen's Outing Club? Here's
tiow... come to our wine and cheese
party on October 19; cost $1.50,

call Jay 544-5467, or Gerhart 544-

0675, or Don 544-6070. Other events

coming up: orienteering at

Trenton Oct. 21, call Dave 544-

7182, Canoe Lake Ontario - picnic

at Flower Pot Island, call Jim 544-

0652, gliding at Gan airport every
weekend, call Don 544-6070.

ROOMS AVAILABLE for girls in

Science '44 Co-op. For more in-

formation call Ruth Fraser at 544-

4864.

WANTED: SCIENCE '76 jacket
around size 42. Phone 544-7729.

NEEDED: one person to share 2

bedroom apartment, apply 327

Barrie St. Apt. 1 after 6 pm. 542-

8482.

MASSIVE MULTIPLE snarks,
swoons and teardrops are in order
on the forthcoming domestication

of the "Boer" in June. As another
one of the boys bites the dust we
only hope that the LCBO can fill

the orders for the piss-up. Hoping
leonard holds up to the test of

time, best wishes from "Brossi",

"Ice", "Little F'er" and
"Honker".

HAS YOUR LANDLORD still not

turned on the furnace? There's a

law about that.

CONOR ADULATIONS to Richard
(rick) Gorgan on his recent
engagement to Nicolette (nici)

Holbrook. The wedding will be
held in Barrie on June 22, 1974.

Good luck from the boys: Robin,

Mike, Garry, Stu, Kevin, and
Frank.

WRITERS: ARE YOU writing? We
are having a meeting Tuesday in

the Tricolor office at 7 pm.
WILSON'S 79TH FROLIC FARM is

pleased to announce its third

evening of fun, frolic and beer. An
old and potent(ial) acquaintences

are cordially invited. Wug,
Beernuts, Stub, Gomer, Punkin,

Zeppelin, and the Bacardi Kid

breathlessly await your coming, so

to speak on Saturday nite October
13.

1 GIRL NEEDED in warm cosy home
v/ith four other girls. Block and a

half from Union on Albert, Rent
S15 a week. Phone anytime 544-

4162.

DEAR PAUL - Thank you for a nice

Thanksgiving and for not eating

us. Love -- Nicholas and Anastasia.

LOST JEANIE BLAHNEY. Im-
portant. Please call 544-4102.

THE NURSING SCIENCE newsletter

is also the chance for the nurses to

tell each other what's happening.
Please submit news to the box in

the main building of Summerhill.
WOODY!!!(NOT YOU. ..YOUR

SISTER!) HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
The Addy III Gang

HAVE FUN ON your 21 and may the

next 21 be as fun as the first 21

were fun, Jo Jo. Super Pimp and
the Brock Brothel.

LOST: ONE BLACK wallet ripped off

behind Vic Hall. The return of this

wallet would be appreciated. Call

Dave at 549-0170 or drop off at AMS
office. No questions asked.

COME ALIVE AT 235. Sat. nite Oc-
tober 13. All friends welcome.
Robin, Robyn and Debbie.

FOR SALE: 1972 Suzuki T250. Good
condition. Call 549-1804 and ask for

Garth.

sweven IS ALIVE AND WELL and we
want your poetry, short stories,

plays, songs, photos, etc. NOW.
Please bring them to the Journal
office.

WOULD YOU LIKE to help Artsci

set-up and clean up Oom Pah Pah
this year, Friday, October 26. Call

Pete at 544-7301 if interested.

LOST: BROWN leather wallet,

probably in the vicinity of Dunning
Hall Thursday Night. There was
no money in if, but the ID is im-
portant to me. If you find it please

call Chris at 544-7386.

DID WE MISS YOU at registration

this year? If you're wondering
where you can get your official

Artsci '75 T-shirt for a ridiculously

low price, phone 546-5858 right

now.
HEY - IF you dropped your off-white

(ie Dirty) Utex windbreaker at

the corner of Union and Division,

Phone Dave at 544-4399.

TWO COEDS ardently desire
meaningful contact with two open
minded Queen'smen of Slavic,

Eastern European, or Jewish
background, preferably with car

and in law or .meds (this is not

essential). Please respond in next

week's Jounal as we are reluctant

to reveal identies due to narrow
minded and bigoted climate of

campus. Wasps and Poles need not

apply. This is not a joke.

I HOPE NOT.
NOT FREE BUT CHEAP. Artsci 75 T-

shirts still for sale. Phone Crun-
chie at 546-5858 now while I still

have your size.

HAVE YOU EVER HEARD of Boy

Scouts? Why not join a rover

crew? Any Sex. Ages 17 to 24. So all

you are eligible. Next meeting
Sunday October 14 Call George
Gordon at 544-1863 or Kim or Paul
Glen at 546-5869 or John Dafoe at

549-1329.

GRAD STUDENTS need one Queen's
Meds tarn. Will pay. Phone Andrea
at 544-8576 after 6 pm.

CURLING- IF YOU ARE an ex-

perienced curler interested in

curling in men's flight at

Cataraqui and also Queen's
playdown please call 544-9290.

WILL THE GUY in the Commerce v

Artsci 77 rugger game who look

the Artsci Rugger Ball turn if into

the office. This will cost me $18.00

otherwise.

HAS YOUR SUMMERTIME boss

disappeared with your T-4 slip.

MANY HAPPY returns and very best

wishes to 44 Oakridge from 455

Leonard.
STUDENT MOVING at Student

prices. Student with a truck. To do
local or long distance, large or

small. Call John evenings (after

5.30 pm) at 542-5416 and talk about
it.

EARN EXTRA MONEY- Have a car?
We'll pay delivery commission
plus extra to cover insurance. Call

the PIZZA CHALLET at 544-1227.

Mr. Dean Beckstead.

WHY NOT AN inconspicuous gay
organization? Phone 544-5614.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER
wanted for Friday afternoons and
any other half-day each week. 15

month old child on lower William.

Phone 542-6615.

ACOUSTIC GUITAR: Excellent for

folk or classical. Lovely tone.

First-class mid-priced instrument.

Includes case, neck strap, extra

stings, song books. Half price $45.

A great deal. Phone 546-9296.

UNUSUAL Lay-out furnished
basement apartment for one
person. Between West and Main
Campuses. Separate entrance.

Phone 544-1788.

INTERESTED IN OCCASIONAL
evening babysitting for Queen's
professor with two children. Call

548-3281 after 6 pm.
THE QUEEN'S RIDING club is

organizing trail rides. Every body
is welcome. We leave from the

front of the Union Saturday and
Sunday mornings at 9:45 am. Cost

$2.50 for the ride ($1 for the

membership if you don't already

have one.)

LOST CAT- - large male, orange with
red collar at corner of Earl and

Birth control:

whatpartshould
aman play?

Any Wiiy you look iit il.

liiinily phmuini^ li;i.s to he a

iiuilii.il I'lToi'l. /\n(l if

\ (>u'\ i' iiiiidi' llic (Icoision

llial a man .sliaics willi his

p.ii l iicr llic Icspon.siliilily

Ini' lliis iinpiii'laiil paii of

laniily lilc, Ihcii you've

pi'ol)al)l \ a h;o ( li'ia( li 'i I I lial

III!' proiluci you use hiis lo

lie Ihc l)csl. We lliink vouVc
lliiiikiii;', ol us.

the,
mansway

FOllKKX/KAMSKS/SIIKIK
I'iikI <<iii mi llciil. Kjirnul Kilmdiii lni v I I III liiiir I<,iiiiw",/SIh'|)' I'i uiIiii.I'i

llinl .Sl.li.'i iililv 111 vmii ilriix iiliiii'.

Albert on Friday nite. Calf 542-

1030.

MISSING - one black pouch bag
suitcase outside 33 Nelson on
Monday nite October 8. Contains
my clothes and more important
my books and papers. Please
return at least my books and
papers as I need them urgently. . .

Please phone Peter Bryson 263

King E. 544 5380.

HERO WORSHIPPERS of the
Bonanzo Family are cordially

invited to drop by and v^elcomc
"Ferdo", the newest Bonanzo.

THE GIRLS AND GUYS at 3 Aber
dcen are having a house warming
party, Saturday, October 13

beginning at 8.30 p.m. B.Y.O.B.
See you there.

FROSH STUD AND HAREM, Snot-

slinger, Spearchucker, Bruiser
and other os Syndicate 16 and the

Winning Football Team. Come to

the Reunion at the Union pub any
Friday 1.30 to 3.30. Luv Ex-boss
Stewed.

LOST: One Seiko Watch of great
value. Silver v/ith Black Face -

Outer Field -Reward offered.

Phone Doug Titus at 549-0078 or

leave message at Law school.

DAVID KENNEDY would like to deny
that he is one of the three fellaths.

He would LIKE to. ..

ARTS 75 Harrier Racers Needed to

improve our dismal showing to

date. Walk the two miles if you
have to but at least participate.

Show up outside the Phys. Ed.
Centre Monday at 5.00 p.m.

FOR SALE: King size water bed,

heater and frame, $95. ($170 new) ;

12 volume speed reading course
with pacer, $20. ($60 new);
collection of 45 books of Spanish
and Lat. Am. novels, stories,

poetry (classic and con-
temporary), lit. surveys and
histories, dictionaries, etc.

(goldmine for Spanish lit. majors,
mostly acquired in Latin
America), $25. set of 3 Bayrueth
performances of Wagner's Tan-
nhouser, Dutchman and Parsifal

on Phillips, new, stereo 11 records,

$25. 549-1239.

PEACE, LOVE, DIVE FESTIVAL II

in 1973 is taking ^lace at the Pub
with special guests Gael Group 12

on Mon. Oct. 15. See you at S. side

Douglas at 9 p.m. Doug,
Maryanne, Wendy Dalf.

W.I.C. PADDLE BALL CLINIC will be
held Wed., Oct. 17th from 9.30-10.30

Come and learn to play paddleball.

YOU COULD BE $10.00 richer. Just

enter your slogan in the W.I.C.

Intermural Athletic in the Phys.

Ed. Center. Enter as often as you
Itke to increase your chances of

winning!
THESE SHORT STORIES about being

arrested in a tiny western town
and no one ever finds about it. Are
they really possible?

DOES HE MEAN THE UNIVER-
SITY? When he says: Our
universe is the sum of our own
consciously apprehended and
communicated experiences - - in

terms of what we think, live learn

and relax. An evening with Buck-
minster Fuller in Victoria Hall

(Lower Common Room) Wed
nesday, October 17, 9 pm Spon
sort-d by the Office of the Dean of

Women.
LOST a beiqe cardigan last week,

perhaps in the vicinity of Dunning
Hall or Ban Righ Cafeteria. Plea»e
call Carol at M4 8842 if you have it.

LOST 230 Psych notebook If found or
seen, please call Sue Sproule at

544 4158 or drop in at 400 Ablert St.

Thanks.
SUE WANTS TO meet fuderpucker or

whoever you are,

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12, come
celebrate the 481st anniversary of

Columbus's discovery of America.
389 Barrie. All friends of Donna,
Astrid, Sheila and Saima cordially
invited. B.Y.O.

GAEL GROUP34: The great wine
makers will begin their first batch
of brew this Sunday eve at 8.30.

The 302 Earl St. Distillery
welcomes all. RIGHT ON. Sharon,
Lyie, Tim and Deb.

IS IT REALLY illegal to drive
barefoot?

LOST: URGENT Plastic Bag con-
taning Social Insurance Number
(surely he means card) Artsci 77

card, and bankbook with cheque.
Also lost: Brown leather wallet
with $5.00. If either found, contact
Vivian Carter at 544-8087.

PHOTOGRAPHERS: Photo Image
now offers custom black and white
printing and Ektacrome
processing at reasonable rates.

For further information, call 546-

7770 or visit our studio at 33 Brock
St.

"DRUGS AND DRUG ABUSE" - The
topic is well used but 7.30 Wed-
nesday, room 111 Earl Hall, listen

to and watch some top Canadian
lawyers discuss it. It's a TV tape
produced by the Canadian Bar
Association, one of a series called

Law for the Laymen which the
Education Commission (of the
AMS) is sponsoring Wednesday
nights.

204 LINES and its only 8.30 in Oc-
tober- probably a record.

I WIN THE PRIZE. Sorry, Sue!

WARDROBE SALE: A LEADER OF
THE COMMUNITY must liquidate
all holdings including a pink
sequined evening gown, size 52; a
blue denim ensemble, size 6' 2, a

pair of wading boots, a

pornographic poster, and six

pounds of fish guts. Contact Ms.
J.H. at 544-8292.

FOUND: A purse was found on Wed.
in Room 15 in the Frost Wing of

Gordon Hall. The purse and items
in it can be picked up at the AMS
office.

REMEMBER TORONTO
homecoming (in Toronto) isn't

complete without a party - after

the game drop in at Zeta Psi- 180

St. George St. (one block from the
stadium). Beer 45c. Live band.

PARTNER WANTED for

production of folding building

Makets possibly retired

engineering or architecture
professor or others - some
capital involved. For info write

A-260 Mowat Ave., Kingston.

Phone 548-7526.

is at

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Do not fail to see this major
exhibition opened by the

Secretary of State on June 3 and
continuing to October 28

Note new GALLERY HOURS:
Monday to Friday 9 to 5;

Saturday and Sunday 1 to 5;

Tuesday & Thursday evenings 7

to 9
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The Last Of Sheila

Pallid rehash of Sleuth
by Kiloran German

The central action of "The
Last of Sheila", currently playing

at the Capitol, revolves around a

fascination with deadly games in

a manner that is reminiscent of

"Sleuth". However, although it

was an oddly static film, the

games of "Sleuth" were intricate

and fascinating, their murderous
undertones were macabre, and it

was an extremely well executed

show. Unfortunately, the

similarities between the two
films end with the preoccupation

with the game metaphor. "The
Last of SheUa" is but a pallid

(albeit slick) Hollywood rehash

of the far superior British film.

The setting of the game is

"Sheila", the luxury yacht of the

master of ceremonies, a movie
producer recently bereft of his

wife (whose name, by some
strange coincidence, was also

Sheila). The participants are a

bunch of losers, and the object of

the exercise is the discovery of

the sordid secrets hidden deeply
in their pasts.

But the rules soon change,
and the game becomes Track
Down Sheila's Murderer and then
Track Down the Mastermind's
Murderer and then Track Down
Sheila's Murderer's Murderer
and so on. Where the plot should

be complex it is merely con-

fusing. And as the outcome
becomes obvious about halfway
through the film, the confusion

gives way to boredom.
The photography was

adequate, the direction was poor,

and the acting was more or less

non existent in that the actors

seemed determined to play
themselves. Richard Benjamin
gave a reasonably good per-

formance as Richard Benjamin,
James Coburn brought a few new
twists to his portrayal of James
Coburn, Raquel Welch played
Raquel Welch (but not very

well), James Mason had higher

aspirations and attempted to give

a portrayal of Laurence Olivier

(without much success), and
Dyan Cannon managed to

produce an amusing (if

somewhat shallow) that was not

overly Dyan Cannonish. The sole

member of the cast to display any
real talent was Joan Hackett,

who had one fine moment as she
struggled to control her hysteria.

Unfortunately, she was dispensed
with in a blood bath rather early

on.

The humour that contributed

to the chUling atmosphere of

"Sleuth" by creating an ironic

contrast, was totally lacking in

"The Last of Sheila". One of the

characters observes that the

mastermind "always plays his

games seriously. He wouldn't

have spoiled it with a joke". One
or two jokes might have helpfed.

The only plaudit that this film

deserves is an Award for Good
Taste for not putting Raquel's

anatomy on display too often.

"The Last of Sheila" is a

Who done it

medicore little murder movie
that might have been acceptable

on a TV detective show, but that

is not worth the time and expense

of a trip to the theatre.

Nothing = Golden.

Molson Golden
A good smoolh ale

Do you know what you're missing?

Journal

Advertising

Deadlines

Advertisers

Please Note Early

Deadlines for

Display Ads

For Tuesdays:

THURSDAYS 8 p.m.

For Fridays:

TUESDAYS 12 noon

These deadlines are not

absolutely final; however,
to GUARANTEE an ad you
must request space and-or

submit copy at these times.

For details of our ad-

vertising policy refer to

"Journal Advertising
Policy", p. 14 Sept. 28, 1973

or call Business Manager.
547-3178

Deadlines for

Classifieds:

5 p.m.

Wed. and Sunday

To those photogs who have
athletic passes from
previous games —
RETURN THEM TO
BUSINESS OFFICE!
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Simple,

straight-forward,

classic— out of step

with today's

throwaway culture.

Refillable cartridge,

ballpoint or fiber tip

marker in basic tan

ornavy blue.

$1.98; not bad for a pen
you may use the

rest of your life.

$1.98

Michael MacOwan

Famous Dramatist Returns
Michael MacOwan is returning to Queen's to offer a new and vivid

presentation, Now Cracks a Noble Heart. Tiie programme is an an-

tliology of interpretations and commentary from Shakespeare aimed
at the later and "summing up" portion of the artist's life and works.

Mr. MacOwan, known to many of us from his previous stimulating

visits to Queen's, has had an active career in British theatre spanning

more than four decades. He served at the Old Vic and the Westminster
Theatre in London and was the first drama director of the Arts Council

of Great Britain. Besides his varied academic duties, which included
being principal of the Umdtm Academy of Music and I>ramatic Art«,
ho has directed numerous plays at .Stratford-f>n Avon, ljm<j(jn, Tei
Aviv and Toronto. He has worked with mf>«t of the major con-
temporary Shakespearean act/jrs.

His learning, his skills and his charms he will bring U) us on Friday
evening, October 12, 8:,% p.m. in Convocation Hall. We invite you U)
share this occasion with us.

Kuerti Performed Liszt Sonata Here
The outstanding Liszt Sonata

in B minor was performed by the

renowned Viennese-born pianist,

Anton Kuerti, on Wednesday,
October 10, at 8:30 p.m. in the

first concert of this season's

Grant Hall Series, sponsored by'

the Division of Concerts.

In addition to the Liszt

Sonata, which was dedicated to

Robert Schumann, Kuerti per-

formed the Schumann Fantasia

in C major. Op. 17, which was
dedicated to Franz Liszt. Other
works on the programme in-

cluded the Berg sonata. Op. 1,

and the Beethoven Sonata in F
sharp major, Op. 78, no. 24.

A powerful and sensitive

artist, hailed by critics as a

"pianistic supernova", Kuerti

made his first orchestral ap-

pearance when only eleven years

old. One year later, he performed
the Grieg Concerto with Arthur

Fiedler and the Boston Pops
Orchestra. Kuerti graduated
from the Cleveland Institute of

Music and he completed his

studies with Rudolf Serkin at the

Curtis Institute. Before
graduating from Curtis, he had
won several prizes and had solo

appearances with the New York
Philharmonic, and the orchestras

of Cleveland, Detroit, and Pitt-

sburgh. He has since performed
under such noted conductors as

Boult, Krips, Ozawa, and Szell.

Kuerti 's tours have taken

him all over the world, and he has
performed with major orchestras

in Berlin, Bruxelles, Krakow,
Lisbon, and London. He has
played repeatedly with every
major orchestra in Canada and is

heard regularly in recital and on

the radio and television networks
of the CBC.

Kuerti owns a special 9'/2 foot

concert grand with an 8 octave
range which he takes on tour with

him whenever possible in a

custom built truck. He brought
the piano with him for his Grant
Hall performance.

Anton Kuerti, Viennese-born pianist gives a powerful start to the Grant Hall Series, in performance
Wednesday night.

COURSE CHANGES
Faculty of Arts and Science

Any change in registration nnust be nmade on an Academic Change
Form. Dropping and-or adding a course without obtaining the
approval of the Associate Dean (Studies) on an Academic Change
Form may result in failure in the course.

DEADLINES
October 15 - Last date for adding a whole course or a first-term

half-course.

October 31 Last date for dropping a first-term half-course.

Does He Mean

The University?

When he says:

Our Universe is the sum of our own con-

sciously apprehended and communicated
experiences - in terms of the way we think,

live, learn and relax.

An Evening with

Buckminister Fuller

In Victoria Hall (lower Common Room)
Wednesday, Oct. 17, 9:00 P.M. Sponsored by
the Office of Dean of Women
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nooks and crannies

focus on Domus

-paidra •

Upstairs in the Kitchen shop Domus specializes in rare implements
which are displayed imaginatively along the wall. The range of

merchandise includes everything from an oyster shucker, Swiss

fondue pots, meat tenderizers, whisks of all sizes and pie crust

crimpers.

I cannot help but think of a

dolls house when walking into

Domus. The label "Arts and
Crafts shop" seems inap-

propriate, as it does more than

provide eskimo dolls and birch

bark canoes. Much of the

character is created by the actual

size of the shop, which in turn

causes one to think of it in

miniature. The actual place is

run by Doug Snyder, a graphics

teacher at St. Lawrence, who
renovated what was formerly a

butcher shop into a highly in-

dividual boutique. The building

still belongs to the Hall family

and had its beginning some
twenty years ago.

It dynamically contrasts the

harsh commercialism of Prin-

cess Street, not soley in ap-

pearance but above all in goods.

It is divided into two stories, the

upper level originally an art

gallery, now displays every
possible kitchen utensil plus an

area for picture framing.

It might be suggested that

the owners plaster a huge "do not

touch" sign -above the doorway.

In other words, if you are clumsy
just peer through the window and
send a friend in to pay for your

purchase. The show cases are

laden with breakable mer-
chandise ranging from pottery,

glass, sculpture, to objects that

appear so tastefully displayed

you hesitate to breathe for fear a

zoo of stuffed animals will cave in

on you! Immediately as you walk

mto the store make sure to read
the various notices pinned on the

walls announcing drama
productions, auctions and con-

certs. You might also leaf

through a magazine called

Escorial, put out by an assort-

ment of individuals which in-

cludes poetry and short stories.

A quick walk around the

store always ends up lasting half

an, hour due to the incredible

variety of goods. One of the most
exquisite showcases is jewelry

designed by highly talented

people. Some of the pieces of

hammered brass and copper are

by Rafael, who at one time was
one of the jobless recently

arrived from Israel. He ap-

parently went with his bracelets

and rings from store to store and
now he is doing well selling in

Toronto. Bouvard, from Montreal
had the same past history and
prides himself with simplicity as

a guide to quality. Both Jill

Snyder and her son Kim work
with copper, hammered, etched

and enamelled to produce an

astonishing affect.

Along the main wall glasses

of all tonalities and shapes create

reflections. This begins with the

fragile mobiles above which send

crimson, emerald and blue

beams to the imported pieces

below. Yugoslavian grey toned

glasses, Swedish charcoal
goblets, beer mugs Danish
tumblers are highlighted by the

unique neck glasses from Den-
mark.

The central area is eyecat-

ching with the wooden Scan-

danavian trays, the batiques by
the owner himself, potter, and
unusual bronze scupltures. The
sculpture is by a man called

Siggy Puchta, born in East
Germany who in 1953 settled in

Canada. He works now in various

media such as wood, granite and
limestone as well and has
exhibited at the Stratford

Shakespearian Festival. Siggy 's

pieces are produced by the lost

wax or cire perdue method of

casting art bronzes. This method
was developed centuries ago in

China by artisans who sought to

retain all the details of an

original sculpture when casting it

in metal.

Another specialty of the store

is candles which occupy one

corner of the store and include in

the range multi-colored and
multi-shaped types. The par-

ticular beeswax candle is hand
rolled and handwrapped in

candle holders made from the

white cedar they employed years

ago in Canada. Such diversity

between coffee warmer candles

and caedmon candles which
retain the same method used by
Indian monks centuries ago is

indicative of the peculiarities of

Domus.
To reach the Kitchen shop,

even the walk upstairs has not

been ignored with strings of

beads and Indian bells lining the

way. Woodcuts by Gwen Travers

border the stairway and colorful

calenders await you at the top.

Between the food of Cookes and
the utensils of Domus, the result

can only be gourmet. Upstairs

resembles more an interior you
might find in France with every
possible dish, spoon or pan
available to concoct a meal.
Again, the merchandise is im-

ported from Europe and it is

great fun to discover that the

instructions for the use of the

strange implements in French or

German. In one case,with the pan
for crepes you get versions in-

cluding crepes parisienne,

banana flambee, au kirsch, au
fraises and au fromage - so when
the menu of chicken and hotdogs

get tiring this might be
something to try.

CREPES
Makes 24 6-inch crepes

1 cup flour (sifting not necessary)

dash salt

3 eggs lightly beaten,

l'/2 cups milk

1 tablespoon melted butter

1) Measure flour and salt into

mixing bowl. Gradually stir in

eggs and milk to make a thin

batter, just thick enough to coat

the spoon. Let batter stand for 20

to 30 minutes before baking. Pour
batter into pitcher or 1 quart

measure with pouring lip.

For years Domus was the

only one of its kind in Kingston,

now, however, others have
opened such as the Canadian
shop on Princess Street. I spoke

to one of the assistants about the

future of the store. One plan is

presently underway which will

create a men's corner with items

such as antiques, bow ties and
bar supplies in one of the . far

corners. Foreign prices are

high, and this will subsequently

force the manager to rely more
on goods produced by Canadians.

There is a yearly competition

called the Ontario Craft Contest

which gives incentive to artisans

who received prizes but more
than that gives recognition. This

recognition is sustained by such

stores as Domus, in that while

satisfying the customer they also

fulfill an important role.

NEXT WEEK: Wolfe Islander

5691 - Pot fondue bourguignonne

7071 - Gril hap-sauce

70*70 - Gril hap-sauce coUectivite

7050 - Galetiere normande

7049 - Galetiere bretonne

enamelled cast iron pots

and pans.

-paidra

Located on Brock Street, between King and Wellington Domas is among some of the most
unique shops in the city.
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Gaels must win tonight!
by Chris Boon

Queen's Golden Gaels put

their season on the line tonight,

as they meet the Ottawa U.

GeeGees in an under-lhe-lights

contest at Lansdowne Park in

Ottawa. Both teams have iden-

tical 3-1 records in league play,

but Ottawa has a points edge

after beating the Gaels 27-14 in

the opening game of the season,

which means that Queen's MUST
win tonight if they expect to make
the playoffs this year.

The Gaels were generally

unhappy with their performance

against Carleton, and they

deserved to be, although the

defence did come with big plays

time after time to snuff out

Raven drives. They will have to

be much more consistant this

week, although I doubt that Neil

Lumsden, the GeeGee's chief

running threat, could be much
more effective than Joe Colvey

was last Saturday. Greg Barton

to the contrary, Lumsden is an

excellent place-kicker, but he is

no more than a good fullback,

with Dave Madden and Colvey

lK)th rating as better runners.

Offensively, Tom Taylor has

completely recovered from his

quick trip to the twilight zone,

and should be in fine form. The
Gaels' sudden discovery of their

passing game, together with the

best set of running backs in the

league, give Queen's excellent

balance offensively, but they

must finish off their drives with

something other than field goals.

Three at a time, even as reliably

as John Wintermeyer can
provide them, are not going to be

enough to win tonight.

Indications at press time

were that no major changes in

either lineup were being con-

templated. However, coaches are

as human as anyone else, so you

never know. Dave Devonshire,

Paul Hand, Lee Doney and Ben

Labovitch are all trying to get

back into action after injury-

enforced layoffs, and they all

play defense, so the competition

has been a little stiff this week,

One of the four could be in action

tonight, but which one is a real

unknown.

An interesting thought : John
Wintermeyer has 12 field goals so

far this season. The league

Career record is 28 - held by Doug
Cozac. Given some luck in

making the playoffs, Win-
termeyer could have as many as

seven games left in which to hit

another 16 three-pointers. At his

present rate of progress, he
would easily set a new career

record - in his first season. Ac-

tually, it's a bit scary to think

about - because the offense would
have to stall about eighty percent

of the time, in scoring position.

Maybe in two years. . . ????

watts my line
by Peter Watts

This column tries to focus

attention on sports which don't

receive too much coverage at

Queen's. This week, SQUASH is

featured.

The sport of squash is one of

the most popular sports at

Queen's, at least from a

recreation standpoint. If you've

tried to book a court less than a

full day in advance you'll very

likely agree with that statement.

Yet squash is one sport that still

has a long way to go at the in-

tercollegiate level.

QUEEN'S recreation
director, Howard Pearce, who is

also the staff advisor for the

intercollegiate squash team is

hoping that this problem can soon

be solved. To that end, a major
squash tournament is being held

here at Queen's today and
tomorrow. It will feature the

Queen's intercollegiate team, a

Queen's staff team plus the

Toronto Skyline Club and the

Ottawa Skyline Club. Action will

lake place on the international

squash courts in the basement of

the Phys Ed Centre. The tour-

nament runs on Friday from 6:30

- 9 p.m. and on Saturday from 11

a.m. to 5 p.m.

The Queen's team will

consist of Andrew Anderson,

John Cauley, Bob Moffat, John
IVJitchell, and coach Hugh Eraser.

Anderson's brother Gord, is the

1973 Canadian Squash champion,

and may also be able to attend

the tournament.

The Queen's staff team is

composed of Peter Taylor and
Bob Erdahl, both of the

Mathematics department, Ron
Easteal, a grad student, Rod
Shuker, coach of the women's
squash team, and Dr. L. Vukovic

of KGH.
In the hopes of promoting ihe

game of squash, there will be

three clinics offered by some of

Canada's top players, which will

be run in conjunction with the

tournament. These clinics. A, B,

and C are graded according to

skill. The A clinic is for top class

international players and runs

from 1 - 3 p.m. that afternoon.

Level C is for American ball

players and will also run from 9

to 11 a.m. on Saturday. Clinics B
and C will be held in the

American courts and Clinic A will

be held in the international

courts.

Admission to the clinics will

cost $5 for staff and $3 for

students, and anyone who is

interested can register on Friday

in the main office of the Phys Ed
Centre between 11 a.m. and 4:30

p.m.

As a highlight to the tour:

nament, there will be an
exhibition game between two of

Canada's top pros on the in-

ternational courts starting at 5

p.m. on Saturday. The two pros,

Gulmest Khan from Pakistan and
Jug Walig from India are now
competing for the Toronto
Skyline Club.

It promises to be an in-

teresting meet and we hope that

all those who are interested will

take the opportunity to come out

and see the matches. Perhaps
then we can start clamoring for

more squash courts.

Smile and say cheeseburger.

McDonalds 277 BATH ROAD

Tom Taylor - back in form for big game merrithew

Rugby Gaels

victorious
Thanksgiving was hectic but victorious for Queens' rugby

teams as they travelled to Peterborough on Saturday and
Toronto on Monday.

The fair size crowd that turned out at Trent University

watched the Queen's 1st XV defeat the Peterborough Pagans -

an Ontario Rugby Union team - 21-7. David Lowker a rising

young star, led the 1st with two tries, Jeff Evanson accounted

for one, and fullback Ruggles Pritchard's toe made up the

difference. The points scored indicate a strong game from the

pack led by Mike Dyer and Ross Stuart.

In a somewhat more spirited game the seconds ran over the

Trent University team, and in many instances provided the

firsts with an example of solid agressive rugby.

On Thanksgiving Monday, twenty Queen's players travelled

to Victoria Square, north of Toronto for the Jim Boyd In-

vitational Tournament. Queen's was undefeated for the day, but

due to a lack of scoring thrust, was relegated to the consolation

round on a judge's decision. The only true scoring threat was
Jim Reilly's insatiable urge for the goaline and the glory that

lay beyond it.

Queen's pack was undeniably one of the best on the fields

that day and it was with satisfaction that they accepted two
cases of beer as a trophy of their excellence. The beer was
dispatched forthwith and it was here that Allan Frizzell's

leadership qualities were felt more keenly than ever.

On returning to Kingston the lads repaired to the Plaza to

quietly celebrate a weekend's work well done. University of

Toronto ventures onto the West Campus playing field tomorrow
at 12:30 to try their luck against the Queen's first team and at

2:00 for a bout with the seconds. It promises to be University

level rugby at its best. See you there.

PIZZA
CHALET
544-1227

PRINCESSt

BARRIE £^

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134
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Soccer Gaels down RMC 2-1
by Alfred Kormann

Wednesday afternoon the

Queen's soccer Gaels met with

RMC at the West Campus. It was
an important game as RMC was
tlie only team of the Eastern

beck's reckoning
by STEWART BECK

It's often interesting to contemplate the future and ponder on the

ideas that could well come into existence. One such idea would be to

turn out Bews intramural game of Monsterballt into a professional

sport. Could you imagine what the consequences would be? It would
certainly force Saturday afternoon Roller Derby games way down in

the ratings.

For those who don't exactly know what Monsterball is, I'll try to

give an elaborate explanation. It is a game, or should I say the florious

encounter of two inadequately accoutered multitudes. To return the

game to its basic primitive origins, the combatants should actually

face each other stark naked armed with mailed clubs. But alas, due to

the technical sophistication of the twentieth century society, all that

the warriors have to protect themselves, are their canvas and leather

running shoes - for the quicker you run, the less likely you are to get

mutilated.

The prime objective of the match is to, in some way, move a six ft.

in diameter ball across the opposing team's goalline. Anything is legal

in doing so. However, referees have been known to eject players who
have had the misfortune of being caught wearing brass knuckles or

hob-nailed boots.

The game is far from slow moving. There are always some ac-

tivities to amuse the strongest at heart. Spectators are always
welcome to join in the festivities. Two years ago, the crowd support

was so involved that the fights were no longer on the gridiron but on

the sidelines. This game is definitely one for total participation.

Now the question that must be asked is - does Monsterball have the

professional potential? Personally, I can't help but think that this

sport would be the all-time success of this century. What else is needed
in a sport-kicking, biting, dirt throwing, a few punches and some roly-

poly downfield action. Imagine two teams with the size and shape of

the like never before seen by the sport fan. There would be nothing but

sheer glee in the hearts of the blood thirsty sports buff. There is also no

reason why this sport can't be adopted for winter use. It might even
create some injuries that haven't yet been described in the annals of

sport surgery.

I hope that I haven't deterred any individuals from joining their

nearest Monsterball squad. This game can be enjoyed by many and it

definitely relies upon highly organized and intelligent strategy. Nerve
doesn't necessarily need to be a criteria. This fall, there were only two
separated shoulders and a variety of lost molars and bicuspids. If you
are susceptible to these types of injuries, then maybe Monsterball is

not your game.
I must admit that I'm thoroughly in favor of this event, but then

again The "Rod Squad" shows no fear. Watch out for this sport. One
day you might be avidly involved. The future can't help but be

promising.

Sailing Club
DATE: Sunday Oct. 14

Place: Donald Gordon Common Room
Time: 8:00 p.m.

This meeting will be open to all. Please come and express
your ideas about the sailing club. This is your chance.

Queen's
University

Music
DepMmenL

Piano Recital

Dr. Malcolm Troup

of

DUNNING
AUDITORIUM
ADMISSION FREE

London, England
MONDAY
OCTOBER 15

8:30 P.M.

section of the O.U.A.A. that was
not beaten yet while the Gaels
had a 2 wins-1 ties record up to

Wednesday.
Both teams were certainly

aware of this situation and
therefore the opponents tried to

push for an early goal while

making sure that the other squad
would not do the same. The
keepers on both sides were quite

busy and on one particular oc-

casion Queen's Peter Dickie had
to dig out a shot that looked like a

certain goal. Some players
transformed the tense at-

mosphere on the field into

unlawful action and one of the

Gaels got sent off. This occurred
after about 30 minutes of play

during which neither team could

gain a clear advantage. Oddly
enough the reduction in man-
power seemed to stimulate the

Queen's team; after a series of

three corner kicks in front of the

RMC net Nick Drysdale drove a

hard shot right through a mass of

players and the Gaels went ahead
1-0. Naturally RMC was eager to

tie up the game but Queen's
defense did an excellent job

keeping them off the score board
during the remainder of the first

half.

Still with one man short the

Gaels opened the second half

under the motto "Attack is the

best defense", and on two oc-

casions during the early minutes
Gerry Zegarra came close to a

goal. Then RMC finally suc-

ceeded in making the score even
due to an error on behalf* of the

Queen's net-minder. And now the

battle was really on. Play went
back and forth from one end to

the other but in all cases the final

touch was missing and the score

remained 1-1. The players started

to vent their frustrations by in-

creasing use of arms, fists and
other parts of the anatomy in

addition to their feet. At least for

part of this time the referee lost

control of the game and a number
of illegal incidents went officially

unnoticed. Towards the final

whistle the Gaels started to gain

momentum and their attacks

outweighed flMC's clearly.

Queen's mid-men and forwards

tried their luck but one way or

another the ball just never en-

tered the RMC net. With about

two minutes to go things finally

clicked and to the great relief of

all Queen's people on hand Ron
Heidebrecht kicked the ball in the

net after the RMC goalie could

not hold on to a cross pass from
Chris Clark.

To the best of my knowledge

the Gaels are now in first position

in the O.U.A.A. East with 3 wins

and a tie. They will try to stay on

top when they start against

Carleton at West Campus
tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. If Wed-
nesday's game is any indication

it should be another win for the

Gaels. Good luck!

R.M.C. goalie Don Casarsa leaps desparately
Drysdale's scoring shot sails over his hand.

-Cameron

as Nick

VB Gaels open
The current season will get underway this Saturday for the

Volleyball Gaels. CFB Kingston is holding an invitational

tournament at the Anderson Gym, with the action starting at

11 :00 a.m. Six teams will be competing: three from Toronto, and
one each from Petawawa, R.M.C, and Queen's.

The Gaels have seven players back from last year, in-

cluding playing-coach Vaclav Smola. He will be assisted by
John Capek who also brings great experience to the job. Both
will contribute heavily to shaping this year's team.

CAT

DOWN W/TriA

One capsule and you'll be up and
feeling.better for 12 hours.

Announces their 1973-74 Volunteer Training

program. TAK will be holding the first evening of

its training session on Wednesday, October 17 at

7.00 P.M. in Room 127, Jeffery Hall. All those

interested in becoming a volunteer must attend

this session. We welcome everyone. For further

information concerning TAK, its training

program, or otherwise, phone 544-1771 and ask
them. See you on Wednesday.
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World:

SPIRO RESIGNS
WASHINGTON (CP) - U.S. Vice-

president Spiro Agnew resigned

his post last Wednesday shortly

after pleading no contest to

charges of income tax evasion.

The formal resignation was
handed to Secretary of State

Henry Kissinger.

While resigning as Vice-

president, Agnew insisted he

never enriched himself while he

was an elected official in

Maryland, and he denied that any

payments he received influenced

his actions as governor of the

state. Agnew claimed that he

accepted the contributions as

part of a long-established pattern

of political fund-raising in

Maryland.
However, Agnew conceded in

court that he knew the money
should have been taxed and he

pleaded no contest to the tax

evasion charge. That was part of

a deal worked out with the U.S.

justice department. Besides

losing the second top political job

in the U.S., Agnew was fined ten

thousand dollars and given three

vears probation.

A successor as vice-president

is to be nom.inated by President

Nixon and must be confirmed by

both houses of Congress. Until

then. House Speaker Carl Albert,

a Democrat, is next in line for the

presidency.

ISUAKI. - War has broken out in

I he Middle Kast again, this time

with no warning. Last Saturday

at 2:00 p.m. F^gyptian forces

launched a multi-pronged attack

across the Suez Canal while

Syrian forces drove into the

Israeli occupied Golan Heights.

On Tuesday Iraq announced that

it was throwing its army and air

force into the fray.

As of press time, Wednesday
night, Israel claimed that she had

regained all the territory she held

in the Golan Heights and was
advancing into Syrian territory.

No decision had been made as to

whether Israeli troops would

advance to Damascus, the Syrian

capital.

On the Suez canal front Israel

conceded that Egyptian forces

.still held the east bank of the

canal and that Israel's army had
been forced to pull back from its

main line of defence along the

canal. Israel said that her forces

had pulled back 3 miles from the

canal; Egypt claimed that the

front was 9 miles deep.

In general Israeli officers

said that they were impressed

with the ferocity and discipline of

the Egyptian troops and con-

ceded that this would not be

another six-day war. "We did not

attack and eliminate them on the

ground as in the six-day war," a

top Israeli air force officer said.

The officer said thai Israel had
command of th<? skies but the

Egyptian and Syrian air forces

were "still l)asically intact".

On Monday and again on

Tuesday, Israel used her air

superiority to launch air raids on

Damascus airport and on
military targets inside Egypt and

Syria, According to Syrian
sources, the wife of a United

Nations official in Damascus was
killed in Monday's raid and the

families of the Indian and
Pakistani ambassadors were
wounded.

EDINBURGH - A teen-aged gang
set fire to a man Sunday and

(xjlice believe the attack wan
inspired by a similar attack lnnt

week in Bf>ston, John Hamiltrwi, a

transient, survived the ailmk but

is in critical wndition. Police

said the youths dr^used him with

the alcoholic concx;tion he was
drinking and then threw a matx;h

on him.

Canada:

Saskatchewan Waffle goes it alone
MOOSE JAW - Members of the Saskatchewan

NDP's Waffle faction voted 190 to 3 last Saturday to

withdraw from the provincial party and form an

independent socialist party. In a resolution passed

by the three day convention of Waffle supporters,

the faction charged the provincial NDP govern-

ments with adopting "the classical social

democratic stance of saving capitalism from itself,

while leaving untouched the basic exploitative and

elitist character of the capitalist social structure".

Premier Allan Blakeney, head of the Saskat-

chewan NDP government, said before the con-

vention that the defection of the waffle wing would

involve only the loss of a few NDP members and

that the electoral effect would be small. Only one of

the 45 NDP MLA's - John Richards (Saskatoon

University) - is publicly associated with the Waffle.

MONTREAL - As the Quebec election nears its mid-

[Xjint only one major issue appears to have

emerged, the issue of separatism. Since the election

was called Sept. 25, the Parti Quebecois' proposal

for an independent Quebec has been the major

recurring theme during low-key campaigning by all

four parties.

The result has been that the Union National and

the Parti Creditiste have joined the Liberal

Government's attack on the PQ and have not

managed to find any planks of their own. The issue

of separatism has pushed such mundane issues as

the economy, language and the James Bay
hydroelectric development into the background.

The PQ platform presents a budget for an in-

dependent Quebec and envisages an independent

Quebec by the end of the 1974-75 budgetary year.

TORONTO - The Liquor Control Board of Ontario is

opening a special shop for rare wines in a downtown

Toronto outlet. On hand will be two "expert wine

consultants" trained by the board to assist pur-

chasers with their selections.
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Initially the shop will offer 170 selections but the

board expects it to eventually stock 300 wines from

Europe, South Africa, Argentina, California and
Ontario.

Out-of-Toronto imbibers will be able to order

selections through their local outlets after choosing

from a catalogue.

PEKING - Canadian ' Prime Minister Pierre

Trudeau arrived here early Wednesday to begin a

week of talks with Chinese leaders. Trudeau was
accompanied by a flotilla of External Affairs and
Trade Department officials, his wife Margaret and

son Justin and about 50 reporters, photographers

and television cameramen.
While in China Mr. Trudeau will hold talks with

Chinese officials to discuss trade, cultural and

scientific exchanges and "maybe ... a little

politics".

The first session of talks, with Premier Chou En
Lai, was held immediately. Those talks were

mainly to draw up an agenda for the six to nine

hours of formal discussions to follow.

OTTAWA - The RCMP has started a low key

campaign to increase the number of native recruits.

While the 14,000-person force h.as no hard-sell

campaign to persuade Indians and Eskimos to sign

up, the force admits that it has an "obvious need"

and has begun inserting recruitment ad-

vertisements in periodicals often read by native

peoples. The force does employ Indians and

Eskimos as special constables and guides, but does

not regard these as regular members of the force.

O'.'TAWA Prime Minister Trudeau has appointed

three Liberals to seals in the Senate, This makes the

standings in the Senate: Liberal 72, Conservative

17, independent 2, independent Liberal 1, Social

Credit I, Vacant 9.

The three appointed were: Ray Perreault,

former Liberal party leader in British Columbia

and MP for Burnaby Seymour in the last

Parliament, John M, (Jodfrey, a Toronto lawyer and

Maurice Riel a former chairman of the Montreal

M<'trop()litan (Jorp.

'OA



Deutsch to retire
Principal John J. Deutsch will retire on October first of next

year. He made the announcement to the Board of Trustees last

Friday night.

Deutsch, 62, will remain with Queen's as a professor of

Economics. He will also continue doing "odd jobs" for the

federal government.

In a statement to the Board, Deutsch said: "When I retire a

year from now, I will be in my 64th year and have completed

more than six years in this challenging, but demanding post. I

am convinced that it is time to make way for a younger man."
He said that with developments and programmes with

which he has been associated coming to completion, "it is an

appropriate time for a change in leadership."

Deutsetr went on to say he was "deeply grateful for the

generous support I have received at all times from the Board of

Trustees, faculty, staff, students, and alumni."

His decision to step-down v/as not a sudden one. "It has

always been my intention to serve between five and seven

years," he said; continuing that he is not retiring with any sense

of frustration.

Deutsch took-over the principalship in 1968 from Dr. James
A. Corry. He was born in Quinton, Saskatchewan, the eldest of 17

children. He came to Queen's in 1933, financing his studies by

teaching at Regiopolis College.

From 1936 to 1942 Deutsch was a research assistant with the

Bank of Canada. During the Second World War, he was a special

assistant with the external affairs department; and 1953 ap-

pointed assistant deputy minister of finance. A year later

Deutsch was appointed secretary of the treasury board.

He resigned from government work in 1956 to become head
of the department of economics and political science at the

University of British Columbia. Since that time, Deutsch has

worked on a number of royal commissions.

He was invested in the Order of Canada in 1969.

Details of his position as professor of economics have not yet

been worked out with the department, he said. He is not at

present lecturing in economics.

Dr. Deutsch said he will also continue doing "odd jobs" for

the federal government as they come up. He described these as

"specific temporary assignments" and not full-time positions.

He will also continue with a project for the United Nations to

study the impact of multinational corporations. Last May, UN
Secretary General Kurt Waldheim named Dr. Deutsch to

represent Canada in the study which was commissioned after

Chile complained that multinational companies had committed
"monstrous acts against the people of Chile".

A search committee will be struck to find a new principal.

Conference at Western

Pub lowers prices
Against "normal" inflationary trends. The Queen's Pub

lowered its prices last night.

Beer has been reduced from fifty-five cents to fifty cents.

Liquor prices are down to sixty cents from seventy-five cents.

In addition, the Pub has extended its hours to include Friday

and Saturday nights from 8 until midnight. As a special con-

cession for Homecoming, the pub will be open until 1 am on that

weekend.

The pub is also introducing wine and mixed drinks.

OFS asks for review

of tenured positions
by Susan de Stein

This past weekend at the University of

Western Ontario, the Ontario Federation of

Students (OFS) held a conference on, among
other things, tenure, promotion, and course

evaluation.

Discussions on tenure focused primarily

on possible alternatives to tenure. The main
argument of those in favour of retaining

tenure centres on the concern for job security

and for the preservation of academic
freedom. However, it was generally felt by
member universities of OFS that tenure no
longer fulfills its original purpose.

Some discussion centred on the feasibility

of instituting 'union' control as an alternative

to tenure.

However, it was agreed that a system by
which tenured appointments be periodically

reviewed, be set up. OFS resolved that the

review be conducted by a committee from the

department concerned, on which an equal

number of students and faculty be
represented.

The issue of parity on staffing and tenure

committees was one of major concern. In fact,

the Students' Administrative Council (SAC) at

the University of Toronto is in the midst of a

campaign, which, if successful, would grant

the students equal representation with
faculty members on staffing bodies.

OFS further recommended that students

on these cornmittefis be selected by students

themselves.

The decision 'to tenure or not to tenure'

would then be based on such criteria as

teaching ability, scholastic research, and
community service, in that order of im-

portance. Delegates were vehement that

"Publish, or perish" no longer be the cry of

the university professor seeking tenure or

some sort of job security.

Recently, financial difficulties en-

countered by universities have lead to the

termination of tenured appointments.
Although the delegates failed to define the

boundaries of such "financial difficulties", it

was felt that serious financial problems could

form the grounds upon which a tenured

faculty member be dismissed.

OFS resolutions on tenure outlined other

grounds upon which the tenured faculty

member be dismissed. These included failure

to maintain reasonable competence in

teaching, persistent neglect of reasonable

duties, involvement in left-wing activities,

and gross misconduct.

In other areas of concern, the concept of

course unions, such as the Departmental
Student Councils (DSC) at Queen's, was
discussed at length in several workshops at

the conference.

In addition, the purpose, mechanics and
legal difficulties of course evaluations were
rehashed in an effort to pool information from
the various campuses and to provide

guidelines for further publications.

In a major report concerning the OFS
policy towards the financing of post-

secondary education, the OFS stated its belief

that all tuition fees be abolished and that

living stipends be provided for students. The
report recommended that a formula deter-

mining the amount needed by a student to

cover his living expenses be established, it

would automatically respond to changes in the

cost of living. The amount would be reviewed
annually before the Fall term and be changed
from time to time in accordance with changes
in the consumer price index.

The report further recommended that the

Ontario government immediately introduce a

system of progressive taxation and that it

encourage the federal government to do the

samg. The report stressed that taxes be levied

on corporations as well as on the individuals.

Throughout the discussions concerning
the financing of post-secondary education,

Queen's AMS President, Steve Brereton

voiced concern that the abolition of tuition

would solve few, if any problems. It was his

belief that the energies of the OFS be directed

to a thorough examination of the loan and
grant programs. Accessibility remained the

issue; approaches to the problem were
varied.

Others^ argued that within the present

system of 'taxation, the student of the '70's ( the

future tax-payer) will be paying for his

education twice; that it was society and not

the individual who was benefitting most from
the education.
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7:00 p.m. - The introductory lecture in the Human
Sexuality Course, in Dupuis Auditorium, will

feature the film "Sexuality and Communication",

followed by a question period with qualified

personnel on hand to provide answers.

8 : 00 p.m. - The traditional Candlelighting Ceremony
representing the sharing of friendship amongst
Queen's women will be held in Grant Hall to

welcome all women new to Queen's. Guest

speaker Professor Kathleen Morand will talk on

the "Role of Women in Canadian Society".

8:00 p.m. - General meeting for all those interested

in Festival '74 in the second floor common room in

the Union.

8:30 p.m. - Joint meeting of the Queen's Astronomy
Club and the Kingston Branch of the RASC in Rm.
323, Ellis Hall. A movie will be shown and,

weather permitting, and observing session will

follow.

9:00 p.m. - Dept of Film Studies Evening Film

Series presents "The Young One" (Luis Bunuel,

1960) withZachary Scott and Key Meersman, in

Ellis Hall. Series tickets $5.00 - students, $8.00 -

non-students.

All Queen's students visiting Heritage Kingston

today will have an opportunity to fill in a free

lottery ticket on one of three works of art from
ARTARIO 72. The draw will be made in the Art

Centre at 8:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 17
12:45 p.m.- Enjoy a lunch-time hour of musicwith

John Helmers, cello, accompanied by Valerie

Watts, piano, performing works by Couperin,

Bach and Kodaly, in

7:00 p.m. - TAK introductory session for the

volunteer training program in Rm. 127, Jeffery

Hall. Included is a short film depicting what
happens in a distress center. All those interested

in becoming volunteers must attend.

7:fX) p.m. - "Environmental Opera H" an ex-

perimental music-drama, will be performed by
the Improvisation Group of the Music Dept. under
the direction of Professor David Keane, in

MacDonald Park, at the foot of Albert St., by the

new .sculpture.

7 .'{0 p.m. - Pollution Probe meeting to discuss the

garbage problem and the setting up of a recycling

scheme, with speakers and a slide show from
Probe Toronto. The meeting will be held in St.

James Church Hall, at the corner of Union and
Barrie.

7:30 p.m. - Queen's Camera Club Course is in Room
15 Frost Wing of Gordon Hall.

HM p.m. - As part of Liberal Month, the Queen's
Litx;ral Club presents guest speaker Secretary of

State, Hugh Faulkner, in Stirling Hall.

«:15 p.m. - Neil Maclx;nnan, of the film Smith and
MacLennan, Architects, will give an illustrated

talk on "The City Hall, Kingston: Restoration and
Kenovatlon", at a meeting in Ellis Hall sponsored
jointly by the Kingston Historical Association and
the Gallery Asswiation.

«:Wp.m. An Evening with ItuckminHter Fuller, in

Victf>ria Hall, lower f>>rnrnon lUjom, sponsored
by lh<; Office, of the I;r;an of Women.

Th ursdoy, Oct. 18

'' '.'/) p m, "The (iiihioiis V;iIu«-h of Population

.Models", ;i Ix-pt of liiology seminar with Dr.

IlufloK Harrnf^en, irj Km. Il-l, Karl Hall.

!i A^> I, -U) p rri IJan High I' irestde with selections

by Hadyri, and Menfielssohn played by the One
Tliird Ninth Intf.-rnalional Trio comfxjsed of

violin, cello and piano, AdmisHion in free and
coffee and de«Hort, will be served.

7:fX) and 9:30 p.m. - ThiH weck'« Dunning Flick will

be F'ellini's Satyricon. Admission $1.00.

7:15 p.m. - Bridge Club meeting in the McLaughlin
Room, the Union.

8:00 p.m. - The Spoken Word series on CFRC
presents two Sherlock Holmes mysteries "The
Norwood Builder" and "Lady Frances Carfax",

with Robert Hardy and Nigel Stock.

8:00 p.m. - Consumer's Association of Canada,

Kingston Assn. meeting and panel discussion at

Sydenham St. United Church. Panel will include

Dianna Burns (Dept. of Consumer Affairs).

9:00 p.m. Dept of Film Studies Evening Film Series

showing of "High Noon" (Fred Zinnemann, 1952),

in Ellis Hall.

Friday, Oct. 19
8:00 p.m. - Kingston Waffle public lecture on
"Imperialism" by John Hutcheson of York
University, in the McLaughlin Room of the

Student Union.

8:30 p.m. - Queen's Dept. of Drama presents The
Natonal Theatre School Troupe Friday and
Saturday night in Convocation Hall. On both

nights this bilingual troupe will perform the

rollicking Elizabethan comedy "Gammer Gur-

ton's Needle". Friday they will also play

Labiche's fast-moving farce "L'Affaire de la Rue
de Lourcine", while on Saturday there will be "Le
Marriage Force" by Moliere. Tickets are $1.00

from the Drama Dept. (547-6291) or at the door.

The Fall Convocation for the School of Graduate
Studies and Research will be held in the afternoon

with speaker Dr. W.B. Lewis, former Senior Vice-

President (Science) of Atomic Energy of Canada,
Limited, at Queen's as "Distinguished Professor

of Science" with the Dept. of Physics. This will be

the last official convocation for Chancellor J.B.

Stirling.

Later This Month
Oct. 21 - Queen's Outing Club Excursions. Orien-

teering Contest at Trent University, call Dave 544-

7182; Canoe trip on Lake Ontario, with picnic on

Flower Pot Island, call Jim 544-0652.

Oct. 22 - "Third World Images: Conflict and Un-

derdevelopment" presents "A Luta Continua", a

feature film on liberation in Mozambique, at 8:00

p.m. in the Etherington Hall Auditorium.

Oct. 25-28 - Homecoming Weekend with: NAC Or-

chestra concert; Pep Rally; Oom-Pa-Pa; opening

of Goodwin Hall and Bruce Wing (Miller Hall);

Football - McMaster vs Queen's; Mia Anderson's

"Ten Women, Two Men and a Moose"; "The
Great Gatsby" Semi-Formal; Commerce Dance;

Gordon Lightfoot concert and much more.

Movies and Theatres
CAPITOL- Dumbo; The Legend of Lobo )ends

Tues.); The Man Who Loved Cat Dancing (starts

Wed.)
liyland • I..a8t Tango In Paris

Odeon - Carry on Matron (ends Tues.); Stompin
Tom Connors: Across This Land

(;rand Theatre - Oct 16 and 17, "Feux P'ollets",

directed by Alan Lund. Curtain at 8:30 p.m. and
tick«!ts $3, $4.

Domino Theatre - Oct. 17 - 20, "Music Hall",

dirrjcted by Moira Davies, based on an English

Pub setting, with beer and peanuts served after

<!ach performance;. Tickets $2.50 from the Theatre

or from Mahood's.

Pubs
101 Inn Six Pax
'I'ownhouse I/)Kt Generation

( oininodore Charley O'Noil and the Chargers

Manor Manila Affair

Frontenac - Fred WcTthman

NOTICE RE

Student Fee Statements

A NEW FORM OF STUDENT FEE STATEMENT HAS
BEEN INTRODUCED EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1973.

UNFORTUNATELY THE PRINTER DID NOT PRINT
INSTRUCTIONS ON THE ENVELOPES AS TO HOW TO
OPEN THEM AND THIS WILL CAUSE IN
CONVENIENCE TO PEOPLE NOT FAMILIAR WITH
THESE PARTICULAR FORMS. THE PRINTER HAS
PROMISED TO PRINT OPENING INSTRUCTIONS ON
ENVELOPES OF STATEMENTS TO BE MAILED
LATER IN THE TERM. PLEASE BEAR WITH US
UNTIL THEN.

BfiN fll^M 'FIRESloe

'THuitSOni - otTo<»««. 1*.

"ONE -THIRD NINTH
IMT6ANAT1OMML TRIO px^HiMt^

come >f«» Tim* ptrx- dimmt* «<«»it

AMD or«se»T FIT S.lfS P.M.

lUjiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiniiHiiiHiiniiiitnniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiinin

QUEEN'S PUB I

I
HOUSE OF COMMONS

|

i is pleased to announce |

I EXTENDED HOURS
|

1 and i

1 NEW LOWER PRICES

I OPEN: MON. THRU SAT. 8-12 midnight i

I FRi. AFTERNOON 12 noon - 4 p.m.
|

I
BEER 50' LIQUOR 60'

|
WiiiiiiiniiiiiiinHiiHiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiniiininiiMiiiniimnniiiiiniiiiiiniii^

The Lothlorien Science Formal

Committee Announces

General Sales for tickets to

the Formal for any Queen's

student or Alumni have

started.

Tickets are available in the Eng. Soc.

office in Clark Hall. The price of $25

covers souvenirs/ a hot buffet and

free drinks at the Formal.

(Admission restricted to 400 couples)
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Deutsch stresses the importance of the Arts
-by Leslie Fleming-

Arts and Science students

may have a harder time finding a

job, but they are better equipped

for handling the human problems

of the world, Dr. John J. Deutsch

noted Wednesday.
Deutsch was speaking to a

Biology 101 audience during a

special seminar on "The
changing Role of the University."

For those enrolled in the

briefly...

Weight room suits needs
- by Dan Ardrae -

The condition of the weight training room seems to be adequate

enough for the majority of the people on campus. The weight

training room in the gym is used by various people for different

purposes, but mostly by people who are simply endeavouring to

stay in or get into shape. For these people, the room and the

equipment suit their in(Uvidual needs. If one wishes to become a

"he-man" then perhaps the weight training room is lacking in

certain pieces of sophisticated equipment. The equipment,

although it may be far from perfect, appears to be of decent enough

quality, and after personally surveying the situation, seems to get

the job done. This is not to say that certain improvements of the

weight training room are not warranted. Inevitably there are

certain items that break down, are worn out or become chipped.

These should be replaced or fixed as soon as possible, and usually

are. If the participants took proper care of the equipment then

many of the "problems" currently being talked about would never

have taken place. It would appear then, that the commotion raised

over the weight training room is being raised by the vociferous few

and not by the basically satisfied majority.

Law for the Layman series
The laws of the land : complicated and so numerous you only

hope that somehow, sometime, you've learned the laws you need.

But have you? What does it cost to write a will? Is it illegal to

drive barefoot? Remembering the rail strikes, what rights does a

union member have if he disagrees with his union? If your landlord

won't turn the heat on soon enough is there a law to help you? How
do the family courts decide custody? Does a house deed have to be

searched?

The AMS Education Commission is sponsoring a television

series produced by the Canadian Bar Association. Segments of

'Law for the Layman" will be shown weekly beginning Wed-
nesday, 17 October. All films will be shown at 7.30 p.m. in Room 111

Earl Hall, on Queen's campus and qualified resource people will be

in attendance to answer questions and discuss issues. There is no
admission charge.

Tomorrow's program is a filmed discussion by prominent

Canadian lawyers, entitled "Drugs and Drug Abuse". In addition,

James Donnelly, Crown Prosecutor for narcotics cases in Kingston

for over two years, will be present to answer questions, and a

lawyer in private practice has also been contacted.

United Appeal Fitness Fair
The "Fitness Fair", sponsored by the United Appeal will be

held at Frontenac Downs on Saturday, October 20. Displays and
booths demonstrating physical fitness techniques will comprise
part of the continuous program that will run from 11 am to 4 pm.
Buses will provide transportation to the Downs from City Hall

.

Ski, golf, jogging, hiking and canoeing clubs will be presenting

films, booths and displays as well as comprehensive explanations

of their individual activities.

Demonstrations of square dancing, fencing, weight lifting,

yoga, karate, football, soccer, basketball and volleyball will be

presented as well as gymnastics displays by the Armed Forces,

R.M.C. and the "Y". A five station fitness test will be sponsored by
the "Y" and anyone can participate. In addition, the Queen's

gymnastics team will put on a display as well as the RMC High
Horse Team, and a demonstration entitled "The Day in the Life of

an RMC Cadet" will also be presented.

A canoe maker will be making a canoe, a fish lure maker will

be making fish lures, a log cutter will be cutting logs and there will

be displays of antique machinery and tools. CKWS will be spon-

soring a bicycle marathon for various high schools and there will be

a horse show sponsored by the Kingston Pony Club in the center of

the track.

Local businesses are providing prizes such as skiis, sporting

clothes and membership passes to the "Y". Draws for the prizes

will be made throughout the day. Tickets are .25c or 5 for $1.00.

In addition, former hockey stars as well as the Kingston

Canadians will be on hand to sign autographs. Health food stores

will have their wares on displays, graduates of the nutrition school

at KGH will make a presentation on diets, and there will be an NFB
film on physical fitness shown.

The fair is a marketing project of students at QCVI.

general education program,
Deutsch held considerable op-

timism. "Our society needs
generalists as well as

specialists", according to

Deutsch who added that we also

need "people who can take a

broad view of the human con-

dition."

He pointed out that there are

basic differences between
community colleges and
universities in that the com-
munity colleges are more con-

centrated in the practical aspects

of education.

With the theory behind them,

Deutsch stated that he hoped that

they would be better prepared to

adapt to the ever increasing bulk

of technological knowledge.

Although the university

enrollments have not been in-

creasing substantially during the

past two years, Deutsch noted

that there are ten percent more
young people at universities than

there were a decade ago, com-
pared to the actual population

increase.

Deutsch also pointed out that

there are more students retur-

ning to institutions of post-

secondary education after some
years of working. He added that

Queen's is now offering a special

program in which fifty-five of

these mature students are given

the opportunity to come to

university. However, Deutsch
emphasized that the university

should not be strictly an
academic experience, but one of

personal development.

One student disagreed with

this philosophy and added that

the work load in arts is actually

too light. However, most present

felt differently.

Deutsch felt that the

student's time should not be
crowded in the form of required

studies. He must be allowed time
for personal development.

He added that in a complex
university like this they try to

integrate the faculties so that

everybody gets a background in

humanism, socialism, and
science.

He pointed out the im-
portance of giving students in

Applied Science an idea of human
or ecological values in order to

allow them to consider the actual

consequences of their progress.

The university's essential

function is found in the field of

research. H e noted that it is not

just a regurgitating and
cataloguing of knowledge but an
opportunity for extending it.

Where to put the garbage
-by Mark Hayes

"There is 54,000 tons of

garbage produced in Kingston

each year", states Robert
Bishop, coordinator of Pollution

Probe Kingston, "and in

February there may be no place

to put it." The critical situation is

a result of the present dump
being closed because it is starting

to pollute the Cataraqui River,

and up to the present time, there

has been no site picked to replace

it. This problem and others will

be discussed at a Probe meeting

tomorrow night at 7.30 in the St.

James Church Hall, corner of

Union and Barrie Streets. There

will be a speaker to talk on

pollution problems in other

localities, and a slide show on the

environment in general, with a

focus on garbage difficulties.

The main delay in choosing a

site for the new dump is that no-

one wants it near them. This is

not a unique problem points out

Bishop, but is "prevalent

throughout Canada". Bishop goes

on to say that the garbage
problem can be lessened by
consumers buying fewer wasteful

items. Things like TV dinner's

aluminum containers, cardboard

milk packets, and non-

returnable pop bottles are some
of the most frequent choices. "70

percent of pop bottles in Canada
are non-returnable," not,ed

Bishop. "If consumers wouldn't

buy this kind of product,

manufacturers will soon start to

make a change."

In the Kingston area, Probe
wants to set up a garbage
recycling program, probably
starting with paper recycling

depots where people can bring in

their old newspapers. Probe
would then package and sell it to

local paper plants for recycling.

Bishop hopes to see someone
from Probe manning these

depots to "talk to the people and
give them an idea about pollution

and what we're doing about it".

Besides local problems,
Probe is interested in national

issues, like water pollution and
the growing energy crisis. They
have also tried to get some
younger citizens involved by
doing a series of lectures in

elementary and high schools.

Probe hopes that eventually

some schools will set Probe
branches of their own to pursue

environmental problems that

they are interested in.

Although 120 people have
been involved in Probe activities

in the last two years, Bishop

estimates there are "between 3

and 25 active members". This

lack of manpower has restricted

Pollution Probe Kingston from
pursuing many important
problems, and interested parties

and prospective members are

asked to call either Robert
Bishop at 544-0713 or Calvin

Piggott at 542-8270, or come to the

meeting tomorrow night.

Keep Queen's forever green
Artsci '75 has come forward

and taken the credit for the

"Queen's forever Green"
movement which has sprung up

on campus.
They plan to purchase nearly

mature trees, and place them in

some of the barren spots around

campus. Evergreens are being

used because they remain green

all year. The trees are to be

Artsci '75's graduation gift to the

university.

The campaign has already

begun but the drive begins in

earnest next week. Buttons

carrying the slogan "Queen's

Forever Green" will be sold.

Maps will be available showing

the areas in which trees are to be

placed.

Their project depends on the

students, and Artsci '75 asks for

campfls support in their efforts to

put some Green back into our

campus.
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ASUS By-election

For Senator (two year term)

Bill Fallis
There are many beneficial

organizations on campus contributing

to the well-being of the Queen's
student and the functioning of the

university. The Senate is one such
body. It is the combined co-operation

of students and professors that create

a viable force for constructive in-

novations on campus. There is always
a need for further student-prof co-

operation and in the Senate I would
like to continue this relation. One of

the aims of the ASUS Orientation

Committee was to increase this

relationship, and to this end the first

evening meal of the Gael groups was
with a prof.

There is a great deal of committee
work involved with the Senate, as each
Senator is expected to sit on a number
of committees. From my past ex-

perience on the Oreintation Com-
mittee, I would hope that my presence
in future committee situations would

For AMS

Di Cottingham
I'm int.ercstcd in you- I won't tell

you to come back later! I want you to

feel free to di.scuss any complaints,

criticisms, dissillusions and new ideas

with me because I do care and enjoy

listeninf!. But above al) I hope that I'll

be able to make sure your opinions are

heard. At present, the AMS is feeling

somewhat of a financial pinch.

Queen's has a great deal of potential,

and I think we should take advantage
frf this and rather than searching
eUewhere 'and spending money; we
Hhould use our own professors a.s

speakers and make more use of our

own facilities U> develop and extend
our cultural activities. I would also

like to enc'jiurage more and doner
"itudenl-profeniior relationships,

rommunicalionx <:<ni)6 be improved
by more athletic, »<K:lal and cultural

sUffstudent participation. I need
your help and cf>-f/i)eratton. I want you
to know that you can call men and talk

lo me as an objective lisli-rner. I;o<;s

this sfnjnd like the same old bullshit? I

hope not, becaune I'm sincerely in-

leresl/'d and I'm sure that ac-

complishing what you want means as
much lo you as it does lo me. So lets

h(/pe we can gel t/)«ether and talk.

fJall me at rA'lrUm

Jim Henderson
The object of th<- AMS is lo .id

vance the jnt<TesU lA the sludentu of

Queen's University, which is ob-

viously a very general statement but

',ti' //tiich also carries with It a large

be affective. Two committees of

personal interest are the Academic
Development Committee and the Fine
Arts and Public Lecturp Committee.
If elected, I would like to secure

positions in these areas.

This year I am affiliated with the

DSC programme. I hope its in-

volvement (as well as my past

Oreintation experience) will further

understanding of the university role

and add to my contribution on the

Senate.

It is for these reasons I seek
election to the Senate and I hope they

are sufficient to warrant your sup-

port.

Fallis was a gael and a floor

senior and treasurer of McNeil House
in 72-73, the membber of the ASUS
Orentation '73 committee responsible

for social events, was a project officer

for an OFV programme last summer,
is presently the Chairman of the

Anatomy DSC and represents that

department on the Faculty Board.

Jennifer Grass
The Senate is concerned with

making academic decisions of major
impact to the students of Queen's.

University financing, admissions
policies, the introduction and ex-

pansion of academic programmes are

all evaluated here. Though the
groundwork for these decisions is laid

in committees, responibility for

ratification rests with the Senate. In

1968, the Senate approved a slow

growth policy for Queen's partially

required by the limited expansion

possibilities in Kingston and also

Representative
amount of responsibility. Hopefully

student government will be less

worked up in self-righteousness or

petty politics and be more concerned
with specific functions, issues, and
services that require sensible,

responsible consideration and ad-

ministration.

I would like to serve as one of the

ASUS representatives to the AMS in

Ihe hopes of contributing to the

student government we have working
for us. One area which is in dire need
of attention is Services, especially in

light of the observations and
recommendations of Paul Mahaffy. I

would like to devote time and energy

to the problems and suggestions

concerning the whole area of Services,

which includes everything from Busit

and Housing, to the Pub, Who's Where
and the University Center, to mention

just a few. The basic importance right

now seems to be to get some unity or

picture of where it all must lead to and

more importantly, of how it can best

function.

I have had one year's experience

as the first year rep to ASUS which
offers, though in a limited sense, an

insight into some of the functions and
issues of campus life in and out of the

classroom. Student government is an

essential part of our lives here, and I

would like to accept the responsibility

of attending meetings and of helping

to see things done and done as well as

is possible.

designed to preserve the special

"character" of the university. In view
of Ihe recent enrollment shortfalls

elsewhere, this has proved to be a

particularly advantagious decision.

It is essential that student
representatives make a strong
commitment to this body. Last year a

proposed interdisciplinary cour.se on
world problems went by the wayside
because of the failure of students to

sufficiently organize and fight for it.

Several years of observation and
reporting on the Senate have given me
a keen interest in it and made me
realize its importance. I feel I can
accomplish more by direct par-

ticipation.

Grass was assistant News Editor
of the Journal in 71-72, Editor-in-chief

in 72-73, is presently the English DSC
representative to the Faculty Board,
and is a member of the Brocklngton
Visitorshlp Committee which has
arranged the Buckminster Fuller
visit.

-at-Large

Ruth Stiles

The AMS has become too

idealistic and has lost sight of the

practicalities of running an efficient

corporation. Ideas to be incorporated

into practical services must be
financially sound. Mismanagement
due to "favourites" being chosen for

high AMS Service positions has
resulted in financial crises; i.e.

Heffalump, Typing Service, the Pub.

The net loss of the AMS last year was
$20,763.00. The question is Why?

The student body feels estranged

from its government. I want to im-

prove communicalions. I recommend
thai a report by Ihe AMS of each Outer

Council Meeting appear in the .Journal

- as a justification r)f AMS policies.

Having worked in Orientation and
Informjilion Hank, I realize how
many problr^ms .irisc concerning the

funrlioniiig of Queen's. Lack of in-

formalioii llrnils the polciitiiililies of

Ihe I/iiivcfsily ; i.e. Hus II will prove

successful only if the AMS generates

information concerning Kingston bus

routes.

An informed campus will be the

( heck oil ail inefficient government,
fiiveii Ihi- chance I will work hard for

you; I will represent you.

ELECTIONS
for A.S. U.S. representative

to A.M.S. and Senator will

be held on Wednesday, Oct. 17.

Polling stations will be open at:

the Union 10:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Douglas Library 2:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. [

Humphrey Hall 1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
j

An advance poll will be open at the John Orr Room From
6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. on Monday, 15th. Bring your
student card.

A.S.U.S. Meeting

IVfDNfSDAr, OCT. 17

7:30 p.m.

RED ROOM, KINGSTON HALL

It Is imperative that anyone considering
running for the Orientation Committee 1974 be
at this meeting.

A.S.U.S.
Anyone interested in

heading the

Course Evaluation
FOR 1974

Please phone

Craig Brown

546-5225

in your spare time. .

.

EARN UP TO $1000 OR MORE
Be an Authorized Sub Agent

for the distribution of

CANADA SAVINGS BONDS
—contact—

TREVOR R. DIXON
McLeod, Young, Weir & Company Limited

542-2370

Human
Sexuality
Course

FREE, INFORMAL, NON-CREDIT
FIVE TUESDAY EVENINGS
THIS TERM

FIRST LECTURE:
"Sexuality and Communication" Tonight, Oct.

16, at 7:00 p.m. Dupuis Auditorium

For information contact:

BIRTH CONTROL, ABORTION & V.D. INFORMATION
AND REFERRAL SERVICE, 165 UNIVERSITY AVE.,

547-2806
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Announces their 1973-74 Volunteer Training
program. TAK will be holding the first evening of

its training session on Wednesday, October 17 at

7:00 P.M. in Room 127, Jeffery Hall. All those
interested in becoming a volunteer must attend
this session. We welcome everyone. For further

information concerning TAK, its training
program, or otherwise, phone 544-1771 and ask
them. See you on Wednesday.

Intramural Athletics

Slogan Contest

$10.00 PRIZE

will be awarded to the person who submits the best

slogan encouraging participation in Intramural

Sports. Winner to be decided by the WIC committee.

Contest closes Friday, October 19th, Winner to be

announced Tuesday, Oct. 23rd.

Put your slogan, name and phone on a piece of paper and
drop it in the entry box located inside the entrance to the

Physical Education Centre.

You Can Be A Winner ~

Participate In Intramural Activities!

DON'tMISS

TORONTO
WEEKEND

$8.00 RETURN

BUSES LEAVE: Fri. Oct. 19, 4:30 & 5:30
RETURN: Sot. 6 p.m. & Sun. 8 p.m.

MIDNIGHTOILTHIGHS, NATHAN PHILIPS SQUARE,
BAR HOPPING. BUS FROM UNION STATION TO
GAMES ONLY .50c. SUPPORT OUR TEAM, BE
THERE!

HARNESS RACING

fontenm
vwns

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 17
is Queen's University Niglit

at the Down's ...

ADMITTANCE FREE
for Queen's Students

on tliot night ond

V2 PRICE
for the rest of the season

SUNDAY— POST TIME 1:45

Full Card of Races— Pari-mutuel Betting
North on Division Street to McAdoo Lane

LICENSED DINING ROOM AND LOUNGE
CLOSEDCIRCUITTV

Career Planning and Placement

Has lot of answers, if you're asking
by Nancy Bowes

Th&Career Planning and Placement Centre can
help you in your job hunting, often a mind-boggling

and physically wearying affair. Whether you'xe

looking for a part-time job throughout the year, a
summer job or a lifetime career, the Centre has
services to aid you.

Counselling is available individually or in

groups. WeU-advertised seminars are held on how
to apply for and get the job you want in many dif-

ferent carrer areas. If you wish, you may even form
your own group with mutual interests and the

Centre will arrange a time and place for a meeting.

Offered at the Centre is a wide range of

literature pertaining to career exploration; in-

formation is available on over 700 companies, in-

dustries, professional organizations and govern-
ment agencies. In addition, university and com-
munity college calendars are provided if you're
planning further education. The Centre itself has
begun to publish pamphlets according to discipline,

explaining job areas open upon completion of

academic studies, a complete set of which should
soon be available.

Another valuable service is the permanent
placement program. Representatives of employers
visit the campus throughout the year to interview

prospective employees. Regularly revised notices

are posted around the University and in the Centre.

The Career Planning and Placement Centre has

a special program to help students get summer
jobs. Though last summer is barely over, it's not too

soon to start investigations for next summer. At the

Centre, forms may be obtained to register for

summer employment; when completed the form is

fed into a computer. Upon notification that an
employer has an opening, the people at the Centre
draw from the computer a list of names filling the

specified requirements in the order that they

registered. The students are then contacted and
made aware of the openings. The Centre expects up
to 2,000 students to register for summer em-
ployment; as it is operated on a first-come, first-

served basis, waiting is not advised.

The Centre stresses the fact that its services are

available to all Queen's students. Undergraduates
are advised to make use of it when choosing cour-

ses. Job information may well prove one course to

be of much more value than another. It must also be
remembered that the counsellors cannot be ex-

pected to see you in the spring of your graduating
year and decide your fate. A well-chosen career can
make the difference between a lifetime enjoyed and
one merely spent. In order to make a wise choice,

much fore-thought, self-examination and in-

vestigation into fields of interest are necessary.

The Career Planning and Placement Centre is

located at 121 Union St., (the northeast corner of

Union and University.)

U.S. grope and lettuce boycott
by Jessica Govea
and Wendy Hughes

In 1962 Cesar Chavez began to slowly organize

farmworkers in the U.S. to bring about changes in

their degrading working conditions and deplorable

exploitation by the grape growers. In 1965 the

recently organized United Farmworkers Union

began a grape boycott in California. California has

a half million acres of grapes and an annual harvest

worth $330 million. The workers, usually of

Mexican-American origin, were striking for the

right to improve their positions in American

society.

In California, as in Ontario, farm workers have

been excluded from labour legislation which would

allow them to organize for a decent standard of

living and tolerable working conditions. They did

not want their children to have to work in the fields

so that the family could eat. They wanted an in-

crease in wages to raise them to at least the

minimum wage.

They wanted the right to sit down and negotiate

with the growers about working conditions in-

cluding hours per day, availability of drinking

water, rest periods, toilet facilities, controlled use

of pesticides (which were and are taking a heavy

toll in workers' lives) and the right to run a hiring

hall.

Finally the growers, badly hurt by the long and
successful lx)ycott of their table grapes, signed

contracts with the U.F.W. in 1970. The lives of the

workers changed qualitatively. Although their

wages were still very low, the constant threat of

hunger was somewhat alleviated.Children left the

fields to go to school. Families left the labour camps
and established homes. The job security won in

their contracts with the grape growers allowed the

farm workers some measure of personal autonomy.
The provision of basic needs such as food and

shelter made it possible for the farm workers to

have dignity and self-respect for the first time in

their lives. However, it would be erroneous to depict

the changed conditions as being a workers' Utopia.

Still, the average family income of a farm worker
was only $2,700 per yeai The infant mortality rate

of the farm workers was 125 per cent above the

national average and the average life span of a

farm worker was still only 49 years.

Nevertheless, the resentful growers, angered
by their loss of what had been virtually a slave

labour force, resolved to crush the United Farm
Workers Union. Thus in the spring of 1973 as the 3-

year contract won in 1970 expired, the growers
refused to re-negotiate. The expiry of the unions

three year pact had allowed conditions to

deteriorate drastically. The medical plan, hiring

hall, grievance procedure, and regulations
regarding child labor has been replaced by
labouring in temperatures up to 120 degrees,

working in fields that lack both drinking water and
sanitation facilities.

On April 18, 1973, the workers voted for a second

strike and boycott. During the picketing, thugs were
hired at $67.50 per day to intimidate and terrorize

farm workers and their supporters. In this struggle

several striking workers and sympathizers were
murdered, hundreds were hospitalized and over 7

thousand (including 80 priests and nuns working on
picket lines) were arrested.

Consistent with their belief in non-violence the

I
workers decided to call off the picket and devote all

I

their energy to the boycott.

On August 31st nearly 600 workers left their

homes for the grape markets throughout North
America to rally public support for the boycott and

' explain AFC-CIO's aims. Thirty-two workers are

now in Toronto and will remain there until the

boycott is successful and the growers prepared to

re-negotiate contracts. The Toronto and Montreal

I

areas are respectively the third and fifth largest

I consumers of California table grapes in the world.

In their first month in Ontario the farm workers
have already received the following endorsements

:

Mayor Crombie, the Toronto City Council, the Star,

the Roman Catholic Church, the Canadian Council

of Churches, the Board of Missions-United Church
of Canada, the Canadian Labour Congress, the

Ontario Federation of Labour, the Labour Council

of Toronto and the New Democratic Party.
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Now you can buy
a Digi-matic Calculator

for only643§ with batteries and carrying case.

Find percentages
in an instant . .

.

electronically with

the Digi-matic P-8.

complete with recharger

and carrying case.

Does everything the T-8

does and more! Percent
key gives percentage
answer with decimal in

the proper place. Makes
mark-ups, discounts,

interest rates and tax

calculations easy. With
enlarged 8-digit display

Rechargeable
batteries—

5

hrs. portable

use; recharge
in 7 hrs. on
AC outlet.

Get the right answer everytime,
the instant you need it! Our new
Digi-matic T-8 puts the solution

at your fingertips on the job,

in the classroom, at your desk,
in your car . . . wherever you need
an answer in a hurry. It's our
lowest priced Digi-matic. . . but

even at this low price you get

all our standard Digi-matic

features.

Automatic Constant for continuous

multiplication and division— no need
to re-enter each calculation.

Floating Decimal. Gives you the

correct answer with decimal in the

proper position.

Clear Entry Key clears the last entry

if you make a mistake.

And still more features!

Shows true credit balance.

8-digit read-out with overflow

indicator.

Measures 5^/4 x 3"; weighs just

10 ounces.

Guaranteed for one year.

Runs on 3 AA alkaline battehes for

10 hours portable use.

AC adaptor lets you use your

Digi-matic T-8

with electrical

outlet. Only $5.99

Simpsons-Sears Ltd.

1 100 Princess St.

Kingston Shopping Centre
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letters

Says 'Sheila' was

Complex, not confusing
Dear Editors:

This is an open letter to Kiloran

German .
concerning her review of the

movie, "The Last of Sheila" in the Oct. 12

issue of the Journal.

Miss German,
I beg to differ with you in your

evaluation of "Sheila" especially where

you compare it to the British film

"Sleuth". I hope you haven't convinced

anyone not to see "Sheila" as it was a very

intriguing movie. (You probably didn't

like "Heavy Traffic" either).

First off, "The Last of Sheila" is by no

means a rehash of "Sleuth" unless you

consider any murder mystery to be a

rehash of any made before.

You claim that you found "Sheila"

confusing where it should have been

complex, but that you could tell the ob-

vious end halfway through the movie. I

guess I don't have your feminine intuition.

I found "Sheila" to be a very complex, not

confusing, but complex movie that only

gave inklings of the true culprits identity.

On the other hand "Sleuth" reeked of the

ending within the first minutes, and as for

its intricate and fascinating games, they

only proved that Sir Lawrence Olivier can

out-act Michael Caine any day, which I

already knew.

You say the photography is poor in

"Sheila". Well think about it. If you were

the director of a mystery movie would you

want to distract your audience with shots

of beautiful Mediterranean islands or the

French Riviera? As for "Sleuth", it didn't

I have any photography since it was
! adapted from a play.

Speaking of directing, I found the

direction of "Sheila" excellent, (I'll admit

i the acting wasn't great), in that the movie
' was extremely complex without being

confusing or boring, but then a complex
mathematical equation is confusing and

boring to someone who doesn't know how
to solve it. This is no slight against you,

Miss German, as you already knew the

ending halfway through the movie.

I also found the direction in Sleuth so

God-awful, (the actors carried the movie),

that they actually expected me to believe

that Michael Caine would co-operate with

Sir Lawrence so that the latter could shoot

the former in the most convenient position.

Not only that, but Mr. Caine was easily

recognizable as Inspector what's-his-name

when he returned and I really wasn't left

guessing through too much of the movie,

j

Sleuth may have been a good play but its a

boring movie.

To anyone else who happens to read

this letter I advise you to see "The Last of

Sheila". It is extremely intricate and will

demand your fullest concentration so don't

go stoned or drunk. Comparing it to Sleuth

is like comparing chess to checkers; no

comparison.

Yours sincerely

Dave Barier

Ping-pong no Better

than weight room
Dear Editors:

Lately there have been several

complaints by students about the appalling

concUtions in the Weights room. Many of

the instruments were missing and those

which were there were in extremely bad
shape.

It might be a consolation to those guys
to know that facilities for Table-Tennis are

no better, if not worse. Recently, the

Chinese Club held a Ping-Pong Tour-

nament for its members. We were greatly

disappointed by the number of Ping-Pong
tables available. Only one was found to be

satisfactory in the Gymnastics Room, and
two others in the Projectile Room were
broken and clearly unusable. (BEWS will

encounter the same problem when they
hold the Ping-Pong Tournament sometime
later in the year).

The Chinese Club approached the

appropriate authority about our
predicament but we were told that nothing

could be done. We wondered why Queens
with its ultra-modern gymnasium is so ill-

equipped for Table-Tennis. In fact Ping-

Pong is the only well-known sport not

offered in the Sports Skills Instructional

Program sponsored by the School of

Physical & Health Education. Actually the

Chinese Club has volunteered to offer its

services to forming a Queens Table Tennis
team, but the offer was rejected.

THANK YOU.
Mark Tang, MBA 2

Queens Chinese Club

.

Give the AMS Court

a chance (and people)

Dear Editors:

I am appalled by the lack of action on

the part of the AMS regarding the ap-

pointment of justices of the AMS Court. It

would appear that the executive intends to

let the Court die by not filling the vacan-

cies.

It seems to me that we should give the

Court a chance to prove itself by bringing

more cases before it. The Question of the

constable system here at Queen's and the

payment of honoraria to certain members
of the AMS properly fall within the

jurisdiction of the Court and should be

referred to it to settle any questions raised-

Let's not see one of the unique in-

stituations at Queen's disappear through a

lack of interest on the part of the AMS.
J. R. Jackson

Hamster Gang upset

over no Vonnegut
Dear Editors:

Myself and the members of my motley

entourage were exceedingly disappointed

to find that Cineguild's presentation of

"Between Time and Timbuktoo" was
cancelled. Being long time loyal fans of

Kurt Vonnegut, we had all been waiting

anxiously for the showing of his only movie

effort, and would like to urge the

organizers to make an attempt to obtain

this flick at some later date. We would like

to warn those in power that if some valiant

effort is not made, Diana Moon Glampers

will immediately notify the Ethical Suicide

squad to do their duty in protecting society

from these smugly superior

"nothin^eads".
Yours respectfully,

Marko, representing

Rudy, Moody and the

Hamster House Gang

.

Cineguild sends the following reply:

We apologize for the disappointment

caused to those who wished to see Kurt

Vonnegut's film, "Between Time and

Timbuktu", last Thursday night at Dun-

ning Auditorium. The distributor did not

meet our delivery date as was promized;

however, every attempt will be made to

ensure that this situation does not recur

and to present the film in the second term.

Big Red said:

Let 'em drink water
Dear Editors:

John Ronson's letter struck a

responsive cord in my de-caffeinated brain

late one night in the Purple room in

Douglas, so I thought I'd drop Messrs.,

Redmond and Phillips a line . . .

Ode to Douglas Library

At one time in the libe there was coffee

But the student's use it was sloppy;

So Big Red, the head, said, 'Let them drink

water!

To do this we don't think he aught a

You see, we have to read, we gotta

;

And how we complain, should we ever

abstain,

From drinking our red bean water.

If you give back our brew
We'll do our best to please you

And never be sloppy again.

To feel soporific ain't so terrific

So why not get with it, don't tell us to stick

it.

Just make our machines once more
prolific.

Hans Christian Christensen
^

I

Everyone bitches;

Someone does
Dear Editors:

Everyone around this campus seems

to bitch about things - - especially the

concrete, the library and the coffee shop.

No one seems to do anything; it is sort of

like the weather.

It is good to see someone is trying to do

something about the trees, grass and

rocks. If now only someone could go after

the coffee shop . . .

Peter Roberts

' More concern over

Our weird classifieds
Dear Editors:

We, the undersigned would like to

express our concern over the editing

policies of The Queen's Journal. In several

recent issues of the Journal, the "un-

classifieds" have carried statements
which have directly attacked minority

groups and specific people on campus. The
characters and persotialities of these

people have undoubtedly suffered as a

result of this insensitive so-called humour.
We feel that the Journal needs to take a

hard look at what it is trying to accomplish

on behalf of the student body, and hope
that it will stand as a unifying rather than

an alienating force on campus.
38 people

ED NOTE: We did not print the 38 names
because we could not decipher the spelling

of most of them. The unclassifieds are not

edited except for libel. If there is sufficient

feeling that the notices to which you refer

should not be a part of the Journal, we will

take steps to tone down the material.

Wants to spend

the Pub's $3000
Dear Editors:

One of the problems of living in

Geneva is that one doesn't get the Journal

as early as one might. Nevertheless, I was
pleasantly surprised that the issue of

September 28 contained a rather detailed

report of the Canadian Grand Prix, a

subject that the more stick-and-ball-game

orientated sports editors of the daily press

rarely touch. The author, himself a

competent formula Ford driver, shows an

obiviously detailed knowledge of the sport

and should be congratulated.

Not wishing to let this precedent pass

by, I am happy to offer my services as

European Motor Racing Correspondent to

the Journal. Not every university

newspaper has one of those. Perhaps we
can iDeen get the AMS to pay travel ex-

penses, what with the Pub's $3000 a week
profit and all . . .

Gian Egger
Geneva

ED NOTE: You're on, Gian. By the way,

see pages 12-13 of this issue.

Crest challenge

answered

Before it was made
Dear Editors:

We would like to reply to the ad-

vertisement ty Artsci 7B on page 3 of last

Friday's Journal. The spirit shown by this

sector of Queen's in issuing a challenge is

indeed commendable. However, a Sc '76

crest has been in existence beside Clark

Hall since the first week in September. In

view of this, it is felt that the challenge to

"Beautify the Campus", by means of crest

painting is well over a month behind the

times.

Crest painting and sign painting has
been a tradition for many years on this

Campus and we do not feel that a challenge

can be offered in this field. Sc'76 will

continue their policy of painting (as will all

engineering years) and we sincerely hope
that everyone respects each other's work
and the campus does not become scarred

with blotched-out paintings.

"the spirit of SCIENCE '76"

Wilf Roy

ED NOTE: Does painting all over the

campus really "Beautify" it? Probably

not.
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hy ItaJ Anand
Saturday night. Meet Fac-

tory time had arrived at last.

Steve Masher and (Jord Nurd,

head floor machines, had com-
pleted their overtime per-

formance of twenty-two hours at

the library without opening a

book, and they were to be

rewarded tonight. They were
leading their machines to the

Female Factory Meeting Place,

Victoria Ball. Two purposes were
given for the visit, but somehow
they both amounted to the same
thing.

The preparations had gone on

all week for this moment of

triumph. The Fourth W.C. Leo
unit (plus two spare parts) had
been invited over to the Ground
Floor Division of the Female
Factory for the evening. Since it

was a Bring Your Own
Drunkeness affair, the Leo squad
leaders had informed, reminded
and coerced their men into

making available to themselves

just enough of the vile intoxicants

that they wouldn't be aware of

what was going on. Naturally.

Then, if the Female Factory

didn't measure up, who would
know the difference?

You could tell this was to 65e

an extra-special occasion when
Masher and Nurd returned from
their libaray vigil that afternoon

at 4:30 (refueling wasn't until

.5:00.) Yes, in anticipation of the

grand event, the complete Fourth

Leo unit was to confirm that

time-honoured residence
tradition: if I can be more of an
animal than you. As your faithful

reporter dutifully donned his

bowler hat, pipe and green-and-

yellow hockey socks, the rest of

the floor parts assumed disguises

ranging from Gestapo chiefs to

ornately-decorated pixies.

After the usual briefing on
the etiquette of acting strange for

a Leo cafeteria audience, the unit

trooped down to the seamy
depths of Beaverville. A "toast to

the Queen" was met with
deafening silence. A change of

lactics was in order, and the

second axiom of residence
behaviour was invoked: the

greatest animal squad is the one
which succeeds in forcing other

squads to resort to its tactics. The
lirst targets were the Annex
machines, a unique unit who are

reputedly good machines. They
responded immediately with an

obscene cheer: success! This

went on for an hour before Uncle

•Jim, another Fourth Unit Leader,

.inointed S. Masher with an ice

'•ream container, and soon after,

the Heaver phase ended. The
Show moved to the field, where
passers-by and other resident

machines were greeted by the

Unit making pleasantly vulgar

gestures at them,

'then the Wait began. Zero

hour minus two. The machines
lidgeted with anticipation, and
alcoholic fluids began to make
Iheir appearance. The strain on

«ome parts wa.s such that Wing-

Ding and Jiimping .Jamie felt

fomp<;ll<:d to douse their spirits

by running cross country in the

early 'rvming downfxiur.

Zero hour approached.
Anolh'T etiquette meeting was
called before th«r squad left for

(he Female F'acotry 'I'he

"doctrine of second yr-ar

privilege" wa« stated in lerrns of

(he rights over availybl'- f<Tri;ile

machines, 'Hie long tr' k began,

and was accompanied by
eloqu'-ndy expressed jingles

aJxdjf "munching" and "crun

the
queen's

jerbil
ching."

There was a noticeable drop
of mechanical jaws when the

Male Factory members sized up
the situation which faced them in

the depths of Vic Ball. Instead of

the twenty-two female machines
who were, only twelve stood

before the male machines. A one-

to-one ratio: distinctly inef-

ficient! In addition, the sound
system was not at an ear-

destroying level, and the room
was not packed with two or three

hundred hangers-on. The male
machines were beginning to

shudder: they might even have to

talk to the female mating parts

they had chosen!

A labour relations recruiting

committee was at once assem-
bled, and proceeded to bash in

Wednesday, October 17

12:45 noon

An hour of music with John Helmets - cello, ac
companied by Valery Watts - piano. Works by Couperin,
Bach and Kodaly.

Enjoy this lunch-time concert with us.

several Female Factory doors

before finding one eligible female

machine. The committee, headed
by Jolting Jennifer and Proctor

Sharon (both in the "hangers-on"

category), also managed to at-

tract assorted machines from the

residence Zoo, and was then

compelled to entertain them for

the evening.

By now, the Show was
complete. Only twelve parts

remained in the Factory
basement; the rest were
presumed to have joined up or

been dissembled. And so another

Saturday night went into the

Factory log. Will next Saturday

be any different? Not likely.

Machines don't change; they

merely become dated.

CAAAPUS MOVIES presents...

Fellini Satyncon
Plus a

Walt Disney Cartoon!
Thurs. Oct. 18

at Dunning Auditorium

7 and 9:30 pm
Admission $1 /person

Unlike Bird's Nest Soup,

Golden doesn't grow on trees.

Molsoii (Golden

A j^oo«l sinoolli air

Do you know wlial you're missing?
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ECKANKAR
THE SCIENCE OF TOTAL AWARENESS

If You Are Interested in Spiritual
Development Through the Expansion of

Consciousness, Eckankar may be for You.

you are invited to attend an

introductory lecture and question

period at the student union

Mclaughlin room

Thursday, Oct. 18 1:30 p.m.

RUST OR BLACK GLOVE LEATHER

ONLY n.99

Open Thursday and Friday Nites

CCD. orders accepted— Credit and Chargex cards honored

Wants to equalize loans

NUS now has 24 members
The National Union of

Students (NUS) is growing fast

with twenty-four universities and
colleges having joined the ranks

since its formation.

The union was formed two
years ago in an attempt to fill the

vacuum left by the demise of the

Canadian Union of Students. NUS
has set out for itself goals which
would avoid the problems which
had plagued the old CUS.

The Union was set up without

a heirarchy with a national

steering committee and no
president. The policy making is

done at the semi-annual national

conventions.

However, there is much done
in the interim. NUS has set up
standing committees on finan-

cing of post-secondary education,

unemployment and student
housing. The latter committee
has already begun negotiations

with the Canadian Mortgage and
Housing Corporation to lobby for

better student housing policy.

The Union has also com-
mitted itself to trying to equalize

provincial disparities in the

Canada Student Loans Act to

bring the poorer provinces
policies into line with those of the

UNITED FUND

BIKE-A-THON

COMING!
Sunday, October 28

(See Friday's Journal)

J{eritageKjngSton
is at

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Do not fail to see this major
exhibition opened by the
Secretary of State on June 3 and
continuing to October 28

Note new GALLERY HOURS:
Monday to Friday 9 to 5;

Saturday and Sunday 1 to 5;

Tuesday & Thursday evenings 7

to 9

TORONTO PEP
RALLY

Nathan Phillips Square

at 10:00 P.M.

with
QUEEN'S BANDS
FRIDAY, 19th

Also - SELLING BUS TICKETS
$8.00 RETURN

QUEEN S DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA

PRESENTS

NATION^AL THEATRE SCHOOL
PERFORMING

r I r i

COMEDY
GAMMER GURTON'S NEEDLE

ALSO
FRI. LABICHE'S LA RUE DE LOURCI^JE
SAT MOLIERES LE MARRIAGE FORCE

OCT. I9&20 AT 8:30 CONVOCATION HALL
TICKETS 1.00 DRAMA OEPT 547-6291

richer provinces.

Financing of NUS activities

is through a thirty cent per

student levy taken from Student
Council fees. This is used also to

hire the two full time employees
who work out of Ottawa and
operate an information exchange
including a national newsletter.

The Ontario Federation of

Students, of which Queen's is a

member, has offered the

organization its full support and
probably will be giving extensive

aid to the fledgling organization

in the future. Some Ontario

campuses have been reluctant to

join the national union for fear of

duplication of efforts.

Regionalism has been a

barrier for NUS since it began.

Its greatest support has come
from western and eastern
Canada with very little coming
from central Canada. Only three

Ontario campuses have joined-

Lakehead, York, and Carleton.

Another national conference

is to be held at the end of this

month in Alberta and debate will

be centering on research in the

area of off-campus housing,

unemployment, financing,
student government, and student

representation on university
councils and committees.

Brock boycotts;

get concessions

from coffee shop
ST. CATHERINES (CUP)
Students at Brock University

have ended their three-and-a-half

day boycott of Saga Foods, the

company catering . at the
university cafeterias, after Saga
came through with substantial

price decreases.

Such high volume items as

milk, donuts, toast and yogurt
were among those on which the

prices were drawn back.

In addition, Saga Foods
agreed to work with a Food
Committee composed of

students, administrators and
faculty members.

Other promises received by
the students from Saga were
those of improved food and
quality and unlimited seconds in

the residence cafeteria.

The students had set up a

food co-op in the cafeteria to show
Saga that they could operate at

reduced prices and still break

even. The co-op during the three-

and-a-half days of operation
grossed $950 and made twelve

percent profit while selling items

for five and twenty-five cents.

With wholesale prices
recently showing a drop of six

percent, the Brock students are
expecting that Saga will reflect

this in their prices.

ONLY YOU CAN
GIVE THE GIFT

OF LIFE!

i;HFil;jjc!IJfJ:JB ^
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American Grand Prix

Hunt chases Petersen to exciting finlt
story and photos by Bob Bullcr

Even though most teams scrubbed in

rain tires there was clearly no need as the

weather remained dry even if slightly

overcast. A short warm-up session

provided no crises except many teams
found that their late-night sessions hadn't

really solved all their problems after-all.

After the usual drivers parade, national

anthems and such the Stars and Stripes

fell at precisely 2:30 pm and they were off.

Petersen's Lotus jumped into the lead

with Reutemann's Brabham, Hunts March
and team mate Fittipaldi's Lotus right on

his tail. After a gap there was a great

screaming mob of Hulme and Schecter in

McLaren's, Hailwood and Pace in their

surtees cars, the BRM's of Beltoise and
Lauda, Watson's: Brabham the Shadows
of Oliver, Follmer and Rilman and all the

rest all dicing and fighting; Wilson Fit-

tipoldi's Brabham last and losing ground

already. We had just barely got them all

sorted out and that written down when
they were around again this time James
Hunt was on Peterson's exhaust pipes with

Reutman E. Fittipoldi and Hulme having a

go at each other. Hailwood and Beltoise

were disputing sixth place while Schecter

and Watson both gained places and Lauda
overtook both Follmer and Rigazzoni

underbraking at The Chute. Just when we
thought the race would settle down to a

procession Watson blew up while over-

taking and both Ganly and Beltoise dove
into the pits for repairs to various

suspension parts. Peter Revson's
McLaren had troubles of some sort

dropping him to 23rd place while Wilson

Fittipoldi blew a tire and had it replaced.

Hullwood also had suspension problems
and somehow Redman did a no-no and was
summarily black flagged to end his race.

By lap ten Petersen had fought to a one
second lead over the persistent James
Hunt while Reuteman's Brabham and
Hulme's McLaren had third and fourth

securely. Schecter and E. Fittipoldi were
still fighting for fifth and sixth with Pace,
Mass, and Beltoise travelled in a tight

bunch. Merzario had tenth place for a

while until he spun in turn ten and knocked
off both front and rear wings; he continued

but at a considerably reduced rate.

Meanwhile Peter Revson had started his

dramatic fight back up through the pack;

he was driving magnificently passing

slower cars on every lap. Hailwood had
tire trouble and changed a front Firestone

slick while Fittipaldi changed both of his

front Goodyear's.

Petersen kept his Lotus in front with

his mirrors full of Hunt's March less than

(wo seconds behind, while Reutcmann and
Hulme held on. Schecter dropped out with

a broken A-arm alxjut the same lap as

Pace parked his Surtees out with a variety

of engine problems. Corner workers
reported he gave the car a good swift kick

after climbing out. It didn't do much good
and Pace walked back to the pits.

Hailwood finally broke whatever was
bothering him earlier, and retired while

Merzario replaced the nose on the

damaged Ferrari. It didn't help much
either.

Petersen couldn't shake Hunt who
challenged for the lead constantly;
Reutemann closed up a bit but realizing

second place was unobtainable, held on to

his secure third. Hulme was joined by
Revson, who had made up over twenty

places by finally passing Fittipaldi on lap

46. Jackie Oliver developed a very wide
Shadow and blocked Beuttler, Ganley, Hill

and Follmer. They all circulated in a

group for a few laps with Oliver oblivious

to both waved blue flags from the corners

and angry fists from drivers of cars

following. Eventually all got by when
Oliver pitted for a new rear tire.

From there to the checkered flag,

Petersen held off Hunt but only by .86

seconds or less than two car lengths.

Reutemann was third, with teammates
Hulme and Revson fourth and fifth and
Emerson Fittipaldi sixth. Jacky Ickx

drove a consistent race to finish seventh,

with Regazzoni and Beltoise in their

BRM's eighth and ninth, respectively, and
Mike Beuttler's March rounding out the

top ten.

It was exciting racing, and an in-

dication of next season; the men to watch
are obviously Ronnie Petersen, Jody
Schecter, James Hunt and Carlos
Reutemann. Don't count out Carlos Pace
or Nikki Lauda either.

With a first and sixth place Lotus won
the constructors championship, much to

the delight of czar Colin Chapman. It is his

sixth constructors championship in eleven

years of Grand Prix racing. For his

magnificent performance James Hunt was
awarded the Prix Rouge et Blanc Joseph

Siffert, for the second time this year. Peter

Revson was awarded the ACCUS-CASC
cup for the combined best performance in

both the North American Grands Prix.

Ronnie Petersen's John Player
Special Lotus led from flag to flag to win

the $50,000 first prize in the Grand Prix of

the United States on October 6. His win-

ning margin was less than a second,

however, as he was chased for the entire

distance by private entrant James Hunt in

a March. Hunt claimed a deserved second

place and $20,000 in prize money. Third

was Carlos Reutemann's Brabham, while

Yardley McLaren teammates Denny
Hulme and Peter Revson took fourth and
fifth, respectively, with reigning world

champion Emerson Fittipaldi in Lotus

rounding out the point winners. It was
truly an international race with four dif-

ferent car makes and six different driver

nationalities among the first six finishers.

Despite the exciting race, the meet
was marred by the tragic death of

Francois Cevert, who crashed his TyreU-

Ford in Saturday's practise session.

Cevert had been practising very hard and
lost control in turn three, the uphill esses

before the long straight. Sliding wide, he
touched the guardrail and then spun at a

horrifying speed across the track and into

the opposite armco barrier. He was killed

instantly.

A visibly shaken Team Manager, Ken
Tyrrell, discussed the situation with his

other drivers, Jackie Stewart and Chris

Amon, and decided to withdraw from the

race. "Under the circumstances, we felt

we should not race," stated Jackie

Stewart. "Our cars were not

particularly well, and the entire

saddened by the loss of a close fri

Their withdrawal left open the

structors championship for the

makes, even though Jackie Stewar

clinched the World Driving Champio
PRAf

For the first year in recent me
practise did not start until Friday }

race-weekend. This left the Formul
teams almost two weeks to pack

Mosport, travel to the Glen, and g
cars ready. Some driver changes

announced : Qay Regazonni reappea

a BRM while Gethin disappeared

Watson took over the third Bra'

whUe Brian Redman was offered a i

the third UOP Shadow. Jochen

piloted the spare Surtees, while the

teams were unchanged from Canac

During Friday's session, the

McLarens were instantly fast, a;

Reutemann's Brabham and James
This young man and the private i

team of Lord Hesketh are attracti

inordinate amount of attention,

certainly a first-rate driver and with

semi-competitive car he is humiJ

larger factory teams and so-callec

name" drivers.

Graham Hill had a nasty shunt

end of the straight when a suspensi

Winner llonni(; l*ct«rsen at HiM;«d. Second place finisher James Hunt (right) congratulates winner Ronnie ljtff|

(left behind trophy).
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I broke and sent him off the track at about

1
170 mph. Although Graham emerged

junhurt he admitted he was a bit shaken

Iremembering the awful shunt at almost

the same place three years ago that

caused multiple fractures in both his legs.

Most teams were co^ented with

tinkering with suspension settings and

hanging gear ratios as everything on the

cars must be set differently from Canada.

The Watkins Glen track is very smooth

Hid fast with long straights and a few

incky slow corners.

Saturday morning saw more cars

circulating in earnest with the JPS Lotus

and Yardley McLarens consistently quick.

jJarier's March suffered from locking

brakes while all three shadows had un-

1

diagnosed ailments that made them sound

lawful. Mike Beuttler had a moment when
jhis throttles stuck open and only barely

imanaged to find some brakes at the last

pstant before the guard rail. John Wat-

json's Brabham had fuel feed problems

while Lauda's BRM required a new
[engine. Hunt's March mechanics ex-

perimented with the aerodynamics of the

jnose section and eventually found some
improvement in the car's handling. In the

long straight Hunt's March was almost as

jfast as the flying McLarens who were
|hitting almost 190 mph through the timing

jSection operated by the Glen staff. In-

|Cidentally, the McLarens were between 10

|and 20 MPH faster than any other car on

|the straight. Ronnie Peterson was really

[flying and soon set fastest time with a

1:39.6. Wilson Fittipaldi blew an engine in

a big way and deposited oil all over the

track effectively stopping practise.
' |However, on the last lap Cevert's shunt

, jbrought a complete halt to all proceedings
for the morning.

At the end of the afternoon session a

short ceremony was held in honor of the

jwell liked young French driver Francois
jCevert. Over 70,000 normally boisterous

race fans stood silently for one minute then
heard the French anthem while the US
Navy honor guard provided a simple
peremony at the Start-Finish Line. It was
pdeed a moving tribute to such a talented

oung man.

Final Standings
1973 World Driving

Championship

pts

1. Jackie Stewart, Scotland 71

TyreU - Ford
2. Emerson Fittipaldi, Brazil 55

JPS Lotus - Ford
3. Ronnie Petersen, Sweden 52

JPS Lotus - Ford
4. Francois Cevert, France 47

TyreU - Ford
5. Peter Revson, USA 38

Yardley - McLaren - Ford
6. Denny Hulme, New Zealand 26

Yardley - McLaren - Ford
7. Carlos Reutemann, Arentina 16

• Brabham - Ford
8. James Hunt, Great Britain 14

March - Ford
9. Jacky Ickx, Belguim 11

Ferrari

10. Jean - Pierre Beltoise, France ... 9
BRM

Brabham mechanics Alan and Gary change Cosworth engines on Watson's BT42.

Brabham: Profile of a racing team
Motor Racing Developments better

known as Brabham, is a large team by
Formula 1 standards, comprising 3

regular cars and a race staff of about 15. In

addition the "factory" is responsible for

building other types of race cars for sale to

customers, as well as supplying the

Formula 1 Team with competitive
machinery.

MRD is now owned and managed
solely by Bemie Ecclestone, a middle-

aged wealthy businessman from England.
Although he has only owned this racing

venture for 2 years he has been associated

with motor-sport for over 20 years in many
capacities, including acting as personal

manager for the late Jochen Rindt, World
Champion in 1970. The Team takes its

name from Jack Brabham, the founder
and boss until his retirement 3 years ago.

Incidentally, (Black) Jack Brabham was
World Driving Champion no less than 3

times.

The name Brabham stays on though

;

all cars still carry that name and a model
designation of BT. This follows original

procedure used when Ron Tauranac
helped with the original designs. However
with the new team organization, the

designer is new as well. He is Gordon
Murray, a young engineering graduate
originally from South Africa. Gordon's
racing background includes his own design

of a Clubman's Formula car that he raced
in South Africa before coming to Britain.

Gordon worked with Ron Tauranac with

the old Brabham Team before being

promoted to chief designer with the new
team. With a clean sheet of paper he
produced the drawings that became the

BT 42, the current Formula Tear. He
accompanies the team wherever it goes,

offering assistance when needed and at the

same time getting first-hand feedback on

problems as they develop. -

After the Canadian GP at Mosport the

team packed up cars, parts, tools and
miscellaneous bits to prepare for the US
GP. Transportation was arranged for all

teams by the organizers and the cars

arrived in Watkins Glen N.Y. the weekend
before the race. With no practice

scheduled until Friday before Sunday
there were chores necessary to prepare
the cars but at least no new damage would
be done. Basically each car was torn down
and completely rebuilt with the most
careful attention to details. At least one
engine needed changing while all 3

Hewland transmissions were torn down,
inspected, cleaned and re-assembled.

Gear ratios were changed to suit the Glen
Circuit. There were quiet moments that

week too, that permitted a bit of relaxation

in the Seneca Lodge Bar.

Friday's practice saw Carlos Reut-
mann going quickly turning times around
1 :42 but leaving behind teammates Watson -

and Wilson Fittipaldi. John Watson was a

newcomer to Fl for this race although he
has been a contracted test driver for some
time. He replaced Stommelen in car No. 9,

and had fuel feed problems while the other

two cars required new engines Friday
night. The drivers went home early but

veteran mechanics Alan Turner and Gary
Anderson worked on Watson's car until

very late that night. Two mechanics are

assigned to each car. In the background
designer Gordon Murray hovered offering

assistance to prepare for the next practice

session.

Saturday saw Reutemann go quicker

to record a 1 :40 lap time while both Watson
and Wilson Fittipaldi were noticably

slower. Watson still had fuel problems
while Wilson Fittipaldi suffered an
assortment of ailments. Gary and Alan

chased the fuel gremlins right back to the

monocoque mounted cells tearing the car

down completely by removing tran-

smission, rear end, then the engine.

Although no obvious faults could be found

Alan fitted an additional pump to help the

thirsty Cosworth V-8 get enough fuel.

Wilson Fittipaldi continued to practice and
get no quicker only to have his engine

digest itself in a huge cloud of blue smoke
depositing all its oil on the track, hence
making it just a mite slippery for everyone
else. He got a new engine for the race but it

didn't do much good.

At the end of Saturday's practice the

grid was posted and it had mixed blessings

for Team Brabham. Although
Reutemann 's time was good for second on

the grid, Watson and Fittipaldi were 24th

and 25th at the back of the pack. Said Alan
Turner: "Christ, that's the best and the

worst we've ever done at the same time!"
Fittipaldi's misfortune continued

during the race with tire, throttle linkage

and suspension problems causing at least

three pit stops and resulting in an overall

finishing position of 17th. John Watson was
going well but had a piston let go on lap 7

resulting in a D.N.F. Carlos Reutemann's
third place finish was most encouraging to

the team who would very much like to

have Carlos continue as team leader next

year. He finished the year in 7th place in

the Driving Championship indicating far

better results in the future.

Despite uncertain sponsorship plans

for next year designer Gordon Murray is

already working on the new car design. It

will be essentially based on the BT 42 with

developments and improvements. As front

wheels become smaller to present a lower

aerodynamic profile he will go to inboard

front brakes. This however will require a

year of testing and development before

being universally adopted in 1975. For now
racing is over and everyone is home; only

a brief rest separates this season from
next.

Carlos Reutemann waits for
practice to begin.
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unclassifieds
ANDRA — I missed your cnll, I guess.

What do you wish me to do? Jim.

PHOTOGRAPHERS: IF YOU went to

Itie Camera course last week and
we weren't in Ellis 324, it is

because it is now ticid in Room IS

in Frost Wing, Gordon Hall. The
next class is Wed. at 7:30.

DO YOU NEED A JOB? Are you

willing to accept responsibility?

Get into the centre of the action.

We are looking for people to of-

ficiate the OUAA football games.
If you are interested, contact the

CNIB office in Ottawa.
Jim •- is that for real?

GAEL GROUP 30: The party :Hui-

zah) will commence at 8 pm
Thurs. Oct 18 on the steps of John
Watson (Yes, we will move to the

Pub).
FOUND — Lady's watch near

Douglas Library. Can be picked-up
in Business Office, Student Union.

A REMINDER OF meeting in

rricolor Office for all people who
want to write for Tricolor '74,

tonite at 7:30.

FOUND: 1 pr. brown frame glasses In

front of Ellis. Phone Rota at supper
time 549 0551.

FREE MANDARIN CLASS sponsored
by Chances Club. Every Friday
night at 7:00 at International

Centre Committee Room. For
more information call 544-8987

after 11 pm.
HELP ME PLEASE. I'm a 5 month

old kitten and my master's room-
mate is allergic to me. I need a

home for the school year and my
food is paid for. Help me please.

Phone 546-0628.

THE HOUSE OF HAPPINESS invites

Sam the Man and Billy the Kid to

come and LEAVE again. The
reception line awaits you.

FAIR FLORENCE OF BAGOT --

thanks for your "Halls" and your
company - from the sickie who
owes you a squash game.

HAPPY 20th Mike Go (Make sure you
put those bricks to good use). Love

and kicks ( ! ) The Pi//a Girls. PS
thanks for tha umbrella.

GUESS WHERE the train station is

moving to? About 4 miles out of

town on Counter Street. Taxi cost

$1.25,

TWO OPEN MINDED Ouecn's men
ardently desire contact with the
TWO COEDS who advertised in

the Journal. While we are 5

generations Canadian, our
families came from East Europe
in the dark ages. However, wo are
not narrow minded nor bigoted.

Neither are we WASPS or Poles.

FIRST ITALIAN CLUB meeting,
Tuesday, October 16. East Com
mon Room, Chown Hall. $1

membership lee (meeting
followed by wine and cheese
party).

LOST -- ONE pair of prescription
glasses. Tortoiseshell, dark tint.

They are NOT sunglasses, so
please do not keep them. Call 544-

8090.

ARE YOU A WARLOCK or a witch?
Would you like to become one.
Phone 544 7063 and we'll talk about
it.

Esso - Employment Opportunities

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED — Interview Dates: Nov. 6, 7, 8, 9 In-

terviewing for both regular and summer employment. All applications to

be in placement office by:
OCTOBER 19, 1973

FACULTY

Applied Science: Chemi cal Engineer ijTq_

Civil "

Electrical

Mechanical

Mining

Arts & Science: BiolQqv

Chemi stry

Computer Science

Econonics

Geological

Mathematics

School of Business: Cormerce

MBA

REGULAR

PhD
1
M

I
B

jUMMLR

PhD M 1 C

.J

Year

'75

'75

'75

'75

'75

'74/5

'75

'74/5/&:

'74/5

'75

Job descriptions — giving complete detail of specific positions available,

and location — may be seen at your placement office.

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED

BROOMS FOR SALE contact Joei
Janitor Supply.

OAKIE DOAKIE DEBBIE: Happy
Birthday from your friends on the
late '/A.

AND NOW FOR something almost
completely different - Manitou, on
CFRC and CFRC FM, Saturday,
'ij October at 10 p.m.

FANTASTIC OFFER, at just the
right time, skates. Yes skates.
Skates for skating. Brand new
(practically), skates for skating.
Brand new black skates for
skating. Langes. Size 9'/i. Now,
brand nev^ black langes siic 9>

-/ for

sale. Price (this is the fantastic
part) $65.00. If you want brand new
black Langes for skating call me.
Brother Dave (no religious af-

filiation) 544 6193.

N'OUBLIEZ PAS! La Societe
Francaise se rcunit ce mercredi,
le 17 octobre, a I'Union, au
deuxieme ctage. Voici I'occasion

de parler et de vous amuser en
francais)

ROBERT A: Thanx for the protec-

tion!

THE REPORTS of the 1973 Orien-
tation Committee will be discussed
at the ASUS meeting on Wed. Oct.

17 at 7:30 p.m. Would all people in

running for the 1974 Orientation

Committee please come to the

meeting.
FOUND: Pair of spectacles -- contact

Sudu at 542-5933
after 5 p.m.

ORIENTATION '74: All people in-

terested in working on this ASUS
committee should attend the ASUS
meeting on Wed. Oct. 17 at 7 : 30 pm
in the Red Room of Kingston Hall.

GAEL GROUP 59: On Tues. Oct. 16

that long and eagerly awaited
reunion will take place. Meet
behind Leonard Hall at the win-
ding steps at 8 pm. Its time for an
introduction to the manor and all it

has to offer. Attendance is com-
pulsory. (The reunion will be
relatively short, 8-10, so drop your
books and come.)

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT for rent.

23 Nelson St. between Johnson and
Brock - private washer and dryer
- rent S160 month, heat and
utilities included. Phone 549-0380.

Available Nov. 1 - no lease
required.

"THIRD WORLD IMAGES". Conflict

and Underdevelopment: A film

series on Africa, Latin America
and Asia; each Monday, 8:00 pm
Etherington Hall Auditorium,
beginning October 22. (These are
feature films by foremost World
film-makers.) Coffee and donuts
following at Chown and Ban Right
over informal discussion of what
the film has said to you. First film

is "A Luta Continua" dealing with
Liberation in Mozambique-free for

everyone! (Contact the In-

ternational Centre for further
information 547-2807.)

QUEEN'S BUS SERVICE feels the

need to apologize for the utilization

of school buses on Thanksgiving
Weekend. We unfortunately
overextended our facilities due to

unexpected demand and sincerely

apologise.

H/.HA'I FAI TH What's it dll atx^u*?
If /ou've lime this Thursdn/, Ihtr*
It a discussion untup at &t

Lawrence Coll*«« rm SI04
starting around 8 pm phon« Tom
it 'j46 1221 v/ith an/ questions

JB HAPPiC '/Ist (yesterday/
HONDA 450, 71, fall sale, 10,000 miles,

1950 or best offer Phone Ian 544

76'J8

2 CATS looking for good homes
HoMsebrokcn, friendly Please call

Leona at 546 7908 or 547 3178.

TO THE 2 COEDS who desire com
panionship despite traces of

immaturity, you seem to have
uncommonly open minds. If your
advert was indeed serious, we
would be interested in meeting you
- 261 King St 9 pm October 18.

WOULD THE TWO who are fighting
over my body please pipe down.

Tv/enty four pages and it's 10 to 10 and
only half of one, a rerite on three
and layout on the ams garbage are
left. That must be another record.
And there were a few people
missing.

Girls' Ice Hockey: The Golden Gals
Need You. Bring your skates and
tryout (beginners welcome).
Practice times: Mon, Tues, and
Thurs. 7-8:30 P.M. Be in the arena
at the women's dressing room at
6:30.

GRASSROOTS FOR GRASS!!!
STUDENT MOVING at Student

prices. Student with a truck. To do
local or long distance, large or
small. Call John evenings (after
5.30 pm) at 542 5416 and talk about
it.

EARN EXTRA MONEY- Have a car?
We'll pay delivery commission
plus extra to cover insurance. Call
the PIZZA CHALLET at $44-1227.
Mr. Dean Beckstead.

WHY NOT AN inconspicuous gay
organization? Phone 544-5614.

WOULD YOU LIKE to help Artsci
set-up and clean up Oom Pah Pah
this year, Friday, October 26. Call
Pete at 544-7301 if interested.

DOES HE MEAN THE UNIVER-
SITY? When he says: Our
universe is the sum of our own
consciously apprehended and
communicated experiences - - in

terms of what we think, live learn
and relax. An evening with Buck-
minster Fuller in Victoria Hall

(Lower Common Room) Wed-
nesday, October 17, 9 pm Spon-
sored by the Office of the Dean of

Women.

ROOMS AVAILABLE for girls in

Science '44 Co-op. For more in-

formation call Ruth Fraser at 544-

4864.

PHOTOGRAPHERS: Photo Image
now offers custom black and white
printing and Ektacrome
processing at reasonable rates.
For further information, call 546-

7770 or visit our studio at 33 Brock
St.

REMEMBER TORONTO
homecoming (in Toronto) isn't

complete without a party - after
the game drop in at Zeta Psi- 180

St. George St. (one block from the
stadium). Beer 4Sc. Li.s band.

Southern Comfort: it's the only way to travel
Join the fun on the S.S. Southern
Comfort. The party takes off any
nifjht and the only baggage you
need is some Southern Comfort
ic^i, and mix.

See you on the levee.

Arrivals from the South:

Cold Comfort

f-', jr 1 '/'/ 'I'lu'.i:-, hi Southern Comfort
'i i'-.r f.ru'.h'r'I \'.<: A'l'J f) tv/i'jt of lemon.

Comfort Screwdriver

f'our l A 'juu'.i:'. of Southern Comfort
'j/i;r ice. Top up with orange juice.

Comfort Colllni

Ml/ 1 // ourices of Southern Comfort
v/ith the luice of a quarter of a lime.

AdfJ f.ome ice. Fill the glass with

U-mon limf: iU\i\V

Try thoM, too:

r^ornfort 'n' Cola,

Comfort and Tonir,,

Comfort Dairjuirl, et',
,
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FREE

BEER

Now that we have your

attention, please be sure to

take note of the Education

Commission Ads on this

page!

AMS Outer Council Meeting

Thursday, October 18 - 7:30 pm.

3rd.Floor Common Room

Student's Memorial Union

Education Commission

Gathering

Come one, come all to a meeting to find out
about the Education Commission. McLaughlin
Room of Student's Union 9:30 p.m., Wed-
nesday, October 17

The Education Commission of tlie AMS presents

Law for the Layman

This Wednesday's program is a filmed discussion by prominent Canadian
lawyers entitled "Drugs and Drug Abuse". In addition, Mr. James
Donnelly, Crown prosecutor for narcotics cases in Kingston for over two
years, will be present to answer questions and a lawyer in private

practice has also be contacted.

"Law for the Layman" - 7:30 Wednesdays - 111 Eorl

DRUGS AND ABUSE - October 17

LAW AND EDUCATION -October 24

FAMILY LAW -October 31

LANDLORD AND TENANT - November 7

BUYING AND SELLING A HOUSE - November 14

WILLS AND ESTATES - November 21

For more information contact Muriel Heagy, AMS Office

AMS Education Commission Presents:

Third World Images:

Conflict and Underdevelopment''

(3-PART FILM SERIES)

1 - Monday, October 22: "A Luta Continua"{Mozambique)
2- Monday, October 29: "Emitai" (Senegal)
3 - Monday, November 5: "End of the Dialogue'' (South
Africa)

ADMISSION FREE!

- Coffee and donuts over informal discussion of what you've
seen.

8:00 p.m. - Etherington Hall Auditorium

EVERYONE WELCOME

iiilHiKiililliHi^
mi

Current Projects

of the Commission:

- Liberation study seminars
- Law for the Layman series

- 3rd World series

- Arts Festival '74

- Last Lecture Series

- All praise to the glorious thoughts of

Chairman Mao Committee

If Possible

Would the following please

attend the Wednesday

meeting:

Bruce Chown
Leanne Carson
Jim Dinning
Di Eastman
Jim Fenton
Miriam Gordon
Brian Guthrie
Susan Jackson

Roy Kirkpatrick

Sue Lazier

Terry Macli
Jim Merrithew
Harold Persaud
Calvin Piggott

Rob Shock

Possible Projects:

in Ot-- Peoples tours to House of Commons
tawa
- Symposium on Genetic Engineering
- Sponsoring of Various Speakers of interest

- Reports on matters of concern to Queen's
students
- Any other ideas complete with people to

carry them out

People are needed

to help with, or take charge

of, all the projects listed

here. The meeting is:

Wed., Oct, 17

9:30

McLaughlin Room

For full details of the

Education Program,
please refer to Page 4 of

the Oct. 5 edition of the

ASUS Lictor.

Education
Commission

ARTS

FESTIVAL

74
all those interested

in helping should

attend the meeting

Tuesday, Oct. 16

8:00 p.m.

Second Floor

Common Room

DON'T DESPAIR
If you want to find out about the Education
Commission, or are interested in helping with
some of its projects, but can't make the
meeting, contact the following:

MARVE BLOOS
547-6165 or AMS Office

LAURIE HAYHURST
544-5807

MURIEL HEAGY
544-6165 or 544-1442

ROSEMARY HOOD
546-6722

HAROLD PERSAUD -

544-5380

ANNE DOWSETT
549-2368

General Information,
Finances

Speakers and
Symposia
Law and the Layman

3rd World Series

All praise to the

glorious thoughts of

Chairman Mao
Liberation Study Series

Arts Festival '74
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In Oftowa

Robert Harris exhibition opens at National Gallery

Portrait group Mrs. C.E.L. Porteous and Children, which was

exhibited in the Royal Canadian Academy Exhibition, 1889, no. 63, and

in the Paris Exposition Universelle, 1900.

-Elizabeth Milroy-

The opening of the Itobert Harris exhibition at

the National Gallery in Ottawa Sunder the auspices

of the Confederation Art Gallery & Museum of

Charlottetown P.E.I.) la.st week again heralds the

growing interest of Canadians in our artistic

history. By combining Harris's formal portraits of

famous and influential Canadians with his lesser

known figure studies and rought sketches, the

collection exists both as a visual record of the

subjects' personalities and as an indication of

Harris' personal artistic style.

Born in Wales in 1849, but raised in Prince

Edward Island, Robert Harris showed an intense

interest in portrait painting from an early age.

Before this period portrait painting in North

America was executed in the majority of cases, by

travelling painters who recorded the faces of

Canadian pioneers with an icon-like primitiveness.

At the same time, it was believed that only those

artists who were fortunate enough to train in

Europe gained that veracity of technique and style

which gives the potrait its power of psychological

expression.

Harris realized this and with great deter-

mination was able to train at both the Slade In-

stitute in London in 1877 under Alphonse Legros and

in Paris in 1878 under Leon Bonnat. After this point

his style begins to take on that individualism which

would characterize so many of the traditional

images of famous Canadians. By 1881 Harris had

risen in stature from a provincial portraitist to a

painter for Canada of the Canadian people. He was
a founding member of the Royal Canadian

Academy of the Arts in 1880 and had held the

positions of Vice-President and Treasurer of the

Ontario Society of Artists.

Harris' most famous commission was for the

large portrait-mural of the Fathers of Con-

federation for the Parliament Buildings in Ottawa
(unfortunately only rough designs and sketches for

this work remain as it was destroyed in the fire of

1916). His other works include portraits of such

influential industrialists, politicians and academics
as E.B. Eddy (painted in 1894), John Molson (1907),

Lord Strathcona (1902), Sir Oliver Mowat (1892),

Sir Leonard Tilley (1892), Sir William Osier (1903)

and George Grant (1889).

Harris' formal portrait style was straight-

forward and naturalistic, quite obviously influenced

by such traditional giants of portraiture as Joshua

Reynolds and Benjamin West. However it is in the

artist's less familiar works, portraits of friends and
relatives or studies from the artist's imagination,

that Harris' unique talent is fully realized.

Throughout his professional career Harris
remained receptive to contemporary movements in

art, such as Impressionism, and oftentimes ex-

perimented privately with different techniques and
styles.

When Harris died in 1919 it was the eve of the

first radical breaking away from a traditional mold
by Canadian artists, led by the Group of Seven. Yet

his portraits, in their striking honesty and dignity

shall always remain one of our most valuable social

and historical assets.

Tickets: $3.00

this weefr.

Queen's Students ONLY,

in the John Orr Room,

70 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

A.M.S. CONCERTS
presents

AN EVENING
with

Gordon

Lightfoot
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 28

8:00 P.M.

JOCK HARTY ARENA
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DE LECOLE NATIONALE DE THEATRE

Carry on Matron

So ridiculous,

it's ridiculous!

NTS troupe comes to Queen's
The.national Theatre School has inaugar^ted a

bilingual touring company composed of former

students. The company will be performing in

Convocation Hall at Queen's University on Friday

and Saturday, October 19th and 20th at 8:30 p.m.

each evening.

On both nights, the company wUl perform

Gammer Gurton's Needle, a rolicking earthy

comedy set in a rustic Elizabethan village. Con-

fusion reigns when Gammer loses her precious

needle and prankster Ciccon sets neighbour against

neighbour. Heads are broken, but warm-hearted
forgiveness mends all in this grand English classic.

In addition, on Friday night, the company will

perform Labiche's fast moving farce, L'Affaire de

lo Rue de Lourcine. This concerns two men who try

to hide a murder they imagine they have committed
while under the influence of too much wine. It will

be played in French.

On Saturday night, the play in French will be
Moliere's Le Marriage Force. Played in half-masks

and the style of Commedia dell' Arte, it is a not

altogether lighthearted laugh at the foibics of a

lecherous old man.
Two evenings of fine comedy performed by a

troupe of talented young Canadian players - and the

admission each night is $1.00. Tickets can be pur-

chased this week at the office of the Drama
Department (547-6291), basement of Old Arts

Building, or picked up at the door of Convocation
Hall on the night of the performance.

New sculpture becomes theatre
-paidra

The controversial new
sculpture on the waterfront in

MacDonald Park will be one of

the "environments" in an ex-

perimental music-drama
presented by the Queen's Im-
provisation Group on Wed-
nesday, 17 October at 7:00 p.m.

The Environmental Opera No. 2

will begin near the sculpture at

the west end of MacDonald Park
at the foot of L Albert Street. The
series of events, taking place at

various points moving east along

the waterfront will take about one
and one-half hours.

Using props and costumes,

the Improvisation Group will

superimpose a series of pre-

arranged events on variius

outdoor settings. The organizer of

the Queen's Improvisation
Group, Professor David Keane of

the Music Department, promises
a memorable evening to those

adventurous enough to par-
ticipate. The basic idea of the

event, he says, is to give the

audience a stimulating, unusual.

and enjoyable experience. Keane
also suggests that those attending

come dressed warmly since the

events will take place in the open

air along the water.

The basic theme of this

year's event is "rituals".

Unusual and everyday rituals

will be placed in new contexts

and new combinations to create

something different while

maintaining the character or

implications of the rituals

original purpose.

In October, 1972, the Im-

provisation Group presented its

first Environmental Opera using

the University Campus as a

theatre. A tennis court, a covered

parking area, the court yard

outside the Agnes Etherington

Art Centre and the lawn of

Summerhill were used for the

events. Many rolls of plastic

wrap, aluminum foil, waxpaper,

wrapping paper, coloured card-

board and heavy duty plastic

were used as props as well as

over a hundred coloured, inflated

garbage bags, dozens of mailing

tubes and a hundred candles.The

hundred "or so people who
tramped over the campus at the

first performance found it ex-

tremely interesting and many
urged that something of the sort

be done again so that more people

would have the opportunity to see

this kind of artistic event.

The Improvisation Group
was formed three years ago to

perform experimental music.

Since that time, a number of

individuals from a variety of

disciplines have become a part of

the group. Thi^has brought about

a more multi-media or in-

tegrated-art character to the

performances. In three years of

activity, this group has per-

formed 18 times including a

performance in Toronto at the

Dayspring Festival of Light. The
annual winter experiment arts

festival in Kingston called Three

Days of Experiments in the Arts

is also the works of the Im-

provisation Group.

by Sandy Naiman
I used to go to see the "Carry

On" movies when I was a kid, and
until the most recent one, playing

at the Odeon Theatre, I hadn't

seen any of the intervening pieces

featuring the old familiar Carry
On gang.

Surprisingly, things haven't

changed much over the years.

With the exception of going into

colour, the Rank Organization

which produces these British

slapstick films hasn't let the

sophistication of the medium
taint their original coarseness

and vulgarity. I suppose this can

be expected. After all, when you

have a winning formula, why
change it? The Carry On films

are of the ilk that are
uproariously funny when the

reels are running, but the

moment you walk out of the

theatre and you think back on
what you laughed at, you can't

understand why you did.

This, in fact, is a strange

phenomenon, particularly for a

reviewer, who's job, by its very

nature, demands that the piece in

question be considered and
reconsidered after the lights have
gone out and the front doors

locked. And so, with something
like a Carry On film, the initial

hilarity of the situations in the

movie, never seem as intense

when the review is being written.

Ultimately, this weighs
heavily on the film itself. It is the

kind of thing you can see and
enjoy at the time, but you can

rarely talk about, intelligently

afterwards. In fact, you almost

feel stupid for having enjoyed

something that seems so stupid in

retrospect.

Nevertheless these films

have a certain charm. They fall

somewhere between Monty
Python's Flying Circus and The
Three Stooges or the Marx
Brothers. The jokes are as old as

the hills, but they're still funny.

The situations are ridiculous, but

theyire still funny and the

characters are drawn out to the

wildest extremes, but they're still

funny too. And I can't tell you
why. The type of humour that the

Carry On movies exploit works

the same way as a feather does,

when run lightly back and forth

on the heel of a sensitive foot. It

tickles, you laugh, but with very

sketchy provocation, and this

provocation is instantaneous with

almost no after effect.

Carry on Matron is set in a

maternity hospital. The

Finisham Maternity Hospital, in

two particular wards, The Bunn
and The Oven. The Doctors,

Cutting and Prod, are typically

lascivious, perverse, and ob-

sessed with sex and chasing

nurses, in particular, one Miss

Ball. And the villains are in-

nocent enough, a troupe of

amateur thieves, who decide that

they can rifle the clinic's stock of

birth control pills and sell them in

the more populated markets of

the world like Africa and India, at

a magnificent profit.

One of the thieves, dresses up
as a nurse, and infiltrates the

hospital, becomes Dr. Prod's

target, and you can pretty well

fill in the rest.

Where the Carry On gang
differ from the Stooges and the

Marx brothers, is that they don't

resort to violence of any sort, nor

do they seem to be spoofing

themselves. There are no

straight men in the film, no one
stands outside the situation and
attempts to unravel the intrigue.

Everybody takes everything very

seriously. There isn't an ounce of

subtlety or a dram of wit to be

found in the film. It is course,

unrefined, outlandish and ab-

surd, but it works and people

laugh.

Interestingly, a strange trend

has developed in the past few
years. Films must have meaning,
symbolic and concrete, they must
have intellectual cults about
them and they never mean what
they appear to mean on the

surface. This has made films

more cerebral than entertaining

and it often turns people away. In

fact, the film across the street at

the Hyland, Last Tango in Paris,

is a good example of this,

because, aside from its so called

erotic offerings, too many
psychological interpretations

have been read into it and people

have become intimidated by-

them.

The Carry On movies are at

the other end of the scale. They
are totally obvious and need no

explanation. That is not to say

they are either good or bad, but to

put them in a scheme of things,

which may or may not appeal to

your taste. They seem a bit

outdated to me, because so many
of the routines are almost
identical to the ones done fifteen

years ago. However, it is

refreshing to be able to go to a

movie, and not to have to

decipher it afterwards.

Drama Department
November 7-10 and 14-17

THE HOUSE OF BERNARDA ALBA
by Frederico Garcia Lorca
directed by R. W. Waller

February
THE TRAGEDY OF HAMLET, PRINCE OF DENMARK

by William Shakespeare

directed by Bernard Burkom
CHRONICLES - XVIII - XXII Free Admission

October 22 - 26 HOMAGE TO THE SILENTS director Rod
Robertson

November 26 - 30 To be announced director Ian Fenwick

January 28 - Feb. 1 To be announced director Jana Kendall

February 25 - Mar. 1 To be announced director Maurice Breslow

March 25 - 29 To be announced director Fred Euringer

SUNDAYS AT EIGHT
Plays and dates to be announced throughout the season
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gives cola

a kick?
White and Light-amber Bacardi rum. Though they're smooth and

mellow, they've been kicking up a storm in cola ever since they

were used in the first rum and cola in 1900. How's that for a kick

back^ White and Light-Amber BACARDI rum

BUCK/vLINSTEfl FaiLER.

Art Centre holds

Open House today
by Judy I>obias

Today, make a ptjint of seting the Heritage Kingst/jn Exhibition if

you have not already done so. Due to the fact it ends on OcUAxtr 28th,

Agnes invites all students to forget about the assignnnent due
tomorrow, or the trip downtown and participate in the Ktherington
Open House. This is primarily for the benefit of those at Queen's to get

to know the gallery and to realize it is not as foreboding as perhaps it

may appear. Apart from the exhibition itself, feel free to explore the
place and venture upstairs where few people not in art hist/jry take
advantage of the collection of books and wide range of publications. On
the main floor one of the areas housing the display is customarily used
on Sundays for concerts and poetry readings, while the furnished

rooms of the house provide for receptions after the weekend activities.

Michael Bell, the curator, is very anxious to hear about ideas from
students and has his office off the studio to the right as you walk in the

front door. If he is not available, Francis Smith, the assistant director,

is upstairs and would be willing to offer any information to you.

Every person who passes through the exhibition today will be
given a chance to win a work of art. The chosen three are from Artario

72, a project in which fifty promienent artists were asked to design a
simple art object that could be reproduced mechanically. The pieces
are an indication of the changing attitudes of contemporary artists

which reflects new interest in the technology, accessibility and per-

manence of art today.

The first work is entitled 'Three Doors' by John MacGregor an
artist who was born in 1944 in England. He attended the Central

Technical School in Toronto and currently has his work in collections

all over the country and in private ones as well. His own personal

conception of this piece is, "The door as a symbol or object takes on a

totally different dimension...What was once banal and flat becomes
alive. I believe that it is the very common which gives sustance to

man's life, not the obscure and unobtainable. I feel this piece of

sculpture ... is quickly identifiable to a person and subtle enough to

warrant being a good piece of art".

Raymond Spiers used the medium of aluminum to produce a

modular sculpture made up of four identical units, the combination of

which allows for an interesting spatial effect. He also was bom in

England and now is active teaching at Glendon College, York
University.

A native of Detroit, Drope McCleary designed a sculpture offering

the individual to, in his words, "explore his own creativity." It relies

upon the personal approach to the object and breaks down the

traditional barriers of the artist and the viewer.

Today the gallery opens at 9:00 and does not close until five - so be

sure not to miss it!

CLARITY, CUT, COLOR . . . WE'LL TEACH
YOU THE C C C'S OF DIAMONDS

A fine diamond must have excellence in clarity,

color, cut. Must be clear and free from visible

flaws under high magnification. The color should

be white and pure. The cut must be exact to bring

out the greatest brilliance. These are the

basic facts of diamonds. Now, let's look

at the diamonds.

Kl .V M:A If 1) KSTKRIJK
.Ii;wi:iii-Ki»s

108 I'lllNCKSS STHKKT
KIN'(JSTOX. ONTAIUO
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BYE-BYE PLAYOFFS

GeeGees thump Gaels
by Jim LeMesurier

Four turnovers, 137 yards in

penalties and the failure of the

offence to capitalize on early

scoring opportunities turned out

to be the crucial factors in Ot-

tawa U's decisive 37-16 drubbing

of the Golden Gaels last Friday in

Lansdowne Park. Tl}e Gee Gee's

played a great football game and
deserve full credit for the victory

but it was these critical miscues

which threw the game away from

the Gaels as a close first half

gave way to a second half rout.

The first quarter opened
poorly for the Gaels as the of-

fence was unable to move and
Chris Harber's long but low punt

led to a 45 yard return by (the

same) Dave Kerr who had hurt

the Gaels in their season opener.

With the ball on the Queen's 45,

quarterback Jim Colton directed

his team methodically down
field, mostly on runs by Kerr and
Quigley. This produced two first

downs before ace fullback and
kicker Neil Lumsden suffered a

shoulder injury on his first run

from scrimmage. From the 14,

Colton then took to the air and
found halfback Pete Quigley

alone on the five, but his perfect

pass was dropped when Quigley

failed to find the handle. With
Lumsden still favouring his sore

shoulder Al Moffat came in to do

the field goal honours from the 10

but his attempt hit the upright

and the Gaels took over from
their 10. On second down Taylor,

thinking his receiver had beaten

the short zone coverage, un-

derthrew the ball just enough so

that defensive half Pat McNulty
was able to make a leaping catch

and bring the ball back 20 yards

to the 5 yard line. Clarence

Coleman took it in from there and
Lumsden returned to kick the

convert.

The ensuing kickoff was
grounded at the Queen's 37 yard
line and the Gaels mounted their

first offensive march. Utilizing

the power running of Dave 'the-

Beast' Hadden, and some well-

executed counters, they moved
steadily downfield before being

stalled at the Ottawa seven.

Wintermeyer's 14 yard field goal

at 10.38 made it a 7-3 ball game,
but once again the team had been
unable to count a major from
close range.

Ottawa failed to gain a first

down when they took possession,

thanks primarily to a sure
handed tackle by cornerback

Alex Morris as he broke up a

well-executed sweep which
sucked the other backs into the

centre, and were forced to punt.

Queen's took the ball on their 51

and came feack again with

Hadden, who gained 81 yards on

11 carries, being instrumental in

sustaining the drive. This time

the offense 'chocked' in a dif-

ferent fashion as Taylor threw a

perfect interception to Ottawa's

Larry Kelly in the end zone.

From their own 10 the Gee
Gee offence was again ineffective

and had to give the ball back to

Queen's. On first down Stu Lang
was stopped for no gain and on

second a full linebacker blitz

snowed Taylor under on the first

of two sackings. The Gaels had to

punt, but their defence had shut

down the O.U. running game by
that time, and Queen's had the

ball returned after three quick

plays. The Gaels' offensive line

play was starting to decay at this

point, especially the pass
blocking and they too were forced

to punt.

Each team continued to be

stymied in their offensive

aspirations as they . thrice ex-

changed kicks, contributing to a

very dull second quarter.

However, with less than 30

seconds remaining in the half a

good punt return gave Ottawa the

ball at the Queen's 35. Working
against the clock, Colton came
under tremendous pressure, but

managed to hit rookie John
Kenny for a 32 yard completion.

Colton then bootlegged the

remaining distance for a 3 yard
TD and a 14-3 half time lead.

-merrithew

Despite pursuit by the likes of Ian Anderson
(64 above), GG quarterback Jim Colton had

lots of time to riddle Queen's vaunted deep
umbrella for 268 yards and 2 TD's.

Queen's success in stopping

the Gee Gee running game was
due partly to the limited action

seen by Lumsden but more im-

portantly by the help given the

defensive line by the backs who
played tight all game. By half

time coach Don Gilbert and his

staff had realized this and had a

simple remedy. They sent Colton

out passing.

Queen's kicked off to open the

final 30 minutes and Ottawa
scrimmaged from their own 28.

On the first offensive play, Colton

hit end Doug Falconer for 43

yards. This omen appeared to

pass unobserved, for Queen's

deep backs continued to play

tight, and continued to be burned
in their deep zone coverage.

Falconer's completion helped set

up Lumsden 's 17 yard field goal

-merrithew

Stu Lang's heroics on runs like this gave the

Gaels one major, but the lack of offence inside

the 10 was fatal.

at 1:59 making the score 17-3 for

Ottawa.

Queen's took over but had to

punt after failing to make a first

down and O.U. again mounted an

impressive aerial assault. On
consecutive plays Colton, who
was 16 for 26 on the night and 5 for

6 in this quarter, hit Kerr short

for 15 yards, Jeff Avery long for

33 and found Kerr again for 15

more. This brought the ball to the

six and a holding penalty moved
it to the three where Lumsden
took it in for six points. His

convert was wide but the Gee
Gee's were well on their way with

a 23-3 lead.

Queen's were not yet ready to

play dead however as Hadden
bulled his way up the middle for

20 tough yards and came back
with 8 more of the same on the

next play. Stu Lang then found a

big hole off-tackle as he went
untouched into the Gee Gee
secondary where he made a great

outside move and raced 63 yards

for the first Queen's touchdown.

Wintermeyer's convert was
blocked but at 23-9 the Gaels still

had a fighting chance.

Both teams then traded punts

before O.U. put the game on ice

with their fourth touchdown. The
great protection Colton had
received all night from his line

enabled him to sit back and wait

for his receivers to split the

seams of the Queen's zone and on

this next series he connected with

Avery for 23 yards and came
right back to him for 15 and
another major.

The Gee Gees again gained

control as Lang fumbled on

second down after the kick off

and Kelly came up with his

second turnover, this one on the

Queen's 25. The defence held and
Dave Campbell returned Lum-
sden 's 30 yard field goal attempt

out of the end zone. The offense

still couldn't move and Harber's

third down punt was downed at

Queen's 50. Colton again directed

the team downfield, then sent

Kerr deep as the fleetfooted

tailback beat double coverage to

make the snag for a 30 yard TD.
Even with the score 37-9 the

Golden Gaels somehow had one
last hurrah. Taylor saw his first

down 25 yard strike to St. George
called back by offsetting

penalties, but undaunted, hit this

same receiver for consecutive

12 and 39 yard completions. He
then found Gerry Blacker alone

on the goal line for a 26 yard
score. Wintermeyer's convert
closed the scoring at 4:32 of the

final period.

Queen's continued to go after

points with an unsuccessful short

kick off and some futile long

bombs and Ottawa attempted two
field goals but the game was over

long before the final gun.

The Gaels had four turnovers

against the Gee Gee's none, and
gave Ottawa eight first downs on

penalties alone but they allowed

such a lopsided defeat by being

unable to cope with the continued

O.U. aerial outburst in the second
half.

Since no bridesmaids are
eligible for a playoff position this

year. Queen's can look for a short

season. With Ottawa closing their

season against the winless
Waterloo Warriors and the
hapless Carleton Ravens and
Varsity Blues, the likelihood of

the two Gee Gee defeats
necessary for a Queen's division

title is about nil.

The Gaels still have three

games left to play this year.

Unfortunately, there is little but

pride left to play for them.
Queen's still has a good team. Not
a great one, perhaps, but a good
one, Toronto took an equally bad
shitkicking from Western on
Saturday, 44-10. Both teams need
next Saturday's game for their

self-respect. The Gaels should get

it.
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PRINCESS

at

BARRIE

Track and Field

Say

sports

They said

horseback

riding might

be uncomfort-

able during

your period.

But you

used

Tampax
tampons

and felt fine.

They said you

might feel self-

conscious about

skating. But you

relied on the protection

of Tampax tampons, with

nothing to slip or jgl'^
show or cause odor.^^BL' ^
They ^

said bowl- w>''^^i^ '
/

ing might '/ ^ 'i

be too strenuous W- U,'

during menstrua-

tion. But you

thought—the

more exercise the

better. And pro-

tected yourself

with internally

worn Tampax
tampons.

No matter what

"they" say, you know you

can always be active with

Tampax tompon protec-

and comfort.

,a- ; . ^ '
I

Th* lnl«rn«l proUctlon irior* worran IrutI

Queen's impressive in tune-up meet
In (he O.U.A.A. tune-up meet

held at the University of Western
Ontario last Friday, Queen's,

competing at less than full

strength, showed team depth and
promise for this weekend's
0. U.A.A. Track and Field

championships to be held at

Queen's.

Rookie Pam Scothorn was
clearly the dominant athlete of

the meet, winning the shot' put
(41'7"), discus (103'4"), and
javelin (107'9"). For the men,
veteran Dave Jarvis also won
three events, winning the 400m.

1. H. in 52.3, missing the 11 yr. old

stadium record by a tenth of a

second. Jarvis anchored the 4 x

400 relay and edged teammate
George Neeland in the 110m. H.H.

(14,6 - 14.8).

Neeland also picked up a

fourth in the 100m, finishing just

behind Queen's sprinter Tom
Dixon (11.3). Neeland and Dixon
combined with Keith Berriman
and Archer Guy in a 3rd place

(2.32.4). Women's captain, Janey
O'llourke followed Kalhy in the

400m, coming 4th in MA. Mary
Ann Drinkwater was 4th in 100m
(H.C) and fifth in the 2rKJm (27 Ij.

In the field events, rookie

Mike Fo'rsayeth improved by 3"

in a week, placing 3rd in the high

jump with 6'1". Jack Ongorato
continued to improve in the shot

put, placing .3rd (44') and also

coming 6th in the discus

<]2i'H'/2"). Another rwAie, Peter
Xhignesse plat:ed 4th in the
javelin, throwing 172'.

A combination of talented
rookjf^j and experienced veterans
could lead Queen's tf> its Uff-.i

performance in the O.U.A A
track championships in years.
Support the track Gaels and Gal«
this Saturday at George
Kichardson Stadium.

Mir vttti n Miiiiont c* Kovrn

MADI ONLY Sr
r AIIAOIAtI TAMI»AX CO«»»OI»ATIOf( I II,

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

Pam Scothorn - three firsts at

Western

finish in the 4xl00m relay.

Berriman and Jarvis, along with

Kim Van Meer and Rod Walter,

extended their undefeated streak

to 3 consecutive meets with a win

over rivals Toronto and Mc-
Master in the 4x400 relay.

(3.23.0).

Don Price, recovering from a

leg injury, finished a strong 2nd

in the 400m I.H. (55.5) and 4th in

the 110m H.H. (15.5). Bob
MacCormack, running his first

1500 this season, won easily in

4.02.3. Rod Walter picked up a

second in the 400m (50.6) ahead of

Jim Van Meer (50.8).

In women's track, Kathy
Wynne showed strength in

doubling in the very competitive

400 and 800, finishing 2nd in the

400 (63.0) and 2nd in the 800

Golfers second
After dominating the eastern sectionals here last weekend,

Queen's golf team let down just a wee bit and it was enough to

allow McMaster to capture the OUAA golf championship in

London last Thursday and Friday. Again it was Ron White who
led the Queen's team with scores of 76 and 71 to finish the 36-hole

event at 147. White was third over-all. Bob Russell had a 148 on

scores of 74, 74. Bill White (153), Dan Clark (154), and Doug
Painter (158) were the other members of the Queen's team. As
with the sectionals the top four scores from each team counted

in each of the two 18-hole rounds.

The McMaster team t>eat Queen's in the O'Keefe In-

vitational last month in Georgetown. They won the opening

round by 5 strokes with the Gaels coming back to finish three

strokes better on the second eighteen. It wasn't quite enough,

however, and the Gaels had to settle for second place.

MacMaster finished with an even 600 followed by Queen's

with 602
,
Guelph at 606, Western 609, and Toronto at 614.

Despite losing out for the second straight year, Queen's

students can take pride in a fine team effort and our

congratulations to all members of the team and to coach Jake
Edwards for their fine showing this year.

BiBwedfidmpuiSsptlngwaterT

And that's the truth!
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by Peter Watts

Two new coaches, a lot of

new players, a new look, and a

new philosophy. That's the story

on the 1973-74 edition of the

Queen's Golden Gaels hockey

club which convened in the arena

last Thursday afternoon. Just

over 100 players turned out for

the opening day of practice, in-

cluding fifteen goalies who will be

vying for the job of replacing

veteran Clyde Harris, no small

job at all. It is this position that

spells the fortunes of the Gaels

this year.

"The Gaels have lost coach

Bob Carnegie, and forwards Bob
Kindon, John Smith and Jim
Adair in addition to goalie Harris.

Carnegie is on sabbatical leave

and is at the University of Nor-

thern Colorado working on his

doctoral degree. Kindon has
graduated. Smith is now in

dentistry at McGill University of

Montreal. Adair is toiling for the

Vancouver Blazers in the World
Hockey Association.

In addition, defenseman John
Jeffrey, and forwards Norm
Goulet and Jim Tittemore have
decided not to play in-

tercollegiate hockey this season.

Chris Clark is still out with the

soccer team and Stu Lang, Dave
Hadden and John Wintermeyer
are with the football team. It is

hoped that all or some of these

players will be out with the

hockey team as soon as their

seasons are over.

Now for the new look. The
first item is a fashion item: the

Gaels now hav'e new blue

sweaters with red and gold trim.

They'll be sporting them for the

first time at home when they

New look for hockey Gaels
open against the Guelph
Gryphons on Saturday evening,

November 10th.

Perhaps the most positive

change has been in the coaching

staff. Dave Field, a former star

defenseman with Western,
Toronto, and Queen's will handle

the team this year in the absence

of Carnegie. He will be assisted

by one Edward Deans of

Gananoque. Someone has
referred to this combination as

the "long and the short of it". At
any rate, the philosophical tone of

Queen's hockey appears to have
received a much-needed shot in

the arm.
The most wide-open battle is

for goal. Dave Dungey and Don
Hall, who spelled Harris the few
times that he needed relief last

season, are both out with the club

this fall. So is Bill Minnes who
was back-up goalie for the Gaels

two years ago. Three other

goalies have rated high enouhh to

get at least an invitation to a Jr. A
camp. Steve Kidd played in the

Northern Ontario Hockey
Association last year and was
invited to the camp of the Sud-

bury Wolves. Bob Butterill, a

native of Kingston, went to the

Soo Greyhounds camp this fall.

Michel Boulanger played part of

last year with- the Quebec
Remparts of the Quebec Jr.

League and played the rest of the

year with their junior B team.

It looks like this year's

defensive corps will be a strong

and experienced one. Steve

Gross, Chris Clark, Ron White,

and Stu Lang, are all returnees

from last year. Paul Gauthier

and Frank Coffey from Ottawa,

Rick Leroy from Toronto, and
Peter Berkeley from Western

headline a list of players who
have transferred to Queen's this

year. Doug Kitchen, who played

at Upper Canada College in

Toronto last year, has been one of

the more impressive newcomers.
Scoring goals is the name of

the game and there will be quite a

few new faces on the forward

lines this year. A few faces should

be recognizable: Colin Loudon
should make the squad, along

with Hadden, centre Bill White,

left-wingers Jim Sunstrum and
John Cerre and forward Mike
Lynch. It means though that five

and perhaps more of the for-

wards will be new faces. One of

them may be familiar to some:
Bob Clayton, who won the rookie

of the year award in 1966-67 is

returning to intercollegiate

hockey this year after toiling for

the now-defunct Kingston Aces of

the OHA senior A loop. His

presence is expected to r.ake up
for the loss of Adair. T.ie third

spot at centre is up for grabs and
Bill White along with Gavin Laws
seem to have a good shot at it.

White was one of Queen's best

forwards in the second half last

year. Laws played two years ago
for Markham Jr. B's who won the

all Ontario championship that

year.

Other players who have stood

out so far include Bill McAdam
who played in the Bew system
last year, and Bob Gillet who
spent last season with the RMC
Redmen. On the right side, Bobby
Hull and Dale Sandles who
played for Kingston's tier two

junior A club last year are both

getting a good shot at a spot.

It does little good to talk

about your own team unless you

can try and figure out how it's

going to do in relation to

everybody else. The concensus

seems to be that the Blues are

again the team to beat. Tom Watt
always shows up with a

powerhouse ; the Blues have won
a half dozen national cham-
pionships since he took over as

coach in the early sixties. It

appears also that the York
Yeomen will be a force to be

reckoned with this year. Reports

have it that they picked up a

couple of defensemen from Yale
(American college hockey) and a

top scorer from the tier two
Provincial Jr. A League. Ottawa,

Carleton, and Laurentian are

unknown quantities at this point.

This year, a very strong

rivalry is expected to form
between the Gaels a:id the RMC

Redmen who have moved over

from the Quebec league to

become a part of the OUAA. The
annual Snowball game will now
be a part of the regular season

schedule for both teams.

The Gaels get what should be
a schedule advantage this year.

Of their seventeen league games,
ten of them are at home. The
schedule opens on Saturday
evening, Nov. 10 with the Gaels
meeting the Guelph Gryphons.

The team will see its first action

the weekend before when it

travels to Montreal for games
against McGill and Sir George
Williams.

The team will also host the

annual Queen's Hockey Tour-

nament on the weekend of Jan.

4th and 5th. Ottawa, McMaster
and Sir George Williams will be

the other three clubs involved.

Queen's will meet McMaster in

the opening round; this is a

regularly scheduled game that

has been moved up from an

earlier date.

As a final note, 1973-74 is a

very special year for Queen's
hockey. It is sixty years ago this

year that a Queen's hockey team
last won the OUAA hockey
championship and the Queen's
Cup. Wouldn't it be nice to do
something special to celebrate.

Need I say more?

Women's Alpine skiing meeting
An organizational meeting for the women's alpine ski-team will be

held tomorrow, at 4.30 p.m. in the women's locker room of the Phys Ed
Centre. Coach Anne Turnbull invites all interested girls. Training
schedules and the season will be discussed.

Alpine skiing is not offically recognized by the OWIAA. Queen's
competitors take part in meets withclubs in the Ottawa area. The
team has also entered races against some of the American schools.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY HOMECOMING 1973

McMASTER VS. QUEEN'S
WEEKEND

FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
OCT. 27OCT. 26

7:30 Pep Rally and Parade

9:00 Arts Inter Year

and Homecoming

Oom-Pa-Pa

Jock Harty Arena

1 :45 Homecoming Parade

from Vic Hall

2:00 McMaster vs Queen's

8:30 "The Great Gatsby"
Semi-Formal

Grant & Kingston Hall

8:30 Commerce Dance
Leonard Hall

OCT. 28

CONCERT

GORDON

LIGHTFOOT
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Soccer undefeated

Late goal gives Gaels win over Ravens
by Alfred Korman

The Queen's Soccer Gaels

stayed in first place - shared with

York - of the O.U.A.A. East when

they beat the Carleton Ravens 2 :

1

last Saturday.

Right from the start guests

and hosts alike attacked strongly

and the two teams appeared to be

of equal strength. Ping Pong-like

play went from one goal to the

other and back again. Queen's

just seemed to gain a slight ad-

vantage when around the 15

minute mark the Gaels' defense

got mixed up and suddenly there

was a Raven all alone with the

ball in front of the empty goal.

Thank God that was too much for

him, and he overshot. Well, a few

Queen's people got a grey hair or

two during this incident.

Anyway, the Gaels recovered

quickly and during the next rush

towards the Ravens net Davy
Robertson just missed with a

head ball. Carleton came right

back and during the next minutes

the direction of the play alter-

nated almost regularly. Neither

team scored during the first half

hour despite several good
chances as players of either color

kept missing the target or saw
their shots blocked by the

keepers.

When the Queen's defense

failed to clear the ball out, one of

cdiidlish

the Ravens forwards scored with

a spinning shot that, assisted by

the gusty wind, sailed around a

Gael and into the net. This 1 :0

lead for Carleton shocked the

Gaels into action and now they

really started fighting. Queen's

forwards and mid-men took turns

trying to get the ball between the

Carleton goalposts but the

leather just wouldn't do that.

Shortly before half time still

another combined effort of the

Gaels yielded a corner kick. The
Ravens' defense seemed to ex-

pect a long kick but Davy
Robertson's cross pass was short

this time arid Chris Clark left the

whole opposition no chance when
he headed the ball sharply

around the near post. A real

beauty of a goal!

The second half was a

repetition of previous games as

the Gaels just couldn't get on the

score board while clearly out-

playing the opposition. Queen's

stormed again and again towards

the increasingly tiring Ravens
but the 1 : 1 remained. Once Gerry
Zegarra succeeded in breaking

through the Carleton lines but

their goalie cut down the shooting

angle very effectively and
blocked Gerry's shot. A little bit

later our hard working Don
Baragar came closer to scoring

than in any of his previous at-

tempts when his hard drive

bounced off the post while the

Carleton keeper helplessly

watched (and probably prayed).

Foul kicks and corners near the

Ravens' net didn't get Queen's

anywhere and after still another

attack the ball finally ended up in

the Carleton goal but an offside

call nullified the effort. With a

frustrating regularity Queen's

kept up their bombardement of

the Ravens net without ever

getting there. If you think this

sounds familiar have a look at my
previous reports . . . Missed
opportunities included a comer
ball by Davy Robertson that

grazed along the cross-bar and an
empty goal overshot by a certain

veteran campus politician. Then
Davy did the ground work for the

second Queen's goal by stub-

bornly chasing a Carleton
defender, gaining possession of

the ball and passing back. Terry
Lister's shot hit a Raven
and Nick Drysdale picked up the

loose ball to drive it via a leg past

the keeper. The remaining few
minutes of play were still

dominated by the Gaels but the

score remained 2:1.

As mentioned above the

soccer Gaels still share first

place in the O.U.A.A. East with

York, both have a record of 4

wins-1 tie-no loss. Our team has a

tough week ahead of it : tomorrow
they will face RMC on the RMC
grounds at 4:30 p.m., then Trent

fin Peterborough on Saturday)

and Ryerson (in Toronto on

Sunday) will provide the op-

position. I am convinced the

Gaels will keep winning but I sure

hope they soon drop their nerve-

shattering habit of waiting for the

last minutes to score the wirming

goal. Have a heart, fellas, and
score more and earlier!

Field Hockey Seniors, Intermediates succesful
by Sue Moffatt

This past weekend was a

chance for all you loyal Queen's

F.H, fans to see your two

favourite teams play some of

their finest, fastest, and
generally most fun games of the

sfjason. The occasion was the

York Invitational Early Bird

tournament, a 7 game Senior and

4 Game Intermediate series in

which all league teams play

simply for experience. Rarely

does an opfxjrtunity arise for any
intercollegiate team to play well-

reffed, higj-i quality games for the

sheer pleasure of the sfx)rt. This

weekend's competition was
refreshingly different: spiced

with its under1,one of opfxjsitional

aKKf;ssment and overtones of

enthuwid loyalties, but without

the <U) or die determination of

final games. Teams got to know
each other with something more
clfWfly approximating genuine

camaraderie than the usual

Hideline tolerance. The op
pf;rtunily for each s<.hool to

evaluate ilwlf relative to the

prewrited opjxjsitiorr, while there

is yet time to take advantagf; of

the knowU^dge gleaned, will no

doubt make the final "real thing"

;i rriufh more closely cont«;sted

i»«ue. Jn a HfXirl which m almost

•lynonymou.'^; v/ith cold and rain,

two warm days of games played

on grassy dry fields were rare

pleasures in themselves.

Now down to the specifics.

For the Intermediates it was a

low-scoring but highly successful

tournament, from which they

came out on top with 1 win and 3

ties.

On Friday against
Laurentian, Dorothy Cosgrove
scored the first goal of the season

in a 1-1 game typified by the

Northerners' tank and bulldozer

aggressiveness which seems
their only conception of strategy.

Versus U. of T., our Gals played

some of th<! prettiest, most well-

controlled hockey to be seen, and

it can only be considered a shame
that out of so many shots on the

'1,0. goal, not one managed to

find a home, To.'s skill was that

little bit less successful, and their

luck, fortunately, no better, that

the scor<- stay(,'d 0 0 in a game
that seemed to foreshadow the

Nov*!mber championship match.

In Ihr' league lor the first year,

Ottawa suffered a .'! 0 defeat to

our side on Saturday morning.

Again it was U-ft irin<;r Dorothy
v/tio found th<! sftuci-n, this tim«!

for twr) goals. The third was by
centre Judi Spenc*- who won the

(X-nalty bully awarded against

Ottawa for their "intentional

fouling to prevent a sure goal."

The best was saved till last,

however, when Queen's met Mac
in a very fast open game which
ended in a second 0-0 draw. Mac's
devastating use of the one-man
break-away swung the play from
end to end without the usual mid-

field scramble, and showed our

defence at its finest. It looks as if

our Intermediate Gals are more
than ready for their shot at

Number One spot.

Despite their 3 win 4 loss

record, the Seniors should also

write this weekend up on the

positive side of the ledger. Most

of the mistakes which lost the

games or made them less than

the best, were recognized and

corrected, or can be so, with

some conscious effort. Not once

did the team suffer a collective

loss of mind or spirit, as reflected

in the fact that only one game
was lost by more than 1 goal.

Seven games give a team lots of

time for improvement, and much
was made: particularly in the

distribution of play, ability to

foresee th(! effectivi? pass, and

cutting onto the ball. In

terchanges within and between

the offensive and defensive lines

became smoother and more
frequent, while the "hunting in

pairs" paid off times untold. The

defence deserves special credit

for its efforts in backing up the

forward line rushes, at the price

of numerous mad field-length

dashes to cover back.

The weekend began well with

a 5-0 win over a fairly young

Western team, with 3 goals by

Laney Marshall, and one each by

Sue Moffatt and Emily Watson.

Waterloo next went down with a

4-0 loss on 2 goals by Laney and

one each by Emily and Sue . In the

day's third game, McGill re-

couped its loss of 2 weeks ago and

put our Gals down 1-0. On their

part it was a fast, closely marked
game, and our gals just couldn't

seem to keep in high gear no

matter how hard they tried.

Fatigue and poor fielding became
a vicious circle: one was too tired

from running to concentrate on

stopping the ball well, and so

ended up running 30 more yards

to try again ! In the U. of T. game
individuals on both teams played

much slower games than is their

custom, but while T O. managed
to put in two goals, not enough of

our Gals could get it together at

once to sustain a good offensive

rush. Hut just wait until next

lime! Against Mac the next

morning, iho forwards learned by

experience the necessity for

tackling back. Despite a well-

rushed goal by Les Ferrari, Mac
managed to win on its second of

two offside goals, which didn't

prove much except that reffing in

the circle makes better games.

Guelph, the eventual winners of

the Senior tournament, had to

fight for their win, and some took

the challenge more literally than

was quite necessary. The passing

was much- more accurate

although fielding still hurt us, and

another 2-1 score was written up,

the single from Sue Moffatt.

Finally our Gals met York in a

hard-played game which

provided much evidence of how
much everyone had learned in

the course of the weekend. Laney

Marshall won a penalty bully to

win the game 1-0 in the last 4

minutes of play.

As a tournament, this

weekend did both teams a lot of

good. It showed everyone how far

they had come and how much
was left to go. Everybody was

encouraged and challenged in

their play, as individuals and as a

team. Next weekend both teams

travel to Montreal for the two-

day Quebec Open, at which they

will hopefully put the finishing

touches on their game. Then they

should really be ready for the

first part of the Championship

tournament in two weeks time.
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Sports Shorts

Waterpolo Gaels start season
Queen's waterpolo Gaels

opened their current season

Friday with a four-team com-

petition hosted by the Un-
niversity of Toronto. York and

R.M.C. were the other par-

ticipating schools.

The Gaels finished with a 2-1

record, downing York 9-0 losing a

squeaker to R.M.C. 9-8 but

rebounding to drop Toronto 11-3

in. the final. The Gaels got off to

quick starts in all three matches,

and enjoyed a 4-0 lead against

R.M.C. at one point. Only some
defensive inconsistencies
prevented the Gaels from
sweeping the tournament.

Veteran defenseman Chris

Whatley and rookie forward Mike
Fox led the Gaels throughout the

meet, with Fox netting 11 goals;

Whatley added seven counters,

and contributed some fine

rushing play from his defense

postition.

Other scorers for Queen's

were Pete Lapp, with seven,

Davy Kay with two, Gord
Houston, and Francis Caza with

one ach.

Queen's next outing will be

an exhibition series at Platt-

subrugh, New York, this coming
Saturday.

T.O. takes OUAA Tennis
University of Toronto Blues picked up their first two OUAA titles

this year with victories in the tennis finals held this past weekend at

Western. The Toronto team, which had beaten out Queen's in the

eastern sectionals in Kingston last weekend, won the team cham-
pionship. The doubles team of Ross Saldon and Keith Porter of Toronto

also won top honours in that event.

Queen's only participant was Peter Lukey in the men's singles.

Lukey was beaten out in the first round by John Taylor of Western, 6-2,

6-3.

Inyourown way

.

Inyour own time.

On yourown terms.

Youll take to the

taste ofPlayerk Filter

Warning: The Department of National Health and Welfare advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.

Gaels down Varsity
by Chris Cooke

The University of Toronto Varsity Blues Rugby Squad suffered a

dual defeat here, Saturday at the hands of the Queen's 1st and 2nd

teams.

The firsts began the attack in the early minutes of play with Dave
Walters scoring a superb try after much running and a great gnashing

of teeth. Peter Kopp scored the second Queen's try on a fine run. Ron
Easteal converted both scores.

The second half saw Queen's against the wind, and seemingly

against the referee, as they ground to a halt under a barrage of

penalties. The Gaels and fans looked on in dismay as Toronto ac-

cumulated three field goals and a converted try. Undaunted, the Gaels

rallied. A fine run by the backs, capped by a diving try by Chris Cooke
clinched the lead for Queen's. The Queen's pack held off the Blues

assaults in the dying minutes of play and the game ended 18-15 for the

Gaels.

The significance of this win for Queen's cannot be denied. It

proves that a rat pack of derehcts can come together to produce a

superb Rugby squad, in the Queen's tradition. Queen's is certainly

gelling as a team , and becoming proud of it. ^

It is the continuous presence of those unsung heroes: Smiley

Riley, Jim Barnett, The Steel Bullit, down-to-the-wire Dyer, and

Frizzy Frizell that make the team what it is : a functioning unit with

acres of support.

Following the Ist's example, the Queen's 2nd's made mince meat
of a haggard Toronto squad by defeating them 26-0. The team played

excellently as a whole, and superb individual efforts by Drummond
McDougall, Mike Casey, and Dave Bouker in scoring the tries, along

with the ever-shining toe of Ruggles Pritchard, led the Gael's 2nd's to

a convincing win. Never before has the Queen's Ist's sired so many
great players - never before has their pride been so great.

This weekend, the Gaels will be idle intercollegiately, but engage

R.M.C. Weds., Oct. 24 in league play. Two weeks will see the Gaels

descend upon Toronto for a return match with the U. of T. Blues.

Despite rain, stale ale, and Mike Booth's bad jokes, the Gaels hope to

return again undaunted and victorious.
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World: Middle East situation worsens
ISRAEL- In the Middle KasI War,

Israeli forces have pushed the

Syrians back from the ceasefire

line on the Golan Heights and are

advancing along the road to

Damascus. The battle is not

going as well in the Suez where
Egyptian troops are con-

solidating their hold on the west

l)ank of the Suez Canal.

Jordan joined Egypt, Syria

and Iraq in the war against Israel

on Saturday. Jordanian forces,

reputedly some of the best in the

Middle East, joined the Syrian

front, where the fiercest fighting

and most Israeli forces have been

concentrated.

Israel has been conducting a

holding operation against the

Egyptians in the Sinai, ap-

parently postponing major of-

lesive action until forces can be

freed from the northern front

against Syria.

CAIRO- Egypt claims that Israeli

air strikes are hitting non-

military targets in the densely

populated Nile Delta region and

has warned of |)ossiblc

retaliation.

In the United Nations

General Assembly Thursday,
Egyptian Foreign Minister

Mohammed el Zayyat .said .'lOO

persons have been killed in at-

tacks against the Delta and the

suburbs of Cairo. However, the

foreign minister has not been

instructed to formally complain

to the Security Council "because

Egypt was not complaing and can

retaliate...".

NEW YORK- The Israel Bonds
organization reports that it has

sold $128 million in bonds since

the lastest Middle East War
broke out. This during a period of

five days.

Of the total, $.32-million was
raised in New York City, with $20

million of it coming from one
fund-raising dinner Tuesday
night at the Plaza Hotel.

WASHINGTON- President
Richard Nixon announced Friday
night his nominee to succeed
Spiro Agnew as Vice-President of

the United States. Ford, a 60-

year-old Congressman from
Michigan, is th^ Republican
leader in the House of

Representatives and a loyal

Nixon supporter.

The nomination came two
days after Agnew resigned in

disgrace after pleading no
contest to a tax evasion charge.

Ford's nomination must be

ratified by the House of

Representatives and the Senate,

but speedy approval is expected

because of his personal

popularity.

WASHINGTON- The U.S. Court

of Appeals for the District of

Columbia has upheld a lower

court decision that President

Nixon must release the con-

troversial While House
"Watergate" tapes for judicial

inspection.

Nixon's lawyers had
maintaincid lhal the tapes are

protected by the constitutional

doctrine of executive privilege,

and could thus be retained. The
chief Watergate prosecutor and
the special Senate committee
investigating the scandal have
also requested the tapes.

The president is expected to

take his appeal of the decision to

the Supreme Court.

NEW ORLEANS- The Canada
Development Corp. has cleared

another hurdle in its bid to buy a

controlling interest in Texasgulf

Inc. In a brief ruling, Wednesday,
the Fifth U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals dissolved an order
blocking the CDC from buying
the necessary shares. At last

report the CDC had received

offers for just short of the 10-

million shares needed.

CDC won a decision last

September from a lower court in

Houston, Texas, permitting it to

go ahead but Texasgulf im-

mediately appealed and got the

restraining order just lifted.

WASHINGTON- The federal

Committee on Geographic
Names has decided to change the

name of Cape Kennedy back to

Cape Canaveral. The change
came at the request of

Representative Lou Frey (R.

Fla.) whose*district includes the

cape. He said a majority of

Floridians preferred the old

name which dates back to the

sixteenth century.

PEKING- Prime Minister
Trudeau's reception in Peking
has been marked by a display of

public cordiality somewhat
greater than prevailed during the

Canada: Bourassa
faces court action

MONTREAL- Quebec Premier
liobert Bourassa has been or-

dered to appear in court today to

explain why he should not be held

in contempt of court for

publishing a Ixjok afxjut the

James Bay power project. A
group of Indian and Eskimo
leaders, who are awaiting a

verdict from another Superior

f'ourt judge in their rcfjuest for

an injunction to block work on the

project, have p<;titioned the court

to find Mr. Bourassa and five

other resfxindents in cont(!mpt.

In handing down his decision,

Chief Justice Jules Deschenes

said that the \xxik seems to be an

allernpt to sway public opinion

towards one of thr- two th<fses

Ix;tween which the court must
decide and as such se<;rnK to be

"an inadmissible intervention"

in the cas*;

The native representatives

have asked that, if found guilty,

the reKiM)ndfnls be lined ViDJHX)

i-uc.h or given one yr;ar in jail and

distribution of the U>ok haKed.

VK.TORIA The ({overnincnt of

British Columbia has moved lo

establish a Crown cor[«>ralion to

' ontrol the pr';duclion and sale of

[/elroleurri ;ind natural gas in that

province.

One of the first actions of the

corporation will
. likely be to

nearly double the price of B.C.

natural gas from its existing level

of 32 cents per thousand cubic

feet. Approval from Ottawa is

needed to .set up a system which
would give lower prices to

domestic users.

The government's action
come a month after the B.C.

Energy Commission recom-
mended that a petroleum com-
mission be established.

OTTAWA- The federal govern-

ment has imposed strict export

controls on propane and butane
gases and heavy fu(!l oils. The;

controls were promptc.'d by
unusually heavy How to th(!

United Slates, which is facing an

(rnergy crisis.

Under the controls, ex-

I>orters will have to apply to the;

National Energy Board for

permission to export the fuf.-ls

concerned. II is expected lhal Ihe

U)ard will graril permission for

"tifjrrnal" amounts but will not

Mow Ihe flow a<TOSS the border

lo increase rrni<-h above its

pres<!nt level.

TORONTO- On the same day that

the United Auto Workers union

signed a tentative local contract

with Chrysler Canada Ltd. in

Toronto, they notified Ford Motor

Co. that it will strike the

automaker Oct. 26 if there is no

new agreement on a national

contract.

The Chrysler agreement is

one of 60 to be negotiated

covering conditions at specific

plants. The national agreement
was signed last Sept. 23.

The current P^ord agreement
(>xpired on Sept. 14 but has been

extended on a day-to-day basis to

give Ihe UAW lime to wrap up

national and local negotiations at

(-'hrysler.

OTTAWA Harold Ballard, 70

year old [iresident of the Toronio

Maple Leafs, will be paroled

from i)rison Oct. 19. Mr. Ballard

is curi'ently serving a Ihree year

term for fraud and Ihelt.

The parole board ari/iounced

last Wednesday lhal Ballard will

be released aftr'r serving one-

Itiird of the three y(!ar term. He
will be under parol*' board
sup<!rvision iinlil October 1975.

WINNIPE(; City police corn-

visit of French President
Georges Pompidou, the last

Western Ufader to journey here.

IIow<!ver, it quickly became
apparent that the two leaders,

Chinese Premier Chou en-lai and
Prime Minister Trudeau, hold

widely differing views on several

of the principal international

issues particularly the war in the

mid-east and detente fjetween the

West and the Soviet Union.

The (-'hinese have a special

respect for Mr. Trudeau as the

man who wrote favorably abfjut

their republic when he visited

here in l%O.In a speech at a

f)anquet in Peking, Thursday,

Premier Chou made a reference

to Trudeau's 1960 visit and went

on to hail the Prime Minister as

"our old friend", a designation he
has bestowed on no other
government leader in recent

times.

WASHINGTON-U.S. Secretary

of State Henry Kissinger is

planning to visit Ottawa next

month to discuss energy and
other bilateral issues with

Canadian Government officials.

The talks, which are expected to

take place in the first half of

November, will mainly center

around Canada's oil export
policies and how they will affect

U.S. supplies.

High on the HgttrKUt will Ix-

Canada's recent and abrupt
decision lo irnjwse a hiii):it:r price

on Canadian oil for U S refiners

and the Trudeau Government s

intr-ntion to supply the Montreal
area with Canadian oil a move
which would reduce the supply of

oil available for the U S Mid
west,

MANILA- Three Filipino
hijackers who voluntarily
returned to the Philippines in

return for presidential amnesty
have been relea.sed as promised,
Philippine Air Lines President

Benigno Toda, who negotiated

the surrender of the three, told a

new conference that President

Marcos has honored his promise
of an amnesty.

The three were arrested
immediately on their return hut

Marcos has ordered the army to

release them and lo investigate

their charges of abuse by
government officials in their

home province of North Cotabato
in the southern Philippines.

LONDON- Britain's first com-
mercial radio station, London
Broadcasting, began operations

Tuesday ending the monopoly of

the BBC. The station is the first of

60 independent radio stations to

be licenced by the Government.

sgisqiloisd
missioners say that free legal aid

has resulted in the number of not

guilty pleas entered by lawyers

on behalf of their clients more
than doubling in the last two

years. The commission has

charged that because the lawyers

are paid according to the number
of hours they work on a case

some lawyers are stretching out

appearances in order to take in

large fees.

Under the old system each

lawyer was compelled to handle

at least two or three legal aid

cases a year without payment.

With the new system some
lawyers now spend most of their

time handling such cases, for

which they receive 80 per cent of

their normal fees.

The police commission is

upset because the system has

resulted in a sharp increase in

monies paid to off-duty

policemen who appeared as"

witnesses.

TORONTO- Apple prices can be

expected to rise as the result of a

small crop in the province. The
Ontario Apple Marketing

Commission estimates that the

province's crop will be off by 20

per cent from last year's crop.

TORONTO- The immigration
appeal board has reserved
decision on Xaviera Hollander's

appeal against a deportation

order. Miss Hollander, who wrote
The Happy Hooker, was ordered
deported by immigration of-

ficials last February.

OTTAWA- At least 1,750 of

Canada's 9,000 federal prisoners

need psychiatric care according

to a report prepared for Solicitor-

General Warren Allmand. Of that

total, about 750 have diagnosed

psychiatric illnesses requiring

treatment while another 1.000

sexual offenders, drug addicts

and alcoholics need special

rehabilitative programs.

The report says that the

available facilities for such care

are inadequate in almost all

federal prisons and calls for the

establishment of five regional

psychiatric centres across
Canada with space for about 750

inmates.
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Roy Sfemp

Food services quality

IS responsibility of all
by Banuta Rubess

If you think Beaver Foods is solely responsible

for the quality of food services at Queen's, Ray
Stemp will prove you wrong.

This summer Stemp investigated the food

services at Queen's, originally with a view to ser-

vices in the new Arts and Social Sciences complex.

Eventually he extended his research to include the

whole university system. In addition, the university

is commissioning a consultant to look into the food

services question also; both reports will be released

in about six weeks.
Stemp found that in the past few years there has

not been "sufficient interest, enthusiasm and sheer

energy on part of everyone involved" - that is, not

only the caterer, but also the university ad-

ministration and the students. Queen's cafeteria

facilities are behind other campuses, such as

Western's, Carleton's or Guelph's. Each of these

universities have either a Food Services Director or

a Food Services Advisory Committee. Queen's

lacks an individual or a committee whose sole

concern is the food services, rather than one of

many responsibilities. Residence food committees,

unfortunately, are inadequate, for they tend to deal

with very limited, specific complaints.

On the other hand, in the past few years, all

attempts to form a student committee concerned
with the Union, for example, have failed. One of the

reasons may be that most Queen's students do not

have to rely on the campus services, living close to

the university. However, Stemp also observed that

most students cannot make constructive criticisms

concerning the entire, extremely complex, food
services system, without additional information. He

Alma Mater Society

recommended an education program including the

preparation of food, day-to-day and long-term

budgeting, and staff management, for any
prospective food services committee.

Stemp found that Beaver Services itself, both

the management and staff, rarely show any visible

effort for improvement. He remarked that when
dealing with the Beaver staff, he often found an
inexplicable gap between what individuals said and
what was actually done. Furthermore, Beaver has
been able to provide very good food and services at

special occasions, and Stemp failed to understand
why it cannot do so all the time.

Still, Stemp has cause to hope for improvement
in the near future. He said he had the impression

that recently people have realized there might be a

chance of better services, and are beginning to

concentrate efforts in this direction. This year.

Beaver, too, seems to be trying harder, (Stemp
says, maybe because it heard of a competing
catering company. Saga Foods, which put in a bid

for this year's operation.) Also, the university itself

is seriously scrutinizing the equipment, layout and
organization of food services on campus, con-

sidering alternatives such as contracting another

caterer or establishing its own service.

Regarding the Arts and Social Science sub-

centre, Stemp deplored that although the food

services area is one of the most complex in the

building, not enough forethought was given to it in

the planning stage. Although the subcentre will be a

heavy usage area day and night, and therefore a

good location for a large cafeteria service, only a

coffee shop is feasible.

Board takes control
Steve Brereton, Bruce Trotter, and Marv Bloos,

the Directors of the Alma Mater Society In-

corporated have assumed complete control of AMS
monies in response to the financial crunch. This

situation is to continue until Bloos prepares a for-

mal proposal as to the division of powers and formal
operating procedures.

The Board intends to restrict Outer Council

financial control to budget allocation of revenues
accruing from the AMS Specific Fee and any
revenues generated from these fees.

Brereton, Trotter, and Bloos also placed

restrictions on the Reserve Fund of the Society: no
money in the Reserve Fund or the Capital Fund of

the Alma Mater Society shall be spent, short of a

general meeting or a referendum of the Cor-

poration.

In order to ensure this, the Business Ad-
ministrator has been instructed to separate
Reserve and Capital Fund monies from the AMS
operating accounts. It was the depletion of the AMS
capital accounts during the past three years

which has left the AMS in its constricted financial

position.
(

In addition, the Board has given the Business

Administrator full control for the safe-keeping and
proper administration of all Corporation monies.

The AMS Incorporated legally holds the monies
of the AMS; the Board of Directors which is elected

at the Annual meeting of the Society is responsible

for the sound financial management of the cor-

poration, and expected to give direction to the AMS.

When this revelation was presented to Outer

Council last night, debate was ruled out of order

since it was not presented for either approval or

ratification. As a result the concerned questions of

Outer Council were not answered.
The delineation of powers between the Board

and Outer Council has always been vague. The AMS
constitution states that it is subordinate to the

bylaws of the corporation. Bloos interprets the

bylaws to give the Board control in areas not

specifically delineated in the AMS constitution, and
he felt that financial controls fall into this category.

Fallis, Stiles elected
Bill Fallis was elected

senator and Ruth Stiles AMS
representative at large in the
ASUS by-elections held
Wednesday. The results of the

election were:
Bill Fallis 168

Jennifer Grass 128

Di Cottingham 84

Jim Henderson 91

Ruth Stiles 113

Turnout for the election

was very poor : less than 300 of

over 4800 eligible voters
exercised their right. Ac-
cording to Returning Officer

Sherry Mowbray, typical
comments at the polls were
"No, I don't want to vote" and
"I don't know anything about
it."

Another tradifion

Candlelighting 73
by Sarah Yarnell

Candlelighting, the official welcome of new women to Queen's,

took place in Grant Hall on Tuesday evening. Dr. Kathleen Morand, 0/

the Art History Department, spoke on the role of Women in Canadian
society.

Morand analyzed the "special potentialities and problems of being

a woman in university" as opposed to those faced by men.
She stated that Queen's student life, contrary to "widespread

permissiveness in society" is complicated by an "element of

,

tradition". "Do what you believe in" to resolve this conflict, she ad-

vised.

She claimed that men are "involved equally" in the dilemma of

woman's changing social role.

In closing, Morand said that it is every woman's "responsibility to

become fulfilled as a human being".

Evelyn Reid, the Dean of Women, greeted the newcomers. She
encouraged them to come into her office anytime, saying "We want
your ideas and suggestions". Reid also commented on the freedom
and responsibility of university life. Referring to the first-year

workload, she assured the students that they were "all capable of

handling it."

The candlelighting tradition began in 1887 with the inception of the

Levana Society. This group has since been absorbed into the Arts and
Science Undergraduate Society.

Faculty members and other women important to Queen's were
included as guests. All women new to Queen's, even upper-year
students, received invitations, whereas only freshettes were included

in the past. Judy Stephens, chairman of the Candlelighting committee,
explained that "while maintaining the basically traditional format for

this occasion, I'd like it to be envisaged more as a gathering of women
in the university community."

Candlelighting began after Reid and Morand lit the candles of the

faculty representatives. They in turn lit the candles of upper-year
women standing in the outer aisles. The flame was then passed along

the rows of new women.
Musical accompaniment was an integral part of the ceremony.

Pam Jackson, on the bagpipes, led the procession of new women from
Victoria Hall to Grant Hall. During the passing of the flame, Nancy
Norse played the flute.

-bottom ley

Freshettes became official Queen's women at the traditional Candle-

lighting ceremony on Tuesday night.
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Pubs
401 Inn- Six Pax
Townhouse- London
Commodore- Charley O'Neil and the Chargers
Manor- Manila Affair

Frontenac- Fred Werthman
Queen's Pub- Open til 1 a.m. tonite and tomorrow

Arenp Hours
The Jock Harty Arena will be open for skating from

12.00 noon - 11.30 p.m. daily from now until Oct. 31

except for Oct. 26 and 28. After Oct. 31, the hours
will be 8.00 a.m. - 11.30 p.m.

Friday, Oct. 19

8.00 p.m.- Kingston Waffle presents a public lecture

on "Imperialism" with John Hutcheson of York
University, in the McLaughlin Room of the

Student Union.

8.30 p.m.- The Queen's Dept. of Drama presents The
National Theatre School Troupe performing

"Gammer Gurton's Needle", an Elizabethan

comedy, and Labiche's farce "L'Affaire de la

Rue de Lourcine" in Convocation Hall. Tickets

are $1.00 from the Drama Department or at the

door.

Saturday, Oct. 20

2.00 p.m.- First meeting of an Action Group on Rape
at the Kingston Women's Centre, 110 Queen St.

8.30 p.m. - The second performance of The National

Theatre School Troupe will include "Le Marriage
Force" by Moliere along with "Gammer Gurton's

Needle". Tickets are $1.00 and are available from
the Drama Dept. or at the door of Convocation

Hall.

Sunday, Oct. 21

7.30 a.m.- 'Who's Afraid of French?" a new French
Language TV course, is being presented by
Professor Stephen Day of the French Dept. on
CJOH-TV 'Channel 6^ on Sundays.

10, 30 a.m.- Folk Mass in Dunning Hall followed by
coffee and donuts at Newman House, 164

University Ave.

10,W a.m.- Morning Worship at Chalmer's United
Church, Barrie St. at Clergy. Coffee hour and
Sormon-Talk-Back following worship. All

studonls welcome.
2.fX) p.m There will \)e a reading of the play at the

Queen's Musical Theatre Workshop in the Dance
Studio at the Phys. Ed. Centre. Newcomers
welcome.

7 30 p.m. Informal KuchariHlic Celebration in the

y;>( \iU.y I/;unge, second floor, 'nief)logy Hall with

Anglican Chaplain U) Queen's, Il<;v. Eric Howes,
Celebrant,

(jui-cn's <)utin(( Club excurHions, an orienteering

contest at Trent University, Call Dave .'V14-7182 for

info; and a canoe trip on I,ake Ontario with a

picnic at P'lower Pot Island, phone Jim, r>44-(K)52 if

inleresU-.d

Monday, Oct. 22
7W pm, nCH'H ntvvUnn to elect Divisional

Councillors, in Stirling fi

8.00 p m As part of IJberal Month, Part IV, all

c;irididales lor the provincial leadership of the

Liberal Party will b«r at the Grand 'I'hf;atre,

K fX) p m 'Third World Images: ( onflict and
I iider-develojuin-iil" prfisents "A l.ula (,'on-

tinua", a feature film on liberation in Mozam-
bique, in the Etherington Hall Auditorium. Ad-
mission is free and there will be coffee and donuts

to follow in Chown and Ban Righ along with a

discussion on the film.

Tuesday, Oct. 23
7.00p.m.- Second lecture in the Human Sexuality

Course on "Evolution of Sexual Behaviour" will

include speakers. Dr. R. Harmsen, Biology, on
sex in lower vertebrates and non-human
primates, and Dr. M. Maxwell, Sociology, on

cross-cultural attitudes of humans, social class

differences and cultural heritage. It will be held in

Dupuis Auditorium.

7.30 p.m.- Chronicles XVIlI: "Homage to the

Silents" directed by Rod Robertson, will be
presented in the Studio Theatre, Old Arts Building

Oct. 23 to 26. Admission is free and tickets are

available from the Drama Dept.

9.00 p.m.- Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Series showing of "La Passion de Jean d' Arc" by
Carl Dreyer, 1927. The film, with Maria
Falconetti, is silent with French titles.

Later This Month
Oct. 24, 7.30 p.m.- The Education Committee of the

AMS presents "The Law and Education",, a TV
show and live discussion in Rm. Ill, Earl Hall, as

part of the Law for the Layman series.

Oct. 25-27 - "Le Monde Francais en 1673" seminar to

mark the founding of Fort Frontenac, sponsored

by the Queen's French Area Studies Centre. For
information on registration and the seminar
contact The Secretary, The French World in 1673,

Rm. 402, Kingston Hall.

Oct. 25-28- Homecoming Weekend:
8.30 p.m. Oct. 25- National Arts Centre Orchestra in

Grant Hall. Tickets from the Etherington Box
Office.

9.00 a.m.- Oct. 26 - Symposium on "Trends in the

Mineral Industry in the Next Decade, followed by

the opening ceremonies for Goodwin Hall and the

Bruce Wing, Miller Hall.

7.30 p.m. Oct. 26 - Pep Rally and Parade then Oom-
Pa-Pa in the Harty Arena.

2.00 p.m. Oct. 27- McMaster vs Queen's football

game.
8.30 p.m. Oct. 27 "The Great Gatsby" Semi-Formal

in Grant and Kingston Halls, plus Commerce
Dance in Leonard Hall.

8.00 p.m. Oct. 28- Gordon Lightfoot concert in Jock

Harty Arena. Tickets $3.00 in the John Orr Room.
Arena Hours

Movies and Theatres
Capitol- The Man Who Loved Cat Dancing
llyland- I am A Dancer (Rudolph Nureyev)
Odeon- A Touch of ('lass

Domino Theatre- Oct. 19-20, "Music Hall" directed

by Moira Davies, based on an English Pub set-

ting, with beer and peanuts served after each
j)f'rforrrian<c. Tickets $2.50 from the Theatre or

from Mahood's.

Pool Hour Changes
Itegularly .scheduled events in the Pool will be

cancelled at the following tirnr's lor Swim M(;(!ts:

Monday, Oct, 29 from (l.'IO 10.30 p.m. and
.Saturday, Nov. 10, 10, (H) a m, 6.(K) p.m.

Graduation Portraits

YOU COULD COME TO US,

FLAIR PIIOTOdUAriHC

BUT YOU CAN'T BE BOTHERED.

GO AHEAD. SEHLE FOR

SOMETHING LESS....

For Appointment Drop in at 94 Brock Street or Call
542-7733

All D.SX.'s

Come to Meeting!

Election of Divisional Councillors

DAY : MONDAY, OCT. 22

TIME : 7:00 P.M.

PLACE: STIRLING 'B'

QUEEN'S DEPARTMENT OF D

PRESENTS

NATIONAL THEATRE SCHPQL
PERFORMING

COMEDY
GAMMER GURTON'S NEEDLE

ALSO
FRI. LABICHE'S LA RUE DE LOURCfNE
SAT MOLIERE'S LE MARRIAGE FORCE

OCT I9&20 AT 8.30 CONVOCATION HALL

TICKETS 1.00 DRAMA OEPT 547-6291

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they

have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK:
CHARLEY O'NEIL

AND THE CHARGERS

Amateur Night every Wednesday

OmS CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE
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Buckminster Fuller:

The synergetic approach

to the universe
by Susan de Stein

"I am not a speaker in the

usual sense of preparing a

paper," remarked Buckminster
Fuller in his Brockington
Visitorship 'lecture' to the over

capacity crowd in Grant Hall on

Monday night. "Just as two

people meet on the street, we
may speak now on what concerns

as."

Today, he began, humans
are becoming increasingly aware
of one another, much more aware
of others' problems. In addition,

"humans are aware of new
potentials," while at the same
time, experiencing the "great

frustration that they are not

moving in directions that are as

positive as is possible."

Within the largest possible

frame of reference, the

I

magnitude of our planet, he

continued, "could not be more
infintesimal". Considering man's
own physical stature, he is in-

visible on that glove. "It makes
me feel the rest of the universe is

not here to amuse you or I."

"We must put together our

experiences, discover what the
' universe is trying to do, and why
we are here," he stressed, "We
are on board this planet as ob-

servers."

Fuller went on to say, man
has a capability which makes
him "magnificient." Unlike
certain biological animals which
have the integral equipment to fit

into the environment (he used the

example of the bird), humans
have none of this. He continued,

"Although man has the brains

which characterize other species,

none other shares with him, the

phenomena of mind."
Fuller traced the develop-

ment of science and through the

great rules and principles of

science, the gradual discovery of

the great design of the universe.

The generalized principles of

science are all "synergetic".

That is, "they are all inter-

cooperative and in-

teraccomodative", he noted.

"None of the great principles

contradict each other. They can

have no exception." and are

"inherently eternal".

Human beings on board this

planet are making "extraor-
dinary" analyses of the elements

around him. This "little" man,
who does not have wings" is able

to develop ideas, and to par-

ticipate in transforming his

environment.

Fuller recounted an ex-

perience of eight or nine years

ago, when he gave the annual

address, concerning mind and
brain, to the American
Association of Neurosurgeons.

"No one could be more qualified

to make the distinction between

mind and brain," he said. His

address to the association was
well-received, indicating, he
thought that "all that I am saying

is reliable information - you can
depend on it!"

Man's counterpart

to the universe
"Try and think of the func-

tion of the human being," he
challenged. The human being, a

complex of chemical biological

and mechanical elements, has

only one counterpart -"the
universe itself." Accordingly,

this miniature universe on board
this planet, and having access to

these generalized principles, has

a very important function.

Fuller expressed his deepest
respect for human beings.

Ninety-nine per cent of human
beings, according to him, are

unsung heroes. "I don't think in

terms of bad and good." Ac-
cording to Fuller, the electron

negative sign cannot be applied

to humans. For example, he
added, " some students are

getting good marks, because
there are bad marks elsewhere."

In nature, man can observe

energy • being collected.

Biological life can be generated

and maintained on board our

planet, by virture of this em-
pounding of energy. Man alone, is

not capable - vegetation does it

for him. Energy is thus being

empounded in orderly ways.

This is nothing however,
when compared with the ability

of the human mind to convert

disorder to order. "Common to

all human beings, is this ability to

solve problems."

"Except for the universe

itself-man inherently has the

highest problem-solving ability",

claimed Fuller.

When humans have found

themselves perishing, he has
adapted. In times of hunger, man
has cooperated or engaged in

battle to determine survival. In

so doing. Fuller said, he has

gradually discovered general
principles of the power structure.

Society it has found operated on

the bais of the most powerful.
' Specialization became the

grand strategy of the powerful

wishing to remain powereful.

"However Specialization is

contradictory to the general state

of human nature," and is

exemplified in the all-inquisitive

nature of the small child. "We
are comprehensivists,", he
stressed.

Man has exhibited enor-

mous capabilities in his life to

accumulate knowledge.

Ancient Egyption society

witnessed the development of

man's ability to "take care of"

the welfare of the King's after

life, during his life. Through the

process of the proliferation of

capabilities, men then learned to

take care of the after life of the

Egyptian middle class, and
gradually, that of the entire

population.

During the era of the "divine

right" kings, man learned to take

care of the 'living life of kings'.

The Magna Carta extended its

priveleges to the nobeles. The
Victorian era was that during

which middle class life was taken

care of.

Today, "we are all in on the

information," Fuller felt. "In my
lifetime, as a consequence of this

capturing of the knowledge of

principles, we have witnessed the

enfolding of the highest standard
of living."

"It is highly feasible that we
could take care of all people at a

higher standard of living without

finding more resources - by
1985." Speaking not. as an op-

timist, he claimed. Fuller feels

that man is "learning to do more
with the same resources and with

the knowledge we now possess."

Pollution
"The level of pollution is in

direct proportion to the inef-

ficiency in our society" and is the

product of ignorance, claimed
Fuller. Our society runs at the

over all efficiency level of 5 per

cent. Consider the "millions of

engines runing in front of red

lights all over the world," he

commented.

Buildings

"Men- they don't know much
about building," Fuller con-

tended. Builders often have no
idea of how much a building

weights. When does one over hear

an engineer commenting - "I

have a beautiful million tonner

over there!."

Fuller spoke about the

concept of geodesic structures. In

the case of the geodesic dome
located at the south pole, this

type of structure would be "the

only thing strong enough to

withstand the stresses and yet be

light enough to "be transported

and assembled." The possiblities

for such structures are un-

numerous.

Concluding

remarks
The child is "spontaneously

truthful", learning the art of

deception only later in life. But
Fuller continued, "truth is

spontaneous. The universe works
by virtue of the truth. No matter
what a person does, the world
won't do what a lie says it does."

The young world today is

"better informed." When he was
nine years old, Fuller remem-
bered, it was said that man could

not fly. "I've had a great deal of

misinformation to get rid of", he
said, adding that "today we have
less and less misinformation to

get rid of."

It was his feeling that

humans are developing an
"abhorance for superficial

misrepresentation
. '

'

Human beings "love spon-

taneity" and are becoming aware
that "the world can work". We
are witnessing, as Fuller puts it,

a "coming through of com-
prehensiveness, of capability and
of truth..."

"I hope you will go out of

here with confidence in what man
is doing and in the great integrity

of the universe." He continued,

"man is designed to be a success,

not a failure."

Human beings, he stressed,

"are on the threshold of serving

in the great integrity of the

universe."

"I am confident that the only

good news you will come again

with - is a sense of what an

average human being can do
,

" he

concluded.
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QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY HOMECOMING I973 OCTOBER Z(> ZS

McMASTER VS. QUEEN'S
WEEKEND
FRIDAY OCT. 26

7:30 Pep Rally and Parade 8:30 Jock Harty Arena Arts Inter Year and Homecoming

Admission $1.00 OOTR- PCL' Pd Beer 3/$1.00

Live German Oom-Pa-Pa Band

SATURDAYOCT. 27

8:30 . SEMI FORMAL
_ '^TkC Great GodS by'^ ^RANT and KINGSTON HAll

JAMES LeROY with DENIM
TICKETS IN JOHN ORR ROOM - 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. - OCTOBER 17 to 25

FLUID-FLIP-OUT
8:30 - ADMISSION $1.00 FEATURING "BRUTUS'' ALL REFRESHMENTS 2/$1.00

SUNDAY OCT. 28
AMS CONCERTS PRESENTS

Gordon

Lightfoot
TICKETS $3.00

JOHN ORR ROOM - 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

McARTHUR COLLEGE - Main Desk - 4 p.m. - 8 p.m.

STARTING MONDAY, OCTOBER 22

HOUSE OF SOUNDS VERN NAPIERS - CAMERA SHOP
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JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS
UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a- week— 548-701

1

Queen's
Division of Concerts

presents ^

Fri. 26 October at 8:30 p.m.

St. George's Cathedral

Prague Madrigal Ensemble
Singers and instrumentalists with

authentic Renaissance recorders,

krummhorns, cimbal, violine and
violoncello from the Prague

National Museum.

Tickets - $2.00 ($1.00 students) from
Division of Concerts Box Office

Agnes Etherington Art Centre
547-6194

ATTENTION!

All Queen's Activity Organizers

Requiring A.M.S. Constables

The A.M.S. Constable
Posting Fee is $2.00

Basic Per Function Plus

$0.50 Per Constable
Posted At Each Event

(Except Official Queen's Pub).
The Latter Fee is to Cover
Costs of Liability Insurance.

RIDING CLUB

TRAIL RIDES —
This Saturday

And Sunday

NOTE CHANGE OF TIME AND
PRICE: MEET BUS AT UNION

AT 9:00 A.M.

COST: $2.20

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LON DRY'S DRUGS
FREE DELIVERY

i

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to 11 PM DAILY

Human sexuality course

'Sex IS ... fascinating

r

'Sex is a fascinating subject', and judging from
the turn-out at Tuesday's introductory lecture to the

Human Sexuality Course, many Queen's students

concur with these opening words of the session. Dr.

Zion, a professor in the Religion department,
commenced the evening with a brief discussion of

the role sex has come to play in modem life. He
lamented the fact that love used to be an art, but is

now sex, not love, as technology. The change was
attributed to endless examination in bookds and
magazines: the colloquialisms of everyday
language; and, in the opinion of American
psychologist, Rollo May, an encouragement of

sexuaPrepression by Western governments. Zion

felt this depersonalization of the sex act to be the

cause of many people's hang-ups where love is

concerned. Consequently, he urged a view of love as

a natural function.

A highly informative and entertaining film,

'Sexuality and Communication' ensued. This
featured the husband and wife doctor team, the

Chernicks, who, as a kind of Canadian Masters and
Johnson, work out of London, Ontario. The subject
matter was similar to that of Zion's in that ideally

sex is natural, but often is not since its expression
can be inhibited or distorted. This was represented
in the fictional account of a pregnant, depressed
wife, and her successful, sexually frustrated

husband whose problems were taken to be typically

modern. The bodily functions during intercourse

were explained and their problems discussed.

Communication as an imperative for a mature
sexual relationship evolved as the film's message.

The series is sponsored by the Birth Control,

Abortion, and VD Information and Referral Ser-

vice, who urge any interested student to attend any
or all lectures. The topics which range over a wide
field, including contraception, homosexuality and
evolution, are held every Tuesday night at 7.00 pm
in Dupuis Auditorium until November 13 and
resume January 16 for an additional four weeks.

Fruit flies: a leg man's dream
by Liz Bennett

Dr. David T. Suzuki Tuesday evening presented

a compact summary of his research at U.B.C., in

biology. -

Suzuki's work has been mainly concerned with

the development and gene organization of

Drosophila (fruit flies). Although Suzuki's
discoveries were very interesting, even more im-
pressive was his own excitement and understanding
of the field.

And why Drosophila? Suzuki pointed out the

convenience of being able to observe several

generations in a relatively short time and also

maintain a large population, which is all important

if one is to draw conclusions. "Besides", com-
mented Suzuki, "if you're a leg man, they have six

of them!"
Much of Suzuki's work has been instrumental in

showing the organization of genes. If it's true that

people choose a field in scientific research in an

attempt to discover something to which they can

attach their name, then Suzuki's research in

Temperature Sensitivity will forever be remem-
bered in literature as D.T.S.

United Way plans fitness fair
A new kind of United Way fund-raising project

takes place tomorrow at Frontenanc Downs. The
event is a "fitness fair", featuring activities,

displays and booths on fitness techniques.

A continuous programme running from 11 am to

4 pm has been planned. Several clubs representing

various sporting interests will be presenting films,

booths and displays, and comprehensive ex-

planations of their organizations and their ac-

tivities.

Gymnastics displays will be presented by the

Queen's gymnastics team and squads from the

armed forces, RMC, and the "Y". There will also be

live demonstrations of activities ranging from

square-dancing to basketball.

At the entrance, the "Y" has prepared a five-

station fitness test so that fair patrons can find out

what kind of shape they are in.

Money for the United Way fund will be raised by
selling tickets for several draws to be made
throughout the day. Several local businesses are

donating prizes such as skis, sporting clothes and
membership passes to the "Y". Tickets will be 25

cents each or five for a dollar.

Buses will be running out to the fair from City

Hall.

The fair is the project of marketing students at

QECVI.

SUPPORT THE QUtEN'S

UNITED FUND DRIVEl

and
MON. OCT. 22

TUES. OCT. 23

THURS. OCT. 25

SAT. OCT. 27

SUN. OCT. 28

FORFURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT AMS OFFICE OR
KILORAN GERMAN— 544-8728

ROB NICHOLSON— 548-3690

WRC-IRC CANVAS

OF RESIDENCES

NURSING SCIENCE BACKRUB
POLSON ROOM, 11 AM. - 6 PM.

RIBBON SALE at

HOMECOMING FOOTBALL GAME

BIKEATHON! 9:30 A.M.

In front of Student Union. Pledge
forms available at bicycle shops,

AMS Office, and Athletic Sticks.
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editorial

Journal salutes

Dr. Deufsch
In the years he has served at Queen's in the

capacity of Principal, Vice-Principal, and
professor, Dr. John J. Deutsch has earned the

respect and adnniration of Queen's Students.

It is not our intention, and it would be largely

impossible, to ennumerate his achievements.

However, his contibution to Queen's has been
outstanding, and indeed, worthy of respect. His

dedication and efforts will be long remembered by
the students at this university.

As an economist, administrator, and
humanitarian he is well-known. More importantly

we feel, as an individual. Dr. Deutsch is warm,
receptive, and concerned.

At this time, we wish to congratulate Dr.

Deutsch and show our appreciation to him, for his

efforts in his years at Queen's.

A dangerous

precedent
In making their recent decisions concerning

AMS finances, Stever Brereton, Bruce Trotter,

and Marv Bloos have disregarded the limits of

their authority as the Board of Directors of the

Alma Mater Society, Incorporated.

At a meeting last week, they agreed to

"assume full and complete control of the Cor-

poration" until such time as a formal proposal as

to the division of powers and formal operating

procedures are prepared. With this move, they

exclude Outer Council from financial control of

Student monies, other than budget allocation, and
this without any consideration from Outer
Council.

It is true tha^ they were 'elected' as directors

of the AMS Incorporated, but the election (at last

year's AMS annual meeting) was glossed over as

a mere formality of no particular significance.

It is true that the AMS Incorporated is legally

superior to the AMS and Outer Council. However,
when Brereton, Trotter, and Bloos were elected as

the Board of Directors, it was on the un-

derstanding that three persons of legal age were
needed to sign documents as a legal formality.

For this reason no one was particularly con-

cerned about who was cho.sen or that legally

specified procedures for their election were in no
way observed. This alone may invalidate their

claim to any legal legitimacy.

Legal questions aside, their actions,

politically, are untenable, The formal corporation

was created 4 years ago to produce a legal entity

to sign docum(;nts and protect the AMS officers

from being personally liable for any actions of the

f)ody. But under no circumsf^inces was the in-

corporatirjri intended to usurp any of Outer
Cf/uncil's authority. Indeed if this was the intent,

the charter probably could not have been ob-

fiiined.

Students elected Brereton and Trotter to

carry out the directives of Outer Council As most
students do not know of the existf!nc(; of th(! AMS
Inc. They elected thf; Outer fJouncil to be th(!

supreme body of the AMS,
No doubt the actions liiken tjy the directors

are financially wi.se; but they are attempting to

set a dange-rous precede-nt for thn;e persons
controlling the AMS. The decision should have
been made by the Outer ('ouncil and been
presented to the Board for a rubb(!r stijmp,

OFS continues

to falter
The OFS conference held last weekend at

Western served to reinforce our opinion of that

body, stated previously in an editorial entitled,

"Queen's should withdraw from OFS".
It had been hoped that a conference concerned

with the topics of promotion, tenure, and course

evaluation would yield a great deal of discussion

and information.

However, the workshops proved totally

inadequate to deal with these questions. The topic

of tenure alone could occupy the energies of an

entire conference. With several such important

topics of concern for the three-day conference,

justice could not be done to each.

After little deliberation, the delegates were
informed of the necessity of forming recom-

mendations to be presented to the Ontario

government and the universities. The recom-

mendations were thus, hastily construed and often

the work of a few persons.

In its policy statement, grounds for the

dismissal of tenured professors included failure to

maintain reasonable competence in teaching,

persistent neglect of reasonable duties, in-

volvement in left-wing activities, and gross

misconduct. What the OFS consistently fails to

do is to define such loose terms.

In addition, a brief was prepared by the OFS
Research Co-ordinator on the financing of post-

secondary education. In the brief, OFS stated its

belief in the progressive abolition of all tuition fees

and the subsequent provision of student stipends.

(_)uci.mVs
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Several delegaU;s, including th</se from Queen h
,

raised objections to this stat^iment.

It is our opinion that the recommendation
concerning the abolition of fees is not only in

f(;asible but also contrary U> the opinion

majority of students at Queen's.

By making such a grandiose statement, OFMI
again provides the government and the public'
with ample justification to ignore the voice of

OFS. OP'S would certainly be deluding itself it if

considered "free tuition" a real pfjssibility.

At the plenary .session held on Sunday, a
motion to boycott the Asscx;iation of Universities

and Colleges of Canada (AUCC) conference to be
held the end of October, was put to the delegates.

After much debate and haranguing, the vote was
taken. The motion was carried by the slim margin
of one vote.

Those who were against the boycott, including

the delegates from Queen's, felt that only through
representation could the views of the students

regarding AUCC be effectively voiced.

In fact, because no member university of OFS
is compelled to conform to the motion, those who
were against the boycott, will send represen-

tatives irregardless of the so-called, "official"

OFS policy.

It was obvious that the purpose of the motion
would inevitably be defeated. In addition, the

credibility of the OFS, whose members will be
partially represented at the conference, will be
further weakened by this show of non-solidarity.

Furthermore, to add insult to injury, the

Chairwoman of the meeting made known she

wished to release to the press, the announcement
of the boycott, as OFS polciy, when in fact, it was
not an approved policy, fin order that a policy

become 'official' the individual councils of the

member universities must approve it.)

OFS continuues to reinforce our opinion of

that body.
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letters

In defense of 'Lockstone'
Dear Editors:

RE: Queen's Journal dated October 12

As the member of Physical Plant responsible

for supervising the 'Lockstone' paving installation,

I was very interested in your article 'Keep Queen's

Forever Green'.

I am quite sure that those responsible, for

rtiaWng policy would, as we all would, much rather

increase the green areas than decrease them.

Unfortunately, the almost complete in-

differency by a large portion of the student body has

dictated that something more substantial than

grass is necessary to keep the grounds looking in

presentable condition.

I suggest you take a look around at the areas

used as short cuts and view the condition of the

grass in these areas, and you can but agree even

concrete would be preferable. The above is my own
personal opinion.

Wes Houghton

Queen's Concrete Forever Clean!
Dear Editor:

This is an open letter to the 'Queen's Forever

Green' freaks and the budding young heraldry

students. While we are not opposed to these worthy
movements we feel that clean concrete has a cer-

tain aesthetic quality. Although we do wish to

commence hostilities of any sort, unless concrete

defacement is discontinued we shall be obliged to

reinforce our objections by plowing our motto into

their lawns. QUEEN'S CONCRETE FOREVER
CLEAN!

Respectfully yours,

J.M. Richardson

J.D.Paina
J.S. Readshaw

-Civil Engineering '76

Please leave posters alone
Dear Editors:

Making good-looking posters defeats their

purpose. After being posted, they usually stay in

the public eye for a very short time and are soon

snaffled for private decoration. I will explain some
facts which have, no doubt, escaped our average
homemakers

:

Firstly, posters cost a great deal both to

make and to buy. In campus-covering quantities for

the original artwork, time and silk-screen ex-

pertise, each poster might cost a dollar or more. In

materials alone, fifty might cost twenty dollars.

Plus, in my case, the labour is unpaid.

So please think about it. The compliment,
however underhanded in expression, of having my
posters carted away right after I put them up, is

appreciated. So by all means, help yourselves. But
only after the advertised event is past. Then you will

be doing us all a favour, by cleaning up. Thanks.

C.S.

Complaints of camera clicking
Dear Editor:

This past Monday evening, I was eagerly an-

ticipating the Brockington lecture to be delivered by
Buckminster Fuller. I quite enjoyed the lecture but

was very much annoyed, appalled and disgusted by
the amazing proliferation of clicks and whirrs of

camera shutters constantly interrupting the

presentation by Mr. Fuller. I suppose the

photographs are obligatory at such functions.

Nevertheless, I would like to recommend for lec-

tures of that type, particularly in the accoustical

disaster of Grant Hall, that picture-taking be
limited to those times when careful listenihg is not

necessary. This would reduce the high level of

antagonism felt by audiences and perhaps
speakers, towards photographers in such situations.

I

WUJLockett

also by

Weight room saga continues
Dear Editors:

In Tuesday's Journal Mr. Andrae wrote a small

blurb on the condition of the weight training room.

In it he states, that for the majority of the people,

the weight room is adequate. He also states that the

participants do not take proper care of the equip-

ment and implies that the serious weight trainer

will just have to train elsewhere.

This, to me, reflect his and the P.H.E. com-
plex's completely indifferent attitude towards this

situation.

Obviously too, he has never trained seriously

with weights or has never seen anyone train

.seriously. Furthermore, I doubt if he has ever seen

a well equipped weight training room, for if he hgd
he would realize that his write-up was and is gar-

bage.

The "vociferous" few of us who have a valid

complaint are seeking action to speed up the

waiting over some well deserved improvements. It

has been a year since I inquired about the weight

training room and feel now is the time this issue

should be dealt with.

Wy not have the Journal really investigate and
seek out the people who REALLY use the weight
room and not rely on the "majority" of happy
weight trainers who haven't the sense to know a

good weight training room from the one we've got.

Irately yours,

Glenn Goodman.

Kingston - centre of scab crisping
Dear Editors:

In answer to the Lepers letter of Friday the

12th, we the elite of this campus, who have brought
you the Queen's Metaphysical Society, the Black
Hole of Calcutta, the Burmese Institute for the Blind

and most recently the Royal Frontenac Well-

basically Club, reply:

Well basically you are all fools - you don't

realize how important you are...where would the

potato chip industry be without you? With great
thanks to you, Kingston has become the burgeoning
world centre of scab crisping. With a little baking
and a touch of salt, regular flavours come out ab-

solutely tantalizing but how you come up with the
salt and vinegar and ketchup flavour is beyond my
comprehension. The conformity of shape you've
come up with now, for those chips that stack so
neatly in cylinders is only one more tribute to your
scabby versatility.

You see, after all, we have condemnation for

you and yours (i.e. scabs) - only supreme praise and
thanks.

But fortunately this year, for you slimey,

vacuous, coffee-nosed, snotty faced, perverted

mammaries we have devoted our combined efforts

to raising money (certified cheques or money or-

ders) for the Dong Factories in Bungladesh.

Singed, C.U. Groover
Saluarsan Sanscrit

Megan and
General Banzai Bobblyjock

P.S.

Roses are red, violets are blue,

I've got leprosy,

WHAT'S EATING YOU? !

!

FINNEGAN'S
THE SINGING PUB"
NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

178-188 ONTARIO ST. 544-6881

PIZZA
CHALET
544-1227

PRINCESSi

at

BARRIE

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

The Cecilian Consort

Has Openings For 2 Tenors

Interested in Singing

Choral Music of 16th - 20th Centuries

Good Sight-Reading Is Essential

PHONE: D.A. JARDINE 547-2844

Kinnear Esterre jj^g

l^e Would 'You Relieve ^iamoiid

You've found the right man. You can
hardly believe it. But you better, be-

cause he insists you have a magnifi-

cent engagement ring. We're happy
to help you make the right choice.

The diamond you choose glows with

splendid brilliance. And you believe

the best is yet to come.

KINNEAK D ESTETflJK
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREKT
KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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Stop

kidding

yourself ...

You're a nice girl, sure. All through

school you knew that there were a lot of girls

who had sex, you knew you weren't one of

them.

Some of the girls were taking the pill, or

talked about lUDs or the diaphragm, but

some people will talk about anything. You
aren't the kind of a girl who would use

anything.

Boys don't respect girls like that.

Now you're on your own. It's great, boys

and girls being able to visit back and forth

without those phony restrictions. You go to

parties - you can hardly go to a party

anywhere without somebody there smoking
grass. There's always liquor, at least beer.

And, everybody goes on ski weekends.

And, you met him. . .

Now, you're pregnant, or afraid you are.

You didn't mean to. You didn't plan it. You're

a nice girl.

STOP KIDDING YOURSELF, BABY. . .

There are only two kinds of honest girls

:

Girls with the courage of their convictions to

have responsible sex and girls with the

courage of their convictions to remain virgin

until they're married. Being the first kind

means that you use contraception.'

Being the second kind means that you

don't go to parties where there will be a lot of

drinking. It means you don't spend hours and

hours alone with him going a little further

each time. IT means that you don't lie to

yourself that you can't get pregnant, or that,

you can't get pregnant just this once, or that

you're too young. It means'that you don't

believe him when he says that he can't get you

pregnant. It means that you don't get so in-

volved with him that "it just happens".

If you're that second kind of girl, don't get

just a little pregnant and then expect the

world to cheer because "You didn't mean
to, .

,".

That is dishonest. That means you are

lying to yourself. It means at least one set of

parents, yours, unhappier than they need to

be. or, it means one human being brought into

ihe world with no parents and no home.
Of course, maybe you figured that would

be a gocxl way to get him married to you. He's

more likely to end up hating you, now or later.

There are only two kinds of honest girls.

Those who don't at all, and those who have
resfxjnsible sex. That means contraception,

Hwxi contraception, med?cally supervised.

And if you're too embarrassed, too

-/.ared, too ambivalent to decide which kind

hi girl you are. . .

You'd better go back home and stay there

until you grow up,

STOP KIDDING YOURSELF, BABY.
YOU CAN'T HAVK I'l' liOTH WAYS.

While the pill now appears to be the most
effective reversible method of birth control

available, the possible side effects arising from
its useage have raised questions regarding its

safety as a widespread means of contraception.

The risks of using the Pill, according to the

IPPF (Internation Planned Parenthood
Federation) are discussed in the following ar-

ticle. However, these risks should be balanced

against the emotional and financial risks of

pregnancy. It should also be taken'into account

that questions similar to those being posed here

are being asked about many of the biologically

active substances currently being added to

man's environment.

Most important, it should be remembered
that the information presented here is sum-
marized and is meant to serve only as

background for a comprehensive discussion with

a doctor which, together with a complete in-

ternal examination, should precede a decision to

take the Pill or any alternate form of con-

traception.

The pill and blood clotc

In both women using oral contraceptives and
in those not using them, clots of blood have been

observed occurring in the leg veins (and

sometimes passing to the lungs where they can

cause death or serious illness) and in the brain

and heart.

Careful studies in Britain and the U.S.A.

show that women taking oral contraceptives are

slightly more at risk than others. The risk rises

with the woman's age, seems to be related to the

dose of oestrogen (being slightly greater for pills

with over 50 micrograms), is greater after

surgical operations, and begins when the woman
starts the method but does not increase with

length of time for which the method is being

used.

In England, women aged 20-34 have a risk of

over one in one hundred thousand of dying each

year as a result of taking the Pill and women
over 35 have a risk of three or four in one hun-

It's not ei(
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dred thousand. The risk may poanMy be less for

women in developing countries because all

clotting diseases are less frequent in these areas.

Pills with a low dose of oestrogen (50

micrograms) are recommended although
particular women may require preparations

containing a higher dose of wstrogen.

Women with: (a) previous thrombosis, (b;

severe heart disease, or (o certain blood

diseases such as leukaemia would probably be

advised to use other forms of contraception. It

should be noted that there is currently no test to

preduct which women are particularly at risk

from clotting diseases. However, a woman using

the Pill should seek medical advice if she has

any pain, cramp or swelling of the legs, sudden

severe or unusual headaches, sudden onset of

severe chest pain or any disturbances of vision.

The pill and high blood pressure

Some wome taking the Pill appear to have a

slight and harmless rise in blood pressure chich

they do not notice. On rare occasions, some
women may develope a more marked increase in

blood pressure.

The pill and cancer
Scientists do not know what cases cancer or

what controls its progress. It is therefore un-

possible to prove whether drugs, such as the

Pill, will protect against the development of

certain cancers, increase the risk of certain

cancers, or whether they will be unrelated to the

progress of any malignant disease.

Experiments on animals have yielded

results which are difficult to interpret.

Oestrogen, given in very large amounts for long

periods of time, has been associated with the

development of cancer in rats, dogs, and some

other aninu
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165 University: Birth Control C
The birth control centre, located at 165

University Avenue, provides a friendly, informal

atmosphere for those seeking information on

methods of contraception, abortion, and
venereal disease. Between noon and 9.00 p.m.

each week-day and noon and 5.00 p.m. on

Saturdays there is always someone there to

answer the phone (547-2806) or talk to those who
drop in (no appointment is necessary).

The centre provides a wide variety of

pamphlets giving background information which

is often useful to have before consulting a doctor

or choosing a course of action. Students wishing

further advice, treatment, or prescriptions are

referred to the Student Health Service.

Thi.s y(!ar, th(! volunteers at the centre are

extending their services to include informal

lalks al both wom(!n's and men's residences.

Since their con(!(Tn is with the community as

well as (iu(!en'K (;am()us, they plan to hold teach-

ins at Kingston's high schools as well.

In addition, lh(! c(!ntre is sponsoring the

lliiirian Sexuality Oninse, a free, non-credit

(;ourse which was oflenid last fall and, because

of its sur(;(!SS, is being n!p(rat(!d with some
changes Ihis yc.itr. 'I'lic intcint of th(! sessions is to

larniliarize pt^oplc with th(( wide range of sexual

expression and how sexual behaviour is learned

and (lcvclop(rd.

All s(!Ssions will h(r held in Dupuis

auditorium at 7.00 p.m. Sessions in the first term

are on Tuesday evenings; those in second term

are on Wednesday evenings.

1. INTRODUCTION TO COURSE- October 16

(a) Film: "Sexuality and Communication", Dr.

P. Mackenzie (Obs.-Gyn.) will answer
questions.

(b) The merits of an interdisciplinary approach
to sexuality. Brief discussion of the technology

and politics of sexuality in the light of con-

temporary culture. Speaker: Dr. W.P. Zion

(Religion)

2. EVOLUTION OF SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR-
October 23

(a) A biologist will speak about sex in lower

vertebrates and non-human primates.
Speaker :R. Harmsen

(b) Cross-cultural attitudes of humans, social

class differences and cultural heritage.

Speaker;Dr. M. Maxwell (Sociology)

3. NATURE AND VARIETY OF SEXUAL
EXPRESSION- October 30

(a) Including motives for behaving sexually.

Speakers: Mary Bridle (Rehabilitation

Therapy) and Dr. D. Smith (Psychiatry).

4. SEXUAL RKLATIONSHIPS- November 6

(a) Including conflicts that arise belween part-

ners and .sex and the elderly. Speakers: Carol

While (Psychiatric Nurse) and Dr. S.

Ramasar (Psychiatry)

5. SEX ROLES
TIFICATION- N

(a) A spokespersM

on homosexuali

Speaker: (Geor

Homophile Assoi

(b) Film: "AnytW
sex role socializi

6. LAWS PERT
January 16
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traception. Speai

Gyn.) and Allan

Control Handboo

8. THE SOCIAL &I
ABORTION- Jar

(a) Film: "Each
(b) Speaker: Prof.

Department
9. Gestation and b
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the home, and thi

M. Maxwell (S"
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advance which women will be affected by these

metabolic changes, it is, however, known that

women who will develop diabetes and some
women who take the Pill have certain metabolic

characteristics in common.
Women with established diabetes can take

the Pill but they will require extra care and

observation, and some doctors recommend
alternative methods of contraception in such

cases.

The pill and abnormal babies

The follow-up of many hundreds of babies

born to women who have taken the PUl has not

shown any increase in the number of abnormal

babies. However, women should not take the Pill

if they are already pregnant. They should also be

warned that taking large doses of oral con-

traceptives will not produce an abortion.

The pill and fertility

When a woman stops using the Pill, there

may be some delay in ovulation and the ap-

perance of her first menstrual period. This delay

is considerably prolonged for a small number of

women, particularly those with a history of

irregular menstruation. However, the return of

ovulation and menstruation almost invariably

takes place after treatment. If a woman has not

been pregnant at least once before taking the

Pill, her fertility will not have been established.

If she does not conceive on discontinuing the Pill,

it may be for reasons not connected with the Pill.

Discontinuation of the Pill's use has, in the

past, sometimes been advised but this is not

necessary. Most doctors now prescribe useage of

the Pill for up to five years before recom-

mending temporary discontinuation.

The pill and weight gain
While some women complain of gaining

weight when they are taking the Pill, it is dif-

ficult to pinpoint the Pill as a cause. Weight gain

may occasionally be the result of fluid retention

caused by the Pill. However, greater con-

sumption of food and- or less physical activity

may also be a cause. A reduction in food intake

will usually solve weight gain.

The pill and depression
It is hard to determine whether or not a

particular episode of depression can be related

to the Pill. The study of women using the Pill and
women using the inter-uterine device showed
that the incidence of depression in the two groups
was the same. However, most doctors will with-

draw the Pill if serious depression occurs.Women
with psychiatric disorders do not seem to

respond adversely to oral contraceptives.

Moreover, their ability to cope with daily life

may be very seriously reduced by an unwanted
pregnancy.

Some of the side effects ascribed to the Pill

might occur even if the woman were not taking

the Pill. Large scale studies in this field are

therefore difficult and continue to be necessary.

While such studies produce information about

the community of users, it is still very difficult to

protect the individual patient from all elements

of risk. Any innovation in medicine carries
~ unpredictable risks. However, the availablity

and use of steroidal contraceptives are im-

portant in maternal health and in the health of

the family. Taking all factors into consideration,

the continued use of the Pill seems to be fully

justified.

Inside 165 University

Bearing the responsibility
Ideally, sex is an expression of love in a

relationship in which the indivitfuals concerned
are honest and mature enough to acknowledge
that emotion to themselves and to each other and
to themselves and to take responsibility for its

expression.

In such a relationship, this responsibility

recognizes the need to make a decision regar-

ding birth control: when and if children are

wanted, and how to avoid having them until such

time arises that they are wanted.

Although the motivation for sex may not

always be love, the obligation to make use of

birth control still remains and, in such cir-

cumstances, may even be greater. Those im-

mediately concerned in the relationship may be

able to justify their actions to themselves, if not

necessarily to each other. However, this might
become harder to do if faced with an unwanted
child or the prospect of the more drastic form of

birth control, abortion.

Many argue that the individual should have
the right to use or control his body in the way he
chooses. However, to this assertion must be
added the stipulation that this be achieved
without detriment to others, particularly those

who are as yet defenceless.

While this is a right which is frequently

denied the individual, progress has recently been
made in this direction with a variety of birth

control methods becoming more readily

available and with the legalization of abortion

for therapeutic purposes. Now that the burden of

unwanted pregnancy has been lifted, women are

increasingly able to enjoy the sexual freedom

which has long been solely the perrogrative of

men.
Yet it is noteworthy that despite the growing

availability and variety of birth control methods,

the number of therapeutic abortions performed

annually continues to escalate. During the first

six months of 1973, 18,101 therapeutic abortions

were performed in Canada, as compared with

14,188 in the corresponding period in 1971.

An unwanted pregnancy often creates

emotional havoc as the resultant financial and-or

psychological tension reflects itself in the

straining of relationships between man and

woman and child and within each as each is

confronted with the feeling of guilt. An abortion,

while providing a solution to the problem of an

unwanted pregnancy, may also create tensions

within and between the man and woman in-

volved. Surely, it is therefore within the interests

of both to make use of some kind of rehable

contraception in order to prevent these kinds of

situations from arising.

No one method of birth control is ideal for

every couple. There are a number of different

medically approved birth control methods that

work well when used regularly and are inex-

pensive. Some methods, such as the condom,

foams, creams, and jellies can be obtained

without a doctor's prescription. However,
methods such as oral contraceptives, in-

trauterine devices (IUD's),^nd the diaphragm

which are available only with a doctor's

examination and prescription usually afford

better protection against pregnancy.

She will

always
remember
you ...

While she's sitting in the doctor's office,

scared, waiting for the results of the test,

she'll remember you.

When he tells her that she is pregnant,

asks about her plans for pre-natal care and
delivery, she'll remember you then.

While she waits out the pregnancy in

some other city...

Or tries frantically to find the money for

an abortion...

Or faces the disbelief and anger of her
parents...

Or lives from day to day with the sick

heaviness of an unwanted, unplanned
pregnancy - she'll remember you.

She'll remember all the things you talked

about, all the things you said, but that you
didn't talk about contraception.

She'll remember your long conversations

about love, honesty, the new morality, per-

sonal freedom. She'll remember that you, or

she, talked about marriage, but that you're

not ready yet (not now, and for God's sake,

not to her) She may remember that you
coaxed, argued, or threatened.

Any honest, responsible relationship that

includes sex also includes contraception and
this means that both of you go to a physician

or clinic for medically supervised assistance.

If she's too embarrassed, too shy, too in-

secure to get contraceptives, you have only

one honest choice. You wait or you get
another girl. If you're the one who's too

embarrassed (you don't really know her well

enough to discuss it?) why don't you just wait
a few years until you grow up.

But don't talk to her about love, honesty,

or personal freedom. Without a decision on
contraception, that kind of talk is a coward's

lie.

When she's signing the relinquishment

papers for her baby (your baby), 6r while

she's waiting for her abortion, she'll

remember that lie.

If you know that you'll always be

remembered, is that what you want to be

remembered for?
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unclassifieds
FOR SALE: Harley Davidson XLCH

"sportster", Good condition,

rebuilt transmission, new brake
slioes, 12000 miles. $1300 or best

offer. Ptione 544 6569.

THE QUEEN'S RIDING CLUB is

organizing trail rides ttiis Sat. and
Sun. Everybody welcome (NOTE
CHANGE IN TIME( The bus will

be at the Union at 9:00 a.m. Cost of

ride is $2.50 (plus $1.00 for

membership if you don't already
have one).

MANITOU, A NOCTURNE SPECIAL,
on Saturday, 27 October, at 10

p.m., hear four hours of the best in

soul. -

WANTED Theme for Arts Formal;
R EWARD - $10 to individual whose
theme is chosen; WHERE - Place
entries in box in Information
Bank, John Orr Room.

"THIRD WORLD IMAGES: CON-
FLICT AND UN-
DERDEVELOPMENT" - presents
"A Luta Continua" - a feature film

on liberation in Mozambique;
Etherington Hall Auditorium -

coffee and donuts to follow in

Chown and Ban Righ over

discussion.

INTERESTED IN GAY IN-

TERACTION? Call 544-5614 or

write Terry Watson, Victoria Hall,

Queen's U.

REMEMBER TORONTO
HOMECOMING in Toronto Isn't

complete without a party - after

the game drop in at Zeta Psi - 180

St. George St. (one block from
stadium) Beer 45c, Live band.

THE MAGIC CHRISTIAN and
Frenchy present; RETURN OF
THE HUB starring such favourites

as Ralph T. Swaboda, Judc the

silent sidekick, Mr. Skinny,
frenchy. Sue field hockey, libby's

beans, hop-a-long, and the secret

lover. Don't call us, we'll call you.

HONDA 450, '72, fall sale 10,000 miles,

$950 or best offer Phone Ian 544-

7638.

DEAR 4TH LEONARD, I'll forgive

you this time but don't let it

happen again! Love Karen.

I WOULD LIKE TO very much have
my coconut open. This is NOT an
obscene coconut! Thank you. If

interested call 544-8093. - M.A.
COEDS, YOU HAVE your men. Call

544-3274; 544-6775.

RE: ETHNIC AD: 3 qualified ap-

plicants available for further
information. Call 548-3734, 546-

7564. No sickles.

TO THE TWO SERIOUS COEDS;
From a Gentleman who meets
your qualifications - Call Den at

549 0580 after 7:00.

LOST: Timcx Electric wristwatch on
Thurs. Oct. 11. If found pleate

contact Steve at 546 7170.

LOST: 1 Slaymakcr combination lock

and bicycle cable somewhere
between gym and University and
Earl. Immense sentimental and
practical value. Call Mark 542-

8253.

LOST: on Monday Oct. 15 in 4th stacks

of library - one dark brown
briefcase, without handles, con-

taining books, notes and glasses.

Please return to circulation desk
or phone 544-0667.

NEED ONE PERSON to share 2

bedroom apt. 327 Barrie Apt. 1.

CALL 542-8482 after 6:00 p.m.

WUH! THE NOBLE ORDER of the

Seacows fakes pleasure in

proclaiming the bi-annual return

of the Mighty Brutus (alais Fat
Cow) this weekend only in

celebration of the 21st and 22nd B-

day of Mandrake the Magician.
The following are cordially invited

to eat their shorts at the New Nine
at 8 p.m. on October 20, 1973; Wu,
Kiddo, the Babbling Brook, the

Green Peril, Bar, Smeg, Mule, Ga,
Palomino, Sarg, and the Rektor.

And the followmy in absentia:

Gladys, Captain Canada, Spud,
and Capitame Suisse. And He said

the Word: Wuh! And we ate it.

OATl CROUP 60: Finally, the long

awaited reunion; Wed. Oct. 24 .

Booze, Bullshit, and Bananas
(along with your other fearless

leaders). Bring your loose change.
Meet at usual place (Leonard
Stairs) 8: IS. If late, 295 William St.

ARTSCI '76'ers: Many thanks to all of

you who helped out at the dance on
Friday.

THE ARTS FORMAL needs a theme!
We will pay $10 for an idea that is

suitable and unique. Drop entries

in box in Information Bank, John
Orr Room. You can't lose by
trying!

AFRICAN BATIKS from Upper Volta.

$30 to $100. 549 2319.

OUTING CLUB: Oct. 19 Wine and
Cheese party, 258 William, 8:00

p.m. $1 50 (40 only); hiking on
Rideau Trail Oct. 27, call Dan 544-

6070; bicycling Nov. 11, call Dave
544-7496,

WHAT THE HELL IS THE AMS
DOING ANYWAY? They're
coming to Main Campus
residences, Monday 7:00-6:30

p.m., to talk with you. Here's an
invitation to shoot your mouth off

(if you've ever had one).

rkicoLOf //ifrtriNG fou ali
THOSt (yi-'jple interested in

working on the Frosh essai^

Tuesday Night in Tricolor offices

at 7:30 p,m
FLUID FLIPOUT?
GAIL CROUP S3: We must continue

to be WEIRD On Wed the 31st

become » Irtatk again
JIM M WAS all dressed up to go to

candlelighting Tue Night

WONDER IF JIM M. is going to

marry an engineer.

REMEMBER: ALL FAN CLUB
MAIL to the "Bonanzos" is a<l'

dressed to one-sixty Johnston.

Bonanzo is spelled with a "a",
USEDCONSOLE TV FOR SALE: »2«.

Please call 546 9846.

T02NDCORDON: Thanks for a great
time, we hope you enjoyed
yourselves as much as we did.

Love from "The Best Between the

Sheets", 2D.
AUSTIN HEALEY 3000 MK 111; 1964,

for sale, healey blue, SISOO.OC, new
springs, exhaust clutch, rebuiH
transmission, S Pirellis ready to

go. Call Bob Beverage 542-8482 or

Tony Brigs 544-9204.

EARN EXTRA MONEY; Have a car?
We'll Delivery Commission. Extra
to Cover insurance. Call the Pizza

Chalet 544-1227. Mr. Dean
Berkstead.

STUDENT MOVING AT STUDENT
PRICES. Student with a truck. To
do local or long distance large or

small. Call John evenings (after

5:30 p.m.) at 542-5416 and talk

about it.

ROOMS AVAILABLE for girls in

Science '44 Co-op. For more in-

formation call Ruth Fraser at S44-

4864.

THE STUDENT FROM SOUTH
CAROLINA in Computing Studies,

and playing violin who was at

Grant Hall Mon. evening, we
would like to have you to dinner.

THERE'S A RUMOUR around
campus that OOM-PA-PA '73 is

happening in the Jock Harty

arena, Friday October 26 starting

at 8:30 with a German Band from
Toronto. The admission is one
dollar and the Beer is only 3 for a

dollar. You know what - It's

TRUE!
FOR SALE: 1962 Chrysler Windsor,

68,000 original miles; one broken
tie-rod; V-8 automatic, power
steering; power brakes; good
radio; five good tires. MUST
SELL. BEST OFFER. Need
enough money to pay for this ad!

Phone 546-5144 after 5:30 p.m.

FLUID FLIPOUT Sat. Oct. 27, 8:00

p.m. Dance to Brutus. Refresh-

ments.
FOLLOWING THE PUB'S LEAD,

OOM-PA-PA '73 is pleased to

announce that our prices will be

the ridiculously low price of 3 for a

dollar. That's at OOM-PA-PA,
Jock Harty Arena, Friday Oct. 26;

at 8:30.

MISSING: Mercier ten speed bike -

with blue canvas handle bar bag.

Removed from front of Phys. Ed.

Centre on Sat. Oct. 13. (evening).

With any info or hope please call

John at 546-7111 or - at least be nice

to it!

"GREAT EXPECTORATIONS" is

Thursday and Friday, November 8

and 9. We have to cough up Meds,
Nursing or Rehab people for

make-up (Cathy Menes 544-0094),

set design and stage crew (Ross

Pennie 544-1791).

WOULD ANYONE WHO WANTS to

help Artsci '77 set up and clean up

OOM-PA-PA Friday Oct. 26.

Please call Pete at 544-7301

anytime next week. If I'm not in.

Keep Trying. I'm desperate. Also,

would the guy who phoned me
about this earlier for about 5

minutes, call me back - I've lost

your number. Thanx.
MUST SELL: 13 piece Thornton

drafting set worth $40. Want only

$25. Call Dianne after 6:00. S46-

5086.

ATTENTION, CORNER SINGLE
ROOM must suddenly be vacated

at West Campus. Biggest room on

floor. One whole wall windows.

Kitchen and washing facilities on

floor. Library, Gym, Pub within

building. Phone Robin 549 163) or

Kathy 544-4659.

TO THE HONEST and wonderful guy
in Civil 360 - Thanx, Ann.

MANY HAPPY RETURNS and all

best wishes on the 21st to 29

Garrett from Adelaide 89.

DON'T BE A DEAD BEAR come to

fluid flipout It's a good time.

TO THE TWO, 5th generation, open

minded, Quecnsmen. Please drop

into 136 King E. Mon. aft. between

2:30 and 5:30 for coffee.

Ideas: The spark we run on

Hoechst develops a constant

stream of new ideas to keep its

research pointed in the right

directions. Ideas about what is

needed, ideas about what is

wanted. Ideas about what is pos-

sible, ideas about what is proba-

ble in the light of a constantly

changing, ever-increasing body
of basic knowledge.

Imagination steers the
ship

Imagination is a prime source

of the new ideas Hoechst uses

constantly in order to keep
developing better products —
more effective medicines, better

chemical and industrial materi-

als. Imagination is only half the

battle, but when good ideas are

properly teamed with the dis-

cipline of applied research, they

constitute a formidable force in

the search for improved prod-

ucts in every area of modern life

Helping Build Canada

Products and ideas from

Hoechst have touched and
improved the quality of people's

lives in every area around the

world, in a hundred countries

on six continents. As an affiliate

of the worldwide Hoechst orga-'

nizations Canadian Hoechst
Limited has a full century of

research and achievement to

draw upon. In Canada, Hoechst

is an autonomous company
employing Canadians to serve

Canadian needs.

Hoechst in Canada concerns

itself with supplying both the

present and future needs of

Canadians, The range of prod-

ucts and services covers the

spectrum through industrial

chemicals, dyestuffs, plastics,

printing plates, human and vet-

erinary medicines, pharmaceu-

ticals, and textile fibres. Hoechst

products and services, Hoechst

techniques and know-how in

these fields, combined with a

large international fund of expe-

rience, have given the company
a reputation for expertise which

takes constant striving to live up

to. Hoechst thinks ahead.

hfC, r M MOf CM'.T

HOECHST
Ciinfidliin Hoochsl Limited

AOA'j Goto Vortu

tVlontroal 383, Quebec

40 Lesmill Road
Don MiUt, Ontario

More classifieds on page 14
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Canadian Opera Co.

presenting

Mozart's Comic Opera

"Cos/ Fan Tutte"

(''Women are like thai")

with

The Canadian Opera Orchestra

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 7

8:00 P.M.

Tickets: $4.50 and $5.50

Limited No. of Student
Tickets, $3.00

Box Office Opens Oct. 17

Sponsored by Canadian Society of University Women.

Goat's Head Soup

Stones^ new album, just a breather
by Paul Luke

The Rolling Stones' new
album Goat's Head Soup is a
mediocre Stones work, a little

flaccid in places and downright
listless in a few others, generally
winding an inoffensive path equi-

distant from both superlatives

and condemnation. There is no
song on the album which will set

a new landmark of excellence
and there is only one in which
they come close to stumbling into

an abyss. It can be most
charitably seen as a holding
action in" their career, a
breathing space where they
rework some of their old types of

material and make a few
cautious gestures towards a new
complexity.

Although most of the ten

songs are characterized by a
similar dense texture, the diverse

arrangements save them from
becoming repetitious, a quality

which badly plagued Exile on
Main Street. As witness to the

Stones' search for polish and
fresh means of expression there

is a considerable usage of

keyboards which vie with
Richard's and Taylor's quitars

for being the dominant element in

the sound. Session man Nicky
Hopkins is to this end a reliable,

complimentary interpreter of the

Jagger-Richard material,
however they should have thrown
that hopelessly cliche-ridden

Billy Preston out on his ass.

"Dancing with Mr. D." is the

opener, a dark, murky, even

menacing song strung around an

ASK FOR YOUR APPLICATION FOR

Age of
Majority
Card

The Age of Majority Card has your
photograph on it. It's positive proof of
your age and identity. If you are 18
years or older, apply for one. Pick up
an application form at your local

L.C.B.O. store or Brewers' Retail outlet,
or write to:

Age of Majority Card
P.O. Box 1800
Toronto, Ontario

Ministry of Consumer

and Commercial Relations

Ontario

irresistable riff. It boils and
cooks for five minutes and then

torpor sets in with the next two
cuts, to be partially relieved by
"Heartbraker", a tough little bit

of somewhat dated defiance and
then to be completely dispelled

by "Angle." Here Keith
Richard's accoustic quitar and
Nicky Hopkin's piano weave a
delicate backdrop against which
Jagger's mostly tempered vocal
handles the best lyrics of the
album.

Side two opens with Silver

Train, potentially good but
/irksome with its smothered
vocals and unfocused lead in-

struments. Next there is a vehicle

for Mick Jagger to show he can
play the piano, followed by a

really wretched piece of languor

called "Winter", then an in-

triguing song "Can You Hear the

Music" which features an
eastern counter-melody weaving
in and out of its slow throb. The
finale is euphemistically entitled

"Star Star" where the Stones
play their butts off and build to a
driving climax behind the scene's

obscene chorus.

All in all not too bad for an
album that's basically a

breathing space, but I do hope
that, that is what it is and that the

next effort will be shorn of the

creeping mediocrity which
makes this record so far below
what the Rolling Stones are
really capable of.

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

CREATIVITY

THROUGH

TRANSCENDENTAL

MEDITATION

A scientifically proven and
easily learned technique

which will unfold full creative

intelligence while
simultaneously dissolving

deep rooted tensions and daily

stress.

INTRODUCTORY

LECTURE

Wed., Oct. 24

8:00 p.m.

Stirling Hall - W
Queen's University

Admission Free
International

Meditation Society
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Chronicles XVIII presents

Homage to the SilentSt

a tribute to silent films!

One of the sequences from Homage to the Silents,

which opens Monday in the Studio Theatre in the

Old Arts building is "The Keystone Cops", with (left

to right) Dick Gordon, Judith Thompson, Dave
Lepp, Cathy Robertson and Rob Ruttan.

Feux Follets

Was not 'the Spirit of Canada'
by Sue Demin

Tuesday night's production by the Feux Follets,

one of Canada's four major dance companies, was
as much dramatic dance, as dance drama. The
presentation was not only over-whelming in its

colour and dynamism, but also in its smoothness

and pace. Through traditional folk dance and song,

this 21 year old company traces the history of

Canada and her diverse populous, showing with

humour and glamour the way this country was
settled, how the Indians were .supplanted by th?

white man and how the white man was influenced

by various social and economic forces. The
railroad, the gold rush, the activity of cuisine are all

landscape.s for the dancers and singers to demon-
strate the cultural manifestations of Canada's folk

tradition. It was all done very masterfully and very

charmingly. It was toe tapping fare. It was en-

joyable, but after a while, I got somewhat
anaesthetized by the lavish and brightly coloured

cwtumes. And I fell, unfortunately, that the

standing ovation the audience struggled to give the

company, was undeserved.

Thi.s may seem unfair. Not too often is Canada's
histrjry no pleasantly presented, so innocently

displayed. And there is no question abfjut the skill of

the Feux P'ollel and the carefulness of Alan Lund's

direction. Me hasn't neglected a detail in his artistic

design or in his choreography, but it is with the

latter, I find fault I couldn't help but feel that

thr/ugh the production was astounding in many
ways I was watr-hing a circus and the performers

were attempting to wow the audience with their

technical feats,

Tfiis isn't completely the fault of Lund's com-
pany as much as the way we have been conditioned

as audiencr;s to resjKind to various theatrical pieces.

To find a dance company, which is what the Feux
Follets primarily is, tjreaking into song, soliloquy

and dramatic vignettes was surprising. As w<-ll, the

material was strangely re|:><;titive in that aftrrr a

while, the r orr; steps in (;ach dance numtuT, no

matter what tradition or ethnic group, looked the

same. Ther'- is no fJ/jubt a great deal of overlap in

the traditions of groups who '.orne together in a

country and who find themselves thrown into a life

style dictated very much by the climate, the

geography and the drive to etch out an existence in

a meaningful way. These traditions, however, were
depicted too purely, particularly in the case of the

Scottish Tradition.

Each facet of the collage showed the external

manifestations of the culture : the kilts and bagpipes

of the Scottish, the wooden clogs of the Acadians,

the Spoon dance of the Quebecois, the saloon of the

Gold Rush, the Buffalo Dance of the Plains Indians.

In each, the typical rites were performed and by the

end I felt the entire show was a collage of

stereotypes, interesting stereotypes, but

stereotypes, all the same.
Perhaps the Feux Follets attempted too much,

Many of the dance numbers involved the entire

company or close to it and there was a lack of in-

timacy and variety in the groupings of dancers. The
comic songs had less impact than the dances, but

they were as close to what I sensed to be authentic

folk tradition, than the sensational company dance
numbers which specialized in gimmickry and exotic

costuming. These made the presentation visually

impressive, but detracted at times, from the un-

derlying purpose of the Feux Follets, which is en-

capsulated in its subtitle, The Spirit of Canada.
'ITiere were more guts, than spirit, in the show,

more externals than internal investigations, more
tricks, than attempts to capture the elements that

make a country and her people unique. Instead we
could have been watching a multi-cultural expose, a

collection of cultures from those places from which

people immigrated to Canada.
"

Neverthfiless, the Feux Follets present an

entertaining show, one which has interesting

transitions, from scene to scene, period to period

and culture to culture. It is technically beautifully

executed and it doc;sn't demand tremendous con-

cfintration from the audience. It mov(;s and
resounds with song and the performers are highly

.skilled in lx)ll) musical and t(!chnical arts. Mecause
it docs not rr-ally depict the spirit of Canada, does

not b<'lie the fact that it is a uriiqu<' piece of theatre,

n(jt all dramatic, not all musical, not all dance.

Fellini's

"Satyricon"
by Kvan ThompKon

Frederico F'ellini, the Italian director most famous for
"8'/2", "La Dolce Vita", "La Strada", and "Satyricon", has
contributed as much to film making as any other individual. His
films reach us through his senses and his emotions.

A TIME reviewer said, "Fellini sees people straight and
whole, most warmly and naturally loves them and hates them,
and takes them as they are . . and in Fellini's hands, people
.sometimes seem more important than the screen has made
them for years. "Satyricon" does indeed make people seem
important. The people in "Satyricon" are a collection of

distortions of humanity mentally and physically. In casting for

"Satyricon", Fellini took his crews into the back streets and
asylums of Rome, searching for beggars, cripples, prostitutes

and lunatics. The result makes Tom Browning's "Freaks"
appear watered-down indeed. A circus-like quality, admittedly

bizarre, however, is evident in "Satyricon". When Fellini was
nine, he fled from a strict clerical order in Fano, in the north of

Italy to join a circus. Although he was gone for only two days, it

no doubt left a great impression on him, for it was in the circus

he was most happy.

How does Fellini turn the bizarre assemblage of cripples

and prostitutes into actors? He can do it because of his great

quality : a love for his fellow creatures so that, however much he
may like or dislike them, he is so moved by them he can't help

pleading their cause, usually by making us laugh. "La Dolce
Vita" ( 1960) was his first success in North America. It dealt with

the decadence prevelent in the wealthy class in Italy and is

highly reminiscent of the last days of the Roman Empire, on
which "Satyricon" is based. Though "Vita" is not as blatant as

"Satyricon", the same elements exist in it. These two films were
Fellini, par excellence, and the same formula in these efforts

are used in his most recent work, "Fellini's and his observations

are recorded on film from a disastrous traffic accident on the

outskirts of Rome to a tour of the various brothels in the city.

Relations between actors and directors are often strained,

but Fellini never has this problem. Marcello Mastroianni, the

lead in "Vita" feels that "Fellini" is one of the few directors who
really, like actors, ."he is not so much a director as a friend."

Fellini will always be thought of as a controversial film-

maker, a label he hates. "I have never thought of making a film

moved by considerations of political morality or by any social

sense ; I have only wanted to tell a story. . .and when I speak for

myself I feel that I have spoken for everyone." Fellini is not as

egotistical as his statement would have one believe. He has
suffered more than most directors at the hands of the critics,

and has found his films explained and theorized more than

enjoyed. He has the rare ability to laugh at himself and others as

we laugh at small children. There are definite comical scenes in

all his films. He is often spoken of as a symbolist, but most of his

images are not so much symbolic as evocative. "Satyricon" is

beset with extravagant sets and costumes which are his

preoccupations.

All Fellini's films are about Fellini, when he distorts his

characters, he distorts himself ,and through a fairground quality

his films possess, creates a light-hearted atmosphere. He says,

"The cinema, in fact, has a strong resemblance to the circus. A
good director should be a mixture of a prophet, clown and a

priest in the pulpit." Such is Frederico Fellini.

Festival 74 needs YOU
Art Festival '74 is scheduled

for early February, and will run

for five days. It will provide

students and faculty with the

chance to participate in, and be

entertained by a variety of talent,

both professional and amateur.

The activities range from
film, to drama, dance, art,

music, poetry workshops,
exhibitions and guest speakers.

Tentatively, activities will

feature such artists as the Perth

(bounty Conspiracy, (Canadian

Mime (-'ompany, a (Janadian

Film Festival, soloists from
various sym|)hony orchestras,

and minor professionals such as

Tom Hardey.

In addition, the Festival will

concentrate on student

productions in each field.

Festival is an excellent op-

portunity for various types of

artistic stimulation and
development, but at the moment
depends on student involvement.

The schedule is still open to

suggestion and people are needed

to help coordinate the events.

Anyone interested in lending

a hand is asked to contact Ann
Dowsctt - Festival "74 coor-

dinalcr: 549-2,168.
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nooks and crannies

crossing on

The Wolfe Islander
by Judy Dobias

Picture yourself on a barge
chugging down the 1,000 mile long

Yantze River in China.You may
ask what that has to do with a

civilized 25 minutes jaunt to

Wolfe Island in a vessel that

appears so typically Canadian,

but the history of the Wolfe

Islander is a curious one. Before

establishing the connection with

China which I leave temporarily

to your imagination the actual

background of transport between
Kingston and the Island gives us

certain insight with added
humour to the ferry system.

It was in 1802 that Samuel
Hitchcock operated the first ferry

and had a second charter signed

about seven years later by the

Governor of Upper Canada to last

seven years at the annual rental

of one pound five shillings. The
actual charter in the words of

Hitchcock state the use of the

boat was "to carry across said

ferry Indians or soldiers with

proper passports or under the

command of their officers

without fee or reward. The
carrying rates are as follows;

5 shillings per person (or 3

shillings when two or more
crossed together)

7 shillings and sixpence for a

man with a horse

13 shillings and sixpence for a

team of horses and carriage

5 shillings for an ox or a cow
(or 2 animals for 8 and 6)

6 shillings per 112 pounds for

freight

The boats in the early part of

the 19th century were made of

pine wood and put together with

wooden dowels manoevered by
either the wind or oars. The flat

bottom river bateau type of ferry

didn't evolve until 1825 when
Archibald Hitchcock ran one with

the following measurements; 4

feet high ; 25 feet long and eight or

nine feet wide with 4 to 6 oars on
each side.

The ferry route at present

going past Cedar Island, Garden
Island and Goose Island dates

back to 1821 when it was first

established. Numerous ferrys

were slowly added and such

names as the Strawberry would

have been familiar to Kingston

inhabitants around the year 1841.

Some time later a motion was
passed in the township Council

(Marysville) that requested that

a petition be forwarded to the

Governor of Upper Canda on the

topic of yearly violations of the

ferry charter which were causing

inconvenience to the public and
suggested that the charter be

withdrawn from the leese and the

ferry come under the control of

the County Council.

Queen Victoria issued a

warrant in 1857 to Herman
Hinckly for the building and the

use of Pierrepont I, the timber for

which was all milled on Wolfe

Island. It is with the construction

of Pierrepont II that brings us to

present day, for in 1904 Thomas
Fawcett renamed the ferry the

Wolfe Islander. For the rest of the

story about the boat now in use

since 1946 I had to ask one of the

five captains employed. This was
a rather trying situation as the

day I chose to go was a day when
the weather made a half attempt

to imitate an Atlantic storm. I

spent some time madly trying to

attract the attention of the

uniformed man by the steering

but ended up cautiously knocking

on a door about four feet high

marked "captain".

He was most certainly a sea

type; British, about fifty years

old and surrounded by intriguing

used books with boats on the

covers. While he drew me a

sketch of the bow he related the

history of the Ferry Britain, the

United States and Canada co-

operated after after the second

war in an effort to send four

coastal vessels to China for the

Yantze River. The boats were
devised for shallow water to

transport cargo to and from the

cities along the river. Sub-

sequently, the parts of the boat

range from an American engine,

steering from Newcastle and a

telegraph from Liverpool.
However because Communism
took over, the boats never
reached their destination and
Kingston was allowed to keep the

Wolfe Islander.

Today, you may not see such

things as red Indians or cows on

the ferry but it is quite en-

tertaining to see exactly what
makes use of the transportation

to the Island.

The passenger can be

anything from a group of children

on their way home from school to

Americans, who, after seeing the

wilds of Canada chose to return

via the Island where they can get

a connecting ferry to the States.

As a large proportion of the

inhabitants of Wolfe Island are

farmers, it was interesting to

speak to several of them about

their way of life, either com-
muting to Kingston or paying

only the occasional visit out of

necessity to shop. Then there is

the cargo area which never

ceases to amaze me; it appears

like a game of logic as to how the

crew systematically arrange the

cars, trucks and buses into the

limited area. The ferry is crucial

in that it carries over many of the

supplies for the Island, and I

noted with much amusement in

one open van a bundle of straw

next to a beautiful oak antique

chest. Yet the incongruity of the

two is indicative of the type of

things you see on the ferry.

It was the Harbour master, a

Mr. Phillips Walker, who most
enthusiastically gave an account

of the more humorous incidents

that take place by the waterfront.

His office is located on the wharf,

a small white building that

resembled a windowless cottage.

It was purely accidental that I

managed to speak to him; a

mernthew
Passenger aboard the Wolfe Islander views Kingston's City

Hall

combination of the ferry being an

hour late coupled with the fact I

collided with him in the doorway.

He, again, like the captain

had an aura of the old world

about him, and in a British accent

expounded about what the

Kingstonian is totally oblivious.

He cited two examples about the

so called problems that he has to

deal with. Apparently during the

winter the ice fishing addicts

make a point of cutting large

holes in the lake, and then

merrily trip home after dark. By
midnight all the "drunks" from
the manor drive their skidoos

across the lake falling into the

holes of the fishermen, thereby

drowning. He wittily chuckled

and muttered that the bodies all

turn up in August usually near his

office which causes much ex-

citement among those at the

Holiday Inn. Unfortunately the

Wolfe Islander arrived just as he
was relating the story about the

Russian ship who entered the

harbour backwards- 1 shudder to

think of the stir it caused!

The ferry is a distinctive

feature of Kingston and cannot

help but give even the most
unimaginative person a sense of

adventure.

-merrithew

One of the many nautical earmarks aboard the ferry

.
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more unclassifieds
Morf clossilii'ds on p.iqc 10

Ritchie's birthday party in Ottawa at

Korn's, on Saturday night. Come.

CHRISTMAS IS CLOSER than you
think. Forget about Formal Studio

studio portraits and have your
sitting in the country. Call Photo
Image before the November
Monsoons for a portrait that will

make a special gift Telephone 546-

7770 or visit us at Brock Street.

QUEEN'S NOP: A thank you to all

those who came to hear Jessica

Govea speak on the Grape and
Lettuce Boycott. She arrived
shortly after the meeting was
cancelled, due to car trouble. We
hope you read the Boycott Article

in Tuesday's Journal. If you would
like a Boycott Button or are in-

terested in Boycott Grapes Day in

Toronto, November 3, call Wendy
544-8)71.

LOST: In or around John Watson, up
to the Library or on Union St. girls

gold watch, square face, Tissot.

Reward. 546-7745.

FILL IN THE BLANKS: This year — -

73 will happein in the ,
-

- October — , at -- p.m. Admission
— . And - is -—$1.00. (answers:
OOM-PA-PA, Jock Harty Arena,

26, 8:30, 51.00, Beer, 3)

LOST: gold cross and chain. Oct. 15-73

a1 5:00 p.m. in Women's Locker
Room, Phys. Ed. Centre. If found

please mail to 1514 K EIrond
College or phone 542-4343 and leave

a message.
CONNAISEUR AUDIO EQUIPMENT

FOR SALE: Sony 3200F amplifier

(mint). List S500.00 Sell 250.; KLH
- 41 reel to reel (seldom used) list

5340. Sell 5200.; BSR 4 channel SO
Decoder, list 5110. sell 550.

JOURNAL-TRICOLOUR
PHOTOGRAPHERS, THERE
WILL BE AN ORGANIZATIONAL
rap session on Tuesday 23 Oct. at

8:00 p.m. in tricolor office.

KEY CLUBBERS OF YESTERYEAR
AWAKEN!!! Circle K is on its

(here's hoping the printer's mi's's

that apo'strophe thi's time)
way

ROOM AVAIL ADl I in Wc.l C.impus
Residence. Vi.'ry quiet .ilfablo

floor. If interested please call Nina
549-087). (single room, own
phone).

INFORMATION BANK: Fact No. 1,

John Orr room 8:30 - 5:30 week-
days, 547-5722 information on
everything events, clubs,
academics ... Fact No. 2

meetings, Oct. 2), 2nd floor

Common Room, Union. All staf-

fers please attend. New volunteers
welcome.

KT INTERFACE - K. Van Koughnett
and T. Cavers invite our friends foa
party on Sat. night, Oct. 20, at 33)

Alfred St. - Apt.'s ), 2, 3, 4. Special
invite to OTB, RMCP, to VAR
Gang, GW, Sc '74 friends, Doonan
Lodge, and the Lobbits. B.Y.O. -

mix supplied.

Queen's ski club wishes to announce
the coming of winter. If you're
planning on skiing during the

Christmas vacation, come with us

to Sutton. (Eastern Townships)
from Dec. 30-73 to Jan 5-74 we'll be
gathering for a week of fun and
frolic and skiing at any one of six

ski areas. But you must come by
car. Stay tuned for an
organizational meeting soon.

ANNOUNCING: Anne in Andies is

now opening for business and we
mean business. Low weekend
rates, discounts, offered to regular
clients. Watch for the grand
opening spaghetti drunk - coming
soon

!

GIRLS' ICE HOCKEY: The Golden
Gaels need you! Bring your skates
and tryout (Beginners welcome).
Practice times: Mon., Tues., and
Thursday 7 - 8:30 p.m. Be in the
arena at the Women's Dressing
Room at 6:30.

NO ONE WANTS QUANTITY
BEFORE QUALITY. BUT WE
EACH CAN DO SOMETHING.
And where we can do something,
we have an obligation, a challenge
to act. Serviceable services serve
servants in a way you never
thought possible. Sometime in the

near future, hit harry's hot-line at

544-7453.

Gael Group 32: Many thanks for the

Gaels, Varsity meet Saturday
by Chris Koon

Both Queen's and Varsity face the unpleasant

tank of playing football with nothing but pride at

slake this w<;ekend. Losses by lx)th ball clubs last

week have all but destroyed any playoff hopes, and
both teanns are still suffering the physical effects of

these disasters. However, this is not the first time

the two schools have met under such conditions, and
the game, which will be telecast over Hamilton's

CHCH-TV, .should be exciting.

Toronto has seen the slow but sure dismem-
berment of the team that started the season, but the

presence of Wayne Dunkley and a number of good

young receivers makes the Blues capable of

throwing the ball; their running game appears to

have pulled up stakes and headed west of late. Look
for Dunkley to come out throwing, probably from a

shotgun, if the Blues ha 'e a centre that can make a

reliable long snap. If noi., Dunkley and his current

back-up, Alan Brenchley, will have to content

themselves with a quick set-up and quicker release.

Defensively, the Blues Iiave been weakened by

rose: Ginny.
IPANYONE IS DRIVING to Moncton

or Gagetown N.B.; I am looking
for a ride. I have to be there by or

on Nov. 2. I will share expenses
and driving. Call Jim Merrithew at

547-3)78 after 2 p.m.
LOST: ) wallet somewhere on campus

contains important cards. Call

Brian at 549 )568.

WHy is CIRCLE K BISEXUAL? Why
is the world round? Why are teddy
bears hairry? Why is snow yellow?
Why does Alpo DO this to me?

The last remaining members of the

Addy 2 Virginity squad wish Nick a

happy 20th. Remember, you have
only one more year of mem-
bership. Love Korn, Purity and
Bumba.

The campaign manager apologizes for

failing to mobilize the grassroots

and regrets that god's descension
into senate has been delayed due to

technical difficulties.

the loss of defensive end Walt iJudar, among otheris

Western's 44 fxjints, in the mud, would ffiem In

indicate something of a weakness against the run,

and the Gaels <ii) run the football effectively, at least

outside the ten-yard lines. It could int an interesting

match-up, since Varsity's defensive line now hun
three rookies, while the Gaels' offence could he
breaking in a couple of new faces up front as well.

Turning to the Gaels, there could be a numhter
of changes for Saturday. Within limits, these last

three games could give some young ballplayers a
chance to prove themselves in action, and this,

together with injuries, will give the fans mma new
names to remember. Peter Sabiston, who may well

start at guard, I^ee Doney, and Gord Beardsley
could all see some action, while the current back-up
men are good candidates for extra field time -

provided that things do go reasonably well down in

Varsity Stadium tomorrow.
If you're thinking of making an excursion down

to Hogtown for the game, don't let the situation

scare you off. It'll still be a hell of a football game,
and the parties are always worth the trip.

I^cft4iur Hal!

OLIVFf^l

At MCOOMAtO^
VOU CAM BC A
eicsPCMOccr
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Sports Shorts
Women's Cross-Country Skiing

In Tuesday's Journal there

was a notice of a meeting about

skiing. It should have been for

cross-country skiers, and not

alpine. We apologize for the fouj-

up. Now, if there are any girls

interested in CROSS-COUNTRY
who did not attend the meeting on

Wecinesday, would they please

contact Miss Anne Turnbull in the

administration office of the Phys.

Ed. Centre during te next week.

Women's Curling

Only six girls turned out for

te first inter-collegiate meeting

two weeks ago. Coach Brian Cox
would like to see a few more and
has arranged another meeting

for next Thursday, Oct. 25th at

7:45 in the upper lounge of the

Phys. Ed. Centre. Practices will

start on Sunday, October 28th at

the Kingston Curling Club. More
about that in another ten days.

Gaels Inter-squad Game
Queen's Golden Gaels hockey

club will be holding an inter-

squad game tonight at 5:30 p.m.

in the Arena. As of this writing, a

total of 21 forwards, nine

defensemen and ten goalies are

still in camp. Coaches Dave Field

and Ed Deans have also set up an

jexhibition game with the

Kingston Township Jr. C Club on

Saturday night at 8 p.m. at

Centre '70. That's out King St.

past Dupont Plant.

Women's Ice Hockey
The 1973-74 edition of the

Queen's Golden Gals hockey club

will feature an awful lot of new
faces. Only six members of last

year's OWIAA championship

team are returning this year. But

the six who are returning give

coaches Cookie Cartwright and
Annabelle Twiddy a good nucleus

from which to build another

contender. The returnees are

goalie Wanda Gyde, defensive

players Deb McCaw and Sheila

Pratt, and forwards Wendy
Carmen, Leslie Ferrari and Anne
McGibbon.

Two notable newcomers this

season are Rhonda Leeman who
played for the Kingston Red
Barons and Virginia Pollack who
played for Stirling last year.

Stirling, near Belleville, and
Kingston played in an eastern

Ontario league last year and
Stirling won the championship.

Coaches Cartwright and
Twiddy are putting their charges

through workouts on Monday,

Tuesday and Thursday evenings

this coming week. All girls who
are interested in playing are

invited to attend Monday's
practice at 7 p.m. in the Harty
Arena.

The team itself will play in

the OWIAA. A total of seven

schools - six from Ontario plus

McGill University of Montreal -

will play a twelve game schedule.

Queen's will play host to York on

Friday, November 16th at 5:30 to

open their schedule.

Toughest competition is

expected from Western and
Guelph both of whom had con-

tending teams last year. Queen's

beat out Western last year to win

the championships which were

held at Queen's. This year, the

finals will be in Guelph in late

February.

Don't forget: Monday
evening at 7 in the Arena.

heritageE^fpton
is at

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Do not fail to see this major
exhibition opened by the

Secretary of State on June 3 and
continuing to October 28

Note new GALLERY HOURS:
Monday to Friday 9 to 5;

Saturday and Sunday l to 5;

Tuesday & Thursday evenings 7

to 9
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Track OUAA's here Saturday
Two separate championships

are being decided here at Queen's

tomorrow as the University plays

host to the OWIAA and OUAA
outdoor track and field cham-
pionships. Action gets underway
tomorrow morning at 8 a.m. The
men's championships will

feature competition in seventeen

different events. A strong per-

formance is expected from the

Queen's team although the Blues
with the depth in most events rate

as the team to beat. Here's a

quick look at the men's events for

Queen's.

100 metres - Vic Gooding of

Queen's had the best time in the

entire OUAA this fall posting a

time of 11 seconds flat in the

McMaster Invitational early in

September.

200 metres - Doug Martan of

McMaster (22.6 seconds), Dave
Jarvis of Queen's (22.7 seconds),

and Terry Rotondo of Western
(22.8 seconds) means that this

should be a real good race to see.

400 metres - Jerry Feeney of

Toronto and Rod Walter and Jim
Van Meer of Queen's to watch
here. Walter was second in the

OUAA finals this year.

800 metres Brian Aitken of

Queen's (1:54) and Larry
Reynolds of York (1:54.2) will

make this another competitive

event.

1500 metres - Bob MacCormack
of Queen's who won at Western
last weekend appears to have as

good a shot as anyone in the 1500.

5,000 and 10,000 metres - The top

Queen's performer will be Deiter

Stein who will run in the 5,000

metres only.

4 X 100 relay - Western, Toronto,

and Queen's are the best in the

province.

4 X 400 relay - Queen's has won
every invitational meet so far

this fall in this event. McMaster
and Toronto are the other
powerhouses.

110 hurdles - This is a Queen's
strong-point. The Gaels have two
of Canada's best in Dave Jarvis

and George Neeland. Neeland
beat Jarvis in the Canada Games
this summer. Jarvis won last

week at Western.
400 hurdles - Again Dave Jarvis
of Queen's is the man to beat.

Jarvis is the (^anadian college

record-holder in this event. Don
Price of Queen's finished second

to Jarvis last week at Western.

Javelin - Rookie Peter Xhignesse
will represent Queen's in this

event: the first time in the last

couple of years that Queen's has
had representation.

High Jump - Queen's hopes are

placed on rookie Mike Forsayeth

who jumped 6'1" last week at

Western. Don Price who
represented the tricolor in the

event last year has had some leg

problems and may not enter this

event.

At the same time, the

women's teams from across the

province will be meeting to

decide the OWIAA championship.

Louise Hanna of Toronto will be

one of the top performers in the

meet; she will compete in the

high jump and is the first girl in

watts my line
by Peter Watts

Today, we'll focus on the men's badminton team and a look at

their chances this coming season.

The sport of badminton is a very popular one at Queen's. It is

offered as an instructional course in the recreational sports skills

programs. It's also an important part of both men's and women's
intramural programs.

Last year, badminton was one of the five team championships that

the women won in competition within the OWIAA. This year's edition

has just started practicing and we will have more to say about them in

the weeks to come.
MeanwhUe the men's team hasJaeen working out for over a week

now under the watchful eye of coach Boon Ong. Boon, who played
intercollegiate badminton for Queen's for five years is now in his

second year as the team's coach. He has four members of last year's

team returning: N.F. Lee, Dave Howard, Mike Etherington, and Mark
Edwards. Five new faces are out with the team this fall although all of

them were at Queen's last year. They include Ian Rawes, John
Chaddick, Gene Parrelli, Ken Parsons, and John Maughan. In ad-

dition, Jim Stewart, Chuck Smith and Tom Hamilton are among the

new faces.

Boon is still looking for any experienced players interested in

playing intercollegiate badminton. Practice time Monday night is 9

p.m. in Bartlett Gym. Drop in if you're interested.

The girls' team is also looking for any experienced players in-

terested in trying out. They also practice in Bartlett Gym Monday
night at 9 p.m.

Other notes ....
Strolling around through the Phys Ed Centre, it's easy to see that a

lot of time and hard work is going in to making all our men's and
women's teams competitive in the OUand the OW. The hockey Gaels
have a week of workouts under their belts now and if the goaltending
works out, they'll be in the thick of the battle for at least second place.

The basketball Gaels under the watchful eye of Geoff Smith also stand
to do considerably better than their 4-8 record of last year. Men's and
women's waterpolo teams are both getting in shape; the men's team
opened its season last weekend in Toronto. It looks like McMaster will

Ontario ever to have cleared six

feet. Miss Hanna represented
Canada in the world Student
Games in Moscow in August.

Queen's hopes will rest on the

shoulders of Kathy Wynne and
Janey O'Rourke in the 200 and 400

metres. Mary Ann Drinkwater
will carry the Queen's colours in

the 100 metre and 200 metre
events. Rookie Pam Scothorn
who has done exceptionally well

this fall in the throwing events
will enter all three: the shot,

discus, and javelin.

Overall, strong women's
teams are expected from Mc-
Master and Toronto. The Blues
and the Mustangs are the two top

men's teams and look for the

Gaels to challenge for at least

third spot in both men's and
women's championships.

Soccer Gaels tie RMC
The Queen's soccer team

fought to a 1 : 1 tie in a hard fought

game against local rival RMC on
the latter's home ground on
Wednesday afternoon.

This game was one of the

decisive ones for both teams
since up to Wednesday RMC was
leading the Eastern section of the

OUAA with 10 points out of 6

games while Queen's was tied for

second place with York with

similar 9 points (5 games)
records.

Considering these cir-

cumstances it was easy to predict

that the game would be rough. It

certainly was. Right from the

start both teams pressed to gain

that most important leading goal.

With about three minutes gone

our keeper Peter Dickie had to

make his first safe on what
looked very much like an offside

situation. "The Gaels were not idle

either but Gerry Zegarra and
Nick Drysdale only succeeded in

near-misses. Around the 10

minute mark Nick set up Davy
Robertson who put the ball in the

RMC net and Queen's was ahead
1:0. The Gaels kept on attacking

without being able to increase

their lead. On the other hand the

Redmen were very eager to even
out the score and their forwards

created confusion in front of the

Queen's goal on several oc-

casions. More than once it was
only due to keeper Dickie's

brilliant moves that RMC could

not score.

It was during one of those

mix-ups on behalf of the Gaels

defense that the ball was cleared

illegially with the help of

somebody's hands. Peter Dickie

had no chance against the well-

placed penalty shot and it was
1:1. Both teams kept on playing

offensively for the rest of the first

half but neither squad was able to

gain the lead before intermission.

The second half saw the

opponents going out under full

steam with the obvious desire to

increase the score. Several times

the Queen's goal was in danger

but the RMC defense was not

allowed to relax either. The

be the team to beat again in this sport; they boast several members of

the national team on their roster and took care of Waterloo 32-2 in play

on the weekend.

We haven't heard too much of the swimming and diving teams so

far this year, but both teams are doing just fine thank you. The men
will host their first meet of the year on Saturday, Nov. 10th.

Redmen had several good op-

portunities as well, particularly

when the referee called a foul

against the Gaels 6 yards from
Peter Dickie's goal line. However
the 1:1 tie was not to be broken.

Quite often Gaels and Red-

men alike appeared to be too

eager to play competitive soccer

which resulted both in missed
chances and unnecessarily rough

play. The referee was not much
help either as he relied far too

much on his linesmen instead of

calling the game himself and
with more authority. It didn't

change the fact, however, that

contrary to previous games the

Gaels just couldn't get their

"usual" late winning goal. All in

all the final result represents the

game fairly well.

As indicated above Queen's,

RMC and York are in the top

group of the OUAAEast. After

Wednesday's game RMC still has

one more point than the Gaels.

The soccer Gaels will simply

have to keep winning to stay up

there. They will simply have to

keep winning to stay up there.

They will attempt that over this

weekend when they meet Trent

University in Peterborough on

Saturday and Ryerson in Toronto

on Sunday. Keep fingers crossed.

Alfred Kormann

Alfie sez • • •

JOIN THE QUEEN'S BANDS
FOR A PEP RALLY

IN TORONTO
AT NATHAN PHILIPS SQUARE

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19tli

10:00 P.M.

Cheer The Gaels On To Victory!

Alfie sez . . .

GO GAELS GO
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World: Kissinger gets Peace Prize
OSLO - U.S. Secretary of State

Henry Kissinf^er and North
Vietnam's Le Due Tho were
awarded the 1973 Nobel Peace
prize lor fashioning the Vietnam
ceasefire.

Mrs. Aase Lionaes, chair-

woman of the Nobel committee,

announced the award would be

shared equally by the two, who
conducted 42 months of

negotiations in Paris before

reaching agreement in January.

Each will receive 255,000 Swedish

crowns (about $60,000), the Nobel

medal and the peace prize

diploma.

The receipt of the award by

Le Due Tho makes him the first

ranking member of a Communist
Government to win the prize.

Four other U.S. Secretaries of

State have won the prize.

TEL AVIV - Israeli commandos
have made a deep thrust across

the Suez Canal in an attempt to

knock out the missle sites which
are protecting Egyptian troops

on the east bank of the canal. The
missies have dealt punishing

blows to the Israeli airforce and
must be destroyed if Israel is to

push the Egyptians back across

the canal. There is speculation

that the Egyptians do not intend

to advance much further into the

Sinai desert as their troops would

no long(M- have the protection of

the missle umbrella and would be

at tho mercy of the Israeli air

force. As it is now, Israel cannot

dislodge them without a very

costly battle both in men and in

material.

On the Syrian front, Israel

appears to have slowed her drive

towards Damascus and it is

believed that she has diverted

troops from that front to the Suez

front.

WASHINGTON - The United

States and the Soviet Union have
been holding talks '"on the

nature of a possible resolution" to

be submitted to the United
Nations in an effort to halt the

Mideast war. So far the exchange
of views has been of a general

nature and not in terms of the

specific language of a resolution.

The disclosure of the peace
initiatives came a short time

after an announcement that U.S.

arms shipments to Israel had
reached a level comparable with

Soviet arms shipments to the

Arab states. U.S. officials said

that both the U.S. and the Soviet

Union are supplying 700 to 800

tons of armaments a day to their

respective allies in the conflict.

In other developments, the

Soviets have reinforced their

Mediterranean fleet to about 70

ships - the biggest it has ever

been - while the U.S. has at least

two aircraft carriers and a

helicopter carrier in the

Mediterranean as part of the

Sixth Fleet and is sending 2,(X)0

marines to the area.

NEW YORK - The Soviet Union
has orbited four reconnaissance

satellites in less than two weeks,

an unusual launch rate that is

being interpreted here as a Soviet

attempt t« monitor the Mideast

War almost continuously by
camera.

The satellites could give the

Soviet military valuable in-

formation on Israeli troop

movements on land as well as

information on the U.S. Sixth

Fleet in the Mediterranean. It is

not known if any of the in-

formation is being passed on to

the Arabs.

SAIGON - Air America has told

the International Commission of

Control and Supervision (the

commission charged with

overseeing the Vietnam truce)

that its air services will be cut off

unless it pays more than $500,000

in back bills. Without air ser-

vices,the commission would have
to withdraw its supervision
teams from many remote areas

to areas served by roads. The

commisBion has no money, but

the US Embassy hm? ha8

refwrtedly asked Washington to

pay the bill on the commission's

behalf.

LONDON - A truce has been

declared in the cod war l>etween

I'.ritain and Iceland. The Prime
Ministers of the two countries

have reached agreement on a

formula involving a limitation on
the siz^ and muntttr of /Iritish

trawlers allowed to fish insjd*; the

W mile limit claimed by Iceland

British sources said the
arrangement would ix: an interim

one, lasting atxiut tv/o years

In effect fxjth sides are
maintaining their fx/sitions on the

dispute but have agreed to thi*

solution in the meantime.

"HENRY?"

b ac kp a g c

Canada: War threatens oil supply
KUWAIT - In two, separate,

developments, Wednesday, the

supply of foreign oil available to

Canada was reduced, further

increasing the danger of an
energy shortage this winter, and
the cost of off-shore oil was
raised.

In the first development, the

Arab oil producing states an-

nounced that, starting im-

mediately, they would reduce, by

5 per cent, the flow of oil to any
country supfxjrting Israel. Since

almf>st half of Canada's oil

supplies come from foreign

Its

'Er . . I'm home
F /cute me . .

.'

sources, mainly Venezuela and
Columbia, the Arab embargo
could have serious effects

especially in eastern Canada.

During the 1956 and 1967 Arab-

Israeli conflicts the United States

was able to supply extra oil to

Canada but this time the U.S.

does not have the necessary

reserves. In fact Canada may
have to divert oil from Alberta

reducing the amount available

for export to the U.S. mid-west.

Since there is no pipeline

from western Canada to the

Montreal area, the emergency
shipments would have to be done
via tankers on the St. Lawrence
.Sc;i way or by rail and truck. Both

methods are quite expensive.

In th(! second development,

the six Persian Gulf oil states,

including Iran which is non-Arab,

have annou(ic(!d that they will

incr<;ase lh<; pr)st(!d |)ric(! for light

crude oil to alwut $5 \Htr barrel,

an incrttase of two thirds. Th(!

states threatf!n('d to put th(!ir oil

on the op(!n m;irket if the oil

compani(!S rej(!ct ttic new
arrangem(!nts.

TORONTO The Ontario and

federal governments will launch

an experimental guarante«'d

annual income program early

next year to study the <'ffect of an

ineorrie HUpplem«'nt on p(roph;'H

work motivation.

The program, similar to one

being carried out in Manitoba,

will involve 750 working, low-

income families in three cities.

The families chosen will receive

an income supplement that will

bring their incomes above
welfare levels. Another 750

families,who are not receiving

the supplement, will serve as a

comparison group.

The federal government has

agreed to pay 75 per cent of the

$5-million bill for the program
with the province picking up the

rest of the tab.

KWEILIN, China - Prime
Minister Trueau left this small

southern Chinese city for home,
Wednesday, ending a very
successful seven day state visit to

(;hina. During the visit, Trudeau
was the front page news in all

Chinese n(!wspap(!rs despite the

Mid(!ast War and the; r(\signation

of U.S. Vice-President Agnew. It

txrc.'irne a sort of a Canada Week
in China.

During th<! trip Trudeau
signed a three; year trade

agreement and oth(!r agr<!(!m(;nts

on medical, Kci(!ntific, cultural,

sporting, business and consular

exchanges. The Prime Minister

held lalks with various high level

Chinese officials including

Chairman Mao who appeared to

be in good health.

After an overnight stop in

Honolulu, the party is expected to

arrive in Ottawa at 2 a.m. today.

OTTAWA - The Federal
Government campaign to per-

suade illegal immigrants to come
forward and register ended last

Monday with almost 50,000 people

accepting the offer. Almost 4,000

of the applicants came forward

on the last day.

With the deadline now
passed, illegal immigrants no

longer have any right of appeal

against deportation orders.

Those who did come forward

have a very good chance to being

accepted as Immigration
Minister Robert Andras has

repeatedly stressed that only

applicants with serious criminal

backgrounds or other highly-

unusual problems will be

rejected.

Estimates of the number of

illegal residents who have not

taken advantage of the offer

range from 50,000 to 2(M),000. The
minister s.'iid, in the (Commons,

Monday, that he had not ruled out

(he possibility of extending the

grace; period a further 00 days.

TORONTO - More than 1,000

Toronto Jews have volunteered to

go to Israel as civilian workers

during the current war. Over
eighty of the volunteers, who pay
their own way, have already left

for the Mideast. There they will

work on the harvest on the kib-

butzim or do construction work in

the cities.

Israel does not allow

volunteers to serve in the army
as it would take too long to train

them and could lead to

diplomatic complications if one

of them got killed. Besides, by

law, Canadian citizens are not

allowed to join a foreign army.

OTTAWA - The Canadian Pacific

Railway is seriously considering

the use of electric trains because

of the soaring price of diesel oil.

'

William Wilson, CPR's director

of energy studies, said Monday
that the company is looking at its

Montreal-Toronto-Windsor line

and its Lakehead-Winnipeg line

as possible candidates for

electrification.

The process would involve

construction of a electrified line

above (he track with the engines

drawing their power from the

line.

Two railways in the U.S. are

using electrified lines. One is now
operating while the second is

under construction.



Orientation
criticized
Future

programmes will adopt a much
less structured format than that

used in the past few years if a

suggestion by Orientation '73 co-

ordinator Eleanor Crowder is

followed.

Crowder's recommendation
is one of many contained in the

final report of this year's
Orientation committee to ASUS.

According to Crowder,
Orientation would be more
valuable to those involved if Gael

groups returned to the traditional

size of one gael and five fresh-

men, but thse groups must not be

the focal point of the week. She
argues that they serve their most
useful purpose in the first two or

by Sue Wishart

Orientation three days, and that afterwards

group activities should be con-

tinued only if their members
want them to.

Crowder questions the

necessity of having many high-

key social activities. "It's time
we thought of ways for people to

meet people with fewer games
involved, where their intellectual

curiosity and interests lead
them."

She recommends that

midweek Orientation be run
roughly along the lines of the Arts

Festival, with an outdoor cafe
and an on-campus Edwardian-
style picnic. Gaels would need to

serve only as catalysts and would
thus not have to be identified.

©iieen's

Iourna
Volume 101, Number 13

Tuesday, October 23, 1973

AMS to dump
Printing Service
Student clubs and organizations will have to take their

printing downtown by next month.

The Printing Service, located in the basement of the Union
will be closing its doors by the end of October.

AMS Vice-President, Bruce Trotter presented a report on

the service at the Thursday meeting of Outer Council. His report

included an income statement for the month of September,
alternatives to the service, and his conclusion, that is, that the

service must be closed.

At an earlier meeting of Outer Council this year, a motion
was passed which stated that all services 'are to break even.'

During the month of September, according to Trotter, the

Printing Service showed a net loss of $184.00.

"It was not meeting standards", Trotter commented, "that

is, it was not breaking even."

As such, and even without the consent of Outer Council, the

Printing Service will cease to exist.

To avoid financial

discrimination against frosh who
do not want to participate in all

activities, Crowder suggests the

sale of Orientation passports
valid for from one to three days
which could be used the same
way as Snowball buttons.

Even the Committee's ap-

proach to Orientation '73 is

questioned. "We need to stop

feeling so protective of our plans

for the week and accept that

some of them may fall flat on
their faces ; it would save a lot of

strain were we to approach

Orientation as an exploration, for

everybody involved, rather than

a competition to produce the best

sales package."

The other Orientation
Committee members - Bill Fallis,

Sue Harper, Sue Meech, Brent

Seymour and Kathy Turner - also

suggested^ changes in the

programme, particularly as it

related to their responsibilities,

but none were as drastic as

Crowder's. There was some
consensus that greater attention

should be paid to the needs of

transfer students. They also

agreed that gael selection would
be easier if applicants were in-

100th birthday
A special issue of the Journal will be published on Thursday

to mark its 100th birthday.

On October 25, 1873 the Journal first appeared on campus as

a small fortnightly pamphlet "to furnish information upon
Collegiate and other Matters as will be not only valuable to the

student, but interesting to the general public generally". The
first issue featured a poem about God and jewels

!

The Journal will also publish as usual on Friday.

terviewed in groups of four or

five for an hour rather than being

rushed through individually with

only fifteen minutes apiece.

In addition to the recom-

mendations for changes to

Orientation, the Committee
members' reports included
detailed examination of the

success of this year's events.

Where were you when

the lights went out?
The Douglas Library and several other buildings on campus were

blacked out on Sunday afternoon.

According to a spokesman for Physical Plant, "a line between the
switch gear and a transformer, which was installed eight years ago,
blew a hole in the casing." That is, it was shorted out.

It took a couple of hours Sunday to discover where the break had
occurred. Crews worked all night to restore the power to the building.
Emergency lighting was used elsewhere. /

The lights came back on at noon on Monday.

- hogarth

Stirling's

last

Dr. J.B. Stirling took

part in his final con-

vocation as Chancellor of

Queen's at the first fall

convocation of Friday.

Perry R. Dyck,
became the 20,000 student

to receive a degree from
the retiring Chancellor.

Dr. Stirling became
the Cancellor in 1960, and
will be succeeded by Rt.

Hon. Governor-General
Roland Michener next
January. He is stepping

down from the university's

highest office after three

terms.

A graduate of Queen's,

having obtained his B.A. in

1909 and his B.Sc. in 1911,

Dr. Stirling was later

awarded an honorary
doctorate of laws from
Queen's. Stirling Hall,

Queen's Physics building

was named in honour of the

retiring Chancellor.

Dr. J.B. Stirling at Friday's convocation, flanked by Dr. John J. Deutsch and Gary Gannage, Rector.
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Pubs and Movies
401 Inn - Robert E. Lee and the Brigade

Townhouse - London
Commodore - Charley O'Neil and the Chargers

Frontenac - Fred Werthman
Manor - Manila Affair

Hyland - 1 am A Dancer, then Night Watch
Capitol - Emperor of the North

Odeon - A Touch of Class

Tuesday, Oct. 23
7:00 p.m. - Second Lecture in the Human Sexuality

Course on "Evolution of Sexual Behaviour" will

include speakers, Dr. R. Harmsen, Biology, on

sex in lower vertebrates and non-human
primates, and Dr. M. Maxwell, Sociology, on

cross-cultural attitudes of humans, social class

differences and cultural heritage. It will be held in

Dupuis Auditorium.

7:00-9:00 p.m. - Findlay's Ski Shop Ski Show
featuring Nancy Greene in person, and including

movies and a fashion show, at the 401 Inn. Ad-

mission is $1.50 and proceeds to be donated to the

National Ski Team.
7:30 p.m. - Chronicles XVIII: "Homage to the

Silents" directed by Rod Robertson, will be

presented in the Studio Theatre, Old Arts

Building, Oct. 23-26. Admission is free and tickets

are available from the Drama Dept.

7:30 p.m. - M.O.A.T.S. (Monorail) Study Club

meeting in the small meeting room, second floor.

Union. All students and faculty welcome to this

non-technical brainstorming session.

7:30 p.m. - Spanish Club Sangria party at 165

University. 50 cent contribution.

9:fX) p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Series showing of "La Passion de Jean d'Arc" by
Carl Dreyer, 1927. The film, with Maria
Falconetti, is silent with French titles.

Wednesday, Oct. 24
6:45 and 9:.30 - This Week Only: Dunning Movie
"Friends" with music by Elton Jdhn. $1.00.

Returns to Thursday next week
7:(KJ p.m. - Kingston Film Society showing of

"David and Lisa" 'USA, 1963) in Ellis Hall.

7:.'{0 p.m. - The Education Commission of the AMS
presents "The Law and P^ducation", a TV show
and live discu.ssion in Km. Ill, Earl Hall, as part

of the Law for the Layman series.

8:00 p.m SIMS Lecture on "Creativity through

'Iransidf^ntal Meditation", in Stirling 'A'.

'.yJX) p.m. Kducation ('ommission Meeting in the

McLaughlin Room, Student Union. Come and find

out aixiut thf; commission, and add your ideas.

Thursday, Oct. 25
n -.Wi a.m. 6:WJ p.m. - Nursing Science Backrub
Day HH part of Queen's United Fund Drive, in the
I'olson IU)om.

7:fX) and '.) ()() p m. - ChronlcIeK XVIII: gee Tuesday
for information,

7:15 p.m. Bridge Club meeting in the McLaughlin
ll/jom

,

f,:W p.m Cf RC's 'I he Spoken Word presents two
more SherlrK:k Holmes rriystrrritrs, "Shoscomb*;

Old Place" and "The Illustrious Client" with

Robert Hardy and Nigel Stock.

8:30 p.m. - Division of Concerts: National Arts

Centre Orchestra, with Mario Bemardi, con-

ductor, in Grant Hall. Tickets are $4, $3 (general)

and $3, $2 (students), from the Box Office.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Series

showing in Ellis, of Sam Peckinpah's "Ride the

High Country", with Randolph Scott, Joel Mc-
Crea, and Warren Gates.

Oct. 25-27 - "Le Monde Francais en 1673" seminar to

mark the founding of Fort Frontenac (Kingston)

and the death of Moliere. On Thursday 9:30 a.m. -

registration; 10:30 a.m. - France in 1673; 2:00

p.m. - Moliere; 8:30 p.m. - film "Le Bourgeouis

. Gentilhomme". Registration $20.00 but interested

students may attend lectures free.

Friday, Oct. 26
6:30 p.m. - India Association film "Phir Bhi" with

English subtitles, in Dupuis Hall.

7:00 and 9:00 p.m. - Two showings of Chronicles

XVIII. See Tuesday.
8:00 p.m. GASS Film Club film "Gospel-

According to St. Matthew" (directed by Pasolini)

in Ellis Hall.

8:30 p.m. - Division of Concerts presents "Prague
Madrigal Ensemble" at St. George's Cathedral, a

group of singers and instrumentalists specializing

in Renaissance music. Tickets are $2.00, general
and $1.50, students, from Agnes Etherington.

"Le Monde Francais" program: 9:00 a.m. - The
Intellectual Context; 2:00 p.m. - New France and
the West Indies; 9:00 p.m. film "La Prise de
pouvoir de Louis XIV", (Rossellini).

9:00 a.m. - "Trends in the Mineral Industry in the

Next Decade with guest speaker, the Hon. Donald
MacDonald, Minister of Energy, Mines and
Resources, and speakers Dr. Robert Legget, Dr.
King Hubbert, John Kostuik, and Dr. Louis
Renzoni.'At 2:45 p.m. Mrs. Dorothy de Gast.will

officiate at the opening of Goodwin Hall, and at

3 : 15 the Bruce Wing and the Hawley Laboratories
will be opened by the Hon. John McNie, Ontario

Minister of Colleges and Universities. Tours will

follow.

Later This Month
Homecoming Weekend: Friday - Pep Rally at 7:30

and Oom-Pa-Pa for $1.00 at 8:30 p.m. with a live

German Band. Saturday - McMaster vs Queen's
football at Richardson Stadium at 2:00 p.m.;

Semi-Formal in Grant and Kingston Halls with

James Leroy and Denim; Commence Dance in

Leonard also at 8:30; and Mia Anderson's "10

Women, 2 Men and a Moose" in Dunning ($1.50

students). Sunday - Gordon Lightfoot concert in

the Arena Sold Out,

Pool and Arena Hours

Regularly Scheduled events in the pool will be

cancelled at the following times for Swim Meets:

Oct, 29, 6:30 10:30 p,m.; and Nov. 10, 10:(K)a.m, -

6:(H) p,m.

Until Oct, 25, faculty, staff and student skating

lim(;s will he: Monday to Saturday, 4:30 - 5:20 p,m,

and Sunday, 4:(K) 5:20 p.m.

JOURNAL—TRICOLOR PHOTOGRAPHERS
There is a meeting TONIGHT at 8:00 p.m. in Tricolor office.

If you cannot attend contact Jim Merrithew or Leona at 547-3178

Graduation Portraits

YOU COULD COME TO US,

FLAIR PHOTOGRAPHIC
BUT YOU CAN'T BE BOTHERED.

GO AHEAD. SEHLE FOR

SOMETHING LESS....

For Appointment Drop in at - 94 Brock Street or Call
542-7733

Queen's
Division of Concerts

presents

FR I. 26 OCTOBER at 8:30 p.m.

ST. GEORGE'S CATHEDRAL

Prague Madrigal Ensemble

Monteverdi: AAadrigali Guerrieri

et Amorosi, Gallus: Three MoraWa,
Eben: Pragensia (Based on 16th

century alchemistic recipes)

Tickets: $2.00 ($1.00 students) from
Division of Concerts Box Office

Agnes Etherington Art Centre
547-6194

GEORGE CARLIN
Monday, November 5th

NATIONAL ARTS CENTRE
(OTTAWA) _

9:30 SHOW
Tickets $7.00
(includes return bus and show^ ticket)

Buses leave Ellis HqII 6 P.M.
(can you drive up and park for less than this??)

SOLD OUT

Gordon Lightfoot Oct. 28 8:00 P.M.
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Buckmmster Fuller

Man is designed for succes

- bottom ley

Buckminster Fuller, a missionary of the comprehensivist's viewpoint,

completed his tour de force of Queen's last Friday

by Rhondda Snary
& John Edwards

"I don't believe in magic"
answered Buckminster Fuller to

a sensationalist CKWS-TV
reporter at a press conference
last week. This reply was made to

a question on what he thought of

E.S.P. He went on to say "the

universe is so full of thousands of

things we don't understand."

And yet Fuller has been
trying for the last half-century to

discover new means of improving
our world. In the 16 lectures he
presented during the last week, to

the various faculties at Queen's
he expressed his belief that "the

human mind has access to

eternity". But it is his own per-

sonal experience that has
enabled Fuller to develop the

concepts he now maintains. He no

Dr. Jomes Leith

Poland opens to the West
by Hoiyin Der

The first westerner in recent

history issued an official in-

vitation to speak on political issue

in Poland is Queen's University

Professor of History James A.

Leith, a distinguished historian

and author of many papers, in-

cluding the subject of mass
persuasion.

Dr. Leith's invitation to

Poland was primarily the

result of his article on the work of

Peter Gay, a controversial 18th

century scholar. The article was
widely read in history circles and
amongst the many letters Leith

received regarding the article

was one from Gregory Seidler, a

member of the Polish Committee
of Cultural exchange. Seidler,

also director of the Polish In-

stitute of the History of Ideas and
former Chancellor of the Marie
Curie Sklodowska University in

Lublin, initiated correspondence
and the exchange of theories with
Leith.

This summer, Leith was
invited to give university
seminars in Poland and tour the
country as part of Poland's 1973

celebrations marking the 500th

anniversary of the birth of

Coperincus, the 200th an-
niversary of the establishment of

the Polish National Educational
Commission and the centenary of

the founding of the Polish
Academy of Culture.

Leith, former chairman of

the History Department at

Queen's, is back for the fall term.
His lectures in Poland

focussed on progaganda as an
educational instrument and
political and moral in-

doctrination in France under the
Ancien Regime and during the
'Reign of Terror'; subjects
particularly sensitive to Marxist
and Communist thought.

In the past, western
professors were not permitted to

give political seminars in Poland.
Leith's invitation to speak in

Poland was an unprecedented
event and perhaps the overture to

greater harmony and un-

derstanding between Poland and
the western world.

Unlike the drab conformist

socialist state often depicted in

the west, Leith said Poland is

very westernized in many
aspects, and the people appear to

possess various innovative ideas.

"Poland is certainly not what
the layman might imagine it to

be," he said. "The students I

spoke to were very up-to-date on
scientific and economic thought,

and in several educational ap-

proaches, were ahead of the

west."

Jn particular Leith
discovered that economic games
were in extensive use in Polish

Universities, whereas they have
only begun to gain prominence in

the west.

At the Marie Curie
Sklodowska University, Leith
was hosted by Gregory Seidler,

with whom he is collaborating to

write a book about the evolutional

changes in education.

Leith found Polish campuses
very similar to North American
universities.

"The university is very
modem in its physical lay-out,

facilities and in the outlook of its

professors, "he added.

GUIDED TOUR OF POLAND
Polish officials provided

Leith with a chauffeur and guide
who escorted him on a limousine

tour of Poland.

"We drove along the Vistula

River which used to be the

heartland of Poland during its

most prosperous period. The old

market towns, hamlets and even
the guild houses are still standing

as they were during the 15th and
16th centuries."

"The country-side roads
were crowded with horse-drawn
carts," he continued, and the

flavour of that period was
wonderfully captured."

Of the cities he visited,

Leith was particularly fascinated

with Warsaw. The city, almost

levelled during
World War II, has been
replicated through the use of old

photographs and archives,

maintaining the medieval at-

mosphere which was so much a

part of Warsaw.
He also described the new

quarters in Warsaw, which he
found similar to other large
modern commercial cities. Leith

said the new section appeared to

be well planned, but he noticed

one building in particular which
did not seem to belong in the

setting. Named the Palace of

Culture, the building was
presented to the City of Warsaw
by Stalin as part of Russia's

wartime compensation.

"The joke in Poland is that

the best view of Warsaw is from
the top of the 'monstrous Palace
of Culture'," he revealed,
"because it is impossible to see

the Palace of Culture if you are

on it!"

longer places much significance

on his formal education, par-

ticularly mathmatics.

"The universe is an
aggregation of all the

humanities" with two main
different classes of humans. He
defines the first as being the poor

and therefore ignorant, and the

second as the rich or noble and
therefore intelligent. He has
observed that people in good
financial positions are better

equipped to develop their mental
abilities. By describing human
beings as possessing the ability to

perceive and apply general
principles of the universe. Fuller

in effect spent the entire week as

a missionary for his com-
prehensive viewpoint. From Art

History and Drama, to the
Mathematics and Engineering
departments. Fuller talked about
the "fact" that "man is designed
to be a success."

"People," he states "are
geographical. From the begin-

ning of time Man has sought
animals for food, and animals in

turn have lead him to veg. In

order to preserve what he had
found, man needed to develop
means of refrigeration. This
promoted the discovery of metal
alloys and copper implements.
Then after World War I

production improved, and since

then automation has taken over.

"Fuller now believes man is a
mechanized instrument of his

society. Twiddling his fingers he
remarked "I'm 78, and still

working beautifully." It is no
longer necessary for humanity to

seek out the roots to find food as it

can be produced anywhere, not

necessarily on farms. In the past

twenty years, 90 per cent of the

agricultural workers have
migrated to the urban areas.

This urban aspect of man has
presented many of the problems
which Fuller has endeavoured to

solve or improve. His geodesic

dome, car, and plans for a
floating city illustrate the point.

Like all great inventions they
have produced many by-
products. The geodesic dome was
developed simultaneously with

his mathematic theories of

triangles and tetrahedrons. His

floating city is perhaps of more
general interest as it was ex-

panded into floating break-
waters, and the potential

development of hydro power
based on the tides and wave
action of the oceans.

Remarkable as these fin-

dings may seem, Fuller's spent

little time in discussing them.
Instead Fuller, by demonstrating
patterns of development and of

the social and scientific

evolution, stressing his predic-

tions of the future and his per-

sonal philosophy. In the future

man will achieve his ultimate

potential. Fuller stated that
man's present fears of famine,

lack of resources and over
population are groundless. Ar-

med with technology, man will

learn to imitate nature's prime
principle of economy. Citing

communications as a good
example. Fuller showed how man
has progressed from miles of

copper wire to the compactions of

a satellite. Using this principle.

Fuller believes that there are

enough resources in circulation

now to fulfill man's needs in the

future.

Whatever the^topic, whoever
the audience, Fuller demon-
strated his unique ability to

"think in the round." His ability

to be aware of his experiences

and reveal many of today's

problems and their solutions. Yet
Fuller has remained modes
towards his success. When asked
what his greatest contribution to

mankind was, he replied "I'm not

great. I don't talk in those term-
s."

Dr. Leith (left) and Gregory Seidler (right) at Marie curie Sklodowska University in Lublin.
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Notice Of

AMS

OUTER COUNCIL

MEETING

McLaughlin Room

Student Memorial Union

Thursday, October 25, 1973

7:30 p.m.

INTERESTED IN THE

EDUCATION COMMISSION?

COME TO

McLaughlin Room

STUDENTS UNION

9 p.m., Wednesday, Oct. 24

TAKE AN ACTIVE ROLE!

HELP WANTED
For Education Commission

TAPPERS or TYPISTS

Who will file and fool as

part-time secretaries

CALL MARV BLOOS - AMS OFFICE - 547-6165

HOME 544-9665 -

CLUBS BUDGET

1973-1974

International Club $200

Pollution Probe 125

Bridge 15

WUSC 50

Camera 200

Astrononny 41

Musical Theatre 150

Dranna Guild 100

Chinese 100

Ukranian 100

Filipino 50

West Indian 100

Spanish 25

Italian 25

French 25

Contingency and operation 94

TOTAL $1500.

ATTENTION
Especially McArthur College Students

Education Commission's

Law for the Layman

Presents:

The Law of EDUCATION
- video-taped discussion of the laws on education

- discussion with Kingston lawyer to follow

Wednesday, October 24, 1973

Room 1 1 1 - Earl Hall

AMS Education Commission Presents:

Third World Images:

Conflict and Underdevelopment'^
(3-PART FILM SERIES)

REMAINING SESSIONS

2 - Monday, October 29: "Emitai" (Senegal)

3 - Monday, November 5: "End of the Dialogue'' (South Africa)

ADMISSION FREE!

- Coffee and donuts over informal discussion

8:00 p.m. - Etherington Hail Auditorium

EVERYONE WELCOME

SUPPORT THE QUEEN'S

UNITED FUND DRIVE!

WED. OCT. 24

THURS. OCT. 25

SAT. OCT. 27

SUN. OCT. 28

WRC-IRC CANVAS
OF RESIDENCES

NURSING SCIENCE BACKRUB
POLSON R00MJ1 AM. - 6 PM.

RIBBON SALE at

HOMECOMING FOOTBALL GAME

BIKEATHONI 9:30 A.M.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT AMS OFFICE OR
KILORAN GERMAN— 544-8728

ROB NICHOLSON— 548-3690

In front of Student Union. Pledge

forms available at bicycle shops,

AMS Office, and Athletic Sticks.
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JOURNAL—TRICOLOR PHOTOGRAPHERS
There is a meeting TONIGHT at 8:00 p.m. in Tricolor office.

If you cannot attend contact Jim Merrithew or Leona at

547-3178.

Jf{eritageKingston
is at

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Do not fail to see this major
exhibition opened by the
Secretary of State on June 3 and
continuing to October 28

Note new GALLERY HOURS:
Monday to Friday 9 to 5;

Saturday and Sunday 1 to 5;

Tuesday & Thursday evenings 7

to 9

Don't Forget

the
United Fund

BIKE-

A-

THONI!
See ad on

p.4 for details.

challenge to action

Seed money for
young professionals
Your degree and the

accreditations from your

professional association

won't buy your equip-

ment or pay the rent. But

you believe in your earn-

ings power in the years to

come. So do we.

That's why we want to

help you bridge the gap

between now and then.

With a loan now—which
you can pay us back as

you become established.

A loan of up to $25,000

(or more) on a repayment

schedule tailored to your

needs, including defer-

ment of your first payment.

Our brochure—"Money—
and more—to help you start

your Professional Practices-

explains this helpful new
service. Ask your Royal

Bank Manager for a copy.

You will find him as com-

petent in his field as you are

in yours.

Which is a sound prem-

ise for getting together.

ROYAL BANKt
the helpful bank

A\ present, eligible professions include: _
ACCOUNTING-C.A. • ARCHITECTURE-B^ARCH. • DENTISTRY-D.D.S.

ENGINEERING-B.ENG. • LAW-L.L.B. • MEDICINE-M.D. • OPTOMETRY-O.D.
PHARMACY-B.SC.PHARM. • VETERINARY MEDICINE-D.V.M.

Hugh Faulkner:

"There seem to be

so few concerned"
by Kathy Wynne

The Rt. Honourable Hugh Faulkner, Secretary of State in the

Canadian Government, outlined his responsibilities to the Young
Liberals last Wednesday in Stirling Hall in part 3 of "Liberal Month".

The three main areas of responsibility of the Dept. Faulkner

pointed out are
;
bilingualism in Canada, citizenship and culture.

Faulkner stressed in most of his comments the belief that the

political process is still "terribly important". He believes that

politicians today must deal with a cynicism which "can be destructive

of the whole democratic process." "There isn't a deep inner feeling

that this is a deep part of one's life". If one were to consider the tur-

nout on Wed. night as indicative it would be hard to argue Faulkner's

observation that "there seem to be so few of us who seem to be con-

cerned".

Of bilingualism in Canada Faulkner indicated that "there is a

growing understanding about what we're trying to accomplish". The
aim of the bilingual programme in the school system and post-

secondary institutions has been developed because as Faulkner puts

it: "in this country you should have the opportunity to study in your

mother tongue. . .you should have the opportunity of studying the

second language."

Responsibility for citizenship involves not only the business of

becoming a Canadian but participation as a Canadian citizen within

the Canadian mainstream of life. Pertaining to this responsibility,

Faulkner noted that as a result of built-in inequalities and the fact that

"not everyone starts off equally" the Dept. has with the grant process

to provincial resources begun "a slow agonizing process of self-

development". This means an attempt to equalize the opportunities of

those groups, such as the Indians who "by any standard" are unequal.

Also under the auspices of the Dept. is Canadian culture. Such
agencies as CBC, NFB (National Film Board), Canadian Film
Development Corporation, and museums. Faulkner noted here that

the Dept. has given "considerable support to the Agnes Etherington

Art Centre" and other comparable museums throughout Canada but

commended Agnes Etherington for their efforts in the "Heritage

Kingston" display.

In reply to questions concerning the Opportunities for Youth
(OFY) and Local Initiatives Project (LIP) grants Faulkner pointed

out that only OFY, a programme geared for "short-term funding" set

up primarily for people out of work in the summer, was the respon-

sibility of the Secretary of State. No decision has been made as yet,

Faulkner said, concerning the proposed merge of OFY and LIP. Upon
near accusation from the floor that OFY was mainly for the benefit of

basically privileged people Faulkner replied in defense that "no

federal government programme has reached the poor as has OFY".
The second main area of interest for the audience was government

policy concerning the Canadian Indian. Faulkner denied the

suggestion that the Federal government had "backed out" of the

situation with the James Bay project. He claims that acting in ac-

cordance with an Indian request for funds for court action, the

government had complied and is employing a "hands-off" policy.

As to the question of any changes to be made in the Indian Act

especially with regard to the rights (or rather the loss of rights as

Indians) of Indian women who marry whites, Faulkner stated that

there are "no immediate plans to change the Act". The problem he
explained in all dealings with the Indians must be seen as one of

cultural values. Since many Indians, women included, he claimed, feel

no necessity for change. The government then, has few avenues open
to it as, he pointed out, "the govemfent cannot legislate cultural

values".

Faulkner also commented, concerning Liberal party strength in

the West that "elections are largely won at the constituency level" and
that the "West must see something that merits the organizational

work."
In response to the suggestion of high taxes on artists materials as

a hindrance to the advancement of culture Faulkner noted that the

government is at the moment looking into the deductability of such

Items as a step toward cultural advancement.

Secretary of State Hugh Falkner stressed that the political process is

still "terribly important". ,
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briefly...

Garbage Rehashed
by Janet Thorburn

Nothing new happened at the Pollution Probe meeting last

Wednesday. Not that it wasn't important, but the garbage problem

was rehashed and held the attention of the twenty to twenty-five

people present. We all know that although the population of Canada
increases by two percent every year, the garbage increases even

more. Each person produces more and more garbage each year.

What can we do about it?

1 ) Separate our garbage into organic and non-organic garbage, and
compost the organic garbage.

2) Avoid buying over-packaged products.

3) Complain to our M.P. and city council member.
4) Put political pressure on the government by presenting briefs,

joining Pollution Probe and signing their petition.

5) Help set up recycling plants and depots by joining Pollution

Probe.

It was a shame that the guest speaker was unable to come to

the meeting at St. James church, but the slides and discussion

livened up the meeting. If you don't want to build your house on a

ton of garbage, mobilize!

Executive for Sc. 77
The following persons were elected to the year executive for

Science '77:

President, Peter Hunter; Vice President, Steve Watt;

Treasurer, Bob Turner; Secretary, Pam Fulton; Social Convenor,

Steve Skalitsky. Engineering Society Representatives: David

Boone, David Kellar, Paula Luck, Phil Smith.

Law series to educate layman
The police really have amazing fjowers. For a

house raid, the local fxjlice use a Writ of Search, the

IICMP a Writ of Assistance, and if the writ has the

right name on it (their right name, that is), they can
search any address at any time. Search? That in-

cludes any breaking or forcing that they deem
necessary, so keep cool - they can charge you with

assaulting an officer or resisting arrest if you're too

uncooperative.

Maybe they need those powers, but figure out

this 'quirk in the books' if you can: a party is

raided, marijauna seized and everyone - yes, unless

someone claims complete responsibility, everyone -

is charged with possession, given a notice, possibly

fingerprinted, and arrested. The heaviest sentence

is a jail term, but the lightest sentence, the easiest

you can 'get off, is a discharge. That means after a

year's probation you can apply 'through official

channels' to the Pardrjns Act to have your record
'removed'. S<junds go'xl: g<;t the rig^it judge, \)ti

patient for a year and you'll have no rta/rd But in

actual fact your record, that isheet of pap<ir with

your name, is never removed from pf^lice fil«i«. It

just stays there quietly, with the word 'discharged'

and your name.
'A student heroin trafficker in every Toronto

high school' was another fact nonchalantly tossed

out during the "Drugs and Drug Abuse" program
last Wednesday night. The first of the I>aw for the
Layman series, it was a TV discussion by several

Toronto lawyers, then questions and discussion with

a Kingston narcotics lawyer, James Donnelly.

Other enlightening information is in store for future

presentations in the Law for the Layman Series.

The "Law and Education" is the next, on Wed., Oct.

24 at 7 :30p.m. in Room 111, Earl Hall.

UBC bans Georgia Straight

The Cecilian Consort

Has Openings For 2 Tenors

Interested in Singing

Choral Music of 16th - 20th Centuries

Good Sight-Reoding Is Essential

PHONE: D.A. JARDINE 547-2844

VANCOUVER (CUP) : Vancouver area university

and college student councils have banned the free

distribution of the Georgia Straight on their cam-
puses. The University of British Columbia (UBC)
student council seized copies of The Straight Oc-
tober 4 and Straight owner Dan McLeod is

threatening to sue them.

McLeod claimed the student councils are

limiting freedom of the press. "The whole thing

smacks of fascism," he said.

Since the student council constitution bars the

free distribution of tinauthorized publications, UBC
student officials explained they are well within their

rights in seizing the Straight in the Student Union
Building.

UBC student publications' business manager,
John Dufort, said that UBC's student newspaper,
the Ubyssey, stands to lose 30-50 per cent of its

advertising revenue if the Straight is allowed to

distribute free on campus. He said that, by
distributing free on all Vancouver-area campuses,
the Straight can make such an attractive appeal to

advertisers that the individual student newspapers
will not be able to compete.

The student papers, Dufort pointed out, are

published as non-profit services to students and are

subsidized by the student councils. The Straight is

distributing free on campuses strictly to tap the

lucrative student advertising market, he con-
tended.

The Ubyssey said the student council "is per-

fectly willing to let the Straight distribute on
campus as long as they charge the standard
downtown price."

The UBC student council claimed to have the

support of all the other student councils in the area.

The Simon Fraser University Student Society voted

unanimously to support the UBC position, October
10.

In an effort to solve the dispute, Dan McLeod
offered to subsidize the student papers for revenue
lost because of the Straight, but no agreement has
been reached in methods of determining amounts of

compensation and the students' councils have not

said they are willing to negotiate on these terms.

Even if a compromise is reached, McLeod said he
will seek a court ruling on the right of the students'

councils to ban a newspaper.

4ffenfiofi: Skiers

FINLAY'S SPORT SHOP
SKI SHOW

featuring

NANCY GREENE in person

Ski Representatives Alpine & Cross-Country

Movies Fashion Show

401 INN

TONIGHT 7-9 p.

Admission: $1.50 donation to the

National Ski Team

Representatives: Lange, Fischer, Marker, Head, Stride, Salomon

^n.b. This WEDNESDAY
CAMPUS MOVIES presents...

who needs the world when you

own the moon and stars.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS

''friends
<'S2" IR] TECHNICOLOR- A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

Music composed by

ELTON JOHN
Plus more Walt Disney cartoons!

Wed. Oct. 24th Dunning Hall - Aud.

6:45 & 9:30 PM Admission $ 1 /person

( * we resunne Thurs. showings

next week)
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Queen's
Division of Concerts

presents

Mia Anderson's

10 Women 2 Men
and a Moose

The smash hit at the National

Arts Centre in July '73

Sat. 27 Oct. Dunning Hall

8:30 p.m.
Tickets: $2.50 (1.50 students) from
Division of Concerts Box Office

^gnes Etherington Art Centr^
547-6194

MOFFAH sl.D.A. DRUGS
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week— 548-701

1

Queen's
Divison of Concerts

presents

Grant Hall Series No. 2

National Arts Centre

Orchestra
Mario Bernardi, Conductor
Claude Sevard, Piano Soloist

Programme: Mozart, Schumann
Schafer, Beethoven

Jhursday 25 October 8:30 p.m.

Tickets: $4, 3 general, $3, 2 students
Division of Concerts Box Office

^Agnes Etherington Art Centre^
547-6194

Former Students in

POLITICS 130
Do you wish to sell

Finer: Comparative Government

Please write your name, address AND SELLING PRICE
on the inside cover and deliver to the Department of

Political Studies for P.M. Leslie, NOT LATER THAN
FRIDAY OCTOBER 26. Proceeds, minus fee to cover

costs of operating this exchange, will be mailed to you. if

your copy is not sold, you will be notified and you may
pick up your book at the Department of Political Studies.

Camera Club

Meeting

Wed. October 24

9:00 p.m.

)
in Room 15 of Frost

Wing in Gordon Hall

(P.S. Wednesday is also Jim Merrithew's
Birthday gang!)

McRAE
KENNEDY
PORTER

"You can still side with

p humanity. But what's the use?"

(Vincent)

Do not life and history walk
the same road? With every

personal pain, our Utopia

falters.

"Too long has the world been a

madhouse."
(Nietzsche)

In a society devoid of love,

our dreams lie shattered on the

1 ground.

^ "History is a nightmare from

J which I am trying to awaken."

J

(Joyce)

M Even dreamers cry. The
m requisite imagination for

^ Utopian speculation is

|l sometimes strained to the limit

I by far from Utopian everyday

g reality. If it won't work on an

II
individual level, how can the

p species get it together?

m "I've got nothing on my mind

J Nothing to remember
1 Nothing to forget

p And I've got nothing to regret.

^ But I'm all tied up on the inside

The

Useful

Abuse

of History
No one knows quite what I've

got.

And I know that on the outside

What I used to be I'm not

Anymore.

You know I've heard about

people like me.
But I never made the con-

nection.

They walk one road to set them
free

And find they've gone the wrong
direction.

But there's no need for turning

back
'Cause all roads lead to where I

stand.

And I believe I walk them all

No matter what I may have
planned.

Can you remember who I was?
Can you still feel it?

Can you find my pain?

Can you heal it?

Then lay your hands upon me :

now
And cast this darkness from my :

soul.

You alone can light my way
You alone can make me whole

\

Once again.

We've walked both sides of
\

every street

Through all kinds of windy

weather.

But that was never our defeat

As long as we could walk

together.

So there's no need for turning

back
'Cause all roads lead to where

we stand

And I believe we'll walk them
all

No matter what we may have

planned."

Don McLean

Be glad for friends.

comment

The View from the Mirror
by Victoria Kemsley

As is my wont I was looking into the mirror

while brushing my teeth this morning. I was aghast

at what I saw. I left the house thinking not about the

day's work, world affairs or the phUosophers stone,

but of the pimple just below and to the right of my
lower lip. It was a classic. It reminded me of the

painful mornings in grade nine.

I knew it was going to be a lousy day. It was
apparent, in my morning-fogged mind, that

everyone would be staring at my pimple all day
long. My "inner beauty" was hidden because of that

hideous acclamation of the previous day's chips

with gravy.

Little did I know that on campus there were
hundreds, verily thousands of otherwise mentally

balanced individuals skulking about with dirty hair,

chipped nail polish, holey shirts, odd socks, third-

day-in-a-row shirts. They didn't realize, as I didn't

until an insightful moment later, that nobody else

saw the 'faults de jour' and if they did, chances are

they really didn't give a damn.
Well, one might ask, what's all this then? It is a

club, a movement, an association, or whatever, for

an insurrection with the sole purpose of banning

mirrors. Wipe them out; crush, destroy, shatter,

mutilate ! Black out all reflective surfaces and the

mental hospitals, not to mention half of the coun-

try's industries would be out of business. Imagine
the empty stores, full pocketbooks, hospital staff

and equipment for the physically sick, time for

inner self-improvements, and an equal chance for

those whom Madison Avenue has rejected.

Be honest, I said to myself, have you ever

stared in the mirror and not recognized the image?

Or walked away crying and refused to go out in

public? Or just had a crummy day because of that

image? Yes, I answered loudly, to the surprise of

the people around me, who were deep in con-

templation about their own "faults de jour."

After all, it really doesn't matter what you look

like. It's what you think you look like. If you think

that your countenance is dominated by a pimple,

you'll feel it all day. If you figure you look like fairly

hot stuff, chances are you're a little bit bolder that

day. You bounce around smiling and generally

having a great time. But on the other hand, if you

don't know what you look like, it doesn't even

affect you. You are just you, for better or for

worse. There is no awareness of the physical pros

and cons. Why should my mood be controlled by my
reflection? There are so many other things to think

about without working for approval from my
reflection.

Beauty is only skin deep, they tell me. But we
have managed to mask our X-Ray eyes with

Playboy- Seventeen magazine conceptions of

beauty. We must rise, my friends, to the call to

arms! Muffle the Mirrors! Reject Reflections!

Avoid the worship of your own craven image.

Demand the public washrooms have poor lighting

or no mirrors at all. Put pressure on car

manufacturers to design cars without chrome
accessories. Picket the aluminum plants and en-

courage the plastic industry. It is not too late

!

Prepare for, the onslaught. Wear your heaviest

boots for the next few days - there will be gla.ss and
broken mirrors all over the roads. The masses
cannot be kept down for long!

Queens
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letters

Open letter to students
Perhaps you aren't aware of the fact

that there are an awful lot of strange

things going on within the student

government of this university. I feel that

there are a few that you should know about

since you have entrusted someone else to

spend $5.55 of your money. Well, perhaps

dad is rich, or else you say that's just one

case of beer and prefer to ignore the entire

matter, however, when you multiply the

number of full-time Queen's students by

$5.55, and you get $44,555.40. That is the

total amount of money that you gave the

AMS this fall. Try to imagine the Brewer's

Retail unloading around 8000 cases of beer

on the lawn just outside of your window
when you wake up tomorrow. Get the

picture?

Now, imagine that you had all of that

money to spend on beer and the Brewer's

Retail said, "Sure, we'll deliver, but it's

'gonna cost ya $31,590.37 to bring them
around to your house." That leaves you
with about 2,600 out of the 8000 that you can

actually buy with your money. Suddenly, it

dawns on you, and like a flash you whip out

the Simpson-Sears calculator that mom
got you to pass math with and analyze the

problem at hand. The numbers might as

well be letters that spell, "THAT IS NOT A
GOOD DEAL . . . .SOMEBODY IS

MAKING YOU LOOK LIKE AN ASS."

You are blatantly displaying the ever

prevelant characteristics in students that

was the basis of the traditional "dumb
frosh" brand that was attributed to you

when you first came to Queen's and paid

your student fees. Now, take two precious

minutes out of your busy life, close your

eyes and imagine that you paid the

Brewer's Retail $31,590.37 to deliver your

beer and they did not do it. Christ, aren't

you even a little furious?

The next step in this little mental

exercise is to close your eyes again and
pretend that the AMS is the Brewer's

Retail. I know, its a big jump, but try

anyway. Still furious? Now, repeat the

following line 555 times, with your eyes

still shut, and you will have some idea of

how many pennies your inaction is costing

you. "The AMS is charging me $31,590.37

in administrative expenses fsalaries plus

honouraria) to spend $12,965.40 of my

money. I promise myself to do something

about this ridiculous situation today." If

this doesn't bother you a little you might as

well stop reading right here and go watch
"Lets Make a Deal" or something else that

your mind can handle.

You deserve a laugh..

If you are interested, a good starting

point for you would be to go down to the

AMS office in the bottom of the Student

Union (the big grey one on the S.E. comer
at Union and University) and ask for a

copy of the Fall and Winter Budget, ap-

proved, October 2, 1973. You deserve a

good laugh today anyway and the walk will

probably do you some good. I would

especially like to draw your attention to

the Administration Expense oh page two.

There are several things here which I find

contrary to human logic.

Under 'Salaries for the ad-

ministrators' we find a total of $28,440.37.

Then we have the Honouraria section

which states that the students will give the

following additional amounts : President -

$750; Vice-president - $500; Com-
missioners - $1250; AMS pins - $200;

Tricolor Awards (quite often to those who
have done outstanding work in student

government, ie. past speakers, com-
missioners etc.), QSA director - (Paul

Mahaffy resigned, Bruce Trotter acting

QSA director of virtually non-existent

services) $250 which totals another $3,150

for what appear to me to be quite

ephemeral services. Thus, after paying

Salaries plus honouraria out of the

$44,555.40 in fees collected this fall the

administration is left with $12,965.40 to

administer. You are paying them $30,000 to

spend $13,00(). Any more questions as to

why the AMS is going broke?

No hope for recovery

Under the present system and at-

titudes of the parties involved, as were
displayed at last Thursday's meeting of

the student government there is no hope

for recovery.

The handling of the situation is

typified in the words of Bruce Trotter as he
presented his "semi-income statement for

the AMS printing service", which he ad-

AAAS Revenues

mitted was "the best I can do". If this is

the best, then somebody else had better

start doing it and soon. This "semi-income
statement" (before now, I was unaware of

the existence of any such a document
within any enterprise) is only equalled by
that preposterous AMS fall and winter

budget where we pay $31,(X)0 for the ad-

ministrators to keep track of things. What
do they take care of?

Well, there's the Printing Service

books along with the Typing Service, the

Pub, Housing, Journal, Concerts and the

Tricolor. That is quite a lot of work, isn't

it? Then something very strange happens
in this budget. On page one we find that the

services are now all charged for this

bookeeping service. Administrative
charges are as follows:

Pub $3,000

Housing $3,000

Concerts 1,500

Journal 2,000

Typing Service 1,000

Tricolor 500

$11,000

I must say, they are nice round figures,

aren't they? They make the budget

balance rather nicely with a contingency

of $491.28 to make it look like they are
saving money by their actions. But, why
are they charging these services for ad-

ministration and adding it to the AMS
revenue when we already pay them $31,000

to perform those functions? What are the

results of these manoeuvers?
First of all they put a financial strain

on the services themselves. Then the AMS
Outer Council passes a motion that states

that "no AMS affiliated service will show a

loss." You might as well wave goodbye
because all of the services originally set up
with the intention of making money are

being demolished by the present ogvem-
ment. I also question what they would do

down in that office all day with a Business

Administrator ($9260-yr), a Bookkeeper
($3,180-yr), Secretary ($3,785-yr) and
Typists ($2,790-yr) if they did not take care

of the services' books. This function allows

the service to remain a service and not

turn into a business.

Where ih the typing turvlct;..

For thfi»e of you who tio not THuh'/M it,

there used to be a typing service across
from the coffee shop last year. It wa« a
service provided by the AMS ijaciime.

someone at one point realized that it was
needed. There were several ladies in there

who would usually t>end over backwards to

have your essay typed by tomorrow at

noon because you did not get around to it

until the day before it was due. They need
to charge around 25 - 30 cents per page.
Now where is it? Oh, it is down in the AMS
office. It only costs 45 cents for a double
spaced page and 60 cents for a single

spaced page. In other words TYPING
SERVICE NO LONGER EXISTS. It was
costing the AMS too much money. They
have high expenses you know! Like the

$1,000 charge for bookkeeping. The ladies

were dismissed, the service is too ex-

pensive to use now, and thus, your $5.55 is

doing less for you.

And now the printing service

Now, let's get back to that wonderful
"semi-income statement for the AMS
printing service." Oh, by the way. The
Printing service "will close as of the end of

October" according to the conclusion of

Mr. Trotter's report on its status. The
entire Outer Council let this one go by
without even breaking off the conversation
with the girl or guy next to them. Of
course, there was a lot of confusion in

there with everyone milling around
bumming matches and cigarettes. The
speaker of the house had said, "no one is to

ask any questions which are debatable."

I'm sure the only question that they could

fit into that category would be, "Mr.
Speaker, may I please go to the can?" to

which he would probably have responded,

"I'm sorry, section 773-B-l states that no
one may go to the can in either-or the hour

immediately preceding the beginning or

ending of formal discussion. You'll have to

wait. Next motion." Oh yes, there is that 10

minute question period at the end, but by
that time everyone had either forgotten, or

wanted to get the heU out of there before

Marv Bloos made another report on "How
to Eat One Million Dollars" appropriately

named the Bloos report, or something like

that.

The Printing Service has been run by
Continued on Page 9

(other fees:: Intercession,

Summer session fees)
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and more
Continued from Page 8

Dennis Crossfield since its inception 5

years ago. He is one of the few people

around who really takes pride in the

quality of his work. A quick glance at the

"semi-income statement shows that he

makes $85-wk and a quick glance at his

work, like the Buckminster Fuller poster

and the Lightfoot posters, attests to the

quality of his art. He will not even com-
promise and run it as his own business

rather than a service, because in order to

produce economically, like General
Motors, you have to cut quality and mass
produce. You will not see work like these

again on our campus because all of those

business men downtown where you will be

forced to go by the end of October adhere

strongly to that time - money equation.

They will not have time to discuss ideas

with you like Dennis and that is where the

service part comes in. It is really one of the

few places where we aren't cheated out of

quality.

Trotter's garbage...

The original concept of these "ser-

vices" to Queen's students has been fooled

around with long enough. You have only a

few days before they close the last one, by

slamming the door in your face. Trotter's

income statement prepared and presented

to Outer Xouncil is a complete piece of

garbage and the only value that I can see

in it is if he collects them all and takes

them down to Pollution Probe to have the

paper that they are printed on recycled.

For the month of September he has

developed a $184.41 loss in the operation of

the Printing Service. In this we find that:

a) he has "assumed approximately
equal inventories - beginning and final"

when he had absolutely no knowledge of

the real situation. Supplies expense for the

month is shown as $274.28. Real materials

used this month according to the Manager
of the Service who has 5 years experience,

(Bruce Trotter has none) are ap-

proximately 30 per cent of this figure. In

September large quantities of materials

were purchased for the future since

material price rise of 15 per cent are an-

ticipated in the future.This amounts to a

considerable savings and is a sound
business practice.

b) Mr. Trotter has taken the month of

September as a forecast. One month as a

forecast is completely ludicrous in any
business sense and is absolutely

meaningless. Business fluctuates and
trends must be established in order to

judge intelligently.

c) School did not start until half way
through this month and thus his criticism

of low volume is completely unfounded.

d) He attempts to add credence to his

piece of garbage by noting that he con-

sulted Professor Greer of the Business

School who could not possibly give a valid

opinion since he is so far removed from the

facts of the real situation.

e) In the report, Mr. Trotter states

that the past three years of operation have
shown a loss. Yet, all of these councils,

plus previous ones endorsed the validity of

the service by maintaining it. One party
now feels it should be closed.

f) He notes that the "AMS has never
charged the AMS printing service for

Administrative Expense." This was
agreed upon 5 years ago by Dennis
Crossfield and the council which started

the service. Again I note that the students

already pay heavily for this service ren-

dered by the administrators.

g) In the explanation of the statement
Mr. Trotter notes that $3,055.32 of the

printing revenue was AMS internally

generated (ie. the concerts committee gets

their posters printed there). He also states

that the standard commission on such
work is 10 per cent. Thus, the AMS saves

another $305.53 by not taking their work to

downtown Kingston printers. Also the

entire $3,055.32 is still circulating within

AMS organs which it funds.

h) Mr. Trotter states that it is

questionable if sales or printed articles

can be increased. Obviously they cannot if

you look at what else has happened within

the funding situation. Of the ap-
proximately $45,000 in fees collected only

$1,500 was alloted to clubs on this campus.
This appears ridiculous when compared
with other expenditures already
presented. If clubs had some money they

could perhaps function properly, (e.g. The
Fun Club had t-shirts printed by the

Printing Service. It was beneficial to all

those involved. If the AMS does not give

them money to buy, how could the volume
possibly be expected to go up?)

The only statement of the entire report

that I did agree with seems to put what I

have said into the proper perspective. Mr.

Trotter states that "It is my, as well as

Professor Greer's UNQUALIFIED
BELIEF that the AMS Printing Service

must be closed down." The purpose of a

service has been arrogantly ignored. This

is how things stand today and will

tomorrow uriless you do something about
it.

If you really do care that little about

your money, put it in an envelope and mail
it to me next year. I promise I will deliver

the beer to Leonard Field at absolutely no
extra cost to you, and we'll all have a heU
of a good party. The way things stand now
you would be getting a lot better use of

your money.
Alan Coxwell.

P.S. If you would like to discuss this fur-

ther the third floor Common room has
been reserved for tonight at 8:00. If

Messrs. Bloos, Trotter, and Brereton
would like to attend, would they please

bring the coffee and donuts they are the

only ones with any money because they

"have assumed complete control of AMS
monies".

Downfall

of AMS
Dear Editors:

With much concern and some anger,

but little pity, I have been observing the

dramatic downfall of the once dynamic
AMS. After the untimelyrdemise of Hef-

falump and the Typing Service, and the

disappearance of some $80,000 from the

captial reserve fund, it now seems that the

Printing Service is coming under the axe
of the AMS slashers.

For many years Queen's Clubs,

organizations and many individuals have
depended on, and almost always been

pleased with, the efficiency and quality of

the posters, flyers, tickets, t-shirts,

programs and design work that has come
from Dennis Crossfield and his friends at

the Printing Service.

Even if the Printing Service 'loses' one

or two thousand dollars a year (and there

seems to be some question of this) the

service is well worth the price. Without the

Printing Service, the clubs, year socieities

organizations and acrivits on this campus
will have nowhere to get their advertising

and promotional work designed, no one to

silk-screen their posters and will have to

go downtwon to get any printing done.By
working through the Printing Service,

much of the clubs' money flows back into

the AMS. In the future it seems this money
will go directly into the pockets of down-
town businessmen. If the AMS would begin

to think more in terms of providing

students with their money's worth in

services and less in terms of bank ac-

counts and 'breaking even' then the

students of Queen's University would
perhaps regain some confidence in the

AMS and be able to benefit directly and
tangibly from the great amount of money
they denote each year in their student

interest fees.

Perhaps the AMS should pack up their

constitution and turn everything over to

the Fun Club. In two years, the Fun Club
has never lost money at an event, and all

they are doing is trying to have fun. The
are certainly not trying to make a profit.

yet they continue to remain in the black,

even without the benefit of an AMS clubs

grant. Though they are an official Queen's

club, this year they didn't feel it was worth

all the usual hassle to ask for a grant. The
Fun Mater Society has a certain charm to

it, wouldn't you say?

Larry Rossignol

sonal and corporate taxes is mstituted,

such a scheme would be uniform.

However, I am one Queen's student who
feels that there are strong intellectual

reasons for guaranteeing the in-

dependence of all students during their

studies. Furthermore, I am sure that there

are people in the government who are

sympathetic to such a stand.

Editorial

rebutted
Dear Editors:

As an observor at the recent OFS
conference in London, I must take serious

issue with the editorial which appeared in

Friday's Journal.

I found the panel discussions on course

evaluation and on tenure informative and

rewarding. The recommendations on

tenure were discussed carefully in the

workshops and were ratified at the Sunday

plenary session by all delegates. The
recommendations on course evaluation

were recognized at theat time to be in-

ssuficient and were shelved.

Had the representative from the

Journal been present at the panel

discussions and at the plenary when
tenure was being discussed, she might

have received a different impression than

the one outlined in the editorial. For
example, "involvement in left-wing ac-

tivities" was inserted amongst the

grounds for dismissal of tenured

professors as a joke on the handout

designated for use by conference delegates

only.

The official OFS policy with regards to

the AUCC boycott effectively means that

there will not be an OFS delegate at the

AUCC conference. There was unanimous

agreement that the AUCC ^was not

representative of post-secondary

education. The differences arose in how
best to display this feeling.

In a discussion of the recom-

mendations for the gradual abolition of

fees and the introduction of a student

stipend, it was recognized that until a

progressive tax system (including per-

Nelson Coyle

A question

of rights
Dear Editors:

During the past the past five weeks of

classes it has become very apparent to me
that the students and AMS constables at

Queen's do not know their rights and

responsibilities. Some examples of this

are:

1. In frosh week beer was removed
from FRECS (and indeed all others) in

front of Vic [and on Leonard field by the

AMS.
2. On Wednesday night of this week a

few engineers were in front of VIC and
before one song or cheer was started an off

duty AMS came rushing out of Vic saying

"leave and go home or I'll arrest you and
have your 'red cards'." (Was^he right?? Or
should he retire??)

These are but two examples of what

has been going on since Septebmber. Other

points of question include AMS at the

Ottawa game and AMS every five yards at

Queen's home games. (Is this necessary or

are friends of the right people just making
money?)

Most Queen's students couldn't give a

list of their rights. Therefore I suggest an

article listing AMS responsibilities and

also student rights.

I personally will help coordinate this

with the Chief Constable and Journal staff.

Science '76, Wilf Roy

ED. NOTE:
The AMS constitut'on states: regarding

constables,

It shall be their duty to evict disor-

derly patrons of such fuhctions
(whether AMS members or not) who in

their opinion are behaving in a manner
unbecoming such a member. Where
eviction is impossible or not feasible, they
shall be responsible for warning and-or

identifying (by procuring Student ID card
if necessary) as many individuals as

possible and be prepared to give evidence
against the same.

"The AMS constables shall enforce
regulations, orders and governing laws of

the AMS. The AMS constables shall be
fully empowered to prevent the entrance
of alchololic beverages on or about the

premises of the football stadium or the

Physical Ecucation Centre...."

sweven
to reappear

Dear Editors:

Skepticism has been rampant on
campus over the past year and a half

concerning the existence of the Journal

magazine, Sweven-however, it can now be

stated that the first issue will be appearing

sometime in the middle of November. So

far, indeed, the response to the magazine
has been so enthusiastic, that a second
issue is now planned to appear before

Christmas. To meet this objective, we
must set a deadline of Nov. 6 for copy.

Please leave submissions at the Journal

office.

We are looking for a variety of con-

tributions-poetry, short stories, one act

plays, non-fiction essays, photography,

and so on. No songs were received for the

first issue-we would very much like to

publish campus songwriters. Some things

we would especially like to see more of for

this second issue are narrative and
humours verse and short stories.

Steven Winnett

Editor, Sweven
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These people are members of Stabilize, a

subsidiary of SVB, which has been in

operation for the past year and a half on a

series of LIP grants. Started by two ex-

inmates and ex-offenders, its main ob-

jective is to help men and women who have
been in local institutions to re-integrate

successfully with the community. To do
this. Stabilize attempts to find employment
for ex-inmates and for inmates prior to

their release and will also try to assist the

inmate's family.

SVB's roots

in the sixties
The formation of the Student Volunteer Bureau

came at the end of the 'sixties', a decade charac-

terized by student unrest and dissent.

Nineteen sixty-two saw the beginning of the era

of civil rights movements in the U.S. In Canada, a

group called the Student Non-violent Co-ordinating

Committee (SNCC) was organized, a group which

encouraged demonstrations similar to those oc-

curing in the United States.

This organization was replaced during the next

two years by Students United for Peace Action

fSUPA), a group which became very militant and
developed into the new left.

By 1965, SUPA had decided on a plan to effect

social action. They decided to live in North

Kingston. However, their goal was not to organize

I he North but, by living in North Kingston to become
;)art of the community. Then, througfi protests, the

city would be made aware of the inadequacies in

that area. As a rej;ult of their action, more staff was
provided for parks and the cross-walk guards

programme was started. After these achievements,

the; programme died.

In the following year SUPA attempted to

organize again but received little support from the

students. They concentrated on parks and park

activities but met with little success. Similarly,

their attempts at communal living were not suc-

cessful. Although many students admired SUPA,
they did not become involved.

The Candian Union of Students (CUS) took over

the declining SUPA and its militancy in 1967 and
endeavoured to initiate social action programmes.
It established a national secratariat to organize

SfKiial ;iction projects. However, no action was
forthcoming.

In CUS had become so politically radical

that students would not support it and it was
disbandfid. Students (complained that the; lead(!rs

wr;re going too fast for them to keep up and that

therf: was too much talk and not enough action.

SIJI'A, in its various forms, was defunc:t by 1972.

flowever, its desire to achieve social change
Ihroiigh dirc:cl action continued to motivate; in-

dividuals. In 1969, members of ihc North Kingston

p.'irisb and some inlerested C^uf;en's students, partly

influencr^d by IhcHt: idftas, combinrrd to form a

Student Volunteer Bureau which, by ta[)i)ing the

renourfCK of the campus [Kjpulation, would

tiop' lully effect Kome kind of social progrfrss in

Kingston,

SVB: Social action

on the individual level
story by

Janet Ritchie

In the years following its conception in 1969, the

SVB has steadily grown and last year, the number
of students applying to be volunteers reached 400.

However, so far this year there are signs that this

positive growth pattern is about to be reversed. To
date this year, the Bureau has received only 186

applications.

What makes this year different?

Those at the Bureau ascribe it to a variety of

reasons.

Academic interests appear to have become
predominant this year. The library has rearely been
so full in October and a general air of academic
seriousness seems prevalent. Perhaps this is due to

job insecurity, the troubles experienced by job-

seeking students in the past few years providing

incentive for those in school to work harder and
achieve higher marks, hopefully thereby avoding/

the plight of their predec^sors. Other activities,

such as the Journal, have experienced a significant

increase in those volunteering their services.

However, these activities tend to correspond more
closely with hobbies or occupational goals,

providing further reason to believe that students

this year are more concerned with furthering

themselves as individuals rather than with helping

others.

There remains considerable concern about

social problems and the need to find solutions.

However, the trend seems to be toward an in-

telectualization of these problems. They may be

acknowledged and discussed with causes,

judgments, and solutions proffered for verbal in-

spection and experimentation. Yet relatively little

appears to be being put into action by the individual.

Perhaps this is due to the government's in-

creasing involvement in a growing number of

aspects of Canadian life. The government has en-

tered the area of social service, increasing

the organization of social service groups and staf-

fing them with permanent, salaried social workers.

All of this takes away from the individual volunteer.

While it is doubtful that this significantly decreases

demand for his interest or services, it is likely that

the bureacratization, and permanency of these

organized groups contribute to the prospective

volunteer's feeling of uselessness and
powerlessness, perhaps therefore persuading him
not to volunteer.

This year's lack of interest may also be at-

Fictures by

Heather Ritchie

tributed to the fact that newer students at Queen*
(in first or second year; are not influenced by tl

radical ideas of the 'sixties'. SVB was formed at i

time when activists were demanding the 'system
be changed and when increased emphasis wai
being placed on individual action. Social servic*

became transformed into social action, to bf

achieved through community involvement rathei

than patronization. The intensity of the 'sixties' hat

died down and perhaps its motives are disappearinf

or being replaced.

It may also be the result of a change in at
mosphere in high schools. An increasing number o(

activities have been introduced at this level whict

do not pertain to school life. Perhaps by the time thf

high school student reaches university, he feels bt

has 'done his stint' and should now begin to tak<

academics more seriously or to branch out intt

other activities.

An alternative reason could be that some o)

those who signed up last year were disappointed

SVB attempts to cover many areas requiring

volunteer services, but does so on a limited budgeJ

and with a small executive staff composec
primarily of volunteer students. This necessaril)

gives rise to a communication gap as facilities dc

not enable the staff to supervise or follow up sif

ficiently the activities of the volunteers. While tht

staff recognize this problem, and are attempting tc

alleviate it, their limited resources present certair

dificultties in solving it.

Or it may be a consequence of so much media

exposure. Social problems are everywhere anc

communications thrive on confronting the public

with them and continuing to remind them d.

situations which appear to remain static. Pollutior

is a good example of this. It is emphasized by all

media forms as an urgent problem requiring im-

mediate action. Yet, despite the attention 11

receives, it seems that little is being ac-^

complished. As it continues to be thrust upon the

individual the alarm with which it was first viewet
j

begins to turn into boredom. Whe it seems so dif-j

ficult for social groups tomake headway on such'

problems, it should come as no surprise when thf

individual recoils both from listening any more anc

from attempting to do anything about it.

In the face of all these reasons for not volun-

teering, the reasons for volunteering seem to have

become obsured.

LIZ
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Yet, there are forty Kingston agencies offering

social services which require volunteers. Even if

what the volunteer does does not bring about

widespread social change, the fact that he is helping

someone means he is effecting an improvement at

the individual level.This is perhaps a more effective

way of promoting change, something concrete is

being accomplished. While seemingly endless

discussions about the problem continue and
legislation is considered, and possible shelved.

Moreover, Queen's University is part of the

Kingston community by virtue of its location.

Despite the fact that most of the students here are

not originally from Kingston, the fact that they

spend approximately eight months here each year

gives them the responsibility to share Kingston's

problems as part of Queen's.

The university campus provides an unreal

atmosphere which isolates the student from many
of the world's problems, except those on which he
chooses to take an ideological Stand. Volunteering

can re-introduce reallity through the practical

experience of being involved, and one can usually

find something to volunteer for which is of interest

to oneself.

The motivation for volunteering can only be

provided by the felling that it will provide personal

satisfaction for one to help another. Yet, this must
be substantiated by a genuine interest in whoever or

whatever one wants to help. One volunteer for SVB
protested the predicament of the poor and wanted
to work with them. When he did not see the

dilapidated building of infested slums which
represented poverty to him, he refused to help, thus

implying that his motivation was not the personal

satisfaction to be gained from helping people who
were poor, but arose from his desire to be a hero, a

'champion of the people'. A sincere interest enables

the volunteer to recognize a need and attempt to

meet it; it does not demand that the need be

presented in a particular way for it to be interpreted

by him as a 'real' need.

The SVB operates as a clearing house

providing social service agencies with Queen's

students for their programmes. It does not set up its

own programmes. About 40 social service agencies

throughout Kingston are served by the Bureau.

These are broken down into five main areas:

1) prisons (discussion and social groups at local

penitentiaries; tutoring of various subjects at the

prison for women; participation in a reasearch

project being sponsored by Carleton University

which involves discussion groups with inmates in

order to determine the effects on both the com-
munity and the prison of volunteer work)

2) home and institutional health (familiarizing

patients and outpatients from the Kingston

Psychiatric Hospital with the outside community
through the White Cross Centre ; volunteer positions

at KGH, Kingston Psychiatric Hospital,

Ognawanda Hosptial for handicapped children, and
Sunnyside Children's Centre for emotionally
Disturbed children)

3) education (day care centres; a tutorial

programme with elementary school children)

4) recreation (sports activities and a drop-in

programme with the mentally retarded)

5) youth activities (programmes from nursery

school to homemakers ; a drop-in Friday evenings

in the North Kingston parish; a lunch programme)
SVB also runs Helpbank, a 'bank' of people who

would be willing to help on 'one-shot' or short-run

projects, such as canvassing for the Heart Fund or

United Appeal or helping old people or children at a

specific event.

^ofltally retarded children on a one-to-one basis.

The OFS has designated Queen 's as a centre for

volunteer programmes. The Student Volunteer
Bureau therefore acts as the agency to promote the

establishment of volunteer bureas at other

universities. Last year, the SVB received a LIP
grant which helped it to promote its ideas on a

large-scale basis. A conference was held at Queen's

last year, attended by delegates from nine

universities (eight Ontario universities and Loyola

University from Quebec). It is hoped that this will

be continued, with the conference being held an-

nually at different universities to give represen-

tatives the opportunity to compare notes on other

volunteer bureaus and discuss the concept of

volunteering and its place in university life.

In addition, SVB is planning to sponsor two
workshops later on this year in January or

February. These will deal with prisons and mental
retardation and are intended to create a better

awareness of these problems.

Yet the attempt to spread the use of volunteer

bureaus is of little use if people are not getting into

the programme at the grass roots. The future of the

Student Volunteer Bureau depends on the interests

with which it is received by Queen's students and
the enthusiasm and perseverance which its

volunteers portray. Yet this in turn is contingent

upon the Bureau's ability to supervise and follow up
on the volunteers; to know who were accepted or

rejected (for what reasons) by the Kingston

agencies, to ensure that each volunteer is doing

what he finds interesting and to find something
more to his interest if he is not.

The SVB has been running its office mainly on a

volunteer basis and has therefore been unable to

follow up well in previous years. Although the LIP
project helped considerably last year, in covering

the communication gaps which had been the

inevitable result, this cannot be continued without

sufficient funds.

The AMS cutback this year has resulted in a

$300 drop in the funds allotted to SVB from last year.

In 1972-1973, the SVB received $2,300. This year, it is

being given $2,000 and a motion was narrowly
defeated that would have cut this amount down even
further to $1,000. The SVB's proposed budget for

this year was $3,000, of which $2,000 was to be used
to employ a secretary.

Although the Bureau has applied for another

LIP grant to continue what was started last year,

they are doubtful about their chances of receiving

it. They also recognize that they cannot count on
government help every year. If they had the funds

necessary to enable them to find the missing links in

their organization, whey would not only be able to

make their operation more successful by
eUminating current communication gaps and
thereby stimulating more interest, but they would
also appear more reliable and deserving of the AMS
budgetting. Although the Bureau realizes the

situation of the AMS, it also recognizes that the AMS
cutback could conceivably kill the SVB as a func-

tioning organization.
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unclassifieds

WORKING OR SCHOOL GIRL.
Wanted to share room in modern
house. $48.75 a month. Phone 544-

5575.

FOUND: Small black underage cat.

Picked up last Wednesday night

trying to sneak into the Pub in the

Union. If he belongs to you, phone
542-9468.

JOURNAL-Tricolor photographers,
there will be an organizational rap
session on Tuesday 23, October at 8

p.m. in Tricolor office.

FOR SALE: one pair Adidas skates.

Size 9. Used only one half season.
Excellent condition. Call 544-1976.

PUMPKINS for sale. Great Jack-o

lanterns. One fifth the Market
price. Phone 546-4765.

WHY IS CIRCLE K BISEXUAL? Why
is the world round? Why are teddy
bears hairy? Why is snow yellow?
Why does Alpo DO this to me?

CHRISTMAS IS CLOSER than you
think. Forget about formal studio

portraits and have your sitting in

the country. Call Photo Image
before the November monsoons
for a portrait that will make a

special gift. Telephone 546-7770 or
visit us at 33 Brock.

KEY CLUBBERS OF YESTERYEAR
AWAKEN!! Circle K is on its

(here's hoping the printer's mi's's

thqt apo'strophe thi's time) way

LAST TANGO IN LEONARD, 8:30

1:00, October 27, Brutus, lots

of fun, beer and dancing, refresh-

ments 5 for $2.

LAST TANGO IN LEONARD, 8:30

1:00. October 27, with Brutus, lots

of fun, beer, and dancing. Refresh-
ments 5-$2.

LAST TANGO IN LEONARD, 8:30 -

1:00. October 27. With Brutus, lots

of fun, beer and dancing, refresh-

ments 5-$2.

LAST TANGO IN LEONARD, 8:30 -

1 :00. October 27. With Brutus, lots

of fun, beer and dancing, Refresh-
ments 5-$2.

LAST TANGO IN LEONARD, 8:30 -

1:00. October 27. With Brutus, lots

of fun, beer and dancing. Refresh-
ments 5-$2.

ROOM WANTED immediately - if you
can provide a hard working second
year student with a room to call his

own with kitchen privileges please
call 544-4147, after 4 p.m. (Have
my own furniture).

THE HOUSE OF SYN cordially in-

vites all its interesting patrons to

"a better late than never" house
warming party (not that it's not
hot already). 8:30 Saturday the
27th is the time and you know the
place. BYOB.

HOW DO WE REPLACE cars, buses,
and other civic polluters. MOATS
is the answer. It is convenient,
comfortable, esthetic. Come and
help with the solution. Come and
criticize. Meeting at 7:30 p.m.
small meeting room, second floor,

student union, Tuesday, 23 October
1973. Look for the MOATS sign.

NO ONE WANTS QUANTITY
BEFORE QUALITY, BUT WE
EACH CAN DO S0METHIN6.
And where we can do something,
we have an obligation, a challenge
to act. Serviceable services serve
servants in a way you never
thought possible. Sometime in the

near future, hit harry's hot line at

544-7453.

STARVING FOURTH year history

student with A grades will tutor for

almost nothing. 542-^266.

FOUND GLASSES in Douglas
Library. Large frame, tinted lens.

Ask at circulation desk!
HEY TRICKY-RICKY! You are

cordially invited by Vic's Chicks to

an intimate get-together. Time: 7

p.m. Place: 3D Vic. Date: October
25. Dress: Birthday suit! Escort
required. Love and bubbles,
Smoking-Ass. P.S. Had any wet
dreams lately?

QUEEN'S OUTING CLUB: events
being planned - hiking on Rideau
Trail (Perth area) Oct. 27, call

Dan 544-6070; bicycling Nov. 11,

tall Ddve 544 /4V4 Meetings every
Monddy night 7;30 Jeffery 101

come and help plan these trips.

STILL a few single and double rooms
available in EIrond. Call 544 1842
or apply 401 Princess.

AUSTIN HEALEY 3000 MK III, 1944,

for sale, healey blue, 11500.00, new
springs, exhaust clutch, rebuilt
transmission, 5 Pierellis ready to

go. Call Bob Beverage 542-8482 or
Tony Buys. 544-9204.

264 The un-dish-washer fakes this

opportunity to apologize and to

reiterate that she promises to

clean up the act. . . PeeWee.
LOST: Chemistry and Biology

notebooks and labbooks. In Earl or
Frost. If found please call Kathy,
549-2751. Much sentimental value?

GAEL GROUPS 3, 4, and 53, The jolly

friars informally invite all of you
for a jolly good time, Thursday,
October 25, come to John Watson
at 7:30. Let it happen.

REWARD for return of a cameo ring
lost in FG.8 about 5:15 p.m. on
Thursday last week. PLEASE!)!
Contact Laurie 542-7269 after 6

p.m.
GAEL GROUP 60: Forgetest thou not

the reunion on the eve of the

morrow. Place: Leo or 295. Time:
8:15 Sponsored by IDA.

ROOMS AVAILABLE for girls and
boys in Science '44 coop. For more
information call Ruth Fraser at

544-4864.

FOURTH LEO. E.C, machines: still

love us after Friday morning?
Forgive and forget . . .

Retaliation completed - somewhat
unsuccessfully ... oh well. From

Things to say

when offered a Golden

:

- Don't mind if I do.

- Sure.Why not?
- Well, if you insist.

- As long as you're having one.

- Yes, please.

- Get me a cold one.

- No, thanks. I've got one.

- I thought you'd never ask.

Poison (fOlWt'll ,

A <:o<>(l .siiioolli al<'

Do you lviio>v »lial yoii^°<' iiiis,siii<>?

now on, good timtv ahead Love,
the Ground Floor Division.

SINGLE KOOM AVAILABLE FOR •
girl, m « house with i other nirlt.

Close to campus, rent n (M. par
month Phone 549 2536

ANYONE interested in heading the

Course Evaluation for 1974 pleaMi
phone Craig Brown 546 5225 or

leave application or message in

ASUS bon in AMS office

MIRATOR CLAM ADEST NEC
AMAT ISTOS out silentii

conuirationem imverunt. T.S.A.
WHy is CIRCLE K BISEXUAL? Why

is the world round? Why are teddy
bears hairry? Why ii snow yellow?
Why does Alpo DO this to me?

NO ONE WANTS QUANTITY
BEFORE QUALITY BUT WE
EACH CAN DO SOMETHING.
And where we can do something,
we have an obligation, a challenge
to act. Serviceable services serve
servants in a way you never
thought possible. Sometime in the
near future, hit t)arry's hot-line at
544-7453.

KEY CLUBBERS OF YESTERYEAR
AWAKEN!!! Circle K is on its

(here's hoping the printer's mi's's
that apo'strophe thi's lime)
way

THE ARTS FORMAL needs a theme!
We will pay $10 for an idea that is

suitable and unique. Drop entries
in box in Information Bank, John
Orr Room. You can't lose by
trying!

LOST: LEATHER CAMERA cover
for Minolta camera. Lost in front

of Douglas Library on Sunday/
Oct. 14th. If you have found it

please call Margo at 544-9665.

THE PARTY IS COMING.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY YESTERDAY to

a fellow member of the Carry On
Gang, alias ADDY III. (You know
who we mean Elsa.)

HALLOWE'EN: SOME KIDS in

Kingston might not go trick-or-

treating 'cuz there's no one to take
them out. If you'd be willing to

take them, leave your name and
phone number at the S.V.B. Office
sometime this week and if

someone needs you, we'll give
them your name.

THE PRODUCTION OF THE YEAR
could well be "Great Ex-
pectorations", this year's Medical
Variety Show. It's going on stage
Thursday and Friday November 8

and 9. Get your tickets early!!!!
Si vous voulez parler et vous amuser

en francais, la Societe Francaise
vous invite a leur soiree de vin et

fromage, le 24 octobre (mercredi),
deuxieme etage de I'Union, 8:30

p.m. (SI. 50 pour tout le vin et le

fromage que vous voulez!).
I THINK IT WOULD be a good idea to

have a party tomorrow night to

celebrate Merrithew's bir-

thday. . .woodie
AP-AP-MOO '37, reeB 1S-3. noissimdA

1$ ni kcoJ ytryH anerA, 03:8,

yadirF, rebotcO 62.

SKI SHOW at the 401 Inn on Division

St. featuring Nancy Greene,
movies, a fashion show, and ski

representatives. Tonight 7-9 p.m.
Adm. S1.50 donation to the
National Ski Team.

(more classifieds on page 18)

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

PIZZA
CHALET
544-7227

PRINCESS^

BARRIE
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New Music Building
is more thon just a plan

by Cynthia Woods
After four years of being

spread out around the campus, in

inadequate and cramped
facilities, Queen's Music students

are finsdly getting their new
music building. It is a part of the

new Arts and Science complex
but because of the specialized

nature of the music course it was
not included as a physical part of

the larger complex.

The planning of the building

was started about three years

ago, but the actual construction

didn't begin until September '72.

It was hoped that the occupation
date would be November '73, but
it now appears unlikely to be
before January at the earliest.

The building is constructed
on a multi-level plan with three
floors on one side and two floors

on the other side. The two level

side has a large instrumental
rehearsal room on the lower level

which will accomodate an en-

semble of about eighty pieces.

Attached to this is an in-

strumental storage room and a

View of the Music Building library and rehearsal rooms.
- perry

level 3

Hevel 2

level 1

library

rehearsal

rooms

A plan of the building from the north side.

small music library from which
choral and instrumental en-

semble music will be dispensed.

Next to the large rehearsal room
is a smaller tiered choral

rehearsal room which will ac-

comodate an 80 voice show and
will double as a large lecture

room.

Above this level is the library

which has much more space than

the present one. It will include a

listening area (complete with

tape recorders, record players

and a good selection of records) a

study area and the book shelves.

All along the wall where the study

area is there are large windows
looking out onto Queen's

National Arts Centre Orchestra Returns!
The National Arts Centre Orchestra will make

its second appearance in Kingston on Thursday, 25

October at 8:30 p.m. in the second Grant Hall Series

concert of the season. The Orchestra first appeared
in Kingston in 1970, and since that time has

travelled across Canada from coast to coast, per-

formed twice at Lincoln Center, N.Y., and has just

returned from five weeks in Europe, giving con-

certs in Warsaw, Moscow, London, Versailles and
Rome as well as other major centres.

Thursday's programme will include Mozart's

Overture from Don Giovanni Shafer's East,

Beethoven's Symphony No. 2 and the Schumann
Concerto for Piano and Orchestra in A minor. Op.

54.

The piano soloist for the Schumann will be

Montreal-born Claude Savard. The winner of

several major international competitions, including

the International Councours in Geneva, Savard has

performed with numerous orchestras in Europe and

North America, including the Toronto Symphony,
rOrchestre de la Suisse Romande and the Lisbon
Symphony Orchestra.

"The rise of the National Arts Centre Orchestra

has been meteoric. Within the span of only four

years, it has made its name in Canada, the U.S.,

Europe, and the Soviet Union.

TTie noted German conductor Karl Munchinger,

founder of the Stutgart Chamber Orchestra, told

Time Magazine "In all my career, I can hardly
recall another orchestra with such consuming
enthusiasm, artistic feeling and technical
proficiency." The late Hans Schmidt-Isserstedt told

the same magazine "They sound like a fine

European chamber orchestra, beautifully

balanced, flexible, stylistically amazingly correct.

Obviously they must have an enormous driving

spirit behind them to create such quality."

The "driving spirit" is conductor Mario Ber-

nard!, who returned to Canada from his post as

musical director of the Sadler's Wells Opera
Company in London to create an orchestra of in-

ternational calibre in less than three seasons.

Created as the resident ensemble of the new
centre for the performing arts in Ottawa, the 46

piece orchestra gave its first concert in October,

1969, in the National Arts Centre. It was an im-
mediate success. By the beginning of its fourth

season, it had increased the number of its sub-

scription series from two to four. Its concerts were
regularly sold out.

Tickets for the Grant Hall concert are
avaailable from the Divisionof Concerts Box Office,

Agnes Etherington Art Centre, 547-6194, at $4,3

general, $3,2 students.

Bon Righ Fireside combines intimacy, quality

by Sandra Bernstein

"The Ban Righ Firesides are

the most successful and im-

portant presentations on cam-
pus," says Division of Concerts

director Barry Cole. "They in-

troduce chamber music to many
people who might not attend

more formal concerts."

The firesides, which are
sponsored jointly by the Division

of Concerts and the Office of the

Dean of Women, are held about

sixteen times a year, in the Ban
Righ Common Room. Music
commences at six o'clock,

following dessert and coffee at

5.30.

"These concerts, observes

Assistant Dean of Women
Eleanor Beach," provide a half to

three-quarter hour interlude

after dinner - a relaxing break

from work."
The aim of the programme,

which is free and open to all in-

terested members of the com-

munity, is to provide a wide

range of music while maintaining

a more intimate format than

traditional concerts. This

structure, explains Cole, is ap-

preciated both by artists and
audience.

Thus performers range from

those already visiting the campus
(such as the Czech String Quartet

or the French String Trio), to

musicians-in-residence the
Vaghy Quartet, and other local

professional talent. Sometimes
the musicians are reimbursed for

their efforts, but may offer to

perform without pay.

The most important con-

sideration, stresses Cole, is that

the highest possible quality of

performance be maintained.
Only in this way can a steady

audience be built.

The most recent Ban Righ
Fireside was held last Thursday,

when The One Third Ninth
performed trios by Haydn and
Mendelssohn.

The group consists of Moshe
Hammer, who is concertmaster

Crescent.

The lowest level of the three-

level side will contain 18 practice

rooms including one with a

harpsichord and practice organ.

There is also an electronic music
studio which is very well

equipped it will include a

student lab, a technicians room, a

control room and a recording

studio. An especially interesting

point to note about the studio is

that it will be hooked up through a

cable system to Dunning Hall,

Grant Hall, and even Mac Arthur

Auditorium. This will enable

concerts in these places to be

taped directly into these places

and for tapes, records, etc., in the

studio to be played directly into

the auditorium.

The second level on this side

contains staff offices, a student

lounge, two classrooms and the

main department office. The
third level has more staff offices

and four more classrooms.

The offices will contain

pianos and be fully sound proofed

which will enable them to double

as teaching studios. The
classrooms will be equipped with

audio visual equipment and they

too will be fully sound proofed so

they can double as small en-

semble rehearsal rooms.
The main feature missing

from this new building is a recital

hall but plans are being made to

add one on when finances permit.

The plan of the building also

allows for the possible addition of

two more floors on the three-level

side in case of expansion.

Claude Savard to perform on October 25th.

of the Calgary Philharmonic;

John Kadz, principal cellist for

the same orchestra; and Gloria

Saarinen, an assistant professor

of piano at the University of

Calgary.

As Artists in Residence for

the province of Alberta, The One
Third Ninth gives about 150

concerts a year, most of which

are in Alberta. When on tour, the

musicians spend three or four

days in each of many small

communites, where they teach,

play, and generally act as

catalysts for new musical
developments. This type of

programming, explains Queen's
Division of Concerts director

Barry Cole, has become in-

creasingly popular in musical
circles.

For their fireside per-

formance, the Trio selected the

Haydn "Trio in G Major, and the

Mendelssohn Trio in D Minor,

opus 49. Both works, and par-

ticularly the latter, received

enthusiastic response from the

audience. The performers later

remarked that they had ap-

preciated the undivided attention

evident in the audience at the

fireside.
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'The Magic Canadian"
by Evan Thomson

Gordon Lightfoot will be

appearing in the Jock Harty

Arena on October 28 at 8.30. He is

perhaps the best and most
creative performer-musician in

Canada today. He has had more
songs recorded by other artists in

the past ten years than any other

song writer in North America
except for Bob Dylan. "For
Lovin' Me", one of his earliest

efforts, has been recorded by

more than one hundred artists.

There exists in his music a sin-

cere honesty which is refreshing

when compared with his con-

temporaries. It is highly

agreeable and combines an
;iStonishing variety of textures.

His lyrics are straight forward

and touching, sometimes ever

moving, and are without ob-

scurantism and flatulent

philosophy. "Black day in July"

written after the Detroit riots in

I he summer of 1967 is .solid

iiusical journalism and one of his

est compositions. It documents
'Ue United Stales without putting

it down and conveys the tension

of that summer.
He was formally taught

music in high school in Orillia

where he sang in operettas,,

i'cirbershop quartets and choral

groi'os, while instrumentally he

pla' 'd the piano and the drums.

W n he graduated in 1957, he
wr'; ; to the Westlake school of

rno ;ern music in Los Angeles to

polish his technique on guitar.

For a time, he vvorked on C.B.C.'s

"Country Hoedown". He says,

"When I started working the

producer said, 'Your's a clumsy
son of a bitch, but you've got

potential.' I did everyone of those

250 shows terrified I'd forget my
lines or dance steps."

It was not so much Light-

foot's playing ability as his

genius for writing songs that

made him so popular in the

beginning. He went from singing

in draught halls to filling Van-
couver's Queen Elizabeth
Theatre strictly on the successes

other artists had made out of his

songs.

On his arrival in Toronto
from Orillia in 1957 he says, "I

was a real hick. I was a clerk in a

bank in Toronto for forty dollars

a week - some financier. A friend

and I from Orillia lived in some
rooming house man, I worked
the bars for two years after I

learned how to play the guitar.

When the Village Corner Folk
Club was happening for Ian and
Silvia, all I could pick was four-

string axe, the simplest there is."

One evening, however Lightfoot's

luck was changed. He was •

working for a week in the Steele's

Tavern in Toronto when Ian

Fyson came in one night with

John Court, Albert Grossman's
partner and record producer.

Lightfoot must have gotten a

good report since Grossman, the

New York manager for folk

singers signed him soon after

that. Numerous concert calls

started coming in. "Peter, Paul

and Mary did "For Lovin' Me"
and they were on my bandwagon
for months. They'd shout my
name out at concerts."

Lightfoot has travelled

throughout England. The first

time he did it was with his

Swedish bride, Brida, in the

summer of 1963. He enjoys
boarding a train, closing the

compartment and writing for

hours at a time. He has turned out

as many as sixteen songs in a

week in this manner. Perhaps
tCngland frees him from his small

lown background and the

domination of the Canadian
landscape which he conveys as

well as any other Canadian poet.

The "Canadian Railroad
Trilogy" written in 1967, is most
representative of this:

There was a time in this fair

land

When the railroad did not

run.

When the wild majestic
mountains

Stood alone against the sun

Long before the white man
and

long before the wheel

When the green dark forest

was
too silent to be real.

This, I feel to be Lightfoot's

most powerful lyrical song. It has

all the qualities of a C.W. Jeffries

or Francis Parkman's history of

Canada. You can feel how empty
and lonely it once was - no wisp of

smoke over those incredible

forests. He says, "A song has to

have a point of view, a philosophy
to hold it together. I've got to feel

it first, then I know what to

write." Most of his composing is

done in his Victorian mansion in

Toronto, in an attic in a huge
black leathej easy chair.

To see Lightfoot perform
opens up a new dimension of his

music. A concert he once gave at

Massey Hall in Toronto was
extremely memorable.

especially one rendition of the
song, "Bitter Green". He stared
into the blackness past the pale

blue spotlight waiting for the

intensity of the song to settle upon
the audience and then declared

"We're really together tonight,

Lord let it stay Uke this."

With this Sunday's per-
formance all sold out, this merely
attests to the fact that he merits
the title, "The Magic Canadian".

Q_UEEN'S UNIVERSITY

McMASTER

FRIDAY OCT. 26

HOMECOMING I973

VS.

WEEKEND

OCTOeeR 26 Z7 z&

QUEEN'S

7:30 p.m. Pep Rally and Parade
8:30 p.m. at Jock Harty Arena

with Live German Oom-Pa-Pa Band

Admission $1.00 Oom- Pa- Pa Beer 3/$l .00

SATURDAY OCT. 27
Tickets for Semi-formal available in John Orr
Room 10 am to 2 pm Oct. 17 to 25. Admission
to Commerce dance $1.00 at door.

SUNDAY OCT. 28
AMS CONCERTS PRESENTS

8:30 p.m. SEMI-FORMAL - GRANT & KINGSTON HALL

"ne Grmt Gadsby"
with James LeRoy

8:30 p.m. COMMERCE DANCE - LEONARD HALL

"Last Tango in Leonard" Beer 5/$2.

with Brutus

Gordon Lightfoot

8:00 P.M. JOCK HARTY ARENA -SOLD OUT
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The French World
by Judy Dobias

The occasion of the Tercentenary prompted a

group of faculty members from the French
department, the French area studies, the history

and art history departments to conceive of the idea
of a colloquium. The French World in i673.

The purpose of the seminar this week will focus

attention on the French contribution to this city

during the first hundred years of its existence. Mr.
du Prey, of the organizing committee, stated that

they felt the Tercentenary exhibitions, even the

visit of the Queen, tended to be locally centered. The
colloquium will help students to use the knowledge
that they have gained about Kingston and put it into

the broader context of the French world as it existed

in the late 17th and 18th centuries. Sessions were
devised and speakers were selected, so that for

what is believed to be the first time lectures

representing French Canada, France and the

French West Indies will confront one another.

The combination of such a variety of points of

view and attitude should generate an exciting

tension. Out of this friction a totally new domain of

comparative history, literature and Art History

studies may well develop. Kingston could be the

birthplace of a new movement instigated not soley

by the lecturers but with student participation. Fort Frontenac in the year 1685

Le Monde Francois
Passages of papers read in French, question
periods, audio-visual presentations, movies etc,

should make it possible for maximum student

input.

An authority of architecture in French Canada
will address himself to the subject of the domestic
house in Quebec during the French period. This will

contrast with the flamboyant structure proposed
simultaneously by the French West Indies. In the

very same session on Saturday, Arlette Thomas of

Alberta will speak of the lavish courtly musical
events held at Versaille. The emminent French
historian, Goubert, of the Sorbonne, will kick off the
seminar with a picture of France in 1673 during one
of the most glorious moments of her civilization.On
Friday afternoon William Eccles of Toronto, an
authorian on Count Frontenac and author of several

books on New France will speak about the events in

New France around the same period.

The seminar will take place Thursday, Friday
and Saturday of this week with all sessions except
the film on Wednesday, taking place in room 201 in

-Kingston Hall. With such a comprehensive
program, a stimulating group of speakers and
diverse topics, fascinating conclusions for all will

arise. Why not take part in such a unique op-

portunity?

NTS Troupe

The French we could understand, but the English?
by Kiloran German

An odd phenomenon occurred

in Convocation Hall last Friday

night - a Queen's audience

responded positively to the alien

and negatively to the familiar.

The alien was the National

Theatre School Troupe's first

offering of the evening,

"L'Affaire de la Rue de
Lourcine", a Labiche farce. I

initially felt smug about my
,

comprehension of most of the

French, and felt that hours

spent in the Kingston Hall

language lab were justified. My
smugness quickly disappeared

as it became apparent that

bilingualism was not essential

for enjoying the piece or,

ultimately, for understanding

it. The Troupe's fine per-

formance rendered language

difficulties irrelevent.

The light frivolous play

proved to be a perfect choice.

The plot is totally absurd, and
concerns the dilemma of two
hungover men who mistakenly

believe themselves to be
murderers, who attempt to

commit two other murders to

cover up the nonexistent one,

and who then mistakenly
believe that they have actually

succeeded.

Arne Zaslove's direction

was excellent and achieved -

besides good comic timing and
performances - a subtle and
elegent overemphasis of

gesture. This overemphasis
provided both a vehicle for

comedy, containing just the

right degree of slapstick, and a

solution for many of the

language problems. Props
essential to the intricacies of the

plot were beautifully handled,

as were asides to the audience.

As the action became in-

creasingly frenetic so too did

the asides until the audience

seemed to be included in the

plot. Once included, it

overlooked the alien aspects of

the play.

The familiar was "Gammer
Gurton's Needle", the Troupe's

second production.
("Familiar" is perhaps a

misleading word. The play is

not well known, and
Elizabethan English is obscure

and often difficult to follow. I

use "familiar" in a relative

sense: the play was written in

English as opposed to French.)

It is difficult to understand
why the Company chose to do

this play, unless they simply

wanted to provide historical

background for English and
Drama students. From that

point of view it was interesting,

and it was rather fun to see Olde

English characters beshit

themselves, unfortunately, the

charm began to pall as the

bawdy earthiness became
hopelessly repetitious. Based on

the premise that the loss of a

needle is tantamount to the

most odious of crimes, the play

exhausts itself in the first ten

minutes and becomes in-

terminable if it is not cleverly

played. The Troupe did not play

it cleverly.

There were three basic

problems with the production.

Blatantly obvious crude
gestures were used to underline

every suggestive remark, and
as the play is replete with

suggestive remarks, the

gestures became redundant and
ineffective. It is ironic that

gestures were used so ef-

fectively in the preceding

performance. Secondly, the

play depends upon the sense of

fun of Diccon, the rascal who
causes all the uproar about the

needle. For some peculiar

reason, Tom Maccarone por-

trayed a worldly-wise
Everyman with a philisophic

pose. This performance ob-

scured the reasons for the

trickery.

Finally, the majority of the

Company has but minimal
command of the English
language. There was therefore

a strong tendency to speak in

rhyming couplets rather than in

dialogue.

Until it has found a way to

overcome such problems, the

Troupe would be well advised to

stick to its French repertoire for

which it is so eminently well

suited.

Prague Madrigal Singers perform Fri

The Prague Madrigal
Singers, an outstanding group of

eighteen singers and in-

strumentalists who specialize in

Medieval and - Renaissance
music, will be performing in Sf.

George's Cathedral on Friday, 26

October, at 8:30 p.m., under the

sponsorship of the Queen's
University Division of Concerts.

Authentic ancient in-

struments and costumes will be
used in the performance. The
instruments, which date back to

the 14th century, are from the

National Museum of Prague.

Most people are familiar with

modem versions of the recorder

which are often used in public

school music classes. The Prague
ensemble will be using ancient

wooden recorders, however, in

addition to some more unusual

instruments called krummhorns,
a cimbal (no relation to the

modern cymbal but a dulcimer-

like instrument), and ancient

violins and cellos.

The programme will consist

of a variety of Medieval,
Renaissance, and Baroque songs

and dances. It will be highlighted

by a performance of the dramatic

and beautiful Songs of Love and
War by Monteverdi.

The Prague Madrigal
Singers have toured throughout

the world, always to extremely

enthusiastic critical comment. In

Germany, the critics said "Here
the audience felt captivated in

the true meaning of the word;
they were overjoyed with the

beautiful, light sounds, the dance
rhythms and the delicately

liberated and yet exceedingly

artful interpretation."

In France, "The Prague
Madrigal Singers . . . whose
musicality is magnificent and
whose style is unequalled in the

repertoire of old music."

St. George's Cathedral, at the

corner of King and Johnson

Streets in Kingston, should add
an extra-special scenic touch to

the ensemble.

Tickets at $2.00 general, $1.00 Agnes Etherington Art Centre,

students, are available from the 547-6194, or at the door on the

Division of Concerts Box Office, night of performance.

The Prague Madrigal Singers will provide diversity from Baroque, Medieval and Renaissance
periods in St. George's Cathedral.
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Clover Leaf Market

HEALTH FOODS
GRANOLA, WHOLE GRAIN CEREALS,
FLOURS, SUNFLOWER SEEDS, ETC.

GROCERIES PRODUCE
SUNDRIES HOUSEWARES

MEATS
Mon. to Fri. - 8:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Sat. - 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

"IVe Deliver" -S46 SS66

Corner Princess and University Ave.

A.S.U.S.

Anyone interested in

heading the

Course Evaluation

for 1974

Please phone Craig Brown

-or- (546-5225)

Leave application or message in ASUS box in

AMS Office.

DINNER-TIME THEATRE
featuring

THEATRE 5
AN IMPROVISATIONAL REVUE WITH MUSIC

HOT AND COLD BUFFET 7:00 P.M.

SHOW STARTS AT 8:00 P.M.

THE BUTTERY
m m ONTARIO ST. 544-6881

ARTS INTERYEAR PRESENTS

FRIDAY, OCT. 28 8:30 P.M.

Soccer Gaels win two on road
l)urin(4 t he past w('(!k(;nd I ho

(iuccn's S()C(!(!r (iaols played t wo
away f^arn<!S and won lx>t,h ol

thcni 'l'h(! Gaels first defeated

'lYonl llniv(!rsity 2:0 on Satur-

day, they they w(!nl on to beat

Ilyerson in 'I'oronto 4:0 on Sun-

day,

Queen's dominated the Trent

team throughout the whole game
but once again the Gaels had a

lot of trouble in finishing off their

attacks with goals. There were
six corner kicks against Trent

during the first 20 minutes plus a

number of other scoring op-

portunities and the ball went
wide, high, into the keeper's

hands- everywhere around the

net except into it. Later on the

Trent goalie blocked two good
shots fired by Gerry Zegarra who
created plenty of confusion

around the Trent net. Maybe it

was due to him, perhaps it was
pity for the luckless Gaels that

persuaded one of the Trent

players to lift the ball over his

own keeper to a 1:0 lead for

Queen's.

The second half of the game
was not much different from the

earlief play as the Gaels kept

chasing the ball and restricted

the oppostion to an almost ex-

clusively defensive game. Nice

and dandy except the ball

stubbornly refused to cross

Trent's goal line. Forwards Davy

llobcrtsftn, I>on Haragar and
Gerry Zegarra, assisted by the

mid men, repeatedly outplayed

the Trent defense but thr;ir efforst

yielded nothing on I he score

hoard. During the final minutes

the Gaels persistence finally paid

off : a shot was partially blocked,

Mike Digiacomo picked up the

ret)ound and managed to squeeze

the ball past the Trent keeper for

the final 2:0 for Queen's.

Gn Sunday our guys didn't

rely on the opfxjsition to score for

them when they faced Ryerson in

Toronto. The Rams had been

playing on Saturday as well,

losing 2 : 1 to the Carleton Ravens.
In consideration of these cir-

cumstances both Gaels and
Rams played a good game hardly

showing any signs of fatigue for

most of the encounter. However
the. conditioning and game
strategy of Queen's coach John
Walker gave the Gaels an edge
and the Ryerson attacks were
mostly not as dangerous as the

Gaels'. Right from the start the

Queen's offense built up con-

siderable pressure and the Rams
defenders were never allowed to

relax. After the customary early

misses the golden boys got the

lead when at the 20 minute mark
Davy Robertson's comer kick

was partially cleared by a

Ryerson player. Ron
Heidebrecht picked up the loose

ball and drove it home ioi :>

Queen's 1:0 lead. No more
H<.oring result*^ before half-time

despite many drives Umards the

Rams net while Ryerson's at

tacks lacked the power to

threaten our defend»;rs unduly.

The second 45 minutes
l>elonged almost entirely U) the

Gaels; the Rams just didn't have
enough strength or wits left for

too many dangerous efforts

towards the Queen's net. After a

lew minutes of piay Davy
Rf)bertson did once more the

ground work for a Queen's goal

by chasing and outrunning a

!iams defender, Davy's cross

pass reached Don Baragar, hi«

first shot was blocked but the

second found the target and it

was 2:0. This caused a short burst

of increased activity on behalf of

the Ryerson forwards but the

Gaels defense was not to be

beaten. Queen's offense soon took

over again and within a few
minutes both Andy Pipe and Jim
Monaghan were able to increase

the score to 4:0 by taking ad-

vantage of confusion in front of

the Rams net. Then it was Peter

Dickie who saved his shut-out

with a spectacular diving safe in

the last minute of play when
Ryerson had one of their rare

break-throughs. All in all a very

fine effort for the soccer Gaels!

Women's Volleyball hopeful
The senior girls team is

coached by Donna Gallagher of

the PHE department. This year's

team is a veteran club; no less

than six players return from last

year's team. It is expected that

the team will improve sub-

stantially over last year's

seventh place finish. The six

returnees are Linda Bell, Jan
Middleton, Jane Peterson, Pat
Johnson, Kathy Jeffreys, and
Janice Morrison.

In addition, coach Donna
Gallagher has picked up two girls

- Dorothy Cosgrove and Eleanor

Barker- from the intermediate

team as well as Alison Wood and
Judy Spence.

The team will play in the

OWIAA as usual ; but it will also

play in the Ottawa Valley
Volleyball Association. The girls

will see their first opposition on

November 3rd when they host a

nine-team invitational tour-

nament in Ross and Bartlett

Gyms. All of the the team will be
from Ontario.

Int(trmediates:

Coached by Brian Skinner,

the intermediate team is in the

midst of a rebuilding program
but it still promises to be a

chalhmger for top honours among
the six int(?rmodiate teams in the

OW. Angela (ioodfellow, Ronda
Riimley and Jan(!t Miller are

returning from last Year's team.

Newcomers includ(! Margot
Dariard, Kim (-'heigu(!n, Margret
Reid, Jan<!t I'ond, l'am(!la Trott,

Kari n llarike, Barb McDermott,
and Penny Smith.

This year, McMaster joins

th«! intermediati; division along

with ttie five teams who playcsd

last year: Queen's, Toronto,

Brock, Trent, and Ryerson. The
Gals play their first game of the

regular schedule at home on

Saturday, November 17th, when
they host Brock at 1:30 in Ross
Gym.

Field Hockey

Gals Win
Led by Laney Marshall,

Queen's Senior field hockey girls

swept through the oppostion to

win the Quebec Open field hockey
tournament held Saturday and
Sunday in Montreal. After an

opening round loss to Montreal

Vagabonds on Saturday by a

score of 1-0, the girls rebounded
to tie one game Saturday and
three games on Sunday.

In their second game
Saturday afternoon, the Gals tied

Montreal Pioneers 2-2. Laney
Marshall and Lesley Ferrari

scored the Queen's goals.

Sunday, the Gals got off to a

great start as they bombed Ot-

tawa 8-0. Laney Marshall got 4

goals to lead the Queen's attack.

Lesley Ferrari added two more
and Emily Watson and Karen
Carson chipped in with a goal

apiece. Then the Gals beat the

Pioneers by a score of 3-1. Again,

it was Lanoy Marshall who led

the way with a two goal pcr-

lormance. Sue Moffat added the

oth(rr. Miss Marshall cajjped her

weekend by scoring both goals as

they (Jals beat Mc(;ill 2-1 to win

the (ham()i()nship. It gave her

nine goals in the five games.

The intermediates had a

tougher time and finished with

two ties in their five games,

Vanier (Jity beat Queen's 1-0 in

Saturday's first game and after

playing to a scoreless tie with St.

Lambert, the Gals lost their

second match of the day, this

time to McGill by a score of 1-0.

On Sunday, John Abbott School

beat Queen's 3-2. Dorothy
Cosgrove and Lyn Atwood got the

Queen's goals. The girls played to

a 1-1 tie with Bishops in their final

game. Judy Spence scored the

lone Queen's goal.

Following a week away from
OWIAA circuit, the girls teams
will now spend the rest of this

week preparing for the first part

of the OWIAA championships
which will be held at McMaster
this weekend. The intermediates,

in their first tournament of the

year in Toronto two weeks ago
had a win and three ties in their

four games. As this past weekend
has shown, if the Gals can come
up with some goals, they stand a

good chance of maintaining and
perhaps even strengthening their

hold on first place.

The seniors look like they've

ironed out a few problems as

well. In the same Toronto tour-

nament two weeks ago. they

finished with three wins and four

losses but with the type of offense

they displayed in Montreal this

past weekend, we can expect

considerable improvement in

their performance this weekend.
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Gaels thumped by U of T
by Jim LeMesurier

With the University of Ot-

tawa in full command of the top

spot in the OUAA's Eastern

Division, the Golden Gaels and
'Vaarsity Blues met on Saturday

afternoon for a contest which
would ultimately be decided by
pride. The Gaels wanted to beat

Varsity again, so a more com-
plete revenge for last season's

embarrassing loss could be
gained. The Blues wished to

please their homecoming fans,

and the 48-6 disaster which ran

the Gaels out of Varsity Stadium
was primarily the result of the

individual determination of the

Toronto players to beat their

Queen's opponents every time

they lined up opposite them. In

the true spirit of competition, the

Blues played hard and well,

enabling them to demolish the

lacklustre Tricolor squad.

Toronto opened the game on
offense and in an attempt to

confuse the Gaels and as well to

establish a running game,
quarterback Wayne Dunkley
came out in shotgun formation.

He immediately accomplished
both his aims as the all-Canadian

was good on five of six con-

secutive tosses and had no
trouble finding a receiver open in

the perplexed Gael's defensive

secondary. Most of the strikes

were short, however, and with

the aid of a holding penalty the

drive finally stalled, forcing Don
Thomson to punt.

Queen's took over from their

30 and on the first play from
scrimmage Dave Hadden broke
off-tackle and proceeded to

straight arm his way to the

Varsity 35 for a 45 yard gain. In

one of the Gael's few displays of

offensive brilliance, "The Beast"
shed at least five Toronto would
be tacklers in setting up John
Wintermeyer's 41 yard field goal

for a 3-0 lead. Dunkley then

- solman
There's nothing like the feeling of being alone

reverted to the standard quarter-

backing position and when he
failed to move the yardsticks.

Varsity had to wait for three

Gaels downs before regaining

possession.

Starting from their own 37

Cor Dorret and Bob Hedges
combined on seven consecutive

carries as the Blues now
established, their running game.
They made four first downs

before having to settle for a

single point off a wide field goal

attempt and the Gaels took over.

As was the case most of the af-

ternoon. Queen's failed to make
any progress and had to give the

ball back to the Blues after just

three downs.

Dunkley now combined his

balanced running and passing

attacks and by utilizing his

superior line blocking and great

pass protection, he drove Varsity

73 yards for their first major.

Thomson's convert made it 8-3 at

2:06 of the second quarter.

Queen's took the kickoff but

lost the ball three plays later as

linebacker Julio Giordani
picked off an errant Tom Taylor

pass, setting up Toronto's second

touchdown drive. This one was a

45 yard march capped by end
Mark Ackley's six point recep-

tion.

After making their second

first down the GaeFs were again

stopped and the Blues went for

their third consecutive drive.

Fullback Steve Kwiatowski made
it 21-3, after a wild scramble, by
catching Dunkley's hurried pass

on the goal-line. This T.D. came
on a third and goal situation from
the five as Dunkley who was 20

for 26 and 275 yards in the passing

department lived up to his team's

confidence in him by converting

this and a similar situation, later

in the game, into touchdowns
where field goal attempts are

standard procedure.

The game had turned into a

complete rout by half-time as

Toronto got the ball right back
from Queen's, on downs and

If the Gaels fail, the fans succeed

proceeded 71 yards this time for

yet another touchdown with just

11 seconds remaining in the half.

At half-time the score was 28-

3 and it was all over. Tindall's

tigers had decided to play like

pussies and were being destroyed

by a team which failed to even
register on the national rankings,

when they themselves held the

number seven position.

Toronto opened the third

quarter with their fifth march to

the end zone in as many times as

they had touched the ball, with

routine 10 and 15 yard runs by

their backs and Dunkley's pin-

point passing against a slow and
ineffective defensive backfield.

Queen's second field goal by

Wintermeyer at 12:35 of the third

period was set up by a Gil Labine
fumble recovery but Varsity

came right back with number
seven touchdown and had a 42-6

lead early in the fourth.

With twelve minutes left in

the game Head Coach Frank
Tindall finally pulled Taylor from
the game in favour of Doug

Latham and Varsity replaced

Dunkley with rookie Alan
Brenchley. The scoring was
momentarily halted as the new
replacements failed to generate

sustained offensives. Cor Doret

then found the final mark for

Toronto as he squeezed Bren
chley's five yard spiral for his

third counter of the afternoon and
his record breaking 12th of the

season.

Queen's got the ball back
with a minute remaining and put

an incredible string of two first

downs together to set up Win-
termeyer's third field goal at-

tempt. This attempt never oc-

curred however as he disap-

pointed yet still exuberant Gaels
supporters stormed the Queen's
end to drop the goal posts and
then marched up field to strip the

U of T student police from
Toronto's posts and bring them
down as well. Wintermeyer lost

his opportunity for a 48 yarder
but the fans at least gave us all

something to cheer about.

Alfie sez . . .

GO GAELS GO

Alfie Says ...

Join the Queen's Bands on

Homecoming Weekend
In The Pep Rally and Parade

at 7:30 p.m.

Friday, October 26

and then follow the bands to the game on Saturday

Parade leaves from in front of Grant Hall at 1 p.m.

and proceeds up Alfred and along Union.

Help us "Oil Thighs" oH the homecoming weekend
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Queen's Presents

a Colloquium

The French World in 1673

Le Monde Francais en 1673

Students are warmly invited to attend free

individual sessions of interest on presentation

of card.

All events are to be held in 201 Kingston Hall

except the audio visual presentations on Saturday

afternoon which will take place in Ellis Hall

Auditorium

Colloquium Programme

Oct. 25 to Oct. 27

THURSDAY:
10:30 AM - Opening Address: Pierre Goubert
(Sorbonne) ; "Tableau de la France en 1673"

2:00 PM - Classicism: Themes and Structures:

B. Beaugnot (U. of Montreal); T. Pavel (U.

of Ottawa)

8:30 PM - Film: "Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme"
of Moliere (Dunning Auditorium)

FRIDAY:
9:00 AM - Intellectual Context: Religious and

Political P. Hurtubise (U. of Ottawa); L.

Rothrug (Princeton)

2:00 PM - New France and the West Indies:

W.J. Eccles (U. of Toronto) ; Lilianc

Chauleau (archivist; Martinque, French
West Indies)

9:00 PM - La prise de pouvoir de Louis XIV
(Dunning Auditorium)

SATURDAY:
9:00 AM - Moliere: Ideology and Stage

Production: M. Vernet (Queen's); L.

Fiedler (Frankfurt, Germany)

2:00 PM - The Arts: Architecture and Music:
A. Thomas (Alberta) ; G. George (Queen's)

;

Michel Lessard (Quebec); P. du Prey
(Queen's)

Exhibitions run in conjunction:

Heritage Kingston (Art Centre);

Exhibition of Material relating to

Colloquium (Douglas lobby)

Broadcasts: F.R.C. Clarke will speak on
French Music of the period on C. F.R.C.
Saturday at 7 P.M.

Further det>-iiK may be obtained from French Area
Studie', Confrf-, 402 Kinq'.ton Hall or during Colloquium
from the Registration desk at 201 Kingston Hall.

beck's reckoning
by Stewart Kutk

There are variou.s problems which face any
coach at the start of each sport season. One of the

hardest dilemmas to handle is that of the

"Primadonna". What is a "primadonna"? This is a
word found in most sport's vocabularies to describe
an individual who is a "hot dog".

This situation is difficult to control because
usually the "primadonna" is an exceptionally

talented individual. The coach is placed under a

tremendous strain to make a hard decision. Does he
retain this individual for the sake of a winning
season and at the same time, place the morale of the

team in jeopardy? Or does he make the decision to

release this individual and hope that the rest of the

team will fill the gap while enjoying the season.

Personally, I feel that the decision should not be
left up to the coach. The individual in question

should be the one who is confronted with the choice
and the decision should ultimately be placed in his

hands. The best solution, perhaps, might be the one
utilized by one of my instructors. He feels little or no
words need be said. Just ask the individual in

question to read the following words of wisdom and
then let him react as he wishes.

"The Water Cure"

S<nnetime when you're feeling imjxjrtant,

.S<jmetime when your ego's in hUmm,

.Sometime when you take it for granted,

You're the best qualified in the room.

Sometime when you feel your going
Would leave an unfillable hole,

Just follow this simple instruction,

And see how it humbles your soul.

Take a bucket and fill it with water,

Put your hand in - up t^) your wirst,

Take it out - and the hole that's remaining,

Is a measure of how you'll be missed.

You can splash all you please as you enter,

You can stir up the water galore,

But STOP - and you'll find in a minute,

That it looks quite the same as before.

There's a moral in this quaint example,
Just do the best that you can,

Be proud of yourself but remember,
There's no indispensible man.

Quite to the point!

bews news
The Bews Hockey season is under way! Four

teams clashed yesterday to open the sixty game
Bews schedule. Chemical Engineering Grads and
Commerce 75 had the honours of facing off to open
this year's action. The league has been divided into

four divisions, with the top two teams in each

making the playoffs. In the event of a tie, placing

will be determined first by the results of the game
between the two teams in question. The winner of

that team will get to move on. If that game was tied

then the goals against will be subtracted from the

goals for, and the team with the greatest difference,

i.e. more for relative to against, will win the playoff

berth.

Elsewhere in Bews, this years Harrier at-

tracted a record number of 452 participants for the

two and a half mile jog. Civil-math led all units with

117 joggers with Commerce 74, Mechanical and Arts

75 contributing over 50 participants each. Dave
Landriault showed his heels to the throng

throughout almost the entire race, finishing first in

a strong 13.35. Jeff Giles, Larry Aiken and Mike
Dyer rounded out the top four finishers. The most
honest jogger appears to be Tony Tersigni who is

the last officially placed competitor in this years

Bews Harrier. His placing? 401st!! After Tony the

computer broke down and the remaining 51

finishers will remain in anonymity forever.

Volleyball, singles paddleball and doubles

tennis also began last week. Competitors are

reminded to check the Bews board in the men's
room for times, dates, etc.

Interfaculty Softball has been postponed due to

a lack of entries. Only three faculties have entered

Softball teams, so the entry deadline has been ex-

tended. The interfaculty Softball season will b)e

opened as soon as the indoor Bews World Series has
been completed.

The current standings put Civil-math on top

with a slim 1500 point bulge over P.H.E. and
Mechanical. The standings posted on the Bews
Board include Soccer, Football, and Rugger to date,

Harrier, Track and Field, Golf, Tug-O-War, Mon-
sterball, and Volleyball. Bews Relays results have
been withdrawn from the standings due to an error

in participation point calculation, and will be added
in this Friday.

Remember, the easiest way to make the

Journal News is to join the Bews! (just ask Tony
Tersigni).

more unclassifiedsMen's Volleyball

at a glance
The sport of volleyball has been a popular addition to the men's

program at Queen's. Last year's men's team was one of the few

squads that went very far in sport in post-season play. The Gaels

lost out in the finals to York, three games to one.

Last year the men finished second in season play and prospects

look just as good for this year. Only Mark Peacock and player-

coach George Janota have left from the team of last year. This

year's edition is headlined by player coaches John Capek and
Vaclav Smola. They are joined by returning veterans Frank
Masong, Dale Huddleston, Al Scott, Steve Seabrook, and Ray
Danis. Four new rookies arc given an excellent chance to crack the

starting lineup: Stan Granger, Joe Austin, Allan Craig, and Peter

Xhigncsse.

The Gaels have already seen their first action of the season.

Last wcrek th(!y took part in the Canadian F\)rces Base Kingston

invitational tournament at th(? Anderson Gym. The team finished

second lo the Slov(!nia Social (Jlub from Toronto.

The (iaels will get I wo more chances to play in invitational

lonrnamcnts before their .season opens on Saturday, November
I'/th in Oltawa, On Nov. 3rd, they will be in Waterloo for the

Waterloo Invitational, The following week they will travel to

llaniillon lor the McMastcr Invitational. P'irsI league action at

home is not until after (Christmas.

(more classifieds on page 12)

HAVE YOU ANY ideas for the coming
ski season? The Queen's Ski Club
executive will be having a brief get

together at 7:30, Wednesday
evening, October 25, 1973 in Lower
Vic. All skiers (and especially

potential skiers) are invited to

express ideas or just to listen as

ideas are thrown around. We have
a tentative schedule of trips but we
want your opinions. Also, such
things as exercise sessions, ski

swaps, etc., will be organized. An
informal rap session, so be there!

If anyone has a clue where THAT
megaphone is, I would really

appreciate you contacting Stew,

SII^SSI.

THINK SNOW and come to Finlay's

Sport Shop's Ski Show tonight at

the 401 Inn and see Nancy Greene,
movies, a fashion show, and ski

representatives. 7-9 p.m. All

proceeds to the National Ski Team.
ANY QUESTIONS or problems on ski

equipment? Come and see the

reprosontaf i ves from Lange,
HumanIc, Fischer, Marker, Head,
Stride, and Salomon tonight at the
i\0} Inn 7-9. Also, Nancy Green in

person.
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OUAA - OWIAA Track

Jarvis stars as Gaels finish second
by Kathy Wynne

"There were very few
disappointments today." to quote

track coach Mike Baird after the

outdoor OUAA-OWIAA Track
Championships on Saturday.

Even Kingston cold and wind

could not throw a "damper" on

the well run and exciting meet at

Richardson Stadium.

Along with credit to all the

Track Gaels for a great team
effort certain individuals are

especially worthy of mention.

Bill Bryden running the

exhausting 3000 metre
steeplechase for the first time

madeA fine showing breaking the

Queen's record of 10:10.0 held by

Brian Wilson. Bryden placed with

a time of 9:57.0.
i

Rooky Bob MacCormack ran

a smart 1500 metre outwitting

formidable opponents Lanigan

(Waterloo) andLockhart (Uof T)

to secure second on the stretch.

Queen's hopes for the future lie

with men like MacCormack and

sprinter Vic Gooding.

Gooding, injured at Mc-
Master on September 27, ran only

the 100 metre to save his leg for

the relay. Injury not-

withstanding, he secured a first

in the 100 metre with a record

time of 0:10.7 followed by
Queensman Tom Dixon with a

time of 0:11.2.

Veteran Brian Aikin in his

last year of eligibility also suf-

fered an injury at Mac on Sep-

tember 27 and has not been

training since then. Terrific team
spirit was shown by Aikin in

running a close fifth in the 800

metre and the third leg of the 4 x
400 metre relay.

Pole vaulter Gary Tetzlaff

recorded a personal best and
broke a Queen's record clearing

thirteen feet to tie R. Nastiuk (U
of T) for second place.

Several Queen's rookies

turned in winning performances

and all showed potential. Mike
Forseyeth tied for second in the

high jump with a jump of 5' 10".

John Darlington jumped 13.59

metres for a fourth in the triple

jump. Both Joe Austin in the

discus and Peter Xhighnesse in

the javelin show promise for the

Rooky sprinter Mary Ann Drinkwater's face mirrors strain at

the finish of the 200 meter run.

Results
OUAA
Toronto .

OWAA
Queen's 126.2

Western 98

McMaster 67

York 52

Waterloo 26.2

Laurentian 22

Guelph 12

R.M.C 10.4

Windsor 7

Brock 2

.193.2 Waterloo 51

York 50

Western -41

McMaster 37

Queen's 34

Windsor 29

Toronto 24

Laurentian 14

Brock 14

Guelph 2

future.

For the veterans success was
in the present tense on Saturday.

Veteran long-jumper Axle Becke
jumped 6.126 metres for a fifth

and John Ongarato put the shot a

distance of 12.323 metres for a

third.

In the 400 metre Queen's

made a strong showing with Jim
Van Meer running fifth and
former Windsor athlete Rod
Walter sixth.

Canadian hurdling champion
and McArthur student George
Neeland ran a close second to

Dave Jarvis in the 110 metre
hurdles.

Versatile veteran Don Price

secured a strong second in the 400

metre hurdles in a time of 0:56.2.

Price competing with an injured

leg also claimed sixth in the triple

jump.
Mark Fields, Dieter Stein

and Jim Smith all placed in the

top eight of their events.

Queen's proudest boast lies in

the team captain Dave Jarvis.

Turning in a truly outstanding

performance. Jarvis set three

new OUAA records with a first in

the 110 metre hurdles 0:14.2, the

400 metre hurdles 0:53.2 and the

200 metre 0:21.9. Jarvis also ran

the anchor leg of the 4 x 400 metre
relay.

The meet was climaxed by
two Queen's relay victories. In

the 4 x 100 metre Neeland, Dixon,

Keith Berriman and Gooding ran

an impressive 0:43.7. With the 4 x

400 metre relay Van Meer,
Walter, Aikin and Jarvis brought

the meet to a spectacular close

with a time of 3:30.0, outsprinting

Toronto, Western and McMaster.
Other outstanding per-

formances by Jerome Drayton

(Mac) running a record 10,000

metre in 29:41.0 and pole vaulter

Bruce Simpson (U of T) clearing

16'6" made the men's com-
petition of high quality.

The Women's Team showed
marked improvement over last

year's showing. This must in part

attribute to their enthusiastic

new coach Sue Bolton.

Pam Seathorn, rooky field

competitor turned in an out-

standing performance for

Queen's with a first in javelin;

second in shot put and a third in

discus giving the kind of depth

the Queen's women so

desperately need.

Veteran hurdler Joanne
Ronan brought in a surprise 1st in

the 200 metre hurdles.

Rooky sprinter Mary Ann
Drinkwater made an impressive

showing with a third in long jump
and a fifth in the 200 metre in-

dicating possibility of a great

future at Queen's.

Another rooky Joanne Rutter

jumped 1.4 metres to secure sixth

position in the high jump event.

Sue Plummer, Sue Sisson and

Lyn Aird all showed potential to

be developed hopefully by the

time indoor season arrives.

Veteran Lynne Andrews
brought in a fifth in the 1500

metre running the event for the

first time competitively.

Janey O'Rourke improving

considerably since last year
recorded personal bests in the 200

metre (27.0) and the 400 metre

(0:63.9). Kathy Wynne also

- merrithew

Dave Jarvis, winner of the Heck Phillips award for out-

standing individual performance in Sr. Intercollegiate

Championship, waves baton triumphantly at the finish of the

4x400 relay.

recorded a personal best in the

800 metre running 2:31.2.

The meet was dominated by
several outstanding women. Jane

Haist (York) first in discus and

shot; Liz Damman (Waterloo)

first in 100 metre hurdles and

long jump; Joan Eddy
(Waterloo) first in the 800 metre

and 400 metre; Marg MacGowan
(Brock) first in the 100 metre and

200 metre and of course Queen's

Pam Scathorn.

A report of the meet is in-

complete without recognition of

coach Rolf Lund for the

organization of a smooth-running

exciting competition.

Head Coach Rolf Lund looks on as Championship meet draws
to a close.

merrithew
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backpage
Richardson resigns

World: Watergate prosecutor fired
WASHINGTON (CP) - In one of

the biggest Washington
upheavals in years, special

Watergate prosecutor Archibald

Cox was fired by President Nixon

Saturday night because he kept

demanding that Nixon release

White House tape recordings

made of persons cited in the

Watergate affair. Deputy At-

torney-general William
Ruckelshaus also was fired

because he refused to carry out

Nixon's order to dismiss Cox.

Attorney - general Elliot

Richardson, who had pledged

that Cox would have an in-

dependent hand in pursuing the

Watergate scandal, quit in

protest over Nixon's actions.

Nixon acted after Cox told a

news conference earlier that he
may seek a court contempt order

against Nixon because Nixon had
refused a court decision to have
the tape recordings of White
House conversations examined
by a judge. Nixon had tried to

compromise by offering to

compile a summary of parts of

the tapes dealing with the

Watergate scandal and having

Democratic Senator John Stennis

examine the tapes to ensure that

the summary was an accurate

statement.

But Cox, a law professor at

Harvard when he was aksed to

head the invstigation - insisted

that a summary would not suffice

as court evidence on which he

could bring charges'against those

Canada:

CTV bugs
NDP caucus

')T7. WA- The CTV television

nelw rk has apologized to the

\cw Democratic Pary for

bugging an NDP caucus meeting
las! Wednesday. CT'V reporter

Tim Kalfe planted a microphone
in the NDP caucus room and
recorded portions of a closed

meeting with the aid of an outside

radio receiver. The network says

•he bugging was to demonstrate
)ow easy it is to conduct elec-

ronic eavesdropping and to

raw attention to the lack of

"gislation covering the matter.

The bug was discovered after

t)f meeting and NI^P leader

|<->vid Ix-wis raised the issue in

he House calling the bugging a

iolation of parliamentary
<rivilege. The House voted
inanimously to order the tapes

(turned, CTV complied later the

;)me day.

;l VMVA'. The Quebec provincial

' lection has turned into a quiet,

ow key contest between the

-ifjerals. espousing federalism,

irid the Parti Quebecois,
Hf>f)U»ing s(!paratism The Union
.\ationale is expected to lose

most of the 14 seats they
currently hold in the National

AHwmbly, perhaps coming in

(ourlh after the Credilistes.

None of the partirrs has made
a Ktron>{ antj Ottawa stand a
central plank in their platforms.

Kven the I'Q, campaigning lor an
mdependeril Quebec m an
economic aHHfKiafion with the
re»f frf Canada, has avoided
t;randing Ottawa aw an en«-my of

Q(jeU'cker«, Instead, (he I'Q is

prewnlinj{ its indrrpendence pitch

as a straiKhtlorward ';[;lion for

Quebec, saying that Con
federation Kimply does not work
The PQ has no need to find a

villian or wapegoat to campa^n
af^ainst.

The Liberals present
(hemwlvf-s as firm federalists

Tid '.peak of ' ultural sovereiKnty

rather than the "special status"

advocated by former Liberal

Premier Jean Lesage in the early

1960's. I^iberal leader Robert
Bourassa seems content to run on
his administrative ability rather

than his ability to stand up to

Ottawa.

OTTAWA- A report from the

international Organization for

Econimic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) shows that

Canada has the fastest rising food

prices of eight major nations in

North America, Europe and Asia,

based on figures up to July,

The latest figures from the

OECD showed that although
('anada was fourth in the annual

rise in over-all living costs, it was
lirst in food price increases as

recently as June, Canada's food

prices increased 14,1 per cent

durmg the year ending in June
compared with 13.7 per cent for

the (J,S. 'i'he other countries on
the list were Italy, the United

Kingdom, Japan France, Ger-
many and the Netherlands. The
lowest food price.rise was 8.2 per

cent per year recorded in the

Netherlands,

OTTAWA- Energy Minister
Donald Macdonald said P'riday

that the Federal (/overnment will

soon have to allow the oil com-
panies to increas(! their prices for

gasoline and heating oil in

Eastern Canada. Although he

didn't want thr- prices to go up the

rninistr-r said thatthe compafiies
Vc/ere br'ing forced to pay <'ver

in<Teasing rates for foreign crude
oil and evr-ritually they would
have to pass the increas on to Ihr'

consumer.

The minister refus<;d to ,say

flow much th<' increasr-s will be,

but said he will make the decision

in the next few days. The
'ipr-culat ion is that gasoline
prices coiild jump four or fiv*-

cents by the r-nd ol Ihr- year.

he considered guilty of political

crimes - crimes connected with

the bugging of the Democratic
Party Headquarters in the

Watergate building in

Washington, In a statement after

his firing. Cox said: "Whether
ours shall continue to be a

government of laws and not of

men is now for congress and
ultimately the American people

to decide."

In Washington, the chairman
of the U.S. House Republican

Conference,John Anderson of

Illinois, called the dismissals

extremely unwise and said that

they will produce a serious effort

to impeach the President.

Senator Edmund Muskie said the

House should conisder holding

impeachment hearings while

Republican Senator Edward
Brooke of Massachusetts said the

President's actions are sufficient

evidence in themselves to bring

impeachment hearings.

In Miami Beach AFL-CIO
President George Meany is

reported to be prepared to call for

the President's immediate
resignation or his impeachment
if he refuses to step down. A call

by the AFL-CIO for Nixon's

impeachment would be the first

by a major lobbying organization

capable of mustering con-

siderable support on Captiol Hill.

OAKLAND- The Oakland Aces
defeated the New York Mets 5 to 2

to win the seventh and last game
of the World Series giving them
the pennant. The Aces clinched

the game by scoring two
homeruns in the third inning for

two runs each giving them a four-

nothing lead over the Mets. These
were the first homeruns of the

SUEZ- Israel has consolidated its

bridgehead across the Suez Canal
and claims its forces have ad-

vanced 12 to 15 miles inside

Egypt. U.S. intelligence reports

put the size of the Israeli force as

12,000 men and 300 tanks with

more corssing to the west bank of

the canal every day.

All the Elgyptians will admit

is that there is a force across the

canal and that fighting was
heavy.

The purpose of the Israeli

raid appears to be to destroy the

Egyptian missile bases giving

cover to Egyptian troops on the

other side of the canal and,

perhaps, to threaten their supply

lines and cut them off or drive

them deeper into the Sinai desert

beyond the cover of the missiles.

Meanwhile, combined
Syrian, Iraqui and Jordanian

armor thrust at Israeli positions

in Syria in an apparent effort to

force Israel to withdraw troops

from the Suez front lessening

pressure on the Egyptians. Israel

says that they have contained

and broken the strength of the

thrust and are still holding their

lines about 19 miles inside the

1967 ceasefire lines on the Golan
Heights.

WASHINGTON- The U.S. and the

USSR appear to be mounting a

major Middle East peace of-

fensive. On Friday Soviet

Premier Alexei Kosygin
returned from four days of talks

in Carlo with Egyptian President

Anwar Sadat. The very next day
U.S. State Secretary Henry
Kissinger left for Moscow for

talks with Soviet officials.

Administration officials in

Washington said President Nixon
knew about Kosygin 's trip in

advance and expects an early end

to the fighting. U.S. and Soviet

officals have been in constant

contact since hostilities began
and it is believed that the

Kissinger visit is an effort to

work out a joint peace plan to be

presented to both parties in the

war.

Meanwhile, President Nixon

has asked Congress to approve

emergency military aid to Israel

amounting to $2.2 billion. It is

expected that Congress will

approve the request.

LONDON, Eng.- An armed gang
attacked two bank messengers in

London's financial district

Thursday and escaped with

$22."), 000. The messengers were

transferring the money from the
Midland Bank to a security van
when the four man gang struck.

BELFAST- The Ulster Volunteer
Force, a splinter group of

Protestant extremists, an-
nounced Friday a halt in its

bombing attacks on Roman
Catholics and said it will watch
fxjiitical developments until the

end of the year. The force has
claimed a number of bombing
attacks on Catholic-owned
saloons and similar property but

is not connected with the Ulster

Freedom Fighters, which has
claimed 23 Catholic
assassinations.

MOSCOW - Former Major-
General Pytor Grigomenko, a

leading Soviet dissident,is to be

released from a psychatric in-

stitution next month, Moscow
sources said Friday, Grigorenko,

who has been in mental hospitals

for 3' 2 years, was visited by two
Western psychiatrists earlier this

week. His case is often cited in

support of allegations that Soviet

psychiatric institutions are used
to suppress dissidents.

LOS ANGELES- Walt Kelly died

here Thursday at the age of 60.

His cartoon creation Pogo has
been distributed by the Post

Syndicate since 1949. Mr. Kelly

had done a number of strips

before his deaths so the syn-

dicated cartoon will continue for

at least a few months.

In the early 50's, Mr. Kelly

used his cartoon to attack the

anti-communist investiagations

of Senator Joseph McCarthy. The
cartoonist portrayed McCarthy
as a stubble jawed wildcat who
got himself elected to committees
with the aid of a shotgun.

During the 1952 presidential

elections, Pogo, a possum, was
nominated for President under

the campaign slogan "I go
Pogo". No figures vvere given for

the number of write-in votes Pogo
received but Mr. Kelly said af-

terwards that Pogo took his

defeat with good grace.
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THE MYSTERY^ THE JEWELS.

BT JAXUAKY SF.AKLE.

Straags ehildren of tlie dark and gioomy
mine I

Y«ra<li»nt jewels, bri^jht as Shoba's eyes,

That flame with colors of snch passionate

(lyei

Ai rainbow* can not match nor sunset

Vies,

Tbongb born of darkness n bere no luh can

•hinc !

Like v«tt»l virgins, in that mystic fir6

Which is the source of your eit'ulgent

rays

You offarad bnmiim sacijifico of praiso

Through the long worship of your silent

days,

Era primal monstera in the bloody luire.

Which, reeked with slaiii;hter, did each

other tear

;

Or all the ugly geologic dream.

Which like some nightmare in God's
brain doth srcm

Instinct with dreadful life, on earth had
been,

Or flying raptUes filled the twilight air.

O cbitoran of the mysteries that dwell

In the lone caverns of the secret earth,

Wbera thinking Natiwe brinj;* to won-
drous birth

Iran andguld and metals of great worth,

What ,eh«Miic marvels could your dumb
topgaaa tell

!

iMra the flora of the central gloom

,

- Iilowora of tha gardeua which uo light

have known.
Who had no apriug, for whom no seed

ma aown,
Bat, bom in bluaioma, bloom with God

In thodraad daricncasofjoor living tomb.

What meanyour eyea, likeamr» all aflame?

Your aai>phii« luattaa, whore atrauga

aocruts bide,
Aa bidea the burning loio of aomo dark

bride
la bar atiuag bautoooooatnte i> ii

Itiide,

AaABBnaolwdilfeT*

Deathless as stars, which are tlio flowers

of heaven,
Ye flout the hoary centuries of time,

And shine immortal in your rocks sub-

lime,

Undimmed by rusty ago or frosty rime,

In that wide realm which to your rule is

given.

Km?8 of the darkness ! makersofthe li<,'hi

!

-A luatchk'ss archimnge of colored sheen 1

Gold, purple, crimson, and comuiiu^'-

lud yrecn,
Azure and amber, burning all unseen,

Like some cathedral window in tho night.

AVliat are ye, 0 ye mysteries of life i

NVheuceoiime ye ? and I pray you tell

me why
Your <^lory can not fade, your bo.^nty die
But lasts forever like the jewelled sky,

Thouj;li- earthquakes reud your places in

their strife i

The topaz blazinj like doves' necks on fire.

Or Alpine glaciers iu the sun nprist.
Wrapped in the smoke of burning am-

ethyst, ' ,

And-dittmonds by the passionate light-
ning kissed.

And emeralds robed iu Juno's bright green
attire !

I will not think thatye were made for pride.
Nor yet fqr vanity nor courtly shows,
Nor to enhance the beauty of the rose
A\'hich, iu warm ifules, upon some fair

choelc glows
Of lovely maiden or voluptuous bride

1 hold you dearer and for holier uai
Than servitude toFashion's

i

Or men or woman, in tl|

craze

,

Such as the maddening
di3i)lays.

When impure han^
abuse

—

was
Handa all on (jMoV/^'ion of

" noM^^SiJ^tion of the

his job", but

.dd to help. He also

^ didn 't want anything

7e incident appearing in the

Which love celestial ',vors!ii|is wi(h

trust.

Yo are tho kings th;it rule t'.io inner
^

A sacred brotherhood of bcautfor

Which, while tliis ball in" jubilauij

rolls,

Hearing all mOrt:rls to their <jn. i

Shall shine symbolic of efernal bit/

And whisper in the ears of passii

Tlio mystic watch- word whicj
the gate

Wh ere sits tiie.T.xnitor of,'

Ancient of daj s '. to haij;

great.

And write their names
pen.

God wrote His seci

brows.
And sealed then

gave.
To be truth

.u'rave^

All 1 si.eak

port/

W !icu live.ir

Methiuii

The iny

Desei]

llluty

Like

Ye

jurnal.

^^nts oppose policy
A group of indignant students

met Tuesday night to voice their

dissent and take action on a
recent decision made by the AMS
Board of Directors to close the
AMS Printing Service.

Coxwell argued that the $184

September deficit which was
cited as a major factor in closing

the Printing Service was, in fact,

misleading. He pointed out that

there were long-term inventory

purchases during the month
which should not have been
applied to the current statement.

The AMS Board of Directors

closed the service as a result of a
recent policy instituted by Outer
Council which required that all

AMS services break-even or show
at least a slight profit. The
Directors are AMS President

Steve Brereton, Vice-President

Bruce Trotter, and Education
Commissioner Marvin Bbos.

Both Bloos and Brereton
were present at the meeting.
Brereton pointed out that several

alternatives had been considered
before outright closure of the
service was proposed.

An irate Bloos insisted that
the money was jOst not available
for funding what he felt was a
losing operation.

Former Commerce Society
president John Telgmann feared
that the AMS has "gone
paranoid". He noted that the
AMS has been moving too quickly
to cut its various, functions.

The students generally felt

that it was inadmissible for such
a move to be made unilaterally

by the three Directors and ex-

pressed unhappiness with the
lack of explanation which had
been given for the move.

They decided to present
several motions to tonight's
meeting of the AMS' Outer
Council and to back it up with the

signatures of two hundred
students.

Continued on page 13

"Queen's Forever Green" buttons are now
appearing on jackets and coats all over campus.
The money raised from their sale will be used by
Artsci '75 in- their campaign against the

"degreenification" of the campus. The
they purchase will be greener than the

Campus's concrete tree (above).

trees

West

@iieeits

Ceuten nial hsue
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In case you haven't noticed:

Today is Journal's

100th birthday issue
As the headline subtly says, today Is the

Journal's one hundredth birthday issue. The
Journal has come a long way during the last

century. The first issue (reproduced on page
one) featured a poem about God and jewels.

Of course, its purpose then was to "foster a

literary taste among students, and to afford

them an opportunity to give expression to

their opinions on the leading topics of the

day."

The editors of that small fortnightly

pamphlet also claimed they were going "to

furnish information upon collegate and other

matters, as well, and be not only valuable to

the student, but interesting to the intellectual

public generally."

And that it was, but the University was
different in those days too. The claims of that

first paper came close to representing the

Queen's of that day - much closer to the

community of scholars, than the degree

factorys that today's Universities are
becoming.

It doesn't sound like the Journal of today,

nor the Queen's of today. Except for the brief

existence of a magazine a few years ago (and

due to resurface next month), literature (with

the exception of purple prose) has disap-

peared from the Journal's pages.

Page one poems are reserved for days
when we're really short of material. And
opinions it seems that students don't have
time for them anymore are now mainly
confined to editorials and letters.

During it all, the Journal was always
getting into trouble for something. In the

'.virly '50's it was attacked by the Dean of

Women for publishing stories and drawings

which were "insulting to the ideas of

women." Student politicians have always

bitched - either the Journal published too

little or too much about them. One Journal

editor even had the audacity to suggest for

whom one should vote in an AMS election.

Over the years, the Journal has seemed to

reflect the general ambiance of the campus.

In the 30's and 40's, dances were the big thing

on campus. The page one headlines then gave

the name of the band for coming formals and

the starting football lineups. When activism

came into vogue in the '60's, the Journal

pushed a tent-in on Summerhill lawn to

protest the lack of student housing.

As activism died out, a sheep grazed at

the top of the editorial page to synribolize the

lack of student concern with anything and

everything. One week the editors found things

so bad they replaced the sheep - with a pig.

For years, the Journal has tried to put on

a big city daily facade - and usually fallen

flat on its face. Fortunately, the Journal

doesn't take itself seriously all the time - how
else could you explain Superman on the front

page?

At other times, it is dead serious. Two
years ago it blasted around the province the

story that rehab students were no longer

being paid their starvation stipend of $37.50

for summer work in hospitals. Copies of the

issue circulated around Queen's Park and a

few politicians wished the Journal hadn't

decided to publish that summer.
It is in this spirit we present a few odds

and ends culled from our old issues.

.
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An easy honour degree
The scope of available courses alw^jyt. tiai room for e/poniiori,

and it appears that new course proposals can t>e beneficial to the

entire student body. Perhaps our Alumni had some ideas that could

still be followed up:

In the last issue of the Journal a letter appeared advocating the

inauguration of intercollegiate activities in necking. With corn

mendable forcetulness the writer has put forward an argument that

cannot fail to win the approval of the entire student body. However. ..a

little contemplation along similar lines will show that the proposal

made will not get to the root of matters. Everything has a weak point

The problem in our Queen's educational system is our utter lack of

adequate training in the art of necking. Students make failures of our

other courses, who could bet an honour degree in necking with

ridiculous ease. Now the suggestion of intercollegiate necking meets,

though good as far as it goes, will not give individuals the scope they

deserve. What Queen's needs is a separate Faculty of Necking fully

equipped, fully organized, and with a competent staff.

Such a faculty would certainly be highly endorsed both by the

students of today and those of former years.

Queen's has become famous for her extra mural courses, and
rightly so. The one drawback has always been that the extra-mural

student found himself always at a great disadvantage. With our new
faculty, however, the work could be covered just as well extra-

murally as intra-murally. In this way, the student who, for financial

reasons could not hope to attend college, could with a little patient

effort obtain an honour degree.

November 19, 1926

Faculties had 'scraps'
Interfaculty rivalry certainly isn't what it used to be: the

following account in the Journal (November 15, 1907) describes the

annual "scraps" between faculties.

"The time-honoured annual "scrap" between Science and
Medicine and Arts and Divinity took place on Monday, November 4,

and was fought to the end despite all philosophic protests. Shorty after

ten o'clock Science and Medicine rushed the tialls of the new Arts

building, proclaiming in gruesome yells not to be mistaken that they
were ready for the fray. As many of the Arts men as possible were
summoned from their classes and the opposing sides revelled in deeds
of strength and daring on the campus from then till noon.

Considered from a tactical point of view, this year's battle was a

departure one might almost say a retrogression, from former
methods. It was essentially a guerilla warfare, due to the small

number of Arts men as compared with their opponents. Instead of the

great sweeping rush across the campus with the two forces meeting
with a tremendous shock, there was to be seen this year only a number
of struggling groups of students above each of which, when one side

had vanquished the other, there soared several pairs of boots
belonging to the conquered. The result as well as the tactics employed
might have been different had not so large a number of Arts men
considered it their place to view the battle from afar off and, along
with the ladies, to vacariously participate in the excitement of the
frdy. However, outnumbered as they were, the Arts men upheld their

cause nobly in the good-natured struggle that ended with the
belligerents cheering for one another."

AMS always on page one
Continued from page 4

editor and several senior staff

members also resigned.

A year later Edwards
resurfaced with allegations that

he was being forced out of his Ph-

D program because of his

political views. The first of many
Journal stories on the allegations

and subsequent investigations

appeared on December 4, 1969,

accompanied by an editor's note

to the effect that "the facts are

muddled beyond belief and
buried under politics" and that

they had tried to present what

was known.

The subsequent public

hearings (which lasted over 90

hours) were front page news for

almost two months "Crowd
hears Edward's claims"- "Ed-

wards continues testlmony"-

"Morley Gorskl Resigns"
"RCMP made inquiries"-

"Edwards Inquiry goes on" read

the headlines week after week.

The Journal's coverage of the

inquiry provoked criticism from
both sides depending on the

biases (real or imagined) that

surfaced in each installment. The
case was not finally resolved

until after the Journal had
stopped publishing for the year •

a four page extra was produced

in April solely to report on the

outcome - "Senate votes: Ed-

wards stays".

N 1 neteen- s i X t y- n ine

Nineteen-Seventy also saw
frequent charges of editorial

irresponsibility from the AMS to

the Journal, all dutifully reported

by the Journal. The last few

years have seen relative

tranquility between the Journal

and the AMS, marred mainly by

periodic accusations from either

party about the other's financial

incompetence.

TflylOr'S students' Drug Store

DniK's .'ind .suihIimcs of all l<in(l.«.

Our New York ( Iliocolatos arc the best.

W(* pul up prcHcriptidiis.
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The Student Union and War Memorial (pictured above in a

December 1928 Journal) was the Old Collegiate Building on Clergy St.,

tacing Chalmers Church. It was renovated in order to provide Union

facilities for Queen's students, where previously these were non-

existent. This was a temporary project, to serve the students until

such time as the construction of a new Union Building would be

financially feasible and undertaken.

Lack of gymnasium
was an early issue
A well-equipped and efficiently run gymnasium complex has not

always been an assumed privilege of Queen's students, and concern

over the situation made it a recurring issue in the pages of the early

Journals.

In May, 1880, an article appeared in the Journal stating that

Convocation Hall was to be made available as a makeshift gymnasium
for all students, since the financial status of the University could not

support a proper one at the time. The Alma Mater Society supplied the

apparatus and engaged an instructor until the expense became too

great for the budget and they were forced to create a committee
responsible for the gym and to support it by direct contributions from
the students. However, over the years fees were not paid and the

committee became more lax, until it reached the point where the gym
was left unattended and uncared for day and night in all seasons.

Equipment began too fall apart and became unsafe for use, and those

who failed to pay their fees continued to use the facilities regardless.

The disorganization grew, and in 1884 deliberate damage was done to

the building and apparatus and the A.M.S closed the building. At this

point, the students were greatly disturbed by this chain of events and
many articles appeared in the Journal questioning the future of the

gym.
On March 22, 1884 the Journal stated "Before the session closes we

would like to ask: Are we to have a gymnasium or not? For some time
past our gymnasium has been shut up, and some of the students

complain to us that already the want of regular exercise has impaired
their health and their ability to study."

On November 25, 1885 it was stated that "the gymnasium has been
thoroughly overhauled, new apparatus added and the services of one
of the most competent gymnastic instructors in Canada have been
secured."

Six years later the Journal reported that there would be no
gymnasium that year, but that the Y.M.C.A. gymnasium in Kingston

had made its services available to students for a $5.00 fee. For those

who's use of these facilities would not warrant this expense, a small

room, equipped with some apparatus, was provided on the top floor of

the Science Hall.

On May 5, 1896, after many years of debate, the Journal, reported

that Queen's was at last to have a gymnasium. Building was to start

immediately, at a cost of $3000, on the 75 x 35 foot gym.
Between 1880 and 1896 the Journal constantly published articles

concerning the future of the gym. It was a relief when the question was
at last settled and the students could exercise their bodies as well as

their minds.

On November 1968 an article with a two-inch high headline was
printed stating that the long awaited arena and physical education

complex was expected to be under construction early in the next year.

This complex was to contain a hockey arena, indoor practice track,

rooftop tennis courts, squash and handball courts and an underground
parking lot for 75 cars.

The Jock Harty Arena, completed as part of the complex in the

spring of 1970 is certainly a far cry from the gym in Convocation Hall.

Now the Journal only receives complaints about the state of the weight

room.

The Journo/ reported

house hunting problem
In February, 1908 an article appeared in

the Journal raising the question about the

possibility of having dormitories built for

Queen's students. At that time students were
scattered throughout the city in private

homes. The students expressed a

preference for a dormitory system for it

would make the students search for rooms so

much easier. It was no pleasant task to search

A SEARCH FOR A BOARDING HOUSE
Arabella and I are friends and sister students,

likewise we are room-mates, and assist each other

in various ways, as for example, I give her pointers

in Hebrew verbs and astronomy, while she

(although she has not yet taken junior philosophy),

solves off-hand little points which bother J.S. Mill

and Dr. Watson. Of course in a few years, when
philosophy begins in wonder for her, she may not be

able to do this, but just at present it is very con-

venient for me. I may remark in passing that our

tastes are very similar. We both sympathize very

deeply with the freshman who was fined for being

bald, and with the botanist who was told he made on

his exam "zero, and very poor at that." Alas we
voted for same men at last election, and most
generally come home from church together. As
might be expected thses similarities in taste led to

such a dearth of conversation that we decided single

rooms would suit us better. Accordingly, armed
with a list of some hundred odd addresses, we
started out high in hope. 'Twas ours to pick and

choose. Two inoffensive girls with a hundred

boarding houses to select from. Who could doubt the

result. Our demands were so reasonable, too. Two
single rooms and a private study; must be all on the

second floor though, and the windows must face the

east - the morning sun is so invigorating; and the

house must be very quiet of course - no children;

would require the use of the piano, and need the

drawing-room once or twice a week only. These

with good, plain, first-class board would satisfy us.

These we searched for, but I shall not go into

details. It would be useless. They accumulated on us

too rapidly. In the first flush of our search we took

the pre-caution of noting surroundings - we both like

cheerful streets. Our present neighborhood is

cheerful enough and quiet, only that it abounds in

cats, most dreadful ear-splitting night-fighting cats.

When we had arrived at our sixty-seventh address

we still had strength enough to note across the way
a dingy meat shop with a lively display of circular

sausages. I encouragingly pointed out to Arabella

the gracefulness of the festooning and the

through an unfamiliar area for a lodging.

Before this time students had written articles

to the Journal relating some of their personal

experiences. The following story is one

example of the students' search for ac-

commodation. Some were humourous; some
were tragic but the genera I wish was one for a

dormitory system to relieve all of the

wearisome task of house hunting.

probability of the scarcity of cats in that immediate
neighborhood, while she shudderingly wondered
how often sausages figured on their bill of fare. But

I have promised not to particularize. Sixteen streets

in all we traversed. Division from end to end,

Gordon and Alfred likewise. Upper and Lower
Union, Brock, Barrie, King, Queen, Earl and
Princess. We stopped naming them; we got

reckless. We rang every bell we came to; we got off

the beaten track; we wandered around in a circle,

and unknowingly came back to the same house two

or three times, till I feared Arabella was getting

delirious, for at length she offered to sit down on

every doorstep we came to, and only laughed
hysterically when questioned. For we asked no
questions beyond the first low-voiced meek one,

"Had they any room for boarders?" How they
gloried in crushing us with news they were"fuH", or

else didn't take females. Some gave board and not

lodging, others lodging and not board. Some asked if

we were single or double, others if we were
medicals - this last class suspiciously. Some
enquired if we sat up late, if we were students, if we
wanted board for ourselves, how long we would
stay, why we were leaving our present place, if we
were strangers, and numerous other harrowing
queries. But they one and all agreed they had no

room too small to do duty for two, while a private

study was a thing unheard of. As a last resort we
doubtfully inspected some vacant houses adorned
with the legend "To Let." We paused on the roomy
steps of the Court House to marvel at their waste of

space, and wonder how many idle rooms there were
within. We inspected the dry dock; we lingered on

the would-be-site of the Summer Hotel, and finally I

led Arabella, foot-sore and weary, to the last

number on our list, and as we came within the

shadow of the building I addressed her thus:

"Behold! At length, my friend, we are at the length

of our lourney. Here or nowhere is our refuge.

Whatsayest thou, shall we enter?" And when she,

with a gentleness born of despair, asked, "What
haven is this?", I softly answered, "The only haven
left us here - the Orphans' Home."

Do you recognize this 1879 woodcut of the Theology building?
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The AMS always seemed to be on page one
In the early years of the

University, the administration

took a very paternalist interest in

its students. This led to friction

and the development of a student

power movement on the campus.
The student power movement
finally (on January 12, 1858)

became the Alma AAater Society.

The AAAS then was quite

different than today, although

some would say it is quite the

same. The following selections

drawn from old copies of the

Journal give some indication of

the AAAS, what the AAAS thought

of the Journal, and what the

Journal thought of the AAAS.

The Alma AAater Society

intends giving a public debate'on

the 18th of this month on the

subject: "Was the execution of

Charles I justifiable?" We are

glad to see that this matter has at

last been taken up. Besides af-

fording scope for the excercise of

oratorical abilities, it is one in

which the public takes much
interest, and it is very
satisfactory to think that new
light will be thrown upon this

hitherto obscure subject."

[December 7, 1876

The Alma AAater Society

meeting was "postponed, and
after a couple of hours on the

sweet interchange of sentiments

particular to an exalted friend-

ship, the members dispersed,

satisfied that they had not met in

vain."

Sometime in 1880

It is plain to see that the AAAS
was certainly concerned with

politics even in those days, but otr

a much broader scale. As far as

we can ascertain, the AAAS's
main purpose was as a club

rather than a government.
Sometimes some attempt was
made to conduct business, if

there was any. But there was one

saving grace, students went to

AAAS meetings.

Then, as now, efections for

the AAAS were a big thing.

The elections are over. The

campaign was short and sharp,

and that is well. No candidates

were definitely in the field until

eight days before the elec-

tion. ..The strength developed by
the Science Hall candidate was
one of the surprises of the

campaign, and no one can say
that this faculty did not show
itself to be an infant giant... This

turn of affairs set AAr. Gordon
outside the issue of the campaign
so far as there was an issue, and
the large vote he polled is no

mean tribute to his personal

popularity. ..For the Vice-

President AAr. Hunter made a

phenomenal run.

December 10, 1898

The AAAS was also by this

time entering into more mundane
campus politics, and attempting

to do a bit more to improve the

life of the students.

Since the AAAS necessarily

claims to present the lady

students, it must face the

problem of giving them a fuller

share in its privileges and a more
honoured and honourable status

as members. Logically, the

solution would seem to lie in

throwing open all our meetings to

them, and giving them a full

share in the discussions and the

executive functions of the
Society. But, to be candid, we
hope the day is far distant when
such a solution shall be applied.

So long as there is a sympathetic
and intelligent appreciation of

the needs and desires of the lady

members of the Society, their

interests will not suffer at the

hands of their fellow students,

and they can leave us to select

committees and pass accounts

and debate points of order
without their assistance.

December 10, 1898

The sexiest attitude

displayed by some of the AAAS
types continued. It wasn't until

1916 that a woman was elected to

an AAAS position - she was
Charlotte Whitton. The battle

continued, but only a few times
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Save Queen's and the A.M.S. from

The Fraternity Menace!

have women been AAAS
presidents.

Another current AAAS
problem started to surface that

year:

There have been repeated

attempts to make the AAAS
meetings attractive. AAock

parliaments have been tried. At

present time we are being

favoured with musical
programmes. But these seem to

be doomed to failure, for they

seldom excite more than a

passing interest...

February 15, 1915

By the twenties, AAAS reports

came to sound like some of

todays:

The newly elected executive

of the Alma AAater Society

devoted its first meeting almost

entirely to discussions of various

suggestions presented in the pre-

election speaches of the can-

didates. ..The discussion on the

lack of continuity in student

executives, which had been
stressed as a great weekness,

brought forth the suggestion that

a permanent salaried secretary

be secured. ..Considerable
discussion ensued on the subject

of the painting and disfigurement

of university property during the

election campaign. A resolution

was placed on the books making
such offences punishable in the

AAAS court.

October 30, 1928

By the mid-thirties, the AAAS
had become big, front page news:

Witness one of the heads from
January 19, 1934: "AAAS Court

Issues Injunction To Stop
Payment to Commerce Club."

It appears that there was
some sort of internal dispute

within the Arts Society about

giving money to the commerce
club, and one of the parties ob-

tained an injunction from the

AAAS Court. Even in those days,

policy questions were often ob-

scured or sidetracked by
procedural technicalities.

After the injunction was
issued, the president of the Arts

Society, a AAr. Fletcher continued

"the joke in fact is that the

cheque can't be paid anyway as

the Arts Society constitution

expressly stipulates that a

motion for a grant must be ac-

companied by a detailed account

of expenditure. The motion was
not accompanied by any detailed

account of how the money was to

be spent and for that reason the

executive of the Arts Society

could not constitutionally pay the

cheque regardless of whether the

Alma AAater Society has any
control over the finances of any
undergraduate body."

That same year the AAAS

became embroiled in a debate

over fraternities. On February 6,

the Journal carried a banner

headline "AAAS AAASS AAEETING
TOAAORROW", and a statement

from the AAAS executive about Its

view of fraternities. There was
also a special notice reminding
students about the necessity for

following proper rules of order at

thf; moctlng. The same page also

'.hows the other side of the AAAS
with ,i story headlined "AAAS
plrin', to hold tea dance on Feb.

10". The fraternity problem

These rival full-page ads ran

in Journal of 1933. Campus
clf-rfions really stirred things up
lh<?n

remained front pagf; rif?w> for

several consecutivf; is-iUf;'. with
banner headlines each week.

Then in 1940 the Journal
carried the following story

A bombshell burst in a rather

dull AAAS Executive meeting on
Tuesday night, and transformed
the placid student legislators Into

two opposing camps of almost
equal strength.

A member asked the co-

operation of the AAAS in con-

ducting a student poll on cam
pus.. ..The Executive disliked
direct arbitrary prohibition,

since it was agreed that the idea

would have some value, but in

stimulating thought and as part

of a national movement.
However it was strongly felt that

the ballot would invite unfair

publicity and adverse criticism.

..after two solid hours of

argument the issue was
resolved...and passed that the

AAAS prohibit voting on the ballot

on the Queen's Campus.
February 9, 1940

Dances were still among the

most important political issues

on campus, with heated debates

on who should be allowed to

control the profits from these

events, especially during the war
years.

One of the most closely

contested issues in the AAAS
history was decided on Friday

afternoon, when that body
decreed that after Christmas all

weekly dances except formals

should be under its own control. A
show of hands revealed a

deadlock and the motion was
passed on the deciding vote of

President Dorothy Wardle.

The main argument in favour

of the motion was the added
revenue for the Q.W.A.C. The
Queen's War Effort needs the

support of everyone on the

campus, the members were
convinced.

The general concensus was

that the war effort must come
first and all support possible

must be given to the Q W A C
Therefore the motion was passed
with a majority of one vote.

December 2, 1941

In 1944 the AAAS made one of

its periodic conversions .to an
electoral college for choosing the

President, Five years later the

Journal reported that "in an
unprecedented move, the elec

toral college of the AMS threw
the choice of an AMS president

for 1949 50 to a general vote of the

student body." After this one
year episode of participatory

democracy, the AMS returned to

its electoral college system until

the spring of 1968.

There was also a move
(defeated) to raise the AMS
president's honorarium. A
Journal staff member present

suggested that the honourarium
should be reduced to "one dollar,

payable in gold at the end of the

president's term."

Relations between the

Journal and the AMS were
strained for much of that year

the AMS planned to publish its

own newspaper to make up for

the Journal's poor coverage of

AMS activities. Earlier that year

the Journal on the front page of

an extra, an editorial called for

the AMS president's resignation

as a result of his handling the

rectorship crisis.

In the first campus wide
election held that year Chuck
Edwards and Jan Lichty were
chosen. During the summer their

views became considerably
radicallized and the fall featured

raging arguments between their

supporters (who also ran the

Journal) and their opponents.

Finally, they resigned and a new
election was called. Another
broadsheet extra proclaimed the

result in two inch type - 'Chuck

Chucked'. Feeling that the

revolution was over the Journal

Continued on page 2
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/ft the beginning. . .
"The paper shall be called

the "Queen's College Journal". It

shall be issuecTfortnightly at the

rate of fifty cents for the

Academic Year of seven months,

payable in advance . . The
Journal was born on October 25,

1873. A poem "The Mystery of the

Jewels" introduced the Journal

to the light of the world:

"Strange children of the dark

and gloomy mine!

Ye radiant iewels, bright as

Sheba's eyes.

That flame of colours of such

passionate dyes

As rainbows cannot match or

sunset skies

Through born of darkness

where no man can shine!"

The first Journal was,
needless to say, quite different

from the Journals of present

times. It consisted of eight 7V2 by
10V2 three column pages, printed

by a local paper-printing room.

Its format naturally followed that

of the papers and other journals

of the time, with long, very thin

columns with either nonexistent

or very small headlines. Poetry

on the front page was standard

for about three years. The
masthead for the early Journals

was also styled after con-

temporary news publications,

and in the first few years was

juggled and altered occasionally

every couple of issues. The -first

years were obviously ex-
perimental in design and looks,

and many changes were in-

stigated, mainly copying local

publications, or the Journal's

"exchanges" - other college or

community productions which
they were sent in return for their

paper.

Prospectus

The main objectives of the

Journal were set down in the

Prospectus. "Its objective shall

be two-fold. Firstly - to foster a

literary taste among the

students, and to afford them an
opportunity to express their

opinions on the leading topics of

the day.

"It is also intended to serve

as a bond of union between the

University and her Alumni, and
to sustain the interest of the latter

in the prosperity of their Alma
Mater, after they have left her

halls.

Secondly - to furnish such
information upon Collegial and
other matter as will be not only

valuable to the Student, but it is

hoped, interesting to the in-

telligent public generally. The
Journal, moreover, is designed to

supply the need, felt at present, of

instruction in the principles and
practice of Journalism, the great

practical importance of which
has been recognized in several

leading Universities in the United

States, by the establishment of a

Chair for instruction in this

branch of study."

financial

problems

The Journal was supported,
as it is now, by the Alma Mater
Society (then largely a debating
club) and by advertising. Besides
this, it charged 50c a year, or 5c a
copy, to help defray its costs.

This was doubled three years
later. But no matter the cost, the

Journal had a tremendous
amount of trouble collecting its

fees.

"A very great number of

subscribers seem to think that

they have no interest in the

Journal, but yet continue to take
it, and the consequence is that we
have not received more than a

third of the subscription money."
March 13, 1875

And again, on October 26,

1876 - "We would advise forgetful

subscribers to pay frequently,

and to persist in doing so until

they have acquired a perfect

control over their memories. It

will be an invaluable habit for

them to form, and will prove very
gratifying to us." - Oct. 26, 1876.

This grave financial

dilemma hung over the heads of

Journal's editors and business

managers "like a plague", and
led to some rather gloomy
predictions. . "OUR FUTURE
PROSPECTS- from the present

state of affairs it appears that the

future existence of the Journal is

very questionable ..." - March
13, 1875.

"OUR PROSPECTS FOR
THE FUTURE, - these are
certainly not of the brightest

kind. Indeed our ears have been
frequently greeted with ominous
rumours as to the future of the

Journal and not a few have taken
it upon themselves to prophesy
that our little periodical will

never awaken from the long sleep

of summer, or that if it does, it

will only be to shine with a brief

and flickering light and then die

out altogether" - March 25, 1876.

Despite these pessimistic
forecasts, the Journal lived on,

expanding in 1876 and again in

1879. Somehow, the humps of

financial disaster were skirted by
the brave Journal crew.

Feedback

Feedback
The Journal's "exchanges"

with other colleges produced a

reputation for the Journal -

mostly good, but one cannot help

but see through the rather two-

faced compliment from the Notre

Dame Scholastic: "The Queen's
College Journal is a bright-faced

semi-monthly periodical of which
its editors need not feel

ashamed." Other writers wer?
more obviously friendly:

"Queen's College Journal is

bright and spicy. It advocates co-

education, a feature recently

introduced at Queen's. We are
always glad to receive our
Canadian friend".

Success
Mr. Thomas Masson, an

old gentleman residing near
Ottawa, says that the Journal
is the only newspaper he ever
reads. Such high-minded and
sensible people are rare. If

some of our younger readers

took as much interest in us,

and ad as good taste as Mr.
Masson, the success of the

Journal would be forever
ensured.

Journal, 1879

The early years (1BS4-1S93)
In 1884, the Queen's College

Journal, as it was then called,

was published in twelve 'num-
bers' during the academic term
by the Alma Mater Society of

Queen's University.

Per session, the fee for the

Journal, was $1.00. Single
numbers were 10c. In this second
decade of the Journal's
existence, the Journal seemed to

have tremendous difficulty in

holding on to her staff. Several

issues between 1884 and 1893

apologized for the lateness of the

publication, explaining that the

paper had again been forced to

adopt" new management. The
staff was appointed every tall by
the AMS.

A regular feature continued
to be the monthly plea by the

editor that the subscribers pay
their debts promptly. Not only

was the Journal continually

without an editor but it was
continually out of funds. In the

fall of 1884 two full pages of ad-

vertisements were added to the

paper. This policy was continued

for one year until the Journal

freed itself from debt. From the

fall of 1885-1887 no ad-

vertisements were necessary.

The Journal relied very
heavily on the literary and
academic contributions of the

students. Articles asking for the

aid and co-operation of students

and graduates were not' in-

frequent.

Until 1891, the Queen's
College Journal followed
basically the same patterns of

composition and publication. A
typical issue would begin with

several short articles written by
the staff, informing the reader of

important social and cultural

events within the university - of

guest lecturers, of world events

or politics of the day, and
basically, of all the pertinent

goings-on which make up the

fabric of the University. Then
followed several special sections

with their own headlines: Poetry,

Literary, Correspondence,
Miscellany, Medical, AMS,
Exchanges (Queen's would relate

the news of other colleges).

Personals and De Nobis
Nobilibus (jokes).

While the basic format
remained the same, the staff was
continually trying to create an

internal construction which
would enable the magazine to run

'more smoothly. In April 18, 1888

they urged the AMS to appoint at

least part of the staff in the spring

of the year before their term
actually began so that the first

issue might appear before
November. Unfortunately the

AMS did not think this move
necessary.

Beginning in 1888-1889,

several issues included a Ladies

Corner. This was an i'mportant

step for the women enrolled at

Queen's. For the first time the

"ladies" were allowed to ex-

press themselves, at least to a

certain extent.

- November 20, 1889 was even

a bigger day for Queen's women,
as it marked the first appearance
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of women on the Journal staff.

Three editors were in charge of

a small column in which they

could relate news of graduates,

items of interest^ and social

gatherings.

On November 7, 1891, the

Queen's College Journal began to

be published weekly. The sub-

scriber now received twenty-four

Saturday morning copies. The
publication was expanded to keep
the students more in touch with

college life. The size of each
publication was necessarily

reduced to eight pages with no

advertisements.

On March 4, 1893, the Journal

became known as the Queen's

University Journal. The editors

having taken a serious and ex-

tremely critical look at this

shorter but more frequent ver-

sion of their university magazine,

found that the quality and the

content of the Journal had
diminished. The image of

Queen's, represented by the

Journal was being undermined, it

was felt, by the shoddy
publication. It had become in-

tramural in content. Its horizons

needed to be expanded once

more and the former high level of

literary and academic
achievement re-established. The
suggestion was put forth that four

more pages be added - two of

reading matter and two of ad-

vertisements. In the fall of 1893,

the recommendations of the staff

A^ere put into effect and the

Queen's University Journal
proudly took its place among the

other college journals with 16

pages and a new cover of better

and stiffer paper.
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editorial

Physical neglect
While the intellectual and social are being given free roonn

for expansion, we have a word to say about the physical also.

Remarks along this line may seem superfluous to the students of

a college that can boast a champion football team, but we
believe that a large number of our students are sacrificing some
of their best opportunities because they thoughtlessly and
wantonly ignore one of the most important things in student life.

In a recent exchange we find the following note: "One third

of the university students of Europe die prematurely from the

effects of bad habits acquired in school; one third die from lack

of exercise; and the other third govern Europe". That lack of

exercise is so fatal as this may not be absolutely true, but one

thing is certain that if some of the students would take more
vigorous daily exercise than they do, many of the cobwebs
would be swept away from their brains and fewer pale faces

would be seen in the spring. We do not propose to write a homily

on the subject but we cannot deprecate too strongly the fact that

very often, while only about twenty men are engaged in football,

scores of students may be seen lounging around the fence get-

ting no physical benefit. A few take regular exercise in the

YMCA gymnasium and many more take vigorous outings on the

streets every afternoon, but many apparently forget that no

man can do himself justice in his mental work whrtle he is

neglecting and abusing his physical organism. When we con-

sider that in recent years the death of some of our best students

and the life-long disabling of others is directly traceable to over-

study and lack of exercise, the question becomes a very serious

one. Nature resents abuse and will have its revenge. In view of

the early opening of the skating rink and the beginning of the

hockey season and with the prospect of the bracing winter at-

mosphere before us, further comment is unnecessary.

December 15, 1894

Journal relegated

to storeroom
Last year, owing to the demands upon the space in the New

Arts Building, the Journal was ousted from the quarters that it

had occupied for some time. The staff accepted this change
gracefully but drew from the authorities a promise that as early

as possible more room should be put at its disposal. It is not our
intention to agitate this matter or even to urge that the promise
be filled. The Journal undoubtedly needs a large and more
commodious quarters than those at present in its possession. It

is useless to deny that those connected with the Journal resent

relegation to the western portion of a storehouse for odds and
ends, to which, it appears, a large number of students have
means of admission. The property of the Journal is not of any
great value: but to leave it exposed and liable to destruction

would be unbusiness like and involve lack of fidelity to the trust

of the Alma Mater Society.

October 31, 1907

Letter to the editor

Hallowed traditions
It is to be regretted, it seems to me, that in the hurry of this age

we are leaving behind some of the richest garments of the past.

Education is nought ever more because of its applicability to material
things; and ever less because of its deepening and broadening in

flucnce upon character.

With this utilitarian tendency comes the inclination to break with
the hollf/v/ed traditions of the past. The time was when all University
•-fudent', wf;re cipped and gowned, but today it is almost impossible to

find ii ro\\<;q(: rap among the, students and the number of gowns is

y«;,irly growing less. Is it not to be regretted that these mystic signs of

student brotherhood are being lost? In our halls and classrooms are

'.fill to h<: found a few fine spirits who cling to the hallowed practices
but they arc being fa^t outnumbered by the many whose affections are
not linked with the past,

Cnn we not do something, Mr, Editor, to restore college -.pirit by
the wearing of gowns in all classes and student meetings; and by the
removing of hals In the college halls, thereby respecting the request of

the Senate find at the «.ame time helping to stem the tide which is

sweeping our univorsif ios from the high rock of Intellectual culture to

the level of its training school?

November 25, 1899
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At the turn of the century
During the early years of the

Journal, editorials were mainly

concerned with student health,

student academic progress, new
facilities, and the plight of

women.
In 1894, an editorial urged

students to get enough exercise,

another commented on the

tendency of the students to skip

classes. Editorials were still

concerned with the status of

women at Queen's. Some ad-

vocated that women should be

allowed to use the reading room;

another questioned whether or

not women should be allowed to

attend AAAS meetings.

The university at this time
remained highly church
oriented, and the profound in

fluence of the divinity school was
reflected in the Journal, which
often contained copies or exerpts
of sermons and lectures given by
prominent theologians.

Book reviews and literary

comments on both contemporary
and classical books were a

regular feature. Many letters

were printed from missionaries
(who were usually ex Queen's
students) and other travellers

concerning the religious attitudes

and general life styles of people
of other countries.

A small humourous column
appeared usually in the form of

jokes which referred to par

ticular students and professors.

Sports coverage especially of

football and hockey was a fairly

important feature among Journal

pages.

1904-1913: A gossipy newspaper
The years 1904 to 1913 were a

period of campus expansion,

women's rising status, preoc-

cupation with social events and
propriety, the perfecting of

athletic teams and their per-

formance, and the typical student

oblivion towards world affairs.

These were the years before the

first "war to end all wars" and
the Queen's student body was a

closely-knit, frivolously social,

seriously academic group which
was mightily concerned with

winning in sports, education for

women, the university as a

church-controlled institution, the

latest news from Harvard, and
the high cost of formal social

affairs. AMS meetings were
complained of as being tediously

dull and attendance as poor. It

was business as usual • money,
sports, clubs, student services,

etc. The Journal, up to about 1908

was actually an informative,

entertaining "journal" published

only once a month, and widely

read by both students and
alumni. For the remainder of

these years, the Journal took on a

more newspaper-like look, with

more ads and fewer lengthy

intellectual articles. The Jour-

nal's format was standardized

with a column devoted to each
faculty, plus one for the "ladies",

one for personals or jokes, and
one for news from other
universities. It was a gossipy

newspaper, a bare campus, a

business-like AMS, a typically

boisterous student txjdy, and a

progressively growing time in

Queen's history.

The complacent war years
Editor W. T. McCree (1915-

1916) in a statement of policy:

"We do not consider it to be the

duty of the Journal to advance
the views of any particular body
of student; in fact, it has been

decided by the AMS that it is not

the duty of the College paper to

attempt to influence student

opinion when any important
question is under consideration."

October 22, 1915

The editors of the Journal

early in this period seemed
generally to have agreed with

this view point. Football games
and social activities occupied the

highest priority it seems. Such an

attitude is reflected in many of

the editorials of the day:

"Had the fickle goddess
smiled instead of frowned on the

efforts of Queen's at Toronto last

week there might have been

another Story to tell of the rugby

game there."

October 22, 1914

Reporting of the AMS was
geared towards generating in

teres! in the organization. Rarely

wore the editorials concerned

with the organization and even

more rarely, critical of policy.

There were numerous
editorials on college life and Its

value. The early ones were
tn-iinly concerned with the Im
portance of the correct balance of

physical and mental exercise;

but the more serious ones delved

a little more deeply into the

purposes of education and the

standards and values of Queen's

university. As the war continued

and impinged more on day to day
life, these became yet more
serious.

And as the war continued,

these serious editorials became
much more the rule than the

exception. The Journal ad-

vocated Officer training on
campus (OTC), a military relief

fund, the use of Kingston and
Grant Halls as a military

hospital, the formation of con-

tingents of Queen's men to go

overseas, the sale of Victory

Bonds, and the curtailing of

"expensive and frivolous sports

and social events" in deference to

the war effort.

Through these editorials ran

a constant emphasis on the

maintenance of high ideals.

Students in these years must at

time have felt guilty about being

in school while their friends were
fightipg in Europe. The front

pages of the Journal were often

covered with reports of students

killed and missing in action.

Editors were extremely
critical of the complacent at

titudes of the students.

"Men and women students

alike have been expending their

energies on the "more vitally

important' questions of initiation

and AMS representation the

nation would look after the

Bonds. And this, O Queen's, with

the military hospltal on your very

grounds. With those weary men,
in all the glory of their silent

brokenness, touching you on your

own College walks! This with

eleven hundred Queen's men,

thinking their last thoughts for

the old grey tower, as they go

'over the top' Queen's, it is un-

worthy, unworth the name we
bear, unworthy the nation we
serve."

November 16, 1917

(editor: Charlotte E. Whitton)

Others seemed to believe that

education was necessary in order

for the Allies to win the war, and
that many students were
fulfilling their proper function by

remaining in school.

The years after the war seem

to have been characterized by a

joyful release from this:

"Dances there were in

abundance, and it was not only at

Queen's but all over the world,

people were reacting after the

strain of the war. . . .It is almost

two years since the Armistice

was signed, and it seems to us

that the time Is here when we, as

a University, may rightly be

expected to steady down and pay

due attention to some of the more
substantial and important things

of life".

November 20, 1920

Students often assigned guilt

to people who failed to live up to

Standards than to systems which

failed. Their questionings of the

purposes of education never

never seemed to question totally.
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1924-33: The lean years
The Journals between 1924

and 1933 were published twice a

week. Rugby, hockey and
basketball was top priority copy.

News coverage included special

lecturers debates, and oc-

casionally, the activities of the

AMS.
Editorials were written

either in a humorous vein, or in

the tone of a lecture. Two special

issues, one for sports and one for

literature were published at the

end of the year.
,

The Journal's editors made
frequent comments about the

questionable necessity of having

women at Queen's and con-

cerning the 'controversy' over

the 'distraction' they provided.

On the whole however, fairly

serious treatment of women on

campus and their educational

and career opportunities were
presented.

Articles on the whole were
written in a somewhat more
formal than at present. However,
headlines often made use of plays

on words,' exemplified in the

headline. "Principal Dyde
Monday Last", which referred to

the date of a speech made by S.W.

Dyde.

There were no "un-

classifieds" and little student

advertising for meetings in-

cluded in Journal pages during

the paper's sixth decade of

existence.

The main emphasis was on

campus -and -locally -oriented

news. The occasional articles on

world events appeared.

Journals were bigger (sheet

size) but rarely consisted of more
than ten pages.

The carefree student
During the- early 1930's the

Journal placed a great deal of

emphais on student activities and

sports, presenting a light and

carefree view of university life.

World events and student politics

seemed to be of little importance

during this period. Few changes

were made to the university it-

self.

As the years went on, world

events took on more importance,

although student social events

and sports were still given

priority.The war became evident

in the Journals of the early 1940's

in articles on the contributions of

various groups to the war fund,

and comments about various

Queen's students and graduates

in Europe.

The years of the surveys
Journal surveys and polls

were an important part of the

issues of these years. The
Christmas issue was done in red

and green.

Canadian University Press

(CUP) provided plenty of copy

for those white-looking front

pages.

The Journal was less im-

pressed then by International

news than it is today. During

these years, sports pages played

a very important role, often

occupying the first, second or

third pages.

A feature appeared regularly

that was entitled, "This is

Queen's", giving information on

the history of the campus.
"What's When" equalled

Tendays, Wat's Hapnin' etc.

The fifty's frivolities
The Journal itself ' changed, was hardly more than a decade in

the format of the magazine in-

cluded world politics to bring an
awareness of the importance of

world affairs at this time of

history - the second world war

the past,

The power struggle between

Russia and the U.S.A. which

involved the whole world, had

begun.

The Journal had two women
editors and had one editor who
resigned 213 times. Columns
appeared that have long since

faded out, eg. Whistlestop for

sports, Levana, etc.

news:

#/
Ifs ugly but we love it'^

"For excellence among the

papers of the Canadian
University Press", The Queen's

Journal was awarded the

Southam trophy at the annual

University Press conference in

Quebec City during the Christ-

mas holidays. The trophy was
first made available for com-
petition in 1948, but until this year

had never been won by the

Queen's paper.

The trophy is awarded on the

basis of general excellence to an

E n g I i s h- 1 a n g u a g e paper
publishing twice a week or more
often. The Varsity, The Ubyssey

and The Manitoban all tied for

second place in the compeition.

The trophy was presented to

Journal editor Frances Code by

the mayor of Quebec City at the

closing banquet of the conference

on December 30.

In judging papers the

greatest importance was placed

on the quality of writing news

storeis and on general news

contents of papers.These two

accounted for 60 per cent of

marks. Editorial and features

rated at equal value of 15 per cent

while make up rated at 10 per

cent.

The Journal excelled in most

categories."
- January 10, 1956

Journal given

vote of confidence
Survey of the Week: "Journal Staff gets Vote of Confidence".
The poll asked - how do you like your Journal?

47 per cent found paper perfect

11 per cent found paper terrible

51 per cent prefer first page
32 per cent read sports

12 per cent read editorials

5 per cent not sure which page first

-October 24, 1950

Journal

censored
Journals returned cen-

sored after disappearance
Friday. Most of the 1600 copies

oT the Journal stolen Friday

when they were left

unguarded for a few minutes

were returned to the New Arts

Building all stamped "O.K.

Sc" on the front page.

- January 27, 1953

editorial

The last deadline
It is with mixed feelings that we hammer out this final

Journal editorial of the 1949-50 session. Apart from the personal

satisfaction we have derived from successfully meeting 40

deadlines, and apart from the scars inflicted by brickbats which
we somehow failed to duck during those 40 issues, we think it has

been one of the best in the long history of Queen's.

It has been an eventful year, one full of controversy and
discussion, but one in which the Red, Gold and Blue has been

carried forward to new heights. We are exceedingly thankful

that such controversy has been present, for there is no surer

sign of health and vitality than peaceful disagreement. Out of it

all, we are sure, that elusive queen's spirit has emerged firmer

and stronger than ever before.

Throughout the year, our task has been immeasurably
lightened by the cooperation we have received from all sides,

student and faculty. At no time has the student executive at-

tempted to turn the Journal from the Board Room, and for this,

we are especially thankful. It is a tribute to the responsibility

and maturity of the executive that they have always recognized

the rights of others to disagree and criticize.

Our thanks must also go to the members of the Journal staff,

who put in many, many long hours of their own time without

remuneration in turning out this paper. The efficiency and
dispatch with which they carried out the tasks allotted to them
has made our own efforts seem insignificant in comparison.

-March 7, 1950

On student government
That the present AMS elective system is not acceptable to

the majority of Queen's students was proved beyond any
reasonable doubt at the recent election; less than thirty per cent

of the student body exercised their privilege to vote and the

enthusiasm which is usually so prevalent during election time

was with the exception of the Theatre Party, entirely absent. It

would seem that if student government at Queen's is to retain

any standing at all something must be done. But what?
Many people are of the opinion that reversion to the old

system would solve all the existing difficulties. Such a step

would merely bring things back to where they were before and
amid scenes of

_
the wildest enthusiasm a completely

unrepresentative body would once more elected. It is true that

last spring the present system was railroaded through an open
meeting of the AMS but the new system is at least a represen-

tative one and we have nothing but contempt for those who were
not willing to at least give it a fair chance, and showed this

unwillingness by their refusal tovote.We admit that the lack of a

progressive two party system and the total absence of any issue

on which to vote made the last election a weak one; but that in

itself is no excuse for the lack of support which was so

widespread.

It would be a sign of weakness to say that no solution can be

found. The keynote of the old system was enthusiasm. What one
system lacks the other can supply. Surely there lies between the

two some answer to the problem. For answer we must have, if

the influence of student government at Queen's, which, for the

past few years has been on the decline, is to be restored to the

position which it has held in the pastand should hold again.

- November 4, 1938

news:

ii
Library's Loafing

Lounge Lizards

Like Learning Less

Than Listening"

The library reading room is intended to be used for studying

only. It is not a place for lounge lizards and professional

loiterers, nor a sanctuary for social misfits and wolves on the

loose. If you don't intend to work when you came to the reading

room, then don't come at all, and do your talking at Lazonga's or

the Coffee Shop. Let's have silence, please!

- December 14, 1945
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News:

Motion to

Journal

editor

rejected

dump

News:

In February of 1965, a special

meeting of the AAAS executive

was called to discuss a motion to

"Dump Journal Editor" Brian

Bailey. Bailey was accused of

consistently bad judgment,
Irresponsibility in running the

Journal and of misrepresentation

of the facts in major campus
issues, leading to prejudice and

confusion among students. The
charges were based on the

Journal's supposed mishandling

of five major issues - the

resignation of the two AAAS

executives; the contract dispute

with the Journal's printer; the

editorial space on the Space

Committee Report; the bad
coverage of the Arts and Science

court; and a derogatory editorial

on the Residence Government.

Bailey, unable to attend the AAAS

meeting, made a six minute tape

in his defence. Co-editor AAike

Fulton acted on his behalf

throughout the remainder of the

debate. The motion to remove
Bailey as editor of the Journal

was defeated by a vote of 9 to 6.

-February 23, 1965

Journal

shorts
The sixties and seventies saw

<,e/eral major changes in the

Journal. From 1966 to 1969, the

paper v/as produced twice a

v/eek. The Journals of 1969-70

7/ere run only once a week. The
fjditors of 1970-71 reverted again

to the bi-weekly publication

schedule.

In 1971 72, although the

Journal was produced an am-
bitious three issues a week, the

total number of volume pages,

did not exceed that of the

following year, when the Journal

rfverted to the biweekly
'.chfidule, The present editor

intend to follow the pattern set in

thf- previouj year.

In Jrinu/jry of 1966, the

Journal changed from printing on
'I broad ^he^jf to a tabloid size.

If must al'^o be noted that thr.-

//omon of Oofon's have played an
incrcasingi/ dominant role in the

production and editing of the

Journal in the last few years.

Times haven't changed that

much. There is still no rest for the

wicked. The hours are long, the

coffee bitter, the criticisms long

and loud, the rewards, largely

ocr^onal.

The deadlines come and go.

Editors come and go. The
Journal has remained immunr.-

down through the years. It h,-i',

<'ndur»;d for one hundred yonr',;

-'(ifl will hop'-fijll/ f;ndurc mon/

KlW;S'U)N, <INt,, n\xm\ih\, m' fMHfM i, I1M

Deutsch to chair

Economic

Council

of Canada

Controversy
Controversy raged around the 1973 AAAS

elections. The actual election campaign was rather

tame. The Journal however, found itself in the

midst, and in fact, the cause of a great deal of ex-

citement....

In an editorial which appeared on the Friday

before the elections, Journal Editor, Jennifer Grass

wrote:

"Election time again. Cliche time again.

"As usual, there are experienced people run-

ning for president and vice-president of the AAAS,

asking for student votes. There are no "unknowns"
or joke candidates, though unless you count Shane,

which we don't really, it's a real political-heavy

choice between two teams.

"Each team is telling the campus what it wants

to do. (See Tuesday's issue, or this issue, or next

Tuesday's issue.) At the same time, each team tells

the campus what the AAAS, under its control, will

have to offer to students

"In the end, the largest part of the decision has

to be made on the candidates' experience and
talents.

"Bruce Trotter? He is internal affairs com-

missioner of the AAAS this year - an unspectacular

role at best.

"Steve Brereton? He is president of the inter-

residence council on Leonard Field. He's done well

there, keeping residents reasonably happy - but the

issues are not the broad ones faced by the AAAS.

"Steve Sugar? He's the real administrator

among the four and has given his attention this year

to the AAAS concerts committee and such other AAAS
matters as the housing lottery.

"Lyn Whitham? She is AAAS external affairs

commissioner. You've seen what she did on the

single biggest issue Queen's has faced this year: she

was in charge of the fee withholding operation. Her

strong point is the educational political field.

"In summary, it seems that Sugar and AAiss

Whitham have more of what it takes. Sugar is ex-

perienced in the services and entertainment areas

of AAAS activity, and he is a good administrator.

AAiss Whitham, more of a theoretician, has ex-

perience in the political matters which the AAAS

deals with.

"Altogether, they are the stronger team for

AAAS president and vice-president. We suggest you

vote for them next week."

February 2, 1973

The reaction was predictable. In the ensuing

debates, it was revealed that "God is not dead: she

is sitting behind a typewriter in the basement of the

, Union."

The outcome of the election;

Brereton and Trotter by 56 votes.

Women
The position of the woman in our

modern society is a paradox. On the one

hand she is given the freedom to be

educated equally with men; yet she is

not given the same equality when it

comes to' competing for jobs in the

business world.

While there still is a prejudice in

private industry against hiring women
university graduates, especially for

their training programs, this

discrimination is slowly vanishing.

It is up to women to fight. However,

you must be prepared to further your

training after your B.A. You must be

prepared to take the offer of a clerical

job. Above all you must be prepared to

prove that you are willing to shoulder

responsibility.

AAaking a career in marriage after

graduation is not to be frowned upon

either. Who cares if some women's only

purpose in attending university is to

find a husband? Her education will

never be wasted. Very often after the

children have started school she will

return to the labourer market.

-February 14, 1964

®ur first impr^BBtflnfi

M.o\xniiti upon tl]iB page are our first impressiana of

the printing si]op &il]f"" emergetlj i\[t li<&^'!^'^^Ji.

Xhosp reproi)uceb plTotograpI|icaIIti - of tl] - Bcfntng ma-

thine, ll|e cJ]np foubling paper, anb tl]e large epiniiing

jenny, - faere taken by ua. QIJjoBe rrprobucch Uioohcut-

iViely - of roughly the eame items - toere tl|e probucta

fli our printer'* moat ahilleb craftsmen

trchniquea.

anb abbanceb

John James Deutsch is to

resign his vice-principalship next
week in order to assume duties as
chairman of the Economic
Council of Canada. His term of

office is seven years.

He fold the Journal that he
will ask the trustees for a leave of

absence from the professorship

in economics.

The appointment is a great

honour and promises to t>e ex-

tremely demanding for Dr.

Deutsch. The purposes of the

council are to "advise and make
recommendations to AAaurice La
AAontaigne, head of the privy

council and economic advisor to

the Prime AAinister. Dr. Deutsch
is particularly concerned with

advising the Government as to

how Canada can best enjoy a high

and consistent rate of economic
growth". This includes con-

sidering ways to strengthen
Canada's international trade, as

well as to explore the expansion
of particular industries at home.

Dr. Deutsch has supervision

and direction of the affairs of the

council.

Dr. Deutsch told the Journal

that he looked forward to the day,

at the moment quite a long way
off, when he might return to

Queen's. His regard for the

traditions of Queen's was very

high, and, he added. Queen's was
one of the most cohesive
universities he knew. When
questioned as to the problems of

expansion, he felt that they would
do little to change Queen's fun-

damental character. Of course

more residences would have to be
built, and perhaps residence life

broke some traditions. But never,

he said, would Queen's be able to

house all students in residence.

Dr. DeuTsch is a graduate of

Queen's. He received his B.

Comm. here in 1935. His career in

Economics was established when
he was appointed assistant

research director of theRowell
Sirois Commission in 1937.

As a university teacher he

spent the early years of the war
at Queen's. He then moved to

become a special wartime
assistant to the AAinister of Ex-

ternal Affairs.

In 1953 he was appointed

assistant Deputy AAinister of

Finance. He continued govern-

ment service until 1956,

travelling extensively.

He returned from his odyssey
in government affairs to become
head of the department of

Economics at U.B.C. In 1959 he

was offered the Vice-

Principalshlp of Administration

at Queen's. He soon became
widely known to the student body,

find, as a tribute to his warmth
and service, he was appointed

Honorary President of the AAAS.

He told the Journal it was an

honour he greatly treasured

September 27, 1963
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Levana:

Clothing styles may change over the years, but Queen's-women still stay the same.

Coeds have long tradition here
Queen's first admitted enroll in medicine and applied ed until 1960.

women students thirty years science.

after it opened, and in 1878 Tlie use of several areas on
allowed them to study for campus was restricted to male
degrees. In 1943, for the first students; Wallace Hall in the
time, women were permitted to Union, for example, did not go co-

Today about forty per cent of

Queen's students are women;
they make up more than half the

population of the Faculty of Arts

and Science.

1878: Freshettes puzzle men
"We were standing in the

Hall on Wednesday waiting for

something to turn up for in-

corporation in this issue, when
the door of the ante-room over the

entrance, opened and on it came -

"We cannot help it our readers do

not believe us; but we assure

them on the word of an editor that

it is a fact - a flock of a-a-a-

freshwomen, I suppose we must
call them. We were utterly

dumbfounded. Where in the name
of AAinerva did they come from?
But before we had recovered our

normal equanimity they came up

and asked the location of a cer-

tain class-room. We blushed and
pointed vacantly down the

corridor and then vanished. We

have now completely recovered

from the shock, and extend to the

young ladies our most cordial

welcome, and hope that they are

only the first instalment of a

larger number yet to come. The

more the merrier."
- Journal 1878

1907: College benefits women
What is it going to cost girls?

... Is it worth while to sacrifice,

as so many of you are doing, the

best years of your lives, your
comfortable homes, and the
protection and gentle guiding

that they represent, and at least

to risk the sacrifice of your robust

health in the days and nights of

mental and nervous strain to

which you must subject your-

selves.

Oh yes, you say, of course it

is - gloriously worth while, for are
not we making this sacrifice

willingly - nay, gladly, since by
its means we may develop all

that it is possible for us to

become, may stand in the front

rank of Canadian womanhood,
because we are the proud
possessors of "higher
education."

But what does this higher

education stand for? To an

onlooker at least it means four or

five years from the glory of a

girl's life, spent in a hurried rush

from lecture hall to committee
room, from Y.W. to Levana
meetings, from evenings of

mental strain and books at home
to evenings of eve more
dangerous, nervous waste at

various "At- Homes" and dances.

Then follows the pride of

graduation day, the

congratulations of friends, the

waning interest in those potent

letters that at first looked so

interesting on an envelope, and
then putting herself in some place

in the life of the world - as

teacher, business womean, or

home-maker.
And now what? To be sure,

this graduate of ours will be a

person of much importance in the

community, for are not rank and
influence determined by that

indefinable something which we
call culture and which education

is supposed to give? She will be a

welcome guest in the best homes
and her opinion will be asked on

questions of importance. She will

have it in her power to influence

many a life towards her ideal and
is not that the best purpose of an

life? Some one has said very

tritely, and I think very truly,

"Man's rank is his power to

uplift," and I take it that if our

college girl is to become a queen
among her associates she will do

so by means of the power she

may be able to exert, to elevate

the life around her to higher

levels, "to help the whole stream
of humanity towards perfection."

- Sometime in 1907

Being a Queen's woman wasn't easy
1873 - One of our Professors lately, in explaining

to a class of young ladies the theory according to

which the body is entirely renewed every seven

year, said, "Thus, Miss B., in seven years you
will in realiity be no longer. Miss B." "I sin-

cerely hope I shan't," demurely responded the

girl, casting down her eyes.

1877 - letter to the editor: "... girls need

university education because, as a group,

they're hopelessly stupid ..."

1879 - "... we don't object to girls coming to

study at Queen's but we fear the result will be

injurious to the sight. Cross-eyes for example."

1880 - "It's high time to rise up against the

tyranny of the so-calledweakersex. Co-education

is the order of the day. It is a poor rule that won't

work ix)th ways - Vassar must admit boys!"

Girls had their

own society
Although Queen's academics

went co-ed as early as 1871,

student politics were segregated
for a long time.

The interests of women were
represented by the Levana
Society, which was founded in

1891. Named for a minor Roman
goddess of learning and in-

spiration, the society at first met
only on special occasions when it

acted as a means of com-
munication between the Senate

and women. Chiefly, however, it

became a bond of union among
the girls themselves, for women
still felt as if they were on trial at

the university.

As the number of women on

campus grew larger, the Levana
council was organized to arrange
activities for women, and the

Levana Society became quite an
active force on campus. It

sponsored (intro-society) sports

teams for women, various social

events, lectures and debates.

A separate Levana initiation

programme for women began in

1905: "The long looked-for

reception of the young and
guileless freshette took place on

Saturday evening, when the

genus freshie, good, bad, and
indifferent, was put through her

paces by her elders and betters,

and took the oath of fealty to the

mighty Bear of Queen's." - Oc-

tober 22, 1914. (The Levana
Society seems to have had some
sort of stuffed bear as a mascot.)

As the size and awareness of

the society grew it began to be

less centred on women them-
selves than on the campus as a

whole. In 1916 the society

proposed to the AMS that two
places be reserved for Levana
members in that group, the girls

to be elected by Levana only.

This proposal met with great

opposition in the AMS; the

arguments continued into the

session of 1917-18. The proposal

seems to have been designed so

that women would not have to

compete in the AMS general

elections. In the meantime, a girl

ran for assistant secretary of the

AMS and won this post for the

session of 1916-17. {The girl was
Charlotte Whitton.) During the

next session the proposal of two
reserved seats was defeated in

the AMS. Levana was reminded
that her members were perfectly

free to run in AMS elections.

The spirit of Levana was
epitomized in the annual can-

dlelighting ceremony, which
symbolized the passing of the

flame of learning from one class

to the next. Tricolor ribbons were
tied around the candles, and the

superstition arose that the length

and form of the ribbon predicted

one's romantic life. Gradually

that tradition became more
prominent than the original

meaning of the rite - to the point

that the ceremony was
periodically mocked, criticized

and in 1971 interrupted by
demonstrators who claimed it

was phallic and antifeminist.

The Levana Society
remained an active campus
organization until 1967, when it

merged with the Arts and Science

Society, then all men. Its name is

perpetuated in Levana Court and
the Lower Ban Righ cafeteria.

Co-education a menace?
Dear Sir:

Please advise an earnest Sophomore who is trying to get the most
from a course in mineralogy in spite of the distractions of co-

education. What should I do when a co-ed insists upon sitting in an

attitude that may roughly be described as being an iijiitation of one of

the Coles Phillips Holeproof ads? Should I drop the course, wear black

glasses or draw the attention of the co-ed to the fact that she may be

considered as a disturbing influence?

I anxiously await your reply.

R. G., Sc. '27.

- Sometime in 1924

...at UBC too?

Because an English professor finds feminine pulchritude too much
of a distraction while he is lecturing, about ten girls will forced to miss
one English 2 lecture per week.

Some twenty girls, who had been deluded into believing that they
would hear an interesting lecture, withered before the scathing glance
of Professor Wood recently.

"I am not accustohned to lecturing to young women in this cour-

se," Professor Wood announced in his usual stentorian monotone.
"Such young women will therefore vacate the room at once."

Strangely enough, not one woman protested on the grounds that

she wished to be considered a young lady. Instead, the girls moved out

en masse blushing and accompanied by loud hisses and boos from the

roomful of males, who were merely trying to hide their heartbreak.
As during the last term, the girls' English 2 lectures are given on

Mondays and Wednesdays, the boys' on Wednesdays and Fridays. The
ten girls referred to above find themselves in the unfortunate psoition

of having a lecture in some other subject at 1 : 30 Monday afternoon and
are therefore prevented from attending the girls' lecture.

At present the young ladies are too enraged to make any coherent
statements to the press but it is feared Professor Wood may not find it

safe to walk across the campus without a bodyguard if some method is

not found to appease their indignation.

- January 31, 1941
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ENTERTAINMENT
Science Formal Ends With Waltz "I Love You Truly'^

Interior Of Gym Changed

Into Glamourous City

of the Georgeous East
With the strains of "I Love

You Truly" still ringing in our

ears another Science Formal is at

an end. Here after follow the

impressions of your observer as

he danced in the middle of the

floor towards the end of this great

party.

Another great dance is

Supers

needed for

Stratford-On-

Avon Co.
students interested in dramatics
or in seeing behind the scenes at

the Shakespearean plays next

week will have the opportunity of

doing so. Twelve men and four

girls are needed as "supees" for

"Romeo and Juliet" per-
formance Tuesday evening.
Twenty men and ten girls are
needed for the Wednesday
matinee as extras in "Julius

Caesar". Applications should be
made to the Stratford-On-Avon

Co. officials at the Grand Opera
House at 4 o'clock Monday af-

ternoon. Men applying should be
between five feet, eight inches in

height. Girls preferably should be
able to wear thrity-six or thrity-

seven sizes in costumes. Supers
are well paid.

Reporters

Wanted
There are several openings

on the Journal news staff for

reports. All those interested may
leave their names, addresses and
phone numbers at the College

Post Office or call E.H. Gilmour
3469.

nearly over, "only a few more
numbers are left now, and then

the Science '33 At Home will be

merely a memory. But what a

memory,* perfect music perfect

crowd, beautiful girls on all sides,

paying tribute to the halls of

Science.

Congratulations 'Doc' Gray
and likewise to all the other

members of the committee, who
have excelled themselves in

making this dance of all dances

the high spot of the college year.

A sell out from the start,

dozens have been turned away in

the last three days, but all to a

good cause. A good dance can be

spoilt by too large a crowd. And
this gang is neither too large nor

too small.

As is everything else, so are

the decorations - perfect. And
once again must we pay homage
to "Chuck McKnight" the ace of

decorators, and to all his

assistants, who have successfully

turned a drab and dreary gym
into a charming city of the east.

We dance in the middle of

this city. All around are

minarets, towering o'er us, shafts

of light of even changing color

stream up their silvery sides,

back of them is the inpenetrable

blackness of desert of night.

From the inside of a minaret

in front of us, Billy Bisset and his

unbeatable orchestra sent out

faultless rhythm, fox trots, waltz,

medleys, fast or slow, or what
have you, each piece better than

the one before. How long can he

keep this up? - for ever as far as

we're concerned!

Behind us, beneath the

balcony, the letters SC. '33 shine

down on us, keeping guard on

their last formal at Queen's.

pi)oio engraoers
Aili-laitic Si. lOasi.

Hnowdcri OhsiinlxTHj

Coronto
F. Watts, mkp.

British American boul and

bold fronlenac

Kin.<^stoii, Onl.

RATES, $2 TO $3 E, MclNTYRE, Mg»».

THE STUDENTS' TAILOR
Hf.t- hi« (ioo<)H ami K''> I'if^ l'rir;»'.H Ix-lorc

PiirchaHlnK <;1h»«wIi»t<'.

T. LAMBERT, Merchant Tailor

lost
Lost, a lady's blue leather hand
bag on the promenade south of

King Street about 10:45 p.m. on

Friday night. Believed found

soon after lost by three Queen's

students. Bag contain per-

manent railway pass urgently

needed. Return of cash In bag no

consideration. Communicate
with F. Rand. R.M.C.

Defiance
Why doth the lousy Sophomore
Annoy the little Fresh

And spout from every oozing pore

His sophomoric bosh?

I scorn the lousy Sophomore,
I scorn his cry, "You fussed!"

I'll see my girl right to her door,

(So help me God) or bust.

If with my girl I choose to walk

And Sophs attempt to clown,

I will not pause in Idle talk,

I'll simply smack 'em down.

Isn't it lovely? And to think

the little man made It all up

himself!

But mother's little lamb must
stop using

such bad swear words, or Mamri
will have
to wash his mouth out with soap.

li/iodernistk

Film of the

Future

Shown
"AAetropolis," a modernistic

film of the future, will be shown
at the meetings of the rapidly

growing Film Club. The showings

of the picture will take place this

evening at 8:00 p.m. and
tomorrow at 5:00 p.m. and 8:00

p.m. in Convocation Hall.

The Society has invested in a

considerably more expensive
projector capable of filling a

fullsized screen, and henceforth

films will be shown in Con-

vocation Hall. If the present

interest and attendance is

maintained the apparatus will be

adapted for sound films as soon

as possible.

Admission to the Film Club

requires only the payment of a

small door charge. For the

showing of "Metropolis" the fee

will be 15 cents for students and
faculty, and 25 cents for local

residents.

English Club
Dr. Frank Harrison will speak to

the English Club on "Elizabethan

Music and Lyrics" on Tuesday,

March 3rd at 3:00 p.m. in the Red
room. The lecture will be

illustrated by gramophone
recordings. Miss W. Gordon will

also speak after Dr. Harrison's

address. Tea will be served at the

close of the meeting.

Pen and Ink

Exhibition

FREE
FREE: Comfortable room, nice

locality near University for girl

student in.return for staying in a

s required and very light duties.

Apply In person or writing to E.

I.ockolt, 116 Princess St., Phone

74.

In the Canadian Society of

Graphic Arts Travelling

Exhibition, on view at the

Douglas Library, the contrast of

black and white pictures which

have been drawn by human hand

is noticeable. Mr. Hornyansky,

also known as a painter, has

several excellent etchings of

which the coloured ones are less

appealing than the black and

white, although both show ex-

cellent workmanship. Miss Grace

Fugler has some interesting and

strong woodcuts. The lithograph

and pen-and-ink drawing by

Charles Jefferys, who might be

called an old-timer in Canadian

Art, are full of rhythm and

motion. The lithographs of

Georgian Bay by Charles

Goldhamer, and the pen-and ink

drawings by Tom Lowe are also

full of feeling and character.

Ackrody, Barry, Kennedy and

Schaefer are among the other

artisfs in this show, which will be

on view until March 6th.
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THRIVING '30s
Concert to

Revive many

Queen's songs
The second annual concert of

the Queen's University Band will

be held in Grant Hall on Sunday,

March 1 at 3:00 p.m. Among the

many features on the programme
is a melody of Queen's songs

arranged by the band leader, Bill

Amodeo. These numbers which

were familiar to our fathers will

answer the demand in the "soap
Box" for a revival of college

songs. The official musicians of

Science '38, Bill Birch and Hugh
LaCaine will also assist on the

programme.
Since the close of the rugby

season the band has been
practising regularly in

preparation for their show.
Patrons are promised a most
entertaining afternoon. Because

of cutstanding debts incurred on

the trip to Toronto last fall, a

silver collection will be taken at

the concert in an effort to im-

prove the Band's financial

standing.

Dawn with its rose tint lights.

Dawn and its purple grays.

Dawn and the death of night;

Morn, the bright new day.

Dawn with its great dim star.

Dawn and the golden sun,

Dawn with silver bar;

Morn, a neW life won.

Dawn with its hectic lights.

Dawn and its thrill of song.

Dawn the hope of night;

Morn, and the dark is gone.

-S.D.S.

Lost
Lost: A plaid motor rug, on the

bleachers at last Saturday's

rugby game. Finder please

return to Macdonnell House.

Reward.

Buffalo

University

magazine

is banned
Buffalo, (I. P.) - Publication

of the "Bison", undergraduate
publication of the University of

Buffalo, has been banned by the

students' activities committee^
because of alleg'ed slanderous
statement and jokes, it was
announced today.

Dr. A. Bertram Lemon,
chairman of the committee
charged that the magazine had
printed statements and jokes

reflecting on the character of

several students and campus
organizations.

The Bison was severely
criticized a year ago and
suspension threatened when
several jokes printed in the

magazine had received nation-

wide publicity over a radio

network.

Music Department

at Summer School
An interesting innovation at the Summer School

this year was the appointment to the staff of Mr.
Edoardo Petri, Director of Choral Music at the
Metropolitan Opera Company in New York. Mr.
Petri offered choral instruction to regular summer
school students as well as private tuition.

Mr. Petri planned to have a school of music
established at Queen's in connection with the

Summer School. His work was largely in the nature
of an experiment in which the university co-

operated'to its fullest extent. A public performance
was given on August 13 and was so successful that it

is expected that the attempt will be repeated next
summer.

The Journal learns from reliable source that

many students and Kingstonians took advantage of

this excellent opportunity to further the knowledge
of choral singing and to participate in the well

balanced public performance presented.

Dr. J. A. MacGregor, Med. 21 of New York City

was actively interested in having Mr. Petri come to

Queen's for this special work.

Radio

Committee
In order that the radio receiving set at the

Student Union may be operated to best advantage
and an effort made to satisfy the tastes of as many
as possible, a Radio Committee will take charge of

the set and select the evening programs. It has been
suggested that certain of the broadcasting stations

might dedicate numbers to the Union thus putting

Queen's on the air and this new committee will

investigate the possibilities of the scheme.
They will be responsible also for providing

suitable music for Ipanquets and other functions at

the Union.

All students interested in radio and willing to

serve on the committee are requested to get in touch

immediately with Dave Jack, Sc 30.

Art Instructions

offered to Students
Itwill be good newsforall Queen's students who

are interested in drawing and painting to know that

they can now obtain instruction in art at nominal

rates. The Kingston Art and Music Club has secured

the services of Miss Grant as instructress and
classes will be held in the Club Rooms, over the

Bank of Commerce, King Street. The classes of-

fered are as follows:

1) Beginners Class - Monday, 4:30 to 6.

2) Design and Still-life - Wednesday 7: 30 to 9:30.

3) Landscape - Tuesday, 7:30 to 9:30.

4) Life - Thursday, 7:30 to 9:30.

For the first two classes there is no fee beyond
membership in the Club (1.25) and in the Art Group
(50c). For either of the other two classes the charge
is $1.00 for six lessons, or $3.00 for the season of

twenty lessons. Tickets for the club may be obtained

at Queen's Post Office, and the other fees may be

paid at the first class attended. Classes will begin on

Monday, November 25.

It has been realized for some time that op-

portunities for creative work in art have not been
available to our students and it is mainly Queen's

people who are behind this development, so now
that the opportunity is here, it is hoped that a large

number will seize it.

Queen's rejected

amalgamation
In the 1880's, as the number of Universities situated in the province increased, the

question of amalgamation with other Universities became a major issue in the pages of

the Journal.

"There are at present in the Province, Toronto, Victoria, the Western, Ottawa, and
Queen's Universities. The first three have accepted the principle of Federation, and will

probably ultimately become one." (March 21, 1885). Of the four remaining. Western's

charter included the possibility of affiliation with Toronto, and Ottawa, which received

no endowments, had little or no contact with the other Ontario Universities.

In 1846, five years after a Royal Charter was issued "incorporating Queen's College

'with the style and privilege of a University' " (February 1887), and after Toronto

University had become liberalized and secularized, "Queen's was invited to fall in and
help to build up a big Provincial University" (1887). But the proposal was rejected and
Queen's continued to grow, fulfilling the predictions that accompanied the refusal. "In

1850 the students attending Queen's had increased in number to thirty-five, and the

Trustees looked forward to further increase, as the country became more populous and
wealthy". (1887)

By the 1880's it was suggested that it would "be well for the authorities of Toronto

University to consider the advisability of being affiliated to Queen's, which has ap-

parently about twice as many students, and thus accomplish their dream of University

consolidation" (1873-1883). (At this point Toronto had48 students.)

When the question of confederation arose again in 1887, the Journal reminded its

readers that " If with 35 students, there was need of Queen's, much more when there are

300. If there was need, when the population of the Province was half a million, much
more when it numbers two millions". (1887)

The idea of a single University in Ontario was finally left by the way as each

University expanded on its own and as the Journal realized, "In Education a generous

competition is of paramount importance. In this department, the deadening effects of

monopoly are more apparent than in any other." (1887)

And more Trivia
A New Yell for Science (Nov. 1907): "Our
faculty yell, 'Stean Drills and Con-

centrators' is a fairly good one, but for some
years the Engineering Society has realized

that it might be improved on and has sought

to encourage its members to get up a better

one."

ROOM FOR RENT (classified): Desire

non-smoker, non-drinker. Those who are

perfectly quiet and don't run around with

women, should also fit into surroundings;

call Anatomy Lab. (Nov. 1956)

FOR RENT: single room to rent for

ma le student, $6.00 weekly, five minute walk

from University. (Nov. 1957)

Feb. 11, 1949: The Diamond Jubilee

edition of the Journal was compiled by the

Levanna Society to mark the 65th an-

niversary of women in journalism at the

university.

Survey of the Week (Oct. 1950):

Freshettes prefer Seniors. Science men
headed the list, followed by Medsmen.

Downeyflake Coffee Shop: Economy
breakfast of Bacon and Egg (or two fried

eggs), toast, jam, coffee or tea for .39c.

(Jan., 1955).

Results of a JOURNAL Poll in Nov.

1945: Do you favour the excluding of liquor

from all campus wide functions: Yes - 36 per

cent. No - 60 per cent Undecided - 4 percent

Official enrolment (Oct. 1945): 2308

JOURNAL (Oct. 22, 1945) : the first post-

war pep rally was held Friday the I9th when
the student body assembled in front of

Flemming in pyjamas, nightgowns and
tarns.

1879 "... the extreme section of the

local religious world has been thrown into

convulsions by the conduct of a minister of

the gospel who recently skated over the Bay
to fill a clerical appointment on the Sabbath

day. Such discretions of the Lord's own day
by a minister of the gospel are indeed

scandalous, especially when it is considered

that he could have walked or driven to this

appointment instead of cutting capers on the

ice ..."

1879 - "If cleanliness be next to

godliness, 'a fact inquestionably in our

minds', it is to be feared Kingston is a very

Godless city just at present."

1879 - "We are glad to see that the

wearing of the full academic costume is

being advocated among the students and
encouraged by the professors we hope
that all students will be of one mind on the

subject and that in future no gown will be

seen unless accompanied by the orthodox

mortar board.

A "Gaelic Society" sprang up in 1875

with the desire to start a group of Gaels to

preserve the language of the thousands of

people throughout the length and breadth of

the land who still cling fondly to the ver-

nacular they first acquired and which is

closely linked with the pleasantist

reminiscences they have of their native

land."

It seems that the girls, though, are more
concerned with the men themselves than

with what they wear.

Comments: Levanite '51: I like them
dressed in anything.

Comments: Levanite '50: Year jackets are

nice for lectures - definitely out for dates.

FEBRUARY 22, 1957: A new Law
Faculty at Queen's might be established in

fall of '58. The law course would be for 3

years to be followed by 15 months articling

and 6 months intensive training at Osgoode
Hall. Any student with a degree in Arts or

Science would probably be allowed to enter

the Faculty. MARCH 7, 1957:

Queen's Yell January 8, 1912)

Originally:

Dearg, gorm's buidhe
Oil thigh na Banrighinn

A Banrighinn gu brath

Cha gheilll Cha gheill! Cha gheill!

Pronounced:
Jary, gormus, booee.

Oil hi Navanree
Navanree gu brah

;

Ka yale! Ka yale! Ka yalel
Meaning:
Red, Blue, Yellow,

Queen's, Queen's, forever,

Never say die!



WHAT SORT OF PERSON READS THE JOURNAL ?

One who wants to know what's happening at Queen's and what
issues the Queen's community is talldng about. The Journal is the best
medium for advertisers who want to reach all the students. And for

graduates who want to keep in touch, there is no better or more
regular way. The Journal is the focus for Queen's thought and brings
this to our readers in Kingston and around the world.
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Who's Where

next week
The Who's Where will be available for distribution towards

the end of next week according to editor Bob Mutrie. It is

presently in Toronto being printed.

A new feature of the publication this year will be the in-

clusion of students' home phone numbers for those wishing to

locate their friends during holidays or the summer.
In addition to the usual articles about finding your way

around the university and the city, there will be pointers to help

you in looking for jobs and hunting for apartments, to name only

two new features.

Watch for an orange cover. It will likely be a Who's Where.

Printing Service dumped

Students protest decision
by Margot Ritchie

A group of about twenty

enraged students met Tuesday
night to protest the recent AMS
Board of Directors decision to

drop the AMS printing service

and to look at AMS policies in

general.

The Board of Directors cited

a $184 loss for the month of

September as the reason for

closing the service. This was in

accordance with a recent Outer

Council ruling that all services

must either break even or show a

slight profit.

The student meeting was
sparked by an open letter written

to the students from Al Coxwell in

the Tuesday Journal. It is the

first time in recent years that

students have taken such an

active interest in AMS policies.

As Coxwell sees it, the

printing service' should not be

"another one of those things at

Queen's that slipped by, swept

under the carpet", and this

seemed to be the belief of most of

those present.

They voiced the objection

that the AMS had made too hasty

a judgement in assessing the

printing service solely on the

basis of alleged losses during the

month of September.

The group w^ essentially

pressing for a delay of at least a

month in the AMS decision so that

a closer look at the ad-

mininstration of the printing

service could take place.

A "paranoid AMS"
Referring to the $184 loss

which the Board of Directors

claimed for the printing service,

Coxwell argued that there were
serious problems with their

figuring. He pointed out that the

service had stocked up on in-

ventories for the year during the

month in preparation for an
expected 15 per cent price in-

crease in printing supplies.

Coxwell concluded that ex-

penditure for the next few months
should for that reason be
noticably lower.

John Telgmann one of those

protesting the decision, bluntly

stated that the "AMS has gone
paranoid" after the reports of

drained financial resources had
been received last summer. He
maintained that the financial

picture of the printing service

should have been anticipated and
that forecasts should have been
made.

In defence

of the decision
Steve Brereton, President of

the AMS and Marvin Bloos,

Education Commissioner, two of

the three AMS directors, both

attended the meeting. The third

Director is AMS Vice-President

Bruce Trotter.

Defending the decision to

discontinue the service Brereton

pointed out four alternatives

which had been considered.
Firstly, he pointed out that the

service could have been sub-

sidized, as was done in previous

years, but added that the Outer

Council had voted against this

policy earlier this year.

Secondly, he stated that they

had considered an increase in

prices. He did not, however,

explain why this alternative was
eliminated. Thirdly, Brereton
stated that they had offered

financial responsibility for the

service to Dennis Grossfield,

present manager, while con-

tinuing to offer the room free of

charge. However, Crossfield

rejected the offer. Finally

Brereton stated, they had ap-

proached the various faculty

societies to see if they wanted to

take over the service. However,
the societies were unreceptive.

Business attitudes

questioned
According to Coxwell,

Crossfield is actually saving the

AMS money by running the

printing service as a "service"

rather than a "business". Cox-

well noted that the printing

service is able to save students

both a 12 per cent federal sales

tax and a 7 per cent provincial'

sales tax. In addition, it saves the

usual 10 per cent markup nor-

mally charged elsewhere. The
total savings to the AMS and any
students who use his service

therefore stands at 30 per cent.

Coxwell stressed that

Crossfield was not consulted

before the decision to cut the

printing service was made.
As it stands now, the AMS

Board of Directors is completely

responsible for the financial

dealings of the AMS, including

those of the printing service. At

one point Bloos retorted that it is

"not as if we were trying to hurt

anyone by our financial

decisions". At another instance

in the meeting, both Bloos and
Brereton claimed that they were
"not directly involved" in the

finances of the AMS.
As the meeting progressed

further, general AMS policies

were brought under discussion.

The $31,590.37 cost of ad-

ministering $12,965.40 of student

fees pointed out in Coxwell's

letter was one of the major issues

in question. Bloos mentioned

that, in actual fact, if profits from
all services such as the Pub were
included in the figures, the AMS
was actually holding a turnover

of $1,000,000. In defence of such a

high cost of administration, he

questioned Coxwell as to whether
"$30,^00 is too much to spend to

look after $1,000,000".

The other

services

Another issue that was
brought up by Bloos was that of

the Pub. According to the AMS
Board of Directors' figures, the

Pub showed a large profit last

year but a loss during the sum-
mer and the month of September.
Bloos went so far as to say that

they "would be happy if the Pub
closed down tomorrow, but I

know you people would not allow

it."

Coxwell told the meeting that

the Typing Service was now
"virtually dissolved". It now has

as its base the AMS office

downstairs in the Student Uhion.

Brereton credits this to "the

expensive machinery of last

year" and mishandling of the

service. An outraged participant

at the meeting, angrily ex-

claimed that "$1.00 a letter is

unbelieveable", and "a week's

wait on top of that...".Telgman

complained to Brereton that they

"may be making money" but

they are not providing a service.

Brereton

suggests petition

The two hour long meeting
concluded with Brereton offering

ideas to the students on how to

prevent an immediate cut of the

printing service. First, he
suggested that two motions be

made at last night's Outer
Council meeting: first, that the

publishing services would not be

required to break even and
secondly, that the AMS should

reconsider subsidizing the ser-

vice.

Finally he suggested that a

petition be circulated stating

that, "the printing service shall

remain as an AMS funded ser-

vice." Each of the suggestions

were adopted by the group. If the

necessary number of student

signatures is obtained, a

referendum may be called.

The meeting dissolved on the

note that the issue of maintaining

the printing service was only ;i

start in the examination ol' .\MS

policies. The next step will he t(

initiate an investigation ol ihr

entire AMS structure.
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Movies and Theatres
Capitol - Emperor of the North

Hyiand - Night Watch, with Elizabeth Taylor

Odeon - A Touch of Class

Grand Theatre - Friday, at 8:00 p.m. Ian Tyson.

Tickets $4.00 at box office. Saturday, 8:30 p.m.

and Sunday, 2:00 p.m., Folk Concert.

Domino Theatre - Next play is Uncle Vanya,
starting Nov. 8.

Friday, Oct. 26
9:00 a.m. - Le Monde Francais en 1673 seminar to

mark the Tercentenary of the Founding of Fort

,

Frontenac and the Death of Moliere, sponsored

by the Queen's French Area Studies Centre.

Program: 9:00a.m. - The Intellectual Context:

Religious and Pohtical; 2:00 p.m. - New France
and the West Indies, (both in Kingston Hall; and
9:00 p.m. - the film "La Prise de pouvoir de

Louis XIV" (Rossellini), in Dunning Hall.

9:00 a.m. - Symposium on "Trends in the Mineral

Industry in the Next Decade, with speakers Dr.

Robert Legget, Dr. King Hubbert, John Kostuik

and Dr. Louis Renzoni.

2:45 p.m. - Opening ceremony of Goodwin Hall

(Mining), with Mrs. Dorothy de Gast officiating.

3:15 p.m. - The Bruce Wing and the Hawley
Laboratories of Miller Hall will be opened by the

Hon. Jack McNie, Ontario Minister of Colleges

and Universities, followed by tours of the

facilities.

6:30 p.m. - India Association film "Phir Bhi" with

English subtitles, in Dupuis Hall.

7:00 p.m. - Canada's National Rhythmic Gym-
nastics Team demonstration in Bartlett Gym,
along with the "Trampchamps", a group of

professional trampolinists; and members of the

Queen's Gymnastics team on beam, uneven
bars and horizontal bars. Admission is $L00
Adults; and .50c (Students).

7:(Xiand 9:00 p.m. - Chronicles XVIII: "Homage to

the Silents" directed by Rod Robertson in the

.Studio Theatre, Old Arts Building. Admission is

free and tickets are available from the Drama
Dept.

7:30p.m. - Pep Rally at the Arena with the Queen's
Bands.

8:fX) p.m. - The International Club is sponsoring a

Bar-Disco in the International Students Centre
lyower Iy<junge, Admission is .50c for non-

members, members free.

8:00 p.m. - GSS Film in Ellis Hall "Gospel Ac-

cording to St. Matthew" directed by Pasolini.

a.'Mp.m. Division of Concerts presents the Prague
.Madrit^al P:nKemble in St. George's Cathedral.

'ITie 18 instrumentalists and singers, with
authentic instruments and costumes from the

National Mu.seum of Prague, present music by
Monteverdi, Gallus and Eben, Tickets are $2,(K)

general and $1 fX) student from the Agnes
elherington Box Office.

8:30 p m Dom-Pa-Pa in the Arena with a live

German Oom Pa Pa band $1.0(J

Saturday, Oct. 27

9:00 a m l^f Monde KrancaiH en l<17:t seminar
proj/ram 9:00 a m Moliere: Ideolo(,;y and
Sla^e PrfMJuction, in Kingston Hall; 2:(K) p m
The ArtK Architecture and Music, in F';ilis Hall

All .students are invited to attend if inleresled.

9:30a. m, Women n Inter* ollejfiate I'encinj? Annual
Invi(.;jtional Tournarnenl in the Dance Studio of

the Phys Kd Centre

I; 15 p m Parade with the Queen's Bands from
Joffery to Richardson Stadium.

2:fW p m MacMaHler vh, (Queen's football

RichardHon Stadiiirri, and on CKHC,

2:00 p.m. - Men's Soccer Gaels vs. York Yeomen at

West Campus.
8:30 p.m. - Last Tango in Leonard dance with

Brutus. Beer 5 for $2.00.

8:30p.m. - The Great Gatsby Semi-Formal in Grant
Hall with James Leroy and Denim.

8:30 p.m. - Mia Anderson's one woman show, "10

Women, 2 Men and a Moose", in Dunning
Auditorium. Tickets $2.50 general, $1.50 students

from the Agnes Box Office.

Sunday,, Oct. 28
9:30 a.m. - United Fund Bike-A-Thon, a 30 mile ride

over paved roads, starting from the Union.
Pledge forms from bicycle shops, AMS office

and Athletic Sticks.

4:00 p.m. - CFRC Concert of Music for Strings and
Organ by the Queen's Chamber Orchestra,

conducted by David Keane, with soloists P.

Harding and T. Cranwell.

8:00 p.m. - Gordon Lightfoot concert in the Jock
Harty Arena, presented by the AMS. (sold out).

Monday, Oct. 29

8:00 p.m. - AMS Education Commission presents

"Third World Images: Conflict and Un-

derdevelopment" with the film "Emitai"

(Senegal) in the Etherington Auditorium,

seminars after will be: Professor Herman,
Chown Hall Music Room; WUSC, Chown East

Common Room; SCM, Ban Righ Anteroom;

African Club, Ban Righ Common Room.

Tuesday, Oct. 30
7:00 p.m. - Human Sexuality Course Lecture on

"Nature and Variety of Sexual Expression",

with speakers Mary Bridle (Rehabilitation

Therapy) and Dr. D. Smith (Psychiatry) on
motives for behaving sexually. In Dupuis
Auditorium.

7:00 p.m. - Queen's Amateur Radio Club meeting in

Rm. 454, Goodwin Hall. All welcome.
9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film

Series presents "Viridinana" (Luis Bunuel,

1961) with Silvia Pinal, Fernando Rey, and
Francisco Rabal, in Ellis Hall.

Coming Soon

at

Oct. 28 is the last day for Heritage Kingston in the

Agnes Etherington Art Centre.

Oct. 31 - Symposium for Nurses and Allied Health

Professionals on "The Child, the Community
Nurse, and the Hospital", in the School of

Nursing Auditorium, George St. (next to KGH).
For more information, contact the Dept. of

F'acdiatrics and Continuing Education, Health

Sciences.

Oct. 31 - Fun Club Hallowe'en Rant in the Queen's

Pub. Prizes for the best costume!

Nov. 1 - 2 - Up With People concert in the Grand
Theatre. Tickets $4 (reserve), $3 (adult), $2

(student) from the Theatre Box Office, the

House of Sounds, and Vem Napiers' Camera
Shop.

Nov 8-9 Meds Variety night "(;reat Kx-

peetorationH", in (irant Hall. Tickets $2

'general), $1.50 (students).

Pubs
102 Inn Robert K. Lee and the Brigade

Corninodore Charl(!y O'Neil and the Chargers
'I'ownlioiise l/ondon

Manor Manila Affair

Frontenac - Fred Werthman

GEORGE CARLIN
Monday, November 5th

NATIONAL ARTS CENTRE
(OTTAWA)
9:30 SHOW

Tickets $7.00
(includes return bus and show ticket)

Tickets Available In Union

Buses leave Ellis Hall 6 P.M.
(can you drive up and park for less than this??)

RIDING CLUB

TRAIL RIDES —
This Saturday

And Sunday

NOTE CHANGE OF TIME AND
PRICE: MEET BUS AT UNION

AT 9:00 A.M.

COST: $2.50

tie j^MCcn's ^mIt

Wednesday October 31

1

QUEEN'S STUDENT

AGENCY DIRECTOR
Needed By the A.M.S.

Applications will be accepted at the A.M.S. Office up to

and including November 2, 1973 at 5:00 P.M.

Detailed written resumes of any past experience and extra

curricular activities relative to this position are required.

The successful applicant's duties will be:

1. to oversee all aspects of the day to day operations of all

agencies and committees forming Queen's Student Agencies.

2. to implement the policies of the Services Commissioner where
these are ratified by The Outer Council of The Alma Mater
Society.

3. to do all that is necessary to operate Queen's Student Agencies
and its member components within the guidelines and policies

as set out by The Alma AAater Society.

Prcscreening of applications will be based on written resumes
and not necessarily all applicants will be interviewed, but all

will be notified upon selection and ratification of appointment by

Outer Council.
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briefly...

When the lighfs went out ...
When the lights went out on Sunday afternoon, one of the

harder hit places was the Douglas Library. According to

Associate Librarian Ted Phillips, the stacks were "darker than

the darkest darkrooms".
Phillips, gave the Journal an outline of exactly what oc-

curred. At 1:35 p.m. Sunday, a main source of power was lost

due to a breakdown in insulation. Though most of the affected

area, that is campus buildings on University Avenue, had the

electricity turned back on by late Sunday afternoon, power was
not restored in the Library until 12:30 p.m. Monday. Phillips

praised the efficient work of the Physical Plant in restoring

power.

Because the breakdown was at a crucial point, other power
sources could not be employed. In the stacks, there is a battery

operated light for a maximum of one hour ; it was of little use

during a twenty-three hour blackout. Lights were not the only

facet affected; electric machines for charging out books were
rendered useless. All outgoing books were recorded manually
until the power came back on.

Along with some of the other activities that occurred when
the lights went out ; the ice machines at the Jock Harty Arena
stopped working. A few hours later the ice went out. As a result,

the arena's activities were cancelled for Monday with the ex-

ception of extracurricular wading. However by Tuesday things

were back to normal and the regular schedule was resumed. As
for the rest of the week, the ice was cleared after the hockey
practice yesterday to make way for the events of Homecoming
'73, including OOM-PA-PA and the Gordon Lightfoot concert.

Newspaper kidnapped
ST. JOHN'S (CUP) Student newspapers face a lot of problems

getting their issues finished and out to theu* readers. But the

MUSE at Memorial University in Newfoundland faced a new
one last week ~ all 5000 copies of the October 15 issue were
hijacked before they reached the campus.

The stolen papers mysteriously reappeared on campus the

next morning but not before the Muse staff had ordered 5000

replacment copies. Although no proof exists yet. Muse staff

members suspect the theft is connected to the student council

elections, which took place Tuesday and Wednesday, October 15

and 16. The stolen issue contained a considerable amount of

election coverage.

Only a few people found out about the elections on Monday,
but students were able to read the Muse's election coverage

before the polls closed Tuesday.

The papers turned up inside a loading door of one of the

campus buildings at about noon on Tuesday. There were no

clues about when it had been dumped there or who had done it.

St. John police are investigating the incident.

Third Worfd Images:

heritageKingston
is at

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Do not fail to see this major
exhibition opened by the
Secretary of State on June 3 and
continuing to October 28

Note new GALLERY HOURS:
Monday to Friday 9 to 5;

Saturday and Sunday 1 to 5;

Tuesday & Thursday evenings 7

to 9

SPKXiKL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS
FREE DELIVERY

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to n PM DAILY

Conflict and underdevelopment
by Glenn Gilmour

The Third World Images:
Conflict and Underdevelopment
series began at Etherington Hall

on Monday evening, presenting

two films, Tauw and A Luta

Continua to an interested group
of approximately 60 people.

Afterwards, the audience was
invited to Chown Hall, where
discussion groups were formed.

Of the two films, Tauw
maintains the traditional form of

the movie as story-teller. Made in

Senegal by Ousmane Sembane,
that country's finest director, the

film depicts a day in the life of a

young man, Tauw, living in

Dacar, the capital of Senegal.

The basic theme concerns the

clash of tribal values with urban
reality. Although the framework
of the film may be simple, in-

dividual scenes do have powerful

impact.

The film reveals the religious

and economic corruption present

in African urban life. But most
important, the film explores the

sense of displacement of the

young African trapped in the

transition from the tribal to

modem values of life. The con-

clusion is pessimistic, for

although freed from his parents.

Tauw is unprepared for the urban
life-style he must now exist in.

The second film, A Luta

Continua (in English - entitled,

T.HE Struggle Continues) is a

documentary, filmed in the fall of

1971 by Robert Van Lierop and an

Afro-American film crew. The
film concentrated . on the

Mozambique Liberation Front

(Frehmo) in its guerilla warfare

against Portugese colonial for-

ces.

Van Lierop records the

present anguish and
achievements, as well as the

future hopes, of Frelimo. Par-

ticular emphasis is given to the

social revolution occuring in the

liberated areas. Through co-

operatives, the people raise food

crops, not, as under the Por-

tugese, producing cash crops to

be exported to pay off the debts of

Portugal's sick economy.
Juxtaposed with scenes of the

solidarity of the people are those

of the Portugese reaction - the

burning of crops, the destruction

of villages, and the decapitation

of children. The intensity of

Frelimo's clashes with the
Portugese, caught by the hand-
held camera, proves the

narrator's assertion that

although the structures of the

institution can be destroyed, the

institution itself, which is the

people, will survive.

A Luta Continua does have its

flaws. The steady flow of

propaganda can cause a new
observer to close his mind to the

entire endeavour. The lengthy

scenes of dancing and singing

presented as a demonstration of

Frelimo solidarity are almost
pushed into the realm of ab-

surdity. Despite these flaws,

though, the film succeeds in

recording the effort of a people to

create a new society. Violence is

seen as merely one tool among
many, to achieve that creation.

The primary aim of Tauw
and A Luta Continua is, of course,

not to entertain but to educate - to

present a message that invokes,

at least in the Mozambique film,

a life and death struggle against

imperialism. The series may
force one to examine Canada's
implicit culpability in supporting

imperialist countries in Africa.

The series will continue next

Monday at 8:00 at Etherington

Auditorium. Future films will

deal with Senegal and South

Africa.

Men are not welcome
Women in Kingston will soon

have a place to call their own, in

which they will be able to meet
and discuss the problems facing

women in our society.

As soon as renovations are

completed, 110 Queen Street will

be "opening doors to all the

women in Kingston". The centre

received a grant from the

Citizenship Branch of the

Department of the Secretary of

State. As yet no formal opening

date has been announced.

The centre will be a focal

point for the women's liberation

movement in Kingston, with its

own library of feminist

literature. As well, it will offer

courses in "Women and the

Law", "self-defence", and
"Education and Sex Roles". Any

women with ideas for courses, or

with a skill or interest to share,

should contact Jane Gaskill at

542-2460.

In addition, the centre hopes
to distribute a newsletter,

organize an investigation of local

discrimination, and arrange
consciousness-raising groups.
The organizers of the centre

believe that 'consciousness-

raising groups play a major role

in the education of women in-

terested in liberation.'

Also included will be a short-

term babysitting service. Women
who are shopping with their

children will be able to drop in for

coffee and discussion without

having to worry about watching

the kids.

The centre will be staffed by

Parent association

initiated at Queen's
Parents will now have a greater chance to keep in constant con-

tact with the goings-on around the University. The Queen's Parent

Association was established this summer for those of your parents

who want greater contact with University affairs.

There are a great many parents who are not themselves Queen's

graduates. It is hoped that this Association will help "to promote
friendly relationships" between the University and the parents. "The
Association will provide advice and counsel on whatever University

affairs parents might consider significant - and this kind of campus-
based headquarters will make it possible for parents to establish more
effective lialiaison with a University that must seem, from your

distance, baffling and complex.".

It is also hoped that through this Association, a voluntary fund will

be established which will help to maintain the high standards of the

University. Government grants and student fees are not sufficient to

maintain teaching standards and supporting services at the high level

which Queen's demands. Thus a private fund is necessary.

For their concern and contributions, parents of Queen's students

will receive the regular publication of Queen's Today, through which
they will be informed about campus activities. This kind of private

fund is extremely important as is the building up of a "Queen's

family," claims the association.

volunteers, inexperienced but

friendly, willing, and eager to

meet Kingston's women.
Men are not welcome. The

organizers feel that women are

intimidated by the presence of

men, and this inhibits them from
expressing themselves. "Any
man who is sincere in wanting to

help women must surely be
sensitive enough to recognize the

hampering effect which his

presence might have at women's
meetings," according to the
women who initiated the idea of a

Kingston centre.

The centre is starting from
virtually nothing. Anything
Kingston's women can contribute

will be appreciated. The list of

needs includes furniture, toys,

old office equipment, and paints,

as well as ideas.

(For more information
contact Ms. Susan Davidson at

548-4268 or Ms. Arlene Bladelock

at 544-0186.)

Sr. Gals

Bosketball

vs.

Smiths Falls

Sat. 9:30 a.m.
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Touchdown

at McDonald's
after the game

You deserve a break today.

McDonaM^
277 BATH RD.

The Science '74 Formal Presents

The Eve of Lorien

II

with

Flack" in Lower Vic

and

Poor Richard" in Leonard

FRIDAY, NOV. 2nd at 8:00 P.M.

ADMISSION - $1.00 per person

SPIRITS AND BEER AVAILABLE

Tickets go on sale in John Orr Room, Student Union Starting Tuesday

Weputthe control in
biitn control.
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Queen's hosts French

Heritage Conference
by Hoiyin l)fr

Queen's University is commemorating the tercentary of

Kingston's founding with a three-day conference entitled 'The French
World in 1673'.

The conference began yesterday with a presentation by the em-
minent French historian Pierre Goubert of the University of Sorbonne,
Paris. Dr. Goubert delivered a lecture on various aspects of 17th

century France.

An international roster of special lecturers from Canada, Ger-
many, the French West Indies and the United States have also been
invited to speak at the conference.

The aim of the organizers of the colloquy, Professor Pierre Gobin
of the French Area Studies Centre, Professor G.W. Ireland, Chairman
of the French Department, Art History Professor Pierre du Prey and
History Professor J.S. Pritchard, is to bring into perspective the
French aspect of Kingston's heritage in relation to the French
speaking world, particularly the situation in France and the French
colonies in the West Indies in the West Indies in 1673.

In an interview with Professor du Prey, a generalized preview of

the conference was presented in the following terms "While Frontenac
and his retinue are paddling through the forest primeval to set up a
miniscule stockade outpost of French civilization on the shores of a
lake as big as an ocean, Lully is writing an erudite opera entitled

'Cadmus Hermoine' for the court of Louis XIV, and the Dutch fleet is

dispatched to conquer the island of Martinique, the most desirable
plum in the French empire, only to face defeat."

This 'descriptive' presentation by an Art History professor
definitely paints a broad picture of the French world at a specific point
in time.

"Moreover," continued Professor du Prey, "we will be con-
sidering the culture in Canada, France and the West Indies in 1673 and
investigating why France decided to relinquish her holdings in Canada
to consolidate what she considered a more opulent and lucrative
colony in the West Indies."

According to an official spokesman for 'The French World 1673',

the conference was motivated in part by the presence of the unique
exhibition 'Historic Kingston' which presents a graphic picture of the
French and English aspect of Kingston's heritage.

Highlights

A session on the arts will be held on Saturday, October 27,

featuring lectures by three distinquished Canadian scholars: Mon-
sieur Michel Lessard will be addressing the audience on 'L'ar-

chitecture domestique I'esprit francais en Quebec' during the epoch
Kingston briefly flourished under France, the address being presented

in both French and English; Queen's Art History Professor Pierre du
Prey will then contrast the 17th century architecture of New France
with that of the West Indies; and speaking on music in the court of

Louis XIV will be Professor Artlette Thomas of the University of

Alberta.

A film of Moliere's play. The Bourgeois Gentilhomme will com-
pliment the sessions devoted to^VIoliere, the tercentenary of whose
death is also being commemorated. The cynical world portrayed by
Moliere's sophisticated comedies will be seen to contrast markedly
with the 'rough and ready' simple life style of New France or the West
Indies at the same time.

Canada Council has sponsored a selected number of graduate

students from across Canada to attend the conference com-
memorating Kingston's tercentenary and her relationship to the

mother country France and sister departements during the height of

the French Empire.
The colloquy has been designed to involve, to the greatest extent,

the university students and Kingston population.

"It will ultimately be the students and Kingston people," said

Professor du Prey, "who will engender the demand and interest

necessary for this new area of comparative studies to grow and
prosper."

SOS finds jobs
The Student Overseas Service (SOS), a non-profit, student-run

organization which has been assisting students for 15 years, is how
taking applications for temporary, summer or winter, student jobs in

Switzerland, Austria, France and Germany.
A wide range of jobs are available, and in many cases there are no

foreign language requirements. Room and board are provided free

and standard wages range between $140 and $350 depending upon the

.'u'tual job, tips, etc.

Th(> SOS arranges jobs, permits and other necessary details as

well as conducting a 5-day orientation period in Europe.
Any student may obtain an application form, job listings and

(l(!,script ions, and the SOS Ilandliook on earning a trip to Europe by

sending their name, address, cducalional institution and $1 (for

printing, poslage, addre.ssing and handling) to SOS - Student Overseas

Services, 22 Ave. de la Liberie, Luxembourg, Europe.
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MEDICAL
VARIETY NIGHT

THURS. & FRIDAY
NOV. 8 & 9

8:00 P.M. - GRANT HALL
TICKETS $2.00 STUDENTS $1.50

AVAILABLE - JOHN ORR ROOM
10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Queen's
Division of Concerts

presents

Prague Madrigal Ensemble
"whose musicality is magnificent

and style unequalled in the

repertoire of old music" { France)

"a group of exceptionally many sided
soloists, uniquely united and well-

behaved (Italy)

Fri. 26 Oct. St. George's Cathedral
8:30 p m.

Tickets: $2.00 ($1.00 students) from
Division of Concerts Box Office

^gnes Etherington Art Gentry
547-6194

Unitarian Fellowship

An Inquiring Religion

With No Fixed Creed

What Do You Think Of Yourself?"

REV. VERNON C. NICHOLS

First Unitarian Congregation of Ottawa

JOHN WATSON HALL QUEEN'S
5th floor UNIVERSITY

10:30 a.m. SUNDAY
(for information phone 389-1 130 or 544-3037)

ARTS INTERYEAR PRESENTS

FRIDAY, OCT. 28 8:30 P.M.

Admission;

00

Beer:

for $1.00

Critical comments on

Buclcy's thought, prophecies
by John Houston

During last week we all had a chance to be
enthralled by this year's Brockington Visitor, R.
Buckminster Fuller. In all the lectures, reviews,

and articles which I saw, his ideas were never

challenged or even questioned. It seems wor-
thwhile, then, to offer a brief criticism of Fuller's

thoughts and particularly of what he feels is in store

for mankind in the near future.

Buckminster Fuller's method of thinking about
anything begins by conceptualizing in terms of

wholes rather than parts, by looking for the patterns

and trends evident, in short, to approaching the

matter as comprehensively as possible. Through
this process he has arrived at a number of con-

clusions alDout the development, the present state,

and trends indicative of the future of technology and
industrialization. These conclusions have led to the

realization, for Fuller, that we now have the

technological capability to take care of all the

people in the world, providing everyone with a

standard of living better than anyone has ever

known by the year 1985! To this end, his activities

represent an attempt "to promote the total use of

total technology for total population at the

maximum feasible rate of acceleration."

Impressive as the breadth and depth of Buck-
minster Fuller's thinking may be, his optimistic

prognostications (he would take exception to my
classifying them as "optimistic") embody two
highly questionable assumptions, either one of

which throws the main thrust of his predictions into

serious doubt. Taking care of everyone assumes
both the disappearance of present nation state

political and economic boundaries and a world

population which sees no significant increase over

present numbers or, at the very least, stabilization

by the year 2000.

To appreciate how fundamental population

stability is to Fuller we need only consider the

following formulation of his Utopia or oblivion

theme. "... we can scientifically assume that by the

twenty-first century either humanity will not be
living aboard Spaceship Earth or, if approximately

our present numbers as yet remain aboard, that

humanity then will have recognized and organized

itself to realize effectively the fact that humanity
can afford to do anything it needs and wishes to do

and that it cannot afford anything else." mine-pp.

94-95, Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth
Fuller claims to have given the population

question considerable thought. He concludes that ".

. . regarding population, you find enormous num-
bers of human beings talking glibly about over-

population who have no awareness of the subject at

all." (Playboy-Feb.72) How does he characterize

the population question? "The population explosion

is a myth. As we industrialize, down goes the annual

birth rate. If we survive, by 1985, the whole world

will be industrialized, and, as with the United

States, and as with all Europe and Russia and
Japan today, the birth rate will be dwindling, and
the bulge in population will be recognized as ac-

counted for exclusively by those who are living

longer." (pll9-0perating Manual).

There are several problems both in the struc-

ture and the content of this line of argumentation.

The most fundamental structural error derives

from the casual relation struck between in-

dustrialization and birth rates. The two phenomena
have been observed as associated but to construe

their relationship in such a deterministic fashion

suggests, at the least, an oversimplification of the

situation.

He Oversimplifies

Oversimplification also plagues the content of

Fuller's treatment. A closer look at demographic
patterns during the past 50 years reveals that even
the industrialized countries are experiencing

population increases of close to 1 percent per year

which cannot be completely explained by
migration patterns. This is a reflection of the fact

that mortality and fertility levels are not sufficient

indicators in determining population trends. Fuller

argues basically that low mortality plus low fertility

equals a stable population. In doing so, he overlooks

the influence of the age structure of a population

which is a direct product of the fertility and mor-
tality patterns in recent generations.

Even if the next 25 years bring total world in-

dustrialization and global fertility assumes a

pattern similar to the United States, the delayed

effect of age structures in what are now the

nonindustrialized nations would result in a world
population which would continue to rapidly expand
for many decades.

A Contradicting Projecting
Tomas Frejka, in the March 73 issue of

Scientific American, has projected the world
population, in a situation in which replacement
fertility is achieved throughout the world between
1970 and 1975, as expanding from its present 3.6

billion, to 4.7 billion by the year 2,000, to 5.7 billion

by the year 2,100 at which point it would stabilize! It

would appear that, even by the most generous
hypothesis possible (instant replacement fertility),

world population increases by roughly two thirds of

its present size before stabilizing. This hardly
conforms with Fuller's requirements of a non-
growing population approximating our present 3.6

billion.

Frejka has provided us with another projection

which assumes that replacement fertility is

achieved by 1985, the year Fuller gave us as the
point by which everyone in the world could have a
standard of living better than any of us now knows.
In this case Frejka arrives at populations of 5.1

billion by the turn of this century and 6.4 billion, or a
75 percent increase over the present, by 2,100 before
world population stabilizes and the effects of the age
group structure runs its course.

We are instantly prompted to ask whether or

not the world industrialization that Fuller forsees

will be sufficiently powerful to provide the high
standard of living he predicts for the roughly 2.8

billion, by Frejka's projection, extra people he isn't

expecting to be with us by the year 2,100. Fuller

expects us to be taking care of everyone by 1985, yet
by then there will be an unanticipated billion people
claiming that there still is scarcity, and that, by
Fuller's own admission, was the primary
motivation in the past for the existence of economic
and political boundaries. Unfortunately, another
aspect of his general prediction associated theory
requires that these boundaries disappear for the

optimal development of industrialization necessary
to take care of everyone in the first place and, in the

process, stabilize the population—if you're
beginning to get the feeling it's all rather circular

don't worry, you're not alone.

About Industrialization
Bucky argues that technology can and will

design to accomplish a tremendous amount more
with less materials and that industrialization, on a
global scale at very high efficiency, will bring the
advantages of these design improvements to people
all around the world.

Pivotal to a detailed discussion of how this can
be achieved in his view that industrialization

inexorably trends toward maximum efficiency in

production-distribution and that this will involve
BOTH the total free flow of resources around the
world to the various points of manufacture and an
equally free flow back around the world of the
delivery of industrial products to the maximum
number of consumers. This, he stipulates, will

require the dissolution of political and economic
boundaries. While indicating that this is the case.
Fuller fails to give any convincing account of how
this immense social structural change is to take
place: he merely insists that this will transpire.

The facile manner in which he treats this

problem is evidenced in his book Operating Manual
for Spaceship Earth.

On page 88 he explains "Only complete world
desovereignization can permit the realization of an
all humanity high standard support."

Juggling all the assumptions-to-assertions lines

of argument which Bucky has given us, it seems
that we are handed a moibus strip form of con-

voluted circularity. Beginning on one side of the

strip: if we have world industrialization and con-

sequently a no-growth population, then we can take

care of everyone and eliminate scarcity. Now,
coming by on the other side, an appearingly dif-

ferent argument: if we eliminate scarcity and-or

the perception of its permanence, then we can
achieve the breakdown of the motivation for

political and economic boundaries whose disap-

pearance is necessary for world industrialization—

the end-beginning. Contrary to Bucky's sentiments,

I think that humanity had better fasten its seat

belts : it is in for something less than a happy lan-

ding.
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9.00 a.m. - HOLY COMMUNION
11.00 a.m. - MORNING PRAYER Preacher; Mr. Hugh Wllklns

of Belleville
7.30 p.m. - CONCERT OF SACRED MUSIC by combined
Church Choirs
Wednesday
7.45 a.m. HOLY COMMUNION - ALL SAINTS' DAY
Thursday, Nov. 1st

10.30 a.m. • HOLY COMMUNION

letters

Queen's
Division of Concerts

presents

Mia Anderson's

10 Women 2 Men and a Moose

Based on characters In the

writings of certain Canadian women
(and fewer Canadian men) including

Margaret Atwood, Gwendolyn MacEwan
Phyllis Webb and Margaret Laurence.

Sat. 27 Oct. Dunning Hall 8:30 p.m.

Tickets: $2.50 (1.50 students) from

Division of Concerts Box Office

^gnes Etherington Art Centre^

547-6194

Musk
Departments

Music Scholarship Winners
In Recital

Cello: John Helmers,
Elaine Smith

Violin: Kirk Elliott,

Arpad Verseghy

Trumpet:
John Palmer

Saxophone:

Scott MacKenzie

Dunning Auditorium Admission
8:30 p.m. Monday, 29 October Free

VOU DON'T GET ENGAGED EVERY DAY

SO DON'T GET AN EVERYDAY DIAMOND

A beautiful landmark in your liff; . . . gfitting

f:n%»^i:(\. And your diamond should refloct the

importance. Doesn't have to be big, but

it mu«t bf; fine and firey. We'll help you Bi.-Iect an

exfjuinile ring tr* blaze cool and clear

for every day and man y a year.

KI.VNKA I? !)• V.HTVMU V.

Av.WV.tA.VMH

IfiH I'ltllVCKSS STHKKT
KIVOHTON', ONTAHIO

Probe differs on

garbage report
Dear Editors:

I would liite to comment on your report (in

the "Briefly" section of the Journal) re the

Pollution Probe Meeting last Wednesday Oct. 17. I

feel that the article "Garbage Rehashed" may be

misleading. Although the meeting did once again

outline the garbage problem and the possible

solutions; we used this approach for the beneift on

anyone who was interested but as yet uninformed.

In the past we had assumed that the people at-

tending our meetings had a basic knowledge of

environmental problems. In fact, they did not, and
had come specifically to find out more about the

issues. As for the reporter's comment "Nothing new
happened" at the meeting, it seems obvious that she

must have left before the group discussion about the

Recycling Scheme. The discussion was very lively

and several new ideas were brought forward. Most
of this group left the meeting having given a firm

committment to participate in the forthcoming

recycling project. This is something new.

Yours Sincerely,

Rob Bishop
For Pollution Probe Kingston

P.S. Also, your reporter can't count. According to

our records there were 40-45 people present, not 20-

25 as she suggested. -

Lone Haranguer
strikes ....

Dear Editors:

At least once a month, it's a good idea to clean

house in your head and throw out old questions (just

the little ones) you can't match up with answers. I

hear the Journal collects such things, so I'd like to

make a mid-October contribution.

—Why is the Arts and Science Faculty Office

closed at noon-hour when so many students have a

break in classes then? The Graduate School is open.

So are banks, corner stores and other places with

even fewer staff members.
— Why did the AMS Education Commission think it

could involve me in its work by using such a

juvenile, inconsistent presentation of what it called

"leading ideas" in LICTOR?
—Why is Robert Bishop of Pollution Probe berating

fellow citizens from an office so piled up with old

papers that it's a real eyesore in the Union?

—Why are we saying how much we need a new
University Centre when that whole north-west end

of the Union is a mysterious mess? Does anybody
use it for anything besides a garbage pile for

Pollution Probe?
—How come some guys think their plan to plant

trees is so groovy and high-minded that it justifies

mucking up other people's property with green

paint?

—How come those OFS students think they are

qualified to pronounce on such things as faculty

tenure and promotion at Ontario Universities? Isn't

there enough to keep students wtcupied with lear

ning «o they can leave administratir/n to the ad
minislrators? If I hadn't thought Queen's knew
what it was drjing, I wouldn't have ajme U} this

university. How did thfjse other students learn V)

much so tast when they had essays and exams and
stuff to do?
— Why is "The Queen's Jerbil" given more space
than other club jottings? It is neither intelligible nor
entertaining to anybody outside the few people who
are mentioned in it or who write it. Same with your
weird unclassifieds that clog up the paid ad-

vertising.

—Why doesn't the Bookstore sell pads with plain

sheets for people who want to write more than one
page letters?)

—Why doesn't somebody kidnap the manager of

Beaver Foods and make him stand in the Coffee

Shop lineup between 10.00 and 10.45 or so a couple of

mornings? Instead of the Chef carving beef at noon,

let's have another lady making toast in the mor-
ning.

—Why don't I say something positive? Well, I must
say the Journal is getting t>etter looking every week
and the news coverage is getting wider. If that

wasn't true, nobody would bother writing letters,

right?

Best wishes and bags of hope from

The Lone Haranguer

Letters in

poor taste?
Dear Editors:

To the Lepers, C.U. Groover et al. What's
Eating Me? Letters such as yours! 'Kingston -

centre of scab crisping', Oct. 19. The poor taste

exhibited in your correspondence degrades the

Queen's Journal and makes me regret having to pay
three dollars for it.

Disgruntled

Counter-

philosophy
Dear Editors:

A response to McRae, Kennedy and Porter's
abuse of history:

You can still side with humanity. But what's the
use. (Vincent)

So the article begins: This sorry group is in-

fected by a Christian humanism they no longer
believe in. The castrated dandies rebel; they reject

their paramour Prometheus and pursue Orpheus
through all the roads taken by Don McLean. Their
closing note:

"Be glad for friends":

My response:

(Frank Boty) attempted a grand passion and
ended with a willingness to oblige. (Ezra Pound).

Blaney

Queens

)
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and more

In defense of

the AMS budget
Dear Editors:

As co-author of the 73-74 budget, I feel a rather
large responsibility to reply to Mr. Coxwell's letter

regarding the AMS budget esp. the 'high'- ad-

ministrative costs.

It is true that while AMS revenues were $45,000

(approximately from tuition fees) and that

roughly 78 per cent of this was spent on ad-

ministrative costs. There are other points Mr.
Coxwell may or may not be aware of.

1. It is not a case of spending $30,000 on ad-

ministration to spend $15,000 but more a case of

spending $30,000 to administer over $500,000.Permit

me to explain. In attempting to achieve certain

objects desired by Mr. Coxwell each year the AMS
runs services - such as the pub. Last year, gross
revenue of the pub were in the neighborhood of

$360,000. Combine this with revenues of almost

equal proportion by AMS housing etc. and you can
see why the AMS requires $30,000 in administration

charges to handle such a large quantiy of money. If

we now look at $30,000 as a percentage figure of the

money which passes through the hands of the AMS
we find, 10- and - behold that this is actually LESS
THAN 10 percent.

2. With regards to Mr. Coxwell's claim that

students get little or nothing for their $5.35 permit
me to display the fallacy of this statement through
the use of what appears to be Mr. Coxwell's place of

dwelling - the pub. Last- year the pub grossed over

$28,000 in the sale of bottled beer. At a price of .45

per bottle this infers per capita consumption (that

is to say each student on the average drank) at the

pub 40 bottles of beer. If we assume that had the pub
been inoperative this money would have been spent

elsewhere (eg. Portsmouth at 50c -btl.) then we can
recognize a saving of $2.00 per person. Furthermore
the pub paid out in salaries last year in excess of

$32,000 to more than 200 different individuals. Once
again, this yields a return to students at the average
of $4.00 per student.

Along with this the AMS handled constable

billings which returned to student wallets another

$3000. or roughly .45 per head. Now please Mr.
Coxwell, tell me where else you can get $6.45 in

benefits for $5.35 by doing nothing. This is not to

mention other services (both educational and
physical) which the AMS provides.

3. While on the topic of services, I would like to

remind Mr. Coxwell that it was an over-expansion^

of services as well as poor student management
which has caused the AMS to be in the financial

constraints it is. It would appear then that since Mr.
Coxwell desires services, he does not desire the

AMS - which rules out services - that is unless they
come close enough to breaking even so that the AMS
can and will continue to sponsor them. The fault for

the AMS's poor management of money lies in the
laps of every student especially those who were
active in AMS activities. The reason we have sur-

vived be in the fact that we've got four of the most
beautiful ladies in the world working their asses off

for you and I full time in the AMS.
4. One last thing, I don't wish to seem hostile but

tell me. What other "club" on campus offers you the

above plus Busit, Cheap Bus Rides Home, SVB,
TAK, speakers^ symposea, the Arts Festival,

Concerts, Homecoming, Snoball, OFS, Lightfoot on
Sunday...

Yours very truly,

Ken Wong
(AMS Outer Council Rep to Inner Council)

P.S. All figures taken from Audit of AMS.

AMS services

ore necessory
Dear Editors:

Unbelievable

With so much dissention towards the AMS this

year, someone has finally come up with a "Right-

on" letter of protest. It is truly unfortunate that

such an irresponsible attitude has been taken by
this year's Inner Council, towards areas of services.

Understanding the need for profit motive in the

services area, is, of course, vitally important.We
must however, take into consideration the service

rendered, weighing its financial status against its

value to the students. Allowing this paranoia
displayed by Inner Council, to creep in, ending
valuable services is unbelievable (Queen's Printing

Service).

What happens next year after these important

services have been dropped? (Typing, Printing,

etc.) Well naturally, the people who take over have
the job of rebuilding from the mess left them by an

irresponsible group of people with an extremely
narrow outlook towards the future. While realizing

the need to rebuild the capital reserve fund, my
alternative is to compare the value of profit with the

importance of the benefits rendered by the service.

Sincerely,

John Gray

t?lt> n't Mftlc^E.
ftNt/ nonEV

HO PROFITS EM9f
OUT out;
DAMNED

Graduation Portraits

YOU COULD COME TO US,

FLAIR PHOTOGRAPHIC
BUT YOU CAN'T BE BOTHERED.

GO AHEAD. SETTLE FOR

SOMETHING LESS....

For Appointment Drop in at - 94 Brock Street or Call
542-7733

the A.M.S.

NOW WHAT?
A Meeting to Discuss

RESTRUCTURING,

SUNDAY, 4:30 P.M.

Red Room (Kingston Hall)

Anybody already having spoken to Steve Brereton or

Eleanor Crowder, COME. Also: Ken Wong, Jennifer

Grass, Scott Cornell, Tony Falconer, Bob Watkin, Ruth

Stiles, and anyone else wanting to get off their ass and

see something done.

A.S.U.S.

Orientotion Committee
All candidates running for any position on next
year's Orientation Committee must submit
their briefs by no later than 5:00 p.m. on
SATURDAY, OCT. 27.

Briefs may be left in the ASUS mail box in the A.M.S.
Office until 5:00 P.M. Friday or delivered personally to

Eleanor Crowder at EIrond College (Apt. 1202) until 5:00

p.m. Saturday. For further information phone 544-1366.

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they

have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK:
CHARLEY O'NEIL

AND THE CHARGERS

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE
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Living together: its legal cori(

by IVIai vin Zuker
Reprinted from the Eyeopener

As society has developed, so have its

needs and with them there have been

changes in the concepts of law and the

relationships of those concepts to

prevailing moral consideration.

The family is a good example. The
institution of marriage is closely in-

terwoven with that of property, and many
of the legal consequences of marriage

reflect this fact. The standard middle class

definition of a family today is a mother and

father legitimately married with two or

three legitimate children. If you happen to

prefer a pre-marital arrangement, some
type of communal living, or simply have

become unwed parents, then you would

obviously not fall within this definition.

Eight times as many U.S. couples are

living together today without being

married as cohabited ten years ago. That

judgment is based on a new study being

made by Dr. Paul C. Click of the United

States Census Brueau population division.

In 1970, 143,000 unmarried persons told

the census-takers they were living with a

partner of the opposite sex, compared with

17,000 in 1960; obviously there are millions

more who do not volunteer this in-

formation to strangers, but a trend toward
cohabitation outside of wedlock is

discernible.

Many couples who will neither marry
nor kick the cohabit say that their in-

between status perfectly suits their needs.

They usually do not want children (the

birth rate has been declining, partly

because of the acceptance of con-

traception) and they want independent

careers.

The marriage relationship per se

illustrates the inter-connection of law with

the ethics of society. Thus, in Hyde v. Hyde
the House of Lords referred to "marriage
as that understood by Christendom. ..the

voluntary union for life of one man and
one woman to the exclusion of all others."

In recent years there has been a great

deal of evidence of a retreat from
marriage. Not only have the divorce rates

risen but there appears to have been an

increase in irregular unions of both a long

and short duration. In addition, while the

illegitimacy rate throughout the world

seems to be increasing, there is a growing
public feeling that the illegitimate child is

not to blame for his predicament and so

should not be subjected to any form of

legal discrimination. In the United
Kingdom (and in a recent Ontario case,)

this has now been recognized by the law.

Aside from the fact that some people

who get married do not formally comply
with The Marriage Act of Ontario, they

may be under age, or The Marriage Act of

their particular province, the fashionable

thing to do today may be to live common
law.

There are a few rep<)rted judicial

decisions where our courts have given
recognition to a "common law" wife but
lhf«e examples are generally where two
people have actually married but some
formal part of The Marriage Act was not
fulfilled. One of the most fn;quent
questions askr:f], particularly by women, is

what are my legal rights in a common law
relationship? What am I entitUjd to'' What
advantages are there to suf;h a rf;lation

»hip and what disadvantages does such
entail?

The obli((ation of a husband to KupfK)rt

his wife lias been abfwjiiite, and has arisen

out of (he conKortiurn or that unity of legal

entitie.H which was affected by the

marriage. \!fxm marriage, a woman's
legal existence became m*Tgcd with that

of hf.T hiisband she was unable lo incur an
legal transactions on her own and was
' ornplelely dependent u[>on her husband

for her sustenance. Accordingly, the law

imposed upon the husband an obligation to

support her in the absence of matrimonial

misconduct on her part.

If a wife wishes to obtain maintenance

from husband numerous courses are open

to her depending on many factors:

(a) She may commence proceedings

in a Provincial High Court claiming

alimony and interim alimony.

(b) She may institute proceedings

pursuant to the Deserted Wives' and
Children's Maintenance Act in the Family
Court.

(c) Where the circumstances
warrant it, she may lay an information

under S. 197(1) of the Criminal Code in the

hope of obtaining an order for main-

tenance.
Legal Statutes Cited

Section 197(1) of the Criminal Code
states that: "Everyone is under a legal

duty ...as a husband, to provide

necessaries of life for his wife". Common
law wives are given some measure of

protection under Section 197(4) (a) by

virtue of an evidentiary rule. Section 199 of

the Code could also be interpreted for the

benefit of the common law wife.

Numerous provincial statutes deal

with child maintenance and support

:

The Children's Maintenance Act is a

little used Act and is primarily aimed at

punishing parents for failure to look after

their children. It states that "every parent

shall maintain and educate his child or

children under the age of 16 years or who is

or are sixteen or seventeen years of age

and in full-time attendance at an

educational institution."

In all of these Statutes, reference is

made to the "wife", not a "common law

wife". Supposing you live with a man for

ten years and ire dies. What claims have

you against his estate? What if during

those years he was married to someone
else but did not get a divorce? And what
about the children born during such a

relationship?

The case of Lazarenko and Borowsky,

which was heard by The Supreme Court of

Canada, dealt with the situation where,

after being left nothing in a will, a common
law wife tried to establish a contractual

relationship with the deceased in the sense

that she claimed that she was entitled to

compensation on a quantum meruit basis

for "housekeeping services" performed
for him. Such a contract however, in the

eyes of the Court, was based upon an

immoral consideration; i.e. illicit

cohabitation and was, therefore, void as

being contrary to public policy

You can readily see that, just with a

brief reference to some of the legislation in

this Province, wives have several legal

means of obtaining support from their

husbands during the course of their

marriage, assuming of course, they
themselves are not guilty of adultery or

desertion. Theoretically, of course, it may
not really matter whether a husband
commits adultery in the sense that he may
hav<; to pay the bills anyway, but in the

fase of the wife the situation is much
different.

The rights and prot(!ction of a common
law wilV', as corri[)ared to a woman who has

gone through ihc. prescribed form of

marriage cercrmony, are practically non

existent. I have mr-titioned \h(: cxamph;,

and there are sev<Tal, of two {)eo|)lc living

logetlurr th<! man di(!S, l(!aving his

com(>anioti nothing in his will, or he mak(!S

no will and she still ends up with nothing.

The Or-peridrTit.s' Relief Act of Ontario

provides that a spou;:c 'not a common liiw

wife) and children (legitimate) may be

entitU'd to be maintained out of the; estate

i>( a deceased where he has made a will

and has not adequately provided for them.
There are, however, some statutes which

do give some recognition to the common
law wife,

Th(! Canada Pension Plan provides

that you may be deemed to be the sur-

viving spouse of a contributor if you can

establish that you had been residing with,

been maintained and been publicly

represented by the contributor as the

spouse of the contributor. The Workmen's
Compensation Act of Ontario defines a

"common law wife as a woman who,

although not legally married to a man,
cohabits with him and is recognized as

his wife in the community in which they

live". In this context, if you live with a

"workman" who dies during work or in the

course of his employment, you may be

entitled to the same compensation as a

dependent widow could receive provided

that' he leaves no dependent widow.
Finally, under the Criminal Code of

Canada, a man who has cohabited with a

woman or has in any way recognized her
as being his wife is prima facie evidence

plicating the putative father".

Under The I>jgitimacy Act of Ontario,

if the two parents marry after the birth of

a child, the child is legitimate from birth

for all purp'jses of the law of Ontario. Our
law dfjes recognize the right of the mot^ier

of an illegitimate child to the ctutody of

that child.

Rights of Illegitimali; Children

Basically an illegitimate child is not

entitled to share in the estate of its father if

the father has died without making a will

or where the father has made a will

leaving nothing specifically to that child,

since the term children in a will infers

legitimate children only. In a far-reaching

decision released on January 3, 1973 by

Mr. Justice Pennell of the Supreme Court

of Ontario, His Lfjrdship, despite con-

siderable law to the contrary, awarded
certain proceeds of an estate to an

illegitimate child. He made specific

reference to Dr. P.W. Hogg, who stated in

September 1972 issue of The Canadian Bar
Review that "Attitudes to illegitimacy

have changed. We no longer attempt to

that you are lawfully married and thus he
must provide you with the necessaries of

life.

Perhaps the real tragedy when we
think of our present laws, is the almost

total lack of recognition given children

lx)rn out of wedlock, children stigmatized

with the word "illegitimate".

Sup{K)sing a child is born to a couple.

The father l(!aves. Before any question of

sui)port is raised, you would have to

establish by means of affiliation

proc(!edings under The (-hild Welfare Act

of Ontario that the male in question is, in

fact, the father of your child. Under The
(-'hild Welfare Act "no affiliation order

shall b(' made upon the evidcnice of the

mother of a child unl(?ss h(!r evidence as to

the paternity of the child is corroborated

by some other material evidence im-

visit the sins of the fahter on the children.

We no longer believe that recognition of

the claims of illegitimate children will

encourage immorality. .and these changes

are abundantly reflected in the statutes of

every jurisdiction which place

illegitimate children for many purposes on

an equal footing with legitimate children".

An illegitimate child may be entitled to

share in its mother's estate provided that

she did not leave any legitimate issue

surviving her. We do not ask to be born and

as a consequence, why should the product,

that is, the child, of two individuals who do

not or cannot marry, suffer. Section 14 of

The Family Law Reform Act of 1969 in

lOngland should certainly be introduced as

law in this Province. It states that if either

parent of an illegitimate child dies without

making a will, the illegitimate child is

m
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^quences

to take any interest he would have
ititled to if he had been born

te. Parents have a responsibilty to

that they have caused to come
world.

eneral, there are many actions

a husband and wife which, if they

between those in a common law

hip, would have different results,

act law, it is presumed that in

between close family members
no intention to create legal

With a husband and wife there

in property rights such as that of

id curtesy. Many of our criminal

1 rules of evidence make special

IS concerning crimes which are

Lies if committed between a

and wife (for example, you

I convicted of raping your wife or

stealing from your spouse as long

re living together) while under

(3) of The Canada Evidence Act,

and is compellable to disclose any
cation made to him by his wife

leir marriage, and no wife is

l«9iii

ble to disclose any com-
n made to her by her husband
jir marriage".

host interesting aspect of our

ws where it may be better not to

d is if you happen to be in a car

md the driver is your common
md. In Ontario today neither a

)r wife can sue each other for

njuries caused by negligence or

from an assault.

J, however, can sue her husband

;es caused to her own property,

irou are a passenger in a car

your boyfriend you may be able

n for personal injuries. If he is

and, you cannot. You cannot sue

dcks you, but you can if he kicks

since the dog is your own

If, as a result of a motor vehicle ac-

cident, a wife is injured, a husband has a

right of action for loss of consortium which
is founded on his right to the society and
services of his wife and is related to the old

action for loss of service that a Master has
in respect of his servant. A wife does not

have a similar rigfit of action and neither

party would have such a right in a common
law relationship. It would seem that

common law wives are not yet considered

servants of their mates.

Other areas where it may be of some
advantage Not to marry is if you wish to go

into business as partners, since if both

partners happen to be husband and wife,

they cannot divide the profits and pay
income tax on their respective share.

Everything is considered income in the

hands of the husband. Also, in some cases
with respect to companies, a man cannot
deduct his secretary as an office expense if

she happens to be his wife. There are also

many cases on the other side of the coin

where the Minister of National Revenue
has not allowed a taxpayer to deduct his

spouse for income tax purposes if she

happens to be his common law wife.

If you like to spend money it might be
better to be "married" since a wife is

considered to be an agent of her husband
and she can plege his credit to purchase
necessaries, food, clothing, etc., as long

as, of course, she has not committed
adultery or deserted her husband.

Although one might be accused of

being cynical, nevertheless, since a

common law wife has very little in the way
of legal protection, having sexual relations

with someone other than her common law
husband, if only once, would not have the

devastating results that such an act would
result in where one of the parties is

married to someone else. Should a com-
mon law relationship become intolerable

and prove irreconcilable, there is no need
for either a separation agreement or

ultimate divorce.

It should certainly be appropriate in

view of the ever-increasing common law
relationships that our laws reflect the

changes in attitude of our society. As Mr.
Justice Cortozo stated, "The inn that

shelters for the night is not the journey's

end. The law, like the traveller, must be
ready for tomorrow".

Marvin Zuker, a practising lawyer in

Toronto, is the author of A Guide to Law
for Canadians and is co-author with

June Callwood of Canadian Women and

the Law. He is a lecturer at Ryerson

Polytechnical Institute and Special

Lecturer in Law in the Faculty of

Education, University of Toronto.

It pays to live in sin
by Bob Bean

Believe it or not, there is a definite tax advantage to living common law,

especially if there are children or if one is in business for oneself.

For example, take the hypothetical situaflon of Bob and Sally, both of

whom have two children of their own from a previous union. Assume that

all the children are under 16, Bob's income in $10,000 and Sally's income

is $6,000.
PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS IF MARRIED

Bob's Tax Return Sally's Tax Return

Basic $1,600 Basic $1,600
Spouse Nil Spouse Nil

Children ($300 x 4) $1,200

$2,800 $1,600

Total personal exemptions for both $3,400

* There is no exemption for a spouse when the spouse's income is over $1,700.

PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS IF NOT MARRIED

Bob's Tax Return

Basic $1,600
Maritial equivalent

(one child) $1,400

Other child $300

Sally's Tax Return

Basic $1,600
Maritial equivalent

(one child) $1,400

Other child $300

$3,300$3,300

Total personal exemptions for both $6,600
** Every unmarried person (divorced, single or widowed) is entitled to claim as a

substitute spouse a dependent (child, mother, father, brother, sister, etc.) if that

person lives with him.

Therefore, assuming that Bob's top tax rate is approximately 30% and

Sally's is approximately 20%, the actual dollar t^x saving would be

Bob
Sally

30% X ($3,300-$2,800)

20% X ($3,300-$1,600)

$150
340

$490 each year

Even if Sally had no income, there could be tax savings since Bob could

hire her as a babysitter to look after the four children for the maximum
amount of $2,000, (Bob would have to adopt Sally's children in this

situation). This would reduce Bob's taxable income $2,00 which would

result in a tax saving of $600 (30% x $2,000). It is true that Sally would

have to report the $2,000 as income but because of the 3% employment

deduction of $60, the basic personal exemption of $1,600 and the

standard deduction, in lieu of both medical and donation, $100, the actual

tax for Sally would be just under $50, the net tax saving would be $550

each year. If Bob was in business for himself, he could hire Sally as his

secretary/bookkeeper and pay her wage, but if they were married Bob

could NOT deduct as an expense for tax purposes any wages paid to Sally

for secretarial services. For example, assume that Bob's $10,000 is not

income derived from his business. Then he could reduce his income from

$10,000 to $5,000 if he pays Sally $5,000.

TAX IF MARRIED

(cannot deduct Sally's wages as an expense)

Bob's income

Less 3% employment deduction .

.$10,000

150

$9,850

Personal exemptions

Basic ......^ $1,60U

Sally 1,400

Four children 1,200

$4,200

100Standard deduction.

Taxable income

Total taxes

4,300

5,550

1,400

TAX IF NOT MARRIED

(can deduct Sally's wages as an expense)

Bob

Income
Less 3% employment deduction

Personal exennptions

Basic $1,600
Maritial equivalent

(1 child) 1,400

Other child 300
Standard deduction

Taxes

$5,000
150

$4,850

3,300
100

$1,450

$251

Sally

$5,000

150

$4,850

3,300
100

$1,450

$251

Savings $1 ,400-$502 = $898

Assuming that Bob and Sally remain together as common law partners

for the next 30 years, the tax savings would be 898 x 30 = $25,940 plus

interest on that amount compound at 8%) approximately $101,000.

Pretty expensive peice of paper, a marriage license!
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unclassifieds

THE MOTH-PEOPLE of California

wish to make you a hearty

welcome and please don't send any

money.
GAEL GROUPS 41 and 25 are cor-

dially invited to warm up party at

the residence of the Bonanzo
family who reside at 160 Johnson

St. 10.00 a.m. will be fine. B.Y.O.B.

CONGRATCH JANET. Steve liked the

feature.

LOST: Leather camera cover for

Minolta camera. Lost in front of

Douglas Library on Sunday Oc-

tober 14th. If you have found it

please call Margo at 544-9665.

CONGRATS, Helen-baby! I always
knew you could do it. Keep the

faith Ling.

PARTY: Anticipating the Spirit of

Halloween, the gentlemen of 81

Clergy St. West have chosen to

have their first Annual Major
Rage and Costume Ball on Oc. 26

1973. Cordially invited are Gael

Groups 1 1, 1 3, 32, 56 all the ragers,

anyone who came to last party and
anyone I missed. At midnight the

major rager costume of the year

award will be given. Da boyz ope
tub see yuz all dere, get it. 546-2438.

FOR SALE-STEREO: Thorens TD 125

MKII Turntable with Shure M91E
Cartridge Koss Pro4AA Stereo

Headset. Phone 546-2438.

GAELGROUP51: Glenna, Liz, and 2x

(John) request the privilege of

your company tonight (9 pm) at 81

Clergy for a costume- Halloween
Party - Reunion. Killer says so....

ANNOUNCING: Anne and Andie's

spaghetti drunk that you've all

been waiting for. Maurice, Gale,

Steve, Jenny, Al, Mary Ellen, Jim,

Arlene, Jay, RuthAnn, Doug,
Joyce, Dale, Gord. See you after

the game.
1911 ENROLLMENT AT Queen's was

1600 students.

Journal v/ants book reviews. Contact

Judy Dobias at 549-1706.

MISSING: Mercier ten speed bike

with blue canvass handle bar bag.

Removed from front of Phys. Ed.

Centre on Sat. Oct. 13 (evening).

With any info or hope please call

John at 546-7111 or at least be nice

tn it'

TO DAVE, ALEX, Alan, and Tim.

Thanks for the good Rye. Mary,
Jennifer, Susan, Kathy, Margo
and the Windovj.

TO: Screv/sie, Looslie, Jilly, George,
and Ed H. Bear. Thanks for the

company you make a mean
meal! ! ! We forgot to tell you that

Jumbo Isn't house trained (don't

let him read this, he'll fall to

pieces)

!

A(ARM UP PARTY for the friends of

the 5th Gordon boys at 207 William

St. B.Y.O.B. at 10.00 am Sat.

WANTED: 2 Lightfoot tickets, please

call 544 B766 up to showtime!

FOUND: One pair brown glasses

outside Ellis. Phone Rob, sup-

pertimo 549-0551.

BROWN BILLFOLD lost on Earl St.

or in the vicinity of the Gym
Complex on Saturday. Contains

important ID and small amount of

cash. Student no. 109-4290. Call

Sandy at 544-6089. I

CONNAISEUR AUDIO equipment for

sale: Sony 3200F amplifier (mint).

Lists for $500. Sell (or $250. KLH-41
Reel to Reel (delby) -seldom used.

Lists for $340. Sell for $200. BSR 4

channel SQ Decoder. List for $110.

Sell $50. Phone 544-0413.

FOR SALE: 1966 Triumph Spitfire

Mark II. Good Condition. $420. 544-

0413.

LOST: Blue denim pencil case.

Tuesday AM. Call Jill 544-8653 If

you found it.

BABY SITTER REQUIRED for two

afternoons weekly, or more.
Experience with children useful,

although Angela is easy to know
and look after. Near campus. Call

546-2018.

LOST in the vicinity of the Journal

Office. Four and a half credits.

Great sentimental value....

SPORTS CAR- '66 Triumph Spitfire

Hard Top- Soft Top. Good running

order $375. Phone 389-6236 after

5:00

ANYONE FINDING a sterling silver

bracelet, phone Brenda at 548-8152.

Reward.
NEED ONE PERSON to share 2

bedroom apt. 327 Barrie Apt. 1 Call

542-8482 after 6:00 pm.
SPITZIE : Thank your mistress for me

and return the good wishes. Love

Mona, Streisand, Roy and the Wee
Four.

FOR SALE: 1971 Honda 350. Ex-

cellent condition helmet included.

389-2129.

SOB! SNIFF! We lost an important
member of our once happy
family a week ago. He's a lobavie

little orange and white kitten, with

curiously deformed front feet

(extra toes). He comes from the

University-Garret St. Area, and

the number is 546-7502.

ON SATURDAY, 27 October, at 10 pm,
hear four hours of the best in soul ;

Manitou, a CFRC Nocturne
special.

TO: EFFIE, CAMEL, and the 2 beans

living beside me: We'll have to

think up something good. Hey
Conspirators Inc., any devious

ideas for an "almost-relative's"

birthday? Luv, "Tatts".

WANTED: One, two three or four

tickets to Gordon Lightfoot. Price

Negotiable Phone 389-1720.

DANCE TO THE MUSIC- Manitou, on

CFRC's Nocturne, this Saturday
at 10 pm.

GAEL GROUP 35: Are wc Still alive?

Compulsory reunion before
football game, meet at the usual

place (you should know whore it Is

by now) at 11.00 to go to Craig's.

Bring your Quarters as usual.

THE PARTY is coming on November
2.

HAVING A PARTY for homecoming?
Saturday night at 10 pm CFRC
presents Manitou, a four hour

Nocturne special.

WANTED: Lightfoot tickets. Please,

we're desperate. Phone 544-8576.

I WANT THAT DINNER PERRY.
OUTING CLUB: Nov. 29th meeting,

7.30 Jeff. 101- budget discussed-

members should attend, film on

canoeing; Oct. 28th day hike-

Rideau Trail, Dan 544-6070; Nov. 3-

4 canoe trip for naturalists - route

announced at Monday's meeting.

Art 544-7236.

HERE'S TO THE CLASSIFIEDS,
Here's to the Classifieds, Here's to

the Classifieds, They're the...

MIDTERMS EAT IT. Paying rent

eats it. Grant Hall eats it. Frosh
eat it. Queen's Bands eat it. What
is it? (answer below).

DING DONG!!The Avon Bonanzo is

calling.

TYPING CLASSIFIEDS is getting to

be a drag.

QUEEN'SINTERNATIONAL CLUB:
Dance and Party Friday Oct. 26th.

Club guests will be the members of

the Undergraduate Nurses
Association. All are welcome to

attend. 8.00 pm.
YES LINUS, there IS a Great Pum-

pkin. ...watch and wait.

FOUR 3-D GIRLS WOULD LIKE A
RIDE TO Oshawa Fri. Nov. 2nd

Willing to share Gas. Phone 544-

8682; 544-8678.

STILL A FEW SINGLE and double

rooms left in EIrond. Apply 401

Princess St. or phone 544-1842.

USED ROCK WORMS FOR SALE:
Ideal for all your drilling needs in

concrete, limestone and even
granite. Never sharpen another
bit! Get in on the latest technology.

'

These rock worms are certified

highly trained and have a history

of boring performance on Goodwin
Hall and Bruce Wing. For in-

formation call Pete at 547-3158.

WANTED: one frosh (arts) Tarn.
Willing to pay. Please call Mary
Jane at 544-8725.

NEXT WEEK WRITING would be

appreciated from everybody.
Because without writing, there can
be no frosh essay. Tricolor
meeting Tuesday night at 7.30pm.

2ND LEONARD EAST: Have you
been feeling blue lately? Love, the

Harem.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SHELAGH!
Now that you're "20" and have
finally reached puberty, you have
become a fully fledged participant

in "Jenny's House of Joy" ..Love

from all the others in those

sportive headquarters.. .PS. PDI.,

AND D XOX.
"GREAT EXPECTORATIONS" IS

Nov. 8 and 9, Thurs. and Friday.

Tickets go on safe starting Mon-
day. Get them early because it will

be gobs of fun.

BEAVORSKI: How did you REALLY
get your green tongue? Rumour
has it that it was from osculating

with the most of Alpha Delta Phi.

And can't you keep your feet down
in the backseat?

IF ANYONE IS DRIVING to

Oromocto or Gaqetown N.B., I am
looking for a ride. I have to be
there by or on Nov. 2. I will share
expenses and driving. I own a

Leica. Call Jim Merrithew at 547-

3178 after 2 pm. ans: BIZOT.
WHAT IS RISUS? Is it associated with

lacrimation: Find out at "Great
Expectorations", the Medical
Variety show, Nov. 8 & 9. Tickets

go on sale Monday.
WOODIE, SUE, LEE, and other

conspirators, thank you for the

birthday wishes- Jim
ATTENTION - the Hobbit House

respectfully announces the moving
of the ass of Mr. Mark S. Hayes to

West Campus J-108. He may be
contacted on any esoteric matter
at 549-2178, day and especially

night. That is all.

ALL RIGHT, GAEL GROUP 27 (you
know who you are) we're getting

together next Wednesday at 5.00

pm at the block (in front of Jef-

frey, stupid! ) to head for Mother's
for dinner, and then....

LOST: Gold ring with yellow bir-

thstone in women's washroom in

Student Union on Wed. morning,
Oct. 24, _Phone Betty Anne: 544-

9599.

UNCLASSIFIEDS
GEORGE CARLIN in National Arts

Centre (Ottawa) on Monday Nov.

5. Tickets for return bus and
concert only S7.00 on sale in John
Orr Room (Union) . Show time 9.30

p.m., buses leave Ellis Hall at 6

p.m.
THE STUDENT FROM SOUTH

CAROLINA in Computing Studies

and playing violin who was at

Grant Hall Mon. evening we would
like to have you to dinner. Please

call 542-9802.

TORONTO, OTTAWA, Queen's Bus
Service still offers you great

savings by taking our buses.

Tickets on sale Tues. thru Fri. 10-3

in the John Orr Room, Students

Union.

CHklSTMAS IS CLOStk than y«u
think Forget about formal ttudio

portraits and have your sitting in

the country. Call Photo Imav*
before the November monsoonv
(or a portrait that will make a

special gi(t. Telephone 546 7770 or

visit us at 33 Brock Street.

QUEEN'S OUTING CLUB: evenU
being planned hiking on Rid«au
Trail (Perth area) Oct. 27, calf

Dan 544-6070; bicycling Nov. 11/

call Dave 544 7494 Meetings every
Monday night 7 30 Je((rey 101-

come and help plan these trips.

DON'T FORGET the Halloween Party
at Chris, John, Andy, WiKa,
Nancy, and Linda's place tonight,

or your costume. Beer and Andy's
(amous rum punch available in

abundant quantities. RAGE ON.
BOOK BIN: We buy paperbacks,

comics. National Geographics,and
Playboy at 10 per cent the original

value. We sell records on con-

signement. The Book Bin, 225

Princess St. 548-4871.

THE AMS: Now What? A meeting to

discuss RESTRUCTURING;
Sunday, 4 30 p.m. in the Red Room
of Grant Hall. Anybody already

haven spoken to Steve Brereton or

Eleanor Crowder,
COME. Also: Ken Wong, Jennifer

Grass, Scott Cornell, Tony
Falconer, Bob Watkin, Ruth Stiles,

and anyone else wanting to get o((

their ass and see something done.

THE QUEEN'S RIDING CLUB is

organizing trail rides this Sat. and

Sun. Everybody welcome (NOTE
CHANGE IN TIME) The bus will

be at the Union at 9.00 a.m. Cost of

ride is 52.50 (plus a dollar for

membership if you don't already

have one).

TONIGHT IN THE JOCK HARTY
Arena starting at 8:30 will be

OOM-PA-PA Why not drop by for a

beer (or more) and-or listen to our

GERMAN BEER BAND.
KITTY, SUSIE, JANE, AND LESLIE

wish to remind all their friends,

enemies, and customers to be

there Sat., Nov. 3, anytime after

8.00. We will be personally of-

fended if you don't show!
(B.Y.O.B. etc.).

THE HOUSE OF HAPPINESS en-

joyed good cheer at the Pub on

Mon. Regrets to those House of

Duds men who arrived too late to

join in the fun.

UP WITH PEOPLE needs help!!! Up
With People, an international

student singing group, will be

visiting Kingston Tuesday thru

Saturday, Oct. 30- Nov. 3 and need
accommodation, both male and
female, (or those (our nights.

Please help. Call Joe Wisnieski at

542-6994.

Alfie sez

GO GAELS GO

Alfie Says ...

Join the Queen's Bands on

Homecoming Weekend
In The Pep Rally and Parade

at 7:30 p.m.

Friday, October 26

and then follow the bands to the game on Saturday

Parade leaves from in front of Grant Hall at 1 p.m.

and proceeds up Alfred and along Union.

Help us "Oil Thighs" all the homecoming weelcend
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nooks and crannies

spotlight on Domino Theatre
by Judy Dobias

Why is it that whenever you

walk into a theatre without the

audience, there is an incredible

sense of intrusion. Such was the

feeling at the Domino Theatre

previous to a rehearsal for their

next play, Uncle Vanya. While

one man was violently taking out

his frustrations by hacking at a

whitewashed door for the next set

I noticed one of the actresses

going over her part, lying on a

couch with her hands over her

eyes. I kept thinking - I know I

should not be here and felt an

urge to run down the stairs past

the grinning mannequin marking
the theatre's entrance into

Princess Street.

How does one begin speaking

about the Domino which had a

rather undramatic beginning in

the living room of the founder,

Gordon Robertson. Regardless, it

is precisely for that reason

perhaps, that the theatre has still

maintained much of the original

intimacy created by a group of

individuals who had fun reading

scripts in the evenings. This

interest expanded until the group

put on their first production in the

Odeon theatre which was a one

act play by Jean Paul Satre. Mrs.

Beharriell recalled, "I don't

know if it had anything to do with

the fact that Sarte's two main
characters were a nym-
phomaniac and a lesbian, but

suddenly a fight broke out in the

audience of 450." The rest of the

night calmed down considerably

and they were able to go on with

the play.

Previous to settling into the

present premises, the Domino
put up with everything from a

leaking roof in the old Port-

smouth Town Hall, the ballroom

of the LaSalle Hotel and the

rather too amateur facilities of

the Kingston Collegiate. Then, in

1963, a man by the name of Alex

Thornton who was a plumbing

supplies salesman offered to rent

the Domino the two top floors of 8

Princess Street. The limestone

building was originally an of-

ficers club for British soldiers

stationed in Kingston in the early

years of the 19th centur. The
building next door served as

warehouses; now those have
been converted into a costume

room as well as storage for

various sets. A curious feature

are the 120 seats for the theatre,

which were purchased from the

owner of a defunct movie house in

Gananoque.
Since the year 1963 the com-

pany has certainly gained con-

fidence. One only has to read the

letter of prespective member
would have received in the mail

to note the apprehension and also

stresses the community effort

which contributed to the theatre's

success :

-

Dear Member:
As you probably read

in the Whig Standard, the

Domino will have a new
home after December 31st,

1963. This is a very exciting

development as it means
that at last Kingston will

have a live theatre of its

own.

The new premises are

located at 8 Princess
Street. They will comprise

a small 100 seat theatre,

excellent club room, lounge

where members can meet
socially and adequate
rehearsal and wardrobe

space. The immediate

comment that comes to

mind is that this will cost a

great deal of money.

The money quoted in the

letter from the board of directors

was borrowed, but it is in-

teresting that even today the

company receives no govern-

ment subsidy and relies totally

upon money from the produc-

tions. However, when talking to

Mr. Pullen, chairman of the

Domino, it was brought out that

this financial problem still exists.

The costing of a production runs

up to $1,500 which means the

theatre can really only afford to

have at most one failure a year in

order to break even.

Mr. Pullen clearly gave me
insight into the actual philosphy

behind running the Domino which
is best reflected in the type of

plays in the '73-'74 season. The
idea is to maintain a balance

between the comedy and the

more serious selection best

illustrated in the next play. Uncle

Vanya. The choice is made
ususally at least six months in

advance on the basis of material

which will interest the audience

and simultaneously provide a

challenge for the actors. The core

of the group is made up of diverse

individuals, many of whom are

linked to the university. Any
person can join and participate in

the productions, they are par-

ticularly fond of a contrast of

people welcoming students,

faculty and Kingstonites.

Since the '40's an interesting

development has occurred
primarily due to the fact that

those who were young and helped

to establish the theatre, are now
mature and can offer a solid

viewpoint in regard to the in-

Playbill 1973-74

Dracula: Bram Stoker's horror

story which has become a classic

myth of the imagination and a

famous stage and screen play.

The Music Hall: Songs, dances,

skits and general Old Country

rowdiness and randiness.

Uncle Vanya: The comical
ironies of everyday living, the

nostalgia of a passing era and the

passions of disillusion in what

may be Chekhov's best play.

Juno and the Paycock A raucous

comedy and human sadness of an

Irish slum family living in the

perennial Irish dream.
Everything in the Garden: in the

comedy murder tradition.

Inadmissible Evidence: Quick,

vicious and corrosively funny,

and brutally frank.

Thieves' Carnival: A tribute to

Anouilh's masterful Comic style.

The mannequin marks the way into the Domino Theatre.

NEXT WEEK

Murphy's

Restaurant

/J

nerworkings. The Domino is

essentially strong in Irish

material, which is a result of all

the immigrants who arrived at

the inception of the company. At

the same time, Gordon Robertson
did win the award in 1954 for the

best Canadian actor in 'The

Playboy of the Western World'

which no doubt exerted some
influence.

The first play this season was
Dracula directed by Jana
Kendall and is indicative of the

wide scope of theatre in the

playbill. According to Pullen it

came when there was a vogue for

this type of drama and offered a

challenge to the director who,
rather than mock it, discovered

what he called the "quaint-

ness" in it. A play is not

chosen according to popularity
;

while comedies insure financial

success the Domino prefers to

take chances on artistic disasters

in order to provide something

other than the usual.

The theatre is both a

director's dream as well as a

frustration. In terms of dif-

ficulties, obviously the first thing

that comes to mind is the small!

capacity and cramped conditions

for technicians and actors. One
only has to take one look into the

dressing room and either feel

total sympathy or if your are a

romantic, then perhaps the

empty coke bottles and cement
floor present some charm. Yet, it

is the type of theatre that refuses

to remain cold objective and
merely house the production. Due
to the size and peculiar shape it

seems to take on the atmosphere

of the play and consequently

involves the audience; it forces

them to react. In the play "I

never Sang for my Father"

Pullen spoke of evenings when, at

a specific moment he could hear

crying off stage. "You can hurt

people in that theatre" he said. It

was then that I thought of the

O'Keefe Centre.

- macpherson

One of the scenes from the production of Dracula.
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FINNEGAN'S
THE SINGING PUB"
NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

178-188 ONTARIO ST. 544-6881

Queen's Presents

a Colloquium

The French World in 1673

Le Monde Francois en 1673

Students are warmly invited to attend in-

dividual sessions of interest free on presen-
tation of card.

Ail events are to be held in 201 Kingston Hall

except on Saturday When they will take place

in Ellis Hail Auditorium

Colloquium Programme

Oct. 25 to Oct. 27

FRIDAY:
9:00 AM - Intellectual Context: Religious and

Political, P. Hurtubise (U. of Ottawa); L.

Rothrug (Princeton) ; P. Goubert
(Sorbonne); R. Dumke (Queen's).

2:00 PM - New France and the West Indies: W.
J. Eccles (U. of Toronto); Liliane Chauleau
(Archivist; Martinque, French West In-

dies); J. Pritchard (Queen's); A. Vachon
(Quebec).

9:00 PM - La prise de pouvoir de Louis XIV
(Dunning Auditorium)

SATURDAY:
9:00 AM - Moliere: Ideology and Stage

Production: M. Vernet (Queen's); L.

Fiedler (Frankfurt, Germany); D. Flet-

cher (Wales and Queen's)

2:00 PM - The Arts: Architecture and Music:
A. Thomas (Alberta); G. George (Queen's);
Michel Lessard (Quebec); P. du Prey
(Queen's)

Exiiibitions run in conjunction:

Heritage Kingston (Art Centre);

Exhibition of Material relating to

Colloquium (Douglas lobby)

Broadcasts: F.R.C. Clarke will speak on
French Music of the period on C. F.R.C.
Saturday at 7 P.M.

Further details may be obtained from French Area
Studies Centre, 402 Kinq<^ton Hall or durinq Colloquium
from th*? Reqistration desk at 201 Kinqston Hall.

Ten Women, two men ond o
The smash hit at the National Arts Centre in

July, 1973, 10 Women, 2 Men and a Moose, is coming
to Kingston under the sponsorship of the Queen's
University Division of Concerts on Saturday, 27

October, at 8:30 p.m. in Dunning Hall.

This one-woman show stars the charming,
multi-talented Mia Anderson, who has been called

by Nathan Cohen of the Toronto Star "about the best

actress we have in the country."

When asked to describe the production. Miss
Anderson said, "It's not a review, though it's funny

a lot of the time; it's not a concert, though it's

constructed like one; it's probably an en-

tertainment, yet it's intent is deeper than
frivolous."

The show is based on characters in the writings

of a number of Canadian women and a few
Canadian men. Some of the authors to be
represented in the production are Margaret At-

wood, Gwendolyn MacEwen, Margaret Laurence,
and Phyllis Webb.

Highly praised by critics, the show has become
Canada's theatrical jewel. "A superb performance
by Mia Anderson. . .she reaches all the emotional

keys and is funny and endearing as the woman who
is all wit, mouth, legs, bottom, gesture and heart,"

said the St. John Telegraph Journal.

The Globe and Mail commented ".
. .piquant,

communicative and theatrically con-

fident. . .Altogether a successful venture into the

one-woman platform. . .Miss Anderson has
mastered it."

In 10 Women, 2 Men and a Moose, Miss An-
derson has mixed the comic and tragic both in her
choice of material and in her presentation. She is

very skillful at abruptly changing the mood of a

performance. She can create a situation which is

hilarious up to a certain point - and then, all of a

Mia Anderson - A woman of many faces.

sudden, it is not funny at all. There are other plots

which seem to be deadly serious until they unex-

pectedly reveal themselves as totally absurd. Miss

Anderson's skill is obviously that of a virtuoso.

Tickets at $2.50 general, $1.50 student, are

available from the Division of Concerts Box Office,

Agnes Etherington Art Centre, 547-6194, or at the

door on the night of performance.

Up With People coming soon
One of the three international

casts of Up With People is coming
to Kingston to perform on Nov. 1

and 2 in Grand Theatre at 8:00

p.m. Up With People is known on

five continents for the color and
excitement of its musical
productions and for its innovative

educational programs. Thirty
performers, ranging in age from
17 to 25 and representing many
countries and most ethnic

backgrounds, will be living with

local area families during their

visit.

Up With People is a two-hour

kaleidoscope of contemporary
music ~ rock, jazz, country and
folk - with choreographed
staging. The show has excited

and involved audiences from
villages near the Arctic Circle to

the Rift Valley in Africa, from
nationwide television in the

United States to the concert halls

of Europe.

The New York Times
described a recent Carnegie Hall

performance of Up With People:

"People . . . are what matter.

That's an idea that is worth

celebrating, and Up With People

does it with charm, love and
uncomplicated joy. ('orriere

(U'lla Scrii, Milan, Italy,

d(!.scrib(;d Up With People as "a

torrent of color, movement and
vitality."

In recent years audiences in

cities throughout the world -

incindirif^ New York, Tokyo,
Itornc, M;idrid, London, Sydney,

Sao I'aulo, (-'hicago, Berlin,

Mexico City and Montreal have
h(!(;n caught up in the contagious

.spirit of the Up With People

shows,

Also, in two ext(!nHive tours

of Europe, Up With People casts

gave over 110 performances;
stayed in 3,600 homes; appeared
on television in Paris, Zurich and
Berlin and four times on national

television in Rome, including 20

minutes on Italy's most popular

music program; and received

television coverage of their

reception with Italy's President

Leone at the famed Quirinale

Palace in Rome. After seeing a

performance of the cast in

Brussels, Jean Rey, former
Chairman of the European
Common Market Commission,
said, "There is a picture of a

dynamic, searching young world
that Europe needs to see and
understand."

Of the 9,000 young people who
apply annually to spend a year
with Up With People, 350 are

selected to form three casts

which tour ten months a year.

They are communicating with
hundreds of people daily studying

for college or high school credits

and living with a different family

every few days. The students'

experience includes a wide-

ranging educational program
using the perspective of world

travel and exposure to the widest

variety of life styles and cultures.

A fully-accredited university

program is available through the

University of Arizona complete

with traveling faculty.

In a year 328,000 high school

students have experienced Up
With People through per-

lorniances in 225 schools. In each
school th(! cast performed and
then went to the classrooms to

talk with students and school

officials alike. After a tour of

New York (^ity schools, one

administrator wrote: "I have
consulted with many of the

teachers and students who at-

tended your performances; it is

our consensus that Up With
People is the single most
meaningful experience we have
presented to our school com-
munity."

Up With People was in-

corporated in August, 1968 as an
independent, non-profit,
educational corporation. Based
in Tucson, Arizona and Brussels,

Belgium, Up With People was
started by two men who wanted
to do something creative and
contemporary with the youth of

the world and who believe the

world's greatest natural resource

lies in the young. These two men,
J. Blanton Belk, President, and
Donald P. Birdsall, Executive

Vice President, now oversee an
organization with an annual
budget of $2.5 million. Half of this

budget is met through per-

formance revenue, the other half

from scholarship gifts and
grants.

Since 1968, the casts have
performed in 28 countries on five

continents, and through live

performances and television

coverage they have been seen by
over 500 million people. In April,

1973 CBS Television aired a

nationwide special on Up With

People. American television

audiences have also recently

seen Up With People on ABC's
Wide World of Sports in a per-

formance for the People's

Republic of China Gymnastic
Team at Madison Square Gar-

den, and on the national

television coverage of the

Olympic Games in a special

performance at Munich's famed
Marienplatz.
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Homage to the Silents

parker

Neil Young

Time fades Away
by Paul Luke

Time Fades Away is Neil Young's fifth solo album, a live

effort teeming with deficiencies,yet still managing to deliver its

share of good moments. There are finely crafted songs that you

will return to time and again and then there are grooves where
you'll pick up the needle whenever they come around.

Disappointingly, one of the albums biggest ailments is

Young's voice. At its best his singing contains genuine elements

of mystery and pathos, but at various moments on this record it

becomes in turn strained and irritating, peevish and whiny. On
the title tune he descends into a contrived raucousness,

something which is plainly foreign to his vocal resources. Not to

mention the ever-present pitch diffculties which come damn
close to ruining a couple of choruses when he and the

background vocalists are grievously out of tune.

Ironically, some of the best vocals end up on the the worst

material. "The Bridge" and "Love in Mind" employ some of

the most maudlin, exasperatingly simplistic verses imaginable

and with the added smudge of Young's Grade two piano

technique remain listenable only because of their husky,

touching vocals. However moving warbling alone does not make
a memorable song. These songs aren't bothersome, if you don't

mind vapidity, so much as they're just fluff, dry chaff from a

man who can do a lot better when he tries. In other songs the

lyrics are indistinct and skeletal. "Last Dance," already ragged
and uneven manages to sink into a guiless imbecility by its

ending.

Sad too is the erosion of Young's lead guitar,formerly an
unmistakable trademark which has lost much of its di-

stinction now in its regrettably rare and mannered solos. Gone
is its lean, biting style, gone is the spare, terse quality of playing

and completely missing are the brazen swoops and those

amazing one-note stutters.

After having said all of this, it must be noted that Neil Young
is still preferable to a lot of his contemporaries. The band he has

gathered behind him is solid and playing in a refined "Harvest"

style. Young himself largely avoids the pretenses and excesses

of people like Steven Stills or Cat Stevens. He can still create

lightness (as in "Yonder Stands the Sinner") without becoming

gutless and evoke pathos without becoming gushy. There are

two songs on the album, "L.A." and "Don't Be Denied" which

rank among his best material. The latter especially reveals a

different side of Young in its bitter chronicling of his life.

There has been of late a certain wasting away of Young's

talents, an intensification of problems present in his work from

the beginning. But it's hard to think of many artists who don't

have fallow periods. All I ask is that they deliver some ex-

cellence in the midst of the manure. "Time Fades Away" does

this and is saved because of it.

by Sandy Naiman
There are many who believe that without words

communication is impossible. This age of multi

media has spoiled many of us, and we have become
used to sophisticated sound and picture con^-

binations. We often forget or let ourselves become
aesthetically lazy when it comes to entertainment.

We sit back and let the show sweep over us, playing

a passive role to the actors active one.

Homage to the Silents, Chronicles 18 now
playing at the Studio Theatre in the Drama
Department is a good exercise in theatrical

calisthenics. It is much more than a dumb show,

though there isn't a word spoken, for it takes the

silent movies and puts them on stage. This a strange

reversal of a common trend. Often plays are made
into films, although rarely do they ever do the

original any justice. In this case though, the most
famous, most trite, most cliched sequences from
the silent movies are enacted to the original music

and many things that we take for granted on film

become glaringly crystallized on stage.

A troupe of eight actors and the director. Rod
Robertson have captured the spirit of the silent

films almost more than the films themselves. The
Keystone Cops, the Civil War, the Seaside, the Ritz

are all used as models for this very theatrical ex-

perience, for Homage does in no way try to

reconstruct the films, but instead juxtaposes one

entertainment landscape onto another. The result is

a very clear picture of the idiosyncrasies of the

silents; the overt and explicit facial expressions,

the soppy sentimental love scenes, the archaic

values of the times, the overly physical movements,
the corn and the slapstick. All gain a new dimension
when taken off the screen and enacted live in front

of us, and Robertson has done an excellent job in

directing his ensemble in usinginnovative stage

techniques, not pseudo film imitations to com-
municate with supreme lucidity not only the story

lines of numerous vignettes, but also the way we of

the space age perceive the entertainment

manifestations of the age when train travel was
giving way to the first airplanes, and man on the

moon was still a fantasy.

The individual sequences were introduced a 'la

vaudeville, with the traditional paste Isoard, and
little pieces of well acted trivia by Robertson, who,

with the help of a strobe light, resembled Chaplin in

his bits of mime and who dispayed again, as he did

almost two years ago in Homage to Shakespeare, a

finely disciplined acting ability and subtle comic
sense.

With these scene connectors, and a relaxed and
informal method of set change, the entire show held

together easily and often provoked easy laughter

fromthe audience. The show which ran just a touch

too long, did lose a little of it initial impact, but this

is perhaps its only fault.

The actors seemed to be standing outside the

material, as well and inside it and often I felt that

they could see the inanities of their activities, but

were enjoying sharing them with us, nonetheless.

Homage To The Silents, ends its week long run

tonight, and if there are any tickets left, it is well

worth seeing. It's a lot of fun.

- parker

/Music Students hold recital
of $500. Both Kevin Bailey and Johh Helmers are

residents of the Kingston area and this is the second

successive year in which John Helmers is the

recipient of a KSA Scholarship in Music. He,

together with Elaine Smith and Arpad Verseghy

will play in the Kingston Symphony Orchestra for

the current season. They are among nineteen

students and former ^students in the B. Mus.

program who currently play in the Kingston

Symphony Orchestra.

Queen's University has provided a, further five

scholarships, with a total value of $2,500 which are

awarded for overall academic excellence in the

preceding year. This year's winners of Queen's

University Scholarships in Music are: Sally

Basmajian (piano) formerly of KINGSTON ; Carole

Chabot (voice) KINGSTON; Joyce-Ann Licking

(clarinet) ORILLIA; John Palmer (trumpet)

ORILLIA; and Richard Rogozinski (piano)

NIAGARA FALLS.
The Stanley Dunlop Scholarship in Music:

($500) awarded annually to the student with the

highest standing in the Bachelor of Music program,

was won this year by Carolyn Lewis (piano) of

FOXBOROUGH, Ontario.

The Music Department of Queen's University

will present the six Kingston Symphony Association

Scholarship winners in an admission free recital, in

Dunning Hall Auditorium, on Monday October 26th

at 8.30 p.m. Members of the public are most cor-

dially invited to attend.

Of the twelve students who have received Music

Scholarships at Queen's University this year, these

six did so through the special co-operation, for the

second successive year, of the Kingston Symphony
Association and the University.

The KSA provides five scholarships, with a total

value of $2,500, to students whose major instrument

is an orchestral one for which a vacancy exists in

the Kingston Symphony Orchestra at the time of the

auditions. A condition of the scholarships is that the

holder becomes a member of the Symphony, if

invited to do so, for the duration of the concert

season.

This year's winners of the KSA Scholarships in

Music are: Kevin Bailey (bassoon) WESTBROOK:
John Helmers (violoncello) KINGSTON; Scott

Mackenzie (saxophone) SCARBOROUGH; Elaine

Smith (violoncello) WINNIPEG; Kirk Elliott

(violin) TORONTO and Arpad Verseghy (violin)

TORONTO .The two latter students share one award
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Soccer Gaels optimistic
by Alf Korniann

The Queen's soccer Gaels

picked up to more wins over the

last weekend when they beat both

Trent University in Peterboorugh

and Ryerson College in Toronto

(see Tuesday's Journal). With

their 6 wins-2ties-0 loss record the

Gaels are now in sole possession

of first place in the O.U.A.A.

East. Next on the list comes local

rival RMC with 5 wins-2 ties-1

loss (3 of the 4 lost points went to

Queen's); York has 5 wins and 1

tie out of six games and the

Yeomen still have to play two

more games than Queen's,

among them two encounters

against RMC.
Today I would like to shed

some light on a part of the team
that usually gets little attention.

The defenders are certainly

doing a fine job since up to now
they allowed just 4 goals against

in 8 games, one of them from a

penalty shot. Peter Dickie's

keeper abilities have been
praised several times on these

pages, his presence is un-

doubtedly a great help to the

fellows in front of him. The un-

sung heroes Paul Morneault,

Chris Clark, Dave Prescott and
Dave Young are as responsible

lor Queen's successes as the

fame-catching mid-men and
forwards. Defensemen have little

opportunity to add their names to

the scoring lists; Paul Morneault

achieved his hat-trick when he

played in mid-field and Chris

rushed up from the background

to head in a picture goal against

Carleton. Two more defenders

had an above-average share of

bad luck with injuries. After

doing a steady job in the early

games Terry Lister cracked a

few bones in his foot and that

prevents even a tough guy like

him from playing. Problems with

his ankle joints kept Don Dane
out of the game for part of the

season. Hopefully he'll return

soon to his duties as sweeper,

Paul cries for a chance to get

back in a scoring position.

As in previous years coach

John Walker is the conductor of

the soccer Gaels. Considering the

success of the team and the

absence of superstars on the

player's bench John is obviously

doing an excellent job. The game
schedule provides no help to his

battle for top standings: 4 times

during the season the Gaels act

as trouble-shooter for RMC when
Queen's plays against a team
that will start against the Red-
men the following day. RMC
returns that favour only once but

then the Redmen don't have the

advantage of having a coach who
combines a vast soccer
knowledge and enthusiasm with a

generous portion of dry Scottish

humour. 'That's hard to beat.

Tomorrow the Gaels will play

a most important game when
they face the as yet undefeated

York Yeomen on the West
Campus at 1.00 p.m. In their first

encounter the teams tied 0-0 in

Toronto therefore Queen's simply

has to win this one in order to

preserve chances for the

O.U.A.A. East championship and
possibly still higher honours in

Ontario and on the national

scene. It might be a good idea to

divert a bit of support from the

not quite so hot football team and
to cheer the soccer Gaels. See you

tomorrow on the sidelines of the

soccer pitch!

Fencing here
The annual women's

invitational fencing lour

nami^nt will be held tomorrow
the Dance Studio of the I'hyH

Ed. Centre, Weapfjns check

will be at 9.:{0 a.m. and the

tournament will begin at 10

a.m. Spectators are welcome.
As of this writing, two

teams from Queen's and
Toronto, plus single entries

from Western, McMaster,
McGill, and Ottawa have been
received. There could be more
before the tournament begins.

Spectators are assured of

some top competition as Ot-

tawa won the OWIAA title laut

year and ToronU> won it the

year ImUtrn. Queen's won its

invitational last year.

The Queen's entry will

consist of two teams which
will \Hi made up <rf Ann Bayer,
Judy Krupanszky, f>ika
Adelmann, H/^mary Knight,

Sue Setrj, Mary H/jwan, Debby
Christian, and Ann Ojusineau.

The tournament will be
presided over by Mr. John
Andrew of Ottawa, former
President of the Canadian
Fencing Association and now
its technical director.

Hockey Gaels win two
by Peter Watts

Queen's Golden Gaels hockey

club pjcked up two victories in

exhibition play in the last week.

Last Saturday, the Gaels got by

Kingston Voyageurs 11-7 in a

game played at Centre '70. Then
on Tuesday night, the Gaels

squeezed by the RMC Redmen 2-1

in a lack-lustre affair in the Harty

Arena.

The Kingston Voyageurs are

a Junior C club which will

compete in the Kingston In-

dustrial League this year.

Several players played last year

with the Kingston Frontenacs in

the Provincial Junior A league.

Two players. Dale Sandles and
Terry Wagar, are Queen's
students.

The game was a see-saw

affair; the Voyageurs led 3-2 at

the end of the first period but the

Gaels got 5 goals in the second
and led 7-4 going into the final

period. Jim Sunstrum led the

Queen's attack with three goals.

Defenseman Frank Coffey and
forwards Bill Sweeney, and John
Cerre, added two more each and
Ron Shepherd and defenseman
Rick Leyroy added single

markers.

Kirk Twigg got, three goals

for the Voyageuers. Roman
Hrabowych scored twice and
Dave GoUogy and Dale Sandles

added single markers.

On Tuesday night, the Gaels
squeezed by RMC 2-1 with Mike
Lynch and Bill Sweeney getting

the Queen's goals.

The Gaels continue workouts

this week and next and will head
for Montreal and two exhibition

Bfdwedftdmpm&sptlngwataC
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games next weekend. On Friday

night, they'll play McGill Red-

men and on Saturday afternoon

the Gaels will take on the Sir

George William squad. The team
opens its regular season at home
on Saturday, Nov. 10th against

Guelph. CFRC will carry the

game live, beginning at 8 p.m.

This year's hockey Gaels is

assuming a much different

features than was first suspected.

Four players were lost from last

year's team and two players who
played last year decided not to

come out this season. In addition,

however, a couple more players

have been beaten out of positions

by some impressive newcomers.
As of this writing, a total of eight

new faces will be on the Gaels

roster when the team opens its

schedule in two weeks. That
number could go higher. Several

new faces have been impressive

in workouts and in the two
exhibition games. Centres Chris

Locke and Bill Sweeney, left-

winger Ron Shepherd, and right-

winger Don Langill are given a

good shot at making the-starting

lineup.

Goaltending still holds the

key to the Gaels fortunes this

year. Bob ButteriU and Steve

Kidd played in Saturday's game
against the Voyageurs and
Michel Boulanger and Dave
Dungey played Tuesday night

againt the Redmen. The com-
petition for this position is wide

open and it will probably go right

down to opening day before the

question is settled.

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

PIZZA
CHALET
544-1227

PRINCESSi

BARRIE
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Gaels near last gasp with Mac unknowns
by Chris Boon

Queen's Golden Gaels are

close to their last gasp in this

year's OUAA football season,

with tomorrow's homecoming
contest the final home game. The

Gaels have slipped to a 3 and 3

mark, after absorbing a pair of

beatings from Ottawa U. (37-16)

and Varsity (48-6), and should be

ready to wake up and try to

redeem themselves against the

Marauders. However, that's

what was supposed to happen last

week. Maybe the home crowd

will help.

Not much information was
available about the Mac squad at

press time, but judging from the

31-20 drubbing they gave

Carleton last Saturday, the Gaels

had better be ready to play

football, mentally and physically,

if the Homecoming crowd is to go

away happy. McMaster does

have a decent placekicker in Ken
Bauz, who is currently fifth in

scoring in the OUAA-West, and

the division's fourth-best rusher,

Ross Tripp, who has picked up

527 yards on 103 carries for a 5.1

average. QB Dave Lawson
throws mostly to TE Ron South-

wick and wide receiver Gene
Kusmirski, but neither are real

deep threats.

Defensively, the Marauders
have not been badly over-

powered,allowing an average of

18 ppg. In fact, compared to

Queen's 24 ppg clip, Mac hasn't

been doing too bad at all. Of-

fensively, however, is another

question, since the Marauder
offence has managed just 79

points for the season. Given that

they are a young team, and
therefore improving (?), last

week's 31 points could mean
trouble, so Miklas et al will have
to do a good patch job on the

"strainer" defense that the Blues

pushed 48 points through last

week.

For the Gaels, injuries will

dictate some changes defen-

sively, where Mike
O'Shaughnessy has finally

succumbed to his training-camp

knee problem, and Darrell

some majors are badly needed.

It's not that the Gaels don't move
the ball, either, although the

Varsity disaster was an ex-

ception. They have the leading

rusher in Dave Hadden (588

yards on just 70 carries) and the

third-best in Stu Lang (491 on 74),

while Gerry Blacker has added
245 yards to the total. Receiving

isn't a problem, either, and
generally, the passing hasn't

been really terrible. However,

nobody seems to be able to score,

so. . .Maybe we should just give

Beast the ball three times inside

the ten and hope. Things couldn't

get much leaner.

watts my line
by Peter Watts

Like several other of the

lesser known sports at Queen's,

wrestling is a sport that is slowly

starting to develop as a

recreational activity and as an

intercollegiate contender. This

two-level development has been

made possible through the for-

mation of the Queen's Wrestling

Club which meets in the Com-
batives Room of the Phys Ed
Centre, weekdays at 5:30 p.m.

The purpose of the club is to

promote the sport of amateur
wrestling at the University.

Several open meets are on the

agenda this year as well as the

usual OUAA meets. But most
important, people are welcome to

come out and participate,

whether they're interested in

inter-collegiate wrestling or not.

The intercollegiate team is

drawn from the ranks of the Club

itself. It is coached by Dr. John

Albinson of Queen's School of

Phys Ed. Mike Dwhytie, Al

Stewart, Del DeMonte, Kim
Knight, and Randy White are all

returning from last year but

there's lots of room for anyone
else who is interested. Anyone
who is interested can get in touch

with Mike Dwhytie at 546-4540 or

Dr. Albinson in Room 213 of the

Phys Ed Centre, or at 547-3146.

As part of its program of

promoting amateur wrestling,

the Club will again hold a

wrestling clinic on Saturday
Nov. 17th. This is primarily for

high school wrestlers in the area,

but anyone who is interested is

welcome to attend.

Keep in mind, then, that the

Wrestling Club is for anyone who
is interested, not just for the

intercollegiate performers. If you

are interested, show up in the

Combatives room any weekday
afternoon at 5:30.

Other notes. . .Queen's track

and field Gaels and Gals are to be

congratulated for their out-

standing performance in last

week's OUAA-DWIAA outdoor

championships. Special
congratulations to Dave Jarvis

who won the Hec Phillips Trophy
as the top individual per-

former. . .Queen's soccer Gaels

are rolling right along in their

quest for an east division

championship. In their first eight

games, John Walkers charges

have six wins and two ties.

Tomorrow's match against York
will be a dandy; let's have a good

crowd for that one. . .Queen's

invitational volleyball tour-

nament for girls will be held in

Ross and Bartlett Gyms next

Saturday, Nov. 3rd. We'll have

more about that next

week. . .The swimmers are also

working hard to prepare for their

invitational meet on Saturday,

Nov. 10th. As of this writing, a

total of six teams have indicated

that they will be represen-

ted. . .with the cancellation of

the eastern sectionals in cross

country ^which were slated for

tomorrow, the Gaels will now
have a meet with RMC; this will

be held tomorrow at the

Amherstview Golf Club. The
team will go to London next

weekend for the OUAA
finals. . .Queen's men's field

hockey team tied Ottawa
Outouais 2-2 last weekend. Peter

Boxall scored both goals for the

tricolor. On Sunday the team will

host its first men's field hockey

tournament at the West Campus.
Toronto Huronia will provide the

opposition and there will be two

games, featuring the first and

second teams of both clubs.

Action gets underway at 1:30

p.m.

Penner has a rather sore hand.

Penner broke a small bone
against T.O. but continued to

play, and, compared to most of

the deep five, play well. His

status is questionable, although if

he can play, he undoubtedly will.

Either Andy Sakell, Dave
- Devonshire or rookie Ivan Cooke
will start in O'Shaughnessy's

spot, although one of the first two
is more likely, while either Bill

Mclver or Gil Labine could fill in

if Penner can't go.

Offensively, the Gaels have
to do something to put points on
the board. Two field goals aren't

going to beat the Sainted Sister of

the Poor this time of year, so

Waterpolo opens season
Queen's waterpolo Gaels get back into league play this weekend as

they travel to Ottawa for the second eastern sectional meet hosted by
the GeeGees. The first meet was held two weeks ago in Toronto. In

that one the Gaels emerged with two victories in three games. The
team defeated York 10-2 and beat Toronto 12-3. Their only loss was to

RMC by a score of 9-8.

The Gaels will meet RMC in the opening game in Ottawa on
Saturday, and will also play York and Ottawa later on that day. After

the Ottawa tournament, the Gaels will have two more regular-season

tournaments - in York on November 10th and here at Queen's on Nov.

23-24. The finals will be on Sat. Dec. 1, at McMaster.
Coach Simon Beitler has lost his returning goalie, John Earle

who has been forced to withdraw from the team due to academic
pressures. This has put the onus on Dave Kay to take over in goal.

Fortunately for the Gaels, Kay has shown that he can handle the job

and coach Beitler expects that the team will remain a contender in the

East Division.

Gymnastics special
As part of the Homecoming celebrations this weekend, the

Canadian National Rhythmic Gymnastics Team will be here

tonight to put on a performance in Bartlett Gym. The show itself

will start at 7 p.m. Admission is $1 for adults and 50c for

students.

Rhythmic Gymnastics is a team exercise which takes basic

calisthenics and sets them to music. It is somewhat similar to

modern dance so anyone who likes this activity would probably

enjoy the show. The national team will soon be taking part in the

World Championships in Holland.

Also featured on the program are the "Trampchamps", a

team of professional trampolinists. Several members of the

Queen's gymnastics team will also be taking part and will be

doing a number of exercises on the beam, the uneven bars and

the horizontal bar.

That's tonight, in Bartlett Gym at 7 p.m.

HOMKOMING '73

"The Great Gadsby

SATURDAY Semi-Formal
with

JAMES LEROY with DENIM

8:30 P.M. GRANT and KINGSTON HALL

TICKETS IN POLSON ROOM - Oct. 26 - 27

FRIDAY to 7:00 p.m. and SAT. 10-5 p.m.

OCT. 27
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World: Ceasefire comes and goes
MIDDLE EAST - Both Israel and
Egypt said Ihcy would accept a

UN ceasefire resolution spon-

sored by (he Soviet Union and the

United Slates but, by Tuesday,

the war had resumed after only

an overnight pause.

The resolution, worked out by

U.S. Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger and Soviet Premier
Kosygan, called for a ceasefire in

place and had a vague reference

to abiding by the terms of the 1967

ceasefire resolution. That
resolution called on Israel to

withdraw to her pre-1967 War
boundries.

On the Suez front, Israel

claims that her forces across the

canal have pushed the rest of the

way soulh to the Gulf of Suez.

They claim that Ihey have cutoff

the Egyptian's :ird Army, cat-

ching 20,000 troops and 200 tanks

in the encirclemcnl . Egypt
claims that the road lo Suez is

still open.

On the Suez front fighting

never ceased as Syria never

accepted (he UN resolution. The
fighting consisted of artillery

duels along the entire front while

Arab guerrillas shelled a number
of settlements on the border with

Lebanon.

U.S. officials estimate that,

so far, (he combined Arab forces

have suffered about 1,5,000 killed

and wounded while the Israeli's

Israel's gains illustrated by shaded area.

casui^lties are pu( a( about .'i.OOO.

The Arabs ar<! estinialed to

have lost about 1,900 tanks and
about l.'iO planes. Israeli losses

were put at more than 800 tanks

and about 120 planes.

HEIUJIT - Eight Arab oil

producing countries have cutoff

all oil shipments to the United
States in retaliation for the IJ.S.'s

continued support of Israel in the

Middle East war. They include

Saudia Arabia, the largest oil

supplier in (he Arab world.

It is estimated that the Arab
states supply about 10 per cent of

U.S. oil congumption.

SAN .JUAN - Pablo Casals, the

foremost cellist of the 20th

century, died Monday at the age
of 96. He will be buried in a black

granite vault less than a block

from his home here in Puerto
Rico.

Born Dec. 29, 1876, in the

Catalonian region of Spain, he
played before Spanish royalty

before he was 15 and was solo

cellist for the Paris Opera while

still a teenager.

He returned to Spain in the

1930's to conduct his own or-

chestra but left when Franco
overthrew the republican
governfent during the Spanish
Civil War. At that time he
resolved never to play in those

countries which recognized
Franco Spain.

In 1958 he relented for a

concert at United Nations
headquarters in New York and
has since performed fn-quently

in the U.S. and Europe.

WASHINGTON - F'resident Nixon
has capitulated on the issue of the

Walergate tapes and agreed lo

surrender all nine tapes to .Judge

.John .1. Sirica. At the same time
he withdrew his offer to hand
summaries of the tapes over to

the Senate Watergate committee.

The abrupt turnalxjut came
hours after the House of

Representatives took the first

steps leading to impeachment.
In explaining the decision,

Alexander Haig, Mr. Nixon's

chief of staff, said the decision

came alxjut because it was ap-

parent that Mr. Nixon had
misjudged what the public

reaction would be to his firing of

prosecutor Cox. An NBC-
sponsored poll gave President

Nixon a 75-per-cent "un-
favorable" rating, with 44 per

cent of those polled favoring

impeachment. This was twice the

August figure. Nearly half said

he should resign.

When asked if President

Nixon would comply with future

orders to surrender documents to

(he courts. Gen. Haig refused to

answer directly but he did call

the decision to surrender the nine

tapes a "single exception" to

President Nixon's opposition to

what he regards as a t>reach ol

executive privilege.

HANOI Politburo meml>er U-
Due Tho has refuwd lo innM\)\ th'

197:j Nobel f^,'ace priwi but hah
indicated he might accefjl it in

the future when "peace is really

restored" in Sfjuth Vietnam, a

Hanoi broadcast said

The broadcast said that the
rejection was in a mfjssage sent
to Mrs. Aa,se Lionaes, president
of the Nobel Prize Ojmmittee.
The message said that the Saigon
administration, with the support
of the U.S., was continuing to

commit very serious violations of

many essential provisions of the

Paris agreement. Only when
Saigon adhered to the agreement,
to the satisfaction of Hanoi,
would Le Due Tho accept the

award.

BAL HARBOUR? Fla. - The
president of the International

Longshoremen's Union, Thomas
Gleason, has warned Russia that

if the Arab countries keep the

U.S. cold this winter, by cutting

off oil supplies to the States, his

union will try to keep Russia
hungry by cutting of wheat
shipments to the USSR.

Mr. Gleason. who is not noted
for making idle threats, made the

statement at the AFL-CIO con-

vention here as it unanim.ously

adopted a resolution giving full

backing to Israel.

Canada: Oil diverted to U.S.
OTTAWA - Energy Minister Donald Macdonald has

.sent a telegram to the major oil companies

protesting against the reported diversion to the

Uhited States of tankers carrying Middle East oil

originally intended for Canada.

The diversions are being ordered because the

Arab oil states have stopped delivering oil to the

U.S. while supplies to Canada have been unaffected.

According to New Democratic Party MP Lorne

Nystrom Texaco and Imperial have diverted six

vessels carrying a total of 3..5-minion barrels of

crude oil. This amounts to a week's supply of oil for

Flastern Canada. Oil industry officials in (-algary

have confirmed the rumors.

OTTAWA - Ontario Hydro has asked the National

Energy Hoard for approval to txjost its export of

r;lectricity to the Uhited States by more than one-

third. To meet U.S. demand, Ontario Hydro wants

to increase output from its coal -fired generating

stations.

'i'he coal lor the increased outpu( would come
from the .States.

Not only are the northeastern states short of

generating power, but the increasing cost of oil has

forced U.S. utilities to look to Ontario for cheaper

supplements.

The application wasopfxised by Pollulior) Probe
who objected that the increased [>ower generation

will result in increased air fjollution by emissions

from the coal

Hydro told the lx>ard that the additional export

will bring in million to W million a year, but th*-

Con.sumer Association of Canada countered by

claiming that incr»;a.s<rd air [pollution costs w(;re not

taken into ac<ount. 'I'he Association claimcrd that

the profM)Hal would actually cost Ontario $3million

lo $4 million per year in cUjanup expenses,

VANCOUVER - Five people wr-re killed by a fire on

the top floor of the Commercial Hotel early Sunday

A( least two of Ihem died after jumping from the top

floor of the four storey buiWing to escape the blaze.

.S<'veral others dangled by their hands from window
Icdf/es until fir' nien could gel to them with ladders

Ontario Liberal party leadership race because, he

said, a survey has indicated he does not have
enough support to win. Mr. Sargent is the second

contender to withdraw in the last week. Ted Culp, a

Toronto teacher, withdrew previously.

This leaves four contenders in the race. They
are Robert Nixon, the current leader; Donald

Deacon, member for Toronto-York Center; Michael

Houlton, a businessman; and Norman Cafik,

member for Ontario riding.

OTTAWA - The Canadian and U.S. government

have agreed to set up joint committees to exchange

information on national energy planning and to co-

ordinate approaches on specific projects.

One committee will share information on the

proposed Mackenzie gas pipeline. Another will keep

each government informed on the other's long

range plans with an eye to co-ordinating approaches

where possible. A third will deal with superports

and tanker traffic.

Both parties agree that the committees do not

constitute a move towards a continental energy

policy. The basic purpose of the committees will be

to keep the governments informed of the other's

plans and to facilitate co-operation where possible.

OTTAWA - The federal government will not extend

the deadline on its special registration offer to

illegal immigrants. The 60-day last chance offer

expired Oct. 15. Under it, illegal immigrants who
had been in Canada since before last November 30

would be granted landed-immigrant status without

going through the usual evaluation process. 49,416

applications were received under the program.

According to Manpower and Immigration

Minister Robert Andras the program has brought

forward anyone likely to register and an extension,

with accompanying publicity campaign, would

largely be a waste of money.
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Motion to disband

Outer Council defeated
by Sue Wishart

Thursday night's gathering of the AMS Outer

Council was unusual, to say the least.

A niotion presented by Terry Macli and

Brian Guthrie that the AMS cease to exist as of

December first produced heated debate. A great

deal of procedural haggling added to the confusion

throughout the meeting.

ASUS representative Terry Macli claimed that

the AMS was no longer fulfilling its constitutional

purpose of advancing and publicizing the interests

of Queen's students, instead of doing this, Macli

argued, the AMS has shown a "definite bias towards

services", which have been "bungled" by their

administrators. He claimed that the AMS is

ignoring its intended purpose as an educational

body.

The motion was vigorously opposed by IRC
chairman Andy Scott, who contended that it would

be "an outrageous irresponsibility" to dissolve the

AMS. He described the motion as a "careless,

reckless and rash action by members of a

frustrated Education Commission", and "a poorly-

organized attempt at sensationalism to spark in-

terest" in the actions of the AMS.
Scott's attitude was echoed by Commerce

representative Ken Wong, who claimed that it was
highly unlikely that Outer Council would vote to

shut itself down.
Internal Affairs Commissioner Keith Marshall

summarized the debate by stating that "what it all

really boils down to is that we're being castigated

for not doing our work".

Re-evaluation necessary
AMS Vice-President Bruce Trotter suggested

that "Outer Council should very seriously re-

evaluate what its job really is."

Several other members agreed with him, and
there were general expressions of regret and
contrition about the problems and ineffectiveness of

this year's Outer Council. Although no concrete

proposals for future AMS actions were made, most
members agreed that Outer Council fulfills a

needed role, and the motion to dissolve the AMS was
soundly defeated, 19-7.

Discussion on the matter did not end with the

vote. Meds rep Al Cruess observed that Outer
Council has 'been chastised before and that this

action does not work. He claimed that, with the

exception of ASUS, most faculty societies have lost

faith in the AMS, and that no significant steps can
be taken to improve the AMS until this situation is

rectified. He complained that the present method of

holding a campus-wide election for AMS President

and Vice-President has an unfair bias, for only Arts

students have contact with enough people to be
elected. Cruess advocated a return to the pre-1968

setup when the AMS bosses were chosen electorally

from the separately-elected nominees of each
faculty.

There was less argument about the ratification

of Ken Wong as Services Commissioner - he was
approved unanimously. Wong promised that he
would take his commission "as far away from Outer
Council as I can", but he had little chance to do so.

for council members became embroiled in a debate
about the printing service almost as soon as he was
ratified.

Printing Service debated
The debate began after a petition that "the

printing service shall remain as an AMS funded

service" was presented to Outer Council. Speaking
for the other two hundred and twenty concerned
students who signed the petition, Jeff Evanson
protested the closing of the printing service, stating

that "things are being done just a little too fast

here".

The service was closed on Friday by the AMS
Board of Directors because it countered official

AMS policy by showing a $184 loss in September.
Evanson claimed that there might be solutions

to the printing service's problems of which AMS
directors Steve Brereton, Bruce Trotter and Marv
Bloos had not thought. He urged Outer Council to

give the printing service a one-month reprieve.

Trotter rejected Evanson's proposal, stating

that the financial position of the AMS is so strained

that it can no longer afford to subsidize services

which lose money.
In response, Wong asked council to let him do

his job as Services Commissioner and let him
decide on the feasibility of keeping the printing

service open. Cruess described the closing of the

printing service as a "precipitous action". AMS
director Marv Bloos pointed out that the service has

been losing money for years, but insisted that the

problem was not really Outer Council's business,

and that Wong should worry about it.

The matter was further complicated when
Speaker Brian Copeland ruled that the petition was
out of order because it went against the AMS policy

that all services must break even or show a profit.

Several members questioned Outer Council's

power to overrule the wishes of two hundred
students, and the debate degenerated into a

procedural squabble. .

Wong asked Outer Council to give him two

weeks to conduct a feasibility study of the printing

service. His request was largely ignored, as council

members finally decided to hold a campus-wide
referendum. However, members agreed only "that

a referendum be called" before the meeting was
adjourned.

Referendum called
The adjournment apparently caught many

members by surprise, for they realized that they

had stipulated no date or topic for their referendum.

A new meeting was called to order. Before Outer

Council could clarify the wording of the referen-

dum, Rob Nicolson pointed out that a quorum was
not present, and the meeting was adjourned.

It is not necessary for a quorum to be present at

Outer Council meetings, but if the quorum is

challenged the meeting is automatically adjourned.

A third meeting was convened and the doors

were locked to prevent further departures by Outer

Council members. Those who remained agreed to

hold a referendum in three weeks on the question of

giving the printing service a one-month extension.
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Board of Directors

explains position
It was announced October 18th, that the Board of Directors of

the Alma Mater Society Incorporated have assumed full financial

control of the A.M.S.

The Board of Directors have no wish to cause alarm, and would
like to take this opportunity to explain fully the reasons for our

most recent decision.

When we took office in the spring, the Directors were not aware
of the grave financial situation the A.M.S. was facing.

In late April and early May it became obvious to us as events

unfolded, that the A.M.S. was in deep financial trouble.possibly

facing bankruptcy. It proved necessary to close down a number of

services the A.M.S. had intended to operate over the summer, to

lay off staff (including the president who was to work for the

summer), to cut the summer budgets of the commissions by 80

percent and to negotiate a loan of $20,000.00 to see the A.M.S.

through till the fall.

A committee was struck to inquire into the cause of this state of

affairs, the chairman of which presented his report in early Sep-

tember. In summary his major findings were these:

The A.M.S. had expanded into too much too quickly and now
found itself trying to administer over a million dollars a year on a

shoe string administration budget and a system of student

managers.

For various reasons the student manager system was not

working and a great deal of money was being lost through inef-

ficiency, carelessness, in-experience and general bad
managements.

Finally, and most importantly, no proper business procedures

were being followed, there was no centralization of the financial

control, there was no effective accountabilility for any losses that

might be or were being incurred, and those people who had ef-

fective, if not legal control of the A.M.S. monies were incompetent

to administer them properly.

Add to this fact the almost total lack of enthusiasm on the part

of students to provide competent help in the proper running of the

A.M.S., the situation becomes even bleaker.

In the light of this situation and given the fact that the Directors

are, among other things, charged with the duty to see that the

A.M.S. monies are being properly and responsibly spent and ad-

ministered the Board of Directors took the following action

:

1. We turned over full authority for and responsibility of the day to

day management of the business affairs of the A.M.S. to the

Business Administrator.

2. We gave full authority for and responsibility of personnel

managements and administration including hiring, firing and
grievances to the Business Administrator.

3. We consolidated responsibility for and proper administration of

the services such as the Pub, Housing Service and Typing Service

under the Q.S.A. Director. The Q.S.A. Director is to report directly

to the Business Administrator and the Business Administrator is to

report directly to the Vice-President of the A.M.S.

4. We took formal control and responsibility for the finances of the

A.M.S. out of the hands of the Outer Council of the A.M.S. and put

this entirely in the hands of the Board of Directors, leaving Outer

Council with full authority for budget allocation of any and all

money it has a right to spend.

5. The Board of Directors delegated full authority to the Business

Administrator, to:

a) administer the monies of the A.M.S. in accordance with

proper business practice,

b) to look after the safe keeping of this money

c) to ensure that the policies of the A.M.S., and

the Board of Directors, and the directives of the Csonstitution and

the Articles of the Incorporation and Corporate By-Laws of the

A.M.S. are being adhered to.

6. Finally the Board of Directors instructed the Business Ad-

ministrator to separate the A.M.S. Capital account and reserve

fund monies from its other monies with the restriction that she was
not to spend or allocate the former for

,

any purpose short of in-

struction to do so from a general meeting of the A.M.S.

In conclusion we should like to point out that the Board of

Directors have assumed no spending authority or budgetry

allocation of any monies of the A.M.S. This control lies completely

in the hands of the appropriate and designated bodies within the

purview of the A.M.S.

Our only control lies in the proper spending and responsible

financial administration of the various monies collected and spent

on behalf of the A.M.S or by authority of the A.M.S. and in this

matter we feel we have acted in keeping with our responsibility as

the Board of Directors, and as has been made necessary given the

current situation and financial state of affairs.

Yours respectfully

"Marvin R. Bloos"

Secretary-Treasurer of the A.M.S. of

Queen's University Incorporated
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Movies and Theatres
Capitol - The Capitol will be closed on Wednesday,

and is having a Grand Opening on Thursday.

Theatre 1 will be showing "Jesus Christ

Superstar", and Theatre 2 will feature "The
Gospel Road".

Odeon - A Touch of Class starring George Segal and
Glenda Jackson.

Hyland - Tuesday - Night Watch; Wednesday -

England Made Me.
Grand Theatre - Up with People, Nov. 1 & 2, at 8

p.m. Tickets available at the Grand Theatre Box
Office, House of Sounds and Vern Napier's

Camera Shop. $4.00 reserve, $3.00 adults, and
$2.00 students.

Domino Theatre - Uncle Vanya by Chekhov, star-

ting Nov. 8, 9, and 10.

Pubs
Frontenac - The Irish Tradition, and Fred Wer-

thman
Commodore - Terry Carrise

401 Inn - Robert E. Lee and the Brigade

Pool Hours
The regularly scheduled events will be cancelled for

the Queen's Invitational Swim Meet to be held

November 10, from 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 30
7:00 p.m. - Human Sexuality Course Lecture on

"Nature and Variety of Sexual Expression",

with speakers Mary Bridle (Rehabilitation

Therapy) and Dr. D. Smith fPhyschiatry) on

motives for behaving sexually. In Dupuis
Auditorium,

7:fXJ p.m - Queen's Amateur Radio Club meeting.

Room 4.54, Goodwin Hall. All welcome.
7:fX) p.m. - Important Drama Guild meeting in

Green Room in Theology Hall. Everyone please

attend.

H.?A) p.m. - The Queen's Astronomy Club and the

Kingston Branch of the R.A.S.C. will have a

meeting in room 323 Ellis Hall. A slide lecture on

the Algonquin Radio Observatory (N.R.C.) will

Ix; presented by Geoffrey Wyght, and weather
permitting, observing will follow.

p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
.Series presents "Viridinana" 'Luis Bunuel,

1961) with Silvia Pinal, Fernando Rey, and
Francisco Rabal, in Ellis Hall.

Wednesday, Oct. 31

7:30 p.m. - Third in the series "Law for the

Laymen" entitled "Family Law". T.V.
discussion by several Ontario lawyers, then an
informal discussion. Earl Rm. 111.

8:00 - Fun Club Hallowe'en Rant in the Queen's Pub.
Prizes for the best costume!

8:30 - Symposium for Nurses and Allied Health

Professionals "The child the community Nurse
and the Hospital" in the School of Nursing
Auditorium, George St.

Thursday, Nov. 1

7:00 p.m. - Campus Movies in Dunning Hall.

Alexander Solzhenitsyn's "One Day in the Life

of Ivan Denisovich". Showing also at 9:00 p.m.
7:15p.m. - Bridge Club. Second floor common room.
8:30 p.m. - Internation Centre lower meeting rook

will host a "Sociology Smoker".
9:00 p.m. - Department of Film Studies, The

American Movies: "To Have and Have Not"
(Howard Hawks, 1944) with Humphrey Bogart,

Lauren Bacall and Walter Brennan. Ellis Hall.

Friday, Nov.

2

3:00 p.m. - As part of Dept. of Political Studies

Visiting Speaker's Programme, Professor
Stanislaw Ehrlich, noted Polish Marxist in-

tellectual on "Marxist Perceptions of

Pluralism". Rm. 517 Watson Hall.

Coming Soon.

Nov. 4 - "The Paul Horn Show". Tickets on sale in

John Orr Rm. (10:00-4:00 p.m.) and main desk
Of McArthur College (4:00-8:00 p.m.)

Nov. 5 - George Carlin at National Arts Centre in

Ottawa. (9:30 show). Tickets $7.00 in Union
(return bus and show).

Nov. 7 - A panel discussion "Purpose in Life?" with
Dr. Michael Fox (Philosophy) and Wilbur
Sutherland (National Film Board). Sponsored
jointly by G.C.F. and Q.C.F.

Nov. 8 - 9- Meds Variety Night "Great Ex-
pectorations". Tickets $2.00, students $1.50.

QUEEN'S

HILLEL HOUSE
and

NEWMAN HOUSE
presents a

COFFEE HOUSE
Wednesday, October 31st, 8:30 P.M.

at Hillel House, Barrie Street

Entertainment Coffee & Donuts

QUEEN'S

Curling Club

Will be in contoct with members

as soon as first ice date

is assured from

Cataraqui.

PA7IENCEI

the ma^axine of the

queen's journal

sweven
Submissions are now invited

for the second issue of sweven

(the first is already complete).

Deadline for submitting

materiol is November 6th.

- Steven Winnett, Editor

CAMPUS MOVIES presents.

—-^9^

ALEXANDER SOLZHENITSYN'S

IN mK I.IFK

OK IVW DIMSOVK |{

Thurs., Nov. 1st - Dunning Aud.

7 & 9:30 p.m.- Admission $1 per person

QUEEN'S STUDENT

AGENCY DIRECTOR
Needed By the A.M.S.

Applications will be accepted at the A.M.S. Office up to

and including November 2, 1973 at 5:00 P.M.

Detailed written resumes of any past experience and extra

curricular activities relative to this position are required.

The successful applicant's duties will be:

1. to oversee all aspects of ttie day to day operations of all

agencies and committees forming Queen's Student Agencies.

2. to implement ttie policies of the Services Commissioner where
these are ratified by The Outer Council of The Alma Mater
Society.

3. to do all that is necessary to operate Queen's Student Agencies
and its member components within the guidelines and policies

as set out by The Alma Mater Society.

Prescrccning of applications will be based on written resumes
and not necessarily all applicants will be interviewed, but all

will be notified upon selection and ratification of appointment by

Outer Council.
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Tin Can Moose begins printing
Tin Can Moose Designs will

be taking over where the Printing

Service left off, at least for

awhile.

A group of students is

proposing to provide a temporary
service to students. They intend

to design posters, flyers, cards,

logos, t-shirts, and crests and
arrange to have them printed.

This service will be available to

clubs, organizations, faculties on

campus.
In a letter to the editors of the

.Journal, the group voiced its

objections to the closing of the

Printing Service:

"We have been following

with interest the students'

reaction the AMS' directors

decision to terminate the

existence of the printing service.

It is refreshing to see the students

of Queen's get off their asses and
stand up, and voice their

disapproval of this decision.

"We do not feel the AMS is

justified in taking this recent

action since many aspects of the

question were not considered.

For every dollar the printing

service "loses" on the AMS

books, it saves the students at

least twice that in good^ free

advice, artwork, increased
revenue as the result of good
advertising and the saving of

time."

Since no Printing Service will

exist for at least three weeks,
should the referendum be passed
by the students, this group has
decided to pool its resources for

the benefit of the students in the

interim. For information contact,

Terry Collins, 544-7074 or Larry
Rossignol, 546-2598 after 8 p.m.

NUS wants student loan parity

(CUP) - The twenty-five member
National Union of Students met in

Toronto last weekend and finally

approved a controversial report

on the funding of post-secondary

education. Central to the report

was a recommendation of inter-

provincial parity of student loans

with greater emphasis on
provincial funding of universities

and colleges than on student fees.

"It is the responsibility of the

governments to ensure that all

students have a fair and
reasonable standard of living",

stated the report.

' It suggested that a

guaranteed annual wage in-

stituted for both graduate and
undergraduate students alike and
that the graduate student aid

would not deduct income from
other sources.

The report criticises the

"termendous regional disparity

in the grant and loan portions of

student aid", noting that Alberta

students must collect $3000 in

loan before any grant is made. In

Ontario, the first $800 is loan, a

figure which NUS felt was also

too high.

In passing the report into

NUS policy,those at the con-

ference called on the federal

government to "ensure that all

provinces have at least as good a

'package' of financial assistance

as Ontario," even though such
assistance is generally a

provincial respronsibility.

NUS noted, however, that the

federal government is playing

an extensive role in funding post-

secondary education (it pays for

5 percent of the overall bill) and

they called for an evaluation of

the federal government's role. At

the .same time they supported a

strong federal presence in

education and recommended that

federal support to the poorer

provinces be increased.

The NUS statement insisted

that there "must be no financial

or social barriers to the entry

into post-secondary education"

and that every student as well as

every other member of society

"has the right to an adequate

standard of living".

Series looks at education laws
Some interesting and little

known legal points about
education were brought up in the

second of the Law for the

Layman series.

"The Law of Education"
shown Wednesday night on closed

circuit television in Earl HHall,

featured three Toronto area
lawyers, including the solicitor

for the Toronto Board of

Education.

In their discussion, they
noted that student records, for so

long secreted away in the high
schools and universities are now
open to any student wishing to

look at his own. Before the age of

majority was lowered fourteen

months ago. some of the records

were even closed to parents.

Students may now even ask that

certain teachers' comments be

removed.
The question of the locker

searches periodically conducted

at some high schools were also

brought under discussion. It was
suggested that this search could

constitute a legal invasion of

privacy.

From time to time the

panelists became bogged down in

the intricacies and details of the

five major education statutes.

They pointed out - that

they themselves have difficulty

interpreting the provincial

Who's Where tomorrow
The Who's Where will be arriving tomorrow (Wed.) mor-

ning according to editor Bob Mutrie. It is later than during the

past two years for several reasons. Among them is a changeover
of staff, lack of assistants, and delay in the University staff

Hstings.

There will be 8,400 copies of the Who's Where for

distribution to students who have paid their non-academic fees

and an additional 600 copies made available to University

Departments through stationary stores.

The exact location and times for student distribution was
not known at press time, but this information will be available

Wednesday from Information Bank (547-5722).

education statutes and added that

the layman cannot hope to en-

tangle them.

The education statutes

haven't been revamped for some
time and there are still some
confusing but interesting laws

contained in it.

In Ontario. "It is the duty of

the teacher ... to inclucate by

precept and example respect for

religion and the principals of

Christian morality and the

highest regard for truth, justice,

loyalty, love of country,

humanity, benevolence, sobriety,

industry, frugality, purity,

temperance and all other vir-

tues."

With so much of the tax-

payer's dollar going into

education, the panel stressed that

it is increasingly important to re-

evaluate some of these laws to

ensure that education is kept

completely up to date.

The three pointed out that

with expectations such as the one

above, yet with extremely low
wages at the time, teachers were
somewhat justified in forming

unions to protect themselves.

The Law for the Layman
series is a regular Wednesday
night feature shown on television

in Earl Hall. Its intention is to

untangle the Canadian legal

system for its viewers. This

Wednesday a discussion on
Family Law will be shown.

newbury

Cheering the Gaels to Homecoming victory

briefly...

Deutsch gets another degree
Queen's University Principal John J. Deutsch was awarded

an honourary Doctor of Education degree from the Universite
de Moncton on Saturday as part of that university's tenth an-

niversary celebrations. Deutsch was one of three men honoured
as founders of the Universite, the others being former New
Brunswick Premier Louis Robichaud and retiring Universite

Chancellor J. Louis Levesque. In 1961, Deutsch chaired a Royal
Commission studying the needs of New Brunswick in the field of

higher education, and the Commission's report was directly

responsibile for the Universite's establishment.

Enrolments reverse trend
According to the Ministry of Colleges and Universities,

preliminary enrolment results show a 3 per cent increase in the

number of full-time students at Ontario universities.

This is coupled with an increase of 10 per cent in the number
of full-time students at Ontario community colleges, partially

due to the transfer of 7,668 diploma nursing students to the

colleges from hospital schools of nursing.

Total full-time enrolment at the colleges is now 50,534

students. In addition, enrolment in adult education and ap-

prenticeship programs is up 1 per cent to 16,103 compared with

last year's 15,935.

Full-time enrolment at Ontario universities has increased

by 3,815 this year, bringing the total to 138,245. Last year,

enrolment only rose 1 per cent.

Guelph students lose centre
GUELPH (CUP) - After contributing over one-third of the cost

of a new university centre for themselves, the students of the

University of Guelph have suddenly discovered that the

university plans to fill most of the centre with administrative

offices.

The university decided that it would combine the university

centre with their own planned administration building and has

taken over three floors of the five floor structure without student

approval.

These changes were made after a student referendum had
approved the initial plans. The Student Council at Guelph is now
calling the university to task and unless they turn more of the

building over to its original purpose, they plan to cut off student

funds to the project.

Law is de-mystified

VANCOUVER (CUP) - Lawyers and law students here have
established a People's Law School in an attempt to de-mystify

the law. The school offers a program of free weekly law classes

to help people better understand the law and how it affects them

.

"Once the public has educated itself about the concepts of

law making, the prudence of our law makers is bound to in-

crease. It is ludicrous to have participatory government and not

to be given the knowledge to participate effectively," said Patti

Pearcey, one of the school's organizers.

In addition to the regular program, the school is offering

three seminars to discuss pending legislation. "It gives people a

chance to discuss proposed legislation with experts in the field

and interested persons can assess the proposed legislation and
approach the decision makers to offer informed criticisms and
intelligent suggestions," Pearcey said.

"We want people to voice their opinions. We're remaining
apolitical - we help them interpret the laws and hope they will

instigate action themselves. We don't want to do it for them,'"

she said.
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Future of world
energy stressed

by Pal Wanless

The opening of Goodwin Hall

(Mining), the Bruce Wing of

Miller Hall and the Hawley
Laboratories in that wing on

Friday was complemented by a

symposium in the morning on

"Trends in the Mineral Industry

in the Next Decade".
Dr. Robert F. Legget, former

Civil Engineering Professor at

Queen's and noted author and
geologist, followed Dr. Deutsch's

opening remarks with a

presentation on "The Challenge

of the Future for the Earth

Sciences". He stressed that today

"we cannot, we must not ignore

what is taking place on our

planet" as it is estimated that

world mineral consumption "will

have trebled" by the year 2000,

"now only 27 years away". He
suggested a broader, in-

terdiciplinary approach to

mining to include the I'espon-

sibility for the "rehabilitation of

the surface of the land, where it

has been disturbed", and con-

cluded that mineral resources

"must be used in full realization

of the fact that they are a non-

renewable resource", and that

this is the challenge of the future.

Dr. M. King Hubbert,
geophysicist for the United States

Geological Survey continued with

a more technical explanation of

"Man's Conquest of Energy - Its

Ecological and Human Con-
sequences". Backed by a series

of slides and graphs he concluded

that solar energy, with an input

estimated to be 4000 times that

put into the earth by other

sources such as hydro, tidai and
geothermal power, is our best

hope for future energy and
power. Hubbert felt that the

challenge before us is to level off

our consumption by non-
catastrophic progression based
on developments in the use of

solar energy.

The next speaker, John
Kostuik, President and Chief

Operating Officer of Dimison

Mines Ltd, presented a different

approach while discussing
"Mining in the Next Decade."
The need for more Human
Engineering in the field and the

emphasis on the size of equip-

ment used were seen by Kostuik

to Ix: most impf>rtant in the near
future, along with the devfilop-

ment of a more comprehensive
mineral fxjlicy.

"Mineral Processing in the

Next Decade" was the topic for

the final speaker in the Sym-
f>osium. Dr. lyjuis Kenzoni, Vice

President of INCO, fxjinted to the

;jvailability of energy as the

largest problem in the future,

"Key mineralK will become
renewable re.sources through
necc«»ity", he st.aled. The ores

Hhcnjld hKf mined, and process';d

he continued, as they are
discovered, placing thern in a

usable and recylable [x>sition,

when the need for them develops.

A slowing trend in the next

decade was predicted by It«;n//>ni

alon^ with "lh«; need to return lo

the laU>ralory as "paramount if

we are lo avoid txrin^ lulled into a

false sense of achievement by our

own profKjganda",

'Hie Hon Donald MacI;onald,

MinL^.ter of F;nergy, Mines and
llesourcc", speaking at the lun

Harriet to hit

Purple Room firs
cheon held following the sym-

posium, the signing of the

agreement to establish a Centre

for Resource Studies at Queen's,

"a co-operative research
organization under the

jurisdiction of Queen's Univer-

sity, sponsored by the Mining

Association of Canada, the Dept.

of Energy, Mines and Resources,

and Queen's, to carry out in-

vestigation designed to con-
tribute to Canadian non-
renewable resources policies".

Goodwin Hall, containing the

Mining Engineering Dept. was
opened by Mrs. A. A. de Gast,

widow of Prof. A. A. de Gast who
died last year.

The opening of Goodwin Hall

was followed by that of Bruce
Wing and the Hawley
Laboratories by the Hon. Jack
McNie, Ontario Minister of

Colleges and Universities.

by .liidy Dobias

Every Hallowe'en Harriet

gets the date wrong, She con-

siders herself extremely
threatening in appearance, and
makes a point of haunting

Queen's campus the 30th of

October. All teeth, she varies in

size from total invisibility to

about four feet high and runs

around with a tam on her head
trying to be a frosh. She is the

campus witch, -ha ha - how
lucky we are to have a live-in

temptress! Harriet doesn't find

it worth her while to frequent

the place much, but she spends
most of her time dissecting

earwigs and burning theses. In

an mterview last week, she

mentioned that this Hallowe'en

(again I must remind you she
means the 30th) all hell is to

break loose. She is sick of the

normality and angelic types

who do nothing except work in

Douglas Library, so much so

she had to blow a fuse there last

week.

While she braided her wire

locks to screaches on her stereo

I asked her about her im-
pressions of Queen's. To this,

Harriet wheezed, "shockingly

straight. . .take Arts '14 for

example, right old bunch they

were, tied up the professors,

disconnected the telephone
system, hijacked Amy's taxi,

(there was only one in those

days.) Now, all they do is draw
pretty pictures on the

sidewalks, drink beer and have
meetings. They lack spunk , . .

but after this Tuesday night

things will never be the same"
she whispered as her nose
twitched vehemently.

Harriet wouldn't tell me
what she and her crew were
planning, only that at precisely

6.29 those in the purple room

will be first hit. Next, those
attending the Human Sexuality
Course at 7:00 and finally she
will attack the pub when it is in

full swing. She must have
noticed that at this I shuddered,
and she became quite sym-
pathetic, and while cuddling her
pet hawk crooned, "Deary, I

only do this for Queen's - do you
think I like to hear my cousin
Reuben recommend that I

transfer to Simon Eraser for a
bit of action''

BiBwedfrdmputdspringwatet7

Andthats thetmhl
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Senate looks at the future climate of admissions
by Bob Mutrie

Future admissions to Ontario

universities and colleges will be

increasingly drawn from a

population different from that of

the past, Principal John J.

Deutsch noted at last Thursday's

meeting of the university Senate.

Much of the meeting was
spent in coming to grips with a

changing climate of recruitment

and admissions policies in the

province and developing ways of

coping with them.

Deutsch introduced a

comprehensive report on the

subject prepared by the Senate

Committee on Academic
Development (SCAD). "Even if

declining enrolment didn't affect

us this year", Deutsch told the

Senate, "it still changed the

climate in which we are

operating." Queen's is one of the

few Ontario universities this year

which was not affected by the

declining enrolments felt

elsewhere.

Deutsch pointed out that

institutions of higher education

must prepare themselves for

students coming from sources

other than Grade 13 in the high

schools, adding that these

students are declining in relative

numbers.

The type

of student

is chong/ng

Instead, he pointed out many
are starting to come from the

community colleges and the work
force. In addition, Deutsch

stressed the importance of

developing a means for

evaluating students coming from
various high, schools where
standards are no longer uniform.

An open door policy for

students regardless of in-

stitutional background cannot
succeed without adaptation,
Deutsch noted. Such a "sink or

swim" attitude would only result

in high failure rates, he said.

SCAD presented four

proposals to the Senate for ap-

proval. One was to ask the in-

dividual university faculties to

examine their procedures for

admission "in the light of

changes in secondary education

and the increasing variety of

individual educational ex-

perience" and it mentioned that a

variety of academic backgrounds

should be considered for ad-

mission.

Secondly SCAD asked
faculties to consider the changes

in curriculum and methods of

instruction which will meet with

the needs of a student body with

an uneven pre-university

academic experience.

Thirdly, the Senate Com-
mittee on Scholarships and
Student Aid was asked to do a

major review of its awards for

the purpose of allocations to a

changing student body.

Lastly, the committee
recommended that it be given the

responsibility for monitoring the

first three proposals and act as a

liaison body between faculties,

ensuring exchanges of views

among the faculties and other

university governing bodies. All

four proposals were approved.

Whether the responsibility to

change rested with the university

or the high schools became a

bone of contention at the meeting.

Some also suggested that the

government should be initiating

the change.

However, Ronald Watts,
Dean of the Faculty of Arts and
Science offers a wide variety to

fit various students'

backgrounds. He pointed out,

however, that this cannot be true

for other faculties such as Ap-
plied Science. With this in mind,
he stressed that high schools

must do some of the changing.

Core programs where there is not

too much variation should be
introduced, he said. Watts also

gave the government a role to

play in the change which would
be that of providing resources "to

tackle the problems which they

have created."

73-74 universify budget predicts $500,000 deficit
by Bob Mutrie

The 1973-1974 university operating budget

predicts a nominal deficit of $500,000 for the fiscal

year. It was included in the October Senate agenda
but discussion of it was postponed for the November
meeting.

Expected revenues for the year are expected to

increase over last year by 4.2 per cent but ex-

penditures are expected to increase 4.7 per cent,

creating the large deficit. The Senate Budget
Committee, who reviewed the proposed budget,

pointed out that there were cost increases in almost
every category of expenditure.

It also pointed out that there were additional

demands for funds which were not realized in

previous years.

The enrolment increases in the Life Sciences

and the School of Business required increases in

staff and other services.

In addition, the university's decision to in-

tegrate extension, summer school and intersession

courses necessitated some additional staff ap-

pointments.

It also pointed out that, the new buildings on
campus which were recently completed and which
are scheduled to be completed shortly, require

increased janitorial and other support services.

The report points out that, in consultation with
Deans and other, budgetary reductions of about

three quarters of a million dollars from initial

demands were made in all spending areas.

There was a 2.5 per cent reduction made in

support services' budget and a reduction of 2.1 per

cent within the faculties. The latter were asked to

absorb budgetary reductions ranging from 1.5 per

cent to 4.3 per cent of their proposed budgets.

The overall results of the move left the faculty

budgets unchanged from the previous fiscal year

with the exception of the 1973-1974 salary and fringe

benefit increases.

The report noted that with the $50,000 loss in-

curred last year and the predicted loss this year

which, will be at least in the order of $300,000, a

large reduction will be experineced in the univer-

sity's accumulated reserves of $950,000. It added
that this "financial cushion" will be in danger of

being wiped right out in the near future under the

present system of government grants.

A study of nine Ontario universities' budgets

prepared by the budget committee, noted that the

present formula grants system of university

financing has not kept pace with rising costs and
expenditures.

The slip-year method of financing introduced

last year and designed to create stability in

university budgets, was found to be ineffective at

Queen's, as our enrolments have been closely

forecast.

In their comparison of the various universities,

the committee found that Queen's tends to place a

higher emphasis on instructional programs and
academic salaries than do other universities. While

Queen's spends 66.4 per cent of its resources on

instruction and 46.5 per cent on academic salaries,

other universities spent 62.9 per cent and 42.4 per

cent in the two categories respectively.

University l^udget i^ighlights

\

Queen's
1972-73

Approved
Budget

Queen's
1973-74

Approved
Budget

Queen's
Percent of

Total

Percent Ctiange

Increase

Or
{ Decrease)

Academic Salaries $16,718,657 $17,714,572 46.5 6.0

. Other Salaries & Wages 10,867,617 11,248,012 29.5 3.5

Fringe Benefits 2,377,727 2,423,638 6.4 1.9

Total Salaries, Wages & Fringe Benefits- $29,964,001 $31,386,222 82.4 4.8

Books & Periodicals 910,140 900,155 2.4 (1.1)

Utilities & Taxes 1,466,660 1,629,960 4.2 11.1

Ottier Expenses 4,186,238 4,184,663 11.0

$36,527,039 $38,101,000 100.0 4.3

Operating

Expenditures

iMonnI Courst

Applied Socnc

School ol Nor;

SlutJi-nt Services

InslilutionAl Support

Sprinq Tern Gr.iduatc

Enrolmonl Schol.irih.p

Tot^l Opcr;tlinq E-pcnditurc

a3s,joo I ;

7.630.100 20 1

0.0 SIS, lie. 100

Because the 1971-72 fiscal year was only a 10 month period and because

substantial reclassifications were nnade in 1972-73, the 1971-72 actual

expenditures have not been included.

Operating

Revenue

student Fees

Credit Courses
Non Credit Courses
Other

Endowment Income

Restricted

Unrestricted

Government Grants

Ontario - Operating
Ontario - Special

Gifts and Grants

Miscellaneous

Total Operating Revenue
Total Operating Expenditures

Allowance for Under Enrolment

Deficit

Official

Budget
1972-73

Percent

of

Total

Official

Budget
1973-74

Percent
of

Total

S6,061,000

142,500

91,900

16.6

.4

.3

S6,329,500

109,500

96,500

16.6

.3

.3

6,295,400 17.3 6,535,500 17.2

51,800

176,200

.1

.5

177,000

241,000

.5

.6

226,000 .6 418,000 1.1

28,819,500

401,600

79.0

1.1

29,813,500

431,900

78.4

1.1

29,221,100 60.1 30,245,400 79.5

309,700 .8 290,900 .8

425,600 1.2 536,300 1.4

36,479,800

36,527,000 100.0 38,028,100

38,228,100

100.0

(47,2001 (200,0001

500,000 300,000

$547,200 $500,000
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by SiH' Wisliarl

It is Thursday night.

There is a meeting in the

McLaughlin Room.
It is an AMS Outer Council

meeting.

It is crowded.

Why is it so crowded?

It is crowded because some
students want the AMS to

disband.

The people have come to see if it

really will.

Even the Outer Council members
have come.

Some people say that the AMS
,

isn't doing its job.

' They say that the AMS must go.

} Other people say that it would be

'\ silly to get rid of the AMS.
* They say that it would be silly to

/ get rid of the AMS.
T^ey say that the AMS must stay.

"^Jome people say that Outer

Council hasn't done its job.

Bad Outer Council!

The Outer Council members are

very sorry.

They promise to be good girls and
boys from now on.

They say that Outer Council

needs a new purpose.

But nobody suggests what that

purpose should be.

This does not worry Outer
Council.

Outer Council can decide that

later.

So Outer Council votes to keep the

AMS going so there will still

be an Outer Council.

Then outer Council goes onto

Other Business.

What is Other Business?

Other Business is a petition.

Two hundred and twenty students

have signed the petition.

They are very angry.

Why are they angry?
They are angry because the

printing service is closed.

The printing service lost money
in September.

AMS services can't lose money.
The AMS has no money to give to

the printing service.

So the AMS Board of Directors
' closed the printing service.

The students don't like this.

They want to have some say in

what goes on.

They say that the AMS can't just

stop things.

The students want the AMS to

support the printing service

for another month.
The AMS Vice-President says

"No" to the petitioners.

He is on the Board of Directors.

The Services Commissioner asks

Outer Council to let him
worry about the printing

service.

But-nobody listens to him.

They are arguing about
procedure.

Outer Council likes to argue

about procedure.

Someone says that the motion is

out of order.

It goes against AMS policy.

A motion can't do that.

AMS policy says that AMS ser-

vices can't lose money.
The printing service lost money.
The Speaker rules that the

motion is out of order.

But two hundred people signed

the petition.

Can two hundred people be out of

order?

The Speaker says so.

The person who brought the

petition is confused.

He wants to do something with

the petition.

So he discusses strategy with

other people.

They are very noisy.

The speaker tells them that if

they don't take their

discussions outside, the Chief

Constable will throw them
out.

Hut the ^.Tiief OtfixtaMe iu m/f

th«re

How can throw thttm out''

It ih very ronfuusing

Hut it is very simple
It in an Outer 0;uficil rrn-Mmg
Outer Ojuncil decide* U) tuM a

referendum

,

Then it adj^jurns.

f>uter 0)uncil likes U} adymrn.
What is the referendunn about?
When will it be?
Nohxjdy knows.
Why not'

Becaase Outer 0>uncil forgot to

include that part of the

motion

,

The Speaker starts a new
meeting.

Is there a quorum?
No.

Some Outer Council members
have gone home.

Others have walked out.

They are disgusted.

So the meeting is adjourned.
The Speaker starts a new

meeting.

The doors are locked, so Outer
Council has to stay.

Is there a quorum?
No, but everybody pretends not to

notice.

Nobody asks about quorum.
That means the meeting can go

on.

Outer Council decides to hold

another referendum.

If will be about the printing

service.

It will be held in three weeks.
Then Outer Council adjourns

again.

What about the first referendum?
Nobody says anything.

Aren't Outer Council meetings
fun?

AMS Education Commission Meeting
What happened at last week's

A.M.S. Outer Council meeting?

McLaughlin Room (Student Union)

Thursday, November 1 9:00 P.M.

(Come disguised as a student)

A.M.S. CLUBS POLICY

1973 74

At recent Outer Council Meetings it was the feeling that clubs should be funded if

they filled a gap in AMS or university activity. These clubs were defined as ethnic
clubs, hobby clubs or interest groups.
e.g. Pollution Probe. Monies will not be granted for entertainment of club
members or religious or political clubs.

Monies v\/ere granted according to the following priorities:
1. could the club find funding elsewhere
2. the size of expected programme
3. membership expected
4. would the clubs dissolve if not funded by the AMS.

'Michael Robson
Clubs Manager

A.M.S.
AMS Education Commission

presents

Law for the Layman

^^Family Law^^

October 31st, 7:30 P.M.

Room 111, EARL HALL

Discussion to follow.
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letters

Does Outer Council

hove o direction?
Dear Editors,

It seems to me that the Outer Council has failed

to justify its decision not to disband. The motion,

and discussion generated by it didn't change
anything the AMS Outer Council. No new aims were
brought forward and now new definite plans were
stated despite repeated pleas for suggestions to

improve the present state of affaris. There was little

reaction to one suggestion, that the AMS Outer
Council should be a place to discuss issues of

anything from local to international magnitude,
since it is one of the few bodies comprised solely of

students from the whole university. Where does the

Outer Council go from here? Does it have a direc-

tion? If so, perhaps it should be stated, if not, maybe
it's time to find one.

Yours sincerely,

Di Eastham

AMS qualifies for

'Believe-it-or-not'
Dear Editors,

The AMS Outer Council has definitely made
further inroads into tis qualification for the records

of Ripley's Believe-it-or-not! Who would believe

that Council would simply ignore a perfect op-

portunity to subordinate its past and recommit
itself to a new and more progressive and productive

future? Who would believe that CouncD members
(expecting the well-intending few) would pass up a

chance to shed their cloaks of "platitude-nothing do

nothings"?

The AMS had the opportunity at Thursday
night's meeting (through Messrs. Macli and
Guthrie's motion of Outer Council's cessation as of

Dec. 1, 1973) to take a hold of the issues that are of

concern to students (or should be of concern to

students) en-this campus. Over the past four years,

this body has become so introverted in its views and
concerns that the very near-at-hand issues of the

whole University have either been forgotten or else

relegated to insignificance - tenure, COPSE,
University Financing, Student Aid: Does the AMS
have a stand on the present state of affairs in this

area? Do Council members even understand what
they are all about such that they can make a stand?

Campus Planning: Has the AMS provided input

into the administration's general plan for the

campus? Perhaps it could inform its constituents of

this plan so that it could receive feedback on the

plan's merits or lack of merits.

Restructuring of the AMS: This has been talked

about for as long as I can remember. It is now time
for Ms. Crowder's committee on this subject to

come up with some "act-cleaning" and orderly
alternatives for revamping the AMS structure - the
present structure is tired and unwieldy and steps
must be taken before the 1974 elections, to decrease
the size of Outer Council and reinstate the ef-

fectiveness of this body in the University.

The Education Commission: Is Outer Council
interested? I'm sure if they were they would give

more support than their unbelievable "five and one
half thousand dollars worth of direction." The
Commission has been a one person operation at-

tempting to "encourage intellectual and cultural

development on campus through means of sym-
posia, films, speakers, special interest series, etc.

Such a programme attempting to meet this ob-

jective has been presented to Council and the

University as a whole. The program has failed in

various areas and a number of reasons might be
attributed to its failure but I find it hard not to

believe that it is individual Outer Council members
who have failed to 1) make themselves aware of the
features of the program and 2) commit themselves
to such an objective - with these two not being ac-

complished, each inactive member has failed to

carry out his individual and responsible leadership
role.

The AMS cannot waffle in its finances and other
internal problems forever. It must try to inform

itself of issues of importance to students and even
define some issues that should be of importance to

students. Once done, it should commit itself to

strong and positive action on these issues. Haggling
and filibustering is getting us nowhere - Action
speaks a hell of a lot louder than words.

Jim Dinning

Student Senator

Defensive OFS
rebutts editorial
Dear Editors,

Your editorial on the OFS-FEO conference

(Oct. 19) was the epitomy of irresponsible, misin-

formed, selective and absurdly argued journalism.

You begin by stating that at the conference

"justice could not be done" to the various topics on

the agenda because there was not enough time. Of

course there was not enough time. There seldom is

at conferences of this type. But are you not aware
that some very important decisions regarding

higher education in this province are being con-

sidered, and in some cases have already been
made. We are currently preparing our brief to the

Committee on University Affairs which will include

comprehensive background papers and policy

statements of OFS-FEO on various issues in post

secondary education. Are you suggesting that the

entire conference, the only one that could feasibly

be held before our presentation to the CUA, should

have been devoted to merely one issue?

Furthermore your reporter is completely

misinformed about the amount of time spent on the

issue of tenure. Had you (or she) been present at

the entire conference, you would have discovered

that the brief on tenure - which was drawn up after

1) a lengthy panel discussion on the topic, 2) a

workshop Friday, and 3) a workshop Saturday, was
submitted to and accepted by the plenary Sunday as

a working paper. Thus a ^ood deal of thought went
into its preparation, and it was received on the

understanding that a more detailed brief, defining

in more depth the terms you accuse of outlining so

"loosely" would he ilrawn up. That brief is now
complete, and once our exeuctive approves or

revises it, you will be sent a copy.

Also, if your reporter had attended the plenary
on Sunday, she would have found that under Cause
For Dismissal, "involvement in left wing ac-

tivities" was deleted from the proposed guidelines.

It was initially inserted as a joke, and was never
taken seriously by anyone but your reporter.

Furthermore, I am amazed that in your comments
on the guidelines for tenure, you never disputed in

principle the clause just mentioned, except to say
that it was "loosely difined". Do you mean to say
that if such a clause were defined more specifically,

"dismissal of left wing faculty" would be ac-

ceptable to you?
On the issue of the financing of higher

education, Steve Brereton and I have had several

discussions. At no time has he accused OFS-FEO
policy of being "grandiose". Our brief, you will

note, did not call for the immediate abolition of

tuition fees. It attempted, rather, to criticize the

direction in which the financing of higher education

is proceeding in the province. If the trend continues,

students will be paying up to four and five times
their current tuition fees. By recommending a
schedule of reduction in tuition fees, to be ac-

companied by an equitable revision of the tax

structure along the lines suggested by the Carter
Commission in 1968, OFS-FEO is attempting to deal

with the issue in a socially just and politically

realistic manner. It is not that reduction in tuition

fees is "impossible", only that the government is

unwilling to take the necessary steps in that

direction. As long as papers like the Journal con-

tinue to reinforce the government's position, the

future for students looks ominous indeed.

Finally, your comments on the AUCC con-

ference are inaccurate. The motion to boycott did

not pass by the "slim margin of one vote",but by the

substantial majority of 9 in favour and 5 against.

The purpose of the vote was to protest the actions of

an organization that clearly does not adequately
represent students ; that is sponsoring a conference
on the theme of "changing student needs", but

Continued on Page 8
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PIZZA
CHALET
544 1227

PRINCESS

at

BARRIE

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

Clover Leaf Market

HEALTH FOODS
GRANOLA, WHOLE GRAIN CEREALS,
FLOURS, SUNFLOWER SEEDS, ETC.

GROCERIES
SUNDRIES

PRODUCE
HOUSEWARES

MEATS
AAon. to Fri. - 8:30 a.m. to 10 p.m,

Sat. - 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

"We Deliver" 546-5566

Corner Princess and University Ave.

Graduation Portraits

YOU COULD COME TO US,

FLAIR PHOTOGRAPHIC

BUT YOU CAN'T BE BOTHERED.

GO AHEAD. SETTLE FOR

SOMETHING LESS....

For Appointment Drop in at - 94 Brock Street or Call
542-7733

You Can Buy
This And/Or This

l.i'.l'ffj rim li.'} ij I'.iuni I'hfiifjton."

'ii'jrml'i
" iiru} («)'// -.ijii'.i-iti-/ '.p'jrl'.

But you must do one. Thai's the new rule. You can do
both. Doing both things would be good but you must
do one or the other. There's no getting around it. It's

the new rule. It was on the news the other night, maybe
you missed it. But nonetheless, it's the new rule. And
you have to obey it.

more letters
ConlinuiMl from I'age 7

whoso keynote; speakers are both non -students; and
who in the past has used conferences as an excuse to

have big, expensive parties. The ultimate decision

of whether individual campuses will attend the

AUCC conference is obviously their own.

In your haste to demean OFS-FEO and leave

the conference early, you neglected to report on
some other major discussions that took place, OP\S-

FEO has called for the repeal of current legislation

preventing community colleges from building

student residences. OFS-FEO has also retained a

lawyer to draft proposed legislation that will ensure

duly elected student councils the right to collect

student fees without the approval of university

administartions.

I would assume that the recent decision by the

Queen's AMS to maintain membership in OFS-FEO
is a more adequate reflection of student opinion at

Queen's than those views expressed in the Journal.

At least the AMS decision was based on informed
opinion and accurate information. Again, your

readers should know that your editorial errors,

were for the most part, based on the fact that you
did not attend the entire conference, and apparently

did not pay attention to what was happening while

you were there - - a shoddy performance indeed.

You are entitled to your opinions. But next time,

get your facts straignt.

Yours hopefully,

Paul Axelrod

OFS Research Coordinator

Ed note;

As you state, one is entitled to one's opinions.

However, we cannot agree with your opinion that

the editorial was the "the epitomy of irresponsible,

misinformed, selective and absurdly argued
journalism".

It remains oufopinioii that justice could not be

done to the topics on the agenda ; that OFS should

have allotted more time to the individual subjects of

concern. The brief on tenure, excuse me, the

working paper, did not contain a great deal of

thought.

The editorial did, in no way imply that Brereton
had accused OFS publicly as being "grandiose".

This was, in fact, the adjective used by the editors to

describe OFS policy with regards to the financing of

post secondary education.

Again, it is the opinion of the editors that the

"gradual" (and never did we say 'immediate')

abolition of tuition fees is not politically realistic.

Due to the method of proxy voting used at the

conference, the reporter counted voting incorrectly.

This error, we concede.

This, however, was not the point of our com-
ment on the discussion about AUCC. The absence of

an OFS delegate at AUCC will make little dif-

ference. This is a poor example of the 'political

clout' which the OFS desires. Furthermore, the

presence of various OFS member universities at

AUCC will, as was said in the editorial, manifest the

lack of solidarity in the OFS. Your point, will be less

than well-taken.

You seem to believe that the AMS Outer Council

decision to remain in OFS was a more adequate

reflection of student opinion at Queen's than was the

opinion stated by the editors - that it was based on

Informed opinion and accurate information.

'i'here are very few members of Outer Council

who have attended an OP'S conference, and about as

many who even care about the existence of that

body. If anyone's performance is shoddy, it is that

of ()FS.

Today the Printing

Service; tomorrow?
I)(rar Editors;

Are you serious the AMS is going to dose the

I'rinting Service becausf; it "lost" one hundred and

cichty six dollars (and no cents) last month? (I

wonder if i( will cost the students more or less to

take their printing downlown.) Will l)(^nis

r'roKsfield be oul r)f work then? Could lUuce Trotter

not b(! a lidle bit patient and allow lime for student

reaction and perhaps a mon; u.seful .solution?

I believe there was a similar problem last year

with Queen's greenhouwiS and that wa« solved also

very suddenly with no one's blesiiing, bathwater and
all.

As a member of staff f am worried. On 8Uf;h

premises the Art f^entre has done nothing mu<.'h but

"lose" thousands and thousands of d^jllars since its

inception. I work there. Indeed, how alxjut the whole
University?

!

Bill Muysson
(Art Centre;

Lies, statistics,

and bad arithmetic
Dear Editor:

Re Ken Wong's illuminating letter On the
subject of AMS finances, appearing in the Journal
of Friday October 26th.

To the observation that there are lies, damned
lies, and statistics, one might add bad arithmetic. A
per capita return of $6.45 on an investment of $5..35

looks good until one examines the calculation more
critically.

Mr. Wong states that the Pub last year grossed
$28,000 selling bottles of beer at 45c each. This
amounts to 62,222 bottles. Dividing by 8000 student
gives a per capita consumption of 7 7-9 bottles (say 8

for the sake of argument) not the mind-boggling 40

derived by Mr. Wong. Hence, the saving realized by
not drinking this amount of beer at Portsmouth for

.50c per bottle is only about 40c and not $2.00.

He points out that the $32,000 in salaries paid by
the Pub returns $4.00 to the average student pocket.

This number looks OK.
The next computation is baffling. The $3000 paid

to AMS constables is claimed to come to 45c per
capita. This can only be arrived at by averaging
over 6667 students, not the 8000 used previously.

Which is it to be? Assuming the more reasonable
number 8000. I obtain a per capita return of 37.5c.

The sum of these benefits is $4.78 which in fact

is 57c less than our $5.35 investment, not $1.10 more
as Mr. Wong concludes.

I can't help wondering what other
mathematical manipulations may have produced
some of the numbers offered to us as facts.

Sincerely,

Brian Judge.

Queen's L6gal Aid

society threatened
Dear Editors,

At the Budget Meeting of the A.M.S. Outer
Council earlier this month it was decided that a

committment of funds would be made to the

Queen's Law Students' Legal Aid Society only if the

Law Students' Society matched the A.M.S. con-

tribution. This worked out to be an unfortunate state

of affairs for our Society, particularly when one

considers that the $2,000 awarded to us last year for

our summer clinic operation was cut back ar-

bitrarily to $500 by the Inner Council during the

summer, thanks to A.M.S. monetary problems. In

practical terms the A.M.S.'s recent decision may
have the effect of cutting off support by the Queen's
student body for legal aid because the Law
Students' Society does not have the financial

resources to assist our kind of operation. In terms of

policy the A.M.S.'s position cannot be rationalized.

Our Society serves the university as a whole. In no

way is it intended to benefit purely law students (as

I hey can be expected to solve their own legal

problems). With approximately 150 law students

making themselves available to help students in

other faculties with their legal problems, the A.M.S.

is the most appropriate organization to help fund

.student legal aid.

The A.M.S. Outer Council holds a number of

misconceptions concerning the nature of legal aid.

Your political representatives seem to feel any
sludeni can go downtown (o 38 Clarence Street and
gel a legal aid lawyer from the Ontario Legal Aid

Plan. If the sludent is desperately poor, has a very

major problem, and is hoping (o stay out of jail, he

may get a Legal Aid lawyer. But many students are
Continued on Page 9
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and more
Continued from Page 8

not poor enough to get past the Legal Aid economic

means test administered to them at 38 Clarence

Street. Further, the Director of Legal Aid for

Frontenac County is under the constraints of a

budget. He does not give Legal Aid for thie kinds of

matters students most often find themselves in-

volved with, e.g. landlord and tenant problems,

liquor, minor driving offences, and any court case

claims of under $400.00. A student's only recourse is

to struggle on his own, or he can ask Queen's Law
Students' Legal Aid to help him.

Queen's Legal Aid is one of the biggest volun-

teer organizations at Queen's, if not actually the

largest in terms of hours spent on the job. Hundreds
of man and woman hours per year are contributed

by our students, many of whom have to miss classes

and make other sacrifices so as to keep court dates.

Queen's is one of only six universities in Ontario

that has the benefit of such a group. We help many
students each year. The students at Queen's get a

good deal. ,

Each year, in order to run a successful slate of

services, we need somewhat over $20,000. In the

past, we have rehed on the A.M.S. for around $1,500

per year. Our main sources of income have been
O.F.Y. (three years running) and the Ontario Legal

Aid Plan. The majority of our expenses are incurred

during the summer and are expended on salaries of

our clinic members.
Year round we provide the following services

:

(a) We run a clinic at 200 Montreal Street

Monday through Friday. Those who suggest we
close that clinic (for which we must pay rent) and
choose rather to run our clinic from the law school

fail to realize that the clinic must be where the

greatest number of poor Kingstonians are likely to

reach us. Poor people do not feel comfortable on the

Queen's campus.
(b) We operate daily in Provincial Criminal

Court, and Provincial Family Court acting as

assistants to duty counsel assisting any individuals

who do not have a lawyer of their own

.

(c) We run a legal aid program in the Kingston
area prisons.

(d) We have an Injured Workmen's Consultants

program.
(e) We represent persons in Small Claims Court

regularly.

(f) At the request of the A.M.S. we wrote and
edited a major laymen's and students' publication

called "You And The Law". Free copies are

available at the A.M.S. office. This summer, Steve
Ault, one of our members, spent much of his

summer co-ordinating, writing and reserach for the

book.This time cost us well over the $500 the A.M.S.
gave to us.

(g) It takes money to run all these services.

Queen's Legal Aid is one important group at

Queen's that helps improve town and gown
relationships. Surely the student body can con-

tribute something to that.

We urge all Outer Council members of the

A.M.S. to read this letter and think about what is

presented here. HWe hope that the many students

whom we have helped in the past, and hope to help
in the future, will back us up.

Legal Aid Executive

Orientation '73

praised
Dear Editors,

I disagree with Eleanor Crowder's ideas (for

changing Orientation as stated in the Journal Vol.

101, Number 13, October 23.)

I don't think it would have been more valuable if

the groups were smaller. This year there were 25

Ifrosh

and 4 gaels to a group, which was good, as
there were always enough people to do things even
if some didn't show up. What happens with 6 people
and they decide not to show? On the whole the Gael
Group seemed to have an even number of males and
females, there also was a variety of characters - if

you didn't like one, you would not have to associate

with them. With 6 people, what do you do - besides

leave? What happens on free afternoon's etc.? What
can 6 people do - join another small group to make a
large one ! Also sobriety would not be what it was -

if there were 6 people what could they do - join

another small group to make a larger more flexible

group.

She also seems to think that we were FORCED
to go to the Gael Meeting - funny thing, no one
forced me, or the others. We went because we
wanted to. Those who wanted to, could leave and go
on their own, but there were those who needed the

group. lalso think the Group should remain the focal

point of the week - riot just for 1 or 2 days. No one
really knows anyone and I know I wouldn't have
gone to any of the events, except that my Gael was
going. Also what's wrong with having Gael's

identified - you know who to go to if you're lost or

have questions etc.

Here's to Orientation '73 (the Best) and may
Orientation '74 be just as good or better with 4 gaels

and 25 frosh.

Satisified with Orientation '73

Tidbits:

It is said "Queen's has the best Orientation

week around, let's keep it that way. Why not a

longer Orientation - 001 Orientation - a half-course?

At last,

homophiles unite
Dear Editors:

With reference to the recent correspondence in

your columns referring to the formation of a

homophile association on campu^, I am pleased to

be able to inform your readers, among whom of

course are many of our potential members, that

such a group is now in existence. At present the

main direction of the group's planned activities is

social and an educational and varied programme is

planned for the future.

Anyone on campus, either male or female,

desiring to join or to obtain information about the

group can contact me at 547-2893 between 7:00 p.m.

and 11:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. All calls

will be treated in the strictest confidence and will be

answered. You can also write to me c-o Victoria

Hall, Queen's University.

Yours sincerely,

Terry Watson

Brockington

efforts appreciated
Dear Editors,

We would like to express our appreciation to the

Brockington Visitorship Committee for bringing R.

Buckminster Fuller to the Queen's campus. The
impact felt upon Queen's by Dr. Fuller's visit will

surely be a lasting one. He has instilled a hope and a

vision of the future that will continue to inspire

anyone who heard him during the past week. We
would like to thank the committee for their time and
effort and for giving us the opportunity for hearing
and meeting Dr. Fuller.

Sincerely, Sally Caudwell,

Miriam CJordon, Craig Brown,
Cathy Robertson, RobSchock.

"The Utter Abuse
of History"
Dear Editors,

Regarding your series entitled "The Useful Abuse
of History", may I suggest:

1) That the quest for community is not a

resolution of, but rather the polar extreme and
symmetrical counterpart to, the phenomenon your

correspondents mistakenly label "American in-

dividualism";

2) That, in light of the presistent omission of an

historical perspective (thereby implicitly denying

the statement that the search for community is,

after all, a quite traditional theme - - even in

American history), the column ought properly to

bear the title ""The Utter Abuse of History".

Sincerely,

C.R. McKay

FESTIVAL 74
importont meeting for all co-ordinators

and those interested.

Thursday night, 7:30 P.M.

ELROND COLLEGE at Apt. N° 1232

For further info coll

Ann Dowsett 549-2368

Do something interesting

while drying your hair.

With the new Lady Braun Astronette

you don't have to sit still while using it.

There s no hose or stand to confine you;

yet you get powerful drying results for

any type of hairdo. The only connection

is a 15' cord, which gives you freedom
to move around to pursue a hobby,

finish dressing, even answer the phone
or the door.

. The Lady Braun Astronette has two

heat settings and comes with a purse-size

orange tote for convenient storage

or travel.

Lady Braun Astronette

lets you go places

Braun Styling Dryer with convenient

pistol-grip and directional nozzle for

fast drying and styling with professional

results.

See Braun s line of hair dryers at

fine department and appliance stores.

All covered by our 5-year warranty.

BRRun
Braun Electric Canada Ltd.
3269 American Dr.. Mississauga. Ont.

BOTH OF THESE DIAMONDS WEIGH JUST 1 CARAT!

WHICH ONE WOULD YOU CHOOSE?

You probably couldn't tell by just looking

which diamond was worth more. Even though

they both weigh 1 carat, one is worth

a lot more. It takes an expert to know the

difference. Whether you're spending

$50 or $5,000 on a diamond . . . we can help you

make the right choice. Come in and

let us show you.

KINNEAK D'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET
KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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was almost ruined by some horsing around
at the beginning but it was finally carried

off with something approaching finesse.

Generally the choice, if not the per-

formance of the material was very good,
Lightfoot leaning heavily on songs from
"Don Quixote", his last good album, and of

course some representations of older

classics like "Bobby McGee". With a

collection of songs as big as Lightfoot has
written, everybody was bound to have
favourites that they missed, but after

seeing what he did to some audience
requests like "Your Love's Return"
perhaps that was just as well.

A knowledgeable exeuctive in the

recording industry once said "Lightfoot's

never written a really shitty song" but that

statement does not apply to his per-

formances. Putting it mildly, Lightfoot is

not a very consistent or reliable performer
and Sunday's concert could have been
very much worse. As it was, we were given
a few gems and a few blotches so that

there was a perverse balance to it. I guess
if you picked up a handful of dogshit and
sprinkled it with a few flecks of gold then

you would have a pretty fair physical

approximation of what Sunday's concert
turned out like. It finally lurched to a halt

with a heavy-handed verson of "Canadian
Railroad Triogy" followed by a marred
encore of "The Pony Man." By then the

floor was getting cold and it seemed
pointless to see any more songs get

butchered so any kind of an end was
welcome.

/
//A'
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unclassifieds

GAEL GROUP 7: Reunion Thursday
Nov. 1. 8:00 pm at 210 Colborne

Apt. 14, (BYOB) Phone 544-0144, if

you're lost. Hope to see everybody.
Nick.

QUEEN'S BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY:
Interested? . . .field trips,

seminars, smokers, . . . Get to

know people w/ith interests in

Biology, Ecology, Environmental
Issues. Membership fee $1.00

entitles you to participate in

events. Phone Gary 546-0304, or

see Goldie, Rm 330 Earl Hall for

more info.

23 SKIDOO! Our Hallowe'en Party is

on Nov. 1 (late as usual). Ghosts,

goblins, wfitches and other
characters will be meeting at the

usual place at 7:30 pm Nov. 1. If

you haven't received the details, in

the mail, you will soon! So see you
then, . . . Nov. 1, not October 31.

FOURTH LEO. E.C. MACHINES,
ground floor division is pleased to

announce the debut of the Five
Marauders! FRIENDLY
hostilities to be continued . . .love

ya, waterlogged, frigidare, mouth-
piece, 001, and munchkin
marauder.

INTERESTED IN GAY IN-
TERACTION? Phone Terry
Watson 547-2893, 7-11 pm week-

days.
THE UKRAINIAN STUDENTS CLUB

will hold a meeting on Thursday
Nov. 1, at 7:30 pm at Queen's In-

ternational Centre (upper meeting
room). All new and former
members are invited to attend.
For further information call
Larryssa Tarnovetsky, 544-6599.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BOSS. Love and
Best Wishes from the FOOL. HA!
HA! HA! Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha!
Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha!

George Carlin, Natiinal Arts Centre.
Ottawa. Monday Nov. 5, Tickets
$7. including return bus and
concert ticket on sale Tuesday
through Friday 10:30 - 3:00 in John
Orr Room, Students Union. Bus
leaves Queen's campus Monday at

6 p.m.
IF YOU LIKE GOOD SOUND listen to

this for sale: Dual 1216 Turntable,
Pioneer SX-626 receiver, Dynaco
A-25's and Rectilinear 12

speakers. All less than 1 year old,

542-3831 or 231 University.

THE PARTY is coming to CRAIG
HOUSE on November 2.

TO THE CHAIPERSON OF MH: all

that studying will get you nothing
but success! Remember Calculus
121.

LOST LAST THURSDAY: a bangle

bracelet with turquoise stones in

the neighbourhood of Frost Gordon
Wing. Sentimental value. 544-8169.

APT. FOR RENT; very close to

Queen's, 236 Earl . . . Fridge,

Stove, utilities, parking $85 . . .

549-1738.

CAN YOU HANDLE IT? WARRen
can! So lets see the rest of you
32'ers out to the pub Oct. 31. for

some chugging beat the rush
come early - see ya!

FOR SALE: Dawes Galaxy 10 speed
in good condition. Originally
$230.00, selling $100.00. Call 549-

1806.

LOST - One small brown leather

change purse. Lost between Phys.
Ed. Centre and Ontario Hall on
Tuesday, Oct. 23. Money inside.

Would like it back. If found, please
contact Kathy at 542-4363.

FOUND - in Douglas Library - 2 rings

in Woman's Washroom, Red key
case with car keys and a girl's

change purse with some change.
Inquire at Circulation Desk.

PETE SAYS THANK YOU to

everybody who helped me with
Oom Pa Pa on Friday !! Could I

have my scissors back? Also -

sorry to hear about the death of

Gael Group 35.

HEY LINUS! The Great Pumpkin

arises from 152 Division Street,

October 31 at dusk WATCH
OUT!!

BRING IN THE NEW DAY with
Genesis from England in the

Bartlett Gym at midnight Nov.
9th.

CORRECTION Hayes' phone no. is

really 549 2187. Who cares?
HEY 27! 5:00 torn, at Jef., drink 24

after din. at Mthr's; loads fun, see

you later O.K.!?
GAEL GROUP 36 (ie. the slab slobs)

are hereby notifited of a com-
pulsory meeting to take place
tonight at the Uhion waterhole
(Pub, fool!) at 9:30. Discussion
topics: school life, sex life and life

in general. Be there! WATCH OUT
SMOKING ASS!! The Annex never
forgets.

GAEL GROUP 1 - we're going to have
another wild fantastic reunion - in

the Pub - Thursday at 8:00. See you
inside!

WHAT IS A MIDNIGHT CONCERT?
Find out on Nov. 9th. Tickets to

Genesis available in John Orr
Room.

ALL CHOKED UP? Can't get it off

your chest? Why not spit it out and
say you want to see the Production
Of The Year: "Great Ex-
pectorations". Thursday and

STEAK PRICES
YOU CAN AFFORD

Now, more than ever before, Ponderosa
offers you the best eating-out values on or off

the campus. If you can't beat us . . . join us.

MENU
Western Cut Steak Dinner $2.09 Chopped Sirloin Sandwich 89

Family Steak Dinner 1 .69 T-Bone Steak Dinner 2.89

Family Steak Sandwich (open face) ... 1 .69 Coffee, Tea, Milk 20

Chopped Sirloin Dinner 1.69 Soft Drinks 20 & .30

Desserts 25 & .35

Dinners include baked potato, salad and roll with butter.

XI ICCr>AV Mir'UX QPPIT^IAI • Kvery Tuesday Nighl, you get our FAM I l.Y STEAK, baked potato,
I LJC.^l^/AI lM\jn I w^rC^^I/AL. tossed green salad, hot buttered rolK Reg. $1.69) for just $1.1 9.

PONDEROSA STEAK HOUSE
You (lori'f know how ^ood it is until you cat someplace else.

Bath Road at the A & P

Open daily from 1 1:00 a.m.

Friday, Nov. » and 9, Grant Hall,
Tickets for "Gr«at Expectorations"

are on sale now in ttie Union Get
yours early for ttie stiows on Nov. t

& 9. It's gobs and gobs of fun.

WARNING: The Surgeon general
warns ttiat missing the Production
of the Year could be deleterious to

your complete physical and
mental well-being. "Great Ex-
pectorations" Thurs. and Fri.,

Nov. 8 and 9.

GENESIS is coming on Nov. 9th in the
Bartlett Gym for «2.00 at I2.M
p.m., presented by A.M.S. con-
certs.

FESTIVAL '74 important meeting for
all coordinators and those in-

terested, Thursday night 7:30 pm
EIrond College, at Apt, No, 1232.

For further info call Ann Dowsett
549-2368,

LOST: FROM OUter field, a bagpipe
case with music and practice
instrument. If found call John at
547-3178.

MORRIS: We could have added 7

minutes onto our Hong Kong
chicken.

CAN'T SAY that you lived up to your
reputation. . .but then again can't
say I did either. Regarless, a most
interesting and enjoyable
weekend. Many thanks . , ,

Journal

Advertising

Deadlines

Advertisers

Please Note Early

Deadlines for

Display Ads

For Tuesdays:

THURSDAYS 8 p.m.

For Fridays:

TUESDAYS 12 noon

These deadlines are not

absolutely final; however,
to GUARANTEE an ad you
must request space and-or

submit copy at these times.

For details of our ad-

vertising policy refer to

"Journal Advertising
Policy", p. 14 Sept. 28, 1973

or call Business Manager.
547-3178

Deadlines for

Classifieds:

5 p.m.

Wed. and Sunday

To those photogs who have
athletic passes from
previous games —
RETURN THEM TO
BUSINESS OFFICE!
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Queen's Radio Club starts new season
There was a young man from Kingston

Whose association with Queen's had jinxed him,

Every time he went out

They said "don't talk so big!"

Better a Queen's ham
Than a male chauvinist pig.

Quarec, the Queen's University Amateur Radio

and Electronics Club, operates amateur radio

station VA3VX. Club facilities are located in room
454, Goodwin Hall, with the antenna system on the

roof of the building.

Equipment consists of a transceiver (com-

bination transmitter-receiver), an additional short-

wave receiver, (it's almost hilarious listening to

Radio Moscow, Voice of America, etc.) and a beam
antenna. The club hopes to add radio teletype and
VHF-FM equipment in the near future. If all this

sounds very technical ( and boring), it isn't. With

the advent of the "transistor" age, fewer amateur
radio operators ("hams") are well versed in the

workings of their equipment. In fact, many are just

"armchair operators".

Ham radio (not to be confused with citizen's

band) offers a number of different features, among
them message handling, ragchewing (just talking

to someone primarily for the sake of talking - many
people do that around here), and emergency
communications ( the first form of contact with the

outside world after a disaster is usually by ham
radio) . Technical aspects are many, with one newer
one being slow scan television (SSTV) whereby TV
pictures can be transmitted around the world using

a bandwidth of hundreds of hertz, compared with
the standard bandwidth of six million hertz.

Only persons who have passed a government
exam can use an amateur transmitter. This test

involves the knowledge of morse code at ten words
per minute, some basic radio theory, and Canadian
laws governing amateur radio stations, and is not

particularly difficult to pass.

Non-licensed club members are free to use all

the equipment, exicuding the transmitter, so if you
think you may be at all interested, feel free to come
to our club meeting tonight, Tuesday, Oct. 30, at 7

p.m. on the fourth floor of Goodwin ... Or in ham
jargon QRZ VA3VX member. QSY over to the above
QTH about 2300 Zulu for a short QSO. QSL?

Clark

interior view of the new radio station, while above right the brave president climbs the club tower.

The Science '74 Formal Presents

The Eve of Lorien
with

''Flack'' in Lower Vic

and

Poor Richard" in Leonard

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2nd

8:00 P.M.

SPIRITS AND BEER AVAILABLE

Tickets go on sole in John Orr Room,

Student Union starting Tuesday

//

Weekend for music
by Sandy Wood

Last Thursday night the

National Arts Centre Orchestra

from Ottawa presented a very

exciting concert in Grant Hall.

The orchestra is small (only 45

players) and even though it was
only formed in 1969, it already

has an international reputation.

After a dynamic opening of

Mozart's overture to "Don
Giovanni," soloist Claude Savard
played Schumann's A Minor
Piano concerto. Savard obviously

understood his music and played

it with an expressiveness and
sensitivity appropriate to

Schumann. The slight lack of

dynamic range in the opening

movement was certainly

remedied as the piece

progressed.

A Murray Schafer piece
entitled "East" started the

second half. This piece was
commissioned by the NACO with

the aid of a grant from the

Canada Council. Murray Schafer

is a Canadian who writes in the

avant-garde technique of the 20th

century. He says "East" is a

meditation on a text from the

Asha - "Upanished." He punc-

tuates each word of the text by a

gong, and the words are played or

sung by the orchestra. Many of

the avantgarde type of works are

hard to understand and thus are

often not enjoyed by the average
listener. However, from the

applause it received, this piece is

obviously an exception.

The programme ended with a

superb performance of

Beethoven's Second Symphony.
As in all the other pieces there

was excellent balance and the

whole orchestra played with

great sensitivity and warmth.
The concert gave a good

variety of pieces having
representatives from Romantic,

Classic and modern eras. The
orchestra certainly proved itself

deserving of the title "Canada's
National Orchestra." It is in-

teresting to note in this respect

that the conductor, concert
master, soloist and composer of

one piece are all Canadian.

Prague Madrigal Singers

by Nelson Young
Whenever a musical event

takes place in St. George's
Cathedral, one can be sure of two
things; that it will be well at-

tended and the concert will be

first-rate. Friday night per-

formance by the Prague
Madrigal Ensemble proved no

exception.

Even though many
Kingstonians will have been
introduced to the madrigal
through the work of the Cecilian

Consort, this was an exceptional

experience in that its wide
spectrum ranged from the Gothic

era to the early Baroque. Works
by Callus, Jakob Handl, Simon
Brixi, and Claudio Monteverdi as

well as some delightful Slavonic

dances were executed with

feeling and precision by the

madrigal ensemble. This group

of sixteen singers and in-

strumentalists, under the

direction of Miroslav Venhoda,

managed despite the tight control

so essential to the madrigal form,

to convey both sensitivity and
emotion to the audience.

The clarity and brilliance of

sound, which was balanced by the

warmth and depth of tone, was
aided by the fine acoustics of the

Cathedral which projected the

sound without dispersing or

distorting it.

The exquisite blending of the

voices with the instruments
captivated and held the

audience's attention throughout.

The instrumental interludes
provided a perfect foil for the fine

intricasies of the vocal works,

and the authenticity of the in-

struments added immeasurably
to the impact of the performance.

The insistance of the ap-

plause persuaded the group to

perform an ensore of four Slovak
folk songs, harmonized by
Bartok, in which they showed
their ability to present superbly a

form so different from that of the

madrigal.
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Paul Horn will perform
A. M.S. concerts in its at-

tempt to provide good talent to a

variety of musical tastes, has

now turned to jazz. Paul Horn,

who is mainly a jazz artist, is

sure to appeal to all music lovers.

Paul Horn, currently leading

a quintet, is one of the major jazz

talents working out of a Canadian

base and performing for live and
T.V. audiences this side of the

U.S. - Canadian border. He is to

west coast audiences what Moe
Kauffman is to Toronto and
Oscar Peterson used to be to

Montreal and later Toronto - well

educated musical technicians,

who in the course of their careers

have travelled extensively and
played with a wide array of

groups in every imaginable
setting and who, after paying

their dues are reaping their just

rewards of steady if not highly

remunerative employment in the

recording, T.V. and nightclub

industries.

A product of the music jungle

of Westside Manhattan, Paul

Horn came to prominence as

violinist with the Chico Hamilton

Quintet taking turns with Charles

Lloyd, Keith Jarrett and a

number of fresh new talent that

Hamilton nurtured on the West
Coast in the late 1950's. In the

1960's, while active in com-
mercial studio work in

Hollywood, Horn also played

clubs with his own quintet and
began recording as a leader for

Columbia in 1962. He was
featured in T.V. documentary
"The Story of Jazz Musicians" as

well as in films - "The Sweet

Smell of Success", "Rat Race"
and more recently "Wild and
Wonderful".

Teamed with Argentenian
Lalo Schitrin, he produced an
enlarged ensemble recording

of, the grammy award winning,

"Jazz Suite on the Mass Texts"
which was immensely popular,

leading to command per-

formances in churches and
concert halls. As a composer and
leader, Horn was among the first

in jazz to make valuable use of

model devices, which forms the

basis for many of his quintet's

interpretations.

He was also one of the first,

along with Dave Brubeck to

devote a substantial proportion of

his writing and playing to

unusual time signatures. This 5-4

excursions into the bossa nova
are legnet and, but for the

overarriving presence of Herbie

Mann and the indifference of

R.C.A. label to the products of its

stable of jazz activities, Paul

Horn would have copped more of

the poll awards he has so rightly

deserved.

Paul Horn, despite his

growing reputation as a jazz

Paul Horn

"Music of Life"

NOVEMBER 4th

8:00 P.M.

GRANT HALL

TICKETS: $2.00

Available at:

John Orr Room 10 to 4 p.m.

McArthur College 4 to 8 p.m.

House of Sounds

Vern Napier, Kingston Shopping Centre

queen's co

Paul Horn using his flute to revive a dying whale.

flutist, composer and leader, has

also acquitted himself well in the

fields of popular and commercial
music. This half-hour series on

the CTV network - 'Paul Horn
Show" was an extremely en-

tertaining mixture of tunes from
these musical segments;
produced before live audiences

(a real test of consistency)

Payne, Billy Eckstein, Valdy and
Leon Bibb. So well received was
the show that the producer never

once thought of removing it from
its 10:30 midweek late prime time
slot.

The quintet appearing in

concert at Queen's University's

Grant Hall on November 4th at

8:00 for $2.00 includes some of

Vancouver's most promising

young musicians. Ralph Dyck
plays piano (acoustic and elec-

tric), Terry Freme is on quitar,

Kat Hermikse on drums, Dave
Field, bass and guitar ; and Paul

Horn on flutes falto and soprano)

alto rox and probably one other of

his favoured reed instruments
aided by varitone amplification.

The group is well balanced, close

knit, rich in improvisational
talent and pleasantly amplified.

The show promises to be worth
more than the $2.00 admission
being asked and an offering of

rare musical talent which knows
the importance of entertaining its

audience.

Let's talk

about it

IBM Canada Ltd. needs
people to work in an environ-

inent that's always interesting,

and often demanding, but

never dull.

We need technically-

oriented people and people-

oriented people. We need
thinkers and we need doers.

Interviews on Nov 27, 28

Our recruiters will be
coming to campus soon, to

talk with people who think that

they could have a future with

IBM. If you would like to set up
a meeting, tell your college

Placement Office, and at the

same time give them a copy of

your personal resume. Then
let's talk about it.

IBM
IBM Canada Ud
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Artists hold exhibition
Marion Sharon

Marion Sharon believes in

hobbies, and to this end has had

instructions in various art forms

from time to time during her life.

While bringing up a family,

which she considered in itself a

creative activity, during her

nursing career and throughout

her travels in South America she

was involved in art.

She says, "Call it planning

for my sunset years and sunsets

are everybody's joy, so now I am
working with young people in

Kingston, passing on some of my
experience and absorbing in

return." During the week end of

Do you have a nebulous

Hamlet muttering his way
through the arid meadows of your

soul? Do you long to manipulate

people in strange and outlandish

situations? Do you crave the

power to say, "let there be light

(and there was light)? VVould you
like to take out your frustrations

on planks and nails and to paint

evrything in sight that doesn't

move? Or are you perhaps a

frustrated exhibitionist, pervert,

masochist. Then you need the

Drama Guild as much as it needs

you; it awaits you, panting and
eager, anxious to embrace all the

bashful cohorts it can seduce.

November 2 and 3rd you can see

some of her work along with

Mary O'Brien, one of Kingston's

versatile and very active young

artists.

Mary O'Brien
by Mary O'Brien

About three years ago, when
I was 14, I became interested in

art. Since then, while attending

high school, with the help of

various local art teachers. The
^''amous Artists course, a session

at the Schneider of Fine Arts, I

started to work primarily in pen

and ink, oil and string structures.

Realistic, abstract and geometric

styles are among some of the

types of work. I have exhibited in

numerous local showings (ie

Kingston Summer Exhibition, St.

Andrew's-by-the-Lake Art
Festival, Downtown Mall (1972)

the "Picnic in Paris" at the art

centre, L.C.U.I.'s Summer
School display, and have held a
one-man show at Boswell's book
store. For the last three summers
I have made and sold my wire
and copper and enamel jewellry
at the Kingston Market Square.

Presently, Marion Sharon
and I are preparing for an exhibit

of a variety of pictures to be held
at the Frontenac Mall, Bath Rd.,

November 2, 3, (1973) until 10.00

p.m. nightly. - view of two paintings at an exhibition held of Marion Sharon's works.

Hamlets unite
You haven't heard of the

Drama Guild? Well of course not,

and it hasn't heard of you, so it is

time the two of you were in-

troduced. The Guild is now in its

74th year (join this year and be in

on next year's birthday

celebrations ! ) and is still striving

to provide dramatic outlet for

those not accommodated by the

Drama Department and sundry

other dramatic bodies on cam-
pus. The Drama Guild is you,

because it is not a hierachical

organization but a collection of

people all interested in theatre

whose aim is to pool that interest

in as many ways as possible.

Every new member therefore,

means a widening of scope, and

greater potential.

There has to be some
organization, of course, and so

there is a small executive who try

to give inobtrusive guidance and

to suggest possible projects, so

you won't be stepping into a

complete void. Are you for in-

stance, interested in children's

theatre? One section of the guild

is repeating last year's suc-

cessful venture with children's

Christmas plays which will

hopefully go to the schools of

Kingston. Perhaps you are a

natural comedian, if so, then

come and help with the Guild

Revue. Or write for it - there

must be hundreds of

unrecognized script - writers

sequestered in the woodwork
around campus. If you prefer

radio, get involved with the group

organizing a radio play. Then,

join in our planned major
production musicals more your

line? Well, it can be our line too,

and at our meeting on Tuesday

night 30th October at 7.00 in the

Green Room (Drama Dept.) the

programme for the year and

especially the first production,

will be discussed by old and new
members. So bring your pet

project and give it an airing.

Remember the Guild exists

for you and because of you;

without you it cannot survive.

Every year, hundreds of people

drift around campus complaining

that they have no outlet for their

dramatic aspirations. It isn't true

- the Guild awaits you. So give it a

try, you might like it and if you

don't you will be free to return to

your arid mental meadows.
For further information

contact: Janet Snarr 542-7798;

Paul Gompertz 544-1758.

Critics Forum
A toucli of Class is at times a Peyton Place

by Sandra Bernstein

If you liked Avanti, chances

are you'll enjoy A Touch of

Class, the current feature at the

Odeon. It uses similar stock

situations and settings, yet it

derives^ much of its abundant

humour from the destruction of

those romantic conventions on

which the earlier film thrives.

This time, George Segal is

the lovable, boyish American
businessman. The cynical

Englishwoman who teaches

him about love is played by
Glenda Jackson, whose
presence asks the theatrical

question, "Why did so eminent

an actress take a role in such a

distinctly lower-brow
comedy?" "The answer, more
than likely, is that she was
looking for a contrast to the role

of Elizabeth R, before the

public could begin to regard her

as something enshrined in

Westminster Abbey. In any
case, she and Segal make a

good pair. Her walk, gestures,

timing, and expressions are

flawless, while her remarkable
face commands our attention

with the magnetism of a purring

Siamese cat.

Segal's performance is

professional. His walk is

terrific, his timing keeps pace
with Jackson's in their verbal

sparring, and he exudes enough
sex appeal to carry the film for

the simple minded. Segal is, in

short, well at ease in the role of

Blackburn - so much so, in fact.

that we feel the part confines

him. The script develops
character only within the rigid

bounds of stereotype and
convention, and while his lines

serve to neatly develop
motivation, we feel by the end of

the movie that we'd seen all we
needed to see of Blackburn to

understand him, within the first

twenty minutes of the film.

Segal could have handled a

more complex character .

In any case, the script for

what it is has been executed

admirably, with fine comic

performances by those in the

small parts as well: the

stereotyped fat American
tourist (Paul Sorino) and his

spouse Hildegard Neil playing

Blackburn's beautiful,
aristocratic and, need we say it,

-frigid wife (one wonders why
director Melvin Frank needed

to all but dress her in an "I'm

Frigid" t-shirt; Blackburn
evidently has some pretty

ignorant ideas about pleasing

women, yet Frank still felt

constrained to attribute her

response to a stereotyped
problem. I'll bet she actually

had a lover somewhere.) Derik,

Blackburn's male secretary;

and the lovely sibilant fellow at

Vicki's dress designing
establishment, are all

delightful.

There is, in this film, a

careful attention to detail of

setting and costumes, and the

photography, which is blessedly

free of pretentious gimmickry,
reveals a sensitive eye for

colour.

The plot, after a simply

hilarious first half, wherein the

lovers spend a not-so-idyllic

week in Malaga, begins to drag.

Granted, this is consistent with

the state of the dwindling

relationship, and necessary in

order to make the end plausible,

but it makes for poor theatre.

We get the impression that two

plays have been uneasily

soldered together: one a froth

comedy which lapses at times

into slapstick, the other a rather

predictable daytime TV drama.
This latter, a sort of Peyton

Place starring Mme. Benoit,

consists of many consecutive

scenes wherein Jackson cooks

Segal a fancy dinner, which

they are, unable to eat because

a( he fails to show up, or b) he

would rather hop in the sack

then leave, thereby demon-
strating his selfish use of her.

Exeunt, with curdling

Hollandaise.

I'd have to say however,

that Melvin Frank has done a,

pretty good job of producing

and directing A Touch of (Tlass,

and the cast makes sure that it

is good entertainment. Still, it is

a rather forgettable comedy,
and the actors deserve a better

script than Frank and co-writer

Jack Rose have provided. Next
time, Frank should leave the

writing to someone else.

A touch of Class is not a must

by Susanne Swaby
Although "A Touch of

Class" is a highly entertaining

film it is not "A Must". The first

half of the film consists of

verbal intercourse which
quickly leads to sexual in-

tercourse. The dialogue here is

witty and although blatantly

sexual it is elegant and
tastefully executed. The second

half of the film borders on slap

stick and humour is derived

from the complications of Steve

(George Segal) performing in

his dual role of husband and-

lover: we see him rushing off

between curtain calls at the

symphony for a "quickie" with

his mistress and returning just

in time to leave the theatre with

his wife. -

The plot of the film is very

simple. George Segal plays the

role of a young American
executive living in London, who
never is "unfaithful to his wife

in the same city". Glenda
Jackson is a recent divorcee

who wants some "unenvolved

sex". The two meet quite

coincidentally and after a taxi

ride, a tea and a lunch they

decide to wing their way to

sunny Malaga for a week of fun

and trollies. The first half of this

liaison is a complete disaster;

everything is against the couple

and not even sex is satisfactory

- at least it is not for Vickie, and
Steve, "a typical American
male" is shattered by the

discovery that his prowess did

not "move the earth". This

results in a tantrum and the

repartee here is excellent.

After much bantering, pent

up frustrations are released in a

slapstick fight scene which

culminates in bed. This act

restores Steve's ego to the

extent that they decide to

continue their liaison on home
ground. Accordingly they set up

a flat in Soho. At this point the

film breaks down. We are told

that Vickie and Steve "fall in

love". The film does not suc-

ceed in portraying this, or

rather it does not portray any

emotion extending beyond
passion. All the action is cen-

tered around the bedroom.
There are no tender scenes

between Vickie and Steve nor

are there moments which
suggest the growth of

something beyond the activities

of the bedroom. Their passion is

fleeting as is symbolized by the

setting of the alarm clock which

puts limits on their intercourse

and suggests the leak of time to

explore anything other than

their bodies. The audience is

inclined to become bored with

Steve constantly dashing in,

tearing off his clothes, heading

for the bedroom, dressing

hastely with the sound of the

alarm clock and rushing off to

meet commitments to his

family.

The acting in the film saves

it from degenerating and lends

some credibility to what is an

incongruous situation.
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10 women
2 men and

by Sandy Naiman
Mia Anderson's one woman

show, 10 Women 2 Men and a

Moose is by no means a spec-

tacular in the conventially

theatrical sense of the word. It is,

however one of the finest, most
sensitive and beautifully

executed pieces of theatre that

Kingstonians have seen in a long

time.

Like Hal Holbrook's Mark
Twain Tonight and more recently

Roy Dotrice's Brief Lives, it is

the performer that makes the

show, not the material. Mai

Anderson has the versatility and

the personality to bring to life

snippets from Canadian novels,

poetry and other pieces of

literary paraphernalia which in

themselves would not im-

mediately seem to be dramatic

fare.

Initially she comes on very

strong, with a poem, Stories of

Snow by P. K. Page. Her voice

evokes all the textures of her

subject without ever becoming
monotonous or chilling. She
continues throughout her
programme to bring to pieces

about Canada and mostly about

Canadian women a warm
compassionate understanding, a

touch of humour and always a

sense pathos. In some cases she

portrays women stereotypically,

as victims of motherhood, of

chauvinistic men, of social

conventions and yet beneath

these portrayals there is a sense

of rebellion, and an over-

whelming rush of strength.

Decidely the second act,

which used the framework of a

novel by Marian Engel and had
inserted pieces from three novels

by Margaret Laurence and Brian

Moore, was dramatically more
interesting than the first act,

which included numerous little

pieces by many other Canadian
writers. Partially because the

continuity was much stronger

and the story showed a woman's
character from .several different

angles this act displayed Ms.
Anderson's sensitivity and
director Waiter Massey's ex-

'•elient staging and artistic

design

.

"Inside every young woman
there is an old woman struggling

lo get out," Ms. Anderson said, at

one fx^int during the first act. The
w;cond hc.l brought this epithet to

life, for we see Min, of "The
Honeymoon Festival" during her

fourth pregnancy, in fantasies

from "I am Mary iJunn', "The
Firedwellers" and the "Stone

Angel", showing the progression

a woman makes frorn youthful

niaevete to maturity, frorn

fruKtration to the f:almness that

comes with the realization that

df;ath Ik inirninent, frorn anger to

Ihef^uiet aereptanf.e of a life that

might otherwise, in another age,

have been very diff<;rent.

The m-.com] act, standH on ilH

own, a« a one act piece, albeit a

collage from wrveral different

authorn, whereas the first act

was more broken, U>(h by Mk.

Anderson's own conversations

with the audience and by a

variance in the type of material

she uses. There are the easy
pieces, one liners filled with

whimsy and wit, longer poems
and little monologues which show
the ways that Canadians perceive

different manifestations of their

Canadianism, their physical
environment, the little

idiosyncrasies of their lives.

There are a few which are

memorable. Wombs, by
Gwendolyn MacEwen, Dolphin

Walk, a sort of sing song dance
piece by Phyllis GoUieb, and
Buckingham Palace by Elizabeth

Snowden. All are simple, un-

derstated little pieces about
simple and recognizable ex-

periences we often think about.

Many of the selections have the

sound and he nonsense quality of

some of Gertrude Stein's poems,
many the earmarks of Canadian
existence, particularly the final

piece of the first act entitled "Till

Death Us Do Part", a short story

by Ethel Wilson. It is not just the

Canadian landscape which
makes many of Ms. Anderson's
selections implicitly Canadian.
There is a distinct tonality, a

quietness about the material

which feels comfortable, at least

with me. And the beauty of this

show is that regardless of

whether or not you are familiar

with the writers she uses, she is

so comfortable with the material

and so at home on a skeletal

stage, that the material becomes
just as dynamic as her per-

formance of it, even though, in

retrospect, one knows that her

talent is what makes the show so

quietly moving.

It is hard to judge what is

more important in such a show,

when ultimately the performance
lies with only one person. Surely

much of what made Ms. An-

derson so spectacular on stage

was the material, which was the

impetus of her performance. But
there is a circularity to this in

that Ms. Anderson made the

material as interesting as it

appeared.

Nevertheless, 10 Women 2

Men and a Moose, the latter in-

cidently was on tape and Ms.

Anderson exclaimed after the

sfiquence, "You wouldn't expect

me to do that, would youV" was a

most worthwhile experience. Not

just as a piece of theatrical en-

tertainment either.

Firstly, there are very few

actors or actresses who can
command an audience single

handedly as well as Mia An-

'lerson.

Secondly, there ar<; v<;ry few

opportunities to get a tast(r of so

many differ<Tit (,'anadian writers

and in so engaging a way,

And firiJilly, Walter Massey's

direction and Catficrine I'arish's

design combined with Ms. An
derson's superb performance
make 10 Women etc, a beautifully

polished and intriguing

prcKluclion.

P.S.
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NEW FUN CLUB T-SHIRTS will be

on sale at the RANT - $3.00 Cheap.

MAKESACOtD
EASIERTO LIVE WITH

CONTACC
( 1

10 "'"^
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12
OUR RELIEF

Each capsule gives 12 hours of relief from the symptoms of a cold.

MEDICAL

VARIETY NIGHT

GREAT

EXPECTORATIONS
THURSDAY & FRIDAY

NOV. 8 & 9

8:00 P.M.

GRANT HALL

TICKETS: $2.00 STUDENTS - $1.50

AVAILABLE IN:

JOHN ORR ROOM
10:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M.

Af/ ore \Nekomel
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York bombs soccer Gaels 9 - 1
by Alfred Kormann

Up to last week the Queen's
soccer team had a record of 6

wins - 2 ties without one single

loss. The first defeat, however,
was one hell of a beating when the

Gaels were downed 9-1 by York
on Saturday afternoon.

It didn't look bad at all for the

first 20 minutes or so, both teams
tried to figure out weak spots in

the opposing ranks. Early on
Peter Dickie had to save into

corner but immediately af-

terwards things looked critical in

front of the York net. Then the

Yeomen got ahead 1-0 on a cross

pass that sailed over the whole
Gael defense to an unmarked
York forward. Shortly thereafter

the referee sent off a Queen's
player who vented his

frustrations over uncalled fouls

by kicking an opponent.

Despite this reduction in

manpower Queen's was still very
much in the game but the

Yeomen knew how to use their

advantage to penetrate the Gael
defense. Several times keeper
Dickie was the last man to stop

the York attackers, and it was not

his fault when a Yeoman out-

witted the Queen's defense to

head in the 2-0. Shortly before

half-time a mix-up on behalf of

the Gaels led to the third goal for

the Yeomen.
The second half started with

a nasty shock for the Gaels. Chris

Clark got hurt in front of the

Queen's net, the referee refused

to interrupt play and York
reacted quickly to make it 4-O.To

add insult to injury (literally) the

victim was banned from further

play after attempting to shake

some much needed sense into the
man with the whistle. With two
more players on the field it was
hardly surprising that the
Yeomen gained control of the

game. Almost complete control:

after falling behind 5-0 the Gaels
were finally able to get on the
score board as well when Davy
Robertson found the target. But
then the Queen's defense kind of

crumbled and within five minutes
York's lead increased to 8-1. The
humiliated Gaels fought

desperately but they could not

prevent the Yeomen from scoring

still another time later on.

In the meantime the short-

handed Queen's attack was far

from brilliant and about the same
could be said about the of-

ficiating. Around the half hour
mark the infuriated Queen's
captain blew his top and went
viciously after a provoking York
player. I can understand the

fellow's frustration about the

game's outcome but that is not

sufficient reason for street gang
behaviour on a soccer field. Play
resumed eventually after this

uncivilized interlude and
somehow the Gaels managed to

avoid a 2-digit loss during the last

part of the game. The fact that a

Yeoman got sent off shortly

before the end made little dif-

ference one way or other, the

score remained 9-1 in York's

favour.

The Yeomen continued their

success streak by defeating RMC
on Sunday. This leaves York in

first place with 7 wins-1 tie-0 loss-

15 points while the Gaels are

second with a 6-2-1-14 points

record. That means Queen's has

only ;i mathematical chance left

to capture the OUAA East title.

Despite this slim hope the Gaels

will try Id liiiisli their regular

season with a good game against

Carloton in Ottawa next Satur-

day Mirac
often but \v

los don t h

ho knows','

bouiiis

sippon too

Rugby

T.O. Loss leaves Gaels tied for second
It was a beautiful Toronto

afternoon - dull and cloudy. Hart
House field on the U of T campus,
within its somewhat diminished^

borders, eagerly awaited the

confident throbbing of fifteen

pairs of cleated Queen's feet. -

but no such luck. Queen's was
there, but confidence seemed to

be the absent variable Saturday

as the Queen's Rugby Ists

dropped a disappointing 17-3

decision to the U of T Varsity

Blues.

Team co-ordination was as

elusive as the mist-shrouded goal

line. The fearless pack were as

tame as a summer breeze; the

lightning-quick backs a little

short on lightning. These factors.

coupled with many minor in-

juries thrust the Gaels into their

second loss of the entire season.

It was not Queen's finest hour.

As it now stands. Queen's is

tied with Toronto for second
place, behind the destructive

Yoi'k llniversity team. Saturday
will see Queen's engage York
I'liiversitv in Toronto for the final

game of the season.

Last Wednesday evening saw
Queen s in excellent form as they

downed H.M.C. M-d in one of the

most convincing wins displayed

by the club this year. Trys were
produced by Terry (Jraham,
Dave Walters. Chris Cooke and
Dave Bouker. Ron F^asteal added
eleven points to the total in

scoring a penalty kick and
converting four trys.

As the season draws to a

close, it is heartening to know
that Queen's has had its share of

victories. A win this weekend
against York may give Queen's a

chance at the semi-finals. It

depends on who beats who and by
how much.

ritchie

B-Ball Gals crush

Smith Falls 74-26
Last Saturday, the Senior Gals Basketball team hosted the

Smiths Falls High School Senior team in an exhibition game.
The Gals, playing without veterans Laney Marshall and Karen
Carsen, who were away with the Field Hockey team, Jean
Crichton, who is recovering from an ankle operation, and Penny
Wedd, managed to completely overpower the Smiths Falls girls,

winning 74-26. Queen's man-to-man defense virtually killed

Smiths Fall's hopes of setting up an effective offense, and.
Queen's fast breaks dominated the game. Veteran centre Pat
Patterson led the Gals in scoring, popping in seven field goals

and two foul shots for 16 points. She was followed by Jackie
Gallipeau, Kathy Kelly and Pat Zuigley with 15, 14 and 11 points

respectively. Rookies Marg Bartlett, Mary Ann Drinkwater,
Eva Stewart and Linda McCormick also played well, both of-

fensively and defensively. The girls played a fine game but it

should be remembered that this was a high school team, and
that there will surely be stiffer competition in the future as
league games begin.
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Queen's third

in fencing

Invitational
by Erika Adelmann

The first tournament of the intercollegiate fencing season, held

last Saturday in the Ross gym of the Physical Education Centre,

served as a good introduction to up-coming competition. Eight teams

participated, two from Toronto, two from Queen's, and single teams

from Ottawa, McGill, McMaster and Western. Toronto's coach Ken
Woods divided his fencers into one strong and one weaker team.

Queen's coach Bob Lowe from RMC combined his advanced and

novice fencers into two equal teams so as to give each girl more op-

portunity of gaining competitive experience^ in the double-elimination

tournament. Team I consisted of Ann Bayer, Rosemary Knight, Sue

Seto and Ann Cousineau, Team II of Judy Krupanszky, Erika

Adelmann, Debby Christian and Mary Rowan,
After approximately eight hours of competition which varied

widely in calibre, the meet ended in a closely-fought final round bet-

ween Toronto I and McMaster, The Toronto team had reached the

final without defeat. McMaster had come in through the back door,

having suffered one loss to the same Toronto team in a previous round

but having managed to defeat the Queen's I team in the semi-final

round by a narrow margin. In the final results Toronto I emerged as

winner, with McMaster in second place and Queen's I third.

The Queen's coach was pleased by the performance of all his

fencers, especially those of Ann Bayer and Judy Krupanszky who
were the top scorers of their respective teams. The OWIAA fencing

leam, to be composed of the top competitiors from both Queen's teams
which competed Saturday, has the makings of a winner.

The next fencing invitational is scheduled for November 10 at the

I niversity of Western Ontario, Part I of the women's intercollegiate

fencing championships will be held at Queen's on November 24, The
(,)ueen"s team can be expected to make a strong showing in both

meets.

Hockey Gals split
by Sue Moffatt

All you loyal sports fans,

today we have some good news
and some bad news.

The results of this weekend's

OUAA Part I Championship
playoffs bring their share of good

and bad news. Neither team is

entirely responsible for one kind,

although overall lady luck

seemed to shine more frequently

upon the Intermediates' efforts.

They enter the second part of

their double-round-robin tour-

nament in second place, one point

behind U. of T. The seniors have

only an outside chance at the top

spot after their twin defeats by

.Mac. and U, of T
, but the

fwssibility is still there. This

Friday and Saturday at Guelph is

'he final show down, and so far

ihcre is no "guaranteed" winner

'or either division.

The Intermediates' good
news ^>^^gan with their r>-] scoring

deluge of Ottawa Friday noon.

Ottawa opened the scoring, but

after that our Gals so thoroughly

controlled the play offensively,

that our goalie saw little or no

action. Dorothy Cosgrove, Judi

Spence and I^yn Atwo'Kl scored

two goals each, thanks to some
fine footwork and intfrlligent

passing on ttie pari of the forward

.'ind half back lines.

'f'he fly in the weekend oint-

rnerrl rrarrie in the wcond game
against I/aurentian, v/hich found

Ihe girls down 2 1 at the end of the

game "Game" is perhaps a

misnomer for such a display of

h'Krkey y.iUk work, Ujdy contact,

;ind fXior reffing The fials'

disappointment at losing to such

a scrubby team was compounded
by their frustration at the in-

numerable scoring opportunities

which they themselves let by, and
the comparative flukiness (not

without a trace of the illegal) of

the Laurentian goals. Judi

Spence's expression of disbelief

on watching her penalty shot roll

milimeters past the corner goal

post aptly captured the team's

feeling for the whole game.
Except for Dorothy Cosgrove's

tying goal in the first half, the

forwards just couldn't find the

mark.
The best cure for losing a

game barely is to win th next

game decisively, or so the Gals

assumed, for two hours later they

proceeded to down the hosting

team, McMaster, 1-0 on a goal by
Lyn Atwood.

The third game of the day
pitied our Gals against the arch-

rival, U. of T., and it was again

Lyn At wood who scored the tying

goal late in the second half to

dose the game 11. An ex-

ceptionally determined U. of T.

forward line pr<!ssured our Gals'

defence for the entire last 5

minutes of play without success.

Needl(!Ks to say, everyone is

anticipating the re-mat('h next

weekend with an attitufle tx)r

dr.-ring on the ferocious

The Seniors lost their first

game agains Mac in the second
tialf of the game after a scoreless

firsl half.

The Gals Sfxjltr-d McMaster a

two goal lead, rallied to ti(!, hut

ultimately Umt 5-2. 'I'h*- tying

goals, by Les Ferrari ancTLaney
Marshall came within minutes of

each other, and the forward line

seemed ready to take the game
away. But then the bogeyman
which had haunted the past

week's practices, breakdowns in

the "defensive system" struck

with all its demoralizing con-

fusion. Three times Mac broke

down field, three times mistakes

were made, three goals were
scored, and it was all over. Back
to the drawing board that night -

to learn the system and make it

work.

Next morning's game
against T.O. was well-played,

despite the inauspicious 5-1 score.

It's rare for a team to make good

on more than one quarter of their

fast breaks, but this was TO's

lucky day. The fact that the game
was played almost entirely in

midfield reflected the strength of

both teams' defences, but except

for Laney Marshall's single, our

Gals just couldn't put it in.

The final game against York

was one of the best, fastest games
our team has ever played. Les

P'errari's opening goal was
equalled soon by York's winning

a penalty bully to make the score

1-1 as it stayed for 45 hard fought

minutes, Eleven players giving

their best, making the system

work, produced a great game.

Th(! Intermediates play

everyone once more next

weckf'nd while the Seniors take;

on the remaining 4 teams. The

"pig teams" are ready!

Phillips

Waterpolo Undefeated
On Saturday the Queen's Waterpolo gaels were at the

University of Ottawa, for the OUAA second round robin.

With two doubtful starters, Mike Fox (swollen eye from
practice scrimmage) and Chris Whately (bronchial cold), the

services of John Earle were recruited. Needless to say at game
time both players were ready to go.

Queen's played the first game against RMC at 11.00. It was a

hard fought contest, and at the end of the 4th quarter, the Golden

Gaels emerged victorious, with a score of 9 to 6. This was an
especially sweet victory for the players since RMC is the first

round robin at Hart House had downed the Gaels 9-8. Of note

were the goals scored by Peter Lapp (4) and Jim McFadyen (3).

Queen's second game against York was a frustrating one.

Dave Kay displayed fine ability under this game's
pressures, taking over the goal tending duties from John Earle.

Mike Fox was the leading scorer with 3 goals. Of note was the

goal by Bryan Warren, a unique event for him. Final score:

Queen's - 6; York - 4,

The Golden Gaels last game was against the superb op-

position of the Ottawa team. Queen's lead the scoring in the

game, until the fourth quarter, when Ottawa had one goal in

hand - a score of 9-8 with 2 minutes to play. The Gaels rallied in

determination and Peter Lapp fired the final telling goal. Mike
Fox in the latter part of the game fouled out and Bryan Warren
amply filled his duties as a forward.

John Earle played his final tournament this weekend as a

(Jael. All those connected with Queen's waterpolo will

remember him for his fine ability, sportsmanship and the team
spirit which he fostered in the years he played as a waterpolo

(iael.
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Defence, big plays spark Homecoming win
by Jim LeMesurier

It was homecoming at

Queen's, but more importantly

for the football Golden Gaels it

was an opportunity for redemp-
tion in the eyes of their

disillusioned fans. In complete

contrast to their previous game
the team came out hitting and
playing heads-up football, on

route to a decisive 34-14 victory

over the McMaster Marauders.

Queen's led all the way on the

scoreboard and topped their

weaker, but nonetheless com-
petent, McMaster opponents in

all team and individual statistics.

The game opened with the

Marauder's taking Win-
termeyer's kick-off at their 23.

The offense, led by quarterback

Dave Lawson made two first

downs while running at the Gaels,

before being forced to punt.

Starting from their own seven,

the Gaels' offense saw a

procedure penalty and a tackle

behind scrimmage drive them to

their own goal line. But on a big

for Lang in the end zone. In a

classic man-on-man struggle the

Gael back and Marauder
defender leapt high for the

pigskin and the glory it rewar-

ded, but it was number 30 who
came down with the ball, and
Queen's had a 10-0 lead.

McMaster came right back
with some of their own firepower

as they moved from their 22 past

midfield, but this drive soon

faded and Bauz got the call to

send Queen's deep in their end
once again. Blacker failed on

first down to get the ball beyond
scrimmage at the eight and then

Taylor took to the air. The
Marauders were waiting for this

and with everyone dropping back
the quarterback had to navigate

heavily crowded airways. His

pass found its mark, but it was in

the hands of safety Todd Allison,

who took the interception at the

thirty and followed his blocking

into the end zone. Bauz's convert

made it a 10-7 ball game early in

the second quarter.

Sc' 33 frolics on the field.

second and 17 situation, Tom
Taylor dropped back into his end
zone and found Barry St. George
for a 24 yard gain. It looked like

the start of a great march but

three plays and a Chris Harber
shanked punt later, Mac was
threatening from the Gaels 36. It

was now time for the defense,

who were not responsible for

either of the Marauder majors, to

come up with the big play. After

containing the first two downs the

Gaels punt rush led by Peter

McNabb et al. stormed from both

sides to block Ken Bauz's kick.

Thanks to an Argo bounce an
alert Al Stretton was able to pick

up the ball and lug it to the Mc-
Master 29. Stu Lang then took it

to the 18 for a first down and
Gerry Blacker carried for 5 more
before a broken second down play

forced John Wintermeyer to boot

his sixteenth field goal of the

season. This one, at the nine

minute mark, was from 27 yards.

McMaster could do little and
after moving the yard sticks just

once, had to punt.

Lang fielded the ball at his 50

and quickly got to the outside

behind his wall of blockers before

being pushed out of bounds at the

Marauder 17. From here, Taylor
made no mistake as he went long

The Mac kick-off was
returned to the 20, where the

Gaels' two foremost offensive

threats went to work. Dave
Hadden started it, as he routinely

laid aside a half-dozen defenders

on his way to a 72 yard romp and,

after the rest of the offense

stalled,, Wintermeyer finished it

with his standard three points

from inside the 30. By this time

the Marauder, offense was
establishing a very consistent

pattern. They found it easy to

make one or two first downs,

mostly on Ross Tripp's power
running and their draw play

which was effective in catching

the full inside linebacker blitz

which the Gaels were running all

afternoon, but beyond that they

had nothing. As for passing,

Lawson was heaving lame ducks

and his receivers could find few

crevices in a tight defensive

backfield.

As the half was drawing to a

close the teams became involved

in a dull punter's duel. Once
again, however, the Tricolor

defense provided a spark as

tackle Dave Devonshire blocked

a Marauder punt and linebacker

John Tovee dove on the ball in the

Mac end zone for the TD and a 20-

7 half time lead.

The third quarter carried on

where the second left off. Neither

team could retain possession long

enough to score and although

Queen's seemed to have an edge
in the see-saw battle this was
wiped out by Andy Roy's spec-

tacular 95 yard romp for a touch-

down off a Queen's punt. Bauz's

convert at 9:16 left Mac just 6

points back, and still very much
in contention.

If Roy had lighted the

Marauder fire, the Gaels offense

soon had it doused with their first

sustained drive to the end zone.

Lang got things going as

he took Bauz's kickoff to the

outside again and made 35 yards

to the 51. Taylor then sent him
through the middle for 4 yards to

midfield and on second down
found the "Beast" for a screen

pass and a 23 yard advance. Now
it was Blacker's turn and after

making short yardage Taylor

went to the air as Lang went
unnoticed into the Mac secondary

and took the toss to the 20. After

no gain, on first down, Taylor

dropped back again. This time St.

George made the reception and
some fancy running enabled him
to take the well-thrown strike in

for the major. Wintermeyer
collected his ninth point on the

convert as Queen's were back in

full control with a 27-14 margin.

The quarter ended with the

Marauders in real trouble. The
running game had been shut off

since the start of the half and
their passing attack was just as

weak. With no offense they could

not continue to rely on Gael

miscues for points and by the

fourth period were simply no

longer a serious threat.

At this point, John Harrison

came in to direct the fledgeling

Marauder attack but after- ef-

fectively moving his team down
field, he tried to go long into the

end zone where Alex Morris

picked up another interception.

After exchanging punts, Queen's

made their second touchdown

drive a quick one. Calling the

signals from his own 30, Taylor

found his favourite receiver, St.

George, open deep for a 40 yarder

on a play Which was gone had the

ball not been under thrown. He
then hit the ailing Greg Anderson
for 6 yards on a sideliner, before

- newDury

Dave 'the Beast' Hadden runs out of yet another tackle

Saturday, on his way to 147 yards on just 11 carries

firing deep (the ball covered

about 50 yards in the air) to St.

George for a 34 yard counter. The
talented flanker had three

receptions for 84 yards and two

touchdowns as he had to make
this final one over his shoulder

between two defenders. Win-
termeyer's convert at 7:51

rounded off the scoring at 34-14.

The only highlights of the

remaining seven minutes were
interceptions by Joe Pal and
Darrell Penner, who was playing

with a broken hand, and the in-

credible punt return by Andy Roy
in which the Marauder was well

on his way to his second touch-

down before hobbling the ball and
having to run out of bounds to

hold on to it.

The offense had played well

in putting three majors on the

boards but more impressive was
the effort of the defense, which
had been so porous against U. of

T. Individually, Dave Hadden
churned up a credible 147 yards

on just 11 carries and Stu Lang
made 100 yards on 6 punt returns,

while Taylor was good on 10 of 18

aerial attempts. On defense
everyone played well. Waddell

and Tovee were strong down the

middle, as were the backs and
corners, and so was the line who
came up with two sackings and of

course those blocked punts.

The Golden Gaels proved to

themselves that football can be

played for pride and with York
University their final opponent,

they should be looking for a

convincing defeat next Sunday of

the hapless Yeomen.

.while veteran flanker Barry St. George gathers in the first of his two TD passes.
bourns
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Canada:

Arabs may cut us off too
OTTAWA - Saudi Arabia has stopped at least one

shipload of oil destined for Canada and the

Canadian government does not know why.

Few details are available but apparently an oil

tanker bearing crude oil for Petrofina Canada Ltd.

was prevented from leaving Saudi Arabia. The

tanker was headed for Portland, Maine, where the

oil would have been put into a pipeline to Montreal.

External Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp suggested

that the ship might have been stopped because it

was destined for the States even though the oil was

eventually going to Canada. The Arab oil countries

have stopped shipping oil to the U.S. because of its

support of Israel in the current Middle East war.

CARACUS - Eastern Canadian consumers will be
hit with another increase in fuel oil costs as

Benezuela has announced a .% per cent increase in

the value it puts on crude oil for figuring taxes. The
cost increase is certain to be passed on to con-

sumers as importers have been passing along all

cost increases.

Friday's action increased the taxable value of

each barrel of oil to $7.24 from the previous value of

about $4.65. Since it is not known what the new tax

rate will be it is not known just how much of a cost

increase the consumers must face.

The taxable value of oil is a figure used by the

oil exporting countries to calculate the tax paid by
the oil companies. It is different from the actual

sale price of the oil. The taxable value is usually 40

per cent or so greater than the current market
value.

OTTAWA - The Commons has approved continued

limitations on capital punishment but this time by a

narrower margin than last time. The House voted
119-106 to pass the Government bill restricting

capital punishment to murderers of police and
prison guards slain while on duty. 38 MPs were
absent.

The bill was opposed by abolitionists, who want
to abolish capital punishment altogether, and
retentionists, who want the bill to be harder and
include such crimes as murder of the victims of

kidnappings or rape.

As was the case in past vote*, most Liberals
voted for the bill while most Ojnservatives voted
against it. All but one New Democrat supp<jrted Iho

bill. Social Credit was solidly against it.

Conservative Leader Stanfield supported the
bill and voted against the majfjrity of his own party.

NAPANEE - Provincial police recently picked up a

Kitchener man for driving a stolen car. He was
enroute to Ottawa to appear in court on charges of

car theft.

According to the man's lawyer he had stolen the

car because he was hard-pressed for time, and
might not have made it to Ottawa in time for his

court appearance,

TORONTO - The Ontario Ministry of the En-
vironment has ordered Canada Metal Co. Ltd. to

close a lead smelting plant here after three people,

who live near the plant, were admitted to hospital

for possible lead poisoning.

The three were hospitalized after test results

from a Massachusetts laboratory revealed high
lead content in their blood. One of the three, a 40-

year-old man who works in a battery factory and
could have picked up the lead there as well, had a

lead level of 200 micrograms per 100 millilitres of

blood. A level of 30 micrograms is the upper limit

expected in Toronto while 80 is the level at which
doctors would expect to see symptoms of poisoning.

The plant has been under surveillance since

1971 and the company has been discussing pollution

control measures with the Ministry since Sept. 1972.

World:

Israelis give blood to Egyptians
TEL AVIV - Israel Friday delivered 200 portions of

blood plasma and 200 containers of blood to

Egyptian front lines on the east bank of the Suez

Canal in compliance with an urgent request from
Cairo.

The handover took place at the same time as

parts of the Egyptian 3rd Army were trying to

break out of their lines to the west bank of the canal,

according to Israeli sources. In spite of this the

handover went smoothly.

"There are by now a couple of hundred
Egyptians walking around with Israeli blood" Col.

Garni, the Israeli military spokesman, said.

.MIDDLE EAST - A UN peacekeeping force, con-

taining Russian and American contingents, is being

assembled to oversee the Middle East ceasefire.

.Secretary-G(;neral Kurt Waldheim has proposed an

initial force of 7,fXK) men at a cost of $.30-million for

the first six months.

An advance party of about 900 Austrian, Finnish

and Swedish troops will be drawn from the UN
forces on Cyprus under the command of Maj-Gen.
Ensio .Siilasvuo of Finland.

The chief of the Soviet Communist Party,

lyeonid Hre/.hnev, announced Friday that the Soviet

Union had already dispatched Russian represen-

tativ(« to the Middle East and r;xpressed the hope
that the U S. would do likewise, Mr, Brezhnev said

that the S^iviet mission was in res[>onse to a request

from Egypt, The U,S, has agreed reluctantly to go
along with theSfjviet Union if the UN requests it but

made it clear that they woiild rather not get in-

volved in thr; UN operation,

In the war zones lh(; ceasefin; was generally in

effect except for the southern end of the Suez Canal,

There the Israelis have trappf;d the Egyptian 3rd

Army and are successfully resisting its attempts to

fight its way out of the encirclemf;nt,

A battle raged for thn;e hours Friday as the 3rd

army tried to erect a bridg«; across the canal and
fight their way to freedimi. According to Israeli

wiurces the [«jsition of the 20,fXX) man army is

desperate, with the Egyptians running out of food

and water and surrendering to the Israelis

WASHINGTON The United .States put various air

force, army and navy units on prir«'autionary ahirt

early ThurwJay rri'jrning in reHjxjnKe to suspicious

KuKsian troop movements and statements aU<ul the

.Middle K-i'it war.

The crisis disolved a few hours later when the

Soviets voted for the U.N. resolution setting up a

peacekeeping force and specifically excluding

troops from any of the big powers.

A precautionary alert is well short of going on a

war footing and mainly consists of calling personnel

in from leave. The units alerted included parts of

the U.S. nuclear striking force. The Strategic Air

Command and the Army's 82nd Airborne Division.

The 82nd has a prime mission to be sent to crisis

points in case of emergencies.

The crisis developed over Soviet statements

that it was prepared to unilaterally send troops to

the Middle East to supervise the ceasefire if the

United States would not agree to a joint

peacekeeping force.

According to Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger it was "the ambiguity of some of the

actions and communications and certain readiness

measures that were observed" that caused the alert

to be issued.

Among the readiness measures observed was
an alert order to about 40,000 Soviet airborne troops

that in the past week have been moved to potential

staging areas in the southern part of the Soviet

Union.

WASHINGTON - President Nixon has announced
that his administration will appoint a new special

Watergate prosecutor but the Democrats say this is

not enough. They want a man selected whom Nixon

cannot fire.

Speaking at a news conference Friday night,

Nixon said that the new man to replace Archibald

Cox, fir^ by Nixon a week ago, will be selected

from a list of names submitted by the new Attorney-

General Robert Bork.

Cox's replacement will have independence and
full co-operation from the administration, Nixon

said, but he quickly hedged by saying he will insist

on maintaining control of presidential documents.

Nixon and his advisers are said to have felt Cox

was setting up a "fourth branch of government"
alongside the executive. Congress and the courts.

They insisted that the Watergate investigation

come under the justice department.

With his announcement Friday night, the

president conceded another move to his opponents

who have forced him to retreat from almost every

position since the Watergate scandal erupted last

winter.
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Legal Aid protests cutback

-merrithew

##
knuckling down

The girls of the Nursing Science Faculty knuckled down to raise

money for The United Way last Thursday. The action took place in the

Poison Room, and for 25c a professional backrub was offered. At the

end of the day, they turned $40.25 (that's 160.2 backrubs) over to the

fund.

The Legal Aid Society
executive has strongly protested

an AMS decision to give it sup-

port only if the Law Students'

Society (LSS) agrees to match
AMS contributions dollar for

dlooar.

Legal Aid spokesman Larry
Pick told the Journal that this

special treatment of law students

was not justified. He argued that

Legal Aid provides a service to

the campus as a whole, and
therefore should be funded by all

students. Pick pointed out that

Legal Aid does not help law
students - they are expected to

solve their own legal problems,

so they should not be required to

finance it.

Pick was also concerned by
the stipulation that LSS must
match AMS aid dollar for dollar,

stating that the 400 law students

do not have the same resources

as the 9000-member AMS and
cannot be expected to make
substantial contributions of funds

to Legal Aid.

Alternative route combines

Artsci/Education programs
by Sarah Yarnell

Trent and Queen's have begun a co-operative

programme in teacher education this fall.

According to Vernon Ready, Dean of

Education, the plan provides "an alternate route to

a teaching certificate" in combining the Arts and
Science and Education programmes.

Sixty Trent students will follow regular first

year Arts and Science programmes at Trent this

year and will attend Oreintation to teaching

seminars given by Queen's professors. The students

will also spend several days of observation in

Peterborough schools. The emphasis is on "prac-

tical experience" throughout the course, Ready
stated.

The co-operative programme follows the
closing of the teachers' college at Peterborough this

year. Ready explained that Trent had considered
a similar arrangement with this college, and when
it closed, it looked to Queen's.

Years two, three, and four of the course are still

only a "BASICALLY SOUND CONCEPT", stressed

Ready. A joint planning and steering committee is

starting now to figure out the details.

Trent and Queen's will jointly determine the

number of students to be involved in the

programme. The structural desiga will have to be
ratified by both sides.

It is planned that year two will involve an
educational psychology course and labratory work,
along with regular arts and science courses.

Students will serv^ as teacher assistants on a

limited basis.

In the third year, students will do five half

Courses in Arts and Science at Trent, during the

winter term. They will study education courses and
practice at Queen's during the fall term.

The fourth year follows the same set-up except

that the fall term is spent at Trent, and the winter

term in residence at Queen's.

Students will be awarded their Arts and Science

degrees by Trent, and their Bachelor of Eucation by
Queen's.

After five years, negotiation will determine if

the programme should continue. Both universities

are committed to its completion in the case of

students already on stream, even if the plan is

deemed unsuccessful.

Ready asured that problems arising out of this

programme were easily surmountable. The
distance between Queen's and Trent is ap-

proximately 110 miles, too far for most professors to

travel more than once weekly.

In the future, however, more closely integrated

courses and staff are desired. Trent professors

would be able to conduct the classes in education.

Queen's will continue its one year post-graduate

programme in Education, noted Ready, as "There

will always be students weeking a teachers' cer-

tificate after their B.A. or B. Sc."

Queen's is a founding member of Trent, as are

the University of Toronto and the University of

Western Ontario.

"It is unfortunate that we
suffer when the AMS is having

financial problems", he said.

Pick explained that Legal

Aid tries to operate as a lawyer's

office does, with comprehenisive

files and resource materials. This

can only be done by a competent
administrative staff, and adv-

ministration costs money. Most
expenses are incurred during the

summer, he stated, when several

law students are hired to work
full time for Legal Aid.

The cutback in AMS funding

does not mean that the service

will cease to function. Pick ad-

mitted. He claimed that law

students will do their best to

continue, although many are

asking why they should pend so

much time helping other students

if the AMS will not provide funds.

The financial cutbacks mean that

Legal Aid will be able to expand
to serve the really poor areas of

Kingston.

Pick complained that many
other universities, including the

niversities of Toronto and Ot-

tawa, give more money to their

Legal Aid operations than the

AMS provides.

Legal Aid is currently at-

tempting to solicit funds from

sources other than the AMS. Pick
stated that negotiations are being

conducted with the Ontario
government in an effort to

arrange permanent financing.

3000
buttons

sold
Last week's sale of Forever

Green Buttons was a complete
success, says the Queen's
Forever Green committee. Over
3000 buttons were sold to students

and alumni at homecoming,
making a profit of about $1200.

The money will be used to

buy evergreen trees for campus
landscaping. However, large
trees cost about $200 each, so the

committee expects to settle for

smaller trees instead.

At this time the committee
does not know where the trees

will be planted. The final decision

must be made by the university

campus planners, but the most
likely locations are around the

ArtsSocial-Sciences Complex and
along University Avenue.

Food services

New consultant hired
by Banuta Rubees

Queen's has hired another consultant to look into food

services at Queen's, despite the existence of an existing report

on food services.

The university administration decided not to use the

report written this summer by former Queen's student Ray
Stemp.

According to S.S. Lazier of the office of the Vice-Principal

(Administration), the Stemp report does not fulfill the

requirements of the university, primarily because Stemp
focussed too much on the services in the new Arts and Social

Sciences complex. Secondly, Laxier pointed out that Stemp
only criticized the present services, rather than offering a

constructive analysis of future operations.

The new consultant is to investigate not only the faults of

the present food services at Queen's, but will also present his

version of the best method for an integrated organization.

Ultimately, a food services system will be designed which
will best meet the needs of the whole community, Lazier said.

The consultant will not be able to suggest drastic changes

in existing food services operations, but there is considerable

scope for planning in the new complexes such as the

University Centre and the Arts and Social Sciences complex.

The results of the second food services report should be

made public before the end of the year.
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Arena Hours
The Arena will be open for recreational skating

during the following hours from now until the ice

is removed for exams in Dec.

Monday 4:30-5:20p.m. 8:30-9:20p.m.

Tuesday 4:30 -5 :20 p.m.

Wednesday 4:30-5:20p.m. 8:30 - 9:20p.m.

Thursday 4:30-5:20p.m.

Friday 4:30-5:20p.m. 10:30-ll:20p.m.

Saturday 4:30 -5 :20 p.m.

Sunday 4:30-5:20p.m. 8:30-9:20p.m.

Friday, Nov. 2
3:00 p.m. - As part of the Dept. of Political Studies

Visiting Speakers' Programme, Professor
Stanislaw Ehrlich, noted Polish Marxist In-

tellectual, will speak on "Marxist Perceptions of

Pluralism" in Rm. 517, Watson Hall.

^:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. - "The Eve of Lorien",

presented by the Science '74 Formal Committee,
with "Flack" in Lower Vic, and "Poor Richard"
in Leonard. Tickets $L00 in John Orr Room.

8:00 p.m. - CFRC's Living Classics program
presents Gilbert and Sullivan's "The Pirates of

Penzance".

Saturday, Nov. 3
2:00 p.m. - Study Action Group on Rape in Kingston

will meet at Kingston Women's Centre, 110 Queen
St. All Women invited.

6:30 - 10:30 p.m. - Queen's University Tercentenary
Committee is sponsoring a Tercentenary Skating
Party at Jock Harty, hosted by the Queen's School

of Physical and Health Education Students'

Association. Costumes are encouraged for

youngsters, young and old and judging will take
place during the first half of the party. 8:00-10:30
p.m. will be reserved for adult skating. All

welcome,
I0:TO p.m. - 3:fX) a.m. - Science Formal Committee
presents Lothlorien, in Grant Hall.

All day: Girls' Volleyball Invitational Tournament
in Bartlett and Ross Gyms, with 9 teams of the

Ottawa Valley Volleyball Association.

Sunday, Nov. 4
1 :fXJ p.m. - Golden Gaels vs York Yeomen Football
on CFRC.

«:W p.m. - Paul Horn's Music of Life concert with
his Quintet, in Grant Hall, Tickets are $2.00 and
are available at: John Orr Rfjom, 10-4 p.m.;
McArthur College, 4-8 p.m.; House of Sounds; and
Vern N'apiers.

Monday, Nov. 5

I p rfi rariadiari Crossroads International in-

(ormalion mooting in the International fJentre

tower lounge, C,C,I, is a private voluntary
organization designed to promote int«;rcultural

understanding and co-operation, This is achirjved

through Hummer oversf-as programs lasting 3 10

months, in which voluntfrfirs are s(fnt to third

world countries, such as India, Harbados and
Ghana.

({:.W p.m. - The first concert irj the Utinniui', Hall

S<Ties will \n- II performance of the OiTord String

Quartet, including the following works:
Beethrtven Quartet fjpus 135, Oaphic II by Harry
Fre«fdrrian, liralims Quartet in d Minor, Opus I.

Tickets are $;', general and $2 studentf; from the

Agnes Ktherington P.ox Office,

H m p rri Third World Images: (.'onflkl and Un-

derdevelopment series presents speaker Mr. B.

Archer, and the film, "End of a Dialogue" (South

Africa), followed by seminars in Chown and Ban
Righ Halls.

Tuesday, Nov. 6
3:30 -5:30p.m. -Tuesdays and Thursdays. La Casa:

tertulia hispanica-ritrovo italiano, at 165

University Ave. Have a coffee and practice your
Spanish or Italian, with records and magazines
from Spain, Italy and Latin America.

7:00 p.m. - This week's Human Sexuality Course
lecture is Sexual Relationships,, including con-

flicts that arise between partners and sex and the

elderly. Speakers will be Carol White
(Psychiatric Nurse) and Dr. S. Ramasar
(Psychiatry). Held in Dunning Auditorium.

H:30p.m. - History Smoker at the Pub. Admission is

25c and beer 2 for $1.00.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Series

film in Ellis, showing Partie de Campagne (Jean
Renoir, 1936).

Camera Club Photo Display in the Poison Room,
Nov. 6-10.

Coming Soon
Nov 7 - at 7:30 p.m. a Biology 101 Seminar, featuring

Dr. A.J. Jagendorf from Cornell U. lecturing on
"Photosynthesis". Rm. 114 Earl.

Nov. 7 - Law for the Laymen series continues with

"Landlord and the Tenant". Rm. Ill Earl. 7:30

p.m.

•Vov. 7 - Canadian Opera Co. presenting Mozart's

Comic Opera "Cosi Fan Tutte". 8:00 p.m.
\'ov. 7 - panel discussion "Purpose of Life".

Watch For ...

Nov. 8 and 9 - Meds Variety Night "Great Ex-
pectorations".

Nov. 9 - George Swinton on Eskimo Art in Dupuis
Hall.

Nov. 13 - The violinist, Masuko Ushioda. Grant Hall

Series, Division of Concerts.

Nov. 13 to 17 - Suzie-Q Week.

Pubs
inn - Robert E.Lee and the Brigade

Townhouse - Par 3 -f One
Commodore - Honey West
Manor - Bradstreet

Frontenac - Olive Bayle and the Irish Tradition

Movies and Theatres
Odeon - "A Touch of Class" with George Segal and

(Jlenda Jackson

llyland - "England Made Me" with Peter Finch
Capitol - Grand Opening: Theatre One will be
showing "Jesus Christ Superstar" and Theatre

Two will feature; "The (Jospel Road"
(;rand Theatre - Friday "Up With People" at 8.00

p.m. Tickets $2 lor students; Saturday, "Mime
Over 5" at 8.(K) p.m. Tickets $3 (adults), $1.50

(students).

Domino Theatre - The next play is "Uncle Vanya",
by Chekhov, at 8,30 p m Nov, 8,9,10,15,16,17,22,23,

and 'M Tickets $3.(K)

Friday, Nov 2

Pool Hours
Regularly .Scheduh^d <'V(!nls in the Pool will be
canct^lled lor th«' Qu<?en's Invitational Swim Meet
on Nov 10, from IO:(K)a.m. -6:00p.m.

FINNEGAN'S
THE SINGING PUB"
NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

178-188 ONTARIO ST. 544-6881

Unitarian Fellowship
AN INQUIRING RELIGION

IV/TH NO FIXED CREED

'

... Good Men do nothing."

Mr. Lars Thompson
NDP Candidate, Federal Election

JOHN WATSON HALL

5TH FLOOR - 10:30 A.M.

(for information phone 389-1130 or 544-3037)

"Third World Images"
presents

"End of a Dialogue"

and

'Who is Vasco Mutwa'

Two Excellent and Controversial Films on
South Africa

Speaker: Hugh Nangle (Montreal Gazette)

8 P.M. MONDAY Nov. 5

Etherington Hall Auditorium

(discussion and donuts to follow)

QUEEN S DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA>
PRESENTS

THE
HOUSE

OF

BERNARDA ALBA
NOV. 7-10 AND NOV. 14-17 AT 8:30 P.M.

CONVOCATION HALL
STUDENTS $1 NON-STUDENTS $2 TEL: 547-6291

Graduation Portraits

YOU COULD COME TO US,

FLAIR PHOTOGRAPHIC

BUT YOU CAN'T BE BOTHERED.

GO AHEAD. SETTLE FOR

SOMETHING LESS....

For Appointment Drop in at - 94 Brock Street or Call

542-7733
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U of T

Grads unionize
TORONTO (CUP) - A month-long drive to

recruit the last two hundred graduate assistants

needed to certify the University of Toronto
Graduate Assistant Association (GAA) is un-

derway.

Michael O'Keefe, GAA chairman, said the

push is also aimed at those undergraduates who
do the same work as their graduate coun-
terparts.

To be certified as the collective bargaining
agent for the approximately 2000 assistants, 35

per cent or about 700 must be signed up. Since

September a quarter have signed.

Once certification is granted, a vote of over
half is required before bargaining with the

university can take place. With the organizing

drive still going on, the GAA has started putting

up a fight for graduate assistants.

Lawyer, Martin Levenson has taken the

GAA's claim for back vacation pay, required
under the Ontario law, to the provincial

government for a ruling, and O'Keefe is op-

timistic of a decision favorable to students.

O'Keefe says the GAA is now getting

recruiters in each department to sign up
graduate assistants, including teaching
assistants, markers, tutors, research assistants,

demonstrators and instructors.

The University of Windsor GAA, the only
certified association of its kind in Canada, has
won a uniform wage of $2400 per year, maximum
allowable by law, a grievance procedure, and a
voice in departmental hiring committees.

U of T assistants have an average wage of

less then $1000 per year and they do more than 40

per cent of the undergraduate teaching, ac-

cording to the GAA.

Agnes gets grant
The Agnes Etherington Art Centre recently

was awarded the second portion of a $420,000

federal grant for the proposed extension to the

centre. The second installment of $200,000

combined with a $250,000 supplement provided
by Queen's funds will make up a total expansion
budget of $670,000.

Although still in the planning stage, the

extension is expected to provide more exhibition

and storage space as well as accomodate the new
master program in art conservation.

The federal grant was part of a cultural

program set up by former Secretary of State

Pelletier and was awarded to art centres able to

demonstrate an ability to exhibit outstanding
programs.

Publication board
WINNIPEG (CUP) - The University of Winnipeg
student council may delegate its control of

student publications to an independent board.

Council president, Don Lidstone, a former
editor of the student newspaper said the creation

of an independent board would remove the threat

of student councUlors exercising control of the

student press for political reasons. Lidstone said

the board should consist of three elected

students, two members of student council, and
the former student newspaper editor.

The board would be less inclined than the

student council to limit the freedom of the press,

Lidstone said. The only power the councU would
retain under the proposed scheme is partial

financial control.

The council would have to approve or deny
the budget submitted by the publishing board,

but Lidstone said, this power would be limited so

that the council could not force the newspaper to

stop publishing.

Law admits

special

students
The Faculty of Law has registered 10 'special

category' students who would not have been ac-

cepted according to the regular assessment, which
is based primarily on an applicant's previous

academic record.

Prof. Gail Brent, chairman of the Admissions
Committee, admits that this 'special category'

project is experimental and that the criteria for

selecting candidates are still vague. However, in

recent years there had been a growing belief among
the faculty members that potentially fine lawyers
were being passed over because of irregularities in

academic records, age factors, absence from a

university enviomment for many years, or

educational disadvantages.

Some incentive to initiate a special admissions

program at Queen's came through the Law
Faculty's informal contact with the University of

Saskatchewan's Law School, which offers a sum-
mer pre-law program for native peoples, funded by
the Department of Justice. The success of a student

in this program is considered an indication of ability

to handle the level of work in Queen's Faculty of

Law.
Each of the special students registered was

considered "non-competitive" as far as regular

admissions standards were concerned. Although

their academic records were de-emphasized in

favor of aptitude, all of them have some university

background and everyone had to take the Law
School Admission Test administered internationally

by the Educational Testing Service. All the special

students' must take the regular courses, be graded
with their classmates and fulfill the same
requirements. Faculty advisors are available if

problems of adjustment arise.

"Queen's Faculty of Law has always been
flexible in dealing with mature students", says

Professor Brent, "and there has always been
initiative shown by applicants who didn't fit the

normal pattern." Her committee has revised its

admissions procedure so that applicants may
request a 'Supplementary Information Form' which
encourages them to volunteer confidential

references and an autobiographical essay pointing

out anything they feel would bolster their argument
for admission.

SVB optimistic
Although fewer people have come forward this

fall to work for the Student Volunteer Bureau than

in previous years, SVB spokesman Helen Barclay is

optimistic about the organization's future.

- Over 200 people are now doing volunteer work
through SVB, but additional workers are needed in

almost every area.

Barclay told the Journal that this year's

volunteers seem to be keener than those of the past.

Many go out of their way to find out if they are

needed by their agencies even if they are not con-

tacted. She suggested that this eagerness may be

partly due to the fact that many students have
previous volunteer experience, either with SVB last

year or through their high schools.

Barclay claimed that some volunteers did not

return to SVB this year because they did not enjoy

the work they did last year. Some former volunteers

also complained about a lack of communication
from their agencies.

These problems, she said, have been largely

corrected this year. SVB now does more follow-up

on volunteers, and a list of guidelines for volunteers

and agencies has been prepared to let both parties

have a better idea of what is expected of them.

SVB is also planning to conduct an evaluation of

this year's programme by phone in the next couple

of weeks.

In January, workshops will be held to give

volunteers some background in the areas they work
in, and to help them understand the implications of

their jobs.

UNICEF
Christmas Cards

on sale at the

International Centre

(Queen's University)

between students' Union

and Athletic Centre

hours of sale: 9-12 & 1-5 p.m.

Monday to Friday

call 547-2807 to place orders

Camp Outlook:

544-6444

a program run by Queen's students

for

Kingston teenagers

Introductory meeting:

at 165 University Ave.

Tues., Nov. 6th, 7:30 p.m.

QUEEN'S

Curling Club

Will be in contoct with members

as soon as first ice date

is assured from

Cataraqui.

PATIENCE!

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess
St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they
have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THK WFFK- CHARLEY O'NEIL
iniO ffLLH. AND THE CHARGERS

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOWES ONLY PLEASE
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Queen's homophiles uniting
Letters publicizing the

existoiu-e of a h(>mophile group at

Queen's recently appeared in the

Journal and (>olden Words. The
Journal contacted Terry Watson
in an attempt to get more in-

formation about the

organization:

At the moment, the group is

very loosely organized and only

one formal meeting has been

held. No name for the

organization has yet been chosen.

Watson stated that the main
problem the homophile group

faces are "making people realize

that we are a serious group" and
"stressing anonymity for those

who want it." He explained that

"Terry Watson" is a psuedonym
to preserve his anonymity.

The group plans to serve its

members in several ways. It

operates a (elophonc service,

Hap Line, "which is similar to

TAK but catering to a more
specific audience," Parties and
informal get-togethers are also

planned "so members can relax

in a congenial atmosphere. The
group also hopes to conduct a

general education programme on

campus.
Watson denied that the

organization could run into the

problem of being classed as a

fraternity or sorority, which is

banned by the AMS constitution.

'Our membership is not closed

but open to anyone on campus
who is sympathetic to our views
whether or not they are
homosexuals," he explained.

He claimed that the

organization "will benefit the

university as a whole as much as

any other club appealing to a

.specific group on campus".
Concerning the groups

niember.ship, W.itson predicted

confidently that three to four

dozen people will attend the next

meeting this weekend. "F>om
there I expect it to take over
like an avalanche". At the
moment he said, most members
have come from ti.e campus,
because that is where the main
advertising drive has been
located.

Watson also mentioned that

George Hislop of the Community
Homophile Association of Canada
is coming to lecture on

November 13.

Seek volunteers for Africa
The Kingston Crossroads

Committee will be holding an
information session on Monday
night for people interested in

working as volunteers in Africa

next summer.
In 1960, a private voluntary

organization. Crossroads Africa,

was set up to promote inter-

cultrual co-operation and un-

derstanding between the West
and the Third World countries.

It's Suzie
Join Suzie-Q for a week in

her life beginning November
13th. Go with her as she skips

hrough a week especially
lesigned to realize her childhood

•Ireams.

This year's theme of "A Day
;n the Life of a Child" will bring

alive a week of events to include

all the delights of Childhood,

(iames. parties, a Walt Disney
night, and a special evening of

' hildhood dreams will highlight

'he week.

Unlike previous Suzie-Q
weeks, this one will start on a

Tuesday, The "Plating Game",
November 13th will make the

beginning of Suzie's special
week. On Wednesday, November
14th. a Stag Dance will be held.

The week mounts in ex-

citement for on Thursday,
November 15th, there will be a

Wall Di.sney night. That evening

Plans Third
On Monday, November Oth,

at 8 pm in Ktheringlon
Auditorium, the Third World film

wries is presenting two films:

"Knd of a /dialogue" and "Who is

Vawo Mulwa''"

Tfie first film "Knd of a

Dialogue" was recently shot by
five young Mar k South Africans
of (he J'an African Congress in

defi;ince of the South Afriran

Aulhorities Smuggled out of

S«uth Africa, it was edited in

London (o C'reate an ex-
t r a o r fl i n a r y r- o n

dcmri.it ifiri of the South African

American and Canadian
University students were sent to

work in development projects in

different African countries

during the summer. In 1968, the

Canadian contingent became
autonomous and established a

seperate organization called

Canadian Crossroads In-

ternational, which today has

expanded its operation to sixteen

different countries including

Q time
too, there will be a candle-light

folk night in the Ban Righ
Common Room. Friday af-

ternoon a skating party will be

held and in keeping with every

child's dream a "Birthday"
Smoker will be given for all the

"children" on campus on Friday
evening.

The final touch to this week
will be an exploration into the

secret world childhood fantasy

with a semi-formal dance on

Saturday night. Before the dance
a special dinner of roast beef and
wine will be available in the quiet

of the pub.

The Suzie-Q Committee has

printed a booklet which will

outline the events of the week.

A raffle, too, will be held in

conjunction with the week's
activities. First prize will be a

dinn(!r for two and entrance to the

semi-formal.

World films
goverrirnent. It shows the day to

day face of apartheid.

Delitx'rately avoiding a sen-

sational approach, it presents

daily harassment, total in-

security and complete lack of

human dignity, in corripclliiic

terms.

The other film "Who is Vasco

Mulwa?" was made by th(! South

African aulhorities, and is on

loan from the South African

KmbasKy, II presents Ihe stancf-

of the white South African
minority.

Nigeria, India, Ghana, Guyana,
the Barbados, and the Philip-

pines, Projects have included

agricultural, construction, youth

and medical programmes. C.C.I,

now also offers some overseas

assignments which last up to ten

months, sends 80 volunteers
overseas per year, and allocates

25 per cent of its budget to bring

Third World people to Canada to

work on community develop-

ment projects here.

Canadian Crossroads In-

ternational work assignments in

the host countries are set up by
and respond to the needs of the

local community. They also serve

a more important function as the

focus for a cross-cultural lear-

ning experience for the

Crossroads volunteer. Through

the "work-living" situation,

Candians gain a deeper un-

derstanding of the developing

country. This understanding

becomes translated by the

Crossroader into support of the

C. C.I, and related community
development or educational

development activities on his or

her return to Canada. Thus the

work of the Crossroader does not

end with the conclusion of the

overseas assignment.

Participants, who must be 19

years of age or over, are chosen

by committees on campuses and
in major centers across Canada,

not on the basis of special skills,

but on the basis of emotional

maturity, social awareness,
adaptability, range of interests,

motivation and complete un-

derstanding of the aims of the

f.'.C.l. Participants need not

necessarily be students. Last

winter a middle-aged secretary

conductcrd a s(!creatarial training

course in Lesotho, Africa.

Queen's has been active in

(Crossroads from the outset with

Padre A,M, Laverly having
worked in an organizational

capacity in its formative years

and with 30 (Queen's students

liaviiig participated since 1962.

Last summer three students were
sclr'cted for placcrneni in

D. iliomcy, Nigeri.i .ind Ihc

I'liilippinfs.

Th(r informal ion session will

l)(! hiM at 7 |)m in th(? Lower
Lounge of the International

Cent«'r

LOTHLORIEN RAFFLE

DRAW

NOVEMBER 3rd - 1:00 p.m.

Outside Ellis Hall

HISTORY

D. S. C.

Smoker

Tuesday, Nov. 6

8:30 p.m. to 12:00

in the PUB

Admission - 25c

MEETING RE:

Course Evaluation

All DSC people, or those

concerned about the fate

of Course Evaluation in

Arts and Science.

McLaughlin Room (Union) 8 p.m.,

Wednesday, November 7th

Kinnear d'Esterre

'^e ^ove Wtiats dapperling^iamoqd

Ji'.wi:i.i.i:hh

108 I'HINOKS.S STHKKT
KrV(!STO\. (>\'l'y\ WU)
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Bourassa wins mandate in Quebec
by Dan Andreae

Last Monday the people of

Quebec went to the polls to

determine the fate of their next

provincial government in what
was the most quiet and lacklustre

campaign in recent Quebec
history. The people were con-

fronted with a variety of political

parties to choose from but they

overwhelmingly chose to return

the Liberals under Robert
Bourassa. The Liberals polled

roughly 54 per cent of the popular

vote and at the time of this

writing have swept 102 out of 110

seats in the provincial assembly,

virtually destroying all op-

position. The Parti Quebecois,

who were the most lively party

and stirred the most interest in

An elated Bourassa

sweeps into power

the campaign won only six seats

despite garnering approximately

30 per cent of the popular vote.

The Parti Creditiste, who had the

Liberals worried during the early

parts of the campaign, mustered
only two seats while the Uhion
Nationale, who held power in

1970, were driven into oblivion.

Several weeks ago Robert
Bourassa decided to call a snap
election after only three and a

half years in power and it ap-

pears as if his gamble has paid

off handsomely. Bourassa chose

to wage the campaign by con-

centrating on the opposition

parties, especially the Parti

Quebecois, rather than defending

the government's policies. The
campaign was lacking in

government inspired issues and
was polarized, as in 1970, around
the federalism vs. separatism

issue. Given the social, economic
and poHtical change that has

occurred in Quebec since 1970,

the fact that this was the only

major issue seems unreal. Indeed

the large lead that the public

opinion polls gave Bourassa
allowed him to effectively dodge
any major issue other than

separatism, and the final results

would seem to indicate that this

tact represented good politics.

Bourassa's campaign
strategy was straightforward. He
wanted to drastically reduce the

support of the Parti Quebecois

under their capable leader Rene

Levesque because he believed

that a strong Parti Quebecois

would create a climate of un-

certainty in Quebec. If they were
to win between twenty and thirty

seats they might have a chance of

gaining power in some future

election. Also Bourassa did not

reUsh the thought of being faced

daily in the assembly with in-

telligent men such as Jacques
Parizeau, the P.Q.'s economics
critic, consumer rights advocate,

Pierre Marois, former Senior

Civil Servant Claude Morin as

well as other talented members
of the Parti Quebecois. That is

why Premier Bourassa and his

associates singled out Rene
Levesque and the Parti

Quebecois as the primary enemy
and why it soon became a 2

party battle The Liberals did not

take the Parti Creditiste under
the flamboyant Yvon Dupuis
very seriously and they virtually

ignored the floundering Union
Nationale.

Premier Bourassa entered

the campaign with a definite

advantage over his rivals. When
he gained power from a shattered

Union Nationale in 1970, the

province was in a despondent
mood. The prevailing at-

mosphere may well have nur-

tured the talk of separatism at

that time. The provincial ad-

ministration was in a financial

quagmire. Government spending

on health and welfare was run-

ning wild and greatly outstripped

revenues from taxation. The
Liberal government imposed
rigid controls on public spending

and restored fiscal stability.

However, they achieved this at

the expense of ignoring
municipalities and local in-

stitutions. Quebec's position with

Ottawa and the Canadian
financial institutions had
definitely improved as compared
to 1970. Opinion Polls showed that

the majority of the people were
basically content with the current

prosperity and did not desire any
radical change. Although some
people may have been disen-

chanted with the Bourassa
government, and despite the fact

it was riddled with corruption it

did not appear as if any party

would be able to topple the liberal

majority.

In 1973, the Liberal machine
chose to organize its campaign
around Robert Bourassa, unlike

1970, when the party put its

emphasis on the "slick

beaurocrats" who surrounded
the premier. Bourassa slanted

the campaign to Liberal rallies

and Liberal committee rooms
where the impression of con-

fidence and super organization

was paramount. The Liberal

machine basically ran smoothly
despite the drawbacks it en-

countered because the campaign
focused on the Premier.
Bourassa was involved in a court

case over a book he had written

on the James Bay Indian problem
which resulted in em-
barrassment to the Premier.

However, the potential scandal

did not catch fire and obviously

did not make an important im-

pression on the electorate.

Bourassa campaigned under
the slogan "Bourassa Construit"

(Bourassa Builds) and he was
quick to point out the "candies"

that Quebec had secured from

Ottawa during his tenure in of-

fice. Under the heading
'Profitable Federalism' which
was a key campaign slogan in

1970, Bourassa drove home the

point that 26 per cent of Canadian
federal expenditures had gone to

Quebec during 1971-72 Jacques
Parizeau of the Parti Quebecois
claimed it was only 22 per cent.

Six weeks before the election

campaign began. Premier
Bourassa suggested that the
Parti Quebecois present a

feasible budget that could be
effectively employed if they were
to come to power in the near
future. To his surprise, the Parti

Quebecois issued a com-
prehensive economic blueprint

engineered by Jacques Parizeau.

The budget called for tax

reductions, a guaranteed annual

income, vast social aid

programmes including den-
ticare, and a long list of special

allowances. The budget
illustrated the desire of the Parti

Quebecois to offer concrete
proposals and to demonstrate

that they could deal with social as

well as nationalistic issues. After

secluding himself for three days.

Premier Bourassa emerged and
attacked the budget saying that if

the Parti Quebecois ever took

over, the dollar would drop to 70c.

Mr. Loubier, the beleaguered

chief of the Union Nationale,

claimed that the dollar would
drop to a value of 30c. All leaders

vociferously warned of rising

unemployment and melted
savings if the budget was ever

enacted.

This criticism did not daunt

the spirit of the irrepressible

Rene Levesque. When the

election was called, Mr.
Levesque was already on the

campaign trail. The popular

leader of the Parti Quebecois
attempted to reform the image of

his party. Mr. Levesque tried to

Levesque, opposition leader,

wins less seats than votes

develop a sense of patriotism

among French speaking voters.

He crystalized the aims of the

Parti Quebecois, as witnessed in

the presentation of his budget,

and stayed away from the hard
core separatist philosophy.

When asked what would
happen to Quebec if he should
take over on October 29, he would
say that he was willing to try out

Confederation as long as Quebec
had a chance at self government.
"We aren't going to push people

Dupuis (left) and Loubier (right): the vanquished

into independence, Quebec into

oblivion and drop a constitution

on Quebecers heads the day we
form a government" he would
repeat at speeches. A Parti

Quebecois government would
function as a normal provincial

government and would negotiate

the terms of independence with

Ottawa. When these terms had
been initially agreed upon, the

provincial government would
hold a referendum and if it was
defeated the government would

go back to Ottawa to continue

negotiations. In keeping with his

party's softened attitude towards

separatism, Mr. Levesque
mellowed his image. He talked

more quietly and patiently in an
effort to reassure voters. Rene
Levesque is well liked in Quebec.

He is regarded as able, honest

and strong. However there seems
to be a feeling unfounded or not,

especially among English
speaking voters, that if Rene
Levesque were someday to gain

power, he would be ousted by the

more "radical" elements in the

party which seem to need him for

a victory. The fact of a Parti

Quebecois government appears

upsetting at best to English

speaking voters but without Rene
Levesque the prospect appears

horrifying.

The other two parties con-

testing the election, the Union
Nationale and the Parti

Creditiste hardly created any
interest at all. The Parti

Creditiste under former
Liberal Yvon Dupuis aimed
its platform at the small 'c'

conservatives, especially those

that it perceived as disatisfied

with the direction that the

government and society had
taken since the start of the quiet

revolution beginning in the 1960's.

Mr. Dupuis constantly preached

that the Quebeckers must choose

between "free enterprise and
respect for the individual" or the

"open and overt socialism" he
assoicated with the Liberals and
the Parti Quebecois. By initiating

the anti-socialist backlash, he
alienated a large section of the

electorate, especially those in the

important urban centres.

The once mighty Union
Nationale party was destroyed in

this campaign, caught un-

prepared for the snap election.

Although well funded , the party

was characterized by low
morale, weak strategy, poor
attendance at rallies, and a

scarcity of influential candidates.

Only after the election was called

did the genial millionaire, leader

Gabriel Loubier, realize that

several of his workers had
deserted to other parties. The
party attempted to stage a low
key campaign and concentrated

its disorganized efforts on the

local issues in each riding.

Howevwr, local issues do not

usually make headline news and
consequently the Union Nationale

failed to elect a member in the

past election.

Although the Liberals swept
to power last Monday, the results

are very deceiving. If ever there

was an argument that the seats

in an assembly should be ap-

portioned according to popular

vote, it is in Quebec. Although the

Liberals amassed an incredible

102 seats out of 110 in the

legislature, they achieved only 54

per cent of the popular vote. The
Parti Quebecois, which achieved
its objection to become the of-

ficial opposition, won eight seats

but garnered 30 per cent of the

popular vote. This was an in-

crease of six percentage points

over the previous election, but

they failed to win as many seats.

The English speaking population

of Quebec, which accounts for

approximately 20 per cent of the

electorate, always votes solidly

Liberal. This means that if one
looks at how the majority of the

French speaking people aligned

with the two major parties, it

reads Liberals roughly 34 per
cent. Parti Quebecois about 30

per cent. Although the Parti

Quebecois has been temporarily
blunted as a potent political

force, it is stupid to assume that

the separatist movement has
terminated. The astonishing
results of last Monday's election

may hinder the separatists im-
mediate cause and may well

jeopardize Mr. Levesque's
political future. However,
separatism will continue to be a

live and real force in Quebec
politics for some time to come.

It is hoped that Premier
Bourassa does not abuse the

overwhelming mandate that the

people have given him and that

he continues to govern
reasonably responsibly and in the

laudable manner that he has up
to now. It is not healthy for any
party, regardless of its platform

and convictions, to hold such
massive power. A discouraged

Rene Levesque effectively

summed up the situation after the

election: "It's a very bad thing

for a democratic society to have
such a majority government. It is

very rare that a government with

such a majority does not abuse its

power."
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unclassifieds

SPAGHETTI FANS; Were there any
snide comments about your
performance Sunday morning,
John and Doug? Marching the

Gaels to victory must have worn
you out, Arlene, we missed you.

Doug was lonely without you. Jay.

Joyce and Dale you missed some
great Daquariesi

FOR SALE: Arts '77 Year Jacket. 40"

tall and hardly worn. Call 549-2157.

CONTRARY TO POPULAR
BELIEF: Room at 174 Stuart St.

No. 1 is still available. Great
facilties, spacious living room, full

use of kitchen, watchdog, 3

bedrooms, fireplaces, and back
yard. $55 per month. Call 542-8270.

ALL THOSE FRIENDS Of Greg,
Mike, Rick, Gord, Jim, Ron, Bob,

Doug, Jim, Dave, Duncan, Larry,

Dave, Cyril, and Simon are invited

to the second semi-annual
Bagpipes 'n Beer bash at Craig

House, 160 Stuart St. on Fri., Nov.
2 (tonight).

8TH PERSON, PREFERABLY
MALE, wanted to share furnished

double room in a seven bedroom
house. Location 263 King St. E.

(King and Johnson) Rent
reasonable. Call 544-5380.

SPAGHETTI FANS: Poor Jenny, Al,

Gale, and Steve missed seeing

Birthday Boy Jim trying to bunny
hop his way into Leonard. Were
Jim's short cuts really so short

cut, Anne? How could you have
snoozed through that band,
Ruthie?

THERE WAS ONCE a lady Kung Fu,

whose 2l5t birthday was due; she

possessed blonde hair- the result of

a scare; they say she ate a squash
too! "Happy Birthday" from
fellow members and floozies Inc.

too.

ROOMS AVAILABLE IN Science '44

Co-op for guys and girls. If in-

terested, please call Ruth Fraser
at 544-4864.

FOR SALE: 1968 Triumph GT 6-

Excellent condition. Serious
inquiries only - phone Geoff at 544-

3590.

FOUND: Two sums of money. Owner
may claim by identifying amount.
Call 547-5991.

ENTER NOW! - "Name the Baby"
Contest. All entries must be
received before the next contest
(which could by any time). Entries
become the confidential property

of Judges. Address all entries to

"Name the Baby Contest", 79

William St., Kingston. (The
foregoing is absolute proof that the

Zeppelin is alive and Kicking! He
SAYS no crane was used.)

JOYOUS BECAUSE it was
Debbie's cast-off day on Wed., I

am prepared to sell my brand new
Empire 999 VE-X stereo phono
cartridge for a ludicrously low

price. Call 544-5294 and ask for

Ritchie.

LOST, at Student Health Service or

thereabouts. Brown and beige

hand-knit poncho-please return to

165 University Ave. - It's getting

cold.

SPAGHETTI FANS: How many guys
did it take to get your shoes off,

Andra? Glad you could come Mary
Ellen, hope your work wasn't

lonely. And long-haired John, we
aren't always like that! Hugs and
Kisses, Anne and Andie.

FOURTH LEO. EC. MACHINES,
fooled ya! Hope you didn't lose

much sleep waiting for us cuz

you'll need it in the coming
months. ..love, waterlogged,
fridgedaire, mouthpiece, 001, and
munchkin marauder.

FOUND: 1 pair of glasses,

prescription, gold wire frames,
near Brock and Division. Call 544-

9059 or inquire at 18 Elm St., apt.

No. 11.

LA CASA 3.30 -5.30 martes-jueves
Ave. Universidad 165 ivengan
todos a nuestra tertulia! Tomen
cafe, escuchen discos, charlen un
rato.

THE RISING COST OF FUEL will

necessitate the use of natural

heating at Bert's Bump and Grind
Eporium during the forthcoming
months. Therefore we are
presently in the market for six

delictible bedwarmers of the
female variety. If you think you fit

the bill phone 389-6407 to arrange
an appointment. Group rates
available. Cum one, cum all.

Sassafrass O'Reilly, Pieface
Hoochum, Tuffy Gilhooley, Spook
McGook.

LA CASA 15:30-17:30 martedi-
giovaedi Av. Universita 165

Ritrovo italiano. Tutti sono invitati

a intrattenersi in conversazioni

varie con rifreschi, musica,
riviste, ecc.

GAEL GROUP 16 is finally having a

'^Attention Science"'

Anyone having

Raffle Tickets

Turn In To:

Ron Hare

38 Clergy St. Apt 2

544-2275

PIZZA
CHALET
544-7227

PRINCESS

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

reunion. We expect to see you In

the Pub next Thurs. anytime after

eight, Sandy, Janet, Mike and
Higgs.

FOUND: Blue sports jacket with
wallet in it, at Theological Hall,

Call 544-5380.

GAEL GROUP NO. 72: See you all on
Sat., Nov. 3, at 43 Durham St. at

8.30. BYOB and SOc for food.

LINUS dragged us to 152 Division. We
saw the Great Pumpkin and now
we believe. Lucy, Charlie Brown,
Peppermint Patty, Woodstock,
and Snoopy, the gang from 23.

URGENTLY NEEDED: 2 or 3

bedroom apartment within
walking distance of Queen's. 544-

5925.

FOUND: One pair of glasses. Grey
plastic frames. Neck chain at-

tached. Contact the Journal Office.

547-1606.

CHEESE AND CRACKERS before
bed give you nightmares,
Kim . . . The Science Formal
Newspaper - - The Golden Press -

- will be on campus this afternoon.
This issue will be especially good.
Special thanks to our friends at

Toikie Oikie in Toronto.
LOST: one pair of gold, wire framed

glasses in the vicinity of Seto's

Cafe on Division St. on Tues.
morning. Needed desperately. Call
544-0377.

LOST: Tues. from Douglas Library
2nd floor women's washroom, a

green cameo ring of very great
sentimental value. Please return
to Douglas Library circulation

desk, no questions will be asked.
Please.

INTERESTED IN GAY IN-
TERACTION? Phone Terry
Watson, 547-2893, 7-11 pm week-
days.

MESSRS. KUNG, ABNER AND
AARDVARK cordially invite all

Susie Hdmemakers to a
Mazola party. Any Female
inquiries call 544-7583 anytime.

HAPPY BIRTHDAYS to Fun Club
revisted at331V2 (Gary L., Jill C,
A. & Mac.) from the Opium Den
and O.T.B.

CAMERA CLUB photo display is on
until Friday in the Polsom Room.

"HOSEMONSTERS": do you find

yourself sinking deeper into the

quagmire of oblivion? What you
need is an uplifiting experience-
date a stud. Contact Lyie

"Poodles" McCoy. I'm your%.

Phone 549 2038.

LOST: one JiV football on Saturday
October 27. Its return would be
appreciated as I cannot afford

another. Please call 544-7520.

CAMERA CLUB meeting Wed , Nov.
7, at 9 pm in the Poison Room.

FOUND: Ladies Tissot watch, phone
544 7431.

WARNING TO VIC 4A: You are what
you eat. We hope you DYE! Love
2nd Leonard Shieks.

BRIAN: I love you (wherever you
are!) See you tomorrow night in

the receiving line.

I LEFT 2 LARGE GLASS BEER
MUGSon a coffee table at the floor

party in Chown on Sat. night, Oct.

27. If you have seen them please
call Mary at 544-81 13. Great
sentimental value.

WANTED: good homes for following

miscellaneous articles- one large

wooden desk; wall mirror 2' x 3'

electric curlers set (20); assorted
pots and pans. Call 546-0903.

ELROND COLLEGE: 2 man house
fully furnished. Available
November 1st. Two large bed-

stitting rooms, full kitchen and
bathroom. 544-1842. Come live with

us.

SHERLOCK, BIl-LOW, BUTCHER,
AND the HURLER adivse all

campus pigs of the impending pig

piss-up. Date to be announced.
Attendance compulsory.

ANY OF YOU sucks think you can
play chess? If so and you're decent
ring 548-8455. Ask for Martin. If not

in, leave name and number.
TO THE GIRL WHO GOT knocked

down by the Kingston P.U.C. truck

on Monday at 2.40 at University

and Union: The licence number is

C94-613. Call Bob at 549-2775 for

witness.

THANKS TO Pat, Judy, Mary, and the

Klan for a memorable evening
from Los Guerros de la Hacienda.

JOHN BIRCH SAVES.
ANYONE FINDING a beige suede

jacket please phone Anne at

suppertime... 546-7410.

JANET, ou es-tu? Je t'aime mais
j'etais trop ivre (ou peut-etre pas
assev ivre) pour tu le dire. ..Dave
546-2498.

NEED ONE PERSON to share a two
bedroom apt. 327 Barrie, Apt. 1

Call 542-8482 after 6.00 pm.
BASKETBALL CHALLENGE:

Chinevk Club Ba^kvtbaM ttanri

would likfe to play friendly match
with anyon« Phon* VW M37

I WAS CARELESS ENOU6H
To let you go by
Without so much at • tmit*
What was truly felt?

TO run quickly and
Fly into your arms
Like the other d«y when
Everything was alright
To laugh at our mistakes
Instead of cry
Bursh off the lealousy and doubt
To be just free, we said
How did it come about
That love fell into so many
pieces.

FOR SALE: I Sony TC 540 Tape
Recorder Excellent condition.
Reasonable offers accepted.
Phone 544-7941

I'M GLAD THAT Cindy Farmer typed
the classifieds

MANY THANKS to all those who put
so much time and energy into

making "The Great Gattby" a
success. A special "thank you" to:

Tony and 296, Kerry and Arts '74,

Sheila and Arts '77, Doug &
Commerce '74,' Lindsay & Physa,
Louise and Morris Hall, Geordie,
Colin, Joanne, Laurie, Ann, Sue,
Kevin, Terry, Feme, Judy, Diane,
Ellen, Cathy, Ron, Pete, Les,
Pammie, Fikw^nc, Ted & Larry.'-

Best room prize went to Arts 77

Who decorated the "Speak
Easy". Congrats. - Homecoming
'73.

CHRISTMAS IS CLOSER than you
think. Forget about the formal
studio portraits and have your
sitting in the country. Call Photo
Image before the November
monsoons for a portrait that will

make a special gift. Telephone 546-

7770 or visit us at 33 Brock.
THE QUEEN'S RIDING CLUB is

organizing trail rides this Sat. and
Sun. Everybody welcome. (NOTE
TIME) The bus will be at the
Union at 9.00 am. Cost of the ride is

S2.50 (plus a dollar for mem-
bership if you do not already have
one)

.

OUTLOOK: Intoductory meeting
Tuesday night, 7.30 p.m. - at 165

University Ave. All interested

persons please attend. No camping
experience necessary.

BOOK BIN: We buy paperbacks,
comics. National Geographies,
and Playboy at 10 per cent the

original value. We sell records on
consignment. The Book Bin, 225

Princess St, 548-4871.

DAN: I'm glad you're glad and I'm

glad I'm finished!

MEDICAL

VARIETY NIGHT

"great

expectorations"
THURSDAY & FRIDAY

NOV. 8&9
8:00 P.M.
GRANT HALL

TICKETS: $2.00 STUDENTS - $1.50

AVAILABLE IN:

JOHN ORR ROOM
10:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M.

AH are Welcome!
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McRae, Kennedy, Porter

The principle of academia is

accuracy. All thought becomes
epistomology. To know is only to

know what is.

"The polish is polished

Civilization is polite

is policed"

Norman O. Brown
The necessity to know that

which is, make necessary that

which is. The academic per-

formance principle: Tear down
myth and symbol; rape
possibility; train the mind with

reality; kill my dreams.
But if reality is process,

movement, are we not raping

reality with our own objectivity?

Mind fused with reality, the

destruction of the imagination is

stagnation: the end of process,

the end of being. We shorten our

lives by slowing down process,

until we are born dead.

The apocalypse is the

resurrection of theimagination.lt

comes when mind is suffocated

by the stench of stagnation. The
end is the new barbarism: The
mindlessness of the rational.

"In the jungle of- the cities,

the new barbarism

It is later than you think

The thing that we dread has
already happened
The thunder of the crash:

The sense of an ending:

Western civilization is over."

Norman O. Brown
"And the lamp went out as it

couldn't glow

on burning, ye, the lamp went out

for it

couldn't stay alight."

James Joyce

The paradox: secularism
brings in the apocalypse. The
mysteries are no longer owned by
the church. The end of the

ownership of mystery and the

exploitation of the religious

proletariat has become the end
of imagination. The psychic
revolution that tears down the

hierorchy of mystery is no longer

necessary, since mystery is dead.

The death was the death of

imagination. Now comes rebirth.

"Our birth is but a sleep and
a forgetting:

The soul that rises with us,

our life's star,

Hath had elsewhere its

setting,

And Cometh from afar:

Not in entire forgetfulness,

And not in utter nakedness,

But trailing clouds of glory do

we come."
Wordsworth

"Had I the heavens' em-
broidered cloths,

Enwrought with golden and
silver light.

The blue and the dim and the

dark cloths.

Of night and light and the

half-Ught,

I would spread the cloths

under your feet;

But I, being poor, have only

my dreams..."

Yeats

If we all lived in Lothlorien,

we wouldn't have to retreat

there. If Narnia were on Earth,

there would be no need for

vicarious and esoteric hterary

thrills. If reality were satisfac-

tory and liveable, tran-

scendentalism would be defused.

But...

"Whither is fled the visionary

gleam?
Where is it now, the glory and

the dream?"
Wordsworth

The intellectuals' crisis

becomes the neurosis of poetry:

"Suddenly Christopher
Robin began to tell Pooh
about some of the things:

People called Kings and
Queens and something
called Factors, and a place

called Europe, and an
island in the middle of the

sea where no ships came,
and how you make a

Suction Pump (if you want
to) , and when Knights were

Knighted, and what comes
from Brazil. And Pooh, his

back against one of the

sixty-something trees, and
his paws folded in front of

him, said "Oh!" and "I

didn't know," and thought

how wonderful it would be

to have a Real Brain which
could tell you things. And
by-and-by Christopher
Robin came to an end of the

things, and was silent, and
he sat there looking out

over the world, and wishing

it wouldn't stop."

A.A. Milne

Real Brains don't always tell

us that it needn't stop. They are

more concerned with kings and
queens, presidents and prime
ministers, bombs and blocades,

systems and societal problems.

"Mock on. Mock on, Voltaire,

Rousseau;
Mock on. Mock on, 'tis all in

vain.

You throw the sand against

the wind.

And the wind blows it back
again."

Blake

Only the philosopher-poet,

with a foot in both worlds can

diagnose the modern neurosis

"From fixtures and forces

and friends

Your sorrow does stem,
That type your and type you,

Making you feel that you
must be exactly like them."

Dylan

"There's no time to lose, I

heard her say.^

You've gotta catch your
dreams before they fade away.
Dying all the time, lose your

dreams

And you might lose your
mind, in life unkind."

Jagger

The problem is social. Until

now, solutions have been per-

sonal retreats to enchanted
private places. Can a satisfactory

social cure be found? If the

question could be answered, our

problems would be solved. Until

then...

"If you have built castles in

the air, do not

despair. That is where they

should be. Now
Precede to build foundations

under them."
Thoreau

Before the brick and mortar
for foundations is available, it

will be necessary to derive

concrete sustinence from
ethereal dreams.

"
. . .1 have spread my drear •

under your feet;

Tread softly because you

tread on my dreams."
Yeats

Dreams, visions, super-

reality, surrealism. To see the

world through surrealistic

eyes. Illusions. Illuminations.

You on fire. You are fire.

Students are notorious

dreamers, artists of the mind.

Their art is not real; in-

communicable
;

totally mind
orgasm. Read and talk and
stars. Creation out of nothing.

Constellations of ideas spin

lazily across the night sky.

Leaves on the trees, leaves on

the ground-Buddhist insights

without dharma. The rolling

landscape defined as essays,

tests, classes, and weekend
visitors.

Alert, alert! Our nuclear God
rises from a dusty sleep.

Radioactive apocalypse waits

silently beyond the next dawn.
A madman nero plays negation

Jesus harp.

Leaves on the trees, B-52's in

the sky.

In the backwaters of the

universe, in the suburbs of

Washington and Moscow,
power rests lightly on our

restless shoulders. We gaze

from inside fantasyland at a

world gone mad, and turn

away.

THE PRICE

IS RIGHT

... by gosh!

PLUS a whole store

full of BARGAINS! .

KINGSTON'S

FAMOUS

BARGAIN

HOUSE!

Foot of Princess at Ontario St.
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Why not count

those leaving

so more may
benefit?
Dear Editors,

I am writing this letter for the many students

who were turned away from Oom-pah-pah after 11

pm last Friday night. The AMS constables very

courteously and with as much tact as possible yelled

to us at the door "Can't get in! Go to the Manor! Go
to the Manor!" Now I not only object to being told

where to go, but I object to the fact that there was no

reason given for not letting us in - we were not even
given the option to wait until other people had left

the event.
" I have heard that the arean had been filled to

capacity at one time in the evening and therefore no

one else could come in, but I watched many people

leaving before and after 11 pm. Why doesn't anyone
bother to count them as they leave? This shouldn't

be all that hard to arrange since they seem to be

able to count them as they come in.

Some people have work or other things to do

before going to an event - why should they not be

allowed in if there is room for them?? The event

would benefit financially by letting the people into

fill the spaces of others who have long been gone.

Many people would have enjoyed those last two
hours of the event. Would someone please explain to

me the reasoning behind the^ctions I object to.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Meech

To set the

record

straight ...

Dear Mr. Judges,

I fear both you and I are victims of some
illegible handwriting on my part or some
typographical error. The figure of gross revenues

for the House of Commons last year was $143,617.

Obviously had the Pub only grossed $28,000 they

could not have paid salaries or they would have lost

$4,000.

In regards to constables, the figure of 3,000 was
a rough figure. There were over 1500 billings at a

rate average of 1.80 which yield in excess of $3000.

The complete figure yielded about 44.6 cents which

when rounded came to 45c. But let us not worry

about the 7.5c. The present return thus is in the

range of $6,375 to $6.45 once again.

OK?
My apologies to the Journal staff about my

handwriting.

Yours,

Ken Wong

Reaction to an

AMS meeting
Dear Kditors,

Never let it be said that going to an A.M.S.

Out(!r Council g;ith<'ring, especially lor someone
such as J (for whoiri it was a first experience) is not

;i trip worth taking. Although 1 arrived quite late, I

(lid rriaria)4<; to (•at(!h most of Thursday night's

cpisod*' concerning the Printing Service. It was

<lcfinit(!ly eye-opening to watch such a democracy
in action.

The fact is that I < ann()l use such words as

"meeting", "discuKsion" and the like b(?cause they

jusi don't fall into the realm of the? incredible circus

that enfolded txifon; m(! (perhaps I am just naive,

and this excuHC for (ahem) government takes place

every week). Aside from the childish abuue of the

rules of order and the scurrying of fxjiitiking ftud, I

was left with the overwhelming realization thiat

there is a large group of council memf>ers who are
on such an incredible ego trip that the suggestion of

getting around to the concerns of Queen's students
(in this case, reviving a valuable and much-desired
service) is considered not only trivial but a nuisance
as well. In this spirit, then, these same astute few-
whilst a bfjthersome bunch were actually trying to

deal with the actual problem, gloriously slipped
through an adjournment motion that might
(although I hope not) have killed the question en-

tirely. So the circus gates re-open next week. TTie

ring-leaders, however, dropped so many monkey
stoolies that the air in the McLaughlin tent will

never be clear for anyone whose nose works like

mine. My sympathies go to the Journal staff-it is

now quite evident to me why the A.M.S. articles

never have much worthwhile to report.

Sincerely enlightened,

Pat Neville

Listeners are
critical of

CFRC music
Dear Editors,

Having a decent AM and FM stereo receiver,

we feel ripped off such that we cannot use our

equipment to its fullest potential.

With regards to Queen's Radio Station, CFRC,
AM and FM. We feel that it is not satisfying the need

of the vast majority of students. (Witness; the crud

it plays
;
except for the Nocturne show and Request

Show).

CFRC should fill the gap left by the dismal

performance of the stations in Kingston and the

vicinity.

Suggestions: It should be broadcasting

evenings, seven days a week. An extension of the

Nocturne format, say starting at 7 o'clock. The
Request Show be moved to a reasonable hour.

Disgruntled Listeners

Macli explains

his motion to

disband AMS
Dear Editors,

Two matters came before AMS Outer Council

last week. One showed the lack of direction of

council and the second matter illustrated CouncU's

refusal to define some form of direction for itself.

A motion presented by Brian Guthrie and I

asked that Council cease its operations by
December 1 of this year. A brief explanation of our

motives for introducing this motion at this time

might be in order.

Over the past few years AMS has changed
direction and orientation. In the past it was an

organization which represented the students
opinions and interests. Increasingly however, AMS
found itself involved with the administration of

services. Such administration required a great

amount of time, money and expertise-none of which
were present to any great extent. As a result AMS
has found itself pouring more and more money into

services which seem to lose money, money which
might have been spent elsewhere on programmes
which would have had a more lasting impact on

more students. Because of Council's incompetence
in such financial matters, the Board of directors

assumed responsibility for financial management
beyond the allocation of funds in the budget and
general policy which remain in the hands of Outer

(Council. As a result. Council now finds itself

literally with nothing to do except perhaps discuss

by-law changes.

(Council has, as long as I have been a student

here, been hesitant to discuss matters of student

interest. In the co-ed question in 1971 and during the

('annabis debate last year, a large number of
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music?
We agree with Mr. Luke that Lightfoot's per-

formance fell short of expectations but attributing it

to his "personality" is a shallow conclusion. We
wonder if he, too, wouldn't be "lame-assed bored" if

he had sung a certain song over and over again to

the request of his audiences. For a person with

Lightfoot's repertoire to open the floor to requests of

any song he has written in the past twelve years

takes a lot of guts, and he should not be condemned
for his failure to recall certain lyrics.

In comparing his performance to "a handful of

dogshit . . . speckled with a few flecks of gold" Mr.
Luke goes too far. We're not trying to completely

defend Lightfoot's performance, but he is, after all,

human, and not God.

Sincerely,

M. McWilliams
C. Farmer

Fenton and
Dave Cat -

Creasy-Foot
take exception
Dear Editors

The review by the almighty Paul Luke hardly

did justice to the man or the concert. There are a

number of points to which we must take exception.

Firstly, there is the point of the "butchered
songs". In an effort to please the audience by not

having fixed sets but rather taking requests, he
places himself at a great disadvantage. As an
author of nine albums he can't be expected to

remember all the songs. I'm sure Gord felt he knew
the songs when he started them, but unlike other

performers he did not try and bluff his way through
the song. The same applies for his abortive treat-

ments of "Miguel" and "Your Love's Return"
(sang for Stephen Foster). Gord stopped because he
knew he was not getting the proper theme across.

Again NO BUFFING.
Secondly there is the question of the "needless

rap about whales". The systematic extermination

of the whale is a point of great concern with (Jordie.

The "needless rap", when considered as the reason
for writing the song and as the introduction to the

same song, shows an integral part of the man. It is

something he feels very strongly about.

Thirdly, the issue of Terry Clements not having

the rapport that Red Shea had with Lightfoot is a

piece of shit. Luke's idol-worshipping of Red
Shea is foolish. We feel that Terry's ability to relate

to Lightfoot's work is on a par with that of Shea's.

This fact is born out by Lightfoot's choosing of

Clements as a replacement for Red Shea.

Lastly, we feel that Lightfoot's new songs are

good. They are just another step in the man's
musical evolution. Paul Luke's reluc-

tance to change is obvious. It is about time he got his

mind out of the "nostalgia" cess pool.

Lightfoot is a unique HUMAN being and should

be considered as such. We don't feel Paul Luke did

this.

Dave Cat-Creasy-Foot

Jim Fenton

It is an all too critical world.

Mr. Luke sees the concert as a handful of dog
shit with some gold, it is probably because he is

filtering the concert through shit covered glasses. I

personally saw the concert as a hunk of gold with a
little shit in it. The silence of the audience would
indicate that more people agree with my view.

The concert tour is tough on the artist and
equipment. Lightfoot's reputation would allow him
to simply write and record songs. I for one am
happy that he does go on tours.

I wonder if Mr. Luke could possibly realize how
often Lightfoot has sung some of the old songs and

I

as a progressive song writer he might want to get

away from his old image. Lightfoot's music is

progressing and what is old may seem old to him.

As to what he did during or how he did his songs, I

would like to bring forward the point that a song

done by Dr. Hook and the Medicine Show (Silvia's

Mother) was done by that group as a joke song and
everyone took it seriously. Where does Mr. Luke get

off telling the artist how he should do or what he
should do with his songs.

Perhaps if people like Mr. Luke would stop

expecting things from artists and take them as they

are (ever changing PEOPLE), other people would
be less critical and enjoy the artist more. As for

myself I have yet to attend a bad concert, all have
had things that touched me in some way.

The concert was great but it could have been
sensational (he did not do all my favourites) as I

experienced it.

To Mr. Luke, his kind, and the dog shit, I say,

"Hit'er again Gordie"!!

Bob Bobyk

The truly

angry
disagree

sfifined rhe man
is fiuifian

Dear Editors,

Paul Luke is obviously not a fan of Gordie and
probably has not seen more than one of his concerts.

With respect to the way that Gordie came
across to the audience, I couldn't disagree more
with Mr. Luke. In every Lightfoot concert I have
seen, he came across in the very same way; very

happy-go-lucky so as to make the audience feel

equally happy. I know that I had a great time and
thought it was a great concert, as did everyone I

talked to, save for one. So, Mister Luke, you do have
one follower.

Now, about forgetting the words to a couple of

songs. How is a performer who has written the

number of songs that Gordon Lightfoot has written

supposed to remember every word to every song?

Come on Luke, get serious, he's only human, you

know. The talk of the whales was only his way of

introducing a song. Any objections?

Terry Clements, the accompanying guitarist is

one of the worlds top classical guitarists, who, like

other great performers, had an off night and poor

sound engineering.

On the whole, Mr. Luke, I feel that your review

was a god damned mess written in poor taste. You
seem to get your kicks by putting down one of the

world's great folk performers and writers. Cheap
thrills, man. He's the best Canada has, Mr. Luke,

so, in effect what you are doing is putting down

Canadian talent. Listen to his records closely

sometime and appreciate the genius in the man.
THINK ABOUT IT;

Yours truly Angry,

Dan Clark Arts '77

Agreed with wholeheartedly by . . Tom Fuller Arts

•77

And many others.

Performance
wos real

Lightfoot
Dear Editor,

Paul Luke should have stayed home on Sunday
night and listened to records. Maybe, and I sup-

pose there is still great doubt, he could have enjoyed

listening to Lightfoot.

Anyone who has attended one of Gord's con-

certs before will realize that Sunday's performance

was a look at the real Lightfoot. There were no

pretensions or any of the moodiness which is

sometimes evident at concerts. The show took you

inside Lightfoot and at an even pace. Watching his

face and the build-up of his own comments revealed

the person just as much as the performer. By the

end of the first set Gord was quite relaxed and at

home with the audience and that is when we saw
Luke's "flippance, melodramatics and butchery".

Open your eyes, Paul!

I can't look at it that way though. Gord came
down and sang to the audience and he enjoyed

himself. The length of the concert is good evidence

of this. A normal Lightfoot concert is two 45 minute

sets with a twenty minute intermission. You're in

and out in under two hours. Gord's Sunday concert

was close to a half hour longer than he planned it to

be because he liked the reaction (in the most part).

The only time he seemed a bit ruffled was when
some dumb broad (must be a friend of Paul's) in-

terrupted Gord when he was talking about whales.

Whales are something that really concern Gord, he

cares about them and he told us what he knows so

maybe we would care as well. Again we got to see

some of Lightfoot the person as well as the per-

former.

As for butchering songs there is really no ex-

cuse for it, but Lightfoot has written over 300 songs

and quite a bit of poetry in the last ten years. Perh-

pas somewhere in his heart Luke can find some
forgiveness if Gord forgets some of the words.

(We'll see what you can remember come exam time

Paul).

Now as to the perversity of the concert, it did

not exist except in Paul's mind. It was good to see

Paul make use of his token obscenities in the

review. Why for a minute I thought that somehow
Fred Fudpucker copy had slipped into the Journal.

The next time the Journal reviews a concert how
about assigning two people? I don't think a review
like that of the Lightfoot concert should be left to

stand on its own.
Sincerely,

Jim Rodger
P.S. What did your Journal reporters who invaded

the dressing room after the concert do, have a beer

with Gord? There was no evidence, aside from one
photograph, of any interview or Gord's own opinion

of the concert.
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Dear Editors,

Paul Luke was unduly critical of Gordon

Lightfoot's performance. The man is human, and he

let us know it during the course of a truly

memorable evening.

Sincerely,

Evan Thompson

This fan prayed

for a

faultless show
Dear Editors,

As an old Lightfoot fan, I prayed that he would

perform faultlessly on Sunday night as I knew that

the ever over critical press of the Journal would be

on him at the drop of a hat.
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Save the jail walls
by Sandy Wilson

In acting like a dentist whio

indiscriminately yanks out every

tooth which superficially appears
to be damaged, Kingston has
succeeded in transforming its

beautiful facades into streets full

of toothless gaps. Anaesthetized

by ignorance the losses at first

have always seemed to be quick

and painless. But the feeling

never quite lasts for few things

ache more than the realized loss

of our history and heritage as

embodied in the architecture of

past generations.

In the short course of the last

five years the Convent at the

comer of Johnson and Bagot
Street has been razed and
Plymouth Square on Ontario

Street has fallen beneath the

greedy hammer of developer
William Teron. But the saddest

part of the whole affair is that

Kingston just doesn't know when
to stop. Latest in the city's list of

projects is the intended
demolition of the county jail and
surrounding wall which stand
behind the courthouse. The in-

tention is to make room for a
parking lot. The contract to

demolish the structure has
already been awarded.

Although not the most
romantic structure, the county

jail is definitely part of our past.

For centuries Canadian Society

has sent its citizens to Kingston to

be either imprisoned or educated

(and sometimes both). The thirty

foot walls are a solid, double

layer of limestone. Two arched
gateways pierce the wall on the

West Street side and lead into a

series of grassy courtyards.
Against the far wall is the

jailhouse, a solidly impressive

three storied limestone structure

which echoes several of the

motifs of the county courthouse.

Currently the jail is in a poor

state of repair. The cost of

destroying the jail will be $19,500.

Surely this structure can be put to

a better use than the un-

derbedding for a new courthouse

parking lot.

If a parking lot is needed it

could be hidden within the walls.

This would require the possible

widening of the entrance portals,

the asphalting of the inner
courtyards and the structural

restrengthening of the outer
walls. If more space is needed
thought might be given to a tiered

parking lot inserted within the

walls.

But then the question arises

"Do we really need another
parking lot in the centre of the

city?" If the courthouse were to

urge its employees to leave their

cars at home and if it were to

initiate plans for a car pool or a

busing service then it would
eliminate the parking problem by
eliminating the number of cars

that need to be parked .... for far

less than $19,500.

The empty jailhouse, once
restored, could also be put to

good use. Ottawa turned its jail

into a hostel and there is a

decided lack of facilities for civic

groups in Kingston.

But the contract for the

demolition of the jail has already

been awarded. If it is to be
stopped, action must be taken
now. Concerned individuals at

Queen's are willing to wage a

legal battle to save the structure

but they will need your moral as

well as financial support. If you
care enough about yours and
Kingston's past and future then

please support them through the

Art History office in John Watson
Hall. It may be a long, painful

fight but not nearly so painful as

pulling teeth.

Coming to Art Center

A look at 18th century stage
by Elizabeth Milroy

Following 'Heritage
Kingston' at Agnes Etherington
Art Centre on November the 10th,

is an exhibition entitled 'The
Eighteenth Century Stage -

Britain'. Organized jointly by the
.Mendel Art Gallery of Saskatoon
and the Theatre Section of the

Department of Prints and
Drawings Department of the

Victoria and Mixtrt Museum, the

exhibition is comfX)S(;d of a

collection of engravings, etchings
and mezzotints illustrating the

revolutionary changes which
(xxurrcA in the British theatre
from the period of the
fK;s(/;ration U> the turn of the 19th

'•entury,

A strong movement in the
lh<tnln: wa.s generated after the
rfrHl./>ration of the monarchy and
(he return of a fMjItural at

mwjihere unhamfxired by the
reslrictionH of I'uritanism.
Within the firKt quarter of the
imh ff;ritiiry the thealr»;K of

f-infoln'K fnn Fields Oater
0»v»Til CitrcUm), the Drury I.,;ine

and the King's Tlieatre Hater Her
Maj<rsly'K Theatre; uK<rd

primarily for the jHrrforrnance of

If^-ilian opera, had Ixren granted
royal fharterv, an publir theatres.

l/nder (tie direr tKjri of Kuch
[M;ople ;iH John flieh and iJavid

Garriek combined with the
t^lentx of Kijfh artxjrK and iic.

<'-. as Garrick Hannah
i;ird ari'l Sarah SidfJons, the

initial theatrical culture begun in reputation which was to colour
the preceding century, gained an the British theatre until into the
individual character and 20th century.

Thf l.mmUiim AiitliciK I- by Williain llogiirth will be part of the exhibit,

'f'hf- print w:ih originally iiMcd aH a HiibHcription ticket for Soiilhwark

Fair and A l{ak<-'H I'rogreKK, The print NhowN the inwide of the theatre

and the reactitniH of different partH of the audience to the unseen play.

(he niaf»u'/Anti of the

queen^H journal

sweven
Submissions ore now invited

for the second issue of sweven

(the first is already complete).

Deadline for submitting

material is November 6th.

- Steven Winnett, Editor

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS
FREE DELIVERY

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to n PM DAILY

PAUL HORN

'Jazz to Bathe

Psychic Wounds"

Grant Hall

Nov. 4th

8:00 P.M.

Tickets:

John Orr Room
McArthur College

House of Sounds
Vern Napiers

queen's c<
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American Film Theatre

O'Neiirs Iceman fails beautifully
by Sandy Naiinan

The most outstanding
achievement of the American
Film Theatre's first showing,

Eugene O'Neill's The Iceman
Cometh, is that although the play

is on film, it is, nonetheless, very

theatrical. Unlike most adap-
tations of plays, this piece, and no

doubt the other seven selections

to be offered over the next eight

months, is not a cinematic
venture, so much as a rare

justaposition of theatre onto 35

mm film. The setting remains
strictly confined to the stage

convention, with no exterior

shots, no sophisticated film

tricks. But even more important

that the physical fidelities to

theatrical convention, you have
here an opportunity to see superb
acting, superb directing and
superb design manipulated
'hrough a medium which, at least

m this first case, can do the

material more justice than the

stage.

O'Neill's epic drama, perh-

aps his most difficult play and the
one which encompasses
gargantuan proportions, on film

allows the camera to focus on

various characters, which on
stage might be lost to the larger

ones. In particular. Bradford
Dillman's performance as Willie,

is not only the finest perfo.'-mance

of his recent career, but an

example of the sensitivity that

(he camera captures more
minutely than any stage
production.

This is only one example.
There is only one example. There
are many others, for O'Neill has
placed in a metaphorically
dismal setting, almost a

purgatory of life, Harry Hope's

Saloon, a collection of archetypal

characters which in themselves
symbolize the multiple methods a

smattering of human beings can
use to escape the reality of life

and revel in the game of illusion.

In itself, this play en-

compasses a huge span of life

experiences and human com-
plexities. O'Neill, an ambitious

playwright, sometimes loses

himself in his overly borad

perceptions of life. The Iceman
Cometh is such a venture and this

grandeur proves to be the plays

downfall. When produced on
stage the audience had to come to

the theatre at five, take a supper
break and come back for more.

In this film, which lasted three

hours and fifty nine minutes, two
\ ery short intermissions were not

enough. The film assaulted our

sensibilities, drained us, but did

so magnificently. The only chink

in the armour was Lee Marvin's

performance as Hickey.

Hickey is the Mephistophes
in the Purgatory, the superficial

Devil's Advocate, the great
salesman, the man who can size

up what he thinks people want.

Yet Marvin just doesn't convey
such a man, he is stiff, static and
unconvincing. His abilities as a

film actor, almost exclusively,

malign him in this theatrical

venture. He cannot gauge himself
adequately to encompass the

emotional range the role

demands. When he peaks
emotionally, his volume in-

creases, but that is all, and beside

Frederick March and Robert
Ryan, who are consumately fine

actors with both stage and film

experience, his performance
tails. March, even more than
Ryan is able to play Harry, the

ultimate sportsman in the game
of denying reality and choosing
illusion, with supreme panache.
He ranges wildly and confidently

over the whole spectrum of his

craft, is a divine derelict who,
like all the other derelicts, is only

happy when the game is on, when
he is drunk on cheap booze, when
all his pals are "paralyzed" with
him, when he doesn't have to

think about the outside, or his

dead wife Bessie.

Ryan as Larry, is the most
paradoxical character in the

,play, for he can see both sides,

the reality AND the illusion and

Plans approved for Ontario Hall
by J. C. Scott

member Ontario Hall Committee
A late night session of the

Ontario Hall Committee last

Thursday gave relatively final

approval to the plans for the

utilization of the building by the

Art History department and the

Bachelor of Arts Education
program. Both the faculty and
-tudents were pleased with the

'acilities and allocations of

pace.

The plan calls for the

'tasement level to house the

dirfy" studios of the B.A.E, for

-culpture, ceramics, welding and
plastics. Ix)ckers designed to hold

large portfolios will also be
fjresent along with comfortable
lounge areas in the spacious

halls.

The second or entrance level

will contain the main office and
reception area, two large

If

classrooms well away from the

traffic flow, a combined staff and
student lounge, a photographic

studio and darkroom, a sixty seat

film theatre and a well lit print

making studio. The film area will

l)c used jointly by the art students

ind the Department of Film
Mudies who see this as a tem-
norary location.

The third level will include a

double studio for the B.A. studio

ourse and a life room for B.A.E.
modelling and drawing. These
rooms are very well lit by large

windows and will include many
soft lights; a great improvement
over the Jeffrey Hall dungeons
'.vith no natural light. This floor

'.vill also house, for the first time,
•1 fully integrated library which
has been very thoughtfully

planned by the librarians. A
.seminar room is planned so that

valuable documents and folios

may be studied within the

library. The slides and
photographic reference
materials . will also be located

within the library.

The top floor of the building

with its fantastic sky-lights will

be used for painting studios and
wood working with office studios

for the faculty.

Offices and lounges are in

adequate supply with the large

lialls being used as areas for

comfortable congregation and
display areas; we may get to see

some art around here. The ar-

chitect, Neil MacLennan, is to be

congratulated for his solutions to

the sometimes nebulous
problems presented him. Both
departments can look forward to

(he happy prospect of our first

real home; as distant in the

future as the trade unions will put

it.

bec ause he feelh m deeply, he is

ultimately tortured by this vision.

His performance, like March's
has the scope and the range that

the role demands and at the same
time never dfjminates or out-

weighs the other characters. This
is due Ixjth to O'Neill's struc-

turing of the play and director

John Frankenheimer 's sen-

sitivity to the character sym-
bolism. He never, in any of the

characterizations sacrifices their

intrinsic richness and vitality.

Even though there was a problem
with the soundtrack, several

sequences were garbled, so much
of the detail of setting and sense
of the times, the revolutionary

first decade and a half of the 20th

century in the States, combine to

make the film a gorgeous portrait

packed with ptjlitical rumblings
and emotional explosives.

O'Neill was amazingly ahead
of his time. His psychological

exploration of guilt com-
pensation, of the black problem,
is very contemporary. And, aside

from Marvin's inability to play
out Hickey emotional trauma, all

the actors, particularly Jeff
Bridges, who can only see reality

and who, as a result, kills himself
in the end, move within the

material without letting their

archetypes swamp their enor-

mously rich and interesting

characters.

Ultimately, The Iceman
Cometh, is very much flawed,

both by its length and by its

scope However, by ren'iaininy

faithful U) O'Neill's ucrifA, by
recreating the seedinewi, the

peculiar inmxtnvji, the <if>wn

and-fiut romanticism of the era,

the American Film Theatre has
done his play a great favour Jt

isn't commercially viable and
because you will probably never
get a chance to see it, by filming

it no f>eautifully, it becomes
available and strangely palatable
in its new form.

Of all the selections on the

cinebill, it is the longest, the most
difficult and complex. O'Neill

brings out all his pet play
idiosyncrasies here. He strips

dfjwn his characters, tortures

them and then lets them dress up
in their old costumes. They live

their "pipedreams" and only
waken momentarily. This
process isn't easy for the
audience and this first film will

most likely be the hardest to take.

In comparison, Albee's Delicate
Balance, Pinter's Homecoming
and Osborne's Luther among
others, will be much more en-

tertaining.

A new form is created, the
filmed play, which has different

criteria of perfection and
demands excellence, both in

acting and in filming. The dif-

ference is subtle, but it separates
superb theatre from bad adap-
tations, which has become the
rule and unfortunately not the

exception. The Iceman Cometh
was the exception.

Viev/ of v/hat will be (he first "real horne" for l^oth Ai t Ilr.tory ;,(udcnts and (ho.se in the I'.achelor of

ArtK Edii' ;ilion.

MIDNIGHT CONCERT

WITH

GENESIS!

"Children of the Night"

Bartlett Gym Tickets:

John Orr Room
Nov. 9/73 McArthur College

_ House of Sounds
12:00 p.m.

Napier's
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nooks and crannies
i* 1'

focus on

cockles and mussels alive alive

oh..

by Judy Dobias
It goes without saying that

such a song comes to mind and
can immediately be associated

with Murphy's . It never quite

takes on the atmosphere of a fish

store, but is rather reminiscent of

a market where tremendous
variety is coupled with personal

attention. The trays of fresh sole,

salmon, buckets of snails and
bowls of smoked herring, remind
one more of a coastal small town.

Kingston is hardly that, and it

remains an enigma as to how a
specialty shop such as Murphy's
came into existence.

My own scepticism is in-

dicative of what E. M. Murphy
must have been up against when,
in 1954, he opened for the first

time. Only an individual of ex-

ceptional ability could have
succeeded as such an enterprise

is always a risk. The present

manager, Mike Mundell, who has
been working for the store since

he was 19, reflected, "Everybody
told him he didn't have a prayer,

and gave him six months at most
before he would fold up."

The actual building was
originally a hairdressers, which
was rapidly rennovated. Brock
Street, ten years ago was quite

obviously lacking much of the

activity we find today, sub-

sequently it would have been
even more difficult to attract

people. When I asked Mundell
about the initial inspiration for

the idea he could not quite come
up with the "decisive moment",
yet it is not something you choose
to do at the spur of the moment

!

It was rather gradual interest

prompted by his experience
overseas during the war, plus a

realization of the need in

Kingston for a high quality fish

store.

Now it . is a fish lover's

dream. There are about 200

Murphy's
Seafood
different kinds, most of it is

freshly delivered every day from
various ports on the Eastern
coast. This does not exclude the

wide scope which includes
everything from herring shipped
from Holland, to blue point

oysters flown in from the United
States. A particular specialty,

kippers, is extremely popular

and is ordered from Scotland.

Apparently, every year a lady
pays a visit to Murphy's when she
spends a riotous weekend during

the summer in her cottage in the

Thousand Islands area. The
request remains unchanged;
kippers for 100 people which she
serves for breakfast with
champagne. It makes cornflakes

and coffee look mildly inferior!

Coping with merchandise
that goes bad if it is kept too long

is a problem that the ordinary

grocer has to deal with to a lesser

extent. For Murphy's the remedy
is more complicated. As
previously mentioned, the fish is

delivered daily, but when dealing

with oysters, lobsters and
shrimpl which because of their

rarity do not sell at once, a large

walk in freezer is employed. The
lobsters come from "Conley's

Live Lobsters", a supplier in St.

Andrews, New Brunswick, who
have devised a method of keeping

lobsters available throughout the

year and not only when the

season begins November 28th.

The seaweed in which they

are shipped is ultimately used to

keep the oysters cool, as they are

alive until the time when they are

served on thehalf shell in the

restaurant. The restaurant is a

curiousity in itself, a students

delight in that the food is not

Chinese, nor is the menu
plastered with diverse platters of

hamburgers. How unique to

discover an eating place with

character, reasonable prices and

such a diverse range, catering to

the seafood gourmet or the in-

dividual interested in plain fish

and chips.

Unfortunately few people
realize the problems a restaurant
confronts with the price in-

creases. Mandell gave me insight

into this when we spoke about the

absurd level of cost in the
majority of places, yet Murphy's
still can provide a meal for under
$2.00. To cite an example, flour

used to cost a few years ago $6.00

for 100 lbs. whereas presently

the price has more than doubled
to $14.65. Extracts from the

menu, tantalizing again,; because
it is not often to come across this

in Kingston, are crab claws from
Nova Scotia, scallops and
oysters, or if you are really

daring, frog legs. They are most
likely to be local from bull frogs

and are prepared by the staff in

the following manner. For fried

legs, wash them, dip them in a

coating of flour, brown them for

about 3-4 minutes and serve with

tartar sauce. To poach them a

similar procedure is used, only

the legs are placed in aluminum
foil and cook in boiling water for

approximately 10-12
minutes. . .be brave and catch

your own and what a feast!

While browsing about the

upstairs restaurant I came
across a letter from a girl to Mr.
Murphy which best typifies the

nature and particular at-

mosphere that presides:

Dear Mr. Murphy,
I decided to write a

composition about that I

was an oyster in your store.

On January 29th, 1970,

a class came into Mr.
Murphy's store. I thought

they were going to buy
something, but then I

remembered that last year

All the food in Murphy's restaurant is freshly prepared, and by 7.30

all is underway, including everything from peeling potatoes to

cutting up vegetables. '

I'hotos by John Bottomley

a class came and one of

them ate my best friend

Patsy. Mr. Murphy was
pleased to see them and
showed them all the dif-

ferent kinds of fish. My
other friend, Herman the

lobster was picked up and
Mr. Murphy put a pen in his

claw. He showed them
beaver meat which they

found unusual. Then came
a terrible moment, Mr.
Murphy took an oyster out

of the basket and opened it.

A tall lady had to drink the

juice. Everybody was
sympathetic to her. Well! I

didn't think that was very
nice or that we tasted good.

She drank it and everybody
clapped. Suddenly, he took

me and that is where I am
now, in her stomach.

By the sounds while

eating me she must have
enjoyed me.

by Christine

Sydenham Public School.

It seems impossible to

compete in any way with the

composition. I do think the last

words that were spoken to me as I

was going through the door stand
true. "Come ir ^.^ J visit, you do
not have to buy anything!" It is

this personal interest that divides

the old time stores from the new,
the Dominions from the Mur-
phy's.

Correction to last week's Nooks
and Crannies: The Domino was
founded by Valerie and Gordon
Robertson in 1952, and their

immediate production was put on
at the Odeon soon after the idea
arose.

NEXT WEEK: Focus on the pub.

The wide array of fish includes such specialities as shrimp, oysters, lobster, clams
and scallops.

View of the take out service for fish and chips which competes with their home-made
clam chowder.
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watts my line
by peter watts

Curling has long been one of the more popular sports in Canada

and intercollegiate curling has attracted considerable interest. It is a

popular sport at Queen's which offers Bews curling as well as both

men's and women's intercollegiate teams.

The women's team this year will be coached by fourth year Phys.

Ed. student, Brian Cox. The team will begin workouts this Suniday at

11 a.m. at the Kingston Curling Club. That's just behind the Phys Ed
Centre on Clergy St. Any girls who have curled in the past and who are

interested in competing this year are invited to attend the session.

Last year's team finished second in the consolation fjnals of the

OWIAA championships. McGill University won the championship last

year.

This year there will be at least three events on the women's
curling calendar, all of them after Christmas. The Waterloo In-

vitational will be held on Jan. 11th and 12th. The eastern sectionals will

be in Sudbury, hosted by Laurentian, and will take place on Jan. 25th

and 26th. The finals are slated for Waterloo the weekend of Feb. 15th

and 16th.

Queen's men's team will also be getting underway as coach Al

Lenard has called an organizational meeting for Monday evening at 7

p.m. in Classroom AB of the Phys Ed Centre. The meeting is open to

all men interested in competing at the intercollegiate level this year.

The Queen's team has shown considerable potential in the last five

years but always seems to fall just short in the finals. They have

qualified for the finals the last five years in a row by finishing in first

or second in the eastern sectionals. Last year's team of Doug and
Gerry Hagarman, Russ Thorn and Malcolm Florence have all

returned to Queen's this year and if they choose to curl as a team,

there will be an interesting battle to beat them out of the top spot.

The men's team will be a complete unit and will be selected on the

basis of performance in a series of bonspiels to be held during the fall

term. Co-ordinator Al Lenard had hoped to start therrj early in

November but the fire at the Cataraqui Club has meant that the ice

will not be ready until toward the end of the month.

There are a couple of new curlers to Queen's here this year that

have made themselves known to the coach. One is Mark McDonald, a

Gananoque native, who is enrolled in first year Commerce and who
has dominated Canadian Schoolboy curling for the last three or four

years. McDonald skipped the winning rink in last year's cham-
pionships.

Remember then, for the Girls, practice starts Sunday morning at

11 at the Kingston Curling Club. For the men, the first organizational

meeting is Monday evening at 7 in Classroom AB of the Phys Ed
Centre.

Other notes . . . best wishes to Queen's rowing team who are off to

St. Catherines this weekend for the OUAA rowing championships . . .

Queen's football Gaels will wind up in second place with a win over
York Sunday in Toronto. Game time is ONE p.m. at the CNE and
CFRC will carry the game live . . . Queen's soccer and rugby Gaels
will be trying to get into the playoffs and both teams need victories this

weekend. The soccer Gaels play the Red Ravens in Ottawa on
Saturday and the rugby Gaels meet the league-leading Yeomen in

Toronto on Saturday.

1V/C news
Congratulations Arts '77! Your enthusiasm toward women's intra-

murals is helping to prove to all that WIC is an important aspect of life

at Queen's, Participation in every sport has risen this year as more
girls are discovering that the emphasis is on participation rather than
winning.

Did you know . . .

1 that Arts '77 team 7 won the basketball championship Tuesday night

Jifter a fierce battle with Arts '77 team 6.

2, that the swimathon was held on Monday. PHE won by logging 988

laps. Commerce came second with 674 laps and Arts '77 was third with
.'.12 laps Barb Tooth of Commerce swam 236 laps, Wendy Grant of

PUK did 1W laps and Sue Channen and Sally Southey did 100 laps each.
Kight girls participated in the synchro .swim meet on Monday.

Following an instruction session the girls competed in an informal
mf;et Arts '77 swept the top three places with Sue Channen, Jennifer
Hunt and Cathy Leek leading the way.
4. Kathy Keely and Laney Marshall of P]iK won the badminton
'Jfjubles and Mart; Jiartlett of I'HK won the tennis.

5, that girls played touch football this year.

<;. (hat M;verai sjx^rts are sUirting swn and it's not too late to come out.

Kntries for speed swimming close Nov. 15th and the meet is Nov. 19th.

C ed volleyball starts Thursday, Nov. 1 and you should bring a guy if

you want to play Ringettc, the girls fast game on skates is held on
Wfidnenday nights.

And finally, did you know that George Vassos was the winner of
$10 for his slogan of (he week:

"Wif A(hlctjf H Where (he fun is' I';ir(if i|j;j|c

Gals host volleyball
This Saturday, NovemtxT Queen's Golden Gals are

holding an Invitational Volleyball Meet It will begin at 10:.'J0

a m., and last until approximately .O .'JO p.m. Teams will be
playing in lx<(h fUm and Hartlett gyms, The following teams
will be competing: Laurentian, Wa(erloo, York, Guelph,
farleton, Offawa, Wilfred Laurier, Queen's and McMaster
''ome ;irifl :iip[)or( Qucfn's

Get change back from your nugget-

277 BATH RD.
McDonald's

COME TO US LAST
FOR CARPETS and BROADLOOM!

I Because We Buy Bankrupt Stocks, Factory Seconds, Factory Closeouts,
^ Slightly Used Carpet and Insurance Salvage We Can Cover the Floors Of
Your "Pad" for a Whole Lot Less than Anyone else in the Carpet
Business. So Try Everyone Else First - Then Come to Us Last. "Marie"
Promises To Save You a Big Buck. You Won't be Sorry!

Values to

10.95 sq. yd.

P& M
ENTERPRISES

$2-$3-$4-$5-$6
square

yard

270 Bagot Street
Half-way Between
Princess and Brock Streets

The Science '74 Formal Presents

The Eve of Lorien
with

"Flack"' in Lower Vic

and

'Toor Richard"' in Leonard

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2iid 8:00 P.M.

SPIRITS AND BEER AVAILABLE

Advance tickets available in John Orr Room

Admission: $1.00 per person
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Gaels face Yeomen in season finale
by Chris Boon

Queen's Golden Gaels will

wrap up their OUAA season this

Sunday when they take on the

York Yeomen at CNE stadium in

Toronto. The Gaels are coming
off a 34-14 win over McMaster,
and appear to have more or less

recovered from the mid-season

doldrums that came on after

theOttawa U disaster. York, a

team that has itself solidly en-

trenched in the league cellar with

a 1-6 record, absorbed a 36-6

shellacking from Carleton
Ravens last Saturday, so Sun-

day's venture onto the mod sod

shouldn't be too nervewracking.

However, you never know. . .

It appears the Gaels' defense

has regained some of the poise it

displayed early in the season, and
York is the kind of team a lot of

people could fatten up their

statistics against. Example:
York has thrown 21 interceptions

in seven games, high for the
league. They have also thrown
the ball more often than any
other team in the league, but with
considerably less effect. The
Gaels have a league-high 18 in-

terceptions as a team, with safety

Darrell Penner leading the way
with five, while Dave Campbell
and Alex Morris have four each.

The Gaels should be able to

run the ball effectively against

the Yeomen (what else is new?),
which means the Beast could

increase his already amazing
season rushing totals. In seven
games, the big fullback has 752

yards on just 81 carries, for an
incredible 9.3 yards-per-carry
average. His nearest rival, Joe
Colvey of Carleton, has taken 41

more carries to gain 144 fewer
yards.

Mind you, the presence of Stu
Lang (4th in rushing with 538

yards and a 6.3 average) and
Gerry Blacker (9th with 266

yards) makes it very difficult for

a defense to give Hadden the

Soccer

attention he obviously deserves.

Look for a lot of yards on the

ground Sunday.

Tom Taylor threw the b^ll as
well as he ever has against the

Marauders (excepting that one
interception, but everybody's
human) with flanker Barry St.

George being the bomb-catcher
in the crowd. The tough little vet

now is third in receiving with 23

catches for 464 yards, behind Cor
Doret and York's Steve Ince. The
Yeomen also have the sixth-best

catcher in Bill Hatanaka, who

doubles as a dangerous kick-

return man. Paul Forbes shares

these duties with Hatanaka, and
leads the league in kick-off

returns. Of course, he's had lots

of practice so far this season.

The Gaels need a win against

York to finish in second spot in

the OUAA-East, behind arch-

rival Ottawa U. They should get

it, and a few fans cheering them
on would be an appropriate

gesture. It'll be the cheapest
admission to the CNE you'll ever

get!

Hockey Gaels

still undefeated
Queen's hockey Gaels brought their record in pre-season play to

four wins and a tie with an 8-6 victory over the Gananoque in-

termediate team in Gananoque Tuesday night. Four players. Bob
Clayton, Rick Leyroy, Steve Gross, and Peter Berkley did not play due

to other commitments. Bill White led the Gaels attack with two goals,

with the others coming from Ron Shepherd, Chris Clark, Colin Loudon,

Don Kitchen, Frank Coffey and Bill Sweeney. Michel Boulanger and
Don Hall split the goaltending chores and each allowed three goals.

The Gaels exhibition schedule now takes them into Quebec. They
leave this afternoon for Montreal where they'll play the McGill

Redmen tonight and Sir George Williams Georgians tomorrow af-

ternoon. The Georgians will be one of the teams involved in the

Queen's Invitational January 4-6.

In the last three weeks, the Gaels camp has been cut from 105

players to about 25. There are five lines and three goaltenders still in

camp. A couple of more players, notably Stu Lang and Dave Hadden
and possibly John Wintermeyer are expected out next week. The team
opens next Saturday, Nov. 10th at home against Guelph. Game time is

8 p.m.

Elbows expounded, or • • •

by Alfred Kormann
The Queen's soccer Gaels

suffered their first loss in regular

season play when they were
defeated 9-1 by York last

Saturday. I would like to analyze

this violent game a bit and to add
some other comments.

A total of three Gaels got sent

off during the encounter com-
pared to one single Yeoman
sharing their fate shortly before

the final whistle which indicates

that Queen's was the dirtier

team. Unfortunately the of-

fending Gaels were too honest to

hide their feelings while some of

the York players proved to be

quite resourceful actors. Even
more unfortunately the referee

fell for it. The reasons for the

exclusions have been explained

already in Tuesday's Journal, the

X-C Finals tomorrow
Another Queen's team will

get a crack at an OUAA cham-
pionship tomorrow with the cross

country championships to be held

at Western. TheQueen's coaches,

Walter Eadie and Rolf Lund,
have selected a nine man team to

represent Queen's. The team was
selected on the basis of per-

formance in the several in-

vitational meets held this fall.

The final one was held last

Saturday at the Amherstview
Golf Club and saw Queen's
narrowly defeat Royal Military

College.

LABATT'S ONTARIO
BREWERIES LIMITED

The nine man team
representing Queen's consists of

Bill Bryden, Bob MacCormack,
Mark Fields, Doug Robinson,

Mike Murray, Dave Pichora, Ted
Metcalfe, Dieter Stein and Mike
Weber. The coaches will have to

designate two of these men as

alternates since each university

may enter only seven runners. It

is expected that about a dozen

schools in the OUAA will be

represented with Toronto,
Guelph and York being the teams
to beat. Queen's finished fifth last

year.

Skydivers first
Queen's skydivers clinched first place on Saturday in an in-

tercollegiate meet hosted by McGill University at St. Antoine, about 30

miles north of Montreal. The members of the Queen's team, along with

their standings in the meet were: Harro Trempenau (Ist-Senior),

Steve Foord (3rd-Intermediate), Brian Woods (2nd-Junior), and Chris

Macmillan (3rd-Junior). Queen's skydivers beat competitors from

McGill, Sir George Williams, Loyola, and Carleton.

LYLE STEVENSON
Lome Ferguson, Kingston Area
Manager, Labatt's Ontario Breweries
Limited, is pleased to announce the
return of Lyie Stevenson as Labatt's
special representative at Queen's
University.

Lyle is an undergraduate in Arts &
Science w/orking towards his B. Sc. in

Geography.

RIDING CLUB

TRAIL RIDES

This Saturday

And Sunday

NOTE CHANGE OF TIME;

MEET BUS AT UNION
AT 9:00 A.M.

COST: $2.50

action of the official was justified

in each case.

But if one looks at what led to

these outbursts it becomes ob-

vious that the referee was
responsible for a good share of

the violence. Some Yeomen
consistently tackled with both

feet, had always their elbows up,

kicked from behind, and the

referee was blind to these in-

cidents. Worse, if a York player

was called once in a while for

such a foul a well executed "Oh,

I'm sooo sorry!" absolved him
and the fellow was free to go on

with his tricks. No wonder some
Gaels had troubles keeping their

frustration under control since in

addition the game was the
deciding factor for the O.U.A.A.

East championship. There are

several very fine players on the

York team which makes it more
saddening that we couldn't enjoy
a demonstration of good soccer
instead of the rather disgusting

display we witnessed on Satur-

day. It's also a pity that soccer
officiating in Kingston (including

the city league) is mostly of low
quality, there is small con-

solation in knowing that other

Ontario towns share this fate.

Anyway, regardless of what
happened the Gaels firmly oc-

cupy second place in the
O.U.A.A. East. Last Saturday's

performance should not over-

shadow the fact that the Queen's
team did exceedingly well in the

earlier games: The Gaels hope to

regain some of the lost credit in

their last game of the season
when they will meet the Carleton

Ravens in Ottawa tomorrow.

B-Ball

Meet the Gaels
The 1973-74 edition of the Queen's (Jolden Gaels basketball team

will be officially unveiled this evening in the inter-squad game in

Bartlett Gym. Game time tonight is 7:30. For Queen's supporters it

will be a first-time look at a few people who could bring the Gaels from
a 4-8 mark last season to a contending position this year.

This year's squad has seven men returning from last year. They
are centre Corky McCleery, forwards Derek Swinnard, Don Sinclair

and Rob Smart and guards John Keck, Stu Beck, and Ken Sagadore.

Keck and rookie centre Lorenz Paulson will not likely play tonight due
to injuries.

Seven newcomers will be in the lineup tonight. They include Jack
Muir who played waterpolo last year for the Gaels but decided to play

basketball this season. Muir who is in third year was an allstar in the

Montreal high school system, has been one of the more impressive

newcomers. Pat Harris is another new face who could give the Gaels

some of the rebounding ability they did not have last year. He played

for three years at Ottawa U and is presently attending MacArthur.

Dale Sanderson is a local product, coming from Loyalist Collegiate.

Paul Morneault was a standout last year with the LaSalle Black

Knights in the Kingston high school league. Dave Reid, who played at

KCVI two years ago and Bruce Nickel from Loyalist are two more
local products who should give the team some depth. Another guard,

Andy Christie, was a letterman in basketball at MacDonald College

last year.

After tonight's game, the Gaels will spend the first part of next

week preparing for their exhibition game on Thursday against St.

Lawrence College Big Blue. That game will be played in Bartlett Gym
next Thursday at 5:15. The Gaels open their schedule on Tuesday,

November 13th at RMC against the Redmen.
The Gaels play a fifteen game schedule, playing each of the other

seven teams in the east division twice plus a single game against one

team from the West division. This year the Gaels will play Brock
Badgers in St. Catherines. The top four teams from each section will

qualify for post-season play. The sectional semi-finals will be sudden
death and the two surviving teams from each section will meet in

early March to decide the OUAA championship. The CIAU finals will

be held in Waterloo March 8-9

Simple, isn't it? Of course it isn't but that's beside the point. The
point is that there is a very exciting team preparing itself to represent

Queen's this year. It deserves your support. See you tonight in Bartlett

at 7:30.
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Canada: Liberal landslide in Quebec
QUEBEC- Robert Bourassa's

Liberal Party cleaned up in the

Quebec provincial elections,

Monday, winning 102 out of 110

scats. The Parti Quebecois got 6

scats and the Creditistcs got 2.

The Union National, who were
the parly in power (wo elections

For a start, we'll use the 2i-day, round-trip excursion.'

ago, won no seats this lime

around.

The number of seats won,

however, did not reflect the

amount of popular support each

parly received. Although the PQ
increased their popular vote from
2.'! per cent last election to :«) per

cent this time, they came out of

the election with one less seat.

The PQ received 30 per cent of

the vote but only 5 per cent of the

seats.

The Liberals increased their

share of the popular vote to 54 per

cent, up from 4.5 per cent last

time.

All three opposition party

leaders were defeated in their

home ridings.

For more information on the

election see the article inside the

Journal on page 5.

OTTAWA- Canada has agreed to

supply logistic support for the

7,000 man UN peacekeeping force

in the Middle East. An advance
contingent of 300 to 400 Canadian
troops should arrive in the war
zone sometime next week.

Defence Minister James
Richardson said, Tuesday, that

the Canadian contingent will

eventually number 1,000 men and
may reach 1,500. They will be

responsible for transportation,

communications, food and water.

living quarters and some repair

work for the rest of the UN force.

Austrians, Finns and Swedes
are already in the war zone for

peacekeeping duty, Ireland ha«

been asked to provide troops as

well,

F^fforts to complete the rest

of the force have been stalled by

Russian insislance that some
Warsaw Pact troops be included

in the force and U,S, and Israeli

refusal to accept troops from
these countries because they do

not maintain diplomatic relations

with Israel

TORONTO- Robert Nixon has

been re-elected as leader of the

Ontario Liberal Party, defeating

opponents Norman Cafik and
Donald Deacon. Nixon won on the

third ballot with 992 votes to

Cafik's 675.

Mr. Deacon's campaign was
badly, maybe disasterously, hurt

by a timing error during his

platform speech Saturday af-

ternoon which saw him talk for

5' 2 minutes over the time alloted

for each candidate. It appeared
as if Mr. Deacon was defying the

Convention chairman, Joseph
Cruden, who kept signaling him
to stop. In actual fact Deacon had
been informed that he had 25

minutes to speak instead of the 20

minutes actually alloted.

(>n Tuesday C'ruden resign'fd

Irorn his ixml as party president

stating that he took full iilnrmt for

the liming error and 'ouldri't

take the suggestions that he had
d/>ne it deliberately U> damage
Mr. Deacon's campaign.

TORONTO- The stop work order,

issued against Canada Metal (U).

Ltd. for dangerously fxjiluting the

environment with I>ead has been

set aside by a Supreme Cjourt

Judge who ruled that the plant

has been in operation for 45 years

and he couldn't conceive of an
emergency arising so suddenly

as to warrant cicising the plant.

Mr. Justice D A. Keith said

Tuesday that the government has

presented no evidence linking the

high levels of lead in 3 persons,

out of 722 tested, with emissions

from the plant and ruled that the

stop work order was issued in

error.

Minutes later the company
started calling production staff

back to work.

Environment Minister
James Auld said after the

decision that the government will

continue tests to get the

necessary evidence and will issue

a second stop work order if

necessary but that the tests will

probably take three or four weeks
to complete.

World: U.S. angry with NATO allies
WASHINGTON- The U.S. ad-

ministration has voiced strong

criticism of the U.S.'s NATO
allies becasue of their lack of

support of U.S. POLICIES ON
(he Middle East conflict.

Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger has reportedly told the

House foreign affairs committee
that he was "disgusted" with the

State's NATO allies and in an

aside added; "I don't care what
happens to NATO, I'm so

disgusted."

A Congressional source said

Kissinger had selected Britain

and West Germany for special

criticism, reminding the Ilouse

members of his statement last

April 23 that "our European
allies have regional interests"

but that "we cannot hold together

if each country or region asserts

autonomy whenever it is to its

lK;nefit."

The European powers are
almost completely dep<;ndf!nt on

(he Arab oil countries for their

-.upplies of crude oil.

The (^ueen opened a new
stfssion of Parliament, Tuf;sday,

with a speech pl';dging thai (h',-

British Government would
continue to attach highi irn

(K^rtance to Britain's relationship

with the U S, The reference to

Anglo U S. ties is considered

significant lH;cause of the current

strainr-i U;t ween the StatCH and its

European alli»;K,

MIDDLE EAST The ceascdre

fieemn to be holding v/idi (he

Israelis allowing truck loads of

food and medical supplies to pass

through its lines to the 20,000 men
of the Egyptian 3rd Army
(rapped by the Israelis on the

west bank of the Suez Canal.

Egypt and Israel agreed,

Tuesday, on an exchange of

wounded prisoners but failed to

reach an over-all agreement on

I)risoner release. Israel says it

holds nearly 7,000 Egyptian
POWs, while about 350 Israelis

are held by Egypt.

On other fronts, the U.S.

Defence Department has
revealed that about 350,000 U.S.

(roops and sailors remain on

special alert more than five days

after a near confrontation bet-

ween the U.S. and the USSR. All

U.S. troops alerted in the United

States and the Pacific have

returned to normal duties but

troops in Europe and the Atlantic

Fleet are still standing by in

increased combat readiness.

The Defence Department
spokesman refused to comment
when asked if 50,(X)0 Soviet air-

tKjrne (roops wcro, still on alert in

(he Sf)viet Union bul did reaveal

(ha( (he number of Soviet ships in,

(tie M<-dit<;rranean rose from 85

(o (K) over the weekend. The U.S.

Six(h Fl(!et, in the

Medit<Tranean, still stands at

atx)ij( (10 v<rssels.

IKMJ.AND The Netherlands has

banned Sunday pleasure; driving

becauK<; of (he in oil supplies

announced l»y Ar.ib countries

who have accused the Dutch
Government of taking a pro-

Israel stand in the Middle East

war.

The Minister of Economic
Affairs announced in a press

conference that rationing was not

presently contemplated but that

the necessary legislation was
being prepared. Meanwhile a

speed limit of 60 miles per hour

was being introduced on high-

ways and motorists were being

asked to drive slower on main
roads.

Saudi Arabia, the main oil

producer in the Middle East, has

reduced production by a further 5

per cent bringing the total cut in

production to 15 per cent.

Indonesia, meanwhile, has

announced an increase in oil

prices of 20 per cent but says the

increase was to boost revenue

and not because of the Arab oil

cuts.

The shortage of jet fuel has

forced Trans World Airlines to

terminate .30 domestic flights and
announce that it will be putting

more than 500 employees on
unpaid furlough beginning
December L

MOSCOW Several speakers at

(h<' World (,'ongress of Peace-

Loving I''orces denounced the

Soviet Union for its handling of

dissenters and its invasion of

Czechoslovakia in I%1I. The
speeches were received coldly by

(he d(!legates, most of whom
were from communist countries.

Paul Myer, a Roman
Catholic priest from the U.S.,

said that Nobel Prize-winning

author Alexander Solzhenitsyn

combined a major literary talent

with a reactionary viewpoint but

said that the views of Soviet

dissidents "cannot allow us to be

silent in the case of some Soviet

dissenters and protest on behalf

of others."

Western delegates also

distributed an appeal on behalf of

physicist Andrei Sakharov and

called for the lifting of all

restrictions on emigration from

the Soviet Union.
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Tuesday, Nov. 6
Tuesday Nov. 6

A camera club photo display will be shown in the

Poison Room until Friday.

3.30 - 5.30 - Tuesdays and Thursdays. La Dasa:

tertulia hispanica-ritrovo italiano, at 165

University Ave. Have a coffee and practice your

Spanish or Italian with records and magazines

from Spain, Italy and Latin America.

7.00 p.m. - This week's Human Sexuality Course

lecture is Sexual Relationships including conflicts

^ that arise between partners and sex and the

elderly. Speakers will be Carol White
(Psychiatric Nurse) and Dr. S. Ramasar
(Psyr^hiatry) Held in Dunning Auditorium.

7.0G-9.30 p.m.- Professors Jong Meisel and Peter

1 eslie of the Political Studies Dept. to discuss the

• fuebec Prov. Election and what it means for

Canada. 517 John Watson.

8.30 p.m.- History Smoker at the Pub. Admission is

.25c and beer 2 $1.00.

9.00 p.m.- Dept. of Film Studies Evening Series film

in Ellis, showing Partie de Campagne (Jean

F»noir, 1936).

Wednesday, Nov. 7

11 30 a.m. Composition Recital in Dunning
Auditorium. Instrumental and electronic works
written by B Music students.

7..30 p.m.-John Laschinger, National Director of the

Progressive Conservative Party will be speaking

in the McLaughlin Room,
7.30 p.m. - Law for the Laymen series continues

with "Landlord and the Tenant" Room 111, Earl

Hall. Free copies of the Queen's Legal Aid (AMS)
"You and the Law" book will be available.

7.30 p.m.- Biology 101 Seminar, featuring Dr. A.J.

Jagendorf from Cornell University, lecturing on
Photosynthesis, in room 114, Earl Hall. Free
coffee and donuts afterwards.

8.00 p.m.- A panel discussion "Purpose in Life?"

with Dr. Michael Fox (Philosophy) and Wilbur
Sutherland fNationa; Film Board). Red Room,
Kingston Hall Sponsored jointly by G.C.F. and
Q.CF,

nm p.m.- The Classics Dept. presents Dr. Edith
Wightman giving an illastrafed lecture on "Gallo-

I'lOnrians at Home". Room 517 Watson. All

welcome.
HM p.m.- Canadian Opera Co. presents Mozart's
Comic Opera "Cosi Fan Tutte" (Women are like

that; with the Canadian Opera Orchestra. At the

Crand Theatre. Tickets $4.50, $5,50, and $3.00

students Himited numbor) a vailable from the Box
Office. Sfxjnsored by the Can. Society of

University Wom(;n.

«,30 p.m. Nov. 7 14, and 14-17. Convocation Hall.

Queen's I;ept, of Drama presents "The House of

Hcrnarda Alba", by Frederico Carcia I^orca, and
fljrectf;d by Rusk Waller. The play concerns itself

v. ith the suppressions of sexual freedom, and with
lhat, the freedom to live and to express oneself as
an individual. Tickets $1.(X) 'students; and $2,(K)

'non-«tudent»;, Dept , of Drama. For info, call 547-

eam.

Thursday, Nov. 8
7,0() p,m.- General Meeting of the International

Club. I^ifw.UKHion of events for coming year, ('ome
and voice your opinions International C(!ntrc,

I/)wer l/ounge,

7,fX)and 9,30 p,m. Campus Movies pres»;ntH "The
Touch" with Ingmar P,ergrrian and Klliot Could.

I>unning (l;i)l Adrn $1 (X),

7,15 p m,- Itridge ( lub meelinj; 2nd floor Common
Hoom, Union,

8.00 p.m.- Nov. 8 and 9. Med's Variety Night. "Great
Expectorations". Grant Hall. Tickets $1.50

(students), $2.00 (non-students). Available in

John Orr Room 10.30-1.30 p.m.
9.00p.m. - The American Movies (Part 1), "His Girl

Friday" (Howard Hawks, 1940). With Gary Grant,
Rosalind Russell, and Ralph Bellamy. Ellis Hall

Auditorium. Series tickets. $5.00 and $8.00.

Friday, Nov. 9
9.00 p.m.- "Just A Dance" with Wednesday.
Leonard Cafeteria $1.25 admission. Beer 50c or 5

for $2.00

Midnight - Queen's Concerts presents "Genesis" in

the Bartlett Gym. Tickets $2.00 from John Orr
Room, McArthur College, House of Sounds, or

Vern Napiers.

Coming Events
Nov. 10 - Grant Hall 8.30 p.m. Queen's Chamber
Singers and Queen's Chamber Orchestra. Works
by Handel, Dowland, and Walton.

Nov. 12 - German and Philosophy Departments are

presenting Mr. Alan Howard, visiting lecturer of

the Anthroposophical Society of Canada. Lecture
entitled "Rudolf Steiner, An Introduction to the

New Consciousness." Watson 517 at 8.00 p.m.

Nov. 12 Fireside Ban Righ Common Room. 5.45 -

6.00 p.m. German music of the Middle Ages and
the Renaisance by "The Early Music Ensemble"
of St. Lawrence University of Canton New York.

Nov. 13 - The violinist, Masuko Ushioda. Grant Hall

Series, Divison of Concerts. $4.00, $3.00 general,

and $3.00, $2.00 students.

Nov. 13 - 17 Suzi-Q Week

Movies and Theatres....
Capitol- Theatre 1 is featuring Johny Cash and
Theatre 2 will be showing "Jesus Christ Super-

star".

Odeon- "A Touch of Class" with George Segal and
Glenda Jackson.

Hyland - "State of Seige".

Domino Theatre- "Uncle Vanya" by Chekhov. Nov.

8, 9, and 10 at 8.30.

Grand Theatre Mozart's Comic Opera: "Cosi Fan
Tutti". See Wednesday f6r details.

Pubs...
Manor- Bradstreet

Frontenac: Finigan's - Fred Werthman
IMuldoon - The Waterfront (folk rock)

Commodore- Terry Carrise

401 Inn- Stage

Townhouse- The Newcomers

Library Changes

Health Sciences Library hours will be restored as of

NovemlHT 1 to the following:

Monday- Friday: 8.45 a.m.- 11.00 p.m.

Saturday 10.00 a.m. -5.00p.m.

Sunday 1.00p.m.- 10.00p.m.

Pool Hours
lU'gularly sclieduled (!V(!nts in the pfM)l will be
cancelled for the (^leen'H Invitational Swim Meet
on Nov. 10, from 10 a.m. -6.00p.m.

MOFFAH'S .D.A. DRUGS
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week— 548-701

1

I.R.C. - W.R.C. presents

Just A Dance
with

Xhris Kearny'

November 9 8:00 P.M.

Beer 50' or 5/$2.00

Tickets in Meal Lines

QUEEN S DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA^
PRESENTS ^ '^

'

THE
HOUSE

OF

BERNARDA ALBA
NOV. 7-10 AND NOV. 14-17 AT 8:30 P.M.

CONVOCATION HALL
STUDENTS $1 NON-STUDENTS $2 TEL: 547-6291

MEDICAL
VARIETY NIGHT

THURS. & FRIDAY
NOV. 8 & 9

8:00 P.M. - GRANT HALL
TICKETS $2.00 STUDENTS $1.50

AVAILABLE - JOHN ORR ROOM
10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

GOte

AND

G06S

I FUN

SKI CLUB
GENERAL MEETING

Wednesday, Nov. 7th

Stirling "D" 7.30 P.M.

Schedule of trips and prices

MOVIES- "WoeWis Flip"
m\J VIED.

Powder"
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Remembrance Day Service

to be held in Grant Hall

The University suspends classes and laboratories for one
hour on Friday, November 9th, to honour the sacrifice of those

who went out and did not return, specifically three hundred and
sixty-two Queensmen in two World Wars, and to engage in a

Service which is both remembrance of sacrifice and resolution

fro peace in our time. The twofold nature of the Service is in-

dicated by the quotation from Stephen Spender standing alone
on the front page of the Service folder

:

"They travelled a short while towards the sun and left the

vivid air signed with their honour."

and the quotation from Omar Bradley standing alone on the

back page:

"It is easy for us who are living to honour the sacrifice of

those who are dead. For it helps to assauge the guilt we should

feel in the presence. Wars can be prevented just as surely as

they are provoked and, therefore, those who fail to prevent

them must share in the guilt of the dead."

Vice-Principal G.A. Harrower, Steve Brereton, President of the

A.M.S., and Padre Laverty will be associated in the brief Ser-

vice to be held in Grant Hall at 10:53 A.M. The Queen's Choral

Ensemble under the direction of Professor Denise Narcisse-

Mair will sing.

One quarter of quota still

to be raised for United Fund
In the United Fund Campaign this year. Queen's has raised

almost 75 per cent of its quota of $57,300. However, George
Waltsford of University Services pointed out that the donations

were coming in irregularly and was causing a problem in

reaching the quota.

Wattsford asserted that "if we can get those who have not

given anything to give a little, we would reach our quota".

Queen's, the largest division in the fund, has raised

$42,835.50 to date. It is vital to the success of the campaign that

Queen's reach its quota. There has been an increase in all quotas
by $3000 over last year due to the rising costs encountered by the

twenty agencies which the United Fund supports.

Such functions as the Nursing Backrub, Bikathon, selling of

ribbons at the Homecoming football game, and residence can-
vassing have raised some money on behalf of the student body at

Queen's.

Toronto Rehab Therapy

Society toured Queen's
Twenty students from the Toronto Rehabilitation Therapy

Society visited Queen's last weekend. On Saturday, the group
toured the Anatomy building. Rehab facilities in John Watson
Hall, and the Physiotherapy Department at the Kingston
General Hospital. The Toronto students finished their weekend
on Sunday with a visit of Tercentenary Lodge (Kingston Home
for the Handicapped) and a get-together with professors.

According to Sheila Pond, Secretary-Treasurer of Queen's
Rehab Society, "Ideas and concepts were shared and expanded;
new friendships, and links between the universities were for-

med. Everyone was very impressed with our campus."

SVB IS a viable

community service
About 40 agencies in Kingston have become aware of the

value of student volunteers. At Kingston Day Care In-

corporated, for instance, volunteers are an important sup-

plement to the main programs; in September, Mrs. G. Elias, the

Educational Supervisor at K.D. Care approached the Student
Volunteer Bureau with her volunteer needs. Now students are
helping out on weekday afternoons, working in classrooms,
nurseries and on the playground outside. The result is that

students get a worthwhile experience with children, and the

staff teachers are left with more time to work with children who
require special, individual care.

The SVB has channelled over 200 students into volunteer

programs (including Kingston Day Care) so far this year; but
more are always needed. Want to help out working with men-
tally retarded kids? tutoring in prisons? swim programs? drop-
ins? discussion groups . . .

Contact the Student Volunteer Bureau, in the Students'

Union, up the outside stairs on University Avenue or phone 547-

5766.

Faculty Committee proposes

Course Guide replacement
by Sue Wishart

The ASUS Course Evaluation

Guide will cease to appear in its

present form if the recom-
mendations of a special Arts and
Science faculty committee are

followed.

The Committee, headed by
Associate Dean (Studies) Peter
Platenius, was formed last fall to

study the report of a Senate

committee on course evaluation.
In its report, the committee

proposes the replacement of the
Student-prepared Course
Evaluation Guide by course
appraisals within the individual

departments.

The Committee maintains

that the course evaluation is

more important as a means of

assessing and improving
academic resources than as a

form of course counselling for

students. It claims that the public

rating of courses tends to mislead

students in their choice of courses

and embitter potentially good
instructors. For these reasons, it

delcares that the information

obtained through course
evaluations should be retained

within the departments involved.

Under the scheme,
assessments would be conducted

in the following manner : towards

the end of classes each term, DSC
representatives would submit a

written report of the content and
conduct of the course to the in-

structor and the department
head. The first appraisal would

deal with teaching methods, and
the second would evaluate the

course as a whole.

The finding in these reports

would not be made public. The
information would be released to

the students involved in the

course only with the approval of

the DSC.
To obtain a more objective

appraisal of each course,

students would evaluate it in

terms of other courses, or on a

numerical scale between one and
five. The results would be

processed by computer and
released to the departments
involved.

Courses would also be
assessed by faculty members
sitting in on their colleagues'

courses.

The departments would
continue to publish detailed

objectives and requirements of

first-year courses in the Fresh-

man Studies Guide. Similar

summaries for upper-year
courses would be made available

to returning students during

course counselling.

The Committee also

recommends the inclusion of

more detailed information in the

Course descriptions in the

Calendar.

On the whole, the proposals

of the Arts and Science Faculty

Committee were welcomed by
ASUS president Eleanor
Crowder. She explained the

"pourse evaluation is a dead
issue" among students, and
claimed that the committee's
recommendations are the only

feasible way to get course

evaluations done accurately.

Crowder critisized the

present ASUS Course Evaluation

Guide as being "a little like a TV
Guide" which waters down the

information.

solman

Several Leonard Hall residents survey the damage following a fire in

the hallway outside Leonard cafeteria early Monday morning.

Early morning blaze

damages Leonard Hall

Several thousand dollars damage is the only serious result of a fire

in Leonard Hall early Monday morning. The fire apparently started

shortly before 3 a.m. in a pile of bags of newspapers left over from
stuffing a room on the fourth floor earlier in the evening. Fire and
police officials aren't sure how the fire started, but it appears that the

papers were deliberately ignited.

Considerable smoke spread through the upper floors, but the

actual blaze and damage were confined to the hallway outside the

cafeteria. The building was evacuated for about an hour and a half

until the fire was extinguished and the smoke cleared. Fire

department officials said there were no injuries but pointed out that

the fire had constituted a "serious life hazard" because of the large

amount of smoke produced.

Watts reappointed
Principal John J. Deutsch announces that the Advisary Com-

mittee on the Deanship of Arts and Science established in March of

this year according to the provisions of the Senate document on the

appointment of Deans and Department Heads, has now completed its

work.

Dr. Deutsch has reappointed Dean Ronald L. Watts to a further

term of office ending August 31, 1976. In making his announcement,
the Principal expressed his pleasure that Dean Watts was willing to

undertake a further term in this very important and demanding office.

Dr. Deutsch said: "I am convinced that under Dean Watts' leadership,

the Faculty of Arts and Science will continue to build upon its splendid
record of achievements. I am confident also that the members of the

Faculty will continue to give Dean Watts their full support and
cooperation during the years to come."

Printing Service report drafted
Newly appointed Services Commissioner Ken

Wong has drafted a report on the AMS Printing

Service ; the report should be available to interested

persons early next week. (Wong has summarized
his report leaving out the background financial

figures in a lengthy letter to the editors on page 7.

)

In his report, Wong asserts that "the Printing

Service cannot hope to break even" in an ac-

counting sense, but points out that, in an economic
sense, students do benefit from savings in dealing

with the service.

However, Wong recommends that "if the AMS
can afford subsidization, then it should". He also

called for stricter financial controls in any
resurrected service, and for an increase in the AMS
specific fee.
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Improving Old Kingston
A team of four planning students from the

School of Urban and Regional Planning at Queen's

University will soon be visiting Kingstonians who
care about the future of older residential areas. The
team is looking for practical and imaginative ideas

that can be welded into a plan to be presented to the

senior governments in a bid to bring CMHC's new
Neighbourhood Improvement Program to

Kingston. The team's plan could be one of the first

proposals to go before senior governments under
the new National Housing Act amendments.

Led by the City of Kingston Planning Director,

George Muirhead, Dr. Gerald Hodge, Director of

the Planning School, and Professor Eric Thrift, the

four students hope to present their ideas to the

Planning Board by the new year. However, the

team say there must be real input from the com-
munity in order to develop the most suitable plan.

The purpose of the Neighbourhood Im-

Amnesty Internationql

provement Program is to restore and bring to life,

older and mainly residential neighbourhoods
through the improvement of existing housing stock
and improvement and addition of things like

playgrounds, skating rinks and community centres.
The team have conducted preliminary studies of

several areas to determine neighbourhoods that

may benefit from Neighbourhood Improvement
Program. The focus of the team's interest is in the
north area of Kingston.

One thing is certain. Those neighbourhoods
receiving Neighbourhood Improvement Program
funds, must show they are active neighbourhoods,
with interested people who will be able to build a
stronger community life on the revitalization

triggered with government money. Student
members of the team are Donald Baxter, David
Kardish, Mary Ellen Johnson and Kulbir Singh.

They may be reached by telephone at 547-3086.

They fight for prisoner aid
Next Tuesday, at 8:00 p.m. in room 517 of John

vVatson Hall a meeting will be held to explain what

Amnesty International does and to explore the

possibilities of starting a group in Kingston.

Amnesty International works for the release of

men and women who have not advocated or used

violence but have been imprisoned because of their

political or religious beliefs or because they were of

the "wrong" colour or ethnic group.

Bruce Kennedy from the Amnesty International

t oup in Ottawa and Colin Stuart from the Toronto

ommittee to free the Political Prisoners of South

Vietnam from Detention, Torture and Death will

both be speaking at Queen's.

Amnesty International's objectives are much
wider than aiding Prisoners of South Vietnam, but

to speak of them is to bring into focus what is

happening in many, mar.y countries in the world.

Small groups in over 30 countries have been
bringing moral pressure to bear upon governments
holding such prisoners often just letters, sometimes
lirough sending diplomats or jurists to plead for the

ife of a sentenced victim. It is an insistent, in-

;ormed, continuous appeal for their release or for

reconsideration of their case. Sometimes it helps

the families of the prisoners if there is a need.

UNICEF
Christmas Cards on sale at the

International Centre

(Queen's University)

between students' Union and Athletic Centre

hours of sale: 9-12 & 1-5 p.m. Mon. to Fri.

call 547-2807 to place orders

CAMPUS MOVIES presents...
Ingmar Bergman's

first English language motion picture starring

Elliott Qould, Bibi Aruierss(m, Max von Sydow
"The Touch"

Thurs. Nov. 8th Dunning Aud.
7 8t 9.30 Admission $1 /person

P.S. Yes, more Disney cartoons too!

A.M.S.
Notice of

A.M.S. Outer Council

MEETING
Thursday, November 8, 1973

7:30 P.M.

McLaughlin Room, Students Union

A.M.S. EDUCATION
Commission

Law for the Layman

Landlord and Tenant

November 7th,

7:30 p.m.

Room 111, Earl Hall

INFORMATION BANK
Information Bank, a new AMS-sponsored service is, as the name implies, literally a bank of in-

formation. Located in the John Orr Room in the Student's Union, its operating hours are 8:30 A.M. to

5:30 P.M., Monday to Friday, and the telephone number is 547-5722.

Information Bank will soon have information on everything that affects students in the Queen's
Community. Its four areas of concentration are Student Governments, Services, Academics and
Administration and Events.

Any organization sponsoring an event, having a meeting, or looking for members is asked to

contact Information Bank. In helping Information Bank, you help yourself as well as the whole
Queen's Community.
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Dalton Camp:

Campuses notable for "lack of

leaders, followers, issues
by Susan de Stein

"The generation of the students of the 70's are

not revered nor feared by the puWic," commented
Dalton Camp, in his address to the annual meeting

of the Association of Universities and Colleges of

Canada (AUCC). The conference held last week in

Ottawa had as its theme, 'The student of the 70's in

a changing university'.

In one of two keynote addresses concerning the

'Public image of the university student," Camp
outlined the attitudes of three generations of

students.

The politics of the students of 1965-70 contained

, "a whif of nihUism", he claimed. The students, then

following "unorthodox tactics', alienated and
alarmed the adlilt population."

Today's student
Later Camp stated that "today, the principal

causes of unrest have been removed, ammeliorated
or settled."

Today's student he noted, is "something of a
mystery", and are "more like their parents than

were their predecessors". Using opinion polls as his

source of referenc, Camp found that the student of

the 70's votes like his parents. It seems "parents

have regained their former influence over their

tribe." he concluded.

The public "now feels assured that its value

system is going to be preserved, at least, not

destroyed. The public now knows that long hair does

not lead to pot-smoking," and in addition, "open
residence is not the path to promiscuity."

Today's campuses are notable he stressed, "for

a lack of leaders, followers, and issues," a point

which later sparked a great deal of comment from
the students present at the conference.

The university is no longer seen by the student

as a "sanctuary of learning nor as a personal

launching pad for success," he noted.

The subject of higher education is, today, ac-

cording to Camp, "one of the least discussed

issues." Educational affairs have seemingly "lost

priority in community concerns."

Gerard Pillion, the second speaker publisher of

Le Devoir, a French language newspaper based in

Montreal was uncertain about the public image of

the university student. Speaking in French, he
stated "I haven't consulted the public, and so I don't

know what its image of the student is."

Stuck up academics
During his address, Fillion made the ob-

servation that the "stuck up ivory tower academics
only reason in categories." According to the

speaker, the factors of the common place daily life

"escapes them altogether".

Academics, he continued, are no longer the only

ones who think. "People who think are
everywhere."

Through the influence of the media, "the
university today is all pervasive. The campus is

merely a physical mileu for structured learning."

Fillion remarked that "the university is no
longer an island unto itself." Being part and parcel

of society, it must also be subject to limitations.

"The activities of the university must be planned in

##

terms of these limitations and of society's wants,"

he added.

Universities are non-supportive
In response to a question from the floor, Fillion

noted that students are becoming anxious in their

search for the meaning of life. "Over and over,

students are expressing their concerns, and are not

just looking for objective knowledge. "We are not

helping them," he stated.

Fillion felt that apathetic students are more
demoralizing than are the vocal and articulate.

"They might have excessive ideas but they don't

frighten me," he added.

In fact, he concluded, "if one is not a
revolutionary at 20, he is an old 'dodderer' at 40".

Camp noted that the pulbic feels the best place

for outrageous opinion is in the university. "When it

moves out the public becomes panicky."

Fillion felt that the indifferent attitudes

prevalent among students today, was the normal
result of the ebb and flow of emotion. "I hope they

will take up the demons and produce spokesmen to

make known their views. This is highly desirable."

Such a rebirth of activism could not, however, be

produced from outside the student body. "It must
emanate from the students themselves," he said,

(head) students protest tokenism

An indignant student spokesman claimed that

the students are powerless when "professors are

morally and inellectually bankrupt!"

Students protest

"tokenism"
Many students delegates at the conference

objected to what they termed "token represen-

tation" on decision-making bodies. Another voiced

the belief that participation was "the full right of

the student and is not merely a favour bestowed on

them by the administration." He continued to

lambaste AUCC for what he called the "facade of

student representation" at the conference.

"We are merely being tolerated," claimed a
more vehement student. "We're tired of tokenism.

We won't be co-opted." Another protested that

absence of a student on the panel.

The low level of interest and participation of

students in decision-making bodies of universities

was attributed to a variety of factors.

Participating students often become disap-

pointed in the complexity of documents and in-

formation on the wide variety of subjects necessary

in order to develop full knowledge. "Students have
participated in good faith, but are impatient and
become bewildered," volunteered one ad-

ministrator.

The extravagance of the conference, and the

expense of holding an annual meeting was the

source of much consternation among students.

Many students voiced the opinion that AUCC
merely hosted a plush annual party for university

adminstrators, and that students, the 'raison-d'etre

of the university, played no substantial role in that

body's decision-making.

Student caucusses were held several times

during the last two days of the conference.

Universities ^^unresponsive
##

"The heterogeneity of the student body is

greater today than ever before", noted guest

speaker, Joyce Denyer, during a conference

workshop on student expectations and needs.

Denyer is the Founding President of the

Association of Part time Students in Toronto.

The attitudeds of most universities", she
continued "have remained oriented towards the

monolithic mass of full-time students, aged 18-24,

despite an increasing diversity in age, attitudes

and needs in today's university community."
"The needs of the student receives little con-

sideration from the administration," she
stressed.

Denyer felt that the universities are "sadly

lacking in the supportive role." Many students

are unaware of counselling services offered. In

addition, she noted that "the inadequacy of

counselling, specifically, academic counselling"

is serious. "Academic and non-academic links

should be stronger" within the university

community.
She concluded, "there exists serious

discrepancies between the needs of students as

perceived by students and as perceived by the

administration." She noted that the functions

and services of the university are shaped in the

most part, by those who are not students.

During the discussion which followed

Denyer's presentation, the need for more in-

formal relationships between students and

faculty was felt to be important.

Students here voiced the belief that todays

students are over-burdened and over-worked in

the university, forced to consume vast amounts

of generalized knowledge while having little time

for reflective inquiry.

RE: JOURNAL ADVERTISING

To Campus

Organizations

If you have not received an

invoice for advertising for

period of September 1 to

Oct. 12/73, please contact

Business Manager,

Queen's Journal 547-3178

Clover Leaf Market

HEALTH FOODS
GRANOLA, WHOLE GRAIN CEREALS,
FLOURS, SUNFLOWER SEEDS, ETC.

GROCERIES
SUNDRIES

PRODUCE
HOUSEWARES

MEATS
AAon. to Fri. - 8:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Sot. - 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

"We Deliver" -546-S566

Corner Princess and University Ave,

Graduation Portraits

YOU COULD COME TO US,

FLAIR PHOTOGRAPHIC

BUT YOU CAN'T BE BOTHERED.

GO AHEAD. SEHLE FOR

SOMETHING LESS....

For Appointment Drop in at - 94 Brock Street or Call
542-7733

A littleTrouble in ttie morning.

Trouble
^Trouble

ifTEP SHAVt

;.ppEb RASAGE

4 FL OZ

^ Trouble

AFTER SHAVe
APHft R*SASE_

After Shave and Cologne with.a

distinctive, disturbing fragrance that can give

a whole campus Trouble up to 8, 10, or even 12 hours!

and you've gotTrouble all dgy.
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BUY YOUR DIAMOND NOW!

AND PAY

AT YOUR

CONVENIENCE!

Sometimes it's not easy to pay

right away. That doesn't mean you have

to wait to buy a diamond. You

can choose one of our credit plans. Our

selection includes rings in all

price ranges. Let us help you choose a

splendid, exquisitely cut diamond

and plan convenient payments. It's the

easy way to enjoy your

diamond now.

KI .Y \J:A1 I 1 ) ESTERKK
Jewellkhs

1G8 PRINCKSS STREKT
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

WHAT IS A

MIDNIGHT

CONCERT?

GENESIS
Friday

November 9th

12:00 p.m.

BARTLETT

GYM

Admission

$2.00

Tickets:

John Orr Room

McArthur College

House of Scjndr

Vern Napier's

unclassifieds

Bring In a New Day Together"

GIRL NEEDED to •.h.irft thr(.(!

bodroom .ipartmenf very clo^>o to

campus. Phono Mary or Beth at

544 2571.

SUGAR AND SPICE AND all things
nice, That's us! Hoping to see you
soon! Love,

RIDE NEEDED TO Chicago or
thereabouts, Nov. 8»h or 9th,

Anywhere along the way would be
perfect. ..London, Windsor etc.
Call Tim: 549-2512.

LOST: BROWN PURSE, thrown out
near West Campus. Call 549 1045.

WANTED TO BUY: One Drummer's
seat (or throne, or whatever) Call

Jamie at 544-0447.

LOST: One light brown buckskin
wallet, probably around
University and Johnson, but could
be just about anywhere. It con-
tains a number of very important
and essential identification cards.
Money no concern. If found, please
contact Debbie Hutton 549-1549.

THE INTREPID TRAVELLERS,
Barnacle Pit the Engineer and
Vicko, are journeying up to the
frozen north this weekend. So
we're having a going away party
in the Pub on Wednesday to

celebrate- The Sault may never be
the same! It'll be a BALLS TIME!
(All gold leather jackets readily
accepted). Sponsored by all those
luscious ladies that must remain
behind to hold down the fort.

WOULD ANYONE finding a Lowry-
Rankin Sociology text in Jeffrey or
Humphrey Hall on Thursday
October 25, please return it to

name on inside cover. Thank you.
LOST: One cufflink on Saturday night

at the semi-formal. If found please
phone 549-2319.

DEAR P.B. Squad, WE'RE
SORRY signed: Sensuous
Beauties(?)

QUEEN'S OUTING CLUB: Nov. 10

visit Moira caves, call Barb 544-

1204; Nov. 11 bicycle trip, call

Dave 544-7494.

OUTLOOK: introductory meeting
tonight; 145 University Ave. 7.30

p.m. All old staff and interested

people are welcome.
GAEL GROUP 42 (Is the best,Piss on.

Piss on ) REUNITES Yes, it's

that time again for another
reunion. Meet at 8.00 in front of

Stirling. Proceed to the Manor!
Thursday nov. 8th. See you there!

TO REPLACE THE ENGINEERING
CALCULATORS: New
calculators, Minuteman 3r: 4

function*, r(fdd switch ki-yboord a
digit display full floating decimal

true credit balance scientific

notation to 14 decimals
rechargable nickel cadmium
batteries- clear entry key entry
error indicator charger adaptor-
carrying case constant function.

$45.45 + fax.

Minuteman 3p: same as Sr-plus

MEMORY function automatic
roundoff- percent key-display
shutdown after 15 sec. $95.00 +
tax. Both calculators measure 4"

X 3" X 1". Demonstrations- when:
Nov. 8 and 9 (7.00 pm • 9.00 pm)
where: AMS outer office
(basement of the Union). A tlO.OO

(cash) non-refundable deposit is

required with order.

FOR INFORMATION ON THE
RECENTLY formed Homophile
Association, write Terry Watson,
Victoria Hall or phone me at 547-

2893. Monday to Friday 7 to 11 p.m.
1 ROOM FOR RENT: With 5 girls.

House close to campus $40.00.

Phone 549-2534.

SUZI-Q SEMI. ...decorations; only one
room left to go! If you feel like

expressing your artistic talents

phone 542-4480 at 5.00 - 7.00 p.m.
OUTLOOK: Introductory meeting

Tuesday night, 7.30 pm at 145

University Ave. All interested

persons please attend. No camping
experience necessary.

ROOMS AVAILABLE IN SCIENCE
'44 Co-op for guys and girls. If

interested, please call RUTH
FRASER at 544-4844.

RIDE NEEDED TO Austin Texas or
thereabouts in first ten days of

December. Any possibilities call

Peter 544-4849.

CAMERA CLUB PHOTO DISPLAY
Will be in the Poison Room bet-

ween Monday Nov. 5, and Friday
Nov. 9, 1973.

CAMERA CLUB MEETING Wed.
Nov. 4, at 9.00 pm in the Poison
Room.

TO THE GIRL WHO got knocked
down by the Kingston P.U.C.
Truck on Monday at 2.40 at

University St. at Union:The
licence number is C94-413. Call

Bob at 549-2775 for witness.

BASKETBALL CHALLENGE:
Chinese Club Basketball team
would like to play friendly match
with anyone, phone 544-5437.

1 SONY TC-540 Tape recorder for sale.

Excellen condition Reasonable
offers accepted. Phone: 544-7941.

lOif A//\OVIt HkOHtof th* mo^ut
"The Apprenticeship of Ouddy
Kravit<" A cUp board lost at *h*

Oueen's Pub, U'.l Thurtday
Anybody knowir^j the whertabouls
of this cUp board please contact
Dave 542 59J9

CHRISTMAS IS CLOSER than you
think Forget about the formal
studio portraits and have your
Sitting in the country Call Pfmto
Image before the November
monsoons for a portrait that will

makft a special gifl. Telephone 544
7770 or visit us at 33 Brock.

BOOK BIN: We buy paperbacks,
comics. National Geographies,
and Playboy at 10 per cent the
original value. We sell records on
consignment. The Book Bin, 225
Princess St. 548-4871

MANY APOLOGIES to oor paper
boys. Shag and Whitey for ex-
cluding them from the masthead.
Even WE make mistakes. ALSO
TO ANNE ROBERTSON and
CAROL TOWN? who we also left

off!!!

FOUND IN STIRLING O: a suede
coat... Call Bruce at 544-7157.

THANKS ARE IN ORDER to Cheryl
Dingle, Don MacDonald, Brian
Brownlee, Rick James, Jeff
Blishen, Sally Spicer, Ken Wong,
Peter Robinson, Cyril Weese, Mike
McCrodan, Greg, Jeff's sister,

Chris Powell, Rich Hamm, Susan
Martin, Jamie Reid, Rob
Nicholson, Nancy Walsh, and
Kathy Paul for their assistance in

distributing the Who's Where last

week.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, Clare
LOST: on campus, a woman's gold

Gruen watch. If found please call

Brenda at 544-4598.

GAEL GROUP 14 is finally having a
reunion. Thurs. night in the Pub at

eight p.m. See you there!
TRICOLOR WRITER'S Meeting

Tuesday night at 7.30 p.m. Come
with your ideas.

1ST LEONARD East is having a
party. Friends and former
residents are invited. BYOB
Saturday night Nov. 10

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MIKE.
SUZIE Q COMMITTEE needs people

to sell tickets in the meal lines at

Ban Righ and Leonard Hall from 5-

4 on Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday of this week. Anyone who
would like to volunteer his or her
services please call 542-4480
today...

ZHIGGY AND SPIDERMAN are on
probation due to their inability to

consume two bottles of wine and
hold it. Better luck at McMaster.
BRIAN.

Sicaidi im s) Piodoced by Special Anlhonly and Undei (he Supervision ol Bacaidi S Company limited "Bacardi" and tal Device are Segislered Irademarlis ol Bacardi S Company limited. Bottled by fSM Distillery Co. ltd
.
Canada,

How
do you make
orange juice

juicier?
White Bacardi rum. Just mix its light, subtle flavour into some

orange juice and you'll have the most succulent screwdriver you've

ever tasted. Fix one up. It really works. White BACARDImm
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The Journal
is "great

a3

ff

Dear Editors

:

If somebody is not bitching, then they're

bitching about somebody else bitching (an en-

dless cyclic process, it seems.) All I want to say
is that I think the Journal is great this year.

Jamie Corbett

CFRC defends its

programming
Dear Editors,

The letter appearing in the Journal, Fri.

Nov. 2 by the Disgruntled Listeners regarding

CFRC, Queen's Radio has provided an op-

portunity to point out to these people and to the

camt)us in general that CFRC does exist, and
perhaps correct a few misconceptions held

regarding the station. The object of CFRC is not

only to supply listening material for the Queen's

Students but to entertain and inform Kingston

and district residents in general. To label our

programming as "Crud" is taking a rather

narrow view of what is considered good
listening. I am quite sure that this fact is ap-

preciated by the majority of our listeners and
that quite a large audience does exist for the

classics, folk, other forms of music, and as well

for the news and public affairs programs.

As regards the suggestion of seven day a

week broadcasting, technical problems of such a

move not withstanding, it must be remembered
that this station operates on volunteer labor, a

commodity that is always in short supply.

Members of CFRC put in long hours to bring to

the listeners the current program schedule. I

would like to suggest the Disgruntled Listeners

come down to CFRC during broadcast hours,

talk to the members, and perhaps become in-

volved th'emselves, we will gladly welcome their

time and ideas.

Yours sincerely,

Jeffrey R. Robins

Praise from
contented
listener
Dear Editors,

I wish to commend CFRC for presenting the

Queen's and Kingston community with alter-

native radio programming. The commercial
stations fill a need in Kingston but not one that is

felt by most Queen's students. CFRC tries to

cover all the other bases: folk to classical to

chansons to musicals to rock. I personally enjoy

listening to CFRC and particularly appreciate

the spread of offerings. The flaws remind me
simply that CFRC is run by dedicated students

who put a lot of time into it. It is truly a pity that

we in Canada have not advanced to the level of

BBC Radios 1, 2, 3, and 4, each with its own
programming and audience. In the mean time I

will continue to listen to, appreciate, and praise

CFRC and hope that it will never stoop to direct

competition with the local commercial stations.

Sincerely yours,

Christopher J. Porter

Homophile group
explains its role
Dear Editors,

I am writing to clarify some impressions

given by the article 'Queen's homophiles uniting'

which appeared in this Friday's Journal.

Terry Watson is a pseudonym, yes. It is a

pseudonym for anyone who answers 547-2893

between 7-11 pm on weekdays for the homophile
group. Your article gives the impression that

Watson is a male. If your reporter had called at a

different hour he-she could have been speaking
to a Ms. Terry Watson. In fact, the pseudonym
may be used by anyone belonging to this group

and wishing to use it.

It may come as a surprise to many of your
readers, but the Queen's homophUe group is not

a sexist organization. It has been suggested that

our group is a fraternity or sorority. Fraternities

and sororities are sexist clubs by being ex-

clusively for one sex or the other. The mem-
bership to our group is open to both males and
females. I should also point out that just because
homophiles have a preference for their own sex
does not mean that homophiles hate the opposite

sex. That is not so - our group provides for both

men and women. We are a group seriously

concerned with the problems confronting all

homophiles and working constructively to

overcome these.

Yours sincerely

Terry Watson

AMS Printing

Service: To be
or not to be...?
Dear Editors,

In the last week I have attempted in my role

as Services Commissioner for the AMS to

produce a report on the AMS Printing Service,

which would present both sides of the argument
as to whether or not the AMS Printing Service
would remain open.

The methodology of this study was basically

simple, the AMS books (esp. those pertaining
solely to the Printing Service), a discussion with
Lenny Crossfield and Steve Anderson of the
Printing Service, some phone calls downtown to

other printers, discussion with the relevant AMS
persons and much discussions with members of

the campus at large. Further to this, I wish to

thank Jeff Evanson,Dwight Neddow and Alan
Coxwell for many insights into the operation of

the Printing Service.

Present mode of operation
Presently the AMS Printing service employs

2 full-time people who handle either directly or

indirectly all the work which comes from the

Printing Service.

Type of work can be broadly broken down
into two areas:

a ) Direct - which consists of silkscreening t-

shirts, etc. This is work done 'directly' by Dennis
Crossfield and Steve Anderson. Some of the work
done in this area is not offered downtown (esp.

silkscreening - as it is not economical compared
to other methods when order size is greater than

50). The price of this work is determined by the

number of hours work (both graphic and
physical) which the job requires and the

materials consumed in the processing of that

order. The price is generally 10 per cent (or

more) less than downtown merchants charge for

the same services. (The price of each job varies

from printer to printer).

b) Indirect - These are certain types of work
which the printing service is not equipped to

handle. Consequently the work is subcontracted

to a 'downtown' merchants. The price of this

work varies with the price of the work done
downtown, and any supplemental graphic work
done by the Printing Service prior to its sub-

contracting the work. This applies specifically to

such items as business cards, flyers etc which

are often designed by Dennis.

Present flow of 'jobs'

The normal pattern which a job follows is

:

1) A student brings in the item which he
wants printed; sometimes it is a specific design
while other times it is simply "a piece of paper
with words on it" which Dennis then transforms
into a design relative to the medium which the
student wishes to employ. In the course of this

study it was revealed that it was at this stage of

the operation that the largest portion of that time
considered "unbillable" was taken up. The main
reason for this is the large quantity of time which
is spent in an "advisory role" by Dennis on the
best medium to use or "best affect" which can be
obtained etc. Whether the time spent, brings a
"job" to the printing service or not, it is time
spent - and time for which customers are not and
should not be billed. Still it must be recognized
that this is time which cannot be accounted for

and which restricts output to a degree.
Nonetheless it is necessary to the essence of the
printing service.

2) The design work
Almost all work which goes to the printing

service requires art work by Dennis. It is in this

area that Dennis is most invaluable to the ser-

vice. Posters leaving the printing service I feel

will suffice as evidence of this. This work is

"billable" which is as it should be. The major
problem with evaluation at this stage is that the
amount of time required on each job's art work
varies with the intricacy of the design desired,

and the amount of lettering desired on each job.

This I find to be primarily the result of the nature
of the work and not a result of inefficiencies on
anyone's part.

3) Checking out the design with 'the
customer. This too is where many of the un-

billable hours occur. Once again this is and
should be unbillable-but as with the preliminary
discussion of each job it does require a sub-
stantial amount of time.

4) Production

The actual production of each job varies with
the nature of each job. Those performed directly

by the printing service are billed to the job, the
price being determined by the amount of time
required to perform the actual process and the
materials required. As previously mentioned,
there does exist a rather substantial portion of

work - almost half- which the printing service
handles only indirectly, subcontracting the

actual production work out to downtown mer-
chants and pricing the job as indicated in the
merchant's invoice. If art work is required on a
particular job, the amount of time spent is also

billed against the job as are any further
materials -required in producing the finished
product.

Assigning job cost
In the course of performing any job, Dennis

and Steve are required to keep track of the

number of hours spent on art or production work,
the materials consumer in production (not in art

work) and any subcontracting costs incurred.

The price of any one job is a function of each of

these and varies directly to them.

Three questions
There appears to exist three major questions

in the minds of those people I have discussed this

problem with: 1) Can the printing service break
even or more specifically come close enough to

continued on Page 8
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VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

RESEARCH
thousands of topics

$2.75 per page
Nation's most extensive library of research material

SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER

CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00

TO COVER POSTAGE

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite *2

Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold for research assistance only —
not as a finished product for academic credit.

MASc and PhD
Programmes
Department of Management Sciences
University of Waterloo

Management Sciences is a new, small department.
It focuses on preparing students for decision making
positions by teaching the concepts and tools required
for problem solving

Our students in the graduate programmes come primarily
- but not entirely - from engineering, mathematics, and
the physical sciences. Most have a background in

mathematics from their undergraduate work, but some
acquire it after they enter our programme

Management Sciences' students learn to use basic
concepts from the behaviourial sciences, economics,
and mathematics, and to apply them to a wide variety

of areas Our graduates, therefore, have been hired for

an equally wide variety of jobs - from operational
analysts to economists to manpower planners - by
public and private employers

Our professors and students have recently been doing
research or consulting in applications to pollution

control, job satisfaction, multi-agency decision making,
design of computer facilities, inventory management,
educational planning, public health, and a long list of

other items Students work closely with faculty (and
work hard) and can pursue interests in these or other
applications, if they wish.

We offer full and part-time graduate programmes.
Students may start in either May or September. Financial

aid is available If you are interested in the Department
of Management Sciences, fill in the coupon and send
it on. We will send you more information and an
application.

To: Professor K J Radford.

Department of Management Sciences,
University of Waterloo,
Waterloo. Ontario

Please send me information on your Graduato
Programmes in Management Sciences MASr, PhD

Name

ArJdrosB

City

Province

PIZZA
CHALET
544- T227
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break even that the AMS could afford to sub-
sidize it? 2) Should the printing service be
breaking even on the books or does the amount of

money it saves students on printing jobs justify

.subsidization of the printing service? :{) What
problems exist in the present operation of the

printing service?

These large questions (both in context and
actual length) require large answers. In the

space permitted I shall attempt to answer them.

Breakeven et a I

First, I think it would helpful if I described
exactly what the term break even means and
how I interpret this tem with respect to the AMS.

Most simply, the term 'breakeven' is when
Total Revenues - Total Costs. Technically the

Total Costs can then be broken down into two
components

:

a) Fixed costs - these include overhead, etc.

and do not vary directly to the amount produced.

In the case of the printing service, variable costs

are such things as the supplies required, amount
of subcontracting costs etc.

From the viewpoint of the AMS however I

feel there is much confusion with respect to the

term "breakeven". Strictly speaking, if a ser-

vice loses money it is not breaking-even.

However, taking into account the nature of the

AMS, I interpret breakeven to mean, "that point

at which total revenue is most nearly ap-

proximated by total costs." In more specific

terms - when a service requires as minimal a

subsidization as the AMS can afford, and-or feels

the value of the service offered merits.

For display solely then, let us consider the

following equatiin as a definition of breakeven.

TOTAL REVENUE - FIXED COSTS +
VARIABLE COSTS

As is apparent at present the printing ser-

vice is not breaking even there exist two possible

ways in which we can balance the above

equation with respect to the printing service.

They are:

1) TO INCREASE TOTAL REVENUE
2) TO DECREASE VARIABLE COSTS
Although the amount of work performed by

the printing service is only % of the level of

productiorLat this time last year, it is doubtful as

to whether or not operation at capacity (where

capacity - the level of work last year - becaus'e

the present pricing system was designed to

breakeven at last year's output) would con-

tribute much to the total receipts of the printing

service. For one, there appears to to be heavier

demand this year for that type of work requiring

subcontracting than at this time last year.

Consequently, the real contribution to total

revenue (less total cost) is not as great as had
the work contracted to the printing service been
of a, 'direct' nature. Secondly, last year at this

time the AMS was directly responsible for this

"higher than actual" capacity (in terms of the

for services) as they had much of their

promotional posters etc for the fee referendum
performed by the printing service. Since this is

not a recurring phonemona, it means that the

figure which represents last year's level of

output cannot or rather should not, be considered

appropriate to this year's operation. Third, there

exists only one other way in which we could

increase the volume of output, that being the

processing of work from customers other than

those within the university community.
nr)W{'ver, problems arise here with respect to the

required tax which has to be paid when the

printing service begins processing work from

outside the university. In the eyes of the

government and the employees of (he printing

service, the Printing Service then becomes a

business and not a service;. A fourth method does

exist, however I will deal with it in my sum-
iii.'ilion.

There exists only one other method in which

revenues could be increased that being an in-

(Tc.'Kse in prices. However at present people are

already cotiii)l;nriirig about the increased prices

over last y<tar. A further increase in prices I feel

would !)(• a hindrance to the printing services, as

th(.' price incn^ase would place printing service

at a eompetetive disadvantage with respect to

flowntown merchants in the ey(;s of students,

l-'urlher to this, th«' parameters within which

prices could t>e increased has as its iip[>»'r range
roughly 10 per cent, which wf>uld still not tjt

sufficient to cover losses incurred as a result of

the higher salaries etc which we are now paying
'or rather, were paying;

Consequ<;ntly, it would appear that the only
other method of bringing F^rinting Service U)

breakeven is to reduce c<ists, specifically those

costs considered variable as these are the only
costs over which we have direct control in thie

short run.

In an attempt to check the feasibility of thus

with respect to the printing service, those

merchants with whf>m it deals were asked
regarding discounts for basinesg etc. However it

was to no avail. Where attainable, the Printing
Service is presently receiving discounts (eg. in

reference to subcontracting costs which is the
only area in which printing service now receives
discounts). Discounts on supplies and cheaper
sources of supply were looked into, but this too
was to no avail. The nature of the present pur-
chasing of raw materials for use in the

production of jobs (primarily on the basis of each
job requirements - although there is evidence
that some forward purchases were made in

September) and the suppliers from whom we
presently purchase materials make this im-
possible. Because of the diverse types of

materials required (from paper and ink to

lumber and nails), many suppliers serve as our
source of raw materials, and because quantity

purchased from them is less than substantial. To
merit discounts etc the prices we are presently

paying should be considered as low as possible.

Consequently it is my opinion that barring
another fee strike or other exogenous
phenomena to create greater volume output in

direct services; on the books, the printing ser-

vice cannot hope to completely break even in the

accounting context. With respect to my in-

terpretation of break even to the AMS, I feel that

the subsidy required must at this time be based
on "affordable subsidy" as the present financial

picture of the AMS is not healthy. In this context

too, at least at this time, I feel the AMS cannot
afford to incurr t)ook losses the size of which
Printing Service would suffer.

Do savings to students

Merit large subsidization?
There is no doubt in the mind of the author of

this report that the savings incurred by students

as a result of the Printing Service are large.

Exactly how large however, cannot be deter-

mined. The only thing which can be deducted
from this fact is that if we alter our equation of

breakeven to become
TOTAL REVENUE - TOTAL FIXED COSTS -I-

TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS - SAVINGS TO
STUDENTS.

Then the Printing service begins to ap-

proximate a breakeven level in an economic
sense (as savings to students does not show up in

books etc). These savings result from the

cheaper prices, the advisory role played by
Dennis etc. It is the opinion of the author of this

report that if the AMS can afford subsidization of

the printing service, it should. However, the key
here is if the AMS can afford to subsidize the

printing service at this time.

Problems
Many problems exist with respect to the

Printing Service, the largest single problem and

probably that item which has most contributed

to its present financial difficulties is - in a word -

control.

In attempting to measure the effects of

closing the printing service-that is the effect of

removing the 'direct' service provided I found

great difficulty in assigning costs to jobs. Similar

jobs from the same subcontractor have different

prices attached to the work sheets made out by

Dennis. Sometimes these match to the penny,
I lie amount on the actual invoice from the sub-

contractor often times however, the amount
posted appears to be less than the invoice am-
niount. This point, due to my inexperience in the

field of printing, must be understood to be

conjecture on may part, and if defense for this

occurence exists I will be the first to admit error.

The one point however which is not conjecture

Continued on Page 9
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but fact, with respect to the problems of ad-

minstrative. control is that nature of purchases

made by the printing service are not presently

received by the AMS until such time as the ac-

tual invoice for materials is received. At this

present time, no one, barring possibly Dennis or

Steve know what debts are outstanding, nor-

because of the way in which work sheets are

made up (after the job is completed rather than

during the process)- does the AMS have any idea

of what monies are presently owed to the AMS
for operations in the first half of the month of

October. Such practices cannot be tolerated, as

they serve only to promote inefficiences which

result in inaccurate statements of income and-or

statements of financial standing. If the printing

service is ever reopened it should be stipulated

that appropriate controls be employed to ensure

a better flow of communication about present

standing between the Fringing Service and the

university community and thus avoid any fur-

ther possiblity of this type of thing happening
again.

The only other major problems present - at

least perceived by myself - lie beyond the control

of anyone and lie basically in the nature of the

printing service as it prohibits certain savings

etc attainable in other operation.

Summation
In the "Principles of Political Economy" by

John Stuart Mills can be found the following

quote:

"Human beings can control their own acts

but not the consequences of their acts either to

themselves or to others."

Such is the case with this report. The facts

pertinent to the subject I feel are contained in the

above discussion. However as is apparent by the

nature, of a referendum, the ultimate decision

will lie with every person that casts a ballot on
this subject.

There is one thing which I can state however, i

which is fact, and such is unalterable - that being

that this entire screw up about the printing

service and indeed almost every major con-

troversy which has at some time or another in

the last two years surrounded the AMS has not

been the problem- but merely symptoms of a

much larger problem: ...the distance between

the AMS and the students is growing to a point

where we have difficultv in eauating the AMS to

student or student to the AMS.
I will not attempt to elaborate at further on

this problem for any solution I might present
here would be only piecemeal - the final solution

resting in a coordinated combination of activities

based at doing only one thing - making the
students of Queen's University happier with the
environment around them.

If that reqiiires a printing service then that

means we maintain a printing.service - but not at

the expense of the eventual closure of all our
other activities.There appears in my eyes only
one way to erase this particular symptom from
the already overabundance of disease existing-
and that lies in your hands. It is a solution in two
parts: 1) The recognition that any losses in-

curred by the AMS are losses incurred by you
since it is at your expense that these losses will
Be covered. 2) An increase in the AMS specific
fee so that we can continue to finance such things
as you deem worthwhile.

You may remember that in my analysis of

possible ways in which to increase the volume
output of the printing service I said a fourth way
existed. It is simply to have the AMS pay out
more money to clubs and other activities so that
they can afford activities which would require
the work of the printing service. But such is

impossible in the present financial situation.

Understand, that the AMS is in existence for
one reason- to ensure your well-being as far as
limits permit. At present though these limits are
frightening and there is only one way out if you
want to keep those services which cannot
technically breakeven - give us something to

finance them with.

When the time comes for me to vote I'm
going to vote to keep the printing service open
but I'm going to stipulate that I want controls
and I'm going to write in my vote to increase the
AMS specific fee. Both are necessary if we are to

I optimize our positions, and so I advise you to do
the same. To vote for one and not the other is to

vote against yourself.

Ken Wong,
Services Commissioner, AMS

JL.

Lightfoot

reviewer
blasted
Dear Editor,

After reading Oct. 30's Journal containing a

review of the Lightfoot concert, I couldn't help

but disagree with the views that were presented.

How anyone could refer to that performance in

such negative ways is FAR beyond me. Does the

'critic' think that an artist must come onto the

stage, perform constantly without any personal

conversation with the audience, and have sweat

dripping from his nose in order not to look

'bored' with the occasion?

Lightfoot drew the audience close to^ him
through his naturalness with ftiem. His songs

were so far from 'marred' that I wonder if the

author of the article was detained in the john and
had to listen from there - and how many per-

formaers have the guts to take requests from the

audience of any of their works?
The article was more of a sloppy attempt at

fault-finding than a review. It contradicted itself

in more than one place, and from beginning to

end got continually worse. Not only the author's

style, but his taste could use a great deal of

direction. The only 'dog-shit' at Sunday's concert

was one of Queen's English students!

Joanne Rutter

Why not
Monique
Leyrac?
Dear Editors,

Gord Lightfoot performed here in 1968 and,

at that time, his unprofessional stage manner
spoiled the show for me. His competence in song-

writing and recording does not seem to be

reflected in his live performances. A record is a

much better investment than a concert ticket if

you are a Lightfoot fan.

The same year, la chanteuse Monique
Leyrac enthralled her audience in Grant Hall

who responded by giving her a standing ovation.

It was a truly memorable evening. Since th^n,

Lightfoot has been back at least twice while Mile

Leyrac has been ignored. Perhaps we might
invite her to Queen's again to show people what a

live entertainer with stage presence can do?

Harry Dodsworth

Concert-goers

missed fhe point
Dear Editors:

I congratulate you on your new music
reviewer, Mr. Paul Luke.

His review of the Gordon Lightfoot concert
displayed a sensitivity for the artist Lightfoot as
opposed to the hacked personality we were
treated to last Sunday evening. Luke was clearly

upset that Lightfoot did not fulfil his potential

and that his conduct marred what could have
been a beautiful experience.

Judging from the barrage of letters in

Friday's Journal the enrage appear to be in-

sensitive to Lightfoot's capabilities and missed
the point of Mr. Luke's criticism. At no point
does Luke attack Lightfoot as an artist. He
censured him purely on the ground of his per-
formance. I refer the enraged to paragraph two
of Mr. Luke's review in which he unequivocably
states that Lightfoot "when good gets into you"
and that he is capable (please note this is the
operative word) of achieving a "mystical in-

timacy with his audience".
I find a sad lacking of integrity among those

who can accept a poor performance simply
because the man is "Canada's best" and that

they can excuse their heroe's distasteful display
of boredom on the grounds that Gord has done
his songs so many times that naturally he is

bored with them. This is hardly the point when he
has accepted a contract to do those songs. If

Lightfoot is indeed bored with his songs and his

image that is his problem. He is free to create a

new, but in the meantime I don't expect to see his

self-digust on stage-that is not what I paid for.

In so far as his being tired, the creed of show
biz is the show must go on, in spite of the rigours
of the tour. It might be well to remember that the
fans make or break an artist.

Frankly I enjoy Lightfoot's work but wished
I had stayed at home and listened to his albums
in the comfort of my room, rather than sitting in

a cold auditorium and being disillusioned.

Suzanne Swaby

A 'pfi/fosophy'

of loclcstone
Dear Editors,

To say that I was appalled when I innocently

gazed upon pages 8-9 of the latest 'Golden Words'
is putting it lightly. Mildly enraged is a more
accurate description of my reaction to the new
landscaping 'plan'; I hesitate even to use the

word 'plan' because it implies the use of some
forethought and rational consideration of the

situation, and I am unaware of the existence of

either in the rationale behind what amounts to

nothing more than a large-scale paving

program.

Even now as I regard this unbelievable

drawing with its omnipresent shade of gray
prevailing throughout, I shudder as I consider

the appalling spectacle that this 'plan' conjures

up. For I have seen the work of these planners

and I am not happy: I am a transfer student

from Vancouver and one look at the vast con-

crete wastes of legendary Simon Fraser
University (one of the architectural wonders of

our time) from an aesthetic point of view makes
one sick to his stomach.

To debate the issue on more practical terms

:

the only reason (better call it an excuse) that is

cited is the deterioration of grass areas into

'cowpaths'. This indicates a dismal appreciation

for that which is green and growing, albeit in a

rather sorry state. If people's preferences

naturally run to smooth, hard, grey-black,

lifeless surfaces, then there is nothing I can say

to extricate them. From this mire of non-

appreciation of nature, if you simply don't like

walking in the mud, then possibly you could

direct yourself to the vast concourses of concrete

of this campus, and that seems to suit my pur-

poses admirably. From what I've heard, life in

winter isn't exactly a bowl of cherries anywhere
in Kingston, so why take it out on the Queen's

grass?

Lockstone, as with any other paved surface,

is useful as a surface of heavily - travelled areas,

because it is smooth, hard, and clean; it is not

useful under any circumstances because it

covers the earth for no reason, adding nothing to

the natural system of the earth; it is something

that by necessity I put up with in minimal
amounts not something in whose existence I

rejoice, not something that is pleasing to the eye

;

when" lavished upon the landscape, it does

nothing for me; instead it detracts from the

scene and from nature, puts a damper on

spontaneity, covering the earth with its inert

smooth hardness; ugly, black, dead.

Most people will scoff at my 'philosophy of

lockstone' ; I simply wish to say that since I have .

come here from UBC (another university whose
infatuation with concrete is both evident and
depressing) I have been enraptured by the

beauty and balance everywhere present in

Queen's architecture; alas it appears to be short-

lived, for as the 'plan' unfolds, the day draws
ever nearer when I shall be able to walk from the

library to Theology on nothing but lockstone. I

am saddened at the prospect.

Sincerely,

Bill Parker, Arts '76

s
o
in

All letters submitted to the editors

should be signed and include the

address.
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Queen's research combines

freedom and responsibility
by Vvlvi- llawoilli

How far should individuals

and universities be free (o

determine their research goals

and objectives? Should there be

co-ordination and structuring of

research from above to ensure a

minimum Canadian content and

to avoid duplication?

The direction and goals of

research in Ontario universities

has increasingly been sparking

discussion and controversy from

those who maintain that an in-

dividual's freedom of inquiry

must be upheld and from those

who want to ensure that public

research funds go towards the

advancement of Canadian
knowledge of their nation.

According to John E.

Hogarth, Associate Dean of

Graduate Studies and Research

at Queen's, these two goals can

go hand in hand and Queen's is a

working example of such a

mixture.

Research at Queen's enjoys a

university policy of freedom of

inquiry for the individual and at

the same time fulfills its

responsibility to the Canadian
society at large. Both the con-

stitution of the School of

Graduate Studies and Research
and the attitudes of its coor-

dinators and adminstrators
stress the importance of in-

dividual freedom of inquiry.

The important point is

that although research has been

left unstructured at Queen's, it is

still fulfilling the needs of the

Canadian population for new
knowledge.

In one of its reports to the

university Senate, the Advisory

Research Committee pointed out

that there is a very high degree of

Canadian research at Queen's

and attributed it to the univer-

sity's freedom of inquiry. It noted

that the policy of directing

research towards the needs of the

society has been best achieved by

"waving the carrot rather than

brandishing the stick".

Hogarth agrees that no

general policy for Canadian
research has been calked lor at

Queen's became the general lone

of concern for research valuable

lo Canada is high among the

university faculty. In fact, he

addedthal, "the traditional areas

of research at (Jueen's have been

lliosc closely related lo the

Federal (iovernment".

Hogarth stressed the im-

portance of a flexible research

policy which allows for the

strengthening of areas of ex-

cellence and for the fostering of

new fields of research.The intitial

principle of the Premable of the

Constitution of the School of

Graduate Studies and Research
is, "The freedom of inquiry of the

individual faculty members is to

be preserved".

The policy of the School of

Graduate Studies and Research
has been not to discourage the

development and funding of

research interests. The emphasis
of the formal constitution has

been away from a confining, rigid

structure to a flexible system.

Hogarth pointed out that what is

needed is a "workable policy, not

a managing one."

The Advisory Research
Committee has insisted that a

policy of looseness at Queen's has

been aided by certain types of

research being more firmly

established in an older univer-

sity.

Canadian

content study

At one time people were
concerned that the amount of

Canadian content in research at

Queen's was low. At that time a

study was conducted by the

Canadian Studies Working Group
which brought a very different

picture to light.

Before attempting to give

any statistics, it is important to

note that the term "Canadian
contlent" is not entirely ap-

plicable to research, which very

often deals with problems which
may apply to Canada but which is

not specifically or uniquely
f.'anadian. Certainly in the

sciences, research questions are

often relevant to all nations. This

type of research, although not

Canadian in content, may be

called Canadian in context.

The report then classifies

lour types of research in order to

estimate the amount of Canadian

"context " research: sub-

stantively (Canadian, research

which is (,'anadian in "content";

(•om|)aratively (Canadian, studies

that are only (-'anadian in

"context", theoretical studies;

and research which is explicitly

non-(;anadian in focus. Using

these categories, the (iroup

examined research at Queen's.

The result was that 51 per cent of

all faculty at Queen's are
engaged in Canadian studies with

a specifically Canadian "con-

lent" and "context".

Most of the public funds lor

research go to the Physical,

Applied and Life Sciences. The
Humanities and Social Sciences,

on which the Working Group
report focuses, received about 11

per cent of the total funds. (About

12.5 per cent of the total funds

went to research which dealt with

Canadian studies, according to

the categories which have been

defined. The relatively small

amounts of funds) directed

towards Canadian studies was of

some concern to the Group, as it

was supporting such a high

amount of research. They noted

that if any of the alloted amount
were ever to be cut, "studies

involving Canada will tend to

suffer disproportionately."

Departments such as

Political Studies, Sociology, and
Geography, which are "all im-

portant fields of concern in

Canada, have a considerable

percentage of faculty members
involved in Canadian studies.

George Perlin, a professor of

Political Studies at Queen's and

Chairman of the Working Group,

stated, "People thought that

there ought to be more Canadian

studies at Queen's before our

investigation; we found that

there was more going on than

they thought." Probably too

much more Canadian research

would reflect an attitude of

having a lot of Canadian research

for its own sake and not for its

importance. Also Canada has a

responsibility to provide

research projects for the In-

ternational needs; especially as

we have an interest in foreign

research breakthroughs. So the

present level of Canadian context

and the freedom of inquiry in-

1(K) Faculty engaged in

Canadian research

Department

A U-.f .it iciM l oi M si ;iM li |ir»li( y at (<u< cn h is lhal the freedom of in<|uiry of the in(iividiiiil Is to he
|ii < '.t i veil.

dicates a responsiveness to

Canadian needs by the faculty at

Queen's without over-
emphasizing Canadian 'con-

tent'.

Research

funding
However, to say that there

are no controls on research would
be misleading; how research is

controlled is mainly due to the

origin of the funds. There are two
main types of research; contract

research and free funding.

Contract research is research in

which the money and project are

offered by an interested party,

such as Federal and Provincial

governments and industry, in

contract form. The researcher is

granted the project and is under
contract to produce certain

specific research results. He does

not define the focus of his studies

because the sponsor has defined

areas to be researched.
Prospective researchers can
learn of the available contracts

through procurement agencies

and through the university since

the government departments
keep the universsities informed

of their needs. Contract research

is the commercial basis for

research because the majority of

research funds are allocated in

this manner.

The other main method of

research funding, free-funding, is

a system in which a prospective

researcher defines for himself

his own goals and applies to an

application committee for

financial support. Whether he is

granted the money is dependent

on his ((ualificat ions, the

definition of his project and the

financ(>s and budget of the study.

The I''ederal government has a

number of councils which are

open for research applications

and the universities also have

funds for such commillees. The

Advisory Research Committee at

t^iieen's has five sub-commillees

which fund research in different

disciplines. These funds usually

come from eiidowmenls, not

from the Provincial Government,

and so free funding does not have

I he consideraljlc financial

backing of contract research. In

this kind of study, though, the

researcher has greater freedom
to vary the direction of his studies

according to the information and
data accumulated.

In all, research at Queen's

University receives about $6

million, although some of this

amount goes to computer
research and costs, and in-

directly to Library funds. Only

about 5 per cent of this amount is

for University financed research.

All types of research funds by
outside agencies are approved by
the Office of Research Ad-
ministration which also helps

researchers with their contracts.

Both the Advisory Research
Committee and the Office of

Research Administration are
headed by Hogarth.

The main character of

research at Queen's University

is, as it should be, in keeping with

the needs of the two levels of

government and of industry.

Inevitably Canadian context will

play an important role in

research and so a general policy

regarding research is un-

necessary in such a case. The
various research institutions give

approval and make policies

concerning patent and
publication rights; there is the

potential, though, for more
general policy for checking any
undesirable direction research at

Queen's might take.

So research at Queen's ap-

pears in most instances to be

healthy and the amoimt of

Canadian research does not

warrant a campaign for

Canadian 'content'. This stability

allows Queen's to continue its

jninciple of freedom, due to its

tradition and established

research procedures that may
need some active direction in

newer universities. However,
Mh Hogarth and Perlin ex-

pressed concern about liaison

l)elween universities, but this

merely illustrates that the

research structure at Queen's

University appears to be in good

shape and it is the refinements of

the .system where change should

be advocated and not the general

scope of research.
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Canada: "An unblinking witness"

Torture thriving on a worldwide scale
by Jean-Pierre Clavel

Reprinted from the Globe and Mail
Torture is no longer a camp-follower

kept for the dark moments of war; it is

now identifiable as an administrative

policy in more than 30 countries.

A new litany has arisen, voice upon
voice, in courtrooms, in smuggled let-

ters, in United Nations reports: "I was
taken to an office in the police

headquarters and lighted matches were
held against my body" . . . "When
someone gave the word, the machine was
switched on and I started to feel ex-

cruciating pain" . . . "My client retracts
his confession and deposition which were
made under torture" . . . "The next day
my lips were covered with dried

blood. .
."

Canada on periphery
Thus rises the chorus of a drama

enacted over four of the world's five

continents and on whose periphery
stands Canada like an unblinking wit-

ness.

Jean-Paul Sartre's warning at the
height of the Algerian War is now fact:

"Disavowed - sometimes very quietly -

but systematically practiced behind a
facade of democratic legality, torture

has acquired the status of a semi-
clandestine institution."

One need only consider the tragedy
of modern Greece where, carefully

cloistered from the turquoise skies and
the ruins of the Acropolis, the colonels'

victims are seized and broken. It is now
five years since the junta seized power,
since the first mass arrests and the first

public reports that the falanga (severe
beating on the soles of the feet) had
replaced law in the "cradle of
democracy."

World alarm over the re-emergence
of torture as a state instrument in Greece
led the Council of Europe in 1969 to in-

vestigate the accumulating allegations.
The hearings constituted, in effect, the
most significant international trial since
Nuremberg. A special commission in-

vestigated 23 cases of falanga, 4 cases of
electric shock and 38 cases ranging from
mock-execution to severe beating.
Almost 250 other cases where such
treatment was alleged could not be in-

vestigated for a variety of reasons.
The commission, in its now historic

deliberations, found that grievous
violations of human rights, including
torture, has been perpetrated by the
Athens Security Police. Far more
disturbing, however, was the fact that
Greece abruptly withdrew from the
Council of Europe, thereby admitting its

guilt and blatantly refusing to mend its

ways.

And so the torture continuues.
Earlier this year, in a prominent political

trial, six courageous Greek lawyers
defended students accused of "insulting
the regime". Then, without warning, the
lawyers themselves were seized and held
incommunicado for weeks. Finally, in

April, one of them managed to smuggle a
handwritten note out of the ESA Military
Police Headquarters in Athens. It read:
"Please do whatever you can - the suf-

fering is unbearable."

The urgency and seriousness of this

international response to the events in

Greece highlight what an increasing
number of political analysts have come
to describe as a world epidemic : not only
has the practice of torture become a
routine paramilitary techniqe, but
evidence of its increasing sophistication

has revealed the existence of a grim
social science with its own research
facilities, specialists and apologists.

To expose and halt this epidemic.

Amnesty International has, for the past

year, been engaged in a special in-

vestigative research project to sift

through the mass of torture allegations

from around the world and bring the

truth about this situation to the

foreground of international concern.

During the investigation of some 140

nations, the research unit has received

complaints that torture is being used

systematically in 69 of them and this has

already been verified in 32 cases. Only 26

of the countries seem to be free of it.

Even in the context of skyjackings,

bombings and assassinations, it is a
startling revelation.

Incidents of torture are no longer

restricted to overtly racial or colonial

situations. By the late Sixties torture was
virtually synonymous with political

control in a score of countries.

From Greek prisons came letters

smuggled out by intellectuals, trade

unionists and students describing the

falanga; from Con Son in Vietnam came
evidence of Tiger Cages and their

crippled, untried inmates; from Iran

came reports of the "toasting table"; out

of the Soviet Union came appeals from
political dissenters confined in

psychiatric hospitals; South African

authorities were trying to explain away
the deaths of suspects in interrogation

centres.

This wave of torture appears to have
been virtually unchecked. With the

eruption of civil disorder in Northern

Ireland came revelations of "sensory

deprivation" techniques used to disorient

Irish Republican Army suspects.

Here, seemingly "humane" methods
had striking effects. The internees had
thick black bags over their heads and
were subjected to painfully loud, high-

pitched "white noise" while being forced

to stand in a fatiguing position dressed in

a "boiler suit". By allowing the suspects'

own nervous systems to "torture
themselves", remarkably high levels of

stress and anxiety were generated in a

short space of time.

Such technical sophistication is a

common characteristic indicated by
evidence now leaking out of interrogation

centres throughout the lAforld.

In a particularly gory Report on
Allegations of Torture in Brazil, released

last year, Amnesty International cited

the testimony of French legal expert,

Georges Pinet: "Scientific research, in

which doctors must necessarily have
participated, have made it possible to

identify the maximum suffering that the

various systems of the body can endure
without resulting in death."

Screams of terror

Pinet reported that Brazilian
suspects were being subjected to

"sophisticated" treatment for several
days; unbearable noises, such as the
sounds of jet engines, screams of terror,

deafening and nerve-shattering music
and flashing lights combined with thirst,

cold and hunger - all orchestrated to

generate delirium. In one instance,

closed-circuit television alternated
photos of the victim's family with ap-
proaching high-speed trains in a non-stop

McLuhanesque death threat.

Nor are such grotesque methods
limited to Brazil. Out of the hundreds of

affidavits and court testimonies alleging

and condemning contemporary torture

practices emerges a rather macabre
fact: two categories of medical specialist

vie for the dubious honor of ar-

chinquisitor - the pharmacologist and the

psychiatrist.

New Scientist indicts pharmacological
technicians and psychiatrists in Latin

America, West Euorpe and the Soviet
Union for their involvement in torture

and interrogation experiments on
political prisoners.

The extent of this ethical betrayal
can be gauged from one of the instances
cited by the author. An entire ward of the
Military Hospital in Montevideo,
Uruguay, has been set aside for the

administration of pharamacological
torture.

"The hospital is renowned for its

special recipe of taquiflexil and sodium
pentothal. The first of these, a drug
derived from curare, produces terrible

agony brought on by painful muscle
contractions and, unless administered
under strict medical supervision, is fatal.

The subject is kept alive in an oxygen
tent for several hours until he receives a

weak dose of sodium pentothal which
produces a total relaxation and semi-

euphoria which the interrogator then
capitalizes on . .

."

Documented by victims
Such methods are new in Latin

America, but the use of applied phar-

macology and the abuse of psychiatric

institutions in the Soviet Union has been
widely documented by victims such as

Zhores Medvedev and by commentators
such as I. F. Stone. The incarceration of

political dissenters in special Soviet

psychiatric hospitals amounts to what is

unquestionably the most sophisticated

weapon of political warfare. It remains
true today, as it was in the early Fifties,

that psychiatric diagnoses of political

dissidents, such as the still-imprisoned

Pyotr Grigorenko, do not result from
clinical examinations or objective tests

but from KGB directives.

Prisoners found "guilty of crimes
committed while of unsound mind" and
sent by the court to special psychiatric

hospitals "until their recovery"
frequently complain of pharmacological
tortures.

Significantly, it has been this

betrayal of pharamacology and
psychiatry which has stirred most
profoundly the conscience of the in-

ternational medical science community.
Yet those stirrings have been
pathetically slight. A volume of internal

pressure was generated within the World
Psychiatric Association at its last

meeting in Mexico City in 1971 to debate

openly a Canadian motion condemning
the incarceration of Soviet dissenters in

psychiatric hospitals. But the

bureaucracy of the WPA and the

hesitance of many of its members to take

a stand on a social issue led to a

frustrating impasse and official silence.

But the moral lethargy of the world's

scientists is overshadowed by the
collusion of governments in torture in

research and training. As a member of

NATO, it is to Canada's shame that it has
tacitly sanctioned military exercises

within NATO that clearly violate every
international convention on the treat-

ment of prisoners whether in peace or

during war.

.

For instance, recent scandals in

West Germany, Belgium and.Britain ha-

ve revealed that torture-training is

regular NATO policy and tolerated by the

NATO supreme command when such
programs are incorporated into military
training for national armed forces.

Yet these incidents barely stand
comparison with the institutionalization

of South America. Most notorious for its

rule by torture is Brazil. Amnesty In-

ternational, in its Report on Allegations

of Torture in Brazil, pointed to the self-

perpetuating torture machine func-
tioning in Brazil through a co-ordinated

network of military and paramilitary

units with such Orwellian identification

as DOPS (Department of Public
Security) and OBAN (L'Operacao
Bandeirantes).

OBAN has been described as a "type
of advanced school of torture." It was
created in September, 1969, by a group of

78 to 80 right-wing representatives of the
army, navy, air force and police. Its aim
was to create a team of specialized police

to crush political opposition and "work
over" any suspects.

In May, 1971, the Sub-Committee on
Western Hemisphere Affairs of the

Committee on Foreign Relations, U.S.

Senate, under the chairmanship of

Senator Frank Church, investigated

reports that U.S. -assisted police

programs in Brazil were using routine

torture.

The committee received first-hand

information which pointed to the fact that

torture at Operacao Bandeirantes was
applied in a very precise manner, did not

vary and played an integral role within

the standard procedure of OBAN. Such
standardization has come about through
specific training projects. Documents
published in 1972 by IDOC (International

Documentation Centre of the Church)
refer to the sub-culture of torture in Latin

America. Paulo Schilling in his Theory
and Pracitce of Torture in Brazil exposed
the existence of short courses in torture

given in the Brazilian army, navy and air

force: "Officials and sergeants are the

participants in these courses; they learn

by observing slide projections and live

torturing."

In a memorandum submitted by the

British government at the time of an
official inquiry into alleged sensory
deprivation torture in Northern Ireland,

Amnesty International eloquently
defined the fundamental character of

psychological torture: "It is because we
regard the deliberate destruction of a

man's ability to control his own mind
with revulsion that we reserve a special

place in our catalogue of moral crimes
for techniques of thought-control and
brainwashing."

Whether a man "goes out of his

mind" from the pain of needles under his

fingernails or from an electronically

induced delirium, the final effect

remains that of an unbearable sense of

loss, not only of control but ultimately of

identity. He becomes, in Sartre's words,
"detached from his real self". Perhaps
nowhere has the suffering of this collapse
been more graphically conveyed outside
of literary masterpieces such as Kafka's
The Trial or Shakespeare's King Lear
than in Paulo Schilling's Theory and
Practice of Torture in Brazil.

Electric torture
In his description of the experience of

electrical torture, he writes: "The tor-

turer's abundant imagination deter-

mines where the shocks will be applied to

the victim's body. The simplest way is to

stick the contacts between the fingers or
toes and then turn the crank. The elec-

trical discharge causes a sensation which
is difficult to describe: a physical and
psychological commotion filled with
electric sparks which, together with
convulsive shaking and loss of muscular
control, gives the victim a sense of loss,

of unavoidable attraction for the tur-

bulating electric trituration.

"The shock causes a stimulation in

the muscle identical to the stimulation of

the nerve fibres . . . causing disorderly,

uncontrollable movements similar to

epileptic convulsions. The tortured
victim shouts with all his might, grasping
for a footing, somewhere to stand in the
hiidst of that chaos of convulsions,
shaking and sparks."
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Art History D.S.C. lecture series presents

Geo Swinton on Neglected Aspects of Canadian Art
by i'lit l''«'heley

The guest lecture by George

Swinton this coming Friday will

be the first in a series to be

presented by the Art History

Departmental Student Council.

This series encompasses aspects

of the study of art designed to

appeal to the overall student

population and not merely to

those associated with the Art

History Department. Later this

month, Bill Ewing of the Centaur

(iallery of photography in

Montreal, will be visiting Queen's
to lecture on various aspects of

photography in Canada.
The series will also in-

corporate lectures by professors

from various departments of this

university. Next term,
Professors Hope-Simpson and
Hagel of the Classics Department
will present a lecture on the

Nichoria Excavations of 1969-73

m Greece. lM()l(>ssor R.

George Swinton, eskimo art specialist, repairs a broken piece. His

lecture on neglected aspects of the study of Canadian Art will be given

this Friday.

Queen's Drama Department presents

Schnit/.ler of the Music Depart-

ment will speak on Viennese

Baroque Stage Decoration. The
connection between art and the

English Romantics in Italy will

be presented by Professor
Colwell of the English Depart-

ment.

The D.S.C. also hopes to

present a lecture by a member of

the Art History Department, and
several students are working on a

panel discussion to include

several artists and professors

from this university on the topic

of the Future of Art. These lec-

tures will be publicized in the

Journal and it is hoped that they

will be attended by all students on

campus.
George Swinton, noted

eskimo art expert will speak on

"Titian and Tiktak: Neglected

Aspects in the Study of Canadian
Art", Which deals with the

parallels in the study of Canadian
Eskimo art and the study of Art

History. By considering early

pieces of sculpture as opposed to

contemporary pieces Swinton
hopes to show that there is a valid

art history found in Eskimo art

even though Canadians tend to

study the wprk of a Venetian

Renaissance artist more than

that of a Sculptor from Rankin
Inlet.

Eskimo Sculpture, relatively

unknown as an art form until

several decades ago, is a very

important part of the Canadian
artistic heritage. It is now
becoming increasingly known as

a truly important art form, both

in this country and abroad. Since

the development of print making
in the Eastern arlic and the in-

crease in the number of pieces of

sculpture being brought south,

this recognition may be seen

taking form in the growth of large

public collections such as that of

the Toronto-Dominion Bank, or in

the increasing number of large

exhibitions. The enormous
exhibition, 'Sculpture of the Inuit-

Masterworks of the Canadian
Arctic' last year travelled to

Paris, Copenhagen, London,
Moscow, Leningrad and
Philadelphia as well as being

shown across Canada.
Professor Swinton has

travelled extensively in the

Arctic among the Eskimo car-

vers themselves and has
published two lx>oks on the art of

the Eskimo, His other
publications include the

Catalogue for the Inuit, as well as
other exhibitions and many ar-

ticles for journals. A professor of

the University of Manitoba
Schfx>l of P'ine Art, Swinton is

also a gifted artist with over
thrity one-man shows across

Canada and the United States. He
was also the artist in residence at

Queen's University in I95;j-54.

The lecture will be presented

in Dupuis Hall at 8:00, Friday,

November 9th.

Kingmeata, Dog Dreams of Seal, stone cut 17 x24^4.

Lorca's House of Bernardo Alba
The main character in this

study of women in chains is never

seen. But he is felt as a pcjtent and
dynamic force from beginning to

end, Pepc el Romano, the young
stallion of the town, the "knife-

blead". in Lorca's sexual

imagery, pierces the vital organs

o( each of (he twenty women in

the play.

F'or some, the very thought of

his knife fills them with revulsion

or fright for others, there is a

deep and passionate desire to

have "all of him". These are the

women who "want to live" and
therein lies the key to Lorca's

design.

On the surface, the play

appears to concern itself with the

suppressions of sexual freedom,

fiut sexual freedom, for oneself

as an individual. Any society,

organization or person seeking to

restrict and stifle that freedom is

s(!en by-Lorca as a malignant and

death-dealing force,

Bernarda Alba, the

matriarch of the family, at-

tempts to represent the church

and the puritanical society of her

ancestors. But she, too, is human
- her body too, is composed of

assailable flesh and blood - she,

also, is unable to escape the

searing edge of Pep's blade.

This is not a play for weak
stomachs or casual "livers,"

Lorca uses an impressive array

of symbols and poetic images to

express the vital passions of his

protagonists.

In our present-day com-
puterized society, where poetry

has been largely relegated to

classes in "English", much of the

beauty of Lorca's images will be

lost. But the images themselves

and what they represent are still

very much with us, as ar,e the

malignant forces which seek to

stifle them.

Opening night for The House
of Bernarda Alba is tomorrow at

8:30 in Convocation Hall, The
play will run from the 7th to the

10th and 14th to 17th. Tickets are

$1.00 for students and $2.00 for

non-students and can be picked

up in the Drama Department in

the Old Arts Building between
9:00 a,m, and 5:00 p.m. For in-

formation or reservation phone
547-6291,

Tonight

Gene Hockman

THE FRENCH
CONNECTION

The New, Improved,

DUNNING

FUCKS

Dunning Auditorium

Tuesday, Nov. 6

Admission: Only $1.00

Show Times 7 and 9 P.M.

|g| gM| (and 11 P.M. if necessory)
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Canadian Opera Company presents

Mozart's 'Cosi fan Tutte' Wednesday at the Grand
by Judy Dabias

The Canadian Opera Com-
pany will be producing Mozart's

Cosi Fan Tutte at the Grand
Theatre tomorrow at 8 p.m. The
Canadian Federation of

University Women is sponsoring

the group and any profits will go

towards scholarships for high

school graduates.

The opera will be presented

in English with the orchestra

being conducted by John Fen-

wick who is a pianist, composer
and conductor. He is also artistic

director of the Charlottetown

Festival, where his most recent

productions have been Mary and
Ballade during the 1972 season.

He also composed the score for

the hit musical Johnny Belinda

which premiered there in 1968.

He was musical director of the

Halifax Symphony from 1964-67,

and joined the Canadian Opera
Company as music director and
conductor of the National Tour in

1%7. One of the highlights of Mr.
Fenwick's career was his par-

ticipation as music director in the

Expo '70 Canada Day
celebrations in Osaka, Japan.

"Cosi fan Tutte, was written

by Mozart to a commission from
the Emperor Joseph II. The story

is said to have been based on a

real-life incident which was the

Cosi fan Tutte will be presented at the Grand Theatre tomorrow at 8 p.m. The ticket prices are
$4.50 and $5.50.

talk of Vienna at the time of its

occurrence. Two young officers,

confident of the constancy of the

sisters to whom they are

engaged enter into a bet with an

old bachelor friend of theirs, who
maintains that a woman's
memory is shorter than they

think. At his direction they put on
disguises, and start to make love

to each other's fiancee, having
already taken the precaution of

securing the aid of Despina, maid
to the two sisters. After a short

resistance, the sisters succumb
to their wooing, but at the wed-

ding part the two young men
disappear to emerge a moment
later in their uniforns and con-

front the inconstant sisters with

their original lovers.

The story is slight, but one of

da Ponte's neatest and its

symmetrical cast - two pairs of

lovers, a third of worldly-wise

cynics - and equally symmetrical
construction provides Mozart
with opportunities for some in-

comparable music. He was at the

very summit of his creative

powers, and anyone who knows
the opera cannot help but be
surprised at nineteenth century

suggestion that he in any way
disliked the plot he was to use.

The truth is inescapable : in Cosi

fan Tutte, Mozart surpassed even
himself in the richness and
variety of his invention, in the

impeccable skill with which the

slenderest drama is adorned with

music in the creation of beauty.

The idea is as slight as a feather,

and yet the music which clothes it

suggests not only the comedy
which is on the surface and which
remains the most important part

of the opera, but also the heart-

break which is behind the joke

that goes too far and occasionally

takes a serious turn."

The above is an extract from
Kobbe's complete opera book and
condenses the plot structure of

Cosi fan Tutte or in English

terms. Women are like that. With
a director as gifted as Herman
Geiger-Torel in music and stage

direction the production should

prove to be a memorable one.

Critic's Forum: Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich

It's a celebration of life, where humanity flourishes
by Glen Gilmour

The comic reUef of three

Walt Disney Silly Symphony
cartoons provided a sharp con-

trast with the feature film at

Dunning Hall last week. One Day
in the Life of Ivan Denisovich.

The film, as everyone should

know, is based on the novel by
Alexander Solzhenitsyn. Not
having read the novel, I cannot
determine how faithful the film

was to the novel itself, but

nevertheless the film was, in

essence, superb.

The film covers one day in

the life of Ivan Denisovich, who
has been sentenced to 10 years in

a Soviet concentration camp for

committing acts traitorous to the

Soviet Union. The brutal and
harsh existence of the prisoners

is well depicted. The men get up

before dawn to being work on
state projects in the dead of the

winter at a temperature of nearly

30 degrees below zero. Clothing

and medical supplies are
inadequate. Breakfast consists of

a sort of boiled fish soup, com-
plete with the original fish

skeleton and boiled grease, a

Chinese specialty passed on to

the Soviets in a mood of solidarity

before the Sino-Soviet split oc-

curred. The prisoners must be
careful of informers. Of course,

there are always the guards
barking instructions to the

prisoners, and any in-

subordination leads the guilty to

be faced with the unpleasant

necessity of visiting the cell, an
unhealed hole in the ground, for a

lengthy period of time. Each
group of prisoners has a work

leader, a fellow prisoner who
commands the others in their

work projects. The camp is run

by a small group of "capitalists"

who receive most of the profits

from the work done by this source

of cheap labour. And the in-

centive to work is provided - one

either works, or starves.

Hence, much of the movie
can be interpreted as a bleak and

depressing commentary on the

nature of man who can be so

cruel to his fellow man. But, in

reality, the movie is a celebration

of life. What is so surprising is

that humanity not only survives,

but flourishes. The prisoners

necessarily depend on each
other, and their relationships are,

for the most part, close knit. The
men shout encouragement to one

of the prisoners being led off

towards a cell. When building a

new power station, the men work
effectively as a team, not just

because they must work to eat,

but because they take pride in

their work. Denisovich continues

to lay bricks even after the siren

to stop has sounded, because he
wishes to finish the job for that

day. In an example of proletarian

democracy, stolen portions of

food are given by the prisoners,

to those who deserve it most. The
ability of man to adapt himself to

the most difficult conditions is

emphasized. Even here, two
prisoners can find the desire to

discuss the relative merits and
demerits of Sergei Eisensteirn as

either a great film maker or as an
apologist for totalitarianism. The
viewer knows that Ivan
Denisovich, having served eight

years will survive the remaining
two and be freed.

As the only real star in the

movie, Tom Courtenay plays

superb Ivan Denisovich. His
performance is subdued, so that

the movie flows continually in

telling its story without undue
emphasis on one individual. All

the other actors feature fine

performances. The photography
was unbelievable; breathtaking,

perfect - giving any cliche

describing excellent photography
would be appropriate. The only

real flaw in the film was the

poorly done titles which
prevented comprehension of who
the director, producer or
photographer were. Regardless,

it truely stands up to being a

masterpiece.

A lot is lost in translation - film fails to entertain

by Evan Thomson
One Day in the Life of Ivan

Denisovich is not an entertaining

film. It possesses no real
statements about anything and
the acting is not exceptional. Its

quality is so universal that we
tend to overlook it as the

cinematic rarity that it is. We
face the same conflicts, though
they may not be as blatant, in

living that Ivan Denisovich does
in the course of our own lives;

boredom, and fear of a strict

routine and separation from
people close to us. The author of

the book from which the film was
taken felt the same feelings

Denisovich felt during the late

forties. The director, Casper

Wrede, has communicated the

utter misery of Denisovich's

imprisonment by a method
seldom used in the cinema; he

has bored us to death. By ex-

cellent utilization of documen-
tary by Tom Courtenay, who
plays Denisovich, we have two

levels from which to view his

hopeless situation. The film

chronicles one day in a Russian

political prisoner's life in a camp
where the temperature seldom

rises above 40 degrees below zero

and he is fed rotten fish, boiled

grass and bread. He is to spend

3,653 days in this manner working

for the Soviet government.

Perhaps the most depressing

aspect of the film emerges
towards the end where Courtenay

is discussing his situation with a

fellow prisoner. Aloof from
everything he feels no need for

God and a great well-being in the

fact he has not fallen ill or been
sent to the cells for the slightest

insubordination that day. He
says, "Prayers are like com-
plaints to the authorities; either

they never get them or they're

rejected."

The English accents are a

flaw in the film. They are

pleasant to listen to and seem out

of place in such a totally hostile

environment. A more gutteral

Russian accent would have been

more suitable and would not have
detracted from the dialogue.

Wrede has utilized excellent

photography, considering that

sixty per cent of the film takes

place before dawn. The shots of

the sun breaking over the crests

of snow and ice caps after a

period of darkness are jolting.

The aerial shots of the isolated

camp at night when only the

search lights are visible further

emphasize the loneliness of the

Siberian landscape, although the

film was shot in Oslo.

Courtenay gives an in-

different performance as the lead

character and is no different

from the other prisoners, waiting

and hoping for eventual releases.

We share Denisovich's in-

difference and shifting feeling of

monotony. The excitement of the

film centres around the feverish

construction of a series of brick

walls which will eventually form

a Soviet industrial-commercial

centre.

A lot is lost in translation

from book to film. However,

Solzhenitsyn 's book does not lend

itself to film making, since much
of the story is taking place inside

Dejisovich's head, and we are

forced to look deeply to gain any
satisfaction from the film at all.
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'Up with People'
by John Bottomley

Being a natural cynic, I went

to the production of "Up with

people" with little enthusiasm. I

was expecting just another "rah-

rah" type of show. I soon changed
my mind. The performers went

through the show with such zest

and gusto that one could not help

but to be caught up with their

mood.
It was a simple show, without

the artificial theatrical touches

which would have detracted from

the overall feehng involved. The
message was one of joy and

harmony, such songs as "What
Colour is God's Skin" best

exemplifying the theme.

There was a general good

feeling in the theater. The
audience responded beautifully

and enthusiastically to the cast,

immediately establishing a

strong rapport. Audience par-

ticipation was encouraged, and

wholeheartedly provided.

especially in the title song, "Up
with People".

To make a work, mere
musical competence is not

enough. The performer must
exhibit a genuine enthusiasm for

the song, give off a vital human
energy. When either of these

components is missing, a per-

formance becomes boring and
unconvincing. Thursday and
Friday at the Grand Theatre,

those who attended were treated

to a delightful combination of the

two.

Thoughout the show, the cast

seemed to be having a good time,

and the mood rubbed off. I found

myself keeping time with my feet

and enjoying songs which I have
never really liked before. The
cast gave us the songs with a

verve which is often lacking in

professional performers. They
never showed any signs of

boredom with their material,

even though they have been doing

I he same numbers every day for

months, One had to admire a cast

which could maintain such spirit

for so long.

Not only was there a great tie

between the group and the

audience, but there was a strong

feeling of brotherhood between
(he individual members of the

multiracial cast. They were the

supreme example of their own
principle of concordance.

The show was an example of

what spirit can do for a song. Had
the cast merely done everything

mechanically right, the show
would never have come off. The
cast had the extra something that

was needed to make a potentially

lacklustre performance into a

living and viable thing. It seemed
to reach out and grip the entire

audience and every face I saw as

I was leaving was a smiling

happy face. I'm sure that I was
no exception to the rule.

bottomley

And down with 'Up with People'
by Su/anne Swaby

The CKLC sponsored
production of "Up With People"
wa« dffinitoly a success with the

voung and ih<- unsophisticated.

The kids stood and applauded and
obviously enjoyed the show. Thie

more cynical and more
theatrically sophisticated sat,

not knowing quit'r how to rcfact.

The voices of the ensemble
were beautiful and one couki

dep<md on them hitting Ihr- right

note. The lyrics w<;re simple ;irid

repelititive. The theme was
hackneyed; notirne, small world,

populous world and the

'verlasfing cry of I,iberte,

Fralemite el Kgalile,

The cast performed with

f-nthuHiasm but did not eminate
<xci(ement The superficials
'(' if.i,' 'I but Ixjyond that

V... .^tiing.

The Grand Theatre's stage

was ill-suited for choreography,

which involved much throwing

and Jeg kicking. The end result

was a l(;eling of claustophobia on

stage. The motif was sym-
metrical. Every guy had a gal

and they sang and danced in

pairs. The scene was r<;miniscent

ol ,'i IWJO's chorus line: a gesture

lo the l(!ft and then to the right,

'I'tie genre is pass«! and hardly

dynamic as it lacks in-

let pre! at ion or beauty. The
flancers lhems<rlves p(!rform(td

like robots programmed for

rhythm. There was no (jmotion.

There was nothing to be
• •tnolional at>onl.

'I'hc atrrioHpli(;re in the

(hf.-atn- was cold as the dytiatnics

of lights were left uricxploicd,

Th<; front house lights flooded the

stage. When fitially reds and

blues played on the scrim mid-
way through the performance,

the effect was lost. i

The costumes reflected the

adolescent atmosphere of the

show. The girls wore little girl

pink, puffed-sleeved mini-

dr(!sses, and the guys were
(•otnparativ(!ly attired in baggies

and vests. The image was the
(•

I e a II cut a 1 1 - A m e r i c a n

adol('SC(!nt, This allAmerican
ap[)roach was unfortiiiiate as it

did not coincide," with the thetne of

internationalism.

In th(! context of a highly

aiii.'iteur group the troup must be

cominended for the zest it put

into the i)erformanc(r. The cast

also achi(!ve(l an excellent

rapport with the Ic^.ss (Usmanding

si'ction of th<- audience, which,

lortunatcrly lor them, was the

majority.

Britain's 'Genesis'

hits Kingston

on Friday
by Ian IMcLeod

Some fragmentary answers to questions you might be

asking about Genesis:

1. Who are they?

Genesis has recently become one of the most popular

concert-recording acts in Britain. (A mild caution heref such

bands as The Strawbs, The Incredible String Band and Fairport

Convention are also big in Britain, but virtually ignored here

English tastes are different from ours.j Each member of the

group is incredibly proficient in a variety of styles. <'As

proficient as Yes? Yes.) Given their talent, they could play

anything they wanted to.

2. What do they soynd like?

There has been a cry among rock critics for a new direction

:

mainstream rock has not changed all that much in the line that

runs through the early Beatles and Stones, through Cream to

Deep Purple. This music now seems natural to us; an electronic

layer has been cemented onto the blues verse structure and the

rock-boogie rhythm. Give a group of grade-nine kids some
Exterminator amps and a few weeks, and they can sound
remotely like Uriah Heep or Grand Funk. Which is okay; in its

universality and cozy predictability, rock has achieved the

status of a folk form.
Genesis music is more difficult and more

expensive to play. It distorts or disregards standard

verse forms ; it is never danceable ; it cannot be improvised. The
sophisticated electronics make the range of musical
possibilities overwhelming, so that, when listening, we respond
first not to the tempo or melody and chords but the full colour

and quality of sound. The amazing progressions from sensual

impact to sensual impact form the real base of the music. It

takes a high degree of concentration to integrate what is going

on underneath all this sound, because the musical structures are

so wierd and complex.

A quick survey of the instruments used:

The mellotron, a wraparound electric organ that can
duplicate with fair precision the sound of a huge chorus or

symphony orchestra; the synthesizer, with body music that

duplicates the feel of a toothache or a neon midnight; the bass

and drums, introducing what rock elements there are (although

Genesis sticks to no recognizable riffs); the guitar, which,

because the tone control has been ceded to the bigger in-

struments, doesn't wail or fuzz, but instead simplifies the key

musical ideas from the mass of sound; and the flute, which stays

flowing, mellow, and almost classical.

Remember those Moody Blues albums, the psychedelic

marvels like "Threshold of a Dream"? Perhaps they signalled

the start of all this, relying on gorgeous, massive depth

(although their lyrics and forms were trite and second-rate.) We
get closer to Genesis with Yes and the later Jethro Tull and their

electronic innovations. But Genesis is even further out. It is

impossible to assimilate the incredibly fast chord changes on

first listening. They just flash past. The verses are mazes of

symmetry and contradiction ; one verse might consist of three

or four (more or less similar) mini-verses and two (more or less

similar) choruses. After a long chorus and one or two in-

strumental breaks, the quality of sound has changed so much
that the second verse might be coming from a completely dif-

ferent band.

3. What do they sing about?

England, mostly. An England that, because of the force

of the music, expands into myth. On "Selling England by the

Pound", their latest album, a mob rumble becomes the epic

"Battle of Epping Forest". Old Tess is a lost soul on grocery day

in "Aisle of Plenty", and in "Cinema Show", a working class

Romeo and Juliet somehow come into contact with the blind

seer Teresias and his views on the mystic duality of the sexes.

Lyrics in other songs move into straignt myth, children's

stories, fantasy, and science fiction. The style of vocal

presentation, which often leaves the melodic and becomes non-

melodic musical narration, explaining or opposing the music,

blends with the unreal song settings to form a strange type of

opera. Which is what you will be seeing at the midnight concert.

Of course. Genesis music has flaws. On earlier albums they

sometimes wallowed in their deptji of sound, piling up millions

of notes ot the [M)int of emptiness. Their speed and wierdness can

an excuse for short cuts or lapses into monotony. But I am
happy to re{X)rl that on "Selling England by the Pound" they

have cleared up many of these flaws.

Finally: these people are doing something very important.

They ar(! integrating [K)pular music with the highest measure of

technical understanding. I'm not saying they're the greatest

group in the world; I don't know who is. But they are a

significant part of a movement that (just might ) change the way
listen lo music.

mmmmm mmm
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Paul Horn in Concert

Despite the temperature on

Sunday evening, more than 1000

people lined up outside Grant
Hall for a concert from one of the

great jazz musicians in Canada,
Paul Horn. Even though once
everyone entered the building

they were no warmer than they

were outside, the music of Paul

Horn, warmed the hearts of

everyone in attendance.

Except for slight technical

problems, it was very close to a

faultless performance which
deserved the standing ovation

and encore call. All music lovers,

non-jazz fans included, will have
found this performance very

exciting and pleasing to the

musical ear.

The first set done by Mr.
Horn was highlighted by a superb
rendition of "I Could Have
Danced All Night" from the

broadway musical 'My Fair

Lady". This set of seven songs

was well mixed with very slow

soft jazz and louder, quick-

moving, hard core music. The
only flaw that was noticed by

most people yvas domination of.

sound of the precussion, which
could be attributed, in part, to the

poor acoustics in the hall.

However this was partially

straightened out in time for the

second set.

There were also several fine

solo performances in the first set.

One specifically brilliant effort

was turned in by bass guitarist,

Tom Harett. Lead guitarist,

Terry Brewer, also had a couple
of excellent solos on the guitar.

Unfortunately, however, the poor

acoustics in Grant Hall caused
distortion of the sound, making it

difficult to listen to at times.

The second set was started

with a tremendous solo on the

flute by Paul Horn. In this tune,

he had his flute hooked up with a

stereophonic reverberating, echo,

which made the music ap-
parently move from side to side

across the hall. The tune became
very haunting and eerie until the

drums came through and broke
the spell created by the flute.

Another exceptional tune was
the so-called "Free Form",
which was simply an im-.

provisation by each member of

the group. This song featured a
solo on the synthesizer. There
was also a fine solo on the guitar

using the same echo which Paul
Horn had employed earlier. This
song also created a mood with
credit to Paul Horn for his ex-

ceptional ability to get the
feelings and atmosphere across
to the audience. He finished up

.
his scheduled performance with a
song called "Spain" which went
back to the traditional jazz, as
opposed to the improvised jazz.

Horn, following the second set,

received a standing ovation and
encore call, at which time he
proceded to do a very mellow
$ong, which was followed by
another standing ovation.

Paul Horn is an entertainer

who is appreciated by every kind
of music fan, and this was
demonstrated on Sunday night. A
first class gentleman and a frist

class entertainer, we hope to be
able to see Horn again in the next
few years at Queen's.

Story by Dan Clark

Tom Fuller
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Soccer Ravcns frustrate Gaels
by Alf Korinaii

In their final game of the

season the soccer Gaels faced the

Carleton Ravens in Ottawa on

Saturday. Once again it was on of

"I hose" occasions where the

Queen's team had the upper hand
during at least 90 per cent of the

game without achieving more
than a 1:1 tie.

There were a few snowflakes

in the air with a strong gusty

wind cutting through all

protection when the game
started. It got more chilly right

away, part of the Queen's defense

seemed forzen during the first

Ravens attack and suddenly two
Carleton forwards stood alone in

front of Peter Dickie to score the

leading goal. However, the Gaels

recovered quickly and with only

four minutes gone Paul Mor-
neault made it 1:1 on a penalty

shot after a Raven had com-
mitted a foul inside the box. The
est was frustration and freezing.

Queen's stormed numerous times

igainst the Carleton goal but they

just couldn't put the ball in there.

As Gaels coach John Walker

remarked: "There were ((nough

chances to win ten games!" That

wasn't exaggeration since

Queen's had 16 corner kicks

compared to none for the Ravens,

a sure indication which way play

was going.

Sooner or later almost every

Gael had a crack at the Carleton

net but either the target was
missed or the Ravens keeper got

a hand on it. Paul Morenault

came close to repeat his scoring

with head balls, Andy Pipe was
almost successful on a

breakaway, Mike Digiacomo
fired several good shots,

defenseman Dave Prescott
worked his way up to be

rewarded with a corner kick

only, Nick Drysdale and Davy
Robertson shared credit for

many close attempts, Don
Baragar's scoring luck deserted

him more than once, Chris Clark

was all over the place to support

both Gael defense and offense,

Gerry Zegarra kept his op-

ponents busy, Ron Heidebrecht

worked hard in mid-field, Dave
Young was very efficient on the

lew Rav(;ns attacks while Peter

Dickie's main occupation was
trying lo avoid a cold.

This list could easily be

expanded but the fact remains
that the Gaels had to be content

with a tie despite their

dominancy throughout the game.
So the only job left is to sum up

the season and to make a few

closing remarks. Similar to last

year Queen's soccer te n oc-

cupies second place ,n the

O.U.A.A. East after having been
defeated only once by arch-

enemy York who again emerged
as winner. Too bad the season is

so short that a single loss can
drop a team out of top standings.

Congratulations to coach John
Walker and the soccer Gaels for

their fine effort ! And thank you to

all the known and unkown PHE
people who helped the tam along.

Finally I'd like to say that I

thoroughly enjoyed my stay with

the team, I greatly appreciate all

the visible and invisible

souvenirs I'll take with me. By-by
soccer Gaels, By-by Queen's,

best of luck for the future!

bews news
Entering the eighth week of

competition the lead for the Bews
trophy race is still very much up

for grabs. Civil-Math holds a very

slim edge over Mechanical and
Physical Education. The results

posted on the Bews board do not

yet include the results from
Horse shoes, tennis, either

singles or doubles, and the lead

could shift once these have been
labulated into the overall point

system; its that close.

The hockey season is en-

tering into its second complete
week of action and our informed

sources, although sometimes
they'rte poorly informed, pick

Arts 76 as the team to watch. Of

course last years Commerce
champions still appear to this

writer to be the class of the

league, despite its young age thus

far.

Foul weather has caused

numerous delays and
rescheduling activity in the field

sports, however, it looks as

though we should have Flag

Football champions by this

evening, and Soccer and Rugger
champs to follow very shortly

Rugby 1st XV rout York
Queen's Rugby Ists XV routed a strong 1st place

YorkUniversity team Saturday in the last game of the scheduled

season. The win leaves Queen's in sole possession of 2nd place

ahead of the U. of T. Varsity Blues.

Scoring began early in the first period with Ron Easteal

completing two penalty kicks to put Queen's ahead 6-0. A later

fry by John Ruthka put Queen's ahead 10-0 at the half.

The second half showed Queen's in old form and in complete

control of the game. A fluke try by York was quickly coun-

teracted by Queen's as Ron Easteal rambled over the 25 yd. line

on a blfx;ked kick. The remainder of the game showed Queen's

ability to control the play. Several times Queen's was near the

York goal line but were unable to socre. The game ended 14-6 for

QI/'KFJN'S This final game marks the end of the playing careers

of many Queen's veterans. Sf>me are leaving school to join the

ranks of the employed; some have run out of elegibility. In any
case thr;ir presence as great rugby players will certainly be
missed, as well as their friendship.

thereafter. Football appears to

be a race between the lawyers,

while Science 77 is sporting a

very strong soccer club. The
teams involved in these semi-

final activities should check the

Bews board continually to keep
posted with the times and dates of

the games to come. Some
divisions are still awaiting the

final few games to be played to

determine placings.

Broomball entries have been
pouring in, and the deadline for

these is November 16 at 12.00

noon.

Simon Beitler has asked that

all .sticks be made aware that

Water polo entries are due
November 16 at noon, and that

only two entries have been turned

in to date. Inner tube water polo

will be played after Christmas.

In closing, a coach is still

needed for the Independent 2

team, anyone interested should

drop his name in to Rob Beamish,
or sign the spot beside In-

dependent 2's on the coaches

sheet above the Bews hockey
schedule.

Newsmaker of the week is

Mike Dwhytie, a noted Queen's

wrestling performer, who turned

his talents to the hockey cushion

last week and executed a couple

of impromptu takedowns that

cost him penalties, but also

contributed a solo rush that

brought about the only goal in the

second period as Arts 74 swept by
Electrical 9 to 3.

Sepps Ski Shop
13 MONTREAL ST.

RENTALS REPAIRS TRADE- INS

Come See Sepp's Specials on Skis:

Rossignol, Graves, KneissI

Last year's ski boots:

30 to 40% off

Complete line of Cross Country Equipment

GET THEM NOW ON OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN

Hadassah Auxiliary

AAammoth Bazaar
Tuesday November 6th

FEATURING:

' New, nearly new and uted
clothing

' baked goods
candy and groceries

' sewing and knitting

LaSalle Hotel

BARGAINS!.

- giftf and toys
' wtiite elephant and
antiques
- wig boutique
- and restaurant

11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
6.30 p.m. to 8.30 p.m,

DOOR PRIZE

Admission .35'

• FinalUkar
Studenfs

Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one
of the most exciting roles in business management.

He tackles complex and fascinating problems.

For the professionally-trained man
the scope is limitless.

Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson, Gordon
representatives, on campus

Nov 22 and 23

Appointments should be made through the

Student Placement Office.

Clarkson, Gordon & CO.
^ CHAf^TERED ACCOUNTANTS

St. John's • Halifax • Saint John • Quebec
Montreal • Ottawa • Toronto • Hamilton • Kitchener

London • Windsor • Thunder Bay • Winnipeg
Regina • Calgary • Edmonton • Vancouver • Victoria

AHAg

Graduating this year?

Having trouble making a

career decision?

Why not consider bank

management? Read our

brochure (available at the

placement office) and

meet us on campus.

November 14, 15

CANADIAN IMPERIAL
BANK OF COMMERCE
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2nds first in OUAA-East
The Queen's Rugby Club 2nd

XV finished a fine season with a

strong 20-3 win over a spirited

York University side. The win
emphasized the fact that the

Eastern Division champions, who
clinched the first place spot with

a 42-0 win over U. of T. 2nds last

week, will be strong contenders

in the finals. They will play

Guelph University 2nds at

Western next Saturday at 12:30

p.m.

The Second Team at Queen's

serves a very important purpose

in providing players for the first

team to replace those who are

injured, who graduate, or who
lose ehgibility. As rugby is a

sport in which playing experience

is vital to a player's im-

provement, the Queen's OUAA
team could not hope to obtain a

steady influx of competent
players to replace losses without

an active affiliated team.

The Queen's 2nd XV is an
"unofficial team" - i.e. it is not

recognized or supported by the

University and it is supported

only by the Q.R.F.C. - Queen's

Rugby Football Club. It is made
up mostly of first year players

this year along with several

experienced players not playing

or eligible to play for the first XV.
It is a strong, spirited side that

should provide many excellent

prospects for Queen's first teams
to come.

The York game was
highlighted by force 6 winds

blasting across the field which
made just about everything
difficult. The scoring was opened
by undeniable Kevin Honsberger
who placed the ball over the line

to make it 4-0. York retaliated

promptly by place-kicking a

penalty goal to make it 4-3. For
the rest of the half the play waxed
and waned until stout Andy Page
scrambled across the York line to

make it 8-3.

The second half was all

Queen's. With the wind at their

backs the Golden Horde kept

York near their own goal until ex-

prop Mike Casey, now playing

wing, battled his way into the

York heartland to make it 12-3.

Ruggles "Toe" Pritchard kicked

the convert; the score became 13-

- cooke

V- ball Gaels second
If the York Yeomen ever decide to pull out of the OUAA the

Queen's Golden Gaels stand a good chance to regain ownership of first

spot in Ontario intercollegiate volleyball. In the meantime, however,

the Yeomen seem to have the Gaels' number. They proved it again on

Saturday when they defeated the Gaels in two straight games to win

the first prize in the Waterloo Invitational Volleyball Tournament in

Kitchener.

Queen's entered the playoffs with a 6-0 record on the strength of

double wins over McMaster, 15-3, 15-2; Laurentian, 15-3, 15-5; and the

Kitchener-Waterloo Seniors 15-7, 15-9. York got by the Kitchener-

Waterloo Seniors in two straight while the Gaels beat Waterloo 15-7, 15-

17, 15-1, in the semi-finals.

This set the stage for a tough final match but the Yeomen, last

year's OUAA winner, proved to be just too much to handle. Final

scores were 15-5, 15-9.

The Gaels played good ball throughout the tournament and this

pre-season experience is invaluable in building a championship team
for Queen's. This coming weekend the Gaels are off to even the score

with York as both teams have been invited to the second McMaster
Invitational Tournament. Good luck Gaels.

X-C well back
Queen's cross country Gaels did not fare too well in Saturday's

OUAA finals at Western. The team finished a distant eighth in the 10

team meet. The University of Toronto Blues won the championship

with a total of 28 penalty points. York Yeomen were a distant second

with 97 followed by Guelph with 109, and McMaster with 212. The Gaels

picked up 210 penalty points in finishing eighth.

The top Queen's runner was Bob MacCormack who finished 34th in

a time of 33.41. Bill Bryden was 35th, Doug Robinson 43rd, Deiter Stein

47th, Mark Fields 51st, Scott Murray 54th, and Dave Pichora 61st. A
total of 68 runners from the 10 schools took part.

The top seven runners will represent the OUAA in the CIAU
championships next weekend in Saskatoon. Toronto will send three

runners and McMaster and York two each.

3. Shortly thereafter, avaricious

Honsberger plummeted over for

his second try of the day, and
Pritchard converted.

Despite their 20-3 lead the

Auricles were unremitting in

their several attacks on the York
defenses. Sensing a rout, the

referee (the York Coach) called a
cease-fire which Queen's
grudgingly accepted. The second
half was less than 30 minutes
long; the usual length in

University matches is 40

minutes.

After the game, York
provided a handsome show with

cooke

Oscar Meyer victuals and
assorted bubbling beverages to

appease the appetites of the

Queensmen. There was,
however, a notable shortage of

Sabine women.
As for the rest of the season,

all that remains is Guelph. The
Aurioles are ready to go, but

Guelph promises to be tough,

being largely corn-fed boys.

Whatever the outcome, keep an
eye out for next Tuesday's
Journal, for the next sickening

episode in this appalling Saga of

the Queen's Rugby 2nds.

Waterpolo two for three
Queen's waterpolo Gaels won

two of three matches in

exhibition play this weekend in

Montreal. The Gaels dropped
their first game to Sir George
Williams 9-3 with Chris Whately
getting two goals and Peter Lapp
1. They came back to beat

Macdonald College 9-3 with coach
Simon Beitler and Macdonald's

coach. Rich Zajchowski playing

the final period. Beitler came up

with four goals. Zajchowski is a

former player with the Gales last

year. The legitimate scoring was
led by Mike Fox with three goals.

Whately, Gord Houston, Bruce
Hopkins and Brian Warren added
single markers. In their final

game, the Gaels squeezed by
McGill 6-5. Fox got two goals with

single markers going to Jim
McFadyen, Whately, Lapp and
Warren.

The Gaels are back into

action this weekend in the OUAA;
they'll travel to Toronto for

games against the Yeomen jind

the Blues. Victories iire

necessary in order to maintain
their hold on first place in the

east division. The OUAA teams
will compete at Queen's on Nov.

24th and 25th.

Gaels split in Montreal
Queen's hockey Gaels

managed a split in their two
games in Montreal on the

weekend. Friday night, the

Gaels beat McGill Redmen 6-

3. Five of the Queen's goals

were scored in the second

period, and left-winger Jim
Sunstrum got four of them.

Rookie centre Bill Sweeney
got the other goal and
defenseman Steve Gross also

scored for Queen's. Four of

the five second-period goals

came in the space of 62

seconds.

On Saturday, the Gaels

dropped a 6-2 decision to Sir

George Williams University.

Rookie centre Chris Locke and

right-winger Craig Shannon
scored the -Queen's goals.

Gaoltending was a key

factor in the Gaels' loss on

Saturday. Dave Dungey and

rookie Steve Kidd split the

chores and the Gaels outshot

the opposition 35-18. Friday

night, Dungey and rookie

Michel Boulanger shared the

goaltending.

The Gaels will continue

workouts the rest of this week
and will open their schedule on

Saturday night in the Harty

Arena against the University

of Guelph Gryphons. Game
time is 8 p.m. CFRC will carry

the game from the opening

face-off.

Other notes . . . Colin

Loudon did not make the trip

to Montreal due to an exam.
Mike Lynch made the trip but
did not play due to a foot in-

jury . . . Certainly nice to see
two rookie centres, Sweeney
and Locke get goals on the

weekend. These two should

give the Gaels more depth
down the middle than they
have had in a couple of years .

. . Two old Gaels were in at-

tendance at Friday night's

game. Morris Mott, now with

California Seals of the NHL
and John Smith, who's in

dentistry at McGill, were both

on hand.
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Field hockey is like animal crackers. The players

are animals and the referees are crackers" team, 1973
by SiH' IMoffatt

The Field Hockey finals have

come and gone, and our Gals

have driven, dodged, flicked, run,

and bruised their last for another

season. Both teams have put

down their sticks with some
regret. The Intermediates will

have to satisfy themselves until

next fall with their second place

standing, although it is one of

which they should surely be

proud. Just two points behind

first-place Toronto, they let the

championship slip by them with

an early loss to Laurentian, and a

tie with Mac. The untiring

resiliency of this team, which

probably is their greatest

strength, has them already

talking about next season, and
T.O.'s inevitable come-uppance

at their ever-ready hands. For

the Seniors, next season can only

be better. A tern which has more
lalented individuals than most, it

awaits the day when they put it

nil together.

The weekend got off to a

mighty fine start on Thursday

night, when both teams
discovered that neither they, nor

their travelling companions,
McGill, had reservations, or

could find any rooms in Guelph.

• Popular place). Visions of

sleeping in the bus were put to

rest eventually with a 2 a.m.

discovery of a suitably empty
motel in Kitchener. This kind of

thing has a way of-distraettng-a

team from the issue at hand,

however, and 8.00 a.m. games
seem awfully early after such

adventurous evenings.

To continue with the point of

the matter. The Intermediate's

first game versus Mac .seemed to

be going well at half time with a

1-0 score thanks to "dead-eye"

Dorothy Cosgrove. The second

half found Mac still alive and
kicking so vigorously that the

lying goal came almost as an

inevitablity. U. of T. was the next

game, and the Blues managed to

find homes for 2 of their shots,

leaving the socre 2-0 in the only

game of 8 which our gals lost. As
all the T.O. -Queen's games have
been, this one was fought to the

finish, for Ixith teams are well

aware of how quickly the tide can

I urn in matches between such

equal, and determined ad-

versaries. After this game, it was
a fight to maintain second place,

and the 2-0 win over Ottawa kept

our Gals in the running. Judy

Spence once again socred on a

penalty bully, and Dorothy put in

the insurance goal. The final

game of the tournament was the

contest for second place between

l.aurentian and Queen's. On a

pitch which was more mud than

grass, our Gals finally got it

together over the Northerners.

They refused to be out-played or

out-bullied by this team which

had caused them so much
frustration and grief of body and

soul throughout the season. Lyn
Atwood and Dorothy each scored

in this final game-cum-battle,

and victory was indeed sweet.

Some — pills-- can't be

sweetened, so they are better

made small. On this premise, the

results of the Seniors will be

made brief. Their 1 win, 2 tie , 4

loss record found them well down

in the standings, 2 points above
last place Western. The tour-

nament arrangement is such that

our team met two of the best i.e.

T.O. and York, in the first half of

the championship last weekend.

Their loss to the first, and tie with

the second, left the championship

a hopeful possibility with their

loss to Mac, It became a lucky

chance; and with this Friday's

loss to McGill first place was
beyond the realm of the possible.

The games with McGill are

always played as matters of

some prestige, and consequently
are excellent games. This one
was no exception. McGill,
perhaps still smarting under the

2-1 loss to Queen's in their in-

vitational, kept up a fast game
despite the upset of a broken leg

suffered by one of their players

during the first half. Later that

soggy cold afternoon, our Gals

met undefeated Waterloo, and
put them down 4-2

in the kind of fast, open game of

which our team is capable, once
it "catches fire". Laney Marshall

and Emily Watson each played

their best game of the weekend,
the former twice catching up the

socre, first to 1-1, and then 2-2,

and Emily being right on the

money for the 3-2 goal. Les
Ferrari put in a picture goal off a

pass from Laney, to clinch the

game 4-2. In the light of

Waterloo's eventual second place

standing behind U. of T., this

victory is bitter-sweet. Saturday

morning our Gals shivered their

way through of the game

wood

before managing to tie Western's
1-0 lead. So with the following

Guelph game, they spent 80 per
cent of their time in the op-

ponent's end, but just couldn't put
it in.

Both teams are grateful for

the long-suffering, long-shivering

patience of their common coach,

Miss Donna Gallager, who so

often picked us up and never let

us down.

Both the Seniors and In-

termediates have had a good
season, if the quality of their

team game, and the im-
provement in individual skill

means anything. They each have
replayed many games of which
they can be duly proud and it

would be a mistake to un-

derstimate them in the light of

recent disappointment. Most of

us will be back, next September,

to try it all again. We thank all

our loyal fans and friends who so

kindly cheered us onward and
over-looked our multi-coloured

shins. Till next September.

B-Ball inconsistent
Inconsistency was the on<!

word d<'K(Tibin({ th«' p<Tformanc*;

of th«- b;jsk'-lb;jll G;ioIk in Ihfir

irit'T r-;quad y/,m)i- Ix-forf a small

crowd in lh«- B;irll»'tt Gym. 'I'hf

whiles \n-:i\ ^olds I',:', .v;, lu>\)

Srn;irl hooped V (Xiints to lead

ihe Whites; 17 of those fjoinls

<iimo in the first half Don Sin-

clair added 14 more for the

'vVh)i<«, For the Golds, Derek
r ri.if'l '-'.cored 14 fK»nt.s and

"Ided 12 more.
'

' 'iff Smith was

pl(!ased with the [jlay of Smart
and rooki<' Andy (,'hristie who
[)layed a strong defensive gami'

for Ihe whiles Iteid was Ihe lop

rel>ound(!r, fat Harris with II

and Jack Mwir with (i [XHrils

(jlayed very well lor Ihe golds on

Ihr- H(!Cotid half, according to Ihe

(iu(!en's coach, John Keck was
used sparingly in the game as he

si ill is recovering from an ankh;

injury,

C.oniAi Smith plans a another

lough week of practiccH and will

stress r(?l)<)unding as one aspect

of their game lhal Ihe (Jaels

tnusi im[)rov(!. The addition of

Norm Hagarly and possibly (;r(>g

Anderson will certainly provide

the necessary strength on both

Ihe offensive and defcwisive

boards. If the Gaels are to be a

threat this year, Ihe ability to

clfrar Ihe boards for Ihe fast

break will he a [)re re()upsite to

their oflerise. The learn will face

SI, Lawrence ('ollege on Thurs.

nif/hl ;il ':, :w In the Harllcll Gym

Queen's third

in OUAA rowing
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Latham sparks Gaels resurgence
by Chris Boon

An inspired fourth-quarter

relief performance by sophomore
quarterback Doug Latham led a

previously lack-lustre Golden
Gaels squad to a 30-22 victory

over the York Yeomen Sunday
afternoon. The Gaels trailed 22-0

heading into the final fifteen

minutes, but were able to rally

for the season-ending triumph.

The Gaels appeared rather

fait throughout the first three

periods, although the defense had
occasional moments of ef-

ficiency, and Barry St. Qeorge
came up with his best day of the

year returning punts, and-

kickoffs. However, the offensive

ennui that has periodically

plagued Queen's all season was
present in full force at CNE
Stadium and frankly, they were
well on their way to stinking the

joint right out of existence. At one

point mid-way through the

second quarter. Queen's had lost

more yards on penalties than

they had gained on total offense.

To be polite, the Gaels looked

very very inept.

This suspicion was confirmed

just before the half when an

errant Taylor pass found its way
into York hands. The Yeomen,
who had a scant 2-0 lead on a pair

of missed field goals, were able to

move the ball in for a converted

TD just before the half closed,

and it really looked like thexGaels

were ready to lie down and play

dead.

The third quarter was even

worse, if possible. The defense,

which had been approaching
respectibility up to that point,got

sucked inside on a pitchout to

York running back Stu Scott, and
the fleet halfback broke to the

sidelines, eluded a badly-timed

dive by Darrell Penner, and
scampered 80 yards to make the

score 15-0 for York. A fumble
handoff minutes later gave the

Yeomen a first down inside the

Gaels' fifteen, and QB Gerald
Verge quickly converted the

turnover into another seven
points. 22-0, and the Gaels were
starting to look like the Powder-
puff All-stars could give them a

good game.
Then the turnaround started.

Rookie linebacker Al Stretton

separated Verge from the ball,

and Dave Campbell picked up the

fumble to halt yet another York
thrust. Tom Taylor, who had
been having nothing but troubles

all day (2 for 8 passing, with 2

interceptions), gave way to

Latham. Things started hap-

pening.

First, the defense completely

shut off York offensively. Then
the offense went to work, with

Latham mixing accurate passes

to flanker Bruce Pollock with

some fine running by Stu Lang,

Gerry Blacker and Dave Hadden.
With just under twelve

minutes left in the game, Lang
broke outside and sprinted 18

yards to put the Gaels on the

scoreboard. Wintermeyer made
it 22-7 with the convert, and the

comeback was on.

- bottomley

Dave Campbell turns corner with fumble recovery

Game Statistics

QUEEN'S YORK

First Downs 21 21

Yards Rushing 274 291

S. Lang 15-117 S. Scott 15-133

D. Hadden 14-94 G. Verge 7-58

G. Blacker 9-62 B. Hatanaka 11-51

D. Love 9-51

Yards Passing 147 55

D.Latham 8-14.2 TD's G. Verge 8-17, ITD
T. Taylor 2-8

Receiving

B. Pollock 4-75. S. Ince3-31

Score 30 22

QB Doug Latham gets off a 4th quarter pass behind good protection
bottomley

The defense came up big

after the kickoff, forced a punt,

and the Gaels went to work. This

time, Latham finished off the

drive with a 6-yard toss to Greg
Anderson at the 6.43 mark of the

quarter. An attempted two-point

conversion failed when Dave
Campbell was knocked out of

bounds on the two, leaving the

score at 22-13.

Again the Gaels kicked off,

again the defence stormed back

to stifle York, and for the third

time in the quarter, the offense

took the field. More outside

running by Lang and a fine

screen to Hadden moved the ball

inside the York 30. Latham faked

sweep action to the wide side of

the field, bottlegged to his left,

and hit Pollock, who led Queen's

receivers with four catches for 75

yards, at the six. Moments later,

veteran end Alex Melvin, who
was playing his final game for

Queen's, gathered in Latham's

pass to bring the Gaels to 22-19.

Wintermeyer's convert narrowed

the gap a further point, and the

tension started building.

Big plays by John Waddell

and the rest of the defense forced

the Yeomen into a deep hole, and

the ensuing punt gave Queen's

excellent field position. Blacker

got five yards to the 30, but a

second-down pass failed, and

"the Wint" got the call. His 37-

yard effort split the uprights to

give Queen's a 23-22 lead, and

bedlam reigned on the field.

York would not give up,

however, and Verge started

throwing long. Dave Campbell

who was playing well off the line

of scrimmage, picked off an

overthrown bomb, and returned

it to the York 48. A cHpping

penalty wiped out part of his

runback, but the Gaels had the

ball with 1.53 left in the game.

Although Latham and his of-

fensive mates were just at-

tempting to run out the clock,

things were working too well for

that. Blacker got 23 yards on a

beautifully executed counter,

Hadden contributed about twelve

on a slashing run up the gut, then

Lang got the call again. With just

nine seconds on the clock, the big

halfback swept to his right, got

some fine blocks from his guards,

and bulled his way into the end

zone for a 21-yard major. The
final convert finished the scoring

at 30-22. The victory was
magnificent.

The win gave Queen's a 5-3

record on the season, and second

place in the OUAA-East. For

many Gaels, it was also the last

game wearing the tricolor.

Besides Alex Melvin, Dave
Whiteside, Bruce Potter, Dave
Campbell, Dave Devonshire, Joe

Pal, Stu Lang, and Tom Taylor

are graduating or have run out of

eligibility. McArthur grads Peter

DeMontigny, Gerry Blacker, and
Barry St. George will also be

among the missing when camp
opens next September. These
represent some fine athletes and
good people. They will be missed.

However, based on Latham's
performance, the future doesn't

look too dim. There are a lot of

good young players coming back,

and if the quality of the McArthur
imports remains where it has

been the past couple of years, the

Gaels should be in the thick of the

title race again next year. We'll

know better about 12 months
from now.

stu Lang breaks outside on his way to TD
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Middle East

World: Peace plans discussed
WASHINGTON - Israeli Premier Golda Mcir, in

talits here with President Nixon, has proposed that

both the Israelis and the Egyptians withdraw their

forces on each other's side of the Suez Canal and
that a neutral, demilitarized zone be created on

each bank of the canal to be policed by the UN
Emergency Force now in the Middle East.

Although this plan would free the Egyptian 3rd

Army, which has been trapped by the Israelis on the

east bank of the canal, it is expected that the

Egyptians will reject the plan. For one thing, the

plan would erase all Egyptian gains in the war as

well as denying them locations for SAM missle

bases near the canal. It was these SAM missies

which enabled the F^gyptians to deny the Israelis

complete air superiority in the canal zone. Without

the missies the Egyptian army would not have been

able to make the gains it did.

WASHINGTON - A senior U.S. defence official, who
asked to remain anonymous, has revealed that U.S.

defence supplies were seriously depleted by the

"Do you know how it is to live in constant threat from the surrounding enemy intent upon termination

of your very existence?'

Canada: Oil squeeze
brings price boosts
OTTAWA - The Federal
Government has approved in-

creases in the price of gasoline

and home heating oil of two cents

a gallon for the Ottawa Valley

and all areas east and has said

that another three-cent boost can
be expected before the end of the

month. Furthermore, it has
announced that it will accept

applications for heating oil in-

creases in Ontario but did not

indicate how large the allowed

increases will Fx;.

The reasons for the increases

are the large jumps in the cost of

off-shore crude oil and the

shortages of supplies caused by
Ihe Arab oil fxiycotts and cut-

backs.

EDMONTON The Federal
Government, in a surprise move
Thur.sday, raised theexfxjrt tariff

on cnjde oil to $1 .'Ml per barrel, up
from -Wj cents per barrel. The new
tax tx;comes f;ffective iJec. 1.

The reaf.tion of Alberta, who
prfKiuc*,*s most of the oil exported
to the States and who was not

consulted al/jut Ihe lax hike, was
to break off en«;rgy talk.s with the

Federal Govf;mment and an
nounce that it will proceed, alone

if neoesHary, "with whatever
measures are necessary to

protect the inten;Hls of the pw^ple

of this province." As a first step

Ihe province will probably
establish an energy marketing
U»ard to buy the province's oil

prwluction and sell it to out«id<;

buyers.

M<-anwhile, the president of

Ca ri .') 'I I .) n Petrol c u rn

Association says that the original

oil policy proposed by the

Federal Government, one which
would have been acceptable to

Alberta, was modified to the

present policy because the NDP
threatened to defeat the Liberal

minority government if it wasn't

changed.

OTTAWA - Canada's role in

supplying support for the UN
Middle East peacekeeping force

has been reduced to allow room
for Poland in the force. Under the

new formula Canada and Poland
will jointly provide the necessary

logistics supfwrt for the observer

teams.

The formula meets both

Itussian demands that, since a

NATO country, Canada, was

represented on the force, a

Warsaw Pact country should be

included also and U.S. objections

that troops from a Warsaw Pact
country would not be impartial

and objective observers. By
acting as support troops the Poles

and the Canadians are

represented on the force but

neither group acts as observers.

The other countries par-

ticipating are Austria, Sweden,

Ireland, Finland, Ghana, In-

donesia, Nepal, Panama and
Peru. Canada's contingent should

number about 750 men.

TORONTO - Provincial Labor
Minister Femand Guindon an-

nounced Thursday an increase in

the general minimum wage to $2

an hour from $1.80, effective Jan.

1, 1974.

The minimum for con-

struction workers will rise to

$2.25 from $2.05 and for students

under IB to $1.65 from $1.45.

OTTAWA - The Cuban Govern-

ment has released Ronald Lip-

|)(!rt, 40, of Kitchener, 10 years

aft<!r he was jailed for smuggling

arms into (-'uba. Lippert was
arr(!Sted in Havana airport in

)%;( wh(!n bullets and grenades

wen- found in his luggage. At his

I rial he admitted to being a CIA
agent but denied any knowledge

of the arms.

Cuba said it granted the

release of Upper!, serving a :w

y(!ar sentence, "in the irit<T(!sts of

co-operation belwcsen (Janada

and (,'uba and out of

humanitarian regard for the

Lippert Family".

Middle East war and that the administration may
have lo ask for an in<Tease in the prop^^sed %T.)

billion defence budget for fiscal l'J74.

According to the official the United Stales

underestimated the amount of basic supplies, such
as artillary shells, that should be kept on hand in the

event of a crises like the Middle East war. The U.S.

was forced to ship supplies from its bases in West
Germany.

It became known FYiday that the West German
government initially co-operated with the U.S.

plans to ship war supplies from West German soil

but then, suddenly, issued a public protest, catching

the U.S. by surprise. This has lead to quite strained

relations between the U.S. and German govern-

ments and comments from such U.S. figures as

Henry Kissinger that he "doesn't give a damn about

NATO."

WASHINGTON - The White House says that two of

the nine Watergate tape recordings essential to the

Watergate investigation never existed and has

presented witnesses to backup its contention.

The missing recordings include what Mitchell

told Nixon in their first reported conversation after

the Watergate break-in of June 20, 1972 and the

conversation between Nixon and John Dean in

which Dean said Nixon admitted discussing

executive clemency as part of the Watergate cover-

up. The two tapes are crucial to the investigation.

Up until now the existance of the nine tapes has

never been doubted.

According to the witnesses the conversation

between Nixon and Mitchell was over a telephone

which wasn't connected to recorders and the con-

versation between Nixon and Dean was missed
because the automatic equipment did not switch to

a back-up reel as it was supposed to do.

NORTH ADAMS, Mass.-The latest Gallup poll

shows that President Nixon's popularity has

dropped to 27 per cent. This is the lowest for any
U.S. president in the last 20 years and only four

points agove President Truman's Iqw of 23 per cent

in 195L

By comparison, in a Sept. 25 Gallup poll 35 per

cent of those surveyed said they approved of

Nixon's performance in office.

LONDON (CP) - A firm called Necropolis bought

six graveyards and decided to excavate them for a

housing development. The company, needing

someone to remove the bodies, advertised for an

"exhumation assistant with qualifications in ec-

clesiastical and parliamentary law and a proper

feeling for the job."

DUBLIN - Three leaders of the Provisional wing of

the IRA escaped from Dublin's Mountjoy prison

Wednesday in a hijacked helicopter. The helicopter

touched down in the prison yard while the inmates

were exercising. The three jumped aboard, in spite

of prison officers who tried to hold them back, and
were wisked away to freedom.

The escapees include Seamus Twomey, former

chief of staff for the Provisionals in the North and

the most wanted man in Northern Ireland.

BELFAST - Protestant extremists have reacted to

the daring escape of three leaders of the Provisional

IRA from a Dublin jail by stepping up terrorist

attacks against Catholics in Northern Ireland.

Two car bombs, each containing around 400

pounds of explosives, went off, with no warning, in

the Catholic Falls Road area. Ten people were in-

jured. Another car bomb killed an elderly passerby

and injured five others. Later the only Catholic

employee of a factory in the Protestant Shankill

Road area was ambushed and shot to death as he

returned home from work.

Army officers fear that the escape in Dublin has

lM)osted the morale of the IRA who may now be

compelled to prove that they are not beaten. "This,

combined with a Protestant backlash, could really

lead to big trouble," said an army sopkesman.

WASHINGTON A study prepared by the U.S.

Treasury Department's energy advisers recom-

mends a new-car tax on all cars getting less than 20

miles to a U.S. gallon of gas.

The goal of the tax, which could range up to

$1,200 for luxury limousines, would be to .shift U.S.

car production from big cars to vehicles which get

more miles to the gallon.



''The report

is all bunk''
by Rhondda Snary

"The report is all bunk"
exclaimed Eleanor Crowder at a

meeting of DSC Faculty Board
representatives on Wednesday.

Crowder was referring to the

report written on student course

evaluation by last year's Faculty
Board committee. The purpose of

the discussion was to familiarize

the representatives with the
report so that they would be able

to speak knowledgeably at the

Faculty Board meeting this af-

ternoon.

Crowder believed there were
three possible directions in which
the students could move. First,

the report could be rejected

completely, or it could be
returned to the committee
unaltered. The representatives at

Wendesday's meeting felt these

alternatives were unlikely. More
probably the report will be
returned with new recom-

mendations to be referred back to

another committee.
The report discussed four

principles underlying course
evaluation presented six

recommendations. The prin-

ciples, concerning "Informality

and Flexibility, Objectivity and
Richness, Consumer Satisfac-

tion" and confidentiality of

course appraisals and
evaluation, are "merely
preamble" according to

Crowder.

The report suggested that

there should be the possibility for

both objective and subjective

evaluation. However, Crowder
argued "ANY appraisal is

subjective. There is no way of

making objective evaluations."

She believes the method of

numerical evaluation is

meaningless.

A major stumbling block in

the course evaluation process

@geerYs
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was pointed out by a geography
representative on Wednesday.He
stated that the geography
department has to "pull teeth in

order to get D.S.C.'s.". It was
also noted that while the faculty

does not trust the students
opinions, they would be unwilling
to evaluate colleagues them-
selves.

In short, the consensus was
that the report is vague, im-
precise, undefined and totally

"full of crap".

Student Faculty Board representatives discuss a report regarding the future of Course Evaluation
Wednesday night.

Permanent licenses

are now available

to campus pubs
The province of Ontario passed legislation last month allowing

campus pubs to take out a permanent license. Most have been
operating on special occasions permits in the past.

However, the Liquor License Board's interpretation of the

legislation requires that applications for university pub licenses come
from the university administration only which effectively excludes
student groups from offering the service. -

Some pubs have set up boards composed of faculty and students in

an attempt to ensure continued student participation in the pubs while
under the permanent license, but the ultimate control is still with the

university.

Queen's Pub manager Peter Druxerman told the Journal that the

Pub will not be applying for the permanent license but will continue
under the old special occasions permit. He pointed out that not only
will this keep the pub under the auspices of the AMS, but that it will

avoid numerous financial commitments which would be involved in

taking out a permanent license. The pub would have to be effectively

renovated with extensive structural changes in order to meet the new
legislation.

A Liquor License Board~official told the Journal that the Board
had assumed that all universities would take out a permanent license

but added that no decision had been made as to action against those

who do not.

Four are selected for

Orientation '74 Committee
The ASUS Orientation Committee for 1974 was chosen last Friday.

The committee was reduced from this year's six to four members.
Members of the committee are David Dowsett, a second year History
Student; Douglas Hedden, a second year student in "Life Sciences and
Linda LeSueur, a second year Political Studies major. The committee
is chaired this year by Wendy Bremner, who is in second year.

With the reduced membership of the committee, fields of activity
also have been reduced to four. The chairman will co-ordinate com-
mittee work in three fields: social-cultural, communications-
information, and academic.

Gael applications will be available next week, and the deadline for

application will be the end of term.

The fire in Leonard

It started with a prank: filling a room with paper
by Nancy Bowes

As of this writing, the smell of

charred plastic and paper still lingers

over the Leonard Hall lobby. The odor'

and the rubble on the floor are the

remnants of what began as a harmless
ruse.

Over the weekend, it was decided
that a certain room on the fourth floor

of Leonard should be papered; true to

the Queen's tradition, the room was
completely filled with paper. When the
resident arrived home, the joke was
shared and all pitched in to clean out

the room. The paper was put at the

bottom of the stairwell where it blocked

the entrance to the basement.

At about 1.40 a.m. Monday, the men
of the fourth Leonard were roused from
their sleep and advised in no uncertain

terms that if the mess was not cleaned

up, fines would be levied. Subsequently,

an atmosphere of animosity prevailed

for thirty minutes while the men
cleaned up the mess and put the paper

in plastic bags under the supervision of

the night watchman. Then, at 2.45 a.m.,

the whole of Leonard Hall was
awakened by the fire alarm, sounded

when one resident went downstairs to

use the food machines and detected

smoke.Leonard residents reported that

as they filed out, thick smoke
emanating from the basement was
rapidly fiUing the ground floor.

Estimates of damage are as yet

incomplete and an investigation is

under way. Mr. Renardson, a fire

marshall from Ottawa, and Detictive-

Sergeant Breen of the Kingston Police

Force ask that anyone with any per-

tinent information about the fire

contact them. The possibility that the

fire was accident has by no means yet

been ruled out; due to the centrality of

the location of the number of people
who would have passed the bags of

paper, someone could have unwittingly

started the fire. The investigators are

presently involved in trying to pin down
more exact times and in talking to the

people who directly and indirectly

participated in the events surrounding

the fire.

Considerable blame for the fire has

been cast upon the students, a body of

people who, recently have been the

object of image distortion by the mass
media. The account of the fire

published by the Whig-Standard on

Monday November 5 stated that the fire

was a result of the prank. This is a

direct implication that the same people

who papered the room started the fire,

a fact which has not yet been proved.
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Friday, Nov. 9
3 :00 - 5 :30 p.m. - "Meet A Politics Prof" at the ASUS
Pub, in the Red Room, Kingston Hall, sponsored

by the Politics D.S.C. Beer is 40c.

8:00 p.m. - Meds Variety Night, "Great Ex-

pectorations" in Grant Hall. Tickets are $2.00

(general) and $1.50 (students) from the John Orr

Room.
8:00 p.m. - GSS Film Club presents Topaz, directed

by Hitchcock, in Ellis Hall Auditorium.

8:00 p.m. - Just a Dance with "Chris Kearny", in

Leonard Cafeteria. Beer 50c or 5 for $2.00. Ad-

mission is $1.25 and tickets are available in meal
lines.

8:30 p.m. - Queen's Dept. of Drama presents "The
House of Bernarda Alba" (F.G. Lorca), directed

by Russ Waller, in Convocation Hall. Tickets are

$1 (students), $2 (non-students) from the Drama
Dept.

8:30 p.m. - George Swinton will give an illustrated

lecture on Eskimo Art under the joint auspices of

the departmental Student Council of the Dept. of

Art History and the Agnes Etherington Art

Centre. Admission is free and it will be held in

Dupuis Hall.

Midnight - "Genesis" in Bartlett Gym, presented by
Queen's Concerts. Tickets $2.00 from John Orr
Room, McArthur College, House of Sounds and
Vem Napier's.

Saturday, Nov. 10
2:f)0 p.m. - Study Action Group on Rape in Kingston
meeting at Kingston Women's Centre, 110 Queen
St. All women welcome.

4:(K) p.m. - General Meeting of the India Association
in the Lower Lounge of the International Centre.
Coffee and donuts will be served.

8;.30 p.m. - "The House of Bernarda Alba" in

Convocation Hall. See Friday for details. (This
will also be playing Nov. 14-17.)

8:30 p.m. - Queen's Chamber Singers and Queen's
Chamber Orchestra free concert in Grant Hall,

with works by Handel, Dowland and Walton.
Nov. 10 to Dec. 2 - p:ighteenth Century Stage:

Britain, display in Agnes f^therington.

Regularly scheduled events in the Pool will be
cancelled for the Queen's Invitational Swim Meet
'Intercollegiate, Co-ed), 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Sunday, Nov. 1 1

10:.% a.m. Folk Mass in Dunning Hall, followed by
Coffee and donuts at Newman House, 164

University Ave.

)0::',<)a,m. - Morning Worship at Chalmer's United
Church, Barrie St. at Union. f:offee hour and
S<;rmon-Talk-Haf:k following worship.

10::K)a.m. - Unitarian Fellowship Special Service of
Iteading and Songs by thr- Rov. Max Coots of

Canton N.Y., and Ms, Anne Sekaer of Staten
Island N.Y. in John Watson Hall, fifth floor.

7:W p.m. Informal Fnrharistic Celebration to be
held in the Faculty Lounge, Theology Hall with
lU-v. Eric Howes Celebrant.

7:.'W p.m. - McArthur Masn in Senior Common
lOxm

.

Opening of display, Harold Town; New Work
l!»7:i, running until Dec, 2.

Monday, Nov. 12

r>:4.') '»:.'}<) p to Ban Ki«li I' ireside- German Music
of Ihe Middle Ages and the RcnaisKance by "The
Pearly MuHic KnKfrmhIe" of SI, Lawrence
University of Canton New York.

B:fWp nn 'ITiird World Fihn Series I'art II Asia

showing of Prize for Peac e and l or a VietriaineKe

Vietnam in Agnes Ktherington Auditoriufn

Coffee and donuts provided for the discussion

period following the fmilms.

8:00 p.m. - German and Philosophy departments
present Mr. Alan Howard, visiting lecturer of the

Anthroposophical Society of Canada, in Watson
Hall Rm. 517. The lecture is entitled "Rudolf
Steiner, An Introduction to the New Con-
ciousness."

8:30 p.m. - Free concert of German Music from the

Middle Ages and Renaissance by the Early Music
Group from St. Lawrence University N.Y. IN
Dunning Auditorium.

Tuesday, Nov. 13
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - La Casa: "tertulia espanola" -

"ritrovo italiano". Music and reading material
from Spain, Italy, and Latin America . . . con-

versation and refreshments. Vengan todos (at 165

University Ave.)

7:00 p.m. - An Evening with the Artist. Meet Harold
Town at his exhibition at the Art Centre.

7:00 p.m. - Human Sexuality Course in Dupuis
Auditorium, "Sex Roles and Gender Iden-

tification", including the film "Anything You
Want To Be", and speaker George Hislop of the

Community HomphUe Association of Canada,
discussing homosexuality, an alternate sex role.

8:30 - 10:30 p.m. - First event of Suzie-Q Week is the
Dating Game, in Dunning Auditorium.

8:30 p.m. - Division of Concerts Grant Hall Series

presents violinist Masuko Ushioda. Tickets are
available from the Box Office and are $4., $3,

(general) and $3., $2, (students).

9:00 p.m. - Dept of Film Studies Evening Series film

"Les Bas Ponds" (Jean Renoir, 1936) with Jean
Gabin and Louis Jouvet, in Ellis Hall Auditorium.

Later This Month
Nov. 14 - "Buying and Selling a House", this week's

topic for the Law for the Layman series, in Earl

Hall, Rm. Ill, at 7:30 p.m.

Nov. 14 - Suzie-Q Stag Dance in Grant Hall, 8:30

p.m.

Nov. 15 - Passage to India, a slide presentation and
general discussion on contemporary India, in

lower lounge of the International Centre at 8:30

p.m.

Nov. 15 - Suzie-Q Walt Disney night in Stirling C and
D at 6:30 and 9:00 p.m.

Nov. 15 - Su/.ie-Q Folk Night in Ban Righ Common
Room

Nov. 16 - Suzie-Q Skating Party at the arena from
2:30 - 4:30 p.m.

Nov. 16 - Suzie-Q Smoker at 8:30 p.m. in Wallace
Hall.

Nov. 17 -Suzie-Q Dinner in the House of Commons at

8:00 p.m. followed by the Semi-F'ormal "Fan-
tasia" in Grant Hall at 9.00 p.m.

Pubs. . .

Manor Hradstreet until Saturday; Johnny Johnson
and the Shramrocks coming next.

Townhouse Newcomers until Saturday; London
Bridge starting Monday.

101 Inn Stage

Commodore Terry ('arrise until Saturday; Joyce
Seymon(; starting Sunday

Frontena*' l''inigan's Fred Werthman; Muldoon -

The Waterfront

Movies and Theatres
llyland State of Seige, starring I'^vc Montand
<Meon A Touch of Cla.ss, starring (ieorge Segal and
(ilcnda J/icksori

( ;ipil«l Theatre I The Gosp(!l Road
Ciipilol • 'I'lieiilre 'Z Jesus (,'hrist Superstar

Domino Thciilre- Uncle Vanyu, by (Jhekhov Nov.
(!,!», 10; 15, 16, I7;and22,23, 24. 8:30p.m.

I.R.C. - W.R.C. presents

Just A Dance

Hi

with

Xhris Kearny''

November 9 8:00 P.M.

Beer 50' or 5/$2.00

Tickets in Meal Lines

Qcman cA/lusk

of cAnMleA^
ayiJ js^atssance

Ban Rij^ flrestAe^

hjonday f^ou. /Z.

Queen's
Division of Concerts

presents

GRANT HALL SERIES

CONCERT NO. 3

MASUKO USHIODA, Violinist

Programme: Mozart, Bach,
Stravinsky, Franck

TUES. NOV. 13 8:30 P.M.

Tickets, $4,3 general, $3,2 students

& Senior Citizens from Division of

Concerts Box Office, Agnes
_^Etherington Art Centre^

547-6194

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess
St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they
have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK:

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRiSS CLOWiS ONLY PHASE
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Historic shipping records donated to archives

The Douglas Library Ar-
chives have gained another
important addition to their ex-

tensive collections after
receiving the ninteenth century
records of the Canada Steamship
Lines. The presentation marks
both Kingston's Tercentennary
and the Diamond Jubilee of the
Lines.

The documents comprise the
records of the early Canadian
steamship companies which
came together iin 1913 to form
Canada Steamship Lines Ltd.,

now one of Canada's largest
shipping lines.

The records have been in the
possession of Canada Steamship
Lines since the company was
formed.

They were uncovered in 1965

by Gerald Tulchinsky, then a
doctoral student at the University
of Toronto. Tulchinsky is now a
member of the Queen's history

department.
Now the documents have

been presented to the imiversity

to provide background in-

formation for Canadian historical

research.

The formal presentation took

place on Monday, at the Montreal

head office of Canada Steamship
Lines.

Company president Louis R.

Desmarais handed over one
volume, representing the entire

collection, to vice-principal J.M.

Courtright and university ar-

chivist Ian Wilson.

The gift to Queen's includes

two huncffed and fifty shelf feet of

records prior to 1913, the year
CSL was formed through the

amalgamation of a number of

smaller steamship lines.

The earliest surviving
records found among those

presented were those of La
Societe de Navigation du Riviere

Richelieu dating from the 1840's.

Archivist Ian Wilson pointed

out that there is a "vital tie

between Kingston and these

Queens
University

Music
Department-

CONCERT
of

Dowland, Handel, Walton

Queen's Chamber Singers

Queen's Chamber Orchestra

Grant Hall Saturday
8:30 Admission Free lo, November

QUEEN'S MUSICAL THEATRE

AUDITIONS

for

Bye Bye Birdie

Open to all students and faculty.

Tuesday Nov. 13, 7:00 P.M.:

Red Room in Kingston Halls,

Auditions for leading roles

Wednesday Nov. 14, 7:00 P.M.

Dunning Auditorium,
Auditions for chorus.

Unitarian Fellowship
AN INQUIRING RELIGION

mW NO FIXED CREED

"
... Good Men do nothing."

Mr. Lars Thompson
NDP Candidate, Federal Election

JOHN WATSON HALL

5TH FLOOR - 10:30 A.M.

(for information phone 389-1 130 or 544-3037)

records". He stated that "while
Kingston now sits on one side of

the stream of Seaway traffic,

from 1673 until the present
century, the King's Town was the

main transhipment point and
port for St. Lawrence River and
Great Lakes shipping."

When the remainder of the
volumes have been transferred to

the university, they will be
classified and made available to

historians and others engaged in

various research projects.

Marxists disrupt gals' conference

TORONTO (CUP) - A concoction
of Marxist hairsplitting, rhetoric

and frustration scarred the
Women's Conference held
recently in Toronto.

Quite a few of the par-

ticipating women, who were of all

ages and backgrounds, became
alienated as certain political

groups manipulated the con-

ference and turned discussion

sessions into hot-tempered
debates on the necessity of

linking feminism to socialism.

The three Trotskyist groups
present. Young Socialist League
For Socialist Action, the
Revolutionary Marxist Group,
and the Spartacist League from
the United States, provoked a
general fray of idealogies and
angry processions to the
microphone.

Although each of these
promotes different in-

terpretations of the particulars of

the proletarian revolution, they
all place the women's liberation

movement in the broader context

of the class struggle. They
contend that the feminist
movement will not be viable

within a capitalist society that

thrives on keeping some groups
subjugated.

In their analysis, the powers
to be thrown over are the
capitalist institutions which keep
both men and women entrenched
in alienating labour.

Despite it lack of energetic
decision making, the conference
did manage to pass several
resolutions which will be sub-
mitted to its sponsor, the Ontario
Federation of Students (OFS).
However, if last year repeats
itself, OFS will accept the list and
then quietly file it away.

The conference endorsed the

right of all to free and easy ac-

cess to contraceptive information

and devices regardless of age or

marital status. It also called for

the immediate repeal of all

abortion laws.

The conference supported the

disemination of information on
human sexuality in high schools

and, in addition, proposed that

women's courses be established

in all secondary and post-

secondary institutions.

It demanded that OFS also

take a public stand in favour of

the struggle for gay rights.

Hosted by the University of

Toronto Student Council, the

conference included workshops
on such issues as women in

politics, human sexuality and
women's study courses.

Men were excluded from the
conference for the alleged reason
that their presence would inhibit

women from speaking out.

All sexual relationships different

by Wendy Reynolds psychiatrist S. Ramesar, aided
There is no standard sexual by his nurse, Carol White, at

relationship, but each is highly Tuesday night's edition of the
individualized. So stated human sexuality course.

Queen's
University

Music
Departments^

COMPOSITION RECITAL
Instrumental and Electronic Works

Written By Bachelor of Music
WEDNESDAY Students DUNNING
7 NOVEMBER 11:30 A.M. AUDITORIUM

Panel Discussion

On The Middle East

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 14

DUNNING HALL

8:00 pm
Moderator: Prof. A.H. Jeeves, Hist.

Dr. B. Berman - Pol. St. - Dr. J. Cook rel.

Dr. L. Karchman - Hist. - Dr. el Sheik

Dr. G. Tulchinsky - Hist. - Prof. Zurick Soc.

Generally speaking, they
explained, when two people
decide to enter into a sexual

relationship, they follow one of

two broad paths - open and honest

concerning their emotions, or

discreet, with no discussion of

their feelings. If one partner

comes to the relationship with

one approach, and the other

partner with the other approach,

a source of conflict is established.

Game playing develops from
the desire to hide certain
emotions, especially hate, spite

and insecurity. Dependency
needs often lead a person into a

sexual relationship, but this

clouds the real issue - the need for

confidence building - another
potentially conflicting situation.

The most common games are

"rapo", leading the partner on
only to refuse, and battles for

control. Conflicts have their roots

in fear. Castration anxiety, which
is the fear of humiliation in sex,

separation anxiety, and ab-
normal fears of being attached to

another person, are the most
frequent. Anger and resentment,

where one is motivated to change
some behaviours in others, and
shame and guilt, where one feels

compelled to change oneself, are
superimposed over these
anxieties, further complicating

the conflicts.

Next Tuesday, a

spokesperson for gay liberation

will speak on alternate sex roles.

This will be the last lecture for

the term, but the course will

resume Tuesday, January 16 at

7:00 p.m. in Dupuis Auditorium
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campus comment

Do you think the AMS printing

service should be kept?
Interviews by Hob IVIiitrie; Pictures by Charles Parker

Marnie Dyer

Marnie, a student in Phys Ed
'75. approved of keeping the

printing service open if it is made
good use of. She stated that she

suspected that it was not being

used as much as it could be while

it was open. In particular, Marnie
.suggested that more clubs might
use the .service.

C hris Howson
The printing service should

be kept according to Chris, a

student in Applied Science. While

he felt that the printing service

should tx; subsidized, he stressed

that this should not apply to all

campus services such as the pub.

However, he believed that profits

from the pub should be put

towards helping the printing

service operate.

l)!ivi\ an HonourB Biology

student, inHinted that the printing

w;rviff Ih a s<;rvi(;e that iH

needed. Me noted that it can

provide valiiable exp«:rienee for

students who are interehled in

workinc in the printing field

Doug Dersnah
For Doug, the "job of the

AMS should be to do as much as it

can for students", and this in-

cludes the provision of a printing

service. He felt that the AMS
should not close a service if it

makes a small loss and added
that it is something that students

need.

Jim Wibberley

Jim Wibberley, a Commerce
student, felt that it is not

necessary for a service to make a
profit. "Campus groups use a
large number of posters", he
stated, adding that the AMS is

creating a disservice by sending
these groups downtown.

Molly Spearing

Holly pointed out that student

(jvents could be more expensive if

clubs and services have to take

their printing downtown where
the cost of printing is higher than

that charged by the printing

service. Stud(!nts will have to end
up paying whether the printing

service is open or not she com-
mented.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT

CAREER ISN'T EASY

We'd like to offer you a challenge — a career in

dealing with professionals — a career in Life

insurance sales and/or sales management.

It's one of the few careers that offers you

freedom of action and decision and an

unusually high measure of security and

personal satisfaction.

We know it isn't easy choosing the right career.

Perhaps we at Metropolitan Life can help you

make the right choice. Why not drop by and

see us. We'll be on Campus on:

Wednesday, November 28, 1973

Metropolitan
Life
We sell life insurance

But our business is life

IBM Canada Ltd. needs

people to work in an environ-

ment that's always interesting,

and often demanding, but

never dull.

We need technically-

oriented people and people-

oriented people. We need

thinkers and we need doers.

Interviews on Nov. 27, 28

Our recruiters will be

coming to campus soon, to

talk with people who think that

they could have a future with

IBM. If you would like to set up

a meeting, tell your college

Placement Office, and at the

same time give them a copy of

your personal resume. Then

let's talk about it.

IBM
IBI^ Canada Ltd
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briefly

University of Toronto

votes to join NUS
TORONTO (CUP) - The students at the

University of Toronto have voted in favour of

joining the newly formed National Union of

Students (NUS).

NUS is the first national body representing

students since the collapse of the old Canadian
Union of Students in 1969.

Both the University of Toronto Graduate
Student Union and McMaster University student

councils are now expressing interest in joining

NUS.
To date there are six colleges and univer-

sities from Ontario, eight from British Columbia,

two from Alberta, two from Saskatchewan, two
from Quebec, six from Nova Scotia, and two
from New Brunswick who have joined NUS.

At present NUS is researching inequalities in

post-secondary education in Canada, govern-

ment educational policies, the status of women
on Canadian campuses, and student housing.

NUS projects are financed partially by a

federal grant and mostly by a thirty cent per
student member levy.

Cha Gheill Society

guards Queen's spirit
An informal organization of Queen'smen -

the Cha Gheill Society - is being assembled to

help guard the University's spirit and in-

dependence within the encroaching uniformity of

"the Ontario system".

The name of the society derives from the

Queen's Gaelic yell.Membership is available to

graduates and friends of Queen's who signify

their intention to contribute $100 or more an-

nually to the Alumni Fund. Members of the Cha
Gheill Society will be kept informed about
Queen's progress, plans for physical facilities,

academic development and programs, financial

needs for worth-whUe projects that do not qualify

for government funds, and areas needing moral
support. There will be special reunions, co-

ordinated by the Alumni Association to coincide

with significant events on campus.
Solicitation will officially begin on

November 25, under the auspices of the Alumni
Fund Committee. Those who have contributed

before that date will be invited to join as charter

members, and all 1973-74 members will be

designated Cha Gheill Society Founders.

Beginning January, 1974, it will be possible

for all employed at Queen's to contribute to the

Annual Alumni Fund through payroll deduction.

Those who have not received pledge cards by
mail may inquire at the Alumni Office in the

Students' Memorial Union.

Students go against

recognition of Chile
A petition objecting to Canada's recognition

of the military regime in Chile, is presently being

circulated on campus. A group of students have
become highly aware of the situation in ChUe and
Canada's non-opposition to it and hope to make a

larger body of people aware also. A space in the

John Orr Room has been alloted to this group
and their petition and it is hoped that the petition

will be circulated in Residence.

The purpose of the petition is to voice an
opinion in the direction of the Federal Govern-
ment. Another objective of the petition is to in-

duce a sensitizing of the problems in Chile.

The conditions of the petition stipulate that

Canada withdraw recognition of the military

regime (Junta) as the legal government and cut

off all export aid. The petition also wishes to

make an effort to prevent the World Bank and
World Monitaries from making loans to the

regime. It should also be possible for the U.N.

and other organizations to aid those seeking

political asylum.

Quebec Liberal win

ensures Concordia
MONTREAL (CUP) - The Liberal victory in

Quebec ensured the merger of Sir George
Williams and Loyola Universities, according to

Loyola President Patrick G. Malone.
The Parti Quebecois had objected to the

merger, claiming that it would further

strengthen the English University system in

Quebec.

During the election campaign, the Liberals

promised that the two universities would be

merged according to the plans which had been
under discussion for over a year.

A new Board of Governors has already been

approved for the new Concordia University and
they are now conducting joint recruiting

programs and have standardized their ad-

missions. All that is now lacking is government
sanction.

unclassifieds More Unclassifieds on Page 10

SADO-MASOCHISTS UNITE! No
longer do we have to hide behind

society's curtain of uncertain
moralities. Release your real

frustrations through our new
group therapy methods (whips,

handcuffs, etc.) For meaningful

(social) contact call 544-9280 or

544-0774.

GAEL GROUP 2S:REUNION IN THE

PIZZA
CHALET
544-1227

PRINCESS^

BARRIE

PUB THIS AFT.
CASTELVERTRO would be a winey

way to remember 1 year. Or how
about a curse to the night we met?

PARTY 226 EARL 9:00 pm Sat. All

Friends of Ray, Janice, Howie,

Kath.

Do you have a STATION WAGON or

SMALL TRUCK. We need
someone who can bring some
paper back from Toronto oc-

casionally. -Will pay $$$. Contact

John at the Queen's Journal.

B.Y.O.W. to Genesis at midnight Nov.
9 in Bartlett Gym. If you haven't

seen Genesis, this is the time.

After the Dance or Party come to

Genesis to bring in a New Day
together. Nov. 9th Tickets in John
Orr Room.

Will Your Mother let you stay up past
midnight. If so remember Genesis
on tonight.

GENESIS are having concerts at

Massey Hall and Montreal this

month. If you're not there why not

see them midnight tonight. And
they are a hell of a lot cheaper here
- $2.00.

CHRISTMAS IS CLOSER than you
think. Forget about the formal
studio portraits and have your
sitting in the country. Call Photo
Image before the November
monsoons for a portrait that will

make a special gift. Telephone 54i-

7770 or visit us at 33 Brock.

FOUND: Room 327, Ellis, one watch,
describe it and yours; call Steve at

549-1943.

EMILY BOWKER sends David
Regards from Trenton.

GAEL GROUP 17 - This is it! Reserve
Nov. 15th - Details later.

LOST: one set of keys at Leonard
Cafeteria dance on Friday nite.

Please call 54«-0587.

LOST SAT. NIGHT at McNeill House -

Black Duffle Coat. If you have any
information, please phone 544-

8332.

JANICE - Hear ya still have your sexy
negligee on! Is it true that you're
waiting for someone? Karen and
Deb are spreading the word!

NEEDED: 1 person to share large 2

bedroom apt. Close to University.

327 Barrie Apt. 1 - 542-8482.

T.L.C.
In your mind do Social or Personal benefits come before

Material Benefits? If yes. Read On. Are you interested in Working
and Living in a more Integrated environment?

Are you Creative? can you Innovate? can you Communicate
your Ideas in a clear and concise manner? Are you Perceptive?
Can you React quickly to Change?

if you know what the "C" is in T.L.C, then we might be on the

same Wave length.

To find out how We can Save our Environment, communicate
with us.

N.P.H. NewLETTER,
PO Box 395,

WLU,
WATERLOO, ONTARIO

QUEEN S DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA
PRESENTS ' * ' ^ '

(I i i

THE
HOUSE

OF

BERNARDA ALBA
NOV. 7-10 AND NOV. 14-17 AT 8:30 P.M.

CONVOCATION HALL
STUDENTS $1 NON-STUDENTS $2 TEL: 547-6291

Queens
University

Music
Department

presents

German Music of The

Middle Ages and Renaissance
by the

St. Lawrence University Early

Music Ensemble, Canton N,Y.

8:30 P.M.
Dunning Monday
Auditorium Admission Free 12, November

TN6VGO
TOeCVNCO.
A McDonald's Hamburger, fries and an icy cold They taste great together.

Come to think of it, they taste pretty good apart, tqo.'"-

'

m
iMcDonaidis
I I® ^

277 BATH RD.
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jerbil
by Nancy Bowes

Had I tripped on my entry or given them some sign that I was in

the awkward stage of puberty, I would have suffered their con-

descension. To be condescended to, however, because I am a

reporter for a University newspaper and in addition, a woman, is

not sufficient reason for such blatant insult.

Meeting strangers and immediately being forced into the

compromising situation of having to ask probing questions is the

plight of the news reporter. If you have a noted name or well-known

paper to throw out at the beginning, the situation can be equalized.

Presenting an unknown name and the name of a University paper
is not a good start. The fact that my intimidators were also a good
part of a foot taller and a generation older completely nullified any
hope of ever balancing the situation.

It is known by anyone who ever saw Jack Webb put down a

newspaperman that when detectives are involved in an in-

vestigation, unconfirmed facts cannot be divulged. When stated in

a professional manner, such retrictions are understandable. When
it is phrased "There are certain things we can't divulge to women,
children or reporters", the only thing understood is that I am
classed as all three and that to be those three things is to them the

ultimate insult.

It is only cordial to thank the people interviewed for their time

;

I summoned all my civility and thanked them. Instead of being told

that I was welcome, all that was necessary, I was told that I was as
"welcome as the flowers of May" with a sickeningly sweet smile.

The most bothersome aspect of the interview was that they

didn't realize that they were being insulting; they were treating me
the way they treat all young females - as if they are stupid, flighty

sub-humans - because they aren't men.
As police officers and govememnt agents, they have no doubt

been the targets of the slander regularly accorded such people;

why then do they subject me to their equally biased preconceived
notions? Despite the already large number of minorities clamoring
for recognition, I beg the acceptance of one more to the list, female-

University-newspaper reporters.

THE PRICE

IS RIGHT

... by gosh!

Why Pay More?
We've got Famous

Brand Name Clothing

for Guys and Girls,

everything lor

your "pad", and
the best

selection of

wmterouter»(ear
in town! ...

PLUS a whole store

full of BARGAINS!

KINGSTON'S

FAMOUS

BARGAIN

HOUSE!

Foot of Princess at Ontario St.

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

SKI BOOTS
Imported From Germany and Italy

1/2 PRICE
We Bought The Entire Stock From A Sporting

Goods Importer Who Decided To Give Up The
Ski Boot Business. Hurry - Limited Quantities

Regular Values

$45 to $165
NOW IV^ to ZT^

LIQUIDATION SALE
- 108 PRINCESS STREET -
Conducted by S & R Dept. Store

SUZIE-Q
INVITES YOU TO JOIN HER FOR A

DAY IN HER LIFE . . . NOV. 13-17

MONDAY: BOYS, PUT YOUR WALLETS AWAYM

TUESDAY: THE DATING GAME, 8:30

Dunning Auditorium

10:30 In

WEDNESDAY: RECESS, a Stag Dance, 8:30 - 1:00 In Grant Hall

THURSDAY: WALT DISNEY FLICS, 101 Dalmatlons,

Jungle Book, two showings 6:30 & 8:15,

Stirling C & D, Ban Righ Common

FOLK SINGING,

FRIDAY: THE ROOM SKATE. 2:30 - 4:30

&
A SMOKER: 8:30 - 1 :00 Wallace Hall

SATURDAY: DINNER, Roast Beef & Wine Buffet In the

House of Commons 7:30

FANTASIA, A semi-formal 9:00 - 1:00 in

Grant & Kingston, (Semi & Dinner Tickets

available In John Orr Room)
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Editorial

Save the service but. . .

by Susan de Stein

Students should consider several things before

voting in the upcoming referendum on the Printing

Service.

We feel that the Printing service is a worthwhile

SERVICE, and suggest that you vote in favour of

retaining it. However, if a student is to vote 'yes' he-she

must also be prepared to support the inevitable spring

referendum on an increase in the AMS specific fee.

Subsidization of the service by the AMS would be
necessary in order that the service operate. The AMS
must then budget for the deficit and allot the necessary

funds to do so.

In order to continue to provide such services as the

Printing Service, to support the groups and clubs on
campus, and to generally satisfy the needs and wants of

students at Queen's, an increase in the AMS specific fee

is necessary.

Much discussion has taken place recently on the high

cost ofadministeringAMS monies. Hopefully, those costs

have reached a high point and are no longer liable to

increase substantially. The amount by which the fee may
be increased would not in all likelihood require a sub-

stantial rise in adminstration costs.

If theAMS specific fee were raised, clubs would have
more available funds to expand and to invest in ad-

vertising. This then would lead to an increased volume of

work for the Printing service. With more effective and a
larger quantity of advertising, the income of clubs would
increase.

The present AMS executive has not budgetted for a
Printing Service deficit. It is impossible to allocate next

year's funds in order to cover this year's losses.

However, it is conceivable that the profits from one AMS
service (ie. the Pub) be used to directly subsidize the

Printing Service for the duration of this year's

executive's term of office.

Without a fee increase, subsidization of the Printing

Service would be difficult. Without Printing Service,

costs to campus organizations will increase, limiting that

organizations's resources and thus, its activities.

Confused priorities
It seems incredible that the AMS devotes $3000 annually to

the Ontario Federation of Students. (The 25c per head levy is in

the form of an AMS specific fee, and can only be spent for the

purpose of paying the OFS membership fee.)

In contrast, the amount of money which the AMS has
allotted to student clubs on campus, is $1500, a figure which is

less than is necessary for a minimal level of operation. Com-
mission budgets have also been slashed as might be, com-
missioners honoraria.

Outer Council, and indeed, the students, in accepting the

OFS levy, must feel that the $3000 for OFS is being well spent.

We do not.

OFS is doing very little for students on this campus and
indeed, for students all over Ontario. It is very possible that the

activities being carried on by OFS can be accomplished on in-

dividual campus, to the advantage of the students and the

university.

This money can undoubtedly be better spent on clubs,

services, and commissions, thus encouraging student par-

ticipation and involvement.

Students are crying that they can have no money for their

organizations. Students, however, have voted aginst AMS
specific fee increase, while allowing monies to go to the OFS.

Due to the nature of the specific fee, only the students can
redirect their money from OFS into internal campus activities.

We suggest they do.

letters to the editors

Appalling

ignorance during

Leonard fire
Dear Editors:

Sunday's fire in the lobby of Leonard Hall

served as a very good object lesson to the ad-

ministration and students of Queen's University.

Fortunately due to the nature of the fire this lesson

was not at the expense of several lives. If this lesson

is not heeded we may not be as fortunate the next

time.

It appeared to me that there was a shocking

ignorance displayed by a great number of people of

the threat posed by fire in such a building and of

how to act in such an emergency situation.

The first thing I noticed after encountering an
excited woman who informed that the fire was 'for

real' , was the reason there was smoke in my part of

the building even though it was considerably

removed from the fire area. A fire door had been
left open despite the fact that there was a sign on the

door identifying it as such and which therefore

should remain closed at all times. It seems that

people, in their reluctance to have to open the door

every time they pass through the area, are unaware
of the function of a fire door.

The next thing that disturbed me was not only

the fact that there were many people standing

around wondering what they should do, but when
they did realize that they should leave the building

they did not know by which exits they should do so.

Some students are still unaware that they were
given, among other literature, information about

which stairways and exits to use in the case of a fire

when they first checked into residence. Some
students left via the main stairways and lobby

despite that this route had the heaviest con-

centration of smoke.
The fact that it took so long to evacuate the

building was due in part to the fact that it took too

many people too long to realize just what was
happening and what the buzzers in their rooms
signified. I suggest that this could have been

avoided if there had been regularly scheduled fire

drills-that's right, just like back in high school. This

type of practice is still like the purchase of a fire

truck. It's the most useless investment you'll ever

make - if you're lucky. It should be noted that the

Lower Leonard House Chairman and others

requested a fire dirll earlier this year but this

request was obviously ignored.

It would seem apparent that there has been a

gross lack of information supplied to the residents

of the buildings by the university and the fire

department. There appears to be a general lack of

organization and policy in this field as indicated by
the fact that some of those in supposed position of

authority (floor seniors, dons, etc.) were as ill

prepared as many of the students. I do not wish to

slight the efforts of some of these people who
showed great presence of mind and initiative.

The final example of the lack of communication
and rapport between the students and the ad-
ministration and the fire department was the fact

that many people snuck back into the building by
various entrances before it had been cleared by the
Fire Chief. Not only that, but they were reluctant to

leave the building again when asked to. Apart from
the fact that this is against the regulations of both

the university and the fire department, it can
seriously hamper the clean up operations and any
investigation by the department.

Many students showed an appreciation of and a

genuine concern for the situation and there were
many valiant as well as fool hearty attempts to fight

the fire. This, however only reflects a lack of

technical knowledge, something that could be easily

corrected. Perhaps some of the residents of the

various buildings could be interested in forming a

squad that would be responsible for the en-

forcement of fire regulations, evacuating the

buildings when necessary and fighting any fires

that present an immediate threat to the other oc-

cupants. Such a program would require training

and cooperation by the fire department. The value

of such an internal fire squad has been proved
beyond a shadow of a doubt many times in various

cities. One example of the worth of such an
organization has been provided in the Place Vic-

toria complex in Montreal by Fire Chief Dave Clark

and his squad of fire fighters.

Do we need more disasters like the ones in the

Canadian Liquid Air building and the Blue Bird

Cafe before we learn our lesson? It might serve the

students and staff of Queen's to examine closely the

nature of the threat of fire in the residence buildings

at the university. The lives they save may be their

own.

Your sincerely,

Peter Case

"Jane called,

she's pregnant..."
Dear Editors:

During the course of my last year and a bit at

Queen's University. I have found how invaluable a
tool the telephone is for communicating ideas and-
or messages to others. The major drawback,
however, has been that the people to whom I wish to

communicate ideas and-or messages have not
always been around when I call. (For some reason,

people do not seem to sit beside their phones waiting
for me to expound ideas and-or messages to them).
I have found that leaving messages with roommates
or those fiendly people who walk up and down the

Continued on Page 8
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hiills of Vic answ(!ring the phones of people who are

oil! bu( leave their doors open is clearly sub-

optional. What happens when someone sees a

niessafie on his-her (her-his) desk when they arrive

back from where ever, is that he-she has no idea of

how important my call was (messages like

URGKNT do not seem to be transmitted.) The
result is that I am wakened well past 2.00 a.m. (the

record is 4.15) by someone who got my message
when he-she arrived back, when all I phoned to say
was that I need forty-five bartenders next week, or

at the other extreme, I get phoned back two days
later, when I phoned to say I need forty five bar-

tenders tomorrow and PLEASE HELP.
In answer to the above problem I have

developed a system to express the importance of

my original call. For want of a better name, I have

called it the SEARLE PANIC INDEX 9 though this

may be shortened to SPY ) . I have tried this index on

a number of people, and have found it to be suc-

cessful that it would not be fair to use it exclusively

myself. The index is simplicity itself, though it can

be readily adapted as each persons needs change.

Each message is assigned a panic index from 1 to 5,

where lies extreme emergency (ie. "Jane called.

She says she's pregnant, and that her mother and
father are coming up for Homecoming tomorrow,

and you two have got to work something out by
then") to be answered as soon as possible, with no

regard to time etc. The use of panic index 1 should

be limited as much as possible, though. I, per-

sonally accept no responsibility for what I may.say
on the phone between 12.30 and 8.00 a.m. and I know
many others who feel the same way. An index of 5

on the other hand, is not earthshatteringC'Your

mother phoned and she wants to know if you are

wearing your rubbers") which can be answered at

Christmas. An index of 2 means phone back before

12.30 tonight, 3, phone early tomorrow; and 4 would
mean talk to me in 210 tomorrow. Of course, one

need not be constrained to using integers. An index

rating of 1.3 could mean "Jane called, she's

pregnant, but homecoming isn't until next week, so

don't sweat." Though other decimal index ratings

may be adapted (by linear extrapolation between
two integers ie. 91.9, 1.9, phone before 1.00 a.m.; 1.8

before 1.30; 1.7 before 2.00 a.m. etc.

The integer ratings should be retained as

outlined above to retain the universality of such an

index.

Any comments or suggestions on the above
index is welcome, though I would consider same to

be no more important than SPY CODE 2.

DaveSearle (544-4399)

P S. It is suggested that you clip the following, quick

reference list out, and tape it to your phone.

1 - Extreme emergency - phone now.

2 - Important, phone before 12.30

.3 - Fairly important - call between 8.00 and 9.00

tomorrow morning.

4 - Not important - talk to me in class or call

tomorrow sometime.

5 - Trivia - mention it sometime if you remember.

Bruce Trotter

will like this!
UcHr Editors:

Con^^ratulations to Kevin Van Koughnett and
Sparrow-hawk' and an excellent critique on the

AMS'Golden Words, Wed. Oct. 31, 1973). It's the

first [Xjsitive attitude I've come across in quite

;)v/hil<;. And while we're on the subject :-

It's a cop-out not to vote on University or AMS
is.sues. We shall see how many people cop-out and
hiow many lire, concerned when the Printing Service

lloferendum com(;s up.

It's a cop-out If) say that there's too much R(!d

Tape within the AMS Bureaucracy that you can

fifver be hc.urd never mind accomplish anything.

It's a cop-out to call those who are putting the

bftst thr;y've into it, 'Autocrats' or 'wafflcTs'

b<'cau.s(; they happen to do what they beli(;v<- in and
U-<:\ is b(fst lor the system at this particular

rrifjment. ^Frankly, I prefer 'autocrats'; 'wafflers'

rr-rninds rrif of Aunt Jemima j.

It's a cop out lo criticize! and not have anything

construclive to pu( in place of what you tore dr)wn.

It's a cop out lo hire or elect pfropic lo [xjsilions,

.irifi not only hassle them in Iheir jobs, but make
judj^ffK-nls on how Ihfry're supfxj.sed to do jobs you

know riolhin>^ alxiut, and whether they're doing it

the way you think it should be done.

It'H a cop-<)Ul lo cover Iohsck now and expect

next year's council to deal with you over-budgeting
and capital depletion. It would have been easy to

keep Printing Service op«'n and cover it's ap-

proximatcrly $2,(XK) loss over the year, but when it

comes time pay, where's the money going t(* come
from ? Will all of you fork out the extra bread to keep
it running?

It's a cop-out to have Outer Council meetings
degenerate into procedural hassle.

It's a cop-out for Outer (Council not to do it's

homework and not really understand the issues and
the consequences of their decisions.

It's a cop-out for anybody who is in anyway
interested not to get involved. The AMS Outer office

is not that huge and not that unapproachable. If you
are in anyway interested in lending support, ideas,

or time, or you just want infromation. Give me a

call, I'd love to talk to you.

Gaye Oemson
Secretary, Outer Council

Suzie-O Week:
a blatantly

insipid theme
Dear Editors:

I am writing this to publicly congratulate those

responsible for drawing up the program of events

scheduled for Suzie-Q week. How beautifully in-

dicative of the state of mind of the majority of

"girls" on this campus that during the one week left

open to their fertile imaginations, they should come
up with something as blatantly insipid for a theme
as "A Day in the Life of a Child."

How can we male "chauvinists" really take

their demands for social, political, and economic
equality seriously when they seem intent on passing

themselves off as over-grown children.

But I suppose there can't be too much wrong in

in this world when they can afford to devote an
entire week to such controversial topics as "the

delights of childhood, games, parties, and Walt
Disney."

Play on Kiddies.

Lloyd G.Anderson

Ed. Note: We would like to bring to your attention

the fact that the Rosebowl Parade of 1970 had as its

theme, "Through the eyes of a child."

AMS:
an overweight
bureaucracy
Dear Editors:

There are two items which I wish to mention.

The first is the concerts. There has been a great

improvement over last year's concerts and for this I

wish to thank the Concert Committee and its

chairman.

The second is over the controversy surrounding

AMS finances. Here the first point that should be

made is that this situation has been developing and
now has reached the point where something must
be done. However, this problem is not the result of

Steve Brereton and Bruce Trotter; they have been

stuck with an unpleasant task and they are merely

attempting to solve it.

However, this problem requires more than just

the AMS Inner Council to solve. Thus I would like to

propose some suggestions which I feel have not

been given adequate public debate.

Mainly, I wish to state that the OFS should be

cut off from all Queen's AMS funds for the moment,
as Kiloran German has suggested, and that the size

of the AMS administrative budget be reduced so

that it consumes no more than a third of the total

AMS buget.

At this time the OFS is not really dealing with

any problem that cannol be dealt with at the

university levt;!. These problems can be and should

be d(!all with by the individual student

organizations at their particular universites. This

would indeed give I he AMS Outer (Council a role if

nothing else. At a time whim universities are suf-

fering from a lack of students, the university ad-

ininstralions must listen lo Iheir students in a

receplivc mood. On Ihe olher hand I feel that Mill

Davis' gov(!rnmenl could no! care less about the

univcrsily students and thus does nol make an ef-

fective audienc(!. Some may claim that the OFS
deals with the universities; my reply is that this is a

task that university students can and HtujuM <Ut

thems4'lv<fK at their particular inbtitutiwifc Vor
thes*' reaw^ns J feel that the OFS bluKiid tjfjuu-

operations and merely exist as a UnA that < an \>f

resurrected when nex-essary ThiK would save
Queen's students $2<KXJ this year alone vAiW.h cfwid
be used on campus (or the dlr«-ct benefit of Queen's
students.

The stfcond proposal is to cut the dmmni of

money spent on administering the AMS. For the
published budgf?t, t(xj much is spent on ad-

ministration. I hear claims that the AMS ad-
ministers up to a million dollars a year and thus we
need to have an expensive bureaucracy Why is this

not reflected in the AMS financial statement itself

or at least by further documents attached to it? If

the justification for the high costs of running the
AMS are that the costs are due to the large amount
of funds associated with the Queen's Pub and the
AMS Housing Service then; \) their statements
should accompany the AMS financial statement,
and 2) they should be expec-ted to pay for these
administrative costs as otherwise they are
receiving an indirect subsidy that would dwarf the
printing service's losses.

Also in relation to cutting the administrative
costs I suggest that all AMS Honoraria be ended.
That is we should pay the AMS president and vice-

president nothing. The Cfjmmissioners
,
should

receive nothing but our heartfelt thanks and we
definitely should not give away $200 worth of AMS
pins.

With this money thus not wasted on excessively

high administration costs, I would suggest that the

extra funds be spent on directly improving the

quality of life for Queen's students. The clubs need
more and should receive more so that members of

the Queen's community can have the opportunity to

expand their experiences and thus received a
broader education, for it is my conviction that

education is more than books,classes, and essays.

Subsidies should be given to services such as the

printing service, the Journal, Golden Words, In-

formation Bank, etc.

And lastly money could be used to aid in student

studies on various issues which the students feel

need attention such as tenure, academic freedom,
the relevance of marks to education, housing in

urban areas, pollution in the area, etc. Theseall

would, I feel, tend to improve upon the quality of the

student's life, education, and surroundings.

In closing, I wish to urge the students, the AMS,
and all other involved persons at least consider

these alternatives to an expanding overweight
bureaucracy which I feel the AMS is gradually

changing into.

Sincerely your,

Murray MacKay

Who will win?
The cattle or

the students?
Dear Editors:

In the early west there existed range wars
between the farmers and the cattlemen because the

farmers put up fences to keep the cattle out of their

fields. This is what I propose to start here at

Queen's, fencing the cattle out of our fields.

It seems that many people are against the

spread of lockstone but they rationalize its

existence because they say it is better looking than

the cowpaths we have each spring. If there were no
cowpaths there would be no need of lockstone. You
say how can we eliminate these paths? If at the

corner of each building that had a lawn around it

there was a wrought iron or stone fence (spare us

from ugly chain link) radiating outwards to the

corner of the sidewalk, the shortcut across the lawn
would no longer exist. People would then use the

sidewalks we have and our grass would still be

green and available for sitting on.

There are already three of these fences on
campus, one by Ellis, one by by Dupuis, and outside

Ban High and they seem to be effective so why not

more.

Who will win Queen's range war, the cattle or

the students?

Dave Schultz

Mining '76

All letters to the editor must be signed in

full and include the address. Con-

tributors may request to have their

names withheld.
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Suzy-Q: Hunters become the hunted
' byRajAnand

"A week of relaxation for the

wallets of Queen's male population."

"A perverted plot of Women's
Liberation Front subversion."

"Hunting season for the women of

Queen's, and an opportunity for

Queen'smen to refuse a date, pleading a

severe headache."

These have been but a few of the

descriptions of Suzy-Q Week, which
officially begins this Monday. A time-

honoured tradition of Queen's dictates

that for one week during the month of

November, the girls will ask out the

guys and pay all expenses; for that one

week, it is the male population of

Queen's which waits expectantly for the

telephone to ring. Suzy-Q Week has

taken on other connotations as well,

beside the simple reversal of dating

roles : it is the last of the wild weeks of

the first term which mark events such

as the Toronto weekend, Homecoming
and the Science Formal; after Suzy-Q

Week, the crush of late-term assign-

ments and study for exams takes over

for the rest of the term.

All of these events- T.O. weekend.

Homecoming, the Science Formal,

exams- have gone on during the first

terms of each year over the past

several decades, but in terms of being

the "time-honoured Queen's tradition"

mentioned above, none ranks as

prominently as Suzy-Q Week.
Originally known as Sadie Hawkins

Going

for broke
My name is Suzie-Q. I'm a co-ed.

I'm broke. Let me teU you what
happened. Here are the facts.

Monday morning, November 14. I

woke up. This took a lot of time.When

I was wide-awake it was Monday
evening: time to make phone calls.

One big problem - who had a nickle? I

turned to ask my room-mate. She was
just walking out the front door with

eight men. Finally made my phone
calls, went to the coffee shop with

eleven men. Met my room-mate
sitting with fifteen men. We had a

ball.

Tuesday morning. Breakfast
dates. One flaw- they wanted break-

fast in bed. Another flaw- they lived in

men's residence. By the time we got

out again it was Wednesday. Time to

make more phone calls. The problem -

who had a nickle? I turned to ask my
room-mate. She was just walking out

the door with the football team. Her
excuse: "Things must be dull for

them now that the football season's

over."

The day wore on. Took an in-

tellectual Artsman to a lecture.

Caught up on my sleep. Woke
refreshed, and ready to make more
phone calls. Broaden my circle of

acquaintances. Turned to ask my
room-mate for a nickle. She didn't

have one.

Went to the coffee shop instead, to

hustle. Treated seventeen men.
Popular girl - this week, at any rate.

Wasn't feeling too well, so took out a

Medsman.
Today finally came. Friday. Big

dances ahead, tonight and tomorrow
night. Gotta get dates. Gotta phone
men and win the trophy for Goodwin
House. I'm broke. Gotta buy gallons of

coffee and I've had gallons already.

My name is Sue Queasy.

Journal, November 18, 1955

Week, it has developed from a week of

barn dances, rustic costumes and
overall wildness in the 1930's to one of

fun, games and overall wildness in the

1970's.

According to the earliest available

records, the first Sadie Hawkins event

was in the late 1930's. It was modelled

after the Sadie Hawkins of the L'il

Abner comic strip. According to L'il

Abner, each year at about the same
time the men and women of Dogpatch
would form two separate lines opposite

each other; the men would be given a

head start and would run as fast as they

could; a few minutes later the women
would follow in pursuit. Each woman's
task was to get herself a man, collar

him, and drag him back into Dogpatch,
where a willing minister would be

waiting to marry them.

And so the tradition began at

Queen's. The Queen's Journal of

November 15, 1940 reported: "Last
week, L'il Abner aired his views on
Sadie Hawkins Day, and drew up what
he considered a fair set of rules by
which co-eds in this campus might play

the game of Girl Chases Boy. In less

than one week Sadie is expected to visit

Queen's as a guest of the Levana
Society...The following are the revised

rules for running after men:
1. Dating is not to begin before

Monday morning.

2. No girl is required to escort her
date to his residence.

3. Girls vpay the expenses - in toto.

4. Girls do all the cutting in,

arranging exchanges, etc., at the

dances.

5. In making a date with a boy, it

has been decided by Levana that the

girl must give her name after the man
has accepted the date. If no date, no

name.
6. Girls should call for their dates

promptly, at their place of residence.

7. Girls are expected to pay their

dates all the little courtesies, such as

walking on the outside, helping them off

with their coats, etc.

8. Most important of all-girls who
make dates and fail to keep them are

dirty rats, and are breaking all the
rules of fair play."

It was the same week that the

Queen's Debating Union held a widely-

publicized debate: "Resolved that this

union condemns the institution of Sadie

Hawkins Week." The Journal com-
mented: "For many years the famous
subject of Sadie and L'il Abner has been
a controversial one...This will be the

third time that mystifying girl from
them thar hills has visited our cam-
pus." The affirmative view was sup-

ported by two males; two females

sought to uphold Sadie Hawkins at

Queen's. The decision was made by a

vote of the house; unfortunately, the

results of that vote were not published.

Sadie Hawkins Week, of course,

endured, and an interesting feature of

the events through the forties was the

costumes which became the trademark
of the event. A dance was held near the

end of Susie-Q Week each year, at

which everybody was supposed to dress

in the Dogpatch tradition : plaid shirts,

short jeans, or simply, "worn
clothes...worn shoes. ..worn partner."

Informality will be the keynote; anyone
looking prosperous or feigning
prosperity will not be admitted."

Journal, November 15, 1949

The dance, known variously as the

Dogpatch Drag (1940-49), Hobo Hop
(1950-55), Dogpatch Derby, Mardi Gras

or simply Hootenanny, has had a

history of its own since it was
begun.According to the Journal of

November 16, 1946, the Dogpatch Drag

was originally sponsored by Arts '41 in

1939, and was handled by the Queen's
Pipe Band. The Journal added proudly

:

"From all reports. Queen's has the only

campus on which a Dogpatch Drag (or

in fact a Sadie Hawkins Week) has been
successfully staged."

Each year a different type of

costume was highlighted and prizes

were given out for the best one. In the

Dog Patch Derby of 1957, for example,
"hats, chapeaux, sombreros and any
other form of headgear are the order of

the night. As a matter of fact, you won't

be able to get in without one..What you
wear elsewhere doesn't really matter
except to the Legion of Decency. Rubby
clothes are recommended...." Journal,

November 15, 1957) More recently, of

course, an enterprising Suzy-Q
organizer came up with the idea of

holding the only dance of the year for

which Queen's women have to pay the

price of a Semi-Formal ticket: the

Suzy-Q Semi-Formal.

How have Queen's people reacted

to Suzy-Q Week through the years? By
and large, the majority of written

response has been split; girls for, guys
against. A number of girls expressed

satisfaction at being placed "on the

offensive;" while it appears that the

male ego has annually taken a beating

around Suzy-Q time:

"Here's what we've noticed on the

faces of two typical males as the days

have rolled by:

"On Monday there was that devil

may care, independent, I-can-buy-my-

own-coffee attitude .These two fellows

were overheard as they cooked up
various schemes for escaping when all

those phone calls started coming in.

Their ideas ranged all from "I've just

washed my hair" to "I've refused a

couple of girls already, so it wouldn't be

fair if I went with you."

"Tuesday, the same two fellows

were overheard remarking how
forgetful it was of their landlady not to

have taken down the numbers of the

girls that must have phoned (even

though they didn't ask if there had been
any calls for them). ..One fellow was
still refusing to speak to the cute

number whom he's known for two years
just in case she might think him too

eager.

"On Wednesday, the chap who was
weakening on Tuesday was plainly

worried. His friend was only slightly

more consoled by a coy little note

signed by "guess who?".
"Thursday, it was easy to see there

had been an argument between the two.

The waker of the two was reduced to a

blubbering mass as he watched the

other guys being escorted around the

campus by their Susies. The harder-to-

get fellow had a curious little ball of

paper clutched tightly in his sweaty
hand which he refused to give up when
his friend asked him what it was. He
dropped it in the ash-tray as he left the

coffee-shop. Out of curiosity we pressed

out the creases and read "Bob Fagan-
21996."

"This morning both came into the

coffee shop acting in a jovial manner.
They were asking everyone they saw
whether they were going to the Susi-Q.

In answer to the return query the

replied "certainement." Seems they

went down to KGH to get something for

their shattered nerves and two mem-
bers of the Nursing Science Class

talked them into going along to the

Susie-Q tonight. They thought it would
be a shame to refuse since those gals

don't get a chance to meet a lot of

fellows."

Journal, November 19, 1948

Twenty years later Queen'smen
were still protesting (in vain) against

the tyrannies of Suzy-Q Week: "Suzie!

We organized against the threat of the

Women's Liberation Front; we fought

them in the classrooms, we fought them
on our sidewalks, we fought them into

our bedrooms. We were victorious!

Suzie-hood and apple pie were safe

forever

!

Journal, November 6, 1969.

Yet Suzy-Q Week has endured
through the decades. It may be because

of the equality that it bestows upon the

sexes. For fifty-one weeks of the year,

the males pose as the dominant
species; for the remaining one, it is the

turn of the females....
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unclassifieds Mori- Unclassifieds on Page 5

J: Good to talk to you again. S.

FOR SALE: combination stereo, 22

incti B & W television and A.M.-

F.M. radio. Excellent condition.

S2S0.00. Ttie original price is

S1100.00. Call alter 4:30 pm. 546-

2848.

IN SPITE OF what We's Whore says,

Stuart Elliot's phone number is

544-2879.

LOST: AT PHYSED-CENTRE, Sat. 3,

around 4:00 pm, 1 pair of ladies

dark brown leather gloves. If you
found my gloves please call 544-

4652.

IAN, BRUCE, ALAN and the rest:

Great talking to you Saturday
night (Sunday morning?) We're
still warm and willing. Same rates

apply. Waiting for your call. Love -

Annie Ass, Betty Boobs, Screwsy
Susie, & Betsy Brains.

TO 4TH LEONARD EAST from 6C

(the Passion Penthouse): Thanks
for what we remember of Satur-

day night (Mission accomplished).

1ST FLOOR ROOM to sublet at West
Campus (male) Close to parking

lot. Phone 549-0482 or contact

Business Office.

GAEL GROUP 39! ATTENTION Rob
Nicholson: DO NOT READ THIS
NOTICE! Demandatory meeting

at Rob's place this Saturday 8-?,

301 Albert. Info at bill moree 544-

7301 or nick petruzzella 549-1299.

ONE WHO HAS BEEN OR IS deeply

hurt has a right to be sure he is

loved. I guess that sort of applies

to both of us and I'm sorry you feel

the way you do now, yet I can

understand it. Love from one big

mover to another.

FROSH P.N.J.H., anyways basically

the articlization wasn't half bad,

basically, but who typizatloned it

irregardless of grammar. Send 1

home 2 mummy. E.M.H.A.E.K.
LOST: at the Science Formal, silver

link bracelet. Please call Ann
Dunham (or leave message) at

549-0392.

HELP! I have a piano without a

bench. Anyone who wishes to sell

cither a bench or stool, please

phone Dave at 544-4399 (Panic

index 2)

HAPPY SUE BIRTHDAY
Love we Birthday Sue
Sue 20th Happy
20th Happy Birthday

From love N30rth.

WATERBEDS: This week only, a free

fill kit with our basic waterbed at

$79.95 (includes frame) call

HALCYON WATERBEDS, 544-

9540, 6-9 pm and we'll send you a

package of free literature on

waterbeds.
THUMP CLUB SPECIAL for Susie-Q

Week. Girls, take your date to his

first Thumpathon! For more in-

formation phone 542-3831. Keep on

Thumpin!
THERE ONCE WERE two

engineers
To a Formal they took their dears

The flowers were corny

Too bad we weren't horny
Maybe in a couple of years!!!

BOOTS AND V2d2—corny, but

sweet. Thanks a million. Pam &
Mags.

INTERESTED IN INDIA? If you
want to hear about some of its

many problems or think of some
solutions, come on Thurs. Nov.

15th to the lower lounge of the

International Centre.

FRIENDS OF THE BROCK
BOYS + -f-ftime for another bash.

Friday night at 435.BWYLB
(Bring What-Who You Like Best).

FOUND: In front of Jock Harty Arena
(Union St.) at 11:50 am Nov. 7, a

sum of money. The owner can
have same by calling 549-1080 and
identifying amount &
denomination.

OUTING CLUB: Nov. 10, caving at

Moira, Barb 544-1206; Nov. 11

bicycling, Dave 544-7496; slides of

the Algonquin trip shown at

meeting- Mon. Nov. 12, 7:30, Jef.

101 - come and bring your ideas

about trips over the Christmas
break.

ARE YOU INTERESTED in last

outing club canoe trip this term
(Nov. 17 18 Kaladar) call Jim or

Jay 544-5467 or perhaps you
would rather climb Mt. Marcy
during the Christmas break - call

Jim 542 4251 before Nov. 26.

BROCKINGTON HOUSE is pleased to

announce their first big Smoker-
Dance of the year in the big

Common Room on Saturday night

from 8-1, complete with live Band.

Everyone welcome! Admission
50c. Beer 5-$2.00.

YOU ASKED FOR IT! Back again by

popular demand Gael Group
15. Reunion Sat. 10th. Meet same
place at 8 pm, then to 301 Albert St.

for Purple Jesus. See you all there.

Kathy, Eva, Jim, and Bill.

KELLY N. from grade 11 phone Rob
at 544-4815 if you want to drive to

Ottawa to see Grunt and Llewin.

Also the girl photographer in the

overalls or the guy who took

pictures of my friend passed out

behind the can at the McMaster
football game.

THE BUILDING is delighted to an-

nounce the arrival of it's new
boiler-a warm and welcome ad-

dition for D., P., ML., S., and
Francher. The circulation of our

friends is once again encouraged.

Take off your coats and stay

awhile.

THE HOUSE OF HAPPINESS wishes

the BUILDING good luck with its

new addition. If it gives you any
trouble, you're welcome to sleep in

front of our gas stove!

THE BROCKINGTON BOYS want
you to come and see how a smoker
should be done. It's in the big

Common Room on Sat. night at 8

pm. Live Band, Beer 5-$2.00,

Admission 50c. Definitely the

year's biggest bargain.

PSSST "AMS Cultural Affairs is a

front for the Guerrilla Movement
for the Arts" Pass it on.

WANTED: 1 Science '76 Jacket, size

40 or 42. Also FOR SALE, 1 Arts '76

Jacket, size 40. Call 549-2816.

CULTURAL AFFAIRS meeting. Wed.

Nov. 14, 3rd floor Common Room,
Union, 8:00 pm.

SAILING CLUB: Important meeting
Sunday, Nov. 11, 1973, 8:00 pm
Donald Gordon Common Room.
The film "Kiel Olympics 1972" will

be shown. Anyone interested is

welcome.
"ARTS at QUEEN'S arc a fragment

of your imagination". Attend
Cultural Affairs meeting. Wed.

LOST: Instamatic Camera at Science
Formal. Would finder please
return, at LEAST the film to 511

Johnston or phone 544-9305.

THE PRIDE OF LEONARD FIELD,
Brockington House, wishes to

extend a special invitation to ALL
floors of Women's Residences to

our first big bash of the year. It's

on Saturday night at 8 pm in our

big Common Room. Admission is

50c, we have a live Band and
Satisfaction is Guaranteed!

SINGLE ROOM now available at West
Campus. Males only need apply.

Phone 544-8521.

LOST: Science '75 Jacket. Location:

Outer field (behind Vic Hall) at or

around 11-12 pm 6-ll-'73. There
was a soccer game between Arts
'76 and Civil. I would be most
grateful to have my jacket back as

it is the only one I have for the

winter. Please phone 544-0937 and
ask for Singh.

HEY JANICE -- Still got your sexy
nightie on? We hear that you're

waiting lor someone in 429. Karen
and Deb are passing the word
around. Hope you get results.

APPRECIATIONS, and I'm glad it

hasn't petered out!

ROOMS AVAILABLE in Science '44

Co-op for guys and girls. If in-

terested, please call Ruth Fraser
at 544-4864.

RIDE NEEDED to Austin Texas or

thereabouts in first ten days of

December. Any possibilities call

Peter 544-4849.

BOOK BIN: We buy paperbacks,
comics. National Geographies and
Playboy at 10 percent the original

Bi&wedfjQmpuiSspringwater?

And thats the truth!

value We sell r«cords on con
signment. The Book Bin, 22}
Princess St , 548 4871

FOR INFORMATION ON the rftcently

formed HOMOPHILE
ASSOCIATION, write Terry
Watson, Victoria Hall or phone m*
at 547 2693 Monday to Friday 7 to

II p.m.

THE EARL ST. PALACE
PROCLAMATION: Welt, Wo«els,
Igor, the Mad-Hatt«r, Freddy
Ainsford-Hill, Duke Senior,
Wigmore T. Urn, Amy and Gilbert

& Sullivan are delighted to an-
nounce a GRAND ORGY to be
conducted at the Palace on th«

evening of Saturday, Nov. 10. All

friends, foes, lona admirers and
free-loaders are lasciviously in-

vited. B.O.B. at 8:30. Signed:
CHAS and THE GUB.

DON'T LET THE COLD BOTHER
YOU. Queen's Riding Club is

organizing trail rides this Sat. and
Sun. Everybody welcome. (NOTE
TIME) The bus will be at the
Union at 9:00 a.m. Cost of the ride

is $2.50 (plus a dollar for mem-
bership if you are not already a

member.)
THE THROBBING MEMBERS Of the

Pondergrossa : Bent, Horse, Little

Shmoe, At'em and Flop Dink (with

special guest arse Musky and
Bogger Knockers!) hereby offer

their services to all campus girls

who are eager to be herded and
branded at the Bedrest Corral

during Suzie-Q Week. Females
who are interested should present

themselves lossed (is that lost?)

and juiced at the Corral or phone
542-5782. You fodder our prodders
and we'll cram your hams!

IF YOU ARE IN ARTSCI 77, 76, 75, Of

74, and would like to get involved

in the production of the Arts

Festival 74 in February, you are

more than welcome to phone S44-

7044 or 549-2373.

FOR SALE? Sony 1120 amplifier (60

w-ch); Lenco L-75 turntable;
Noresco NT-121 tuner; Teak A-1500

tape deck (stereo, reel to reel, plus

14 assorted P.R. tapes); and
Celestion ditton 10 studio speakers.

All for $550. Phone 542-6216 after 6

p.m.

"THE FOX" SAYS: Reunions are
fun! The place - Queen's Pub,

Friday nite. Attendance is com-
pulsory - Be there early: Squirrel,

Wease, Snoopy, Jo Jo Gooberman,
Big Party, Church, Ferny, Burke,

Jacques, Baby Blue, La Tuque,
P.E.I., Mystery Mike, and Lastly,

the Dad. Special invitees: Schnoo,

Wheatie, The Rat, Sabby, Takee,
Marg, Murray, Betty, Victoria,

Fred, and Black Pussy. P.S.

Regrets - Lonce & Kovie cannot

attend. Bring your own tea and
chessboard.

HAIL 260 and the day I met you. The
one who came second.

REQUESTED: One baby dragon,

pretty and fire-breathing gold.

With gossamer wings and rosy red

cheeks and wondersome spikes in

its tail. Friendly disposition im-

perative, venomous snarls un-

warranted - no sour Songs of

Innocence, but fairy legends sung
forthwith. Black ogres and lalse

unicorns definitely not desired,

evil creatures one and born of the

same. The poor fisherman
Jacques needs search waters
elsewhere when mermaid hags

have flown; his careless nets

ensnare the waifs but cannot hold

them long; phantoms of love

graves ago undo the knots ere tied.

Sir Gawain of the White Castle

begone- request to dispatch with

due haste said winged construm
to the Mad Chronicler of Narnia,

Dweller in the Princess Tower.

TO "YOU'RE NUTS" What about

YOUR NUTS? They're twenty

years old, that's what. Happy
Birthday. Miss P.

LA CASA: "tertulia espanola"

"ritrovo italiano". Music and
reading material from Spain, Italy

and Latin America . . . con-

versation and refreshments.

Vcngan todos!

LEST WE FORGET: To celebrate the

23rd birthday of Rick B. Also

known as Lick, Ralph, Wally, the

Little Guy with the Moustache, the

C.A. (Complete Asses???) is

having a birthday party lor him on

Sat. Nov. 10. All Iriends ol the C.A.

arc cordially invited. B.Y.O.B.

Signed Papa Huck, Jeeemy,
Salvatoro and Duice.

I
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nooks and crannies

focus

on

by Judy Dobias

Queen's Pub; to some, it

means rah-rah, lets get drunk,

put on your drinking hat and to

hell with the mid-term. To others,

the informal two rooms in the

Union littered with books, chatter

and beer bottles, represent the

epitome of social life at Queen's

and is an indication of the so

called drinking university at its

best. It remains one of the con-

troversial places on campus.
While the more socially geared

might frequent it nightly, other

types prefer to stay reasonably

distant from the shoopee party

time environment and seek
reclusion in some quiet comer.

Regardless, it has an im-

portant function in the university,

as in a peculiar manner it seems
to serve as the focal point in that

it is the only location other than

the library where the main body
of students have a chance to

meet. This can be confirmed by
the panic in September when the

Pub was temporarily closed. It

was not unusual to observe a

scattering of individuals always

by the Union steps muttering

about having no where to go.

Consequently it may be ap-

preciated in the context of being

the prime "centre" of the

university, while it

simultaneously provides students

witha ready made excuse to stop

work. In the words of one drama
student, the pub "allows you to

see how the other 'class' lives!"

The initial phase of

development can be cited in an

Queen's

Pub

article by Bob Batt in the Queen's

Journal, December 1st, 1967. A
first year Law student and a

fourth year economics student

ambitiously looked into the

possibility of a pub for the Union

program committee. After in-

vestigating everything from the

Liquor Licensing Acts to the

Ontario Liquor Control, Young,

the law student, contacted the

computing centre to discover

how many students on campus
were over 21. The information

was obtained for a fee of $115.00

and according to him there were

many enthusiastic students

though the actual committee was
taking a fairly conservative

approach.

It was a Monday night that I

disrupted various conversations

among pub-goers in an effort to

get a present assessment of the

pub. It seemed quite humorous to

discover at two tables there was
concern to remain an
anonymous, yet it was the reason

that bewildered me. Both were
apprehensive that the article

might get into the hands of their

mothers who would rapidly take

note and realize, as we all

manage to at some point, that

university is not all academics.

Those immoral persons
proceeded to offer suggestions

and also gave particular reason

as to why they were up on the pub
on the average of five nights a

week. The location of the pub is

crucial, for unlike other spots,

such as the 401 Inn, decent dress

is not mandatory. They highly

approved of the comfortable

nature of the pub, created by the

surroundings, the music and the

crowd composed totally of

students. It appeared to be

unanimous that dancing would
add to the place and it might

encourage interaction between

people.

The comment that Queen's is

closely knit in the social sense led

to a wildly creative effort on the

part of the table to create an

image of the stereotype "pub
regular". This they did with

much glee constructing a per-

sonality who is "either in Com-
merce or engineering, good
looking, wears his faculty jacket

(torn and beer stained) talks

loudly, is assured of his per-

sonality and is debonaire with

the female sex."

In direct contrast from the

table of lighthearted optimists,

the next victims were more
cynical. Their drama
background moulded the

discussion into something that

resembled experimental theatre

with one character sliding to and
fro on the picnic table

gesticulating with his arms. The
approach was a perceptive one. It

ranged from comments on the

pub-goers, who this individual

could size up according to their

choice in shoes, to the setting

itself. He was conscious of the

"sneaker convention", the B-bop
people create group synergy, so

much so it is difficidt to just walk
in and have a drink alone.

Still there they sat, the

Monday night regulars. Quite

obviously their mere presence
indicated that something about

the Pub was pleasing. One of the

girls remarked, "I come here

simply because it is like being in

someone's house relaxing and
having a beer." One can always
tend to ignore certain types or

then again - have fun talking

about them.
Peter Druxerman, the

present pub manager gave the

place a different slant, that of

business rather than pleasure.

His personal background reflects

the interest and approach he is

taking which is more along the

line of a professional. He and his

brother had numerous endeavors

in Winnipeg from a discoteque

that ended up a coffee shop, to a

family steak house that got

barraged by Burger Kings. Such

experience has prompted him to

tackle the Pub in a realistic

fashion in everything from or-

dering beer weekly, to plans for

after Christmas. He would like to

see dancing in the pub once a

stereo sound equipment has be

introduced, but this depends

largely on funds. Other novel

ideas were the possibility of pub
t-shirts to be given away free

with the "house special", though

again, this would depend on the

cost of the shirt. He is in-

vestigating the introduction of a

wide variety of plastic glasses;

the beer mugs in particular

would fulfill the student's natural

tendency towards cleptomania as

they would be printed with the

words, "stolen from Queen's

Pub." I asked Druxerman what
he considered to be the purpose of

the pub. To this he paused and
very spontaneously rephed, "It

should provide varying kinds of

atmosphere where students can

get together and fulfill their own
personal desires, social,

sexual. . .whatever. . .and

encourage these desires at

moderate costs."

With this in mind I sauntered

down the steps into the murky
quiet of Union Street. The only

audible sound came from the

second floor where a few
lingering drunks were merrily

finding their way out the door.

Next week: focus on Summerhill
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Jesus Christ
Superstar

by Kiloran (Jernian

I was fully prepared to

dislike "Jesus Christ Superstar",

and the opening scenes seemed to

confirm my fears. A bunch of self

conscious unconvincing flower

children, fresh from Central

Casting, trundle out of a bus in

(he middle of the desert. A black

Judas snarls defiantly at the sky.

And then Jesus, King of the

Hippies, appears and smiles

benevolently on the masses.

The contemporary
framework annoyed me, and

seemed to defeat any purpose the

film might have had. But as the

film progressed, it became in-

creasingly apparent that there

need be no overall purpose and

that given the limitations of the

framework, some startling things

were happening.

The film was a series of

images, and each image emerged
directly from the well known
lyrics. Given the nature of those

lyrics, the modern-ancient
mixture was perhaps inevitable.

It certainly ceased to annoy.

The visual impact of the

images brought a new and
fascinating dimension to the

potent music and words.
Melodramatic pharisees, draped
in black, huddle on scaffolding

like crows perched on a telephone

wire. The groping grasping
horrifying hands of lepers

submerge a struggling Christ. Da
Vinci's "Last Supper" is

Magnificent images create a startling film
recreated in a bucolic setting A
twisted Judas hanging from a

twisted tree is silhouetted

ominously against the sky, to

descend later as deus ex
machina. Brilliant sunlight ob-

scurex the face of Christ as he
wniii. on the crma. In a scene
that might have been scalped

from Feliini Satyricon, a pot-

ixjllied Herod tapdances with a

campy bevy of harridans. As
Pilate washes his hands, water

turns to blofxl.

All these various images are
beautifully conveyed. The
camera is the real Superstar - the

photography is magnificent. Slow
motion effects, superimposition

all combine with an incredible

sensitive artistic balance within

the frame to create a

breathtaking vision. The
technical perfection of this film

cannot be overstated. It almost
renders the performances
superfluous.

The performances were most
notable for the vocal strength

required for a rock opera. Carl

Anderson as Judas was the one
actor who surpassed mere vocal

requirements and added power,

sensitivity and expressiveness to

create a vital presence.

"Jesus Christ Superstar" is a

perfect example of how the

audial can be translated to the

visual medium. If you enjoyed
the music at all, you will be

moved by this film.

Oxford Strings: Evening of musical mastery
by A. Legreaux

The Oxford String Quartet,

artists-in-residence at the

University of Toronto, played a

very impressive concert Tuesday
night to a nearly packed house in

Dunning Hall. Beautiful tone,

good intonation, rhythmic
precision and excellent

musicianship were a matter of

course in this performance. It

was the vitality and controlled

intensity, however, which raised

the event to more than just an

exercise in very competent
playing by thoroughly schooled

musicians. This was especially

apparent in the first work, the

emotionally draining (for

audience and, one expects,

musicians alike) Beethoven
Quartet Opus 1.35 The range of

moods in this Quartet seems
almost demonic in a relentless

progression from mindless gaity

to helpless despair. Always in the

first two movements, and
especially in the exquisitely

beautiful third movement, the

Orford Quartet kept a controlled

tension in their playing which

prevented one from being carried

away into a "sweet song of

peace" and maintained a hint of

untold agony in even the most
restful moments. The last

movement, which is a

culmination of the emotional

road just travelled, was possibly

a bit overdone. The drama, un-

fortunately, became melodrama,
and left one feeling a though one's

sympathy in the foregoing

movements had been roughly

handled and was consequently

bruised. The Orford Quartet in

the first three movements did not

convey this interpretation, and it

seems more likely that in an

effort to wring all the dramatic
intensity out of the fourth

movement was disappointing.

The next work on the

programme, however, the Harry
Freedman Graphic 2, was
welcome relief to the dark am-
biguity of the Beethoven. A
simply structured piece, the

Freedman was easily accessible

on a first-hearing. More im-

pressive than the work itself,

however, was the very high level

of performance from the Orfords.

The harmonics were
scrupulously in tune, the

dynamics very expressive and

the vocal section tastefully

performed. This was certainly

more than just another token

Canadian work to fill out the

programmes.
The last half of the

programme was devoted to the

Brahms Quartet in C minor. It

was an incredibly lush per-

formance by the Orford's of this

most Romantic quartet. The C
minor seems to take on sym-
phonic proportions, but the Or-

ford's were always on top of it,

sometimes taking on the richness

of an entire string orchestra. The
extremely mellow tone of the

cello, which had at times sounded

rather dead in the Beethoven,

provided a bass-cello foundation

of amazing depth. The two

violinists, who had achieved

excellent balance tonally and
musically throughout the evening

were in top form in the Brahms,
playing with ease and flair

throughout. The voilist, who was
as fascinating to watch as he was
to hear, seemed to blend with the

other musicians much better in

the Brahms than in Beethoven.
The programme as a whole

was by no means impeccable.

Occasional tuning difficulties in

the Brahm's Third movement
between cello and viola, a bit of

raggedness in entrances by the

viola in the opening movement of

the Bethoven, and other minor
details were occasionally ap-

parent, but to call attention to

such matters is fairly picky in the

context of the entire evening's

musical mastery.

Sunday supper at

The Ponderosa

by Hob«Tt MacLean
Sunday supper for students

living in places like residence

can Ix; more than the standard

fare of pizza and submarine
sandwiches Kingston has a

v/ide variety of restaurants that

ran serve the studrmt ixjdy, no

matter what one's budget may
Jillow, Once each week a dif

lerent type of restaurant will be

reviewed in order to give an

insight as to what i« offered in

the Iwal reKlaurants,

Tlie Ponderosa Steak House
is distinctly western in Its

decor, with the staff dressed in

western type uniforms. The
restaiir;int is pleasing to the eye

but its cowboy theme is not

really authentic. The Ponderosa
is advertised as being a family

restuarant and this is well

illustrated by the large number
of children nibbling at large

hamburgers. Dress is casual

and blue jeans are welcome.

For those that demand
elegance and privacy in a .steak

hou.se, the Ponderosa will not

suit them. The picnic tables and

wooden benches and chairs are

slightly uncomfortable. The
general surroundings will not

please those with epicurian

tastes.

People accustomed to

residence cafeterias will once

again be confronted with

lineups, trays, bins of cutlery

and swift efficient service.

Unlike residence the staff of the

Ponderosa is courteous and
they really attempt to please

each customer.

The menu consists of six

entrees; offering a range of

steaks and hamburger. The
most expensive is the T-bone

.steak at $2.89. Most popular of

the six choices is the sirloin

steak, with salad, baked potato,

and a buttered roll, all for $2.09.

Dessert and beverage are ex-

tra.

The steak was supposed to

be well done, but it was a little

pink in the centre but otherwise

(juite w<!ll cooked. A little

grizzle in one .section of the

st(;ak made for tough cutting,

«;ven with a sharp steak knife.

Th<! chef could have used a little

garlic to lx)lster the somewhat
bland flavour of the meat.

However there was a wide

variety of sauces at each table

which may help give the steak

the lift it needed. Avoid the

mushroom sauce (available for

15c extra), it spoils the ap-

pearance and taste of the steak.

Two irritating policies of

the Ponderosa ^leserve to be

condemned. This outfit charges

three cents for each piece of

butter and ten cents for sour

cream. In most other

restaurants these two articles

are supplied at no additional

charge. The Ponderosa should

reconsider this practice. Ad-

ditional cups of coffee are,

however, available at no extra

charge.

The salad was fresh and

crisp with a wide variety of

ingredients but I did miss the

slice of tomato that usually

accompanies a restaurant

salad.

The selection pf desserts is

limited, consisting mainly of

pie. The cherry pie was tasty

but the filling was obviously out

of a can, but for 35c you cannot

complain. The dinner is filling

enough so that a dessert is not

really necessary, perhaps this

is why the selection is so small.

I left the restaurant well

satisfied and would recommend
it for those who want a steak

dinner at a reasonable price.

Total cost for the meal was
$2.64, including beverage and
dessert. Tipping is not per-

mitted.

The Ponderosa Steak House
is located on the Bath Road,

east of the Frontenac Mall

beside the A and P store. Taxi

from the campus is about $1.50.

Open every night until nine, the

Ponderosa is unlicensed and

accepts no credit cards.

Next week: The Holiday Inn
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The House of Bernardo Alba

1

ft.

Has some very good moments, but

.

by Sandy Naiman
Federico Garcia Lorca's last

play, The House of Bernarda
Alba, pits freedom and life

against suppression and death.

The latter ultimately wins out

after an emotional battle wrought
with sexual stiflement and
physical viloence. In the Drama
Department's first major
production of the season, directed

meticulously by Russ Waller,

Lorca's rather frightening play,

underlined with vivid sexual

imagery and intense torrents of

emotion, is treated with speed

more than subtlety. Surprisingly

this treatment works. Although

the play can be done in one long

act. Waller chose to break it into

three short ones, a wise choice, in

light of the dark and foreboding

atmosphere of the setting and the

highly pitched conflicts which
sever the relationships between a

shrew of a mother and between
her five daughters.

Bernarda Alba, the demonic
matriarch, is played with depth

and insight by Carolyn
Hetherington. She mourns her

husband's death in the traditional

Spanish manner, by enforcing

strict rules of behavior from her

daughters, by, in essence, jailing

them for the "appropriate"
period, eight years, and by
demanding that they suppress

their dreams of love and
marriage, because none of the

men in town "are good enough"
for them.

Not an unusual set of

ingredients, but what
distinguishes this case is Ber-

narda's own limitations, her
bitchery and most importantly

her pride, which in the end
destroys all hope for one of her

daughter's marrying and
destroys her youngest and most
promising chUd, who commits
suicide because she cannot cope
with the thought of never
fulfilling "the fire that burns

between her legs and between her

lips".

Mrs. Hetherington's Ber-
narda is brimming with sexual

frustration and the compulsion to

suppress it. To dampen her own
desires she enforces a strict

lifestyle for the members of her

household that totally denies the

possibility of sexual and
emotional fulfillment. Like the

calm before the storm, an oft

used metaphor in Lorca's poetic

dialogue, the girls brood and
smoulder until they burst. And

with the downpour comes all the

latent hostilities and frustrations.

Only Bernarda is trapped in her

own jailhouse, for her

frustrations are never spent, and
even the final freeze, on the word
"silence", the inevitable sup-

pression, embodies her intense

need to obstruct freedom and
truth and to generate darkness,

death and misery.

Bemarda's pride is also her

blindfold, and her servant

Poncia, played by Pat Brayen,

tries to open her eyes. Miss
Brayen's portrayal is adequate,

without ever making the most of

Poncia's comic potential. Often

the truth teller, seemingly the

fool, can through this capacity be

both sage and clown. However,
Poncia is primarily an informer,

neither a clown nor a sage, she

plays the role flatly, serviceably,

with no colour or humour, which

is sorely needed throughout the

production. Her scenes with

Nancy Palk, the giddier servant,

are her best because the rapport

which has proportedly grown
over a period of time, is most

relaxed for her. In her con-

frontations with Bernarda she

seems too intimidated to have the

warm, funny, telling impact it

should have.

The daughters each have

their own ways of enduring their

mother's torture. One deludes

herself into believing that a man
14 years her junior, the prize of

the town, in fact, is marrying her

for love and not her plentiful

inheritance, another dreams of

this man and steals his picture to

abet her fantasies. A third beds

him in the hayloft, praying that

her sister will die before too long

so she can marry him ultimately.

Another sleeps and the fifth

spends her time trying to pacify

the emotional turbulence which

seems to threaten the very walls

of the Alba house.

We never see the young man,
Pepe el Romano, although his

presence is very much a part of

the texture of the play. Adele, his

mistress, is played too

frenetically by Ann Meritt, who
loses, through this wildness, the

underlying tragedy of Adele's

situation, and the ultimate

pathos. She is the one daughter,

who seems to have the ability to

love freely, to move freely and to

defy her mother's edicts. She is

the one who tastes love and she is

the one who must and does die.

Her script is written from the

very start. Martirio, who seems
to be following in her mother's

footsteps, who is almost driven

mad with desire, but is too

hypocritical to admit it, is played

by Shelley Cavalier, with a good
balance between frustration and
fear. With Adele's suicide,

Bernarda 's oppression wins out,

the other daughter's must swear
to uphold the family name, to put

on a good face, by promising to

propogate the myth of Jier

virginity. But beneath this, the

storm is gathering force again,

the tension and the gravity of the

situation are even more apparent

behind Bemarda's screams of

"silence". And one knows the

silence will be short lived, for

after the lights go out that house

must await Bemarda's exit "feet

first", before it will ever hear

joyous laughter and enjoy
spontaneous activity.

The play rolls on bearings

alternating between forces of

hypocrisy and forces of pride.

Control is set against freedom.

Breaths of fresh air, are often

supressed, although Adele is

always trying to get outside to

find them. The rhythm of op-

pression and freedom seems to

burst out arbitrarily and in short

Bernarda Alba, played by Carolyn Hetherington at the right, fla,nked by four of her five daughters.

spurts. Here, the play seems
flawed, for Lorca seems to have
inserted these outbuists, these

confrontations, from an apparent

feeling that the play needed some
sort of superficially imposed
dramatic rhythm.

Without the flare-ups, there

wouldn't be much of a play and
yet with them the rhythm is

somehow false, unnatural and
with this strange flow, it moves
like the waves of the sea, as one
character mentions, but it is only,

in essence, sea foam, froth that

obscures the main stream
of the action.

To say that the play
is flawed is perhaps too

simplistic an explanation of why
it does not wholly succeed. Yet, it

is handled with technical ex-

cellance, it is designed
beautifiilly, it is lit sensitively.

The actresses showed no signs of

first night nervousness and
demonstrated a good grasp of the

material, at least on its most
obvious working levels. The pace
was fast, maybe too fast, but

there was something wrong.

Perhaps the imbalance
•jciween the strength of Bemarda
and her daughters threw the play

off kilter. Obviously she is meant
to be strong and overwhelming,

but Mrs. Hetherington's strength

and depth of portrayal was
working at a much more varied

and sophisticated level than the

other members of the cast.

This is primarily a direc-

torial problem, and one which
Waller could not over come, and
at the same time, since the

production is and should be a

learning experience for everyone

involved, he should not have to

overcome all his problems. What
works one night often is missing

the next, and these are elements

of production that participants

have to learn to cope with.

The House of Bernarda Alba

is exceptionally well executed

technically and has some very

good moments dramatically.

Lorca's poetic drama is worth

seeing the play for, as is Carolyn

Hetherington's performance. The
others in the cast will un-

doubtedly grow into their roles,

learn to pace themselves more
for the funnier moments in the

play, which are sorely needed to

break its intrinsic tenseness and
the rhythm will, as a result,

probably smooth out.

But ultimately, this

production is one which should be

seen, for it is one of Lorca's most
interesting plays and one of the

Drama Department's smoothest

productions.
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Hat
Trick

Queen's Chamber Singers

To perform rare work by Handel

by Wood and Wilson

This column will not cater very

often to those who are already

familiar with an album. It is

chiefly directed toward students

on a limited budget, who want
some idea of what to expect from
an album before they buy it.

America has been chastised for

several musical shortcomings,

chiefly their imitative style and
lack of instrumental in-

ventiveness. In their

evolutionary stages there are few

groups who wouldn't be accused

of a lack of originality. When
America's single, Horse With No
Name, was released, the Neil

Young craze was at its height,

comparisons were inevitable.and

America was bound to come out

on the bottom. If not for that

single, we'd probably not have
heard from America until they

had more of their own sound

together. But that's the op-

portunistic ways of the recording

business for you. We've therefore

had the dubious opportunity of

following America through its

growing pains imitative and
otherwise.

Hat Trick is an obvious in-

dication that they are growing
up. The album is not in-

strumentally exciting, but it is

pleasant and pleasing in the soft

rock tradition. Within a frame of

reference where twelve-bar

slickness is the aim, they are both

versatile and professionsal.

The cuts Rainbow and She's

Gonna Let You Down invite

comparison with such earlier

songs as Riverside. With the new
songs, America is finally coming
home. No longer is the blatant

sound and echo of other groups so

apparent. Instrumentally, these

songs and others on the album
are much cleaner, and show a

maturity in the arrangements not

previously heard. The use of the

piano is simple but pervasive and
effective, blending well with

vocals and guitars.

The addition of a synthesizer,

greater use of the horns, and a

generally more electric approach
have produced an album with

instrumental polish and some
class. Don't expect bridges and
breaks to be fancy or inventive:

they are all simple and cautious,

but well executed in an album
where a variety of rhythms are

presented. Vocal harmonies are

tasteful and precise, and nicely

applied to the love motifs of the

songs.

If you like America you're

bound to get off on this album ; if

you don't, no fires are going to be

lit under you, but you may be

pleasantly surprised.

Two ensembles, the Queen's
Chamber Singers, director
Rudolf Schnitzler, and the
Queen's Chamber Orchestra,
director David R. Keane, will

combine forces in an admission
free concert on Saturday,
November 10th at 8.30 p.m. in

Grant Hall. The event will

provide for convert goers an
opportunity to hear a rarely

performed work of early Handel

:

DIXIT DOMINUS DOMINO
DEO, sung by the twenty-eight

member Queen's Chamber
Singers, whose membership

drawn from the student com-
munity of the University as a

whole, is selected after audition,

for vocal ability.

The Queen's Chamber Or-

chestra will open the program
with a performance of John
Dowland's LACHRIMAE, or
SEVEN TEARS, which consists

of thirteen pieces, "Seven
Passionate Pavans with Divers

other Pavans, Galiards and
Almands". Interjected after the

first seven will be exerpts from
William Walton's HENRY V
SUITE written in 1944 by Walton

for Sir Lawrence Olivier's film

version of Shakespeare's play

HENRY V.

This is the third occasion in

which these two Music Depart-

ment ensembles have performed
jointly in concert since their

formation at the beginning of

1972. Of their last concert, in the

spring of this year, a reviewer

said, "I hope these soirees will

become a high point on the

musical Calendar at Queen's.

Grant Hall should in future be

packed with people who do

themselves the favour to attend."

FROM ENGLAND

GENESIS

TONIGHT BARTLETT GYM 12:00 P.M.

Queen's University

Musical Express: "I repeat. Genesis are now the best live act I've ever seen."

Cashbox : "Should America succumb to Genesis, it can only speak well for its musical taste."

free buttons while they last

IF YOU'VE NEVER BEEN TO A MIDNIGHT CONCERT FIND

OUT WHAT IT IS TO BECOME "children of the NIGHT".
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Penner, Hadden only Gaels on All-Stars
by Chris Boon

Fullback Dave Hadden, the

leading rusher in the OUAA this

season, and safetyman Darrell

Penner were the only Golden

Gael players named to the league

All-Star team announced Wed-
nesday afternoon. Hadden, who
gained 846 yards on just 95

carries, was a near-unanimous
choice, while Penner, who tied

for the lead in interceptions with

five, was another concensus
favorite.

Eastern-division champion
Ottawa U. led all teams with ten

all-star selections, including tight

end John Rodrique, tackles Pat
Leach and Eric Upton, guard Bill

McNeely and fullback-

placekicker Neil Lumsden on

offense, and tackle Paul Kilger,

linebacker Mike O'Connor, and
deep backs Pat McNulty and Joe

Sabourin on defense. Other
players named were quarterback

Wayne Dunkley, guard Bruce
Parrack, halfback Cor Doret,

defensive end Peter Spragg,
defensive tackle Ken Hussey,

linebacker Hartley Stem and
defensive half Ron Raine of the

Varsity Blues, split end Steve

Ince, guard Enrico Dikelo,

halfback Bill Hatanaka and
linebacker Rob Panzer of York,

and centre Mike Smith, fullback

Joe Colvey, defensive end John
Martin and linebacker Randy
Wahab of the Carleton Ravens.

In the West, where Laurier

buried Western 28-6 last Satur-

day, the selections shaped up as

follows : on offence, the ends were
Dan Muldoon of Windsor and Rob
Petrie of the Mustangs, the

tackles Maurice Charbonneau of

Mac and Art Lestins (Western),

the guards John Musselman
(Windsor) and Doug Smith
(Laurier), and the centre, Rich
Griffiths, alsoof WLU. Windsor's

Bob O'Reilly was the QB, with

Rick Howse of Waterloo, Dave
Lane of Guelph, Fred McLean of

WLU and Ross Tripp of Mc-
Master joining him in the back-

field.

Defensively, the down four

were, end to end, Rob
Etherington (WLU), Brian
Murray (West.), Tom Balfe
(WLU) and Nick Drakich
(Wind.), tied, and Derek Forbes
(Mac). The linebackers names
were Gary Mueller and Wally
Parker (both WLU), Ted
McEachem (Guelph), and Cliff

Summers (West.), while Perry
Arnold (West.) Gary Duffy and
Larry Uteck (WLU) and John
Kelley (Guelph) rounded out the

deep secondary.

There are some noticeable

absences from the eastern squad,

as far as Queen's is concerned.

This has not been unusual in

recent years, since some of the

"All-Star" picks appear to have

come out of somebody's hat . . .

two years ago, Don Smith, an

exceptionally tough defensive

tackle who hasn't played a down
of offence since about grade 12 in

high school, was named as an

offensive tackle....
somebody really knew what they

Season Start for Hockey Gaels
by peter watts

Queen's Golden Gaels hockey

club gets their 1973-74 schedule

underway tomorrow night when
they host the University of

Guelph Gryphons at 8 p.m. in the

Harty Arena. Little is known
about the Gryphons at press

time. They lost one exhibition

game to Bowling Green
University by a score of 10-0.

Bowling Green plays in the

Central American conference of

the U.S. College league.

However, when the chips are

down, the Gryphons are capable

of coming up strong
;
they opened

their season on Tuesday night

with a 2-1 victory over cross-town

rivals, Laurier Golden Hawks.
On the Gaels side, coach

Dave Field has been emphasizing

conditioning throughout this

week of practice. At press time, it

was not yet clear who would be

playing with who or who would be

starting in goals.

Around the league, the RMC
Redmen have been getting a very

tough impression of what Ontario

College hockey is all about. The
Redmen who played last year in

Quebec college ranks, have lost

their first three games so far this

year - to Ottawa, York, and
Laurentian. They're scheduled to

play the Yeomen in Toronto on

Saturday. The Redmen have a

rather strange schedule; since

they were accepted into the

OUAA after the hockey schedule

was drawn up, they are having to

play their games in and around

the rest of the schedule. Thus
they have a lot of games at the

start and the finish of the

schedule but fewer during the

regular season.

Returning to the Gaels, we
hope that all Queen's students

will get behind this team and
support it. Potentially, it has a

good shot of doing very well this

year and it deserves your sup-

port.

WfC news
November 9th finds PHE out in front with Arts '77 running a close

second in Women's Intra-murals. Several team and individual sports

have now been completed to contribute to these standings.

This year, a synchro swim meet was held in which participants

were tested in three figures - each accorded a degree of difficulty and
given a score out of 10. These scores were then multiplied by the

degree of difficulty and added to give a total score. Results were as

follows: Sue Channen, Arts '77, 24.0; Jennifer Hunter, Arts '77, 18.95;

Cathy Lech, Arts '77, 18.75; Karen Bartlett, PHE, 18.50.

In tennis doubles, M. Bartlett, who also won the singles tour-

nament, came in first with her partner M. Scallian, both in PHE.
Participation in WIC sports is up from that of last year but par-

ticipants are still needed for Ringette : played every Wednesday night

from 7-8:20 p.m. in the Harty Arena. So bring your skates and come.

No special talents or previous experience is necessary. If interested,

please contact Maureen Bouris at 547-3959 or see her in Room 215 of the

Phys Ed Centre.

Did you know that co-ed volleyball began last night in Bews?
Other up and coming sports : Bowling starts on November 11th and the

speed swim meet will be held November 19th. Contact your athletic

stick for more information.

Convenors are still needed for Jogathon, curling, indoor Softball,

volleyball, archery, and co-ed bowling. Contact Maureen Bouris for

more information.

BE A REGULAR
BLOOD DONOR

Graduation Portraits

YOU COULD COME TO US,

FLAIR PHOTOGRAPHIC

BUT YOU CAN'T BE BOTHERED.

GO AHEAD. SETTLE FOR

SOMETHING LESS....

For Appointment Drop in at - 94 Brock Street or Call

542-7733

were doing that year. Inevitably,

with most of the selectors and all

of the publicity concentrated in

the Ottawa-Toronto axis, it's

hard for anyone not obviously

exceptional to impress the

foreign press. Hadden and
Penner were easy to pick out. It's

unfortunate the selectors missed
some of the more anonymous but

equally effective players on the

Gaels - they deserve the public

recognition for jobs very well

done.

Swim meet tomorrow
Seven swim clubs from

southern Ontario will take part in

the third annual Queen's men's
and women's invitational swim
meet to be held in the Queen's

Pool tomorrow. The meet will

include thirty events and action

will get underway at 9:30 a.m.

Heading the list of entries is

the Etobicoke Memorial Aquatic

Club who won the Queen's In-

vitational last year and who are

generally considered one of the

top swim clubs in Canada. Bill

Woodley who swims the in-

dividual medley and back stroke

and Merrily Stratton, who
represented Canada on the

Canadian Olympic Team in

Munich last year are the top

swimmers from this club.

Other clubs in the meet are

Scarborough Aquatic Club, Ot-

tawa Kingfish, (Gloucester Swim
Club, Trenton Dolphins, Cornwall

YM-YWCA and the Queen's

men's and women's inter-

collegiate teams.

Ottawa Kingfish sport

another top women's swimmer in

the person of Gail Amundred who
is expected to give Miss Stratton

some stiff competition in the 100

yard and 200 yard freestyle

events.

EMAC swimmers are ex-

pected to dominate the women's
events. Best local prospect is

Kate Whitaker, who competes as

an independent but who practices

with the Queen's team. Her
specialty is the 200 yard butterfly

and the back stroke. Also rating

in contention is Jane Noakes of

Queen's in the 200 back stroke.

Miss Noakes is the fourth

member of her family to compete
for Queen's. She was preceded by

her brothers Jamie and Doug and
by her sister Ann.

It's expected that there will

be some real battles in the men's
events. It is here that the Queen's

team is expected to do well. The
400 individual medley team,
consisting of Paul Lucas, John
Pearson, Rob Stoddard and John
Grinter is considered to be a

definite contender for a medal.

Stoddard will also compete in the

200 yard breast stroke where he
will face stiff competition from
three members of EMAC.
Stoddard is one of Canada's best

in this event; his best time so far

this year has been 2:25.0.

John Pearson in the 200

butterfly, John Grinter in the 200

yard individual medley and Paul

Lucas in the 100 yard backstroke

are also considered contenders.

Lucas has a personal best time of

1:02.5.

All in all it promises to be a

very exciting day in the pool

tomorrow. There is no admission

charge and a good crowd would

be in order. You'll be able to see

some of Canada's best young
swimmers in action.

All Rec swimming cancelled

Sat. Nov. 10th

due to swim meet

Spend this summer in the

CARIBBEAN
and

CENTRAL AMERICA
with the

World University of Canada

Seminar

apply now at the International Centre,

Queen's (open till November 23rd).

call 547-2807 for further information
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World: Kissinger, Sadat taiic peace
CARIO- Henry Kissinger and
President Anwar Sadal of Egypt
met for more than three hours

Wednesday and emerged to tell

reporters: "We are moving
towards peace."

U.S. officials said that

Kissinger detected Arab
willingness to use the "good

offices" of the United States to

smooth out ceasefire problems

and to approach peace talks.

Sadat has vowed publicly that he

will not bargain with Israel and
Kissinger intends to find out

whether he is adarrtant.

The principal immediate
issues for discussion are Israel's

demands for a prisoner exchange
and the lifting of the Egyptian

blockade at the mouth of the Red
Sea, and Egypts's insistence that

Israel give up the territory it

occupied after the first ceasefire

order of Oct. 22. If Israel with-

draws it will free the Egyptian

3rd Army whose encirclement

was not completed until after the

ceasefire resolution was passed

by the UN.

BRUSSELS- The European
Economic Community under
threat of an Arab oil boycott, has

called on Israel to return to the

lines she held Oct. 22, before

Israeli forces completely
surrounded and cutoff the

Egyptian 3rd Army.
The resolution is viewed as a

way of countering the Arab
threat of cutting off all oil to other

countries as they have done to the

Netherlands. Europe depends on

the Arabs for most of its oil

supplies.

Since the Middle East war

began Arab countries have cut oil

production by 28'/;! per cent. The
cuts have forced several
European countries to initiate

energy-saving programs, in-

cluding bans on Sunday driving in

Belgium and the Netherlands.

In the U.S. Secretary of the

Interior Stewart Udall told a

university audience that the

energy crisis is so severe in the

United States that "you can

expect your first cold shower in

about 60 days."

ALBUQUERQUE- Police are
looking for the body of a man
who, fellow passengers on a jet

liner said, was sucked out of a

window when an engine blew up
on Saturday night at an altitude

of 40,000 feet.

The passengers said that the

exploding engine, on a DC-10,

blew out a window, the resulting

outrush of air pulled the man
from his seat to his death. The
airline is examining the

passenger list to determine if

anyone is missing and if so who.

WASHINGTON- The Democrats
have scored strongly in off-year

elections in the U.S. in the first

national balloting since the

Watergate scandal erupted.

In New York city the

Democratic candidate Abraham
Beame won a landslide victory

taking almost i'A) per cent of the

vote against three maj^^r op-

ponents and five minor ones.

Beame, 67, will become the first

Jewish mayor of the city with the

world's largest Jewish
pf)pulation. He will succeed John
Lindsay who decided against

running for a third term.

Democrats showed a clear

lead in the governatorial contests

resulting in 32 statehouses in

Democratic hands versus 18 hold

by the Republicans. This exactly

reverses the standing five years
ago, after the Nixon landslide in

1968, of 18 Democrat to 32

Republican.

In other mayorality contests

Democratic national com-
mitteeman Coleman Young won
in Detroit becoming that city's

first black mayor. Mr. Young
won a narrow victory over for-

mer police commissioner John
Nichols, 54, who is white.

All told black won the
mayor's post for the first time in

four U.S. cities. They are Detroit,

Raleigh, N.C., Dayton, Ohio and
Grand Rapids, Mich.

LUSAKA Zambian President
K(;nneth Kaun'ia has threatened
to resign in five years "if Zam
bians do not control their ex-
cessive drinking habits."

In a spticch to a stunned
audience of political officialit

over the weekend he said: "I

refuse to lead a nation of

drunkards. I would die than
accept the responsibility of

running a drunken nation."

Presdient Kaunda broke
down several times during his

speech and warned: "If in five

years you don't change, then you
are voting me out of the country's

leadership".

LONDON- Buckingham Palace
has decided that Capt. Mark
Phillips will remain a commoner
after his marriage to Princess
Anne.

There had been speculation

that the Queen would make her
son-in-laW an earl, a title she
gave Antony Armstrong-Jones
after he married Princess
Margaret, but Phillips is

reported to want to remain a
commoner.

Any children from the
marriage will also be commoners
but the Queen could confer titles

on them.

Canada: Govt. Iceeps meat prices up
OTTAWA- The Federal Govern-

ment has increased the import

tariff on beef in an effort to keep

up the Canadian price. The tariff

was raised to 4.5 cents per pound
last Friday and will probably

result in an eight or nine cent rise

in retail beef prices by next week.

The problem is that U.S. beef

producers are flooding the

market forcing U.S. prices down.

In an effort to find higher prices

they are selling on the Canadian
market forcing down Canadian
prices and harming Canadian
producers.

Last week 40 per cent of the

beef processed in Canada came
from the U.S. compared with a

normal 5 per cent at this time of

year.

OTTAWA 'I'he Federal Govern-

ment is attempting to buy about

one million barrels of heating oil

on the world market as insurance

against fx^ssible shortages. The
oil will be purchased by the

defence department from any
country willing to sell it. It is

expected to f:ost lx;tween W) and
65 cents a gallon, 'IT)e normal cost

for heating oil is alxjut .'iO to 32

cents a gallon.

The quantity to be Ixjught

equals aixjut one day's con-

sumption fn> the oil will not help

much in the *!vent of a major
shortage. Instead, the oil will be

us<;d tr; smooth out day lo day
riucluationH in consumption and
provide a safety rfi;jrgin in the

event of an unusually cold winter.

OAKVILLK A rlerical error at a

bank branch in New York city

lead to a young ArrK-rican here

h<')ving S2'K),0<)0 df;[X)siled into his

h;ink !ii r,,ni\\ instead of the

fii rri'iM.' 'i(cnd»'d to '.end tiirri

That was two weeks ago and,

at last report, police are still

looking for James Garrett, 25,

who withdrew the money as soon

as he heard it had arrived and
hasn't been seen since.

MONTREAL- The first prize in

the Canada Olympic Lotter, to

raise money to pay for the 1976

Olympic Games in Montreal, will

be $l-million tax free. Second and
third prizes will be half a million

and a quarter of a million.

I,,ottery officials expect to

sell 2,-500,000 tickets, at $10 each,

for each of six drawings and will

dole out $8,175,000 in prizes each
time around.

According to lottery officials

there are several lotteries which
advertise top prizes of $l-million

but these lotteries pay the prize

out over a 10 or 20 year period and
the winnings are subject to in-

come tax. In the Olympic Lottery

the top prize will be paid, in total,

within 4f{ hours of the winner
presenting his ticket.

OTTAWA- Immigration Minister

Robert Andras has promised to

review thf; file of an Economic
Council of (,'anada employer? who
Paul Hellyer says is a (ornwr CIA
agent. According to Mr.
Hf;llyer the employee, Michael

McCraken, work(!d as an
economics expert for the CIA in

the United Stat(!S before hr- came
to Canada in \',m. Mr. McCrak<!n

has l>een a landed imrrngrant

since he first cam*- to Canada

PRFNCK ALBERT, Sask.
P<'nitenfiary officials here have
closed down a couriterf«;iting

operation being run by "on«; or

two" inmates at the Saskat

chewan penitentiary's farm
annex. According to Tom Ellis,

prison director, the operation

was uncovered following an in-

vestigation by the RCMP. He said

that no penitentiary equipment

was used in the operation but

declined to reveal any further

details.
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News flash

Screw loose...
Escaped child molester Sewsie Screw is rumoured to be at

Queen's this week, masquerading as Campus Cutie Susie-Q, a
well known piece of fluff. Under his subersive influence,

otherwise circumspect Queen's women are corrupting our

unsuspecting young innocents by exposing them to an insidious

series of so-called "childish games".
These seemingly harmless activities begin with a "Dating

Game" tonight, and continue with other apparent forms of fun

and frivolity until Sunday.
Reliable sources have informed the Journal that these

events are a front for Ms. Screw's power play. She hopes to

perpetrate the havoc she has wrought in years gone by. Few
men have emerged unscathed from her previous visits

;
oddly

enough, she has brainwashed them into believing that they

relish the unnatural occurrances. Queen'smen beware! A
would-be Screw lurks behind every corner!

AMS meefmg

Trotter stays; promises improved critical attitude
by Susan de Stein

Two weeks ago Bruce Trotter

apparently tendered his

resignation as Vice-President of

the AMS and subsequently with-

drew it. At Outer Council on

Thursday night. Trotter ex-

plained his actions.

The basic reasons behind his

resignation concerned the whole

business of Outer Council. He
stated, however, that he has

realized that "a lot of the blame
lies on our shoulders." Ac-
cordingly he promised Outer

Council that his critical attitude

towards council will improve.

"I still believe that the AMS
is in a serious, and precarious

position," he stressed. Trotter

cited the "lack of direction"

given to Outer Council as part of

the problem. He regretted that he

had not devoted enough time to

problems other than those of a

financial and administrative
nature.

Duplicating service

Ken Wong, AMS Services

Commissioner, reported that

there has not been the demand
for photocopying that was an-

ticipated.

According to the agreement
with the :iIVI company, the AMS

Course evaluation

does not pay for the use of the

machines, only for the supplies

which the service utilizes. At this

point only one tenth of the sup-

plies have been used. The second

order of supplies, due in two

weeks, has been cancelled.

Wong indicated that the

machines may be moved out

when the present supplies are

finished.

Concerts

In a discussion of concerts

policy and in specific, the sup-

plying of liquor, beer and 'dope'

to performers, Don Krestel, AMS
Campus Activities Com-
missioner, stated that "we have a
duty to the audience to present
the performer in his preferred
state."

Krestel noted that Queen's
concerts treats performers well,

a fact which can only serve to

enhance Queen's reputation with

concert artists.

Speaking in reference to the
alleged illegal activities of the

committee, Krestel said, "I have
no knowledge of these things.

What happens at private
residences is no business of

mine."

Krestel also reported that

concerts are doing well finan-

cially.

Service
Closure Policy

A motion was passed in Outer

Council which will serve to

clarify the Outer Council service

closure policy.

When it is discovered that a

service is not breaking even and
that the closure of that service is

imminent, the Queen's Student

Agencies (QSA) director is to

notify Outer Council one calendar

month before the service is to be

closed, providing relevant

financial data.

According to the motion.

Outer Council may discuss the

matter, investigate further and
make recommendations to the

QSA director. Submissions by
students shall be received by
Outer Council.

In addition, the QSA director

shall put an advertisement in the

Journal stating the date the

service is to close and the date of

the Outer Council meeting at

which it is to be discussed.

Losses encountered by the

service during that flscal year

shall be paid by other services on

the basis of their ability to pay.

Terry Macli, AMS rep-at-

large objected to the motion

Report meets strong opposition
by Sue Wishart

The Arts and Science Faculty Board voted

overwhelmingly Friday to reject most of the

recommendations contained in the controversial

report from the faculty' committee on course

evaluation.

The report which contained six proposals for

changing the evaluation procedure narrowly
missed being rejected outright. A motion to that

effect was greeted with enthusiastic applause from
the capacity attendance and after considerable

discussion, the Faculty Board decided to give future

consideration to only two of the proposals. Four of

the recommendations were rejected by a large

majority. They outlined the framework of a faculty-

administered course evaluation programme.
Proposals that more detailed course descrip-

tions appear in campus publications, and that

faculty members continue to co-operate with

student course evaluation programmes at their

discretion, will be reconsidered at the next Faculty

Board meeting.

In introducing the report, Associate Dean
(Studies) Peter Platenius explained that the

committee (of which he was the chairman) had
tried to propose a course evaluation system which
was "as informal and flexible as possible," yet

included "a simple and uniform rating scale" to

allow comparison of courses.

A number of faculty members maintained that

the course evaluation procedure outlined in the

report was "overbureaucratized" and thus neither

informal nor flexible. The fact that DSC
representatives would be required to submit two

reports during the year was sharply criticized for

this reason.

Other people advocated the abolition of course

evaluation altogether. They claimed that the

"grapevine" is an adequate source of information

about courses.

There was also strong opposition to the report's

proposal that courses should be compared on a

numerical one-to-five scale. Several faculty

members stressed that subjective opinions cannot

be made objective by being expressed numerically,

and that any such data would be misleading. "What
does a student who is taking the five least en-

tertaining courses in the university do?" asked

English professor George Clark.

The recommendation that instructors sit in on

and evaluate their colleagues' courses also proved

very unpopular.

Several department heads protested that they

had not been asked for their opinions on course

evaluation^ before the committee made its

recommendations. Platenius admitted that there

had been an arbitrary decision not to consult the

faculty members before the report was prepared.

stating that "this is letting a

service go on losing money for an

extra month." Wong however,

defended the motion stating that

the QSA director, "should be able

to foresee losses one month in

advance"
Wong further stated that the

object of the motion was to insure

that if a situation like that of the

Printing Service were to happen
again, there could be some
discussion on the closure.

It was also agreed, after a

great deal of procedural hastling,

that a referendum on the Printing

Service will be held within three

weeks.

At the meeting, Ian Nor-

dheimer, was ratified as QSA
director. He indicated that he
would continue in his present

capacity as AMS Chief Constable

until a replacement could be

found. Applications for the

position will be accepted this

week.

Outer Council also passed a

constitutional amendment
whereby the Chief Constable

could post constables at any
event, regardless of the so-called

'expected attendance' for the

event.

At the end of the meeting.

AMS President, Steve Brereton.

asked Outer Council to authorize

him to buy a $10 Olympic lottery

ticket in the name of the Alma
Mater Society. "The AMS stands

to gain $1,000,000", said Brereton

Trotter equipped, "Maybe
everyone should consult their

constituents." After a discussion

on how Outer Council members
would split the million should it

win, the request was denied.

- solman

This is a scene from one of the skits that made the Meds Variety Show
a success again this year. "Great Expectorations" was attended by
capacity crowds last Thursday and Friday nights.
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Pubs...
Frontenac - Fred Werthman at Finnigan's and

Waterfront at Muldoon's

Manor - Shamrock's
Commodore - Joyce Seamone Show
401 Inn - Jingles

Townhouse - D.C. Revival

Movies and Theatres...
'*

Domino - Uncle Vanya
llyland - Electra glide in Blue

Odeon - The Way We Were
Capitol - Theatre 1: Homecoming ends Tue., 6

followed by Enter The Dragon.

Theatre 2: Jesus Christ Superstar 7

Tuesday, Nov. 13

7:00 p.m. - An Evening with the Artist, Harold Town
at his exhibition at the Agnes Etherington Art

Centre.

7:00p.m. -Last Human Sexuality Course lecture for

this term in Dupuis Auditorium "Sex Roles and

Gender Identification" The film "Anything You
Want To Be" will be shown, and the Speaker will

be George Hislop of the Community Homophile

Association of Canada.
8:.30 p.m. - Division of Concerts Grant Hall series

presents violinist Masuko Ushioda. Tickets are $4,

$3 general and $3, $2 student on sale at the Box
Office.

8:30 p.m. - Queen's Astronomy Club and Kingston

RASC will hold its meeting in room 323 of Ellis

Hall. Guest lecturer will be Dr. W.Y. Chau who
will speak on "Black Holes"

8:30 - ]0:.30 p.m. - Suzie-Q Dating Game in Dunning
Auditorium.

9:fXJ p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Series

showing of Les Bas Fonds (Jean Renoir, 1936)

with Jean Gabin and Louis Jouvet, in Ellis Hall.

Wednesday, Nov. 14

7.30 p.m.- "Buying and Selling a House"is this

week's topic for discussion in the Law For the

Layman series in Rm. Ill, Earl Hall.

7:30 p.m. Qu«!en's Student Liberals Meeting in

Stirling Hall. Everyone Welcome!
8:W p.m. - Transcendental Meditation: an in-

troductory lecture on this easily learned
tf;chnique in Stirling, Theatre A.

8:fXj p m. AMS CliLTURAL AFFAIRS meeting in

the third floor common room, Student Union.
8:fX) p m Kin(;ston Kraft Boycott Committee
public meeting, in McLaughlin Itoom, Student

Union. Speakers include Don Kossick, National

CfKjrdinator of the Kraft Boycott, from Sask., and
Marvin Mcl>ean, President of l/ocal 131 of the

NFU, Topics inrrlude rf;asons for th<; Iwycott, its

progreKs nationally, and plans for local proj<;cts.

8 'Kj p rri I'ancI F>iH< ussion of th«' Middle Kast in

Dunning H;j1I, with moderator I'rof. A H. Je(;ves,

Hist

8:30-10:30 p.m. - Suzie-Q STAG DANCE in Grant
Hall.

8:30 p.m. - Queen's Dept. of Drama presents "The
House of Bernarda Alba" by F.G. Lorca, in

Convocation Hall, Nov. 14-17. Tickets $1 student,

$2 general from the Dept.

Thursday, Nov. 15

4:00 p.m. - Dept. of Political Studies presents

Professor W.H. Greenleaf of University College,

Swansea, University of Wales, speaking on

"Political Theory - How To Do It" in Rm. 517

Watson Hall.

30 and 9:00 p.m. - SUZIE-Q Walt Disney Night in

Stiriing C & D.

7:00 p.m. - Informal Discussion and Bible Study.

Questions and answer period to be held after

Queen's Pentecostal Student Fellowship. James
Poison Room.

7:15 p.m. - Bridge Club meeting in second floor

common room, Union.

7:00 and 9:30 p.m. - And Now For Something

Completely Different, a Monty Pj^hon produc-

tion, in Dunning Hall. $1.00.

7:30 - 9:00 p.m^ - La Casa: music and reading

material from Spain, Italy and Latin America, at

165 University Ave.

8:30 p.m. - Passage to India - a slide presentation

and general discussion on contemporary India by
two Queen's students who travelled there this past

summer, in the Lower Lounge of the International

Centre.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Series

film "Rio Bravo" (Howard Hawks, 1959) with

John Wayne, Rickie Nelson and Angie Dickinson,

in Ellis Hall.

Suzie-Q Folk Night in the Ban Righ Common Room,
Time to be announced.

Friday, Nov. 16

2:30 - 4 :30 p.m. - Suzie-Q Skating Party in the Arena.
8:30 p.m. - Suzie-Q Smoker in Wallace Hall.

Later this Month...
Nov. 18 - Readings From the 18th Century Theatre
presented by Valerie and Gordon Robertson in the

Art Centre, from 3.00 to 4.00 p.m.

Nov. 22 - Le Treteau de Paris, a highly professional

acting troupe from Paris, will present Moliere's

L'Avare (in French) at McArthur Hall. Tickets

are $3.75 general, and $275 students from the Art

Centre.

Nov. 24 - Division of Concerts presents the Toronto
Mendelssohn Choir at St. Mary's Cathedral.

Tickets are $1.00 and are available from the Box
Office.

Nov. 26 - Free concert in Grant Hall at 8:30 p.m.
with the Queen's Wind Ensemble and the Queen's
Choral Ensemble.

Nov. 27 - 30 Chronicles XIX in Convocation Hall: A
Canadian Review, directed by Ian Fenwick.

Nov, 29 Dept. of Fr(!nch will be showing Camus'
1,'Etranger in Ellis Hall Auditorium at 8.00 p.m.
Admission is $1 .00 and the film will be in PYench.

RIDING CLUB: TRAIL RIDES
This Saturday and Sunday.

Note Change of time: Meet bus at Union at 9:00 A.M.

COST: $2.50

ASUS

EXECUTIVE MEETING

Tuesday, Nov. 14 5.30 p.m.

RED ROOM

Motions received in ASUS

box in AMS office.

Course evaluation

A NEW LOOK
There will be a gathering of all people in-

terested in working on course evaluation in

any capacity.

Around the fireplace in the Red Room

Kingston Hall

Tuesday 8:00 p.m.

This week:

Human Sexuality Course
Sex World

Gender Identification

with George Hislop

(president of the Canadian Homophile
Association)

Tuesday Nov. 13 7.00 pm
Dupuis Auditorium

founded by the Education Commission
sponsored by Birth Control, VD and AIRS

547- 2806

CAMPUS MOVIES
presents

/'<^,ctDW/rHrHf EROTIC

i

DAVINCIS
^ MONAL^SA
LANOSEERSUONS

$chmutt>» l\)rtraitor
BaronessVon Kripp

ReelingGrapes with Nutcrackers

AND NOW FOR SOMETHING
COMPLETEiyPIFFERENT

si««iNr,ANiiwi«iiwmaMHiuiio«Piiwi)o«Ncutsi iwrnoiiiiMi imcidu niw»io«s»icK«i«iw
W'"fllirlDlilWllll,naM< BltinllllliMMAIMdiJIIll'. JWIlUnilinirilluMWilinliiUMiii.' r

Stupendous! Sp«ctacularl Incomparable! Unimasinabic'

Thurs. Nov. 1 5 -

Dunning Aud. 7 & 9:30 p.m.

Adm. $1 person
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briefly...

Search committee appointed
A joint committee of the Senate

and the Board of Trustees has been

appointed to find a successor to

Principal John J. Deutsch who
recently announced that he will be

retiring from the post in October

1974,

The search committee js

composed of eighteen people, nine

each from the Senate and Board of

Trustees. Only three of the com-

Parade marchers wanted
The Student Volunteer Bureau is

looking for volunteers v/ho are in-

terested in participating in the

Kingston Santa Claus parade on
November 17. About 500 marchers
are needed and the only

qualification is that you be at least

five feet four inches tall so that you

mittee members are students. They
are Rector Gary Gannage, AMS
President Steven Brereton, and
Senator Morris Chocla.

Any person in the Queen's
community who wishes to propose a

candidate for the position is invited

to forward their recommendation to

Margaret Hooey, Secretary of the

Senate and of the search committee.

can fit the costumes which are

provided. Costume try-ons are on
November 15 from 7 pm to 9 pm in

Artillery Park on the corner of

Ordinance and Bagot- Streets. To
participate either drop into the SVB
office in the Students' Union or call

547-5766.

Services need policy ideas

There will be a meeting on the

Printing Service on Friday
November 16 for all interested

parties. Ken Wong, Services
Commissioner, will accept sub-

missions and recommendations
until November 15.

In addition, a committee on

"Policy for Services," will be

meeting. Submissions will be acc-

peted until November 21.

Wong also noted that unless the

demand for duplicating increases,

the removal of the machines may be

considered as a possible action in the

near future. Submissions on this

question are invited and should be
submitted to Wong by November 16.

Wong has made it his policy to

meet with the AMS Business Ad-
ministrator and the QSA director

every Tuesday. Complaints and
suggestions pertaining to services

will be considered. Written sub-

missions should be given to Wong in

the AMS office by Monday noon
every week.

Landlord law for the layman

Graduation Portraits

YOU COULD COME TO us,

FLAIR PHOTOGRAPHIC
BUT YOU CAN'T BE BOTHERED.

GO AHEAD. SEHLE FOR

SOMETHING LESS....

For Appointment Drop in at - 94 Brock Street or Call
542-7733

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess
St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they
have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK I
J<)yce Seamore Show

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE

by Carol Twon
The You and the Law series,

a number of televised lectures

designed to bring the laws of our

land into focus, centred last

Wednesday night on the rights of

individual landlords and tenants

under Ontario law.

The film looked at the 1970

amendments to the Landlord and
Tenant Act which apply to all

tenants of residential premises.

This excludes "premises oc-

cupied for business purposes with

living accommodation attached

under a single lease."

It was pointed out that if, for

example, you lease a building

which contains a store, then you
aren't covered under the

amended Act. Boarders who rent

a room or rooms in a house are

generally not considered to be
tenants in the technical sense of

the word. They are considered

'licensees' in the eyes of the law.

In this case there is not a legal

landlord - tenant relationship

because the boarder does not

possess the premises exclusively.

There are both oral and
written leases. No written lease

may deprive individuals of the

rights laid down in the amend-
ment. The Act states that, if the

terms of a lease conflict with the

individual's rights under the law,

then the lease can be disregar-

ded. Usually the term of oc-

cupancy is specified.

In the case of joint tenancies,

if one tenant fails to pay his rent,

the remainder of the group must
make up the difference. In this

case then, the landlord is not

responsible. If only one person in

a group has signed the lease, then

he alone is responsible for rent

payments to the landlord.

If a tenant wishes to ter-

minate the lease, advance notice

must be given, either oral or
written by the tenant but the

actual writing must be done by
the landlord. If the term is

monthly, then the notice is to be
given one month in advance.
Neither the landlord nor a bailiff

has the right to evict a tenant

without suitable notice.

The tenant now has the right

to sublet his premises. If consent

of the landlord is specified in the

lease, then the tenant must obtain

it but the landlord cannot
withhold his consent
unreasonably. He may charge
reasonable expenses for

subletting which involve the cost

of making a credit cheque on the

prospective tenant and the

preparation of the written

agreement (about $50). If there is

no lease then the tenant can

sublet withhout the landlord's

consent but should give written

notice of his intentions. The
original tenant remains
responsible for the premises even
though it has been sublet.

The landlord has the right to

a security deposit of the last

month's rent of a written lease on
which he must pay the tenant 6

per cent interest. The landlord

cannot legally demand more than

the first and last month's rent at

the beginning of occupancy and
cannot use the security deposit

for damages. If the tenant
refuses to pay a damage claim,

the landlord must apply to county

court for the money.
The landlord is required to

provide essential services such
as heat, light, and water. If you

are on an upper floor of an
apartment building then the
elevator would also be an
essential.

In Kingston, there is no
specific date by which the heat
must be turned on. If the landlord
refuses to turn it on then you
must apply to the county court for

aid.

The landlord cannot change
the locks in his tenant's apart-
ment without written consent
from the tenant nor can he enter
the tenant's premises unless in

emergency. If he wishes to in-

spect the apartment he must give
24 hours written notice and must
inspect in the daylight hours.

It is the responisbility of the

landlord to keep all county
health, safety and housing
standards. The premises must be
clean and in a good state of repair

at the beginning of occupancy.
The tenant must, on the other
hand, be a good housekeeper.

He must also notify the

landlord before making repairs

for which he intends the landlord

to pay.

In the case of an unresolved
disagreement with the landlord

(or vice versa) the tenant can go
to the Landlord and Tenants
Advisory Bureau. As one does not

exist in Kingston, the best thing

to do is to put in an application of

complaint to the County Board;
In most cases, you should consult

a lawyer but if you can't afford

one you can either contact On-
tario Legal Aid or the student
Legal Aid Society.

Faculty Board decision

disappoints ASUS VP
by Sue Wishart

"ASUS is left holding the bag

Queen's
Division of Concerts

and the
French Area Studies Centre

presents

Moliere's

L'AVARE

by
Le Treteau de Paris (en Francais)

THURSDAY 22 NOVEMBER 8:00 p.m.
McArthur Hall

Tickets: $3.75 general, $2.75 student
from Division of Concerts Box

Office, Agnes Etherington
Art Centre
547-6194

QUEEN'S MUSICAL THEATRE

AUDITIONS

for

Bye Bye Birdie

Open to all students and faculty.

Tuesday Nov. 13, 2:00 P.M.

Red Room in Kingston Halls,

Auditions for leading roles

Wednesday Nov. 14, 7:00 P.M.

Poison Room
Auditions for chorus.

- we're stuck with course
evaluations again".

This was ASUS Vice-
President Craig Brown's reaction

to the Arts and Science Faculty
Board decision to reject most of

the recommendations of their

special committee on course

evaluation.

Brown claimed that the
Faculty Board's action was an
abdication of duty by instructors

who dislike course evaluation and
who want to avoid any new
obligations. He stressed that

faculty members must take some
responsibility for evaluating
themselves in a formal manner.
Besides, he insisted, ASUS does
not have the resources to conduct
extensive evaluations of upper-

year courses as would the
Faculty of Arts and Science.

While admitting that ASUS
opposed several of the com-
mittee's proposals for being
poorly framed. Brown noted that

the spirit of some ideas was
worthwhile, and should have
been salvaged. "Anything to

encourage improvement in

teaching techniques is good," he
observed.

Plans for next year's course

evaluation guide are now being

formulated. Although a co-

ordinator has not yet been
chosen. Brown stated that the

main emphasis of course
evaluation this year will be

toward an expanded, more
detailed and generally improved
Freshman guide. Assessments of

uuper-year courses will be
compiled and distributed within

the individual departments.
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Now ycxj can buy
a Digi-matic Calculator

foronly
with batteries and carrying case.

Find percentages
in an instant . .

.

electronically with

the Digi-matic P-8.

Only

99
complete with recharger

and carrying case.

Does everything the T-8

does and more! Percent

key gives percentage
ansv»/er with decimal in

the proper place. Makes
mark-ups, discounts,

interest rates and tax

calculations easy. With

enlarged 8-digit display.

Rechargeable
batteries—

5

hrs. portable

use; recharge
in 7 hrs. on
AC outlet.

Get the right answer everytime,

the instant you need it! Our new
Digi-matic T-8 puts the solution

at your fingertips on the job,

in the classroonn, at your desk,
in your car . . . wherever you need
an answer in a hurry. It's our
lowest priced Digi-matic ... but

even at this low price you get

all our standard Digi-matic

features.

Automatic Constant for continuous

multiplication and division— no need
to re-enter each calculation.

Floating Decimal. Gives you the

correct answer with decimal in the

proper position.

Clear Entry Key clears the last entry

if you make a mistake.

And still more features!

Shows true credit balance.

8-digit read-out with overflow

indicator.

Measures 5^/4 x 3"; weighs just

10 ounces.

Guaranteed for one year.

Runs on 3 AA alkaline batteries for

10 hours portable use.

AC adaptor lets you use your

Digi-matic T-8

with electrical

outlet. Only $5.99

—Simpsons-Sears Ltd.—
1 100 Princess St.

Kingston Shopping Centre
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Genesis: Apotheosis in 9/8
by Michael Rose

12 : 15; the lights on stage are

out. Seconds pass, four seated

musicians are illuminated by
fluorescent lighting. Eerie or-

chestral waves from the

mellotron blast through the

concert hall. A shadow drifts to

the stage center, a dark caped
flgure topped by a cowl, gigantic

eyes appear on the backdrop. The
musicians begin to take off,

sounds of a magical aerial vessel

shooting faster and faster

through the sky. A chill voice and
a macabre face, the microphone
is clutched in a deliberate

fashion: "Watcher of the skies,

watcher of all-His is a world

alone, no world is his own, - He
whom life can no longer surprise,

- Raising his eyes beholds a

planet unknown." Colours of

music sweep over the audience.

Jeweled eyes flash from the

stage. All is as if caught in some
spell. The music builds and
retreats, attacks stabbing,

pursuing, stalking and killing in a

final crescendo. The lights die.

Genesis has arrived at Queen's

for the Midnight Concert.

"Hello, Hello! HEL-lo, hello,

HELLO! The time is 12:30. .
."

Looking like a lunatic britannica

rooster Peter Gabriel spins about

on the stage prattling in his dead

mocking voice a story concerning

a young man dying in the English

Channel; "Selling England by the

Pound". Gabriel on stage is like a

madcap puppet singing con-

voluted polymetaphoric lyrics

with pantomime movement and
orchestral accompaniment.
Musically, Genesis played a kind

of complex neo-rock which has a

great many similarities to Yes,

Jethro Tull or Family. It has a

particular kind of instrumental

tightness which preludes the kind

of musical excesses many
progressive groups get into.

Genesis' sound is a combination

of accelerated chord changes,

syncopated percussion, or-

chestral mellotron and thematic
lead guitar. But, in effect,

Genesis is a total show; music,

voice, words, slides, lights,

special effects and bliack comedy.
The next three numbers were

also from the group's latest

record. In these songs, as with

their entire repertoire, Genesis

was very professionally in

control. Each beat of Phil Collins'

drum kit was precise and ef-

fectively placed. The accuracy of

his time-keeping allowed Michael

Rutherford, the supposed bassist,

to play bass, rhythm and oc-

casional lead break without

concern for the groups rhythm
being lost. They seem to be one of

the few groups which can
manage without a metronomic
bass. Rutherford, though he was
never in a featured role, held the

multi-layer, often pyrotechnic,

music together through his

economical and appropriate
playing. Steve Hackett, on lead

guitar, and Tony Banks, on

various keyboards, provided the

musical wizardry of the show.

Hackett, though highly elec-

tronicized, kept largely to precise

thematie melody lines. His solos

were short and to the point, he
never did the indulgent lead

guitar phallic solo trip. Tony
Banks appeared in a variety of

PBaUDi.V PRESEI^TS

CHHJ5TIVIfl5i.EJHaPE
NIAGARA asv) AMSTEPQAMm 17 n7Z<si:y> JAN 4 }?74

Dr\ n tpsns intepflstionsl sip|me8
I I r""T *COMPLIMENTARY INFLIGHT MEALS AND BAR **4Albs BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE

I r I
**^° REEUND UNLESS ELIGIBLE REPLACEMENT IS FOUND

tJ **PAYKENT IN FULL AT TIME OF APPLICATION
**CHILDREN UNDER TWO YEARS OLD TRAVEL FREE **TRANSP0RTATI0N AVAILABLE TO AND FROM NIAGARA FALLS.

ammm^ Bookings will be treated on a first come first served basis. A separate form is required for

I
each person. When completed and signed, this form should be sent to the ASSOCIATION OF
STUDENT COUNCILS, 44 St. George Street, Toronto, Ontario M5S2E4, with $209.00 cer-Qtified cheque or money order made payable to A.O.S.C. For transport from Toronto to
Niagara FaMs return please add $5.00 bus fare per person at time of payment.

ru
Name AMSTERDAM BOOKING FORM

Passport No

(Mr. Miss.

Address
Mrs) Surname, First

Phone No

Apt. St. No. Street

City

University

Province

I have read the conditions of booking and agree to be bound by them.
++
Please note; Persons who do not have a Canadian passport, American passport OR British
passport with landed immigrant status must have a U.S. TRAVEL VISA.

Signature \.

If you are a minor, please have this form signed by a parent or guardian.
Signature of parent or guardian.

roles: as cinematic overdub
musician, harmonic partner with

the guitars, featured soloist and
"special effects man.

But dissecting the music is

really beside the point. In the

then and there of the concert it

was all of one finely cut piece.

Gabriel flashing about the stage

costumed in a variety of simple

but effective additions to his

basic catsuit, music painting

aural tapestry, lights, slide show
and special effects. The whole
spectacle dominating the viewers

attention like a hypnotic jewel.

The last number was
Genesis' epic song "Supper's

Ready"; being a medley based
around a central theme. The
story line was from the viewpoint

of a seemingly contented married
person who is retreating into a

tortured fantasy world. The song

primarily describes a dream
journey through this macabre
fairyland while the spouse is

getting supper ready. We visit a
very different Christ who's
".

. .fooled you all - Share his

peace - Sign the lease - ... - With
a spoonful of miracle - He's the

guaranteed eternal sanctuary
man." We watch "Iknaton and
Itsacon and their Band of Merry
Men", and ask "How dare I be so

Beautiful?": "he's been stamped
Human Bacon by some butchery
tool, (He is You)". During the

song Gabriel acts out the various
scenes: from a mocking por-

trayal of saccharine
protestations of love, to a mad
bouncing flower to a demonic
caped fluorescent-boxed figure.

And with the line "can't you see
our souls ignite" two flares burst

on stage, -Gabriel jumped out in a
silver rhinestone suit singing a

hymn of the new Jerusalem, the
music faded at the end as Genesis
concluded one of the most
awesome concerts ever per-
formed at Queen's.

Kinncar (TEsterre ij^g

ype Would "You "Relieve "Diamoiid

You've found the right man. You can
haidly believe it. But you better, be-

cause he insists you have a magnifi-

cent engagement ring. We're happy
to help you make the right choice.

The diamond you choose glows with

! plendid brilliance. And you believe
< he best is yet to come.

KI.\ NKJ K 1) ESTKRIJK
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREKT
KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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Art History DSC Series

George Swinton

by Judy Dobias

George Swinton, noted

eskimo art specialist, gave a

dynamic and unconventional

lecture here Friday night. The
eye-catching title, "Titian and
Tiktak", drew a capacity

audience ranging from those who
anticipated a discourse on the

merits of Titian, to others who
had fond memories of Swinton

when he was Queen's resident

artist twenty years ago.

His unpretentious and
relaxed manner put the audience

to ease immediately with his

opening lines on the Kingston jail

walls which introduced his

subject. "Now if the jail walls in

your city had been Roman and
not Canadian, that would have

been a different matter." This, he

stressed, is the barrier the

Canadian art historian must face

in surviving to bring eskimo art

to a level where it is not con-

ceived of as inferior to European

art forms.

Swinton concentrated on an

interesting iconographic and
stylistic problem presented by

two diverse cultures. The Dorset

people in the north west

territories confront severe

weather conditions, starvation

and barren tundra. Con-

sequently, their art is austere,

linear and devoid of decoration.

The Cape Denbigh culture in

Alaska, on the contrary, has an

abundant food supply, the land-

scape is lush and their tem-

perament is analogous to that of

Asia and in particular Polynesia.

This environment is reflected by

a style which is more intricate,

curvalinear and refined.

Swinton clearly illustrated

these differences with examples
of sculpture and adorned harpoon

heads which had in common the

enigmatic "skeletal motif". The
actual joint and bone structure of

- zelonka

animal, primarily the bear, is

indicated by the carver. Swinton

elaborated on this point by going

into the importance of the

Shaman, a cross between the

eastern brahman and medicine

man. The Shaman is capable of a

spiritual flight possibly similar

again to Nirvana; this

"dematerialization" is indicated

by the skeleton which intimates

an emptying out of the earthly,

rather than an attempt to show
an animal beared to the bone in

the literal sense.

Unlike other cultures, there

exists an indefinable rapport

between man and animal.
Swinton stressed, "Killing an

animal is sacred as it is being

used, subsequently the eskimo
had to be grateful to his prey."

He cited an example in that after

killing a seal the eskimo would
give him water.

His preoccupation with ex-

ternal stimuli on the artist was
further analyzed with reference

to the book by Desmond Morris,

The Biology of Art. Monkeys
were taught to make sand
drawings; soon after they were
rewarded a banana for each

"work of art". The conditioning

led to an interesting observation;

the monkeys began to increase

speed and turn out masses of

sand drawings. It is this type of

humorous as well as informative

detail that made the lecture a

memorable one.

Masuko Ushioda

Tschaikovsky

Award Winner

to perform
Masuko Ushioda, hailed by

Moscow Tass as "the greatest

new talent, an artist of ex-

c<!ptional lyricism," will be

performing for the third Grant
Hall Series concert sprjnsored by

the Division of Concerts on

Tuesday, November 13, at 8:30

p.m.

Miss Ushioda has been called

by Joseph Szigeti, one of her

former teachers, "the kind of

event one encounters twice or

three times in a lifetime. It is the

sense of style, the musical in-

telligence, the sincerity of her

impulse, the individuality of her

lovely tone that sets her apart.

The praise which Miss
Ushioda has received throughout

the world shows that she is not

just another violinist. Critics in

London, New York, Amsterdam,
Paris, and Chicago, to name just

a few, have been astonishingly

unrestrained in giving her the

highest of acclaim.

Miss Ushioda and David
James, pianist, will perform the

Mozart Sonata in B flat major, K.

454, the Stravinsky Duo Con-

certant, and the Cesar Franck
Sonata in A major. A featured

work on the programme will be

the J.S. Bach Solo Sonata No. 2 in

A minor.

Since winning the

Tchaikovsky Competition in 1966,

Miss Ushioda has performed with

BrdwedfidmpurSspflngwataC

Andthat's the truth!

virtually every major orchestra

in Europe and the United States,

including the London Philhar-

monic, the Concertgebouw,
ORTF of Paris, the Berlin

Philharmonic, the New York
Philharmonic, the Philadelphia

Archestra, and many others.

She has toured extensively

with Zubin Mehta and the Los

Angeles Philharmonic. In ad-

dition to the major cities of North

America and Europe, she has

toured the Soviet Union twice and
South America as well as the

Orient.

A few single tickets for

Tuesday's performance are still

available from the Division of

Concerts Box Office, Agnes
Etherington Art Centre, 547-6194. 1

Prices are $4 and $3 general, $3
|

and $2 students and senior

citizens.

^eastern
Canaqas,
snow-Cloud
scraper
• 10 lifts^ accommodating
7,500 skiers per hour,
including
the only gondola lift

in Eastern Canada

i>BOimiles of supeitily

groomed traifs

• 2050' verticaf drop

• Beginner's slopes

• 5-day ski week:
use of lifts $25.,

lifts 3. lessons $37.50

• Season from November
to May

Mont Sainle-Anne
ski conditions:
Toronto 4el,

(416) 483-4510

Mont Sainte-Anne
P.O. Box 400, Beaupre
Province of Quebec
(418) 827-4523
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Queen's Orchestra and Singers

Fail to live up to expectations
by Nancy Illman-Tom Cromwell

The Queen's University
Chamber Orchestra and
Chamber Singers presented their

joint concert of the year Saturday

night in Grant Hall. They have
performed superbly in the past,

so great things were expected of

them. Unfortunately they did not

live up to their previous stan-

dards.

The program opened with the

first seven pavanes of John
Dowland's "Lacrimae". This
k\hd of music demands precision

on the part of both conductor and
players if its sense of rhythm and
drive is not to be lost in the

shuffle. Sloppy playing in all

sections of the orchestra was
inexcusable, as was an apparent

tendency for each to try to "hear
itself". As a result of their over-

exuberance, the lute played by
concertmaster Kirk Elliott, was
drowned out; he quite naturally

reacted by forcing the sound.

Two pieces from William

Walton's "Henry V Suite" part of

a film score, provided an in-

terlude of pleasant but bland

music played in a fitting manner.
We then returned to "Lacrimae"
for five of the remaining fourteen

dances. The orchestra improved
remarkably, displaying a much
greater sensitivity and
togetherness. Nancy
MacLachlan's rendition of "Sir

John" proved especially touching

and the first half of tne program
ended with a flourish as all joined

triumphantly in "M. George
Whitehead His Almand."

After intermission the

Chamber choir joined the or-

chestra for a performance of

Handel's Dixit Dominus. This

proved itself to be a fine work,

indeed an amazing one con-

sidering that Handel was only 22

when it was composed.

The performance was a very

capable one and the choir

exhibited great precision, good

tone, and an excellent blend.

There was some very mature,

unaffected well-projected solo

work by Susan Goodwin and
Patricia Jones. Both showed fine

technical assurance, my only

complaint, is that the vocal

by Liz Wood
As I write this, it would

comfort me greatly to hear that

the great Escoffier never owned
a measuring spoon, but I've

never heard that. The sudden
realization that most of my
recipes are imprinted only upon
dinner guests innards has
dampened my enthusiasm. This
need not be an entire disaster : if

you fear you're going to blow it

in the kitchen, have plenty of

wine on hand at the table and no
one will notice that the mess on
their plate is one, much less

give a damn.
Here's a receipe I can

remember, and with a fish store

like Murphy's in town, shame
on you if you cheat. Frozen fish

only vaguely resembles the

fresh variety in flavour, so the

whole point of this recipe is to

buy your fish the day you cook
it.

One 1-inch thick red salmon
steak per person flour for light

coating.

one tablespoon butter per
steak

one sprig fresh parsley per

steak, finely chopped
salt and pepper to season

Pre-heat broiler to 500

degree F.

Coat steaks slightly with

flour and dot one side with half

of the butter. Then place them
about two inches from heat and
cook for three minutes. Turn
with an egg flipper, dot with
remaing butter and sprinkle

with salt and pepper. Broil

another three minutes and
serve them fast with more
butter, the parsley, and lemon
to pass. Don't skimp on any of

the butter, or you'll have dry
boring fish. The steaks go well

with baked or french-fried

potatoes and if you're serving

wine (you should), a dry white

or sauterne is best. Remember,
fish is done when it flakes

slightly with a fork, not when
it's falling apart. Happy
eating....

acrobatics, though well con-

trolled, tened to lack direction or

musical purpose. There was also

some excellent small ensemble
work tuned in by these two
assisted by Jean Callun, Hugh
Agnew and Bill Guthrie. I make
special mention of this as the

singers showed their mettle in

giving a fine performance
despite the rather severe
befuddlement in the cello.

The least satisfactory aspect

of the performance was that the

volume of the orchestra was too

loud. The two groups were of

equal size, so real restraint on the

part of the orchestra was in-

dicated. This was most blatant in

the pensive De Torrente in via

People in the Arts - Margaret Ford

bibet in which the orchestra

made every beat a downbeat and
the choir failed to do much with

(he many beautiful suspensions.

On the whole, however, (he

performance was solid and the

fugal Gloria Patri the choii

exhibited a fine contrapuntal

.sense with every statement of the

subject crystal clear.

A general criticism of the

orchestra and the choir is a

rather ominpresent lack of

musical shape both at the level of

the individual phrases and in

entire movements. If the con-

ductors and ensembles strive to

find the musical peaks and to

make everything aim or follow

from those peaks. Queen's will

have two exceptionally fine

groups on its hands.

by Bruce Chown
People in the Arts will consist

of interviews with people con-

nected with the arts: artists,

administrators, and audience;

the "unsung and the over-

exposed"; students, faculty, and
staff; from within the Queen's

community and, if the op-

portunity arises, from without.

The purpose is to learn about the

arts at Queen's from an in-

dividual's experience. Our first

subject is a committeewoman -

Margaret Ford.

Margaret Ford: fourth year

politics student, transferred from
the University of Alberta in

second year, a D.S.C., a member
of Sc. 44 Co-op, major force in the

Friday evening youth drop-in

programme in North Kingston,

chairperson of the Senate Fine

Arts and Public Lectures
Committee.

JOURNAL: The latter is rather

impressive title. Does it have any
practical importance attached to

it?

MARGARET: It must be un-
derstood that this Committee,
like most Senate Committees, is a

policy making body and does not

really deal with specifics. In

response to your implied
i%iestion, the financial resources

available are in the domains of

the various sub-committees, such

as the Richardson Trust Fund,

and the Dunning Trust Lectures.

By tradition these monies have
been allocated to various specific

projects which become depen-

dent on this funding. The solution

to the problem of finances is not

the re-allocation of funds

presently committed but the

discovery of fresh sources of

income. As this Committee is

concerned with basic wide
concerns in the arts, I feel that it

should look into new sources in

order to keep up with rising costs

and the growing interest in the

arts. With regards to this last

point. The Committee just ap-

proved the Concert Sub-

Committee's- motions to the

Principal that the staff of the

Division of Concerts be increased

and that there be an expansion

,

into the areas of dance and
professional theatre.

JOURNAL: Do you feel that

cultural events should be run as

business enterprises and guided

by the capitalist principle of

making a profit?Or should they

be subsidized? And by whom?
MARGARET: Firstly, I must
admit a bias to socialism as

opposed to capitalism. As a result

I am in favour of sibsidization.

Most students come to university

with academics as their concern,

which is good. However, they

should not limit themselves. I feel

that the arts are part of the

learning experience. The arts are

not solely involved in the

discipline of the mind but in the

whole person. One can expand
imagination and emotions. It is

important that opportunity to

participate in the arts, actively

and passively, should be

available. The university is a

unique opportunity in this respect

because it is here in a compact
total dosage.

The other operative factor is

finances. Some students must
operate on a restricted budget.

They are not willing to risk their

extra money on what they are not

sure that they will enjoy. We
must offer them incentives in the

way of very reasonable prices.

This way they can see a great

diversity for the minimum cost.

As to who should subsidize, it

would be ideal to depend upon
donations. There is a limit to this

and I think that the suggestion

that the AMS levy a cultural fee,

similar to the concert fee, is a

good one. This money could then

be used for acquisitions for

Agnes, financing serious music

concerts, dance recitals, and
professional theatre presen-

tations, and covering costs in

film production.

JOURNAL: Are you simply a

token student Chairperson of a

Senate Committee?
MARGARET: I hope not. I am
not sure how students rate in

other Senate Committees but on

Fine Arts and Public Lectures,

there are four students and three

faculty members. I would say

that as this Committee's
decisions have a great influence

on students' learning ex-

periences, there exists a greater

need for student input. As for the

suggestion that it is a "safe"

committee to give students

control of because there is no

power, I cannot tell at the

moment. The Committee has

only met once this year because

there were three vacancies that

had to be filled. Ask me the same
question at the end of the year.

JOURNAL: You are obviously

interested in the arts. Do you feel

that this is typical of Queen's

students?

MARGARET: I should hope that

we are all interested in the arts.

However, each person has dif-

ferent priorities so each is in-

terested to a different degree.

Perhaps this can be explained by
my example. I love ballet and
enjoy concerts. I am limited by
time and money so I must
discriminate. Unfortunately I

rarely find the time to visit the

Art Centre. We are all governed
by our priorities in interests, time
and finances. I cannot criticize

someone who prefers to sit and
watch televised football, and
drink beer than to attend a recital

of chamber music. I cannot

understand why but I will accept

it. I am critical of people who are

prejudiced against something
when they have not tried it. At

Queen's the incentive is there-

free or inexpensive admission.

Take the opportunity to expand
your learning experience.
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I have no doubt whatever that most people live,

whether physically, iiilelleetiially or morally, in

a very restricted circle of their potential beinj;.

They make use of a very small portion of their

possible consciousness and of their soul's

resources in general, much like a man who, out

of his whole bodily organism, should get into a

habit of using and moving only his little finger . .

. May the practices of meditation not be, after

all, methods of getting at our deeper functional

levels?

William James

Research literature on the physiological,

psychological and sociological effects of

Transcendental Meditation as taught by

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi has grown steadily and
rapidly since the appearance of the first studies

in the areas of physiology (Wallace, 1970) and

behavior (Benson, 1969).

A few short years after the first major paper

on physiological effects of Transcendental

Meditation was published (Wallace, Benson and
Wilson, 1971), we find the number of researchers

engaged in defining the psychobiology of

Transcendental Meditation more than tripling,

in many countries abroad (notably West Ger-

many, Sweden, Holland, South Africa, England
and Australia).

Significant findings have already been

published in prominent scientific and medical

journals including Scientific American, The
Lancet, The American Journal of Physiology,

Science, and The Journal of the American
Medical Association. The results of these studies

indicate that during the practice of Tran-

scendental Meditation the practitioner spon-

taneously and naturally achieves a physical

.state of deep rest and relaxation while mentally

he remains inwardly awake and alert.

Physiological and psychological studies

have objectively demonstrated some of the

many positive reported effects of the regular

practice of Transcendental Meditation. A
.simplified summary drawn from the abstracts of

these studies will follow the discussion I had with

a local instructor in Transcendental Meditation.

What is Transcendental Meditation? Gregg
Wilson, a local teacher of Transcendental

Meditation describes it like this: "It's very

TRANSCENDE1
MEDITATION

for Mind, Bo

simple. Transcendental Meditation is a mental
procedure, practiced at home in a comfortable

chair for twenty minutes two times daily and can

be learned by anyone in a few hours at the local

centre."

Being a direct experience rather than in-

tellectual analysis, no question of ability arises!

"It's very, very easy," Wilson pointed out.

"Every thought we think is an impulse that

comes from deep within the mind." Ordinarily,

however, this impulse is perceived as thought

only during the later stages of its development.

In contrast to this usual experience of thinking at

the surface level of the mind Transcendental

Meditation allows the conscious attention to be

drawn automatically to the deepest and most
refined level of thinking. This innocent spon-

taneous process is increasingly pleasant as the

mind is attracted deep within to the source of

thought. When the mind transcends the subtlest

thinking activity it is expanded to a state of pure

awareness, its own reservoir of creative in-

telligence.
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by W, L. Taylor

While the mind is settling down, the body
experiences deeper levels of relaxation. Mind
and body both experience a state of restful

alertness; the result is a more relaxed, clearer

thinking individual. Regular meditation
develops this more comfortable state of affairs

in one's activity.

"Everyone has so much to do that stress and
strain are gathering in everyone and limiting

their abilities mentally, physically, and socially.

Transcendental Meditation eliminates mental

worries, improves concentration and develops a

clear thinking, relaxed, intelligent mind.
Physically it not only makes one at ease because

of the release of tension but also gives him extra

vitality and more energy, so he can quickly do

what he has to do and be fresh enough af-

terwards to enjoy his accomplishment, and be

peaceful through the whole process. It's obvious

that a clearer thinking individual with more
energy would be more socially agile and ef-

fective. Transcendental Meditation enables one

to unfold natural ability that stress, strain, and
tension hold in check," explained Wilson.

These claims, as extraordinary as they may
seem, have been confirmed by the meditators

themselves. Typical comments have included:

"I can think more clearly"; "It's easier to

concentrate"; "sleeping better"; "much more
energy"; "easier to get along with"; "not as

tense"; "I feel more happier, more content."

The effects of meditation

As the above sampling indicates, the com-
ments have been so far-reaching that the

average person is tempted to regard them as

ridiculous. But the fact is that these claims, and

others, have been substantiated by a significant

amount of evidence. Researchers in a wide

range of medical fields around the world have

found that several profound changes take place

while an individual is meditating. These

changes are listed below, with their references in

parentheses

:

1. During Transcendental Meditation oxygen

consumption and metabolic rate markedly

decrease, indicating a deep state of rest.

(Scientific American, February 1972; Wallace,

Benson, U.S.A.)

2. Breath Rate: During Transcendental
Meditation the breath rate decreases
significantly. Researchers have attributed this

to a more relaxed and rested state of the nervous

system. (The Lancet, April 1970; Allison,

Fjngland.)

;!. Skin Resistance; During stress or anxiety

skin resistance decreases. During Tran-

scendental Meditation skin resistance increases

significantly indicating deep relaxation,

reduction of anxiety, and emotional

disturbances. (Scientific American, February
1<)72; Wallace, Benson, U.S.A.)

I. Cardiac Output: During Transcendental

Meditation cardiac output markedly decreases

indicating a reduction in the workload of the

heart. (Ph. D Thesis, University of California,

Los Angeles; June 1970, Wallace, U.S.A.)
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In addition, meditators show a more stable

response to the stressful stimulus than non
meditators. (Psychosomatic Medicine, 1972,

Orme-Johnson, U.S.A.)

10. Stability: Transcendental Meditation
stabilizes the nervous system as shown by fewer

galvanic skin responses. This stability continues

to be maintained after meditation.

Fewer spontaneous GSR's indicate: more
resistance to environmental disease and
behavioral instability and efficiency in the ac-

tivity of the nervous system and therefore more
energy for purposeful activity. (Psychosomatic
Medicine (in press) 1972, Orme-Johnson, U.S.A.)

11. Motor Performance: In this study two
groups of 15 subjects (college students) per-

formed the Mirror Star-Tracing Task (MSTT).
Transcendental Meditation subjects mediated
for 20 minutes, non-meditators rested with eyes

closed for 20 minutes. Afterwards the subjects

took the test. As a group, meditators did better

than non-meditators.

Good performance on the test indicated

greater co-ordination between mind and body,

greater flexibility, increased perceptual
awareness, greater efficiency, and
neuromuscular integration. (University of

California, Los Angeles, December 1971;

Blasdell, U.S.A.)

12. Learning Ability: Studies show that

meditators perform better on recall tests and
learn more quickly than non meditators.

Meditators also show significantly better results

on more difficult material. The relation between
the practice of meditation and recall ability

indicates that Transcendental Meditation im-

proves memory and learning ability^ (University

of California, Berkeley, February 1972; Abrams,
U.S.A.)

13. Psychology: The Freiburger Personality

Inventory was administered. The results in-

dicate that Transcendental Meditators exhibit a

wide range of favourable traits. These included

reduced nervousness, aggression, depression

and irritability; meditators were inclined to be

more effective, self-assured and "in harmony."
Less psychosomatic disease was recorded

among the meditators. They tended to be more
tolerant in frustrating situations and in better

humour at all times. In addition, those who
practised Transcendental Meditation were found

to be less inhibited and self-critical
;
they were

emotionally more stable and had "greater

staying power." (University of Cologne,

February 1972, Fehr, Germany.)
14. Personality: Independent psychological

studies, using the Personal Orientation In-

ventory as developed by Shostram and tests

developed by Shelley, indicate that subjects

practising Transcendental Meditation become
more self-actualized.

Characteristics of self-actualized people

have been summarized by Maslow as follows:

increased acceptance of self, of others and of

nature; increased ability to enjoy social in-

teraction; increased abihty to enjoy solitude;

greater freshness of appreciation and emotional

richness ; increased autonomy and firm identity

;

improved inter-personal relationships; greater

creativity; superior perception of reality; in-

creased spontaneity, expressiveness and
Hvehness. (Journal of Counselling Psychology,

May-June 1972, Seeman, Nidich and Banta,

U.S.A.)

During Transcendental Meditation oxygen
consumption and metabolic rate markedly
decrease, indicating a deep state of rest. This

deep state of physical rest is the basis for the

improvements meditators experience mentally,

physically and socially.

The effects of Transcendental Meditation

may be summarized as follows:

Physiological : Transcendental Meditation

produces a deep state of restful alertness which
rejuvenates and normalizes the functioning of

the nervous system.

Psychological: Transcendental Meditation

eliminates mental stress, promotes clearer

thinking and greater comprehension; it enriches

perception, improves outlook and promotes
efficiency and effectiveness in life.

Sociological : Transcendental Meditation

eliminates tension and discord and promotes
more harmonious and fulfilling interpersonal

relationships, thus making every individual

more useful to himself and others and bringing

fulfillment to the purpose of society.

The combined physiological, psychological

and sociological changes produce an overall

effect of fullness of life. The elimination of

mental, physical and behavioral abnormalities

through the release of deep , stress produces a

sense of fulfillment and internal harmony. With
the tools of modern science, we can now
systematically evaluate the objective causes

and expressions of this inner, personal

development produced by Transcendental
Meditation.

There will be an Introductory Lecture on
Transcendental Meditation, Wednesday, Nov. 14

at 8:00 p.m. in Stirling Hall, Theatre A. For any
information or research reprints call 542-4693.

Study of 570 subjects
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Subjects practising Transcendental Meditation show a marked decrease in the use of non-
prescribed drugs.
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A.M.S.
AND ONCE AGAIN

(But for the last time this term)...

The Education Commission of the AMS
Holds An Organization Meeting, Relevant To The New Year

•Justification Day at Queen's

•Study of AMS Residence Tour Report

•Outline & Publicity of Prospective Outer Council Members' Duties

•Etc.

Thursday, November 15, 7.00 pm McLaughlin Hall (Union)

All those involved in activities must attend

New ideas welcome, more bodies desired

AMS Constables

Applications for the position of

AMS Chief Constable
will be accepted in the AMS office^

Students Union until 5:00 p.m.,

Friday, November 23.

AMS Education Commission

Law for the Layman

"^Buying and Selling a House""

T.V. program followed by live discussion.

Wednesday, Nov. 14

Room 111, Earl Hall

Free copies of You and the Law will be available

Are you a pompous ass?

Can you walk backwards on your hands?

Do you mind getting your hands dirty?

YES, then come to the meeting of

AMS CULTURAL AFFAIRS

WED. NOV. 14, 8.00

UNION 3rd floor common room

Anyone else is welcome.

A.M.S. CULTURAL AFFAIRS
duly gives notice that

Queen's Campus may be

subject to quick and

sporodic reprisal

attacks by

GUERRILLA MUSICIANS.
(you have been worned)

Any persons interested in

forming a DEBATING UNION,
participating in a performing

MODERN DANCE group, or

enlisting as one of 87 secret

operatives, please leave name
with CULTURAL AFFAIRS,

AMS office, 547-6165

or contact Bruce Chown

RIDE THE KINGSTON BUSES
Free upon presentation of red student card
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letters to the editors

In defense of

"insipid"
Dear Editors,

I am writing this to publicly congratulate Lloyd

G. Anderson, the 'MAN' (he's obviously past

childhood!) responsible for writing such an "open-

minded" (a true sign of his maturity) letter con-

cerning the theme and events of Suzy-Q week. I

ardently wish I had the wisdom and maturity that

this "MAN" so uninsipidly displays.

Lovingly yours,

Ja^ie Corbett

P.S. The Journal is still great.

Sensationalist

reporting

criticized
Dear Editors,

Your last two issues have contained articles on

the matter of Course Evaluation, and in each case

my views of the subject have been splashily

displayed. In the first case, I was inclined to ignore

the distortion and oversimplification of an article

which was the result of a hurried phone call. In the

second case, I cannot excuse your reporter's sen-

sationalist tactics.

The most obvious example is your headline - my
comment did not refer to the report as a whole, but

to an individual section of the introduction.

Similarly my comments on numerical evaluations

were directed to the sample evaluation form con-

tained in the report. I object most violently to

having my criticisms of the specific and detailed

sections of a single report applied on so grandiose a

scale.

Course Evaluation is a complex and touchy
subject; and one on which feeling invariably runs
high. The kind of interpretation your reporter is

guilty of can do nothing to further the credibility of

student response to that issue. Might I suggest that
in future your reporter read the material under
consideration, and take a little more care to report

the context and tone of such a meeting.

Eleanor Crowder

AMS constable

tactics explained
Dear Editors,

I received a very prompt reply to my letter

concerning Oom-pa-pah (Friday, Nov. 2) from Ian

Nordheimer, AMS Chief Constable (at the time of

the letter). In this letter he pointed out certain facts

of which I and many others werenot aware. I con-

sider them worthwhile to print so that others may
understand, as I do now, the reasons behind the

actions to which I objected.

'D At 11:00 p.m. the doors for Oom-pa-pah were
closed for the night on my orders. This was done
because there were over 2500 people in the arena
and there was, in my opinion, a good chance of

serious trouble arising.

2) Between the opening of the doors and about

10:30 p.m. there was a fairly equitable distribution

of people between the floor area and the bleachers.

However, shortly after, there was a sudden shift,

almost en masse, which led to the floor of the arena

becoming impossibly congested.

3) There were a number of instances of beer

being thrown, cuts resulting from broken beer

bottles, etc. that led to more people being thrown
out of this particular event than have been ejected

from all other events this year.

4) Because of the congestion on the floor a

number of coats and jackets were stolen and also at

one point a constable was assaulted by a student.

Had the constable concerned not been of the

physical size that he was, he would have been in

serious difficulty as it was taking other constables

as much as five minutes to get from another

position to render assistance.

5) From about midnight on, a number of people

left which would have allowed more people to be let

in. However, in my opinion, this could not have been
relied on and consequently I did not wish to run the

risk of having people wait in line for an hour or more
then tell them they could not get in."

I appreciated the reply.

Sincerely,

Susan Meech

Unsatiated,

rejected and

unimpressed
Dear Editors,

I would like the following to be printed in the

next "Journal".

Once upon a time, last March, to satiate a lust

for power, I sought admission to the Senate Sub-

Committee on Athletics. Eagerly I obtained a

nomination and filled out the remaining portion of

the application - "a statement of interest" in 25

words or less. Shortly afterward a retiring Senator

also applied, making my application in-

consequential.

Dauntless I applied once again upon hearing of

a new opening, this time on the Committee for

Campus Planning. The intervening 7 months having
bestowed upon me the grace and wisdom that

maturity proverbially brings, I was able this time to

use the full 25 words. All I had to do then was to

patiently wait for my interview. But all I received

was a letter of rejection from a Mr. Duncan Sin-

clair, Chairman of the Senate Nominating Com-
mittee saying, "It was very difficult in many in-

stances to choose between so many well qualified

applicants and the committee regretted that it could

not utilize the wealth of talent available. .
."

Needless to say I was duly impressed by the fact

that all this could be gleaned from such a short

"statement of interest", not to mention that a
selection was made.

So now I have resigned myself to the fact that

apathy is the best policy and leave you with the

moral of my tale: DON'T BOTHER!
Alas, Sic transit gloria "Reginarum".

Robert Story

Queens

I
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PIZZA
CHALET
544-1227

PRINCESS/~^f^

BARRiE ^^^^

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

QUEEN S DEPARTMENT OF DRAMAJ
PRESENTS * * ' ^

'

THE
HOUSE

OF

BERNARDA ALBA
NOV. 7-10 AND NOV. 14-17 AT 8:30 P.M.

CONVOCATION HALL
STUDENTS $1 NON-STUDENTS $2 TEL: 547-6291

ECKANKAR
Ancient Science of Total Awareness

Know Yourself

Experience true spiritual unfoldment by practising the once

secret Eckankar Total Awareness Teachings that have come to

us from Antiquity. We invite you to our open introductory talk on

Karma; Reincarnation; Soul travel and Contemplation.

McLaughlin Room, Student's Union

Tuesday, November 13, 4.30 p.m.

Free Admission

Queen's
Division of Concerts
in Conjunction with the

CBC
presents

the 190 voice

TORONTO MENDELSSOHN CHOIR

and the

CANADIAN BRASS
SATURDAY 24 NOVEMBER 8:30 p.m.

ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL
(Corner of Johnson & Clergy)

Tickets: $1.00 students and general

Divison of Concerts Box Office

Agnes Etherington Art Centre^

547-6194

Clover Leaf Market

HEALTH FOODS
GRANOLA, WHOLE GRAIN CEREALS,
FLOURS, SUNFLOWER SEEDS, ETC.

GROCERIES
SUNDRIES

PRODUCE
HOUSEWARES

MEATS
Men. to Fri. - 8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Sot. - 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

"We Deliver" -S46 SS66

Corner Princess and University Ave.
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unclassifieds

HI SUZIE Q and friends: You don't

know my new address? Now you
do! Mike Gilbert, Room 340,

McNeill House, 544-7022.

CREAM AND SUGAR in your eye,

Cathy? B.S.

TO MISS P. You really are nuts!

(Wtiat about your nuts? They're
chestnuts, that's what.) Thanks.
Mr. V.

LOST: a silver charm bracelet In

Module 5, basement of Chown
Hall. If you have found it please

phone 544-7150 and ask for Nancy.
It is of great sentimental value so

please return.

WANDERLUST IV is coming! Get
your buttons now!

TACKS: 1 year old, excellent con-

dition, size 9' 2, $50 call Tony, 544-

1557.

SINGLE ROOM: now available at

West Campus. Males only need
apply. Phone 544-8521.

SVEICIENS! SAtiksimies. Saturday
night Nov. 17 at the Pub Atrodies

Agri!

CATHARINE! DON'T read this 'til

tomorrow!! Happy Birthday Kid!

Love S.R.O.

FOR SALE: One pair of size 9 Adidas
men's skates size 9. Only used one
half season. Excellent condition

S20. Phone 544-1976.

FREE ROOM TO SHARE in two
bedroom modern apartment. Only
"liberated" females with excellent

culinary skills, good looking (over

5 ft. 2 in., long legs, big tits), need
apply. Urgently required. Must
share food costs, cooking, cleaning

and room. Allowed use of

facilities. If interested contact the

"hog" or RO at 544-9059. Only
serious applicants please.

WOULD THE PERSON who picked-

up a mars-staedfler slide rule in

RM 310 Ellis Hall on Wednesday,
Please drop it off at the office in

Goodwin Hall. Has immense
sentimental value besides having
cost me a bundle. P. Reid.

TIRED OF YOUR DOUBLE ROOM?
W nt a change. Single Room
av liable at beautiful EIrond
College. Sauna, ping-pong,
downtown location. Close to

Campus. Phone 544-1842.

SKI TRIP - Madonna Mtn. Jan. 1-4.

Five days unlimited skiing, 5

nights luxurious condominium
accommodation at base of slopes,

use- of sauna, heated pool, return

transportation (from Kingston)
Food. Complete S125.00. Also in-

cludes Skating, apres ski. Call 544-

7916 Mon.-Fri. 7 pm to 12 pm.
ALL FRIENDS AND FOES OF ONE

Mike Lalonde (Applied Science
'75) are commanded to appear at

his 21st birthday party at 2

Johnson Street, (alias "Frontenac
Annex") on Friday, November
16th. B.Y.O.B. Happy 21st Mike --

Dawn and Di.

;OUND, Vicinity Albert and Earl:

Ffemale, longhaired pussy, grey
with tan splotches. Three to four

months old. Anyone knowing
//hereabouts of her owner (s)

kindly phone 542-8137.

FOURTH LEO EC. MACHINES,
mouthpiece, 001, frigidaire, water-
logged, and munchkin marauder
cordially invite you to help us
celebrate suzie-q week, details

later, love ya; the five marauders.
IF YOU'RE TIRED after a long week,

why not come to the fireside pub in

the Red Room, Kingston Hall, on
Friday afternoon, 3.30 to 6.00 pm
Beer .40c. Relax!

DEAR JANET It is about time that a

Geography major and an Engineer
once again get together. Let's not

delay as social life is slowing down
with the coming of exams. ..Love
Ted.

LOST: SCIENCE JACKET, Physics
'76 missing at the Student Union
Pub Thursday night Reward of-

fered. Please call Richard Braif,

Rm. 134 Earl St. Res. 544-7980.

SUGARBUM, I hope you got good and
commenced on the weekend and
that It didn't Wayne two much!
Luv Toadie.

BUMMER!!! Our phones were put out
by the Leonard Fire. To contact
any of the following people in the
Leonard Annex, leave messages
at: 544-7443, -7427-36. C'mon Susie-

Q!!! Greg Sylvester, Charlie
(Tuna) Murdoch, Harry Binks,
Roger Roy, Richard Hall, Paul
Morel, Peter Case, Ian Fraser,
Andrew Boniwell.

THIS COULD PUT the ice-ing on your
cake of infantile dreams. Come to

the SUZIE-Q SKATING PARTY!
Revert to the time when boys were
boys but didn't know the dif-

ference.

AFRAID OF HOT DATE? Cool him
off by taking him to the SUZIE-Q
SKATING PARTY, Friday, 2.30 -

4.30. Don't forget your idiot mit-

tens!

THE LAKE HASN'T FROZEN yet,

but Jock Harty has. Sharpen up
those old cheese-cutters and whirl
him around the ice, FRI DAY, 2.30 -

4.30, Suzie-Q SKATING PARTY.
COURSE EVALUATION- Red Room-

Kingston Hall- 9.30 Wed. Where
are we going this year?

ORIENTATION COMMITTEE '74:

Academic-David Dowsett-History
maior-298 University Apt. 2; In-

formation & Communication-
Doug Hedden-Life Sciences-312
University; Social Culture- Linda
LeSueur- Politics major- 601A Vic
Hall; Chairman-Wendy Bremner
Life Sciences 207A Vic Hall;

Phone nos.: Wendy Bremner 544-

8320; David Dowsett 544-4914;

Doug Hedden 546-7018; Linda
LeSueur 544-8406.

GAEL APPLICATIONS: These may
be picked up in the outer AMS
office any time after Wed. noon
Nov. 14. Deadline is Dec. 3, 1973.

WATERBEDS: This week only, a free
fill kit with our basic waterbed at
$79.95 (includes frame) call

HALCYON WATERBEDS, 544-

9540, 6-9 pm and we'll send you a
package of free literature on
watertaeds.

ROOMS AVAILABLE in Science '44

Co-op for guys and girls. If in-

terested please contact Ruth
Fraser at 544-4864.

CHRISTMAS IS CLOSER THAN YOU
THINK. Forget about the formal
studio portraits and have your
sitting in the country. Call Photo
Image before the November
monsoons for a portrait that will

make a special gift. Telephone 546-

7770 or drop in at 33 Brock.

ORIENTATION 74
is underway!

Gael Applications: These may be
picked up in the outer A. M.S. office any
time after Wednesday noon, Nov. 14th.

The deadline for these applications is

Dec. 3, 1973.

^lakeyour date
to a \s/6rldJamous

restaurant

McDonald's
277 BATH RD.

The Ontario Public Service
has openings for

, • Administrative Trainees • Community Planners

• Land Use Planners • Foresters • Biologists

• Human Rights Officers • Civil Engineers

• Welfare Field Workers • Social Workers

• Agricultural Specialists

• For more information on these jobs see your placement office.

Interview Details

• On campus recruitement

January 28/29
(November 20/21 — Engineers only)

• For most of these jobs a completed

personal information form and

Ontario Public Service attachment

must be received by your place-

ment office by DECEMBER 5, 1 973.

SEE YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE NOW!

If you're interested in more information on Ontario's

Public Service, plan to attend the information session

Poison Room, Students Union, 11 a.m. -2 p.m.

Monday, November 19

Ontario

Ontario Public Service
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Swinnard leads Gaels over St. Lawrence 68-59
by Chris Boon

A twenty point performance

by forward Derek Swinnard led

the Queen's Golen Gaels to a 68-57

win over the St. Lawrence
College Big Blue Thursday
evening. The Geals trailed by five

at the half, 32-27, but overcame
the deficit, with Swinnard
scoring 14 points in the second

half.

Pat Harris, an honourable-

mention Eastern all-star with

Ottawa U. last year, added 9

points, while rookie guard Jack
Muir hit for 8. Rob Smart and
Bruce Nickel had 6 points apiece

for the Gaels.

For St. Lawrence, Kim
McKenzie hit 16 points before

fouling out, while Terry Stoqua

added 14 and Tino Mussio 6.

Queen's came out like they

bews news
Civil Math is still the king in the castle with a little more than a

thousand point bulge over PHE and Mechanical Engineers. Arts 76

has moved into a solid fourth position, and if their stunning upset over
last years Bews hockey champions is an indication of the future, their

upward mobility may indeed be difficult to hold in check.
• This years Bews Flag Football championship corwn belongs to

Law 74, but our two other mud crowns have not yet been awarded.
Commerce 76 meets Commerce tonight, and the winner goes against

PHE in.a two gariie total point Rugger final Wednesday and Thursday.
In soccer, the amazing Business Grad Blazers met the odds

makers favourites. Science 77 in a semifinal succer match last night,-

although the results were not available at press time. The winner will

encounter the stalwart Arts 76 club tonight in championship soccer
action.

Softball standings have been posted, and Law 74 leads division HI
with six undefeated appearances, while PHE and Meds lead Division

II and Commerce 74 and Civil-Math lead Division I, all with un-

blemished four game winning records.

The playoffs in Volleyball will commence Wednesday evening,

and the oddsmakers have not been able to establish any favourites in

any of the divisions to come away with all the silverware, although this

writer likes Arts 75, and now that they have been bestowed with the

kiss of death you can pick your favourite. If you Susie Q'sare looking

for some exciting dating potential, volleyball players tall and tan,

young and exciting...!

Simon Beitler reminds all sticks that closing date for all water
polo entrees is November 16th, don't be left out of the pool. Finally

there is a meeting of all sticks tonight at 7.00 p.m. in Seminar A. A
special note of interest is that Arts 76 will be putting forth a proposal

for an intercollegiate intramural hockey tournament, so be there for

the discussion.

would run away with the game,
with Muir, who has returned to

the basketball wars after a two-
year layoff, hitting for six quick
points to open up an early lead.

St. Lawrence battled back,
mostly on the strength of

McKenzie's performance, and
closed the gap, as the Gaels
substituted freely during the

second quarter.

Several glaring defensive
lapses late in the game and some
untimely turnovers gave the Big
Blue a five-point edge at the half,

but the Gaels managed to avoid
getting rattled. When the under-

strength St. Lawrence squad got

into foul trouble late in the

game, the Gaels were able to pull

away for the comfortable win.

All was not sweetness and
light for the Gaels, however.
They showed a disturbing ten-

dancy to miss open shots, and
layups still appear to be beyond
Queen's capabilities (for the

third straight year). Defensively,

the Gaels must get tougher play

on the boards, especially from
Corky McLeery, if they expect to

hold their own with the taller

OUAA squads.

There were some en-

couraging signs, too. The play of

Muir at guard and Bruce Nickel

at forward gave promise of some
good things to come, while the

offense in general looked much
sharper, passing the ball with

authority, and playing a

disciplined pattern attack that

usually resulted in an open shot.

If we can just start making these,

things should be enjoyable.

The Gaels will take on
R.M.C. here tonight at 7.30 p.m.
in the first league game of the

season.

Derek Sw^innard fights for rebound with St. Lawrenqe'
McKenzie

wood

Kim

Morris Maidens (?) dump Ban Righ 20-6
by John Bottomley

The Women's Inter-Residence Football
season opened on Sunday with a smashing
victory for "The Belles of Morris" over a

determined but outclassed squad from the halls

of Ban Righ. The final score: 20-6.

Plucky Judy Berkeley was the pilot of the

highly organized Morris attack. The entire team
demonstrated a richness and fullness of spirit

which made them the envy of all those who were
in attendance.

The Morris maidens presented a

magnificent defense, which after an initial lapse

blanketed the potentially explosive offence,

forcing all sorts of turnovers and things like that.

^ Sarah 'Twinkle-Toes' Dickie started the

Morris machine on its way with a magnificent

one yard plunge over the line. Ann'Legs' Cowan
gave them their second major, and Judy 'Judv'

Berkely contributed their third. Judy, by the

way, was playing with a severely injured arm.
The two point convert came on the last TD, and is

credited to Diane.

The scoring for the game Ban Righ team all

came on a single fleet-footed Carolyn
Broadhurst.

Unless I miss my guess, this Morris team is

going all the way, under the prestigious coaching
of 'Humphrey and Al'.

Panelists Wanted For

UNDER ATTACK
-2 programs to be taped in

Grant Hall on Tuesday

November 27th

A member of the production staff will be on
campus to meet prospective panelists. Open
meetings for all interested students will be
held:

- Thursday Nov. 15 - 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Friday Nov. 16 - 2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

at 165 University Avenue
or

' leave your name and phone number at

A.M. S. office.

Department of Film Studies Presents

A Weekend of Horror Classics

The horror film, perhaps because of its continuing box office popularity, has often been
associated with superficiality and escapism. While the genre, like any other, has at times fallen

victim to certain degrees of cross commercialism. It has generated an extraordinary number of film

classics which continue to intrigue audiences and film critics alike. We are pleased to present three
outstanding and personal films which stand as our tribute to the beat In the horror genre.

Friday, Nov. 16 - 8 p.m. • "Tomb of L^igia"

(Great Britain, 1964) Directed by Roger Cornnan with

Vincent Price, Elizabeth Shepherd

Saturday, Nov. 17 - 3 p.m. • "Freaks"
(USA, 1932) Directed by Todd Browning

Saturday, Nov. 17-8 p.m. - "Fearless Vampire Killers"

(Great Britain, 1967) Directed by Roman Polanski with

Sharon Tate and Roman Polanski

ELLIS HALL AUDITORIUM. Adm. $1 per screening
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Rugby Gaels

grind Gryphons
by Andy Page

On a Western University field more suited to dog-sled racing than

rugby, the Queen's University 2nd XV defeated their Guelph op-

ponents 9-0 in the finals of the OUAA Rugby 2nds competition last

Saturday.

The team played a sound and solid 70 min. to score its victory. The
first half was scoreless, and was marked by the struggle for physical

and psychological dominance so often found in playoff rugby. Queen's

early on demonstrated its ability to monopolize possession of the ball,

and to stay on the offensive in Guelph's half of the field. Queen's

missed several chances to score by the most narrow of margins, and
there can be no doubt that if the field had not been covered by 6 or 8

inches of snow, the score would have been 10-0 at the half.

The team came back to score in the second half, and did so in short

order. After some excellent play the forwards served the ball out to the

backs, and a cool play by center Drummond MacDougall put Richie

Evensen across for the score. Only after the cheers and celebrations

were over was it realized that a Queen's forward had stepped on a

sideline before the ball went to the backs. A line-out ensued at the

Guelph lO-yards line; Queen's regained possession, and once more
passed the ball to the backs ; the same two centres combined again to

put the ball down near the Guelph posts. With fullback Ruggles
Pritchard's convert the score was 6-0 (4 for the try; 2 for the convert)

and Guelph's spirit was broken. It was Queen's most convincing score

of the season and was ample to win the championship. There remained
only a penalty kick by Pritchard to bring the score to its final level of 9-

0. It could as well have been 29-0: Queen's was in virtually complete
control of the game for the last 20 minutes.

It was a memorable season for all concerned, and the victory

champagne tasted sweet. The Q.R.F.C. and Queen's Rugby teams can
look forward to good years ahead. The success of the 2nds team shows
that there is a lot of talent at Queen's, and that with good leadership

there could be OUAA Champion teams here next year in both 1st and
2nd leagues.

On the same snowy fields, a Queen's 7-a-side team won the con-

solation round of the OUAA tournament for that sport. Another
Kingston team, RMC, won the championship. Queen's were last year's

winners.

The main feature of the "Western Winter Carnival" was the

OUAA first team championship. In a bruising, physical game York
beat defending champs Western convincingly, 13-3. York lost only one
game this season, ten days ago, to Queen's, 16-4.

Fall rugby is now over. Queen's plans for the future include winter
I raining and some spring games which may include a tournament. For
next fall a pre-season tour is a strong possibility. So don't forget,

Rugby is an active sport at Queen's, and it has a long and proud
tradition : it was in Rugby - "Rugger" as it is now called - that Queen's
won the Grey Cup.

Inyourown way.
Inyour own time.

Onyourown terms.

Youll take to the

taste ofFlayerk Filter

Warning: The Department of National Health and Welfare advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.

Southern Comfort: it's the only way to travel.
Join the fun on the S.S. Southern
Comfort. The party takes off any
night and the only baggage you
need is sonne Southern Comfort,
ice, and mix.

See you on the levee.

Arrivals from the South:

Cold ComfMi

Pour V// ounces of Southern Comfort
over crustier) ice. Add a twist of lemon.

Comfort Screwdrivw

Pour W-/ ouncci of Southern Comfort

over ice. Top up with orange juice,

Cwnforl Collint

Ml/ 1 // ounces of Southern Comfort
v/ith ttie )uice of a quarter of a lime,

A'Jd some ice. fill the glass with

lemon lime drink.

Try ttMM, too:

Comfort 'n' Cola,

Comfort and Tonic,

Comfort (Jaif^uiri, etc , etc
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Hockey Gaels dump Gryphons 9-2
by Peter Watts

Queen's Golden Gaels hockey
club kicked off their 1973-74

season on Saturday night with a

9-2 victory over the Guelph
Gryphons before more than a

thousand fans at the Harty
Arena. In typical fashion, the

Gryphons got a bit chippy when
they started to fall behind. Garry
Green of the Gryphons and
newcomer Dave Parks of the

Gaels were both thrown out of the

game late in the third period

when they became involved in a

fight. The Gryphons took eleven

penalties and the Gaels eight.

If one were to attach num-
bers to the Gaels' lines, it would
seem at first glance that the

threesome of Bill Sweeney, Don
Langill and Jim Sunstrum
might be ranked behind Bob
Clayton's line of Mike Lynch and
Ron Shepherd and Colin Loudon's

line of John Cerre and Bob Gillet.

But if you're tempted to put the

lines in that order, you'd better

forget it. Queen's have three well-

balanced lines this year, for the

first time in the last four or five

seasons. The Sweeney line ac-

counted for three goals with

Sweeney getting two of them and
Langill the other. Sunstrum drew
five assists. Defensemen Steve

Gross and Frank Coffey each
scored twice for the Gaels and
Bob Clayton and Colin Loudon
finished off the scoring. Bill

Hanson and Dave Faragp replied

for Guelph.

Gaels goalie Dave Dungey makes save Saturday as defense clears out Guelph in front of net
- merrithew

The Gaels led 1-0 after the

first period and jumped into a 4-0

lead before the Gryphons got on

the scoreboard with two quick

goals late in the second period.

For a time it looked like the Gaels

might fold but they came through

with five unanswered goals in the

final period to salt away the

victory. The Gaels outshot the

Gryphons 38-18 over the sixty

minutes.

Other weekend scores which
were available from this

weekend's play . . . Toronto 4,

Carleton 0; McMaster 5, Windsor
4; York 5, RMC 3. The rest of the

scores and the standings to date

will hopefully be available by
Friday.

Other notes . . . Dave Dungey
stopped Dave Farago on a break-

away in the first period with the

Gaels leading 1-0 .. . it could

have saved the game for the

Gaels . . . Rick Leroy was a

standout on defense all evening

for the Gaels . . . The Gaels will

meet Waterloo Warriors next

Saturday evening at the Harty
Arena at 8 p.m. The game will be

carried live on CFRC from the

opening face-off.

Jim Sunstrotn (17) prepares to set up yet another goal merrithew

Waterpolo still in first
Queen's waterpolo Gaels maintained their

hold on first place in the east division of the

OUAA this past weekend with a pair of victories

in the third tournament of the season hosted by
York University. The Gaels beat Toronto 7-4 and
then topped Ottawa 8-6. Chris Whately and Mike
Fox led the Queen's attack in the first game with

two goals each
;
singles went to Peter Lapp, Gord

Houston and Bruce Hopkins. In the second game
Jim McFadyen and Peter Lapp scored twice

each and Whately, Houston, Fox, and Hopkins
finished off the scoring.

The Golden Gaels' coach Simon Beitler was
pleased with the performance of the team as a

well disciplined unit which foiled their opponents

efforts to capitalize on penalties.

- The Gaels now lead the eastern division by
two points over Ottawa ; the Gaels have 13 points

on the strength of six wins and a tie in eight

games. The GeeGees have five wins, a tie and
two losses. RMC follows with 8 points; then

comes Toronto with seven and the Yeomen with

a single point. McMaster, perennial contenders

in the west, continue to dominate that division.

The Gaels will be idle this week but will

continue to prepare for the regular scheduled

tournament that they will host on Nov. 23rd and
24th in the Queen's pool.

Swimmers set

four meet records
Some favourable comments from participants and an

outstanding series of races. That's the story of the third annual

Queen's Co-ed Swimming Invitational Meet held on Saturday in

the Queen's Pool. For the hundred or so fans who dropped in on
Saturday throughout the day, they were treated to some fine

performances by some of Canada's top swimmers. A total of

twenty individual and team "meet" records were set in the

meet, out of a total of thirty events.

Seven clubs took part in the meet: Etobicoke Memorial
Aquatic Club (EMAC), Trenton Dolphins, Gloucester Swim
Club, Ottawa Kingfish, Cornwall YM-YWCA, Scarborough
Swim Club and the men's and women's intercollegiate teams
from Queen's. The tricolour contributed four new meet records

to the overall total of twenty. The highlight was the victory by
Queen's in the men's 400 yard medley relay team of Rob Stod-

dard, John Pearson, John Grinter and Paul Lucas. The team cut

more than 3 seconds off the best previous time as they beat out

EMAC to win the event. Rob Stoddard contributed two more
record setting performances in the 100 yard and 200 yard breast

stroke with times of 1:02.6 and 2:19.6 respectively. His time for

the 100 yard is .1 second faster than the best time posted in

Canadian intercollegiate swimming last year. Stoddard's time

in the 200 yards is only .5 seconds slower than the best time in

Canada last year. John Pearson also set a new mark in the 100

yard butterfly with a time of 55.6 seconds.

EMAC dominated the meet in both men's and women's
events and won a total of 18 events. But it was in their overall

depth that the Toronto club showed its real strength. In several

events, the EMAC club occupied three or four of the top six

positions and managed to count points for the team total. EMAC
won the meet with Ottawa Kingfish finishing second and
Queen's third.

So, a very successful and well-run meet on Saturday and we
congratulate the Queen's teams for their fine showing. A special

tip of the hat to the timers, scorers, typists and all other officials

whose hard work made it all possible.

The men's relay team will head for Ottawa this weekend for

the OUAA relay finals hosted by the University of Ottawa.
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World: US Congress curbs war powers
WASHINGTON- The lloiiso iiiid

Sonalo Wednesday overrode

I'resident Nixon's veto of a bill

curbinf^ the President 's power to

wage an undeclared, prolonged

war. The congressional action

means that the President is

specifically barred from con-

ducting prolonged military

operations such as those in

Vietnam - without a lornial

declaration of war Irom
Congress.

The bill was vetoed by

President Nixon when it was first

passed but the veto has been

overridden by a two-thirds vote

by both houses of (\)ngr(!ss.

It was the first time in nine

attempts this year that Congress
has overridden a presidential

veto and represents a major
political defeat for the President.

Many senators of Mr. Nixon's

own party voted against him.

MIDDLE EAST- Israel and
Egypt signed a peace pact
Sunday in spite of Israeli

r(!servations over some points

and omissions. The pact was
signed at 3 p.m. Sunday on the

Suez-Cairo road about 60 miles

from the Egyptian captial.

The basic points of the pact

were

:

- Egypt and Israel agree to

observe scrupulously the

ceasefire called for by the UN
security council.

—Both sides agree to start

discussion immediately over
return to the Oct. 22 positions.

—The town of Suez will

receive daily supplies of food,

water and medicine. All wounded
civilians in the town will be

Canada: Acupuncture

schools to be opened
TORONT' 1- Provincial Health

Minister Kichard Potter told the

legislature Thursday that the

province will .set up acupuncture
training centers, probably
issociated with university
iiicdical programs.

Acupuncture is the Chinese
;irl ot mserting needles in various

iK)dy i)oints to help the healing

;irocess

I)r Potter said that he hadn't

received all the reports on the

"'chnique yet but that he ex-

[lectr'd the recommendations
wiuld not limit the program to

'loctrjrs

Kf.\f;.STO.\- The first contingent

>t (he Canadian peacekeeping
force for the Middle East formed
up here over the weekend and left

for Cairo. The force numbered
110 men and officers of whom
alxjut UK) were from the signals

regiment stationed here in

Kingston.

It is not known what the

eventual size of the Canadian
contingent will be. The Candians,

along with the Poles, will be

res|:>f)nsible for logistic supfxjrt

for the rest of the UN truce

supervision force. They are not

expected to fx; involved in any
front line activity.

OTTAWA In al^out three w(;eks

Ottawa and the surrounding area
will get its gasolinr; and sorri*,- of

its heating oil from w<;st<;rn

Canada instf;ad of from refineries

in Montreal,

A refined products pipeline

connecting Kingston and Hrock-

vill'f if, being reopened, after

b<;ing unused for 12 years, and
will used to connect Toronto
with the Ottawa market.

At Ihc rnornent the pipeline is

operating in two sections. One
connects Toronto (o Kingston

while the other voniu-ity, Mon
• '.'I to f-'ornwall and Ottawa

' a npur to BrfK.'kville.

The new plan calls for Brock-
\ille and Ottawa to be served

from the Toronto end of the

network with the spur from
Cornwall to Brockville being

closed down.

TORONTO- Toronto City Council

has passed resolutions asking for

provincial financial help to

replace the lead-contaminated
soil around two metal smelting

plants and to relocate residents

who are afraid of possible lead

poisoning. Council also asked for

help in expropriating the two
plants and compensating anyone
liurt by the plants' closing.

One of the two plants, Canada
Metal Co. I^td., was closed down
lor three days when laboratory

l eport showed high levels of lead

in the blood of three persons
living near it. The plant was re-

opened, however, when an On-
lario Supreme Court judge found
I hat the evidence did not justify

I he stoppage.

KINGSTON- City detective Bruce
Cooper, 41, died Thursday of

bullet wounds received in his

head while investigating a

fleomestic argument last Sept. 17,

Det, Cooper leaves his wife, five

sons and a daughter.

'I'OKONTO Metro Toronto's high

school t(;achers have voted about

!»0 per cr-nt in favor of mass
resignations, effective Dec. :51, if

their demands for .salary in-

crea.ses and job se<'urity ar(! not

rrif't,

Th<; teacher's demands in-

clude refilling of all of th(! :m
secondary teacher jobs
eli;riin;ited this year by
provincial spending c(!ilings and
a salary increase of 10 to IT) per
cr-nt, depr-ndirig on fifjw you in

lerpret the demands,
Tfie Toronto school Ixiards

fiave agreed to rr;fill two thirds of

Iht: lost jobs and will probably

stick with the offer. Impressions

are that the teachers will not

insist on filling all positions if

they get the salary increases they

wanted.

evacuated.

There will be no im
pediment to the movement of

Mon niilitary supplies to the east
bank of (he .Suez canal.

The Israeli checkpoints on
the (,'airo-Suez road will be
replaced by UN checkfK)intK.

As soon as the UN check-

points are established there will

be an exchange of all POW's,
including wounded.

The Israeli objections cen-

tered around the mention of the

Oct. 22 front lines and the ab-

sence of any mention of the

P^gyptian naval blockade of the

southern entrance of the Red Sea.

The agreement was released

in a letter from U.S. Secretary of

State Henry Kissinger to UN
Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim listing the points and
saying that representatives of the

two countries had agreed to sign

the pact.

WASHINGTON- The U.S. Senate
Watergate committee is in-

vestigating whether Hertz Corp.,

the car rental company, made
illegal donations to the Muskie
presidential campaign. It has
approved immunity from
prosecution for a former Hertz
attorney.

This is the first time a

company has come under
scrutiny for contributions to a

Democrat in the 1972 presidential

race. Three firms have admitted
illegal donations to the

Republicans.

LONDON- The marriage of

Princess Anne to Capt. Mark
Phillips will take place tomorrow
at Westminster Cathedral. Live

coverage of the wedding will i^-

shown on CHC TV starting 5 a in.

Wednesday morning. The
(•overage will run until 'i a.rn

For th<rt.e who d*<n't relish

getting up at that time at the
morning CHC will run a one hour
program of wedding higfiliglits at

9 p m Wednesday night.

UNITED NATIONS- The General
Assembly f'riday cut the U'nited

States share of the UN budget U)

25 per cent from 31.52 fM?r cent
and reduced the minimum
assessment of the pooreist

members U) 0.02 per cent from
0.04.

The 135-member \x)dy raised
the assessment levied on 12

member states, including Japan
and China, and decided on the

dues payable by West Germany,
the body's newest member.

The biggest contributor is

still the U.S. followed by the

Soviet Union 02.97 per cent,

down from 14.18 per cent), Japan
(up to 7.15 per cent) and West
Germany ^7.10 per cent).

Seventy members will pay
the minimum dues of .02 per cent
apiece.

Assessments are based on
gross national product, per-
capita income and other evidence
of ability to pay.

SAIGON- The International
Commission of Control and
Supervision has decided to

resume its investigations of
alleged ceasefire violations in

South Vietnam. The body has
been inoperative since the with-

drawal of Canada on July 3L The
commission has a backlog of 368

alleged violations.
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What
puts the sonic

in tonic?
White Bacardi rum. It really livens tonic up to make it

an exciting new drink. Next time you're in the mood for

tonic, try it with the light, subtle taste of Bacardi. And then

get ready for a little noise. White BACARDI lUm



- Stewart

A group of protesters barracade the main entranceway and prevent a bulldozer from continuing

demolition.

Students march to save wall
by Judy Dobias

Queen's students, faculty and concerned
residents participated in a demonstration Wed-
nesday to save the jail and jail walls which date

back to 1857. The organizers, architect, Lily Inglis,

and Pierre duPrey and Doug Stewart from the Art

History department were on the site by 8 : 30 a .m . In

number, the crowd varied from about twelve to

seventy when an entire class of Canadian Art

History students arrived.

Workmen were prevented from continuing their

work as the previous night unknown individuals cut

the fan belt of the major bulldozer which amounted
to $1,000 damage. The protestors were at the jail for

two fundamental reasons. With wheelbarrows and
shovels they managed to cart away the most im-
portant rocks that made up the archway. This was
supervised by the aid of a photograph indicating the

key stones which were found because they had been
whitewashed.

They had been given permission to remove the

rocks by the Charles Dietrich firm in charge of the

actual demolition. A second bulldozer arrived at

10:30 and as it was launched off the truck the group
closed ranks and formed a barracade which
prevented the vehicle from advancing. It stopped
about one foot before three students and a rather

daring professor who pushed his hand through the

metal of the bucket as it was moving. The workman,
after about five minutes stopped the engine.

The police arrived on the scene about an hour
later with a threat to arrest the group for

trespassing. Eventually the protesters had to move
outside the wall, where they remained during the

afternoon picketing. The signs varied from a simple
"Save the Jail" to a more bitter statement about
Kingston's Heritage.

There are plans for more demonstrations
Thursday, if these fail, demolition will continue and
a parking lot will be constructed on the site.

Changes In OSAP are urged
bySueWishart

The Arts and Science Faculty Board last week
agreed to urge the Ministry of Colleges and
.Universities to change the requirements students

must fulfill to qualify for OSAP loans during Spring
and Summer Schools.

A recommendation to this effect is contained in

the brief which Queen's will present to the govern-

ment's Committee on University Affairs on Mon-
day. -

At the moment, students must register in at

least thre^ courses in the period May to August in

order to be eligible for OSAP aid.

The Faculty Board agreed that in order to

obtain maximum academic benefit, a student
should take only one full course over a six-week
term. A normal program for a person in full-time

employment is one half-course. If students follow

these recommendations, however, they cannot
qualify for OSAP, so the faculty is suggesting the
change in government policy.

The Board also decided to urge students to seek

academic advice before determining their courses

and load, and require them to have the approval of

the instructor and the department involved if they

wish to take more than one full course at a time.

Arts and Science Dean R. L. Watts told Faculty

Boatd members that they will soon be expected to

teach in Spring and Summer Schools as part of their

regular duties. Although it was pointed out that

many faculty members were hired years ago and
given the impression that they could volunteer to

teach Summer School if they wanted to make some
extra money. Watts protested that the faculty had

no choice in its decision. He explained that the

government has decided not to give grants to

universities for the Spring and Summer terms

unless their courses are taught by regular staff

members.
Watts also announced a Senate decision to

rename Intersession and Summer School. Starting

with the 1974 session, Intersession will be called

Spring Term and Summer School will be known as

Summer Term.
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Nordheimer faces

QSA job head on
by John Bottomley

Ian Nordheimer was ap-

pointed by the AMS to head the

Queen's Student Agencies on
Thursday. He was the only ap-

plicant.

In an interview on Wed-
nesday, the new Director warned
students 'not to expect miracles'.

He stated that the AMS is in a

'precarious position' and can't

afford to lose any money on
services.

He has not made many
specific plans, feeling that he
should first get acquainted with

the job. However, he has taken

steps to eliminate one problem
faced by Paul Mahaffy, the

previous director. Mahaffy had
felt that people were doing things

behind his back, and that nothing

could be done in that situation.

Nordheimer has met with Ken
Wong, the Services Com-
missioner, and Joyce Roe, the

Business Administrator to work
out their respective duties.

Nordheimer sees his job

mainly as that of an overseer for

the services. He plans to 'keep

abreast of things', to make sure

that services are' not losing

money for too long.

His only immediate plans

depend on the outcome of the

upcoming referendum on the

Printing Service. 'If the students

vote 'yes', he said, 'we'll have to

find the money for it

somewhere. The money will have
to come from some other
service, and no service is willing

to give up its funds' Nordheimer
cliams that better controls are
necessary in the management of

money there.

Although he would like to

investigate the possibility of
setting up a record bar at

Queen's, he says that first they
must be sure that the existing

services are secure.

He is also examining the
copying machines, to see if they
are worthwhile, and if students
are getting the quality they want
from the service.

Because of complaints about
line ups for the pub, Nordheimer
is investigating the possibility of

putting in more chairs, as 'there

seems to be a lot of space that

isn't being used'.

In response to a question

concerning the time involved, a
problem Mahaffy cited in his

letter of resignation, Nordheimer
said that he found that his af-

ternoons were mostly free, and
that this would be sufficient time.

As yet there is no
replacement for Nordheimer as

Chief Constable. He is hoping that

someone from the ranks of

constables will apply soon. Until

then he is continuing in that post

as well.

- bUrel

Chris Taylor smiles as he makes yet another match at the Suzie-Q
Dating Game held Tuesday night. "Fantasia", the Suzie-Q semi-
formal will wrap up the week tomorrow evening.
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FINNEGAN'S

Movies and Theatres
Capitol 1- Enter the Dragon
Capitol2- Jesus Christ Superstar

Odeon-The Way We Were, with Brabra Streisand

and Robert Redford.

Hyland- A Touch of Class, with Glenda Jackson and
George Segal.

Domino- Uncle Vanya, by Chekhov, Nov. 16, 17, 22,

23, 24 at 8.30 p.m.

Grand- My Fair Lady, from Nov. 16 to 24 at 8.00 p.m.

Tickets are $3.75 at the Box Office.

Pubs
401 Inn - Jingles

Townhouse - D.C. Revival

Commodore - Joyce Seamone
Frontenac - Muldoon's-Bill Bosworth, Finnigan's

Fred Werthman
Manor - Johnny Townsend and the Shamrocks

Friday, Nov. 16

2.30 - 4.30 pm- Suzie-Q Skating Party in the Arena.
3.30 - 6.00 p.m.- ASUS Fireside Pub in the Red
Room, Kingston Hall. The atmosphere to be low
key, informal and beer is 40c.

8.00 p.m.- Dept. of Film Studies Weekend of Horror
Classics in Ellis Hall. ($1.00) "Tomb of Leigia"
(Great Britain, 1%4), with Vincent Price and
Elizabeth Shepherd.

8:00 p.m. - All women welcome to a social evening
at the Kingston Women's Centre, 110 Queen St.,

every Friday, after 8:00 p.m.

8:30 p.m. - Suzie-Q Smoker in Wallace Hall.

8:30 p.m. - Queen's Dept. of Drama presents "The
House of Bernarda Alba" in Convocation Hall.

Tickets are $1 student, $2 general from the Dept.
SUZIP:-Q SPECIAL - Two tickets for the price of

one to any SUZIE-Q! ! ! (For Nov. 16 and 17).

Saturday, Nov. 1 7
1.00 p.m.-The Political Tri-Parties of Queen's in-

vites you to a Presentation of the Issues, in

Stirling C. Speakers and topics are: Inflation-

Cyril Symes, Marcel Lambert, Francis Fox;
Knt-r^y <2.()() pm ; Cyril Symes, Alvin Hamilton,

Robert Kaplan; Ideology '3.00 p.m.) George
Rawlyk, P'lora Macdonald, Barnie Danson.

'',M p.m.- Dept of F'ilm Studies Weekend Horror

Classics; "Freaks" directed by Todd Browning,
for $1, in Kllis Hall.

i',M p m Weekend of Horror Classics showing of

"Fearless Vampire Killers" with Sharon Tate

and Itoman I'olanski, in Ellis Hail Auditorium.

Admission $1

.

8 W p m ( pagainstness. Relaxed coffee house
atmosphere, with games, conversation, r(!Cords

and refreshments, at Newman House, 164

University Ave, All welcome, (sponsored by

L.A.H.f', - Lutherans, Anglicans and Roman
Catholics).

8 .'50 p m, "The House of Bernarda Alba " by the

Drama I;ept, See Friday for details,

'iJX) p m, Su/,ie-(i Semi-I'ormal, "Fantasia", in

Ciranl and Kingston Halls.

!),'><) p. rn, Kingston and Islands Liberal l)an<'e at the

Yacht Club Admission is $5.00

;),00 p,m. Dance at the Ukrainian Mali, 472 Hagot
St., with iJavid'H Orchestra Admission is $2 per

person All welcome.

Sunday, Nov. 18

W.'M a m - Folk .MasH in Dunning Hall, followed by
Coffee and d>nulH at Newman House, |fi4

UniverHily Ave,

a m Morning Worship at ( halmcrs Lnited
Church. Barrie St, at Clr-rgy followed by coffee

hour and Sermon Talk Back
%M 4 'K» p,m. KeadingH from the l«th ( entury

Theatre, by Valerie and Gordon Robertson, at the
Art Centre.

7.00 p.m. Informal Eucharistic Celbration in the
Faculty Lounge, Theology Hall, with Rev. Eric
Howes (Anglican Chaplain to Queen's),
Celebrant.

7.30 p.m.McArthur Mass in the Senior Common
Room.

Monday, Nov. 19

7.30 - 9.00 p.m. Red Cross R.L.S.S.Instructor,

Examiner, Leader Patrol and Lifeguard Seminar
in Seminar A, Queen's PHE Centre.

8.00 p.m.- "Third World Images: Conflict and
Under-Development", a film series on the

problems of the third world, presents "Three
Sisters" a film on India by Sajit Ray, in

Etherington Hall Auditorium (just west of

Kingston General Hospital). Admission is free

and discussion of the film will follow in Ban Righ
and Chown over coffee and donuts.

Tuesday, Nov. 20
3.30 - 5.30 p.m.- La Casa:"tertulia espanola" -

"ritrovo italiano", music and reading material

from Spain, Italy, and Latin America...con-

versation and refreshments. Vengan todos,, at

165 University Ave.

5.45 p.m.- Ban Righ Rireside of Indian Music. Coffee

and dessert will be served. See ad on this page.

7.00 p.m.- Christian Science in the World Today a

slide presentation and question period sponsored

by the Christian Science Organization at Queen's.

In the basement Rec. Room, International

Centre.

7.00 p.m.- Queen's Amateur Radio Club meeting in

Rm. 454 Goodwin Hall. All welcome.
9.00 p.m.- Dept. of Film Studies Evening. Series in

Ellis Hall Auditorium presents "Tristana" (Luis

Bunuel, 1971).

Later This Month
Nov. 21- "Wills and Estates" program and
discussion topic for Law for the Layman course,

at 7.30 p.m. in Eari Hall, Rm. 111.

Nov. 22 - - "Le Treteau de Paris" presents Moliere's

L'Avare )in French) at 8.00 p.m. in McArthur
Hall. Tickets are $3.75 general and $2.75 student at

the Art Centre Box Office.

Nov. 2.3- Dept. of Political Studies Mini-Conference

on Canadian Political Ideology in Rm. 517,

Watson Hall, from 2.00 - 6.00 p.m. Papers will be

presented by Prof. David Bell, York University

and Prof. William Christian of. Mount Allison

University.

Nov. 24- Division of Concerts presents the Toronto
Mendelssohn Choir at St. Mary's Cathedral.

Tickets $1.(K) at the Box Office.-

Nov 25 isth Century Music in the Art Centre at 3.00

p.m. Tickets (free) available at the Art Centre.

Nov. 26 Free concert in Grant Hall at 8.30 p.m. with
the (Queen's Wind Ensemble and the Queen's

Choral lOiisenible.

Nov, 27 30 Chronicles XIX in Convocation Hall: A
Canadian Review, dir(!( t(!d by Ian Fenwick.

Nov. 29- Dept. of I'"rench showing of (lamus*

l.'Etranger in Ellis Hall Admission $1. (film in

French),

Nov, 30 Dept, of Political Studies presents sp(!aker

I'rof. Vin<'ent Lemieux of Laval University at 4,(X)

p m, in Rm, 517, Wat.son Hall, discussing the im
plications of the October 29 election in (Juebec,

Nov, 30 Free concert at 8, .30 p,m, in (irant Hall,

featuring the Qiieen's (.'oll(;gium Musicum,
direct<!d by W, Maust, Theconc(!rl will include

Klizabr-than, Vocal and Instrumental Music,

THE SINGING PUB"
NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

178-188 ONTARIO ST. 544-6881

^on]} Ijaiaj] 7)i)3ic

Science '44

Co-op .

has nothing to do with science.

It's a place to live. We have
rooms (and board) available

for males and females at very
economical rates.

If interested, please call

Andrew Anderson

546-6211

Graduation Portraits

YOU COULD COME TO us,

FLAIR PHOTOGRAPHIC

BUT YOU CAN'T BE BOTHERED.

GO AHEAD. SETTLE FOR

SOMETHING LESS. ..

For Appointment Drop in at - 94 Brock Street or Call
542-7733

We Are Changing The

Lock

at Grad House
Old keys may be exchanged for new keys at

Grad House on:

Friday, November 23rd

Friday, November 30th

After this time, send your old key through

CAMPUS MAIL with your name & department

JENNIFER PHILLIPS, SURP

New key will then be issued to you through

campus mail
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Lockstone blocks

Ban Righ door
Late Sunday night, the boys

of 4th McNeill and friends
decided to wall in the main en-

trance of Ban Righ with
lockstone. At about 12:40 a.m.,

when the barricade of lockstone

and mortar was waist-high,

security officers arrived on the

scene and told the would-be
masons that they had two hours
to clean everything up.

The girls of Ban Righ I, who
had been looking on in

amusement and disbelief

throughout the escapade, sent out

a clean-up squad.

9} f

Homophiles' problems outlined
by Wendy Reynolds

The role-playing and stereotyping imposed on
two segments of society - women and homophiles -

was the theme of Tuesday night's Human Sexuality

lecture.

A short film "Anything You Want to Be", dealt

with the double standard imposed on women
throughout their lives. A woman can be anything

she wants to be as long as it is a housewife and a

mother.

George Hislop of the Community Homophile
Association of Canada, the guest speaker, stated

that the female homosexual is in worse straits than

the male homosexual since she is both a homophUe
and a woman, and suffers from the stereotyping

accruing from the combination of the two.

Hislop insisted that homosexuality is a fact, has

always been a fact, and needs no more explanation

than heterosexuality does. The only difference

between a heterosexual and a homosexual is the

primary erotic attraction. Hislop maintained that a

homophUe is not more promiscuous than a

heterosexual - this attraction does not exist for

every member of the same sex, just as a

heterosexual is not attracted to every member of

the opposite sex. The transvestite, pedophile,

prostitute, and trans-sexual are for the large part,

problems of the heterosexual world, he claimed.

A large number of homosexuals are married,

through pressures applied by family and friends or

the need for a cover.

The legal aspects of homosexuality are a

primary concern of the Homophile Association

which Hislop leads. The Criminal Code still

discriminates against those under 21 and single who
engage in sexual acts, whether these are

homosexual or heterosexual. However, although the

law concerns both groups, Hislop claimed that

generally it is only the Homophile who is

prosecuted. He suggested that this is because
heterosexual policemen cannot identify with
homosexual.

The Immigration Act forbids a known
homosexual to enter the country. A homophile is not

allowed to adopt a chUd. Homosexual fathers, or

mothers are not allowed access to their children.

This, Hislop maintained, is considered to be rooted

in the fear that the homosexual is immoral, and
would raise the child as a homophile. Although the

Association has made some progress in amending
certain legal discriminations, Hislop admitted that

progress is slow and it is difficult to solicit aid from
political circles.

Hislop pointed out that human beings are the

only species to discriminate against the
homosexual. He suggested that if straights

discussed their fears and feelings of sexuality with

gay acquaintances, 4,000 years of discrimination

could be terminated. If a straight's reaction was
indifferent, the homophile would no longer need to

fear condemnation. This, Hislop concluded, is the

objective of the Homophile Association.

Staff form provincial union
LONDON (CUP) - Delegates

from ten university staff

associations met recently at the

University of Western Ontario to

form an Ontario Union of Staff

Associations.

The union hopes to become a

strong voice for the separate staff

associations. It intends to push
for standardization of matters
such as wages, job descriptions,

and fringe benefits at the various

universities. The delegates ex-

pressed optimism that it could

become an effective bargaining

power against the university

administrations.

The provincial union will be
able to study the moves of the

government and make ap-
propriate suggestions. It will also

serve as a clearing house for

information on conditions at

other Universities and assist in

the establishment of new staff

associations.

Those at the conference
agreed that staff at all univer-

sities have been neglected in

university decisions. Many staff

associations have little solidarity

and consequently little

bargaining power with the ad-

ministrations.

The consequences of this

fragmentation were evident last

year when falling attendance
produced cutbacks resulting in

numerous staff firings . . . Staff

members felt that they, rather

than the administration or
faculty, were bearing the brunt of

the money shortage. Several

delegates, however, were ap-

prehensive about the implied

rigidity of a central authority as

well as doubting the effectiveness

of such an organization.

In contrast to a unionization

theme, the Staff Association at

Queen's supports the idea of a

confederation. A brief will be
presented at the next Association

meeting proposing Queen's
recommendations for a

federation to exchange ideas

rather than a salaried central

union.

By the establishment of a

"non-money structure" the

Queen's Association can visualize

it's resources better spent in

scholarships and building funds.

The Queen's Staff

Association is highly respected

among the other university

associations as it has advanced in

benefits and wages. There is a 50

per cent membership of staff at

Queen's and far surpasses tur-

nouts at many of the other

universities.

York pres. appointed
York University's Board of

Governors has named Ian
MacDonald, the Deputy
Treasurer of Ontario, to succeed
David Slater as the President of

the University.

Slater was asked to resign by
the Governors last spring after

having served one and a half

years of his office. They claimed
that he had lost the confidence of

both students and faculty at the

university after battling inef-

fectually with the institution's

large financial losses. The
financial problems also resulted

in the resignations of a vice-

president, a dean and a financial

officer.

MacDonald is a Rhodes
Scholar and top honours graduate
of commerce at the University of

Toronto where he later became
Assistant Professor of

Economics. He has been a major
advisor in the reorganization of

the provincial government and on
the regionalization of local

governments throughout the
province.

He will be continuing his

government post on a part-time

basis while holding the
Presidency of York.

9.00 a.m. - HOLY COMMUNION
11.00 a.m. - MORNING Pt?AYER
Preactier: The Rector
7.30 p.m. - HOLY COMMUNION (Qu'Appelle Liturgy)

8.10 p.m. - OPEN FORUM with the Rev. Dr. Archie
MacLachlan on "How can we help people with their needs?"
Wednesday 7.45 a.m. - HOLY COMMUNION (Qu'Appelle

Liturgy) ALL ARE WELCOME

NOTICE OF
AMS REFERENDUM

to be held on

Wednesday, Nov. 28, 1973
to read,

"that the AMS Printing Service remain as an
AMS funded service."

YES..

NO

SNOWBALL

VARIETY NIGHT

AUDITIONS

To be held on Saturday afternoon,

in the Brockmgton Common Room

DECEMBER 1ST

Queen's
University

Music
Department .

STUDENT RECITAL
THREE STRING QUARTETS

Haydn Mozart Borodin

VOICE
SOLO CELLO

Dunning Friday 8:30
Auditorium Admission free 16, November

A Presentation of the Issues

Energy, Inflation, and

Ideology

by the Campus N.D.P., Liberal, and Progressive Con-
servative Parties

Speakers are to include:

Flora MacDonald, Alvin Hamilton, George Riolich,

Robert Kaplan, Barnie Danson, T. Scymes, and M.
Lambert.

The Conference is Saturday, November 17,

1973 in Stirling C at 1:00 p.m.
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briefly...

Students harn to help disabled

Two Queen's students, Jean

Moore and Claude Painchaud,

were among 70 delegates from

across Canada who recently

attended the first National

Conference for the Physically

Disabled ever held in Canada.

The conference was made
possible by a federal government
grant of $20,000 made through the

Canadian Rehabilitation Council

for the Disabled. In addition to

the delegates, all of whom were
disabled, 20 observers
representing various agencies

dealing with rehabilitation at-

tended.

The purpose of the con-

ference was to find the areas of

need directly from the han-

dicapped, and to give them some
input into the efforts being made
by different levels of government
on their behalf.

The group divided into six

seminar groups to discuss

problems with regard to housing,

transportation, culture and
recreation, financial security,

education and social accessibly.

At the end of the four-day

convention, some forty

resolutions had been tabled by

the groups. A steering committee

comprised of a representative

from each group plus a

representative from the CR(;D
will have the responsibility of

follow-up, ensuring that each

resolution goes to the appropriate

authority for consideration or

implementation, and $5,000 of the

grant was set aside for this

purpose.

Jean, herself in a wheelchair,

is the originator and director of

an Opportunities for Youth
project. The World of One in

Seven, which for two summers
has provided a day camp for

phsyically handicapped children.

Claude became involved with the

program last winter. Together

they have applied for an
Outreach grant through the

Department of Manpower and

Immigration which is aimed at

finding employment for the

physically disadvantaged. Ap-

proval of the grant has just been

announced, and if satisfactory at

the end of a six month trial , it will

continue for three years. It is the

second of its kind to be given in

Canada, the other being in

Regina, Saskatchewan.

Jean Moore, 542-9156

Claude Painchaud, 549-1485

New coffee house coming
A new coffee house for the

university is one of the many
ambitious plans of the L.A.R.C.,

the newly-formed joint Lutheran,

Anglican and Roman Catholic

Group on campus. The coffee

house, tentatively named
"Upagainstness", will be held in

Newman House, beginning
Saturday, November 17, from 8-

12 pm. It is designed to provide a

place on Saturday nights for

people to go to relax with coffee,

tea, hot chfKolate, and friends.

The style of the "coffee house"
will be informal, with an em-

phasis on games, conversation

and music.

The ecumenical committee

was formed by the three

denominations as the result of a

weekend trip to Gould Lake a

week ago. They are trying to

organize projects for the entire

university Christian community.
Thus they are planning an
ecumenical supper at St. Mark's

(Lutheran) Church for Sunday,

December 2. As another means of

bringing together the campus
Christian community, a skating

party is slated for January.

Three discuss evaluation
If Tuesday night's open

meeting alxjut the 1974 course

evaluation guide was any in-

dication, course evaluation is a

non-issue as far as most students

are concerned.

Only two people came to

listen and offer suggestions, but

ASUS Vice-President Craig
Brown explained his plans
anyway.

Within the next few weeks a

(general questionnaire will be

designed. Then, in February, it

will ixi given to all DSC's for

distribution and compilation by

the students.

To supervise the guide's

preparation, committee con-

sisting of a treasurer, a publisher

and a co ordinator is needed.

Assistants are also needed. The
people involved will be paid

according to the number of hours

they put in.

Brown expressed hope that

an upper-year guide will also be

published. However, the plan is

just in its beginning stages and
unfortunately it is already too

late for the evaluation of half-

year courses.

Queen's has energy plan

When asked recently what

«tcp« the Physical Plant had

taken to f!onfront Ihr; pending

'•n»;rgy crisiK, the Journal was
informed that they were "on top

of the situation".

The I'hysical Plant has b<!en

studying the problern for over a

year and a h;ilf due to the rising

fuel cwts during this lime and not

nircessarily merely \n:<;tiiHi- of a

possible energy shortage,

However, should a crisis txjcome

app^iT ' Tit, definite plans to reduce

CO .' //'/uld l>e set into action.

Steps like ventilation shut-

downs, steam pressure reduc-

tions and other hardly noticeable

facets would r»!duce fuel by 10

percent without any in

rrjnveriienct; to ariyon*-.

WA r r M Bf OS: The. week only, ii lr<fi'

fill kit with our bfiMc w.iti!rbp<l nt

M'l'i; ( UK lixlc". (r.imf) C.ill

HAIf.rON WATERBEDS, Oil

'I'lW, ii V pm and wo'll ^<;nd you n

().ifk.i()(' o( frr>(' Mtiir.iturf? on

'//.itiTh <()•.

A great new portable

electronic calculator.

Performs all rTKJSt-wanted

calculator functions.

Plus new extras ttiat count.

Now uses rechargeable

batteries or replaceable

peniight batteries.

$99.95

,3 6 3 8 aS0,

0 00 '

%

Jlj

^f Memory

y Automatic Constant

^ Percent Calculations

\ Zero Suppression

^ Rechargeable

V Clear and Clear

Entry Key

CAN USE

CADIUM

OR

PENLIGHT

BATTERIES

Jtton
ROYAL AWARD GTS

OFFICE EQUIPMENT LTD.

Sales - Rentals - Service

662 PRINCESS ST.

$119.95

549-2323

CHARGING PACK AND CARRYING CASE

INCLUDED WITH EITHER OF MODELS SHOWN ABOVE.

Mastercharge and Chargex accepted.
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This past summer Penny Hartwell, a Fourth Year
Psychology student, and Peter Dalziel, who is in First

Year Meds, took part in the annual WUSC International

Seminar, which is designed to provide Canadian
students ^nd faculty with "a unique experience in in-

ternational understanding." They travelled widely
across the vast Indian sub-continent, discovering what
life is like in a developing country "where the majority

of people live behind mud walls." In Dalziel's words,

"We emerged considerably more aware of the variety

of human experience."

High fertility

compounds famine
by Peter Dalziel

This past summer, Penny and I were fortunate to

participate in the annual W.U.S.C. International

Seminar, designed to provide Canadian students and
faculty with a unique experience in international un-

derstanding. We travelled widely across the vast Indian

subcontinent discovering what life was like in a

developing country where the majority of the people

live behind mud walls.

The structure of the WUSC seminar was
deliberately loose to enable people to travel in-

dependently and thus follow their unique interest. I was
eager to learn about village life and the confrontation of

traditional and modern values.

With this intention I joined an Oxfam feeding

program in a rural West Indian village that was coping

with the threat of devastating drought and famine. The
particular village which I will refer to is by no means
typical of all India, but it serves to exemplify at the

grass roots level a problem which is ever so complex on

the national scale.

From a distance the village appeared very

primitive with the mud houses clustered together near a

stone well, surrounded by small plots of land. The water
scarcity had ended with the first good monsoon rains in

three years, but the impact of drought on the village

was still evident from the villagers' health, their thin

animals and empty grain stores.

As the chilcten lined up for their food rations,

clattering thin plates and cups and carrying younger
siblings, one could not help but notice the glaring

evidence of under-nutrition and malnutrition.

Discoloured hair, unhealing sores, suspiciously swollen

ankles and cheeks, pot bellies and skin cracked like

plaster were among the array of visible signs.

Parasites and other disease-causing organisms
thrived in the unsanitary environment of the village,

causing further distress to the unhygienic villagers.

Thirty percent of the children in drought areas (82

million from one to six years old) lived in similar

conditions, a fact which becomes more meaningful
when one considers the adverse affect of chronic

protein deficiency on brain development in these

children. Kwashiorkor, a disease of malignant
malnutrition, was not uncommon amongst the younger
children. The term is derived from an African tribal

word referring to a child being removed from the breast
when another child is born. The origin of this word
relates to the mother's care for a child's health and
implies the fact that mothers are over-burdened with
too many children. High fertility is one factor of many
which contributes to the poor status of physical and
mental health in this village; in addition, it is in part

responsible for the population overgrowth which acts to

retard economic development.
Fertility control and social change are two subjects

which illustrate the complexity of the problems India

faces. India has a population of 547 million, an annual
death rate of 15 per 1,000 population and a birth rate

estimated at 39 per 1,000. Furthermore 41 per cent of the

population is under the age of 15. This represents an
explosive reproductive potential which forces the

government to adopt an effective demographic policy.

In contrast to most Western countries where legislation

follows social change, India is using legislation as a
vehicle for social change. For example, raising the

minimum age of marriage to 18 is expected to limit

. fertility. Organized family planning programs have
been established to popularize the small family image,
to educate and to serve as a national system for

distribution of contraceptives and related services. The
Congress Party is the first government in the world to

accept family planning as a part of its strategy for

social and economic development.
There were no relevant statistics from the village

which I visited but I was able to talk freely with Oxfam
workers and village leaders concerning the ef-

fectiveness of the modem approach to fertility control.

Fertility was high in the village mainly because of such
factors as the early age of marriage sixteen to seven-

Passage
teen years old)

,
high child mortality and employment of

children in daily work activities. Traditionally children

are an investment in security for old age, and this is one

reason why the joint family system prevailed. The
Hindu wedding ceremony in this village included a

blessing from the priest, "May you have eight sons!"

Religious and cultural valued favoured having children

in general and at least one son in particular, thus put-

ting a premium on fertility and only limited use of

contraceptives. Deep-rooted tradition and the low level

of literacy acted to inhibit the acceptance of change in

the behaviour patterns of the villagers. Furthermore,

the fatalistic attitude to life fostered in Hindu
socialization, acted as a barrier to adoption of an at-

titude which family planning promotes, namely, the

right of self-determination.

The status of women in the family has important

implications on fertility performance. My Oxfam
friends had observed that the daughter-in-law in the

rural Indian family does not achieve her rightful status

until she produces a child, and more often than not,

after she produces a male child. Under the joint family

tradition, decision-making is a function of age and sex

where men are more important than women and older

persons more important than younger persons. This

system, which prevails in the villages, is not conducive

to open communication, companionship between
husband and wife and joint decision-making; these are

all factors which would contribute to acceptance of

modem family planning.

Traditional attitudes, norms and social mores
which permeate the rural society conflict with modem
rational values at many stages in the process of change
toward a modern India. I selected the issue of fertility

only to illustrate one factor impeding improvement in

health and economic standards and to indicate the

complexity of the problem. My experience in the village

enables me to agree with Gunnar Myrdal when he
speaks of India as a 'soft state' in reference to the low

level of effectiveness and implementation of policies.

Culture trails

economic progress
by Penny Hartwell

India, being a country of such enormous com-
plexity, presents a wide range of experiences to the

traveller which may be interpreted differently by
different people. Peter and I came away with different

perspectives as he concentrated on life in a rural village

whUe I travelled more extensively - never staying in one
place for more than five days during my 11 week visit.

This meant that I got a wide overview of Indian culture

but was not able to become involved in any long-term

interaction with Indians of any particular area. What
impressed me very much was the diversity that is In-

dia. It is essentially a subcontinent containing many
nations of people with various social and cultural

backgrounds. Of 14 languages, the only one ap-

proaching acceptance as a universal is English - the

language of the British rulers during India's colonial

days.

The differences between the Bengalis to the North
and the natives of Kerala to the South are enormous but

no less great are the differences between the Sikhs of

the Punjab (those identified by the turbans and beards)
and the Kashmiris who are their immediate neighbours
to the North. They all have their own domestic con-

cerns, which they insist on, often without considering

the welfare of the nation as a whole. The Indian nation

exists primarily as a political union.

In addition to the differences between regional

groups there are also differences between castes which
still have a great impact on the lives of the people. In

spite of the many advances in technology and the
greatly increased economic production, traditional

India has not changed dramatically for any except the

highly educated and affluent minority. In Calcutta, I

was told that even barbers were very conscious of

caste, to the extent that one would not shave a customer
who was of a lower caste than himself.

Because of the persistance of old cultural values the
increasing population has quickly eaten up all the gains
of technological and economic progress and threatens

to continue to do so in the future. Indians will admit that

there are too many people in their country, but even one
very liberal and westernized Indian whom I spoke with

to India
defended the fact that he had four children rather than

two, which is considered the optimum number by the

Government-supported Family Planning Commission
whose slogan is "two, and no more". They typically

represent this on billboards with a red triangle, and four

faces depicting a mother and father and two children -

one male and one female. Despite these efforts, family

planning is not popular with most Indians as family

planning posters are sometimes defaced and anti-

planning slogans are painted on walls. Such a program
can never work without the willingness of the people.

From a Western point of view, however, it seems
abundantly clear that a curtailment of the population is

essential. One look at the number of people sleeping in

railway stations or crowded into third class railway

cars, at families living on the sidewalks or children

intentionally maimed in order to better assist the

family by begging, will usually convince the Western
onlooker. The poverty is dramatic but not uniform, as

there is a large discrepancy between castes in their

standards of living. Yet many of the Indians I spoke to,

from taxi drivers to college students were very eager to

leave the country. Indians from all levels of society

were always interested in learning as much as possible

about Canada, and didn't hesitate to ask personal

questions, especially regarding our standard of living

and level of morality. Canada and Australia are popular

places to go, but passports are difficult to obtain and
immigration laws are becoming more and more strict.

The feeling of oppression in India is great, because
the sheer numbers of the population diminish the

chances of each individual for personal prosperity and
because the cultural restrictions limit his autonomy. It

is little wonder that Indians look after themselves and
their families first and have difficulty thinking on a

national scale. Cooperatives seldom work in Indian due
to lack of trust between members, the Government has
difficulty persuading doctors to work in rural areas and
Indian students studying abroad seldom wish to return

to India to assist in development.

This is not to say that a great deal cannot be learned

from India. More young people are beginning to travel

there (mostly French and German) although in many
areas the white tourist is unusual enough to arouse,

great curiosity. The experience of seeing such a totally

different life-style, which in the rural villages is

largely unchanged from ancient times, is a rare and
valuable one. Immersion in an Eastern culture such as

this provides a good vantage point from which to assess

some of our Western values.

They are much more conscious of the community, it

seems, and street life is very dynamic - acting as a

stage for social interaction as well as a transportation ,

route. Lives in general are lived at a much slower pace,

as people do not fill up their years with busy schedules

and are not perterbed by incidents which may interfere

with their plans. The scene where the Westemer
gestulates wildly and shouts at the "natives" when a

bus gets a flat tire they are unable to fix, is ludicrous in

the Indian context. We might do well to adopt some of

their calmness and patience in this area.

Persons wishing to discuss these matters in more
depth are invited to attend an informal slide presen-

tation on Thursday, November 22 at 8:30 p.m. in the

International Centre. If you are interested in having a

Third World Experience yourself (this year's WUSC
Seminar is headed for the Caribbean and Central

America), contact Kaspar Pold in the International

Centre before November 23rd.

- hartwell

West Indian village: problems on a grass-roots level
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A M 5 Concerts and

the Pub present Super Pub
Thursday, November 22

:• —CI i

r:\

^4
Friday, November 23

Saturday, November 24

DOWNCIIILD
ULIJKS BANll
All in Grant Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets Sl.OO (advance) $1.50 (at door)

Package deal of

ALL 4 CONCERTS

For ONLY $5.00

on sale today in John Orr Room,

10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Package includes

entry into all 3 Super Pubs at any

time and a Lighthouse ticket.

A special thanks to the Commerce Society for

changing its plans in order for to put Super Pub

into Grant Hall

LIGHTHOUSE
Monday, November 26 7 & 10 p.m.

Tickets: $2.50
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letters to the editors

Feedback

is required
Dear Editors:

The Health Council has given us

the opportunity to comment on the

nature of services provided by the

Student Health Services. Miriam
Gordon is setting up a committee to

collect feedback from the student to

be given directly to the doctors at the

Health Centre monthly. The system of

direct feedback will help the doctors

meet the needs of the community they

are serving.

Many opinions of 'users and non-

users (of the Health Centre that is)

are necessary to make this feedback
valid. There will be questionnaires

appearing soon in the Job Bank or if

you are interested in any further

comments or discussion please feel

free to phone:

Miriam Gordon 546-5225; Vicky
kemsley 544-5651; Paul Henry 549-

0357; or myself Roberta Walker 542-

2374.

P.S. We need your opinions.

No laughing

matter
Dear Editors:

As women on campus, we feel that

Susie-Q week as presented in this

University, is an insult to all women.
By insinuating that women asking
men out is a big joke you have
returned a so-called academic in-

stitution to the Dark Ages. This week
did have potential in showing women
that they have the right to be
aggressive, but by indicating that it is

a laughable situation (ie. your Susie

Screw article) you have negated any
possible gain.

Weeks of this sort are good in

helping shy women ask men out. By
saying that they are only a "would-be
screw" the type of girl this week
helps, will not become involved.

The article stated that men would
"relish the unnatural occurrences"
that are supposed to happen this week.
We can only say that the person that

wrote the article thinks that

aggressive females are perverted.

Hope things will change next year.

Pamela Heard
Gale Blank

Sharon LllUco

Jane Briant

Membership

is supported
Dear Editors:

The Ontario Federation of

Students is not an issue to be brought

up every time that the AMS runs into

financial difficulty or when some
organization at Queen's runs short of

money.
Again you have editorialized

(November 9) against membership in

the OFS, and, once again, you have
failed to apprize yourselves of the

issues involved. We students have
been misled on this subject for long

enough and we demand that you
research what you write.

The OFS is not a useless union and
we would not have joined nor would
have our elected representatives to

the Outer Council reaffirmed our

support for the OFS if it was.

Both your points were brought up
and considered exhaustively at the

October AMS meeting. The OFS is a

voice for students who had been left by
the demise of the Canadian Union of

Students to float in a vacuum of un-

certain policies and prodecures. We
had little to say when another

generation than our own was re-

evaluating these policies and setting

new ones. Our new voice, the OFS, is

being heard, and, as constructive

development continues it will be heard
more and more clearly.

We are paying for an organization

which lobbies, informs, researches,

all things which we have never had the

individual capacity to perform. By
joining with other campuses we are

backing our voice with the needs and
feelings of every student in Ontario

and not just that of one obscure

campus geographically caught in the

wilderness between Toronto and
Montreal. We need the contact this

brings.

We agree that we are not yet

getting $3000 worth of concrete
results. Perhaps we are collectively

investing yet in the future potential of

the organization. However, when
considering both the concrete results

of OFS and its potential, my individual

twenty-five cents is well spent.

At this point, I have no desire to

redirect my money from the OFS.
There is an alternative which you
have failed to stress. I have the option

of continuing to support the OFS while

increasing the amount of my grant to

the AMS if they call for a referendum
to that effect. Both are worthy
organizations, for different reasons

and both have the right to exist.

It is unfortunate that on two oc-

casions you have taken such a biased

stand. I, for one, have a reasonable

amount of intelligence and would like

to have the opportunity to consider

both sides of the question. You have
denied me this right.

Sincerely,

Richard Dease

W£ HAVE A wry TO THE A0VlEfsfO£ TO PR^SEKfT
TWE PEftFof^^eH IM HIS P^^rFERRED STATE " - /^.M S.
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A.M.S.

CONSTABLES
Applications for the position of

A.M.S. Chief Constable

will be accepted in the AMS

office. Student's Union until

5:00 p.m.

FRIDAY. NOV. 23

Queen's
Division of Concerts

and the

French Area Studies Centre

presents

Moliere's

L'AVARE

by

Le Treteau de Paris (en Francais)

THURSDAY 22 NOVEMBER 8:00 p.m.

McArthur Hall

Tickets: $3.75 general, $2.75 student

from Division of Concerts Box
Office, Agnes Etherington

Art Centre
547-6194

Queen's
Division of Concerts
in Conjunction with the

CBC
presents

the 190 voice

TORONTO MENDELSSOHN CHOIR'

and the

CANADIAN BRASS
SATURDAY 24 NOVEMBER 8:30 p.m.

ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL
( Corner of Johnson & Clergy)

Tickets: $1.00 students and general

Divison of Concerts Box Office

Agnes Etherington Art Centre^

547-6194

• finalYkar
Students

Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one

of the most exciting roles in business management.
He tackles complex and fascinating problems.

For the professionally-trained man
the scope is limitless.

Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson, Gordon
representatives, on campus

Nov 22 and 23

Appointments should be made through the

Student Placement Office.

Clarkson, Gordon & CO.
^ CHAt^TERED ACCOUNTANTS

St. John's • Halifax • Saint John • Quebec
Montreal • Ottawa • Toronto • Hamilton • Kitchener

London • Windsor • Thunder Bay • Winnipeg
Regina • Calgary • Edmpnton • Vancouver • Victoria
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unclassifieds
More Unclassifieds on Page 16

DESPERATELY need Suzy-Q semi-

formal tickets. S-IV ^OI?.

T.L.C. In vour mind do social or

personal benefits come before

material benefits? If yes, read on.

Arc you interested in working and
living in a more integrated en-

vironment? Are you creative? Can
you innovate? Can you com-
municate your ideas in a clear and
concise manner? Are you per-

ceptive? Can you react quickly to

change? To find out tiow we can
save our environment, com-
municate witti us. N.P.H. En-
vironment Newsletter, PO Box
395, WLU Waterloo, Ontario.

LOVE AND COMPLETE DEVOTION
promised to any brottier floor who
will give some in return. In-

terested floor seniors please call

6E; Jill 544-8831, Millie 544-8840.

ONE GIRL NEEDED to share large

house with six other girls. Will

have own bedroom and location is

close to campus. Call 544-6392 after

4.00 p.m.
IF YOU LOST ANYTHING at Medical

Variety Night, please contact Greg
Thomson, 546-7608.

CHARACTER WITNESSES
NEEDED for birthday boy, Pierre

McClelland, facing a nine-month
to life term tor safe-cracking in

Chown. Victim of a bum wrap,
Pierre claims he never piloted his

gondola down that tunnel of love.

Though damaging evidence is

expanding, Pierre hopes to

reverse the flow. Witnesses please
contact Action Committee for

Degenerate Math Majors.
SUPERMAN IS A HOMOSEXUAL,

and Happy Birthday, Gale Mc.
ATTENTION CHRIS HEFFALUMP

and Woody Typepecker. This is it!

Your Suzi-Q date is only a week
late (vintage women). You are
invited to a decadent dinner this

Friday - place to be announced -

RSVP next Journal.

FOUND, vicinity Albert and Earl:
Female, longhaired pussy, grey
with tan splotches. Three to four
months old. Anyone knowing
whereabouts of her owner(s)
kindly phone 542-8137.

ANYONE INTERESTED in News
Writing and reporting for Queen's
Journal call Dan at 547-2606 or 544-

5358.

LOST: One blue and white (abstrac.f

design) cufflink. Probably lost in

the vicinity of Stuart Street. If

found please phone Rod at 544-

7141.

300 MM f 4 5 lens, Zenit Camera, 50

mm f2 lens, 5 filters, metal case.
S125. 544-1595.

REJOICE WITH US for Wednesday,
November 14, when Princess Anne
celebrated her nuptials, and
Prince Charles his twenty-fifth

birthday. The Kingston Branch of

the Monarchists League of

Canada.
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

available to sublet January 1st.

Married student complex. Call 542-

7531.

FOR RENT: 2 rooms (semi-attached)
a /ailable for 2 people in house with

3 other ',tudonts furnished, dish-

washer, colour TV, washer, dryer.
546-9804.

INFORMATION BANK: Staff
meoting tomorrow, Saturday
November 17, 1 pm in the

McLaughlin Room, Union.
Evoryonf- plea<,c attend If unable
to do ',0 atlviM: me of it. Kevin,

CAN YOU THINK OF A BETTER
WAY to ^.pend Nov. 24 25 than
canoeing on the Mississippi? Call

Jim '»44 5'16/;Trip to Mt. Marcy
snowshoeing, Dec. 14 20. Come to

meeting, Mon. November 19, 7.30

Jeffrey 101 (bring ilO down
payment) Jim 542 4251.

WANTED: One fridge in good running
order. Please call 544-7241.

LEE: In spite of the fact that: you
stood me up once, were fifteen

minutes late, forgot to open the

door eight times, didn't help me
with my coat 4 times and made me
buy my own beer; I enjoyed the

movie! Thank-you very much. Jim
2 TICKETS desperately needed for

Suzie-Q Semi-Formal Fantasia.
544-8291.

STOLEN: Sociology, Lawry and
Rankin from outside Psychology
lecture room in Humphtrey Hall.

Whoever ripped it off please
return. I can't afford another one.
544-8206.

ANY ONE WANT TO DUMP THEIR
DATES for the Semi-Formal? I

need tickets. Phone Janice, 544-

8792.

ANYONE WHO WOULD BE IN-

TERESTED in selling Liquor
tickets at the semi-formal, call 542-

6680.

I DID more than shore my shackles
this week, thanks to K.G. and J.G.

WANTED: Extras for Sam Peckin-
pah's newest film, tentatively

titled "World War III" to com-
mence filming on the master's
return from the Middle East.
Salaries and benefits the best, as
no one will collect them. Lepers
especially welcome for their
ability to die erogenously. To
apply phone 549-1851 and ask for

one of the flunkies.

LOST: a pair of glasses sometime
after the concert on Friday night.

Please phone 544-7586 if you have
found them. Thanks!

LOST: Black duffle coat. Reward if

found. Phone 544-8332.

ROOMMATE WANTED: to share 4-

bedroom Apt. with 3 other girls.

Furnished, close to campus. 223

Albert, Apt. 2, 542-8137.

LOST: A pair of prescription sun-

glasses, smoked lenses, steel
frames in a hard grey carrying
case. Please phone after 5 pm. 542-

6505. Reward offered.

3 BEDROOM HOUSE: Centrally
located. $160.00 per month. (Heat
included) Call 544-1936.

PASSAGE TO INDIA: For anybody
who showed up last night for the
slide presentation on India, please
accept our apologies and come out
Thursday, November 22.

ACCORDING TO THE LATEST
STATISTICS, The perfect femal
is: an only child, lives in T.O., is

approximately 5'7", has long
brown hair, brown eyes, has her
birthday on the 17th of November,
and is sick of puns about her name.
Happy 21st Birthday, Brenda.

INTERESTED IN MOVING into a

new house close to campus now or
in January? We have a furnished
room for a girl. Only $48.75 per
month. Phone Colleen, Leslie or
Laurene at 544-5575 or come to 412

Earl St.

ROOMS AVAILABLE in Science '44

Co-op for males and females.
Room and board included. If in-

terested, call Andrew Anderson,
546-6211.

DEAR CHEF BOY-AR-DEE and 5

live-ins! Thank you for 1) the

never-beforc-released works of c.

thompson as read by jag, 2) 10 lbs.

of spaghetti and 5 gals, of Randy's
sauce, 3) decor by Ross, 4) tete-a-

tete avec Tim, 5) the opportunity
to meet Mike, and 6) for our not

getting dishpan hands. Had a great
time. XO, Ketch and Liz.

LOST: white ski gloves with red and
blue trim at Midnight Concert.
Call DAVE 549 0679 Reward.

WANTED TO BUY 1 pair of used

Graduating?

If you wish your grad photo in Tricolor '74 you
must have it taken at Wallace Berry Studios

(542 3933) before next

go.ilii) skates, si/e H'/j •)'/) Call 546

4502.

SU/I Q SEMI Formal lickel*
needed. ..if any of you girls have
chickened out and want to ioll your
tickets please call at 544 5294.

THE WALL? to all those who put it

up; thanks. To all those arfsi-

farlsies who got in the way, that
dumb frosh and not so dumb
Gerry, who got caught; PISON YA.
To the girls from Ban Righ who
fried to brick us in; TRY HAR
DER, when you arc number two,
you have to. C.R.M., D.H.

GAEL GROUP44: Reserve November
29 because that's when we're
having our reunion (better late
than never!) More details T.B.A.

Karirii, Sud>,, l^l<ik<.-, iufe

I A (72 73) plus 5 live int, wi»h Patty
M. luck in finding, within one year,
the ideal spouse if he'll have her.

IKE, MICK, HIVA, MEATBALL, the

houte Mic, and gramma 'Cuire
wish to open their hospitable abode
to all ex-Burlingtonians, friends,

and freshettes for their first an
nual "Brant St. Riot Revival" Sat.

Nov. 17, 8.30, 558 Albert St

(Sherwood Inn) BYOB.
"NEED ONE or 2 rooms for I or two

male students with kitchen
privileges. Close to campus if

possible. Rent negotiable. Phone
Peter 544 9475 after II p.m.

LOST: prescribed sunglasses with
steel frame in grey carrying

rase fall i4'/ iW,
REEL TO UtEL Mk V i !,

stereo tape recorder m e/teilent
condition, tIMi. Snow Itrki J.tD \i.

8 25 15, 2 Of Mch »2« -pair. PhOM
544 »«7*

STILL AVAILABLIE single male
room at West Carnpus Stuated on
first floor and close to the parkinv
lot Phone 549 0462 or Write Wett
Campus MI07

WHOEVER FOUND A K & E Decilon
Slide Rule 2 or 3 Fridays ago has
had enough time to enioy it by
nov/ Please return it to Duputs
Hall or phone Claude at 549 27(19

SVEICIENS! Satiksimies Sat Nite

Nov. 17, at the Pub. Atrodies Aqri!

Such

Love

is

Seldom
Do you sometimes want to reach out to others? Most people do, but

perhaps God has specially touched you. The Dominican Sisters of the

Sick Poor try to recognize each person's unique call-so we liave made
the requirements for joining us as flexible as possible.

We offer you the opportunity to live with us, work with us, pray with

us among the people we serve. This will allow you the atmosphere to

discern and evaluate your call.

Our Mission is to the poor, but to a special category of the poor: the

sick. There are many ways for you to serve the poor and the sick. We
welcome you to . . . "Come and see"

bominiCAn sisteRS of the sick poor
.M.-VHI.\.\D.\LE OSSI.\I.\(;, .\E\\ YORK 10.562

Dear Sister,

I would like to know more about the opportunities you offer for

sharing in your workj understand there is no obligation.

NAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY

QU

-STATE_ .ZIP CODE.

PHONE.

COME TO US LAST
FOR mrm and BROADLOOM!

Because We Buy Bankrupt Stocks, Factory Seconds, Factory Closeouts,

Slightly Used Carpet and Insurance Salvage We Can Cover the Floors Of
Your "Pad" for a Whole Lot Less than Anyone else in the Carpet
Business. So Try Everyone Else First - Then Come to Us Last. "Marie"
Promises To Save You a Big Buck. You Won't be Sorry!

Values to

10.95 sq. yd.
$2-$3-$4-$5-$6

square

yard

Thursday, Nov. 22 p o M 270 Bagot Street
™ Half-way Between

ENTERPRISES
Princess and Brock Streets
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The H
of AMS Money

Part one: PAST HISTORY
Over the last few years, the Alma Mater Society has been spending more money than it has been

taking in. Last year, the deficit was around $23,000. Heavy losses (nearly $26,000) on the Heffalump and
the Student Typing Service have made the problem more acute. The only bright spot was the pub which
made a $14,000 profit last year. Even so, as of April, 1973, the accumulated AMS losses for the last few
years had, for the first time, added to more than the accumulated profits of the last fifty years.

In order to pay its bills, the AMS has had to dip into its capital (long-term) funds. At this point, part of

the reserves have been spent and the rest are tied up in such a way as to prohibit covering any losses for a

number of years even if the AMS wanted to do so.

On this and the next three pages are the audited Financial Statements of the AMS as of April, 1973,

and some not^s and explanations to aid in understanding.
The audit does not give any reasons for the poor financial state of the AMS, nor does it give any

suggestions for improving the situation. It simply records what has happened.
The reasons and suggested solutions have been argued in countless AMS meetings and some

schemes for tighter control of money and faster reaction to problems have been implemented. However,
it will be a few years before the AMS financial position recovers.

This financial statement describes
what monies the AMS has at a given point
in time (April 30, 1973), where these
monies are, and how they came to be
there. The audit is a letter from a Char-
red Accountant sayJng that he examined
le financial statements, and other

'documents and believes the statements to

be a true reflection of the AAAS's financial

transactions.

' The AAAS financial statements contain
the following parts:

Auditor's Letter: says the books were
checked and seem to be all right.

Consolidated Balance Sheet: lists the
total assets (what the AMS has and is owed
by others) and the total liabilities (what is

owed to others) for the AMS and all its

services. This statement was produced by
adding the General Fund Balance Sheet,
the Reserve Fund Balance Sheet and the
Balance Sheet of Student Services, all of

which appear later in the financial

statement. For understanding, it is better
to examine the three component balance
^heets rather than the consolidated one.

' Consolidated Statement of Income:
lists the income and expenditures for the
AMS itself and its immediate services -

Journal, Tricolor, Who's Where, and the
Bands. (The Pub, Housing Service, Typing
Service and Heffalump are > treated
separately in later statements.) Included
in this statement, but not explicitly, are
the losses for the Concert Committee and
the Printing Service.

Notes to Financial Statements: give
the auditor a chance to make a few general
comments.

General Fund Balance Sheet
(Schedule A): gives a statement of assets
and liabilities pertaining to current
operations. By this, we mean the accounts
to be collected and paid for the year [ust

ended.

Reserve Fund Balance Sheet
(Schedule B): gives the assets and
liabilities for the AMS capital and
reserves. By capital, we mean money that
has been built up over the years and is

used for long-term projects, such as
financing EIrond College. By reserves, we
mean money that has been collected for a
specific purpose and must be held for that

purpose.

Balance Sheet of Student Ser-
vices(Schedule C): lists the assets and
liabilities of the Pub, the Housing Com-
mittee, the Student Typing Service and the
Heffalump. '

Loans receivable (Schedule D): lists

money that the AMS has lent out on a long-

term basis.

Loans payable (Schedule E): lists the
income and expenditures for the various
reserve funds the AMS has.

Commission Expenses (Schedule G):
gives a further breakdown of some of the
expenditures in the Consolidated
Statement of Income.

Fixed Assets and Accumulated
Depreciation (Schedule H): lists the fixed

assets ( Furniture, office equipment and so

on) owned by theAMS and its services, the

amount acquired and disposed of during
the past year and the depreciation for the

year. This statement is, for all practical

purposes, meaningless as much of the
material has long since been depreciated
to zero value and because the depreciation
is not charged in a uniform way among the

various services and from year to year.

The depreciation concept is useful. It

spreads the cost of major purchases over a
number of years (reflecting the lifetime of

the purchase) rather than charging the

entire cost at the. acquisition to year in

which the money was spent. The AMS has

not done this cost-spreading with any kind

of diligence or consistency. Therefore,

ignore this statement.

Statements of income for the Pub,
Housing Service, Student Typing Service

and Heffalump (Schedules I, J, K, and L):

list the income and expenditures for those

services during the last year.

The General Fund Balance Sheet lists

the money on hand, owing, and to be

collected for the AMS and its immediate
services (Journal, Band, Tricolor, and
Who's Where) on current operations.

There is one quirk with the balance

sheet: because Tricolor appears in the fall,

half of its expenditures are in one financial

year and the rest in the subsequent
financial year. However, almost all of the
income, is generated in one financial year.

To reflect this, the auditor has deferred
both the income and expenses for Tricolor
'73. By thiST-all the income for that book
received before April 30, 1973 has become
a liability owing to next year (1973-74), and
all the expenses from before April 30, a

debt to be recovered from next year.
Another way to do this would be to subtract
the amount spent from the amount taken
in and call the balance an account payable
for Tricolor (which would under normal
circumstances be balanced by cash in the
bank).

The fixed assets (less accumulated

|lllllllllllllllllllllllll Illlllllllllllllllllllllllll Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Illllllllllllll Illllllllllllllllllllg

I AMS reserves there but dwindling |

AMS "Capital" first appeared as such
during 1971 when the AMS received $90,906

which was accumulated profits on the

University athletic programme and on a

-student health insurance programme.
Previously, the AMS had made a number

of thousand dollars from the health insurance
and had used this and some of its net ac-

cumulated revenue (profit) to finance major
proiects. There weren't many. The biggest

was in the early '60's when $10,000 was given
to the band to purchase new equipment.

Almost all of the AMS long-term funds then

were held as bank deposits rather than loans.

In 1971, the capital funds were increased

by a further $8,576 profit on the health in-

surance and $2,316 in interest. However,
$10,973 in capital funds were used to cover a

deficit in the athletic programme, leaving a

balance of $90,825. After 1971, the AMS
ceased to get profit on the health (this in-

surance programme ended with the coming
of Medicare) and the athletic (the university

took over the responsibility for the

programme and its profits and losses)

programmes.
In 1972, the AMS earned $427 in interest

on its capital and acquired $6,699 from the

Theatre Building fund.

In 1973, the interest added to ac-

cumulated capital was $1,871. In addition,

$5,817 in profits from the pub accrued to the

capital fund. However, capital had to cover
$14,500 in losses on the heffalump and pay out

$6,131 on a theatre building fund to the

University Centre.

As a result, at the end of April, 1973, the

balance was $85,008. One should note that

$36,545 of this is in extremely questionable
assets - loans to Typing Service and to the
AMS general fund. These may have to be
written-off soon, leaving a balance of ap-

proximately $50,000. This $50,000 cannot be
used to finance current deficits or projects
as almost all of it is in long term loans. (See
the section on the reserve fund balance sheet
for a further discussion.)

iniiiiiimnniniiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiniiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiimiiiiiiiiniiiiiininiiiiii^^^^^
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depredation) represents the present value

of ttie AAAS's office equipment, fur-

nishings, and other possessions. These
assets could, in theory, be converted into

$8,473 in cash.

In years such as this when ex

penditures have been more than income,

there is more money owing at the end than

there is cash on hand and cash collectable.

The difference is the net loss for the year.

The other odd listing under iiabilities

is $19,735 due to the reserve fund. This is

money that the AAAS has had to borrow
from its long-term cash supply in order to

meet the current operation needs. This

money should be repaid by current

operations into the long-term funds. Thus
it is a liability.

As can be seen, even without what is

owed to the reserve fund, the AAAS on

current operations still owed $4,500 more
than it had in April 30, 1973.

The actual loss for the year will be

lower as more than $9,642 has been
collected from outstanding accounts ( the

$9,642 contained an overly generous
allowance for bad debts) and Tricolor '73

probably will not spend all the money it

has on deposit on the AAAS.

The Consolidated Statement of Income
which shows the AAAS profits and losses is

hard to understand. It is constructed in

such a way as to make it time-consuming
to see what made or lost money.

We have constructed another version

of the Income Statement with all the

numbers supplied by the audit and a

couple of sub-totals supplied by the AAAS
Business Administrator, but first some
general comments.

Entries under the Journal and Tricolor

do not represent the expenditures of one
year's publications, but rather tran-

sactions from April 30, 1972 to April 30, 1973

covering a number of volumes of Tricolor

and Journal. Included in expenses for

Journal are bad debts from as far back as

1969 that have been written off. The
Tricolor entries contain fewer outdated
entries. The other entries appear to con-

tain only the odd bad debt from previous

years.

Other oddities contained in this

statement include the hiding of the deficit

from the concert committee in the ex-

penditures of the campus Activities

Commission, and the hiding of the printing

service debt in the expenses for the In-

ternal Affairs Commission. The student
fees for the Queen's Band have been
hidden in the AAAS fees entry. (Because of

this, a first glance gives the impression
that the band lost nearly $8,000 when in

fact it made $741, which reverts to the

AAAS.)

Below is a restatement of the Income
Statement which gives a clearer picture of

this year's losses. The changes that have
been made are: correcting the fee revenue
to give the Band its share, bringing out

explicitly the Concert and Printing Ser-

vices losses and the commission expenses
and the consolidation of numbers from
various other parts of the financial

statements. The totals at the end are the

same.
As further information, the budget

amount (where available) has been
printed next to the actual income or ex-

pense and the difference between the two
printed.

It should be noted that the full income
and expenses for the Hood and Gown
rentals, the Printing Service, and the

Concert Committee have not been in

eluded, only the net profit or loss.

The only real changes in the loss will

appear next year when the Journal is

sorted out. This year's audit wrote off

some accounts that have since been
collected/ and the money should be listed

as revenue for 1972 73.

The deficit run by the AAAS specific

account was mainly due to over
estimations of revenue. Whereas the

salary, office expenses, and internal af

fairs commission expenses were much
over the amount budgeted, these could

have been balanced by underspending on
the part of other commissions. The $2,200

dues to the Ontario Federation of Students

was the only major expense not provided
for in fhf; budget.

On itie revenue side, the following

expected Income did not materialize;

• The budget called for a $3,500 profit

from the Pub to be applied towards the

operating deficit. This profit does not enter

into the figures until the end of the

statement of income.
A $1,000 profit from past Tricolors

will not enter into the picture until the 1974

audit, even though it had been budgeted to

balance 1972-73 expenditures.

Estimates for Who's Where revenue
were too high.

Almost $9,000 miscellaneous revenue
in the budget was basically "wishful

thinking" that never materialized (AOSC
profits. Dunning Flicks profits, etc) and a

book-keeping charges to services which
were never made. If these charges had
been made, it would not have changed the

total loss, but merely rearranged who was
charged with the loss.

All these factors and many others

contributed to the overall AAAS deficit for

1972-73, a total of about twenty-one

thousand dollars.

The Reserve Fund Balance Sheet
(Schedule B) deals only with the long-term
assets and liabilities of the AAAS. Balance
sheets themselves are ticky and can cause
difficulty in understanding.

The top half of the sheet -- assets -- can
be regarded as a list of the property
(money, etc.) possessed by the AAAS, and
the bottom can be regarded as a statement
of the sources from which this property
has been obtained. Liabilities list what is

owed by the AAAS on a long-term basis .

Capital lists what portion of the assets

belong to the AAAS. The entries under the

heading "Capital" list the transactions

during the year that affected the amount of

the assets.

Cash on deposit is just that. It is easily

spendable. The cash on deposit "pursuant
to by-law 5" etc. is another deposit account
which the AAAS has. At this time, it is in

overdraft because of the heavy cash
requirements the AAAS has had over the

last two years. This entry does not mean
there is no money for this particular

reserve. (AAore on it later).

The next three entries represent the

$10,000 which the AAAS has lent to the

University Short Term Loan Fund. The
AAAS earns no interest on this money but

can recal I it for other uses upon reasonable
notice.

The loans receivable (which are listed

in detail in Schedule D). consist of one
$30,000 loan to EIrond, a $65,544 loan to

Science '44 co-op, and a $13,607 loan to

Science '44. All are presently being paid

off, which will take the next thirty years.

The AAAS earns interest on two of the
loans. The big loan to Science '44 does not

earn interest as the AAAS owes the

University a corresponding amount.
(AAore below.)

The amount listed as advance to

student services are loans that the AAAS
has made from the long-term deposits to

some of its own services.

It should be realized that the advance
to the Student Typing Service is very
shaky. The auditor's note three states that

the Typing Service and Heffalump "may
not be able to repay advances to them."
The auditor then wrote-off the advance to

Heffalump (see Capital) as a dead loss.

Since the Typing Service losses have been
as heavy, and it has been incorporated into

the AAAS office structure, the probability

that most of that $16,810 advance will be
written off also is very high.

The $19,735 listed as being due from
the General Fund is what the AAAS owes to

itself. The reason is simple. In order to

(.over the deficits on current operations,

the AAAS has had to take some cash from
it^ long term funds. There is provision for

paying back some of this money, but not

all of it. This asset cannot at this point be

turned into cash.

"Loan', payable" are the only real

long term liabilities of the AAAS. It owes
Queen'', the $65,544 which it has lent to the

r.f) op. Another w<iy lo look at these loans Is

to f.rill the net (what is owed to the AAAS
le',', what it owes) of Iho loans as an asset.

In Ihi', view, the AAAS has no long term
li,-ibilitie'„ and only $43,607 In loans

receivable.

Re'iervos arc in some senses
liabilities. One can regard a reserve as a

statement of what portion of the assets

must be held for some specific purpose.

$9,257 must be held until the students

approve a specific proposal tor its ex

pendlture at an AAAS General AAeetlng.

The transactions listed under AAAS
Capital explain why the AAAS has assets,

and why they are different from last

year's.

The balance at the beginning of the

year is the starting point. To this is added
the amount the AAAS made in interest on its

cash and loans for the year, and on Its in-

vestment in the Pub. This investment

income is profit which the Pub has
returned to the AAAS over and above the

initial loan required to get the Pub going.

From the total is subtracted the in-

terest the AAAS had to pay out during the

year, the advances to the Heffalump which
were written off when the boutique was
closed, and a payment to the University

Centre. This last entry was an extra-

ordinary payment, disposing of the

transfer from the Theatre Building Fund
in 1972.

The Balance Sheet for Student Ser-

vices (Schedule C) is similar to the other

balance sheet. The assets and liabilities

are laid out for the Pub, Housing Com-
mittee, Typing Service, and Heffalump.
Also listed are the total profits (or losses)

since each of the services was started.

Another category has appeared in

these statements -- equity. This

represents the amount of money that the

AAAS has tied up in the ventures at this

point. In other words, the amount of money
the AAAS could receive by selling off all the

assets of the service, after paying any
debts of the service. Equity is net worth.

The loans listed in Schedule D are the

most valuable assets the AAAS has.

Whereas^the AAAS could sell its loan to

EIrond to'a bank and recover its $30,000 (if

it were lucky), if it holds onto the loan,

EIrond will pay back the $30,000 plus a

total of $37,400 in interest over the next

thirty years The loan to Science '44 co op
will gain the AAAS $9,865 in interest o/er <

the ne/t 20 years If these loans are furn«Ki *

into cash now in order to cover current
losses, the interest revenue is lost . i

One small note: there is a misprint m i

the audit. The last line of the description of ^
the EIrond loan should read "date of first ,

payment to Central AAortgage and Housing .

Corporation by EIrond College Inc." j

Schedule F contains the elusive I
Reserve under By law 5 of the constitution, I
This is a fund to which each student

'

contributes $0.25 a year and may only be
spent "for constructive projects and then
only by motion carried at an open or an- '

nual meeting" of the AAAS. The balance at
J;

the beginning of the year was $9,257, but no Jl

money appears to have been deposited in.'

the fund. The audit gives no explanation
for this oversight and AAAS officials are
attempting to find out from the accountirlg

office in Richardson Hall what happened
to the $2,175 that should be added to the

Reserve Fund.

The Statements of Income (Schedules
I L) for the Pub and so on are fairly self

explanatory. However, one should note

that while all four services made a gross

profit, because the cost of what they sold

was lower than the total sales revenue,

only the Pub and the Housing Committee
had enough gross profit to cover the

overhead - wages, advertising and sun-

dry. The margin for Typing Service and
Heffalump didn't come close.

Schedule K shows that the Xerox
machines in Student Typing did not by
themselves loose money, but made $1,500

or so last year. This, however, was more
than used in paying the staff to watch the

machine.
(As an aside - the "terminal loss on

furnishing" for the Heffalump (Schedule

L) was the difference between the cost of

the store equipment less the price it was
sold for.)

ijiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiii^

I
AMS profits and losses over the years |
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Audit Report
& Financial

Statement

Alma Mater
Society

As al April 30, 1973

MARTIN SECKER
Chartered Accountant

The Members
The Alma Mater Society of Queen's University Incorporated

I have examined the consolidated balance sheet of The Alma
Maffer Society of Queen's University Incorporated as at April

30, 1973 and the consolidated statements of income and cap-

ital for the year then ended.

My examination included a general review of the accounting

procedures and such tests of accounting records and other sup-

porting evidence as I considered necessary in the circumstances

with the exception that the bookkeeping records and accounting

controls maintained for the "House of Commons" and

"Heffalump" did not lend themselves to audit verification.

In my opinion, with the exception that I have been unable

to verify the "House of Commons" statement of income as

shown in Schedule I and the "Heffalump" statement of income

as shown in Schedule L, these consolidated financial statements

present fairly the financial position of the society as at April 30,

1973 and the results of its operations for the year then ended

in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles

applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.

signed: Martin Seeker

Chartered Accountant

Kingston, Ontario

May 25, 1973

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

ASSETS
1973 1972

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash 14,566 38,095
Deposit with Queen's University 6,264 6,885
Accounts receivable 11,413 9,401

Loans to student organizations 2,533 2,985

Student loans 3,697 3,076

Inventory, at cost 2,032 5,193

Deferred expense. Tricolor 12,196 12,933

Guaranteed investment certificate 5;600
Subtotal 52,701 84,168

LOANS RECEIVABLE (schedule D) 109,151 110,806

FIXED ASSETS, at cost 88,613 81,017

Less accumulated depreciation 65,398 53,692

Subtotal 23,215 27,325

TOTAL 185,067 222,299

LIABILITIES

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts payable

Deferred revenue. Tricolor

Subtotal

6,182

34,780

40,962

LONG-TERM DEBT
Loans payable (schedule E)

Finance contract, secured by cash register

Subtotal

65,544

65,544

RESERVE under by-law 5 of the Constitution 9,257

CAPITAL (note 1) 69,304

16,362

34,124

50,486

66,871

1,357

68,228

9,257

94,328

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF INCOME

REVENUE
1973

Student fees 56,423
Rental of hoods, gowns and motarboards (net) 734
Queen's Journal, including share of student

fees 51,980
Tricolor 35,974
Band, not including fees 6,350
Who's Where, including share of student fees 7,489
I nterest revenue

Miscellaneous - 3,956
TOTAL 162,906

1972

54,607

5,404

48,016
34,314

8,364

7,231

331

4,467

162,734

EXPENSE

Queen's Journal 59,679
Tricolor 36,128
Band, including depreciation 13,869
Commission expense 42,363
Club grants 2,007

Expenses for president and vice-president 302
Honoraria 2,390

Administration, salaries 20,317
Administration, off ice expense 5,762

Professional fees 1,802

Miscellaneous 2,047
TOTAL 186,666

Loss for the year before the undernoted (23,760) (1,641)

Net income, "House of Commons" 14,127

Net income. Housing Committee 2,121

Loss, Student Typing Service (5,282)

Loss, "Heffalump" (7,969)

Subtotal 2,997

LOSS FOR THE YEAR 20,763 8,774

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Note 1

CONSOLIDATED CAPITAL
The consolidated capital of the Society

at April 30, 1973 was $69,304 calculated

as follows:

General Fund, accumulated net revenue

. (deficit) (15,760)

Reserve Fund
Capital

Less advances to student services:

House of Commons, Housing Committee

Student Typing Service and Heffalump 18,810

Subtotal 66,189

49,917

36,346

13,369

25,268

8,992

532
2,453

16,279

5,061

2,900

3,258

164.375

4,738

1,495

(7,337)

(6,029)

(7,133)

1973 1972

7,999

85,008 97,951

30,918

67,033

House of Commons
Capital advance from Reserve Fund 2,000
Operating surplus 8,998

Subtotal 10,998

Housing Committee
Capital advance from Reserve Fund
Operating surplus 3,177

Subtotal 3,177

Student Typing Service

Operating deficit 12,621

Less capital advance from Reserve Fund 16,810

Subtotal 4,189

Heffalump

Capital advance from Reserve Fund
Less operating surplus (deficit)

Subtotal

502
502

12,108

688
12,796

3,000

1,056

4,056

7,337

6,310

(1,027)

9,500

(6,029)

3,471

Note 2

UNIVERSITY CENTRE BUILDING
The Society pledged in 1970 to raise $500,000 by a special stu-

dent levy over a seven-year period to partially defray the cost of

a new student centre. Collections of $60,044, including interest

earned (1972- $43,680), from the students were made in 1973

and have increased the total contributions to Queen's University,

under the terms of this pledge, to $142,864 (1972 - $82,820).

Note 3

ADVANCES TO STUDENT SERVICES
Both the Student Typing Service and "Heffalump" have incurred

deficits in their operations and may be unable to repay advances

to them. At April 30, 1973, the advance to the Student Typing

Service exceeded its deficit by $4,189 (1972- ($1,027) ),

"Heffalump" ceased operations during the year and the advance

to it in the amount of $14,500 has been absorbed by the reserve

fund.

SCHEDULE A
GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET

TOTAL 185,067 222,299

ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash

Accounts receivable

Loans to student organizations

Deferred expense. Tricolor

Subtotal

1973

7,228

,9,642

2,533

12,196

31,599

1972

13,987

8,807

2,985

12,933

38,712

FIXED ASSETS
Fixed assets, at cost

Less accumulated depreciation

Subtotal

65,858
57,385

8,473

60,203

49,529

10,674

TOTAL 40,072 49,386

LIABILITIES

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Accounts payable

Due to Reserve Fund
Deferred income. Tricolor

Subtotal

Deficit

Surplus at beginning of year

Net loss for the year

Surplus (deficit) at end of year

TOTAL

1,317

19,735

34,780

55,832

5,386

1,877

34,124

41,387

7,999 9,640

(23.759) (1,641)

(15.760) 7,999

40,072 49,386

SCHEDULE

B

RESERVE FUND BALANCE SHEET

ASSETS
1973 1972

Cash 2,152 14,917
Cash on deposit with Queen's University

Deposit persuant to By-Law 5 of the

Constitution, interest-bearing (39) (39)

Student loan capital, interest-bearing 6,000 6,000
Student loan income, non-interest-bearing 303 924
Student loans outstanding 3,697 3,(576

Guaranteed investment certificate.

maturing, March, 1973 5,600
Subtotal 12,113 30,478

LOANS RECEIVABLE (schedule D) 109,151 110,806

ADVANCES TO STUDENT SERVICES
"House of Commons" (Pub) 2,000 12,108
Housing Committee 3,000
Student Typing Service (note 3) 16,810 6,310
"Heffalump" (Boutique) (note 3) 9,500
Subtotal 18,810 30,918

DUE FROM GENERAL FUND 19,735 1,877

TOTAL 1 59,809 174,079

LIABILITIES

LIABILITIES
Loans payable (schedule E) 65,544 66,87

1

RESERVES (schedule F) 9,257 9,257

TOTAL 74,801 76,128

CAPITAL

Balance at beginning of year 97,951 90,825

Interest income for the year 6,742 5,007

Transfer from Theatre Building Fund 6,699

Investment in "House of Commons" (Pub) 5,817

Subtotal 110.510 102,531

Payments to University Centre during year 6,131

Interest expense for the year 4,871 4,580

Advances to "Heffalump" written off 14,500

Subtotal 25,502 4,580

Balance at end of year 85,008 97,951

GRAND TOTAL 159,809 174,079

SCHEDULE D
LOANS RECEIVABLE

1973
SCIENCE '44 CO-OPERATIVE INCORPORATED
Maturity September 1, 1994, 6 7/8 percent,

repayable monthly at $484.90 including

interest and principal 65,544
Maturity July 1, 1993, 6 1/4 percent, re-

payable monthly at $98.22 including

interest and principal 13,607

elrOnd college inc.

7 7/8 percent, repayable $215 per month,

principal and interest for a term of 30 years

commencing one month after due date of

first payment to EIrond College Inc. (sic) 30,000

1972

66,871

13,935

30,000

TOTAL 109,151 110,806

SCHEDULE

E

LOANS PAYABLE

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON
Maturity September 1, 1994, 6 7/8 percent,

repayable monthly at $484.90 including

interest and principal

1973 1972

65,544 66,871
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SCHEDULE

F

RESERVES
I

Reserve under By-Law 5 of the Constitution

for non current constructive projects

Balance at beginning of year

Annual provision

Interest earned

Expenditures

Balance at end of year

Reserve for Theatre Building Fund
Balance at beginning of year

Transfered to capital

Balance at end of year

TOTAL

1973

9,257

9,257

9,257

1972

8,913

2,118

116

(1,890)

9,257

6,699

6,699

nil

9,257

SCHEDULE

G

COMMISSIONS EXPENSE

Campus activities (net of concert fees and

1973 1972

SCHEDULE I

"HOUSE of COMMONS"
STATEMENT OF INCOME

Sales

Cost of goods sold

Gross profit

Operating expenses

AMS constables

Advertising

Depreciation

Equiptment rental

Entertainment

Licences

Repairs and maintenance
Sundry
Telephone

Wages
Subtotal

NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR

143,617

73,394

3,647

67
2,824

983
10,017

2,962
304

1,121

243
33,928

other revenue) 7,187 119

Communications SCHEDULE J

Who's Where 8,307, 5,994 HOUSING COMMITTEE
Other 373 828 STATEMENT OF INCOME

Education

Festival of the Arts 1,769 2,789 Rental revenue

Other 3,791 3,889

External 6,335 5,256 Expenses

Internal 11,970 2,432 Rent to Queen's University 61,028

Services 2,631 3,961 Administrative fee. Queen's University 3,286

TOTAL 42,363 25,268 Fuel 4,710

SCHEDULE

C

BALANCE SHEET of STUDENT SERVICES

Student

Utilities

Repairs and maintenance

Wages
Bad debt expense

Depreciation

Sundry
Office expense

Advertising

Bookkeeping service

Subtotal

NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR

3,807

9,074

3,380

675
1,134

166
772
194

1,500

89,716

House of Housing Typing
Common Commit Service Heffalump

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS

Cash 2,029 1,453 1,037 667 Schedule K
Accounts receivable 879 892 Statement of Income - Student Typing Service

Inventory, at cost 2,032
RevenueSubtotal 2,029 2,332 3,961 667

FIXED ASSETS Xerox 18,471

Furnishings and Typing 14,055

equiptment, at cost 14,1 19 5,672 2,964 Ditto and Sundry 1,736

Less accumulated TOTAL
depreciation.

-

5,150 1,770 1,093
ExpensesSubtotal 8,969 ' 3,902 1,871

TOTAL ASSETS 10,998 6,234 5,832 667 Supplies

Inventory at beginning of year 331

LIABILITIES Purchases

CURRENT LIABILITIES Xerox supplies 2,718

Accounts payable 3,057 1,643 165 Ditto supplies 695
Office supplies 931 4,344

EQUITY Inventory at end of year (2,032)

CAPITAL ADVANCE, Net supply cost for year

AMS Reserve Fund 2,000 16,810 Xerox usage and rental charges 15,236

OPERATING SURPLUS Wages, typists 11,527

Balance at beginning of year 688 1,056 ( 7,337) ( 6,029) Wages, staff 8,198

Net income (loss) for year 14,127 2,121 ( 5,284) ( 7,969)
Repairs 33

Subtotal 14,815 3,177 (12,621) (13,998)
Depreciation 593

Transfered to reserve fund 5,817 Telephone 182

Capital advance written off 14,500 Advertising 123

Balance at end of year 3,998 3,177 (12,621) 502 Equiptment rental 491

Total equity 10,998 3,177 4,189 502 Miscellaneous 194

TOTAL 10.998 6,234 5,832 667 Returned cheques and bad debt expense 325
TOTAL

70,223

56,096

14,127

91,837

89,716

2,121

34,262

2,643

LOSS FOR THE YEAR

39,545

5,283

SCHEDULE

L

HEFFALUMP
STATEMENT OF INCOME

Sales

Cost of sales

Inventory, at beginning of year 4,862
Purchases, including freight 7,991
Subtotal 12,853
Inventory, at end of year nil

Cross profit

Operating expente*
Advertising 190
Insurance _ gg
Miscellaneous 835
Office supplies 186
Repairs and maintenance 1 22
Rent 2,476
Returned cheques 45
Taxes 232
Telephone 181
Travel 40
Utilities 57
Wages 5,047
Subtotal 9,466

Loss before the undernoted item

Terminal loss on furnishings and equiptment

LOSS FOR THE YEAR

16,014

12,853

3,161

9,466

6,305

1,664

7,969

Last year's losses in detail

This statement is not actually part of the AMS Audit, but the
numbers contained in it were all obtained from the audit.

AMS SPECIFIC REVENUE and EXPENDITURES

EXPENSES Actual
Club grants 2,007
President's expenses 302
Honouraria 2,390
Salaries 20,317
Office expenses 5,762
Professional fees 1,802
Miscellaneous 2,047
Campus Activities 2,937

Cpncert Fee loss 4,225
Communications 373
Education 5,560
External 6,335
Internal 9,726

Printing Service loss 2,244
Services (comm) 2,631
Who's Where 8,307
Totals 76,990
REVENUE
Student fees 48,163
Hoods and gowns (net) 734
Miscellaneous 3,956
Who's Where " 7,489
Totals 60,342

Budget

4,000

400
3,000

18,900

4,500

1,800

1,800

4,225

0

0

7,035

3,684

8,180

1,000

3,100

7,900

68,324

45,580

1,500

12.700

9,350
69,130

Difference

1,993

98
610

( 1,419)

( 1,263)

( 2)

( 247)

1,288

( 4,225)

( 373)

1,475

( 2,651)

( 1,566)

( 1,244)

469
( 407)

2,583

( 766)

( 8,774)

( 1,861)

RECAP of ALL AMS and SERVICES EXPENSES and REVENUE

AMS specific

Income Expenses Profit/Loss

60,342 76,990 (16,648)
Bands 14,610 13,869 741
Queen 's Journal 51,980 59,679 ( 7,699)
Tricolor 35,974 36,128 ( 154)
Pub 14;3,617 129,490 14,127
Housing Service 91,839 89,716 2,121
Typing Service 34,262 39,545 ( 5.283)
Heffalump 16,014 23,983 ( 7,969)
Totals 448,636 469,400 (20,764)

SCHEDULE

H

FIXED ASSETS ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION

Com at begin Cost at end Balance at begin- Depreciation for the year Balance at end

ning of year Additions Disposals of year ning of year Amount Rate of year

AMS office furniture and equipment 7,125 310 7,435 5,922 744 lOpc of 7,435 6,666

Band equipment 24,253 869 25,122 22,320 1,087 20pc of cost 23,407

Hoods and gowns 19,597 5,126 24,723 13,634 5,431 33 1/3 pc of ac 19,065

Mortar \>i>nrii% 2,193 2,193 2,193 qusitions since 1968 2,193
Tricolr^r equipment 1,638 1,638 1,443 ,164 10()c of 1,638 1,607
Journal equipment 1,925 ,100 1,825 1,554 ,183 lOpc of 1,825 1,737
Dafkror^m equ((fnenl 3,021 ,660 2,471 2,012 ,247 lOpc of 2,471 2,259
Piano 451 451 451 ,451

SulTtotaf 60,203 6,305 660 65,858 49,529 7,856 57,385

Mf^uw f)f Common* furoiluro and

equipment 1 1,629 2,612 122 14,119 2,326 2,824 20pc of 14,1 19 5,150
Housing serviwj 3,178 2,404 5,672 636 1,134 20pc of 5,672 1,770
Typing service 2,500 404 2,964 500 ,593 20pc of 2,964 1,093
Heffalump 3,607 3,507 nil 701 (,701) 20pc of 3,507 nil

'O I At. 81.017 11,875 4,279 (ifi.ei.'j 53,692 11,-/06 65,398
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nooks and crannies

stairway leading up from the kitchen

by Judy Dobias

To save the jail or not to save
the jail, that is the question.

Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to

suffer through demolition,
thereby destroying the jail, or to

take action, thereby being put
into one. Ah . . . such is the

dilemma presently to be solved.

The immediate threat to the

jail behind the Court House
prompted me to focus on it before

the remains are mere recordings
in history books or memories for

those celebrating the Kingston
Quadricentenary . Edward
Horsey designed a group of

complementary buildings behind
the Frontenac County Court
House which consisted of the Jail,

the Jailer's House and the Jail

Wall. By the year 1858, the Court
House was completed, while the

remainder was in the process of

construction. A kitchen wing was
added in 1867 and the yard space
was doubled in size making the

entire complex over 115 years
old.

It was a rather unusual scene

early Wednesday morning;
unusual in that rarely on Queen's
campus does the word
"demonstration" come up. By
8.00 a.m. concerned individuals

filtered through the already
ruinous state of the main gate in

an effort to stop further
demolition and help save the
main parts of the arehway. While
the bleary-eyed workmen
muttered about the fan belt that

somehow managed to get severed
the night before, on their

bulldozer, others paced around
the site like a group of invaded
veterans. One puffing away on a

crooked cigarette shook his head,

"Never in my whole life have I

seen a bunch of people so crazy
about rocks". Under the sur-

veillance of Lily Angus, Pierre du
Prey, and Doug Stewart
professors in the Queen's Art

History department, the rocks

that made up the arch were lifted

into wheelbarrows and carted off

by students and other in-

dividuals.

The more personal aspect of

the jail and surrounding area was
touched upon indirectly when
within a period of five minutes
three characters, to put it mildly,

heightened the drama, by coming
into the scene. Two meagre
greasy-looking souls with jet-

black hair and scrawny
•mustaches started interjecting

accounts of long lost old uncles

who were "buried right near to

where you are just standing."

Such intrigue was further
brought out by their "old friend",

some ancient fellow in a mould-
colored woolen coat that came
down to his ankles, I might
merely describe him as a type
who begins every sentence with

the phrase, "In the good old days

I cornered them for a private

tour of the jail and the company
suited the surroundings; the two
younger ones had been in jail for

larceny and theft while most of

focus on:

The

Jail

their relations had been locked up
for horse stealing and shooting.

The old man filled in the details

about their notorious ancestors

and pointed out explicitly the

seven graves which are to the

right of the archway. "

From the exterior you will

notice the elevation facing West
Street exposing windows from
which the public could see the

hangings. They paid 25 cents to

be allowed in the courtyard to

witness the hangings which
usually took place at about 3.00 in

the morning. The prisoner would
be kept in a block of cells

especially for those sentenced to

death. Prior to the punishment he
would be allowed a shower and
subsequently had to climb up the

fateful thirteen steps.

The jail was for both male
and female prisoners, each had

his or her own cell and the yards

were divided. Food was
reasonable, but this account

View of the old jail leading into the main part of the cells

came from the recent source

when such delicacies as beans

and wieners, coffee and toast for

breakfast and "bean cake" were
common. Imaginations go wild in

the dingy narrow corridors,

moist plaster wails and vacant

cells. Several aged bibles were
strewn across the cement floor

placed there by the "Gideons"
who sincerely hope that "It will

prove a joy and comfort to the

one who now reads it." In the

light of the reader I find it

amusing to peruse the index

where agited or panicking

prisoners could have turned to.

"If you are in trouble. .If tired of

sin. ..or the final Judgment."
Unfortunately we lost the old

man somewhere between a

staircase that led into rooms we
christened dungeons, and the

back entrance across the yard.'^^

where the prisoners would h(

walked accompanied by a guard
Outside, the turned oarlli

gave the site a smell of limestone
and antiquated books. A child in a

camelhair coat prodded in the

rubble clutching onto several

oddly-shaped stones while
wheelbarrows of rocks were still

being carefully replaced. Several

students perched on the bulldozer

muttered about what good would
all this do anyway. With this, 1

looked across I he street to ob-

serve the presence of two
gleaming orange cars with police

postulating perhaps on possible

the "new" use of the jail. Might it

not house all those who s(^

adamantly showed thcii

disapproval of the dcmolitioi

order''

Next week:

Summerhill

Pics by Jim Merrithew

Through the walls of the jail the demolition is visible.
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Harold Town

An Evening with the Artist
-by Liz Wood-

A show of recent work by the

prodigious and controversial

Canadian artist, Harold Town,
opened last night at Agnes
Etherington. Along with the large

1)40 pieces) show, the opening
was treated to the presence of

Town himself. He was only too

willing to discuss his art, himself,

and sundrie other topics. The
f^vening was pleasantly informal

and presented a good opportunity

to the public to meet the artist.

Town makes his home in

Toronto's Rosedale, and does not

feel the great urge that other

artists seem to, to travel. He is

c onsidered one of Canada's most
accomplished draughtsman, and
uses a vast variety of mediums in

his work, as well as many styles.

These facts, combined with his

great productivity, have given

rise to much controvt-rsy and
discussion about the man and his

art.

Discussing the Vale
Variations, one section of a show
consisting of three series, Town
.said he liad been enchanted by
the enigmatic quality of the little

angel in Florence Vale's original

pen drawing He admits, after

doing nearly 100 of these
drawings that "I've not been able
'0 stop. ...at ihis moment they're

a fixation". The drawings vary
from stark line sketches to lush

colour erotica.

Town then related the

"totally original method of

making the pictures called

snaps". A string is pinned at

either side of the canvas and
coated with paint. It is then

snapfXid, releasing the paint onto
the surface. All pictures in the

Snap series are large and range
from near black surfaces fthe

early works) to vibrant in-

termingling colour. Contained on

the surfaces of these pictures

there are small disciplined areas

of shapes and colours. "I think

t he good thing about the snaps for

me is that they imply an ultimate

kind of distance but are very

flat". Town explained. "Those

(controlled areas) are in effect

my own challenge at the idea of

being flat. I'm making something

that tries to make the eye go in on

the surface. Whether or not I

succeed in your eyes is entirely

somebody elses problem".
The Parks series consists of

several large canvases done in

the hard edge technique in which
are contained small areas of

uncontrolled paint. (Reminding
one of Town's earlier abstract

expressionist period). These
areas represent parks in the

urban wilderness.

Asked about symbolism in

his work. Town replied that "The
real point of shape is that its got

lo be a shape that occurs to me,
or that I like, or that comes
somewhere out of my life.... I'm
out to create a private world in

which my imagination has for

some short period lived on its own
terms and under my direction,

and within my particular laws."

This attitude, along with

Town's desire to make his pic-

lures "ineffable, a final

mystery" presents a genuine

challenge to the viewer to decide

for himself if Town's theory that

CHRISTMAS IS CLOSER than you
think. Forget about the formal
studio portraits and have your
sitting in the country. Call Photo
in^age before the November
monsoons for a portrait that w/ill

make a special gift. Telephone 544-

7770 or drop in at 33 Brock.

Third World Images
Film Series B: Asia presents:

THREE SISTERS a FILM on INDIA

by Sajit Ray

in Etherington Hall Auditorium

(beside K G H)

MONDAY, NOV. 19

at 8:00 p.m.

admission is free with discussion of the film

over coffee and donuts in Ban Righ and Chown

a good picture stands on its own
applies to his own work.

Town feels that the "only

thing that's really gratifying to

me is to see something I've done

ten years before and be touched

by it. To be able to say, 'My God,

that's a marvellous picture' ten

years later, to be enchanted by
the fact that you couldn't do that

anymore."
The show continues until

December 2nd at Agnes.

NBAW
"McDonald's Quarter-Pounder. Or Ouarter-PounrJer

with Cheese. Just right for a heavy .i{i\>(-MU'.
"

McDonald's
277 BATH RD.

i^iiiiihii^^^

Meet with faculty, students and
grads of Queen's MBA to

informally discuss the program

Wed. Nov. 21st 7:30 p.m.

DUNNING HALL RM. 12
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Sunday Supper

Holiday
Inn

by Robert MacLean
Last week's column dealt

with a relatively inexpensive

dining establishment. In the

interest of diversity I thought of

trying a more elegant restaurant.

The Holiday Inn's "Top of the

Inn" appeared to be a logical

choice.

The general decor of the Top
of the Inn is turn of the century

bourgeois. The walls, dotted with

old photographs, are a deep
rouge, as are the tablecloths. The

li/iasuko Ushioda

carpet, which was well-littered

with debris, is thick and rich.

White globe lights give the room
proper atmosphere for high

dining. Privacy is not the best,

however the tables are well

spaced. Two of the walls are

predominantly glass. Watching

the Wolfe Island ferries load and

unload can add some amusement
to the evening if the meal should

become a bore. Compliments to

the Holiday Inn for having real

flowers on each table, which is a

rarity these days.

The menu has a wide variety

of entrees ranging in price from
$3.50 for a fruit salad plate to

$8.75 for surf and turf (lobster

and filet mignon). The wine and
cocktail lists were large and
complete, although nothing
exotic or unusual could be found.

Liquor prices are competitive

with other local dining establish-

ments.

I skipped the aperitif and
juice and opted for a salad. The
lettuce was warm and wilted, the

dressing was the usual unin-

spiring French variety. The
Ponderosa's salad was far

superior in quality even though it

was half the size. The bread was
slightly stale and the butter

looked impressive mixed with

ice, however it was impossible to

spread.

Haunting passion and virtuosity
A much gratified Grant Hall

audience gave outstanding ap-

plause to a stunning Tuesday
night performance by the

Jampanese violinist, Masuko
Ushioda. Her tiny form moving
with a winning Oriental reserve

in
^
conjunction with a deeply

assuring mastery and a superb

Guarneri instrument so soothed

her listeners that they might let

go to her, be lured, and thereby

moved. Throughout a

programme ranging from the

Baroque virtuosity of the

demanding Bach solo sonata to

the haunting passion and
exhausting balancing of violin

and piano in the Cesar Franck
sonata. Miss Ushioda maintained

a superb tone control difficult to

surpass.

It came to the fore in the

opening work even though the

Mozart sonata may have been a

trfile disappointing. The work

itself seemed to lack the

customary Mozart charm and
elegance and one missed the

necessary sharp attack at the

front edge of the note in Miss

Ushioda's performance. But the

Bach solo work commanded the

full attention of a rapt audience.

Her technical virtuosity and
strength was perhsps most im-

pressive in the "Fuge"
movement (obviously a most

PRQUDLV PflESEWT5

CHHJ5T^flBjM EUROPE
NIAGAFAc^-v) AMSTEFUAM

aEO 17 lf73«A:« JAN 4 ^fJi

Di-t n tpsns inlspnstionsl sirlinss
I

, W^-W- *COMPLIMENTARY INFLIGHT MEALS AND BAR **441bs BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE

k I
REFUND UNLESS ELIGIBLE REPLACEMENT IS FOUND

ij 1_ I **PAYKENT IN FULL AT TIME OF APPLICATION
**CHILDREN UNDER TWO YEARS OLD TRAVEL FREE **TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE TO AND FROM NIAGARA FALLS.

Bookings will be treated on a first come first served basis. A separate form is required for

1^^^ each person. When completed and signed, this form should be sent to the ASSOCIATION OF
STUDENT COUNCILS, 44 St. George Street, Toronto, Ontario M5S2E4, with $209.00 cer-

Qtified cheque or money order made payable to A.O.S.C. For transport from Toronto to

Niagara Falls return please add $5.00 bus fare per person at time of payment.

Name "AMSTERDAM BOOKFnG FORM
. Passport Noru (Mr. Miss. Mrs) Surname, First

Address

Apt. St. No. Street

City Province

Phone No

University

I have read the conditions of booking and agree to be bound by them.
++
Please note; Persons who do not have a Canadian passport, American passport OR British

passport with landed immigrant status must have a U.S. TRAVEL VISA.

Date Signature

If you are a minor, please have this form signed by a parent or guardian.

Signature of parent or guardian.

Rather than have the stan-

dard fare of meat, vegetables,

and potato, I ordered German
Sauerbraten. The menu
describes this as roast beef,

marinated in wine vinegar, then

roasted and braised in its own
juice, accompanied by buttered

noodles. No matter how it is

described it is still pot roast and a

pile of noodles. 'The beef was

slightly over-cooked, but it was
tender and delicious. The portion

was huge and floating in a thick

brown gravy. The noodles were
cooked to perfection, with just the

right texture. The mushrooms
mixed with the noodles gave
them an added touch of class. The
entire entree was extremely
generous (it should be for $5.25).

Two people could have been

satisfied with one serving.

The service was slow, I had
to wait what seemed to be an

eternity between courses. The
dining room was by no means
crowded and there appears to he

no excuse for this. Heaven help

those that have to be there when
there is a crowd.

Quite frequently the gentle

dinner music was overpowered

by the entertainment from a

nearby lounge, not a serious

problem but it certainly was
irritating.

For dessert I chose creme de

menthe parfait. It was the

downfall of the entire evening.

The parfait was topped with some
sort of disgusting canned cream
that was almost inedible. The
vanilla ice cream had ice crystal

throughout. I believe this occurs

when ice cream has been frozen

and thawed a few times. To add
further to my disappointment the

creme de menthe was not real

creme de menthe but a pep-

permint syrup. By any type of

culinary standards the dessert

was a total failure.

Total cost of the meal came
close to ten dollars, including

gratuities, tax and incidentals. A
couple could easily spend $30 for

an evening if they ordered all the

trimmings, including wine.

The Top of the Inn is not

recommended for the average
student looking for a Sunday
meal. The prices are high, the

food about average. However if

your parents are treating you or

you are out on a formal evening it

is worth considering.

The Top of the Inn is located

on the sixth floor of the Holiday

Inn, 1 Princess St. It is fully

licensed and accepts most major
credit cards.

Next week: Lino's

difficult form for the vihn)

although the work's challenge is

sustained throughout T

The Duo Concertant

exhibited both the versatility of

Stravinsky's musical interest

from the Neo-classical echoes in

the first movements to the im-

pressionistic phrases of the last

and of Miss Ushioda's fine tone

(although her interpretative

power reached an apex in the

Franck sonata following). The
opening "Cantiline" (a secular

chant as opposed to the motet)

was slightly overburdened by the

accompaniment which seemed to

recede through the two

"Eglogues" - pastoral poems, the

"Gigue", and the closing

Dithyrambe - an inspired poem of

praise in an exalted and en-

thusiastic strain.

There is little to say regar-

ding the Franck Sonata in A

major - a perfect performance iii

which Masuko Ushioda's superl)

tone control and David James
exhausting accompanimeni
brought the concert to a most

satisfying close. A light encore

with muted violin (y

Shostakovich Prelude, originally

lor piano) brought a touch of

humour to the end of the evening.

BUY YOUR DIAMOND NOW!

AND PAY

AT YOUR

CONVENIENCE!

Sometimes it's not easy to pay

right away. That doesn't mean you have

to wait to buy a diamond. You

can choose one of our credit plans. Our

selection includes rings in all

price ranges. Let us help you choose a

splendid, exquisitely cut diamond

and plan convenient payments. It's the

easy way to enjoy your

diamond now.

in .\ .Vi:.V !x' 1) KSTKRKIC
Jewellers

108 PRINCKSS STKEKT
KIVGSTOX, OXTARIO
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Fireside

A Musical Treat

solman

by Nancy |{ow<*s

This past Monday, the people

in (he Han Iti^h Common Iloom
were let in on a musical treat.

The Han High Fireside presented
I'Ih- Karly Music Knsenihle of St.

I.awrcnce University, Canton,

N(!w York which performed
German music of the Middle
Ages and Renaissance. The short

demonstration was a first for me;
not only had I never heard early

(lerman music, never before had
I seen such instruments as were
used.

When the first piece began,
there were some alarmed faces

in the audience - which was due to

the sound of the instruments and
the type of music played. Today's

audience is accust/)med to music
using one melody with chords
composed to harmonize with the
melody

; the music performed by
the group was pfjlyphonic, that is

to say that there were several

individual, but harmonizing,
melodies. After the initial .shock,

the audience grew accustomed to

the sound and enjoyed the music.
Perhaps because we tend to think

of all old music as being like that

of Beethoven and Mozart, we
expected fairly long pieces, at

least four minutes in length.

Indeed, only one of the pieces
came near to extending that

long; most were completed in

well under two minutes.

The concert wasn't just a

recital; four of the instrument*
used, the krumm horn, the
recorder, the cornttW) and the

sackbut, were explained by four

different students which made
the programme informative as
well as entertaining Two of the

pieces were accompanied by the

voices of two of the students. The
singing was clear and pleasing to

the ear.

The nine musicians (d men, 3

women J meet on an ' ex-

tracurricular basis to practice

from four to six hours per week.
The concert given Monday was
the first part of an exchange the

second half of which will be ef-

fected when a Queen's gro^p
visits St. Lawrence University
after Christmas.

Record review: 'Quadrophenia' by the Who
by Michael Rose

It has been well over two years since the

Who, as a group, have put out an album of new
material. Now they have released a double

concept album, entitled "Quadrophenia", about

a teenaged lad with four personalities. An initial

reaction to that might well be; "Oh Christ, more
Tommy-type pretention, w'th a big booklet of

pictures and sucky lyrics ind foui' sides of

repetitive music." To those who are sick, of

"Tommy" in all of its incarnations, and perhaps
generally sick of the Who sounding too much like

the Who, this album will come as a surprise and
a relief.

"Quadrophenia" is really much better than
I he Who. In tact, tne album is by a group which is

)s different from previous Who as "Tommy"
'.vas from "My Generation". Peter Townshend
nas scored a major artistic triumph, parallel in

:iany ways to the Beatle's double white album in

s eclectic snythesis of diverse musical
iements. The variety, complexity and co-

, rdination of the music on the album is quite

i iipressive. The essence of the music is,

iiturally. rock, but blended with it are a variety

'i other musical elements.

The record begins with sounds of the sea and
')altrey's voice off somewhere in an inner

listance Then, quickly, it breaks to a very fast

<cTnp<) rock number; "Real Me.", which is hard
ind slick while still being emotional. This is

iollowed by the long instrumental song

"Quadrophenia" which states the essential

themes of the record in a long flowing pattern.

F^lements of Bach, Zappa, Yes and Rundgren are

.ill to be found ; but Townshend's eclecticism is of

ii highly assimilatory kind. One never feels that

he is stealing or imitating.

Throughout the four sides a high standard of

musicianship is maintained. Keith Moon is

better than ever, more than able to avoid his past

redundancies. Jon Entwistle's bass and horns
are both gutsy and aesthetic. Townshend playing

the "Remainder" does just about everything
well. Daltrey, being stuck with the in-

surmountable limitation of only having one
voice, trys very hard, but his performance must
be considered the weakest aspect of the album.

Generally speaking, the words are lyrical;

they combine beauty with a feel for the sharp
and amusing turn of phrase. The story line

concerns a screwed-up young mod going through
"I he changes" in London, or some other English
Metropolis, in about 1963 or '64. Special effects,

broadcast tapes, and a large booklet of

photographs recreate his world quite effectively.

The fourth side amounts to a three song
("Dr. Jimmy", "The Rock" and "Love Reign
O'er Me.") finale that combines the best

elements of the record. The side is strong and
rhythmic, which is to say you could dance to a lot

of it. The symphonic and acoustic stylings

blend well. A balance of complex arrangements
and simple solo oriented parts is maintained.
The total effect is complete and satisfying, both

in the viscera and in the cortex.

With this album Townshend has established

himself as one of the major musical talents in

l ock. While he had shown clear signs of ex-

cellence before, "Quadrophenia" is a definite

.issertion of Townshend's fairly unique ability to

combine basic rock with complex cerebral

tnusic, thus avoiding the Scylla and Charbydis of

Grand Funk and Deodato. Whether one is of the

progressive music, gutsy raunch, or tame
commercialist schools the album will entertain.

Only those who don't like music in general will be

put off by the album. "Quadrophenia" is a

worthy addition to anyone's record collection,

whether or not they are Who fans.
solman

More Unclassifieds on Page 8

f-OR SALE: Mamiya Sokor 1000 DTL.
2 Metering •^'/•i1<:m',, vtry good
condition With 'jb mm and 135 mm
lenses, full size camera bag, $150.

Call John B. at 547 3178.

HI SUSI O AND FRIENDS You don't

McNeill House, 544-7022.

TIRED AFTER A HARD W/EEK?
Come to the fireside Pub this af-

ternoon and relax with a beer. The
Red Room, Kingston Hall Beer

40c, 3.30 to 6.00.

M.K.M. Coffee's ready anytime! (By
knov/ my new address? Now you the way, this is what I do
do! Mike Gilbert, Room 340, sometimes). Cynthia.

Italian Night

Featuring:

Spaghetti & Meat Sauce

Salads

$1.49 Garlic Bread $1.49

Dessert

Wine - 50' glass Free Coffee

Wallace Hall Cafeteria

Wednesday, Nov. 21 5 - 6:30 p.m.

Department of Film Studies Presents

A Weekend of Horror Classics

The horror film, perhaps because of its continuing box office popularity, has often been
associated with superficiality and escapism. While the genre, like any other, has at times fallen
victim to certain degrees of cross commercialism, it has generated an extraordinary number of film
classics which continue to intrigue audiences and film critics alike. We are pleased to present three
outstanding and personal films which stand as our tribute to the beat in the horror genre.

Fridoy, Nov. 16 - 8 p.m. - "Tomb of Leigia''

(Great Britain, 1964) Directed by Roger Corman with

Vincent Price, Elizabeth Shepherd

Saturday, Nov. 17-3 p.m. - "Freaks"
(USA, 1932) Directed by Todd Browning

Saturday, Nov. 17-8 p.m. - "Fearless Vampire Killers"

(Groat Britain, 1967) Directed by Roman Polansl<i with

Sharon Tate and Roman Polanski '

ELLIS HALL AUDITORIUM. Adm. $1 per screening
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Rowing: a new sport at Queen's
With exception of a small

number of isolated centres,

sweep-oared rowing is still a

relatively unknown sport in

North America. Nevertheless it is

expanding rapidly and an in-

creasing number of people are

coming to realize that it is

without a doubt one of the most
competitive, physically
demanding, exciting, and most
uniquely, truly amateur fields of

athletic endeavour in the entire

world today.

This year saw the inception

of what it is hoped will become a

traditional institution at Queen's

University, as the first rowing
crew ever to represent this

university was formed. Under the

organizing initiative of Peter

Barr, a first year law student and
experienced oarsman who
represented Canada in the 1972

Olympic Games at Munich,
Germany, a team of highly

skilled and dedicated oarsmen
were assembled from amongst
the student body to compete for

the first time in Intercollegiate

Rowing competition. With the

cooperation of the Brockville

Rowing Club, an eight-oared shell

was brought to Kingston and the

crew began training on the

Cataraqui Causeway near RMC,
under the coaching of Chris

Leach, himself a former Olympic
competitor.

Journeying to Trent
University in Peterborough, the

crew put in a highly creditable

performance in the annual 3 mile

long Head of the River race on

the Ottonobee River, finishing

fourth in a field of 40. The
following week at the Brock
University Invitational Regatta
in St. Catharines, the Queen's
boat rowed second to Morris
Harvey College of Charleston,

Va., in the varsity eight event,

generally considered the elite

class of intercollegiate rowing
competition. In the process, they

decisively bested all Canadian
challengers including Brock,
Western, Trent, and McMaster
Universities.

Their performance attracted

the attention of Neil Campbell,

perhaps Canada's most ex-

- Cameron

perienced oarsman, who has
represented this country in two
Olympics, (at Tokyo in 1964, and
Mexico City in 1968), and in more
recent years enjoyed tremendous
success in coaching Ridley
College of St. Catharines to

rowing prominence both
nationally and internationally.

Recognizing the team's potential,

he travelled the 230 miles from
St. Catharines to Kingston to

personally coach the crew; in

preparation for the Eastern
Canadian championships which
took place on the famed Canadian
Henley course this past weekend.

Crews from universities

across Ontario converged on St.

Catharines, for the races in-

cluding the Queen's team which
on the basis of its past per-

formance had achieved a great

deal of respect in spite of its

rather short history. In rough
water and under generally poor
weather conditions the boat
finished a disappointing third to

Brock and heavily favoured
Western Universitys' teams.
Nevertheless their fine showing
throughout the year in the face

often adverse circumstances,
and the many difficulties

associated with a first year effort

is a tribute to the members'
determination and should be a

source of pride to Queen's
students.

The crew members were as
follows. The boat was stroked by
Fraser MacKay who also stroked

the Ridley College heavy eight to

the Canadian, American, and

English Henley schoolboy
championships last year. In 7

seat was Al Pasemko, a member
of the Ontario junior eight which
was victorious at the 1973 Canada
Games in Vancouver. 6 and 5

seats were occupied by two more
Ridley oarsmen, Larry Cooper
and Paul Scuzinski both of whom
have played roles in that school's

impressive record. 4 man, Phil

Twardawa has rowed for the

dominant St. Catharines Rowing
Club for a number of years, as

has Pete Barr in the bow. 3 man
George Gage gained his ex-

perience with the Leander Boat
Club of Hamilton, while 2 man
Jim Earle has stroked the Brock-
ville Rowing Club's senior
lightweight eight in the past few
years. The coxswain was Dave
Takata, also of St. Catharines.

As of the present rowing has
not received official recognition

as an intercollegiate sport at this

school. In spite of this, it is hoped
that such will be forthcoming and
that rowing will assume an
established position in the
Queen's athletic program. As a

sport it demands abundant, often

painful effort, dedication and
determination, yet it offers much
more to those who compete in it

in terms of conditioning, self

satisfaction, and personal ac-

complishment. In the years to

come it is not inconceivable to

picture Queen's University
becoming a rowing power and
dominating a sport that is fast

gaining in scope, participation,

popularity, and prestige.

SUZIE-Q WEEKEND SPECIAL
FREE COKE

with every large turkey or turkey & cranberry sub

NOW^ faster than ever before .

The Yellow Submarine

has expanded its delivery staff to give

all Queen's Residences

FREE SUNDAY DELIVERY

TRY IT! YOU'LL LIKE ITl

386 PRINCESS

ocross from EIrond

YELLOW
SUBMARIME

544-7116
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Fourth-quarter surge tops R.M.C. 57-52
by ( hris Hood

A dramatic Court h-quarlor

comeback gave Queen's
basketball Gaels their first

league victory of the season

Tuesday night, as they overcame
a nine-point deficit to down

H M.C T)? r)2 belore a sparse

crowd in the Martlett (iym. The
teams had been tied 24-all at the

half.

The (Jaels got strong per-

formances from liob Smart, who
finished with It! points and ten

rebounds, Derek .Swinnard, with

14 and it, Slu IJcck, with 11 and (i,

and .John Keck, with (i points and
4 rebounds, while Norm Hagarty,

who played sparingly in the first

half, added five big points and
some tough work on the lx)ards

during the final period
resurgence.

Although the Ga<!lK were
deadlock'-d through much of the

first three periods, it was not

through a lack of scoring, op-

portunities, especially in the

Hockey Gals meet York tonight
by Liz Wood

The Queen's Golden Gals

Hockey team, defending OWIAA
champions, open their season

tonight at 5:30 p.m. at Jock

Harty. They face York Univer-

sity, a team that came on very

strong last year. This year's

team has only five returnees

Irom last year, so it would seem
that coaches Annabelle Twiddy
and Cookie Cartwright, along

with the rest of the team, have

their work cut out for them in

fighting to retain the title.

Veteran goalie Wanda Gyde, the

best in the league, looks solid in

the nets, and should get more
work than last year. Sheila Pratt

returns on defense, and along

with rookie Rhonda Leeman
should provide good blue-line

strength. Leeman has played

several years of hockey for the

Kingston Red Barons and should

be a big addition to the team.

Les Ferrari, Wendy Carman,
and Deb McCaw, all back from
last year, will be providing the

experience up front and if the

new forwards can skate with

them, there should be little

trouble scoring. In a year of

rebuilding, the offence should be

an area of major concentration.

The second game of the

season takes place on Saturday at

2 p.m. against Western, who lost

5-1 to Queen's in the cham-

pionship final last year. They'll

have a score to settle and are

expected to have a pf)werful team
this year, so it promises to be a

hard fought battle.

It should be a very in-

teresting weekend and our girls

will need at least one victory.

Good crowds at the games were a

big help last year, and it is hoped
that a similar showing of fans this

weekend will spur them on to

victory.

'arly going, when Queeri'is

managed Ui shwt afxyut 25 per
cent on op<^n )5-ffX)t*r«. If the
Gaels find the range, and' keep
running their offense as ef-

fectively a« they did Tuesday,
they will surprise more than one
team this season.

However, the inability t/>

score appeared to sfiake up the
Gaels, and they started to make
mistakes, allowing the even more
inept Redman squad U) catch up
by half time. This continued on
into the second half, with K.M.C.
finding the range from outside,

and the Gaels repeatedly failing

to score on open shots from in

close. When the Gaels committed
a .series of turnovers late in the

third period, the Cadets were
able to open up a nine-point edge,
and things looked very tense. The
Gaels were unable to close the
gap until the 12-minute mark of

the half, when an effective zone
press and .some timely shooting

narrowed the score to 50-45.

The teams exchanged misses
and turnovers for a tease couple
of minutes before the Gaels agSin
hit for two, and Geoff Smith
slapped the press on again.

R M.C managed to break it once,

but to no avail, as Queen's swept
into a 55-50 lead. At this point,

with Queen's nursing a sparse

five-point lead, an untimely
gesture by Smart, who had
collected his final foul of the day,

gave R.M.C. a technical foul .shot

as well as the bonus attempt on
his infraction. Fortunately, the

Kedmen missed, lost the ball

shortly afterwards, and the Gaels
were able to add another hoop for

their hard-earned victory.

The Gaels showed con-
siderable poise in coming back
lor the win, something they did

not display in abundance last

season. If they can get better

shooting (andthey will -the game
was Keek's first of the year, and
Hagarty is not much better off in

terms of shooting practice), and
keep the generally good
discipline they have shown so far

this year, they should have a

successful road trip this

weekend. The Gaels take on
Ryerson tonight in Toronto, then

make the long haul to sunny
Sudbury for a Saturday game
with the Laurentian Voyageurs.

A pair of wins would give the

Gaels a fast start in the OUAA-
East, but even a split would not

be disastrous.

Phys. Ed. Centre

Schedule Changes

November 23

and November 24

Regularly scheduled

events in the Pool will be

cancelled for the Men's
Intercollegiate Water Polo

Meet, scheduled for

November 23 and 24,

Friday and Saturday. This

will include the Rec. Swim
on Friday, 9:00 - 10:00 p.m.

and the Rec. Swim on

Saturday, 4:30 - 6:00 p.m.

(Faculty, Staff, Students

and Spouses).

Moving with the Times
This year Canadian Hoechst
marks its eighteenth year of

growth in Canada by moving into

new custom-built Montreal
headquarters. The Canadian ex-

pansion has been closely linked

to the worldwide development of

Hoechst, which is now among
the world's top five chemical
companies, with worldwide sales

that last year totalled approx-

imately 3.5 billion dollars

In Canada, sales have almost
doubled in the past three years

The new St. Laurent head office

and warehfjijse buildings will

provide spar,*; for a 100% in-

crease in ttie company's head
office staff, and have been de-

signed for expansion to accomo-
date increased Canadian pro-

duction.

Research: Window to
the Future

Today's research creates the
products of tomorrow. One-third
of Hoechst's current sales come
from products which did not exist

10 years ago. And with world-

wide sales approximating close to

3 5 billion dollars last year,

Hoechst spent close to 100 mil-

lion in pure research, and on
laboratory buildings and equip-
ment. The results of this invest-

ment decide Hoechst's position

in future markets, including

Canada,

Helping Build Canada
Products and ideas from Hoechst
have touched and improved the

quality of people's lives in every
area around the world, in a

hundred countries on six conti-

nents. As an affiliate of the

worldwide Hoechst organization,

Canadian Hoechst has a full cen-

tury of research and achievement
to draw upon. In Canada.
Hoechst is an autonomous com-
pany employing Canadians to

serve Canadian needs.

This new building is just one of

the more visible indications of

Canadian Hoechst Limited's

continuing investment in

Canada.

Hoechst in Canada concerns it-

self with supplying both the
present and future needs of Ca-
nadians. The range of products
and services covers the spectrum
through industrial chemicals,
dyestuffs, plastics, human and
veterinary medicines, pharma-
ceuticals, and textile fibres,

Hoechst products and services,

Hoechst techniques and know-
how in these fields, combined
with a large international fund of

experience, have given the Com-
pany a reputation for expertise

which takes constant striving to

live up to. Hoechst likes it that

way. So do their customers, here

and around the world, Hoechst
thinks ahead.

Ml f. t M Mni I MM

HOECHST
Canudiiin Hoechst Limited

4046 cote Vortu

Montreal 383, Quebec

40 Lesmill Road
Don Mills, Ontario
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watts my line

by Peter Watts
Skiing has become one of the most popular

sports at Queen's in recent years. The Queen's ski

club is one of the biggest and most popular clubs on

the campus and membership usually is about 500

per year. Intercollegiate and recreational

programs combine to promote the sport even more.

There are both men's and women's in-

tercollegiate alpine and nordic ski teams. Judy
Cotton is the coach of the women's alpine ski team
and Anne Turnbull is coach of the nordic ski team.
Information on both of these teams can be obtained

from Miss Turnbull in the administration office of

the Phys Ed Centre during office hours.

Queen's OUAA ski teams, both top contenders

last year for intercollegiate honours will depend for

1974 on veteran competitors who will be joined by
newcomers from the freshmen years. The alpine

team, coached by Terry McTague and Professor

Jim Neilson is expected to include the Neilson

brothers. Bob Archer and Bruce Cummings. The
team will compete in the Molson's six-race Alpine

circuit in which the team finished a close third last

year. Waterloo will host the championships to be
held in Collingwood on February 8th and 9th.

Professor Rick Lake will be in charge of the

nordic team this year. Mike Dyer, Peter Kopp and
Ross Wilson are all back from last year's team but

lots of new skiers are needed and welcomed. The
nordic schedule will feature competition in the

annual Muskokaloppet at Huntsville, the Carleton

Invitational, the Viking relays, and zone meets in

the Gatineau and Capital divisions. Nordic finals

will also be held in Collingwood on February 8th and
9th with Guelph acting as the host university.

Weather permitting. Queen's will host its own
nordic invitational on January 26th.

Nordic training for all those men who are in-

terested will get underway next week. Practice

sessions will be held on Wednesday and Thursday
nights beginning at 4:30. The starting point is. the

front door of the Phys Ed Centre. Anyone interested

in competing this year is urged to attend the

practice sessions. Further information can be

obtained by contacting Professor Lake at 389-3917 or

Mike Dyer at 549-2856.

One of the most popular sports skills programs
last year was the skiing program; unfortunately,

however, it suffered badly because of a lack of

snow. However, due to considerable demand,
recreation director Howard Pearce has decided
that the program will be offered again this year.

The exact details of the program have not yet been
worked out but it is expected that the program will

cost about $10 which includes instruction and bus to

and from Napanee where the course is conducted.
merrithew

PIZZA
CHALET
5441227

PRINCESS

at

BARRiE

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

THE PRICE

IS RIGHT

... by gosh!

Nothing = Golden.

Molson Golden
A good smoolh ale

Do you know wlial you're missing?

PLUS a whole store

full of BARGAINS!

KINGSTON'S

FAMOUS

BARGAIN

HOUSE!

Foot of Princess at Ontario St.
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World: Alaska pipeline one step nearer
WASHINGTON - The U.S. [ louse

of Reprosentalives has passed

the Alaska pipeline bill by an

overwhelming vole of 'MM to 14

and sent it to the Senate for its

approval. The controversial bill

will enable the construction of an

oil pipeline across Alaska from

the North Slope to the port of

Valdex. At Valdex the oil will be

loaded into tankers and shipped

down Canada's west coast to

refineries at Cherry Point in the

state of Washington.

The bill contains two
provisions which have found

favor in Canada.

One instructs the I'rcsidcnt

lo open negotiations with (,'ariada

into construction of a second

pipeline down the Mackenzie
Valley to the U.S. midwest while

the other provides lor a $100-

million no-fault insurance policy

to cover the cost of cleaning up

any oil spills along the super-

tanker route from Valdez to ports

in continental U.S.

JERUSALEM - In a speech to the

Knesset, Israel's parliament,

Premier Golda Meir declared

that Israel had no intention of

permanently holding any areas

west of the Suez Canal but that,

in the abscfnce of a general peace

agreement, Israel would not

withdraw to the lines of Oct. 22.

Mrs Meir described the lines

as "nonexistent". She called

them an invention of Egypt and
Russia designed to make it ap-

pear thai Israel had violated the

ceasefire and, at the same time,

extricate the 3rd Army from its

enciclement.

In other developments Israeli

forces refused to allow UN troops

to erect a roadblock on the Cairo-

Suez road until an agreement is

worked out with Egypt over

Canada: Oil through
Strait of Juan de Fuca
OTTAWA - The Federal
Government wants Alberta oil

sent through the Trans Mountain
Pipeline to the West Coast to be

shipped out through the Strait of

Juan de Fuca and around via the

Panama Canal to the Maritimes

and Montreal. This is inspite of

the government's previous ob-

jections to the U.S. shipping oil in

through the strait to refineries at

Cherry Point in the state of

Washington.

The government has
discovered that the pipeline

across the mountains can handle

an additional 35,000 to 55,000

barrels of oil per day and intends

to use the extra capacity to

suppliment the Trans Canada
Pipeline.

The Trudeau government has
objected to the U.S. bringing oil

in through the strait, pointing to

the pollution dangers of the U.S.

plan. Washington, in reply, has

stressed the desperate need of the

United States for Alaskan oil.

A pressing need is the basic

rea.son for Ottawa's plans to

increase tanker traffic outbound
through the straits.

TORONTO - Premier William
Davis has decided that, as of

Sept. ] , he and his family will use

regular commercial airlines for

any holiday and personal trips

and has repaid the public purse

$21,856 to cover the cost of all

trips he or his family has made
since April 1, 1971.

The n(nv pf>licy, which ap-

plies to all Cabinet ministers and
w^nior public servants, ends a

controversy which began in

March when the provincial

auditor objected to personal trips

being made using government
planes.

OTfAWA The Unemployment
'Commission ov(;rpaid an average
of 7(X) people a day during the

first six months of this year. The
overpayments have totalled over

$10-million during the period,

more than double the amount the

Government laid out in over-

payments during the same period

last year.

As well the Government
appears to be slack in recovering

known overpayments. At June 30

the commission had recovered

only about half of the $10-million

total.

The problem appears to be

poor head office planning and
difficulties in making the com-
missions computers perform as

required. The result was a sharp
increase in the number of ac-

cidental overpayments and
outright frauds. The commission
was not able to provide the

services it said it could.

BELLEVILLE - A local auc-

tioneer was preparing a lot of

First World War relics for sale

here Friday when he discovered

that six of the hand grenades
were live.

The grenades, brought home
by a war veteran as souvenirs

and over 50 years old, were
gingerly removed to Canadian
Forces Base Trenton and blown
up.

TORONTO - Two men have been
charged with public incitement of

hatred, in what is believed to be
the first time Canada's Hate Act
has been invoked.

The pair, members of the

Western Guard, were arrested

after being seen daubing slogans

on construction sites. According
to a Guard spokesman the

slogans included "White Power',

"Oil yes, Israel no" and "Dump
Israel".

MONTREAL - A jury of 11 men
and one woman has acquitted

Montreal doctor llenry

Grad Photos
if you wish your qrad photo in Tricolor '74 you
nr)u'>t have it taken at Wallace Berry Studios

(542 3933) before next

Thursday, Nov, 22

Morgentaler of the charge of

performing an illegal abortion, in

spite of his testimony that he has

performed 6,000 to 7,000 abortions

over the past two years.

The jury basically had to

decide if the abortion was
necessary to preserve the

physical or mental health of the

patient. The defence made no
attempt to deny that the abortion

had been performed.

NEW BRUNSWICK - Over 30

people in Sackville and Moncton
have reported seeing unidentified

flying objects during the last two
weeks. "They include the over-

night shift of the Moncton police

department, an RCMP constable,

members of a militia unit and
numerous private citizens.

According to the reports the

UFO had three lights, a bright

white light and two red lights on
each side. It was about a foot and
a half around and flew about 200

feet off the ground.

The first sighting was Nov. 5.

The Moncton sighting occurred

last Sunday and Monday mor-
nings.

prisoner exchanges. On Monday
Finnish UN troops «et up a

roadblock just west of Suez but

Israeli troops lore it dfjwn and
"fisticuffs took place."

An Israeli sfxikesman said

that the incident wasn't very

serious. The Finns were later

allowed to set up a checkpoint but

Israel maintained one of its own
nearby,

PEKING - U S. Secretary of State

Henry Kissinger met with

Chairman Mao for 2'/2 hours

Monday night, providing the

strongest affirmation of China's

friendly policy towards the U.S.

since Kissinger's last meeting
with the Chinese leader in

February.

The meeting was the longest

that Chairman Meo has had with

a visiting dignitary in several

years.

The meeting is a good sign as

there has been a little worry in

Washington as to what China's

attitude towards the U.S. is. The
Chinese have started an intensive

propaganda campaign against

Confucius, the sage who died

2,400 years ago, which has been

interpreted by some observers as

the beginning of a sharp swing to

the left. A swing which would
hardly leave foreign policy un-

touched.

The meeting is a sign that

relations with the U.S., at least,

do no appear to be effected.

WASHINGTON - The U.S.

Federal Trade Commission has

rejected a complaint against the

McDonald's hamburger chain

charging false advertising.

According to the complaint

McDonald's "quarter-pounder"

hamburger contains only about

2% ounces of beef, instead of the

four ounces indicated by the

name. The FTC rejected the

complaint on the grounds that

"quarter-pounder" is a

registered trade mark and not a

description.

NEW YORK - Gov. Nelson

llo(k<;)eller ha» reduced the
speed limit on all ai^U- higfiway*
and parkways to rojles per
hour and urg^^d all mayors and
county executives l/j (U) the same
on roads undar their jurisdiction.

The move is an effort to

alleviate the present U .S. energy
crisis. The limit applies U) all

types of vehicles.

THE HAGUE fReuter; - Police
enforcing Holland's ban on
Sunday driving strapped a young
Dutchman dashing down an
otherwise empty highway Sun-
day in a canoe mounted on four

wheels with a strong north-west
wind in its sails.

The man in control protested
that he was sailing and not

driving. But the police ordered
him to dismantle his land-yacht

on the spot.

MOSCOW - Andrei Amalrik, 35-

year-old author of the book "Will

the Soviet Union Survive Until

1984?" has been sentenced to a
second three-year prison term in

internal exile for slandering the

state. The term is not as rigorous

as a term in a labor camp. His
book, banned in the Soviet Union,
was first published in the United
States in 1970.

BUENOS AIRES - Kidnappers
released David Wilkie, head of

the Standard Oil of Indiana

operations in Argentina, after his

company paid an undisclosed

ransom.
Mr. Wilkie was held 17 days

by what were believed to be
common criminals. The ransom
was reportedly well under $1-

million.

The last American kidnapped
here was released nearly a month
later for a ransom of ^-million.

Since January there have
been an estimated 500 kid-

nappings throughout the country,

with ransoms totalling nearly

$20-million. Of these, about 25

were foreigners, paying more
than $10-million in total ransom.

backpage
Computer Processing of

Surveys/Questionnaires
Manually collating results from surveys of

fairly large proportions tends to be very

time-consuming.

Why not consider using

the Queen's Computer?
One important thing to remember, if you are thinking of using the computer for

survey analysis, is that the design of your questionnaire forms will require

special consideration.

It is also imperative that you know how you intend to analyse your data BEFORE
sending out the questionnaires. For advice in this area, see the Computing Cen-
tre's Statistical Consultant, Mr. Louis Broekhoven (547-5796).

For advice on forms design, tabulation programs, and any other aspects of

survey analysis by computer, please see Mrs. Jane Karchmar, Manager of

Contract Programming (547-6115).



Liberals, PCs, NDPs meet

Diversity of views evidenced at tri-party conference
by Gail Tyerman and A. Smirle Forsyth

On Saturday, November 17,

Queen's students were witnesses of an

unusual event in politics, - the Liberals,

Progressive Conservatives, and N.D.P.

were all promoting the same thing! The
campus associations of the three major
political parties co-operatively

organized a tri-party policy conference.

Each association took advantage of its

contacts within their respective parties

to bring to Queen's group of federally-

oriented politicians. The results were
interesting and at times, heated ex-

decker

Prof. George Rawlyk spoke for the

NDP

changes developed between panel
members.

The first session on inflation and

the economy illustrated the wide
diversity of views held by each of the

federal parties on the subject. Marcel

Lambert (P.C. - Edmonton West)

proposed a 90 day freeze on all sectors

of the economy, including the farm, to

be followed by a two-year temporary

period of controls on selected items.

This would be done in co-operation with

the provinces. Lambert attacked the

government's attempts in this field as

mere "band-aid operations" and called

for the implementation of a

Progressive Conservative programme
which he termed as "major surgery".

Barnett Danson (Liberal-York

North) was a last minute replacement

for the Liberal's intended speaker.

Danson rejected wage and price con-

trols, pointing to the U.S. and Britain

where such controls have faced severe

criticism have proved to be

generally ineffective. He stated that as

far as he was concerned, prices are not

out of control and therefore do not

require government restrictions.

Cyril Symes (DDP - Sault Ste.

Marie) would support a wage freeze

only in an emergency situation. He saw
the problem of inflation as a result of an

increased growth in the supply of

money; however he was willing to

choose inflation over an unemployment
rate of 6 per cent. He proposed a

national taxation policy to diminish
income in equality.

On the question of energy, all three

speakers agreed on the necessity of

ensuring a constant supply of energy
both now and in the future. Robert
Kaplan (former Liberal M.P. for Don
Valley) felt the most important task
was to encourage exploration and
development of our resources while
continuing to ensure an adequate
supply of energy to Canadians at

reasonable prices. To do so, he wants to

continue exports on a two-price system.
The NDP's proposed export controls, a

pipeline to Eastern Canada, and a joint

federal-provincial national petroleum
corporation according to Cyril Symes.
The Conservative spokesman, Alvin

Hamilton was more concerned with
buying oil from world markets to

secure supplies for this winter rather

than formulating policies that would
take two or three years to achieve any
results. He also wanted the government
to concentrate on alternative forms of

energy to check prices.

The third part of the conference

dealt with ideology and its place in

Canadian Political life. Professor
George Rawlyk of the Queen's History

department spoke for the NDP,
claiming to represent the only party

with any clear ideological com-
mittment. For Rawlyk, the NDP was
concerned about the little man and with

challenging the power elite. The
Liberal representative was again
Barny Danson. He saw the Liberals as

representing all spectrums of political

ideology and being a "party of

balance". Flora Macdonald, (P.C. -

Kingston and the Islands) claimed that

the entire issue of ideology was passe

with all parties containing all

viewpoints "contrary to what
university texts say or academics
expound". For an issue that is passe, it

arroused strong passions as at one point

Rawlyk and Macdonald were shouting

at one another over maintaining one's

principles.

The conference was well attended

with approximately 50:60 people in each

session. Wendy Hues, president of the

campus NDP indicated, there were
even students that weren't part of the

usual die-hard core of participators of

political events at Queen's. The
question periods were lively, with

members of the audience staying to

continue the questioning after the next

session had begun in the next theatre.

The only organizations missing were
the Communists and the Anarchists.

PM Trudeau
to resign ?
Burnaby (CUP) - According to

Peak, the student newspaper at -

Simon Eraser University, Pierre

Trudeau may be resigning his

position as leader of the Liberal

Party and Prime Minister of

Canada to take up that univer-

sity's Presidency.

Peak stated that a "usually

reliable source" told them that

Trudeau submitted an ap-

plication for the position last

week, just before nominations

closed.

There are no other con-

tenders for the position vacated

by former President Kenneth

Strand although former
Canadian cabinet minister Eric

Kierans and American economist

John Kenneth Galbraith had been

considered.

Peak noted that the Simon
Eraser Dean of Graduate Studies

and Strand had been in contact

with Ottawa recently. The editor

of the publication said that he

was 99 per cent sure of his in-

formation.

Rumours of a possible

resignation by Trudeau have
been circulating in Ottawa in the

last few weeks and Last Post

Magazine said that there are

currently discussions of his

resignation on the grapevine in

Montreal. Last Post stated that

the resignation may come at the

end of November and that he

would be "returning home to

academic life".

If anything can

go wrong, it will

Clark

Susie-Q week appeared to enjoy Us usual success again this year. Despite the sabotage attempt by a

certain Ms. Screw, the ice remained in the Jock Harty for the Susie-Q Skate.

With two weeks to go before

the Christmas exams this might
be an appropriate time to remind
students and faculty of the great

philosophical contributions of

Murphy, scientist and crap
shooter. His works have en-

compassed the fundamentals of

our universe as applied to the

basic laws of human nature.

There is in our lives an ex-

planation for everything. Here

then is listed, with special thanks

'to Thomas O. Ballinger, the

reasons why things work out as

they do.

L If anything can go wrong it

will.

2. Nothing is as simple as it

seems.

3. Everything takes longer than

you expect.

4. Everything always costs

more money than you have.

5. If you fool around with
anything long enough, it will

eventually break.

6. If 'you try to please
everybody, somebody is not
going to like it.

7. It is a fundamental law of

nature that nothing ever quite

works out.

8. Whatever you want to do, you
have to do something else first.

9. It's easier to get into a thing

than to get out of it.

10. If you explain something so

clearly that no one can misun-
derstand, someone will.

@iieen's
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Pool Hours
Regularly scheduled events in the Pool will be
cancelled for the Men's Intercollegiate Water
Polo Meet, Friday, Nov. 23, 9:00-10:00 p.m. and
Saturday, Nov. 24, 4:30 - 6:00 p.m.

8:15 p.m. - The Consumers' Association of Canada -

Kingston Association, will hold a panel discussion

on landlord - tenant relations, at Sydenham St.

United Church Hall.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Series

presents Hitchcock's 1943 Shadow of a Doubt in

Ellis Hall.

Tuesday, Nov. 20
5:45 p.m. - Ban Righ Fireside with South Indian

Music by Laxmi Ranganathan on Veena. Coffee

and dessert will be served.

7:00 p.m. - Drama Guild meeting in Rm. 115,

Theology Hall.

7:00 p.m. - Christian Science in the World Today a

slide presentation and question period sponsored

by the Christian Science Organization at Queen's,

in the basement Rec. Room, International Centre.

7:00 p.m. - Queen's Amateur Radio Club meeting in

Rm. 454, Goodwin Hall. AH welcome.
9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Series in

Ellis Hall Auditorium presents "Tristana" (Luis

Bunuel, 1971).

Wednesday, Nov. 2 /

2:30 - 3:30 p.m. - ASUS Wednesday Afternoon

Concert Everyone invited to listen to some music
and have some coffee and donuts on ASUS.

7:30 p.m. - "Wills and Estates" this week's topic

for the Law for the Layman series, in Rm. Ill,

Earl Hall.

7:30 p.m. - Kingston Film Society showing on "Mon
Oncle Antoine" (Canada 1971, Claude Jutra), in

Ellis Hall Auditorium.

Thursday, Nov. 22
7:fXJand9:.30p.m. - Fatten with GeorgeC. Scott, for

$1 at Dunning Hall.

7:15 p.m. - Bridge Club meeting in second floor

common room. Student Union.
8;fXJ p.m. - Le Treteau de Paris presents Moliere's
I/Avare <in French), in McArthur Hail

Auditorium. Tickets are $3.75 general, and $2.75

student at the Art Centre Box Office.

8;W) p.m .
- AMS Concerts and the Pub present Super

Pub in Grant Hall. Thursday's concert will be by
(»r<-asfball Hm>}>iv Band. Tickets are $1.00 in

advance and $) .50 at the door, or all four concerts
for $5.(X) on sale in the John Orr Room,

Friday, Nov. 23
2:00 - 6:00 p.m. Dept. of Political Studies Mini-
Conference on Canadian Political Ideology in Rm.
517, Watson Hall.

3:30 - 6:00 p.m. - Economics Smoker ASUS Red
Room, Kingston Hall. All students and Profs
interested in Economics are invited. Beer .40c.

7:00 and 9:35 p.m. - McArthur Hall School
Librarianship film "Oliver" for .99c.

8:00 p.m. - GSS Film Society presents "Taking Off"
(Forman), in Ellis Hall.

8:00p.m. - Super Pub, part II in Grant Hall for $1.00
' (advance) or $1.50 (at the door) A Foot in Cold

Water.

Later This Month
Nov. 24 - Super Pub, part III, in Grant Hall, 8:00

p.m. Downchild Blues Band.
Nov. 24 - Division of Concerts presents the Toronto
Mendelssohn Choir and the Canadian Brass at St.

Mary's Cathedral, at 8:30 p.m. Tickets $1. from
the Box Office.

Pubs ....

101 Inn - Grant Smith and Power
TownKouse - Candy
Commodore - Joyce Seamone
Manor - Shamrocks
Frontenac - Swamp Water

Movies and Theatres
llyland - Godspell

Odeon - The Way We Were with Barbra Striesand

and Robert Redford.

Capitol 1 - Enter The Dragon
Capitol 2 - Jesus Christ Superstar

Domino Theatre - Nov. 22-24 Uncle Vanya, by

Chekhov, at 8:30 P.M.
Grand Theatre - My Fair Lady, until Nov. 24 at 8:00

p.m. Tickets are $3.75 at the Box Office

The School Librarianship Movie
presents FRIDAY at McArthur

for Young Canada's Book Week

J.

7 &
9 35 pm

:>oflij ijaiaj) j\m

^ E«:d Jli^ TiKs)3<

Italian Night

Featuring:

Spaghetti & Meat Sauce

Salads

$1.49 Garlic Bread $1-49

Dessert

Wine - 50° glass Free Coffee

Wallace Hall Cofeteria

Wednesday, Nov. 21 5 - 6:30 p.m.

Queen's
Division of Concerts

and the

French Area Studies Centre
presents

Moliere's

L'AVARE

by
Le Treteau de Paris (en Francais)

THURSDAY 22 NOVEMBER 8:00 p.m.
McArthur Hall

Tickets: $3.75 general, $2.75 student

from Division of Concerts Box
Office, Agnes Etherington

Art Centre
547-6194

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they

have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: „

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE
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briefly...

Printing Service non-meeting
by Debbie Stadnyk

A discussion of possible remedies concerning
the discontinuation of the Printing Service was
scheduled for last Friday night, but the meeting was
attended by only two people; Services Com-
missioner Ken Wong, who had called the meeting,
and his reporter.

At a recent meeting, students were asked to

submit ideas to prevent the shutdown. However, no
response was made to this request, and it was hoped
that Friday's meeting would produce some solution.

Wong stated that the Printing Service would
more than likely remain closed, as the AMS cannot
afford to subsidize it. He believes, however, that the
service might be continued at a later date when the
AMS financial position becomes more stable.

English may offer holf-courses soon
Several proposals for curriculum change have

been offered to the Undergraduate Studies Com-
mittee by the English DSC. These proposals were

formulated during several meetings of the DSC and

a general meeting of the English Department. They
include a broadening of choice in first year English

courses, and the introduction of half-courses,

specialized studies courses and an expository

writing course.

^ Reactions within the department have been
favorable - several professors have indicated a
willingness to teach half-courses. Staffing is one of

the major problems, one that cannot be resolved
until sabbaticals for next year are finalized. Sheila
Mclntyre, co-chairman of the English DSC is "very
optimistic" that a number of these proposals will be
accepted.

Comet fo be visible storting this week
This Christmas we are in for a once in a lifetime

experience. That is when the newly discovered
comet Kohoutek, will be at its brightest. Each year
several comets are reported, but one bright enough
to be visible to the naked eye, like Kohoutek, is rare.

In fact the comet is expected to be more brilliant

than Sirios, the brightest star.

Kohoutek was discovered in March of this year
by Czechoslovakian scientist, Lubos Kohoutek. It is

believed that the comet is on the first orbit of its

new course having previously been orbiting

somewhere beyond Pluto since the creation of the
solar system. A fairly recent disturbance, within

the past 10,000 years, caused the comet to change its

course to one towards the sun.

Taking advantage of this golden opportunity to

study a comet so rare, scientists are going to try to

discern Kohoutek's elements, radicals and

molecules; whether or not their abundance and
distribution change as the comet grows; its com-
position : mainly dust or gases, and finally if it has a
nucleus.

Kohoutek will be visible to the naked eye six

weeks before and after December 27, the date which
the comet is expected to be at the point on its orbit

nearest the sun. Increasing daily in brightness,

Kohoutek should become visible during the daytime
after Christmas and be at its clearest in January.

No matter when you look for it, the comet
shouldn't be hard to find. Right now, any ob-

servations will have to be done at night. From Dec.
30 onwards for six weeks, Kohoutek should be
visible during the day, being as bright as a full

moon.
A word of warning though , Kohoutek may fizzle.

Its been known to happen to the best of comets.

Snowboll week to feature Byelobog
Who the heck is Byelobog? For all of those who

are not up to date on their Scandinavian mythology,

Byelobog (loosely translated) is the Snow God.

Byelobog has, for the past several centuries, been in

conflict with Chernobog (the Black God,
representing rain and mud and all the other woes

which beset Kingston in the Winter).

Regardless of who is winning the timeless

struggle, there will be a four-day celebration of

Winter in honour of Byelobog, at his temple on
Queen's campus in late January. Due to the lack of

significant features, (i.e. mountains) people will be

forced to celebrate with rituals other than skiing

and tobogganing.

Some of the major festivities include a wine and
cheese service, a variety night, a semi-formal, and

other assorted nocturnal activities.

In order to arise Byelobog, a grand opening will

commence the celebration. During the festival,

there will be numerous outdoor activities, climaxed
on Saturday by rigorous tests of mind and body to

determine Byelobog's earthly counterparts.

In order to achieve a more universal

celebration, all faculty societies have asked to

organize the varied festivities. Obviously, a festival

worthy of the great Byelobog requires a tremendous
amount of work by we mere mortals Any person

interested in sacrificing some time for the cause of

Byelobog can be placed in his grace by phoning

Dave Searle, (544-4399) Linda LeSueur (544-8406) or

Jamie Corbett (544-0647).
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QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

SKI CLUB

Christmas Sutton Trip

Ticket Sales 6:30 p.m.

John Orr Room

Thursday, Nov. 22nd

For Information call 549-2841

Queen's
Division of Concerts
in Conjunction with the

CBC
presents

the 190 voice

TORONTO MENDELSSOHN CHOIR'

and the

CANADIAN BRASS
SATURDAY 24 NOVEMBER 8:30 p.m.

ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL
(Corner of Johnson & Clergy)

Tickets: $1.00 students and general

Divison of Concerts Box Office

Agnes Etherington Art Centre^
547-6194

NOTICE OF
AMS REFERENDUM

to be held on

Wednesday, Nov. 28, 1973
to read,

"that the AMS Printing Service remain as an
AMS funded service."

YES

NO ..

Passage to India

A slide presentation and general

discussion on contemporary India

Thursday, Nov. 22, 8: 30 p.m.

in Lower Lounge of the International Centre

All are welcome.

Coffee & Donuts to be served.
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unclassifieds

WORRIED ABOUT INFLATION?
Unemployment? Shortages?
Solutions fortlicoming at tlie

Economics Smoker, Nov. 23, ASUS
Red Room, Kingston Hall. 3:30 -

6:00 p.m. Beer .40c

SORRY, WE COULDN'T supply more
than Oreos, much thanks to David
D., AM, Mary-Ann, Di, Dougie,

Billy, Woody, Whit, Dave M.,

Joanne, Liz, Jacquie, Rich and
Rodney, Love and kisses, 295. See

you at the pub.

WHAT IS THE Union Program
Committee? Come discover us on
Wednesday, at 1:30 at 165

University Ave.

HOME NEEDED for 3 beautiful,

cuddly well-trained, clean, fun

kittens. House broken and af-

fectionate. Take 1 or all. Phone
anyone at 544-1475.

FUN CLUB t-shirts for sale! Yes, we
still have a few left and we want to

get rid of them. All sizes. $3.00.

Phone John Saksun, 544-1475 or

John Gray, 544-8596 or Larry
Rossignel 546-2598.

TIN CAN MOOSE DESIGNS - we're
still in business. Let us look after

all your design and printing needs:

flyers, posters, cards, etc. Larry
546-2598 or Terry 544-7074.

DON'T BE CONCERNED about your
' Diminishing Marginal Utility.

Consume, Consume, Consume.
Economics Smoker Nov. 23, ASUS
Red Room Pub 3:30 - 6:00 Beer
only .40c.

TO FORNO: In deepest sympathy at

the passing of your teeny-bopper
years - Happy 20th!! (Right on)

Much love from Pope, Mer, Cao,
Amarie, and Wolf Barker. XO.

LOST: Rather homely, toally fearless

young pup. (Black female with
white underchin wearing red and
white flea collar). Disappeared
from Centre St. home Saturday.
Desperately missed by her family.

Please call 548-8946. Generous
reward.

THE RIDING CLUB regrets to an-

nounce that this will be the last

weekend for riding till after
Christmas. This will be your last

chance. The bus will be at the

Union at 9:00 a.m. both Saturday
and Sunday and the cost is $2.50.

We will be organizing trail rides

and possibly a sleigh ride after the

holiday.

LISTEN TO THE MUSIC: every
Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 in the

Poison Room in the Union. Bring a

friend and have a free cup of coffee

on us.

NYMPHOMANIAC WANTED: Must
be well-built, good looking, should
be charming, intelligent. No ex-

perience necessary. Will train. No
reasonable offer refused. 544 1239.

Bob, Fred, Jamie, Mark, Mel,
Rick, Sam, Sue?, Alvin
Anonymous.

SKIIS FOR SALE: Head '330's 203 cm,
with Tyrolia step-in bindings, two
seasons use. BOOTS: Raichle
foam injected - size ll"?. Two
weeks use. Also MILLAN 1500's.

size 11'/-/. Phone Bill after 6 p.m.
546-5144.

TO ALL THOSE who missed Mike
Lalonde's 21s1 birthday. Our
condolences - thanks to Dawn and
Di. M & B

TRICOLOR MEETING. Tuesday
niqht at 7:30 in the office.

FOUND one tan and grey kitten-

female vicinity of Clergy and
Unfveriity. Phone 546-4540.

TAK VOLUNTEERS: there will be a

general meeting. Wed. Nov. 21, the

usual place. Please attend if

possible.

MALE SHEPARD MUTT, medium
height, medium, brown, white
feet, fail curled over back lost in

King and Brock St, area la'.t

Thur'.d.iy,

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

WOULD THE GIRL who borrowed my
skates Nov. 6 please return them.
Anne.

HAVE A DOUBLE BED - want single

or hidc-a-bcd sofa before Dec. I.

Will trade, sell, negotiate. Mark
548-4962.

DYNACO FM-5 tuner - new two year
guarantee. A great performer.
Call 546-7251.

BIZOT EATING BAND MEMBERS
(and other). Uniforms must be
turned in to Grant Hall on Wed. or

Thursday of this week. Orders for

pictures will be taken then. Be
there sometime between 7:00 and
8:30 p.m.

T.L.C. In your mind do social or

personal benefits come before
material benefits? If yes, read on.

Are you interested in working and
living in a more integrated en-

vironment? Are you creative? Can
you innovate? Can you com-
municate your ideas in a clear and
concise manner? Are you per-

ceptive? Can you react quickly to

change? To find out how we can
save our environment, com-
municate with us. N.P.H. En-
vironment Newsletter, P. Box 395,

WLU, Waterloo, Ontario.
ONE GIRL NEEDED TO SHARE

LARGE HOUSE with six other
girls. Will have own bedroom and
location is close to campus. Call

544-6392 after 4:00 p.m..
HAVE YOU EVER GONE

CANOEING in late Nov? If you
have you will want to come on this

trip: if you haven't you should
come - it's an experience. The trip

is on Nov. 24-25 on the Mississippi

above Snow Road station. Call Jim
544-5467.

DEAR GAEL GROUP 37: Sorry I

couldn't make your reunion. You
don't mind do you? Lov, Paula.

ROOMS AVAILABLE in Science '44

coop. For guys and girls. If in-

terested call Ruth Fraser at 544-

4864.

TO GW John : Sorry this is a week late,

but I'm sure it's worth waiting for!

You probably won't remember
after all that Scotch! But it was a

good time and here's your
classified to remind you of it! XO
ak.

MANY THANKS TO ADDY III and
the Carry-On gang for a Happy
20th on the 11th.

ACHTUNG: It has been reported that

certain persons at Queen's are
guilty of neglecting to write or of

not writing enough to a good friend

of theirs in Regensburg, Germany.
If this rude and intolerable act

continues, then all lines of com-
munication (from the German

side) will b« vut off.... You know
who you arc! ! I

FOR INFORMATION on the recently

formed Homophlle Association,

write Terry Watson, Victoria Hall

or phone me at 547-2893 Monday to

Friday 9 to 10 pm.
JOANNE E.; Yes, you. ...direct from

the hallowed halls of the basement
of the Union, east
wing. ...classified is no
charge Hope you get some
reaction. Thanks for your letter

and have a good year. Sue d.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE in the world
today a slide presentation and
question period. All welcome.
Tonight 7:00 basement rec room.
International centre.

M.A.L.: HOCKEY BIRTHDAY Happy
Hero and lots of luck for all the

days you have left. Your friends at

the Journal.

REEL TO-REEL Sanyo MR-915
stereo tape recorder in excellent

condition. $150. Also snow tires 7.60

- 15, 8.25 - 15. Two of each. $20 a

pair. Phone 544-9876.

FOR SALE: Mamiya Sekor 1000 DTL.
Two metering systems, very good
condition. With 50 mm and 135 mm
lenses, full size camera bag, $150

Call John Bottomley at 547-3178.

TO VINTAGE WOMEN, re. decadent
dinner. We accept. Keep us in-

formed. C.H. and W.T.
TIRED AFTER A HARD WEEK?

Come to the fireside pub this af-

ternoon and relax with a beer.

HASSELBLAD BODY - brand new
insurance settlement. Full

warranty $275. Also 135 mm f 2.8

soligor in Nikon moimt plus 3

filters. $60. Call 549-2028 around 6

p.m.
WATERBEDS: This week only, a free

~ fill kit with our basic waterbed at

$79.95 (includes frame) call

HALCYON WATERBEDS, 544-

9540, 6-9 pm and we'll send you a

package of free literature on
waterbeds.

ROOMS AVAILABLE in Science '44

Co-op for guys and girls. If in-

terested please contact Ruth
Fraser at 544-4864.

CHRISTMAS IS CLOSER THAN YOU
THINK Forget about the formal
studio portraits and have your
sitting in the country. Call Photo
Image before the November
monsoons for a portrait that will

make a special gift. Telephone 546-

7770 or drop in at 33 Brock.
GAEL APPLICATIONS for Orien-

tation '74 may be picked up in the

AMS Outer Office. The Deadline
for application is December 3,

1973.

CAMPUS MOVIES presents....

Patton
starring George C. Scott

Thurs. Nov. 22nd Dunning Aud.
6.30 & 9.30 p.m. Admission

$1 /person

House-hunting for next year?

EIrond College

OPEN HOUSE

Sunday, November 25

1:00 - 5:00 pm

EIrond College

Christian Science

In the World Today

A slide presentation

and question period.

All Welcome.

TONIGHT, 7.00 p.m.

Basement Recreational Room

International Center

Cfover Leaf Market

HEALTH FOODS
GRANOLA, WHOLE GRAIN CEREALS,
FLOURS, SUNFLOWER SEEDS, ETC.

GROCERIES
SUNDRIES

AAon. to Fri,

Sat.

PRODUCE
HOUSEWARES

MEATS
- 8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
- 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

"IVe DefiVer'' 546-5566

Corner Princess and University Ave.

TEXTBOOKS: :RECORDS::CANDY::POSTERS::PAPER
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One Contac-C capsule gives 12 hours of relief

from the symptoms of a stubborn cold.
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^ AM tf^ PRINTING Printing Service,

n Iwl ^ ccDiiirc ^1^^ AMS is coming to residencen • 111* ^# nKVILt Wednesday night 7 to 9 p.m

NOTICE OF

REFERENDUM
TO BE HELD

Wednesday. Nov. 28/1973
"That the A.M.S. Printing sen/ice

remain as an A.M.S. Funded Service"

Yes

No

AMS Constables
Applications for the position of

AMS
Chief Constable

will be accepted in the

AMS office. Student's Union

until 5:00 p.m.,

Friday, Nov. 23

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
The Campus Activities Commission is now assessing its role

in Queen's student affairs, with the goal of le-structuring.

Any ideas in writing, may be left in the

Campus Activities Mailbox, AMS Outer Office,

Student's Union, until Monday, Nov. 26.

Any persons interested in Forming

a DEBATING UNION participating in -

a performing MODERN DANCE group,

Ul clHlbLlllg as Ullc UT 0/ bcLIcL

operatives, please leave name with

CULTURAL AFFAIRS, AMS Office,

547-6165 or contact Bruce Chown
- publicity sponsored by AMS Internal Affairs Commission
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ALSO LIGHTHOUSE Mon., Nov. 26, 7 & 10 pm $2.50
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Frank Tindall: ^'Sports should be enjoy
By Don Tanner

In agreeing to interview (laels' football coach

Frank Tindall for the Journal, Don Tanner, a

Fourth Year Engineer, remarked: "Like many
others on this campus over the years, I have been

crtical of him, feeling that a younger man should

take his place." One of his aims in talking to

Tindall was to find out first-hand whether this

attitude was justified. Tanner's conclusion, in his

own words: "Once you realize how the man
thinks and what problems he faces each year as

university coach, you begin to temper your
criticisms. The one thing that impressed me most
about him was his philosophy of wanting all his

players to enjoy playing football, one facet of

sport which is perhaps slowly but surely disap-

pearing. In my opinion, it will be very hard to

replace this man when he finally decides to

retire."

Journal: I think many people would be interested

where your football career began, so I guess I'll

start the interview by asking where you played

your college football.

Tindall: Well, my college football was in

Syracuse University where I played guard...

Journal: How much did you weight then?

Tindall: 190.Journal: 190!

Tindall: ...but fast!

Journal: Would you say that college football then

was basically made up of smaller players?

Tindal: I think that in general, people were a little

smaller than they are now. There were a few of lis

over 200, but not that many.
Journal: Someone told me you made the All-

American team, is that true?

Tindall: Well, it was honorable mention.

Journal: Did you ever consider a pro career?

Tindall: Well, at the time, this is distant past

when I was in school, I did have an offer to go to

New York, but professional football was in its

infancy and they would pay something like $150 a

game for every game you played, but they

specified you had to play. In other words, if you
were injured and were living in New York City

and you missed a week, that you could be in real

trouble. This is providing you felt you could make
the team in the first place so it was a pretty risky

venture, so I didn't even give it a try.

Journal: So, did you think of being a cofich then,

or did this idea come gradually?

Tindall: Well, we took coaching courses in

university and of course I was always interested

in the game. I had the opportunity to come to

Canada through Warren Stevens, who was one of

the first forward passers in Canada, way before

your time.

Journal: Why did you choose Queen's?

Tindall: Actually I played in Toronto and met a

few Queen's people and eventually that led to my
coming to Queen's.

Journal: A lot of people wonder if you have a

definite coaching philosophy, or is that a term
which shouldn't be used?

Tindall: Well, I've said this before; I used to

think I hat aiiyfwdy who said they had a coaching

philosophy was sort of guilding the lily, so to

speak, but as we think about it 1 think cveryl)ody

has a philosophy on most everything. It may not

be a very definite one, but you do have some
philosophy. If I had one, I think it could probably

be summed up by saying that I like to coach the

way I like to be coached. In other words I

welcome criticism if it is constructive criticism,

but not for the sake of criticism. I think unfair

criticism is very irritating to a player. ..I'll give

you an example of that - let's say that you were
playing left guard and a play was called off the

right tackle and your job was to pull from the line

and come out and block the end. Now let's say the

centre, instead of clearing the way so that you
could pull out and get ahead of the back, either

didn't move or stepped back or in some way
hindered you from making your block and then

the coach says: "Who was supposed to block the

end" and you say, "You were" and then he

proceeds to ball you out for not doing it when in

fact it wasn't your fault. I think this is irritating, I

don't think this is constructive criticism because

the centre hasn't been involved in the teaching

and if they can get you to say the reason that you

couldn't was that you couldn't get by the cenre,

then the coach could change his attention to the

centre and correct it. That way you gain

something...learning something, and the thought

is being directed to where it should be.

Journal: It always seemed to me that you were a

man of composure, not only in football games, but

also in basketball games. You are not a man to

get upset like, say, a Jack Gotta for the

Roughriders for instance. You seem to let your

players play their own game to a large extent.

Tindall: Well, of course we do getupset a little bit

underneath. I've always felt that it is wrong for a

coach to make a scene because I think that this is

in turn reflected by his players, at whatever level.

If he is complaining loudly to the officials and
gesturing, and jumping up and down, you can

hardly expect your players to have the proper

decorum. It's a hackneyed phrase, but we still

like to feel that intercollegiate sports should be

enjoyed by the players and by the same token we
feel that they can only enjoy it if they enjoy some
success.You try to temper your criticisms, as I

say. You hope that they're constructive. We don't

have the time to spend to get the best out of our

players - The player doesn't have the time to get

the best out of himself. Another example may be

the Russian hockey team. What hockey teams

tni?rrith('W

i)\n < i\\ vs Ott;iwa, l!)7:5: "Any team's success is ^^reatly deterinined by th«' ratio betwei'ii

lh< rii an<l other teairis."

- merrithew

Frank Tindall, Gaels' football coach since

19:59.

can spend as much time practicing as they repor-

tedly do. Likewise, at Queen's, for example, with
students in various faculties with various hours,
labs, studies and what-not, they don't have time
to practice 2-3 hours a day, so we have to fit the
time according to their schedules. We also have to

be appreciative of the fact that they are not only
playing football or basketball but they are also

out to maintain their studies, keep their marks up
just the same as everybody else. So all these
things must be brought into consideration.

Journal: Before an important game, do you rely

on a pep talk, or do you basically let the players

get up on their own - they probably realize the

importance of the game anyway, but do you help
them get up for the game or not?

Tindall: Well, here again, I think everyone is an
individual and I guess this should be brought in as
far as your overall philosophy is concerned. When
you have 34 players, involved as there are in a
football game, youhave 34 individuals and what
may get one fellow turned on or up for a gem,
may be a bit detrimental to somebody else. Itmay
make some other player so hyper that he makes a

lot of mistakes. Naturally we try to point out the

importance of "putting out", but actually I feel an
awful lot of it comes from within ; that they have
it, or they don't, but you certainly must get

across the importance of the game.
Journal: Would you say that the attitude of the

I
individual players has changed much since 1948

and are they any more hard to coach?
Tindall: No, I don't think so. In fact, if anything,

they are a little bit easier. I do think that players

coming in now have a better knowledge of the
game; a better knowledge of their fundamentals
and execution. Itstill goes right back to the basics
of football as Rockne said, Lombardi and a few

.

others - blocking and tackling. The inference is

to A, B, C- the fundamentals. If your players, by
lack of knowledge of assignments don't execute
their blocks then the backs can't do their job.

That goes for all facets of the game. On defense, if

the tackles are out of position they blow their

assignments. So the basics are still there.

Journal: Do you think your style of coaching has
changed at all?

'I'indall: Well, we like to feel that we go along with
the tide. We like to try to, not modernize, as much
as to accept anything that we thinkis much better

to do. This goes into the mechanics of calling a

play, designating which side the play will go on. If

we find out some other system which is a little

Ix'tlcr, then we change ours to fit that - we arc

always reaching for a more simplified approach,
but we appreciate lliaf changing defenses don't

allow the simple offensive approach; in other

words, the (lel'cncc dictates the offence.

Journal '/"Jv
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liced several good and the other teams. In a given year, a mediocre

ft, Jim Young and team may be the best in the league andanother

Lambros. If you year a very good team may be second best. I see a

lential do you en- little example of that this year. We exchanged

\s a professional film with our opponents and we were able to see

Western play Toronto, for example. The Western

an aim as far as team just blew the Toronto team /right off the

He may be in map, just ran wild over them and beat them very

There is no at- soundly. We, in turn, play Toronto and have a lot

a player into a of difficulty trying to penetrate their line, trying

to a professional to get' the passes, trying to stop the run. So I

iur objectives are thought that Toronto had a good team. Then we

ive available and were able to see Wilfred Laurier on television

n. In the case of play Western.They, in turn, blew Western off the

;e wanted to play field running off tackle and did itall to the tune of

irations to play 48-6.Here again it's relative and not only that,

obably justly so, but once you say this was your best team maybe

adian was on you had a weak sister on that team. The inference

play on defen- is tht subsequent players that played in that

layers, when they position feel that, unjustly so they were better,

im to try out for Naturally, we don't hesitate to name a few guys

[best play. who were outstanding. Gary Lewis, for example,

the St. Mary's was probably as good a centre as I've ever seen,

[cout he had ever But I wouldn 't say I ever had a best team

.

ton. Do you feel Journal: Which players have you enjoyed

a, good proving coaching most
;
namely players who have gone on

you think that and made big names for themselves,

re else? In other Tindall: I'd pretty well have to lump them all in

for that reason, one category. I think the thing that they had in

|e are any good common was that they were aware of what the

alibre. other fellows on the team were doing. If you're

for all the CFL talking about a lineman, for example, he has an

e east, to send awareness of how the backs run, the flow of

We get mostly backs, so he could anticipate what type of a

a few visiting block to make. He could anticipate where the

s. I don't feel ball player would be going through the hne so he

elop players for could get down in front of the line. As an offensive

tay in our own back, they too are aware and when I say "they" I

r, we like the mean the outstanding ones are aware of potential

ant to play and line-blockers.Th6y knew who was going to block

le best possible who. They knew where to run to the best ad-

can, vantage. All these things are the keys to a good

•lacing players? football player.

ighout the local Journal: What are your feelings about the season

just ended?

it is just im- Tindall: Well, as I've said, the thing that I've

ing staff to get never cared about, and this includes the time

ivolved in some when we were in the playoffs, was that under the

ihols teaches in system there must be a champion at the end,

it a part time most teams are out of it. It's a little better this

Jim Cain who year - at least every team played a full eight

icks. Dr. Bob games. Two or three years ago, in our two games

kgh time every with Toronto, we beat them by one point,

[line. So none of Toronto's fdotball season was over in the third

to go scout.By week of October. Last year, we were in the same

is the result of position. Our season was over in the third week of

:oaching high October. Plus the fact that they play two games

ted in Queen's before the students come. I don't feel that this is

ly and tell us right where we have an athletic programme in

It is to get them the university for the students, primarily the

(ficult things is participants but secondly the student body.When

ly, as it is with we play two games before the students get here

l-etty high level and don't play two games at the end of the

the school. We season, I just don't feel it is right,

ippreciate that Journal: How about your team's performance?

in fact, lose a Were you disappointed or did you accomplish

Schools. what you hoped tto? I guess at the start of a season

in Canada, you're always going for the top...

both football Tindall: Oh, always. I don't want to create the

you ever hope idea that we don'twant to win or we're not putting

isider them an out to win because the players would agree first

that there's a lot more fun in winning than in

[self it is, but it losing. We want to win every game, whether it's a

idy people get so-called nothing game at the end of the year or

bad situation an important game. We certainly don't want to

xtra help and create any impression that we 're not interested in

/hich in fact, winning.As far as our own team is concerned, we
tlarships were were fully aware of the fact that we had only one
[and I suppose returning back Dave Hadden, not counting Lang
•ships, where who had always played flanker-by playing him as

m. is people just a setback we had two, to a degree. And this is the

pme money. If first time in a long time that we were short on
lybody yet. I back who had prior experience. The result was

ji the way it is that we didn't progress as rapidly as we have in

that way. the past. We didn't have as many variations as we
fflispot. What do normally have. I'm convinced that the better

j
jilr? your overall team is, the fewer plays you need

'lot. I've never because you can execute them even when the

Ohis is for two other teams know what you are going to do. So
Pn's success is sure, we're diappointed we didn't win any more
r>"etween them games but we feel that winning more than we lost

II: M
leforl

es Ibtl

ake

s a need

'Hal:

'

lall:VM'

-re
some

Iclically''

Playing two games before the students return: "I just don't feel it is right."

was a lot better than vice versa.

Journal: Many times this year you would have a

good march down field and couldn't finish it off

with a touchdown. The Ottawa Rough Riders are

another team which has been noted for doing this

the past couple of years. Can you put your finger

on the reason for this?

Tindall: Probably the only thing close to a reason

is that the closer you get to that goal line, 'the

tougher it is. The other team can anticipate, for

example, what your team is going to do depen-

ding on what type of team you have. They knew
our team and we didn't have great speed on the

outside so they could afford to play us a little

tighter.A fellow like Gordie McClellan, just

being in there, posed that outside threat which we
didn't have. We didn't have roll-out passers that

could run, so the chances of running a successful

play gradually diminish since they can con-

centrate on your strengths.

Journal: You mentioned your quarterbacks. I

guess this year and perhaps even last year, if

there was one aspect of the game that came
under continuous criticism from students it was
the quarterbacks. Do you feel this is just, or do

you feel you have complete confidence in your

quarterbacks?

Tindall: Well, I think the greatest thing in the

world would be if everybody could play quar-

terback for just a few plays. Naturally everyone

looks at the quarterback because he's the one who

calls all the plays. It's a very difficult position. In

theory most of our plays should work. Now there

are some that won't work against a certain

defensive alignment. In addition to other things, a

quarterback is supposed to be able to look at a

defensive alignnient and check a play off. This is

one of the most difficult things to do. A thing like

blocking assignements to protect the passer. Is he
getting protection all the time or is it spotty? If he
is only getting spotty protection and he sets up to

throw a pass and gets belted and sacked, then the

next time he sets up to throw a pass he is aware of

the fact that he just got sacked before. And even if

on that particular play he does have time, then

you have to forgive him for maybe hurrying his

pass a little. So anybody can look really good if

they can get it out there and take three or four

seconds before they throw the ball.

Journal: Do you think you can learn to be a good
quarterback or do you think that quarterbacks
are born, so to speak?

Tindall: I think they are born. The reaction to

pressure for example
;
peripheral vision ; - these

are gifts. As I say, it's unfortunate that more
people can't be exposed to it and can't sppreciate

it.

Journal: One last question: what are your

retirment plans? Have you given them any
thought?

Tindall: Well, you have to when you're as old as I

am. Right now it's a little indefinite.

merrithew

Finishing off a long downfield march : "The closer you get to the goal line, the tougher it is."
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My Fair Lady

"Sense of joyous spontaneity
by Howard HidoiU

'Wouldn't it be loverly' if all

musicals were as whimsicial and
entertaining as the Kinsmen's

current production of 'My Fair

Lady', playing at the Grand
Theatre from Nov. 16 to 24th. Of
course, Allen Jay Lerner and
Frederick Lowe have provided

some very clever lyrics and
songs, but the enthusiasm and
effort applied to this particular

production succeed in making it

especially enjoyable.

The story of the play has its

origin in the beautiful Greek
myth concerning the sculptor

Pygmalion, who creates a statue

so exquisitely beautiful he falls in

love with it, and entreats
Aphrodite to give him such a

woman which she does by
making the statue come alive. In

'My Fair Lady', of course, Henry
Higgins only turns a snivelling

flower-girl into a beautiful lady,

however, he does create new life

by turning a 'squashed cabbage

leaf into an aristocrat.

The charm of 'My Fair Lady'

lies in its romantic adaptation of

Ihc F'ygmaiion myth. The
primary success of any
production of the play lies in the

ability of the director and cast to

affect the believable tran-

sformation of a snivelling gut-

tersnipe into a dazzling and ar-

ticulate beauty. This was ac-

complished in the Kinsmen
Production by the versatile

direction and choreography of

Lee Tommarello.
The all-important contrast

between Eliza's colourful and
phantasmagoric world of Covent

Gardens and Henry's well-

ordered and stultifying world of

books and phonetics, was
skillfully maintained by the

aptness of Reg Bronskill's ef-

fective and uncluttered sets and
by the versatiility of the well-

costumed chorus ensemble.

Eliza's world of thick-

accented street hawkers was

- macpherson

made very believable by a strong

and exuberant chorus, which
exhibited a captivating ability to

amuse and entertain. Their vocal

strength and flexibility, sup-

ported by competent or-

chestration under the leadership

of musical director Parr Christie,

was aided by Tammmarello's
choreography which was in-

strumental in creating a sense of

joyous spontaneity and added to

the musical mood without

degenerating into a garish circus

performance. Alan Anderson's

rendition of Alfie Dolitlle's 'Get

Me to the Church on Time' was
made all the more emphatic and
compelling by the clever use of

choreography and the ability of

the chorus to generate the energy
and mood inherent in the scene.

As a contrast, the world of

the Ascot Races and the languid

aristorcracy
,

graciously
bedecked and binoculared, was
also portrayed vividly by the

chorus, thereby making Eliza's

gaffe of slipping back into

colloquial speech during the heat

of the race even more in-

congruous and comic.

Deryck Hazel's performance
of Henry Higgins had delightful

touches of Rex Harrison and the

collected air of a sophisticated

and confirmed bachelor. A
polished rendition of 'Let a

Woman in Your Life...'

demonstrated his effectiveness

as a male chauvinist. Such
competence provided a strong

centre for the play.

Alan Anderson's well-oiled

gait, his frivolity and enthusiastic

'Get Me to the Church on Time'
underlined a convincing falent as

the insurpressable Alfie Dolittle.

Jim East played the part of

Colonel Pickering very capably

with great comical zeal, verging

on buffoonery, especially during

the 'Rain in Spain' number. He
was a good foil for Henry Higgins

even though his accent swayed

People in the Arts
by Bruce Chown

{-•aul Hartlett, a fourth year student whose
primary instrument is the violin, plays in the

Queen's Chamber Orchestra and the Kingston

Symphony Orchestra, and participates in the

productions of the Queen's Musical Theatre.

JOLKNAL: What made you choose Queen's as the

place to study for a music degree?
Hartli^tt: The programme was just starting and I

figured that, in the first few years of a new
programme, I could g<;t a lot more out of it. The
classes were small and thr; professors were not as

huHy as now, Uicause there wr;re fewer years to

contend with.

I chf/sfr to come to a university to study music
because I wanted to teach, as opf)<>sed to going to a

conservatory and taking a performance
programme. You could take four years of per-

formance and th<rn a tf;ar,her's course but you would

M; really gof^J in onf; instrument and although yoi>-

would know aljoiil the other ones, you would ncvor

have played fhem In a music education coursr- you
learn to play a variety of instruments; for example,

my primary instrument is the violin but I am also

studying bassoon, doube bass, voice and oboe. You
;)\h4) learn the basic Wti-.ory of music, the history

iHfhind it, and the philosophy of leaching Students

can also concentrate on performance or <;om

(xmtion

.JOI.'HN " I Can >»omeonp without an upfjringing in

the arts appreciate them?Is it possible for someone
who aoes not understand the intricacies ot tne music

to enjoy it?

Bartlett:Sure, it has a melody and if they like the

sound of it they will appreciate it. This appreciation

will develop with exposure.

JOURNAL: Do you have a comment on why more
people are not taking the opportunity of musical

<!xposure here?

Hartlett; J think a lot more people are now. We
do have to overcome old prejudices, If we give more
(!xposure, people will start coming back, and more
people will start listening to it. I think that informal

.settings, like the Ban Righ firesides, are attracting

mor<! people. Perhaps we should increase them and
start taking corK;(!rts to wh(;re people are.

JOIIKNAL; What is it that attracts people more- the

informal setting or Ihe Srci'. admission? Do you think

lhal we should start charging admission?

Itartli-tl: No, th(! essence of the Ban Itigh firesides

is the lack of pnrssurc;. It is an excellent format to

get new peoph? int(!r(!st<!d, and in time they will

become [jarl of audi(!nc(!S at formal concerts.

.HH 'HNAL: Are you aware and ai)()reciative of the

oIIkt arts?

I'.artlelt: Fn con«ideratir;ti of Ihe other arts, like

drama, film, or dance, il is itiiporlaril lo co~op(Tat(!

so thai we are working towards the same .'lims. I am
an audience participant who would like to get in-

volved in the produclion but there is the time limit.

somewhat from the Queen's Own
English.

Annabell McCollough was
superb, especially as the

cockney-accented flower-girl

who preserved her 'despicable'

gutter characteristics at Henry's

house, and she was captivating in

her struggle "towards tran-

sformation into a high-society

lady. Her appeal to the audience

was apparent in their warm
reception of 'I Could Have
Danced All Night!"

Anne Newell was very
competent as a stolid Mrs.

Pearce and Charles Hayler gave

- macpherson

an acceptable performance as

peurile Freddy Eynsford-Hill.

The play was plagued with

technical flaws which disrupted

the flow at times and magical

record-players and telepathic

light-switches were at times
distracting. However, the at-

mosphere of enthusiasm and the

audience's sense of involvement

generated by the players over-

came any minor difficulties, and
contributed to a very worthwhile

production of 'My Fair Lady'. It

was very worthy of the spirited

standing ovation it received last

Saturday night.

"The Way we Were//

By Nancy Bowes
Perhaps it was because they

didn't have enough w's and e's

that the title of the movie wasn't

on both sides of the marquee but I

suspect that there was reason

involved in putting the words "A
Love story" on the other side of

the "The Way We Were". "A
Love Story looks remarkably like

"Love Story" of which "The Way
We Were" is a fair facsimile. The
notable exception lo the likeness

is that "The Way We Were" is

better, much better.

Barbra Streisand and Robert

Bedford put in credible acting

jobs. The filming is more than

adequate. The supporting roles

do just that
,
supporj , not overrun,

the roles of Ihe stars. No, indeed,

these people are not to blame for

Ihe movie.

My criticism is of the author

of Ihe script, lie starts out (juite

well in lhal Ihe background is

filled in by means of a flashback

minutes alter the movie begins.

Barbra Streisand once again

plays the role of a poor Jewish

girl with a mind of her own. As
can be expected she wins her

man, but not permanently; to his

credit, the author of the script did

not break the permanence with a

tear-jerking death. In fact, the

couple parts amiably and even
meets again, managing to carry

off the situation with a maturity

uncommon to adults in movies.
' The despicable aspect of the

movie is the hypocrisy existent in

the motivation behind the movie.

One of the recurring themes
concerns having the strength to

stand up for what you believe,

regardless of the almight dollar.

The movie itself,however, is a

patent attempt to make a box-

office success by capitalizing on

the public's present preoc-

cupation with nostalgia (the

movie covers from 1937 to at the

least the early sixties limewise).

IJnforlunalely, credibility is

lost with such hypocrisy present.

How is one to believe that the

author was at all sincere when
he as much as says, "Do as I say,

not as I do"?
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Uncle Vanya

Without the actors, it might be good

TRICOLOR
MEETING

Tuesday Night
7:30 P.M.

by Kiloran German
The Domino Theatre's

production of Chekhov's "Uncle
Vanya" was potentially quite

good: it is an interesting play and
was well set and nicely staged.

Unfortunately something hap-
pened to make it fizzle. The ac-

tors opened their mouths.
The first one to do so was

Alan Youngson who plays Astrov,

a country doctor. His affected

voice and mannerisms were
irrritating and made his

devastating effect on the women
of the play totally inexplicable.

David Kemp created a

powerful presence as
Serebriakov and was pomposity
and bombast personified. As
such, he was totally out of place

in the production. Serebriakov
is supposed to be a futile and
ailing old man. Kemp's vitality

both destroyed the role and
overshadowed all the other ac-

tors.

As Uncle Vanya, Larry
O'Farrell was particularly

ineffective. This was disap-

pointing as his contributions as

designer and director were two of

the brighter aspects of the

production. His set cleverly in-

corporated all the different

settings, and while this cut down
drastically on the playing areas,

his blocking was such that every
inch of space was utilized to good
effect.

His direction however, failed

to produce any dynamic in-

teraction between his aptors.

Such interaction is essential in

any production of Chekhov to

create a tension that keeps the

audience from becoming bored
by the boredom of the charac-

ters. Needless to say, the
Domino's production was boring.

The sparse audience became
sparser as the evening wore on
and the smattering of applause
that greeted the long awaited
conclusion of the play died out

completely by the time the actors

appeared for their curtain call -

an appropriate ending to a dreary
evening.

THE PRICE

IS RIGHT

... by gosh!

macpherson

("Uncle Vanya" by Anton Chekhov continues at the Domino Theatre
on November 22, 23, and 24. The picture on the left shows Renee
O'Farrell as Elena and Alan Youngson as Astrov. the Domino's next
production is "Juno and the Paycock" by Sean O'Casey. It opens on
January 24)

PLUS a whole store

full of BARGAINS! :

kingston's

^^^5^ famous!

^^^ bargain'

^^M^ HOUSE!

Foot of Princess at Ontario St.

Grad
Photos

If you wish your grad photo in Tricolor '74 you
must have it taken at Wallace Berry Studios

(542-3933) before next

Thursday, Nov. 22

Want a Hosemonster?

Call Craig lance' Shannon

Shannon Kennels, Victoria Hall

549-2038

Do something interesting

while drying your hair.

With the new Lady Braun Astronette

you don't have to sit still while using it

There s no hose or stand to confine you;

yet you get powerful drying results for

any type of hairdo The only connection
IS a 15' cord, which gives you freedom
to move around to pursue a hobby,
finish dressing, even answer the phone
or the door.

The Lady Braun Astronette has two
heat settings and comes with a purse-size

orange tote for convenient storage
or travel-

Lady Braun Astronette

lets you go places

Braun Styling Dryer with convenient
pistol-grip and directional nozzle for

fast drying and styling with professional

results.

See Braun s line of hair dryers at

fine department and appliance stores.

All covered by our. 5-year warranty.

BRdun
Braun Electric Canada Ltd.
3269 American Dr.. Mississauga, Ont.

What
gives cola

a kick?
White and Light-amber Bacardi rum. Though they're smooth and

mellow, they've been kicking up a storm in cola ever since they

were used in the first rum and cola in 1900. How's that for a kick

back? White and Light-AmberBACARDI rum
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Inconsistencies doom Gaels
by Chris Boon

An inability to put the ball in

the net, coupled with an erratic

defensive performance, resulted

in a pair of defeats for the

basketball Gaels this weekend.

Friday night, Ryerson downed

Queen's 61-58, despite another

last-minute comeback effort,

while it was no contest against a

much taller, well-drilled

Laurentian squad Saturday. The

Vee's trounced the Gaels 83-55 in

Sudbury to finish off a rather

disastrous weekend.

The Gaels had several op-

portunities to down the Rams
Friday night, but some incredibly

bad shooting and a series of first-

half turnovers gave Ryerson as

much as a 15-point lead in the

early going. The Gaels battled

back to trail by 8 at the half, 36-28,

but couldn't overcome the sharp-

shooting Ryerson squad,

although some fine work in the

dying moments by Derek
Swinnard, John Keck, Norm
Hagarty, Rob Smart and Ken
Sagadore brought Queen's within

two points. Swinnard, who
finished with 20 points, had a

chance to tie the game at 60-all

with a two-shot foul, but missed

the first attempt. He rifled the

second throw off the rim to give

Queen's a chance for the

rebound, but a line violation gave

Ryerson the ball, and the ball

game. Rob Smart added 11 points

for Queen's, while John Keck hit

for 10, and Norm Hagarty put in

eight points. Guard John Greene

led Ryerson with 17 points,

mostly from the foul line, while

Hagerman added 16 points. The
Rams enjoyed a considerable

edge on the boards, especially in

the first half.

Saturday against Lauren-
tian, it was more of the same,

only more so. Faced with an

immense front wall that

averaged 6'6", and a pair of

veteran guards in Mel Bishop and

Guy Vetrie, the (Jaels came up
with a C for 30 performance from
the floor in the first half to trail

36-13. The second half was a little

more evenly matched, with

Queen's hitting 62 per cent, but

the damage had been done, and
Laurentian coasted to an easy 83-

55 win.

Rob Smart led Queen's with

14 points, while Derek Swinnard

hit 13 and Norm Hagarty 12, For
Laurentian, forward iWike Viswjr

tossed in 18 [K>int8,with Paul

Mosseau adding 17, Guy Vetrie

13, and Monk Gourley 10.

The Gaels are .scheduled to

meet Brock next Saturday in St.

Catharines, before entertaining

York here Deceml-jer 1st. in their

next league game. If they don't

improve greatly, it could be a

very long season.

Hockey Gals drop two
by Liz Wood

Queen's Golden Gals made a

disappointing debut on Friday

when they met York U. in their

first season game. Confusion and
lack of spirit reigned for most of

the game, and it was obvious that

not enough work had gone into

line construction in pre-season

work-outs. It is to coach An-

nabelle Twiddy's credit that she

was able to construct working

lines by the third period. The
Gals enjoyed a two man ad-

vantage in the first period- but

were unable to score due to poor

positional play and bunching up

around the net. In the 2nd period

Cathy Brown of York, scored 3

goals, the first two coming in

quick succession. Both of these

goals were the result of Queen's

defense failing to get back.

Rhonda Leeman evidently

realized this, as she and the rest

of the defense tightened up

considerably in the 3rd period.

The hard working line of Wendy
Carman, Deb McCaw and Les

Ferrari put on real pressure late

in the game, but were unable to

connect. Special mention is due

for Queen's goalie Wanda Gyde,

who turned in an excellent effort

despite the 4-0 score.

Saturday against Western,

the Gals gave a better per-

formance and had they shot more
(Queen's were outshot 32-16), the

results might have been quite

different. Sheila Pratt and
Leeman turned in fine defensive

efforts, along with rookie Carol

Pettey, who looked right at home
on the blue line. Several good

scoring chances were missed,

mostly due to poor positioning

around Western's net. The rookie

line of Lynda Henderson, Anne
McGibbon, and Linda McEwen
played well, and once it gels

should be a real threat. Western's

first goal came early in the 1st

period and a let-down on Queen's

part produced another Western

goal only 9 seconds later. Queen's

made it 2-1 a minute and a half

later when Wendy Carman's
constant digging paid off. Her
pass to Deb McCaw was quickly

transferred to the stick of Les

Ferrari who wasted no time in

scoring. Wanda Gyde again
played very well but was unable

to prevent Two more Western

Goals.

The team looked much better

against Western, and now that

some lines are formed, more
spirit is all that's needed for a

bright future.
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changed!
They haven't seen you in

months. And when you step

off the train, you want them
to see the change, to see
how poised and self-

assured you are now.
So don't let your monthly

period make you nervous.

In fact, don't even think

abo^t It. Trust the protec-

tion of Tampax tampons.
They take your
mind off bulges and
discomfort and
odor because these

things just don't exist with

internal sanitary protection.

Let Tampax tampons
help establish your
confident new image. And
discover how much
dependable protection

can mean to you
psychologically as well as

physically.
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CANADIAN lAMPAX CORPORATION LTD..
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^B-ball intermediates still winning
by Mary Arine Purdy

The Women's Intermediate

Basketball team started off on

the right foot this year, opening

the season with a win of 48-28

against the Brock University

team. The Queen's team seems to

be carrying on their winning

streak from last year, when they

emerged victorious in 100 per

cent of their league games, and
thereby winning the In-

termediate Basketball Cham-
pionship.

There has been a great

changeover from last year, with

only five returning players of the

twelve from the previous year.

Yarmila Smola, one of the high

scorers of last year is back, and it

seems that she has not lost her

touch with her famed hook shot.

She proved this by racking up 19

points to lead the team.

Most of these points were

gained in the second half, when
the team started to work together

as a unit. The other returnees,

Sue Hall, Jenny Bagnall, Sara

Londerville, and Devany Smith,

did their fair share on Saturday,

each playing a good solid game,
and showing their experience in

the game.
The starting lineup was a

mixture of the old and new, with

Yarmela, and Jenny from last

year. Barb Piatt, a basketball

veteran, and two newcomers -

Crystal Grove, and Janet
Crowell. This line played well

together, with a 1-3-1 offense

against Brock's scrappy man-to-

man defence. The major problem
with this lineup, as with the rest

of the Queen's team, was a lack

of accurate percentage shots.

Time and time again the

Queen's Women were unable to

put in relatively simple, inside

the key shots, and thereby either

losing the ball to Brock on

rebounding, or on the many jump
balls that took place after shots

under the baskets. The play

under the basket seemed a little

unorganized, due to harrassment
by the Brock team, and poor
organization on Queen's part.

The play in the first half was

Last minute collapse gives Waterloo tie
Queen's hockey Gaels led 3-1

into the final four minutes of play

Saturday night but had to settle

for a 3-3 tie with the University of

Waterloo Warriors in OUAA
hockey action in the Harty Arena.

The two teams traded goals in the

opening period with Mike Lynch
scoring for Queen's and Jeff

Fielding for the Warriors. Dave
Hadden scored twice for the

Gaels in the second period, and
the score remained 3-1 until the

16:46 mark of the third period

when Ron Hawkshaw beat four

Queen's defenders including

goalie Dave Dungey and slid the

puck into the net. Just 34 seconds

later, Hawkshaw tied the score

with his second goal as he stole

the puck at the side of the Queen's

goal and jammed it into the far

corner. The Warriors pressed

hard in the last minute and a half

but the Gaels managed to hold

them at bay and the game ended
in a tie.

The final four minutes .

spoiled what had been a fair

effort by the Queen's club. The
game started off with a bang as

Rick Leroy picked up a charging

penalty at the nine second mark
when he flattened Cam Crosby in

the Waterloo zone. The action

was slowed down later in the

game however, as there was a lot

of trouble with the score-clock.

In other OUAA hockey action

on the weekend, it was Toronto 8,

York 4, Carleton 5, RMC 3. The
scores of games between Laurier

and McMaster, Windsor and
Guelph, and Ottawa and
Carleton, were not available at

press time. Other notes . . . Bob
Gillett played a helluva game at

right wing on a line with Colin

Loudon and Mike Lynch. Lynch,
who played right wing on Bob
Clayton's line last week, replaced

John Cerre on Loudon's line and
played very well. Dave Hadden
replaced Lynch on Clayton's line.

The Gaels face Carleton
tonight at 8 p.m. in the Harty
Arena. The Ravens lost 4-0 to

Toronto last week in Ottawa and
beat RMC 5-3 on Friday night.

The score against Toronto was a

little surprising in that it was so

low but it could indicate that the

Ravens are a little stronger than

anyone thought. This is unlikely

but Queen's better not take any
chances.

Here are the hockey stan-

dings as they presently stand.

Keep in mind that the games
between Laurier and McMaster,
Windsor and Guelph, and Ottawa
and Carleton have not been
counted because no scores were
available at press time.

B-Ball Gals win two
The senior basketball Gals

opened their season with a pair of

victories this weekend, downing
Carleton 63-48 on Friday, then

edging archrival Ottawa U. 49-48

Saturday. According to rookie

coach Mo Bouris, the Gals played

a very aggressive man-to-man
defence that gave both Ottawa
teams trouble, while excellent

teamwork and some fine in-

dividual efforts by Karen Carson

and Laney Marshall highlighted

the offence. Bouris allowed that

"things look pretty good" and
noted that her team has excellent

bench strength, singling out

guard Penny Webb, who played

with Hamilton Athenas last year,

and forward Eva Stewart, a

Kingston native, for special

credit.

V-B Gaels in first
The volleyball Gaels were

very successful this past

weekend, finishing in first place

in Group I of the OUAA's Eastern

Division. They have six points,

two more than Ottawa U. Queen's

Ski Swap
'The Kingston Group of the Canadian Ski Patrol System will

be holding their annual Ski Swap at the Frontenac Mall on
Friday November 23rd from 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. and on
Saturday November 24th from 10.00 a.m. to 10.00 p.m. Anyone
interested in purchasing good second hand equipment or selling

their old equipment is invited. Equipment for sale can be
brought in early on Friday November 23rd from 12:00 a.m. to

the end of the sale. It is advisable to bring equipment in early to

ensure sale.'

merrithew

Dave Hadden holds off Waterloo player (out of picture) as he

sweeps puck out of corner. The Beast netted two goals to lead

the Gaels.

East Division

W L T Pts

Toronto 4 0 0 8

York 4 1 0 8

Laurentian 2 1 0 4

Queen's 1 0 1 3

Ottawa 1 1 0 2

Carleton 1 1 0 2

RMC 1 5 0 2

Ryerson 0 4 0 0

West Division

W L T Pts

Western 3 0 0 6

Waterloo 2 0 1 5

McMaster 2 2 0 4

Laurier 1 2 0 2

Guelph 1 2 0 2

Windsor 0 2 0 0

Brock 0 2 0 0

More notes . . . Coach Bob
McKillop was quite impressed
with the Queen's club and
claimed its the best Canadian

team the Warriors have played

this year. The Warriors beat

York 4-3 in exhibition play two

weeks ago. The Gaels led 3-1 with

4 minutes remaining.

slow in pace, with frequent calls

made by the referees. Whether
all of these calls were justifiable

or not is debatable, but at any
rate. Queen's senselessly lost

possession of the ball time and
time again, on minor calls for

travelling, double dribble, or,

very frequently, jumpball line

violations. Also, many fouls were
called on both sides, which were
hard to believe.

Substitution was frequent
during the first and second
halves, with coach Scott Cooke
drawing from his talented bench.

In the first half, Devany Smith,

Joan Lawton, Sue Davis, and
Sara Londerville played an ac-

tive part in defending the Queen's
basket, while Sue Hall, Sue
Sisson, and Joan Dawkins par-

ticipated in much of the second
half. The team has no out-

standing height, and so must
depend mainly on skill and speed.

Play got a little rough at the

end of the half, with the many
fouls called on either side, and
poor, sloppy play. The half ended
with Jenny Gagnall receiving a

hand in the eye, making her
unable to play the remainder of

the game. The score at the end of

the half was 22-12.

At the start of the third

quarter, both Queen's and Brock
seemed more organized. Queen's
protected their territory well

with a 2-1-2 defence, against the

Brock 1-3-1 offense. Both teams
played a good game, until half-

way through the fourth quarter:

when an electrical fault caused
the buzzer to go unceasingly. In

an attempt to fix this, the lights

were turned out, making it im-
possible to finish the game in

BEWS gym. Both teams then
resumed play in a short while in

the ROSS gym, where the
Queen's team finished the game
on top. The team next plays in a

tournament at the University of

Brock next weekend, and with the
team playing as well as they did

on Saturday, they should have
few problems in meeting their

opponents successfully.

Y-B Gals split

downed Laurentian 15-5, 11-15, 15-

3 in their first match, dropped the

second match to archrival York

by a 2-1 count, then rebounded to

defeat Varsity and Ryerson in

straight games. .

Player-coach John Capek
indicated that the Gaels had

learned two important lessons:

not to "play down" to the level of

their competition, and not to

concede games to a team (York)

until they have won them. If the

Gaels can take these lessons to

heart, they should be able to

maintain their hold on first in the

series with Ottawa, Carleton, and

R.M.C. this coming weekend.

Queen's senior volleyball

Gals managed to split their

games this past weekend at the

Challenge Cup tournament in

Toronto. The Gals
,
played two

games against each of Waterloo,

Guelph, Windsor, Laurier and
Western and won 5 of the 10

games. A total of 12 universities

in the province took part in the

tournament.

The Gals will play Carleton

and Ottawa in Ottawa next week.

Several club teams will also take

part in this Ottawa Valley In-

vitational. The first match
against OWIAA competition
which will count in regular

season action will be in two weeks
time when the women travel to

Sudbury to meet the Voyageurs
and Carleton.

The intermediate
volleyballers, meanwhile, came
up with a good team effort

enroute to a three-game sweep of

their first regular season mat-
chup against Brock on Saturday.

The Gals won their three games
by scores of 15-8, 15-2, 15-8.

The team wiH travel to Brock

next Saturday for a tournament

in which they will play the other

five teams at least once - Mc-
Master, Toronto, Brock, Trent

and Ryerson.

Clinic

successful
About 75 wrestlers, most of them

from the area high schools, took part

in the Queen's wrestling clinic held

Saturday in Bartlett Gym. The in-

structors included Egon Beiler of

Waterloo, the OUAA champion in the

142 pound class; Lou Martin, assistant

coach of the Canadian National team;
and Curt Boese, wrestling coach at

Waterloo and coach of the Canadian
Olympic team.

The instructors made ample use
of video-tape equipment in the in-

struction periods and despite the

smaller tournament, most par-
ticipants expressed pleasure at the

excellent quality of the clinic.
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World: Martial law
declared in Greece
ATHENS - (Jrceec was placed under

martial law Saturday after four days

of student demonstrations
culminalinH in the storminj? of the

Athens Polytethnical Institute hy

police and the army.
The protests began with demands

for more academic freedom from
students of the institute and grew to

include calls for Greek withdrawal

from NATO, the expulsion of

Americans from the country and the

overthrow of the Papadopo'ulos
government.

MTs Dart of the airMns plan

to conserve fuel."

'I'he assault on the insliliilc

followed six hours of street fighting

across Athens Friday wtwn police

fought with an estimated l.'j.OOO

demonstrators. Most of the demon-
strators dispersed Friday night but

about 2,000 withdrew to the university.

Police had done little to halt the

demonstrations until Friday's street

fighting when some of the protesters

tried to take over several government
buildings.

TEL AVIV - The Israelis and the

Egyptians have begun exchanging
prisoners taken during the last war.

As of noon Friday, .54 Israelis had been
exchanged for nearly 750 Egyptians.

The exchanges are being
arranged so that the last Egyptian
I'OW is released on the same day as

the last Israeli POW. The exchange is

to lake about a week. The number of

Egyptians captured during the war is

about 40 times the number of Israelis.

WASHINGTON - The 12-year-old son

and namesake of Senator Edward
Kennedy underwent surgery Saturday
to amputate his right leg above the

knee to check bone cancer.

He had entered the hospital last

Tuesday for tests which revealed a

malignant growth on the youngster's

lower leg. Although the tumor is low

on the leg the usual procedure in this

operation is to remove the leg above
the knee to minimize the possibility of

undetected advance of tumor tissue

toward the upper leg.

BEIRUT - There is little possibility of

llic Aral) oil nations lifting their

cutbacks lo Western Europe and
United Stales inspite of the Middle
I'last ceasefire. According lo sources
here the oil slates, especially Saudi
Arabia, plan to continue their em-
bargo until Israel withdraws from the

lands she occupied during the Six Day
War of 1967.

HOUSTON - The third and last Skylab
mission got off to a successful start

Friday when the Apollo command
module docked with the orbiting

laboratory. The three man crew will

be in orbit for at least 60 days with

week by week extentions thereafter to

a maximum of 84 days.

II will be the longest manned
space mission ever flown. The
previous record was .59'/2 days set by
Ihe last Skylab mission.

LONDON - A treaty providing for the

construction of the Channel Tunnel
from England to France was formally
signed here last Saturday. Con-
struction on the tunnel, which has
been attempted several times over the

last 200 years, was started even before

the treaty was signed. Bulldozers and
30 workmen started excavations for

the French end of the tunnel at Calais

on Friday.

PERTH, Australia (AP) - A 20-inch

baby corcodile turned up on a

passenger jet and ran down the aisle

as stewardesses were serving coffee.

A passenger trapped it in a blanket.

Police said no one admitted owner-
ship.

Canada: James Bay
power project halted
.MONTREAL - The Quebec Superior

Court has ordered a temporary halt to

Hydro-Quebec's $5.8-billion James
Bay hydro-electric project, a move
that native groups have benn seeking

for nearly a year.

The injunction .signifies that the

judge, Mr. .Justice Albert Malouf,

considers the native's case strong

enough that work should be stopped

while he reaches a final decision on

the project.

.More than $200-million has been
spent so far on preliminary work,

mainly roads and airfields; and about

3,600 men are presently at work. The
general contractor, James Bay
Development Corp., says that stop-

ping work will likely lake a few days
UH some projects cannot be dropped on

the spot but require some planning to

bring them to a halt.

The basic crux of the native

argument is that the lands which the

power project would affect have never

been deeded to the provincial

government by the natives. Unlike

moKt other native groups in Canada
Ihe fndianx and K.skimos of northern

Quebec never signed treaties with the

Federal Government. They argue that

most of northern Quebec slill belongs
10 (hero

WASHINGTON - Canadianii planning
lo drive to F'lorida during the

ChriHtma* holidays are warned that

they might run up againsi U.S.

gasoline rationing and nol be able to

obtain enough gaHOllne lo drive back.

There in a dl»tlnct poititlbillty that

the U.S. will be forced to impose
rationing around year end and limit

gas supplies to U.S. citizens. If you
must take your car to Florida it might
be a good idea to drive it only as far as

Lorton, Va., just south of Washington,

and board the Auto-Train to Orlando,

Fla.

OTTAWA - Canadians will pay $65-

million more for heating oil this

winter because of increases in the

price of oil since September.
Furthermore, come next Feb. 1,

ihey will be hit with a further cost

Increase when the price of Alberta

crude oil goes up 50 per cent. The
Federal Government has promised
Alberta that it will lift the price freeze

on Alberta crude then and allow

Alberta to increase the price in line

with Arabian crude prices.

In the meantime the revenue from
Ihe $1.90 per barrel surcharge that the

Federal Government is charging on

oil exported to Ihe U.S. is being used to

buy heating oil on the international

markets as insurance against a

shortage this winter.

The reaction of the NDP to Ihe

announced price rise has ber'O very

hostile. 'I hey charge the government
with giving the oil companies a "po.st-

Christmas present" and hint at

defeating the government just after

f;hri«tmas and before the price rise

would be allowed,

OTTAWA The Economic f.oiiiicil of

Canada, In ltd annual set of recom-

mendations for keeping the national

economy strong, has suggested cut-

ting welfare spending, closer
government- industry co-operation
and a stronger role for Parliament in

policy making.

Stating that rising costs of

Government social programs are
becoming a major inflationary threat,

the 28- member group recommended
cutting $4.6-billion from the $56.3-

billion forcast for 1973-76.

MONTREAL - Dr. Henry Morgentaler
went back to work at his east-end

abortion clinic here Wednesday
following his acquittal Tuesday on a

charge of performing illegal abor-

lions.

When interviewed later Wed-
nesday he said: "I've done about four

or five so far today. They are legal

until proved otherwise."

The crown prosecutor, Louis
Kobichaud, has announced that the

government intends to appeal the

ac(| uittal.

OTTAWA - The families of two
Canadian girls killed by Zambian
border guards six months ago have
each accepted $.50,000 payments from
Ihe /ambian (Jovernment.

Each payment was termed "ex
gratia", meaning the Zambian
governmeni implied acceptance of no
fault or obligation.

The girls, Christine Sinclair and
Mar j.iri Diijber, both 19, were killed

on the Khodesian side of Ihe Zambezi
Ulver, by Zambian soldiers firing

from the other side of Ihe river.

Kinrnmr fVEslerre jj^g

'^e Oqe Qirl ^iamoqd

The world is full of girls. But you
flipped for one. And wonder of won-
ders, you are the one for her. You
get engaged and go for your ring.

Together you choose the scintillating

diamond that reflects your love. And
her love glows only for you.
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McMaster University

Faculty of Business

Co-op

Full-time

Part-time

McMaster University now has a third option for students interested

in proceeding to a Master of Business Administration degree: a co-

operative option, whereby students alternate four-month periods of

study and relevant work experience. A limited number of ap-

plications will be accepted for the semester beginning in Sep-

tember, 1974.

CO-OP
An MBA degree from McMaster
could help you to achieve your

career objectives in the areas of

management, administration, and education because the Mc-
Master MBA program offers a wide range of optional courses (that

can be selected to your needs) as well as providing a core of basic

knowledge and skills. Although admission is restricted to those who
have proven,that they have the potential and commitment required

to complete a demanding program, graduates in any discipline

may be accepted.

FULL-TIMEAcademic standing is not the only

entry criterion but, as a general

rule, you can have a reasonable

expectation of completing the McMaster MBA program if you have

maintained at least a second-class standing in the last two years of

your undergraduate program and if you can achieve a satisfactory

test score in the Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business.

PART-TIME
Applicants for the McMaster
MBA who have taken revelant

course work may be granted

advanced standing in our program. If you are interested in ex-

ploring Ihis challenging opportunity further, fill in and mail this

loriti

,

TO: A.ssistant to the Dean
School of Business

McMaster University

lliiniilton, Ontai'io

MIS IMI

Niirnc - -

Address

City

rroviiicc

University attending

Deforce expected

When''

Please send me details

about your MBA program

( ) Full time

( ) E'art time

( )Co-operative

backpage



CUA at Queen's

Deutsch critical

of government
financing of

universities
by Bob Mutrie

Senior university officials

clashed with the Committee on

University Affairs (CUA)
Monday during its day long visit.

The committee met to discuss the

future role of government in

higher education, especially at

Queen's and Trent Universities.

Principal John J. Deutsch
was critical of the government's
financing policies and told the

committee that a consistent

policy must be developed to take

the chaos out of university
budgeting.

According to Deutsch, more
consideration must be given to

the rate of increase of costs and
to factors such as a university's

goals and policies, in determining

university funding.

"I would hope that the cost of

educating a student is never the

same at any two universities",

Deutsch insisted, claiming that

universities should be considered

individually when funds are
being distributed. He pointed out

that the uniformity of the present

basic income unit system pushes

universities to adopt common
approaches.

He suggested also that an
"index of university costs"
similar to that being used in

Britain and Australia be im-

plemented to keep government
financing in line with mounting
costs. He pointed out that too

many universities are not

covering costs and so are looking

for compensation. This he
claimed was not conducive to the

maintenance of diversity of

educational experiences in the
province.

He pointed out that special

consideration should be given to

universities like Queen's who set

a target enrolment beyond which
tye would not grow. Under the

present system, these institutions

are penalized as there are no
increases in revenue if enrolment
is not increased.

It appeared that CUA was
•<aught somewhat by surprise by
Deutsch's recommendations.
Committee Chairperson Reva
Gerstein agreed that a system
with "pockets of quality" should
be maintained, but showed more
•fconcern for the taxpayers'
pocketbook. She feared that
Deutsch's suggestions, despite

his claims to the opposite, would
lead to too much autonomy for

the universities. Instead she
called for "subtle balances".

Part of the apparent
frustrations in the discussions

was due to the fact that the CUA
is threatened with dissolution this

year. The ministry has failed to

renew their contract. This ef-

fectively tied the hands of CUA to

proposals which could be im-

plemented in the near future.

Deutsch explained some of

the problems inherent in the

Queen's decision to maintain a

"steady state" of enrolment after

the great expansion of the 1960's.

He told the Committee that

enrolment at Queen's was
allowed to grow from 2,500 to

8,000 within a period of six years

during the 1960's. At that time a

large number of young faculty

were hired and like at many other

universities, given tenure which
would allow them to stay at

Queen's for as long as they

desired. Unlike other univer-

sities, however. Queen's decided

then to stop growing. This meant
that no new faculty would be
hired unless the present faculty

leaves. As a result there is little

turnover now in staff.

Dean Robert J. Uffen of the

Faculty of Applied Science noted

that his faculty has felt this

problem most accutely. He stated

that if it were not for three

retirments this year "we would
have been in a fixed position"..

There were only two faculty

retirments last year and one the

yar before.

Dean Ronald L. Watts of the

Faculty of Arts and Science

stated that he is faced with a

similar situation. Out of four

hundred faculty members, there

were only five retirements last

year.

Deutsch quipped that

"Queen's may be faced with the

problem of all the faculty

growing old together". He
stressed however, that the

university would not take drastic

action to correct the situation

because he was adamant in his

belief that "Queen's should stand

behind its faculty", a policy

which was even kept in the

Depression years of the 1930's.

Harold G. Kelly, Vice-

Principal (Health Sciences) was

Cramming may
shorten your life

Cramming for exams may be hazardous to your health, according

to a study by medical students at Volgograd in the Soviet Union.

The medics measured the pulse rates and electrocardiograms of

students who were ill-prepared for their tests and found the pulse rates

of students who had crammed were raised to levels of up to 180 beats a

minute, and that intense nervous strain persisted throughout the

exam and for a long time after.

The study concluded that too much cramming for exams might
actually shorten a person's life.

- parker

AMS takes the issue to residence: Outer Council Printing Service. The referendum on the question of

member Rob Niciiolson, talks to students in whether or not the service should be a funded AMS
residence concerning the reasons for closing the service, will be held next Wednesday.

critical of the government's
unresponsiveness to the needs of

universities where the medical

arts are being taught.

He told the Committee that

Queen's is attempting to develop

their new clinical sciences

program where students of

medicine can gain practical

experience while in the medical

program. However, he com-
plained that "we can't get the

government to recognize that

there are educational costs in the

clinical system." He added that

the Ministry of Health is trying to

pass the buck (and the costs) onto

the Ministry of Colleges and
University and neither is

responsive to university needs.

Deutsch noted that the

present machinery just cannot

cope with our problems. Gerstein

meerly asserted however, that

this problem was out of the

Committee's range.

Most present expressed
disappointment in the workings

of the Advisory Committe on
Academic Planning, a branch of

CUA. Uffen pointed that it doesn't

seem to recognize that a system

must be dynamic and that goals

often change.

Dean of Graduate Studies

and Research R.L. Macintosh
called for ACAP to "get its

destructive hands out of Ph.D's
or become constructive." The
committee has been in-

vestigating regulation of

research in the province.

Dean Watts stated that the

committee was segmenting the

university, causeing imbalances,

instead of looking at the field of

study in relation to the whole and
related areas.

Orientation '74 plans changes
by Sue Wishart

The Orientation '74 Com-
mittee is planning a number of

c|ianges in Orientation

procedures, including a changed
format for interviewing

prospective gaels, according to

committee member Dave
Dowsett.

Four hopeful gaels will have
an hour-long session with one
members of the Orientation

Committee and two other

students with previous Orien-

tation experience. There will be a

45-minute exchange of ideas
including all seven people,

followed by a 15 minute

discussion among the three in-

terviewers to catalogue in-

formation.

Dowsett stressed that while

the students advisers may
contribute ideas, only the

Orientation Committee has a

final say in gael selection.

Gael applications will be

accepted until December 3, and
the interviews will be held in

early January. The selection of

gaels should be complete by the

middle of January.

Dowsett explained that in

previous years, gael applicants

were interviewed individually in

fifteen minute sessions. He ex-

pressed hope that the expanded
format will create a more
relaxed atmosphere and allow a

freer exchange of ideas than in

the past.

About three hundred and fifty

gaels will be chosen - 300 group
gaels and 50 organizational gaels.

Organizational gaels will be used
to fill in for group gaels who, for

one reason or another, are unable

to participate in Orientation
week., Dowsett stated that at least

a few people will end up acting as

both organizational and group
gaels.

Once the gaels are picked,

the Orientation committee plans

to conduct an ambitious gael

education programme, much
more intensive than that used
this year. Dowsett complained

that the previous Orientation
,^

committee failed to convey its

philosophy about Orientation to

the gaels, and stated that this

year's committee will try to

overcome this problem by
placing a greater emphasis on
sessions with small groups of

gaels rather than mass meetings.

When Orientation Week '74

comes, there will be three gaels

and fifteen to eighteen freshmen
in each group, rather than the

ratio of four gaels to twenty frosh

which prevailed this year. Ac-

cording to Dowsett, the number
of freshmen per group was
reduced to make gael group sizes

more manageable. He insisted

that only three gaels per group
are needed to explain the main
ideas of Orientation.

Dowsett also mentioned that

the Committee is looking for

people to help run a special

orientation programme for

students who transfer to Queen's
after one or two years at other

universities.
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Friday, Nov. 23
2.00 - 6.00 p.m. Dept. of Political Studies Mini-

Conference on Canadian Political Ideology in Rm.
517, Watson Hall. Papers will be presented by
Prof. William Christian, Mount Allison Univer-

sity, and Prof. David Bell of York University.

2.30 - 4.00 p.m.- Queen's Television will be showing a

videotaped program of "Chariot of the Gods" in

Rm. 114, Earl Hall.

3.30 - 6.00 p.m.- Economics Smoker, ASUS Red
Room, Kingston Hall. All students and Profs

interested in economics are invited. Beer 40c.

7.00 and 9.35 p.m.- McArthur Hall School

Librarianship Movie this week is "Oliver" for 99c.

8.00 p.m.- GSS Film Society presents "Taking Off"

(Forman)^ in Ellis Hall.

8.00 p.m.- Social Evening at the Kingston Women's
Centre, 100 Queen St., after 8.00 p.m. All welcome.

8.00 p.m. - AMS Concerts and the Pub present Super
Pub in Grant Hall. Admission is $1.00 in advance
and $1.50 at the door. Tonight "A Foot in Cold

Water.

Saturday, Nov. 24
7.30 - 11.00 p.m.- Queen's Christian Fellowship
Coffee House, in the Union coffee shop; including

folksinging, coffee, and donuts. All welcome.
8.00 p.m.- Super Pub part HI, with Downchild Blues
Band in Grant Hall.

8.30 p.m.- Division of Concerts, in conjunction with

the CBC, presents the Toronto Mendelssohn Choir
and the Canadian Brass, at St. Mary's Cathedral.

Tickets are $1.00 from the Box Office.

Sunday, Nov. 25

Shakespeare.

8.30 p.m.- Queen's Wind Ensemble and Queen's

Choral Ensemble will give a free concert in

K.C.V.I.'s Auditorium (not in Grant Hall as

listed).

Nov. 26 - 30 -Multi-Media Artists Exhibition and Sale

in McArthur Hall Foyers, 10.00 a.m. to 10.00 p.m.

Includes wood carvings, wood lathings, batiks

and burlap whimsies byJohnM. McGrath, Sargit

Warriner and Raymond Allport.

Tuesday, Nov. 27

Campus guides needed

10.30 a.m.- Unitarian Fellowship "Discontented

Teenagers and the School" in John Watson Hall,

5th floor.

10.30 a.m.- Folk Mass in Dunning Hall, followed by

coffee and donuts at Newman House, 164

University Ave,

10.30 a.m.- Morning Worship at Chalmer's United

Church, Barrie St. at Clergy. Coffee hour and
S(;rmon-Talk-Back following worship.

11. fX) a.m.- University Service, "Keep the Faith?"

in the Morgan Memorial Chapel.

1 .00 - 5.00 p.m. - Elrond College Open House.

3.fKJ pm. - iHth Century Music with Dale and

Donaida Hunter on Oix)e and Flute, at the Art

Centre. Tickets Mree; are available at the Art

Centre.

5.30 p.m.- Liberation Study Group is sponsoring a

dinner in Ih't lyowc.r International Centre Lounge,

with speaker from the Toronto Committee for the

Liberation of Portugal's African Colonies.

7.(Kj p m. Informal Kucharistic ('clebration in the

FafMjIty I/<unge, second floor, Theology Hall.

l.'M) p.m.- McArthur Mass in the Senior f'ommon
Rr>om,

8.3f) p.m.- Drama Guild pre.sents the first Drama
D«-pt. Workshop in Km. 102, Old Arts building.

AdrniMsion iK free and the presentation will "tx; a

dramati//;d ;xjelry reading.

Monday, Nov. 26
ii fX) p ro AMS 0>n< ertK presents LighthouHe in

Grant Hall. TicketH arc $2.50 at the John f)rr

I'i/)om

,

K'X) pm AuditionM for the Drama Depl.'H

prfKJuetion of Hamlet, in fJon vocation Hall.

Ev ryone must have a prepared reading from

11.30 a.m. -2.30 p.m. and 4.00 - 10.00 p.m. Under
Attack in Grant Hall.

7.30 p.m.- Dept of Drama presents Chronicles XIX:
tu manigott tu wishte de.... devised by John m.
reeves and directed by Ian Fenwick. Productions

are in the Studio Theatre, Old Arts Building at 7.30

p.m. on Tuesday, 7.30 and 9.00 p.m. on Wednesday
and Thursday, and 7.00 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 30.

8.00 p.m. - Queen's Progressive Conservative Club

presents Darcy McKeough and the Energy Crisis

in MacDonald Hall, Theatres D and E.

9.00 p.m.- Dept. of Film Studies Evening Series

showing of The Rise of Louis XIV (Roberto

Rossellini, 1967), with Jean-Marie Patte,

Raymond Jourdan, Slivagni, and Katherina Ren..

In Ellis Hall Auditorium.

Later This Montli
Nov. 28 - Dept. of French showing of Camus'
"L'Etranger" (Luchino VIsconti), in Elcstart

again

Nov. 28 - Dept. of French showing of Camus'
"L'Etranger (Luchino Visconti), in Ellis Hall at

8.00 p.m. )in French) Admission is $1.00.

Nov. 28 to Dec. 1- St. Lawrence College production

of Arthur Kopits' play ""Indians" at 8.30 p.m.
Admission is $1.50 non-students and .75c for

students.

Nov. 28- Labour Law. this weeks topic in the Law for

the Layman series, with lawyer Mr. Peter Swan.

Pool and Arena
Regularly scheduled events in the Pool will be

cancelled for Meets at the following times Nov.

23 9.00 - 10.00 p.m., Nov. 24 4.30 - 6.00 p.m. Dec. 1

12.00 - 6.00 p.m. Events in the Arena will be

cancelled for the Women's Intercollegiate Hockey

Game vs. Toronto on Nov. 30, 5.00 - 7.30 p.m.

Pubs...

101 Inn- Grant Smith and Power
Townhouse- (Jandy

Commodore- Joyce Seamone
Manor- Shamrocks
I' rontenac-Buttery- Theatre 5, "Canterville Ghost'

by Oscar Wilde. Dinner hour - 8.15 p.m.

-Finnigan's- Sandi Crawley

-Muldoon's- Swamp Water

Movies and Tlieatres

C'ipitol I EnU-r the Dragon
Capitol 2 Where Does It Hurl

()d«-on Thr- Way We Were Streisand and Redford

llyland HrolhcT of the wind.

Domino Theatre- Nov. 23 24, Uncle Vanya, by

Cchkliov. Curtain al 0.30 p.m.

(;rand Theatre Nov. 23-24, My Fair Lady, at «.(K)

p ni, TicketH are $3.75.

Would you like to act a!> a campuS guide to visiting

high school students from time to time?

We need guys and gals for this so if you're interested
send your name, address, telephone and social imur^n' <

numbers to:

Mrs. Olive Higdon
Schools Liaison Office

Room 239, Richardson Hall.

Queen's
Division of Concerts
in Conjunction with the

CBC
presents

the 190 voice

TORONTO MENDELSSOHN CHOIRS

and the

CANADIAN BRASS
SATURDAY 24 NOVEMBER 8:30 p.m.

ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL
( Corner of Johnson & Clergy

)

Tickets: $1.00 students and general

Divison of Concerts Box Office

Agnes Etherington Art Centre^

547-6194

Queen's Progressive Conservative Club

presents:

DARCY McKEOUGH

and the

ENERGY CRISIS

Tuesday,

November 27

8:00 p.m.

AAacdoncId

HgH
Theatres D and E

SANDY CRAWLEY

is at

FINNEGAN'S PUB

for two weeks only

178-188 Ontario St. 544-6881
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[The Centre is approacliable

I

by Sarah Yarnell

546-0101, dialed day or night, puts someone
needing help through to THE CENTRE, a drug-

crisis-intervention agency at 122 WeUington.

Dealing with emergencies is only one function

of The Centre, according to Director, Shawn Skene.

The agency's staff members also counsel drug-

users, maidng referrals to other agencies when
necessary. They are deeply involved in drug
education, and work with inmates of two Kingston
penitentiaries.

The Centre was founded in March, 1972 by a
group of community citizens (doctors, lawyers,

youths, etc.) led by former Queen's rector, Alan
Broadbent. These people realized the need for an
agency that kids could approach, but that would
carry out operations with more formal
organizations such as the Childrens' Aid Society.

(CAS).

Skene sees drug education as The Centre's most
important effort. The staff talk to groups of students

at schools, universities and teachers' colleges to

make them aware of the community's drug
problem. The goal of The Centre is to "initiate some
thought process about drugs", Skene explained.

Drug users "phone in or drop in" for coun-
selling on a one-to-one basis with the staff members,
said Skene. Sometimes the people that come in

"have been busted", or want to get off drugs, or

"occasionally just want to rap about what's going
on inside their heads."

The schools ar CAS, having spotted the

kids' problem "often suggest he come to us", stated

Skene, "We're a passive agency, however", he
pointed out, "we don't go out to get the kids; they
have to come to us". ..No progress in helping them
would be made "if they were not willing to try as
well", Skene explained.

When situations at school or in the home lie at

the root of the drug users' difficulty. The Centre
may contact other agencies.

Referrals are made to hospitals when the

person's problem is a serious medical one, Skene
said. Some cases eventually end up at the Addiction

Research Foundation at the Kingston Psychiatric

Hospital. Here the individual undergoes a two-week
therapy program while he is being watched, for

research purposes.

At the Collins Bay Penitentiary, The Centre

directs a "circle-group" made up of inmates who
are ex-drug users. The Centre also works at the

Women's Penitentiary.

The Centre is financed by several sources,

noted Jim Davidson, chairman of the agency's
Board of Directors. We now have achieved status as
a "charitable organization", he continued and so
"will be holding a fund drive in the spring.".

There are four full-time staff members at the

Centre. They have been selected for their warm
touch and easy rapport with people!

The staff's approach to the student groups they

talk to is "low-key" according to Skene. Ian

McLeod, one of the staff, said "it's hard to get rid of

the teacher image" when talking to a class. After a

general presentation of material therefore, the

class breaks into three smaller groups, each led by
a representative from The Centre. This makes
discussion easier, and "after all," McLeod con-

tinued, "we all have our own opinions on the subject

of drug use".

Skene and the other three staff have generally

the same answer to the frequently-asked question of

whether marijuana leads to the use of harder drugs.
Peer group pressure is primarily responsible in

most cases, Skene noted. "Of a group of kids that

smoke, one member tries speed, and slowly the

others are pressured into doing it as well," said

Skene.

The Centre members are aware that research
has not yet found any definitely harmful effects of

marijuana, but make sure their audiences know
that this possibility exists.

The Centre sees people "from ages eleven to

fifty", although they deal mostly with teenagers
and young adults, "as these are the chief users",

Skene noted.

Parents of drug users often come to The Centre

after having found mild drugs in their children's

rooms. The Centre attempts to explain the relative

dangers of drugs and that "mairjuana won't turn

the kid's hair green", said Skene.

Information on individuals that seek out The
Centre for-help is kept "in strictest confidence",

assured Skene. "The only time we have to keep any
files on a person is when we are preparing a court

report "for the CAS about a youth's progress at The
Centre, said Skene.

Under attack

Two shows to be taped here
Sex education in schools and

the Trudeau government's
policies will be the topics of

debate when Under Attack
returns to Queen's on Tuesday
night.

Two shows will be taped for

the public affairs television

series, at 7.00 and 8.15 p.m. Under
Attack is limiting its visit to

Queen's to two programmes
because it will tape two more
editions at Joyceville Peniten-

tiary on Wednesday.
Tuesday's first session will

feature Rod Morrison, who is the

chairman of the Parents Action

League in Toronto and an out-

spoken enemy of sex education in

schools.

Survey BUSIT use
In order to find out how

worthwhile BUSIT has been to

Queen's students, the AMS will be
conducting a survey of BUSIT-
use next Thursday.

BUSIT is a one-year ex-

perimental agreement between
the AMS, the university ad-

ministration, and the Kingston
Transit Authority, which allows

Queen's students to ride on city

buses by showing their red cards
when they get on.

The service is not free,

however, for the university

subsidized BUSIT to the tune of $2

per student, and a $3 BUSIT
charge was included in each
student's activity fees this year.

Thursday's survey will be

carried out in an attempt to

determine whether or not this

$45,000 project is worthwhile.

The survey will be conducted

between 8.00 a.m. and 6.00 p.m. at

eight key bus stops in the city.

An AMS spokesman urged

students to make the surveyors'

counting job easier by showing

their red cards when they get off

the buses.

The surveyors will be

students who will be paid at a

rate of $2.50 per hour. They will

receive this pay from the

university, not the AMS.
The AMS plans to conduct

two more extensive surveys of

BUSIT use in the new year.

Under Attack in the later

show will be. Gerry Grafstein, a
prominent Liberal Party
orga nizer.

Morrison has traced a direct

link between sex education in

schools and the rising rate of sex
crimes, asserting that "as sure
as pot leads to hard drugs, sex
education leads to perversion."

He also claims that sex education
takes up valuable school time
which should be used for teaching
more academic subjects.
Morrison argues that schools are
taking over an important
teaching role of parents and
worries that unqualified
teachers may be spreading
inaccurate information.

Graftstein, a young lawyer,
has been an executive assistant

to Liberal cabinet minister John
Turner, and has held a number of

civil service posts. He is a former
president of the Toronto Young
Liberals.

Each speaker's platform will

be attacked by a three-member
student panel for the first half of

the show, and be open to

questions from the audience for

the rest of the programme.
Admission to the Under

Attack tapings is free, and the

doors to Grant Hall will be
opened to the audience at 6.30.

544-1227
PRINCESS
at

BARRIE

LOOK FOR
LUCKY
SILVER
OLLARS

FREE COCA COLA
WITH EACH PIZZA

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

We Are Changing The

Lock

at Grad House
Old keys may be exchanged for new keys at

Grad House on:

Friday, November 23rd

Friday, November 30th

After this time, send your old key through
CAMPUS MAIL with your name & department

JENNIFER PHILLIPS, SURP

New key will then be issued to you through
campus mail

House-hunting for next year?

ELROND COLLEGE
OPEN HOUSE

SATURDAY. NOV. 24
and

SUNDAY, NOV. 25

1:00 - 5;00 p.m.

EIrond College

YOU DON'T GET ENGAGED EVERY DAY

SO DON'T GET AN EVERYDAY DIAMOND

A beautiful landmark in your life . . . getting

engaged. And your diamond should reflect the

importance. Doesn't have to be big, but

it must be fine and firey. We'll help you select an

exquisite ring to blaze cool and clear

for every day and many a year.

KI>rAEAK D ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET
KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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campus comment

Does course and professor

evaluation do any good?

Interviews by Bob IVIutrie; Photos by ('harles Parker

Allan Kirby

According to Allan, course

evaluation is good for both the

professor and the student. It

gives the professor the op-

portunity to find a basis for the

development of his teachings and
it allows the stotient to

anonymously point out his faults.

He felt that for this purpose,

course evaluation should also be
run in upper years.

Suzanne Bennett

Suzanne felt that course
(evaluation should be restricted to

first year only. In upper years,

she noted that there does not

seem to be the same degree of

enthusiasm and seriousness
about evaluation.

Blair Bellamy

Blair, a Hccond year Arts
«tuderil, felt that the calendar
(Uk-h not fiiv<; enouj^h inforrnalion

iitxitif < ours<;H and proff.-SHors and
for that reason felt that rourse
evaluation is valuable. He stated
that fir.sf and second year courses
MhoMld be »!valua(ed but addr-d

thai il Khould not b<; done in third

year where a student's options
ar<' f<-w<T,

Molly Clark

Holly called evaluation "a

bunch of lies". People are

restricted in what they will say

and an insignificant portion of

classes tend to participate in the

process, she noted. She added
that evaluations tend to knock

courses destructively.

Get change back from your nugget.

277 BATH RD.
McDonald's

Barry Rashotte
Barry said no to course

evaluation. He asserted simply

that it is useless because no one
says what they mean. He added
that he feels that it says little

about a course. Barry admitted,

however, that it is better than the

calendar.

The School Librarianship Movie
presents FRIDAY at MCArthur

for Young Canada's Book Week

Dan Macintosh

A first Law year student, Dan
endorsed the idea of course

evaluation, pointing out that it is

an important means for

facilitating a student's choice

between courses and professors.

In addition, he pointed out the

value of evaluation as a means of

making professors responsive to

.student n(!(,'ds.

Tonight

8:00 p.m.

At door $1.25

THE PUB HAS MOVED
on Grey Cup Weekend

for

Super Pub

A Foot In Coldwater

Tomorrow Night

8:00 p.m.

Downchild Blues Band

Monday

Tickets $2.50

Lighthouse ^-^^ p

& 10:00 p.m.

Brought to you by A.M.S. Concerts
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Housing Service protests

AMS assessment increase
by Janet Ritchie

Claiming that rising ad-

ministration costs necessitated a

100 percent increase in the $1,500

assessment charge paid by
Housing Services last year, the

AMS recently transferred $3,000

from the account of Housing

Services to its own account, an

action described by Tony
Wolman, chairman of Housing

Services, as one of "gross im-

morality".

Although Wolman was aware
of the proposed increase in the

assessment charge, he stated

that he believed negotiations

regarding the increase to be still

underway and was surprised to

learn that the money had been
transferred before an agreement
had been reached.

According to Bruce Trotter,

vice-president of the AMS, the

figure of $3,000 had already been
decided upon and included in the

budget passed in the fall. He also

asserted that he ' had written

Wolman of the intention to

transfer the $3,000 and that Ian

Nordheimer, QSA director, had
subsequently advised Wolman by
phone.

Since Housing Services, has

its own bank account, Wolman
also questioned the authority of

the AMS to withdraw money from
the account with out his

signature. However, since the

money was transferred to a

different account rather than

being withdrawn, AMS sources

claim Wolman 's signature was
not required.

increase could constrain
Housing Services . . .

Wolman 's objection to the

transfer is based as much or

more on the underlying reasons

as on procedure. The Housing
Service is a non-profit

organization whose revenue is

fixed solely by the rents it

charges; it receives no money
?rom the AMS. In e/fectj the

profits it would make are given to

the tenant in the form of law
rents.

From its revenue, Housing

Services must pay all main-

tenance, honorarium, gas,

heating, oil, PUC costs, and rent

on the houses to the University.

As well, Wolman feels that many
of the houses could use im-

provements, such as showers and
stoves in full working order, to

provide tenants with reasonable

living conditions.

Moreover, Wolman believes

that Housing Services is

responsible to the community as

well as its tenants. He has been
approached by Aldermen Foster

and Norton who believe that

University Avenue is presently in

a state of disrepair not fitting for

the entrance to the University.

Since the external appearance of

its houses is part of its function.

Housing Services has promised to

make improvements as soon as it

accumulates the necessary
capital.

Since the increased
assessment charge would
decrease the funds available to

Housing Services for the

achievement of these objectives,

Wolman foresees that next year's

tenants will not be able to receive

the new benefits which Housing
Services had hoped to provide.

Yet they will be faced with higher

rents in order to cover the 100

percent hike in assessment
charges.

Furthermore, Wolman is not

convinced that this 100 percent

increase is equivalent to the rise

in costs of administration. He
believes instead that part of the

$3,000 will be used to help rebuild

the AMS' capital account.
Because he sees the respon-

sibility of Housing Services as

being primarily to its 300 tenants

rather than to the AMS, he does

not feel that a minority of

students should be required to

finance, through higher rents, the

solution of problems of past

mismanagement become ap-

parent.

... but Trotter feels it's

justified

However, Trotter feels that

the increase is necessary. Ad-

ministration costs have risen

"along with everything else"

and, since the AMS performs

valuable administrative func-

tions for Housing Services, he can

see no reason why it should not be

prepared to pay the higher

charges. He argues that the only

feasible alternative would be for

Housing Services to hire a

professional, whose fees would
also be high.

Trotter admits that the AMS
does need to refurbish its capital

account. In previous years, the

AMS has financed the growing
number of services by depleting

its capital account, a solution

which worked only so long as

there remained sufficient capital

- that is, until this year. The AMS
this year is therefore faced with

the difficult task of operating its

budget without a deficit, unlike

other years, and, especially with

talk of building a university

centre in the near future, it must
also try to replenish its capital

reserve.

The only alternative to

achieving this, other than

through charging services such
as Housing Services, would be to

increase student fees. However,
this could be accomplished only

through a referendum which.

Trotter predicts, with the
prevailing attitude of the
students towards the AMS, would
probably be defeated.

Although Wolman believes

that the AMS is setting a

precedent which threatens the

continued existence of Housing
Services, Trotter strongly
disagrees. Wolman contends that

"the system never learns", that

nothing now prevents the AMS
from making further increases

and that "if this trend is not

halted now, then the students of

Queen's University will become
like the students of any other

Canadian university (in that they

will lack a service of this nature)

and the consequences would be

such that 300 students would not

find similar accomodation
because the University, who
owns these houses, would not be

inclined to rent them out to in-

dividual students".

As administrative costs

become exorbitant, Wolman
maintains that the subsequent

increases in rents will cause the

demise of Housing Services as its

houses are forced to become
competitive with the market and,

because their interiors are not up
to the standards of the general

market, are left vacant.

Trotter views this pdssibility

as extremely improbable. There

is a limit, he says, to how much
administrative costs can
reasonably be expected to in-

crease and he therefore does not

believe that the prospect of future

increases poses a serious threat

to Housing Services.

While he is sympathetic to its

goals, for its tenants and the

community, he feels that Housing

Services should be more willing

to help the AMS out of its present

difficulties since "the AMS
should not be providing services

on a one-way basis" but should be

instead operating on a two-way

basis with the co-operation of

Housing Services. Were Housing

Services in a similar

predicament Trotter noted that

they would be assured of

assistance from the AMS.

Pub closed this weekend
The House of Commons and House of Lords Pubs in the

Students' Union will be closed tonight and tomorrow night while

the management and staff operate the Super Pubs in Grant Hall

during ,the Foot in Cold Water and Downchild concerts.

The Pub will be reopening in the Students' Union on Monday
evening.

Trudeau stays in politics
It looks like Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau is not going to

be the next president of Simon Fraser University after all.

On Tuesday, Progressive Conservative MP Reg Stackhouse

tried to ask Trudeau whether he intends to leave politics to go to

Simon Fraser, but the Speaker ruled him out of order.

Trudeau later insisted that he has not been approached

about the Simon Fraser presidency, and that Stackhouse's

question was the first he had heard about the matter.

Stackhouse based his question on a report distributed by the

Canadian University Press wire service that was carried by the

Simon Fraser and University of Toronto student newspapers.

The story was also run in the Journal.

Asked if he is interested in academic life, Trudeau replied:

"Ask me in ten years."

Nursery school project
The nursery school for the children of married students on

campus is undergoing a new research project to observe the

play patterns of children with speech and hearing defects.

The plan is to incorporate a maximum of ten handicapped
children into the nearly fifty children in attendance altogether.

The purpose of this undertaking is threefold : to adapt children

(and thereby facilitate in such areas as intelligence testing), to

allow the normal children to accept those with defects as equals

and, as an experiment, to benefit Queen's students in the

department of otolaryngology, who are helping to support the

school.

To achieve these goals the school makes use of special

hearing aids and a speech therapist who sees each handicapped
child twice a week. The observers also utilize two way mirrors

in order that the chUdren will be unaware of their presence.

Dr. Michael Levison, a parent of two children in the nursery

school and therefore a member of its executive, seems assured

of the safeguards against improper execution of the project,

since the parents of the children attending must be consulted

whenever experimentation is carried on with their children.

Dr. Levison feels that in purely human terms "the ex-

periment is, by all accounts, quite good."

Surveys Health Services
Miriam Gordon, under the auspices of the Health Council is

currently conducting an investigation into the quality of medical

attention at Queen's Health Services. By soliciting opinions and
comments from users about experiences in the Health Council.

Gordon's investigation is intended to bring attention to

current advantages and problems of having a student health

service. Up to this point there has been little reaction to the

investigation but Gordon is hopeful that students will volunteer

their opinions in order to make a complete report. Information

bank will accept comments about Health Services or any of the

following people may be contacted to discuss the question:

Miriam Gordon 546-5225, Paul Henry 549-0357, Victoria Kemsley
544-5651 or Roberta Walker 542-2374.

Ski Apparel
and Accessories

Skis by

Olin, Dynastar, Rossignol

Squash and Badminton Equipment

Training Suits

10% OFF TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

399 PRINCESS ST.

KINGSTON
TELEPHONE 544-1066

C/porthou/e )
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unclassifieds
More Unclassifieds on Page 10

GAEL GROUP 54: Finally the first

annual gala reunion 9:00 tonight at

268 University. Carla's buying, so

bring some friends. Attendance
will be taken; behavior becoming
of young ladies and gentlemen will

be expected.

TO THE GUYS AND CATS at 329

Brock St. Thanks a million for the

two new arrivals at 30 William.

Their names are Mouse and
Dipstick. In case you were won-
dering, we got a boy and a girl;

should be interesting. Drop In any
time to see the Family. Donna and
Vicki.

296 UNIVERSITY would like to

congratulate the Susie-0
organizers (Chris, Dl, Delilah,

Sue) for a well-organized and
enjoyable week.

LISTEN TO THE MUSIC. Every Wed.
afternoon at 2:30 in the Poison
Room in the Union. Bring a friend

and have a free cup of coffee on us.

HEY "LOONEY" - Happy 20th Bir-

thday - CRAZY AL.
NEED MONEY? On November 29,

8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. a Bus-it

survey Is being held. We need 45

people to man the bus stops for two
hour shifts at $2.50 an hour. If

interested, contact Career
Planning and Placement, 121

Union, Immediately.
LANCE: HOW'S BUSINESS????

FOR RENT; ONE bedroom apart

ment on Sydenham St. $110 plus

utilities. 542-9876 between 5 and 7

p.m. or 2771 at any other time.

LOST: Blue Adidas equipment bag
with gym equipment. If found

please call Roger. 544-5352.

LOST: one pair of gold rim glasses.

Saturday night near Grant Hall. If

found please phone 544-9678.

FOR INFORMATION on the recently

formed homophile association

write Terry Watson, Victoria Hall

or phone me at 547-2893. Monday to

Friday 9 to 10 p.m.
WORRIED ABOUT INFLATION?

Unemployment? Shortages?
Solutions forthcoming at the

Economics Smoker Nov. 23, ASUS
Red Room, Kingston Hall. 3:30 -

6:00. Beer 40c.

NYMPHOMANIACS: Positions still

available. All inquiries welcome
(Would Bubbles and Fanny please

call back). Bob, Fred, Jamie, Jim
Mark, Mel Rick, Sam, Sue, Alvin

Anonymous. 544-1239. (Classified

ads get results.)

WOULD ANYONE SEEING an ac-

cident Involving a 1968 Plymouth
(blue) on November 8 or 9 (the

nights of the Medical Variety nite)

behind Grant Hall. Please contact

Greg at 546-7608.

FOR SALE: two year old Admiral
stereo - good condition. $100 or best

offer, call 546-4778. (207 William
No. 3).

TIRED OF YOUR DOUBLE ROOM?
Just like a change? Single Room
available at Beautiful EIrond

College. Downtown location, close

lo campus. Phone 544- 1842.

I WOULDN'T MIND SHARING A
ROOM.

LOST IDENTIFICATION student
card, birth certificate, social in-

surance card, and CN travel card.
Please call 549 0696.

NEED A JOB? On November 29, 8

a.m. to 6:00 a Bus-It survey is

being taken. We need 45 people to

man the stops for two hour shifts at

$2,50 per hour. If interested please
contact Career Planning and
Placement, 121 Union, Im-
mediately.

THE 'COCKTAIL CAPER', Sunday,
November 25th, from 12 noon til 12

midnight at 107 Toronto St. Apt 5.

A reminder to all those contacted,

come and join Bethi, Pammie, and
Patti to celebrate Grey Cup Day,
three birthdays and your very own
unbirthdays. See you aft for a few
beers, wine coolers, glasses of

Punch, birthday munchies, and
the football game. Seeing you
sooner.

THE SUZIE Q COMMITTEE would
like to thank Nancy McKerreker,
Gall Slater, Paula Clee, Janet
Barker, David Creasy, Sue de
Stein (Pee Wee) and the
decorators, for their great en-

thusiasm and help. (P.S. Rm. 200

won.) THANKS AGAIN, from
Chris, Dl, Delilah, Sue.

VERY LARGE SINGLE ROOM
available after Christmas in

Chown Hall. Those interested call

544-8102 after 6 p.m.

K^ntii^kii fried ^i^ktn

3 Locations in Kingston

.jL, 240 Montreal Street

542 2773
^

AUNT LUCY'S
TAKE HOME STORES

A C/^NAOIAN COMPANY

Princess West
at Portsmouth

It's Finger
Lickm' Good

1 Batti Rd,

at Gardiners

Owned and opferiitfed

locally by Canadians
for Canadians

GIVEYOUK HAIFi

'A PHYSICALcmm-w

R
K

Men's
Products

OID YOU KVKR THINK YOU MIUHT JIAVK HU'K HAIM*
Hair Anxlytis can drtrrminv the h«al(h and <»>ndilton ol yii\jf
liair - like ((ivini: your liair a phyti'-al < h<-' k-up
SaniplPii (jf your hair nrf takfn and K-sUd on a tentiUvr tndru
rnenl called a Micro <;ram .V-ai* Readlns* /rom this uale
evaluate your hair's tensile strcnKlh and c-lastkity.

Your hair it photomicrographed. From this photograph joo ran
.sec the Internal structure of your hair shaft.

Our salon's >fair Analysis program works In '.onjun'.'tion v,jtli

/tedken I>aboratorles. Our trained cosmetologists study the cor-
rective program recommended for your hair. They conduct the
necflcd ircaimcnts and start your hair on the road lo reco\'ery

Theo Bartels

263 Bagot Street

Hairstyling
542-3022

Why Pay More

!

At Brock Jewellers, You Always Receive the Best Possible Diamond At the Lowest Possible price!

Brock y4 Carat Diamond
Solitaire set in 14-18K yellow gold mount

SAVE 40% APPRAISED AT $275

ON APPRAISED

VALUE
SPECIAL

BROCK

10 Diamond Duette

10 fINE OUAIITV DIAMONDS MOUNTED IN

A 14'18K yaiOW GOLD SET

SPECIALU50
TERMS AVAILABLE! NO MONEY DOWN!

For 33 years, Brock Jewellers has specialized in giving you a

bigger better diamond for less. This policy has made Brock
Jewellers Kingston's Largest Diamond Merchant and YOU
benefit in several ways! ....

FIRST: GREATER BUYING POWER SO THAT BROCK JEWELLERS PAYS LESS FOR ITS

GOLD MOUNTS AND LESS FOR ITS DIAMONDS, THESE SAVINGS ARE PASSED ON TO YOU!

YOU PAY LESS!

SECOND: GREATER SELECTION BOTH IN THE VARIETY OF STYLES (OVER 400) AND

PRICE (FROM $100 TO $2500) WHICH MEANS THAT YOU CAN FIND A DESIGN TO SUIT

BOTH YOUR TASTE AND BUDGET!

YOU HAVE GREATER SELECTION!

THIRD: BROCK jewellers own credit facilities are INSTANTLY AVAILABLE TO

YOU WITH NO MONEY DOWN AND YOU CAN TAKE UP TO TWO YEARS TO PAY!

TERMS ARE AVAILABLE TO SUIT

YOUR BUDGET!

FOURTH: COMPARE OUR SERVICES

• THE DIAMOND YOU BUY CAN BE SIZED TO HER FINGER IN ONE HOUR • LIFETIME

FREE CLEANING AND INSPECTION • FREE INSURANCE FOR ONE YEAR • PUT A BROCK

DIAMOND RING ON HER FINGER AND THEN COMPARISON SHOPPING. IF NOT COMPLETELY

SATISFIED, COME BACK WITHIN 10 DAYS FOR A COMPLETE REFUND!

10-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

Brock Carat Diamond
Ring set in 14-18K yellow gold mount

SAVE 40%
ON APPRAISED

VALUE

APPRAISED AT $600

SPECIAL ^360

MAN'S

% Carat Diamond

aUSTER SET IN STYUSN lOK VRLOW

GOLD MOUNT

ONLY ^225
CHARGE/ TOO! INSTANT EASY CREDIT!

Shop And Compare! In Every Way Your Best Diamond Buy Is At Brock Jewellers!

> flHEDIAMONDf^

161 PRINCESS STREET

G UARANTEED WATCH REPAIRS

FRONTENAC

LIMITED

KINGSTON'S LEADING FAMILY CREDIT JEWELLERS

Next to the Royal Bank, Corner of Prlnco»» and Bagot Sti.

Dial 542-7361

OPEN THURSDAY AND FRIDAY UNTIL 9

>;^THE DIAMOND ir^^
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letters to the editors
If you can't gripe

then don't talk
Dear Editors:

This letter is in response to two letters by Jamie

Corbett recently printed in the Journal. Just

because you have nothing to complain about, Mr.

Corbett, you should not go so^far as to actually

praise any group of students who work their buns off

to provide something for the good of everyone else.

I feel you are setting a dangerous precedent by

recognizing just how much effort some people on

campus put out. Is not the role of the majority of

Queen's students to sit back and knock the efforts of

others (like Jeez Youse Guys, you spelt friendly

wrong in my last letter, when are you going to learn

to spell?)

If that isn't bad enough then Susan Meech had

the guts to admit she was wrong in blasting the AMS
constables and understands the reasons behind her

not getting into Oom-Pah-Pah, in front of all who
read the Journal , no less. Good God, it doesn't

matter that there was a possiblity of trouble arising,

that coats were stolen, that people were cut, or that

a constable was attacked. The fact is that those

"ego tripping bastards" of AMS constables wanted
to show of their might at your expense.

Come on you two, grow up! If you don't have
anything to gripe about, then don't say anything at

all.

Dave Searle

P.S. Don't tell anyone, but I think the Journal is

great too. And Sue Meech - Right On!

If it weren't for

some people...!
During the past two weeks, people have ap-

proached me and inquired (in certain cases, quite

cynically) as to why I think that the Journal is good

this year (as I only have last year's to compare it to,

admittedly mine is a somewhat limited opinion.)

I think that the Journal this year is much
broader in its scope and content. There is much
more information, and many more reviews ap-

pearing. Unfortunately, some of the reporting is

opinionated to a certain degree, as is evidenced by
Eleanor Crowder's recent letter of defense con-

cerning the reporting done on the course evaluation

issue.

However, the Journal should he applauded for

its increase in scope. This scope is necessary for a

paper in an environment such as ours, where dif-

ferences in interests are boundless. Consequently,

the Journal is catering to the needs of more people.

Defensively yours,

Jamie Corbett

In the hope that
people
will bother
Dear Editors:

Re: Robert Story's letter concerning Senate

Nominating Committee-November 13, 1972

The Senate Nominating Committee, during the

last committee session, considered some 35 names
for 12 positions on various Senate committees. This

[|
iis a very large and encouraging number of ap-

plicants, a sign that students recongnize the op-

portunity to provide an important input into the

yj/ork of the Senate of the University. We recongize

Mr. Story's complaint : that is, that he was unable to

articulate fully his views on the subject of the

committee for which, he applied. We assume that

Mr. Story and most other applicants like him were
not aware of their opportunity to come and meet
with the committee for this purpose. This op-

portunity was, in fact, stated on the application

form which applicants filled out and handed into the

r Senate office. One student did ask for such an in-

terview and, consequently, did meet with the

committee. No other applicant requested such a

meeting. These interviews are committee policy

and will continue to be so in the future.

As for Mr. Story's advice of don't bother: we
urge the opposite. The opportunities for students at

Queen's to get involved are many: Senate, AMS
Faculty Societies, DSC, SVB, etc. All of them are
open to and desparetely need "people-idea input."

To be elected to a postion or appointed to a com-
mittee is one means of making an input but those

who are not members can provide ideas and views
as a non-member observer. If you want to be
elected or appointed to a position in any
organization, it is obviously assumed that you have
ideas to put to work. Whether or not you make it,

those ideas can still be used and put to work.
We urge that apathy is not the best policy and

we hope that people will bother.

Sincerely,

Student members of the

Senate Nominating Committee,
Jim Dinning and Morris Chochla

Senate Office-Richardson Hall 5476140

Attendance at
Outer Council
disillusioning
Dear Editors:

Participatory democracy, as seen in the

Canadian Houses of Parliament has always ' in-

trigued me in tjiat absenteeism from the basic

house debates runs at very high levels. Since the

Alma Mater Society Outer Council is run on a

system based on parliamentary procedure, I

thought a small study of attendance habits would be

interesting. However, I found them to be startling.

In the AMS Outer Council there are 39 members
comprised of society presidents and elected

representatives. Of these 39 there were only 36 at

the start of the academic year since three vacancies

had not been filled (2 at McArthur, one elsewhere).

When these posts were filled, I'm glad to say, the

persons so elected have 100 percent attendance

records to date. The data collected will be for the

remaining 36 managers who should have at the time

of this letter, been present at seven (7) Outer

Council meetings since early September.
Therefore, there should be 252 meeting-person

times since September; however, attendance

records show that there were, 184 meeting-person

times or 73 per cent attendance. The following chart

shows the breakdown of these attendance figures

:

(see accompanying chart).

The figures also show that 77.8 per cent of the

elected members failed to show up for all meetings;

and that 38.9 percent failed to show, up for at least

six meetings. One brave elected member has yet to

show his face at Outer Council. These figures do not

take into account all those who show up late for the

meetings and those meetings which fail to start on

time.

I am told that the averages are relatively equal

to those of parliamentarians both federally and
provincially. It is little wonder that the AMS Outer

Council has been able to do so, but one thing can be

certain and that is they are keeping up the

politicians' end of the deal and doing nothing.

Its really too bad that these elected members of

the AMS Outer Council don't take their respon-

siblity more seriously and in so doing give to the

students of this university, a responsible and
responsive student government.

Signed,

D. Neddow

Number
By how many

members of Outer Council

of meetings (percentage of total

attended membership of OC in brackets)

7 8 (22.2 per cent)

6 14 (38.8 per cent)

5 4 (11.1 per cent)

4 2 (5.5 per cent)

3 2 (5.5 per cent)

2 5 (13.9 percent)

1 0 (0.0 per cent)

0 1 (2.8 per cent)
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AMS Referendum -

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28

to read:

"that the AAAS Printing

Service remain an

AAAS funded service."

YES

NO

Polls at

Douglas Library 10.30 - 7.30

Union 10.30-5.00

Stirling Hall 10.30-3.30

Humphrey Hall 10.30 -3.30

Matheson Room (in KGH) 11.45 -12.45

Dinner Lines 4.30 - 6.30

McArthur 12.00-1.00

EIrond College 4.30 - 5.30

Advance Poll - Tues. Nov. 27 at

McArthur 11.30-2.00
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Morris is no
Harrad
Experiment

by David Smith

The Morris experiment is now well

into its second year. After experiencing

as much encouragement as criticism,

co-educational residence is responding

admirably to the expectations of those

intimately involved. It is, however, still

an experiment, and its final institution

into the permanent operations of

Queen's University is yet to be con-

sidered. Perhaps there should be no

great concern over the possibility that

Co-ed Morris might be terminated after

this year, but the University com-
munity's enlightenment to its design,

operation, goals, and possibilities for

the future whould be a concern. There
are few who appreciate the concept of

Morris well enough to sift through

rumours and be able to sort fact from
fiction. Such enlightenment is the

purpose of this article, and the two
which will follow it. The first in-

stallment of the series deals with

Morris Proper: how, what, and why.
Queen's position on change is well

exemplified by its handling of the co-ed

residence question. As early as 1969 a

small nexus of co-ed enthusiasts were
active in determining the possibilities

of such an institution at Queen's. Led by
Robert Cuthbertson, then chairman of

IRC. the group first put forward the

belief that "the residences, as part of

the university, a supposed learning

environment, nevertheless severely

restrict intellectual interchange bet-

ween the sexes outside the classroom,

and there seems a disturbing lack of

social intercourse between male and
female students other than formal

dating." Considering the fact that it

was only one term earlier ^January
1969 when Lorne Musselman was
chairman of the IRC) that women were
allowed to enter into men's residences

unconditionally, this co-educational
residence proposal of 1969 was con-

sidered quite radical. The entrance of

women into men's residence in fact had
the effect of improving a condition of

'Irinking and horse-play that at the time

greatly concerned the administrators.

The idea of co-ed residence in 1970 met
with general disfavour within the

'ommunity. The Inter-Residence
Council abandoned further con-

sideration of the propf)sal until the

beginning of the new academic year in

September of 1970,

In the latt(;r half of 1970 Doug
Romans, Chairman of the Inter-

R<;«idence Council,and Patrick Riley,

PreKid<;nt of the Alrna Mater Society in

Hl71, renew<;d the probe into the

fjossibilities of a co-ed residence. The
Adrrnnistration had its reKr!rvations on

Ihr: subject; its h<;Kitation based on a

nurnb'rr of qur;Ktions, Would the con-

vfrrsion fxpenwfs \h: too high'' Would an

environment in which men and wom(!n

would be living in (he sarri*- residences

be conducive to study and the exchangr?

of ideas'' Also, would the s<'paralion of

Itesidence adminiKi ration and activity

inlOKtill another framework disrupt the

prewnt system of govr-rnmr-nf

'l1iUK great persiKtrmce of approach

;iri'l 'fjgericy of arCurrj'Tit wi-n:

necessary on the parts of Romans and
Riley. The task undertaken by the two

students was confounded. The idea of

co-ed residence already had been

formally introduced to and negatively

received by the Joint Residence Board.

The IRC with some initial im-

patience considered that the Earl

Street men's residence would be the

logical choice for a building in which to

begin a co-ed residence project at

Queen's. This of course would depend
upon the voiced concensus of the

student body. Because of its remote
location from campus and its small

size, it was argued that a Co-ed Earl

Street residence would be of little ex-

perimental value in deciding whether a

similar scheme might function on main
campus.

A concurrent proposal suggested

the McArthur College student

residences, then under construction at

the West Campus, as the experiment

site. This proposal was also rejected

because of its distance from main
campus, the possible displacement of

education students, and the problem
delayed completion of construction.

The end of the 1970^ September
school term and the pressing im-

portance of other issues forced the issue

to remain below the surface. At the

beginning of January, 1971, another

issue developed. Bell Canada discon-

tinued its lease of an entire floor of

rooms in the Student's Memorial Union.

It was then proposed at an IRC meeting

to co-educationalize Graduate
Residences at the request of the

graduate students.

In March of 1971 Riley became
AMS President. With Romans he

devoted some of the summer to

researching and writing a report to the

IRC, to include all facts and figures

pertaining to a Chown-Brockington Co-

ed Residence system.

The report significantly stressed

the need for coed residence in order to

allow the new student to choose bet-

ween co-educational residence or single

sex, non-integrated residence. It was
thought that a Chown-Brockington
conversion to co-ed would reduce loss of

beds to either women's or men's

residences and reduce the cost of the

conversion. Also included in the report

was the idea of alternating room
assignments between sexes. This would

further promote co-educational ex-

change; and would be more apt to en-

sure; the succ(!ss of the project.

The fall of 1971 saw another session

of d(!baf(!S, I'roposals volleyed among
the Romans-Ril(!y team, the Inter-

R(!sjd(!nce Council, ih(t Joint Residence

Board (the main governing body for

residencies with rc^prescntat ion by

students, administration, and alumni),

and the Department of Physical Plant.

The proposals ranged from (.'liown-

Brockington to Victoria Hall (iordon

arifl I'.rockirigtoti to Victoria Mall wings

to Victoria Hall (iordon to McNeill and

Morris and to McNeill or Morris con

versions. Topics of fliscussion ranged

from student displacements and ad

tiiiHsions requirements to student toilet

ratios.

Morris residents and guests enjoy themselves at their pub, one of the things that | bk

Then it began
to happen

Finally in the spring of 1972 the IRC
voted to act upon the most feasible

alternative, having declared the idea of

co-ed residence an interesting and
worthwhile experiment. During the

summer of that year the Department of

Physical Plant worked on Morris Hall

to convert it into a co-ed residence with

two common rooms on every floor. The
residence booklet circulated to all

prospective students then included a

few pages about a co-ed residence

alternative, and application for it.

Questionnaires were distributed in

residences and the consensus of opinion

tabulated. Because of the great

majority in favour of the idea, the IRC
felt confident that they would be able to

fill the facility.

In the fall of 1972

the first group arrived
at Co-ed Morris.

For many different reasons, that

first group was a bit anxious about the

new experience. Floor seniors were
prepared for everything. What kind of

relationships would develop between

next-door neighbours if they were no

longer of the same sex? Would the

obnoxious extra curricular activities,

typical of a solely men's or solely

women's residence be typical in

Morris. Would Morris become one big

clique and isolate itself from the rest of

Leonard Field? Would the experiment

work at Queen's University as it had at

other Universities? Would alumni or

the Kingston community find the ex-

periment worthwhile or abhorent?

Could the rumours, bound to develop

over such a novelty, be d(?lrimental to

the expeiiment , if they were not

carefully watched for, and instantly

disp(!lled?

It is interesting to note the initial

reaction of the parents. Although

[larents might basically trust their

children, they might still worry as to

the coriscciuences of a co-ed residence.

'I'liouglits of promi.scuity as well as

distraction from studies would

naturally exist in some dark comer of a

parent's mind. Though perhaps, a few

words were offered non-chalantly on

the subject of the less desirable aspects

of co-ed residence, the parents

generally accepted the decision of their

son or daughter. After all, it would be

the students, who would actually enter

into the experiment, and not the

parents nor the alumni nor the ad-

ministration nor the concerned
Kingston community.

Rather surprising to that first

group, the atmosphere- was quite

casual. Even through the initial

hesitations, the Morris Co-eds
discovered that the speciality of their

residence promoted instant friend-

ships. The Morris person found that he
had 181 instant and close friends.

Morris was not just a residence on

Leonard Field. It was a community of

young men and women learning to live

and learn together.

Of course certain self-restrictions

were imposed on the part of the Morris

co-eds, but surprisingly few were
necessary. With the bathroom all the

way down the hall and a member of the

opposite sex living next door, one could

not just wrap a towel to go to the

showers. An extra knock became
necessary before entering a friend's

room. Language had to change a bit, to

fit the environment. Now the men had

to make their own beds every morning

and the women had to give up that

'scrumptious' Sunday Beaver meal.

New
relationships

were welcomed
The relationships entered into on

the floors did vary. Many females had

never had brothers and many males

had never had sisters. The experience

of new siblings was novel, but

welcomed. One may date, members of

(he opposite sex until he or she is

twenty, but still not realize some of the

thouglils and concerns of the partner. It

was surprising what one could learn by

asking questions! The Morris situation

allowed fdipe;

reality. Tt
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MOATS: the future intra-urban vehicle
by J. R. Bichar^ Hudon

M.O.A.T.S. is an independant, non-

profit organization which intends to

help build a better worldto live in. The
initials of the name stand for Monorail

Overhead Automated Transportation

System. At present, two types of single

rail systems are being considered for

study and research purposes.

The first is an inverted "T"-shaped

rail, and the other is a slitted round
tube. Both would propel an

aerodynamically shaped vehicle along

the length of the rail to transport people

and merchandise from door to door in

an urban area. The system would be

computer operated, hence automated,

and the transportation of the overhead

variety, as opposed to ground level or

underground. MOATS foresees at the

present time that the height of the rail

will range from 60 to 80 feet above

ground level, depending on the direc-

tion of travel and variances in ground
levels.

In spite of the multitude of dif-

ficulties foreseen, the group wants to do

a thorough study of all aspects of this

specific solution to the transportation

crisis. This same crisis exists because

our transportation planners seem to

always be "panting one step behind."

No city or nation in the world has a true

transportation system - merely a

number of disjointed parts, of which the

beloved and accursed automobile is the

only flexible unifying link. Our solution

will effectively replace that link in

urban areas, and maybe, in the distant

future, in the rural context.

Very few of us, especially car

owners, dare even calculate exactly

how much the automobile costs in fuel,

insurance, oil, licensing, repairs,
depreciation, parking, financing

charges, addition of luxury appeal or

performance items. It is also very

difficult to put a dollar value on all the

costs such as noise, air pollution,

congestion, land use and other assorted

goodies which do not apply to the

MOATS solution.Even if the bus service
improves and becomes more widely

used, "the car, for all its sins, still of-

fers many powerful advantages over its

alternatives" because nothing like

MOATS has ever been approached
before today. Maybe the car is here to

stay, but not within the urban context.

You CAN legislate it out and away from
the city, or make it too expensive to use

in the city. The car is going to return to

its status of "luxury" as ownership

costs skyrocket. MOATS offers the

freedom of choice which the car does

today - you can leave from your door or

office exactly when you please. Both
can represent the achievement of a

certain level of status, dependant on

personal purchasing preferences.

One thing that we will retain with

MOATS, even in rush hour, is the

availability of a welcome kind of

seclusion . . . The lone commuter often

revels "in the only privacy of this day".

Terence Bendixon, a London city

planner foresees, "a definite but dif-

ferent future for the automobile. It

won't be used for all purposes on all

occasions but for specific kinds of

journeys." We intend to make the car

into an "ultra-urban" vehicle. But,

before we do that, we must look at the

difficulties inherent in the solutions.

One major problem foreseen is that

of getting the user to the! height of the

vehicle, or the vehicle down to the user.

Another major difficulty consists of

preventing traffic congestion. The first

one can be resolved by utilizing hoist

mechanisms, and the second one by
utilizing a multiplicity of rails. The
solution to the second problem brings in

the difficulty of switching, which would

be intiated by a computer command as

required. These are but a few of the

multitude of mechanical problems
which will require much more detailed

solutions as research advances on these

models.

The first model, the "T" - shaped

one, is called the "Hudon" solution, the

second one, the "Harrell" solution, and
are named after the persons who
initiated the two mechanical models we
will be dealing with in our study. Each
has its merits and disadvantages which
we shall have to weigh carefully before

we finally choose one model for later

implementation. For now we shall only

keep them in mind for future reference.

Let us now proceed to a visualization of

a world where MOATS vehicles are

used.

Let us assume that the

city of Kingston has been
entirely converted to the

moats system, as well as
outlying developed areas.

It is Friday morning and you wake
up to a grizzly fall day, overcast and
raining. It's 7:30 and you have to be at

work for 8:30. You rush to the kitchen,

getting dressed as you do so. You pull

out a MOATS identification card to

order a vehicle for 8:15, put a dime in

the console, insert your card, punch in

the time as 0815 and that you require a

one passenger space vehicle, you know
that it takes you about 13 minutes to go

to work from Amherstview to the

Queen's University Campus no matter

what time you leave, and you want to be

early today. At 8:13, just as you finish

sipping your second morning coffee,

your vehicle arr;ival buzzer sounds. You
make your way to the door and grab all

your things for the day.

It's 8:15 AM and here is your

vehicle. You get aboard place your card

in the slot and the door closes down shut

and is automatically locked. Not having

already punched in your destination on

the demand console, you do so on the

vehicle command console. Im-
mediately, dials and lights come alive

and you're on your way, listening to

your favorite radio program. Just

before you arrive at your destination

you ask for the amount of money spent

on this trip; it hasn't changed. You ask

for the current total owing, the AM, you
have arrived. The console gives you
back your card and your off to work as

the door lifts free.

Its five o'clock and time to go

home. You've called for a vehicle for

1705 hours (or 5:05 PM) and its waiting

for you as you get out. You recognize it

by its number, 16059 relayed to you

previously by the demand console. You
see someone else get in and put in his

card; it gets rejected and he goes away
angry . . . You get in, insert your car

and you're away. You decide to listen to

a tape selection you had at work and
relax, looking over lake Ontario as you

zoom over the shoreline,'

Having instructed the computer of

your destination you place a phone call

to your girlfriend and decide to go to

her place instead, on her invitation.

You press the change of destination key

and punch in the new destination code.

The vehicle automatically swings onto

a new guideway heading north, then

east and then north again and drops you
off at her door. You take your card and
head inside where she waits for you.

After supper, you and she decide to

go to your place so you can change into

suitable clothes to go to the Pub later

on. You flip with her as to whose card

you use. She loses and you use hers.

You stick her card in the demand
console slot, put a dime in, the card
disappears into the machine. You in-

dicate the destination code, that you
want the vehicle immediately, and that

you, need space for two. The feedback

system informs you that it will take 3

minutes (it must be coming from the

parking station. Not too many vehicles

are free at 1915 hours (7:15 PM) or it

wouldn't take long). One minute later,

the two minute buzzer sounds and you
step outside just as the door swings

open to let you in, two minutes later.

You brought some good taped

music along for the ride home and you-

put it into the tape slot before inserting

the card. Nothing happens. You stick

her card in and you're away. A few
minutes later, you arrive home and get

her card back. You decide to use yours

on the trip downtown and put in your

order for a 2030 hours (8:30 PM)
vehicle.

And such are the days in the world

of MOATS; carefree, minimum
waiting, comfort; rain or shine, it

serves you; your wish is its command;
flexible, convenient and inexpensive; it

affords the maximum of personal

freedom without the bother of main-

tenance bills, fuel fill-ups, accidents,

traffic congestion, traffic lights,

exorbitant insurance rates, etc . . .,etc

. . . Those bothers are far in the past.

Portal to portal transportation is the

only way to travel.

That's what MOATS is all about.

We can have this kind of service if we
only could see how much better it is

ihan anything we have at this moment.
The social, psychological, economic
and political implications of such a

system are not beyond our scope.

Today's technology and engineering

expertise is available for us to make
this system a reality.

Help the plan

get started

Many people at Queen's can help

get it started by contributing con-

structive criticism, suggestions, ideas,

imagination, time, money, tools, and
material resources to the Queen's
University MOATS Study Club. There
are already a number of faculty,

students, and staff who are willing to

help in the effort. With Richard Hudon
as President and General Manager of

the Club, we have people such as Dr.

Mulvenna, Mr. Peter Schell, Prof.

MacDonald, Prof. Fullerton, Dr. Kurtz,

Mr. Harrell, and about twenty five

students who have voiced,some interest

in the venture, or have already par-

ticipated or contributed in one way or

another. With all these people (and

more to come) as resources, we expect

that concrete research will get un-

derway soon, and should produce much
knowledge.

Study and research will consist of

two basic types: technical and non-

technical. Technical research will

consist of model-making and study.

Non technical research will consist of a

literature survey concentrating on

intra-urban material, with some inter-

urban material. The model making will

serve as a useful tool to obtain practical

knowledge about the mechanical
feasibility of the project, while the

literature survey will aillow us to keep
in touch with past present and future

systems, proposed or operational.

Hopefully, a complete dossier of results

of the study will be accumulated, along

with an extensive bibliography on or

about the subject of urban tran-

sportation.

Sometime in the near future a

feasibility study will be compiled about

the MOATS system, along with an
extensive bibliography. In the mean-
time, briefs and "write-ups" are in-

vited from the Queen's Community.
Just address them to MOATS, care of

AMS, and use the campus mailing

system.

We are coming into a tran-

sportation crisis which can be sum-
marized as: "too many people wanting

to go too many places and not enough
facilities to satisfy the demand". When
the word facilities is used, it signifies

roads, buses and other vehicles and
transportation systems. In one fell

swoop, MOATS eliminates the crisis.

We're not saying it can be implemented
overnight; it will definitely be im-
plemented in stages, or steps, zone by
zone, so as to cause minimum
disruptions in large urban centres. The
zones will center around a parking

station for the vehicles with tentacles

reaching out into future zones for

distribution purposes. Streets will be

blocked to traffic as construction

progresses. Eventually, all streets will

be replaced by overhead rails.

You will note that in the pictorial

essay that no mention is made of cars,

buses, .subways and the like. That's

because they will not exist in the urban

context where MOATS is in use. Buses
will be useless and outdated, these are

much too slow. "less accessible and
erratic". Cars will be parked in special

garages at the periphery of the system
where they -will be available to their

owners for outside use. Inter-city

transportation will connect with

MOATS at interface" stations.

MOATS isolates all other systems
away from itself. It will occupy the

space above, where streets would
normally be located, leaving room for

children to play, for conservationists to

plant trees and grow some good green

grass to provide us with more oxygen to

breath in our city. MOATS is elec-

trically operating, and does not pollute

the air with combustion products or

noise. MOATS is aesthetically designed

so as to be appealing to the eye of most
beholders. MOATS is high enough
above ground so as to obstruct vision of

the sky in the least way possible.

MOATS eliminates car parking
garages and lots in the middle of the

city. More than this, it provides people

with equal access to transportation. It

provides an economical means of

transporting goods and merchandise to

retailers and wholesalers in an efficient

and rapid way from the urban boun-

daries. MOATS will revolutionize ar-

chitecture and police work by changing

their design and "modus operandi"

respectively.

(I acknowledge utilizing some short

portions, directly and in paraphrase,

from a London Life publication entitled

"Getting around - from The Human
Journey", 1973)
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unclassifieds
More Unclassifieds on Page A

QUEEN'S FOOTBALL PICTURES
MAY bo picked up at E. Dean's
office at ttie Athletic centre. The
Manager.

ANY CLASSICS STUDENTS in-

terested in performing in a coffee

house on Nov. 30 sponsored by the

Classics Club please call

Margrethe at 544-8606.

HEATHER WHITEHEAD: A happy
and wazoo 19th on the 22nd
although it's the 23rd. Since I'm a

secret admirer, I can't fell you
who I am. Love, Bwana.

WHERE ARE MINE?
LOST - Gold puzzle ring in Upper

Common room. Union, or
Theological Hall, sentimental
value and all that. Phone 544-4980.

THE BRAND NEW MONTY Python
Book is in at the Campus
Bookstore. Great Christmas gift

for your mother.
ACCOMODATION WANTED: tw/o or

three bedroom accomodation
needed as soon as possible.
Relatively close to campus; no
summer obligation. Call 544-6502.

GOT WEDNESDAY afternoon free?

Yes? Drop by the Poison Room in

the Union for some good music and
a little coffee on us.

THE QUEEN'S RIDING CLUB
' regrets to announce that we will

not be riding any more this term.
Will be organizing trail rides and
possibly a sleigh ride after
Christmas. The classified that was
in Tuesday's Journal was a

mistake. Thank you for your
support. (Ed. note: Sorry.)

ATTENTION GAEL GROUP 47:(that

means all of you!!) Chow's on at

Jan's place (Ban RIgh 33) on
Sunday, Nov. 25 at 5:00 p.m. And
we're expecting everyone. (Maybe
even the mystery gael.) BYOB.

LOST: Gold Accutron Bulova man's
watch. Initials S.L. on back.
Reward offered. Phone 549-0645.

FOUND ON DIAGONAL WALK
between McNeil and Gordon one
silver hooped pierced earring. See
AMS office.

I LOST MY CALCULATOR IN THE
WEST CAMPUS area Nov. 17

Saturday night. Please, if you have
heard anything about, give me a

break and phone me at 544-8521.

COMMERCE STUDENTS: To
maximize tonight's utility, come
equate the marginal cost of $2-

gross to the marginal revenue of

unlimited bowling at Clover Leaf
Lanes Inc. Ltd. The meeting will

commence at 11:30 p.m. and
continue until all business has
been dealt with. This service
brought to you by C.R., OF C.S.,

v. P. of Physical Development.
Prizes too.

COMMIES, for you tonight at
Cloverleaf Lanes, C.R. presents
'BOWLING AND OTHER SUB-
VERSIVES'. Come show your
skill; all you can play for $2. Ac-
tion starts at 11:30 p.m. Prizes,

Prizes, Prizes.

WANTED: SOMEONE to Share a

modern three bedroom apartment
v/ith two girls as soon as possible.

Only a short v/alk from campus
and very reasonable rent.

LOST SATURDAY NIGHT in or

around Grant Hall, one pair of

wire frame glasses in a hard dark
brown broken case. If you found
them or knov/ of them please

contact Rob Simpson. 544-7390.

ONE GIRL NEEDED to share large

house v/ith six other girls. Will

have own furnished bedroom and
location is close to campus. Call

544-6392 after 4 p.m.
ATTENTION: The Kingston chapter

of the Allied Woodchuck watchers
of America and Friends of the Flat

E,jrth are opening their new
clubhouse at 364 Brock, Nov. 23.

All friend*, of Chris, Rob, Norm,
Mike, Bill and Gorgeous Grant
v/elcome. Beer 4 for tl or BYOB.

SCIENCE '44 coop has rooms (and
board) available for females only.

If interested, call Andrew An
der^on, 546 6211.

DIAL A DATE: We'll dl« If you don't

dial for Wanderlust The won-
derfully, wanton, wayv/ard women
of third v/«)»t Chov/n, Desire
d<>lectahle, debonAire, dev.istntlng

dales for Jan 12, If you don't dinl

befoi e Christmas we ain'l coming
bnck, bJiby. Dial 544-8067 through
lo 8(l7V,

PETER T, MUM NUMS. Thanks so
miirh for the movie, Sat., 17th,

' i/i-t) y.pir ', p.m. phone call

: /our ii-,ici -.i personality,
//

GAEL APPLICATIONS arc available

in the AMS Outer office. Com-
pleted applications must be
returned into the box in the office

before Doc. 3, 1973.

LOST: Wed, Nov. 14, one watch with
blue band, blue face, and white
back. Reward. Please phone 549-

0545.

FOUND: Keys. One set of keys im-
printed with a number. Found
Saturday morning on sidewalk
between MacNeill and Morris
Residences. 544-5119.

BICYCLE WANTED: If you have a

cheap, used bicycle you would like

to sell at a very moderate price,

please call, 546-5396.

JANET: THANKS very much for last

week. Sorry about the skating
party. Love, Bruce.

LOST: pair wire frame glasses in

hard black case. Please call Bob,
544-9313. REWARD.

ONE MORE TIME! Somewhere on
campus is a silver bracelet lost at

the Science formal - it still hasn't

been tracked down. Could anyone
with information please call Ann
at 549-0392.

ATTENTION - JAILBIRDS - (you
know who you are) - The reunion is

tonight at 8:00 at 213 King St. E.

Apt. 1. There is such an animal as
a cultured engineer, (but rare).

Richard Hiscocks wishes to announce
the correct and unmisprinted
phone number 546-7263, Who's
Where not withstanding.

FOUND: MEN'S watch at Susie-Q
semiformal. Call 389-0708 after 6

p.m.
COMMIES: tonight; coed bowling.

Location: Cloverleaf Lanes.
Timc:11:30 p.m. Cott:t2. Due to:

C.R. Rcards, prizes.

I think they have made their point.

TO TRANCHER (alias Oedipus
Complex): Now that you've joined

a gender, get out and see the

world, don't just sit chewing grass
upon escape, use those Ping Pong
balls like God intended! Chorus:
Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat, where have
you been? I've just been to London
to visit the Queen! (end verse, full

part harmony, S leading with P,

ML, and D. humming in the

background)

.

SINGLE ROOM AVAILABLE at West
Campus for men. Call 549-1640.

DEAR AL, AL, GREG, AND
BATES, thanks for all the good
food, comfort, and good times.

Love Dozey (PS. Goodnight).
DON'T BE CONCERNED about your

diminishing marginal utility.

Consume, Consume, Consume.
Economics Smoker. Nov. 23, ASUS
Pub. 3:30 - 6:00. Beer only 40c.

IF YOU DON'T recognize this ad you
will miss dinner on Friday! These
are your clues; hop to University
Avenue traffic lights and turn

down Union Street. From there

you should be able to Follow your
noses. Time: 7:30. The Vintage
Women.

Tuesdays, 3:30 - 5:30 and Thursdays,
7:30 - 9:00 p.m. - La Casa: "ter-
tulia espanola" "ritrovo
italiano", music and reading
material from Spain, Italy, and
Latin America . . . conversation
and refreshments. Vengan todos,
at 165 University Ave.

FINNEGAN'S
it'
THE SINGING PUB
NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

178-188 ONTARIO ST. 544-6881

SCIENCE '44

has nothing to do with Science.

It's a place to live. We have

roonns and board available for

females only, at very economical

rates.

If interested, please call

Andrew Anderson - 546-6211

When It Comes To The Latest

JUNIOR FASHIONS
We've Got A Lot More Than You "Bargained" For!

JUNIORS'

Famous Canadian Maker

Imported Rancho Suede

WINTER COATS
with genuine sheepskin trim.

Pant lengths, regular lengths and
long lengths included in this big

selection. Featuring water-
repellent rancho suede outershell

and full sherpa* lining. Choose
from coats hooded or not. Some
have attractive braid trim. In off-

white, camel and a few high
shades.

SIZES 5 TO 15

VALUES TO 79.95

3997

Over 100 to Choose From! Juniors
Famous Canadian Makers

FASHION BOMBER

JACKETS
Save 10.03 to 18.03!

A fabulous selection of fun furs, sfier-

pas'-, plaids, pony suedes, leather looks

and much much more! Dozens of all the

latest new'styles. All colors. Sizes 5 to 15.

Suggested Retail $35.

24.97

29.97
Suggested Retail $4!

34.97
Suggested Retail $55

36.97

High Fashion

SKI JACKETS

At A Low, Low Price!
100% w,ili'i|)rriri| iiylnn (iiilcrshfll ,iii<l

100% iKilyproijyIcni' iiiiu^rliiiiii);, I wo
,inr,i( live slylcs with ( oncr.ilcd /ippei
I loMiiiJ ,ind hirji!-.iw,iy hood, M.k liiiin

w,i'ili,il)li'. In led, y<'llow, royiil liluo or

n.ivy, Si/os Mil. ill, iiH'diniii ,iiid l.irRO,

Our Usual Low Discount Price 10.97

8.97

Less than ' 2 Price!

JUNIORS' BLUE DENIM

Cuffed Flared Jeans
Wide hfll loop styling, Slii',hl irregul.irs from j

lop (:;,in,Klian maker. Will not affect wear or

,ippiMr.iiice, Sizes 10 lo 14x,

Values, if perfect, to $10 pair

pair

SAVE 4.22!

Juniors' Super-styled

Plush or Ribbed Corduroy

BIBBED OVERALLS
|'I(M lion MOW
,lllOII,ll l,lll)M

w.iiili'd l.r.liioii I olo ,i/i". (i lo Hi

Hc-Kiilnr 17,9913.77
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Happenings in the Arts

Lighthouse presents
concert Monday

Monday, November 26th AMS Concerts

presents Lighthouse in Grant Hall for two

shows, at 7 and 10 p.m. Everyone knows about

Lighthouse, but as of their current album. Can
You Feel It, there have been a few changes
made. Lead singer Bob McBride and keyboard
man Paul Hoffert have shipped out and a new
lead singer, pianist, and bassist have been ad-

ded. The band now has the capacity to perform
as many as 5 vocal parts. We may be hearing a

new sound at the Monday Concerts, although

apparently it hasn't changed too much. Tickets

are $2.50 (advance) in the John Orr Room.

Super Pubs
at Grant

Tonight at 8 -p.m. in Grant Hall sees the

continuation of Super Pubs, presented by AMS
Concerts and the Pub. A Foot In Cold Water is

tonight's group and their recent recording
success (Make Me Do, Love is Coming) is an
indication that good music is in store.

Saturday Night (24th) at 8 p.m. the Down-
child Blues Band moves in. They are one of the

best blues bands around these days, and group
leader Donnie Walsh plays superb guitar and
mouth harp. They're a must for any blues fan.

Admission each night is $1.00 in advance
(John Orr room) or $1.25 at the door.

Free Concert at
Agnes Etherington

A special programme of 18th century music
will be presented in the Agnes Etherington Art

Centre on Sunday, 25 November, at 3.00 p.m.
Dale Hunter, oboist, and Donelda Hunter,

Flautist,' will be accompanied by Dr. F.R.C.

Clarke, harpsichordist, in this recital which is

part of the current Eighteenth Century stage

exhibit at the Art Centre.

The programme will include works by
Frescobaldi, Couperin, Vivaldi, and Loeillet.

Dale and Donelda Hunter are new
musicians-in-residence in Kingston who just

arrived from Montreal this fall. They are both

first-chair players in the Kingston Symphony
and are studio instructors for the Queen's
University music department. Mr. Hunter has
studied with Harold Gomberg and Mrs. Hunter
with Jean Pierre Rampal.

Dr. Clarke is a professor in the Queen's
Music Department, director of the Queen's
CJioral Society and organist for the Sydenham
Street United Church.

Admission to the concert is free, but tickets

are necessary and may be obtained from the

Agnes Etherington Art Centre during gallery

hours.

Mendelssohn Choir
returns to Kingston

The Toronto Mendelssohn Choir with con-
ductor, Elmer Iseler, will travel to Kingston to

sing in St. Mary's Cathedral on November 24th at

8.30 p.m. This will be the first appearance for the

Choir in Kingston since 1923.

The special CBC concert, co-sponsored by
the Division of Concerts of Queen's University,

celebrates Kingston's Tercentenary and the

125th anniversary of St. Mary's Cathedral.

Joining Elmer Iseler and the Toronto
Mendelssohn Choir in their first concert of the
season will be the Canadian Brass - the wind-
quintet that was received so enthusiastically

during the Choir's tour of Europe in 1972; and
Ruth Watson Henderson, who also accompanied
the Choir on that tour.

The program will include the World
Premiere Performance of Derek Holman's
'Weatherscapes', a work commissioned by the

Ontario Choral Federation through a grant from
the Canada Council.

RIDING CLUB
We won't be going out again

this term.

Watch for Notices after Xmas.

Great Steaks

Seafood - Spaghetti

LICENCEDOF COURSE

Quiet Corners - Soft Lighting - Great for Dinner

Aunt Lucy's Restaurant
Princess St. W. at Portsmouth

Faculty Of Medicine

Illustrated lecture on

Bethune's Ctiina

Etherington Hall

Auditorium

Wed. Nov. 28

4:30 p.m.

Dr. William C. Gibson,
Professor of the History of

Medicine and Science from
the University of British
Columbia will be visiting

Queen's to lecture on
Bethune's China.

Students and Staff Welcome.

WWED: *

An enjoyable, kind,generous, rekedhing

Oompanion.

TDBEFOUND:
The next tinne youput
your hand on a '50.

I
^-^"utmpniiP"^ >^

Enjoy yourself. .

.
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nooks and crannies

focus
on

The
Canadian

Shop
by Judy Dobias

It is that time of the year

again. It is the time of year when
everyone runs around counting

the "shopping days left until

Christmas" not with gleeful

anticipation, but rather with

horrendous mutterings,
demanding that every calendar

be out of sight by the last week in

November. For those rare ones

who have time enough to do some
Christmas shopping before the

mass exodus, an ideal place to

start off is the Canadian Shop
located on Princess Street.

Few people are able to walk

past the window without either

stopping or walking in, simply

because it has a particular charm
which literally captivates. This is

due both to the artistic manner in

which the merchandise is

displayed, as well as the type of

objects you find in the store. The
entire area is neatly sectioned by
walls or shelves allowing for

intimacy in the partitions

displaying clothing, books,

children's toys, jewelry and
eskimo sculpture.

The shop was the enterprise

of Thelma Edge who left England
seven years ago for Kingston. She
spent the first three and a half

years traveUing about eastern

Ontario selling school materials

to universities. Through her
exposure to other cities in

Canada she realized that

Kingston was lacking a store

which made Canadian crafts

available. She was prompted to

follow through on this endeavor,

taking advantage of the in-

creased awareness brought about

by Expo '67. An amusing detail is

that she had no management
background, and upon taking her

decision to start up the shop was
given a book on business which
was so complicated she threw it

out and relied on her own com-
mon sense.

The initial investigations led

her to inquiries at the Depart-

ment of Indian Affairs, a centre

for Eskimo goods in Ottawa and a

unique village in Quebec, St.Jean

Port Joli. It was simply by eX'

pending much energy and time,

and in one case visiting every

carver's house in a French
Canadian village, that results

began to be evident. Edge
remarked , "like all things, it

requires a philosophy, I wanted
the very best but I also wanted
things that sell 'for a dollar. You
can't please everyone all of the

time so I use my own judgment in

selecting top quality without

being elitest."

This "top quality" reflects

the care that has been taken in

the selection of the goods; all the

pottery and carvings are per-

sonally chosen. Most of the

craftsmen had to be sought after

and one interesting example is

the artist who provides the store

with the miniature rocking chair

figures. His name is Jean Marie
Gaudrault, a dwarf who lives on a

mountain top and has been

carving for over eleven years.

Yet he might have gone by un-

noticed if it had not been for the

movement to draw Canadian
craftsmen together in a guild

format in St. Jean-Port Joli.

During the year it also is open to

pre-university students who may
spend a year learning the various

crafts.

The room at the far back is a

paradise for textures; multi-

colored auburn tapestries, rich

woven skirts and intricately

embroidered parkas provide an

attractive array of clothing. The
native moccasins are made in

various places and the shop has a

range from sheepskin by the Cree

Indians in Saskatoon to the

smoked moose hide of the Carrier

Indians in the rockies. North of

Peterborough an Indian reserve

supplies the shop with dolls,

slippers and canoes, while the

parkas are sent from Victoria

Island in the Arctic.

It is rare to find such a varied

display of books of which the

majority are by Canadian
writers. Propped up on the

shelves against a backdrop of

marrionettes and animal pup-

pets, not to speak of the felt one of

Trudeau, is a section on
children's books. They vary from
Indian legends, to "Akarak" an

eskimo journey, surrounded by
i)rightly covered ones for the

three year old who wants to count

to the imaginative child in-

terested in animals.

Until I walked in, I had no

conception of the number of

Canadian cookbooks; "Dining

out in Toronto", "French
Canadian recipis" or the more
exclusive "Champagne is for

Breakfast.". While scanning the

mass of writing by local poets

and the increasing material on
art, it was quite evident that the

cultural scene has improved
immensly and that perhaps in

many cases it was simply a

matter of getting the creative

work of Canada exposed.

The inter ior is arranged by
two assistants in the store who
change the displays almost daily

due to the constant turnover of

goods. Speaking to one of the girls

Country Graveyard

Wolfe Island, May 1972

Air and all earth are inhabited

and silent except the wind

is saying things that only

the wind can understand.

The stone church steeple

is crossed and silver, the bell

silent in its circle of turning.

The island smells of lilacs

and the air is blessed with birds.

The sun and the dandelions say

the most yellow things they know
while under grass green leaf

green violet and white strawberry

flower earth the corpses ravel.

In this field of the dead

time puts itself in my hands

and the sunburn grass tasting

taste is of all of this day.

Under the rich earth the bodies

of lovers I think turn to each

other in (he ianiiliar dark.

'Hit! abov<> Im iin extract one of the

piihliratloriK, "Quarry" on Hale in the Hhop.

perry

who is originally from Hungary
and had a previous career as a

figure skater, it seemed highly

illogical that, as the manager,

she had no previous background

in interior design.

Yet the imaginative use of

the goods to create an interesting

space is immediately evident.

The walls are covered in material

of soft brown tweed with framed

eskimo prints and a large cork

map of Canada which make for

an interesting surface quality.

From the ceiling pottery

hangings contrast the more
whimsical mobiles whUe directly

opposite an arrangement of stain

glass complements the collage of

colors.

It is obviously a perfect shop

for anyone who is after

something individual; the store

provides Canadian crafts yet it is

not flooded with commercial
gimics that act as souvenirs for

American tourists. Perhaps that

is the key, for in reality the store

caters to no one and can be

commended in the prime im-

portance which is to expose the

work of creative artists in

Canada.
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by Robert MacLean
For those looking for an

inexpensive place to eat, Lino's

at 162 Division St. at Princess,

makes an excellent choice.

Prices are reasonable by today's

standards and the menu offers a

wide variety of Italian and
American food. Veal scalapini is

$6.00 for two, Uccelette a la

Romana $7.00 for two, Chicken
Cacciatoree $5.75 for two. The
menu also offers pizza, sand-

wiches,v some seafoods, at

various prices. The lowly
hamburger is 65c. Linos tries to

cater to every dining taste. The
only unfortunate aspect of having
such a large menu is that most of

the food must be frozen. A real

epicurian can tell the difference

between fresh and frozen food.

Except for the ceiling and
one wall of pictures. Lino's is

basically American in layout.

There is no real atmosphere. The

restaurant is functional in its

design. They do not try to im-
press anyone. They are in-

terested only in serving good food

at reasonable prices.

How well can an Italian

restaurant prepare American
food? In this case Lino's made a

fine effort. I ordered a quarter
roast chicken, priced at $1.85.

Included were a roll and French
Bread, choice of French fried or
mashed potatoes, peas, and

coleslaw. All the servings were
generous enough to make dessert

unnecessary.

The chicken was roasted to

perfection. It was not over or

under-cooked. Proper seasoning
added the finishing touches.

Avoid the Dixie Lee chicken
offered here. It is no competition

for Colonel Sanders. Lino's is

about the only restaurant that

knows how to properly prepare
French fries; the fries were
golden brown, with the right

degree of crispness. In other
local eating establishments there
is a tendency to serve them limp
and undercooked or almost
burned.

There was nothing spec-
tacular about the peas and
coleslaw. They were plain and
ordinary but well prepared.

The selection of desserts is

small .and uninspiring. I chose

not to have any. Coffee was
enough to complete the meal.

Total cost of this meal in-

cluding coffee and tip was about

$2.50, not bad when compared to

the prices of the Holiday Inn. This

restaurant, however, does not

cater to the type of people that

would frequent the Holiday Inn.

Both Master Charge and Chargex
are welcome at Lino's.

There are two sections in

Lino's, one is the regular
restaurant and the other is the

Marco Polo Tavern. The Marco
Polo room is somewhat more
elegant and is patronized to a

great extent by the after theatre

crowd.

Do not go to Lino's if you
want to impress somebody. It

doesn't have the atmosphere for

proper dining, but for a cheap
place to eat it comes highly

recommended.

Queen's Wind and Choral

Ensemble to perform
The first, for this year, of the by now traditional

bi-annual concerts performed by the Queen's
University Wind Ensemble and the Queen's
University Choral Ensembe, under the aegis of the

Music Department, will take place on Monday
evening in K.C.V.I. auditorium the 26th November,
at 8.30. Admission is free of course.

A reviewer of the last concert performed in

March of this year by the two Ensembles said

"Thursday evening's concert by the Queen's
University Wind Ensemble and the Queen's
University Choral Ensemble, demonstrated the

degree of maturity this music program has attained

in the few short years it has been in existence A
high standard of performance has been set".

Monday evening's program should continue to

maintain the standard both of performance and in

the choice of works performed.
The forty-eight member Wind Ensemble, under

the direction of Duane A. Bates, will open the

program with a work written in 1824 by Men-

delssohn, (who was then only fifteen years of age,)

followed by Vaughan Williams' beautiful "English
Fplk Song Suite" written in 1924. The second work,
"Spectrum", written in 1967 by Herbert Bielawa, is

a work for mixed media - pre-recorded tape apd live

musicians. In all, this is a program which will

demand a considerable degree of versatility from
its performers.

Queen's Choral Ensemble, under the direction

of Denise Narcisse-Mair, will span the Atlantic by
the composers of the works they will sing. Their

program will open with excerpts from England's

Benjamin Britten's "A Ceremony of Carols",

followed by Canada's Healey Willan's "I beheld her
beautiful as a Dove" and America's Randall
Thompson's "Choose Something Like a Star" and
"The Last Words of David"...Now one-hundred and
five voices, the Choral Ensemble and Denise
Narcisse-Mair offer an unusual program which
includes a small foretaste of the music of the im-

minent Christmas Season.

Two members of the Wind Ensemble
varied program Monday night.

participating in the

FINLAY'S
SPORT SHOP

Presents The Beautiful

World Of Skiing To The

Kingston Area

LANGE

HUMANIC

HEAD

FISCHER

NANCY GREENE AN-BA

93 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON 548-8255
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The Ballad of David Bowie
Michael Rose

David Bowie's original name was David Jones.

In the pre-historical era of pop ('65-'66) he led a

mod-rock type band called David Jones & the Lower
Third, much like the Who, which was the first to use

catatonia-inducing volume. Bowie himself played
sax, rhythm guitar and wrote all the songs. It is

rumoured that he influenced Peter Townshend
when they both played at the Marquee, back in the

days when you could see the Stones, the Who, or the

Bluebreakers for about six shillings at a small club

in Soho. Bowie eventually got sick of rhythm guitars

and tried very hard to get two promising young

singer-song writers on the charts, failing com-
pletely. Those "promising young singer-

songwriters" wore Cat Stevens and David Bowie.

The world wasn't quite ready for either of them in

19fi7, so they both retired for a while, Bowie to go
into transvestitism, ballad singing, pills and mime.

In 1968-69 Bowie and some friends from Wizard
Music (a club of London rock Musicians who didn't

really go for repetitive 12-bar blues) including Marc
Bolan, Tony Visconti and Rick Wakerman,
recorded songs here and there. One of Bowie's

songs almost accidentally became a bestseller in

London in 1969; it was called "Space Oddity" and
featured a young man who had the most unearthly

voice sounding like a ballad, it had a twist to it that

many people enjoyed; a definite sense of drama.
Bowie had scored a substantial commercial success

entirely on the basis of his talent, but at that point in

time he didn't have the stuff to capitalize on it, and
the follow up album went nowhere.

But what was the album like, that it should

bomb considering the single's success? In point of

fact three songs on the record were better than

"Space Oddity" one of them, "The Wild-Eyed Boy
from Freecloud", is still Rick Wakeman's favorite

song. However, two of the songs are almost painful

:

one has a too effective Presley imitation, and the

other one is about an old woman stealing steaks at a

grocery store. (Bowie was making his first hit-and-

miss attempts at what was to become his own
powerful style of songwriting: the playlet. Though it

is not immediately apparent, nearly all of Bowie's

songs read like little dramatics snatched out of a

book or play. Thus, "Space Oddity" is the story of a

Major Tom who goes up in a rocket and gets so

cosmic-minded out in the stars that he doesn't come
back. It was very well done with Bowie doing

dialogues, monologues, playing a nice 12-string

guitar part, backed by the band and with some Paul
Buckmaster strings thrown on top. Simply put;

Bowie makes you feel the story. However, on the

aforementioned songs he fails, and badly, because
what he tries to put across is too tawdry and ill-

fitted. In an album which is trying to affect one's

emotions first and foremost, such bad moments
completely destroy things. He still had a few years

to go before he could put together a completely

workable dramatically effective album.

Folksinger at Finnegan's

by Ijz Wof>d

For those who miss the acts

that Bitter Grounds used to bring

in, Sandy Crawley at Finnegan's
this week and next, will be a

welcome find. Crawley has been
singing in Canada in groups and
alone for nearly ten years, and
the experience .shows. His mu.sic

derives from the likes of Pete
Sfjegcr, Jack F^lliot, and Jimmy
H/>dgers but his sound and a lot of

his Wings are his own. Crawley
grew up in the Ottawa Valley and
many of his songs reflect in

spirit, his life there. He prefers

performing live - singing to the

fMiople. A grf;at sen.v; of rhythm
and good liming mak«; his

original arrangements of other

artists' material ^e,g,

Promenadin' Green, Dixie
Lullaby; highly enjoyable.
Crawley's guitar work is always
ta«teful and r ompet<!nt, and his

vari»-d Ir-r hniques usually fit the

viui.f and the songs, be it blues or

ballads,

There's been a drought
around Kingston lately when it

fomc'-. to folk music, folk buffs

shoul'l V.I the chance and ilrofi

down f'iririf-gan's

18th Century Muilc
for

flute, oboe, and harpsichord
performed by

Donalda and Dale Hunter and Dr. F.R.C. Clarke

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

3.00 p.m. Sunday 25 November
Admission : Free but tickets necessary.

Available at the Art Centre during
gallery hours.

Queens
University

Music
Department

ADMISSION FREE CONCERT

QUEEN'S WIND ENSEMBLE

QUEEN'S CHORAL ENSEMBLE

K.'C.V.I. AUDITORIUM
MONDAY 26, NOVEMBER , 8:30

WORK WITH CUSO

an information night with

Mr. Bob Dyck,

Recruiter, CUSO, Ottawa

Thursday, November 29th

at 7:30 p.m.
Dunning Hall Conference Room

sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement

and
The International Student Centre

This wed. and Every Wed following

Wednesday Afternoon Concerts
in

The Poison Room
at

2:30 - 3:30 p.m.

Bring a friend, have a free cup of coffee and listen to B.

Music.

Students play instruments ranging from flute to classical

guitar.

Sponsored by ASUS
Coffee and Donutsand Free Admission

Unitarian Fellowship

an inquiring religion with no

fixed creed

This week:
Discontented Teenagers

and the school

Mrs. E.Harvey and Mrs. C. Jenkins

John Watson Hall Sun. Nov. 25

5th floor 10.30 a.m.

for information phone 389-1130 or 544-3037
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Gaels clobber Ravens 13-3
by Peter Watts

Led by the line of Colin Loudon, Mike Lynch, and Bob Gillett, the

Queen's hockey Gaels trounced Carleton Red Ravens 13-3 in OUAA
hockey action Tuesday night at the Harty Arena. The Gaels led 5-1

after the first period and 9-2 after the second. Loudon scored four goals

and added three assists; Lynch, who played one of the best games of

his college career, added two goals and four assists and Gillett added

four assists. Bill White also scored twice for the Gaels in his first

regular season appearance. Defensemen Chris Clark and Rick Leroy

and forwards Bill Sweeney, Jim Sunstrum and Bob Clayton added the

other goals. Sean White scored twice for the Ravens and Carman

Crocco added the other goal . Dave Dungey played the first two periods

and allowed two goals. Rookie Steve Kidd played the final twenty

minutes and surrendered the final goal.

The Gaels now occupy fourth place in the East Division of the

OUAA. Here are the standings to date . . .

East Division GPW L T F A Pis

Toronto 4 4 0 0 25 9 8

York 5 4 1 0 35 17 8

Laurentian 4 3 1 0 27 8 6

Queen's 3 2 0 1 25 8 5

Carleton 3 1 2 0 8 20 2

Ottawa 3 1 2 0 12 11 2

RMC 6 1 5 0 17 33 2

Ryerson 4 0 4 0 10 50 0

Colin Loudon is in a five-way tie for fourth place in scoring in the

east division even though the Gaels have played only three games
while Toronto has played four and York five. Here are the top ten Gael
scorers . . .

G A TP
Colin Loudon 5 4 9

Mike Lynch 3 5 8

Rick Leroy 15 6

Steve Gross 2 4 6

Bob Gillett 0 6 6

Jim Sunstrum 15 6

Frank Coffey 2 3 5

Bob Clayton 2 2 4

Dave Hadden 2 2 4

Bill Seeeney 3 1 4

The Gaels head for Toronto tomorrow afternoon for their first

road game of the season tomorrow evening against Ryerson. The
game will be played at the Forest Hills Arena. Then on Tuesday, the
team moves on to Ottawa for a crucial match against the GeeGees.

sports shorts

Waterpoio here this weekend
Queen's fans will be treated to some top-flight waterpoio action

tonight and tomorrow as the University plays host to an East Division

tournament. Action begins tonight at 6:30 with Queen's meeting RMC.
The Gaels are currently in first place in the East Division of the OUAA
and a strong performance this weekend will put them into the OUAA
finals next weekend at McMaster. Queen's will play Ottawa tonight at

9:30 and will also meet York tomorrow at 2:30 and Toronto in the last

game of the tournament at 5:30 p.m. All the action is in the Queen's

Pool.

OWIAA fencing sectional

Four women's teams will be competing in Part 1 of the eastern

sectional OWIAA fencing championships which will be held at Queen's

tomorrow. Action gets underway at 9:30 a.m. in Ross Gym. Queen's

will be represented by Ann Bayer, Judy Krupanszky, Erika

Adelmann, Rosemary Knight, and Sue Seto. Mrs. Bayer is a former

Western Canadian champion and Judy Krupanszky won the OWIAA
individual fencing championship for Queen's last year.

Badminton Invitational

At least six men's badminton teams will take part in the Queen's

Invitational being held tomorrow in Bartlett Gym. Teams from Ot-

tawa, Waterloo, Guelph, RMC with a double entry and Queen'^s will

take part. Action begins at 10 a.m.

Ski Swap
'The Kingston Group of the Canadian Ski Patrol System will

be holding their annual Ski Swap at the Frontenac Mall on
Friday November 23rd from 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. and on
Saturday November 24th from 10.00 a.m. to 10.00 p.m. Anyone
interested in purchasing good second hand equipment or selling

their old equipment is invited. Equipment for sale can be

brought in early on Friday November 23rd from 12:00 a.m. to

the end of the sale. It is advisable to bring equipment in early to

ensure sale.'

- Cameron

Gaels' Captain Colin Loudon (9) throws his hands in the air after yet another Queen's

score. Loudon's line of Mike Lynch and Bob Gillett accounted for 17 points Tuesday, with

Loudon getting seven himself.

Swim Gaels at Waterloo Saturday
Queen's swimming team

will face, the University of

Waterloo this weekend in a dual

meet at Waterloo. This is

probably the Gaels' most im-

portant meet of the pre-

Christmas season, and it should

be a tough test for the young
squad.

Waterloo finished second in

the OUAA finals last year, and
purports to have added several

strong newcomers. They should

provide excellent competition

for the Gaels, who have also

been strengthened by the ad-

dition of some new faces

notably Rob Stoddard, John
Grinter, Brian Dalzeil, Jim
Gaisford, Scott Scheurmann
and Alan Cameron. Coach
Gavin Reid, who has returned to

his post after a year's sab-

batical, expects continued good
work from his veterans, with

Pearson, Ireland, Davies,
Lucas and Easto carrying most
of the load.

Diving coach Nelson
Freedman is looking forward to

seeing his squad of Bill Kirk-

patrick and Doug Buckingham
in their first competitive action

of the year. Both are strong

competitors, but will face stiff

competition from the Warriors.

The Gaels will host McGill
University of the QUAA in a

dual meet here next weekend.
Activities will start at 1:30 in

the Queen's pool.

The Orientation Committee '74

needs people to fill the following positions:

1. Secretary

2. Treasurer

3. Transfer Orientation
Committee (4 people)
Many people transfer to Queen's after

one or two years of University. A
transfer orientation program will be set

up for such individuals under the

guidelines of the ASUS Orientation

Program.

Anyone interested in the above 6 positions please contact Wendy
Brenner, 207A Victoria Hall, through campus mail with a BRIEF
outline of why they feel they are capable of taking on such a

position. The deadline for these applications is Thursday, Nov. 29.

4. ORGANIZATIONAL
AND GROUP GAELS.

Applications are available in the AMS Outer Office and should be
returned completed to this office by Monday, Dec. 3.
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Canada: LIP supports sporting life?
VANCOUVER - A 28-year-old

Vancouver woman has applied,

tongue-in-cheek, for a $33,729 LIP

grant to finance a mobile bor-

dello, complete with silk tassels

and negligees.

She says LIP's promotional

material cites as the purpose for

the projects the provision of

"services for the disad-

vantaged". Therefore the pur-

'Which idiot put a coffee cup

on the plans?'

World:
WASHINGTON - The United

States government has hinted at

retaliation against Arab coun-

tries unless they lift their oil

boycott of the U.S.

A top state department of-

ficial said Tuesday night that

economic blackmail could work
both ways.

In a speech released by the

state department State Un-
dersecretary William Porter

noted that the U.S. produces

much of the world's food and
industrial goods. In his speech he

.said:

"In a world which may well

see growing shortages of a

variety of commoddties,
economic blackmail in any form
with any commodity will be a

Iwo-cflged sword -hurting those

who wield it as well as intended

victims."

In other developments the U.S.

S(.'nato approved a bill Monday
that would give President Nixon
broad fxjw<;rs to require energy-

conservation measures of

businesses and individuals The
measures could include a ban on

Sunday driving and the clo.sing

down of gas stations on
weekends, both measures
recommended by the new
emergency energy action group.

The group has noted that '/.^> per

cent of th<: gasoline sold to [^ower

private cars is s<;ld on the

weekend.

^ ATHENS - Police and troops

rounded up scores of youths and
workers in a s<K;cer st.adium

Monday following student lead

rioting that has left II people
dead arjd llf, people injured.

H;ilf of lhos«! apprehended

pose of the bordellomobiles would

be "to surprise lonely men,
taking them on to our bus lor a

therapeutic evening of drunken

revelry and orgiastic sex."

OTTAWA - NDP leader David

Lewis has called for a national

petroleum corporation to take

charge of all oil buying - of both

domestic and foreign crude. The
corporation should also become
involved in every segment of the

petroleum industry from
production to distribution, giving

the public an effective voice in

the industry.

According to Mr. Lewis the

public is coming around to the

NDP's views on energy and the

party could fight a winter elec-

tion on the energy issue.

Political parties don't, in

general, like to fight winter

elections as the weather causes

travel difficulties and poor voter

turnout.

Along with his statements on

oil policy Mr. Lewis issued a

veiled threat to defeat the current

Liberal minority government if it

persisted in its plans to lift the

price freeze on Alberta crude oil

at the end of January. Lifting the

were construction workers and
local union leaders. There was no

disclosure of the number
released and the number taken to

jail.

The arrests appeared to

indicate some support from
workers for the student's bid last

week to topple the army-backed
regime of President George
Papadopoulos.

The construction workers
were politically active before the

coup which put Papadopoulos in

power but have since been quiet.

The Federation of Builders and
Related Trades of Greece, the

construction workers union,

issued a statement condemning
the students and claiming they

had been led astray by "ex-

tremist elements."

WESTBURG, Germany (AP) -

Police are looking for the driver

of a Mercedes limousine who
insisted on buying a full tank of

gasoline yesterday at a .service

station.

Told he could only get four

gallons, due to the current

shortage;, the driver dr(;w a pistol

and forced the att<;ndant to fill

the tank. lie paid his hill of about

$22 for thr; IH gallons of gasoline

and sped away.
'\ \w atl<;ridant wanted If) lake

'lf)wri the licence riumb(;r, but th(!

plate had Ixjen removed from the

rear of the car.

NEW YORK - The Nrrw York
stock market is undergoing a

major crist!K becaustr of inv(!Stor

concern that an (fnergy shortage

might lead to a major recession

in H)74,

On Monday the bow .Jones

freeze would cause Ontario
gasoline prices to rise about six

cents per gallon.

WASIIINfJTON The Canadian
(lovernnient has transmitted a

note to the U.S. State Department
calling for a halt to a vast

irrigation project in North
Dakota. The note contends that

the project would excessively

raise the level of salt in the Souris

and Red Rivers, a violation of the

Boundry Waters Treaty of 19(J9,

and would force some Manitoba
towns to seek alternate water

.supplies.

The Garrison project, as the

irrigation scheme is called, was
authorized by Congress in 1965 as

a $207-million plan to irrigate

about 250,000 acres in North

Dakota.

Since its inception the project

has been under attack from
environmentalists in North
Dakota. The Canadian note may
prove to be the most serious

challenge to the project yet.

CHARLOTTETOWN - The Prince

Edward Island Supreme Court

has upheld a provincial law

passed in 1972 limiting the

average fell 28.67 points, the

worst in 11 years. On Tuesday the

average fell an additional 17.76

points, leaving it at the lowest

level since the dramatic dip in

late 1970.

TEL AVIV - .Israel's balance of

payments deficit in 1973 will be

more than $2.5-billion according

to an adviser to the Finance

Minister. Of this $1.24-billion is

directly attributable to the Oc-

tober war.

The official said the cost of

military supplies to replace those

lost in the war will reach

thousands of millions of dollars.

He said that Israel hopes to

receive a large part of the

equipment as a grant from the

United States and the remainder

on easy term payments.

WASHINGTON - Edward Ken-

nedy, 12-year-old son of Senator

Edward Kennedy, is reported in

good .spirits and making a good

recovery from the surgery he

iind(;rw('nt Saturday to remove
his right leg alx)ve the knee. The
operation was necessary to

prevent the spread of bone
cancer to the rest of his body.

SAK;0N - More; than 100,(K)0

soldiers have be(!n killed,

wound(!d or rei)orted missing in

tx)th armies in .South Vietnam
during the 10 months since the

<(!asefire officially began, ac-

cording to the South Vietnamese

command.
Between Jan. 28 and midday

Monday, Viet Cong and North

Vietnamese units have lost 3H,(>3()

killc'd. The govcrrnment army has

lost 10,7(i(J killed, 48,.501 wounded

amount of land that non-residents

<an buy.

The court dismissed claims

from two Americans who said the

legislation was illegal because it

was beyond a province's

authority, in conflict with the

Canadian Citizenship Act and
discriminatory against pe<iple

covered by a Canadian-U.S.
treaty.

Under the 1972 legislation

non-residents cannot purchase

more than 10 acres of land or

more than 3.30 feet of waterfront

footage without Cabinet ap-

proval.

MONTREAL - Premier Robert

Bourassa has appointed a per-

sonal representative to set up
machinery for negotiations

between the Indian-Eskimo
group that opposes the James
Bay power project and the Crown
agency charged with carrying it

out.

Since the native group ob-

tained an injunction against the

project there has been some
controversy over whether work

has really halted.The James Bay
Development Corp., the company
carrying out the construction,

has the (wwer U> n^trict travel in

the entire region As a ntsult

re[>orters are unable to entftr the

region to M;e if work has come to

a complet*- halt

In granting the injunction

Mr Justice Altxjrt Malouf said

Quebec has no acquired rights to

develop the 13rj,WJ-sfjuare-mile

area. Any development or
presence in the area without the

required treaties is illegal, he
said.

TORONTO - Of the 40 jails in

Ontario, 22 were built before

Confederation according to .Syl

Apps, Minister of Correctional

Services. He told the
Legislature Monday that

his Ministry has been trying to

replace the old jails but doesn't

have the financial resources to do
it all at once.

Stephen Lewis, leader

of the Provincial New
Democratic Party, charged that

the jail at L'Orignal has cells

three feet wide. L'Orignal jail

was built in 1828 and is the oldest

still in use.

The majority of jails were
built before the turn of the cen-

tury.

backpage

U.S. threatens retaliation
and 3,332 missing.

In addition the govemmnet
has reported 1,832 civilians

killed, 5,175 wounded and 1,734

kidnapped.

WASHINGTON - The nomination

of Gerald Ford as Vice-President

cleared its first hurdle Tuesday

and headed for an early con-

firmation vote in the Senate.

All nine members of the

Senate Rules Committee voted to

recommend that the Senate

approve the nomination. The vote

is set for next week.

The action followed weeks of

investigations, and hearings into

Mr. Ford's personal, political,

and financial background that

began after President Richard

Nixon named him to replace

former Vice-President Spiro

Agnew.
Hearings on the Ford

nomination continue in the House
Judiciary Committee. The House
is scheduled to vote on his

nomination no later than

-December 6.
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Senate debates

budget cuts
by Bob Mutrie

"We are endangered with

changing the quality of the work

we do", Principal John J.

Deutsch warned the university

Senate last Thursday. His

comment preceded the in-

troduction of the proposed

university budget for the 1973-

1974 fiscal year which showed a

$500,000 loss.

The loss is a reflection of an

anticipated increase in costs of

4.7 percent unmatched by an

anticipated increase in revenues

of 4.2 percent.

Vice-Principal (Academic)

George A. Harrower, Chairman

of the Budget Committee, told the

Senate that the $28,000 shortfall in

last year's budget was made up

through reductions in the budgets

of the administrative services,

the library, and the computing

services. However, he added that

this year's deficit will have to be

made up through reductions in

the budgets of all faculties and

schools as well as those of the

support services.

Harrower noted that Queen's

exceeds to provincial average for

salaries of its staff and that these

may have to be cut if Queen's is to

balance its budget.

Deutsch, however, urged

caution in cutting budgets. He

noted that while the university's

salary expenditures are high,

"there is no requirement for

Queen's to be an exact coun-

terpart of the provincial

average."

He stressed that the history

of Queen's has been wrapped up

in the quality of its teaching and
he asked the Senate not to en-

danger that tradition. "Our
-policy has been to attract high

quality staff and our salaries

reflect that", he said

Arts and Science Dean R.L.

Watts agreed, pointing out that if

Queen's sacrifices its academic
reputation, "it will lose

everything". However, he added
that if salaries are not cut, then

equipment must be and he
pointed out that the faculty

cannot make the most of the job

without the equipment.

When asked about the

possibility of applying for

provincial compensatory aid.

Deutsch replied that such a move
would lead to a loss of autonomy

for the university and that it

would result in a "sellout" of the

university's independence.

Vice-Principal (Ad-
ministration) R.J. Kennedy
pointed out that an extensive cut

in the resources of the university

physical plant could have just as

derogatory effect on the quality

of the teaching at the university

as would a cut in faculty salaries.

Deutsch stated that unless

the government arrives at an

equitable system of university

financing, "some things are

going to have to be cut out en-

tirely."

Deutsch suggested that an

appeal be put out to the public for

private support of the university.

He pointed out that Queen's now
has its capital costs for the

decade well covered and that the

university could conceivably

operate now on supplementary

private financial support.

Deutsch appeals
for cooperation

Deutsch also appealed for co-

operation from students and
faculty in convincing the public of

the quality of work which is being

performed at the university.

He insisted that the taxpayer

must be made aware that the

university is a valuable con-

tribution to society and most of

all that its work "is not

something that you turn on an off

like a tap."

Deutsch noted that during the

past decade, the universities

have gone from a high priority

position to one of low priority. As

a result, institutions of hi'gher

education found their resources

turning from plenty to scarcity.

He stated that the public

have now become convinced that

the universisties are building

more and more useless buildings

and that "we like expensive

things". However, he countered

that they must be impressed that

scholarship and the kind of work

being performed at the univer-

sities are desirable things.
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Housing Service protests levy
by Sue de Stein

Debate at AMS Outer Council

meetings continues to centre on

AMS finances. On Thursday
night, the AMS Housing Service

Committee complained bitterly

to council of a 100 percent in-

crease in the AMS levy for ad-

ministrative costs.

When the AMS presented its

budget on October 2, the Housing

Service, it was revealed, had
been assessed $3000 (up from
$1500 last year) for ad-

ministrative services. Tony
Wolman, Chairman of the

Housing Committee explained

that his committee had not

budgetted for the $1500 increase,

when it had set down its rent

scheme last spring. According to

Wolman, with Housing Service

revenues fixed by its rent

scheme, the Housing Service has

been placed in an impossible

situation. "The Housing Service

committee is displeased, to say

the least", and he added, "We
had no opportunity to budget for

this!"

Over the past four years, he

noted, the Housing Service has

accumulated money which it had

intended to spend on housing

improvements. Wolman said,

"we have no alternative but to

change our plans for im-

provements". The Chairman felt

it unjust that 300 students out of

8000 were being taxed in this

manner.
Several members of Outer

Council felt that the Housing

Service chould have approached

the AMS when it was formulating

its rent scheme, and on the

Vihifham fenders resignation
by Jennifer Grass

After a series of official and threatened

resignations from the AMS, it is no surprise that

yet another political figure is retiring from the

fray.

Lyn Whitham, former External Affairs Com-
issioner and AMS Presidential candidate resigned

ir post as OFS chief delegate last Thursday night.

She tendered her resignation because of the

enuous communication between the executive of

ie AMS and myself."

However, she told the Journal "I don't want to

point a finger at anyone."

Whitham indicated that she could not

adequately represent students at Queen's because

she could not agree with certain stands the AMS has

taken.

Poor communication with the President and

hence with the inner workings of the AMS, "put me
at a disadvantage," she commented.

When OFS voted to boycott a meeting of AUCC
on October 31, Whitham asserted Queen's should

follow the OFS directive because "AUCC is wasting

ithe taxpayer's money." However, President,

"Steve Brereton wanted Queen's to attend" and it

question of a possible ad-

minstration levy increase.

Wolman asked Outer Council

to rectify its "mistake" and
called for members to vote to

return the money to the service.

In addition, Wolman asked
Outer Council to provide the

Housing Service with a detailed

breakdown of how the $3000 is

spent, a task which certain

members felt was impossible.

Marv Bloos, AMS Education

Commissioner commented that

"neither side is producing any

useful debate", and suggested

that the QSA director. Services

Commissioner, and the Housing
Committee talk about the dispute

more seriously. Although
Wolman called for "a decision,

now!", it was decided that the

matter would be sent to the AMS
Chief Justice who will act as an
arbitrator. After the hour long

debate. Outer Council however,

did vote against returning the

amount of the increase to the

committee.

Other business

After eight months without a

Chief Justice, the AMS has finally

ratified third year Law Student,

Ann Carlson as the Chief Justice

of the AMS court. Trotter com-
mented, that the matter "has

taken such a long time to get

done, due to my own laxities."

One of the last items on the

agenda were 38 motions arising

from the OFS meeting held at

Western earlier this term. Before

Lyn Whitham, former OFS Chief

Delegate, was able to speak to the

motion, a count revealed that

quorum was not present. The
meeting was immediately ad-

journed to Whitham 's cries of

"You can't do it!" AMS political

veterans vividly recall the day
when she did it herself.

We explain ourselves
The Journal has been running smaller papers with more ads for

the last number of weeks.

This is not because of the Journal staff's inherent Christmas

laziness.

With the resurgance of sweven, the Journal's arts magazine, the

increasing cost of newsprint (approximately 6 percent), and the

imposition of a $2,500 administrative fee by the AMS, Journal's ex-

penses have risen substantially, while revenues have not increased.

This has necessitated an overall increase in the advertising volume of

the newspaper.
It is hoped that the problem will level out by the new year and

papers will be back to a normal size (but with a few more ads).

was clear that "my view did not represent his

government," she said.

This attitude has been espoused before. It

seems that 'all the rats are leaving the sinking

ship...'

External Affairs Commissioner Kiloran Ger-

man told the Jounral "it is unfortunate that we have

lost a delegate of Whitham 's experience, interest

and energy."

German who advocated withdrawal from OFS
last month, will be representing Queen's at OFS
conferences until the new council is elected in

February.

The OFS continues to be a great source of in-

terest for Whitham so she will remain a member of

the executive.

Now that the dust from last year's fee strike has

settled, OFS is much quieter. Instead of making

assaults on Queen's Park, the emphasis is centered

on research.

Statements will soon be presented to the

Committee of Ontario Universities on such subjects

as tenure, course evaluation, course unions, student

housing and student financing.

solman

Former OFS chief delegate Lyn Whitham
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wat's

hapnin' ?

Pubs and Movies
401 Inn - Grant Smith and Power
Commodore - Tommy Burnside Show
Townhouse - London Bridge
Frontenac-Muldoon's- Duffy Bailey and Shea

- Finnegan's - Sandy Crawley

Odeon - The Way We Were
Capitol 1 - Enter the Dragon
Capitol 2 - Where Does It Hurt
Hyland - Brother of the Wind

Pool and Arena
Regular scheduled events in the Pool will be can-

celled for the Men's Intercollegiate Swim Meet,
Dec. 1, 12:00 - 6:00 p.m. Events in the Arena will

be canceUed for the Women's Intercollegiate

Hockey Game vs. Toronto Nov. 30, 5:00 - 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 27
6 : 30 p.m .

- Doors open to Grant Hall for the taping of

Under Attack. At 7:00 p.m. Rod Morrison,

Chairman of the Parent Action League in Toronto

and an outspoken enemy of sex education in-

schools. At 8:15 p.m. - Gerry Grafstein, prominent
Liberal Party organizer.

7:30 p.m. - Dept. of Drama presents Chronicles

XIX: tu manigott tu wishte de . . . devised by

John m. reeves and directed by Ian Fenwick.

Productions are in the Studio Theatre, Old Arts

Building, Nov. 27-30.

7:30 p.m. -Spanish Club meeting at 165 University

Ave. including films and fiesta plans. Bring $1

membership fee.

8:0fJ p.m. - Queen's Progressive Conservative Club

presents Darcy McKeough and the Energy Crisis

in Macdonald Hall, theatres D and E.

f{:30 p.m. -Queen's Astronomy Club and the

Kingston Branch of the Royal Astronomical
Society of Canada will have their last meeting of

the term in Rm. .323, Ellis Hall. The film "Crab
Nebula" will be shown.

9:fX) p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Series showing of "The Rise of Louis XIV"
fRfjssellini, l%7j, in Ellis Hall.

Wednesday, Nov. 28
9:W a.m. - 5:fX) p.m. - Symposium and Workshop on
"The Detection of Deafness in Infants and
Children", in the KGH Nursing Education
Building. For more information, contact the

Division of Continuing Education, Health
Sciences, 78 Barrie St.

2:?/) - :',:?/) p.m. Wed. Afterncwm Concerts in the

I'ol.son l{/>om. Bring a friend and listen to B.

Music Students. C/Afct: and donuts are free and
the concerts are s[>onHored by ASUS.

4;.% p.m. - Faculty of Medicine presents Dr. W. C.

Gibwjn, Professor of thi; History of M(!dicin<; from
U B.*';, in Ktherington Hall Auditorium, with an
IllMslratcd Lecture on Hethune's China.

7:(K)p m f.laHHicH Club meeting in Rm. r>42, Watson
Hall

7 :'.'/) and !):(X) p.m. - Chronicle* XIX: tu mani)(olt tu

wishte de ... in the Studio Tfieatrc, Old Arts

Building.

7,.'V» p ro Labour Law; a program and diHCUHsion,

aH part of the Law for the Layman H<;rieH, in Rm.
1)1, Earl Hall All KingsUjn latjour organizations

have tH!<m invited and the lawyer will b<; Mr.

Ceter Swan.

8:00 p.m. - Dept. of French showing of Camus'
"L'Etranger" (Luchino Visconti), version
francaise, in Ellis Hall. Admission is $1.00.

8.00 p.m. -Transcendental Meditation: an in-

troductory lecture will be held in

Stirling Hall, Theatre A. All are welcome.
8:00 p.m. -Amnesty International will be holding an
organizational meeting in Jeffery, Rm. 521.

8:00 p.m. -"Christianity and Women's Lib", a

discussion with Penny Tyndale (Toronto),
sponsored by Q.C.F. and G.C.F., in the Red
Room, Kingston Hall.

8:30 p.m. - St. Lawrence College production of the

play "Indians", by Arthur Kopits, Nov. 28 to Dec.
1. Admission is $1.50 for non-students and $.75 for

students.

8:30 p.m. -Mixed Doubles, eight short plays about
marriage will be presented by McArthur Art -

Drama - Music, Nov. 28 - 30 at McArthur Theatre
(Corner of Union St. and Sir John A. Macdonald
Blvd.). Tickets are $1.00 and are available from
any Theatre Arts student or at 547-6666.

9:00 p.m. -Poetry Readings at the Art Centre with

Gail Fox and Peter Stevens reading from their

own works. Admission is free.

9:30 p.m. -Liberation Study Group meeting in the

International Centre Lounge.

Thursday, Nov. 29
12:30 p.m. - Brown Bag Luncheon at Agnes. Bring

your own sandwich and enjoy lunch with Grant
Sampson as he talks about 18th Centrury Stage

Britain. This will be the first in a series of Brown
Bag Luncheons, with Agnes supplying the coffee,

to acquaint you with the changing exhibits at the

Centre.

7:00 and 9:30 p.m. - Campus Movie in Dunning Hall

is "They Might be Giants", with George C. Scott.

Admission $1.

7:15 p.m. - Bridge Club meeting in the second floor

common room. Student Union.

7:30 p.m. - Work with CUSO: an information night

with Mr. Bob Dyck, Recruiter, CUSO, Ottawa, in

Dunning Hall Conference Room. Sponsored by
CP. & P. and the International Students Centre.

7 : 30 and 9 : 00 p.m .
- Chronicles XIX : tu manigott tu

wishte de . . ., in the Studio Theatre, Old Arts

Building.

8:30 p.m. - Mixed Doubles at McArthur Theatre. See

Wednesday
9:00 p.m. - Dept of Film Studies Evening Series film

"Written on the Wind" with Robert Stack and
Dorothy Malone, in Ellis Hall.

Friday, Nov. 30
2:30 - 4:00 p.m. - QTV videotaped programs in Room

114, Earl Hall. At. 2:30 - "What's in it for Me" and
at 3.(K) -a Wolper Special "Never Say Goodbye".

3:30 - 6:00 p.m. - Math Smoker, ASUS Pub, Red
Room, Kingston Hall. Beer 40c. Ask a prof to

come with you.

4:(K) p.m. - Dept. of Political Studies presents

speaker Prof. Vincent Lemieux of Laval
University in Rm. 517, Watson Hall, discussing

th(! implications of the October 29 elections in

Quebec.

7:(K} p.m. - Chronicles xix; tu manigott tu wishte dc
.... in the Studio Theatre, Old Arts Building.

7:(K) and 9:.35 p.m. - McArthur School Librarianship

film "itip-Off", for 99c at McArthur Auditorium.

li .'iO p.tn. (Queen's Collegium Musicum, under the

dinr< tion of W. Maust, will give a free concert of

Kli/,ab<!than, Vocal and Instrumental Music in

Grant Mall.

n.'M) p.m. Mixed DoubleH at McArthur Theatre, See

Wednesday,

SANDY CRAWLEY

is at

FINNEGAN'S PUB
for two weeks only

178-188 Ontario St. 544-6881

/ATURDAY
JAHUARY 12,

'6.
P4R
C0UPL4-

NOW OM /AL^ ' ^^iF

La
Casa

Inject some latin culture in that North
American mentality!!

Visit LA CASA, 165 University, on
Tuesdays from 3:30 to 5:30 and Thursdays
from 12:00 to 2:00 (bring your lunch).

Records . . . games . . . magazines . . . shortwave radio
. . . taping facilities ... conversation ... Have a cup of tea or
coffee (or perhaps something more "tipico"!) and practice your
Spanish or Italian In a relaxed atmosphere.

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they

have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

IHIbWttR.
Burnside Show

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE
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Senate Other Business

Diploma and degree approved
by Bob Mutrie

Graduates of the Technical

Teacher Education progranti

being offered by the Faculty of

Education will now be receiving a

diploma in recognition of their

work, after approval was voted

by the university Senate Thur-

sday.

However, student Senator

Jim Dinning pointed out that

students who will be receiving the

diploma have taken the same
course material as students at

the College of Education who
receive a Bachelor of Education.

The only difference is that the

diploma students do not need a

Bachelor degree for admittance

as do those receiving the degree.

Fights disrupt Pub
Friday night's Super Pub

was marred by a number of in-

cidents of violence involving pub
patrons and AMS constables.

Several fights broke out in

the entrance hall near the front

doors of Grant Hall, and when
AMS constables moved in to quell

the disturbances, they were
attacked. The brawls apparently

did not involve Queen's students,

but rather people from outside

the university who had been
admitted to the event.

Concert Committee chair-

man Bill Mandich blamed the

violence on a number of factors.

First, he stated, AMS constables

made a "major mistake" in

allowing people to retain their

ticket stubs, for there was a good
deal of stub-swapping, and
eventually the number of people
inside Grant Hall was greater
than the number of tickets sold.

Advance ticket sales were
limited to Queen's students but
anyone could buy tickets at the
door.

The situation was
aggravated by long lineups for

beer. Only one of the three bars
sold beer, and the lineup at times
reached from the basement all

the way upstairs.

Mandich speculated that the

"power" style of the performing
group, A Foot in Coldwater, may
have attracted a particularly

rough Kingston audience.

Services profits up
Financial statements

presented at Thursday's AMS
Outer Council meeting showed,
among other things, that

financial controls instituted this

fall may be beginning to have
some effect.

Tentative October figures for

the pub show a profit of ap-

proximately $6,500 before
assessment of a $4,000 ad-
ministrative fee owing to the

AMS itself. However, profits for

October through April will go to

paying this fee.

During October, the pub took
in $15,127 on beer; $2,044 on

liquor; and $1,033 on sundries.

The pub spent $7,841 on beer,

liquor and mix; $2,505 on wages
and $1,191 on constables, licences

and sundry.

A tentative statement for the

AMS-sponsored events during
Homecoming show an estimated
overall profit of $375. The
homecoming semi-formal made
$707, but of this $332 was spent on
advertising events for the week.

A statement for the Gordon
Lightfoot concert showed a profit

of $2,576 (estimated) for that

event.

The statement of revenue
and expenses for the AMS
.Housing Service showed a $5,378

surplus of revenue over expense
from May 1, 1973 to October 31,

1973. However, neither the $3,300

administrative fee from the AMS
nor fuel costs has been included

in housing expenses.

Statements of AMS specific

commission expenses show that

all categories are running equal

to or below the budgeted totals

with the exception of $38.67 over-

expenditure by the Education
Commission on its operating

account.

As of October 31, the Ex-
ternal Affairs Commission had
spent $1,090 of its $6,092; Internal

Affairs, $2,069 of $7^492; Campus
Activities, $243 of $848;
Education, $461 of $5,499; ,and

Services, (including Who's
Where) $9,445 of $9,725.

Dean of the Faculty of

Educatijon, Vernon Ready,
asserted that Bachelor of

Education degrees cannot be
given to students entering from
Grade 12 as would the diploma.

At any rate, he insisted, this is an .

interim arrangement while the

possible ultimate solution is

being looked at.

The Senate also approved the

implementation of a Master of

Art Conservation program which
has now received full federal

support. Vice Principal George
A. narrower told the Senate that

already the federal government
has granted the university

$273,000 of the full $423,000 to go
towards an addition to Agnes
Etherington Art Centre to house
the program and allow for ex-

pansion of the Centre facilities.

In addition, narrower noted

that the National Museums
Corporation has made provision

for student support and that this

measure is now before the

Treasury Board.

THE PRICE

IS RIGHT

... by gosh!

PLUS a whole store

full of BARGAINS!

KINGSTON'S

^^5^ FAMOUS

^HL^ BARGAIN

"^C^ HOUSE!

Foot of Princess at Ontario St.

I
M^Arthuri
[Hall

FRIDAY
99^

7:15 IJ

9:15 pm

Great Steaks

Seafood - Spaghetti

LICENCEDOF COURSE:

PLEASANT
HOSTESSES

NO RESERVATIONS
REASONABLE RATES
GREAT DRINKS

Quiet Corners - Soft Lighting - Great for Dinner

Aunt Lucy's Restaurant
Princess St. W. at Portsmouth

GIVE.YOUK HAIR
^PHYSICAL CHECK-UP

R
K

Men's
Products

DID YOU KVER THINK VOU MKJHT llAVK SICK HAIR?
Hair Analysis can determine t!\e health and condition of ^'ovir
Jiair— it's like Riving your hair a physical check-up.
.'faniples of your hair are taken and tested on a sensiliyc instru-
ment called a Micro Cram Scale. Readings from this scale
evaluate your hair's tensile strength and elasticity.

Your hair is photomicrographcd. From this photograph you can
.see the internal structure of your hair shaft.

"Our salon's Hair Analysis program works in conjunction with
Redken Laboratories. Our trained cosmetologists study the cor-
rective program recommended for your hair. They conduct the
needed treatments and start your hair on the road to recovery.

Theo Bartels

263 Bagot Street

Hairstyling
542-^2

QUEEN'S DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA

PRESENTS

TORONTO WORKSHOP
PRODUCTIONS

IN c

MARK TWAIN'S
Letters from the earth

DECEMBER 5 at 8:30 in McARTHUR AUD.

STUDENTS $1.50 NON-STUDENTS $2.50

DRAMA DEPT. 547-6291

Queen's
University

Music
Department

Elizabethan Music
MADRIGALS AYRES

CANSONETS DANCES

BALLETS FANCIES

• Some for voices alone;
• Others - to the lute.

• Some with viols, recorders

or krummhorns;
• Others for voices and

instruments alike.

presented by the

Collegium Musicum
FRIDAY, 8:30 p.m.

NOVEMBER 30th

Admission Free

GRANT HALL
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unclassifieds
TRICOLOR WRITERS: Wo want to

accomplisti somctliing tonight.

Please come ready to work. 7.30 In

the office.

FOUND: Ladles gold watch found on

University Ave. between Union

and Clergy Sfs. Call 548-4908.

TWO ROOM apartment for rent,

corner of Carl and Sydenham.
Occupancy January 1, 1974. Phone
547-3254 evenings 548-7185.

QUEEN'S OUTING CLUB: Anyone
interested In going on a winter trip

after New Year's call Debbie 544-

2723; person who left umbrella at

club party call Gerry 544-0657.

I LOST my calculator in the West
Campus area Nov. 14 Saturday
night. Please If you have heard
anything about it, give me a break
and phone me at 544-8521.

MEETING FOR SUTTON TRIP-
there will be a meeting for all

those going on the Sutton trip Wed.
Nov 28 at 7.00 p.m. in the Upper
Common Room next door to the

pub In the Union. Transportation

and accomodation will be
discussed. True blue skier meet in

the Pub afterwards.

SHUT YOUR FESTERING GOB, you
fit. Your kind really makes me
puke. You vacuous, coffee-nosed,

maloderous pervert! Happy Birth-

day Kath, from the Bishop, Sister

Pat, and Erick the Fish

ORIENTAL KITTENS - free to good

home. Dam: Mona Vanna.
Sire:??? Phone 544-9580.

FOUND: one Leamington District

secondary school ring. Contact
Gord 548-8914.

LOST; Somewhere on campus, a

silver and gold pen set. If found
please call Mary-Ann, 544-684&.

Reward.
GAEL GROUP 55: Come to our last

reunion of this year at the Pub on
Friday Nov. 30 at 8.30 p.m. Sorry
about Anne's dinner! Watch for it

next term.
HUNGRY? HIT THE MACHINES! A

cherry fluff dispensing machine
has been installed for your 18th.

Make your move before we do, you
ierk! !Happy 18th. M 2.

ANNE R. Happy Birthday, whenever
It Is. Jim.

ONE GIRL NEEDED TO share three

bedroom apartment with 2 other

girls. Very close to campus. Call

546-5619.

SdS Is on the rampage for her mystery
obscene phone caller.

COED MORRIS half double (girls)

room available after Dec. 1. Move
In before or after Christmas on

third south (the best) Phone Lorry
544-7853.

DUM DEEDEE DEE DUM DUM...
DUM DUM DUM DUMDUM. ..The

godlet has finally cracked as the
above classified will verify.

ROOM FOR ONE GIRL In a modern
three bedroom house close to

University with two Queen's girls.

Only $60.00 a month. Call Kathleen
at 549-1946 after 9:00 p.m.

ELAINE WON'T but we think she can.

The boys at 88.

LOST: A pair of brown leather gloves,

presumably In Jeffery Hall, if

found please call 544-7299.

HEY BANDS!!$5.00 can buy a lot of

BIZOT, so bring back your
uniforms this Thursday between 7

and 8:30 p.m.
TO THE FELINES of Addy II and III:

thanks for dinner. It was great.

You really outdid yourselves
(sorry this Is late). The "Gen-
tlemen" of first McNeill,

DO YOU KNOW THAT Christmas is

only 32 days away? Would you like

to get your shopping done early?

Do you like buying small, per-

vonallzed little gifts for those

special people in your life? Are you
a browser? Do you like coffee and
doughnuts? Wanna know the

antwer to all of these questions?

COME TO THE WRC BAZAAR in

Lower Vic on Saturday, December
1 from 1;00 to 4 00 There will be
all torti ol handicraft', on display

and for tale. The admission is only

2ic. And if you have any
homemade or secondhand items

you'd like to sell, then call Jann At

544 8263 Or Janice at 544 8792

before Tuet. Nov. 27.

NYMPHOMANIACS: No more adt for

you (maybe). We've had enough.
( Phonecall-. at 1.30 ».m,7 Really
Kathy') 544 1739 Bob, Fred, Jamie
Jim, fAarU, Mel, Rick, Sam, Sue,
Alvtn Anonymout,

MISSED the meeting of the Union
Program Committee last week?
ifiiVn your appearance tomorrow
' //ednesday) at 1.10 at 165

'Jr.i7c.r-.ity Ave We'r<' «;)i1ing

HowGM is responding
tothe energy problem.

Over a year ago, we asked our

plant engineers to est^iblish an energy

conservation program to cut waste,

improve utilization and generally

increase the effective use of our

energy resources.

In our plants we're instituting

programs to salvage oil and other

combustible materials that were

once thought to be waste materials

of the manufacturing process. Then
we're using those formerwaste mate-

rials to fireboilers in some plants and

in others we're cleaning the oil and

selling it to local power generating

stations. It's a method that has been

tried and tested. It works. It's even

economical.

A system developed by General

Motors engineers for "scrubbing" the

sulfur dioxide out of coal smoke is

moving at an accelerated pace. As
the technology is proved out, we're

.

making it available to anyone who
can use it. There are large deposits

of coal in the United States that will

become immediate substitutes for oil

when we can make sulfur-bearing

coal an environmentally acceptable

fuel.

We are working toward improv-

ing the gas mileage in the cars we
design and build.Wind tunnel experi-

ments, weight reduction programs

and major programs for the develop-

ment of more efficient engines are

all being pushed ahead.

And we are preparing ourselves

to satisfy any increased future con-

sumer demand for smaller, more

energy-efficient engines and cars.

Properly utilized, mass transpor-

tation systems are also highly effi-

cient users ofenergy CM is engaged

in major research and product devel-

opment programs to improve bus

transj)f)rtation, the most flexible,

easiest and (|uickest to implement of

mass transportation systems. Those
programs i nclude the design ofbuses,

new methods for the efficient opera-

tion ofbuseson reserved or exclusive
lanes into and through downtown
areas or central business districts,

and the automated mntrol of rubber-

tired transit vehicles on special

guideways. Long range plans for

mass transportation developed by
GM were displayed in Washington

at Transpo 72.

In addition to building standard

rail commuter diesel electromotives,

we have initiated efforts to produce

locomotives powered only by elec-

tricity. GM, over many years, has

done creative research which
has been utilized by government
agencies and transit operators in

improving public transit. As urban

transportation systems are designed

and approved by the various levels

of government, GM will be ready to

build the hardware.

Energy can also be conserved

b> the more efficient use of the cars

and trucks now on the road. It is in

everyone's interest to get maximum
gas mileage by maintaining cars and

trucks in good order, avoiding exces-

sive speeds and quick starts, and by
sharing the ride whenever conve-

nient and practical. For instance, driv-

ing at 50 mph rather than at 70 mph
could increase gas mileage by about

20%. We are taking steps to remind

our customers of these good driving

practices.

GM is determined to do its full

share in the resolution of the energy

problem.

We also pledge our complete

support for all reasonable govern-

ment efforts to increase available

energy and maintain maximum con-

sumer choice.

General Motors
Transportation
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editorial

Referendum: not simply
a question of Yes or No

When students vote tomorrow on the

future of the AMS Printing Service, it is im-

portant they know what lies behind the AMS'
decision to dump it.

As we have previously stated, the Prin-

ting Service is a worthwhile service. This,

however, is not the question at issue here. The
question is one of finances, not of politics.

Thus the actual outcome of the referendum
will not provide any solutions to the problem.

It has been pointed out many times, but

the point cannot be overemphasized; the AMS
is in a dangerous and precarious financial

position.

It is obvious that the Printing Service

cannot pay its own way. Budgetted sub-

sidization of the service in the future is the

only alternative if the referendum is passed.

This year,' however, the AMS has not

budgetted for a Printing Service deficit

situation, as it had done in the past. It is more
than conceivable that for the time being,

profits from one service could be used to

directly subsidize the Printing Service. This is

only a short term remedy for a much larger

problem.

We reiterate our claim that in order to

continue to provide the desired services and
programs, and in the future to explore new

areas, the AMS will need more money.
Students in previous years have con-

sistently voted down an increase in the AMS
specific fee. Again, those who vote 'YES' in

tomorrow's referendum must be prepared to

accept an increase in the specific fee.

We advocate that the students vote 'YES'
in the Printing Service referendum tomorrow
but that they also accept the consequences
and the responsibility for that decision.

It is not simply a question of voting 'YES'
or 'NO'.

As an aside, we find it incredible and
totally inexcusable that Outer Council could

approve such a poorly and obscurely-worded
referendum. It is almost like a vote on
motherhood - the practical questions of how to

pay for it or even what the printing service

should do have been entirely ignored. The
blame must be placed on all council members
who voted for the referendum motion, and
especially on the speaker who should not have
allowed such a motion to be introduced, any
more than he should have allowed the idiotic

motion some weeks ago to simply "hold a
referendum" without stating a question. And
Outer Council wonders why many question its

relevance or competence!

!
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Campus Movies presents

THEY MIGHT
BE GIANTS
starring Joanne Woodward
and George C. Scott as

"Sherlock Holmes"

Thurs., Nov. 29 Dunning Hall

Adm.- $1 /person 7 & 9:30 p.m.

SCIENCE '44

has nothing to do with Science.

It's a place to live. We have

rooms and board available for

females only, at very economical

rates.

If interested, please call

Andrew Anderson - 546-6211

WORK WITH CUSO
an information night with

Mr. Bob Dyck,

Recruiter, CUSO, Ottawa

Thursday, November 29th

at 7:30 p.m.

Dunning Hall Conference Room

sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement

and
The International Student Centre

SKI BOOTS
Imported From Germany and Italy

1/2 PRICE
We Bought The Entire Stock From A Sporting
Goods Importer Who Decided To Give Up The
Ski Boot Business. Hurry - Limited Quantities

Regular Values

$45 to $165
NOW 22*" to 82"

LIQUIDATION SALE
- 108 PRINCESS STREET -
Conducted by S & R Dept. Store
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At last a professional production!

Elizabeth Meaulne (Elise) and Victor Garrivier (Harpagon) in L'Avare the

tragicomic portraiture of compulsive avarice by Moliere offered here by Le
Treteau de Paris.

by Kiloran Gt^rman
An unprecedented event enthralled a

Kingston audience last Thursday night - a

piece of professional theatre. For bringing

such a novelty to McArthur Hall, Ix;

Treteau de I'aris was rewarded with a

standing ovation. The company's
production of Moliere's "L'Avare" cer-

tainly warranted enthusiastic respcjnse.

"L'Avare" is a wildly complicated
frenetic comedy. Moliere borrowed
heavily from Iloman comedy for his plot

situations and character types, and all the

ingredients can be found in this play: an

avaricious old man thwarts the romantic
pursuits of two pairs of young lovers,

comic servants confuse the issue, and the

"surprise" revelation of true identity and
noble birth save the day.

To this classic situation, Moliere

contributed witty dialogue, character

depth, and biting satire with a highly

moral intent.

The company's talents were ad-

mirably suited for a performance of a

Moliere play. The repartee was rapid fire,

the comic timing perfect, th<- <:>:;jgg<-raUid

but tightly controlled uac. of gehtur*^ wa»
masterful, and the bhx.king created a

w;ries of elegant tableaux

Leading the troupe of actf;ri> v/;i8

VicUyr Garrivier wh<^ Harpagon the

miser) was at once comic, path'-iic,

shrewd and oddly human. TTie other

members of the cast delivered highly

pf>lished performances. One who deserves
special mention is Georges Werler who
played Cleante, one of the young lovens.

Such roles are almc^st by definition insipid,

but Werler's portrayal was that of a highly

amu.sing fop.

The production was technically
flawless with beautiful costumes and a set

that was understandably unadorned
'given the touring nature of the company)
but that worked perfectly nonetheless

I seem to have exhausted my supply of

superlatives. If the Division of O^ncerts

continues to import productions of thi«

calibre, Kingston may realize some day
what the word "professional" means.

curator to lecture Friday

"a gallery must have roots and feeders"
by Cathy Bull

On Friday, November 30, in Dupuis
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Queen's welcomes as

a guest speaker "Bill Ewing, curator and
director of the Centaur Galleries of

Photography in Montreal. Mr. Ewing's
lectiire is another one of the series open to

the campus and community sponsored by
the Art History Departmental Student
Council.

Mr. Ewing's interests have been
oriented to the media since his days with
the McGill Film Society, and along with

his work at Centaur Galleries he is an
established communications consultant.

The idea of opening a gallery formulated
when Ewing was working for the National

Film lioard several years ago. He was
interested in photography and realized the

need in Montreal and in Canada for a

gallery devoted exclusively to the art of

photographic expression. Apart from the

Still Photography Division of the NFB
there^ were at the time no established

galleries or museums; when the Old Stock

Exchange building became available
Ewing directed opportunity, initiative and
time towards realizing his idea, and thus

Centaur Galleries emerged. Sharing the

building with the Centaur Theatre,the

gallery has found a place side by side with

other creative arts - just as Ewing ap-

preciates the medium of photography in

relation to other art forms.

Photography for him is a legitimate,

art form, like painting and sculpture, but

one that has not had so far in Canada the

attention it deserves. "Photography has

an extraordinary edge on other art form-
s'', Ewing said recently. "It has not lost

the balance between content and form."

The gallery enters its third year in

January and operates under a major grant

from the Secretary of State's Museums
Programme, and the Canada Council.

Centaur Galleries offers a full programme
to the public; scheduled shows include

works by Montrealers Guy Borroman (the

nude), and Brian Merritt (architecture),

by pop artist Jime Dine, and Lee

Friedlander, by Eward Muybridge,
whose nineteenth century experiments

with sequence photography moved the

medium towards cinema, and a mixed
media show from England with works by

Eduardo Paolozzi. Centaur Galleries is

now preparing and circulating four shows
in Canada and abroad, and offers as well a

guests lecture series, film screenings, a

library and catalogue publications, and

exhibition planning and preparation
assistance for photographers.

Ewing has an all-out concern for the

success of his venture. "I have looked for

people who HAVE to take pictures. The
important thing about any kind of gallery

is not to just think of it as an exhibition
|

place. It's got to have roots and feeders.

It's a matter of knowing what's out thercml

to know the whole field...you must know*|

the photographers."

Ewing brings his enthusiasm to

campus this week with an illustrated

lecture on photography as a fine art. Take i

a break from studies this Friday night anAl
come to the lecture. Admission is free an^l
there will be an informal receptiorff

following.

Unique medieval interlude performed in Victoria Hall

by Kiloran German
The Poculi Ludique Societas, a young troupe of actors based

in Toronto, have Ihr; right idea of what theatre is all about. They
l;rought it right into my living room on Friday night.

The Victoria Hall common room is an unlikely setting for a

dramatic event, but it was perfect for the medieval interlude

that the players performed.

Interludes were devised as entertainments to follow

banquets at court and the players attempted "to simulate the

conventions of thoorigin.'il prodijf:tion" by avoiding "th<; use of a

prow:enium stage, ligfiting and other modern audienc(!-actor

di.sf.ancing devices." Wc lounged on sofas and wtrrc; s(!rv(!d

refreshenls while the players prirforrried in our midst.

The interlude was "Fulgens and Lucn;s", an obscure play
written by H»;nry Medwall in 14!)7. It concerns the true nature; of

nobility as Lucres, lh>: daught«;r of Fulgfjns, a lUman senator,

must chrme betwf;en two suitors I'ublius t.'ornelius, an

aristwrat and duyrn Flaminius, a plebeian. Th<; pedantic

fn-owrlyti/.ing of the upper orders i« undercut by the bawdy
anij'', of the suitors' servants.

As the two servants, Bruce Salvatore and Herb Batt per-

formed with gusto and provided a link with the audience. Their
enactment of a rather lewd mock duel was the high point of the

evening (although it was almost equalled by Fulgens' reference

to the portrait of Dean Bryce as his "wife of goodly condition").

As Publius Cornelius, Terry Shawn strutted about with a

wickedly arrogant air that made poor worthy Gayus Flaminius
fade into obscurity. The rest of the cast gave energetic per-

formances, and obviously enjoyed their work. This sense of

enjoym(!nt was conveyed to the audience and resulted in a

d(;lightful evcining.
'

The d(!licate music of a lutenist contributed to the at-

mosphere that (he players created, as did their colourful

costumes.

It is unfortunate that the troupe was virtually unannounced,
although word of mouth drew an audience of over a hundred
people and i)assers by slopp(!d and stayed. Hopefully, the Poculi

Ludique Societas will return with another interlude in the near

future. Thriir work is worthwhiU; and their presence managed to

transform Victoria Hall for ;i few brief hours.
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lecord Review: Bruce Cockburn

.eralfj

by Ian McLeod
Cockburn 's fourth album is

ed by two main lines of

lent: one, a continuation of his

)lk style in a more bitter vein;

e departures into rock and jazz,

both a rediscovery of his roots in

a desire to keep up to other folk

/ho are going electric. An at-

B of hopelessness, of waiting for

table end is present not only in

ics but in the cover painting

3 horse racing towards a train),

personal quality comes both the

and the flaws of self-indulgent

int:

first "Bruce Cockburn" album,

boyish charm and wit that cap-

hearts of thousands, is recalled

Blues Got the World by the Balls"

in Goes Nova." A frivolous,

music-hall style clashes

with the theme of impending

on, as "when the sun goes nova-

^orld turns over-I don't want to be

)y come on home (tra la la)",

burn's voice is deeper and

sera

;r«l)

ihigi

idasi

doriii

'm

rougher than it once was; songs that are

reminiscent of his second and third

albums, like "God Bless the Children", are

effective but very bleak. As well, his

developing instrumental technique,
prominent on "Sunwheel Dance", is

carried further here. The more ex-

perimental selections are still Cockburn,
but the innovations are often weak.
"Clocks", attempting simple high-school

rock nostalgia, is merely bland.

"Barrelhouse" is a series of modest
mistakes, a forced blend of country-boy

innocence and urban loneliness, a point-of-

view Cockburn saw portrayed in a book or

on TV. "Deja Vu", the progressive jazz-

type number, is pleasant enough, but

doesn't do much.
In his slightly promiscuous use of

different forms, Cockburn is trying to

broaden his audience, but the syntheses
are often contrived. The album is a
valuable personal experiment, but the
unique power and promise of our most
introspective singer-poet emerges only

sporadically.

- macpherson

amp and Lorna Wilson play in Mixed Doubles which will be performed
lay, Thursday and Friday of this week at McArthur.

An entertamment in marriage
Doubles consists of eight short

marriage. The authors are all

'ig^shed playwrights and were
ht )gether for this project by Anton

.1 will be presented by members
! Theatre Arts Department at

Hall on Wednesday, Thursday
(^rii^y of this week at 8.30 with a $1.00

charge.

/falut

Doubles is a humorous,
ironic and poignant exploration

ite of matrimony. We are con-

ducted on a journey which begins with the

honeymoon and progresses through ad-

versity, disillusionment and laughter to

the final nostalgia and understanding
which comes from spending a lifetime

together.

The playlets are directed by Gordon
Love, Andrew Orr, Larry O'Farrell, Ron
Turner, Mark Danky, Glen Foster and
Kathy Toth. Theatre goers are assured of

an evening of rich variety and en-

tertainment.

Bsca[ili Ruiiilsl Produced by Spesial MM) and Under k Supervision ol Bacardi S Company Limited. "Bacardi" and Bal Device are Registered Trademarks ol Bacardi S Company limited. Bottled by fBM Distillery Co. Ltd., Canada.

What makes
cola brighter

without changing
the colour ?

White and Light-amber Bacardi rum. You can't see it.

But you sure can taste that bright taste right through the

zingiest cola. That's why it's the world's most popular mixed

drink White and Light-Amber BACARDI rum

CHOOSING THE RIGHT

CAREER ISN'T EASY

We'd like to offer you a challenge — a career in

dealing with professionals — a career in Life

insurance sales and/or sales management.

It's one of the few careers that offers you _

freedom of action and decision and an

unusually high measure of security and

personal satisfaction.

We know it isn't easy choosing the right career.

Perhaps we at Metropolitan Life can help you

make the right choice. Why not drop by and

see us. We'll be on Campus on:

Wednesday, November 28, 1973

Metropolitan
Life
We sell life insurance

But our business is life
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NOTICE OF

REFERENDUM
TO BE HELD

Wednesday, Nov. 28, 1973

"That the A.M.S. Printing Service

remain as an A.M.S. Funded Service".

Yesn
No

Polls at :

Douglas Library 10:30 - 7:00

Union 10:30 - 5:00

Stirling Hall 10:30 - 3:30

Humphrey Hall 10:30 - 3:30

Matheson Rm. (K.G.H.) 11:45 -12:45

ninnor 1 inpc 4'30 - 6'30

McArthur 12:00-1:00

EIrond College 4:30-5:30

Advance Poll Tues., Nov. 27 at

McArthur 11:30 - 12:30

A.M.S.

BUS IT SURVEY
Thursday, Nov. 29, 1973

8 a.m. 6 p.m.

On Nov. 29, please show red student cards,

when entering and leaving buses, to the

Bus It counters at bus stops. This survey is

an attempt to discover the extent to which

the Bus It Service is being used by Queen's

students.

If you are interested in working on this

survey for 2 hours, at $2.50 per hour,

contocf Coreer Pfonnmg and Placement,

12 1 Union St. immediately.

LAW FOR THE LAYMAN

LABOUR LAW

with Lawyer

Mr. Peter Swan

All Kingston

labour organizations

have been invited.

Wednesday, Nov. 28, 7:30

Rm. Ill, Earl Hall

INFORMATION BANK

Attention

Campus Organizers

Please advise us of

all upcoming activities

in advance

Help us, help you

AHENTION

Treasurers

of

Faculty Societies

Please submit your financial

statements and records for

the 1973-73 Fiscal year to the

Internal Affairs Commissioner,

as soon as possible

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27, GRANT HALL

^^R^VH 7:00 p.m. SEX EDUCATION 8:15 p.m. LIBERAL PARTY

^I^^K^^^ Rod Morrison > believes Gerry Grafstin defending

sex education has no place policies of Liberal party

^^^HB^ in the school system and Pierre Trudeau

UNDER^ ^ " Doors open 6:30 ADMISSION FREE

j\yy^^K AUDIENCE QUESTIONS INVITED - COME EARLY - BRING A FRIEND
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B-Ball Gals crush Laurentian 51-40 to lead league
After an exciting bus trip (14

hours through rain and snow), a

big Friday night in merry Sud-

bury (pizza and the late movie on

TV), and a hard-fought game
against the "chief bidders for the

OWIAA championship," Queen's

Golden Gals arrived home
triumphant at 4:00 am Sunday

Laney Marshall leads Gals

with 17 pts. good defense

Tequila

Sauza
makes
every
party
a

fiesta!

morning with a well-deserved 51-

40 victory over archrival

Laurentian.

Although pre-season
prognostications named
Laurentian and Ottawa U. as the

teams to beat, the Gals now have
a solid grip on first place with a 3-

0 record, much to the chagrin of

the Laurentian "Alternative"
(the campus paper), who had
confidently assumed that the

return of star players (notably

national-team regular Kathy
Williams) and sound coaching

would produce a league title for

the 'burly northeners". With wins

on the road against both Ottawa
and Laurentian, the Gals should

be over the hard part pf these

series.

Saturday's victory came
largely from a tight man-to-man
defense led by Karen Carson,

Laney Marshall and rookie star

Penny Wedd, who dominated
their match-ups most of the

game.
Although Karen had the

dubious priviledge of covering

Williams, she held her to 19

points, well under her per-

formance against Varsity last

week, and kept the taller

Laurentian star off the offensive

boards. Both Marshall and Wedd
had several steals each, as the

Gals played fast, agressive ball

all game. Both Ma Bouris, the

Gals' fine rookie coach, and
Norm Vickey, former Canadian
women's national team coach
who is now handling Laurentian,

agreed that the superior speed
and ball-hawking defense of

Queen's played the major role in

the win.

The Gals went into the game
well-prepared, both physically

and mentally, thanks in part to a

very thorough scouting report

from the U-of-T-Laurentian
game, provided by the Volleyball

squad. This information, together

with the excellent conditioning

displayed by the squad, and
better than average offensive

discipline, added up to a big win
for Queen's.

Against Laurentian 's usually

effective defense, the Gals played
a patient offense that waited for

percentage shots, passing the

ball crisply, and avoiding tur-

novers, while making the most of

the Laurentian miscues. Laney
Marshall led the Gals with 17

points, while Karen Carson
hooped 14 and Pat Quigley added
8. Pat also managed to survive
some crunching collisions in the

rough work under the boards that

usually typifies Laurentian's

style of play. Veteran Pat Pat-

terson had six points with Kathy
Keely and Mary Ann Drinkwater
two each to round out the Gals'

scoring, as Queen's substituted

freely throughout the game.
The Gals will have two more

league contests this weekend,
against York and Toronto. These
games are scheduled for the

Bartlett Gym at 7:00 p.m. Friday
(against Varsity) and 5:00 p.m.

Saturday against York.

Intermediates sweep part 1
strong team play and a last-

second game-winning basket by
captain Jenny Bagnall led

Queen's intermediates to another

undefeated round in OWIAA
basketball competition this

weekend. The Gals easily

defeated Trent 29-16 in their

opening game, then dropped

Ryerson 40-23 in the second

before meeting Varsity Saturday

morning. The Blues held a 13-10

edge at half-time in the low-

scoring contest, and were clut-

ching a scant 21-20 lead with just

twelve seconds on the clock when
Jenny put up a long jumper that

gave Queen's their victory. The
final contest, against a much-
improved Brock team (who
appear to have emulated Queen's

and hired a male coach) ended
with the Gals on the long end of a

37-31 score after leading 17-13 at

the half.

Veteran centre Jarmila
Smola lead the Gals through out

the competition, hooping 15, 14,
7^

and 9 points respectively, while

soph Sue Davis had 11 points in

the final game, mostly on foul

shots that her frequent drives

against Brock's man-to-man
defense picked up.

Barb Piatt and Joan Dawkins
had four points each in the first

game, while Crystal Grove had
eight and Barb six in the second.

Jenny Bagnall had six, including

her winning basket, in the

second, while Devaney Smith,

who was forced to miss Friday's

game by academic com-
mitments, added four points.

Dwhytie leads wrestlers
A fine performance by

veteran Mike Dwhytie led

Queen's wrestlers in their first

competitive meet of the season

last weekend at Ryerson.
Dwhytie placed third out of 21

wrestlers in the 158-lb weight
class, competing against
representatives from most OUAA
schools as well as several U.S.

junior colleges.

With the Gaels again facing a

rebuilding year, carrying many
rookies, the results of this outing

were obviously not to be

measured in terms of the top

three spots
;
bearing this in mind,

coach John Albinson was
generally pleased with the effort

put forth by his charges. Jim
Holden, Ron Dadson, Al Faseruk
and Al Stewart, all rookies, did

well against opponents with

much greater experience, while

Gordie McLellan, who has
decided to give mat work a try,

had the misfortune to meet one of

Canada's Olympic competitors

on his first effort in the ring.

BfBwedfiQmptuBspflngwataC

Andthats thetmhf
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Badgers blast Gaels 102-75
Saturday afternoon did not

prove to be too fruitful for the B-

ball Gaels, as they ran into an

extremely hot-shooting and
hustling Brock squad. The
Badgers hit over 50 percent from

the floor, while Queen's shot

equally as well; the difference

was in the number of shots, and
the ball's propensity for tur-

novers.

The Gaels also suffered from
a lack-lustre defensive effort,

which has forced Coach Smith
into "re-evaluating" they type of

system he will use in the future.

The Gaels could not cope with the

superior size and shooting ability

of the Badgers while in a man to

man defense. Changes are sure to

be in the offing.

All was not tragic, however,

as the Gaels shot over 50 percent

and their rebounding was much

improved. In most of the games
the Gaels have played in this

year, 75 points would have won
the game. Corky McCleery
played a much smoother game,
both offensively and defensively,

scoring 12 points and picking up
11 rebounds, while Rob Smart
and Derek Swinnard continued to

score. Smart hooped 23 to lead all

scorers while Swinnard popped in

16.

The main problem which
plagued the Gaels was the

inability to break the Badger
press for the first half of the

game. This created turnovers

that gave the Badgers four more
shots than the Gaels, and the

psychological advantage which
proved to be quite a destructive

factor in the game. Coach Smith

once again stressed the need for

the Gaels to be "patient" on

offense. They learned on
Saturday that if you run what you
are supposed to run, then things

might work to your advantage.
Norm Hagarty is also slowly

coming back to form with the

only consistent defensive and
offensive effort for the Gaels. He
pulled down six rebounds and
scored 12 points.

It must be remembered that

this was an exhibition game and a
few new wrinkles were at-

tempted. The important match
will occur Saturday when the

Gaels meet York here. If they

lose, it would be safe to say that

they would find themselves
completely obsured by the eight

ball. It would be a long uphill

battle to the playoffs. Don't count
them out, however, because they

potential is there.

Hockey gals have bad trip
by Liz Wood

The tale of woe for the ice

hockey gals continued this

weekend on the road as they lost

6-3 to McMaster and 10-2 to

Guelph. On Friday against
McMaster, Queen's were losing

by only one goal (4-3) in the 3rd

period on goals by Les Ferrari,

Deb McCaw, and Anne McGib-
bon. McMaster then scored two
unanswered goals to win the

game 6-3. Two of McMaster's
goals were socred when Queen's
power play was trying un-
successfully to connect. The Gals

were outshot 31-21.

Saturday against Guelph, an
inability to clear the puck out of

their own end told the story.

Guelph scored in the first minute
of the game, and twice again

before Les Ferrari was able to

put one in for Queen's. The period

ended 4-1. Rhonda Leeman
scored an unanswered goal for

Queen's in the second period. The
3rd period must have been a

nightmare for Queen's defense.

After two more Guelph goals,

Wanda Gyde undoubtedly was
exhausted as she had played
excellent hockey all weekend.
Booth played well but the ram-
paging Gryphons could not be

stopped, and scored four more
goals to win the game 10-2.

Queen's were outshot 41-19.

Praise is due for defenseman
Sheila Pratt who played well all

weekend, and was on the ice for

only three of the sixteen goals

scored on Queen's.

Friday, November 30th at

5.30 p.m. the Gals host U. of T.

Here's hoping their luck is better.

Synchro Gals first
Another OWIAA champion from last year got off to an ex-

ceptional start this weekend as the synchro swim team swept
four first place finishes in Part 1 of this year's championships
held on Saturday in Toronto.

In the compulsory figures, Marion Malone was first, Anne
Morowitz was third and Elaine Prosynak was sixth. Miss
Malone also finished first in the solo routine and teamed with

Ann Morowitz for a first place finish in the duet routine. The
eight-women team of Elaine Prosynak, Sue Hill, Lindsay

Coates, Sandra Landelle, Jill Cooper, Barb Tooth, Ann Oldfield,

and Heather Holloway placed first in the team category.

Overall, Queen's finished first with 44 points. Western
finished second with 24 followed by McGill with 18.

The championships will be completed next term when
Queen's hosts the second part on February 8-9th.

VB Intermediates fourth
The women's intercollegiate

Volleyball Gals played their last

tournament of 1973 at Brock
University this past week end.

The Gals played a total of five

matches, fini.shing fourth overall.

Queen's defeated Trent in

straight games in their opening

match, due at least in part to

strong serving by team captain

Rhonda Rumley, Angle Good-

fellow, and Penny Smith, but had

the tables turned in their second

match with McMaster. The third

match of the day, went to

Ryerson by a 3-2 count, despite

the efforts of spikers Pam Trott

and Karen Hanke.

The Gals rebounded to down
the host school. Brock, 3-2

Saturday morning, then came up
with their best effort of the

tournament, as they extended a

previously undefeated Varsity

squad to five games before

succumbing 16-14 in the deciding

match.

Gymnasts down RMC In dual meet
The men's gymnastics team,

v/hich has ixinn hampered by
injuries and desertions so far this

year came up with a strong

performance on Saturday to

defeat RMC in a dual meet held in

the gym mezzanine. H;>rry

Brwjker, former coach of the

Queen '« team and now a

graduate student, led the team
with firBt place finishes in the

flwr exerciw:H, jjommel horse,

ringB, parall«;l bar and lh<- high

bar and also picked up a second

in the vjiulting. Jlrooker finished

first overall ;ind U-.hrrtmuU: I;elio

'fortosa was third, Threi: rookies:

Paul Muir, Peter l/>cke, and Bill

Cireenbaum finished in the top

ten in their first taste of in

tercol U:u,i;> U: competition

.

TIk team faces a stiff test

this weekend with the York In-

vitational in Toronto. The
Yeomen are expected to be very

strong again this year, and
several other OUAA schools are

also expected to take part.

Fencers second in OWIAA
Queen's ()als finished a very close second to Ottawa U. in Part 1 of

ih<: OWIAA eastern fencing .sectional held Saturday in the Ross Gym.
Ottawa finished with 27 points followed by Queen's with 26 and
Carlelon with 25.

Individually, OWIAA finalist June Mallen and Carol Wishart

finished one two, with Marchand of McGill Third and Ann Bayer of

Qu'-r-n's fourth.

Archers win in New York
Two members of Queen's archery team, Wendy Knight and Marie

fwaniu took part in an open invitational tournament held this weekend

at l/ouville. New York. Miss Knight finished first in the freestyle

events and was second overall, Mi.ss Iwaniu was second over-all. Miss

Iwaniu was second in the freestyle events. A total of approximately 14

competitors twjk part in the tournament.

SCIENCE 77
Your jacketh are here.

Pick them up at Dover's on Thursday nif^t 'till 9 and
all day Friday. 'Remember to tak« your receipt) and
bring them along Ut your smoker from 8 'till 12 this

Friday, Nov. :{() in Clark Hall.

All, yes all, the beer you can drink for your ad-

mission of $1.50 plus jacket or %2M without.

CHANCE BEFORf THf [XAMS"

ESCORTED GIRLS/GUYS $1.50

SCIENCE 76 FRECS WELCOME

TEXTBOOKS ::RECOROS::CANDY ::POSTERS::PAPeR
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GIFT A BOOK

THIS CHRISTMAS

LOOK

OLLAf

PIZZA

CHALET

FREE COCA COLA
WITH EACH PIZZA

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134
'

BOTH OF THESE DIAMOND/ WEIGH JUST 1 CARAT

WHICH ONE WOULD YOU CHOOSE?

You probably couldn't tell by just looking

which diamond was worth more. Even though

they both weigh 1 carat, one is worth

a lot more. It takes an expert to know the

difference. Whether you're spending

$50 or $5,000 on a diamond ... we can help you

make the right choice. Come in and

let us show you.

KI .MNKA H 1) ES rKT?!? K
.TlCWEI-LUnS

108 I'UINCKSS STRKET
KINGSTON. ONTAIIIO
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Hockey Gaels trounce Ryerson 14-1
by Jim LeMesurier

As the season progresses it will become increasingly obvious that

some universities simply do not belong in OUAA hockey competition.

The Gaels made that quite clear on Saturday night as they trounced

Ryerson Rams 14-1 in Toronto.

Queen's knew they had an easy two points long before they made
their journey to Toronto, and came out displaying a lack-lustre at-

titude indicative of this knowledge. The result was an opening twenty
minutes of poor hockey by both teams, which didn't bother the Gaels

as they counted five goals before Ryerson scored their lone marker of

the game in the final minute of the period.

Bob Clayton started the scoring at 6 : 55 with his first of three goals,

from Langill and Berkeley, and Mike Lynch netted the eventual

winner minutes later after a three-way passing play with linemates
Colin Loudon and Bob Gillett. At 15:15 Ron Shepherd made a great

move to the outside then cut in to the goal past the Rams defender and
jammed the puck into the far side for hisxfirst goal of the year .Bill

Sweeney looped a floater into the mesh 34 seconds later and he then

combined with Langill to set up Jim Sunstrmn. Swoop made no
mistake with a low drive.

The Gaels had five goals without even raising a sweat and looked
for more with a stronger performance in the middle frame. They came
up with six markers this time as they demonstrated a little more of

their ability as a unit and started to carry the play to their hapless

opponents.

Lynch converted a goal-mouth pass into Ms second goal of the

evening right after Loudon missed on a breakaway. Frank Coffey then
moved in to fire a wrist-shot into the net for his first goal at 6:29. Just

16 seconds later Clayton added his second goal after Dave Hadden also

failed on a breakaway opportunity. Sunstrum scored after a brief

flurry in front of the Ryerson net, then held his own after taking ex-

ception to being pushed around following the goal. Clayton completed
his hat-trick and Sweeney collected his second goal to round out the

scoring and send Queen's to the dressing room with an 11-1 lead.

The Gaels played reasonably well in the final period but it, like the

first two periods was anti-climactic and rather dull. Steve Kidd
replaced starter Dave Dungey in goal for the final period and handled
nine shots flawlessly.

Coffey counted number twelve at 4:42 and then the Beast found
the mark after several near mises. Sweeney's third goal cloased out

the scoring at 15:34.

Individually, Rick Leroy played a solid game on defense before

being expelled for exchanging pleasantries with a Ryerson coun-

terpart, and Peter Berkeley was equally consistent on defense. Of-

fensively, Clayton's hat-trick was noteworthy and Ron Shepherd's
hard work yielded one goal but could have resulted in several more.

The Gaels' next encounter against the Gee Gees on Tuesday night

in Ottawa should go to the Tricolor club and you can look to Don
"Weasel" Langill to turn in a big performance as the Nepean native
makes his hometown debut.

R.MX. takes badminton
Queen's liosted a Badminton Invitational this weekend,

which saw R.M.C. beat U of T 4-2 for the Championships. The ten

teams which were involved were separated into two divisions. In

the top division. Queen's came second to U of T. The bottom

division had R.M.C. leading Waterloo. R.M.C. played-off with U
of T for the final outcome.

The Queen's team was made up of Ian Rawes, Jim Stewart,

Mike Heatherington, and Henry Leach on the first team. While

the second team was composed of John Chittock, Deryck
Williams, Jean Pellerin, and Chad Oravecz.

CAREERS

One of Canada's leading

financial institutions.

Sun Life of Canada

with assets exceeding

$4 billion will be conducting

interviews on campus
at the Career Planning

and Placement Office

on Thursday, Dec. 6th

for positions in sales with

future management possibilities.

For further information, contact

Mr. D.J. Day, B.A., C.L.U., Arts '49

or Mr. Peter S. Scharf, B.A. (Hons.) Arts 70
at 546-11 17 between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

Dan Langill watches as puck escapes Ryerson goalie

Waterpolo Gaels win OUAA-East

h. ritchie

Simon Beitler's waterpolo

Gaels won the East division

championship on the weekend
with three wins in their four

games. The action was part of the

final east division waterpolo
tournament held Friday and
Saturday in the Queen's pool.

After a 5-3 loss to RMC in the

opening game of the tournament

on Friday night, the Gaels
rebounded with an 11-3 win over

Ottawa. On Saturday, the Gaels

topped York 5-2 and squeezed by
Toronto 8-7 in the final game of

the meet.

In other games on Friday,

Toronto beat Ottawa 7-6 and RMC
topped York 12-5. Saturday, it

was RMC over Ottawa 10-2,

Toronto over RMC 8-5, and Ot-

tawa over York 7-6. York and
Toronto played to a 5-5 tie in the

final game.
The Gaels finished in top spot

with 9 wins and a tie in their 12

games. RMC was second, Ottawa
third, Toronto fourth and York
fifth.

The Gaels will now advance

Brian Evernden plays a close defensive game under the

watchful eye of goalie Dave Kay.

along with RMC to the OUAA
championships next weekend at

McMaster. The Marauders are

heavily favoured to repeat as

champions; their lineup includes

several members of the national

team. Queen's lost to Western in

last year's semi-final matches by
a score of 5-1.

^TakeyOvur date

to a v/6rldJamoxis

iBstaurant

r\f\
|McDonaid's

277 BATH RD.
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Canada: James Bay injunction lifted
MONTREAL - The injunction

halting work on the James Bay
power project was lifted Thur-

sday by the Quebec Court of

Appeal in a decision stating that

the "public and general interest"

of Quebec "stands opposed to the

interest of 2,000 of its

'Son, that moonshine's not to

be drunk, thats fer to make
the auto run.

'

World:
WASHINGTON - The Watergate
tape controversy has warmed up
again. This time with the

disclosure that 18 minutes of

conversation on one tape has

been blotted out by a mysterious

tone.

The tone obliterates part of a

conversation between President

Nixon and his former chief of

.staff, H. II. Haldeman, held three

days after the Watergate break-

in.

This is the fourth instance of

problems with the materials

subpf>enaed by the Watergate

special prosecutor. The White
House has revealed that two of

the nine tape recordings
requested never existed and later

the White House offered to turn

over the president's dictated

recollections of one of the missing
tapf« but then later claimed that

the dictation belt couldn't be

found.

No previous mention has
l>een made of the tone ;jnd Nixon
indicated, as recently as 10 days
ago, that he had personally

listened to the tape earlier this

year.

MINNKAf'OJ.IS- Millionaire

iJwaynr; Aridr<;;iH has ple;idfd not

guilty to charges of making an

illegal SKKj.OOf) campaign con
Iribution lo Senator Hubert
Humphrey's 190H presidential

campaign.

Mr. Andreas has been
charged with using a total of

$1W,fXKJ in funds from fh(! First

Interw-eanic f 'orp. for Humphrey
for Prc'.id'Tit or(';ini/;il ifjMs in

Illinois

inhabitants" and the court was of

the opinion that "the two in-

terests, placed side-by-side, do

not bear comparison at this stage

of the procedures."

The Appeals Court said it was
not passing on the merits of the

appeal, simply on the request

that the injunction be suspended.

About 3,000 workers in

construction camps were back to

work within hours of the in-

junction being lifted.

TORONTO - Heating oil and
gasoline shortages are expected

to reach 10 to 25 per cent this

winter according to Federal
Energy Minister Donald Mac-
donald and both voluntary
restraints and restricted sales at

the wholesale level will be needed
to cope with the situation.

The most serious threat

exists in the five eastern

provinces where refiners rely

almost exclusively on imported

oil.

In Ontario there is expected

to be a shortage of home heating

oil since at least part of that fuel

comes from offshore sources.

A further complication is that

The charges were brought by
special Watergate prosecutor

Archibald Cox the day before he

was fired by President Nixon.

WASHINGTON - The U.S. ad-

ministration will soon ask

refineries to produce less

gasoline and more oil products to

keep the economy running during

the fuel shortage.

In a recent report, the In-

terior Department recommended
cutting gasoline production from
its present 47 per cent of refinery

output to about 41 per cent,

freeing refinery capacity to turn

out more fuel oil, heating oil,

diesel fuel and jet fuel.

According to the report, the

expected 1 1 per cent shortage of

gasoline early next year would
then rise to 21 per cent,

CORDOBA, Argentina-
Terrorists ambushed and killed

an American businessman and
three of his bodyguards Thur-

sday. F\)lice believe thflt the

precision attack was carried out

by the Marxist-led I'eophj's

Itcvolutionary Army, an urban

guerrilla group.

The American, John Swint,

general manag<;rof a I' ord Motor

Co, owned fa<-tory in this city,

was the? first R)reigner kilUfd this

y(!ar in the growing wav(! of

viol(!nce and kirlriapfiirigs that

has occurfrd this year.

Mr. Swint was on his way to

work when tiis chauffeur driven

car and a following car of guards

was slop[>efl by aboul 10 youths

who operuid fire with automatic

wf'dponH and HhotgunH.

once the St. Lawrence freezes

Montreal's oil supplies are

shipped to Portland, Me. and
transported to Canada through a

pipeline. Several Arab states

have refused to allow oil destined

for Portland to leave their ports

even though it is ultimately

destined for Montreal.

Since the Arabs imposed
their boycott of the United States

oil for Montreal has been going in

through the St. Lawrence but this

comes to a halt when the river

freezes.

OTTAWA - The Federal
Government made it clear

Friday that it intends to have the

pipeline carrying oil from
Alberta extended to Montreal

even if it has to build it itself.

Prime Minister Trudeau told the

House Friday that public funds

will be used to build the extension

if private funds are not available.

The only problem is that a

possible steel shortage could

delay construction.

Later Mr. Trudeau stated

that the government intends to

bring the Alberta oil sands into

full production, again possibly

BONN - German police are

searching for a mad scientist who
has threatened to infect the

nation with anthrax and botulism

bacilli unless he is paid $8.5-

million.

The man, whom police

believe to be a biologist, has sent

four extortion letters to Chan-

cellor Willy Brandt threatening

to infect water supplies, factories

and shopping centers unless he is

paid off.

The extortion attempt has

produced a run on bottled water

in German stores by people

looking for a secure water sup-

ply-

with public funds. The NDP has

demanded that the oil sands

project be completely taken over

by the federal and provincial

governments as a public utility.

OTTAWA - Canada has agreed to

increase its United Nations
E^mergency contingent by 600

men bringing its Middle East

peace force contribution to about

1,100 men.
The 1,100 men from Canada,

a NATO country, will be matched
by an equal number from Poland,

a Warsaw Pact country. The two
contingents will probably be the

largest in the UNEF force, which
will eventually total about 7,000

men.

GUELPH - A Guelph University

professor says that heavy use of

marijuana causes cirrhosis of the

liver and has warned of the

possible health dangers to

legalizing marijuana.

Professor Alan Mellors of the

University of Guelph has been
experimenting for two years with

the biological effects of LSD,
amphetamines, cocaine, bar-
biturates, and THC, the active

NEW YORK - Only a faulty timer
prevented a time bomb from
going off in the New York Port

Authority bus terminal Thur-

sday. The bomb would have in-

jured or killed hundreds of

travellers.

Police revealed Friday that

the bomb contained 10 pounds of

explosive packed in a pressure

cooker, a gallon and a half of

gasoline and three small cylin-

ders of progane gas.

HOUSTON - One of the three

control gyroscopes on the Skylab

space station has ceased func-

tioning raising the possibility that

constituent in marijuana and
hasish.

Only THC, he says, caused
any destructive effect on the rats

being used. "And it was a« great
as it could fxjssibly be," he said.

KINGSTON - Police in Ontario
and Quebec are Iwking for a
Prison for Women inmate
described as dangerous and
possibly armed.

R^jzanne 'Samj Payette, 24,

was released on a one-day pass
and failed to return.

PRINCE GEORGE, BC - The
executive assistant to B.C.
Agriculture Minister David
Stupich says no one should have
the right to own land in B.C.

Alex McLellan made the

Statement at a farmer's night

meeting of the local Chamber of

Commerce Thursday and was
greeted by boos from his

audience.

He suggested that the
government should "buy far-

mland from people in the 60s and
70s who want out and lease it

back to young farmers who want
to get into the business."

the current mission may have to

be cut short.

As things currently stand the

station is manouverable but at a

slower rate and at a higher cost of

fuel. If another gyroscope breaks

down the mission would have to

be aborted.

Future experiments include

taking photographs of the comet
Kohoutek which is beginning to

become visible in the

southeastern, predawn sky. The
comet is the brightest so far this

century and should be plainly

visible to the naked eye later this

month and during December.

FEIFFER

Watergate tape damaged



Now what?

Referendum
passes easily
On Wednesday, students voted overwhelmingly in favour of

retaining the Printing Service as^n AMS funded service.

Several weeks ago controversy raged around the AMS decision to

drop the service, which was closed in late October due to its failure to

break even, a policy passed in Outer Council earlier this term.

A petition, presented to Outer Council, and bearing the signatures

of over 200 students, necessitated the holding of the referendum.
In a 19 per cent turnout at the polls, 858 students voted 'Yes', with

472 voting against reopening the service. There was one abstention. In

all polls, except those at MacDonald and Matheson Halls, those in

favour outnumbered those against.

AMS Vice-President Bruce Trotter told the Journal that the

matter would go back to Outer Council in order to answer those

questions which remained unanswered during the debates which
preceded the referendum. The major question to be considered will be
how to finance its operation. The matter will not be reintroduced until

January when the vacationing Outer Council returns. Trotter was
unsure as to whether or not Dennis Crossfield, formerly the manager
of the Printing Service, would return and what functions the Printing

Service would undertake.

@ueen's
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Stop signs are most popular

- bottom ley

One of only 1331 students participates in deciding the fate of

the AMS Printing Service.

Alarmed by the increasing

number of acts of vandalism to

traffic signs in the area of the

Queen's campus, Kingston City

Council has asked police to crack
down on offenders.

In 72 days this fall, 51 traffic

signs have been damaged or

stolen. It has cost the city $1200 to

replace the signs.

Stop signs have been the

most popular targets; fourteen of

them were mangled or removed
in the campus area between
September 12 and November 7.

The stop sign at the corner of

Lower Albert and Queen's
Crescent disappeared seven
times between October 1 and
November 7.

Construction caution lights

have also been vanishing
recently.

Council members did not

blame Queen's students directly

for the vandalism, but they noted
that fewer incidents occur during
the summer months when the

students are away. They also

observed that most of the
damage tends to take place in the

fall, especially on football

weekends.

One alderman expressed

concern that someone could be
killed at an intersection where
the stop sign has been removed or

knocked down.

If a traffic sign is found in a

student's room, the usual
practice is to return the sign to

the city. The student's name is

not reported to police.

However, if a person is

caught stealing a sign, a charge
of theft will be laid. Damaging a

sign can lead to a charge of public

mischief.

faculty hiring criticized
University faculty hiring

programs came under strong
criticism in a recently released
report of a select committee of

the Ontario Legislature.

The report calls for

legislation requiring 80 per cent
Canadian hiring for seven years
if the universities do not make
substantial increases in the
Canadians on the teaching staff

in the next three years.

Figures for 1972-73 show that

of a total faculty of 10,337 at the

fifteen Ontario universities, 64

per cent were Canadian, 15.5 per
cent American and 10.1 per cent
British. At Queen's 64.3 per cent
of the faculty are Canadian.

The committee expressed
disappointment in the recruiting

statistics for universities and
noted that the situation has not

changed much in three years.

sweven
is here!

After an absence Of nearly

twenty months, and numerous
delays, the JOURNAL'S
magazine of the arts,

SWEVEN, appeared today.

Another issue is planned for

early in the new year.

Under Attack

Sex education "another Mickey Mouse course
##

by Margot Ritchie

"It appears that Queen's is a sex oriented

school", that is "more interested in sex than in

politics", observed host Bill Walker at Tuesday
night's taping of Under Attack.

The fact that the first show, which featured Rod
Morrison, a vehement opponent of sex education in

schools, packed Grant Hall, while only half the

audience stayed to hear Jerry Grafstein defend the
policies of the Trudeau government, prompted
Walker to make his comment.

Morrison, who is the chairman of the Parent's

Action League in Toronto, attacked sex education in

schools on the grounds that it is "just another
Mickey Mouse course where everybody gets high

marks".
Furthermore, he stated, such a course is "an

infringement on the responsibilities of parents".

When questioned about the moral stability of the

average parent, Morrison replied that "most
parents have good morals and good principles".

All three members of the student panel
disagreed with Morrison's stand on sex education,

claiming that it has a definite place in schools.' Mark
Baker, a first year economics student, labelled

him a "starry-eyed idealist". Eric Granton and
Kathy Turner, the other panelists, used statistical

arguments in their claims against Morrison but he
answered that they were "just not factually ac-

curate".

Under questioning from the audience, Morrison
maintained the opinion that "it's up to the parents to

teach their children about sex and it's just an un-

fortunate case" where the parents do not or cannot
take the responsibility.

The members of the audience who stayed for

the second show were equally insistent in their

questioning of Jerry Grafstein.

Grafstein, a Toronto lawyer, has been an
executive assistant to cabinet minister John Turner

and is a former president of the Toronto Young
Liberals.

He was quizzed on such issues as the disap-

pearance of Trudeaumania, the 1972 Liberal

election slogan "The Land is Strong", and his own
views on the public disclosure of election campaign
funds.

Throughout the questioning, Grafstein sup-

ported Trudeau, stressing that "he has kept his

promises". He credited Trudeaumania to the initial

appearance of a new face high in the Liberal Party.

According to Grafstein, Trudeaumania was "based
on a physical and mental attraction". The disap-

pearance of this attitude has meant the growing
stability of the Liberal party.

The panel members challenged Grafstein on
several Liberal policies. Dave Gregory claimed
that the Liberals are "still letting Nixon drain

Canada dry".

While discussing the energy crisis and the

Progressive Conservatives' energy policy, Graf-

stein humourously compared the Conservatives to a

rocking chair. "There's a lot of action, but no
danger of going anywhere", he said.

Cameron

Rod Morrison was Under Attack at Grant Hall on Tuesday
night.
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wat's

hapnin' ?

Library Hours
To provide extra weekend study time during the

exam period, Douglas Library Hours will be
extended for the Stacks, Circulation Desk, Main
Reading and Central Information Services Rooms
as follows:

Nov. :iO, Dec. 7, & 14: 8.45 a.m.-l 1.00 p.m.

Dec. 1, S, & 1.5: 8.45 a.m. - 11.00 p.m.

Other units will continue with previous hours.

Poo/ and Arena
Regularly scheduled events in the Arena will be
cancelled for the Women's Intercollegiate Hockey
Game vs Toronto, Nov. :50, 4..'?0 -7.30 p.m. Events
in the Pool will be cancelled for the Men's In-

tercollegiate Swim Meet, Dec. 1, 12.00 - 6.00 p.m.

Friday, Nov. 30
3.30 - 6.00 p.m.-Math Smoker, ASUS Pub, Red
Room, Kingston Hall. Beer 40c.

4.00 p.m.- Dept. of Political Studies presents Prof,

Vincent Lemieux, Laval University, in Rm. 517,

Watson Hall, discussing the implications of the

October 29 elections in Quebec.
7.00 p.m - Chronicles XIX: tu manigott tu wishte

de...presented by the Dept. of Drama in the Studio

Theatre, Old Arts Building.

7.00 and 9,35 p.m.- McArthur School Librarianship

film, "Rip-Off" for 99c.

R.OO p.m.- An illustrated lecture on Photography As
An Art Form with Bill Ewing, Centaur Galleries

of Photography, Montreal, in Dupuis Auditorium.
8.30 p.m.- Free concert of the Queen's Collegium
Musicum in Grant Hall.

8.30 p.m.- Mixed Doubles eight short plays about
marriage, at the McArthur Theatre. Tickets $1.00

from any Theatre Arts student, or phone 547-6666.

8.30 p.m.- St. Lawrence College production of the
play "Indians", by Arthur Kopits. Admission
$1.50, non-students, and $ .75 students. Nov. 30 and
Dec. 1.

Safurday, Dec. 1

) (K) - 4.(X) p.m.- Do your Christmas shopping early at

the WRC Christmas Bazaar, in Lower Vic. All

sorts of handicrafts will be on sale and 25c ad-

mission includes coffee and donuts.

1,00 p.m.- Auditions for Snowball Variety Night, in

the Brockington Common Room.

Sunday, Dec. 2

10.30 a.m.- Folk Mass, Dunning Hall followed by
coffee and donuts at Newman House, 164

University Ave.

10.30 a.m.- Morning Worship at Chalmers United
Church followed by coffee hour and Sermon-Talk-
Back.

11.30 a.m.- Registration for the "President's Rally"
of the Tricolour Autosport Club. First car leaves

Clark Hall at 1.01 p.m.

7.00 p.m.- Informal Eucharistic Celebration in

Faculty Lounge, second floor. Theology
Hall.

Next Week
Dec. 4- A Christmas Concert by the Queen's
Chamber Orchestra at 8.30 p.m. in K.C.V.I.

Auditorium.

Dec. 4- Dept. of Film Studies Evening Series film

"Les Anged du Peche" (1943) in Ellis at 9.00 p.m.
Dec. 5-7 Three Days of Expriments in the Arts at

Agnes Etherington. Exhibit open from 9 a.m. - 5

p.m. and performances from 8 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Dec. 5 - SMU Program Committee presents Annual
Fireside Christmas Dinner and Carol Singing,

5.00 p.m. in the Poison Room (bar) and 5.45 p.m.
for dinner in Wallace. Tickets $1.85, at the Union.

Dec. 5- Dept. of Drama presents Toronto Workshop
Productions in Mark Twain's "Letters from the

Earth" at 8.30 p.m. in McArthur Auditorium.
Tickets are $1.50 students and $2.50 non-students.

Pubs
401 Inn- Grant Smith and Power
Commodore- Champagne
Townhouse- London Bridge

Frontenac- Muldoon's- Duffy Bailey and Shea

_
-Finnegan's- Sandy Crawley

Movies
Odeon- The Way We Were
Capitol 1- Dillinger

Capitol 2- Where Does It Hurt
Ilyland- The Pyx

McArthur
Hall

r(>Ni(;iir
99^

7:15 R
9'15 pm

CIVILIZATION STARTS MONDAY 12:30 - 1 :30 DAILY
AT McARTHUR — FREE

MOFFATT'S .D.A. DRUGS
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9 — 6 days a week — 548-701

1

SNOWBALL

VARIETY NIGHT

AUDITIONS

Saturday, December 1st

In the Brockington Common

Room

1:00 p.m.

Queens
University

Music
Department

A Christmas Concert
by the

Queen's University Chamber Orchestra

Guest Artist: Denise Williams
-violin -

Tuesday, 8:30 p.m.

K.C.V.I. Auditorium

December 4

Admission free.

30th ANNUAL CAROLE SERVICE

featuring

Rev. AA.V. Putnam, guest soloist

Mr. W. Hobson, instrumentalist

L C V I Glee Club

also singing traditional caroles

Sunday, Dec. 2 at 8:45 p.m.
at

Kingston Gospel Temple

Sponsored by

the Christian Youth Centre & Camp

- V

JVccmher 6*" at bp.iti.

Old Eij^lisK Carols

Oii'isliiias Ikidii^s by Norma [Awis

Punch and IVsserls
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AMS revenues will exceed predictions
by Charles Schwier

The Alma Mater Society will

have more revenue from student

fees this year than the $42,548

projected in the AMS Budget.

The $42,000 figure was based

on 8,028 students paying fees.

"It's low, no doubt," said AMS
vice-president Bruce Trotter,

Wednesday. He had no idea how
big the increase in revenue would
be, but the amount could be as

high as $3,000.

Trotter said he would be
reviewing the AMS budget over
Christmas and would bring any
substantial changes to Outer
Council for approval.

Health Sciences innovote, expand
by Sarah Yarnell

A new Health Sciences Complex is only one of

many projects currently being planned by the

Queen's University Kingston Health Sciences

Council.

In operation for the first time this year, the

Council "advises government" on the financial

"requirements for education in the Health Scien-

ces", according to Dr. H. G. Kelly, Queen's Vice-

Principal in Health Sciences.

Represented on the Council along with Queen's

is St. Lawrence College, which runs a nurse's

training programme. Also involved are four

hospitals: Kingston General, Kingston Psychiatric,

Hotel-Dieu and St. Mary's on the Lake.

Money for the projects comes from both federal

and provincial sources. Queen's has been given

"five million dollars a year for ten years for

teaching, research and renovations of obsolete

facilities", said Kelly.

The Health Sciences complex will perform the

functions of the present Anatomy, Microbiology,

Crane, Old and New Medical Buildings. The books

in the library now housed in Theological Hall will be
moved over to the new development, parts of which
should be operational within three years, Kelly

stated.

The new building will be constructed on the

south side of Stuart Street, between George and
Barrie Streets.

Kelly pointed out that education in the Health

Sciences has been moved out of Kingston hospitals

and-into the universities only recently. (KGH no
longer admits students into a nurses' training

program.)

The Council was created to ensure the most
effective use of government money in the various

Health Sciences programs. Only slight problems
have arisen in securing funds for the various

projects, noted Kelly. He explained that these have
been due to the complicated organizational

hierarchies within the Ontario Ministry of Health
and Ministry of Colleges and Universities.

Other projects concern the development of

clinics designed to combine patient care and
teaching.

An "ambulatory out-patient clinic will be
located at King and University. It will be staffed by
clinical teaching teams made up of a professor
from Queen's Faculty of Medicine, a resident, an
intern and a final year member of Meds student.

The departments of Surgery, Obstetrics and
Gynaecology, Urology and general Medicine will

work here.

The "Teaching Team" plan will be followed at

the cancer clinic to be built near the lakefront at

KGH. This clinic will be staffed by members of the

Queen's departments of Therapeutic Radiology and
Rehabilitation Medicine.

Kelly also mentioned that a "model family •

practice unit" will be constructed near Hotel Dieu
Hospital for the teaching of family medicine.

He said a portion of the in-

crease would go to balancing any
overspending, and the "perhaps

to pay for the Printing Service

deficit," but he was not quite sure

of what other plans he had for the

money.
The budget estimates were

low because Trotter said he
worked from the University's

enrolment projections which
were low by 200 or 300 students,

and made a "generous allowance

for error and (partial refunds to)

students who withdraw during

the year." In addition. Trotter

said he was very conservative in

estimating income from grad

students as he lacked detailed

information on the subject.

Last year, budget estimates

of AMS revenue were higher than

actually realized, and Trotter

said hefelt it would be best "to be

conservative in estimating

544-1997 ^\ LOOK FOR
/n\ LUCKY

PRINCESS yi-'vX SILVER
^' y/ir VXpOLLARS
BARRIEyC/ vJx.

y THE

PIZZA

CHALET

FREE COCA COLA
WITH EACH PIZZA

revenue and not make the same
mistake as last year.

Precise enrolment will not be
known until mid-December, and
the amount deducted for refunds

to students who withdraw will not

be known until the end of

February.

THE PRICE

IS RIGHT

... by gosh!

Why Pay More?
We've got Famous

Brand Name Clothing

for Guys and Girls,

everything for

your "pad", and
the best

selection of

v/inter outerwear
in town!

PLUS a whole store

full of BARGAINS!

KINGSTON'S

FAMOUS

BARGAIN

HOUSEL
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SPECIAL $299.95
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Integrated Amplifier $159.95
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The Useful Abuse

of History

McRae, Kennedy, Porter

The last two decades have suffered from an

excess of self-consciousness. In the 50's it was a

feeling of inferiority: a built-in denigration of the

man in the grey flannel suit, with no option but to

run wild in the streets. And even when we ran wild,

we were watching ourselves act our beat roles;

watching ourselves go insane. So the music was
escapist, with simple sentimentalism. Salvation

was effected inside the mask, often through the

radical rejection of masks. But the Buddist insight

told us that when we run onto the stage and tear off

the masks, we find only the void. For some, that

revelation in itself meant the discovery of in-

vulnerability. For most it led to the reluctant ac-

ceptance of the mask, and a stress on simple sen-

sitivities that had a little more depth~on family, on

romances.
It became more desperate near the end. "Sing a

song about my true love being killed by a train so I

can feel something strong; so I can feel sensitive

and loving." Hidden in this perversion was the

driving force behind the next decade-the one that

said we can love each other, that we can live sen-

sitivity. It seemed possible to change the world,

since the world seemed to spell change-both the

necessity in the new technology, and the bomb, and
Cuba, and in the hopes of charismatic leaders, and
of black freedom, and of educational freedom, and
of human freedom. We've got to get ourselves back

to the garden where there are no masks.

Youth is self-conscious in nature. A
psychologized parent society had us all figured out.

After all, everything was a little phoney: patched

jeans and middle-class parents; identification of

our movement for freedom with the blacks in the

south. We all read "Black Like Me" and "To Kill a

Mockingbird", watched Sidney Poitier, and con-

demned our parents so self-righteously. Meanwhile,

society continued to write magazine articles on the

new youth culture and on Beatlemania; parents

read psychology books to see where they had gone
wrong; and we were all still as self-conscious as

hell. The consumer society that buys and sells

masks gave us a mask, and we foolishly bought it.

We were all left at the end of it with a feeling of

embarrassment. "Yah, I used to be a real freak,

talked about love and how I was going to change the

world. I'm a little older now. Now I just want to be

fairly normal ; to love a girl. Have who calls me pa,

that must be what it's all about."

Dylan's embarrassment; our embarrasment
did not come from the heart. It wasn't real. We have
suffered from an illegitimate excess of

psychological explanations. Self-consciousness has
become a hang-up. Empty reductive analyses of

personal motivations, lifestyles, goals, com-
mittments and beliefs have kept us from the real

business: Living. Sensitivity to life must be af-

firmed, over and above all analytical dissections of

living. Life must be chosen, not merely knowledge
of life: poetry, and life unite, existence becomes
metaphor

:

Flower yellow blue orange red crying softly

dripping dew alone. Wind blows sky dark night falls

gently with a mother warmth that caresses. In this

world meadow there are many flowers but there is

no garden. There is only the night and the con-

stellation of stars that spin slowly across the mind-
sky. And the people-flowers forever search -for a

salvation dawn that shall never come.
Contemporary living is aloneness. In the

darkness we have only each other : the Gardener is

long gone, and with him died the possiblity of

personal faith. You are left with me and the limited

compassion I can give. And yet somehow our

shared darkness cradles : we are a new garden tied

together by the collective mystical experience of

not only the night sky and the stars, but of the

Gardener that is in each of us.

Contemporary loving is sensitivity. Do not close

your eyes to the warmth that radiates from each of

us these long winter days. And if eyes are a little

glassy and voices slightly strained, it is because the

long night is upon us. God is dead. Revolution is

dead. The People are dead. The Garden is gone.

There are only the flowers.

GRAD PHOTO
PROOFS

Please return the proof of the grad photo
you want in Tricolor '74 to Wallace Berry
Studios (15 Montreal St) immediately. If you
don't, they will choose the photo which will be
used.
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SCIENCE '44

has nothing to do with Science.

It's a place to live. We have

rooms and board available for

females only, at very economical

rates.

If interested, please call

Andrew Anderson - 546-6211

Unitarian Fellowship
An Inquiring Religion

With No Fixed Creed

This week:

THE ARM - ISRAELI CONFLICT
Prof. J. D. Cook

JOHN WATSON HALL Sunday, Dec. 2, 1973

5th floor 10:30 a.m.

(for information phone 389-1130 or 544-3037)

NOTICE

SNOW REMOVAL

QUEIN'S UNIVERSITY

KINGSTON GENERAL HOSPITAL

Queen's University, Kingston General
Hospital Parking Regulations state in part.

"From December 1 to March 31 inclusive,

vehicles parked on surface lots between
midnight and 0700 will be towed away if they

impede snow removal operations."

Whats
clear and white

and mixed all

over?
White Bacardi rum. The clear, white rum that's being mixed in

daiquiris/with tonic, and all sorts of soft drinks. It's clearly the

answer to any good drink White BACARDImm
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editorial

The AMS: a mid-year review
Last spring, the Journal printed

two editorials which incurred the

wrath of student politicians at

Queen's. In one editorial we endorsed

a team of candidates for the AMS
President and Vice-President. In the

other, it was suggested that the in-

coming Outer Council could be an

effective body assuming it received

dynamic leadership from the

executive.

Let us now re-examine the suc-

cessful candidates in light of their

accompliishments since the eighth of

February.
Bruce Trotter? We described

Trotter as "Internal Affairs Com-
missioner of the AMS - an un-

spectacular role at best". Trotter

devoted little time and interest to

AMS affairs last year.

However, this term Trotter's

energy has clearly been responsible

for keeping the AMS solvent. Facing
the prospect of AMS bankruptcy and
dissolution, Trotter has responded
with tough administrative policies, in

spite of the fact that he has little or no
support in his efforts from either the

President or council.

Steve Brereton, has ignored the

issues and in fact, is barely informed
of them. As a result, he has failed to

provide any leadership. This lack of

direction is evident in his dealing with

Inner and Outer Council and the

Board of Directors of the AMS.
Brereton has abdicated his respon-

sibility and seems more concerned
with trivialities, such as moving votes

of thanks and buying Olympic lottery

tickets, than he is with gut issues.
^

Last February, the need for

improved communications between
the AMS and the campus took a high

priority - a platitude to say the least,

thrown out during every campaign by
political hopefuls. A half-hearted

attempt, in the form of residence

tours has been the only evidence of

any movement in this direction. Even
among officers of the AMS, com-
munication is tenuous. The chief

delegate to OFS recently resigned her

post, citing, as one of the reasons

behind her resignation, the absence of

a working relationship with the

President.

The only time Brereton has ar-

ticulated his attitudes appears to have
been during last year's election

campaign. Since then, there has

been a noticeable lack of follow-up,

more than was necessitated by
financial constraints. . In February
Brereton emphasized the necessity

for the AMS to give the Education
Commission the most prominent role.

However, he failed to stand up for this

view during the budget debates when
the funds of the Education Com-
mission were slashed to the point of

making it almost completely inef-

fectual.

The physical and social isolation

of the West Campus was recognized

as a problem but the installation of a

tuck shop seems to be the only

tangible evidence of attempts to

eradicate this dilemma. It is hardly a

dynamic step towards improving
relations.

Hobnobbing with university of-

ficials should not become the

President's full-time job though this

seems to be Brereton's only function.

Trotter has been burdened for too

long with both the responsibility and
the decision-making of the AMS. It's

about time Brereton began pulling his

own weight or for the sake of the AMS,
decided to resign.

letters to the editors

Consfobfes
praised

again
Dear Editor:

There is little doubt that my jour-

nalistic abilities leave much to be desired,

but I feel a definite need to write this letter

for a number of reasons.

Tuesday's Journal contained an ar-

ticle entitled"Fights disrupt Pub". I called

the Journal on Sunday in case any such

article was planned. The purpose of my
call was to make sure that no one would
misunderstand what actually had oc-

curred. It seems obvious though that my
call was misunderstood. I feel responsible

for my inability to make myself un-

derstood. I hope I will be more successful

with this letter.

The A,M.S. Constables did an ex-

cellent job at the Super Pub, as they have
done at all previous Concert Committee
events. It was a "major mistake" of the

Concert Committee in allowing people to

retain their ticket stubs. The Concert

Committee has always followed this

procedure, and it has always proved
successful in the past. Unfortunately, the

Committee had never worked with the

"Super Pub" concept before. There is little

doubt that the Concert Committee can be
blamed for any problems that resulted

from lack of proper door controls. This

situation was remedied on Saturday night.

The only major problem on Saturday,

and a factor in Friday's violence was the

long wait in beer lines. For this, the

Concert Committee will not take any part

of the blame. An agreement was made
during the planning stages of the Super
Pub, that there would be at least two beer
bars, and maybe a liquor bar. The Pub
Manager agreed to these conditions.

Unfortunately, a desire to sell a greater

volume of liquor (profit?) left the beer
drinkers in long lines in the basement. It

should be noted that it is difficult to see or

hear a performance when you are in the

basement.

I would like to point out, again, that the

A.M.S. Constables did an excellent job. In

particular I would like to thank Wayne and
Mike and all those constables that worked
on the Super Pub.

I would also like to thank the out going

Chief Constable, Ian Nordheimer, for the

great interest he has shown in the past. It

was a pleasure to work with Ian, as our

discussions always included both his

constable problems and those problems
faced by the Concert Committee. Thanks
and congratulations to Ian for being an
excellent Chief Constable, and wishing

him the best in his new position.

Bill Mandich
Queen's Entertainment Agency

Director

The other
side of

Concert-goers are freezing

the fence
Dear Editors:

Last week a friend of mine quibbed
"the only good thing about Tuesday
Journal, is that Golden Words comes out

the next day". Unfortunately, I had to

agree with him. The Journal, in my eyes,

is singularily boring. Most of the news
articles are lacking in spark and interest.

Not all of it is dull, however. The "un-

classifieds" provide some humour and
"wat's hapnin' " is a good source of

campus activities. My objection Ues in the

presentation of current events. I find the

reporting dry in manner and devoid of life.

The purpose of a newspaper is to in-

form. And to inform successfully it must
arouse interest in the readers. To me, and
many others the paper fails to do this. To
better fulfill the purpose of a newspaper,

the Journal should enliven its style and
carry more articles of general interest to

the students. The paper should get off of its

middle of the road ideals and style and
arouse some life and controversy.

Allan Eaton
Arts '77

Dear Editors:

The last three concerts I have at-

tended at Queen's; Gordon Lightfoot,

Genesis and Lighthouse, have each shown
an extreme lack of organization at the

entrance and I feel there is no justification

for this. These concerts are each billed for

a specific time but it appears the doors to

these events don't even open until after the

time posted. There was no need to have
people lined up all around the block for

Lightfoot, why not let them wait sitting

down inside. The Genesis "lineup" in the

lobby was a farce with the mob just

pushing thru the doorway when the doors

opened late. Nobody even asked for my
ticket and I'm sure many got in free.

Monday night's Lighthouse was another
fine example of the Concert Committee
and AMS at their best. The constables on
duty waited indoors in the warmth and
when the doors finally opened at 7 : 05 many
inconsiderate boors, cut in at the front of

the line. I strongly feel that the Concert
Committee owe the hundreds of students

who nearly froze at the door an apology
and explanation for their actions. The

infamous Kingston winter is arriving soon

and the people in line for the next concert

might have to put up with waiting in

freezing rain.

Bob Fenwick

Ed note: Bill Mandich, Queen's En-
tertainment Agency (QEA) director, told

the Journal that these problems "have
been discussed by the Concert Committee
and continue to be a concern of ours".
However he added that with non-reserved
seats, there will be line-ups. He noted also

that Queen's students prefer this system
where seating is on a first come first serve
basis.

Problems also arise when artists

refuse to have the audience let in before a
sound check is completed. This problem is

compounded when artists arrive late, as
was the case with the Lightfoot concert.

On the day of the Lighthouse concert.

Grant Hall was booked for rehersals until 5

p.m. Lighthouse usually requires three
hours to set up its equipment. Mandich
said, "we do our best to push things,"

without antagonizing the artists.
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Chronicles

tuttianigottu

a success
by Ted Yao

"Play to the guy in the last

row who didn't want to come", is

the old method actor's adage and
certainly this reviewer was
amply sceptical about his first

foray into the Chronicles series of

playlets produced by the Drama
Department. Ian Fenwick's cast

of eight did exactly that in a

potpourri of sketches, poems and
folksongs, of and about Canada,
that sparkles with wit and
imagination. The opening
Newfoundland ballad was
followed by Birney's Canada:
Case History complete with a

slide of the Great Manitou
himself, "You'll notice he has
some of his French mother's

looks.". Then in rapid succession

comes a kaleidoscopic vision of

our own Manifest Destiny: the

musical ride hockey, anglophilia

and author John Reeves's very
own solution to the whole
problem of language rights.

"Don't teach 'em to speak, teach

'em to understand! To prove it

are some very sincere
testimonials from satisfied

customers in Medicine Hat and
Chicoutimi. Lest it be too heady
to find we have a mythology
sturdy enough to engender
humour that isn't just a series of

in-jokes, the mixture is leavened
by several powerful meditative

speeches: Pat Northcott's On The
Way To The Mission, which
reminds us that we ripped off the

Indians (and still do when we

Concert

to feature

Elizabethan

music
On Friday, November 30 at

8:30 p.m., the Music Department
will present the Collegium
Musicum, under the direction

of Dr. Wilbur Maust, in a concert

of vocal and instrumental en-

semble music of Elizabethan
England.

The Music Department's
collection of reproductions of

early instruments now includes

more than twenty wind, stringed

and keytx^ard instruments. The
seventeen vocalists of the en-

semble will \xi accompanied by
eight cmtumed instrumentalists

on viola da gamba, recorder,

crumhorn, rebec, violin, shawn,
cornetto, kortholt and various

percussion in.slruments,

The conf'ert will consist of

works by such major compf)Sers
as Byrd, Morley, Weelkes,
Wilbye, Dowland, (iMxmn as
well as lesser known com[x;sers

of the thirty year period
following 1588 It will in; refXiated

in January at St. Lawrence
University at Canton, New York.

There is no admission eharjjc

for this concert, Diiring their

lour year histrjry, the Collegium
Mu.sifum concrrrts have been
relaxed and eminently enjoyablf;,

reflecting an <:r:i whr-n music was
for participation and fun. So a

trip to Crant Mall on f-'riday may
help you to get into the (.'hristmaK

spirit by way of the Hpiril of the

-I ' Tilh century.

can) and Debbie Nyman's Death
of Louis Kiel. The actors' voices

in these last two playlets lacked

range perhaps, but did provide an

appropriate clarity of emotion.

Apart from a scratchy recording

of "Ca na da", Fenwick used no

music at all - a regrettable

decision that cruelly exposed
every off pitch in the songs. I

hope we'll be able to see John
Reeves do it again and follow the

natural consequences of the
proposition enunciated in

"tumannigottu..." - that we
Canadians are bursting with

talent. And the title? I think it has
something to do with our lilting,

graceful accent.

b camtron

An original production of a world premiere of "tumanigottu" provided variety of poems,
songs and dances in Chronicles which will go on all this week.

Tell uswhyyouwould choose life insurance

as a career. Orwhyyouwouldn't

Maybe you've never even

considered a sales career in insur-

ance. On the other hand, maybe
you realise that insurance is one of

the most challenging careers you
could tackle. For iiistance, did you

know that to qualify to sell life

insurance, you have to write a

comprehensive government
examination?

We'd like to know what you
think about a future in insurance; so

we're offering you this unique

opportunity. Simply write down
your thoughts—in approximately

500 words—on why you would
choose a sales career in life insur-

ance. Or why you wouldn't.

We're awarding $500 Govern-

ment of Canada bonds for the two

entries judged best—one "for", one

"against". So go to it, and let's have

your opinion. (If you'd like some
factual background information, feel

free to call your local Met Life

office.)

And, incidentally, if you think

you're good enough to be a

Metropolitan Life representative,

now is the time to think about the

future. So-even if you don't enter

the contest, why not contact us and
talk it overwrite to Roy V.

Chapman, Assistant Vice-President,

Metropolitan Life, 180 Wellington

Street, Ottawa, Ontario KlP 5A3.

OFFICIAL RULES
1. Contest is open to all students

due to graduate from a Canadian
university or college in 1974

or 1975.

2. Entries should preferably be

typed, or clearly handwritten, on

one side of the paper only, and
headed either: "Why I would choose

a sales career in life insurance" or

"Why I would not choose a sales

career in life insurance". Entries

should not exceed 500 words in

length and may be submitted in

either English or French. (Duplicate

prizes for each language.)

3. Each page of the entry must

include student's name, address,

university, course, and graduating

year.

4. Entries must be mailed to: Gary
L. Smith, Director, Communications,
Metropolitan Life, 180 Wellington

Street, Ottawa, Ontario K1P5A3;
and must be postmarked not later

than February 1, 1974.

5. The final panel of judges will

include a Canadian university

instructor in a faculty of business, a

commercial writer and a repre-

sentative of Metropolitan Life.

6. The judges' decision will be final.

Material submitted becomes the

property of Metropolitan Life.

7. Employees or representatives of

Metropolitan Life, or their im-

mediate families, are not eligible to

enter the contest.

8. All entrants will be advised by
mail of the contest results.

Metropolitan Life
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Lighthouse

then and now
by Ian McLeod

Even after going to those

long-ago Queen's concerts and
hearing most of their albums
(some too often) on other

people's stereos, I have never
been much of a Lighthouse fan. I

agreed to do a review keeping in

mind that if I disHked the Monday
concert I might feel compelled to

write something very nasty,

bringing up the flattering

prospect of having irate Journal

readers howl for my scalp. But no

such luck: I'm glad Lighthouse

came to Queen's, and I'm glad I

went to see them.

Grant Hall is a fine place for

a concert. The room is the right

size for a lot of people to be close

to each other and to the band.

Lighthouse could use the full

range of their sound without too

much distortion, and the music
boomed through the body. And
the late-show crowd - golly

shitlNever in Phoenix, Ariz., nor

even Moncton, N.B. could
Lighthouse have found a group of

people who knew their music so

well and responded so en-

thusiastically. It might be
(though the point's not worth
arguing) that in corny old

Kingston Lighthouse is at the

very centre of their stomping
grounds, and finds the Queen's

audience as open to them as any
audience in the entire WORLD!

Which compounds the dif-

ficulty of writing a review for you
folks. However...

In some ways. Lighthouse is

the same as they were two years

ago. The still wear funny clothes,

and they still play many musical

instruments with great energy.

Even during a throw-away song

like "Sunny Days on AM Radio",

the tremendous visual impact

keeps them interesting - the

viohnist, for instance, is a whole

show on his own.

Musically, Lighthouse is now
playing as a tighter unit than

ever before. With eleven in-

struments and seven voices,

there is more orchestral

potential; song arrangements
are more complex, with more
subtle doubling of parts and more
flexible interchange of harmonic
and melodic lines between in-

dificual musicians, rather than

between sections as blocks. This

emphasis on a group feeling

rather than the one-man takeover

is typified in the improved lead

guitar of the always outstanding

Ralph Gole - his solos are shorter,

more disciplined, and more
accurate, and his main effort is

now focused on tying together

and emphasizing musical
statements from all the other

instruments.

This new approach was both

a cause and an effect of personnel

changes, some definitely for the

better. For instance, Bob Mc-
Bride, who always got too much
attention for what he was worth

to the band, has been replaced by
Doug Billard. Billard not only has

a pleasant voice which blends

well with the new choral sound,

he lends to the concert a

democratic aspect. With his

exuberant but clumsy stage

manner, he is less the rock hero

than the token imbecile on stage,

like a friend, fresh from the

Science '76 smoker, who walked
in the wrong door.

The new saxaphonist-flutist

is quite effective, adding a strong

element of hard jazz to the group

Lighthouse gave yet

sound. The brass was solid on the

choruses, weak on the solos, as

was the pianist called in to

replace Paul Hoffert. This
weakness was not that important
- it just leaves more room to

improve.

Two sections of the band I

wasn't quite sure about one way
or the other, perhaps due to the

wraparound diffusion of sound in

the hall, were the percussion and
the strings. The new drummer is

a little rough and rocky but he fits

- as in "1849", where the new
drum part was a free added
bonus. Prokop, of course, still

knows what he's doing. When
both played at once, though - a

fine idea - my ears didn't know
the difference. The strings, often

hard to distinguish, seem to

gently smooth out the rock
elements; but with rare ex-

ceptions, when they come to the

fore, the music becomes too

Moon River, too sweet. I must
conclude that they sound best

when you can't hear them. Which
seems a damn shame.

Lighthouse's music, uneven
and sometimes dishonest on

mackenzie

another successful concert at Grant Hall on Monday.

some of their albums, filled is always an intense experience -

Grant Hall with a driving, and part of the joy of the concert

multicoloured sort of sound, was knowing that other people

Hearing a tight professional band thought so too.

Ambitious attempt is entertaining
by Kiloran German

"Mixed Doubles", the McArthur Theatre Arts

Department's current production, is an ambitious

attempt that is conceptually fascinating and that

despite a few problems results in a good solid

evening of entertainment.

This "entertainment on marriage" is a series of

eight short one act plays that are thematically

linked as a parallel progression of relationships and
marital problems. Two pairs of actors alternate as

the married couple of each piece.

The overall production, coordinated by Larry
O'Farrell, has cohesion which strengthens the

thematic link. The set is stark, with a few white
boxes and simple set pieces, and is delimited by
three large white cloth drops which are used as
screens. Slides are projected to suggest the mood
and setting of each play, but as many of these are
technically poor, they do not achieve the effect that

they might have. They work brilliantly however
during the scene changes which are visually im-
pressive, and create an artistic transition between
plays. The stage hands are dressed in white and
become animated screens set off against the static

ones.

The consistency is marred somewhat by the
fact that each play has a different director, so

' although the same actors reappear, the manner in

which their pacing and style of gesture varies is

sometimes interesting but is periodically distur-

bing.

Andrew Orr delivers a prologue to the plays, as

a vicar who gives his blessing at the altar. His

exhortations, performed in fine pedagogic style,-

end with the observation that "the bridegroom
Cometh before his time". The ironic humour of the

piece sets the tone that pervades most of the scenes

that follow.

The action shifts to a train compartment as

Vera Zecevic and Alan Youngson make tentative

attempts at conversation on an awkward wedding
trip. Their performances are superficial, but

perhaps adequate in that the play is the most
shallow offering of the evening.

They reappear later in "Norma", which is a

humourous look at adultery. Their performances
are equally surface, and cause the humour to fall

flat.

Later, as a middle aged couple trapped in a
tent, they finally come into their own. Tliey seem
more comfortable in their roles, their timing im-
proves, and as a bored wife and an indifferent

husband, they fail to communicate beautifully.

They gain momentum in this scene, and carry it

over into "Silver Wedding", their final play.

It is unfortunate for Zecevic and Youngson that

their attempts are contrasted sharply with the

performances of David Kemp and Loma Wilson,

the clearly superior alternating pair. Their timing
is masterful in "Score" a tennis match in which the

verbal sparring parallels the physical. They are

appropriately embittered in "Night", a Harold

Pinter play which is unfortunately out of place in

the series.

Due to the nature of the preceding plays, the

impulse of the audience is to laugh, and the play

and performances are far from laughable. They
create amusing caricatures as an aging couple

whose true thoughts are revealed in "Count-down",
although Wilson's accent is a little shaky. And they
conclude with a poignant portrayal of an old couple
approaching death. But don't be misled - the
evening is far from deadly.

KtSkii fried ^ki^ken
A CANADIAN COMPANY

3 Locations in Kingston

^ 240 Montrea I Street ^
542-2773

^
AUNT LUCY'S
TAKE HOME STORES

Princess West
at Portsmouth

It's Finger
Lickin' Good

1. Bath Rd.

at Gardiners

Owned and operated
locally by Canadians
for Canadians

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS
FREE DELIVERY

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to n PM DAILY

SKI BOOTS
Imported From Germany and Italy

1/2 PRICE
We Bought The Entire Stock From A Sporting

Goods Importer Who Decided To Give Up The
Ski Boot Business. Hurry - Limited Quantities

Regular Values

$45 to $165
NOW 22'" to 82'»

LIQUIDATION SALE
- 108 PRINCESS STREET -
Conducted by S & R Dept. Store
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unclassifieds

LARGE SINGLE ROOM
AVAILABLE in Leonard Hall

anytime. Please call Mike at 51<)-

7241 or drop by room 115, Leonard
Hall.

LOST: ) Brown Wallet with ALL my
identification but NO money! I

don't even have a social security

now. Please help me locate my
wallet before I become a classic

case of amnesia! 542-2568.

LOST: A black and gold Parker
Fountain pen bearing the in-

scription P.V. Chance. As it is of

great sentimental value there's a

reward of $5 for its return. Phone
Pat: 546-9592.

BELATED CLASSIFIED for Anne
and Andie's. Thanks for the
movies and beer. The night was a

gas. However, the back seat

cheering section was entertaining.

BELATED RESPONSE to above
classified: The night was a gas (or

lack of it), but the driving left

something to be desired. However,
we do understand, as it is difficult

to drive with one hand in the back
seat! Anne and Andie.

THE BIG ROAR: We know that you
shouldn't need urgin' to practise

the art of submergin', For by age
twenty-one, your gun should be
done, with the label that's known
as virgin. Happy Birthday Willie!

Rat, Squirrel, Bigot, Carrot-Head,

J. Wart, Vern, Dave.
FOR SALE : Two S4.50 tickets to John

Prine Concert, 9 pm, Saturday
Dec. 1, Massey Hall, Toronto. Call

Robb, 549-1219.

HELP! HELP! HELP! Single room
available in EIrond College.
Downtown location. Close to

campus. I'm desperate, caught
between two contracts. If in-

terested phone 544-1842 or inquire

at EIrond College.

ORGANIZERS NEEDED to help with
the FIRST UNIVERSITY MALL
during Snowball Week. Please
contact Rosemary (544-8552) or

Sally (544-8135).

SINGLE ROOM AVAILABLE in Earl
St. Residence for next semester.
Call 544-8947 or leave note at 329

Earl, No. 221

SCIENCE FORMAL '75 COM-
MITTEE invites submissions of

suggestions for the theme of

Science Formal '75. A free ticket to

the Formal (or cash equivalent)

will be awarded to the person
whose theme suggestion is chosen
for Science Formal '75. Sub-
missions must be made before the

end of term. Send your suggestion
to: Science Formal '75 Committee,
Clark Hall.

WANTED; One fridge in good running
order. Mung wants his back.

CAREERS
Career Planning and

Placement
121 Union St.

COMPANIES
RECRUITING
ON CAMPUS

PERMANENT
Automatic Electric no

presr.rf;f;riinq Electrical
Enginoering, Applied Math;
Phytic; sign ups in progress
Decomhf.T 4ih H. 5fh campus
inforvif.-//',

Toronto Dominion Bank no
pr<,-'>r.rf;ornrig Bachelor of

Commerce; AA, BA.; Arts;
Sign ups in progress
December 4th f, 'ith campus
interviews

Fashion Council no
prescreening B/ichelor of

Commerce; AA. B A,; Art^;

Sign up» In progress
December 'ith f/irnpus in

terview^

AbitIbi Paper Company nr;

preicreening AAechrinicil

Engineering; Chemical
Engineering; Civil
Enqini-ering; Electrical
Enginr-'T ing; November 2*th

Please call Miko at 544-7241 bet-

ween 6 and 7.

FOR RENT: 2 rooms scmi-attached in

house with 3 other students. Dish-
washer, washer-dryer, colour TV,
fully furnished. Call 546-9804.

ANYONE INTERESTED in

reviewing one of the following

books for next term please contact
Suzanne Swaby at 549-1219 or leave

a message with Judy Dobias at the

Journal office: The Honeymoon
Festival by Marian Engol (fiction)

A Severed Head by Irish Mur-
Doch (fiction). Tales From
Modern India (a collection of short

stories), Masks of Childhood (3

plays by James Reaney), The
Blasted Pine (A collection of

Canadian poetry). The reviewer
gets a free copy of the book.

WAKONDA is going to get you for that

one - he's watching. The Rabbit
Man.

FOR SALE: Guitar - 1969 Martin D-35,

Good Condition, $500 or best offer.

546-4006, evenings.
JOHN: Supply and demand curves

are normal once again. Your help
was greatly appreciated, no more
late parties in the other room.
From you know who the second.

HEY, MISS P. ( Brain) : What's small,
orange, has 4 legs and a very funny
name? Me(ow).

SCIENCE FORMAL '75 COM-
MITTEE invites submissions of

suggestions for the theme of

Science Formal '75. A free ticket to

the Formal (or cash equivalent)
will be awarded to the person
whose theme suggestion is chosen
for Science Formal '75. Sub-
missions must be made before the

end of term. Send your suggestion
to: Science Formal '75 Committee,
Clark Hall.

ROOM ON MAIN CAMPUS in Men's
residence, available on or after

December 13th, 1973. Phone 544-

7597 after 6 pm ask for Bob.
THE GREEN DOOR at the Chaud.

will be the site of the 3rd Annual
Queen's Reunion, for all of us
living in Ottawa. See you
December 27th!

PAUL— HECK! Like, I mean it's sort

of Peachy Keen. Buth then, what
can you do?

MARRIED COUPLE NEEDED to

join ski chalet in St. Adele,
Quebec. (Preferable Graduate
student or Professor). Cost: $85

per person for period of Nov. 1 to

April 15. Call 546-5365 for further

information.

LOST: One furry left handed paw. ie

glove. Mate is lonely and anxiously
waiting for return. Lost Monday on
way to Lighthouse. Meagre
Reward. A beer at the Pub? Phone

- sign ups begin - December
5th & 6th - campus interviews

The AAutual Life of Canada no
prescreening - Bachelor of

Commerce; November 26th -

sign ups begin; December 5th
- campus interviews

London Life no prescreening -

all graduating students
November 27th sign ups

begin; December 6th & 7th

campus interviews

Jones Heward & Company
Limited no prescreening -

Bachelor of Commerce;
AA B.A.; Arts; November 27th

sign ups begin; December
6th campus Interviews

Sun Life Assurance Company
no prescreening all

graduating students;
Nfjvember 27th sign ups
begin; December 6th

campu', inlorview'.

Atlas Steels Company no

prescreening Bachelor of

Commerce; AA . B . A , ;

f^lovember 27th sign ups
begin; December 6th

campus interviews

Royal Bank of Canada no
prescreening Economics;
Bachelor of Commerce;
November 281h - sign ops
begin; December 7th

campus interviews

Paul: 544 9047.

WANTED: Someone to share a

modern three bedroom apartment
with two girls as soon as possible.

Only a short walk from campus
and very reasonable rent. Call 549-

2853.

THANKS to everyone who was so kind
to me when I was sick. It's great to

know that people care. Special

thanks to Sue Muldoon for her help
on Wednesday night. Sue.

STOLE N : large black leather purse at

Grant Hall Super Pub on Saturday
night. If found, please call 542-5093.

Sentimental value.

GAEL GROUP 23 meet at the usual
place this Friday, Nov. 30, at 8 pm.
Heading for the Pub. Special invite

to Texas Macli and all other
members of the Skidoo Group we
haven't seen since September.

WATCH OUT for the Mistletoe in the

Journal Business Office.

CHEAP: Two year old Yamaha
guitar, case included. Both in good
condition. Only $45. Call 544-8752 if

interested.

LOST: last week-end, man's gold
signet ring. If found, please call

Rod, 544-4232. Reward.
HAPPY 19th NANCY S. Sorry about

spilling the beer on you. Better
luck next time. Big Mike.

HAPPY 19th NANCY S. from the

turkeys, the G.S.'s, the Maulers,
the McNeill Raiders, and the

Phantom Lobster, (we can't tub
you, but you'll still get yours!)

FOUND: silver coloured ring with

green stone. Ladies washroom of

Ontario Hall. Monday night.

Contact the Journal office.

JIM M. Thanks for Tuesday's
Classified. Anne. (P.S. It was
yesterday!

)

LOST: Saturday at Grant Hall Pub. A
bracelet of Green, Black and Pink
stones in silver setting.

Graduation gift of great sen-

timental value. Reward. 544-9510.

WANTED URGENTLY: Single
person or couple to share pleasant

two bedroom apartment with
couple. December rent-free; from
January 1st $70 per month. Close

to campus. Phone 544-0713 and
come for a visit.

WANTED: A ride to New York City,

or area. Leave after Dec. 14th. I

will help with gas. Call Nancy, 544-

8438.

WOULD THE GUY who SO generously
gave me $2.00 for the Soo Hockey
game on Saturday night, please

contact Daphne at 546-0587? I'd

like to repay you!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY to the good

looking plumber who asked me up
to his room to listen to a Cat
Stevens Album until the late hour

Anglo-Canadian Pulp & Paper
AAills - no prescreening - Civil

Engineers; AAechanical
Engineers; Chemical
Engineers; November 26th -

sign ups begin; December 5th

& 6th - campus interviews

Hercules Canada Limited
prescreening Chemical
Engineers; Chemistry;
November 29th deadline

date; December 7th - campus
Interviews

Warner-Lambert Canada
Limited prescreening
Bachelor of Commerce;
AA.B.A.; December 9th

application deadline;
January 16th campus in-

terviews

Ford AAotor Company of

Canada, Limited
prescreening Arts &
Science; Bachelor of Com
merce; AA.B.A.; AAechanical

Engineers; Electrical
Engineers; December 15th

application deadline;
January 2A\U campus In-

terviews

Ontario Public Service
prescreening Applications
for permanent employment
with the Ontario Public
Service are now being ac
cepted at the Placement
Office. For further In

of i am. Like a gentleman hn Sdid I

could spend the night th«ri>
Tempted as I was, I refu»«d.
Maybe next time John! Happy
19th on the JOth

WANTED: One four man house for

next school year. Preferably close
to campu>, Phoni- Paul Szc
/ucin->ki at 544 751(4, John Murray
at 544 7601, or John McBoyle at
544-7586.

MALE GRADUATE STUDENT ieeki
mature liberated female to
mutually develop a spontaneous,
complete and sincere emotional
and physical relationship. Please
send name and phone number to

M. Joseph, General Delivery,
Kingston.

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
available, Jan. 1st. $150 per month.
Clergy and Queen St, Call 544 1368

evenings.

3 BEDROOM HOUSE: Centrally
located, $160 per month. (Heat
included) Call 544-1936.

LOST: white ski gloves with red and
blue trim at Midnight Concert.
Call Dave 549-0679. Reward.

WE NEED A FOURTH GIRL for a

newly decorated, furnished room
in an attractive 4 bedroom house
at 304 Albert St. Available now.
Rent: $58.75. 549 1855.

THE FOLLOWING are cordially
invited to John D.'s bash: E.

Lafontaine, T. Groulx, J. Nicklin,

W. Grant, C. Legate, N. Soligo, B.

Gartshore, R. VanAMen, G. Raine,
D. Laugharoo, C. Maynard, M.
Kirkwood, P. Wood, D. Andreae,
E. Mclntyre, A. Matsuoka, R.

Murrell, A. Gibb, G. Busknor, G.
Gorr, D. Bond, T. Church, Stew
Johnson, D. Latham, S. Coggins,
K. Coggins, A. Cameron and any
other good friends I missed.
Place: 2-G, West Campus. Time:
8.00 pm, Dec. 1, 1973. BYOB and B.

SCIENCE FORMAL '75 COM-
MITTEE invites submissions of

suggestions for the theme of

Science Formal '75. A free ticket

(or cash equivalent) will be
awarded to the person whose
theme suggestion is chosen for

Science Formal '75. Submission
miist be made before the end of

term. Send your suggestion to:

Science Formal Committee, Clark
Hall.

TDD (Terrible Disfuguring Disease)
has struck again. The number of

afflicted is four, plus one
inanimate object. Who will be the
next to suffer? Support your local

chapter of the TDD Association.
Remember you might be next.

LEONA: Are your dreams being
haunted? We hope so - we're
working on it. We WILL strike
again Soon. Your secret ad-
mirers.

LOST: 1 pair of men's gold wire rim
glasses at Lighthouse Concert, or
between Grant Hall and Beverly
St. Reward offered. Call Frank at
544-0529 or 546-7591.

formation and brochures
contact US as soon as possible.

DEADLINE DATE FOR
APPLICATIONS IS
DECEAABER 5th.

SUAAAAER
Bell Canada prescreening -

Undergrads '75 Engineering;

Commerce; AA.B.A.;
AAathematics; Hon's.
Science; Hon's. Arts;
December 19th application

deadline; January 29th & 30th

campus interviews

Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited prescreening •

Undergrads '75 Honours
Science; Engineering;
Deadline date for applications

is December 14th.

Public Service Commission -

Career-oriented summer
employment program Ap
plications are now available

at the Placement Office.

DEADLINE DATE FOR
APPLICATIONS IS

JANUARY 15th, 1974.

Sainte Marie among the Hurons
prescreening Summer

employment for males and
females to act as guides for

TO SNOWDON "the Oa/Umi,
Hustler" You done gori* ant
turned twenty you Old b«g of dirt'

Happ/ birthday! Love Ayn,
Snake, liuttan, H, Turd, Loosely,
Bax, Turd J»me% and Bruci*
Helen.

EVA my t/pe of girl.

GAEL APPLICATIONS are available
in AMS Outer Office. The deadline
for these applications is Monday
Dec. 3,

FOUND: One British Passport m
vicinity of Dunning Hall Contact
Joyce Roe, AMS office

LET TODAY, the JOth of November be
designated Banana Day, in honour
of the latest consignment of raw
materials to be received by the
Factory of Applied Science, Today
they get their skins!

PERSON WANTED to share 4

bedroom apartment with 3 other
girls. Close to campus, inex-

pensive, furnished, wall to wall
carpeting, 542 8137

BYRD'S, "Sweet Heart of the Rodeo"
desired by Urban C and W freak.
Will pay $6,00 for acceptable copy.
Phone Country John Thomas. 542-

4343.

BED FOR SALE: One double bed,
very good mattress, stron frame.
Bargain price. Leave message at

546-9804 (evenings).

100 Years ago it took 12 men, 14 mules,
and 16 weeks to visit Grannie for

Christmas in Vancouver. But you
can visit Grannie for $139 Fly on
Dec. 17, back Jan. 5; or $149. Dec.
22 - Jan. 5 Mules extra! Contact
AOSC, 44 St. George Street,
Toronto 5, Ont.

REMEMBER those sun drenched lazy

summer days? Put back a little

sun in your life, fly to Acapulco.
From $239. Get your flight, fun and
sun for 8 days, leaving every
Friday until Reading week - April
12th. Contact AOSC, 44 St. George
Street, Toronto 5, Ontario.

ROOMS AVAILABLE in Science '44

Co-op for males and females.
Room and board included. If in-

terested, call Andrew Anderson,
546-6211.

CHRISTMAS IS CLOSER than you
think. Forget about the formal
studio portraits and have your
sitting in the country. Call Photo
Image before the November
monsoons for a portrait that will

make a special gift. Telephone 546-

7770 or drop in at 33 Brock.

PIZZA PALACE is new, fresh, |

and it's clean, and wow what a
|

pizza. Gus really knows how to

prepare this scramptuous •

repast. He's at 277 Montreal St.
J

Telephone 546-7742. CUp this I

coupon, give to driver, and get |

25c off every pizza -limit of 1
|

pizza, 2 -ex. Irg.

this historic site. FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT THE
PLACEMENT OFFICE.
Deadline date for applications

is December 31st.

The Naval and Military

Establishments
prescreening Summer em-
ployment for both males and
females. For further In-

formation contact the

Placement Office.
DEADLINE DATE FOR
APPLICATIONS IS
DECEMBER 31st.

Ontario Ministry of Natural

Resources prescreening
Park Interpreters. Ap-
plications and information
are available at the

Placement Office.
DEADLINE DATE FOR
APPLICATIONS IS
JANUARY 15th.

Defence Research Board
prescreening Summer
Research Assistants;
Honours Science and
Engineering Undergrads '75.

DEADLINE DATE FOR
APPLICATIONS IS

DECEMBER ISth.
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5IMC£

C5

dining

at tlie

Superior

ran
Rector:
THE REV. GORDON HENDRA, B.A., B.D.

156 Barrie Street— Telephone 546-5623

Assistant Curate and Anglican Chaplain to Queen's University:

THE REV. ERIC HOWES, B.A., M.Div.
148 Barrie Street — Telephone 546-5113

9.00 a.m. - HOLY COMMUNION Br»=.,h<>.- ti,„ o„ .
11.00 a.m. - HOLY COMMUNION f-^^'her - The Rector

Wednesday, Dec. 5th

7.45 a.m. - HOLY COMMUNION (Qu'Appelle Liturgy)

by Robert MacLean
The Superior Restaurant, 226

Princess St., offers one of the

largest menus that I have en-

countered in the Kingston area.

Seafoods, beef, etc. are all well

represented, although those that

have a taste for foreign foods will

be disappointed as the selections

are mainly American. The
restaurant is usually busy. This

can be attributed to the fact that

the Superior is one of the lower

priced restaurants in the city.

Liver is $2.45, veal $2.75, roast

beef $5.50, lamb, $3.25 as well as a

variety of sandwiches and grilled

items at much lower prices.

The first section of the

restaurant is the usual

arrangement of booths that

plague most American establish-

ments. At the back the setting is a

little more elegant but by no

means classy. Red tablecloths

with white paper placemats, red

carpeting, dim lighting, and a

very attractive bar, lend some
appeal to the eye. The place

would have been more attractive

if the tablecloth was clean.

Filet mignon at a most
reasonable price of $5.95 seemed
like a logical choice. Included in

the price is a salad, warm roll,

mushrooms, vegetables and
French fried potatoes. The salad

was small, fresh, and most en-

joyable until I came near the

bottom where a soapy taste was
quite evident.

The filet, smothered with

fresh mushrooms, arrived on the

standard wooden steak board, the

vegetables in side dishes. The
portions of everything were more
than generous but in spite of this I

was disappointed with the meal.

The filet was ordered medium
rare, however it was burnt black

on one side and nearly raw on the

other side. Had the meat been

cooked properly it would have
been excellent.

Reaction to the vegetables

was mixed. The turnip was very

good. It was smooth and sweet.

The carrots had been boiled to

death and were tasteless. The
peas were the panned variety but

they were acceptable. The
French fries were very greasy.

There is nothing unusual in

the line of desserts, just the

standard selections. The Superior

makes very good chocolate
sundaes, which are highly
recommended.

There appears to have been
something wrong with the dish-

washer at the Superior
Restaurant. The salad was not

the only item to be tainted by
soap. The coffee was so soapy

that I had to send it back, the

second cup was fine.

Total cost of the meal in-

cluding tip and tax came close to

$7.00. Service was swift and
courteous at all times and the

waitress earned her tip.

I have had better meals at

the Superior Restaurant. Last

Sunday must have been an off

day for the kitchen.

(No Evening Service this Sunday)

QUEEN'S DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA /^hs^
PRESENTS '

'

TORONTO WORKSHOP
PRODUCTIONS

IN

MARK TWAIN'S
Letters from the earth

DECEMBER 5 at 8:30 in McARTHUR AUD.

STUDENTS $1.50 NON-STUDENTS $2.50

DRAMA DEPT. 547-6291

FINLAY'S
SPORT SHOP

Presents The Beautiful

World Of Skiing

To The Kingston Area

LANGE

HUMANIC

NANCY GREENE

HEAD

FISCHER

AN-BA

93 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON 548-8255

ARTSCI 76 SMOKER

Beer 3/$ 1.00

Wednesday,

Dec. 5

in the Pub 8 - 12

Free with year card

25 cents without

Queens
University

Music
Department

ELIZABETHAN MUSIC
MADRIGALS AYRES
CANSONETS DANCES

BALLETS FANCIES

COLLEGIUM MUSICUM
Friday, 8:30 p.m. GRANT HALL

November 30th
Admission Free

WE'LL HELP YOU FIND

THE DLVMOND YOU'LL FLIP FOR

There are all kinds of diamonds.
Some right, some wrong for you. We'll help

you find the diamond you'll flip for . .

.

love for its brilliance, admire for its fire.

One diamond is waiting, so perfect for your
purse and personality, it could never

belong to another.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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Fencers here on weekend
Queen's University and RMC will co-host

their annual fencing tournament here all day
tomorrow and Sunday. Action gets underway on

Saturday morning at 9:30 in Bews Gym and the

Dance Studio of the Phys Ed Centre. At press

time, there were few confirmed entries but it is

expected that Carleton, Trent, Toronto, Brock

and a couple of other schools, in addition to

Queen's and RMC, would be represented.

It marks the first taste of competition for the

male fencers this year. Saturday will see
competition in the men's sabre and women's foil

events while the men's epee and foil com
petitions will take place on Sunday.

bourns

VB Gaels a solid first
The pre-Christmas section of

the league tournaments ended
last weekend for the Men's In-

tercollegiate Volleyball Team.
This is going to be a welcomed
break for the Gaels as they have
played for the last five weekends.

The Gaels have learned two
very valuable lessons so far this

season. Firstly, they must always
give 100 per cent in every game

no matter what the level of the

competition. Secondly, if they

give 100 per cent every moment
they are on the court there is no
team in the OUAA that they can

not defeat. This includes the over-

rated York Yeoman. This was
shown best by Queen's victory

over York by the score of 15-8.

The league standings in

Group I of the Eastern OUAA

Sport Shorts

division has Queen's in first place

with 12 points. Close behind is

Ottawa with 8 followed by RMC
with 4 and Carleton is in the

basement with 2 points.

The first place teams from
Group I and II in both the East
and West division of the OUAA
will play off for the Ontario

championship and the right to

enter the Canadian finals in

Edmonton. League play resumes
January 19 in the Bartlett gym
here at Queen's.

Badminton
A patchwork women's

badminton team will head for

Toronto this weekend to take part

in (he OWIAA combined bad-

minton tournament. The pat-

ching has been brought about by
an injury to first singles player

Patsy MacKimmie. Miss
MacKimmie suffered a knee

injury in the team's first tour-

iamf;nt of the season two weeks
.'igo and is expected to be lost for

ihe season. Sylvia Cassidy will

lake her place in the first singles

and will team with Mary I^e
Itobbins U> form the first doubles

team.

The rest of the team will be

Ihe same with Diana Kdwards
and Kathy Jackson playing third

and fourth singles and second

doubles, and newcomers Terry

Gentiles and Sandy McFarlane
playing fifth and sixth singles and
third doubles.

HADDEN

All-Canadian

If you can't attend the

28th ANNUAL CAROL SERVICE

you don't have to miss it

On Sunday, December 2

at 8:30 p.m.

Join Jill Robinson

and John Kitney

as they bring the carol service to you

live from Grant Hall on

fmam
1490 CfRC 91.9

OMM WIOC
AMOSAVAH
McDonald's Big Mac The best-tasting big sandwicti

the world has ever known. Well, at least the

campus has ever known.

McDonaldis
277 BATH RD.

Skiing

Recreation director Howard
Pearce is looking for qualified

instructors for the ski programs
to be offered through Sports

Skills after Christmas. Ap-
plicants must be members of the

Canadian Ski Instructors

Association or have had previous

teaching experience. Anyone who
is interested is invited to contact

Mr, f^earce at .547-6984 or see him
in floom 102A of the Phys Ed
Centre before Friday, December
7th,

wfc news
A.s women 's first U-.nii intrarnurals draw to a close we can look

back on a variety of s[«jrts that offered lots of fun and for the most

part, were well attended.

ftecfmtly f:orripletr:d Ujwlin^ had some probl<;ms with d(?faults,

du*: mainly to the increased workload in the last part of the term. PHE
and fiEHAfi should in: commended for their interest as demonstrated

by tneir participation.

Still needed is a convenor for ind*)or Softball in second term. The
Wile requirement: an interest in WIC' s[X)rts I'oints toward personal

athletic awards are awarded for holding this [josition. If interested,

call Maiireen Houris at 547-5939 or drop in and .se*; her in Iloorn 215 in

the PHI': "irnplex.

NOTICE

As part of the programme to enhance the beauty of the

Campus, Physical Plant has planted a number of trees, some to

replace elms which have had to be removed, some in newly land-

scaped areas.

We must buy young trees, as the cost of larger, more sturdy

trees Is prohibitive. Young trees are tender, and injuries to easily

damaged bark can cause a tree to die.

There have been several instances where trees have been

damaged and killed by having bicycles chained to the trunk.

Parking Regulations, Section 8.5, are quite clear in stating that

bicycles must not be chained to trees.

In future, bicycles found chained or fastened to trees will be

removed to the nearest bicycle rack. In order to do this, security

chains will be severed if necessary.

Your co-operation and assistance in this attempt to save our

trees is respectfully requested.

KEEP QUEEN'S GREEN

Grounds Committee
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Meet Laurier

tonight
by Peter Watts

Queen's Golden Gaels will

put their four-game unbeaten

streak on the line tonight at 8

p.m. when they host the Laurier

Golden Hawks in the Harty

Arena. The Gaels have three wins

and a tie in their first four games
and would dearly love to finish

the opening part of their season

without a loss. Their game in

Ottawa on Tuesday night was
cancelled because of a break-

down in the ice-making equip-

ment. The game has not yet been

rescheduled.

Little is known about Laurier

at this point; however, it would

appear that they are not one of

the powerhouses of the West
division. In their first three

games, the Golden Hawks had
two wins and a loss; the wins

were over McMaster and Brock
and the loss was a 7-0 pasteing at

the hands of the York Yeomen.

Winning streak on line
Alex Elson had three goals in his

first three games, and along with

Joe Stumpe and Dennis Schooley,

appears to be the big gun for the

Hawks.
The Gaels, on the other hand,

have one of the most balanced
attacks of any tricolour hockey
team in recent memory. Colin

Loudon's line of Mike Lynch and
Bob Gillett is the leading scoring

unit on the team with 28 points.

The defense as a unit is next with

26 points followed by Bill

Sweeney's line with 24 and Bob
Clayton's threesome with 19. The
Gaels have scored 39 goals and
allowed only 9 in their first four

games.
Colin Loudon still retains the

team scoring lead with 11 points

on 5 goals and 6 assists. However,
three more Gaels - Lynch,
Clayton, and Jim Sunstrum - are

right on his heels with 10 points

apiece. Rookie centre Sweeney

leads the goal-scoring parade- he
has six. Sunstrum and Gillett

lead the team in assists with 7

each.

The defense has contributed 8

of the 39 goals Queen's has scored
this year. Frank Coffey leads

with 4. Up front, the centres have
been the most potent part of the

team's offense. Sweeney has six

goals, Loudon and Clayton have
five each, and Bill White, who's
only played in one game so far

has two. Eighteen goals out of

four players in four games is a
pretty good indication of the

potential of this year's hockey
Gaels.

The interesting test will come
after Christmas. The Gaels have
home-and-home series with

Toronto, York, and Laurentian
which could pretty well tell the

story as to whether the team
makes the playoffs.

B-ball Gaels in key game
by Chris Boon

The sixth game of a young
season may seem a little early to

start throwing terms like

'crucial' around with reference to

basketball, but tomorrow's game

Manor sponsors boat race
Five adventurous and slightly mad Queen's law students will

begin training this week for one of the most gruelling sports events on

the North American continent. Peter Trousdale, Mark Peacock, Peter

Barr, Tom Jolliffe and George Gage have committed themselves to

competing in the Quebec Winter Carnival Boat Race. Mr. Steve Amey,
owner of the popular Queen's watering hole, "The Lakeview Manor"
has generously agreed to sponsor the boys in their venture. The Ice

Boat Race, an annual event for over 50 yrs. now, is run over a 5 mi.

course on the ice-filled waters of the St. Lawrence River at Quebec
City.

This year's race will be held on Feb. 17th, the last day of the

Carnival. There will be 2 groups of competitors, each group competing
for a first prize of $1000. Grouping is based upon previous experience
in the race.

Many of the teams competing will be company-sponsored and
have their own boats. These boats are basically 5-man fishing dories

with special modifications. The oak hull is reinforced to withstand the

buffeting of the ice and there is a steel band along the bottom of the

boat to enable the crew to pull it across ice flows that block their path.

Crews still come from all over Quebec for this race, and the

competition will be extremely keen. Both Queen's and the Univ. of

Toronto competed last year.

with the York Yeomen is all of

that for the Gaels. A win will

leave the Gaels with a 2-2 record

in league play, and could give the

team a base for a post-Christmas

surge. A loss will put them even
farther behind the eight-ball with

little hope for the playoffs.

Geoff Smith, who appeared
rather distressed after the 102-75

loss to Brock last weekend, has

been stressing defence in

practices this week, so the Gaels

could put up a bit more opposition

to the Yeomen than one might
expect. If the Gaels can stop

giving up the ball through mid-

court turnovers, and maintain

some semblance of control on the

defensive boards, they should

have a good shot at beating York,

regardless of who has returned.

If not, it would be a long evening,

although a run-and-gun match
like the Brock contest would be a

crowd-pleaser. Accordingly, a

crowd would be an appropriate

addition. It might even make a

difference.

The Student's Memorial Union

Program Committee

presents:

The Annual Fireside

Christmas Dinner
and Carol Singing with Par Christie at the piano

Wednesday, December 5th

Bar opens in the

Poison Room

5 p.m.

Dinner is served in

Wallace Hall

5:45 p.m.

Tickets $1.85/person available in

the Union (B.Y.O.B. if you wish)

I- 'li'

670 King SlreelWesl

Kingston. Ontario

(613) 542 2809

Fine Portraits
by

Wallace R. Berry

are quiet

reminders

that family

pride is our

Heritage

Great Steaks

Seafood - Spaghetti

LICENCEDOF COURSE

Quiet Corners - Soft Lighting - Great for Dinner

Aunt Lucy's Restaurant
Princess St. W. at Portsmouth

FINNEGAN'S
"THE Smm PUB"
NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

178-188 ONTARIO ST. 544-6881

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!!

SAVE 25 cents

Announcing a new addition to our

submarine ''Family"...

the PEPPERONI SUB

featuring 20 slices of lean, spicy pepperoni,

tangy pizza-style mozzarella cheese, lettuce,

tomatoes, and pickles loaded into our own

special 12" bun.

Free Sunday Delivery

to Queen's Residence

SAVE 25 cents NOW

YELLOW
SUBMARINE

PRINCESS ST. across from EIrond. 544-7116
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World: Terrorists hifack Jumbo Jet
nUHAI - Three Palestinians
hijacked a KLM 747 jumbo jet

over Iraq Sunday during a flight

from Amsterdam to Tokyo and
have been trying to find

something to do with it ever

since.

_

I

°

i

'I've got to get to work
somehow.

'

OTTAWA - Energy Minister
Donald Macdonald has admitted

that Canada may have to resort

to formal fuel rationing complete

with ration cards, as during the

Second World War, if the fuel

shortage in eastern Canada
continues to grow.

Eastern Canada depends on

the Arab oil countries for 30 per

cent of its daily supplies or about

300,000 barrels a day. There is the

possibility that Canada may lose

up to 200,000 barrels a day from
these sources which would make
rationing necessary. This loss is

125,000 barrels greater than
Ottawa anticipated about a week
ago.

The problem is that the

multi-national oil companies
intend to invoke what are known
as force majeure clauses in their

oil supply contracts. A force

majeure clause provides that if

there is a major event such as a

war which disrupts supplies then

the contract is open to ad-

mendment.
The oil companies intend to

use the clauses to allow them to

spread the oil shortages around
among all their customers. The
effect is that U.S. oil shortages,

caused by Arab nations refusing

to ship to the States, would be

shared by allnations In Canada's

case, Venff/.uelan oil that would
normally go to Canada would be

diverted to the U.S.

VANCOUVER William
Ilichards Bennett, son of W.A.C.

Bennett, swept to an easy vic-

tory, Saturday, in the Social

f-'redit leadership convention.

The voting delegates f;rupted in a

bedlam of cheers and sang

Happy Days are Here Again'

alter it was announced Itial the

The jet, with 244 passengers
and 21 crew, was hijacked over
Ira(( and flown to Syria. From
there it proceeded to Cyprus,

Libya and Malta where the

passengers and eight stewar-

desses were released and a vice-

president of the Dutch airline

went aboard as a hostage.

From Malta the plane flew to

Dubai Tuesday, took off again

and then returned when South

Yemen refused to let it land.

None of those governments would
give the hijackers refuge, and
half a dozen other Arab govern-

ments refused to communicate
with them because hijacking is a

tactic no longer approved by the

leaders of the Palestinian

movement.
The release of the passengers

came after Dutch officials gave
assurances that KLM would not

fly war materials to Israel and
that Dutch volunteers fighting for

Israel risk losing their citizen-

ship. The Netherlands has been
one of the strongest supporters of

younger Bennett had won a first

ballot victory.

OTTAWA - Opposition critics are

calling for a complete review of

the Unemployment Insurance
Commission (UIC) after the

tabling of a report critical of the

commission's program to hunt

down abusers of the scheme.
The final report of the ad-

visory committee, tabled

Tuesday, takes a totally opposite

stance from the interim report

submitted to the House last

spring. The interim report was
based solely on interviews with

UIC head office officials. The
final report was drafted after

interviews and hearings with

claimants, the CLC and members
of the commission's board of

referees.

Interviews of suspected
abusers, the report said, often

tended to punish the innocent and
did little to crack down on hard-

core abusers of the scheme.
Substantial numbers of those

chopped from benefit rolls were
later reinstated.

A UIC spokesman said

Tuesday about 250,000 claimants

have been di.squalified this year,

representing between 60 and 65

per cent of those interviewed.

WINNIPEG - Public Works
Minister Russell Doern says he is

"planning something drastic" to

stop juveniles from smashing
their way to freedom through

sup(K>.sedly unbreakable windows
in the province's detention

c(rntre.

Provincial officials admittcrd

Tuesday that 14 mon; juveniles

<-Scaped on the w<!(;k<!nd bringing

to alxjut 30 th<; number who have

done so since th<' cciiln- opened in

the Israeli cause.

As of Wednesday Dutiai had
given assuranc(!S of safe conduct

out of the country if th*' hijackers

would release their hostages but

no country had offered to take the

three Arabs.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Nixon said he is cutting 15 per

cent from deliveries of gasoline

and home heating oil to stave off

severe fuel-shortage damage to

the U.S. economy. The moves will

mean homes six degrees cooler

this winter and not enough
gasoline to go around.

To start saving gasoline,

Nixon asked filling stations to

stop selling it on Sundays, and
pledged he will order such a ban
once Congress gives him the

authority.

In a radio-television address

Sunday, Nixon said deliveries of

airline fuel will also be cut 15 per

cent, industries will be denied 10

per cent of their oil wants and
commercial buildings will do

April.

OTTAWA - Statistics Canada
reported a decline in the number
of live births for last year, on

Monday. There were 347,319 live

births compared with 362,187 in

1971. However, the number of

legal abortions performed in

Canada rose 26 per cent to 38,853

in 1972. This is a rate of 11 per 100

live births.

without 25 per cent of their

heating oil,

These and other measureH
announced Sunday will reduce to

seven per cent an exp«!Cted 17 per

cent petroleum shortage, Nixon
said.

WASHINGTON The U.S. House
of Congress voted 31 1 to W to put

the country on year round
Daylight Saving Time as an
energy conservation measure.
The bill, which is one of the

special emergency measures
sought by President Nixon to help

meet the energy shortage, now
goes to the Senate.

According to the bill's sup-

porters the extra hour of daylight

would save 95, (XX) barrels of fuel a

day or as much as three per cent

of the nation's estimated energy
shortage.

NEW YORK - The Dow Jones
average of 30 industrial stocks

plunged 29.05 points to 824.95

Monday, its fifth biggest single-

session drop in history and lowes_t

level in two years. Yesterday's

decline continued a relentless

downward drive that has eroded

the Dow Jones average by more
than 162 points in just under a

month.

Analysts in New York said

the energy crisis, underscored by
Presidknt Nixon's message of

Sunday night, weighed heavily on

the market because it had no

historical precedent by which its

potential impact could be
measured.

ATHENS - Lt.-Gen. Phaedon
Gizikis, described as a rightist

and friend of ex-King Con-
stantine, overthrew President

George Papadopoulos in a

bloodless coup Sunday eight days

after an(i-gr>vernment klud<fnt

uprisings in which 13 people were
killed.

A communique said
Papadopoulos was ousted
U'cause he was moving Greece
towards parliamentary rule too

fast and straying from the goals

of the i%7 coup that put the

former colonfd in fxmttr

Premier Spyros Markezinis,
who was U) head a caretaker
government leading to

parliamentary elections, was
replaced by Adamantios An-
droutsopoulos, the former
finance minister and a one-time
resident of Chicago, III.

With no apparent opposition

to the lightning coup, the new
regime lifted the curfew in

Athens on Monday and released

three former politicians under
house arrest for suppfjrting the

student demonstrations. The
coup was welcomed by the entire

Greek press with one paper
praising the army for ending six

years of one-man rule.

WASHINGTON - The U.S. Senate

has given its overwhelming
approval to Congressman Gerald
Ford's nomination for Vice-

President to replace Spiro
Agnew.

The Senate voted 92-3 in favor

of his nomination Tuesday with

the three dissenters objecting to

his stand on Vietnam and civil

rights legislation. Most of the

Senators praised Ford's honesty

and integrity.

The nomination now goes to

the House where Ford has served

for the past 25 years. It is ex-

pected that he will be approved
by a similar wide margin. The
House is working towards con-

firming him by the end of next

week.

FEIFFER

Canada: Oil companies
divert our oil to U.S.
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tsunami
writings by james w smith

Tsunami is a collection which I printed in 100 copies earlier this

year.

There is no charge for Tsunami; there is no paralytic's concern

for "breaking even"; thus the white-noise of pragmatism is

removed.
Necessary room is made for higher concerns.

Some perceive a tenuous theme of social criticism informing

the choice of material. There are many occasions when I agree.

James W. Smith ©
October, 1973.

The Problem

(part one)

Wittgenstein meets Tzara for coffee in a

restaurant in downtown Kingston during the

penitentiary riot 1971.

They listen excitedly to an old lady hawking a

petition deploring increasing crime in the city.

"Perhaps she could help us find the problem."

They introduce themselves as Sacco and
Vanzetti, just arrived. No reaction. Either she had
never heard of them or she was ultimately clever.

She says they seem like nice, cleancut men.

Prayer
God, I hope you've filled up all

the women's thighs with water like

balloons for me today - it's hot-

take all the small grubby kids in

striped teeshirts whether torn or

not and give them all pop and stuff

to rot their teeth but it'll make
them happy now today; give all the

poor kids bicycles and wind to ride

into if just for today, and all that

want them, comic books.

Make them all fat and happy for this

day at least,

and sweat looks good on girls, does

it not, in the steaming sun,

eh, God?

They say they are.

Tzara reads the petition quickly ; he suddenly

looks up at Wittgenstein, tears welling in his eyes.

"This is tragic."

Wittgenstein reads.Then, "My GOD." He grabs
the lady's pen rather brusquely, and strokes out

"mad", to replace it with "angry".

She screams. "HOODLUM! Thug!! Who the

hell do you think you are? I'm going to call the

police! Imagine!
!"

Totally bewildered, Tzara realizes that the

problem is .somewhere near. But there is no time.

She is screaming loudly, in a voice remarkably like

garbage tins, something about rape and assault and
help. They must flee!

Taking Wittgenstein's shaking arm, he pulls

him out into the street. A dog is urinating against

their tandem bicycle. "Hurry. We'll talk later."

They peddle off.

A cop runs into the restaurant which is now in

complete turmoil, and finds the old lady among
fallon chairs and tables. Indignantly, she shows him
the malicious damage the crooks had done.

But look: there is no erasure. Only a single

black rosf; growing from the page,

"What is the idea?" In answer, she gurgles

indistinctly,

Hr; arrests her. It is all over, her very life

flaHhes before her tf;arful eyes. She prays fervently

fo ('t<)<i that there be no newspapermen around

There were.

Meanwhile, Tzara '» bicycle suddenly over-

turnH. 0,0 be continued

j

Blessed
They've lived together for most of their lives

now, in the slow grind of time, and have ten children

in a little farmhouse outside of town. They search

desperately for money, as one would suppose,

getting it wherever they can, to have enough to pay

the $90.00 rent, the $10.00 phonebill, the $25.00 hydro

and water every month. After that, they have

barely enough to buy food. Every month, between

the 20th (family allowance) and the government

pension on the 30th, there are a few days without

food. It makes the end of the month a celebration.

Clothes? Nothing much.

The children are shy, pallid types, sensitive,

and most of all inobtrusive. One is a vegetable,

crippled in the head at birth. They all care for him
specially. The older boys and girls have all fought

for him when Outsiders picked on him. He's cute.

None of them really understand about money,

so they feel it is somehow their fault that others

have always a bit more,are a bit happier,have the

latest fad in toys, can tell them about the movies

they never seem to see. Teddy, the second youngest,

doesn't really believe what they tell him goes on in

theaters, he thinks you are making fun of him.

There is an odd sad glint in their eyes at the

magic in the liv(!s of others that is so far away from

them and their barr<!n lives. They will never look

back from adult (!y(!S and claim they were happy.

They will forget as soon as they can their child-

selves.

'j'hey seem happy now, playing in the dust, and

maybe som<!tim<;s ihc.y are happiness isn't always

a Triumph llnccr 10 sp(!(;d bicychr or even klacker

balls <\hc rrioth(!r slapp<!d Teddy when he asked for

them. She was sorry aft(!r. Poor Teddy, If he could

only know.; Billy was happy wIuti the rich kid from

down lh(! road cric^d, wli<;n he hit him lor tripping his

brother.

A.T.P.
year the same as the last.

Their father, a sometimes even employed

illiterate carpenter starts to drink on weekends, one

day.

Soon he is drinking during the week.

And the children begin to wonder in their guilty

way what is going on. Of course they sense a

change. Dad never beat them before, for one. (like

that night he cried and goddamit I'M SORRY after

Billy's mouth began to leak a little blood from the

split lip)

Their Dad got stranger. So did Mom. She yelled

more now, but cried when she was alone. Ginny had
told the rest about that, how Mom had been alone in

the boy's bedroom at lunch and she sat down and
shook like crying, but with no sounds. What were

they doing to make their parents act like this.

Billy wasn't doing too well in school, but Dad
still kept saying he would teach him his trade. This

made Billy proud, to be like his father. Children

forget the blows.

But the father kept drinking.

Now Mom and Dad fought sometimes ignoring

them.

Luckily, nobody saw Dad hit Mom one day, how
they just stood there, then how after a minute Dad
pu( his arms around her and they just stood there

quiet. What was there to say.They didn't really love

each other. It was summertime, soon it would be

winter.

And one day (hey were kicked out of their $90.00

a monlh house, as they had been kicked out before,

and they moved away somewhere else.

'I'hfy crow up, g<'t a year older, th«'n two. Every To live, I guess.



Night Soliloquuy (The Chaste Kiss)

1. 1888-1900. The twelve years Nietzsche was in madhouse; an
asylum for the mad, the insane, the out-of-touch, the ones put there.

2. The rain is everywhere in the night. Streetlights like sentinel eyes,

everywhere, light infiltrating the minds that are out in this night. A
million eyes, in silence, impassive, witness to crimes, blacknesses

suddenly seizing the soul of a passerby, making him do it, witness to

victims, seized in the night, made strip into vulnerability, some
snuffed like candles altogether, others pulling on the torn remnants of

their humanity, quickly before morning. This night of victims, flying

in fright, faces torn from behind their veil of anonymity, flashing into

light stark white light draining of all blood ; blood night.

See the souls of killers flying in the night, rapists rising to the

stars, the pain-givers eyes closed in ecstasies of fright: black dogs,

swift, silent, close distances to the dawn.
Each night can only be of a few hours, stretched over the

frameworks of blackness; its fabric slips through the fingers like

velvet, its soft plush fabric closing in upon your eyes, the victim, turn

to find the whispers of this night, turn forever, turn toward the sun

some hours away - flee into sleep, leave the light on in the room with

the windows all closed, closed tight, you checked; roll face down, bury

your face into the pillow, hold the blanket over your ears : each night is

time and chance to be a child; a few cannot avoid it. The lack of light

makes the width of possibility widen, more is possible in the night - all

can happen. Anything. Flee into dreams to avoid the waiting darkness,

where you are victim. You are never as sure in the night, walking,

sitting, staring out a window - what you see, what you feel, what
happens to you - anything, swimming somewhere out near the stars.

The spirit can be raped, bodies plundered, hidden areas of the mind
burst open like some dark ripe crimson fungus, or be broken - black

night with rain and random lights - the tears, random walks, open
eyes, fatigue, spoil, the darness slips in like oil along the rim of your
eyes, coal black like some egyptian whore, altering the vision - the

image of an image of the figure, walking in silence down the tunnel of

my vision into the distances: the presence then the absence both

spilling thoughts to me of where and why and what has been done,
tonight, in the flat planes of rain and dark.

Each night has a heavy eroticism somewhere peculiar to itself.

Offspring of the touching of the self and the absence of light.

3. A distance away, above me, tall limestone wall and wire - a prison,

a building, where hundreds of women sit, twisting memories of

maleness, weaving unsung lonelinesses, feehngs, spawning abortion

dreams, imprisoned, female bodies, flesh and bone and water, en-

closed, enforced, inside limestone, under the pressures of night.

We are held in thrall by the suspicions of night, the superstitions

that return and return and return. Night is the fecund ground for fear.

Night opens us up, like flowers, it tries. Fewer can hold off their

human side - night takes me, sinks roots and tubers into me, infuses

me with the crazy energies of fear, shaking my brain, removing the

anchor from my ship of sight - night's dark fibers shoot and flower in

my nervous system, the pulsing of their life shakes off my sleep-

walking daytime dullness, and walking, dampness touching me,
electric fibrillatory contact of some prime reality realizing me : from
my eyes, my ears, my toes, my fingers spring roses, dark roses, into

their mother the night. I am connected by life, plant life, electricity,

electric life, nerves, fibers, cells, tears, snot, saliva, skin, hair,

tingling roots of my hair, water, to the night to the darkness to all you
who are not here; sensations, sensitivity, walking, I am walking, the

Night Walker bullied into life, outside all your cells I prowl, prowling

do you feel me out here, I am out here in immediate contact with the

night which is spread sloppily all over half this doomed world, waiting

outside you, for you to quicken (with fear ? ) , to feel me in the darkness

where distances are denied, stretched on the thin rough edge of a

super lonely fatigue, I wait on Your will, watching the sun wake the

world up and all fall asleep. Out here the night, the rain, myself, the

darkness are touching me, black. Night, a goddess waiting outside the

veil, to be touched, and touch you. Skin to skin, flesh on flesh, night

quickens.

jws 20 may 73

12 jun 73

sweven

Cameron

After a lengthy absence, a new issue of sweven. In this issue we
have tried to integrate variety and vitality of content within a basic

unity of design. We hope that the results are pleasing.

Special thanks must go to Bob Mutrie, who contributed many
valuable ideas on design. Pam Tate, Martha Tancock and Ian

Cameron assisted on layout.

Front cover photo by Jim Merrithew. Back cover photo by John
Cameron.

Editor- Steven Winnett. sweven is published by the Queen's
Journal which in turn is published by the Alma Mater Society.

Editorial opinions are those of the editor and not necessarily of the

Alma Mater Society or Queen's University. Please address all sub-

missions to sweven, c-o the Queen's Journal, Students' Memorial
Union. Printed by St. Lawrence Printing Co. Ltd., Prescott, Ontario.
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Green Mould

and

English Majors
Someone sits at my table

and asks me what
I'm doing

hovering over a cold cup of coffee

clutching a cigar

with green mould growing

on its black

cold ashes.

Having realized after

great difficulty

that this is someone I knew
once
an hour ago

back in those classes

back in that other

world of English majors
who know everything about poetry

but why
as Dylan Thomas might have said

and did

but please don't tell me that it was
in his Child's Christmas in Wales

written and published

in his

early or late or posthumous period

please

or I'll turn neurotic

and walk around campus
with my fly open
and pretend that I don't notice

such unimportant things

being a poet

despite the fact

my genitals are cold.

So I look at that person

who has captured

and razed my din

at my quiet table

and say

"I was just writing a letter to a

friend"

covering the scratches

on my paper

with my newly completed

essay on the structure

of Milton

English majors are

really biologists you know
tearing animal guts

apart

pithing their brains

never thoroughly washing

their hands afterwards

sfj soon«;r or later

they eat

then think dissection

Someone is asking

me about Middlemarch
and focusing

I tell them
its a nice day out

then begin to talk about

some bitch named Dorothea

An hour later, another cup
drank and cigar

relighted

and smoked
I look for my letter

again in solitude

and find that

I cannot find it.

In spite of the green mould
I cannot find it.

I leave the cafeteria noisy

too noisy now
determined to wear old clothes

and leave my fly open
one of these days soon

perhaps

when the weather is warmer.

Brian T. W, Way

T
Peoll
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Looking Back
it was the warmth of those days

sheeting our tanned skin

with the soft breathings of the mid-summer noon

we sat on the edge of the cottage deck
spitting seeds from our watermelon sUces

into the flower bed
while the juice trickled off our chins

and down our arms
and dried in sticky pale pink stripes

the dog would still go rambling with me
in those days
behind

under the barbed wire fence

and along the winding cowpaths
through the dense dry bush
until

emerging at the top of the valley

we
two
burst out running across the flats

together

two young animals
let loose in all their glory

against that vast horizon

then

meeting the northward curve of the valley

we descended
this time through sparser bush
and heedless of any path

to the dry course of the spring run-off

the dog before me
sniffing where the frogs had snortled

we followed the empty bed
back to the lake

in the late evening

our family

sat in the cool on the deck
and watched in silence

as the moonlight shivered

and bright slivers

danced across the rippled surface of the lake

tiny waves caressed the shore all night

as we slept on bunks
in the cottage father had built

with his own hands

And He Ate
And he walked down
The crystal glass road
With his peppermint wagon
Which was trailing behind,

And he stopped as

He came upon an orchard
Where he straddled the fence

To jump t'other side.

He stood up on tip-toes

But his fingers could not reach,

So he kicked and shook
The rubber trunk,

And the aluminum apples

Tinkled as they fell to

The lemon skin ground,
He ran belter skelter

Picking them up as

They might have rolled down
The big marshmallow hill.

And upon feeding them to

Himself and little clay donkey.
They continued on their way
Down the melting road
Into the marmalade and licorice sunset.

Gale Jack

now
walking

and binding my worn duffle coat about me
against the damp
of a Kingston November
far away from the summer skies

that marked my prairie childhood

with arm-flingingness

fall's leaves lie strewn
their dark yellow stems sprouting upwards
and their bodies pasted

to the wet concrete

in limp submission to the murking sky.

S. E. Blackall
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a short story by

Heather Johnstone S
Your mother can't have polished those stairs or

I've got steadier feet than I thought. Suppose you must
have wondered who it was coming up to your room
when all the family's off to town. I was trying to rest,

but couldn't drop off, so I'll just pay a visit on John, I

thought. Weren't you curious who it was? Or did you
hear me coming through from my flat? Couldn't you
have left your books for a minute to come and help me
on the stairs?

I know. Examinations. What you can find to study

at Ordinary Level I don't know! My mother wouldn't

allow me to stay shut up in a room when I was sixteen

!

Ordinary Level Examinations, what a scheme! And
you let it keep you miserable for most of May and
June. Latin conjugations, chemical equations, Peel's

Repeal of the Corn Laws, Gladstone and Disraeli,

speeches from Richard the Second. A smattering,

that's all it is. You'd do better to get out and play some
cricket or meet some girls at the grammar school.

What's that you say? Oh, how my ears are

throbbing! You're always what?. . .Oh. . .being

tested. Always being tested, are you? It was the same
with Charles: the books, this desk. I assure you there

is not a more annoying habit. Not contagious though,

not for me. Suppose I built up a resistance to it over

the years. No, I was never a dull school-girl.

You make it all seem such a burden. I see you
coming through the gate with your satchel and your

school-boy's slouch. Ruining your posture, you are.

"Look at John with those books dragging down on

his shoulders," I say to your mother. And now look at

you hunched up over your books. Why, you should be

out breathing the air and stretching. . .stretching

your body in the air.

Tennis. Yes, tennis was my game. Stretching and
reaching out for the ball. Long reaches. Over the net

and down the court. Seeing the ball coming,
coming. . .

Did you know I'm far-sighted? Actually it's a

great strain for me to concentrate on anything close

up. Those petit-points in the sitting room, my sister

Anne did those. She was the eldest. No. I couldn't sit at

something like that. Couldn't see it properly and didn't

have the patience. Petit-point! Anne did the needle-

craft, but Vera was the sportswoman.
Course I wasn't far-sighted all my life. Didn't

really bother me 'til the winter I took piano lessons.

Those weary afternoons seated before the piano. The
black ebony keys and the black quarter notes. The
creamy page of the music book and the yellowing

ivory of the keyboard. I had to cut my nails to play.

They were beautifully manicured, but they clicked on
the keys, and father insisted.

I did want to learn to play because the new gen-

tleman who'd moved in above the Williams was giving

lessons. It seemed such an opportunity. But what a

bore it was having to learn scales. To have to play with

a ball of Anne's wool rounded in your palm. Curved
like so. Yes, as you're holding that pen only with the

fingers more apart. But I must go through with it if I

was to have lessons. Oh, yes, I could be determined for

a cause. I could spend hours over the keys, as you
spend hours up here, but then I had the prospect of

sitting next to Mr. Stanley on the bench. He'd sit quite

close and explain in a very low voice. A quiet voice. He
said I had an excellent posture, my back so straight.

Just a little tense beside him.

At the end of the lesson, or was it halfway
through? Anyway, during the hour he'd play some
difficult piece and give a short history. How Bach
didn't compose for piano, and the function of

Tafelmusik. His voice was very musical.

Oh, yes, and one Sunday coming out of church,

Eleanor Reid asked me what Mr. Stanley had talked

about this week. And I replied, quite innocently, "Oh,
it was ever so interesting. Mr. Stanley taught me all

about feminine endings." Feminine endings! Well,

Eleanor fairly hooted and a few heads turned about to

see what was going on.

A few weeks later I had to give up Mr. Stanley's

lessons. Not because of the feminine endings, but

because of my eyesight. The musical scores blurred

before me and so that was the end of my afternoons

with Mr. Stanley.

With anything close up it was the same. Charles

was shocked when he learnt that it was my mother
who had absolutely refused to allow me to have
spectacles. She was determined, but not an over-

bearing woman, as Charles said. A masterful woman.
She simply announced at dinner one day that Vera is

not going to wear spectacles, tore up the prescription,

and that was all there was to it. With mother
everything was so simple and straighforward. Was

t a
1

with me, as well, for a whUe. Luck runs out, you know.
You only have so much and no more.

You only have so much. . .a girl in school once
said that. She sat in the third row, two desks behind
mine. Ginger-coloured hair, freckles, skin sallow and
unhealthy. Like a grub you'd find under a rock that

had lain in moist ground for some time- a whey face.

Jealous, I thought she was. Didn't think, nor was
convinced.

"You can't expect to keep your pretty looks if you
keep looking in mirrors," she'd caution.

"And why not?" I'd say.

"You'll spend it all up. You only have so much,
you know."

As if it was the mirror and not time that spends
your looks and your youth. You can avoid mirrors, but

not time. And here you are a healthy, young boy inside

studying when you should be out enjoying yourself.

Yes, I enjoyed my youth. But it went in such a
rush. Childhood. . .girlhood. Grandmother and
Mother. . .Mr. Stanley and Charles.

The mystery of Grandmother's Tarot cards.

Second drawer on the right of the varnished chif-

fonier. The old chiffonier. They were stacked in a pack
in an old brown leather bag with a draw-string round
its neck. Inside were the cards. I once saw her arrange

them before her, then very quietly fold her hands in

her lap. She sat quite still, her eyes moving over the

cards. It somehow seems to me she died that fall, but

then it's probably a foolish fancy I got as a child.

The child never really dies in you, does it? Didn't

you feel a bit afraid, like a chUd, when you heard me
on the stairs and everyone off to the shops? You must
have heard me coming up. Was it because you were
afraid that you didn't come? Why didn't you come and
help me? You know how those stairs bother me, and,

well, I'm not well, you know.

Two pills, he said. Two pills, Mrs. Gregg, and
you'll sleep like a baby. Imagine the man ~ a doctor -

spent seven years or eight, oh, how am I supposed to

know how long in a university, and using a simile like

that! Sleep like a baby! About as effective as his pills.

Take two before retiring, says the label. I ask you, just

how long does it take them to work? There, I have you
as witness, don't I? You see, I lie down for an af-

ternoon rest, I swallow two pills, and you see for

yourself. Here I am walking about, feeling quite

normal, except for this throbbing in my ears. I'm
quite unimpaired; mind you, my wrist doesn't quite

feel right from gripping the handrail, so as not to fall

on the stairs, you understand?
Equilibrium. . .that's what it is. . .balance. My

mother would say, "Vera, you have perfect balance, a

royal carriage." A royal carriage! Like those post-

cards on the racks at the seaside. Those racks that go
round and round and turn and there goes Queen
Victoria and Albert at her side in their royal carriage

and "Vera, hold your head high". Scenes of Bour-

nemouth and bathers with happy and, oh, such jolly

faces. You'd think a stick of candy rock, all pink and
white and sweet, had got lodged in their mouths and
was pushing out their cheeks and stretching their lips,

that's how wide their grins were. The seaside, cockles

and mussels. The twirl of parasols on the promenade
and father's walking stick rapping on the boardwalk.

Sometimes Charles walked about up here very

slowly: Heel, toe; heel, toe. Most of the time though, I

suppose, he sat at that desk. But I never could be sure

what Charles was doing. The door was always locked

and he kept his work a great secret. Later he never
would discuss it with me. Didn't share the excitement

of his learning as he once had.

Why, I remember once at a picnic eating a cin-

namon bun sprinkled with black poppy seeds. Would
they make me drowsy? I asked.Fields of poppies.You
could almost smell them in the warmth of the af-

ternoon. Poppies and opium and then Charles getting

very excited about something to do with poetry and
Coleridge and Wordsworth's "The Winds come to me
from the fields of sleep". And all because Cook
sprinkled poppy seeds on the buns.

All those picnics on the lawn and the long walks on

Alder Common. Charles pushing me on the green

r
s

swing at the village fete that Whitsunday. His arms so

strong, from rowing at Cambridge, he said, and the

breeze rushing through my hair. Brown it was then,

the colour of chestnuts when you polish them in your
hand.

Your mother won't polish those stairs, will she?
Accidents can happen so easily.

I used to get worried about Charles when he'd go
off alone rowing. But he was an excellent swimmer.
He had such a fine body and his arms were so strong.

It was almost a pain to dance with him, he would hold
me so firm, so close. I felt like a flower pressed in the

leaves of a book when he held me. His arms were so

strong, yet strangely gentle. He could dance with
grace, a masculine grace. People often said. . .but

you're looking too interested. Do you find me
amusing, a diversion? Is that how you look at your
teachers and are they pleased? I didn't ever try to

please my teachers. Dried up spinsters, dry as chalk.

Ironic that I should marry a teacher - an in-

structor at a small college, but a teacher all the same.
Charles was quite unique. You had to admire his mind
-so fertile, but never satiated. No peace with a man
like him. No peace, what am I saying, no peace! Later
that's all there was in this house. . .a hush, a stillness.

At first I found it exhilerating, that expectant hush,

but it was unnatural. One man can't create something
alone like that, in his room for hours, like a prisoner,

but no, it was 1. 1 was the prisoner.

Now what would you do in this house, quite alone?
I played house for a time, quite the domestic. Made
elaborate trays to bring up to him, visited girl-friends,

but I wanted more. Mother wanted me to go abroad
for a time with her. "No," Charles said, and so I

stayed here and Charles stayed in his room and
somhow the years passed. Mother came every
Christmas and stayed in the guest-room - that's my
part of the house now. Not only in the guest-room, of

course, but all over she was. Holidays with Mother,

but Charles always had more reading or research.

Intimidated by Mother, I thought, but, no, it was
his obsession. And as neighbours and friends dropped
in with a bottle or a fruitcake, they'd never ask where
was Charles. It was only "And give the Season's

Greetings to Charles for us". The first time that

happened Mother said "Call him down," for you could

hear him up above. The guests said no, don't bother,

they'd see him at church and really it wasn't anything.

And soon after they left in embarrassment.
And when I suggested that Mother move in as we

had the whole house, Charles said no, he needed quiet

for his work; that a man's home is his castle and that

he was sure Mother would understand. Mother, of

course, would have found it quite ludicrous. A house
was to be used, but, no, the house was to remain as it

was for Charles and his work.

It's quite different now with your family in it.

That's what it really needed. Some day a house is no
longer a home when you let it out, but it wasn't true.

Not for this house. All those long, empty years. Well,

there was nobody to make it a proper home for, you
see. The years just slipped by and then, before I

realized it. Mother was dead, and Charles and I had
lost our youth. My youth was wasted, but Charles' was
only spent. There were no children, but Charles had
his professorship.

As I said, watch you don't make studying a habit

or you'll end up spending all your time in here, too.

Like Charles. Even after he'd earned the right to be
called Dr. Charles Gregg, he spent his days up here or

at the university. Hadn't time for anything else, you
see. No outside interests, not even his rowing. No
outside activities. So that when he slipped on the stairs

his bones weren't resilient and he'd no sense of

balance. I saw him fall, you know. Do you think he
could have known? You won't let me forget to remind
your mother not to polish those stairs, wUl you?
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New England Terracotta
The last week were russet bullnishes, sprouting from scarlet mar-
shland,

Crabapple-hued tumbleweeds, or haloed tufts of sky-tossed dandelion

Sf;cds.

F'orests, sft(?ming feather-duster assemblies, boasted sunshine corn-

cobs, squatting carmine porcupines,

and dried brown Ixtuquets: crysanthemums.
F'oliagc hung like aureate clusters of grapc*s, or candelabra,

Irid<;s<;<;nl reds among the bleak chalk birches,

Win*; gum explosions,

Mossy geys«;rs.

The road slit ing through hills of rust-green mushroom fields

While sluggish ttean-salad rivers flowed below.

Three days later

Back through Vermont
through painted egg-shell graveyards, pierced by spires of white

marble,

I saw a village of metal mobile homes
Sparse pine trees mocking TV antennae

The faded grasses lying, cut blonde hair on granite

And bare grey limbs rolling up the hills like morning mist.

Sandra Bernstein



DSCs hurt by

student apathy
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Tuesday, December 4, 1973

by Sue Wishart

Widespread student apathy is

the main problem currently

facing Arts and Science depart-

mental student councils. English

DSC co-chairman Sheila

Mclntyre observed that "most
students don't care greatly about

what DSCs do", and other

chairmen contacted by the

Journal expressed similar

opinions.

The DSCs were set up in 1969

as a means of letting arts and
science students have a say in the

way their departments and
faculty are run.

Within a department, each

class is entitled to elect one or

more representatives to the DSC,
depending on the number of

students in the class.

Most students, however, take

very little interest in these

elections. Several DSC chairmen
admitted that they had difficulty

obtaining representatives this

year. In many cases, DSC
members were chosen by ac-

clamation or were volunteered.

"It was just like pulling teeth",

complained Chemistry DSC
chairman-Liz Kennedy.

Kennedy noted that it was
hard to persuade students from

first-year classes to serve as DSC
reps, but that second and third-

year students were "much
keener". She suggested that

-freshmen are less sure of

themselves and know fewer of

their classmates than upper-year

students, and are thus less eager

to volunteer.

The Geography and English

DSCs faced the opposite problem
- they found it much easier to get

first year DSC reps. Geography
chairman Brian Gentles claimed

that first-year students are more
enthusiastic because they

"haven't heard the grapevine"

about DSCs. Mclntyre agreed

that they have no preconceived

ideas about DSCs.

Math DSC chairman Terri

Nizman told the Journal that

there was comparatively little

difficulty in getting people to

represent their classes on the

DSC, but that so few of the

members show up at her DSC
meetings that little or nothing

can be accomplished.

The Art History DSC seems
to have been able to avoid many
of the problems plaguing the

DSCs in larger departments.

Chairman Pat Feheley had "no

difficulty at all" getting DSC

members. She asserted that

there is "definitely" more in-

terest in the DSC because Art

History is a small department.

She also credited the coun-

cil's success to the fact that the

DSC was active last year. A
departmental handbook which
was issued in September in-

formed students among other

things, of the purposes and ac-

tivities of the DSC. Feheley acted

as temporary DSC chairman
during the summer, which also

gave continuity to the DSC.
All of the chairmen surveyed

except Nizman expressed
satisfaction with the response of

their DSC members after their

election. "Things were slow
getting off the ground" admitted

Gentles, but he described the

DSC reps as "enthusiastic" and
"willing to work." Nizman stated

that she was "really disap-

pointed" with the non-response of

the Math members.
The chairmen also agreed

that most faculty members have
been very willing to help the

DSCs whenever
necessary. Why is there so

little student interest in DSC
activities? The most popular

suggestion was that most people

do not know what the DSCs are or

what membership on them en-

tails. Students "fear that they'll

have to give up more time than

they can spare". Gentles pointed

out.

Mclntyre declared that it is

up to the DSCs to stimulate

student interest in their ac-

tivities, and all of the other

chairmen expressed similar

sentiments. To do this, the Art

History and English DSCs are

planning to hold a series of

seminars related to their

departments. Chemistry plans to

introduce high school students to

Queen's by pairing them with a

chemistry student for a day. The
Geography DSC also has am-
bitious plans.

"It's worthwhile being a DSC",
declared Mclntyre, "because
things can be done. It's

irresponsible not to take an in-

terest in your degree, and the

DSC is the only effective way to

do this."
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wat's

hapnin^ ?

Tuesday, Dec. 4
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - La Casa: music and reading

material from Spain, Italy, and Latin America . .

conversation and refreshments . . Vengan todos,

165 University Ave.

8:30 p.m. - A Christmas Concert by the Queen's

Chamber Orchestra, with guest artist Dennise
Williams, violin, in K.C.V.L Auditorium.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Series

presents Kobert Bresson's 1943 "Les Anges du
Peche", with Jany Holt, Renee Faure, and Mila

Parely, in Ellis Hall.

Wednesday, Dec. 5
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Exhibition of Experimental
painting and sculpture and electronic music
synthesizer, as a part of Three Days of Ex-

periments in the Arts at Agnes Etherington From
8:00 - 10:00 p.m. a program of experimental

performances in theatre and dance.

7:30 p.m. - The last presentation of the Kingston

Film Society will be Going to Town, with Mae
West, and Discovering the Tramp, with Charlie

Chaplin, to be shown in Ellis Hall. All films

scheduled for 1974 have been cancelled.

8:30 p.m. - Dept. of Drama presents Toronto
Workshop Productions in Mark Twain's "Letters

from the Earth", in McArthur Auditoium. Tickets

are $1.50 for students and $2.50 for non-students

and are available from the Drama Dept. or at the

door.

9:30 p.m. - Liberation Study Group meeting in the

International Centre Lounge.

8:00 p.m. - Kingston Waffle Public Lecture, with

Bela Eyged speaking on "The Future of Socialism

in Canada: Beyond the N.D.P." in Stirling Hall,

Theatre A.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Series

film "The Killers" (Donald Siegel, 1964) with Lee
Marvin and Angie Dickinson, in Ellis Hall.

Friday, Dec. 7

Thursday, Dec. 6
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Three Days of Experiments in

the Arts exhibition at Agnes Etherington, and at

8:00 p.m., performances of dance and drama.
2:30 - 4:00 p.m. - QTV showing of the following

videotaped programs in Rm. 114, Ellis Hall. At

2:30 - "Switzerland for Students on a Shoestring"

and at 3:00 - "Flight of the Snow Geese".

6:(X) p.m. - Ban High Fireside with Women of the

Queen's Choral Ensemble and Old English

Carols. Christmas readings by Norma Edwards.
Punch and dessert will be served.

7:WJ and 9:30 p.m. - Dunning Movie, Where Does It

Hurt?" with Peter Sellers. Admission $1.00.

7:15 p.m. - Bridge Club meeting in second floor

common room, Student Union.

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Exhibitions in Agnes
Etherington as part of Three Days of Ex-
periments in the Arts. At 8:00 p.m. The Four
Horsemen, nationally-known performers of sound
poetry.

7:15 and 9:15 p.m. - McArthur film, "Punishment
Park", for 99c.

8:00 p.m. - GSS Film Club showing of "Tell Me
Lies" (Peter Brook), in Ellis Auditorium.

8:00 p.m. - Social Evening at the Kingston Women's
Centre, 110 Queen St. All women welcome.

Now 'Til Chrisfmas
Dec. 9 - Free program of Christmas Music at the Art

Centre, starting at 3:00 p.m., with music from
many lands, readings and visual images related

to the theme of Christmas, arranged by Randall

Marsh.
Dec. 15-16- Christmas at Agnes Etherington. Two
day program from 11 :00 a.m. to 5 :00 p.m. on Dec.

15 and 12:00 - 5.00 p.m. on Dec. 16, including The
Gallery Tree, demonstrations on Christmas food

and decorations, Christmas ornaments and trees

from different countries.

Pubs and Movies
401 Inn - Fat Chance
Commodore - Len Adams Show
Townhouse - London Bridge
Frontenac - Muldoon's - Duffy Bailey and Shea

- Finnegan's - Nigel and Jesse
Manor - Reflections

Odeon - The Way We Were ; The Stonekiller, coming
next

Capitol 1 - Dillinger

Capitol 2 - Where Does It Hurt?; starting Wed-
nesday - Macintosh Man starring Paul Newman

Hyland - The Pyx, with Christopher Plummer and
Karen Black

rri 1 M ! I f r t M T I t t It H ! ! 1 1 T ! 1
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The School
Librarianship
fJlovie

McArthur Hall
FRIDAY,

.
"7 pfS 99^

I!f rT!f TTTtTrrTf IIIIlIll!
7:15
pm

"GO!-FOR THE FURY,
FORCE AND FUN OF

.... / OOK

"ANGRY, TOUGH AND
FULL OF STING!"

MOFFAH'S .D.A. DRUGS
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week — 548-701

1

/ATUROAY jANUWlV 12.

8 GR^AT Tim PERIOD/= 8 GR^AT ROOM/S

PA /SPORTS oH SAU^ NOW ^ -

1^
festival
f^BRUARY 5.6.7.8,9

YOUR TALENTS ARE WANTED FOR
ART DISPLAYS AND WORKSHOPS
PAINTING, SCULPTURE, BATIK, CERAMICS,
CRAFTS, MACRAME, TAPESTRIES,
PHOTOGRAPHY, JEWELLERY, ETCHING

contact LINDA BITOVE 546-6407

5 t>AYS Of MUSIC , f »LAA . DRAMA, SP6AK€RS,PO«T«Cf£« ART-

Queens
University

Music
Department

.

A Christmas Concert
by the

Queen's University Chamber Orchestra

Guest Artist: Denise Williams
- violin

-

Tuesday, 8:30 p.m.

K.C.V.I. Auditorium

December 4

Admission free.

.If

fm fi\(^\ Chiislraas Tiresi4'~

IVcniiher 6*" at bpm.

Vow ciiiw Quceiis Choral IwhMq
Old English Carob

Oiristuus Ikulii^s Noraw Edmirds

Pmicli and IVsserU
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CUSO volunteers aid overseas
by Ardith Mercer

CUSO (Canadian University

Services Overseas) held an in-

troductory meeting on campus
recently to explain its workings

to prospective volunteers.

Founded in 1961, CUSO is an

independent organization which

sends expert volunteers to

developing countries.

The central aim of CUSO is to

help these countries become
more self-reliant, not to solve

their problems for them; to

enable these countries to make
maximum use of their own people

Windsor V-P opposed
WINDSOR (CUP) - Faculty and
students at the University of

Windsor have asked that the

administration reconsider its

choice of Vice-President.

Although Dean John
McAuliff is recognized as a hard
worker, questions have been
raised concerning his

qualifications. The feeling is that

a person holding degrees at the

B.A. and M.A. level in Law and
Administration is perhaps not

suitable for the position of Vice-

President Academic. A professor

of the Political Science Depart-

ment expressed fears that

McAuliff may not prove to be
'sensitive to scholarship'.

A motion, described by the

Faculty Association's President

as the 'strongest document' the

Association has ever passed,

called on the President and the

Board of Governors to reconsider

the appointment and in the in-

terim designate an acting Vice-

President Academic.
Recommended by Dr. J. F.

Leddy, the University's

President, McAuliff was ap-

pointed Vice-President at an
emergency meeting of the Board.

The selection committee,
however, was not consulted. It

previously became deadlocked
and decided not to meet again
after its two choices from the

fifteen recommended candidates

had refused to stand.

The association felt that

there should be 'broader con-

sultation among faculty at all

levels in the course of making
this appointment', and a 'com-

prehensive and timely ad-

vertising of the position in the

manner common to top level

appointments in Canada'.

The Student Council passed a

motion November 14 questioning

McAuliff's appointment on the

basis of his qualifications.

and natural resources.

Volunteers must be well-

qualified, usually in one of the

four major fields of Agriculture,

Health, Education or

Technology. Today CUSO has

nearly 1300 personnel in over 40

developing countries.

The organization obtains its

financial support from the

Canadian government, as well as

from the colleges and univer-

sities where it began. Since the

countries involved are part of a

partnership programme with

Canada, the CUSO volunteers'

salaries are paid by the govern-

ments of the countries in which

they work. Medical, dental and

life insurance are provided,

without charge, from the first

day of orientation into the

programme until five months
after the two-year overseas

assignment has been completed.

The orientation programme
takes place after recruitment and
involves a few weeks of intensive

draining before a volunteer is sent

overseas. This includes such

practical aspects as attempting

to train the volunteer for changes

in climate, culture and lifestyle in

general, as well as intensive

language training for countries in

which English is not spoken.

Applications to CUSO are

open to anyone in good health
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HOLIDAY SEASON ENTERTAINMENT
fclip for reference)

AAULDOON'S
Decembers- Decembers: DUFFY, BAILEY AND SHEA
December 10- December 22: SPRIGGS AND BRINGLE

New Yea r's Eve : HOLLYWOOD H EAV E N
January 7 - January 19: OLIVE BAYLE AND THE IRISH TRADITION

FINNEGAN'S
December 3- December 22: NIGEL AND JESSE

New Year's Eve: FRED WERTHMAN

NOTE
: So that the staff and their families and the McConnell Family can enjoy a

quiet and restful Christmas, there will be no entertainment during Christmas
Week. However, great yule logs will be burning in Finnegan's and you'll be most
welcome to join us for a cheerful festive drink!

THE BUTTERY
Every Saturday night we feature Dinner-Time Theatre, with Theatre 5

Buffet Dinner (Hip of beef) $3.95: Starts at 7:00 p.m.
Show ($1.00 cover charge) Starts at 8: 15 p.m.
The best Saturday Night Bargain in Town!

!

Starting in the New Year, we'll be featuring student

dinner in the Buttery every Sunday

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to all our Friends at Queen's
Anne and Brenan McConnell and Staff

HOTEL FRONTENAC
178-188 Ontario Street 544-6881

Job prospects improve
The number of employment opportunities for university

graduates is on the increase, according to Dave Wroe, director

of Career Planning and Placement. But, he warns, he "doesn't

want the situation to sound too rosy, Everything is relative."

Wroe stated that he is encouraged by the positive trend now
apparent in possible employment for graduates. There is a 20

per cent increase in both the number of companies recruiting on
campus and the number of interviews being held. More positions

are available this year.

Breaking his outlook down to individual faculties, Wroe
noted that Arts and Science graduates have the widest scope.

However, many jobs, especially sales positions, are not being

filled. Only one quarter of the students look for career jobs upon
graduation and most will not consider a position in sales. Also,

numerous graduates are not sure of what they want to do,

preferring to travel, do graduate work, or "just sort themselves

out," according to Wroe.
There is an increased demand for all applied science

graduates and an especially strong demand for chemical

engineers. The forecast is good for flexible graduates. The need
for science students is the most stable. Wroe feels that the

greatest demand right now is for people with commerce
degrees.

'

Wroe urged graduates to be more open-minded when job-

hunting. He advised them not to restrict themselves to the field

that their major obviously leads them to. Alternatives should be

examined by looking at the facts, not heresay evidence. And
students should be able to accept all life styles

.

who is either a Canadian citizen

or a landed immigrant. Ap-
proximately sixty per cent of all

applicants are accepted. But
since the final decision must
come from the prospective
employer overseas, the process is

complex and sometimes
lengthy,often taking five months

or more.
However, applications are

always welcome and should be
made to the CUSO committee on
campus. Interested people should

attend the meeting tomorrow at

7:30 in the International Centre
or drop into the CUSO office at

another date.

Gallery of

Fine Crafts

FIRST FLOOR

ESKIMO SCULPTURE
INSOAPSTONE AND
WHALEBONE
CONTINUING

UNTIL DECEMBER22

Canadian

Shop

of Kingston

MAIN FLOOR
Books, hasty notes,
calendars, jewelry, wall
hangings, wood - car-
vings, mocassins,
parkas, scarves, can-
dles - and more.

219 Princess Street,

(Next to the Capital Theatre).

542 1115

SKI BOOTS
Imported From Germany and Italy

1/2 PRICE
We Bought The Entire Stock From A Sporting
Goods Importer Who Decided To Give Up The
Ski Boot Business. Hurry - Limited Quantities

Regulor Values

$45 to $165
NOW 22'"' to 82«'

LIQUIDATION SALE
- 108 PRINCESS STREET -

: Conducted by S & R Dept. Store
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Christmas Books
TE X T E300KS : :RECORDS : :CANDY : :l=»OSTERS : :PA»^

Not just another coffee table book
Rural Ontario

By Vershoyle Benson Blake: Photographs by Ralph Greenhill; $14.85

'Rural Ontario' is a fresh pictorial study of the

unique landscape of Ontario and the buildings which
housed its first settlers. By the end of the 19th

century the rural character of Ontario had been
created and was, in turn, shaping the character of

the 20th century province - the industrial cities and
towns. Without a knowledge of this primary rural

part of Ontario it is difficult to understand the

character of the province today. The authors have
recorded this in a collection of photographs of the

various houses, barns, churches, or simply rolling

fields,they believed were exemplary of Ontario.The
main text consists of two introductory essays

describing the social and architectural context

within which these buildings were constructed.

Following this was more than 150 pages of

magnificent photographs, executed with a sym-
pathetic expertise which tempted this reader to sit

for hours staring into the depths of each image.
'Rural Ontario' is not a 'pretty' coffee table book
dependant on the quality of its repreoductions, but a

taut, lyrical evocation of the inestimable quality of

Ontario's landscape. The beauty of rural Ontario is

simple and honest. This book forces the reader to

examine and appreciate this beauty. Our coun-

tryside is a living presence - not picture post card

scenery or the quickly fading image outside a

moving train.

Elizabeth Milroy

Surfacing to a Canadian awareness
Surfacing

by Margaret Atwood

Paper Back, »l.7.5

Margaret Atwofxi seems to have lost the sense
of humour she displayed in her first novel, The
p:dible Woman n%9;. The one quality that is most
evident in Surfacing is the unmitigated harshness of

the narrator, a woman without those feelings which
the more naive of us think are impf^rtant in life.

Images of death and decay dominate this novel,

»f;t in a Summer retreat in Quebec. Much of the

novel's action consists of an attempt by the narrator
Uj reassess her unhappy past. This past life closely

resembles the .scraplxiok kept by the narrator's

elder brother; the U>ok is filled with drawings of

explosions and disrnr;rnb»rrf;d iKjdies.

The narrator invitcfs three similarly unhappy
guests to her father's retreat. .Joe, her lover, has a

curious lack of human dimensions; he is more
characterized by an almost animalistic furriness, a

grunter rather than a talker The other two guests
are David, a course, unfe*;ling, fanatically anti

American teacher, and his wife Anna, The two
app«;ar to Ix; happily rnarrifrd, in fact they are
trying to destroy f;ach other.

Anti Americanism is a per«iHtcnt theme in the
Americans are linked with useless killing and
I'lion, Ironically, the narrator mistiikcs a

group of Canadians for American when she sees in

their actions those qualities which she labels as

specifically "American". It is doubly ironic when
the narrator realizes that the qualities she has been

hating in others are present in herself, making her,

in fact, an American.
The narrator realizes she must free herself

from her past, which was "American" in its killing

and destruction. She must surface from those

civilizing accoutrements that have made her an

"American". Her attempts at surfacing involve her

In a kind of pantheism in which she returns to life in

the woods.

In Surfacing. Margaret Atwood has written an

(!xtremely (complex novel that .seems to be an an-

swer to her criticisms of Candian literature in her

"thematic guide", Survival. Atwood has here led

her main charactc^rs through th(? four basic "vic-

tim" fH)sitions, and in fact may have left them, at

the ambiguous ending, in Position Five, that of

mystical awarencrss, The nov(!l is intriguing, and is

unlike anything else; I have read in (;anadian

literature. Surfacing is a healthy symlK)l of

Canada's continuing awakening to national .self-

consciousnesK.
Kathy WeekcH
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Great Steaks

Seafood - Spaghetti

LICENCEDOF COURSE

1

Quiet Corners - Soft Lighting - Great for Dinner

Aunt Lucy's Restaurant
Princess St. W. at Portsmouth

The

Milage Studio

of

Phoiographv

613 m: :so9

Fine Portraits
by'

Wallace R. Berry

are quiet

reminders

that family

pride is our

Heritage

SPIRITOF

TREMBLANT
lives in Madonna

Jan. 25th, 26th, 27th

$38.00

. 2 nights accommodation

• 2 days skiing

• transportation

• no food, kitchens fully

equipped

This is the major weekend trip of the year

DON'T MISS IT!

INFO - 549-2841

For Further Details see unclassifieds

i
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Christmas

Books
The roaring thirties

Sketches, Scholars & Scandals

of a Quiet College Town

by Arthur L. Davies. Alda-.Llyn Ltd. (Kingston 1973) ; $4.70

This is a delightful semi-fictional account of a young man's life in

Kingston in the 1920's and '30's. The Author's "Royalton" not only

boasts of several prisons and hosptials but also of a University, Crown
College, which has a spectacular football team - The Crown Jewels!

The protagonist, Bob Prentice, tells his tory in a natural, con-

versational style. At the outset of the book Bob is fifteen years old.

Here the narration is clumsy as' the author has undersitmated a fif-

teen-year-old's perspective. The resulting observations are childlike

rather than adolescent. However, as soon as Bob is depicted as a

young adult the narrative loses its artificality and flows in a casual,

intimate manner.
The varied range of the mostly humourous sketches details such

things as the pride and pangs of a first job, college frolics, insanitary

Co-op houses, local elections, a Royal Visit, prison riots, and the

fervour of the pre-war months.

The book gives insight into Canadian life during the tubulent

period of the Depression and the pre-war years. The tension of the

period is re-created by juxtaposing a range of optimistic and
pessimistic views regarding Hitler and Mussolini. The tone here is not

oppressive but frivolous and lighthearted, thus underscoring the

inability of the man in the street to understand the European turmoil.

Mr. Davies' use of historical events and local attitudes towards

them gives an otherwise one-dimensional book a wider perspective.

The overall tone of the book is light and the atmosphere of small

town Ontario is captured with its panorama of personalities, norms
and mores. While not a "profound" book Sketches, Scholars and
Scandals is certainly entertaining and well repays a few hours of light

reading.

Suzanne Swaby

12 short victims captured

73: New Canadian Stories

edited by David Helwig & Joan Harcourt, Oberon Press; $2.80

This is the third consecutive year that Ottawa's Oberon Press has
brought out a collection of never-before-published short stories by a
variety of Canadian writers. This year's collection has twelve stories,

notes on contributors, and a much-too-short introduction by the

editors, both of whom are closely associated with Queen's University -

David Helwig is a professor in the English Department, and Joan
Harcourt is an editor with McGill-Queen's University Press.

The contributors are Dale Zieroth, a very good West Coast poet;

Hugh Hood, Hugh Garner, Leo Simpson, Harold Horwood, Matt
Cohen, John Metcalf , and Joyce Marshall, all well-established names
in Canadian fiction; Beth Harvor, Wayland Drew, Mema Summers,
and Jean-Guy Carrier,- all relative newcomers to the field.

One of the best reasons to read this book is that somehow it

communicates a feel for the mood of these times in Canada. Un-
fortunately it is not a healthy mood, certainly not one of either vigour
or outwardness. Matt Cohen's "experimental" piece (dubiously
categorized as such by the editors) explores the general area of

concern with a delightful feeling for the absurd.
In most of these stories we catch individuals in the process of

acting (or not acting) in the small worlds around them. In acting, they
are not free agents, for the most part - theirs are the small actions of

victims (surprisingly, consistently Atwoodian!) each of their own
peculiar "Strangeness of Habit, Twist of Mind" (the story by Jean-
Guy Carrier). There appears to be some widespread paralysis of the
soul that severely limits reaction to the world. Dale Zieroth 's

"Jeremy: His Arrangements" captures best the feel of this type of

individual - frustrated by his imprisonment within himself, vidshing to

struggle against his' isolation, yet not doing anything concrete to solve
it. Most of the characters here find no way out - half of them aren't
even looking for one.

Theere is one story that stands far above all the rest. Leo Simp-
son's "The Savages" is a brilliant exploration of a confrontation
between a "civilized" man playing survival games in his head who
finds himself the victim and villain in a real-life game played by four

young and beautiful intruders. "The Savages" in some intangible way
suggests to me a possible answer to the problem(s) of the victims that
populate the pages of 73 : New Canadian Stories. It is up to each of us to

recognize the problem - only then should we expect writers to suggest
solutions.

There are relatively few collections of new short stories being
published in Canada on a regular basis - if for no other reason, this one
is worth looking into.

^ James W. Smith

hnld imai soakes,

rotteo apples,

andsMidsiistinKi

m nright rnrel

Weda
See your Pioneer dealer for

tuners, amps, headphones,

speakers, turntables and

tape decks.

Exclusive Canadian Distributor:

S.H. Partner Company, 67 Lesmill Road, Don Mills, Ontario (416) 445-8530
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Still more Christmas Books

The only important things

Sex and Death

by Al Purdy

McLelland & Stewart; $3.50

Sex and Death is Al Purdy's
latest book of poetry, his 12th in

all. The book extends Purdy's
reputation as the travelling poet,

as it contains poems drawn from
visits to South Africa, Italy,

Mexico, Greece, Turkey, Japan,

Northern Ontario, and, of course,

Ameliasburgh, Purdy's own self-

styled 'Walden' just south of

Belleville.

In the introductory epigram
to the work Purdy explains that

at one time his poems were
rejected by a publisher because
they were all about 'sex and
death .

' As the poet defiantly says,

"Without himself knowing it he
gave me credit for knowing

what's important-in both life and
words on paper."

Aside from a few poems
which move in the wrong emotive
direction I find the selection very

good. Of course one must accept

Purdy's unique style and point of

view: good poetry must be
concerned with topics or themes
that the reader or the society

considers valuable. Without such

value the poetry is necessarily

Melting misanthropic ice

The Christmas Books

by Charles Dickens

Penguin English Library; $2.75

Dickens did not compose his annual Christmas
books of 1843-48 solely for his readers' amusement.
In the Hungry Forties, social concerns were
paramount to him. As he wrote in concluding The
Chimes, "Try to bear in mind the stem realities

from which these shadows come, and in your sphere
- none is too wide, and none too limited for such and
end - endeavour to correct, improve and soften

them." Our overly whimsical and nostalgic ap-

proach to works like the Carol has tended to ignore

these urgent questions.

The Christmas books were enormously com-
mercial successes in their time. Dicken's basic

moral imperative remains as urgent today; we
need to use more of the heart, and less of the head,

in our dealings with each other.

Not all the stories, of course, are equally

pleasing. My own favourites are the very beautiful

Carol, where Dickens comes closest to creating a

truly Tolkienian fairy tale where joy is mingled with

tears; The Chimes, a brilliant satire on Utilitarian

principles of economics and politics which clearly

foreshadows the devastating analysis of Hard
Times; and The Haunted Man, a semi-Gothic

romance about a man who receives the fatal "gift"

of being able to forget all the evils and sorrows of his

life. There is certainly something charming in the

domesticity of The Cricket on the Hearth, but the

warmth soon fades. The Battle of Life has generally

been considered an error - I agree.

Micheal Slater has added a useful and happily

short introduction to the two volumes, plus in-

dividual introductions to each story. His historical

notes to The Chimes^ are particularly useful, as is

the textual appendix he has added to that particular

story in which he demonstrates Dickens' withdrawn
intention to ridicule Disraeli and the Young
Englanders. My only negative comment would be

on the quality of the binding of the second volume

:

like many titles in the English Library series, it has

been poorly bound and hence has fallen apart.

Steven Winnett

useless. Among the many themes
considered in the scope of this

book those which occur most
often are sex and death, love and
life, and what considerations

could be more valuable?

Purdy explores subjects
other than sex and death. For
example Purdy the bungling
humorist, comically failing

himself and the universe is

present. Also several poems are
concerned with the problems of

prejudice and politics and the

relative position of the artist to

these social phenomena-most of

these do not work. Purdy as poet

is at his best when he is the

victim, the bumbling com-
monsense confused Canadian
wandering about and being
caught or set upon by all sorts of

external incidences.

For the first time in his 'more
serious' poetry the age of the poet

seems to dominate much of the

work. Purdy, in his own way, has
possibly reached that crisis of

middle age which most artists

seem to undergo.

Sex and Death does open new
directions for Al Purdy and
perhaps new problems for this

middle-aged Canadian poet. The
old is mixed with the new, as sex

is mixed with death. I find it a

more than satisfactory piece of

work to add to-Purdy's canon.

Brian T. W. Way

MIDNIGHT

SPECIAL!
SMOKED MEAT

SUB

reg. $1.60

ONLY $1.45

TURKEY SUB

reg. $1.45

* ONLY $1.35

IF...

you order between

11.30 p.m. and

12.30 a.m.

Tues. Wed. & Thurs.

ONLY

FREE DELIVERY
on orders to

Queen's phoned in

during this hour

GIVE YOURSELF

A BREAK!!!

with subs from

YELLOW

SUBMARINE

544-7M6

ARTSCI 76 SMOKER

Beer 3/$1.00

Wednesday,

Dec. 5

in the Pub 8 - 12

Free with year card

25 cents without

4>
festival

ARE YOU A BUDDING FILM MAKER?

FILM (X)NTKSTKiiiST prize -$50.

All entries to this film contest will be shown during

Festival.

All entries nnust have never been shown at Queen's

before and must be made by people in the Queen's

community.

For more information call Brenda Toner 546-3910

5 b^rs of /^U5IC, HLM. 0«AA\A,SP5AKVRS, PotTJ^td, ART

FINLAY'S
SPORT SHOP

Presents The Beautiful

World Of Skiing

To The Kingston Area

LANGE

HUMANIC

NANCY GREENE

HEAD

FISCHER

AN-BA

93 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON 548-8255
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People in the Arts
by Bruce Chown

One of the persons respon-

sible for the realization of the

Drama department's ambitious

programme this year is Ian

Fenwick. Fenwick is a graduate

of Brock University, was in-

volved in a professional company
in Niagara performing Comedia
del Arte and now is a depart-

mental assistant.

The drama department
combines the serious study of

theatre with training in per-

forming which provides the

campus with a source of en-

tertainment. It presents two
major productions, four minor
shows in the Chronicles series,

open study programs called

Sunday at Eight and the Toronto

Workshop Productions in Mark
Twain's Letter from the Earth

this Wednesday.
This interview took place

behind the Drama department

desk at noon on Friday.

IAN: Yes, Can I help you?
PERSON: Could I have a ticket

Ian Fenwick has helped to co-

ordinate the varied program in

the drama department this year.

Collegium Musicum

to the Chronicles?

IAN: It's all sold out. You should

have come last night. That kind

of thing pisses me off. Everyone
waits until Friday.

JOURNAL: Why do Chronicles

run Tuesday to Friday? The
majority of your audience are

students and do not wish to in-

terrupt their studies during the

week or so they say. Why do you
not present Chronicles on
Saturdays so they can fulfil the

entertainment need?
IAN: The Chronicles time has
always been during the week and
in the past has been very suc-

cessful. We see the Chronicles as

a nice break from studying, an
opportunity to be refreshed and
then back at the books. They will

never run longer than an hour. I

think students should start

looking on them as study breaks
and not weekend diversions.

JOURNAL: Theatre at Queen's is

restricted to traditional theatre

situations. Perhaps it should

start going out to the people.

IAN: I am not sure what you
mean by traditional. Do you
mean that they take place in

theatres?

JOURNAL: Yes, they take place

in specific locations and people

have to come to them.

IAN: Are we being elite by
having a theatre here and
another studio theatre here? It

does not seem anymore elite than

the sports crowd with the arena.

You have to have a space where
you can perform. We are no more
detached from the public than

Richardson Stadium is. It is as

difficult for people to get there as

it is for them to come to the

Drama Department.
JOURNAL: When you were
working professionally, you were
going out to the people and
performing in different situations

whereas here performances take

place on a defined stage place

and your audience is defined. You
know where they are at, in

relation to the performer.

IAN : Our company performed in

a variety of locations, yes but

some plays that is impossible.

You cannot perform Chekov in a

shopping plaza. It would just be

ridiculous. There are some ex-

perimental groups in the

Department who have done
outside guerrilla or street

theatre. I would like to see more
of this and maybe some puppet

booths throughout the campus
and dance is an excellent

medium for this type of idea. But

I think that people who present

productions really want people to

come see them. It is easier for

them to perform in a situation

that they will have a general idea

of reactions. When you go outside

you are really naked. It is a tough

situation and that is probably

why people do not do more of it.

JOURNAL : People are critical of

Kingston's lack of professional

theatre. Do you think that this is

valid?

IAN : I guess that there have been'

complaints. I think that there are

enough visiting attractions to

give some exposure. The Division

of Concerts brought in Mia An-

derson and Le Treteau de Paris.

The Grand Theatre had the

Canadian Mime Theatre. The
Department sponsored the

National Theatre School and this

week the Toronto Workshop
Productions. We are close enough

to Toronto, Ottawa, or Montreal

that if you have the interest, you

can get to more professional

theatres. The beauty of Kingston

is that it does not have the

establishment type theatre.

People have to do stuff on their

own. Kingston has more going on

than probably any community of

its size in Canada.

Yet another concert of caliber
by Merle Bolick

Friday night Dr. Wilbur Maust led the

Collegium Musicum instrumental and choral en-

sembles in yet another concert of the calibre which
we have come to expect from this group. The
programme began and ended with selections from
The Triumphs of Oriana published in 1601 in honour
of Queen Elizabeth I.

Artificial as this music may seem to us today,

with its countless songs of Floras, Corinnas and
Clorises, it is nevertheless a reminder to us of a
time when most people had had smallpox by the age
of 21. Set against this background, songs such as
"What is Beauty But a Breath," "Now Is the Month
of Maying" or even "Mother I Will Have a
Husband", become more than examples of a
rarified literary tradition: beauty really was a
fast-fading flower, as the Queen herself knew only

too well. Few were the women who, like the Sweet
Kate of the song, could afford to disdain a lover.

Almost all of the works on the programme were
composed within thirty years of the 1588 printing of

the first large collection of Italian madrigals in

English translation. The concert sampled music
from what Maust has referred to as "one of the

richest eras in the history of English music . '

' Two of

the vocal selections - "Hard By a Crystal Fountain"
by Thomas Morley and Orlando Gibbons's "The
Silver Swan" - show direct Italian influence in their

unified sweetness, and the choir did justice to this

quality.

With the loss of a number of instrumentalists

this year, the Collegium has wisely emphasised the

vocal works in their recent repertoire, drawing
jjiargely upon the talents of Jean Galium and a

newcomer to the music department, Susan Good-
win. Goodman's rendition of "Though Amaryllis

Dance in Green" was pleasant and unstrained in

spite of the song's rhythmic complexities. Indeed,

the hallmark of the choral ensemble Friday was a

spirit and ease in even the most rhythmically and
harmonically challenging works such as "Hark, All

Ye Lovely Saints Above." The unself-consciousness

with which Sharon Keates and Karen Skidmore
sang an unaccompanied duet made it possible for

the audience to enter into its spirit instead of

becoming nervous along with the performers. And
this unself-consciousness is not incidental - it is one
of the major essentials for performing under con-

cert conditions music originally meant for the court

or for participation in the form of dancing or

singing.

In the instrumental ensemble, the resplendent

Kirk Elliott gave the kind of performance he is

known for. Whether plucking or patting the lute, he
did it with conviction. Along with the full clear voice

of Jean Callum, the lutanist provided one of the

nicest interludes in the second part of the concert.

Jan Salmon did very nicely on the soprano recorder

in a Corant by John Jenkins. And in the first section

Rick Rogozinski was another highlight with the

haunting "My Lady Carrie's Gone" in positive

organ.

If the Collegium Musicum continues to present

concerts of such consistently professional stan-

dards, I'm sure that in a very few years they can

look forward to large appreciative audiences for

what is rapidly becoming a "must" in the Kingston

musical calendar.

festival

P©ET
Any students who are interested in reading

their poetry at the Arts Festival are requested

to bring their work to 56 Wellington St. or call

Talbot 544-9207

5 DAYS of MUSIC , riLAA . DRA'*^A.Sf>«AK€|^S ,Po€TR1 ART.

SCIENCE '44

has nothing to do with Science.

It's a place to live. We have

rooms and board available for

females only, at very economical

rates.

If interested, please call

Andrew Anderson - 546-6211

Kingston Film Society

presents

Wednesday Dec. 5th

7:30 p.m.

A Special Double Connedy Bill

MAE WEST in Going To Town

and

CHARLIE CHAPLIN in

Discovering The Tramp

Tickets at the door - $1.50

Ellis Hall (Queen's)

University Ave.

CAREERS

One of Canada's leading

financial institutions.

Sun Life of Canada

with assets exceeding

$4 billion will be conducting

interviews on campus
at the Career Planning

and Placement Office

on Thursday, Dec. 6th

for positions in sales with

future management possibilities.

For further information, contact

Mr. D.J. Day, B.A., C.L.U., Arts '49

or Mr. Peter S. Scharf , B.A. ( Hons.) Arts '70

at 546- 1 1 1 7 between 9 a .m . and 5 p.m

.
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Illiterates Anonymous

Professor defends maligned woman
by Steve Winnelt

Professor George Clark of

the Department of English rose

heroically to the defence of one of

the most maligned women in

world literature on Wednesday
night when he sought to inform

Illiterates Anonymous that

Halgerthr, the famous "dragon-

lady" of the medieval Icelandic

Njal's Saga is in fact a far more
complex character than critics

have traditionally painted her to

be.

Most critics have damned
Helgerthr as "the known cause of

evil" in the saga, said Clark,

without taking account of the

great differences in her reactions

to her three tragic marriages.

There is a polar opposition in

Halgerthr's relationships with

Thorvald, her first husband, and
Glumr, her second spouse.

Readers of the saga have con-

demned her as insensitive

without noting that when she is

slapped by Glumr she bursts into

tears, because she truly loves

him.

Similarly, Clark pointed out,

while many readers have duly

noted that Halgerthr keeps bad
company, "no one has apparently

remarked that she does not

exactly choose her bad com-
pany". Circumstances and
events surround her with people

like Thjostolf who do little to

"sweeten her mind".
After her third marriage, she

is chiefly moved by a desire for

esteem, but she has now sunk so

low that the only fame she wins is

an evil reputation when she

PIZZA PALACE Is new, fresh,

and it's clean, and wow what a

pizza. Gus really knows how to

prepare this scrumptuous
repast. He's at 277 Montreal St.

Telephone 546-7742. Clip this

coupon, give to driver, and get

25c off every pizza -limit of 1

pizza, 2 -ex. Irg.

refuses to supply the beleaguered
Gunnar with locks of her hair to

make bow strings with. (Jlark

pointed out the ironic wit and
insight in Gunnar's retort in this

crucial 77th chapter of the saga

:

"To each his own way of earning

fame.". By the time of her last

appearance in the saga in

Chapter 91 she is pathetically

reduced, having lost all the

potential she once had. Here she

is dismissed from a debate as one
whose speeches "don't count"
because this once proud and
beautiful woman is now no more
than "An outcast hag or a

harlot".

Clark provided a pertinent

illustration from the 10th chapter

of the saga of the ambiguity that

informs Halgerthr's character.

Here the author of the saga

carefully plays with the word

"pride", which in English has a

positive and negative sense
which is not as carefully

delineated as in Icelandic. Her
lather first refers to Halgerthr's

"ofmetnalhr", the negative taint

of pride ; but his daughter replies

with a spirited defence of her
"Melnathr", her positive and
heroic pride. Such subtlety eludes

the reader of translations.

Following his stimulating
address, Clark successfully
wielded his critical halberd
against a barrage of well-

directed questions. This reporter

hastens to add that once again
Illiterates Anonymous has
maintained its reputation for

providing hungry students not

only with first-rate intellectual

fare but also with the best free

cookies dispensed in the
university.

"
teffers from the tarth

"

Twain's play here Wed.
Toronto Workshop Productions is coming to Kingston with

its widely-praised production of Mark Twain's "Letters from

the Earth". The show is based upon the little-known and hitherto

suppressed writings of the writer, works in which he revealed

his scathing wit and cynical views of this world and its

inhabitants.

This is a theatre piece about the most-debated ideas in

history. Starting in Heaven, with God Almighty being

irresponsible about his latest fancy, it shifts to Ear-th where
Satan is exiled for one celestial day for impudence. He checks

out this extraordinary planet where the Lord has given every

creature license to kill other creatures. We in the audience are

on a guided tour with Satan of man's weaknesses and iniquities.

Yet all is done with Twain's sharpest humor.
The Toronto Workshop is one of Canada's finest young

companies whose works have regularly staked out new ground
and offered receptive audiences exciting theatre experiences.

This version of Twain's work is imaginatively staged and in-

cludes a bit of up-dating to make the show especially pertinent to'

our own confused times.

"Letters from the Earth" will be presented for one per-

formance only at McArthur Auditorium on Wednesday,
December 5, at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $2.50 ($1.50 for students)

and are available at the Drama Department, Theological Hall,

or at the door.

The Student's Memorial Union

Program Committee

presents:

The Annual Fireside

Christmas Dinner
and Carol Singing with Par Christie at the piano

Wednesday, December 5th

Bar opens in the

Poison Room

5 p.nn.

Dinner is served in

Wallace Hall

5:45 p.m.

Tickets $1.85/person available in

the Union (B.Y.O.B. if you wish)

CAMPUS MOVIES presents ...

Peter Sellers in

"WHERE DOES
IT HURT?"

Thurs. Dec. 6 of Dunning Aud.
7 <S 9:30 p.m.

Admission $ 1 /person

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess
St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-
commodation for their Parents or
friends during the 73-74 term when they
have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: The Len Adams

Show

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE

IF YOU CAN'T GIVE HER THE MOON
AND STARS, GIVE A DIAMOND

You'd give her the mdon. Buf you're not

an astronaut. So give her the moon
and the stars in the gift of a diamond.

One precious jewel, glowing with thousands of

fiery lights, will express from its depths

the deep love you feel.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINCiSION, ONTARIO
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Tonight

Queen's Christmas Concert
The Music Department of Queen's University

will present a Christmas Concert by the Queen's

Chamber Orchestra under the direction of David R.

Keane. The concert, which will feature guest soloist

Denise Williams, is to take place on Tuesday,

December 4 at 8:30 p.m. in Kingston Collegiate

Vocational Institute Auditorium and is admission

free.

Violinist Denise Williams is well-known to

Kingston audiences. She has participated in

Chamber music performances sponsored by
several organizations in Kingston including Queen's

Music Departmnet and is currectly a member of the

first violin section of the Kingston Symphony Or-

chestra. Born in Barry, Wales, Mrs. Williams began

her study of the violin at the age of seven years, and
later undertook advanced work at the University of

Cardiff, from where she received a Diploma in

Music. Before coming to Canada, Denise Williams

was Concert Mistress of the Welsh National Youth
Orchestra and played as a member of several well-

known orchestras such as the Sheffield Chamber
Orchestra, and the Oak Park (Michigan) Symphony
Orchestra.

Tuesday evening's concert by the 24-member
Queen's Chamber Orchestra will open with the

Overture to Handel's well-loved "Messiah", which
will be followed by two movements from Vivaldi's

equally popular "The Seasons". For this work, the

orchestra will be joined by Denise Williams, solo

violin, as well as harpsichord and portative organ

continue. Appropriately for a Christmas concert,

the program will close with an invitation to the

audience to join with the orchestra by singing

Christmas Carols, for which a text will be provided.

Not exactly the twelve
days of Christmas but...

Five televisions, four music stands, three

radios, two dancers, one 15 yard length of red cloth

tubing - it's not the Twelve Days of Christmas, but

just as inevitable, and almost as much fun, it is the

Three Days of Experiments in the Arts and the

usual collection of unlikely props and strange

costumes being assembled by the Queen's Im-
provisation Group for their annual three days of

performances at the Agnes Etherington Art Centre

which opens Wednesday, December 5 and ends

Friday, December 7.

Once a year, the Improvisation Group gathers

together resources and people from the Music,

Drama, and Art departments as well as interested

staff members and people from the community for

three days and nights of experimental exhibits and
performances. A phenomenal amount of

organization and preparation is needed for what
appears to be a very "improvised" gathering.

The performances by the Improvisation Group
cannot really be classified as music, or theatre, or

art, but draw on resources from all these areas.

Most of the works presented are not rehearsed in

the usual manner in which each member of the

group learns exactly what he will be doing every
moment. Instead, the works are usually open-

ended, depending on audience response and the

reactions of all the performers to determine their

directions.

On Wednsday, "Balloon Dance" by Trevor
Hodgson, and on 'Thursday, "Magnetic Clusters" by
Pierre Wade and Grace Handford will rely on

audience participation.

On Thursday, "A Letter from Harold", con-

ceived by Professor Narcisse-Mair of the Music
Department will be performed by her. This will be
the first opportunity for the Kingston audience to

hear the versatile and highly talented Miss Nar-
cisse-Mair perform a solo work, which is in the

Berio-Berberian style.

On Friday, the Improvisation Group will turn

the stage over to Canada's outstanding group of four

poets called "The Four Horsemen." Sponsored by
the English and Drama departments and the

Division of Concerts, this will be the first per-

formance by The Four Horsemen in Kingston.

In addition to the evening performances which
begin at 8:00 p.m. each night, exhibits of ex-

perimental painting and sculpture and an electronic

music synthesizer will be on display from 9:00 to

5:00 each day in the Art Centre.

Admission to all exhibits and performances will

be free.

HAVING A PARTY?

Why not make it an outstanding success by

serving everyone's favorite cheese...

you can pick your own cheeses in whatever quantities

you wish or we'll be pleased to recommend the proper

selections for you

Come and see us soon . . . we're always willing

to help and don't forget to browse in our back
room.

59-61 Brock St.

548-7721

festival
f^^BRUAf^Y 5.6.7.8.9

mm
We would like to hear from people interested in per-

forming at Festival.

We need musicians in all musical fields: blues, folk,

classical, etc.

Please contact
PHIL MACDONNELL 544-9207

or KAREN ALISON 544-8018

5 PAY5 Of MUSIC .FU^V .DRAMA, SPeAK€RS,P06TRY&, ART.

Queen's Improvisation Group Presents

3 DAYS OF EXPERIMENTS IN THE ARTS

Wed.
Dec.

5

Music
Drama
Dance

8-10 p.m.

Thur.
Dec.

6

Music
Drama
Dance

8-10 p.m.

Fri.

Dec.

7

THE
FOUR
HORSE-
MEN

8-10 p.m.

AGNES ETHERINGTON ART CENTRE

Experirnental Art Exhibits Daily 9-5

Admission free to all Exhibits and Per-

formances

E. P. Murphy & Sons Ltd.

Sea Food Restaurant

Our Spvciultks:

Shrimp, Oysters, Scallops, Lobster, /

Cluiti Chowder, Fish and Chips, Vll^
Oysters on the Half Shell

Served in Pleasant Surroundings

70 BROCK ST., KINGSTON, Oi\T.
-TEL. 548-7753

Special: Perch Fillets $1.25/lb.

*lf it's fresher than Murphy's

It's still swimming!

'

Steve Amey's

Lakeview Manor
Now Playing in the

''Centennial Room''

REFbEGTION
Rock n' Roll ,

Country & Western

28 Yonge St. in Portsmouth
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unclassifieds

FOURTH LEO E C. m.ichines, 001,

Irigidaire, mouthpiece,
waterlogged, and munchkin
marauder wish to announce their

temporary retirement, have a

happy ho ho! see ya next year!

love 'n kisses. SMACK!!
POOR KORN. Too many daffodils

Friday night? Watch out for heavy
discussions.

SORRY STEVE. But it was fun. Come
to the big party for more of the

same.
WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK Honky

Tonk Woody and his Barber Shop
Quartet for providing the en-

tertainment.

KORN: You missed a pancake break-

fast and watching JVS put away a

chocolate sundae. Well at least you
were the only one who was down to

earth!

MALORIN: I knew where she was but

thanks for worryinging. Jim
BEST WISHES for a speedy recovery

to Korn . . .if the wine don't get ya,

the cold ground will.

THANKS AGAIN for a super dinner
Mike! Love, Liz and ak.

ANCIENT RITUAL OF THE TUB is

to be practised in the temple of

Victoria tomorrow on occasion of a

maiden just passing 20 suns. The
willing sacrifice is the Mighty
Baxter and absent natives may
offer congratulations at 544-8539.

The Golden Org, High Priest

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SLOTSY. May
Dipstick and Goober piss in your
bed for years to come. Love,
Stormin.

FOR RENT. One quiet light

housekeeping room for a girl two
blocks from McArthur College.

S13.50 a week. Phone 548-4331.

THE SPIRIT OF TREMBLANT has
moved to Madonna. $38.00. Jan.

25th, 26th, and 27th. Ticket sales

Wed., Jan. 9th, 7:00 pm, in the

John Orr Room.
MY BROTHER DR. DOLITTLE is

getting married after New Year's!

Boy, will I ever drink to that!!!

SALLY SOUTHEY has not had a

cigarette since December 3, 1972.

The Tobacco Tokers of 4 East
Chown wish to express their

deepest admiration, respect, and
wishes for a long and healthy life.

QUEEN'S SKI CLUB'S first weekend
trip is to Madonna, Vermont. For
S38.00-transportation is provided,

two nights accommodation in

luxurious condominium units.

Heated pool, sauna, and a skating

rink are only some of the facilities

Two days skiing. Sat. 26th and Sun.

27th on three mountains are in-

cluded in the cost. 538.00 is all it

takes to join us for our major
v/eekend trip (BASH) of the year.

Tickets go on sale Wednesday,
Jan. 9th at 7:00 pm in the John Orr
Room. Remember, the spirit of

Tremblant has moved to

Madonna.
WE NEED SOMEONE to share an

attractive house with 5 others (4

male, l female) starting in Jan.

Close to campus, own room, rent

reasonable. 183 Alfred. Phone 542-

3021.

CONGRATULATIONS SALLY!!!
You've kicked the habit. Now you
only have 3 vices left. With a bit of

luck, maybe even four . . .

ON CAMPUS OVER CHRITMAS You
are invited to my house to have a

dinner, couple of beers, a game of

pool. If interested call Jim at 389-

34W.
APT. TO RENT, 134 Earl, 2 rooms,

occupancy Jan. 1. For details

phone 548-7185 after 6.

STOP and look at Ontario Hall today.

MARIAN OF 6E: Merry Christmas!
•,igned, Kris Kringle

TO QUEEN'S BANDS: this means
Cheerleaders, Ma jorettes.
Highland Dancers, Pipers, and
Brass Band Members. Please
bring /our uniforms back thr.

Wed. 4:30 8:30, If you can't make it

please call Bev ,it ',4'/ OOOl and we
will arrange '.orn<:thinq

FOUND: Ladies gold v/.itrh found on
University Ave, between Union
and Clergy Sis Call 548 4907.

TO TASS AND HIS ASSES: Thank',

lor the p.irty •.urpri'.cd you kept it

so oking cle,in! From 3 Dipped
D<inf.ers

ROOM FOR ONE GIRL in n modern
three bedroom houto clo»(i to

campus. Available now or anytlmo
up fill January. Two other Queen's
girls living there, one m fir-,t year,

flnfl ',ri'- in third yoar, Only t40.00 a

mo • ' .11 549 1944,

FOR INFORMATION on the recently

formed Homophile Association

write to Terry Watson Victoria

Hall or phone me at 547-2893

Monday to Thursday 9-10 pm until

Dec. 19th.

FREE KITTENS--a guaranteed euro

for depression, anxiety, sexual

impotency and the yahs. Phone
Roy at 544-9580.

246--THANKS for a great pre-

Christmas, post Hallowe'en Bash.

Excellent time had by all.

NOUVEAU CLASSICS LAROUSSE
paperback found on corner outside

Ban Righ. If you can identify the

book by title, claim if at 544-7964.

FOUND: Ladies wrist watch near

Earl Hall. Phone 547-5911.

TO BELATED RESPONDERS: I

never got the breaklast that the

head of the cheering section

promised me. Also, it was good to

know that had the springs on the

car broken, we had an extra seat in

the back seat.

ORGANIZERS NEEDED to help with

the First University Mall during
Snowball Week. Please contact

Rosemary ( 544 8552) or Sally (544

8135).

IF YOU LIKE good times and live in

the Ottawa area, come to the

Green Door at the Chaudiere on
December 27th for a Queen's
Reunion!

IF ANYONE HAS an old bicycle they
would like to sell before Christmas
would you please call 544-5394 or

544-8842 anytime.
FOR THE LAST TIME we're telling

you! The GREEN DOOR is where
its at for the Third Annual Reunion
of all Queen's students residing in

Ottawa! Be there! December 27th.

LOST: Saturday at Grant Hall--a

bracelet of green, black, and pink
stones in silver setting -graduation
gift of great sentimental value-
reward--544-9510.

MISSING A BANK BOOK? SHE
QUERIED.

MERRY CHRISTMAS Fran Cochran.
Hope you like your Presie. Love,

Vk k /

HOUM Of HAI'I'im Al f KT!
Only "i liafi 'til the Oroiid f-eost

Prepare thyselvtt . . buy Stomach
Saver today! 1

1

HAPPY DAY AFTER BIRTHDAY
DELILAH

DEADLINE FOR GAEL AP
PLICATIONS has been extended
to Dec 19, Orientation Committe*
'74,

GAY LIBERAflON DANCE at U, of

T, in the Music Room, Hart House,

Saturday, December 8, at 8:30

p m. Admission $1,50, Sponsored
by Toronto Gay Alliance Towards
Equality, For further information

call Terry Watson at 547 2893,

Monday to Thursday, 9 10 p m,
ONE BEDROOM unfurnished

apartment for rent. Available

December 15. William Street, 2nd
lloor. Clean, bright, large closets.

Rent $135 month. Phone 548-3635

DEADLINE FOR GAEL AP
PLICATIONS has been extended
to Dec, 19. Orientation Committee
'74.

HAMILTON AREA QUEEN'S
STUDENTS pass the word! The
3rd annual Paddy Green's
Christmas bash will be held on

Saturday Dec. 22nd. To see if

Santa arrives again be in the Alibi

Room from D M p ni f & '*. t% in

West Ham al Lon^wood and Mam
Be sure to atttnd and brin^ a
friend

HAVE rOU EVER hkard of Boy
Scouts? Why not loin a Kov«r
Crew? Any te/ A«es 17 to 24 So
all you are eligible Next meeting
Sunday Jan 4 Call Kim or Paul
Glen at 544 5849, or John Dafoe at

549 1329

The blimp thanks all for the birthday
bash , .

ROOMS AVAILABLE in Science '44

Co op for males artd females.
Room and board included If in-

terested, call Andrew AnderMn,
544 4211

CHRISTMAS IS CLOSER than you
think. Forget about the formal
studio portraits and have your
sitting in the country. Call Photo
Image for a portrait that will make
a special gift. Telephone 544 7770

or drop in at 33 Brock
Tuesdays, 3:30 - 5:30 and Thursdays,

7:30 • 9:00 p.m. • La Casa : "ter-

tulia espanola" "ritrovo
italiano", music and reading
material from Spain, Italy, and
Latin America . , , conversation
and refreshmerrfs, Vengan todos,

at 145 University Ave.

Moving with the Times
This year Canadian Hoechst
marks its eighteenth year of

growth in Canacia by moving into

new custom-built Montreal
headquarters. The Canadian ex-

pansion has been closely linked

to the worldwide development of

Hoechst, which is now among
the world's top five chemical

companies, with worldwide sales

that last year totalled approx-

imately 3.5 billion dollars.

In Canada, sales have almost

doubled in the past three years.

The new St. Laurent head office

and warehouse buildings will

provide space for a 100% in-

crease in the company's head
office staff, and have betjn de-

signed for expansion to accomo-
date increased Canadian pro-

duction.

Research: Window to
the Future

Today's research creates the

products of tomorrow. One-third

of Hoechst's current sales come
from products which did not exist

10 years ago. And with world-

wide sales approximating close to

3.5 billion dollars last year,

Hoechst spent close to 100 mil-

lion in pure research, and on
laboratory buildings and equip-

ment. The results of this invest-

ment decide Hoechst's position

in future markets, including

Canada.

Helping Build Canada
Products and ideas from Hoechst
have touched and improved the

quality of people s lives in every
area around the world, in a

hundred countries on six conti-

nents. As an affiliate of the

worldwide Hoechst organization,

Canadian Hoechst has a full cen-

tury of research and achievement
to draw upon. In Canada,
Hoechst is an autonomous com-
pany employing Canadians to

serve Canadian needs.

This new building is just one of

the more visible indications of

Canadian Hoechst Limited's

continuing investment in

Canada.

Hoechst in Canada concerns it-

self with supplying both the

present and future needs of Ca-

nadians. The range of products

and services covers the spectrum
through industrial chemicals,

dyestuffs, plastics, human and
veterinary medicines, pharma-
ceuticals, and textile fibres.

Hoechst products and services,

Hoechst techniques and know-
how in these fields, combined
with a large international fund of

experience, have given the Com-
pany a reputation for expertise

which takes constant striving to

live up to. Hoechst likes it that

way. So do their customers, here

and around the world. Hoechst
thinks ahead.

HI (. r M HDI ( MM

HOECHST
C.'in.idiijn Hoechst Limited

404!) C6to Vortu

Montroiil 383, Quebec

40 Lesmill Rood
Don Mills, Ontario
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Gaels dump Laurier 9-4
by Jim LeMesurier

The hockey Golden Gaels

closed out the pre-Christmas

portion of their schedule on

Friday night with yet another

easy victory over a decidedly

weaker opponent. This time it

was a 9-4 romp, with the Sir

Wildred Laurier Golden Hawks
the hapless victims. Once again,

it required a less than taxing

effort to skate away with two

points and maintain their un-

defeated record which will not be

further tested before the new
near.

For the first twenty-one

minutes it looked as though

Queen's had more on their hands

than they had expected as Hawk
goalie Phil McColeman showed
the near capacity crowd of 2,500

some of the advantages of

"stand-up" goaltending. In

turning away 19 of the 21 shots

he faced, he robbed the Gaels of

numerous opportunities with his

goalmouth control. Laurier
meanwhile put four goals on the

board, with three in the first

period and one at the 14 second

mark of the second.

The Gaels opened the scoring

at 0:52 when Colin Loudon took

Mike Lynch's pass and rifled it

off a Hawk defenseman's stick

for the goal. Queen's continued to

apply offensive pressure, but

were unable to find the mark
until 16:16 when Loudon picked

up a loose puck at his own
blueline and raced in alone on the

Laurier net. It didn't take much,
as a well-executed deke took

McColeman out of position and
the classy centre had his seventh

of the season. This regained the

lead for Queen's just one minute

after Brent Heard had tied the

score on a similar breakaway. In

the final two minutes of the

period it was all Laurier as they

counted a good goal from the slot

and a screen shot from the point

to take a 3-2 lead into the dressing

room.
In the middle twenty

minutes, the Gaels continued to

play the uninspired brand of

hockey which has become
commonplace against their in-

ferior opponents. They fell behind

4-2 in the opening seconds and
although they were still out-

playing the Golden Hawks, they

lacked much of the sharpness

they have shown in previous

games. This didn't really matter,

however as Dave Hadden cut the

margin to one goal out of a goal

mouth scramble at 1 : 50 and Steve

Gross banked a shot off the end
boards and McColeman 's skate to

tie the game. This set the stage

for Bob Clayton's heroics. In a

classic case of leadership l)y

example, the stocky veteran

scored a remarkable four con-

secutive goals to turn the game
into a complete rout. He started

the string at 4:56 of the middle

frame as he converted a cen-

tering pass from "Beast"
Hadden for the winner, and then

completed it early in the third.

With the final period barely a

minute old, Clayton put a

backhand into the cage, with

Hadden and Frank Coffey

assisting and then struck 56

seconds later as Hadden and
Coffey again teamed to set up

their center for his hat trick on a

Hockey Gals coming closer
by Liz Wood

When allegedly star-studded U. of T. women hit Jock Harty
on Friday, everyone was a bit worried. They had defeated
Guelph 6-3, who had defeated Queen's 10-2, and so on etc. But
three quick goals in the 1st provided the only edge in play that U.

of T. enjoyed.

The Golden Gals showed a fantastic improvement over their

previous performances. For most of the game, the defense were
clearing the puck well, and the forward lines were working like

well-organized units. The Gals were also playing without the

help of Rhonda Leeman, who injured her shoulder against
Guelph.

By the 3rd period the score-board was the only indication

that the Gals were losing. They constantly had the pressure on
and just missed scoring on several occasions. Queen's goals
were scored by Les Ferrari and Deb McCaw. The final score of

5-2 for Toronto not indicative of the play, and when league play
resumes after Christmas the Gals are looking forward to win-
ning lots of games.

quick deke from in close. The
prolific forward counted number
four the next time he was on the

ice as he further demonstrated

his great scoring sense by

grabbing a loose puck behind the

Golden Hawk goal and stuffing it

past the unsuspecting netminder.

This was Clayton's ninth marker
of the season, but even more
impressive it was his seventh in

the past two games. Further,

without regard to his scoring

output, it was by far his best

game of the season as his line was
the Gaels' strongest and he was
always a dominant figure on the

ice.

McColeman may have
competent in stopping 52 Tricolor

shots but he had little chance on

Coffey's great individual effort at

10:59 after the defenseman took

Loudon's pass to beat a lone

defender and again pull the

weary goaltender out of position

for a spectacular short-handed

goal. This closed the scoring at 9-

4 as Dave Dungey put almost two

solid periods together to keep

Laurier out of the game.

Peter Berkely and Frank

Coffey were as strong and con-

sistent as ever on defense while

Rick Leroy was slowed down by a

groin injury. Also praiseworthy

was Mike Lynch's "turn the other

cheek" deportment when
grabbed from behind by an irrate

Golden Hawk; he kept his cool

and his gloves and very wisely

avoided a costly game miscon-

duct.

Jim Sunstrum's absence

mossman

Bob Clayton - 4 goals in a row

from the third line may have
been missed, for in spite of John
Cerre's play, centre Bill Sweeny
and winger Don "the Weasel"
Langill seemed to have trouble

getting untracked throughout the

game.
The hockey team now go on

vacation but should be ready for

their tough matches ahead after

hosting Sir George Williams,

Ottawa and McMaster in an early

January tournament. If the Gaels

are to have the contending season

of which they are capable, they

will have to be ready to play to

their potential against the other

"powerhouses" and there is no

reason why they should not be

able to do just that.

Holiciaycard.
Homecoming

card
Ski card,

Student standby cards

Heading home, for skiing or

lust truckin'? Ask for a Golden

Opportunity student card and

you can take us anywhere you

go. At special standby re-

duced prices. To Thunder
Bay or Sault Ste. Marie from

either Toronto or Winnipeg. Or to

Winnipeg from Toronto and vice versa. The

Golden Opportunity card. Good trip.

transair
FLY THE GOLDEN JETS
Call your travel agent, or Transair.
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Swim Gaels edge McGill 48-47
On Saturday afternoon, the Queen's Swimming Gaels defeated the

McGiil Redmen 48-47 in a meet held here. It looked as if the Gaels

might run away with the meet as the 400 yd medley relay team of

Lucas, Stoddart, Pearson and Grinter easily won the first event. John

Ireland then bettered his record in the 1000 by three seconds as Jim

Esto took second.

The meet was quickly evened up as McGill placed first in the 200 yd

freestyle (as Grinter, Scheurmann and Dalzicl put in good times) and

then took first and second in the 50 yd sprint with Darrell Penner

finishing third. Rob Stoddart then took one of his two first place

finishes with the 200 IM and then in the second last event, he easily

captured the 200 Breastroke.

A welcome interlude was provided by the exhibition of diving from

two of Queen's rookies, Jim Stone and Kerry Powell. Both dove very

well even though they were incorporating some new dives into their

performances.

Queen's swept the 200 fly with Pearson, Ireland, and Dalziel taking

the first three spots. Except for the breastroke. Queen's was not to win

another event as Paul Lucas took second in the 200 Backstroke,

Ireland and Scheurmann second and third in the 500 yd freestyle and
Gaisford third in the 100 yd freestyle.

1 he point that made the difference came with Jim Gillis' third place

finish in the 200 Breaststroke that gave Queen's an eight point lead

going into the final relay which the strong freestylers of MdGill won by
a bodylength. The Gaels will take it easy now and will face their next

competition next January at St. Lawrence University.

QUEEN'S

DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA

PRESENTS

TORONTO WORKSHOP
PRODUCTIONS

IN

MARK TWAIN'S

LettevH from the earth

DECEMBER 5 at 8:30

in McARTHUR AUD.

NON STUDENTS $2.50

STUDENTS $1.50

DRAMA DEPT. 547-6291

Inyourown way.
Inyour own time.

Onyourown terms.

Youll take to the

taste ofPla^erk Filter

Warning: The Department of National Health and Welfare advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked
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Fencers here

Waterpolo Gaels third | iWomAii win mpn imnrnvp
\ young Queen's waterpolo team capped an outstanding season with ^0 1 1 WW 111^ III \# II 1 1 1 1 mm I %m W \#A young Queen's waterpolo team capped an outstanding season with

a third place finish in Saturday's OUAA championships held at Mc
Master. The Marauders captured their fifth successive championship
as they beat RMC Redmen 18-2 in the opening game and then blasted

Western 19-0 in the final . The Marauders, who have six members of the

Canadian national team in their lineup, were awarded the Hirshom
Trophy.

The Gaels, after losing to Western by 8-6 in the opening round,
rebounded to beat RMC 6-1 to wind up in third place ahead of the

Redmen.
Coach Simon Beitler called it a truly outstanding year and ex-

pressed great pleasure that such a young and inexperienced team
could do as well as the Gaels have done. We offer our congratulations

as well to this team for their fine performance.
A new season begins after Christmas for both the men's and

women's intercollegiate waterpolo teams. The men will play in the

Ottawa Valley League. Opposing teams are expected to be the

University of Ottawa. Carleton. CFB Petawawa, and possibly RMC. In

addition there will be three Ottawa high school teams taking part:

Gloucester. Pinecrest. and Canterbury.

The women's team will also play in the women's division of the

Ottawa Valley League and can expect to see teams from the three

Ottawa high schools plus Ottawa U and possibly Carleton.

V-B Seniors third
If trends mean very much in sports, then women's volleyball could

be one of the real surprises of this year's intercollegiate scene. The
girls, who started off rather slowly earlier in the fall, came up with
their best performance of the year on the weekend as they finished
third in the first of their two tournaments held Saturday at Laurentian
University in Sudbury. The Gals lost their first match of the tour-
nament as they played Toronto: scores were 15-4 and 15-6. Against
York, the Gals took the match to three games but again wound up on
the short end of the score: 15-5. 9-15. 15-5. They dropped another set to
Ottawa by scores of 15-7 and 15-11. Then things started to improve as
thecals beat Laurentian 8-15. 15-11. 15-13. In the final match, the girls

were pitted against Carleton and again emerged victorious by scores
of 15-6 and 15-5.

The University of Toronto wound up in first place with Ottawa
second and Queen s third. After the next round, which will be played in

Ottawa on February 8fh. the top three teams from each of the east and
west divisions will advance to the finals.

It's amazing what a coach who
is sincerely interested in his team
can do just by showing up and
convincing his team that they can
win if they want to. John Tondeur
did just that on the weekend, and
the result was a much improved
showing by the Queen's men's
and women's fencing team in the

annual Queen's - RMC in-

vitational tournament The
events, which included women's
foil, men's foil, men's epee. and
men's sabre competitions, were
held Saturday and Sunday in

Bews G\Tn "of the Phys' Ed
Centre.

Tondeur. who was the guiding

light behind the sport of fencing

at Queen s for five years, was
transferred to Sudbury by his

employers during the summer.
His leaving has left a ver\' large

hole in the fencing program at the

university; one that has yet to be

filled It has shown in past events

where the women's team in

particular, which was expected

to dominate the OWIAA this year,

has performed below par

But they camo through this

weekend as Tondeur stood by and
watched. The girls routed the

opposition to win the foil com
petition by a wide margin. The
team of Judy Krupanszky. last

year's OWIAA individual
champion.Rosemary Knight .Sue

Set o. and Debbv Christian
finished far ahead of their

nearest rivals from York. Brock
was third.

The men s events were a bit

disappointing, particularly the
foil competition where Queen's
placed a distant sixth. The men
picked up a fourth in epee and a
third in sabre. The sabre
competition was particularly
competitive and Queen's can
expect to do quite well in this

category in the future.

The fencmg season will adjourn
now until after Christmas. The
men will lake part in three more
tournaments: at York, January
20th. at Carleton. January 26th

and in the snowball competition

with RMC on January 30th. The
next weekend, they'll compete in

the far east fencing matches
which will be held at Trent. The
best two teams plus top in-

dividuals will advance to the

Eastern sectionals at Queen's
February 9th

The women are at Carleton for

an invitational on January 19th

and will take part in the OWIAA
championships at Ottawa on

February 1st.

Now if only Jon Tondeur would
get transferred back to Kingston

oud

^easte
Canagii
snoW'Clc
scraper
• 10 lifts accommodating
7,500 skiers per hour,
including
the only gondola lift

in Eastern Canada

• •^omMesof supertjiy

• ''O'iO |irt)cal drop

jmner's slopes

• 5-day ski week;
use of lifts $25.,
lifts 6i lessons $37.50

• Season from November
to May

Mont Sainte-Anne
ski conditions:
Toronto tel

(416) 483-4510

Mont Sainte-Anne
P.O, Box 400, Beaupre
Province of Quebec
(418) 827-4523

BiewedfiQmpuidspfingwaters

And thats thetmhf
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York outguns Gaels 67-52
by Chris Ito(>n

A hot-shooting York Yeoman
squad outgunned Queen's Golden

Gaels 67-52 here Saturday night

to hand the Gaels their third loss

in four league starts. The Gaels

led by as many as eight points in

the opening moments of the

game, but York came back

strongly to hold a 33-22 margin at

the half. Jeff Simbro led all

scorers with 22 points for York,

while Eve Spence added 14,

mostly on outside shots. Norm
Hagarty, who played his best

game of the season, hit for 18

points for the Gaels, while Derek
Swinnard added 16 and Stu Beck
10. Corky McLeery hauled down
17 rebounds to lead Queen's in

that department, as the Gaels

held a 48-36 margin on the boards.

Hagarty had nine rebounds to his

credit.

The Gaels appeared con-

fused at several stages during the

game, and this inability to

maintain continuity hurt Queen's

both offensively and defensively.

When a surge at the start of the

second half brought them back to

within four points, the Gaels were
unable to keep the pressure on
York, missing several close-in

shots, including a lay-up, and
failing to keep a close watch on
York's guards who produced
several key hoops. Later, when
the lead had again stretched to

about 10 points, a missed
assignment on an in-bounds play

under the Queen's basket gave
York an uncontested layup, while

several on-the-money court-

length passes by Corky McLeery
(who was a pretty fair QB back in

Montreal) went for naught when
Queen's traditional inability to

make layups reasserted itself. To
be polite, the Gaels did not

exactly ooze confidence and poise

all game.
Although winning isn't

everything, there isn't much that

can be said for Saturday's effort

from any point of view. The game
was slow paced, generally badly

played and dismally boring to

watch. It compared rather badly

with the Gals' 79-26 win over
York, not just from the stand-

point of results, but from an

aesthetic point of view as well.

The Gals played hvlUrr basket-

ball Saturday, not just winning
basketball maybe they should

get the 8.15 starting times after

f;hriHtma8. On the other hand,
perhaps some home cooking will

rejuvenate the Gaels for a fx>»t-

New Year's surge. It will take a

big one to get them enywhere.

bottomley

Things to say

when offered a Golden

:

- Don't mind if I do.

- Sure.Why not?
- Well, if you insist.

- As long as you're having one.

- Yes, please.

- Get me a cold one.

- No, thanks. I've got one.

- I thought you'd never ask.

Molsoii (foldni

A siiioolli ale

Do you know nlial ycMi're missing?

Tequila

Sauza
makos
every
party
a

fiesta!

THE PRICE

IS RIGHT

... by gosh!

Why Pay More?
We've got Famous

Brand Name Clolhing

for Guys and Girls,

everything for

your "pad", and
the best

selection of

winter outeru/ear

in town!...

PLUS a whole store

, full of BARGAINS!

KINGSTON'S

FAMOUS

BARGAIN

HOUSE!

Foot of Princess at Ontario St.

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134
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Gals still undefeated
by Lyn Atwood

A double-header weekend
with basketball games against

Toronto and York added up to two
more victories for the Queen's
Golden Gals.

On Friday they were
challenged by the girls in blue in

what ended up to be a three point

win for Queen's. Final score of

that game was 54-51. Both teams
started off slowly which at our

end may be attributed to the fact

that the starting line up was
changed. The game however
picked up and proceeded to the

end, a slow game with in-

termittent quick spurts.

A full court press at the

beginning didn't seem to enhance
the Gals' style, and coach Bouris

stated that future games would
start off half court press.

In the second half of the close

U of T game, Queen's was forced

to play a sagging man to man
defense when Toronto's outside

shots started connecting. All in

all, Queen's ^concentrated on a

good defensive effort. The top

scorers for the U of T team were
Terry Knight, who connected for

10 points and Chris Crawford,

who tallied up for 15.

Laney Marshall played great

basketball the entire weekend,
racking up 19 points in the U of T
game and 28 points against York,

while Pat Patterson put forth an

excellent effort and played to

consistent games scoring 18

points against TO and 16 against

York. Kathy Keely contributed 13

points in the U of T game and 10

points against York to play her
best game of the season also.

Other scorers in the U of T
game were Pat Quigley with 2

points, and Karen Carson who
connected for two points on foul

shots in the last half after the

clock had run down.

In the York game, it was
obvious in the first minutes of

play that Queen's had it in the

bag (ie. York is in the wrong
league). Final score: 79-26. York
had an even distribution of their

26 points among all their players.

Scorers for Queen's were
Laney Marshall 28 points, Patti

Patterson, 16 points, Kathy
Keely, 10, Jackie Gallipeau, 7

points, Pat Quigley 6 points,

Karen Carson, 5 points, Mary
Ann Drinkwater 3, Penny Wedd,
and Eva Stewart both with 2

points.

Ma Bouris, realizing at once

the situation, decided ex-

perimentation would be the

nature of this game. All members

Laney Marshall soars over York defenders for two of her 28 points

of the team were played often and
three times the entire first string

was pulled off the floor for talks

on new strategy to be employed.

A great way to start the

Christmas season states Ma

Bouris, Everybody played, and
everybody played well. Good
work. Gals!

!

544-1227 /JSv'-lScky°''
PRINCESS SILVER

/Y V,\pOLLARS
BARRIEyC/ \ X

y THE \^

PIZZA

CHALET

FREE COCA COLA
WITH EACH PIZZA

Sit-at-

home?

Notyou!
You're not a sit-at-home,

afraid to get out and go when
winter comes.

You're a girl who can't

imagine missing a day in the

snow, even if it is a problem
day. That's why you use
Tampax tampons instead of

,

old-fashioned napkins. A
tampon can't bulge and mar
the look of ski pants, inhibit

your movements or let odor
form. Tampax tampons are
worn internally, so you're able
to move freely, unencumbered,
unembarrassed.

Active girls like you protect
themselves with dependable
Tampax tampons. And really

enjoy winter.

York wins gymnastics
York University captured first place in its Invitational

Gymnastics tournament in Toronto this past Saturday Olympian
Steve Mitruk captured first place in the individual All-around

competition for U of T. About fifty gymnasts took part in the one-

day event.

Barry Brooker led the Queen's contingent with a third on
Parallel Bars; the remainder of the Queen's results were not

available at press time, although rookie Peter Locke had per-

formed well in the meet, according to such information as was
available.

The Gaels will be idle competitively through the Christmas
break, but should resume exhibition action early in the new
year. If rookie competitors like Locke, Paul Muir and Bill

Greenbaum can develop rapidly enough to replace several

graduate veterans.the Gaels should have a good shot at moving
up a notch in the OUAA final in February.

Wrestlers dominate
Queen's wrestlers came up with a strong finish to their 1973

season in Pointe Claire last Saturday,with all weight-class

competitors doing well in the final pre-Christmas nrteet. Veteran

Mike Dwhytie led the Gaels with a first-place tie in the 163-lb.

class, while Al Stewart and Ron Dadson were second and third

in the 136 Va lb. class. Del Demonte added a third in the 180-lb

division, while rookie Jim Holden came second in the 126-lb

class.

Gord McLellan continued his run of unlucky draws. The
stocky "rookie" has faced Olympic-calibre competition in every

meet so far this season, but almost pulled off an upset Saturday.

He lost by a single point in the final seconds of the match, which
is quite a performance for someone with experience measured
in weeks rather than years.

The Gaels will return to action January 12, when they host

an invitational tournament at the Phys Ed Centre.
MADE ONLY BY

CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION
BARRIE. ONTARIO
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World: David Ben-Gurion dead
TEL AVIV- David Bon-Guriori,

author of Israel's indcpendoiico

and the Jewish state's I'irst

permier, died Saturday of a

cerebral hemorrhage. He was 87.

It is expected that he will be

given a state funeral and be

buried next to his wife, Paula, at

Kibbutz Sdeh Boker, the Kibbutz

to which he retired to write his

memoirs.
Ben-Gurion, who as early as

1907 urged Jews in Palestine to

arm themselves against the

Arabs, was the country's
dominant figure during its first 15

years. It was Ben-Gurion who, on

the night of May 14, 1948,

declared the establishment of the

state of Israel.

Ben-Gurion resigned as

premier in 1963 and quit the

Knesset, the Israeli parliament,

seven years later.

On Nov. 18 he suffered a

cerebral hemorrhage. He
rallied at first under around-the-
clock medical attention, but his

condition began to deteriorate

Nov. 23. On Dec. 1 he died.

MIDDLE EAST- The ceasefire

talks taking place at Kilometer

101 on the Suez-Cairo road
reached an impasse Friday over

Israel's objections to Egyptian

demands that it pull its forces off

the west bank and well beyond
the Oct. 22 ceasefire lines.

Israel, which contends that

the Oct. 22 lines cannot be

located, has refused any move
without an appropriate
reciprocal pullback by the

Egyptians.

Meanwhile, both Egyptian

and Israeli forces on the Suez

Canal front are on maximum
alert and, according to one

Israeli paper, the Egyptian
troops have been resupplied by

the Russians and "need nothing •

more than an order to renew the

fighting."

LONDON- Britain begain issuing

gasoline rationing cards Thur-

sday in anticipation of the

government having to impose
rationing to combat the wor-

sening energy crisis. Not only is

Britain facing an Arab oil boycott

byt the country's coal miners and
power engineers are on strike for

higher wages.

Britain's Prime Minister
Heath has refused to deal with

the strikers staling that the

mincTS, by pushing lor more pay
than was permitted in the

Government's ant i -inflation

rules, have been defying the will

of parliament.

Meanwhile Premier Joop
Den Uyl announced that the

Netherlands- hit by a total Arab
oil embargo-was planning to

intoruce gasoline rationing also.

White House spokesmen said

Thursday that energy shortages

would drastically cut U.S.

economic growth and put up to a

million workers out of jobs.

However President Nixon still

hopes to avoid compulsory
gasoline rationing.

KUMAMOTO, Japan- A fire

raced through a department
store crowded with Christmas

shoppers here Thursday, killing

more than 100 people and injuring

about 100 more.

The blaze broke out at

noontime in the store, packed
with hundreds of shoppers at-

Canada:

traded Ijy an advertised sale.

The building was in the prwess of

being rr-constructed Ui make it

fireproof.

Many of the survivors fled to

the roof and were rescued by

helicopters. Others slid dfjwn

ropes to safety and some were
taken from upper floors on

firemen's ladders.

WASHINGTON The U.S. senate

has passed a bill intended to

make Senator William Saxbe
constitutionally eligible for ap-

[K)intment as Attorney-General.

President Nixon has held up

submission of Saxbe's
nomination pending passage of

the legislation.

The problem is that shortly

after Saxbe came to the Senate

the salary of the At-

torney-G enerai and other

Cabinet members was increased

to $60,000 from $35,000. The
Constitution provides that no
member of Congress shall,

during the term for which he was
elected, be appointed to an office

for which the salary was in-

creased during that time. The
intent is to keep congressmen

Irorn raising their own salaries

'I'he bill passed by the St^imU'

attempts U) <U;ar away thih

barrier to Saxl>e's nomination by

rolling back the Attorney
Gr-neral's salary to the old figure

ol $35,000.

Sup[x»rter8 of the bill argue
that this meets the intent and
spirit of the Constitution There is

some dr>ubt as U) whether it

meets the letter of the Con
stitution.

WASHINGTON- Former White

House apfxjintments secretary
Dwight Chapin was indicted

Thursday on four counts of lying

to the Watergate grand jury

about his contacts with political

sabfjteur Donal Segretti.

Chapin is the fifth former
Administration official to be
charged with perjury or making
false statements to grand juries

The others are former At-

torney-General Joh Mitchell,

former Commerce Secretary
Maurice Stans, John Ehrlichman
and Egil Krogh.

Mackenzie pipeline loses support
CALGARY- Investment houses

appear to be losing their en-

thusiasm for an Artie natural gas

pipeline up the MacKenzie River

Valley and are opting instead for

a shorter line connecting the

MacKenzie delta to the North

Slope of Alaska.

The reasons for this change

of heart are the fact that El Paso

Natural Gas Co. of Houston will

probably have a natural gas

pipeline built across Alaska by
1979 parallel to the crude oil

pipeline now under construction,

the uncertain nature of native

land claims in the MacKenzie

valley region,and the very real

pf).ssiblity of a steel shortage in

the next few years raising the

cost of pipe

The MacKenzie valley line

would require 2,5WJ miles of pipe

while a line from the delta to

I'rudhoe Bay would be only 800

miles long.

Ottawa- The degree of sympathy
fJanada has for other countries

may decide how great oil shor-

tages will be this winter. Energy
Minister Donald Macdonald said

Thursday he was prepared to

share f'anada's oil supply with

friendly countries suffering

shortag<« far more s<;verf; than

Canada but only if the sharing

was arranged by a resfx^nsible

internal ional IwKiy such as the

Organization of Economic Co-

operation and Development.

The. government expects an

0)1 shortage of 20 per cent or more
In eastern Canada this winter but

hopes the figure will be \owo.r.

Somf countries, such as Sweden,
are suffering far worse.

Mr. Macfl/jnald re|:>eatedly

mention«'d Sweden as one
country Canada would help if

pOS!.it)le

I he ma jor problem is that

the international oil companies

are, for the most part, outside of

Canadian jurisdiction Canada
can bring pressure on them only

through their Canadian sub-

sidiaries.

CAIRO- Disgusted over the lack

of facilities at the Canadian
headquarters camp here a senior

medical officer with Canada's
Mideast peacekeeping contingent

has asked to be relieved of his job

and is returning home.
Major Jean-Paul Vezina of

Quebec City has been a severe

critic of the lack of headquarters

facilities and poor hygiene
conditions at the Canadian camp
here. The problem appears to be

poor staff planning in Ottawa
which allowed the Canadian
contingent to leave for Cairo

without such necessities as a field

hospital. The Canadian force has

had to rely on local hospitals

which are not up to Canadian
standards.

The final straw which drove

Major V<!zina homo, was an

automobile accident in which two
Canadian soldiers suffered

multiple leg fractures and other

injuries, B(?caus(! there were no

facilities at the Canadian camp
th(; t wo men had to wait six hours

in intense pain before getting

detailed examination and
trealmr-nt,

TORONTO- Secondary School

teachers in several Ontario

communiti<!S have handed in

their rrisignations to take efl'(!ct

Jan, I unless the school boards

afffrcted r(?ach an agreement
with the teachers over th(; terms

of the 1973 71 contra(M,

In Toronto ninety per cent of

the city's 4,7W H<'parate school

leachers havfr handed in th<!ir

resignations. In Kingston and
(•'ronlenac County r(rsigriations

represented 98.2 per cent of the

teaching force.

Only twice before in the"

history of the province have

teachers actually resigned in this

way. Last year teachers in

Timmins and Windsor failed to

return after Christmas.

TORONTO- Ontario hopes to

become the first place in the

world to control rabies by im-

munizing wild animals.

The Ministry of Natural

Resources, in conjunction with

Connaught Laboratories Ltd., is

developing a system for ad-

ministering oral rabies vaccine

to wild animals through artificial

bait.

The bait consists of small

plastic bags containing the

vaccine and smeared with

chemical attractants and meat
flavoring. The main target is the

red fox which accounts for 40 per

cent of all rabies cases followed

by skunks which account for 16

per cent of the cases.

MONTREAL- The Montreal
Symphony Orchestra has decided

to cease operations by Dec. 20

due to its "inability to meet

financial obligations."

MSO President Robert J.

Bruck said the decision to close

was purely financial, caused by

the orchestra's accumulated
deficit of $470,000 and the decision

of the City of Montreal to wihhold

its annual $160,000 grant.

An additional $200,000 grant

from the Federal Government
was considered inadequate.

Montreal is withholding its grant

as a result of a running dispute

with the city musicians's union

over the hiring of non-union

musicians for Man and His

World.
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Now'Til Christmas
Dec. 7- 2:30-4:00 p.m. - QTV showing of the following

videotaped programs in Rm. 114, Earl Hall, at

2:30- "Switzerland for Students on a Shoestring",

and at 3 :00 - "Flight of the Snow Geese".

Dec. 7- 9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. - Exhibitions in Agnes
Etherington as part of Three Days of Ex-

periments in the Arts. At 8:00 p.m.. The Four
Horsemen, nationally-known performers of sound

poetry.

Dec. 7-McArthur Films: at 7:15, "Punishment
Park" and at 9:15 p.m. "If . . .

". Each film 99c.

Dec. 7- GSS Film Club film "Tell Me Lies" at 8:00

p.m. in Ellis.

Dec. 8- 2r00 p.m. - Rape Action Study Group
meeting at the Kingston Women's Centre, 110

Queen St. All women welcome.
• )ec. 9- Free program of Christmas Music at the Art

Center, starting at 3:00 p.m., with music,

readings and visual images related to the theme
of Christmas.

Oec. 12-7:30 p.m - Kingston Women's Centre

showing of the film "Growing Up Female", about

the socialization of women, at the Centre, 110

Queen St.

Dec. 15-16 - Christmas at Agnes Etherington. Two
day program from 11 :00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. on Dec. 15

and from 12:00-5:00 p.m. on Dec. 16, including the

Gallery Tree, demonstrations of Christmas food

and decorations, Christmas ornaments and trees

from different countries.

Dec. 19-Jan. 6- All campus activities will cease for

the year at .'i:.30 p.m., Wednesday, Dec. 19, at

which point all references to texts, lectures and
work will be declared illegal. Merry Christmas.

Next Year
.January - Don't forget to come back on the 7th to the

hooks, and the grind, and hopefully, the snow!
January - Hitaemo 'welcome) Night, featuring a

polka band. Ukrainian cuisine and folk-dancing,

sponsored by the Ukrainian Club at Queen's.

January 12 - Wanderlust IV, THE IRC-WRC semi-
formal will feature eight great time periods in

eight rooms. Passports are on sale in the Leonard
meal linos for $6,(X) (.$7,00 after Christmas).

PY'bruary 5-9 - Festival '71, five days of music, film,

drama, speakers, poetry and art.

Pubs and Movies
I'll Inn P'at f.'hance

' 'irntriodorc - L(;n Adams Show
'Irfwtishouse - London Hridge
I' ronlenac - Muldoon's Duffy, Bailey and Shea, and
starting Dec. 8 - .Spriggs and Hringle - P'innegan's

Nigel and Jesse

Manor - Rrjllections

Od«-on - The Stone Killer

Capitol 1 - Fists of Fury
Capitol 2 - Macintosh Man starring Paul Newman
Hyland - The Pyx, with Christopher Plummer and
Karen Black

Chrisfmas Hours

Union

Wallace Hall Cafeteria will be open at the following

times during the Christmas Break:
Dec. 17-21 7:30a.m. -6:30p.m.

Dec. 22- Jan. 1 CLOSED
Jan. 2-6 7:30a.m. -6:30p.m.

It will also provide snack bar service between
normal meal times.

The Union Coffee Shop will be closed Dec. 17 to Jan.

6.

Douglas Hours

Douglas Library will be open at the following times

during the Christmas Break:

Dec. 16-18

Dec. 19-20

Dec. 21

Dec. 22-26

Dec. 27-28

Dec. 29-Jan. 1

Jan. 2-3

Jan. 4

Jan. 5

Jan. 6

Regular hours

8:45 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

8:45 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
CLOSED
8:45, a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

CLOSED
8:45 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

8:45 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

8:45 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

noon - 10:00 p.m.

- Limited service only after 5:00 p.m.
- Limited service only

Limited service means that only Circulation Desk,
Stacks, Main Reading Room and Central In-

formation Services Room will be open.

All branch libraries will be closed Dec. 22 - Jan. 1

except for Health Sciences, which will be open
Dec. 26-29 from 10:00 a.m. -5:00p.m.

The libraries will return to their regular schedules

on Jan. 7, 1974.

Phys. Ed. Centre

The following hours will be in effect for the Phys.

Ed. Centre and the Arena during the Christmas

Break:

Dec. 21 8:00 a.m.

Dec. 22-26 CLOSED
27-28 8:00 a.m.

29 - Jan. 1
' CLOSED

2 - 5 8:00 a.m.

6 2:00 p.m.

Dec.

Dec.

Jan.

Jan.

Normal hours will resume Monday, Jan. 7, 1974.

7:00 p.m.

11:00 p.m.

- 11:00 p.m.

11:00 p.m.

Agnes Ktherington

The Agnes Etherington Art Centre will be closed

Dec, 24 to 31 , It will reopen Jan. 2, 1974.

Queen's University Music Department
Auditions For: Sopranos, Altos,

Tenors, Basses
for

Collegium AAusicum

Rehearsals: Slot 13, Mon., Wed., Fri„
Program: AAarch 18 & 19th

"The Maastricht Easter Play"
(a 12th century music drama)

and
Carissimi's Oratorio "Jephtha"

Please call the Music Department 547-5783

or contact Professor Maust
immediately.

3 DAYS OF EXPERIMENTS IN THE ARTS
FRIDAY 7 DECEMBER 8:00 P.M.

THE

FOUR HORSEMEN
bp nichol

Steve mccaffery
paul dutton

rafael barreto-rivera

SOUND POETS
presented by Queen's English & Drama Department

and the Division of Concerts
AGNES ETHERINGTON ARTCENTRE

Admission: Free

X I.
WE'VE

MOVED
TO THE

JAIL
(Youth Hostel Location)

75 NICHOLAS 233-7738

CANADIAN YOUTH HOSTEL ASSOCIATION
10 PERCENT DISCOUNT to members on equipment.

-

Outdoor, day, week-end trips. Canadian and In-

ternational hostel information. Flights, Eurail, Britrail

Passes. Equipment rentals.

/ATURDAY JANUARY 12.

8 6R^AT Tim PERIOD/

= 8 GR<AT ROOM/=

Festival of the Arts
- Festival is the Annual Queen's Celebration of the Arts - 6 days of dance,
speakers, poetry, art workshops, drama, film, art displays, crafts,

photography, concerts, folk and classical music and much, much more.
- The key to Festivals' success is in Participation. We need you. Festival

IS you. If you would like to be involved in any way read the journal for

announcements and watch for posters around campus.

ijcen'H UniverHily February 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
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Administrators and COU clash
The Ontario government

Committee on University Affairs

(CUA) was again warned that the

finances of the province's

universities are in critical straits

when they met earlier this week
with Ontario's university

presidents.

The CUA is conducting a

study of the entire structure of

post-secondary educational in-

stitutions in the province with a

view to recommending changes

to the ministry.

The university presidents

told the Committee that unless

the government increases its

financial aid to universities,

there will be widespread salary

cuts and dismissal of tenured

faculty. Those on tenure were

originally given guarantees from

the university that they would not

be dismissed.

The universities, through the

Council of Ontario Universities, a

voluntary body composed of

provincial university ad-

ministrators, are urging a

minimum increase in govern-

ment aid of 10.3 percent- partly to

meet current needs and partly to

ease pressure created by

Law Studies may change
by Rhondda Snary

During the coming decade, Ontario law schools may undergo

significant procedural changes.

The changes under study include the introduction of a centralized

applications system, and a part-time studies programme. The

replacement of articling by clinical courses has also been suggested.

L.R. Robinson, acting dean of the Queen's law school, feels that

the suggested changes in procedure "have possibilities".

The Ontario Law Society recently recommended that law schools

adopt a centralized admissions system of the type currently used for

processing applications to other faculties. Robinson told the Journal

that Queen's first put this proposal forward several years ago, but that

it has taken time to get the co-operation of other Ontario law schools.

The change must receive unanimous approval before it can be im-

plemented.

Applications to the Faculty of Medicine were processed on a

centralized basis for the first time this year, and the success of the

procedure will be examined carefully before Law makes any revisions

in its admissions methods. "We will use the Meds as our guinea pigs",

joked Robinson.

Another proposed change is the introduction of a part-time studies

programme which would enable a law student to attain a degree after

part-time studies over an undetermined period of time, rather than

following a full-time, three-year programme.
' Robinson claimed that "there is little demand for this", and ex-

pressed doubts that the part-time studies system will be accepted by
the Ontario Law Society. He pointed out that the law changes so

rapidly that by the time a part-time student completed the degree

requirements, his knowledge might well be "behind the times".

Robinson believes that the first-year programme must be taken as a

unit in order to let students see the relationship between all facets of

the law.

Nevertheless,he told the Journal, "I would like to see the Law
Society regulations allow the studies to be done in four or five years

rather than over an undetermined time period.

As for the suggestion that articling be replaced by clinical

courses, Robinson stated that there is no particular pressure for this

change at the moment, so no action is yet forseen. A lower student-

staff ratio would be needed (perhaps 1 to 10) , and this is economically

unfeasible.

financial shorfalls and inflation

in previous years.

Queen's is faced with a

$500,000 deficit on the budget
which is presently before the

university Senate. Many other

universities are faced with even

more serious deficits.

The Ministry of Colleges and
Universities has said that there

will be a guaranteed increase of 5

percent this year in the Basic

Income Unit, the basic amount of

money which each university

receives for each student

enrolled.

A brief prepared by the

university presidents for the CUA
outlined a number of dangers

under the present financing

system. It pointed out that the

universisites cannot even afford

necessary repairs and
renovations. It also stressed that

they can no longer compete for

qualified professional peisonnel.

The brief claimed that in the

past few years, universities have
not received equal treatment

with other government-assisted

operations when it comes to

operating funds.

The result has been that

universities don't know far in

advance what assistance they

will be getting lor long-term

financing, and that they don't

have enough money to cover

inevitable cost increases.

In a separate brief to the

CUA, the Ontario Confederation

of University Faculty
Associations joined a growing
body pressing for some form of

achievement or aptitude testing

for students graduating from
high schools and entering

university.

It points out that marks given

in the high-school evaluation

process varies significantly from
school to school.

This creates a problem for

universities wishing to evaluate

how a student will fare in a new
environment and creates un-

certainty in the students them-

selves as to their own
capabilities, the brief claimed.

The faculty associations

suggest that some form of testing

could be jointly sponsored by the

government and the universities

and that the tests could be ad-

ministered after the students

have received conditional ac-

ceptance to a university.

by Susan de Stein

As was noted in a news

story which appeared in last

Friday's Journal, traffic signs

have become an increasingly

popular target of vandalism in

Kingston, and specifically, on

campus.
Queen's students cannot be

entirely blamed for these thefts

and damages, but, judging by

the statistics, nor can they be

exonerated.

Traffic signs are popular

objects, frequently used for

interior decorating purposes.

Surely, the use of stop signs and

the like for interior decorating

is rather unimaginative
anyway.

This fall, ^he cost to the

city of replacing these signs has

been $1200. However, the cost is

not the most important concern.

Those responsible for damaging
or removing traffic signs seem

the
queen's

jerbil
|;

« o

not to have considered the

dangers involved in their acts.

At an intersection where a stop

sign has been removed or

knocked down, the possiblity

that a pedestrian is seriously

injured or a serious car ac-

cident occurs, is a real one.

If a student is found with a

traffic sign in his room or

residence the sign will be

returned to the city. If he-she is

caught stealing or damaging
draffic signs, he-she may be

charged with public mischief.

More importantly those

responsible should be aware of

the possible dangers of their

vandalism. We hope the

practice of removing traffic

signs is discontinued.

Students from Ottawa Hull Area

interested in Summer Employment

should register at

The Canada Manpower Centre

385 Slater Street

Ottawa

during the Christmas Holidays

Princ ess Street , Kingstcin , On laric

)

Trying to please someone special?

We have a large selection of

exclusively handmade gifts, clothing

and accessories, including those of

local artisans...

Come and See Us Soon at

349A Princess Street Kingston

ATTENTION ALL

AMS CONSTABLES

GENERAL MEETING

7.00 PM

WEDNESDAY, Jan. 9,

DUPUIS AUDITORIUM

PLEASE ATTEND

greetings from

E.P. Murphy & Sons Ltd.

Sea Food Restaurant

"If it's fresher than

Murphy's It's still

swimming!"

Our Specialties:

Shrimp, Oysters, Scallops, Lobster,

Clam Chowder, Fish and Chips,

Oysters on the Half SheU

Served in Pleasant Surroundings

70 BROCK ST., KINGSTON, ONT.
TEL. 548-7753
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OFS brief asks:

No fees, more aid
TORONTO — The Ontario

Federation of Students has

renewed its call for abolition of

tuition, increases in student aid,

and a greater student voice in

university government.

These recommendations are

embodied in a response to the

Commission on Post Secondary

Education (Wright Report) being

presented this week to the On-

tario government and its Com-
mittee on University Affairs,

which is currently holding

provincial-wide hearings on

educational policies.

The brief is a product of

extensive study undertaken by

OFS after its executive shelved a

much shorter more radical brief

produced last June.

Notably lacking are the*

leftist rhetoric and demands for

"taxing the corporations".

OFS research co-ordinator

Paul Axelrod states that the

purpose of the new brief is not

only "to challenge the 'cutback'

policies of the government, but

also to question the fundamental

premises upon which the cut-

backs have been made."

The brief contends that the

cutbacks in educational spending

n the face of a government
committment to universal ac-

cessibility is "a shabby in-

dulgence in rhetorical

hyprocrisy."

OFS argues that increasing

tuition, inadequate student

assistance, and deep-rooted
cultural barriers "still remain
deterrants for those from lower

income families pursuing higher

education," and accuses the

government of claiming the

problem is "insoluable" rather

than moving in a "sensible

direction to remove economic

barriers."

The brief also takes ex-

ception to governmental
statements that spending on

education is being cut back

because of "an ;ilarming in-

crea.se in educational spending,"

IX)inting out that over the last

seven years, the proportion of

government spending on
education has remained con-

stant.

In addition, OFS states that

students have not been respon-

sible "for the fantastic wastage

of public funds" in education.

The student brief suggests

that students should not be

treated as consumers, not

education treated as "a rare

product which must be bought on

the market at inflated prices."

OFS sees education as "a social

right, not a chosen class

privilege."

In order to increase ac-

cessibility, OFS asks for a

programme of alxjiition of tuition

fees and the payment of living

stipends to students over the next

ten years.

In addition, OFS calls for

easing of restrictions to allow

more aid to part time students;

aid to Kludfrnts who are "truly"

independent of their parents; and
a better interest break for

students who hold loans.

As a suggestion for paying

for the c(«t of education, OFS
profmes the institution of more
progressive taxation a«
rejf,rri mended in the Heport of

Ui< l!(iyal (,'ommiMHion on

'taxation (Carter Commission).

OFS says an increase in

tuition, unless it were quite

substantial, would save the
public little in educational costs,

but would be "truly

discriminatory", if not offset by

increases in grants to students.

According to OFS, the Report

of the Committee on Post-

Secondary Education did not take

into account the earnings which
students forgo. Unless these

earnings are subsidized, OFS
sees the loss of income as another

deterrent to higher education.

OFS also accuses the

Commission of, "although not

clearly stating so", providing the

loan portion of student aid at

commercial interest rates.

Again, OFS sees this as a

deterrent.

OFS called for universities

and colleges to reorganize their

governing systems to allow

students parity, or "potentially

explosive situations" could

develop.

While upholding the prin-

ciples of academic freedom and
institutional autonomy, OFS
states that institutional

responsibility means that they

"treat their members as full

equals." The student brief said if

this takes "Pressure by the

government, . . .we do not oppose

it."

Citing statistics stiowing a 12.5

percent student participation rate in

university senates, and a five percent

rate in boards of governors, the OFS
brief defends its call for parity

because the OFS does not believe

"students are immature or in-

competent by virtue of the fact that

they are students", nor does it believe

faculty are "juducious, perceptive

and mature because they have ad-

vanced academic degrees."

In addition to more representation

for students on university bodies, OFS
calls for guaranteed representation

for disadvantaged groups.

OFS states its willingness to

accept the COPSE recommendation
that student organizations be funded
t)y the government, provided the

funds have "no strings attached."

OFS wishes to be "permitted to bite

the hand that feeds" it, and not find

itself in a position where its funds

were cut off as a result of controversy

over government policy.

The OFS brief taltes issue with the

COPSE In its broadening of

oducational opportunities as that goal

"is inadequately embodied in the

recommendations."
In order to guard against sex

discrimination, OFS says the Com-
mission should have recommended
that the government provide daycare
centres, expand women's studies

programmes, create of special aid

programmes for women, and in-

troduce of preferential hiring and
jidmission policies.

However, OFS points out the

COFSK Hcport did not recommend
the financing required for provision of

these programmes and ones designed

lo rectify inequality in opportunities

for Indians and l''ran( e-Ontarlans.

OFS says these groups should have

control over the funds available for

their education in order to realize the

principle of self-determination.

Ad rates up
lOffectlve Janiy.iry 1, general

adverllKlng ralcK for the .loiirnul will

be increased to $0,17 per agate line

from the present t<).).'). Campuft
itpeclalft will cofit $10.00.

'I'he Increaxe In rateo, the flrttt In

five yi-iirn, ha» im-n nece»»H,iiled by a

nine percent Increane In productlorj

coxlN, a forty percent Increase In other

eoftts and Irjcns'iNcH In printing coHts

for dweven, the .lournarn (nagazlne of

the art*.

PRESENTS
277 Princ«»» St.

OUR REGULAR

PRE-XMAS SPECIALS

FOR This WEEKEND ONLY

ALL RECORDS BELOW ARE $3.74

CAPITOL RECORDS OF CANADA

Don McLean: Playing Favourites

John Lennon: Mind Games

Steve Miller: The Joker

The Band: Moondog Matinee

Pink Floyd: Dark Side of the Moon

Beatles: Abbey Road

COLUMBIA RECORDS OF CANADA

Bruce Cockburn: Night Vision

Taj Mahal: So Good Blues

Santana: Caravan Serai

Art Garfunkel: Angel Clare

Paul Horn: Inside No. 2

Bob Dylan: Pat Garrett & Billy the Kid

This Van Leer (of Focus): Introspection

WEA RECORDS OF CANADA

Roberta Flack: Killing Me Softly

Jethro Tuil: Passion Play

America: Hat Trick

Led Zeppelin: Houses of the Holy

Maria Muldaur: First Album

Fleetwood Mac: Mystery to Me

P.S. We have Gift Certificates

for tliat ''someone special''

on your Christmas list

Come in and see us.

at CHARGEX
277 Princess St.
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briefly...

Women engineers scarce
WINDSOR (CUP) — There is a shortage of women engineers, but

women who are in engineering are very much appreciated for their

work, according to the findings of the University of Windsor's Com-
mittee on Women in Engineering.

The Committee is composed of four people: two women, the Dean
of Women, and the Director of Residences, and two men, the Head of

Electrical Engineering and the Head of Mechanical Engineering at

Windsor.

The Questionnaire, sent to all companies in Ontario employing
Engineers revealed only 'one or two' companies discriminate against

women when hiring engineers. The findings also show that women in

the field receive the same pay for the same work as men.
However, according to the Committee, women find it hard to

identify with women engineers. To counteract this the Committee
hopes to bring in women engineers to give talks and seminars.

Principal nominations wanted
The Committee to advise the Board of Trustees on the ap-

pointment of a new principal will meet next Tuesday, December 11.

Members of the university community are invited to submit

nominations and suggestions for the consideration of the Committee,
to the Secretary, Miss Margaret Hooey, Senate Office, Richardson
Hall.

Queen's gives Queen's dishes
Queen's University recently gave two Tercentenary gifts to

Kingston's City Hall: the place settings used by Queen Elizabeth and
Prince Phillip at the Civic Dinner on June 27 and restoration of 55

large paintings acquired by the City over a period of years.

The glassware, cutlery and china used to serve the Royal Couple

in Leonard Hall are being presented with the acknowledgement that

their value is sentimental and historical.

The City's paintings will be restored for hanging in the renovated

City Hall. 'Through its art conservation program. Queen's has un-

dertaken to repair damages to the rather elaborate frames, as well as

to the canvases.

The City Hall project will be carried out in conjunction with a

recently approved Master degree program in Art Conservation, the

first such program in Canada.

Pass-fail system detrimental
DENVER (CUP) — A recent survey indicates undergraduates with

more than 10 per cent of their courses graded on a pass-fail basis will

be disadvantaged when applying to graduate and professional schools.

According to the "Educational record", the survey also indicated

students with a majority of pass-fail courses will also face difficulties

in transferring to other schools, obtaining financial aid, and finding

employment.
The poll of 200 graduate schools, 50 law schools, and 50 medical

schools in the U.S. showed that admissions directors feel evaluation of

pass-fail is "extremely difficult, if not impossible."

"The greater the proportion of students' records which is reported

in terms of non-traditional grading system, the greater the potential

for difficulty in entering another institution," the "Educational

Record" reported.

One admissions officer wrote, "At present the task of evaluation

requires much reading and interpretation of grades, recom-
mendations and activities. To add copious evaluations in lieu of grades

would be frowned upon in light of 5,500 applications."
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Despite Woody's celebration cigar, and de Stein's hangover which hung
over from Saturday night, the last press night of 1973 is about to bite the
dust amidst cheers and sighs . . .despite a knocked down, dragged out
feeling, relief is only moments away, Korn permitting. Many thanks to all

contributors who helped this term or contributed in some obscure way.
See you all tonight . . .!
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The School
Librarianship TONIGHT
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'GO!-FOR THE FURY.|
FORCE AND FUN OF
if.::

Submissions

are now invited

for the third

issue of Sweven.

The deadline is

January 1974.

The 2nd issue

is now complete

and awaiting

publication in

late January.

Merry Christmas

-Steven Winnett,

editor.

V Spirit Of Tremblant

lives mMadonna Vermont

ISQueens Ski Club
going to Vermont, USA

Great Steaks

Seafood - Spaghetti

LICENCEDOF COURSE

Quiet Corners - Soft Lighting - Great for Dinner

Aunt Lucy's Restaurant
Princess St. W. at Portsmouth

Holiday Season Entertainment

(clip for reference)

AAULDOON'S
Decembers - December 22: DUFFY, BAILEY AND SHEA

New Year's Eve: HOLLYWOOD HEAVEN
January 7- January 19: OLIVE BAYLE ANDTHE IRISH TRADITION

FINNEGAN'S
Decembers - December 22: NIGEL AND JESSE

NewYear's Eve: FRED WERTHMAN

NOTE: So that the staff and their families and the McConnell Family can enjoy a
quiet and restful Christmas, there will be no entertainment during Christmas
Week. However, great yule logs will be burning in Finnegan's and you'll be most
welcome to join us for a cheerful festive drink!

THE BUTTERY
Every Saturday night we feature Dinner-Time Theatre, with Theatre 5

Buffet Dinner (Hip of beef) $3.95: Starts at 7:00 p.m.
Show ($1.00 cover charge) Starts at 8: 15 p.m.
The best Saturday Night Bargain in Town 1

1

Starting in the New Year, we'll be featuring student

dinner in the Buttery every Sunday

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to all our Friends at Queen's
Anne and Brendan McConnell and Staff

HOTEL FRONTENAC
178-188 Ontario Street 544-6881
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^keyour date
to a \s/6rldJamo\is

iBstaurant

McDonald's
I® 277 BATH RD.

HAVING A PARTY?

Why not make it an outstanding success by

serving everyone's favorite cheese...

you can pick your own cheeses in whatever quantities

you wish or we'll be pleased to recommend the proper

selections for you

Come and see us soon . . . we're always willing

to help and don't forget to browse in our back
room.

59-61 Brock St.

548-7721

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY ANNUAL SKI SCHOOL

The School of Physical & Health Education

and the Recreation Services Committee of the

University Council on Athletics are again

offering the Annual Ski School to the Queen's
community.

LOCATION: Nacona Ski Hill - North of Napanee.
DATES: Group 1 Wed. evenings - Jan. 16th to

Feb. 13th. Group 2 - Fri. afternoons - Jan. I8th

to Feb. 15th.

TIMES: Group 1 Leaves Physical Education

Centre at 6: 30 p.m. ; Group 2 - Leaves Physical

Educatiin Centre at 1:30 p.m.; Group 1 -

Leaves Nacona at 9:30 p.m.; Group 2 - Leaves
Nacona at 4:30 p.m.

TRANSPORTATION: By Bus to and from the
Physical Education Centre.

INSTRUCTION: Group Instruction by a team of

seven qualified ski instructors. Head In-

structor: Mr. Mark Winfield (544-1557)

NUMBERS: A maximum of seventy (70) per-

sons can be enrolled in each group.
FEES: Fulltime Students- $9.00; Faculty, Staff

& Spouses - $17.00.

REGISTRATION: At the Main Athletics Office -

Monday through Friday - 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
commencing December 3rd.

EQUIPMENT: Participants must provide their

own equipment. i

SOIanli3alDDloalaDlDC3kaalaaiablddldaoaitialQ:itac3laaiaaO

CROSS-COUNTRY SKI-TOURING CLINIC

The School of Physical & Health Education is

offf^rinq a special 4 session Cross Country Ski

Touring Clinic for Queen's students.

DATES: Session 1 Fri. January 11th 7 9 p.m.

Physical Education Centre; Session 2 Mon.
J;inuary 14th 7 9 p.m. Stadium; Session 3 -

W«.-d. January 16th 9 10:30 p.m. Stadium;
S».",Mon 4 Mon, January 21st 1:30-3:30 p.m.

C,itar;iqiji Golf Club.

Note: U '.now conditions are unsuitable/ sessions

will be r<;',choduled.

PROGRAM: Includes equipment selection,

mounting '.ki bindings, base waxing, waxing,

clothes, literature, techniques on flat,

downhill, and climbing, '.ki touring & in-

'.trurtion.

EQUIPMENT: Participants are asked to bring

their own skis, boots, poles, waxes, and torch.

Some waxes and tars will be provided.

INSTRUCTION: Will be given by Professors J.

F. (Jake) Edwards and Anne Turnbull and
members of the Queen's Nordic Ski Team.

REGISTRATION: $2.00 per person. Participants

must register in advance at Main Athletics

Office. (Open Monday thru Friday 11 a.m. to

4:30 p.m.) A maximum of 60 participants may
register for this clinic.

FURTHER INFORMATION: From Howard C.

Pearce, Recreation Officer, 547-6984, Physical
Education Centre.

Coifief fCofi

approaches
By D.W.Campbell

ileprintc'd from the Toronto Free Press

The comet Kohoutek is currently

visible during the early morning hours.

After Christmas it should appear in

the evening.

Suddenly, a message from eastern Europe
has shaken our confidence in that most accepted
of scientific tenets, the universe viewed as a
safe, predictable, well-oiled clock. Lubos
Kohoutek, a young Czech astronomer, has
reported the approach of a comet of truly
gigantic proportions out in the asteroid-strewn

reaches between Mars and Jupiter. The fact that

it was sighted so far out attests to its size and
brightness, and preliminary estimates suggest
that the comet head is between 10 and 20 miles in

diameter.

Not even Halley's comet, last seen in 1910

and certainly the most spectacular on human
record, would have been visible at the distance of

the first sighting of the comet Kohoutek ^called

either by its discoverer's name or 1973f
,
denoting

it as the sixth comet sighted in 1973. ) No-one save
those in their seventies will have witnessed the

like of this celestial rocket when it finally arrives

within our ken, in late December. By the time it

swings through its perihelion, the closest ap-

proach to the sun before being slung out on its

return journey, it should be as bright as the full

moon in the night sky.

Now, it is already known that cometary
orbits do not have the same reassuring
regularity as the planets and moons of our solar

system (most comets are observed only once)
but here we are faced with the intrusion of one of

these wanderers whose size is much larger than
we have come to expect. With a cross-sectional

area approximately the size of Metro Toronto, it

has the seeming power to disrupt the measured
movement of our planet on its trip through the
void. Though it will miss us by a comfortable
margin, somehow Kohoutek 's sheer size, and the

fact that it has not hitherto been detected by the

cataloguers, makes our peaceful orb much more
of a target than it was before.

As to its origin, astronomers speculate that it

had been in orbit out in the deep freeze beyond
Pluto, on the very rim of the solar system, until

perturbations in the gravitational field sent it

hurtling towards the sun. These ripples in the

field were likely caused by one of the outermost
planets, Pluto or Neptune, or by some con-

junctive effect of the two.

Though this explanation has the ring of

plausible science to it and satisfies a need for

anwers, it also raises some disquieting

questions.

Could Earth be
a future target?

What other celestial missiles lurk beyond the

Iringc of distant Pluto, ready to fire when the tug

ol the outer pl.'incts provides the trigger? Is it

|)r)ssil)le that our comfortable position in the

.sohir ccosplicre will change and we'll become
the iJMgel in a shooting gallery sometime in the

liiturcV And has our planet ever been such a

target in the past'?

While the answer to the first two questions

would he purely speculative, there can be no
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concussive cosmic contacts have occurred at

roughly regular intervals in the past, and the

next encounter may be imminent.

Evidence from Earth's

magnetic fields
Before considering the evidence of these

contentions, though, some background on
Paleomagnetism, the science of ancient

magnetic fields, is necessary. The earth's

magnetic field can be likened to a huge magnetic
bar running through the planetary core and
aligned roughly with the axis of rotation. The
present north magnetic pole is in the vicinity of

the Boothia Peninsula in the Canadian arctic.

The field has two stable states : the present one,

pointing to the North Pole, and its reverse,

pointing to the South Pole. Investigations have
shown that throughout geological history the

poles have reversed many times, the frequency

in the past being about once every few hundred
thousand years.

This discovery was made in the examination

of ancient volcanic lava beds. When molten lava

cools and solidifies, the magnetic minerals

within it are magnetized in the contemporary
direction of the earth's magnetic field, a feature

easily measured with a magnetometer. Because
these same rocks contain 'atomic clocks' which

begin ticking at the moment of solidification, it is

possible to measure the time lapse from the

period at which a given lava sample ceased to

flow.

The data accumulating from the

magnetometer and the atomic clock have thus

enabled geophysicists to draw up a magnetic
field flow chart of the past. Where the field has

remained predominently of one polarity for a

long time interval, usually around one million

years, it has been termed a Polar Epoch. Where
it has reversed for only a short time period it has

been termed an Event. Over the last five million

years there have been four Epochs and at least

ten Events, reflecting a total of 24 reversals in

all. Previous to this, reversals were far less

frequent.

In 1966 marine biologist Billy P. Glass and
his colleagues were examining drill cores from
sea bottom sediments off Australia and noticed

that tiny, glass-like particles were present in a

layer whose lowest part corresponded in time to

an epoch reversal in the geomagnetic field. The
reversal occurred 700 thousand years ago and
marks the beginning of the present -jepoch of

Normal polarity (called the Brunhes Normal,
after its discoverer.)

These particles came in all sizes and shapes;

spherules, dumbells, teardrops and buttons. This

and the fact that their surfaces were glassy

typed them as a class of meteorite called

tektites. These so-called Far-Eastern tektites

were later shown to be spread over a 24 million

square mile area girded by Japan, Tasmania
and the south-eastern coast of Africa. Their total

weight was estimated to be at least one-quarter

of a billion tons. Though it was suggested that the

tektites were of terrestrial origin, perhaps

melted sandstone or soil, it occurred to Glass

that they were similar to the glassy material

found after the Tunguska explosion, and that he
might in fact be looking at the remains of a

comet.
Other corroberative evidence presented

itself as well. For instance, the tektites lacked

certain isotopes produced by cosmic rays,

suggesting that they reached the earth about the

same time they melted. Also, the layer that

records the reversal (containing the tektites)

correlates well with a sharp change in the fossil

micro-organisms - in other words an
evolutionary crisis took place where whole
species perished and were replaced by new
forms. About what one would expect from a

comet whose debris covers one-tenth of the

earth's surface.

Glass also reported that this particular

reversal wasn't the only one that could be
correlated with a cosmic intrusion. A tektite fall

on the Ivory Coast of Africa one million years
ago apparently correlates well with a magnetic
reversal at the same time.

Recently, in a report to the Earth and
Planetary Science Letters, Glass described the

discovery of an extensive field of tektite material

stretching from Texas across to Georgia and
extending as far south as the Caribbean sea.

Weighing in at an estimated 100 billion tons, this

tektite layer was laid down 35 million years ago,

again coinciding with a magnetic reversal. The
only other tektite field, laid down in

Czechoslovakia 15 million years ago, has also

been correlated with a reversal.

What then is the weight of evidence for

Glass' hypothesis when compared with other

suggestions? Of the other explanations for the

field reversals (unstable eddy currents in the

earth's core, slight irregularities in the core

surface) none seem more compelling than that

put forth by Glass. It may be that several

phenomena cause cosmic reversals and cosmic
collision is but one of them -at present there is

evidence of far more reversals than tektite falls.

Because the physical theory of geo-

magnetism is still in a fairly primitive state it

may be some time before the issue is clarified,

but one aspect of Glass' hypothesis seems
beyond dispute. The tektite materials are the

remains of cosmic bodies colliding with the

earth's atmosphere. Whether other tektite falls

will be uncovered, with magnetic reversal

correlations, remains to be seen, but those now
known do have this interdependence.

Rank speculation? Maybe, but the folk

myths of mankind all seem to have their

beginnings in the same event - chaos. Add to this

the fact that we have been around for a good 500

thousand years and it's possible that this chaos

myth could be a 'race memory' of real natural

disasters.

The comet Kohoutek will at any rate miss us,

and it should provide some spectacular star-

gazing at its brightest, in the evening skies of

next January. Men have always treated comets
as harbingers of apocalyptic events but this may
be mere apprehension in the face of the

unknown.
Hopefully, Kohoutek will simply be another

pretty comet in the sky, and not the first

dissonant note in a process designed to disrupt

the measured music of our spheres.

Most Queen's geologists have seen the

large meteorite crater of Cambrian age at

HoUeford, a few miles north of Kingston.

The presence of the high temperature

mineral coesite indicates that a massive

meteorite excavated the crater (I'i miles

in diameter and some 2000 feet deep)

roughly 900 million years ago.

LINO RESTAURANT
(FULLY LICENSED)

OPEN 7:00 A.M. TO 3:00 A.M.

Restaurant and Tavern Seating Capacity up to 220 People

FULL COURSE DINNERS
— Specializing in —

ITALIAN AND CANADIAN DISHES
PIZZA PIE -SPAGHETTI - RAVIOLI - LASAGNE

SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN -CHARCOAL STEAKS
BAR-B-Q CHICKEN - TAKE-OUT ORDERS - BAR-B-Q SPARE
RIBS

542-2676 Corner Princess and Division Streets
^^^4

542-2632 544-0125
Lino's will be open Xmas and New Years Days.

We invite you to join us for over the Holiday Season.

Steve Amey's

Lakeview Manor
Now Playing in the

''Centennial Room''

REFbEGTION
Rock n' Roll

, Country & Western
28 Yonge St. in Portsmouth

Coming Back
"Julie Lynn Show'

Queens
University

Music
Department

^

Summer

Studies

Abroad

MAY 12 TO JUNE 22

1974

MUSIC 211

MUSIC IN VENICE

1530 -1750
MUSIC 212

MUSIC IN VIENNA

1750 - 1950

For further information contact the

MUSIC DEPARTMENT 547-5783
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Letters from the Earth

Why the second half?
by Kiloruii

Asks Satan of God after the creation of Man,
"Why theexperiment - what is the point of it?"

"I don't itnow", replies God.

The above dialogue is the basic premise of

Mark Twain's witty and caustic satire, "Letters

from the Earth" in which he presents poor mortal

Man as "a kind of British Museum of infirmities and
inferiorities." The Toronto Workshop Productions,

who performed in the McArthur Theatre on Wed-
nesday night, have managed to transform Twain's

work into a fascinating theatrical experience.

Clinging mainly to the centre of the stage, and
using only a few boxes reassembled as required for

sets the company of seven moved from the heavens
to the ark to the birth of Christendom to the

Inquisition to the court of King Leopold to a

revivalist Crucifixion in Blackjack U.S.A. Their

transitions of scene and mood were brilliantly

executed and were assisted by flowing movement
and appropriate music.

The serious undertones of the play were in no
way distorted by the moments of high hilarity that

the Company achieved.. A few of these were Satan's

(Francois Regis Klanfer) impersonations of

animals during a mock trial scene on the Ark, the

movements of a grooving writhing Christ, and the

Gormuii

spectacle of a four-armed King Leopold.

There were serious and moving moments as

well. In one of these, Milo Hingham was excellent as

a young woman withstanding and eventually suc-

cumbing to torture in the Inquisition. The fact that

such scenes did not work against the comedy but

served to heighten it, attests to the company's
abilities.

Unfortunately, they were not content with

presenting a thoroughly enjoyable hour of Twain;
they performed a completely unnecessary second
act which was an extension of Twain's themes into a

contemporary context. They must have thought

that it would make Twain more relevant, but the

addendum was simply redundant. Or perhaps they

thought that a mere hour of good theatre is in-

sufficient for a paying audience.

This is not to say that the second half was bad -

it was really quite clever, and there was one par-

ticularly intriguing scene with Billy Graham and
Tricky Dicky in the White House. But it lacked
continuity with the preceeding act which was a

cohesive entity and there was a qualitative dif-

ference in material if not in performance. The
problems of the second act however did not obscure
the very fine quality of the company's work.

Me/i Photo Ltd.

NEED A

GIFT SUGGESTION

FOR

CHRISTMAS?

DROP IN AND SEE US

at LINDEN PHOTO

229 PRINCESS ST. 546-7676

SKI BOOTS
Imported From Germany and Italy

1/2 PRICE
We Bought The Entire Stock From A Sporting

Goods Importer Who Decided To Give Up The
Ski Boot Business. Hurry - Limited Quantities

Regular Values

$45 to $165
NOW 22*° to 82*"

LIQUIDATION SALE
- 108 PRINCESS STREET -
Conducted by S & R Dept. Store

'i'oronto Workshop Productions in Letters from the Earth.

Best wishes to Queen's Journal

on the occasion of its

100th Anniversary

from the

KINGSTON TERCENTENARY COMMITTEE
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unclassifieds
STILL MISSING A BANK BOOK?

SHE AGAIN QUERIED.
NEEDED: A HOUSE or an apartment

for four. Close to campus for 74-75

term. Willing to pay rent during
summer. Ptione 544-8209 or 544-

8216.

AID THE ALLIES- defend Canada at

all costs. Protect us from the evils

of the women at 295. Join the newly
formed Ministry For the Morally
and Socially Handicapped. First

meeting on February 29, 1974 (it's

not my birthday but it must be
somebody's) at my house. 55

Clergy East. Take heed. All of you,
for once! Love and kisses and
Merry Christmas. Jamie.

EVA- my type of girl??? Cute, Dave.
Really, very cute. The above
applies to you too Dave. P.S. She
only ran two (count 'em) laps.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BUZZ!!! From
Gen. Banzai Bobblyjock, C.V.

Groover, The Sleeper, Linda D.,

Meagan, Lega Landell, Dog
Breath, Wanda, Crazy Al, Dave
and Chris, Karen Kareotype, Pat
the nice, and Pat the Dog. (Sorry
we're two days late).

FOR SALE: 1972 Kawasaki 750. Good
condition, $1200, for further in-

formation call 542-9131.

319 AND W. BILL: I may sit in silence

but its absolutely no reflection on
you. I heard thru the grapevine,
my first appearance put you off.

I'm sorry. Merry Christmas.
I'M GOING BE MOVIN NEXT

WEEK. From the first day to now
Ive never regretted my "ropmie".
And for my encore- Is there enuf
water in the kettle, lets hit the

machines but remember that
lucky number. I do, luv ice cream
but I'd rather roll down the hall

with you - after a coupla blues. And
before I go back to sleep, wake me
up for breakfast. We get along
great - there's no need for it to

stop My place'll always be
open for your. Love from me.

MERRY CHT?ISTMAS TO RAGERS
EVERYWHERE (especially those
at 56, 85, and 99) and I hope you all

get what you asked for. Karen.
AVERY SPECIAL THANKS tothe6D

gang for the sooper birthday party
and to the boys for cooling us all

down. Love from the drunken
blimp.

REMINDER to the amnesic choco-
lover at W.C. that his blood brother
left something in hir room on
remembrance day weekend. No
one else could have shown me all

those strange but beautiful
colours on the outside. Far out

but what an advantage!!
HOUSE FOR RENT: Near City Park.

Available May 1st. Phone 548-4542.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY to our favourite
editor - Ann K. Many happy
returns and don't work too hard.
The peoples in the Tri '74 office.

JAY-ONE WOULD LIKE to invite all

friends and enemies of Tom, Dave
the Snake, Al, Donny, Tokey Tom,
Mark, Niel, the Frenchman and
even Les, to the huge end-of-exams
bash on JAY ONE WEST CAM-
PUS, starting sometime
December 15. BYDA, AND BYOE
( Bring your own eggs) . Love, Jay-
one and cookies.

ANDREA: Hey beautiful one, don't

you know being sick isn't good for

you. Get well soon babe. Joe.

LIKEWISE FOR MEATBALL WHO'S
lazing it up in KGH. From friends

wishing her a quick return to her
former self.

ELROND: Two man house, fur-

nished. Available now. Call 549-

1967 or 544-1842.

Y'EVER SYMPATHETICALLY read
about somebody "looking for
love?" - wanted someone who had
the time to get to know you?-
needed someone you could touch? -

thought that you're wasting your
time waiting?' - Are you a girl? If

you answered "oh, yeah" to any of

these questions (particularly the
last one) why don't you send me a
letter about you during the
Christmas Break. I'll reimburse
you a stamp, envelope, and paper
if you want. You can only lose your
time and ink. Nope this isn't a
joke. James E. Apt. 7 560 Johnson.
My god, this stupid little ad will

cost at least 2 dollars.

USING PHOTOGRAPHS IN YOUR
THESIS? Photo Image has a

complete range of technical
services including custom black
and white developing and printing
and Ektachrome slide developing.
48 hour service or less available on

most orders. Call 546-7770 for more
information.

BOOK BIN: WE buy paperbacks,
comics. National Geographies,
and Playboy at 10 per cent the
original value. We sell records on
consignment. The Book Bin, 225
Princess St., 548-4871.

ROOMS AVAILABLE in Science '44

Co-op for males and females.

Room and Board included. If in-

terested, call Andrew Anderson,
546-6211.

WHOEVER RIPPED OFF some
sheepskin gloves from fourth
stacks on Monday evening, you
can have them. But could you
please return the pocket watch
that was inside them to the front

desk in Douglas. It's not mine and
now I have to pay for it.

LOST: one pair of sheepskin gloves
with pocket watch inside one,
sometime Monday evening. Phone
546-9133.

IT'S ALMOST TOO LATE to have
your portrait taken in time for

Christmas. Call Photo Image now
for the ideal gift for mothers and
lovers. Call 546-7770 for ap-
pointments or visit our studio at 33

Brock St.

THE FAMOUS DUCK BROTHERS
plus two are pleased to announce
the successful completion of their

first major excursion and would
like to thank the Pumpkin Pickler,

Sammy Suckshift and his pet
teeny-bopper, and the dude in this
green pick up. Many thanks also

to Mrs. Hueston and the
chihuahua, not forgetting the
wafer and the little yellow Italian.

Beep Beep!! Watch for a bigger
and better nocturnal pream-
bulation in the new year.

CHRIS WALLACE- Your horoscope
for this month reads "Three wise
people approach you early in the
new year with an artistic request.

Comply with them at all costs".

See you in January. Love Pops.
TWO MORE SKIERS NEEDED to

join ski chalet in St. Adele,

Quebec: Cost: $85.00 per person for

period of Nov. 1 to April 15. Call

546-5365 for more information.
MERRY CHRISTMAS to all ye "good

time tokers". May Santa place a

generous quantity of the "herb
superb" in yer stocking by the

fireplace, along with a good supply
of strawberry rolling papers.
Much^ Xmas "cheer", free
wheelin' Bob.

YES IT'S STILL AVAILABLE!!
Accomodation in men's residence,
on main campus. For second term.
Bob is still waiting at 544-7597.

ROOM FOR RENT WITH 6 other
Queen's students ($55 a month).
Apply 361 Johnson or phone 542-

4744.

FOR SALE: ONE PAIR used Molitor
ski boots, $50, size 8'/2. Phone 546-

6759. Evenings.
CATHY- you birthday is approaching.

Finally 19!! You may be the
youngest but "not the
most !" Celebration in order.

A REMINDER TO JOURNAL STAFF
AND CONTRIBUTORS: the
Christmas bash is tonight. For
location, which isn't really that
secret, please phone Journal, or
one of its illiterate editors.

TO THE BOYS OF 79 Division - thanks
for the dinner Sunday. It couldn't
have been better. The only thing
missing was entertainment -

compliments of Blake's con-
tacts!!!

JOURNAL SALUTES GW's decision
to allow us use of their premises.
(That's all we are
saluting )

LOST: MY MEDIC ALERT
BRACELET. If you find it, please
return it as I'm supposed to wear it

at all times. Chris 544-6520.

THIS time it WAS nice talking to you
again. S.

SINGLE ROOM IN ELROND
available after Dec. 8. 544-0349.

ROOM AVAILABLE. First floor

McNeill. If you live off campus and
interested. Phone 544-7004.

JANE- twenty-one moons ago, who
would have thought you'd be the

graceful tower of human ar-

chitecture you are today. Happy
21st and be at the Italia at 6 p.m.
tonight or else!! Brock Brothel

Enterprises, Head Office,

Kingston, Ontario.

SPEAKING OF TOWERS OF
HUMAN ARCHITECTURE

HAMILTON AREA QUEEN'S
STUDENTS Pass the word!! !The
third annual Paddy Green's
Christmas bash will be held on
Saturday Dec. 22nd. To see if

Santa arrives again be in the Alibi

room from 8.30 p.m. P.G.'s is west
Ham. At Lqngwood and Main. Be

sure to attend and bring a friend.

APARTMENT AVAILABLE: large
two bedroom apartment in EIrond
college available immediately.
Suitable for 3 people. Phone 544-

6502.

TRAVELLING THIS SPRING? Photo
Image gives you six passport
prints for only $5.00 Ideal for

International Drivers permits and
job applications too. Call us at 546-

7770 or drop by our studio at 33

Brock St. Group rates available.
TWO LARGE SEMI-ATTACHED

ROOMS available in a house with
three other students. Completely
furnished; dishwasher, colour
T.V. washer and dryer etc. Call

546-9804.

SINGLE ROOM in McNeill available
second term. Phone Steve at 544-

7024.

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE AT 85

William St. $70. a month, fur-

nished, utilities paid, good times,
good people, phone 544-9498.

LET IT BE KNOWN, that 19 years
ago, Dec. 6th, Heather P. in 312 E
was born. So Happy Birthday.

FOUND: Medic Alert Chain in Jeffery
on Tues. Dec. 4, Phone 549-1470

(Attention, Chris)

SLACK WEEK (study week) FLY TO
NASSUA for only $219.00 Includes:

return air fare from Toronto - 8

days, 7 nites, hotel accomodation,
breakfast, beaches, swimming
pools, etc. Will be mostly students -

for more info, call 548-8481.

LOST: a red angora hat, if you find it,

please call Donna 544-8770.

THIRD MCNEILL IS THE BEST!!
Pisson, pisson, all the rest!!

Reunion in the Pub for 3rd McNeill
and 2E, first Thursday after

Christmas vacation.

WE ARE TWO FELLOWS AND are
looking for company (and lower
rent) in our large and very
comfortable home in Portsmouth
(100 yards from Parts House!!)
Male or female or easy-going
couple. Available now. Phone 546-

9785. Ask for Guy or Leonard.
HAVE A BALLS CHRISTMAS, Love

3D.

BOB AND GREG: Thanks so much
for an especially special Friday
night. We really appreciated you
dressing up. Bob. How was
Lassie?? We loved your cold but
cozy room. Hope your right breast
is "feeling" better, Greg Nancy
and Ann.

ROOM AVAILABLE after Christmas
in a house close to campus with
four guys. Only $58 per month. Call
549-0726. or drop by 98 Earl any
evening.

SKI BOOTS FOR SALE: Nordica 1972,

new - $165. Now $65. (negotiable)
Excellent condition. Size 8 men's.
Phone 544-6524.

REGULAR HELP WITH housework
wanted (nothing strenuous) a

couple of hours a week. Phone 546-

2018.

GASTRONOMES AND GORUMANDS
be r^eady! The feast to end all

others (and maybe us) is only
hours away. Will you be able to

stomach it? A.McN.A.: This one is

for real.

Queen's SKI CLUB'S first weekend
trip is to Madonna, Vermont. For
$38.00 -transportation is provided,
two nights accommodation in

luxurious condominium units.
Heated pool, sauna, and a skating
rink are only some of the
facilities. Two days skiing. Sat.

26th and Sun. 27th on three
mountains are included in the cost.

$38.00 is all it takes to join us for

our major weekend trip ( BASH) of

the year. Tickets go on sale

Wednesday, Jan. 9th at 7.00 pm in

the John Orr Room. Remember,
the spirit of Tremblant has moved
to Madonna.

WHOEVER FOUND THE Mamiya-
Sekor 80 mm twin barrel lens

about a month ago- there is a

reward of $20.00 for its return.

Contact John or Dave at the

Tricolour Office.

PIZZA PALACE is new, fresh,

and it's clean, and wow what a

pizza. Gus really knows how to

prepare this scrumptuous
repast. He's at 277 Montreal St.

Telephone 546-7742. Clip this

coupon, give to driver, and get

25c off every pizza -limit of 1

pizza, 2 -ex. Irg.

Unitarian Fellowship
An inquiring religion with no fixed creed

CHRISTMAS
IN

MANY LANDS
December 9,1973

JOHN WATSON HALL QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
5th floor 10.30 a.m.

(for information phone 389-1130 or 544-3037)

SCIENCE '44

has nothing to do with Science.

It's 0 place to live. We have

rooms and board available for

females only, at very economical

rates.

If interested, please call

Andrew Anderson - 546-6211

Gallery of

Fine Crafts

FIRST FLOOR

ESKIAAO SCULPTURE
IN SOAPSTONE AND
WHALEBONE
CONTINUING

UNTIL DECEMBER22

Canadian

Shop

of Kingston

MAIN FLOOR
Books, hasty notes,
calendars, jewelry, wall
hangings, wood - car-
vings, mocassins,
parkas, scarves, can-
dles - and more.

219 Princess Street,

(Next to the Capital Theatre).

542-1115

Season's Greetings
The Yellow Submarine wishes you good luck
on your exams, and continuing success in the
NEW YEAR.

The Yellow Sub specializes in foot-long sub-
marine sandwiches, all with mozzarella
cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, pickles and
dressing

ROAST BEEF SMOKED MEAT
TURKEY COLD CUTS
HAM TUNA
SALAMI PEPPERONI

SUPERSUB

FREE DELIVERY SUNDAYS
to Queen's and KGH Res.

YELLOW
SUBMARINE

PRINCESS ST
ACROSS FROM ELROND 544-7116
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Basketball
at a glance

It is sometimes very hard to make comparisons between men's

and women's sports. However, when it comes to basketball one can

make some generalities in the different performances of the two

teams. At the present the women's team is undefeated while the men's

team has won just one game out of four. What is the cause?

There are many variables involved in the making of a winning

squad and each variable is dependant upon how it is handled. A coach
l an never really depend on the fact, that their team will remain the

same in the next year. When he or she chooses the players (that make
up the team ) a definite plan of attack must be in mind. If the team is

big and slow, emphasis should be placed on controlling the boards and
slowing the pace of the game to their speed. If the team is small and
quick, it is up to the coach to devise a system that will take the play to

I he other team and either exhaust them into submission or harass
I hem into continually turning over the ball.

The basketball Gals is a good example of a team that is small and
quick and they take the play to their opponents. They continually

"bug" the opposing team into playing their "run and gun" type of

tiame. Last Saturday night is a good indication of the benefits reaped
Irom playing the game that you are best suited to. The Gals came up
with around twenty steals, most of which went for easy lay-ups. The
men, however, seem to constantly play the type of game their op-

position wants them to play. They lack the initiative to take advantage
of the speed and quickness that is present in their small squad. Control

and poised is stressed, but is it stressed too much. The Gaels suffer

Irom falling into their protective shell of their "security blanket"

iffense. What they need is a little creativity and spunk. Nobody likes a

oser, especially the losers themselves. A glance of the stats might
olidify the reasons for success.

QUEEN S GOLDEN GAELS ( MEN) BASKETBALL SCORING
No. Name GP FGA FG FTA FT FLS RB PTS
'2 Derek Swinnard 4 55 28 11 7 10 25 63

3 Rob Smart 4 41 16 23 17 13 26 49

i Norm Hagarty 4 49 19 11 5 9 19 43

il Stu Beck 4 23 10 15 8 13 17 28

J.5 John Keck 3 24 11 10 6 22

M Corky MeGleer-v 4 21 5 10 38 10

14 Andy Christie 4 3 1 1 1 2 - 3

55 Ken Sagadore 4 7 1 5 3 2

12 Pat Harris 4 5 2 1 1 2 1

42 Bruce Nickle 4 6 2 1 1 4 1

24 Dale Sanderson 4 2 1 1 -

!2 Dave Reid 2 1 - -

(4 Paul Morneault 2 1 - -

QL EEN S SR. GIRLS' BASKETBALL

-

- SCORING TO CHRISTMAS
\o. Name GP Fouls FG FT PTS
'S> Laney Marshall 5 21 39 7 85

41 Pat Patterson 5 10 25 3 53

;! Karen Carson 5 11 20 13 53

t Kathy Keely 5 16 11 7 29

i Jackie GaJlipeau 5 12 9 7 25

z PatQuigley 5. 11 10 - 20

4 Penny Wedd 5 10 7 2 16
>'', Jean Crichton 5 9 2 2 6

24 Mary Ann Drinkwater 5 2 2 1 5

Eva Stewart 5 2 2 - 4

J2 MargBartlett 5 3 - 1 1

'A Linda McCormick 5 2

Totals 5 99 127 43 297

Italia Pizzeria

Restaurant
Tavern & Dining Lounge

Open 9 am to 2 am

Sunday 1 1 am to 1 am

FREE DELIVERY

Call 544-3622

421 PRINCESS ST. AT DIVISION
(next to Eirond)

544 1227

BAkklt

LOOK FOB
LUCK I-

IIL VtB
OLLA*i

FREE COCA COLA
WITH EACH PIZZA

399 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON

TELEPHONE 544-1066

Ski Apparel
and Accessories

Skis by

Olin, Dynastar, Rossignol

Squash and Badminton Equipment

Training Suits

10% OFF TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

Lrporthou/e j

The Whig-Standard celebrates

125 years of daily publication on December 30th, 1973

February 7, 1834

January 1, 1849

January 1, 1872

May 7, 1910

April 1, 1925

December 1, 1926

January 25, 1939

January 1, 1951

July 1, 1969

December 30, 1973

The British Whig began semi-weekly
publication, under founder publisher

Dr. Edward Barker.

The British Whig began daily publication.

Mr. E. J. B. Pense succeeded his

grandfaher Dr. Barker as the second
publisher.

Mr. E. J. B. Pense died in office.

For the next fifteen years the newspaper
was published by his estate. No publisher

was named.

The British Whig was purchased by
W. R. Davies.

The British Whig merged with The Kingston
Daily Standard to become the Kingston

Whig-Standard. Co-owners were
W. R. Davies and H. B. Muir.

W. R. Davies was the third publisher.

Harry Muir died. W. R. Davies purchased
the Muir interest and became sole owner.

A. L. Davies succeeded his father as the

fourth publisher.

M. L. Davies succeeded his father as the

fifth publisher.

The Whig-Standard completes 139 years

of publication and 125 years as a daily

newspaper.

The Whig-Standard, guided by its five publishers, has thrived

because hundreds of employees, over the years, have given a lifetime

of service.

Dr. Barker's founding phrase, "I wish to operate an interesting

organ of news and conimenl," has not been forgotten by subsequent

owners, publishers, editors and employees.

'Serving Kingston Daily Since Before Confederation'
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A look at the stats...
With an amazing surge of

efficiency and activity, both the

OUAA and OWIAA have
managed to get their final pre-

Christmas statistics summaries
out in time for Journal's press

night. Since nothing else of

possible interest went on this

week, Journal Sports is pleased

to present these pearls of wisdom
for your information and
amazement.
OUAA HOCKEY — EASTERN
DIVISION

GP W L T F A TP
York 8 6 1 1 58 28 13

Toronto 6 6 0 0 43 13 12

Queen's 5 4 0 1 48 13 9

Laur'n 6 4 2 0 38 18 8

Ottawa 5 2 2 1 27 18 5

Carl'n 7 1 5 1 24 49 3

R.M.C. 7 0 6 1 21 45 1

Ryerson 6 0 6 0 12 75 0

WESTERN DIVISION
Waterloo 5 4 0 1 35 16 9

Western 5 4 1 0 38 14 8

Laurier 6 3 3 0 27 30 6

McMaster 5 2 3 0 18 30 4

Guelph 5 1 3 1 15 28 3

Brock 4 1 3 0 12 28 2

Windsor 5 0 4 1 16 27 1

At present, it looks like

Toronto, York, Queen's and
Laurentian will be in a dogfight

for the playoff spots in the East
this year, although the Gaels

have to prove they can beat these

other contenders, while in the

West, Waterloo and Western look

to be the class of the division.

Considering Laurier is third,

don't look for much after the top

pair this year.

Looking at individual

scoring, York, who have played

eight games, own the top three

spots, with U. of T. players fourth

and fifth. However, the Gaels are

moving up, and should be well

represented after the games even

themselves out in the new year.

LEADING SCORERS OUAA-
EAST

GP G A TP
Tim Ampleford
(York) 8 11 9 20

Al Avery (York) 8 8 11 19

Doug Dunsmuir
(York) 8 7 11 18

Kent Ruhnke (Toron-

to) 6 9 6 15

Don Pagnutti (Toron-

to) 6 6 9 15

Colin Loudin (Queen '-

S) 5 7 8 15

Bob Clayton (Queen'-

s) 5 9 6 15

For the Gaels, Clayton and
Loudin are leading the way, as

seen above, but there are a host

of others right on their heels.

Team stats to date are shown
below.

QUEEN'S SCORING
NAME GP G A TP
CLAYTON, Bob 5 9 6 15

LOUDON, Colin 5 7 8 15

LYNCH, Mike 5 5 7 12

COFFEY, Frank 5 5 5 10

SUNSTRUM, Jim
HADDEN, Dave
GROSS, Steve

SWEENY, Bill

GILLETT, Bob
LEROY, Rick

SHEPHERD, Ron
LANGILL, Don

4 3 7 10 LANG,Stu
4 4 6 10 CLARK, Chris

5 3 6 9 CERRE,John
4 6 3 9 DUNGEY.Dave
5 0 8 8

5 16 7

5 15 6

5 14 5

2 2

IT'S ALMOST TOO LATE to have
your portrait taken in time for
Christmas. Call Photo Image
now for the ideal gift for

mothers and lovers. Call 546-

7770 for appointments or visit

our studio at 33 Brock St.

3 1 1

1 1

1 1

GOALTENDING
Min Played GA SO AVG.

DUNGEY.Dave 260 12 0 2.77

BERKELEY, Peter 4-22 KIDD, Steve 40 1 0 1.50

WHITE, Bill 2 2

a mini,,
cour/c"
means

o beliefjob

A letter, a letter!!
To the Editor:

We the undersigned, as avid supporters of the girls intermediate

basketball team, hail their latest tournament victory as a sign of great

things to come. Surely they deserve more extensive coverage.

Hats off to Mary-Ann Purdy for her in-depth analysis of our
vivacious varsity squad (ette). Her literary prowess (the way she
handles words) ranks with that of Hemingway (and Vassos). Her
perspacacity of the teams spirit is captured artisiticly (sic) in her
refreshing articles. Come on journal, make better use of this budding
talent - give her a full page to sculpt.

Keenly awaiting her next article, we remain respectfully yours:

Mr. Ernie Dixon
Mr. George Fox

P.S. The Journal is still great! !

!

ED. NOTE: So would we, but we can't print more than she writes, try

as we would. As far as giving anybody a full page, the way things have
been going lately, we don't have enough space to do a good job on the

stories we do have. Mind you, fifteen or twenty inches for a winning
team is not out of line, so if you gentlemen can pursuade Mary-Ann to

write more, we'll be happy to print it.

P.S. If either of the signees above would like to try his hand at a little

sportswriting, we have lots of openings . . . we'll even teach you to

spell

!

and

moie
pay
The Shaw Accel-
erated Business
Course isdesigned
for people going
places in a hurry. (

An exclusive pro- |
gram for students %
who meet minimum
requirements. A "no
nonsense" 6 month
comprehensive busi-

ness training for High
School Honour Gradu-
ates, College and
University transfers, or

graduates who plan to

enter the job market
as quickly as possible
and at a level com-
parable to their

abilities.

ABC graduates will

tell you "it's the com-
bination of academic
training and practical
business skills that

make real success
possible.

Remember, it's your
future . . . you decide
how far, how fast you
want to go.

"simple as A B C"

Greaser's Pub /Christmas Bash
featuring

"Percy & the Teardrops'^

In the Student Street at AAcArthur Hall

Tickets available McArthur Ticket Booth
at the door

SAT. Dec. 8 (Tomorrow)
Adm. - $1 .49

Full Bar
Prizes

Grease is Optional

l*ROFKSSI00\A L rH00i0 i 0 TS

and

OF l AWlDA i.TD.

PROFESSIONAL

SOUND SHOW

at the GRAND THEATRE
DECEMBER 9 - 12:00 to 7:00

GENERAL ADMISSION $1.00 - NO CHARGE WITH MUSICIANS UNION CARD

PLUS: THE STOMPING SUEDE GREASERS "IN CONCERT"-9.00to 12.00

$1.50 In Advance: $2.00 At Door - Available at Gabriel Sound and The Grand Theatre

VANDERMEERS
MEAT MARKET
Custom Cut Meats
Freezer Orders

Groceries

171

WELLINGTON ST.

542-1134

DROP IN MAIL-
I want to find myself at

Shaw Colleges. Please

send me information

NAME:

ADDRESS:

PHONE: AGE:.

EDUCATION:

SHAW
^, COLLEGES

ADMISSIONS OFFICE
2436 Yonge Street

Toronto, Ontario 48T-6477

M4P 2H4
1826

THE

QUEEN'S
PUB

is sorry to

announce its closing

FRI. DEC. 7 until JAN- 7, 1974

The staff and management invite

you to a gala celebration all day

Friday from 12 noon to 1 am.

Help us use

up our stock.

See you there

and in the

New Year
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Canada: Govt, seeks rationing powers
OTTAWA — Legislation in-

troduc'od in Parliament Monday
would give the Covernment
powers to ration not only oil but

also natural gas, coal, electricity

and petroleum products such as

plastics.

Called the Energy Supplies

Emergency Act, the bill would

establish an Allocation Board

with powers to set prices, control

import and export of energy

resources and to order the

relaxation of anti-pollution

standards.

The board would also be able

to commandeer ships and trains

to carry energy supplies and to

order pipeline companies to build

branch lines.

Energy Minister Donald
Macdonald hopes that the bill will

become law before the Commons
adjourns for Christmas so that

the board can implement

rationing at the wholesale level

by January.

Mationingal the retail level is

not likely l)('forc April and
depends on the Arab situation

and the international market.

TORONTO - Imperial Oil Ltd.

has reduced the wholesale price

of gasoline and diesel fuel by 1.4

cents a gallon east of the Ottawa

Valley and 0.8 cents a gallon in

the rest of Canada.

The cuts follow secret

changes in the calculation of

federal sales taxes on these

products worked out by the

Department of National

Revenue. Under the new formula

the amount of tax paid by the

company will be lower and Im-

perial has decided to pass the

saving on to its customers.

The reductions Tuesday
came four days after major oil

companies increased pricc^s east

of the Ottawa Valley with the

ap[)roval of Energy Minister

Donald Macdonald. Imperial Oil

had increasctd its prices by four

cents a gallon Saturday. The
increase was to offset the in-

creased cost of off-shore oil.

OTTAWA (CP) - The Govern-
ment will make a $12,000

payment to David McTaggart,
captain of the Greenpeace II, to

allow him to recover his vessel

from Papeete in Tahiti, the

External Affairs Department
said Tuesday. The payment is not

intended as compensation for any
losses or damages Mr. Mc-
Taggart may have suffered in

two incidents in 1972 and 1973

when the Greenpeace tried to sail

into waters near the French
atomic testing site.

KINGSTON The mailing
deadline for Christmas cards is

Wed. D(!C. n (next Wednesday)
for cards head<*d out of town and
Sun. Dec, 17 for local cards.

The same deadline applies

for parcels headed for f-'anadian

destinations. The deadline for

parcels to the U.S. has already

passed.

TORONTO — Again this year

McGuinness Distillers will rent

the entire Toronto transit system

for eight hours New Years Eve to

provide free rides.

Last year more than 240,000

people rode free on TTC vehicles

between 8 p.m. Dec. 31 and 4 a.m.

Jan. 1.

Rental for the system will

cost McGuinness $35,000.

World: Heavy fighting in Vietnam
SAIGON — Heavy fighting has

broken out between North and
South Vietnamese forces over

control of a stretch of Highway 14

needed by the North Vietnamese

to complete a new all-weather

.supply route between the North

Vietnamese border and Loc Ninh,

the Viet Cong headquarters 75

miles north of Saigon.

Since Nov. 1 the North

Vietnamese have been attacking

government positions along the

highway. Thtey over ran three

positions early in the month but

Saigon claims to have recaptured

one of them.

In Tuesday's action North

Vietnamese troops and tanks

overran the district town of Kien

Due near the Cambodian border
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and are threatening the capital of

Quang Due province.

U.S. — Truckers angry over high

fuel prices, dwindling supplies

and low speed limits blocked

highways in four U.S. states

Tuesday. It is not known whether

the stoppages were part of an

organized effort although some
drivers appeared to be involved

in more than one stoppage.

The truckers pretended they

wfere out of fuel.

In Los Angeles, Overdrive

Magazine, the largest trucking

publication, has called for a

nation-wide walkout on Dec. 13

and 14 in protest over the shor-

tages and price boosts.

LONDON (CP) — Letter to the

editor of The Times: "Sir, might

one suggest as a motto for the

incoming vice-president of the

U.S.A.: Dum spiro spero (while I

breathe, I hope)? Yours faith-

fully, C. Vickers."

MIDDLE EAST — Syrian and

Israeli forces clashed Sunday and

again Monday on the Golan

Heights. According to Syrian

sources Israel suffered 15

casualties in Monday's clash and

lost three tanks and a bulldozer in

Sunday's action.

Israeli spokesnien admit to

the exchanges but say that only

four soldiers were wounded.

Meanwhile Egypt has

reserved its decision whether to

attend a peace conference in

Geneva Dec. 18 until it reviews

the results of a UN effort to

reopen the deadlocked ceasefire

talks.

In Tel Aviv 28 U.S. officers

have arrived to join the UN
ceasefire observers on the Suez

Canal. They match a group of

Soviet officers which is in Cairo

for similar duties.

WASHINCJTON - Judge John

Sirica finally began listenmg to

the Watergate tapes Monday to

determine what parts will

eventually go to the Watergate
grand jury.

Judge Sirica is listening to

the tapes in the solitude of a jury

room heavily guarded by U.S.

marshals. Only his law clerk will

accompany him.

The White House has asked

that all or part of three tapes be

withheld from the jury "in order

to protect the confidentiality of

advice given to the President."

To these portions Judge
Sirica will give particular at-

tention. He will then listen to

arguments by the White House

and the special Watergate
prosecutor and rule on what the

grand jury will hear.

NEW YORK — The New York
yearly meeting of the Religious

Society of Friends (Quakers) has

called for the impeachment of

President Nixon. Nixon is himself

a Quaker.

The New York meeting
represents about 6,600 Quakers in

New York and parts of New
England.

Nixon's own congregation in

California, the East Whittier

meeting, has been resisting

pressure from some other

Quakers to ask him to resign his

membership..

PARIS — The French satirical

weekly Canard Enchaine, which
led a campaign against govern-

ment wiretapping earlier this

year, charged Tuesday that it

caught a team of "workmen"
installing electronic bugging
devices in new offices it has just

acquired in the heart of Paris.

A spokesman lor the Canard

said the men were caught around

midnight as they were taking up

flooring, drilling small holes in

the walls and installing listening

apparatus.

backpage

^eastern
Canagas,
snow-cloud
scraper
• 10 lifts accommodating
7,500 skiers per hour,
including
the only gondola lift

in Eastern Canada

tfcS-day ski weeK
fjiseof lifts $25-.

f«ft8|» lessons $37.50
y
d^Season from November
I'to May

Mont Sainte-Anne
P.O. Box 400, Beaupre
Province of Quebec
(418) 827-4523

Tequila

Sauza
makos
every
party
a
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Propose AMS revamp
The executive of the AMS may be expanded,

and Outer Council reduced in size by 1975 if the

recommendations of the AMS Restructuring

Committee are implemented.

Claiming that the executive workload cannot be

adequately handled by a president and one vice-

president, the committee proposed the creation of

two new positions: Vice-President (University

Affairs) and Vice-President (Operations).

The Vice-President (University Affairs) would

be responssble for all matters of a political or

educational nature, research and policy develop-

ment and External Affairs.

The second vice-president would be in charge of

all financial affairs, all matters dealing with full-

time employees and the administration of

operations.

In its report , the committee expressed hope that

this realignment of responsibilities would reduce

the burden of the executive, enabling students from

faculties and schools with heavy academic com-
mittments to become candidates.

Under the new system, the term of the

executive would run from May 1 to April 30, and
elections would be held in the spring of each year.

The president and two vice-presidents would run as

a team, and the committee stipulated that all three

should not be from the same faculty or school.

The committee recommended that "unless

gross incompetence or mismanagement can be

shown," the members of the executive should be

paid honouraria. The president's tuition fees would
be paid by the AMS and he would receive a cash
stipend of $1500, while the two vice-presidents would
also have their fees paid and receive $1000 stipends.

To increase the effectiveness of Outer Council

and streamline its operations, the committee
proposed a reduction in the number of members
from 38 to 28. Faculty society presidents and
residence council chairmen lose their voting rights,

and the number of representatives from several

societies would be reduced. The faculty society

presidents would become ex-officio members of

Outer Council would retain their influence through

Committee of Society Presidents. A Summer
Council would be selected from Outer Council

members to handle the affairs of the AMS from May
to August.

Reiterating the value of the Commission
system, the committee also moved to allow the AMS
president to appoint commissioners from the

campus at large, rather than restricting the choice

to members of Outer Council. This, it was hoped,

would widen the scope of the president's selection,

and solve the problem of replacing commissioners
who resign in mid-term. The commissioners would
join Out-er Council as non-voting ex-officio mem-
bers.

Search for principal begins

- bottomley

|This giant icicle is alive and well and growing from a local

church eavestrough.

A joint committee of the

university Senate and Board of

Trustees will meet today to begin

the work of choosing a new
principal of Queen's University.

Principal John J. Deutsch

will be retiring in October of this

year.

In addition to faculty

representation, the committee

has four student members:
Morris Chochla (Science '74),

Bob Stead (Law 2), and Steve

Brereton (AMS President) from

the Senate, and Gary Gannage
f Rector) from the Board of

Trustees.

Morris Chochla is looking for

a principal who is sensitive and

easily approachable, but he in-

sisted that student opinion is

important to him. "I am looking

for any attributes that they would

like to see in this man or

woman", he stated. He is in-

terested, as is the whole com-
mittee, in "any nominee to be

considered for the job".

Chochla stressed that

something worth keeping in mind
is the Queen's administration's

handling of the fee withholding

issue last year. Had not a com-

mendable rapport existed bet-

ween students and ad-

ministration, a confrontation

could have occurred here as it did

elsewhere. For this reason, it is

essential to have a new principal

who is receptive to student in-

terests. As Chochla stated, "I

hope we can get someone even
half as good as Dr. Deutsch - then

we'd be off to the races. Dr.

Deutsch has been superb."

The search committee held

its first meeting last month and
established the necessary
groundwork, such as

organizational approach, the

terms of reference and degree of

confidentiality. Potential can-

didates will be discussed at

today's meeting.

All nominations will be ap-

praised, but it is suggested that

biographic information be in-

cluded. This data may be ob-

tained from Who's Who or the

individual personally.

Nominations should be
submitted to the Secretary of the

Senate, and will be accepted until

February 15th.

Input is desired from
academic staff at the university

as well as students. But most of

all, it is not "just another thing

going on in some lofty circle of

the university". Students do have

something to say - an effective

channel to the selection com-

mittee that is only as workable as

they care to make it.

Health Service

Survey Underway
Queen's students now

have an opportunity to voice

their opinions on Students

Health Services in a report

being prepared by the Health

Services monitoring com-
mittee. According to com-
mittee Chairperson, Miriam

Gordon, more opinions are

needed in order to make a

complete report of recom-

mendations for improvements
to the Health Council.

The committee is con-

ducting a survey to collect

opinions on the quality of

Health Services; question-

naires are available in the

John Orr Room.
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wat's

hapnin' ?

rfifs IVeefcend
Jan. 11 - 3:30 - 6:30 p.m. - Red Room Fireside Pub,

informal get together for Drama and IVIusic profs

and students.

Jan. 11 - 8:00 p.m. - Las Vegas comes to Queen's
with Casino Night in Grant Hall. Games, bands,

prizes. $1 admission includes $2000 play money.
Jan. 11 - 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. - Roman Polanski's

MacBeth for 99c at McArthur Hall.

Jan. 12 - 8:00 - 12:00 p.m. - Upagainstness, coffee

house atmosphere with games, music and
refreshments, at Newman House, 164 University

Ave.

Jan. 13 - 10:30 a.m. - Folk Mass, Dunning Hall,

followed by coffee and donuts at Newman House,
164 University Ave.

Jan. 13 - 7:00 p.m. - Informal Eucharistic Folk
Mass, in Faculty Lounge, second floor. Theology
Hall.

Jan. 13 - 7:30 p.m. - McArthur Mass in the Senior

Common Room.
Displays at Agnes: The following works are
presently on display at the Art Center. A. J.

Miller: The American West in 1837. 40 water
colours, until January 30; The W. H. Coverdale
Collection of Canadiana. from the Public Ar-

chives, until January 23; Eskimo carvings from
the collection of York University, until January

Monday, Jan. 14

7 : 00 p.m. - Queen's Amateur Radio Club meetings in

Rm. 454, Goodwin Hall. All welcome.
8:30 p.m. - Student Recital in Dunning Auditorium,

with B. Mus. students in solo and chamber per-

formances.

Tuesday, Jan. IS
7:00 p.m. - Urgent meetings to decide the program

for this term for the Guild Theatre, in the Green
Room, Drama Dept.

7:30 p.m. - History Lecture Series presents Prof.

Keppel-Jones, speaking on "South Africa

Revisited", in Rm. 517, John Watson Hall.

Refreshments will be served.

'r"- <)() p.m. - Queen's Graduate Wives' Society and
Law Students' Wives will resume activities with a

goneral meeting at Graduate House, 157 King St.

Kast. New members welcome.
8 OO p.m. - Dr. G. MacLeod, under the auspices of

the Theological College, will lecture on "The
Political Precipice", at Chalmers United Church.

8 :.'iO p.m. - Dunning Hall concert featuring Lois

Marshall, soprano. Tickets $3 general and $2

student.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Series showing of "Zero dc Conduite", in Ellis

Hall.

Later this month
Jan. 16-7:00 p.m.- First lecture of the term in the

Human Sexuality Course, in Dupuis Auditorium.

Laws Pertaining to Sexuality, is the topic, with

members of the legal profession discussing sex

offenders, crimes without victims and por-

nography.' Speakers include Judge Q. Thompson
(Family Court).

Jan. 16 -8:00 p.m. - Dr. G. MacLeod will be speaking
in Ellis Hall, under the auspices of the Theological

College, on "The pacifist imperative".
Jan. 16 -8:00 p.m. - Introductory lecture on Tran-
scendental Meditation, sponsored by S.LM.S.,in

Stirling Hall 'C. Lecturer will be Gregg Wilson.

Jan. 16-17 7:30 p.m. - Adult Ballet classes are

resuming at Sydenham Public School. Charge:
$2.00 per hour. For information call Robin
Greggs, 542-7272.

.Jan. 17 - 7:00 p.m. - Inaugural debate of the Queen's
Debating Society, in the McLaughlin Room,
Student Union.

Jan. 17 - 8:00 p.m. - Dr. George MacLeod, ynder the

auspices of Theological College will speak in

McArthur Hall, RM. 237, on "The Personal In-

volvement".

Jan. 17 - 8:30 p.m. - Sociology DSC Smoker, in In-

ternational Centre Lower Meeting Room.
Jan. 17 -9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies showing of

"Young Mr. Lincoln", in Ellis Hall.

Pubs and Movies
401 Inn - Barnie and Susan
Commodore - The Ballards

Townhouse - Muriel Day and the Night Squad
Frontenac - Muldoon's - Olive Bayle and the Iris'h

Tradition

Finnegan's - Fred Werthman
Manor - Soul Kittens

Odeon - American Graffiti

Capital 1- The Chinese Connection

Capitol 2 - Papillon

Hyland - The Seven-Ups
Domino Theatre - Starting Jan. 24, Juno and the

Paycock

GRADSl

Tricolor '74 Graduate Listings are ready to b«:

proofread, so please check your listing next week in th«:

John Orr Room. This is your only chance to be sure you
will be correctly listed in the yearbook.

1974-75

Upperclass

Residence Accommodation

West Campus Residences

Women's Residences

Residence Application Forms for

Earl St. Residence

Leonard Field

Morris Hall

will be available on January 16th at the Main Desks in

Gordon-Brockington, West Campus, and Victoria Hall.

These applications must be completed and returned to
the Residence Admissions Office, Victoria Hall, by
February 8th, 1974.

(I

DEPRESSED?

The Psychology Department at Queen's University is

seeking volunteers for a study of the treatment of

depression. Several new treatment methods have

recently been developed and there is sufficient clinical

evidence to support their use. However, we wish to

examine their effectiveness more carefully with people

suffering from mild to moderate depression.

If you frequently feel mildly or moderately

depressed, and if you feel depressed at present and would

like to volunteer for treatment please call one of the

following:

Margaret Innes or Fred Taylor

Clinical Secretary

Psychology Dept.

Phone: 547-5915 (9-4 p.m.)

Clinical Research
Assistant

Phone 548-8497 (5 - 8 pm)

NOTE : None of the treatment methods involve drugs nor will we

ask you to go through any unpleasant experience.

BEST PICTURE
OF THE YEAR!

-National Board of Review

ROMAN POLANSKI'S 'MACBETH'

ISA MUST! BROUGHT VIVIDLY,

HANDSOMELY,

EXCITINGLY TO LIFE!':
FRANCES HCHRIDOr.

Nnw York Po;t

ARRESTSIASTONISHES!

FRIGHTENS! DAMN GOOD
MOVIEMAKING BY

ROMAN POLANSKI!"
HI I'tlfHh IjUI W. i,.iiih-ll New, .'i'Ji<.<-

The School • • • #
Librarianship Movie

at McArthur Hall

TONIGHT at 7:00
9-30

Colunlliia PU riitvs Pri'V nis a PlavUn I VtHlmnim

Roman Polanski's
film of

A\ACBETH
M.iiiHui-liHi I tiu h -Itatuvsi ,\ Aiinis-MariinSlww

lioin<in l\>lc\nski..n.i KcnnfthTynein

in.,Mii,, |.i.,vu William Sh<\kos|K'arc

V, iv..ii«., I lufih M, I li'fniT K,.!,.. ^ Anilanv Braunsljcrft

Dirrc i.'.i \rt Uoiniifi l\ilanski

MuKk k Ihi- Hilnl Vav IVinil lt««i*.\|.li.'.lin IihIiI A().V>

R mithictid

t or Adull Ouardiwi
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City adopts reclamation plan
by Sarah Yarnell

The Kingston Finance
Committee at a December
meeting decided to go along with

Queen's professors J.H. Brown
and R.H. Clark's reclamation

project designed for this city.

Waste sorting and treatment

are the key components in this

plan in which garbage will be

sanitized and then either

disposed of or resold.

Brown explained that as

there is only a small market for

reclaimed products, there has

been very little development of

recycling techniques. "We want

to Dreak mto the cycle, " ex-

plained. Brown.

Brown considers the im-

plementation of this process
"inevitable, due to lack of an

alternative". Sanitary landfill

sites (dumps) and incinerators

are becoming increasingly im-

practical. There is little land

availability for dumps, forcing

municipalities to pay the high

cost of long-distance haulage.

Incinerators are becoming less

practical due to their rising cost.

They are also great air polluters.

The project involves already

proven technology and equip-

ment familiar to the mining in-

dustry. "There is no novelty in

the process," Brown told the

Journal.

The Finance Committee
voted to give Brown and Clark

until July, 1974 to raise the

capital to fund the project. "If we
have the money by then, they're

committed to us," exlaimed
Brown after the meeting.

An aerobic digester will

"reduce biodegradable material

to a stable product," he stated.

Aerobic bacteria work on the

waste to decompose it,

generating temperatures of up to

140 degrees. This great heat

santizes the material, which is

then either sold or taken to a

"sanitary landfill site".

The sanitization of sewage
sludge is also possible with the

aerobic digester, mentioned
Brown.

By this process, glass and
plastic could be recycled

.

Reclaimed plastic can be used as

fuel, adhesives and building
components.

Brown commented that the

present market was only for

"paper and ferrous metal".

He explained that the

project's cost would be supported
by community service fees and
receipts from the sale of

products.

"I hope the design and
management capabilities are
patentable. If they are, I'd be the

first to do something about it," he
chuckled.

The city's "industrial park"

(North of Counter Street and
West of Division Street), would
be a possible location for the

plant.

Odor near the plant would be
only as unpleasant as that near a

garbage truck. With this process

there would be fewer health and
safety hazards, assured Brown.

Pollution Probe circulated a

petition which over 1700 people

signed prior to the December
meeting. "We wanted to give City

Council the impetus to go along

with Brown and Clark's idea,"

explained Calvin Piggott, a

spokesman for Pollution Probe, a

student organization based in

Kingston.

Financing criticised
grants from the government, he

insisted that they "had better be
a heck of a lot more" than the five

per cent increase currently being

proposed by the government for

next year.

"We simply cannot go on

being funded at less than in-

flationary rates when very few

parts of the economy are ex-

pected to get by at less than the

rate of inflation", he said.

GUELPH (CUP) — Council of

Ontario Universities Chairman
W. C. Winegard has come out

strongly against government
policy with regard to the funding

of Ontario universities.

Winegard, who is also

President of the University of

Guelph, decried the lack of

government sensitivity to in-

flation of university costs.

Referring to the basic income
unit which determines university

BlasphemyU

Church blasts paper
Halifax (CUP) - The student newspaper of Dalhousie University, the

Gazette, is under investigation by Halifax city police for possible libel

and blasphemy stemming from an article in the Christmas issue of the

paper.

The investigation is centering around an article called "The
Miracle Worker", a parody on the conception of Christ.

Co-editor Ken McDougall stated that the Gazette was notified on

January 7 by the city morality and drug squad, that the paper was
under investigation. The complaint against the article came from the

Advocate General of the Roman Catholic Church who claimed that the

article discriminates against members of the Roman Catholic faith.

Dalhousie Student Union President Mike Gardner has come out in

support of the Gazette, claiming that there is as much discrimination

in regards to the application of the law. However, he is suggesting that

the Gazette should make an apology to appease those offended by the

article.

more earning power and scope.

The B.A. and the R.I.A. (Registered

Industrial Accountant) designation go well

together. B.A. -f R.I.A.'s get to the centre^

of management action. Because they
have the depth and breadth of a university

education and the practical problem-
solving ability of the R.I. A. It's a

combination that will open the doors to

a solid and challenging career, and add
earning power to your degree.

Your university credits will likely win
some exemptions from R.I. A. program
courses. Mail this coupon today for

more information.

REGISTERED INDUSTRIAL ACCOUNTANT

the professional

management
accountant

THE SOCIETY OF INDUSTRIAL ACCOUNTANTS

Registrar

The Society of Industrial Accountants of Ontario

Box 1 76, 1 54 Main Street E., Hamilton, Ont. (525-41 00)

Mr.

Ms

Address

.

City.

Institution Degree
Attending Program .

.Tel.

AUDITIONS
FOR THE

St. Lawrence College

production of

THE HOSTAGE
by

Brenda Behan

Jan. 10, 11 7:30 p.m. - 11 p.m.

Fourth Floor Theatre

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

KINGSTON

THE CANADIAN MINERAL INDUSTRY

EDUCATION FOUNDATION
offers

UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
in

MINING, MINERAL or EXTRACTIVE

and PROCESS METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

$1,500 - 9 months
to students wishing to enter the first or subsequent

professional year of a degree course in Mining,
Mineral or Extractive and Process^Metallurgical Engineering

For applications contact:

The Secretary,

Canadian Mineral Industry Education Foundation,
P.O. Box 45, Commerce Court West, Toronto, Ont.

or

The Dean of Engineering
Applied Science

CLOSING DATE MARCH 1st. 1974

The measure
ofanorder

may be taken
in the measure

of its men.
In the beginning there was

Isaac Hecker.

He founded the order in

1858 and his aim was to create

an order of priests who would

be able to meet the needs of

the North American people as

they arose in each era, each

age. Modern priests who
would be modern men.

Part of the success of this

order,he believed,would lie in

the fact that each man would
be himself, contributing his

own individual talents in his

own way for the total good.

"The individuality of man,"he

said, "cannot be too great

when he is guided by the

spirit of God."

And that is just what the

Paulists are—individualists.

We're proud of our men and

of each and every individual

contribution—great and small.

Whether the Paulist keeps

boys off city streets by restor-

ing and re-planting a city park

or wins awards for a remark-

able TV series—he is responding

to the needs as he sees them.

Wherever he serves—in a

parish or an inner city school

... a youth center or on
campus ... a welfare shelter

or in a prison ... joining a

senior citizens group or in

radio, television or publishing,

the Paulist is making his own
contribution, and keeping alive

Father Meeker's dream.
After all, there is a lot to

live up to and an order is only

as good as its men.

For more information send
for THE PAULIST PAPERS—an
exciting new vocation kit of

articles, posters and
recordings.

Write to:

Father Donald C. Campbell,

Room 101

Paulist
Fathers

415 West 59th St., New York, N.Y.10019
„
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unclassifieds

SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS Join the

pilgrimage of liberntod

ocadcmics. Our "mind revival

movement" invites you back to

nature (au primitif) as vie spend a

v^eekend (or day, if you wish) at

Lake Opinicon, February 2nd, 3rd,

Transportation by bus (or car),

sleeping accomodation, meals
provided, fireside discussions,

skating, winter sports (indoor and
outdoor). For more information

contact your DSC rep., or Gordon
Weir at 548-8917 or Nelson Coyle
544-5467.

DUAL 1009 TURNTABLE FOR SALE-
Automatic reject mechanism not

totally reliable, but turntable
operates well in manual mode.
Shure M7-N21D. Stereo cartridge

included. A bargain at S26. Phone
Derek at 542 4133.

TO SUBLET AT WEST CAMPUS
TOWER- one bedroom apartment.
New, partly furnished. 14th Floor.

S145. mon. Call 544-9749.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT-
wanted as soon as possible.

Centrally located and nice Ap-

pliances it possible Phone 546 4308

5.30 - 7.30.

SKI BOOTS FOR SALE 1 pair of Le
Trappeur boots size 9' ; wide -

S30 phone Pete 548-7194

FOR SALE Mamiva Sekor 1000 DTL;
spot and average meters, Pentax
mount. 55mm f 1 8 and 135 mm f-

2.8 lenses. S150 Call John Bot-

tomley. 547-3178.

APARTMENT AVAILABLE May for

next year, suitable for 4 or 5,

located near corner of King and
West. Phone 549-2033 anytime

QUEEN'S FOOTBALL PLAYERS: if

you dresso-f for a league game and
would likr to order a Gael jacket,

telephone 549-1939 between 7.00

and 9.00 p.m. on Sunday, January
13, 1974 and your order will be

taken. Price: Approximately S65.

The manager. .

MUSIC STUDENTS AND PROFS are

invited to Fridays ASUS Fireside

Pub in the Red Room 3.30 - 6.00. A
frer; alcoholic beverage for every
prof

DRAMA STUDENTS AND PROFS:
you too are invited to Friday's
ASUS Fireside Pub in the Red
Room 3.30 -6.00 Likewise a free

beer for every prof

ANYONE INTERESTED IN

DECORATING FOR THE
SNOWBALL semi-formal, please

contact Ann or Eva at 54? 7003 or

Jacquie at 544-8549

WA NTE D 3 man house or ap,irtment
(or next year Call Derek 5 14 7907 ;

Gord 549 0551, or Frank 544 7906

WANTED- 3 bedroom apt. for next

year. Close to campus Call Cathy
544. 7865 or Linda 544 7148

FOR SALE: Leather Arts lacket in

brand new condition 520 If in

forested call 544-6486.

I'M LOOKING FOR A two bedroom
apartment Will take over in May
Please call either Gary or Debi at

549 2309, preferably after 6 p.m.

HAVE 2 ROOMS TO RENT in huge
apartment overlooking market
.qoare I v/ith private bathroom.
Phone 542 7990 and leave number.

WILL TAKE OVF.R LEASE May 1st

on tv/o bedroom apartment Close

to campus Phone 546 9914 or 544

7840 Evenings

LOST ON MONDAY My Economic,
and Psych notebookt. If found
ptb»%l! call Bront at 544 2758.

Needed (or lest in January

LOST; Oueen'4 Ring, between Ellis

and Walton Hall*. Monday,
January /. Very Small; %iie No, 2

girl'.; gold Pleatc phone Lynne,
549 2034

MOVING? WE'RI ff CINO TO IF

you haver a 6 bedroom house next
year v/e'll be glad to take it oil

your hand%. Please Call ',44 8517

BE IT FORTHWITH PROCLAIMED:
That Messrs, Jim Merrithew and
John Bottomley of the City of

Kingston, county o( Frontenac.
parties of the first part, shall

henceforth bo known as
"Darkroom Managers" in and of

those premises, in the
aforementioned city, commonly
known as the Journal and Tricolor

offices; and furthermore be it

known that they shall jointly and
severally possess all those rights,

priveleges, duties (mostly duties)

and obligations of that medium
high office as set dov/n in schedule
"A" (to follow in another un-

classified). Set under my hand and
seal this 8th day of January,
Nineteen hundred and seventy
lour David J. Wilson .,

Executive Photo Flunky.

NIGHT OWL Hoot, Hoot, Hoot, Hoot,
Hoot.- signed the Bosco Kid. P S.

What is a hoot.

SCIENCE '75 SMOKER: 8.30 p.m.
Thursday, January 17. S1.50 all you
can drink, faculty free. Main
lounge Clark Hall. Boat races with
T shirt prizes. Year T-shirts on
sale for S3. 00.

EXPERIENCE THE THRILLS OF
BEING A Journal News person!
Anyone wishing to become a

photographer, writer or all round
fulfilled person, drop in at the

Journal office anytime, night or

day. Also to all those who offered

their serviceslastterm, come back
and tell us you're still alive.

I AM DESPARATELY in need of 1

ticket to Wanderlust. If you have
one and can't use it, please call

me,.Jim, at 549-2348.

LOST: A TRUMPET at home coming
football game, probably in West
Campus. Call 542-7578.

POUR UNE SOIREE QUEBECOISE
a La Prison pour femmes fin

Janvier ou Fevrier arons besom
chanteur(s) et ou danseurs danset
quarrees parlant el chantant on
Francais. Contactcr Madame
O'Grady. Telephone }89-S7iS.

GAEL APPLICANTS Thank you for

showing an interest in Orientation
'74. Gael Interviews will take place
from Thurs. Jan. 10 Sun Jan 13.

If you can't make it phone one of

us. The Orientation Committee.

COME TOBOGGANING with the
Queen's Outing Club on Sat the
12fh. Meet in front of the Union at 7

p.m. Anyone interested in a one
day snowshoe hike in Rideau area,
weekend of 19 20th call Gerry. 544-

0657.

WANTED: 1 GIRL to share furnished
apt. with 1 other girl. Own
bedroom. Remember, the place is

furnished. Urgently need room-
mate. Phone 546-0475.

house with S other -.tuderit-. (Jish

Wdsher, colour t v , washer, dry*r.
Call 546 9804

LITTLE A BELATED lelicitations

from your friends and relations in

docs. Happy 21!

BEST WISHES in your New thur -.

Resolution We're all cheering for

you I know you can do it.

THESIS, GRAPHS, CHARTS,
Illustrations; Prolessional
Quality Call 544 6296 from 5 7

p.m

WANTED: 10 Speed Bike Good
condition, Raleigh preferred. Call

544. 0544 around 6 p m

FOR SALE: See colours on your own
black and white colour television

set (sic). If interested phone 544

9009 and ask lor the auctioneer,

who will give you your Bingo
number If you can spell the magic
word "Mustard", you win a black
albino mouse with diarrhea.
Otherwise pay $75.00 for the

television set. Remember, Science
'44 has nothing to do with science;
it is a fraternity.

2 FURNISHED ROOMS available in FANTASTIC OFFER: 6 Bedroom, 2

kit' tun, '/ t,athroorri, furnished
apartment Available l« vwblvl

May August (option t« rent ne/t
year/ Terrific location one bl«rk
(rom the lake Meally nirt (we'/^
worked like hell l« make il that

way) If inl«r«st«d, pl«av* call

6128

•,KIIS FOR tALB. Head 61C03'-.

(I85's ) Never used A I condition
(i.e "Mint Condition" ) No bin
dings Asking »V0 (Kl 544 7958 Ask
for George

THE DUKES OF EARL welcome
back the Rattlers from the Snake
Pit. Flash and Mucker "Keep
Gunnin'."

FOR SALE: 1946 VW Sedan body
needs work, engine in excellent
condtion. Best offer, phone: 376

6146 after 5 30.

LYNDA, CAROL, AND SUZANNE
invite all you gamblers Irom
McNeil House to enjoy our com
pany on Casino Night, Grant Hall,

8 00 p m

EVERYONE IS WELCOME tO enjoy
the life of Las Vegas at the Casino
Night. Try your luck at winning
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Changing enrolment patterns forecast
"Cautious optimism" is the

approach taken by Statistics

Canada's Miles Wisenthal, in a

report entitled "Enrolment
Fluctuations and Patterns for the

Future". The paper, released in

the fall, was presented to the

annual meeting of the

Association of Universities and
Colleges of Canada.

^ Early in the report it was
noted that the assumptions which
underlie its projections could be

challenged. Other perceptions of

possible changes in public at-

titudes, poHtical chmates, labour

force demand, and economic
growth could lead to conclusions

different from those presented in

the paper.

A critical assumption of the

publication was that the

Canadian fertility rate would
remain at 2.13. The author noted

that the 18 - 24 age group on which
the universities depend for the

majority of their students would
continue to rise until 1983, after

which it will begin to decline.

Based on its projections, the

report concluded that the high

schools up to 1980-81 could
provide an ever-increasing
number of students who are

prepared for some form of post-

secondary education.

The total number of first year

entrants from high school is

expected to rise from the current

68,300 (estimated) to 89,500 in

1981-82, an increase based on the

projections made of high school

graduates.

The report continues, "The

transition rate between the first

and second years of all

programmes is projected to rise

as a function of higher student

motivation, greater programme
flexibility, and generally in^-

proved understanding of the

purposes of university education.

This reflects personal optimism
about human nature and the

sensitivity of the university to

changing social needs; only the

passage of time will prove or

disprove this act of faith."

The academic year 1972-73

was the first in more than 20

years in which there was a drop

in absolute terms in university

enrolments. In 1975-76, it is an-

ticipated that enrolments will

start to rise. These are likely to

climb steadily until 1982-83, at

which time there could be close to

416,000 students in the univer-

sities. This total represents an

increase of 30 per cent above the

current enrolment of 317,000.

According to the report, to

achieve this rise in enrolment, no

startling increases in the par-

ticipation rates are required

from the relevant age group. If

the participation rate rises from
the current 11.2 per cent of the 18-

24 group to 12.5 per cent, the

universities will find their

enrolments up significantly.

Graduate enrolment, the

report continues, is expected to

remain more or less constant

until 1978-80, at which point it is

anticipated that a gradual in-

crease will occur. By 1985, it is

projected that total graduate

enrolment will reach 50,000, an

increase of 44 per cent over the

current enrolment. The
projection assumes a decline in

the number of foreign graduate

students.

The report did intend to

address itself to the philosophical

issues surrounding the training -

cum-educational role of the

university. However, the report

states, that it seems clear that

the student career expectations

are directly related to their

education. In addition, the author

concludes that it will become
increasingly important for the

universities and colleges to en-

sure that their graduates enter

the world of work with realistic

expectations about their futures.

Sexism in Nova Scotia
Halifax (CUP) - According to recent study, Nova Scotia women are

still second class citizens despite anti-sex discrimination legislation

that became effective a year ago.

The study prepared for the Nova Scotia Council of Women and
Human Rights found that salary differentials have been narrowed

only in industrial and service jobs.

The report found that, in office occupations, the salary gap bet-

ween men and women has, in fact, widened by a two-to-one ratio. This,

the report explained, could be due to the office labour being non-

unionized, in contrast to industry. The labour movement, it stated, has

recently been making an effort to provide for more equal opportunity

for women.

"Last" lecture series
The "Last Lecture" series, sponsored by the Education Com-

mission of the AMS will commence Thursday, January 24. The
programs will be held in the Ban Righ Fireside Lounge on six Thur-
saays throughout the term and will feature speakers from the Queen's
University faculty community. Admission is free.

Each speaker will deliver his or her version of the last lecture they

would ever present, whether it be the last of their university career or

their last lecture on earth. Many fruits of philosophy and words of

wisdom should be revealed and an overall stimulating experience is

expected.

The names and topics of each speaker will be released at a later

date and it is hoped discussions will follow each lecture.

Tequila

Sauia
mokes
every
party
a

fiestfll

Music at Wanderlust
McNeill — TAPED MUSIC
BROCKINGTON — WANDERING MINSTREL
CHOWN — CLASSICAL PIANO
LOWER VIC — THE TERCENTENARY BIG BAND

LEONARDCAFETERIA— PERCY ANDTHE TEAR DROPS
GORDON — TAPED MUSIC
LEONARD COMMON ROOM — BARBERSHOP QUARTET
MORRIS — FOLKSINGER CHAD ALLENI!

FORMERLY OF "GUESS WHO!"
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Development of Women's Ice Hockey
by Liz Wood

The development of women's hockey at Queen's

and elsewhere has not been an easy task over the

years. The first team to actually play a game for

Queen's dates back to 1894-95--a time when the

general population took a pretty dim view towards

women participating in any sport. Women con-

tinued to play shinny and fight for their rights on

into the 1920's, but no intercollegiate activities were
permitted.

The 1921-22 academic year saw the
reorganization of athletics at Queen's, which
resulted in the formation of the Levana Athletic

Board of Control. This body took over the women's
athletic program and did a great deal to promote
the concept of intercollegiate sports for women, and
to make it a reality. Miss Edna Chown was willing

to help the female hockey enthusiasts all she could,

and when the Old Jock Harty arena opened in 1922,

the ladies were allotted ice time.

In 1924 the Queen's women entered in-

tercollegiate hockey competition for the first time.

McGill had just dropped out of the league however,
so it was a two-team competition against the

The first

fast.

'real team" - 1923-24. Feminine but

University of Toronto. The Queen's Journal of

December 11, 1923, had this to say about the great
event

:

'One more step has been taken towards equal
rights, straight lefts or downright foolishness,

whichever it turns out to be, when the Athletic

Board of Control granted Levana permission to-

enter the female brand of the Intercollegiate hockey
league.. .we are sure the girls will have a "Just
perfectly lovely time". ..although there are few girls

really at home on any ice outside a tumbler...'

The girls lost that year in home and home
games with U. of T,, but succeeded in greatly im-
pressing thf; numerous male fans with their speed
and agility.

The Levana yell, rather different from the
things lady players tend to yell these days,, was
adopted by the teams of the 20's.

lA'vana, Levana
Women to the fore

Art's forever, Queen's forever

Women's rights or war.

During the 1925 season the women got much
more action by playing exhibition games against
MeGill and th(; Ottawa Alr;rts, in preparation for the

annual contest with U. of T. Although they lost, they
played well, and were even invited to join the On-
tario leagu*:. This they declined in favour of int-

tcrcollegiate competition - a good decision as it

turned out. In )92<;, under coach Mi.ss Alice Itr)y,

Queen's won the championship and brought hom(!
(he W Beatlie Karnsay cup. The women wi-ri- also

awardf;d gold Q's, the first timf; that such an honour
had ever br;en bestowed upon women athletes.

Kven the Journal changed its tune:

'There in no one feature of college liff; which will

(It) more to promote good feeling among sister

'•olleges and to raise the standard of co-education
than will l/rvana Sfjort.'

The cup was not won again by Queen's until

Wi\ , under the (;oaching of fii>y Oougall. In 19.'M the

league was diHHolved and was not relorm<-d until

'i'U '-u'h teams continued to practise and play

exhibition games, with the aid of Marion Ross and
Jack Carver. In 1938, the women actually beat the

Meds team by a 5-4 score. This was an indication of

the generally high calibre of the skills which the

women possessed.

Negative attitudes, and a lack of money and

interest, prevented reforming the league until 1948

when it operated briefly until 1951. It was during

this era that the name "Golden Gals" was adopted.

U. of T. cleaned up during these years, but the Gals

did have their moments as this remeniscence of

player Helen Holomego shows:

"One year I went with the ice hockey team to

Toronto and we stayed at the Prince George, a real

dump. We could only afford to stay one night, but

this was the best Miss Ross could do with the money
she had. Our coach was a player on the men's team

which was in the same hotel...The girls decided to

stay on and each chipped in a dollar. We all

crowded into one double room. The coach and

another player on the men's team found an open

closet piled with mattresses, down the hall. They

stayed there and slept just inches away from the

steam pipes. In the morning they looked as though

they'd been on a bender."

Up until 1961-62, no league existed, as the now-

familiar debates continued concerning the validity

of ice hockey as a women's sport. Constant lob-

bying paid off and in 1961 the league reformed,

using invitational meets as their format. Women
had finally won the right to play Canada's national

sport. McGill, Western, O.A.C. ( now Guelph), U. of

T., and Queen's made up the participating teams,

and were later joined by McMaster and York.
.

In 1963, the Golden Gals tied with Toronto at the

championship meet, and present co-coach Cookie

Cartwirght distinguished herself by scoring

twenty-six of her team's thrity-five goal total for the

season.

1928-29: They'd now won a cup, an

1972-73: Victory and sweet su
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s: Tough but Rewarding
During the years up to the 1971-72 season, in-

vitational round robins continued to be the league's

format. Queen's never won the championship, but

they seldom ever did a lot of losing either. Their

now-famous (and sometimes infamous) spirit

continued to grow and hope for the future never

waned.
The non-body contact rule was something to get

used to, however, for everyone including the

referees. The rule necessitates deadly accurate

stick checking, since action is restricted to "playing

the puck" and not the player. Body checking results

in a penalty. Discussion is still continuing on this

subject and although most Ontario leagues allow

"body contact", it is generally felt that in-

tercollegiate hockey shouldn't get so rough.

1970-71 was the last year of tournament play

before the usual format of league standing-point

total was adopted. The Gals lost a lot that year, but

many of the players were to remain as the nucleous

of the future championship team . 1971-72 saw a lot of

success for Queen's. They finished fourth in a

league of seven, and had a lot of fun along the way.

A heartbreaking loss in the playoffs ( 1-0 to Western

)

ended the season for the Gals, but produced a spirit

that was to carry on into the next determined year.

1972-73 was a year that won't soon be forgotten

around Queen's. The team that year could almost be

termed a sociological phenomenom in terms of its

incredible spirit, devotion, and ability on the ice. In

twelve league encounters, the Golden Gals lost only

one game, and proceeded to win the league title and
the championship, by trouncing York 4-1 in the

semi-final, and old rival Western 5-1 in the cham-
pionship game. It was the first championship for

Queen's in over forty years, and Marion Ross, who
had done so much to promote the sport back in the

'30's and '40's was there to toast coaches Annabelle

Twiddy and Cookie Cartwright, and the team after

the game. The finals were even played at Queen's

that year, and a nearly-full house of delighted fans

watched the game.
Co-coach Cookie Cartwright points out that the

calibre of play within the league is rising a little

bit each year, and quite a bit of skill is now required

to make the team. Several years ago, everyone who
tried out would make the team. But these days,

over forty players show up for training camp, an

indication of the greater interest in the game. Minor
women's leagues now operate in most areas of

Ontario, so the future looks bright for in-

tercollegiate hockey. The future new players will

have developed more skill, and have more ex-

perience than the members of past teams.

This years version of the Golden Gals has a lot

of new faces since over half of last year's team has

graduated, but the coaches are hopeful that a

greater emphasis "on team play" will soon have the

Gals rolling well, and that their spirit will produce

winning ways.
One thing is certain now ; win or lose, women's

hockey is here to stay; nobody objects, and its going

to get better and better.

Acknowledgment
The writer wishes to make grateful

acknowledgement to Karen Howatson, and the

Queen's Ph. Ed. Department, for the use of Ms.
Howatson's thesis on the History of Women's
Intercollegiate Ice Hockey at Queen's, used in

the preparation of this article.

Above: Modern dress - veteran Deb McCaw.

Below: Fancy dress - team of 1926-27.

... instant oil thigh, and indelible memories
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This Saturday

Chamber Music Recital
The Music Department of

Queen's University will present

an evening of chamber music on

Saturday, January 12, a( 8:30

p.m. in Dunning Auditorium to

which admission will be free.

Three artists, Donelda

Gartshore Hunter, flute; Dale

Hunter, oboe; and Charles

Reiner, piano; will combine to

play music of Martinu, Saint-

Saens, Schubert, and Kelsey

Jones.

The Hunters, now residents

in Kingston, are becoming well-

known to city audiences as

members of the Kingston

Symphony Orchestra and in

individual performances and

recitals. Both come to Kingston

from Montreal where they were

members of the teaching staff of

McGill University. Dale and
Donelda Hunter have a wide

background of playing ex-

perience in symphony and

chamber orchestras, and
chamber ensembles as well as

individual solo performances.
Since September 1973, Donelda
Hunter has been Instructor in

flute and Dale Hunter Instructor

in oboe, in the Music Department
at Queen's.

Charles Reiner of Montreal a

distinguished musician who has

accompanied many nationally

known artists, will be at the piano

for this recital. Winner of in-

ternational music prizes, Reiner

has performed in concerts in

Europe, Canada, the United
States and Mexico. A professor of

Oboeist Dale Hunter

music at McGill, he has become
well-known as soloist and
chamber music performer with

.some fifteen L.P. recordings to

his credit.

In previous performance in

Kingston, the Hunters have
delighted their audience by their

high standard of musical per-

formance : Saturday evening's

concert will undoubtedly
maintain that standard.

American Graffiti

An Era of Trivia
by Liz Milray

The entire stock of stereotyped characters and
situations in American youth are combined in this

film It begins as a rollicking look back at the

f ?)refrc(; world of 1%2, but gradually evolves into a

reserved but explicit comment on modern society.

!U,'levancy was a word never uttered during this

'ra. life was centred on the nightly fertility dances

of fX)l)shed cars cruising down the main streets.

Again.st this background are unfolded the trials, and
tribulations of four "typical " young men. The
hereo, due to leave in the mo'^ning for college out

east, has had second thou{' s about his ability to

cope with the cruel competition of the outside world.

There is the Hrylcreme Ixjy, eager to escape a

"'urkey town" for college but afraid to break off

with hi.s steady: the hotrodding greaser with a heart

of gold and the ugly boy desperately attempting to

make his first "score". All experience the deep
personal trials so necessary in a world conceived in

triviality.

The film is an intensification of the character of

I his era. The hard, glossy photography emphasizes
the grotesque as it follows the rapid description of a
way of life unfolded in the space of one night. Yet
this magnificent portrayal must
be considered in terms of the major split in its

viewing audience. There are those who actually

experienced this life, and the curious outsiders who
regard it as a unique phenomena. American Graffiti

cannot be classed as a film with unending interested

or relevance. In twenty years its subject matter will

r(!veal only an era of artificiality, despite the im-
pact of the film's summation.

GRADS!

...Tricolor '74

Graduate Listings are
ready to be proofread,

so please check your

listing next week in

the John Orr Room.
This is your only

chance to be sure you
will be correctly

listed in the yearbook.

Snowball Night

Variety Auditions

TO BE HELD ON

THURSDAY, JANUARY 17

at 7:00 P.M.

in the Brockington

Common Room

fAtCeYOUR

CONTACC

10

12
i '% - HOUR RELIEF

Put out the symptoms of a cold for 12 hours
with one Contac-C.

est SOM6
CHAMGC
roa A CNAMce.
jo 10 McDonald s, ask the man for some food and he ll

usually give you some change back along with it.

Well, It beats searching through pay phone com returns

McDonald's

McDonald's 277 BATH ROAD
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Fraudulent

African

Revolutions
by Steve Winnett

Dave Godfrey; THE NEW ANCESTORS. New
Press, $l.!t5.

The New Ancestors is one of those novels which
has to be given an immediate second reading in

order to untangle all the confusion of the first. In a

great novel, such a second reading should be

uplifting, but two journeys through the jungles of

Godfrey's novel have left me rather indifferent to

the book.

This is not to dismiss the real merits of this

novel, which won a Governor General's Award in

1970. To start with, it is an extremely mature
treatment of the complexities of revolutionary

politics in post-Independence Ghana (thinly, and
significantly, disguised here as the "Lost Coast").

In particular, the novel attempts to deal through its

many shaping intelligences with the problem of

idealism in a post-revolutionary society. Nkrumak
billed himself as the Redeemer of Ghana; in the

very name of the country (not native to the Gold

Coast) he sought to revive the old imperial glory of

Black Africa in pre-White times. But he grew too

busy with glorifying himself, his government fell

into inevitable corruption, and finally, in February,

1966. he was ousted from power while on a visit to

China.

These historical details have some relevance to

the plot of The New Ancestors, which focuses on

growing hostilities between three political camps
between 1960 and 1%6: those who wanted to speed

up the revolution; those who were satisfied; and a

right-wing wha were very dissatisfied. The two

latter elements are only tangentially present in the

novel, providing an important backdrop to the

sayings and doings of revolutionaries - who, of

course, fail miserably in their attempts to arouse

the people.

While Godfrey is most successful in conveying
the political tensions of modern West Africa, his

novel has several structural difficulties. A second

Holiday Theatre 5

reading does remove much of the vagueness at-

tendant on a first glance, as the reader becomes
more aware of the political situation in Lost Coast;

but it must remain a serious weakness that a

lengthy section near the novel's end, "In the Fifth

City", bears only the slightest of relationships to the

rest of the plot. Vagueness is present throughout the

novel in a too-frequent use of indefinite pronouns,

leaving the reader often at a loss as to the im-

mediate situation being presented. What especially

makes this vagueness unfortunate is Godfrey's

demonstrated power to vividly realize certain

scenes, such as the tricking of Peace Corpsman
Ricky Goldman (which was no further relation to

the plot), the attack on Kriiba Dam, and par-

ticularly the killing of Gamaliel Harding by a crowd
of angry market-women.

A further difficulty is that the author is more
interested in his characters' ideas than in his

characters themselves. There is little to dif-

ferentiate between his three main shaping con-

sciousnesses, Michael Burdener, Ama Burdener,

and First Samuels. All three are marked by hyper-

active libidos which afford Godfrey some dressed-

up sex scenes which have little thematic

significance in the novel and seem to only be there

to sell the book. He simply fails to get inside these

characters, despite the .superficial triumphs-of his

technique.

G. D. Killam noted in his .'\frica in English

Fiction that most novels written by foreigners about

.Africa "convey the general belief that African

society, religious and political institutions are

naive, and that this primitiVeness justifies the

presence of the white man." Certainly such a

charge cannot be laid against The New Ancestors.

The novel's portrayal of African politics should

commend it to the attention of students of African

history; and its technical skills, despite certain

weaknesses (the structure inevitably recalls Under
the Volcano) should commend it to the careful at-

tention of serious readers of the Canadian novel.

"What's to become of us?"
by Gordon Vogt

For the past two years, a talented group of

actors have been touring Kingston and south-

eastern Ontario in a dilapidated yellow school bus,

bringing a unique theatrical experience to schools,

institutions and community centres. During these

years, Holiday Theatre 5 has evolved a style that is

both unique and versatile, accommodating itself to

a wide range of audiences and material.Wherever
the company has been exposed to its "fellow

professionals, it has been met with the highest

praise, as attested to by its success at the Theatre
Ontario conference last spring.

When last December, the group's t^IP funding

ran out, Valerie Robertson, artistic director of

Holiday Theatre 5, sent a letter to the Globe and
Mail from which the following has been excerpted:
".

. .the reasons for cessation of funding are in-

teresting. Firstly, of course, the local committee
pointed out that we had had our turn, which seems
reasonable. The second reason was that we were too

good. Our books balanced carefully, our public

performances were sold out, and our schools and
institutions programs were enthusiastically sup-

ported.

It's an interesting case of a group which insisted

on success rather than just making progress. We
are now trying to figure out the exact degree of

mediocrity that would have satisfied the committee
members, - they obviously made no distinction

between professional polish and economic security.

So, there we are, like Liza Doolittle in Shaw's
Pygmalion - now that we are a Duchess, what's to

become of us? No theatre company can exist

without patronage, even with a full house."

Holiday Theatre 5 is staying together as a

company, without salary, attempting to find

financial backing to open their own theatre. They
are confident of meeting 50 per cent of the cost of

running a theatre to produce original, experimental

and scripted material. They must look to a

government or industry to meet the remaining 50

per cent of their cost. In order to gain this financial

aid, they need concrete evidence of community
support from the community - including the

university. For the next week, a petition will be

circulating on campus. Students can sign it in the

John Orr committee room in the Student's Union.

SCIENCE '44

has nothing to do with Science.

It's a place to live. We have

rooms and board available for

females only, at very economical

rates.

If interested, please call

Andrew Anderson - 546-6211

THE CANADIAN MINERAL INDUSTRY

EDUCATION FOUNDATION
offers

POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
in

MINING ENGINEERING
to GRADUATES in any branch of

ENGINEERING or APPLIED SCIENCE

$4,500 - 9 months
PLUS Planned Summer Employment

For information contact:

The Secretary,

Canadian Mineral Industry Education Foundation

P.O. Box 45, Commerce Court West, Toronto, Ont

CLOSING DATE MARCH 1st, 1974

GAEL APPLICANTS
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you fo'

showing an interest in Orientation 74. You will b'

receiving a notice this week in the mail concerning youi

application to be a gael. The interviews will take place

from Thursday Jan. 10 to Sunday Jan. 13. Please try to

make your interview. If you can't make the time slotted

to you contact one of us.

Wendy, David, Linda Doug
The Orientation Comrnittee

Queen's
University

Musk
Deparbnent

CONCERT
Donelda Gartshore Hunter, flute

Dale Hunter, oboe
Charles Reiner, piano

Music of: Martinu, Saint-Saens,

Schubert, Kelsey Jones

Dunning Auditorium 8:30 p.m. Saturday

Admission free 12 January

Contact:

Festival of the Arts
Festival needs interested imaginative people in many aspects of tfie Arts.

If you want to contribute, then we'd like to hear from you.

. . ,„ . ^. u * u 1 Music (Folk, classical - Anything)
Art (Paintings, crafts, photography)

_ j^^,^^^ ^aren - 544-8018
Linda Bitove - 546- 4607

Film (Film Contest)

Brenda Toner - 546-3910

Poetry (Informal
Talbot - 544-2907

Readings)

Drama (Workshops, Skits, Revues)

Jane Stewart - 546-6370

Queen's University February 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
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Sundays

Bloody

Sundays
by Judy Dobias

The midwinter student stumbles into his room.

He shakes off three feet of snow, peruses the books

he has carelessly dropped in with the boots, scarfs

and other paraphanalia and sinks into a chair. It is

that time of day ; it is too late to begin anything and
too early to think in terms of Monday classes - it is

the weekly lull on the blessed day when people

wonder how to pass time.

This column will suggest ideas, some serious,

others quite frivolous and will cover everything

from events on campus to novel games like dirty

scrabble. If you have an idea, submit it and make
.Sunday a little bit less of a day of rest.

On Sundays Agnes Etherington opens to the

public at 2:00 in the afternoon until 5:00. Presently

four exhibitions arc on display and although en-

(•<)mpass(!d in diffen^nt rooms there is a subtle in-

terrelation in subject mailer. This is best exem-
plified by Ihe eskimo sculpture set against a series

of photographs by John K. B. Itobertson of the

Arctic.

Robertson was born in Toronto and graduated
in 1938 with a B.A. from Queen's University where
he majored in English and Philosophy. Since then

his experience has been varied, he was a member of

the Canadian Eskimo Arts Council and of the

National Arts Centre. The photographs are candid

portraits of the people and capture their per-

sonalities and expressions with subtlety. Those of

(he landscape give insight into his interest in the

barren tundra and in one particular shot he has

photographed an eskimo burial place, which set

against the severity of the rocks is moving.
The room to the left of the entrance presents a

number of watercolors by Alfred Jacob Miller done
in 1837 on a trip he look to Oregon. By this year the

fur trade was on the decline, but he travelled with a

group of Eastern fur traders on one of their last

voyages. buDsequenlly, his art is aiso oi value as a

historical record. He delights in warm coloring and
may be commended as a fine draughtsman.

The Coverdale Collection of Canadiana was
prepared by Agnes's curator, Michael Bell. It in-

cludes watercolors, engravings, lithographs and
fascinating studies of locations in Canada in the 18th

and 19th centuries. One watercolor is so titled, "The
emigrants welcome to Canada" and dipicts a

confrontation between a bearfurred Canadian and a

meek emigrant. He is surrounded by humorous
notations such as, "fine land to grow wheat if you
can find it" which he reads while supporting his bag
of silk stockings, bears grease, and dancing pumps.

In collaboration with the exhibitions Agnes has

organized lectures and luncheon talks which will be

taking place during the week. For further in-

formation the Agnes Bulletin available at the Arts

Centre gives exact times and more detail.

This soapstone carving is presently on display and was
originally a gift to Agnes Etherington. This Nursing mother
with Child forms part of an exhibit of eskimo sculpture from
York University.

(ran
Rector:
THE REV. GORDON HENDRA, B.A., B.l).

156 Barrie Street— Telephone 546-5623

Assistant Curate and Anglican Chaplain to Queen's University:

THE REV. ERIC HOWES, B.A., M.Div.
148 Barrie Street — Telephone 546-5113

9:00 A.M. Holy Communion
11:00 A.M. Morning Prayer
7:30 P.M. Evening Prayer

Tuesday 7:45 A.M. Holy Communion

GEORGE McLEOD OF lONA

PUBLIC LECTURES
Tuesday, January 15, 8 p.m. Chalmers Church

- "The political Precipice"

Wednesday, January 16, 8 p.m. Ellis Hall,

Queen's Main Campus
- "The Pacifist Imperative"

Thursday, January 17, 8 p.m. AAcArthur Hall

Room 237, West Campus
- "The Personal Involvement"

Under the auspices of Queen's Theological
College

E.P. Murphy & Sons Ltd.

Sea Food Restaurant

Our Sppf laltlft*:

Shrimp, Oyxl^rx, Scallopx, l,<>hilt«r,

f'lam f.howdcr, Flxh and Chlpx,

Oyot^rm on the Half Shell

H«rve<l In Plcaxant SurroundlnKi

70 BKOCK ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

Special: Perch Fillets $1.25/lb

"If it's fresher than Murphy's

It's still swimming!"

Casino Night
COMES to

4?

THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO WIN A FORTUNE

GRANT HALL

JANUARY 1 1 - 8 to 1

Take your chance on ...

Blackjack

Roulette

Beat the Dealer

$ PRIZES $
(auctioned off at e id of evening)

Featuring: Direct rrom Las Vegas

'Trontenac Utilities Commission

CASINO SPECIAL - BEER 2/$1, 5/$2
Admission - $1.00/persoii

(includes $2000. Gambling money)

Under & Over
Horse Race

Crown & Anchor
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Undefeated in OUAA East

Gaels sweep tourney crown
by Peter Watts

Queen's Golden Gaels proved to be extremely

poor hosts for their own invitational hockey tour-

nament last weekend as they swept all three of their

games to win the "Dutch" Dougall Trophy. On
Friday night, they defeated Sir George Williams

University 7-1. Goalie Dave Dungey was the star of

the game as he made 27 saves and kept the Gaels in

the game until the offense could get untracked. In

the other game on Friday, played in Ottawa, Mc-
Master beat the Gee Gees 7-4. This game was also

counted in league play.

On Saturday, Sir George overcame a deter-

mined Ottawa team and beat them 4-3 in a chippy

game. The second game on Saturday was also

counted in league play and saw the Gaels defeat a

surprisingly strong McMaster team 8-5. Mike
Lynch, Bob Clayton and Dave Hadden scored two

goals apiece for the Gaels while Don Langill and
Jim Sunstrum added single markers. Doug Mc-
Cleary scored twice for the Marlins with single

goals going to Murray Mark, Bill Hope, and Greg
Higson.

On Sunday, Sir George beat McMaster 13-6 in a

game which saw 31 penalties in addition to the 19

goals. Two game misconducts, a ten-minute

misconduct and numerous high sticking and
slashing infractions made it the roughest game of

the tournament.

The best game of the tournament was the final

one, in which Queen's rallied from a two goal first

period deficit to beat a determined Ottawa team 5-3.

The game featured standout goaltending by the

Ottawa's Alain Larose who held the Gaels off the

scoresheet in the first period with some miraculous

saves and a lot of good luck. The relentless pressure

finally took its toll with Steve Gross and Bob
Clayton scoring goals 22 seconds apart to get the

Gaels back in the game. Colin Loudon, Chris Clark

and Bill White added the other goals while Paul

Denommee, Steve Aubrey and Bernard Gouin
replied for Ottawa.

Clayton picked up two assists in addition to his

two goals in the McMaster game and now leads the

team in scoring. Here are the top five Gaels heading
into this weekend's action.

Bob Clayton

Colin Loudon
Mike Lynch
Dave Hadden
Jim Sunstrum

11 goals

7 goals

7goals

6 goals

4 goals

8 assists

10 assists

7 assists

7 assists

8 assists

19 points

17 points

14 points

13 points

12 points

By the time you read this, the Gaels should

hopefully have picked up their sixth victory of the

year as they played Brock in St. Catharines last

night. The Gaels play their next home game against

the GeeGees on Tuesday night at 8 p.m. at the Harty
Arena. Then next Friday, the Gaels embark on a

three day road trip that could decide the team's fate

for the season: Friday night in Varsity Arena
against the Blues and Sunday afternoon in Sudbury
against the Voyageurs.

Wrestling invitational
One of the biggest intercollegiate wrestling meets ever held at

Queen's will get underway here tomorrow morning at 11 :30 in Bartlett

Gym. The occasion is the Queen's Invitational and tournament co-

ordinator John Albinson is expecting several Canadian and American

colleges to be represented.

The Canadian schools will include, McMaster, Ottawa, Waterloo,

Guelph, Ryerson, RMC and Queen's. Dr. Albinson noted that the

Waterloo team, headed by former Olympic competitor Egan Beiler,

and a much improved Ryerson squad can expect to be the best of the

Canadian teams. Queen's will have a seven man contingent led by

Peter Verhoeven and Mike Dwhytie in the competitions.

In addition to the Canadian teams, there are three American

schools which have accepted invitations to take part in the meet. They

are St. John Fisher School from Rochester, Oswego College from

Oswego, and St. Lawrence University from Canton N.Y.

Swim Gaels start Sat.
Queen's swimming Gaels will waste no time getting back into

action as they host St. Lawrence University in a dual meet tomorrow
at 1 p.m. in the Queen's Pool.

It's expected that SLU will be extremely tough; their coach, Scott

Woodburn has a reputation for fielding tough competitive teams. By
all accounts, this year's club is a very young team

;
only one swimmer,

John Affel is a senior while no less than seven members are

newcomers.
The Queen's team will be without the services of Rob Stoddart and

John Grinter for this weekend; both are out with ankle injuries suf-

fered over the holidays. However, Darryl Penner, who did not com-
pete in swimming before Christmas, is now ready and will see his first

action on Saturday.

The divers will also take part in the meet; veteran Bill Kirk-

patrick and newcomers Jim Stone and Doug Buckinham are expected
to be the Queen's competitors.

intramural Hockey blossoms
What started out last year as

just a friendly game of hockey
has blossomed into a full-scale

intercollegiate hockey tour-

nament featuring intra-mural
teams. Queen's University will

play host to the first such tour-

nament tonight and tomorrow in

the Harty Arena.

The tournament grew out of a

game played between Arts '76

and an intra-mural team from
Montreal's Sir George Williams

University last year. Over the

summer, it was decided that such

a project could be expanded to

include more schools and under
the auspices of Carl Fitzpatrick,

this weekend's tournament is the

result.

Six different universities will

be represented in the two-day

tournament. Teams from the

University of Toronto, York,

McGill, Sir George Williams,

RMC and Queen's will take part.

Toronto will be represented by a

squad comprised mainly of Phys.

ed. students. McGill's team will

be made up of med students who
captured the intra-mural league

championship. The other schools

with the exception of Queen's will

be represented by all-star teams.

The Queen's teams will be Arts

'76, the hosts, and Commerce '75

who replaced St. Lawrence
College as the eighth club. Com-
merce '75 were invited because

they won the Bews hockey
championship last year.

The tournament has received

the added support of Labatt's

Breweries (Ontario) Ltd. who
have donated trophies for the

championship team and the
tournament's most valuable
player.

Action gets underway tonight

in the Harty Arena at 7:30 with

Arts '76 meeting RMC in the first

game. After that Commerce '75

will meet York. The tournament
resumes on Saturday afternoon

at 12:30 with the championship
game set for 8:30 p.m. Saturday
night.

Recreation News
The recreation annual ski school still has a few openings in the

second group which is held on Friday afternoons from January 18th

through to Feb. 15th. Instruction is by several qualified instructors.

Student fees are $9 and faculty, staff and spouses can take the

program for $17. Information can be obtained from the administration

offices in the Phys-ed centre.

There are a few openings in the sport skills programs for this

term. The openings are in all levels of swimming, springboard diving,

classical b^let, archery, badminton, and squash. Sign-ups for these

activities is this afternoon between 1 and 4 p.m. in the Phys-Ed Centre.

Wizards show-off tonight

The Harlem Wizards, a showy basketball team from New
York's Harlem district will take on the Kingston All-stars in an

exhibition basketball game tonight in Bartlett Gym at 8:30. The
Wizards, play a style of basketball made famous by the

Globetrotters; combining serious basketball with a display of

zany antics and comic routines.

The Kingston All-stars will include three members of the

Queen's Golden Gaels : Corky McCleery, Pat Harris, and Lorenz

Paulsen as well as players from other teams in the Kingston

City League.

Game time is 8:30 p.m. in Bartlett Gym. Admission is $2

general and $1 for students.

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Jan. 14, 15 & 16.

You'll get more for your money with the Colonel's

THRIFTecm
SPCClAi!

Free
french
fries!

fl 02
of your
favourite

salad

ALLTHIS FOR ONLY

$3.60
REGULAR
VALUE
$4.85

KA^ku fried CkuknM » ^ P A CANADIAN COMPANV

Colonel Sanders and his boys make it "finger lickin' good"

240 MONTREAL ST.

1407 PRINCESS ST.

BATH RD. at GARDINER'S RD.
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World: France trades arms for oil
I'AKIS France has foncludcd

an arms-l'or-oil deal wiUi vSaudi

Arabia in wliich Franco will

receive 800 million tons of crude

oil over the next 20 years in ex

change for Mirage jet aircraft

and heavy arms.

The 40 million tons of oil a

year represent nearly one third of

France's annual oil consumption.

France is also committed to

taking part in the economic

development of Saudi Arabia and

other oil-producing countries.

Details of the pact remain

secret but it is known that Saudi

Arabia has already acquired lilt

Mirage :i-K deep pencjtralion

fighter-bombers.

MOSCOW Nuclear physicst

Andrei Sakarov and four other

political dissidents have come to

the defence of Alexander
Solzhenitsyn - his first public

support from within the Soviet

Union.

They said in a statement

Sunday they were disturbed by

threats to Solzhenitsyn carried by

the Soviet news agency Tass.

Since Solzhenitsyn's book

'iulag Ar chip(!lago was published

in I'aris last month Tass has

written two articles calling the

author "a renegade" and a

"pup|)et of reactionary

propaganda".

The Itook is a history of the

Soviet labor camps run by the

secret police.

The publishing of this work

marks a major confrontation

between Solzhenitsyn and the

Soviet authorities as Solzhenitsyn

contends that the later camp
system still exists and the

current authorities have done

nothing to dismantle it.

I-0NI>(>N 'lioopK and |jolice

maintained a heavy special

guard lor the fourth day at

London's Heathrow Airport
Tuesday. The full-scale alert was
ordered after rejxjrts that Arab
terrorists planned to shoot down
airliners with Soviet-built sur-

face-to-air missiles.

Home Secretary Itobert Carr
said that the unprecedented
[jrecautions were taken because
of reports that the terrorists

might us<' stolen SAM-7 rockets

against airliners taking off or

landing at Heathrow.

The Soviet rocket is small

enough to fit in a suitcase when
dismantled, and is fired from a

shoulder launcher. The missiles

home on the heat of plane's jet

exhaust.

LONDON — Britain went on a

three-day work week January
first in an effort to cope with an

extreme energy shortage caused
by a mine workers slowdown.

The workers have started

refusing to work overtime in

support for their demands for

wage increases of up to 25 per-

cent. The government considers

their demands inflationary and
has refused to budge from its

offer of 16 'v percent.

The refusal to work overtime

has resulted in a 40 percent drop
in coal production with a

corresponding drop in supplies to

power stations. The resulting

electricity shortage has forced

the imposition of the three day
week for non-essential industry.

JERUSALEM — The Israel

parliamentary election com-
mittee announced that Premier
Golda Meir's Labor alignment

won the New Year's Eve election.

The bloc of Socialist parties won
51 of the 120 seats in the Knesset,

the Israel parliament. The right-

wing Likud opposition party took

39 seats.

Mrs. Meir's party lost five of

its previous 56 seats, and will

have to form another coalition

government.

GENEVA — Ministers of the 12-

member Organization of Oil

Exporting Countries (PEC) have
decided to delay further price

increases until at least April 1.

They have decided to wait for a

decision from their economic
commission before making a

decision on a new pricing policy.

The ministers have decided

to abandon the current system of

market price (the price at which

the oil is sold) and posted prices

(the price used to calculate

taxes) as being unworkable.

Since the October Middle

East War every oil producing

country except Algeria has in-

crca.sed its posted prices. The
|x)sled price for crude oil now
ranges from $9.25 per barrel from

Algeria to $20 per barrel from
Libya.

('lll('A(;o Charles Finley says

he has decided to put the Oakland
Alhletics up for sale. Th(> price

lor the American Baseball team,

which has won two World Series,

is $15 million. I-'inley also plans to

sell his hockey team, the

California (Jolden Seals, and his

basketball t(!am, the Memphis
Teams,

l''inley said his doctor had

told him to get out of all sports for

health reasons.

1* %

You dorft

have to

breaka
promise

The weatherman promised a

i;ori;cou.s snowfall. You pr(,))i-

iscil \ our guy to join in the fun.

Now "that time" of the month

lias proDiiseJ to ruin everything.

There's no rca.son why you

should have to break your date.

Just depend on internally worn

Tampax tampons for the com-

fortable sanitary protection you

need. There's an absorbcncy-size

that's right for you — Regular,

Super or I imior. ntmn
Modern, active girls

always make plans for CnSn
good times. And if

there's a chance to have fun, you

don't have to mi.ss it. Tampax

tampons praii/ise you that.

The Internal protection more women trust

MADE ONLY BY
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD .

MARRir. ONTARIO

Canada: First Chilean
refugees on their way
TORONTO — About 140 refugees from Chile will be

aboard a Canadian Armed Forces plane leaving

Santiago for Toronto tonight.

The plane's passengers will include some non-

Chileans who have been under the protection of a

L nited Nations body in Chile, people who have been

included in a stepped-up immigration process and
about 48 Chileans who took shelter at the Canadian
Embassy plus their families.

OTTAWA — Parliament has agreed to extend the oil

export tax until April at a level of $6.40 a barrel but

has decreed that the tax after April 1 will not be

decided until after a federal-provincial minister's

conference Jan. 22 and 23.

At the same time the opposition parties agreed
that the Federal Government's share of the tax

revenue will not be earmarked for resource

development in the oil-producing provinces.

The problem was equalization payment laws

would have forced the Federal Government to find

some $25-million to give to the poorer provinces. If

the Government to find some $25-million to give to

•he poorer provinces. If the Governent's share of the

tax revenue had been earmarked for the oil-

producing provinces the equalization payment
money would have had to come from some other

source.

It is expected that the tax will generate about

S39t)-million in revenue during February and March
')f which half goes to Ottawa and half goes to the

producer provinces.

OTTAWA Prime Minister Trudeau bade farewell

to retiring Governor-General Roland Michener at a

state dinner on Monday night, and paid tribute to his

'enormous sense of exhileration and enthusiasm.

More than 200 people gathered to dine as guests of

the Trudeaus to honor the 73 year-old Governor-
General who is retiring after 6'^ years as the

Queen's representative.

When former diplomat Jules Leger is sworn in

as Governor-General next Monday, Michener will

officially cease office.

.MONTREAL — Court proceedings against Bernard
I^ortie and Francis Simard, charged in the October,

1970, kidnap-murder of Quebec Labor Minister

Pierre Laporte, were suspended indefinitely

Monday.
Lortie, 22, is serving 20 years for kidnapping

Laporte and was due to be tried for Laporte's

murder.

Simard, 25, is serving life for Laporte's murder
and was to be tried for the kidnapping.

The proceedings were suspended when Crown
Prosecutor Rene Dery declared nolle prosequi

which means that the crown will not press the

charges for now but could restart proceedings at

any time in the future.

No reason was given for the suspension of the

trials.

PFRONTEN, West Germany— Kathy Kreiner, a 16

year-old from Timmins, Ontario, won the giant

slalom in a rainstorm Sunday for her first World
Cup ski triumph. The victory boosted Miss Kreiner

to .second place in the World Cup standings, with 66

points.

"I you w«rc invited to tlur author, too
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Deutsch warns

Restructuring proposals

AMS throws report

back to committee
The report -of the AMS restructuring

committee was sharply criticized and
finally thrown out at Thursday night's

Outer Council meeting.

Although there was little opposition to

the committee's proposal to expand the

AMS executive to include two vice-

presidents, most other aspects of the

report came under fire.

Several Outer Council members ob-

jected to the report's preamble, arguing,

that the committee's assumptions were
incomplete, too narrow in their basis, and
irrelevant to the recommendations con-

tained in the report. The committee was
accused of having ignored the role of the

students as community citizens, and of

paying too little attention to the long-term

goals of the AMS.
The reports suggested that the size of

•Outer Council be reduced. Several

members maintained that a council

reduced to 29 people would be no more

efficient than the present council, which

has 38 members, pointing out that the

same number of unprepared people would
magnify rather than lessen council's

problems.

The need for far-reaching changes in

the AMS of the kind proposed by the

restructuring committee was also

questioned. AMS vice-president Bruce

Trotter claimed that the problems facing

the student organization are not the result

of structural inadequacies, but of poor

AMS direction and a lack of student in-

terest in the AMS affairs.

Education Commissioner Marv Bloos

agreed, arguing that minor changes in the

AMS constitution would have the same
effect as the committee's approach.

AMS president Steve Brereton, who
was the chairman of the restructuring

committee, protested that several other

restructuring reports have been presen-

ted, and not acted upon, in the past four or

five years and that there is a need for

change in the AMS.
Outer Council sent the report back to

the committee to obtain more precisely

worded resolutions.

In other business. Outer Council

agreed in principle to raise the wages of

AMS constables to levels ranging from
$2.25 an hour for constables to $3.00 hourly

for the chief constable. The need for this

raise was questioned by several council

members, who wondered what im-
provement in constable services the raise

would produce. Others expressed concern

over the ability of campus organizations to

pay the higher rates.

A number of AMS constables were
ratified: David Reid as chief constable,

Richard Chown as deputy chief,

sergeants Douglas Eves, Wayne Storms,

Kurt Bonokowski, Scott Wilson, and staff

sergeants Mike Mclntyre and Ian Nor-

dheimer. Nordheimer is the outgoing^ chief

constable. He is also the director of

Queen's Student Agencies.

Election time again
This year's AMS elections will be held

on February 13th and 14th, announced
Acting Returning Officer Keith Marshall

at the AMS Outer Council meeting on
Thursday. The polls will close at 7 pm on
the 14th.

Nominations close on Friday,
February 1st.

Students who are unable to be in

Kingston during the elections will be able

to participate through a system of pre-

registration and voting by mail, stated

Marshall.

Students must pre-register before

January 31st at the West Campus Student

Council Office. They will be asked to leave

their names and forwarding addresses.

They will be mailed a ballot form, a

stamped envelope, current referenda, and
campaign materials enclosed by the

candidates.

The advance poll is necessary because

240 McArthur students will be away
practice-teaching in the other Ontario

towns, explained Sue Dowler, External

Vice-President of the McArthur Student

Society.

The AMS is looking for Chief Retur-

ning Officer to run the election as Kathy
Mitchell has just resigned from this

position. At the moment, Internal Affairs

Commissioner Keith Marshall is Acting

Returning Officer.

Queen's foces serious

financial problems
by Sue Wishart

Queen's is experiencing serious

financial problems this year and the

situation in future will be even worse

without massive increases in government
aid, warns principal John J. Deutsch.

He told the Journal that while

provincial government grants to the

university have risen in the past few years,

rapid inflation has more than wiped out

these gains and the university is worse off

than before. This has forced the university

to restrict spending, particularly in the

department of Physical Plant.

Now said Deutsch, Queen's has

reached the point where further cutbacks

will "damage the quality of the work the

university does". If the Physical Plant

budget is reduced any more, there will be

insufficient funds to carry out necessary

maintenance or to replace worn-out

equipment, hurting staff and students

whose work depends on these services.

Further cuts in faculty budgets will have

an even more directly adverse effect on

academics.

Deutsch explained that this problem

has been mounting during the 1970's. Two
and three per cent increases in govern-

ment grants did not come close to covering

the university's rising expenditures on

wages and salaries (7-8 percent annually)

or on goods and services.

The Committee on Allocations of

Resources in the University tried to reduce

spending on "postponable expenditures"

such as lab equipment and library pur-

chases instead of dismissing staff. The

university has attempted to cut staff costs

by not replacing all departing staff

members. In December, Deutsch an-

nounced that all further vacancies in non-

acadmeic staff will be filled from within

Queen's.

Even th'S action has not solved the

university's problems, and increasing

deficits have occurred in the past few
years. A loss of $500,000 is forecast for the

1973-4 fiscal year. Queen's has covered

these deficits from a fund of previous

accumulated surpluses, but the fund is a

finite money supply. "If this goes on into

other years I don't know what we'll do

then", Deutsch admitted.

He conceded that if future government
grants do not at least match the rate of

inflation, the university may be forced to

release some staff members.
The government's method of

calculating grants is based on the number
of students at a university and the relative

costs of educating different students.

Deutsch agreed that this was a good way to

finance universities during the 1960's when
enrolments were growing rapidly, but

that the system is inadequate in the

current slow-growth conditions.

He observed that, unfortunately,

another objective method of determining

grants has not yet been devised.

Deutsch also noted that universities

are not the only organizations demanding
increased government grants to cover

rising costs. Schools, hospitals and health

services are feeling the pinch too, he said.

-Clark

Two of the lucky ones to obtain tickets for Wanderlust on Saturday night.

The dance proved its usual success, but many frustrated students were
unable to obtain tickets.
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hapnin'

Pubs and *^^"'""-

Comniodoie - The Ballards

Townhouse- Muriel Day and the Night Squad
Frontenac - Finnegan's - Fred Werthman

- Muldoon's - Olive Bayle and the Irish Tradition
Manor - Blarney Stone

Odeon - American Graffiti

Capitol 1 - The Chinese Connection
Capitol 2 - Papillon

Ilyland - The Seven Ups; starting Wednesday,
Paper Chase

Domino Theatre - Juno and the Paycock, by Sean
O'Casey, directed by Maureen Salter, Jan. 24, 25,

26, 31, Feb. 1, 2, 7, 8, 9.

7::{0 p.m. Adult Ballet classes are resuming at

Sydenham Public School. Charge: $2.00 per hour.
For information call Robin Greggs, 542-7272.

8.00 p.m. - Introductory Lecture on Transcendental
Meditalion, sponsored by S.I. M.S. on campus, in

Stirling 'C, with lecturer Gregg Wilson.
8:00 p.m. - Dr. G. MacLeod will be speaking in Ellis

Hall under the auspices of the Theological
College, on "The Pacifist Imperative".

8:00 p.m. - Modern Film Classics, at St. Lawrence
College, large lecture theatre. This week, "The
IVIilky Way" (Bunuel) for 99c.

Tuesday, Jan. 75,

5:30 p.m. - Men s Inter-Collegiate Hockey, Ottawa
at Queen's, in the Jock Harty Arena.

7:00 p.m. - Urgent meeting to decide the program
for this term for the Guild Theatre in the Green
Room. Drama Dept.

7:.30 p.m. - History I^ecture Series presents Prof.
Keppel - Jones, speaking on "South Africa
Revisited", in Rm. 517, John Watson Hall.

Refreshments will be served.
8:00 p.m. - Queen's Graduate Wives' Society and
Law Students' Wives will resume activities with a
general meeting at Graduate House, 157 King St.

East. New members welcome.
8:00 p.m. - Dr. G. MacLeod, under the auspices of

the Theological College, will lecture on .J,'The

Political Precipice", at Chalmers United Church.
8:30 p.m - Dunning Hall Concert featuring Lois

Marshall, soprano. Tickets $3 general and $2
student.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Series
presents "Zero de Conduite" (Jean Vigo, 1933),

with Jean Daste and Robert Le Flon, in French
with Eng]i.sh sub-titles.

Wednesday, Jan. 7 6,

Thursday, Jan,
12:30 p.m. - Brown Bag Lunch at Agnes
Etherington. Bring your lunch and join Michael
Bell for an informal chat on the Coverdale
exhibition.

7:00 and 9:30 p.m. - This week's Dunning Flic is

Alice's Restaurant, with Arlo Guthrie. $1.00.

7:00 p.m. - Inaugural debate of the Queen's
Debating Society, in the McLaughlin Room,
Union. Be it resolved that: There Should be a
Debating Society at Queen's University.

7:00 p.m. - Snowball Variety Night Auditions in

Brockington Common Room.
8:00 - 11:00 p.m. - Informal Coffee House for

students at the home of Rev. and Mrs. Eric
Howes, Anglican Chaplain at Queen's 148 Barrie
St. Apt. 1.

8:00 p.m. - Dr. G. MacLeod, under the auspices of
the Theological College, will speak in Rm. 237,

MacArthur Hall, on "The Personal In-

volvement".
8:,30 p.m. - Sociology DSC Smoker in the In-

ternational Center Lower Meeting Room. One
free beer for all Sociology 122 students attending.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Series showing of "Young Mr. Lincoln"( John
Ford, 1939), with Henry Fonda and Alice Brady
in Ellis Hall.

2:20 - 3:30 p m - Wednesday Afternoon Concert in

the Poison Room, Student Union, sponsored by
ASUS. Free coffee and donuts.

7:fK) p.m. - First lecture of the term in the Human
.Sexuality Course, in Dupuis Auditorium. Laws
Pertaining to Sexuality is the topic, with mem-
bers of the legal profession discussing sex of-

fenders, crimes without victims and por-
nography. Speakers include Judge Q. Thompson
'Family C>;urt

;

7:30 p rn - There will be a meeting of all those
planning to go on the Classics Trip to New York,
in Ixjwer Vic.

Fridayr Jan. 7 8

5:30 p.m. - Men's Inter-Collegiate Basketball,

Toronto at Queen's, in Bartlett Gym.
7: 15 and 9: 15 p.m. - McArthur School Librarianship
movie for 99c, "Wednesday Child", directed by
Kenneth Loach.

8:00 p.m. - GSS Film Society showing of "The
(Jarden of the Finzi-Continis", in Ellis Hall.

8:00 p.m. - Social P]vening at the Kingston Women's
Centre, 110 Queen St. All women welcome.

FRIDAY
The School
Librarianship
Movie

MCArthur
Hall
7:15 13

9=15 pm

"A powerful movie!

jficj Ueriny!

"

Toronto i'/.ar

"I cisdnating film both

(or its subject and

( or the way i t hiis

Ijeen made. Irivolviriy

.irid convindngl"
Mar'Lin Kneima/i

'!\-r'r,nl.o ::i.,a'

TtCHNICOlOlM

WI]I>NI]SI)AYS
CJIIM>

lJir<;f.t(;fn;y Kl nrJf III I (;Af-H (ni'il-.-i of Kf S)99^

/ 14/ ly/^j

GRADSl

Tricolor '74 Graduate Listings are ready to be
proofread, so please check your listing this week in the
John Orr Room. This is your only chance to be sore yo<j
will be correctly listed in the yearbook.

COMMERCE SOCIETY

SMOKER
House of Commons

Tues.Jan. 15 - Tonight

8:00 p.m. - 12 midnight

Admission
free to Commerce Students

Beer 50* cents or 5/$2.00

Campus AAovi

now you can SEE
anything you want

s,a.n. ARLO GUTHRIE
COLOR by Deluxe United Artists

110 MIN.

Thurs. Jan. 17 at Dunning Aud.

7 & 9:30 p.m. admission $1
(plus: chapter 2 of the ''Perils of Pauline"!)

QUEEN'S SKI CLUB

White Face Mountain

Lake Placid New York

Saturday, Jan. 19

Tickets on Sale:

C 1 ^9 Jan. 16, 7:00 p.m.

^ ' ^ John Orr Room

INFORMATION: 549-2841

Got a Skit for

Snowball Variety Night?

Sure you do!!!

^ Come and be a STAR

in the new improved Niflhein ^

Auditions will be held on

Thursday Jan. 17 7:00 p.m.

in Brockington Common Room

It
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briefly...

Meds bids centralized
The Ontario Ministry of Colleges and Univer-

sities has agreed to provide $50,000 to fund start-up

expenses for an Ontario Medical Schools Ap-

plication Service.

The central processing service will be ad-

ministered by the Ontario Universities Application

Centre and is scheduled to start operations in 1974-5

for admission to the 1975-6 session. When underway,
application fees will cover the costs of the service.

Advantages are expected for both the applicant

and the universities. For the applicant, this service

will mean completing only one set of application

documents ; referees will be obliged to provide only

one reference. In view of the very large number of

applicants for the limited places in medical

schools, the service will try to ensure that the ap-

plicants receive every appropriate consideration at

each school to which they apply, and that the most
suitable candidates are selected to fill the ap-

propriate places.

For participating medical schools, there will be

a reduction in administrative costs in time spent by
admissions offices, and in the problems of iden-

tification and control of multiple applications.

An additional benefit the new service expects to

provide is accurate admissions research and
projections.

St. Mary's unionizes
OTTAWA (CUP) - The Canadian Union of Public

Employees has started an organizing drive at St.

Mary's University to win collective bargaining

rights for the 170 faculty members at the Halifax

University.

CUPE, the largest Canadian union, already

represents over six thousand university employees

at 20 universit-es. Fred. Tabachnick, a CUPE
representative, told CUP the union had just finished

organizing seventy professors at Bathurst College

in New Brunswick and that they hoped to have the

organizing drive solidly underway at St. Mary's by
the end of January.

CUPE is also organizing some five hundred
faculty members of the trade and technical schools

in Newfoundland.

University employees under CUPE's
jurisdiction include faculty, maintenance and

clerical workers. Only ten years old, CUPT has

165,000 members in the Public Service.

OGf, OGS amended
The provincial government has announced that

the present Ontario Graduate Fellowship program
is being extended for the Spring Term, 1974. This

will assist the 1973 fellowship holders who need only

one additional term to complete their graduate
studies. This extension will enable graduate
students at the master and doctoral level who will

complete their graduate studies in the Spring Term,
1974, to apply for a further fellowship of $750. The
extension does not apply to students who need two
or more terms to complete their studies. These
students may apply for Ontario Graduate
Scholarships which provide awards of $800 per term

plus allowable fees for two or three terms.

The published income and other award limits

for the Ontario Graduate Scholarships (OGS)
program have been revised. An Ontario Graduate
Scholar may hold another award up to $500 or may
accept a research or teaching assistantship which
does not exceed, including the OGS, $5300 plus

allowable fees for a three-term award and $4000

plus allowable fees for a two-term award.

OFS urges aims check
TORONTO (CUP) - Post secondary institutions

should be used to solve problems in the community,
according to Paul Axelrod, president of Ontario

Federation of Students, and not used by the cor-

porations to further their own ends.

Presently, corporations have direct access to

university research facilities through direct grants

and fellowships. In order to take the universities out

of the control of the corporations, community
participation is essential. Students and workers

must be on the board.

Axelrod told CUP that the OFS feels there

should be free tuition, with living stipends for

students. All facilities should be available to the

public and day care should be recognized as a right

of all people in the university community.
Lower income people have economics barriers

to entering university, according to Axelrod. Free
tuition still discriminates against low income people

since it is not always possible for them to raise the

money needed to support themselves while going to

school.

Axelrod told a Select Committee on the

Utilization of Educational Facilities, that it may be

necessary to establish a Forum so that all segments
of society can be represented on university boards

and participate in decisions.

Library co-op formed
A demonstration project of the Council of On-

tario Universities (COU) co-operative library

proposal has been accepted by the provincial

government. The project should show the

capabilities and benefits of a unified cataloguing

system for Ontario Universities.

The government will pay $386,000 to finance the

eighteen month demonstration period and COU will

provide the administrative and overhea/d costs. The
libraries of six Ontario universities (Brock, Guelph,

McMaster, Toronto.Eastem Ontario and York) will

participate in the project.They were selected by
COU on the basis of variations in size of collection

acquisition and age of library and are represen-

tative of Ontario universities in sophistication of

computer technology.

Ted Philips, Assistant Librarian at

Queen's said the project should "develop new
techniques of computing in cataloguing and produce

a massed cataloguing system."

When asked why Queen's was not participating.

Philips replied that "Queen's was not as automated
as some universities and would play an observer's

role".

It is expected that the project system will

provide better cataloguing services at a lower cost

and eliminate much duplication of cataloguing

activity.
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SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS
FREE DELIVERY

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE ,

LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to n PM DAILY

QUEEN'S SKI CLUB

Mt. Ste. Anne Trip
$110.00

Bus - Accommodation - Tow - AAeals.

Sun. Feb. 17 - Fri. Feb. 22

(Reading Week)

TICKETS: Tues. Jan. 22 7:00 p.m.

John Orr Room

INFORMATION: 549-2841

1974-75

Upperclass

Residence Accommodation
Residence Application Forms for

Earl St. Residence
West Campus Residences

Women's Residences
Leonard Field

Morris Hall

will be available on January 16th at the Main Desks in

Gordon-Brockington, West Campus, and Victoria Hall.

These applications must be completed and returned to
the Residence Admissions Office, Victoria Hall, by
February 8th, 1974.

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they
have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

In our Lounge

THIS WEEK: "The Ballards"

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE
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unclassifieds
HELP: Lonely second year male

requires the companionship of a

nymphomaniac, call 544-7062. Ask
lor Stevie K.

THE A. M.S. HOUSING LOTTERY to

establish a position on the waiting

list lor houses to be leased May 1st,

1974 is coming in early February.

Keep watching your Journal lor

more Inlormation.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MR. JUSTICE
GEORGE SIR. with all our love

Irom the team; Otis (on llute),

Kiersten (in the pink corner),

Leroy (on toes), Beethoven
(Jock), and Tart.

REWARD OFFERED! : Please help 3

desperate, lonely lemales. $15 is

yours if you lind us a suitable 3

bedroom apartment or house lor

next year. Phone Anne 544-8481,

Kathy 542-1942.

SCIENCE '75 SMOKER: 8:30 pm,
Thursday, Jan. 17, $1.50 all you can

drink, laculty tree. Main lounge

Clark Hall. Boat races with T-shirt

prizes. Year T-shirts on sale lor

S3. 00.

WILL TAKE OVER LEASE May 1st

on two bedroom apartment close

to campus. Phone 546-9914 or 544-

7860 evenings.

QUEEN'S OUTING CLUB wants you
to enjoy your winter at Queen's so

they suggest that you come on one
ol their winter trips- snowshoeing,
cross country skiing, winter
camping etc. II interested call Jay
544-5467 and watch lor our ads.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR a 5 to 7

person house or flat. Willing to

take it from May. If you can help,

please phone one of: Anne - 544-

8670; Vicko - 544-8366; Rhondda -

544-8308.

MUSICALLY MINDED? Journal
needs reviewers for this term's
wide range of concerts. Two free

tickets will be provided as well as

an opportunity to meet the actual

performers. Contact Judy Dobias
(549-1706) or leave a message at

the JOURNAL Office.

SCIENCE '75 SMOKER: 8:30 pm.
Thursday, January 17. $1. 50 all you
can drink, faculty free. Main
lounge, Clark Hall. Boat races

with T-shirt prizes. Year T-shirts

on sale for S3. 00

N.B. - The beautiful young woman
(wearing a blue ski cap) who
asked me last Thursday night how

PIZZA PALACE is new, fresh,

and it's clean, and wow what a

pizza. Gus really knows how to

prepare this scrumptuous
repast. He's at 277 Montreal St.

Telephone .546-7742. Clip this

coupon, give to driver, and get

2.50 off every pizza -limit of 1

pizza, 2 -ex. Irg.

OuebEC
WiNTER
CarnivaI
student Group Special

(Including one free with fjroup', ol 20)

Departures Returns

f<;t; '6

let 10 let; 17

• Inf.ludf;'., Motor Coach to Quebec

6 Rr;turn

• '/ NiKtit', Mfjdern Gym Accommodation

t30 00 Ottawa Peterborough, Kingston

Vl5 00 loronto. Hamilton

>38 00 Kitchener. Waterloo. SI, Catharines

I ondon

$40 00 Windsor, Sudbury, Sault Ste, Mane

RLSERVE NOW call-

llhfltours limited
:,tiilr: 'A\ VMlrn,''^ Vi'UiAh

lolllreel »00?f)l 84/1

to reach the 14th floor ol EIrond

College in order to attend a ski

meeting . . . WHO ARE YOU??
Please call Brent at 544-6421 or

leave your name and telephone no.

C O D.G.M. at the Journal Olllce.

FOR SALE: Well preserved, pre-

Irontal lobal era, house with 7

washrooms, no bedrooms, kitchen

lacllities lor 80 and well developed

eastern exposure. Also Danish &
Scandinavian meals lor rent or

sale (yummy) (sic). $1261281.30 or

cheapest oiler. II this house does

not meet with your total

satislaction, vye have 4 other

homes ol comparable or inferior

quality available. Phone 544-6325

between 3 and 4 am alter mass.

TO SELL: One single bed, best oiler

accepted.- Barb - 546-7750.

LOST: Queen's ring, lell in 3rd floor

washroom ol Earl Hall Friday

alternoon, January 11, around

4.30. II lound please phone Bar-

bara, 544-8208. Great sentimental

value.

IF VAN GOGH'S wile divorced him,

married Adam West, divorced him
and married Robert Young,
divorced him and married Herbie

Mann, she'd be van Gogh West
Young Mann.

MANY THANKS TO THE DEPEN-
DABLE VW.

SNOW SCULPTURE CONTEST: Is

your Snowball Spirit under the

weather this year? Well, one way
to dig it out ol the drilts is to

construct a snow sculpture! You'll

be eligible lor the Grand Trophy,

awarded at the semi-lormal on

Feb. 2! Interested? Contact Rick

LeSueur (549-1837) lor contest

rules.

LOST SATURDAY NIGHT: Between

Iront of McNeill and Rear ol

Leonard a small gold locket ol

great sentimental value at about

8:45 pm. II lound please phone

544-2260. Reward.
FOUND: 1 car key- Chrysler. Found

between John Watson Hall and

new music building. Call 544-8771.

1964 CHEVELLE 283 $50 as iS. 2 new
155 SR 13 Direlli Radial Snowtires.

Phone Al at 549-2160.

QUEEN'S SKI CLUB trip to Madonna
Mountain, Jan. 25-27. Ac-

commodation lor 48 more people

has been arranged. As lar as we
know the price will be the same. II

your name is lifted below, your

cheque will be deposited In the

Bank tomorrow and you have a

ticket. II you don't want to go let us

know by tomorrow. Those people

whose names are not listed below,

wc are tearing up your cheques
and you will be put on a waiting

list. Those who are going are:

Davies, Ridlcr, Wishart, Robert,
Dcvinc, Kcan, Scott, Lim, Gore,

McCartney, Yeop, Heimbeckcr,
Sadler, Honsburgcr, Duncan,
Corkcl, Boyd, Weir, Pryor,
Winkclmann, Peach, Underwood,
P Rose, Cabinet, Danard, Luck,

Grant, Campbell, Howes, Lough-

borough, Sherwin, Lounsbury, P.

Johnson, Shipman, Finley,

Wasylyk, W. Rose, MacKnight,
Edmison, Ostrom, MacDonald,
Webb, Boland, Goad, MacGregor,
Cervinka, Kearns, Keohane. Those
whose names are listed and
haven't paid, you have until

Friday to get the money to us,

either Weds, night in the John Orr
Room or to 226 Earl St. (near

Division). II you have a prelerence

for living arrangements call 549-

2841 as soon as possible. We are

crossing the border so bring I.D.

( birth certificate il possible) . Take
down the serial numbers on all

valuable belongings. Also, bring

lood. See you at the bus 5 pm,
Friday, January 25, in Iront ol

Victoria Hall. Sorry to those who
we can't accommodate but we
have other trips!

WANTED: 7 bedroom house close to

Campus with matching
bathrooms, big kitchen, sauna,

indoor outdoor pool and tennis

courts (in that order ol priority)

Phone 546-1638 or 546-1437

anytime.
GAY LIBERATION DANCE

Saturday, Jan. 26, at Pestalozzi

College, 160 Chapel St., Ottawa.

Sponsored by Gays of Ottawa. For
inlormation on this dance and

other gay dances and parties,

contact Terry Watson, Victoria

Hall, Queen's University, or phone

547-2893, Monday thru Thursday
between 9 and 10 pm.

TO EVERYBODY INVOLVED in

Festival. II you would like a

special silkscreened Festival

design on a T-shirt (or on anything

made ol white cotton) just put a

tay with your nofrii- und ph>jri<: ii'j

securely on your lavouritic T shirt

and ledve it in th« box in the AMi
Olfice

NEW FACULTY REGISTRATION:
Faculty of congenial sciences
announces registration to B,C S.

program First year; terminal
course in Suicide 100. Those who
live to write final examination
automatically fail. Second year;
Sell Abuse 230, Third year;
Masochism 310, Fourth year and
up; REHAB. Lab demonstrators
desperately needed. Lepers need
not apply. Phone 549 1851 and 544

9047 Sam Peckinpah, dept, head.

Sponsored by the Burmese In-

stitute lor the Blind,

WANTED: 3'man house or apartment
for next year. Call Derek at 544-

7907; Gord at 549-0551 ; or Frank at

544 7906.

FOR SALE : Mamiya Sekor 1000 DTL;
Spot and Average meters, Pentax
mount 55mm f-1,8 and 135mm f 2,8

lenses, $150, Call John Bottomley
at 547 3178,

TRAVELLING this Spring? Photo
Image gives you six passport size

prints for only $5,00. Ideal for

International Drivers permits and
job applications too. Call us at 546-

7770 or drop by our studio at 33

Brock St. Group rates available.

SNOW SCULPTURE CONTEST: Do
you need water for your sculpture?
If so, contact Dave Reed (549-1859)

or leave a note at the AMS Office,

24 hours in advance. Taps can only

be turned on between 4 and 6 pm!
Specify sculpture location, and
time you'll be there. Hoses not

supplied!

SCIENCE '75 SMOKER; 8:30 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 17. $1. 50 all you can
drink, faculty free. Main lounge

Clark Hall. Boat races with T-shirt

prizes. Year T-shirts on sale for

$3.00.

USING PHOTOGRAPHS in your

thesis? Photo Image has a com-

plete range of technical services

including custom black and white

developing and printing and
Ektachrome slide developing. 48

hour service or less available on

most orders. Call 546-7770 lor more
information.

I'M LOOKING FOR a two bedroom
apartment. Will take over in May.

Please call either Gary or Debi at

'/4V '/iUI, fiftftr »ht f after ( |/iri

WANTtO ) l>«<troom apt lor n*xt

ytrar Cl«v* t« campus Call Cathy
544 lUi >if Linda 544 /I4I

« MAN MOUSE FOK BENT %

Bathrooms, t bedrooms, 3 lridv*s,

7 stoves Lease must be taken over
in May 11 interested, call 544 1957

WELCOME BACK W* invttc all

Sociology students to our latest

sensuous s«nario th* eman
cipation ol the student masses
SOCIOLOGY PUB!! Jan I7fh,

International Centre Lower
Lounge. Beer Music Liquor A free

beer to Sociology 177 students
WANTED I girl to share lurnished

APT, With I other girl Own
bedroom Remember the place is

lurnished. Urgently need room-
mate Phone 546-0475,

THERE WILL BE a meeting o< all

those who plan to go to New York
City with the Classics Club, in

Victoria Hall Lower Lounge,
Wednesday, January 16, at 7:20

pm Hotel rooms will l>e assigned
and linal plans will be announced
II unable to attend it is imperative
that you contact either Fred at $44

7635 or Margrethe at 544-M06
THE HOUSE OF HAPPINESS

welcomes the arrival of their new
SUPERSTAR Be Still my
heart!

!

ATTENTION GAEL GROUP 40:

Allie, Sheila, Hannah and Paul
request the pleasure of the com-
pany ol all the meml>ers of Gael
Groups 40 and 41 at the first annual
get together on Wednesday Jan, 16

in the house of commons at the

pub.

/ $5.50 S
Great

Pizza

Deluxe- \X\ /sA
Extra Large o^J^
All Dressed

I Plus Free

10C°>^ Coke

PIZZA CHALET
544-1227

Bjtdwedftdmpurdspflng watet?

And thats the truth!
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letters to the editors

Need for AMS restructuring
Dear Editors:

Last week the report of the

Restructuring Committee of the AMS
was brought before AMS Outer
Council. I have never experienced
such a sense of frustration and futility

as I did during that meeting.
The meeting itself proved clearly

the need of restructuring. The manner
in which the discussion of the report

progressed showed the ineffectiveness

and the lack of priorities of Outer
Council. Outer Council response to the

report was reduced to the useless nit

picking of Messrs. Bloos and Trotter. I

can not see how, in good faith, these
members can consider themselves as

serious members of the AMS when

they who should most clearly see the

shortcomings of the AMS and the need
of restructuring do not see the need of

restructuring. Mr. Trotter during the

discussion said that he now, in com-
parison to when he ran for office, did

not see the need for restructuring. In

view of the obvious condition of the

AMS the statement was foolish and
inane.

The report was not intended to

provide an instant solution to the

many problems of the AMS, nor did it

say that all the problems were
structural. The fact that the members
could not see farther than the problem
was clear. I do not see how the AMS
can have long range policy if it has to

waste its time with the beauracracy of

the present setup. Clearly most
position do not have a stated job
Description. Also clear is that both
internal and external communication
is poor. Each time an item came up I

heard it misinterpreted and
dismissed. In the fact that I found the

meeting frustrating and futile I do not
think I am alone. Many members
expressed the same.

I should hope that in the future we
can expect a more serious attitude

from our elected members of Outer
Council.

Kevin Van Koughnett

Student Health Service praised
Dear Editors:

_ There has been some recent in-

terest in the Health Services provided

by the university. I, for one, am in

favour of keeping them.
I've been to the centre (Medical

division only), five times during my
two and a half years stay at Queen's,

and for the most part was happy with
the information I was given. The
nurses and receptionists seemed very
efficient and in control of their duties.

The doctors seemed quite able and
interested in my studies. Their totally

efficient manner, I feel, is necessary
in handling a maximum number of

students in their working day. A figure

that came from a report of the Health
Services showed that 19,720 visits

were made to the centre between
September 1, 1972 and March 31, 1973.

With approximately 9,000 students on
camous it gives you some idea of the
volume they are working with and
why they may not appear as per-

sonable as you would like.

I had, however, one visit to the

centre in which the doctor diagnosed
my bronchitis as a cold. I returned the

next week and a different member of ,

the staff discoverd the problem and
got me on some proper medication. As
much as I feel the first doctor could

use a refresher course, I realize the

misinterpretations are to be expected
in a profession as complex as
medicine, and who knows, if I'd gone
to a CP in Kingston I might still have

the bronchitis.

I know little about the
psychological and psychiatric
counselling services and therefore

won't comment on these areas.

In my opinion, the Medical
division of the Student Health Services

seems quite adequate in giving
information concerning my physical

well-being in a fast, efficient way. If

you are not satisfied you have two
alternatives:

i) Try the Family Care Clinic at

KGH or an opt-in OHIP doctor in

Kingston.

ii) Tell the Health Services your
problem, and, if it is possible, they will

try for a diagnosis and cure.

A satisfied student

SCIENCE '44

has nothing to do with Science.

It's a place to live. We have

rooms and board available for

females only, at very economical

rates.

If interested, please call

Andrew Anderson - 546-6211

Department of Film Studies

Presents

MONTEREY POP

(D.A. Pennebaker, 1967)

Ellis Hall

Admission $1.T)0

AMS
Elections

shall be held on

Wednesday, February 13, 1974
and

Thursday February 14, 1974

Nominations of each team of President and

Vice-President condidates shall be submitted to the

Chief Electoral Officer or her delegate at the

AMS office by 5:00 p.m. on Friday, Feb. 1, 1974.

The Elections shall be conducted by the Chief

Electoral Officer in accordance with By-Law No. 10.

AMS
Notice of PREREGISTRATiON

for

MAIL-IN VOTE
for

AMS Elections

Any AMS student who will be unable to vote in the

AMS elections on Wednesday, Feb. 13, Thursday

Feb. 14 may preregister for the right to vote by a

mail-in ballot at the AMS office or McArthur College

Students office by 5:00 p.m. on Thursday

Jan. 31, 1974. Students card must be presented

when mail-in ballot fom form is completed.

AMS CULTURAL AFFAIRS
announces

The Inaugural Debate
of the

QUEEN'S
DEBATING SOCIETY,

be it resolved that:
there should be a Debating

Society at Queen's University

Thursday , Jan 17, 7 p.m.

McLaughlin Room,
Student's Union

Anyone Interested in Debating
or Anyone simply Interested or

Interesting PLEASE COME.

Notice of

AMS

Outer Council

Meeting

Wednesday, Jan. 16

7:30 p.m.

McLaughlin Room
Student Union

See also -

Election Notice Ad.

Any Student interested

in becoming the AMS
Orientation Convenor for

this fall may leave

his/her name, in the

AMS office or phone

AMS office at 547-6165

before January 22nd.

All applicants will

be interviewed.
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I

AI'Ici- r«'c<'iviiiH his ItSc and IVISr from
<)iu-«'irs, I'idffssor II. Ijllcs wvnt on to

Ki'ii(liii)t(> rroin (^iirt'ii's l.iiw School ill l!)7l. Ill*

tlifii coiiliniuMl his (-(liu'iilioii al Uic I'liivt'i'sity

of London, where In' rccoivi'd his IJ,I{, and,

following his ^radiialioii, rcliiriu'd to Oii<'<'ii's

1.0 bcconif a professor of Law. AIUioiif{li h«> is

reqiiir*>d to leach a variety of lef^al courses as

a professor, family law remains an area of

particular interest to him.

Journal: Would it be correct to say that the legal

aspects of marriage are closely interwoven with

property?

Lilies: I think the answer to that must be 'yes'.

Certainly people entering a marriage relationship

have certain expectations - expectations relating to

property which might accrue to the marriage,

particularly during the marriage itself. Women
especially have certain expectations which under
our present laws are, to a great extent, frustrated.

It is perhaps easiest to explain that question in a

broader sense by looking at its historical aspect. It

wasn't that long ago when a man and wife were
considered in law to be one. Since the man was
considered to be the legal representative of the

union, the wife had absolutely no rights. That is,

with respect to all legal problems, whether it was a

question of owning property, holding property, or

suing in the courts, only the husband could do so.

The wife had no standing. That was our starting

point and, since then, the legislatures and
parliaments have been very active in piece-meal

reform. There are a host of statutes spread over the

last two centuries where these legislative bodies

have given more and more rights to women - the

emancipation of women if you will - within the

marriage relationship. However, if you believe that

emancipation is even close to completion you are

certainly wrong and I would refer you to a

pronouncement by the Supreme Court of Canada, as

late as October 2nd, 1973 - really an amazing
decision - which deals with this question of property

rights within a marriage. In that particular case,

the Murdock case, Mr. and Mrs. Murdock had been
married over twenty years and were farmers. Mrs.

Murdock was an amazing woman. She did the work
of several hired hands. Mr. Justice Laskin
recognized her contributions and listed them: she
worked on the farm doing the haying,

. raking,

moving, driving of trucks and tractors, taking cattle

back and forth to market, dehorning, vaccinating,

and breeding cattle, etc., etc. Her husband was in

fact away for five months of the year. Nevertheless,

when the marriage broke up and she made a claim
for part of the matrimonial property, part of the

farm, half the interest in the farm, on the basis

that this marriage was in fact a partnership, the

court said 'no' because she had made no direct

financial contribution to the purchase of that par-

ticular farm.

.Journal: Do you think the court's decision might
have been the same if she had owned the ranch and
her husband had put in that amount of work while

she was away - in other words, if the situation had
been reversed?

Lilies; That's an interesting question. Based on the

legal arguments presented by the court, the

decision would have been the same - but whether
psychologically they would come to the same
conclusion we can only speculate.

Journal: Assuming a common-law union similarly

involves property but is not legally recognized,

would it be fair to say that the marriage relation-

ship illustrates the inter-connection of law with the

ethics of our .society?

Lilies: Yes, I think it does. I think it's very clear

that our society expects, or has in the past, a formal
marriage relationship, such as the church wedding
or the civil wedding and, to (encourage that, it has
imposed penalties on those who did not follow the

proper procedure and chose instead the so-called

common law relationship. Consequently, the
common law wife may find hf;rself without right of

interstate inhf;ritance or Irrft out of a will br^cause

she was reff;rr';d to as a wife. On the other hand,

particularly taking the Murdock case into account,

she may, in cases, in certain cas<;s, find herself in a

more advantagf;ous [Xisition,

.Journal: You mean that she could have established

a contract?

Lilies: She may have been abh; to f!Stablish a

contract or quasi contract fHisition in th<' Murdock
circumstances and may have, for 'rxarrifjle

although h<;re w<: are only spf'culating ber-ri sue

ce;;slul in suing for unjust r-nrichrnent or quantum
meruit In that s<;n.4<;, she may in fact have b*;eri in a

f;ctler [XiSition than Mrs. Murdock. I'.ut basically

• tiat you »ay in true. The fact that the commonlaw

Interview with Professor Lilies

Our rapidly chaif

eliminate the n<j

wife has for many years gone totally unrecognized
is a symptom of a general picture that takes place.

Journal: So the law tends to be not so much just as

moral.

Lilies: That statement is more correct with respect

to the recent past than it is now. I think we are
slowly evolving away from it but we still have
vestiges of the recent past with us today.

.Journal: Given that one of the most important
social units in our society appears to be the nuclear

family, would you agree that our laws seem
designed to protect and perpetuate the roles of the

family members, specifically the husband as

protector and provider and therefore head of the

family and the wife as homemaker and child-

raiser?

Lilies: Again, a very difficult question. Certainly

the law does, to some extent, help push the spouses

into the respective roles you describe. On the other

hand, I believe greater factor is society and public

opinion - if you will, social opinion. Society expects

the woman to be in the home; it expects the woman
to desist from pursuing a career while her children

are in infancy and perhaps this concept has largely

been ingrained in her by her parents. She in fact

expects to delay her career or perhaps not to have a

career at all in favour of having children and
keeping house for her husband. Certainly the law,

until recently, has made no recognition of the fact

that a wife, at home looking after children, was
performing a valid social function. For example,

our tax system doesn't recognize it as a job. A
husband, if he pays his wife to look after the home,
doesn't get a reduction in respect of his income.

Moreover, until very recently,there had been no

recognition of the working wife and the extra ex-

penses that she encounters, such as babysitting and
housekeeping expenses. This clearly discouraged

women from leaving the home to pursue careers

while children were still at home. Even now, the

recognition of the career wife is not complete. There
are limits to how much she can deduct from her

income for babysitting. But the idea at least is there

and it is something which I think can grow in the

future.

Journal: S, 197 of the Criminal Code states that

everyone is under a legal duty as a husband to

provide the necessary life for his wife, and, if a

couple divorces, it is usually - 1 think almost always
- the man who must pay alimony in support of his

wife. This, as I interpret it, emphasizes the

husband's role as provider but says nothing about a

wife's contribution. I wonder what would happen if,

when a couple divorced, the wife was working and

earning more then her husband and her husband

couldn't maintain their former standard of living or

anything near it without support from her. Would
she be required to pay?
Lilies: 'Yes, The New Divorce Act, 1%7 is a
milestone as far as family law is concerned.
Legally, at least, it treats husband and wife iden-

tically. In the situation you present, a working wife
may very well be required to suppfirt a husband if

he has no job or is incapacitated. Clearly, the

Divorce Law of 1967 anticipates and allows for

maintenance to be paid by the wife to the husband.
In fact, there have been several reported cases of

such an order being made. The examples, however,
are far and few between. But don't assume that the
law isn't necessarily being applied properly. There
may be a presumption by the courts that if the

husband is unemployed then he is perhaps not

deserving of maintenance or at least that it whould
not be very much - sort of a psychological hangover
from days past. But the main reason is that society

hasn't come to the point where the switching of

husband and wife roles has become frequent. In the

future I think you will see more of the switching of

roles taking place as far as housekeeping and so

forth is concerned. Consequently, I think you will

find more women being required to pay alimony to

their husbands.

"you will see

.

Mother with a

. a new professional -

capital 'M' "

"In the future . . . nnore women (will

be) required to pay alimony"

Journal: If we are heading towards an age where
we are going to see more of a dual career in

marriage, do you think that there will be a resultant

decline, not in the rate of alimony paid, but in the

alimony being paid at all? Will divorce become
merely a legal separation requiring no maintenance
support?
Lilies: Primarily. I foresee that in the very near
future, I foresee it partially related to the Murdock
case. There is only one solution to the Murdock
situation. That is total abandonment of our present

separate property regime and the adoption of a

matrimonial regime which you have probably

heard of called the community property regime.

Journal: No, I haven't.

Lilies: There are many forms of community
property regime but the basic principle is that when
a marriage breaks up husband and wife take all the

matrimonial assets they have accumulated during

the marriage and split them 50-50, no questions

asked. It doesn't matter in whose name a particular

properly is held. So long as the properly was
ac((uire(l during the marriage, the spouses will split

that property 50-50. This is merely a recognition of

what in fact does take i)lace in most marriages, a

recognition of the partnership principle. One of (he

spinoffs of this is that once the wife or husband has

gotten his h.'ilf share there is nothing more coming
to him unless exceptional circumstances warrant it.

Thus, alimony or sup[x)rt after marriage will be
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so forth, and couple with them for the pruposes of

having their own child with no intention of

marriage. In addition, there is an increasing

number of single men who are adopting children

without intending to get married. This is taking

place right now and I think that it is an indication of

what we might expect in the future. The other thing

is the incjease in polygamy. I don't mean con-

current polygamy but rather consecutive

polygamy, inasmuch as people divorcing and
changing spouses is becoming accepted in our

society. I think I saw a statistic somewhere showing
that one out of four bridegrooms in the U.S has been

to the altar before, and I think if you look back over

the last ten or twenty years you can see the

amazing rate at which this phenomena is in-

creasing. This is something that is happening now.

All indications are that the frequency of this hap-

pening will increase in the future. So these are the

two things that I suggest are indicative of what the

future will bring. Perhaps a third thing-today, right

now, in Texas, a 14 year old girl and a 16 year old

boy can, without the consent of their parents, fill

out a form and deposit it in an administrative office

and be legally married. These present develop-

ments, I think, show what could happen in the

future. I have a philosophy of what might happen in

the future and if you would like to hear it I would be

willing to tell you.

"still a need for close emotional
contact - but not to (create) legal

permanent relationships"

Journal: Certainly.

Lilies: Well, I can see the future change taking

place in three stages and I think these stages are

coincident with certain scientific developments. In

addition, throughout I think you will see the

development of a new profession, a new career - not

a lawyer, not a carpenter, but a new professional

called Mother with a capital"M" and Father with a

capital "F". But let's go back to the beginning, I

see that society will begin to become more
unisexual - not in sex but in career and attitude. The
sexual man-woman relationship will continue but it

will be with more partners, different partners -

transient relationships. It will be primarily based

on sexual gratification, and I don't say that in an
immoral sense at all.

Journal: You mean that relationships will be for-

med more for pleasure than for love?

Lilies: Not necessarily. I think love will be very

much a part of sex. Perhaps even more so than it is

now in marriage relationships which continue not

because love is there but because social pressures

are such that the parties cannot bring themselves to

split up. So perhaps love will be present to an even

greater degree than it is in our traditional

marriage. Now the second stage will, I think, occur
within our lifetime and will Coincide with the

scientific development and perfection of an embryo
transplant. There will be a great push for scientific

development in that area primarily because of the

decrease in the birth rate that is taking place even
now as fewer women want to be tied down and
prefer to have jobs. Also there will be pressure from
the state, an involvement of the state in this aspect

and it will be manifested in the selectivity of the

offspring that are created and by the parents

utilized in embryo transplants and so forth. There
will be fewer children in the future within our
lifetime. We can see this happening now. Con-
sequently there will be a need for the children we do
have to be more superior - in IQ in emotional

stability, and physical traits. This pressure for

selectivity will, I think, be a fairly natural one from
merely extrapolating the physical conditions we see

right now. The people from our stage one who want
to have children will be the ones to carry the em-
bryo transplants and raise the children within their

own wombs. The only difference is that it won't be

their children but somebody else's.

Journal: What you describe sounds like a cross

between Brave New World and Nietzsche's concept

of "The Superman".
Lilies: I don't see that. I see this as a natural

evolution from these extrapolating changes that are

taking place right now. I don't think it is a form of

philosophy at all. I think it is just scientific logic and
that is the basis of my theory. If what is happening
now continues in the same way, natural pressures

will force us into that situation. There will be some
women who want to have children and some women
who do not. As the advantages of not having
children increase, with more equal opportunities for

women, there will be less women willing to have
children. I think the third stage of development in

family law will take place with the scientific

development and perfection of techniques of gr-

owing children in test tubes and laboratory jars.

That is, I think, beyond the next fifty years, and it

will coincide with the ability to predetermine the

sex, IQ, physical traits, emotional responses, and so

forth of these children. Obviously there is going to

be a great state involvement and government in-

terest in this. In fact, it will probably be controlled

totally by the government. It may be necessary for

the government to do this because if, right now, in

Canada under zero population growth, the decline of

the birth rate continues to drop, the government
will obviously become concerned. It won't take too

many generations before the only people around are

old people so I think it natural that there will be

more scientific interest in this area with increasing

government involvment. But I don't mean to say in

any bad sense that somehow they are going to take

it over and skirt this very important issue. They are

going to have to because men and women will not be

willing to do so voluntarily. I think howevee that

even when we get to the test tube baby stage there

will still be need for parents for the psychological

development of these children. Psychologists tell us

today that it is necessary for young children to have
mothers and fathers so they can identify with them
and adjust their own emotional characteristics.

Since I foresee our future society not being a sexless

society but very much a sexy society, it will be

necessary to have both mothers and fathers to

ensure the proper sexual identification of the

children. However, the mothers and fathers will

then become professional, highly qualified people.

People wanting to become mothers will go to

college to become highly qualified technical

Mothers with a captial "M", realizing that the

career they are choosing is a crucial one to the

future of a country. That would apply to fathers as

well. It will become a new profession if you will. In

the initial stages I foresee mothers and fathers still

pairing off and deciding to have the traditional
relationship and raise the test tube children withen
their own family, a normal family group but soon
this will appear very inefficient.With fewer people
willing to become mothers and fathers, we will
have to become more efficient and that can only be
done by raising these children in mass production, if

you will, in dormitories, in small communites.
Mothers and fathers will commute to the dorms.
They will arrive before the children wake and leave
after the children are put to bed. It becomes clear
that if that is the case then it will no longer be
necessary for mothers and fathers to have a
relationship between them. The only thing in

common between them will be their children so that

you will end up having in the family law structure
families consisting of Mothers with a capital "M",
Fathers with a capital "F", and children. Whe
Mothers and Fathers leave their place of em-
ployment, they may sleep with different people,

have their own close circle of friends, and not
necessarily have any ties between them save their

children.
Journal: So that you are suggesting we are heading
towards a world of individuals in every sense of the
word.

Lilies: No, I don't think so because I think that there
will still be a need for close emotional and sexual
contact - but not to the extent of creating legal

permanent relationships. These people will be
living with people, they will still be in love with
people, they may formalize their relationships with
these people by perhaps registering somewhere, but
nowhere on the certificate will it say 'till death do us
part'. It will be recognized that as soon as both
parties want to they can separate without legal

consequences. You can call that marriage - 1 don't

care what you call it - but it certainly is not
marriage as we call it now. Maybe it will still be
called marriage even then.

Journal: It's probable then that our current family
law would have to be significantly altered in order
to accomodate these changes.
Lilies: Yes, I think that the future holds for us a
total extinction of family law as we understand it

today in relation to marriage, divorce, and main-
tenance. This is because I also foresee a continued
state involvement in the welfare of every individual

in society, for example, in the provision of a

minimum wage for every single person in Canada.
If every person has a minimum wage, this will

enable them to live in a comfortable life style-so

what need is there for maintenance after divorce,

especially^ if combined with the community
property regime. It is meaningless. Moreover,
there will be less social pressure associated with
support for children from broken marriage because
the state will provide most of the support the child

will need. Therefore the necessity for strict laws
requiring a mother, father, or relative to provide
financial assistance for a particular child will not be
necessary. In fact, I believe children will become
the important citizens of our future society and the

state will provide more and more for them because
of the recognition that they will be essential for the

future of the nation, the future of the country.

"I believe children will

important citizens of

society"

become the
our future
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This term the Queen's Department of Drama
will again present a varied and interesting theatre

season. The Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark
and the visit of Tony Montanaro and his Celebration

Mime Theatre are the highlights. The department
will also continue the Chronicles and Sunday
Workshop programs. They often prove to be as

exciting as the Major Production and visiting

performers.

The first Chronicles of this term. Chronicles 20,

will be directed by Jana Kendall. Earlier this

season, Kendall directed the Domino Theatre's

popular production of Dracula. For the Chronicles

series she will direct Meegan Terry's Keep Tightly

Closed in a Cool Dry Place. Terry is the author of

Viet Rock, the controversial play about the Viet-

nam War. Keep Tightly Closed is no less con-

troversial in form, and deals with the im-

prisonment-literal psychological and
metaphysical; about dependency and fatherhood.

Chronicles 20 open Tuesday, January 29 at 7.30 p.m.

and runs the rest of the week to Friday evening

February 1.

The other Chronicles this season promise to be

equally as interesting as Keep Tightly Closed.

Chronicles 21 will be directed by Maurice Breslow.

He hasn't yet selected his play, but is considering

some interesting scripts.

Fred Euringer will direct George Ryga's The
Ecstasy of Rita Joe for Chronicles 22. Ryga's play,

considered by many to be the most moving play that

Canada has produced, will be presented in Con-

vocation Hall as a workshop production. Per-

formances will be during the last week of March.

The Sunday Workshop series, formerly Sundays

at Eight, will feature a varied program. A
Colloquium on Hamlet, some modem Noh plays,-

written by senior drama student John m. reeves,

and a C'ommedia dell'Arte presentation are just a

few of the workshops planned. All performances

will be on Sunday evenings at 8.00 pm in one of the

Drama Department's theatre spaces.

Work on the major production. The Tragedy of

Hamlet Prince of Denmark, is going ahead at full

speed under the direction of Professor Bernard
Burkom. The cast rehearsed over part of the

Christmas vacation and now is working 6 days a

week. All cast members work out regularly at the

gym to develop the stamina necessary to conquer
the difficult and exhausting play. This emphasis on

the physical points up the primitive forces at the

centre of this highly philosophical play.

Shakespeare realized that brutality, sex, and
violence reign expecially in the most civilised

socieites. Opening night of Hamlet is Wednesday,
February 6 at 8.00 p.m.

Tony Montanaro, the gifted American mime,
will be our visiting professional performer this

season. Montanaro is no stranger to Queen's

audiences. His brilliant performance here last year,

won him unanimous praise and a spontaneous

standing ovation. During reading week, he will

conduct a daily workshop with drama students-

teaching mime technique.

His week-long stay will culminate in a per-

formance with his newly formed Celebration Mime
Theatre. This performance will be in Duncan
McArthur Auditorium on February 23. Montanaro
and his troupe will be presenting a completely new,

and in some respects experimental program of

mime. The talent and superb discipline of Mon-
tanaro and his group make this a performance to

see.

The Drama Department is pleased to bring in a

performer of Montanaro's stature to the Queen's

Community. Further information about his show or

any other of the department's activities can be
obtained by visiting the Drama Desk in the

basement of the Old Arts Building.

GEORGE McLEOD OF lONA

PUBLIC LECTURES
Tuesday, January 15, 8 p.m. Chalmers Church

- "The political Precipice"

Wednesday, January 16, 8 p.m. Ellis Hall,

Queen's Main Campus
- "The Pacifist Imperative"

Thursday, January 17, 8 p.m. AAcArthur Hall

Room 237, West Campus
- "The Personal Involvement"

Under the auspices of Queen's Theological
College

BROWN BAG LUNCH
AT AGNES
THURSDAY
january 17

you bring the lunch

we'll give you coffee FREE!

come join michael bell at 12:30

for an informal CHAT about the

COVERDALE COLLECTION

OF CANADIANA

agnes etherington art centre

GRANT HALL

SUNDAY
JANUARY 20th

1 show $2.00

Tickets: John Orr Room, Union

"the likes of Bruce Cockburn offer a welcome alternative" . . .

"an extremely gifted guitarist, a rather talented pianist, and a

very entertaining dulcimer and mandolin player as well. .
."

"a warm and personal down-home style of music. .

- Queen's Journal '72

Bruce Cockburn
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Masks of Childhood

by James Reaney
Toronto: New Press. 1972

$2.85
'

James Reaney has been acclaimed the most important poet

in Canada today. In a recent edition of The Globe and Mail

Professor Ross Woodman of the University of Western Ontario

praised one of Reaney's works, saying that it was better than

any of the plays of Yeats, Eliot or Fry. The selections included in

Masks of Childhood do not support this claim. One may well ask

whether works written in Canada always be applauded because

they are Canadian and not because they are genuine works of

art. (

Reaney in his literary career has been obsessed with

childhood and its clash with maturity. The ideas presented in the

three plays of this volume are interesting but repetitive. The
essential childishness of every human being is exaggerated to

show adulthood as a mask for childishness and as a protection

against the harshness of maturity.

The first play, "The Easter Egg," carries the reader into a

fairy tale world where a wicked stepmother is in control: she

raises herself from a kitchen maid to the widow of a professor

and a bishop and is most skilled in extracting proposals of

marriage; even from a young minister who intends to marry her

step-daughter. The plot revolves around this woman and her

stepson.

Two English Professors, who continually push each other's

desks back and forth at a small Western Liberal Arts College,

are the protagonists of "Three Desks" and their actions form

the basis of the plot. A third professor in the same office ob-

serves and sometimes aids in the shuffling .This plot becomfes

too complicated for the author to resolve and thus the play is

forced to an ending.

"The Killdeer", a revised version of the play published in

the "The Kildeer and Other Plays., shows a soap opera world

wherein the local ladies hang on to every morbid detail of the life

of Madam Fay, who is another wicked stepmother figure.

Murder forms the basis of this plot and Madam Fay striving to

gain revenge on her childhood, appears to be the stepmother of

"The Easter Egg" in a different suit of clothes.

Although Reaney has insight into an aspect of human
character and an ability to reproduce local dialogue his plot

development and character presentation are shallow. The
collection is not however a total failure as Reaney demonstrates

poetic sensitivity and this is a redeeming feature.

Barbara Nyland

People in the Arts

99*

per evening

MODERN FILM CLASSICS

WED. JAN. 16, 8:00 p.m.

Large Lecture Theatre

Bunuel's

THE MILKY WAY

KINGSTON

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

"Something for everyone"
by Bruce Chown

Ann Dowsett, co-ordinator of

this year's Festival of the Arts,

describes the Festival, to be held

February 5th-9th, as "a showcase
of all the arts with something to

appeal to everyone." The weeks
activities will include film

presentations, music sessions,

drama, mime, dance workshops
and performances, guest
speakers and art and
photography exhibits. There will

be many opportunities for

participation, for according to

Ann, "the key to appreciation of

the Festival is participation."

The Festival has been held

annually for the past three years
and is an Alma Mater Society

initiated event. Ann views the

Festival as "an opportunity to

give financial and moral support

to the artistic talent at Queen's,

to offer a showcase for their

talent, and increase the

availability of outside per-
formers to complement Queen's
own." Members of the Canadian
Mime Theatre will conduct a
three day workshop. A Dance
Company from New York will be

working with several dance
classes at Queen's. John de Viss,

best known as Farley Mowat's

photographer, will be visiting.

John Hartford, in addition to a

formal concert, will be on
campus for two days to visit

classes and meet small groups.

"The majority of the events

during the week will be free of

charge. This is the result of the

generous funding of the AMS, the

ASUS, the Richardson Trust

Fund, and the Speakers' Com-
mission and the co-operation of

the Queen's Entertainment
Agency and Concert Committee

and the Inter-Year Society of the

ASUS." Ann would also like to

point out that the project would

have been infeasible if solely

dependent on the AMS.
"In order to attract as much

attention as possible the week
will be crammed." In addition to

the Arts Festival Events, the

Concert Committee is presenting

John Hartford in concert, the

Division of Concerts securing the

Festival Singers of Canada and
the Canadian Brass in Grant
Hall. The Drama Department's

Ann Dowsett

major production,Hamlet, will be

running, the Music Department

has a student recital scheduled,

and there will be three Ban Righ

Firesides that week. Hopefully

Ann says, "People will not be

able to avoid the arts that week
because they will be tripping over

it!"

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Jan. 14, 15 & 16.

You'll get more for your money with the Colonel's

TNfUpreoK

Free
trench
fries!

ALLTHIS FOR ONLY

$3.60
REGULAR
VALUE
$4.85

K«ntu^ku fried /Jki^k^H
• ^ ^ W A CANADIAN COMPANY

Colonel Sanders and his boys make it "finger lickin' good"

240 MONTREAL ST.

1407 PRINCESS ST.

BATH RD. at GARDINER'S RD.
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Swim Gaels edged by S.L.U.
The Queen's Swim Team lost

a hard fought meet to St.

Lawrence University on
Saturday. The St. Lawrence team
was tough as expected, and
although small, managed to

chalk up a final of 66-47 in their

favour.

The meet started off with the

400 Medley Relay, for which St.

Lawrence didn't field a team, and
Queen's swam against the clock.

The 1000 freestyle was next and
Ireland and Easto picked up
second and third against good
competition. Following this, the

200 freestyle saw Lucas and
Garsford pick up second and
third. In the third freestyle event

in a row, the 50 free, Queen's had
to settle for a third, against St.

Lawrence's strength in freestyle,

as they took first and second.

Good performances by Cameron,
Ireland and Dalziel gave Queen's

second and third in the 200 IM.

In the IM diving. Hill Kirk-

patrick and Jim Stone both dove
well, but found strong com
petition as Bill placed third.

The 200 fly brought an upturn
for Queen's as Ireland won in

2:12.2 and Jim Gaisford placed
third. This was the first time Jim
had swum this rather tiring event

in a meet and the points were
welcome. The 100 free brought a

personal best time for Jim Easto
of 54.7, as he prevented a sweep
of the event by the freestyle core

of St. Lawrence. Paul Lucas won
the 200 Back in 2:21.6 and Davies

placed third, setting a higher
tempo for the last few events.

Dalziel and Scheurmann finished

second and third in the 500 free.

The 200 Breaststroke proved to be

an exciting event as Miles, Gillis

and Cameron all placed right

behind .J, Hannah of St.

Lawrence.

Moving back to the diving.

Bill Kirkpatrick put in a superb
performance on the 3M Ixmrd.

This event is his specialty and he

ran up a point total of 209 to place

first, The final event was the 400

free relay, a hard fought battle in

which Penner, Easto, Lucas and
Grinter took second in a judges'

decision.

This was the first meet for

the Queen's swimmers this term,

and many of them felt the effect

of Christmas. They also felt the

loss of Rob Stoddart and John
Pearson to injuries, although Rob
has made a speedy recovery and
should see action sometime this

week. The team is enthusiastic

however and coaches Reid and
Fredman look for hard work and
bright prospects this term.

Gals down Trent, but...
by Mary Anne Purdy

The long Christmas break,

combined with the absence of top-

scoring centre Jarmila Smola
and forward Jenny Bagnall,

hampered the quality of

basketball played by the

women's intermediate team
Saturday afternoon. Although the

team managed to pull off a 34-17

win against the visiting Trent

squad, the game was a series of

fast, uncontrolled plays and
passes, with both teams guilty of

a lack of discipline. Only in the

second half did Queen's begin to

play with the skill and style they

are capable of.

The Gals opened the game
,with a high post offence, which

worked against Trent's 2-1-2 zone

defence, but then the Queen's
team began to shoot their ac-

curacy left much to be desired, as

reflected in the low 8-2 score at

quarter time. Queen'3 seemed to

be rushing their shots and plays,

resulting in repeated turnovers.

The only consolation for this poor
play was that the Trent team was
also plagued with sloppy passes,

badly run plays, and erratic

dribbling.

Queen's defence worked well,

with most of the Trent players

being forced to take long shots

from outside the key. Joan
Dawkins for Queen's played a

good first half, getting six of 17

Goels win big
The Gaels opened this term with a new look and a new attitude by

defeating St. Lawrence College 77-49. It was a very convincing win in

that the men displayed the type of Basketball they are capable of

playing. The first half was close but the new "platoon" system took its

toll in the second period. Essentially the platoon system divides the

team into two fairly well balanced units and coaches Tindall and

Smith substituted each unit every five minutes. The effect was to run

the St. Lawrence team off the floor. The Gaels scored 18 unanswered
pfjints in the last five minutes. Norm Hagarty was top scorer with 23

while }ii)h Smart contributed 14 assists.

Regular season begins on Tuesday with the Gaels going to Ottawa

to meet Carleton. This will prove to be a crucial game for the Gaels if

they wish to have a successful season. At the present time the Gaels

have a 1 and 3 record and if they are defeated by a reputedly weak
Carleton squad, the trend for the rest of the season will be set. The first

home game is this Friday against U of T. and a more in depth analysis

will be in the next Journal after the outcome of the Raven game.

W.I.C. News
The second women's athletic night will bo hold in the Bews Gym, Jan. 17,

10 00 p.m. Featured is a free throw contort for both males and females, Come
and win a 12 pack.

Attention Guys and girls; The jogathon begins Jan. 17. Bring your running
•,hoc<, to the indoor track and start jogging for your faculty

points scored for Queen's.
Dawkins and Barb Piatt led

Queen's with a game-high eight

points each, while Sue Hall was
close behind with seven. Sara
Londerville, Devany Smith, Sue
Davis, and Crystal Grove each
added their share of points for the

team.

Things picked up in the

second half for Queen's, due
mostly to an effective press that

the team has just recently been
introduced to. Queen's press

resulted in Trent continually

being forced into throwing the

ball away, or being forced into a

jump ball with Queen's.
However, even though Queen's

had possession of the ball a

greater percentage of the time,

they failed to capitalize on this

because of their inaccurate
shooting.

Sara Londerville played well

in the second half, rebounding

well on both the offensive and
defensive boards. Queen's was
good at gaining possession of

rebounds and jumpballs, but

couldn't seem to get their

shooting gear working, and the

shooting skills . of Smola and
Bagnall, both out because of

sickness, were sorely missed.

Veteran Barb Piatt played an

excellent, aggressive two-way
game, playing the entire game,
without letting up on Trent at any
time. Both teams substituted

regularly. Queen's more so in the

second half.

The Queen's Intermediate

Women's team opened the '74

season slowly, and with many
mistakes to be corrected.

However, coach Scott Cook is

confident that the team will work
its way up to the* level of

basketball the players are
capable of achieving, and con-

tinue its winning ways.

ART SCI '77

Year Crest and Year Buttons

have finally arrived

Both are on sale

starting Wednesday lunch

in ail meal lines

Price of Crest: $3.00

Price of Button: .50

DEPRESSED?

The Psychology Department at Queen's University is

seeking volunteers for a study of the treatment of

depression. Several new^ treatment methods have
recently been developed and there is sufficient clinical

evidence to support their use. However, we wish to

examine their effectiveness more carefully with people
suffering from mild to moderate depression.

If you frequently feel mildly or moderately
depressed, and if you feel depressed at present and would
like to volunteer for treatment please call one of the
following:

Margaret Innes or Fred Taylor

Clinical Secretary

Psychology Dept.

Phone: 547-5915 (9-4 p.m.)

Clinical Research
Assistant

Phone 548-8497 (5- 8 pm)

NOTE: Noneof the treatment methods involve drugs nor will we
ask you to go through any unpleasant experience.

AGAIN THIS TERM

Wednesday Afternoon Concerts

in the Poison Room, Union

2:30 - 3:30

featuring B. Mus. Students

Free coffee & doughnuts,

sponsored by A.S.U.S.

Contact:

Festival of the Arts
Festival needs interested imaginative people in many aspects of the Arts.

If you v\/ant to contribute, then we'd like to hear from you.

Drama (Workshops, Skits, Revues)

Jane Stewart - 546-6370

, . ,„ . ^. . , . , Music (Folk, classical - Anything)
Art ( Paintings, crafts, photography)

p^^,, ,^07 Karen - 544-8018
Linda Bitove 546 4607

p^^^^^ (informal Readings)

Br^ldT Toner""* 546^9 10 '
"^-'207
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Gaels blast Badgers 7-2; remain undefeated
by Peter Watts

Queen's Golden Gaels con-

tinued on their undefeated way
last Thursday night with ^ 7-2

victory over the Brock Badgers
in St. Catherines. The Badgers,

who are second only to Ryerson
in terms of inaptitude, never-

theless gave the Gaels some
aitxious moments. The Gaels
were hampered by the worst
sheet of ice this reporter has ever
seen in a hockey arena. The
result was that Colin Loudon's
line failed to get untracked in the

game or the score undoubtededly
would have been much higher.

Offensively, the Gaels were
led by the two goal performance
of Dave Parks. Parks, who
played last year in Holland, saw
service on the third line replacing

either Don Langill or Ron
Shepherd, scored his first goal on
a rebound and His second after

some hard work in the corner

behind the Brock goal. Single

markers were added by Bob
Clayton, Ron Shepherd, Dave
Hadden, and defensemen Steve

Gross and Chris Clark.

Hadden's goals
was well, what can you say
about the Beast? He picked

up the puck behind his own goal

(he was playing defense on this

particular shift) and skated the

length of the ice, deaking one
defenseman at the blue line and
flipping the puck behind a sur-

prised Brock netminder:

Speaking of the Beast, he has
challenged defenseman Frank
Coffey to a slapshot contest,

hopefully to be held during the

Ryerson game slated for Queen's
on Feb. 23rd. Coffey, who has one
of the best shots on the team, has
agreed to endure some suitable

handicap (ie. shooting right

handed or something). It

promises to be a most interesting

contest.

Swim Gals do well
Last Saturday, January 12th,

Guelph University hosted the

annual OWIAA Women's Relay
meet and the Queen's team was
quite impressive in their en-

deavors.

In the 400 freestyle relay the

Queen's team of Barb Kaake,

Dianne Semple, Cathy Brace
and Jane Noakes set a new
Queen's team record to win the

event against the strong teams of

Gals drop two
Queen's Golden Gals dropped

their first games of the current

basketball season over the

weekend, but chose the right

time to come up with bad efforts

;

the Ottawa U. tournament games
have no effect on Queen's un-

blemished" OWIAA-East record.

The Gals succumbed to a com-
bination of superior rebounding,

especially on the part of first-

round victor Western, and
disturbingly lethargic play on
their own behalf. Western easily

handled Queen's 53-44 in a

Saturday encounter, dominating
the boards, especially in the first

half, and forcing the Gals out of

the aggressive running game
they play so well. The only hint of

aggression came in the form of

an inordinate number of bad fouls

- riot bad calls, just foolish

reaching hacks that had very

little chance of accomplishing

anything constructive. Combined
with numerous turnovers and
some badly forced shots, it

spelled a disastrous game for

Queen's. In some respects, the

nine-point margin is far too

flattering, considering the level

of the Gals' play.

The second defeat, a 39-37

squeaker at the hands of league

rival Varsity, was a more evenly-

matched affair physically, but

neither team shot particularly

well, as the low score indicated.

The Gals' play was again
somewhat uninspired, but

showed a few signs of recovery.

The Gals will resume league

action ( and hopefully playing the

excellent brand of ball they

displayed before Christmas) this

Friday at 6.00 p.m. in the Bartlett

Gym when they host perennial

rival Laurentian. The Vees are

led by national-team member
Kathy Williams, and coached by
the national-team coach, so the

Gals are going to have to resume
playing with their old enthusiasm

and ability to stay undefeated in

the OWIAA.They should be able

to do it.

Int. women's V-B wins
Last Saturday the Women's

Intermediate team defeated
Trent University 3 games to 1

with scores of 15-5, 15-1, 13-15, and
15-9. As the scores indicate, the

games were a little one-sided.

Coach Brian Skinner feels that

his team is finally coming
together as a unit and this~ is the

primary factor in their success.

Next Saturday, the Gals meet

McMaster here and it promises to

be an interesting match.
Although the McMaster ggls beat

Queen's 3 straight in the first part

of the season. Coach Skinner feels

very confident that the Queen's

women will end up on top. With

this new outlook that the team
has, it should be a very successful

second half of the season.

Judo Club: New Hours

Tues. and Thurs.

9:30-11:00 p.m.

In the meantime, the Gaels
are prepared for a tough match
against the GeeGees tonight at 8

at the Harty Arena. The Gaels
defeated the Ottawa team 5-3 in

the tournament two weeks ago
and the Ottawa team held a 2-0

lead after .the first period. Goalie

Alain Larose was outstanding in

the first period of that game until

Clayton's line tied the score with
two quick goals. In other words,
the Gee Gee's are not to be taken
lightly. The Gaels won't be; few
of them care much for Hurtubise
& Co. anyway.

It would be appreciated if you
all would keep Friday night open.
If possible, be in Toronto for the

Queen's- Varsity game. This

promises to be the showdown of

the year. The Blues got by
Carleton 3-2 in Toronto last

Friday night and so this could be
a fine game. For those who can't

make it, CFRC will carry the

game live at 8 p.m.

Toronto and Waterloo.

Two Queen's teams were
entered in the 300 Breastroke
relay, placing 4th and sixth out of

eleven entries. The race
displayed some promising breast

strokers for future meets. In the

300 backstroke relay the team of

Kathy Lech, Ginny Langmuir
and Heather MacWilliam placed

second in their heat, fifth overall.

This was the first year that

Queen's could enter the 200

butterfly relay and the freshman
team of Kaake, Noakes, Cathy
Lennard and Vicki Troup had a

fine showing of fourth place.

In the Crescendo event, the

first swimmer swims 50 yards,

the next 100 yards and the last

swimmer races 200 yards. Brace,

Noakes, and Semple placed 3rd

overall in this relay.

Queen's entered two teams in

the 300 Individual Medley relay

who placed third and fourth.

The final event of the day was
the 200 yard freestyle relay.

Queen's had three teams in this

event, placing second only to the

strong Toronto A team, literally

by a touch!

For the first time in two
years Queen's entered a diving

team, Vivian Steacy and Vicky
Troup. Although they held their

own in scoring points, the degrees
of difficulty of their dives were
lower than the other teams. In

overall average, this counted

against them. Special mention
should go to freshman Vicky
Troup who as well as diving

showed great efforts in her speed
swimming events.

All in all coach Sheila

McKirdy was delighted with the

entire team and is very op-

timistic about the rest of the

season. Freshmen Noakes,
Kaake, Lennard and Semple
show great promise and may well

be strong contenders in the

National Meet if they continue to

swim as well as they did on

Saturday.

The girls will be working
hard this week to prepare for this

coming weekend as they travel to

Waterloo to compete against

seven other universities. The
following weekend January 26th,

Queen's will host her second
invitiational meet.

mossman

The "Beast" had spectacular end to end rush for the

closing goal

Track warms-up
by Kathy Wynne

Saturday afternoon at the CNE in Toronto was the scene of

the first all-comers meet of the 1974 indoor track season. The
Queen's Gals and Gaels considered the meet a necessary

preparation for the prestigious international meet to be held at

Cornell University in Ithaca, New York next weekend.
Saturday's meet was particularlily successful for high-

jumper Mike Forsyth of Queen's who placed fourth clearing 6

feet 1 inch. Rod Walter won his heat in the 800 metre setting a

new personal record of 1:57.4. Another fine performance was
given by distance man Dieter Stein leading both his heat in the

1500 metre and 3000 metre run. The rest of the small Queen's

contingent was made up by Marc Macaulay, Walter Simbriski,

Vic Gooding, veterans Don Price and Dave Jarvis who all

placed well in their events looking strong for the season to come.

Janey O'Rourke finished second in her heat in the 50 metre
dash with a time of 7.2 seconds. Kathy Wynne and O'Rourke,

.second and third in their heat of the 400 metre completed the

representation of the Queen's Gals.

Next Sturday the Cornell International Meet will for the first

,time, include a full slate of women's events. Queen's team will

be complete and coaches Rolf Lund and Sue Bolton are op-

timistic that the showing will be strong.

St. Lawrence Parks Commission

Summer Employment at

OLD FORT HENRY
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

Information and Films Night
Describing the Fort Henry Guard

January 30th at 7:30 p.m.

students' Memorial Union - Small
Common Room - 2nd Floor

Application forms available at

THE PLACEMENT OFFICE, corner of

UNIVERSITY and UNION. Sign-ups

for interviews begin on

22nd January
and Campus Interviews are being held on

February 4th to 8th
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World: U.S. retargets missiles
WASHINCTON - The targets of some U.S. lon^-

l anf^o missiles have been shifted from Soviet cities

lo missile bases, command centres, and other

military sites. The change, made over the last few

months, gives the U.S. the option of responding with

less than all-out war if I he Soviet Union should at

lempt limited "adventurism" in Kurope or

el.sewh<!re.

With the accuracy of American warheads,
missiles can be conc((ntrated on selected targets to

make sure they woiild be knocked out , even if below

ground and shielded l)y reinforced concrete,

WASHINGTON - The i;.S. has propo.sed a :5 round
scries of talks aimed at stabilizing the world's oil

trading.

The first round will consist of talks between the

foreign ministers of the eight countries who con-

sume the overwhelming majority of the world's oil

production. The countries invited to the talks are:

the U.S., Canada, Japan, liritain, West Germany,
France, Italy and the Netherlands.

The second round of talks will include other oil

consuming countries, particularly those with un-

derdeveloped economies, while the third round will

be conferences with the major oil producers.

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger outlined the

talks in a news conference Thursday. A't the same
time he made it clear that over the long term the

United States intend to become self-sufficient in its

energy needs.

Meanwhile, in Paris, France announced an

increase in the price of regular gasoline to $1.80 a

gallon and premium gasoline to $1.95 a gallon.

Canada

Wiretap bill passed
OTTAWA- The Senate has ap-

proved the Liberal Government's
wiretap bill after a brief show of

independence in which the upper

House attempted to remove a

controversial clause from the

bill.

The clause requires the at-

torney-general to notify persons

subjected to a police wiretap of

the fact within 90 days of removal

of the bug. The clause was in-

serted by the opprjsition parties

over the objections of the

Government
After the Senate, which is

dominated by the Liberals,

removed the clause and sent the

bill back to the Commons the

NDf-" threatened a filibuster if the

House did not reject the Senate

amendment Fearful that an

-NOP filibuster would result in the

Government's dropping the bill

altogether the Conservatives

rallied tjehind the NOP and the

combin<;d opjrxjsition voted to

send thf! bill back unchanged.

Faced with this rebuke of its

amendment the Senatf; gave way
and passed the unamended bill.

'Wheee,

TORONTO- A third child has

been struck by diphtheria in the

Peel region west of Toronto and

doctors are trying to track down
the carrier of the bacteria. Two
children who contracted the

disease in recent weeks have
recovered. The third case has

just been confirmed and two

children with suspected cases

have been admitted to hospital

for observation.

SUDBURY- A coroner's inquest

has opened here to investigate a

series of 22 deaths in Sudbury

General Hospital during the last

five months. At least some of.the

deaths followed a mixup in

anesthetic and oxygen lines

during the installation of a new
medical gas system in the

emergency wing of the hospital.

Lines containing oxygen and

nitrous oxide, laughing gas,

apparently had been crossed.

Those who died were given what

was thought to be oxygen.

The inquest will be the

largest since the inquiry into the

Sept. 1949, holocaust on the

(ruis(! ship Noronic, which
' laimed 119 lives.

OTTAWA Liberal Party sources

indicated Friday that Ontario's

next Li(!Ul(!nant (iov(!rnor may
be a woman, the first to occupy a

viceregal post in (Canada. They
said Prime Minister Trudeau's

offic*", which mak(!S the ap-

pointment, is compiling a list for

ihc position. W. Ross Macdonald,

wtio is )'.2, has be(!n Lieut(;nant-

Governor since 1968.

OTTAWA After paying a call on

tlic (^ucen in London, .JiiUrs Legifr

(lew to Ottawa arifl was sworn in

as Gfivrnor General on Monday.

The ceremony was held in the

Senate chamber. Mr. l/(;ger is

Canada's 21hI Governor-General,

and the fourth Canadian to hold

the office.

TORONTO- A coroner's jury has

recommended that all tenants of

Rochdale College should be

evicted to disperse users and

distributors of drugs con-

centrated there.

The jury, investigating the

death of I)aniel Price, 18, who fell

from an 11th story window last

November, heard evidence that

there are mere drugs in Rochdale

than in any other comparable

building in Canada and that the

building adrriinistrators have no

effective control over who lives in

the building.

Since 1970 there have been

nine deaths at Rochdale: seven

falls, one homicide and one

barbituates overdose.

WASHINGTON- The United

States appears to have aban-

doned the spirit-if not the letter-of

the Great Lakes Water Quality

Agreement with Canada signed

in April, 1972.

The most recent setback is

the announcement last week that

President Nixon will refuse to

.spend $:5-million of the $7-million

authorized by (Congress for the

next fiscal year lo help clean up

rivers and lakes through the

year. This, coupled with a law

pass(?d just before (Christmas

barring the Environmental
Protection Agencey from forcing

stale governmenis to give

priority to water treatment

facilties r(!quired t)y the (Jreat

Lakes agreement, means that

there is far less money for water

IreatmenI for the Great Lakes

states and that this money must

be spread more thinly.

It is estimated thai the

cl«!anup is already about four

years behind .schedule.

MOSCOW The Sfjviel Union has expanded its at

lar ks against Alexander Sol/.henitsyn Ut includc

altacks on the Voice of America for carrying ex

cerpts from Solzh<*nitsyn'K ixiiik The Gulag Ar
chi|jelago, a history o( the Soviet internal security

system, and warnings to Soviet <:ilizen« against

listening to foreign broadcasts I«;cau»e "anyone
who listens to this How of dirty things besmears his,

I

honor and dignity as a S<jviet man," I

The Soviet media has carried some attack on]
Solzhr-nitsyn daily since Jan. 2 hut this is the first

indication that the authorities are worried that an

audience may have formed for foreign broadcasts

Meanwhile, the official Soviet Writers Union
has expelled (i<i year-old novelist Lidia

Chukovskaya for defending the dissident physicist

Andrei Sakharov.

LONDON Prime Minister Edward Heath's un

budging stance in the coal miners' dispute has
dimmc'd hopes for an early solution to the crisis

The British Government refuses to give the miners
special status by sacrificing its anti-inflation wage
restraints. At the same time, the railway officials

have threatened tougher strike actions in pursuit of

their salary increases.

Amid the chaos of the three day week and
electricity blackouts, caused by the lack of coal I

which powers the generating stations, many Britons I

have expressed their approval of Heath's policy.

According to an opinion poll, .59 per cent of the I

population are in favor of the government's stub-

1

borness. I

PARIS - French film director Jean-Claude Dague.

who specializes in gangster films, went on trial here

Thursday charged with robbing seven banks to help

finance his latest film. Dague. .37, was arrested two

years ago after a bank clerk foiled a holdup at-

tempt. The prosecution alleges that Dague needed
money to produce a film based on one of the

gangster novels of Auguste le Breton.

WASHINGTON-The Communist Party of America

can now run candidates for public office as a result

of a recent U.S. Supreme Court decision.

An Indiana law which requires parties not

previously on the ballot to submit to a loyalty oath

renouncing the overthrow of any U.S. government
by force was ruled unconstitutional because it

violated the first and fourteenth amendments to the

Constitution.

At some moment I did answer yes
to Someone or Something, and
at that hour I was certain that

existence is meaningful and
that my life in self-surrender

had a goal. — Dag Hammarskiold

a

The
Christian

BtottTers
(De La Salle Brothers)

A life ol

prayer and snrvicp

in ( Diniiiiinity

Please send me a copy of your

16-page pfiolo essay describmg
ttie life of the Christian Brothers.

Name

.

Address

.

Mail to:

Brother George Morgan, F,S,C.

5 Avonwick Gate
Don Mills, Ontario M3A 2M5
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wat's

hapnin' ?

Pubs and Movies

401 Inn- Brian and Suzanne

Commodore- The Ballards

Townhouse- Muriel Day and the Night Squad

Frontenac- Finnegan's - Fred Werthman
-Muldoon's- Olive Bayle and the Irish

Tradition

Manor- Blarney Stone

Odeon- American Graffiti

Capitol 1- The Chinese Connection

Capitol 2- Papillon

Hyland- Paper Chase

Domino Theatre- Juno and the Paycock, by Sean

O'Casey, directed by Maureen Salter, Jan. 24, 25,

26, 31, Feb. 1, 2, 7, 8, 9.

FridayI Jan, 7 8

3.30-6.30 p.m.- ASUS Fireside Pub, in the Red Room,
Kingston Hall. Low-key atmosphere, politics

people invited. Beer 40c.

7.00 p.m.- Women's Intercollegiate Hockey game
versus McGill, at the Jock Harty Arena.

7.15 and 9.15 p.m.- McArthur Movie for 99c. This

week, Kenneth Loach's Wednesday's Child.

8.00 p.m.- Social Evening at the Kingston Women's
Centre, 110 Queen St. All women welcome.

8.00 p.m.- GSS Film Society showing of "The
Garden of the Finzi-Continis", in Ellis Hall.

8.15 p.m.- Men's Intercollegiate Basketball game
against Toronto, in the Bartlett Gym.

Saturdayt Jan, 7 9

Jan. 19 - Feb. 24- Hertha Muysson: The Imaginary
Portrait, an exhibition at the Art Centre.

9.00 a.m. -4.00 p.m.- Ontario:A New Awareness.
Come and meet and talk issues with Premier Bill

Davis and several of your provincial Members
and Cabinet Members. Come to the public

meeting at Kingston City Hall.

1.00 p.m.- East Section Volleyball Tournament
'Queen's, Ottawa, Carleton, RMC) in Ross Gym.

6.fXJ p.m.- Women's Intercollegiate Hockey game
against Guelph, in the Arena.

7.45 p.m.- The English-Speaking Union of the

Commonwealth in Canada, Kingston Branch, will

hold its monthly meeting in Rm. A-237, McArthur
College. The film, Mon Oncle Antoine will be
.shown. Tickets are $1 for students and members,
$2 for adult non-members, on sale at Info Bank.

10.(X)p.m.- l.fX)a.m.- "The Carpenter's In" a coffee

house in the Union basement coffee shop. Live
music, conversation, refreshments, at-

mosphere. ..bring a friend. 2.5c,

Sunday, Jan, 20

]()M a.m.- Morning Worship at Chalmer's United

Church, Barric St. at Clergy. Also coffee hour and
Sermon-Talk-Back.

10 :w a m. Folk MaH» Dunning Hall, followed by

coffee and donuts at Newman House, 164

University Ave.

D.fKJ ;i,m.- Univ«?rsity Service Morgan Memorial
Chapel, f)ld Arts Building.

2..'{0 p.m. 'ITie Kingston Symphony A.ssocialion and
the Kingston Choral .Society are presenting "The
Drfam of G«TonliuH", in Grant Hall, Student

tickets are $2,W,

i.'M) p.m.- Sunday Supper, followed by a talk on

Canada's Dual Hole aH a Colony and a Colonixcr,

given by I^'Arcy Martin of the I>evclo|>rncrit

Kflucation Centrfr in 'I'oronto, HfxmHorcd by the

f/iberation Study Group, Meal $1,25

7,fK) p m. Informal Enc haristic 1 oik S«Tvic« Hecond

flfjor Tlieology, in llw. P'aculty Lounge,

7 pro, McArthur Mhhh in the Senior Common
Hoorn.

•i () rn Brucf Cf»ckburn f>;ncerl in Grant Hall.

Tickets are $2.00 in the John Orr lioom. First

show is sold out, but there will be a second show at

11.00 p.m. if enough people are interested. Leave
your name in the John Orr Room.

Monday, Jan, 21

7.30 p.m. TAK volunteers, general meeting at the

usual place. It is important that you be there.

8.00 p.m.- Mediaeval Studies Group special lecture:

Mediaeval Spanish Epic Poetry and the Writing of

History, with speaker Prof. Erich von Richthofen,

U. ofT. In Rm. 517, John Watson Hall.

Tuesday, Jan, 22

12.30- 1.30 p.m.- The 'MUNCH but don't CRUNCH
your LUNCH BUNCH' features poetry readings,

second floor common room. Union. Bring your
own lunch.

3.30- 5.30 p.m.- La Casa come to 165 University Ave.

for tea and coffee and get in on future plans, such
as a permanent Spanish and Italian House for

next year.

5.45 p.m.- Ban Righ Fireside. Poetess Joan Fin-

nigan reading her own works. Coffee and dessert

at 5.45 and poetry at 6.00.

9.00 p.m.- Dept of Film Studies Evening Film Series

in Ellis Hall. This week, "Martyrs of Love" (Jan

Nemec, 1966), in Czech with Enghsh sub-titles).

Later This Month
Jan. 23- The Queen's University Ukrainian Club is

sponsoring Veetaemo Night 8.00 p.m. to 1.00 a.m.,

at the Queen's Pub. Admission is 25c and there

will be door prizes, food, beer and entertainment.

Jan. 23- Grant Hall Concert with the Contemporary
Chamber Players, Arthur Weisberg, conductor^

at 8.30 p.m.

Jan. 24- Hisotry Lecture Series presents Dr. A.P.

Thorton of the History Dept. U. of T. speaking on

"Confrontation: Jews, Arabs and Others" at 7.30

p.m. in the Dunning Hall Conference Room.
Jan. 24- Poetry reading by Canadian poet Sid Marty
from Banff, Alberta, at 9.00 p.m., at Agnes
Etherington.

Jan. 24- Last Lecture Series sponsored by the

Education Commission of the AMS, in the Ban
Righ Fireside Lounge.

Jan. 28- First day of four, Snowball '74 Byelobog will

be there for sports, movies, wine and cheese,

sleigh rides, pubs, casino night, concert, dog sled

races, and a semi-formal. Keep the dates open.

Rfcctor;

nw. HKV. GOHUON HKNDRA, H A., B.l>,

IM Harris Stri^i-t — IVIi^phon*-

AHsliilanl iMTiK* and Anglliiin (.hiiplaia lu Qiu-fii'K t'olvtrrklly

:

llli; KKV. KRK II0WK8, B.A , M DIv.

H» Karrlf Slr»-el ~ I i-lt^phuni' M« 5J13

y Ofj a.m. ~ HOLY COMMUNION
II 00 am, - MORNING PRAYE R Preacher ; Ms9r, J, G. Manl<ry|
7 30 p,m - EVENING PRAYER
Tuesday 7:4i a m - Hoi/ CommufKon

Hnicf Cockburn will be performing again at

(Queen's tbis Sunday.

HEALTH SERVICES
ANYONE with specific or general
ideas, impressions, complaints -

whatever on Queen's Health
Services. VOICE THEM.
Monday, Jan. 21 in the 3rd Floor

Union Common Room.

If can't come phone
Ian 544;6070, Miriam 546-5225

Andy 546-6446.

PUBLIC MEETING

ONTARIO ... A New Awareness

(Regionol Discussions)

Come, meet and talk issues with your provincial Members and

Cabinet Ministers; among them - Hon. James Auld, Hon.

William Stewart, Hon. Robert Welch,

and

Premier Bill Davis

at Kingston City Hall (216 Ontario St.)

on Saturday, January 19, 1974

from 9:00 am to 4:00 pm.

Sponsored by ttie Ontario Progressive Conservative Association

yiSUS Efecffons
The Arts and Science Undergraduate Society

is . now accepting nominations for these

positions, to be elected in mid-February.

— President and Vice-President (as a

team)
— Secretary
— Treasurer
— Representative-at-Large (9 positions)

— Senators (for a one or two-year

term.)
Nominations should be accompanied by 25

signatures of members of Arts and Science, and the

telephone number of the nominee. Nominations will be

accepted no later than Thursday, 7th January. For ad-

ditional information, contact Sherry Mowbray 544-7867.

the Marx Bros., Poetry Readings, Folk

Music, John Hartford in concert.

Modern Dance, Earl Birney, a student

film contest, Hamlet, Art & Craft

Workshops & Much Much More.

February 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
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AMS to ask for fee increase
by Susan de Stein

The question of an AMS
specific fee increase sparked a

great deal of discussion at a

meeting of Outer Council on

Wednesday night.

The original motion proposed

that a referendum be held on

January 31, on the question of a

$5.30 increase in the AMS specific

fee, bringing the total amount
students would pay directly to the

AMS, to $10.60. The figure of

$10.60 reflects the recom-
mendations of the Bloos "How to

Lose a Million" report, presented

to and accepted by Outer Council

in the fall.

In light of past experiences

with referenda of this sort,

several members expressed
concern over the fate of the

referendum. QSA director, Ian

Nordheimer felt that the

presence of the word "doubling"

in the proposed wording of the

referendum, would have a

negative connotation to the

student. After some debate,

council agreed to omit the word
"doubling" and to lower the

amount of the increase by 10c,

bringing the total AMS specific

fee to $10.50.

Constitutionally, the question

of a fee increase may be-taken to

the students via referendum, or

by presenting a motion to the

annual AMS general meeting

held early in March, at which all

students, as paying members of

the AMS, may attend and vote.

Bruce Trotter, AMS Vice-

President, felt that, although the

"more expedient" way of passing

the increase v would be by
presenting it to the annual
meeting, it was "not the correct

way". Don Krestel, Campus
Activities Commissioner, agreed,

claiming "if students don't think

the AMS is viable, we have no

business pushing it through this

way. It will look like we're

merely ramming it through, " he
added.

In light of the usually poor

attendance at the annual AMS
meetings, it was felt that

democracy would be cir-

cumvented. "This organization is

based on the democratic prin-

ciple", argued Trotter. "We must
go to the students!"

The pros and cons of con-

ducting the referendum prior to

the election and of holding it at

the same time as the election

were discussed at some length.

ASUS President Eleanor

Sorry!
The Orientation '74

committee announced this

week that prospective gaels

will not receive their ac-

ceptance letters until early

next week. Originally ap-

plicants were to get these

letters by today. The com-
mittee blamed the delay on
"unforseen difficulties".

As a result, the first gael

meeting will be postponed to

Wednesday, January 23. It

will be held in Dunning
Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.

Crowder stressed that "to make
it an issue in the election, is the

best way to take it to the students.

Admit, it is a matter to be

decided by the students!".

Outer Council finally agreed
(?) to present the matter to the

annual meeting. Internal Affairs

Commissioner, Keith Marshall

pointed out that if the increase

were rammed through at the

general meeting, students, if

sufficiently upset, had the option

of forcing a referendum.

Constables
Second reading was given to

a motion proposing a wage in-

crease for AMs constables. Terry

Macli, ASUS rep-at-large,

protested that the increase would
result in additional costs to those

non-profit organizations hosting

non-profit events. Dodo Lloyd,

ASUS rep-at-large, cited her

experience on the Snowball '73

committee and commented that

"large constable bills put AMS
events in the hole".

Trotter pointed out that the

only alternative to the student

constable system was the hiring

of members of the Kingston

police force at $10 an hour. Al

Cruess, Meds Society President,

spoke in favour of the increase,

"I support the increase, because
I support the constable system."

The motion was eventually

carried. However, in order that

the increase be implemented the

ammendments must be given a
third reading.

Wong
declares

candidacy
On Wednesday night at

Outer Council, Ken Wong,
AMS Services Commissioner,

proclaimed his candidacy in

the upcoming election.

Wong: You heard it here

first!

Honourable Members: A
leak! A leak!

Steve Brereton: Who
cares?

Wong: Boy, am I ever

going to change your desk!

Discussion continued. Later,

Wong: The students want
services . . .But I won't make a

campaign speech now.

Brereton: Good!
Wong: . . . .besides Steve's

promised to coach me next

week

!

Speculation continues.

Housing draw soon
^ by Helen Jones

Do you want your name on the list for AMS housing? Once again

the AMS Housing Service will hold a lottery to determine positions on

the waiting list for the leasing of AMS owned units next year. This

gives all students an equal chance for available housing.

The lottery will take place February 12 under the same rules as

last year. Remember that this assures nothing more than a position on
the waiting list.

Only present Queen's students who intend to register again in 74-75

may participate in the draw. A 73-74 student card must be presented

within three days of the lottery to verify positions on the list.

Each student is entitled to one ballot which can be applied to only

one type of unit. If two ballots are found under the same name both will

be destroyed. However, if you apply for a five person unit, for

example, all five prospective tenants may enter a ballot.

Units will be available if less than half of the present signed

tenants plan to occupy the unit next year. Usually, there is a 50 per

cent turnover of units from year to year.

Housing Services spokesman Tony Wolman said that the service

will know which units will be available on March 1st, and at that time

students will be informed. He insisted that "There is absolutely no

other way to get a Queen's House!"
The lottery will be held on Tuesday, Feb. 12 in Grant Hall. The

doors^ will open at 8 pm.

More jobs for PhDs
Contrary to reports about PhDs who collect garbage because they

cannot get a job for which they are trained, there is a very real

possibility that, in five years, there will be a shortage of PhDs.

According to a study prepared by M. A. Preston, former president

of the Canadian Association of Graduate Schools, this situation may
evolve due to a growing tendency for government and industry to hire

PhDs as well as to more respected attitude towards science depart-

ments at Canadian universities.

When asked to comment, Dr. R. L. Macintosh, Dean of the

Queen's School of Graduate Studies and Research, said that there was
a marked increase in the number of natural science and engineering

students going into doctoral work. Though employment prospects are

good, he noted that opportunities are better in government and private

industry.

Presently, most PhDs are getting an offer of a job. Macintosh sees

this as the first sign that soon there will be four or five offers for each

PhD. Such a situation would force many employers to hire less than

fully qualified workers. Preston's forecast of a PhD shortage is a real

possibility, stated Macintosh.

GRADUATE STUDENT SOCIETY

presents

The Garden of the

Finzi - Continis

Friday, Jan. 18

Ellis Hall

8:00 p.m.

THE

TRICOLOR

AWARD
is the highest non-academic

award that can be received

by a student at Queen's

It is presented to those individuals who have rendered
valuable service in non-athletic, extra-curricular ac-

tivities.

Names of nominees
may be submitted in

secret, on a standard
form available in the

A.M.S. Office.

All nominations must be
received by Feb. 1, 1974

in the A.M.S. Office

By-Law/ No. 15

WE'LL GIVE YOU ALL THE FACTS
AND FIGURES ABOUT DIAMONDS

The value of a diamond varies not only with

the size, but with the degree of perfection in color,

clarity and cut. We'll show you all the factors

that influence the cost of a diamond. And
help you find the finest for the price.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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unclassifieds

THE TRICOLOR AWARD is the

highest non <ic<-idcmic ciward that

can be received by a Queen's
student. Nominations must be
received by Feb. 1. Nomination
forms may be picked up in the

AMS Office.

THANKS a whole batch for coming to

visit. Love Meatball.

SAULT STE. MARIE FANS!!! The
Greyhounds are in town again
tonight (Jan. 18, 8:00 pm) Big

party before the game at Skip's,

Al's, and Ken's; starts at 6:00.

BYOB. ALL JUNIOR A HOCKEY
groupies may call for more in-

formation. 544-4571. Party con-

tinues after the game too.

FISCHER SKIS FOR SALE. Wood
construction, interlocking edges,

excellent condition. Size: 195cm.
Marker toe piece, cable bindings.

Ideal for first timers. Also Colin

54" poles. Skis S30. Poles $4. Phone
546-1532, evenings.

FOR SALE : Men's hockey skates, size

V pair, CCM. in good condition.

Call 542-7671 after 5:30.

QUEEN'S NOP: There will be a

meeting of the Queen's NOP on
Monday, Jan. 21, at 8 PM, in

Adelaide Hall Basement Com-
monroom. A 1974 executive will be
elected.

WHY WASN'T Christ born in the

UKRAINE? They couldn't find

three wise men and a virgin. (You
won't find them at our Pub either)

Ukrainian Pub Night, Jan. 23rd at

8 PM.
GIRL'S ROOM AVAILABLE at West

Campus. Quiet floor, immediate
occupancy. Contact Sue at 549-1385

between 6:00 and 7:00 or after

1 1 :00 PM.
HERE'S TO Suzie's Old dud, heard a

tale-he sailed a brig around the

Cape. Con-Grads
WANTED: for next year, a 4 bedroom

house or apartment close to

campus. Willing to take over in

May. Call 544-8742.

WANTED: 4 to 6 men house for next
year. If you can help, phone Art,

544 7236, Keith 544-7224 or Shoila

544-7214.

FOR SALE: Sony Stereo, BSR Turn-
table, AM FM Receiver. Excellent
condition. Reason for sale - need
cash. $250 or best offer. Phone
Glenn at 544-3804.

POETRY readings will be featured at

the January 28's gathering of the

'MUNCH but don't CRUNCH your
LUNCH BRUNCH'. Readers in-

clude Heather Johnstone and
Brian T. Way, notable Sweven
contributors. All welcome (active

and passive to the 2nd floor

common room of the Union
Tuesday, 12:30. Bring along your
lunch and a friend (make it a

picnic). Please avoid crunching.
CAMPUS WIDE INVITATIONS are

extended to a party celebrating the

Year of the Ox. Guest of Honour
will be Craig Brown. He has the

horns. 55 Clergy Street West,
Thursday February 29th at 2 am.
Specialty of the evening will be hot

bulls milk. More details for-

thcoming.
2nd FLOOR NORTH BROCKINGTON

HOUSE announces: The 1st An-

nual Mongolian Trounce Ball

Tournament. Requirements for a

team: 16 fun loving girls; a three

legged Pig, and a goat. Ap-
plications must be submitted in

person and applicants will be
interviewed by 5 unbiased judges

to decide on the individual merits.

Prizes to be awarded later. In-

vitations extended to 4C Vic, 2nd
Chown (?) and other suitable

floors. For information, call 544-

7630-32, 544-7645-49.

ROOM FOR RENT: for one girl;

Barrie St., kitchen facilities. If

interested call 548-8697.

HOUSE WANTED for next year. Two
or three rooms, close to cam-
pus,few or no rats. Phone 544-7473

or 544-7886.

THIS POEM is dedicated to all those
who were in attendance at the

Ministry's Christmas Animal
Show.

"When Chemistry is fmished, but
Anatomy is not.

Is It wise to drink, or go and smoke
some pot.

My friends tell me, the answer is not

written in the stars.

But never will I frequent, their dirty,

messy bars.

Instead I'll go a drinking, and
smoking all alone.

To contemplate the misuse, of my
fantastic bone."

Love, Jamie.

WANTED: A three bedroom apart
mcnt with all the facilities. For
next year. Must be close to

campus. Phone Greg at 549-1838 on
weekends before 12 noon, or John
at 5491513.

RACOON COAT for sale: Midi length,

good condition. $50.00. Call after 6

PM at 544 1540.

SWAP: Will trade a 2-bedroom
apartment for a 3-bedroom
apartment for the remainder of

2nd term. Phone 542-9575 after 5

PM.
SNOW SCULPTURE CONTEST: Do

you need water for your sculpture?
If so, contact Dave Reid (549-1859)

or leave a note at the AMS Office,

24 hours in advance. Taps can only
be turned on between 4 and 6 PMl
Specify sculpture location, and
time you'll be there. Hoses not

supplied!

REWARD: $10.00 for information
concerning location of suitable 2-

bedroom apartment close to

campus. For September '74 (May
if necessary). Phone 546-9717,

Mike or Gus.
DESIRED - Required and Needed: a

3-bedroom house for next year.

Call John B. 542-4343.

GROSS: Want to be Grossed Out?!
Call J. J., 544-7066 W.A.S.F.A.M.

WANTED: Four man house or

apartment for next year. Call

LYNN, 544-8727 or Sue 544-8649.

FOR SALE: All less than a year old.

Very low prices. 2 AR-4X's

..piTdki.-rs, I Hurrnun Kard'/fi 634

. receiver, I Dual lOOV and I Dual
1209 with Shure MVIEd Cartridf|«»/

I Marant/ 1060 amp , 2 Creative 88

Speakers, I Panasonic 8 track

recorder player, I portable
cassette player by Cram, I

Panasonic compact system with
turntable and 8 track player and
AM FM speakers, I Realistic 8

track player, I Teac 360 Cassette
deck v/ith Dolby (brand new) Call

544 5890. Ask for Kurt.

FOUND in snowbank between Stirling

and Ban Righ: set of 3 keys 2 Ford
and I Door key. Phone Cherry. 544

8643

BYELOBOG IS COMING
QUEEN'S SAILING CLUB will meet

this Sunday, January 20 at 8:00 pm
in the Donald Gordon Common
room to discuss winter activities

and to show a short film.

OPEN inviTATION to all students

interested in a workshop on
handicapped people to be held on
Saturday, January 26. Schedule
includes two films and a

professional panel leading
discussion groups. SVB needs a

list of interested people as soon as

possible, for purposes of providing

lunch. We're limited to 50 people,

so please come see us at the SVB
office soon.

HOMELESS! Looking for l-bedroom
apartment in vicinity of Queen's
campus. Phone 546-0350. Ask for

Kris.

THREE GIRLS looking for a place for

next September. Woulfl prefer to

share with others (male or
female). Please phone: 544-8339, -

8341, -8344.

ALL INTERESTED female nym-
phomaniacs,, please arrange to be
interviewed by John Jeffrey (alias

'the pimp'), 544-7066.

BYELOBOG IS COMING
FOUND: watch in athletic complex

last week. Owner phone 542-5618

and identify.

WANTED to rent next fall: house,

cottage or farm outside city. Large
open area especially wanted.
Please call S48-477S after 5 pm.

More classifieds on page 6

Tequila

Sauza
makes
every
party
a

fiesta!

AN OPEN LETTER
FROM PROCTER & GAMBLE

TO ALL HONOURS ARTS; HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCE GRADUATES

Subject what are YOU going to do after graduation? If

you haven't as yet resolved that question, you are facing one
of the most critical decisions of your life.

This decision is difficult for many students but maybe
particularly complex for you as a candidate for a degree in

Honours Arts, Humanities, or Science. The very quality and
breadth of your education will result in an almost unlimited
range of possibilities.

Low. Government. Teaching

The list of alternatives is long, for graduates in Honours
Arts, Humanities and Science have excelled in virtually

every field and that includes business. We suggest that you
give serious consideration to the alternative of business
and, specifically, to brand management with Procter &
Gamble.

Throughout Procter and Gamble there are strong in-

dividuals with backgrounds in the Arts, Humanities and
Science who have succeeded because of their demonstrated
ability to make important contributions and their interest in

participating in an environment which provides continual

learning opportunities. Procter & Gamble recognizes that

individuals in your disciplines may be particularly well

suited to brand management, for it is the business of our
brand groups to initiate ideas that create change - change
in the product itself ... in the way it is packaged . . .

change in the way we communicate with the millions of

Canadians who purchase our products. At P & G, the brand
group is responsible for the planning development and

direction of the consumer marketing for each of our

products. Tide, Camay, Ivory, Duncan Hines, Head and
Shoulders, Crest, Crisco - each is managed by a brand group
headed by a brand manager working with one or two
assistants.

We know of no way to train someone to be a brand
manager other than having them learn by experience. For

this reason we look for individuals rather than majors or

degrees. Specifically we look for creative people who can
correctly analyse complex information and coordinate the

efforts of many specialists throughout the company. This,

then, suggests another important ingredient -- the ability to

lead others.

You would start as a brand assistant with full respon-

sibility for entire areas of your brand's activities such as

sales promotion and package design. You would be im-

mediately looked to for new ideas and decisions in these

areas.

I would like the opportunity to tell you in person about

our work in brand management. Hopefully this information

will be useful to you in making your decision.

As a first step, please visit the placement office and
take some of our literature. Additional information is

available in the library file and the placement office.

Then I would like to hear from you personally as is

outlined in the literature you will have read. I plan to be on

campus February 7 and hope to hear from you by January
28.

R. A. Moore

Manager, Bmployment
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Theologian

forecasts:

Man's doom is imminent
Prophesying the end of the

world as we know it, Dr. George
McLeod Tuesday night examined
the "Political Precipice" facing

the world today. He outlined the

problems which are being en-

countered by society and the

church as an institution, and the

social and economic forces in the

world.

The founder of the lona

Community, McLeod was
delivering the first in a series of

three lectures sponsored by the

Queen's Theological College.

McLeod cited references

from the Jerusalem Bible to

certify the imminent end of the

world, which many faiths have

predicted throughout history, and
he offered numerous ecological

examples of the destruction and
ravaging of the world. In addition

to physical deterioration, he cited

examples of human destruction:

in 1972, in Britain, more work
hours were lost due to mental
illness resulting from monotony
than the combined work hour loss

total of strikes in that country.

McLeod emphasized the
recent trend of mass disinterest

in politics and attributed this

attitude to the fact that the

general populace realizes that

the politicians are not actually in

control of government, and

people, but rather the vested
interests hold the balance of

power. He asserted the idea of the
importance of economics and
international commercial bonds
in the world today. He cited the
late Winston Churchill's words in

describing the state of existence

of the world: "the cursed plen-

ty".

In addition, McLeod stressed
the fact that "the world ex-

changed the maxim 'love of

power' for 'power of love' ".

He asserted his belief that the

world, and the Church, can only

avert a third world war by
starting a spiritual revolution.

Sex and the law explained
The legal aspects of various

sexual acts were the topics of

discussion at the first Human
Sexuality Lecture of the term.

Judge Thompson of Family Court

in Kingston and Mary Ellen

Johnson, who practised, family

law in Alberta, used a mythical

couple, John and Mary, to

exemplify problems which could

arise before, during and outside

of marriage. Rape, common law

unions, the options when
pregnant, obligations in

marriage, sexual relations with

third parties, and the sexual

abuse of children constituted the

bulk of the problems this un-

fortunate pair faced. Although

much of the information,
however interesting, proved to be

compatible with commonly held

beliefs, the area of common law
unions was instructive in that.

according to law in Ontario, there

is no binding contract in any
respect regarding property
between the two parties, with the

exception of the event of a child's

being born. In this case, the law
upholds support rights for the

child and the child only.

Basically, in the eyes of the law,

if you are old enough to be here
reading this paper, chances are it

is legal!

Special admissions repeated
The Faculty of Arts and

Science recently announced that

this year's Special Admissions
Project will be repeated to admit
another 50 students to Queen's in

the fall of 1974. A regional in-

formation programme is under
way to bring the project to the

attention of potential applicants.

The project, which admitted
students to the faculty of Arts and
Science for the first time this fall,

is an experimental program set

in motion by a recommendation
of the University Council. It was
approved by the Senate last year
to enrol students who would not

Jotherwise be eligible for ad-

mission to university. Applicants
were between the ages of 18 and
21 years, were not full-time high
school students, and had a

minimum of grade ten or
equivalent education.

In the spring of 1973, after an
initial response of more than 200

to a series of advertisements, a
group of 80 applicants was invited

to Queen's for an extensive series

of ability and academic
achievement tests. From this

group, 50 students were enrolled

in the. fall of 1973.

Dr. G. J. S. Wilde, a professor
in the Queen's Department of

Psychology and Chairman of the

Special Admissions Panel, said

that the Project has most appeal
for students who dropped out of

high scliool for reasons of health,

family problems, financial dif-

ficulties, or unfavorable attitudes

toward the secondary school they
were attending.

Another objective of the
Project is to study the factors

which contribute to success at

university. At present, a group of

about 50 first year students, who
were admitted in the normal
fashion, are being compared with

Special Admissions students on

the basis of ability, attitudes to

higher education, and ex-

pectations about university and
the future.

Gazette editor quits
HALIFAX (CUP) - Dalhousie Gazette co-editor Marg Bezanson
resigned last week over the printing of what Bezanson termed a sexist

story which brought about a raid on the Gazette offices by Halifax

Morality Squad.

The raid was carried out on the grounds of "blasphemous libel".

No charges have been laid.

Bezanson said co-editor Ken MacDougall acted "irresponsibly"

^by printing the story, and she was not informed it would be printed.

Had she been informed she would have opposed it going to print, she
said,

Bezanson said the rest of the staff was not informed that the story

was going in the paper, and the only people who knew about it were
MacDougall and the person who submitted it.

"I didn't know about the story until I saw it in the paper," she said.

Bezanson said the printing of the story was another example of

MacDougall's autocratic leadership.

The Gazette has received much criticism for the story from
Church officials in the area, and from most of the press in the area, all

on moralistic grounds.

Roclidale is "cancer"
OTTAWA (CUP) - Toronto's Rochdale may be a "festering cancer in

the centre of Metro Toronto" but Ottawa doesn't currently have the

power to shut it dovvn and-or evict the drug users.

Urban Affairs Minister Ronald Basford told the House of Com-
mons last week the government is awaiting a court decision on a

Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation action seeking the closing

of Rochdale for a lapse of mortgage payments.

Basford's statement followed a coroner's jury recommendation,

the fifth in three years, that the college be closed down.

Basford said he hopes the courts will award the government

possession of Rochdale so it can act vigorously to protect the safety of

the people in the building.

GRADS!
Tricolor '74 Graduate Listings are ready to be proofread,
so please check your listing next week in the John Orr

This is your last chance today.

MOFFAH'S .DA DRUGS
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week— 548-701

1

QUEEN'S UKRAINIAN CLUB
proudly presents

VEETAEMO
UKRAINIAN PUB NIGHT

Wednesday January 23rd

DOOR PRIZES, FOOD, BEER,

ENTERTAINMENT
SLAWKOthe Happy UKE says:

"you be shmardt like shtreedtcar to come along!"

NOTICE

The Faculty of

Arts and Science Office

will move to the Arts and Social

Sciences Complex effective Monday,
January 21st. The new offices will be
located in F Block, immediately behind
Richardson Hall. Telephone numbers
remain unchanged.

TNCVeO
voecTNca.
A McDonald s Hamburger, (ries and an icy cold They lasie great logether

Come to think ol it. they taste pretty good apart, loo

McDonald's 277 BATH ROAD
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unclassifieds More classifieds on Page 4

ENGAGEMENT: T.C.L. droadlully

announces the onongomont of L.M.

to J. 'Humpor'D. The nuptial vows
will take place June 8, at Smiths

Falls, the reception to follow at

Sudbury, Anyone not wishing to

attend contact N.

JANN: In spite of your innumerable
flaws, your irritating habits (like

tearing up money), and your

lascivious friends (this means you,

Herman) I would like to thank you

lor all your help. Gord.

LOST: One Rapaport-Sprague
Stethoscope, on campus. Call Greg
at 542-8196.

LOST: Ring of Keys. On campus, Jan.

n. Includes oversized skeleton

key. Please call Dave after 6:30

pm at 544-9832.

CICERO laments his name. If he were
Pope he could exclaim: "Is that a

birthday? tis alas! too clear; Tis

but the funeral of the former
year." But Cicero can still

proclaim : to Brenda dear, my rose

and flame, "Life is nothing without

friendship".

4 RESIDENT COEDS are tired of

Beaver foods in general and veal

cutlets in particular, and want to

find a place of their own for next

year. If you've got a 4-bedroom
apartment for us that's close to

campus and available for the fall

of '74, call Jann at 544-8263 or

Nancy at 544-8266.

GET ALL YOUR FRIENDS Rover,

Prince Bowser and Friti together

and sign up for the Dog Sled Race.

Come on all you Queen's Hounds,
get in there and pull." Free trees

and Gravy Train (or a case of

beer) at the end of the race.

Huckleberry Hound.
The race is similar to the

Engineer's Thundermug Race and
will be held Feb. 2. Six people are

needed to pull a seventh on any
type of sled that is passed by the

Snowball Committee. If interested

in participating in this race, phone
Faye at 544-7225 or Tony at 542-

7003.

FOUND: one girls ring, January 11th

in Earl Hall. Call Jane, 544-8404.

BYELOBOG IS COMING
ROOMY CORNER ROOM on West

Campus is available on Jan. 31 lor

single girl. Please phone Grace at

549-1283.

LOST - I lost a silver Parker pen with

black indented lines in Earl hall

last week. If is very important to

me so if you found it could you
please return it. Phone Chris at

544-7866.

OUEBECWINTER CARNIVALTRIP
Feb. 15-17. Transportation and
accommodation included is S20 per

person. For information please

contact the International Centre or

phone 547-2807.

SNOWBALL SNOW SCULPTURE
CONTEST: Is your Snowball Spirit

under the weather this year? Well,

one way to dig it out of the drifts is

to construct a snow sculpture!

You'll be eligible for the Grand
Trophy, awarded at the semi-

formal on Feb. 2! Interested?

Contact Rick LeSueur, 542 1859 for

contest details.

TRAVELLING THIS SPRING? Photo

Image gives you '>ix passport si/e

prints for only $5.00. Ideal for

international Drivers permits and
job applications too. Call us at 546

7770 or drop by our studio at 33

Brock St. Group rates available

HELP: We need a S bodroom fur

nished apartment or house close to

campus for next September.
De'.perately, Please phone 544

8488, 544 8430, 544 8491.

FOUND: I v/,illet outside Ontario
Hall Call 544 7086.

WANTED: 3 bedroom apartment for

next year. If yoo have one or knov/

of one pic-asc call Andy 544 H'l'u,

Italia Pizzeria
544-3622

421 Princess

Dave 544 7051 or Chris 544 7044.

LOST: wire rim glasses on William
between Division and University.

544-9577.

WANTED: 2-bedroom living room
apartment. Would prefer taking

over in Sept. Please phone Jane or

Claude at 549-2380 after 6 pm.
HAPPY 21St PEPPERMINT PATTY

love from Deb and Big Al the

Kiddies' Pal. XOXO.
BYELOBOG IS COMING
PUBLIC MEETING: Ontario ... A

New Awareness. Come, meet and
talk issues with Premier Bill Davis
and several of your provincial

Members and Cabinet Ministers.

Among them will be Hon. James
Auld (Minister of the En-
vironment) Hon. William Stewart
(Minister of Agriculture), and
Hon. Robert Welch (Provincial

Secretary for Social Development
and Minister of Housing). At
Kingston City Hall (216 Ontario

St.) Saturday Jan. 19, from 9:00

am to 4:00 pm.
TAK VOLUNTEERS: There will be a

general meeting on Monday,
January 31 at 7:30 pm - usual

place. Important that you be there
- elections.

TO SUBLET: May to September 1974,

3 or 4 bedroom house for girls,

fully furnished, everything in-

cluded, close to campus and

downtown, rent 150 but neyotiablo,

phone 546 24B0, after six.

WHO DRESSES IN WHITE AND
RIDES A PIG? Lawrence of the

Ukraine. See him at the Ukranian
Pub night. Wed, Jan 23.

NEED SOME SNOW TIRES? Almost
new ( 500 miles), rimmed 600 12

snowtires lor sale. Fit 1973 model
Datsun 1200, possibly Toyotas,

Phone 544-9583, before 8 am or

after 4 pm,
USING PHOTOGRAPHS in your

thesis? Photo Imaqe has a com-
plete range of technical services

including custom black and white

developing and printing and
Ekiachrome slide developing, 48

hour service or less available on

most orders. Call 546 7770 for more
information,

SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS Join the

pilgrimage of liberated

academics. Our "mind revival

movement" invites you back to

nature (au primitif) as we spend a

weekend (or day, if you wish) at

Lake Opinicon, February 2nd, 3rd,

Transportation by bus (or car),

sleeping accommodation, meals
provided, fireside discussions,
skating, winter sports (indoor and
outdoor). For more information

contact your DSC rep or Gordon
Weir at 548-8917 or Nelson Coyle

544-5467,

WILL TAKE OVER LEASE May 1st

on two bedroom apartment. Close

to campus. Phone 546-9914 or 544-

7860, Evenings,
WANTED: 3 bedroom apt. for next

year. Close to campus. Call Cathy,

544-7865 or Linda 544-7148.

I'M LOOKING lor a two bedroom
apartment Will take over in May
Please call either Gary or Oebi at

549 '/VI'/. preferably alter 4 pm
tJYF-LOBOG IS COMING
CONGRATS TO Mike, Mimi, Tracy,

Susie, Earl, Package, Katalin, and
all the irregulars (ha, ha) on the

acquisition of 150 Just think of all

the people you can invite back at

closing time now! P S, I should be

"back home" around July Hf.

Love.

HOUSE OF HAPPINESS members
Gimli and Fanghorn (otherwise

known as Gadfly and Chunkberry)
wish to apologize for the rowdy
disturbances they have so rudely

committed in the past. An effort

will be made in future for quiet

onioyment.
WANTED 3 men house or apartment

for next year. Call Derek 544-7907,

Gord 549 0551 or Frank 544 7904,

FOUND: I car key Chrysler. Found
between John Watson Hall and
new Music building. Call 544-8771.

LOST SATURDAY NIGHT: between
front of McNeill and rear of

Leonard a small gold locket of

great sentimental value at about

8:45 pm. If found please phone 544-

2260 Reward.
WE'RE LOOKING FOR A 5 to 7

person house or flat. Willing to

take it from May. If you can help,

please phone one of : Anne 544-8670,

Vicko 544-8366, Rhondda 544-8308.

HOUSE WANTED with 4-5 bedrooms.
Phone Mark 549-0654 or Steve 549-

0645.

WANDERLUST IV COMMITTEE
would like to thank all those people

who helped out in vo nuny wayt to

make the dance th« tucctf&t th«t it

was t- /tr« sptrciatl thinks mutt b*
given to P«t lor his New fk»r'%

Resolution, to Mary for her fealt

of strength, to Jim W for knowing
which bar tenders went wh«rc
(say, did you e/er find /our tx/ltle

opener?), to Coiemar/ lor her

patience at 10 00 Saturday night,

to Tony for lUSt being Ton/, to

Kathy for her |o/ ride with the

police; to Harry for getting

dressed in II minutes, to Mfcnry for

his keys; to Dave for his leep, to

Jim Mc and friend for all of their

time; to Cathi for being so nice to

work with; to John for

EVERYTHING; and to Marg, Alf,

Steve, Linda, Suds and Janie for

holding up the v/hole show
The party for everyone and
anyone who worked on Wanderlust

IS set for Friday, January 25, 1974

at 8:00 pm in room 424, Leonard
Hall Call 544 7402 anytime after

2:00 am for further details. P S. I

still hate you CORD.

PIZZA VWM.V. is new, fresh,

and it'K clean, and wow what a

\>\j.i/i. Gus really knows how t«

prepare this Ktrumptuout
repast. He's at 277 Montreal St.

Telephone rA^nVi. Clip this

coupon, give to driver, and get

2.')C off every pizza -limit of 1

pizza, 2 -ex. Irg.

Unlike Bird's Nest Soup,

Golden doesn't grow on trees.

IVIolsoii (^ol<l< II

A ^ood sinoolli ale

Do you know wliiil you're missing;?
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editorial

Redesigning ANiS structure
This year's Outer Council has, with few exceptions, sat on

its collective butt. The executive officers" have been over-

burdened with financial and other administrative problems to

the extent that they have not been able to accomplish any real

planning or to define a policy.

Before one can makg structural changes to remedy this

situation, the goals of the Alma Mater Society must be defined.

In its report The AMS Restructuring Committee outlined

some of the functions of the AMS: to dispense goods and
services to its contituents, to advance student interests in

academic planning and the development of Queen's Univer-

sity, and to be responsible for maintaining order among its

students.

In addition, as Graduate Student Society President,

Fraser Dunsford pointed out, the AMS should respond to the

impact of the local community and to the policies of the

provincial and federal governments.

Why hasn't our student government made any progress

in these directions?

To reheve the executive of its administrative load, the

committee suggests dividing the office of vice-president. One
vice-president would be responsible for administrative

operations, and the other would be concerned with all

matters of a political or educational nature, research and

policy development and external affairs.

This move is overdue and will allow the top executive to

deal with the planning and policy-making.

The committee also suggested that commissioners not be
members of Outer Council. This would allow wider scope for

choosing competent administrators and would also eliminate

political rivalry between commissioners. The result would be

a more efficient administration of the AMS.
Time and again it has been proven that students are not

capable of managing the business enterprise that is the AMS.
Since that is the purpose of hiring the Business Administrator

and her staff, and for creating the office of Queen's Student

Agencies Director, they should be given the managing and
financial responsibilities. Outer Council should not be con-

cerned with ratifications (rubber stamps); they should

delegate this authority and then trust the judgement of those

to whom they deliver it.

A change in term of office would be a residual benefit

from this policy. Since ratification would not necessitate the

Outer Council meeting before the end of term, elected

representatives would be enabled to work along side their

predecessors before assuming office. Training time aside, a

term of office beginning May 1 would complement academic
responsiblities and the AMS fiscal year.

This still leaves Outer Council as the ultimate governing

body of the students of this campus. To improve their ef-

fectiveness the committee recommended streamlining this

body.

Size of Outer Council

not the problem

However,reducing its size does not reduce the problem.
Outer Council is ineffectual because of loosely run meetings
and unprepared members.

The blame for extended, rambling debate lies with the
speaker, not on the size of the body. The conduct at Faculty
Board and the Senate bear this out, a result of firm
knowlegeable ruling from the chair.

Members are listless and unprepared because they have
outgrown accountability. They must relate back to their

constituents and not on a distant ten to six thousand basis.

Politicians must be within familiar reach before they are of

service.

There is no single solution to the problems facing the AMS.
The continuity dilemma might be solved by a thirteen month
term of office for senior executive officers, providing for one
month of overlap. Policy and direction might start with a
"speech from the throne", a definition of what the AMS in-

tends to do each year. And finally a possibility to make Outer
Council more accountable is to organize constituencies along
departmental and small faculty lines. This would bring
politicians closer to the students.

These suggestions and others must be probed by the
Standing Committee on AMS Restructuring and action taken
to revitalize our student government.

Democracy oliscurecl
Outer Council on Wednesday night decided to take the

question of a specific fee increase to the AMS annual meeting
in March, rather than by resolving the issue via referendum.

In the past, the annual meeting has attracted less than one
per cent of the student body. The meeting, at which the

executive changeover takes place, has largely served a

"rubber stamp" function; a meeting at which gut issues are

rarely brought forward or discussed.

We grant, that any student who has paid his fees to the

AMS may attend the session and have the right to vote. The
student thus has the freedom to voice his views and to par-

ticipate in the process of student government.
One question: Which 250 students (the capacity of Stirling

D) will be determining how much 8000 odd students will be
paying the AMS next year?

The democracy of putting such an increase to the student

in such an 'open' meeting looks good, therefore, only on paper.

We believe that Outer Council has good intentions, in that

it strongly believes that a fee increase is a necessity and would
prove beneficial to the students of the university. The alter-

native to the increase, does appear to be bankruptcy.

The Journal beheves that the increase is a necessity and is

long overdue. However, it does appear that Outer Council is

attempting to ram the increase through, without giving its

consitutents a valid say in the matter.

The original motion provided for a referendum to be held

on January 31, on the fee increase issue, specifically an in-

crease of $5.30. Members were concerned that this doubling of

the present fee would receive a negative response from

students. Council then agreed to lower the increase by 10c.

Council is concerned that the fee be increased and we
share their concern. However, the push for the increase has
taken on a 'railroading' flavour.

The manner in vi^hich the AMS is approaching the increase

obscures the democratic principles upon which the

organization was founded.

Rumour

has it
Kingston (CUP) - According

to a reliable source. The
Queen's Journal has been the

scene of a gradual and un-

suspected infiltration by
members of the feminist

movement at Queen's
University. The seeming trend

towards a female-dominated

staff has, until now, remained
undetected. For years, The
Queen's Journal was thought

to be a bastion of male
supremacy. Our source ex-

pressed shock and dismay
upon the realization that the

mood in the office had
acquired a distinct feminist

overtone.

At press time, the

dwindling male staff mem-
bers were caucassing in the

darkroom. However, Patricia

Wanless, Wat's Hapnin'
editor, calmly reassured them
that nothing was happening at

all.

When questioned. Sue de

Stein, outspoken co-editor of

The Journal, would make no

comment.
Kiloran German,

suspected leader of the

Queen's Women's caucus,
disclaimed any knowledge of

the origin of the movement,
but expressed her enthuiastic

support.

Certain members of the

Photography staff, who had
come under suspicion, im-

mediately and categorically

denied any involvement in the

activities of the Gentleman's
Auxiliary of the Women's
caucus.

Liz Wood, former member
of the Queen's Gals cham-
pionship hockey team, and
presently Assistant Arts
editor of the Journal, insisted

that it was inevitable.

Leona Perry, Business
Manager of the Journal, with

her assistant Marg Harper,

compiled statistics which
revealed a sharp increase in

the percentage of women on

staff.

De Stein's co-editor,

Robert A. Wood, chuckled.

"What, me worry?"
Our reliable source has

informed us that the Canadian
University Pxess (CUP) was
seriously considering sending

fieldworker, Jim Sweeny to

investigate the situation,

which he considered, grave.
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"Americans must reckon with irres-

ponsible leadership and reckless

words."

Spiro Agnew

"We Americans are a do it yourself

people . . .instead of teaching
someone else to do a job, we like

to do it ourselves."

Richard M. Nixon.

"The demonstrators . . .who were
encouraged by an effete corps of

impudent snobs who characterize

themselves as intellectuals."

Spiro Agnew.
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PEACE:

NIXON

AGNEW
'Let us be united for peace."

"Our greatness as a nation has
been our capacity to do what has
to be done when we i<new our con-

cern was right.

Richard M. Nixon.
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Chamber
Music

Recital

Playing conquered flaws
by Tom Cromwell

The Music Department presented Dale and
Uonclda Hunter and Charles Reiner in a program of

music for flute, oboe and piano last Saturday
evening in Dunning Hall. The printed program for

Saturday's Concert unfortunately did not include

program notes or dates of composers. On a program
featuring works by two "unknown" composers this

was remiss. A few historical and interpretive aids

would have been most welcome. The artists should

be more careful about Iheir attire : Mrs. Hunter was
in formal wear, Mr. Hunter in casual wear, and Mr.
Reiner somewhere in the middle. More planning in

this area would present a much more professional

iront. Stage deportment is another area needing
attention. Mr. and Mrs Hunter appeared to be in

agony while receiving their applause, which
provides an audience with little encouragement to

continue!

The program opened with the F'irst Sonata for

llute and piano of Bohuslav Marlinu (1890 - 1959)

who is said to have been the most famous Czech
'•omposer after Janacek. I did not enjoy this work,
and I am not sure of the reason. It seemed to me to

suffer from idiomatic schizophrenia, the composer
i 'eing unable to decide in which century he really

lelt comfortable. The sonorities ranged from Brah-
nisian In Bartokian The flute and piano part

see.med not Jo integrate very well, and I suspect this

is as tiiufh a fault of the work as of the performers.
The opening movement experience tuning dif-

ficulties, especially noticeable when the flute and
the right hand of the piano part were in unison. The
piano was often rr uch too loud, and this problem
was not confined t.) the first piece of the program,
'nie .Adagio was well controlled, and the final

.\!legro poco moderate was a technical tour de force

well executed by Miss Hunter.

Mr. Hunter and Mr. Reiner joined forces to play

theSamt-Saens Sonata for oboe and piano, although
the opening was rather shakey. Hunter proved
himself to be a player with good technique and a

fine sen.se of line. The ad libitum which introduced

the sf cond movement was especially well done,

with each long phrase delicately and beautifully

.shaped. The allegretto was spoiled by the piano
being much too lond. The concluding molto allegro

was a fine romp and ended with great flourish.

After intermission, Mrs. Hunter and Mr. Reiner
presented Schubert's Introduction and Variations

on a Theme from Mullerlieder. Both performers
appeared much more at home with this work. The
balance and integration were generally excellent.

Both performers had ample opportunity to display

their virtuosity and both did so in fine style. Mrs.

Hunter's ability to negotiate technical acrobatics

and still manage to have each line nicely shaped
was particularly impressive. The one minor mishap
that did occur did not seriously detract from the

performance, as that which had gone before and
that which followed were of such high standard as to

more than compensate for it. Only in the final

variation did the balance problem return, and I

think this was much Schubert's fault as Mr.
Reiner's.

All three performers joined to play the Sonata
da Chiesa of the contemporary Canadaian, Kelsey
Jones. The work, whose sequence of movements
and instrumentation were modelled on the works in

the same genre by Corelli, was very enjoyable in-

deed. The opening adagio with its motto-like

flourish and the sparse, fugal allegro moderate was
reminiscent of middle Stravinsky, and it seemed to

me that the ensemble and general polish were the

best of the evening. The third and fourth movement,
which were joined, provided much variety by way
of imaginative use of instrumental sonority, germ
motive and cross rhythm. A very fine performance.

It remains to take on parting shot at the overall

program design. Only one of four works was by a

first rate-composer, two works by unknowns, and
one by a third order nineteenth century composer.
Hardly an evening in the presence of giants! The
jnarksmanship was very good, but the ammunition
scarce. I think Saturday's program showed that

what is being played is as important as how it is

being played.

Lois Marshall excels
by Mf'rle Bolick

Tuesday night's Dunning Hall concert got off to

a late siart presenting Lois Marshall,
"distinguish' d Canadi;in soprano". It was a rare

"hance for mo'-.t of the audience to get a look at the

jjerson behind a fairy-tale success story. Marshall's

success can be attributed equally to hard work and
perfection of lerhnique, and to a deep sense of her

-udience and what performance is all about.

The programme sflecled for the concert in-

luded operatic works and "Volk Songs of the

ll'-brides". I'urcell, Mahler, and de Falla. And the

diversity of the programme was .stressed and
augmented by Marshall's tremendous powers of

variation. Kvc-n within an individual song
'.lich as (he "Itheinlej4endchen" by Mahler, her
empathy with each character is so great that lh<!re

was no language barrier And the fxtwer and pathos
of the well known "Das Irdischf; Leben" w(!re

revived in Mar.shall's treatment -one that is

remarkably fresh after ho many lours and concerts.

We were eawfd into Marshall's spc;ll in the

opening "Five Sfjngs" by I'urcell. She did not,

however, eaw; into her pr;rformanc<; but dif;play<-d

perfect foncf^nlration from thf; first Sfjng, through

Ihe Mahler and I'uccini arias of the first section of

the r'oncerl, carrying her audi<-n(:e along to Ihe

climax of "Sola, perdula, abbandonata" from
Maron iA-wuuL

'l*fie ligfiter "Folk Songs of the Hebrides" came
irrirnediafely following the intermiHKion, Srjme of

the more memorable were "A f' airy'H l/ove Song",
Ihr- swef.'f "To f'eople That Have GardenH" and a

nrpri:,in," -.r-llmg of Marlowe'H "Passionate
tiephml i

i
, lA)ve" an "A Clyde- Side lAtvc Lilt".

The songs were a lot of fun, enjoyed by the artist

and audience alike. The insight with which they

were presented may be traceable to Lois Marshall's

Scots heritage.

Manuel de Falla's "Siete Canciones Populares"
were performed with equal communication of

mood, from mockery to mother-love, from
lachrymosity to toughness. Each mood was
rellecled in the tone-quality of Marshall's voice,

giving the .songs true Spanish flavour. The har-

shness of her voice in "Polo" caused many in the

audience to start visibly, as she sang "Cursed Be
Love and He Who Taught it to Me! Ay!" The lady

can b(! lough.

How can I talk about range? I was never aware
of where Lois Marshall's range began or ended, just

as I am never awar<! of Ihe make of a violin which is

played by a great artists. It was artistry, com-
munication, that came through in Loretta's aria

"^iianni Schicchi", not tessitura. Marshall has an

unfailing sense of pitch and a perfect technique, but

that is not what makes her unique. Her singularity

lies in Ihe way she could mak(? ev(!n Dunning Hall

feel reverbr'rant, warmed to the resonance of her

quieW'St tones in Ihe way thai for a while nothing

else mattered but music.

A standing ovation prodiic«'d two encor(;s. "The
Singer" by Michael Head, and one of Ihe "Last

Songs" by Kichard Strauss for which Marshall has

ber-n acclaimed elsewhere, her interprcftation and
prorliiclion as flawUjsH as ever,

Theconcerl left me exhausted but inspired and
prepared lo face the elements after the intimate and

war atmosphere of the performanc<r. Hravo, Miss

Marshall.

BONUCCHI

PIZZERIA

162 DIVISION ST.

546-2050 or 546-1444

Order an extra large all dressed on

SUNDAY and get one small pizza freel

Lino is back in town with

the best darn pizza!

Relive The Concert

Experience

NIGHT VISION

new music from Canada's
premiere musical artist

BRUCE COCKBURN
and his first three outstanding albums

TN. 1 BRUCE COCKBURN

TNX, 7 SUNWHEEL DANCE

on TRUE NORTH records and tape

ilr.ti iliuli'd hv Columbia Rncords ol Ciinadii. LTD

THIS WEEKEND ONLY
ALL BRUCE COCKBURN

$4.21
(QUANTITIES LIMITED)
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Women
Get the

Treatment
Mother Was Not a Person

Ed. Margret Andersen

Black Rose Books, Montreal 1972

$:!.!»5

Anderson explains in the preface that this book

is intended to be a broadly based anthology of the

writings of Montreal women, preserving for

posterity their thinking and level of awareness at

the time of writing. She freely admitts that the

quality varies among contributors. Some of these

are well known and others are her students.

To some extent the book fills a demand and

chronciles our "mid-revolutionary mores".
However due to faulty editing it ultimately fails.

Anderson spreads herself too thinly : the book has

something for everyone, and it is clearly not aimed
at any single audience. It lacks direction. Fur-

thermore, purporting to document only Montreal

women, it begins with a selection of excerpts from
early Canadian feminist writings. Also because

Andersen offers no critical or historical comments,
the entire first chapter is printed in the tiny single

spaced type used for quotations: this discourages

the reader.

While many things in this book are nothing new
to feminist writings, a few other passages presume
a high educational background or level of

awareness. There is no call for use of German or

French affectations without translation, especially

as the book is not scholarly.

Mother Was Not a Person is riddled with

mistakes. With one every few pages, the reader

becomes so alert to them that the decent articles

lose their impact and credibility. The errors are

grammatical, syntactical, factual, and stylistic.

One woman, for example, fumes at length over St.

Exupery's description of a fragile rose, in which the

rose is termed "she." Apparently the woman
forgets that Exupery wrote in French.

There is a lot of cute,biased reporting that

should have been blue-pencilled; articles use

vernacular (busts her balloon"); italics are either

pretentiously overused or absent when needed.
Some high schoolish banalities are allowed to slip in

("In our society, a person's worth often depends on
his financial status.")

Actually, while several articles-those by non-

students such as Cerise Morris and Lise Fortier, or

the one on Atwood by academic Katharine Waters -

are excellent, the ones by students often are not.

The poetry seems genuine, but much of the rest has
too obviously been assigned as homework. Some
sound contrived, as if the authors knew that

ideological slackness would not bring in the marks.
Many fit the facts to preconceptions, as does the

woman who says that the- son, "the handsome
prince loves me in my wooden shoes" concerns a

girl winning her man by dressing up: surely it

teaches that love transcends the trappings of

poverty (re wooden shoes).

Mother Was Not a Person is a light weight

mixture of quality, honesty, and amateurism. It is

fun to pick up but unless you're keen on sociological

voyeurism, I'd sooner advise you buy a couple

issues of Ms. Magazine.

Sandra Bernstein.

The Journal wishes to express its

gratitude to the Campus Book Store for their

co-operation with respect to the book review

column, now a regular feature. They are

supplying the books reviewed, and are

displaying the reviews in the store, as well.

Record Review

IIYessongsIf

by Michael Rose
"Yessongs" is, for Yes, more

than just an album to meet their

contract obligations or to satiate

their fans' desire for a new
record to thrill to. It represents

the end of a particular cycle of

albums: "The Yes Alburn",

"Fragile" and "Close to the

Edge" ; all of which are recapped

on "Yessongs".

In Jon Anderson's words;

Yes was looking for a musical

vehicle with which to express

controlled excitement. And their

latest record shows that they

have found it. Live, as recorded

on "Yessongs", Yes is both

precisely harmonic and
emotionally exhilarating.

Over the period of their last

three studio albums, Yes became
the unquestioned leader of

English Progressive Rock; the

snythesizer-Stravinsky amalgam
which borrows from electronic

music, jazz, folk, and, of course,

rock to produce something light-

years from "Long Tall Sally",

Fusing organ lines from Bach
with apocalyptic bass as only

Chris Squire can play, lightning

guitar riffs and multivarious

percussion, Yes generates a total

harmonic structure which in-

timidates most other musicians.

Yes's musical structure can
magnificently express ex-

citement and emotion; but only

on a highly abstract dream-like

plane. Unfortunately this aura of

occasionally chill complexity
alienates those who prefer to

boogie and raunchy blues bands.

To a certain extent this

relates to why "Yessongs"
marks the end of Yes as they

were on their previous recor-

dings. On "Yessongs" they
boogie for the first time; very

little-and in their ov/n cosmic
science-fiction manner-but
nevertheless they rock it up. With

this record Yes are attempting to

present themselves as five

musicians doing (heir damndest
to entertain: rather than
preternatural musical wizards.

Yes shows great promise of

going on from "Yessongs" (o

produce an album which can

justify progressive music as

being more than complexity for

its own sake. They are masters of

their craft, and now that they

have proven it to themselves they

should be able to take their

magical musical machine where
ever they wish, without having to

lean too heavily on cosmic
pretentiousness.

GRANT HALL

SUNDAY
JANUARY 20th

1 St Shoxv9:00 p.m.

ANOTHER SHOW ADDED

at 1 1:00 p.m.

"the likes of Bruce Cocl<burn offer a welcome alternative" . . .

"an extremely gifted guitarist, a rather talented pianist, and a
very entertaining dulcimer and mandolin player as well. .

."

"a warm and personal down-home style of music. .
."

- Queen's Journar72

Bruce Cockbum
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Sundays
Bloody Sundays

by Judy Dobias

As the tradition of a Sunday
dinner is instilled in most
everyone, various options are

open for students to escape from

the monotony of the weekday
rush. An alternative to Kraft

dinner by candlelight is a trip to

the Pineledge Inn which is on a

private road off highway no. 2. I

hesitate to label it as a mere
"restaurant-hotel", for in every

aspect it resembles an Inn. The
initial drawback of it being five

miles out of Kingston is

paradoxically a feature that

distinguishes it and temporarily

obliterates ;ill that we associate

with Queen's

Secluded in woods and on the

bank of the St. Lawrence, from

the moment you approach the

forty year old mansion you get

the impression that you are

really just visiting good friends.

Perhaps the reason behind it is

that only last year was it con-

verted from the private home of

the Sweezey family to a retreat

for the public. Consequently the

warm atmosphere has been
maintained regardless of the

mass reorganization, re-building

and planning.

Robert Sweezey the present

uwner remarked that they make
it their policy to give their guests

the best service but they do not

Haunt them with excessive at-

if-ntion. This allows you to ex-

plore the spacious rooms without

(omplying to the usual for-

malities The intimate bars, all

wood panelled, provide diversion

for the visitor to persue the

amazing book shelves and fur-

nishings, while a roaring fire

makes it difficult to leave for

dinner.

The dining room is open from
6.00 until 10.00 p.m. and th^ en-

chantment of the surroundings
makes up for what is disap-

pointing in the cuisine. It was not

up to the standard one would
expect from a place of such
caliber. There were, however,
good points to the meal, for

example service was excellent.

The choice in the first course is

limited to three items, escargots

($2.25), shrimp cocktail and
herring with sour cream. As I

was with friends we each chose a

different dish and while the

escargots were superb the other

hors d'oeuvres were nothing
exceptional.

The main courses are well

selected with an assortment of

veal, roast beef, lobster, steak

and scallops, all with vegetables,

averaging about $7.00. Again,

what appears to be lacking is

imagination on the part of the

chef; and apart from this, the

salad dressing was bottled and
the baked potato prefoiled from

the store. Yet the roast beef was
commendable and the lobster

dish apparently outstanding.

Traditional apple pie was offered

for dessert and I might suggest

their creme de menthe parfait for

those interested in fascinating

concoctions!

I would recommend you to

make a point of paying at least

one visit to Pineledge Inn, for

against the more brash interiors

of Kingston's restaurants it is

even more of a find!

The Pineledge Inn

FINLAY'S
SPORT SHOP

Presents The Beautiful

World Of Skiing

To The Kingston Area

LANGE

HUMANIC

NANCY GREENE

HEAD

FISCHER

ANSA

93 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON 548-8255

MUNCH
But don't

by Brute Chown
The "MUNCH but don't

C'KIJNCH your LUNCH BUNCH"
is a new weekly sf-ries of artistic

events in the Students' Union at

noonhour. It will take place in the

Second Floor Common ftf)om at

12. .'!0 on Tuesdays. The idea is for

people to bring their lunch in and
be entertained or enlightened.

The series is being sp<jnsored by
the Union Programme Com-
mittee with co-operation from
AMS Cultural Affairs. As a result

of the highly successful Ban Righ
Firesides, it was thought that

there should be a mid-day Union-

oriented equivalent. At present,

ASUS Other Events Committee
organizes Wednesday afternoon

music recitals in the Poison

room. The MUNCH but don't

CRUNCH series will differ in that

it will try to offer a complete

spectrum of the arts, including

poetry, film, music, dance, and

CRUNCH
improvisational theatre

Citing students' acadeijiic

presBure, especially during
second term, a sprjkesman for the

new series commented that

"here is an opportunity for p*tt)p\fi

to enjoy the arts, without guilt

feelings or having to do
something else We all have to

eat."

The first presentation will be
a poetry reading on Tuesday,
January 22nd. Featured readers
are Heather Johnstone, a second
year English student, native of

Saskatchewan, and a contributor

to Sweven magazine, and Brian
T. Way, in fourth year English,

an Ontario resident, also a
Sweven contributor. Everyone is

welcome to participate actively

or passively. Admission is free,

which is policy for the series. The
organizers do request that if

possible, crunchables be avoided.

Who Are We?
Systems Design is an interdisciplinary department at Waterloo
which offers graduate (M A Sc & Ph D ) as well as undergraduate
(B A Sc.) programmes Our graduate students come to us wrth first

degrees in such areas as Engineermg, Mathematics. Computer
Science, Economics, Architecture. Geography and Psychology

What Are We Doing?
The faculty and students in Systems Design at Waterloo are

working together on important and challenging projects in

Systems Theory, Modelling and Simulation : Ergonomics and
Human Systenas Engineering. Computer Graphics, Computer-Aided
Design and Computer-Assisted Instruction: Conflict Analysis:

Communications: Optimization: Stability Theory.

Further Information Available
Financial assistance is available and we admit students in January

and May as well as September
We can send you a detailed 30 page brochure on the various

full and part-time Systems Design Graduate Programmes.

Write: Professor T.M. Fraser. Chairman
Department of Systems Design

University of Watertoo

Waterloo. Ontario. Canada N2L 3G1

Systems Design
Graduate Studies

University of Waterloo

St. Lawrence Parks Commission

Summer Employment at

OLD FORT HENRY
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

Information and Films Night
Describing the Fort Henry Guard

January 30th at 7:30 p.m.

students' Memorial Union - Small
Common Room - 2nd Floor

Application forms available at

THE PLACEMENT OFFICE, corner of

UNIVERSITY and UNION. Sign-ups

for interviews begin on

22nd January
and Campus Interviews are being held on

February 4th to 8th
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Skating invitational set to go
Queen's figure skating team

has been working out very hard

in practice for about a month now
in preparation for the Queen's

Invitational to be held here

tomorrow. The event will take

place in the Harty Arena and gets

underway at 9:30 a.m. Three

team entries from McMaster,
Toronto, and Queen's will take

part as well as one girl from the

University of Ottawa's Cornwall

Campus. The tournament will

have an international flavour this

year as two girls, Lisa Deak and
Leslie Grant, will be taking part

on behalf of Ohio State Univer-

sity.

The Queen's team will be

without Sue Drowley and
Stephanie Amey, but coach Anne.
Keohane is hopeful of a strong

showing from senior singles

Marion Spence; Mary Bythell

and Debbie Milliken of Queen's

will compete in the ladies senior

dance competition and Queen's

supporters can look for a good
performance in this event as

well.

Also competing for Queen's

will be Carol Farquharson in the

novice singles, Elizabeth
McQuay, Mary Bythell and
Lynn Peel in the junior singles,

and Kathy Martin and Pam
Bertrand in the senior singles. In

addition to the entry of Mary and
Debbie in the senior dance,

Queen's will be represented by
the teams of Cindy Phillips-Pam

Bertrand, and Elizabeth
McQuay-Carol Farquharson.
Nancy MacLachlan and Kathy
Martin will represent Queen's in

the open. Tom Yule and Janet

Cox in the junior mixed dance,

Nancy MacLachlan and Harold

Kohn and in the senior mixed
dance, and Janet Cox and Debbie

Milliken in the junior pairs round
out the Queen's team.

The event will get underway
at 9:30 with the dance com-
petitions. The single competition

will follow, and then the pairs.

The tournament should be

completed by noon.

This event is being used by
coach Anne Keohane to help her

decide who will represent

Queen's in the OWIAA cham-
pionships which will be held at

Queen's in mid-February, in

which Queen's is the defending

champions.

There's no admission charge

for the event tomorrow which

gets underway at 9:30 a.m.

merri
Continued on page 14

Cornell track meet tomorrow
Interest in track and field around this univer-

sity is growing by leaps and bounds. Part of the new
enthusiasm has been created by the opening of a

new indoor facility in the Phys Ed Centre for the

training of athletes in field events. Located in a

formerly vacant area of the basement of the

complex, the new facility has been covered with a

rubberized flooring material which will allow coach

Rolf Lund to train his performers in sprint starts

and hurdling. The athletes will be able to wear
spikes on the flooring rather than having to stay

with running shoes.

The new facility, which measures ninety feet by

thirty feet, will allow athletes to train in some of the

field events like high jump, long jump, shot put, pole

vault, discus and javeline. It is to be hoped that the

new facility will encourage more participation in

the winter term and a corresponding increase in the

calibre of our intercollegiate performers.

The track team will be in Cornell University

(Ithaca N.Y.) tomorrow to take part in the Cornell

Invitational. This is the first time that the meet will

be co-ed and for the first time ever, a team from

England will be competing ais well. It should give

Queen's performers some good exposure and some
good competition.

For some strange reason, the Canadian team
went to the Commonwealth Games in New Zealand

without Dave Jarvis who happens to be only the

number one man in Canada in the 110 hurdles. Well,

Canada's loss is Queen's gain and Jarvis is expected

to compete in the 60 yard hurdles and the 440 sprint.

Vic Gooding will be Queen's best in the 60 yard

sprint while high jumper Mike Forsythe will lead

the field event people; he jumped 6'1 at the Toronto

Open last week and has a personal best of 6'3 in this

event.

While most of the track team is at Cornell, two

Queen's performers will perform with the Ontario

team at the Eastern U.S. track and field cham-
pionships at Dartmouth College. Pam Scothorn who
won the OW javelin event and finished second in the

shot put, and George Neeland, who along with

Jarvis is one of Canada's best hurdlers, will be on

the team. Neeland will compete in the 60 yard

hurdles, one of the most competitive events in U.S.

track and field.

Words from WfC
The Wic program invites you

to turn your ideas into $ by en-

tering their slogan contest. The
idea is to produce a suitable

slogan for the program. The
contest runs to February 15th and
a cash prize of $10 will be
awarded to the best entry. The
entry box and entry forms are in

the Phys Ed Complex.

The jogging program will get

underway on Thursday, Jan. 17th

at 8 p.m. and will go until Jan.

30th at 5 p.m. Jogging can be
done at anytime except the hours

when the track team is practicing

(weekdays-4:30-6p.m.) Anyone
can jog - just come and record the

number of laps you complete
every day.

WIC point standings to

Wednesday are . . .

PHE; 12,598

/^rts '77

Arts '74

Rehab
Commerce
Arts '75

Arts '76

5,628

3,725

3,346

2,704

1,849

1,018

As in the men's program,
WIC point standings stress

participation rather than per-

formance, so come out and
participate.

SCIENCE '44

has nothing to do with Science.

It's a place to live. We have

rooms and board available for

females only, at very economical

rates.

If interested, please call

Andrew Anderson - 546-6211

Queen's
Division of Concerts

presents

GRANT HALL SERIES
CONCERT NO. 4

CONTEMPORARY CHAMBER
ENSEMBLE

Programme: (L'Histoire du Soldat),
Stravinsky; (Octandre), Varese; ( Pieces
^for Piano), Cowell; (Incenters),

Druck man
WED. 23, Jan. 8:30 p.m.
Tickets: $4, 3 general, $3, 2 students

Division of Concerts Box Office

^gnes Etherington Art Gentry
547-6194

Student Recital

Classical music by students
for students

Sunday, January 20

Sunday, Jonuory 27

Margaret Cheeseman

(Soprano)

Scott Mackenzie

(Alto-Sax)

and Dorion

Carmichael (piano)

7:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Victoria Hall Common Room

Everybody Welcome '

(SNOWBALL WEEK)
IS COMING!

A week of fun, festivities

and frolic.

MifIhein Giuvien Vara

Mon. Jan. 28 to Sat. Feb. 2

Watch for further announcements.
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Gaels off to bad start
l)y Chris Itooii

Queen's basketball Gaels

took up where they left off in

OUAA play Tuesday night,

dropping an 80-62 decision to a

hot-shooting Carleton Raven
squad in Ottawa. The Gaels, who
pressed effectively for much of

the game, got off to a slow start,

and trailed 23-8 with about eight

minutes to go in the first half.

However, a strong surge by Pat

Harris, who had ten first-half

points, brought the Gaels back to

25-23, before a slight loss of

composure allowed Jon Love
(remember him from last year?)

to widen the Ravens' lead to 33-27

at the half.

The Gaels came on strong at

the start of the third quarter, with

Norm Hagarty and Derek
Swinnard pumping in some quick

points. Queen's pulled to within

two points, then went ahead, 37-

36, as Swinnard completed a

three-point play. The teams see-

sawed back and forth to 40-all,

but then the Ravens, who had
figured out an effective press

break, started to pull away. Drew
Love ( you guessed it, a brother)

came off the bench to hit ten

second-half points, as did starter

George Bowles, while Graham
Haig added eight. With the press

losing its effectiveness, the

Ravens, who outshot Queen's 83-

46 for the game, started getting

easy 2-on-l baskets, and the roof

fell in. The final score was 80-62.

For Queen's, Rob Smart
picked up 15 points and 9

rebounds, while Pal Harris
hooped 12 points, and Hagarty
and Swinnard added 11 each. The
Love brothers had 17 apiece for

the Ravens, Carl Mitchell hit 15,

George Bowles 14 and Graham
Haig 12, while Carleton's

dominance on the boards (60-42)

is reflected by 10 rebounds each

for Haig, Bowles and Jon Love.

Drew Love, not to be left out,

added 9.

The Gaels are now 1-4 in the

league, and it is becoming in-

creasingly clear that some
radical changes in team attitude

are going to have to be for-

thcoming if this season is to avoid

a disaster rating. To wit, some
floor leadership has to appear,

and soon. Whenever the Gaels

start to lose their poise on the

court, someone has to take

charge. So far, nobody has.

The Gaels will be up against

a good young Varsity squad
tonight in the Bartlett Gym.
Game time is eight (8) o'clock,

right after the Gals' tilt with

Laurentian. Come early and
catch both ends of the double-

header. With a portable radio,

you can even listen to the hockey

Intramural tourney a success
Glenden College from York

University won the first in-

tercollegiate intra-mural hockey
tournament held last weekend at

Queen's, They defeated Stong
College, also a team from York,
.3-2 in the final game.

The last two games of the

tournament were decided by
penalty shots. In the semi-final

game, Glenden College had to

play McGill. The York team was
ahead 2-0 with just over a minute
to play in the game but the

Montrealers struck for two quick

goals to tie the score. The game
was decided by simultaneous

penalty shots and Terry Tobias

beat McGill goalie Bob Bertrand

to allow Glenden to enter the

finals. In the championship
game, the two York colleges were
tied at the end of regulation time

and again Tobias came through

on his second try to score on Bill

Saundcrcook and give the
Glenden College team the
championship.

Glenden College took home
the La baft's Trophy which was

presented to them after the game
by district representative Lome
Ferguson. John Frankie, of

Glenden, was selected the most
valuable player - in the tour-

nament and Saundercook took

home the top netminder award.

By all standards, the tour-

nament was a big success; the

one disappointing note was that

neither Queen's team made it

into the finals. Arts '76 were
eliminated on the opening night

of the tournament as they lost to

Commerce '75 3-2. The Artsmen
had beaten Commerce 8-1 in

Bews play earlier this year.

Commerce, however, dropped

out on Saturday as a result of a 6-

1 loss to Stong College.

Because of the tournament's
success, it is hoped that the event

can be continued again next year.

It has been proposed that the

event be moved around to the

various schools taking part.'

Special tip-o-the-hat to Carl

Fitzpatrick for his work in

organizing the event.

Gaels' biggie with the Bluew in

Toronto. Now if I hey could just

gel a beer machine , , .

Plus Free
Coke1^

PIZZA CHALET
544 1227

THE AMS
LOTTERY

IS COMING
Tuesday February 12

at 8:00 p.m.

GRANT HALL

Gallery of

Fine Crafts

Canadian Shop

of Kingston

FIRST FLOOR

Fine Porcelain by HARLAN HOUSE
until January 30

MAIN FLOOR

All gold and silver rings will be half-price

through January.

219 Princess Street, (Next to the Capital Theatre). 542-1115

Gallery & Store Hours: Mon, Tue, Wed & Sat. 10 A.M. to6 P.M. Thu & Fri. 10 A.M. to9 P.M.

herhome'
toMothei^

Mothers Pizza Partourand Spaghetti House

More than just a place to eat

455 Princess St.

SCiHNMMi
Conttnu^rj irom pag« 1} thow
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Guelph dommates mat tourney
A very successful and competitive

Queen's Invitational Wrestling tournament
was held in Bartlett Gym last Saturday.

Three American schools - St. John Fisher

(Rochester), St. Lawrence University
(Canton), and Oswego College (Oswego) -

joined teams from RMC, Ryerson, Guelph,

Toronto, Ottawa, York, and Queen's in the

day-long meet. The University of Guelph
dominated the tournament, winning the 118,

126, 134, and 177 pound classes and picking up
a second in the heavyweight division.

Queen's had seven wrestlers in the meet:
Jim Holden (118 lb), Jack Vandenpol (126 lb),

Al Stewart (134 lb), Mike Dwhytie (1581b), Al

Faseruk (167 lb), Ron Bazuk (177 lb), and Ed
David in the heavyweight division. David and
Holden both picked up thirds in their

respective divisions but the others failed to

make it into the final bouts. By and large,

however, the Gaels' matmen performed well,

losing bouts on points rather than on pins. The
competition was extremely tough and it was
good experience for the Queen's team.

The team moves on to Ottawa this

weekend for the Carleton Invitational. Coach
John Albinson is hoping for a more consistent

performance from some of the senior

members of the team.

Poor defence hurts Gaels
by Peter Watts

The big gold bubble finally

blew up last Tuesday night and
the smell from the explosion

seeped into the deepest corners of

the Harty Arena. The occasion
was the visit of the Ottawa
GeeGees to Queen's (always
guaranteed to produce some kind
of a stink). This time, however,
the GeeGees came up with one of

their best games of the year en
route to a 6-4 victory over the

Gaels.

The outcome of the game was
pretty well decided after the first

period which saw the Ottawa
team take a 4-1 lead. They did it

by virtue of an impressive
display of skating and checking,

capitalizing on Gaels' mistakes
and never letting up for a second.

Rick Hare, Dan Moreau, Bernard
Gouin and Pierre Chartier all

scored for Ottawa before Colin

Loudon put Queen's on the board
with a goal with just a few
seconds left in the opening
period.

The Gaels won the second
period by 1-0 with Jim Sunstrum
getting the lone goal. The third

period ended in a 2-2 tie as Hare
got his second goal for the Gee-
Gees and Bill Fox also scored for

the visitors. Dave Hadden and
Bob Clayton scored for Queen's.

If nothing else, Tuesday's
game showed that coach Dave
Field was right when he said that

the Gaels must work harder on
their defense. Goalie Dave
Dungey didn't have one of his

better games, but he didn't' have
a lot of help from some of his

teammates either; particularly

his forwards, and especially in

the opening period. While Bob
Clayton's line got three of the

four goals it played like a rock
until Jim Sunstrum scored
midway into the second period. It

started to come on after that but

in the opening period, the

threesome was on the ice for two
of Ottawa's four goals. One was
scored while the Gaels were
short-handed.

Perhaps it's just as well that

this loss occurred when it did. It's

something that has been
developing since the team
returned from the holidays. With

the spirit of invincibility now
destroyed, perhaps we can look

forward to seeing the return of

sixty minutes of team hockey and
individual effort that charac-

terized the first half dozen games
of the schedule. Certainly with

Toronto, York, and Laurentian

looming on the horizon, now is no

time to become complacent.

Speaking of the Blues, they

are the next opposition the Gaels

will face. The encounter will

come on Friday night at Varsity

Arena in Toronto. As I write this

soliloquy, the Blues are skating

around Varsity Arena, preparing

to meet the RMC Redmen. You'll

forgive me if I credit the Blues

with their tenth successive
league victory of the season. So,

added emphasis must be placed
on defense for the tricolour

forward lines if they hope to keep
the blues from running up a large

score. For those who can't make
the game, CFRC will carry it live

from the opening face-off at 8

p.m.

On Sunday, the Gaels move
on to Sudbury for a 2 o'clock

match with the Voyageurs. The
Vees are another club for whom
the Gaels feel no special af-

fection. They have the chippiest

goaltender in the league in Dave
Tataryn, who has destroyed more
than one ankle last year with

gentle swipes of his goalie stick.

Over the past two years the Gaels
have yet to emerge with a single

point from the Sudbury Arena-

losing three games to the
Voyageurs. One of the losses

being in last years overtime
defeat in the sudden-death
quarter-finals. Since we are
about due for a victory in the

north country, this would be a

good time to get it. It might
remove some of the foul taste of

Tuesday evenings performance,

festival

IS

Pink Floyd captured on film,

Mime, Photographer John de Visser, theatre,

Ban Righ Firesides and much much more.

February 5,6, 7, 8, 9.

Goalie Dave Dungey has lots of company
ritchie

Are you bored, feeling down, or just want
to talk- call 544-1771 between 7 p.m. and 7 a.m.
We're there to be friends, to provide in-

formation or to sort out problems. All calls are
kept anonymous and confidential- try us out at

544-1771!

1974-75

Upperclass

Residence Accommodation

West Campus Residences

Women's Residences

Residerrce Application Forms for

Earl St. Residence

Leonard Field

Morris Hall

will be available on January 16th at the Main Desks in

Gordon-Brockington, West Campus, and Victoria Hall.

These applications must be completed and returned to
the Residence Admissions Office, Victoria Hall, by
February 8th, 1974.

Steve Amey's

Lakeview Manor
Now Playing in the

"Centennial Room''

Currently playing

till Saturday

''Blarney Stone''

Coming Next Week;

Hazel Walker

and

Family Affair

1 girl and 5 guys
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World

Watergate tape erasure deliberate!
WASHINGTON- Technical experts said Tuesday
that an IS-minute gap in a supoenacd White House
tape was caused by at least five, and possibly nine,

separate erasures. Thoy were not permitted to

(estify whether they thought the erasures were
deliberate. The experts said they could tell that at

least five starts and stops were made with the

erase-record button on, and said there was elec-

tronic evidence to support that.

Mr. Haldeman's notes showed that the missing

portion contained conversations about the

Watergate break-in I hat had occurred three days
before. F'resident Nixon's secretary Rose Mary
Wood, has testified that she accidentally pushed the

record button, but only lor about five minutes.

Two Secret Service agents were expected to

testify Wednesday about who had access to the tape

record(!r that, the experts said, had produced the

buzz heard on the obliterated segment of the tape. It

is known that only President Nixon, Miss Wood and
one other person could have had access to the tape

during the period in which it was erased.

The office of the White House has declined

immediate comment on the testimony^

OSLO- Evidence of a vast underground Israeli spy

network in Europe is emerging from the trial here

of a group of Jews accused of complicity in the

killing of a suspected,Arab guerrilla.

The six defendants, including two women, are

accused of the murder of Ahmed Bouchiki last July

in the ski resort of Lillehammer. The defendants

claim that Ahmed was a member of the Black

September terrorist organization.

Evidence so far has disclosed the existence of a

well funded counter guerrilla organization whose
operations are planned in Israel and carried out by

large, multi-lingual teams with apartments at their

disposal in many capitals. Paris police have
discovered seven apartments in Paris alone used by
the agents.

JAKARTA- Thousands of students went on a

rampage in Jakarta Wednesday for the second day,

enlarging their protest against Japanese economic
penetration of Indonesia to include Chinese im-

migrants, who control much of the country's

commercial life.

Seven students were killed and 49 wounded in

Tuesday's rioting, touched off by the visit of

Canada

Review asylum policy
OTTAWA- The External Affairs

Department is reviewing its

policy on diplomatic asylum
following the unprecedented
wholesale granting of sanctuary

at Canda's embassy in Santiago

that followed the coup in Chile.

Until then Canada's policy

had been to shun the whole

practice of asylum as in-

ternational law recognizes no

genera] right to asylum.

There have been cases in

Communist countries where
asylum-seeking dissidents have
been turned out of Canadian
embassies into the waiting arms
of local pfjlice. In Chile 19 persons

were granted asylum by local

embassy staff without consulting

Ottawa first.

OTTAWA Canada's prison

fxjplulation has been growing at

an annual rate of abfiut 10 per

cent down from a high of 15 per

cent hit last September. The rate

of growth is still much higher

than the normal rate of 1 per cent

that prevailed in the peniten-

tiaries service (or years. The rate

is also much higher than the rate

of growth of Canada's fK>pulalion

as a whole.

The single major reason for

the spurt in fwpulation is a

considerable reduction in paroles

and an increase in parole
revocations. The result of the

spurt has been to »:log Canada's
prisons with prisoners and
overload the services
rehabilitation programs.

f/FTAWA The federal govcjrn-

menl han decided to construct a

pipelih'- from Sarnia to Montreal
with .ifi eventual extension to the

Atlantic provinces. The pipeline

will supply 250,000 barrels of

western crude oil per day to the

Montreal market, just under half

of the 550,000 barrels used daily in

the market area.

Ottawa chose to extend the

existing pipeline, which swings

down through the northern U.S.

and then back up to Sarnia,

rather than build a new pipeline

entirely in Canada because of

lower cost and less construction

time.

The Atlantic provinces have

called for a Montreal-Maritimes

pipeline which could pump oil in

either direction. The pipeline

would normally be used to pipe

offshore oil to Montreal but in the

event of another oil crises could

be run backwards to supply

western oil to the Maritimes.

CALGARY- The Alberta

government has announced plans

to spend $l(M)-million in provin-

cial funds over the next five years

to develop a viatjie method for

exploiting the Alberta oil sands.

The intent of the government
funded research will be to find

mr^thods of tapping the reserves

by melting the oil tar and pum-
ping the melt to the surface

Curr(!nt schf;mes involvf; surface

mining of the; sands followed by

cooking out the oil in ov(!ns. The
drawbacks are that these

methods can only r<!cover a

fraction of th<! total jMitrintial and

they are v<;ry damaging to the

ecology.

VANC0UVF:R- sections of th<;

Trans Canada Highway were
closed Siinday because of hv.uvy

snowfall and severe icing. The

Rogers Pass section was closed

after a snowfall of over six feet

which brought the danger of

slides. The Eraser Canyon
section was closed indefinitely by

a massive snowslide at Jackass

Mountain.

Premier Kakuei Tanaka of Japan.

Tanaka was greeted by similar rioting earlier

when h(! visited Thailand.

The students are protf!«ting Japan's exonomi'

policies towards its Far East neighbours which

tends to make them suppliers of raw materials for

Japan's industries.

LONDON- Because top-level talks on resolving

Britain's industiral crisis broke up without

agreement, speculation continued that Prime
Minister Heath would call a snap election. The talks

were concerned with the coal miners wage dispute

which has thrown Britain into a three day week.

In Parliament, Heath fended off questions

about whether he plans to spring an election, but

many politicians are convinced that Heath is

preparing for an election next month.

Even though the Conservatives would probably

win a ballot, unfortunately, it would not ensure a

return to work in the mines.

HOUSTON- The Skylab 3 astronauts have set a new
space flight endurance record by logging over 6fJ

days in space. If all goes well they will stay aloft

another 24 days. Since Skylab 3 is the last U.S. space

mission of an extended duration for the next 10

years it is expected that the endurance record

should last for at least a decade.

MIDDLE EAST- Israel and Egypt appear to be

nearing agreement on the separation of their ar-

mies along the Suez Canal ceasefire line.

The main stumbling block is Egypt's opposition

to Israeli demands that Egypt reduce the strength

of its forces on the east bank of the canal

.

The basic plan will be that both sides will

maintain control of the territory they now occupy
but that the two armies will pull back from im-

mediate confrontation with each other.

U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger has

been flying back and forth between Aswan, in

Egypt, and Jerusalem carrying the proposals and
counter proposals from the two parties. So far he

has made three stops in Aswan and two in

Jerusalem.

CAPE TOWN, South Africa (AP)- With all the talk

about gasoline rationing, a stamp dealer said

Second World War ration coupons were selling for

up to $7.45 each. "Of couse these can't be used any

more," he said. "It's amazing what people will

buy."

# TONIGHT # # •
The School
Librarianship
Movie

M^Arthur
Hall
7:15 IJ

9:15 pm

99^

A powerful movie!

Shattering!

"

Clyde Gilmoui
ToroYitc Stai'

Fascinating f i liii bo

for i ts subject and

for the way it has

been made. Involvi

and convincing!"
Martin Kucim-
'/'( •I'or: to Sto)'

TCCHNICOIOR'

th

ng

WJEDNESDAYS
CHILD

Directed by KENNETH LOACH (maker of KES)
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Thorough course

evaluation planned
This year's course evaluation

committee, headed by Bob
Mutrie, has high hopes for a

thorough, readable guide to first-

year arts and science courses.

Because of the large number
of people involved in the guide's

preparation, and because only

first-year courses will be

reviewed, Mutrie hopes to

provide thorough coverage of all

classes. He also plans to make
the evaluation a guide to

departments as well as courses.

Mutrie aims to make the

guide a publication which is read
from cover to cover. To achieve

this goal, the course guide will be

a readable evaluation including

some statistics rather than a

massive compilation of statistics

alone.

Mutrie shares his committee

responsibilities with Dave
Tupper and Liz Milroy. Tupper is

in charge of the actual ad-

ministration of the evaluation;

Milroy works with both of them
and looks after financial matters.

They are aided by ten assistants

who are responsible to Tupper.
The committee is working

closely with the various
Departmental Student Councils,

and the department heads. They
are also consulting with the Dean
of Arts and Science, R.L. Watts,

Associate Dean (Studies) P.H.
Platenius, and ASUS. "The guide

is not an independent effort",

Mutrie explained. He stressed the

fact that he wants feedback;

interested students are urged to

see a member of the committee
or to make a submission to the

AMS Office.

Arts and Science

paring expenses
Recent shortfalls in

- provincial government grants to

Queen's have had serious,

although not irreparable, effects

.on the operations of the Faculty
of Arts and Science, according to

Dean R.L. Watts.

In the past few years, rapid

inflation has more than wiped out

increases in government graijts,

forcing the university to cut back
-spending in all areas. The
Faculty of Arts and Science has
been hit hard, he said.

Watts explained that in

making budget cuts, the faculty

has tried to reduce spending in

areas which would cause as little

permanent damage as possible,

and would minimize the impact
on teaching quality.

For this reason, efforts have been
made to cut administrative and
overhead costs first, and
teaching funds only as a last

resort. The expenses of operating

the faculty office have been
pared, and many .non-academic
staff members who leave are not

replaced.

The faculty has also decided
to purchase no new scientific

equipment for the 1974-5

academic year, but Watts em-
phasized that this is "strictly an

interim measure."
He conceded that it will be

very difficult to make further

cuts in the faculty budget, and
that continued inadequate
government grants could cause
"very serious" problems. "The
(forced financial) dieting has
been completed", he observed,

"we're becoming un-

dernourished".

While admitting that other

faculties have had to cut their

spending too. Watts pointed out

that, his faculty has a special

problem. The expenses of many
arts departments are made up
almost entirely of salaries, so

reductions in spending in these

areas is very difficult.

He complained that the

cutbacks have also made it very
difficult to add to academic staff

at the rate at which the
faculty's enrolment has grown.
Some departments, such as

economics are expanding very

quickly but few new staff

members have been hired, for-

cing staff-student ratios up
sharply. Watts expressed con-

cern with this situation, insisting

that "it's very important that we
don't shortchange the students in

the areas that they want to be

taught."

bottom ley

Bruce Cockburn in concert Sunday night.
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wat's

hapnin' ?

Pubs and Movies
401 Inn - Ray Smith
Commodore - The Ballards

Townhouse - Coulson Expansion
Frontenac - Finnegan's - Fred Werthman

- Muldoon's - Olive Bayle and the Irish Tradition

Manor - Hazel Walker and Family Affair

Hyland - Paper Chase
Odeon - American Graffiti

Capitol 1 - American Film Theatre on Tues. with

lonesco's Rhinoceros

Capitol 2 - Papillon

Domino Theatre - Juno and the Paycock, at 8:30

p.m., Jan. 24, 25, 26, 31, Feb. 1, 2, 7, 8, 9.

Tuesday, Jan, 22

12:30 - 1:30 p.m. - Poetry Readings in the second

floor common room. Union (Realized by the

'Munch but don't Crunch your Lunch Bunch').

3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - La Casa: come for tea and coffee

and get in on future plans, such as a permanent
Spanish and Italian house for next year, and a

total immersion weekend.
5:45 p.m. - Ban Righ Fireside: Poetess Joan Fin-

nigan reading her own works. Coffee and dessert

at 5:45, poetry at 6:00.

7:00 and 9:00 p.m. - Winter Cinema, sponsored by
the Commerce Society presents Clint Eastwood in

"Play Misty For Me," for $1, in Dunning
Auditorium.

7:00 p.m. - Debating Society Workshop in the third

floor common room. Student Union. All welcome.
8:30 p.m. - The Queen's Astronomy Club and the

R.A.S.C. will hold their Annual Meeting in Rm.
323, Ellis Hall, and it is important that all

members attend. Also, Dr. Bridle will speak on
his experiments to determine if intelligent life

exists outside our solar system.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Series presents "Martyrs of Love" (Jan Nemec,
1966), with Petr Kopriva, and Hana Kuberova. In

' Czech with English sub-titles.

Wednesday, Jan, 23

I'M) p.m. - Human Sexuality Course, in Dupuis
Auditorium. This week, Reproduction, Con-
tracoption and V.D.: including the reasoning
behind birth control, population control and the

politics of contraception. Speakers will be Dr. P.

MacKenzie (^Obs-Gyn), and Allan Feingold
'f^ditor of the Birth Control Handbook).

7:30 p.m. - King.ston Film Society will be resuming
this term with "The Seventh Seal" (Director-

Ingmar Bergman). Films will be shown in Ellis

Hall and admission is $1.50 for non-members.
8:(KJ p.m. - 1:(K) a.m. - The Queen's University

Ukrainian Club is Sponsoring Veetaemo Night, at

the Queen's Pub. Admission is 25c and there will

be door prizes, food, beer and entertainment.

8:W) p.m. - St. Lawrence College Modern Film
Classics, for !Wc in the large lecture theatre. This
week, "Hell in the Pacific", (Boorman).

Vt/M) p.m. - Grant Hall Concert with the 14-piece

enwimble from New York, the Contemporary
C'hamher Knsemble, Arthur Weisbr;rg, conductor,
performing Stravinsky's L'Histoire du Soldat.

Tickets at the Box Office.

Thursday, Jan, 24
4:00 p.m. - Dept. of Psychology presents Dr. A.

Bergman, from McGill University, speaking on
"What the Far Tells the Mind's Eye", in Rm. 131,

Humphrey Hall.

7:00 p.m. - Undergraduate Physics Colloquium in

Stirling, Theatre C. Dr. C. H. Hodges will talk on
"Physics and Music" (suitable for all un-

dergraduates).

7:00 and 9:30 p.m. - Dunning Flick for $1, Kurt
Vonnegut's "Between Time and Timbuktu".

7:15 p.m. - Bridge Club Meeting in Second floor

common room. Student Union.
7:30 p.m. - Camera Club meeting in Third floor

common room, in Union, with a slide presentation
and a dry mounting session.

7:30 p.m. - The A.M.S. Education Commission's
Last Lecture Series will feature Dr. Uffen, Dean
of Applied Science, and member of the Club of

Rome, in the Ban Righ Common Room.
7:30 p.m. - The History Lecture Series presents Dr.
A. P. Thorton of the Dept. of History, University

of Toronto, speaking on the topic "Confrontation:

Jews, Arabs and Others'J^ in the Dunning
Hall Conference Room.

8:00 - 11 :00 p.m. - Informal Coffee Hour for students

at the home of the Rev. and Mrs. E. Howes,
Anglican Chaplain at Queen's, at 148 Barrie St.

Apt. 1.

9:00 p.m. - Canadian poet Sid Marty, of Banff,

Alberta, will present a poetry reading at Agnes
Etherington. Admission is free.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Series showing of "Citizen Kane" (Orson Welles,

1941), in Ellis Hall.

Friday, Jan, 25
7: 15 and 9 :15 p.m. - Arthur Film for 99c, "Downhill
Racer".

8:00 p.m. - Social Evening at the Kingston Women's
Centre, after 8:00. All women welcome.

8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. - Science '76 Greaser Bash in

Grant and Kingston Hall, with the Stompin Suede
Greasers. Admission $1.50.

Later This Month
Jan. 26 - 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. - Discussion on
"Community Acceptance of the Handicapped" in

Rm. 11, Dunning Hall.

Jan. 28 - 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. - Life Sciences Night, with

demonstrations, mini-lectures and slide

presentations concerned with Biochemistry,
Anatomy, Physiology, Biology and Phar-
macology.

Jan, 28 - 7:00 p.m. - Seminar in Rm. 517, John
Watson Flail, with Grad students in Sociology

from McMaster and Toronto Universities ex-

pressing their views on "Canadianization and our

Universities".

Jan. 28 - Feb. 1 - Chronicles XX: directed by Jana
Kendall.

Jan. 30 - 8:(K) p.m. - Public Lecture in Stirling 'D'

with the Vice-President of the Southwest Africa

I'eople's Organization, sponsored by the

Education (,'om mission.

A HARVARD M.B.A.

IS IT WORTH

THE EFFORT

Representatives of the

Harvard Business School will

be pleased to discuss the

school's programs and your

plans with you.

Thursday, January 24

2 - 4 p.m.
Jackson Lounge - Clark Hall

CAMERA CLUB MEETINGS

Jan 24 T*""'* ' 7:30 pm 3rd floor lounge in
I. At, Union slide show and dry mounting

demonstration.

y Thurs. 7:30 pm - 3rd floor lounge in

' Union - discuss Arts Festival Prints and
Slides.

Feb. 14/ Thurs. 7:30 pm Club elections

F6b. 16, (Sa^- Sun.) workshop

WATCH FOR

''SaUre Tonight"
on hilarious musical spout

JAN. 30, 31, and FEB. 1

8:30 p.m.

McArthur College Aud.
$1.00

Queen's
Division of Concerts

presents

GRANT HALL SERIES
CONCERT NO. 4

CONTEMPORARY CHAMBER
ENSEMBLE

Programme: L'Histoire du Soldat
Stravinsky; Octandre, Varese Pieces

for Piano Cowell; Incenters

Druckman

WED. 23, Jan. 8:30 p.m.
Tickets : $4, 3 genera I, $3, 2 students

Division of Concerts Box Office

\gnes Etherington Art Gentry
547-6194

Jan. 30
Feb. 2

Snowball
presents:

Wed. opening ceremonies. Wine and Cheese,

Athletic night, Honky Tonk Pub,

Winter Movies.

Thurs.. Sleigh Rides, 'Niflheim' - Variety Night,*

Winter Music Festival, Talent Night

at the Pub.

Fri... Sleigh Rides, Glowein Party, Casino

Night, Concert,

Sat. . .Afternoon Games 'Vara' - Semi-formal,*

+ 'Bacchanallus' in Leonard.

* Advance tickets on sale in

John Orr Roonn 11-2 and meal lines.
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Special Admissions

Project shows modest success
by Mark Hayes

The Arts and Science
Faculty's Special Admissions
Project is fairly successful and is

being well-received by both
faculty and participants, ac-

cording to the project's super-

visor.

Fifty normally ineligible

students were admitted in Sep-

tember, fifty more will come next

year.
- Although it is the only effort

of its kind in Canada, this type of

endeavour is not a new idea,

pointed out Dr. G.J.S. Wilde,

chairman of the university's

Special Admissions Panel.
Several universities in the U.S.

have tried similar programs in

the past, he said. Wilde described

the project as "an effort to

provide admission to university

to anyone with ability to profit

from it."

The project was approved by
the university Senate last Oc-

tober, and a faculty panel was
chosen to oversee the selection of

the students to be admitted. It

was advertised in the Eastern

Ontario area in January and
February 1973.

Inquiries about the project

were received from all over -

Canada, and through a series of

questionnaires projects and
aptitude tests, the 231 original

applicants were winnowed down
to forty-nine.

Although the minimum
requirement for admission was
only grade 10, about half of the

successful applicants had
completed grade 12 or part of

grade 13, with twenty per cent of

The snow god cometh
The Snowball Committee has been spreading rumours around

campus recently that a fine old white-haired and bearded gent is alive

and well and coming to Queen's. The person is not Santa Claus (he's

had his chance already), his name is Byelobog, and the occasion for

his visit is Snowball Week '74, which runs from January 30 to February
2.

Byelobog is the Snow God, and he has been in mortal combat for

years with Chernobog, the Rain God (who spends his time running
around, jumping in puddles and rolling in the mud.) Although
Byelobog seems to have the upper hand right now, Chernobog will

probably attempt some sneaky plan to sabotage the celebration before

the end of the month.
The days following the arrival of Byelobog on the afternoon of

Wednesday, January 30, will be filled with activities. University
Avenue will be turned into a mall throughout the festival.

Wednesday events will include a Wine and Cheese party in the

Garden of the Gods (Grant Hall), winter movies in Ellis and Honky-
Tonk Pub at West Campus.

Thursday will be a variety day, with afternoon activities in the

mall, a Winter Music Festival, folksingers, and Dunning Flicks, to

mention only a few.

A Casino Night in Valhalla (Lower Vic) will highlight Friday.

Byelobog will be out all day on Saturday at the afternoon games
around campus. There will be powderpuff football for all the Queen's
women who were frustrated by the Gaels football team, games on
Leonard Field and skating on the lake.

The highlight of Snowball Week will be the dances on Saturday
night. In Grant Hall there will be a semi-formal featuring en-

tertainment including Atlantis, the Kingston Tercentenary Band, a

grease band, a magician, a bull whip artist and a pair of honky tonk
pianists. Another dance, Bacchanal, will be held in Leonard Cafeteria.

The Snowball Committee predicts that Byelobog will have a great
time.

Return to God^s call
##

Rev. Dr. George MacLeod, former moderator of the Church of

Scotland, addressed a lively crowd Wednesday on the topic of "The
Pacifist Imperative." He boldly stated that the world's recent political

and economic bankruptcy is due to our loss of the original idea of

Salvation. MacLeod outlined the role of the church in the modem
world, stating, "The church must say the words that politicians cannot
and economists will not say," referring to the need for the pacifist to

stop what he feels is "Economic avarice," which has led to

deteriorating social conditions throughout the world.

MacLeod spoke at length on the subject of the Viet Nam war and
the extent of U.S involvement in it. Referring to this he stated, "If we
come to the brink, we must reject the charion call of country and
return to the call of God, which is the way of common sense."

The Journal later spoke to Dr. MacLeod privately, and when
asked to comment on the question of whether or not amnesty should be
granted to "draft dodgers," he replied, "Of course they should. Since

war was never formally declared, the government technically has
made a mistake and should make amends as soon as possible."

Dr. MacLeod retured from the Leadership of the lona Community
in Scotland in 1967 .The community is composed of young men and
women dedicated to the ministry, originally in the industrial areas of

Scotland. The community presently has over 140 members, 600

associates and 4,000 friends around the world. Dr. MacLeod's visit was
arranged under the auspices of the Queen's Theological College.

the accepted students having the

minimum grade ten. Problems
occurred in some areas where the

applicants did not have the

specific prerequisites for sub-

jects, especially in math and
sciences, and this led most of the

students to enrol in liberal arts

programmes. Those who chose to

take sciences were required to

take makeup courses for the

subjects they needed, and no

preference was given to any of

the Special Admissions group. No
special curriculum is set up for

any of the project's students,

although special tutoring and
advice is available.

The project is an experiment

as well as an opportunity for

some students to enter Queen's. A
control group of 50 regularly-

admitted students taking ap-

proximately the same courses

have written identical tests, and
their scores and results of their

studies at Queen's will be com-
pared with the students in the

project. Wilde indicated that

there is significant faculty in-

terest in the research end of the

project, and many staff members
believe the results could lead to a

better system of pre-university

indicators of success.

Five of the original 49 have

dropped out, well above the

regular Christmas attrition rate

of two or three percent. Although

a final correlation has not been

made, the Christmas marks for

the project group were definitely

"lower than average", according

to Marilyn Hood, Wilde's

research assistant and a liaison

and resource person for the

students admitted through the

project. She said that the mark
difference could be attributed to

"Adjustment problems in the

first term" and she cited dif-

ficulty in writing essays as a

prime complaint.

Hood stated that the "ad-

mission end of the project is very

important", as many of the

students in the programme really

needed the opportunity to get into

university and would likely not

have made it if forced to go

through regular channels,

perhaps returning to high school

or gaining entrance through the

mature students' program. The

future of the project lies in the

success of the students involved

in it, and the results could be an

important new development in

education testing.

Arts & Science

moves offices

The offices of the Faculty

of Arts and Science moved on

the weekend from 131 Union

St. to the new Arts Social

Sciences Complex. The new
offices are located in F Block,

immediately behind
Richardson Hall. Telephone

numbers remain the same.
The Department of

Political Studies is scheduled

to move into the complex next

week.

FEE

REMINDER
The second installment of fees due by Jan.

31, 1974 can be paid in person at the Ac-
countant's Office, Richardson Hall.

If you find it more convenient to mail your
cheque to the Accountant's Office, please
record your student number on the face of

your cheque.

HEALTH SERVICES
ANYONE with specific or general

ideas, impressions, complaints

-whatever on Queen's Health Services

VOICE THEAA.

Wed., Jan. 23 in the 3rd floor Union Common
Room. 8.30 pm.
If can't come, phone:

Ian 544-6070, Miriam 546-5225

Andy 546-6446

NOTE CHANGE IN DATE

Upper Year Course
Evaluation Meeting

All DSC Chairmen and

interested DSC reps are

asked to attend

Wed. Jan. 23 7:30 p.m.

3rd Floor Common Room, Union

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they

have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: "The Ballards"

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOTHtS ONLY PLEASE
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A Ail f
lavl ^^'^ P^QB sponsored by A. M.S.

JP*^^ 0 W I 0 ^ Internal Affairs Commission

RESTRUCTURING BY-LAWS, first and second readings at AMS
Outer Council Meetings, Thursday night January 24th, 1974

Notice of

AMS Outer Council Meeting

Thursday, January 24th

7:30 p.m.

McLaughlin Room

Student Union

Notice of

AMS Outer Council Meeting

Thursday, January 24th

9:00 p.m.

McLaughlin Room

Student Union

QUEEN'S UKRAINIAN CLUB

proudly presents

VEETAEMO

UKRAINIAN PUB NIGHT

Wednesday January 23rd

DOOR PRIZES, FOOD, BEER, ENTERTAINMENT

AMS
EDUCATION COMMISSION

1 ACT ICrTIIDC CCDICC

SUPPOSE THE WORLD WERE TO END
TOMORROW! COME & LEARN HOW
DEAN R.J. UFFEN WILL PRESENT

HIS LAST LECTURE

THURS. JAN. 24 7:30 - 8:30 p.m.

BAN RICH COMMON RM.

AMS CULTURAL AFFAIRS
and

THE UNION PROGRAMME
COMMITTEE

"MUNCH but don't CRUNCH
your LUNCH BUNCH

"

POETRY READINGS
WITH Heather Johnstone

Brian T. Way, and others

2nd Floor Common Room, Student Union

12:30 - 1:30 p.m. TODAY (Tues. Jan. 22)

Any Student interested in becoming

the AMS Orientation Convenor for

this fall may leave his/her name,

in the AMS office or phone AMS

office at 547-6165 before

January 22nd.

All applicants will be interviewed.

Anrilirntinnc; For n Dirortor nr summer employment for students in co-/^ppiH-UIIOrib ror U UireCIOr or operation with the community, CANADA
Cr>k Pitrc^r-ii^rc li^k Q.r^w^lr 107/1 MANPOWER and Queen's University. The job
V-U-L^II t^^-IUI b OT JOD DUnK \ y/^- will involve some preliminary work this spring

will now be accepted at the so applicants should take this mto con-
n sideration. For further information about this

^^^CQ-f-fj^Q position contact Donna Hackett 549-0190.

Applications must be submitted by January

This is a full time summer position that is open P'®^^® include a resume. There will be

to any Queen student. JOB BANK finds interviews for prospective candidates at a
later date.
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letters to the editors

Trotter: meeting method democratic
Dear Editors:

I would like to respond to your editorial on the

increase of the AMS specific fee in last Friday's
Journal. The Journal has failed to do enough
background researching to support their negative
opinion of increasing the AMS specific fee by way of

the AMS Annual Meeting.

The Constitution and By-Laws of the AMS allow

for a change jn the non-academic fee structure by
one of two ways: a) through a campus wide
referendum or b) through a motion at the Annual
Meeting of the AMS.

Outer Council of the AMS has decided to ask for

a fee increase at the Annual Meeting. The Journal
feels this method "obscures democracy" but does it

really when you consider the situation? The Annual
Meeting it seems will not be held in Stirling D, as the

Journal, suggests, but rather in Bartlett Gym-
nasium, Leonard Cafeteria, Dunning Auditorium,
the Arena or Grant Hall. In no way are we trying to

restrict the number of people that can attend. We
are also thinking of holding the meeting in the latter

part of the first week of March instead of Friday,

March 1st to enable McArthur College students to

attend who otherwise would be out of town practice

teaching. Further, we are trying to set up an ef-

ficient proxy voting scheme since it is allowed for in

the AMS Corporate By-Laws. Hence a person who
could not attend give his vote to a proxy.

The Journal contends that attendance at the

Annual Meetings in the past has been poor. This is a
fact that I do not argue with. However it would seem
obvious that the poor attendance is due to the fact

that the past meetings have been purely ceremonial
and as such have never been given wide publicity.

This year the exact opposite is true. The AMS plans
on advertising the motion and the meeting widely. It

also hopes that this fee increase would become an
issue in the upcoming AMS President and Vice-

President election and as such would receive that

much wider circulation. The AMS plans on widely
distributing its reasons for asking for a fee increase.

One advantage of the Annual Meeting over a

referendum is that discussion of the motion is

allowed and would certainly be encouraged. This is

not possible when voting in a referendum. Also
amendments to the motion are in order and
therefore afford flexibility to the voter if he-she is

not pleased with the fee amount proposed in the
motion.

The Journal's contention that asking for a fee

increase at the AMS Annual Meeting is in someway
backhanded or is obscuring democracy is invalid.

This method of presentation of an issue is certainly

allowed for and may, when given more than the
Journal's cursory glance, be a more democratic
method than a referendum.

Bruce W. Trotter

AMS Vice-President.
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unclassifieds

LOST MY WALLET at Queen's Pub
on Friday, January 18. It contains
identification. No questions asked.
Phone Keith at 549-2516.

LIVE IN KINGSTON? We need
several portable barbecues for the
Snowball Marshmallow Roast next
Wednesday. If you have a bar-

becue you are willing to lend for

about 2 hours use please call Mike
at 544-7242. We are counting on you
to lend barbecues so If you have
one please help cut.

WANTED: Five man house or
apartment for next year. Call

Lynn at 544-8727 or Sue 544-8649.

WANTED: Three bedroom apartment
with all the facilities for next year.
Must be close to campus. Phone
Greg at 549-1838 on weekends
before 12 Noon or John at 549-1513.

WILL TAKE OVER LEASE May 1 on
a two bedroom apartment located
close to campus. Phone 546-9914 or
544-7860 evenings.

WANTED DEAD OR ALIVE: Gael
Group 35, to meet on the steps of

the Union, Friday January 25 at
7.30 PM and then proceed to the
Pub. Reunion time! Hopefully?

THE NICE THING ABOUT BEING A
UKE Is that we have pyrohy and
big Kobassas. Bet you can't eat
one at the Ukrainian Pub Night.
January 23 at 8.00 pm to 1.00 am In

the Queen's Pub.
THE MARVELOUS MENAGERIE of

Spot, Goat, Albino and Bird an-
nounce that the author of "Big
Sioux Valley" and "My Life with
Shannon and other Domestic
Doggbrookes" is now engaged In a
new book, "Where there is a way,
there is a WILLSON". Publication

made possible by Kinear Dustyair
Geological Publications.' Notice
presented by the author of "My
Greek Goddess", by Tom's son,

"The Roping of Rachel Rose" by
Tiller Man Mark, "How To Love
and Raise Running Pumpkins" by
Verbose Ose and "A Page Out of

My Best Brand of Carols" by
Gospee Goat.

That classified must have been
written by Verbose Ose.

Using photographs In your thesis?
Photo Image has a complete range
of technical services including
'custom black and white
developing and printing and
Ektachrome slide developing. 48

hour service or less available on
most orders. Call 546-7770 for

more Information.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Fridge and stove. On second
floor; 342 Albert Street.

CLASSIFIED ADS in the Journal are
$1.00 for each thirty words per
Insertion.

203 ALBERT STREET will be ram-
paging and raging on the night of

January 26. Cordlal.ly invited are
all acquaintances Including: 85
William Street, Phil-more, Talbot,
81 Clergy, Dave, Leonard, Jimmy,
John, Albert, Frank, Jack, Jim C,
Richie A., 40 Clergy, Jack, Wendy
R., Al, Diane, Jennifer, Barney,
and-uh-Clem, 245 Johnson, Apple
Math '76, Heather, Marilyn,
Patrick, Doug, Chris, Ian, Ray,
Hotdog, Cuffs, Udder Heaven, the
Jerks, 295 William, Brock Boys,
Dave, Pete, Dave T., Mike, Rob,
Erica, Kathy, Ann, Total, Kid F.,

Jane, Anne, Margot, Ruth, Lynn,
Richie, Jim, Rag, Dave, Ellen,
Pat, Debbie, Randy, Marris, O.J.,
Paul M., Leslie, Eric, Holly, Deb,
Leslie F., Tony, Ira, Doug C, 9-C,

9-D, Wendy G., Jackie, 363 Barrie,

Robbie G., Tom, Sal, Coatsie,

Bobbsey Twins, Mike, Ian, Dave,
Shirley, Snuggles, Schmak, Sandy,
Don, Suzanne, Kelly, Tony, Silas,

Shamus, Groove, Elame,Denise,
Zigzag, Rut, Heather, 910 EIrond,

House of Smeg, Dukes of Earl,
Paul, Patti's T., K. and S., Sue B.,

Anne, Gail, Leslie, Shaoo Dog,
Dix, John W., 2-B, Zeke, Bill the
Brick, Rondek, K'., Roger de S., 316
victoria, Chris W., Boris Happy,
Juan Guatemala.

SOME PARTY
SLAWKO, the happy Uke says our

Pub Nite will keep you warm like

ten men at the Ukranian Pub Night
January 23 at the Queen's Pub
from 8.00 pm to 1.00 am.

LIFE SCIENCES NIGHT Is an
evening of demonstrations, mlnl-
lectures, slide shows, and informal
tours of the departments
associated with the Life Sciences.
It is open to all students and
especially those considering a

major program In the Life
Sciences.

FOR SALE: 1969 Flat 124 Sport

Spider. Phone 549-2737 after 6 pm.
THE JOURNAL needs news writers.

Launch yourself on an In-

describable experience. Come to

the Journal Office tomorrow night

at 8.00 pm.
Poetry readings at the Arts

Festival. ..If you are interested in

reading your poetry at one of our
informal recitals during Festival

week, contact. Talbot at 544-9207.

FIFTY DOLLARS first prize in the

Arts Festival film contest. Phone
Brenda Toner at 546-3910.

DISPLAY ADS in the Journal are only
$2.37 a column inch.

More classifieds on Page 10

A REMINDER:

Tricolor Award Nominations must be sub-
mitted by Friday, Feb. 1, 1974 to the AMS
Office.

Forms available in the AMS office. See By-
Law No. 15 for details.

AMS Education Commission

and

GOLDEN WORDS

Last Lecture Series
with

Dr. Uffer

Dean of Applied Science

Thursday, Jan. 24th 7:30 p.m.

Ban Righ Common Room

All Welcome

Coffee will be served

Kingston Film Society

Presents:

The Seventh Seal

7:30 p.m. Jan. 23

Ellis Hall

St. Lawrence Parks Commission

Summer Employment at

OLD FORT HENRY
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

Information and Films Night
Describing the Fort Henry Guard

January 30th at 7:30 p.m.

students' Memorial Union - Small
Common Room - 2nd Floor

Application forms available at

THE PLACEMENT OFFICE, corner of

UNIVERSITY and UNION. Sign-ups

for interviews begin on

22nd January
and Campus Interviews are being held on

February 4th to 8th
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campus comment
The Journal osked:

What are your impressions

of the quality of Queen's

Student Health Service?

Tom Holloway: I was impressed
by the facilities and the doctors.

They seemed pretty competent.
Bob Maxwell: Very satisfactory.

The staff was friendly but the

doctor's weren't. Perhaps its

because they are overworked.

When I said it was satisfactory I

meant that it was convenient. I

think there are better doctors on

the outside.

Emily Watson: They are too

impersonal. I'd rather go to my
family doctor. You get the feeling

that you're being treated as one

of the mass.

Lloyd Anderson: They seem
efficient and capable. The only

thing is that you get a different

doctor everytime. It's quite

different from a family doctor.

It's just who ever is there. So you

have to explain everything each

time.

Marian Spence; It's quite

crowded. They are fairly ap-

proachable and open but they

need bigger facilities.

A survey is being con-

ducted by Health Council

about the quality of service

at the Health Service.

Forms for further com-
ments may be picked up in

the John Orr Room.

What Is Man's Future?

Open Discussion

All Welcome

Tinne; Jan. 26, 8:00 p.m.

Place: Stirling Hall, Theatre "A"
Panel Members: Dr. J.A.W. Gunn,

Mr. Band, Reverend Jackson,

Dr. C. G. Hospital

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Jan. 21, 22, 23,

You'll get more for your money with the Colonel's

THRIFTBOX
Sf>CaAi!

Free
trench
fries!

ALLTHIS FOR ONLY
REGULAR
VALUE
$4.85

* ^ m A CANAOIAM COMPANV

Colonel Sanders and his boys make it "finger lickin' good'

240 MONTREAL ST.

1407 PRINCESS ST.

BATH RD.at GARDINER'S RD.

TONIGHT

CLINT

EASTWOOD
Dunning Auditorium

Tuesday, January 22

Admission: only $1.00

7 and 9 p.m.

in

PLAY MISTY
FORME

IV/NTfJ?

C/JVfM>l
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Interview with Premier Davis

Steering away from the Issues
by Margot Ritchie

Education and inflation

sparked little interest

in Davis despite

recent headlines

In an attempt to communicate
directly with the people of Kingston,

Premier William Davis and several of

his Ministers and assistants appeared

at City Hall yesterday.

The following is taken from an

interview of Davis by the Journal.

Journal: I believe that the Council of

Ontario Universities is pressing for an

independent granting authority similar

to the University Grants Commission
- of the United Kingdom, to act as a

buffer between the provincial govern-

ment and the universities. Would you be

willing to express your views on this?

Davis: Well, I'm not ready yet to

express a final point of view on this. The
recommendation in the COPSEO report

is related to this.

What I'm anxious to achieve is a

structure whereby the autonomy (in the

academic sense of the word) of the

. universities is preserved. At the same
time.^we recongnize that there is a

public interest and concern with

respect to the total amount of funding

made available from the public sector.

In my own experience as Minister

(of University Affairs and Education)

we studied the University Grants

Commission of Kingston. While I think

all structures must change, I think, at

least for a period of time, the Com-
mittee on University Affairs in this

province probably was as good a

structure as the University Grants

Committee.
However, the government is not

adverse to consideration of this matter

but I can't at this moment express a

personal pointof view.

Committee.
However, the government is not

adverse to consideration of this matter

^but I can't at this moment express a

[personal point of view.

Pictures by John Bottomley

'Not ready' to express his opinion on an
independent granting authority for universities.

Journal: At the present time,

Queen's is experiencing financial

problems and inflation seems to be at

the root of these problems. As Dr.

Deutsch sees it, the crux of these dif-

ficulties appears to be that while

government grants to the universities

are increasing in a yearly basis, this

increase has not proved sufficient to

accomodate the wide-spread growth of

inflation. As a result. Queen's is faced

with budgeting expenses to the extent

that essential student and staff services

are beginning to feel the effects.

Davis: Inflation may be increasing at a

rate higher than the increase in

provincial grants because our grants

have increased every year. I think

some evaluation as to how much in-

flation has eroded the increase in

grants is very understandable.

The atmosphere was relaxed and easy-going...

Of course, I might encourage Dr.

Deutsch on this and certainly would be
delighted to help. Another solution

might be to And a cure for inflation!

There is some logic behind this

thinking. There is no question that

inflation has moved more rapidly in the

last couple of years. We sometimes
calculate our grants six or seven

months before the actual payment is

made. It's difficult to predict what the

inflationary amount would be in that

period of time.

Journal: To move on to broader issues

then, can we expect promising results

for Ontario from the Energy Con-

ference in Ottawa later this month?
Davis: Well, of course it's not just a

question of Ontario. I think the main
feature of the Conference will be a

recognition that energy is a matter of

national concern. While Ontario ob-

viously has an interest as probably the

main consumer of energy, we're in-

terested in it or the development of a

national energy policy, a recognition

that Canadians everywhere in Canada
should be treated on an equitable basis.

It is a very basic consideration to the

future of economic growth. Therefore,

our approach at the Conference will not

be just a provincial one but a

recognition of the energy situation as

very basic to the Confederation. On-

tario will be taking a national look at it.

Journal: It appears that Mr. Stanfield

is planning to use inflation as the basis

for his platform in the next election. Do
you feel this is a good approach?
Davis: I think energy is an immediate
problem, maybe a longer term
problem. But I think that inflation is

something that has been with us for a

period of time and appears to be con-

tinuing. I think that it is
,
apart from the

energy situation, (the two are related

really) probably our greatest problem
nationally because the rate of inflation

has eroded people's fixed incomes. It is

not so bad for people who are part of the

day-to-day commercial or industrial

situation where they get increases.

However, for people on pensions or

fixed incomes it is very
tough. Something I'm sure we are

all aware of is that the inflationary

pressures make our own world position

less competitive. We have to trade and
export to exist. If the elections were
tomorrow, I think inflation would be

one of the major issues, if not the major
issue.

Journal: Several members of the

audience earlier today seemed to be

concerned about your government's
stand on pollution and the results so far.

Davis: Our stand on pollution is, I hope,

rather well known. We, in the province,

have probably set the pace for en-

vironmental controls - both in air and
water. We're continuing to press for the

clean-up of the Great Lakes, but what
is very difficult for us is to solve the

problems that come from south of the

twrder. We can clean up all of the north

shores of all of the Great Lakes, but if

our neighbours don't do the same the

problem is not solved. We are very

concerned, at the moment, with the

American government's decision to cut

back - I don't know for how long - on

their share of the Great Lakes
agreement. As long as our neighbours

south of the border don't fulfill their

part of the agreement, we can't expect

to totally eliminate our pollution

problems. I don't think we need to

abandon our environmental concerns at

the same time as we try to solve the

energy situation.

The overall tone of yesterday's

meeting was one of easy-going concern.

However, as Premier Davis and his

Ministers meet with the public in other

areas of the province, such an at-

mosphere is unlikely to be duplicated. A
more in-depth discussion of inflation

and education is certain to be
unavoidable for the Premier in future

meetings.

one which is not

likely to be repeated
at future meetings
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Joiiinoy into Ixtia" t'aiios Castaneda

Published by Simon and Shiister

Price $2.!»5 ( pocketboolt

)

Robin Dunibrille

Castaneda is an American anthropologist

whose recent work has been carried out under the

tutorialship of an Yaqui Indian sorcerer, Don Juan.

Over a period ol Icti years h<" iia.s amassed a j^reat

dc!al of inlofmatioii on the phiios()[)fiy and per

ceplual world ol tiiis man whose liome and teacher

is Ihe desert. In each of (.'astaneda's three Ixtoks fie

takes a different perspective in his interpretation of

the teachings of Don .Juan. Although the subject

matter of (he book is Ihe same, the mat(Tial in each
is ncilher reduiidanl nor dependent on another.

.lourn<-y into Ixllan, the third lx)ok, is [jleasantly

and clearly presented, 'I'his is a tribute to the

author, considering the difficulty involved in

volcalizing a philosophy of life which bears no

resemblance to that of the Western reader.

Castaneda owes much of his success to the

structure of the lx)oks. This is based on his actual

conversations with Don Juan which includes not

only personal anecdotes but the author's own
puzzled reaction to the teachings. This balance of

conversation .sets one world off against the other,

clarifying Don Juan's words and shining a aew light

on western realities.

The Dream of Gerontius

Truly fine performance
Sunday, January 20th, Kingston was treated to

a fine performance of one of Sir Edward Elgar's

more popular works, The Dream of Gerontius. An
oratorio written in 1900, it has as its text a religious-

spiritual poem by Cardinal Newman, a copy of

which was given to Elgar as a wedding gift. It is

divided into two parts. The first deals with

Gerontius as he confronts death, and the scond with

the journeying of his soul. It is a mystical poem
whose text illustrates the doctrine of purgatory as

expounded by the Catholic Church. 'The blend of

music and poetry is superb. In harmony with the

poetry, the music passes swiftly from dramatic to

lyrical passages, from feverish agitation to

sprituality.

The opening orchestral prelude presents the

thematic ideas which are encountered and
developed throughout. In this prcdnction, the

audience was bathed in mellow, warni sound, rich

with a sense of dramatic moment. This balance of

textured sound was maintained throughout the

performance.
Dr. F.R.C. Clarke is to be highly commended

for his interpretation of the work. True to the

tradition of the 19O0's, he had under his baton a

large choir, and orchestra. Together they produced
a symphony of rich flowing sound.

Tenor Garnet Brooks, as Gerontius, brought to

the production a strong sense of theatre, warmth
and poetic charm. James Bechtel, bass, sang both

the part of the Priest, and the Angel of Agony, with

sensitivity and ease.

As the Angel, mezzo-soprano Janice Taylor

presented a full sound, but lost to some extent the

dramatic urgency of the text. Elgar wanted

"Gerontius" to be thought of more as a piece of

"musical drama" than as an oratorio and bearing

this in mind, there was more room for interchange

between the soloists than they allowed themselves.

Dr. Clarke integrated beautifully his own choir,

the Queen's Choral Ensemble, directed by

Professor Narcisse-Mair, and the Queen's
University Chamber Singers, under the direction of

Dr. Rudolf Schnitzler. Dr. Schnitzler joined Dr.

Clarke in the direction of the chamber group, who
performed as a separate choir from the gallery. The
choral sound and blend was delicate and sensitive,

the articulation clear, and the energy-level high but

well controlled. It is noteworthy too, that at no time

did the choir, vast as it was, distract from the solo

performers.

The Dream of Gerontius, as presented by the

Kingston Symphony Association in Grant Hall, has

shown that in Dr. Clarke. Kingston has a director of

imagination and courage. We look forward to more
ventures of this nature.

Bruce Cock

Intimate a
by Ian McLeod

In spite of a strange series of

difficullies and surprises, the

r!arly Cockburn concert came off

extremely well ; Bruce Cockburn
once again emerged as Canada's
most entertaining and perhaps
most musically dedicated of

Canada's poet-songwriters.

During the first two songs,

Cockburn was noticeably ner-

vous, and he seemed almost
unfamiliar with some of the

guitar changes called for. His

choice of "Barrelhouse" as his

third .song seemed mystifying at

the time; I have developed a

prejudice against this selection,

and Cockburn attacked it in a

string-whacking Canadian blues

style in which many of the guitar

lines petered out. But a very

strong crowd response encourage
him to keep trying in an im-

provisational mood, and he was
steadily more successful through

"Sunwheel Dance" and the piece

for singing clarinet, which was
very successful in an im-
pressionistic NFB film-scorish

sort of way. By the time he began

the duets with Gene Martinek in

the second half, he was ready for

some very free jazz done
energetically; unorthodox, but

frequently beautiful.

Cockburn's "Life Will Open",
played with the dulcimer was
perhaps the strongest of the

evening. He handles the in-

strument professionally, and
paradoxically, in a way that

suggests that he taught it to

himself. He also handled at least

three distinct piano styles ef-

fectively, although I doubt that

the Toronto Conservatory would
sign him up; the classically-

Bruce Cockburn in concerjl

Juno and the Paycock

Irish humor

and pathos
"Juno and the i^iycock", Sean O'Casey's

tKimourous and moving play afx)ut the trials and

tribulations of a working class family in Ir(?land in

th<f H>2f)'s, opf;ns this 'I'hursday at the Domino
'ITieatre on Princess St. It i» the company's fourth

prfHluclion of the season.

'Ihr; play is set in the tenernrmt house of Juno

and Ja(,k Boyle, and crmtrrrs on the pr-rsonal con-

flicts and crises of their family and its immediatf;

eircif! at a time when the coiintry is being torn apart

by civil strife.

Although it was written fifty years ago,

Direcrtor Maureen Salter feels that it is a very

topical play because f)f what is happrrning within thf;

four walls "I didn't want this to be a message
play," she told the .lournal, "O'Casey doesn't bring

ih*f war in. He shows that people's lives go on

'I'- r i'' whaf'H happening outside"
II' r said that her main emphaHlH haB been on

ensemble playing in her attempt to achieve the

difficult balan(!(! between the tragic and comic

aspects of th(! play. There is a great deal of humour
in it, but the pathos is of equal importance.

Whv.n asked about problems that had to be

confront(!d for the? production, Salter said, "the

main problem has been one of accents. There's only

one Irishman in the bunch". She feels that through

its hard work the cast has overcome this difficulty.

The [jroduclion featur<!S Valerie and (Jordon

Jtobertson as Juno and Jack Boyle, Allison Irons

and l<'ras<'r Petric as their childr<?n Mary and

Johnny, and Andrew Orr as Boyle's friend Joxer. It

was designed by Marion I''lower.
^

Opening on Thursday night, "Jnno and the

I'aycock" will play until Sunday night, and then will

cont inue on February I
, 7, 8, and 9. Curtain time is

f!:;{0.

People
by Bruce W. Chown no simple al

'THE IDEA OF A UNIVERSITY' limitations |j
On the 30th December, 1973 the London Ob- portant parti

server published an interview with Sir Alan ignorance, to |

Bullock, recently retired Vice-Chancellor of Oxford to acquire a

University. With the permission of the publishers, collap.se wh|

the Journal will share with you some of Bullock's problems of

insights and thoughts; some of which, I feel, are No doubt

j

applicable to the appreciation of the performing and human instifil

creative arts. The interview was conducted by important nol

Kenneth Harris. about our pul

IIARIUS: What is the identity of the university in Of cour.'|

contemporary society? 'University ej

HlJI,l-OCK: Well, at Oxford, we believe - and there are intereste<|

are a good many people in other universities who but it is a pel

believe Ihe same thing - that the task of a university justify my vi[

is not to train its graduates for a particular job or intrinsic valul

particular profession to give Ihem vocational its social valj

training or to fill them full of specialist knowledge. There {|

It is to educate them; to draw out their |M)wers of overlooked,

thought and imagination in Ihe study of whatever teaching yotj

subjects arouse llieir interest; to encourage Ihem to ploxilies of

pcnelrale below the surface of the conventional government

wisdom and wrestle with questions to which there's they overlool

1
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and profound communication.

oriented "Deja Vu" brought back
images of front-room piano
practice from many years ago;

"Golden Serpent", sort of Jelly

Roll Morton old-style jazz, was a

bit wildly hammered - but he
makes the^ same mistakes every

time he plays it; the music-hall

style of "Musical Friends" is one
of Cockburn's most popular trips.

Cockbijrn's poetry seems to

have come almost full circle; his

new songs like "Never So Free"
and "All The Diamonds" have
much more in common with the

nature images on his first album
than with songs like "Blues Got

the World" which seem more
weary and-or cynical. This dark

middle period seems to cast a

shadow over the new stuff-you

wonder how much of the new
influences, such as the com-
mercial jazz tone of "Salt, Sun &
Time" is actually synthesis and
how much has been borrowed in a

show-biz spirit.

But this is abstracting un-

fairly from the person who ap-

peared on stage Sunday night.

Bruce Cockburn was able to build

creatively, after a shaky start, on

the great respect the audience

already had for his music. He
shows a lack of self-importance

and a genuine sense of humour;
his continued musical growth due

to his travels, his thinking and

his artistic independence are

what make him worth seeing. He
lacks glamor; he lacks the

consistency that comes with one

automatic performance in a

long series. What he gains in the.

exchange is a few moments of

personal and profound com-
munication.

to recognise the

(that's a very im-

p ) learn
. your own

owledge is), and so

iselves which won't

ifronted with the

iversity.

juJ
liich, like any other

1 short of, but it is

r become confused

r people saying:

well for those who
d scientific inquiry,

real life.' I would
mly in terms of the

Son, but in terms of

which are often

so concerned with

1 master the com-
1 of business and
Tn techniques, that

'^JlJlieve it is) Jhat the

more complex our technological and managerial

society becomes, the less it can be left in the hands

of those who are just technicians (even if they are

technicians of power), and the more need there is

for men and women who combine the necessary

technical knowledge with those other qualities a

university education seeks to develop.

The second point is this. If you give a young
man or woman the sort of university education I've

been talking about, it should serve as a basis for

learning the specialised know-how not of one but of

a succession of jobs and so make them more
adaptable to change than if you had trained them
for a particular job which may well be superseded

in a few years time. And may I add that it is my
conviction that a university's interests cannot be

limited to the problems of our own time. They must
be allowed and encouraged to range more widely

both into the past and into the future. And when the

university does concern itself with the problems of

our own time, as I am sure it must, it should stand

back and try to put them into some sort of per-

spective - and not get so involved in the world of

politics and industry as to become indistinguishable

from them.

Papillion

Dustin Hoffman
steals the show

by Peter Haworth
As many people would have us believe, Papillon

is a blood and thunder film about an escape from the

infamous penal islands of French Guiana. Such

simplistic sentiments do little justice to one of the

best films of the year. Granted, the story is about a

man obsessed by the desire to regain his freedom,

but the movie offers so much more. Based on the

book of the same name, the movie follows Papillon 's

(the Butterfly) term in the penal system, his

various attempts to escape, his years spent in

solitary confinement, and his final voyage to

liberty. As well as Pappillon, is Louis Degas, his

cowardly friend who seeks only to survive in the

horrifying surroundings. Through these two men we
are given a glimpse of a forgotten hell.

Director Schaffner unhurriedly, but suspen-

sefully moves plot on, pausing at the grimmest and

most picturesque details to present faithfully what

the prisoners' lives encountered. Unfortunately, he

does not wholly succeed in portraying the filth and

squalor, but nicely contrasts the panoramic scenery

of the outside world with the stark confines of the

penitentiary. The film is vividly and truthfully

violent, but not to unnecessary excess; the blood

and gore is illustrated as effectively disturbing

without the dominance of violence that is the

modem vogue. /
If the film had nothing else, it would be worth

seeing for Dustin Hoffman's performance alone. As
Degas, he is at once comic and pathetically

touching as he desparately struggles to help his

companion, Papillon. Steve McQueen's portrayal is

also commendable as Papillon, but he never sheds

the Hollywood star's presence, even though he

subordinates himself to his role and the movie itself.

.Although the.minor parts support the film well, and
McQueen delivers one of his best performances, it is

Hoffman who will be remembered for lifting the

film to its heights, standing on the cliffs of Devils

Isle watching his only friend leave him to his

pitiable existence.

Papillon is by no means perfect, but it seems to

shine better for its mistakes. Despite the phoney
make-up towards the end and the dubious attempts

at originality, the movie captivates the audience by
succeeding best in the moments that hint at more
older and proven techniques. Papillon is a moving
portrayal of the two men and their inconceivable

trials; it is not just another escape story.

Steve McQueen and Dustin Hoffman : The hero and the anti-hero.

mm
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unclassifieds
Moro cliifiSif lods on Pago S

GUITARS WANTED. Do you have
any old acoustic guitars, either in

one piece or broken (or pieces of

old guitars) lying around waiting
to be thrown out? It so give me a

call and I'll buy them from you.

Call Murray 5'14 <1409.

TRAVELLING THIS SPRING? Photo
Image gives you six passport size

prints tor only $5.00. Ideal for

International Drivers' Permits
and job applications too. Call us at

546-7770 or drop by our studio at 33

Brock Street. Group rates
available.

SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS- Join the

pilgrimage of liberated
academics. Our "mind revival

movement" invites you back to

nature (au primitif) as we spend a

weekend (or day, if you wish) at

Lake Opinlcon, February 2nd, 3rd,

Transportation by bus (or car)

sleeping accomodations, meals
provided, fireside discussions,
skating, winter sports (indoor and
outdoor). For more information
contact your DSC rep., or Gordon
Weir at 548-8917 or Nelson Coyle
544-5467.

THE BIOCHEMISTRY, Anatomy,
Physiology, Biology and Phar-
macology Departments are all a

part of Life Sciences night to be
held Monday, January 28 from 7

till 10 pm. It promises to be in-

teresting and informative. Watch
for more information.'

WHAT EVER happened to the
Avengers? Is it time for a reunion
yet Swish?

OPEN HOUSE at Elrond College

(Corner of Princess and Division)

on SUNDAY, January 27. Come
tour Elrond and get to know us.

Application forms availble now for
'74-'75.

RUMOUR HAS IT that no Ukranians
will be admitted to Ukranian Pub
Night on Wednesday, January 23,

Come out and help us prove it.

FURNISHED WITH Kitchen, meal
plan, sauna, sundeck, photo-
darkroom, fantastic penthouse
view! Come live with us next year
at Elrond College.

FOUND- 1 pair of light brown wool
and leather gloves, in the Student
Union Building, call 549-0481 and
ask for John.

PAINTING, sculpture, drawing,
batik, etching, macrame,
photography, weaving, amd more
are needed for the Arts Festival

Exhibition. Call Linda Bitone at

546-4607.

HAVE ANOTHER TOKE
FOUND- Expensive fountain pen in

Stirling Hall. Call Graham at 544-

9413.

FOR EXCELLENT advice on how to

do everything wrong contact John
Clark, Idiot, freak, and Creep
Extraordinaire 544-1557.

We are 5 ladies from Chown,
Who want to move out info town.
We want a 5-bedroom house.
Free from leaks, louse and mouse
And preferably no shit on the walls.

Please call 544-8006.

That classified wins the classified

typists' fatigue award for the

week.
S25 AWARD to the person who gets us

a house (4 5 room, close to cam-
pus) Contact Bob, at 544-7702,

Geoff at 544-7157, or Duncan 544-

7696.

PAIR OF GLASSES, Thin frame, gold
rim-,. Call 544 7359.

FOR SALE: 1 double bed box spring
and mattress for t25. Call 544 8313

afternoon', between 2.30 and 4.30.

MUSICIANS -linger-,, players, en-

tertainers folk, blues, jazz,

cla'.MCal. If you ar<; interested in

performmg during the Festival of

Arts phone Phil 544 9207 or Karen
544 8010.

SLAWKO, the happy Uke »ays, "Bet
you can't keep it up!" Come out to

Ukriiniiin Put> Night ,ind prove it

FOUND One watch in Ban Righ
dining Hall, Thurtday morning.
Call 544 8787.

LIKE COED COOPERATIVE living?

Try a I'y < , or 4 pcr'.on houlO in

Elrond .ind meet new interetting

p«ople. Come live with u* next
year. Elrond College Inc.

HAVE YOU OOr YOUR BYELOBOG
raffle ticket-, yet? Raffle ticket*

are available from the John Orr
Room from II til 7, or around
campu% for twenty five cent^ or

five lor tt.OO. Firit prize it free

admi$4ion for two to all eventt;
t«o lecorifl prize-, of atSmi\Mon to

Ihci concert, and three third pri/et

of admission for two to the wine
and cheese party. Draws to bo
made at Grand Opening on
Wednesday January 30.

FLASHIThe Dildo team jets back
from Mudgot Rd. via radar
equipped V dub, with half the team
facing backwards after a three

toko week on a two toko limit with
a worn turn in the Bishop's Res.,

but a killer kick came through lor

the doughnut autoroute entry, but

not as tight as doggin' on the

FACE, shoulder roll backscrat-
chin' ruptured duck O.D. and they

shoot skiers don't they.

Remember, the team say Chargex
gets you through in times of no
money better than money gets you
through times of no Chargex. .. .-

J.A.L.O.C.

LOOKING FOR A 3-4 Man house or
apartment for '74-'75 (no
cockroaches please). Starting in

May. Call Don at 544-7071, Dave at

544-7986, or Cam at 544-7060.

$15.00 REWARD to anyone finding us

a three bedroom (with living

room) apartment. We will take it

for the '74-'75 year. Call Marg any
evening at 544-8317.

FOUND: Gold charm bracelet outside
the Gospel Church on Union Street.

Includes "A Date to Remember"
and "Happy Days". Identify at

544-4810.

MANY THANKS. I want to give it

..another try but hows about
making it soon.

.ENTION: Queen's Pistol Club
Members, the match scheduled for

January 22 is cancelled. Next
match is on January 27 in

Watertown.
WANTED: 4-man house or apartment

close to campusl„To rent in May or
September. Call 544-8383 or 544-

8396.

THANKS to Piston Pete, who
remembered; to Janet, who
baked; toThe Boys-Turnip. Oink.
Arf, Sink, and Big Wilk- for their

good taste(???) to Ralph and
Joanne, who had better taste; to

Cathy, a beautiful girl; to Carol
and Carol A., who were there- for

the best birthday party I ever had-
Lover Boy.

LOST: one touque, white with Canada
in red and blue. Lost in or between
the Union and Jeffery on Friday. If

found please call 544-2305. Reward.
ANYONE INTERESTED IN

HELPING decorate or staff for

Vara, the Snowball Semi-Formal,
please call Ann at 542-7003 or

Jacquie at 544-8549.

WHAT'S A UKRANIAN?
WANTfD TO RENT NEXT FALL: All

or part of a house, farm or cottage
outside city. Large open area

especially wanted. Please call 548-

4775 after 5 pm.
COMMUNITY ACCEPTANCE OF

THE HANDICAPPED. The films,

"Who Should Survive?" and
Apartment 209" dealing with the

relationship of the handicapped
andsociefywill beshownSaturday
January 26 in Dunning 11 from
10.00 am to 4.00 pm. A panel of

Kingston citizens involved with
the handicapped will react to the
two films. Lunch will be available

for twenty five cents Tickets are
available at the Student Volunteer
Bureau in the Union 547 5766.

$15 REWARD LEADING to the fin

ding of a suitable 1 man house or

apartment lor September '74 (May
if necessary) Call Chris at 544 7866

or Ray 544 7868.

WANTED: Three or four bedroom
apartment close to campus. Can
take lease in May. Please call 544-

8321.

"WHAT IS MAN'S FUTURE?" is the
title of an open discussion being
held on January 26 at 8.00 pm in

Stirling Hall, Room "A". Panel
members are chosen from a

variety of disciplines. All are very
welcome to attend.

SNOW SCULPTURE CONTEST: Do
you need water lor your sculpture?
If so, contact Dave Redi 542-1859 or

leave a note at the AMS office,24

hours in advance. Taps can only be
turned on between 4 pm and 6 pm.
Specify sculpture location, and
time you'll be there. Hoses not

supplied.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT TO
SUBLET May to September '74.

Partially furnished. Close to

campus. Please contact Ariane,
Marg, Barb or Pat (after 5 pm) at

544-1631.

IJ IT A TANK, a bulldozer, or a

garbage Truck? No its Eddie
Shack Super Uke coming through
to Ukranian Pubnight at Queen's
Pub, 8 to 1, on January 23.

THE TRICOLOR AWARD is

presented to students who have
rendered valuable service in the

non-athletic, extra-curricular
activities at Queen's. Nomination
forms may be picked up in the

AMS Office. All nominations must
be submitted by February 1, 1974.

DO THE HANDICAPPED BELONG?
Come and find out Saturday,
January 26 from 11.00 am to 4.00

pm. A panel of Kingston citizens

involved with the handicapped will

react to the two controversial

films, "Who should survive?" and
"Apartment 209" that deals
with the role of the handicapped in

society. Lunch will be available for

twenty-five cents. Tickets can be
purchased at the Student Volun-
teer Bureau in the Union. Phone
547-5766.

ACES: Welcome to Dildo and Waldo.
SNOWBALL SNOW SCULPTURE

CONTEST: Is your snowball spirit

under the weather this year? Well,

one way to dig it out of the dirt is to

build a snow sculpture! You'll be
eligible for the Grand Trophy,
awarded at the Semi-Formal on
February 2. Interested? Contact
Rick Le Seur at 542-1837 for contest

details.

WANTED: Three bedroom apartment
for next year. If you have one or

know of one, please call Andy at

544-8937, Dave at 544-7051 or Chris

at 544-7044.

TO SUBLET: May-September 1974.

Three or four bedroom house for

girls. Fully furnished, everything
included, close to campus and
downtown. Rent $50 but
negotiable. Phone 546-2480 after

six.

ENGINEERING SOCIETY EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS
.... Nominations for the following positions on ttie Engineering
Society Outer Council will be accepted in the Eng. Soc. office in

Clark Hall, effective immediately.

— PRESIDENT shall come from fourth year engineering

—VICE PRESIDENT shall come from either third or fourth

year engineering.
—SECRETARY shall come from second, third or fourth year

engineering.

-TREASURER- shall come from second, third oi* fourth year

engineering.

DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN- shall come
from second, third or fourth year engineering.

SENATOR shall come from third year and will hold office for

a two year period.

Nominations shall be submitted in writing to the Vice

President of Eng. Soc, STEVE TOVEE, and must be ac-

companied by at least fifty (50) signatures of members of the

Applied Science student body.

NOMINATIONS WILL CLOSE AT 5.00 P.M. WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY 30.

A nominations meeting will be held on Thursday, January 31

at 7.00 pm in the main lounge of Clark Hall. All candidates must

be present at this meeting! Two candidates will be chosen for

each office at this time and they will be given a list of campaign

regulations. Final elections will be held concurrent to the AMS
elections on February 13 and 14.

Phone No. of Eng. Soc. 547 3079

THE UNIVERSITY IN LATIN
AMERICA TODAY
Lecture and Discussion

by Professor Kurt Levy

University of Toronto

Monday, January 28, 8 p.m.

Kingston Hall, Room 200.

TOM'S SHOE JOHN'S

REPAIR DELICATESSEN
and

GEORGE THE HATTER Meats, groceries,

Specialty foods

Repairs made etc.

to leather
Excellent service

Reasonable pricesjackets

186 WELLINGTON ST. 340 BARRIE ST.

546-5193
548-7638

-

COMMUNITY ACCEPTANCE OF
THE HANDICAPPED.

Who Should Survive?
— a film which recreates and examines the death of a mongoloid

infant who is denied a simple life-saving operation. Produced at

John Hopkins Hospital.

APARTMENT 209
— a film that deals with 2 physically handicapped people living

together..

A Kingston panel involved with physically and mentally han-

dicapped will react to the two films.

Saturday, Jan. 26, Dunning Hall, Rm. 11 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Tickets 25c for lunch at Student Volunteer Bureau, Union
547-5766

GRAD BALL
Thursday, 14th February

Austrian International Club

Free sherry 7 to 8 p.m.

Roost beef dinner 8 to 9 p.m.

Dance 9 to 1 a.m.

Buy your ticket now from your
department rep. or

phone: Peter Kubica, 547-301 1

542-9914

Admission: $14.00

A CAREER IN EDUCATION

The Faculty of Education

University of Toronto

The Faculty of Education invites university graduates and
undergraduates who expect to receive their Bachelor's degree

by Fall Convocation, 1974, to apply for admission to the Bachelor

of Education degree program which leads to Ontario teacher

certification for secondary schools or secondary and elemen-

tary schools.

Professor Gerald Whyte, Assistant Registrar, will meet
interested students in Room 121, Union, at 10:30 a.m. and 2:30

p.m. on Thursday, January 24, 1974 to provide information

concerning the Faculty program.
For additional information and an application package

telephone 416-928-3213 or write to:

Admissions,

Faculty of Education,

University of Toronto,

371 Bloor St. West,
Toronto, Ontario. M5S 2 R7
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Skaters look good
in OVilAA tune-up

The Queen's Invitational

figure skating competition was
quite a success this past

weekend. The Queen's team put

up an admirable showing with

several competitors doing ex-

tremely well. Marion Spence
placed second in the Women's
senior division with a near
perfect performance. She was
defeated by Beth Peters of

Toronto who incorporated more
difficult moves in her routine. In

the junior single category, Lynne

Peel of Queen's placed first with

an excellent skating exhibition.

In the Sr. Ladies dance Mary
Bethel and Debbie Milliken

skated to first place with Betty

McQuay and Carol Farquharson

placing second.

The Queen's ladies

dominated the open solo event

with Nancy MacLachlan
finishing first and Kathy Martin

placing third. An interesting note

in the Jr. mixed dance was the

performance of Thorn Yule and
Janet Cox, who won the event.

Thom returned from Israel on

Friday morning and Saturday
was his first real test since

Christmas. Janet doubled with

Debbie Milliken in the Jr. ladies

pair to take first place as well.

Other Queen's skaters to do

well were Carol Farquharson
who placed third in the novice

singles with Betty McQuay and
Mary, Bethel taking second and

third spots in the junior singles.

Cindy Phillips and Pam Bertrand
placed fourth in the Sr. ladies

dance while Nancy MacLachlan
and Harold Kohn placed third in

the senior mixed dance.

This was just a preparation

for the O.W.I.A.A. which is on the

15th of February in the Jock
Hardy Arena. It is hoped that Sue
Drowley will be able to compete
in the intermediate singles, a
category she won last year.

Queen's are the defending
O.W.I.AA team champions.

Fencing

Gals on top
Queen's fencing Gals, led by the outstanding individual

oerformance of Ann Bayer, edged Carleton for first place in the
OWIAA Eastern division on Saturday. Bayer took first place in

the individual standings, losing only one bout in

both parts of the sectional playdowns, to teammate Judy
Krupansky, who finished in a tie for third place. Rosemary
Knight was close behind with 18 victories.

Both Queen's and Carleton will now advance to the Ontario

Intercollegiate Team Championships to be held Februaay 1 and
2 at Ottawa U. As well, four Eastern Section fencers, Ann Bayer,

Carol Wishart (Ott.), June Mallin (Ott.) and Karen Bergenstein

(Carleton), will compete in the individual championships to be
held concurrently with the team finals.

All members of the Queen's team fenced strongly on
Saturday, and more consistently than ever before in this season.

With team morale running high, the Gals will be prepared for

their most formidable opposition, from the University of

Toronto. A defeat of Varsity would virtually assure Queen's of

the Ontario Fencing Crown..

Sectional 1 2 Total Points

1. Queen's 4 6 10

2. Carleton 4 4 8

3. Ottawa 4 2 6

4. McGill 0 0 0

Hockey Gals split weekend action
by Liz Wood

The ice hockey Gals returned

to action here on Friday night

when they met McGill University

in exhibition play. The first two

periods did not produce much
exciting action, but the Queen's

forwards were greatly improved
in the passing department, over

the first half of the season.

Although they weren't clicking

that well, the Gals were playing

heads-up hockey. Ann McGibbon
opened the scoring for Queen's in

the 1st period, but the goal was
soon equaled by McGill. The only

goal of the 2nd period was scored

by McGill.

The 3rd period, however, was
a different story, as Queen's

seemed to realize that they were

the better team. Rhonda Leeman
scored a quick typing goal on a

pass from Karen "Scully, and

when shortly after, Queen's

received a penalty, the penalty-

killing unit of Wendy Carman,
Deb McCaw, Virginia Pollack,

and Sheila Pratt brough the team
to life. The passes started to

click, and Queen's was soon in the

lead on a picture goal from the

blue-line by Sheila Pratt. The rest

of the period belonged to Queen's,

with Deb McCaw scoring the final

marker after a nice bit of passing

in McGill's end. The only big fault

in the Gal's playing was the

inability of the defense to work
consistently as units. Final score,

4-2 for Queen's.

The problems the defense

were suffering against McGill on

Friday became painfully obvious

on Saturday, when the Gals met
Guelph, a much flashier team, in

league play. Queen's looked like

they might play like the day

before in the opening minutes,

but the feeling was short-lived.

By half way through the 1st

period, the Gals looked tired.

Guelph opened the scoring in the

1st period, while they were short

handed, on a breakaway. The
second Guelph marker came as a

result of a goal-mouth scramble,

when goalie Wanda Gyde and the

defense failed to cover up.

Guelph quickly tucked the puck

in to take a 2-0 lead going into the

2nd period.

Queen's power play looked

'

good early in the 2nd, but they

were unable to connect. The Gals

looked good killing penalties too,

especially in the 2nd period, when
they received three of their four.

That was about it though. Hardly

anybody was really digging or

backchecking very much, and

one half of the defense was

caught up the ice too many times

for their own good. Guelph led 3-0

going into the 3rd, and then

scored again after only 41

seconds. Queen's finally con-

nected at 9.05, when Rhonda
Leeman scored from the slot. The
rest of the game belonged to

Guelph, who scored two more
goals; Leeman got another for

Queen's near the end of the game,
which she deserved. It was the

only time the power play con-

nected, and they had seven

chances. Sheila Pratt played her

usual, good, start-to-finish

game...

The game was pretty well^a

must for Queen's, so far winless

in league play. Granted, Guelph
is harder to beat than MGill, but

it wasn't impossible. It's really

too bad they lost, but when
you're No. 6, of six, you have to

try a lot harder.

VB Intermediates lose
The women's intermediate volleyball team dropped a league

game to McMaster here on Saturday. The Gals dropped their opening

games 15-8, 15-6, then rebounded to down Mac 15-10 in the third match.

However, McMaster came back to win the match game 15-8. Coach

Brian Skinner commented that the team had played well, but not well

enough.

Scheuerman second
In the York Invitational Fencing Tournament held Saturday and

Sunday in Toronto, Queen's Scott Scheurermann earned second-place

honours in the individual epee competition, losing only three of 16

matches. However, this was one of very few bright spots for Queen's.

The absence of Queen's top competitor in the foil event hamstrung

the Gaels' efforts there, resulting in the last-place tie with McMaster
and Waterloo.

Carleton was the overall team winner in the competition, with

firsts in both foil and sabre, while York was second and R.M.C. third.

QUEEN'S

RIFLE CLUB

- MEETING -

9 P.M.

Jan. 23rd

Projectile Ranges

For more info call Henry - 544-

2157 New members welcome.

Great

Pizza

Deluxe- V\rvi
Extra Large

1^
Plus Free
Coke
Plus Deposii

PIZZA CHALET
544-1227

GRADS
Nominations will be received at the Annual

General Assembly (January 31) for the

position of

senator
for a 2-year term. Nominations must be
supported by 25 Society members.

Forms are available from Fraser Dunford
(547-3198, 548-3470) and Bob Maloney (547-3198,

544-9690).

Student Song fest

Student Worship

Where? Stirling Hall Theatre D

When? Jan. 28 7:30 p.m.

Sponsored by the P.S.F.I.

WHEN THERE'S NO GREATER LOVE THERE'S

NO GREATER GIFT THAN A DIAMOND

Love is the greatest. And when you've got it,

flaunt it. With the gift of a diamond pin, ring,

pendant or earrings from our brilliant selection.

A diamond traditionally expresses lasting love.

And isn't love one tradition we'd like to

keep alive and thriving?

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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Hockey Gaels drop two
After suffering Tuesday's

upset defeat at the hands of the

Ottawa Gee's, the hockey Golden

Gaels knew a more consistant

effort would be required to be

successful in their weekend road

trip against the highly rated

University of Toronto Blues and

Laurentian University
Voyageurs. It was consistency

which was lacking however, as

the team dropped both decisions

in their first real test of good

intercollegiate hockey.

On Friday night, at Varsity

Arena, defense was the key as the

Gaels lost 4-2 to a younger but

more determined U. of T. squad.

The Blues tenacious forechecking

kept the Queen's defense con-

fused and forced mistakes thr-

oughout the game. While our

rearguards were allowing 40

shots on a lonely Dave Dungey,

the Blues defense held our for-

wards to a mere 18 shots on
rookie goaltender Bob Oss.

Varsity opened the scoring

early in the first period on Ivan

McFarlane's deflection, but

Chris Clarke tied it up minutes

later as Don Langill tipped Bill

White's rebound back to the point

where Clark made sure on a

wristshot. The period ended 1-1,

but after being outshol 15-5 the

team must have realized that

Dungey's heroics would probably

not stand up for 60 minutes.

With this in mind, the Gaels

came closer to holding their own
but could not score as U. of T.

took a 3-1 lead into the final

stanza (on goals by Warren
Anderson and Bill Fifield). With

less than 12 minutes to play, Dave
"the Beast" Hadden brought

Queens to within a goal as Bob
Clayton and Steve Gross set him
up in the slot. The promise of this

marker was short-lived however,

as Bill Hews deflected home
another shot from the point at

10:50 to close the scoring, while

the Blues forecheckers took over

in never allowing another con-

certed chance to come back.

On Sunday afternoon, in

Sudbury it was a slightly dif-

ferent story, but with a similar

ending. In this one, the

Voyageur's caught the Gaels

defense napping early and had a

3-0 lead with the game barely 5

minutes old The Vee's came out

skating and hitting and had the

first period under control until

Bob (]illet scored from Ixjudon

and (,'offey.

The middle frame was all

Queen's as the team fought back

but unfortunately they failed to

put the puck in the net and had to

settle for a well played, but

scoreless 20 minutes. Two quick

third period counters by Mike
Lynch and Gillet tied the game
but inspite of all the momentum
favouring the Gaels, the

Voyageurs somehow managed to

rally and take the game away
from Queen's with three more
unanswered goals, on route to a 6-

3 victory. The Gaels 35 to 26 edge

in shooting simply wasn't

enough. It shouldn't require

much to breeze past R.M.C. on

Tuesday but Queen's will have to

develop a fast break and better

mental attitude against Toronto

next Saturday at the Jock Hardy
Arena, if they are to meet their

high potential and keep abreast

of the top contenders in the

Eastern Division of the OUAA.

Swim Gaels split weekend meets
The Queen's swimming

Gaels travelled to Hamilton and
Toronto this past weekend where

. they competed in two meets on

Friday night and Saturday af-

ternoon.

In a double-dual meet at

-McMaster on Friday night, the

Gaels lost to their hosts 74-39

while beating Ottawa 68-34. The
400 medley relay team of Davies,

.Miles, Dalziel, and Penner,
started out by finishing second
and then Easto in a time of

11:52.3 and Grinter took second
and fourth in the 1000 yd
freestyle. Lucas and Scheurmann
captured second and third in the

200 yd freestyle while Penner
took a third in the 50 yd sprint.

John Ireland finished third in the

2(X) IM with a time of 2:17.0 and
then came back to capture first

place in the 200 yd butterfly. John
Grinter, swimming a race in

which he is more accustomed
than the HXX) yd free, took third

place p<jints in the 100 yd Free
and then Paul Lucas and Don
Davies placed second and third in

the 2fX) yd back. Dalziel and
Easto finished second and fourth

in the .5(Xj yd free while Jim Gillis

and I.>on Miles tool< third and
fourth in the 2fXJ yd breaststroke

as Ixith had times of 2:42.

Queen's was represented in

the diving competition by Jim
Stone who turned in a strong

r><;rformance off the three meter
tx>ard just before the 4<XJ yd free

relay team of Grinter, Gaisford,

Lucas and Dalziel finished
Sf;cond to a strong McMaster
team in the last event of the

night.

The Gaels participated in a

far diffrrrent rnr;et at U, of 'I'

against the same Ottawa team,
along with VarBity, EMAC and
York on Saturday S<;ore was not

kef.»f in a meet that allowr-d fh';

HWimm».THlo pick events tfiat on<r

Hwims in an OUAA championship
meet.

In the 7m yd frcc«tyle Dalziel

'I ' led the Queen's

swimmers with times of 2:02.

Don Miles improved his time in

the 200 yd breaststroke by a full

second and was closely followed

by Alan Cameron and Jim Gillis.

In the 100 yd backstroke Jim
Gaisford, Paul Lucas and Don
Davies-aJl finished one second of

each other.

In the gruelling 400 IM John
Ireland recorded a very
respectable 4:55 while Darrell

Penner captured third and Jim
Gaisford fifth in the 50 yd

freestyle. Brian Dalziel finished

fifth in the 1000 yd freestyle in a

time of 11:49.8 while Jim Easto

took seventh (without the aid of

his bathing suit for 300 yds).

Darrell Penner finsihed fifth

in the 100 yd breaststroke with a

time of 1:08.0 while Don Miles

recorded a personal best 1:11.2.

Gaisford and Easto led the

Queen's contingent in the 100 yd

freestyle while George Huckle

picked up a personal best in this

event.

Next weekend the team
travels east whece they will face

Ottawa on Friday and McGill and
Plattsburg on Saturday. Some
more close competition is ex-

pected for the team which is

improving every week.

Alpine Ski Summary
The Toronto Invitational was held at Georgian Peaks this year and

was won by the Western team. Jamie Neilson placed third behind R.

Anderson from R.M.C. and Doug Hamilton from McMaster. Neilson's

time was 27-1000's of a second behind the winning time. Ian Neilson

and John Clark also placed well for Queen's. Ian Neilson came in 5th

while Clark finished 12th. The three other Queen's competitors had
equipment problems as Bruce Cummings, Bob Archer and Doug
Watson found that hard-packed snow is condusive to easy release of

one's bindings.

The Queen's women placed third overall in Alpine skiing behind U.

of T. and Trent. Louise Laurier placed 15th and Penny Shepherd came
in 19th. Bev Watson came up with the best showing with a seventh

place standing.

SCIENCE '44

has nothing to do with Science.

It's a place to live. We have

rooms and board available for

males and females at very

economical rates

If interested, please call

Andrew Anderson - 546-6211

( ireetde

loari "firoiCjon,

of fee orwj 'IctKiA

I welcome

Greaser Dance
GRANT HALL

Jon. 25 - Fridaynite

featuring

''Stompin' Suede Greasers''

Beer, Liquor 8 p.m. - 1 o.m.

Admission: $1.50

CAMPUS MOVIES presents.

Iff wAOA7f,f

' H: nr\i '

V, '', :'»f.y D-fWHM-.

IVONNEGUTS

BETWEEN TIME
ANDTIMBUBCrU

A S^ACF FANTASY

(plus: chap 3 of "The Perils of Pauline"!) Thurs. Jan 24

at Dunning Aud. 7 & 9:30 pm admission $1

ARTSa '77

Year Crest, and Year Buttons

Will be on sale tomorrow

3:30 to 5:30 p.m.

in John Orr Room

Price of Crest: $3.00

Price of Button: .50

Buy now,

Supplies are dwindling.
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2n(l-half collapse dooms Gaels 71-51
by Chris Boon

A scoring drought that lasted

almost the entire second half

spelled defeat for the Queen's
basketball Gaels here Friday
night, as they dropped a 71-51

decision to a strong U. of T.

squad. The Gaels, who are now 1-

5 on the year, trailed by just five

at the half, 31-26, but came back
strong at the start of the third

period, hooping six quick points

to lead 32-31, with about 18

minutes to go. Queen's and
Varsity traded baskets until the
score was tied, 40-all, but the

Gaels were fighting a losing

battle on the boards, and the
Blues started pulling away.

Although the Gaels went
down to their fifth straight loss,

there were a few signs of en-

couragement. The game was by
far the most entertaining
exhibition of basketball the team

has put on this season, and the
play of Pat Harris and Stu Beck
was a pleasant surprise. Harris
led Queen's with 14 points, while
Beck added 12. However, the

Gaels ran into trouble around the

net when they stopped running
and started trying to take their

time on offense. From the third

quarter on, nobody showed an
inclination to move without the

ball, resulting in forced outside

shots with no rebounders in

position underneath. When
Queen's tried to play catch-up

ball in the fourth period, the

result was very often a 2 on 1

break for the Blues, and the score

shows it.

Part of the Gaels' offensive

woes stemmed from a finger

injury to - high-scoring forward
Rob Smart. Smart dislocated the

little finger on his left hand early

in the game, managed to snap it

back into place, taped it up, and
returned to the game. Although
he managed 8 points, and
generally played well, he com-
mented later that he couldn't

control the ball well on the

dribble, and his shooting also

suffered. "The last two baskets I

scored were like knuckleballs.

The ball was spinning laterally

instead of end over end, and they
could have gone anywhere."

For the Blues, who are now 6-

1 on the year, and firmly en-

trenched in second spot in the

OUAA-East, veteran Randy
Filinski hit a game-high 17 points,

whUe Glenn Scott added 11 and
Brian Skyvington hooped 10.

Doug Fox and Avo Albo scored 8

points apiece.

The Gaels' next league
contest will be tonight in Ottawa,
as they take on the undefeated
Ottawa U. GeeGees.

York takes gymnastics invitational
by Ron Stolz-

The 1974 gymnastics season got under way this

past Saturday with the Queen's Invitational in the

Bartlett gymnasium. The competition included

teams from York, U of T., R.M.C., Ottawa and
our own Gaels, with the York winning the overall

team standing. Although Queen's did not have a full

team entered they did quite well. Barry Brooker put

on an excellent performance on all pieces of ap-

paratus emerging second in the incQvidual point

standing to Steve Mitruk of the University of

Toronto. We can expect an even better performance
from Barry, a former member and coach of the

Canadian Olympic Gymnastic Team, as the season

moves on. Other Gael team members, Roy
Nakashima, Peter Locke and Bill Greenbauw, all

rookies, also put on a fine display of talent and look

promising for the future, "rhe team, with coach

Heinz Weiler, will be travelling to Ottawa this

coming weekend for the Ottawa Invitational to

compete against the same teams.

watts

Former Dominion Schoolboy champ Mark McDonald (left) joins the sweeping as

lead Gerry Hagarman (trailing rock) directs vice Scott Kitching (at right).

Curlers take three-straight
Mark McDonald skipped the Queen's rink to

three straight victories on Saturday to win the

Toronto Invitational curling bonspeil at the-

Terrace Curling Club in Toronto. "The Queen's

team consisted of skip McDonald, Scott Kit-

ching, vice, Tom Bryce second and Gerry
Hagarmann lead.

Points were accumulated on the basis-i)f ten

points for a win, a quarter of a point for each

point scored and one point for each end won. The
object then is to score big as often as possible.

As it turned out, the Queen's curlers would
have won anyway as they were the only one of

twelve teams to win all three games. But just to

be sure, the Gaels beat Laurier 8-2 in the first

game, Waterloo A 10-4 in the second and
Waterloo B 9-2 in the final match. The final game

was particularly close until the final end when
Queen's picked up a big five to win by seven

points.

Overall, Queen's finished in first place with

York second and Brock third. York were the

winners in last week's bonspeil in St. Catharines,

so the Gaels can expect some tough opposition

from the Yeomen in the weeks to come.

The Gaels see their next action next Sunday

when they host their own invitational bonspeil at

the Cataraqui Curling Club. Action starts next

Sunday morning at 9 a.m. with teams from

Laurentian, Toronto, Waterloo, McMaster,
Guelph, York, Trent, Brock and Queen's taking

part. Two more draws will follow : the second one

at 12:30 and the final one at 3:30.

Gaels' forward Rob Smart, bandaged finger and all, drives
against Varsity's Frank Cress while Brian Skyvington (52)

looks on.

Squash Gaels improving
Led by the team's third, fourth and fifth players. Queen's squash

Gaels squeezed by York 3-2 in Saturday's York Invitational in Toronto.

Their luck ran out, however, in the second game as they were matched
against the powerful University of Toronto crew and dropped all five

games despite some good individual matches.

In the first round against York, third singles Ian Barnett, fourth

singles Ham Greenwood, and fifth singles John Cawley all won their

matches while the top two players, first singles Bob Moffat and second

singles Al Hayes were defeated in close games.
Seven teams took part in the tournament: York, Toronto, Mc-

Master, Trent, Western, Waterloo and Queen's.

Coach Hugh Fisher told the Journal that he is encouraged by the

results and feels that the team has a good chance to challenge York for

third. Western and Toronto are the league powerhouses and it is ex-

pected that Waterloo, York and Queen's will battle it out for the next

three positions. Waterloo has not been noted in the past for a strong

team but they have picked up a top individual squash player in Steve

Hysie which has put them into a more favourable league position.

The team will head for Ottawa this coming weekend for a series of

matches against the GeeGees. Then they'll prepare for their OUAA
eastern sectionals which will be held at Queen's the weekend of

February 8th and 9th. York, Toronto, and Trent will be the visitors.

The same weekend in London, the four west section schools - Western,

Waterloo, Guelph, and McMaster will meet in the western section. The
top two teams from each section will meet in the OUAA finals at

Western on February 23rd.

House-hunting for next year?

COME LIVE WITH US AT

EIrond

OPEN HOUSE

Sunday, January 27

1:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Corner of Princess and Division
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WHiiams hits 33 points

Vees destroy Gaels 55-32
by Chris Boon

An outstanding performance

by national team star Kathy

Williams led the Laurentian

Voyageurs to an easy 55-32 win

over Queen's (Jolden (ials Friday

night. Williams scored 33 points,

1« of them in the first half, as the

Gals' Laney Marshall looks for a teammate after grabbing
rebound from Laurentian's Kathy Williams

Ve(!S dominated the game from

start to finish. The Gals who
continued to be plagued by the

poor shooting that has been

typical of their play since

Christmas, trailed 28-18 at the

half ; in sharp contrast to their

first-term games, Queen's was
unable to get the ball out on the

fast break, and the Vee's tight

man-to-man defense stifled the

Gals' set offense. The only

bright moments cameearly in the

third quarter.when some good

passing and decent outside

shooting by Laney Marshall,

Karen Carson and Kathy Keely

cut the Laurentian lead to six,

30-24. However, the roof fell in

rapidly thereafter, and the fourth

quarter was more for the record

than for effect. Keely led Queen's

with 9 points, while Carson had 8,

Marshall 6 and Pat Patterson 7.

The Gals also ran into foul

trouble early in the game, mostly

on the strength of some very nit-

picky calls by the game officials

(re-read the section on "in-

cidental contact", gentlemen),

and this forced them away from

the aggressive, hounding defense

that worked well against

Laurentian up in Sudbury.

However, this only contributed to

the problem; it didn't cause it.

Queen's has the coming
weekend off, then hosts Carleton

and Ottawa U. here on February
1 and 2. These will be very big

games for the Gals, since Ottawa
has only one loss, while

Laurentian has lost twice.

Carleton shouldn't pose too much
of a problem, but the Saturday

game will be a good one.

Swim Gals 4th in Canadian competition
The Waterloo International

Women's Swim Meet this past

weekend offered strong com-
petition in all events, with

fourteen teams, nine of them
from Canada, entered. A fine

team effort gave Queen's
SwimGals fourth spot amongst
those nine.

In the 200-yd. medley relay,

the Queen's foursome of Cathy

I^ennard, Cathy Brace, Jane

Kaake and Jane Noakes placed

6th overall and third in the

Canadian conference with a time

of 2:09.0, while Brace, Kaake,
Noakes and Diane Semple
combined to lower Queen's 400-yd

freestyle relay mark to 4:13.5.

In the 400 individual medley
event, Vickie Troup placed 11th

overall and 5th amongst the

Canadian swimmers, with a

national qualifying time of 5:41.0,

VB Gaels take tourney
Post Christmas league play resumed last Saturday for the men's

intercollegiate team with a Group I clash between Queen's, Ottawa,
Carleton and K M C. It was a long and gruelling tournament since only
one of the courts in the Itrjss Gym could be occupied; the other being
used by the wornr;n's Intermediates.

'I7ie Gaels certainly didn't shine as they are still not back in true
form after the long C'hristmas break. The Gaels have been reputed to

suffer from hot and cold spells which can cripple an offens(!. This,
how»;ver, was not the frase on Saturday. The Gaels played good con-
sistent ball and because of this they em«!rged thf; undisputed champs.
Tf)e road to victory started off with a relatively (-asy match with
|{ M C 'ITie Redmen have shown vast improv«;mc;nt over the season
but they lost dramatically 15-3, 15-7, 15-2, to a more exp(rrienc<!d Ga(!l

In the next series of games, the second place Ottawa team came
out dfrfermined to repay Que«rn's for their pr(;-Christmas losses, they
rl*>mina)ed thf; fir.st game, winning 15-9. Qu(ren's recovrTcd and took
the next three straight, 1.57, 15-H , 15 9 to def<;at the; Gee Gecj's 3 games

I 'ITiis was lo 1h! the only game thf' Gar-Is would lose in th(! tour-
nament, as they beat Carleton lhr»!e straight in the next set,

Tliis tournament solidified Queen's hold on first place and almost
ensures a berth in the O IJ.A.A, playoffs, I/tague play resumes this

"rmiri!' 'Saturday in Toronto in an eight team intergroup clash. 7'his

will b<- last confrontation of the wrason.

while Kaake placed 6th and
Lennard 8th of the Canadian
competitors.

Queen's veteran Cathy Brace
was the only Canadian in the top

12 in the 100 freestyle event,

finishing 6th overall. She also met
the national qualifying standard
in the 100 breaststroke, placing a

10th overall and 4th amongst

the OWIAA competitors.
The outstanding freshman

swimmer was Jane Noakes, who
made the top 12 finalists in four

events, meeting the national

standards in both the 400

freestyle and 200 backstroke.

Her time of 4:45.3 in the 500

freestyle placed her sixth overall,

2nd Canadian, and set a new
Queen's record as well.

In the 1-metre diving com-
petition, Vivian Steacy, who has
made a very successful switch

from gymnastics this year,

placed 10th out of 27 competitors,

and second in (Canadian com-
p(!tition. (loach Nelson Freedman
was extremc^ly pleased with this

showing, and indicatcni that he
le(!ls Vivian will (jualify for (JIAU

competition lat(;r in the year.

Next Saturday, Queen's
women host I heir second annual
Swimming and Diving in-

vitational m<'(!t starting at 1,00

p.m. in Ifie (Queen's I'ool, Then?
will be teams from seven schools

competing, and the meet should

give (Queen's a good indication of

her possible finish in th<' OWIAA
finals.

B-Gals still fifth
Queen's badminton girls /oainlained ttn-ii lillh lAnce Standing in

the OWIAA badminton standings following the <:ornbin<^ eabt w<-*»

tournament held at Waterl'K* last Friday and Saturday The bad
minton girls, who have been hard bit by injurifefc and illness were

without Patsy MarrKimmie and Sylvia Cassidy but still manaj{«j Ut

pick up at least one victory in all six single and all three d^^uble events

The on<* bright s\x)t was the play of third singles f>erformer, Diana
Kdwards, who won four o( her five matches, tx^ating Western, Guelpli,

Laurier and McMaster op[Xjnents and losing only to Waterlw Stie

combined with teammate Kathy Jackson for victorienover Guelph, 15-

12, 15-12, and Laurier 15-4, 15-1 in s<'Cond df^ut^les

While the final results from the tournament were not available at

press time, Waterlw was solidly entrenched in first pUice going into

the tournament with Western second and Torontfj third, Guelph was
ahead of Queen's in fourth place.

The next outing for the team will be the eastern sectionals which
will be held at Queen's this coming Saturday. Action will take place in

Bartlett and Ftoss Gyms getting underway at 9 a.m. Saturday mor
ning. Toronto, 'Vork, Ottawa, and Ityerson will join the Queen's team
in the day-long competition. The western sectionals will also be played

this weekend with Guelph, Waterloo, Laurier, Western and McMaster
taking part.

It is hoped that Sylvia Cassidy will be able to return to first singles

but if not then Pam Ridgway, who played on Saturday will substitute

in this spot. The rest of the team is expected to remain intact with

Mary Lee Robbins playing second singles, Diana Edwards third

singles, Kathy Jackson fourth singles, Terry Gentiles fifth singles and
Sandy McFarlane sixth singles. Mary Lee will team up with Sylvia or

Pam for first singles while Diana and Kathy play second and Terry
and Sandy combine for the third doubles team.

While Queen's are the defending OWIAA champions, it seems
likely that they will have a tough time challenging strong teams from
Toronto, and Waterloo for top honours this year.

Wrestling vets help
Led by Rob Beamish and George Saunders, Queen's wrestlers put

on an impressive display in the Ottawa U invitational last Saturday in

the nation's capital. Ottawa YMCA Carleton, and RMC also took part

in the competition.

Beamish, who has been one of Queen's best wrestlers in the past

few years, was competing in his first meet of the season. He won two of

his three bouts. Saunders, who was a national cham-
pion in his class while at Waterloo a couple of years ago, also did very

well in his first meet of the season, winning both of his matches
handily. Another new name, Dominic Parralla, wrestling in the 177

pound class, quickly established himself as well, beating Cybulski of

RMC in less than a minute in the opening round. Kim Knight won one

of his two matches and Al Faseruk, who has shown steady im-

provement in the 167 pound class, won both of his bouts against op-

ponents from Carleton and Ottawa.

Veteran Mike Dwhytie, competing in the 158 pound class also

picked up a pair of victories, winning over Murrey of RMC on points

and then pinning Dahl from Carleton in the opening round.

Ron Bazuk and veteran Del Demontee weren't quite so fortunate;

both wrestled well but lost on points to their opponents.

99<

per evening

MODERN FILM CLASSICS

DATE - WED. JAN. 23rd

Large Lecture Theatre

HELL IN THE PACIFIC
by Boorman

KINGSTON

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPtlFD ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
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ljcx)king for
a company
with room
at the top?
COMPUTEL'S GOT IT.
The Career Opportunity

Compute! is a dynamic young company winich

pioneered the whole concept of remote access computer
services in Canada. We are seeking to augment our people
resources by employing a select number of graduates in

the science and applied science disciplines for training

and development in all aspects of the computing services
field. Candidates interested in exploring this opportunity
should expect to graduate in 1974 in computer science,

mathematics, physics, chemistry, or engineering in the
top 10% of their class. They need not have extensive com-
puter oriented training, though background of this kind
would obviously be an asset. They should, however, have
a real interest in developing a computer based career,

leading to positions of responsibility, either technical
or administrative, in the management of large scale com-
puter centres, in systems programming, in large systems
design, in nation-wide on-line business systems and time-
sharing systems, or in marketing and sales. The oppor-
tunities are clearly unlimited, exciting and rewarding
for people of outstanding ability and an ambition to pro-
gress in this particular field of technology.

The Company
Compute! Systems Ltd. is a publicly owned Canadian

company headquartered in Ottawa with branch offices

in Toronto and Montreal. In January, 1971, it acquired a
wholly owned subsidiary. Information Systems Design in

Oakland, California. Since the company's inception in

1967, Compute! has provided computing services in both the
public and private sectors in Canada and the United States.

A rapidly expanding company. Computers Head
Office in Ottawa maintains one of the largest assemblies
of data processing power in Canada. Computer hardware
in the Ottawa centre includes a Univac 1108, an IBM
360/65 and an IBM 370/165 soon to be replaced by an IBM
370/168 computer with its 'virtual storage' operating
system.

The Training Program
Selected candiates will be given a thorough and pro-

fessionally directed training course, with both theoreti-
cal and practical instruction, in all phases of computing
expertise. The course will include:—

Computer Operations: training in the operation of

printers, card readers, tape and disk drives, data
controi techniques, card handling practices and printer

out-put control; instruction in tape library management.

computer maintenance of large-scale, multi-hard-

ware systems, computer communications, console
operation, remote batch terminal operation, and
computer centre environment requirements.

Systems Programming: Manufacturers' supplied

courses at Canadian or U.S. centres on the features

of IBM and Univac system control programs such as

OS, VS, TSO, Exec VIII, TIP and DMS 1100, as well

as such high level languages as FORTRAN and COBOL.

Applications Programs: training in such applications
as Data Base Management Systems, mathematical
sub-routines, MARK IV, and TOTAL.

Marketing and Sales: outside sales training course,
and direct field exposure to the computer services
marketplace.

Upon completion of the course, candidates will be
assigned to regular positions, as indicated by personal
abilities and preferences, in computer centre management,
systems programming, applications programming, or mar-
keting and sales. Opportunities for further growth and
advancement will be open to all career personnel on the
basis of ability and performance.

Salary and Benefits

Compute! offers a better than average starting salary
and generous fringe benefits. Salaries are regularly re-

viewed and adjusted for both cost of living and merit.

Recruiting Procedure

Interested candidates should send letters of applica-
tion and complete resumes, including academic class
standing no later than February 1, 1974 to Mr.-R.T. Lane,
Executive Vice-President, Administration, Compute! Sys-
tems Ltd., 1200 St. Laurent Blvd., Ottawa, Ontario,
K1K 3B8. All applications will be acknowledged, and those
selected for interview so notified, prior to the arrival of the
recruiting team on campus.
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World: Suez agreement reached
MIDDLE KAST - Isnicl iiiid

Kgypt hiwo reached ;in

agreement dm separalin^i Iheir

forces along the Sne/. ("anal and
Henry Kissinger now turns his

attention to the Israeli-Syrian

front

.

Under the Israeli-Egyptian

agreement U.N. peace keeping

forces will occupy a buffer zone

(solid black on the map) l)etw(>en

Egyptian forces to the West and

Israeli forces to the East, Shaded
zones on either side of the buffer

area will be restri(;ted as to

quantity and type of forces

allowed there. All Israeli forces

on the west hank of the ('.iiial will

be withdrawn
The Israeli pull back from

the Canal will not damage
Israel's defensive posture as the

natural defen.se positions are the

three passes about 20 miles east

FULLBACK POSITION

of the canal.

The Israeli .s i i a n

negotiations are expected to be

much more difficult owing to the

more unstable situation on that

front. The Israeli's will be in-

terested in retaining as nmch of

the (Jolan Ih'ighls as possi[)le in

order to protect Iheir com
munities in the .lordan valley

while Syria will be interested iti

recovering as much of her

territory lost in the last war as

possible

Both Egypt and Syria have
slated that they will not proceed

with the |)eace negotiations in

(Jeneva until the ('(ueslion of

Israeli-Syrian disengageiticnl is

solved.

WASHINCiTON Presidential

aide Steve fkill lestified Wed-
nesday that five people had
possession of the Watergate tape

with the 18-minule gap in il He
said that the Prcsidenl . Hose
Mary Woods and three

presidential aides were Ihe only

persons lo have used Ihe tape

.According to Ihe experts a por-

tion of the l.ipe roiK'erning the

Watergate lucakin has been
erased at least li\-e Mines. -

At the i"(|U('.s| of special

prosecutor I.con .laworski the

FBI has started invesligat ing the

erasure. Tli<" investigation will

involve Nixf)n and his closest

aides.

Judge Sirica has recom-
mended that a (irand-Jury should

be set up to look mio ihc wliole

question of !h<' missing and
erased tapi's. ,hidge Sirica does

not. himself have Ihe power to

send th(> ((ucstion to a drand
Jury. prosei-iilor Jaworski

can do thai

The White HouKe reaction (o

the affair has lieen limited lo a

stat<'nir'nl that Nixon did not

erase Ihe (ape and a comment by
While House lawyer SI . ("lair that

Sirica's action was fntirely

appropriati'.

LONDON • f'rpsidenl fiichard

Nixon is still the man visitors

hale and fear Ihe most at

Madame Tussaud's waxworks
museum. Kor lh<' second year

running, Nixon tops the "fiate

and fear " category in a poll

conducted among visitors. He is

followed by Adolf Hitler and Jack
the Hipper Tied for fourth place

are Israeli Defence Minister

Moshe Dayan and Libya's head of

.state, f'ol. Muammar (iaddafi.

SAIGON South Vietnamese and
Chinese ground and naval forces

clashed Saturday over possession

of the I'aracel Islands in the

South China Sea. The islands,

about 17.5 tniles southeast of Ihe

Chinese island of Bainan and
about 2.W miles off the South
Vietnamese coast are claimed by
both countries.

A week ago last Friday a

Chinese broadcast from Peking
claimed that f'hina owned the

islands and on Wednesday China

backed up her claim by landing

fishermen^ on Ihe islands.

On Thursday South-
Vietnamese commandos landed

on the islands but Ihe fishermen

had withdrawn.

In Saturday's action Chinese

and South \'ietnamese patrol

boats fired on each other with the

Vietnamese command claiming

to have sunk one Chinese boat

and conceding the loss of one of

itti own In Kround actum alx^ui

I'AH) ChttH'H' troops pushed ih«-

S^julh Vietnamew off Diiri''<in

island, one of the (our islandk in

the group

PEKING China has expelled

five Itussian diplomats daurjing
that they were caughit spying,

Moscow has denied any
knowledgr- of Ihe expulsions

Peking claims that the live, a

First S'-crefary in the (iussian

embassy in I'eking his wife. A
Third Secretary, his wife and a

translator were caught red
handed accepting information

and handing over a radio tran

smilter, forged l)order passes,

money and 'counter-

revolutionary drjcuments" to a

Soviet agent in the outskirts of

lacking

A broadcast from Peking
accused the Soviets of "stealing

secret intelligence and surrep-

titously setting up counter-
revolutionary organizations
aimed at subverting the dic-

tatorship of the proletariate in

China."

WASHINGTON - The Wilderness
Society and two other en-

vironmental groups have decided

not to challenge the con-
stitutionality of the law
authorizing the construction of

the -Alaska pipeline The en-

vironmentalists dropped the case

on the advice of their lawyers
who said that there was no basis

for the challenge"

The Interior Department
intends to issue permits for the

building of the oil pipeline across

Alaska from the rich North Slope

oil fields.

Canada: Woman named Lt. Governor
TORONTO - Pauline McGibbon
has been named 22nd Lieutenant-

Governor of Ontario succeeding

W, Ross Macdonald who was
appf)inted in 19fi8 McGibbon. 63,

is the first woman to assume a

vice-regal post in Canada.

Mcf/ibfxjn has had a long

career of public service lo

education and the arts in Canada.

.She was president of the

fJominion Drama Festival from
1957 until 1959 and chairman of

the bf^ard of governors of the

National Theatre School.

She has been associated with

the Art fJallery of fJntario and St,

Lawrence Centre, was a director

of the du Maurier C'ouncil for the

Performing Arts, a vice-

president of Ontario Youtheatre

and the first president of Ihe

national Children's Film
Library.

In 1971 she was apfxiinted

chancellor of the University of

Toronto, the first woman to hf)ld

that post. Tfie chancellorship is

largely honorary and is non

paying.

With Ihe Lieutenant

''Joverrior's ]<>\> goes a personal

standard to fly at (^leen's Park, a

horse-drawn carriage in v hich lo

ride to the opening of Ihe

Legislature, a staff of at least

four, a handful! of uniformed

aides-de-camp, a plush suite on

the second floor of Ihe legislative

building and a salary of $.55,000 a

year

TORONTO - Ontario Hydro has

called for proposals for the

financing and ((Mislruction of

four heavy-water units at Bruce

to supply Ontario Hydro's

nuclear reactors. The four units,

to be completed by 1979 at a cost

of alx)ul $.500million, will double

Ontario's production cai)acity lo

:},2(H) tons per year

In announcing the call for

tenders, Ontario's Energy
Minister Dar^y .McKeough made
it cl<-ar that this was a project

calling for ••xfensive develop

ment of new technology and that

Ihe companies participating

would probably not realize very

extensive profits on Ihe project.

He also made it clear that On-

tario Hydro was not roiinnilled to

acreidirig any of III'' proposals

and.was prepared !o carry out ihe

.project on its nun if necessary.

T!ie Federal

1 c'l r- I ;ila\ lo

'nil I lam;-- of

A!.M ki M/ic 'h.-ti-ict

TriTiloi'ies

iiii lit IS i.i'Cil as a

'he Indians;

YELLOWKMF
Government
negotiate Ui'

Indians in tin

of the North'.'

The agi r

,

victory !oi

previously the Federal Govern-

ment insisted that the

negotiations follow the

agreements in Treaties fi and 11

signed in Ui99 and 1921. Those
treaties called lor a land set-

tlement of one s(|uare mile for

every family of lisc

P

O
G
0

The Indians hold that those

treaties wer'' ni('r''ly peace pacts

and not a land sclileni'-nt In

agreeing to ticgciiiau 'he land

claims the Fi flci-.il ' :( 'Tnnvnt

has yielded to the Indian's \ jews.

OTTAWA f{ai!w.:iy workers

have recei\cd u.ige increases

substantiall\ higher than the

minimumsset by Pai'liament last

summer. Tlic salary increases

are 15 cenl.s more than Ihe 'M

cents-an-houi- granted by
Parliament, when il ordered the

striking non-operating i'ailv\'ay

employees back lo work.

Ironically, the negotiators for

the non-operaiing unions had
offered to .settle for a 30 cent

increase last .March, but Ihe

railways rejected this proposal.

TERRACE. BC - This north-

central B.C community was
isolated Friday by a record-

breaking snowstorm More than

40 inches of snow fell during a 24-

hour period to Friday morning
closing all schools and 70 per cent

of the businesses.

A Highway Department
spokesman said that slides had
isolated Ihe town from both east

and west and that the road south

to Kitimat was also practically

impassable.

I 15 UP58T'0OUTAUU
THEM POU-nCAU OAfltf
WHAT 96gN f«t.VlN'A(?OUNP.

NOW, NOW, THfiy AIN'T
WO(»TH (jeTTIN'

CHOKEC UP ASOUf.

ftJT HOW KIN VOU SM^
9iK» THIN** '0OUt THt
APMIM19t»?ATrOH? THgrS
M&N OP COKVICTION5.

1
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Report on

food services

There is room
for improvement

THE L-IVER/

-rue quS&J^

by Helen Jones

Queen's should appoint a Director of

Food Services to be responsible for all

food operations on campus. This is the

major recommendation of a study made
recently for the university by a

professional food service consultant

firm. The report claims that a food

service director would save the

university enough money in two years to

justify the costs of his salary.

The survey was undertaken to

provide a view of the existing and
proposed food services on Queen's
campuses. The report suggested that

there is room for improvement in almost

all areas of food services at Queen's. It

stated that the business of serving food

is not one of charity; it can be a

pleasurable and profitable operation

under well organized conditions.

The consultants' report stressed the

need for "eye appeal" in the display and
dining areas on campus. Referring to

service at Leonard Cafeteria, it claimed

that "A pan of cake on the counter may
be the easy way to serve but this is not

appealing to the eye".

It found that Leonard's present

system of salad table violates the On-

tario Health Act which requires that

food displayed must be in refrigerated

units and must be protected by a sneeze

guard. A bed of ice with adequate

drainage, and simple glass guard would

-solve this problem, the consultants

suggest.

At the other extreme, many
examples of insufficient warming
devices for "hot" food were found by the

consultants.Food, once prepared, should

be served somewhere near its ideal

temperature. Simple overhead heating

in addition to the present system of

warming from below would both keep

the food hot and prevent it from stewing.

When the report was submitted last

month, no definite plans had been made

regarding the type of food service to be
offered in the nearly completed Arts-

Science Sub Centre. In the summer a

detailed analysis of the Sub Centre
dining area was undertaken by Ray
Stemp. The consultants were hired to

conduct further studies. Both advocated
a limited delicatessen style service in

the centre carrying a line of specialize

goods. This would eliminate the need for

a large kitchen and serving area and
utilize the small dining area to its

maximum extent.

In its analysis of the Union Coffee
Shop the report recommends that "at

least twenty seats be removed, garbage
cans and tray racks be supplied and
signs mounted to encourage the students

to bus their own tables". This would
presumably end the struggle to fight

through the present maze of chairs in

the search for a clean table.

Structural renovation of Ban Righ is

suggested to make the two-level kitchen

and dining area into a single more ef-

ficient level. The report proposed the

centralization of baking in an available

area of the Ban Righ kitchen rather than
in three inadequate kitchens where it is

now done. This would decrease the

number of staff employed in baking
(and shift them to other areas) and
greatly improve the quality and
quantity of freshly baked goods.

"In a similar study at the University

of Waterloo, the consultants found that

profits from vending machines average
eight per cent of total sales. The same
rebate could be expected at Queen's if

one contract instead of the present two
was tendered to the highest bidder. "The
disposition of rebate funds could be
made in any manner the University

desires" the report states.

It is not clear from the report where
the initial funds for the consultants'

proposals would come from.

Grade 12: the critical decision-making year
by Rhondda Snaoy

Do you remember when you were in

grade 12? Was that the time when you
really started to clamp down on yourself

to decide whether you were going to go
10 university, take time off, get a full

time job, or go to a community college?

According to a survey taken in 1973 by
the Ministry of Colleges and Univer-

sities in Ontario grade 12 students are

considered to be at a "critical decision-

making juncture in their hves", and so

A'ere chosen for study,

j

Two general questions were set up
\to guide this survey. First, what are the

^educational and vocational plans of

Igrade 12 students for the fall of 1974?

Secondly, considering that students
lave different educational plans, to

Ahat extent do their social origins and
'xperiences characterize their choice of

oursuits (e.g. those who intend to enrole
n university, go to work, etc.)?

i
The survey revealed that for the fall

of 1974 the highest percentage of

students (28.9 percent) planned to go to

university, followed by 20.3 percent
! seeking a full-time job and 18.2 percent
going to a college of applied arts and
technology. A relatively high per-

centage (10.7 percent) did not know
what they wanted to do.

It was apparent there were three

types of people who helped influence

these decisions: immediate family,

peers, and student advisors (school

guidance counsellors and teachers). Of

the students heading for university the

family influence accounted for 70 per-

cent of the decisions. But, for those who
wanted to get a job, go to nursing school,

or who were unsure of their plans, their

peers presented the strongest influence.

In a self-evaluation, more than two
thirds of the questioned students felt

their abilities were greater than their

actual performances.

Students who did not want to con-

tinue their education expressed reasons

such as total disinterest with school,

expenses being too great, parental

discouragement, and a desire to get

married as soon as possible. On the

other hand, students wanting to go on to

post secondary school work did so

because they felt a university education

is required for the type of job they

desire.

Finally the report noted that a ratio

of eight in ten students planned to

remain in Ontario to study, but that less

than a third will continue to live at

home.

-merrithew

Prospective student for Queen's class of '94 contemplating his

future. When does this decision to come to university begin?
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Friday, Jan, 25

3:30 - 6:00 p.m. - ASUS Pub in the Red Room,
Kingston Hall.

7:15 and 9:15 p.m. - McArthur Film for 99c,

"Downhill Racer".

8;00 p.m. Social Evening at the Kingston Women's
Centre, after 8:00. All women welcome.

8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. - Science '7G Greaser Bash in

Grant and Kingston Hall, with the Stompin' Suede
Greasers. Admission $1.50.

Saturday, Jan, 26
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. - SVB Workshop on Com-
munity Acceptance of the Handicapped, in

Dunning Hall, Rm. 11. Two films will be shown,

"Who Should Survive" and "Apartment 209". 25c.

7:30 p.m. - Newman House, Supper and Talk.

Supper will be at 7:30 and Mr. J. Cook, Dept. of

Theology will speak at 8:30 on "Religion and the

Arab-Israeli Conflict".

8:00 p.m. - "What Is Man's Future?", panel

discussion in Stirling Hall, Theatre 'A', with panel

members, Dr. J. A. W. Gunn, Mr. Band, Rev.

Jackson, and Dr. C. G. Hospital. All welcome.
8:00 p.m. - Men's Intercollegiate Hockey, East

Division, Queen's versus Toronto. Also on CFRC.

Sunday, Jan, 27

Jan. 27 - Feb. 17 - Textiles in 3D, an exhibition

organized by the Art Gallery of Ontario, which

explores sculptural form through textiles, at the

Art Centre.

10:30 a.m. - Folk Mass, Dunning Hall, followed by

coffee and donuts at Newman House, 164

University Ave.

10:.30 a.m. - Morning Worship at Chalmer's United

Church, Barrie St. at Clergy, with coffee hour and

Sermon-Talk-Back.

11:(X) a.m. - University Service, Morgan Memorial

Chapel, Old Arts Building.

7:(XJ p.m. - Folk Eucharist to be held on the second

floor. Theology, in the Faculty Lounge.

7:30 p.m. - McArthur Mass in the Senoir Common
Room,

and Toronto Universities expressing their views

on "Canadiaiii'/.ation and Our Universities".

7:00 - 10:00 p.m. - Life Sciences Night, with

demonstrations, mini-lectures and slide

presentations concerned with Biochemistry,
Anatomy, Physiology, Biology, and Phar-
macology.

8:00 p.m. - Dept. of Spanish and Italian lecture,

"The University in Latin American Today", with

speaker Dr. Kurt Levy, U. of T., in Rm. 200,

Kingston Hall.

8:00 p.m. - Third World Images: Focus on Latin

America, in Etherington Hall Auditroium (near

KGH) This week, "Blood on the Condor". Bolivia,

followed by coffee, donuts and discussion.

Tuesday, Jan, 29
12 :30 p.m. - The Munch but don't Crunch your Lunch
Bunch presents, "The Munch Is On" ( a special

surprise feature), second floor Union. Organize

your friends and make it a picnic.

7:30 p.m. - Chronicles XXf'Keep Tightly Closed in a

Cool Dry Place", by Megan Terry, directed by
Jana Kendall. Chronicles will be running until

Feb. 1, in Rm. 102, Old Arts Building. Admission
is free.

7:30 p.m. - Panel discussion on Careers and Op-
portunities in Biology and related fields in rooms
111, 114, Earl Hall. Panel includes Mr. H. Hoar-
wood, McArthur College; E. Bennet, Public

Service Commission; Dr. G. Fleischmann,
Research Branch, Agriculture, Canada.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Studies in Ellis Hall. Francois Truffaut's "Tirez

sur le Pianiste" in French with English sub-titles.

Pubs and Movies

Monday Jan, 28

7:(X) p.m. - Seminar in Rm. 517, John Watson Hall,

with Grad students in Sociology from McMaster

401 Inn - Ray Smith
Commodore - The Ballards

Townhouse - Coulson Expansion
Frontenac - Finnegan's - Fred Werthman

- Muldoon's - Olive Bayle and the Irish Tradition

Manor - Family Affair

Hyland - Paper Chase
Capitol 1 - Gordon's War and Hope to Die

Capitol 2 - Papillon, and next Wed., Mash.
Domino Theatre - Juno and the Paycock at 8:30

p.m., Jan. 24-26, Jan. 31, Feb. 1-2, 7-9.

Grand Theatre - Queen's Musical Theatre

presentation of Bye Bye Birdie, Feb. 13-16.

Tickets are$2.00students and $2.50 adults, on sale

in the John Orr Room from Jan. 28.

FEE

REMINDER
The second installment of fees due by Jan.

31, 1974 can be paid in person at the Ac
countant's Office, Richardson Hall.

If you find it more convenient to mail your
cheque to the Accountant's Office, please
record your student number on the face of

your cheque.

Life

Sciences

Night

Monday January 28,

7 - 10 p.m.
This will be an informative and fun

evening with the accent on Participation. It is

open to everyone and there will be demon-
strations, films and displays.

Queen's University Bands

Executive Elections for 74 - 75

Wallace Hall 8:00 p.m. Sat. Feb. 9

Positions available:

Band's Manager
Ass. Band's Manager
Quartermaster
Concessions Manager
Pipe Major
Brass Band Manager
Head Majorette
Head Highland Dancer
Publicity Director

Head Cheerleader,
applications should be submitted in writing

to: Paul Roberts

AMS Office

Application closing date is Feb. 6

• ••••••••••••••••••
The School
Librarianship
Movie

MCArthur
Hall
7:15 15

9*15 pm

TONIGHT!

ROBERTREDFORD GENEHACKMAN CAMILLA SPARV
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Sabotage threatens Snowball
Plans for a secret "last ditch" effort to destroy

the celebration of Winter next week were
discovered by a special wing of the Snowball

Committee, known as the Shovellers.

Originally, it was set up to investigate an ex-

pose which had leaked to the Queen's Journal,

specifically a suspected plot to destroy the ad-

vertising campaign. The Shovellers have branched

out to determine clandestine subversion activity by

members of the Chemobogs court against

Byelobog.

A spokesman for the Committee, who requested

that his name be withheld, declined to go into fur-

ther detail as to just what subversive activities were
taking place. He did infer however, that the recent

spring-like weather was possibly a part of the plot.

He also mentioned an attempt to undermine
Byelobog's support in Nifleheim in which. Cher-

nobog supporters were phoning people late at night

claiming to be selling raffle tickets.

Chemobog refused to make any comment,
though Byelobog made an official statement

declaring that such activities would not affect his

arrival for next week.

Printing 'Service

Strict AMS controls outlined
AMS Services Commissioner Ken Wong

recently released a report outlining the proposed
operations of the AMS Printing Service. Wong told

the Journal that a guideline was necessary for the

service to be properly reinstated.

The Printing Service was closed in the fall by
the AMS Board of Directors when it recorded

substantial operating losses, but a student

referendum in November supported the continued

operation of the Service.

According to the report, printing pricing will

remain the same as before except for sub-

contracting work. The Printing Service will only do

work performed on the premises and all sub-

contracting work will be referred elsewhere

(probably downtown).
The Service's operations will be closely

supervised, and total operating losses may not

exceed a $300 limit. If the loss is greater, the value
of the service will be reassessed by AMS officials.

Matters concerning production will be under
the jurisdiction of the manager, who will be directly

responsible to the Queen's Student Agencies (QSA)
Director. The AMS will maintain all master
financial records and will have the right to change
any measure to ensure accountability or per-

formance.

The manager of the printing Service will be
appointed by the Business Administrator and QSA
Director.

Canada faces baggie shortage
MONTREAL (CUP) - For hundreds of thousands of

Canadians the energy crisis may soon strike home
in a totally unexpected way.

At the heart of the energy crisis is a claimed

shortage of crude oil supplies. This shortage has

forced a cut in production of polyethylene film.

The end result: a "baggie" shortage.

Users are "scrambling for supplies" says a

Montreal manufacturer of the film. The
manufacturer expects a cutback of between 40 and
50 per cent in production in 1974.

DSC's sponsor life-sci open house
Are you a life sciences student? Are you in-

terested in life sciences? Do you know what these

courses involve? For your benefit (and for anyone
else who is interested in sciences), five DSCs are

cooperating to present a life sciences orientation

night this Monday.
The purpose of the evening is to help students in

sciences make an informed choice about their

academic futures and to let them know in advance
what an upper-year life sciences programme in-

volves.

According to organizer Ted Ashbury, the

evening is a "must" for all students in the first or

second year of a science programme. He stated that

it could also be a worthwhile experience for third-

year life sciences students to let them know which

courses will be offered next year.

Another of the night's aims is to demonstrate
what kinds of programmes people can follow if they
do not go into medicine.

The evening will feature a number of exhibits

and demonstrations by upper-year students.
Students and professors will be on hand to discuss

life sciences with anyone interested.

The exhibits will be located in several science
buildings, and will be open from 7 to 10 p.m.
Programmes will be available just inside the en-

trance of the New Medical Building. An information
booth will be set up there too.

Ashbury emphasized the informal nature of the
evening, and mentioned that coffee and donuts will

be available.

Operations centralized at Memorial
ST. JOHN'S (CUP) - In a move to centralize the

university bureaucracy, Moses Morgan, new ad-

ministration president and vice-chanceUor of

iMemorial University announced the creation of

three new vice-presidential positions Dec. 16.

I "The modem presidency of a university

lequires teamwork" said Morgan in announcing his

small inner cabinet" of vice-presidents.

The new positions of vice president of ad-

ministration, vice president of professional schools

and community services, and vice president of

health service have been created, while the

position of vice president academic, Morgan's old

position will remain only with jurisdictional

changes.

The vice president academic will now

"strengthen and improve the quality of teaching

and research." His jurisdiction will include arts,

science, education, junior studies, physical

education and existing research.

Vice president of professional schools and
community services will also control research, in

the area of "applied research programs related to

provincial problems."

The medical school which has up to now been

isolated from the rest of the university will now be

brought under stricter control by the administration

through the vice president of health services. With

the first medical students graduating in 1972 and the

new medical school under construction, the ad-

ministration has apparently decided that closer

checks must be kept on it.

^Candmaids
Princess Strenn, Kingston, Ontario

SALE
Exclusively Hand Made

GIFTS CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES

Special orders taken on most items

349A Princess St. on the shopping block

^ • ITALIAN
ATMOSPHERELino

RESTAURANT & TAVERN
WHERE SPAGHETTI IS KING

& PIZZA IS QUEEN

FREE DELIVERY -

TAKE OUT ORDERS

542-2632 542-2676
424 PRINCESS ST.

COMMERCE SOCIETY

Elections will be held in conjunction with the AMS
elections on Feb. 13 and 14.

The positions open are:

President (3rd or 4th year student in 74-75)

Vice-Pres. (3rd or 4th year student in 74-75)

Treasurer (3rd or 4th year student in 74-75)

AMS Senior Rep. (3rd or 4th year in 74-75)

AMS Junior Rep (2nd year student in 74-75)

Senator (3rd year students in 74-75 for two year term)

Faculty Athletic Stick

Faculty Social Convenor
Secretary

Nomination forms will be available on the table outside
Room 122 Dunning and must be returned by 5 pm Friday
Feb. 1 '74.

For further information contact Mike
Kielhauer Rm. 440 Gordon House 544-7551

Now Playing

at

Steve Amey's

Lakeview Manor
in the

Centennial Room
the ever popular

Hazel Walker

and

FAMILY AFFAIR
1 girl and 5 guys

28 Yonge St. 548-8009
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TO THE HUMOUR DEPT. AT 23

Three merry Mentalmen are we.

Gazing wunch upon a yonder scar,

"SPOONS" is dangerous, agreed we
are,

Hair upon our tummys grows,

On our palms and between our toes,

Males and females so we are told.

Both cultivate tummy hair as they

grow old,

Caged by this hair, front and sides.

Fluff within one's navel resides.

Shaving your legs can be a breeze.

But one runs risks of cutting one's

knees,

Follicles are felled electrically by

some,
Blades make boo boos, ho hum.
Breathe heavily though we may,
Rhinernoni usually do they say.

Don't cook dinner Saturday night.

Because its very likely we might

Bring Chinese food, ALRIGHT?
Signed Otishul Squeepers

Ink.

FOUND: at the Geography Smoker
Monday night. Owner may claim

upon description. Call

Jane. . .546-0587.

GAEL GROUP 44: are you ready:

Spaghetti supper at John's (312

University) on Sunday, January
27th. Girls, don't forget your

dollar; guys, don't forget the

wine!!! For more details phone
Anne, Shelagh, or John any
evening.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SUBMIT
SOME OF YOUR Own artwork to

be shown during the Arts Festival

(Feb. 5-9) give Linda Bitove a call

at 546-4607.

FOUND: Queen's ring. Phone 544-

7308.

CONGRATULATIONS to Dirty Harry
for the fine exhibition of his

drinking prowess His escort from
the Geography Smoker was a

fitting tribute to this Great
Drinker. With respects. The Boys.

Classifieds in the Journal cost $1.00

per thirty words each time the ad
is run.

THIS COMING MONDAY IS the Life

Sciences Evening you've been
hearing so much about. Come on
out and find out what we're all

about. Everyone is welcome.
TO THE BOYS of 2nd. Brockington:

Thanks for keeping 4-C Vic girls

vjarm on the sleigh ride . . . both

internally and externally. You're
terrific separately but together

you're unbeatable. . ,

DENNIS: You sure look like sex

on sticks with that hat!

DOUG: Your socks really turned

us on. Tell your Mom to knit us

some too.

CHARLIE: Don't accuse our girls

of such obscenities and. . .

STEVE: Don't take pictures of it.

STANLEY: You sure have a cute

tail. It sure goes well with your
"hot pants"
MIKE: Your red eyes were our

guiding light. Hope your "cheeks"
thawed out.

FLIPPER: You don't need
guidance. Mike'll lead you too

MARINUS: Hope you didn't spend
that nickel. Farm-boys are vic-

torious again.

ELMER: Keep your mind out of

the gutter. You talk too much!
BRIAN: We've heard of hungry
people but never starving boots.

Thank you Bob. You've raised

your boys well.

WANTED 4 or 5 bedroom house or

apartment for ne/t year. 544-7402.

IN RECOGNITION OF FINE MEAT,
4th B.C. Leonard is pleased to

announce the graduation (class

lA) in domestic dutie*. of those

girls v/ho displayed their talents to

us la'.t Sunday.
ATTENTION BOOK REVIEWERS! If

you vtill have a review for

thcoming, there i\ an informal

meeting for ditcu^Mon thu
Sunday at 3:00 PM at 3?4 Johnson.
Bring your book^ and new idea*..

DEAR TROTTS, Fouldtey, Beck and
Big D, thi\ r. a formal invitation to

the Saturday Night Ball at 176

King ... to hutti* your bunt over
h«ra. S.MX.

TO THE "16 FUN LOVING OIRLS"ol
4C VIC: Thsnkt for lh« birthday
yreetlng. Th« Pollc* Com
mi»tion«r't ton: Oonnit.

FESTIVAL NEEDS STUDENTS to

road their own poetry during the

Art\ Fe-.tival W6ek. Don't be 4hy,

we want to hear you Jutt contact
Talhot i44 9207

iJ') Rt v/ARD to the porton who gett

tultabit 4'inan houto ( dote to

Campus). Call Bruce at 544-3804.

544-3804.

HAVE you got your BYELOBOG
raffle tickets yet? Raffle tickets

are available from the John Orr
Room from 11 til 2, or around
campus for twenty-five cents, or

five for a dollar. First prize is free

admission for two to all events;
two second prizes of admission to

the concert; and three third prizes

of admission for two to the wine
and cheese party. Draws to be
made at grand opening on Wed-
nesday Jan. 30.

HAPPY NEW YEAR to you too. Bush.
We'll see you Saturday, if not

tonight at the Grease Bash. Cor-

dially, Debbie and Rich.

$50 Reward: For information leading

to the signing of a lease on a

suitable 5 man house for next year.

Call: Jon 544-7195 or Gord 544-0982.

REMINDER TO HIGHLAND
DANCERS AND PIPERS of the

Robbie Burns party tomorrow at

Ken Armstrong's place, Jo Cart-

wright, starting at 6:30.

T-SHIRTS. If you want a festival t-

shirt emblem, put on your favorite

old t-shirt, just leave It (with a tag

with your name and phone) in the

box in the AMS office.

BYELOBOG IS COMING - GET
YOUR TICKETS SOON.

APARTMENT suitable for Two. Take
over lease in May. Phone 544-4152

Marg or Eric.

TO SUBLET May Ist.: Furnished 8

bedroom house close to both

university and downtown; 3

bedrooms, two stoves, three
refrigerators for COLD BEER

call 544-7049 or 7041 or 7058.

For those who worked during Wan-
derlust IV, the party Is Jan. 25,

8:00 pm, Leonard recreation room.
And thanks again.

WANTED: 4-man House or Apt. close

to campus. To rent in May or Sept.

Call 544-8383 or 544-8396.

Will take over lease May first on Two
Bedroom apartment, close to

campus. Phone 546-9914 or 544-7860

Evenings.
LIFE SCIENCES NIGHT thit coming

Monday starts in the Craine
Building whore programs will be
available for all the demon
strations, films and exhibition. For
details sec the posters around
campus.

APARTMENT AVAILABLE MAY 1st

- two bedroom, but suitable for

three. Very close to campus,
completely furnished, heat and
utilities paid. Phone 544-3944 for

details.

HEAR YE HEAR YE, Her royal

highness Queen Honk I hath Issued

an Imperial decree that a

celebration Is to be held on Feb. 2

In "the Dump". She invites all her
friends and those of Paul, Paul,

Dave, Lorraine, Martha and Bill

as well.

FUTURE SHOCK: T.C.L. has been
advised by Humper and Louise
that due to unforseen cir-

cumstances (it being a boy), the

wedding has been moved up to

April 8. The services will be
performed by the right reverend J.

W. HOG under the auspices of

Nick. Flowers will be supplied by
Poontang Parlour. The Reception
to take place at Sudbury, will be
hosted by Beeter and Marnie, the

godparents of the unforseen cir-

cumstance. After a brief
honeymoon to Cape Breton, the

couple will take up residence at 550

Gordon, (as usual).

REWARD - $15 to anyone who finds us

a 4-5 bedroom house or apartment.
Will lease from May. Call Carol
544-8546 or Jane 544-8404.

ON SUNDAY When the bars are
closed, the brew is locked away.

our spark of life no more is seen,

until another day.
It's sad we know, but what can be

done.

Their loss we'll always feel;

But what really fills our hearts with
grief

Is that Steve ain't got no wheels! !

!

" D e Boys"
FOR RENT: One bedroom apart-

ment. Take over In May. Very
close to campus and park. Two
stories. Completely private.

Especially quiet and clean. Call at

supper or after 11 pm 549-1617.
WANTED: 3 man house or apartment

for next year. Call Derek 144 Jt<i/

,

Gord 449 0551; or Frank 544 /906

'What IS Man's future?' It the tltl<i of

an open discussion being held on
Jan. 26, at 8:00 PM in Stirling Hall,
Rm. A Panel members are chosen
from a variety of disciplines All

are very welcome to attend.

Wanting to rent a 34 bedroom
apartment In the fall hopefully
situated within walking distance of

campus. If you are wanting to get
rid of yours or if you know of

someone who is, please call Marj:
544 8557 or Judy 544 8556.

$25 REWARD to the person who gets
us a house 4-5 room, close to

campus. Contact Bob: 544-7702,

Geoff: 544-7157 or Duncan: 544-

7696.

OPEN HOUSE at Elrond College
(corner of ^'rincess and Division)
on Sunday, Jan. 27. Come tour
Elrond and get to know us. Ap
plication forms available now for
'74-75.

IMMUNOLOGY AND
MICROBIOLOGY and Physiology
and Anatomy and Biochemistry +
Pharmacology + Biology - THE
LIFE SCIENCES. If you're in-

terested in us, we're interested in

you. Life Sciences night; Monday
January 29, 7 )0 P.M.

WANTED - 3 or 4 bedroom apartment
close to campus. Can take lease In

May. Please call 544-8321, 544-8320.

FOR SALE : 1969 Fiat 124 sport spider.

Phone 549-2737 after 6 PM.
SEVEN BEDROOM big clean house,

two and a half bathroom, two
blocks from campus, available
May 1, yearly lease, senior
students preferred. Dial 542-5964.

LOOKING FOR A PLACE FOR
NEXT YEAR? Apartment
suitable for two available May I.

Close to Campus, KGH, and Hotel
Dieu. Phone 544-6485.

LIVE IN KINGSTON? We need
several portable barbecues for the
Snowball Marshmallow Roast next
Wednesday. If you have a bar-
becue you are willing to lend for

about two hours use please call

Mike at 544-7242. We are counting
on you to lend barbecues so if you
have one please help out.

More classifieds on page 6

^eastern
Canada s.
snow-cToud
scraper
• 10 lifts accommodating
7,500 skiers per hour,
including
the only gondola lift

in Eastern Canada

• 5-day ski week:
use of lifts $25 ,

lifts & lessons $37.50

• Season Irom November
to May

Mont Sainte-Anne
ski conditions:
Toronto tel

(416) 483-4510

Mont Sainte-Anne
P.O. Box 400, Beaupre
Province of Quebec
(418) 827-4523

BidwedfrdmpuiBspring waterT

5C

T.

Andthat's thetmh!
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Human Sexuality Course:

contraception, abortion and YD
by Wendy Bonanzo

Contraception, abortion and
VD were the topics of an ab-

sorbing two hour lecture Wed-
nesday night as Dr. McKenzie of

the Obstetrics and Gynecology
departments at KGH and
Campbell Stuart of the Referral

Service informed and entertained

the audience at one of the more
fascinating talks of the series. A
discussion of the history and
methods of contraception oc-

cupied the bulk of the evening.

It has only been since 1969

that the law has allowed the

distribution of material on birth

control. Althugh there is now a

great deal of information cir-

culating and education going on

concerning the subject, much
more is still necessary as VD and
unwanted pregnancies still occur

to an alarming extent.

The various kinds of birth

control pills including those not

yet on the market, how they

work, and the problems con-

nected with them were related in

some detail. McKenzie was quick

to point out that generally the

problems of the pill can never
outweigh its advantages as it is

the most reliable and effective

method, next to abstinence (100

percent effective) and
sterilization. Similar descrip-
tions of the other birth control

methods and their relative

reliabilities followed. A display of

the types of contraceptives

available was set up for the

audience's viewing pleasure.

The medical aspects of

abortion though not the moral
side of the question, which is the

topic of next week's lecture, were
covered. It is comforting to note

that Kingston is one of the easiest

places in Canada to obtain an
abortion as the Therapeutic
Abortion Committee refuses only

1 percent of all requests and the

operation is covered by OHIP.
The VD problem was touched

upon lightly. Again happily, this

does not seem to be a raging

concern on Queen's campus.

SGW rejects course evaluation
MONTREAL (WP) Students at

Sir George Williams University

were recently turned down in a

request to reintroduce a course

evaluation handbook. A com-
mittee was set up to study the

problem.

Arts Students association

president, Alan Denver said that

he is optomistic about the hand-
books being reintroduced, but

warned "if the committee tries to

stall we'll go on strike."

Professor Gary Boyd, who is

opposed to course evaluation,

commented on the assumption

that good teaching is the same for

all groups, students, teachers and
administrators.

He said that "actually there

are three different perspectives

involved. When an administrator

thinks of good teaching, ef-

ficiency and economy loom large.

For professors, accuracy and the

absence of compromise with

political trends or fads are most

important. Finally students look

for interesting professors with

relevent material."

Boyd suggested all three

groups make their own guide.

Denver, however, said AFC
approval is necessary for a

student guide, otherwise
"professors and administrators

would ignore it."

"There must be some way
students and professors can work
together on this matter," he said.

Prof working to reduce auto emission
Much of the reason for a

disproportionate increase in

gasoline consumption can be attri

buted to the emission control

devices and new engine designs

used by automobile manufac-
turers because of severe
government reglations.

This is the opinion of Dr. John
Wilson, a professor in the
Department of Metallurgical
Engineering. With help from Bob
Fraser, a final year Mechanical
Engineering student. Dr. Wilson
has been working on what he
terms a "fresh approach" to the

emission control controversy.

Using a 1969 automobile, the

researchers plan to show that it is

feasible to meet 1974 Canadian
and U.S. emission standards by
modifying engine and exhaust
systems without reducing power
and economy of operation.

In an outline of his study, Dr.
Wilson concludes that the long-

term answer to the emissions and
fuel consumption problems is to

use smaller high-compression
engines of higher thermal
(energy conversion) efficiency

with appropriate modifications to

carburation, cam timing and
exhaust configuration. This,

according to Dr. Wilson, means
reversing the trend of low-octane

gasoline production. High-
compression engines must burn
higher octane gasoline.

Assistance to the study has

been given by General Motors of

Canada, which has provided
technical information, and the

U.S. Specialty Equipment
Manufacturers Association.

US profs get tax breaic
Loopholes in an agreement signed by Canada and the U.S. are

letting some American professors working in Canada to take a two
year tax holiday. The agreement allows American professors in-

come tax exemptions during their stay in this country, providing they
remain no longer than two years.

However, many professors are signing in as landed immigrants
with the Department of Manpower and Immigration in order to obtain

permanent teaching positions.

Professors signing these contradicting statements 'save an
average of $10,170 annually.

This is illegal, but many Canadian universities are advising their

professors to sign the two statements, according to a report
distributed by the Canadian University Press.

OF YOUR LIFE...

...Wai fMCA

3E A RED CROSS BLOOD DONOR

ASUS Elections
The Arts and Science Undergraduate Society
is now accepting nonninations for these
positions, to be elected in mid-February.

— President and Vice-President (as a team)
— Secretary
— Treasurer
— Representative-at-Large (9 positions)

— Senators (1, one year and 2, two year terms)

Nominations should be accompanied by 25 signatures
of members of Arts and Science, and the telephone
number of the nominee. Nominations should be placed in
the ASUS Red Box in the AMS Outer Office no later than
5:00 p.m. Thursday, 7th Feb. For additional information,
contact Sherry Mowbray 544-7867.

Bonucchi Pizzeria
546-2050

FREE DELIVERY
50c off on picl<ups

162 Division St.

and upstairs - for guys & gals

BONUCCHI BILLIARDS

Fontainbleau uc
LLY
ENSED

DINING ROOM
Warm Atmosphere
Steaks & Seafoods
Open 1 1 AAA to 10 PAA

Sundays 4 p.m.

to 10 p.nn.

for Dining pleasure
call to-day.

182 Princess St. (at AAontreal)

542-9147

Made-to-Measure

Suit Sale

2-piece (jacket & trousers) $169 + $11.83 tax

3-piece suit (jacket, trousers & vest) . . $199 + $13.93 tax

4-piece suit (jacket, 2 trousers & vest) . . $249 + $17.43 tax

Savings on the above suits range anywhere
from more than $50 to well in excess of $100,

depending upon the fabric and suit chosen.

NEWMAN'S
214 Princess St. Kingston

One capsule in the morning, another at night,

for 'round the clock relief from the symptoms of a cold.
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THE TRICOLOR award is presented
to students who have rendered
valuable service in non-athletic,

extracurricular activities at

Queen's. Nomination forms may
be picked up in the AMS office. All

nominations must be submitted by
Feb. 1.

CAN YOU GIVE A HOMELESS
FAMILY A HOME? We need a six

person house close to campus to be
taken over in May. If you can help
us please call 544-7150 (Wendy) or
544-7185 (Pip).

PARTY!!!!! 238 Earl St. . .Sue, Deb,
Jan, Jill and Jackie cordially

invite all their friends to a party on
Friday January 25th. BYOB. Olga
welcomes all bear wrestlers,
(including Cam).

FOUND: one Tricolor '73. Phone 544-

7113.

NEED MONEY? $15.00 is yours if you
find us a suitable three bedroom
apartment or house. Please phone
Kathy 542-1942 or Anne 544-8481.

FOR SALE: Hart metal skiis (215)

with Marker bindings. In excellent

condition. 544-7846.

WANTED: TWO Bedroom apartment
for next year. Please call Jim (544-

7653) or John (544-7661).

WANTED: One Bedroom apartment
for next year. Please call Jim at

544-7653.

PHOTOGRAPHERS! ! ! One Pixor
black and white enlarger,
developing tank, trays and 11" x
14" easel for sale. $100 or best
offer. Phone 544-9670.

AVAILABLE, One bedroom apart-
ment, suitable for two people,

from May 1.Phone 542-3737 after 6

pm.
TO JOHN AND BETH: The dinner

was great. Jim
FOR RENT: 15 floor student co-op.

Elevators (sometimes), security

duty (always), audio ecstasy of

Kingston snow removal, cum-
bersome bureaucracy. Kangaroo
couts. Come boss people with us.

WANTED: HOUSE FOR FIVE. Can
take up in May. Phone 544-7419.

LANGE STANDARD SKI BOOTS for

sale. Size 4V2 N. Worn only oncfr.

Originally $99. Asking $55. Call

Janet at 542-7269 after 5 p.m.
COME TO ASUS PUB! 3:30 - 6:00 p.m.

Red Room, Kingston Hall - bring a

prof and get free beer.

WANTED: A six bedroom house to

rent for next year. Phone Paul at

546-7089.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING IN THE
JOURNAL is only $2.38 a column
inch.

APARTMENT ON William St.

suitable for one or two persons.
Available in May. Call 544-4152.

HOCKEY; A possible miniature
hockey league may be formed if

enough interest is generated.
Games would be played on an 18"

X 36" surface (toy game) where
rods control the players. To
register your team, a franchise
must be acquired. Money purses
would be distributed to the teams
at the end of the season, the size of

the "purse" depending upon how
successful your team is. If in-

terested, call Paul, 544-7527.

TO THE FIVE UNBIASED judges of

the Mongolian Trounce-Ball
tournament. We have kidnapped
your three legged pig and are
holding it for ransom. 2nd Chown.

SAULT STE. MARIE FANS!!! Take
heart its a long season. Our team
will be back again. And don't be so

smug, NORA has Napanee ever
beaten fhd Greyhounds? And for

the Junior A hockey GROUPIES
that showed up (Joan, Sharron,
Chrin) Thanks. All others can call

544-4571 for more information.

Pete Waqar love'. Richard Dorcy.
SLACK (STUDYj WEEK fly to

H»:\a\i for only $219.00 includes 8

Great

Pizza

Deluxe
Extra Large
All Dressed

$5.80

Plus Frt'f?

Coke
i'Ur. Dfpo'.ii

PIZZA CHALET
544-1227

days, 7 nites In luxury hotel,

continental breakfast each day,
use of swimming pools, private
beach at hotel, exercise room,
snorkcllng equipment, etc. This
offer is being made to university
students throughout Ontario, so
there will be plenty of new
acquaintances to be had (as it

were). Book now and don't be

disappointed. Limited space
available. For information call

548-8481.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT TO
SUBLET MAY 1st. Lease optional
in September. Walking distance
from campus. 544-6327.

STEREO GEAR. Sony 6055 receiver.
Sony 134 SD cassette deck (Dolby).
Dynaco A 25's. BASF chrome
Tape. All practically new. Call

Rob Roberts 546-6504.

LOST; ONE oval jade earring
(pierced) in gold setting, at

Wanderlust. Sentimental value.
Please phone 544-6325 ask for

Marie.
WANTED: one girl to share two

bedroom apt.
.
Available im-

mediately. $75.00 each per month.
Semi-furnished. Call 546-2975.

WANTED a 2 or 3 bedroom apartment
close to campus. Will take over
lease before September. Please
call John, Jim or Dave at 544-6846.

THINGS CLOSING IN ON YOU? We
just moved in and are looking for a

third person to share spacious
three bedroom apartment. Call

Paul or Brian at 544-3534 for

details.

FURNISHED - with kitchen, meal

plan, sauna, sundeck, photo-
darkroom, fantastic penthouse
view! ! Come live with us next year
at EIrond College.

SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS Join the
pilgrimage of liberated
academics. Cor "mind revival
movement" invites you back to

nature (au primttif) as we spend a

weekend (or day, if you wish) at

Lake Opinicon, February 2nd, 3rd.

Transportation by bus (or car),

sleeping accommodation, meals
provided, fireside discussions,
skating, winter sports (indoor and
outdoor). For more Information
contact your DSC rep, or Gordon
Weir at 548-8917 or Nelson Coyle
544-5467.

LIKE COED COOPERATIVE
LIVING? Try a 12, 6 or 4 person
house in EIrond and meet new
interesting people. Come live with
us next year. EIrond College Inc.

THE TRICOLOR AWA«D is the
highest non-academic award that

can be received by a student at

Queen's. Nominations must be
received by Feb. 1. Nomination
forms can be picked up in the AMS
office.

HAVE ANY SPARE FUR? mink,
rabbit, beaver, weasel, ermine,
chinchilla, cat, dog, anything
welcome . . . needed desperately
by the costumers of HAMLET . . .

please bring to the Drama Dept.,

Theological Hall.

FESTIVAL '74 needs people to

demonstrate various crafts
(macrame, weaving, batik, clay
sculpture -etc). Find out more by
phoning Linda Bitove at 546-4607.

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS
FREE DELIVERY

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to n PM DAILY

People Today

Receive the gift

of the

HOLY GHOST
Acts 2:38

HOW?
WHY?

To Know
Join US at the Student Songfest,

Stirling Hall, Ttieatre D,

Jan. 28 7:30 pm

GOLDEN WORDS

BALL HOCKEY TOURNAMENT

Ontario's archaic liquor laws have thwarted our

attempt to make the Jock Harty Arena the Montreal

Forum of Kingston. Our liquor license has been denied.

BEER WILL NOT BE SERVED

AT THE TOURNAMENT

Spectators arc still welcome

Jock Harty, Sat. Jan. 26,

12:30 - 4:30 p.m.

R»!<tor: //
THI'; HKV. (;OHI>ON HKNMKA, B.A., B.U.

Amiliitiint Curate and AnKll< an Chaplain U> UuKfD'l IJaiv«r*Uy:

TIIK Ri;V KKir ifOWKH, B.A,, M Wv.
HH Barrie Street — T<;l«phoa<? M0-S1I3

9.00 a.m. . Holy Communion
10:30 a.m. • Youth Service

10:30a.m. Service in Chalmer's Churcfi for both congregations
NO EVENING PRA/ER

C.U.S.O.

— if you've been thinking about applying, do it NOW!

Come by the International Centre Office for forms as
soon as possible.

— phone 547-2807 for any problems with applications or
for further information.

Kingston's

Newest

and most

beautiful

Swiss
Chalet

RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

the sign that leads

to dining pleasure

Now Open
Enjoy an evening with Your friends in an

International atmosphere in rooms named
after great cities of Switzerland. . .

Zurich, Lausanne,. . .

Phone your reservations to 546-2905.

ENGINEERING SOCIETY EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS
Nomlilations for the following positions on the Engineering

Society Outer Council will be accepted in the Eng. Soc. office in

Clark Hall, effective immediately.

—PRESIDENT- shall come from fourth year engineering

—VICE PRESIDENT- shall come from either third or fourth

year engineering.

—SECRETARY- shall come from second, third or fourth year

engineering.

—TREASURER- shall come from second, third or fourth year

engineering.

—DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN shall come
from second, third or fourth year engineering.

—SENATOR- shall come from third year and will hold office for

a two year period.

Nominations shall be submitted in writing to the Vice

President of Eng. Soc, STEVE TOVEE, and must be ac-

companied by at least fifty (50) signatures of members of the

Applied Science student body.

NOMINATIONS WILL CLOSE AT 5.00 P.M. WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY 30.

A nominations meeting will be held on Thursday, January 31

at 7.00 pm in the main lounge of Clark Hall. All candidates must

be present at this meeting! Two candidates w/ill be chosen for

each office at this time and they will be given a list of campaign

regulations. Final elections w/ill be held concurrent to the AMS
elections on February 13 and 14.

Phono No, of Fnq, Soc. .547 3079
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Deadlines near for dropping courses
-by Peter Platenius

Once a student decides either to

withdraw from university completely

or to drop a course, he is often unaware
of the correct procedure for doing so

and may end up acting against his best

interests. As Associate Dean (Studies)

of the Faculty of Arts and Science, Dr.

Platenius is concerned at the frequency

with which this occurs and has written

the following article in an attempt to

inform those unaware of University

regulations and to encourage students

considering withdrawal from a year or

course to make use of advisory

facilities.

Around this time of the year, some
Arts and Science students begin to

wonder if it's really worth their while to

continue in University. If you're

beginning to wonder, you should

definitely read this article, which is

intended as an informal statement of

viewpoint, rather than as any official

statement of University or Faculty of

Arts and Science policy.

In its teaching concerns,, a

university generally has two kinds of

functions: these could be called

education and certification. It attempts

to provide opportunities for students to

become educated (whatever that

means), and it also provides marks,
course-credits, and degrees, which
cerfify the extent to which students

appear to have been successful in

pursuing^ their education.

It seems to me that a fair number of

individual academic problems have
their origins in conflict between these

two functions. Most of the academic
regulations, at least in the Faculty of

Arts and Science, are designed to

preserve the validity of the certification

of a student's academic performance.

Since good academic records are

generally desirable, quite in-

dependently of the education which
normally goes along with them,
universisites find it necessary to make
rules which attempt to ensure that

marks and degrees are based on per-

formance as well as need.

If you're wondering whether or not

to continue, I suppose the first thing you

should ask yourself is "Why did you

come here in the first place?"

Presumably, you will come up with a

variety of answers. Perhaps it's partly

because you and your family always

assumed you would. In part, you

probably feel that a degree would be a

desirable thing to have in order to get a

worthwhile job or to qualify for ad-

vanced training in some profession.

I would hope that a large part of it

is that you want to explore a variety of

academic disciplines, with a view to

eventually pursuing some special in-

terest - either one which you already

have, or one which you assume will

arise as you explore the content of the

various courses you're taking.

My point in saying all this is that

it's probably time to start thinking

aliout the extent to which you are

presently realizing the objectives which
you had in coming to university. Are
you interested in what you're doing?

If you're not, is it worth it?

In your own academic goals, what
are the relative weights of education

and certification? If certification

predominates, are you doing well

enough to warrant continuing? If you're

doing poorly so far, ask yourself

whether a bad first-year record will

damage your chances of getting you
where you want to be; occasionally, it's

wise to withdraw while it's still possible

to do so without penalty, and make a
fresh start in another year.

Should you consider withdrawing?
First of all, don't withdraw without first

talking to someone who is in a position

to advise you academically. This is

particularly important because you
might at some point want to return, and
you should ensure that your current

year's work gets you as far as it can
towards your eventual degree.

If you are not sure whether you're

capable of good academic work, the

only way to find out is to work very
hard and see how the results come out.

If you've been working hard this term
and your marks are poor, then perhaps
you should think seriously about getting

out while the getting's good. On the

other hand, if you haven't been working
to capacity on your courses perhaps
you should try extremely hard in this

second term. Then, if your marks are

poor, they'll be trying to tell you
something. If they come up from failure

to satisfactory standing, that should

indicate that in the future you'll be able

to do much better if you start to work
hard at the outset of each course.

You may be just losing interest in

your course - work, while still being
uncertain what direction your alter-

native interest might take. If you're
interested to the point that you are
completely unable to study at all, then

you should give serious consideration to

withdrawing for a year or so, in order to

give yourself some time to think things

out a bit. Personally, I took four years
off after a rotten first year at college

and it was the best thing I ever did.

"If, after attempting five or more
courses, a student has not passed a

majority of the courses attempted,

he will not be permitted to register

again for a period of twelve mon-
ths. Full-time students taking only

four or four and one-half courses in

their first year must pass at least

three courses."

Calendar p. 14

Remember two things. First, it's

not easy to become a student again

after a year or more away from

studying - the learning process may be
more meaningful but it usually takes

more work.

Second, remember that generating

interest in your studies requires

initiative on your part. People can get

interested in the oddest things, but the

process of becoming interested is not

one of just sitting there until something

happens. If your course material

doesn't interest you, dig until it does.

This requires self-discipline and it

requires hard work.

Don't withdraw before spending at

least one evening trying actively to get

interested in some material that's

required for a course you're taking. If

you can, have a talk with your in-

structor. Whatever you do, try to avoid

being a passive student-number. Be
active.

The deadline for withdrawing from
full-year courses without academic
penalty is January 31. What this means
is that if you "drop" a course after that

date, you will receive a mark in it

anyway. The mark is likely to be either

a failure or a "not written", which
counts as a failure. The Jan. 31 deadline

is a point-of-no-return in full-year

courses; after that date you are con-

sidered to have made your bed, and you
must lie in it. The equivalent deadline

for second-term courses is February 28.

I suppose one could argue that

-ritchie

having deadlines like this detracts

somewhat from the educative function

of a university, and it's probably worth-

while to explain some of its rationale.

A student registers for a course,

participates in it, and is. evaluated on

the excellence of his participation. The
university then retains a record of that

registration and its results. (A mark),
which may be communicated at the

student's request to a prospective

employer or to an admissions officer,

etc. That record should be as valid as it

can be: it shouldn't indicate that the

student took a full course when he
actually took only half of it, nor should

it omit attempts at courses which

resulted in failure. Clearly, you
shouldn't be allowed to decide whether

to register for a course after you find

out how well you did in it ; if that were
allowed, then academic records

wouldn't differentiate between students

who consistently did well in each first

atttempt, and those few who had to

take their courses over again in order to

perform well. In our Faculty of Arts

and Science, remaining registered

after January 31 in a full-course is what
defines an attempt.

Remember that if you drop one or

more courses, it is up to you to change
your registration before the ap-

propriate deadline. Non-attendance at

cl^^sses does not constitute evidence of

your intent to withdraw from the

course. Let me give you a rather sad
example (fictitious name and disguised

circumstances).

Eric was a first-year student

taking full-year courses last year. In

mid-December, he apparently decided

he wasn't cut out for university and he
left. In mid-February, he wrote to us

asking that his registration be can-

celled. His request was denied, he
received failures in all his courses, and
he was declared ineligible to return for

a period of twelve months.

This sounds very harsh and I

suppose it is, but since Eric did not

withraw formally before the deadline,

there was no way of substantiating his

claim. It is also worth pointing out that

Eric would have received a larger fee

refund had he withdrawn officially at

the appropriate time.

If you're considering withdrawing
from the University completely, then

you should first discuss your plans with

an academic advisor or with a coun-

sellor in the Faculty Office. If you
decide to withraw, you should be sure to

do so officially by filling out an

Academic Change Form in the Faculty

Office.

Should you drop a course? Quite

possibly, you're feeling inundated with

course-work and it might be a relief to

have one less course to deal with. Most
of the above discussion about with-

drawal applies here, but there are a few

additional .things you should know
about.

First, and probably most im-

portant, the University makes a

distinction between full-time and part-

time students. Over the period of the

academic year, registration in a total of

less than four courses is defined as

part-time attendance. If you were
admitted as a full-time student then, by
definition, you took the place of another

full-time applicant witli slightly lesser

qualifications who was rejected. If you
are permitted to change from full-time

to part-time status, then, in a sense,

that leaves a full-time place unfilled.

For this reason, it has been the policy of

the Arts and Science Faculty to permit

changes in registration from full-time

to part-time only under exceptional

circumstances.

What this means is that you might
not be permitted to cancel your

registration in a course if, by so doing,

your total course load for the academic
year would drop below the equivalent

for four courses. If you wish to inquire

further about this, I would be glad to

discuss it with you.

Another point to keep in mind is

how your academic transcript will look.

If you change from five courses to, say,

four, it may be apparent that you
carried less than the normal load of

courses in that term or year. Some
transcript-viewers (admissions officers

etc.) worry about this, some don't; but

it's a factor worth considering.

Many students who drop a course

attempt to salvage the full equivalent of

five courses for the year by registering

for an extra half-course in the second

term. In general, my advice is- don't. If

you couldn't handle a normal load in the

first term, for whatever reason, it's not

likely that you'll be stunningly suc-

cessful with an overload in second
term.

One role of the Board of Studies is

to consider requests from students that

one or another academic regulation be

waived. I think it is generally the

Board's policy to give favourable

consideration to well-written requests

which clearly involve no reduction in

the standards of academic excellence

of the Faculty and which aren't unfair

to other students or applicants. Quite

often, the Board seeks advice from
departments or instructors in trying to

arrive at its decisions. Read the

Academic Regulations chapter in the

Calendar.

If, at some point, you decide you
would like to, proceed in a way which
those regulations prohibit, ask about it.

Ask an academic advisor, or ask
someone in the Faculty Office. The
rules are slightly more flexible than

they may seem, particularly for

students who have proven themselves

academically. As I said before, the

regulations are designed to protect the

validity of the university's certification

of academic performance; it is that

validity which it is important to

maintain.

Note: The new location of Dean
Platenius' office is the Arts and

Social Science complex, F wing,

directly behind Richardson Hall.
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Open lefter fo students

Let's have parties in campus politics
AMS restructuring is upon us (again). This

must be one of the bigger non-issues around today.

Probably, for the average student, restructuring

ranks in importance slightly below the fact that the

girl he sat beside in class two weeks ago had B.O.

For that matter the average student must rank the

AMS itself at about the same level, and the

Societies, and the DSC's.

AMS - impotent

but representative

Why? The AMS certainly gave an excellent

immitation of impotence this year. Outer Council

certainly pretended to be a collection of disin-

terested students. But I submit that Outer Council

was very successful. It's function is to represent the

students and represent them it did. The students of

today appear impotent and are disinterested in

campus politics. There are good reasons for this

which perhaps an interested sociology major could

make into an article. For now it is enough to agree

that the natives are apathetic tonight. For exam-
ple, it is possible that this article may generate
some response. If so, it will come from political

heavies, not uncommitted students. Heaven forbid

the average student should even think, never mind
put his thoughst down on paper.

The question is that, with the students uncaring,

how do you have effective student government? The
answer is that, when resources are low, you
husband them carefully. We must treat any
flickering of political interest in any student as a

significant event and must carefully fan the flicker

into a fire. Our present system does not do this. We
mast change the system.

The Outer Council meeting that did not accept

the restructuring report resembled a cloud of hot

air surrounding a large pile of bullshit. But like

most Outer Council bullshit, this had some very
good rough diamonds mixed in with it. The most
interesting rough diamond was suggested by Marv
Bloos, but then Marv proceeded to surround it with

enough shit that Council missed the point.

Marv said that we needed a party system in

the AMS- an official opposition. The shit was that he
wanted to legislate one into existence. Now there is

no legislation for political parties in Canada.
Parties came into existence when their need was
felt. We can do the same. In my opinion the need is

now being felt for a campus political party. This

article is an attempt to get one started.

Campus
political parties

A campus political party should not be an AMS
party. It should regard student politics as an entity

comprised of several segments each of which has a
different set of student needs to fulfill. These
segments are: Senate, the AMS, Faculty and
School academic bodies, the Societies, Depart-
mental and related academic bodies, and the "front

line" student bodies such as DSC's and Graduate
Student Departmental Associations.The ordering of

this list is considered; they are in order of in-

creasing impact on the individual student's life.

A campus political party would be able to

provide a budding campus politician with en-

couragement to get started in student politics, to be

a candidate for the "front line" student bodies, to

gain the necessary grass roots experience that we
so badly need in Senate, the AMS and the Societies.

As well a party could provide him with "how to"

advice and assistance : how to organize a campaign,
how to communicate with constituents, even how to

debate. A party system would thus generate a crop

of much more skilled, more effective politicians in

the future.

Towards

intelligent debate
A campus party system would force debate,

intelligent debate, public debate on all issues at all

levels. The result would be a more knowledgeable,
more intelligent student body which would then be
able to vote more wisely.

A campus party system would even force the

Journal to publish the political goings-on outside of

the AMS and ASUS.
Ideally, the AMS Constitution should have one

change. The presidential team that comes second in

the elections should become voting members of

Outer Council so that they can lead the opposition.

But even without that change, parties can be
established. What is needed is an organization of a
few (even only half a dozen to start) people who
have several years to go at Queen's, because it will

take several years to get the party firmly

established.

Parties must
organize now

If these few interested people exist, now is the

time to start organizing. A new campus party will

not affect this year's elections and indeed should

carefully avoid trying to. But it can force the can-

didates to discuss the party concept, which would

bring forth many ideas on the subject and force the

candidates to discuss something intelligently.

Here is the start of a philosophy for a new party.

Let us force the candidates in this year's elections to

discuss the party concept. If you agree with the

party concept and the outhne philosophy, let us

gather together and hammer out a working political

philosophy. Let us have a founding convention at the

end of February.

Let us start. Now.
Eraser Dunford

Dunford's philosophy for the Reform Party of Queen's

1 , Membership will be open to anyone who has been

or intends to Ixjcome a candidate in any student

election at Queen's.

2. The parly will aid any member who wishes to run

in any student election at Queen's by providing

party rewjarch, organizational Bkills and ad-

vertising expertiw;.

'i. 'llii: p;irty will have as its m-'tjor function the

encouragement of new people to Join thr; party and

lo run for office,

1 The party will \x: grass roots. If will particularly

emphasize; active involvement by its members in

the "front line" student l>odies sur h as DSC's where

students are mml able to make decisions directly

affecting their life at Queen'8.

,5. The Student Societies and the AMS will be

viewed as bodies capable of dealing with matters of

concern to wider groups of students and shall not be

thought of as "something different" than the front

line student bodies.

G. AMS activities are divided into two groups:

academic-political and services. The party thus

supfX)rts the two vice-president concept. Outer

Council will b(! r(!sponsible for establishing policy

on scTvices and lor ensuring that adequate

manag(!m«'rit exists lor services. It v/ill then get out

of the way and let thai management carry out that

policy Outer fJouncil will .spend its lime on

academic and rK)litical probl<!ms where its efforts

are most needed and its expertise most beneficial.

7 The party will press for greater student in-

volv»-m<-nt in university adminslration, using the

representation we already have. At this level the

party feels we need more involved students, not

more seats on committees.

8, The party will maintain a continuous educational

program to: (a) inform students of political issues,

(b) encourage students to take active part in the

jwlitical process at Queen's, (c) advance the party

philosophy.

9, The party will develop a stand on all issues of

concern to studtMits in the areas of student politics,

university adminstration and municipal, provincial

and federal governments.

10, The party will sup[K)rt the Ontario Federation of

Students and the Ontario (Graduate Student

Association as the organizations most suited to

represent Ontario students at the provincial level.
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democratic way, since it gave people a chance to

come and make themselves heard, and to par-

ticipate very actively in making a decision. The
point was also made that the fee increase should

become an election issue, since if the students don't

want the kind of AMS their present representatives

think they do, their new representatives should

reflect that opinion.

Either way, the decision was made. Now our

major worry (as people who argued on either side),

is that the simple issue of- a fee increase will be

obscured by wrangling about the intentions and
misintentions of Outer Council. We believe that a

fee increase in necessary, if the AMS is to be a

comprehensive student government. We also

believe that a greater degree of student awareness
is necessary if the AMS is to stay a comprehensive
government.

The general meeting of the Society should

certainly be held in Grant Hall, and possibly in the

Arena, so that should 30 per cent of the students (the

number who generally do vote in AMS elections)

chose to come, they can do so. The members of the

society should also be informed of their right to vote

by proxy at a general meeting.

Each presidential team in the February elec-

tions should be prepared to say how they would
handle the present society fee, and also the

proposed fee. They should also inform the elec-

torate of their opinion with respect to the increase.

And for themselves, they should know whether they

would be ethically bound to resign if they could not

support the result of the vote.

THE STUDENTS STRIKE BACK. MUSH-
MIND'S SIMPLISTIC SLOGANS ARE EXPOSED
FOR WHAT THEY ARE . . SIMPLISTIC
SLOGANS, OF COURSE.

Effectively, the fee increase issue is a whether-

or-not-to-have-an-AMS issue. The student body has

every right to demand adequate information and to

avail itself of the resources of its representatives.

Rail-roading happens as easily on a referendum as

at a general meeting. We urge you to inform

yourself about the issue, and to make your decision,

and to make it heard.

TUNE IN NEXT WEEK FOR FURTHER
DETAILS.

(This message brought to you by
W. Kranenburg

E. Crowder
Craig Brown

Donald K. Krestel)

P.S. AMS constitution . . By Law 2, Section 4 (ii) . .

."Should any members of the AMS disagree with

any decision made at the annual meeting they may
present a petition containing the signatures of one
hundred (100) members of the AMS, asking for a

special general meeting. .
."

ED NOTE: The above Postscript is misleading to
the point of dishonesty. The above quoted section of
the AMS By-Laws applies only if there are less than
one hundred members of the AMS at the annual
meeting. If there are more than the required one
hundred, the above section does not apply.

How I survived not being sick
The students of Queen's have been

asked to set aside their zealous apathy for

the time being in order that they might take

advantage of a chance to voice their

opinion in the ongoing Health Service
survey.

Miriam Gordon, who is chairperson of

the monitoring committee, is looking for

more opinions to make a complete report of

recommendations for improvement to the
Health Council. The following one-act play

written by Victoria Kemsley is a candid
spoof on the Service.

A play in One Act.

Scene 1

Flustered Student: "But, but, but..."

Receptionist 1: "Sorry sir, this week's diseases

are flu, V.D. and Mono. Take your pick. Now
come on, be reasonable, there's a lineup all

the way to the Union. You're not the only one
with a disease you know."

Student: "But I don't have any of those

diseases."

Recept. 1: "That's no excuse."

Student: "O.K., let's just say for now that I have,

uh, the "Flu!"
Recept. 1: "Alright! Now we can start talking.

Which doctor do you want? It doesn't matter

because you'll just have to take the one thats

up. Lets see, under the B., unlucky for some,

thirteen."

In the backgrdund there is a mute cry of

"Bingo!"

Student: "Number thirteen! Who's that?"

Recept. 1: "How should I know? I only work in

the front. The doctors never come out to the

front ya know. And just between you and me
( whisper) I'm beginning to suspect that either

(a) there is a back entrance I don't know
about or (b) They don't exist, (in a normal
voice) But on to pleasanter matters. Take a

seat for a couple of hours and we'll see what
we can do."

Recept. 2: "Gawd, how can you stand the

waiting room. There are all those sick people

in there!"

Scene Two
Three houses,ten coughing fits, six outbreaks of

measles and a pack of cigarettes later.

Recept.3 "Will you step right in here please."

Student looks behind him and beside him.

Recept.3: "Hey you! This way, second room on

your left. Take it or it goes to the next per-

son."

Student "Yes sir, m'am, ms. ooh."

He knocks on the door and is invited in with a

booming COME!
The scene is clinically clean, with trails of smoke

clinging to the posters declaring "The
Department of Health and Welfare ad-

Doctor: (yawning) "One through three, which is

it, an a, b, c, or d."

Student: (bemused) "I beg your pardon?"
Doctor: (sigh) 'Flu, V.D. or Mono,, and

penicillin, tetracycline, valium or The Pill?"

Student: "The Pill?"

Dr.: "Oh, (looking up for the first time) Male.
O.K. 1,2, or 3, a, b, or c. What'll it be?"

Student: "None of the above."
Dr.; "It says here. Flu."

Student: "But I don't have the flu. Aren't you
going. to ask me any questions?"

Dr. "Then why did you say the flu? Your record

says the flu. If you don't have the flu, why do

you want valium?"
Student "I don't want valium."

Dr.: "Everybody wants valium."

Student: "But I'm not sick."

Dr.: "Of course you're sick. That's why you're

here. It's all in your head. You having

problems with the girlfriend? Roommate
problems? You hate your professor? Valium.

Valium, that's the ticket!"

Student: (looking frightened) "NO, NO, NO!"
Dr. "Tetracycline, it'll clear up your cold,

bronchitis and pimples, you'll love it."

Student: "NO!"
Dr. : (starting to look worried, he flips through

all his notes) Penicillin? It can't hurt..."

Student: "Absolutely not. Listen to me. I don't

want anything."

Dr.: "But I've got all these free samples right

here. Look! Look! (he opens his top-

drawer). Are you sure I cn't talk you into a

prescription for The Pill, for your girlfriend?

An allergy shot?"

Student: "I don't have a girlfriend, I don't have
the flu, I don't want any of your free samples.

I don't need an allergy shot!"

Dr.: "But those are what we do best."

The student starts to run out, pulling his hair and
biting his fingernails.

Dr.: "Wait son, wait. What did you want?"
Student: "An OHIP change of status form.

AHHHHHHH"
The door slams.

Dr.: "Ah well, ya win some you lose some.

Next."

THE END
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If not Venice

-burel

"
. . some read a newspaper or experiment in playing Spanish

Scrabble . .

"

by Suzanne Hwaby

Casa is the nmd'mn place

lor those interest«'f] in the

Spanish and Italian speaking

worlds, It was founded by the
respective departments in an

effort to bring tof^crther people

who speak the lanj^uaf^e or want

(o learn atxiut the cultures. There
is no formal method or structure

to the meetings which occur
every Tuesday and Thursday,

rather the individual is free to

innovate. Some bring a guitar,

share a native recipe or drink,

read a newspaper or experiment
in playing Spanish Scrabble and
Italian Monojwly. The emphasis
is simply on being there im-

mersed in a non-English
speaking environment. It takes

the student beyond the formal

literary orientation of the
classroom and gives him an
opportunity to speak the

language. It also gives the non-

Canadian a time to relax and
keep in touch with his native

tongue.

In March, the group are

planning a total immersion
weekend at Lake Opinicon which
will include the culinary delights

of specific Spanish and Italian

menus. As a result of the

popularity of the endeavor the

departments are hoping to

establish a permanent house
where the languages will be
continuously spoken, yet it will be
simultaneously open to non-
resident students.

For those not able to afford

the quick trip to Madrid or

Venice... La Casa meets at 165

University Avenue and takes

place Tuesdays from 3.30 - 5.30

and Thursdays from 12.00 - 2.00.

Paper Chase

""Normal people don't belong in law schoor"
At the Flyland

Paper Chase is about many things and whether

you react positively or negatively, it refrains from
being as someone asserted "just another Love
Story." Under the direction of James Bridges, the

basic plot of the confrontations facing a Harvard
law student are brought to a level which combines
both humor with content,

Timothy Bottoms, as Hart, has just arrived

after having lived with "crazy, brilliant and in-

consequential" roommates and is gradully exposed

to the academic types one finds at the big name
universities. The photography succinctly captures

his observations on the members of his study group,

or better termed, "the law student's guarantee for

,survival," There is the burly, fleshly lipped New
Yorker who eventually provides the group with an

f/jO page outline typed on jaundiced colored paper,

the "witty" and sometimes bright type who has

everything donr- .three weeks prior to the deadline

and the unfortunate brain with a photographic

memory who discovers it is u.seless u> him without

an ability to think.

The more comic moments stem primarily from
lh<: personality of Hart, He initiate's such actions as

a minor break-in Ui the law library to a final <!Xodus

during the pre-«;xam period whf;n he and a friend

invade a hotel to «!scap»! from their panicing

friends 'J?ie camera has sorrir- superb shots of the

two submerged in layers of books while the

manager adamantly cuts service to the room after

discovering that it is wall to wall notes on criminal

law.

The key to the film, however, concerns his

encounter with Professor Kingsley played by John
Houseman in a flawless performance. Houseman is

presently the head of drama at the Juillard School

and has recently published Run Through, his

autobiography. He is not a professor who frater-

nizes with the students, but is rather indicative of

the relentless authoritarian who employs the

socratic method of teaching. The control he has in

the class is blatantly evident and his formality

eventually provokes Hart to call him a bastard to

his face. The reply; "You may take your seat Mr.

Hart, that is the most intelligent thing you have
said all day."

If one examines the film critically, it is in parts

loo conventional. Of course, the attempted suicide,

and almost too contrived affair Hart has with a

woman who just so happens to be Kingsley's

daughter is detracting from the film. Yet, it has an

appeal, alx)veall because in the role of a student one

is more sensitive; to the "academic rat race", For,

the film vividly, and in parts hilariously comes to

terms with the papcrcha.se that still thrives in the

Ivory Tower of our own campus.

"
. others share a native recipe or drink .

.'

#/

DISCUSS

Canadianization And

Our Universities'^

Has Knowledge a Nationality?

Visiting speakers from

McMaster and U of T. debate

the issues.

Monday January 28 7:00 p.m.

Rm 517 John Watson Hall

All students and staff invited

APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE

FOR

mOND
application deadline February 26, 1974

SO COME TO THE

OPEN HOUSE

SUNDAY, JANUARY 27 1:00 - 5:00

See our houses fori 2 people,

6, 4, and 2 and the one and

two bedroom apartments.

Talk to the members over

coffee and donuts.

Princess St. at Division - 544-1842

Festival of the Arts
If you don't already know - Festival is the annual Queen's Celebration

of the Arts - 5 days of poetry, art workshops, crafts, speakers, folk and

classical music, films, art displays, drama, photography and much much more

Queen's University February 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
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Ensemble's novel

performance

is disarming
by Robert Cracknell

Stravinsky remarked that critics today went around like rats with

padlocks on their ears; the reason, he said, was that modem com-
posers no longer used keys. Still, tonal centres, even tunes, abounded
in Wednesday night's Grant Hall performance by the Contemporary
Chamber Ensemble. To be sure, Jacob Druckman's work which
opened the programme relied more on texture than on tune, but this is

to be expected from anything with the daunting title of "Incenters"

(what are "centres" if they are not "in" something or other?). The
stream of colour flowed along harmlessly enough: the pointiliiste

woodwind and muted brass passages were notably effective.

The programme was played in reversed chronological order of

composition, and next were three piano pieces written during the

1920's by Henry Cowell. The pianist's disarming introduction prepared

us for novelty, and his performance provided it: eerie swirls of sound
unexpectedly emerged from inside the piano under Kalish's plucking

and scraping in the first two pieces. The final one alternated an

assertive C major-ish tune with elbow and forearm jabs across the

keys; the principle was similar to that of a Bach Chorale Prelude -

Bach nearly lost his job once for being too free with his em-
bellishments of the tune, but the twentieth century has been more
tolerant of Cowell.

Varese's 1924 "Octandre" is a taunt and energetic miniature; he
achieves intensity without architecture : few of his pieces exceed ten

minutes, yet by the use of multiply repated single notes, rhythms and
phrases he gives the impression that something very important is

going on, though knowledge of exactly what is not vouchsafed to the

casual listener. "Octandre" received a performance in some ways
disappointing: there was some dismal piccolo intonation and careless

brass ensemble. However, the oboist saved the day by fully exploiting

the expressive qualities of his many leaps over more than an octave.

The most accessible music of the evening was the final work,
Stravinsky's 1918 "The Soldier's Tale". For a man of deep aesthetic

and cultural sensibilities, he had an odd penchant for homilies told in a

moral monochrome -"The Rake's Progress" accurately reflects the

simplicity of Hogarth's morality, and the plot of his opera-ballet-play

(it is all of these and none) "The Soldier's Tale" is no less banal. The
Devil tempts from the soldier his soul (in the form of his fiddle); the

Soldier's brief happiness with the Princess is interrupted by the

Devil's and Fate's final victory (we are not to be too squeamish about

the classical puzzle of how both can share the spoils - surely one must
control the other? ) . The instruments represent characters on a "Peter
and the Wolf" level of subtlety, but Stravinsky uses nine instruments
more cleverly than Druckman uses thirteen, and there are some fine

moments. The plangent tones of the Soldier's return home and the

languor of the Princess's Tango were superbly brought out under
Arthur Weisburg's direction, and the big fiddle solo was memorably
played by its diminutive performer.

Good modem music is extraordinarily demanding upon its first

hearers (as were Mozart and Beethoven, of course) ; we are lucky to

be able to hear sensitive and intelligent performances of recently

composed works, a privilege often denied the eighteeth-century

listener.

GRADS
invites all graduate students to its

Annual

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
8 p.m. Thursday, January 31, 1974

at Grad House,

157 King St. E.

The Assembly will receive the President and Treasurer's
Annual Report and Nominations for all Society
Executive Positions.

TRADITIONAL BEVERAGES GRATIS

ltalia_Pjzzeria
544-3622

421 Princess

Free Delivery

UU!

UNISEX HAIRSTYLING
542-5511

397 PRINCESS ST. ELROND COLLEGE
Call us for an appointment

3rd World Images: Conflict & Underdevelopment
Film Series

resumes

Monday, January 28, 8:00 p.m. in Etherington Hall

with
"Blood of the CondoK'

(Bolivio)

to follow:

February 4 - "Cuba: Battle for the 10 Million"

February 11 - "Os Fuzis" ("The Guns")) (Brazil)

February 28 - a) "Interview with S. Allende" (Chile)

b) "Campamento"

- everyone welcome, free admission, coffee & donuts!

After 10 successful shows AMS concerts

Celebrates
with

"Something for Everyone"
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At the Frontenac Hotel
Finnegan's

by Liz Wood
Nearly all the rciviewers who

have written up Fred Wcrthman
currently at Finnegan's, have

described his voice as some sort

of "cross between..."; an easy

way out. To this writer he sounds

like Fred Wcrthman singing. His

voice ranges from that of a lyric

tenor to raunch and funkiness,

always with a bit of sensual

"gravel" present. He can sound

light-hearted, frustrated, and
damn angry as well, while

maintaining the control and
sense of poetry that make him a
good folk singer.

Werthman, originally from

Newfoundland, has an ability to

"feel" his audience: songs like

"Farewell to Nova Scotia" and

many others will either be happy
romps, or personal stories,

depending on the mood of wer-

thman and the crowd.

Werthman believes that an

entertainer must be an individual

and interpret songs in his own
way. He has an intense dislike for

mimics, what he calls "record

cops": groups or individuals who
set out to sound exactly like the

original recordings of songs they

didn't record.

Werthman's musical ver-

satility is somewhat astounding.

His repetoire includes Cat
Stevens (whose songs he does

very well), John Prine, Bob
Dylan, Johnny Horton, GJord

Lightfoot, Irish anon., and many
more, as well as some of his own
songs. All the songs Werthman

SPRING TERM
(May 8 - June 25, 1974)

- Proposed Courses -

Commerce
20112+ — Accounting II

20-12H Introduction to Finance

20 1 50+ — Introduction to Industrial Relations

Computing and Information Science
22-101+ — Introduction to Computing
22 102+ — Computer Organization and
Programming I

Economics
29 110 — Principles of Economics
29 210 — Modern Economic Theory

English

32 205 — Introduction to Anglo Saxon Poetry

Film
34-210 — An Introduction to the Cinema
34-310 — Fundamentals of Film Production

French
35 100 — Intermediate French
35 221 — Introduction aux etudes litteralres

Psychology
84-100 — Principles of Psychology

Psychology
84-215+ — Experimental Psychology:

ception

84-235 — Abnormal Psychology

Per-

Religion

89-241 — Christianity and History

89-332 — Myths and Symbols as Religious Ex-

pression

Sociology

92-122 — Introduction to Sociology

92-223 — Anthropological Theories and Methods
92-233 — Race and Ethnic Relations

92-273 — Social Psychology

Geography
'J8 420

History

4A 760

/i/ar II

46 277

The Geography of the Soviet Union

Canada from the Conquest to World

Europe Since 1870

FINAL DATE
FOR REGISTRATION:

February 15, 1974

Mathtmatict
55 005 ( - An Introduction to Algebra

55 2«6 < - Probability and Statlttica

Mutk
«4 244

Philosophy
77 III

Electronic Mu»\c Composition

Introduction to Philosophy

Empirical Analysis of Political

Politics

«i m
fsi'ttoviOur

«i m t Political ElltM

INFORMATION
Department of

University Extension

25 Union Street

Kingston, Ontario

Canada

613 517 3283

Portuguese
Introductory PortuguM*

performs are d<jne in his own
way, sometimes not w> different

from the original, often sub

stantially changed to a more up

temjKj beat.

His work on six and twelve

string guitar is usually in gfxxi

harmony and balance with his

voice.although Werthman can get

a bit carried away on twelve

string when playing a song with a

driving rhythm. Because of this,

his shading sometimes suffers,

and a "sameness of sound" is the

result.

Werthman feels that he's

been good for Finnegan's (he's

played there a lot since the

"new" Frontenac Hotel came
into being about a year ago), and
that he's helped the crowds that

now fill the place to become a

reality. He also feels that

Frontenac owner Brendan Mc-
Connell and his wife, Anne, have
been very good to him, and for

him.

I agree with him whole-

heartedly and urge anyone who
likes variety in folk to go down
and hear him. Fred Werthman is

there until the end of January,

frontenac muldoons

Muldoon's
Olive Bayle and the Irish

Tradition at Muldoon's until the

end of January, have a few

problems, but are nevertheless

an entertaining and enjoyable

group. Their material is mostly

taken from the popular Irish

songs, such as "Black Velvet

Band", but they perform more
serious stuff as well, such as

songs by Sean O'Rieba.

All the old IriHh t>»i*ndardfc

are well done, with the excejXion

that tempot* seern t/j lag, par
ticuiarly on tjal lad type w>ng(s

like "Shores of America "

It's hard txj Utll whether the

problems the group suffers in

U'smH of their performance are

due mainly to their s/jund

system, or to their own mutsical

limitations. Willie Haughton,
guitarist and spcjkesman for the

group, says they've tried placing

their speakers in various places

of the pub, but that twmt of these

has been as successful as their

present location. Poor blending

of voices, and an inability to

distinguish (and frequently to

hear) words are the main side

effects, magnified at times by a

tonal imbalance in <the vocal

mikes.

Miss Bayle has an accurate,

warm voice, as she demonstrated
during the group's a capella

version of "Amazing Grace", but

when instruments and vocals

were all going at once, the

possible drama and excitement
of other renditions was lost. This

was mostly because of the sound
system, but also because of an
inability on the part of the group
to produce good vocal blend and
balance with the instruments.

This trouble became more
clearly evident on "North
American songs such as "Me and
Bobby McGee", better left to

North Americans possibly.

The group has only been

together since last August, and
hopefully the problems that

detract from an otherwise en-

tertaining performance will soon

be rectified.

The Double Hook. Sheila Watson: McClelland & Stewart, $1.50

This short novel tackles a most difficult problem : how are people

who have cut themselves off from each other to be restored to a sense

of community? The problem is clearly enunciated by one of the

characters. Angel Prosper: "one man is one man and two men or ten

men aren't something else. One board is one board. Nailed together

they might be a pig-pen or a hen house. But I never knew men you

cotdd nail together like boards."

The dweller in an isolated valley "in the folds of the hills" of

British Columbia have become cut off from each other. Events which

should bring them closer together simply drive them further apart,

such as the death of old Mrs. Potter and the storm in the first chapter.

The parched land figures forth the need of its settlers for spiritual

regeneration. It is towards this regeneration, symbolized by the birth

of a baby, that the plot of the novel moves, as the valley dwellers

emerge from their ' forty years in the wilderness".

The Biblical reference is indicative of the nature of this novel : it is

highly referential and symbolic. The inhabitants of this isolated

British Columbia Waste Land move through a landscape whose deeper

mythological significance is clearly signposted, from the very names
ol the characters to the brooding spirit of the Indian deity Coyote who
rules over their hearts and keeps them apart from each other. It is

only when they come to realize their need for each other that the land

once again will receive the loving and healing waters of God's grace.

Mrs. Watson is most successful in conveying the desolation into

which this community has fallen. Her admirable economy of dialogue

and characterization make the need for renewal utterly clear to the

r(!ader. H()W(!ver, the novel is weakened in its imaginative impact

when Mrs. Watson turns to the problem of how this renewal of spirit is

to be brought about.

Mrs. Watson has portrayed so successfully her British Columbia

Waste Land (hat it is hard to accept her seemingly arbitray transition

to a rose gardfin. On the other hand, the very cautionary tone of the

last chapters may be an indication of Mrs. Wat.son's honest look at

(,'anadian realities; certainly the grim way in which her valley

dwellers will together "face it" recalls the prairie novels of Grove.

Steve Winnett
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Gaels tie Redmen in lacklustre outing
by Peter Watts

The mysterious illness which
has plagued certain members of

the Queen's hockey Gaels has

been tentatively diagnosed as a

case of "don't-give-a-damn".
Regular checkups hasn't cured

the problem and the usual

medications like hell from the

coach, harder work in practice,

and dissertations in the

newspaper seems to have had
little affect.

The symptoms of this virus,

or whatever it is, are a lack of

shooting on the net, an inability to

move the puck out of your own
zone, and a lack of desire and
hustle. It remains to be seen

whether the condition will get

worse; however, Tuesday af-

ternoon's diaplay at the Con-

stantine Arena convinced several

observers that it hasn't gotten

better. To be sure, there were
some good signs. Steve Gross had
seven of the Gaels sixteen shots

in the second period and two of

them found the range. Dave
Dungey stopped a breakaway in

the third period to keep the Gaels

in the game. But when the smoke
had settled, the Gaels had to

settle for a 6-6 tie with the Red-
men ; and they had to do it on Jim
Sunstrum's goal with just over a

minute and a half to play.

The Gaels trailed 1-0 after the

first period which saw the

Redmen exhibit the kind of hustle

which is characteristic of most of

their games against the Gaels.

They outshot Queen's 10-2, which
is a fair assessment of the type of

offence the tricolour was able to

generate. But then, the first

period has been the most
troublesome part of the game in

recent weeks.

In the second period, the

defense got some shots finally

(another good sign) and Steve

Gross scored twice. Mike Lynch
added another as he rapped in a

rebound after another shot from
the point by defenseman Frank
Coffey. The Redmen, however,,

were not to be denied and they

added two more of their own to tie

the score at 3-3 before the period

ended. The shots on goal were a

more respectable 16-9 in favour of

Queen's.

The third period was a case

of nervous anticipation on the

part of the few Queen's sup-

porters who made it across the

pond. The lead see-sawed back

and fourth - first RMC scored and
then Queen's. Dungey's stop of a

breakaway came with the score

tied 4-4, but the Redmen were to

get two more before Sunstrum's

slapshot from just inside the

blueline tied the score for the last

time. Coffey and Gross, with his

third of the game, also scored in

the third period.

It'll be pretty funny if the

same mental attitude appears at

the Harty Arena on Saturday

evening. It will be joined by the

University of Toronto Blues who
aren't noted for showing up at an

arena just for the hell of it. Fans

should be able to tell after the

first shift of the game whether

coach Dave Field has been able

to find some suitable remedy
from the dispensary or whether
this disease is incurable.

You will find that the Blues

are a rather persistent bunch,

particularly when the puck is in

the other guy's end of the rink.

Queen's discovered that last

week in Toronto - most of the

game was played inside the

Gaels' blueline. At any rate a

good shot of spirit (NOT
SPIRITS) administered before 8

p.m. tomorrow evening might
just be what the doctor ordered.

This week at Queen's

BEAT VARSITY

by Peter Watts

Most of you probably have
more important things to do.

Some likely have things they'd

rather do. But for those who have
some spare time this weekend,

there is an awful lot of activity

going on in the Phys Ed Centre

and in the immediate area.

Here's a quick rundown . . .

Tonight is open, so you can

get some work done if you really

think it's necessary. Tomorrow,
though, will be a busy day. It

starts at 9 a.m. in Bartlett and
Ross Gyms of the Phys Ed
Centre. The occasion is the

eastern sectionals in women's
badminton. Teams from Toronto,

Ryerson, York, Ottawa and
Queen's will take .part. Queen's

are the defending champions but

Toronto is expected to be ex-

tremely tough this year. Two
teams from this sectional will

advance into the finals.

At 1 p.m., you can move
across the upper lounge to the

Pool where the women's swim
team is hosting its annual in-

vitational meet. The women's

team is perhaps the most im-

proved team in intercollegiate

athletics this year. Cathy Brace,

Jane Kaake, Jane Noakes and
others will headline a cast that is

hopefully going to do very well in

the OWIAA finals later this year.

Since that is due to end about

five o'clock, you'll have a couple

of hours to eat, drink, etc. until

it's time to be at the Harty Arena
for the Toronto - Queen's hockey
game. That should be over by
about 10:30 so you still have a

couple of hours before the pubs
close to get plastered.

On Sunday, for those who feel

like getting up early, the Queen's

Curling Invitational Bonspiel
gets underway at the Cataraqui

Curling Club at 9 a.m. That's

right, NINE A.M. Queen's will

welcome curlers from about
eight other Ontario universities

(Toronto is reportedly bringing

two teams). The tricolour will be

ably represented by Mark Mc-
Donald's foursome which in-

cludes Scott Kitching, Terry
Bryce and Gerry Hagerman.
This rink won the Toronto In-

vitational Bonspiel last weekend.

For those who have a car and
want to go for a little drive.

Queen's is hosting its cross-

country ski meet at Knowlton
Lake. Where's Knowlton Lake
did you say? Good Point'

Knowlton Lake is about three

miles north of Sydenham
Where's Sydenham Gracious

sakes! Well Sydenham is out

Sydenham road. Obviousl>
'

Sydenham Road runs off High
way 2 west, west of the trafl.c

circle about 1 'l- miles. O.K.? Tha'

starts at 11 a.m. by the way
That should get you through

Sunday. For those who missed
the first draw at the curling

)unspiel don't despair. There will

be two more games - one at ]2:'?('

and one at 3:30 so you stil! have
plenty of time to get out. The
curling club is out King Street

west opposite Lake Ontario Park
That .'-hould get you Ihrous^h

Sunday. Hy suppertime, y,>u

should be good and weary. Au-

d. .oh yes. you still have your

reading to do for politics 110

which is at 8 :30 Monday morning.

Byelobog 74-
Presented by the Snowball Committee

WED. JAN. 30
grand opening

Marshmuilow Roast

Athletic Night

Wine & Cheese

(garden of The Gods)

Hottky Tonk Pub.

TUES. JAN. 31
Sleigh Ride

^ Niflheim (Land of the Gods)

- Variety Night

Winter Music Festival

The Pub

Dunning Flicks.

Jan. 30 -

Feb. 2

Snowball
presents:

The Snowgod

Cometh!

FRI. FEB. 1

Sleigh Ride

Gluwein Party

Casino Night "Valhalla"

Concert

SAT. FEB. 2
Snow Sculpture Judging

Afternoon Games
Coffee & Doughnuts

with Alumni

* Semi-formal "Vara"

Leonard Hall Dance
- "Bacchanalias"

Advance Tickets ovaHable in meal lines and John Orr Room

11 • 2, as well as buttons, posters, and raffle tickets.
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Second-half

woes continue
(STAFF) Queen's basketball Gaels continued their saga of second-

half collapse Tuesday night in Ottawa, as they dropped an B8-56

decision to the league-leading Ottawa U. Gee Gees. The Gaels trailed

by just four points at the half, 41-37, but were unable to keep up with

the pressing, well-balanced Ottawa squad.

Frank Papai led all scorers with 18 points for the GeeGees, while

guard John Plaskacz hit 12 and centre Mem Sabey added 1 1 , as well as

controlling the boards in the second half. For Queen's, Norm Hagarty

hooped 13 points, and Rob Smart, who played despite a badly injured

finger, added 10.

The Gaels, who have now slipped to a 1 and 6 mark in league play,

will have to pull themselves together this weekend. The Queen's squad

will be in Toronto for a pair of league matches, against York tonight

and Varsity on Saturday. If Frank Tindall and Geoff Smith can get a

full forty-minute effort out of everybody, instead of a selected few, it is

not beyond the realm of possibility that the Gaels could win. Don't put

too much money on the line, though — Journal offers no guarantees on

predictions, especially ones like that.

What Is Man's Future?

Open Discussion

All Welcome

Time: Jan. 26, 8:00 p.m.

Place: Stirling Hall, Theatre "A"
Panel Members: Dr. J.A.W. Gunn,

Mr. Band, Reverend Jackson,

Dr. C. G. Hospital

Sepp^s Ski Shop
13 MONTREAL STREET — KINGSTON, ONTARIO

All Kinds of Ski Equipment

RiiPAiRs — Trade - ins

Phone 542-4558

15

15

15

Rentals -

ALPINE SALE

- 40% off on Clothing

- 40% off on Boots

- 20% off on Skis

no reductions on caps

and small items

CROSS -COUNTRY
Solution fo Your
Waxing Problems!

1. "Jack Rabbit" is a simple,
two-wax system for all snow
conditions.

2. Only 2 bars replaces all waxes
and klisters ...one for dry snow,
one for wet snow.

Complefely New and

Now Available af

Sepp's

bottom Icy

CilfW Norm Hagarty shoots for somf of his i:i points

Journal needs sportswriters

and one or more editorial trainees.

Apply Sunday after

6 in Journal office.

Life Sciences Night

IT ALL STARTS IN THE CRAINE BUILDING

WHERE PROGRAMS WILL BE AVAILABLE
OUTLINING THE EVENING'S ACTIVITIES OF
DEMONSTRATIONS, FILMS AND EXHIBITS.

THIS INFORMATIVE EVENING IS OPEN TO
EVERYONE. PROSPECTIVE LIFE SCIENCE

STUDENTS ARE ESPECIALLY WELCOME.

COFFEE AND DONUTS WILL BE AVAILABLE.

WE HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE

Monday January 28, 7 - 10 p.m.

^ 0*

Cjct cliange back from your nugget.

McDonald's 277 BATH ROAD
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Walter ties record

Sprinters pace track success
by Kathy Wynne

Saturday, January 19, 1974,

was the date of the 7th Annual
Cornel] Invitational Indoor Track
Meet. Despite stiff competition

and a slow track Queen's Gals
and Gaels made an adequate
showing with only Rod Walter
securing a place in the limelight.

Walter tied for first in the 600 yd.

run with a time of 1:14:4, which
cut his winning OUAA time of two
years ago by 6 seconds.

Dave Jarvis, refusing to

acknowledge a "tender tendon"
captured a close third in the 60

yd. high hurdles in 7.7 sees,

followed by teammate Don Price,

fourth in 8.0 sees. Sprinter Victor

Gooding secured a tie for second
in the 60 yd. dash with a time of

6.6 sees. The men's relay events

rounded off the meet on a

typically high note with Queen's
pushing Penn State and Cornell

who tied for first in the One Mile

Relay.

What the Gals lacked in

victories they made up in sur-

prises. Rookie Jan Pipe placed a

close fourth in the 60 yd. dash and
went on to run a 29.0 sec. lap in

the Half Mile Relay, The Cornell

meet was Pipe's lifetime debut in

track competition. Another
rooky, Lyn Aird ran the 800 yd.

for the first time to place 6th

behind Queen's Lynn Andrews.
Aird too ran a fine lap in the Half
Mile Relay turning in a gutsy
performance for the day.

Also on the weekend Queen's
George Neeland and Pam
Scathorn competed with the
Ontario team in the Eastern
Indoor Track & Field Cham-
pionships at Dartmouth,
Hannover, New Hampshire.
Neeland and Scathorn both
finished second in their events:
Neeland in the 60 metre high in

7.6 sees. ; Scathorn in the Shotput
putting a distance of 39'6".

This Saturday at the CNE
York University will host the
annual York Invitational Indoor
Meet. Teams competing will be
most of the regular OUAA-
OWIAA members.

Queen's chance for success

MOFFAH'S .DA DRUGS
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week— 548-701

1

SCIENCE '44
is holding OPEN HOUSE

Sat. Jan. 26
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

210 Bagot
128 Earl

366 Albert
307-309 University
314 William
373 Johnson

Please feel free to come.
If interested, please call

Andrew Anderson - 542-3680

-Cameron

Rod Walter digs in on his way to tying meet record in 600-yd.

run at Cornell Saturday.

should be best in the men's hurdle
events with Neeland, Jarvis and
Price placing in some com-
bination. Western U. sprinters

Carter and Rotondo will present a

threat to Queen's Victor Gooding.

Queen's miler Bob McCormack
should be back in competition by
Saturday after recovering from

an injury to finish his first indoor

season. The Western and U of T
women present the usual for-

midable threat to the Queen's

contingent who will be without

the assistance of Janey O'Rourke
and Sue Plummer out indefinitely

with leg injuries.

W.I.C. News
Women's intra-mural volleyball opened last

night in Bews Gym and will continue every
Thursday night until March 14th. Game times
are between 7:15 and 9:15 p.m. Participation is

by years and faculties and all girls are welcome
to take part.

Come participate and have fun in the WIC
intramural archery tournament. Test your skills

with the bow and arrow shooting at balloons and

cartoons on either Tuesday, February 5th or

Wednesday, February 6th at 9 p.m. in the

Projectile Range Room. To prepare for the

tournament, there will be a clinic on Monday,
February 4th at 9 p.m. in the Projectile Range
Room where you will be taught and coached as

you practice. Equipment and instruction is free

so don't miss the opportunity.

Gallery of

Fine Crafts

Canadian Shop

of Kingston

FIRST FLOOR

Fine Porcelain by HARLAN HOUSE
until January 30

MAIN FLOOR

All Eskimo sculpture In the store will be
10-50 percent off through January.

219 Princess Street, (Next to the Capital Theatre). 542-1115

Gallery & store Hours: Mon, Tue, Wed & Sat. 10 A.M. to6 P.M. Thu & Fri. 10 A.M. to9 P.M.

NOMINATIONS
wi II be received at the

Annual General Assembly
(Grad House, 8 pm January 31)

for the positions of:

PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER
MEMBERS AMS REPS (2)

SENATOR (2 Years)

All graduate students are eligible

for any position

G.S.S.

Application forms are now available in the
A. M.S. office for three A. M.S. representatives
on the .

ELROND COLLEGE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

1974-5

To attend College Board meetings, please
contact EIrond College, 401 Princess St., 544-

1842 for dates and times.

GRAD BALL
Thursday, 14th February

Austrian International Club

Free sherry 7 to 8 p.m.

Roast beef dinner 8 to 9 p.m.

Dance 9 to I a.m.

Buy your ticket novy from your
department rep. or

phone: Peter Kubico, 547-3011
542-9914

Admission: $14.00
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World: Israel begins troop pullback
MIDDLE EAST — Israel has

begun evacuating its forces on

the Egyptian side of the Suez

Canal as the first move towards

the disengagement of forces. The
Israelis are starting to move
their tanks back across the canal

and are digging up the 750,000

land mines planted around their

periphery.

The first stage of evacuation,

to be completed by Feb, 12, will

see the Israelis pull back from
the west bank and hand (he area

over to United Nations troops.

Only after the Israelis have
completed their withdrawal will

the area be turned over to the

Egyptians.

In the second phase the

Israelis will pull back from the

canal itself to new positions about

20 milcB east of the canal.

In Washington Henry
Kissinger has pr(;dicted that the

Middle East disengagement will

result in a lifting of the Arab oil

embargo against the U.S.

In Britain Foreign Secretary

Sir Alex Douglas-Home an-

nounced in Parliament that

Britain was lifting its arms

Canada: Oil prices

conference begins
OTTAWA — Prime Minister

Trudeau and the Premiers of all

ten provinces have met in a

conference here to try and make
some sense out of Canada's

energy problems.

The conference is breaking

into a struggle between the four

western provinces, who supply

all of Canada's domestic oil

production and the five eastern

provinces who are dependant on

foreign sources of oil. Ontario,

who does not produce oil but is

supplied from the west and
therefore is less affected by
raises in offshore oil prices, is

playing a lone hand.

The eastern provinces are

calling for a uniform oil price all

across Canada which would
mean a subsidy of offshore oil

imports with the sale probably
coming from the sale of western
oil to the States.

The western provinces are

naturally fighting any move
which would lessen their revenue
from oil sales.

The Federal Government has
proposed a compromise policy

consisting of freezing eastern oil

prices at about their current level

through subsidies while allowing

the price of western oil to rise

from its current frozen price of $4

per barrel to about $8 per barrel

by sometime in 1976.

back
FEIFFER

.Alt.

THeM.

'/CO POT TO-

'AKVE V APPROPPlAft

This plan would preserve the

current east-west price dif-

ferential but would prevent it

from getting too much worse.

Premier Davis said that

Ontario can handle a price rise to

$6 per barrel immediately but

that an further increase would
lead to increased unemployment
in the province.

WINNIPEG — The Manitoba
government has banned the sale

of cheap fortified wines in the

northern parts of the province

and IS so encouraged by the

results that it intends to extend

the ban to the rest of the

province.

The ban began four months
ago and mainly involves ports

and sherries with an alcohol

content of 20 per cent or higher.

For $2.10 .(two bottles of the

cheapest wine) people could get

as much alcohol as a $5.50 bottle

of rye.

One community of 6,000 was
consuming 1,000 bottles of the

stuff a week.

VAL d'OR, Que. — A fire in a two-

storey frame house early

Tuesday has killed 10 members of

the same family and a guest who
was visiting for the night. Six

other members of the family

escaped with injuries. Two of the

injured are reported in hospital in

satisfactory condition.

Police believe that the fire

was caused by a faulty furnace.

The house had two oil furnaces. A
third, burning wood, was mainly
used during the day.

By the time firemen arrived

the house was engulfed in flames

making it impossible to rescue

any of the victims.

TORONTO - After seven years

of trying the Turbo train appears
to be making a success of itself.

Canadian National has an-

nounced that it will have to add
additional trains because the

'I'urbo train runs between
Toronto and Montreal have
fr(!(juently been sold out.

Starting today V,N will

rc-sume its Kapido service
susp(;nded Jan. !) when the Turbo
assumed full service on the run.

Th(f Rapido takes 4 hours, 59

(tiinutes to make the run while

the Turbo train takes 4 hours, 10

minutes.

B(!cauHe the Turbo trains are
single-unit construction they
cannot be extended by adding
coaches

embargo to countries directly

involved in the war The em
bargo, irrij>os<;d at the start of the

conflict, was widely criticised by
the Lalwr Party and Israeli

sympathizers claiming that the

ban was pro Arab.

SAIGON - The S<juth Viet-

namese government has ex-

pressed fears that the Chinese
naval force that drove Viet-

namese forces from the Paracel
Islands last weekend may be

heading for the Spratly chain

farther south.

Like the Paracels, the

Spratlys consist of uninhabited

coral reefs and atolls. But, also

like the Paracels, there may be
oil there. The Spratly chain is

claimed by South Vietnam,
China, Taiwan, the Philippines,

Malaysia and Singapore.

BELFAST - Northern Ireland's

assembly broke up in disorder

Tuesday with militant and
moderate Protestants trading
punches over the seating
arrangement.

Rev. Ian Paisley had said his

supporters would occupy the

front benches allocated to Chief

Executive Brian Faulkner and
his coalition Administration of

moderate Protestants and
Roman Catholics. The trouble

began when the coalition

government tried to take their

seats, but Paisley and his men
refused to budge. Policemen
were forced to remove the
legislators from the chamber.

I/)ND0N Playgirl magazine
rnanhunter Toni Hunt pursuit
the Queen's brother in law Ijird

Snowdon, U) the United States

Sunday, still determined Ut have
him [x>se for a nude centrefold

picture "I'm convinced he'e

trying lo run away from me, but I

won't take no for an answer," she
said before leaving Um<km.

SAN JOSE, Calif. - TTie HeUs
Angels motorcycle club has
launched an advertising cam-
paign against what it considers
as hard drugs, saying its

members have renounced dope,
and want to set others straight. A
spfjkesman said that the Angels
do not consider marijuana,
barbiturates,or amphetamines to

be hard drugs. The club is

printing brochures, and leased
three billboards to carry their

message: No Hope With Dope.

WASHINGTON - Senate
Minority Leader Hugh Scott
claims he has information that

could clear the President of any
wrong doing in the Watergate
affair. However, he will not

disclose the information, and .said

that Nixon has refused to make it

public.

Meanwhile, at a press
briefing, Press Secretary Ziegler

said the President was not
thinking of resigning and intends

to spend the next three years in

office. On the subject of the tapes,

Ziegler .said that Nixon does not

believe the erasures were
deUberate.
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YOU KNOW ABOUT THE BIRDS AND BEES

NOW LEARN ABOUT CARATS AND QUALITY

The size of a diamond is measured in carats.

But size doesn't always determine quality.

The cut must be perfect to bring out the lights

and fire of a diamond. The color must be white

to capture a rainbow of colors. You can depend

on us to explain all these differences . .

.

before you say "I do" to a diamond.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewi;llers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON. ONTARIO



Revising the AMS:

New vice-presidency

position is agreed upon

by Sarah Yarnell

In a meeting last Thursday

night, Outer Council agreed to

create a second Vice-Presidential

position. One Vice-President will

deal with "Operations" and the

other with "University Affairs".

The motion which defined the

roles of the two Vice-Presidents

was given first and second
readings at two consecutive

meetings on Thursday. This

proposal by the Restructuring

Committee still requires third

reading before going into effect.

AMS President Steve

Brereton, while in agreement
with the amendment, warned
that it would be difficult to outline

the jobs of each Vice-President at

this time. The special capabilities

of the two individuals filling the

positions would have to be con-

sidered, he said.

An amendment which would

raise the limit for AMS campaign
expenditures to $75 passed
second reading. Brereton cited

the rising cost of campaign
materials, especially paper and
printing expenses, as the reason

for the increase.

"bribing

people to run"

Ken Wong, Services Com-
missioner and presently the only

declared candidate in the up-

coming elections, exclaimed, "75

bucks '11 do it - that's great!"

Terry Macli, ASUS rep-at-

large, protested the increase,

forecasting a proliferation of

"garbage" around the campus.
He felt the students would be

more inclined to spend wisely if

the sum was left at $50. Brereton

felt the increase would "en-

courage" candidates to "use

imagination" in spending their

money.
The question of whether or

not candidates who obtain over 20

per cent of the vote should be

reimbursed sparked more
debate. Al Cruess, Meds Society

President, dubbed the move "one
small step in revitalizing the

AMS". Even those who can't

afford $75 "will be able to come
out" and run in the elections,

Cruess said. Besides, he added,

"serious campaigners" will

attract over 20 per cent of the

vote.

The Restructuring Com-
mittee proposed that the

President be able to select

Commissioners from the campus
at large. Commissioners are

presently chosen from Outer

Council.

Opposing this amendment.
Campus Activities Commissioner
Don Krestel warned that "per-

sonal choice" would "come into

account "rather than real work".

Ruth Stiles, ASUS rep-at-large,

argued against the change as the

Commissioners, "won't be

responsible to anyone". There'll

Qtaeervs
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be "no definite faculty

representation" she added.

Trotter spoke out in favor of

the amendment, saying that the

President should be able to select

his commissioners as "he has to

work with them". He "should be

able to get the best person out

there". Some people may not

want to go into politics, and woiild

therefore not reach Outer
Council. They might, however, be

good businessmen or ad-

ministrators.

Mach agreed with Trotter,

citing the case of the "terminal

acne" victim, who would have
little chance of political success.

Education Commissioner
Marv Bloos contended that with

Outer Council ratifying the
Commissioners, it can't say
"they're doing a bum job". The
"notion of ministerial respon-

sibility to Outer Council",
however, insures that they
perform well or are kicked off.

(Any appointed AMS person can

be removed with a 2-3 vote of

those present at an Outer Council

meeting.)

Outer Council

locked hprns
over creating

communications
commission

The creation of a Com-
munications and Publications
Commission was discussed
finally and the motion tabled

after heated debate.

Cruess contended that the

development of such a body
would "hurt the quality of valued

publications" as the Commission
would "tend to inbreed itself in

the same way the AMS has inbred

itself". He warned that a lengthy

editorial selection process would

result and consequentially, few
people would be attracted to the

JOURNAL.
ASUS President Eleanor

Crowder stated that it would be

"incredible to have six people to

discuss this when they could get

together informally". She con-

sidered the idea of creating the

Commission "over-elaborated".

In the Vice-President's

report. Trotter announced that a

referendum would be held at

election time, regarding fees for

the new university centre.

The motion calling for the

creation of a constitutional

review committee passed second

reading but will be discussed

further at the Outer Council

meeting on January 30th.

Paul Axelrod, OFS research

coordinator, was present at Outer

Council to outline the major
proposals behind OFS'
restructuring report.
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Tuesday^ Jan, 9

12:30p.m. - The Munch but don't Crunch your Lunch
Bunch presents, "The Munch Is On" (a special

surprise feature), second floor union. Organize

your friends and make it a picnic.

3:30 p.m. - La Casa; music and reading material

from Spain, Italy, and Latin America. . .con-

versation and refreshments. Vengan todos! 165

University Ave.

7:30 p.m. - Panel discussiin on Careers and Op-

portunities in Biology and Related Fields in

rooms 111, 114, Earl Hall. Panel includes Mr. H.

Hoarwood, McArthur College; E. Bennet,

Public Service Commission : Dr. G. Fleishmann,

Research Branch, Agriculture, Canada.
9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies in Ellis Hall.

Francois Truffant's "Tirez sur le Pianiste" in

French with English subtitles.

Wednesday , Jan. 30
12:20p.m. - BYELOBOG Grand Opening. In front of

Richardson. University Ave. will be a mall from
now until Friday.

2:00 p.m. - Marshmallow Roast outside Jeffrey

Hall.

4:30 - 6:00 p.m. - The Psychology DSC is having a

series of seminars with various professors in the

department on Wednesday afternoons until the

end of term. Dr. P. Platenius, Associate Dean of

Undergraduate Studies will be the speaker this

week. Free coffee and donuts. Room 131,

Humphrey Hall.

7:00 p.m. - Human Sexuality Course in Dunning
Aud. The Social and Individual Dynamics of

Abortion, with Prof. Brown from the Philosophy

Dept. speaking, and a film "Each Child Loved".

7:00 p.m. - Byelobog presents Athletic Night.

7:00 - 2:00a.m.- Byelobog - Movies in Ellis.

8:00 p.m. - Ilonky Tonk Pub Byelobog - House of

Lords.

8:00 p.m. - Dr. Myer Bloom of UBC will deliver the

annual Canadian Association of Physicists
• lecture in Theatre 6, Stirling Hall. His topic will

be "Som«' Physics of Soapy Water and Mem-
branes". Especially suitable for an un-

dergraduate audience.

8:00 p m. - Stirling D. Mishake Muyongo, acting

vice-president of SWAPO (The South West
Africa Peoples' Organization) will give a

public address on Manimbia. Sponsored by

Education Commission. The documentary film

"South West Africa" will be shown.

8:W p.m. - St. Lawrence College presents One Day
in the Life of Ivan Denisovitch. 99c.

8;f)0 p.m. - Women in Prison. Speakers and
•discussions. At the Kingston Women's Centre,

110 Queen Street. All women welcome. Coffee

served. Babysitting services available at the

centre.

8:30 p.m. - Hilarious Musical Spoof, "Satire

Tonight". McArthur Aud. $)M.
8::j0p.m, I>unnirig Auditorium, ("hambre Musical

Recital. Michael Goodwin, French Horn;
Sharyn Davies-Smith, soprano; accompanist,

Margaret Mclyf;llan. Free admission.

9:fX) - 1 :(K) a.m. I{yelolx)g - Wine and Cheese Party

in Grant, $2.W-couple.

Thursday, Jan, 31

Mall ActivitiCK, Kleif(h KidcH, etc. all afternoon.

7:15 p.m. • Bridge Club. 2nd floor (lomnum Itoom.

7:'M 9:W p.m. - "Terlulia ••sp;ir»»la" "ritrovo

italiano". Music and rriading mat«rrial from

Spain, Italy, and Latin America , , . con

vcrsafion and refrcKhmentH. Vengan todoK! I()5

UniverKity Avenue,

7:30 p.m, LaHl I^ecture .Series presentH Dr. M,

Kchumakcr from the Religion Dept, Note the

chan(/,e of place this week it is in ('hown Kant

< orrimon l{«>om. All welcome.
r. Debating Hotiety Meeting. Second Floor

Meeting Room, The Union. Everybody
welcome.

7:30 p.m. - Etherington Hall Auditorium.
"Hypertension" sponsored by the Department
of Medicine. Dr. John C. Laidlaw, Professor of

Medicine, U. of T.

7:30 -9:30 p.m. - Auditions for "The Merry Widow",
at KCVI Auditorium, Frontenac Street.

Auditions to be held Thursday and Friday
evening, and Saturday afternoon from 2:00 to

4:00 p.m.

7:00 and 9:30 p.m. - Campus movies presents "And
Now For Something Completely Different", a

Monty Python Production. Dunning Auditorium.

$1.00.

7:00 - 9:00 p.m. - Music Students' Winter Musical
Festival. Upper Vic Hall. (Byelobog)

7:00 and 9:30 p.m. - Byelobog - Niflheim (Land of

the Gods). Variety Night in Grant Hall. 50c-

person.

8:00 - 11 :00 p.m. - Informal coffee hour for students

at home of Rev. and Mrs. Eric Howes, Anglican

Chaplain, Queen's. 148 Barrie St. Apt. 1.

8:00 p.m. - GRADS invites all graduate students to

its annual General Assembly, at Grad House,

157 King St. E. Traditional Beverages gratis.

9:00 p.m. - Department of Film Studies' The
American Movies (Part II) presents Rebel

Without a Cause (Nicholas Ray, 1955) with

James Dean, Natalie Wood, and Sal Mineo. Ellis

Hall Auditorium. Series Tickets; Students $5.00;

Non-Students $8.00.

Second installment of fees due by Jan. 31, at

Richardson Hall.

Friday, Feb, I

History Lecture Series presents former N.D.P.

party leader Tommy Douglas speaking on his

"Early Political Career in the West'-'. John

Watson Hall. Room 517. Coffee and donuts will

be served.

1 : 00 - 4:00 p.m. - Sleigh ride around campus.

1 :30 - 4:30 p.m. - Gluwein Party, Poison Room. Hot

spiced wine.

8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. - Casino Night "Valhalla".

Lower Vic.

7:30 p.m. - "Something for Everyone" concert.

Arena. Tickets $2.00 advance and $3.00 at the

door.

Arts Festival

Feb. 5,0,7,8,!) - Poetry, art workshops, crafts,

speakers, folk and classical music, films, art

displays, drama, photography and more.

Pys, Ed, Changes

Ice - All events cancelled from Jan. 31 - Feb. 4. Ice

out for AMS Concert.

Pool - Rec. Swim cancelled from 4:40 to 6:00 on

Feb. 2. Men's I-C Swim Meet.

Pubs and Theatres

Frontenac - P'innegan's - P>ed Werthman
- Muldoon's Olive Bayle and the Irish Tradition

KM Inn - Ray Smith
( onitnodore - Rudey Valley

Townhouse - (,'oulson Expansion
Manor - ('harlie Eckstein

Odeon - American Graffiti

llyl.nul The Eflect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-

lh<' Moon Marigolds

Cnpitol I Lady Kurig Fu and Man Called Noon
( iipilol 2 M A S. II.

(iranil Theatre Quecm's Musical Theatre

pr(!senlation of Bye Bye Birdie, Feb. 13 - 16.

Tickets are $2.(K) students and .$2..'")0 adults, on
sale in th<! John Orr Itoom from Jan. 28.

Domino Theiitre - Juno and the Paycock at 8:30

p.m., Jan. 31, F(!b. 1-2, 7-9.

GRAD BALL
Thursday, 14th February

Austrian International Club

free sherry 7 to 8 p.m.

Roast beef dinner 8 to 9 p.m.

Donee 9 fo I a.m.

Buy your ticket now from your
department rep. or

phone: Peter Kubica, 547-3011
542-9914

Ad mission: $ 1 4.00

COME TO:

The Nursing Science

Smoker

January 30 8:00-12:00

in

The House Of Commons Room

Admission 25 cents Beer 35 cents

HAMLET

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS SL

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they

have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

The
THIS WEEK: pudi Valley Trio

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE
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Slow growth policy may

force enrolment cutbacks
In a brief submitted to the Senate for planning

purposes, the Senate Committee on Academic
Development (SCAD) stated that first-year

registration will have to decline to keep the

university within its long-term limit of 10,000

students.

Queen's must supervise enrolments carefully if

the university is to maintain its long-term

enrolment plans SCAD reported Thursday.

The SCAD report described several recent

trends in enrolments, noting a sharp rise in interest

in Commerce programmes, and an upturn in

registrations in engineering, which brings

enrolments in that faculty closer to predicted levels.

Fewer students than expected have been following

B. Ed. programmes; this was blamed on the

shrinking Ontario demnand for new teachers.

In the Faculty of Arts and Science, the Com-
mittee reported shifts in enrolment toward the

social sciences, and, to a lesser degree, toward the

humanities. Strong interest in the life sciences

continues.

The committee predicted that new programmes
at the master's level will increase enrolments

there, but that fewer students will undertake doc-

toral studeies.

It also mentioned a special programme within

the Faculty of Law which allows ^me minority

students who might not otherwise qualify for ad-

mission to enter the first-year studies.

Agreeing that the 1973 Sxperimental fall con-
vocation for graduate students was successful, the
Senate decided to hold combined fall convocations
for both graduate and undergraduate students in

1974 and 1975. Dean of Graduate Studies R.
Macintosh argued strenuously that graduate
students should be entitled to a spearate con-
vacation, but the Senate supported the views of Arts
and Science Dean R.L. Watts who claimed that

undergraduates who conmplete their degree
requirements during the spring or summer terms
should be laureated as soon as possible.

The university will not publish a 1974 handbook,
the Senate decided. The handbook was originally

intended to combine information conatined in all

faculty calendars, but in recent years, the calen-

dars and handbooks have tended to contain

overlapping information. The Faculty of Arts and
Science is currently the only faculty which makes
extensive use of the handbook. The material from
the handbook will be reincorporated into faculty

calendars.
^

The Senate also agreed to cancel all classes on
the afternoon of April 5 in order to allow Faculty
and students to attend the installation of Roland
Michener as uninversity Chancellor. Classes will be
cancelled from 1.30 p.m. on ; The ceremony itself is

scheduled to begin at 3.00 p.m.

Engineering budget curtailed
The Faculty of Applied Science has had to

decide to buy no more new equipment next year,

according to Dean of Applied Science Robert Uffen.

The equipment fund, which stood at $100,000 for

1971, has dwindled to $25,000 for the current
academic year.

The Faculty of Applied Science is facing a
financial squeeze much the same as other Queen's
faculties.

Members of the faculty have had their travel

budgets cut to $100 per person, although research
grants generally privide them with enough of a
travel allowance to cover any shortage.

Uffen indicated that the four professors retiring

this year will be replaced by sessional appointees,

not permanent staff members as has been done in

the past.

The budget will leave practically no money for

repairs and alterations. Since the engineering
faculty has equipment and machines which must be
kept for a long time, if not permanently, this cut

could hit them drastically. Uffen said, "Things do
wear out", but was cheerful in saying "these effects

won't erode the quality of our teaching. It's going to

be a great year."

Tuition fees may rise again
Sources in the Ministry of

Colleges and Universities (MCU)
have indicated that a rise in

tuition is being contemplated by
the Ontario Government.

The exact amount of the

increase is unknown but
speculation is that it will be about

$100.

The provincial government
initiated such an increase last

March.
The action brought about the

provincial-wide fee strike by
university students which, for the

most part, ended in failure.

Due to reaction at the time,

Premier Bill Davis promised
students there wouldn't be
another increase for this year.

But students enrolling at

university next September will

most probably have an increase

in their tuition fees.

Sources at MCU stated that

the increase is in keeping with the
new philosophy of higher
education and that the benefit of

such education accrues to the

individual. Therefore, the student

should bear most of the cost.

LOST IN GYM (men's dressing room)
on Wed. Gold tiger's eye ring. If

any information please plione 544-

7726. Immense sentimental value.

MCU sources indicated that

the government has reached the

saturation point in trying to raise

further tax monies for education
and has put ceilings on further

educational spending.

Along with the comtemplated
rise in tuition fees, the govern-
ment is investigating a new
system of funding for univer-

sities that includes the payment
of base grants to try and main-
tian small institutions that have
been badly hurt by falling

enrolments.

Another cause for the
projected tuition rise is the

runaway inflation spiral that the
world is facing now.

Costs for comodities such as

paper and heating have risen

sharply in recent years.

Universities are now faced

with housing shortages and the

need for new residences. Building

and physical plant maintenance
cost have increased drastically.

Faculty salaries are also on
the upswing due to the in-

flationary trend.

NOMINATIONS
will be received at the

Annual General Assembly
(Grad House, 8 pm January 31)

for the positions of:

PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER
MEMBERS AMS REPS (2)

SENATOR (2 Years)

All graduate students are eligible

for any position

G.S.S.

Depressed?
bottom ley

If you frequently feel mildly or moderately depressed, and if

you feel depressed at present and would like to volunteer for

treatment, please call Queen's Journal, 547-3178.

ASUS
REPS Reps-at-Large

(4 for two year and 5 for

one year terms)

Nominations and 25 signatures of

members of Arts should be placed in The ASUS
Red Box in the AMS Outer Office by Friday,

8th Feb. (Please include nominee's telephone

number)
For additional information, contact Sherry
Mowbray 544-7867,

St. Lawrence Parks Commission

Summer Employment at

OLD FORT HENRY
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

Information and Films Night
Describing the Fort Henry Guard

January 30th at 7:30 p.m.

students' Memorial Union - Small
Common Room - 2nd Floor

Application forms available at

THE PLACEMENT OFFICE, corner of

UNIVERSITY and UNION. Sign-ups

for interviews begin on

22nd January
and Campus Interviews are being held on

February 4th to 8th
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unclassifieds
REWARD: offered to anyone knowing

the whereabouts of a wine-
coloured midi length suede coat,

taken from the Women's
washroom of the Student's Union
last Thursday night. Phone Jen-
nifer, 544-2110.

THREE girls interested in sharing
their six-bedroom house next year
with three males. Call Daphne,
Jayne, or Bette at S4i-05S7.

ROOM AVAILABLE for one person in

a double in Victoria Hall. Call 549-

2180.

WANTED: girl's room at West
campus. Please call 549-1872.

WANTED: four or five man house for

next year. Call Lynn, 544-8727 or

Sue, 544-8449.

BYE BYE BIRDIE is coming to

Queen's! Don't miss seeing
Conrad Birdie, one of the greatest

. rock stars of the sixties. Four
great performances at the Grant
Theatre on Feb. 13-16. Tickets are
on sale in the John Orr Room this

week. Also available at the Grand
Box Office. Students $2.00, adults
52.50. Get your tickets early
because last year's show was a

complete sellout closing night. So
climb in your muscle machines all

you guys and chicks and bop down
to any one of these boss per-

formances. Catch ya later,

chickie.

FOR SALE: bunk beds, good con-

dition, with ladder and mattresses,
S30, available end of term, phone
544-4437 in evenings.

APARTMENT for rent: Three
bedroom - two single and one
double - fifteen minutes from
campus, 2 blocks from Princess.

S17S month, all utilities paid except
electricity. Available May 1st.

Phone 548-8988 after 6 pm or on
weekend.

2-3 MAN APARTMENT available

May 1st. 2 large bedrooms, living

room, kitchen with oven-stove,
new fridge, bathroom with shower.
It's central, close to campus. Rent
S160 per month. 546-4975 anytime.

WANTED by three law students, three
bedroom apartment furnished or

unfurnished to take in May or

September or between, Phone
Dave or John, 548-4913 after 2:00

pm.
FOUND: Queen's ring. Phone 544-

7308.

WANTED: 4-man house or apt., close

to campus, to rent in May or Sept.

Call 544-8383 or 544-8396.

WANTED: three-bedroom apartment
with all the facilities. For next
year. Must be close to campus.
Phone Greg at 549-1838 on
Vi^eekends before 12 noon, or John
at 549-1513.

WILL take over lease May 1st on two-

bedroom apartment close to

campus. Phone 546-9914 or 544-

7860, evenings.

OUTING CLUB: one day snowshoe
hike at Otter Lake Feb. 2, Gerry
544-0657. If interested in a trip over
reading week come to meeting on
Mon. at 7:30 pm Jeffrey 101.

FOR RENT: one bedroom apartment.
Take over in May. Very close to

campus and park. Two stories.

Completely private. Exceptionally
quiet and clean. Call at supper or

after 11 pm. 549-1617.

WANTED: two-bedroom apartment
for next year. Please call Jim (544-

7653) or John (544-7661).

WANTED: 1 bedroom apartment for

next year. Please call Jim at 544-

7653.

AVAILABLE:' one bedrootn apart-

ment, suitable for two people,

from May 1. Phone 542-3737 after 6

pm.
WANTED: House for 5. Can take up in

May. Phone 544-7419.

WANTED: a 6 bedroom house to rent

for next year. Phone Paul at 546-

7089.

APARTMENT on William Street
suitable for one or two persons.

Available in May. Call 544-4152.

SLACK (STUDY) WEEK - Fly to

Nassau for pnly $219.00 - includes 8

days, 7 nights in a luxury hotel,

continental breakfast each day,
use of swimming pools, private

beach at hotel, exercise room,
snorkeling equipment, etc. This
offer is being made to university

students throughout Ontario, so

there will be plenty of new
acquaintances to be had (as it

were). Book now and don't be
disappointed limited space
available. For information call

548-8481.

WANTED: one girl to share two
bedroom apartment available
immediately, $75.00 each per
month. Semi-furnished. Call 546-

2957.

LOST: 6 man house close to campus.
If found we'd love to take over in

May. Please call 544-7193 (Leslie)

or 544-7167 (Jim) or 544-7172

(Blair).

SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS: Join in the
pilgrimage of liberated
academics. Our "mind revival

movement" invites you back to

nature (au primitif) as we spend a

weekend (or day, if you wish) at

Lake Opinicon, February 2nd, 3rd.

Transportation by bus (or car),

sleeping accommodation, meals
provided, fireside discussions,
skating, winter sports ^ indoor and
outdoor). For more information
contact your DSC rep. or Gordon
Weir at 548-8917 or Nelson Coyle at

544-5467.

THE TRICOLOR AWARD is the

highest non-academic award that

can be received by a student at

Queen's. Nominations must be
received by Feb. 1st. Nomination
forms can be picked up in the AMS
office.

TRAVELLING this spring? Photo
Image gives you six passport size

prints for only $5.00. Ideal for

International Drivers permits and

job applications too. Call us at 547-

7770 or drop by our studio at 33

Brock St. Group rates available.

USING PHOTOGRAPHS in your
thesis? Photo Image has a com
pictc range of technical services
including custom black and white
developing and printing and
Ektachrome slide developing. 48

hour service or less available on
most orders. Call 546-7770 for more
information.

LEFT FOUR RINGS in Microbiology
120 lab on Friday at 4:00 p.m. by
accident. Great sentimental value.

Please call Cathy 544-8213.

Purity is no longer CUTE. . . Happy
21st . . , love the remaining
members (and B.B.)

QUEEN'S ANARCHIST CLUB: 8:00

p.m. Brockington House
L.IBRARY, Wednesday, Af-

terwards, we'll all go to Mc-
Donald's.

WANTED: APARTMENT, suitable

for 3 or 4. Close to campus. Sept.
'74 to Sept. '75. Call Anne 544-8179

or Kathy or Sue, 544-8181.

TO SUBLET: May to September 1974.

Fully-furnished two bedroom
apartment. Close to campus. Call

544-2401.

ONE BEDROOM apartment to sublet

from May 1 (with option for next
year). Heating and electricity

included. Please call 544-5994.

$40 TO THE ONE who can find us a 4

man house near campus. $80 if

lease starts in September. Phone
Paul 544-7103, Bob 544-7111 or Ken
544-7100.

TO ALL those members of the Student
Volunteer Bureau who organized
Saturday's workshop on the
Handicapped in the Community
and the panelists. Thank you. It

was an excellent experience. S.M.

and P.B.

TO "MOTHER'S PIZZA": If you
deliver, I'll deliver.

FOUND: - Bylebog ticket. Phone
Doug 544-6371.

DRIVING SOUTH for Reading week?
Anywhere near Virginia? If so and
you want an extra passenger
willing to share gas and-or driving,

please call Pete at 544-2657.

LOST: a WOMAN named CAROL
IWACHEWSKI (crusher) on
January 20, 1974: 11:30 a.m. A
reunion is needed before
graduation. PISTOKl PETE.

REWARD OF $25 for a five bedroom
house. Will take over lease in May.
Call Eva 544-8021, Ruth 544-8015, or

Beth, 544-9265.

INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR
TRICOLOR '74? Come to the

Tricolor Office, basement of the

Union, today at 7:30 p.m.
Are you RAGIN' this Reading Week?

TRY CARNAVAL QUEBEC:
See the Excursion Club people.

John Orr Room Tuesday to Friday
10:30 'til 3.

The Excursion Club people cordially

announce the return of the great

Carnaval Quebec rage for '74. Only
$35.00 lousy bucks. Last weekend
of Carnaval-first of Reading.

FINLAY'S

SPORT SHOP
JANUARY SKI SALE

HEAD FISCHER K2

BOOTS BY

LANGE HEAD HUAAANIC

SKIWEAR

FROM NANCY GREENE

All [jriciif] U) scill

Quebec Winter Carnival '74
. . . B«

there Feb. 15 18 $35 $«• the Ex
cursion Club people or phon« 544-

5777 (anytime)
WANTED: Babysitter, live in, for two

preschoolers from Sunday to

Friday of Reading (Ski) week. $10
a day. References. Phone 542-4294.

FOUND LAST WEEK: one Change
purse outside of Ontario Hall, if it's

yours call 544 7086.

GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS, are yoo in

terested in Powder Puff football?

Enter a team in the Powder f^uff

tournament on Feb. 2nd. Phone
Tony at 542-7003 if you wish to play.

DON'T FORGET TO SEE Ronald

Aitkens on Retrospect this

,
Thursday night in Grant H«ll

th« star of the Fathers o4 C«n
federation, Al*<<and«;r Cumby
Gait, in action.

CONGRATULATIONS! ! • Yov'r*
graduating . . or moving out!

Now what th« hell ar* you doing
with your 3 bedroom apartment
next year? If you have one, or

know of one, please call Andy 544

8937, Dave, 544 7051 or Chfis 544

7044.

WANTED: Two bedroom apartment
close to campus for May or Sep
tember. Please call 544-8443 or 544-

8473

WATCH FOR

"Satwe Tonight"
on hilarious musical spout

JAN. 30, 31, and FEB. 1

8:30 p.m.

McArthur College Aud.
$1.00

CAAAPI^S MOVIES presenfs...

SUBTLfryo,.. ^T)

UNDSEEB'SUONS
^ Schmutt^sPortraitof
^\ BaronessVon Kripp

^^.) . ReelingCrapes with Nutcrackers

wil
r; ...

1 ANDNONFORSOMnHINC

sK-M^l,s^l.^s"l^Sla!Al^«Cl^Wl«llM^lC^£Ea -umauim tacoii rmtanwyninM

Stupendous! Spectacular! Incomparable! Unimasinable!

(plus: chapter 4 of "The Perils of Pauline"!)

Thurs. Jan. 31 at Dunning Aud.

7 & 9:30 p.m. -admission $1

93 Princess

548-8255

Keep those tips up.
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OFS
it progresses with restructuring

but condemns Under Attack
The Ontario Federation of

Students took a step ahead and a

step backwards at its meeting in

Trent U., Peterborough on
Saturday and Sunday.

In an interview with Queen's

delegate Kiloran German, the

Journal received an optimistic

report on restructuring, which
was overshadowed by a very
negative reaction to a potentially

explosive motion regarding the

production Under Attack.

. A major restructuring report

was presented which dealt with

increases in administrative staff,

summer hiring of the executive,

and consequently the fee increase

to $1.50 per student head
necessitated by the new struc-

ture. The fee increase would

raise the present fee of forty

cents: the Queen's present

specific levy per student is

twenty-five cents.

The delegates approved the

policy guidelines and agreed in

principle on the fee increase.

However, a problem arose of

when to implement the increase

and when to hold campus-wide
referenda at each member
university. (Queen's Outer
Council feels it cannot ask for an
increase before next year.) A
compromise resulted which
approved the referenda in

principle, but would not force

them until the 1975-76 fiscal year.

Those student bodies who do

not hold fee referenda by 1975-76

will have their memberships
lapse; those who are able to hold

referendum this spring, are being

encouraged to pay the full $1.50

next year.

"I've been anti-OFS for a

long while, but if this report was
implemented, it (OFS) could be a

viable force, with the $1.10 in-

crease," stated OFS chief

delegate Kiloran German.
German commented on the

proposals in general, admitting

that she felt, "the committee
hadn't gone far enough-limiting
itself to bureaucratic ex-

pansion." On Sunday, German
introduced a motion which
passed, committing the OFS "to

investigate the plenary process"

and thus ensure that the

restructuring committee will

continue to meet and look into the

present inefficiencies of con-

ferences.

Despite her confidence in the

direction of internal policy

matters, German had only

Uffen elaborates on

man's curious nature
The Last Lecture Series continued Thursday evening with an

interesting talk entitled "Man in Perspective", presented by Dr.
Uffen, Dean of Faculty of Applied Science. In his thesis, he discussed
man as the only thinking animal. His main case in point was the idea
that man shows a great curiosity in his origin and future development.

Man's interest for the past manifests itself in reasearching the
development of the earth, his environment.

Uffen is obviously well versed on the subject, but his discussion of

it was not really technical enough to be interesting. He moved from
past to present, into a discussion of DNA and admitted the im-
possibility of defining "life", despite fantastic scientific advances in

this field.

scathing comments on a sur-

prising policy decision of a more
external nature.

„ Provoked by an incident on

Trent campus about two weeks
ago, (which involved can-
cellation of Under Attack for

sponsoring Jesse Stoner, a neo-

Nazi) University of Toronto in-

troduced a motion for OFS to

encourage institutions to prohibit

the filming of Under Attack on

their campuses. Only three
members (including (Queen's)

voted against the motion which
passed.

"Their (the OFS) attempt at

prohibiting it can only be in-

terpreted as being paternal isitc,

paranoid, and cowardly" insisted

German. She said that, the

delegates who voted in favour

considered Under Attack a

subversive element designed to

"make students look moronic".

now open

Ron Brewer, Debbie McGlynn, Bob Percy
(Formerly of Hair)

Invite you to visit them at their

NEW LOCATION - 253 PRINCESS ST.

- Kingston's most up-to-date Hairstylists

Drop in soon, or phone for an appointment at your convenience

253 Princess 542-7637

ltalia_PJzzeria
544-3622

421 Princess

Free Delivery

Great

Pizza

Deluxe-

Extra Large

Plus Free
Coke
Plus Deposit

PIZZA CHALET
544-1227

Human Sexuality Course

Social and Individual

Dynamics of Abortion

with Dr. Brown

also film:

"Each Child Loves"

Wed. Jan. 30, 7p.m., Dupuis Aud.
Funded by AMS Education Comnnission
Sponsored by Birth Control Centre

UNIVERSITY CENTRE

USERS' COMMITTEE

OPEN MEETING

7 p.m. Thursday, February 7, 1974

Lecture Theatre 14, Dunning Hall

All students, faculty and staff

are invited

SEARCH COMMITTEE

FOR HEAD OF

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

As Dr. J.M. Stedmond's current term of appointment as
Head of the Department of English ends June 30, 1974, Principal

John J. Deutsch announces that he has appointed a Search
Committee to advise him concerning the Headship. The Com-
mittee memers are:

Mr. H. M. Estall

Mr. J. A. Euringer
Mr. W.C. Lougheed

Mr. R. L. Mcintosh

Miss S. M. Dick

Mr. I. Newell

Miss Susan Blackall

Mr. James Evans
Mr. D. V. Le Pan

Mr. R. L. Watts

Professor of Philosophy

Professor of Drama
Associate Dean (Arts), Faculty of

Arts and Science

Dean, School of Graduate Studies

and Research

Associate Professor of English

Professor of English

Undergraduate Student
Representative

Graduate Student Representative
Professor of English, University of

Toronto (Consultant)

Dean, Faculty of Arts and Science

(Chairman)

Faculty members and students are invited to submit their

views to the Chairman of the Committee, Dr. R.L. Watts, Dean
of Arts and Science, by January 28, 1974, at the latest.

Respondents are asked to state whether they are willing to have

their letters shown, in confidence, to the members of the Search

Committee.
The Chairman will also, at the request of the Search

Committee, arrange one or more meetings with the whole

academic staff of the department and separately with the

Departmental Student Council and-or other appropriate

representative student bodies.
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A.M.S.
p^^U^^^

to rrieet and hear the

AMS President & Vice President Candidates

Wednesday, Feb. 6 7:30 p.m.

Stirling Hall, Theatre C.

AMS Outer Council
Meeting

Wednesday,

January 30th, 1974

8:30 p.m.

Gordon House Common Room

Leonard Field

PREREGISTRATION
for

Mail-In Vote
for

AMS Elections

Any AMS student who will be unable to vote in the

AMS elections on Wednesday, Feb. 13, Thursday Feb. 14

may preregister for the right to vote by a mail-in ballot

at the AMS office or McArthur College Students office

by 5:00 p.m. on Tues. Jan. 29 1974. Students card must

be presented when mail-in ballot form is completed.

THE EDUCATION COMMISSION

presents

MISHAKE MUYONGO
(Vice president of SWAPO -

South West African People's Organization

Liberation Movement in Namibia)

on Jan. 30 at 8 p.m.

in Stirling D.

"Talk on the Liberation of Namibia"

THE EDUCATION COMMISSION

presents the

Last Lecture Series
with

Dr. Schumaker
from the Department of Religion

CHOWN HALL EAST COMMON ROOM

Thurs. Jan. 31 7:30 p.m.

- everyone is welcome - coffee -

Munch but don't Crunch

your Lunch Bunch

* Eat your lunch at an artistic event *

Tuesday 12:30

2nd Floor Common Room Student's Union

Sponsored by Union Program Comm &

Cultural Affairs

Appllcatibn Forms are now available

in the A.M.S. office for three AMS

representatives on the

EIrond College

Board of Directors

1974-5

To attend College Board meetings, please

contact EIrond College, 401 Princess St.

544-1842 for dates and times

Shall be held on

A.M.S.
Wednesday, February 13

ELECTIONS and

Thursday, February 14

- • ^ Any student attending a Queen's University operated event which is sanctioned by the A.M.S. and

IMOTICG* where alcoholic beverages are served must produce his/her university student's card to gain admittance

to this event.
Nominations of each team of President and Vice-President

candidates shall be submitted to the Chief Electoral Officer or 1974. The elections shall be conducted by the Chief Electoral

hf r delegate at the AMS office by 5:00 p.m. on Friday, Feb. 1, Officer in accordance with By-Law No. 10.
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letters

Ukranian Club guilty of

perpetuating stereotypes
Dear Editors,

The establishment of Queen's
University can be said to be the

students, professors, and campus ad-

ministrators. To the students and
professors. Queen's represents the

aggrandisement of achievement - the

"made it" mentality. Coupled with this

mentality are the mandarin values of

the anglophile; pro-English, Ontario-

centric, somewhat tolerant of ethnic

groups. We wonder to what extent the

attitudes of this predominant group at

Queen's influence the behavior of other

ethnic groups and their perception of

themselves? Or contrary to sociological

thought, whether such groups establish

their own behavior? We are inclined to

believe that the behaviour is conditioned

by attitudes of the self-aggrandized

group and perpetuated by the minority

group itself.

By way of reference, we refer

specifically to the announcements
submitted by the Queen's Ukranian
Club, regarding their social evening,

Queen's Journal, January 18, These
include:

"Why wasn't Christ born in the

Ukraine? They couldn't find three wise

men and a virgin. (You won't find them
at our Pub either! )."

and "You be shmardt like

shtreedtear to come along
!

" The type of

self-denigration and self-depreciation

exhibited here serves to perpetuate

stereotyped images; the "drunken
Indian", the "lazy Negro", the "bull-

headed German", and the "stupid

Ukranian". The Ukranian Club has done
an injustice to its members, to

Canadians of Ukranian ancestry, and to

all other so-called minority groups.

Anastasia Lewycky
A. R. Zariwny

IF YOU FIND MISTAKES IN
THIS PUBLICATION, PLEASE
CONSIDER THAT THEY ARE
THERE FOR A PURPOSE. WE
PUBLISH SOMETHING FOR
EVERYONE, AND SOME
PEOPLE ARE ALWAYS
LOOKING FOR MISTAKES!!!

Anarchy at Queen's... ?
Dear Editors,

We wish to announce the formation

of a new Queen's club. For various

reasons this club will have no structure,

no offices, no regular meetings, and no

membership. Anyone who comes across

any of its spontaneous gatherings is

cordially welcomed to join in any of its

spontaneous activities. Anyone who has

difficulty finding one of these should

start one of his-her own. Anyone who
disagrees with the A.M.S. assertion that

they possess the right to govern

students' lives is automatically an

honourary member.
Signed,

Queen's Anarchist Club.

<

- bottomley

pay

for a re-read
Dear Editors,

It recently came to my attention

that it costs fifteen dollars to have an
exam re-read. This charge is refundable
only if the mark is raised by five marks
or to a higher grade.

I disagree with this regulation.

There is no justification for requiring a
five mark improvement. Even if there is

only a difference of two or three marks,
the student worked to get those ad-
ditional marks - he should not be asked
to pay for them.

This past term a professor made a
mistake in marking an exam, a mistake
amounting to three marks. The students
of his class should not have to consider
whether they can afford to get the mark
they deserved in the first place.

.Furthermore, I would like to say
that I find the whole idea of a monetary
penalty for an appeal of a grade un-
satisfactory. If an exam has been
marked properly, there is as much
chance of a mark being decreased as
increased. This should be penalty
enough, except, perhaps, in the case of

failures.

Sincerely yours,

Frank Archibald
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Wednesday, January 30

Gr^fnd Opening 12:15 - 12:30, outside Richardson Hall

Marshmallow Roast 2:00 outside Jeffrey Hall

Athletic Night 7:00 Volleyball, Water Polo, 8:00 Hockey
Game vs RMC.
9:00 Basketball, 9:40 Diving, Syncronized Swimming

* Wrne and Cheese "Garden of tfie Gods" - Grant Hall -

8:30 1:00

$2.00-coupfe (advance ticket sales) '%

Honky Tonk Pub 8:00-1:00 - House of Lords. \
Winter Movies 7:00 pm-2:00 am - Ellis Hall

Thirsday, January 31

Sleigh Ride around Campus 1:00 - 4:00

Gluvv/ein Party 1 :30 4:30 Poulson Room: Students Union
Casino Might 8:00 • 1 :00 Lower Vic

* Concert Arena

1. Atlantis,

2. Ken Tobias,

3. Mike Quatio Jam Band
4. Bob McBride,
5 Ronnie Hawkins,
6. April Wine

Tickets $2 advance $3 at Door

Friday, February
|

Sleigh Ride around campus 1:00 - 4:00 pm*

NifIheim" ( Land of the Gods) - Variety Nigljt 7 & 9:30

shows Grant Hall SOc-person (advance sales)

Winter Music Festival 7:00-9:00 Upper Vic

The Pub Blue Room - Folk Talent

House of Lords - Amateur Night with "Marion &
Higgs"

Dinning Flicks "And Now For Something Completely
Different"

Saturday, February 2

Snow Sculpture Judging 11:00 am /
Afternoon Games Powderpuff Footbalh^ield befiind Vic

Games on Leonard Field

Skating on the Lake
Dog-sled Race
(all begin at 1:00; if want to enter Dogsled Race or

Football phone Toni 542-7003, or Faye 544-7225)

Coffee & Donuts with the Alumni Brockington Common
Room 2:00

"Vara" Semi-Formal Grant Hall 8:30-1:00 $7.00-

couple (advance) with Atlantis; Tercentenery Band;
Honky Tonk players; Magician and Bullwhip Act;

Ash Mountain Grass Band
Leonard Hall Dance - "Bacchanallus" 8:30-1:00 with

Brutus.

Tickets to all * events will be

along with buttons, posters and

raffle tickets, in meql lines, and

from 1 1 -.00-2:00 p.m. in the John Orr Rm.
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editorial

Evaluating course evaluation
"Take a match to this book",

advised one of the instructions at

the beginning of Course Evaluation

Guide '73. It was the only sensible

piece of advice the entire guide

contained.

A published course evaluation

guide serves no useful purpose,

though it is supposed to fulfill two
functions.

First, the guide is to serve a

counselling purpose - to inform

students about the nature and
content of a particular course, and
to assess, for the benefit of those

planning to take the course, the

professor's ability to teach that

course.

The second function of course

evaluation is that of academic
appraisal. Constructive criticism

leads the way to change. Through
honest and careful appraisal, the

student may contribute to

curriculum changes and course

improvements. In this way, student

course appraisal may aid the in-

dividual DSC's in assessing its

program and curriculum, and in

providing the faculty with a variety

of student opinions.

Related to both is the question

of teaching ability. In assessing a

professor, the student may hope to

advise others of the professor's

ability to teach, and to point out to

the professor deficiencies and
merits of his teaching. It is hoped

that through course evaluation, the

standards and quality of teaching

at the university would improve.

The value of a published course

guide should then be assessed in

terms of its perceived functions.

In terms of the counselling

service the guide is to perform, we
find this form of course evaluation

useless. It is our belief that very
few students actively consider the

guide in their selection of courses.

In addition, past guides have been
increasingly incomplete in the

departments and courses they

represent.

First year students, through

the academic Orientation
program, are given ample op-

portunities to meet professors and
to obtain information on first year
courses. The guide contains in-

formation about the work load,

marking schemes, and such, of

certain courses, as well as an
assessment of the professors
teaching abiUty, information which
could be more profitably obtained

from the individual professors.

It is a tendency for upper year

students to shop around for courses

and to obtain first hand opinions on

their prospective courses.

It is argued, however, that the

course guide is more accessible,

and provides a more reliable

mountain of information and
opinion, in that it contains a

diversity of opinion.

It is the usual occurrence that

one quarter of the students in a

course, give a 'negative'

evaluation; one quarter, a

.'positive' one; and the remaining
half, a 'middle-of-the-road'

assessment. What value is proof

that you can't please all of the

people all of the time?

In addition, few students

devote the time and thought to their

evaluations. In general, course

evaluation sparks about as much
interest as an AMS restructuring

report.

Students also have a tendency

to praise a course whose professor

is out-going and popular, on a

personal level. Course evaluation

often becomes little more than

professor evaluation.
,

We see the most important

purpose of course evaluation is that

of course appraisal. Students are

allowed and in fact, encouraged to

participate in the planning of their

academics. Student appraisal of

courses provides the department
with the information necessary to

initiate changes and improvements
in curriculum and course content.

Course appraisal whether in an
informal setting, or done by means
of a questionnaire, performs an
important and necessary function.

The published course evaluation

guide does not.

Towards AMS revitalization
Campus political parties are

not a new idea at Queen's, having

origins which date back to the early

decades of this century.

In the AMS election of 1933 in

which the fraternity (Yes or No)
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issue held primacy, two parties put

forward a slate of five candidates

each. The Meds and Science
faculties formed a bloc; Levana-
Arts-Theology, the other, splitting

the voters in approximately half.

Election fervour ran high and the

campaigns held the active interest

of the majority of students.

However, normalcy and routine

soon returned. As is the case today,

students were quite content to

leave AMS business to the

politicians, unless their rights and
priviledges in some way, were
being threatened. Complacency is

the rule of the day.

Restructuring of the AMS is

only a partial solution for the

revitalizatiin of our student
government. The most basic

problems being encountered by the

AMS centre around the individual

go deeper than restructuring. The
need is for more informed and
involved participants with a

background of experience and
knowledge in a variety of areas.
' As such. Eraser Dunford's

suggestion of forming campus
political parties should be seriously

considered. It could only help.

the
queen's

jerbil
The sad
saga
of the
wandering
delegate

LX"j1-)i>«iliiW»»iiiii

by Korn
OFS is an insidious-nefarious-

subversive- conspiratorial- leftist- rightist

plot, clearly in league with the devil,

designed for the express purpose of

destroying the peace of mind of Queen's
delegates ! ! What else could explain the

unnatural events that befell our chief

delegate, Kiloran German at the con-

ference this weekend?
To begin with, nobody would go with

her (they were all busy skating with

Princess Anne and Prince Mark in Ottawa

)

and so she was forced to brave the ex-

pedition alone. She got up at 6.30 a.m. on
Saturday to catch the 7.30 bus to Peter-

borough - the sole bus that goes there - only

to find that it had left at 7.00. She waited
until 8.00, took a milkrun to Ottawa, stole

her parents car, and drove to Peterborough
in record time only to find out no one in the

city knows where Trent is.

After forty-five minutes of following

conflicting directions, she located the

campus, only to find that none of the

students knew how to get to the building

across the river except by the footbridge.

Half an hour later she arrived at the

building - gigantic labyrinth that stretches

for miles, and started following signs to the

meeting; half an hour later she was back
where she started. She questioned students

who had no idea where anything was
located except for the library, so she went
to the library and tracked down OFS - time

4:30 p.m.

The meeting was the usual harangue,
but it was soon over so she went to dinner

(Beaver) and then set out to find the room
assigned her. Four staircases, five

hallways and twenty minutes later, she

arrived.

Much to her chagrin, there was no
washroom on the floor, and the only one in

the building was three floors up. It was
labelled "Male". She liberated it (to the

surprise of the man who was taking a

shower) and with averted gaze, she

brushed her teeth.

Later, when in her nightdress, she set

out looking for washrooms in the opposite

direction. Going through one untried door,

she heard it cUck behind her and found
hers«lf locked out of the building in the

pouring rain. She trudged around it

through two feet of snow in her bare feet,

and arrived at the main entrance drenched
to the skin, only to find that the Trent
students were having some sort of soiree.

With head held high, she walked past them
and went to bed.

On Sunday morning, she arrived at the

conference room right on time (10.00 a.m.)
only to find that no one else was there. It

finally convened at 11. 30. By some miracle
the meeting ended at 2.30 p.m. so she
thought she'd be able to drive back to Ot-

tawa and catch an early bus to Kingston.
Silly girl. Somebody had let the air out of

one of her tires. And there was no spare.

After wandering for half a mile she

reached a phone and contacted the motor
league (despite the fact that she didn't have
a card), but it took the driver over an hour
to find Trent. And when he came he had to

take the tire into town to get it filled.

She finally left Trent, not earing if she

ever saw it again, and realizing that there

was no chance of catching a connecting bus
from Ottawa, she set out for Kingston.

Being Sunday, she couldn't find an open gas
station, so she ran out of gas.

Eventually, she arrived at Kingston,

with no place to park a car that she didn't

want to have, and no ideas about how it was
going to get itself back to Ottawa. Who
knows what further pitfalls lie before her?

Is it any wonder that she advocates

withdrawn from OFS?
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Film

Records

by Michael Rose

Remember "cosmic
pretentiousness"? "Close to the

Edge"? Well yes have taken their

pretensions and gone clear over
the edge And they are flying.

Unbelievably so. One would
think that a double-album based
on the concept revealed in four

Buddhist shastras and stuffed to

the gills with about sixteen major
themes would collapse in ob-

scurity. Yet, for Yes, the whole
gigantic gamble has come off as

a major artistic success. The only

comparable rock recording that

comes to mind, in being in-

novative for its time, is "Sgt.

Pepper's" which ushered in a

whole new kind of popular music.

Yet, even with its diverse

musical styles and in-

strumentations, the album
conveys an easily felt image of

worshipful harmony and
sparkling happiness. The voices,

often in conjunction with a

mellotron, are a clear choir of

liquid music. The rythmn in-

struments are pefectly handled;

leaving leaden thunder behind

and creating a powerful living

pulse for the other musicians.

Alan White is especially good;

performing a drum solo of

stunning originality. Howe's
guitars, from frenetic electric

leads to delicate classical

variations, range through an

impressive diversity of styles-

without losing the thematic

thread that distinguishes the

virtuoso from the hack soloist.

Wakeman, on a variety of

keyboards, provides most of the

interstitial glue that prevents the

p()w<'i'ful Scjuirc, Whit(? and Howe
from exploding in a musical

nova.

Both the words and the

overall arrangements consist of a

strange synergism between
beautiful simplicity and
frightening complexity
amounting to a terrific onslaught

of aural colours; undefinable

and indescribable. There are an

untold number of intricate

bridges and delightful

progressions. The lyrics are a

demonstration of the marvellous

interrelations which language is

capable of. The net effect is

joyous-profound music for the

inner depths of the soul. Steve
Howe, quoted in Circus, has said

that Yes' next album was to be an

attempt to reach simplicity

through complexity. In this

reviewer's opinion they have
succeeded admirably.

How the public will receive

"TOPOGRAPHIC OCEANS" is

anyone's guess. Many of the

initial reactions have been un-

favourable. This is expcectable

considering the album's radical

originality- it takes at least three

listenings to even begin to un-

derstand the way the music fits

together. And, like all good art,

the central meaning is an elusive

mystery that speaks closer than

the ear can hear: "chased
amid fusions of wonder, in

moments hardly seen forgotten,

-

coloured in pastures of chance

dancing leaves cast spells of

challenge,-amused but real in

thought, we fled from the sea

whole.". (Anderson-Howe,
Yessongs Ltd., ASCAP)

People in the Arts
by Bruce Chown

PEOPLE IN THE ARTS
IAN MCLEOD is the Arts and
Science Undergraduate Society's

representative on the A.M.S.

Concert Committee?
JOURNAL: What is the Concert

f>;mmittee- its composition and
'K functions?

MCLEOD: Concerts at Queen's

are financed by a three dollar a

head contribution which every

student makes with his student

fees. This fund is administered by

the A.M.S. Concert Committee,
which is composed of one
representative from each faculty

Sfx:iety, TTie actual work for a

concert-publicity, ticket sales,

etc. is (Um: by a paid Working
Ojmmittee, which is chosen by

the Concert Qjmmittee through

applications. To avoid

duplication and conflicts the

A.M.S. apfx^inted the head of the

Quefjn's P>)tertainment Agency,

Bill Maridich, as chairman of the

O^ncert f>>mmiltee. He is not,

hriwcvcr, a vol'rig member His

role is to call meetings of the

0>mmittee and to r«fX)rt on

lx>okings.

The f;ffef t the Ojmmittee has

had this year on coneertH was to

decide ralher than spend a lot of -

monfry on a few big concerts that

we v/ould take a more low risk

approach and cater to a wider

range. I think this has b«;en

shfrtvn by the hne up of r:oncertH

for the first term, whirrh included

l,i(> f','i t a mVtd, a world-

What...me worry??

class rock act and a v(;ry com-
fH>nr;nt jazz group.

JOI'KNAL: Then the Concert

Committee is resfKjnsible for

r hwsing the groups,

MCLEOD: The Committee is

res[K>nsible for making sur<r that

no one type of music, for example
AM radio rock, is emphasised to

the exclusion of others. As far as

specific acts there arc only a

limited number of groups of any
type available at a certain time

so there is not that much selec-

ting involved.

JOURNAL: The Committee must
also be responsible for general

policy such as ticket prices and
student discounts. "The latter

policy seems to have been
discontinued.

IAN: The advantage that Queen's

students enjoyed last year as a

result of their three dollar con-

tribution was a discount on

concert prices. Personally I'm in

a minority on this because I'm

willing to see that practice

continued. But I am not con-

cerned about it that I would cause

a big stink. Other members of the

Committee feel that it has an

alienating effect on the com-
munity at large- Kingston- to see

Queen's .students forcing this

kind of di.scrimination. The only

kind of discrimination that goes

on now is in terms of who is

allowed to buy tickets first.

Tick(!ts are always on sale to

Qu(!en's students before the

general corrununity. In the case

of (Jordon Lightfoot and the first

concert of Bruce (-'ockburn the

concerts were sold out com-
plet(!ly to stud(!n(s. Tiie fact lhat

the corrmiunity is willing to

resiK)nd to sonn' of our (;oncerts

has sav(;d us from some tight

situations, for example th(i

Cenesis concert which was at

tefid<!d, I would say, fifty per cent

by the community.

Between Time and Timbuktu:

an elaborate cartoon
by Evan ThomKon

Kurt Vonnegut Jr.'s Ketwft^n Time and Timbuktu was a

visual extravaganza. Although the film reeked of material found

on Laugh-in, it was amusing and at the same time depr'^ssing

Stoney Stevenson, winner of a Sfjap company sweepstake, is 8hf.;t

into outer .space aboard Prometheus V. What follows is a series

of scenes highly reminiscent of Fubiik's A Clwkwork Orange.
Vonnegut strikes deeply at topics people drj not discuss. Par-

ticularily shattering is Stoney Stevensf^n's arrival U) a world
where suicide parlors alxjund, and elderly people are escorted

by Hostesses to suicide rooms. A screen in a walnut cabinet

speaks of the "bliss of death" and when the occupants feel they

are ready to die, a hostess is summoned with a cyanide needle.

Stoney is witness to one of these episodes. He asks one of the

indifferent hostesses, "What are people for?"

The most effective .segment of the film is a visual fantasy in

which a male and female dancer are shot in the middle of an
erotic ballet sequence. Stoney Stevenson visits heaven, which
elicits a happy, but morbib atmosphere. He meets a ten year old

girl who was hit by an ice cream truck, but was glad to go to

heaven since she could forgo high .school and dating.

The American "condition" is dealt with, but the film is so

incoherent that what could be effective satire is usually over-

come by chaos on the director's part. In order to enjoy the film,

one must not concern oneself with the plot, but accept it as a sort

of elaborate cartoon.

macpherson

"Satire Tonite"
Liz Dewey and Don Lombert in the

MacArthur Theatre production which

opens Wednesday January 24

JOURNAL: Some students have

realized that you don't need to

pay your concert fee in order to

go to concerts at reduced rates.

Will this not affect future

operat ions adversely if people at

the beginning of the school year

reciuest their three dollar con-

tribution refunded?

IAN: The Clommittee has con-

sidered this and we feel that

firstly most people would not go

to the trouble of getting their

money back and more im-

portantly that, as a result of a

growing conviction that we need

concert at Queen's, people should

be willing to throw something

into the pot. The real discount to

students here is one or two

dollars per concert (in com-

parison to Toronto) and this is

only possible with the existence

of the Concert Fund.
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Settlers Of The Marsh
Frederick Philip Grove
McClelland and Stewart Ltd.

by Kim MacKay
You will be at the mercy of

the settlers on the marsh as

violent words throw you into

each detail of the emotional

plot. Grove describes how
supressed instincts ferment to

produce a gripping beverage of

tragedy. The three main
characters slowly sip this drink

to find it staggers all rational,

and finally explodes in

rebellion against the denial of

passion. The eternal conflict of

the irrational versus the

rational, chaos versus order is

clearly detailed and analysed.

The protagonist moves from

innocence through a stormy

transitional war to a peaceful

world of experience. Ex-
perience here represents a

vision of an ordered, fulfilled

life.

When reading Settler On
The Marsh watch for the in-

tricate weaving of emotions and
the natural elements; it is

subtle, yet continuing interplay,

which marks Grove's technique

and strengthens his imagery.
Grove paints the Western

Canadian environment with

forceful strokes. He developes

strength and sense from the

unruly soil and through the

vivid characters the reader can

reap an understanding of this

land; one experiences the drive

for settling and acquires a

sense of man's desire to impose
order on the environment.

This book has been con-

sidered the Mother of Canadian
realism and as a landmark in

Canadian literature I would
recommend you read it~after

all you do live here.

Chronicles 20, Keep Tightly Closed in a Cool
Dry Place directed by Jana Kendall opens Tuesday,
January 29 at 7.30 p.m. in Room 102 of the Old Arts
Building. Keep Tightly Closed is about three men
who share one cell- for life. The men not only must
make their own forms of love for themselves, but

they must play little games and fantasticize the

parker

event that brought them together : the murder of the

wifeof oneof them by another of them, for hire.

Admission to Keep Tightly Closed is free.

Tickets for opening night and for the other per-

formances on Wednesday and Thursday at 7.30, and
Friday at 7.30 and 9.00 are available on request at

the Drama Desk.

Juno and the Paycock—

Domino unequal to the challenge —
Why do amateur theatre

groups attempt difficult drama?
For the challenge? Com-
niendable. But if the challenge is

unsurmountable? Disaster.

Although it made a valiant

attempt, the Domino Theatre is

faced with problems that it

cannot hope to contend with in

Sean O'Casey's Juno and the

Paycock, its latest production.lt

was an unfortunate choice,

because O'Casey's lyrical

language is essential to the play,

and the company simply cannot

produce convincing or consistent

Irish accents. The accents lapsed

into a combination of Southern

drawl and Ottawa valley twang.

Accents were not the only

problem; it is a very difficult

play. The plot is quite simple and
straight-forward - set in 1923 in a

Dublin tenement, a family is

beset by an incredible series of

prolbems. The jobless father runs

deeply into debt while under the

impression that he is about to

inherit a fortune, the jobless son

is knocked off by the IRA, the

jobless daughter is is knocked up
by a schoolteacher, and Juno, the

mother, struggles to hold things

together and carry on.

Complex human relations
and personal crises lurk beneath
the outward simplicity however,
and the development of these is of

paramount importance.While
her actors have the right feeling

in their characterization.
Director Maureen Salter has
failed to achieve the focus
required to bring it all to life.

Poor blocking is the niain

reason for the lack of focus. This

is frustrating because technically

it seems to work. The characters

don't mask each other, their

movement is precise, and their

composition on stage is visually

interesting and dynamic. But

despite its apparent smoothness,

the blocking is insensitive to the

play, and important moments
are lost.

Johnny, the son, is the main
victim of this problem. His

reactions to a description of a

murder that he has caused are

vital to an understanding of his

character, but they are totally

lost as the action is focussed on

the speaker at the opposite side of

the stage. He suffers from- this

throughout; although he has very

few lines, his presence should be

constantly felt. But when he is not

actually speaking, he is kept on

the periphery of the action.

Similarly, group blocking steals

the serene from Maisie Madigan,

a visitor to the household, and
thereby obscures the reason for

her appearance. And Juno's most
crucial lines are delivered to the

back of the stage while she is

seated.

Indiviual characterization

was overemphasized to the

detriment of interaction and
while good portrayals were
achieved (most notably Andrew
Orr's Joxer) they had nowhere to

go. As a result, the relationships

lack requisite warmth.
Marion Flower's set suffers

the same problems as the

direction - it is appropriately

squalid, and technically looks

good, but it doesn't work for the

play. It is too roomy, and doesn't

suggest cramped quarters. No
one seems to live there - they are

all just transients rattling

around. Warmth is again denied.

The potential for humour was
never fully realized, but this may
have been ue to first night pacing
problems. And the lack of

development of relationships

made the tragic elehients of the

play seem anti climactic. The
real tragi-comedy that occured
at the Domino Theatre was the

choice of play.

Valerie Robertson as Juno, Gordon Robertson as Boyle, and Andrew Orr as Joxer in thf

Domino production of "Juno and the Paycock."
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Noakes wins two

Swim Gals second

in invitational
Anyone who stopped by the Pool gallery on Saturday felt the

excitement as Queen's Women put on an outstanding display of their

speed swimming abilities. In the swimming portion of the competition,

Queen's tied for first with McGill; in overall swimming and diving,

they placed second to Toronto by a mere 10 points.

The women's swim team is perhaps the most improved athletic

team in the University this year and their performance on the

weekend is further proof of the great improvements which have been
made. Two weeks ago they had an impressive performance at

Waterloo. Yet on Saturday, they managed to establish several more
record times. One performer, Laura Case, a new swimmer for

Queen's, knocked 15 seconds off her time in the 200 freestyle event.

-

Beth Handle in the 400 yard freestyle, established a national team
qualifying time for the first time. Her time was 5:14.0. Teammate
Jane Noakes, also moved into the top twelve in the country in this

event and she finished in a time of 4:46.1 to win the event. Miss Noakes
also set new personal best times of 2:29.7 in the 200 yard individual

medley and 1:00.1 in the 100 yard freestyle. Both these times qualify

her in the top dozen in the country in these events. Jane Kaake in the

200 yard backstroke, Vicki Troup in the 200 yard individual medley
and Kathy Lennard in the 100 yard butterfly also moved into the

national qualifyers with personal best times.

Saturday's performance earned the girls a total of 91 points,only

ten behind the perennialy strong team from the University of Toronto.

It brought a big smile from coach Sheila McKirdy. McGill was right

behind Queen's with 88 points, followed by York, Ottawa, and Mc-
Master.

The team's performance overall, was enhanced by the presence
of Vivien Steacy who has performed extremely well in this her first

year of competitive diving. Vivien, who competed on the gymnastics
team last year, picked up a third in the one metre event.

The girls will now begin preparing for the OWIAA championships
which will be held in Ottawa on February 15th and 16th.

Queen's Kingston
University y~<y Ontario

Bachelor of Education
The Faculty of Education invites university graduates and
undergraduates who expect to receive their Bachelor's

degree by September, 1974, to apply for admission to the

Bachelor of Education degree program which leads to

Ontario teacher certification for elementary or secondary
schools.

The foresighted program meets current and emerging
educational needs while emphasizing the human dimen-
sion. The students have many course selections where,
consistent with the importance of personal and profes-

sional development, evaluations are based on continuous
assessments, not term examinations alone.

The students share in making the administrative and
academic decisions in the Faculty.

The Faculty of Education occupies a new academic-
residential complex, Duncan McArthur Hall.

For a Calendar and application form telephone (613)

547-6280 or write to:

The Registrar

Faculty of Education
Queen's University
Kingston, Ontario.

Fencers fourth

The men's and wofficn's

fencing teams were quite

successful this weekend as they

captured fourth [wsition in the

Carleton Invitational. The
women's team competed only in

the foil event and they placed

third behind McMaster and
Carleton. In the men's events,

the Gaels placed seventh in the

foil, sixth in the sabre and third

in the epee. The overall

champions were Carleton who
did not take one first but did

finish second in all three men's
events.

After 10 successful shows AMS concerts

Celebrates
with

"Something for Everyone"

BOOGIE

Tickets: ^

$2 Advance
$3 Door

TONIGHT
TIMOTHY BOTTOMS

JEFF BRIDGES

DUNNING AUDITORIUM

TUESDAY, JANUARY 29

7, 9 and 11 p.m.

IN

PORTNOY'S
COMPLAINT
WINTER

CINEMA
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Swim Gaels sweep Ottawa, McMaster
The Gaels were on the road

again this weekend with meets in

Ottawa on Friday night and then

at McGill on Saturday. The team
performed very well with some
best personal times being set.

On Friday night the Gaels

dominated Ottawa and McMaster
as the team won every event. The
Gaels arrived approximately
fifteen minutes after the meet
was supposed to start but the

other coaches were waiting and
so the Gaels had to swim without

a warm-up. Davies, Miles,

Ireland and Gaisford captured a

come-from-behind victory in the

400 medley relay. Brian Dalziel

swam a very consistent 1000 yd.

free style (with every 50 yd. split

being nearly the same time) to

take first and Scheurmann took

an easy second. Captain Jim
Easto recorded a 2:00.7 in the 200

yd. freestyle to give Queen's

another come-from-behind win as

Paul Lucas finished third. In a

very close 50 yd. sprint, Darrel

Penner took a first place finish in

his favorite race. Queen's newest

rookie, Peter Strahlendorf

,

finished second in the 200 IM
behind John Ireland. John was
granted a reprieve as he was not

asked to swim the 200 fly and in

his place Brian Dalziel took first

and Scott Scheurmann overtook

an Ottawa swimmer on the last

length to finish second.

John Grinter clocked a 53.4 to

take first place points in the 100

yd. freestyle in a race which saw
Ottawa's Mike Pearson finish one

second behind. Lucas and Davies

easily took the top two places in

the 200 yd. backstroke and the

Ireland and Easto captured first

and third in the 500 yd.
breaststroke.

Don Miles recorded a very

good 2:37.7 in the 200 yd.

breaststroke as he finished in

first . while Cal Cameron took

third. The Queen's domination of

the meet ended with an easy

victory in the 400 yd. freestyle

relay.Queen's good fortune did

not stay the night, however, as

Bill Kirkpatrick injured himself

in a diving exhibition held at the

end of the meet. But Bill joined

the team the next day.

The Gaels found themselves

with more competition on
Saturday at McGill as they

finished second to the Redmen.
The final score was 88-62 for

McGill. Plattsburg brought up

the rear with 41 points. Queen's

took second and fourth in the 400

medley relay to start off the meet

and then John Ireland duelled his

nemesis from last year, Davis of

Plattsburg, to take a second
place finish in the 1000 yd. FS as

Easto finished third. Paul Lucas
and Scott Scheurmann finished

fourth and fifth in the 200 yd.

freestyle while Penner and
Grinter touched in together in the

50 yd. sprint to take third and
fourth place points, respectively.

The diving of Jim Stone gave

Queen's some valuable points as

he took a third place off the 1-

metre and second off the three

metre board.

John Ireland gave Queen's its

only first place as he cruised to

victory by a wide margin in the

200 yd. butterfly. Scott

Scheurmann took ten seconds off

his previous best in this event to

capture fifth place. Jim Gaisford

finished third in the 100 free while

Penner picked up fifth place

points.

Brian Dalziel took second

place in the 500 FS with a strong

5:26.0 and Jim Easto wound up
with third in a time of 5 : 32 .7 as he
overtook Davis of Plattsburg on
the last length. Don Miles and
Jim Gillis finished second and
fourth respectively in the 200 yd.

breastroke as Peter Strahlendorf

recorded a yery strong 2:38.5 in

an exhibition 200 yd. breast-

stroke.

The last event of the meet
was one of the most exciting as

Queen's and Plattsburg duelled

for second place in the 400 FS

relay. Gaisford and Grinter kept

pace with their Plattsburg op-

ponents, the Paul Lucas put the

Queen's teani in front by a body
length and Jim Easto kept the

lead.

Next Saturday, the Gaels will

host Guelph, Ottawa, Oswego,
York, McMaster and MCGill in

the third annual Invitational

meet. With those universities

competing, it should be a great

meet and if the Gaels can im-

prove, well...The meet starts at

1:00 p.m.

Blues too much for Gaels In 6-3 win
by Jim LeMesurier

An improved effort by the

hockey Golden Gaels was simply

not enough to lift them over the

Varsity Blues in a return match
here on Saturday nighti Played

before an overflow crowd of 2500

vocal fans, the largest in recent

memory, the Blues, >who com-
pletely dominated Queen's a

week ago in Toronto, were also

able to raise the level of their

play and maintain control of the

game for most of the 60 minutes.
Their 6-3 decision left them un-

defeated and on top of the

Eastern OUAA standings.

The Gael's greatest im-
provement was in individual

performance but a change in

their breakout system was also

more effective against the

previously crippling U of T
forechecking. These factors

certainly kept Queen's in the

game for the first 30 minutes, but

a lack of sustained offensive

drive against the tight Blue's

defense began to take its toll in

the latter half of the second
period, as Toronto held a 5-0 lead

at one point.

The first period saw Varsity

outshoot the Gaels 9-6, but at

least 5 of 9 were excellent scoring

opportunities which call upon

Dave Dungee to be almost un-

beatable from close range. The
lone shot which found the mark
was Kent Ruhnke's lightning

conversion of Larry Hopkin's

pass from the point.

The second period started out

as a romp on four unanswered U
of T goals but when Queen's

finally did reply (twice) there

still remained a flicker of hope
for a comeback. The Blues went
up 2-0 at 1:54 when Doug
Herridge was able to tap Ivan

McFarlane's face-off pass past

Dungee and Dong Pagnutti made

Badminton Gals dominate
A strong team effort led the women's badminton team to a

first-place finish in the OWIAA Eastern Sectional held at

Queen's Friday and Saturday. The Gals swept all but three of

their 36 matches in the two-day competition, winning all three

doubles titles, and the third, fourth and fifth singles.

First singles Sylvia Cassidy, who was playing for the in-

jured Patsy McKimmie, had some difficulty in the tough singles

competition, but combined with second singles Mary Lee
Robbins to start the sweep in the doubles matches. Third and
fourth singles winners Diana Edwards and Kathy Jackson
continued the doubles domination in the five-school competition,

while newcomers Terry Gentles and Sandy McFarlene, fifth and
sixth singles, rounded out the day with another set of victories.

The Gals now appear to be in third place overall in the

OWIAA, having vaulted past U. of T. and Guleph on the strength

of their excellent weekend results.

it three, minutes later after

blocking a shot from the point

and racing in alone from his own
blue line. At 14:40 Pagnutti was
left unguarded beside the ex-

posed net and had an easy tap in

off Ruhnke's pass.

The Gaels were un-

derstandably "down" at this

point but their ensuing let-up cost

them another goal 30 seconds

later when Ruhnke caught the

defense napping and picked a

loose puck up from behind the

net, circled, and fired for the 5-0

lead.

At 16:02 of the period Dave
Parks with help from Bob
Clayton and Dave Hadden took

advantage of a slow whistle in

breaking netminder Jim
Campbell's shutout. Frank
Coffey, who was later diagnosed

as having a hairline fracture of

the hand, had a hard time

gripping his stick but nonetheless

was able to score on a slap shot

from the blueline at i6:41. The
momentum the team might have
taken to the dressing room was
partially lost with seconds
remaining when perennial Blues

great, Gord Davies, wisely

elected to shoot in a 2 on 1

situation and caught the lower

corner on Dungee's stick side.

Four goals are rarely in-

surrmountable, and with this in

mind the Gaels played their best

hockey in the final stanza, and
even outshot Toronto 7-5. They
opened and closed the scoring on

Park's second goal at 1:07 but

dominated enough of the play to

erase some of the shame of their

past few encounters. The Blues

may have been content to sit on

ritchie

Blues goalie Jim Campbell steers Queen's shot to the corner.

their lead, but Queen's still

deserve credit for not dying, even
in the closing moments as they

finally started making things

"click".

There should be no excuse for

the team to do anything but

annihilate the RMC Redmen here

on Wednesday night, for the

Ottawa Gee Gee's are right on

their backs for fourth and final

playoff spot and have a lighter

closing schedule than the Gaels.

Every outing now becomes a

potentially "must game" and the

Gaels cannot afford to blow

anymore to teams of the calibre

of the hapless Redmen.
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Track second at York 99
The Queen's track team

came up with a fine second place

finish in the combined men's and

women's York Invitational. The

women, however, did not show up
in full force as only one lady

competed. In essence, Queen's

competed with just half a squad.

Alpine men win
It was "ideal spring skiing conditions" when the men's alpine ski

team captured the R.M.C. Invitational dual slalom meet held at

Calabogie Peaks. Although the conditions were good, the course was
very fast and treacherous. Out of the 42 competitors only 16 were able

to complete the race without being disqualified. The overall winner

was Art Bird of Carleton, who is following in the footsteps of his elder

brother Graham, a former Queen's ski star. The winning combination

for the Queen's team was Ian Neilson who came second, Jamie
Neilson, third and Bob Archer who placed a respectable eighth.

The next ski meet will be held at the Craigleithe Club in

Collingwood, another in the Molson's series.

Curlers Fourth
This year's OUAA curling championships promise to be a wide-

open affair if the results of the first three bonspeils are any indication.

York won the first one two weeks ago at Brock. Queen's won at

Toronto last weekend. This weekend it was the turn of the Blues, who
captured the top honours in the Queen's bonspeil held Sunday at the

Cataraqui Curling Club. Queen's finished fourth.

The Gaels pasted York 14-2 in the opener but then dropped a close

8-7 decision to Trent. They won the third game over Waterloo by 8-7.

This weekend, it's the eastern sectionals which start Friday and
end Sunday. Trent will host the event which will be a round-robin

affair featuring seven teams: Toronto, York, Queen's, Carleton,

Laurentian, Trent, and RMC.

A REMINDER:

Tricolor Award Nominations must be sub-

mitted by Friday, Feb. 1, 1974 to the AMS
Office.

Forms available in the AMS office. See By-
Law No. 15 for details.

FOR THAT ONE WOMAN, GIVE ONE
DAZZLING DIAMOND SOLITAIRE

She's the one woman you chose from all tho rest.

Now you can give her one wonderful diamond.

We v/ill help you select a glorious diamond
solitaire. To stand alone in all its glory,

glow with clear brilliance and fire. Show the

world she's the one woman in your world.

KINNKAR d'KSIKRRE
J I'. W E L L E K S

168 f'RINrF,.SS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

The leaders for the Gaels
wore Vic Gooding and Kod
Walter, with each placing first in

their events. Gooding had a time

of 5.9 sec. in the 50 metre sprint

while Walter took the 800-metre

event with a time of 1:54.6. The
sprinting events were especially

strong for the Gaels as they

placed 3 men in the finals.

Besides Gooding's first place

fini.sh, Stan Woodmen and John
iludan placed fourth and fifth

respectively with a time of 6.0

sees. John Edwards recorded a

good time in the 800 metre
(1:58.5) which enabled him to

place seventh.

In the field events, John
Darlington placed third in the

long jump with a leap of 6.49

metres. Walt Simbirsk] and John
Rudan placed fourth and sixth

respectively with jumps of 6.46

and 6.20 metres.

To top off the competition,

Queen's ran to a third place finish

in the relay behind U. of T. and
Windsor. Next week the track

team will send a small contingent

down to the Maple Leaf Games
trials and the week after two
groups will go to Michigan State

and Cortland, N.Y.

per evening

MODERN FILM

CLASSICS
Wed. January 30 8:00 p.m.

LARGE LECTURE THEATRE

Wrede's
''One Day In The Life

Of Ivan Denisovitch"

Emmm^ OF API

LAWRENCE
COLLEGE

APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
KINGSTON

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Jan. 28, 29, 30
You'll get more for your money with the Colonel's

THRIFTBOX

Free
french
fries!

ALL THIS FOR ONLY

$3.60
REGULAR
VALUE
$4.85

Ken&ku fried /ikid(«H
Colonel Sanders and his boys make it "finger lickm' good"

240 MONTREAL ST.

1407 PRINCESS ST.

BATH RD.at GARDINER'S RD.
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B-ball Gaels drop a close pair
(STAFF) Last-minute offensive

problems and some incredibly

bad refereeing dragged the
basketball Gaels down to a pair of

close defeats this weekend. The
Gaels dropped late decisions to

York 57-51, on Friday, and 72-63

to Varsity on Saturday, but were
tied or ahead going into the final

sixty seconds in each game.
The York game, which

featured merely bad officiating,

was a see-saw affair, with neither

team able to gain a real edge in

the fist half. The Yeomen were up
by one, 32-31, but lacked the

dominance they enjoyed in the

game here at Queen's. The Gaels

came back in the third period,

and the teams continued to trade

baskets until midway through the

final quarter, when strong play

by Norm Hagarty and the other

Gael starters opened up a six-

point lead, 49-43. The Yeomen
closed to 49-45, but both teams

seemed struck by some sort of

irreversible offensive break-
down, and the score remained
unchanged for almost two
minutes. The Gaels had several

excellent scoring chances, aided

by some strong rebounding, but

couldn't widen their margin.
Finally, with about two minutes
left in the game, and both Rob
Smart and Stu Beck on the bench,

York came alive, with Jeff

Simbro and Ev Spence, who hit 15

and 14 points respectively for the

Yeomen, outscoring Queen's 12-2.

Part of Queen's downfall

came with help from the zebras.

With the Gaels clinging to a 51-51

tie, the re-inserted Rob Smart,
who was playing safety in the

Queen's fidl-court zone press,

picked off an errant deep toss.

Simbro pulled Smart to the floor

with an excellent armlock,
grabbed the loose ball, and
scored an uncontested basket. No

- merrithew

Tindall and Smith look on as Gaels force issue against York

Tie 5-all

foul, naturally. This was the

turning point for the Gaels who
seemed more than a little rattled

by the absence of official con-

cern. As it turned out, that kind of

blind-eye reffing was just a

warmup for Saturday -but more
of that later. Smart led the Gaels

with 16 points, while Pat Harris

had 11 and Hagarty 10, as well as

8 rebounds, while both Corky
McLeery and John Keck showed
signs of improvement.

Saturday's thriller with
Varsity was more of the same,
but this time the refereeing was
at its Metro worst, which is in-

credibly bad. The Gaels again

trailed by a single point at the

half, 34-33, went down 40-33 early

in the third quarter, then fought

back to tie the game at the start

of the fourth period. The lead

shifted back and forth throughout

the final period, with the Gaels

tieing the score at 63-all on a hoop
by Stu Beck with less than a

minute to play. Toronto missed
their next shot, and Queen's

brought the ball down, playing

for the open shot. Hagarty, who
had been red-hot in the second

half with seven hoops, shook

loose along the baseline, but

missed the rim completely.
Varsity controlled the ball, broke
downcourt, and was fouled. Then
the zoo started. Toronto made the

first foul shot but missed the
second, and Corky McLeery, who
played his finest game for the

Gaels, with 14 points and 14

rebounds, brought down the ball

but lost his balance and fell.

McLeery tried to bounce the ball

out of bounds off a U. of T.

player, who was standing on the

end-line at the time. The Varisty

man trapped the ball (no whistle,

note) and fed off to a teammate,
who tried for a layup. Hagarty
was forced to foul (two shots).

Norm was understandably upset

at the absence of the out-of-

bounds call, and may have said a

bit too much in the general

direction of one or more zebras.

This resulted in a technical (one

shot). The McLeery, who really

couldn't believe .what was going

on, walked off the court and
casually spat whUe doing so. This

earned him a "double flagrant

Hockey Gals blow McGIII lead
The Hockey Gals set two

second term precedents for

themselves on Friday when they

travelled to Montreal to meet
McGill : first they obtained a 4-1

lead, and then they salvaged a 5-5

t4e. It was, in every sense of the

word, an interesting sort of

match. Queen's played a very
strong 1st period; so strong in

fact, that McGill only got ONE
shot on Gals' goalie Marg Booth,

who started in the exhibition

game. For some reason,
however, they didn't-score.

The beginning of the 2nd
period brought forth some bad
news, and some badder news.
The bad news was that McGill
scored early in the period. The
badder news is the injury of

Wendy Carman, also early in the
2nd period.

Carman received severe

bruises to the left side of her body
when she crashed into the boards
in search of an elusive puck. She
hopes to play next weekend
against York and Western,
provided she can skate this week.

Queen's then went on to do

some scoring. Linda McEwen got

the first marker after she was
nicely set up by Anne McGibbon.
Les Ferrari, playing in the

presence of some important fans,

came to life and scored two goals.

Hard-working Sheila Pratt
completed the 2nd period scoring

for Queen's on a shot from the

blue-line. McGill got one goal,

scored on Marg Booth, who only

had two shots taken on her. Susan

Sawer, playing her first time
ever in goal, started the second
half of the game. She might have
done better, if they'd all done
better.

Queen's went into the 3rd

period up 4-2 and decided to

stand on their laurels. McGill
took advantage of the situation,

scored three goals, and more or

less took over the game, as the

old problem of one half of the

defense getting caught up the ice

came back to haunt them. It

could be that everyone was a

little more tired than they should

have been.
Queen's salavaged the tie

when coach Cookie Cartwright
pulled goalie Sawer in favour of

an extra attacker, with just

twenty-seven seconds left in the

game. The goal came off the stick

of a deserving Carol Pette'y, with
only three seconds to go. Just in

time, as the saying goes, for a 5-5

tie.

- wuuu

Corky McCleery blocks out against Toronto Saturday on way
to 14 pt., 14 reb game

repeatedly in the final thirty

seconds of play.

The Gaels will be back in

action Wednesday night in the

Snoball game with R.M.C. Geoff
Smith commented after their

return that they were the best 1

and 8 team he has ever seen, and
they appear to be getting better.

Given the usual Kingston of-

ficiating, things should be O.K.
tomorrow.

technical foul" (two shots) and
quick ejection from the game.
(According to several people who
should know their rules, there is

no such animal as a "double
flagrant technical" - two
separate ones, yes, but not a

double.) The net result was five

foul shots for Varsity (they made
four) and possession of the ball.

The final score was 72-63, as

Queen's were forced to foul

V-ball Gaels reach finals
Queen's volleyball Gaels find themselves in what has

become an accustomed place for them at this time of year : the

OUAA finals. The Gaels swept three of four games in the

combined group tournament held Saturday at York University.

After an opening round victory, over Ryerson, the Gaels

dropped a hard-fought, well-played match to their perennial

rivals, York Yeomen. They proceeded to lose the first match of

their next series with the University of Toronto but then got

untracked and beat the Blues in the final two games to take the

match 2-1. The final game was against Laurentian, and with

player-coach John Capek taking charge the Voyageurs were
eliminated in two straight games.

The western groups were also to have played off this

weekend but final results were not available at press time. The
Gaels and the Yeomen will represent the two eastern sections

against the best two teams from the west in the OUAA cham-
pionships at the home of the west winner. That will be on
February 23rd. Presumably, if things go as they did last year,

there will be a cross-over playoff with York playing the second
place team from the West and Queen's playing the first place

team from the West. We could then see another rematch bet-

ween York and Queen's. York are the defending OUAA
volleyball champions. Queen's are way overdo to end their

string of losses to the Yeomen. They lost in the finals last year to

the Yeomen by 3-1. The winner of the tournament on February
23rd, will represent the province in the Canadian Intercollegiate

volleyball championships to be held this year in Edmonton earl}

in March.
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'I heard there was a cutback, but this is ridiculous.'

Canada: $100-million

James Bay settlement
MONTREAL - Quebec Premier
Robert Bourassa has revealed his

Government's proposal to the

natives of the James Bay region,

a proposal that includes com-
penstaion of up to $100-million

and changes to the $6-biUion

hydroelectric project.

The offer includes $40-million

in cash over 10 years and up to

$60-million in royalties from
development of the region's
resources. In additon, the 6000

natives affected would be
granted full property rights to

about 2,000 of the 135,000 square
miles of territory, and hunting,

fishing and trapping rights on the

rest.

The natives claim they have
initial rights to the entire region,

a claim which the Bourassa
Government is not willing to

concede. The Government's offer

is an attempt to settle the

question before it goes to the

Supreme Court of Canada.

World: Monsoons fail,

food supply threatened
NEW YORK - Weather changes, notably a south-

ward migration of the monsoons, combined with a

sharp reduction in fertilizer production, threaten

the food supply of a considerable part of the world.

According to experts at a conference here the

southern shift of monsoon rains accounts for the

five-year drought in Africa which is causing mass
migrations to the south as well as severe droughts in

India and Latin America.

Coupled with the failure of the monsoon rains is

a severe shortage of fertilizer caused by the Arab oil

boycotts. Japan, which has been the chief exporter

of nitrate fertilizer, has cut its production in half

because of the fuel shortage. Since the fertilizer

goes to Lndia and other areas already affected by
the drought, the combined effect may be

devastating.

RENO, Nevada - Billionaire Howard Hughes has

failed to appear for arraignment on stock

manipulation charges in federal court here Friday.

The judge will decide tomorrow whether to issue a

bench warrant for his arrest.

Mr, Hughes is currently living in the Bahamas.
If he chw.ses to ignore the warrant he could be
declared a fugitive.

The stock manipulation charges stem from Mr.
Hughes' purchase of Airwest Airlines. Mr. Hughes
and four others were indicted by a federal grand
jury in Las Vegas on Dec. 27 after a year-long in-

vestigation by the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission.

WASHINGTON - Despite lack of Republican sup-

fx>r{ and indications that John Dean's testimony

cannot be shaken, President Nixon is determined to

remain in office. According to some sourc(!S, Dean's

IffStimony is still holding up against the White House
fap««, and the prosecutors have no plans to charge
him with perjury. Sources also believe that Senator

Hugh Sf.'ott is mistaken when he claims that the

White Housf; has information which can prove

Nixon's innwence,
Egil Krogh, a former White House plumber,

was wmlenced to six months in jail 'I'hursday.

Krogh says he has no evidence that Nixon
authoriz<;d the Ellsberg burglary, Krogh was
(tentenced for hiH role in the break in.

On FViday, Federal Judge Gerhard GeHsell

thn.'W oul the Senate (UimmilUu-'H Hubfxjena for

Pre«idffritial 'UjcurnentH, because the subfKxma was
iixi vague. Judge Gessell also said th<- Whitt; House
{•lairn of exenjtive privilege was too general, and
afiked President Nixon to submit a statement ex-

plainin>{ hi<? reasons for involing executive

\)hvilt:;>,<

LONDON (Reuter ) - A fragment of Queen Victoria's

wedding cake ~ now 133 years old ~ was sold for

about $154 at Christie's Auction House Wednesday.
It was put up for sale anonymously, and bought by
Lt. Col. Keith Carey, who is attached to the

Australian High Commission in London. He said he
was acting on behalf of an Australian collector.

GRENADA - Refugees from this Caribbean Island

report rioting and strikes by anti-government

forces in an attempt to force the resignation of

Premier Eric Gairy.

Communication with the island is difficult

because the telephone and cable workers are on

strike along with other unions, businessmen and

professional people.

Reports tell of clashes between anti-

government demonstrators and a force of govern-

ment secret police known as the Mongoose Squad.

The troubles started in December when the police

allegedly beat-up several members of a moderate

leftist group called the New Jewel Movement.
The Canadian Government has advised

Canadians planning holidays in the area to postpone

any trips to the island.

WASHINGTON - The U.S. Senate has adopted a

resolution calling for observance of a "national day
of humiliation, fasting and prayer" on April 30. The
resolution says that because of the nation's failings

"it behooves us to humble ourselves before

almighty God, to confess our national sins and to

pray for clemency and forgiveness."

ATHENS - An Athens criminal court found two Arab
terrorists guilty of killing five people and injuring 45

others in an attack at Athens airport last August.

The Arabs w(!re sentenced to death. However, the

Greek Government is expected to expel the

terrorists to avoid possible reprisals from the Black

S(!ptember organization. Sources said that the

gov<!rnm(!nt will probably grant pardons to the

Arabs.

M(!anwhile, Greek security forces kept a tight

guard on oil r(!fin(!ries, industrial sites, and air-

[Kjrts, fearing guerilla attacks.

CHICAGO An unexplained move has subtly

<hang(!d the dedication page of the En(;yclopaedia

Uritannica, All recent editions of the encyclopaedia

have been dedicated to Queen Elizabeth H and to

the U.S, President, whose name was given.

However, the new edition is dedicated to the Queen,
in person, but to the office of the presidency.

BATHURST, N,B. A New
Brunswick Supreme Ojurt judge
has found K.C. Irving Ltd. and
three subsidiary publishing
companies guilty on monoprjly

charges in the first prosecution of

newspapers under the federal

Combines Investigation act.

The companies involved
publish all five of New Brun-
swick's English-language
newspapers.

The defence argument was
that too many other sources of

news and information exist in

New Brunswick for the daily

newspapers to form a monopoly.
One defence witness, an
economics professor from
Harvard, said he had found 209

different sources of information

in the province, including weekly
newspapers, radio, television etc.

Mr. Justice Albany
Robichaud said that he would not

sentence the companies until

March 12 due to the magnitude of

the case and the fact that there

was no precedent on which to

base his case. His written
judgement was 129 pages long.

TORONTO - The incidence of

vener.eal disease among
homosexuals is worrying Ontario
Health Ministry officials.

According to U.S. studies

between 40 and 60 per cent of

infectious syphilis cases are
transmitted by male
homosexuals. Although Canadian
statistics have not yet been

tabulated, it" is believed that the

figures are similar.

The proportion is not as high

in cases of gonorrhea, a far more
common form of VD, but the

incidence rate is alarming
enough that the Ontario Health

Ministry is thinking of preparing

a special pamphlet on VD among
homosexuals. ,

OTTAWA - The Federal-
Provincial Oil Conference has

ended with all parties making
some compromises. The general

results are: The price of Alberta

crude oil will remain frozen for

the next two months while the

price of Saskatchewan oil for

Canadian industrial wnsumers
will Ik! allowed to rise by $1 a

barrel and for U S, consumers by
$2, with all of the money going to

Saskatchewan
- Eastern consumers will be

cushioned from further price

rises by a subsidy from the oil

export tax and the federal purse.

After April 1 the price of oil

will again be allowed to rise but

the general agreement is that

there will be only one price for oil

across all of Canada.
To gain Alberta's agreement

for one price across the whole
country. Prime Minister Trudeau
and the other premiers agreed to

"work in co-operation to see if we
could apply this principle of

parity to other commodities." A
perennial western complaint has
been that western natural
resources feed eastern industry

but, due to high freight rates, the

finished goods cost more in the

west than in the east.

OTTAWA - Finance Minister

John Turner anticipates sub-

stantial economic growth in 1974,

but he felt that the growth would

be slower than previously
predicted. Speaking at the annual

Finance ministers conference.

Turner said that fuel prices

would restrict the growth, since

foreign countries will have little

cash to buy more exports.

Turner thought that Canada
would fare better than most
countries hit by high energy

prices. Investment in domestic
energy should increase with the

attraction of higher prices, but he
doubted if that would balance the

fall in export growth.

QUEBEC - The Quebec Govern-
ment intends to buy Anticosti

Island, a territory twice the size

of Prince Edward Island.

Located in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, the island has been
privately owned for centuries,

ever since it was granted to Louis

Jolliet by Louis XIV in 1680. At

the moment it is owned by
Consolidated Bathurst Ltd. who
ran a lumbering operation up
until two years ago.

FEE

REMINDER
The second installment of fees due by Jan.

31, 1974 can be paid in person at the Ac-

countant's Office, Richardson Hall.

If you find it more convenient to mail your
cheque to the Accountant's Office, please

record your student number on the face of

your cheque.

page
0
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University Centre:

Committee solicits comments
The University Centre Users

Committee is sponsoring an open
meeting next Thursday night to receive

complaints and suggestions about the

planning of the new University Centre.

The committee will listen to comments
about the way in which the proposals

about the centre which were accepted
last March have been worked out. Any
major new questions on this buject will

be reported to officers of the university.

It will also accept detailed suggestions

which may be incorporated in further

planning process. Sketches of the centre

are being exhibited at 165 University.

The University Centre has been in

various planning stages since 1969, when
the need for such a centre was first

stated by the AMS. Early plans called

for an expanded union for students
only, but this was later rejected in

favour of a centre which would "foster

communication among and between
students (both graduate and un-
dergraduate), faculty, adminstration
and alumni". The centre is also being

designed to "provide essential services

and amenities for the convenience of its

users" and to "provide for the cultural,

social, intellectual and recreational life

of the University community."
Current plans call for a new centre

located in and around the present

students Union building. The houses at

163 and 165 University are to be torn

down this summer, and construction on
a major extension of the Union (to

Clergy St.) is slated to begin this fall.

The interior of the Union will be ex-

tensively renovated during the summer
of 1975.

The centre will include a bank, a

bookstore, a new dining room, two pubs
(one large, and one designed to be

smaller and quieter), and expanded
offices for most campus clubs and
organizations. Wallace Hall will be split

into two levels, one for alumni use, and
the upper layer for use as a lounge. .

The open meeting on the University

Centre will take place next Thursday,
February 7 at 7 p.m. in Dunning Hall 14.

AMS seeks to reaffirm pledge

Two referenda on fees for the new
University Centre were introduced at

Wednesday's Outer Council meeting. In

the first referendum , the AMS will seek

to reiterate its pledge of $500,000 to the

Centre. Presently, $5 per year is

collected from each student.

In the second referendum, students

will vote on whether the $10 Student's

Memorial Union fee should be renamed
the University Centre Operating fee.

This payment would be increased an-

nually, depending on changes in the

consumer's price index.

AMS Vice-President Bruce Trotter

explained that the first referendum is

simply a "reaffirmation" of the com-
mittment made to the Centre by the
AMS two years ago. It was then
determined that $5 per student, levied
over a period of seven years, would
fulfill the $500,000 pledge.

Presently, $188,000 of the promise
has been raised, according to Trotter.

If students vote against the building
the new Centre, all plans for con-
struction would cease immediately. It is

easier to close down now than later,

Trotter explained. The AMS would keep
the $188,000 already collected in the
event a closure is forced.

Commenting on the referendum to

! ename the Union fee. Trotter said that
It allowed "flexibility". It is a simple

J way of managing the student's con-

1]
tributions, and handles well the
probability of inflation's effect on fees,

he commented.
Outer Council's sentiment for old

houses emerged during discussion of the
fate of 165 University Avenue, which is

to be torn down to make way for the new
Uniyersity, Centre.

The original motion proposed that

the AMS support the extension of the

Centre along University Avenue
providing the house at 165 was moved to

a new location.

Wil Kranenburg (ASUS rep-at-

large) stressed that 165's "good at-

mosphere" was vital to the services

housed in the building. The Birth Control

clinic as well as Queen's counselling

Services have their offices here.

Brereton calmed some of

Kranenburg 's worries by explaining

that the new University centre would
have room for all of 165's services. He
felt that the great expense of moving the

house lay behind Administration's
reluctance to save it. Brereton men-
tioned, as an alternative, going to City

Council about preserving the building

for its historical value.

It is now official that AMS
Presidential candidates must have two
Vice-Presidents to run on their tickets.

The Restructuring Committee's
suggestion for a split Vice-Presidential

position was one of several con-

stitutional amendments given final

approval at the Outer Council meeting.

The AMS President may now select

his Commissioners from the campus at

large, instead of only from Outer
Council.

Also approved was a move to create
a Constitutional Review Committee.
This body would take care of all con-

stitutional restructuring and revisions.

AMS candidates as of now, may not

spend more than $75 on their election

campaigns. Expense money will be paid

back to successful candidates or those

who obtain 20 per cent or more of the

vote.

Two teams enter AMS
executive election race

IVo/mofi, Druxerman, Gray
Tony Wolman, Peter Druxerman

and John Gray announced that they are

running together for the positions of

AMS President, Vice-President
(Operations), and Vice-President
(University Affairs.)

They claimed that they are qualified

to be members of AMS executive

because they have participated "ac-

tively in the internal operations of

student government while concurrently

maintaining external contacts with the

student body. Wolman is the Director of

the AMS Housing Service, Druxerman is

the manager of the Pub, and Gray is

active in the IRC and Campus Activities.

They stated that they are running

because "there is definitely a need for

controlled direction and new blood" in

the AMS.

King, Queen, Court Jester

STEPHEN, by the Grace of God of

the town of Kings at the College of

Queen's, President and Defender of the

Budgets:

We reposing special trust and faith

in the wisdom and knowledge of our

subjects, do hereby ordain and decree

this document as nomination of our loyal

servants to hold those posts to which we
from time to time do appoint and

promote them; and for them to execute

those duties as we may prescribe in the

official document of the Realme known
as the Consitution.

As King: our well-beloved Sir

Knight of Night.

As Queen: our better beloved Lady
Gaye of Clime.

And by special proclamation as

Court Jester: Lord Bobbie of Bull.

Cognisant of the state of the state we
do grant them special powers to

preserve, protect and promote the

special interests that they may deem in

their fiduciary capacities to be relevant

and timely.

The King shall make every effort to

re-structure the existing court and shall

be responsible for the maintenance of

peace, order, and good government ; and
for more particularity but not so as to

restrict the generality of the foregoing

shall:

1>- relocate all court furniture

2) - be as inconspicuous as

possible

3) - say nothing of consequence.
and,

4) - allow facial hair to grow and
accumulate.

The Queen, bringing as she does
special features to her appointment,

shall endeavor to please the court

members by her positions. And, shall

enforce sufficient precautions to

prevent restrictions in out-comings.

The Court Jester shall strive to

ensue that the Court conduct itself in a

chivalrous and gallant manner while

pursuing a course designed to com-
pound, confuse, and complicate.
Allowable tactics will include the in-

discriminate use of Points of Order,

motions to divide Fillibusters and Rules
Nisi (None of the above-check box A).

One of the shortest winters on record
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Pubs and Theatres
101 Inn- Ray Smith
Commodore- Rudee Valley

Townhouse- Coulson Expansion
Frontenac- Finnigan's - Fred Werthman

-Muldoon's- Olive Bayle and the

Tradition

Manor- Charlie Eckstein
Odeon- American Graffiti

Capitol I- "Lady Kung Fu" and "Man called Noon"
until Saturday, and for Sunday only, "Chariot of

the Gods"
Capitol 2- Papillon

llyland- Paper Chase
Domino Theatre- "Juno and the Paycock", by Sean
O'Casey.at 8:.30 p.m., Feb. 1,2,7, 8 and 9.

<;rand Theatre- Queen's Musical Theatre
production of "Bye Bye Birdie", at 8:30 p.m.,
Feb. 13-16. Tickets $2.00 students, and $2.50

adults, on sale in the John Orr Room.

10.00 p.m. - 1.00 a.m.- "Ilie Carpenter's In" in the
Union Coffee Shop, with live music and refresh-
ments .25c.

Sunday, Feb, 3
3.00 p.m.- Helen Duffy, artist in textiles, speaking
on ideas behind the current exhibition at Agnes,

Textiles in 30.
5.30 p.m.- Sunday Supper followed by discussion on
"Palestine Liberation Movement: A Plea for

Democracy" in Lower International Centre,

sponsored by the Queen's Liberation Study
Group. Meal cost - $1.25.

7.00 p.m. - Folk Eucharist then seminar on "The
Prisoner and our Responsibility", at the

Correctional Staff College, corner Union and Sir

John A. MacDonald Blvd.

7.30 - 8.00 p.m. -Galerie Victoria bassoon quartet in

Victoria Hall Common Room. Hot cider at 7.15.

8.00 p.m.- Dept. of Drama Sunday Workshop:
Hamlet Colloquium.

Friday, Feb, 7 Monday, Feb, 4
1.00 - 4.00 p.m.- Snowball Sleigh Ride around
campus.

i.30 - 4.30 p.m.- Snowball Gluewein Party, with hot

spiced wine, in the Poison Room, Union.

3 .30 - 6.30 p.m.- Artsci '75 Smoker in the Red Room,
Kingston Hall, with free popcorn and peanuts.

7.15 and 9.15 p.m. - McArthur film for 99c, D.H.

Lawrence's "Women in Love".

7 30 p.m.- Chronicles XX; Keep Tightly Closed in a

Cool Dry Place, in Rm. 102, Old Arts Building.

Last night.

7.30 p.m. - History Lecture Series presents Tommy
Douglas of the N.D.P. Party speaking on his

"Early Political Career in Saskatchewan" in Rm.
517, John Watson Hall.

7.30 p.m - Snowball Concert in the Arena Something

for Everyone with 5 bands. Tickets $2 in advance
and $3 at the door,

a. 00 p.m.- GSS Film in Ellis Hall Auditorium,

Dracula and Frankenstein (two horror classics).

8.00 p.m. - 1.00 a.m. - Casino Night in Lower Vic

Hall, "Valhalla".

8.30 p.m.- Satire Tonight Hilarious musical spoof in

McArthur Auditorium, for $1.00.

Saturday, Feb, 2

".30 a.m.- 12.30 p.m.- Dialogue on Energy in Dupuis
Auditorium with Flora MacDonald and Tommy
Douglas.

)M p.m .- Snowball afternoon games behind Vic and
on Leonard Field including skating and dog-sled

races.

2 (K) - 4.tMJ p.m.- Auditions for "The Merry Widow" at

K.C.V.I. Auditorium.

4.30 - fi.fXJ p.m.- Men's Intercollegiate Swim Meet at

the pw)l.

8,30p.m. - 1,00a.m.- Snowball Semi-Formal "Vara"
in Grant Hall Bands include Atlantis, Ter-

centenary Band, Honky Tonk Players, and Ash
Mountain Grass Band.

8,30 p,m - I (X) a.m.- I^nard Dance "Bac-
chanallux" with Brutus.

7.30 p.m.- Queen's P.C. Club general meeting in the

McLaughlin Room Union. Speaker will be the

Hon. Syl Apps, MLA, Minister of Correctional

Services, Ontario.

8.00 p.m. - Third World Images: Conflict and Un-
derdevelopment, presents the film "Cuba-Battle

for the 10 Million", in Etherington Hall

Auditorium (near KGH).
8.30 p.m.- Music Dept. Composition Recital in

Dunning Auditorium. Includes instrumental and
electronic compositions by B. Mus. students.

Tuesday, Feb. 5

11.00 a.m. - 2.00 p.m. and 5.00 - 8.00 p.m. -Blood

Donor Clinic in Victoria Hall.

1 1.00 a.m. - 1.30 p.m.- Festival showing of NFB films

in the House of Commons, Union.

12.30 - I.OO p.m. - Festival classical recitals in the

Poison Room, Union.

5.30 p.m.- Queen's Rugby Football Club will be
playing the Golden Gals at Hockey in the Arena.

5.45 - 7.00 p.m.- Festival Eric Hughes and friends in

the Lobby of Victoria Hall.

7.00 p.m.- Queen's Amateur Radio Club general

meeting in Rm. 454, Goodwin Hall. All members
please attend.

8.00 - 9.00 p.m. . Festival poetry at the Art Centrer,

with Don Ratco and B.T.W. Way.
9.00 p.m.- Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Studies in Ellis Hall. This week. "Selentia"

(Mauro Bolognini, 19f2), with Anthony Franciosa
and Claudia Cardinale, in Italian with English

sub-titles.

Phys, Ed, Hours

Regularly scheduled events in the pool will be

cancelled Feb. 2 from 4.30 - 6.00 p.m. for a swim
meet, and events in the arena while the ice is out

(Feb. 1-1) for the AMS Concert, "Something for

Everyone."

Gallery of

Fine Crafts

Canadian Shop

of Kingston

-i r
FIRST FLOOR

CANADA'S COUNTRYSIDE
colour photographs
EDWARD F, ZUBER

February 2 23

MAIN FLOOR
OUR JEWELLERY FROM

MONTREAL IS

HALF PRICE

219 Princess Street, (Next to the Capital Ttieatre). 542 1115

&;ill«;r/'', Morr- Hour-,; AAon, Tue, Wed 8. Sat. 10 A M lo/, P M M\ii K f rl 10 A M. to9 P.AA,

f^Candmaids

SALE
Exclusively Hand Made

GIFTS CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES
Special orders taken on most items

349A Princess St. on the shopping block

G.S.S. FILM CLUB PRESENTS

TWO ORIGINAL HORROR CLASSICS

DRACULA with Bela Lugosi

FRANKENSTEIN with

Boris Karloff

FRIDAY, FEB. 1st TONIGHT
ELLIS HALL, 8:00 p.m.

Come early to avoid disappointment

festival

We are still accepting

art and photography for

the festival exhibition.

Please feel free to share your arts, crafU

and pictures with the people of Queen's

We'd love to see you.

Phone Linda Bitove 546-4607

February 5, 6, 7, 8 , 9

Still thinking about a place to

live next year?

Science '44 Co-op
(Is holding) Open House this

(Sat. Feb. 2, 1-5 p.m.)

at the following houses

13 Sydenham St.

318 William St.

30 Garrett St.

Please feel free to drop in.

GIVE BLOOD
at the ENGINEERING Society

BLOOD CLINIC

Feb. 5, 6, 7

11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Victorial Hall Games Room

We need 1000 pints and we
can't do it without you.
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SUS calls walkout
A boycott of all Arts and

icience classes is being planned

or Tuesday, ASUS has informed

he Journal that the proposed

ralkout is to be a demonstration

f students and faculty concern

/ith the problem of

anadianization in the univer-

ity, according to ASUS president

lleanor Crowder.

She stated that the major

isue in Tuesday's moratorium
1/ill be whether or not the

aiversity has a responsiblity to

jster a fledgling Canadian
ulture and thus a Canadian

ientity. The counter argument,

lat a university should be

oncemed with an acknowledged

ody of information rather than

eveloping new territory must
Iso be considered, she said.

A seminar on
iCanadianization in the

Diversities" last Monday
jvealed a good deal of concern

/er this issue. The panel of

raduate students from the

niversity of Toronto was
rimarily concerned with the

scessity of forming a Canadian
)ciological model, and the

ilution of American influence in

lat field. They were prepared to

icommend that a quota be

tablished to restrict the
unber of non-Canadians hired

ithin any department until a

uly Canadian viewpoint has
sen established.

They also stated that a

Canadian nationalism implies

anti-imperialism (and thus anti-

Americanism) and an
economically independent
Canada. Views as to how such a

community might be established

were scarce; discussion centred

on the value of an educated,

controlling elite imbued with a

Canadian consciousness.

It was generally agreed that

some quota to determine the

number of Canadians hired in

any department is a possibility, if

not a desirable one. It was also

the consensus that more
specifically Canadian courses
should be offered, specifically in

the social sciences and the

humanities.

To provide an opportunity for

students to consider the problem
of Canadianization, Crowder told

the Journal that ASUS is asking

all Arts and Science students to

boycott their classes on Tuesday,
and spend some time considering

their attitudes towards
Canadianization. There will be a

large scale public debate
organized, and a 100 per cent

Canadian content presentation.

Canadian brew will be on tap in

the Pub.

Whichever atmosphere they

choose, Crowder urged all

students to support the

moratorium, and to demonstrate
their concern by skipping their

classes.

axi fares to rise today
Effective today, it will cost

ore to take a taxi to almost

ywhere in Kingston. The
inimum fare for travel in the

iwntown area will remain at 75

nts plus 25 cents for each ad-

tional passenger but a rezoning

the Kingston taxi companies
IS caused an increase in fares to

veral places frequented by
lean's students.

A taxi from main campus to

bus terminal or the train

ition will now cost $1.25, and
)m West Campus a taxi to.

either of these places will cost

$1.50. From RMC a cab will cost

$1 .00 for one or two passengers to

main campus, $1.50 to West
Campus, plus 50 cents for each
additional passenger.

When travelling from one
zone to another, the charge will

be the minimum 75 cents plus 25

cents for each line crossed, or 25

cents for each additional

passenger, whichever is greater.

If the driver must handle parcels,

25 cents will be added to the

fare.

ole of disabled studied
by Deb Stadnick

"Community Acceptance of

Handicapped" was the topic

a workshop held Saturday by
Student Volunteer Bureau,

e workshop was led by a panel
isisting of various persons who
Tk with the handicapped,
ese included Mrs. P. Lewis of

igston General Hospital, J.

ore, a Sociology student at

een's and member of World of

ein Seven (an organization for

handicapped), J. McNiven,
cement officer in the Mental
tardation unit of Kingston
i'chiatric Hospital, and R.
ncent, director of the
?ociation for the Mentally

P arded.

I

The workshop began with a
fi|i, "Who Should Survive". The
fiit half of this movie was about
a isband's and wife's decision to
n permit the surgical correc-
ts of a fatal disorder on their
ni' born baby, a Mongoloid. The
fiji finished with a debate
^ ceming the parents' decision.

A second movie "Apartment
209" dealt with the physical and
emotional needs and capabilities

of spastic people. The two main
characters, after living in a

Toronto nursing home, decided to

marry and live in the community.
They lived a normal life in their

apartment and overcame their

physical limitations with help

from their family and friends. As
well, it touched upon the at-

titudes of "normal" people
toward the handicapped.

A brief discussion im-
mediately followed the second
film, with the panelists com-
menting on the two films and
workshop participants asking
related questions. Discussion
appeared to steer itself towards
the latter movie because of its

direct referral to the problems of

the handicapped. The film "Who
Should Survive" seemed to deal

more abstractly with moral
issues rather than with actual

attitudes toward and social

treatment of the handicapped.

- boffomley

The only snow on campus Wednesday was the tinsel draped on the bushes along the

University Avenue median, but Snowball Week got off to a successful start anyway. After

the grand opening, there was a marshmallow roast which, it seems, was popular with

Queen's students of all ages. Snowball continues with a wide range of activities today and
tomorrow.

Five to get honorary degrees
Principal John J. Deutsch has announced that

five honorary degrees will be conferred at the April

5 convocation for the installation of the Right

Honourable Roland Michener as Queen's Ninth

Chancellor.

Selected to receive Doctor of Laws degrees are

:

Senator Therese F. Casgrain, a key figure in the

establishment of the right of women in Quebec to

vote and the first woman party leader in Canada;

Mrs. Nora E.W. Michener, who is active in womens'
rights movements, an author and Michener's wife;

Robert A. Cranston, a distinguished Toronto

lawyer; the Honourable Mr. Justice Emmett Hall,

one of Canada's most distinguished jurists; and
Senator Gratten O'Leary, one of the "Ten Famous"
Canadian journalists placed in the Hall of Fame in

the Parliament Buildings in Ottawa. O'Leary was
the Rector of Queen's in 1967 and 1968, the last non-

student to hold the position.

Michener will be installed as chancellor on

Friday.April 5, in Grant Hall.

SPRING TERM
(May 8 - June 25, 1974)

- Proposed Courses -

Commerce
20-112H Accounting II

20-12H Introduction to Finance

20-150H Introduction to Industrial Relations

Computing and Information Science
22-101+ — Introduction to Computing
22-102+ — Computer Organization and

Programming I

Drama
25-401 Project 401 (A three full credit course

beginning in May and ending in .August)

Economics
29-110 — Principles of Economics
29-210 — Modern Economic Theory

Portuguese
85-100 — Introductory Portuguese

Psychology
84 100 — Principles of Psychology

84-215+ — Experimental Psychology: Per
ceotion

84-235 — Abnormal Psychology

English
32-205

Film
34-210

34-310

French
35- 100

35-221

Introduction to Anglo-Saxon Poetry

An Introduction to the Cinema
Fundamentals of Film Production

Intermediate French
Introduction aux etudes litteraires

Religion

89 241

89-332

Sociology
92-122

92-223

92-233

92 273

Christianity and History
Myths and Symbols as Religious Ex-
pression

- Introduction to Sociology

Anthropological Theories and Methods
Race and Ethnic Relations

Social Psychology

+ Indicates a half course

Geography
38-420 — The Geography of the Soviet Union

History

46-260 — Canada from the Conquest to World
War II

46-277 — Europe Since 1870

Mathematics
55-005-1 An Introduction to Algebra

55-266H Probability and Statistics

Music
64-254 — Electronic Music Composition

Philosophy
77-111 — Introduction to Philosophy

FINAL DATE
FOR REGISTRATION:
(without payment of a late

fee of $10.00)

February 15, 1974

Politics

81-280

81-383 +

INFORMATION
Department of

University Extension

25 Union Street

Kingston, Ontario

Canada

613-547-3283

Empirical Analysis of Political

Behaviour
Political Elites
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ROOM BOOKING PROCEDURE
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES COMMISSION

NON LIQUOR EVENTS
1. Pick up Student Activities Applicition form from A. M.S. Office

2. Complete and return to office.

3. II APPROVED, , a Pink "C F=ORM" will be issued. Ttte "C FORM" Is then taken to tt)e office responsible for

booking the room and or equipment desired. An estimate of charges can be obtained from that office.

LIQUOR EVENTS
1. The same as 1 and 2 above.

2. If APPROVED, a pink "C FORM" Plus a "Liquor Events Permit" w/ill be issued. The "C FORM" Is then taken

to the Office Responsible for booking the room and-or equipment desired.

3. The person in charge of that office w/ill then, after consultation with the Administration, give permission for the

use of the facility. The "Liquor Events Permit" must be completed and given to that booking office an ap-

propriate amount of time PRIOR TO the actual date of the event.

4. The "Liquor Events Permit" should have the following information;

i. Approximate number of people attending.

ii. Approximate number of A. M.S. Constables

iii. Approximate breakdown of Liquor to be served
iv. A copy of the L.C.B.O. Liquor Permit.

V. A statement as to whether or not non-students are invited.

Failure to have this information may lead to cancellation of event.

GENERAL INFO
Where to take "FORM C's" (will usually say on actual form)

1. Room Reservations - Interim Office Building, 207 Stuart St., for most University Buildings.

2. McArthur Hall - Administrative Assistant's Office

3. PHYSED CENTRE - Business Office in PHYSED BUILDING
4. Residences - Leonard Hall - Business Office

Residences - Victoria Hall - Business Office

5. Union - Business Office in the Union
6. International Centre - Business Office for International Centre
7. Red Room - Contact A.S.U.S. Secretary

CAPACITY OF MAJOR ROOMS:

Arena
BartlettGym
Grant Hall

Bews Gym
McArthur Auditorium
Dunning Auditorium
Ellis Auditorium

unclassifieds

LIFE SCIENCES NIGHT people who
worked so hard--thank you very

much. Most notably Brenda,
Lizza, Sheila, Mary Lou, John B.,

Bill F., Gord M., Dr. Boegman,
Jane T.Mike O., Richard P., and
the many others who helped set-

up, take-down, and demonstrate
on a successful venture. Again,
thank you . . Ted.

TO SUBLET: Furnished one bedroom
apart. May 1 to Sept. 1. King St.

East, East, less than one minute
from Macdonald Park. View of

water. Utilities included. Call 544-

2726.

FOUND: On campus-one dalmatian

puppy with a shoelace collar.

Phone 546-0587.

TO SUBLET: May to Sept. 1974. Fully

furnished 2-bedroom apartment.
Close to campus. Call 544-2401.

DRIVING SOUTH for Reading Week?
Anywhere near Virginia? If so and
you want an extra passenger
willing to share gas and-or driving,

please call Pete at 544-2657.

CONGRATULATIONS! You're
graduating . . .or moving out! Now
what the hell are you doing with

your three bedroom apt. next year.

If you have one (or know of one)

please call Andy (544-8937) or

Dave (544 7051) or Chris (544-

7044).

ALL NOMINATIONS for the Tricolor

Society must be in the AMS office

by 5 o'clock tonight. Nomination
forms are available in the AMS
office.

LOST: On Saturday, at Albert and
Earl, a long-haired red cat
(female), if she is in your house
she v/ill probably stay there, as she
hates to go outside. We miss her. If

found please call 549- 1105.

THAT TAXI
. .!

IS NOW A YEAR LATE

THANKS for another interesting and
educational (7) Sunday evening
John! Dinner was fantastic and so

was the floor show afterwardsl

Belated best for the 28th as welll

Liz & ak.

USING PHOTOGRAPHS IN YOUR
THESIS? Photo Image has a

complete mnyi- of technical
services including custom black

and white dovelopmg and printing

and Ektachrome slide developing.

48 hour service or less available on
most orders. Call S4« 7770.

YOU DESERVE A REST - don't go (to

classes). Slatp; play; enjoy
yourself. Join the ASUS
Moratorium on Classes Crowd
(lias the Great Canadlanliatlon
Dobating Society). Tuesday, Feb.

'/th.

More classifieds page IS, 23

3200

2000

989

800

720

427

299

Convocation Hall

Etherington Aud.
Dupuis Auditorium
Stirling "D"
Humphrey Room 102

Stirling, A. B.C.

290

288

220

218

192

137

Italia Pizzeria
--*=^'\;. 544 3622

421 Princess

Free Delivery

Great

Pizza <^ $5.80

Deluxe
Extra Large
All Oresved

, xK H>-^PIoi Free

Plu'- Depo«i

PIZZA CHALET
544-1227

ARTSCI 76 ELECTIONS

WED. FEB. 13

Stirling D 7.p.m.

Nominations for positions due to

Chris Wallace by Feb. 9

Reception afterwards

Nothing = Golden.

1

)

Molsoii (^oldrii

A fj;oo<l sitioolli ale ^

Do you know wlial you're missing?
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briefly... ran

Premack: Is Man able to

communicate with monkeys?
by Wendy Bonanzo

Can man communicate with

monkeys? Dr. David Premack,
an eminent American
psychologist, Tuesday afternoon

delivered an engrossing lecture

on his efforts to do exactly this.

Premack, who graduated
with three degrees from the

University of Minnesota, is well

known for his revolutionizing of

the stimulus-response rein-

forcement concept which has

been formulated into a rule

called, not surprisingly,

Premack's Law.
For several years, Premack

has been doing research on the

cognitive operations of the

chimpanzee, man's closest

relative. He has been remarkably
successful in his attempts to

establish communication with

the animals.

He has devised language-free

tests to tap the already existing

perceptual knowledge which
chimps possess and has given

them an outlet to make this

knowledge public. These devices

assume the form of plastic discs,

each of which imparts meaning
to the chimp, and, in effect,

constitutes his language. They
have been taught to make same-
difference distinctions and
communicate this through
utilization of a special disc. They
can form sentences, and have
achieved the difficult task of

asking for an object in its ab-

sence.

Some chimps, especially star

pupil Sarah, can even name the

distinctive features of articles,

for example, an apple, which is

round, not square, red as opposed
to green, stemmed not un-
stemmed, and so forth.

Premack was careful to

Value of life stressed

in abortion lecture
"Each Child Loved", an

American film pertaining to the

subject of abortion, introduced

the topic of Wednesday's Human
Sexuality lecture. This short film

made no attempt to discuss the

morality of abortion, but rather

portrayed the minds and
emotions of women who have
undergone or who have con-

sidered having an abortion.

It showed a comparison
between a back-room abortionist

of perhaps ten years ago with the

naethods currently employed in

abortion clinics. The need for

early education on contraception

and the widespread availability

of pregnancy prevention
measures were stressed, in

addition to the importance of the

quality of life.

When the film ended.
Professor Brown of the
Philosophy department promptly

Women's centre: a place

for women to meet, talk

exposed its biases and the tricks

it used which might not have been
noticed with superficial viewing.

He attacked several of the
arguments commonly used in

favour of abortion, but the crux of

his argument was that at the

moment the ovum becomes
fertilized, life begins. At that

point, the potential for a human
being is realized, its features and
characteristics having been
determined. If not tampered
with, the fetus will undeniably be
a child in only nine months.

Brown stressed that he did

not mean that abortions should

necessarily be made illegal, but
rather that the two people who
wilfully made the act leading to

conception are responsible for

that fetus' human life and must
examine the alternatives and
repercussions in a very serious

manner.

In the past few years more
and more women have become
aware of the limitations and
difficulties they experience as a

result of the application of

traditional sex roles.

With this in mind, a group of

ngston women founded The
[Women's Centre, feeling that the

Kingston community needed a

place where women could meet,
to discuss their problems and to

obtain information they might
Ineed.

Services offered by the
:entre include a library, referral

service, lecture series, con-
sciousness-raising groups, action

wd discussion groups and yoga
lasses-. In addition, the Centre

Ifponsors a free baby-sitting
ice for any woman who
es to the centre.

Working women, students,

lUsewives, mothers - women of

ages, backgrounds, and in-

erests - utilize the Centre. The

majority of women at the Centre
are not militant, man-haters,

lesbians, neurotic, lonely or
emotionally disturbed.

The concerns of the Women's
Centre revolve around women's
problems and the need to change
social values which tend to limit

women to confining roles. The
prevailing philosophy is that

women need to get together to

change old ideas.

For those who go to the

Centre, it is a place where the

casual and inviting atmosphere
permits everyone to speak and
act freely; something which is

often denied women. One ob-

jective of the Centre is also to

minimize feehngs of isolation.

(The Centre is open Monday
to Friday, from 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
and 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. Saturday
hours are 11:00 - 4:00 p.m. The
Centre is located at 110 Queen
Street (542-5226). The doors are
open.)

emphasize that he firmly

believes in the existence of an

intrinsic difference between man
and animals, regardless of how
clever the latter are. He has,

however, been able to ex-

trapolate his results with the

chimps to humans with respect to

autistic children, and dysphasic

adults, who have been rendered

speechless as the result of strokes

or other damaging injuries to the

brain.

Government

denies

rumours of

fee increase
A spokesman for the Hon

Jack McNie, Ontario Minister

of Colleges and Universities,

has flatly denied the

possibility of any fee increases

for Ontario universities next

year, contrary to a story

which appeared in Tuesday's

Journal. Wendy Dolan of the

University Affairs division of

the Ministry told the Journal

that McNie has issued a

statement that no fee in-

creases are being con-
templated.

The rumour of the fee

increase had originated with

the University of Western
Ontario Gazette.

Kraft recalls

two million

dinners
CHICAGO (CUP) - Kraft Foods
says it has recalled 2.2 million

packages of Kraft Macaroni and
Cheese dinners. The U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA)
has warned they may contain

food poisoning bacteria, and
ordered Kraft to make the recall.

The FDA suspects the din-

ners may contain Salmonella, an
occasionally fatal food poisoning.

The dinners had been shipped

to a number of American States,

but not Canada.

This is not the first time the

FDA has been critical of the

quality of Kraft Foods' products.

James Turner in the text, "The
Chemical Feast" quotes from one
of Ralph Nader's studies. "One
Food and Drug Administration

official believes that Kraft has
been responsible for a major
decline in the quality of cheese

made in the USA, but the agency
can do nothing about it in spite of

various cheese standards."

In Canada, Kraft has taken

control of more than 80 per cent

of cheese production and
distribution. Farmers as well as

consumers have complained that

they are being exploited by Kraft.

The National Farmers Union has

been conducting a- Canada-wide
boycott of Kraft products.

Rector:
THE REV. GORDON HENDRA, B.A., B.D.

156 Barrie Street— Telephone 546-5623

Assistant Curate and Anglican Chaplain to Queen's University:

THE REV. ERIC HOWES, B.A., M.Div.
148 Barrie Street — Telephone 546-5113

9.00 a.m. — HOLY COMMUNION
11.00 a.m. — HOLY COMMUNION Preacher: The Rector
Tuesday
7.45 a.m. — HOLY COMMUNION

The Bahamas Plus;

Gale Garnett on Canadian Theatre

Allen Spraggett on Psychic Phenomena

Reva Gerstein on Education

Patrick Watson on the Media

Enjoy a stimulating week of Sun and luxury in

the Bahamas with important leaders of con-

temporary thought.

Call collect for information Sun N. Ideas 1-382-

2968
Call collect Sun N. Ideas 1-382-2968 for in-

formation

Queen's
Division of Concerts

presents

^FESTIVAL SINGERS OF CANADA^
and the

CANADIAN BRASS
"Electrifying Excellence"

GRANT HALL SERIES
CONCERT NO. 5
Wed. 6 Feb. 8:30p.m.

Tickets : $4, 3 general, $3, 2 students

Division of Concerts Box Office

^gnes Etherington Art Centr§^
547-6194

BUY THE
ULTIMATE JEWEL

FROM A JEWELER YOU CAN TRUST

Most of our customers aren't diamond experts.

But they get expert advice from us. We will

show you how color, clarity and cut affects

the price of a diamond. We'll help you choose
from a wide and Varied selection. And when you

buy your ultimate jewel from us, you'll know
you own an exquisite diamond.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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letters to the editors

"Keep those

tips up"
Irks female
Dear Sirs:

I am not a fanatic women's libber who tears my
hair in rage at the sight of a nude figure in

"Playboy" or burns my bra outside of the Florida

weather bureau, demanding that the "hur" be

laken out of "hurricane", however I balked when I

saw Finlay's Sport Shops' advertisement in

Tuesday's edition of the Journal: the nearly bare-

chested female on skiis with the caption "Keep
those tips up" is sex-ploitation at its extravagance.

Perhaps Finlay's would consider an Ad. ap-

pealing to the liberated female; a nude male with

the caption "Pucker Up."
Sincerely,

Suzanne Swaby
Kd. NOTE

A spokesman for Finlay's apologized for any
"sexploitation" and promised to take your
suggestion and try and find a matching male nude,

lie pointed out, however, that in all .5 previous ad-

vertisements the figure skiing has been male.

She never heard
"dumb Uke"
muttered once
Dear Editors,

As I was reasonably involved with the ad-

vertising for the Ukrainian Pub night as well as with

'he Pub itself I think I should answer Lewycky and

Zarwiny charging the Ukrainian Club on camps
with stereotypes.

We organ i/'od th<^' f^ub to bring to the attention of

the Queen's stud nts that there is an active

Ukrainian ''hib on ;)mpus which is not only proud
of its heri'age and < ilture, but secure enough in its

identity lo he able to poke a little fun at itself. We
also hoped that all the students, Ukrainian or

itherwisc. who turned out for that evening would
have a good time.

If you want Queen's students to be interested

enough to come to such a function you're certainly

not going to attract them with slogans like "Come
>nd .see our beautiful ceramics" or "Featuring

krainian students wearing traditional costumes
nd doing the Hopak". If you took enough time off

rom being outraged at the jokes, you may have
ealizfd That M) they were funny and (2) they are

standard" lines into which any group, not

;'ecessarily ethnic, can be inserted. For example -

"How do you break a 's finger?"

I don't know whether or not you came to the Pub
Nite, but if you had, you wouldn't have found one

dj-nigrating gesture, word, or action, P^rom

everything I've heard, our Pub was an unqualified

succ<;ss. It was an unu.sual approach to a hallowed

')u<-<m'H tradition and it worked (although

Ukrainians claim all drinking records for them-
selves).

Have you ever before seen Queen's students

doing the polka and loving it? Did you see the

students who are not club members but came
wearing embroidered shirts? Did you know that

several of the non-Ukrainians at the Pub enjoyed
the traditional dances so much that they have ap-

proached us asking for lessons?

I didn't even hear "dumb Uke" muttered once.

L. Shumka

Another
"I don't give
a damn"
victim
is born
To the Editors,

At the moment, I am seething. I have just
returned from the gym after attemting to book a
paddleball court at four o'clock in the afternoon.

Everyone knows that the paddleball and squash
court reservations are made in the hall between 8

o'clock and 8:45 in the morning. At that time the

sheets go into the men's locker room. Being female,
I was, of course in the women's locker room. I asked
for the paddle ball court reservation sheets. I was
fold at that time that they were all booked up.

Because I had heard of other people who had been
told this and then found a clear court, even at such a
late hour, I asked if I could see the sheet. The lady at

the desk assured me tnat they were all booked up
for today and tomorrow. I told her that I knew that

others had been able to make late bookings. She
insisted that I would have to come early in the

morning to book a court for the next day.

I admitted that I was sceptical and asked if she
would call over. The other woman intervened and
asked if I doubted the first woman's word. I assured
her that I did not doubt her, but it bothered me that

the sheet was in the men's locker room after

quarter to nine and consequently women could not

book courts themselves after that time. She
recommended that I see Mr. Allen if I was con-

cerned about this procedure.

Realising that I was fighting a losing, battle, I

left and went in search of male friends that could

look into the situation for me. I was on the point of

storming into the men's locker room when I saw
someone I knew. He went into the men's locker

room and discovered that there were two free

paddleball courts at 9:30 tomorrow.
The point of this great long story is small, but it

annoys me. I am not enough of a feminist to go into a

threat diatribe about the sexism angle of the whole
thing. Because, frankly, I don't give a damn.

Why do things happen continually? It really

does not take a whole lot of administrating to put the

reservation sheets in a place where no-one is in-

convenienced (the ladies at the desk) and everyone
who uses the gym facilities can get a hold of it.

Sincerely,

Victoria Kemsley
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The Kingston Five - Woodwind Quintet

will present the second concert of the Kingston Youth
Orchestra's 73 74 Subscription series on.

Thurs. Feb. 7 8:00 pm

McArfhur Hall Auditorium

The program consists of works by Haydn< H. Alexander,
|

B. Heiden, Sweelinck, Lefevre and Barthe.

Adults $2.00 Students $1.00

Queen's P. C Club
General Meeting
Mon. Feb. 4 7:30 p.m.

McLaughlin Room, Student Union.

Guest Speaker:

The Honourable Syl Apps M.LA.
Minister of Correctional Services, Ontario

- and afterwards -

coffee, donuts, disuc discussion

Galerie Victoria

bassoon quartet

Sunday, Feb. 3 7:30 - 8:00 p.m.

Victoria Hall

main commo.n room

Hot Cider 7:15

Everyone Welcome

oran WI06
ANOSAVAH
McDonald s Big Mac The best-tasting big sandwich

the world has ever knov;n. Well at least Ihe

campus has ever known

[McDonald's 277 BATH ROAD
" m<B>
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more letters

They intend

to do

something

about Course

Evaluation
Dear Editors,

Once again you have raised the

perennial question of the value of

a published Course Evaluation

Guide. You have pointed out all

the worthy objectives of such a
guide but claim that these ob-

jectives cannot be met.
Many of your assertions in

making this conclusion are
meerly that-assertions. There
has been no survey of the Queen's
community, that I know of, to

determine how many have used
the guide in selecting their

courses, nor has there been a

statistical summary made of

responses to determine whether
classes respond to their in-

structor as you claim they do. We
hope this year, however, to be
able to determine an answer to

your first point. Included on the

^questionnaire will be a specific

:juestion asking how many of the

respondents used last year's

guide in selecting their courses.

1974 will, once again, to some
extent, be an experimental year
for Course Evaluation at

Queen's. There were some veiy
jbvious problems experienced in

'he past with the process and the

3ublication, but then the
Drecedents on which these guides
A'ere based were few. This year,
^'6 plan to learn from the

nistakes of the past and take
course evaluation a long way
ilong the road towards more
redibility.

For one thing, we will only be
)ublishing a first year guide this

'ear. One of the basic problems
vith last year's guide was that of

)eing incomplete. The one co-

)rdinator was trying to spread
limself far too thin to be able to

!ive individual attention to the
omponent parts of the guide,

^'his year there are three co-

irdinators to provide more at-

ention in problem areas.
The questionnaire has once

gain been improved upon and

incorporates many of the' best

features from various depart-

mental questionnaires which

have been used, as well as those

from other universities. It will be

administered, not at the end of

the course when students have

forgotten much of the salient

points from early in the term, but

at the end of February when the

teaching is an ongoing thing.

The publication itself will not

be throwing a maze of means and
modes at students but important
and easy to read totals, allowing

them to form their own con-

clusions. In addition, there will be
a compilation of student com-
ments and professor comments
(which will not be a repetition of

the calendar as was the case for

some last year). It will be put

together in a readable fashion

that will be easily understood by
those who desire ready
discussion of courses which they

might be considering.

You have suggested that,

rather than using the Course
Guide, students should approach
instructors directly. I agree that

such an action is ultimately

desireable. However, students

during Orientation do not have
time to approach twenty in-

structors let alone the scores

which are presented in the guide.

They have the opportunity of

reading during the summer what
each instructor has to say about

his course and, if this intrigues or

interests them, they can visit

with the instructor even before

school begins. It helps to narrow
the extremely confusing range of

choice that a student is faced with
in first year. In addition, I would
not recommend that any student

approach an instructor to discuss

a course without a frame of

reference. The Course Guide can
help students to formulate in

their own minds the type of in-

formation they need to know in

more detail. In addition, it gives

instructors who are no longer

faced with seeing many, many
students, more time to talk to

those who are genuinely in-

terested.

Instructor bias towards their

field comes out very strongly

when students talk to them on a

one-to-one basis. Of course an
instructor will think his field the

best. The Course Guide allows

comparison for the students and
not absolutes. They can sort out

this bias at their leisure using the

guide. So often during Orien-

tation, students will come away
from their last discussion with an
instructor feeling that his field is

the best while others fade into the

past, being not as immediate.

I hope that this discussion of

course guide helps clear up some
of the minconceptions. I know
that the precedents from which

you have drawn your analysis

have not been shit hot and we
intend to do something about it

this year.

Your friend,

Robert Mutrie.

Gray's

guidelines

to

voting
Dear Editors,

In the last year and a half, I

have had the opportunity to work
with the A.M.S. mainly as an
observer. Therefore, I feel the

following letter to be of great

importance, especially in light of

the upcoming election; a time

when the candidates will all be

trying to take control of the reins.

I am primarily addressing

this letter to those readers who
are in their first year at Queen's.

They are the students that

probably will find themselves out

in the cold when it comes time to

listen to all the candidates and
make their decision, based on the

things they have heard. I am also

addressing any student who is not

in his or her first year, but has
felt alienated from the way things

are done on this campus.
The most important thing in

any democratic election is

voting. If the candidates are
willing to spend a year of their

time, then the student should be
willing to vote, it only takes a few
seconds. It is important you vote

with some knowledge of the

teams that are running, and I

would like to take the liberty to

set down a few suggestions as to

the things to look for in a
responsible set of candidates, so

that your franchise is exercised

in a responsible manner.
When the candidates come to

talk to your floor in residence,

etc., does what they say affect

you, directly or indirectly? Do

you feel that you are being taken
advantage of, because you are

new on campus?
My suggestion is listen

carefully, and ask any question

if it will help you cast a respon-

sible ballot. Are the candidates

being sincere? If you trust your
own intuition, great. If you are in

doubt, find out who is supporting

the candidates, and ask yourself

how you feel about them. There
might be a friend of yours who
can give you more information.

Ask yourself what is the

"track record", of those can-

didates who approach you? Is

there general consensus of

opinion to back this up? My
suggestion is to weigh carefully

what you hear, and try on your
own to find proof of what you are
willing to let yourself believe.

How about initiative and new
ideas, do the candidates really

have any, or are their issues all

"motherhood"? Are the in-

cumbents better or worse than

"new blood candidates"?

Just because the incumbents
know the rules of the game
doesn't mean they are the best at

playing, no one was bom knowing
all the rules, it's a continual

learning process.

These suggestions listed

above should provide a sound
beginning! Remember it is

important to weigh all sides

openly before exercising your
vote. The right to vote given to us,

should be constructively put to

use, regardless of who your

candidates are.

Sincerely,

John Gray

FREE POPCORN, PEANUTS

Find out who's still here

Come out to the ...

ARTSCI 75 Smoker

Red Room, Kingston Hall

FrI, Feb. 1, 3:30-7:30

Commerce Notice

On Wednesday, Feb. 6 a Commerce
Society meeting will be held in

Dunningl2, where students can meet
the candidated for:

President

Fac. Social Convenor

AMS Junior Rep.

Treasurer

and Senator

Wed. Feb. 6th 7:00 p.m.

Nominations close Fri.,Feb. 1 at 5 p.m.

Vice-president

Fac. Athletic Stick.

AMS Senior Rep.

Secretary

The School
Librarianship
Movie
LARGE LECTURE THEATRE

M<^Arthur
Hall
7:15 a
9:15 pm
99^

ALAN BATES OLIVER REED ;

GLENDA JACKSON JENNIE LINDEN

'

m KEN RUSSELL'S i,im oi

D.H. LAWRENCE'S

WOMEN IN LOVE'
with ELEANOR BRON

Written for Itie Screen and Produced bv Directed by

LARRY KRAMER KEN RUSSELL
Associate Producer Co-Produced by

ROY BAIRD MARTIN ROSEN COLOR
*
l4-^"i'IiLr*xa!l

by Deluxe'

^^fT~^ United Artists
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Mihq Koch

Rompin' Ronnie Hawkins

About the philosophy of AMS Concerts
by Bill Mandich

''Something for
Everyone"? Fact? or Fiction?

This Friday, Feb. 1, the

A. M.S. Concert Committee
will try again. But why no Bob
Dylan, Cat Stevens, no
Chicago or at least the AAoddy
Blues? Then we'd really have
"Something for Everyone".
Unfortunately, these artists

refuse to play Queen's. The
costs of such artists and the
size of our facilities prohibit

such shows.

The largest concert
auditorium at Queen's is the

Arena. The Jock Harty holds

but 3500 people at capacity.

Maple Leaf Gardens holds
19,000 the Montreal Forum
approximately the same. The
Civic Centre in Ottawa holds
10,000. In fact, the Allman

Brothers feel the Civic Centre
is too small! But why?

Artists are no longer paid

flat fees, instead they are paid

flat fee of approximately
$30,000 against 60 per cent of

the gate-receipts; whichever
is the largest.

In the case of Maple Leaf

Gardens, at an averagaof $5 a

ticket, this means that the

artist takes home ap-

proximately $57,000. We could

book Cat Steven's but it would
mean charging at least $16 a

seat. Such a figure has always
seemed a bit steep.

As a direct result no such
groups have ever been booked
at Queen's. The committee
has felt that it is better to

present less popular, yet very
talented artists. The hope is

that many of these artists will

soon be in the class of those we
now cannot afford. Genisis is

an excellent example of this.

On April 19 they will be

headlining at the Civic Centre

in Ottawa.
Another major problem

has been the aval lability of the

Arena and Grant Hall. Both

are used quite extensively.

Unfortunately, artists prefer

to give us dates, therefore we
miss some dates because the

facilities are not available. In

fact, this occurred last spring

with a proposed Procul Harem
concert. A promoter had of-

ferd to do the show but the

arena was not available.

The Concert Committee
asks not for your sympathy,
but your understanding. If

"Something For Everyone" is

nothing for you -we're sorry

Tickets at
the door: $2

In the early
planning stages for

this mammoth un-
dertaking, it became
a necessity to sell as
many ticl<ets in ad-

vance as possible in

order to determine
the number of cases
of beer that would be
needed as well as
AMS Constable
requirements, In

order to fulfil this

need, the committee
planned to charge two

dollars in advance
and three dollars at

the door. In no way
was the intention to

rip off the student
body. We would like to

sell more tickets and
we feel that by
dropping the price to

two dollars, more
people will be able to

attend this "Battle of

the Bands". It is our
sincere hope that this

has not in-

convenienced anyone
who purchased their

tickets in advance.
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Ronnie Hawkins: A Legend in iiis Time
by Taras Kowalczyszyn
Ronnie Hawkins Rocl<

and Roll Ressurection.

Ronnie Hawkins, in this

album especially, can be very

readily compared to

something that has in the last

few weeks become a common
experience for many Queen's
students, American Graffetti.

Both make a very definite

statement about the warm,
easy going, shitkicking, care-

free life that we have in our

day associated with rock 'n'

roll and the fifties, but it is this

very statement that both
make, that presents us with

basic differences between the

two productions. American
Graffetti has so interlaced

that happy carefree feeling

with the myth we have of the

fifties that it seems impossible

to live in such a manner again

(hence the last scene with the

75 per cent casualty rate,

NOTE: only the survivor
escaped to Canada). Hawkins
in many ways is the anti-thesis

of the idea, unlike the movie,

he has through the years the

feeling that American
Graffetti so deftly dashed
upon the rocks that

represented the problems of

the sixties. His lifestyle has

changed, his hair is a little

longer, he's rich, and his

music is more refined but the
same easy manner, the
shitkicker from the Ozarks
still remains, and can mother
get you to dance.

The album? Well, Rock
and Roll Resurrection can
best be defined in terms of the

innocent madness that is rock

'n' roll. The musicians on It

are nothing short of

phenominal and attest to the

influence that Ronnie enjoys

in select music circles in the

United States, especially
Nashville and Southern
Alabama (notably Muscle
Shoals). This album, recorded

in Nashville features Boots

Randolph, a legendary master
of the tenor sax; Pete Drake,

merely the best steel guitar

player in the world; and
strong support from people

such as Fred Carter, Ken
Buttery and Charlie McCoy.
But name dropping aside, the

one thing that really sets this

particular album above others

done by these session-men is

the presence of the Hawk,
Ronnie Hawkins. Ronnie is a

huge bear of a man complete
with a resplendid fur that

some would call a beard, and
an 'aw shucks' grin, that

contrast with eyes that are

those good-natured rascal.

That is probably the best way
to imagine the way he sings

too, a gentle giant, with
twinkling eyes and a hearty
grin; his voice has neither the
purity of an Ian Mathews nor
the power of a Jim Morrison,
but it is a voice that is clear,

strong, sugary and as so

smooth as Southern Comfort.

Maybelline, Bony
Moronie, Ain't That a Shame,
and Lawdy Miss Clawdy, old

standards that are famous
among anyone who has
listened to radio and music in

the last 15 years, add a few
rackabelly standards, a

beautiful soft rocker by Kris

Kristofferson (who In-

cidentally did the liner notes)

and one song penned by
Hawkins himself, and we have
the score of this ablum. Now
don't get the idea that this is

just a collection of oldies but

goodies. Hawkins isn't up
there reciting old words, and
band isn't just sitting in. This

album rocks, it has balls, a

quality unheard of in these

days when one of the criterion

or rock stardom seems to be a

sexual identity problem.

When these guys wind up

old Maybelline, you almost
say "Chuck Who?" The same

is true for the rest of the songs,

the talent that has been
leveled at the material has left

it with such an indelible mark
that in many cases the
originals come up as pale

comparisons. The work of

Randolph on "When My
Dreamboat Came Home" has
to be heard to be believed. At

times you almost wish you
hear the album track by track

because everybody plays that

well. There are a few faults in

the album but none pertain to

the music presented, one is an
awful lot of surface noise, and
the other is some sloppy

production work but neither

do enough to detract from the

overall quality of the album.
An awful lot of the magic

that this album has, is directly

related to mad-capped life

that Ronne Hawkins leads,

and the legend he keeps
building and building. Here is

a man who in 1953-56 played
with Jerry Lee Lewis, Elvis

Presley, Conway Twitty, Carl

Perkins, and Roy Or-

bison, and he is the only one
left who is still true to the

feeling of rock 'n' roll. A
feeling that has made him a

legend in his own time, a

feeling that he has endowed to

such groups as Crowbar, The

Bob Dylan played with The Band, one of Hawkin's old groups.

Band, Full-Tilt Boogie Band,
Dominic Triano, David
Clayton Thomas and many
many others. And above all

this man has real musical
class.

For
Queen's
Eyes
Only

The A. M.S. has ruled that

only Queen's students and
their guests will be admitted
to events on campus where
alcoholic beverages are
served. So don't forget your
student card when you attend
the concert-dance
"SOMETHING FOR
EVERYONE".

SOMETHING FOR
THE MUNCHIES TOO. . .

For all people planning to

have the munchies at the

concert tonight, we have
arranged for the appearance
of BONNUCHI'S PIZZERIA.
Mr. Bonnuchi will be selling

pizzas, trench-fries and ham-
buns on location in the Jock
Harty Arena.

Mcbride
Skips

Out
For all you Bob McBride

fans, we regret to inform you
at this late date that he will not

be appearing in the February
1 event. Something for

Everyone, as advertised.

McBride evidently has
skipped the country and is now
spending time travellmg
about Great Britain. His
agency informed us of this

fact on Monday January 28.

The cancellation from Mc-
Bride does not just affect

Queen's, apparently 15 other

engagements were upset when
McBride left for England.

Hopefully this has ex-

plained the absence of Mc-
Bride from the show tonight

and has shown to you the
unfortunate position that we
all were in.

Everyone seems to have differing tastes
TORONTO
N E W S P A P
REGIONAL
FIGURES —

STAR 10. John Lennon
E R — Mind Games
SALES R.p.M. — A Canadian

Music Publication -

Steve Miller

The Joker
Elton John
Goodbye Yellow Brick

Road
Carpenters
The Singles

Neil Diamond
Jonathan Livingston

Seagull

Alice Cooper
Muscle of Love
Emmerson Lake &

Palmer
Brian Salad Surgery
Loggins & Messina
Full Sail

Jim Croce
Got A Name

Bob Dylan
Dylan

1. Carpenters
The Singles

2. Jim Croce
DonT Mess Around With

Jim
3. Paul McCartney and
Wings
Band on The Run

4. Alice Cooper
Muscle of Love

5. Loggins & Messina
Full Sail

6. Steve Miller

The Joker
7. Neil Diamond

Jonathan Livingston
Seagull

8. Lighthouse

Can You Feel It

9. Charlie Rich

Behind Closed Doors

10. Emmerson Lake &
Palmer
Brain Salad Surgery

Billboard A North
American Music
Publication

1. Jim Croce
You Don't Mess Around

With Jim
2. Jim Croce

I Got A Name
3. Carpenters

The Singles

4. Elton John
Goodbye Yellow Brick

Road
5. Steve Milter

The Joker
6. John Denver

Greatest Hits

7. Bette Midler

8. Paul McCartney & Wings
Band On The Run

9. Neil Diamond
Jonathan Livingston

Seagull

10. Charlie Rich
Behind Closed Doors

10. Rick Derringer
All American Boy

CKWS — Kingston Radio

1. American Graffiti

CKLC Kingston Radio 2. Yes

1. American Graffitti Topographic Ocean
3. Pink Floyd

2. Mike Oldfield A Nice Pair

Tubular Bells 4. Steve Miller Band
3. Steve Miller The Joker

The Joker 5. Gordon Lightfoot

4. Bette Midler Sundown
5. Ringo Starr 6. Rick Derringer

Ringo All American Boy
6. Fleetwood Mac 7. Emmerson Lake

Mystery To Me Palmer
7. Poco Brain Salad Surgery

Crazy Eyes 8. Ringo Starr

8. Emmerson Lake & Ringo
Palmer 9. Loggins & Messina

Brain Salad Surgery Full Sail

9. Rod Stewart & The. Faces 10. Mike Oldfield

Coast to Coast Tubular Bells
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Ken Tobias:
Listen to a Worthy Sound

Rock'n Roll 'n

April Wine

I

"Anything to tease you
We'll rant and rave

The world to save,

Anything to please you."
These tines from Just Like

That on April Wine's new
album, best express what this

album is really all about. The
songs vary from soft ballads

like Lady Run, Lady Hide with

its fine orchestral
arrangement, to driving rock

and roll in Just Like That.

This album completes a

cycle for April Wine. It was
obvious from their first two
albums, that they were just

another Canadian band trying

to copy the success of The
Guess Who. Their first album
was a clumsy effort, and in

Richie Henman's words, "we
thought we were the Rolling

Stones when we left Halifax."

They weren't the Rolling

Stones; they weren't even the

Guess Who.
Their second album was a

much better try, but still had
traces- of the Guess Who
image, (Drop Your Guns).

Electric Jewels is April

Wine's newest record, and it

indicates that the group has

stopped searching for its

identity, and is ready to play

serious music . . . and play it

weil.

The songs on this album
are a diverse selection of

songs. Their style is a fusion of

soft melodies, rhythmic
guitar, driving bass, and
consistently exciting drum
ming.

After a very successful

AAaple Music Junket at

AAassey Hall, Jack Batten of

the Globe and Mall called

them the "heavy April Wine, a

noi^y and highly electric

quartet, playing in a straight

ahead, firf- ,ill twmbs style,

and wringing a largo share of

approving foot-stomping from
the crowd." April Wine are

heavy (in the mold of Led
Zeppelin), but they can also

play it soft; they are their own
band.

This album is a very fine

Canadian effort, recorded in

Toronto and produced by
Ralph Murphy for Much
Productions. All the songs,

except Weeping Widow were
written by guitarist Myles
Goodwyn and bassist Jim
Clench (who also share the

vocals).

Our favourite songs are

Weeping Widow characterized

by some very solid guitar

work by Myles Goodwyn and
Gary Moffet (replacing David
Henman) and You Opened Up
My Eyes with Myles playing

mandolin, and King Biscuit

Boy on harmonica. There is

also a fine string arrangement
on Lady Run, Lady Hide and
some good organ playing by

Pierre Senecal of Mash
makhan.

The backbone of this

group is the consistent

drumming of Jerry Mercer
(ex Mashmakhan drummer
who replaced Richie Hen
man), and the fine work of

Jim Clench on bass.

We recommend the album
for all who appreciate a wide
range of rock and roll and we
hope you will take in their

concert here at Queen's on

Friday night. As they say in

their last song on the album:
"We'll sing you a tunc

We'll scream and croon

Some rock and roll for you
And we'll give you rush

With a look and a touch

We'll rotk the whole night

through.

. . .Oh yeh, oh boy,

The band hat just begun."

mmmmmm

Something

for

Everyone

Feb.

1st

by Tim Colbert

There are a lot of things

not worth doing in this world.

For instance, being a con
testant on Anything You Can
Do win or lose, is not worth
doing. Seeing Edie Adams in

concert is definitely not worth
doing. Washing your sheets

every week is not worth doing.

Writing record reviews is not

worth doing.

On the other hand, there

are quite a few things that are
well worth doing if you get the

chance. Watching Casablanca
on late night T,V, is worth
doing. Brushing your teeth

every once in a while is worth
doing. Getting totalled with a

good friend is worth the time
and effort too. And. . . (I'm
sure you could see this

coming) if you get the chance,
this guy Ken Tobias is worth
listening to.

The music of Ken Tobias
reinforces my belief that there

is a plethora of able Canadians
who are talent laden, and if

given half a chance will go a

long way. "The Magic's In

The Music" is Tobias' first

album (his second • "Dream
No. 2" was only recently

released) and it creates both a

mood of sensitive in-

trospection and a sort of

healthy optimism that
everything is going to work
out just fine. In "I Wish I Was
A River", Tobias grapples
with his uncertain psyche and
voices a longing for assurance
that the future will not be too

unkind. It is this desire to

believe in tomorrow - and a

kind of uneasy blind faith that

is the thread which connects

the entire album. Only Tobias'

sensitivity inhibits him from
becoming a total 'carpe
diem' freak. Just when tiis

optimism and confidence in

life threaten to envelope him,

as in "Lover Come Quickly",

Tobias checks himself.

Sometimes I think

That this is all a dream
This crazy music scene

/ou sa/ m/ H'jrdi, §
Hove <ill been said Morn p
Still I'm not so sure ^
I know there's so much i
more. m
Like all of us, Tobias just I

wants a place to stand peace 1
of mind, if you like. "The ^
AAagic's In The Music" leaves 4
one with the notion that some ^
of it's magic and some of if s ^
tragic and that while nobody^
knows what's going to come d
down in the future, there's p
bound to tie something worth p
waiting around for. p

Nothing profound, but who p
needs profundities when you p
can listen to some damn good p
music. Tobias handles most of p
the vocal work, with oc- p
casional assitance by Roger p
Hand, and Rod Edwards, His p
voice is strong "and melodic p
and when, as on most of the d
tracks, he is backed by some ^
well played fiddle and pedal i
steel guitar, the result is a J
faultless blend of country and 4
light rock. Either country or 4
this sort of light rock could 4
conceivably become tiresome J

it is the blend of the two thati
makes this record so ap- 4.

pealing. Now as I see it, d
Ken Tobias is never going to d
be famous - the climate ;ustp
isn't right. He isn't intr the d
'theatre rock', 'manifest p
homosexuality', 'spacep
cowboy', bullshit routine, and p
that's about the only way you d
can make it these days it J
seems. Groups like Genesis p
will go far, but Tobias doesn't p
stand a chance. Which is p
really a shame, because Ken p
Tobias deserves attention. m

So. . .next time you get a p
chance to see Edie Adams p
why not pass it up and use the d
$5 to buy a Ken Tobias album, m
or next time somebody J
suggests you wash your sheets ^
don't bother - and put the d

money towards a Ken Tobias p
album, or if somebody offers J
to get you on Anything You p
Can Do save the busfare. . . g
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The Michael Quatro Jam Band
Brings Jazz and Classical Rock to Queen's

by David Finlay
Currently many bands have been endeavouring to bring their brands of

classical rock into the forefront of musical culture. Emerson, Lake and Palmer,
King Crimson and Ebseption all made their place in this so-called "upper level"

music. Other groups fell by the wayside, like Syrinx and Chemo from Canada, not
because of lack of talent, but due to lack of direction. Quatro's long-term moderate
success cannot be attributed to his sense of direction, as the album rambles, but he
does have his own style and an immense amount of talent.

Born in Michigan 27 years ago, Quatro wandered through concert per-

formances, radio and TV engagements and concert production before forming the
Jam Band.

In this debut for Evolution, Quatro brings his skill on the electric piano and
Moog snythesizerto wax. Backed by percussionist Terry Mullen (whose beat tends
to be a domineering asset on the album), guitarist Ted Nugent (formerly of the
Amboy Dukes), vocalist John Finney and the vocal backup of his two sisters Pat
and Nancy, (the former has since left the band) Quatro has produced a work that
contains doses of jazz, classical and rock'n'roll.

After 3 listenings you have to admit that Quatro doing rock and roll is like

Crowbar playing classical; meaning, it just doesn't sound right. However, the
majority of the album is jazz and classical rock, which more than reimburses us
for the rock'n'roll.

The album begins with "Paintinos", an 8-minute slection that sounds at
various times like "2001", "Lone Stya", "Dr. Zhivago" and the softest, strangest

(weirdest might be a better word) classical music I've ever heard. There is an

insistent quality about the arrangement, and its continual crescendos that are

enhanced by the haunty vocal backup of Pat and Nancy Quatro.

Its ending melts into "Time Spent in Dreams" where the album's classical

drift is enhanced by Quatro's touch at the various keyboards.

Another one of my favorite cuts on the album in "Circus" the LP's first single.

It is here that Mullen asserts himself with a pitter-patter congas beat that

surrounds Quatro's piano ventures. The tune even assumes a rinky-tink tone in

its's middle phases before returning to it's jazzy base.

The only song on the album not composed by Quatro (but sung by him) is

"Court of the Crimson King." Under his influence the standard becomes in-

telligible both instrumentally and vocally. This is another personal choice.

Only one song on the record does not have it's place on this release and that is

"Detroit City Blues" which would probably make ol' Jerry Lee roll over.

In order to present his unorthodox creations, Quatro has very special equip-

ment. The instrument which identifies Quatro's sound is a special Baldwin electric

piano, a totally new concept as far as an electric piano is concerned. It has 88

strongs exposed, 54 speakers, plus a 'wah-wah' and fuzz tones. This is the prato-

type, and its estimated value is $300,000. Since the experiment involving this piano

was a financial failure, there are no others like it in existence. In all the keyboards
combined, there are 220 keys.

The possibilities are limitless. Hopefully a good crowd (Queen's only this time)

will bring Quatro and the audience an enjoyable evening tonight. See you there!
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Expand Your Knowledge -

Your Friends Will Be So Impressed!

Interesting Finalists in the 16th Annual Grammy Awards

The Dramatics of
Richard Harris

by Tim Colbert

Richard Harris is many
ings . . director, singer,

psongwriter, athlete, and
^drinker. He's also a poet and,

^ it turns out, an extremely
^sensitive one at that.

^ Harris engenders ex-

p citement on and off the screen
^with one of the most colorful

J and electric personalities in

J the world of entertainment.
pHis impressive physical

p demeanor . . he stands 6'3",

pwith blue eyes and sandy-

p colored hair . . is matched by
pthe astute wit of the Irish, the
J intelligence and critical self-

Jappraisal of the Anglo-Saxon,
^plus talent and versatility as
Jan actor to which his stage and
^screen credits attest.

J The many-faceted talents

Jof Richard Harris were
pshaped and polished on the
J London stage and brought to

^fu'll fruition in the film "This
^Sporting Life", for which he

J received an Academy Award
pnomination and won him the

I Best Actor Award at the

^Cannes Film Festival. With
ihis critically acclaimed
pperformance as King Arthur
Jin the musical film,

J"Camelot", he was assured
^international star status.

^ Born in Limerick, Ireland,

pthis forceful young actor with
Jthe fire of dramatic poetry in

Jhis Irish blood became a
^London Academy student. He
Jfurned down an opportunity to

p'-nter the family flour mill

Jt;ij%iness and sought a part in

JJoon Littlewood's production
pof Brendan Behan's "The
pOuare Fellow". This was
^followed by Arthur Miller's

"A View From The
iBrldge", and then a tour of

[Russia and East Europe with
pJoan Littlewood's Theatre
JWorkshop production of

l"AAacbeth", His performance
pin a television production of

J"The Iron Harp" led to a
pcontract with Associated

I
British Pictures,

i Harris' starring role in

f "The Red Desert" for
'"r<.f.for Antonloni took hinn to

I/ From there, he moved

to the Hawaiian Islands for his

dramatic role as captain of a

whaling ship in "Hawaii", and
back to Italy for the role of

Cain in "The Bible".

Firmly established in the

international film ranks of top

leading men and having
displayed his verstaility in a

wide range of roles, Harris
was rewarded with the role

coveted by every dramatic
actor from Hollywood to

London - that of King Arthur in

the film version of Lerner and
Loewe's "Camelot", which
also marked his debut in the
field of film musicals. In

Hollywood his expansive
talent, natural exuberance,
and singular vitality took the

town by storm. Other recent
films include "Cromwell", "A
Man Called Horse", and "Man
in the Wilderness". He
received an Emmy
nomination for his per-

formance on television in Paul

Galileo's "The Snow Goose".
He has carved a name for

himself as a singer in the pop
record field with the hit

albums, "A Tramp Shining"
and "The Yard Went On
Forever", and the single,

"MacArthur Park". ABC
Dunhill Records presented
him with gold records for "A
Tramp Shining" and
"MacArthur Park". The
songs were written especially

for Harris by composer
Jimmy Webb. In addition, he
recorded the original film cast

album of "Camelot". Most
recently, he recorded a single

for ABC Dunhill Records,
"My Boy", and wrote the

lyrics for the flip side, "Why
Did You Leave Me?", The
single was followed by an
album also entitled "My
Boy", for which he wrote both

the music and lyrics for a

second song, "All The Broken
Children".

Richard Harris is an artist

of many talents who has lived

his life with an admirable
intensity. His February 13th

appearance In Grant Hall

promises to be a forceful

experience.

Grammy Awards Final
Nominations

Record of the Year
Bad, Bad LeRoy Brown Jim
Croce
Behind Closed Doors Charles
Rich

You're So Vain Carly Simon
You Are The Sunshine Of My
Life Stevie Wonder
Best New Artist

Bette Midler
Maureen McGovern.
Best Engineered Recording
The Dark Side Of The Moon
Pink Floyd
Goodbye Yellow Brick Road -

Elton John
No Secrets Carly Simon
Best Pop, Rock and Folk

Vocal Performance Female
Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy -

Bette Midler
Tough Me In The Morning -

Diana Ross
Killing Me Softly With His

Song - Roberta Flack
Best Pop, Rock and Folk
Vocal Performance Male
Bad, Bad LeRoy Brown - Jim
Croce
Daniel - Elton John

You Are The Sunshine Of My
Life Stevie Wonder
Best Pop, Rock and Folk
Vocal Performance - Group
Diamond Girl Seals and Croft

Live and Let Die Paul Mc
Cartney
Neither One Of Us Gladys
Knight 8. The Pips

Best R & B Vocal Per
formance
Superstition Stevie Wonder
Midnight Train to Georgia
Gladys Knight & The Pips
Best Soul Gospel Performance
Loves Me Like a Rock Dixie

Hummingbirds
You've Got A Friend Swan
Silvertones

Best Country Vocal Per-
formance - Male, Female,
Grup
Kids Say The Darnest Things
Tammy Wynette
Behind Closed Doors Charlie
Rich
Why Me - Kris Kristofferson

Louisana Woman, Mississippi
Man Conway Twitty, Lynn
Best Country instrumental
Performance

Dueling Banjob Eric
Weissberg, Steve Mandell,
Good Time Charlie's Got the

Blues Charlie McCoy
Best Country Song • Writer
Why Me Kris Kristofferson

Behind Closed Doors Kenny
CXDell

The Most Beautiful Girl R.

Bourke, B, Sherrill, Wilson
Best Recording For Children
The Little Prince Peter
Ustinov

Sesame Street Live Sesame
Street Cast

Best Comedy Recording
Los Cochinos Cheech &
Chong
Occupation: Foole George
Carlin

Richard Nixon; A Fantasy -

David Frye
Best Spoken Word Recording
America, Why I Love Her
John Wayne
Jonathan Livingston Seagull -

Richard Harris

Best Classical Album of the
Year
Prokofiev. Romeo and Juliet

-

Lorin AAaazel

PRESENTS

Mr. Dynamite

Soul Blue Revue

'Something for Everyone'

'Snowball Semi-Formal"

Miss T.N.T.

Friday, Feb. 1

Saturday, Feb. 2nd

SO FUNKY YOU

CAN TASTE IT!
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Not only is John Hartford good
but he will be entertaining us for three days

by Dave Dowsett
Coming to Queen's next

Monday is Warner Bros,

recording artist John Hart-

iford. Hartford, an ac-

complished banjo picl<er,

I

guitarist and lyricist will

spend two days on campus
participating in workshops,
discussions, seminars and
appearing in concert for one
show in Grant Hall Tuesday
evening.

Born in New York City,

Hartford began his musical
; career as a session musician
in Nashville. His Nashville

i
sessions led to a contract with
RCA, for whom he eventually

i

cut eight albums before
signing with Warner Bros, in

1971. To most Hartford is best

known as the banjo player on

I

the Glen Campbell show or as

[the author of the popular
"Gentle on My Mind." These
commercial associations
sometimes put people off, but

i there is a lot more to Hartford

than his limited nationwide
i exposure has revealed.

His fine banjo style may
be attributed to the influence

Earl Scruggs has had over
many country artists and the

years spent picking with
Nashville's finest musicians.

Hartford's music, although

country orientated is more a

i

combination of bluegrass and
rock. A sort of grass-rock.

Development into a

versatile performer- com poser

has led Hartford to television

spots, performances with
Symphony Orchestras, dates

at some of North America's
finest clubs and appearances
at major folk festivals.

Whether performing with the

Boston Pops Orchestra or

before a small Riverboat
crowd in Toronto, Hartford

displays fine musicianship
and generates a high degree of

excitement among his

audiences.

On record perhaps
Harford's best to date is the

1972 release "Morning
Bugle". The lyrics of '-"Mor-

ning Bugle" paint pictures of

diverse experiences, creating

many moods and emotions for

the listener. These fine lyrics

with Harford's banjo and
baritone voice, Norman
Blake's guitar work and Dave
Holland's solid bass playing

combine to make "Morning
Bugle" the sleeper album of

'73.

Although recorded in a

studio Hartford and his

sidemen set down live tracks

with few retakes or overdubs.

As a result the album has the

spontaneity of a live recording

while retaining the crispness

of studio sound.

Everybody's favorite

"Streetcar" opens side one.

Hartford's down to earth
lyrics and classic banjo style

dominate this cut. The lack of

percussion on this song and
throughout the album is never
noticed. "Nobody Eats at

Linebaugh's Anymore"
laments the death of the

Grand Ole Opry and "Howard
Hughes Blues" mocks the

famous man's life. Side one
closes with a song about the

road and the title tune

"Morning Bugle."

More consistent and
better musically is side two
ranging from the exciting

"My Rag" to the mellow,
sometimes haunting "Got No
Place To Go." Throughout the

album Harford's rich baritone

voice counter balances his

highly personal banjo picking.

Undoubtedly a fine record

"Morning Bugle" is good
music, bluegrass style.

A veteran of college tours

Hartford will arrive in

Kingston on Monday and
spend that afternoon and
Tuesday on campus. Also

coming to Queen's is Hamilton
native Ray Materick retur-

ning to the campus to play in

the Pub during the week. It is

hoped that Hartford, Materick
and local or Queen's talent

will participate in workshops
on campus Monday and
Tuesday afternoons.

Everyone will be invited

to bring their, banjos, fiddles,

guitars or just themselves to

jam or rap music with John
Hartford for a couple of hours.

Hartford may also lecture or

participate in seminars on his

subject, country and

bluegrass music on Tuesday. 1
Climaxing this two day M

stay at Queen's Hartford will p
perform a concert in Grant ^
Hall Tuesday evening. Come §
and listen to a fine artist play
his music

John Hartford on Campus
Monday, February 4, 2.30 -

4.30 p.m.
House or Commons

(Union)

John Hartford and Ray
Materick will perform in a

workshop. Ayone wishing to

rap or jam with them please

come and bring your in-

struments.

Tuesday, February 5, 11.30 -

1.30 p.m.
House of Lords (Union)
Hartford and Materick

will play two sets each during
the lunch hour in the House of

Lords. Come and eat your

The New Talent
of Ray Materick

lunch and listen to these fine

artists.

Tuesday, February 5, 2.00 -

5.00 p.m.

House of Commons
(union)

A second workshop with
Hartford,- Materick and local

talent. Everyone is invited to

listen or play with them.
Tuesday, February 5, 8.00

p.m.
John Hartford in Concert

with the Coopers Brothers
Band - Grant Hall - $2 per
person.

Modern Dance Keen is Exceptional
by Roberta Walker
'Miss Keen's pieces do

[not carry the flamboyance of

fan avant garde label . . . yet
^she is a true experimentalist,
I with the situations she creates

i
around movement making for

ja thoroughly inderivative look

1
in her work."

(New York Times)

Ms. Keen and her com-

I

pany will provide Queen's

I,

with three days of workshops

in ballet, modern dance,

theatre movement and jazz

during Festival '74. There will

also be a couple of films on

roof top dancing in New York
City and Street Theatre. Ms.

Keen has taught at such

places as the National Music
Camp at Interlochen,

American Shakespeare
Festival, Sarah Lawrence
College, Juiliard School of

Music and many others as

well as participating in

various off-Broadway
productions.

Her classes should ac-

comodate interests in the
various, diverse areas of

dance and movement. The
classes will be taught at all

levels, not catering to those

with dance experience. As this

is a rare opportunity here at

Queen's we hope you will take

full advantage of it.

Entering on campus for

the week of the Arts Festival

is a young Candian performer,
Ray Materick. He is a master
of his instrument but, more
than that, he is an artist of

unusual sensitivity - one who
goes beyond the technique of

playing to actually use the
guitar as a means of ar-

ticulating. His music is an
amalgam of his past and
present experience, a

thesis of all forms
folksinging.

Materick was born
raised, so to speak, in

southern Ontario town of

Brantford, famous for its

telephones and Indians.When
his family moved to Preston,

Ontario Ray blended in per-

fectly; in his own words,
"making new friends, the

local hockey team, attending

church
age of

around

syn-

of

and
the

the Friday night
dances". From the

seventeen until

twenty-three, he worked at a
number of odd jobs from
nightshift in a tire mould
factory, to an assistant
managership of a Woolworth's
store, to a lab technician at an
oil refinery, to singing
"Winchester Cathedral"
through a paper megaphone in

a long-since-forgotten rock
band.

Materick, a poet as well as
a songwriter, has visited

Queen's before but his

reception was by no means
overwhelming. We hope that

you'll like Ray Materick as
much as we do, and that your
listeners will join in a con-

sensus that Ray is a smashing
new talent.
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unclassifieds

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
AVAILABLE. Immediately or
May 1st. Large kitchen and large

livingroom; suitable for two. Call

S44-6200 about 6:00 p.m.

OUTING CLUB: the following trips

are being planned for Reading

Week if interested come to

Monday's meeting. 7:30 p.m.

Jeffrey 101: winter camping and

showshoeing at Buck Lake; cir-

cumnavigate Wolfe Island.

IF YOU WISH to buy a good pair of

snowshoes at wholesale prices

(wide selection to choose from),

call Jim Stone. 544-5447.

WANTED: 2 or 3 bedroom apartment
for next year. Near main campus.
Call 542-3807 after 5:30. Ask for

Mike or Harold.

ARTSCI 74'ERS: It's time for a

change! Artsci 74 elections,
Wednesday, Feb. 13th, Stirling D
at 7 pm. Nominations go to Chris

Wallace by Feb. 9th. Come vote.

GUITARS FOR SALE: Harmony
Sovereigh (brand new) - $125;

Epiptrane-SllO. Cases included 544-

7212.

2 AND 3 BEDROOM unfurnished apt.,

big living room $160, $205
respectively. Also one bedroom
apt., furnished, with air con-

ditioning, $140. Lease required.

Available May 1. Call 542-7433.

APARTMENT -1 bedroom - to sublet

for the summer with option for

next year. 16th floor with
fantastic view!!! $145-month:
everything included. Very sujtable

for two persons. Call 542-58V0.

HOCKEY GALS will be taking on the

Rugby Gaels at Hockey in the

arena on the ice on Tuesday, Feb.

5th at 4:30 pm.

SAULT STE. MARIE FANS!!! We're
back. This Sunday night at 7:30.

Meet before the game at Skip's,

Al's, and Ken's. Joan, Chris,

Sharon and Sue Hall— if you want
to make it a pyjama party Sat.

night-great! All other Junior A
Hockey Groupies can call 544-4571.

.

Even NORA is Invited.

TO SUBLET: modern three bedroom
apartment with large kitchen and
living room. 10 minutes from
campus and close to downtown.
Furnished or unfurnished. May 1

to August 31. Phone 544-7397.

WANTED: 4.man house or apt. close

to campus, to rent in May or Sept.,

Call 544-8383 or 544-8394.

CHERS CRAXY PIERRE, Teddy and
Monsieur flex, after 500 miles in

the OLD. mobiles on the

yellowbrick road and a few
piss-stops, and numerous in-

tellectual controversial
discussions, we are once again
piddling around after a wired
weekend, bruising down the Expo,
a few hands of Brador-Link

SLACK WEEK (STUDY WEEK) - Fly

to Nassau for only $219. - includes 8

days, 7 nights in luxury hotel,

continental breakfast each day,

use of swimming pools, private

beach at hotel, exercise room,
snorkeling equipment, etc. This

offer is being made to university

students throughout Ontario, so

there will be plenty of new
acquaintances to be had (as it

were). Book now and don't be

disappointed limited space
available. For information call

548 8481.

SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS + Join the

pilgrimage of liberated

academics. Oor "mind revival

movement" invite* you back to

nature (au pnmitif) at we spend a

y/eekend (or day, if you wi»h) at

Lake Opinicon, February 2nd, 3rd,

Transportation by bu» (or car),

'Jeeping accommodation, meal*

provided fireside discussions,
•.kating, winter sports (indoor and
outdoor) For more information

contact your DSC rep; or Gordon
W«ir at 548 8917 or Nelson Coyle

544- M47.

CANDLES don't HAVE to be ex-

pensive. Phone Morningstar ($4i-

7793, ask for the man who runs the

wax muteum) for custom candles

that suit both you and your pocket

book.

AVAILABLE: Larye, new, two
bedroom apt., downtown. For May
to Sept. Call 549-2389 or 549 V14A

FOUND: I small silver locket at the

north end of the arena Inside,

during iti<- U. of T, hockey game.
Call ',4> c,-/')J.

WANTED: all those faithful fans of

"NAIRB". First meeting of the

"GUMMER" Fan Club to meet in

front of the Belleville Arena at 8:30

pm. Warm-up a Mad Mechanics at

3:30 Dm.
SELL, SELL, SELL: 1 pair of Rec-

tilinear 12 speakers and Dynaco
SCA-80 amplifer (40 watts r.m.s.)

plus Hart RXL Skis (1 season old)

Phone John at 542-3831.

HELP! I desperately need a ticket to

the Snowball Semi-Formal. Please
help an otherwise doomed person.
If you have a ticket to sell please
phone Paul at 544-9047.

APARTMENT TO SUBLET: 2

bedrooms. On Princess St.

Available May 1st. Phone 544-0104.

HEATHER WHITEHEAD; Will you
marry me? Now that I've got your
attention, je t'adore (open or

closed). Save this until Feb. 14,

and then you won't need a card.
Love, Bwana.

HAVE YOU EVER wanted to burn
your candle at both ends at the
same time? Phone Morningstar at

546-7793 and we'll see what we can
do. Wholesale rates for custom
candles.

WANTED: Apartment, suitable for

three or four. Close to campus.
Sept. 1-74 to Sept. 1-75. Call Anne
544-8179 or Kathy or Sue 544-8181.

SVB EXTENDS MANY THANKS to

all those who attended our
workshop on January 24th. From
reactions we witnessed, the event
was a great success and we hope to

hold a number of similar
workshops next year. Speaking of

next year, we're going to need new
people to form the SVB Executive;
so we encourage anyone who was
at the workshop (or ayone else) to

come and talk to us about it as soon
as possible. We have to form the

new executive by March.
MESSERS WONG, CHOWN AND

EVENSON challenge all others
seeking positions on next year's
AMS to a ping pong match
(electronic or otherwise) Sunday,
February 3, 2:00 p.m.. Lower Vic.

"THINGS GET A LITTLE EASIER,
once you understand."

TO SUBLET: May 1st to Sept. 1st

suitable for two or three persons,

completely furnished, all utilities

paid, conveniently located to

downlwn, beer store, laundromat,
banks. Phone 544 I0',|4.

LOST: A Silver charm bracelet, in or

around Grant Hall. Great sen-

timental value. Reward. Please

call Erika at 544 8218.

RECHTS, UND MITTE, PLUS TWO
eggs smashed, side by heach, 2

piece becon parallel, Ipt. toast and
a god-dams sepulchre. Merci
beaucoup love the bunnies, the

blind whore, the undcraged kong-
out queen, and the dizzy dames,
piddler and nympho. PS:
"y'oughta lay a whore!"

MONGOLIAN TROUNCE-Ball
(GENERAL RULES): 1. Team
must consist of 14 fun loving girls,

3 legged pig and a goat. 2. Entry
fee of a dime per person will be
charged. 3. Members must have
experience in the art of leap-

frogging, baby crawl, piggyback
riding and tunnelling. 4. Great
team spirit must be evident. 5. In

case of unavailability of three

legged pig and-or goat, members
may be designated to replace it

(them) 4. All judges decisions are

final. 7. Prizes will only be

awarded after a time limited skill

testing questions has been
correctly answered. 8. Ap-

plications must be submitted in

person by a team captain no later

than Feb. 14. for further in-

formation call 544-7431, -7432.

DO YOU LIKE POPCORN or
peanuts? If so, come out to the

Gala Artsci '75 Smoker in the Red
Room, Kingston Hall, Friday, Feb.

1, 3:30-4:30.

APARTMENT, TWO BEDROOMS,
plus living room, furnished for

three people, to sublet. May 1st-

Sept. 1st. Preferably females.
Utilities paid for. Very Close to

campus. Call Jim, 544-7408.

BABYSITTER (live in) for 2

preschoolers from Sun. to Fri. of

reading (ski) week. $10. pet day;
references. Phone 542-4294.

TAK WILL HOLD a general meeting
on Monday, 4th of FEbruary at

7:30 p.m. All members please

attend. We will meet in the usual

place. See you there.

DON'T GO TO CLASSES, Tuesday,
Feb. 5. Can your classes and talk

dbout Canada initend Hov/ rnuth

more should v/e be doing to protect

our national interests?

BEEN LOOKING FOR A CANDLE
THA I really suits you?? Have one
custom made by Morningstar
Wholesale rates Phone 544 7793

FREE POPCORN, PEANUTS Find
out who's still here. Come out to

the Art5ci'75 Smoker in the Red
Room, Kingston Hall Friday, Feb.

2, 3:39-4:30.

ADANAC - it this university Ass-

backwards?? Does the lack of

Canadian focus have anything to

do with it? CAN CLASSES. FOR
ASUS next Tuesday, Feb. 5th, all

day.

A PLEA FOR KINDNESS. Three

potentially homeless males are in

desperate need of a roof over our

heads. (Sniff! Sniff!) Please have
mercy and call John, Tim or David
544-4844.

GAELS!! The next general meeting of

all Gaels is Monday, Feb. 4 at 7:00

p.m. in Stirling D. Be there.

GOING HOME FOR READING
• WEEK? Buses one way and return

by Queen's Excursion Club. »AVE.
In the John Orr Room. Tuesday -

Friday. 10:30 - 3 p.m.

TAKE A BREAK!!!! Moratorium on

classes, Tuesday, Feb. 5, 1974.

WE'D LIKE TO TELL A STORY
about a ship of fools. Night Owl
and the Bosco Kid.

WANTED: used contact sheet printer.

Good condition. Used Tri - or uni-

pod for SLR Phone 544-4549.

REWARD FOR A 3-4 bedroom
apartment. Must be in good
condition and fairly close to

campus. Phone Mary at 544-8487,

Janice at 544-8482 or Mary Ann at

544-4844.

$20 REWARD -|- WANTED large one
bedroom apartment with
fireplace. Phone Bob 544-7442.

TWO WEST CAMPUS TOWER
APARTMENTS. AVAILABLE
May 1. Sublet with option for Sept.

14th and 15th floor. Nice view. 544-

6744 or 542-2518.

CANADA FOR CANADIANS. Prove
yourself with a good Canadian
brew. Pub's open. Tuesday Feb. 5.

Moratorium on classes.

More classifieds page 4, 23

^eastern
Canada s.
snow-cloud
scraper
• 10 lifts accommodating
7,500 skiers per hour,
including
the only gondola lift

in Eastern Canada

inner's slopes

P 5-day ski week:
I «seof lifts *25..

,

i^BSons f07.5O

€#e«teon fi-om November
t0May

Mont Sainte-Anne
ski conditions:
Toronto tel

(416) 483-4510

Mont Sainta-Anne
P.O. Box 400, Beaupre
Province of Quebec
(418) 827-4523

Heidelberg
Bi&wed£i&mpuiSspflngwataC

And thats the truth/
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Film

Wednesday in Stirling A at 8:30 the annual Arts

Festival film contest will feature about a dozen

films made by Queen's students. These were shot

mostly in 8 millimeters {with the exception of a

Derek Redmond epic in 16 mm.; those of you in-

terested in making films just for fun will be sur-

prised by what just a few dollars can produce.

Prizes of $50, $25, and $10 will go to the winners.

Admission is free. This showing will be repeated

Saturday at Dupuis Hall, 8:00 p.m.

Two films from the '30's, Duck Soup and Hor-

sefeathers with the Marx brothers (Dupuis Hall,

Thursday, 8:00 pm, 50c) will be packed - get there

early.

Finally, from 11:00 to 1:30 Tuesday through

Saturday in the House of Commons, Arts Festival

^presents the best of the National Film Board's short

and experimental films (which also, O ye of little

faith, are among the finest in the world.) Notable:

<| films by Academy Award winner Norman
*,MacLaren on Wednesday and The Railroader

starring Buster Keaton on Friday.

%

Photography
Photography is often thought of as subordinate to painting

and sculpture as an art form. Nothing could be further from the

truth. There are subjects for which a camera is far better than

an artists's palette or a sculptor's chisel.

A photographer is tied down in only one respect. He is forced

to begin with thatwhichexists in the real physical world. It is the

only art in which this is so.

This is less a hindrance than it seems, as the subject can be

interpreted in an infinite number of ways, and once the image is

on the film, it can be radically altered in the darkroom.
Photography is, in spite of its initial limitation, a limitless art.

There is much to be said about photography, too much to be
put in any one story. In the International Centre Lower Lounge
next week, you may be able to learn more about this art, and
even if not, you'll probably like what you see there. After seeing

the prints and slides being shown there, and comparing them
with the other arts, maybe you'll realize the truth of what's been
said here.
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Festival '74

-
j merrithew

Art
The Art section of the festival

is offering two contrasting

events. The first is an exhibition

of art works by Queen's students

and local artists. The exhibition

will take place in the main lounge

of the International Centre
commencing on Tuesday the 5th

and ending on Friday.

Various mediums, such as

painting, etching, prints, silk-

screening, drawings and
lithograph are represented. Some
of the works will be available for

purchase. The exhibition can be

seen between 1 and 5 p.m. and 7

and 11 p.m.

The second event will be a

series of Art Workshops
presented in the Poison Room.
More precisely, they could be

termed craft workshops. Batik,

ceramics, silverwork, leather-

craft, and macrame, will make
up the areas. The workshops will

be taught by qualified students

and craftsmen from the com-
munity. Students visiting the

workshops can watch, or par-

ticipate, starting on Tuesday and
continuing until Saturday, from
7.30 p.m. until 11:30 in the

evening. A minimum charge of

less than 50c will be made in the

silverwork and ceramics areas,

to cover the cost of materials.

Music
Festival workers, in conjunction with

the Queen's Entertainment Agency, have
assembled a multitude of musical talents

for the week of Feb. 4-8.

Highlighting the festival of music will

be the presence of John Hartford, who will

be on campus Monday and Tuesday,

talking and hopefully jamming with any
interested students. His own distinctive

brand of bluegrass will be featured in

Tuesday night's concert in Grant Hall.

With him will be the Cooper brothers,

whose own musical abilities promise to

complement Hartford's.

On IVIonday evening, the Ban Righ
Fireside will be a choral group under the

direction of Denise Narcisse-Mair. This is

only one part of the classical aspect of the

Festival. From Tuesday to Friday in the

Poison Room of the Union from 12:30 to

1 :00 p.m., students may be heard in short,

interesting classical recitals.

Tuesday, in the lobby of Victoria Hall,

Eric Hughes and friends will perform a

number of Noel Coward sketches. The
show should start about 5:45 and last until

7:00 p.m.
Wednesday encompasses a wide

spectrum of musical interests, with Ray
Materick in the pub, the Vaghy String

Quartet at a Ban ftigh F'ireside, and the

Festival Singers of Canada performing in

the Grant Hall concert series.

A coffee-house is planned for Thur-

sday in the House of Ommone in the

Union. Several of Queen's more talented

folksingers will perform that evening.

Ojntinuing in the folk vein and in the

Union, Tom Handy and Greg Forbes two
former Queen's students will perform on

Friday. The coffee-house also includes the

incomparable Pat Godfrey and Len Udow.
On Friday, for more classically

oriented students, the Ban Righ Fireside

presents the 'Collegium Musicum',
directed by Dr. Maust. A modem-dance
troupe performance is also planned for

Grant Hall at 8:00. Rounding out the day's

activities, the group "Spirit" will perform

in concert at midnight in Grant Hall,

followed by the glitter-rock of Brutus, a

Toronto group that is back by popular

demand.
Concluding this musical extravaganza

will be the subtle folk music of Nigel and
Jesse, whose artistry should provide a

quiet finale to the Festival of music. This

Saturday night performance at Dunning
Hall will include student involvement.

Poetry

I am pleased to announce that there

will be three nights of poetry readings

for Festival '74. The line-up of per-

sonnel will range from professionals to

professors to undergraduates. The
readings will be held at Agnes
Etherington Art Centre in the small

gallery on Feb. 5, 6, 7, from 8-10 p.m.

(Note: Feb. 5 from 8-9 p.m.) The
following people will appear. Tuesday,

Feb. 5 - Don Rayco and B.T.W. Way;
Wednesday, Feb. 6 - Tommy Hines and
Thursday, Feb. 7 - Wayne Tipper and
Bob Bellings.

Both Don and Brian are Queen's

students. Brian's poetry has appeared
in the Sweven and, in addition, he has

given a reading in the Union. Tommy
nine's work has appeared in the

Queen's Quarterly and he has con-

tributed to a book published by Oberon
Press. Tommy is presently enrolled in a

Masters of Divinity programme at the

University of Toronto. Wayne Tipper

has just returned from New York City

where he has been writing poetry and
articles for magazines. Bob Belhngs is

a fourth year English major and his

poetry has also appeared in the Queen's

Quarterly.

In addition, the eminent Canadian

poet. Earl Birney, will be appearing on

Feb. 6 and 7. In room 517 Watson Hall,

on the 7th from 2-4 p.m., he will conduct

a workshop on creative writing and, at 8

p.m. on the 6th in the Ban Righ Com-
mon Room, he will deliver a poetry

reading.

Drama
An (emphasis on audience par-

ticipation and creative improvisation

will highlight the dramatic con-

tributions to Festival 74.

David Kemp of the McArihur
Theatre Arts l;eparlment will lead

creative drama workshops in the

Mcl^aiighlin It^jom, (Student's Union)

on 'Ju«'«day at l.'M) pm Drama
Ktudents Kleanor Crowdf!r, Tim
Brjvaird and Val Stephenson will lake

over from him for the rest of the week -

»ame time, same place until Friday.

"Disintegration", a slide and music
prc!M!ntation devised by J>avid Keane of

the Music Department and I^rama
Ktudent Larry Mwre, will be shown in

Convo' .'ifion Hall fOld Arts Building; at

7 p.m on Tuesday night.

On Thursday evening, Roger
Griffiths, "Carleton clown-in-

residence", will give a one hour per-

formance followf.'d by a two hour

workshf)p which will explore the arts of

rlowriirig and riiirrie dime and place to

be ann(juriced),

llarro Maskow of th(! Canadian

Mime Theatre will bring an exciting

conclusion to the week's activities with

a mime workshop in the Stiidio (room

102, Old Arts Building) on Saturday

aft<Trioori,

All the al(ove workshops have been

d»;signr?d for Htud(!nt participation.

Interest is the only prerequisite.

Contributors:

Ian McLeod
Kiloran German
Liz Wood
Talbott Boggs
Sue Pearson

Ann Dowsett

John Bottoml^y

Photography:

Greg Zelonka

Jim Merrithew

(iruphic:

Liz Milroy

Layout:

.lanel Richie

Judy Dobias

(oinprehensive proj^rams

with all events, limes and

lociilions will he availahle on

Tuesday in Ihe Union.
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"Keep Tightly Closed In A Cool Place"

A dis|omted conglomeration
by Sandy Naiman

Megan Terry's playlet, "Keep Tightly Closed In

A Cool Dry Place" is a strange vehicle for the

current Chronicles XX now playing at the Studio

Theatre in the Drama Department, because despite

some excellent acting and a skillful directing job by
Jana Kendall, the production left me cold.

It struck me as a conglomeration of styles and
genres, reminded me of several playwrights and
generally did not hang together as a unified

theatrical piece. Megan Terry has worked with

improvisation and her play looked like several

exercises strung together around a loose thematic

framework. At first, the situation, one of three men,
apparently confined to one room, a jail cell, for life,

reminded me of Jean-Paul Sartre's "No Exit". Yet,

Terry's use of language, her toying with words,

suggested Gertrude Stein stylistic nonsense poetry

and plays.

Kendall stylized several bits in the play, which
individually proved rather interesting, yet confused

the central issue of the play, how the men were
going to escape. As the play unfolded, one could pick

out several themes Terry was trying to explore:
homosexuality, man's inhumanity to man, in-

terracial relations, but her handling of these issues

bordered on flippancy. This tone was emphasized
by Kendall's handling of them, as black comedy
rather than more serious drama. As a result, the

production tended to rise to dramatic moments,
genuine ones, and then peeter out into nothing.

Nonetheless, there were some surprisingly good
performances in Keep Tightly Closed, notably

Graham Bock's. Bock has been able to loosen

himself up in this production, to play the role of

Michaels with powerful simplicity. He moves well,

speaks with sincere emotion, frustration, anger,

hatred and moves from the stagey fantasy moments
to the harsh realities of the situation with

tremendous ease.

His attempts to make Gregory, the man who
miffed the murder of Jaspers wife and subsequently

dragged all three of the men into jail, is both moving

and frightening, for in repeating all Gregory's

actions and words, the audience becomes irritated,

at least slightly so, in the same way as Gregory
does. He breaks finally, and then Jaspers moves in

to try and make him sign a confession which will

clear him and Michaels.

Both Robin Routely and Loni Jones, as Jaspers

and Gregory seem to overact in their roles. With
Routely, this can be understood, for he must carry

the play. Jaspers' character is extremely powerful.

He is the ring leader, the master-mind and thus, it

seems easy that he would fall into over emphasis,

speaking and acting too strongly for the size of the

Studio Theatre. Gregory, played by Jones, on the

other hand, is a volcano, who rises and falls always
getting closer to the eruption point. But Jones
doesn't move gradually enough from high to low, to

make his emotional outburst seem real, or even
believable.

This is unfortunate, because so much of the

comitragic focus of the play rests upon Gregory's

victimization.

Kendall's handling of the play is rather difficult

to assess, since one does not know how many of the

stylized bits were in the script or at her bidding. Nor
can one judge how stylized they are supposed to be.

These interruptions, for that is how they ultimately

worked, were well executed, but only made the

entire production curiously oblique. If one enjoys

leaving a theatre mystified, then the current

Chronicles will be entertaining. But I do not always
like to be mystified so much that I cannot draw any
overall conclusions, or experience some genuine
emotional or even cerebral response.

I am also rather sorry, that the play chosen

couldn't have been more cohesive for the sake of the

actors, because given a better play, they would
probably have stood out far more impressively.

Alas, it seems the plight of drama departments
to play with experimental toys, to improvise as well

as dramatize, and in many such cases, un-

fortunately, these experiments are not yet per-

fected to test on the audience.

parker

Loni Jones, Graham Bock and Robin Routely in Megan Terry's playlet "Keep Tightly

Closed in A Cool Dry Place".

''So you want to be a writer''

by Kerry White
On Wednesday evening-

David Helwig conducted a

delightfully informal discussion

of writing as a profession. His
experiences as both writer and
editor give him great insight into

the young writer. He
discussed the curious mixture of

arrogance and humility
necessary in a person in order
that he may say "I am a writer."

The arrogance is obvious; the

humility manifests itself in

discipline, in a concern for a

response, as most writers do not

write for themselves. Helwig
discussed the nebulous "hunger"
that drives the successful writer -

a hunger for expression for

recognition. He stated that most
people who lack this urgency,

who say "perhaps I'll write

someday" or "I'd really like to

write" never do so. Another idea

discussed was that of the effect of

an academic education on the

writer. This, of course depends
very much on the individual.

Helwig cited Margaret Atwood as

an example of a well educated
writer who does not write in an
academic style, but
acknowledged that, for some
people, "reading all the right

books" can be dangerous. He
mentioned the fact that in

literature, as in art, there are

true primatives, but stated that

these are few, because most
people have access to some
books, and if they view the world
essentially in verbal terms, as a
writer must, they are going to

read these.

j. merrithew, j. cameron

A Textile menagerie
The exhibition "Textile into

3D" is a cross between walking

into a tweed forest and ex-

periencing directly the effects of

sculptural forms through the

medium of woven tapestries and
wall hangings. This display in

Agnes will be at the Centre from
January 27 until February 17 and
is simultaneously organized and
circulated by the Art Gallery of

Ontario.

The actual consultant for this

exhibition, Helen Duffy, is

a practising Canadian artist. In

1969 she was invited by the

Spanish Arts Council to attend

the First International Congress
of Artists working in Textile arts

and experiments. This Sunday
she will be at the gallery open for

discussion.

Satire Tonite"

What was, wasn^t

and might have been
by Kiloran German

As campus variety shows go,

McArthur's current production,

Satire Tonite, is an extremely

good effort. It runs smoothly

within a cohesive overall

production design and it offers an
interesting and diversified

program. It has pretentions,

however, to greater heights of

entertainment than simple
variety fare. In that sense, the

group of Theatre Arts students

were overly ambitious, and their

inadequacies were blatant. At the

same time, they betrayed great

potential for the type of com-
prehensive musical-comedy
revue that they aspired to.

The production's problems

were acceptable within the

variety show context. The
company is large and inex-

perienced; it lacks vocal talent

and force, and it lacks the

precision required of good comic
timing. The attempts at

Hollywood style production
numbers were somewhat
ludicrous, although spirited, and
were completely overpowered by
the orchestra. Again, however,
within this context, the material

was amusing, and there were
some very good moments.

From the satirical revue

perspective, the problems were
more profound. The show is

simply not a structural entity.

Producer-deviser Alan Youngson
has amalgamated material from
Canadian, American and British

shows, but it is not thematically

linked. British humour has a

completely different subtlety
than the broader more obvious

North American stuff that was
offered, and the audience is

constantly forced to tune in from
one type to the other. The actors

were not equipped for the tran-

sition, and the two types never
coalesced.

The promise of a cohesive

entity lay in an all too brief part

of the show which was broadly

entitled "Education". Youngson
transformed a stock scene into a

parody of McArthur education in

general and the scenes within this

worked well because they were
related to each other (and
because, incidentally, of a good
performance by Youngson
himself) . He would have met with
far greater success had he
structured the whole show along

these lines and had he limited the
cast to people (of which there

were several) who actually have
an inkling of what performing is

all about.

Ironically, the best part of

the education parody was a spoof

on the problems of high school

drama. It began inadvertantly to

seem like a parody of the

production itself.

CORRECTION: The authorship of the review on Juno and the

Paycock which appeared iii Tuesday, January 29th's Journal, was
accidently omitted. The article was written by Kiloran German.
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Gaels back on track; beat Redmen 6-2
by Peter Watts

One of the most pleasant

surprises before Christmas was
the play of Queen's alleged third

line, consisting of veteran Jim
Suiistruni on left wing and two

rookies: Bill Sweeney at centre

and Don Langill on right wing.

During the holidays, however,

Sweeney got hurt and was some
time getting back into shape.

Sunstrum was moved onto a line

with Bob Clayton and Dave
Hadden. But midway through the

opening period on Wednesday
night, coach Dave Field decided

to reunite Sunstrum, Sweeney,
and Langill. The move paid off as

each picked up a goal and a pair

of assists as they led Queen's to a

()-2 triumph over the RM(."

Redmen before a crowd of about

a thousand at the Marty Arena.

Sunstrum opened the scoring

for the Gaels as his shot from the

slot dribbled through the pads of

Redmen netminder, Derek Rolfe.

Sweeney drew an assist and that

was the only goal of the opening
period.

The second period was only

ten seconds old when Colin

Badminton wins in Ottawa
Deryck Williams

The men's badminton team returned home victorious with a

16-9 win at Ottawa last Saturday. The individual star of the

tournament was Dave Howard who took the men's singles by
winning all five matches. Mike Hetherington and Jim Stewart
played well individually and together,in first doubles.where
they lost only one game. The other members of the team that did

well were Ken Parsons, Ian Rawes and Deryck Williams at 4th,

5th and 6lh singles respectively.

This weekend the team travels for the quarter finals against

Ottawa. Carleton and R.M.C. The first and second place teams
from this tournament will compete in the Eastern division titles,

to be held here at Queen's on Feb. 9th. With the impetus of last

weekend's victory, the team should have little trouble placing

well enough to compete here in the semi's.

Loudon swept around the defense

and beat Rolfe on (he short side.

Dave Parks, who has played

extremely w(?ll on the left side of

a line with centre Bob (-'layton

and right winger Dave Hadden,
got his fourth of the year as he
tipped home a rebound after

Clayton's shot had been stopped

by Rolfe. Dave Hall broke Dave
Dungey's shutout midway
through the second period but the

Gaels held a lead after the

second period.

In the third period, Jim
Alkins narrowed the deficit to one
goal as he scored at 9:03. But the

Gaels stormed back and Colin

Loudon got his second goal of the

night just 36 seconds later. A
minute later Sweeney made it 5-2

tipping home a shot by Langill.

Langill got his third of the year
near the end of the period and the

final score was 6-2.

The play of the Sweeney-
Sunstrum-Langill threesome
was a welcome addition to a

Gael's offense that has been

sputtering of late. But it showed
signs of life on Wednesday night

and it looks as though the team
may be emerging from the shell

it has found itself in since

Christmas. The defense moved
the puck better than they have
done in about two months.

The team's emergence from
its slump could not have come at

a more opportune time. The
Gaels meet the York Yeomen at 9

tonight in Toronto. For those who
can't make it up to the game, it'll

be on CFRC at 9 p.m.

Speaking of the Yeomen they

have suffered only one loss in

their first fourteen games; that

was before Christmas and was to

Toronto by a score of 8-4.The

Yeomen still have Barry Jenkins

b. mossman

Colin Loudon scores two goals in Gael victory

and Al Avery, two of their top

scorers from last year. In ad-

dition they have added a

youngster named Tim Am-
pleford, who played with a

Toronto area team in the

Provincial Jr. A League last

year. Ampleford scored three

goals last weekend in York's 9-5

victory over McMaster, and has

been among the top five scorers

in the league all season. The

Gaels will have to contain him if

they hope to beat the Yeomen.
Wednesday night's victory

puts the Gaels in fourth spot, two
points ahead of the Ottawa Gee
Gees. With only six games left in

the schedule,three of them on the

road, and two of them in Ottawa
against the Gee Gees and the

Ravens, the Gaels are by no

means assured of a playoff spot.

They need every point they can

get and tonight's game against

the Yeomen will go far to

deciding whether this year's

edition of the tricolour deserves

to be one of the east division's

four quarter-finalists.

bourns

Swim Gaels host invitational
On Saturday aftemwn at 1 ,W

p.m., the Queen's swim team will

hoftt their third annual in-

vitational swimming and diving

meet. The number of universities

competing has doubled since last

year and w; too, the expected
calibre of competition.

LaKt year in the OlMA's,
Ciueen'» finished juHl ahead of

McMaBter and Guelph. Both
tcamH will be h<rre on the

weekend and the Gaels will have
;j hard time with l>olh squads.

The Gaels have split Oswego
State Ojllege should send a

;lronj{ team to the meet, A year

. ;'/) th<- defeated Stale in a

Jual 'he last relay leg of

the last event and ev(;r since

Oswego has wanted revenge. The
Gaels hope ti make it two vic-

tories in a ro v. Smaller teams
will be sent fri m York, Ottawa
and Laurentian but don't (-xpect

th<;m to send any weak .swim-

mers as the Gaels have already

been defftated onc(! by Ottawa.

There will \>c diving off ixiih

th<; on(r and three metre lx)ards

and this cornpeitition will take

place simultaneously with Ihe

swimming r-vents,

'Ifiere will be lots to watch on

Saturday and Ih*- Gaels would

appreciate vocal supfX)rl for this

meet, their last at Qu«ren's this

year

Snowball

Committee
presents

Fri., Feb. 1

Sleigh Ride around campus 1:00 - 4:00

Gluwein Party 1:30-4:30 Poulson Room; Students Union

Casino Night 8:00 - 1:00 Lower Vic

Concert to be announced Arena.

Sat., Feb. 2

Snow Sculpture Judging 11:00 am
Afternoon Games Powderpuff Football, field behind Vic; Games on Leonard

Field; Skating on the Lake; Dog-sled Race; (all begin at 1:00: If want to enter

Dogsled Race or Football phone TonI 542-7003, or Faye 544-7225)

Coffee & Donuts with the Alumni Brocklngton Common Room 2:00

SOLD OUT — "Vara" Semi-Formal Grant Hall 8:30 - 1:00 $7.00-couple (advance)

with Atlantis; Tercentenary Band; Honky Tonk players; Magician and
Bullwhip Act;

Leonard Hall Dance "Bacchanallus" 8:30 - 1:00 The Atlantis Grease Band with

Brutus Tickets at Door.

Tickets to all events will be on sale in meal
the John Orr Room

lines and from 11:00 - 2:00 in
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Gaels down RMC with strong team effort
by Chris Boon

Solid team play, an effective

press, a well-balanced offensive

effort paced the Golden Gaels

basketball squad to their second
win of the season, a 78-63 triumph
over the hapless R.M.C. Redmen,
who have yet to win in league

play this year. The Gaels were
paced by a 21-point burst from
John Keck, who played his best

game of the year, while Norm
Hagarty added 15 points and 13

rebounds, Rob Smart and Corky
McLeery each hit for twelve

points, with McLeery grabbing a

game-high 14 rebounds, his

second straight game with that

total. Derek Swinnard, who
played sparingly, chipped in with

8 points. For R.M.C, diminutive

guard Jean Buveaux hit 17

points, mostly in the second half.

while Roger Haag tossed in 15.

The Gaels broke on top early

in the game, led by as many as 14

in the first half, and were never

really in trouble against the

clearly outmatched Redmen.
Queen's full-court 1-2-1-1 press

seemed to confuse R.M.C. on
several occasions, especially

after the Gaels adjusted to the

Redmen's sideline break. This,

combined with Queen's
dominance on their defensive

boards, where McLeery and
Hagarty were particularly tough,

gave the Gaels an easy 37-26 lead

at the half.

R.M.C. came back briefly in

the third period, sparked by some
decent outside shooting by
Buveaux, while the Gaels were
struck with their usual second-

half immobility on offense. The

- b. camel

John Keck (25) has best game of the year, scoring 21 points.

Hockey charters to T.O.
The recreation office is running two more charter trips to

Toronto for two NHL games in the next two months. The first of

these will be on Wednesday, February 13th and is for the

Toronto-Philadelphia Flyer game at Maple Leaf Gardens. The

other trip is on Thursday, March 7th and is for the game bet-

ween the Leafs and the Pittsburg Penguins. Tickets for both

games arfe eleven dollars each and include game ticket and

transportation to and from Toronto. Tickets are available week-

days during office hours from the recreation office in the Phys.

Ed. Centre. For further information, call the recreation office at

647-6984.

ill

^ The

eople Pleasers

VOLKSWAGEN - PORSCHE - AUDI
KINGSTON VOLKSWAGEN LTD.

PARTS - SERVICE - SALES

10% DISCOUNT
on

PARTS AND SERVICE

UPON PRESENTATION OF QUEEN'S
STUDENT I.D. CARD. ON FREE

COMMUTER SERVICE ON REQUEST

468 BATH RI>. 549-1100

Redmen actually came within

seven points on several occasions

before Keek's hot hand and the

press (Buveaux's shooting aside,

R.M.C. has atrocious guards)

took the game out of reach. When
things were safely in hand, with a

17-point lead midway through the

fourth quarter. Smith and Tin-

dall, who had been substituting

frequently anyway, opened the

floodgates and let the end of the

bench on the floor. They
responded with strong effort.

maintaining the margin until the

final seconds of the contest.

However, despite the win,all

was not perfection. Queen's still

committed far too many tur-

novers, especially on travelling

and ball-handling errors, while

some of the passing lacked

authority and direction. Their

habit of slowing to a walk on
offense, as evidence in the third

quarter, has been fatal in several

games this yeaar, although its

effect against R.M.C. was

Wrestlers have stiff competition
Queen's wrestlers ran into

some stiff competition last

weekend in Saturday's open
wrestling tournament held at the

University of Guelph. More than

200 participants representing

several Canadian and American
colleges and universities, took

part in the day-long competition.

The meet was dominated by

Guelph who picked up two firsts,

five seconds and a third.

Waterloo, usually a strong

contender was hampered by the

absence of Egan Beiler who is in

New Zealand with the Com-
monwealth Games Team.

Queen's most successful

performer was George Saunders,

a former member of the

Canadian National team.

Saunders, who is at McArthur

College this year, won the 190

pound class. He was the only one
to place in the top three in any
class. However, Rob Beamish
finished in the top five in the 142

pound class and Mike Dwhytie
finished in the top eight in the 158

pound class. Both Jim Holden
and Jack Vandenpol made it to

the quarter-finals in the 118

pound division before being
eliminated.

Coach John Albinson has

come up with a couple of more
new faces who could prove

helpful in the OUAA finals. Phil

Morrison finished first in the 165

pound class in Sunday's meet and
Larry Duchene wrestled in his

first meet and did very well

against tough competition.

unclassifieds
WANTED: 3 or 4 bedroom house or

apartment - close to campus.
Cheap if possible. Please call 546-

7170 or Harry K. at 544-6840.

CELEBRATE GROUNDHOG day,
mudball week, and hooray its

February: SKIP CLASSES,
Tuesday the fifth. Amuse yourself

instead - it might be educational.

FOR RENT: Huge 2 bedroom apart-

ment. 5 minutes from campus.

Available May 1st with option to

take over lease in Sept. Phone 546-

" 7170.

FOR SALE: SCIENCE '76 leather

jacket. Size 36. Like new. $60. 548-

3452.

TRAVELLING THIS SPRING? Photo
Image gives you six passport size

prints for only $5.00. Ideal for

International Drivers Permits and
job applications too. Call us at 546-

7770. Or drop by our studio at 33

Brock St. Group rates available.

TO ALL YOU MOVERS AND
GROOVERS: Only four great

considerably less noticeable.

Finally, it would be a fine idea if

people could restrain their verbal

expressions of temper a bit

better, not to mention the ball-in-

the guy wires act.Technical fouls

are a pretty foolish way of giving

up the ball and points, especially

when the game is well in hand.
The Gaels have a weekend off

from the league wars, but won't
be idle. They've got a pair of

exhibition games in Montreal,
against Sir George on Saturday
and McGill on Sunday. If they
survive these in good health, the

Gaels will be trying to ambush
Ottawa U. here Tuesday. It

might take a gun, at that ....

performances to Bye Bye Birdie,

Feb. 13 - 16; tickets on sale in John
Orr Room. So get husslin', all you

cats, while tickets last. Only $2.00

for any one of these bush per-

formances. It's what's happenin'
baby !!

WANTED DESPERATELY -|- two
tickets to semi-formal. Will pay
extra . . .Phone 544-2521.

WANTED: ONE 3 or 4 bedroom house

or apartment for occupancy in

May or September. $25 reward if

we take over your house. Call

Bruce at 544-7127 or 544-7865.

FOUND IN DOUGLAS LIBRARY 3

watches, and a slide rule. These
articles may be claimed at the

Circulation Desk in the library.

COZZY one bdrm apartment partly
furnished close to everything
important; 15 min. walk to

campus. To sublet May - Sept.

Phone 544-6569.

WANTED: 4-6 man house for May or

September. Call Art at 544-7236,

Keith at 544-7224, or Sheila at 544-

7214.

I WISH TO TAKE this opportunity to

express felicitations to Susie

Devineon her Day after Birthday.

Keep on . . .

Gael Group 26; time for a reunion stop

meet in the pub, Monday Feb. 4th

stop hope to see you there stop 8 : 00

pm B.,S.,J.,S. stop.

Aore classifieds page 18, 4

s^" .o
ALPINE SKI SALE!

Ski Clothing

20% OFF

Alpine Boots

20% OFF i

Alpine Skis

20% OFF

^porthou/e J
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AM.S.
FORUAA to meet and hear the

AMS President & Vice President Candidates

Wednesday, Feb. 6 7:30 p.m.

Stirling Hall, Theatre C.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY

Monday, March 4, 1974

Tentative Agenda

7:30 p.m. at Grant HM Hall

1. Approval of minutes of last Annual meeting
2. Report of Auditor
3. Selection of new Auditor for 1974-75

4. Election of New Board of Directors
5. Commissioner's Report
6. Question Period
7. Advance notice motions

(1) notice to increase the AMS specific fee

(2) Constitutional and By-Law Amendment procedure for annual
meetings.

8. Other Business of interest to the Society

9. Introduction of the Incoming President and Vice-Presidents.

Any member of the AMS has the right to attend and vote at the Annual-

meeting.

Any member of the AMS who is unable to attend this meeting may assign

his voting right to a proxy.

The voting by proxy procedure will be outlined in the JOURNAL at a

later date.

Application Forms are r\o\N available
in the A. M.S. office for threeAAAS

representatives on the

Eirond College
Board of Directors

1974-5

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: 5:00 p.m. FRIDAY, 1 FEB.

To attend College Board meetings, please

contact Eirond College, 401 Princess St.

544-1842 for dates and times

Are you bored, feeling down, or just want to talk -

call 544-1771 between 7 p.m. and 7 a.m. We're there to be

friends, to provide information or to sort out problems.

All calls are kept anonymous and confidential - try us

out at 544-1771!

Shall be held on

A.M.S.

ELECTIONS

Wednesday, February 13

and
Thursday, February 14

Any Student Attending a Queen's University operated event which is

sanctioned by the A. M.S. and where alcoholic beverages are served

must produce her/his university student's card to gain admittance to

this event.

Nominations of each team of President and Vice-President candidates shall be submitted

IJ/\T|^E to the Chief Electoral Officer or her delegate at the AMS office by 5:00 p.m. on Friday,

IWfc
fgl, ]^ 1974. The elections shall be conducted by the Chief Electoral Officer in accordance

with By-Law No. 10.



They're at the post . . . they're off!

Viong Chown

Evenson
by Suzanne Sherkin

"We offer a positive attitude,

concrete new ideas and ex-

perience necessary to implement

our proposals," Ken Wong, AMS
Presidential Candidate told the

Journal. Wong, AMS rep from the

Commerce Society and Inner

Council appointee, is joined on

the ticket by Rich Chown (Viced-

President, Operations) and Jeff

Evenson (Vice-President,
University Affairs).

Wong and running mate
Evenson were both involved in

the Printing Service issue,

although they represented op-

posite views. Evenson coor-

dinated the Printing Service
referendum, in the hope of rein-

stating the service, while Wong
opposed the move, and produced

a letter to the Journal - "The
^Printing Service - To be or not to

be?"

Wong emphasized the fact

that while the three of them had
three different styles, and dif-

fering opinions at times, they

complemented each other.

"That's what gives the energy,"

he added.
^

The candidates were asked to

give their view of the AMS, the

role each envisioned the AMS to

play, and what improvements
they proposed. Wong began, "It's

all in our slogan: 'Things get a

little easier once you un-

derstand'." When the AMS stops

being a government, that is, an

"administrating organization",

he continued, and begins to

become a club which supplies

services, jobs, and creates a

general enthusiasm, it will then

be a success. Wong views the

AMS as a "missing link" between
students and the governing body.

Vice-Presidential candidate

Chown spoke of the AMS as a

"cooperative enterprise", while

Evenson emphasized that "we're

friendly and approachable".
Both Evenson and Chown
stressed that they hoped to make
known to students the already

available services. They hoped to

supply information to students on

job placements and housing, for

example, in the form of booklets

and hand outs.

Evenson stressed that the

AMS is not trying to gain control

but to first achieve its highest

potential.

For the last several months,

Chown has been the voting

representative to Outer Council,

of the President of the Commerce
Society. In the realm of AMS
finances, Chown sees the need for

professional full-time ad-

ministrators, in order that he

Canadianiiation issue

produces moratorium
by Nelson Coyle

ASUS has announced a

boycott of classes today to bring

the issue of Canadianization to

Queen's students.

The discussions planned for

today's moratorium on classes

are intended to provide an op-

portunity to debate the many and
varied points of view relating 4o

the many aspects of

Canadianization:

The interim report of the

Select Committee on Economics
and Cultural Nationalism per-

taining to Colleges and
Universities in Ontario was
released late in 1973. The final

item in the summary of rec-

Gommendations reads as follows:

"The committee recommends
that the Ontario Human Rights

Code be ammended to enable

universities to ask for citizenship

of applicatnts, for teaching
position, and to permit
discrimination in favour of

Canadian citizens in faculty

appointments to universities in

Ontario".

Continuing, Recom-
mendation 6 (c), which received
the support of the majority of the

committee, reads: "Should there
be other than substantial
progress in the next three years,

(the committee recommends)
that for each university in On-
tario, averaged over the 7 sub-

sequent years, 80 per cent of new
appointment be Canadian
citizens at the time of ap-

pointment, and 7 per cent of new
appointment be from among
those who have obtained most of

or all of their graduate training at

Canadian universities."

The committee further
recommended: "That legislation

be introduced to provide that

within five years all chancellors,

boards of governors, or

equivalent, presidents, vice-

prekidents, deans and chairmen
of departments at universities in

Ontario be Canadians."

That "each department in

each university be required to

report annually and in suitably

descriptive form on the extent to

which course in the department
reflect Canadian facts and
problems, in each course as

appropriate, the extent to which

Canadian facts and problems are

reflected in the curriculum of the

department, the extent to which

the curriculum and particular

courses reflect priorities ap-

propriate to Canada, and the

extent to which research and
development of new programs
and material is directed to the

same end."

"Canadian Studies at

Queen's", a submission to the

AUCC commission on Canadian
Studies, reports that 2 out of 43

undergraduate courses in the

English department utilize

Canadian content substantially

(33 are explicitly non-Canadian in

focus), while only 26 per cent of

the English department faculty

have research interests in

Canadian Studies.

Canadianization includes

concern over Canadian content,

the citizenship of faculty,

research funding, graduate
training and, in the long run,

what we want our universities to

be and how we should go about

putting this definition into

practice. If this interests you as a

member of the Queen's com-
munity, you are encouraged to

come to the discussions today.

himself could be more concerned
with financial coordination - not

merely administration. He felt

that if the AMS office were to be

completely reorganized, to allow

for better working conditions and
more fringe benefits to full time

employees, all those involved

could be happier and could

therefore do a better job.

Speaking of the students'

tendency for excessive waste,

Chown hoped to institute student

organized storage houses. If for

example, all the decorations

from the formals, semi-formals

and dances were saved and
reused, he said, then not only will

there be less thrown out, but a

store of decorations will grow for

future use.

When asked about his long

terms goals, he replied, "I

haven't thought about it. . . I

don't really have any".

Wong summed up his team's

position: "We want to plan our

strategy so that all students

honour and take pride in the

AMS." The team as a whole

emphasizes a "constant

generation of feeling and en-

thusiasm."

Wolman
Druxerman Gray

Running for the top executive

positions in the AMS are Tony
Wolman, Presidential candidate,

Peter Druxerman (Vice-

President, Operations) and John
Gray (Vice-President, University

Affairs. In an official statement

issued to the Journal, they stated,

"All three of us have been in

positions in which we have had
privileged contact with the

students in general, and in

person."

Wolman,presently director of

the Student Housing Service, sees

a "direct need for controlled

direction in the AMS". He sees

the responsibilities of the AMS as

split into three essential func-

tions: outside education, the

structured internal or formal

education, and the services. He
stressed the point that the

education generated by outside

sources was to take top priority.

In order to provide com-
plementary external education,

the team hoped to bring in more
top name speakers, to stimulate

more student interest.

He hopes to see further

developments in the realm of

campus planning and career

placement,, in order to inform

students of available vocations

and fields of interest.

Regarding the internal

educational system, Wolman
commented that "the core, the

pulse, of this university is the

Senate." Wolman hopes to in-

Continued on Page 4

Notice to

Candidates
Candidates in campus elec-

tions, who wish to publish a

statement in the Journal

election supplement, to ap-

pear Tues. Feb. 12, must hand
in a resume of 300 words or

less, by 6 p.m. Feb. 6 to the

Journal office. Pictures will

be taken on Feb. 5 and 8th

from 7 - 10 p.m. in the Journal

office. (For ASUS candidates

only, the deadline for resumes
is extended to Feb. 7th).

By the grace of God
Although unavailable for comment, the third

contestors for the post of King, Queen, and Court
Jestor, have issued the following statement:

Robin, by leave of his Liege Lord Stephen, duly

invested and enfeoffed as heir designate to the faire

Realme of the Towne of Kings, and by Divine Ap-
pointment to the Chair of the College of Queen's:

Greetings.

As is the custom in our time of leaders to advise

and console their subjects, so now do I address you.

There has been talk in the Realme of Internal Strife.

There have been rumblings of disassociation of our

faire College from our compatriots. There have
been cries of pettiness in high office, laments of

adminstration gone sour, and woeful rumours of

insolvency. Of these I say. Enough.
Once again the time has come for brave men to

gird up their loins, to seek out new answers, and
fear not the tirals of the unknown future.For what is

past is no more, and our fate awaits. It is not for us

to be bitter about what cannot be changed. There
are those who say we brought our troubles upon
ourselves, but these offer no succour. There are

those who say we could have done worse, but these

offer only words of false optimism. A new path

awaits.

For those who talk of Internal Strife - what
know ye that could have averted it? For it is

only through the eyes of hindsight that these per-

sons are so wise, and when the situation once again

arises, where will these all-knowing persons be?

The critics dissension when unity is required in

the Council, and shout cries of inadequate

representation. But where are they when the

Realme has need of them? Are they lost in their

wanderings, or have they realized a need for

silence?

As for those who spread fears of disassociation

Continued on Page 4
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Phys. Ed. Hours

Regularly scheduled events in the Pool will be

cancelled Feb. 8 and 9 for the Women's In-

tercollegiate Syncro Swim finals, and the Arena
will be closed Feb. 16

,
10.00 a.m. to noon for

Women's Figure Skating Finals.

Pubs and Theatres
401 Inn- Six Pax
Commodore- Fred Paquin
Frontenac- Finnegan's - Fred Werthman

-Muldoon's - Dixieland Jazz Band
Townhouse- Tranquility Base
Manor- Charlie Eckstein

Capitol 1- Starting Wed., Romeo and Juliet

Capitol 2- Papillon, then starting Wed., Mash
Odeon- American Graffiti

Hyland- Paper Chase, then. Instinct For Survival

Domino Theatre- Juno and the Paycock, Feb. 7-9, at

8.30 p.m.

Grand Theatre- Queen's Musical Theatre, Feb. 13-

16, presents Bye Bye Birdie, Tickets are $2.00

(student) and $2.50 (adult) in the John Orr Room.

Tuesday, Feb, 5

11.00 a.m. - 2.00 p.m. and 5.00-8.00 p.m.- Engineering

Society Blood Donor Clinic in Victoria Hall games
room.

1.00 p.m. - Great Canadianization Debate in Grant

Hall, as part of the moratorium on classes.

2.30 p.m.- Moratorium on classes:The First and
Only Complete Canadian Content Seminar in

Dunning Auditorium.

5.30 p.m.- Queen's Rugby Football Club will be

playing hockey against the Queen's Golden Gals.

at the Arena.

7.00 p.m.- Queen's Amateur Radio Club general

meeting in Rm . 454, Goodwin Hall. All members
please attend.

8,30 p.m. -Meeting of the Queen's Astronomy Club

and the Kingston R.A.S.C. in Rm. 323, Ellis Hall.

A film will be shown, and observing will follow,

weather permitting.

9.(XJ p.m.- Dept. of Film Studies, Evening Series

showing of "Senelita" (Mauro Bolognini, 1962), in

Italian with English sub-titles.

Phys ed hours

}Nednesday, Feb. 6

11. fX) a.m.- 2.(KJ p.m. and 5.00 - 8.00 p.m.-

Engineering Society Blood Donor Clinic in Vic-

toria Hall Games Room.
7M p.m.- Commerce Society Meeting in Dunning

12, to meet the candidates for society positions.

7.00 p.m.- Human Sexuality course in Dupuis

Auditorium. La.st lecture of the series, on

Gestxilion and Birth, with speakers Dr. M.

Maxwell (Sociology) and an obstetrician.

7.30 p.m.- Kingston Film Society showing in Ellis

Hall, of "Goal", the film of the 1966 World Cup
Soccer Championship.

7.30 p.m.- History Lecture Series presents Prof.

Christianson of the Dept. speaking on "Witchcraft

and the Irrational in IGth and 17th Century
England" in Rm. 517, Watson Hall.

7.30 p.m. Forum to meet and hear AMS President

and Vice-President candidates in Stirling C.

8.00 p.m.- Introductory Lecture on Transcendental
Meditation in Stirling 'B' with lecturer Gregg
Wilson. Sponsored by S.I.M.S. at Queen's.

8.00 p.m.- St. Lawrence College Modem Film
Classics showing of "Joe" (Avildsen) for 99c in

the Large Lecture Theatre.

8.30 p.m.- "Hamlet", a production by the Dept. of

Drama, will be showing in Convocation Hall until

Feb. 16. Tickets are $1.00 for students and $2.00

for non-adults from the Dept.

8.30 p.m.- Grant Hall Series presents the Festival

Singers of Canada and the Canadian Brass.

Tickets are available for from the Agnes Box
Office.

Thursday, Feb. 7
11.00 a.m. -2.00 p.m. and 5.00 - 8.00 p.m.- Last day of

Blood Donor Clinic in Victoria Hall Games Room.

12.30 p.m- Brown Bag Lunch at Agnes with

Kingston Architect, Wilfred Sorensen, discussing

the exhibit. Textiles in 3D.

7.00 and 9.30 p.m.- Dunning Flick for $1.00 "Fiddler

on the Roof," with Topol.

7.00 p.m.- Open Meeting of the University Centre

User's Committee in Lecture theatre 14, Dunning

Hall.

7.00 p.m.- Undergraduate Physics Colloquium in

Stirling C, on Philosophy and Physics, a dialogue

between Dr. J.R. Allen and Dr. D.B. McLay.
7.15 p.m.- Bridge Club meeting in the second floor

common room, Student Union.

7.30 p.m.- Debating Society Meeting, Meditation

room, second floor. Student Union.

7.30 p.m.- Last Lecture in Ban Righ Common
Room, with speaker Padre Laverty

7.30 p.m.- Camera Club meeting to discuss Art

Festival prints and slides, in the second floor

common room. Union.

8.00 p.m.- "Minna Magdalena" and "Tobby" two

one-act farces performed in German, in Rm. 102,

Drama Dept. Tickets 75c, at the door or at lun-

chtimes in Kingston Hall.

8.00 p.m.- The Kingston Five Woodwind Quintet will

present the second concert of the Kingston Youth

Orchestra's '73-'74 subscription series in

McArthur Auditorium.

8.30 p.m.- Drama presentation of Hamlet in Con-

vocation Hall, see Wednesday for details.

thurs. 7th

9.00 p.m.- Dept. of Film Studies -Evening Series

film, "They Live By Night" (Nicholas Ray, 1949)

in Ellis Hall.

CAMPUS MOVIES presents

'•/I'll H HfJiU (II M
• I' i>H rut uo()t

U'A'I/MI if WI'/jN

/(/»« r-M '',uiu

Tiddleron theRpof
Colorncopo /,

ion m\nm m

(plus: chapter 5 of 'The Perils of Pauline"!

Thurs. Feb. 7 at Dunning Aud.

AT 6 PAA AND 9 PAA admission $1

HUMAN SEXUALITY

PREGNANCY AND BIRTH

Dr. Mary Maxwell

Sociology Department

Feb. 6 7 p.m.

Dupuis Auditorium

"Knock Me Alone"
\

film to be shown

Queen's
Division of Concerts

presents

'FESTIVAL SINGERS OF CANADA^
and the

CANADIAN BRASS
"Electrifying Excellence"

GRANT HALL SERIES
CONCERT NO. 5
Wed. 6 Feb. 8:30 p.m.

Tickets: $4, 3 general, $3, 2 students

Division of Concerts Box Office

\gnes Etherington Art Gentry
547-6194

HAMLIT I.

St

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they

have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: fred paquin

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRfSS ClOTHfS ONir FllMl

'is:

•Si:

I.

Sit
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Federal summer job program for '74 announced
OTTAWA (CUP) Manpower and

Immigration Minister Robert
Andras has annotinced the

measures the Federal Govern-

ment will take to lessen unem-
ployment among students this

summer. The program, called

"Summer 74", will cost Canadian

taxpayers $66 million and is

expected to provide temporary

jobs for more than 375,000 young

people.

The largest single ex-

penditure, $30.5 million, will be

on the Opportunities for Youth
Program. This is $10 million

below last year's figure. OFY
recipients will get $90 a week if

they are post-secondary students,

and jobs will last a maximum of

16 weeks.

Administration, of the OFY
Program has been switched from

the Secretary of State to the

Department of Manpower and
Immigration. Applications are

available at Canada Manpower
Centres and University

Placement Offices. The closing

date for the submission of ap-

plications is March 15th.

The remaining $35 million

will be divided between a variety

of programs, some new, some
continued from last year.

Manpower will open 250 special

Studeht Employment Centres

employing 970 students. Last

year's Summer Hostel Program

operated by the Secretary of

State will be continued, but with a

slightly reduced budget. 4,400

Second Language bursaries will

be made available for six-week

courses in English or French.

The bursaries cover room, board

and tuition costs, but the

recipients must pay their own
transportation costs.

Existing Voluntary Service

Agencies will be given money to

hire 1,200 paid student workers at

salaries of $100 per week. The
Department of National Defence

will train approximately 8,000

student soldiers on the grant

money.
The Department of Health

and Welfare will award research

on drug abuse scholarships under

the non-medical use of drugs

directorate. These projects will

be supervised by scientists at

universities and research sites

and will concentrate on problems

in the biological, psychological

and socialogical causes and
consequences of using durgs.

Another 300 students with ex-

perience in street clinics will be

hired by this department.

Consumer and Corporate
Affairs will spend $40,000 to hire

students to put on puppet shows

for young children in order to

demonstrate safety. Indian Af-

fairs and Northern Development

will provide $500,000 for projects

T.C. Douglas recounts

early political career
by Mark Hayes

Tommy Douglas is not a big

man in the literal sense of the

word. He stands a few inches

over five feet tall, and is con-

stantly dwarfed by those around
him. But in the figurative sense,

T.C. Douglas is a huge man in-

deed. As Dr. Graham of the

History Department put it in the

prelude to Douglas' speech last

Friday in the latest of the History

Department's Lecture Series,

"This is one of a half-dozen men
in Canada who need no in-

troduction."

In a political career that has

spanned 40 years, Douglas has
been a backbencher MP in the

early days of the federal CCF
party, leader of the Saskat-

chewan CCF that formed
Canada's first socialist govern-

ment in that province in 1944,

premier of Saskatchewan for 20

years, leader of the national NDP
during the 1%0's, and now NDP
energy critic in the House of

Commons. And all this by a man
who admits that he "had no in-

terest in politics."

Douglas' topic Friday was
his early political career in

Saskatchewan. When he took

power in 1944, a combination of

the Depression and a long
drought had left the one-crop
agricultural province reeling
economically.

"There were three main
thrusts of our initial program in

1944," Douglas stated. "First, to

provide security for those people

facing foreclosure or eviction;

second, to do something for the

least fortunate members of

society- the old age pensioners,

the mother's allowance

recipients, the handicapped- save

the people who were in danger of

hiring Indian High School

students to improve conditions on

reserves.

Manpower will be spending

$2.5 million to set up farm labour

pools to organize both the supply

and demand sides of the farm
labour market. The pools will

function as temporary help

agencies for agricultural

workers, many of whom are

students.

Last Lecture: "live life as if it were

a cherished gift" Shumaker urges
by David MaCallum

Dr. M. Shumaker, of the Religion Department,

captivated his audience with his personal vision of

morality and life, when he presented the third

lecture in the Last Lecture series on Thursday.

He stated that the idea of grace should again be

taken seriously. Those who experience life as given,

live a life of gratitude and love. Above all, he em-
phasized, live life as if it were a cherished gift.

Shumaker stated that 'love' has become perverted

because of so many "do-gooding for people about

whom they do not give a damn". If a person at-

tempts to make a sacrifice for another without a

sincere feeling, he commented, that person has a

gross caricature of religiosity. Some people give

because of moral theory. That is not life giving, he

said, but only kills the spirit.

"We have moved into a period where we
demand every iota of our rights. If we spend too

much time demanding that we do get our rights

there comes an atrophy of our patience of others.

We have to learn to live with the weaknesses as well

as the strengths of others." He explained that in his

opinion a moral man seeks to ends : to know himself,

and to honour every person." "I don't expect you to

going under; and thirdly, put an

industrial base under the

agricultural economy."
Douglas pointed out the

importance of having a goal when
running a province, or indeed, a

country. "There were budget

limitations, especially in a

province that was bankrupt", he

quipped.

The achievements of

Douglas' CCF government in-

cluded raising Saskatchewan's

minimum wage from Depression-

standards of $9 per week to the

highest level in Canada at that

time, starting the first hospital

insurance plan in North America,
which led to the introduction of

the first Medicare program in the

early 1960's in the province, as

well as a tremendous upgrading

of the hospital system including

the first provincial grants to

encourage hospital construction.

Douglas' program to set up an

industrial base in the province

was so effective that "by 1933, the

province had reached 50 per cent

to 60 per cent of its gross income
from non-agricultural means
(down from 90 per cent in 1944)

and per capita income in the

province went from the second

lowest in Canada to the third

highest."

Douglas spoke briefly on the

energy situation, and said that

"Alberta, Saskatchewan and the

Middle East countries are all

worried that they're going to run

out of oil- it's just that they all

have different degrees of worry."

Douglas expressed the hope that

"we will not allow the multi-

national corporations to control

90 per cent of our resources in the

future" and that "we will not be
able to be held up for ransom as

we are now."

be happy, but I will honour you, I will treat you with

respect."

Shumaker concluded by observing that the

world is absurd because there is no way we can

always do our duty and be right. We will often hurt

others. "I cannot make sense of life, but I can make
sense of some of it, and there's hope I can make
sense of more of it. I will never be able to make
sense of all of it."

This Thursday' presentation by Padre Laverty

marks the half way point in the Last Lecture Series.

Each of the speakers in the series is given the

following proposition: "If you knew you could only

give one more lecture in your life, what would you

say?"
The series offers an opportunity for the

speakers, who are normally cast into a particular

type of role, to step outside their usual pace and
present a lecture on matters they feel worthy of

discussion in this, their "Last Lecture." So far, the

response from the speakers has been enthusiastic.

If the challenge behind the series appeals to

you, attend the lectures held every Thursday night

in Ban Righ Common Room at 7.30 p.m.

Friday, Feb, 8
.00-9.30 p.m.- Women's Intercollegiate Syncro

Swim final's competition in the pool.

.00 p.m., GSS Film Society presentation of

"Before the Revolution" (Bertolucci) in Ellis

Hall.

8.00 p.m.- Two German plays 'Minna Magdalena"
and "Tobby"in Rm. 102, Dram Dept. See Thur-

8.30 p.m.-Drama presentation of Hamlet in Con-

vocation Hall, (see Wednesday for details).

$40amonth
andaUthe
onguishyou

caneat.
Some job description, eh?
Forty bucks walking around

money. Spending your working hours
listening to the wretched pour out their

misery.
Our customers cut through every

stratum of society. Our territory is all

over: prisons, tough bars, squalid

rooms jammed with families of five,

broadloomed surburban living rooms
jammed with everything but hope. All

those folk standing in their own garbage:
Those are our people. We try to

help them take the garbage and re-cycle

it into something useful, rewarding and
Christian.

We're helped by a decent
education. By intelligence, empathy
and a sense of humour. By developing

a tough and gentle spirit. By having as

a well-spring a rock-like faith in Christ.

Come help us help others to help

themselves. It"s an extraordinary life

for the right kind of man.
Think about it. Then, if you'd •

like to hear more, write or call us.

THE REDEMPTORIST PRIESTS
Gerry Pettipas, C.S.S.R.,

426 St. Germain Avenue, Toronto
M5M 1W7.
(416) 466-9265
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MPs call for control of resources
by Dian*> Duttle

Energy policy was the topic,

and arctic sovereignty, con-

stitutional confrontation over
resource ownership, and the

tendency of politicians to seek

short term solutions to these

problems were some of the more
controversial concerns of a

dialogue which was held on

Saturday morning. Oil took the

spotlight as M.P.'s Flora Mac-
Donald, Tommy Douglas and
Paul McCrae, (L. West Thunder
Bay), aided by moderator R. H
Clark discussed party policies

and fielded questions from an

audience of about 150.

Generally accepted were the

need for greater Canadian
control of Canadian resources,

national self-sufficienty in

energy, and a uniform price for

oil across the country. The need

for conservation, as well as

research for new energy forms

and technology, was stressed.

MacDonald questioned the

federal goverment's priorities

suggesting fear the $400,000,000

slated for construction of a

MacKenzie highway would be

better spent in subsidizing nor-

thern transportation costs. She

also attacked the colonial status

accorded Canadians living north

of the 60th parallel and the

permission given Imperial Oil to

build a second artificial island in

the Beauford Sea despite passage

of environmental protectiin laws.

Construction of a MacKenzie
valley gas pipeline for which

Canada would supply half the gas

and receive only five per cent of

the total fuel was faulted by

Douglas as was the tacit ac-

ceptance by Canada of a con-

tinentalist policy in the north-

south pattern of energy flow.

When MacDonald contended

that govemfent money should go

into areas with proven fuel

supplies rather than into risk

ventures, Douglas countered by

pointing out that the customer

pays regardless.

Douglas, and MacDonald
sided together against McRae's
contention that a strong federal

energy policy, "vital to all

Canada", would not infringe

provincial constitutional rights.

"It's the old case of central

Canada deciding what's mine is

mine and what's yours belong to

all of Canada," claimed Douglas.

From the floor, Applied

Science Dean IJffcn queried cuts

in scientific research budgets

when combined social and
physical planning is most needed.

Also questioned was the intended

destination of a mammoth ice

breaker now under construction

in Seattle.

There was general

agreement that development of

the oil sands offers the best op-

portunity for the increase of

Canadian control over Canadian
resources.

The symposium, part of the

course. Nature, Science and Man
II, was sponsored by the

Department of Chemical
Engineering. The course aims to

provide a critical examination of

topical environmental concerns.

Food additives harmful
VANCOUVER (CUP) - Some chemical food additives can cause

schizophrenia, birth defects and epilipesy, according to Merriam
Doucet, chairperson of the Scientific Pollution Environment Control's

pesticide committee. She made this assertion in a debate on processed

food and food additives at the University of British Columbia.

"Even though some farmers stop using certain types of chemicals

these can and do stay in the ground and come into our food even after

twenty years" Doucet said. She explained that some of these

chemicals can cause brain damage and birth defects, and that

because of a continual build up of these chemicals in our bodies we are

not safe.

D. G. Chapman, director of the Food Advisory Bureau,

disagreed, saying "some food additives are necessary to replace the

nutrients lost by processing modem food, but we only allow chemicals

needed to replace those lost to technologically do the job."

Doucet argued that very little protection is given by the Food and
Drug Act, as additives are assumed to be harmless until they are

found to be otherwise. "It is not incumbent upon the public to prove

that a chemical is dangerous," said Doucet "it is incumbent on the

government who is supposed to act for us."

They're at the post ...

Continued from Page 1

crease the awareness of students

where Senate is concerned, and

to institute a closer liaison bet-

ween the AMS Outer Council and

the student body .One of the ways
he suggested,in the hopes of

creating this closer com-
munication, would be through the

creation of a caucus body through

which free-flowing information

would be possible.

Wolman said that once the

finances of the AMS become
consolidated, the AMS could have

a better chance to meet the

demands of the student body.

Druxcrman, presently
manager of the Pub, was very

clear in telling the Journal
exactly how he propc^sed to

remedy the financial situation.

He obutlined the necessity to

make a completf; re-evaluation of

the financial fxjlicies as stated in

the constitution, before any
direct action is taken. He .stated

that what is most needed for a

successfully run financial

organization is the addition of

professional f.onsultants to ad-

viw; and direct the various clubs

on campu.s, most of which have
diffi' ultir-s only because of their

lack of financial know how.

i'erhapK the strongest f>r)int

he made was that his past ex-

periencr; in financial

organizationH could be best

utilized in the AMS,
John Gray, an executive

member f)f (he Queen's Fun Club,

gave the Journal a brief re[>f>rt on

how he hopes to approach
liniversity Affairs, ffe hi:ch the

two rnrml irrifK)rtant issues as that

of furthering communicationK
v/ith the Senate and of improving

the residence situation. Gray's

approach in dealing with com-
munications is one of "grass

roots" involvement. He hopes to

appeal to the general student

body and to discover exactly

what they want. He sees a more
developed utilization of the media
to create more student interest,

encourage involvement, and to

simply make the students more
aware.

One of the main points Gray
stressed is the need for new
services. Services not just

provided by the university for the

university, but more of a com-
munity effort where Queen's and

Kingston could interact to a

larger degree. "Student's need to

realize their responsibility to the

community", Gray said. He
mentioned legal aid, more day
care centres, and the installation

of cable TV as only a few ways to

create community awareness.

The team stresses the need
for professional guidance a stand

which is emphasized by their

slogan: "The Professional Ap-

proach". They hope to encourage

responsible student involvement.

"Through the combination of

our diverse experiences, we hope

to inject strong, purposeful

leadership and efficient ad-

ministration on the handling of

student affairs," their written

statement concluded.

By the Grace
Continued from Page I

from our compatriots, who knows that such fears

may not be realized? For is it in our best interests to

stay aloof, to look down upon the others from our

isolation? Is our wealth, and the wealth of our

subjects, of such a nature that we can afford to scoff

at our cohorts who demands alliance in the face of

(common antagonists?{'an we expect persons of

fKtwer in othcrr Kealmes to look up to us in our ivory

tow(;r and understand our thoughts, our needs, our

aspirations? Or is our external figure worn and

tarnisherl in im:<l of r(!furbishing?

And to thos<! who shout accusations of nit-

picking, of bad rnanag(;mcnt and of faulty financing

- havf! th<;se not l)e(;n changed, and continue to

<;hange? Tlx; subjects of the Itealmc must always

remember the major problems of (heir leaders. And

it is expecially important now for the leaders to

answer to lh<'ir subjects, and consider intinnal

workings of the sy.stem, fian<'ing, and respon-

Hiblity, the iniagr- and r<!Sponsivencss which our

Ilealrnc presents to outsiders,an(l the overall ob-

jectives of the syiiletri.

(^real Steaks

Seafood • Spaghetti

LICENCEDOF COURSE

Quiet Corners - Soft Lighting - Great for Dinner

Aunt Lucy's Restaurant
Princess St. W. at Portsmouth

SICK OF THE ARTS ...

COME TO THE

QUEEN'S SKI CLUB

ANNUAL

BEER BASH
GRANT HALL 8:00 p.m. Sat. Feb. 9

EVERYONE WELCOME

NO ADMISSION CHARGE

Lots of beer and music
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CAMPUS
BOOKSTORE

i

We will be undertaking a major expansion of

the CAMPUS BOOKSTORE this spring, which
will give you about 20 per cent more shopping
space.

It will help us to serve you better if we know
your views on the goods and services you would
like us to offer in the new space.

We would be grateful if you would come in to

the store and complete a %hor\ questionnaire, or

simply write us a note telling us what you think.

(A
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I
X
H
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(- GIFTS: :l_ABCOATS::STATIONERY::PAPERBACKS in

99^ per evening
Modern

Film Classics

Wed. Feb. 6 8:00 p.m.

Large

Lecture Theatre
Avildsen's

JOE

KINGSTON

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPIIFD ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
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University Centre

MAIN MEETING PLACE
MAIN MEETING PLACE (First Floor, standing at the South West
Corner, looking north)

A design for our needs ....
WALLACE HALL LOUNGE (view looking south from North End)

Ml

L

WALLACE HALL LOUNGE - 2nd FLOOR
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Discuss

these plans

on Thursday
After nearly five years of

planning and discussion, the design

of the proposed University Centre
will be presented to students for

suggestions and complaints.

An open nneeting will be held

Thursday evening at 7 p.m. in

Dunning Hall 14; any major new
questions will be reported to

University Officers by the Users
Committee. The committee will

also accept any detailed

suggestions which may be in-

corporated in further planning

processes.

For those who are interested,

larger versions of the sketches and
plans on these pages are on exhibit

at the Student Affairs Centre at 165

University. Representatives of the

User's Committee will be available

to discuss plans from 12 noon to 1

p.m. on Thursday and from 3 pm.
to 4 pm. on Weciiesday.

These plans for the University
Centre w«re designed by Arthur
Erickson, a famous Canadian
architect.

BASEMENT *t!
^V * prefminary N

-W MALL

retail

physical education comple i

retail

4
BOOKSTORE

I

MAIN

j MEeilNG , I I L
^ \ _L Jr men

PLACE\^ I Li .

- I-

LOWER FLOOR ^
^,1,'/ '< H T V preHminaryN

From the needs

for space and

communication

of five

years ago
The need for a new University

Centre at Queen's was first stated

by the University Centre Com-
mittee of the AMS in 1969. Early
plans called for an expanded union
for students only, but this was later

rejected in favour of a centre which
would "foster communication
among and between students,
faculty, administration and
alumni". The centre is alSo
designed to "provide essential

services and amenities for the

convenience of its users" and to

provide for the cultural, social,

intellectual and recreational life of

the University community".
A Steering Committee carried

the concept further, and presented

a report in 1970; the User's Com-
mittee prepared possible designs

by February 1973.

i
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FIRST FLOOR ^
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Union Street

Revisions

and

considerations

of

tlie design

Some revisions have been

made to the User's Committee

report: higher ceilings were
needed for the pub, a food con-

sultant has advised that the kitchen

be located next to the dining area,

and generally revisions were
needed for greater flexibility and

convenience.

Two key considerations in the

planning of the centre have been to

obtain satisfactory dining, pub and

coffee shop facilities, and to plan

for improved traffic flow.

The open centre in the building

(sketched on page 5) aims at

providing easy access to the

various areas of the building.

Other notable features are the

addition of a floor in Wallace Hall

(the upper level is shown on page

5) and the creation of an Arcade to

the Phys Ed. Centre.

Discussion at the Thursday

night open meeting and approval

by the Board of Trustees will bring

the Centre nearer completion.

Construction

could begin

tiiis fall

If approved by the students,

Board of Trustees and by the

Administration, construction of the

new wing could start in the fall of

this year. This new building will

contain commercial facilities, a 385

seat dinning room, a 215 seat coffee

shop and a 350 seat pub.

Renovation of the existing

Student's Union would then likely

start in the summer of 1975.

Cost estimates for these plans

will not be completed until at least

mid-February because of design

revisions and rapidly escalating

costs. Since capital expenditure

has a fixed upper limit, a year's

delay in donstruction could ef-

' fectively reduce the money
; available by $400,000.

The committee hopes to have a

presentation prepared for the

Board of Trustees by the end of

February. If approved, architects

would prepare working drawings

in consultation with the User's

Committee. SECOND FLOOR ^
preliminary IM5 0 5 10 20 40



University

Centre

Financing
by Bruce Trotter

The Oueen'i Journal, Tuesday, Februar/

Commercial Space: This includes a

bank, the AMS Pub, and various sundry

shops. The Implementation of an AAAS

Pub rent (there is none at the present

time) may cause an increase in the

selling price of beer and liquor.

Food Services: During the 1972-73

academic year in the Union their

revenue shortfall was $21,387 and their

gross sales were $316,650. The rent

allocated to the Food Services in the

University Centre is very close to one
third of their present gross sales figure.

It is expected that vastly improved
facilities, a larger seating capacity and
increased traffic in the University

Centre will make it possible to charge
the Food Services $99,221. This is

questionable. However, it should be
noted that if this rent figure is to be met
the user should expect substantial in-

creases in food prices in the University

Centre.

Student Fees: This figure represents the,

continued collection of the present

Students' Union Fee of $10.00 renamed,
at the appropriate time, the University

Centre fee, and the addition of an
automatic annual Consumer Price
Index increase of the fee to keep pace
with inflation.

University: This $60,648 represents the

money the University will put into the

University Centre annually. They do not

put in any money (except the $6,185 rent

charged to the Alumni) into the present

Union and consider the Union an an-

cillory self-sufficient operation. This

would not be the case in the University

Centre,

Debt Charges: They are based on a loan

of $1,500,000 at 9.75 per cent for 25 years
assuming the following capital financing

of this project.

Alumni $1,000,000

Students 500,000

University and Borrowing 2,000,000

$3,500,000

As previously stated the debt charges
are allocated according to the net

assignable square feet occupied by the

various occupants. The problem here is

that the largest portion of the borrowing
is in order that the University can
produce v/hat was thought to be in 1969

and 1970, its share of the capital costs.

However, with debt charges assigned as

above the student end up bearing the

brunt of the annual debt charges
($53,635) versus the University's portion

of $30,558. Now, though, due to the

University financial crunch, the capital

is certainly not available.

Capital needed
'i'h<- tot.;il cost to renovate and add to

th<; present Students' Union to produce
Ihe Dniversity C'entre is %''.> rriillion. Th*;

Alurnni have pledj^ed $1.0 million, the

students %S> million and the University

plus U>rrowinf( VzM million,

P or the 1!J70-71 aeademie year a non-

;if ;id»;mie fee of $5,(X) a student was
f ollef:ted. This fee was to run for seven

v*ars in order to reach the stud(!nts'

^idlge of S.VKt.tXK), At this tim«! $I8«,(X)()

has been eollecld.

In order that this $5<)«,rKK) pledjje he

r< ali/,»!d Ihe fee will havr; to he extended
beyond the s«:ven year deadline, A
rr-lerendurn to this effect will be

presented fo the carnpus durin>4 the AMS
c|r-ctions of February i'.i and H

If this referendum should fail

would be lo({ical to assum*
it

the

Financing our

Student's Union
Stud(;nts pr<fsenlly pay a $10.W non

academic fee towards the operation of

the Students' Union. During the 1972-7:}

academic year, this lee amounted to

$85,876, Student Activities below refers

to the expenses of the student union

Program (."ommiltee. Of interest in the

budget is the $23,733 excess of revenue

(jver expens<.' of Student Httrvicen and the

$2I,:{87 revenue shortfall of the fVxxl

Service operation. Ttie itacdHh revenue

in Student Services is uwjd U> offset

revenue shortfalls in other areas «u<-h as

the International Centre, Alumni
operation, and-or the Food Service,

DETAIL STUDENT SERVICES FOOD SERVICES ALUMNI INTERNATIONAL CENTRE TOTAL

EXPENSES
Major Alterations

Food Service

Tuck Shop
Billiards

Student Activities

Administration
General
Princ. & Int. on Loan
TOTAL:

89

41797

9559

12160

294728

49793

4236

37210

9995

6833

1595

8930

2085

294728

49793

4236

89

94770

23234

12160

63605 395962 8428 11015 479010
}

tEVENUE
Food Service

Tuck Shop
Billiards

Student Activities

Other

316650

53622

4303

85876

1462

6185 4000

316650

53622

4303

85876

11647

TOTAL: 87338 374575 6185 4000

(VENUE EXCESS
3VENUE SHORTFALL

472098

23733
21387 2243 7015 6912

MECTED REVENUE
Commercial Space (plus pub)

\Bookstore (1)

-ood Services

Student Fees
-University

PROJECTED EXPENDITURE
.'Debt Charges (2)

Maintenance
Other Operating Costs

Allocation of Surplus on

Commercial Space

Total

Food
Services Bookstore Commercial

Student

Fees University

102,000

9,687

99,221

105,120

60,648

99,221
9,687

102,000

105,120 60,648

376,676 99,221 9,687 102,000 105,120 60,648

162,086

150,240

64,350

51,491

47,730

5,027

4,660

21,375

19,815

13,000

53,635

49,715

25,675

30,558

28,320

25,675

376,676 99,221 9,687 54,190 129,025 84,553

47,810 (23,905) (23,905)

376,676 99,221 9,687 102,000 105,120 60,648

Principles for operating the centre
1 ) The Food Service and the Bookstore

are considered self-supporting ancillory

enterprises and as such will be expected

to cover their direct costs of operation

through a contribution to the University

Centre.

2) The AMS Pub is considered a service

enterprise and as such will be charged a

rent that reflects operating and main-

tenance costs plus a capital contribution

to the University Centre.

3) The bank is considered in the same
basic light as the AMS Pub except the

capital contribution portion of their rent

will be higher.

4) Students and the University will each

be charged with all the costs covering

the exclusive space they occupy.

5) Students and the University will each

be charged one half of the costs relating

to common or general space (common
room, corridors, washrooms etc.)

6) Any excess of revenue over expenses

on the commercial space will be shared

equally between the students and the

University to decrease their respective

shares of the operating costs of the

Centre.

7) Debt charges are allocated according

to the number of net assignable square

feet occupied by the various users.

8) Maintenance (janitorial) costs are

allocated in the same manner as the

debt charges in no. 7.

9) Other, operating costs (salaries,

fringe benefits, supplies, and

miscellaneous expenditures) are to be

equally shared by the students and the

University.

Voting on financing tlie centre
The stud(!nts if they choose to agree

to financing arrangements would pay a

slightly high((r non acad(!mic fee than

the present $10.00 Student Union Fee. In

fact, it would only be very slightly

University (,'«;ntr(! will not b(! built since

Ihe Moard of Trustees of Quc'cn's

Unive-rsity would unlikely ap()rov(; the

construction of Ihe building if the

stud<rnts are not committed lo the

project. If th<- previously nurntioned

referr-ndurn should fail the mon(!y

alreafly coll<:clcd from the? students

'$)Bfi,(K)0; would most |)rol)at)ly be u.s(!d

lo renovate the (ircscnt food services

operation and Ihe AMS I'ub.

higher.

However, there are some hidden

costs to consider ; the prices in the AMS
I'ub may have to increase and based on

present information, the prices in the

University (Centre Food Services would
certainly have to increase. Also the debt

charges on the $I,5()(),(H)0 loan seem, to

me, soriH'whal ineciuitablc, based on the

intilal thinking in I%<t70.

At that time students did not expect

to contribute any more than the $500,000

to Ihe capital cost of Ihe building.

However, times have changed.

Two referenda will be held by the

AMS on February l.'llhand 14lh to decide

whether the students are willing to

finance the capital costs of building the

Centre and finance their annual

operating portion of the Centre.

If you strongly disagree with the

financing laid out above your recourse is

to vote NO. Remember however, if

either of these referenda are defeated

the University Centre will in all

probability will not go ahead. Also if you

wish the University to put more money

into the Centre and the students less,

that Queen's University financing is a

zero-sum game. More University money

going into the ('entre just means less in

some area such as academics.

i
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Proposals of

the Management

Study Group
The Management Study Group,

chaired by R. J. Kennedy Vice-

Principal (Administration), was
assigned the responsibility in

March 1972 of preparing a
satisfying organizational
framework for managing and
governing the University Centre as

a university facility.

The lengthy report of the Study
Group will be presented to the

Board of Trustees for acceptance
at its February 22 meeting.

The essence of the report and
the underlying principals for the

establishment of the management
and development structures will be
dealt with on this page.

The discussion in the story

below deal with the management
characteristics of the proposals

that are contained in the Users'

Committee report, both for the

main Centre and for the Sub-

Centres as part of the system.

The proposed uses within the

Centre fall into four general

classes:

1. Commercial (the bank,
drug and sundries store, barber
shop-hairdresser, dry cleaner,
laundromat).

2. University services and
activities including all forms of

recreational use (food services,

bookstore. Queen's Student
Agencies, office space, meeting
rooms, billiards, table tennis,

music listening room, TV lounge,

craft areas).

3. Lounge-social space, cir-

culation and unassignable space.

4. Graduate Student Residence
(responsible to the Residences
Board).
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Management composition and responsibilities

by Steve Brereton

There are two classes of

management responsibility in the

new University Centre and Sub-

Centres

1. Those that have to do with
the financing, the operating and
maintenance of the structure and
the business aspects of rentals,

tenants, and other elements of the

University operating structure that

would have some involvement in

the services or use of the structure;

2. Those that deal with ac-

tivities in the Centre some of which
may be organized, some spon-

taneous, but almost always student

generated and student oriented.

In order to bring these two
classes of responsibility together,

there should be a coordinating body
which both types of management
should participate.

It is therefore proposed that

the management structure should

be composed of:

1. A general University Centre

Council which would carry the

broad responsibility for the basic

policies of the Centre and report

through the University officers to

the Board of Trustees. Im-
plementation of policy and
management responsibility would
be placed in the hands of:

a. a business management
committee

b An Activity or Programme
Management committee

C. a General Manager

The chart suggests that the

University Centre Council is the

central body responsible for the

University Centre system's
general operations. It suggests that

its constituents may be made up of

representation from the A.M.S.,
from other Centre users, the

Faculty Association, the Staff

Association and the Alumni
Association. It would be respon-

sible for the general operation of

the Centre as a University building,

through the Vice-Principals
(Administration) and (Finance) to

the Principal and to the Board of

Trustees.

Membership and Appointment

A. University Centre Council

6 students appointed by the
- A.M.S.

1 Alumni appointee

1 Alumnae appointee

1 Faculty Association appointee

1 Staff Association appointee

2 members appointed by the

Principal

1 member appointed from each
recognized sub-centre

General Manager of the
University Centre (ex-officio)

B. Management Committee

2 students from the University

Centre Council elected by the

Council

2 representatives from the
University Administration who
are members of the Council to

be nominated by the Vice-

Principal (Administration)

The General Manager who would
be the chairperson of the

Committee

C. Programme Committee

3 students from the University

Centre Council elected by the

Council Chairperson for

Programming for each sub-

centre (or delegate)

1 member from West Campus
Social Centre

1 representative of the Faculty

Association elected by the

Council General Manager of the

University Centre (ex-officio)
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letters to the editors

Why honour

O'Leary again?
Dear Editors,

It was with some amusement that I

read Senator Gratten O'Leary's name
amongst the five to be receiving LL.D.'s

at Chancellor Michener's convocation in

April. Gratten O'Leary, dean of

Canadian journalism, staunch Tory and

Parliamentary wit, was once before

similarly honoured by Queen^s
University when he was appointed

Rector in 1968. He was elected, unop-

posed, as two student candidates with-

drew due to various pressures in the

weeks following nomination day. So, he

was Rector more by chance than by

choice.

As one who was involved in the

student politics of the time I remember
all too clearly Record O'Leary's record,

made all the more disgraceful by the

outstanding service given to the

students of Queen's by Leonard
Brockington, O'Leary's predecessor.

The Senator did manage to arrive at the

first meeting of the Board of Trustees

following his appointment, and was well

greeted by his old friends on the Board.

He made a humorous speech and talked

with the AMS executive; it seemed that

he might well do a good job. But that was

the last Queen's saw of him. The AMS
president endeavoured to keep in touch

with him, but letters went unanswered
and accompanying every meeting
missed was yet another excuse. The
man simply did not care ; it was another

honour to add to his list and that was
enough.

The AMS President and Vice-

President had to go to Ottawa to. ask him
to resign - even the members of the

Board of Trustees were appalled by

O'Leary's shirking of responsibility

beyond the ceremonial. Perhaps they

realized that this callous disregard

would pave the way for the election of a

student - as it did.

So, the Senator has been honoured

by us before and has shown his com-

lempt for our University. Why are we
giving him a second chance? Perhaps

we are to hope that he won't show up this

time as well.

And what is the Senate for anyway?

Yours Sincerely,

Brian MacLeod Rogers
Arts '71

Ukrainian Club

on the defensive
Dear Editprs,

It has always been a very sad fact of

human existence that there exist in-

dividuals who, while being very apt at

criticizing the efforts of their peers, are

nevertheless doing nothing towards any
betterment of the existing state of af-

fairs. By way of reference I refer to the

letter by A. Lewycky and A. R. Zariwny,

printed in the January 29th issue of the

Queen's Journal.

First of all it becomes necessary to

draw attention to the fact that neither of

the two above mentioned authors is a

member of the Queen's Ukrainian

Students Club. It is also interesting to

note that neither of the two authors

made any effort whatsoever to call his

or her complaints to the attention of the

Ukrainian Pub Night's Steering Com-
mittee - despite the fact that between the

date of publication of the so-called

"offensive" advertisements and Pub
Night nearly a full week elapsed.

Holding back on their criticisms of our

advertisements - despite the fact that

there was still enough time to make
some changes if necessary - 1 personally

find very offensive to my own sense of

what-a-Ukrainian-is-all-about. However
let us get to the heart of the matter - that

is the actual event itself.

Ukrainian Pub Night, which sup-

ported in good cheer a capacity crowd of

students and staff members,/ was
handled with good taste and a spirit of

generous hospitality. All of our many
guests that evening received free food,

got a chance at winning Ukrainian door

prizes and were entertained by a

colourful troop of Ukrainian musicians

and dancers. Indeed many of the per-

sons present were so entertained by the

dancers that they themselves attempted

some of the Ukrainian dancing steps - to

the joy of all those present. Our
traditional hospitality and generfwity

even extended to supplying free food tx)

those who (unfortunately) had to wait in

the long line-ups which soon developed,

(Sorry if I'm stereotyping Ukrainians as

being hospitable, generous and fun-

loving!) In short there was no self-

denigration or self-depreciation at our

Pub Night - anyone who was there (I

wonder if the offended authors were
present? If so they didn't let on!) know
that much.

I can only end by offering, with

feeling, membership in the Ukrainian

Student's Qub of Queen's University to

these two authors. We're planning many
more Ukrainian Club Events for the

future - perhaps even another larger

Pub Night! So if YOU TWO want things

done differently come out and do

something constructive about it!

Lubomyr V. Luciuk

Attitudes from

the Dark Ages
Dear Editors,

The letter by A. Lewycky and A. R.

Zariwny clearly demonstrates a concern

with stereotypes in today's 'in-

dividualistic' society. Failure to

distinguish between the aims and
purposes associated with advertising

techniques and the innocence of simple

humour, accompanied with a distorted

persecution complex makes such in-

dividuals overreceptive to any ethnic

statements. Personally I thought that

such attitudes thrived in the Dark Ages

(sorry if this implies black humour) and

not within kn academic community.

Anyone who attended Ukrainian Pub
Night and experineced the traditional

hospitality mixed with cultural dancing

and folkdress would have left with a

more informed attitude concerning

Ukrainian festive activity. A life of

seclusion and self-imposed degradation

reflects a sad state of affairs and I would

recommend that the above mentioned

authors reinforce their concern with

minority group behaviour by taking an

active part in the activities of the

Ukrainian Club on thus campus.
TTjft Banak

Buhdan Lacbowsky

IVe print "sexist,

chauvinist, trash'
Dear Editors,

In the January 29th Journal there

appeared an ad which we feel deserves

comment. Although the words seem
sometimes to be over used, we can think

of no other way to describe the ad except

as sexist and chauvinist. That a picture

of a half nude woman on skiis ac-

companied by an appropriate male
locker-room comment would be used to

sell sports equipment is clearly ex-

pressive of the "woman as sexobject"

attitude that much of our society has had
for too long towards women. Well, times

are changing and one would hope that

the university newspaper would be a

little more conscious and aware than to

publish such retrogressive trash.

We plan to call the manager of

Finlay's and tell him that until he adopts

a more enlightened advertising policy

we refuse to give the shop any of our

business. We urge other people to do

likewise.

Sherrie Bamhorst
Ann Carlsen

Leith Hunter

Jane Rounthwaite

Kathleen Wynne

Screw the AMS!
Dear Editors,

Screw the AMS ! I am pissed off with

people telling me what to do. I am an

individual and responsible for making
my own decisions. The AMS is just

another bureaucratic organization on an

ego trip. From the beginning of our

experience at Queen's, we are told that

Queen's is proud of its long tradition of

self-government. Up until now, I've seen

a lot of pride, but very little SELF
government. I urge every student to

reject the AMS by voting for THEM-
SELVES on election day.

Kevin Stevenson

Elizabeth Keen «^ Modern Dance

Feb. 8

$2.50

Friday

8:00 p.m.

GRANT HALL
Tickets: John Orr Room, Students Union.

AAcArthur College, Recreational Room

(7-11 p.m.)
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and more

Moratorium -- pseudo-intellectuah

nationalism stinks
Dear Editors,

I am a Canadian. I was born in Toronto and

except for a few junkets abroad I've always lived

here. Where ever I've been, after awhile I've

always felt the desire to return to my country. Begin

Canadian is just in me, like an affliction - but a

positive one. However I just can't reconcile myself

to nationalism.

Nationalism stinks. It reeks of racism and

unfairness. Nationalism is a phony panacea for the

insecure.

Question: What's the difference between an

American capitalist and a Canadian capitalist?

Answer: No difference at all.

References to universities is when nationalism

reaches its height of absurdity. The reputation of

Queen's depends upon its ability to attract the best

it can get - regardless of nationality. To purge the

universities or to set requirements as to nationality

is purely racist.

Tuesday's moratorium is pseudo-intellectual.

Let academic and economic markets remain free of

racial (National) considerations. The only positive

thing that could result from the moratorium is that

the pub will be open.

Yours sincerely,

John Wilson

An appeal for canvassers in blitz campaign
Dear Editor,

I am writing this letter in a plea for help ! The
Kingston Chapter of the Ontario Heart Foundation

is in desperate need of 500 to 600 canvassers to spend

one hour of their time on Sunday, Feb. 10, 1974,

Heart Sunday in Kingston.

The Kingston Chapter of the Ontario Heart

Foundation was originally organized through Dr.

W. Ford Connell and the Heart Fund blitz canvass of

Kingston carried out in association with the

Aesculapian Society of Queen's University.

Kingston being not a small city, it has been

necessary to rely on the help of the whole Queen's

student community to adequately canvass the city.

Unfortunately, the whole city of Kingston has never

been canvassed due to an inadequate supply of

canvassers. The extreme importance of the Heart

Fund and the blitz canvass is brought out by the

following facts:

1) Heart and blood vessel disease is not only the

number one killer in Canada but its death toll ex-

ceeds that of all other causes of death combined.

2) . . In 1973 alone, more than $115,000 was granted to

Queen's by the Canadian Heart Foundation for

research into the cardiovascular system and its

diseases. But the 1972 blitz of Kingston brought in

only $14,000 and in 1973, the figure was less than

$9,000.

It is important to point out that it was not a lack

of money at Kingston homes but too few canvassers

(less than 50 per cent of the required number that

brought about this poor blitz income.

As anyone who has canvassed will know, it is

not a difficult task. It should take at the most bet-

ween one and one-and-a-half hours of a student's

time. Free refreshments and transportation are

available.

If anyone is still not convinced as to the wor-

thiness of this cause, please come to the Open House
regarding the heart and heart research on Wed-
nesday, Feb. 6, 1974 at 7:30 pm at Etherington Hall

beside KGH.
All we ask is one hour of your time on Sunday,

Feb. 10, 1974. Just come to Leonard Hall cafeteria

from one o'clock in the afternoon on. F-or further

information, don't hesitate to call me at 549-0612.

Please Help,

John B.Thorpe
Co-Coordinator

Student Canvass
Heart Fund '74.
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SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS
FREE DELIVERY

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to n PM DAILY

ASUS
Nominations for ASUS President, V.P.,

Secretary, Treasurer, Senator or
A. M.S. Rep. should be in by 5:00 p.m.,
Thursday, 7th February, in the A.M.S.
Office.

Platforms (as to be published in the

Journal) should be in by then, and
arrangements for photos no later than
that night.

Commerce Notice

On Wednesday, Feb. 6 a Commerce
Society meeting will be held in

Dunningl2, where students can meet
the candidated for:

President

Fac. Social Convenor

AIMS Junior Rep.

Treasurer

and Senator

Wed. Feb. 6th 7:00 p.m.

Nominations close Fri.,Feb. 1 at 5 p.m.

Vice-president

Fac. Athletic Stick.

AMS Senior Rep.

Secretary

Bye Bye Birdie
presented by Queen's Musical Theatre

February 13-16
Tickets available in John Orr Room.

%2/student.

Get husslin, all

you cats,

while tickets

last

!

It's what's

happening

baby!
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Househunting beg

Check List

In order to decide whether

a house or apartment meets

your requirements, the

prospective tenant must
generally rely on what he can

find out himself about by

asking the previous tenant.

The following list, which
employs both techniques,

comprises certain basic points

it would be wise to check out

before moving in.

. . .are the stove-burners and

oven in good working order?

. . .is the refrigerator

working? Does the freezer

keep things frozen or does

meat keep in it while ice

cream tends to melt?

. . . are the refrigerator and
reezer big enough so that you

v\on't have to do a shopping

more than once every week or

:wo weeks"
. .plumbing in older houses

generally tends to be on the

Jecline. Although you may
''ecide that the house's at-

actions override its plum-

oing defects, you should be

aware of the nature of the

plumbing's malfunctioning -

'g. gurgling drains, slow

drainage, occassionally rusty

water, etc.

.are there leaks

jnywhere, expecially in

trategic areas such as the

eiling over the bed?

.do the electrical circuits

ippear to be in good repair?

, .is the place warm in the

Ainter? Some places tend to

be colder in the winter due to

'iraughts, etc. Also, in some
DOUses where heat cannot be

wholly controlled on each

loor. the first floor might, for

xample, end up hot while the

•cond might be just right.

. .what is the landlord like?

While his attitude towards you

as a tenant may be altered

somewhat by the amrjunt of

r epairs you call on him to do

.ind your upkeep of his place,

it's a good idea to get a

i>,im:ra\ picture of the person

you'll be dealing with when
you sign the lease and when
something needs fixing.

10 check with the landlord:

, , .if you are looking for a

house for four to seven p<!opl(;

y I should not be preparr;d to

! ;y morf: than $f;5 to V>H per

lonth for an unfurnished

I'OUHe near campus.
. , .are heat and utilities

included in th«: rent? Heat is

genwjlly included; if ulilities

;ire riol, they usually come to

an average of Sl.'i per month.

Vou should pr';pared to pay

$05 to per month including

heat,

. . .if you pay for your own
heat, make sure that the

landlord puts in Htorm win

dow-; in the fall A house or

apartment that is [x>orly in

Milaicd will cost you more to

Looking for a place to live

About this time of the year, students in

residence begin to consider moving off-

campus and those already off-campus start

to think about either renewing their lease

next year or looking for another place to

live. Because of the limited supply of

housing in Kingston, especially of places

with more desirable characteristics such as

being close to compus, and because the best

houses or apartments generally go first,

students should begin looking now for a

place to live next September.

The first thing to know is what you are

looking for. Apartments for two or more
people are generally reasonably priced,

with rent tending to decrease per person as

number of tenants and bedrooms increase.

They usually include from one to two

private bathrooms, a kitchen, living-room

and dining-room. Since living with other

people requires an equal sharing of

responsibilities with respect to duties such

as washing dishes, preparing meals, and
food shopping, it is important that those

living together feel compatible.

Bachelor apartments, containing a

bedroom, kittchen, and sometimes a

private bathroom, are more expensive for

the individual student. As in apartments for

two or more people, the kitchen usually

contains a refrigerator and a stove.

Single apartments, without cooking

facilities and with a shared bathroom, are

less expensive than bachelor apartments.

However, the cost of buying meals may
somewhat offset this difference in rent.

Many single apartments are rented out by
families living in the same house and so

there are likely to be more rules attached to

this kind of apartment living than there are

in general.

Houses may also be rented by students,

with rents decreasing as more students

share the house. They can be leased either

from private landlords or from the

University though the AMS Housing Ser-

vice.

Boarding houses, which operate along

the same lines as residences although on a

smaller scale, offer single or double rooms,

a shared bathroom, and meals.

Looking for a house is rather time-

consuming and there are several ways of

going about it.

You can tell friends what kind of house

or apartment you are looking for, hoping

that if they hear of one meeting your

qualifications they will tell you unless they

or other of their friends are interested in it.

You can place ads in the Journal and-or

Whig-Standard and watch for ads in both of

those papers by people wishing to rent out

their places. There are also ads on bulletin

boards around campus. Or you can try

apartment buildings listed in the telephone

directory.

The Housing and Property
Management Office in Clark Hall helps

students and faculty seeking housing and
also assists landlords who are looking for

tenants. Notices of places available are

posted in the office with phone numbers so

you can call them.

The AMS Housing Service holds a

housing lottery at the beginning of

February (this year on February 12th)

which all students looking for a place to live

and having a fair idea what they require

should attend.

Looking for a place to live takes"up a lot

of time, but don't put it off until next Sep-

tember when the best places will likely be

gone and don't settle for something you're

not satisfied with just go get the search

over. You'll be living in whatever place you

choose for eight months next year and if

you're not happy with the location or some
other aspect of the place, or if you can't

get along with those you're living with, the

time you spent looking this year won't have
been put to its best use and you may have to

repeat the whole process.

- h. ritchic
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Using the AMS Housing Services
by Tony Wolman

The time of the year has come when
you, the students of Queen's, should be

brought up to date on the various

aspects of AMS Housing of which you

may still be unaware.
Housing is one of the branches of

the AMS Services, designed as a non-

profit organization. By being non-

profit, we can offer reasonably inex-

pensive housing for approximately 300

Queen's students each year.

At present, the Housing Service is

made up of 28 houses, which constitute

49 dwelling places. In other words, we
rent some houses as houses, and other

houses we divide up into separate

apartments.

All the houses and apartments are

managed by a committee of Queen's

students, each of whom have been

appointed for a two year term. At

present, there are six of us on the

committee. The buildings managed by

the Housing Service are not owned by

the AMS but by the University. The
AMS leases these houses on a yearly

basis from the University in order to

sublet them to students. The University

leases to the AMS about one third of the

total number of houses it owns.
,

The Housing Service is not in any
way designed to be a referral service

for private landlords nor as a source of

information regarding rent levels or the

availability of housing in Kingston.

These services are performed by the

Office of Housing and Property
Management, Clark Hall Phone 547-

2890.

The Housing Service consists of an

executive committee as well as a

maintenace service.

The committee is designed to make
policy decisions. The assessing of rents,

setting of occupancy limits, placement

of tenants, leasing, collecting rents and

other charges, and determining the

need for repairs and interior

decoration. In the summer months, the

executive committee does not meet. All

the powers are vested in the summer
manager.

The maintenance service, through

the facilities of Queen's Office of

Property Management, hires various

tradespeople as required. In all our

apartment houses, we employ students

as resident caretakers.

The members of the committee
devote from 2-4 hours each week,

towards housing and, as recognition of

these services, a very modest
honourarium accompanies these

positions.

How does a student get an AMS
house or apartment?

The present system we employ is

the lottery. This system is the best that

has so far been devised in terms of

equity and expediency.

By the first of March every year,

we know which students plan to renew
their leases. Before this, in February,

we hold a lottery to determine the

priorities in a waiting list for allocating

those units which will become
available. Thus, by the 1st of March
students will know if their search for a

house has ended or if they must look

elsewhere. Each person may enter one

ballot in the lottery. He or she may put

the ballot in only one ballot box ac-

cording to the type of house he or she

wants. Any duplication in ballots will

void all ballots in the same name. There

are a number of available units varying

from one to eight students each.

In order to determine your chances

of winning, we let you know exactly how
many of each type of house exist, but

note that all or none of any class may
become available depending upon the

number of renewals we have. Therefore

we suggest that in light of this un-

certainty you cast your ballot for the

home you truly want and not for the

category in which there are more
houses.

Are there other benefits aside from

lower rents'*

The Housing Service is designed to

accommodate students in as many
ways as is possible.

Rent is assessed on the basis of just

over $550 per year per student based

on the optimum capacity for a house.

However, students renting apartments
do not fall within this limit due to the

economics involved in operating small

units.

None of the units come furnished.

However, we supply a refrigerator and
a stove.

AMS Housing has assumed the

responsibility for exterior main-
tenance, such as grass cutting in the

spring and summer months, a

responsibility usually required of the

tenant.

There is always someone on call for

repairs and maintenance.

Storm windows and screens are

installed and removed by the Housing

Service.

Public Utilities Commission bills

are paid by the Housing Service for the

apartments. However, those people in

the houses must sign a contract with the

PUC when tenants first move in.

Heating bills are paid for by the AMS
Housing Service for both houses and
apartments.

In short, we are a much different

type of landlord. We provide the

necessary services at a minimum of

cost. It should be noted that other

landlords don't provide nearly the

services you get with the AMS. Our
rents are approximately 28 percent

lower than those for any comparable
accommodation.
Where else can I LOOK?

It is not possible to accomodate all

of the students looking for a house. Thus
we feel that the list below should be of

some help in locating a place to live if

you don't get a place with us:

ADDRESSES OF HOUSING
SUPERVISORS
Types of Accommodation:
West Campus Apartment Tower and
Off-campus Private Housing Mr. G. 0.

Saunders, Director of Housing, Clark

Hall, 547-2890

2. Student Co-Operative Residences
(Science '44 Co-op) 544-4506

3. Residences for Undergraduate Men
Mr. S. Hanright, Leonard Hall 547-2685

4. Residences for Undergraduate
Women, Dean Reid, Victoria Hall, 547-

6109

5. Earl Street Residence for Men, Mr.
5. Hanright, Leonard Hall, 547-2685

6. Graduate Residence (Students'

Memorial Union), Mr. D. A. Saunders,

Students' Memorial Union, 547-6626.

7. Married Students' Apartments, Mr.

G. 0. Saunders, Clark Hall, 547-2890

8. Elrond College, 544-1842

Conclusion.

living off campus: property rights and protection

them suddenly disappear, the one
msible for the rent owed by all

ax Rebate. Students should obtain

ireceipts for all cheques for their

ix rebate.

liAgreement: If the tenancy
I is in writing , the landlord must
wants a duplicate of the agreement
Inty-one days after it is signed by
land received by the landlord. If the

Jails to do so, the tenant is not

for his obligations according to

Inent until he receives a duplicate.

h (1), (2)-)-i-

he landlord cannot take a deposit

from the tenant and apply it to repair any
damages caused by the tenant. If damages
are caused by the wilfull action of the tenant,

the landlord can take him

to court. However, the landlord can require a

deposit not exceeding one month's rent and
apply it only in payment of the rent for the

last rent period (i.e. last month) immediately
preceding (he termination of the tenancy. If

the landlord does this he must pay the tenant 6

per cent interest per year on the deposit.

(Section 84 (1), (2)-) -|-

Post-dated Cheque. A landlord or tenancy
agreement can't require a tenant to pay rent

by post-dated cheques. (Section 84 (3)-) -I-

Right of Privacy. If nothing is mentioned in

the lease about the landlord's right to enter

the tenant's premises, the landlord can only

enter when there is an emergency or when the

tenant gives his consent. If the lease gives the

landlord the right to enter, he may do so only

when he gives the tenant at least twenty-four

hours written notice specifying the (day)

time he'll be coming.

Alteration of Locks. Neither the landlord nor

the tenant can change the locks of doors by
which the tenant's premises are entered

except by mutual consent. If either do so

without the consent of the other, they can be

fined .$1000. (Section 95 and 108 (1)-) +

Landlord's Responsiblity. A landlord is

responsible for providing and maintaining the

rented premises in a good state of repair and
fit for habitation during the tenancy and for

complying with health and safety standards,

including any housing standards required by

law, and notwithstanding that any state of

non-repair existed to the knowledge of the

tenant before the tenance agreement was

entered into. (Section 96 (l)-)-|-

Tena'nt's Responsibility. The tenant is

responsible for ordinary cleanliness of the

rented premises and for the repair of damage
caused by his wilfull or negligent conduct or

that of persons who are permited on the

premises by him. (Section 96 (2)-) +

-I- from THE LANDLORD AND TENANT
ACT, Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1970,

Chapter 236, as amended by 1972, Chapter 123,

February 1973.
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UltclaSSifieds (more on page 18)

TAKE NOTE! Would like to buy ladies

and mens ski equipment in good
condition. Any offer considered.

Call 549-2551.

KANDALORE REUNION: At Jotin

Ttiomases Carrot Patch, 1514

EIrond, Saturday Feb. 9 anytime
after B.OO. All former campers and
staff welcome. BYOB.

S20.00 REWARD for a two bedroom
apartment. Will sign lease
beginning eitlier May or Sep-

tember. Ptione Gene at 544-7202.

WANTED: People to tielp in ttie rest

and refrestiment area of the Blood

Clinic Feb. 5, 6, 7, Phone Doug at

546-7608 after 6.00 p.m.
TO RENT: An 8-bedroom house, 2

kitchens, 2 bathrooms with
shower. Available in May at Albert

and Union Sts. $500 a month with

utilities.

LOST: Our pet squirrel answering to

the name of Secret. Could he be
storing his nuts for the winter? Or
could he be holing it up in some
new nest? If anyone sees this

misguided creature could you
please send him home. He is easily

identified by an attache case on his

bushy tail.

HOT DOGGER KIM
We love your trim
Hope you're fine

For February nine

Be there baby and don't say maybe
Love: Th? novice Hot Dogger and the

Crippled Jap.

FROM THE CALABOGIE HILL
Killers of 'Gordon Four"

To the Mogui-Hoppin Mommas of

Victoria

Thanks for the blast •

It won't be the last

See you Feb. 9.

APARTMENT TO SUBLET: 2

bedrooms on Princess St.

Available May 1st. Phone 544-0104.

WANTED: Another girl to share an
apt. S75-month. For more info call

546-2975.

TO SUBLET: May to Sept. 1974. Fully

furnished 2-bedroom apartment
close to campus. Call 544-2401.

WANTED: 2 or 3-bedroom apt. for

next year. Near main campus.
Call 542-3807 after 5.30 Ask for

Mike or Harold.
SLACK (STUDY) WEEK.- Fly to

Nassau for only $219.00 - includes 8

days, 7 nights in a luxury hotel,

continental breakfast each day,
use of swimming pools, private

beach at hotel, exercise room,
snorkeling equipment, etc. This
offer is being made to University
students throughout the province,

so there will be plenty of new
acquanintanceS to be had (as it

were). Book now and don't be
disa ppoi nted- 1 i m i ted space
available. For information call

548-8481.

TO SUBLET: May Is to Sept. 1st.

Suitable for two or three persons,
completely furnished, ALL
utilities paid, conveniently located

to downtown, beer store, laun-

dromat, banks. Phone 546-1026.

USING PHOTOGRAPHS in your
thesis? Photo Image has a com-
plete range of technical services
including custom black and white
developing and printing and
Ektachrome slide developing. 48

hour service or less available on
most orders. Call 546-7770 for

more information.

TAK will hold a general meeting on
Monday, February 4th, at 7.30

p.m. All members please attend.

We will meet in the usual place.

See you there.

ARTSCI 76'ers: It's time for a change!
Artsci 76 elections, Wednesday,
February 13th, Stirling D at 7 p.m.
Nominations go to Chris Wallace
by Feb. 9th. Come vote.

CAMERA CLUB MEETING: Thurs.,

Feb. 7th at 7.30 pm 2nd floor

common room in the Union.
IF YOU WISH TO BUY a good pair of

snowshoes at wholesale prices

(wide selection to choose from)
call Jim Stone at 544-5467.

THE FUN CLUB BUGLE! Our first

annual newspaper. FREE-
tomorrow and in thoroughly bad

taste. If you can dig it, we can dig
it.

GOING HOME for Reading Week?
Buses one way and return by
Queen's Excursion Club. SAVE. In

the John Orr Room Tues.-Fri.,

10.30 -3.00 p.m.
EST-CE QUE vous voulez vous

amuser a la francaise? Alors, la

Societe Francaise vous invite a

une soiree, jeudi, le 7 fevrier, a 8

h , 190 rue William , BYOB. Tout le

monde est invited.

TRAVELLING THIS SPRING? Photo
Image gives you six passport size

prints for only $5.00 Ideal for In-

ternational Drivers permits and
job applications too. Call us at 546-

7770 or drop by our studio at 33

Brock St. Group ra^es available.

LOST: one old green tattered wallet

last Weds. Call Vicki at 544-4379.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 51h: All

day; moratorium on classes for

the great Canadianization debate.
1-2.30 pm; Grant Hall- the Great
Canadianization debate. Come and
listen. Or come and add your
opinions for the listeners. 2.30-The

first and only complete Canadian
Content seminar. Dunning Aud.,

admission free. A scintillating

display of what Queen's has to

offer that is All Canadian. Don't

miss it.

ANNOUNCING the first Fun Club
newspaper. It's hot off the presses
tomorrow (or the next day).

$10 REWARD for the return of the

curtain from Polish Hall. No
Questions. Phone Adrian at 544-

0639 today, otherwise Commerce
77 pays $300.

SOMEONE NEEDS YOU. You can
save lives. This power is yours by

canvassing for the Heart Fund,
Sunday, Feb. 10th. for just two
hours.

DGM: Is your oven clean yet?

GAEL GROUP 65: we're having
another reunion in the Pub on

Thurs. night (Feb. 7) at 9.00. See

you there. Jacquie, lla, Steve, and
Virg.

REPRESENTATIVES of int'l

marketing agency wanted. Must
be hustling, non graduating en
trepreneurs. Earn $500.00 per
semester from special promotions,
market surveys, student give-

aways from publishers, ad-
vertisers, oil and gas companies,
dept. stores. Apply CMRC (LCC)
Int'l Agency, Ltd., C.P.O. Box 204-

P, Toronto, Ont. M5S 2S7., giving
personal qualifications, current
and home addresses, phone, etc.

We are an equal opportunity
organization.

SELF-CENTERED PEOPLE! We
want you. Change your image.
Canvass for the Heart Fund on
Sunday afternoon. In just 2 hours
of your time, you can become a

different person.
QUEEN'S SKI CLUB: The balance of

the MontSte.Anne deposits are due
Wed. Feb. 6 at 7.00 p.m. in the John
Orr Room.

BEER BASH- Queen's Ski Club an-

nual Beer Bash is this Saturday,
Feb. 9, in Grant Hall 8.00 p.m. All

welcome. No admission charge.
BREAK DOWN and tell your

Valentine all about it. Can't find

words? Find a poem, a record, a

poster, a goodie, at the Campus
Bookstore.

DEAR BWANA: Of course I'll marry
you even if you are ugly. What do
you want, a boy or a girl? Just
kidding. Love, H.W.

GAEL GROUP 36: Second reunion for

the slab-slobs. Thursday night at

quarter to eight on the steps of the

Union (inside). Come, pretty
pictures will be taken.

TUESDAY FEB. 5: All Day;
Moratorium on classes for the

Great Canadianization Debate.
GET OFF your posterior and do

something from the heart for the

Heart. Sunday, Feb. 10th, is the

annual Heart Fund Campaign.
Canvassers are needed
desperately. Do help.

LOST: Pair of glasses, between
Jeffrey Hall and Earl St.

I<e-.idence Phone 544 »Vlt
FOUND: one pair of black framed

prescription glasses; outside
Goodwin Hall. Phone 544 96M to

claim them.
GAEL GROUP63: Orgy of Self

Indulgence planned for Friday
Feb. « be at the Pub in the Union,
8.00 p.m. -Bring drinking frhirtt.

Love: Tony, Jim, Liiii, Gail.

FOUND: Near McNeill House; set of

close up lenses. If they're yours
phone 544-7001 and identify them.

HEART FUND CAMPAIGN. Sunday
February lOth. Canvassers are
desparately needed. It involve*
only two hours of your time-
Transportation will be provided
and refreshments v/ill be available
afterwards. Please help!

TUESDAY FEB. Sfh: 1-2,30 p.m.;
Grant Hall-The Great
Canadianization Debate. Come
and listen. Or come and add your
opinions for the listeners.

LOST: Wallet with student card,
licence, etc., at the Snowball
Variety show. If you found it

please contact Jim at 544-7623 -
and keep the $2.00!

TO SUBLET: May 1 -fully furnished
one bedroom apt. Private bath,

entrance, driveway-utilities paid
except electricity. On Albert St., 15

minutes from campus. Phone 544-

1502.

/ $5.80 S
Great

Pizza

Deluxe- \/^\ Av^x
Extra Large

\i

All Dressed

PIZZA CHALET
544-1227

Plus Free
Coke
Plus Deposit

Notice of

AMS Outer Council Meeting

Thursday February 7, 1974

8:30 p.m.

McLaughlin Room

Students Memorial Union

FORUAA to meet and hear the

AMS President & Vice President Candidates

Wednesday, Feb. 6 7:30 p.m.

Stirling Hall, Theatre C.

SHALL BE HELD ON
and

A.M.S. ELECTIONS
Wednesday, February 13

Thursday, February 14

POLLING STATIONS
February 13 and 14

Union
Library
Kingston
Stirling

Humphrey
EIrond

10:30-7:00
10:30-9:30,

10:30-3:30
10:30-3:30
10:30-3:30
4:00-7:00

10:30-6:30

Residences (Ban Righ, Brockington,
Leonard)

13 February

Etherington (AAatheson Room)

4:45-6:15

14 February

11:15- 12 45 Earl 10:30- 3 30
Watson 10:30 - 3 30 Ellis 10:30- 3 30
Dupuis 10:30 3 30 Summerhill 10:30- 3 30
Dunning 10:30 3 30 McDonald Hall 11:30- 2 30
McArthur (cafe) 4:00 7 00

THE EDUCATION COMMISSION

THE LAST

LECTURE SERIES

with

PADRE LAVERTY

in

Ban Righ Common Room

Thursday, February 7

7:30 p.m.

All welcome - coffee



In my opmion

if 2,500 people

go to a concert

and 2,400 like it -

the

concert

was a

success
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ROM specialist to lecture on

Japanese art, his collection and travels
by Cathy Bull

On Friday, February 8 David

Pepper, an artist-craftsman with

the Royal Ontario Museum, will

be at Queen's to give an

illustrated talk on Japan, and to

meet students and staff in-

terested in Japan, and in

museum work. Pepper's visit is

sponsored by the Art History

D.S.C., and he will be speaking in

Stirling "A" at 8.00 p.m. on

Friday evening.

Very much a student of

Oriental culture. Pepper will be

speaking on the theme of the

samurai as seen in a survey of

Japanese art. He has, on oc-

casion, entitled this study of the

Japanese tradition "Blood, Silk

and Sword". Says Pepper, "it's

dramatic, but it fairly well sums
things up". The talk will be

illustrated with slides of pain-

tings and artifacts, and photos of

Japan taken in 1968.

David Pepper graduated
from the Ontario Ck)llege of Art in

1966, and in 1968 joined the ROM
staff with the Display Biology

Department. His work there

includes the construction of

models and dioramas, painting,

illustrations, restoration work,

and taxidermy. Apart from this

busy schedule David finds time

for his own work, particularly

metal-work and jewellry design.

But his main interest is in

Japanese culture and art, and his

knowledge and enthusiasm have

designated him a resident con-

sultant on Japanese artifacts at

the ROM. His interest in the

Japanese samurai, the

traditional warrior class, and
their armour began in high

school, when he began scouring

antique shops in Detroit, Wind-

sor, Toronto and Kingston for

Japanese artifacts. His collection

has grown now to several hun-

dred pieces, including swords,

suits of ancient armour, and
paintings, making it a large and
most notable private collection in

North America. In 1968, Pepper
travelled throughout Japan

meeting art experts, samurai

families and exploring the unique

character of Japan : he returned

with many fascinating anecdotes

and photographs. Pepper's in-

terest in the Japanese culture is

extensive: he speaks and reads

the language, has been involved

with traditional Noh drama, and
at his home has constructed an
authentic Japanese room and
garden to house his collection.

David Pepper has spoken

many times on his favourite

subject, and it is not difficult to

get caught up in his enthusiasm

for the drama and beauty that is

Japan. Following the talk there

will be an informal reception

where students may talk with

David about his travels and
collection, and about his work at

the Museum. It promises to be a

fascinating evening: everyone is

welcome and admission is free.

Art History D.S.C. Lecture Scries

February 25th. 8.00 p.m. Watson

Dr. F, Colwel: English

Romantics in Italy

March 7th. 8.00 p.m. Watson 217

Dr. Rudolph Schnitzler: Baroque
Stage Design

March Hlh, 8.VJ p rn Walw^n 217

Dr. Hope Simpmn
Dr. Hagel

'line excavations at Nichoria

Elmer Iseler's Festival Singers of Canada will be joined by the Canadian Brass in the

final Grant Hall Series, Wednesday at 8.30 p.m.

f

now
wry vmgfi L

music

7 Syy\/h)Ci2m/i^

festival 74
get t(te ctetttild mi convpkte

{i5liOM\s of events iw. xkc

olpj-tcuil jestimi program/
OK the

poetry art

V /iUii 'Cvewj tuHM^
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Hamlet: traqedv tomorrow
by Kiloran German

What makes a play?

...spears, swords, vials of

poison, daggers, flowers, masks,

goblets, crowns, skulls, more
flowers, cushions, crosses, balls,

rings, jewels, heads, twelve
actors, giant puppets, millions of

manhours, a backstage cast of

thousands, and a dash of in-

sanity...

After weeks of rehearsal,

Hamlet, the Drama Depart-
ment's second major production
of the year, opens tomorrow night

in Convocation Hall. During last

minute preparations, while the

jugglers and gymnasts practised,

and the technical crew made
final adjustments, various people
involved with different aspects of

the production gave the Journal
their impressions.

director
When asked why he decided

to do the play. Director Bernard
Burkom said, "Ihke it - it's a

great action play - very
theatrical. It's a play filled with

big over-stuffed characters -

great huge immense people- who
really do view life as a stage, and
they strut across it."

Burkom's approach is

clearly action oriented, and he
says that his main emphasis is

quite simply on the plot. He feels

that all meaning will emerge
from a clear presentation of the

Rob McLure as Laertes and Chris Cunningham as Hamlet

action of the play. "Big
emotions...not as much sex yet
as I'd like. ..tremendous
violence", were Burkom's words
to describe the tone of the

production. He contends that the
effect is to emphasize "the brutal

actions which underlie the

- boag

Ian Fenwick as Claudius and Pat Northcott as Gertrude.

metaphysical reflections in the

great Renaissance Drama."

designer
Gavin Semple's set is a huge

black box, cut by banners. He
told the Journal "I tried to make
it simple enough that the words of

the play would come across. The
set pushes all the action down-
stage. Great height is suggested

to convey palatial monumental
space."

One effect of the walls of the

box is that people standing

backstage can't see what's going

on onstage.To alleviate this

problem, close circuit T.V. has
been installed with two monitors

backstage so that actors can be

cued as to what's happening out

front at any given time.

Semple's design also

necessitated the construction of a

thrust stage. "We have wanted to

try a thrust for a long time", he
said, and noted that, "It has

caused many problems with

lighting and sightlines, but its

great for the actors especially

for soliloquies, and that is of vital

importance in this play."

Commenting on his unique

costume designs, which are

"futuristic in appearance, but

based on Elizabethan styles",

Semple said, "I wanted them to

be as non-period as possible,

which is impossible - they will

inevitably be associated with

other plays, other times."

His designs have been
beautifully realized by cosutme
mistress Carol Miller and her

stable of minions who a were last

boag

in the Drama Department production which opens tomorrow
night.

seen sewing armour
together.

actors
The actors' comments to the

Journal betrayed advanced
symptoms of long-late-last-

rehearsal-neurosis :

Horatio, "We hope we will

learn to act by Wednesday."
Polonius, "I like my in-

terpretatition but Brando could
have done it better."

Gertrude, "The costume
people tell me I'll look
gorgeous."

Claudius: "Screw the press."

Ophelia; "No comment".
Osric "Don't you just love my

orange pouf? It was exclusively

designed by Sarah of Dorset."
Hamlet, "The plays the thing

wherein I'll catch'the conscience
of the King."

. And their speech expert was
quick to note that, "They're not
rolling their 'R's, they're rolling

their ey^s."

pedants
Some eminent scholars met

on Sunday night at a Colloquium
to discuss, "What is tragic in the

Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of

Denmark?" None of them
however seemed to want to

grapple with the issue.

Asked English professor
Barry Thorne, "Suppose that

Hamlet is not really a tragedy at

all, what then?" He then quoted
at great lengths from other
critics.

His colleague John Baxter
said, "As the years go by, I know
less and less about what tragedy
means, and I am constitutionally

terrified of the aesthetic."

Drama professor Fred
Euringer reiterated Baxter's
comment with the words,
"People who work in the theatre

are less general and more prac-

tical - we stay away from the

question of what is tragic even
more than you do.

And English professor Claudette
Pollack said, "There are so many
puzzles in the play, you can 'call it

purely tragic."

What is tragic in Hamlet?
Obviously, you'll have to go to the

play and decide for your-
self.

errata
Hamlet runs from Wednesday the

6th through Saturday the 16th of

February in Convocation Hall,

Old Arts building. Tickets are
available at the Department of

Drama (547-6291) from 9 to 5

daily at the cost of $1.00 for

students, and $2.00 for non-

students.

CAN CLASSES TODAY
THE GREAT CANADIANiZATION DEBATE/MORATORIUM ON CLASSES

Tues., Feb. 5th, 1974
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ATTENTION GAEL GROUP No. 52--

Reunion Tuesdav. February 5th, in

the Queen's Pub -Kathy, Bill,

Steve, and Susan hope to see you
all.

THANK-YOU John and Beth, -Woody.
OH CAROL! "Now if there's a smile

on my face, its only there to fool

the public, so don't let my glad
expressions give you the wrong
impressions."

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5th: 2.30 -;

The first and only complete
Canadian seminar. Dunning
Auditorium, admission free. A
scintillating display of what
Queen's has to offer that is All

Canadian. Don't miss it.

ACHTUNG! Don't miss the two
German Comedies by Curt Goetz
to be performed in Room 102 of the

Drama Dept. Thursday and
Friday next at 8 p.m. Tickets are
75c each, and are on sale lun-

chtimes inside the main entrance

to Kingston Hall.

SUPER SUMMER SUBLET! Three
bedroom split-level apt. available

from May to September.
Features: two waterbeds, two
balconies, bright and airy, 3 blocks

from Dupuis. Phone 549-2551.

Journal Sports

needs writers,

and interested,

or interesting

bodies.

No experience

necessary .

We're easy.

We train.

HELP! The annual Kingston Heart
Fund Campaign is this Sunday,
and canvassers are urgently
required. The Heart Fund depends
on Queen's students for success.

For two hours, why don't you do
something for somebody else?

GOING HOME for Reading Week?

Buses One Way and Return t>y

Excursion Club$AVE. In the John
Orr Room Tues. Fri., 10,30 3 pm.

I, Myself, didst do these aforcmen
tioncd ditties! I can't believe I

didst the entire moss...

THE HOUSE OF HAPPINESS
welcomes the arrival of the

Fantastic Flying Veget<it>les..T<i

Dal Bet you're dying to touch our
bodiesi !

!

(JUST IN CASE YOU MISSED THE
MASTHEAD) THANKS AND
HUMBLEST APPRECIATION TO
THE BIG GNOME IN
MORRISLAND. HIS BETTER

HALF (DEAk BETH) , JOUR
NAL STAFF FOB CRAYONS/
PACIFIERS, AND BIBS, 264 FOR
INNUMERABLE REASONS,
THE WAITOR AT BROWNIES,
AND FRIENDS WHO SHOWED
UP FOR SURPRISED SdS'4 21st
ANNUAL

Winter is just snow fun

without it.

Molsoii Golden
A good smoolh ale

Do you know what you're missing?

Alfred's Newest

and Greatest

Thriller

3 shows

7 p.m. 9 p.m. 11 p.m.
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Gaels edge McGill in weekend split
by Brent Etherington

On Friday afternoon, the

basketball Gaels made their

annual Montreal excursion on the

last road trip of the season. The

weekend twin bill pitted Queen's

against McGill Friday night and
a tough Sir George Williams

squad Saturday afternoon.

In the first game, Queen's

- j. bottom ley

Guard Stewart Beck shoots over McGill player for two of his

personal high 15 points.

Neeland only

qualifier for games
Only hurdler George Neeland managed to qualify for the

Star-Maple Leaf Games scheduled for Toronto 'CNE Stadium

next weekend. Neeland made the placing in the 50-yard hurdles,

while Vic Gooding, the only other Queen's athlete to attempt to

qualify, just missed as he finished third in his heat.

The track Gaels have been struck by a series of injuries over

the last few weeks, most notably to team captain Dave Jarvis,

who is having tendon problems, Keith Berriman, who has a

sprained ankle, and Bruce McCormick, out with knee dif-

ficulties.

Coach Rolf Lund has given these and several others time off

to recover before the OUAA-OWIAA combined indoor cham-
pionships on March 2, at the CNE. The healthy members will be

in Toronto Friday night at the U. of T. Invitational meet, then

move on to Cortland State College near Syracuse for a tri-meet

on Saturday.

faced a distinct height disad-

vantage, since McGill has 6'11"

centre and a mobile 6'7" forward

(via Vermont). However, the

Gaels attacked the boards well,

and came out with a dramatic 68-

67 overtime win.

The Gaels surged to an 11-2

lead before McGill got untracked

and adapted to Queen's defense.

The Redmen chipped away at the

Gaels' lead throughout the first

half, then took advantage of a

Queen's shooting slump just

before the half, hitting six of their

last 10 field goal attempts to

surge to a nine-point lead, 31-22.

After the intermission, the

Gaels came out gunning and by
the 12:22 mark, they had tied the

score at 37-all. From that point

on, things got tense, with the lead

changing hands repeatedly.

Finally, with 35 seconds left in the

game, the Gaels had possession

of the ball while trailing by two

points. They brought the ball

downcourt, and played for a good

shot. The clock ticked away until,

with two seconds remaining.

Norm Hagarty swished one
through the cords from the top of

the key to tie the game at 57-all.

In the five-minute overtime

period, the teams exchanged
baskets several times, until

Derek Swinnard potted two
crucial foul shots, then grabbed a

rebound and threw a hard court-

length pass to Stewart Beck to set

up the hoop that put Queen's

ahead by three. McGill rallied to

within a singe point, but their

desperation in-bounds pass with

five seconds left on the clock hit

the ceiling, giving the Gaels the

win, 68-67.

Hagarty led the Gaels with 19

points, while Beck hit 15 and Rob
Smart added 12. Swinnard led

Queen's in rebounding with 11,

while rookies Andy Christie,

Bruce Nickel and Paul Morneault

all played well coming off the

bench, especially on defense.

Saturday afternoon, the

Gales went up against a tall,

Americanized Sir George quintet

that are on top of the QUAA, and
ranked 7th nationallv.

Queen's stayed right with

the Georgians for the first twelve

minutes of the game, but then

suffered another of the scoring

lapses that have plagued them all

season as Sir George opened up a

16-point half-time lead.

With Tindall and Smith going
to their bench in the second half,

the Georgians continued to pull

away, finishing the game with an
85-59 margin. Hagarty again led

the Gaels with 18 points, while

Christie and Jack Muir played
aggressive two-way basketball

for much of the second half.

The Gaels resume their

league schedule tonight as they
take on a tough, tall Ottawa U.
squad at 7:00 p.m. in the Bartlett

Gym. Ottawa is currently ranked
number 10 in the country, and is

deeply embroiled in the fight for

first place in the OUAA-East.
The Gaels have finally

started playing exciting

basketball, and this, combined
with a good rowdy crowd, could

make things rough on Ottawa.
The GeeGees got tripped up here
last year after dominating the

game in Ottawa, and the Gaels

hope history will repeat itself.

Have a few warm-ups with

dinner, crawl over to the gym,
and help out a team effort.

Intermediate Gals take two
by Mary Anne Purdy

The intermediate basketball

Gals came away with two vic-

tories this weekend, despite a

shortage of players due to illness,

absences, or injuries. Friday

night the team secured a win

against Ryerson, 35-22. Saturday

morning's contest against a

strong Toronto team also ended

in success for Queen's with a

narrow 35-28 win. Both games felt

the absence of rookie Sue Davis,

unable to attend the games, and

captain Jenny Bagnall is still

recovering from sickness. Also,

the powerful playing of winger

Joan Dawkins was hampered
slightly from a broken finger,

which was one of the results of a

previous game. The Friday night

game was plagued with poor

shooting by both teams. Queen's

controlled the ball slowly, but

well, only to throw it away on

inaccurate shots from the key

area. Rebounding was poor

during the first half, but picked

up as the game progressed.

Injuries again struck the

team when, in the second half Sue

Sisson was taken out with a knee

injury. Up to that point she had

been playing a good defensive

game, as had the rest of the team.

The zone defence of Queen's

managed to force the Ryerson

players to attack from outside the

key area. The press, which the

Gals have just started to put into

action in their last few games
was very effective in this game,

forcing the opposition to turn

over the ball to Queen's on a

number of occasions. High scorer

for the team this game was Janet

Crowell, with a total of eight

points, with Sue Hall putting up 6

points for the team. The pleasant

surprise of this game was that

Crystal Grove's long hours spent

practising shooting finally paid

off, for she managed to hoop a

total of six points also.

Congratulations Crystal

!

Saturday morning's game
proved to be the real test, for

Toronto has been closest to

beating the Gals this season, and

things looked a little tense. But
despite the injuries of Queen's,

the women pulled through and
played one of their best games
this season. Coach Scott Cook
was extremely pleased with his

players, stating that they finally

managed to get together and play

the type of ball they are capable

of. "The press worked very ef-

fectively for the team in the first

half, with Queen's forcing a large

amount of turn overs. Devany
Smith was quick with many good
steals and fast breaks. Jarmela
Smola led the scoring race
against Toronto with 24 points, 12

of which were free throws. Other

scorers for the game Joan
Dawkins, Sue Hall, Janet
Crowell, and, again. Crystal
Grove. Crystal also managed to

get her hands on the greatest

number of rebounds during the
game, which helped Queen's
control the ball.

The start of the second half

was slow in starting, with poor
passes and scrappy playing.
Queen's was having difficulty

getting back into position after

the press, and therefore Toronto
was walking right in and scoring.

But things tightened up, and the
Queen's Gals held off the Toronto
attack quite easily for the rest of

the game.

Hockey Gals tie
A third-period goal by verteran Sheila Pratt gave Queen's hockey

Gals their first point of the current OWIAA season Friday night, as

they tied the York Yeowomen 1-all in Toronto. The Gals had several

chances to score the winner, but a late penalty to Deb McCaw forced

them to settle for the tie.

Pratt, who has been playing very steady hockey all season, had
her best game of the season, as did rookies Pam Casey and Joanne
Wildgoose, who were playing on a line with McCaw after injuries

forced her regular wingers to miss the trip.

The Gals' defense, which has been a sore point all year, appeared
much steadier, and the team as a whole was more aware of the two-
way demands of the game. Carol Pettey and Virginia Pollock were
much improved in their play, both against York and in the Saturday
match with Western, which Queen's lost 3-0.

Despite this defeat, the team was not unhappy with their level of

play. Western is currently in second place, and the Gals were able to

skate with the Mustangs throughout the game. Goalie Wanda Gyde
played a very strong game, making several spectacular saves.

Finally, a source close to the team noted a distinct upsurge in

team spirit over the weekend; with a lot of rookies and sophs playing

this year, this should bode well for the future.

Wrestlers win
Queen's wrestling team defeated a Montreal club assemblage 31-

18 in a dual meet held there Friday night. The Gaels got strong per-

formances from Al Stewart (118 lb), Mike Dwhytie (158 lb.), Al

Faseruk (167 lb.), and George Saunders (190 lb.), all of who pinned

their opponents, while Jack Vandenpol (126 lb.), Del Demonte (177

lb.), and John Johnson (1901b.), all recorded points wins. Veteran Rob
Beamish drew his match in the 150-pound class.

The matmen will be in action again this Saturday when they travel

to Waterloo for an invitational competition.
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Fencing Gaels qualify for Eastern finals
Queen's men's fencing team

is right on schedule: they're

hitting their peak form just as the

finals in the OUAA are coming

up. That fact became clear late

Saturday evening after one of the

best days of competition the team

has enjoyed this year.

The occasion was the far

eastern sectional playoffs

featuring Queen's, RMC, Trent,

Carleton, and Ottawa. They were

held Saturday in Peterborough.

Queen's finished first in epee,

second in foil, and third in sabre.

With the top two teams in each

event advancing to the sectional

playoffs, it means that Queen's

will have two of its three teams in

the OUAA semi-finals. The
eastern sectionals, it means that

Queen's will have two of its three

teams in the OUAA semi-finals.

The eastern sectionals will be

held Saturday in Bews Gym at

Queen's beginning at 10 a.m.

The epee team of Murray
MacKay, Scott Scheuermann,
Wilf Backhaus and Carl Mc-
Crosky beeat out RMC for top

honors in that event. Carl won 7 of

his 9 bouts and Murray and Scott

each won 6. In foil, RMC beat out

Queen's for top spot while
Carleton, who had been expected

to be very strong in this event,

had to settle for third. John Chow,
Bruce Peterkin and Tim B<jwman
represented Queen's in thiK event

and it was by far and away their

best performance of the year.

Bowman finished third in-

dividually and will advance to the

individual semi-finals which will

also be held on Saturday.

In the sabre competition.

Queen's had to settle for third

spot. Carleton finished on top and
RMC were second. However, Ron
Fitzgerald of Queen's was third

individually behind Ben Joyce of

Carleton and Bob Orzechowski of

RMC.
The eastern sectionals will

combine the top two teams in

each event from the far east and
the mid east divisions of the

OUAA. From the far east
division. Queen's and RMC will

Ixi ittf i-ix-M mid luti U-arn!-, and
CarleU>n and RM^; will \jf. the

sabre teams. The rnid-eaist

section alao held their miarUtr
finals on the weekend; howevw,
final results were not available at

press-time.

As well as thie team com
petitions, three individuals in

each event from each section will

also compete in the individual

semi-final bouts. Queen's will

have three representatives: Wilf

Backhaus in epee, Tim B^.»wman,

in foil, and Hxm Fitzgerald in

sabre. By far and away it was the

team's best performance in two
years and it was made even more
impressive by the fact that they
have not had a coach all season.

Congratulations and good luck

this weekend.

bourns

The West Indian Club

presents

Variety Night

on

FEBRUARY 15

Come along and bring a friend

Curlers qualify
Queen's curling team qualified for the OUAA finals next

weekend at Brock with a first-place tie in the Eastern Sectionals

with a strong U. of T. rink. Both rinks finished the round-robin

competition with identical 5-1 marks, Queen's beating varsity,

then losing to York, who tied for third with Trent.

Queen's coach Al Lenard indicated that the "top two teams
definitely qualified", despite the York win over the Gaels. He
.said Queen's played a mediocre game against the Yeomen, but

had a strong game with Varsity.

ASUS FORUM
To be held In the Red Room at 8:00 p.m. on
Monday, 11 February

come on over and meet the candidates for the
Executive, Representatives and Senators

Heart Fund Campaign

February 10 12 Noon - 4:30 p.m.

Canvassers Urgently Needed

CANVASSING ONLY INVOLVES 2 HOURS OF YOUR TIME.
DO SOMETHING FOR SOMEONE ELSE. DO IT FROM THE
HEART, FOR THE HEART.

The canvass will commence at 12:00 noon, Leonard Hall,

Queen'% University. Transportation will be provided and
refreshments (coffee and donutt) will be available afterwards.

PLEASE HELP

SPRING TERM
(May 8 - June 25, 1974)

- Proposed Courses -

Commerce
20-112H Accounting II

20-12H Introduction to Finance

20-150H Introduction to Industrial Relations

Computing and Information Science

22-lOH Introduction to Computing
22-102+ — Computer Organization and

Programming I

Drama
25-401 Project 401 (A three full credit course

beginning in May and ending in August)

Economics
29-110 — Principles of Economics
29-210 — Modern Economic Theory

Portuguese

English

32 205 — Introduction to Anglo-Saxon Poetry

Film
34 210 — An Introduction to the Cinema
34 310 — Fundamentals of Film Production

French
35 100 — Intermediate French
35 221 — Introduction aux etudes litteraires

Geography
38 420 The Geography of the Soviet Union

History

46 260 — Canada from the Conquest to World
War II

46 277 Europe Since 1B70

Mathematics
55 005 1 An Introduction to Algebra
55 266 ) Probability and Statistics

Music
64 254 - - Electronic Music Composition

Philosophy

7/ 111 Introduction to Philosophy

Politics

Bl 2B0 Erpplrlcal Analysis of Political

Behaviour
81 383+ -~ Polltlcot Elites

85-100 -- Introductory Portuguese

Psychology
84 100 -- Principles of Psychology

84 215+ — Experimental Psychology; Per
ceotion

84-235 — Abnormal Psychology

Religion

89-241 — .Christianity and History
89-332 — Myths and Symbols as Religious Ex-

pression

Sociology

92-122 — Introduction to Sociology

92 223 — Anthropological Theories and Methods
92-233 — Race and Ethnic Relations

92-273 — Social Psychology

+ Indicates a half course

FINAL DATE
FOR REGISTRATION:
(without payment of a late

fee of $10.00)

February 15, 1974

INFORMATION
Department of

University Extension

25 Union Street

Kingston, Ontario

Canada

613-547-32B3
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Gaels blow lead In 8-6 York loss
by Peter Watts

Despite leads of 3-1 in the

first period and 5-3 in the second,

Queen's Golden Gaels were not

able to persevere and wound up
on the short end of an 8-6 score in

Friday night's regularly-

scheduled OUAA hockey game in

Toronto. It was the Yeomen's
thirteenth victory of the season

;

they also have one tie and have
lost only once : to the University

of Toronto. For the Gaels it was
their fifth loss in eight games
since Christmas.

It was a case of a second-

period letdown that saw the

Yeomen come up with four goals

to take a 6-5 lead at the end of the

period. The Gaels have suffered

in the past few games because of

an inability to keep the other

team off the scoresheet. The loss

of defenseman Peter Berkeley

after the tournament in January,

due " to academic pressures,
appears to have been far more
significant than was first

realized. One should not blame
goalie Dave Dungey because he
made some good saves. But
there's little question that

defense has not been one of the

team's strong points in the last

few weeks.

The Yeomen's number one
line of centre Al Avery, left

winger Ron Maeck and right-

winger Tim Ampleford did most
of the damage. Ampleford scored
three goals and added four

assists; Avery had two goals and
four assists and Maeck added a

goal, givii^g the line six of the

eight goals and fourteen scoring

points. John Marshall and Doug
Dunsmuir added single markers.

For the Gaels, Dave Parks
continues to perform brilliantly

on a line with Bob Clayton and
Dave Hadden. Parks scored two
goals with Clayton getting one.

Colin Loudon, Jim Sunstrum, and
defenseman Steve Gross added
the others.

Again the Gaels moved the

puck fairly well against the

Yeomen which in itself is a good
sign and an improvement over
past performances. The defense
had several good shots but the

Gaels as a team are still not

peppering goaltenders with the

same degree of enthusiasm that

they showed before Christmas.

York netminder Wayne
Weatherbee proved on several

occasions that he could be Had!
The Beast missed the open side

by inches on a close-in scramble
in the third that would have made
the score 7-7. But it was that kind

of night!

Aroimd the league, Toronto

knocked off Loyola 8-2 in

exhibition play in Toronto on

Friday night and Laurentian had
an easy time beating lowly

Ryerson 7-1 on Saturday. But the

big news as far as Queen's fans

are concerned emerged from

Kitchener -Waterloo. Friday
night, Waterloo Warriors beat

Ottawa Gee Gees 8-4 and
Saturday, the Laurier Golden

Hawks tipped Ottawa 9-5. This

left the Gee Gees 2 points behind

Queen's in the battle for the

fourth and final playoff spot and

now the two teams have played

the same number of games:
thirteen. That makes the game
between the two of them 2 weeks
from today a big game indeed.

Meanwhile though, the Gaels

will be in Canton N.Y. tonight for

an exhibition match against St.

Lawrence University. Several of

the Gaels, including London,

Lynch, and Coffey, will be facing

an old team-mate in the person of

Gord Rivoire, who is now playing

for SLU and who previously

played junior "B" hockey in

Kingston. SLU was narrowly
beaten by Toronto 2-1 in a tour-

nament in November. The
Larries also lost an exhibition

match to Loyola two weeks ago
by 3-2. In other words, they'll be
tough and all hands look forward

to a good hockey game.
This Saturday, the Gaels

meet the Voyageurs at 8 p.m. in

the Harty Arena. More about
those ... on Friday.

Fencing Gals second
Queen's women's fencing

team finished up in second spot in

the OWIAA championships held

at Ottawa U. February 1 and 2. A
surprisingly strong McMaster
squad, coached by Olympic
coach Fred Wach, tied Queen's
with 8 out of a possible 16 vic-

tories in their meeting, but won
on the number of hits in the in-

dividual bouts. The U. of T.

squad, coached by Ken Woods,
was expected to provide the

principal competition, but did not

perform as well as was an-

ticipated.

The individual cham-
pionships ended in a complete
upset. None of the three top-

seeded fencers - Ann Bayer of

Queen's Luba Taguchi of Mc-
Master, and Sharon Williams of

York - placed in the closely

fought final. Multiple defeats of

all fencers necessitated the
fencing of two additional

barrages among the top three

competitors. Ann Stokes of

Toronto emerged as the new
individual champion with Ot-
tawa's Carol Wishart and June
Mallin finishing second and third

and often could not make it to the

Queen's meets. Phil Buxton of the

men's fencing team filled in as

coach on Saturday.

The performance of the team
on Saturday indicated that more
effort will have to be made to get

a full time coach for fencing here

next year. Whoever takes on the

job next year will inherit a

women's team that will lose only

Ann Bayer to a graduation.

That's a good place to start from
and build a championship con-

tender.

respectively.

On the whole, the Queen's
team of Ann Bayer, Rosemary
Knight, Sue Seto, Judy
Krupanszky, and Debbie
Christian showed great overall

improvement. Their progress,

however, was hampered con-

siderably by the lack of a coach.

The loss of last year's coach, Jon
Tondeur, proved to be the hardest

position on the team to fill. Bob
Lowe of RMC filled in on an in-

terim basis but he is the head
coach of the RMC men's team

Gym Gaels eighth
Queen's University sent a much-reduced team into the very

competitive McMaster Invitational Gymnastics meet Saturday in

Hamilton and emerged in eighth place overall. Two former Olympic
competitors and two of Canada's top Canadian gymnasts: Steve
Mitrulc of Toronto and Keith Carter of the University of Manitoba were
among the competitors. In addition to Toronto, Manitoba, McMaster
and Queen's, there were teams from RMC, York, Western and the
Hamilton Germania Club.

Injuries kept down the number of Queen's performers that coach
Heinz Weiler could take to Hamilton but in fairness to Peter Locke
and Roy Nakashima, their performance was very impressive. Locke
in particular, showed great potential in the vaulting events.

Queen's will host the OUAA eastern semi-finals in Bartlett Gym
next Saturday with the action starting at 1 p.m.

AMS CONCERTS

TONIGHT

FEB. 5

In

GRANT

HALL

Tickets:

$2.00

in

John Orr Room

JOHN HARTFORD
and

THE COOPER BROS
J
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VolleYball Gaels out
This weekend, the Ontario

Volleyball championships were

held at Waterloo University with

Queen's, York, Waterloo and
Guelph being the participants. As

it turned out, York won the

tournament and now advance to

the Canadians, which are being

held in Edmonton.
The Gaels exhibited a

medium quality of play, and

consequently did not qualify for

the finals. If they had played as

they have during the season , such

as against York in Ottawa,the

outcome might have been dif-

ferent. But as it was, the Gaels

didn't deserve to get into the

finals and didn't.

This year Queen's is losing

- boag

Gaels' graduating vets Frank Massong (2), Vaclav Smola (6)

and Dale Huddleston (14) work in rally against R.M.C.

three of the best that have ever
played here. The amasing player-

coach Vaclav Smola, PYank
Masson and Dale Huddelson are

retiring and will be sorely missed
next year. Smola, the blond-

haired Czeck, has played for

Queen's for four years and has
shown Ontario an amasingly high

quality of Volleyball equalled

only by that of his friend John
Capek. Whenever the gaels
needed a point desperately, or

someone to dig a seemingly
impossible ball, Smola would be

there to do it every time.

Frank Masson, who may be

back next year, has played a

consistently good brand of

Volleyball all year, being one of

the rocks of the first string that

helped hold the team together.

Dale Huddelson is the kind of

guy you love to have on a team. A
guy who will give his all for you
on the court and still try harder.

As Smola has often said "He's not

the prettiest volleyball player

there is but I don't know what we
would do without him."

Next year's team will be a

little weaker perhaps than this

years team due to the loss of the

three veterans, but Queen's will

still have John Capek to play and
coach the team. John once spiked

a ball, in a game against

Laurentian, so hard off a

blockers head that it hit the

ceiling before John returned to

the floor. Queen's is indeed

fortunate to have this player back
next year.

Returning, as weU, will be

Joe Austin, Al Scott, Al Craig and
Pete Xhignesse. With Capek as

their leader the Volleyball Gaels

are looking forward to a very

successful season next year.

Swm Gaels 3rd in invitational
Last Saturday Queen's

hosted its annual Invitational

Swimming and Diving Meet. The
meet was a success as Queen's

placed third amongst teams from
Oswego, McMaster, McGill,

Guelph, Ottawa, Laurentian,

RMC and York. Final scores for

the top teams were Oswega 102,

McMaster 57, Queen's .51, McGill

.50, Guelph 48, and Ottawa 48.

Oswego, seeking revenge for

their defeat by Queen's last year

held the lead for most of the

meet. The battle for second and
third, however, was much closer,

and placings changed, with each

event, right down to the last

relay.

The meet opened with a 165(J

frfc'^tyle, where John Ireland

Ux)k third place, but set a new
Queen's record in a time of

I9:fi2,2. Meanwhile in the one

meter diving, Hill Kirkpatrik

placed third and Jim Stone eighth

with w;ores of 19.5 and 1)6

respectively. The 4<K) medley

relay saw Queen'K place 4th

behind strong teams from Mac,

0«wego, and Ottawa In the 'Mi

fre«;style, Jim Kasto broke the 2

minute barrier for the first time,

with a p^jrsonal lx;st of I:.59.0,

while in the 50 free, Darry'

Penner had a seanonal best of

24.2.

Since the meet was an In

vitational, rather than a regular

dual me(ft, the events swurn were
chaTi("'l sligj-itly and IW yd

diular ' of all strokes were

added. In the 100 and 200, back,

Lucas and Davies placed well

against strong backstrokers from
Ottawa and McMaster. The
butterfly events saw John Ireland

swim to a first in the 200 as Rob
Stoddart and Al Cameron swam
the 100. Moving back to the 100

freestyle, Jim Gaisford swam a

solid .55.5 and Easte 56.1. Queen's

freestyle is steadily improving
and by the end of the year the 400

and 800 free relay teams should

both be strong.

Rob Stoddart, swimming in

his first meet since his ankle

injury, placed 4th inthe 100

breaststroke with Penner right

behind in 1 :09.2. Queen's depth in

breaststroke prevoded more
points in the 200, where Don Miles

placed third in 2:39.3 and Jim

Gillis, despite a strong finishing

kick, took 5th on a judges

decision. Brian Dalziel placed

2nd in the 500 freestyle in a good

race against Bovell of McGill

while Easto swam to a respec-

table 5:39.8. John Ireland,

swimming in the last individual

event of the day, the 400 IM,

placed third in 4 : 56.6. Back on the

diving boards, the 3 metre event

saw Kirkpatrick and Stone place

3rd and 8th to round out Queen's

point total, and help lessen the

gap between the Gaels and

McMaster. Queen's fielded two

teams in the 800 free relay taking

5th and 6th as Lucas, Gaisford,

Dalziel, Easto, Cameron,
Strahlendorf, Penner, and Miles

all put in good swims.

Ski Gaels second
The men's alpine ski team did very well this weekend as

they finished second in another of the Molson's Cup series. The

competition was held at Blue Mountain, Collingwood, and the

conditons were good considering the poor weather lately.

Carleton took first place with Art Bird leading the team with a

third place finish. Doug Carter (\J. of T.) took the individual

first place honours as the U. of T. team placed third overall.

Jamie Neilson came up with another fine performance by

finishing second while his brother Ian ended up in eighth place.

Bruce Cumming and Bill Hartman rounded out the team

standings for the Gaels.

'I'he OIIAA finals will take place next weekend at

Collingwood and will be hosted by (iuelph. If the men perform

equally as w«:ll as they have to the present, an upset victory

rrii(',hl he in the offing.

MOFFAH'S I.DA DRUGS
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9 — 6 days a week — 548-7011

SPECIAL FESTIVAL 74

BROWN BAG LUNCH
AT AGNES
THURSDAY
February 7

You bring the lunch ppcci
we'll give you coffee

'«»tL.

come join Wildred Sorenson, a

Kingston architect at 12:30 for

an informal CHAT about

TEXTILE INTO 3-D
agnes etherington at art centre

University of Toronto

Summer Language Programme

This summer, the University of Toronto will offer a French
Language Summer School at Saint-Pierre et Miquelon
and an English Language Seminar School at Toronto.

Government-sponsored bursaries will be offered in con-
nection with these programmes.

University of Toronto
Division of University Extension
Continuing Education Programme
119 St. George Street

Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A9
(416) 928-2400

WHEN IT COMES TO DIAMOND EXPERTISE

WE'RE COMPLETELY COMMITTED

We make it our business to know our diamonds.

And that's good business. We select every

diamond with extreme care. Check each stone

for quality of cut, clarity and color. And we'll

gladly share our diamond knowledge with you.

Show you how to select the most beautiful

diamond your money can buy.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON. ONTARIO
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Split weekend gomes

Scoring slump too much for Gals
by Chris Boon

A disastrous ten-minute
scoring slump spelled defeat for

the Queen's Golden Gals
basketball team Saturday, as

Ottawa U. overcame a narrow
third-quarter lead to down the

Gals 67-57 in a game played at the

Bartlett Gym.
Queen's had a three-point

edge going into the second half,

33-30, and led by as many as five

before the lid went on the basket.

The scoring freeze coincided with

some hot shooting by OU's big

three - Yvonne Sutton, with 18

points, and Collene Dufresne and
Gine Turner with 16 each - that

put the game out of reach, as

Ottawa opened up a 20-point lead

midway through the final

quarter.

The Gals managed to close

within 10 by the closing buzzer,

mostly on the strength of some
aggressive play by Pat Pat-

terson, who finished with a game-
high 23 points, fifteen in the

second half, but it was a case of

too little, too late. Patterson also

grabbed 14 rebounds, to lead the

Gals in that category as well.

merrithew

Ottawa star Colleen Dufresne brings ball down court against

Gals

Y-B WRAPUP
Intermediate Gals

win two •••

The women's Intermediate volleyball team swept both matches
this weekend, downing Ryerson in three straight games Friday night,

then holding off a determined U. of T. squad in a five-game series

Saturday. The Gals are the only team to beat first-place Varsity so far

this season, and appear to have a solid grip on second place going into

the final tournament at the Ryerson on the 15th and 16 of this month.

Sparked by the exceptional play of Margo Danard and Marg Reid,

the Gals buried Ryerson 15-5, 15-12, 15-13, then went on to take a quick

lead over Varsity, 16-14, 15-4. However, Toronto fought back with 15-6,

15-7 wins to force the deciding fifth game. Strong team play gave the

Gals ^ 15-10 victory in the game, and the 3-2 match win.

While Seniors play well
The Women's Volleyball team came up with their best per-

formance of the season to date, at the Challenge Cup at York this

weekend. Their aggressive play and alert back court defence earned
them wins over Windsor, Wilfred Laurier and Guelph in the

preliminary rounds. Early losses to McMaster and Waterloo were
marked by long rallies and persistent net play by both teams. The
scores against McMaster were 15-10 * and 12 - 15. Waterloo was hard
pressed to win by scores of 16-14 and 15-12.

In the semi finals against University of Toronto the team showed
poise and confidence by combining a hard-hitting and placement
attack with a stubborn defence. Despite losses of 16-14 and 15-5, the
players and Coach Donna Gallagher were pleased with the effort.

Queen's vastly improved play surprised a few people tn the weekend
and showed that they will be a team to be reckoned with at the up-

coming championships in Ottawa.

The defeat was a crucial one

for the Gals, who had been

clinging to a first-place tie with

Ottawa after downing a much-
improved Carleton squad 59-42

Friday night. Ottawa is now on

top with a 6-1 record, while

Queen's and Laurentian are tied

with 6-2 marks. However, Ottawa
and Laurentian still have one
game to play with each other. If

Laurentian loses, and Queen's

wins both their remaining league

games (against York and
Toronto) the Gals -will be in

second place and solidly en-

trenched in the playoffs. A
Laurentian win would probably

produce a three-way tie for first,

which would not help Queen's

who have an unfavorable point

differential with both Ottawa and
Laurentian.

The Carleton contest started

off with much of the static ac-

tivity that characterized the

Gals' play against the Vees two

weeks ago. With no one showing

much inclination to move with

the ball, much less without it,

Queen's was lucky to own a 24-21

edge at half-time. However,
coach Mo Bouris managed to get

things moving in the second half,

and the Gals outran Carleton for

a comfortable win. Jackie
Gallipeau led a balanced Queen's

attack with 12 points, while Pat

Patterson and Karen Carson

added 10 each, Laney Marshall

hooped 9, and Pat Quigley added
8. Nancy Gilchrist led Carleton

with 11 points.

The momentum from this

second-half effort appeared to

carry over into the Saturday

game, because the problem
wasn't lethargy this time. The
Gals ran and hustled as well as

they have all season, and except

for that ten-minute drought, they

shot well from the floor. For the

most part. Queen's didn't take

bad shots in the second half - the

ball just would not go in the hoop.

As one of the Gals commented
after the game, "you start to feel

helpless; you're doing things

well, but you can't put points on

the board." This was
somethng of an understatement.

With the exception of Patterson,

only Kathy Keely (10 pts, 4 in the

second half) and Marshall (11

and 5) scored in the last 20

minutes.

Part of the difficulty came
when the Gals stopped taking

open shots from the perimeter,

and kept trying to force the ball

inside against Ottawa's sagging

defense. This produced a rash of

turnovers that aggravated the

scoring problems Queen's was
having, turning a close game into

a rout.

- merrithew

Gals Kathy Keely (44) shoots over unidentified Ottawa player

late in Saturday's game

Finally, there was the matter
of rebounding. Aside from
Patterson's 14, Quigley with 8,

Marshall with 7, and Cameron
with 5 were the only notable

contributors for the Gals. Ottawa
enjoyed a huge advantage in

rebounds, especially on their

defensive boards, whUe Queen's
were frequently forced into jump-
ball situations in their own end of

the court. A failure to box out by
the front line, and a general
inability to maintain contact with

the opposition after the ball was
in the air did nothing to help the

Gals' defensive efforts.

Queen's has next week off

from league competition but will

be active in a pair of exhibition

games against Hamilton
Brakettes, the Ontario Women's
Senior C!hampions, and a Toronto

Senior 'A' club. The Gals will be
over their heads against these

teams, but the experience at that

level of competition should do

them good.

Badminton Gaels qualify
Queen's University along with RMC will

represent the far eastern section in Saturday's

eastern semi-finals in men's badminton. That

conclusion was reached on Saturday at the quarter-

final round matches played in Ottawa. In addition,

Carleton and Ottawa also took part in the playoffs.

Final results showed RMC in top place with 15

wins. Queen's finished second with 12 followed by
Ottawa with 9. Carleton failed to win a match.

The Queen's team consisted of Dave Howard,

Jim Stewart,Mike Heatherington, Ken Parsons and

Ian Rawes. Stewart and Heatherington played first

doubles with Rawes and Howard playing second.

Heatherington was the most successful Queen's

performer, winning all three of his singles matches.

Stewart and Parsons won 2 of their 3 ^ames while

Howard won only one. Howard was matched
against the topseede RMC player in his first match
and lost by a close score. He then had to play the

Ottawa first singles player and was not able to win
although again, the score was very close.

This Saturday's eastern sectionals will be held

at Queen's getting underway in Ross Gym at 9. a.m.
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World: China frees U.S. advisor
CLARK AIR BASE, Philippines — Gerald Kosh, 27,

a U.S. Defence Department employee captured by

the Chinese when they took the Paracel Islands, has

been released after 10 days in captivity and was
flown here for a checkup.

Kosh was acting as a technical advisor to the

South Vietnamese when his ship was dispatched to

the area around the disputed islands. The Viet-

namese put him ashore on one of the islands so he

would be safe and he was captured, along with five

South Vietnamese soldiers, when the Chinese oc-

cupied the chain.

All six prisoners were released Thursday at the

II()nf4 Kong border.

In other developments the South Vietnamese

have landed about 120 troops on a second chain of

islands, the Spratly Islands some .KK) miles south of

the Paracels, in an apparent effort to head off their

occupation by (Chinese forces,

Both the Paracels and the Spratlys are in areas

which might contain oil and China has broadcast

claims to both chains in recent weeks.

Sisyphus 1974

Canada: CBC "wings
this on-air censorship"
OTTAWA - The CBC was served
with an injunctiin in the middle of

a broadcast Tuesday night for-

cing it to cut out portions of an
hour-long radio documentary
while it was being broadcast.

The injunction
,
granted to

two lead smelting companies in

Toronto, Canada Metal Co. Ltd.

and Toronto Refiners and
Smelters Ltd., prohibited the

CBC from publicizing that the

lead smelters had "bought
misleading favorable medical
evidence from medical experts

and from misstating the amount
the plaintiffs are spending to

install pollution control

systems."

'/"he program had almost
finished its broadcast to the

maritimes when the injunction

was served on the shows
prrxJucer. Two fx^rtions of the

show were deleted, the first by
reading the injunction ovf;r th';

air instead of playing the normal
»ound track, the second by
bleeping it out. When dew-ribing

the elertronic bleeping the

»how'« prfxJucer said: "You've
«f)rt of got to wing this on-air

censorship. We dfm'l ilo it very

often."

(/TTAWA - I>a«t month NDP MI'
for V/.ilf;rloo, Max Saltsman,

introdij<.'ed a Wll in Parliament to

make the Turks and Caicos

Islands a province or territory of

Canada.
The Turks and Caicos

Islands?

They are a chain of islands in

the Caribbean, a British colony,

southeast of the Bahamas and
north of Haiti. The chain en-

compasses 30 or 40 islands

'depending on what you call an

island) and has a population of

about 6,000.

Until last year the islanders

were quite secure as a British

colony but Britain has decided to

review the status of the islands

and the islanders feel that Britain

no longer wants them. Since the

islanders have nothing in com-
mon with .Jamaica and don't

want to join the Bahamas the

local preference is to join

Canada, It would be virtually

imfjossible to go it alone as the

islands have almost no industry

of their own and run a large

dffficit each y<!ar 'which is

currently picked up by Britain).

In an intervi(!W 'Iliursday the

governor of the islands said that a

rriaj^)rity of the slate council

members supfxjrt some; sort of

ass(K;iation witfi (Canada and that

the council would probably s(!nd a

[K!tition to I>ond/)n asking the;

British government to open
nei^Hiations with Canada.

WASHINGTON - Energy
Minister Donald Macdonald
arrived in Washington Wed-
nesday to discuss energy
relations with the U.S. and to

explain Canada's reasons for the

new oil export tax. Canada im-

creased its tax on oil exported to

the States to $6.40 from $2.20 a

barrel. The tax caused con-

siderable anger in Washington as

some people thought that Canada
was acting as an oilprofiteer.

Macdonald met with officials

from the State Department and
William Simon who is the head of

the Energy Administration Of-

fice. Discussions revolved around

oil supplies for the U.S. in the

future and both nations' goals for

self-sufficiency in energy.

The delegates accomplished

little on Thursday. However, on

Friday Simon .said that Canada's

oil tax was justified since it

spends a large sum to sell oil to

Eastern (Canada and needs to

balance this amount with

r<!V(!nu(! collected from oil export

taxes. Simon completely
(lisagr<r<'d with State Department
officials who op[)os(! the exiK)rt

tax. Macdonald argued that

Canada was looking after itself

first as th<! U S, was doing, and he
warn<!d that (;anada would cut oil

exports in the future,

LONDON Scotland Yard announced that rrffioers

in Itio de Janeiro have detain<id K/^nald BiggK, the

mastermind of the (jreat Train lOAAn-ry Biggs was
one of the gang which held up a Glasgow t/j /yfjndfjn

in and escap*'d with alxjut $7 million in cash
All (>{ the men involved in the robU;ry were even
lually caught, but Biggs escaprid in m.'i, after

serving only 14 months of his 30-year jail term

.

LOS ANGELES — Samuel Goldwyn, one of the last

of the pioneer Hollywood producers, died Thursday
at his home at the age of 9) . fifjldwyn, who was brjrn

in Warsaw, became a famous independent producer
with such films as Wuthering Heights, Guys and '

Dolls, and Porgy and Be.ss. Goldwyn was a driving

perfectionist whose greatest gift was his ability to

acquire for his productions the very best writers,

directors, and other craftsmen.

BELFAST — Protestant gunmen broke in on a
j

lunch time game of cards here and killed two
Roman Catholics and wounded three others.

The gunmen asked who were Protestants and
told them to kneel down. The remaining 11 Catholics

were ordered to the back of the hut and sprayed I

with bullets.

It is believed that the gunmen were members of
j

the Ulster Freedom Fighters, a mysterious
Protestant organization which has been linked to

many of the 200 sectarian murders in Ulster in the

past two years.

MIDDLE EAST — President Anwar Sadat has said I

that he will refuse to open the Suez Canal until

Israel recognizes the rights of the Palestinians and
returns all the Arab territories it captured in 1%7.

Egyptian officials define "the legitimate rights of

the Palestinians" as the right to return to their

homes in Israel or receive compensation in ac-

cordance with UN resolutions. Sadat added that

unless Israel meets these conditions, Egypt will also

refuse to end the state of beligerency between the

two nations.

Meanwhile, Israeli forces continued with- i

drawing across the Suez Canal, and military reports

said Egypt appeared to be starting to reduce its

armies east of the Canal.

PHNOM PENH — Camtwdian Communists have

asked the Viet Cong and the North Vietnamese for a

division of troops to help the rebels resume their

stalled seige of Phnom Penh, according to

authoritative sources, but the Viet Cong has turned

down the request because of friction between the

Vietnamese and the Cambodians.

According to the sources the Vietnamese have

agreed to send the 367th Commando Group instead,
|

a group which is famous for a raid into Phnom Penh

in Oct., 1972 in which they blew up a half-mile long

bridge and stole several armoured vehicles.

HAMBURG — Eighty-one passengers fromthe

Polish liner Stefan Batory are missing, apparently

having defected to the west while the ship was

docked in Hamburg and other West European ports.

It is believed to be the largest mass defection to the
|

West of citizens from Communist Poland.

The Batory was on its way home after a cruise I

of several weeks to Western European ports. It

started out with 400 passengers and 300 crew|

members.

GIVE BLOOD
at the ENGINEERING Society

BLOOD CLINIC

Feb. 5, 6, 7

11:00a.m.- 2:00 p.m. 5:00p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Victorial Hall Games Room

We need 1000 pints and we
can't do it without you.
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OFS condemns
"Under Attack"

as exploitative

Moratorium boycotted
Tuesday's ASUS-sponsored

boycott of arts classes was
largely ignored by most students.

In an attempt to explain this

lack of support, an ASUS
spokesrhan stated that the

moratorium was reaching

"ridiculous proportions" when its

organizers ceased to promote it.

The spokesman claimed that

the boycott which was originally

designed to dra"w attention to

Canadianization was misin-

terpreted by many people as a

"nationalist, racist" protest, and

risked offending many depart-

ments at Queen's.

The moratorium's organizers

encouraged students to be aware
of the great number of British

and American professors, texts

and ideas. Students were urged to

lx)ycof t classes on Tuesday to add
impact to the issue.

Little support was given to

the moratorium, however. Some

students may not have agreed

with it, and others were confused

by the disorganization, the

spokesman suggested.

ASUS President, Eleanor
Crowder commented that most
students did not even see it as an

issue. She pointed to the lack of

interest given to the moratorium
as an indication of how
"a political Queen's students

'really are".

by Susan de Stein

On January 30th, Paul

Axelrod, Research coordinator of

the Ontario Federation of

Students sent an open letter to

Darlene James, producer of

Under Attack, informing her of a

motion passed at the OFS con-

ference of January 27th. The.

motion read, "Whereas, through

its present format, Under Attack,

through its misuse of panelists

and the manipulation of the

student body in general, serves to

exploit students, be it resolved

that OFS-FEO encourage
member and non-member in-

stitutions to prohibit the filming

of Under Attack on their cam-
puses."

James has agreed to meet
with OFS officials and discuss

their criticisms.

Axelrod took this action

before the motion was ratified by

member councils (a con-
stitutional process required to

endorse motions passed by the

delegates.)

AMS External Affairs

Commissioner and OFS chief

delegate Kiloran German, who
opposed the motion at the con-

ference on the grounds that it

was "paranoid, paternalistic and
cowardly" feels that the staff has

overstepped its authority.

German told the Journal that

"while the ratification process is

perhaps just an unwieldy for-

mality that needs clarification,

the OFS staff has no right to

flagrantly disregard it. OFS
should not be. and is not con-

stitutionally designed to be,

simply the expression of the staff

and delegates. Their bypassing of

the member councils defeats the

whole purpose of the

Federation."

Three blind mice, three blind mice.
by Suzanne Sherkin

Wednesday night's session.on

"Meet the AMS candidates" gave
a good indication of the positions

of the candidates.Rob McKnight
a former Queen's student

senator, pointed out the Wong's
group emphasized com-
munications and responsiveness

to the campus while, Wolman on

the other hand was more in-

terested in treating the AMS from

the business approach.

Jeff Evenson, Vice-

Presidential candidate for

University Affairs, was
spokesman for his group. He
spoke of the many committees he
and the others intended to form
and of the innumerable in-

formation booklets he wanted to

see distributed. He emphasized
the idea of installing park ben-

ches, suggestion boxes, and
turning University Avenue into a

mall.

No one seemed impressed by
these 'new and exciting ideas',

least of all Bruce Trotter, the

present AMS Vice-President.

Evenson then moved to more
interesting matters concerning

the OFS and the student fee

dispute. What he wants to see is

"a student body that has a direct

voice in the decisions made in

Toronto". He foresees the

necessity for an AMS
representative on the social

planning council to speak for

Kingston as well as Ontario.

Further, he noted the importance
of hiring professional people to

handle the financial matters of

the AMS so that all the needless

"haggling" can stop.

Evenson concluded by
stressing the importance of re-

establishing the credibility of the

AMS and of creating "a system
whereby people can plug in their

ideas".

Peter Wolman, Presidential

candidate from the opposing
team, did not discuss how he was
going to make Queen's into a

Howcr garden, but discussed

what he felt were the important

issues at hand. He advised a

strong consideration of our in-

\ohemont in OFS and felt that

before Queen's should commit
itself to OFS, we should demand
proof of the OFS's performance.

Then and only then, should we
decide upon our commitment.

Wolman discussed the

question of how much money
should be allocated to the AMS
government itself. Ho felt that

before the AMS could go ahead on

new ideas, past mistakes should

be paid for.

A long question period
followed, during which time.

Trotter opened up the firing with

a straight, hard-nosed statement

:

"The AMS is obviously not

successful and has not been for at

least three years - why and what
are you going to do about it"?

Wong quickly replied, "The AMS
has failed because they never had
any balls". (He quickly

apologized to the ladies for his

profane language.) What he
proposed, he added, is student

involvement. He implied that his

is the all-purpose remedy for the

AMS's problems. The entire

Wong team continually stressed

the idea that if the students

participate in AMS affairs and
are always in the know,
everything will be fine and well.

For a while, most of the

stream of questions were fired at

Wong and Evenson. Chown was
noticeable only for his lack of

comment.
At one point, Leona Perry, of

the Journal staff, stood up and
demanded that Rich Chown
speak his mind - that he say

something, anything at all.

Although the attention was
directed to Wong, Evenson it

seemed, pulled the team to its

collective feet. He spoke with

enesgy and deliberance.

At this point the moderator,

Brian Copeland (speaker of

. . . see hoiv they run
Outer Council) became quite dealings. More than once, the welfare of the student, while

outspoken, directing pointed moderator was told that he was Wolman 's group appears to be

questions at John Gray, con- "out of order", biased, and un- striving towards a more per-

cerning his past statements made fair. fected working institution,

in his provincial political Wong stressed the general

- zelonka

- From let to right, candidates Tony Wolman (President), Peter Druxermann (Vice

President, Operations), and John Gray (Vice President, University Affairs).

zelonka

From left to ring, candidates Rich Chown (Vice-President, Operations), Ken Wong
(President), Jeff Evenson (Vice-President, University Affairs).
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wat's

hapnin' ?

Pubs and Theatres
401 Inn - Six Pax
Commodore - Fred Paquin
Frontenac - Finnegan's - Fred Werthman

- Muldoon's - Dixieland Jazz Band
Townhouse - Tranquility Base
Manor - Charlie Eckstein

Hyland - Instinct for Survival

Capitol 1 - Romeo and Juliet

CapitI 2 - Papillon

Odeon - American Graffiti

Grand Theatre p Feb. 13-16 Queen's Musical

Theatre production of Bye Bye Birdie, at 8:30

p.m. Tickets are $2.00 students, and $2.50 non-

students in the John Orr Room.
Domino Theatre - Feb. 8-9, Juno and the Paycock, at

8:30 p.m.

with Nigel and Jesse, and Queen's students.

8:00 p.m. - Pub at McArthur with profits sent to

Frelimo.

8:30 p.m. - Drama Dept. production of Hamlet, see

Friday.

9:00 p.m. - CFRC - Gaels hockey versus Laurential.

All Day - Syncro Swimming Finals, Women's
Intercollegiate, in the pool.

Feb. 9 - March 31 - Selection of works from the

Douglas Duncan Collection will be on display at

the Art Center.

Sunday, Feb. 10

Friday, Feb, 8
7:30 - 11:00 p.m. - Festival Art Workshop in the

Poison Room, with demonstrations and par-

ticipation.

8:00 p.m. - Festival performance in Grant Hall of

Elizabeth Keen and Modern Dance Troupe.

Tickets are $2.50 in the John Orr Room and at

McArthur College.

8:00 - 12:00 p.m. - Festival Coffee House in the

House of Commons, with both professionals and
students.

8:00 p.m. - David Pepper, of the Royal Ontario

Museum, will be giving an illustrated talk on
"Japan: Its Art and the Samurai", in Stirling 'A'.

8:00 p.m. - Two one. act farces in German, in Room
102, Drama Dept, for 75c "Minna Magdelena" and
"Tobby".

8:00 - 9:30 p.m. - Women's Intercollegiate Syncro.

Swim finals in the pool.

9 : 00 p.m. - GSS Film Society showing of Bertolucci's

"Before the Revolution", in Ellis Hall.

8:30 p.m. - Dept. of Drama presentation of Hamlet
in Convocation Hall. Tickets are $1.00 for

students, and $2.00 for non-students, available

from the Drama Dept. from 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

daily.

10:00 p.m. - CFRC Nocturne: A look at Eric Clapton,

with four hours of music from his bands.

12:WJ p.m. - Midnight Concert-Dance in Grant Hall

with Spirit and Brutus, for $2.00

10:30 a.m. - Morning Worship at Chalmer's United
Church. . .10:30 a.m. - Folk Mass, Dunning Hall,

followed by coffee and donuts at Newman House,
164 University Ave.

11:00 a.m. - University Service, Morgan Memorial
Chapel.

3:30 p.m. - Discussion of the policies of the

Provincial Government with Premier Bill Davis,
in Ellis Auditorium.

7:00 p.m. Folk Eucharist in Theology Hall (second
floor).

7:30 p.m. - McArthur Mass in the Senior Common
Room.

8:00p.m. - Drama Workshop (Noh Plays, written
by John M. Reeves: directed by Rod Robertson,
in the Studio Theatre, Rm. 102, Old Arts Building.

Admission free.

Monday, Feb. 7 7

7:30 p.m. - Outing Club meeting in Rm. 101, Jeffery,

to discuss camping in Algonquin Park, cir-

cumnavigating Wolfe Island, and showshoeing at

Buck Lake.

7:30 p.m. - Reading Problems: An open meeting at

165 University to see if there is a need or interest

in developing a program in reading and study

skills.

8:00 p.m. - ASUS Forum in the Red Room, to meet
the candidates for next years positions.

8:00 p.m. - Third World Images: "Os Fuzis" (The
Guns), a movie on Brazil, followed by donuts and
discussion, in the Etherington Auditorium (near

KGH).
8:30 p.m. - Drama production of Hamlet see Friday

for details.

Tuesdayf Feb. 12

Saturday, Feb. 9
2:fX) p.m. - Hockey Gals game versus McMaster in

the Arena.

7:30 - 11 :W p.m. - Festival Art Workshop in ghe

Poison Room, including demonstrations and

participation.

HJX) p.m. - Upagainstness, an evening of con-

versation and music, at Newman House, 164

University Ave.

f!:fXJ p.m. - Queen's Ski Club Annual Beer Bash in

Grant Hall. Everyone is welcome and there is no

admission charge.

8:fKJ - 10:30 p.m - Festival Student Film Contest

^second showing), in Dupuis Auditorium.

8:W - H :W p m. F«'stival concert in Dunning Hall,

8:00 p.m. - Doors open to Grant Hall for the AMS
Housing Lottery. The draw should be completed
by 9:00.

8:30 p.m. - Drama Dept. production of Hamlet see

Friday for details.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Series showing of "Les Carabiniers" (Jean-Luc

Godard, 1963), in French with English sub-titles,

in Ellis Hall.

Phys. Ed. Hours
Regularly scheduled events in the pool will be

cancelled for Feb. 8 and !) for Women's Syncro

Swim finals, and the arena will be closed from
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 , Feb. 16 for Figure Skating

finals.

Gallery of

Fine Crafts 4%-
__j Tv,S

Canadian Shop

of Kingston

FIRST FLOOR
CANADA'S COUNTRYSIDE

colour photographs
EDWARD F. ZUBER

until Feb. 23

219 Princess Street, (Next to the Capital Theatre)

MAIN FLOOR
BUY2 GET 1 FREEI

McCLELLAND AND STEWART'S
PAPERBACK SALE

February 8-16

542 1115

O/illery a. store Hours; Mon, Tue, Wed«. S.i) 10 A.M. lo6 P.M. Thu 8. FrI. 10 A.M. lo9 P.M.

G.S.S. FILM CLUB
presents

BERNARDO (Last Tango in Paris)

BERTOLUCCI'S

Before The Revolution"'

TONIGHT
Feb. 8 Ellis Hall 8:00 p.m.

The following are just a few of the

well-known people who live at

ELROND
HAROLD WILSON

TED KENNEDY

ALLAN SHEPPARD

DAVID McCALLUM

Shouldn't you live here too?

Application deadline: February 26

Princess at Division 544-1842

Evolution

Is

Scientifically Bankrupt!

Evolutionists themselves show that the alleged

mechanisms and evidences usually given for evolution in

textbooks are false or outdated, and that evolution

violates basic scientific laws.

This informative pamphlet has just been released,

designed especially for University students and
professors.

Send for your free copy.

Evolution Re-examined

P.O. Box 34006

Vancouver, B.C. V6J 4M1

An Evening

with

DAVID

PEPPER

OF THE

Royal Ontario|

Museum

''JAPAN:

ITS ART AND THE SAMURAI''

Stirling A. Fri. Feb. 8

8:00 p.m.
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- wanless

What kind of man reads the Journal? A sponsored by the Engineering Society was
consciencious one who gives blood, of course! held on Tuesday, Wednesdayand Thursday in

The biannual Red Cross Blood Donor Clinic Lower Vic.
\ :

Syl Apps: inmates not all bad
by John Bottomley

Inmates of correctional facilities are "not

necessarily dangerous", according to Syl Apps,
MPP for Kingston and the Islands. It is this

misconception, he claimed, that causes com-
munities to oppose the location of such institutions

in their vicinity.

Apps, who is also Ontario Minister of Correc-

tions, was speaking at a meeting of the Queen's
Progressive Consei'vative Club on Monday night.

He added that once a centre is established,

however, people in the community often wind up
helping. TTiere are 1500 volunteer workers across

the province, and Apps' ministry is encouraging
more to join. The personal contact and the thought

that someone cares enough to help are important
factors in the rehabilitation of an inmate, he
asserted.

Apps explained that the Ministry's main con-

cern is children. A child is brought to Family Court

either because the parents feel that they cannot
handle him, or because he committed what would
have been an indictable offense had he been over
sixteen. The court may refer him to a "training

school".

In Ontario there are eight of these schools for

boys two for girls, two wilderness camps and two
co-educational schools. The children receive the

same education as at an ordinary school, and are
free to leave at any time, he claimed.

Apps described the group home as an alter-

native to the training school. The home is made up
of six to eight young teenagers, and is situated in the

,

middle of the community. There are thirty of these

homes in operation, and the children in them seem
to be "much better off" than in training schools.

By building a more communal type of in-

stitution, Apps said, the Ministry of Corrections is

working to cut down on the isolation suffered by
inmates. These centres are being located near
larger communities so that professionals are
nearby to provide proper care for the inmates.
Psychiatrists, especially are in demand.

Apps also stressed the work the Ministry is

doing for adults. Efforts are being made to replace
the eighteen jails built before Confederation. The
government is also trying to cut down on the

demands which can increase the stay in jail by an
average of from ten days to six months.

He described the Provincial Temporary Ab-
sence programme as one of the most successful

experiments in Corrections.

By the Grace of Gaye
( Special to the Journal

)

Lady Gaye, with the power and glory duly invested
in her By the esteemed liege Lord Robin Knight of

Night, Master of the Realme of the Town of Kings
does proclaim to the Loyal Subjects of the College of

Queens:

Greetings Loyal Subjects:

It is with a heavy heart and saddened soul that I

come to you during these days of misfortune. We do
not wish to deny you of your individuality or take

from you your own responsibility to make the

decisions which you deem important. Alas though,
would not the task of making such decisions be
made so much easier under the direction of those of

us who have your own ultimate concerns first off in

our mind. We do not deny that in the past we may
have been slightly lax in our concern for our
compatriots. But all that is in the past and it is time
to think of the futures. What we can do to make
better that which girds your discontent. Voice your
grievance! ! Tell us your woes! ! Such that we may
use our wealth^nd power so that by the grace of god
we may direct you to paths which will lead you to

great heights.

A nobleman is not lord of his domain without the
loyalty and trust of his followers. A knight errant
cannot be brave and fight heroic battles to reach
those unreachable stars without the vision of a lady
for which he would lay down his very life. We do not

pretend to be able to perform miracles, only the lord

above has the power tp envision such greatness. But
we must not lose faith! We must not lose hope! It is

in these times of misgivings that we must bind

ourselves together in order to reach those ecclesial

heights of glory. One man cannot perform the task

on his own for it would require, unsurrmountable

strength which a single man does not have. Our men
are brave! ! our men are strong! ! our ladies pious!

!

We do not ask for your soul, we ask only for your

loyalty to aid us in rebuilding our castle of ex-

pectations which is falling in the moat among the

crocodiles. Let us again hear laughter. Let us again
feel joy. Let us not get into the dungeons of feeling

sorry for ourselves. The past we cannot change,but

the future we can. Though only with the support of

the Realme of the towne of Kings.

By the power invested in me by my lord the kind

of the Realme of the Towne of Kings, but devine

Appointment, to the chair of the College of Queen's,

by leave of his liege lord Stephen, I beg of you sweet

and faithful subjects. Do not lose your faith at such

a time. For as a king cannot be a king without his

Queen, Court Jester, and his Realme. But the

Realme is not a Realme without solidarity and
purpose. It must be decidate to that which
many times cannot be explained or justified, but

that which binds them together and makes them one
against the world.

Rector:
THE REV. GORDON HENDRA, B.A., B.D.

156 Barrie Street— Telephone 546-5623

Assistant Curate and Anglican Chaplain to Queen's University:

THE REV. ERIC HOWES, B.A., M.Div.
148 Barrie Street — Telephone 546-5113

9.00 a.m. — HOLY COMMUNION
11.00 a.m. — HOLY COMMUNION' Preacher: The Rector
Tuesday
7.45 a.m. — HOLY COMMUNION,

Artsci 76 Elections

Wed. Feb. 13

Stirling D, 7 p.m.

—please give in nominations to Michael
Wallace at McNeill House by Feb. 9th.

—RECEPTION with FREE BOOZE to follow
ELECTIONS COME OUT AND SUPPORT
YOUR YEAR

The West Indian Club

presents

Variety Night

on

FEBRUARY 15

Come along and bring a friend

SICK OF THE ARTS ...

COME TO THE

QUEEN'S SKI CLUB

ANNUAL

BEER BASH
GRANT HALL 8:00 p.m. Sat. Feb. 9

EVERYONE WELCOME

NO ADMISSION CHARGE

Lots of beer and music

the

Ban High JTrestde

presents

by David Helwig

Uiursdajj" Jfebruary j4

pWse come 4pTn
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unclassifieds

I WOULD LIKE to thank the following

people for helping me with the

Art's Festival Photography
Display: John Harvey, John
Bottomley, Greg Zelonka, Meg
Bottomley, John Cameron, Shaun
Proctor, Ernie Sparks, Les Miklos,

Donna Waterud, Jon Wigley, Doug
Bates, Saima Paidra, Cactus Jack,

Uncle Bobby, Ian Soutter, Linda
Bitove, Ann Dowsett, Charles
Parker, Larry Rossignol, Eric

Unteregelsbacher. Everyone who
contributed prints and slides and
helped with security. If anyone
was missed, thanks for your help.

Jim Merrithew.
IMMENSE PLEASURE of doing

something unselfishly is yours this

Sunday afternoon. Come to

Leonard Hall. Canvass for l'/^

hours and feel the satisfaction.

MAINLY BECAUSE OF THE MEAT
Daddy's Fourth West Rudies wish
to congratulate 6A for last Sun-

day's culinary masterpiece. P.S.

Shark sez: "Eating out was a

gastronomical success".
FOUR OR FIVE bedroom house or

apartment needed for next year.

Offering $25 reward. Phone Rob
544-7590 or Phil 544-7428.

TIRED? IRRITABLE? Achy all over?
Try the LSG + solution. Free
yourself at the Pub held in

MacArthur cafeteria Saturday,
February 9, 8-12 p.m. +Liberation
Study Group.

TAK GENERAL Meeting at 7:30 PM
Monday 11th February in the usual

place. All members please attend.

This time it's for real (I got the

date wrong before, sorry).

LOST: One camera: Asahi Pentax
Sportmatic II in black leather

case. Lost in Humphrey Hall on
Wednesday. $10.00 reward for

information leading to recovery.

Phone 548-8381.

HEART FUND CAMPAIGN: Can-
vassers needed desperately this

Sunday. Come to Leonard Hall

anytime between 12:00 and 4:30.

For just 1'2 hours you can help

save lives.

REMEMBER the 14th.

HOW DO YOU TELL a lover? With a

candle, a poem, a song, a charm,
incense, his own beer mug, a

warm scarf, a poster, all at the

CAMPUS BOOKSTORE.
GIVE FROM THE HEART, for the

heart. This Sunday is the annual
Kingston Heart Fund Campaign.
Canvassing involves only IV2 hours
of your time. Your help is needed
urgently.

THE FUN CLUB newspaper, called

the "Bugle" has been plagued by
censorship problems. It will

hopefully be available today. If

not, then early next week. It's

worth waiting for.

WARM UP YOUR VALENTINE!!!
Come to the Morris Hall Pub, Wed,
Feb. 13th. Beer and entertainment
downstairs from 8:00 to 1:00.

Everyone welcome.
SUBLET 2 bedroom apt,, corner Earl

& Alfred from May 1 - Sept. 1,

furnished. Balcony and parking
space. Rent negotiable. Call Mike
544-7095 or Ross 544-0915.

TO SUBLET: May 1st - large 2

bedroom apt., spacious
broadloomed living-room, modern
bathroom & kitchen, close to

downtown and campus on Prin-
cess, partly furnished ; call Jane at

549-2389 or Marilyn at 549-2344.

ARTSCI 76' ers. It's time for a

change! Artsci 76 elections,
Wednesday, Feb. 13, Stirling D at 7

p.m., nominations go to dhris
(Michael) Wallace by Feb. 9.

Come vote. Free booze and
reception.

GUITAR: Guild D-40 with Gibson
hard shell case. Approximately 8

years old. $350.00 Call 546-2438.

I WAS POLITE last time. Now I'll be
more direct: Get off your ass and
do something for someone else.

The Heart Fund needs you this

Sunday. Come to Leonard Hall and
help. Do it.

LIZ (VIC HALL): You rate as the

most FOULMOUTHED, crude,
vulgar, and obscene person we
have phoned to Date. Keep it up,

with love, the festering gobs in

EIrond.

LIZ, we phoned you too, and you
weren't that gross! We'll try again
okay. Jay-one over and out.

WANTED: One female to sublet one
half of a two-bedroom apartment
June 1st (for two). New, partly
furnished. Rent $76.25 monthly, all

utilities.

RELIGION SMOKER - this afternoon
- Kingston Hall •• Red Room - All

welcome •• See ya there!

2 BEDROOM, unfurnished apt., with
large living-room, available May -

Sept. $145 and Sept. August $175.

286 Queen St., Apt. 1. Phone 548-

3401. Also 3 bedroom apt., $205, or
one bedroom $150. Princess and
Barrie. Call 542-7433 or 542-5944.

LOST: one gold, ladies pocket watch
on a chain. Phone 544-8577.

LEPRECHAUN for Knocknasheega
Formal wanted. Qualifications:
5'4" or under, pay negotiable. Call

542-4390.

More Classified on 12, 14, 15

INTEGRA FOUNDATION
Operating Camp Towhee, a residential co-educational camp for

children with learning disabilities. Interviewing for counsellors,

remedial specialists, kitchen and maintenance staff.

Recruiting Queen's University on February 28th

Details and applications from your Student Placement Office or

from the Integra Foundation.

School Of Business Debates

Saturday, Feb. 9th

Preliminary rounds leading to "Commerce" and "MBA"
winners who will then medt for the school of business

championship on March 4 .

Topics will be of concern to business and society

ROUND 1 2:00 pm Feb 9 DUNNING HALL

ROUND 2 4:00 pm Feb 9 DUNNING HALL

(rooms 9, 10, 11, 12, 14,27, 114and 139)

ALL ARE CORDIALLY INVITED

Come, meet and discuss

issues concerning students,

government and the

Province of Ontario

with

Premier William Davis

Sunday Feb. 10 8:30 p.m.

Ellis Auditorium

ANNOUNCING

LAST TANGO
for

Sc. 74
Thursday Feb. 14

8:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. ^ , .

McArthur Cafeteria f
"

$1 .00 all you can

drink.

HILLEL

presents

COFFEE HOUSE
WITH

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

by ZEV LANTON and EROL BELLOS
plus

Caryl Aronovitch
of recent fame from Satire Tonight
coffee and donuts will be served

8:30 pm Sunday Feb 10 after

26 Barrie St Buffet Dinner
free admission 5:30 pm

ST. VALENTINE'S
MASSACRE !

!

* -THE

AND
TMe queen's PvE»

THURSDAY FEB. 14 -GRANT HALL-8p/a
DRESS UP AU you &AH6571^RS ANP ^UN MOULS /

you ^eno. .

thit Tun ^lub

ADVAsNCe TICKETS- ACT fAS'f ^oW^ CMfi ALL hjeY.T /l^- 1^"

A I U"./ y^A^/o ^smuG ?ooo\t' wt- sei m meNO^NfB AND am RtcoRO'i^

CO/AE AND GET BLASTED
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briefly...

Budget cuts may

reduce flexibility

of Law options
Recent budget cutbacks at the university may

reduce the quality of education and flexibility of

optional courses in the Law School, acting law dean

L. R. Robinson claimed that neither the public nor

members of the legislature are sufficiently aware of

the problems likely to arise from the provincial

government's inadequate financing of 0,tario

universities.

He stated that courses presently offered an-

nually may become available only every other year.

Casebooks produced every year for law students

will probably increase in price, for the faculty has

no means of absorbing the rising costs of produc-

tion.

Earlier this year, the law school had considered

increasing the number of clinical courses offered,

but this is no longer feasible. Because a low student-

staff ratio is needed, more staff would have to be

hired. Now, complained Robinson, there is no
jnoney to carry this plan through.

Summer employment opportunities will also be
affected by the cutbacks. Last year, sixteen law
students were hired to act as research assistants.

This year they will not be able to hire more than

three or four. In addition, the faculty's research

plans will also be gravely hindered.

Robinson does not believe that there is any way
possibility of getting around these problems.

However, he did suggest that "students should

approach their own political constituencies. If the

public and the MPPs realize what could happen to

education, an answer could or might be reached.

UBC accused of

hiring Americans

over Canadians
VANCOUVER (CUP) - The University of British

Columbia's English department has been accused

of looking for faculty in the US before it searches in

Canada.

The UBC administration president and the BC
Minister of Education have both received a letter

containing the charge from two English professors

at Carleton University in Ottawa, Robin Mathews
and Mary-Jane Edwards. Mathews has cam-
paigned against American influence in Canadian

universities for several years.

The letter charges that the English department
head and two professors, all originally from the US,
conducted job interviews at a December convention

in Chicago before advertising in Canada.

Edwards said in Ottawa Feb. 3 that the

positions were not advertised in University Affairs

until its February edition which was delivered in

late January, a week after the closing date for

apphcations. University Affairs is one of two
Canadian publications which usually carry such
ads.

In Vancouver, UBC administration president

Walter Gage Said Feb. 3 the interviews followed

UBC policy. 'It seems worthwhile to me to have
conducted these interviews to see who was
available,' said Gage.

Department heads are free to interview ap-

plicants all over the world, he stressed, though
interviews do not necessarily ensure employment.

Human Sexuality:

explain benefits of

natural childbirth
by Billie Bonanzo

The Human Sexuality Course concluded for the

year Wednesday night with a lecture concerning

pregnancy and chUdbirth. Dr. Mary Maxwell of the

Sociology Department discussed the

psychoprophylactic method of chUdbirth, otherwise

known as natural childbirth. The method was begun
for North American women by Dr. G. Dick-Read in

the early sixties and later perfected by a French
doctor, Lamaze.

The breathing and relaxation exercises which
were taught in the 8-week course were outlined, as

well as the stages of actual labour. Maxwell em-
phasized the need for education in the area of

psychoprophylactic method of giving birth to

remove the negative attitudes which have been
propagated over the years. The experience is far

less painful than generally believed, she stressed.

Teaching womten how to have a child can elevate the

experience from a traumatic one into an enjoyable

one.

Dr. MacKenzie of Obstetrics and Gynecology at

KGH answered questions which the audience posed

concerning the medical aspects of the method. It is

interesting to note that there is no medical evidence

to uphold natural chUdbirth over the anaesthetic

method, but the psychological advantages of the

former are tremendous.

"Not Me Alone", an exceUent film showing a

mother educated in natural chUdbirth actually

giving birth, wound up the evening and the series.

TRIPPING HOME FOR

READING WEEK?
USE THE BUS SERVICE

o.w. RTN.

TORONTO $5 $8.50^

OHAWA $4 $6.50

ONE WAY AND RETURN
QUEEN'S EXCURSION CLUB
John Orr Room
Tues. - Friday

10:30am - 3 pm phone 544-5777

* 50c extra charge
for Reading Week

buses only.

University

Queen's Department

i

SpringTerm1974

of Extension

Late registrations will

be accepted (subject to

a $10.00 late fee) until

Friday, May 3, 1974.

A list of courses and

timetable are available.

(We are now^ located in

the new Arts/Social

Sciences Complex)

Kingston, Ontario (613)547-3283

APPLICATIONS FOR

JOB BANK DIRECTORS

and/or

Co-directors

will be accepted until

FEB. 15

Applicants are reminded this is a full time summer job

which will also include spring and fall duties. Any in-

terested Queen's student is eligible. Applications should
be addressed to the A.M.S. office and should include a

resume and some of the applicants' plans for JOB BANK.
For further information call Donna Hackett 549-0190.

Selected applicants will be interviewed at a future date.

• •TDniGHT(« ••••••
The School
Librarianship
Movie

MCArthur
Hall
7:15 R
9:15 pm
99«i

AOMII.t ANCE ,

This film is about madness. And sanity. Fantasy. And reality. Death. And life. Vice. And versa.

pGrformBiiCG^
.iames Fox/Mick Jagger/Anita Pallenberg/Michele Breton

• ••••••••••• ••••
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IMMENSE PLEASURE

IS YOURS!

Heart Fund Campaign

CANVASSERS URGENTLY NEEDED

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 10

LEONARD HALL

Come to Leonard Hall between 12-4:30, Sunday. Tran-
sportation will be provided and refreshments (coffee and
donuts) are available afterwards. We need your help.

QUEEN'S HILLEL

PRESENTS
an

Israeli-Canadian Coffee House

Everyone Welcome

Hillel House Sunday Feb. 10

26 Barrie St. 8:00 p.m.

KNOCKNASHEEGA
FORMAL

March 16 at Holiday Inn

10 piece Big Band and 10 drinks

included in $15.00 per couple

tickets

sold at Dunning Hall Foyer

from 11:30 to 2:00

to Commerce '74 only 'till

after Reading Week.

Queen's University Bands

Executive Elections for 74 - 75

Wallace Hall 8:00 p.m. Sot. Feb. 9

Positions available:

Band's Manager
Ass. Band's Manager
Quartermaster
Concessions Manager
Pipe Major
Brass Band Manager
Head Majorette
Head Highland Dancer
Publicity Director

Head Cheerleader.

applications should be subnnitted in writing

to: Paul Roberts

AMS Office

editorial

Copeland owes an apology
Brian Copeland owes the AMS executive

candidates, those who attended the Election

Forum Wednesday night, and the campus at

large his humblest apologies. His blatant

irresponsibility in the way in which he
"moderated" the Forum certainly calls for

some explanation!

Copeland, Speaker of the AMS Outer
Council, blindly disregarded the absolute

requirement that the moderator of an election

forum must be neutral.

First, he asked a pointed question of John
Gray regarding his affiliation with the

Progressive Conservative party and its effect

on his ablity to criticize government policy.

He then attempted to pin Jeff Evenson to a

cross, adding one blunder U) another
Throughout the meeting, CofXiland was

guilty of indiscriminant and incoherent
control of discussion, cutting off candidate
replies and repeatedly stalling discussion at
crucial points,

("opeland's record at Outer Council is no
raving hell either! Inconsistent direction from
the chair has plagued Outer Council meeting*
all year: discussion rambles, rules of debate
are not uniformly enforced, and even when he
does make a ruling his authority is shaky.

However, his action at the Wednesday
night F'orum was inexcusable. Copeland is no
Speaker, and evenness a "mrxierator,"

letters to the editors

University centre -

to be or not to be?
Dear Editors:

I would like to comment on the two University

Centre referenda to be held on February 13 and
14th. One reads "Shall the AMS reiterate its pledge

to contribute a minimum of $500,000 towards the

capital campaign for the University Centre by

contributing to collect $5.00 per year from each

student until this pledge is met?"
The second reads: "Shall the $10.00 Students'

Memorial Union Fee be renamed the University

Centre Operating Fee when the University Centre is

opened and this University Centre Operating Fee is

increased annually determined by the changes in

the Consumer Price Index (using December 1973 as

a base)?"

With regards to the first referendum, a $5.00

University Centre fee was collected initially in the

1970-71 year. The students at that time pledged a

half a million dollars towards a University Centre.

This fee collection at that time was in part to show

to the Alumni and the University that this student

initiated idea of a University Centre could be

realized and that the students were serious. At that

time, the cost of the pending project was not ac-

curately known. However, a little later the Alumni

pledged a million dollars and it was assumed, that

the University would cover the remainder of the

costs. The University's portion was to be realized

through a capital campaign just beginning in which

the University Centre was third priority on the

allocation list. These are the facts as I know them.

However presently, the University has little in the

way of capital and could never hope to put two

million dollars into the three and a half million

dollar Centre. So in order to meet this money that is

needed, basically above and beyond the Alumni's

millipn dollars and the students' half a million the

idea is to secure a loan and the repayment of it be

assigned, over twenty five years, to the occupants

on a square foot basis. This means that ap-

proximately 53,000 dollars of student money and

30,000 dollars of University money, plus some
substantive additional money, will be used to repay

the loan.

With regards to the second referdum, it would

appear that all students will pay a year to the

operation of the University Centre is ten dollars plus

a Consum(!r Price Index increase. This is not so. It

is probably that AMS Pub prices will increase since

in the University Centre a rent will be charged. Also

it is, to me, almost certain that there will be sub-

stantial increases in the price of food in the

University Centre.

'I'h(! iM)int of the whole letter is in this

par;i)^raph. Alx>ve I have outlined the costs to a

student if h<! sh(! should lik(; to sec the University

Centre buill . If you feel (he costs are justified or you

would be willinf<, these costs then vole "YES" to the

two referenda mentioned in the first paragraph.

However, if you feel the University Centre is not

/#

worth this amount of money, based on some solid

facts and evaluation, then vote "NO". The choice is

yours. If the majority vote "NO" the Centre will

most certainly not be built. Keep in mind also that

the University has very little money- and to ask
them to put more of it into the University Centre
just means less for some other area like your
academics. If the majority vote "YES" the

University Centre will almost certainly be con-

structed.

Bruce Trotter

Vice-President, AMS

Racism not the

basis of

"Canadianiiation
Dear Eitors,

In reply to John Wilson's continents in

Tuesday's Journal I would like to point out that

racism is not the basis for the Canadianization

issue. Mr. Wilson implies that knowledge is in-

ternational and on that basis alone, the best should

be attracted here. But the free-flow and the in-

terchange of ideas depends on there being differing

ideas to act and react upon. What we have wit-

nessed in the past decade- is a gradual syn-

chronization of ideas in Canada with those of the

United States. This has been accomplished not only

by the presence of American professors in Canadian

universities but also by the training of Canadians in

US graduate schools and the constant use of

American texts here in Canada (especially in the

social sciences).

"Canadianization" does not simply mean jobs

for Canadian graduate students in Canadian

universities. It means the development of Canadian

^universities to the point where they can compete

equally with other schools, where they can provide

different modes of analysis for what takes place in

the world. There internationalism is founded upon a

basis of equality. This appears to me to be severely

lacking in the university system of Canada today. If

this is "pseudo-intellectual", so be it. The issue of

Canadianization in our universities is not something

apart but just another aspect of the threat that we ^

face continually from the United States. This threat

is social, cultural, political and economic. To resist

it is not racist. It is simply to assert that there is

value in differing points of view. What I object to is

a process whereby any chance for the development

of a Canadian point of view is in fact lost because of

the sheer amount of pressure from elsewhere.

There is nothing intrinsically right in something

being Canadian but neither is there anything wrong,

just as there is nothing wrong in something being

Italian, French or British. What one needs,

however, is a certain amount of give and take, not

give, give, give! !

!

Yours truly,

Norman Macdonnell
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more letters

Nationalism-

no substitute for

academic excellence
Dear Editor:

Three cheers for John Wilson's "anti-

nationalism" letter in Tuesday's Journal! It is

about time that we Canadians got off our collective

high horse about Canadian Nationalism, par-

ticularly in the field of education. There exists no

international conspiracy to flood Canadian schools

with foreign teachers and teaching materials. Ask
yourself how many of your textbooks are written by
Canadians for Canadians and you find few, if any. If

the recommendations of the Select Committee on

EJ6onomics and Cultural Nationalism, outlined on
the front page of the Journal, were foUowed to their

"logical" ends they eventually would lead to the

restrictions that all books in Canadian universities

must be written by Canadians, for Canadians, in

Canada. Nobody is more aware of the growing
<:anadian content than foreign-born university

professors. If it were in their power to add to the

Canadian content of their courses without

jeopardizing the quality of the teaching they would
do so. It is a wry comment on our sense of

"Canadian Superiority" that they have not done so.

The purpose of a university education must
surely be to broaden our own personal horizons as

much as possible. The opportunity for such an
education is predicated on the assumption that the

individual is able to think for himself, to be able to

weed out a specious argument from a valid one.

Thomas Carlyle said that ; "The true university is a

collection of books". What he was getting at was
'the free interchange of ideas'. Rabid Nationalism
denies both the opportunity of stimulation, and the

intellectual exercise in examining its validity. To
demand the limitations imposed by enforced

Canadian content in the universities is to deny one's

own preparedness for the experience of the

university education.

As Wilson ably pointed out: "The reputation of

Queen's depends upon its ability to attract the best

it can get - regardless of nationality". If the best

available is Canadian, then so much the better, but

let us have the best. Let us take pride in our ac-

complishments as Canadians, but never let us

substitute nationalism for academic excellence.

John Wilson, I will buy you a beer, but not a

Molson's Canadian.
Yr. Obdnt. Servnt.,

Ilan McN. Austin.

Lack of interest due to

lack of a serious issue
Dear Editors,

I rather resent Eraser Dunfords implication

that students don't think, or put their thoughts to

paper, because they do not respond to his pleas for

more "political expression." ("Lets have parties in

campus politics," Jan. 25.)

Perhaps it would be reasonable to suggest that

general lack of interest is very much due, to the lack

of a serious issue. Political games will continue to

be played by those who enjoy the opportunity to

hear their own voices or see their own words,
though there are those few involved in "campus
politics" with a serious desire and the capability to

be usefull in a particular position of influence.

Those of us who follow what we consider the
more meaningfull course of pursuing academic and
athletic interests prefer to preserve our written
expressions for the rare serious issue, and the
results of our academic studies.

Mr. Dunford: you have your reply; please do
not inflict your unfounded accusations on we in-

nocents with better things to do.

Sincerely

Michael Walker

Response to response

to 'Keep those tips up'
Dear Editors,

Why must these females indulge their prurient

tastes on such minor fare? Or, was it a

manifestation of sexual insecurity? In other words,

don't these girls "measure up" to the recent

alluring ad for Finlay's Sports Shop? If not, I have a
tip or two for them. Finlay's has a ftill range of body
building equipment tailored to the pectorals.

_ Sincerely,

John Macera

Participation essential

-- use your franchise
Dear Editors,

This letter is in reply to Kevin Stevenson's well-

written, though provoking and profound letter

entitled "Screw the A.M.S." (Feb. 5) In writing this

letter, I am finding great difficulty in meeting Mr.
Stevenson's ground of expression so I hope you will

please bear with me.
In his letter, Mr. Stevenson claims to be an

individual and to be responsible for making his own
decisions. l am glad he clarified the point of being
an individual because his letter asserts him as a
member of the apathetic mass that lurks on this

campus. If he is, indeed, responsible for the decision

to write his letter, I suggest we all ponder the
validity of the term "responsible."

The A. M.S., of necessity, has obvious
bureaucratic characteristics. I somehow feel this

can be looked upon as a division of powers and
responsibility and thus a more effective job can be
done. I think the so-called ego-trip that Mr.
Stevenson refers to can be more accurately labelled

as pride by the administrators of the A.M.S. This is

the pride of our self-governing student body that

Mr. Stevenson claims we are told about from the

beginning of OUR Queen's experience, (obviously a
self-appointed spokesman)

I urge every student to take the upcoming
election seriously and to vote. If you don't exercse
your franchise, you then lose your right to criticize

and this is an essential part of student participation.

Let Mr. Stevenson vote for himself and get one more
vote than he deserves.

Mark Feekery
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ASUS FORUM
To be held in the Red Room at 8:00 p.m. on
Monday, 11 February

come on over and meet the candidates for the
Executive, Representatives and Senators

What is bigger than a bread box and has a

sauna?

ELROND COLLEGE
is much bigger than a breadbox, and it has a

sauna

And it is a good place to live

COME LIVE WITH US

Application Deadline: February 26

Princess at Division 544-1842

GALERIE VICTORIA
7:30-8:00 p.m.

Sunday February 10

Michael Bristow - tenor

Shelley McAlpar - soprano
Judy Bourne - clarinetist

Dianne Clairov - Scott - reader
June Richards - pianist

Hot cider at 7:15

Everyone Welcome!
TEXTBOOKS : .-RECORDS : :CANDY : :POSTERS : :PAPER

CAMPUS I

BOOKSTORE ?

McLelland and Stewart

3 for 2

PAPERBACK SALE
By 2, get 1 free!

February 8-16
(Sorry, we can't include course books in this offer.)

I
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O
H GIFTS: :l_ABCOATS::STAT IONERY::PAPERBACKS(/)

SCIENCE 77
IF YOU MISSED THE LAST ONE,

DON'T MISS OUR SECOND

SMOKER
)SION — YEAR CAR[

FREE BEER

$1.50 ADMISSION — YEAR CARDS NEEDED

Bring friends - play pool - Science '77

Profs welcome for free

8-12 tonight/upper CLARK
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"Oh

Conrad

zelonka

by Judy Dobias
If you are looking for

truth and philosophic
enlightenment, put your nose

back into descartes and stay

clear of the Grand Theatre
next week. For there, tran-

sforming the orthopedic
chairs and rather sober
ambient into frollic, the

Queen's Musical Theatre will

present, in all its delightful

absurdity - Bye Bye Birdie.

Director Tim Chapman
remarked, "Any musical has

a lot of stereotype moments,
and rather than ignore these

cliches, we are playing them
up to the hilt." The result? A
spontaneous cast, pony-tailed

and bobby socked, who
gleefully prance across the

stage reviving all the

idiosincracies of the 50's. The
plot neatly revolves around
Conrad Birdie, an Elvis

Presley type who has been
summoned into the army. In

a last attempt of publicity to

glorify the rock singer, his

agent, Albert Peterson and
his bouyant secretary. Rose
Alvarez, strain their brains to

come up with a gimic. What
could be more appealing than

the husky voice of Conrad
promising. . ."One last kiss. .

" to be awarded to one

American girl before his

departure? Kim Macfee, a

baggy sweatered, squeeky
teenager yelps for joy at the

discovery that SHE is the one.

The scenes combine
everything from the glorious

harmony of "Put on a happy
face" to the semi-serious oath

of fifteen year olds heralding

"Conrad Birdie and the

United States of America."
These are heightened by such

potential moments, as when

B
Albert's Jewish o
portrayed by Ann V<

absolutely sparkling

sympathetic story ab(

she salvages every pe

him by taking the sub*

rush hour no less!

Bye Bye Birdie wfll

Tickets are on sale

student's ticket is X

I
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lie

gainst a cartoon set

led by Alan Watts, the

ive of the scenes will be
liance the one dimen-
1 quality of the
ction. "The cutouts,"

ed Chapman, "do not

*M 13th, 14th and 15th.

giiswoom, the price for a

:keli!

strive toward naturalism, but

are consistent with the

overall treatment of the

musical."

The backdrop will be
brought to hfe by colorful

teenagers, who, under the

direction of Choreographer
Jill Hodgkinson, exert vitality

in the numerous dance
routines which demand top

co-ordination and timing.

Yet, the immediate fun-

loving nature of the cast

appears, in the eyes of the

directors, to have given them
an instinctive feeling for the

musical. In the last few years
the Queen's Musical Theatre
has gained recognition
through an increasing
popularity from Pajama
Game and Cabaret to last

year's Wonderful Town. This

year, through the use of

workshops introduced in the

fall, a great deal of

enthusiams has been
engendered.

Duane Bates, musical
director anticipates that it

will be the most successful

one yet but stipulated that

this is primarily due to the

collaboration of everyone as

well as the present strength of

the orchestra.

If, as Chapman observed,

theatre is fundamentally a

celebration of life, all the

ingredients of satire, parody
and a structure based on the

ever present "battle of the

sexes" are really unim-
portant. What is important is

that Bye Bye Birdie in a
crazy, imaginative and
captivating way will promise
a humorous relief to the last

seven days before Reading
week!

we

love

you:I"
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Grant Hall Series comes to an Impressive end
by Ferelyth Bruce-Lockhart

The Festival Singers of

Canada and the Canadian Brass

brought the Grant Hall concert

series to a close on Wednesday
night. The thirty-six member
choir, which forms the

professional core of the well-

known Toronto Mendelssohn
Choir, combined precision of

technique with superior

musicianship in an unique
performance. The Singers

captivated their audience
throughout the evening, despite

some technical difficulties on the

part of the Canadian Brass.

Psalm 100', by Heinrich

Schitz, was a hymn of praise sung

with tremendous clarity. The
brass accompaniment was
technically precise, but too loud

to allow a proper balance with the

choir. Micheal Praetorius' 'Ein

Kindelein So Lobelich' began on a

more subdued note, but un-

fortunately, the Canadian Brass
again drowned out the choir.

Purcell's 'Sonata in D Major'
can only be called commendable.
The trumpeters had problems
managing clarity in their high

scale passages, and the tuba

sounded undefined as well. The
piece is very difficult technically,

and the brass ensemble must be

praised for the enthusiasm with

which they presented it.

Unaccompanied and very
modern, the 'Three Blessings'

was a chaotic combination of

prayer, round, and hymn.
Although it was technically very

difficult, the Festival Singers

handled it with ease.

TheSanctus, Benedictus, and
Agnus Dei from William Byrd's

'Mass for Four Voices' was very

well done. Unaccompanied, the

Singers combined praise,

Hosannas, and sorrow in prayer.

At the end, chanting 'Dona Nobis

Pacem', the Singers seemed
almost reluctant to end their

song.

The highhght of the evening,

however, was without question

J.S. Bach's 'Singet dem Hem'.
With clarity and joy, the Festival

Singers brought a freshness to

this performance by their

sponaneity.

The Canadian Brass' next

'solo' selection was a very
amusing piece by John Beck-

with called 'Taking a Stand'.

Based on a blues melody, the

players avoided conventional

music in order to make haunting
sounds with their instruments.
The audience's reaction may
have been very different but for

the bizarre actions of the players.

The Singers' rendition of

'Image out of Season' by Charles

Wilson resulted in a collection of

mfwd impressions. Dissonant yet
clearly in pitch, the impact of the
piece is best expressed by a line

from the song itself : "\mt in the
miles". Although it became lively

in the last verses, the brass en-
semble was again over-
exhuberent.

Gagrieli'8 'Jubilate Deo'
rounded out a diversified
program. Balance was at last

achieved between the Singers
and brass ensemble, and the
result was very satisfying.

A most enjoyable conceit,
this performance provided
Queen's with a magnificent
choral ending to its Grant Hall

series.

AMS Concerts Presents A Midnight Special

FEATURING

THE REAL

SPIRIT
"imm Dr. Sordonleus fome

and

It

'mtus

Richard Harris

Feb. 13th

Tickets $2.00

qiJOflo'n conCert'i

Elizabethan Keen
Dance Company
Feb. Sth Grant Hall

$2.50
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Records
Record Review: "Between Nothingness and Eternity" Mahavishnu
Orchestra Live.

by Michael Rose
The glistening excitement of the Mahavishnu Orchestra on stage

is something that reaches well beyond music. The sounds bypass the

ear and penetrate to the cortex stimulating emotional and spiritual

resonance. On "Between Nothingness and Eternity" this music-

behind-music is present in greater force than in either of the two

previous Mahavishnu records.

The Mahavishnu Orchestra is made up of five mucisicans flying

together with both lightning speed and delicate finesses. But more

than that-their music is not mere entertainment--it as a mystical

construction and almost divine purpose like prayer or meditation.

Mahavishnu John McLaughlin uses his guitarist's magic to create a

wordless credo of soaring fire "winging the infinite". His startling

rapidity of execution pre vents a listener from analysing the sequences

of notes, instead forcmg you on to a higher comprehension of the inner

meaning behind the music.

And such music: breakneck soloing weaved together tinto a

unified wall of sound that quivers on a razor's edge between exploding

and imploding. A tensile electric music that is more powerful than the

hardest bop jazz and more complex than progressive rock : a brilliant

hybrid that sets the Mahavishnu Orchestra apart as a kind of music

unto itself.

The record has three tracks: "Triology", "Sister Andrea", and

"Dream". The first is the most powerful musically, the solo's are

excellent and the major progressions quite strong. Billy Cobham's

percussion works well with McLaughlin and Goodman's upper

register guitar-violin harmonies, creating a heady swirling acoustic

pattern. The second track "Sister Andrea", is a more conventional

jazz-based number. It frames one of McLaughlin's best solo's ever; an

acid suspension of pain and worship sung by superhuman fingers.

The third number, "Dream", takes up the entirety of the second

site with an extended musical journey. It begins on a misty com-
templative theme,then builds toward a flight through the inner land-

scape. Jerry Goodman's violin is especially good here, singing and

screaming like a syrinx. There is a duet between McLaughlin and
Cobham that serves to illustrate the remarkable extent of the group's

empathy and co-ordination without which the music would degenerate

into cacaphony. As the dream-flight ends they settle back into the

drifting mists of the beginning . . .the fading sound of a Chinese gong.

Compared with the two other Mahavishnu records "Between

Nothingness and Eternity" does quite well technically, even though its

recorded live. ButTmore importantly the music-behind-music is much
more powerful. A beautiful spell is cast between and behind the notes.

"Inner Mounting Flame" was asonic vibrato shattering the mind.

The music attacked like a rampaging god-searing, remorseless and
hard. It was very good, but may found it opaque and harsh. "Birds of

Fire" on the other hand was a kind of dilute homogenate of the

Mahavishnu Orchestra; it was good and readily accessible-but

something essential was missing.

If you are considering buying a Mahavishnu record try this one

first. "Between Nothingness and Eternity" is enjoyable listening from

the start, yet will reveal ever larger mansions of music and con-

templation as you continue to play it.

Tales from Modern India

Ed. K. Natwar-Singh
Collier Books
$2.95

by Vijay Bhargava
Most of the stories in this collection were written at a time wnen

Marx, Freud and Gandhi were making their impact on Indian in-

tellectuals. Consequently many of the themes in this anthology deal

with social reform. For example, under discussion is the inhumanity
of cast hierarchies, the plight of the landless and women, the terror of

the Zamindar (the land-lord) andtheBania (the money-lender).
In the absence of a Glossary the constant use of Indian words are

unintelligible to the Engish speaking reader: whereas readers may be
familiar with words such as the Vedas, the Upanishads and the

Bhagwad Gita, it is unreasonable to assume he is familiar with words
such as "nahabat" and "attar." Also the absence of any editorial

comment on the social structure may make many of the tales appear
to the Western reader as false or melodramatic.

Nine of the twenty Tales in this collection were originally written

in English. I find this choice an indication of the editor's bias and
readers must be warned against using this collection as the basis for

any assessment of literary creativity in India.

Although Tales from Modern India does not give an entirely

correct perspective it has succeeded in providing the Western reader
with "some insight into the workings of the Indian literary genius and
the forces and influences that have given it life and sustenance."

Hartford

not to be rivalled

by Ian

Hartford was superb Tuesday night,

gleaning greater response from the audience

than Bruce Cockburn. He was himself, funny and
articulate, enjoying the show as much as anyone
else there. From his foot stompin' banjo to his

country pickin' guitar, from his "electric foot"

and gutteral throat repertoire of sounds to yee-

haw fiddle playing, the Hartford one man show is

not to be rivaled this year.

Too many people at Queen's and elsewhere

have the wrong idea about country music. It has

not been reduced to the Gene Autrey level a la

CBC's "Country Time" for years. The Byrds
"Sweetheart of the Rodeo" and Dylan's "Nash-

Smith

ville Skyline" made it respectable in 1968. The
likes of John Hartford, John Denver and others

have since risen and emerged to expand on the

"new country" sound, increasing awareness of

the down to earth grassroots music with no
gimics required.

The only regret of Tuesday's concert was the

first act. The Cooper Brothers. This Ottawa band
features a flutist, trumpeter, saxophonist,

organist and drummer from Napanee. "Too bad
the pedal steel guitar didn't help them from
sounding like a high school group. They have an
alleged hit single released in eastern Ontario, so

watch out!

Film

Corpses, icy grips and psycopaths
by Evan

Perhaps "Psycho' was the most popular Hit-

chcock film anong such favorites as "The Tom
Curtain" and "The Birds". "Frenzy", however, is

his most popular film yet, dealing with a series of

neck-tie murders in London. A colorful opening shot

up the Thames River, complete with soap box
oratory on the banks is shattered by the recognition

of a girl's body slowly drifting ashore. All the

elements of a Hitchcock pot pourri are present:

strangled women, a psycopath, wry humor,
masterful photography and an impeccable plot.

He creates an icy portrait of the killer, jovial to

his employees with a picture of his mother on the

dresser, but willing to frame his best friend for

murders he committed himself. Caught in this mess
is the man Hitchcock makes us believe is the killer.

Thompson

but promptly shatters this illusion. The lingering

camera on the victim's face charge more horror

than any previous Hitchcock effort. No other

director can blend the subtle and outrageous to

maintain a greater effect of terror in a film than

Hitchcock.

The most bizarre and yet comic scene in the

film unfolds in the back of a truck full of bulging

potato sacks, one of which contains a corpse. The
murderer feverishly tries to unclench his tie pin

from the icy grip of one of the victims. The truck

lurches to a stop and the body falls out onto the road

into the path of a police car.

Every Hitchcock film has one final twist, this

film is no exception : while we may predict the first

one the second is impossible.
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Hamlet is stimulating in its inadequecies
by Sandy Naiman

The tragedy of the Drama
Department's production of

Hamlet, is that it has tremendous

potential and that unfortunately

this potential is completely

unrealized. So much in this

Hamlet which opened Wednesday
night in Convocation Hall, was

good, but single components do

not make a successful whole

production and too many gaps

were left.

Primarily the problem lies in

the acting. And this production

which was splendidly designed,

by Gavin Semple and which had

all the external grace and beauty

that it needs, did not bring to

these externals the tone and the

sensitivity that it could have had.

Quite frankly, I believe that

Hamlet is probably the most

difficult play to perform in the

English language. A sweeping

statement, perhaps, but with

every speech, with every move
came all the cliches that we use

and have used since Shakespeare

wrote it.

How do you envigorate those

soliloquies? How do you energize

a story so well known it needs no

explanation? Perhaps director

Bernard Burkom saw in Hamlet
the ultimate challenge for both

actor and director. I don't know,
but I do know that his ambition

exceeded his grasp and he could

no! pull together what he did

have.

Specifically now, Hamlet,
played by Christopher Cun-
ningham was simply unable to

match in his characterization the

tone of the production. Nor was
he able to portray Hamlets
manifold emotional and
psychological complexity.

He continually fell into

repetitive speech patterns and he

postured more than portrayed

i.his almost impossible character.

It must be so easy to become
mfluenced by what we have been

exposed to in playing such a role.

How does one detach oneself

from what we have become
inundated with through the

unclassifieds

VALENTINE'S DAY is fast ap-

proaching! What better way to

remember your sweetheart than

with a portrait from Photo Image.

Until Feb. 141h, a student discount

of 20 per cent is in effect on all

portraits. Call 546-7770 or visit US

at 33 Brock St. for an appointment.

LOOKING FOR a one or two bedroom
apt.? If so, v/e have exactly what

you want, and only SOO feet from
campus. Available May 1st. Phone
542-7578, 549-0551, or 544-8345.

FOUND: a watch at the Queen's

Curling Club Jan. 28. Phone 544-

7727.

GOOD BYE everyone at the Journal.

Your roving correspondant will

write soon. Woody, Where's my
letter? Korn, I hope you like my
|0b. 'x/xx dirty Liz.

PHOTO IMAGE has a complete range

of technical photographic services

including custom black and white

developing and printing and
ektachrome processing at new
competitive prices. 48 hour service

or less available on most orders.

Call u: at 544 7770 for more in

formation or drop in to 33 Brock St,

DID YOU LOSE a Tricolor scarf last

Saturday night? Found on Earl St.

Call Brian at 544 5858,

TO SUBLET one bedroom apt. at West
Campus; also for takeover of lease

for next year! Regular rent Is

il4].00 per month; but very
negotiable! Call Stavo, 544 0717

•inytifi-

KEVU :t re vew, a second

media, Olivier, Plummer,
Burton, Chamberlain. I imagine

the young man who attempts

Hamlet seriously today almost

unconsciously falls into

pretentious vocal and physical

habits which originate in the

exposure we all experience of the

so called "classic" productions.

And I could see that Cunningham
was fighting this and fighting it

hard. He is a strong actor. He has

almost too much strength for

Convocation Hall. He fills the

theatre to excess. His movements
are too big, his manner is almost

too intense. In fact there is too

much deliberate energy in his

performance and this, un-

fortunately, is what destroys it.

Nonetheless, I give him credit. If

ever there was a role in all

English drama that presented the

ultimate challenge, this is it. He
faced it but he could not beat it

and because he failed the rest of

the production suffered badly.

On the other hand, the best

performance of the production

was unfortunately the shortest

one. Douglas Stratton as Polonius

was perfect. He was working on

the exact level that the

production demanded and
because he was so right un-

fortunately again, those who
worked with him looked out of

kilter. Stratton has always struck

me as a potentially fine actor. He
has not, however, been cast of

late, in the kind of part that

permits him to use both his comic

ability as well as his skill as a

builder of character. Yet in

Polonius, a brilliant bit of

casting,he has found his match.

This doddering old man who
speaks so cunningly and wittily

does not dodder overtly in

Stratton. Instead he plays

Polonius with simplicity and

strict economy. Stratton's

Polonius could be quite young, or

quite old, in fact, he is ageless

and his portrayal gives the

character a vitality which
heretofore I had not com-
prehended. But even more im-

portantly, Stratton gives

examination; revision with a view

to improvement; a formal or of-

ficial inspection of troops, ships of

war, etc., literature and other

subjects; a critical examination; a

retrospect; to write a press notice

of-ed. note: preferably well

written.

LOOKING FOR a 3-4 man house or

apt. for 74-75, (no cockroaches
please), starting in May. Call Don
(544-7071), Dave (544-7984), or

Cam (544-7040).

REWARD: for thin silver bracelet in

the form of a snake. Of great

sentimental value. Please contact

Ann Dowsett at 549-2348.

FLORIDA TRIP Winter break; need

two people to share expenses for

winter break holiday in Florida.

Leave Feb. 13, return Feb. 24. Call

Murray at 549 2534.

LOST: 1 green leather wallet in Phys-

ed Centre, in the locker room

;

contains Queen's student card and
all ID, If found please contact

Vivian Carter, 321 Chown Hall.

Phone 544 8087.

MEN'S FIELD HOCKEY. Anyone
interested in playing next year,

please come to the Bartlctt Gym,
this Sunday at 7 p.m. Inexperience

is also welcome,

LOST; a pair of men's glasses, brown,
square rimmed. On Alfred, bet

ween Union and Earl. Around Jan

23. Call 542 8253. After 4 please.

Reward,

More Clas»lflad» on 4, 14, 15

Polonius tremendous depth and a

rare quality of humanness. So

many of the other characters of

the production seemed to be

playing at playing, obviously a

by-pro(iuct ol our over exposure

to the play. But Stratton seems to

have found a secret in his ap-

proach to the part, a secret which

he could not share with the rest of

the cast.

Patricia Northcott, as

Gertrude was another strong

member of the cast because in

her simple and underplayed
approach she gave Gertrude a

sense of vulnerability and honest

human feeling. She did not

posture nor was she excessively

"dramatic", except in her death

scene, where she fell into a

melodramatic form which was
almost comic.

Judith Thompson, as

Ophelia, was unable to find any
variation or progression in her

role. This was particularly ap-

parent in her famous insanity

scene, where she was totally

oblivious to the fragility of

Ophelia and instead played her

almost flippantly. Her per-

formance had no depth and she

was in many ways in the same
predicament as Cunningham,
afflicted with the stereotypes

rather than the essence of the

character.

And Ian Fenwick as Claudius

was another who fell short of

creating a character which had

the energy and the vitality to

compliment Semple's design and

what I felt Burkom was trying to

achieve. He was too »m(>oth, loo

placid and I could not nee any of

the fear or guilt or indimd any of

the psychological manwuverings
that I think Claudius must
communicate.

What was Burkom trying to

achieve ? His production was
magnificent to look at. Semple'g

design is clean and simple, or-

namented with rich textures

rather than numerous properties,

with subtle colour combinations

rather than excessively elab(jrate

designs and lit to focus every

scene very clearly. Even though

so many of the major roles did

not work within the production

because the artistic conception

was so good, I was never, for a

moment bored. The stage was
basically a black box, with one

side removed and the action took

place on a thrust stage that was
backed by a red and black

tapestry which was flown in to

mark scene changes.

The design was so good that it

was almost distracting and I felt

that the actors were having

difficulty using the space. In-

stead I think in some cases, the

space used them.

One of the highlights of the

show was the Players scene,

which included all the circus

components of the travelling

companies of the time, the

juggling and acrobatics, as well

as some fantastic giant puppets

and gold and silver masks.

Burkom really captured the

gradeur of the Danish court

masque in this sequence as he did

the riouriKh of the art <A fencing in

the final duel wen*i, whi<;h was
very wr-ll handled by Cun
ningham and \UA> McClure, who
played ijntrUm

Burkom used freeyjui during
the soliloques, a strangely
Brechtian touch, which worked
excellently and the grave digger

scene had a sense of "devil may
care" as the grave diggers tf/ssed

skulls back and forth with total

detachment.

There were good things
happening in almr^st every scene
and even though the production
was quite long it was constantly

renewing some point of interest.

For this reason I would
highly recommend the show. It is

stimulating in its inadequacies

and it points up how many
possibilities Hamlet holds and
too, how difficult it is for a

director and a cast to revitalize

the play and create something
pure and untainted by other

productions.

So too, it is very hard for an
audience to dissociate its ex-

perience with other Hamlets
from this one. Burkom was faced

with these problems before he
even cast his production and in

trying to overcome them he has
achieved a partial success.

It would be dishonest to

recommend the Drarna
Department's Hamlet without

pointing out the intrinsic

problems, but I do recommend it

because the problems as well as

the highlights make for a very

intriguing evening.

The AMS Housing Lottery will be in Grant Hall at 8:00 p.m. on Feb. 12

Doors Close at 8:30.

RULES

1. The lottery establishes only a position on the waiting list. The number of units

available of any size depends on the number of present tenants who do not renew. There

is usually a 50 percent turnover. We will know which apartments and houses will be

available on March 1, at which time you will be informed if yoii have a unit.

2. The lottery is open only to Queen's students who will be registered for the academic

year 1974-75. Red card must be presented within 3 days of the lottery if a place on the list is

obtained. Bring a student card if you intend to stay for the draw. You don't have to stay

but it is up to you to find if your name was drawn.

3. Each student is entitled to only one ballot which can be applied to only one type of

dwelling unit. If two ballots are found in the same name both will be destroyed. However,

if you are applying for a five man unit, for example, all five prospective tenants may
apply.

4. An individual whose name is drawn and who chooses to accept the dwelling must be

a tenant of the unit, and must have his name on the lease (and be legally bound by the

terms of the tease).

5. Those Commerce students attending the Banquet will be able to vote at the en-

trance to Wallace Hall.

6. Units available based on no. of single bedrooms.

bed-sitting 3

large bachelor 4

one 11

two 7

three 1

four 3

five 10

six 7

seven 1

eight 1
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B-ball Gaels lose,

^'most exciting game
by Brent Heatherington

Bartlett Gym was nearly the

sight of a major upset Tuesday
night, as the basketball Gaels lost

a heartbreaking 82-79 decision to

the lOth-ranked Ottawa U.

GeeGees. The game was a

complete reversal in form from
their first meeting, when Ottawa
parlayed a narrow half-time lead

into a decisive 30-point route.

Ottawa had a small lead at the

half again, but Queen's is no
longer the same team that was
beaten that night in the capital.

There were no long scoring

lapses on the part of the Gaels

this time. Although the GeeGees
led by as many as 13 points

during the early stages of the

first half, solid team defense,

agressive rebounding, and some
minor' adjustments in positioning

that pulled the teeth from Ot-

tawa's awesome full-court press

gave Queen's the chance to come
back. They took it.

Led by the hot hand of for-

ward Derek Swinnard, who hit 12

points, mostly in the second

quarter. Queen's chipped away at

the lead, picking up two points

here, a foul shot there, until with

less than two minutes to play,

they were only four points down.
The Gaels had a chance for the

final basket in the half, after

running the clock down under ten

seconds, but a travelling

violation turned the ball over,

and with just two seconds to go,

OU centre man Merv Sabey
rolled in a basket to stretch the

margin to six, 44-38.

After the break, Queen's

picked up where they left off,

swarming all over Ottawa on

defense, and appearing to rattle

the GeeGees badly. Rookie Andy
Christie, who played much of the

second half, and played ex-

ceptionally well, got the fired-up

Gaels rolhng with an easy layup

off a fine steal at the point, and
things started to mushroom. With
everybody shooting well, and
Queen's controlling the defensive

boards, the Gaels knotted the

score at 54-all, then took the lead

at the 12:36 mark when Christie,

who finished with 12 points,

rammed home another driving

hoop.

Ottawa coach Bob
O'Billovitch frantically^called

time out to try and settle down his

obviously-rattled squad, but the

Gaels were rolling, playing the

best two-way basketbjill seen

here in years. With just under
seven minutes to go, the Gaels

were up by six, 71-65, despite the

disputed loss of Norm Hagarty,

who had been banished to the

bench on a dubious fifth foul.

The Gaels held onto their

lead until the 2:54 mark, when
Ottawa started to regain its

outside shooting touch, and began
creeping closer. Although
Queen's had been able to

neutralize the 6'7" Sabey's ef-

fectiveness on the boards, Ottawa
went to the big man in the closing

minutes, after a couple of tur-

novers had brought the contest to

within one point, 79-78. With just

35 seconds left, Sabey hit a tur-

naround jumper to give Ottawa
an 80-79 lead.

Desperation fouls in the

dying seconds gave Ottawa
supersub Barry Mosley two
shots, and he made no mistake,

stretching the Ottawa margin to

three points. The Gaels still gave
it a try, with the ubiquitous

Christie driving in an attempt to

get a three-point play, but to no

avail. The final score was 82-79.

The Gaels had outplayed

Ottawa by a considerable margin
for almost the full second half,

but the GeeGees were able to do

what weas needed in the dying

seconds. The Gaels didn't, but it

was easily their best, and most
exciting game of the year.

Surprising as it may seem,
for a team with a 2-9 record, the

Gaels have given both Ottawa
and Toronto, the top two clubs in

this division, some of the stiffest

competition they have faced all

year. Although someone said

"You've got to be kidding" in

reference to the Whig-Standard

article stating that the Gaels'

morale was still good, it's true.

No team could have put more

spirit and heart into that game no
matter what record they
possessed. Team unity has grown
with every game, every practice

this term, and the result has been
a supreme team effort.

In particular, this game
against Ottawa, Swinnard led all

scorers with 22 points while

hauling down 15 rebounds. Corky
McLeery had 12 points and 12

boards, Andy Christie added 12

points, and Norm Hagarty scored

13 before leaving the contest. Rob
Smart and John Keck had 8 each,

and Stew Beck, who was used

sparingly in the second half,

added 4 points. Sabey led Ottawa
with 18 points, but could manage
only nine rebounds, well under

his league-leading average of

almost 20 a game. John Plaskacz

hit 15 points, while Mosley and
Frank Papai added 13 each.

The Gaels deserved
recognition for their play
Tuesday, and the fans, who had
been vocal all game, gave it to

them. Saturday night should be

more of the same, so come on out

and support the Gaels against the

third-place Laurentian
Voyageurs. Game time is 8:15

and a big crowd should have lots

to yell about. Be there.

Gael's Derek Swinnard prepares to snag rebound in

board performance
22 pt.. i:

Synchro finals here
Queen's Universfty will put

its OWIAA championship on the

line tonight in the opening event

of the 1974 championship finals.

Action starts tonight at 8 p.m. in

the Queen's Pool and resumes
tomorrow morning at 9 a.m.

Tonight the team com-
petition will take place. Queen's

will have Sue Hill, Heather

DeMeza, Elaine Prosenyak,
Lindsay Coates, Heather
Holloway, Ann Oldfield, Jill

Cooper and Sandra Landell as

its entry. The team event in-

volves a synchronized water

display done to music and the

girls are judged on the basis of

performance of various stunts,

individually and as a team.

On Saturday, the figures

competitions will get the day
started at 9 a.m. Marion
Malone, Anne Morowitz and
Elaine Prosenyak will

represent Queen's in this event

which involves the performance
of five different stunts. Again,

form is the critical factor. Anne
finished fourth in last year's

finals and both Anne and
Marion have been to the

national finals in the past. The
two girls will combine for the

duet routine which will follow

the solo event. Both involve a

routine of moves set to music.

Queen's toughest com-
petition is expected to come
from the University of Toronto

who finished second in the team
event at the first meet before

Christmas.
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unclassifieds

LOST: 1 blue angora hat at Friday's

ASUS Pub. Please would anyone

having Information about it phone

389-3758.

THANKS TO EVERYONE who helped

with VARA. Sue Searle & friends;

Martha Crane & Couple & Co. ;

House of Smeg & especially Peter

& Alex for their cars & John T. for

his car & "Runners"; 203 Albert

St.; 3D; Cathy Simpson; Alison

Craig; Rose & Co. Rodney, for his

10 minute support; Kerry; Lois

Malcolm; All 6 feet 3 of Mike
Kellhauer; Udder Heaven; Dave

D.: Jamie; the Other 3-5th's of 295;

Pat Sinclair for Eva's Mantle

Piece; Tony Whitworth though he

doesn't remember; Don Marshall;

Ron; Suzanne; Jim; Nancy;
Richard; Fay; Higgers; Sandy;

Debbie; Brian; Mike S.: Barbara;

Janice; Brenda; Bob F.: Ellie;

Ann; Terry; Jim L.; and Geordie,

who didn't expect 3 shifts ; Ian M.

;

Mark; Sherry; Hannah; Paul G.,

who got more than he expected;

Carol McLean; Linda L.; Dave S.;

Mike Kidd & his suffering essay;

Nancy Riley; Peter Newlands;

Mike Norris; Ron Stolz for getting

the "Cleaning Squad"; Tom;
Chris; Kerry; Dave; Rick de L.;

Jeff; Rick L.; Richard Hanim;
Bill Mandlich; Don Rogers & the

Science '44 truck. To anyone we
forgot to mention, we're sorry. To

next year's Semi-Formal com-

mittee, GOOD-LUCK. "You Gotta

Have Friends". Ann, Eva,

Jacquie.

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY BABE, love

Boz.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

- I'm underno false impressions Sir

1 know you far too well

And as far as I'm concerned

You can go to Hell.

MODERN TWO BEDROOM apt. to

sublet May 1st. If you want it in

Sept. it's yours! Furnished or

unfurnished. Call 544-6327.

THE ST. VALENTINE'S DAY
MASSACRE is the dance of the

year. The Fun Club does it again!

Thursday, Feb. 14, in Grant Hall -

featuring Fast Eddy and Crowbar.
Tickets in the John Orr Room all

next week.
LEAVING THE COUNTRY in reading

week? Photo Image gives you six

passport size prints at a new low

student price - only $4.00. Ideal for

International Drivers Permits and

job applications too. Call us at 546-

7770 or drop by our studio at 33

Brock St. Group rates available.

GOING HOME for reading week?
Buses One Way or Return by

Queen's Excursion Club. SAVE. In

the John Orr Room Tues. - Fri.,

10:30 - 3 p.m.

SUTTON, P.O.: Queen's Ski Club is

running another big weekend trip

to Sutton on March 1-2-3. For only

130.00 you get two days skiing, 2

nights accommodation, tran-

sportation, and full use of kit-

chenettes in the hotel. Madonna
was good, Sutton CAN be better.

Ticket sales Tues. Feb. 12, 6:30

p.m. in the John Orr Room.
MA'S BOYS are at it again. The same

people who brought you the second
semi-annual Bagpipes and Beer

Bash nov/ bring you the third semi-

annual Bagpipes and Beer Bash.

THE PARTY IS COMING.
WOLMAN, DRUXERMAN AND

GRAY don't believe Queen's

students should be treated as

second class citizens at the West

Campus. They'll do something

about it.

ATTENTION FRUSTRATED ARTS
'77 Students: Get your nifty year

crests and buttons at 40 and 244

Leonard Hall, or 226 Brocklngton,

or call Pete Lamprey at 544-7301,

and he'll tell you where to go.

FOUR BEDROOM APARTMENT to

sublet May-August located two

blocks from campus and down-
town. Fully Furnished with

private entrance with buzzer.

Girls only. Rent negotiable call

Rosemary 544-8387, Pat 544-8168,

Mary 544-8172, Kathy 544-8386.

LOST: One Science '77 jacket in

Leonard Hall on Saturday night.

$10 reward. No questions asked.

Phone 544-7340.

BREMNER'S BARRACKS 4th Shark

Division. Thanx for a fun evening

(especially Alex for organizing).

Let's do it again with wine, music,

cards and more of Yoke's coffee.

6A Penthouse Procrastinators.

LOST at Snowball Semi; 2 Academic
gowns from staff cloakroom.
Please return to the AMS office.

No questions. Thanks.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY David. Ann.

FIVE YOUNG GENTLEMEN of

varying reputes are looking for a

place to park their dairy airs next

year. If you have a house or an

apartment suitable for five or

more and you are giving up your

lease between May and Sep-

tember, we would appreciate a

call. Phone Doug at 549 2151 or Rob
at 549-2764. And please no rodents

or social diseases. We plan to bring

our own.
"HELP" 3 or 4 man house wanted. If

you can help call Nancy (544 8553)

or Susan ( 544-8020).

COLLEEN, Heather, Kathleen, Mari-

Vic, and Sue invite all of their

friends to their house-warming
party (finally). This Saturday,

Feb. 9 after 8: 30. BYOB, W. or S B.

I DO NOW, but it's still pretty hard

when you don't have a coach and

you never really understood the

rules in the first place.

TWO BEDROOM apartment
available immediately. Large
living room. Close to campus.
Phone 542 9575.

BEER BASH - Queen'sSki Club an-

nual Beer Bash is this Saturday,

Feb. 9, in Grant Hall at 8 p.m. All

welcome. No admission charge.

TO SUBLET: modern three bedroom

apt. with large kitchen and living

room. 10 minutes from camput
and close to downtown Furnished

or unfurnished May I to August
31. Phone 544 739/

I NEED A RIDE to Guetph (or near

vicinity) Fri., Feb. 15 or Sat. Feb.

16. Willing to pay generous amount
for gas. Please call 544 7583

HAPPY 20th Necker we have no

tubbings planned, but we'll think

of something really moving. The
girls on 2E.

GUITARS FOR SALE: Harmony
Sovereign (brand new) and
Epiphone. Case included. Also, 2

Electrovoice 6" woofer, 2" tweeter
speakers. Very low prices. Call

544 7212.

THE CLUES TO UNCLE John's

World Famous Crossword in the

Fun Club Bugle was accidentally

omitted. Here they are: Across; 2-

Slang for "totalled"; 4-1 feel

; 7- Home of the Zoo; 9 -

Barnyard Snorter; 11- Type of cat;

12- Mexican Food; 14- "

in the Pan"; 16- Royal
Room ; 17- Animal with a tank; 19-

What you experience the next day.

Down: 1- Like a Kangaroo; 2 Type
of Red Pop; 4- Well known Mon-
ster ; 5- Martian War Cry ; 6- A Law

Of Thermod/ntrnict, t Jttk

is blue, 9 Amyl Nitr<*t«, 10

What 7; i» SoMwr —
— ; 14- AlUn ; IS-

Top ——-; i» Scrirw

PSYCHOLOGICAL EGOISM m*/ b*
your reason for doing it, but at

least you are. Come canvass for

the Heart Fund this Sunday It

feels good Try it

FEMALE MODEL for life drawing
and painting class No experience

necessary $3 per hour Contact J.

David Brown, 190 Wellington
Street; Phone 542 7724

ANOTHER BIG WEEKENDER!
Starring Queen's Ski Club
Featuring 2 days of skiing-

transportation - 2 nights ac-

commodationkitchenettes
Playing SUTTON, PO March
1,2,3, 1974 Tickets $30, Tuesday
February 12, 6:30 pm in the John
Orr Room.

THE FUN CLUB BUGLE was written

and produced ir a lighthearted

vein, hopefully to please and
amuse. If you found any articles

slanderous, obscene, or in bad
taste-either personally or

generally, we apologize. No malice

was intended.

More Classifieds on 4, 12, 15

HekMbeig
BfdwedfidmpuiBspring water:

And that's thetmhf

QUEEN'S LEGAL AID

GIVE US JUSTICE

GIVE US 25 CENTS

VOTE

YES
in the

AMS REFERENDUM

FEB. 13, 14
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Hockey Gaels face Laurentian
by Peter Watts

With the end of the regular

schedule rapidly coming upon us,

what had promised to be a fight

for second place has become a

nightmare to make the playoffs.

The Queen's hockey Gaels could

take a big step in the direction of

post-season play tomorrow night

when they entertain the

Laurentian Voyageurs in the

Harty Arena at 8 p.m. The Vees

are currently third in the east

division of the OUAA. They have
21 points, five ahead of the Gaels

and the University of Ottawa who
are tied for fourth with 16 points

apiece. The Voyageurs lost their

last game last weekend, 5-3,

against Waterloo. The Gee-Gees,

meanwhile, kept their hopes for a

berth in the playoffs alive by

beating Carleton on Tuesday
night 4-2. Although the GeeGees
and the Gaels are tied, the Ot-

tawa team has played one more
game.

To get back to the Voyageurs
for a moment, they defeated the

Gaels by 6-3 in the first match
between the two clubs played a

few weeks ago in Sudbury. The
Voyageurs are noted for their

ability to score early, which
won't make life easy for the

Gaels. The Voyageurs' Mike Fox
is currently among the league

scoring leaders and the Gaels will

be well advised to keep him in

mind. Fox got four of the six

goals in Sudbury against the

Gaels. Goaltender Dave Tataryo,
when he is sharp, is very strong

and it is to be hoped that the

unclassifieds

GOING HOME FOR READING
WEEK? Buses one way and return

by Queen's Excursion Club. SAVE.
In the John Orr Room Tuesday-
Friday; 10:30 to 3:00 pm.

THE C.A. wishes to invite all our
friends to the fourth in a con-

tinuing series of great social

gatherings after the hockey game.
Social zeros not invited. Signed-

The Leader, Jeemy, Duke, Sal,

and the little guy with the

moustache. P.S. some people call

us old owls but we don't give a

hoot. BYOB & MO.
OUTING CLUB: The following trips

are being planned for reading

week; if interested come to

Monday's meeting at 7:30 pm in

Jetfery 101; Winter Camping in

Algonquin Park on February 20-

24; circumnavigate Wolfe Island

February IS - 17; Snowshoeing at

Buck Lake February 22 - 24.

THE THIRD Semi-annual Bagpipes
and Beer Bash at Craig House (160

Stuart) will be featuring the award
winning Ma's Boys in the "St.

Valentines Day Massacre".Watch
for time and day.

LARGE TWO BEDROOM APART-
MENT to sublet for summer.
Option to lease for next year. Very
close to campus. Call 544-4565.

ST. VALENTINES Day atfl:30.

THE BLIND PIG at the Holiday Inn is

the place on February 21 for the

Queen's.students in Ottawa to have
another reunion. Make it before 8

p.m. or forget it.

PREMIER BILL DAVIS will be in

Ellis Auditorium on Sunday
February 10 at 3:30 to discuss

issues concerning students,
government and the province of

Ontario. If you have any questions

or comments, here is an op-

portunity to voice them.
TO SUBLET: May 1 to September

1.Three bedroom apartment with
living room, kitchen, two
bathrooms. Fully furnished and in

great condition. Wall-to-Wall
carpeting included. Close to both

campus and downtown. Call 544-

3673.

Gaels can give him a good
workout.

The Gaels' play in the last

couple of games has given rise to

some hope that all is not lost and
that the team is emerging from a
crippling slump that has plagued
them since Christmas. Tuesday
night in Canton New York, the

Gaels beat St. Lawrence
University 7-5 in an exhibition

game. It was a night for some of

the lesser lights as Steve Kidd
played the whole game in goal
and, according to reports, played
quite well. Rookie defenseman
Don Kitchen also got a chance to

play since regulars Chris Clark

and Stu Lang had an exam and
could not make the trip. Centre
Colin Loudon was also left at

home ; he suffered a groin injury

in last Friday's game against

York, but will be ready for

tomorrow night. In his place,

John Cerre, who has been used
sparingly this season, played

with Mike Lynch and Bob Gillett

and picked up a pair of goals. Don
Langill, Bill Sweeney, Dave
Hadden, Bill White and Lynch
added single markers.

In scoring. Bob Clayton
continues to lead the team but is

10 points off the pace being set by
Tim Ampleford of York.

This weekend at Queen's
by Peter Watts

We've got an other weekend
planned for you in your con-

tinuing effort to dodge that essay

you've been playing with for the

last week. It begins tonight at 6

p.m. in the Pool. The occasion is

the OWIAA synchro swimming
championships. Queen's are the

defending champions and stand

an excellent chance of repeating

again this year. The team event

will be held on Friday night and
the individual events will take

place on Saturday.

Saturday, in addition to the

synchro swim finals. Queen's is

hosting three OUAA eastern
sectional semi-finals. At 10 a.m.

in Bews Gym, our vastly-

improved fencing team will try

and continue its fine performance
in epee, sabre, and foil com-
petitions. Other schools com-
peting are RMC and Carleton far

from the eastern section and two
teams from the mid east division.

In Ross Gym, starting at 9

a.m. Queen's and RMC will

represent the far east section in

the eastern OUAA finals. Mike

Heatherington, playing third

singles, won all three of his

matches at the quarter-finals last

week in Ottawa and along with

Dave Howard and Co., will be
counted on to get Queen's into the

finals.

The eastern sectionals in

men's gymnastics will get un-

derway in Bartlett Gym at 1 p.m.

Barry Brooker of Queen's, for-

mer coach of the Canadian
Olympic team, will lead a

delegation of Queen's gymnasts
that has done surprisingly well

this year. This has been a

rebuilding year but the per-

formance of first year people

Peter Locke and Bill Greenbaum
has given rise to hopes for a good
showing. Steve Mitruk of Toronto

will give Brooker a good run for

top individual honours.

Meanwhile in the arena.
Queen's ice hockey Gals will host

McMaster in a regularly
scheduled OWIAA encounter.
Game time is 2 : 30. The Gals have
shown vast improvement in the

last three weeks and spectators

can look forward to an en-

tertaining two hours.

After that, you can go back
over to the Pool where by this

time the new synchro champions
should be known. As soon as they
are, Laurentian Voyageurs will

meet Queen's Golden Gales in an
exhibition waterpolo match.

There should be enough time
after that to get home for supper.

Then you have to make a

decision. At 8 p.m. the Hockey
Gaels meet Laurentian in the

Harty Arena. Fifteen minutes
later, over in Bartlett Gym,

Queen's basketball Gaels, who
have shown considerable im-

provement in their play in the

last two weeks, will entertain the

Voyageurs who are among the

league leaders in the east
division.

Sunday, you will be given a
rest. All our teams are idle. Your
only assignment will be to listen

to Sunday Sports Roundup at 7:30

Sunday night for a complete
wrapup on the performance of all

our teams.

Archery Gals 2nd
in OWIAA finals

The Queen's Women Archery Team excelled at the OWIAA
tournament held last weekend at the University of Western
Ontario, to place second behind U. of T. in overall school points,

with McMaster, Western and Guelph bringing up the rear. Bev.

Pridham, an ingenue at the sport, shot an excellent game and
nabbed third in' individual scores, with Marie Iwaniw placing

fifth. Strong team support came from Wendy Knight.Anne
Fraser, Sandra Clare, Helen Danby and Anne-Marie Louhar.

Many thanks to coach Keith Keill for his fine coaching

throughout the year.

More Classifieds on 4, 12, 14

A brilliant young chemist

named Lou

Studied theuihole euening

through

Boohs of facts and equations

Thatgaue explanations

For the great tasting flauour

of Blue'

Labatt's Blue smiles along with you
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World: Major European election upset
VADUZ — The Conservative

Fatherland Union, senior partner

in Leichtenstein's coalition

Government for the past four

years, lost its parliamentary

majority in weekend elections,

according to official figures. The

country's 4,000 male voters

elected seven Union members,
and the more progressive

Citizens' Party won eight seats.

Their roles were reversed in the

previous 15-member Landtag
(parliament).

HONG KONG — Broadcasts and

editorials in China are

proclaiming a renewal of the

Cultural Revolution under the

direction of (:!hairman Mao. The
Cultural Revolution, five years

ago, attempted to institutionalize

class struggle as a permanent
feature of Chinese life, and the

party newspaper has promised
that a serious class struggle will

resume. The tactics and goals of

the new movement have not been
expounded, but diplomatic
analysts have already noticed

signs that China will turn away
from the openness which has
existed since President Nixon's

visit to Peking.

BEN WICKS

The lieht -he POfl nl the tunnel.

LONDON British coal miners
have voted HI per cent in favour

of giving union leaderK the [Xjwer

to set a date for a national strike,

'i'he vote preceded I he failure of

last-minute talks to reach some
sort of agreement. The miners
hope to force the government to

reverse its pfjlicy and to allow the

miners special status in the anti-

inflation plan. The miners want a

thirty per cent wage increase, but

the legislation only allows for a

seven per cent increase,. . On
Tuesday, the union leaders or-

dered the coal pits to close on
Sunday, because they said they

had run out of patience. Thus the

stage has been set for the most
bittei^ labor dispute in years.

Prime Minister Heath may
now decide to call an election to

seek a new mandate from the

public. However, opinion polls

indicate that the country is

evenly divided over the issue.

VATICAN CITY — Pope Paul has

dismissed Josef Cardinal Mind-

szenty as primate of Hungary
and Archbishop of Esztergom
thus removing a major stumbling

block in the quest for better

relations betwen the Vatican and
Communist regimes.

The uncompromising
prelate, long a symbol of

resistance to communism will be

82 next month. He has spent 30 of

his 81 years in Nazi and Com-
munist jails or taking refuge in

the American legation in

Budapest. He was arrested by the

Communists in 1948 and charged
with treason. He was sentenced

to death but his sentence was

Canada: Indians reject

James Bay settlement
MONTREAL — The leaders of the Indian and
Eskimo bands affected by the James Bay power
project have rejected the Quebec Government's
$100-million offer but have indicated that they are

open to further negotiation.

Their main objection to the offer is not the

amount of money involved but that the natives

would be left with only 2,000 square miles of the

estimated 335,0fW .square miles of land up there.

Although the offer gives the natives hunting and
trapping rights over most of the area it leaves them
with only one square mile of land per family. The
natives feel that they will need much more land if

they are to be assured their continued undistrubed
existence in that area.

TORONTO - U.S. President Richard Nixon has
sent a letter to Toronto broadcaster Gordon Sinclair

thanking him for his radio editorial, America, later

made into a record.) 'with insight and eloquence you
have captured the spirit whch helped to build

America," Mr. Nixon said. "It is the spirit of

compassion and generosity, the spirit of freedtjm

and openness, the spirit to dare and achieve great

things."

Mr. Sinclair had sent a letter and a copy of the

editorial to Mr. Nixon. In the editorial Sinclair

praised the States for helping other nations in ways
"largely unappreciated".

MONTREAL Twelve policemen from Montreal
Sherbrooke, and Qufibec C'ity are in hospital for

treatrrKtnt after exfM<sur»; to high f:onr;f;ntralions of

lead in infJfjor Khwting ranges. A doctor at Mori

trcal's Santa Cabrini Hospital .said that nine

fx»lieemen may fx; suffering from U-ad fxjisoning.

The shooting ranges in Montrr-al will remain closed

until the conditions in the rooms fiave Ixien studi<rd.

VANf'OUVER - Xavicre Hollander, author of the

Happy Hwtker and other hx>ok8, wan found guilty

of stealing three night gowns valued at $48 from the

Bay department store. She told arresting officers

that she stole the gowns to test the store's security

as research for a book she was writing on crime.

She will be sentenced April 4.

OTTAWA — The Supreme Court of Canada must

decide whether the Ontario Highways Department

(now the Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications) is liable for damages as a result of

accidents on icy roads. The appeal which the Court

is hearing involves an accident which occured when
a man could not slow down after passing three cars.

His vehicle hit another car ahead of him, and two

people died. A trial judge found the Highways

Department liable for 75 per cent of the damages;

the Ontario Court of Appeals upheld the decision.

WINDSOR — The U.S. truckers strike is

threatening to prodiice a shortage of fresh fruit and

vegetables in Canada and could result in layoffs in

the Canadian trucking industry.

Tomato prices in Toronto have soared and it is

expected that critus fruits will become almost

unattainable. Several Canadian drivers have

become stranded in the southern U.S. because they

were unabh; to avoid roadblocks. One driver was
pulled f)fr th<! road at gunpoint and told that he

would be dead if he continued.

OTTAWA In the last 10 months 1,530 parking

tickets have been i.ssued to foreign diplomats in

Ottawa but only 51 have been paid. The diplomats

have been using their diplomatic immunity to avoid

[jaying th<' firicis.

The problem has so annoyed the Department of

External Affairs thai it has risked a minor

diplomatic incident by circulating a letter to the (iH

embassies in Ottawa urging them to abide by the

law,

commuted to life imprisrjnment.

He was freed during the 1956

Hungarian uprising and UH>k

r<?fuge in the American embassy
when the revolt was crushed by
Russian tanks.

WASHINGTON A trucker was
shot and killed on a Delaware
road becaasc! he defied a shut-

down by independent truckers,

and U.S. officials are warning of

fx)ssibl(! food shortages if the tie-

up continues much longer.

The shutdown, called by the

Council of Independent Truckers,

is in protest over fuel shortages

and (he rising cost of diesel fuel.

The truckers feel that the

shortages are not real and feel

that they shouldn't be affected by
the cutbacks as much as the

average motorist.

The dead driver, Claudie Nix,

50, was shot from a passing car

Tuesday. In another incident, a

driver in Hannibal, Missouri was
injured when a bullet ripped

through his windshield and
grazed his arm.

Brick throwing incidents

have been reported in Penn-
sylvania and New Mexico and
shooting incidents in Iowa and
New Mexico.

West Virginia has ordered
armed National Guard troops to

ride in each truck in five counties

hardest hit by the strike and the

Governor has declared that

anyone picketing fuel terminals

or truck stops will be arrested for

trespassing.

In several states the trucks

still on the road have tnken lo

running in convoys for protw
tion One convoy in I/;wa was--

over 70 trucks long.

MIDDLE EAST The
disengagement talks between
Israel and Syria have f>e<?n

stalled by Israel's insistence that

Syria provide lists of Israeli

prisoners and allow the Red
Cross to visit them before any
negotiations can Ixigin.

The Syrians have ref>eatedly

refused to provide such lists or to

allow Red Cross visits.

In the meantime both sides

have been exchanging artillery

fire along the CUAan Heights for

almost two weeks Some ob-

servers feel that the shellings are

part of a Syrian attempt to force

Israel to the conference table

without having her two conditions

met.

In other developments.
Israeli troops continued their

exodus from their bridgehead on

the Cairo side of the Suez

canal but Israel has announced
that it will refase to withdraw
from the east bank until Egypt

dismantle five missile sites it

built in the territory it took from
the Israelis last October.

Although not armed, the

concrete launch pads could be

equipped with SAM missiles

within a few hours.The Lsraelis

claim that the dismantling of the

sites is provided for in a secret

part of the disengagement
agreement between Israel and
Egypt.
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•you KNOW ABOUT THE BIRDS AND BEES

NOW LEARN ABOUT CARATS AND QUALITY

The size of a diamond is measured in carats.

But size doesn't always determine quality.

The cut must be perfect to bring out the lights

and fire of a diamond. The color must be white

to capture a rainbow of colors. You can depend

on us to explain all these differences . .

.

before you say "I do" to a diamond.
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ANNUAL
ELECTION
EXTRAVAGANZA

89 running

for 66 positions;

12 positions

still vacant;

25 positions

acclaimed;

four money
votes on

the ballot;

AMS presidency

up for grabbs;

all tomorrow

and Thursday

IS

Places to cast your vote
On Wednesday, February 13, 1974 On Thursday, February 14, 1974

Student Union 10:30 -7 •00 Student Union 10:30- 7 00
Library 10:30 -9 30 Library 10:30- 3 30
Kingston Hall 10:30 -3 30 Kingston Hall 10:30- 3 30

Stirling Hall 10:30 -3 30 Stirling Hall 10:30- 3 30

Humphrey Hall 10:30 -3 30 Humphrey Hall 10:30- 3 30
EIrond College 4:00 -7 00 EIrond College 4:00- 7 00

Matheson Rm. KGH 11:15- 12 45 Earl Hall 10:30- 3 30

Watson Hall 10:30 -3- 30 Ellis Hall 10:30- 3 30

Dupuis Hall 10:30 -3: 30 Summerhill (centre) 10:30- 3 30
Dunning Hall 10:30 -3: 30 McDonald Hall 11:30- 2 30

McArthur Hall cafe 4:00 -7: 00 Ban Righ, Leonard, and
Ban Righ, Leonard, and Brockington 4:45- 6 15

Brockington 4:45 -6: 15

INSIDE:

Statements

and pics from
the candidates

themselves;

editorials,

sports, ads,

news,

entertainment
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Tony Wolman
for president

"The key to successful management is controlled direction." "The
responsibilities of the AMS include not only services but the ad-
vancement of student interests."

Peter Druxerman
for v.p. (operations)

"Once the finances of the AMS become consolidated the AMS can
better meet the demands of the student body."

"The AMS can no longer survive the instability of short-term
solutions to long-term problems."

John Gray
for v.p (university affairs)

"I see the furthering of communications with the Senate as an
important issue which directly affects all students."

"The AMS should attempt to create more interest, encourage in-

volvement, and make the students more aware of opportunities
available within their university."

FINANCE SENATE

This is a time for maturity

and capability on the AMS
executive. The growth and
development of the AMS as a

student government and in-

fluential university organization

dictates a concern with control

and redefinition of functions.

The AMS NO longer can
afford to oporato in isolation.Now
is the time for overall evaluation

and coordination of AMS
operations. A professional ap-

proach is imperative.

The AMS P>xecutive must be

resolved to the necessity of

dealing effectively with the

op<;rational aspects of the AMS
'e.g. finances; in order to provide;

an atmosphere conducive to

s<;rving the educational, political

and social interests of the

students.

What is required for a

practical approach is a set of

executive guidelines. We feel the

stability of the AMS lies in con-

solidation of finances and ad-

ministration, redefinition of

functions of services, revision of

the educational aspects of the

AMS, and finally, renewed in-

terest in student participation in

university at all levels.

The executive candidates
should be prepared to commit
themselves seriously to an at-

titude of problem-solving; a

sense of balance between short-

term and long-term must be

achieved.

The executive must harness

and channel the energy and
conc(!rns of the AMS within the

context of stud(!nt and university

affairs. Policies must reflect

changes in altitudes; they must
be practical, energetic and

EDUCATION

relevant, guided by a cautious

but optimistic attitude.

THE PLATFORM

There is a need for con-

solidation of finances and ad-

ministration on a practical level.

This must be supported by the

use of management consultants

and university advisors, and an

overall, long-term financial

study.

A Student Senator Liaison

Committee should be set up

consisting of all Student
Senators, the President of AMS
and Vice-President of University

Affairs, plus an advisor chosen

from the Administration.

The education Commission
must begin to develop new
programs oriented to a more
gen(!rai level of interest in

SERVICES

education outside the classroom,

and assist in career-oriented

i

programs.
*'

The functions of the AMS-.
Services (such as Printing,

i

Typing, Pub, Housing, Journal )|
must be redefined for each!
service into one of threef
categories - subsidized, break-

even, profit-making. This willl

enable the development ol

specific policies for each service,

The key to successful

management is controlled \\

direction. The initiative for such

direction must be internal - it

must come from a strong,

capable executive with diverse

experience and a mature ap-

proach. Tony Wolman, Peter

Druxerman, and John Gray are

(he candidates who have that

maturity and capability.

SHOW YOU CARE - VOTE
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I
Ken Wong,

I Rich Chown, Jeff Evenson

RICH CHOWN for VP Operations

—Gaels Hockey Team (1971-72)

—Commerce Orientation Committee Chairman
(1971-72, 1972-73)

—Commerce '75 President (1972-73)

— Deputy Cliief Constable
—Tricolor Selection Committee member (1972-73)

—Commerce Society Executive member (1972-73)

—AMS Outer Council Member representing

Commerce Society President

I HOUSING

1 A booklet to be compiled and available to every
;= student whicti will list Kingston landlords and rate

S them with regard to quality of upkeep, co-operation

|1 with tenants, and rent levels.

1= Information outlining how to ge iurance for your

|g house - what type of insurance you require and now
= much it will cost.

5 A legal interpretation of the AMS-University

g housing contract and exploration of the possibilities

= for the University to release more houses to the

= Housing Service.

I CAMPUS PLANNING
= Students should have an opportunity to make more
1 of an input into campus planning. A committee com-

posed of students and campus planning represen-

M tatives would serve as a vehicle to implement student
PS ideas - eg) Uhiversity mall, level access to campus
i buildings for the disabled, trees and park benches.

I INFORMATION AND EDUCATION
1 A list of all students who would be willing to tutor

other students on a voluntary basis in all subjects will

be compiled.
A simplified booket outlining -the rules of procedure

so that if you ever attend an Outer Council meeting,
you won't be intimidated by complex rules of order and
procedure.

The AMS has a duty to explain itself to incoming
students in terms they can understand. We cannot
expect any type of response from students if they are
not clear about what the AMS does.

- A practical education program should be offered
that will instruct students in hobbies such as macrame,
batik, typing, etc.

RESIDENCES
Under current restructuring, residences will lose

their voice on Outer Council. This is an ideal op-

portunity to initiate a Committee of residence
representatives, representatives from EIrond and Co-

op, and a member of the Executive to meet at least

once a month to determine in what ways the AMS can
contribute to their needs.

KEN WONG for President

— Assistant Entertainment Manager, Bitter

Grounds Coffee Shop
— Social Convenor, Commerce Orientation
Committee
— Queen's delegate to OFS Conference on Course
Evaluation

—Junior AMS Rep (Commerce Society)

—Commerce Society Executive member
—Tricolour Selection Committee member
— External Affairs Commissioner (AMS)
—Co ordinator of High SchoolLiaison Conference

—Member of Principal's Committee on High

School Liaison

—Ex officio member, Kingston Tercentenary

Committee
—Summer OFS Representative, AMS
—Queen's Rep. to National^ Conference on

Financing Post- Secondary Education

—Co-author of the WONG-DUNSMORE Report on

Canada Student Loans Plan

—Author of 'Getting it all together' - a summary
Guide to the issues of the Fee Referendum
— Co-author of 'Fees - Are you willing to pay?' -

Journal, Sept. '72

— Student- Faculty (Class Rep) member in

Commerce
—Senior AMS Rep (Commerce Society)

—Co-founder, Information Bank
— Interim Outer Council Rep to Inner Council
— Interim (unofficial) Internal Affairs Com-
missioner - Author of the 1973-74 AMS Budget
—Services Commissioner - Author of 'The Prin-

ting Service - To be or not to be'

— Commerce Society Executive Member (1973-

74)

KINGSTON AND THE COMMUNITY
A liason with City Council through a committee

comprised of the Sydenham ward alderperson and
student representatives should be established. The
alderperson would be better able to voice the opinions

of his-her student constituents on City Council.

Increased support for the Student Volunteer Bureau
would facilitate greater interaction between Queen's
and the needs of the Kingston community.

An active voice on the Kingston Social Planning

Council should be pursued by the AMS.
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
We actively support the idea of a strong student

voice in Toronto so that students have an input into

-decisions that directly and indirectly affect them; eg)

JEFF EVENSON for VP Affairs

—Gaels Rugger Team
— Referendum Co ordinator for Queen's Printing

Service

-Secretary, Local 925, United Steelworkers of

America, Elsa, Yukon Territory

the amount one gets on loan and grant
how much tuition fees should increase

- maximum rent increases allowable in a year on
dwellings
- standardization of curriculum in Universities across

Ontario
- The OFS will provide this direct student voice if it

has the support of all the students in Ontario univer-

sities. Queen's must maintain its leadership in this

regard. When the Government sees that we're strong,

it won't push us around.

FINANCES
The day-to-day operations of the AMS have been

effectively reorganized in the past year. The effects of

this will begin to be felt next year. The Vice-President
(Operations) must co-ordinate these activities as well

as the planning and controlling of future AMS Services.

Assisting him in this role will be professional business

people on a regular and consultive basis to ensure the

stability (in the long and short-term) of AMS finances.

The purpose of this is to secure for the AMS a strong

basis of operations from which we can actively seek
and attain the goals of the AMS as set forth by Outer
Council.

The AMS is not a business. It has elements within it

which necessitate the handling of money, but to orient

the activities and direction of the AMS towards the

attainment of monetary ends is not only unsound in the

long-run but devastating in the short-run.

LONG-TERM GOALS
- We cannot demand that students participate in the

actual running of the AMS. But the AMS in the future

must provide the student with every available op-

portunity to make a contribution if he or she desires. To
concern ourselves totally with money is wrong. The
AMS must publicize itself and exploit each flicker of

student interest to the fullest. The AMS must be readily

available to student opinion through Faculty and even
class representatives. The AMS must answer student

questions students should be able to demand and get

answers. In the long-run this will re-establish the

credibility of the AMS to students and the ad-

ministration.

niiniiiHiiiniiuiiiiiiiiunHiiiniiiiiiiiHiiiiiiHiiiniiiiiiiMiiiiniiiiiiiHiiiiifiinHiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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Engineering
President

Glen Lyie (Mine 75)

(Acclaimed)

Vice-president

bookstore. Those visilinf! the

bookstore are invited to fill out

a questionaire dealing with

possible new services and the

expansion of existing ones.

Next year promises to be a

bi;sy one. The Clark Hall

renovations represent a major

undertaking and in addition

Eng Soc will continue to

sponsor the Carol Service, the

Blood drives, and assist the

Science Formal Committee.

We can't do it alone and Eng
Soc urges every engineering

student to take a part in its

activities. There is a great

selection of candidates, so take

a minute off and vote. They all

deserve at least that amount of

your time. As for those of you

who don't know us as Glenn and

Doug, perhaps you'd recognize

the names Moon and Bubba
better. Under any name, we'll

do our best.

Secretary

Doug Short (Ele 75

(Acclaimed)

Doug Short Vice-President

of Eng Soc acclaimed.

Since both of us were ac-

claimed, we can dispense with

the election campaign and
instead, state our plans for the

upcoming year. In the interest

of avoiding repetition, we
decided to present our plans

together.

The Engineering Society

'Egn. Soc; during the past few
years has been re-evaluating

its objectives. We feel that our

society should become a

stronger force on campus.
- Instead of complaining about
how an event is being
organized, we hope Eng. Soc.

will participate to a greater

extent in the organization of

social activities at Queen's.

Plans are also being li>r-

mulated for an interior

renovation of Clark Hall. These
renovations will increase the

utilization of the clubroom
space, provide better office

space for Kng. Soc. and Golden
Words and increase sales space

in the Bookstr^re by about 20

per cent.

The increase in BooksUjre

»pacc will make rush pcrirxls

more tolerable and could
provide expanded services.

With the hope of making the

"Campus Bookst'jrc" a reality

more than ju«t a name, an

advisory council to QI^KSSI
will be formed. QIJESSJ or

Queen's University
Kngineering Society Services

IncwporaU;d Is the corporation

which owns and operates the

bookstore. The board of

dlrecl/ws <i1 QUKSSI is made
up (i1 the Knj{ Soc executive,

year reps, the bookstore
management, and appointed
sl^ff advlsr/r«. The advls'/ry

cwncll v/ill ^H; made up (rf

representatives from all other

Hchtitih ami faculties and we
h<ii>f this will promote! better
' iiion and understanding

'I'-partmentii and the

My name is Bruce Blair

and I'm running for Secretary

of the Engineering Society. I'm

a member of Science '76 and

my discipline is Civil

Engineering.

My main reaSon for run-

ning for this position is I want
to become more involved with

the workings of the

Engineering Society. I'm now
Secretary of Science '76 and

I've enjoyed working on events

sponsored by my year as well

as those connected with the

Engineering Society such as

"Science Formal" and
Orientation. Now I'd like the

opportunity to take part in the

organizational and policy-

making decisions of our

Society. As well as the regular

duties of Secretary, such as the

minutes, correspondence and

the blood drives. I want to

become involved in the many
activities of the Engineering

Society.

I don't consider this

position a political one. I think

of it more as a job and I'm

prepared to put a lot of lime

and energy into being

Secretary of Engineering
Society if I am elected. I hope

you will support me in the

upcoming election.

Norm Bush (Mech 75)

The Kngineering Society at

Queen's is a dynamic and in-

fluential body which runs,

among other things, the blofxl

drives, Tech Supplies, the

annual carol service and the

en«ineering pub.

I feel that although the

engineering society Ik

pr<'«ently a strong, well run

and well-organized body, there

is still room for improvement
and innovation. I would like to

see the society become more
representative of the wholi'

engineering student body, Ttils

can be done by Increasing the

number frf pe(;plc who Mll.end

Eng Soc meetings and run for

positions on inner and outer

council and by improving
communications between the

councils and the student body.

I would also like to see Eng
Soc initiate proceedings
leading to an engineering
variety night. I am sure there

is more than ample talent in

engineering to provide an
evening's entertainment the

whole campus would
remember for a long time! A
committee could be elected or

appointed to run the event,

which would become an annual

affair if successful.

The other change I would

like to investigate is the

possibility of rearranging or

changing the furniture in Clark

Hall to provide for better

seating at the Engineering

Pub. This is a difficult problem

but one that I feel should be

looked into.

Having co-ordinated and

run events during orientation

week, as well as running ticket

sales at Leonard meal lines,

and dances (prior to coming to

Queen's), I believe I have the

organizational experience to be

an efficient Eng Soc secretary.

If elected I will work for the

Engineering student body and

the issues mentioned to the best

of my ability.

Treasurer
Brian Livingston (Mech
76)

Right now, the finances of

the Engineering Society are in

the black, to the tune of about

$1,000. If I am elected

treasur(!r, I will change all

that. I intend to bring the

Engineering Society in line

with the rest of the AMS and

start losing money right away.

Now that I've got your

attention (hopefully), I'll

continue in a more serious

vein. I'm in second year
Mechanical Engineering. I've

had quite a bit of experience In

money matlers, For example,

this year, I am treasurer of my
year. Science '7(1 and have

learned how to keep books

balanced. I've also helped In

the planning of several of the

events we've put on. In ad-

dition, lust year, I served on an

ASUS financial committee that

was responsible for delegating

funds to various DSC's for

academic purpo.ses. I was also

a physics DSC and helped in the

financing of a field trip U> the

Pickering nuclear statioji.

I feel my work as treasurer
and my having served on these

committees will stand me in

good stead as treasurer and as

a member of the Inner Council.

So I urge you to vote for me,
Brian Livingston, as treasurer

for the Engineering Society

next year. Take two minutes
tomorrow or Thursday and
give a damn about where your
money goes.

David Turnbull (Phys
76)

The job of treasurer, as

defined in the constitution of

the Engineering Society, is to

sit as director of the Financial

Committee. This year the

committee consisted of the

current treasurer, only.

Therefore I think the job should

be redefined. I see the

responsibilities of the position

primarily as director of the

"committee" but al§o to

represent the engineers and

their feelings about the

direction the society takes.

Queen's Engineering, I

think, should become more
involved with other univer-

sities and professional

engineering associations such

as Association of Professional

Engineers of Ontario (APED)
or Engineering Institute of

Canada (E.I.C.). These
associations provide general

information upon request,

concerning topics such as

"Canadian Engineers."
Knowledge so provided is

beneficial in that it would lead

to job opportunities or new
fields of interest for the

prospective engineer.

The above mentioned
associations sponsor and at-

tend conferences at various

universities and I think

Queen's should be well

represented. To accomplish

this, the nominal $150 budgetted

for next year may have to be

increased. This can be

achieved by reallocating some
of the ten per cent contingency

reserved for expenses not

budgetted for.

To reitterate what I said in

Golden Words, I am currently

Social Convenor for Science

'76; I sit on the Board of

Directors for QUESSI; and
attend Engineering Society

meetings as representative for

Engineering physics. I would

like to use this experience to

get further involved in the

Society.

The Engineering Society

Influences you so influence It

by becoming involved and
aware of what it i.v doing.

li'Ight apathy vote!

Development

committee

chairman

Jack Russell (Civ 76)

Over the past year, I have
become quite involved with the

Engineering Society as

President of Science '76 and I

have found the position to be

very worthwhile and in-

teresting. However, being an

Outer Council does not give a

person the range that Inner

Council does. I would like very

much the opportunity to sit on
Inner Council as D.C.C. and
also on the Board of Directors

of the Campus Bookstore. I feel

that I have the time to do a

good job and I know that I have
the interest necessary.

However, my main reason

for running for this position is

not for the administrative
opportunity, as much as the

social activities. I hope to see

Clark Hall completely
renovated over the summer,
and by next fall, the lounge

refurnished and enlarged in

order to give Engineering
groups a better place to hold

dances, smokers or any in-

formal gathering they might
desire. Furthermore I hope to

extend the Engineer's Pub on

Friday afternoons, to a regular

weekend event, perhaps
running Thursday, Friday and

Saturday evenings with the

possibility of live en-

tertainment. It is a well-known

fact that Queen's has need of

such a facility.

I would also like to see the

Beer-brewing contest con-

tinued and even expanded with

better prizes for the Master

Brewer and perhaps an in-

tercollegiate competition in

brewing and boozing. The
possibilities are enormous.

Finally, I hope to get

Engineering Society more
involved in Campus-wide
events; i.e. concerts, variety

shows, big dances, and other

events which would appeal to

the student body as a whole.

University life is not all

work and studies and as

Development Committee
Chairman, I would like to

implement some of my ideas to

prove this.

Kevin van
(Ele 75)

Koughnett

The position of Develop-

ment Committee Chairman
can bo a very challenging and

productive office if the person

filling it follows the job

description in the Engineering

Society Constitution. He is

charged with developing and

initiating new projects, and

with the overall coordinating

and evaluation of all aspects of

the Society. I find this job

description very comfortable

and very close to my ex-

perience and Interests.

'I'hfc following "If

platform

:

1) I would Ilk* Uj see Bit)*r

Grounds reopened.

2) Our fourth year re»um«
txxik c.itn be improved to

make it more effective

'i) A booklet expli

disciplines and
inside the disciphr,' . . y.-o

be made available U) firM

year students. It would t)e j

great benefit in deciding

which discipline to enter

The relationship between
the Engineering Society an4
the discipline clubs and
years, and between these

groups themselves should be
evaluated. It should focus oa
communication, and on wajrj

to initiate more inter-grou|j.

activities.

^1 The orientation programme
should be evaluated with the

view of defining our goalf

and how they may be beet

achieved.

6) That a study of how the

Engineering Society, the

clubs, and the years u.se tbe

money they receive. TWi
should try to assess the

amount of duplication of

service, what amount is used

for a particular type of ac-

tivity, and to whether the

money is being used to the

best advantage of the

engineering student.

7> That the Engineering
Society establish an annual

special project. A special

fund should be set aside for

this purpose. This should add

to the vitality of the Society.

My experience includes

being treasurer for the

FREC's, an A.M.S. rep, the

editor of Golden Words, the

director of Information Bank,

and other positions.

I ask your support.

Senator
(two yeor)

Sean Cragg (Mech 76)

In running for any position

in the last few years, the malo

promotion theme has been

communication. I will keep on

in that tradition, but only in a

minor sense.

Few of you may be aware

of a new first year engineering

program, implemented this^

year, which stretches some vl

their courses out until June. So

far they have been unable to

receive any increase in student

aid because they are not

learning additional In-

formation. The crux of thh

problem is the opportunity colt

which may cause some to sit

out a year in order to earn

enough to return.

There is also the budget

problem, as you arc all aware

of. The cost of running ^
university is increasing at th^

rate of nine per cent a ye«l''»

while government subsidies

are increasing at only five per

cent a year. Something has to
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Engineering continued
give and lately it's been the

library and some student
. services, notably the printing

service.
Also involved are the new

landscaping plans, the fact that

we students have no formal
representation on the faculty

boards, and the lack of com-
munication betweeathe A. M.S.
and the Engineering Society, to

name a few.

I'm not professing to solve

these instantly and to

everyone's satisfaction, but I

am saying I am aware of the

problems and I have the time
available. I want your support

to give it a try.

David Gordon (Civ 76)

"Why are you running for

this job?" says he-she-it as I

tramp around, nervously
saying "voteforme", hopefully

unobtrusively, every five

minutes. I swore I'd never

become a student politician but

I certainly look like one now as

I tell people how hard I'm going

to work and try and explain

what the Senate is, anyway.
The Senate runs the

University by making
decisions on matters of

academic development, policy

and growth. The Board of

Trustees, an entirely different

animal, acts on these decisions,

as owners of Queen's. It seems
a matter of amazement to most
of us that QUeen's Is a privately

owned and self-governing

institution. Student senators

are the voice of the student

body in the direct government
of the University and, as such,

are useful in helping to get the

student view, however biased,

into every policy decision. The
real work is done in the

numerous committees of the

Senate, where a well-informed

student can have a direct

impact on decisions. Getting

buried in these committees is a

time-consuming job with a

complete lack of political

glory.

I wish to take on this job

because I enjoy getting in-

volved and am not a bit afraid

of hard work. I am very in-

terested in the work of the

Senate and in particular that of

the Academic Development
and Campus Planning com-
mittees. I would like to get

involved in the Senate with the

idea of maintaining the quality

of Queen's University, both in a

social and in an academic way.
I have some experience in

working with organizations of a

serious nature - 1 was Free, co-

ordinator of this year's
orientation committee and I

wrote the frosh handbook, ran
the Thundermug race, in-

terfaculty parties, parades and
various other events for it. At
present, I am Chairman of the

Outer Council of the

Engineering Society and am
actively involved in the ac-

tivities of my faculty and year.

My name is Dave Gordon,
people call me "Org" and I am
a second year civil engineering

student hoping that you will

give me a chance to DO
something rather than write

about it.

Commerce
President

Paul Greenwood (76)

I see the Commerce
Society executive as a

governing _ body giving
direction to Commerce ac-

tivities and the President as the

director - one to keep ideas

alive and people informed.

I would like to see: the

Commerce Society evolve into

an organization with direction'

and goals; a special effort

made on behalf of the Com-
merce Society to finish what

j

orientation week starts ~ make
the first year students a

working part of the Society by
keeping them informed and

i active; the Commerce Society

Constitution overhauled- so as

:
to involve more people in the

actual workings of the society;

a number of long-run goals
such as a - Commerce
newspaper ~ they have to start

now or else they will be forever
long-run goals and will never
materialize.

government calls for a change
in attitude every once in a

while and I think it is about
time that there was a shake-up
in the hierarchical structure of

our society.

I propose to institute a

number of new policies on both
the social and academic fronts

to improve our faculty and its

relation to the general student

Populace. I think the society

should sponsor a greater
number of events such as

smokers, dances, bus trips and
concerts which can be and,

with our entreprenurial skill,

will be money makers. We are

businessmen after all and as

such should lead the business

community of the universi.ty.

Classroom space is at a

premium and an effective

learning atmosphere calls for

suitable teacher-student ratios.

As such I would like to see a

more severe limit placed on the

number of Arts and Science

students allowed into Com-
merce courses and complete
ehmination of those picking up
a credit from us just to fill out

their course load.

Counselling during frosh

week is virtually non-existant

and although I realize first

year students have little choice

as to course selection they

should be given warning as to

what is expected from them in

first year. Therefore I would
try to allot time during that

week to have professors outline

details of their various lines of

endeavour.

John Chittick and I are
running on a common plat-

form, one that emphasizes
teamwork but we need your
support to govern effectively.

So come election time vote
Moodie and Chittick for a

responsible government.

Vice-president

John Chittick (76)

No
photo

,
available

H' I am running for the
"presidency of the Commerce

Society for several reasons. I

believe that effective student

Although I do not have a

list of past accomplishments in

the Commerce society I have
participated in university
affairs. Now with vigour and
zest, I am willing to try with

your help to make my con-

tribution to our Commerce
Society.

I have aligned myself with
Commerce Presidential
candidate Duncan Moodie
because I feel, as we share the

same belief, we could form a

smooth working executive
which can get the job done
without an abundance of

hassles.

While some of our platform

issues have been mentioned in

Duncan's resume, I will briefly

outline a few more. Our object

is to, through constructive

change, upgrade the Com-
merce Society. In additon to

what Duncan has said about

academics, I would like to

propose the restructuring of

the Brain Trust, After its

formation last year, its

program ran quite well; this

year it has become a fallen star

primarily because the senior

years have found their work
load too heavy to put forth the

necessary effort. The Brain
Trust should be patterned after

the Engineer's Douglas
Tutorials. This outline would
provide a classroom where
students would be guaranteed
help by a tutor. The similarity

of our first and second year
course facilitates this method.

The Commerce con-
stitution delegates the duty of

publicity to the Vice-President.

If elected I would push for

better coverage of Commerce
in the Journal, Who's Where,
and also the establishment of a

Commerce telephone direc-

tory. Even if our sensationalist

Commerceman magazine
could not be replaced, I urge

the formation of a Commerce
yearbook. Several people have
expressed interest in this, and I

would make it a light-natured

revue of our Commerce events.

While these are my major
concerns in this short article I

also have views on limitations

of Arts students in Commerce
courses, course evaluations
and counselling. Commerce
House and various social

events. If you have any ideas

please approach me, and I will

do my best to implement them.
While if elected I cannot
promise you that all my ideas

would be accepted but I can
guarantee you that my zest for

the job would not last only a

few days but the whole year.

Frank Muggins (76)

Hello Commerce people:

Because of the nature of his

job, the Vice-President has
plenty of leeway to stimulate

action in many areas involving

the Commerce Society. In this

limited space I would like to

outhne a few of my suggestions

for next year.

I believe the guest lecture

series is a good thing - but why
wait until February to get it

going? The people with real

business and management
experience can bring life to

those dull economics, finance

and accounting courses we are
buried in. I'd like to get top

people from Ottawa, Bay St.,

and Montreal to speak to us -

and the sooner in the year the

better!

When was the last time you
had three tests and four
assignments in two days? Last
week? Believe it or not we can
do- something about problems
like that through the Student
Faculty Committee. As a

representative I know the
faculty will do its best to

cooperate but it is up to the
executive to get the students to

utilize this committee to its

maximum potential.

I know the idea of a

Commerce House aroused
great interest, but until we
have a steady source of

revenue to help finance such an
undertaking, it is economically
unfeasible. Next year's
executive must look into

the possibilities - how about a

lottery?

What ever we do in 74-75,

the key to a successful year is

obviously communication and
participation. They are worn
out words but they mean a lot.

The executive must and can
communicate better. How? I

believe all executive meetings
should be well publicized so
that any members of the

society can sit in to hear what's

being planned, give

suggestions and offer to help

out. We should reserve the

notice board outside Room 14,

strictly for society news in-

stead of having it cluttered

with garbage.
I believe in participation -

the more the merrier! This will

be the executive's biggest
challenge - to get everyone
from all four years involved at

Commerce events. If help is

needed to run an event, I

wouldn't hesitate to put out the

call for volunteers - not to my
friends, who I know are going

to be there anyway, but to those

of you that I might not know so

well. With everybody pitching

in we can make 74-75 the best

year yet for Commerce.

Doug Johnstone (76)

For the last year I have
been a member of the Com-
merce Society executive. This

has afforded me the op-

portunity to observe and
determine some of the

problems which need im-
provement. I have also served

as President of my executive

which provided me with an
appreciation of the problems
encountered at the year level.

It is this combination of

experience and insight coupled
with energy, ideas and en-

thusiasm that the position of

Vice-President and at the same
time, the Commerce Society

needs for an effective

executive.

I feel I have this com-
bination and will strive to

maximize their utilization in

the coming year if I am elec-

ted.

Peter Rose (75)

This year, I became in-

terested in the Commerce
Society because I felt it might
be a means in order to meet
new people and do different

things. I convened the "Last
Tango in Leonard Dance" and

doing so I gained much
knowledge about running a

social event on campus and the

organization required.

The Commerce students

need the Society as a vehicle to

"further their non-academic
needs. I feel the Commerce
Society could function more
efficiently as a corporation. I

think this would increase the

student interest in many dif-

ferent ways. The Commerce
students would be involved in

something they see and try to

understand every day.
Basically this is an old idea

which I would like to see

reappraised.

With regard to the

"Commerce House" idea, I feel

that the Society should attempt
to secure a constant source of

income which could be used as

capital or security to get the

required capital to purchase a

house.

These two ideas alone
could stir up a much needed
interest in the Society.

The job of Vice-President

should be looked upon as an
important function within the

Society and thus requires
strong experienced personnel.

I am presently President of the

Collins Bay Water Ski Club
Incorporated and I am con-

stantly learning in this

position. I have confidence in

myself to fulfill this position

and I would appreciate your
support.

Sincerely, Peter Rose

Atliletic stick

Jerry Hyde (75)

(Acclaimed)

Secretary

Lois Malcolm (76)

(Acclaimed)
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Senator

(two year)

Andree Chartier (76)

The Senate's main function

is in allocating the available

scarce resources (primarily

dollars) to offering courses,

developing facilities, giving out

financial aid, etc. The
inevitable trade offs among
these competing goals are

often painful and so have to be

carefully looked into. These are

very serious decisions to be

made, both for the students

attending Queen's now and for

the future course of education

here. Thus any person aspiring

a seat on the Senate must be

prepared to put much of herself

into the committee work. From
having attended the Senate in

session and from speaking with

a few of the present student

reps,' I am quite ready to

devote my time to such func-

tions.

From my vast experience

as Secretary for the Commerce
Society, I've realized effective

communication with your

Faculty is very necessary for

everyone to benefit from the

activities of your organization.

The Senate offers positions to

students on its various com-

mittees and also encourages

everyone to sit in on its

.sessions. I want Commerce
students to become aware of

the changes being brought

about in the structure of their

University and to participate

by exchanging ideas with their

student rep on the Senate. To
this end, I am very enthusiastic

about the new academic Vice

President of Iht- A MS who will

be chairing a sub-committee of

all the student senators, I want
to see this body pre.sent the

issues up cominf< in the Senate

for discussion with any in-

(.erested students. If elected I

will be easily approachable for

infor or for opinions on what's

doing in Senalx-.

Dave Bruce (77)

Tony Johnston (76)

Consider the Senate
wrrlfwsly

!

The senate deals with
Queen's as a s)n((l<; entity,

COTicerninj; it.sclf with matt^^rs

of an academic nature. A
Commerce K<!nator must hold

the InU-rests rrf all students in

mind and must be wlllln« Uj

share his new found knowledj(*'

with the Commerce Society,

I am In second year
Commerce having transfered

from Arts, In hl({h sf;hool I

s«rved on the student j{ovem-

ment and last year I was a

repr<-s<:ntatlve on the KIrond
(UtUi-Kf Membership Com-
mlttA-e, Wishing to maintain

my (mvlronment, t am running
for i'!'l< nt Senator because It

oortunlty for mc to

serve not only commerce
students but all students. To
represent those interests in the

inner workings of Queen's
University. The budget com-
mittee of the Senate attracts

my interest in particular. In

this important area I would like

the best ratio of money spent to

services provided.

In the coming two year term
of the Commerce Senator, I

would if elected work for a

greater involvement of the

Senator with the Commerce
Society.

No
photo
available

Duncan MacDonell (77)

de.scriplion of what I think the

Senate is all about I quot(! from
"the functions of the Senate"

(as approved in 1968)- 1. "To
determine all matters of an

academic character which
affect the University as a

whole, and to be concerned

with all matters which affect

the welfare of the University."

and 11. "To have responsibility

for the well being of students

and to have final respohsibility

for their discipline including

the power to dismiss students

for cause."

I feel most people do not

realize the all encompassing
power invested in the Senate.

Within it's scope are such

matters as tenure, budget,

student affairs, the student

union (a subject up to debate at

the present moment), etc. It is

about time that you the

students were made aware of

these powers in the Senate and
your representative utilized it

to its fullest. If you wish to have
a true representation of your

views in the Senate remember
to vote "MacDonnell".

Senior AMS
representative

John Beech (75)

This is a year when the

attention of many students is

being focused on areas of the

University such as the Senate;

areas which are foreign to most
students on campus. Up until

this year most Student
Senators were put into office by

acclamation; the fact that this

year there are four people

running for the position of

Commerce Senator is hopefully

a sign of increased interest in

this very important position.

I feel that it is of primary
importance for students to

become actively involved in

university affairs, which some
students still feel alienated

from. I regard the position of

Senator representing (,'om-

merce as one of great potential

and responsibility; if I'm

elected I will att<,'mpt to make
more students aware of the role

the Sena I* and its functions and

how to make it work to their

benefit. I will endeavour to

continue the excellent per-

formance of the current
Commerce Senator, .Ilm

liinning, and his predecessor.

It is difficult to develop a

detailed platform for the

S<!nat.e. It Is a very complex
orKanlzatlon which takes tlm(!

to become sufficiently In-

forrni'd about to comprehend
Its Ifjoer worl(iri(/« fully. I wish

to prornot,*- a sense of mutual

co-operation between the

Senate and you, the students.

As student Senator, I would

make myself approachable to

all students Interested In

havlfUJ the Senate work for

them. I feel this Is the best way
to be represcntollvc of your

views.

To give you a concise

Since you are reading this I

assume that we share an in-

terest in the operation of your

student-government.

It is hard to overemphasize
the importance of competent
well-informed representation.

The job of AMS Rep requires

energetic participation. In my
current capacity as Busiess

Manager of Golden Words and
through my past experience as

a member of the Leonard Hall

Central Committee I have
become familiar with student

government and the concerns

of students.

Recently, the AMS has

concentrated its attention on

services, such as the Pub,
Printing, Typing and Housing
Services. There is a need for

.services but a balance must be

reached between these and
other student interests for

which the AMS is responsible.

The question one must ask is

"What would I like from
University that I am not now
getting?"

Being a member of AMS
Outer Council is of course a

primary part of the job, but I do

not lnt<'nd to neglect my role

in the (,'ommerce Society. In a

time when the main concern of

Commerce students Is

preparation for a career, their

Society executive should

devote more (;ffort to

developing Improved In-

teraction with the business

world. The Alumni should be

approached to offer a program
of rewiirdldg summer em-
ployment. The speakers' series

and llanquet should be ex-

panded. 1 see also room for

Improvement of com

munications in the Society, a

newspaper or a bulletin would

inform members and offer a

forum for articles and opinions

of interest to Commerce
students. Another aid would be

a Commerce House or enlarged

lounge undergraduate, offering

students a place to meet and
relax.

Fiffective representation

requires experience, interest

and ability, as well as an un-

derstanding of the situation.

Please consider mine. Please

vote

!

Gaye Clemson (76)

liivolveinenl

+ Orientation '74 - boss

-f^ DSC - Accounting 111

Problem

;

-t- lack of communication
between the first and second

year Commerce students and
the AMS
+ too often does the unin-

formed student accept what
the governing ((roup dictates

without knowledge of the

facts and policies.

Solutions;

+ bridge the communication
gap between Commerce
student and the AMS by

increasing the exposure of

the student to the AMS and
Outer Council proceedings

and decisions.

It has been my nature in

the past to be a person with

responsibility and deter-

mination. If elected you can
count on a complete effort.

No
photo

available

My involvement with the

AMS began last spring and
since September I have held

the position of Secretary to the

AMS Outer Council. As well as

this post I was a member of the

Student Faculty Committee,
Chairman of the Honouraria

and Salary Review Committee
for the AMS, and in November
was appointed to the Senate

Budget Committee. My
position as secretary has
provided me with much
valuable experience with

respect to the operations of

both Outer and Inner Council.

Because of this it will not take
'

me nearly as long to find these

areas within the system which
suit my ideas and my interests

as it could a member un-

familiar with the AMS. The
main crux of my interest lies

within the areas of com-
munication and critical op-

position. The AMS has a great

need to be challenged at the

basic level ie. Outer Council.

There is a need for constructive

criticism, and intelligent

debate not just returning
propositions to committees.
The AMS must use its news
media. There should be

specific people assigned to

writing columns in the Journal

and the Golden Words about

the AMS. This will allow

students to realize why things

are happening not just what
does happen. I believe that I

have the keen interest, the

motivation, and the experience

to represent the Commerce
Society on Outer Council. I am
an administrator rather than a

politician and a 'doer' rather

than a 'talker'. Any system is

only as good as those people

who work within It. And in this

respect it makes no difference

whether you're talking about

communism in Ku&sia or the

quasi-democracy in the AMS.
Kither way we must not be

content with this system.

Robert Merrifield (76)

Junior AMS
representative

Bartlpy Bull (77)

'/. Much IIH:iiit-l ",fO

munication witii the sijjdents,

especially first year «tjider)tA

To start with, large i,

names and phone nuffi'.

be posted in the windo/. •. .

the front dwr <if Dunning HalJ.

Secondly there should be a

meeting to introduce the

elected candidates in the

Commerce and the AMK.
F'inaliy I urge every

student to get out and vote. I

personally would not feel

secure in my position if I was
elected by the majority r/f a 20

per cent turnout.

Gerry Lewarne (77)

I would like to see two

things happen if I am elected

AMS Junior Rep for Com-
merce.

1. An end to much useless

babble in Outer Council. It is

time consuming and useless.

This will be done by making
a motion to close discussion

after cogent points are made.

Social convenor

Gail Slater (76)

(Acclaimed)

Treasurer

No nominations

Graduates
President
Kait Mowbry
( Biochem)
(Acclaimed)

This year I hope to see

more people becoming actively

involved in GSS on campus and

in Grad Student affairs across

Canada. With our new com-
mittee structure, it should be

possible to achieve these aims

and thus gain a society which

accurately reflects the in-

terests and opinions of grad

students at Queen's and also is

Involved with wider based
student organizations such as

OGSA.
High on the list of priorities

are an increased social and

cultural programme for grad

students (with a better use of

Grad House) and also an in-

vestigation into the In-

terdepartmental differences in

paying grad students for

teaching duties.

Senator

(two year)

No nominations

Secretary

No nominations

AMS
representative

(3 to be elected)

Paul Thompson
(Biology)

(Acclaimed)
One of the major concerns

of all university students these

days must be the increasing

amount of government in-

fluence over university affairs,

especially in the contest of

university financing.

Graduate students can find

a lot of common ground with

undergraduates with respect to

this concern. In one sense,

graduate students are more

directly influenced by

government actions in that

many graduate students gel

significant amounts of support

money from government
funds, either directly or In-

directly, via supervision

research grants.

Liaison between the GSS
and the AMS can thus be im-

portant in terms of each society
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Aesculapian
President

Greg Thompson (76)

(Acclaimed)

Vice-president

Internal

Chris Shoemaker (75)

(Acclaimed)

Vice-president

External

Ian Gemmill (76)

The most important factor

contributing to my decision to

run for the Aescalapian Society

Executive is a matter of in-

volvement. Even to me, the

term "involvement" rings a

little trite and archaic, a relic

from high school elections.

Such is the case especially at a

time when introspection and
withdrawal into self is the

trend in university com-

munities and student politics is

mostly discarded as a futile

expenditure of time and
energy. Involvement, I believe,

is more than political

"wrangling" and decision-
making. And the Aescalapian
society has the potential to go
beyond the limits of a well-

organized and efficient

political body. Projects, such
as the Heart Fund Campaign
exemplify the untapped
resource of talent and energy
of the members of the Society.

There are many worthwhile
projects to which the

Aescalapian Society can in-

volve itself, especially now
when it also has the financial

resources to do so. These may
include visiting local high
schools to provide information
on medical concerns of these

students, such as birth control

and drug abuse; or
establishing a community
referral programme, perhaps
in conjunction with some
established agency, such as
TAK. Perhaps these en-

deavours could be undertaken
in conjunction with other
health science students,
thereby providing increased

interaction and communication
between Medicine, Nursing,
and Rehab students. These still

ill-defined ideas represent only

a small sampling of the

possibilities.

The Vice-President of

External Affairs represents
medical students on the
Aescalapian Executive, the
Faculty Board, the Association
of Canadian Medical Colleges,

and OMA student subsection. If

I were to make a "campaign
promise" it would be to initiate

this kind of thinking at each of

these levels.

Roy Kirkpatrick (77)

The office of vice-president

(external affairs) offers a wide

variety of interesting functions

for its holder.

The constitution defines

that the functions shall be to sit

as a student representative on

faculty board and to represent

the Aesculapian Society in

discussions with organizations

outside Queen's.

In recent years, the major
concern of the position has

been in representing Queen's at

meetings of the ACMC and the

OMA, particularly the newly
formed student subsection of

the OMA. This subsection will

provide an excellent channel

for student inputs into the OMA
as well as providing a forum
for discussion among Ontario

medical students.

I would welcome the op-

portunity to serve as vice-

president (external affairs)

because it is a position in which
I am sure to learn a great deal

and one in which I hope to be

able to share that learning with

the members of the

Aesculapian Society.

Our experiences and ideas

at Queen's can be of great

value to other medical students

and schools across the country

just as their experiences can be

of value to us. I wish to be a

part of this communication and
solicit your vote.

Treasurer

Brian Kessler (76)

(Acclaimed)

Grads continued

being able to contribute
something toward the other's

increased awareness of the

provincial and federal
governments' attitude towards
higher education.

In non governmental
areas, liaison could and should

serve to help budge the "no
mans land" that exists between
grads and undergrads so that

they might begin to act more
like fellow students rather than
strange bedfellows.

(Jacob) Jack Teswiet
(Mecheng)
(Acclaimed)

No nominations

Vice-president Treasurer

Bob Moore (MBA)
(Acclaimed)

Charlie Buckingham
(Chemeng)
(Acclaimed)

i.rv y>

Senator

(two year)

Doug Donald (76)

The Senate is the principle

policy making body at Queen's
University, whose decisions
affect, every aspect of

university life - academics,
finances, libraries, campus
planning, and so on. It operates
on a committee structure,with

all issues that come before it

being referred to a particular

committee for investigation.

Recommendations and
motions from the Senate
committees are then brought
before the Senate proper for

consideration and action. Thus
every member of the Senate is

involved in all policy decisions

at one level or another. Ac-

cordingly, it is essential that

Senate members be informed
on the issues at hand. Collec-

tion and organization of in-

formation and opinion is

therefore an important aspect
of a Senator's responsibilities.

The job of a Student
Senator is slightly different

from that of his faculty
colleague. He has a com-
munication role, over and
above his function in the for-

mulation of University policy.

This is particularly important
in the case of the Meds-Rehab
Senator. Throughout his two
year term of office, this

Senator has to build and
maintain open lines of com-
munication between the
Aesculapian Society, the

Society of Rehabilitation
Medicine and the Faculty
Board. Consequently, he must
be prepared to attend the

meetings of these bodies and
make submissions both to and
on behalf of these groups on a

regular basis. This does not

seem to have been the case in

the past.

Of major concern to all

members of the campus is the

slow down in government
financing for universities. This

is of particular concern to those

in the Faculty of Medicine, as

our funds come from two

different sources, the Ministry

of Health and the Ministry of

Colleges and Universities. Both
ministeries seem to have a

"pass the buck" approach to

the funding of our education.

The current hospital-bed
shortage and the stipend
controversy of last year are the

results of this approach. The
Health Sciences Library is the

most recent casualty. In

connection with our library I

would suggest that support be
given to a special committee of

the Aesculapian Society set up
to consider the library's future

funding.

Decreasing revenues to

Queen's necessitate the setting

of priorities as to where funds
are allocated. The two Senate
committees that I see as most
directly involved in this

process are the Budget
Committee and the Academic

Development Committee. As
my interests lie in this area

these are the two committees
that I am seeking membership
on for 1974-76.

On the basis of the ideas I

have outlined above I am
running for the position of

Meds Rehab Senator.

Peter Lane (76)

Of all the votes cast on

Wednesday and Thursday,
perhaps the most important
are those for positions on the

Senate. Not only are you stuck

with your decision for two
years instead of one, but the

responsibilities of a Senator

are quite distinct from those of

an AMS or faculty society rep.

The Senate offers students the

opportunity to contribute
substantially (15 of 60 mem-
bers are students) to the self-

regulation and self-

government of the entire

university community. In light

of this, it's a bit frustrating to

note the lack of interest

generated by the affairs of

Senate. There is a need, I feel

for regular feedback to the

students concerning the

debates and decisions of the

Senate.

One reason for this apathy

and disinterest is, I feel, that

Meds and Rehab students don't

feel really part of the

University community. This is

partly the result of highly

quantitative admissions
standards which select for book
work rather than head work.
Aslo, it may stem from the

sacrificing of integrative

thought for educational ef-

ficiency and specialization. I

personally don't like this trend,

and feel the Senate might be
able to do something about it,

be it in terms of a lecture series

on multidisciplinary topics,

compulsory electives or

whatever.

Finally, I think it would be

foolish to make any promises,

or set any goals - the Senate is

not a grievance committee,

and one can't approach it with

activist plans. I only hope that

my experience on the faculty

Curriculum Committee for the

past two years, and my brief

contact with the third year

Rehab students during last

term would aid me to serve the

best interests of Meds and
Rehab students, and the

University, as a Senator.

AMS
"

representative

(2 to be elected)
Bob Kraus (77)

(Acclaimed)

I appreciate this op-

portunity to express my views
in preparation for the up-

coming elections. I am running

for the position of Junior AMS
Rep. for the Aesculapian

Society. As such, I would serve

in both the Aesculapian Society

Executive and the AMS, and as

a liaison between the two.

Rather than go with vague
promises or abstract issues, I

would like to present a pair of

issues, closely allied, that

almost all Meds students can
relate to. These concern the

libraries commonly used by
medical students. Libraries
are vital as areas of reference

and study, and I use them
extensively myself. Recently

the Aesculapian Society, noting

the drastic lack of funds for the

Health Sciences Library,

approved a grant of $1,000, or

about one-third of its balance,

to the library for book pur-

chases and periodical sub-

scriptions. Lack of funds has
forced large cutbacks in ex-

penditures in both of these

areas by the library, and this

grant won't go far in solving

the problem.

The second point concerns

the Douglas Library hours. It

seems that the library will be

going on summer hours,

staying open only till 10 p.m.,

after the Arts and Science

students finish their finals

about May 1. But medical
students don't finish writing

finals till the end of May, and
quite a few use the Douglas
Library to study in, especially

after 10 p.m. since the Health
Sciences Library closes at 11

p.m.

Thus my "platform", if

you will, is to push for, via the

AMS representation on the

university library committee
and the Senate, increased
funding for the Health Sciences

Library until the end of May.
Even if I am not elected, I

have been able to publicize

these two issues, thanks to the

Journal, so that the person who
is elected might pursue them
himself.

If there are any other

issues that anyone feels I can
put forward, or if you would
like to give your views on the

two issues I have presented, 1

would be delighted to discuss

them with you. Thank-you.

No nominations

Public relations

officer

Nichole le Riche (77)
'

(Acclaimed)

Athletic stick

Mike Wilson

(Acclaimed)
[77)

Secretary

No nominations
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Arts and Science
President

Vice-president

(as a teom)

Sue Harper (Math 75)

John Ronson (Biolg 76)

Most people would agree

that an uninformed voter is not

a good one. Keeping this in

mind, the decision on who to

vole for on A.S.U.S. becomes a

difficult one, because the in-

formation necessary to make
an intelligent decision on the

issues has not been available.

Communication with the

student body at large has been
almost non-existent with a

resultant lack of interest on the

part of the students.

The President and Vice-

President sit on the Arts and
Science Faculty Board, and
hold a seat on the A. M.S. Outer

Council, as well as dealing with

internal Society matters. On
the A.S.U.S. executive itself,

six of the ten members
represent specific groups
within Arts and Sciences;
DSCs <'i), Interyear, First

Year, and Phy.s. Ed. Society.

The job of the President and

Vice-President, as we see it, is

U> oversee, coordinate, and
provide direction for the

A.S.U.S. executive, D.S.C.'s,

Inleryear, Orientation, and
other A.S.U.S, committee*.
Kf.-cpin({ this in mind, the Issuefi

appear to be the following;

1. A.S.U.S, Intx-ryear (Year
»ocietic»; and Orientation are

going well; a student interest

card Hyntcm could be
(.»lab)i»hed U> involve more
student* in organizing and
staffing campu* actlvltie*,

2, h.H.C.'H and Course
Kvaluation-Cour»<; Guide arc

important inhuitn which have
not been dealth with suf-

flciently or propirrly, 0,S,C,'«

ohrnjid be dtudied, through a

survey to be taken thio Hpring,

in tirne for definite im-
provement* thl« fall. C(nir»e

evaluation is important and
shrKild be given further study,

C'wrse Guides have potential,

but presently are a wast<r of

large amounts iil lime and
morp' V Ui<-y should be

examined closely in terms of

their objectives.

3. through our representation

on the A. M.S., we
will request a study on the role

of A.S.U.S. (faculty societies in

general), with respect to the

A. M.S., to avoid duplication of

effort.

4. lack of coordination
and communication between
students on Senate,, Faculty

Board, A. M.S., A.S.U.S. and
the D.S.C.'s has led to poor

representation of student
views. We would work to revive

the "Arts Council", made up of

representatives from each of

the above groups, to coordinate

and inform student
representatives.

5. A.S.U.S. spends $20,000 a

year. A reevaluation of the

budget must be made and
students made more aware of

exactly where their money is

going. Money not being put to

good use should be reallocated.

Experience:

John - Member of Artsci 76

executive - Athletic Stick
- Vice-chairman Mens'

Intramural Athletic Com-
mittee

- Director with Camp
Outlook

- Orientation 73 and 74 -

gael and organizer

Sue - A.S.U.S. Orientation 73

Committee member
- President of Artsci 75

- Chairman - A.S.U.S. rep
of A.S.U.S. Interyear Com-
mittee

- - Math D.S.C. - Faculty
Board rep. Curriculum
Committee co-chairman

- Arts and Science Faculty
Board Nominating Committee

- attended Educational
Programming Conference (run

by OFS), and Priorities 74

Conference (run by Ontario
University Program for In-

structional Development)

Kathy Turner (Geoq 75)

Scott Firstbrook (Pol

76)

We feci that the main
reason for pursuing the

fKjsltlons of President and Vice-

President of A SU S Is to put

some credibility back Into the

organization. It should return

to the forefront (rf student af-

fairs, particularly In the sphere

of academics.

The yearly budget, of

approximately $18,000, is more
than sufficient to enable the

operation of a wide diversity of

events which, if well planned

and organized will increase the

credibility of A,S.U,S. Our job

as the top executive officials Is

to ensure the smooth running of

each and every event funded by

the society.

Academics is the area

which we wish to concentrate

on, although, we recognize the

necessity and importance of

undertaking social functions.

Visitorships, speakers and
debates have been somewhat
neglected of late and we feel

that they are of interest to a

large number of students.

Controversial figures such as

Bernadette Develin and
Xaveria Hollander are two of

the people we would con-

template inviting and other

suggestions would be welcome.

In order to obtain feedback

from past and for future

events, a suggestion box would

be placed outside the Union
Coffee Shop.

A.S.U.S. as an organized

body weilds power in many
areas, i.e. Faculty Board,
Outer Council. In view of this

we feel that this organization

could be used as a mode of

aiding many troublesome
areas such as Residence
disparity, professors tenure,

part-time student status and

easing their requirements for

interdisciplinary courses.

With regard to social ac-

tivities outside of Orientation,

Susie-Q Week, and the Artsci

formal, emphasis could be put

on the Arts and Science Pub, an

outdoor cafe in good weather,

an annual Roman Orgy and
also an A.S.U.S. sponsored

Boot Hockey Tournament on

Lake Ontario.

Arts and Science is a highly

diversified faculty and its

society should benefit as many
people as possible. Academics
must be stressed but not to the

exclusion of social events. For
the fulfillment of the above,

your support is needed.

Senator

(one year)

L Craig Brown ( Hist 75)

The challenge facing the

newly elected Student Senators

will be greater than ever in the

past, for I'm convinced that in

the Senate a battle will be

waged in the next few years

which will determine the future

of Queen's for decades.
Melodramatic perhpas - but

essentially valid, for it will be

in Senate that the month to

month decisions concerning
tight money, inflation, and the

quality of Education offered by

this University will be debated.

It will be in Senate that the

financial crisis facing Queen's

now, and in the future will be

met and dealt with.

In dealing with this ussue,

to be most effective In Its ef-

forts to negotiate with the

(iovernmcnt, and to best

reassure the public of the

worth of their investment In

University education. Queen's

must present a united front

through Student-Faculty co-

opiTalion,

Students and Ad-
ministrators have a common
goal in maintaining the high

standards of excellence which
are a tradition here and which
are being threatened by in-

sufficient financial support

from the Ontario (Jovernment,

The 1973-1974 budget of the

Faculty of Arts and Science has
had to be reduced by $2.')0, (KK),

and not a murmur was heard
from the students, I wonder
how much can be cut before

your education begins to suf-

fer?

It Is to make Students
aware of this ussuc, and to

actively represent their in-

terests on the Senate that I

stand for election. In

justification for presenting my
self as a candidate, I can only

cite a proven interest in student

affairs and a certain amount of

experience in Student and
Faculty politics as Vice-
President of A,S.U.S., A. M.S.

Outer Council Member, and
Arts and Science Faculty
Board Member. My only

Election Promise is that I will

attempt to fulfill the role of

Student Senator to the ad-

vantage of Queen's Students

and Queen's itself.

Susan Jackson (Hist 76)

As an Arts and Science

Senator for the past two years I

have been actively involved in

the academic decision-making

body at this University - the

Senate. It was not without

considerable deliberation that I

chose to submit my nomination

for a further term of office.

However, I feel that with the

experience and knowledge I

have gained in these t\yo years

that I can apply it to contribute

more fully and with con-

tinunity, to the student

representation on the Senate. It

is in the Senate that decisions,

revisions, reviewing and
development in academic and
financial policy, direction and
regulations take place at

Queen's. Priorities and
changes in direction are
discussed and decided on.

Communications in the past,

between Student Senate
members and the student body
has been poor and can only be

improved if Student Senators

seek to make the campus more
aware of the vital Importance

Senate decisions and policy

play in their lives. No
representative can be truly

representative if he does not

know what lil,s constituents

want and feel. The 14 student

members of Senate can

(exercise a strong and aware

voice In the direction of

university pcjiicies.

Standing and Special

Senate Committees provide an

effective way in which we can
voice our opinions in a less

formal way than at Senate, As
a member of the Senate
Committee on Academic
Development, I have had the

opportunity to observe and
participate in the delineation of

academic goals and policies at

Queen's, I intend U) increase

this participation with the aid

of experience so that our in-

terests arc represented with

maturity and direction tfl both

faculty and administration.

Therefore, I solicit your further

support in the elections on

Wednesday, February 13 and
Thursday 14.

Senator
(two year )

(2 to be elected)

Charles Cuffari (Hist

76)

1

As a history major, I have
this year held the position of a

Divisional Councillor on the

ASUS executive. My primary
responsibility was to act as a

liaison between the DSC
chairman in the Social

Sciences and the ASUS
executive. In this capacity I

have been actively with the

selection of the Orientation

committee, Upper Year course

evaluation, and have attended

Faculty Board meetings during

the debate concerning Dean
Platenius's report on course

evaluation.

There are two policy fields

which I am interested in

pursuing in the senate. They
are the subjects of tenure and
the operation and development
of our library system. However
as a Student Senator my
primary responsibility would
be to represent student sen-

timent. If elected, I would be

extremely receptive to student

ideas on continuing issues such

as the new University centre

and the amalgamation of the

CFRC with the CBC. Any
student position on the senate

requires a great deal of hard

work and a determination to

succeed in achieving desired

goals. These are two qualities

which I can bring to the Senate.

Fred Cane ( Econ 76)

Recognizing the im-

portance of knowledgeable
criticism I feel that the

primary role of student
Senators is to express a con-

sensus of opinion concerning

our expectations and aims for

Queen's University. For it is in

the Senate that programmes
regarding university
development are ratified and
effective representation is

necessary to prevent student

welfare from being com-

promised in favour of tueh
expeyjients as '^eatralfcsatioo

and monetary restraint. Our
first priority should be to

maintain a high level o1

academic excellence and in-

dependenf:*. The recent debate

on Canadianization den)oa-
strated that the bUidenU of

Queen's are opp^^sed to ex-

ternally imposed reftrictioni

regarding the nationality of the

teaching staff, feeling that thi«

would jeopardize the quality of

education available. Thi*
concern for academic quality

must be voiced in the Senate

later this year when the subject

of tenure is discussed, as

tenure and any proposed
modifications have profound

implications for the calibre of

teaching at Queen's, I would

like to participate in this

debate and after sitting on the

Faculty Board for two years I

feel I have the requisite

qualifications. I therefore

solicit your vote in the up-

coming Senatorial election*.

Monte McMurchy (Hist

76)

Progress tempered with

reason. In essence that sums
up my platform. What this

means is before a decision is

enacted upon by the university

policy makers, the con-

sequences should be made
clearly known to all concerned.

The proposed University
Centre can be considered as

being a prime example of what
is meant when I saw progress

should be tempered with
reason. A complex such as the

University Centre will require

a great deal of financing.

Financing, which in these
times the University - can ill

afford. I am be no means at-

tempting to draw any con-

clusions but rather am at-

tempting to illustrate the

criterion that is involved when
one considers projects of this

magnitude.

I also feel that there should

be a distinct liaison between

the Senate and A. M.S. Such a

liaison would further promote

the lines of communication
between the student body and

the Senate which is primarily

responsible for the overall co-

ordination of affairs relating to

the university. The result of

this closer contact would
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Arts and Science continued
manifest in a much better

understanding of what the

other body is doing, producing

in turn a more coherent^et of

priorities.

Your support is needed in

order for this to come about. In

conclusion I urge you to cast

your ballot for the person who
in your opinion best represents

your interests.

Treasurer
Bob Atkinson (Engl 77)

(Acclaimed)

As a first year English
"major, I served as president of

Artsci '77 this year, and have
worked part-time in a char-

tered accountant's office. I also

sat on the ASUS Orientation

selection committee, and have
since become very interested

in the affairs administered
through the society. ASUS is in

part a loaning and funding
agency. Approximately two-
thirds of the $20,000 flowing

annually into ASUS in the form
of student fees has the potential

to be used by the Arts and
Science faculty. ASUS sponsors
such worthy causes as TAK,
Outlook, and Job Bank, and

- gives support to D.S.C.s to fund
various lecture series, as well

as Course Evaluations at both
upper and lower year levels. As
treasurer, I would ensure that

this money is utilized to its

fullest potential and is chan-
nelled in the most suitable

directions. In order to

guarantee beneficial allocation

of the students' money, I would

keep a close watch over the

monetary situation and
demand full-scale financial

statements from those parties

to whom money has been
loaned or given. In exercising

my equal vote on the

Executive, I will be receptive

to any suggestions concerning

financial matters, and will

strongly advocate the full

implementation of students'

money into feasible and useful

campus projects.

AMS
representative

at-large

(9 to be elected)

Insufficient

nominations

Elizabeth Glasham
(Phyc 75)

One of the most important

questions asked of candidates

running in any political

campaign is what the can-

didate has to offer that his

running-mates do not. A truth-

ful answer to this question is

probably a rare one. Being a

difficult question to answer, it

lends itself easily to the typical

response about how the can-

didate beheves the govern-

ment-student relationship to be
a vital one and how everyone
should be interested in their

student government, and how.

if elected, the candidate will do

this and that and so on.

Granted, this may be a valid

answer, but it's very run of the

mill and also very unin-

tormative. My answer to this

question is simply that after

three years at this university, I

feel familiar enough with the

campus, the students, and the

government to be able to

contribute something of value

to the university through
serving on the Outer Council.

What I have to offer as a

candidate is my interest in the

student government, my en-

thusiasm to do a good job, and

the energy to do it with. If

elected, I will do my utmost to

competently fulfill the position

and to represent the wishes of

those who indicated their

confidence in me be their vote.

Harold Persaud (76)

During the past few years
there has been a large ex-

pansion in the type and number
of services that the AMS have
provided. As a result of this

expansion there has been an
unprecedented preoccupation
with these services, and in

consequence, the more im-
portant aspects of student
government have been
neglected. It is time that the

AMS started dealing with those

issues closer to the interests of

the student, vis., external
affairs and education.

External affairs is the area
in which I am particularly

interested. This is the area I

shall work in if I am elected.

External affairs can be
broken down into various
areas, the main ones being;

Ontario Federation of

Students, Co mm unity
Relations, Housing and High
School Liaison.

I have attended several

meetings of the Ontario
Federation of Students. At
these meetings important
policy decisions were made on
such issues as: Tenure,
Housing, Course Evaluation,
Orientation, and the Status of

Part Time Students, to name
but a few. It is important that

the AMS continue its links with
OFS. It is important that

Queen's reinforces the other
Ontario Universities in trying

to solve common problems. To
do these things there must be
constant dialogue between
Queen's and OFS.

At the moment the only
people who read and study the

OFS reports are the president,

vice-president and one or two
interested people. If I am
elected the first thing that I will

do is to set up a committee to

study all the recent decisions

made by OFS. This committee
will report regularly to Outer
Council and will attempt to

bring changes in AMS External
Affairs policy so that they are
more in line with OFS policy.

As far as housing is con-

cerned, one of the first things

that needs to be done is a

detailed study of rent costs in

Kingston. Last summer I

carried out a preliminary
survey to investigate the state

of rent costs, and it was ap-

parent that rents rose between
ten and fifteen percent during
the four months of summer
holidays. If I am elected I shall

initiate an official AMS com-
mittee to carry out a detailed

survey. The results of this

survey ought to indicate the

reasons for the rise, and with
this information we would be
able, if necessary, to take
action. Obviously this would be
an OFS concern as well.

By far these are not the

extent of my interests but this

is the extent of my allotted

space at this time.

David Lang (Life 77)

Politics has been called the

art of the possible. Possible

because you can do anything

with it from carving a name for

yourself to destroying a system
of thought. If this is so, con-

sider then a suitable definition

of campus politics as being the

art of the impossible. Im-
possible because no matter
what our representatives
propose, it always seems
impossible to the rest of the

student body that they could

even think of initiating such an

inane plan.

In recent years Queen's
students have had more than a

right to think in such a negative

way. Too many schemes have
thoughtlessly been proposed
and passed. The obvious and
now evident - result of those

schemes has been the financial

handicapping of the AMS; a

once economically sound and
politically strong body. Today,
many students truly believe

that this idle spending of funds

has raped the AMS of its

strength. Is it any wonder why
there is such a lack of faith in

the ability of our represen-

tatives at this moment? Or why
there is such relentlessness to

get involved in campus
politics?

I don't think so. However, I

do feel that it is about time to

regain our confidence, We
must our will to power and
rebuild the fallen structure that

houses our student. I believe

that as an AMS rep I can help

restore that cornerstone the

structure needs to rest on for

support. My policy is to first

mend the injured tissue. I offer

you my experience and
honesty.

I cannot promise miracles

or even distinct overnight
changes. But with time and
more importantly, with labour

and your backing, I do know
that we the students of Queen's

University can once again
renue the strength of the AMs
and consequently of ourselves.

I ask for your support in this

matter.

Secretary

Ian Grant (Pol 77)

(Acclaimed)

I learned that several of

the positions in the ASUS
executive have been filled not

by election, but by ac-

clamation. As mine was one of

those, there is little point in

writing a campaign speech,

resume, or list of what I have
done. If you have been
following the student elections,

you will be aware that one of

the main points being em-
phasised, is student apathy.

Student disinterest is what
their executives have been
doing. Lack of knowledge as to

the issues facing students, and
unawareness as to how directly

these issues affect them. If

students don't take the

initiative to SUPPORT and
• CRITICISE their executives,

they can only expect to be

disenchanted with the results.

Rehabilitation
President
Sarah Mulligan (OT 76)

Well, FeUow Rehabs,
Having just been asked to

write a blurb on why I should
be president of the Rehab
Society next year, I guess I'll

start by mentioning my
previous involvement with
student organizations. These
include, Student's Council
Executive member, editor of

the yearbook and prefect in

high school as well as some
work on a Senate sub-

committee and as president of

my class here at Queen's.

I feel I have learned a

great deal from my position on

the society's executive this

year, and thus will bring with

me several ideas for the

organization of the society in

the 1974-75 term.

I would also like to propose
the society's involvement in

fund raising and support of the

World of One in Seven day
camp for handicapped children

in Kingston and will be happy
to discuss this or any matter
with you.

I trust you will realize my
sincerity in wanting the job of

president and my willingnes to

work hard to fulfill the
responsibilities of that position.

Mary Anne Schruder
(PT 76)

The School of Rehab is

relatively young at Queen's.
'Although its membership is

small. Rehab has much to

contribute to the University

-and to the Kingston area,

especially in the field of the

mentally and physically
disabled.Our course is difficult

- with hours of work ~ but the

students must realize that
involvement outside the book is

necessary. The Kingston
community offers us many
opportunities ~ we have the

tools — all we need is the

iniative. With a little help from
all members, the Rehab
Society can develop to its

potential and establish its own
identity.

Vice-president

The VP must be of the

opposite school of the

president, thus could be
the looser of that race.

Ann Marie Lane (PT 77)

As a former Arts and
Science student, I attributed

the faculty lethargy to a large
number of students often of

divergent interests, whose

relationships were usually
impersonal. In the rehab
society, however, lethargy can
exist but is easily relieved by
the close communication that

is possible between classes and
years, because of small
numbers. People like to get

involved: it's getting them
involved that's half the battle.

We, as such a small
faculty, have so much potential

that needs only to be tapped,

for results. My report seems
very stereotyped, but my ideas

and hopes (beginning with a

superior orientation system
within the rehab society) are

very unique.

Secretary

Treasurer
Griffiths (OTBrenda

76)

In past years, nominees
running for the position of

Secretary-Treasurer haven't

been required to submit a

campaign platform J)ecause

superficially, it doesn't appear
that there is much one can say

about the position. The stereo -

type image of the Secretary-

Treasurer is one of writing

letters and balancing books but

I feel that the position has a

much greater significance in

the Rehab Society. Being a

very small faculty, it is

essential that we have a high

level of communication among
our own members to enable us

to have a stronger, united voice

on campus. The Secretary-

Treasurer is essential to both

internal and external com-
munication. One reason that

Rehab Society communication
tends to break down is because
the society members are only

informed of executive action by
written material posted on
bulletin boards. I feel that it

would be more effective if this

material were distributed to

class presidents, who could

then present the material to

their respective classes orally

as well as in a written form. I

also feel that society members
should have the right to be
informed of upcoming
executive meetings so that they

may attend and express their

views.
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Rehabilitation continued
Concerning finances, I

have spent two summers
working as a junior accountant

with a law firm. Therefore I

feel that I am well-qualified for

this position, so I hope that you

will support me.

As a second year Oc-

cupational Therapy student, I

have become more interested

in the School of Rehabilitation

Therapy and would lilte to

become involved in its

executive. Having had
secretarial experience in work
and in clubs, I feel I could best

do my part for Rehab as

Secretary-treasurer. I am
willing to put in as much time

as required, and more, to help

the executive accomplish its

aims. If elected, I will handle
my duties and responsibilities

to the best of my ability.

Social convenor

(2 to be elected)

Patty Brouwers (OT 76)

Susan Philuk (OT 76)

The position of Social

Convenor for the Rehab Society

is one which offers many
rewards for the person in of-

fice. My reasons for running

for this position are, perhaps

somwhat selfish: I increase my
own social contacts, I par-

ticipate in social activities, and
have a good time doing it. But
in doing this, my purpose is to

provide social activities for

those members of the Rehab
School. By this reasoning, the

more effort I put into the

position, the more you and I

both get out of it.

Because we are a basically

isolated faculty of small
population, there is a need for

social contacts outside of

"Brockington Basement". Just

as other faculties are

sometimes ignorant of our

existence, so too, are we of

theirs. I hope, as has been done

in the past to "broaden our

horizons", through social

contacts with other faculties

and orgiini/allons holh on

off campus. I have found also in

my two years here, that there

is very little interaction bet-

ween the different da.sses (I.e.

1st, 2nd 3rd and iih year; and
between O.T. and P.T. Perhaps
we could do something about

that!!

Lastly, I'll say that I love to

see people have fun, and I'd

like to help provide op-

portunities for you to have lots

of it.

Sheila Gormley (PT 77)

I am presently a first year
physiotherapy student and am
running for the position of

social convenor for the

Rehabilitation Therapy
Society.

One of the most essential

elements of any thriving
faculty is a good social
programme. This tends to

unify the group and leads to

tremendous spirit.

One of the most essential

elements of any thriving
faculty is a good social

programme. This tends to

unify the group and leads to

tremendous spirit.

I enjoy dealing with people,

and I know I can fulfill the

obligations which the position

of social convenor requires.

So, Rehab, vote Gormley
for Social Convenor on
February 14.

Cecile Louiselle (OT 77)

The position I am running
for is that of Social Convenor. I

am in first year OT and want to

get actively involved in the

Rehab Society. Organizing
social events within the society

and with other faculties is a

most appealing job to me. It

was suggested this year that

more events he planned with

inore faculties in Ihe future. I

would work to see this happen.

I think it is extremely
important to become involved

at this early stage in my
university days, otherwise the

years will slip by and I will not

have taken from them all that

they can give. This society is

more important than the old

high school students' council in

which I have experience. While

the specific job of social con-

venor will not directly in-

fluence on the official affairs of

the Society, it would give me
more insight into the needs and
potential of the Society. This

will be good background should

I run for any position in future

years.

Karen O'Kane (PT 76)

I am a firiit yea/

phyviotherapy Kludent and I'd

like to repre»ent Ih*

Rehabilitation Therapy S^jciety

on Ihe AMS. Hecause Kehab is

such a small faculty, we need
an enthusiantic repreisenlative

I think there are some
areav in the AMS that need
improvement. If I'm elected I

would try to arrange for more
AMS meetings to be held in the

residences. This would en-

courage more students Ut find

out what the AMS is doing and
to become involved with it, I

would like to see better ef-

ficiency in AMS sponsored
events. Too often students are

forced to wait in line for a long

time to gain admission to an

event because of poor
organization.

I think that the present

AMS constable system is good
for Queen's and I would fight

any move to change it.

If elected, I will attempt to

maintain the high level of

communication between
Rehab and the rest of the

student body.

Kartn O'Shdunti^/
76)

WIC
representative

Susan Henrie (OT 77)

I am running for the

position of WIC simply because
I believe that sports is a very

important factor in life and
many people ignore the im-

portance of this activity in their

lives. I am also very interested

in sports and feel that I am
capable of organizing the

different activities.

Brenda Boucher

AMS
representative
Donna Jokinen (PT 77)

Nursing
President

Barb MacNaughton (76)

(Acclaimed)

Vice-president

Linda Roiche 176)

(Acclaimed)

AMS
representative

Beth Burden (76)

I wan flipping through the

pages of the Tricolor the other

day and I bf'gan to realize what

a "t/iif (, f,n a log" I wa». I

deci'i ' wanted to do

something about it - but what
could I do? The elections

provided the perfect op-

portunity.

I am running for the
position for AMS rep for

Nursing Science because I

would like to get involved in

student government but also

because I have taken so much
from Queen's and now I want to

give back some. A "bump on a

log" is no good to anyone. Jlc

maki-H Ihe load heavier for

those who are trying to carry it

and that is it!. Next year, I

hope to slide down off that log

and help to carry It for a little.

Thiis I am offering my services

with any talents or ubllUles

(hal I may have to you, In

Ni;r»iing Science,

I think also that Ihe job of .

AMS rep for Nursing Science
might help me gel to know

more people in Nursing
Science. We are a small faculty

and, yet, most of us know a

very limited number of people

in years other than our own. I

would like to see this changed.
No doubt our famous "Backrub
Day's" and "Nursing I'ubs"

help but I think the best way Is

for each individual to make a

real effort to get to know others

in the faculty.

I have no campaign
promises for next year. Those
"if elected I will ..." deals,

tend to fade Into the distance

when the "if elected" becomes
"elected". All I can say Is that I

will do my best to do my job to

the best of my ability.

I am qiiile excited at the

prospect of sr'rvlng as AMS rep

for nursing. I rcali/,i- that there

will be quite a bit of time In-

volved and I do not mind

spending it at my job, but I am
also hoping that somqhow I can

get others in Nursing involved

in the job too (that is if they

want to!). I think that by

getting involved, we somehow
feel more a part of the

University.

Jenifer Allan (77)

I think that Ihe job of AlWS
representative Is an extremely
important one. It Is one of the

most important links between

the nursing faculty and the rest

of the university. In this

position I would attempt to

improve the communications

between the Nursing Society

and the AMS. I would try to

implement some of the wishes

of the students I represent.

Finally I would attempt to be

an active member of the AMS
for the university as a whole,

and the Nursing Society.

Athletic stick

Marg Reid (77)

(Acclaimed)
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Nursing continued

Treasurer
Kathy Paul (76)

l am in my second year of

nursing and hoping to become
the Treasurer for our society. I

would like to become more
involved with our society and I

enjoy dealing with money. I

think I can provide the con-

scienciousness required for the

position of Treasurer.

Anne Skarl (77)

CUNSA
representative

Dorcus Kennedy (77)

I am a second year student
and have been treasurer of the

Nursing Science Society for the

last four months.

CUNSA is an important
means for university nursing
students to get together, share
experiences, get to know other
curriculums and exchange
important information such as

permanent and summer job

opportunities. Queen's students
have been involved in the

summer job directory which is

in the Summerhill students'

lounge and lists employment
opportunities across Canada.
The next year's national
conference will be in Toronto
and Queen's students will have
a great opportunity to par-

ticipate in CUNSA. Also, I'd

like io see better liaison with

the Regional Nursing
Association, perhaps a

representative in their

meetings so that we will be
more aware of policies that

affect our future.

Having worked as

treasurer for the jNursing
Society, I would like to become
mor^ involved, in the society

and feel that this would be a

challenging position.

work of this association, this

can be achieved.

There are many facets of

Nursing which need to be ex-

plored more extensively, such
as career planning, course
evaluation and liaisons with

other nursing faculties within

our own province and country.

Through feedback from
faculty, council and students

the Nursing Society can
produce results.

A secretarial position
would put its possessor in a

situation where she could exert

some ideas and become in-

volved with the Society's needs
and even though my ex-

perience is limited, my en-

thusiasm is not.

Annette Sully (77)

Secretary

Jane Chambers i/7)

As a first year student I

feel that now is the time to

become involved in the Nursing
Society. Since our faculty is one
of the smaller on campus I

think it is important that there

be cohesion amongst the four

years and, that through the

Anne Morawetz (76)

I'm a second year nursing

science student interested in

running for the position of

secretary. The main reason in

running is to get involved

within the Nursing Science

Society and help to make it a

helpful, beneficial aspect of our

faculty. Hopefully, our new
members will be active,

caring, participants and I

would like to be one of them. I

have practical experience

working in groups similar to

the Nursing Society having
been a high school yearbook
editor. To those who will be
voting for the Nursing Society

executive I can assure you, I

will do a good job.

Lainie Wilson (77)

Senotor

(two year)

Ruth Kuehl (76)

As your Senator, I can
make no promises as to what I

will be able to accomplish.
However, I am interested in

learning more about the ad-

ministration of the University.

So, if I am elected as your
Senator, I will try to represent
the Nursing Science Faculty to

the best of my ability.

Candace Phibbs (76)

My name is Candace
Phibbs and I am in my second
year of the Nursing Science
course. This four year
program, as it is known today,

is very new in university. It is

up to us, as Nursing Science

students, to make our views
and ideas known, in terms of

the university as a whole and
the faculty itself. I feel this is

where the position of senator
has its importance.

My knowledge of all that

the position of senator entails is

relatively limited.

Social convenor

Cathy Hart (77)

(Acclaimed)

AMS referenda
Reaffirming the

University

Centre

pledge

There are two referenda
regarding the University
Centre. One is to allow the AMS
to continue collecting money to

meet the capital pledge made -

by students. The other is to

provide money for operating
the Centre when it is opened.

The revenue for the
proposed operating budget for

the University Centre is as
follows

:

Commercial Space: This in-

cludes a bank, the AMS Pub,
' and shops. Charging the Pub
rent (there is none at the

present time) may cause an
increase in its prices.

Food Services: During 1972-73

in the Union its revenue
shortfall was, $21,387 and gross
sales were $316,650. Rent
allocated to the Food Services
in the University Centre is very
close to one third of its present
gross sales figure. It is ex-

pected that vastly improved
facilities, a larger seating
'Capacity and increased traffic

will make it possible to charge
the Food Services $99,221. This
is questionable. However, it

should be noted that if this rent

is to be met the user should
expect substantial increases in

food prices in the University
Centre.

Student Fees: This figure
represents the continued
collection of the present
Student's Union Fee of $10.00

renamed, the University
Centre fee, and the addition of

an automatic annual Consumer
Price Index increase of the fee

to keep pace with inflation.

University: This $60,648
represents the money the
University will put into the

University Centre annually. It

does not put in any money into

the present Union.

On the expenditure side of

the proposed operating budget
are the following:

Debt Charges of $162,086: They
are based on a loan of $1,500,000

at 9.75 per cent for 25 years
assuming the following capital

financing of this project

Alumni $1,000,000

Students 500,000

University and
Borrowing 2,000,000

$3,500,000

Debt charges are allocated

according to the net assignable

square feet occupied by the

various occupants. The
problem here is that the largest

portion of the borrowing is in

order that the University can
produce what was thought to be

in 1969 and 1970, its share of the

capital costs. However, with

debt charges assigned as above

the student end up bearing the

brunt of the annual debt

charges ($53,635) versus the

University's portion of $30,558.

How, though, due to the

University financial crunch,

the capital is certainly not

available.

Maintenance: $150,240 per year

assessed according to the net

assignable square feet of

university centre users.

Misc. Operating: $64,350 per

year for salaries, fringe

benefits and supplies assessed

equally between the students

and the university.

In calculating square foot

allocations, the university and
students will be each assessed

fully for space that is occupied

exclusively by each. The
students and university will

divide equally the square
footage occupied by common
areas such as corridors,

common rooms and
washrooms.

The students if they agree

to financing arrangements
would pay a slightly higher

non-academic fee than the

present $10.00 Student Union
Fee for operating the

University Centre. In fact, it

would only be very slightly

higher.

However, there are some
hidden costs to consider; the

prices in the AMS Pub may
have to increase and based on
present information, the prices

in the University Centre Food
Services would certainly have
to increase. Also the debt
charges on the $1,500,000 loan

seem to me, somewhat
inequitable, based on the initial

thinking in 1969-70.

At that time students did

not expect to contribute any
more than the $500,000 to the

capital cost of the building.

However, times have changed.

If you strongly disagree

with the financing laid out

above your recourse is to vote

NO. Remember however, if

either of these referenda are

defeated the University Centre
will in all probability not go
ahead. Also, if you wish the

University to put more money
into the Centre and the students
less, that Queen's University
financing is a zero-sum game.
More University money going
into the Centre just means less

in some area such as
academics.

Capital Needed: The total cost

to renovate and add to the

present Students' Union to

produce the University Centre
is $3.5 million. The Alumni
have pledged $1.0 million, the

students $.5 million and the
University plus borrowing $2.00

million.

In the 1970-71 academic
year a non-academic fee of

$5.00 a student was instituted.

This fee was to run for seven
years in order to reach the

students' pledge of $500,000.

Presently, $188,000 has been
collected.

In order that this $500,000

pledge be realized the fee will

have to be extended beyond the

seven year deadline.

If this referendum should

fail it would be logical to

assume the University Centre
will not be built since the Board
of Trustees of Queen's
University would unlikely

approve the construction of the

building if the students are not

committed to the project. If the

referendum should fail the

money already collected from
the students ($188,000) would
most probably be used to

renovate the present food
services operation and the

AMS Pub.

It should be noted that at

the time students approved the

original $5 student levy for the

University Centre, AMS of-

ficials were working with
slightly inflated enrollment
projections and were under the

impression that money from
the present $10 student union
fee would be available for the

University Centre pledge.
Neither happened, thus there is

the need for this referendum.

25' a head for

the Legal Aid

Society

Basically, the idea of this

referendum lies in self-help.

Over 300 Queen's students a

year are given legal assistance
for their problems by the

Queen's Law Students Legal
Aid Society. The number is

constantly increasing. In order
to accommodate the greater
demand this Society has had to

increase the scope of its

operations. From the point of

view of the Law students who
volunteer their time and
knowledge the proper course to

take is simple: work harder
and longer. No problem in this

area. There are now ap-
proximately 150 members of

Queen's Legal Aid.

But, as always, the crunch
is in finance. There are the

basic office operating costs:

stationary, telephone,
secretary's salary etc. The
clinic at 200 Montreal St. (open
on weekday evenings and
Friday afternoon) has to be
rented, heated and furnished.

There arecourt costs, which the

Society pays when its client

cannot afford to do so. Finally,

during the summertime
several Law students are paid
to keep the project going
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AMS referenda continued
without a (a) rodurcd lovel of

service. With Intcrsession and

Summer School operating in

Kingston from May to August,

the experience is that there is

even a higher level of student

demand for Legal Aid during

these months.

In the Referendum the

Queen's Law Students' Legal

Aid Society is asking for ap-

proval from the student body

for a grant of 25 cents a head
from the non academic fees.

The amount, we feel, is not

unreasonable. In proportion to

our total costs it will not nearly

cover the expenditures we are

faced with. The rest we hope to

solicit from the federal and

provincial governments and
private industry. What this

student grant can do, however,

is give us an assured source of

operating funds. It will give us

a good base from which to

begin plans for our fall

program right now in the

spring.

Look at this referendum as

an opportunity for self-help. If

you have had legal problems in

the past you probably know
what it is like to have someone
to turn to, or worse still, what it

is like if you can get no help at

all. Assisting people who
cannot afford lawyers is what
the Queen's Law Students

Legal Aid Society is all about.

We now have had over 4 years

of experience in helping

Queen's students with their

Landlord and Tenant
problems, contracts cases,

students appeals, highway-
traffic charges, and Court
appearances. We hope to

continue this in the future. On
election day, vote "yes" on our

referendum.

Lurry I'li-k, Chairman,
((uccn'K Law Students Legal

Aid Society.

On Feb. 1.3, H the same day
as the AMS elections, the

Queen's Law Students' Legal

Aid Society will be asking
students at Queen's University

to approve a referendum
granting 25 cents per student to

Queen's Legal Aid.

Queen's Law Students'

Legal Aid has evolved into one
of the largest volunteer

agencies of the university com-

munity, if not in the entire city

of Kingston. Our 150 students

participate in duty counsel

work at Small Claims Court,

Family Court, and Criminal

Court; they work in our clinic

at 200 Montreal Street, publish

layman's books on the law and

provide talks on variouK areaii

of the law.

A very sizeable proportion

of our clientu are students at

the university. We feel it is only

fair and just that students

contribute a small sum
towards the continuing work of

the Legal Aid Society. Further,

Queen's Legal Aid is one social

action group that helps bring
praise to the university as a

whole. We assume a

progressive role in town and
gown relations.

It costs approximately
$20,000 a year to run Legal Aid

in Kingston. We are always
dependent on public funding

which is rarely assured to us

from any given source for the

long term. While we expect

more funds in the future from
the Ontario Legal Aid Plan, we
do not know if OFY will be as

generous as they have been in

the pa«t. We are alwayn
scraping for fiindu - mo«t
volunteer groups are.

The AMS hag alwayi
supported us to the bent (it thtrir

atjility. However, during the

last year, due to budget
problems of their own, the AMS
after granting us $1,.'>00 in

spring 1973 for the summer, cut

our summer grant to $500. Our
winter grant was $yXJ from
AMS, matched by tM) from the

Law Students (vary few 'rf

whom a«k for, or need, legal

aid).

In asking for 25 cents per

student, we are seeking more
permanent funding and con-

tinued freedom of our
operations from any
prospective encroachment on

our independence. Twenty-five

cents a student is not much to

pari with y<,ij wilJ t>f helping

yourselvek in that thkrt i( a M
Queen'* Ij-hhI Aid <an (Ui for

you even if only U, chwk your

leaw - you will aUo tut helping
the community in which you
live. There are a lot (A un-

fortunate people in Kingtixm
who need our help Jutt go I'Mjk

in the waiting nt<jm at Criminjil

Court on Harrie Street, or

Family Court on Brock Street,

any morning and you will »ee

what I mean.
J might add that no one in

the Executive <i1 Queen's I>egal

Aid receive honorarium. The 25

cents we hope for from each
student will be used totely to

further our service* to Queen'*
students and the public.

Provided by Larry Porter,

Law '74 and of the Queen'*
I>egal Aid Society.

Another 30' a head for the Band

by Paul Roberts

When an organization on this

campus asks for an activity fee in-

crease, students automatically

assume that the organizatiin is in-

capable of operating its financial

matters. Therefore, I should like to

explain the financial position of the

Queen's Bands.

Before we begin to analyse

finances, I would like to explain the

organization itself. The Queen's
Bands is composed of five performing

groups; the cheerleaders, the brass

band, the majorettes, the pipe band,

and the highland dancers. Each of

these units has an individual leader,

who along with supporting personnel

form the executive which operates the

organization.

Queen's has one of only a handful

of official university bands in Canada.

Many have fallen into the depths as a

result of lack of financing or a decline

in interest. But the Queen's bands

have persevered.

The first band was established in

1924 and performed at major college

functions like football parades and the

games themselves. This tradition has

survived to the present day. The band
purchased its first uniforms eleven

years later, in 1935, at a total cost of

$500. Then in 1946, a university grant

combined with student fees ac-

cumulated during the war period, and

support from the alumni, enabled the

executive to outfit the Brass Band
with uniforms at a total cost of ap-

proximately $10,000. In 1963, as a

result of pressure from the University

and the alumni, the AMS voted a grant

of $10,000 to be given to the bands to

purchase and improve equipment and
uniforms and to outfit a room in the

basement of Grant Hall for use as a

storage area. All of this equipment,

even the uniforms purchased in 1935,

is still being used by the bands today.

Needless to say, they are getting very

worn indeed. The instruments used by
the band are not of good quality and
there are nowhere near enough to go
around. It is hard to teach new

At some moment I did answer yes
to Someone or Something, and
at that hour I was certain that

existence is meaningful and
that my life in setf-surrender
had a goal 0-! . r-;kiol()

The
Christian

Brofliers
(De La Salle BrolherB)

A liffj o(

prayer and service

in commuoily

Please send me a copy of your

16-page photo essay describing

the life of the Christian Brothers.

f i;irne

Address

.

Mail fo

Brother George Morgan, F.S.C.

5 Avonwick Gate
Don Mills, Ontario MSA 2M5

members to play the bagpipes if there

is no equipment available for them to

take home and practice with. Of

necessity, many members have to

supply their own instruments and this

naturally cuts down on the number of

people who can take part in the

organization. It is interesting to note,

however, that more than 200 people

showed up last fall to try out for

positions in one of the five groups.

For many years, the bands
acquired professional direction from

interested and talented people in the

community. Naturally enough, this

tends to increase the calibre and

ability of the band and therefore the

quality of the performance that they

give. Unfortunately, this professional

guidance has ^ gone in the face of

mounting costs.

Travelling is one of the bands

biggest expenses. In 1960 the student

levy was 35 cents; a total of $942.70. An
AMS grant had to be secured to make
up the rest of the $1300 bill in ex-

penses. In 1963, the student levy was
increased to 95 cents. The fee has not

been changed since and the student

population has risen from 1300 in 1963

to about 9,000 this year. That works

out to about $8500 which the band
realized in student fees. But travel

alone was $7,000 and it cost each

member of the band an estimated six

to ten dollars for food per trip.

Between 1962 and 1968, hotel ^rates

were around $3 per person and the

cost of a bus was about $150. Within

the last four years, hotel rates per

person have more than doubled - the

average is now about $7.50 per night

and the cost of a bus has gone from

$150 to around $275.

The bands have operated the

concession booths at various sports

events for some years now and have
managed to make some money from

this operation. But it is fairly obvious

Queens

journal

needs writers,

and interested, or

interesting

bodies.

No experience
necessary.
We're easy.

We train.

that a major overhaul of equipment
and uniforms is imminent. The
question which the students of this

university have to decide is whether

they feel that such an organization as

the Queen's Bands is worth preser-

ving. There is little doubt that their

performance lends an air of tradition

and "rah-rah" to Queen's. Is that

worth preserving? There are a great

number of people on this campus who

think that it is. If you're one of them,

speak up. Your support is needed
One of the referenda in the

election this week has to do with a rise

in the student fees of thirty cents on

behalf of the Queen's bands. That
works out to about half a package of

cigarettes, or three cups of coffee per

year. What you have to decide is

whether you think the Queen's Bands
are worth that sacrifice.

THE CANADIAN MINERAL INDUSTRY

EDUCATION FOUNDATION
offers

POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
in

MINING ENGINEERING
to GRADUATES in any branch of

ENGINEERING or APPLIED SCIENCE

$4,500 - 9 months
PLUS Planned Summer Employment

For informa'tion contact:

The Secretary,

Canadian Mineral Industry Education Foundation,

P.O. Box 45, Commerce Court West, Toronto, Ont.

CLOSING DATE MARCH 1st, 1974

THE CANADIAN MINERAL INDUSTRY

EDUCATION FOUNDATION
offers

UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
m

MINING, MINERAL or EXTRACTIVE

and PROCESS METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

$1,500 - 9 months
to .stti(l((tils wishing to enter the first or subsequent

|)r()lcHHi()tiiil year of ii decree course in Mininj^,

Mineral or Kxtractive and Process MetailurRieai Engineering

For applications contact:

The Secretary,

Canadian Mineral Industry Education Foundation,

P.O. Box 45, Commerce Court West, Toronto, Ont.

or

The Dean of Engineering

Applied Science

CLOSING DATE MARCH 1st, 1974
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LEAVING
Queen's This Year?

Be sure to get your

TRICOLOR 74'

sent to your new address

Bring a dollar (domestic mail) to the AMS office and sign up! Remember, you paid for the book.

Paid Political Advertisement

Sracicus in Victcry

HERE, THEN, IS OUR PLATFORM:

1) Declare a new Golden Age.

2) Commit the funds of the

AMS towards finding a cure
for Anthrax.

3) Give everyone a new tail

4) Construct a crystal plemure
dome, with caverns measure-

less to man, on the lower

ccunpus.

5) Purchase the Green Bay
Packers.

6) Abolish Menstrual cramps.

.... we will he ^C^\dW\- ^^^^

. . . VENGEFUL IN DEFEAT!
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A.M.S. sponsored by AMS Internal Affairs

A.M.S. ELECTIONS

SHALL BE HELD ON Wednesday, February 13

and Thursday, February 14

POLLING STATIONS

February 13 and 14

Union
Library
Kingston
Stirling

Humphrey
Elrond

10:30-7:00
10:30-9:30,

;30

10:30-6:30
10:30-3:

10:30-3:30
10:30-3:30
4:00-7:00

Residences (Ban Righ, Brocl<ington,
Leonard) 4:45-6:15

13 February 14 February

Etherington (Matheson Room)
11:15-12:45

Watson 10:30-3:30

Dupuis 10:30-3:30

Dunning 10:30-3:30
McArthur (cafe) 4:00-7:00

Earl
Ellis

Summerhill
McDonald Hall

10:30-3:30

10:30-3:30
10:30-3:30

11:30-2:30

REFERENDUM
The following referendum issues shall be held in con-

junction with the AMS elections Wednesday, February
13, Thursday, February 14.

A) LEGAL AID

"shall the student activity fee be increased by $.2S to fund
Queen's Student Legal Aid Society?"

Yes( )

B) QUEEN'S BANDS

No( )

"shall the student activity fee be raised from $.95 to $1.25 to fund
the Queen's Bands?"

Yes ( )

C( UNIVERSITY CENTRE REFERENDA

No( )

"shall the A.M.S. reiterate its pledge to contribute a minumum
of $500,000 tovi/ards the capital campaign for the University

Centre by continuing to collect $5.00 per year from each student

until this pledge is met?"

Yes( )

D( UNION FEE

No( )

"shall the $10.00 Students' Memorial Union Fee be renamed the

University Centre Operating Fee vi/hen the University Centre is

opened and this University Centre Operating Fee be increased

annually determined by the changes in the Consumer Price

Index (using December 1973 as a base).

Yes( ) No( )

ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY

Monday, March 4, 1974

7:30 p.m. at Grant HM Hall

Tentative Agenda

1. Approval of minutes of last Annual meeting
2. Report of Auditor
3. Selection of new/ Auditor for 1974-75

4. Election of New Board of Directors
5. Commissioner's Report
6. Question Period
7. Advance notice motions

(1) notice to increase the AMS specific fee

(2) Constitutional and By-Law Amendment procedure for annual
meetings.

8. Other Business of interest to the Society
9. Introduction of the Incoming President and Vice-Presidents.

Any member of the AMS has the right to attend and vote at the Annual
meeting.

Attending And Procedure For Voting

At The Annual Meeting

of the Alma Mater Society

of Queen's Incorporated

If you wish to vote by proxy at the Annual Meeting of the Alma Mater
Society of Queen's Incorporated, to be held in Grant Hall, Monday March
4, 1974:

Obtain, in person, the proxy form at the A.M.S. Office. To obtain a

proxy form you must present your students card, which will then be

used to stamp this form.

Complete the forms, giving one copy to the Secretary of the A.M.S.,

the other, to your appointed proxy.

Proxy designations shall not be accepted after 12 noon, Friday,

March 1, 1974.

Your designated proxy must present the written proxy form to the

Chairman or to the Chairman's delegate of the Annual Meeting at the

Annual Meeting.

If you wish to revoke your proxy you must obtain a "Notice of

revocation of proxy" from the A.M.S. Office and present it either to

the Secretary of the A.M.S. at the A.M.S. Office before S p.m. Friday,

March 1, 1974 or the Chairman of the Annual Meeting or his delegate

at the time of the Annual Meeting.

To attend the Annual Meeting, you must present your Queen's student

card at the door.

Any member who stated his-her intention to vote by proxy (ie. one

who has completed a proxy form) and who, then, attempts to attend

the Annual Meeting, must complete a "Notice of revocation of proxy"

form, otherwise he shall not have the right to vote at this meeting.

Any person wishing to attend the Annual Meeting, who is not a

member of the Alma Mater Society or who, although a member, but

who has refused to give notice of revocation of proxy, must sit in the

area of the meeting room designated for guests only.

Dr. John Meisel
Political Science Dept.

speaks Thursday, Feb. 14, 7:30 p.m
FOR LAST LECTURE SERIES
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Arts and Science may offer

Canadian Studies degree soon
by John Edwards

Queen's may have a degree in Canadian Studies

in the near future. After two years of research, the

Canadian Studies Working Group released their

findings and proposals to the Arts and Science

Faculty Board on Friday afternoon.

The seven man committee, composed of

various faculty members of the Faculty of Arts and
Science, noted that only the disciplines of History

and Political Studies offer a sufficient number of

courses to allow a student a "concentrated study

with a Canadian focus." They put forth two

proposals: 1) A major concentration in Economics,

French, History, Geography, Politics or Sociology

that provides a "background in Canadian Studies"

as well as allowing the student the opportunity of

entering graduate school with an honours degree. 2)

• Two interdisciplinary programs consisting of a

medial concentration in one discipline plus seven

Canadian oriented courses chosen from throughout

the Arts and Science faculty.

The proposals are "terribly complex" to say the

least. Though technical complaints were made,
opposition of a more general nature predominated

the Faculty Board discussion. One representative

from the Sociology department was particularly

concerned over the reason why such a discipline

should even exist. "The whole business of Canadian
Studies seems to be done out of some ideological

concern for Canadianization. We don't call them
(sociology electives) Canadian Studies because we
teach Sociology." He recommended a more ob-

jective look at the whole idea of Canadian Studies.

George Perlin, chairman of the committee, said

that the complexity of the proposals were due
"largely because it is an issue that cannot be
studied dispassionately." Some members were
even more passionate in their disapproval. One
representative stated that all interdisciplinary

programs "weakened the traditional disciplinary

program that has held Queen's standards high."

This same member summed up the two proposals

as "one disciplinary course and two piles of mush."
In other Faculty Board business. Dr. D.G.

Watts outlined the purpose of the Statistical

Laboratory (Statlab) as a "free counselling service
for problems of a statistical nature." He hoped that

it would improve the efficiency of experiments
carried out at Queen's as well as to counsel students

in choosing which of the 61 statistics courses offered

at the university best suits their purpose.

Financial problems plague

the Faculty of Medicine, too
The Faculty of Medicine faces severe financial

problems in the 1974-75 session as a result of

university-wide budget paring. Confronted with

increased teaching commitments in the Life

Sciences, the establishment of a new department of

Family Medicine and the pressing need for ad-

ditional academic manpower in several clinical

departments. Dean Douglas Waugh has been forced

to cut departmental budgets by 4 percent.

This cutback, following similar chops in the two

previous years leaves the Faculty with 92 percent of

its total budget now allocated to academic and non-

academic salaries. Although no firings have
resulted from the Faculty's tight financial straits,

and none are in prospect, Waugh is gloomy about

the chances of filling vacancies which may occur by
normal attrition.

Through various adaptive techniques, depart-

ments in the Faculty have all managed to accept the

reduction in their cash resources. In several, the

student-staff ratio has been increased. Others have
been forced to change teaching methods. Although

department heads and faculty members feel that

the quality of educational programs can probably

be maintained for a time, the point has now been

reached, says Waugh, where luck plays an in-

creasingly important role. Any breakdown of major
equipment (some items cost $10,000 or more) will

have an immediate impact on teaching programs
since repairs and replacements are now out of

reach.

"In the language of the energy crisis" Waugh
commented "we are in the position where dropping

the thermostat another couple of degrees will cause

the pipes to freeze". Even though the Faculty could

survive further cuts, this would almost inevitably

mean letting staff go, or reducing salaries. In either

case, the deterioration of both morale and equip-

ment would force serious impairment of the quality

of academic programs.

PhD job situation isn't really

improving, CUP report claims
The Ottawa office of the Canadian University

Press (CUP) has challenged the accuracy of a

recent report claiming that job prospects for PhD
graduates are improving.

Although 97 percent of the graduates last year
were employed, many PhD's have been forced out

of the fields of permanent university teaching and
research, traditional areas of PhD employment.

The percentage of graduates going into

University teaching has dropped over 20 percent
since the late 1960's, while an increasing number of

graduates are taking jobs in community colleges.

Term teaching positions in university are also

becoming more common, and this involves lower
salaries and little job security.

A quarter of the 1973 graduates took research
fellowships, low-paying, short-term jobs involving

research into a specific problem. When the term of

the job is over, the person again finds himself on the
job market, although with a little experience.

Problems seem gi-eatest in the humanities
where the unemployment rate is twice the average.

Eight percent of the humanities PhD's in 1973 took

jobs with community colleges.

One area where employment for graduates is

booming is behavioural sciences, where govern-

ment employment has doubled, and industrial

employment has gone up five times in the past year.

A Canada Council publication designed to help

find jobs for students nearing completion of their

PhD studies under Council fellowships was sent to

potential employers across Canada last week.

The Council's annual directory of doctoral

fellowship holders lists 623 doctoral students in the

humanities and social sciences who will be

available for employment. The list was drawn up
from replies to a questionnaire mailed out last

September to 1^050 Council fellowship holders in the

third or fourth year of their PhD studies.

More than 2000 potential employers of PhD's
including deans and department heads at Canadian

universities, private firms and personnel officers in

the public service, will receive copies of the

directory.

- bottom ley

"There will be no tuition fee increase", Premier William

Davis insisted when questioned on tuition at a discussion of

provincial policies held on Sunday in Ellis Hall. Davis was not

able to comment on whether the loan portion of Student

Awards would be decreased from $800 to

Yet another

tradition

in danger of dying
There is a strong possibility that next year's Artsci freshmen will

not be given tams, according to the Arts and Science Orientation

committee. The committee explained that ASUS has given it a ceiling

of $12.00 on the fee it can charge a freshman for Orientation '74, and
this means that it cannot afford to buy tams

.

In the past, tams have been ordered in one block by Commerce,
Engineering, and Arts and Science in an effort to lower prices.

However, due to the rising costs of manufacturing, handling, shipping

and the 19 percent sales tax charged to the university, tams will cost

approximately five dollars each. This accounts for over 40 per cent of

the Arts and Science budget. Engineering and Commerce will share

the costs of the tams according to the relative proportions of students

in each faculty. In the past. Applied Science has contributed 18 per

cent and Commerce 8 per cent.

In a joint statement, the three orientation committees announced

that "we believe that we cannot offer a suitable orientation

programme to the freshmen if we purchase the tams. We see no
alternative, unless another source of revenue is provided, but to drop

the tams from the programme".
The committees added that "since tams have been a tradition at

Queen's for almost fifty years, we feel that this is an issue that should

concern all Queen's students, past, present and future".

Deutsch heads

committee
Queen's Principal John D. Deutsch, has been appointed to guide

an Ontario government committee, one of two set up to study the

effects of government budget constraints on hospitals and to examine
wages and working conditions for hospital employees. The other two
members of Deutsch's committee are Ontario Hospital Association

board member Henry Langford and Percy McGavin from the Ministry

of Health.

Deutsch's committee will assess opinions of government officials

and hospitals, while the other study will hold public hearings to

examine the views of hospital employees.

The committee is expected to produce a report by June. Deutsch
was also honoured this weekend by Memorial University in St. John's

Newfoundland. He was awarded an honourary degree at a special

convocation at the installation of the university's new chancellor.
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Tuesday, Feb. 72

7:00 p.m. - Men's Intercollegiate Basketball,

Carleton versus Queen's, in Bartlett Gym.
8:00 p.m. - Doors open to Grant Hall for the AMS
Housing Lottery. The draw should be completed

by 9:00 p.m.

8:30 p.m. - Dept. of Drama presentation of Hamlet
in Convocation Hall. Tickets are $1.00 for students

and $2.00 for non-students, available from the

Drama Dept. from 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. daily.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film

Series showing of "Les Carabiniers" (Jean-Luc

Gadard, 1963), in French with English sub-titles,

in Ellis Hall.

Wednesday, Feb. 73

10:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. - AMS Elections. Be sure to

bring your ID card to vote and check the ad for a

list of polling stations and times.

7:00 p.m. - Artsci '76 year elections in Stirling 'D.'.

8:00 p.m. - AMS Concert in Grant Hall, An Evening

with Richard Harris. Tickets are $2.00 in the John

Orr Room.
8:00 p.m. - St. Lawrence College Modem Film

Classics for 99c- in the Large Lecture Theatre.

This week Polack's "They Shoot Horses Don't

They?" and "Zero Pour Conduite" (Jean Vigo).

8:00 p.m. - "Cultural Pluralism in Theory and
Practice: Australia andCanada",lecture by Prof.

J. Zubrzycki, Head of the Dept. of Sociology at the

Australian National University, in Rm. 517,

Watson Hall.

8:00 p.m. - Discussion on "Christianity and Bud-

dhism" with Russ Savage and Larry Baker of the

Philosophy Dept. in the Red Room, Kingston Hall.

Sponsored by the Graduate Christian Fellowship

and Queen's Christian Fellowship.

8:00- 12:00 p.m. -Pub Nightin the Blue Room, in the

Union, presented by the Queen's Student Liberals.

Beer and Pizza.

8:00 p.m. - Doors open for the Queen's Musical

Theatre's presentation of Bye Bye Birdie, at the

Grand Theatre. Curtain time is 8:30 p.m. Tickets

are $2,00 for students and $2.50 for non-students,

in the John Orr Room.
8:.30 p.m. - Dept. of Drama production of Hamlet,

see Tuesday for details.

Thursday, Feb, 74

10:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. - AMS Elections. Bring your

ID card and vote. Check the ad for a list of polling

stations and times.

5:45 p.m. - Ban Righ Fireside: A reading of Love

poems by David Helwig,

7:15 p.m. - Bridge Club meeting in the second floor

common room, student union.

7:30 and 9::j0 p.m. - Dunning Flick for $1.00, "Pete'N

Tiili*;" with Walter Mathau.

7:.30 p.m. - Last Lecture Series in the Ban Righ
Common Room, with Dr. John Meisel. from the

Politics Dept.

7:30 p.m. - Camera Club Meeting in the Third Floor

Common Room, Student Union. Elections for

Executive will be held.

8:00 p.m. - By Bye Birdie at the Grand Theatre.

Curtain at 8:30 See Wed. for details.

8:00 - 11:00 p.m. Informal Coffee Hour for students

at the home of Rev. and Mrs. E. Howes, 148 Barrie

St. Apt. 1.

8:00 p.m. - Fun Club presents the St. Valentine's

Day Massacre in Grant Hall with Crowbar.
Tickets are $1.50 in advance in the John Orr Room
($1.25 with Fun Club Card) and $2.00 at the door.

8:30 p.m. - Drama Dept. production of Hamlet, see

Tuesday for information.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Series showing of "Viva Zapata" (Elia Kazan,
1952) with Marlon Brando, Anthony Quinn, and
Jean Peters, in Ellis Hall.

Friday, Feb. 75

3:06 - 6:00 p.m. - Women's OWIAA Figure Skating

Championships in the Arena. (Also 8 to 5 Satur-

day).

8:00 p.m. - York Versus Queen's Gaels Hockey in

the Arena, and on CFRC.
8:00 p.m. - Doors open for Bye Bye Birdie, at the

Grand. See Wed.
8:00 p.m. - G.S.S. Film Club presentation of "The
Cocoanuts" (Marx Brox.) in Ellis Hall.

8:30 p.m. - Dept. of Drama production of Hamlet,

see Tues.

8:30 p.m. . West Indian Club Variety Night in the

International Centre Lower Lounge.

Feb. 15 - 17 - Outing Club trip to circumnavigate
Wolfe Island. Also coming up: winter camping in

Algonquin Park, Feb. 20-24; and snowshoeing at

Buck Lake, Feb. 22-24.

Pubs and Theatres
401 Inn - Six Pax
Commodore - Smiling Wine
Townshouse - Majority

Frontenac - Finnegan's - Nigel and Jesse
- Muldoon's - Dixieland Jazz Band

Manor - Peaches

Capitol 1 - Romeo and Juliet

Capitol 2 - Papillon

Odeon - American Graffiti

Hyland - Instinct for Survival

Grand Theatre - Queen's Musical Theatre, Feb. 13-

16, at 8:30 p.m. presentation of "Bye Bye Birdie".

Tickets are $2.00 for students and $2.50 for non-

students, in the John Orr Room.
Domino Theatre - Starting Feb. 28, Giles Cooper's
"Everything in the Garden", directed by Russ
Waller.

MOFFATT'S .D.A. DRUGS
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week — 548-701

1

Queen's Department
University of Extension

i

Register by February 15

The last day for admis- For information on

sion and registration admissions and

for Spring Term 1974 courses available

(without payment of a please call,

late fee of $10.00) is

February 15, 1974.

Kingston, Ontario (613)547-3283

The following are just a few of the

well-known people who live at

ELROND
HAROLD WILSON

TED KENNEDY

ALLAN SHEPPARD

DAVID McCALLUM

Shouldn't you live here too?

Application deadline: February 26

Princess at Division 544-1842

CAMPUS MOVIES
- presents...

PETE 'N' TILLIE
with Walter Matthau
and Carol Burnette

plus: chap. 6 of "The Perils of Pauline!"

Thurs. Feb. 14 at Dunning Aud.

7:30 and 9:30 p.m. admission $1.

Bye Bye Birdie
Presented by Queen's Musical theatre

Feb. 13-16

doors open - 8:00 p.m. performance - 8:30 p.m.

Tickets available in John Orr Room
and at Grand Theatre Box Office

$2/student

Get husslin] all

you cats,

while tickets

last!

It's whats

happening

baby!
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People must cure Society's ills

People must strive to cure society of its ills,

urged Queen's Padre Dr. A.M. Laverty during his

"last lecture" given on Thursday.

According to Laverty, many people, especially

some in the intellectual upper-class, escaped from
solving society's problems by becoming too in-

volved in their personal affairs and denying the

existence of the larger community.

Often the excuse for such dropping out is that

society is too corrupt and the establishment too deaf

to change. Laverty called this attitude the "lollipop

of self-deceit".

Too impatient and therefore disappointed with

slow change, people often feel cynical toward
leaders and institutions. They must not give up hope
for reform, he stressed, as only unrelenting

pressure will change the world.

"Carping criticism" of anyone not agreeing

with you is a useless way to reform, creating only a

"wasteland", Laverty also condemned violence as

the way to bring about change.

He expressed hopes that the young intellectual

class would not become as apathetic toward social

reform as did their predecessors. He wans this

generation of university students to "do the best

things in the worst times".

Future of 165 debated
The future of 165, and 163 University was the

main concern voiced at the University Centre Open
Meeting Thursday night. The meeting was held to

receive suggestions and complaints about the

design of the centre, but most discussion was along

a different vein.

Members of the audience argued that the ar-

chiectural value of the old buildings at 165 and 163

were essential to their functions and proposed that

they should be preserved on their present sites. This

would necessitate a major redesign of the proposed

centre.

The User's Committee and the architect pointed

out that the proposed structure could not be reduced
in size any further and still achieve the goals of the

project. In addition, they noted that alternative

locations for the extension of the Union (such as the

corner across from the Union on University

Avenue) were not structurally and financially

feasible.

Further objections were raised about splitting

Wallace Hall into two floors. The committee argued
that in redesigning the Union in order to achieve
improved circulation and food service facilities, no
useful purpose could be found for the Hall. The top

floor of Wallace Hall is to be used as lounge area,

and the lower floor is to provide Alumni offices.

Students attendance at the meeting was poor.

Nine students were present, and only four of these

were not directly involved in the issue.

OFS:

Referendum to increase fees
by Sarah Yarnell

A referendum will be held to ask Queen^s

students to approve an increase to $1.50 of the fee

each student pays to the Ontario Federation of

Students. This was one of several items passed at

the OFS Conference in late January, which were
ratified by Outer Council on Thursday.

Not endorsed was a motion calling for

universities to prohibit the filming of Under Attack

on their campuses. Most members of Outer Council

found the motion unnecessary, in agreement with

External Affairs Commissioner, Kiloran German,
who criticized it as being "paranoid".

As a result of a survey done during peak time,

the Kingston Public Utilities Commission wants to

raise the amount paid by each student from Bus-It

services. AMS President Steve Brereton said that

the PUC felt they "weren't getting their money's

worth" and wanted to charge $8 instead of $5.

However, the AMS survey of Bus-It use showed that

Queen's wasn't saving any money, but was going to

continue with Bus-It next year. More surveys are

planned as well as continued discussion.

Patrick Chance, Francois Vaillancourt and
William Young were ratified as AMS reps on the

Elrond College Board of Directors. Chance
represented Engineering on Outer Council this

year. Vaillancourt is a grad student in Economics
and Young is in second-year Biology. Of the choice.

Chance commented "we live in Elrond and are

people experienced in running it".

- As not enough Outer Council members were
present, it was constitutionally impossible to ap-

prove an emergency referendum that was in-

troduced at the meeting .The proposed referendum
read 1) Have you ever smoked marijuana? 2) Do
you think it should be legal in Canada?"

ASUS Rep-at-Large Terry Mach explained that

the referendum reflected the need to change
existing rules governing marijuana use in Canada.

Something needs to be done to "protect people who
are innocent but trapped" by the regulations,

stressed Macli. It is unfair that residence rooms are

"ripped to shreds" during a raid when only a few

students are in possession of the drug.

URGENT!
If you feel fear or discomfort in

encountering a snake and would

like to volunteer for treatments,

please contact:

Margaret Innes 547-5915 (day)

Janet Gauthier 544-4646 (night)

UNISEX HAIRSTYLING
542-5511

397 PRINCESS ST. ELROND COLLEGE
Call us for an appointment

HAMLET

Fontainbleau LICEN!

542-9147

ILLY
ISED

DINING ROOM
Warm Atmosphere
Steaks & Seafoods

Open 1 1 AAA to 10 PM
Sundays 4 p.m.

to 1 0 p.m.

for Dining pleasure

call to-day.

182 Princess St. (at Montreal)

WE'LL GIVE YOU ALL THE FACTS

AND FIGURES ABOUT DIAMONDS

The value of a diamond varies not only with

the size, but with the degree of perfection in color,

clarity and cut. We'll show you all the factors

that influence the cost of a diamond. And
help you find the finest for the price.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

, 168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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THANKS TO EVERYONE involved in

the FIRST EVER Ban Righ

Adelaide beer bash, especially:

Yves, Woody, Bev, Dennis, Nancy,
Suds, Sue M., Bruce, Murray, Mr.
Dunn, and Mr. Lee.

WE DID IT! Brenda, Dinah, Martha,
Janice & Lorl.

FOR SALE: 1 Harmon-Kardon 630

receiver, 1 Marantz 1060 amp., 1

Panasonic-8-track recorder-
player, 2 Jenson 5 speakers, some
brand nev^r BASF and TDK-Cr02
cassettes, 1 portable Craig
cassette player recorder. Call 544-

5890.

LOST; Science 77 jacket in Leonard
Saturday night. $10 reward. No
questions asked. Phone 544-7340.

FOR SALE: 1967 MG, best offer, as is.

Hardtop, radio, new tires, etc.

Phone Ric: 549-1947, 5:30-6:30 p.m.

MARILYN: Sorry about the 'N'. We
hope it was a happy day, but we'll

owe you a night at the Pub after

Reading Week. The girls on 2E.

FOR RENT- graduating students
have a 3-bedroom apartment 4

blocks from campus. Furnished.
S200 - utilities included, from May
1 to eternity. Call 544-9305.

THANKS TO PHIL, Bruce, Eleanor,

The Boys at 56, Chris, Jay, Jack
H., and everybody who played in

the Poison Room. Apologies to

Linda, Tom M., and everybody
who played on Saturday night. -

Karen.
FEMALE MODEL, for life drawing

and painting class. No experience
necessary. S3 per hour. Contact J.

David Brown, 190 Wellington St.

Phone 542-7724.

BEVIE BRAT: Uncle Petie says
anyone who doesn't like screwin is

a skiball. But coming fourth is

better than not coming at all.

JIM M., You are cordially invited to

breakfast at Anne and Andie's at

your convenience. Please phone
for confirmation of the date. Come

PREPARED FOR ACTION - Spats is

on the loose! P.S. Happy Valen-

tine's Day. Love, Anne 'n Andie.

HELP! 3 or 4 man house wanted. If

you can help, call Nancy, 544-8553

or Susan, 544-8020.

LOST at Snowball Semi: 2 academic
gowns from Staff Cloakroom.
Please return to AMS office. No
questions. Thanks!

4 BEDROOM APARTMENT to sublet

May-August. 2 blocks from
campus, downtown. Fully fur-

nished. Private entrance with
buzzer. Girls only, rent negotiabe.
Call Rosemary, 544-8387, Pat, 544-

8168, Mary, 544-8172, Kathy, 544-

8386.

3 For 2 McLelland and Stewart
paperback sale still on at the
CAMPUS BOOKSTORE. It all

v/inds up on the 16th, so shop while
the bargains last.

THE BLIND PIG at the Holiday Inn is

the place on Feb. 21 for the
Queen's students in Ottawa to have
another Reunion. Make it before 8

p.m. or forget it!

FIVE YOUNG GENTLEMEN of
varying reputes are looking for a

place to park their dairy-airs next
year. If you have a house or apt.

suitable for 5 or more and you are
giving up your lease between May
dnd September we v/ould ap-
preciate a cad. Phone Dave at 549-

2151 or Rob at 549-2764. And please,
no rodents or social diseases. We
plan to bring our own.

Only tv/o '-hopping days left to find

a goodie for your Valentine. For
inspiration, viiit the CAMPUS
BOOKSTORE,

LOST; A pair of men's glasses brown
square-rimmed. On Alfred, bet

ween Union and Earl. Around Jan.
23. Call 542 «253 after 6. Rew.ird.

SUBLET 2 bedroom apt, Corner Earl
and Alfred from l-,t May to l',f

September, furni-.hed. Balcony
and parking space. Rent
negotiable. Call Mike, 544 7095 or

Ross, 544 0915.

THE MORRIS PUB cancelled. Wed.
Feb, 1 3 due to cancellation of

license by LCBO.
WANTED; One female to sublet one

half tv/o bedroom apartment June
Isf. Available ne/t year Lease
renewable Oct. 1st, (for 7). New,
partly furnished. Rent t74.25
monthly all utilities.

TO SUBLET: May 1st, large 2

bedroom apt., spacious
broadloomi'd living room, modern
bathroom nnd kitchen, close to

'Jov/nt'i//ri ,ind camput on Prln
cess C-irtly furnlthed. Call Jane,
S49-2389 or Marilyn S49-2346.

WFST CAMPUS Tower .ipnrtment

available May 1. 15lh floor lacing

the lake. Suitable for 2 people.

Phone 542 2518,

TO SUBLET May 1st: a two bedroom
apt, suitable for 2 or 3 people.

Stove, refrigerator and services

included. Close to campus. Phone
544-6579.

LARGE TWO BEDROOM APART-
MENT, Sublet May to Sept. with

option to renew lease in Sep-

tember. No. 3 - 266 Queen St. Call

544-5989.

CLEAN, BEAUTIFUL, FUR-
NISHED, 5 bedroom home on
Albert St. Driveway, sunny
backyard, patio and front porch. If

it grabs YOU, grab IT . . . July

and August. Call 544-4102.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
ORIENTATION Energy,
Processing and Environment
Dupuis Hall, Wednesday,
February 13, 1974, 7:00 p.m.,

refreshments 8:15 p.m.
WANTED Arts 75 jacket around size

41. Call Al at 544-5446.

SCIENCE '44 CO-OP still has rooms
available for males and females at

economical rates. We are also

accepting applications for next
year. If interested, please call

Andrew Anderson, 542-3680 or
Nancy McKerracher, 544-2809.

IF YOU ARE TRYING to call Andrew
Anderson, Membership Chairman,
Science '44, Co-op, Don't bother
using the Who's Where. It's the

wrong number. The correct
number is 542-3680.

A NOVEL IDEA for reading week -

read a good book from the great
selection at the CAMPUS
BOOTSTORE.

SUTTON P.Q. Queen's Ski Club is

running another big weekend trip

to Sutton on March 1, 2, 3. For only
$30.00 you get 2 days skiing, 2

nights accommodation, tran-
sportation and full use of kit-

chenettes in the hotel. Madonna
was good, Sutton can be better.
Ticket sales Tues, Feb. 12 6:30
p.m. John Orr Room.

THE HONEYBABES - Jane, Ann,
Lynn, Nancy, Oebby, Susan,
Mary-Jane, Mable, Lolita, Beth,
Lori, Heidi, and all the smoked
meat in Fort Chimo salute Jim on

his 71st Birthday,

MANY THANKS TO THE DUKl: and
all the others at the CA for a great
time on Saturday, The Ex-math
farmer person, and cohorts,

FOR SALE: Aria guitar, steel string,

two years old, folk, TC 124 CS Sony
Cassette tape recorder. Includes
two separate speakers, mike,
cord, patch cords, two carrying
cases. Call 544-8027,

VALENTINE'S DAY is fast ap-

proaching! What better way to

remember your sweetheart than
with a portrait from Photo Image,
Until February 14th, a student
discount of 20 per cent is in effect

on all portraits. Call 546-7770 or
visit us at 33 Brock St. for an ap-
pointment.

Good Luck, G. W. JOHN.
LOST; one pair of ladies fleece lined

suede gloves, lost on Thursday,
January 31st in Douglas Library or

Kingston Hall. If you've found

them, PLEASE call Jennie at 549-

1855- they were a Christmas
present and my hands are cold.

FESTIVAL POSTERS; We still have
a few of the large Festival posters

left, that we didn't use. If you
would like one, call Larry at 546-

2598.

Right on John H

THE ST VALENTINE'S f

MASSACRE IS this Thursday Aft
fast and get your tickets to the

boogie of the year Start Reading
Week off with a BANG. John Orr
Room, 11:30 2:30, Come and get
blasted.

WE NEED writers for a year essay in

Tricolor '74, If you're interested,
come to the Tricolor Office in the
basement of the Student Union,
today at 7:30 p,m,

CROWBAR, an out of town hitsmen
will be blasting people at the St,

Valentine's Day Massacre. Get
your tickets in advance don't be
disappointed. John Orr, 11:30 -

2:30, You'll be slain,

LOGICAL CHOICE for Arts &
Science -- Craig Brown - Senate, 1

year term.
You're a good man Beech, Love

Charlie Brown and Lucy.
WANTED -• Arts 75 lacket around size

41. Call Al at 544 5446.

CAMERA CLUB MEETING &
elections Thursday, February 14,

at 7:30 pm in the 3rd floor Common
Room in the Union.

More on pa^en 19, 20

^eastern
Canadas,
snow-cloud
scraper
• 10 lifts accommodating
7,500 skiers per hour,
including
the only gondola lift

in Eastern Canada

• 5-day Ski week
use of lifts $25..

lifts & lessons $37.50

• Season from November
to May

Mont Sainte-Anne
P.O. Box 400, Beaupre
Province of Quebec
(418) 827-4523

HBiddbetg
Biewedfi&mpuiSspflngwatet?

Andthats the truthf

Now that you know about it,

help spread the word.

WEST INDIAN

VARIETY NIGHT

Friday, Feb. 15th 8:30 p.m.

International Centre

Lower Lounge

Check it out!
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briefly...
Wants administration control

Travellers: Here's

news of Sun 'n Ideas
It must be almost a

prerequisite of living through the

Canadian winter for people to

think about getting away for a

brief respite in a warmer
climate.

Most people for whom this is

a practical possibility think that

there are only two kinds of

alternatives; to rely on individual

initiative or else to go on a

homogenized package tour.

More stimulating formal
alternatives are now becoming
available. One start in this

direction has recently been made
by a Canadian company called

Sun 'N Ideas.

The underlying theme of this

enterprise, which is still in an
experimental and exploratory

stage, is to supplement a

traditional high class but inex-

pensive week in the Bahamas
with various forms of intellectual

and creative involvement guided
by leading thinkers in various

fields.

For example, future tours

during the next few months will

focus on such subjects as
Canadian Theatre (Gale Garnett
during reading week), psychic

phenomena (Allen Spraggett),

university education (Reva
Gerstein) and the media (Patrick

Watson). Ample opportunity is

provided to discuss such topics on

a very informal basis. Further
information may be obtained

from Rob Walker (1-382-2968,

collect if necessary) or Linda
LeSueur (544-8406)

Law students debate

deep ocean mining rights
students from Queen's and

from four other Canadian
universities will discuss a

hypothetical law problem when
the Queen's Law School hosts the

1974 Canadian International Law
Moot Court competition next

Friday and Saturday.

Winners will be determined
on the basis of oral arguments
and written memorials on a

specified problem. Students from
the University of Toronto (last

year's winner) McGill Univer-
sity, the University of Western
Ontario, the University of British

Columbia and Queen's will make

presentations before a mock
court of international law
practitioners and leading
scholars:

This year's problem argues
issues of deep ocean mining
rights, and the conflict between
developed and less developed
countries over the distribution of

the seabed's wealth.

The competition will be held

in the Frontenac County Court

House on Friday Feb. 15 from 4

p.m. to about 11 p.m. and on

Saturday Feb. 16 from 9 a.m.

until early afternoon. Anyone
may attend.

Committee positions

open to students, faculty
Vacancies exist for one

student and three faculty
members on the Senate budget

Committee for a two year term
commencing April 1st, 1974.

Full-time members of faculty

and full-time students in any year
are invited to apply for positions

on the Senate Budget Committee,
and members of the University

community are invited to submit
to the Senate the names of those

whose interests, knowledge and
experience qualify them for the

positions available. Nominees
and applicants should have a

special interest in the particular

problems related to the Budget
Committee and are advised to

include these interests on their

application forms.

Forms are available in the

Senate Office, Room 225

Richardson Hall, and should be

submitted to the Secretary of the

Senate before Friday, February
15th.

Contributions wanted

in Residence review
SOMEONE IS Willing to hear

your beefs about residence life.

Last year the Residences Board
established a sub-committee to

review residence policy at

Queen's, and is anxious to report

on all aspects of residences ad-

ministered by the University.

The Sub-Committee is in-

terested in receiving comments
relating to residence govern-
ment, floor seniors and proctors,

wardens and dons, readmission
policies and general life styles in

the residencses.

Any comments and con-
structive suggestions regarding

improvment will be welcomed by
Anthony Ibbotson, care of Brock-

ington House, 547-3083 or 544-7753.

unclassifieds
HAPPY Valentine's Day fo the

Commie with the Fig Leaf! From
Hatter, Toes & FloM

ARTSCI '76ers: It's time for a
change! Artsci 76 elections,
Wednesday, Feb. 13th, Stirling D
at 7 pm. Nominations go to Chris
(Michael) Wallace by Feb. 9th.

LLBO reverses stand on pubs
ST. CATHERINES (CUP) — In a

complete reversal of an an-

nouncement made just before

Christmas the Liquor License

Bord of Ontario has informed the

administration of Brock
University that they cannot
contract out the management of

the Pub to the student association

under the new legislation

allowing pernfianent liquor

licenses for campus pubs.

After considerable protest

against the legislation, which
would effectively preclude
university student councils from
operating pubs, a meeting of the

student pub managers held
before Christmas was told

universities could contract the

pub operation to their student

councils.

However in a letter to the

administration of Brock
University dated January 22,

James P. Mackey, chairman of

the LLBO stated they could not

agree to full student association

control of the pub without
supervision from the university.

Mackey added, however, that the

board would not be adverse to the

university hiring a student
manager. Mackey also stated

that all pub managers, whether
student or non student, must be

approved by the LLBO.
The letter came in response

to a query from Brock comp-
troller T. B. Varcoe. Varcoe
commented in his letter that an

arrangement has been reached at

both Ryerson and the University

of Western Ontario whereby the

Contrary to belief

it is possible

to relax here
The Student Union building

now has a "Meditation Room".
The Union Programme Com-
mittee recently reserved a small
room for use as a quiet area free

from the usual social activities of

campus life.

The Students International

Meditation Society, a Queen's
club, introduced the proposal to

the Committee and the room was
designated for meditation pur-

poses on a trial basis.

In recent years, there has
been a movement in larger in-

stitutions to make available a

quiet room where individuals can
be free from noisey, smoke-filled,

over-advertised areas of social

pressure and activity. In Europe
the introduction of building
designs for silent rooms where a

person may meditate or reflect

quietly is receiving growing
support and several corporations

in the U.S., Canada and Japan
have now established meditation

rooms for their employees as

well.

The "Meditation Room"
(Dean Webster's old office) is

located on the second floor of the

Union beside the second floor

common room. It is open from
8:00a.m. to 6:00 p.m. daily and is

open to all students and faculty.

Come vote. Reception & free

booze.

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY to Whit
the Twit, and the rest of the H. of

H. from a wonderful talented,

charming, modest, secret ad-
mirerer.

management of the pub was to be

turned over to the student
association.

Mackey failed to comment on
this statement.

The license for Brock
University has been approved but

before it is actually issued,

Varcoe must go before the LLBO,
with his proposal of how he in-

tends to carry out the
regulations. At this time he could

tell the board that Brock intends

to delegate power ta the students

to run the pub.This is the course
of action suggested by Brock
student association member John
Wilbur. He added that if this

suggestion is rejected by LLBO
then 'students must stand up and
scream.'

The Queen's pub will con-

tinue to operate with special

occasions permits, as in the past.

Pub Manager Peter Druxerman
stated before Christmas that the

new type of licence would cause
too many problems here.

Bonucchi Pizzeria
546-2050

FREE DELIVERY
50c off on pickups

162 Division St.

and upstairs - for guys & gals

BONUCCHI BILLIARDS

The Yellow Sub specializes in foot-long sub-

marine sandwiches, all with mozzarella
cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, pickles and
dressing

ROAST BEEF SMOKEDMEAT
TURKEY COLD CUTS
HAM TUNA
SALAMI PEPPERONI

SUPER SUB

FREE DELIVERY SUNDAYS
to Queen's and KGH Res.

YELLOW
SUBMARINE

PRINCESS ST
ACROSS FROM ELROND 544-7116

DALHOUSIE
LAW SCHOOL

Scholarships — $2,500 each

Sir James Dunn Scholarships are available to Canadian
citizens entering the first year of the course leading to the
Bachelor of Laws degree at Dalhousie University. The
Scholarships are renewable for students attaining a first

class average and standing in the top ten of their class.

Candidates are invited to apply to the Dean, Faculty of
Law, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, not later

than April 10th, 1974.
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More on pajjje 18

JIM MERRITHEW and his wondorlul
crew, Roberta Wtilkcr, Bill

Mandich & Rich Hamm, the AMS,
ASUS Interyear & David Bowker
George Richardson Fund, the

Camera Club, Bruce Chown, all

those who ran workshops &
displays, who helped in anyway
many thanks - now I can do last

year's essays! Ann Dowsett.

EDITORIAL COMMENT from the

Publishers of the Fun Club
Bugle. To show everyone that we
are lair and not prejudiced we
have decided to let a limited

number of chartered accountants

attend the Massacre. Get your
tickets now.

CRITICAL CHOICE - Brown - Senate -

1 year term.
ON BEHALF of Festival '74, I would

like to warmly thank Larry
Rossignol & Tin Can Moose
Designs, Karen Alison, & Phil

Macdonnel, Linda Bitove and
those who led art displays, Nancy
Alexander & Jane Stewart, Brenda
Toner & her buddy Dave Pepper,
Talbot Boggs & Tony Coward.

SCIENCE '44 CO-OP still has rooms
available for males and females at

economical rates. We are also

accepting applications tor next
year. If Interested, please call

Andrew Anderson, S42-3i80 or

Nancy McKerrachcr, S44-2809.

IF YOU ARE trying to call Andrew
Anderson, Membership Chairman,
Science '44 Co-op, don't bother
using the Who's Where. It's the

wrong number. The correct
number Is 542-3480.

IF YOU'RE DRIVING to Ottawa this

Friday and want to give a lift to a

tall, handsome, and intelligent

Queen's man, call me and sec what
I'm really like! Mark - 549-2187.

Can share gas, etc.

SKI WEEK TICKET available to Mt.
Ste. Anne. 5 days, 5 nights, ac-

commodation and 3 meals per day
with lift tickets. Call now or scrap
your skis. Phone 549-1682.

BIOLOGY 74 - those people interested

in purchasing a biology 74 class

picture, contact Dan Maltory, 546-

7166. The price is $7.50 unframed
and $9.50 framed.

LEAVING THE COUNTRY in reading
week? Photo Image gives you six

passport size prints at a new low

student price - only $4.00. Ideal for

International Drivers Permits and
job applications too. Call us at 546-

7770 or drop by our studio at 33

Brock St. Group rates available.

LOST: scarf in or around Dunning -

Queen's colours. Phone Bill at 544-

2657.

VOTE FOR YOURSELF. Abolish the

A. M.S. Write "me" on your ballot.

Control yourself. Act on your own
behalf. Anarchist meeting:
Brockington Library. Tues. at

8:00. Phone Jim at 544 7653

THE TROLL: One night a young man
feeling moodish
Decided to romp around nudish.

What startled surprise

Could be seen in the eyes
Of the people who thought he was
prudish.

LOST near Albert and Earl on
January 27, one orange cat, female
with long hair. We miss her. If

found, please call 549-1105.

MARY PRESENTS PAM and
Alanna's coming of age rage,

Friday the 15th, room 221. Invited

are: second Morris, Mark & Kathy
& friends, 85 William, Brockington
Midnight Snackers and desk
clerks, the lakefront smoking club,

Phil, 203 Albert, Philmore, Lock,
Taylor and friends, Sparkly eyes,

Murray, 159 Alfred, Greg Zelonka,

Farrell and Ziggy, 268 University,

Frank and Otto and anyone from
Toledo or Saskatoon and friends of

the family. BYOB. BYOD.
THE ST. VALENTINE'S DAY

MASSACRE will of course (you
silly) be held on St. Valentine's

Day. Get your tickets now in the

John Orr Room, daily, 11 :30 - 2:30.

Featuring Crowbar.

More on pages 18, 19

Inyourown way.

Inyour own time.

Onyourown terms.

Youll take to the

taste ofFlayerb Filter

Player's
I I i. ri;H

Warninn: The [Jepartment o1 National Health and Welfare advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.

the

Ban KiqIi hrt^ndii

presents

hij David .Helwic|

Thursday febn/ary^

please come 4pm

Did you know that

Eirond residents

receive a tax rebate

on their rent?

live in ELROND next year

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

CONTACT 544-1842

BEER AND PIZZA

PUB NIGHT

Beer - 45' or 5/$2.00

Pizza - 357slice

Wednesday, Feb. 13th

7:30 p.m.

in House of Commons
sponsored by Queen's Student Liberals

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS SL

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess
St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they
have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: * wiJS®

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOWES OHLY PLEASE
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Political mumbo iumbo

and verbal excrement

typify campaigns
Dear Editors,

To the thousands (literally) of AMS members
that did not attend the AMS "Meet the Candidates"

night, you should jump for joy. You rhissed the

largest single collection of political mumbo jumbo I

have ever witnessed. As a token gesture the can-

didates of the present and future should be given

honorary shovels for they really proved their own
worth at shovelling the verbal excrement.

The platforms of both teams were comprised of

a pound of political rhetoric, a cup each of verbal

fancy dancing and misguided problem perception, a

large measure of wishy-washy promises to later be

unfulfilled and served to the campus, as the culinary

delight, quarter-baked non-issues. I ask you, should

park benches and a University Avenue mall be a

major platform plank? And are not the DSC an

ASUS responsibility not an AMS one? For the old

timers here, have you not heard "campus com-

munication" used in the last election and the one

before and the one before that?

The AMS's problem is not its self-perpetuation

but really that no one on campus cares on iota.

Looking at the lacklustre platforms and what they

are offering you as a student, who can blame the

campus for falling asleep in convulsive snoring

when the three great call letters A.M.S. are men-

tioned.

As a constructive solution to this election

dilemma I offer you a third choice. I urge everyone

who cares enough to vote to pick up a ballot, check

off neither team as your choice and then deposit it in

the ballot box. Exercise your privilege to vote as

well as let your dissatisfaction be known. Take the

big ,step and be counted as dissatisfied not

apathetic.

Bruce Trotter

AMS -

love it or leave it
Dear Editors

I am writing in response to the frivolous letters

in recent issues of the Journal attacking the A.M.S.

I think the A.M.S. is really good. The A.M.S. has

many services for Queen's students. It has a Pub. It_

also has free concerts such as Martin Mull and His

Fabulous Furniture. It had a printing service too.

I think people who criticize the A.M.S. should

offer constructive alternatives. It is easier to cut

something down than to help make things better.

You have to work within the system. Why don't

these people stop carping in letters to the Journal

and run for A.M.S. positions in the election.

Let's stop talking about what's wrong with

student government and start talking about what's

good about student government.
The A.M.S. - love it or leave it.

Yours truly

David Brown

Problem lies with

Council's ignorance

not with Mr. Speaker

Dear Editors,

It^ was with some regret that I read your

Editorial concerning Mr. Copeland, Speaker of the

AMS.
Not being present at the Wednesday evening

meeting in question I have no comment to make on

the fairness of your criticism in that matter;

however, I do take issue with your statement that

"Copeland's record at Outer Council is no raying

hell either. ..etc."

It has been my experience that Mr. Copeland's

knowledge of the proper way to conduct a meeting,

combined with his rather impressive understanding

of the rules of procedure and Parliamentary

tradition and precedent is not put to good use, not

because of any failing on Mr. Copeland's part, but

rather because of the almost hopeless ignorance of

most of Outer Council, with respect to such basics

as, the constitution of the AMS, rules of decorum
and procedure, and any understanding of how a

parliamentary type of forum is to conduct itself.

You too, owe an apoligy, yours to Mr. Copeland,
for attempting in your rather wide ranging
derrogation of his abilities as a moderator, to

discredit him in an area where he has done quite an
excellent job, a job which is all the more out-

standing considering the material he has had to

work with.

Sincerely,

Mary Bloose, Education Commissioner
Bruce Trotter, AMS Vice President

P.S. While Mr. Trotter was at the Wednesday
night meeting, he has no comment to make on that

matter, and only wishes to agree with the sub-

stantive part of this letter.

Ed note: We have not been impressed by Copeland's

abilities as a Speaker and moderator, as you were.

We also feel it is the responsibility of the Speaker to

maintain order and to acquaint members of Outer

Council with the rules of parliamentary procedure.

This, he has not done.

Inept organization

responsible for

moratorium failure

Dear Editors

I would like to make a clarification concerning

the Moratorium held last Tuesday. While the

organizers may have been members of the ASUS
executive, the moratorium was not an ASUS func-

tion and ASUS should not bear any responsibility in

the matter. 1 find it regrettable that the organizers

hadn't the respect for their offices to make that

dinstinction and did not refrain from using the

ASUS name purely for sanction or credibility.

Furthermore, I find Eleanor Crowder's com-
ment on the apolitical nature of Queen's students,

just or not, toally unfounded in the response to the

moratorium. All that was made apparent on

Tuesday was the lack of thought and organization

that went into an event that could have potentially

drawn interest. Perhaps reasons for the apolitical

nature of Queen's students would be as ap-

propriately attributed to being subject to such inept

organization that the issue being present is ob-

scured and confused.

Scott Cornell

IVesf Campus

is being

supremely screwed
Dear Editors,

West Campus Residents:

You are being supremely screwed! Now that

education students have left for their teaching

grounds, the following facilities have been reduced
or cut off:

Facility Present Hours Regular hours

Cafeteria 11:30-2:00 7:30am-7:00pm
5-6:30 (4 hours) (ll.Shours)

Gymnasium 9:00 am - 5:00 pm 4-11 :00 pm
Pub closed Thursday evenings

(Pub Manager is Peter Owens; an education

student)

Recreation (Pool) Room closed 7-11 every day
4-11 Sat. & Sun.

NOW for a few facts. West Campus now has 576

residents. Of these 251 are Education Students (43.5

percent) and 325 are Queen's or grad students (56.5

percent). Presently ony 24 of the education students

have notified the main desk of their leaving (4 per

cent).

As far as I am concerned this is mass

discrimination! After speaking to Mr. Hooper, who

administers West Campus Residences, I found that

not only was I the first person to complain, but I am
the first person in years to bring this matter to their

attention

!

This matter is of concern to everyone who lives

on West Campus! To change anything, we must

have support of you, the students. If you are con-

cerned, visit Mr. Hooper, say something to

someone, complain! If we make our opinions

known, something will be done!

Ben Gleiberman

"A woman's place is

in the kitchen and

the bedroom.".. ?

Dear Editors

Judging from the righteous tone of the letter

sent to the Journal on Feb. 5th concerning 'Fin-

dlay's ad, one would think that the suspect female
was wearing little more than the bare necessities.

We personally find the sex symbol in question

rather appealing, combining good technique with
eye-catching physique.

Women have long been recognized as sex ob-

jects - at least the more appealing of the species has
been recognized as such - and we feel that this

viewpoint is entirely appropriate. A woman's place

is in the kitchen and in the bedroom, something that

the emancipated, bra-burning types who wrote in to

protest Findlay's rather tasteful ad do not ap-

preciate.

Indeed, the female mammary glands have long

been recognized as one the the chief erogenous

zones, and as such, have inspired many of the

Western world's Old Masters to their greatest

heights. To decry modem day representations of

such remarkable physical attributes is surely un-

couth. Jealousy never helped anyone.

Yours chauvinistically,

Les Connoisseurs

Women should not

be subjected to

degrading advertising
Dear Editors,

How often are men shown in suggestive or

revealing attire in advertisements? Such an ad
degrades women, and portrays them as mere sex-

objects and not as people. Discrimination of this

kind is not only blatantly unfair, but male
chauvinistic. Whether we do or do not "measure-
up" as Mr. Macera suggests, is not relevant. Why
should we be subjected to such degrading ad-

vertising?

Sincerely,

Janet L. Thorburn
Helen Derzekos

Special Admissions -

a token concession
Dear Editors,

What the hell is the idea of the continual

reference, over and over again in the Journal, (as

well as administrative newsletters) to the

'specialness' of those admitted under the Special

Admissions Project? On every side, even now
(three-quarters through the year) each one ad-

mitted that way must be continually reminded that

he was admitted specially, and their academic
background paraded; the statistics on 'lower than

average' marks and 'difficulties' flaunted. They are

here like the rest of us (and with a great deal more
personal initiative and effort than was expected of

high school graduates following the well-carved rut

directly into university). Why emphasize their

image of specialness by continual reference and
thus giving a subtle impression of difference?

Contrary to the misconception they are labouring

under, the university does not deserve the 'pat on
the head' it is giving itself-the move they have
made, though desirable, is only a token concession

to the role the university should play in the 'outside'

world - and propagandizing it to no end demeans its

benefits considerably.

Yours,

James W.Smith
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editorial

Election: flip a coin
The election this year has stirred up less

than the usually minimal interest on campus.
And for good reason.

The AMS is in dire need of revitalization. The
teams contesting the top executive positions of

the AMS offer little in the way of dynamic
leadership.

This year, the AMS has been groping its way
through times of financial squeeze. Now that the

crunch is by and large, over, political concerns

have now over ridden the financial ones.

Now, more than ever before, our student

government needs solid political leadership, a

sound philosophy on the role it is to play, and a

good perspective on university affairs.

The candidates have dwelt largely on the

more 'pertinent' issues of the day - park benches,
malls, suggestion boxes and the like. They have
voiced weak opinions, if any, on the overall

political future and direction of the AMS, on vital

matters of general university concern, and, for

example, on their commitment to OFS.

Wong
Ken Wong, Presidential candidate, is

presently Services Commissioner of the AMS,
and as such, is a member of both Inner-and Outer

Councils. His attendance at Inner Council has

been sporadic to say the least - his input, less

than adequate.

Since the Printing Service referendum,

Wong has produced a paper, outlining directives

for the future operation of that service. Since the

service was closed in October, the referendum,

and the paper, little else has been done.

As his handling of the fee withholding

campaign further indicates (he was, at that

time, External Affairs Commissioner), he has

little in the way of organizational ability. When
he has been in a position to organize, he has
defaulted by delegating responsibility

elsewhere. His lacklustre campaign provides

further evidence towards this argument.
Wong lacks a over-view of what is going on in

the .spheres of university and external affairs.

In a platform containing a proliferation of

rhetorical frills and cliches, he advocates

student participation and involvement, without

giving any evidence that this could be realized.

We've heard it all before . . .

Cfiown
Wong's running mate, Rich Chown, Vice-

President f Operations; has been the voting

representative of the President of the Commerce
Society to Outer ('ouncil for several months. His
past performances at Outer Council, where his

input has been negligible, and at the candidates'
forum last week, indicate an inability to speak to

the issues. He is hardly a leader.

However, as Chairman of Commerce
Orientation for the past two years, he has per-

formed well. We have no other evidence as to his

ability to organize or to handle operations.

Besides announcing his intention to reorganize
office furniture and provide fringe benefits for

office staff, he has said little in the way of ex-

plaining his approach to operations.

Evenson
The third member on the ticket, Jeff

Evenson, Vice-President, (University Affairs),

appeared in AMS circles as the organizer of the

Printing Service referendum. The campaign was
poorly executed and the campus remained
largely uninformed on the question.

Last year Evenson ran for the position of

ASUS rep-at-large to the AMS. In his statement
in the Journal election special he wrote: "... I

know virtually nothing about how the student
government works." We have yet to see evidence
that this statement no longer holds.

The team as a whole has outlined its

proposals in elusive terms, stressing the need for

participation, a statement which is comparable
to coming out in support of motherhood. Its only

truly concrete proposals include the installation

of park benches on University Avenue, the

distribution of information pamphlets, and the

institution of suggestion boxes. His campaign
insults the intelligence of Queen's students.)

Wong, an experienced AMS 'heavy', should have
known better!

Wolman
The other team is headed by Tony Wolman

who, like Wong, has had very little experience in

any realm other than services. Wolman is

presently Chairman of the Housing Committee.
Where he appears to have adequately handled
the affairs of the service. Although he has
produced evidence of some organizational

abilities, he is limited in his knowledge of the

wider perspectives of the AMS. He lacks an
overall view and understanding of university

affairs and of AMS politics.

In the fall, he registered a protest to Outer

Council concerning the increase of the AMS
administrative charge to the Housing Service.
His stubborn stance in his appeal to Outer
Council, reflected his insensitivity to the pf>litical

situation.

Druxerman
Peter Uruxerman, candidate with Wolman,

for Vice-President (Operations) has proven
himself a competent administrator in

management of the Pub. After the inexpert
management of the previous year, Druxerman's
business-like approach has proven financially

.successful. Although his approach has aroused
antagonisms, his ability applied to the total AMS
operation, would be more than an asset. Com-
petent student administrators are few and far

between.

Gray
John Gray, Vice-President (University

Affairs) appears to be keen and eager. However,
he, like Evenson,' lacks experience in the realm
of university affairs. He does not appear to have
a feel for the issues, and as such, does not ex-

press his opinions. In addition, his experience
within AMS circles is extremely limited.

mm^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm>immm».

An overview
Where Wong's campaign over abounds with

idealism and all the usual and hackneyed
platitudes, Wolman's approach is straight-

forward. Wong appears to be aiming towards
greater student involvement in AMS activities

and improved communication within the
university. He has failed to outline his methods
of implementation. Wolman, backed up by
Druxerman, is taking the business approach to

AMS affairs. His team, however, lacks both,

experience in the political sphere and insight into

university affairs.

We are not impressed by this inspired brand
of AMS politics. In good conscience, we cannot
go out on a limb for either of these presidential

teams. To say that the choice is one of the 'lesser

of evils' is an understatement.
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editorial

Vofe yes
on the
University Centre referenda

The results of the referenda on reaffirming

the University Centre pledge will decide the

future of the centre. Students originally pledged

$500,000 towards financing the construction of

the centre but with an opt-out condition. It is this

opt-out question which students will be deciding

in the referenda.

If the vote is yes, then the architect will

proceed to design working drawings, or

"blueprints", and construction could be started

this fall. If the vote is no, we will be stuck with

the labyrinth we know as the Students' Memorial
Union.

The present Union was built over 25 years

ago to serve the needs of that time. It was
designed for use by 2000 students; now there are

10,000 possible users. As a result, circulation and
traffic flow is stifling (?). The food service

operations are cramped, and space and design

limitations plague the Pub, the AMS, and other

organizations daily.

The move to build a new university centre that

would adequately serve the university com-
munity was initiated in 1969 by the AMS. After

five years of research and investigation by
various committees, a design has been produced
which will be presented to the Board of Trustees

on February 22 - if students reaffirm their pledge
this week.

The centre will be financed by the students

($500,000), Alumni ($1 milHon), and the balance
needed up to $1 million, by the University. The
debt charges, maintenance and operation costs

(over and above that covered by the student

operating fee of $10) will be met by rental

charges to the commercial users of the centre:

the bank, smaller commercial interests, the Pub,
and food services.

Despite savings due to the increased ef-

ficiency in the new building, some of these rental

costs will be passed on to the student in the form
of higher food and Pub prices. However, these

increases should not be exorbitant.

In this system the operating costs will be
charged to those who use the services.

(Voting no on the referendum, in hopes of

using the $188,000 already collected, for

renovating the Union would be myopic.) stop-

gap measure such as making minor renovations

would be a waste of money and time. A large
portion of the $3.5 million in building the

university centre will be spent in revamping the

union, that is if the renovations are to produce a
satisfactory end product.

A no vote would delay any further progress
at least a year, during which time the inflation of

construction costs could increase the total cost of

the building by $400,000.

It's time to replace a building outdated by 25

years. Vote yes on the University Centre
referenda.
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Two bald men; Spirit and Sodom
bottomle^

by Michael Rose
Prescription for an offensive rock band: Take a

230 lb. 6'3" obnoxious thug, teach him to screech out

some words and twiddle a few synthesizer notes,

shave his head, stuff him into a red satin dress and
tell him to act like Alice Cooper on a bad night. Add
a mouthy gorilla bass player, a spastic wearing
mascara surrounded by a drum kit, mix with a dash

of draggy speed lead guitarist. Now, train them to

play about 11 repetitive hard rock numbers - sorta

like the New York Dolls, but with even less talent-;

you've got Brutus.

Glitter, sequins and lipstick have become the

Beatle wigs and houndstooth suits of today. Brutus

was yet another in the burgeoning pantheon of drag

phonies: Alice Cooper, Silverhead, Queen, Kim
Fowley, and exhibitionistic punks one and all.

Originals like David Bowie and Lou Read
have been buried in a thigh-deep profusion of cheap
imitators. A bald shaven simian grotesque playing

with his genitals and spreading his legs on stage:

.Sodom come to Queen's.

Spirit on the other hand was at Grant Hall early

on Saturday morning to entertain ; not to intimidate.

Made up of a fairly standard complement of two

guitarists, bass, keyboards and drummer; Spirit

was an honest unpretentious rock band. Their songs

were musical and well-arranged.

The guitarists played deftly, never tripping

each other up. The bassist handled both his in-

.strument and the lead vocals quite adequately. The
keybfjards were the weakest part of their sound

system - often distorting- though the keyboardist did

manage .several good solos. The drumming varied

from good to excellent. The solo, in particular, was
both musical and exciting; two huge field drums
were employed to give a fee-fi-fo-fum resonance to

the more thundering rhythms. Other than the drum
solo, the musicianship wasn't spectacular, but it

had a professional and enjoyable aspect that

presented Spirit's songs to their best advantage.

Ed Cassidy, the leader, embodied what I liked

about the group; musical, smiling and straight-

forward - a middle-aged bald drummer who enjoyed

playing and delighted in the freedom he found in the

rock medium. After seeing Brutus he was a

welcome antidote to the kind of gimmicky com-
mercialism that seems to permeate rock these

sorry days.

The group's songs were consistently good. A
diversity of styles was in evidence

;
jazz to light rock

to blues to destructo-rock ("1984"). "The Twelve
Dreams of Dr. Sardonicus" constituted their best

material. The album itself was their best; a loosely

knit cycle of songs using various kinds of music. Not

a stunning record, but then Spirit doesn't perform to

be impressive. They could have used "Dr. Sar-

donicus" material to front a wierdo stage-act, but it

would have been yet another bunch of clowns on

stage fooling around with guitars. Very few rock

artists have enough acting ability to bring theatrics

off on stage; Bowie, Peter Gabriel, not many
others. Spirit just played their songs well and with

pleasure.

Spirit weren't the prophets of a new rock idiom.

Nor were they wizards, stars, or demons. They were
human beings giving the everyday gift of music.

Brutus
sparks
comment

riic t<)llovviii)4 li'tter wai> writti-n U} lUf ••dit<ir)> <»f

tbc .KUKNAI, by an (rati* Htudfnl followiri|4

I'liday's crtHr^rt:

Why do I feel like the world is crumbling inUt

insanity'.' How is it fxissible that this fact has
escaped the ivory-tower focus of my attention for so

long? I am in sh(K'k.

I have just returned from Grant Hall where it

was my great misfortune to see an uglier spwtacle
than I could ever, in my naivete, have thought

[iossible. On the stage were four demented bum-
fockers 'sicj assailing the assembled gape eyed
innocents with approximately 40,WXJ watts of

abusive electronic power trip. Nor was the group's

contempt for the audience confined to being ex-

pressed by their non-music. We, the 'sock-hoppin-

lx)ppers", were quite expressly told to "Fock you
Buddy" (sic).

Lacking the "balls" to argue the point, and also

lacking the 40,(X)0 watts of electricity which is ap-

parently presumed to constitute said balls, we left,

dazed and confused.

What has happened to my world"* Is the spirit of

Haight-Ashbury no longer anything more than a

figment of my blind optimists's imagination? Has
everything that was learned in the last 15 years

been forgotten? Is there even anyone left who will

know what I am talking about?

Who or what are these people and why are we
supporting them? They are pounding out of

existence everything my music has ever meant to

me. Insanity has never impressed me. Look what
they've done to my song!

Chris Vincent

QUEEN'S LEGAL AID

GIVE US JUSTICE

GIVE US 25 CENTS

VOTE

YES
in the

AMS REFERENDUM

FEB. 13, 14
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..and in a more classical vein-
by Robert Cracknell

Some performances are so

steeped in musicianship that they

seem to extract from the notes

more music than can possibly be

there. This was true of Tsuyoshi

Tsutsumi's playing of the

Schumann 'Cello Concerto, with

the Kingston Symphony Or-

chestra under Alexander Brott,

on Sunday.

Tsutsumi's performance was
stylish without affectation, and
intense without melodrama. He
articulated rococo passagework
with ease, while giving full

weight to Schumann's romantic

gestures. The orchestra's ac-

companiment to the concerto was
lumpish and middleheavy: this

was, after all, Schumann, and his

sound is, among ignorant modern
critics, a byword for bad or-

chestration; they do not realise

that this sound is exactly what
Schumann wants (bad or-

chestration) on the other hand,

involves precisely a failure to fit

execution to intent), and what his

music demands.
The programme opened with

a piece which, unlike Schumann,
needs imaginative orchestration

for its very existence: Respighi's

"Birds" suite is a perfunctory

modern re-hash of some trivial

18th-century tunes. The K.S.O.

played this piece with all the

deference that is due to a genuine
and incorrigible eccentric. There
were some nice little woodwind
solos, and some gracious string

sounds. That nobody's hormones
were set racing is entirely Signor

Respighi's responsibility.

Dvorak's "New World"
Symphony, which ended the
programme, is a better piece

than its popularity would
suggest, and a harder one. There
were some fine sounds in the easy
bits, but also some arthritic

moments. At one point in the

Scherzo the ceaselessly im-
peccable timpanist seemed alone

in knowing what he was doing.

The brass were throughout
nothing if not insistent, making
some of the weaker passages of

the outer movements more vapid

than was necessary. The main
problem was one of tonal in-

tegration: if the 'cellos, for in-

stance, are going to play so

loudly, they should learn
something about tone from the

violas, while the overall wind-
strings relation (more a matter
of tone than of balance) needs
constant attention. The horn
soloist made a good job of one of

the hardest parts in the reper-

toire, as did the EngHsh horn of

one of the easiest. Altogether we
heard a performance which was
powerful and at times exciting,

without, however, making a

lasting impression.

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

- REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to 11 PM DAILY

Student Film Contest Winners—

$50 ''Perth Road" by Derek Redmond,

John Cuthrie, Dave McDougall,

Amy Faulkner

$25 "Dan Reid 73" by Anne Sebert,

Jerry Banting

$25 "The Wolfe Island Ferry"

by Derek Redmond

$10 "Eating Together" by Eric MacDonald,

Rob McClure

APPLICATIONS FOR

JOB BANK DIRECTORS

and/or

Co-directors

will be accepted until

FEB. 15

Applicants are reminded this is a full time summer job

which will also include spring and fall duties. Any in-

terested Queen's student is eligible. Applications should
be addressed to the A.M.S. office and should include a
resume and some of the applicants' plans for JOB BANK.
For further information call Donna Hackett 549-0190.

Selected applicants will be interviewed at a future date.

AM.S. CONCERTS presents...

WEDNESDAY

FEB- 13

8:00 p.m.

GRANT HALL

TICKETS

$2.00

John Orr Room

McArthur Rec. Room

7-11 p.m.

An Evening with RICHARD HARRIS
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^Candmaids
(•' Sltc'l ,Kiii;y.(<)ii/ Jiil/ifK,

We are now offering original handmade novelties for all

your sweethearts. Heart pillows, and pincussions, lapel

pins, old fashioned valentines and more.

349A Princess St.

Caffeine addicts of the world unite!
by Judy Dobias and Greg Zelonka

Has it ever occurred to you that apart from
assorted coffee machines and watered down
nescafe in the Union, there is nowhere on campus to

meet someone for coffee.So,in a desperate attempt
to remedy the situation a few non-pub goers came
up with the idea of introducing to Queen's a real

coffee house.This would include everything from
atmosphere - so lacking in the majority of places - to

chess games for the bored intellectual. Apart from
decent coffee, suggestions have come up to serve

fresh pastries as well as good and inexpensive

lunches. Students would be encouraged to par-

ticipate in actually creating the atmosphere by
contributing to the entertainment or displaying

their artwork on the walls. There is a possibility

that a liquor license would eventually be obtained.

If you are in anyway interested in getting this

project off the ground, there is a meeting Wed-
nesday in Brockington House Common Room at

7:00 pjn. Coffee wilt be served.

ROTARY FOUNDATION

EDUCATIONAL AWARDS

Rotary International invites applications from outstanding
students for the following Rotary Foundation educational
awards for study abroad for one year in the academic year 197$
76. An award may be used for almost any field of study.

GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP

An applicant, married or unmarried, must be 20 28 years of
age on March I5th. 1974, and must hold a bachelor's degree prior
to the commencement of the Fellowship year,

UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP

An applicant must be unmarried, must not have a university
degree and must have studied for at least two years at a
university prior to the beginning of the Scholarship year.

As the main objective of the awards is to increase in-

ternational understanding, awardees are expected to serve as
ambassadors of goodwill and to address Rotary Clubs and other
organizations.

Relatives and dependants of Rotarians are ineligible for
awards.

Applications must be made through a Rotary club not later
than March 15th. 1974. Further information may be obtained
fronr Mr. Trevor Dossett (Kingston Rotary Club), 131 Johnson
Street, Kingston, Telephone 542-2811, or from Dr. T. H. Kelly
(Kingston-Frontenac Rotary Club), 30 Florence Street,

Kingston, Telephone 544-1267.

AMS Lottery Is Tonight

GRANT HALL, 8:00 p.m., DOORS CLOSE 8:30

RULES

1. The lottery establishes only a position on the waiting

list. The nunnber of units available of any size depends on the

number of present tenants who do not renew. There is usually

a 50 percent turnover. We will know which apartments and
houses will be available on March 1, at which time you will be
informed if you have a unit.

2. The lottery is open only to Queen's students who will be
registered for the academic year 1974-75. Red card must be
presented within 3 days of the lottery if a place on the list is

obtained. Bring a student card if you intend to stay for the

draw. You don't have to stay but it is up to you to find if your
name was drawn.

3. Each student is entitled to only one ballot which can be
applied to only one type of dwelling unit. If two ballots are
found in the same name both will be destroyed. However, if

you are applying for a five man unit, for example, all five

prospective tenants may apply.

4. An individual whose name is drawn and who chooses
to accept the dwelling must be a tenant of the unit, and must
have his name on the lease (and be legally bound by the terms
of the lease).

5. Those Commerce students attending the Banquet will

be able to vote at the entrance to Wallace Hall.

6. Units available based on number of single bedrooms.

bed-sitting 3 (at $65 each)
large bachelor 4 ($85 - $110)

one 11

two 7

three 1

four 3

five 10

six 7

seven 1

eight l
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Synchro Gals sweep title
An overwhelming team effort by Queen's Golden Gals gave

the host school their second consecutive OWIAA synchronized

swimming championship this weekend. Starting with the team
competition Friday evening, the Gals completely dominated all

phases of the finals, sweeping the top spots in every event.

Queen's finished with 58 points, while Toronto and McMaster
tied for second with 16 apiece. Western placed fourth with 11

points. There were eight OWIAA schools competing in the two-

day event.

In the team synchro event. The Gals won the title easily,

holding a wide margin over the second-place University of

Toronto. The team of Sue Hill, Sandra Landell, Jill Cooper, Ann
Oldfield, Lindsey Coates, Heather Holloway, Elaine Prosenak
and Heather Demeza showed the effects of coach Norma
Douglas' work with a polished presentation that was a pleasure

to watch.

Moving to the Saturday events, Queen's continued their

domination. Former national synchro competitors Marion
Malone and Anne Morawetz placed 1-2 in the figures, while

Elaine Prosenak placed fourth, narrowly missing third place.

The same pair of Malone and Morawetz were one-two in the Solo

competition Saturday afternoon, with a gaping gap between
them and the third-place swimmer, then combined to take first

spot in the Duet event later in the day. The Gals' second pair of

Sue Hill and Heather Holloway came in second to complete
Queen's domination of the top spots in the competition.

The biggest factor in the Gals' domination appears to be the

coaching provided by Norma Douglas. Since her arrival,

Queen's has come from nowhere to dominate OWIAA synchro.

She and her team have our congratulations.

- boon

Part of Gals top duet pair displays the grace that characterizes a good synchro routine

Understrength Swim Gaels 2nd at Mac
Queen's swim Gaels

travelled to Hamilton last

weekend to compete in the Mc-
Master Invitational, the fourth

meet in a row that they have gone

head to head with the Mac
swimmers, and the result was
much the same. The Gaels
finished in second behind the host

school, with 99 points to their 116,

while Ottawa was third with 36,

Ryerson fourth with 32, York fifth

with 19, and R.M.C. last with 13.

Queen's was unable to send a full

team to the meet, and con-

sidering this, the results were
pleasing.

The 400-metre medley relay

team was forced to a second-

place finish in the opening event

of the competition, setting the

pattern for the slight edge that

McMaster was to hold for mostjsf

the meet. The Gaels missed their

usual advantage in the distance"

freestyle events, since Mc-
Master, as the host school for the

invitational, had wisely decided

to forego these races.

In the freestyle sprints, Jim
Gaisford swam the 200, 100, and

50 for Queen's, aided by John
Ireland, Brian Dalziel and Don
Miles respectively, but they were

unable to crack the McMaster
stranglehold on these events.

The backstroke events saw
Queen's catch up a bit, as Paul

Lucas and Don Davies placed

well. Lucas grabbed off 3rd place

in the 100 backstroke behind a

pair of Ottawa U. swimmers,
while Davies placed 5th in a

seasonal-best time of 1:06.0.

Another seasonal best was set in

the 200 butterfly as John Ireland

swam a 2:11.6 to take top spot,

while Pearson placed 3rd. In the

-100 butterfly, Ireland placed 6th

against strong competition from

OU's Mike Pearson, who won the

event in 55.8. Rob Stoddart, who

is just getting back into form
after an injury-enforced absence,

swam an exciting race in the 100

breaststroke, barely outtouching

Rob Jones of McMaster. Stoddart

later went on to win the 200

breaststroke as well, with Miles

placing 4th. Stoddart 's condition

is improving steadily, and his

chances in the OUAA finals look

excellent.

The 200 individual medley
saw Stoddart and Dalziel place

4th and 5th respectively, while in

the 400 freestyle" relay. Queen's

placed second behind Mac.

The diving competition
provided the other highlights of

the meet for Queen's.as Bill

Kirkpatrick won both the one-

and three-metre events by a

comfortable margin. However,
Queen's was again shorthanded.

with Jim Stone unable to make
the trip, and Kerry Powell out

with a knee injury.

This was the last regular-

season meet for the (iaels, who
will now start preparing for the

OUAA finals in Waterloo on

February 22 and 23.

Waterpolo Gals 3rd at Western

Sport shorts

Gym Gals do well
Coach Nancy Shearer was extremely pleased with the per-

formance of her junior and intermediate women this weekend as they

placed very high in the competition.

In the junior categoric Valerie Wilson placed second all round with

a first in the uneven parallel bars and a second on the floor. Christa

Craig also had a fine showing by placing third on the balance beam.
In the intermediate division Janice Cook lead all competitors. She

had a first on the bars and a second on the floor. Mary Ann Purdy also

placed second on the bars.

With this excellent performance, in the preliminaries, the women
should do equally as well in the OWIAA finals which will be held at the

University of Western Ontario.

Squash Gals third
For the second straight week, Queen's women's squash team

placed third behind McMaster and Waterloo, in an invitational com-
petition. Although one member of the Queen's squad was making her
competitive debut, the general level of play was described as
satisfactory by a team vfeteran.

Squash has not yet been established as an OWIAA league sport,

but is currently being played on an "experimental" basis, and the

present expectation is that next year it will be adopted by the league
with at least Queen's, Mac, Waterloo and Toronto fielding teams.

The Gals will be out of formal competition until late March, when
they will take part in an open meet in Toronto.

by Glaire St. Arnaud
The women's waterpolo team

was away at Western this

weekend for their first meet of

the year, competing against two
Hamilton City-league teams and
a pair of squads from the

University of Western Ontario.

Coach Brian Everenden has been
working diligently with the team
since October in preparation for

this last meet and for the Ontario

Women's Waterpolo Association

Championships, which will be

held at Queen's February 23.

Saturday, valiant efforts

were put forth by the team 's top

scorers, Suzanne Wood, Donna
Hutchings, and Debbie Draper,

and by goalie Heather Scott. The
other Queen's offensive players,

notably Kathy Beatty, Heather

May, Cathy Brown, and Claire St.

Arnaud, also drove hard into

opposition territory to keep their

defensemen busy.

Queen's defenseman Di

Eastham was injured against a

bews team during a Sno-ball

exhibition game, so only four

Queen's defencemen, Deb
Turnbull, Robin Leighton, Joan
Easton and Kathy Leadman were
active, swimming hard and
consistently, especially, against

the two Hamilton teams. Queen's

finished third, defeating the two

Western teams but un-

fortunately, by a narrow margin,

trailing behind the two Hamilton

teams. Considering that it was
the team's first meet this year,

the coach said that the team
exhibited fine sportsmanship and

high caliber of play. All the

participants in the meet players,

coaches and referees, felt more
meets of this kind should be held

during the year to give women's
waterpolo the recognition that

many hours of practice merit.

Wrestlers 2iid
Queen's wrestling team came in second to a strong

University of Waterloo squad in a tri-meet held in Waterloo last

Saturday. York was the other competiting school. The Gaels
were led by Jack Vandenpol in the 118-lb class. Vandenpool won
by a pin in his match against Bieler of Waterloo, the younger
brother of Commonwealth Games gold medalist Egon Bieler.

Mike Dwhytie, wrestling in the 158-lb class, lost his first match
to Don Spink of Waterloo 3-0, but rebounded to pin Page of York
in his second bout of the day.

In other matches, Al Faseruk lost to Scheel of Waterloo in

the 167-lb class, Dominic Parrala lost to Abbot of Waterloo in the

177-lb class, John Johnson beat Cutoski of Waterloo 6-0 in the 190-

Ib class, Seiji Ohtake lost to Kallbalsch of Waterloo in the 167-lb

class, Ron Bazuk lost to Galea of York in the 177-lb class, Al

Stewart lost a close match to Bonella of York in the 126-lb class,

and heavyweight Larry Duchene lost to Waterloo's Scott

Marshall on a pin late in the second round.

The Gaels will be in action again this weekend when they

travel to Western for the OUAA championships. This will be a 2-

day competition, and the calibre of wrestling should be very
high.
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Win 55-31 Lose 67-52

Gals split with Seniors
by Lyii Atwood

Saturday, February 8lh

marks the day that Queen's

Golden Gals basketball squad
piled into a mini-bus, turned up

the music and headed towards

Hamilton to play the famed
Hamilton Athenas, now known as

Bartlett's Brakettes. The game
had promised to be an exciting

one, and neither the fans nor the

players were disappointed with

the results.

The Gals came up with a

really strong showing in the

opening minutes of the game
which was continued through out

the first half. Although the Gals

lost their lead to the taller,

stronger Hamilton squad at the

end of the first quarter, their

momentum carried them to one

of their best games in recent

weeks.

Offensively, Queen's played

an outstanding game, moving
well off the ball and getting open
for many accurate set shots.

Down just eight points at the half,

the Gals closed to within five

early in the third quarter, and
were able to hang on around this

point until the final minutes of the

game, when Hamilton stretched

their margin to 15, 67-52.

The Gals still suffered

through their now-typical "cold

quarter" in the third period of the

game, when they just couldn't

score, and had trouble defending

boon

Gals' Pat Patterson shoots for some of her 18 pts Saturday

against the Mrakcttcs. Other than

that, th(?y played a strong, fast

game against a championship
city team with some exceptional

individual talent, (-'on.sidering the

height advantage enjoyed by th<!

Brakettes, Queen's did an ex-

cellent job keeping them off the

boards.

Top scorers for Queen's were
Pat Patterson with 18, and Laney
Marshall and Karen CarSon with

12 apiece. Penny Wedd added
four points while Kathy Keely,

Jean Crichton, and Pat Quigley

chipped in with two each. All but

two of the Hamilton players

scored, with the top point

production coming from Ann
Hurley with 30 and Kathy Jen-

nings with 15.

After crashing at the home of

Laney Marshall, for the night, 13

well-fed Queen's representatives

piled in the mini-bus Sunday

morning, managed to find some
music to turn up, and headed off

to Seheca College in Willowdale
where they took on and trounced

the York Raiders, who are
currently in first place in the

Toronto Women's "A" League.
The 55-31 final score is decep-

tively low, since sloppy play by
Queen's produced more tur-

novers and fewer points after a

big first quarter had shown
where the element of control lay

in the game.
All but one Queen's

figured in the scoring,

Bouris went to her

throughout the game.
Carson and Jackie Gallipeau led

the scoring parade with 10 points

apiece.

Next weekend is the real

thing again, against the Varsity

Blues at 7:00 p.m. Friday night

and the York Yeowomen
Saturday morning at 11:00. The
outcome may have no real effect

on the standings, since

Laurentian dumped Ottawa U. in

Sudbury, and with the existing

points differentials, the Gals

can't do much worse or better

than third regardless of what
happends this weekend. If this is

so, they will meet Guelph in the

first round of the playoffs in two
weeks.

player

as Mo
bench
Karen

Track Gaels close second
Despite the injury-<;nforced absence of several

key personnel. Queen's track Gaels came up with a

fine team effort to take second spot behind Cortland

State University in an invitational meet held by the

New York State school last Saturday.

Team captain Dave Jarvis was missed both in

the hurdles and the mile relay, while Don Price,

another veter;4n hurfJh;r and jumper, was also out of

action. Sprinters Stan Woodman and Jim McK(!en
were unable to make the trip due to academic
commitments.

The Ciaels' efforts were sparked by fine per-

formancfrs in the fir;ld event.s and sprints, where an

interesting mixturf; of freshm(;n and v«;lerans

combined to give Queen's no I(;sk than four firsts.

John Darlington, one of the freshmen, came up with

the outstanding performance of the meet, taking top

spf>t in the triple jump with a leap of 45'2", over 1
'4"

ahead of his nearest rival bellow frosh Mike
F'orsayetb kej/f the ball rolling in high jump, easily

clearing 6'2" to win that event, and just missing at

fi'4". TTii'; wa.H hi» best performance of the year, a

Cood sign with the OUAA Indoor finalK juitt around
the corn'rrB,

On the veteran side of the ledger, Vic Gorxiing

took top spot in the 300-yd run with a 33.2 clocking,

then added a second in the 60-yd dash with a 6.4 sec

performance. Hod Walter took the 600-yd run in

1 : 14.9, easily topping the field as he won by almost

three seconds, F'inally, George Neeland won the 60-

yard hurdles in 7,8, and added a 3pd behind Gooding

in the 'MX), with a 34,2 mark.

As well, the (iaels got good work from Bob
MacCormack, who placed second in the 1000-yd run

in 2:20.9. This was his first meet after suffering an

injury in Dec<!mber. Teammate John Edwards was

a clo.se third in the KKH), finishing in 2:21.0.

In \h(- distance events, Dieter Stein grabbed

a second in themile with a 4:27.6clocking, while Bill

Bryden was third in ihc. 2 mile, with a lime of 9:57.0

Mark Macaulay [jlaced third in the 60-yard

hurdles in f!.2 sec, and Gary Tetzlaff added another

third in fwle vault, clearing 12'fi",

Finally, the 4 x 880 relay squad won their event

handily.

Next week, the Gaels will have a full team in the

Maple I,<;af College (James in Toronto, while hur-

dl»!r G«rorge Needland will be running in the In

vilational 50 yd hurdles during the International

Meet F'riday evening.

(wroal Slvaks

Seafood Spaghetti

LICENCEDOF COURSE:

PLEASANT
HOSTESSES

NO RESERVATIONS
REASONABLE RATES

GREAT DRINKS

Quiet Corners Soft Lighting - Great for Dinner

Aunt Lucy's Restaurant
Princess St. W. at Portsmouth

TRIPPING HOME FOR

READING WEEK?
USE THE BUS SERVICE

0 W RTN.

TORONTO $5 $8.50^

OHAWA $4 $6.50*
ONE WAY AND RETURN

QUEEN'S EXCURSION CLUB
John Orr Room - * 50c extra charge
Tues. - Friday for Reading Week
I0:30am-3pm phone 544-5777 busesonly.

Lino
ITALIAN

ATMOSPHERE

RESTAURANT & TAVERN
WHERE SPAGHETTI IS KING

a PIZZA IS QUEEN

FREE DELIVERY -

TAKE OUT ORDERS

542-2632 542-2676
424 PRINCESS ST.

99 per evening

MODERN FILM CLASSICS

Wed. Feb. 13 8:00 p.m.

Large Lecture Theatre

POLACK'S

THEY SHOOTHORSES
DON'T THEY

VIGO'S

ZERO POUR CONDUIT

KINGSTON

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
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Alpine Ski Gals sweep OWIAA finals
Competition proved to be

fierce at the Ontario University

finals this year as most of the

schools in the province attended

the meet. It was a two day meet

consisting of a two-run giant

slalom and a two-run slalom for

both the men and the women.
The first day dawned clear

and bright-ideal skiing con-

ditions. Tension grew as the race

was delayed for over an hour and

a half. The girls kept their legs

warm by taking a few quick runs

in the four to six inches of light

powder snow.

They had chosen to wax with

one part paraffin to two parts

red-a radical decision as

everyone else was using blue

paste. The race finally got under

way and the course proved to be

relatively simple.

When the results from the

two runs were tabulated it was
found that Margie Chaput, Bev

Watson and Sue Honeyman had
wrapped up 5th, 6th, and 7th

places. Louise Laurier and Penni

Sheppard weren't far behind at

15th and 18th. When the three best

times for each team were added
up Queen's was only 1.7 seconds

behind Carleton.

This was no surprise as the

toughest competition had been

expected from Carleton which

has Jane Reid and Joanne Cifford

(former National Capital zone

racers) on its team. Tough
competition was also expected

from Waterloo with Patsy
Chalmers and four very strong

and consistent racers on its team.

Waterloo was third behind
Queen's after the first day. Due to

delays the men had time for only

one run.

The second day was another

perfect day for skiing. The team
was keen with anticipation as

they realized they were in a good

Artsci 76 Elections

Wed. Feb. 13

Stirling D, 7 p.m.

—please give in nominations to Michael
Wallace at McNeill House by Feb. 9th.

—RECEPTION with FREE BOOZE to follow
ELECTIONS COME OUT AND SUPPORT
YOUR YEAR

position to take the finals. The
snow was hard packed from the

day before and the slalom was
long and fast.

The men went first and the

girls watched in dismay as the

course grew icy and rutted.

The women were to be run
after the men's first run in case

time was short. This turned out to

be a wise decision as there was no

time to run a second men's run.

The women knew that

everything counted on this one
run, and they gathered at the

board to await results. When they

finally all appeared Bev Watson
had 4th place, Margie Chaput had
5th and Sue Honeyman was right

behind in 8th place.

Louise Laurier and Penni

Sheppard were right behind.When

the team times were added up

Queen's had shown a clear

second victory over Carleton.

This was more than enough to

cover the 1.7 second deficit from
the day before. In the final

standings it was Queen's,

Carleton and then Waterloo.

The Queen's women again

proved their superiority with this

undeniably championship per-

formance. Everyone skied their

best and rookies Louise Laurier

and Penni Sheppard show
promise for next year. Cathy
Lech, the sixth member of the

team did not attend the meet.

Next weekend the women
continue on the Molson's
University ski circuit with a meet
at Mont Ste. Marie sponsored by
Carleton. Watch next week for

the results.

Ski Gaels second
The OUAA ski cham-

pionships were held at Blue

Mountain in Collingwood this

past weekend with twelve

universities competing. Carleton

placed first in the combined
results with a total time of 241.68

seconds, very closely followed by

Queen's with a total time of 242.04

sec.

In the individual races.

Queen's placed first in the slalom

and in the G.S. second. Doubt

exists as to the validity of one of

the Carleton times but the

mistake wasn't protested within

the appropriate time limit, after

the race.

In the OUAA's the best three

of five times count in the raw
score, and the university with the

lowest total time wins.

Giant Slalom
winning time: 40.12 sec,-Doug

Carter U. OFT.
Peter Tolnai 4th place 40.19 sec.

Bruce Cummings 8th place 40.16

sec.

lanNeilson 41.23 sec.

Slalom

Winning time: 39.78 sec.-Jamie

Neilson Queen's

Jamie Neilson 1st place 39.78 sec.

Peter Tolnai 4th place 40.01 sec.

Bob Archer 7th place 40.22 sec.

Queen's continues to lead in

the Molson's University Ski

Series by a wide margin, followed

by Carleton University.

In terms of individual

standings, Jamie Neilson of

Queen's leads the Series with a

total of 38 points, followed by Art

Bird of Carleton with 36 points.

Badminton 2nd
The Badminton Gaels came second to R.M.C. this weekend in the

Eastern OUAA sectionals. Mike Heatherington was the best Queen's
performer by winning all of his matches. Dave Howard won his match
against York but lost to R.M.C. and Ryerson. Jim Stewart and Ken
Parsons had a bit more success in beating both Ryerson and York.
However, both failed to vanquish their R.M.C. foes.

In the doubles competition, the Queen's first team of

Heatherington and Stewart beat York but lost to Ottawa, Ryerson and
RMC. The 2nd. team of Rawes and Howard beat York and Ryerson but

once they lost to R.M.C.
It was felt that if the team could come up with a good performance

there was a good chance that they might pull an upset. As it was, they

had to settle for second-best. This was the last meet for the Queen's
team as R.M.C. goes on to the OUAA finals held next weekend at

Waterloo.

What
inGocns
nomejcire
youdomg^

Some guys can go pelting down
the Road of Life like an arrov.'. They
never hesitate, never swerve, never

even slow down.
But the rest of us get gnawed by

these funny little questions. They
come, unasked for, unwelcome and
usually about two o'clock in the

morning. They can stop you cold in

your tracks. Samples: Is this all there

is? If everything's working out for me,

why am I bugged? What in God's name
am I doing anyway?

If they persist, if they make you
feel like some dim-wit robot

programmed by someone else, maybe
you should bless the questions, take

advantage of the time-out, and think.

If you're asking yourself what in

God's name you're doing, why not think

about doing something in God's name^
That's right, a priest.

A Redemptorist.
It's an extraordinary life for the

right man.
Ask us about it. Phone or write:

THE REDEMPTORIST PRIESTS
Gerry Pettipas, C.S.S.R.,

426 St. Germain Avenue, Toronto
M5M' 1W7.
(416) 466-9265
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Vees dominate

Gaels 70-53
by Kathy Wynne

A dominating performance by Laurentian forwards Mike Visser

and Don Churuba plus a twenty minute mid-game scoring slump by

the Gaels proved to be loo much for Queen's Saturday night, as they

dropped their 10th league game of the season, 70-53, to the Voyageurs.

The Vees held a decisive rebounding over the Gaels, 59-33, especially

on the offensive boards, where they more than doubled Queen's total.

Visser, Churuba and starting centre Paul Mosseau hauled down a total

of 48 rebounds, allowing Laurentian to control the tempo of play for

I )uch of the game.
The game started slowly with neither team showing an obvious

early advantage. The Gaels were playing a zone defence which was
effective into the second quarter, while Laurentian was in a tight man
toman andby the 8:30 marK the score was tied 16 all.

A series of turnovers and bad shots started off a scoring slump for

the Gaels from which they never fully recovered. Most outstanding

was a lack of movement on offense and the Gaels' passing was not

enough to beat the Vee's man to man. To compound the trouble the

Voyageurs were shooting well, especially Churuba and Visser. By the

end of the second quarter Laurentian was pulling away, and led 37-24

u; the half.

Hie second half began much as the first had ended and it was not

until the third quarter that the Gaels began to pull together on offense.

Swinnard and Keck especially began to take better shots and the Gaels

started to come back through the fourth quarter. Hagarty, Keck,

Smart, Swinnard, Beck, Christie and Morneault all played a strong

defense holding their own with the Voyageurs until the last two

minutes of play. When coaches Tindall and Smith applied a full court

i-2-1-1 zone press the Voyageurs were shaken and the Gaels were able

!o chip away at the Laurentian lead. When Laurentian did manage to

break the press a couple of beautiful blocks by Rob Smart on Mel
Bishop kept the Gaels' rally alive. With 1:35 to go Laurentian 's lead

had diminished to 7; the score at 58-51 but Queen's was forced to foul

repeatedly in the last minutes of the game and Laurentian took ad-

vantage of every opportunity to score. The Voyageurs were shooting

well once more, and scored a couple of times from rebounds off missed
foul shots. The Gaels played aggressively to the end of the game but

their energy was too late.

Laurentian was led by Churuba with 24 pts. and 20 rebounds,

Visser with 18 and 15. and Mousseau with 8 and 13. Guard Mel Bishop

added to the effort with 13 rebounds while running the Vee's offense

throughout the game.
For the Gaels John Keck led the scoring with 18 pts., while

Swinnard added 14, and Smart and Hagarty hooped 8 and 7 respec-

tively. Hagarty, Keck and Swinnard also dominated the Gaels'

rebounding; Hagarty with 9, Keck with 6 and Swinnard with 6 for the

game. Corky McCleery, not yet recovered from a leg ailment, was in

the game for only a short time, long enough to haul down 4 from the

boards.

Despite a strong 4th quarter for the Gaels, the Voyageurs had the

edge for a significant portion of the game, long enough that Queen's

did not have time to rally to victory. If the drive of the last part of

Saturday's game dominates tonight against the Carleton Ravens then

I he Gaels should look strong. The game is at 7:00 in the Bartlett Gym.

V-B Gals lose
by Sue Moffatt

Probably the only thing worse than watching a promising

team lose, is playing on one. And reading about such a tour-

nament is no great shakes for either party. With this in mind, the

rep<jrt of the Girls' Sr'nior VB weekend in Ottawa will be kept

brief. Queen's entered this part of the championship in third

place, but a! the end of the day it was U. of T., Ottawa and
Laurentian who were off lo the finals.

The Gals opened the 5-match tournament with a swift and
skillful 1.V2 defeat of York. They ended it with two neat,

despatches of Carleton, 15-2, 15-1. In between, there were
numerous close games; some won, some lost, but not enough
successes to win matches. In many of them, our Gals briefly

revealed the style and concentration which won them fame and
admiration in their games last weekend against U. of T. (16-14)

and first place Waterloo Isl '15-13, 16-14), A nine-membered
team, they are a co ordinal ed and versatile group which plays a

gov! tight game. The hf^ighl of Kathy Jeffries, Kleanor Barker,

and rookie Ali Wornls, is used to advantagf;; but (everyone, down
lo their diminutive captain, Jane F'etterson, blocks and spikes

with results. This weekend each girl had her moments: the w<!ll

placed spikes, hard servr;s, cross net lips were all there. With a

thinking learn lik<; this it was not a matt<;r of not knowing what
lo do, only of not doing it soon enough, Techriit:al fouls cost them
an unfortunate numbrrr of [H)ints, but upon whom that is a

reflectirui it is difficult to say.

The problem with this learn was never that Ihey couldn't do

it or that they gave up trying, Tliey have anoth(rr chance to

make it to the nationals in Vancouvfrr through placing in their

club competition for the Ottawa Valley title. If they play the way
fhey have before, and acc«;pt this past w»rek»;nd as a disap

\mv,\u\*-T\\
, but rifd a prfced'-nt, Ihey can still go all the way.

ST. VALENTINE S
DAY MASSACRE !

!

THURSDAY FEB. H- GRANT HALL- 8 pm
you ftjii,

the, T'^n (Ciuk

ADVANCe Tickets- /V I it,<MA uvv Ytj^^t* al: vt// wtit^ //v-

A/ /A-/ ytA/''- 'SP(?iN& POOCrie' 'jt'T AlfbMjAll'l: ^nd fA.ll' l'l/of(/'.

< •(AKI /lAU Mr '/111' 'hl <U our Ui U- HfllA /i'," I^'I'ii (^>^ '/OUy^'JiOifK- iCf»-l^

TICKETS ALL WEEK IN JOHN ORR - 11.30 - 2.30 ACT FAST ,

McDonaid^
277 BATH ROAD

Science '44 Co-op is still taking

applications for members for next

year. If you are interested, please

fill out the following form:

Name ^
Age t Sex

Faculty ;....Year

Present Address ^

Present Phone No

Summer Address (if possible)

Summer Phone No
Do you have a roommate preference?

Who?
On a separate piece of paper please indicate why you are interested in

becoming a member of Science '44 Co-op.

Mail completed forms to: Andrew Anderson, 210 Bagot St.

Name

Age Sex
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Gaels down Vees in 9-7 thriller
by Jim LeMesurier

Saturday night's return

match with the Laurentian

University Voyageurs saw the

hocltey Gaels presei-ve a 9-7

victory in a see-saw battle

characterized by miscues on both

sides. The scoring lead changed

hands three times as both teams

abandoned the disciplined, close-

checking brand of hockey in

favour of a looser, more wide-

opened style; a brand which gave

the crowd of 1500 plenty of end-to-

end action.

The game started with Dave
Dungey scoring the first goal of

the game. Unfortunately,

however, he didn't mean to get it,

for in playing a shot off the

boards, he inadvertendly steered

it into his own goal. Mike Hannon
got credit for the goal which
came at the seven second mark of

the opening period. It wasn't long

before Queen's evened the count

as Mike Lynch and Colin Loudon
set up Bob GjUett at 1:19. Sixty

three seconds later, Jim Sun-

strum, who played by far his best

game of the year, caught net-

minder Dave Tataryn napping

with a slapshot that never left the

ice. Two and a half minutes into

the game, the score was 2-1 in

favour of the Gaels.

Things were gong well for the

Gaels at this poirit with the

defense breaking out easily and
the forecheckers doing an ef-

fective job against the sluggish

Vees but it didn't last.The
relative ease with which the

Gaels were out-playing
Laurentian led them to wonder if

they could outhit them just as

easily. In most cases the answer
was yes but at a cost. The cost

was three goals in a minute and a

half, which shook up most of the

Gaels enough to start them
concentrating on the puck again.

Bob Clayton narrowed the deficit

to one goal when he took Dave
Hadden's pass in the slot and
deked Tataryn. Mike Lynch got

his tenth of the year with assists

from defensemen Chris Clark

and Frank Coffey and the score

was 4-4 at the end of the first

period.

The five goals scored in the

second period were fewer than

the -eight of the first, but this

twenty minutes saw the loosest

checking, most missed assign-

ments, and sloppiest puck-
handling of the game. The
Laurentian defense was guilty of

one of these missed assignments
in the opening minute when they

allovyed Clayton to carry the puck
into their end then watched
linemates Hadden and Dave
Parks bang away at Tataryn 's

uncleared rebounds until -finally

Parks shovelled the puck home at

the 48 second mark. The
Voyageurs powerplay tied the

game seconds later on a screen

shot from the point but Colin

Loudon's rebound found the top

right-hand corner after a great

individual effort and Queen's

again held the lead. This lead

didn't last long as Kevin
Moroney's deflection beat

Dungey to make it 6-6.

The play continued to shift

from blue line to blue line but

Queen's was holding down a

slight territorial advantage
which again paid off on John
Cerre's first regular-season goal

to send the Gaels to the dressing

room with a 7-6 lead.

Neither team was able to

score for the first half of the final

frame which was primarily due

to the Voyageurs apparent
weariness after being beaten 7-2

by York Yeomen in Toronto the

night before. The Gaels finally

scored at 10:06 when Clayton took

Coffey's pass from the point and

merrithew

Gaels' Jim Sunstrum (17) works against Vees Saturday night.

immediately fired a backhand
past Tataryn for one of the few
good goals of the game.

The Voyageurs didn't have
much time left but they hadn't

completely run out of steam.
They scored again as big Bill

Czerwinec drilled one from the

point that beat Dungey on his

glove side. The goal set up a

potentially exciting finish but

Dave Hadden, who had been
outstanding in the hitting

department, got the insurance
marker at 16:45 and that was the

end of the scoring.

The Gaels can be proud of

winning their first game against

one of the top three teams in the

east division but are unlikely to

consider the victory a real ac-

complishment. Queen's continue

to play below their potential and
although the Vees are still three
points ahead of them, Lauren-
tian 's collective abilities are far

less than those of the league-

leading University of Toronto

Blues. Tonight, the Gaels play the

Carleton Red Ravens in Ottawa's

Nepean Sportsplex. The Gaels
beat the Ravens 13-3 in the only
other meeting between the two
teams but we can expect that

Bryan Kealey's Ravens will be a
much better tleam in their own
rink. The Gaels will have only
four more games including
tonight's match, and so wins are
all-important. Ottawa is still very
much in the running, and besides,

Queen's wants to finish third and
play York rather than fourth and
play Toronto.

I Pluck the Ravens
1 i

Hockey Gals fade in McMaster loss
Queen's GoldenGals hockey

team got off to a quick start

Saturday against McMaster,
with soph winger Leslie Ferrari

netting the game's opening goal

early in the first period, but

faded badly late in the game,
finishing up on the short end of a

4-1 score.

Although Ferrari played

one of her best games so far this

season, the team as a whole was
rather uninspired in their play,

with the Gals' few veterans all

failing to accomplish very
much. Maybe it was just too

early in the day for aggressive

hockey (the game started at

noon), but whatever the reason,

the Gals' play was sloppy, and
the defense little better than a

bad rumour, especially in the

third period. Mac scored two
unanswered goals in the final

fifteen minutes, while Queen's

couldn't best the McMaster
netminder, despite several good
scoring chances.

The Gals conclude their

regular-season action next
weekend when they travel to

Toronto to meet the University

of Toronto at Varsity Stadium. —Gals goalie Wanda Gyde grabs loose puck as Mac forwards close in

boon
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World: Elections called in Britain
LONDON - British Prime
MinislcM- Edward Heath has

called a general election (or

Thursday, Feb. 28. The PM is

seeking a new mandate to control

wage demands of labour unions

and guide Britain through a

period of serious economic
trouble.

On Saturday Britain's 280,000

mine workers went on strike

throwing the country into it's

worse crisis since World War
Two. The miners' strike threat

and a three-month work
slowdown were the key causes in

Heath's decision to call an
election at this time.

Coal provides 70 per cent of

the country's electricity, and the

power shortage has already

forced the government to |)ut non-

essential industries on a three-

day work week.

LONDON - In an effort to

conserve energy Britain's

National Engergy Board has

started a campaign to lower the

domestic use of electricity and
make the people power con-

scious. One of their more con-

troversial posters shows a man
and a woman in the bathtub

together (at opposite ends) and
has the caption "Conserve
energy. Take a bath with a

friend". The poster has drawn

outraged commcnl from several

Conservative members of

Parliament.

WASniN(iTON - Defence
SecrcMary .Jam(!S Schlesinger has

warned that the United States is

ready to engage in an arms race

with the Soviet Union if

diplomatic relations fail to limit

nuclear weapons. He told the

House of Representatives that

without military equilibrium

there could be no detente.

Schlesinger said that the Nixon

Administration recognized the

U.S. could not defend itself

against a concerted Soviet

nuclear attack, and that the

country must be prepared to

match whatever the \f^vi-l of the

.Soviets, Hut Schlesinger [X)inled

out that the American strategy

remains deterrence, not

destruction. The Defence
.Secretary was defending the

Pentagon's record budget of $85.8

billion.

BEUKKLEY, Calif. The
granddaughter of William
Randolph Hearst has been kid-

napped by a group calling itself

the Symbionese Liberation Army
'SLA) and is being held for an

unspecified ransom.

Patricia Hearst, 19, was
abducted from her apartment by

a group of black and white men
and women. During the kid-

napping her finance and a neigh-

bour were bady beaten.

The SLA is an underground
terrorist group in California

believed responsible for the

cyanide-bullet slaying of Marcus
Foster, the black superintendent

of Oakland's scools.

It is believed that the SLA
wants to trade Miss Hearst for

the release of Joseph Remiro, 27,

and Russel Little, 24, who are

accused of Mr. Foster's murder.
Police believe the SLA may be

responsible for up to a dozen

other apparently motiveless
murders in the Bay area in the

past year.

WASHINGTON — Federal Judge
Gessell dismissed the Senate

Watergate Committee's case for

five presidential tapes Friday.

Last October, Judge Sirica had
also dismissed the Committee's

request for the tapes, saying that

the Committee had not demon-
strated that the court had the

power to require the President to

provide evidence. The suit began

again when the Congress
resolved the problem with a

special bill. The case was
referred to Judge Gessell.

Judge Gessel said public

interest does not necessarily

require the Administration txj

give the O.immittfce the tapdn.

GeKxell aim said that it in im
porlant to guard pending
criminal caKcg from the

fK>Ksibility of pretrial prejudice

However, he rejected the

President's contention (hat the

courts have no jurisdiction to

solve disput<?K fxjtween the Ad
ministration and 0>ngre«8.

WASHINGTON - Independent
truckers and their spokesmen in

the United States said alm^^st

unanimously Thursday they
intended to continue their strike

rather than accept a prepensed

settlenlent announced in

Washington.

Under the terms of the set-

tlement, supplies of diesel fuel

would be guaranteed for truck

stops and a surcharge would Ix;

allowed on freight rates to allow

independent drivers to recover
increased fuel costs.

The truckers have rejected

the second part of the settlement

calling instead for a roll back in

diesel fuel prices to their May,
1973 level. They say that the

proposed settlement merely
passes the price increases on

to the consumer.
Meanwhile more violence

was reported on the roads. A
trucker was shot in the shoulder

near San Antonio, Texas,
Thursday, windshields were
smashed in Ohio and tires

slashed in Pennsylvania.

Illinois and Indianna have
called out some National Guard
units to help patrol their high-

ways.

NEW YORK — The Ladies Home
Journal has agreed to buy the

serial rights to Spiro Agnew's
first novel, a book about in-

ternational political intrigue, his

literary agent said Wednesday.
No price was mentioned, but

literary sources said it is more
than $100,000.

Canada : support for African liberation
OTTAWA - The Federal
Government will probably ap-

prove grants for humanitarian

assistance to African groups

which are oppfj.sed to the white

supremist nations of southern

Africa. The money will be spent

within liberated areas in white

dominated countries or in neigh-

Ixjring blackruled countries such

as Tanzania and Zambia where
the African groups have
headquarters. The groups hold

some territories in Portuguese
Africa, and conduct guerrilla

activities in Rhodesia from
Zambia.

The External Affairs

Department has still to decide on
some specific projects. The
fiovernnment will need to be
assured that the mon«;y will be

used for humanitarian purposes;

Ihi.s may require some sur-

veillancf: to make sure the money
is used for "blankets and not

bullet'; " Canada has already
rJecidr-f) against military
assi!,t .'Kice to the freedom
ligfitfrr-,

The new fxjlicy towards the

African nationalist movement
became manifest originally in a

Commonwealth conference
communique. The communique
.said, "Heads of Governments
were agreed in their opposition to

apartheid and minority rule in

southern Africa. They therefore

recognized the legitimacy of the

struggle to win full human rights

and self-determination."

QUEBEC (iabriel I>oubier,

leader of the Union National

party in Qu<;bec, has announced
(hat he will retire from politics

March .'iO, thus moving the party

farther along the road to oblivion.

Mr, l/oubier took over the

party leadership in June, 1971.

'/'he party it.s<!lf has h(!ld

fxiwi-r for 20 of the last '.W y(?ars,

but has been in a steady declirK;

since the d<!ath of its founder,

Maurice Duplessis, in 1959. In (he

last provincial election the party

received U-hh than 5 per cent of

the vote and all of its candidaf<!K

wenr dr-feated,

.Since the party no longer

cxiHlH as a [jolitical forc-e in th(?

province, the forthcoming
leadership struggle will be

mainly over control of the party's

finances. The UN has about

.$300,000 in the bank, all that

remains of $4.5-million obtained

when the party sold its daily

new.spaper, Montreal-Matin, to

Power Corp. in 1972.

Since the last election there

has been some question as to

where the money went to.

TORONTO - The province's Air

Management Branch has
released a study showing lead

contamination as high as 500

parts per million in the .soil in a

residential area adjacent to

Pr(!stolite Batteries Ltd. on

Dufferin St. The upper limit of

"normal" concentration of lead

in soil is 200 parts per million.

The Branch has r(U!om

friended that the inhabitants of

alK)iit 90r(!Sidences in the area be

t(!sted for possibh; high lead

levels in their blood.

OTTAWA A Carleton

(Jniv«!iHity residence association

has told a 17-year-old student

involved in a shooting incident

three weeks ago that he is no

longer wanted in the residence.

The unnamed student was
pistol-whipped by four men who
tried to rip him off for some
hashish. When other students

came to his aid one of the four

fired into the crowd wounding one

of the rescuers in the shoulder.

Police have refused to lay

charges against the 17-year-old

drug dealer, saying that there is

insufficient evidence. Nor have

they located the men who did the

.shooting.

BROCKVILLE ~ Because
farmer Barry Haggett's house

and buildings are located on the

eastern side of his farm instead of

the w(>s( he has to pay almost 7

cents per gallon more for his

heating oil than his neighlx)ur.

The problem is that the Ot-

tawa Valley "oil line" runs

through his farm, and people on

the east side of the line pay for

foreign oil while those on the west

are supposed to be getting

cheaper Alberta oil. The price on

'the west side is 28.4 cents per

gallon for heating oil while the

price on the east is 35.2 cents.

To further complicate
matters people on both sides of

the line buy their oil from the

same dealer and the oil is

delivered by the same truck.

'The Pipelines are coming,

the Pipelines are coming!'



268 votes
Wo/mon, Druxerman,

Gray team tops ballot
Tony Wolman, Peter Druxerman and

John Gray captured the 1974-5 executive

of the AMS in the voting yesterday and
Wednesday by a 268 vote margin. They
outpolled the team of Ken Wong, Rich
Chown and Jeff Evanson by a count of

1563 to 1296, according to unofficial

figures available early this morning.
During the campaign, Wolman,

Druxerman and Gray promised to work
for the consolidation of AMS finances

and administration. They also outlined

plans for increased cooperation between
AMS Outer Council and student
senators.

Thirteen per cent of the voters

favoured neither team, and cast blank
ballots.

@iieen's
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Approximately 35 per cent of the
enrolment turned out to vote, an in-

crease of five per cent over last year.
All four referenda passed by healthy

margins. Students approved increased
financial support to the Queen's Bands
and the Legal Aid Society, agreed to

rename the $10.00 Union fee, and
reaffirmed their financial support for

the proposed University Centre.

Trailing in the AMS presidential race
was Porky Pig. He received one vote.

ASUS: President: Sue Harper; Vice-

President: John Ronson; Senator (one
year): Susan Jackson; Senators (two
year): Fred Cane, Charles Cuffari

(subject to recount).

REHAB-MEDS: Senator: Peter Lane.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY:

Secretary: Bruce Blair; Treasurer:

Dave Turnbull; Development Com-
mittee Chairman: Kevin van
Koughnett; Senator: Dave Gordon.

COM ERCE SOCIETY: President:

Paul Greenwood; Vice-President: Peter

Rose; Treasurer: Patti Johnston;
Senator: Andree Chartier; AMS Junior

rep: Bartley Bull; AMS Senior rep:

John Beech.

REHAB: President: Sarah Mulligan;

Vice-President: Anne Marie Lane;
Secretary-Treasurer: Lucy Scarbo;
Social Convenors: Patty Brouwers,
Karen O'Kane; WIC: Ruth van Stone,

Brenda Boucher; AMS: Karen
O'Shaugnessy.

NURSING SOCIETY: Secretary:
Anne Morawetz; Treasurer: Cathy
Paul; Senator: Candice Phipps; AMS
representative: Beth Vurden; CUNSA
representative: Dorcas Kennedy.
AESCULAPIAN SOCIETY: Vice-

President (External) : Roy Kirkpatrick.

- willmer

This overstuffed ballot box threw up its hands in relief as the last ballot

was cast last night in the AMS elections. It wanted to cast the VERY LAST
ONE, but Chief Returning Officer Sherry Mowbray, aided by 200 AMS Con-
stables, prevented the move . . the ballot box did not present a red card.

Off to

sunshine

territory
Along with the

multitudes heading off to

the ski slopes and into

sunshine territory, Journal

hacks are vacating the

premises for a week long

repose. The move came as

a result of the increasing

incidence of TTDD
(Terminal Terrible
Disfiguring Disease)
among Journal staff

members. It is hoped that

with rest, quiet, and good
food, staff members will

soon recover, to resume
hacking in order to

produce a rag for the

Tuesday following Recupe
Week.
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Friday, Feb. 15

botfomley

Ski Week and After

Sunday - 8:30 p.m. - Free Film, "Sambisanga",
about Portuguese colonialism in Mozambique.
Find out why Canadian churches support the

guerrilla fighters in southern Africa. Showing at

Sydenham Street United Church.

Wednesday - 8:00 p.m. - St. Lawrence College

Modem Film Classics showing of Chabrol's "Le
Boucher" ,in the Large Lecture Theatre, for 99c.

Saturday - 8:30 p.m. - "Tony Montanaro and the

Celebration Mime Theatre" in McArthur
Auditorium. Tickets are $2.00 for students and
$3.00 for non-students from the Drama Dept.

Monday - 8:(X) p.m. - Film biography of Gertrude
Stein, at the Art Centre, Admission is free.

Tuesday - 8:30 p.m. - Division of Concerts: The
Vaghy String Quartet and cellist Tsoyoshi

Tsutsumi in Grant Hal). Tickets are $2.00 general

and $].fX) students at the Box Office.

3:00 - 6:00 p.m. - Women's OWIAA Figure Skating

Championships in the Arena.

8:00 p.m. - York versus Queen's Gaels hockey in the

Arena, and on CFRC.
8:00 p.m. - Doors open for the Queen's Musical

Theatre's presentation of Bye Bye Birdie, at the

Grand Theatre, Curtain time is 8:30 p.m. Tickets

are $2.00 for students and $2.50 for non-students,

in the John Orr Room.
8:00 p.m. - GSS Film Society showing of

"Cocoanuts" (Marx Bros.)' in Ellis Hall.

8:30 p.m. - Dept. of Drama presentation of Hamlet
in Convocation Hall. Tickets are $L00 for students

and $2.00 for non-students, available from the

Drama Dept. from 9:00 a. nn. - 5 :00 p.m. daily.

8:30 p.m. - West Indian Club Variety Night in the

International Center Lower Lounge.

Feb. 15 - 17 - Outing Club trip to circumnavigate

Wolfe Island.

Saturdayi Feb. 16

8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Women's OWIAA Figure
Skating Championships in the Arena.

12:30 - 4:30 p.m. - Queen's First Indoor Kayak and
Canoe Slalom in the Phys Ed. complex. Spec-

tators welcome.
Group of the Kingston Women's Centre invites

women students to an informal discussion at the

Women's Centre, 110 Queen St.

8:00 p.m. - Last night for Bye Bye Birdie, at the
Grand Theatre. See Friday for details.

8:30 p.m. - Dept. of Drama production of Hamlet in

Convocation Hall. See Friday for more in-

formation.

Pubs and Theatres
401 Inn - Six Pax
Commodore - Smiling Wine
Townhouse - Majority, and next week. Bailey

Brantley Affair

Frontenac - Finnegan's - Nigel and Jesse
- Muldoon's - Dixieland Jazz Band

Manor - Peaches, and next week. Ocean

Capitol 1 - Oh! Calcutta!

Capitol 2 - Mash
Odeon - American Graffiti

Hyland - Instinct for Survival

Domino Theatre - "Everything In the Garden", an
English comedy-murder by Giles Cooper. Feb. 28,

March 1,2,7,8,9, 14, 15, 16 at 8:30 p.m.

Grand Theatre - Queen's Musical Theatre: "Bye
Bye Birdie," Feb. 15, 16, at 8:30 p.m.

MODERN PORTUGUESE
Credit Course

to be offered in Spring Term 1974

8 May - 25 June

Last day to apply without late fee: 15 February

Submit Applications to the Department of Extension

New Arts/ Social Science Complex, Queen's University

PORTUGUESE is second only to Spanish among the Romance Languages In point of the

number of its native speakers. The overw/hclming majority of Portuguese speakers live In

Brazil, the qiant of Latin America, and account for almost 100 million of the 260 million

Latin Americans today. Brazil is a complex, vigorous society committed to order and

progress; her growing w/elght In the foreseeable future w/lll Influence Canada's relations

in Inter American affairs.

Oueen''v

Division of Concerts

presents

Vaghy String Quartet

and

TSUYOSHI TSUTSUMI
"He can be named in the same breath v^ith

the greatest cellists of our time" (Am-
sterdam)

GRANT HALL
TUES.26FEB. 8:30p.m.

Tickets: $2 general, $1 student

Division of Concerts

Box Office, Agnes Etherington

Art Centre

547 6194

The following are just a few of the

well-known people who live at

ELROND
HAROLD WILSON

TED KENNEDY

ALLAN SHEPPARD

DAVID McCALLUM

Shouldn't you live here too?

Application deadline: February 26

Princess at Division 544-1842

& sale 01

oiigiflal

graphics

lor colleclors
CHAGALL, BASKIN, ROUAULT,

DAUMIER, MATISSE, PICASSO

AND MANY OTHERS.

student Union

Second Floor

Common Room

Wednesday, February 20,

1974

11 a.m. to8 p.m.

PURCHASES MAY BE CHAR6EB

ARRANGED it

FERDINAND ROTEN GALLERIES
BALTIMORE. MO.

Now Playing

Steve Amey's

Lakeview Manor
in the

Centennial Room

PEACHES
COMING NEXT WEEK

the ever popular

%

OCIAH
28 Yonge St.

II
548-8009 T

Ollft
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"Who will be the next lucky person to win an AMS house?"
Many waited in anticipation as names were drawn at the AMS
Housing Lottery held Tuesday, February 12 in Grant Hall.

Registry for articling

in low recommended
students from five of On-

tario's six law schools met last

weekend in Toronto and
recommended that a Canada-
wide registry of law firms which
accept articling students be
formed.

Concern over the long hours
and low salaries paid to articling

students was expressed by
representatives from Queen's,

Western, Toronto, Ottawa and
York Universities.

In Ontario, law students
article for a year after finishing

the academic portion of , their

studies.

Presently, law students must
apply to between 50 and 100 firm-

s, according to Emily Reid, one of

the Queen's representatives at

the conference. It would be
"more efficient" to use a registry

containing descriptions of all

Canadian firms accepting ar-

ticling students. This would be
particularly helpful to students

wishing to practice outside the

province where they did their law

studies.

The average of $125 weekly

paid to articling students is

"pretty low to exist on", com-
mented Reid. Many have
families to support or must pay
the interest on loans during the

articling year.

The students discussed the

extensive amount of work they do

for such low pay. However, many
of the long hours that students

work at articling are "self-

generated", explained Reid.

There is great competition
between those trying to "make it

to the top", she pointed out.

A recommendation made last

spring that articling be
eliminated was turned down by
the Provincial Legal Association.

Much of the negative attitude

toward articling could be
changed by "standardization of

articles", insuring that the

student practices in all areas of

law (for example, wills, land

transactions, criminal and tax

law).

Course offered for

exam preparation
A free short course is being

offered for students who wish to

improve their efficiency in

preparing for the final

examinations. The course will

consist of four sessions of one
hour each. One course will be

offered on Tuesdays from 12:30 to

1:30 and another course will be
offered on Thursdays from 2 : 30 to

3:30. Enrollment will be limited

m size.

To register, sign up at the

Counselling Service, second floor

of 165 University. The text for the

course will be Morgan and
Deese's "How to Study". The

course will commence in the

week of February 25 and in-

terested students are urged to

sign up immediately.

Library

worlcers

negotiate

control
by Bob Mutrie

With just over a month before

the expiry of their present con-

tract, the Queen's University

non-professional library staff

have begun negotiations with the

university for higher pay, longer

vacations, and additional fringe

benefits.

The library staff are
members of the Canadian Union
of Public Employees (CUPE).
They are being represented in the

negotiations by a five person

board, comprised of a member of

CUPE's national executive,

Local President Barbara Ast-

bury, and three members of the

library staff.

According to Astbury, the

negotiations are still only in the

preliminary stages. The staff

team have presented the terms

which those working in the

library have agreed on ^nd the

university has made no response

as yet.

Among the contract demands
is an overall pay hike of ap-

proximately 20 per cent which
would include a raise for

someone just joining the staff

from $4400 to $5400. In addition,

they are seeking a four-day work
week and a four week vacation

instead of the present three after

one year on staff. They will also

be negotiating for a dental plan in

the contract.

"It is too early to tell whether

the university will be receptive",

Astbury told the Journal. There

will still be more meetings at

which positions will be taken. She

added that, for the present, "we
are more interested in dialogue".

There are five people
representing the university in the

contract talks. Assistant

Librarian T.D. Phillips is

alternating with Head Librarian

D. A. Redmond on the com-
mittee. There are two other

members of the professional

library staff and two members
from the university personnel

department.

The union threatened to

strike in the early spring of 1971

after contract negotiations broke

down. At that time they were
seeking to raise their lowest wage
from $62.50 per week. Pickets

were set up by the workers on

their own time but a settlement

was finally reached before the

union actually called a strike.

Politics

moving

to complex

The Department of

Political Studies is moving to

the Arts-Social Science
Complex commencing
February 12. It will be located

in Blocks D and C on Levels 3,

4, and 5.

K«Htii^ki| fried ^ki£k«H

3 Locations in Kingston

^ 240 Montreal Street ^
542-2773 ^

AUNT LUCY'S
TAKE HOME STORES

- A CANADIAN COMPANY

Princess West
at Portsmouth

It's Finger
Lickin' Good

1 Bath Rd.

at Gardiners

Owned and operated
locally by Canadians
for Canadians

TONY MONTANARO

4
^^^bration Mime >

Saturday, February 23 at 8:30 p.m. in McArthur Auditorium

TICKETS: QUEEN'S DRAMA DEPT. 547-6291

STUDENTS $2 NON-STUDENT $3

BOTH OF THESE DIAMOND/ WEIGH JUST 1 CARAT!

WHICH ONE WOULD YOU CHOOSE?

You probably couldn't tell by just looking

which diamond was worth more. Even though

they both weigh 1 carat, one is worth

a lot more. It takes an expert to know the

difference. Whether you're spending

$50 or $5,000 on a diamond . . . we can help you

make the right choice. Come in and

let us show you.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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unclassifieds

ARE YOU GOING TO BE in Kingston
during Reading Weel<? Lonely?
Bored? Tired of Studying? Come
to Chown basement any night next

week Monday-Friday and tielp tlie

Arts Formal Committee with
DECORATIONS! If you can paint

we want you!
HUGE TWO BEDROOM apartment. 5

minutes from campus. Available
again. May 1st with option to take
over lease in September. Phone
546-7170.

TO SUBLET: Fully furnished one
bedroom apartment. Private
entrance and bath. IS minutes
from campus. On Albert St. Phone
544-1502.

THREE CHARMING young men
needed to fill our 8 bedroom (4

girls, 4 boys) apartment next year.
Very close to campus. 549-0551.

VIELEN DANK to all who helped
make the recent German plays

such an outstanding success. See
you there next year - Paul.

QUEEN'S FIRST INDOOR kayak and
canoe slalom. Phys. Ed. complex.
12:30 - 4:30 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 16.

Spectators welcome.
A TALL TURTLE TALE:
One Sunday, a blonde RC turtle

Was obliged to the can soon to hurtle

The reason, we think

Was that she was drunk.
That boppy, wee wholesome young ( ?

)

turtle.

ARTSCI '75 needs a new executive as
well as a permanent executive to

organize reunions, etc. Permanent
executive needs a president, Vice-

President, and a Secretary-
Treasurer. Year executive needs a

president, vice-president,
secretary-treasurer, and athletic

sticks. Nominations should be
submitted in writing to Paul
Findlay, 8 Aberdeen, or placed in

ASUS box in AMS office. Elections
will be held in second floor com-
mon room. Wed. Feb. 27.

3- 4 man apartment to sublet May to

August. Three large bedrooms,
dining room, living room and
kitchen. One block from Victoria
Field. Bedrooms furnished. $190 a

month. Phone Darrell 544-5943,

Paul 544-0071, or Jim 544-7903.

ARTSCI '75 come out and vote or run
for a position on next year's
executive or the permanent year
executive. Elections will take
place in the second floor common
room of the Union on Wednesday,
Feb. 27. Nominations should be
submitted to Paul Findlay or
placed in the ASUS box in AMS
office,

APARTMENT TO SUBLET, King St.

E,, May to September, between
campus, downtown, modern
kitchen, 4 bedrooms. Call Geoff
544-7509 or Roy 544-7507,

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO LIVE
IN WEST CAMPUS TOWER next
year! ! Unit suitable for 2 available
May 1st. Rent, $143. Summer rent

negotiable. Would consider
leaving furnished for summer if

de'>ired. Phone 544-9571.

GOING HOME FOR READING
WEEK? Buses one way and return
by Queen's Excursion Club, $ave.
In the John Orr Room, Tues-Fri.
10:30 3 p,m,

TWO BEDROOM, unfurnished, large
living room. May to Aug, $165,

September April, $175; 286 Queen
St. Apt, I. 548 3401. Also three
bedroom apt. 1205, one bedroom,
$150 Princess and Barric. 542-7633

or 542 5964.

LOST: silver Danish ring in

waihroom of Kingston Hall,
Monday afternoon. Great sen
timental value, $10,00 reward.
Please call Diana at 542 3872,

LOST; one ride to Montreal, If found
pleate call Sue at 544-8766,

PHOTO IMAGE hat a complete range
of technical photographic tervlce
Including ru-.tom black and white
develling and printing and
ektachrome procetting at now
competitive pricet. 48 hour tervlce
or \t\\\ available on moit ordert.
Call ut at 546 7770 tor more in-

formation or drop in at 33 Brock St.

JACQUES SHAPIRO admitt men are
Inferior to women. For further
Information phone him or Rick at
',44 716'/

BE MY VALENTINE, Joan, Marlon,
Anita, Beverly and Debbie. Love
from Jimmy and Ronny,

CC «iias Phantom Valentine pleate

identify yourself . S.

ATTENTION SECOND
BROCKINGTON: Great time
Saturday night. Keep in touch so

we can do it again. Reps, of 2 West
Chown. Lisette, Anita, Nancy.

SUMMER SUBLET OR TAKEOVER:
well-furnished two bedroom
apartment, two entrances and
parking, cheap rent close to
everything at Brock and
Sydenham. Call 546-3324 after 5

p.m.

TO SUBLET - spacious three bedroom
furnished apartment with sun
porch. Central location. Call 542-

9372. after 5 p.m.
APARTMENT FOR RENT - large,

modern, two bedroom apartment
centrally located, free parking.

Entrances on Brock St. and
Princess St. Available May 1st.

Call 544-0104.

FOUND: a watch at Queen's Curling
Club. Jan. 28. Phone 544-7727.

HARD UP??? Call Prostitutes
Anonymous, our lines are always
open. 544-8716 or 544-8717

FOR RENT: two bedroom apartment
in Married Students Complex, on
John A. MacDonald. $165 a month;
this month only $75. Call 542-2059.

AHA? ANASTASIE, my lovely one,

come and be my Valentine Singed,

Eugene R.

FEMALE MODEL, for life drawing
and painting class. No experience
necessary. $3 an hour. Contact J.

David Brown 190 Wellington St.

Phone 542-7724.

FOR SALE: 1967 MG, best offer, as is.

Hardtop, radio, new tires etc.

Phone Ric: 549-1947 between 5:30 -

6:30.

CLEAN BEAUTIFUL FURNISHED,
five bedroom home on Albert St.

Driveway, sunny backyard, patio
and front porch. If it grabs you,
grab it . . July and August. Call

544-4102.

TO SUBLET MAY 1st. Two bedroom
apartment suitable for 2 or 3

people. Stove, refrigerator and
services included. Close to cam-
pus. Phone 544-6579.

BIOLOGY '74 -those people interested

in purchasing a biology '74 class

picture, contact Dan Mallory, 546-

7166. The price is $7.50 unframed
and $9.50 framed.

TO SUBLET: modern three bedroom
apartment with large kitchen and
living room. Ten minutes from
campus and close to downtown.
Furnished or unfurnished. May 1

to August 31. Phone 544-7397.

TO SUBLET: May 1st - large two
bedroom apt. spacious
broadloomed living room, modern
bathroom, and kitchen, close to

downtown and campus on Prin-

cess, partly furnished. Call Jane
549-2389 or Marilyn 549-2346.

LEAVING THE COUNTRY? in

reading week. Photo Image gives
you six passport size prints at a

new low student price, only $4.00.

Ideal for International Drivers
Permits and job applications too.

Call us at 546-7770 or drop try our
studio at 33 Brock St. Group rates

available.

BICYCLE FOR SALE. Very good
condition. Accessories' included.

$45. Phone 544-7942.

PROXY VOTE Unable to attend
AMS general meeting? Need
someone to let your vote be
known? See me - Dwight Neddow,
Goodwin Hall, Room 721. I'll tell it

the way you want it!

SCIENCE '44 coop still has rooms
available for males and females at

economical rates. We are also

accepting applications for next
year. If interested, please call

Andrew Anderson, 542-3680, or

Nancy McKerrncher, 544-2809.

TO SUBLET; May 1 to Sept 1, 1974.

Three bedroom apartment, living

room, kitchen, two bathrooms, full

furnished, and in good condition,

wall to v/all carpeting included.

Close to campus and downtown.
Call 544 3673.

SUE: pull the following clatilflud. It's

llbellout and mlileading.

The editor of the paper (the male one)

beat! woman and I have the

brultei to prove It . . Blllle

Bonanio.

Allegations and general derrogatlons
will get you nowhere . . Roberto
Bonanzo.

MARK H AND family: Thank you for

a great Sunday evening!!! It even
snowed. Think snow and Sutton,

annechrisdavcgailheatherjohnke-

etiylaurielizpaulrobin

LOST: one racoon hat in vicinity of

theology hall or in a Modern taxi,

on the evening of Thursday, Feb. 7.

It has sentimental value. If found,
call 549-2944. Reward offered.

TIIK RKV. (;OHI>ON ilF.NIiKA, K.A., B.W.
I Ml Karrlf Slr<-»-t — IVIephonf MH Mn

AKnUtant CumU- and AnKli'sn ChapUla Ut Qut:<;a'ii l]aivei%liy:

THK RKV. KHir; IIOWKK, K.A , M.l*lv
UH Barrle Htrt-.t^l — Telephone 54«-5Ua

9 00 a.m. - HOLY COMMUNION
11,00 a m - HOLY COMMUNION Preacher; The Rector
Tuesday
7.45 a m. - HOLY COMMUNION

ltalia_PLizzeria
544-3622

421 Princess

Free Delivery

Journal Advertising

Deadlines

For Display ads the Ad space

should be reserved by Thursday

for a Tuesday issue and

Tuesday for a Friday issue.

Pfeose reserve spoce in odvonce

for 0 series of ods

MODERN PORTUGUESE
Credit Course to be offered in Spring Term 1974

8 May - 25 June

Last day to apply without late fee: 15 February

Submit Applications to the Department of Extension

New Arts/Social Science Complex, Queen's University

PORTUGUESE is second only to Spanish among the Romance Languages in point of the
number of its native speal<ers. The overwhelming majority of Portuguese speakers live in

Brazil, the giant of Latin America, and account for almost 100 million of the 260 million
Latin Americans today. Brazil is a complex, vigorous society committed to order and
progress; her growing weight in the foreseeable future will influence Canada's relations
in Inter-American affairs.

A.M.S. Housing HOUSING WAITING LIST

Anyone whose name appears in these lists must show their student card in the AMS office
by 5:00 p.m. Friday, February 15th, 1974 (TODAY).

Please note that this is only a waiting list. You will be notified shortly after March 1st. if

you have a house.

Bedsitting - 1. Alan Dixon,
2. Tares Kowaczyszyn, 3.

Cathy Burns, 4. Louise
MacMasler, 5. G. P.

Zelonka, 6. Jean
MacKinnon.

Large Bachelor - 1. Art
Prowse, 2. James Bell, 3.

Ian Blain, 4. David Crouch,
5. Terry Lister, 6.

Christopher Chan, 7. Bob
Fenwick, 8 Byron
McGillivray.

1 Bedroom - 1. Barbara
MacKay, 2. J. G. Shatford,

3. Eli7:abeth Trotter, 4.

Maureen Doyle, 5. Brenda
Perfect, 6. Ginny
Langmuir, 7. Gary
Auqustynek, 8. John
MacDIarnnid, 9, Doug
Donald, 10. Ann Fallon, 11.

Victor Day, 12. George
Budd, 13. Muriel Bull, 14.

Bill Burgess, 15. Allan

Austin, 16. Glenna Munro,

17. Michael Percy, 18.

Glenn Dellnis, 19. Tom
Kemsly, 20. Ian Cameron,
21. Sue Peart, 22. Sheri
Smart.

2 Bedroom - 1. Barbara
Weir, 2. Sue Moffat, 3. Sue
Baugh, 4. Tom Intven, 5.

Eileen Art, 6. Tom Mc-
Cormick, 7. Jan Schultze,

8. Yvonne Aiemstra, 9.

Margaret E. M. Johnston,

10. Craig Slen.

3 Bedroom 1. Joan
Blishen, 2. Dave Cape, 3.

Sheila Armstrong, 4.

Alison Wood.

4 Bedroom - 1. Richard
Lesveur, 2. John Wigley, 3.

Patricia Simmonds, 4.

James Hooper, 5. Rob
Nicholson, 6. Debbie
Coyne,

5 Bedroom - 1. James
Browning, 2. Mary
Johnston, 3. Robyn
Woodward, 4. Stephen
Douglas, 5. Robert Brown,
6. Jane Dillon, 7. Mike
Brennan, 8. George
Bannister, 9. Alison Gait,

10. Ken Wright, 11. Bill

Thomas, 12. Lawrence
Gordon, 13. Mary Ann
Myke, 14. Bob Tate, 15.

Bob Yeo, 16. Steve Luck,
17. Mark Ziegler, 18. Shelly

Sliter, 19. Andrew
McGillivray, 20. John
Beirness.

6 Bedroom - 1. William M.
Tovell, 2. Glenn D.
Thornley, 3. Don Taylor, 4.

Philip L. F. Bishop, 5. Jim
Ratfan, 6. Mary Ridler, 7.

David White, 8. E. Ilman
Komvlainen, 9. John
Turpie, 10. Gerald Simp-
son.

7 Bedroom - l. Paul Stern,
2. Andrew Mason.

8 Bedroom - 1. L. Harvey
Jewett, 2. Wayne Fogel, 3.

Greg Schwann.
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World control of seas is vital
by John Bottomley

World peace and economic stability can only be

achieved when ocean resources are internationally

controlled, Dr. John LogUe told public ad-

ministration students in a seminar on Monday.
Logue is an Associate Proffessor at Villanove

University, and director of the university's World
Ord^r Research Institute. He has been involved in

the ocean question for four years, and has testified

before the United Nations on the subject.

WRC executive
Women's Residence Council elections were held

on February 12. The new executive for '74-'75 is as

follows

:

President - Ferelyth Bruce-Lockart

Vice-President - Debbie Grass
A-Wing Block Chairman - Linda Lamoureux
B-Wing Block Chairman - Gail Waterman
D-Wing Block Chairman - Sue Pearson

E-Wing Block Chairman - Janet Moroz
Adelaide and Ban Righ - Nancy Bowes
Chown - Janice Wadge

Artsci '76

executive
The Arsci 76 elections were held on the night of

Wednesday, February 13. All positions were ac-

claimed and attendance was sparse. The new
executive for '74-'75 is as follows:

President - Jim Henderson
Vice-President - Alan Bell

Secretary - ICim Killer

Treasurer - Carl Fitzpatrick

Social Convenor - Jill Sawers
Publicity Agent - Dan Andreae
Male Athletic Stick - Russ Thorn
Female Athletic Stick - Anne Brown

"We must donate some portion of the trillions of

dollars of seabed mineral wealth to strengthen the

peacekeeping capacity of the United Nations,"

Logue asserted. He was, however, doubtful that this

would happen. "Coastal nationalism and the

nearsightedness of the superpowers" block the way.
For example, during a U.N. Seabed committee

discussion, the chairman of the Canadian
delegation has urged that unilateral action by
countries is a "quite respectable" method of

making international law.

The main argument in favour of this is that

even a 200 mile exclusive economic zone leaves

most of the ocean unclaimed. What is being ignored

here is that "in dollar value, almost all the ex-

ploitable ocean wealth is inside the 200 mile line."

The U.S., in 1970, proposed that 50-66 per cent of

revenues gained from the outer continental margin,
which amounts to trillions of dollars, should be
given to the international community. However, the

U.S. is now retreating from this stand, citing the

lack of support from other nations as an excuse.

Consequently, the gap between the haves and the

have-nots continues to grow.

Without some international control, perhaps an
international company set up like the Tennessee
Valley Authority in the U.S., the wealth of the .

oceans is in only a few hands. As long as this is the

case, worldwide economic stability cannot be
achieved.

International control would benefit the world in

many ways, Logue explained. A multilateral

"ocean regime" could provide six billion dollars per

year by 1980 to finance some part of the fight

against pollution and to assist in the financing of the

U.N. peacekeeping force. Wars like the British-

Icelandic cod war would be prevented by this

regime.

The U.N. was established in 1945 to keeping

peace and improving the standard of living

throughout the world. In the Words of Alexander

Hamilton: "a person does not will an end . . unless

he wills the means to the accomplishment of that

objective." A multilateral ocean regime could

provide the means, according to Logue.

Users fear 165's destiny
by Sarah Yarnell

Several students have expressed concern about
the fate of 165 University. Current plans call for the

construction of the Centre on the site now occupied
by the old house.

165's users are afraid that it may be torn down
and the services relocated in an "office-like

building", according to ASUS Rep-at-Large Wil
Kranenburg. She stressed that the "friendly" at-

mosphere in the well-preserved structure was vital

to 165's function.

The Birth Control Centre and the Student
Counselling Service are located here. Other regular
users include members of the Student Volunteer
Bureau, the Homophile Association, TAK and the
Spanish House.

Apart from being used by students with specific

problems or reasons for coming in, 165 serves daily
as a reading room, study centre, peaceful sitting

room, meditation spot, lunch room, meeting place
and reception centre for the High School Visits

Programme. There is almost "continuous traffic

through the house from eight to eleven", seven days
a week, Kranenburg estimated.

I

Moving the house to another site has been
partially investigated as an alternative to tearing it

down. According to Kranenburg, two possible
locations are the space behind Career Planning and
Placement, and the lot on the corner of Division and
Union Streets. AMS Vice-President Bruce Trotter,

however, quoted a spokesman from Physical Plant
in saying that he ' 'saw no place to relocate 165" . The
cost of moving^ would be around $20,000, the
spokesman calculated.

According to its users, the next best thing to

moving 165 is to take over a house in the same
central area. Buildings similar to 165 are scarce,

ihowever.

The reason behind Outer Council's concern for

165's destiny was that it supported the Birth Control
Centre with a grant, and found it "ludicrous to

watch it go down the drain", explained Kranenburg.

The Counselling Service is "a major thing we
need around here as university is a very alienating

place", stressed Kranenburg. Counselling in a

relaxed atmosphere would be "impossible in an

office".

The Administration will only start looking for

an alternative to 165 if the University Centre is

approved, explained Trotter. He estimated that the

problem should be resolved by the summer's end.

Letter

sparks

response
The ledger for'court reservations is now located

on the counter in the Physical Education Centre

Administration Office from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,

Monday through Friday, on a trial basis, and at the

Men's Equipment Counter during open hours on

Saturdays and Sundays. This action is being taken
as a result of constant complaints, in addition to

Victoria Kemsley's irate letter to the Journal which
stated that women are not able to reserve courts on
an equal basis with men.

Locker and laundry services for use in the

Physical Education Centre facilities may now be
purchased for their guests and their sponsors at a

cost of $1.00. The cost of laundry service is in ad-

dition to the guest membership fee of $1.00.

The use of combination locks for guests can also

be arranged at the Administrative Office wicket

between the hours of 11:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.,

Monday through Friday. A deposit of $2.00 is

required for this service and will be refunded on
return of the lock.

The Queen^s Pub
WILL BE OPEN SKI WEEK

Closed this Soturday.

ARTSCI 77
YEAR ELECTIONS

Wednesday, February 27, 1974

7:30

STIRLING B

COME OUT AND SUPPORT YOUR YEAR.
Any nominations for the eight positions con-

tact Bob Atkinson or Shelagh Rodgers

SCIENCE '44

has nothing to do with Science.

It's a place to live. We have

rooms and board available for

males and females at very

economical rates

If interested, please call

Andrew Anderson - 546-6211

I
Canada's Largest and Best-Known Record Store

- SAVE AT SAMS
I EXTRA DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

I TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

|0N TAPES, ALBUMS AND ACCESSORIES]

I

I

I

1. Please note that 45's advertised specials, and in-store

specials are excluded from this offer.

2. Proof of enrollment must be shown before sale is

rung through register

187 Princess Street , Kingston

Open

9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Monday to Saturday

I'

" »' '
'

Thursday and Friday evening 'til 9:30 p.m. j
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letters to the editors

Finlay's getting

its money's worth
Dear Editors,

I would like to congratulate Finlay's not

necessarily for having a particularly tasteful or

stimulating advertisement in the Jan. 29 edition of

the Journal, but for having the intelligence to use

such a controversial one. They have managed to get

advertisements of various shapes and sizes into the

four succeeding journals (not counting this one)

from various and sundry irked, degraded, and self-

proclaimed chauvinistic people after only having

paid for a third of a page of advertising two weeks
ago.

Well done.

Sincerely,

Alan Evans
Ed note: Right on

"Connoisseurs" don't

belong at university
Dear Editors,

I find it extremely difficult to credit the authors

of the latest editorial letter concerning Findlay's

advertisement (Les Connoisseurs" as they termed,

themselves) with any real belief in their proposition

that "A woman's place is in the kitchen and in the

bedroom". If they actually do feel this way I fail to

understand why they are in attendance, as they

presumably are, at this university, where not only

are women permitted to attend but are also per-

mitted to graduate and sometimes even to graduate

with "honours". Surely anyone of such a strong

persuasion would find the atmosphere much more
congenial at, shall we say the Royal Military

College? There they would at least be free to ap-

preciate "tasteful" advertisements without the

objections of any "emancipated bra-burning"

letterwriters.

Sincerely,

Chris Brown

Inconsideration --

the rule of line-ups
Dear Editors,

This past Thursday (Feb. 7), we attended the

movie "Fiddler on the Roof" at Dunning
Auditorium. Realizing that this would be a popular

movie, we arrived early to obtain a good spot in the

lineup. When we arrived at 8:30, there were about 50

people in the line ahead of us. By 9:30, the lineup

v/as quite long, extending down the stairs and
through the lower corridor, and it was beginning to

appear as though some of the later arrivals might

not get in. As time went on, mass desertions oc-

curred in the lines behind us, as people from the

rear moved up to stand on the stairs and in the

foyer. The latest arrivals did not even bother to

move to the end of the line, but took up positions in

the foyer, ahead of all but the first few people in

line. When the doors opened, and we finally got in,

the theatre was more than half-filled with people,

Ihe majority of them the late-comers. These people

got (he choice seats, while we, and many others who
came in after us, but who had been in the line for a

\oriu, linx:, wi:r<: relegated to inf<;rior seats at the

sides, etc.

We don't know if any people were turned away,
hut those who maintained their original positions at

the back of the line in.stead of rudely and
thoughtlessly butting-in at the head of the line,

certainly got poor seats.

This is not the only occasion when this has

happened. It has happened at concerts, dances, and
other events held here. We appeal to the decency of

the people: please have some consideration for

others. If you wish a good seat at a movie, concert,

etc., come early! Don't come late, butt in, and do

some others who were there before you, out of good

seats, or even admission. They were there early,

sometimes in the freezing cold, not to watch you

come an hour and a half later and take the best

seats. If we were all to have a little more con-

sideration for others, this world would be a much
better place to live in. Thank you.

Yours truly,

L. Gallinger

V. Kirkwood
S. Walsh

University centre

concept questioned
Dear Editors,

A recent article which appeared in the Journal

outlining the proposed financing of the University

Centre indicated that large sums of money are

available to the university community through
several sources. In the face of the potentially

disastrous effects on the quality of education that a

lack of finances will bring, I find it in-

comprehensible that the question of the university

centre should even receive the slightest mention on

campus, let alone your editorial support.

Further, the proposal that $188,000 may be

spent to renovate the pub in the face of these

financial difficulties is indicative of a grossly

dispropriate set of priorities. The large fortune

evidently available for the construction of the

university centre should be redirected to offset the

difficulties which are evidently being experienced

by every faculty here at Queens.

Sincerely,

Warren Johnson
Ed note: Why has everyone waited until now to

comment?

We're just confused
Dear Editors,

Maybe we're confused, but some of us are of the

opinion that a newspaper's job is to report the news
as it occurred, not as some roving reporter

imagined it to occur. Not only was Suzanne

Sherkin's article on the front pag^ of last Friday's

Journal factually incorrect, it was biased and

opinionated.

In the same issue of the Journal there was a

scathing editorial directed at someone who had not

fulfilled the responsibilities of his job. As a matter

of fact, this editorial went so far as to condemn this

person for being biased.

The irony of this contradiction should be clear

(o most (in Ihe same issue no less). Or perhaps, as I

said, we're just confused.

Respectfully yours,

Jamie Corbett
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Kingston's

Newest

S^" Chalet
Sums

and most

beautiful

the Hi(jn thai Imdn to

dinimj pleanure
Now Open

Enjoy an evening with Your friends in an
International atmosphere in rooms named
after great cities of Switzerland. . .

Zurich, Lausanne,. . .

Phone your reservations to 546-2905. Bath Road

Queen's
Division of Concerts

presents

TORONTO DANCE THEATRE
"Unquestionably the finest modern dance
company in the country technically and
creatively" (Globe and Mall)

GRAND THEATRE (218 Princess)

SATURDAY 2 MARCH 8:30 p.m.
^Tickets: S4, 3, 2 general, 3.50, 2.50, 1.50students

Division of Concerts Box Office,
Agnes Etherington Art Centre

-

547-6194

or

Grand Theatre Box Office

546-1756

HAMLET
February 6-16

Convocation Hall

LEAVING

Queen's This Year?

Be sure to get your

TRICOLOR 74'

sent to

your new address

Bring a dollar (domestic mail)

to the AMS office and sign up!

Remember, you paid for the book.

I f
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Bye, Bye Birdie

Silly, but fun
by Kiloran German impressive chorus is Glen Piper

The hoppers of yesteryear who plays Conrad Birdie, the

squeal and swoon as Elvis Presley prototype. He is rock and
reincarnate gyrates . . . Mr. and roll personified - not only during

Mrs. Middle America pay the incredible dehvery of his

homage to their Sunday evening songs, but every moment he is on

idol - Ed Sullivan . . . the boy stage - from grappling with

gets his girl, the woman gets her hoppers to chugging his break-

man, and the Jewish Mama fast beer. Had Piper been born in

collapses on a garbage heap, another generation, he would
Such is Bye Bye Birdie. have put old Elvis out of business.

The silly frivolous idiotic As Albert, Birdie's manager,
Httle show seems to have been Rob Schock seemed to have more
tailor-made for the Queen's difficulties with the transition

Musical Theatre whose from singing to acting. He has a

production opened on Wednesday good voice and achieves a fine

night at the Grand Theatre. Who sense of character but he has a

cares if they can't sing? So what tendency to indulge in facial

if there are prolslems? The gymnastics which are fine during

group's energy, vitality and the musical numbers but are

sense of fun brings the show to completely overdone at the other

life and their mood is infectious, times.

Director Tim Chapman As Rosie, Albert's secretary,

wisely accentuates the super- Cathy Robertson has the same
ficiality of the characters. His sort of problem - but in the op-

actors are massive caricatures posite direction. She can play the

who are completely at home in part, but she can't sing it. She has

Alan Watts' stylized cartoon-type a constant battle with the or-

set. Acting inadequacies are chestra and even when she seems
obscured in this production to be screeching she can't

concept as everyone is given overpower it. Her dancing
licence to ham it to the hilt - and compensates for this somewhat,
'ham it they do, squeezing every especially when she turns into a

possible laugh from the feeble vamp in the second act (even

little thing. Even Ann Vogl's though at this point she is dressed

grotesque caricature of a Jewish to look like a particularly un-

mother is rendered inoffensive by seductive scarlet cello )

.

the overall context. And in- Sharon Keates as Kim, the

dividual vocal inadequacies are chief bopper, is the epitome of

obscured by the choral strength, teenage gawkiness. She has a fine

The show's finest moments voice and somehow manages to

are its big production numbers, hold her own in the pony-tailed

The huge cast has been expertly saddle-shoed crowd. This is no
handled by choreographers Jill mean feat as the crowd is ex-

Hodkinson and Joseph Riha. The tremely impressive,

movement is lively and precise The Queen's Musical Theatre

and there is no awkwardness in must be highly commended for

the size of the group - they never its production which is colourful,

clutter the stage - they fill it. lively and so energetic that its

The only individual per- success is inevitable. The show is

former to steal the scene from the silly, but its fun.
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...at Agnes
In 1970 the Agnes

Etherington Art Centre received

sixty works from the important

collection of Douglas Duncan, a

much loved patron of the arts. A
selection from this gift will be

shown for the first time at the Art

Centre between February 16 and
March 31. The paintings and
drawings by David Milne,

Lemoine FitzGerald and Jack

Nichols are among the most
important additions to the

Canadian Collection at Agnes.

Following Duncan's death in

1968, this collection was divided

among various public galleries in

Canada. Although he described

himself as a casual collector, his

collection included such im-
portant Canadian artists as Jack
Nichols, Lemoine FitzGerald and
David Milne. Describing his

collection Douglas Duncan said

in an interview in 1960, "I have no

mission, no spectacular aim in

collecting; I have merely
assembled a large number of oils.

G.S.S. Film Club
presents

THE MARX BROTHERS
IN

#/"THE COCONUTS
Tonight, Friday the 15th

Ellis Hall 8 p.m,

water colours, drawings and
prints that I have liked and that I

continue to enjoy."

The Agnes Etherington Art

('cntre will present the film

"Gertrude Stein: When This You
See, Remember Me", in Dunning
Hall on February 25 at 8:00. The
film has been described as "an
intriguing film biography of a

woman and a city who came
together at a moment of

revolutionary ferment in art and
literature".

The city was Paris and the

moment was that of the 20's and
the 30's: the woman was Ger-

trude Stein. The film, through a

sensitive combination of live

reminiscenses, rare films and
photographs, paintings and
people, recreates the story of this

remarkable woman; her long

relationship with Alice B. Toklas,

her circle which included ex-

patriate authors and avante-

garde artists - Hemingway, T.S.

Eliot, Sheryvood Anderson, Ezra
Pound, Virgil Thomson, James
Joyce, Thorton Wilder, Picasso,

Matisse, and many others.

The impact of the film has

been equated with a student's

comment after hearing Gertrude

Stein lecture at Harvard in the

30's: "I went just to see what she

looked like but she took the door

of my mind right off its hinges

and its been wide open ever

since."

JOHN'S

DELICATESSEN

Meats, groceries,

Specialty foods

etc.

Excellent service

Reasonable prices

340 BARRIE ST.

548-7638

< $5.80 S
Great

Pizza

Deluxe- X/'V /^\
Extra Large

^'

i
Plus Free
Coke
Plus Deposit

PIZZA CHALET
544-1227

llinikos Horos

If that's Greek to you, then come and find out what

it's all about (and maybe meet some Greek freaks)

Greek Dance V^j^
sponsored by Greek Orthodox Youth of America

at the LaSalle Hotel on Bagot St,

on March 2, 1974
Music by Athinaiki Orchestra

8:30 p.m. - 1 :30 a.m.

Dress Semi-formal $6.00 a person

tirkets at door or phone Helen at 544-1029

Art History DSC Lecture Series

'The Romantic's Italy'
Oil Monday February 2r>, the Art History JJ.S.C will [jft^nl a

lecture by IJr. F. S. Colwell of the iJepartmenl of Knfflish, entitled

"The Romantics' Italy". In the lecture l)r Ojiwell will discuss the
reactions of late 18th and early 19th century F:nglish travellers in

Italy to the works of painting, sculpture and architecture they
viewed there. In addition, Dr. Col well will examine the problems
these travellers encountered in describing such works as
Michelangelo's Last Judgement and the Church of San Marco in

Venice, which did not fit into the general dictates of 19th century
taste. Particularly influential in this respect were the writers of

guidebooks, such as the Reverend Chetwold Eustace and
Marianna Starke, who liked to use a latter-day 'Guide Michelin'
format of indicating the 'best' sites with a varied number of ex-
clamation points.

Dr. Colwell is a specialist in 19th century Itomantic literature.

He became interested in the history of the guidebooks and journals
of travellers in Italy because of the effect these accounts had in the
shaping of artistic taste in the 19th century.

The lecture will be held at 8 p.m. in Watson 217 on Monday,
February 25.

"A Mime's eye view
##

Tony Montanaro returns to

Kingston for another of his

delightful mime performances on

Saturday, February 23 in

McArthur Auditorium on the

West Campus of Queen's
University.

Twice before, he entertained

local audiences with mime
shows, presenting a wide range of

human activities and emotions by

means of the human body alone,

('ritics here and elsewhere were
deeply impressed at the breadth

and de|)th of expression he and,

his associate mime could evoke

with meicly a hand gesture or

turn of the body.

Now, Monlati.'iro is bringing

along his full company of eight

oilier mime artists lo offer a full

evening of I heat re ranging from
Ihe sileni vignettes of classical

pantomime lo Ihe I ille work of the

evening, "An American
Collage."

This highlight of the evening
presents overlapping scenes of

American life using techniques of

sound and movement that have
been developed through en-

semble improvisations.
"Collage" is a mime-based form
of total theatre where the per-

former is totally responsible for

the theatrical effect.

One critic of Montanaro's
"Celebration Mime Theatre" has
written that "we are witnessing

Ihe evolution of a high art form,

and at Ihe hands of genuine
masters. Whoever thinks that

mime is silent should not miss the

expansion of the art."

There will be one per-
formance at «::}0 p.m. in

McArlhur Auditorium on
Saturday, February 2;Jrd. Tickets

are available from the Drama
Department of Queen's
University, 547-()291, or at Ihe

door - Students $2.00, Non-
students $3.00.
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Richard Harris: Performer and Poet

f roft away
I ran away
I ran far away
from home again
the nights were empty
so was my tummy
I came home
I came home
from far away again

I sneaked up the lane

climbed the wall

and saw my father

still practicing golf

and saw my mother
still knitting away
and saw brothers

still going on dates

and saw my sister

still kissing Reggie (her dog)

Limerkk 245

Mum was crying on the phone
her green eyes

pouring

out some sorrow

I wanted to touch her
and shield her eyes

from the things her ears were
hearing

But I didn't

somehow
I understood

that her sorrow was private

and sharing it

would only make it doubly worse
R. H. 1945

I ran away for nothing

I'll try again tomorrow
R. H. 1943

Limerick 245

(reverse charge)

Dad was crying on the phone
his blue eyes

pouring

out some sorrow

I wanted to touch him
and
close his mouth
from the things that he was
saying

I tried

somehow I understood
when he waved me away
I suppose he was right

I was really far too young
to be of any help

R. H. 1945

- machpherson

My blood reflects

nothing of me
My blood

reflects nothing of me

It reflects

beer

whiskey

guinness

lack of passion

or

passion held by catholic beads

It moves in circles

through my tree _

unrooted to my earth

each drop in siege

and careless in having

no relationship to my body

But when I bleed

it belongs to her

only then

it is a part of me
R. H. 1952

macpherson
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Gaels slump too much
by Sue de Stein

Outstanding performances by brothers Drew
and Jon Love of Carleton, on the boards and the

scoresheet, coupled with a disastrous second-

quarter scoring slump by Queen's, proved too much
for the basketball Gaels, as the Ravens easily

handled the Gaels in a 92-80 win on Tuesday night. It

was the 11th loss of the season for the Queen's

squad.

Queen's began aggressively, playing a tight

man-to-man defence and forcing the Ravens to the

outside for their shots. Unfortunately, both Jon
Love and Lome Bowles were on target, picking up
10 and 11 points respectively in the first half.

On the strength of some hot shooting by Gaels'

forward Norm Hagarty, who hit his first four at-

tempts from the floor, Queen's took a 16-12 lead late

in the first quarter. However, the Gaels were unable

to sustain their momentum beyond the first period

and soon found themselves in foul trouble. For the

remainder of the half, all five Queen's starters

could muster just 11 points, mostly on foul shots,

while displaying a remarkable lack of hustle on
offense, and a similar absence of discipline and
teamwork on defence. With the Love brothers

dominating the boards, and Graham Haig, John
Mitchell and Bowles shooting well from outside, the

Ravens surged to lead by as many as 20 points

during the later stages of the half. Some late points

pulled the Gaels to within 17 at the half, 44-27.

The Gaels scoring slump and Carleton 's

domination of the boards extended into the early

part of the third quarter, with the Ravens quickly

opening up a 25 point lead. However, four minutes
into the half, Queen's began to come alive of-

fensively, capitalizing on the Ravens' increasingly

sloppy play. The Carleton squad found themselves

in deep foul trouble.

A relatively effective full-court zone press by
the Gaels midway through the quarter, rattled the

Carleton squad, who gave up the ball repeatedly.

Poor shooting and several turnovers prevented
Queen's from fully exploiting their advantage. The
3-on-2 and 3-on-l situations that developed forced

Carleton to take fouls they could not afford. The
Gaels had the bonus in with almost 14 minutes left in

the game, while Bowles, who had 13 points at that

stage, fouled out.

With him out of the game, and the Ravens'
outside shooting deteriorating, the Gaels stormed
back. In a furious six-minute stretch, the Gaels,

pressing continuously, narrowed the margin from
12 points to just six, 78-72. Andy Christie, who
continues to improve with each game, came up with

six points and three vital steals, with Stu Beck,

adding 10 quick points on a mixture of hustle and
good shooting.

In the final quarter, the Gaels were putting on

the pressure, scrapping for loose balls and showing
disciplined rebounding, especially on the defensive

boards.

After a couple of hurried time outs, the Ravens,
badly rattled during much of the second half,

regained some measure of composure, and once
again opened the lead to 12 points. And, as was
typical of the entire game, the Gaels were unable to

sustain its momentum. Carleton worked the ball to

Jon Love, who responded with some clutch baskets,

and the Gaels cooled off completely. Carleton went
on to win, 92-80.

Jon Love led the winners with 22 points and 15

rebounds, while Haig hooped 18 points, Bowles
added 13, and Drew Love hooped in 12 points while

gathering in 12 boards. For the Gaels, Rob Smart
had 18, Hagarty chipped in 15 points and 12 boards,

Stu Beck added 14 points in the second half, John
Keck another 11 points and 10 rebounds, and

Swinnard and Christie added 10 each.

The Gaels will close out their season here

tonight against the Ryerson Rams. Game time is

8:15.

Gallery of

Fine Crafts

Canadian Shop

of Kingston

FIRST FLOOR

ESKIMO SCULPTURE
IN SOAPSTONE AND

WHALEBONE

MAIN FLOOR
Books, hasty notes, calendars,

jewelry, w/all hangings, wood-
carvings, mocassins, parkas,

scarves, candles - and more.

219 Princess Street, (Next to the Capital Theatre). 542-1115

Gallery & Store Hours: Men, Tue,,Wed & Sat. 10 A.M. to6 P.M. Thu & FrI. 10 A.M. to9 P.M.

Fontainhleauu,.EN!

542-9147

ILLY
ISED

DINING ROOM
Warm Atmosphere
Steaks & Seafoods
Open 1 1 AM to 1 0 PM
Sundays 4 p.m.

to 10 p.nn.

for Dining pleasure
call to-day.

182 Princess St. (at Montreal)

ASANOWICN VOtf CAM
dCAilVSIMNVOINI
tCCtN IMTO.
When you ask for McDonald's Quarter-Pounder or

Ouarter-Pounder with Cheese, you've said a mouthful.

Matter of fact, you've said a lot of moythfuls.

277 BATH ROAD

FINLAY'S SPORT SHOP

February Ski Sale
THE SKI FOR 1974

THE HEAD STANDARD 140.00 NOW 109.95

THE HEAD GK03 125.00 now 99.95

ALL SKI EQUIPMENT AND SKI WEAR
IS NOW ON SALE

20% to 50% OFF

93 Princess St. 548-8255
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Late goals doom Gaels; playoff race tightens
by Peter Watts

Everyone knew that the

Carleton Red Ravens were a

better hockey team than a 13-3

score would indicate. Everyone
that is, except the Queen's
Golden Gaels. They too found it

out on Tuesday night in Ottawa as

they dropped a 4-3 decision to the

Ravens at the Nepean Sport-

splex. John Cerre, Jim Sunstrum
and Dave Parks scored the

Queen's goals. Steve Kidd played

all but the last four minutes in

goal' for the Gaels when he was
replaced by Dave Dungey in an

effort to shake up the rest of the

team. The Gaels were tied 1-1

after one period and 16d 2-1 after

the second, but could not hold on.

The loss left the Gaels and
the University of Ottawa
GeeGees tied for the fourth and

final playoff spot, each with 16

points. The Laurentian
Voyageurs are three points ahead
of them in third place.

It brings up an interesting

situation as the season moves
Into its final week. Both Ottawa
and Queen's have three games
left in the schedule. The GeeGees
play University of Toronto Blues

Friday night in Toronto and meet
Ryerson on Saturday. Their final

game is against the Gaels next

Tuesday night in Ottawa. The
Gaels meet York tonight at 8 p.m.

in the Harty Arena; then play

Ottawa on Tuesday night in

Ottawa and close out their

regular schedule next Saturday

night at home against Ryerson. It

means that if both teams beat

Ryerson (that could be a betting

proposition as far as Queen's is

concerned) then it comes down to

Tuesday's game in Ottawa. It's a

fairly good bet that Toronto will

beat Ottawa but the York-
Queen's encounter ?

At any rate, there's no real

future in finishing fourth. The
winner gets to play Toronto on
"Tuesday, February 26th and
that's a helluva thing to look

forward to. The real challenge is

to finish second and the Gaels
have done a great job at

eradicating that possibility. The
most obvious question is why? It

certainly isn't because of a lack

of effort on the part of coach
Dave Field who has sweated over
this team enough for a dozen
coaches. One veteran observer,

who has been associated with the

team for a number of years, told

this reporter that it is a lack of

pride. And I think his conclusion

is an accurate one. When one
looks at the Blues for example,
guys like Pagnutti and Ruhnke
are putting out a good effort even
though they've been around for a

few years. The reason? Pride!

That kind of attitude doesn't exist

in this organization. And it's

really a shame. There has been

tremendous support for the team
from the university community
all season long. One would wish

for a little more enthusiasm from
the crowd during the game;
nonetheless, there have been

good crowds to see nearly all the

home games. But that doesn't

seem to mean very much. Yes,

it's really too bad!

Swim Gals aim higher
Queen's women's in-

tercollegiate swimming and
diving team is looking for at least

a fourth place finish in

tomorrow's OWIAA swimming
and diving championships at the

University of Ottawa. It is ex-

pected that Waterloo, Western
and Toronto will be the teams to

beat, but coach Sheila McKirdy
expects her Gals will improve
substantially over last year's

seventh place finish. One reason
is that this year for the first time
ever, Queen's has entries in

virtually every event. In ad-

dition, Vivien Steacy will com-
pete in the one and three metre

Waterpolo

team ends

with wins
Saturday witnessed the

farewell appearance of Queen's
championship waterpolo team
this season. Reinforced with
Bruce Lazenby and Mike,^ache
of R.M.C., Queen's John
Seveigny, and the "Old Man of

the Sea", coach Simon Bietler,

"A" and "B" squads were for-

med to represent Queen's in an
exhibition round-robin with
MacDonald College and
Laurentian.

In the first game, Queen's
"B" team overwhelmed
Laurentian by a 25-3 score.

Bietler, a one-time star with the

Dutch National Team, netted 9

goals, while regular forward
Peter Lapp contributed 8 and
defenseman Christ Whatley four.

Queen's "A" team continued

the golden dominance in the

second contest, downing Mac-
Donald by a 6-3 count. John
Seveigny and Brian Wolfe each
scored twice for the Gaels, with

Seveigny netting his in the fourth

period to ice the Queen's win.

The following game with

Laurentian was clinched by
Queen's in a strong second-half

showing. Regular centre Mike
Fox and Francis Caza each
scored twice, while Bruce
Hopkins netted three counters.

Bietler again dominated
scoring in the "B" team's final

tilt with MacDonald, counting 8 of

the goals, in the 12-1 victory.

diving event and that should be

enough to increase the team's

point totals even more. The entire

team has shown substantial

improvement since last fall and
all in all, we can look forward to a

fine team effort tomorrow.
Jane Noakes, Jane Kaake

and Vicki Troup have been three

of Queen's best performers over
the year and between them own
some of the best times in Canada
in a number of events. Miss
Noakes is fifth in the 200 in-

dividual medley, fifth in the 400

yard freestyle, and third in the

100 freestyle. Miss Kaake is

eighth in the 200 backstroke while

Miss Troup ranks fourteenth in

the country in the 200 IM. Veteran
Cathy Brace, in her fourth year of

competition at Queen's is ninth in

the 100 freestyle, and owns the

same position in the 50 yard
freestyle.

Some of the toughest com-
petition will come from Jane
Peters of the University of

Toronto ; she owns the top times
in the country in five different

events. Waterloo is headed by
Maida Murray who leads the
nation in the 200 freestyle.

Realistically, barring a
complete upset. Queen's women
will win few if any of the events
tomorrow. But they have all

improved their times in their

events over the year. They have
more entries in the various
events and more depth in all

events than they have had in the

past. And they have a truly fine

coach in Sheila McKirdy who has
done a great job in getting the
most out of all her charges.

This Weekend
For those who will be in town this weekend there's really very

little going on in the way of athletic entertainment. The hockey Gaels
play tonight at 8 p.m. in the Harty Arena against York. And the

basketball Gaels play their final game of the season tonight in Bartlett

Gym against Ryerson. Game time is 8:15. The other major activity

here this weekend is the OWIAA figure skating championships star-

ting at 9 a.m. Saturday morning in the Arena.

Out of town, however, there are a lot of teams competing. In

Toronto, the hockey Gals play the Blues at 4:30 Friday afternoon and
the basketball Gals play Varsity at 7 p.m. Friday evening. On
Saturday, the basketball Gals meet York at 11 a.m. In addition the

intermediate basketball and volleyball Gals will take part in their

final tournaments of the year to decide OWIAA championships.

Queen's are the defending champions in basketball and need only one

victory out of their four games on the weekend to wrap up the title

again, this year. The intermediate volleyball team is the only team to

beat Toronto so far this year and are defending finalists from last

year, so hopes are strong that they can go all the way this weekend.

Several other teams are off to various portions of the map to do
battle in various championship tournaments. In Ottawa, Queen's
women's swim team will be challenging for top honours in Saturday's
OWIAA championships being hosted by U. of O. In Hamilton, Tim
Bowman and Ron Fitzgerald will represent Queen's in OUAA in-

dividual fencing competition. And the wrestling team will be at

Western for the OUAA championships. Women's curling will head for

Guelph for the OWIAA finals. Queen's will play in the consolation
round of the finals since they finished fourth in the qualifying bonspiel
a couple of weeks ago. Only the top three teams from each division get
to play in the championship finals. Nancy Shearer's gymnastics team
will compete in London on Saturday in the OWIAA finals in that event.

Finally, Hugh Fisher's squash Gaels will get their final taste of OUAA
competition this weekend as Western hosts the championships in that

event.

Figure-skating championships Saturday
Another OWIAA title is up for grabs this weekend and Queen's

University will be well represented. The occasion is the figure

skating championships which will be held all day tomorrow in the

Harty Arena. Queen's are the defending champions. They will be

joined by skaters from Toronto, McMaster and McGill, plus two
skaters from Waterloo.

The program will include practice time for all teams in the

afternoon and early evening on Friday and again for a short time

on Saturday morning before the competitions begin at 9 a.m.

The Queen's team, captained by Carol Farquharson, cleaned

up at the team's invitational meet held last month and has worked
extremely hard over the last three weeks in getting ready for

Saturday's finale. One of the most interesting matchups could be in

senior ladies singles where Marion Spence will be competing

against Beth Peters of Toronto. Miss Peters won the title last

month at the Invitational but faces a stiff challenge this time. The
addition of Sue Drowley to the team for the championships is ex-

pected to help the overall team point totals. Miss Drowley, who did

not compete in the invitational last month, is the defending

champion in the intermediate singles.

Other strong contenders for top honours include Mary Bythell

and Debbie Milliken of Queen's in the junior ladies dance, Janet

Cox and Tom Yule in tfie novice mixed dance, and Sue Drowley and
Kathy Martin in the senior ladies pairs.

A new event has been added to this year's program which

should add considerable interest to the entire day. It is called, in-

terpretive skating, and is largely an impromptu performance. The
skaters listen to music off the ice two times. Then, the third time,

they must create a program as the music plays. It is interpretive -

and the best marks are awarded for top performance of whatever

stunts the skaters can put into their programs. There will be two

categories: junior interpretive and senior interpretive - and the

programs will be a minute-and-a-half for junior and two minutes

for senior.

The events begin in the Arena at 9 a.m. tomorrow morning.

There's no admission charge and it should be a very enjoyable

competition. You are cordially invited to attend.
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"T/ic United States of America? Heavens, no— / thought YOU were looking after that!"

World:

Solzhenitsyn may be
expelled from USSR

BONN - The Soviet Union has informed West
Germany of its intention to send novelist Alexander
Solzhenitsyn to West Germany. However, officials

in Bonn say that he has not arrived. West Germany
is willing to allow Solzhenitsyn to enter the country,

but it is not known if he will stay there permanently.
In Moscow, Solzhenitsyn 's wife has said that

she has heard rumours that her husband might be
sent to West Germany, but she will not believe them
until Soviet officials tell her so. She still has not

heard any news 24 hours after police burst into their

Moscow apartment and seized Solzhenitsyn. The
author's arrest came at the climax of a campaign
against him since his book Gulag Archipeligo was
published six weeks ago.

LONDON - I>eaders of Britain's striking coal miners
have rejected a cash offer from a group of private

businessmen ready to pay for an early settlement to

the coal strike.

According to sources the offer of about $1.13-

million in return for an early return to work was
made by an anonymous group of basinessmen. The
offer was rejected unanimously by the unions
concerned and received no supfjort from the major
industries and employers' assfx;iations.

In spite of this, the offer received front-page
coverage in virtually «;very British newspaper,
jxjrhaps indicating a strong desire for a settlement
of any type.

In the upcoming election public opinion polls

have been jnf:onclusive alxjut th»; outcome but in-

dicate that price's may be as imjKjrtant an issue as

(he miners' strike,

L;i\jt>r Irrader Harold Wilson has charged that

fowl prices have risen by 50 per cent since Mr.
Heath won thf; (flection in )!J70 and on Tuesday
gawjiine pric»;s rose by a furthf;r 16 cents to $1.13 per

gallon for regular,

PORTLAND, Ore. - Phillip I/jwthian, a Portland
lawyer, was stopped by [xWice and cited for

violation of a little known city ordinance forbidding

the we;innji of masks or disguises. Officers said he
wan wc;iring a mask b<-;irlng thr- likeness of

President Richard Nixon.

BERKELEY, Calif. - The Symbionese Liberation

Army has asked newspaper executive Randolph
Hearst for more than $230-million in free food for

the poor as evidence of good faith in negotiating the

release of his kidnapped daughter, Patricia.

The SLA demand called for $70 worth of free

food over the next four weeks to "all people with

welfare cards, social security cards, food stamp
cards, disabled veteran cards, parole or probation

papers, and jail or bail release slips." If their

demands are not met the SLA has threatened to kill

Miss Hearst.

Along with the demand was a tape recording of

Patricia saying that she was okay and asking her
father to accept the kidnapper's conditions.

PHNOM PENH - Thousands of Phnom Penh
residents struggled to recover from the capital's

heaviest bombardment of the war Tuesday, as

fighting continued to the north and south of the city.

Casualties were estimated at 140 dead and about 300

wounded the day after insurgents attacked the city.

The Cambodian Army has made significant ad-

vances against the Khmer Communists along

Phnom Penh's southern front, but has not pushed
them far enough to take rebel guns out of range of

the capital.

WASHINGTON - The strike by independent truck

drivers appears to be over. Several thousand

truckers still say they will not move their rigs until

diesel-fuel prices are decreased, but their numbers
are not great enough to inflict any economic hard-

ships. Key federal officials said the strike is all but

ovcrr, as truck traffic climbed to prestrike levels on

Sunday,

llow(fv«!r, the violence caused by the strike has

not complet«;ly (rnded; there were a number of

shooting incidcn((rs in Texas and Kentucky.

By Tu<'sday, food suppli«^s wr<: pouring in,

although peoi»le have been warned to anticipate

higher pric(!S and shortages with the possibility of

n-nfwod strike action

Canada!

intern's strike

fizzles out
TORONTO - Intimidation by some senior doctrjrs and the concern for

patients evidenced by many interns and residents seems to have taken

the steam out of a threatened work-to-rule protest by student doctors

in Ontario.

Hospital interns were to begin working a 40-hour week starting at 5

p.m. Monday but the protest does not seem to have come off. Intern*

and residents often spend 100 hours or more in the hospital, working or

on call.

The current salary for interns is $7,000 a year with no overtime

pay. The professional Association of Interns and Residents of Ontario

is seeking a raise to $10,000 and a reduction in working hours.

OTTAWA - According to UN spokesman, Maurice Strong, Canada's

right to its bountiful resources may be challenged even by Canada's
best friends. The rights of nation to use a disproportionate amounts of

resources could soon be questioned. Since Canada, with less than one
per cent of the world's population, has large oil, coal, and uranium
reserves, it would be one of the first nations to be challenged if it

adopts a policy of narrow and defensive nationalism.

Strong said because Canada is reasonably self-sufficient, it could

easily become "a ghetto of privilege and plenty in a world of scarcity

and need." This does not mean that Canada should be denied its

resources, but it must be prepared to share; Canada first does not

mean Canada only.

OTTAWA - Canadian immigration officials in ChUe report they are

being swamped with requests for emigration applications.

Requests for applications are running at about 1,000 a day and
immigration officials in Santiago have asked for help with a "ad-

ministration crisis of major proportions."

Occupants of the building housing the Canadian immigration
offices are said to be complaining about the hundreds of Chileans who
now daily cram its halls, elevators and main lobby.

OTTAWA - Nine Canadian doctors and a dentist will visit China for six

weeks in April to learn the ins and outs of acupuncture analgesis and
anesthesia - the reduction or even blockage of pain with strategically

placed and manipulated needles.

Costs of the tour wUl be split between the Canadian and. Chinese

governments.

When the six return they wiU be m a position to teach the art of

acupuncture to other Canadian doctors.
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OFS fee hike

referendum

passes easily

at Western
LONDON (CUP)- A three-day
referendum held on the question of

raising fees for continued membership
in the Ontario Federation of Students

passed at the University of Western
. Ontario last week with 1,675 students

voting for the measure and 955 against.

About 17 percent of the eligible

voters cast ballots.

The vote will effectively increase

Western's contribution to OFS from 40

cents per student to $1.50.

The federation had campaigned for

the increase in order to expand their

operations as a provincial lobby for

students in Ontario.

Western's student president, Jeff
~ Lawrence, said he would accept the vote

as a valid indication of student approval
of the increase in spite of the 17 per cent

turn out.

The three day campaign saw the

students' council fund opposition to the

referendum as well as support. They
allocated $4,200 for publicity for the yes
side and an equal amount for the nays.

However, OFS as a body contributed

$400 to the pro side.

Bob Nelles, a student opposing the

increase, took the $200 for an ad in the

student newspaper, the Gazette,
outlining his opposition to the hike.

Nelles also sparked further interest

in the referendum by charging the
student council with irregularities in

conducting the referendum.
He objected to 'Vote Yes' posters

being posted at three polls. Lawrence
*had the posters removed but the conflict

with Nelles and his opposition to the OFS
referendum was carried ^ out on city

radio stations.

Uffen

appointed

new Ontario

Hydro director
* The appointment of 12 new Ontario
Hydro directors including Queen's
University's dean of the Faculty of

Applied Science, Dr. Robert J. Uffen,

and the resignation of George
Gathercole and three other commission
members is a result of a major re-

organization of Ontario Hydro.
Uffen, previous to his appointment

at Queen's was scientific advisor to the
federal government. His work involved
such energy problems as the develop-
ment of nuclear power.

Premier William Davis announced
recently that Ontario Hydro will come
under the energy ministry and thus will

have a more direct responsibility to the

legislature. This a a result of recom-
mendations made by a government
study group last fall.
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Pubs and Theatres

Capitol 1-Oh Calcutta! till Tuesday (possibly to be

held over)

Capitol 2- MASH
Odeon- The Sting - all week
Hyland- American Graffiti - till Thursday
probably starting Friday - The New Land

401 Inn (Birdcage Lounge)- Smiling Faces
Townhouse - Canadian Conspiracy

Manor- Johnny Johnson and the Shamrocks

Arena Hours

Regularly scheduled events in the Arena will be
cancelled Saturday, March 2 from 4:30 - 5:20 p.m.
for an RMC vs Westpoint Hockey game.

Tuesday, Feb. 26
3.30 - 5.30 p.m.- La Casa 165 University Ave. meeting

for all those going to Lake Opinicon, Please come.
7.30 p.m.- Queen's Debating Society Debate and
Meeting in the Meditation Room, Student Union.
Everyone welcome.

7.30 p.m.- Arts '75 is sponsoring a Career Seminar
with staff from Career Planning and Placement
speaking on job prospfects for graduates, in Ban
Righ Common Room.

8.30 p.m.- Vaghy String Quartet and Tsuyoshi
Tsufsumi (cellist) in concert at Grant Hall.

Tickets are $2 general and $1 students.

9.00 p.m.- Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Series showing of "8'/2" (Federico Fellini, 1962) in

Italian with English subtitles.

Wednesday, Feb, 27
7.00 p.m.- Undergraduate Physics Colloquim in

Theatre C, Stirling Hall, with Dr. A.H. Bridle
speaking on the Origin of the Universe. Suitable
for all undergraduates.

7.30 p.m.- Kingston Film Society film. The List of

Adrian Messenger (John Huston), Ellis Hall. $1.50

for non-members.

8.00 p.m.- St. Lawrence College film in the large
lecture theatre "Accident" (Losey) Admission
99c.

8.00 p.m.- The Kingston Group of the Amnesty In-

ternational will hold a meeting in Rm. 521, Jeffery
Hall. All welcome.

8.00 p.m. - SIMS of Queen's presents an introductory
lecture on Transcendental Meditation, with Mr.
Gregg Wilson, speaker, in Stirling Hall. All

welcome.
Feb. 27 - March 16 - The Symbolist Tradition a

selection of prints and drawings by French artists

of the 19th and early 20th centuries, at the Arts
Center.

Thursday, Feb, 28

12.00 - 2.30 p.m.- La Casa film on Pablo Neruda, at

165 University Ave.

7.00 and 9.30 p.m. - Campus Movies, in Dunning Hall
for $1.00. This week, D.H. Lawrence's Women in

Love.

7.30 p.m.- Dr. Joel Loken from McArthur College

will be the speaker in the Last Lecture Series

sponsored by the Education Commission, in Ban
Righ Common Room.

8.00 p.m.- Third World Images Film Series presents
its final showing of the year: Series C: Chile, in

Stirling Hall, theatre D. The films "Interview
with Allende" and "Campamento" will be shown.

This Weekend
March 2- 8.30 p.m. Division of Concerts present the

Toronto Dance Theatre at the Grand Theatre.
Tickets are $4,$3, $2 general and $3.50, $2.50, and
$1.50 students from the Box Office at the Art
Centre or at the Grand Theatre.

March 3- 8.00 p.m.- Raya Dunayevskaya, Leon
Trotsky's Russian secretary will speak on
"Philosophy and Revolution" in Stirling D.
Sponsored by the Education Commission. Books
and information will be available this week at

lunch time in the John Orr Room.

ACCOMMODATION DURING INTERSESSION

Single self-contained study bedrooms in the

Graduate Residence will be available to Intersession

Students during the period May 8th to June 25th, 1974.

Applications are being accepted now at the

Business Office in the Students' Union

Gallery of

Fine Crafts

Canadian Shop

of Kingston

ABOVE GALLERY
Quilts and Furniture

A group ihow of traditional and origina
closiqn.

March 1 30

Above Store

Ponchos for Spring
Wo iirivo just recoivfd n varied selection
of now ponchos from 3 Quebec designers.
Exciting colours, new designs
Just right for spring!

219 Princess Street, (Next to the Capital Theatre). 542-1115

',.>\U:Ti >•. :jtor«; Houri; AAon, Tue, Wt-d & 10 A.M. 1o6 P,M, Thu & F ri 10 A M, to V r^M.

Bonucchi Pizzeria
546-2050

FREE DELIVERY
50c off on pickups

162 Division St.

and upstairs - for guys & gals

BONUCCHI BILLIARDS

CAMPUS MOVIES presents

(plus:chap.7 of "The Perilsof Pauline"!
Thurs. Feb. 28 at Dunning Aud.

7 & 9:30 p.m. admission $1

^MiiimiiiiiiiiiiiMnimiiiiiiHiiiiiiMiiiiiiinnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiMiHHiMiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiintiiitiHn

I Did you know that

I Eirond College members

I receive a tax rebate on

I their rent ?

I
live in ELROND

I
next year

I
for further information call 544-1842 1
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Queen's
Division of Concerts

presents

TORONTO DANCE THEATRE
"Something to stiout about"
(Globe and Mail, Sept. 73)

GRAND THEATRE SAT. 2 MARCH
8:30 p.m.

$4, $3, $2 general, S3.50, $2.50, $1.50 student

All seats reserved. Available from
Division of Concerts Box Office,

Agnes Etherington Art Centre

547-6194 or Grand Theatre

Box Office-

546-1756

QUEEN'S CHINESE CLUB
Election of Executive Committee for 1974-75

President: Edward C. K. Quong
V. President: Francis C. K. Wong
Secretary: Helen S. Y. Lee
Treasurer:
Social Convenors: (1) Betty N. Y. Chow

(2)

Sport Convenor: Richard K. W. Li

Cultural Convenor:

Only a good cabinet can serve you a lot.

Please give us your vote at FRIDAY, 1st

MARCH 1974, 8:00 P.M. LOWER LOUNGE,
INTERNATIONAL CENTRE

i
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Artsci '75 seminar

will teach job strategy
by Sarah Yarnell

Most Arts and Science students are unprepared

for attacking the employment world. To help solve

this problem, Career Planning and Placement
director David Wroe and his staff will present a

seminar today on job perspectives and strategy.

Wroe will attempt to make students aware of

the jobs available for Artsci grads, and will "bring

down to earth" people with unrealistic notions of the

employment situation, according to Artsci '75 vice-

president Doug Christensen.

The seminar is being organized by the Artsci 75

year society.

Handouts outlining the essentials of effective

job letter and resume writing, and interview suc-

cess will be distributed to accompany Wroe's

presentation.

One reason for holding the seminar is to help

expose Career Planning and Placement's services

to the students, explained Christensen. Very few
students take advantage of the bureau's
assistance, he pointed out.

In the first part of the seminar, Wroe will

present job persepectives and strategy. In the

second part, students will break up into smaller

groups for more detailed discussion with the career

specialists.

The seminar will take place from 7:30 to 9:30

this evening in the Ban Righ Common Room.
Christensen recommends that students from each

year attend. Free coffee and donuts will be served.

Last Lecture: Meisel warns

university losing vital function
by Billie Bonanzo

The traditionally important institutional func-

tions of the university are disappearing, contended
Professor John Meisel of the Politics department at

his Last Lecture on February 14.

Several drastic changes over the past ten years
have heralded this turn of events, he claimed. A
decline in the standards of education at the primary
and secondary school levels has necessitated the
teaching of basic skills by the university. As the
tendency for mass education grew, the university
lost its elitist position in society. Growing govern-
ment control forces each school to become more
similar to the others. Meisel contended that these
factors and more have contributed to make the
university less concerned with research and more
of a unionized purely teaching institution.

He outlined the two essential goals for the
university's survival as relevance and in-

dependence. Its aims, he claimed, must be relevant

to society and then it must have sufficient in-

dependence to carry these aims over to society. In

the ensuing struggle between the two goals, there is

the danger that independence may succumb to

relevance.

Meisel contended that toomuch concern for the
realities of the world renders the university unable
to view life dispassionately and see it as it should be,

not as it is. Only the university is free enough to

examine the operant questions of society.

He concluded by making an elitist plea for the

preservation of the institution taking an in-

dependent line towards daily problems and finding
answers for them.

165 offers religious counselling
An ecumenical counselling service will be

inaugurated March 5th at 165 University Avenue, to

join the many other such services available at that

house. Staff for this new servicee will be provided
by the Anglican, Lutheran, and Roman Cathdic
Chaplains on campus.

The three chaplains have deliberately chosen
165 University as the site for their counselling ef-

forts because of the friendly reputation of this house
as a place where people with problems will find a
ready and sympathetic listener. The chaplains hope
that people will willingly come to them at 165 to

discuss freely and informally any problems of guilt.

of consicence, of morality, or of the role of religion

in their lives. The telephone number for this

counselling service will be the same as that of all

the other agencies at 165; people will thus be able to

telephone in advance to make an appointment, or

equally they should feel free to just drop in.

Initially, the service will be run three days of

the week. Ken Gies, Lutheran chaplain, will be at

165 on Tuesday evenings from 6 to 9 p.m. Ed Shea,

Catholic chaplain, will man the service on Wed-
nesday afternoons from 2 to 5. Eric Howes,
Anglican chaplain, will be available at 165 on

Thursday afternoons from 2 to 5.
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99'' per evening
MODERN FILM CLASSICS

Wednesday February 27

8:00 p.m.

LARGE LECTURE THEATRE

LOSEY'S

ACCIDENT

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

KINGSTON

In The Wake of Lightfoot, Cockburn, Tobias
AMS CONCERTS presents

Murray

McLauchlan
SUNDAY

MARCH 3rd

7:30 p.m. & 10:00 p.m.

GRANT HALL

Murray McLauchlan

Tickets: $2.00

Student Union

and

McArthur College

Rec. Room

Tickets on

Sale Now

'^ Mm. jSStk
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unclassifieds
"PHOTO IMAGE 33 is sponsoring its

2nd annual Photo Contest. Entry
fee Is $1.00 per print; the contest
deadline is March 2nd, 1974. All

entered prints will be hung in the

gallery until March 28th, 1974. For
more information call 544-7770 or

drop in at 33 Brock St.

ONE HELPLESS, homeless, neat,

quiet female requires a one
bedroom or bachelor apartment
for next year. Will probably leave
it cleaner than received it. If you
can help this hapless creature,
please phone 549-1998.

LOST: at the Pub on Wednesday Feb.
13-a pair of gold-rimmed glasses-
Daylight Sensitive Tinted Glass-
call 549-0633 or leave at the AMS
Office for Wil Kranenburg.

CLEAN, BEAUTIFUL, FUR-
NISHED, 5-bedroom home on
Albert St. Drivevifay, sunny
backyard, patio and front porch. If

it grabs you, grab IT . . July and
August. Call 544-4102.

TO SUBLET: May Ist-Large twfo

bedroom apt. w/ith spacious
broadloomed livingroom, modern
bathroom & kitchen, close to

downtovt/n & campus on Princess,
partly furnished; call Jane 549-

2389 or Marilyn 549-2344.

ARTSCI 75: Come out and vote or run

for a position on next year's

executive or the permanent year
executive. Elections v^ill take
place in the 2nd floor Common
Room of the Union on Wednesday,
February 27. Nominations should
be submitted to Paul Findley or
placed in the ASUS Box in the AMS
office.

MARY M.: I'll take the apartment.
Love Terence Rex.

TO SUBLET: modern three bedroom
apt. with large kitchen and living

room. 10 minutes from campus
and close to downtown. Furnished

or unfurnished. May 1 to August
31. Phone 544-7397.

SCIENCE '44 Co op still has rooms
available for males and females at

economical rates. We are also

accepting applications for next
year. If interested, please call

Andrew Anderson 542-3480, or

Nancy McKorracher 544-2809.

THE BACCHUS BALL, Arts Formal
'74, will be presented on March 2nd
at 9:30 pm in the Student Union.
Tickets are now on sale weekdays
10am-4pm in the John Orr Room
until March 1st. The price of a

ticket will be $15.00 per couple and
liquor and food are included for the
evening; tux not required.

ARTSCI '75 needs a new executive as
well as a permanent executive to

organize reunions, etc. Permanent
executive needs a President, Vice-
Presidents and a secretary-
treasurer. Year executive needs a
President, Vice-President,
Secretary-Treasurer and athletic

sticks. Nominations should be
submitted in writing to Paul
Findley, 8 Aberdeen, or placed in

the ASUS box in the AMS office.

Elections will be held in the 2nd
floor Common Room, Wednesday,
February 27th.

APARTMENT ' IN HOUSE, two
bedroorris, large living room, fully

furnished for two or three people,
to sublet May to Sept. Utilities paid
for. Very close to campus. Call

Jim, 544-7408.

JIM: Your two and a half hours and X
positions is not bad for someone
who couldn't remember how to do
it! - your astonished ski buddies.

HAM RADIO OPERATORS: Long
distance calls are too expensive
for a starving student, but I'm
willing to pay for the use of a ham
radio. Have a heart and call Pete
at 544-7301.

COME AND DANCE in Diana's
Forest at the Arts Formal in the
Union, Saturday March 2. Tickets
in the John Orr Room.

MODERN TWO BEDROOM apt. to

sublet April to September, close to

Queen's and downtown shopping
area, rent includes utilities and
parking. If interested please call

544 7042 or 544 7083 for details.

DRINK WITH NEPTUNE at the

ARTS FORMAL The Bacchus
Ball- this Saturday In the Union.

FOUND: one signet ring with initials

FAM, on Queen's Cres, in front of

Victoria Hall. Call Gary at 544-

9042.

BEWILDERED, BEDAZZLED? SEE
ARTS '75 CAREER SEMINAR AD
THIS PAGE.

TYPING thesis, essays, etc. Graphic
art done too. Fast, accurate, near
Queen's, $0.45 per page. Call 544-

9252.

NEED BREAD? Want to find out what
the employment scene is for

grads? Come meet Dave Wroe and
company; Ban Righ Common
Room, 7:30 Tuesday. Coffee
gratis.

ARTS '75: Elections for year
executive for 74-75 and a per-

manent year executive Wed-
nesday Feb. 27 at 8:00 pm. 2nd
floor Common Room in the Union.

A free beer for everyone who
votes.

$20 REWARD- wanted-large 1 or 2

bedroom apt. with fireplace.

Phone Bob at 544-7442.

CAREER SEMINAR: Come out and
find out what the employment
situation is for graduates. 7:30 PM
in the Ban Righ Common Room
Tues. night. Donuts.

KAWASAKI 350 Bighorn Enduro Bike-

-2,400 miles, 1972, used one season
only. A-1 mint condition. Selling

only to buy a bigger bike. $800.00.

Phone Don at 389-1911.

NUDEFINGER: lost: one silver

danish ring in the washroom in

Kingston Hall. Reward $10. Call

Diana 542-3822. Thanx.
FEAST WITH BACCHUS at the Arts

Formal, Saturday, March 2 in the

Union.

FISCHEM GLASS 707 SKIIS IVicm.
Solomon 404 bindings used one
season. Good condition New cost

$180. Asking $70 00 Rhone 389 1911

AVAILABLE IN MAY a I bedroom
apt. bright, spacious, downtown
location. 10 minute walk from
Campus. Call Amber at 544

0074.

FOR SALE: one $400.00 girls's fur
coat. One year old -for $150 or best
offer. Call Amber at 544-0074.

REMINDER TO ALL GAELS;
Meeting Thursday, 7:00, Grant
Hall

Birth Control and Proportion Centre:
offers a one evening" come, and

find out for yourself night" atn,u1
the evils and inconcei y«ble
horrors of those divpic^Me 1*1

glofjules March 5th, Depuit *t
8 00

Tighten up /our lock
Remember the Me and P*»1y
Invitational needs your sup«rt

EDUCATION COMMISSION sponsors
talk b/ Ra/a Ounayevskaya,
formerly Trotsky's Russian
secretary, on "Philosoph/ and
Revolution". 8:00 pm Sunday,
March 3, Stirling D Information
and books available in the John
Orr Room this week at noon.

D.S.C.

CHAIRMEN
The Course Evaluation

QUESTIONNAIRE
is ready for distribution and

must be picked up on

Tuesday (today) or

Wednesday (tomorrow)

between 12:00 noon and
5:00 p.m. in the

ASUS OFFICE
basement of the Student's Union

A.M.S.
Sponsored by Internal Affairs

NOTICE:
A Motion to raise the AAAS
specific fee will be presented
at the AMS Annual Meeting.

Notice of

Joint Outer Council Meeting

of

Old and New Council Members
Thursday, Feb. 28, 1974

7:30 p.nn. McLaughlin Rm,
Students Memorial Union

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY
Monday, March 4, 1974 7:30 p.m. at Grant HM Hall

Tentative Agenda

1. Approval of minutes of last Annual
meeting

2. Report of Auditor

3. Selection of new Auditor for 1974-75

4. Election of New Board of Directors

5. Commissioner's Report
6. Question Period

7. Advance notice motions
( 1 ) notice to Increase the AMS specific fee

(2) Constitutional and By-Law Amend-
ment procedure for annual meetings.

8. Other Business of interest to the Society

9. Introduction of the Incoming President
and Vice-Presidents.

Any member of the AMS has the right to

attend and vote at the Annual meeting.

The last of the THIRD WORLD IMAGES
Conflict and Underdevelopment Film Series

presents:
2 Excellent films on Chile to be shown as an introduction to the Political

Studies Symposium (to be held March 2-3, 1974)

1 Interview with Allende THURSDAY FEB. 28, 1974.

and 8:00 p.m.

STIRLING HALU'D" (physics)

FREE ADMISSION ALL WELCOME

2. "Campamento"

Dr. Joel Loken
Director of Naturfi's Way

Camp Director of trans-

Canadian travel camps

Coordinator of Drug Research

Kingston Youth Hostels

Assistant professor in

Faculty of Education

interested in

building a miniature ecosystem north

of Kingston

natural healing

spontaneous happening

IS THIS WEEK'S SPEAKER AT
THE LAST LECTURE SERIES

THURS. Feb. 28 7:30 p.m.

BAN RIGH COMMON ROOM

Attending And Procedure For Voting

At The Annual Meeting

of the Alma Mater Society

of Queen's Incorporated

If you wish to vote by proxy at the Annual Meeting of the Alma Mater
Society of Queen's Incorporated, to be held in Grant Hall, Monday March
4, 1974:

Obtain, in person, the proxy form at the A. M.S. Office. To obtcin a

proxy form you must present your students card, which will then be
used to stamp this form.
Complete the forms, giving one copy to the Secretary of the A. M.S..
the other, to your appointed proxy.

Proxy designations shall not be accepted after 12 noon, Friday,
March 1, 1974.

Your designated proxy must present the written proxy form to the

Chairman or to the Chairman's delegate of the Annual Meeting at the

Annual Meeting.
If you wish to revoke your proxy you must obtain a "Notice of

revocation of proxy" from the A. M.S. Office and present it either to

the Secretary of the A. M.S. at the A. M.S. Office before 5 p.m. Friday,

March I, 1974 or the Chairman of the Annual Meeting or his delegate
at the time of the Annual Meeting.
To .ittend the Annual Meeting, you must present your Queen's student
ord at the door.

Any member who stated his-her intention to vote by proxy (ie. one
who has completed a proxy form) and who, then, attempts to attend

the Annual Mct-tinq, must complete a "Notice of revocation of proxy"
form, otherwise he shall not have the right to vote at this meeting.
Any person wishinq to attend the Annual Meeting, who is not a

member of th(> Alma Mater Society or who, although a member, but

who has refused to give notice of revocation of proxy, must sit in the
iiriNi of the meeting room designated for guests only.
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Queen's follows the university trend:

Making the status of women controversy academic
Since the more vocal days of Ger-

maine Greer and Gloria Steinem, during

which society found its traditional

concept of the status of women
challenged and decried, discrimination

on the basis of sex has become in-

creasingly the object of discussion,

research, and some reform.

Finally, it has reached the academic

level, with a number of Canadian and

American universities adopting courses

relating to the studies of women into

their curricula.

Such a course has made its debut

this year at Queen's in the guise of

Sociology 331, the "Sociology of

Women". Taught by Professors Herman
and MaxweU as a full-year credit

course, it attempts to evade the ap-

pellation of "a Women's Lib course" by

examining the position of women in

society beyond the depths reach by that

movement.
As the DSC representative for that

course, Barbara Allinson is in a position

to evaluate the objectives and potential

achievements according to its par-

ticipants.

by Barbara Allinson

This year, for the first time at

Queen's, the 1973-74 curriculum offered

students a new course in the rapidly

developing field of women's studies. As

an academic experiment, the

"Sociology of Women" course was in-

troduced as a credit course last Sep-

tember. It was the first step for Queen's

in the direction of the recent trend

towards more realistic studies of women
in society.

.

Many students entered the course

under the impression that it would tend

to follow along the lines of a "con-

science-raising session" at a Women's
Liberation Centre. However, under the

auspices of Professors Herman and

Maxwell, the course has taken shape as

a more in-depth analysis of the position

of women in society.

Any approach to the much debated

question of the status of women is

generally labelled "Women's
Liberationist" and, to a certain extent,

this sociology course is about Women's

Liberation.However, it goes far beyond a

mere elaboration of the traditional

cliches and well-publicized grievances

and attempts to search out the real

causes that were the motivating force

behind the Suffragette movement and
that have been responsible for the

dilemma currently being experienced

by women in this society.

Professor Herman began the course

with an exploration of the much
discussed sexual differentiation bet-

ween men and women on the basis of

biological and cultural distinctions. In

the course of this study such popular

feminists as Germanie Greer and
Simone de Beauvoir were encountered.

However, the investigation looked

further to find evidence of this dif-

ferentiation from more traditional

sources. This involved an examination

of the socialization of the sex role in an

effort to determine how women learn to

become women through indoctrination

by such means as the educational

system, the mass media, and personal

interaction, all of which reflect social

expectations.

Professor MaxweU is currently

teaching the second section of Sociology

331. She has an extensive background in

anthropology, as does Ms. Herman,
which provides an excellent basis for the

discussion of women and the social

structure in a cross-cultural per-

spective. This approach introduces

discussion concerning the famUy
structure and women's roles in other

countries, particularly, as these have

been observed in countries of the Third

Worid.

Taken as a whole, the course ap-

pears to have good potential as a com-
prehensive introduction to an un-

derstanding of the sociology of women.
In its present standing it provides

merely a view of the wide field of

possible areas of research for studies of

women. Each of the themes of analysis

comprising this course could very easily

be expanded to form an almost entirely

independent course.

As yet, the course is still in its

developing stages and a number of

conceivable alterations and im-

provements have been suggested by

those participating in its trial year.

Among these, perhaps the most serious

consideration has been directed towards
the proposal of either offering the course

in the evening as an extra-mural course

or dropping it to the 200 course level in

order to eliminate the apparent
requirement of sociological background
which its position at the 300 level im-

plies.

Any proposed changes must come
gradually for, accompanying them, a

significant adjustment in personal at-

titudes is necessary in order to facilitate

a better, more impersonal, academic
approach. Many of the students are

women who are still immersed in the

frenetic whirlwind of the Women's
Liberation movement. Due to the

changes currently occuring in the

society around them, it becomes dif-

ficult for them to separate personal

experience from academicia.

This year, because this difficulty

was foreseen by Professors Herman and
Maxwell, it has been combatted with

some success. An impressive line-up of

guest lecturers, including MP Flora

MacDonald, Katie Cook (Chairman of

the National Advisory Council on the

Status of Women), Ms. Lin Good
(Chairman of the Principal's Committee
on the Status of Women, Queen's
University), and Professor J. Leith, who
teaches History at Queen's, has helped

to direct the course towards a more
academic plane.

Although it is still in the ex-

perimental stages at Queen's, this mode
of study has spread rapidly through the

universities of Canada and the United
States. It is the hope of the sociologists

involved that these studies of women
can be expanded into entire depart-

ments where research could be con-

tinued more effectively and efficiently.

"She can not skate," said Mark

"I can help her.

I wart to help her.

Look at her, Mother.

Just look at her.

She is just like a girl.

She gives up."

Explaining another of society's myths

and investig^iting any basis for the traditional myth

Due to Public Response

FINLAY'S

SPORT
SHOP

announces a

Special

SALE with... GO HUTS

Lange, Humanic,

Intersport Boots

20 - 30% OFF

Ski Cothing • 20 - 50%

Ski Accessories - 20%

Bike Sale - Gitane

Cross Country Equipment

(Special Prices)
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by Charles Hayter
A circus. A chess game. A

butterfly catcher. A television

game show. A nightmare. A
football game. A funeral. A roller

coaster. Using no props,
costumes, or scenery, but per-

forming on a bare stage with only

their bodies as instruments of

expression, Tony Montanaro and
his Celebration Mime Theatre
brought these and other human

experiences vividly to life on

Saturday evening in McArthur
Auditorium. At the beginning of

the show, Montanaro came
forward and said, "During the

past year, we have been
discovering mime again."
Saturday evening proved to be a

re-discovery of mime for many
members of the audience.

I at least have always tended

to think of mime in terms of

Marcel Marceau's early work:

short, generally comic or

pathetic vignettes in which the

main interest for the audience is

in the illusion the artist is

creating. On Saturday night,

Montanaro's troupe, and par-

ticularly Montanaro himself,

proved themselves masters of

illusions. The opening sequence,

"Et Cetera", featured Mon-
tanaro in some of his best stan-

dard routincB: the piano player,

lti<- lug of war, the incredible

shrink in(4 banana, the ballwjn,

and others These all exhibit<id

his tightness of control and
beautiful economy of expression

While th«; members of his troupe
do not yet fxissess as a whole that

clarity and precision which is the

hallmark of Montanaro's solo

work, they too created magic on
stage in such sequences as "At
the Circus".

However, on Saturday night,

the Celebration Mime Theatre
took mime far beyond the level of

an art of illusion. What the troupe
created were poems written
through the human body rather

than words. In the final work of

the evening, "American
Collage", visual images flowed
into one another to make a strong

satirical statement about con-

temporary American life. Much
of the material in this sequence
was obviously improvised during
rehearsal, and one could see
clearly each idea growing and
shaping itself out of the one that

preceded it. While personally I

found the satire rather heavy-
handed and vintage c. 1967, the

" satirical method was so fresh and
spontaneous I felt myself drawn
into the material. In this, as in

other sequences,the troupe added
a new exciting dimension to

mime through vocal sound.

"American Collage", with

another sequence entitled "The
Apple", exemplified Montanaro's
proposition that mime can have
an Aristophanic function in social

and pf^litical *atire 1 felt,

however, (hal nnuii of the hhUif

was out of plaee given the refct of

the evening's i>r<>giiirrirm, win' h

grew out of surrealism and
fantasy. In this way, the n^^r-

formance reminded me of

Toront/; Workshop Produt^tionh'

show here last fall, in whi'h
mrKlern fxjiitical satire failed \jd

blend with Twain's light-hearted

fantasy.

For me, the highlight of the

evening was a piece called

"Checkmate". In this sequence,

two chess players become the

game they are playing, and
transform themselves into

knight, pawns, queens, and so on.

This sequence exemplified the

best in all of Saturday night's

performance: carefully con-
trolled illusion, clearly shaped
images, and near-musical
variations in rhythm and pace.

There was no vocal sound in this

piece, but the sound of the artists'

feet on the floor sustained a
rhythmic counterpoint to the

action (particularly during the

"knight" sequence).

The troupe's dynamism and
spontaneity easily infected the

overflow audience, which
responded enthusiastically to the

performance. Kingston has not

^een such sensitivity, freshness,

and discipline in the theatre for a
long time. Montanaro and his

troupe are poets in the true

Greek sense, for they take the

world outside them, bring it

within themselves, and then re-

make it for us through their art.

Drawings by JERZY FLISAK

Come to

The Bacchus Ball

THE ARTS FORMAL
Saturday March 21 in the Union

$15.00 per couple

Food and Liquor Served
Tickets: John Orr Room

10:30to 4:30 pm.

Queen's
Division of Concerts

presents

VACHY STRING QUARTET
and

TSUYOSHI TSUTSUMI Cellist

Featured work: Schubert Quintet

in C major, Op. )63

GRANT HALL TUES.
26 FEB. 8.30 p.m.

Tickets: $2.00 general, $1.00 student

Division of Concert*

Box Office

Aqne'i Etherinqton

Art Centre

McMASTER UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF ADULT EDUCATION

summer of

74
study abroad
DEGREE CREDIT SUBJECTS FOR
• Daytime Students

• Part-time Students

• Some listeners

FRANCE
(Paris) Fine Arts, French

ITALY
(Rome, Flortnce) Classics, Fine
Arts, Italian

SWEDEN
(Mot.kholm) Sn(i;il Work. SorioloKy

2 1 p, 45 day programmes July and
August
rr'lJilof) field trips inlef/ralcd
into pro(;r.itTinuv

I III! '.rf'lil lor .liuli'hl', rni'diiii

M' M.r.trr UiiiviTMly .ulini'.'.ion

r*'f|iiir('rrK'rit'. or li.ivini'. .1 Idle ol
pr-rrr'i'.Mon Ironi .iiioIIiit univci '.ily,

lor furlher information!

Tom Schatzky,
Sr;hnol of Adult Education,
IWcMin.lor Univur'Hty,
Gilninur H.ill, Room 121,
Hamilton, On(»rio L8S 4L8
Tnlijiihono: (410) 322-4071
(Ext. 321)

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess
St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they
have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: /'""fand the Longfellows

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRISS CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE
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Book Reviews
Things Fall Apart - Chinua Achebe, Heinmann Educational
Books -$1.25

These eight short stories by one of Ireland's finest living

writers are all concerned with various failed encounters - en-

counters between different sexes, different nations, different

cultures. In each instance Edna O'Brien carefully shows the

many ways in which people, and particularly lovers, can be

insensitive to each other's feelings. Two of my friends have

glanced at this book and condemned the author for coldness and

moral insensitivity. I cannot agree with them: I would argue

that O'Brien is precisely an effective writer because she is able

to portray so effectively how people simply fail to make contact,

generally by failing to communicate directy and honestly.

Nor do these stories operate in a moral vacuum. O'Brien is

not one to "preach" her moral views, but her concerns are made
clear by the way in which so many of her female protagonists

search for the right word which will exactly describe their

present feehngs and positions. In the old culture of the West of

Ireland in which O'Brien was raised, values were firm counters

for experience, despite any Irish hypocrisies. But her heroines,

like O'Brien herself, have left behind that world of assured

values and find themselves in a new, "with in" civilization

whose complete moral relativism leaves them somehow un-

satisfied, regardless of how much they themselves put on this

mask of relativism. They are generally unable to articulate this

sense of dissatisfaction; rather they express it indirectly by

their search for the meanings of old reliable words such as

"love", "trust", and "sincere".

The title story certainly reminds me of Margaret Atwood in

its near clinical description of an empty affair. But there seems
to me to be an essential difference between the two writers.

Where Atwood merely accepts these emotionally superficial

encounters between "love objects" as the world's "givens",

O'Brien sees beyond mere depiction to some moral positives

which might alter this othwise depressing picture.

Perhaps this can be best illustrated by my own favourite

story in this collection, "Irish Revel". It is a very simple yet

moving story of a girl from a mountain farm who goes to a

nearby town for her first party. O'Brien acknowledges that life

on a mountain farm is hard, but at the same time she is poin-

tedly aware of the superiority of Mary's moral standards to

those of the town-dwellers. These latter have a sort of excuse for

their indifference: drink. More painful is the contrast in values

in the story "Cords", in which a bohemian daughter living in

London is made aware by a visit from her traditional Irish

mother of the sure grasp on moral realities which she has

irrevocably lost.

"Irrevocably", indeed, because O'Brien is no sim{fle-

minded romantic, urging a mass return to the values of the Irish

peasantry The opposite is the case: O'Brien's whole point

seems to be that one can't go home again, that rather one must
somehow "tough it out" in the swirling moral kaleidoscope of

our insensitive world (which glibly pretends to sensitivity,

particularly in the conversation of "artistic" people, as the

story "Paradise" shows.)

It is a shame that Penguin should have seen fit to deface the

cover of such a fine book with a silly cover promising "eight

shimmering sensual stories". Obviously their jacket designer

never took the trouble to read the stories themselves, else he

might have replaced his tantalizing female with an Irish

Country scene, and his foolish logo with something like "eight

low-key, sensitive stories."

Steven Winnett

EDNA O'BRIEN : The Love Object. Penguin. $1.25

In his first novel, Chinua Achebe deals with the complex

personal and social problems faced by a tribal African village

upon the arrival of white men. Through the lives of the in-

dividual villagers we are given a vivid picture of Ibo tribal

customs and are admitted to a life-style that, although very

different from Western society, is very interesting.

The objectivity and stark reality with which Mr. Achebe
lays this world open to the reader are the marks of a great

writer. His simple and direct handling of the social changes
forced upon this tribal society by white settlers and their

Christianity makes us realize the implications of colonialism in

a way few history books do.

Achebe's hero, Okonkwo, is a tragic figure who falls

because of his stubborn refusal to move with the times. The
reader follows the rapidly moving story of his fortunes from the

zenith to the nadir. Okonkwo's character is skilfully revealed by

his reactions to a series of events and the breakdown in his

personal life reflects and echoes the larger breakdown of the

tribal society. Throughout the novel the reader is able to un-

derstand and sympathize with Okonkwo's desire to cling to the

"old ways".
Achebe has been hailed as one of the best modem African

novelists and in Things Fall Apart he lives up to this reputation.

His style is simple, direct, and powerful. His characters remain

with the reader long after he has finished the book and his

message is far-reaching.

For the reader who has read little or no African Literature

this novel is an excellent starting place.

Don Goellnicht

Toronto Dance Theatre

^'dazzling, luminous, theatrical
#/

The Toronto Dance Theatre, a talented and

exciting troupe of fifteen modem daricers, will

present a performance in the Grand Theatre this

Saturday, March 2 at 8.30 p.m. sponsored by the

Queen's University Division of Concerts.

Currently engaged in its 5th consecutive season,-

the Toronto Dance Theatre is a tribute to the per-

severance of young Canadians, committed to the

development of modem dance. ^

From the modest beginnings, the Toronto

Dance Theatre has grown to its present stature as

the foremost modern dance company in Canada. It

has a busy schedule of appearances at home and

abroad presenting an original repertoire of 45 dance

works and over 30 musical scores. In addition to

overseeing the Toronto Dance Theatre School,

where 35 classes per week attract more than 300

students, the company employs 3 Artistic Director-

Choreographers, 15 dancers, and an administrative-

technical staff of 8, it also works closely with

numerous music and design collaborators from the

local artistic community.
The Toronto Dance Theatre follows in the

traditioft of the modern dance movement which

began at the turn of the century with the ex-

traordinary Isadora Duncan. Isadora rejected the

classical ballet which she considered had become

extremely decadent in America at that time. She
turned to the Russian Ballet whose apotheosis she

partially inspired. Her revolution began by looking

back to the spirit of dance at the very beginning of

Western culture in Greece, when it was simpler and
a natural part of everyone's life.

This was, and still is, the key to the modem
dance revolution. It was the re-discovery of dance
as an experience rather than as entertainment - an

experience that should be available to everyone, not

iust a privileged few.

Isadora questioned the motivation for dance
and looked for "that one movement, from which all

others would flow". This discovery was finally

made by a descendant of her legacy, Martha
Graham.

Martha Graham had danced with two pioneers

in modem dance, Ruth St. Denis and Ted Shawn.

They had been interested in the dance forms of the

East and perhaps it was this that led Martha
Graham to the discovery that the breathing of the

body is the origin of all movement.
Tickets for the Toronto Dance Theatre per-

formance are avialable from the Division of Con-

certs Box Office, Agnes Etherington Art Centre,

ind the Gr^nd Theatre.

Everything but Marigolds
by Sandra Bernstein

Why do the best movies rarely last more than

three days in Kingston? Those of you who went
away for even the first weekend of Reading Week,
missed your chance to see The Effect of Gamma
Rays on Man in the Moon Marigolds, Paul

Newman's widely acclaimed film of last year, at the

Hyland.
The film centres around the life of Beatrice and

her two daughters. A slovenly, impoverished
widow, Beatrice resembles no one more than a

Connecticut Amanda Wingfield, as she survives by
telephone selling, survival humour, and by rehving

the gayness and glory of the high school days from
which she derives identity. Her outdated clothes

look homemade, she will never begin her endless

projects to "get the family back on the map", yet

her pride forbids mockery. In the end, when she

confronts her dreary existence and vamps
drunkenly to the FTA, dressed like a faded movie
queen or a "big weird bird", we pity this woman
who is trying within the bounds of her prosaic

nature to cope, but who cannot fill the needs of her
daughters or herself. Joanne Woodward's per-

formance is rnemorable, despite her husband's
occasionally heavy-handed direction ("Turn, walk
three paces, light cirarette".)

Matilda (Nell Potts) is the shy daughter, with-

drawing into science. It is her science fair project
that gives the film its name. Matilda takes comfort
in the thought that the atoms of Alexander the Great
or some cosmic marvel might have found their way
into her hands. As among the plants she has grown.

the decay of the family's nucleus has made Matilda
into an extraordinarily beautiful and fragile

creature, but has dwarfed the mentality of her
sister Ruth. Beatrice, characteristically, associates

radioactivity with sterility.

Ruth (Roberta Wallach) is very Uke her mother
in appearance and manner, but she is a much
shallower personality. Vain, selfish and resentful,

her mundane goals to be a waitress, and a

cheerleader exemplify the worst of adolescent

behaviour. She sees through her mother's illusions

but is too mean not to puncture them. Sulky and
highly strung to the point of hysteria, she is subject

to spastic fits that seem triggered by fears.

Newman is at his best with the scenes in the

American public school. He should have cut the

bizarre, extraneous scene in an antique store,

however.

Gene Callaghan's designs are realistic, ap-

propriate and imaginative. The contrasts between
the slum, a park, and the posh neighbourhood of

Beatrice's in-laws, are effective, and the costumes
are perfect.

Alvin Sargent's adaptation of Zindel's play is

full of witty, poignant lines. A student's speech on
How and Why to Skin a Cat is just one example of

the black humour that sets off the beauty and
dispair of the situation.

Ultimately, it is the interaction of these

fascinating, neurotic people, that we remember
long after . the film ends. This is a film which
deserves much more than the sparse crowds tiiid

brief run it received in Kingston.
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Another Queen's dynasty

Figure skaters win 2nd title
by Rick Koski

Once again Queen's
women's teams have refused to

be dragged down by the

mediocrity of the men's teams,

with the Queen's figure skating

team setting an example it would

do others well to follow. Their

striving for excellence and
dedication to their art showed
itself on Saturday, Feb. 16th as

the girls dazzled both their op-

ponents and the large crowd
coasting to victory in the

O.W.I.A.A. championship. (Some
may not have thought the crowd

very large but in view of

traditional Canadian apathy
towards figure skating, Queen's

disregard for women's athletics,

and the fact that it was Ski Week,
the number of spectators was
indeed substantial.)

Things did not look too good
for Queen's in the opening period

of morning competition as

Toronto took firsts in four events

as opposed to only two firsts for

the Queen's team. Mary Bythell

and Debbie Milliken were the

team that broke the ice for

Queen's as they glided to an
easy victory in the Junior Ladies

Dance. The other first of the

opening competitive period was

r

won by newcomer Lynn Peel,

who simply outclassed the op-

position in the Junior Ladies

Singles. Honourable mention
should go to Carol Farquahrson,

second in the Novice Singles and
Leslie Weir and Janet Cox,

second in the Novice Dance.
The domination of events by

Queen's began in the second
period of morning competition,

as Queen's took firsts in three of

of three events. Credit goes to

Janet Cox and Debbie Milliken,

winners in the Junior Ladies

Pairs, Sue Drowley and Kathy
Martin, winners in the Seniors

Ladies Pairs, and Nancy
Maclachlan who won the Open
Ladies Dance.

The glamour events of the

tournament were saved for the

afternoon and though com-
petition was stiff. Queen's
widened its lead. By glamour
here, the reference is to those

events allowing for individual

and group self-expression, i.e.

that which makes figure skating

the art form that it is.

Impromptu adaptation was
the name of the game in the in-

terpretive events. The girls were
allowed to hear a new piece of

merrithew

music once off the ice and twice

on the ice and then asked to

choreograph and skate a

program for the judges. In these

events Queen's scored two
seconds, Mary Bythell in the

Junior Interpretive and Marion
Spence in the Senior Interpretive.

Toronto had a chance to take the

lead in the competition at this

point, however they were only

able to take one first as Toronto's

"Do-Everything" girl Beth
Peters took the Senior In-

terpretive event.

In the Intermediate Singles

event, Sue Drowley displayed

consistent grace and spontaneity

which has made her a winner in

this event the last four years

running. The Senior Singles event

was a return match for Beth
Peters and Marion Spence, rivals

since Peters took the Senior

crown at the Queen's Invitational

held earlier this year. Marion
Spence skated her very difficult

program flawlessly, injecting it

with that feeling of enthusiasm

and joy that won the warm ap-

proval of the partisan crowd.

Crowd appeal was not enough

this time, however and the judges

robbed Spence for the second

time that day and awarded first

to Peters.

Figure skating is looked upon

by some as a non-team sport,

since its so-called main events

are the singles, but it was in the

team events that the real reasons

for a Queen's championship wefe
seen. In winning the Syn-

chronized 14 Step and Group
Skating events, the girls

exhibited a dedication to a sense

of teani unity and pride in the fact

that they were doing their

damndest to put on a good show
and win.

Congratulations of the

highest order are due for this

team of dedicated girls.

(Dedicated might be termed an
understatement as it has been

rumoured that the team prac-

ticed twice daily for the week of

Feb. 9th-16th; the morning
practices being IV2 hr. long and
starting at 7: (io a.m.) The team's

coach, Anne Keohane is also to be

congratualted and it is hoped that

the inspired efforts of her team
served as sufficient reward.

Hockey Gals split weekend pair
The hfK;key Gals split a pair

of gamf;s on thf; weekend in the

conw>lation round of the OWIAA
ChampionHhips held at Guelph,

with the home team winning the

honours.

On Friday morning the Gals

outt;unned a tough York squad,

winning it 4-3, with Les Farrari,

Deb McCaw, Karen Scully, and
Joanne Wildgoose adding single

markers. Against a tough

Queen's defence and solid

goaltending, the York team had

difficulty getting untracked,

Qu<!en's lost a heartbreaker

Gym Gals 4th
The women's gymnaHtic team placed fourth this weekend at

We«l«;m, in the OWIAA'h. York came in first with U of T second and
We«t<;rn third All of thew; teams had fairly large (ontingr'nts

representing th'rir schools Queen's, however, had a very small team
in numbers and this hurt the women quite; drastically, Jani<;e (-'ook

placed w;f:ond overall in lh»; intermediate division while Val Wilson

had a wf f»nfj place finish on the floor in the junior class, The com-
petitiofi ' ir e some Olympic compctit^jrs so the fourth place showing
was qui ',od indeed.

on Saturday against an unbeaten
Toronto team, dropping a close 3-

2 decision. The score was tied

with only minutes left in the

game. Despite the Gals excellent

lorechecking, Toronto managed
to pop one in. Les Ferrari and
Karen Scully were the scorers for

Queen's. (Joaltender Wanda
Gyde kept the (Jals in the game
throughout, coming up with some
clutch saves.

The games played on the

weekend w(t(! <!xhibition games.
Queen's finished off their season
last w(!(!k, with a disapfX)iiiting 0-

)) 1 overall record. As was the

casr; for most of the s(rason, the

Gals made a fine showing on the

we<'kend. The (Jals play in an

Invitation Tournament at Cornell

University, New York this

wr-ekend.

Plus Free
Coke
Plus Deposit

PIZZA CHALET
544-1227

ilia JPJzzerlo
544 3622

421 Princess

Free Delivery

ALLENDE'S CHILI

Fridcy, March 1

3:30 pm James Petras: "The Socio- Economic
Basis of Chilean Politics"

8:00 pm L. Costa Pinto: "Chile and the In-

ternational Economy"

Saturday, March 2

9:00 am Lisa North: "The Chilean Military"
10:30 am Panel: "Why the Coup?"

DUPUIS HALL AUDITORIUM

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. Jo 11 PM DAILY

AN ENGINEERING CAREER

WITH A REWARDING AND SECURE

FUTURE

On Wednesday, Feb. 27, in second
floor common room of Dunning Hall

7:00 to 8:00 pm a presentation will be
given by 2 senior engineering officers of

the Canadian Forces.

Topics to be discussed will include:

Career opportunities in Canadian
Forces

Post-Graduate studies for serving of-

ficers

University subsidization at this time
Salary while attending class

Salary as serving officer and a general

look at life in Canadian Armed Forces
as an Engineer.

GET INVOLVED WITH

THE CANADIAN FORCES
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24-0 record

B-ball intermediates champions for second straight year
Coach Scott Cook and the

Intermediate girls basketball

team completed another

season as OWIAA champs. The

4-game final tournament was

held at Ryerson on February

15th and 16th. The gals opened

the tourney with an 8.30 a.m.

game against the home team.

Ryerson, as well as Queen's,

found it difficult tc snap out of

an early morning si. -^d. The
refs also found it difficult to

remain alert aneough to oi-

ficiate a decent game. Starting

for Queen's were Crystal

Grove, Jarmila Smola, Barb

Piatt, Sue Hall and Joan
Lawton. Defensively, Queen's

shone with a very effective

press, which sufficiently upset

their opponents, resulting in

innumerable turnovei's. A
second half surge by the gals

resulted in their outscoring the

opposition 25 to 3. Jarmila

Smola chipped in 16 points, 14

of which were on foul shots.

Janet Crowell and Crystal

Grove dominated both the

offensive and defensive boards

pulling down 23 rebounds
between them. Although
Queen's won 36-19, the score

was. no indication of the tense

situation which prevailed until

the 4th quarter.

Also on Friday Queen's

faced Trent in an afternoon

game. Queen's again ex-

perienced their typical slow

start, but ripped open the game
in the 3rd quarter, scoring 28

points. Leading the gals'

aggressive defense throughout

the game was Barb Piatt.

Again in this game the press

was used to full advantage. A
lack of hustle characterized the

first half, but Janet Crowell

spurred the team to action with

her 12 points. The game
resulted with a second Queen's

victory of 38-17.

Queen's found it especially

difficult to psych themselves

up for the Saturday morning
Toronto game, following the

Friday night banquet and
parties. However once again,

the Gals emerged victorious

with a 39-35 win over Toronto.

Contrary to their usual style.

Queen's poured it on in the

first half and slacked
somewhat offensively during

the second. The intermediates

played up to Toronto's good

Yet another victory ..." after running up 24 wins without a

(and friends) celebrate their second straight OWIAA title.

style of basketball and in their on scoring (self-defense was
best game of the weekend. The
refs seemed to clue in that this

was basketball, and officiated

their best game, also.

The theme of the Queen's

Brock game was "Saturday

Afternoon at the Zoo". To say

that Brock plays a physical

basketball game is a gross

understatement, to be sure.

Due to the football-type nature

of the game. Queen's found it

diffii^ult to concentrate much

the name of the game). The
final score was 29-20, again in

Queen's favour.

The talent of guard Sue
Sisson was missed by the in-

termediates. She has torn

knee ligaments, sustained

during a previous league

game. Janet Crowell was also

absent from the final game of

the season against Brock.

Scott Cook concluded the

season with an "an-

- boon

loss Queen's Intermediates

nouncement" that the Queen's

Intermediates were the best

team in the league. The final

record is quite impressive

with the gals winding up an

undefeated season for the

second straight year. With

almost all of the players

returning next year, as well as

the coach, the 1974-75 season

promises to be equally as

successful.

Pearson, Stoddard to nationals

Swim Gaels fourth in OUAA finals
The University of Toronto

Blues were forced to stand to

attention in deference to the show
of superior spirit by the Golden
Gaels swim Team on Saturday

night at the Waterloo pool. All

swimmers ' rose as the Gaels

"chorus" led by Coach Gavin
Reid sang their version of the

national anthem to start off the

Finals of the OUAA 1974 Swim-
ming and Diving Championship.

The spirit generated by the

singing seemed to help the Gaels

in the water as the team finished

fourth, eight points ahead of a

McMaster team that had
defeated the Gaels three times in

recent weeks. As was expected,

Toronto finished first, just ahead
of the Waterloo team as Western
picked up third. Guelph took sixth

place by a point over Ottawa as

Laurentian, Windsor, York, RMC
and Wilfred Laurier were quite

far behind. The closeness bet-

ween fourth and seventh place

was shown by the fact that it was
only until the final relay was
finished that Ottawa had been
overtaken and final standings

determined.

On Friday, the 200 yard
events were swum (along with

the 1650 and 400 free relay) and
after thatfnight the Gaels were in

fourth place just ahead of Mc-
Master and Ottawa. The Gaels'

fourth place finish was not due to

relying on one or two swimmers
to finish high in the finals and to

pick up a lot of points but rather

to a team effort that saw twelfth

place finishes playing an im-

portant role. Co-captain John
Pearson got things rolling for the

Gaels with a fourth place finish in

the 200 fly with John Ireland

finishing eighth. Person missed
third by only half a second as he

improved his afternoon time by
two seconds to record a 2:07.2.

Darrell Penner qualified 12th in

the 50 yard freestyle but came on

to move up to ninth place with a

time of 23.5. In this sprint, only

half a second separated all the

swimmers.
Twelfth place points were

picked up for the Gaels in the 200

backstroke by Paul Lucas and in

the 200 IM by Rob Stoddart to

help the Gaels keep up with the

McMaster team. Don Miles was
called upon in the 200 breakstroke

and responded well by bettering

his previous best time by four

seconds in the afternoon heats

and going on to take another

twelfth for Queen's in the

evening's finals. Rob Stoddart

was Queen's only other finalist on
Friday as he placed fourth in this

same event well ahead of Mc-
Master's Rob Jones. Stoddart

and Pearson were the only two

Gaels to finish in the top six in

individual events; these two will

be representing Queen's at the

CIAU Championships at Sudbury

next weekend.
After the heats were over on

Friday afternoon, John Ireland

and Jim Easto stayed around to

swim their favourite event, the

1650 freestyle. Only coaches,

managers and competitors
themselves were in attendance as

Ireland took ninth in a time of

19:20.2 and Easto followed close

behind with a tenth place time of

19:48.5. Earlier in the morning,

Queen's diving contingent of Jim
Stone and Bill Kirkpatrick did

well with Kirkpatrick making the

finals while Stone showed a lot of

potential for a diver with one

year's experience. Kirkpatrick,

who just missed making the

CIAU team , took sixth in the one

metre- competition.

Friday's last event saw the

Queen's 400 freestyle relay team
of Gaisford (who sat out the night

swim,) Scheuermann, Lucas,
Penner, and Easto (who missed

the heats) take seventh place.

Because the Gaels had lost a

close swim -off to an Ottawa team
they were forced to swim by

themselves in the consolation

finals. It was the only race the

Gaels won all night.

The team was well motivated

going into the Saturday finals

after their fine display of

singing and the fact that Mc-
Master was hoping to overtake

them. John Pearson was vic-

torious in the consolation final of

the 100 fly as he Swam away from
McMaster's Shewfelt to record a

57.2 clocking. Ties are rare in

swimming but the 100 breast-

stroke was so close for third that

the judges gave it to both Rob
Stoddart of Queen's and John
Sebben of Toronto. In this race

only a second separated first

from fifth. Just before Stoddart's

swim, Penner put on a fine

performance as he swam two
seconds ahead of two Western
swimmers to finish first in the

consolation finals with a time of

1:06.6. Some of the Gaels put in

solid efforts in individual events

but did not make the cut off for

the consolation finals. Special

note should go to Jim Gillis in

both breaststroke events and to

Jim Gaisford in the 100 free and
200 back. Next year, these two
Gaels should be right in the thick

of the action.

In the 100 yard backstroke,

Paul Lucas moved up from ninth

in the heats to eight in the finals

as he recorded a 1 :00.6 to beat out

Tomlison of McMaster. Don

Davies captured eleventh by

easily beating McMaster's
Pigliese.

Brian Dalziel, who had
missed out on Friday's swim-

ming on account of the flu, came
back on Saturday to record a

very respectable 5:33.6 in the 500

yard freestyle. Scott Scheuer-

mann swam well with a 5:42 in

this event but missed the finals as

well. This event saw team co-

captain Jim Easto take twelfth as

he qualified for the finals with a

personal best time of 5:30.5.

Brian Dalziel will be team co-

captain, along with Pearson, next

year and it is expected that he
will better Easto's time in this

event and finish well up in the

standings. John Ireland who
always seems to wind up
representing Queen's in either

the longest or most grueUing

events, came in twelfth in the 400

IM as he was the sole Queen's

competitor in this event.

Bill Kirkpatrick took sixth

again in a diving event, this time

with _ a strong finishing per-

formance off the three-metre

board. Following this event there

remained only two more relays to

swim. Relays are very important

as the point scores are doubled

and the Gaels were very careful

not to slip and let McMaster
ahead.

Paul Lucas led off the 400

Medley Relay with a 1:00.3

clocking in the 100 back. Stod-

dart, Pearson and Easto followed

to capture fourth, just nudging

out the Western team. Then in the

800 free relay, Brian Dalziel led

the team off with a 2:00.9

clocking and was followed by
strong swims by Ireland,

Gaisford and Scheurmann.
After it was announced that

Queen's had taken fourth place

for the second year. Coach Reid

found himself in the pool (for the

first time in six years ) . The team
would like to thank him, Rob
Herman, and Lindsey (Toates,

team manager, for their efforts

during the year. The fourth place

finish was especially gratifying

since the team had experienced

every kind of bad luck during the

season but just kept on swim-
ming. It was the entire team that

took up the slack made by injury

and in a grand example of team
work, took a well deserved fourth

place finish.

Waterpolo Gals fifth

The Wohien's Waterpolo team hosted six other teams for the

Ontario Women's Waterpolo Championship at Queen's this weekend.

The Hamilton Pirranah's won the meet once again this year, vic-

torious in all their games. Queen's did not do so well, however,

finishing fifth behind the Pirranahs, the Western Hammerheads, the

Hamilton Bettas and the Ottawa Selects. The Queen's team swam
hard but were handicapped by the loss of the three key defensemen
committed to other engagements over reading week. For the final

game of the meet later Satruday night, a lively contingent from the

Gaels hockey game made their way to the pool to cheer the gals on in a

very closely contested game. However, the Gals lost the game, against

the Bettas, in the last thirty seconds of play.
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Bomb York 91-25

Gals take two on final regular weekend
by Chris Boon

Queen's Golden Gals basketball team finished

off their regular season with a pair of wins before

Reading Week, squeaking past Toronto 49-48 on the

Friday night, then burying a hapless York squad 91-

25 on Saturday morning. The games were about as

far apart in style as one team can get, but the

results were equally gratifying.

The Friday contest, played at U. of T.'s Benson

Building, was an uphill fight all the way. Queen's

just could not get their offense untracked in the first

half, although they were playing reasonable

defense, and the usual inept Toronto officiating

didn't help things at all. The Gals trailed by as

many as ten points early in the second quarter

before some timely foul shooting by Jackie

Gallipeau and a couple of fast-break hoops brought

the margin down to five at the half, 28-23.

The second half was more of the same, with U.

of T's edge shrinking slowly as three of their

starters got into foul trouble (the refs weren't

biased, just terrible) and the Gals' pressure defence

started giving the Varsity guards fits. With Karen

Carson, Jean Crichton and Pat Quigley controlling

the boards, and getting the ball out quickly, Queen's

running game picked up, and the Gals surged ahead

in the latest ages of the final period. Clutch foul

shots by Pat Patterson, who led Queen's scoring

with 13 points, 11 in the second half, put Queen's up

by five points with just over ninety seconds to go

Varsity was able to close the gap to a single point in

the dying seconds, but Queen's ran out the clock to

record their seventh league victory of the season.

As former Journal sports editor and long-time

basketball observer Neil Longhurst commented
after the game, "Anytime you can beat any team in

Toronto by one point, you have to beat the refs by at

least ten." An exceUent summary, I should think.

Saturday morning, at the singularly uncivilized

hour of 11:00 a.m., after an entertaining evening in

the big city, the Gals took the court against York. At

approximately 11:08, the game was no longer in

doubt. York has to be one of the consistently worst

teams ever to play in intercollegiate competition,

and they did nothing to dispell this image against

the Gals. Sparked by aggressive pressure defense

from the guards and total dominance of both the

offensive and defensive boards, the Gals ran out to a

quick 21-6 lead after the first quarter. With things

obviously well in hand, Mo Bouris went to her

bench, and for most of the second period, at least

four of Queen's starters were off the court. It didn't

matter very much. Although the offense slowed

down a little, York still couldn't do much on their

own behalf, despite substitutions that at times

resembled a Chinese fire drill. The Gals led com-
fortably at the half, 33-16.

At this point, faced with the knowledge that

their playoff with Guelph would be a tough one,

coach Mo Bouris decided to treat the second half

like a controlled scrimmage. Leaving her starters

in the game for almost the entire second half, and
throwing on a tough full-court press for the rest of

the game, she guided the Gals to a 58-point second

half. Led by Laney Marshall, who hit 17 of her 23

points after the break, and Karen Carson, with 15 of

her 21, the Gals just overwhelmed the hapless

Yeowomen, who managed to get the ball over

centre court less than 20 times in the half while

hitting on just three field goal attempts. The Gals

rolled up 30 points in the final period to break the 90

mark and extract some long-promised ice-cream

from their coach.

Marshall and Pat Patterson scored 23 each for

the Gals, while Carson added 21, Jean Crichton

hooped 8, and Penny Wedd, Kathy Keely, Marg
Bartlett, and Pat Quigley scored 4 each. Crichton

and Patterson each pulled down 12 rebounds for the

Gals, while Carson grabbed 10 and Quigley 7. Ann
Taylor led York with 6 points.

Guelph, refs end playoff hopes
by Lyn Atwood

Well, its over for another

year.

The senior women's
basketball team closed out their

season in a hard-fought, poorly-

reffed, but less than sparkling

game against the Guelph
Gryphons Friday night, dropping

a 6.5-46 decision.

Guelph took a 12-2 lead in the

opening minutes of the game,
mostly on the hot shooting of

Anita Balodis, and continued to

lead throughout the first half,

with Balodis and Pam Wedd
doing the offensive damage,
while the Guelph team in general

played a very tight man-to-man

defense, aided by some dubious

officiating.

The Gals ran into trouble

right from the start with a

defense that wasn't quite up to

par, and very poor rebounding.

.itwood

Coach Mo KouriH outlines 2nd half strategy at Guelph

especially on the offensive

boards. Only some fine outside

shooting by Karen Carson and

rookie guard Penny Wedd
(Pam's sister) held the Gals

close in the first half, as they

trailed by five points at the in-

termission.

Queen's came out running at

the start of the third quarter,

started crashing the boards and

got the fast break working long

enough to grab a three-point lead

that held up into the early stages

of the final period. Then the

refereeing, which had been

merely troublesome up to that

point, took control of the game.

With three Queen's starters

banished to the bench with their

fifth personals (Keely, Marshall

and Carson) before the half-way

mark of the fourth quarter, the

Gals' aggressive defense was
effectively hamstrung, while

offensively the fast break

became a thing of the past. The

bias in the officiating was simply

amazing, considering that

(iuolph, who were in that tight

man-lo-man all through the

second half, didn't pick up their

s(!V(;nth t(!am ioul until less than

two minutes were left in the

game. (Jivcn this edge in man
power, (iuclph pulled away in the

lirial (juarler lor the 65-46 win.

I'at I'attcr.son led Qu('en's

scorers with II points while

Laney Marshall added 10 and

Karen Carson f).

The (Jals should be even

stronger next year, with all 11

[)lay<'rs returning for another

season, and rookie coach Mo
Houris back for her second

siuiKon,

Laney Marshall drives for 2 of her 23 pt. against York

ARTSCI 77
YEAR ELECTIONS

Wednesday, February 27, 1974

7:30

STIRLING B

COME OUT AND SUPPORT YOUR YEAR.
Any nominations for the eight positions con-

tact Bob Atkinson or Shelagh Rodgers

Fitness or Fatness:

A Symposium
An authoritative look at the problem of weight

control from experts in the areas of medicine,

physiology, exercise, and nutrition.

Tuesday, March 5 at 8:00 p.m.

Main Speakers:

1. Dr. Elsworth Buskirk, Penn State

2. Dr. Donald W. Thomas, Harvard Univ.

Jointly sponsored by PHESA and ASUS

TONIGHT
Dustin Hoffmon

In

STRAWDOGS
j_ Dunning AuditoriumW 1, 9, 11 p.m. $1.00
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Gaels in quorters against U. of T.

Gaels demolish Rams in 13-1 romp
by Peter Watts

Since last you read the

Journal, the Queen's hockey
Gaels have advanced into the

quarter-final rounds of the OUAA

east division playoffs. They did it

in what has become typical

through-the-back-door fashion,

losing a week ago Friday by 7-3 to

York, and then rebounding to

beat Ottawa 5-3 in Ottawa last

Tuesday evening and following it

up with a convincing 13-1 rout of

the Ryerson Rams Saturday

atwood

Gaels' John Cerre (16) scores the first of his two goals in Saturday night's 13-1 romp over
Ryerson.

.

night at the Harty Arena. Ac-

tually, we owe Ryerson a better

fate; the Rams knocked off Ot-

tawa in Toronto last weekend by
3-2 and made Tuesday night's

game much more interesting

than it might have been. The
Gaels were behind 3-0 midway
through the second period and it

looked like Bill Fox's goal, scored

at the eight second mark of the

opening period, might prove to be

the winner. But the Gaels got one

in the second when Bob Clayton

scored at the 16 minute mark and
came out flying in the third. Stu

Lang with his first of the year,

and John Cerre with his third tied

the hockey game by the ten

minute mark of the final period.

Mike Lynch scored what proved

to be the winner of the 17 minute
mark as he wrapped home a

rebound and Colin Loudon got the

insurance goal into an empty net

with just 32 seconds left in the

game.

Saturday evening, con-
vincing proof was again shown
that teams like Ryerson, Trent,

Brock, andRMC would be farther

ahead playing in another
iivision. The Rams were down 3-

after the opening period and the

aels pumped in 8 goals in the

^ ^cond. The final score was 13-1

•c\d the Ryerson goalies, Tom

Armstrong who started, and Tim
Davies who finished, deserve full

marks for standing up to a 57-shot

barrage. Dave Hadden, John
Cerre, and Bill Sweeney led the

Gaels attack with 2 goals each;

Hadden also added three assists

to give him a toal of 37 regular-

season scoring points, good
enough for second place behind

Bob Clayton. Single markers
were added by Mike Lynch, Colin

Loudon, Bob Clayton, Dave
Parks, and defensemen Chris

Clark, Rick Leroy and Steve

Gross. Pat Grant got the lone

Ryerson goal.

On Tuesday night, the Gaels

invade Varsity Arena for the

OUAA eastern quarter-final

game. Laurentian meets York in

Toronto on Tuesday night in the

other one.

The Gaels have a good
chance to beat the Blues despite

the fact that the Bues won both

regular season games: 4-2 in

Toronto and 6-3 in Kingston. The
key to beating them is 100 per

cent effort from all hands for 60

minutes. If the Gaels get that

kind of effort, they have suf-

ficient talent to knock off the

Blues.But it is strictly mental
now. The team that wins tonight

will be the team that wants to

badly enough.

Gals 4th on OWIAA
On the 16th of February, the Queen's womens swim team finished

fourth in the OWIAA championships held in Ottawa. It marked the end

of an outstanding season for the Gals, improving on their seventh

place finish of last year. In the 400 and 200 I.M. Vicki Troup finished

third and sixth. Jane Kaake had two thirds in the 200 and 100 back

while Cathy Brace placed third in the 50 free and sixth in the 100

breaststroke. Kathy Lennard had two respectable fifth places in the 50

and 100 butterfly. Queen's best finisher was Jane Noakes who had a

second in the 400 free and a second in the 200 I.M. The other member of

the team, Bev Randle, did well in the 400 free, with a seventh place

finish. Because of their fine showing, the Gals will have five, possibly

six, swimmers in the National championships to be held in Sudbury

starting February 28th.

Vivian Steacy did extremely well for the Gals diving team with a

fifth in the one meter competition and a fourth in the three meter. She

also received a perfect score of "eight" on one of her dives. This was
quite an admirable showing, considering it is her first year of com-

petition.

Congratulations to coaches SheUa McKirdy (swimming) and

Nelson Freedman (diving) for their efforts over the past successful

season, and the best of luck to the women in the Nationals.

,

Int. V-ball Gals third
The Gals came out on top, in three matches out of five last

weekend in their final tournament of the season. After a delayed start

Thursday night, the team made it to Toronto and played their first

match at 8:30 a.m. Friday morning against McMaster. The Gals were
defeated three games straight which proved to be very disappointing

to the team, since McMaster was the only team they were unable to

defeat this season.

Things improved however, during the next match against Ryerson

that evening. The Gals made it look easy and came out on top three

games straight, due to good hitting and exceptional team play.

Saturday morning the Gals started off right by defeating the Brock
University team three games out of four.

The biggest match for the gals was against the University of

Toronto; however, the team was unable to pull together and fell three

games straight to the Toronto team. It was also a disappointing loss,

since the Gals had defeated them only two weeks previous.

The final match of the tournament was against the much im-

proved team of Trent University. Queen's was able to defeat them
three games out of four.

As a result of this tournament the Gals placed third behind Mc-
Master University who came second the the University of Toronto who
placed first.

Men's Alpine number 1

Ski team scores
biggest success
The Queen's mens alpine ski team scored

their biggest success of the 1974 Intercollegiate

racing season last weekend at Mont Ste. Marie in

the Gatineau region of Quebec. The two-day

meet hosted by Carleton University attracted 120

competitors from 14 universities, mostly from
Ontario but including Dalhousie University in

Halifax. The Carleton Invitational races proved
to be one of the best organized meets of the

season and they were run under generally ex-

cellent conditions on the Cote Vanier giant

slalom course. These races also constituted the

sixth and seventh races of the Molson's Series for

Ontario universities and this fact necessitated

two scoring systems for tabulation of results.

The giant slalom was won by former

National Team member Billy Honeywell of

Dalhousie in a time of 82.97 seconds with

Queen's Ian Neilson in second place with

83.08 seconds. He was followed by Roger An-

derson of R.M.C. in 3rd spot and

Jamie Neilson of Queen's in 4th place. Bruce

Cummings of Queen's was 10th. This com-
bination of three racers in the top ten gave

Queen's 1st place in team standing. Carleton and

Dalhousie were 2nd and 3rd. The two-run slalom

was run on a fast fall-line course under rather icy

conditions which spelled disaster for many
competitors. Doug Hamilton of McMaster turned

in a total time of 54.85 seconds for 1st place with

Ian Neilson of Queen's again in 2nd spot with a

time of 55.32 seconds. Queen's Bruce Cummings
and Jamie Neilson were 7th and 9th, respec-

tively, and this was good enough to give Queen's

another team win, ahead of Trent and Western.

In the Alpine Combined, Queen's took the

team title and Ian Neilson won the individual

alpine combined championship on his strong

performances. R.M.C's Roger Anderson was 2nd
overall and Bill Honeywell, Dalhousie, gained
3rd place. Jamie Neilson and Bruce Cummings
of Queen's were 5th and 6th overall.

This was Queen's strongest showing of the

season although they had won the R.M.C. In-

vitational dual slalom earlier in the month and
placed second on two other occasions. The
Queen's men skied well at Mont Ste. Marie and in

addition to Ian Neilson's outstanding per-

formance, Bruce Cummings turned in his best

showings of the year. Bill Hartman, Bob Archer,

and John Clark although not in the top ten skied

well under somewhat difficult conditions.

Under the different scoring system for the

Molson Series counting only Ontario universities

and four-man teams as against three-man,

Queen's placed 1st in giant slalom and 2nd in

slalom. Ian Neilson won the giant slalom with his

brother Jamie 3rd and Bruce Cummings 9th.

R.M.C's Roger Anderson placed 2nd and so

Kingston schools accounted for the first three

places. In the Molson slalom, Ian NeUson was
2nd, Cummings 6th, and Jamie Neilson 8th.

This year's Carleton Invitational alpine

races adopted the unique format of mixing the

men and women competitors in the racing order

and running on the same course. Although

Queen's girls did not have outstanding individual

times, they finished 4th in the women's giant

slalom and 2nd in the slalom. This was all the

more notable since only four girls competed -

Margie Chaput, Sue Honeyman, Bev Watson,

and LouiseLaurier and they were forced to rac

in the last Seed when the courses were iciest.
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World: Double kidnappings in States
ATLANTA, Ga. — The executive

editor of two of Atlanta's

newspapers, the Atlanta Con-

stitution and the Atlanta Journal,

has been ransomed for $700,000

after being kidnapped by a right-

wing group calling itself the

American Revolutionary Army.
The FBI have arrested a

Lilburn, Ga. couple and charged

them with the kitnapping of

editor Reg Murphy.
The ARA, a previously

unheard of group, claims that it is

dedicated to the overthrow of the

U.S. government because it is too

leftist and too liberal.

Claiming to have members in

the major American cities, the

ARA feels that the U.S. news
media is also too leftist and
liberal and intends to do
something about it.

HILLSBOROUGH, Calif. - The
family of Patrica Hearst has

announced that they will not meet
her kidnapper's latest demands

'It's our son, dear. He must

be happy, he's joined a gay

movement.

'

unless she is freed first.

The demands call for an

additional $4-million to bolster a

$2-million free-food program
already set up.

To meet the original $2-

million demand the Hearst
family put up $500,000 and the

family's Hearst Foundation
donated $L5-million. The further

demand for $4-million will be met
by the Hearst Corp., publishers of

the San Francisco Examiner, in

two installments, one "im-
mediately upon her release" and
a second in January, 1975.

The current free food

program began Friday with the

opening of four distribution

outlets in the San Francisco Bay
area.

Police shut down the East

Oakland centre after it had only

served a handful of the 5,000

persons who had waited in line

for several hours. A few
recipients, angered that food was
being thrown to them from trucks

instead of handed out, began

throwing bottles, cans and milk

cartons at the truck. Police

cleared the area.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Police

are searching for a middle-aged

hosiery saleswoman who
allegedly wrote $37-million-in bad
cheques. Mrs. Ann Ohlschlager is

charged on seven counts of

forgery and one count of grand
theft. She disappeared in October

after posting a "gone out of

business" sign on her door.

LONDON — After months of

being told by government and
coal industry chiefs that they

were asking for too much money,
a government pay board has

discovered that the coal miners

are entitled to more. The pay
board found that statistics of the

miners' average earnings in-

cluded holiday pay, sick pay, and
the. wages of :«),(KM) high-paid

supervisory staff all of which are

excluded in other industries'

statistics. Thus, instead of being

above the national average for

manual workers, the miners are

actually eight per cent below.

Meanwhile, in the British

election, the minority Liberal

Party received a boost in support

with the publication of an opinion

poll which shows a swing towards

the Liberal Party. The poll in-

dicated that support for the

Conservative and Labor parties

is declining, and that the I^iberals

have 23.5 per cent of the vote - a

jump of 6.5 per cent in less than a

week. That means that the

Liberals could win 60 seats which
would give them a decisive

balance in the new Parliament.

WASHINGTON - In a study of

the use of chemical herbicides by
the Americans in the Vietnamese
war, the National Academy of

Sciences has concluded that

ecological wounds to South
Vietnam may take at least a

century to heal. According to the

study, herbicides destroyed 36

per cent of the mangrove forests

along the South Vietnamese
coast, and the herbicides may
have caused the deaths of

children when used to destroy

crops.

The study was ordered by
Congress in 1970 during the

controversy over the use of

herbicides in South Vietnam.

Scientists had attacked the

Pentagon because of the effects

Canada: Are Ontario's
lotteries a giant rip-off
TORONTO — A provincial study has found that

Ontario's lotteries give out only one-quarter of their

revenues for prizes and another quarter to the

various charities they are supporting.

Abfjut half of the total revenue goes for ad-

ministrative expenses such as salaries, office costs

and advertising costs.

The report, which found that the large,

province-wide lotteries were the worst offenders,

recommended that the province take over these

ones or start its own.

The re[x>rt compared these lotteries with the

state-run lotteries in Manitoba, Quebec and
Michigan. It found, for example, that the Quebec
Olympic lotteries are spending only about 10 per

cent of their revenues on expenses with 45 per cent

going for prizes and 45 per cent going to the

province.

WINNIPEG - Manitoba's long-awaited quaranteed
income pilot project, described as the largest social

experiment ever undertaken in Canada, was for-

mally announced Friday by federal and provincial

officials. Up to 2,5(K) families in all parts of

Manitoba are to be enrolh;d in the three year, $17-

rriillion program some tim<; this summer.

TORONTO - The Ontario Health MinlHler, Richard
Potter, is worried that the immigration of doctors

from other countries may produce an over supply of

doctors in Ontario by 1980 unless something is done
to halt or redirect the influx.

Dr. Potter told Toronto Western Hospital

staff that only half the qualified applicants to the

province's medical schools are admitted and that he
would like to change the situation.

Meanwhile, in Ottawa, Federal Health Minister

Marc Lalonde said Thursday that he would
recommend legislative changes to allow licencing

of immigrant doctors only when a province has

specific openings for them.

This would help prevent an oversupply of

doctors and allow a province to specify in which
area of the province he could practice if he wanted
to immigrate.

OTTAWA — The government announced a proposal

to increase the size of the House of Commons from
264 seats to 278 immediately and to 354 by the turn of

the century. Privy Council President Allan

MacEachen introduced the plan to the Commons
Privilege and Elections Committee. . .MacEachen
said that under this proposal no province would lose

any seats as they would under existing

r<!distribution rules. Redistribution of seats nor-

mally takes place after each census, but complaints

from MPs whose provinces would lose seats

prompt<'d Parliament to postpone any changes until

the end of 1974.

that the (jherriicals inight have on

the ecology Between 1961 and

1971, the United States dropf>ed

more than 1(X) million pfiunds on

South Vietnam or ab<;ut six

fxjunds for every inhabitant.

PARIS (AP) — Five pickpockets

who stole a wallet from a man
Wednesday got a nasty surprise:

the wallet blew up, injuring two

of them seriously. Police

reported that someone
telephoned the hospital where the

two men were taken to say that

he had planted an explosive

device in his wallet "because I'm

sick and tired of being hit by

pickpockets. Now I'm ready to

surrender." But police said that

he slammed down the phone, and
never showed up.

MOSCOW Jijsl I wo dayfc afl*^r

turning down Eugene Ijrnkn'a

application for an emigration

visa S<>viet authoritieit changhd
their minds and are allowing him
to leave.

Lenko, 36, has been carrying

on a three-and-a-half-year fight

to be allowed lo return to h'lM

native Canada, He came to

Russia in 1956 with his parents

and was under the impression

that he would be allowed to leave

when he wanted to,

Lenko 's status as a Canadian
citizen is supported by the

Canadian government but Ot-

tawa has been unwilling to in-

tervene in the dispute claiming

that Lenko is also a Soviet citizen

and as such the matter is an

internal affair.

Want to be useful?

Are you graduating in chemistry or physics? Have
you considered graduate studies in Materials Sci-

ence, which is the application of these to practical

nnaterials?

McMaster has the best graduate program in Materi-

als Science in Ontario. Typical areas of specializa-

tion concern the application of diffusion and phase
transformations to electronic, corrosive, and
mechanical properties of metals, ceramics and
semi-conductors.

For more information on our Master's and Ph.D.

programs, including details of financial support

write to:

Dr. G.R. Piercy, Chairman
Materials Science
McMASTER UNIVERSITY
Hamilton, Ontario L8S 4L7

FOR THAT ONE WOMAN, GIVE ONE
DAZZLING DIAMOND SOLITAIRE

She's the one woman you chose from all the rest.

Now you can give her one wonderful diamond.

We will help you select a glorious diamond

solitaire. To stand alone in all its glory,

glow with clear brilliance and fire. Show the

world she's the one woman in your world.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
JliWELLERS

168 PRINCESS STREET

KING.SION, ONTARIO





The Sweet and the Straight":

The Moral Science Fiction of C.S. Lewis
by Steven Wirinett

"Art and literature . . ., to my mind, can only be healthy when they

are either ( a ) admittedly aiming at nothing but innocent recreation, or

( b) definitely the handmaids of religious or at least moral truth."

—C.S. Lewis to Dom Bede Griffiths,

Hi April I<)'t0

"In the next type (of science fiction) . . .the marvellous is the grain

of the whole work. We are, throughout, in another world . . If good

novels are comments on life, good stories of this sort (which are very

much rarer) are actual additions to life: they give, like certain rare

dreams, sensations we never had before, and enlarge our conception

of the range of possible experience."

—C. S. Lewis, "On Science Fiction"

SCIENCE FICTION dominated my early reading. What first

attracted me to this genre was not so much the lure of the

technologically marvellous, as of the apocalyptic -- a fairly common
preoccupation in the years after the Cuban missile crisis. For

example, I can recall being very engrossed by a sequence of novels by

Philip Wylie and Edwin Balmer, called When Worlds Collide and After

Worlds Collide, detailing the destruction of the earth by a wandering
planet, and the escape of a few chosen earthlings to the destroying

planet to begin humanity anew (an apocalypse-CUM-Utopia theme

to be repeated in Wylie's novel of the atomic holocaust. Triumph).
Or, there was the book called The Day the World Ended, though I've

since forgotten the details of just how it was done. Bleakest of all was
the total destruction without any survivors envisioned by Nevil Shute

in On the Beach.

In addition to these doom-laden works, there were lots of

straightforward adventure stories which merely used science fiction

as their locale. Here my fascination was with the (technologically)

marvellous, and with what men of the future (or the "near future")

could do with it. I was not then worried about the metaphysical im-

plications behind stories with titles like Outside the Universe. I

devoured tales with titles like Universe Maker (which was not, ap-

parently, about God) and Earth's Last Citadel. Certainly I then took

seriously the proposition that our planet was being monitored by

hostile intelligences from outer space, who were preparing the kind of

invasion so vividly described in H.G. Wells's The War of the Worlds.

Huxley and Orwell then introduced me to the notion of the

problematic future, which I have since learned to label"dystopia".
Brave New World and l!(84 gave me an inevitable teelmg of

dissatisfaction with the more "simplistic" tales of the future I had
been enjoying. In the earlier works, the final struggle had been brutal

and painful but short, with good and evil (seemingly) clearly defined.

.Now came the less consoling revelation that the future might not be

"the best of all possible futures". Ray Bradbury's moving novel, The
Martian Chronicles, presented the idea that what was "out there"

might be better, far better, than anything man could know or achieve,

and that man should let well enough alone and tend his own garden of

earth.

In the science fiction of C, S. Lewis one finds both the simplicity of

struggle in those earlier novels, combined with the problematic

vision of man in the work of Bradbury.His trilogy. Out of the Silent

Planet, Voyage to Venus and That Hideous Strength, presents a
fascinating combination of the science fiction and the romance
traditions.

I'osinK th<' Great Answers

In this article I want to discuss some of the unifying aspects of this,

«eemingly disparate trilogy. Certainly the Oxford Companion to

English Literature defines a trilogy as "a series of three relat6d

dram;jlic or literary works", but any reader of Lewis' trilogy will

quir;kly see thai although Dr. Ransom figures strongly in each of the

thw Ixjoks, the sequence is not to br; read as "furth<!r adventures of

KIwin Ransom" And this is not what Lewis intended; he. pointed out

quite clearly in one of his essays that lhes(! were, not nove.'ls of

f'harar;ter. Rather, in the romance tradition of the novel, our sym-
pathies ar<' directr;fJ by the; author, not If) fh<; charaot(TS th(!mselves,

but to the values they stand for, T\\t: fate of the. (:hara(;t(!rs concerns us

less than the fate of their beliefs. We prefer "ambiguity" and "depth

and subtlety"; lyewis presenlH lis with directness, simplicity and
didacticism We have come to prefer that fiction should pose the

"great questions" al<out man and his univfirse, and f(!(!l rnosl

discomfited with the notion that fiction might also "ix)se" lh(! "grciat

jinHwern" lo our human predicarn»'nt. The "great answer" which
l/'Wis attempts lo inculcate in bis trilogy is what his rnad scientist,

Weston, deprer ates as "mere rrioralisrn".

We cannot help but he struck by tfie great differences bctwetfn the

three lx)OkK Out of the Silent I'lanet (I'XiH) grows out of, and reacts

.'i(V'iinst, the Wellsian journ«'ys to the rrioon ' a debt acknowledgt^d l)y

I,' wis in a note to the novel); we are mo«t interested in the in

J

Clive Staples Lewis (1898-1963)

formation which Lewis provides about the organization of space and of

Malacandrianf Martian) society. Voyage to Venus '1943), which Lewis

said he "wrote for his co-believers", is the most romantic and
mystical volume of the trio, less a novel than an act of devotion and
worship. That Hideous Strength (1945, rev. 1955) shows clearly that

interchange between the ordinary and the supernatural which informs

the "supernatural thrillers" of Charles Williams, Lewis' close friend
in the Oxford Christian group known as the Inklings. If we are to look

for links in this trilogy, then, we must go the main themes.

It will not suffice to label the main link as "the defence of

Christianity", because the book is not a defense. Rather, it is an at-

tack, an assault on certain modem habits of thought and their logical

ethical consequences in the name of "mere moralism". One thing

must be made clear at once, a point to which I will return later: the

books are not an attack on science.

The trilogy attacks all the dangers of moral relativism in the

name of "mere moralism". This is the goal of the whole work, and the

means by which the fiction helps to articulate this goal are what Lewis

calls the "vision of the sweet and the straight". The "sweet" is the

romantic and mystic in Lewis, the "straight" is the moralist and

logician. It is characteristic of the work's interests, as of the man's,

that the "sweet" should precede and serve the "straight". In other

words, the aim of the trilogy is not only to persuade us of the existence

of a divinely-established Moral Law of Nature on which our ethical

choices must be based. It is not enough, says Lewis, to acknowledge

the existence of the Law; we must translate this belief into action, by
endeavouring to obey the Law.

Rhetoric is the art of persuasion, and these are rhetorical novels.

The aim is to lure us into the "trap" by the sweetness of the fiction, .

and then to conquer our wills by the straightness of the Law.

1: The Sweet
Art is superior to philosophy because it combines instruction with

delight. Lewis attempts to repopulate the emptied twentieth century

universe with a sense of .sweet delight in the variegated abundance of

superfluous Creation, This is not an easy thing to do. As William

Barret has noted in Irrational Man, the central fact of the modern

world is the decline of the religious view of the universe, and one of its

causes has been our progressive "emptying" of the cosmos since the

Renais.sance, lie argues that a Divine Comedy could not be written

today

:

Vision.s iind symlKil.s do not tiiivp ttio immodiatc iind ovcrwholminfi

r('alll.v for us (h.il lli('.V li.id for Uic medieval poet. In The Divine Comedy

(he wliole of niiliire l.s merely ,i canva.s upon whirti the religious symbol

and imaxe are p.ilnled. Weslern man has spent more Ihan five hundred

years . . in slrippiiiK niiture of these projeetions and (urnint? It into a

realm of neutral projections whieh his se ienee may control. Thus it could

hardly t)e expected ihal the religious imane would have the same force

for us as It did for Dante,
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But Lewis is not rewriting the Divine Comedy. For one thing, the

tempers of the works are markedly opposite.Dante exalts the mystical

Lewis the rational. Furthermore, Dante's fiction used the scientific

world view of his time, while Lewis has to begin in opposition to

prevailing scientific ideas. He has to replace the notion of an empty
universe with that of a full one. Thus when Ransom is kidnapped by

Devine and Weston and taken on board the space ship in Out of the

Silent Planet, his first reactions to outer space are those of the man
with a modem education--fear at the emptiness of space into which he

has been hurled. But he comes to the realization attained by Damaris
Tighe, the doctoral student in medieval philosophy in Charles

Williams' novel The Place of the Lion: "The things you study are

true."The philologist who loves Milton's poetry suddenly sees that

there is far more behind Milton than he could ever have suspected

before

:

Ransom . . .had read of 'Space' : at the back of his thinking for years

had lurked the dismal fancy of the black, cold vacuity, the utter deadness,

which was supposed to separate the worlds. He had not known how much
it affected him till now-now that the very name 'Space' seemed a

blasphemous libel for this empyrean ocean of radiance in which they

swam. He could not call it' 'dead'; he felt life pouring into him from it

every moment. How indeed should it be otherwise, since out of this ocean
the worlds and all their life had come? He had thought it barren; he saw
now that it was the womb of worlds, whose blazing and innumerable
offspring looked down mightily even upon the Earth with so many eyes-
and here, with how many more! No: Space was the wrong name. Older

thinkers had been wiser when they named it simply the heavens--the

heavens which declared the glory. . .

Wellsian Bogies

On Malacandra, Ransom discovers some of the many ways in

which God has filled His universe with His beloved Creation. He learns

to overcome the terrors of the creatures of the otherworld which had
been built into his mind, "which, like so many minds of his generation,

was richly furnished with bogies".

He had read his H. G. WeUs and others. His universe was peopled

with horrors such as ancient and medieval mythology could hardly rival.

No insect-like, vermiculate or crustacean Abominable, no twitching

feelers, rasping wings, slimy coils, curling tentacles, no monstrous union

of superhuman intelligence and insatiable cruelty seemed to him
anything but likely on an alien world. The sorns would be . . .would be . .

he dared not think what the sorns would be . . It would be an extra ancient

terrestrial Otherness-something one had never thought of, never could

have thotight of.

Thus Ransom flees from the sorns when he first sees them

:

They were quite unlike the horrors his imagination had conjured up,

and for that reason had taken him off his guard. They appealed away
from the Welisian fantasies to an earlier, almost an infantile, complex of

fears. Giants-orgres-ghosts-skeletons: those were its key words.

Spooks on stilts, he said to himself; surrealistic bogey-men with their

long faces.

When he is later among the friendly sorns, however. Ransom is

like Gulliver among the Houyhnhnms, acutely aware of the

inadequacies of mankind.
Lewis' notion of the fullness of the universe is most completely

presented in Voyage to Venus. On "that warm, maternal, delicately

gorgeous world". Ransom finds a sweetness which, unlike the Bower
of Bliss in the Faerie Queene, is full of real innocence-an impression

of which he has an unshakeable certainty, even after only five minutes

on the planet:

He had confidence in those who had sent him there, and for the

meantime the coolness of the water and the freedom of his limbs were

still a novelty and a delight; but more than all these was something else

at which I have already hinted and which can hardly be put into words-
the strange sense of excessive pleasure which seemed somehow to be

communicated to him through all his senses at once. I use the word
'excessive' because Ransom himself could only describe it by saying that

from his first few days in Perelandra he was haunted, not by a feeling of

guilt, but by surprise that he had no such feeling. There was an

exuberance or prodigality of sweetness about the mere act of living which

our race finds it difficult not to associate with forbidden and extravagant

actions.

On Venus, Ransom is very conscious of the presence of the eldila,

spirits whose "precise spatial location" is hard to define at any one

time, and who can only be glimpsed as slight distortions of light,

since they inhabit other dimensions than ours and only occasionally

intersect with our field of vision. These spirits fill Perelandra with a
sweetness which is a joy to bear:

At first, it was almost intolerable; as he put it to us, in telling the

story, 'there seemed no room' . . .But when you gave in to the thing, gave
yourself up to it, there was no burden to be borne. It became not a load but

a medium, a sort of splendour asa of eatable, drinkable, breathable gold .

Taken the wrong way, it suffocated; taken the right way, it made
terrestrial life seem, by comparison, a vacuum.

Voyage to Venus culminates with Ransom's vision of the Great
Dance of the heavens which will occur when God has ended the

lifespan of the various worlds in the field of Arbol (the "solar

system"). The vision is the high point of the mystical strain in the

novels

:

He thought he saw the Great Dance. It seemed to be woven out of the

intertwining undulation of many cords or bands of light, leaping over or

under one another and mutually embraced in arabesques and flower-like

subtleties. Each figure as he looked at it became the master-figure or

focus of the whole spectacle, by means of which the eye disentangled all

else and brought it into unity. ..He could see also (but the word 'see' is now
plainly inadequate) whenever the ribbons or serpents of light intersected,

minute corpuscles of momentary brightness : and he knew somehow that

these particles were the secular generalities of which history tells-

peoples, institutions, climates of opinion, civilisations, arts, sciences, and
the like-ephermeral coruscations that piped their short song and
vanished. ..The whole solid figure of these enamoured and inter-animated
circlings was suddenly revealed as the mere superficies of a far vaster

pattern in four dimensions. ..Even then, at the very zenith of complexity,

complexity was eaten up and faded, as a thin white cloud fades into the

hard blue burning of the sky, and a simplicity beyond all comprehension,

ancient and young as spring, illimitable, pellucid, drew him with cords

of infinite desire into its own stillness. He went up into such a quietness, a

privacy, and a freshness that at the the very moment when he stood

farthest from our very mode of being he had the sense of stripping off

encumbrances and waking from trance, and coming to himself.

If we only allow the Spirit of sweetness to breathe on us, then we,

too, might come to ourselves and know peace. But then what do we do?

2: The Straight
Lewis exerts his considerable skills in logic throughout the course

of the trilogy to convince us of the rightness of his argument. Part of

that argument is not an attack on sciences per se, which are "good and
innocent in themselves", but rather on the effect of certain modern
modes of thought on the sciences:

Despair of objective truth had increasingly been insinuated into the

scientists; indifference to it, and a concentration upon power, had been
the results. ..Dreams of the far future destiny of man were dragging up

from its shallow and unquiet grave the old dream of man as God. ..You

could not have done (this) with nineteenth century scientists. Their firm

objective materialism would have excluded it from their minds; and

their inherited morality would have kept them from touching dirt. ..It was .

different now. ..What should they find incredible, since they no longer

believed in a rational universe? What should they regard as too obscene,

since they held that all morality was a mere subjective by-product of the

physical and economic situations of men?

The "bent" scientist Weston is the mouthpiece in Out of the Silent

Planet of what Lewis styles "the materialist view of the universe" in

Mere Christianity. "People who take that view think that matter and
Continued on Page 4

-macpherson

"The very name 'Space' seemed a blasphemous libel for this empyrean ocean of radiance in which they swam."
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"He had thought it barren ; he saw now that it was the womb of worlds.

Continued from page :\

space just happen to exist, and always have existed, nobody itnows

why ; and that matter, behaving in certain fixed ways, has just hap-

pened, by a sort of fluke, to produce creatures like ourselves who are

able to think. Weston's dream is that interplanetary travel will

prevent the extinction of the human race, of Life, which, he argues, is

greater than any system of morality; her claims are absolute.

Weston's dream is the dream that animates those works of science

fiction like When Worlds Collide --man will live on and on, jumping
from speck to speck of the universe as each in turn decomposes. There
is only one question which he is unable to anwer: what if all worlds

should die?

Ransom, in opposition, holds to the religious view of the universe.

"According to it," writes Lewis in Mere Christianity, "what is behind

the universe is more like a mind than anything else we know. That is to

say, it is conscious, and has purposes, and prefers one thing to

another." To Ransom, Weston's dream is madness; man has been

allotted a certain place and time by God, and should learn to accept

what he has been given with thanks.

Weston's Goal: "Spirit"

What we are made to see in the ideas of Weston and his associates

are the "bent" productions of reason, of the "straight". While Good is

constant, Weston demonstrates the shiftiness of Evil. Defeated
temporarily in Mars in his grandiose colonisation schemes, he goes to

Venus and there argues with Ransom that man is evolving toward a

new kind of immortality, that of "Spirit". He contends that all his

endeavours towards this goal have been performed in the name of

"the utility of the human race". The "new" goal is in fact nothing

more than an insidiously twisted version of the old one of physical

immortality by interplanetary leapfrogging:

'The majestic spectacle (said Weston) of this blind, inarticulate

purposiveness thrusting its way upward and ever upward in an endless

unity of differentiated achievement towards an ever-increasing com-

plexity of organization, towards spontaneity and spirituality, swept away
all my old conception of a duty to man as such. Man in himself is nothing.

The forward movernenl of Life-the growing spirituality-is everything.

'...The goal, Ransom, the goal, think of it! Pure spirit; the final

vortex of self-thinking, self-originating activity.'

The final and most monstrous version of the "immortalist"

scheme 'a view recently reiterated in Alan Harrington's The Im-

mortalist; is the Head of a dead scientist which is kept "alive" by the

truly mad scientists of the N.I. C.E. 'National Institute of Co-ordinated

F^xperiments) in That llid«'ous Strength. The Head is projected as the

first sketch of (he "final immortality" of man. But not all men will

obtain this twisted gift of "eternal life":

'The effect of modern war (said Frost, the psychiatrist) is to

eliminate retrogressive types, while sparing the technocracy and in-

creasing its hold upon public affairs. Jn the new age, what has hitherto

been merely the inti'lleclual nucleus of the race is to become, by gradual

stages, the race itself. ..'I'he masses are therefore to disappear. The body
i» to become all Head. 7'he human race is to become all Technocracy,'

"The sweet poison of the false infinite"

This dream of "immortality" is nothing less than "the sweet

fxjison of the false infinite", a dream "hf;gott<!n by the hatred of death

Uf^on \hf fear of tru*; immortality." Against such twist(!d reasonings,

men like Itanw^m must stand up for "mcrre moralism" and use their

right reason Ransom is ablr; to exprr-ss what he believ(!S very clearly

and concisely, while Weston is long windcrd, vague and increasingly

egotistical in his arguments, a neal rhetorical d<rvice to b(;nd us to

Iian>K>m'H way of thinking:

'Yc»,' «al(I Weoion, I cifljifln'l have believed, myself, till recently. Not
a persrm, of <-<nirm-. Anthropomorphism Is one of the diseases of childish

religion 'here he had resumed his publir' manner), but the opposite

scheme excessive abstraction has perhaps in the aggregate proved

disastrous. Call If a Korce, A great, Inscrutable Korce, pouring up into us

from the dark bases of being. A I'orce that can choosi' Its In-

struments. ..I'm being guided, I know now that I am the greatest scientist

the world has yet produced, I've been made so for a purpose, II Is through

me that the Spirit itself is at this moment pushing on to its goal.'

'Look here,' said Ransom, 'one wants to be careful at>out this sort of

thing. There are spirits and spirits, you know.'

'Eh?' said Weston. 'What are you talking about?'

'I mean a thing might be a spirit and not good for you.'

'But I thought you agreed that Spirit was the good-the end of the

whole process? I thought you religious people were all out for

spirituality? What is the point of asceticism-fasts and celibacy and all

that? Didn't we agree that God is a spirit? Don't you worship Him
because he is pure spirit?'

'Good heavens, no! We Worship Him because He is wise and good.

There's nothing specially fine about simply being a spirit. The Devil is a

spirit.'

In Voyage to Venus, Ransom realises that it is his duty to try to

persuade the Green Maiden of Venus not to give in to Weston's temp-
tation to break God's one commandment to her, and he also finally

comes to see, after much effort, that only by force can he defeat the

Devil's agent. This conclusion of Ransom's may seem unpalatable to

many of Lewis' readers, who woiald like to completely dissociate

Christianity from any sort oi physical struggle. But Lewis makes it

very clear in Mere Christianity that he is not presenting

"Christianity-and-water"

:

There has been a great deal of soft soap talked about God for the last

hundred years. That is not what I am offering. You can cut all that out.

Very well, then, atheism is too simple. And I will tell you another
view that is too simple. It is the view I call Christianity-and-water, the

view which simply says there is a good God in Heaven and everything is

all right-leaving out all the difficult and terrible doctrines about sin and
hell and the devil, and the redemption.Both these are boys' philosophies.

Right reason is not enough ; it must be followed by right action.

"Men without chests"

In That Hideous Strength, Lewis argues that the greatest cause of

the Westons of this world is the modem scheme of education, which

has abolished that training in those moral values, common to all

religions, which he calls the Tao in The Abolition of Man. Thus many
men have been produced "without chests", and the results are

disastrous for mankind:

Without the aid of trained emotions the intellect is quite powerless

against the animal organism...

And all the time-such is the tragi-comedy of our situation-we con-

tinue to clamour for those very qualities we are rendering impossible.

You can hardly open a periodical without coming across the statement

that what our civilization needs is more 'drive', or dynamism, or self-

sacrifice, or 'creativity'. In a sort of ghastly simplicity we remove the

organ and demand the function. We make men without chests and expect

of them virtue and enterprise. We laugh at honour and are shocked to

find traitors in our midst. We castrate and bid the geldings be fruitful.

Mark Studdock, a sociologist, is Lewis' fictional instrument to

demonstrate the inadequacy of this modern, "objective" education.

Mark is attracted to the N.I.C.E. because he believes that here at last

all the "red tape" will be removed from scientific research and that

truly "scientific" solutions will be devised for the problems of society.

The monstrous, diseml)()died Head, of course, presents a superb

symbol of "objective" reason gone wrong, totally divorced from

physical reality. The sigh! of IheHead at first revolts Mark, who is not

quite the "objective" man he always thought he was. His revulsion

from abnormaility in the name of some as-yel-undefined normality is

his first stej) towards apprehending (he existence of the Moral Law
behind (he universe. This "Man of straw" must reject the training of

his (liscii)liiie, which has (aught him (ha( ethics are not an objective

fact l)u( radier a subjedive epiphenomenon, produced in varying

en viroiim<'ii(s and hence always relalive. Bu( h's inner instincts are

basically good, and hence he rejects (he training in "objectivity"

which the psychiatrist KrosI (ries to I'orce on him. Once Mark explains

"real object ivi(y", says Frost, he will recognize "all motives as

subject ivecpi|)henomena. You will then have no motives and you will

not need them." Krost attempts to teach Mark the "asceticism of anti-

nature", the rejection of the "sweet" things of the world in favour of



mind alone. But the grotesque paintings in his cell have the opposite

effect on Mark:

As the desert first teaches men to love a water, or as absence first

reveals affection, there rose up against this background of the sour and
the crooked some kind of vision of the sweet and the straight. Something
else-something he vaguely called the 'Normal'-- apparently existed. He
had never thought about it before. But there it was-solid, massive, like

something you could touch, or eat, or fall in love with . . He was not

thinking in moral terms at all; or else (what is much the same thing) he
was having his first deeply felt moral experience.

Attaining the vision is the first step; the second is acting rightly

under its guidance.

3: The Goal-
Mere Moralism

Lewis defines vision as "the power of dreaming realities". The
reality dreamt by the vision of this trilogy is that of "mere
moralism", and specifically of Christian moralism. The objectivists

would try to separate man's heart from his head; Christianity unites

them. Some might conceive the presence of this Moral Law of Nature

as an awful, inhibiting, imprisoning entity ; but in fact, it frees men. As
the Green Lady of Venus says, "I am His beast, and all His biddings

are joys".

How then, should we act, once we are aware of the Normal?First,

we must pit our right reason against all forms of "bent" reason,

argues Lewis, for morality is not passive, but active. It is Lewis' own
stress on the "straight" over the "sweet" which, I think, produces the

final comic catastrophe of That Hideous Strength, when the forces of

"objectivity" are overthrown.

Useful gibberish

In Babel, men built a tower, thinking that that they would be able

to reach the heaves and pull God down to their level. God punished

them by sending a multitude of tongues among them. So the downfall

of the N.I.C.E is brought about by the very funny and ingenious stroke

of casting a spell of gibberish over the members as they are enjoying

their annual banquet. It seems only right that twisted intellect

should be laughed at for its pretensions:

Nothing of importance happened until the King's health had been
drunk and ,Iules rose to make his speech.

For the first few minutes anyone glancing down the long tables would
have seen what we always see on such occasions : the placid faces of bons
viveurs whom food and wine had placed in a contentment which no
amount of speeches could violate. ..But if you had gone on looking down
the tables you would presently have seen a change. You would have seen
face after face look up and turn in the direction of the speaker. You would
have seen first curiosity, then fixed attention, then incredulity. Finally,

you would have noticed that the room was utterly silent...

To different members of the audience the change came differently.

To Frost it began at the moment he heard Jules end a sentence with the

words 'as gross an anachronism as to trust to calvary for salvation in

modern war.' Cavalry,thought Frost.. .What was this? Jules seemed to be

saying that the future density of mankind depended on the implosion of

the horses of Nature. ..Then, crystal clear in articulation...came 'The

madrigore of verjuice must be talthibianised.'

...Then (Withers) thought:' Come! That's going too far. Even they

must see that you can't talk about accepting the challenge of the past by
throwing down the gauntlet of the future!...What the deuce did Jules

mean by aholibate?

...An intolerable falsetto rang out. ..Immediately Wither touched

Jules on the arm and rose.

'Eh: Blotcher buUdoo?' muttered Jules. ..Then (Wither) began to

speak...

'Tidies and fulgemen—I sheer fool that we all-er~niost steeply rebut

the defensible, though, I trust, lavatory, aspasia which gleams to have
selected our redeemed inspector this deceiving.lt would-ah~be shark,

very shark, from anyone's debenture...'

The second comic catastrophe of the novel provides the right

moral ending: the harmonization of the "sweet" and the "straight" in

a round of Christian marriages. As the snow lies heavily on a sleeping

England, a new sense of nativity is about. Wives and husbands retire

to their marriage beds to be about the sweet and fruitful business of

begetting. Thus man's actions are united to the right moral choice in

the harmonizing symbol of marriage- it is, indeed, very
Shakespearean.

Lewis' esthetic rejects the anti-didacticism of much modem
theory of the novel. He poses great answers rather than great

questions, and it is his didacticism which infuses his work with its

extraordinary power. His comments on Charles Williams' lecture on
Milton are very applicable to his own writing:

"What a wonderful power is in the direct appeal which disregards

the temporary climate~I wonder is it the case that the man who has
the audacity to get up in any corrupt society and squarely preach
justice or valour or the like always wins'!"

Finally, a word on that "preaching". Lewis places himself at

some remove from the kind of moral preaching which F.R. Leavis
sees as "the great tradition" in English fiction:

Leavis demands moral earnestness; I prefer morality.. ..I mean I'd

sooner live among people who don't cheat at cards than among people
who are earnest about not cheating at cards.
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Dia,ianL poem)
it is good that Keats died

when he did

because truth and
beauty have gone
from the world

and lee harvey oswald
becomes my hero

and I cheer as he pulls the trigger

blasting another american
from the earth

a former cia agent

framed by judge warren
but my hero never the less

and strolling by the lakes

0 it must be five years ago now
I caught a glimpse

just for a second
of a man or beast

lately ripped apart by a ford manure spreader

bits of flesh

dangling in the sun

on a bush by the margin of a field

brown stench celebrating

before the rain

and I thought perhaps

it was Oswald or keats

but before I could investigate

my silence

was torn by the roar

of a glinting B54

or chipmunk
rising above me

against the sun

against the sky

blotting it out symboUically I suppose

but rising rising

toward the sun

never hesitating

its ailerons not melting

no-one calling it back

not to be so foolish

as to ride a bucking

horse with stiff wings to heaven
as though lured there

by un still dust on the moon
and I closed my eyes

0 lee harvey my hero

where are you now
with your sighted rifle

shoot if you ever shot

shoot now shoot

and the air cracked

and smoke puffed out

patching the pierced clouds

and Icarus with molten wings

tumbled in surprise

to the earth

coughing blood and choking

on melted wax
in his crisp black lungs

coughing blood and knowing

that he would die in pieces

nevertheless remembering that prison

with its narrow window
overlooking the sea

and firing the rifle

the rifle

with the engraved figures

of a hunter aiming
at a squirrel in an oak

one frozen in expectation

one in terror

for all time

that is all they know
I suppose

tumbling to the earth

rising yet toward the sun

illusions and heroes gone

never to return

never to leave

Brian T.W. Way



Seeing through

a fog thickly
I feel so distorted

Just as an astronaut carries his

Atmosphere with him, I

Envelope myself in my woman's peace,

To survive.

Pretty girl, pretty girl, he calls

Me. It seems he has not

Noticed all my pimples. Or
Worse, the clearasil.

Pretty girl equals

Empty-headedness. But my
Head is here, part of

Me, part of my body. Let me
Knock it

Against the wall, it's

So impossible to

Prove to him.

Why must I

Prove
It

To him ?

There are holes and wholes - there are holes

In my
Wholeness. This is being a person.

Surely he
Realizes

That

I can not

Always make it as a

Brain

Or
A Beauty.

No, I

Can not

Prove it. Because I am a person.

Because I

Know, even
If he doesn't know, that I am a

Pretty whole girl person, that is,

A prettily whole person (girl)

And proving

Disproves.

Thus I

Quietly can understand (and enjoy) his eyes looking

Up and down.
I can like him.

But I can also pass on

By, only faintly ruffled through those

Holes of mine. It's so

Impossible

Now to prove to

Him that he is a whole man as he is, but can

Not be a hole man, nor my man,
Until he knows he
Can not prove

It.

Sometime, then, maybe I will feel more
Clearly

In focus.

Karen Clifford

Boulevard Reverie
Clapboard shatter house

Blue stares, wyte wings, seven wind-ohs

Bottomless basement dore.

The winding key opens

Counterclockwise sky in the sea, and

Sidewalks craack story frames
Under waves.

The world of brass and beauty plays

Out there so big and full of empty;

Our profiles looking on

In tireless trying.

Down a windless street

Of chestnut trees and wireframe stools

An old rnan floats away under a black umbrella,

And our rainy b«;ards open to laugh

A yearning for somf; time

Far away and long ago in years

When, . .

Kric Macdonald

Academe
Fall classes last long

drag on into night;

framed in window panes
trees are stripped and bared;

in fluorescent comers
oldsummer flies

kick, kick and die;

while outside window panes
winds gust and do battle,

leaves are hurled, swirl

in eddies, whirlpools,

branches crack, flags snap,

through treewebs churches appear;

fall classes last long

drag on into night;

weathermen lecture

framed in window panes;

they wet most judicious fingers

and press screaming fall

between the leaves of a book.

Yan Moore

<L. aeturnus
one period

the factorstateofbeingetemal

are you eternal

am i eternal

are we eternal

perhaps that is the most important of the three

two period

infiniteorendlesstime

tick-tock-tick-tock-tick-tock-tick-tock-tick-tock-ti

at the tone the time will be eternity and one half

as the alarm goes and i groan and you groan and we groan

the clock struck one and the mouse ran up the clock

three period

alongperiodoftimethatseemsendless

there is the magic word again

what happened to god is he not eternal

tock-tick-tock-lick-tock-tick-tock-tick-tock-tick-to

i tick and you lock we tick and we tock i tick and y

i am deeply endebted to webster for so clearly and

concisely explaining the matter of eternity to me and

you and we

mayb(? eternity is death

or (\v.:dh may end eternity

or is d(!ath ('t(!rnity

what do you have to say about that mr webster

j lowell
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Benny in Love

a short

story

by

Yan Moore

- Mark was one of the first to hear about it. When he told me, I

didn't believe him. Because it sounded so unlikely.

After our ' eight-thirty on Tuesday, he came over and
said triumphantly, 'Benny is in love."

I stared at him. "What?"
He chuckled, and repeated, "Benny is, yes, in love."

"Bullshit."

He shook his head.

"Where did you hear this?" I asked.

"He told me himself. Yesterday."

"Bullshit."

But it wasn't. That afternoon I saw Benny while I was waiting at

the bus stop across from Dunning Hall. He wasn't wearing a jacket

and tie, but a short-sleeved shirt: a break from custom. I called his

name, waved, and he came over. I slapped him on the back and said,

"Benny, you old dog, I've been hearing terrible stories about you. Can
they be true?"

He grinned. "They're true."

I stared. Gaped.
He laughed, and burst out exuberantly, "I'm actually in love,

can you believe it? It's fantastic!"

I asked, "Who, where, when? Even how?"
"She's in my English 210."

"What's her name?"
"I don't know."
I looked at him for a moment, then asked slowly, incredulously,

"It's already the beginning of November, you claim to be in love with

this chick who's been in your class since September, and you don't

even know her name?"
He looked a little sheepish, and explained, "Well, look, I've only

fallen in love with her in the past couple of weeks. And there are over
forty people in the class."

I began to laugh. "Ah, Benny, poor Benny."
"What's so funny?"
"You."
He looked hurt, so I stopped laughing. Instead I stood and

listened to him describe her, until my bus arrived. It was only by the
time we had passed Hillcroft Avenue, that I realized that Benny had
been growing a mustache. It couldn't have been more than ten days
old. It had looked ridiculous.

No jacket and tie, growing a mustache, becrushed; Benny?

Bill, who had lived down the hall in Brockington the year before
was the next to tell me. "Did you hear? Your ex-room mate has fallen
in, quote, love, unquote."

"I know; he told me a couple of days ago. Isn't it amazing?"
"Incredible. And he insists that it's true love. Is nothing sacred

anymore?"
"Obviously not. The last bastion has fallen."

He laughed and said, "I wonder what she looks like?"

"From the way he described her to me, we've got a future Miss
Canada, right here at Queen's."

He shook his head. "The classic case: blinded by love."

I shrugged. "Who knows? Maybe he's right."

"What's her name?"
"He doesn't know."
"What?"
"He doesn't know."
He thought about this for a moment, then smiled and nodded.

"Typical." No kidding. And did you notice that scraggly little excuse
for a mustache he's trying to grow?"

Bill laughed again. "He told me he thought it would make him
look more mature."

"Christ!"

I didn't see Benny for several days. When I did meet him, it was
outside the Union, we were both going down to the coffeeshop, and he
was looking very depressed. Though his mustache was looking better.

And he was again not wearing a jacket or tie.

We bought coffees, found a table, and I asked him, "How's your
affair going?"

He said sadly, "It isn't."

"Why? What's wrong?"
"I think I should give up on her."

"Why?"
"I can't figure out how to go about meeting her." He shook his

head. "I still haven't found out her name."
I had to smile. He looked so earnest, so sorrowful. "Have you

tried talking to her? That has sometimes been known to work."
"About what?"
"Work, the Prof, anything."

He snorted. "I'd just make a fool of myself. I always do."

We sat in silence for several moments, sipping our i respective
coffees. Benny was frowning deeply; I was trying hard not to smile.
Poor Benny : I always found it impossible to take him too seriously.

He was so earnest, so sincere, so naive. He had spent seven years
in some expensive private boarding school, where he had nurtured all

sorts of unrealistic and foolish ideas and beliefs. Subsequently he had
discovered university life rather overwhelming; all his pet theories of

life had been immediately decimated.

Continued on Page 8
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In residence we had not helped muc h. It was

not that anyone dishked him; he was a nice enouf4h

f^uy . He was shy, especially with (^irls, and out of his

depth in any sort of social galherinj^, as well as

perhaps a little inconsiderate; but we decided, one

day early in the year, in an outburst of generous and

deep psychological insight, that nobody was per-

fect. However, because of his naivete and

sometimes quite spectacular gullibility, he was a

natural target. His was invariably the first bed to

get soaked, he was always the first to be tubbed. He
was the proverbial goat.

And it is difficult to take eoats very seriously.

He broke the silence at last: "I should, you

know. I really should give up on her."

I had been thinking of something else. I

replied automatically, "No, no, don't do that."

"Then what do I do? God, as I said, I don't

even know her name yet!"

"Find out."

"How?"
"Ask her. Or wait for the Prof to give back

essays or something."

He smiled. "Devious,"

I shrugged. "Everyone does it."

Then he looked at his watch. "God, I've got a

class." He quickly gathered up his books. "Thanks

for the help," he said, and left.

What help?

Two days later, excitedly, he phoned me.

"It worked," he said.

I was in the middle of a Commerce assign-

ment. "What did?"

"The Prof gave back essays, and I listened:

her name is Pamela."
I couldn't help but laugh.

"So," he said solemnly, "you are as of now
appointed my official advisor."

I laughed again, and said, "The honour, sir, is

of course all mine."

I thought at the time that he was joking. He
wasn't. The very next evening he called me again.

For advice.

I told him, "You've got to be kidding."

"No, I'm perfectly serious."

"But this is ridiculous!"

"No it isn't. And I do need help."

"But, Christ, Benny, I'm no Casanova!"
"You did okay last year."

"That was mainly talk!"

"What of the nights I had to sleep down the

hall in Bill's room?"
I retorted, "Twice. In the whole year, twice."

"That's already twice more than me."
"Christ Benny, you're crazy!"

He was also persistent.

My first piece of advice was propounded over

several beer the next afternoon in the Pub. It

resulted in embarrassing, abysmal failure.

Through no real fault of mine.

On instructions, early the next week, Benny
took his courage in both hands and sat next to

"And the hardest of all was trying to persuade him that he was not ugly"

/'lonl/.i

"You've (4ot to get off your uhs ;ind do
soiri< I liingi

"

Pamela. The idea was to engage her in some sort of

conversation. He didn't say a word. And at one
stage - he told me later, nearly in tears - she smiled

at him, explained that her pen had run dry, and
asked if he had a spare one that she could borrow.

He blushed furiously and fumbled frantically in his

breast pocket, thereby knocking his Chaucer's

Major Poetry onto the floor. It was, apparently, a

rather heavy book.

Of course he refused to sit beside her again.

Ever. And it took me nearly an hour to persuade
him not to skip the next class.

"Benny, you can't."

"I can borrow someone else's notes."

"You're chickening out."

"Who cares?"

"You do."

"I don't."

My next recommendation was that he should

time his departure, at the end of class, so that it

coincided with hers. It was, I told him, a great

opportunity for talk. But it didn't work. They
walked side by side up two flights of stairs without

exchanging one word.

"Why didn't you say something?"
"I had nothing to say."

"You're hopeless! I swear you are."

"I know."
Benny did not like to speak up in class. I told

him that he should, that it would certainly impress
Pamela. It didn't. Among other things, his answer
was very, very wrong.

At this point he threatened to fire me. Un-
fortunately he changed his mind and decided to give

me another chance.

Give me another chance!

And hardest of all was trying to persuade him
that he was not ugly.

He laughed. "Look at me! Pimples splattered

like paint all over my whole effing face, eyes

squinting through glasses two miles thick, ears

taking off at right angles from my head, the

physique of a particularly sad-looking pear! You
name it. I even got sunburnt today. In November! I

make a warlhog look impressive."

"Benny, you're being ridiculous, and anyway,
looks don't mean a thing."

"Like hell they don't. No wonder she doesn't

notice me. I can't even blame her."

I smiled liredly. "If you're as bad as you say,

B(?nny, \h'.Vwvo. nn;, she's noticed you."

"Yea, and she hates my guts."

I groaned.

I tried a bit of psychology, telling how
tiiiscrabh! h(! was, nineteen years old and never

even taken a girl out. What a pathetic excuse for a

male! He agreed. I tried to persuade liiin to go after

someone else, if only for [)ractice. He would have

norK' of it. He was not interested in other women! I

told him that he didn't actually love her at all, that

he jnsi loved being in lov<'. lie t('|)li(!d that it wasn't

true, I challenged tiirii lo (jrove it.

"I will."

"Wh(;n?"
"Later."

"Benny! " I screamed.

I'or a week he was sick and went home. I

hoped that he would come back changed, full of

determination. He didn't. When he returned he had
even cut off his mustache. And it was more im-

possible than ever to make him do something.

"We'll start again from the beginning."

He replied grudgingly, "Fine."

"You love her, right?"

He looked at the ground. "Well, I think

that. .

."

"Well Christ, how the hell is she supposed to

know that? There's absolutely no way. You've got to

get off your ass and do something."

"I will." He sighed.

"When, Benny?"
"Later. Now, I've got some work I've got to

do and. .

Nothing worked. He was too hopelessly timid.

Bill had come up to me one day, told me that

Benny had told him all about the magnificent job I

was doing. I told him to fuck off. He persisted, in-

sisting on congratulating me on my noble altruism.

Then the bastard suggested that maybe I'd be more
successful if I, too, grew a mustache. And a few

days after Benny returned, I explained the problem

to Trudi ; she merely laughed. She further told me
that poor Benny had obviously acquired the least-

qualified advisor on campus, and that she com-
miserated him.

In short, I received no sympathy.

I complained to Mark. He merely shrugged.

He said, "If you're getting so pissed off, just tell him
to fuck off."

"I can't do that."

"Why not? He sounds like a hopeless cause. And
anyway, all you seem to be doing is getting him into

embarrassing situations. Let him figure out his own
problems."

I told Kathi. She said, "I think you're really

enjoying all this."

I protested. "I'm not a masochist."

"Maybe not, but I think that you're much more
into this this thing than you care to admit.

"Kathi!" I pretended to swoon, but found

strength to whisper, "How can you say such terrible

things?"

She giggled. "Easily. Otherwise you would long

since have told him to leave you alone."

"Women are so heartless."

She shrugged.

Towards the end of November, I told Benny,

"Something must be done."

He replied sarcastically, "Thank you, Mr.

Lenin."

"No, seriously." We were in his room on third-

floor-Brockington, listening to American Pie. He
had bought the album that morning. Outside rain

gusted over Leonard Field and streaked the win-

dow. I think we were lx)th feeling depressed.

"Seriously. It's getting near Christmas. Exams are

coming up. Now's about the last chance you'll get

this term."
"What do you suggest I do this time?"

"We're throwing a j)art on Friday. Invite her."

"That's only three days away."
Continued on Page !)
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"Invite her anyway."

He snorted.

And I finally became angry. I told him there

was nothing more I could do for him, that this was
the very last straw, that if he didn't invite her he

could fucking well screw himself. I told him many
other things. After awhile he began to look unhappy

and I felt guilty.

At last I pleaded, "Just ask her. Please."

And he said quite suddenly, "Okay."

I was astonished. "What?"
"I said okay. I'll ask her."

I almost kissed him.

On Friday he came to the party without

Pamela. But he explained. "She said she couldn't

come, but she's agreed to go with me to a movie

tomorrow night." He spoke very matter-of-factly.

"Benny, you old dog."

He smiled half-heartedly. I realized that he was
of course very, very nervous about the whole thing.

I phoned him the next day around five. "How
are you feeling?"

"Not overjoyed."

I laughed. Poor Benny. But after all it was good

for him. "Don't worry you'll have a great time.

There's nothing to be nervous about."

He replied doubtfully, "I don't know."

"I'll come over tomorrow and we'll discuss it.

Don't worry, not too early." I gave my best dirty-

old-man chortle. "Like, I wouldn't want to disturb

anything, you know what I mean?"
"Okay. If you want to, I suppose."

That night I went down to the Manor with some
friends. I got exceedingly, disgustingly drunk and

they later told me, made a complete fool of myself.

Apparently I knocked over a table and we were

thrown out. I even tried to steal the shuffleboard

game. I didn't care; I was in too good a mood to

care.

God damn Benny! He had finally, actually, at

last, done something!

The next morning at eleven I bicycled through

gentle drizzling rain to campus, and down to

Brockington Hall. I knocked lightly on

Benny's door, and he shouted to come in. He was
sitting at his desk, working. I pushed aside his

jacket and sat down.

"Well?" I asked.

"Well what?"
"How was it?"

He smiled wanly. "Okay".
What had gone wrong? "What happened?"
He shrugged. "We went to the show, then

over to her room, she made cocoa, we talked, then I

went home. Nothing much."He added a moment
later, "But very pleasant. She's quite nice."

"You're disappointed."

He looked at me. "No, Rob, I'm not."

"Shit Benny, you can't expect to get into her

pants the first date."

"I didn't expect to."

For a moment neither of us spoke. He went back

to reading his book.

I asked, "When are you going to see her

again?"

"In class, I suppose."

"And then?"

"And then what?"
"Aren't you going to take her out again?"

"No. Why should I? It was fun, but."

I felt a surge of exasperation. Then of curiosity.

"Was it that bad then, last night?"

He protested, "No, it was very nice. Very en-

joyable."

"Then why aren't you taking her out again?"

"Because I don't want to."

I looked for help to the ceiling; none was for-

thcoming, so I looked back at Benny. The guy was
hopeless !

' 'What 's happened to the great passionate

lover? Don't chicken out now, for Christ's sake.

You've at last made progress. As I said, you can't

expect to ball her after one lousy movie! Invite her

to the Pub next week or something."

Very suddenly he slammed his book shut. "God
damn it, I don't fucking want to!"

"But shit, man, you can't spend your whole life.

He interrupted: "Look, I didn't want to take her

out in the first place. I only did it because I knew >ou

wouldn't fucking get off my back until I did. So I've

taken her out. Are you satisfied: Enough? Will you
now fucking stop bugging me?"

I said nothing.

He continued: "I appreciated your helping at

the beginning. For that, thank you very much and
all that. But Christ, couldn't you see after awhile

that I'd lost interest in her?"
"But you didn't say anything, Benny?"
"Because you would have just told me I was

trying to get out of meeting her. I tried to tell you

once, but you didn't let me."
I repeated automatically. "You should have

told me."
He snorted.

After a moment I stood up. I made an effort to

sound light. "Well, I've got lots of work to do. Couple

assignments." I laughed. It sounded very hollow.

He said quietly, "So do I. Essays."

At the door I turned and said, "Christ, Benny,

you should have told me. I was only trying to help."

He smiled, "Sure, I know. Don't worry about it.

I'm sorry I got so pissed off just then
. '

'

I left, went downstairs, and bicycled very

quickly home.
The bastard!

Kingston
you come to like it

its springs, falls

whirl-misted, rain-clustered days

and the way the snow catches

crested on the precipice of a limestone wall face

the way the rain boils in dark runs

streaking down over the buildings' stone

Kingston

where campus caught you with its fairy-tale fancy

of turrets, iron gates and the swing of a sweeping stair

and trees tall, falling the colours

at your feet and hair

and people.

in the catch of the time they grew you

who are you then but for that friend

but for that one shiver and surge of a love?

but the stone

limestone

whispering misty secrets of life

time-severed, man-measured and monumented here

whole holdings-together of continents

single and simple still in the blocks

watching us like a mother.

you come wanting to like it

you come to like it

you want to become it.

S.E. Blackall

loci)

le

lor dawn
Iw

in the aspen woods
on a camping trip

and catching ^Ugp^
of a me^ andispeckle

fawn bathing
me, frozen,

at her motion—
"ISlfe&y Ijthou^
she were^»e|ng
a mythologic£U swan
or a bull to i

her away be>

Enna and thi:

hell

Then around ^«
the whit

city h^

like a

spewing
fumes amd still a

|tatue she waits
^

lolid as pig iron

Helen lamenting Paris'

death, longing for

masiialinity and the

sanely o|, Cassandra's

w
^^^^l^^

and creating

whispered breath

And we are the same I thought

and passed by

not even looking

back to see if

the bus swallowed

her, not even looking

back to see if

a bus too near

the sun will melt

Brian T.W. Way

-macpherson

What the

professor said
this is not acceptable.

see me
before you breathe again

You and your essay

do not cut the cheese.

It is no excuse if

your cherry is missing.

Tom Rutherford
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graduation portrait

'to cathy'
we sal in the waiting room
with our black tunics on

our folded collars

about our scholared necks

toenails cramped
in our new shoes

and she was beautiful

her blue-grey eyes

her tawny velvet hair

shining in the make-up lights

her glottal purr

her red milk features

fine as furry moth wings
her smile

captured in the flash of the camera
while I waited

captured for eternity

in a photo

in a year book
I could not smile

when my picture was taken

there was too little time

a yellow raven has fallen asleep

yet still clings

to the icy branch
shining in the sunlight

glittering in the dusk
cold as a virgin's larynx

yellow as gold

god is a cocoon

I left the mirror

and met her coming
from the can

awkwardly
doing up my fly

smiling

through gritted teeth

in our misunderstanding

yet I am not surprised

I have been misunderstood

since I was bom
the doctor slapped my face

instead of my ass

the cancerous umbihcal
thumped to the floor

like a bird

with broki II v/nii';,

;iri(l now I'll do my doctoral thesis

in Canadian literature

here Leda will be raped
t)y an awkward goow
Manifou reincarnate

I'lri ! I h(: pi iHjIs

oi iiij jjurUait

they are crisp and sharp
in the light

their brillancc rnak

fade away
a lx)ok will hold mc
and will hold her

the beauty of my time

our time

and space

perhaps only a few pages away
and some other October 22

maybe she'll recognize me
as the one who followed her

to the photo room
though I would never know her now
she no longer exists

beside me in the waiting room
furry in my memory

the cocoon may come to life in the spring

the spring may come
a black spot on the leg of a bird

is cancerous

and suggests it shall not awake
to sing much longer

1 counted my toes the other night

while applying for graduate school

it deflated my thoughts

there were still ten

T can even count better now than I could

when the camera flashed

when I was slapped

but my toenails are very old

and are dying now
turning black

I am afraid

it is a sign

Brian T.W. Way

Erostratus
The old women. Hair stiff with spray, all

holding out for dignity as the only posture available

now that beauty and fancy are fled: dry, brittle,

grey. Cautious. Conservative, gossip on their faces

like dribble, wardrobes sickeningly the same, then-

main grab for dignity in dresses and fur perhaps,

hats and pumps, nylons, glasses, competitive

jewellry, pearls, bracelets, broaches. Outside

churches, funeral homes, concerts, the ugly old

foolish women, those that were never poor, slobs,

sophisticated slobs.

His frigging mind was a charnelhouse, a

shithouse. thoughts spinning in every direction,

Hatred for everybody, everything. Especially the

rich. Oh yes, especially the rich. The rich old men in

their big cars Ifis father had .schemed time and

time again just Cor enough money to get ati old

beatup rattlcbox, which he would always have to

sell off anyway iifUn- a month or two for rent money
or food. His old man just killing hin>,'^(>lf, even

stealing, nothing was lorhiildcn, so he could have

the feel of a car again, t)cin(4 ;>()lc to go someplace

without waiting for the bus or paying through the

nose for a taxi. beinK able to steal a few moments (o

feel almost like a man. Those old rich bastards in

cars they were so proud of, that they discarded year

after year. The older women who had dresses thai

th(?y had tK)ught new, actually being able to afford

(o think aboul style, whether it fit nicely, rather

than price being the all-important factor.Those who

KRC^NTHATtlS, In order to Main cvnrlaKlInK lann\

hurnvH a library, lonklitK iiny other incthoil for

winnliiK renown.

had never "gone shopping" at the Salvation Army
Thrift store, at church charity bazaars, whose
luxury was not Zellers or Kresge's. Who had never

been glad for a city welfare gift basket at Christ-

mastime because, at least then, there was

something to give the kids, even if it was second-

hand.His mother always taking, a bit from the food

money to get them all at least a new shirt and pants

and sometimes even shoes when school started. He
would always hate Zellers for that. Their clothes

were all so patently cheap-looking and unstylish

that everybody knew that is where you'd got them.

He'd been so embarrassed all his life right up till the

last year of high school, when he'd got fed up and

went to the best men's store in town and managed to

charge up a tremendous amount and dress as he

had always wanted to. He never paid off, and still

got bills from them, all the warning notice tricks

that bill collectors have. He laughed as he

remcmt)ered the first time he had ever been present

when a middle class family, of a girl he had gone out

Willi, icceived the First Warning NOTICE! They
liad panicked, worrying, phoning the company and
Liplo(>i/,ing, posling a check in an envelope with

lillSH in t)ig IcIUmvs on the outside. Incredible. . .

he h.ul Ik'cii scnl niinicrous times the fourth, fifth,

even Mxlh lin.il warninL;, I he urgent advice on credit

njling, and tlir "(nlciition lo Initiate Court Action."

Most impressive ot all was the "24 Hours to Sub-

[H)e' !i lo look on\inously like a real sub-

lowii lo the blue paper. After that, they

I'jivc up Vcl it 111' ' ilh money to pay ever

used I i-edil th<>v ireful. His mother had
seen llieir p- Ihiowii out of where they
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les for lack of money to pay thv

n of the rich and middle class

lien he thought of them he just

had so many different poses,

ftiey were the ones who couldn't

r- role because of intelligence

and the mock -sensitive with all

iind "sensitive" problems. The
ipired socialites. All posturing

Self-contented, complacent
The blind children of the

fest off if he forgot all these

it. So many people had told him
the world is, that some people

it was useless to be bitter about
s and nothing but, that did not a

her or brother and sister,

it the cackling sh^"

in their lx)ugh!

On the way to wb
: if he had been
with the two kids

iie ran off. He h;i

hadn't for the Uksi •

nold shoes. He didn't :

to tell her anythin-.

as harder to find

ry month, less welco?

jtofell her. And the soi

^ was never going to :

'neplace to stay.

Ilium
Be my Hector.

Claim your Troy.

Rest your hand there,

Where my hip curves.

Peel the line

Of the bone,

The Ilium fashioned for a hero.

Your lingers trace

The line of Ilium-
Shooting silver arrows,
Shafts shivering along the bone.

Oh, Ilium is illuminated

With the silvery shimmering;
ilium under gentle Hector's hand.

How can it be.

That night is streaked with light

Beneath the canopy of your hand?
How can it be,

That from your fingers rain

Adows of deiiglit, not Achaian pain?

Oh, Ilium fears the passing of heroes,

the darkening of night

,

the Achaian angcT.
Ilium crumbles when Hector falls.

Far from AQ#omache.
Ontside Ilium's walls.

Heathe.r Johnstone

James W. Sm ii II
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'Tou can

find them

just about

everywhere

you go."

Writings

by

Merv Daub

Williams' Truck Stop
You can find them just about everywhere you

go. The really good ones are where the old man
routes across the country come together. In places

like Fort Wayne, Indiana; Wattlesboro, Georgia; or

Fredericksberg, Virgina. My favorite though, is

just outside Jackson, Michigan. Coming down to

school from Toronto, I'd more often stopped at the

big 76 one south of Benton Harbor. They made good,

big pancakes. In fact, I only found this other place

on the last trip home. I'd graduated and we were

happy. Didn't have enough money for Win Schuler's

but then it wouldn't have been appropriate anyway.

So we'd gone there to get a sandwich.

It looked good right off. It had a gravel parking

lot. Only connoiseurs can appreciate the beauty of a

semi throwing up great clouds of dust as it comes in.

You need at least a gravel lot for that, preferably

dirt. Dirt only makes sense if you don't have much
rain, though. They obviously got more than that,

being in Michigan.

Everything else was white-washed, the only

color for a truck stop. Shows the grease better that

way. It was built of those big, coarse concrete

blocks which is the only kind of stuff to use. What's

more, it was small. With just a single door. I've

forgotten the pumps. They were the old kind with

the rounded tops that really creaked when you got

gas. Knew they were pumping, not like the new
ones. The sign wasn't neon, either. Just black let-

ters on a white board with a light over top.

"Williams' Truck Stop".

Inside, it was darker than most. Booths down
either wall. With yellow vinyl seat coverings and
formica-brown tables, some marked "Truckers

Only Served Here". At the back, swinging doors to

the kitchen; one "in", the other "out". Down the

centre, the big stainless steel serving island with its

usual sinks, sliding-door coolers, pop-spitting

machines and ice wells. Around it, the bar with its

stools. Same coverings on them as in the booths.

Just along the wall to the left was the juke box.

Modern, with that purplish color across the top. Had
neon lights that blinked red, yellow and green when
it was working. Like on a Christmas tree.

We took stools up at the front. Had our ice water

and menus inside of ten seconds. You always get

service like that. Usually from a fat waitress, too.

Any truck stop worth its salt has two or three fat

waitresses. TTiey waddle about, talking away,

making things cheerful. Often as not they're

dammed efficient, too.

The people there that day were right, too. One
guy pushing a semi of salvage wore a lumberman's

shirt; the others who drove for the big midwest
firms like Schneiders and Dorhn were mostly in

short-sleeved sport shirts. Talked baseball or

teamster politics, off and on. Then there were the

usual three or four families. She with her hair in

curlers, him in a white shirt, black pants, penny
loafers. Kids noisy as hell. They'd play the juke box.

Charley Pride or John Cash mostly. Like always,

eating hamburgers and french fries with lots of

catsup. Sometimes they'd argue. Short, violent

outbursts. About almost anything. Then it would be

over for awhile. An old guy, putting in time, sat

beside us drinking coffee and reading the Free
Press. Never looked up the whole time.

Both our sandwiches were good. Lots of chicken

in the chicken salad. The cashier was talking to one

of the waitresses and didn't see us leaving for

sometime. Soph was fascinated by all the other stuff

they sold, too. She'd never been in a truck stop

before. Big plates with names on them like Laura,

Fred, Bill, Mary. I've never yet found mine, though.

But then I've got an uncommon name. So my proud

mother used to emphasize to all willing to listen.

Keychains of all shapes and sizes; driving gloves.

Not your sporty-car, golf-glove type. More like the

kind you use for gardening. Model trucks that either

ran on their own, or you put together like the air

planes. Stuffed animals, too. Not here, mind you,

but often.

She finally took our monev and we left chewine
on the mints they had in the bowl by the register.A

REA transport was pulling out as we left. We stood

and watched him go. Young kid with long hair,

bouncing up and down in the seat as he took the

bumps in the lot and changed gears. He went west,

though, so we didn't see him again.

I've been in and out of quite a few of these

places over the last five or ten years. Partly it's

because I like the sound of trucks. Sat beside the

interstate one night last summer for three hours

outside Adair, Iowa watching fireflys and listening

to the high whines of the diesels as they downshifted

to take the big hill there. You can hear lots of that at

Williams'. Mostly, though, it's because they're

simple. Both the places and the people. It helps to be

able to find something like that in these days.

Likely they won't be around much longer

though. Big oil companies are putting up slick new
ones with Gucci interiors and Musak. Motels at-

tached, too. With asphalt parking lots. They're not

truck stops. The signs lie. If you want a real truck

stop, try Williams' while you still can.
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Trapper

The House- First Time
You had to bring all your junk in through the

back door. It really was easier because the freight

elevator was just beside the loading dock there. I

always figured though that they wanted you to get a

smell of the garbage first. Made the food taste

better later on. Shufflin Sam Hanks was head
janitor then and together we'd managed to bring

everything in without my getting a hernia. Sam,
though, was more than a little upset about having to

work Sundays.

I had a room on the third floor on the men's side

right beside the main stairs. Just across the hall

from Na ko Sung, next door to Lee Cong Woo.
Enough said. The first room on the other side of the

stairs, opposite the bathroom, belonged to

Waterman, a Jewish kid from Winnipeg studying

politics. Him I saw. And heard from! It was
something. Not that the others were bad guys by the

way. Got to know both of them well later on. It was
just that they had to work their asses off. Something
to do with scholarships and going home with pride.

Ancient Oriental hangup. Waterman introduced me
to a couple of economics guys from around the

corner by the maid's closet and the three of them
helped me unpack.

The room was decorated in the usual residence
'55 style. Pre-cast orange, turquoise or yellow

plastic desk chair. Which color depended on the

drapes and the upholstery of the bed-sofa drawers
that hid the pillows. Or in Larsen's case, the booze.

More about him later. Except for the other black,

vinyl chair with arms for throwing clothes on, the

rest of the room was filled by the combination desk-

dresser. With the bed fully extended you had enough
room to walk sideways from the door to the window.
They'd been thoughtful enough to put those in too.

No bars here. It was the third floor. Down below, on

the girl's side they had bars.

I remember Waterman fell off the desk and hurt

his knee. The book shelves went clear to the ceiling.

You had to stand on the desk to reach the top one.

He'd put my squash racket up there and missed the

chair coming down. Damm near died laughing. The
only problem was we heard about it for weeks.

With everything temporarily stowed away, they

showedme around. Thinking about it even now gives

me fits. From the outside it was a typical, old, gray-

stone university kind of an affair which
Rockefeller's largesse brought forth in the twenties.

Very intellectuallycomfortingappearance when the

sun was out. Good on postcards, too. In any other

kind of weather though it looked most like an old

prison. Heard it called a monastery by people who
knew about those places. That applied more to the

inside for my money.
Long wood-panelled halls with a cluster of lights

on the walls were twenty feet or so. Word had it

they'd just taken the candles out about twenty years
ago. All the common rooms were carpeted and
there was a pall that hung over the place like it does
in a church. Or at a funeral. The silence was
violated every so often by some frustrated Van
Cliburn who was hammering away at the grand
piano in the main livingroom. Just across the hall,

inside the front door, was a giftshop that sold tooth-

paste, underarm deoderant, Turkish cigarettes and
Siamese shawls. A little lady with peroxide-blond

hair, the kind of hard old girl you see all over the

place in Florida, locked up for the night just as we
left.

They showed me the auditorium where you
could get "genuine" folkdancing sessions. The
courtyard too. It sat in the middle of the square
formed by the four wings. Complete with cob-

blestones and a water fountain mind you. Forgot the

ping-pong tables in the furnace room and the snack
shop.

Being time for supper and close to the dining

room anyway in we went. It was a room poorly-lit

by a few chandeliers, had high windows, wine-

colored drapes and lots of big round tables. The food

was served cafeteria-style from a room opening off

to one side. All of the staff were black, except the

cashier. Another old lady.

Waterman led on to a table where be obviously

knew the people. Made introductions under the

flourish "Meet another Canuck". John Heydon was
from Toronto, studying economics. Talked alot, in

shrieks, with his hands. Called him Shakey Jake
Heydon. Everybody approved and he never lost it.

Hector was from Winnipeg. During dinner he came
out with some puns that made Bernett Cerf's look

sick. Looked like Icabod Craine or an undertaker.

Went off to Greece to dig the following summer,
studied cultural anthro. Ruth was from Iowa
somewhere, looked like a librarian. Much effort was
devoted to the usual social pastime in such cir-

cumstances. Pumping the newcomer. I'm Merv
from Kingston studying for Ph.D. in business. Went
to Queen's, was a football star, played piano.

Mistake there, Shakey Jake played too. We duelled

grade levels and I lost. He had his teacher's cer-

tificate.

As time wore on the message came through

loud and clear. The big leagues, Merv my boy. All

the years of scratching and clawing to be the best.

Had always managed it but this would be the

toughest of all. Not a mark to be found in this

company. Everybody was a gunner. Mentioned this

to Waterman on the way back upstairs. He said he'd

felt it too during the first few days. Only he just

wanted his M.A. and that much he thought he might

just manage. No direct competitition with anybody
after their doctorates, the "gunners". He'd liked

that term for them. Even so the thought of what lay

ahead bothered him.

It might have bothered him. Me it scared the

shit out of. That damn room with its bad lighting

didn't brighten things up either. There I was going

off to bed in some crummy little place. Insignificant

and threatened, hundreds of miles and many
cultures removed from anything remotely
reassuring. A hell of a lot this is you've got yourself

into. Maybe, Merv, just maybe you've finally over

reached yourself. The mountains too high. Screw it.

I'd try climbing anyway. If it got to snowing too bad
higher up, I'd come in from the cold.

sprmg
ice melted
waters flowed

mist rose above northern lakes

God's breath on cool silver

and we took our canoes south

laden with furs

to Montreal

I took, my best haul that year
and my last

for with my money I bought land

west up river

rich moist earth

to grow crops and cattle

sons and a home

but first a wife

Sunday morning the ship came
a bright June water shiver

we men so many
stood

shoulder to shoulder

josting hands-in-pockets

shaved and cut

eager

and frightened

we chose by lots

married by procession

but the possession of each other

how hard
to take this child

convent exile

to her new home
so proud-seeming

yesterday

I stood at the door with this girl

and noticed the curtains

of sack cloth

she was kind

to say nothing of it

and I too afraid

to touch her delicate limbs

merely sat

for hours to her talking

and grew more grey

at what she'd come to

afternoon grew dusk dun-coloured

we ate

a little

silence

but by the fire I saw
the flames flicker her blue eyes

shadow her burnished hair

until she caught me
met and held my stare

speechless

promise

voice of a woman
from behind

a child's loveliness given

to a man

there were times when I had thought to become a priest

times when the shape of my life

had to be drawn by a greater than I

time giving more than dreams could be

but at the same time
no

not I

in my fields sun showered
in rain wet pine flavoured

by the hearth fire home
warmth
of her

near by
my sons sleepy

S.E. Blackall
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Pieces of a Butterfly
by P.rian T.W. Way

'It is not easy to grow old

the wise man said'

the white moth butterfly

spends a spring

as a yellow egg
a summer
as a green worm

and is entrapped

through the winter

in the cocoon's brown fur

to awake in the dewy sunlight

and live one day
with powdery wings
and die

one day as a butterfly

so ride on elfin queen
I'll not sleep with you
on the distant hill today

that summer haze of indolence

has caught this briefest wind
and nipped my pinions of flight

last night I went to bed
with silver wings in my head
but this morning as I slowly rise

the sun has tumbled from the sky

Still the groping dandelions

trying to overtake the sidewalk

can become laurel flowers under
my early morning sight

and flood the world with noontime laughter
as blue as the sky
as deep as the sea

nothing to worry about you and me
Yet I have come
to know the butterfly

riding currents of sexy air

above the crawling brook
dancing in the sudden moonlight
and pushing the stars away
looking for a dawn unfound
in the fatal chill

of the soft night air

The butterfly wisping

from shade to sun
and shade
seems not to notice me
perhaps never does

never touches his own shadow
in reaching for sunrise

hardly makes a song

of living nor a whimper
when the shroud comes near

'Praecipitandus est liber spiritus'

the free spirit must be hurried on-

wards

not a monarch the painter's fist

but no longer a caterpillar green

the white moth quivers in pain —
but any outward tears would signal a

death,

emotions must be copied down
in his soul and not displayed

beyond the mind —
he lives with hope and terror

in the growing dew
of darkness

he can sense the new day's warmth
but knows
the powder is already caked
and peeling in unseen flakes

from his wing tips

mortality shakes

his fragile skull

in the evening chill

the l)utt(Mfly flaps silently .

into the night time

into the psyche's shade

as much a myth as man
trying



photography: macpherson
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Faux Pas at

the Beaux Arts

de Lausanne?
by Anthony Ibbotson

Last summer the Swiss town of Lausanne was once again host to

the International Tapestry Biennial. Fifty -five tapestries representing

twenty countries were on display at the Musee cantonal des beaux

arts, Palais de Rumine, from 16th June until 30th September. The 6th

International Tapestry Biennial has now arrived in the United States

where it will go on display at Austin, Texas, Cleveland and Columbus
in Ohio and Ithaca in New York.

The International Tapestry Biennial owes its existence to the late

Jean Lurjat who was also responsible for the revival of French
tapestries in the 20th Century. Several of Jean Lurpat's works are in

the Rothmans collection of modem tapestries which has toured

Canada on several occasions. It was Jean Lurcat's wish that the

Biennial should be "one of those seismographs, it observes, it

records", in other words a reflection of current trends in tapestry. The
first Biennial in 1962 displayed only high or low warp tapestries and
included works by such famous artists as Prassinos, Vasarely,

Tourliere and Lurcat himself. The Biennial has since become one of

the most important events in the tapestry world: this year the in-

ternational jury had to examine over 600 entries. So when I visited

Lausanne at the beginning of August it was with a feeling of ex-

citement. I left disappointed.

In addition to a selection of works corresponding to the accepted

definition of a tapestry, namely a woven fabric composed of a warp
and a weft and designed to be placed on a wall, there were examples of

macrame' and a variety of artists' personal "weaving techniques".

Several of the works could in no way be displayed on a wall : one

exhibit from Japan entitled A New Planet occupied over twelve square

yards of floor space and when a group of musicians stopped to play in

front of it I fully expected to see serpents rise from its silver craters. It

is certainly an artist's right to use his talents to create works that

explore and use space in new ways as several artists attempted to do

at Lausanne this year. But to call "tapestry" eighteen multi-coloured

pompoms on a platform - a work from the United States - is a

misnomer and an error on the part of the selection jury who, in the

Biennial catalogue, went no further than question the traditional

definition of the word. "Textile sculpture" or "mural structure" are

more appropriate expressions and in fact correspond to terms used by
the Alice Pauli Gallery in Lausanne: a very interesting art gallery

specialising in tapestries and well worth a visit.

The traditional tapestries on display at the Biennial were on the

whole esthetically disappointing. My disappointment applied par-

ticularly to the only Canadian tapestry on display, chosen from sixteen

entries. Jean-Paul Riopelle's Triptych of busy wandering lines in

muted colours left me with the impression that it would have been
much more successful as an oil painting. A painter cannot expect to

succeed as a tapestry artist without a thorough knowledge of the

weaving techniques involved and the limitations imposed by the

materials he uses, be they wool, sisal or plastic.

A poorly woven Polish work incorporating soumak weaving was
ridiculously priced at $2,800. One of Britain's leading authorities on
oriental carpets who visited the Biennial with me and shared my
disappointment, subsequently showed me in London a fine example of

soumak weaving priced at under $200. Regrettably several tapestries

at the Biennial were poorly woven and outrageously priced.

The most pleasing traditional tapestry was by Maria Simon of

Argentina: a striking triptych of geometrical shapes in blue, black,

brown and white superbly woven in Paris by Pierre Daquin's studio.

The black and white feathers woven into the design gave it an added
depth and lightness.

Of the unconventional tapestries I found interesting Nacelle by
Marc Hankowsky of France. This enormous off-white structure was
suspended in a room all by itself. It reminded me of a bathysphere and

Th*' liif^nnial will visit the following centres in the United

SlatcH:

January 2.'')-K«;bruary 2'.',, )!)71 Cleveland MuHeum of Art,

(,'l«;veland, Ohio.

March I.VApril \ r,, i;>71 Herbert F". Johnson Museum
aK'ornell University,

Ithaca, New York,

May 1 - May .11, l!>71 Columbus Gallery of F'ine

Arts, (,'olumbus, Ohio.

Jean Messagier: "Dolman for a Fisherman"

it was so compelling that I was not aware of the four walls to which it

was hopefully securely attached. A guaranteed conversation piece for

any dinner party given under it, provided you have a room large

enough in which to hang it and the necessary $25,000.

I enjoyed the vigorous and clean lines of Herman Scholten's Two
Arches. This Dutch artist, skillfully combining shades of green, yellow

and blue, has chosen as his medium wool and plastic for the weft and

sisal for the warp. The fluid lines of Jean Messagier 's Dolman for a

Fisherman appealed to me as well as the narrow range of colours

used, essentially blue and gold. Eva and Wilhelm Heer's work from

Germany was a playground sculpture of tubes and knots which

children visiting the Biennial were encouraged to explore. Being

allowed to photograph and touch all the works on display was one of

the positive aspects to the 6th International Biennial.

Several of the tapestries left me with a feeling of indifference but

I reacted strongly against eight movable black and yellow mangrove-

like contraptions from Finland and saw them not as a tapestry but as

excellent projectiles for repelling unwelcome visitors. Or you could

put them in a corner and hide behind them ! In the garden outside the

museum was a preposterous work from Holland. Consisting of a dirty

canvas woven around wooden poles driven into the ground it reminded

me of a pioneer privy except that it was called Little garden for justice

and complete with assembly kit it cost a mere $6,300.

Fiona Mathison of Great Britain chose unwittingly a politically

apt title for her work: Who has been sleeping in my bed? In the ad-

joinging room was English-born Barbara Shawcroft's Screw. It was

difficult not to laugh aloud.

The work that summed up the puzzling and disappointing 6th

International Tapestry Biennial was Magdalena Abakanowicz's Rope.

A long rope ran the length of the exhibition rooms, winding itself

around a telegraph cable drum before crossing the garden outside and

disappearing over the wall into the street below. Was this a tapestry?

Was this art? Or was this non-art and as such a protest against other

artists who might have copied her techniques from her works

displayed at previous Biennials? These were questions I found myself

asking repeatedly at this year's Biennial. A subsequent visit to the

Alice Pauli Gallery convinced me that Magdalena Abakanowicz is an

intelligent, sensitive and creative artist. So perhaps her length of rope

- not for sale - is a form or protest but the reasons for submitting such a

work and for having it selected are not immediately evident to the

public.

The 6th International Tapestry Biennial may well disappoint you

as it did me. To me it was not worth the journey. The most pleasant

memory I have of my brief stay in Lausanne was a superb dinner by

the lake; at the Voile d'Or restaurant. It was worth going to Lausanne

just for that.
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English River
J. R. Tolkien is dead
in a red VW
the passenger's legs are not

and there's no more Frodo.

The abandoned car

is an unanswered cry

the funeral

is a lone tear.

the mangled suitcase

and the punctured tire

but where are the bodies?

is there laboured breathing

in a hospital

or cold and clammy flesh

in england?

will someone cry?

will his books suddenly sell?

will i reread the lord of the rings

and shudder every time iseearedvolkswagon?

the rain gently spatters

on the shattered windshield

water pours in the mangled hood

it slowly drips thru the bent door

and useless tears, futile tears mix with the raiii.

Tolkien, i'm sorry

VW, i'm sorrier

on a sad and rainy monday morning.

j. lowell

wisdom
wisdom like bassoon reeds dries with rest

to sing clear only when each day's test

a wet while meets and

with the player

played

it

plays .

but

sweeter music

yet can grow

when soil between the dampened lips

pearl lines the fragile wood
with microlife

breath blowing through

winds a cultured field

to richer hue

men growing flowers measure too decay
for if youth bends often brittle before the rain

age cannot temper what is washed away

Agnes Whitfield

Blustering
A place of whirling. Clothes multi-coloured

as tinsel turns clock-wise. Whispers

are drowned in a machine's hum
in a wide, drab hall

where a woman sticks her head
into a hatch. She sits poised,

oblivious as each member of the city's group

hurls a body on a blizzard's day.

We peel off gloves and hats like false skins.

There is a freedom of unwanted accessories

for the man with a large head, slightly bald,

who stares with placid commitment
at a blank page. His wife folds a blanket

as if domesticity in the public glare

is no shame. Their child, too, reacts to

freedom
completely unmindful of the blustering.

Cyril Dabydeen

Marlene Creates
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The

Passer- by
The time was right. Each second was correct. Each hour

was sure.

The beat of the tap agitated his mind as it kneeded into his

brain-pound, pound, pound, pound. One beat came after the

other in quick succession. Like gunshots, they wounded his

thoughts, rubbing his matter with the roughness of coarse

sand paper, ever rubbing over and over.

He slammed the book shut. He rose from his seat and
grabbed the tap's handle. The gleenmg silver stood cold and
selfless in his warm hand. He pushed it hard against the air.

It was silent.

His mind was quiet, tranquil. The fK^unding water had
died.

It was timo for him to u,<> The exam was waiting, the
marks were ready to be given.

Me entered the large room. There in it st^ifxi only one small
desk -- one single desk, just big enough for a child. He sat down
in it. The chair was tiny and low. The desk top was compact
and low. His bony knees scraped with pain at the bottom of the
desk as he tried in vain to fit himself, his large, grown frame
into the desk of a child.

Uncomfortable, he sat there and waited, A small elf came
to him and gave him his question-'What do children do?' -and
the three sheets of blue-lined paper with the red margias, and
the large, thick pencil, sharpened with a dull penknife. The
little man told him he could now start.

The man with the greying hair remained there without
motion, ffis mature, long, well-trained fingers lay idle upon
the small de.sk top. His large, long, agile legs lay still, stret-

ched out in front.

He moved his eyes. They moved slowly cautiously, puz-

zlingly over the silent four words written there on the white
paper. He had studied so hard and so long with great pain and
tortuous suffering to receive this one, this one stupid, unim-
portant, trivial question-'What do children do? '-a question
that was shorter than all his words of life.

The man wept.

He tore each sheet of white blank paper and he wept. The
wet tears rolled down his creased and aging skin onto the

white, wise beard of a hard life of the past.

The man wept. Bitterness swelled out of each snow-
crowned eye as he watched the clean, white, blank paper
flutter through the air, spreading about the room, filling it with

empty words. What do children do? Lay still and intact on the

question sheet.

The man laid his head on top of the words of black and
wept.

He had never known.

sdim.-i peiidra ani) bob marien







Diagnosis: Post reading weel<, pre-exam time/ rainy day
March blues.

- Wilson

Cure: One shit, shower, shave, shoeshine, shampoo and
rinse.

ew AMS team outlines need for specific fee hike

Queen's

iourn2
Volume 101 Number 40

Friday, March l, 1974

The AMS will be asking students to

support a specific fee increase from the

present $5.30 to $10.50 on Monday night.

Fees have not been increased in the past

seven years (although several attempts

to do so have been made).
Over the weekend, the newly elected

AMS executive intend to prepare a

rough budget which will include

estimates of the extra dollars needed to

operate the AMS next year.

Vice-president (operations), Peter

Druxerman told the Journal that he will

recommend that the specific fee be a

floating value (down or up) in ac-

cordance with the needs of the AMS
rather than pegged at a base level of

$10.50. He indicated that with a floating

value, the specific fee would be re-

evaluated every year.

Druxerman outlined some of the

projects and rising costs for which the

fee increase is needed.

As they stressed during their

campaign, the Wolman-Druxerman-
Gray team plan to have a management

consultant study the AMS and suggest

more efficient operating procedures.

Increased funds will also be needed
in order to bring top-notch speakers to

campus, speakers of the calibre of the

Brockington visitors.

The team also intends to increase

the monies given to clubs and AMS
funded organizations. The budget for

this funding has been slashed over the

past two years, and Druxerman
suggested that the budget should be
increased to the former level plus an
amount corresponding to increased

inflationary costs.

In addition, revision of AMS office

wages and changes in Honouraria policy

will likely result in increased costs,

according to Druxerman.
He pointed out, however, that in

view of the depletion of the AMS Capital

Fund, it "would not be bad to have a

surplus".

(Also see story on page 3).
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Friday, March ?

3:30 p.m. - Political Science Symposium on
Allende's Chile,"The Socio-economic Basis of

Chilean Politics", with speaker James Petras, in

Dupuis Hall Auditorium.
7:00 p.m. - "The Battered Child", seminar in Ellis

Hall Auditorium.

8:00 p.m. - Allende's Chile: "Chile and the In-

ternational Economy", with speaker L. Costa
Pinto, in Dupuis Hall.

8:00 p.m. - G. W. Beer Brewing Contest and Social

Night in Wallace Hall. Admission 50c.

Saturday, March 2
9:00 a.m. - Allende's Chile: "The Chilean Military",

with speaker Lisa North, in Dupuis Hall.

10:00 - 12:00 a.m. - The Toronto Dance Theatre will

hold a demonstration-workshop on modern dance

in the Bartlett Gym, sponsored by the School of

Phys. and Health Education and the Recreation

program. All interested persons are invited to

attend.

10:30 a.m. - Allende's Chile: "Why the Coup?",

panel discussion in Dupuis Hall.

8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. - Drinking and Dancing in

Leonard Cafeteria. Admission $1.25 and beer 5-

$1.00.

8:00 - 12:00 p.m. - "Carpenter's In", coffee house in

the Union Coffee Shop, with Gord McPhee, from
Montreal. 25c.

8 : 30 p.m .
- Division of Concerts presents the Toronto

Dance Theatre in the Grand Theatre. Tickets are

$4, $3, $2, general and $3.50, $2.50, $1.50 at the box

office.

Sunday, March 3

7:30 and 10:00 p.m. - AMS Concert in Grant Hall,

Murray McLaughlan. Tickets are $2.00 from the

John Orr Room and McArthur College.

7:30 - 8:00 p.m. - Galerie Victoria in the Victoria

Hall Common Room, with hot cider served at 7:15

p.m. Presentation of Noel Coward's "Fumed
Oak".

8:00 p.m. - Queen's Sailing Club meeting in Donald
Gordon Common Room, with two films being

shown. All interested sailors welcome.
8:fXJ p.m. - Raya Dunayevskaya, Leon Trotsky's

Russian secretary, will speak on - "Philosophy

and Revolution" in Stirling 'D'. Sponsored by the

Education Commission.
8:fX) p.m. - Queen's Dept. of Drama presents Sunday
Workshop No. 5, Chekhov's "The Brute" plus

another scene from one of the great works of

dramatic literautre.

8:.% - 12:(Xi p.m. - CFRC radio presents a special

program on The Music of Bob Dylan.

Monday, March 4

10:30 a.m. - Free workshop by Janos Starker

fcellist; in Dunning Hall Auditorium. All

welcome.
7:(W p.m. - Queen's University Amateur Radio Club

meeting in Rm. 454 Goodwin Hall. Everyone
welcome.

7:30 p.m. - "Auto Emission Controls, Present and
Future", with speakers J. R. Wilson and R.
Fraser, in McLaughlin Hall, Rm. 312.

7:30 p.m. - Outer Club meeting in Jeffery 101.

Elections for next year will be held.

8:30 p.m. - Division of Concerts presents Janos
Starker, cellist, in recital in Dunning Hall.

Tuesday, March 5 ^

b:00 p.m. - Ban Righ Fireside with Tom Marshall
reading his own poetry. Coffee and dessert at 5 : 45

p.m.

6:45 p.m. - Winter Cinema presents a comedy oldies

double bill, showing continuously from 6:45 in

Dunning Auditorium; W. C. Fields and Mae West
in My Little Chickadee and the Marx Bros, in

Horsefeathers.

7:30 p.m. - Chronicles XXL: Escurial, by Michel de
Ghelderode, in Rm. 102, Old Arts Building.

Directed by Maurice Breslow. Also playing
March 6, 7,. 8. Admission is free.

8:00 p.m. Fitness or Fatness Symposium in Dupuis
Hall, to look at the problem of weight control.

Speakers will include Dr. E. Buskirk, Penn State,

and Dr. D. W. Thomas, Harvard. Sponsored by
PHESA and ASUS.

9:00 p.m. - Dept of Film Studies Evening Film
Studies showing of "Teorema" (Pier Paolo
Pasolini, 1969) in Italian with English sub-titles,

in Ellis Hall.

Later This Month
March 7-12:30 and 7:30 p.m. - Jazz Concert in Grant
Hall with conductor Duane A. Bates.

March 7 - 4:00 p.m. - Dept. of Physics CoUoquim,-
"Why is the Sky Dark at Night?", with speaker
Dr. E. R. Harrison, U. of Mass., in Theatre C,

Stirling Hall.

March 7-8:00 p.m. - Art History DSC Lecture Series

in Watson Hall, Rm. 217, on "Viennese Baroque
Stage Design".

March 8 - 8:00 p.m. - The Eureka Creek Stomp in

Grant Hall with Streetnoise.

March 8 - 8:00 p.m. - Public meeting on Abortion

and the Canadian Criminal Code, sponsored by
the Kingston Women's Centre, at McGillvary
Brown Hall, Earl and Barrie Streets.

Pubs and Theatres

401 Inn - Smiling Faces

Commodore - Geddes Long and the Longfellows

Townhouse - Canadian Conspiracy

Frontenac - Finnegan's - Nigel and Jesse

Frontenac - Muldoon's - Tinker's Dam
Manor - Johnny Johnson and the Shamrocks

Capitol 1 - Paperback Hero
Capitol 2 - Mash, until Saturday; starting Sunday,

'The Scarecrow, with Al Pacino.

Odeon - The Sting

liyland - The New Land
Domino Theatre - "Everything in the Garden", and
English Comedy - murder by Giles Cooper,

directed by Russ Waller, at 8:30 p.m. Per-

formances March 7-9, 14-16, 21-23. Tickets are

$2.50 at the Theatre or at Mahood's.

NEXT TUESDAY
Winter Cinema Presents

A Comedy Oldies Double Bill

in My Little Chickadee
W. C. Fields

and
Mae West

Marx Brothers in HOfSefeathetS

Continuous showings from 6:45 Dunning Auditorium

J. R. Wilson and R, Fraser
Speaking on: Auto Emission Controls

'Present and Future'
McLaughlin Hall Rm. 311. Mon. Mar. 4 7:30p.m.

K

tuesday, march 5, 6 p.m.

coffee and desert at 5:^5 p.m.

everyone welcome

University of Toronto

SUi\^l\1ER PROGRAMMES
in

EUROPE
The University of Toronto, in co-operation
with the Universities of Nice and Siena, is

offering degree courses in French language
and literature and Italian fine art, language,
literature and civilization during the months
of July and August.

Further information:

Woodsworth College
119 St. George Street

Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A9
(416) 928-2400

APPLICATIONS

ARE REQUESTED by

5:00 o'clock MARCH 8th

for the following positions:

Commissioners:

Interpol Affoirs

External Affairs

Education

Campus Activities

Services

Secretary of AMS

Spealcer of Outer Council

Q.S.A. Director

Submit all written applications

to the AMS Office, Students

Union Interviews to be

arranged later.

the Bom Righ Firenule preaents mj

Torn Marshall ,
readiwj hin ovm

poetry
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General meeting to be one of

the most vital in recent years
Monday's general meeting of

the AMS will be "one of the most
important in recent years",
according to outgoing AMS Vice-

President Bruce Trotter.

A number of items of formal

business will be dealt with, but

Trotter predicted that the item of

greatest interest to most students

will be the proposed increase in

the AMS specific fee. A motion to

raise the fee to $10.50 from its

current level of $5.30 will be

presented at the meeting. He

urged all students who wish to

express their opinions on the

increase to attend the meeting.

The AMS auditor. Board of

Directors and Commissioners
will present reports on their

actions and findings during the

past year for the meeting's ap-

proval. A new board of directors

and auditor will also be chosen.

"If people have any interest in

any of these things then they

should come", commented
Trotter.

He added that any member of

the AMS has the right to vote on
the meeting's business, and may
do so either in person or by proxy.

Proxy designations must be
obtained by noon today. Students

who wish to vote at the meeting
must present their red cards at

the door.

The meeting will start at 7:30

p.m. on Monday in Grant Hall.

(Also see story on page 1).

Obtaming employment outlined

at ArtscI '75 Career seminar
by Christie Thomas

Many students do not realize

the many ways the Career
Planning and Placement Centre

can help them get permanent or

summer jobs, according to

Director Dave Wroe.
In a seminar sponsored by

Artsci '75 on Tuesday evening,

Wroe pointed out that only 15 to 25

percent of graduating full-time

students (BA's and BSc's.) go
into careers, and that 60 to 70 per
cent of them pursue further

academic study. He also stated

that a large proportion of honours
students accept jobs which do not

relate to the courses they have
studied.

It is wise to develop alter-

natives, he advised, pointing out

that while most Artsci 's tend

toward the same area - social

work - only a few have obtained

the jobs they were after in this

area. He suggested that students

should look at less popular areas
of employment where com-
petition is less stiff and higher

Staff to be

relocated

rather than

discharged
Attempts are being made to

relocate rather than to discharge

university staff members.
Principal John J. Deutsch
asserted at a recent meeting of

the Queen's University Staff

Association.

The meeting, which was well

attended by concerned staff

members, was convened in an
attempt to alleviate unrest

among staff about the univer-

;Sity's policy of removing
redundant positions.

Recent shortfalls in govern-

ment grants to Queen's have
forced the administration to try

to cut costs. A decision was made
to pare non-academic expenses
rather than to risk harming the

.university's academic standards,

and to ehminate unnecessary
support staff positions where
possible. This policy caused
ijnany non-academic staff

members to worry about the

-security of their jobs.

salaries and better chances for

advancement are offered to

attract people. Students should

investigate what they say "no" to

before they cross a career or job

off their list. "At least give it a

few minutes of your time", he
urged.

Advice on how to behave
during an interview was also

offered. Wroe explained that

people are generally turned down
by an interviewer first because of

their attitude, then for their

academic record and thirdly

because of their lack of goals,

indicating indecisiveness and
poor motivation. He advised
students to be as decisive as

possible during an interview, to

know what their goals are and to

be their best but also to be

themselves. Wroe cautioned that

firms are skeptical of poeple who
say they are willing to work for

them in any capacity. "Know
about the firm you are applying

to and ask the interviewer
questions even if you have to

write them down to remember
them (at least it will show you
have given some thought to the

interview)", he suggested.

The Career Planning and
Placement Centre has a good
deal more information than just

its files on available jobs. It has
countless more information on
job strategy, writing a resume,
letters of application and
covering letters. It is even willing

to supply students with practice

questions for their interviews.

CRS elects Deutsch

as Board chairman
The Board of Directors for the Centre for Resource Studies (CRS)

at Queen's University has elected Principal John J. Deutsch as

Chairman of the Board.

The Centre is sponsored by the Mining Association of Canada, the

Department of Energy, Mines and Resources and Queen's University.

A total of $1.25 million over a five-year period has been allocated

to finance the program. The Department of Energy, Mines and
Resources and the Mining Association of Canada will each contribute

$125,000 a year.

The administrative office will be located in Goodwin Hall. The
Centre will operate as a separate organizational unit within the

University.

Designed to investigate broad policies that focus on non-

renewable Canadian resources exclusive of petroleum, the Centre will

obtain and analyze basic data and coordinate contracts for research,

using experts from many disciplines.

YD test developed
REGINA (CUP) ~ The Saskatchewan Provincial Government has

developed a self test for gonnorhea in women and is beginning free

distribution of it in the province.

The test kit, called Gonax, can be used by an individual at home.

The person then mails a sample to the Saskatchewan Provincial

Laboraitories Department and within a week the result is reported

back.

The test is as accurate as any other test currently being used in

Saskatchewan.

"The whole design of CJonax is for the woman who has asymp-
tomatic or undetected gonnorhea," said Dr. D. Penman, the developer

of (ionax.

It is estimated that 80 per cent of women infected are asymp-
tomatic.

Women can use aliases when mailing in the sample. "The major

concern is that women will feel at ease using Gonax and will take

advantage of the kit", said Jeanne McGuire, Project Coordinator.

Although venereal diseases are on the increase throughout Canada,

Saskatchewan is the first province to institute a program like this.

WANTED

JANITORS FOR AMS HOUSING

1974-1975

This is a paid position.

Successful applicants will occupy an A.M.S.

apartment (at full rent) and will be respon-

sible for routine cleanliness and maintainance
of the common areas of the premises.

If interested please submit a resume to the

AMS Office before 5:00 p.m. Friday March 8.

Queen's
University

Music
Department,

from the big band classics to rock

THE FIRST ANNUAL QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

JAZZ CONCERT

Grant Hall 1 2:30 and 7:30 p.m.

Thursday, 7 March 1974

Admission free

The AMS Housing Committee

is seeking candidates for membership

on the A.M.S. Housing Committee

for 1974-75

This is a paid position that involves the general

policy and handling of AMS housing units.

If interested please apply to the AMS Office

before 5:00 p.m. Friday March 8.

THE
ASUS LECTURE

R.D. LAING

GRANT HALL
THURS. MARCH 7, 9:30 p.m.

NO ADMISSION CHARGE
' o '

.
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Spring by-elections proposed

to fill ASUS council vacancies
In the Arts and Science Undergraduate Society,

there are nine representative positions on Outer
Council. Six of these AMS positions for 1974-75 are
vacant.

Incoming ASUS President Sue Harper hopes to

hold by-elections in March to fill the empty" seats.

She stressed that this was only a plan and could not

be made official until about a week after the new
executive takes office next Tuesday.

Harper wants to hold the by-elections this

spring "because people seem to be interested in it

now.The representatives then have the summer to

get going on their jobs," she explained.

That March by-elections would be "more like

just signing up" is an objection raised by many
students, according to Harper. "We want to make
sure people take it seriously," she added.

Current ASUS Vice-President Craig Brown said

that at the Tuesday night ASUS meeting, he will

introduce legislation to provide for the voluntary

continuation in office of as many 73-74 reps as

possible.This action would ensure that the full

number of ASUS representatives are on Outer
Council until the by-elections can be held.

Artsci 75 & 77 choose executives
The 1974-5 executives of Artsci 75 and Artsci 77

were elected on Wednesday night. The winners

Artsci 75

President: Peter Watts
Vice-President: Lizza Sherwin

Secretary ; Brenda Nethery

Male Athletic Stick: Vacant

Artsci 77 President: Brian Young
Vice-President: Ian Whicher
Secretary: Sally Moffat

Treasurer: Jennifer Hunter
Social Convenor: Mike Kidd
Public Relations: Paul Bennett
Female Athletic Stick: Barb Crapper

Male Athletic Stick: Geof Goad

unclassifieds
'more on page 18

"THE CHILKOOT GOLD RUSH"--in
the last two weeks the price of gold

has gone up over $40 an ounce.

'The Rush! offers you the op-

portunity to win this inflation proof

prize. 2nd prize $175 watch, 3rd

prize $65 Queen's gold ring.

Tickets are 50c each or 3-$1.00.

Draw to be held at the Eureka
Creek Stomp, March 8, '74.

ONE BEDROOM WEST campus
tower apartment, with view of

lake, available May 1st. Suitable

for two persons. Phone 542-2518.

FRIENDS AND RELATIVES of Ms.
Deborah Elliot are cordially in-

vited to the L-2 common room at

West Campus on Sat., March 2nd
to congratulate her on her suc-

cessful fulfillment of 21 years. All

APPLE MATH 76 -attendance
obligatory. 8:00 pm. BYOB.

SCIENCE '44 CO-OP Still has
rooms available for males and
females at economical rates. We
are also accepting applications for

next year. If interested please call

Andrew Anderson at 542-3680 or

Nancy McKerracher at 544-2809.

JOIN THE GOLD RUSH of 1974. The
Science' 75 Formal Committee
invites all fortune hunters, thrill

seekers, metaphysicists, faculty

members. Group 'W' members,
and farmers to enter the Chilkoot

Gold Rush. Tickets available from
your pardners in gold. Draw to be
held at the Eureka Creek Stomp,
March 8. (P.S. Stoners-this is not

Acapuico gold.)

THE BACCHUS BALL, Arts Formal
1974, will be held March 2nd, in the

Student Union. Tickets are on sale

weekdays from Feb. 18 through
March 1st, from 10-4 in the John
Orr Room; price of the ticket is

SlS.OO-couple including food and
liquor.

RING WEEK March 4 to 8 at the

CAMPUS BOOKSTORE. Five
percent off regular price of all

ring*.

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE- wanted
lor this summer and next year.

Please call 544-6156 after 5.30 pm.
REWARD: Please contact me at 544-

8791 if a girl's wris* watch wat
found in the locker room in the

Phys. ed. Centre the week prior to

Reading Week.
TO THE MOST beautiful, bubbly,

charming, out-of sight, friendly,

jiving, slick, smiling, sincere,

voluptuous, vivacious, lovable,
hugable, kissable, seductive girl

have a JOLLY 20th BIRTHDAY
Lli Lov», the MMIerltes

GOLDEN WORDS BEER Browing
Contest and Social Night. Come on
out and have a bear, cheese and
crackers, welners and sauerkraut,
or lust a good time. Bear li chaap.
Admission SOc. Wallace Hall.

Friday, March I, 1974. Ooori open
at *:00 pm. Sea tha bast win
SIOO.OO.

FOR SALE: Panasonic Castttta
Racordar. Included 1 tapes, AC
'ord, ramote control mika, aar
plug and carrying casa. tlS (Mutt
pay cash) Phone 544-7(56.

TO SUBLET: May 1-Sept. 1 A one
bedroom apartment suitable for

two Rent $140. Call after 6pm -542-

3737.

FOR SALE: 2 Jenson 5A speakers, 1

Marantz 1060 amp. (brand new), 1

Harmon-Kardon 630 receiver, 1

Panasonic 8-track recorder-player

deck, some brand new BASF and
TDK Cr02 cassettes, 1 pair of Koss
KRD 711 headphones, and 1 por-

table Craig cassette player-
recorder. Call 544-5890.

DRINKING AND DANCING
in Leonard Caf this Saturday
NigMi Admission $1.25, Beer 5-

$2.00, 8-1 :00 pm.
THE BONANZO FAMILY announces

jovial celebration this Friday
night after 9:00 PM. All friends

welcome, so if YOU weren't in-

vited call and find out WHY! We
want to disprove the rumour that

we haven't any friends!

WE'RE THROWING A BASH on
Saturday. Those greaseballs and
chicks who are our friends better

show up or dey wont be nodoby's
friends no more - Da boys and
chicks at 166. P.S. Come greased
or ya get greased.

GOLDEN WORDS Beer Brewing
Contest and Social Night. Come
out and watch Queen's
homebrewers fight for the $100

first prize. Beer will be served
cheap. Admission is only fifty

cents. The place is Wallace Hall

(Union) and the time 8:00 p.m.
tonight Friday, March 1.

WANT TO RENT for April 1: One
bedroom apartment with
reasonable rent close to campus.
Call 544-1361.

FOR SALE: Brand new cowhide rug,

6 feet X 7 feet Only $50. Call 544-

1361.

TWO BEDROOM apartment
available for next year. Earl and
Bagot. Call between 6 and 7. 542-

2968.

APARTMENT IN HOUSE, two
bedrooms, large living room, fully

furnished for two or three people,

to sublet May September.
Utilities paid for. Very close to

campus. Call Jim, 544-7408.

APARTMENT: Three bedroom to

sublet May-August. Modern and
fully furnished with large living

room and complete kitchen. Good
location. Rent negotiable. Call 549-

0438.

BY NOW YOU SHOULD HAVE
READ about the Golden Words
Beer Brewing Contest and Social

Nile. II you haven't, here arc the

particulars. It will bo hold In

Wallace Hall (Students' Union) on

Friday March I (tonight) and tho

doors will open at 8:00 p.m. Cheese

and wolnors and sauerkraut will

be available.

LIVE IN LUXUREY thil tummer.
Sublet our modern, throe bedroom
apartment Irom May I to Sep
tamber I or any part therool. Fully

furnished, centrally located to

Queen's and downtown. Call 544-

7399; 544 7400; 544-737J.

Inyourownway.
Inyour own time.

Onyourown terms.

Youll take to tiie

taste ofPlayerh Filter

Warninp,: Th(! Department of National Health an(J Welfare advises that danger to health increases with amount smoi
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Winners are still campaigning
by Sarah Yarnell

Tony Wolman, Peter Druxerman
and John Gray are still campaigning.

This became apparent during a Tuesday

night interview with the Journal, in

which the incoming AMS Executive

reaffirmed most of the policies that

formed their platform.

"The campaign's just started,"

asserted Vice-President-elect
(Operations) Peter Druxerman. The

team plan to visit residences early next

fall, to expose themselves to the fresh-

men . . ."We'll go around and explain

what we've done up to that point,"

stated Gray. All three are counting on

being available to hear student's

comments at anytime. "We'll give out

both our office and home phone num-
bers. AVhen people are concerned, they'll

call you,", added Wolman.
As they promised during their

campaign, the team members hope to

spark interest in the workings of the

AMS and aspects of Queen's life.

Wolman plans to conduct "Tony's

Tours" for frosh, to point out the

university's facilities and the places to

apply for on-campus jobs.

Wolman would like to write a

"President's Column" in the Journal,

where he could comment "in layman's

terms" on current AMS affairs.

Each service needs to be closely

examined, according to Druxerman.
The "very necessary" services such as

Printing and Typing, that are losing

money, should not be cut out but helped

by the profit-making services such as

the Pub, he explained.

Druxerman plans to look into the

possibility of expanding the vital ser-

vices. If students want to run them, the

Printing Service could offer more than

silk-screening, and the Typing Service

could operate on a 24 hour basis, he
declared.

Druxerman also spoke of hiring

advisors to study the staffing and
finances* of the AMS. "They would

provide a more objective view than we
could on the inside", he contended. The
advantages of a preliminary study make
it well worth the $2500 cost, assured

Wolman.
This "long-term study" of the

services and the AMS financial situation

is part of the "consolidation of AMS
finances" the team called for in their

platform.

Gray plans to go ahead and try to set

up the "Student-Senator Liaison

Committee" he spoke of during the

campaign. The committee would be

made up of all the senators, the AMS
President and Vice President
(University Affairs) plus an advisor

from the administration.

This committee would ensure that

the student needs known by Outer

Council were passed on to the Senate.

"The University is willing to bend over

backwards to comply with student

wishes," continued gray, "We must
make sure it is provided with the input."

Wolman, Druxerman and Gray still

plan to manage the AMS with "con-

trolled direction", as they promised
before the election. "What we mean by

this is that we'll go in at the beginning

with firm ideas as to how the AMS

works. Previous teams have not un-

derstood the system when they started

in office," remarked Wolman. He
claimed that "we will know how our jobs

are defined, and so Outer Council will

know what their jobs are."

One way the executive will attempt

to use student money more efficiently is

to set up a central committee for the co-

ordination of clubs. Most individual

clubs can not afford to do things on their

own, but can split the cost and then split

the profit, explained Druxerman. He
asserted that "the clubs shouldn't be

fighting for their own necks but should

work together toward one goal."

Gray stressed during the campaign
that "Queen's must be responsible to the

community". He cited the student's role

in Cable Television, which is coming to

Kingston, as an example of the services

Queen's could offer the community.
Films made on campus and the

Brockington visitorship were two
features he suggested.

As part of the program geared

toward education outside the classroom

that the team proposed in their plat-

form, Gray plans to draw from
"Speaker Bank" and invite guest
speakers to Queen's. "All lectures Buck-
minster Fuller gave were packed.
That's proof that more visitors #re
needed", asserted Gray. He also wants

to have more documentary films and
moratoriums on campus to stir student

interest in what he calls "the outside

world".

When asked to clarify the "muck-
raking to study problems in Health,

Athletics, Library and Residence"
the team promised, Wolman hesitated,

muttering that "these are things to look

at only. Maybe nothing is needed yet."

Even though only 35 per cent of the

student body voted, and 13 per cent of

these cast blank ballots, Wolman
asserted that "we are confident in our
innate ability. We got more votes than

the next guy, and can't please
everybody".

- Wilson

Druxerman: On "co-ordination of

clubs": "The clubs shouldn't be fighting

for their own necks but should work
together toward one goal."

- Wilson

Wolman: On "controlled direction":

"We'll go in at the beginning with firm

ideas as to how the AMS works.

Previous teams have not understood the

system when they started in office."

- Wilson

Gray: On the "Student-Senator Liaison

Committee": "The University is willing

to bend over backwards to comply with

student wishes. We must make sure it is

provided with the input."

In The Wake of Lightfoot, Cockburn, Tobias

AMS CONCERTS presents

Murray

McLauchlan

SUNDAY

MARCH 3rd

7:30 p.m. & 10:00 p.m.

GRANT HALL

Murray McLauchlan
Tickets: $2.00

Student Union

and

McArthur College

Rec. Room

Tickets on

Sale Now
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Sexploitation in Stocklioim
STOCKHOLM (CUPD- Sweden's

leading newspaper has just

blasted advertisers in a full page
attack accusing them of using

women as sex objects. Swedish

women journalists have promp-
ted this latest protest of Swedish

women condemning the use of

half nude women to sell industrial

products.

This time it was a new type of

shower. The ad featured an 18

year old blonde woman in a

bikini.

"Exploiting her?" said the

ad directors and manufacturers.

"She was well paid. And besides

we don't use anyone—we hand-

pick pretty girls."

Another ad for a firm of

packaging experts pictured a

shapely blonde woman squeezed

into a carton - "much into little"

said the caption.

Ads like these have enraged

Swedish women and touched off

boycotts of manufactured
products advertising in this way.

Currently a boycott campaign of

the French car Peugeot for using

sales pictures that disparage

women has manufacturers
worried.

Queen's

contributes

to Olympics
C.W. Jones, Director of

Physical Plant at Queen's
University, has been granted a

leave of absence and will shortly

take up duties as Director-

General of Yachting for the 1976

Olympic Games.
Appcjinted recently by the

Organizing Q^mmittee of the 1976

Olympic Games Jones, who is

also Chairman of the City of

Kingston's Organizing Com-
mittee, will coordinate all

yachting activities at the Games.
Admini.strative headquarters

for yachting will soon be

establishfKl in Kingston. Jones

will admini.st*;r the preparation

of theharlxjur, buildings and land

for the $4 million Olympic Port-

smouth Hartx>ur project.

Jonr;« has had wide ex-

perience in national, in-

ternational and world cham-
pionship yachting rf;gatlaH. In

\m), 1904, and mM, during the

Olympic Yachting trials, he

headfKl M;veral race committ»;<;s

and was involved in the wilection

Iff Canadian comfWititors. F^ast

pr<;«idfmt of the St. Lawrence
Valley Yacht Itacing AssfK:ialion

and former Director and (lorn-

mfKkjre of the Britannia Yacht

Club in fXtawa, Jonm was for

{}iti'' years Ojmmfxifire of the

Kingston Yacht Club.

Women writers say if the

only way manufacturers can sell

their goods is to couple them with

"half nake women suggesting

sexual contact" they should be

put out of business.

Other newspaper reports

have concluded that many
Swedish text books are
prejudiced in favour of males. In

a French language text book for

instance. Frenchmen are por-

trayed as "dark and intelligent"

and Swedish women as "blonde

and beautiful".

Women teachers who make
up 70 percent of the nations

educators hold only 6 percent of

top administrative posts in

Swedish schools. Swedish women

are demanding this imbalance be
corrected as the first step in a

wide sweeping reform of the

education system.

The Swedish government is

responding slowly to women's
demands. Thirty-one year old

Lena Hjeln Wallen was recently

appointed as the country's
youngest cabinet minister and
Inga Thorsson was appointed

Sweden' chief delegate at the

Geneva disarmament talks.

In Norway, meanwhile, the

government has established new
rules to ensure public depart-

ments give equal number of posts

to men and women and is taking

steps to increase women's role in

Parliament.

Bar students protest
MONTREAL (CUPI; JUrprewtnUtivf^fc of all <uuttittc law
students have signed a telegram demanding that Pre«ident of

the Office of Professions lUtrn: f>ussault, intervene in the monthi

long dispute between the Quetxic Bar Aswx-iation and bar
students.

Edward Aust, representative of the McGill I^w students
.said "This is the first time that the five law faculties of 3,000

students have formed such a cfjmmon front."

The five law schools are Universite de Montreal, I>aval,

McGill, Universite D' Ottawa and Universite de Sherbrooke.

The 550 bar students are protesting irrelevance and "In-

competence" in courses, unnecessarily high failure rates and
the needlessly long articling period.

In the telegram sent to Robert Bourassa, Jerome Choquette,

Minister responsible to the executive council, and Dussault, the

students said such intervention should create "A mechanism
which will permit the office of professionals in collaboration

with the bar, the deans of the law schools and the students to

resolve the problem of post-uxiiversity law training to ensure a

better structure will come into force in 1974."

The bar students involved in the dispute have already
passed their university exams and are now preparing for bar

exams. They have boycotted exams and classes to support their

demands.

Moving with the Times
This year Canadian Hoechst

marks its eighteenth year of

growth in Canada by moving into

new custom-built Montreal

headquarters. The Canadian ex-

pansion has been closely linked

to the worldwide development of

Hoechst, which is nOw among
the world's top five chemical

companies, with worldwide sales

that last year totalled approx-

imately 3.5 billion dollars.

In Canada, sales have almost

doubled in the past three years.

The new St. Laurent head office

and warehouse buildings will

provide space for a 100% in-

crease in the company's head

office staff, and have been de-

signed for expansion to accomo-

date increased Canadian pro-

duction.

Research: Window to

the Future

Today's research creates the

products of tomorrow. One-third

of Hoechst's current sales come
from products which did not exist

10 years ago. And with world-

wide sales approximating close to

3.5 billion dollars last year,

Hoechst spent close to 100 mil-

lion in pure research, and on

laboratory buildings and equip-

ment. The results of this invest-

ment decide Hoechst's position

in future markets, including

Canada.

Helping Build Canada
Products and ideas from Hoechst

have touched and improved the

quality of people's lives in every

area around the world, in a

hundred countries on six conti-

nents. As an affiliate of the

worldwide Hoechst organization,

Canadian Hoechst has a full cen-

tury of research and achievement

to draw upon. In Canada,
Hoechst is an autonomous com-

pany employing Canadians to

serve Canadian needs.

This new building is just one of

the more visible indications of

Canadian Hoechst Limited's

continuing investment in

Canada.

Hoechst in Canada concerns it-

self with supplying both the

present and future needs of Ca-

nadians. The range of products

and services covers the spectrum

through industrial chemicals,

dyestuffs, plastics, human and
veterinary medicines, pharma-

ceuticals, and textile fibres.

Hoechst products and services,

Hoechst techniques and know-

how in these fields, combined
with Q large international fund of

experience, have given the Com-
pany a reputation for expertise

which takes constant striving to

live up to. Hoechst likes it that

way. So do their customers, here

and around the world. Hoechst

thinks ahead.

nro T M MOtCMSI

HOECHST
Canadian Hoechst Limited

4045 C6te Vertu

Montreal 383, Quebec

40 Lesmill Road
Don Mills, Ontario
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SYB suffers lack of continuity
One of the major criticisms

made of the Student Volunteer

Bureau, according to SVB
spokesman Pat Neville, is its lack

of continuity - the people change

from year to year.

The problem has been and

continues to be particularly acute

in the SVB executive. At the end

of this year, at least half of this

Marxist on campus
Raya Dunayevskaya will be speaking at Queen's Sunday evening,

March 3 at 8 p.m. in Stirling Hall D.

Dunayevskaya, one-time private secretary to Leon Trotsky, broke

with him because of her fundamentally different appraisal of the

nature of the Russian State. Disagreeing with Trotsky's stand that

Russia was a workers' state, she believes that the Russian regime was

a state-capitalist society.

She will be talking on her new book: Philosophy and Revolution.A

study that analyzes the mixed bag of leftist thought from Marx to

Hegel to Marcuse and Sartre.

Admission is free.

Pen inmates help selves

year's executive will be moving
on, Neville claimed. He added
that "not only must they be

replaced, but it is important that

students who could serve for

more than one year in the bureau
be sought to fill positions.

Neville admitted that the

major difficulty faced each year

is getting enough people to fill the

positions, let alone having a

selection process. He suggested

that this occurs because those

interested in volunteer work
erroneously suspect executive

positions to involve "paper-
pushing with no direct in-

volvement". In fact, he ex-

plained, the executive does not

involve so much time as to

prevent members from getting

directly involved in programs.

By mid-March, the 1974-75

SVB executive must be chosen.

Neville insisted that "a
competent executive must be

formed if SVB is to survive as an
organization. Someone must
maintain agency contacts, in-

form students about programs,

organize workshops, and lobby

for financing".

"It is simply not necessary to

know how the SVB is operated in

order to join the executive. What
is necessary is a genuine belief in

the concept of volunteering and a

desire to make that happen at

Queen's." he added.

He urged anyone who is in-

terested in next years executive

to come to a discussion in the

basement of 165 University next

Thursday, March 7, at 8 p.m.

MOFFATT'S I.D.A. DRUGS
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week— 548-701

1

The Ten-Plus Fellowship

originated - in Kingston
Penitentiary in 1969, and spread

to Collins Bay Institution. The
Ten-Plus is a group of inmates

serving long sentences (10 years

or more) who feel a great need to

help others.

The philosophy of the Ten-

Plus Fellowship is founded on the

concept of self-help. This is not an

entirely accurate picture of the

Fellowship because we are in a

unique position of being in-

carcerated longer than most,

hence the Fellowship can best

help themselves by helping

others.

The Fellowship has reached

the opinion our function is to

improve the status of all inmates

in their own eyes and in the eyes

of the public. "The members of the

Ten-Plus have arrived at the

point where they are fed up with

"doing time", and since this

occurs at a time when they

cannot be released they feel' an

urgency to impart this taiowledge

to other inmates.

Community projects are one
way to get the inmate out into

society, and are a means of

testing a man to see if he could

cope after his term of im-

prisonment.

These projects, over the past

few years, include: The repair

and restoration of St. Marks
Church, Barriefield. Project
Barber, consisted of an inmate
Barber going to the Citadel in

Kingston once a week to cut the

hair of underpriviledged people.

We envisioned expansion
throughout the Kingston area of a

number of these centres because

we had plenty of customers, but

unfortunately, we didn't have
enough Barbers who qualified for

a temporary absence.

Project Kiost: construction

of a booth, made of cedar, shaped

like a miniature Fort, done within

the Institution by inmates for the

Tercentenary Committee and our

small contribution to Kingstons

300 Birthday. This booth was
placed in the Mini-Park in

Kingston. Community Voluntary

Work Project. In process,

awaiting decision for temporary
leaves for inmates. Restoratiion

of old houses from beginning to

end. We are sending Carpenters,

Electricians, Painters and
General Labourers for complete

restoration. When one house is

finished it will be followed by
another.

These projects were a

complete success. Ap-

proximately twenty inmates
from the population went out on
them logging over 400 hrs of leave

in the community. There were no

mishaps whatsoever and they

resulted in better com-
munications with more people of

Kingston.

The Fellowship trys to set the

trend in rehabilitation-

resocialization-programs both

inside and outside the Institution.

The promotion of St. Lawrence
College coming into Collins Bay
Institution has now developed

into a strong educational front. It

was instrumental in promoting a

half-way house to the Kingston

area (although the one the

penitentiary service set up did

not have an independent Board of

Directors).

Inside activity: Revision of

Inmates Canteen List; Survey of

inmates was taken as to the

Employment of ex-inmates in the

Canadian Penitentiary Service;

Inauguration of the 1-to-l

program-one inmate to one
outsider similar to the Big
Brothers association; briefs sent

to the Solicitor General recom-
mended changes inmates would
like to see in penal reform. This

group has, over the past four

years, improved the status of all

Kingston inmates. However, this

was done with the help of the

community who helped the in-

mates convince the federal ad-

ministrators that incarcerated

men can still be of use to society.

Queen's
Division of Concerts

presents

TORONTO DANCE THEATRE
Programme includes Atlantis -"dazzles and

inspires as it takes your breath away n its beauty

both visually and conceptually"
(Globe and Mail)

Ray Charles Suite - "nostalgic, wryly satirical .

simple fun and genial good-natured observations"

(Globe and Mail)

Grand Theatre Sat. 2 March 8:30 p.m.

$4, $3, $2 general, $3.50, $2.50,

^$1.50 student All seats reserved. Available^

from Division of Concerts Box Office.

Agnes Etherlngton Art Centre

J47-6194 or Grand Theatre
Box Office-

BfBwedfiQmpuidspfingwatefT

Andthafsthetiiith!
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McMaster French profs threaten

legal action after student criticism

- Wilson

Sydenham Ward alderman Keith Norton explained his policies

and discussed municipal political issues with a small group of in-

terested students Wednesday evening.

HAMILTON (CUP) - A group of

Ilomance Studies professors at

McMaster University have
threatened to take "appropriate

legal action" against the

Silhouette, McMaster's student

newspaper following the

publication of a letter criticizing

one course in the department.

Last year McMaster students

formed a French Students Union
(FSU) to present their demands
collectively to the faculty. They
asked for the use of the French
language in French courses,

parity on departmental com-
mittees and a change in text-

books which students described

as "archaic".

"There have been some
improvements since last year,"

said one member of the union.

"There is a bit more French in

CUPE predicts most St. Mary's

faculty will choose to join union
OTTAWA (CUP) - The Canadian
Union of Public Employees
(CUPE) is virtually assured of

signing up a majority of the

faculty at St. Mary's University

in Halifax, according to a union

official.

Signings, said the Ottawa
official, are 'going very well. On
Friday we had close to 50 per cent

of the professors.'

CUPE is competing with the

Canadian Association of

University Teachers (CAUT) to

sign the professors into a union.

Both have distributed cards for

faculty to sign and return.

CAUT has got 'absolutely

nowhere in the campaign' ac-

cording to the CUPE official.

CAUT brought faculty members
from Notre Dame University of

Nelson, B.C., which organized

under CUPE last spring, to speak
'0 St. Mary's faculty, but ap-

parently without success.

CUPE presently represents
some 6,000 university employees
across Canada, but so far only

College de Bathurst in New
Brunswick has faculty

represented by the largest

Canadian union.

CUPE has 170,000 members,
second in Canada only to the

American based United
Steelworkers of America.

increased hiring of

Canadians is likely
SASKATOON (CUP) - The
department of Sociology at the

University of Saskatoon has

passed a motion which recom-

mends the filling of vacancies

and new positions with Canadians

or sociologists who have done

research on Canadian issues.

The motion just represents

the wishes of the department,

according to Dr. Basran, ad-

ministrative head of the

department. He does not know if

the university will abide by the

recommendation

.

U of Saskatchewan principal

R. W. Begg pointed out that the

university has gone on record as

saying that qualifications being

equal, preference will go to

Canadians.

There is a great deal of in-

terest in the department about

the issue, Basran claimed. He
has attended national meetings of

sociologists where
Canadianization has been
creating tremendous pressure.

He insisted that there should

be more Canadian content in

Sociology courses and Canadians

should be given preference to fill

vacant and new positions.

Basran also said that the

issue of Canadianization is very

important to people in the social

sciences. While the teaching of

math or physics is hardly
dependent on the culture of the

country, sociology, psychology

and anthropolgy are. He is un-

sure how this decision from

sociology will affect other

departments.

. morrithi'W

Journal photo(;raphi-r Jim .McrrillK-w, <Ml) acccptK hif* prl/.i' for

winriirin the l.abaltH Canadian <;rand I'rlx photo contCHt.l'reNcnling
turn with the <h«-(ju«- are LabattN reprirHHntallveK Ix)rne Ferguion
'eentre) and l.yle Stephenson.

Italia Pizzeria
544-3622

421 Princess

Free Delivery

classes now and there has been a

revamping of the grammar
courses,"

But FSU members feel "we
are still not getting what we paid

for" and have made renewed
demands that French rather than

English be the language of in-

struction in classes.

Presently there are 2

students and 15 faculty members
on committees that decide the

direction of French courses. FSU

memUtrs say when votes are
called on issues where there in

some student -faculty agreement,
dissenting faculty leave the
meeting nullifying the vote by
lack of quorum.

Faculty members who
engaged a lawyer after the
Silhouette published the letter

feel "a new campaign is being
started", and are threatening to

sue both the paper and the in-

dividuals concerned.

pe-rformacj ai

mil be-

Turned Oak by Koel CoioarcL

plaverS: c/auid leap ,
* Carolyn ibarct

snarron etlioH
3naron kriStJanJon

direcioy: jujan spr'oLtlu

technician: him kir-h

on Sunday Wdrck 3
T30-2 00 p.m.

mciorta halt common room

hot Cider- af rt^prn^.

^ The

eople Pleasers

VOLKSWAGEN - PORSCHE - AUDI
KINGSTON VOLKSWAGEN LTD.
PARTS- SERVICE- SALES

10% DISCOUNT
on

PARTS AND SERVICEUPON PRESENTATION
OF QUEEN'S STUDENT I. D. CARD. ON FREE
COMMUTER SERVICE ON REQUEST

Kingston Volkswagen

468 BATH RD. 549-1 1 00

Bonucchi Pizzeria
546-2050

FREE DELIVERY
50c off on pickups

162 Division St.

and upstairs - for guys & gals

BONUCCHI BILLIARDS

LLY
CENSEDI

542-9147

Fontainbleauuc
DINING ROOM

Warm Atmosphere

Steaks & Seafoods

Open 11 AAA to 10 PAA

Sundays 4 p.m.

to 1 0 p.nn.

for Dining pleasure

call to-day.

182 Princess St. (at AAontreal)
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UBC faculty union unopposed
VANCOUVER (CUP)-- UBC's Board of Governors "If the faculty association could show the Board
will not object to faculty unionization. Some board more useful ways of serving the public, even if it

members even feel it may help the university. meant working longer hours, then that would assist

Board member Thomas Cohn said the result the Board in getting more money for the univer-

could help the Board get more money from the BC sity", Cohn said.

government, which recently announced a freeze in Board member Paul Plant commented that

university budgets until they become more "faculty unionization is a phenomenon we're seeing

beneficial to the community. occurring in universities all across Canada. It's

UBC's faculty association voted February 14 to inevitable."

form a collective bargaining unit.

Senate ;

Many committee positions open
Twenty-five faculty members and fourteen Full-time members of faculty and student body

students are needed by the Senate to fiU vacancies are invited to apply and to submit the names of

which will exist on Senate subcommittees in Sep- persons who seem qualified for positions,

tember, 1974. The Senate nominating committee has asked

Positions on the committees, which deal with that applicants include special interests and talents

academic development and procedures, campus which would assist the nominating committee in

planning computing, fine arts and lectures, the making selections.Interviews before the committee

library, residence boards, scholarships, student aid will be granted upon request,

and student affairs, and athletics, run for two or Nominations will be accepted by the Secretary

three year terms depending on the committee. of the Senate until March 8, 1974.

- parker

Last fall, many students and faculty members stopped the wreckers. This week, the remainder of

protested when workmen began to tear down the the walls were taken down and nobody said
walls of the old Frontenac County jail. Their actions anything.

youdorftlook
GMeapriest.

Most of the time, we don t. themselves. You 11 need intelligence,

Our work takes us deep into empathy, a tough and gentle spirit. A

i

- prisons and neighbourhood bars and sense of humour, And to stand on, a

wretched homes (both rich and poor). rock-like faith in Christ.

The black cloth might make the people Don't be surprised that the

, we talk to feel awkward. Life is Redemptorists don't always look like

awkward enough for the con, the priests. A fresh wind has blown through
suburban boozer, the hooker, the corridors of the Church. The changes
the just plain miserable. are many and all to the good. It's an

Those are our people. We try to extraordinary life for the right man.
help them. Think about it. Then, if you'd

Come help us help others to help like to talk, write or call us.

THE REDEMPTORIST PRIESTS
i,- Gerry Pettipas, C.S.S.R.

426 St. Germain Avenue, Toronto
M5M 1W7.
(416) 466-9265

'

Applications to Queen's rise,

biggest jump in province
Queen's has recorded the largest increase in the number of

applications of all Ontario universities, Arts and Science Dean
R.L. Watts has revealed.

While overall applications to all Ontario universities from
grade 13 students and applications from other people have risen

by five per cent, there has been a sixteen per cent increase in the
number of applications to Queen's.

Come to

The Bacchus Ball

THE ARTS FORMAL

Saturday March 2 in the Union

$15.00 per couple
Food and Liquor Served.
Tickets: John Orr Room

10.30 to 4.30 p.m.
Tickets Available at the Door

EDUCATION COMMISSION SPONSERS:

A PUBLIC LECTURE
"Philosophy and Revolution"

By Raya Dunayevskaya
(formerly Leon Trotsky's

Russian Secretary 1937-38)

Stirling Hall, Theatre D'

Sunday, March 3
8:00 p.m.

March 16

Knocknasheega Formal
at

Holiday Inn

GO NUTS WITH 10 PIECE BAND
1 0 drinks included

in $1 5.00/couple tjcket

sold at

John Orr Room 11:30 to 2:00

ENGINEERING
YEAR EXECUTIVE

ELECTIONS

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6

Sc 77 7 p.m.

Sc '76 8 p.m.

Sc. '75 9 p.m.

Jackson Lounge
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The Battered Child: Why do parent:

Starved infant, age five months
scrubbed and redressed

in christening gown after death.

Healing burns on buttocks suffered when
forced to sit on steam radiator to dry diapers

Weeping, secondarily infected

diaper rash on neglected in-

fant, age nine months

by Joyce Tod

'The hf>f>pital record <

family tells a terrible an4
incredible story. Two boy-

hospitalized for broken bom
posedly the result of accident'

for a knife wound in the arm,
for malnutrition and thri

wounds - human bites - anotJi

for drinking kerosene. Tw*
children were dead on arriva

hospital, both of them killed I

were vaguely described as ac

All of the children had bruiscp^

and bite marks on their bodie

this happened in the span (

years . .

'

The above description is sici

its implications. What sane pen
be responsible for such en
children? Does he live in the 20tti \..

a century where one polictian pro) x

.let us look at the children of Ca
us help every child live a high and
life; " or did he live in an ancient

<

children were regarded as objec

fate was determined by their ftf

The fact is that this recrat

family existing in the 1970's. CJbs
tering is occurring today as it

thousand years ago; some beli

occurring even more frequently.

Because of the growing re

and interest in this problem, a

interested students have am k
seminar-evening on March 1 wha
professionals involved with i

chUdren can discuss current trea

such cases, offer suggestions 9S%bi.

further steps should be taken to

this treatment and so enlighte

awareness of the problem.

As a prelude to the seminar, c

panelists - Dr. Brian Wherretl

Queen's Department of Pediafc

Kingston General Hospital, co«
an interview on the battered chi

Journal: Perhaps, Dr. Wherrett

start with a definition of the
'

ChUd'.

Wherrett: The 'Battered Child Sj

is the term that was first used

Kempe in Colorado; in this defi

referred to a group of children {

under the age of three, who we

ter

Jody on ad
of Coloradl

i»
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ite their children?

identified with unsuspecting physical

injuries and appearing in hospitals and

other health and educational facilities.

Considering this whole problem, I prefer to

use the term child abuse which en-

compasses more than just battering or

physical injury of children but refers to the

entire spectrum of. potentially damaging

behaviour towards children therefore

including deprivation and other kinds of

abnormal behaviour towards children.

To be specific Kempe, I think, refers

I to non-accidental, physical attack or in-

jury including minimal as well as fatal

injury inflicted upon children by the

[ person caring for them.

Journal: What is the incidence of the

[

battered child today in Canada?
Wherrett: The incidence of chUd abuse or

of the battered child component of child

abuse is difficult to come by. Dr. Kempe in

the U.S.A. uses the figure of 250-300

episodes-million of population-year. Using

I this kind of information one would have

I
expected in Canada that there would be

Iroughtly 4000 - 6000 episodes of child

I
battering with approximately 90 - 140

i deaths.

From this kind of information one

Iwould expect in Ontario about 2500

I episodes of battering per year . The figures

lare actually much less than that ; these are

lobtained from the Ontario Central

iRegistery which for the year 1972 ap-

Iparently indicated 491 reported child

Ibatterings and 6 deaths.

iJournal: You mentioned. Dr. Wherrett,

Ithat concerning the figures in Ontario, the^

Ipercentages are considerably less than

Ithose found in the United States. Could you

Ithink of any reason, or has there been any
Ispeculation as to why this is lower?

IWherrett: Yes, there has been a lot of

[consideration of this and Dr. Greenland in

IHamilton, who has just completed a study

9f child abuse in Ontario, points out all

> of reasons for this. He suspects that

[first of all, not all cases are being reported,

ley are probably not being reported by
physician who sees them, either

Ibecause he doesn't suspect child abuse or

Ibecause he is concerned about the

Irepercussions of reporting .such cases. Dr.

iGreenland points out that

liose cases reported directly to the Crown
[Attorney have not been recorded in the

[Central Registry, even though some of

hem obviously involved deaths. He found

his study that some Children's Aid

ocieties were using different definitions

record cases, and that some were not

mmsm

r

reporting those cases which are generally

thought to be included in the child abuse
group. It's quite possible that some are

simply not being recognized by anyone,

whether it is neighbours, nurses,

physicians, or child protection agencies.
Journal: How does one recognize a 'bat-

tered' child?

Wherrett: Now a precise description of the

medical condition of child battering in-

cludes children who may have bone
fractures, multiple fractures of long bones

and of the skull One of the characteristics

seen hy the radiologist is fractures of

bones in different stages of healing; that is

some that may be several weeks old, and
some that may be recent. The medical
condition can include separation of the

growing ends of bones, bleeding into the

covering of bones, or of the skull (subdural

hematoma). Occasionally children are

seen with multiple bruises or abrasions.

There can be abdominal injuries such as

rupture of the intestine or of a major
organ; burns; and finally associated with

these injuries is often a state of

malnutrition - children who are un-

derweight and thin.

Journal: How are these injuries inflicted:

Wherrett: This is partly speculation but

the ways the injuries have been produced,

if one takes into consideration the broad
spectrum of injuries, can include

everything from punching, kicking, biting,

scratching, the use of blunt instruments,

cords, belts sticks.Children have been
stabbed, burned, locked outside in the

cold, chained - these kinds of actions have
been taken against children.

Now there's been a lot of study of the

kinds of individuals, parents usually, who
would so harm chUdren. There have been
very good psychiatric and sociologic

studies of the individuals involved.

Basically these people have been
described as individuals in whom there is a

breakdown in the parenting or mothering
capabilities. They are parents who lack

the sensitivity or intuitive awareness of

children's needs. They are unable to

provide the warm, intimate continuing

experience that is supposed to make up
idial, early parenting. Many of these

parents seem to have high expectations of

their infants and yet find the children

unable to satisfy their needs.

Abusing parents or parent-figures

come from all levels of society. This is not

just a syndrome of the lower socio-

economic group although it is more often

seen in parents of this latter group. "There

are other ways of describing these
parents. They often seem to have been
deprived or rejected when they were
children. They are more apt to have been
physically or emotionally abused them-
selves. "These parents may be rather

isolated from the community and they

may have poor marriage relationships.

There is occassionally incidence of

previous emotional illness and I should

point out that the figure is about ten per-

cent of abusing parents are clearly

emotionally ill at the time, although the

vast majority are not.'There are other

intriguing aspects to their background as
well. There may have maternal illness.

There has been reported the picture of

children in quick succession so that the

abused child may be the fourth or fifth or

sixth in line, whereas the first, second or

third escaped abuse.

"The parent's wish to commit in-

fanticide . . .may be more prevalent than

any of us would like to think. . .Among the

patients whom I have treated, there is no
lack of evidence that such a wish exists."

"A mother who brought her twelve-

year-old son for treatment had been helped

over the acute phase of a postpartum
psychosis and described her overpowering
wish to kill him and herself in his first two
years of life. Although she felt that she had
recovered from this feeling, her com-
munications established an intensely

destructive attitude toward him. In

another case of an adolescent boy who
tried to commit suicide, the mother
revealed that her first impulse after his

birth was to "shove him back up"."

quoted from D. Bloc, "FeelingsThat Kill:

The Effect of the Wish for Infanticide in

Neurotic Depression," Psychoanalytic
Review. 1965, 54, 51

Journal: Of the children who are battered,

do they share any similar characteristics?

Wherrett: Yes, these children have more
often been premature

;
they may have had

much illness which has distressed the

parents; they may seem different from
their siblings in various ways - either slow

University Jody five weeks after admission

in their development, hyperactive or

antisocial.

Journal: How are these battered children

detected?

Wherrett: The detection of chUd abuse in

Kingston is pretty similar to most com-
munities. I think that there are many
physicians now who are really quite

sensitive and aware of the problem. These
children come to the physician's office, to

the emergency departments of general

hospitals, and occassionally they are

admitted right to the hospital ward.
Certainly if they are very small infants

and there is bone fractures, one way or

another they will eventually see a medical
person. On the way they may be seen by
public health nurses at home, or neigh-

bours, or by others. If they get onto a

pediatric ward of one of the two local

hospitals they are recognized as battered

children by pediatricians and by the

nursing staff. It is possible that a few with

minimal injury may be missed by the

phsician-simply not recognized - but the

cases of obvious abuse are coming in this

way.

Henry J., in speaking of his

sixteen month son, Johnny, said, "He
knows what I mean and understands
it when I say 'come here'. If he
doesn't come immediately, I go and
give him a gentle tug on the ear to

remind him of what he's supposed to

do." In the hospital, it was found that

Johnny's ear was lacerated and
partially torn away from his head.

Journal: What are the physicians doing
about this if they recognize and define a

particular child as 'battered'?

Wherrett: Well, the Child Welfare Act
states clearly that any individual who
suspects battering and several other
aspects of abuse must report this to the
Children's Aid Society or to the Crown
Attorney. Of those children who come to

the hospital, when the problem is iden-

tified, we admit them to the pediatric ward
and then try to evaluate the situation with
the child protected and in the hosptial.The

evaluation usually includes referring the
child to a Pediatric Social Worker or a
social worker within the hospital. We hope
that we have a fair degree of

sophisticiation on the pediatric wards ; we
take the approach of not descending on the
parents and criticizing them, of trying to

interview them quietly and
dispassionately to see if they will talk

about our suspicions.The social worker as
soon as possible contacts the C.A.S. and
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Neglected infant, age
eleven months, with
hypopigmentation of

perineum associated with
longstanding diaper rash

"Kathy made this poignant
statement: "I have never really felt

loved all my life. When the baby was
born, I thought he would love me: but

when he cried all the time it meant he

didn't love me, so I hit him. Kenny,

age three weeks was hospitalized with

bilateral subdural hematomas."

The
pathology

of child abuse
together we work out what is the best

approach and followup of the children.

TTiere are some children who are being

referred directly to the C.A.S. and their

social workers are doing the total family

evaluation. We tend to feel as

pediatricians that these children should

come into hospital where complete
documentation of their injury can go on

;

where we can get photographs and total

body X-rays and the children can be

assessed for their nutrition and their

growth status. My personal tendency is to

have all of these children admitted to

hospital even if their injury wouldn't quite

need it under normal circumstances.

Journal: The local incidence of child

battering - how does this compare with

provincial and national figures

Wherrett: To begin with, we don't have
good recent figures, but several years ago
Dr. Partington in the Department of

Pediatrics did a quick review of reported

cases of battered children who came into

the Kingston General Hospital or into the

Hotel Dieu Hospital. He chose a five year

period from 1965 - 1970. He found six cases

in the Kingston General Hospital and two
cases in the Hotel Dieu Hospital. Now in

association with the other figures we have
talked about, these would seem to be fewer

cases than one would have expected. At

the same time. Dr. Partington reviewed

fractures in children under the age of two

years and he found in that five year period

65 fractures at K.G.H. and 20 fractures at

H.D.H. for a total of 85 fractures. Ac-

cording to the data of other workers one

might expect one-fifth of these, or perhaps

a little less than that, due to child abuse,
and that would have suggested a Uttal of 20

cases in that five year peritxJ. In fact we
had only noted 8 cases so that we are
missing some here.

Journal: What suggestions can you make,
Dr. Wherrett, for improving current
methods of handling battered children?
Wherrett: In answer to how the medical
reporting or screening part of the program
might be improved, it's fair to say that we
need to increase the level of knowledge of

all medical groups whether they're public

health nurses, family physicians,
pediatricians, emergency room staff, so
that they are very knowledgeable about
child abuse.

We need to work out a system whereby
those situations of suspected child bat-

tering can be reported to a central office or
group of inidviduals perhaps organized
under the child protection agencies, who
would evaluate each case maintaining the
confidentiality of their work and protec-

ting parents, but at the same time
following up and assessing potential child

abuse. This action really has to be done in

association with the reporting groups
C.A.S. workers, public health nurses
school teachers, physicians.

In terms of the medical component to

managing child battering, I feel that

whatever system evolves, or is developed
in addition to the present program of the

C.A.S. - assessing cases, bringing cases to

the family court, providing temporary
wardship or crown wardship, that we need
to use every available source within the

community. In the group that follows these

families, if there is anything that can be
done on a psychiatric level or on a social

work level, then the families must get this

help, whether on a group or individual

basis.

On Friday, March 1, a seminar on
"The Battered Child" will be held in Ellis

Hall Auditorium starting at 7:00, p.m.

Panelists will include a pediatrician, a

social worker, a lawyer, and a

representative from Parents Anonymous.
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editorial

The controversial

pseudo-issue

of thie decade
Dateline: 1982

The biggest controversy to hit

the usually quiet campus of

Queen's University in the mid
seventies raged through residence,

in the Union, in the Library, and in

the homes of Queen's students all

over Kingston. Not since the Chuck-

Edwards affair of the early decade,

or since the Journal printed an
editorial of endorsement, had
Kingston been witness to such
activism.

Cries of injustice,

discrimination, and sexism rang
through the hallowed halls of the

institution. Outraged and scan-

dalized females vented their anger
in letters to the editors of the once-

conservative Journal. Feminists
organized a boycott of the sports

store in question. The Status of

Women Committee called an
emergency session to discuss the

issue. Finlay's Sports Shops
counteracted the ad in question;

males of the campus united in the

fight against female equality.

Richardson Hall was occupied
by the increasingly militant

students. Principal John J.

Deutsch called an emergency
meeting of the Board of Trustees to

decide how to quell the masses.

Kingston mayor George Speal,

declared 'martial law'. The Royal
Military College at Kingston,
contributed four squadrons in the

effort to restore order to the

academic community.
Threatened with the closing of

Pub doors, students shifted their

battle ground to the House of

Commons. Order was restored

within hours; the silence broken
only by the occasional gurgle.

Business as usual.

i

The question of

an ANiS fee fiifce

raises its

perennial head
' On Monday night the AMS will

be asking students to support a

specific fee increase from the

present $5.30 to $10.50. It was
decided in January that the

question would be decided by the

students at a General meeting of

the society. Any student bearing a

red student card is eligible to cast a

ballot. Indeed, a system whereby a

student may vote by proxy has
been set up .

We hope that a substantial

number of students decide to voice

their opinions qn_Monday nijht.

The AMS should not be allowed to

almost double the fee without

consultation with those who must
pay. This is why it is essential that,

whatever your view, it should be
represented at the General
meeting.

For the increase to be justified,

Tony Wolman, Peter Druxerman

and John Gray must present a
definite proposal for use of the

money. We agree that overhead
and administration costs have
increased, and that the AMS
deserves some financial aid for

this. However, the increase
represents more than a token in-

crease to cover inflationary costs,

and should be justified in articulate

terms, by the AMS executive.

The most expensive platform
plank touted by the Wolman-
Druxerman-Gray team has been
the proposal to bring top-notch

speakers to Queen's: it was
proposed during last year's elec-

tion but the AMS did not have the

cash to initiate the plan.

The level of support given to

the fee increase should depend on
the student approval or disap-

proval of the new executive's

proposals.
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letters to the editors

"Who would
be so stupid

as to ski naked"
Dear Editors,

I must confess to being more than slightly

embarassed when I saw that idiotic photograph of a

naked man in Tuesday's Journal. What sort of

immature people run Finlay's Sport Store anyway,

and, for pete's sake, who on earth would be so stupid

as to ski naked, even if it is sunny?

Sometimes I wonder if the editors of our

Journal ever care about the impressionable young

Kingstonians, like those at neighbouring KCVI, who
might be "perverted" by such poor taste. The next

thing we'll probably see will be a Burt Reynolds

foldout, or something. And who, may I ask, has

stopped to consider us men around campus who
want only to preserve a little respect for our "sex",

if you'll pardon the word. Soon enough we'll be

earning a living for just those women who are

probably right now druelling over this sick ad-

vertisement. Do we not deserve a bit more
tolerance. Cannot the police prevent further

flagrant violations of our rights, as males, to a bit of

decency - A little respect, maybe?
Well, I hope I don't appear prudish in this letter,

because really I'm not. It's just that I was disgusted

by this ad (I'm looking at it right now) and I

thought you'd like to know.

Yours very truly,

Stephen Edgar.

Display

of humour,
sportsmanship

in sexist ads
Dear Editors,

I take my hat off to Finlay's. They have
displayed sportsmanship and humour in dealing

with the case of the sexist ad. However I would like

to clarify my original point, which judging from
F'inlay's initial respon.se and subsequent letters to

the Journal, has been misunderstood. My complaint
was not .solely against the specific ad, but rather

entailed the entire genre of Advertisements which
epeatedly emphasize female sexuality.

My comments regarding a nude male were
ntf nded facetiously. However if sexism is to be a

fact of Advertising then surely it should work both

ways.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Swaby

Trotter urges

responsible

fee hike vote
Dear Kdilors,

I hav<; an iHHue I would like to make known to

Ihf rampuK at-large, On Monday <rvening in Grant

Mall a motion to increaw; lh«; AMS Sp<;(:ific h'cv.

from $r, r{<) to $10,W will b»; put forth at the AMS
f 'orfKfration'B Annual M*;*;ting.

If this motion Ik pansod, Htudr.ntH will, in the fall,

(>ay $10 V) iriKt«;ad of $.'i.30 to thf AMS. Since; if af-

fect* < ;t' fi and »rv«rry Htudi;nt at Queen'.s in

dividually, each student has the right to verbally

express his or her opinion at this meeting and cast a

vote in favour or against. If a student can not attend

the meeting to vote on the issue he can designate his

vote to a proxy. Proxy forms may be obtained and
filled out in the AMS office before Friday at 5 p.m.

There has been an obvious lack of information

and idcussion on this issue. In my opinion the onus is

on Messrs.Wolman, Druxerman and Gray, as the

incoming AMS Executive to state to the campus
whether they are in favour of this increase and their

reasons why, since they will be the ones to allocate

this money. Their reasons should be, in large part,

the basis for voting for or against the motion. If

their reasons are valid you should vote in favour, on
the other, if their reasons are sufficient then vote

against the motion. The right and choice is yours. It

should be noted that if you feel the increase is too

large, the motion can be amended to a lower
amount at the meeting.

I urge all students to attend the meeting on
Monday at 7:30 in Grant Hall, to hear both the pros

and cons of the issue, to express their own opinions

and to vote accordingly.

Bruce W. Trotter

Reader suggests
nude skiing duo
in compromise
Dear Editors,

I have followed the controversy of female ex-

ploitation with some amusement. Undoubtedly,

many males have now been offended by the display

of male sexploitation in Finlay's recent ad. May I

suggest the compromise of the buxom, bare-chested
female and the nude, well-endowed male skiing,

side by side down the slopes? That way everyone
will be happy.

Sincerely,

A Ski Enthusiast

Brainwashing
via hairdryers in

Phys Ed Centre
Dear Editors,

A letter was written to the Journal protesting

the male chauvinistic attitude of the Phys. Ed.

Centre's management. Apparently they had denied

girls access to the signout sheets for squash and

paddleball courts by keeping them in the men's

lockerroom. This week, I would like to point out a

similar injustice not under the banner of Women's
Lib, but under that of the apposite sex. Not only is

the men's lockerroom equipped with only three

hairdriers, but for the last two or three weeks one of

them has not been working. And finally this week,

the last straw - one more has broken down, leaving a

long queue of men with soaking wet straggly hair,

shivering in the cold.

Th(! women's lockerroom, on the other hand, is

cqui|)p<!d with at least a dozen hairdriers. Is the

Phys. Ed. ('ontre trying to turn out a crop of crcw-

cuf athlel<;s, by a subtle forrri of coercion? One hates

to us(r th(! t«!rm "brainwashing" in connection with

hairdriers, but if might be; applicable in this case.

I would how(;v(!r, like to commend the

management of Ihv Phys. Ed Centre on their

solution to th«; reservation sh(;(!t problem. It was an

exellent idea to pul th«!se sheets out in the main

office. I hop(! they will apply the; .same good

judgement to the hairdrier problem.

Yours sincerely,

Paul J. Brown (a long haired user)

K^ntuVki) fried (\iwktn

A CANADIAN COMPANY
3 Locations in Kingston

i 240 AAontreal Street ^ Princess West » Bath Rd.
^ 542-2773 at Portsmouth ^ at Gardiners

AUNT LUCY'S Owned and opcrrated

TAKE HOME STORES it's Finger 'o^'W Canadiani

Lickin' Good Canadian*

WARNING

Plan ahead of time to

come and hear

Dr. AJ. Coleman give his

Last Lecture

Next Thur. March 7 7:30 p.m.

in Ban Righ Common Room

Queens
University

Music
Department

,

IN DUNNING AUDITORIUM
Monday, 4 Mar. 10:30 a.m. STRING WORKSHOP

Janos Starker

Wed. 6 Mar. 8:30 p.m. ACCORDION RECITAL

Gloria Masaro
Frl. 8 Mar. 8:30 p.m. FLUTE RECITAL

Nancy Nourse

IN GRANT HALL 12:30 and 7:30 p.m.

Thur. 7 Mar. JAZZ CONCERT
conductor: Duane Bates

QUEEN'S CHINESE CLUB

74-75 ELECTION

President: Edward C. K. Quong
V. President: Francis C. K. Wong
Secretary: Helen S. Y. Lee

Treasurer: George T. C. Chan
Social Convenors: (1) Betty N. Y. Chow
Social Convenors: (2) Allan W. Chow
Sports Convenor: Richard K. W. Li

Cultural Convenor: Peter T. Cheung

Only a good cabinet can serve you a lot.

Please give us your vote TODAY at 8.00 p.m.

LOWER LOUNGE, INTERNATIONAL CENTRE.
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The Arts. • •

Short Cuts:
flicks: The Sting

by Sandy Anderson
While it plays on tlie audience's instinct to beat the system, as a

con game The Sting is a work of art.

The plot follows the set-up and execution of a spectacular con job

with a 500 grand take. As small time drifters, Johny Hooker (Robert

Redford) and his partner accidentally con the cash of a bookie joint

from the man who was to deliver the money to mobster Lonnegan, who
owns and operates most of Chicago. His pride hurt, Lonnegan, (Robert

Shaw) seeks revenge and Hooker's partner is knocked off. The
avenging Hooker teams up with Harry (Jondorf (Paul Newman) who
has the skill to plan and execute on Lonnegan one of the smoothest

capers of all time. On the way. Hooker plays hide and seek with

Snider, the perfect corrupt and incompetent "cUck" and plays tag with

a series of "hit people."

The great con game, of course, has its strength not so much in the

taking of the money, but in the style and flair of the con itself and the

settling of dust on the bewildered mark who never realizes that he has

been had. For the movie, also, it is not the outcome or moral that

matters but the twists in the execution of the plot we must encounter to

reach the conclusion. In the best parts. The Sting has all the tension

and dramatic finesse of Sleuth, and it is always good entertainment.

The movie does a fine job of recreating Depression Era Chicago.

Money has been spent lavishly but well on the sets, the music and the

script - a rare combination nowadays. The principal actors have
nothing to prove. Newman glides along in limbo, perfectly content to

play second fiddle to Redford. Redford, for once, proves that he is

something more than just another pretty face and actually acts well.

Robert Shaw is superbly cast as the tough Irishman Lonnegan who
decided ten years before to become an important man in the criminal

world.

The touch of brilliance lies in the supporting cast, comprised of

such good character actors as Ray Walston and Harold Gould, which
creates shades and tones of the Chicago underworld that axe difficult

to forget. The subsidiary con men in The Sting deserve a film all to

themselves, and the portrayal of the sundry hit people, F.B.I, agents,

and crooked cops so essential to the film ring funny but true.

Carried off with real humour and wit. The Sting has something for

everyone - even some blood is splashed around. But it is particularly

good for people who like merry-go-rounds.

dance: TDT workshop
by Bruce Chown

On Saturday, March 2 the TORONTO DANCE Theatre, in addition

to their evening performance in the Grand Theatre, sponsored by the
Division of Concerts, will conduct a dance workshop in the Bartlett

Gymnasium from 10 am to 12 noon. The workshop, conducted by
fifteen members of the company, including its artistic directors, will

consist of a demonstration followed by small group instruction in

modem dance movement. This event is for the community and the
university and anyone who feels that he could benefit from this

workshop is invited to attend. This event is sponsored by the School of

Physical and Health Education, the Recreation programme, and the

Kingston Ballet Association.

books: Olympia Reoder
by Colin Campbell

The Olympia Reader is a collection of erotic stories and novel
excerpts reminiscent of "Evergreen Review" magazine (no longer

publishing). Many of the excerpts are from what is now considered
classic avante-garde literature. Among the authors included are : J.P.

Donleavy, Henry Miller, Jean Genet, Lawrence Durrell, Samuel
Beckett, Pauline Reage, John Cleland. William S. Burroughs, Frank
Harris, Marquis de Sade, and Aubry Beardsley.

The publishing of the novels, from which the excerpts are taken,

was instrumental in the liberalising of censorship laws. Interestingly,

all of the novels were published in Paris (in Enghsh) by the Olympia
Press before they were published in North America or Britain.

The stories vary in quality or taste. The unevenness is perhaps
unavoidable considering the subject matter, and the large number of

stories. This would not seem to be much of a disadvantage if one
assumes that erotic stories are seldom read cover to cover in one
sitting (for rather obvious reasons).

In contrast to other books of the Traveller's Companion Series, the
reader is not guaranteed an erection, or arousal, every page. In fact, if

anything, the stories fail a little in keeping one's prurient interests up,
as it were (pardon the sexist pun).

What the book does genuinely suffer from is a lack of coherence
and most of the excerpts fail in being either colourfully or
aesthetically erotic.

Needless to say, characterization is usually expected to take a
back seat in artless erotic writing. The problem here seems to be of the
opposite sort. The reader is presented with characters who appear out
of nowhere and quickly return thither, leaving the reader with neither

the satisfaction of a ribald or rocky tale well told, nor with an un-

derstanding of the characters' sensuality within the context of a work
of art.

Canada's foremost modern dance company

the TORONTO DANCE THR THEATRE

offers a

A DANCE WORKSHOP
at Queens

Sat. March 2 10:00 - 12:00 a.m.

in the Bartlett Gymnasium

of the Physical Education Centre

Come out of hiding - all dancers at Queens!
Don your tights and leotards

And dance up a storm

Sponsored by the Kingston Ballet Association, and Queen's
Division of Concerts, Recreation Services, and School of Physical
and Health Education.

McGILL UNIVERSITY
Department of

Mining and Metallurgical Engineering

Liquid Metal and Casting Research

Graduate programs leading to the degrees of M. Eng. or Ph.D. are available
in the areas of liquid metal processing and casting. Research in these areas is

centered mainly on a new vacuum melting and casting installation. This unit is

capable of processing 50 to 300 lbs. of molten metal under vacuums of 20 microns.
Associated with the unit is a parallel air melting facility. The entire installation is

the largest of its kind in a Canadian University, and is supported by analytical
and metallographic facilities as well as an electron microprobe and electron
microscopes.

Areas of current or future research interest include:

- alloy development
- vacuum purification of both ferrous and non ferrous metals
- melting phenomena of solid alloy additions to liquid metals
- fading phenomena of innoculants in cast iron

- desulphurization of pig iron

- the behaviour of inclusions in liquid metals.

Generous scholarships are available to all candidates who are accepted.
Enquiries and applications should be addressed to either:

Professor R. I. L. Guthrie

or

Professor J.E. Gruzleski

McGill University,

Dept. of Mining & Metallurgical Engineering,

P. O. Box 6070,

Montreal H3C 3G1, Quebec.
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Tsutsumi and

Vaghy

Quartet

explore

Schubert

by Robert Cracknell

Two pieces of great Schubert, separated by a
modem Polish work, formed the Vaghy Quartet's

Grant Hall recital on Tuesday.
The programme opened with a cool and elegant

account of Schubert's C minor "Quartettsatz". The
Cantabile was well sustained throughout - for-

tunately so, since the shadow of Schubert the song-

writer is never far from his instrumental works.

To my mind there is more intensity here than this

performance might have suggested, but I am not

disposed to haggle over the lack of substance in

what was intended as essentially an hors d'oeuvre.

Stronger meat was offered in Peter Paul
Kropowski's first String Quartet. Critics who don't

know quite what to say about a modem piece

usually refer to its "texture" - I am unable to do
Kropowski even that minimal service; indeed, I

ought to come right out with it and say that I had not

the faintest idea what was going on at all. There
were some pleasing sounds (most rather like the

murmuring of unnumerable bees), and some
displeasing sounds (the scraping of a knife across a

particularly recalcitrant plate; -the logic of the

antecedent-consequent structure quite escaped me.
The performance seemed intelligent and lucid,

though may have been neither : I am not enough of a

KoprophOe to tell.

Tsuyoshi Tsutsumi joined the Quartet after the

interval for the Schubert C major Quintet. There
are horrible problems involved in bringing an
acknowledge masterpiece to the public ear - why
perform music that is better than it could ever be
played? The Schubert Quintet suffers from the

additional handicap of being chamber music -

music for a very small number of listeners. The
players approached the situation with a proper
seriousness, and with a profound awareness of just

these difficulties. We heard something that was
much less an interpretation than an exposition - a
framework for the listener's own ideas. If our
shuffling senses fall short of Schubert's demands, it

is not the fault of performances like this. The lines

and textures were clearly articulated, and technical

difficulties were not in evidence. The mysterious

stillness of the Trio, and the Viennese jocoseness of

the big tune in the last movement were notably well

established.

onaid's

Smile and say cheeseburger.

277 BATH ROAD

Murray McLauchlan

on

true north records

SONGS FROM THE STREET TN4
MURRAY McLAUCHLAN TN9
DAY TO DAY DUST TN14

THIS WEEKEND
ONLY $3.74

J77 Prlnc»«i Si,
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Fire and ice

and discipline
Now at the pinnacle of his long and unparalleled career, Janos

Starker, the "King of Cellists", as the Chicago American called him,

embarks upon a sold-out, globe encircling 1973-74 season that takes

him coast to coast and continent to continent. As a soloist with the

major orchestras of the world, in recital, and as the conductor of

master classes and seminars, he is acknowledged as one of the

greatest musicians of our time.

Starker will make his first appearance in Kingston on this tour in

the third Dunning Hall Series concert on Monday, March 4 at 8:30 p.m.

The programme for the Kingston concert will be the same one he
played last year in Alice Tully Hall and received a standing ovation.

The programme consists of three works for solo cello, two Bach
Unaccompanied Suites, and the Unaccompanied. Sonata of Zoltan

Kodaly.

The Budapest-born Starker began to study cello at the age of six,

following two older brothers who were studying the violin. At eight he
became a teacher - helping a six-year old friend begin cello studies -

thus initiating a pedagogical career that has always paralleled his

concert life. At ten he was performing as a child prodigy in his native

Hungary. He attended Budapest's Franz Liszt Academy until the age
of fifteen, then becoming principal cellist with the Budapest Opera and
Philharmonic Orchestras.

Disillusionment with the political atmosphere of Central Europe
led him to emigrate to the United States in 1948, where he filled the

post of first cellist, first with the Dallas Symphony, the Metropolitan

Opera, and then with the Chicago Symphony under his idol, the late

Fritz Reiner. In 1958, he joined the faculty of Indiana University in

Bloomington, where he is now "Distinguished Professor."

Starker's classes at Bloomington are filled with talented string

players from all over the world, and his interest in teaching is far

deeper than that of most artists performers who conduct master
classes from time to time.

"My teaching career has always run parallel with my concert

career," says Starker. "At twelve I had eight pupils. Teaching is

siginificant because what I do affects future generations. When you

take charge of a young person whose entire life depends on what you
do, there is something responsible and important in the long run. In

my concert playing, also, I'm always interested in establishing and
carrying out traditions and doing things which will leave an imprint

historically."

Summing up his artistic concept in a revealing definition, Starker
says "The basis of my style is discipline.! feel a professional always

must be able to perform at 85 per cent of his capacity on any given

night. The remaining 15 per cent should be a matter of inspiration."

Asked what he would judge his average score to be, he gave an even
more revealing reply : "Never below 75 per cent, and usually between
85 and 90." This combination of discipline and inspiration accounts for

what the Chicago Daily News termed "the fascinating mixture of fire

and ice in his playing."

WHEN THERE'S NO GREATER LOVE THERE'S

NO GREATER GIFT THAN A DIAMOND

Love is the greatest. And when you've got it,

flaunt it. With the gift of a diamond pin, ring,

pendant or earrings from our brilliant selection.

A diamond traditionally expresses lasting love.

And isn't love one tradition we'd like to

keep alive and thriving?

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON. ONTARIO

Janos Starker, "King of Cellists" will perform his first Kingston concert in Dunning Hall
on Monday

UNIVERSITY GROCERY
Corner of University at Brock Street

featuring

CLARK'S DAIRY PRODUCTS

ALL CANADIAN
Jug homo .94 plus dep.

Jug 2% .90 plus dep.

Bog hofno .98

Bag 2% .95

SILVERWOODS V2 GALLON ICE CREAM
ONLY 95'

Limit one per customer as long as they last

Christie Buttermate Bread 3/98'

WE ARE OPEN FROM 8 a.m. to 12 MIDNIGHT
7 DAYS A WEEK
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unclassifieds

ATTENTION WAFAA BASILIOUS:
The following classified was to run

in tlie Tues. paper, but due to

unforeseeable circumstances, It

didn't. Apologies on being late.

"Happy 21st Birthday Waffle. Best

wishes, Ders."
THE BACCHUS BALL, Arts Formal

74, will be presented on March
2nd, at 9:30 pm in the Student
Union. Tickets are now on sale in

the John Orr Room until March
l5t, 10 am to 4 pm weekdays. The
price of a ticket is $15.00-couple

and liquor and food are included

for the evening; tux not required.

WE WANT YOUR HOUSE for the

summer. If you have a large house
to sublet that will accommodate 8-

12 people; if your house has a large

floor on the main floor (about 25' x

20') ; and especially if it is close to

the lake and-or MacDonald Park
give us a call at 549-2856 in the
evenings or leave a message at

544-6444, 9-5 on week-days.
WANTED DESPERATELY!! A 3-

bedroom apt. for next year within

walking distance of campus. Call

All 544-7432; Peter 544-7450; or

Graham 544-9413.

"PHOTO IMAGE 33 is sponsoring its

2nd annual Photo Contest. Entry
fee is $1.00 per print; the contest

deadline is March 2nd, 1974. All

entered prints will be hung in the

gallery until March 28th, 1974. For
more information call 546-7770 or

drop in at 33 Brock St.

BIRTH CONTROL and Proportion

Centre; Hot flash: "The nearer the

bone, the sweeter the meat."
(English Proverbs) If you find

yourself obsessed with the con-

tinual desire to eat, perhaps you
should visit the Pesesa & ASUS
Symposium on "Fitness and
Fatness". Time is 8.00 p.m. at

Dupuis Aud. this Tues.
DON'T WANT TO BE bothered with

the hassle of getting rid of that

three bedroom apt? Let us do it for

you. Call Al 544-7432; Peter 544-

7450; Graham 544-9413.

TO SUBLET: large two bedroom apt.

across from shopping centre and
bus routes. Lease renewable in

Sept. Fifth floor, west facing

balcony, swimming pool, parking,
etc. Call 544-3202 after 5 PM

COME AND DANCE in Diana's
Forest at the Arts Formal in the

Union, Saturday March 2nd.
Tickets in the John Orr Room.

3 BEDROOM APT. available May 1st

to sublet. Option for next year's

lease. Call 544-4565.

APT. TO SUBLET: 2 bedroom split

level apt. (furnished), with sauna
and balcony, suitable for two to

four. Available May to Sept. with
possible option for next year.

Eirond College. 544-6648.

DO YOU WANT TO know more about
"The Battered Child Syndrome"?
Come to Ellis Hall auditorium
Friday, March Isg at 7 PM and
listen to a panel of experts.

DR. PIPE- (or soon to be) your little

sister would like to bestow upon

you two words. .Happy Birthday!

DRINKING AND DANCING in

Leonard Cat this Saturday Night.

Admission $1.25, Beer 5-$2.00 8:00-

1 :00 pm.
2-BEDROOM APT. (big enough for 3

people; to sublet May to Sept.,

option to lease in the fall. Rent
negotiable. Phone 549-1470.

THE OUTING CLUB is going to buy
black's winter bags but in order to

get a discount we must buy in bulk-

-if you are interested in buying one
call Jim at 542-4251.

PENPALS: Anyone who would like a

penpal in Ghana leave your name,
address & phone no. in the AMS
office in care of the AMS Clubs

manager.
FEAST WITH BACCHUS at the Arts

Formal, Saturday, March 2nd, in

the Union.

LOST: Dunhill butane lighter. Initials

"M.M.I." $10.00 reward. Call 547-

2618 or 548-4959.

GOT NOTHIN' better to do Saturday.

Go to Leonard Caf for some
drinking and dancin. Admission

panada's Largest and Best-Known Record Store

$AVE AT $AMS
'

1

$1.25, Beer S-$2.00 Time, 8 1:00

pm.
QUEEN'S SAILING CLUB -will meet

this Sunday, March 3rd, 8 P.M. in

the Donald Gordon Common
Room. Two films including "18

Footers" will be shown. All in-

terested sailors welcome.
"THE CHILKOOT GOLD RUSH". 1$t

prize 2 ounces of gold ($350 and
rising), 2nd prize men's or ladies

gold filled watch ($175), 3rd prize

men's or lady's Queen's gold ring

(around $65) . Tickets 50c each or 3-

$1.00. Draw to be held at Eureka
Creek Stomp, March 8.

OUTING CLUB: come to meeting
March 4, 7:30 pm. Jeffrey 101 and
elect next year's executive;
anyone wishing to buy a Black's
winter sleeping bag at a discount
price call Jim Lamont at 542-4251.

DRINKING AND DANCING in

Leonard Caf this Sat. Night. Ad-
mission $1.25; Beer 5-$2.00,8-1.00

pm.
APT 2 BEDROOM -to sublet May 1st

with option for Sept. tease. 10

minutes from campus on
University Ave. Call 544-8447 or

544-8450.

PHOTO IMAGE has a complete range
of technical photographic services

including custom black and white

developing and printing and
ektachrome processing at new
competitive prices. 48 hour service

or less available on most orders.

Call us at 546-7770 or drop in at 33

Brock St. for more information.

A BIG "THANKS" to the People
Pleasers at Kingston VW, from a

navy blue Austin 1800. P.S. They
sell used cars too!

DRINK WITH NEPTUNE at the Arts

Formal-The Bacchus Ball-this

Sat. in the Union.

CUPID'S CORNER: Proudly
presented by the "I need a date for

the P.H.E. Semi-Formal" Club.

Everyone is welcome to add his-

her name to the lists by dialing 546-

5858. Additional information
available in the Phys. Ed. reading
room. Why not take this op-

I

i

I

I

I

IbEFORE sale is rung through register and you

MUST be able to show valid proof of enrollment.!

NOTE: 45's, IN-STORE & ADVERTISED SPECIALsB
— ARE EXCLUDED FROM THIS OFFER

I 187 PRINCESS ST. frPM""*""^
"° '

I KINGSTON ONTARIO J^,^^\°^\^ fridayJ

... we couldn't prevent our suppliers from raising

their prices, but we have increased our discounts to

Queen's students. H
EXTRA discounts are now available on all regular

and imported LP Stock, as well as Blank and RecordI
Tapes & Record & Tape Accessories. |
There is a catch-You MUST ASK for yourdiscount||

Lmo
ITALIAN

ATMOSPHERE

RESTAURANT & TAVERN
WHERE SPAGHETTI IS KING

& PIZZA IS QUEEN

FREE DELIVERY -

TAKE OUT ORDERS

542-2632 542-2676
424 PRINCESS ST.

portunity to go "a la deuce" (how
about share in pairs? tango in

twos7 Mate your date?...)

DRINKING AND DANCING in

Leonard Caf this Saturday Night.

Admission $1.25, Beer S-$2.00, S-

1 :00 pm.

more on pa^e 4

Great

Pizza

Deluxe-

Extra Large
All Dressed

Plus Free
Coke
Plus Deposit

PIZZA CHALET
544 1227

Students

If you are in

Canada
come to Ottawa

Pestalozzi College

has reasonably priced

accommodation this

summer & fall

for you ...
For more information
write

Pestalozzi College
Rental Office

160 Chapel St.

Ottawa, Ont.

Canada. KiN 8P5

Queen's University

Homophile Association

c/o Terry Watson

Victoria Hall

Queen's University

Call 547-2893

Monday through Thursday

9:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

FAITH AS BASIC TRUST

Donald Mathers Memorial Lectures Given by

Prof. Donald Evans Department of Philosophy University of Toronto

March 6, eight p.m. March 7, four and eight p.m.

Dupuis Auditorium

Every woman's had one Every man's been one...once

PaPERBaCH HERO
Starring KEIR DULLEA, ELIZABETH ASHLEY
.K)HN BECK, DAYLE HADDON IRAN/ HUSSfcU ,irul GEORGE R, ROBERTSON

I-i()(Iui;(hI hy Jniiiif; Mnr
(
ji 'Ihr. ,im(I Jnlin I H, ! I ,

Diroctoti by Poter Pearson

S< I ocni )l.iv liy L<M, Hosd iiiuj B.in y Pmirson

NOW SHOWING CAPITAL NO. 1

1:30 3:05-5:00- 7:00- 9:00
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Season ends

Hockey Gaels lose 3-0 despite strong effort
by Peter Watts

The season came to a close

for the hockey Gaels on Tuesday
evening as they dropped a 3-0

decision to the University of

Toronto Blues in OUAA eastern

quarter-final action at Varsity

Arena. It was 1-0 going into the

final period but the Blues got two

quick ones to stifle any hopes for

a Gaels comeback. The first two

goals were courtesy of the

strange rebounds off the boards

in Varsity Arena as the puck took

rather crazy bounces out in front

of the Gaels goal. Netminder
Dave Dungey played a strong

game in goal for the Gaels

stopping 40 shots. His coun-

terpart at the other end of the

rink, Bob Oss handled 25 shots.

Coach Dave Field was
naturally enough disappointed

with the outcome but felt that the

team made an honest effort and
with a couple of breaks could

have won the hockey game. Most
of the fifty or so Queen's fans who
made the trip (a special tip of the

hat to the Queen's bands) thought

the same thing. Coach Field

singled out Dungey and defen-

semen Rick Leroy and Stu Lang
for special praise.

Leroy and left-winger Jim
Sunstrum were the only two

Gaels to be named to the OUAA
all star teams which were an-

nounced this week by the league

office in Waterloo. Both were
named to the second team. Also

on the second team were goalie

Alain LaRose of Ottawa,

defenseman AI Milnes of Toronto

and forwards Al Avery of York
and Mike Fox of Laurentian.

Named to the first allstar

team (east division) were goalie

Dave Tataryn of Laurentian,

Defensemen Warren Anderson of

the Blue and Steve Aubrey of the

GeeGees, and forwards Don
Pagnutti of Toronto, Tim Amp-
peford of York and Kent Ruhnke
of Toronto.

The Queen's - U. of T. game
was one of four sudden-death

quarter-final games played on

Tuesday night. In the other ones,

York trounced X,aurentian 8-2,

while in the west division,

Waterloo beat Laurier and
Western beat Guelph. The league

champion will be determined this

weekend with Toronto meeting

Western tonight at 6:30 at Varsity

Arena. York plays Waterloo in

the second game. The two win-

ners meet tomorrow in the

championship game.
Tuesday night's game

marked the final game for no less

Unidentified TO player scores one of three goals ended Gael season
merrithew

than seven members of the

Gaels. Forwards Bob Clayton

Colin Loudon, Mike Lynch, Jim
Sunstrum, Bob Gillett, and Dave
Parks will all be finished this

year; and so next year's team
will be much different. But this

year's team took some of the

tarnish off the second half of their

schedule and ended the year with

a helluva fine effort. Queen's

community can feel that they

were well represented in hockey

this year.

YES THE

QUEEN'S SAILING CLUB IS

ALIVE

important meeting, this Sunday,

March 3, 8:00 p.m.

Donald Gordon Common Room

Two films will be shown including

"18" Footers"

All interested sailors welcome

Fitness or Fatness:

A Symposium
An authoritative look at the problem of weight
control from experts in the areas of medicine,

physiology/ exercise, and nutrition.

Tuesday, March 5 at 8:00 p.m.

Main Speakers:

1. Dr. Elsworth Buskirk, Penn State

2. Dr. Donald W. Thomas, Harvard Univ.

DUPUIS HALL
Jointly sponsored by PHESA and ASUS

Goalie Dave Dungey played a good game for Gaels in losing effort

- merrithew

WC news
Attention Girls: Broomball in the Jock Harty Debbie Geisel, PHE 77, and Laura Cooney Arts

Arena begins on March 6, from 7:00-8:20 p.m. Sign 77, were tied at six laps each in the skatathon, held

up when you come or call Gwen 544-1239 Wed., Feb. 13th.

Journal needs sports writers

for the 1974-75 year

NHL HOCKEY CHARTER
to Toronto for

Pittsburg vs. Toronto

Thurs. Mar. 7

Bus leaves front door of the

Pys. Ed. Centre at 2:30 p.m.

Returns right after game

Cost: $11.00
Includes bus and game ticket

Information and tickets can be obtained from
Recreation Office Phys. Ed Centre weekdays
during office hours.

mil 'Si
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World: Watergate indictments soon
WASHINGTON - Special
Prosecutor Leon Jaworski thinks

his office knows the whole story

of the Watergate affiar. Three
grand juries are on the verge of

returning indictments in the
Watergate cases, and Jaworski
expects the indictments will be

handed down at the end of this

week. John Mitchell, who is

already on trial for a campaign
contribution case is believed to be

one of the people indicted along

with Charles Colson, H. R.

Haldeman, and John Ehrlich-

man. In an interview, Jaworski

would not say whether President

Nixon might be indicted.

However, he did say that once the

indictments were handed down, it

might be easier for the House
Judiciary Committee to get in-

formation from the Special

Prosecutor's office. The Com-
mittee is investigating whether

there are grounds for im-

peachment of the President.

So far, 29 individuals and
nine corporations have been
charged in state and federal

Watergate cases. Eighteen in-

dividuals, including five

defendants in the original

Watergate break-in trial, pleaded

guilty.

WASHINGTON - President
Nixon's lawyers said that no state

court can command the

President of the United States to
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appear before its bench. The
White House position was ex-

plained in brief filed in D.C.

Superior Court. The court is

considering whether the
President must testify in a case

pending in Los Angeles against

former White House advisor John
Ehrlichman. The lawyers said*

such a move would "open the

door to an unwarranted, un-

fettered, and an unconstitutional

imposition" upon the President's

office.

CHICAGO - Chicago policeman

Carl Brader, caught unaware by
two large barking dogs in a car

which he was placing a parking

violation ticket on, pulled out his

gun and opened fire. Brader shot

himself in his right leg, police

said.

BELFAST - British troops found

the body of a young man shot

through the head and with hands
and feet tied. The Provisional

wing of the Irish
,
Republican

Army claimed responsibility and
said in a statement that security

forces had paid the man money
for information.

Th(! killing raised Northern

Ireland's fatality toll to 958 since

sectarian strife erupted in 1969

between the provinces extremist

Protestant and Roman Catholics.

Meanwhile, the British Army
is chocking new recruits

carefully following fears that

Irish guerrillas may be enlisting

to obtain modern weapon
training.

SACRAMENTO - Governor
Ronald Regan said Tuesday that

he will refuse to order two alleged

Symbionese Liberation Army
members released from San
Quentin, even if Patricia Hearst's

safe return was guarranteed. The
two men are awaiting trial for

murder. Regan described
Patricia Hearst's kidnappers as

the biggest hypocrites in

America today. He said the

hypocricy comes from the kid-

nappers attempt to "put the

mantle of heroism" over the

crime by demanding a $6-million

food distribution program. The
food giveaway, which began on

Saturday, was to be resumed.

Meanwhile, legislation to

outlaw accepting or participating

in a mass giveaway of proceeds

of a kidnapping was introduced in

the House of Representatives.

The bill would make it a federal

crime to participate in a program

like the Hearst giveaway.

STOCKHOLM - The Swedish

national police board announced

that a Czech spy known as Robek

has switched sides and was
helping Swedish authorities in

deciphering secret Czech
messages. The board did not say

why it needed to know
Czechoslovakia's secrets.



"I think there is something swimming in there! " Such was the appraisal of judges Dr. D. L. Atherton

of the Physics Department and local Molson representative Gerry Waters, tasting homemade con-

coctions at the annual Golden Words beer brewing contest. John Frecker's brew won him the $100

first prize.

BlU raised by 7.1%

total grants up 1 1%
Significant increases in government grants to Ontario universities

and community colleges for the 1974-75 academic year were an-

nounced last week by the provincial Ministry of Colleges and
Universities.

The total value of the basic income unit (BIU) will be raised by 7.1

per cent from $1,825 to $1,955. The BIU is the basis of a formula which

is applied to enrolment to calculate the amounts for operating grants

to colleges and universities.

Original estimates had set the increase in the neighbourhood of

five per cent, but this was strongly opposed by university ad-

ministrators from across the province, including Queen's principal

Dr. John J. Deutsch. They protested that increasing costs had more
than wiped out BIU increases in the past few years, and warned that

their institutions faced serious deficit situations.

Total operating grants to universities and colleges, including

formula funds, supplementary and bilingual grants, will increase by
almost 11 per cent.

Brock, Carleton, Lakehead, Trent and York Universities and the

University of Windsor will share $6,155,000 in supplementary grants

and grants for bilingual programs totalling $2,795,000 will be provided

to the University of Ottawa and to Laurentian and York Universities.

Little evidence of discrimination

against women at Queen's
by Sue Wishart

There is little evidence of

intentional discrimination
against women at Queen's,

although changes should be made
to improve their relative position

in some areas. These are the

general conclusions contained in

the report of the Principal's

Committee on the Status of

Women at Queen's, which was
made public on Thursday.

The committee, composed of

six women and two men, was
commissioned eighteen months
ago. Its report gives a com-
prehensive appraisal of the role

of women in all areas of the

university, and suggests several

changes in university policy to

ensure that women are not

subject to discrimination.

The report notes that women
make up only 7.7 per cent of the

total academic staff and that

most female faculty members
occupy junior positions. In cases

where men and women hold near-

identical posts, women are

generally lower-paid. The
committee blames some of this

discrepancy on the fact that

significantly fewer women than

men hold the post-graduate
qualifications necessary for

academic appointments, but

recommends that the university

take steps to increase the number
of women in senior positions, and
eliminate the salary gap between
men and women holding the

same jobs.

A similar revision is

suggested for non-academic staff

members. Half of these em-
ployees are women, but their pay
scales are much lower than those

of the men.
The committee concludes

that the university's admissions
policy is unbiased. Noting that

the vast majority of female
students are in arts, it advocates
encouraging women to register in

other areas as well. To ensure
fairness, it proposes the use of a

recommends making expanded

day care facilities available at

Queen's. It urged the university

to work with officials from the

City of Kingston and the Queen's

co-operative to explore the

possibilities of establishing a day

care centre which would be

eligible for provincial assistance.

Another suggestion con-

tained in the report is that

greater study of the role of

women as active members of

society could be incorporated in

the curriculum. This, however, is

not a formal recommendation.
Only minor evidence of sex

discrimination can be found in

the areas of scholarships and
student aid and pension coverage

for staff, the committee reports.

modified lottery system for

admissions to faculties where the

number of extremely well-

qualified students exceeds the

number of places.

The Engineering Society's

orientation handbook and ac-

tivities are criticized for tending

to "reinforce the exclusive male
image of engineering". The
committee points out that while

most new students "would no

doubt be grateful for an in-

troduction 'to the campus, the

faculty, their fellow engineers

and to members of the fairer sex'

... it might be helpful to keep in

mind that their fellow engineers

might actually be the 'fairer

sex'."

The committee strongly

AMS proposes raise in VP's honoraria
by Sarah Yarnell

A constitutional amendment
which would revise the

honorarium paid to the AMS
Executive was introduced at

Thursday night's Outer Council

meeting. The motion proposed to

raise in pay for each Vice-

President from $500 to $600. It

was also proposed that the

President receive $125 weekly
and the Vice-President
(operations) receive $100 weekly
if they work in the AMS office

during the summer.
The meeting was the last one

for the out-going Outer Council.

Incoming Outer Council mem-
bers also attended.

A study to determine the

feasibility of removing the $300

Concert fee was proposed by
former Campus Activities

Commissioner Don Krestel. He
feels that the study is necessary

as many students have
questioned the validity of the fee.

In particular, some people are

angry that the extra Concert

money is not spent on them but

kept until the following year,

according to Krestel.

Craig Brown and Sally

Caudwell were ratified as co-

directors of Job Bank 1974.

Sheila Mclntyre was ap-

proved as Interim AMS Housing

Service Chairman. She takes

over after Tony Wolman, who
resigned this post to become AMS
President.

Former QSA Director Ian

Nordheimer notified Outer
Council that Dave Colburn and

Kent Stewart had been chosen as

Interim Pub Managers. Colburn

and Stewart share the position

now that Peter Druxerman is

AMS Vice-President
(Operations).

Negotiations over the fee

charged for Bus-It next year

continue with the Public Utilities

Commission, according to former

AMS President, Steve Brereton.

Queen's will attempt to keep the

price at the five dollars presently

paid. PUC feels the service

should carry on next year at a

cost of eight dollars per student.

Outer Council en-

thusiastically supported a motion

that requested the AMS
President to condemn
professionalism in Canadian
sport and to object to the WFL's
planned move into Canada. The

motion called for letters to be

filed with the government, OFS
and breweries which sponsor

professional sports events.

AMS Vice-Presidents John

Gray and Peter Druxerman
announced that the Fun Club

would probably hold a raffle, a

smoker, or sell T-shirts and

membership cards to pull itself

out of its financial dilemma.

Gray, a former member of the

Fun Club Executive, declared

that the club would try to make
up by September for the heavy
losses incurred by the Saint

Valentine's Day Massacre.

"In hopes that the new
minister may take into account

students' views," Outer Council

is sending a telegram to Premier
William Davis. They are
congratulating him on the

removal of Jack McNie as

Minister of Colleges and
Universities. In last week's
Cabinet shuffle, McNie was
named Minister-without Portfolio

and was replaced by former

Environment Minister James
Auld.
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Tuesday, March 5
6:00 p.m. - Ban Righ Fireside with Tom Marshall
reading his own poetry. Coffee and dessert at

5:45 p.m.

6:45 p.m. - Winter Cinema presents a comedy oldies

double bill, showing continuously from 6:45 in

Dunning Auditorium ; W. C. Fields and Mae West
in My Little Chickadee and the Marx Bros, in

Horsefeathers.

7:30 p.m. - Labour and Politics Mini-course, session

3, in Chown East Common Room.
7:30p.m. - Chronicles XXI: Escurial, by Michael de
Ghelderode, in Rm. 102, Old Arts Building.

Directed by Maurice Breslow. Admission is free.

8:00 p.m. - Fitness or Fatness Symposium in Dupuis
Hall, to look at the problem of weight control.

Speakers will include Dr. E. Buskirk, Penn. State,

and Dr. D. W. Thomas, Harvard. Sponsored by
PHESA and ASUS.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Series showing of "Teorema", (Pier Paolo
Pasolini, 1969), in Italian with English sub-titles,

in Ellis Hall.

Wednesday, March 6
1:00 - 5:00 p.m. - Genetic Counselling Symposium

for Nurses and Allied Health Professionals, at

KGH School of Nursing Auditorium. For more
information, contact Dept. of Continuing
Education, Health Sciences, Queen's.

7:00 p.m. - Engineering Society Elections in

Jackson Lounge. Sc '77 at 7:00 p.m., Sc '76 at 8:00

p.m. and Sc '75 at 9:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m. - Kingston Film Society showing of

"Lovers and Other Srangers", in Ellis Hall.

Admission is $1.50 for non-members.
7:30p.m. -Chronicles XXI: Escurial, in the Old Arts

Building, Rm. 102, Admission is free.

8:00 p.m. - St. Lawrence College Modem Film
Classics for 99c in the Large Lecture Theatre.

This week, Bunuel's "Tristana".

8:00 p.m. - "Women, Theatre and the Community",
will be discussed by Valerie Robertson, at the

Kingston Women's Centre, 110 Queen Street.

Thursday, March 7
11:30 - 12:.30 - Dr. R. D. Laing will be available to

speak with interested students in the Pub (House

of Lords).

12:.30 and 7:30 p.m. - First Annual Queen's

University Jazz Concert sponsored by the Music

Dept., with music ranging from Big Band Classics

to Rock. Admission is free and the concert will be

in Grant Hall.

3:30 - Dr. R. D. Laing will speak to the P.sychology

department on Schizophrenia. Rm. 132 Hum-
phrey.

4:00 p.m. - Dept. of Physics colloquim, "Why is the

Sky Dark at Night?", with speaker Dr. E. R.

Harrison, U. of Mass., in Theatre 'C, Stirling

Hall,

7-M and 9:.W p.m. - Dunning Flick for $1.00. This

week, Sam Peckinpaw'.s "Straw Dogs".

7:(J0 p.m. - Undergraduate Physics O)lloquium in

Theatre 'C, Stirling Hail, with Dr. G. T. Ewan
s[<*;akir)g on Nuclear Detective Work. Suitable for

all und»;rgrafiuateH,

I 'M) and 9:fXJ p.m. - ChronicIeK XXI: F^HCurial, in

Rm 102, Old Arts Building. Admission is free.

7:30 p.m. - Dr. A. J. Coleman, head of the Math
Dept. will be speaking in the Last Lecture Series,

sponsored by the Education Commission, to be
held in Ban Righ Common Room.

8:00 p.m. - Art History DSC Lecture Series In

Watson Hall, Rm. 217, on "Viennese Baroque
Stage Design".

8:00 p.m. - Consumer's Association of Canada,
Kingston Branch will hold a public meeting in

Memorial Hall, Kingston City Hall. The meeting
will include a panel discussion on Parcost
(Perscription at a resonable cost).

8:00p.m. - Meeting for anyone interested in the 1974-

75 Student Volunteer Bureau executive at 165

University Ave.

8:00 p.m. - Queen's Skydivers showing of the film,

"This Is A Sport" (1972 Ontario Provincials), in

the Third floor common room. Student Union.

Members and friends please attend.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Series, in Ellis Hall, showing of "The
Arrangement" (Elia Kazan, 1969) with Kirk
Douglas and Deborah Kerr.

9:00 p.m. - Two Canadian Poets, P.K. Page and
Seymour Mayne will be reading from their own
works at Agnes Etherington Art Center. Ad-
mission is free.

9:30 p.m. - Dr. R. D. Laing, noted psychologist, will

be speaking in Grant Hall in a free ASUS lecture.

The public is welcome.

Friday, March 8
10:30 a.m. - Dr. R. D. Laing will speak to the

Sociology department on Some Aspects of the

Family. Rm. 517 Watson Hall.

7:15 and 9:15 p.m. - McArthur Movie for 99c in the

large lecture theatre. This week a French
Canadian film, "O the Rape of a Sweet Young
Girl".

7:30 and 9:00 p.m. - Chronicles XXI: Escurial, in the

Old Arts Building Rm. 102.

8:00 p.m. - Sc '75 Formal Committee presents the

Eureka Creek Stomp,^ in Grant and Kingston
Halls. Admission is $1.00.

8:00 p.m. - GSS Film Club showing of "A Time to

Love, A Time to Die", from Remarque's Novel, in

Ellis Hall.

8:00 p.m. - A public meeting on Abortion and the

Canadian Criminal Code will be held in

McGillvary-Brown Hall, Earl St. at Barrie,

sponsored by the Kingston' Women's Centre.

Pubs and Theatres

Capitol 1 - Paperback Hero

Capitol 2 - Scarecrow

Hyland - The New Land, until Tuesday, then. The

Long Goodbye, with Elliot Gould.

Odcon - The Sting

Domino Theatre, "Everything in the Garden", by

Gilles Cooper, an English comedy-murder, at

8:30 p.m. Tickets are $2.50 at the Box Office or at

Mahood's. Playing March 7-9, 14-16, 21-23.

401 Inn - Fellowship

Commodore - Geddes Long and the Longfellows

Townhouse - Canadian Conspiracy

Frontenac - Finnegan's - Sandy Crawley
- Muldoon's - Tinker's Dam

Manor Johnny Johnson and the Shamrocks

DONALD MATHERS MEMORIAL LECTURES

Prof. Donald Evans will be unable to

attend on March 6 and 7 due to illness.

His lecture has been rescheduled to March 27,

8:00 p.m. and March 28, 4:00 and 8:00 p.m.

Dupuis Auditorium

the Ban Righ Firesvle preHfinia

Tom MarnhaU ,
rmdiny tm own

poetry

tuesday, ntarch 5, (j p.m.

coffee and desert at 5:^5 p.m.

everyone vjelcome

CAMPUS MOVIES
presents

Sam Peckinpaw's

STRAW DOGS
(plus: chapter 8 of

''the Perils of Pauline''!)

Thurs. March 7 at Dunning Aud.

7 & 9:30 p.m. admission $1

Queen's
Division of Concerts

presents

SIEGFRIED BEHREND, Guitaf

and

VAGHY STRING QUARTET
IfRIDAY 15 march 8:30 p.m. DUNNING HALL|

Featured work - Boccherini Guitar
Quintet No. 3 In E minor

Also - Milan, Dowland, Losy,

Schenk, Roncalll, de VIsee
Tickets - $2.25 general, $1.50 student.

Division of Concerts
Box Office,

Agnes Etherington

Art Centre
547-6194

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they

have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK:
Geddes Long

and the Longfellows

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRm CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE
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Last Lecture: Loken claims world

confrontation with 'anti-Christ' near
by Dale Williams

Dr. Joel Loken, director of

Nature's Way, and an assistant

professor in the Faculty of

Education spoke on our future in

his last lecture.

"I am not a fundamentalist in

the traditional sense", Loken
warned. His fundamentalism
exists in that he believes in the

fundamental truth of the bible's

predictions on the future.

According to Loken, the

Tribes of Israel have been
scattered upon the earth and
many Anglo-Saxons are of the

Tribes. He gave a brief historical

account concerning the travels of

a few members of the Israelites.

Thus, he claimed, the predictions

of the future may directly apply

to many in North America as well

as Western Europe, yet Brah-
mins, Hindus and other religions

are not excluded for the end will

be a world phenomenon.

One should not predict dates,

cautioned Loken, since fortune

telling is forbidden in the Old
Testament. He added that the
first great battle is very near and
will likely take place between
USSR and Israel. Seven years
will elapse between then and the

final end. These will be times of

plagues, famines and an anti-

Christ leader will emerge. The
final battle will be between a

great political leader and this

fake prophet after which Christ

will rule with an iron fist for one

thousand years, he claimed.

Loken concluded his lecture

with a word of advice. If we are to

survive we must dein-

stitutionalize ourselves. We must
break all ties that we possibly

can, Loken advised, adding that

it happens Frontenac County has

an ideal eco-system into which
one can retreat.

Real nature of situation in Chile

hotly deboted at weekend seminar
by Paul Nagy

"A tragic totalitarian dic-

tatorship." This is how Professor

James Petras of the State

University of New York
described the present-day
government of Chile which
overthrew the government of the

Marxist President Salvador
Allende in September. Petras

was speaking at the symposium
on Chile held in Dupuis Hall last

Friday and Saturday.

Petras discussed the socio-

economic basis of Chilean
politics. He began by giving a

history of the difficulties under
the Allende regime, especially

the conflicts between the Left and
the Right, the internal divisions

within the military, the 1972 lock-

out by the professional classes

known as the 'bosses' strike, and
the class differences which have
always existed in Chilean
politics. Time and time again
Petras attacked the right-wing

junta now ruling Chile for using

terror, which he described as "an
important instrument of political

power", to suppress its op-

ponents.

Professor Luis Costa Pinto,

(who during a question period

was mistakenly called Costa

Rica), spoke next on the in-

ternational economy and Chile.

He stressed the key role that

Brazil played in helping to

overthrow the Allende govern-

ment. He went so far as to say
that the Brazilian model of

government - a right-wing
military junta that took power

, through a 1964 coup was more
important than the Central In-

telligence Agency in over-
\ throwing Allende.

On Saturday, Professor Liisa

North from York University,

talked about the role of the

military in Chilean politics.

North first gave a history of

military intervention in Chile,

which has been rather infrequent

compared to other Latin
American countries, and she then

described in detail the changes
that took place in the military

under Allende's regime. She
emphasized the fact that the

military was split into three

sections - the rightists, the

constitutionalist moderates and
the leftists - and that the coup
only took place when the con-

stitutionalists sided with the

rightists.

A panel discussion followed,

WANTED

JANITORS FOR AMS HOUSING

1974-1975

This is a paid position.

Successful applicants will occupy an A.M.S.
apartment (at full rent) and will be respon-

sible for routine cleanliness and maintainance
of the common areas of the premises.

If interested please submit a resume to the

AMS Office before 5:00 p.m. Friday March 8.

when the three lecturers were

joined by the First Secretary of

the Chilean Embassy in Ottawa,

Raul Schmidt, and Francisco

Bemales, who was an officer of

the Central Bank of Chile for

eighteen years. Schmidt started

the discussion by showing the

failures of the Chilean economy
under Allende, after which
Bemales gave some figures,

outlining in particular the

enormous trade deficit and rapid

inflation which took place under
Allende. After this, the three

lecturers gave vehement
rebuttals to the pro-unta
panelists.
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Public Service Commissioner here

Women Kave been streamed

into low prestige jobs"
by Susan de Stein

"Inequality is built right into

the fabric of our society",

commented Irene Johnson,
Chairman of the Public Service

Commission in the federal

government. Speaking to MBA
and Commerce students on
Thursday night, she outlined the

increased efforts of the govern-

ment towards achieving a higher

degree of bilingualism and
biculturalism and promoting
higher employment opportunities

for the native peoples of Canada
and for women. In this way the

commission hopes to become a

"more representative and
responsive public service."

With a total of 230,000 em-
ployees the federal government
represents the largest single

employer of personnel in Canada.

The Public Service Commission,

as the governmental hiring

agency, is ultimately responsible

for recruitment, selection, and
appointment within all govern-

ment agencies and departments.

Johnson noted that it is govern-

mental policy that all hiring be

done on the 'merit basis'; that is,

the best qualified person
regardless of sex, race, religion,

etc. be appointed to that job.

"Destructive counselling

throughout high school and
university", and sex-oriented

socialization from infancy, has

resulted in the sex-typing of jobs.

The commission is therefore

concerned with "not only

organizational change, but with

attitude change", Johnson
stressed.

Although French speaking

Canadians f29 per cent of the

population; are severely under

represented in government, the

comparative percentages for

women is "very much lower". As
a result the government has

become very concerned with

advancing the employment
oppf;rtunities for women.

Johnson provided statistics

to illustrate the dimension of the

inequality problem.Today, 30 per

cent of the government's 230,000

employees are women. She
pfjinted out however, that of

these, three quarters would be

classified in the administrative

.support category. In the

professional category, four per

cent are women. In the clerical

category, .% per cent are women.

but, she added, they are
"clustered at the bottom of the

heap".

Women represent less than 10

per cent of 51,000 employees in

the middle management
category. Until two years ago,

only one woman (in 900 positions)

held a senior executive position.

Today there are ten. "Ten out of

900 doesn't grab me", Johnson
commented.

Several reasons for the

inequity have been proposed.

Employers have consistently

used the excuse that women have
a higher sick leave rate.

Statistics do not support the

argument; the small discrepancy

between men and women in the

area, Johnson felt, "hardly
justifies the imbalance".

Figures revealing the

relative length of service for men
and women (9.5 yrs vs 8.8 yrs.)

Johnson felt, "hardly provide the

rationale on which to base such

an imbalance".

Today, 37 per cent of all

university graduates are women.
Johnson estimated that by 1980,

the figure will rise to about 45 per

cent. In 1959 women represented

25 per cent of the labour force and
it is estimated that by 1980, 40 per

cent of the working population

will be women. In times of ex-

tremely rapid social change, "we
must change the organization, to

accommodate them", she said.

"Special efforts are
warranted. Positive assertive

action must be taken to regress

the unequalities", she added. The
government hopes to eliminate

sex-typing and to counteract the

"invidious way in which women
have been streamed into low

level, low prestige jobs".

There have been positive,

promotional recruiting efforts

IRC Exec
Results of IRC Executive

elections for 74-75 are as follows:

Chairman - Brian Copeland

Central Committee Char-

men:
Lower Leonard - Reg Gilbert

Upper Leonard - Martin
Elliot

Gordon House - Greg Lowes
Brockington House - Bob

Grynoch
McNeil! House - John Jeffery

and a specific attempt by the

government, talking to high
schools, guidance counsellors,

students and faculty, in order to

influence women to consider non-

typical female jobs - "anything
but teaching, typing and nur-

sing".

The Public Service has
initiated several internal

management and development
training programmes. "The first

duty of the Public Service is to

our own employees; to upgrade
our women and to increase their

ability to compete for senior

management positions", Johnson

noted.

The women are just not there

in any quantity", she said.

unclassifieds

FOR SALE • one Artici '75 |dcket, &iz«

UAO, MOM. Call S44 87ti.

BE AN IMPORTANT perjon on thi»

campu&. Come to writer's meeting
tonight tor Tricolor '74, Meeting is

in Tricolor Office, basement of

- Student's Union.
APT to sublet; Large, modern, 3

bdrm. apt. close to campus and
downtown available May I to Sept.

1. Furnished, carpeted, with
laundering facilities in building.

Phone 544 8020 or 544-8553.

NEEDED: one female to share
modern, l bedroom apt. with same
for 74-85, William & Bagot. It's a

beautiful place and close to

everything. Call Lindsey at 546-

5936.

REMOVABLE hard top for M.G.B. for

. sale. Asking $175. Call 549-1715

after 9:00 or 544-8313 after 5:00.

TO SUBLET: 2 bedrooms in a 3

bedroom apartment. Modern, fully

furnished, 3-piece bathroom,
kitchen, living room, dining room,
adequate storage and parking, and
wall-towall carpeting. 15 min.

from campus. Phone 544-3801.

QUIET, large, well-furnished single

room near campus available
immediately. $16 per week. 313

University.

SKIS FOR SALE: 180 CM. Yamaha

f-U III fglatsj with M«rktr
Rotomatt LT bindings C«ll 54V

1171

FOUND: one pair of gloves
ATTENTION: Leona'S Lover-.

Please book ahead to avoid
disappointment Appointment b/
phone 547 2606, 5540, 3178

2 BEDROOM apartment available

May 1st for next year. Rent
reasonable. About 15 min. from
campus 548 7872

SCIENCE '44 coop still has rooms
available for males and females at

economical rates. We are also

accepting applications for next
year. If interested, please call

Andrew Anderson, 54 2 36M, or

Nancy McKerracher, 544-2809

FOR RENT: Large 2 bedroom
apartment (good for 2 or 3>. t

minutes from campus. AvailaMci
May 1st with option to take ovtr]
lease in Sept. Phone 546-7170.

STERO FOR SALE: Marantz KM*]
amplifier, Pioneer RlOO speakers«^

Pioneer PL12.D turntable witti

Shure M91ED cartridge. Excellent

,

condition - less than 5 months old.

Originally $600, asking $475. Phone
544-7397.

FOUND: one Signet ring with initials

FAM on Queen's Crescent in front

of Victoria Hall. Call Gary at 546-

9062.

More on page 8

What
inOocR

youdoing?
Some guys can go pelting down

the Road of Life like an arrow. They
never hesitate, never swerve, never

even slow down.
But the rest of us get gnawed by

these funny little questions. They
come, unasked for, unwelcome and
usually about two o'clock in the

morning. They can stop you cold in

your tracks. Samples: Is this all there

is? If everything's working out for me,

why am I bugged? What in God's name
am I doing anyway?

If they persist, if they make you
feel like some dim-wit robot

programmed by someone else, maybe
you should bless the questions, take

advantage of the time-out, and think.

If you're asking yourself what in

God s name you're doing, why not think

about doing something in God s name'
That's right, a priest.

A Redemptorist.
It's an extraordinary life for the

right man
Ask us about it. Phone or write:

THE REDEMPTORIST PRIESTS
Gerry Pettipas, C.S.S.R.,

426 St. Germain Avenue, Toronto
M5M 1W7.
(416) 466-9265

TONIGHT
The Place: Dunning

Auditorium

The Times: "Horse Feathers"

6:45, 9:30

"My Little Chickadee"

8:00, 10:45

Admission - Only $1.00

Two of the greatest Comedies of All Time

W.C. Fields plus Mae West in

"My Little Chickadee"

plus The Marx Bros, in "Horse Feathers"

WINTER cmm
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R.D. Laing:

challenge to academic convention
Out's is an age of academic

specialization. The compartment-
alization of knowledge has been most
painfully perverse in the human studies,

where efforts at self-knowledge seems to

presuppose the fragmentation of human
existence. Human problems are rarely

elevated to the realm of humanity as a

whole. When they are, it is usually in an

attempt to hammer problematic issues

into some preconceived and
unquestionable pattern of the whole.

Into such a situation steps R.D.

Laing. Systematic individuals

inevitably embarrass academic
specialists.- Laing refuses to be con-

veniently reshaped in order to fit pigeon-

hole intellectual analysis. He defies

academic categorization. He is

simultaneously a psychiatrist, a poet, a

philosopher, a scientist, an artist, and a

social critic. Above all, he is the com-

bination of all of these things-a hum-
anist.

"Any theory not founded on the

nature of being human is a lie and a

betrayal of man." -'The Politics of

Experience.

As a humanist, Laing does not reject

the possiblity of a science of humanity.

But he is engaged in the radical

questioning of the foundations of such a

science. He claims that 'objectivity' is

too often equated with the ob-

jectification of the person. As Buber put

it, psychoanalysis tends to transform

the "I" into an "It".

"Physics and the other sciences of

things must accord the science of per-

sons the right to be unbiased in a way
that is true to its own field of study. If it

is held that to be unbiased one should be

'objective' in the sense of deper-

sonalizing the person who is the 'object'

of our study, any temptation to do this

under the impression that one is thereby

being scientific must be rigorously

resisted.Depersonalization in a theory

that is intended to be a theory of persons

is as false as schizoid depersonalization

of others, and is no less ultimately an

intentional act. Although conducted in

the name of science, such reification

yields false 'knowledge'. It is just as

pathetic a fallacy as the false per-

sonalization of things." -The Divided

Self.

The science of persons is very dif-

ferent from the natural sciences. It is,

above all, the problem of jnan's "Sub-

jectivity", his inner self and its

relationship with the outer or objective

self. Laing finds this problem at the

basis of the schizoid personality.

Natural science cannot solve the

problem of the relationship between the

inner and the outer. To analyse the

patient only in terms of his behaviour ; to

treat his mask as his real self, merely

reinforces the separation between inner

and outer. It is to see as real what the

patient considers false.

"One has to be able to orientate

oneself as a person in the other's

scheme of things rather than only to see

the other as an object in one's own
world, i.e., within the total system of

one's own reference. One must be able to

effect this reorientation without

prejudging who is right and who is

wrong. The ability to do this is an ab-

solute and obvious prerequisite in

working with psychotics."~The Divided

Self.

The dynamics of schizophrenia are

pictured by Laing as "A special strategy

that a person invents in order to live in

an unlivable situation." He sees

schizophrenia as a defensive response to

social maladjustment, rather than a

psychopathological disease. In so doing,

he does not reject the unconscious. But

he certainly emphasizes consciousness

to a much greater extent than orthodox

psychoanalytic theory. The result is a

more open-minded approach to the

possible validity of insights contained in

the phantasies of the schizophrenic.

Insanity is given a much more universal

basis. Freudian emphasis on the dark

secrets of the unconscious only serves to

exaggerate the barriers between the

analyst and the patient-as-person. The
'sane' doctor is separated from the

'insane' patient.

"Freud descended to the 'Un-

derworld' and met there stark terrors.

He carried with him his theory as a

Medusa's head which turned these

terrors to stone. We who follow Freud
have the benefit of knowledge he

brought back with him and conveyed to

us. He survived. We must see if we now
can survive without using a theory that

is in some measure an instrument of

defense " -The Divided Self.

Laing's highly sympathetic ap-

proach to schizophrenia was, at first,

primarily a methodological stance. As
Dilthey pointed out, our method must
rediscover the "I" in the "Thou" if we
are to properly understand the ex-

perience of one who sees the world in a

completely different way. When Laing

used this method, however, the outcome
was the revelation that the

schizophrenic's journey from the outer

to the inner and (hopefully) back again,

was not without deep insights into life

and the nature of being human. Blake,

who, according to Laing described

schizophrenic perceptions better than

anyone, is acclaimed as a great poet.

But we continue to denigrate con-

temporaries with schizophrenic visions

as people who have failed to adjust.

"Perhaps we will learn to accord to

so-called schizophrenics who have come
back to us, perhaps after years, no less

respect than the often no less lost ex-

plorers of the Renaissance. If the human
race survives, future men will, I

suspect, look back on our enlightened

epoch as a veritable age of Darkness.

They will presumably be able to savour

the irony of this situation with more
amusement than we can extract from it.

The laugh's on us. They will see that

what we call 'schizophrenia' was one of

the forms in which, often through quite

ordinary people, the light began to break

through the cracks in our all-too-closed

minds." -The Politics of Experience.

Laing combines the often con-

tradictory insights of the artist and the

scientist. His theories are not put for-

ward without strong empirical
verification. But his "empirical data" is

usually formulated upon personal
communication between the analyst and
the patient. Laing, as analyst, does not

glorify schizophrenia. But as an artist he
is able to appreciate the imagination
and the phantasy of the schizoid, in a
way which is closed to the more

scientifically orthodox. By avoiding the

"scientific" stress on behavior and
adjustment to normality, and by con-

centrating on more "artistic" forms of

insight, Laing humanizes his science.

The schizophrenic suffers from the

separation between the inner world of

imagination and the outer world of

objective facts. Such a separation of

outer from inner, of real from
imaginary, results in the ultimate im-

poverishment of both worlds. The
unification of the inner and the outer, of

mind and body, of one's conception of

oneself with one's portrayal of oneself,

remains the ideal. In such unity we find

the human essence.

Although Laing remains ultimately

optimistic about the possibilities for

meaningful human inter-relationships

without recourse to false masks and

phoney affectations, in certain contexts

he tends to sanction the existential

validity of retreat into mysterious inner

worlds. Schizophrenics may be victims

of "an age in which the ground is shif-

ting and the foundations are shaking".

But as victims, they may perceive the

world in more sensitively honest terms
than those who too readily adjust to

insecurity by numbing their per-

ceptions. Laing agrees with

Kierkegaard that to be unaware of being

in despair, is to be in the lowest form of

despair. He argues that we at least

consider the possibility that sanity and
sensitive awareness are not necessarily

compatible.

Laing does not claim that

schizophrenia is an enjoyable learning

experience. Far from it. He does

believe, however, that it is a fun-

damentally "human" experience.

Consequently, the degradation of

schizophrenics is a fundamental
violation of human values by science.

The schizophrenic's journey into the

inner world is only made more painful,

more frightening, by the hostile attitude

of present-day psychiatry.The
schizophrenic becomes lost in a world

which 'sane' society so often refuses to

even acknowledge.

"It is very small wonder that it is

perilous indeed to explore such a lost

realm. The situation that I am
suggesting is precisely as though we all

had almost total lack of knowledge of the

external." -The Politics of Experience.

At this point, Laing's radical

divergence from orthodoxy becomes
obvious. Society suffers more than ever

from the negation of the inner realm.

Perhaps this is the fault of science, or of

the death of religious mythology. It may
have been the result of an excessive

separation of subject from object,

knower from known; or the repression

of that which is 'natural' or 'human'.
The schizoid finds himself confronted

with the choice of losing his subjective

individuality by becoming an object, or

of dying as an object and severing his

essential relatedness in-the-world by
becoming pure subject in the inner

world. The way out, the journey through

the inner, remains condemned by
society.

"No age in the history of humanity
has perhaps so lost touch with this

natural healing process, that implicates

some of the people whom we label

schizophrenic. No age has so devalued
it, no age has imposed such prohibitions

and deterrences against it, as our

own....Instead of the degradation cer-

monial of psychiatric examinaation,

diagnosis and prognostication, we need,

for those who are ready for it (in

psychiatric terminology often those who
are about to go into a schizophrenic

breakdown), an initiation ceremonial,

through which the person will be guided
with full social encouragement and
sanction into inner space and time, by
people who have been there and back,

again. Psychiatrically, this would ap-

pear as ex-patients helping future

patients to go mad."-The Politics of

Experience.

Such a radical proposal is perhaps
frightening. It is not, however, the

statement of a frightening thinker.

Laing dreams of a world far more
beautiful than ours. His works portray

sensitivity, sincerity, and compassion.
He remains dedicated to the preser-

vation of human potentialities.

"Each time a new baby is born there

is a possibility of reprieve. Each child is

a new being, a potential prophet, a new
spiritual prince, a new spark of light,

precipitated into the outer darkness.

Who are we to decide that it is

hopeless?" -The Politics of Ex-
perience.
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Cronicles XXI
presents Escurial

acpherson

Chronicles XXI opens tonight

with Kscurial, a play hy Michel

de Ghelderode.

The play is set in Escurial,

palace of the kings of Spain. The
Queen lies dying in her chamfKir,

and the King, in his throne roonn,

is undergoing his own version of

the ritual of deathwatch. Outside,

the dogs are baying, as the King
sits brooding on times past and
present. He summons his fool,

Folial, to him. He wishes to be

amused, to laugh, despite the

impending arrival of death.

Folial at first refuses to engage in

merriment. The King wonders
why, and finally forces Folial to

obey. There then ensues a

compelling endgame in which

roles are exchanged and the

horrible truth surrounding the

Queen's death emerges.

Baroque stage design
On Thursday March 7, the Art History D.S.C. will present the fifth

lecture in their series. The lecture entitled "The Baroque Era in

Vienna : Stage Design" will be given by Dr. R. Schnitzler of the Music
Department.

In the lecture Dr. Schnitzler will discuss stage design for both

sacred and secular works produced for the Hapsburg Court in Vienna
between 1660 and 1700. During this period in Vienna, stage design was
dominated by Ludovico Ottavio Burnacini whose major works in

Vienna were influenced by Italian architectural theorists such as

Serlio and Torelli.The designs for the lavish and extravagant

productions of opera as well as those for Oratorio will be dealt with.

Schnitzler will discuss these aspects within the cultural context of

the age in terms of questions such as why the court of the Hapsburg 's

fostered such elaborate dramatic productions or why the staging of

Oratorio, a unique local tradition, took place in Vienna when it was not

found elsewhere in the Baroque Era.

Dr. Schnitzler is a specialist in the dramatic music of the Baroque

Era in Northern Italy and Austria.

The lecture will take place in Watson Hall, 217 at 8.00 p.m.

Thursday March 7.

Book review

CHOOSE
by James W. Smith

Choose, by Pierre Vallieres, is the second of Toronto-based
new press' extremely valuable "Studies in Quebec". Choose is a

vivid contemporary historical and political document from a

position quite near the centre of the social and political

maelstrom of the Quebec so strange to the majority of non-

Quebecois. The glimpses we are afforded of the inner workings
of Quebec society are few - in that alone, this book would be
valuable, but it is perhaps even more valuable in being a per-

sonal statement. It is Pierre Valliere's lucid and convincing

argument for the independence of Quebec and explanation of his

own passionate choice to focus on the Parti Quebecois as the

"main strategic political force of the independence movement."
Throughout, Vallieres faces courageously the complex

problem of how to achieve the "national independent state- not

the present federal state nor the 'provincial' .substate trailing its

shreds of p<;wer". His response to the very real problem he

admits, that of initiating effective .social change and
restructuring, is given in socialist terms. However, Vallieres

"s^icialism" as here described exhibits none of the fading

brittleness of "New I^eft" polemic - it is not a "subject" which

allows insular personal attachment. It must evolve from the

community working its way towards it.

As a "working document" Choose is effective. From a

concise and interesting explanation of the reasons behind the

necessity to separate Quebec from the rest of Canada, Vallieres

mvf^tigates the lessons that should have been learned from the

h'lXl and the October 1970 fiasco: primarily, that "armed
struggle as a revolutionary strategy and mass mode of political

action cannot be sustained if the masses believe they can realize

their aspirations via the electoral process".

fn closing, he makes a plea for unity of all parts of Quebec
WK'iety in a realization of their precarious i>osition, and that

[Xjlitical liberation must f>e accompanied by other more per-

sonal rriodr-s of liberation.

Though the focus of this IxKjk is specifically on Quebec and
il» intricate historical f^olilical social searches for new direc-

tion, it indicates a concern and telling process of thought that

move easily lx;yond the particular context to a more universal

level.

ChfHmf; iH a clear exhibition of Pierre Valliere's directfrd

energy and movrrment, and a delight to read, as evidence of

joyful participation in communal struggle.

The prf>du<.tion ofx^nts tonig

at J.'M) in the Studio theatre, <)U

Arts Building It plays We
newJay at 7 Mi) and Thursday an

Friday at 7.'M and 9,0*; p,i

Admission is free, and tickets ar

available at the Drama De»k.

No matter hour

active you are

The more active you are, the

more gymnastics and sports

you participate in, the more
you need to know about
Tampax tampons.

Because they're worn inter-

nally, they don't hamper
movement and don't cause
irritating discomfort. When
inserted properly in place (it s

easy'), you'll neverfeel

them. Removal is also

easy: the withdrawal
cord is chain stitched

the entire length of the tam-

pon so it can't pull off.

And you should know that

Tampax tampons are econom-
ical. They come in packages
of 10's and 40's, not 8's and
30's like some others. You gel

more for your money. More o|

the protection that keeps you
comfortable no matter how
active a life you lead,

Th* Internal prolecllon mor* women IrutI

nivtiopto nr a doctohI

NOW USED nr millions of wohfnI

MADE ONLY BY
CANAIilAN lAMPAX CORPORATION LTD..|

LIARRIE, ONTARIO
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McLauchlin too frosty, mechanical
by Paul Luke

The most satisfying concert

I've yet seen by Murray
McLauchlan was at the Mariposa
Folk Festival a summer ago.

That afternoon he played with a

fervour that climaxed in a gleeful

rendition of the Beatles' "Run
For Your Life.". Ranged around

him that day were a lot of

respected artists - Leon Redbone,
Steve Goodman and John Prine

to mention three, but Murray was
the equal of all of them and
acquitted himself beautifully.

Which was something he failed to

do at the 7.30 concert on Sunday

night.

Although the two sets were

business-like, well paced and free

of gratuitous between song

chatter, a distressingly

mechanical feel beset too much
of the performance. The songs,

dispirited as they sometimes

sounded, still held up well but

there was a certain frostiness to

the artist that one in

McLauchlan's still vulnerable

musical position cannot afford to

have enter his concerts. By the

end of Sunday's concert one did

not feel that the distance between

performer and audience had been

diminished to any great degree.

As a consequence of the

creeping listlessness in the

performance, McLauchlan's

macpherson

usual limitations were more
apparent than ever. At his best

McLauchlan's songs are
thoughtful strongly rhythmic and
melodically engaging. When
performed without relish one
notices their jerkiness and lyrical

awkwardness as he struggles for

metaphor but only infrequently

achieves something
memorable. .Lamentably, he
seemed at times more interested

in his Export than in his music.

To be sure, there wefe signs

of improvement and many of the

trademarks that make him the

talent that he is were strongly in

evidence. As a guitar player he is

reaching towards a new
sophistication and his piano was
as always graceful and assured.

In his recent works there are new
levels of irony and subtle bit-

terness and his off-centre sense of

humour is always refreshing in

songs like "Honky Red," a work
that is popular with anybody
who's ever drunk Four Aces or

Ruby Rouge. Happily he is free of

maudlin sentimentality and its

place can evoke disturbing

feelings of quiet disaffection, of

helpless desperation. The songs
which stood out were a forceful

"Hurricane of Change" an in-

volving "Honey Let's Get Up and
Dance" and a restrained and
pleasant "Farmer's Song."

Generally the concert was
inoffensive but so excessively

low-key that even its better

moments were tempered.
McLauchlin hasn't reached the

proportions of a great Canadian
icon (like Lightfoot) yet but

that's no reason to disappoint an
audience. From someone with

McLauchlan's abilities one ex-

pects a little more effort.

TDT: dazzling visual images
by Kiloran German

In its performance at the

Grand Theatre on Saturday
night. The Toronto Dance
Theatre revealed the ap-

propriateness of its name.
Drama unfolded on stage through

the company's intriguing blend

of theatricality and movement.
In a highly diversified

program, the dancers' versatility

was fully established. Atlantis,

the first dance, was a six part

exploration of the undersea
myth. The dancers created a

series of dazzling visual images
which made their actual

movement seem almost secon-

dary; movement was but one
aspect of the impression left by
the dance. Ritual gesture un-

derlined the dancer's approach to

the myth, and they combmea
controlled callisthenics with

precision, power and fluidity. The
highlight of the dance was a

ritual hunt in which a grotesque

beast was ensnared by a band of

hunters. The sequence was
powerful, ominous, and
beautifully realised. Highly
theatrical in nature, Atlantis was
a startling collage of dance, light,

sound and effective costuming,

(or lack of thereof).

A man and a woman were the

embodiement of shadowy primal

forces in Against Sleep. The
dancers' sinuous, muscular,
often convulsive movement
transformed the conflict into a

compelling struggle for primacy.

There was no reliance on
production effects in this pieces,

and its simplicity, coupled with

the skills of Patricia Beatty and
Daniel (Williams) Grossman,

an expert pair of dancers, made
Against Sleep the most moving
experience of the evening.

The first piece. Baroque
Suite, was an interpretation of

the music of Corelli, Bach and
Vivaldi. It was a brialliant

combination of classical and
modern movement.

The company's final offering

was Ray Charles Suite, an ad-

March 16

Knocknasheega Formal
at

Holiday Inn

GO NUTS WITH 10 PIECE BAND
1 0 drinks included

in $1 5.00/couple ticket

sold at

John Orr Room 11:30 to 2:00

dition to the program which was
clearly designed for humour. It

was an amusing and delightful

series of vignettes, but not jnuch

actual dance was involved,

except in David Earle's in-

terpretation of Yesterday. It

revealed the company's enviable

ability to laugh at itself however,

and it rounded out a fascinating

evening of entertainment.

BITE THE ONE
YOU LOVE!

rw^H PIZZA

CHALET

Open 4 p.m. daily

544-1227

PRINCESS at Barrie

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to n PM DAILY
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unclassifieds

APARTMENT FOR RENT: 2

bedroom apartment in Married
Students by Shopping Centre, good

bus service, free parl<ing, June 1st

and option for Sept. '74. $145-

month. Sublet rent negotiable.

Could be partly furnished. Call 544-

6524.

LEAVING THE COUNTRY? Photo

Image gives you six passport siie

prints at a new \ovj student price

only $4.00. Ideal for International

Drivers Permits and job ap-

plications too. Call us at 544-7770 or

drop by our studio at 33 Brock St.

Group rates available.

PHOTO IMAGE has a complete range

of technical photographic services

including custom black and white

developing and printing and
ektachrome processing at new
competitive prices. 48 hour service

or less available on most orders.

Call us at 546-7770 for more in-

formation or drop in at 33 Brock St.

LOST: Dunhill butane lighter. Initials

"M.M.I.". $10.00 reward. 547-2618

or 548-4959.

THE OUTING CLUB is going to buy
Black's winter bags but in order to

get a discount we must buy in bulk

- if you are interested in buying one

Call Jim at 542-4251.

CLEAN AND MODERN. Three
bedroom apartment available to

sublet June, July, August (or any
part thereof). Reasonable rate.

Call Gord 549-0551, Frank 544-7996,

or Derek 544-7907.

WE'VE GOT a great place for this

summer - modern, fully-furnished,

3-bedroom apartment close to

campus and downtown. Rent
negotiable. Available May 1st -

Sept. 1st. Call 544-5575 if in-

terested.

".CYCLE FOR SALE: CCM $35

(negotiable). 544-7084.

WANTED DESPERATELY: a 3-

bedroom apt. for next year within

walking distance of campus. Call

Al 544-7432 ; Peter 544-7450;

Graham 544-9413.

TO SUBLET: May 1st to September
1st. 6-bedroom house or any part

of. Semi-furnished. $40 per mont,
including utilities. Call Carolyn
544-8412 or Pat 544-8034.

TO SUBLET: modern, two bedroom
apartment for May, june, or May,
June, July. Suitable for 2-3 per-

sons. Rent negotiable. Close to

campus. Phone 544-8040.

TO SUBLET: May 1 - fully furnished

apartment - 1 bedroom, bathroom,
living room, kitchenette, driveway
559 Albert St. 15 min from campus.
Possible option for next year. Rent
negotiable. 544-1502.

2-3 MAN APT. to sublet. Option on
lease next year. Also RCA stereo

tape recorder for sale. 542-7682.

LOST: $35 on the University Campus
Wed., Feb. 27. To he (she) who
found them: "Don't feel guilty. I

don't have to eat this month
anyhow". Mike B., 80 North St.,

544-9119.

TO SUBLET: May 1 - Sept. 1 A one
bedroom apartment suitable for 2.

Rent $140. Call after 6 PM 542-3737.

JOURNAL CLASSIFIEDS are a

dollar per 30 words for insertion.

APARTMENT: 3 bedroom. To sublet

May-Aug. Modern and fully fur-

nished with large livng room and
complete kitchen. Good location.

Rent negotiable. Call 549-0438.

SUMMER SUBLET OR TAKEOVER:
2 bedroom, furnished apartment.
Comfortable and cheap rent. All

utilities included. Excellent
location at Brock and Sydenham.
Call 546 3324 after 5 PM.

LIVE IN LUXURY this summer.
Sublet ciur modern, 3 bedroom
apartment from May 1 to Sept. ).

or any part thereof. Fully fur-

nivhed, Cf;ntrally located to

Queen's and downtown. Call 544-

7399; 544-7400; or 544 7372.

JOUI?NAL DISPLAY ADS are $2.38

per column inch.

WE FOUND A male (?) tabby cat,

about 8 months old, with whit«
paw-,, on Univeriity Ave. at

John-.on. It /ou loit it and want it

back, call 542 6680

296 ' Thankt from all thoio who
remember<;d it, all thote who
won't forget it, and thote who want
to forget it, ,ill thoie who couldn't

talk *t tho time, and all u% at 264.

KLONDIKE MIKE it l««ding the gold
ruth ttAmpede into Orant and
King\ton Hall\ thi*. Friday night

for the FURE KA CREEK STOMP
TbK ttompin' will bngin thortly

afttr • p m when STREETNOISE
tune up their ln«trum«ntt , B««r
'•Oc Liqi;' ' ' Admltttonil. A rip

snortin' foot stompin' good time is

guaranteed.
RECORDS: In excellent condition.

Blues, rock, jazz $3 a piece also

Guild D-40 guitar with Gibson hard
shell case 546-2438.

FEMALE Models wanted for figure

photography. If interested, contact
Jim Merrithew 547-5540 or leave
note at the Tricolor office.

CALLING ALL SKIERS: Remember
Lac Suporieur? Well, we're having

a ruunioni Cordially invited are:
Joane-Claude Pepper, Dave,
Sheila, Zuck, Rex, Zakos, Mary,
Al, Coutts, Jody, Yves, Don,
Higgs, Sandy, WattsI, Scoot,
Marion, Dougie, Gail, Tim, Lea,
Steve, Eric, Tom, The Sutton
Crowd. All those who lost at "99"
and all those who won at "got-
cha"! See you March 16 at 52

William. Don't Forget the
Galiano!

Put on your OUtb KOOIAKi and
hustle off to the EUREKA CItEEK
STOMP in Grant and Kingston
Halls this Friday night STREET
NOISE is providing the stompin'
music. Beer and Liquor served.
KLONDIKE MIKE will be there to

welcome you.

rtie CHILKOOr OOLO CUtM
LOTTECy draw will t«kfc plac*
this Friday night at midnight at

tht fiJUH'U rWEEK STOMP in

Granl and Kifi'j'.,ton Hallt

99 per evening
MODERN FILM CLASSICS

WED. MARCH 6
8:00 p.m.

LARGE LECTURE THEATRE

BUNUEL's

TRISTANA

2-
KINGSTON

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

IF YOU CAN'T GIVE HER THE MOON
AND STARS, GIVE A DIAMOND

You'd give her the mdon. But you're not

an astronaut. So give her the moon
and the stars in the gift of a diamond.

One precious jewel, glowing with thousands of

fiery lights, will express from its depths

the deep love you feel.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

BiewedfidmpuiSsptingwaterT

Andthats thetmhf
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The
Arts ••• Short Cuts;
poetry: Page and Mayne

P.K. Page, winner of a Governor General's

Award for her book of poetry "The Metal and the

Flower," will be one of two poets presented by the

English Department in Agnes Etherington Art

Centre on Thursday, March 7, at 9:00 p.m. Also

reading will be Seymour Mayne, the poet of the

same Montreal environment that produced A.M.

Klein, Irving Layton, and Leonard Cohen.

Mayne's poetry is founded in a singularly

Jewish mysticism of the body, and frequently

concerns the relations of body and world. Although

he has lived in Vancouver and Ottawa, Mayne's

poetry reflects the Montreal-Jewish stream of

writing which has developed into something like a

classical Canadian genre.

P. K. Page, who is distinguished both as a poet

and as a painter, was born in England and came to

Canada as a chUd. She attended school in Calgary

and studied art in Brazil and New York. She wrote

scripts for the National Film Board and became
associated with the editors of the Montreal

flicks: Straw Dogs
by Evan Thompson

Straw Dogs will be reappearing Thursday night

in Dunning" Hall. It is Sam Peckinpah's most
powerful film to date, and a perfect follow-up to The
Wild Bunch which gave Peckinpah his reputation as

being amongst the world's most violent director's.

He says of violence in his films, "You and I know
damn well that that's what people want, and I'm the

one who can give it to them."
An adaptation of Gordon Williams' "The seige

of Trencher's Farm", Straw Dogs is a study of the

quality that Peckinpah hates most : cowardice. Only

at the film's conclusion, when primitive instincts for

survival emerge, does the element of cowardice

fade.

David, a young mathematics ace (Dustin

Hoffman) and his wife Amy (Susan George) live on

magazine "Preview", including F. R. Scott and A.

M. Klein. She has travelled widely, living in

Australia, Brazil, and Mexico. Some of her later

poems contain the exotic local colour of the coun-

tries she has lived in. She has a second career as an

artist, producing intricately detailed, fantastic

drawings and paintings. Her selected poems,
published under the title Cry Ararat, include a

number of her drawings. Miss Page remarks "It's

the same pen."
' This will be the last poetry reading sponsored
by the English Department this semester. Co-

ordinator for the readings, Tom Marshall of the

Enghsh Department and poet himself, says he has
been very pleased with the results of the poetry

readings this year. The English Department has

also brought Peter Stevens, Gail Fox, Sid Marty,

antl Margaret Laurence to Queen's this year. "All of

the events have been very well attended," said

Marshall.

Admission to Thursday's reading is free.

a farm outside a small Cornish village. The general

elements present in the town - a village idiot, hostile

farm workers. Amy's ex-lover, and others are

ominous forces, and the total effect of the film is a

sinister one. There is no warmth in David's

relationship with Amy as she pushes him to

retaliate against the mental and verbal abuse. After

Amy's strangled cat is found by David, Peckinpah

builds the violence to the film's ending.

The characters are credible, especially Hoff-

man as David. After all the agressors are sup-

posedly dead, he sums up the film's philosophy with

the words, "Jesus, I killed all five of them".

Peckinpah is a master of human nature portrayal,

and has given us a truly enjoyable film, terrifying

as it is. Don't miss it.

music: Jazz Concert
A Jazz concert, the first of what will become an

annual event, will be given in Grant Hall on

Thursday March 7th. There are to be two per-

formances: 12:30 and 7:30 p.m.

The performance is being given by the new
Music Department Jazz Ensemble and the program

will range from big band classics to rock. Included

are: Count Basie's "One O'clock Jump", Glenn

Miller's "In the Mood", Duke Ellington's "Take a

Train", and two pieces written by Robert Curnow,

(a veteran of the Stan Kenton Band who now
teaches jazz at Michigan State U). Both pieces were

1st place winners in the national composition

contest for Jazz. During the concert, various small

groups will perform works by Cannonball Adderley

and Dave Baker. Sharon Keates is the featured

vocalist. The Jazz Ensemble is under the direction

of Duane Bates.

The newly organized Jazz Ensemble includes

sixteen Bachelor of Music students among its

twenty members. The group was originally formed

as the pit orchestra for the extremely successful

Queen's Music Theatre production of Bye Bye
Birdie which recently played at the Grand Theatre.

Instrumentation for this concert includes: 5

saxophones, 5 trumpets, 5 trombones, string bass,

electric bass, guitar, percussion and piano. Ad-

mission is free.

records: Earl Scruggs Revue
by David Finlay

What is this Earl Scruggs Revue? When I first

heard of the album I thought, "Shit, another country

and western band." When one gazes at the album
cover, you see Earl Scruggs (an interesting gray
haired banjo picker) and another dude, who looks

amazingly like Johnny Cash. But, what is with the

other four long-hairs playing on a Nashville album?
The gent looking like Cash is Josh Graves, who

is usually known, in country circles as being the

world's best dobro guitarist. His stability,

especially on the songs It takes a lot to laugh, it

takes a train to cry and Love in my Time, two of the

most country songs on the album, helps bridge

today's music with tradition and innovation at the

same time.

Three of the long-hairs are Earl's sons - Gary,

Randy, and Steve: Gary is the lead singer and best

musician among the Scruggs brothers, along with

being the spokesman for the REVUE. His country
sounding vocals adapt themselves to a variety of

tunes, from the traditional Come on Train, to the

electric rocking style of, Salty Dog Blues. Although
his vocals are not really dynamic, he excels on
electric bass and harmonica; especially on a cut

entitled If I'd only come and gone.

Randy Scruggs is adept at electric guitar and

acoustic, while the baby Scrugg, Steve, is still

learning on rhythm; but his back-up vocals har-

monize well with Dad and brother Gary.

The drummer, Jody Maphis, is enthusiastic and
very good. His steady counter-point drumming is

best during the few bluegrass sounding cuts like

Station Break and Tears.

Finally we come to the star of the album. Earl

Scruggs himself. To understand the new sound of

Scruggs, one must remember the television show.

Earl Scruggs, His Family and His Friends",

presented in 1%9. His friends on the show included

such idolized performers as Bob Dylan, the Byrds
and Joan Baez. Ever since that time Earl has

become not only concerned much more with con-

temporary sounds, but has developed a no-

cubbyhole, category-free, barrierless approach to

music. This outward viewpoint has reached the

stage of excellence on this album. Even though, the

band still does some traditional numbers, they have
expanded it into other forms as well, such as blues,

rock, jazz, and more modem country.

If Earl Scruggs can be seen in person or heard
on albums such as this then the name will become a

household word to music fans of many different

tastes.

MOFFAH'S .DA DRUGS
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week— 548-701

1

y2 MILLION

CUBIC FEET OF

BARGAINS
much less than V2 PRICE!

Men's "WRANGLER"

flared jeans

Denims, cottons, twills and more. Solid shades plus

popular checks and plaids. Sizes 28 to 38. Regular

values 8.99 to 13.99.

S & R Price

2.99 - 3.99 - 4.99

SAVE UP TO 47%

Men's Famous Maker

FASHION SHOES
Slip-ons, oxfords, dress boots. Black, brown, two-tones.

Leathers, suedes and man-mades. Sizes 6 to 12.

S & R Price Values to 24.99

12.99 to 17.99

"LADY WRANGLER"

BLUE DENIM JEANS

sturdy 133/4 01. blue denim.

Flared leg. Wide belt loops.

Sizes 4 to 16.

Compare at 12.95

S & R Price

7.99

Men's

"Pony" BRAND
genuine leather 2-stripe

JOGGING SHOES
Custiion insole. Padded heel

liner.

In white with black or blue

stripes.

Canadian made. Sizes 5 to 1,2.

Compare at 19.95

S & R Price

12.99

PLUS THE BEST SELECTION OF

f^^Tk^f* JEANS, CORDS

(iW^ll and DENIM JACKETS

IN TOWN!
Try These Great Values On For Size At...
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Track Gaels third in OU finals
by George Neeland

Queen's tracksters finished

third in the OUAA Indoor Track
and Field Championships. The
University of Toronto maintained

their number one position in

track and field by out pointing ten

other Ontario universities in the

second OUAA Championships.
Toronto had 149 points compared
to 90 for Western and 79 for

Queen's.

Tubbing,the main pre-meet

activity, set the enthusiastic

mood of the team for the com-
petition. Being the last time, this

season, that most of the

tracksters would compete for

Queen's, it was the last chance to

initiate the rookies who were
missed in the fall.

The bath tub served as a

suitable substitute for the

steeplechase water jump. Most of

the evening before the meet was
spent gently placing the rookies

and some of the veterans into a

tub of cold water.

The eventual third place

finish may have been a disap-

pointment to the team over all,

but there were several bright

moments during the meet. The
first big moment for the team
came when Rod Walter upset

Gerry Feeney, of Toronto, in the

600 metres. After this per-

formance in the Ontario Senior

Championships, Walter decided

to change his tactics - go out fast

and stay out front.

Walter did just as he had
planned; he went out fast and
took the lead early in the race.

With less than a hundred metres
to go Feeney began to close the

distance between himself and
Walter. Responding to the

challenge, Walter forced Feeney
to go wide on the final corner and
out sprinted him to the finish line

in a time of 1:20.8, Walter also

placed fifth in the 300 metres.

Brian Aikin placed first in his

section of the 600 metres but had
to settle for fourth over all.

The next first place finish in

the meet for Queen's was in the 50

metre hurdles. George Neeland

with one of his usual slow starts,

edged into the lead at about the

thirty metre mark and main-

tained that lead for the

remainder of the race. In the

same event Don Price equalled

his personal best, but in-

jured himself during the race.

Price placed third. The third

member of the hurdling trio.

Scathorn, Drinkwater spark Gals
by Kathy Wynne

Intercollegiate indoor track competition of-

ficially drew to a close in an unofficial meet at the

CNE in Toronto on Saturday March 2. Despite the

rather haphazard organization of the women's meet
especially in the area of entry policy, the com-
petition was of reasonably high quality.

Queen's women managed to come up with a tie

for third with York University, fielding a larger and
stronger team than for some time. Perhaps by next

year the OWIAA will be prepared to recognize the

efforts of the indoor competitors.

There were two outstanding performances
turned in by Queen's women, Mary Anne Drink-

water jumped to a first in the long jump with a

distance of 4.95m and in the 50m she was a close

fourth in 6.8 sees. With the absence of international

champion Jane Haist in the shot put event Queen's

Pam Scathorn walked away with a first putting a

distance of 11.57m over 3m longer than the second

place effort. Both Jan Pipe and Janey O'Rourke,

suffering leg injuries made strong showings in the

.50m, O'Rourke clocking 7.1 sec, her best time this

season.

Lynne Andrews and Lyn Aird both competed in

the 800m; Andrews running close to her personal

best record with a time of 2:29.7. Kathy Wynne and
Joanne Rownan completed the women's team,
Wynne setting a new personal best time in the 300m
and Rownan competing in the high jump event after

an illustrious career as a hurdler. For the most
part, excluding Drinkwater and Scathorn the

women are looking forward to that glorious success

just around the corner "next year". If next year

brings back coach Sue Bolton with her enthusiasm

and ability then perhaps some aspirations will be

realized.

There are a few meets left this season including

the Ontario Junior Indoor Championships and
Queen's will be sending those competitors eligible

by age. As well Pam Scathorn, as a member of the

Ontario team will be competing in the Canadian
Senior Indoor Championships at Laval University

on Jan. 9. If she manages a first or second Scathorn

is automatically named to the Canadian team for

the competition against France on March 15 in

Montreal.

A glance at the playoffs
by Chris Boon

It was a weekend of upsets and the unexpected

in intercollegiate playoffs for both hockey and
basketball, with the University of Guelph Gryphons
turning in the showstopper Saturday afternoon, as

they held off the defending CIAU basketball

champion St. Mary's Huskies 74-72 to capture this

year's national crown. The Gryphons, who finished

fourth in the OUAA's western division and lost their

quarter-final match to divisional winner Waterloo
f/4-78, were added as the "host area" school after

McMaster declined the invitation.

Guelph made it to th<' final round with a pair of

real barnburners, edging second-ranked Acadia 71-

70 in the opening round on Thursday, while Sir

Cieorge Williams took the Gryphons into double

overtime before succumbing 104-94 on Friday. The
other second-round match, between St. Mary's and
WaterlfKj, was the second-straight comeback win

for the Huskies, who trailed by 14 at the half.

However, the Warriors were unable to handle the

Husky press, and St. Mary's ran their way to a 79-71

win Witting the stage for a final between two wild-

card teams whow; presence at the championships

was more good luck than good management.
The Gryphons got off to an early lead against St.

Mary's, and, thanks to some very tough, gritty

defense and the alert coaching of Garney Henley,

who has Guelph all primed to handle the Husky
press, held a three-point lead at the Half. St. Mary's

came back strongly in the third period, mostly on

the strength of some amazing shooting by guard

Mickey Fox, and led through the middle portion of

the second half. However, Fox, forward Fred Perry

and All-Canadian centre Lee Thomas were all

getting into foul trouble trying to contain the

agressive Guelph squad, and a dramatic last-

second jumper by Jeff Smith gave the Gryphons a

74-72 win. A super effort, and a Canadian title for a

(Janadian team.

Meanwhile, back at the hockey wars, another

upset was in the making. After downing Queen's 3-0

in their quarter-final match Tuesday night, the

mighty Blues went up against Western . . .and lost,

0-4. Waterloo then downed York 8-4 in the other

semi, and went on to dump the Mustangs 6-4 in an

Ail West final game. So ends another dynasty.

SCIENCE 74
PERMANENT EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS

Wednesday March 6

Dupuis Auditorium

7:00 p.m.

Marc McAuly, finished in sixth

place.

Vic Gooding gave Queen's
it's third, of three, first place
finishes, Gofxling, who has been
having troubles getting a quick
start, won the 50 metre dash. At
the sound of the starters gun
Gooding took the lead never to

see the backs of any of his rivals

until after the race. Fourth place
in the final of the 50 metres went
to Stan Woodman.

The Queen's 4x400 metre
relay team set a school record
but were edged out of first place
by U of T. Dave Jarvis gave the

team a five yard lead on the first

leg, which was maintained by
Brian Aikin. U of T took the lead

near the end of the third leg. Rod
Walter had to run against Gerry
Feeney on the anchor leg. Walter
ran a personal best on the anchor
leg, but he was unable to close the

distance on the U of T.

While most of the Queen's
team was competing in the South

Industrial Building at the CNE,
Jack Ongarato and Gary Tetzlaff

were competing in another part

of Toronto. Ongarato, known as

Jolly Jack, placed second in the

shot put.

Tetzlaff was a little

frustrated with his performance.

During his warm up he was
vaulting easily over a height

which was a foot above the

opening height. The competition

started and so did Tetzlaff's

troubles - he failed to clear the

opening height in the pole vault.

To make things worse he cleared

a heigiii v/)ii< h wab >>fctt*r ttuui

ttn' of>ening one after the ami
IX'tition had finished.

In the 1000 metres Bob
MacOjrmack placed fourth John
Edwards competed in the KXK)

metres alwj but ju»t did not have
a gr>od day; which was indicated

by his low placing. Mike For

sayeth placed sixth in the high

jump. In the 150fJ metres Dieter

Stein placed eighth and Doug
R/jbinson finished thirteenth.

Queen's did not fair too well

in the 4x2000 metre and the

distance medley relays. The best

they could do was third and sixth

respectively.

On March 9 Dave Jarvis, Don
Price, Vic Gooding, George
Neeland and R/xl Walter will

compete in the Canadian Senior

Indoor Championships being held

at Laval University, If any of

these tracksters place first or

second in this meet they will be

named to the Canadian team
which will compete against
France on March 15 in Montreal,

unclassifieds
FURNISHED HOUSE available for

next year: 5 bedrooms/ colour TV,
washer, dryer, dishwasher.
Between West Campus and traffic

Circle on bus lines. Sublet for

summer . . Call S49-2941 or 546-

9804.

Girth Control and Proportion:
Tonight, for those of us who suffer

from those over-sized love-

handles, there will be a sym-
posium on Fitness and Fatness,
This event will take place at

Dupuis Aud. at 8:00 pm.
Apologies to the Aesculapian Society

for neglecting to mention their

contribution to the Fitness and
Fatness. Thanks very much for the
100 bills and if no one else knows
we do at PHESA. Thanks again.

Fitness or Fatness:

A Symposium
An authoritative lool< at the problem of weight
control from experts in the areas of medicine,
physiology, exercise, and nutrition.

Tuesday, March 5 at 8:00 p.m.

Main Speakers:

1. Dr. Elsworth Buskirk, Penn State

2. Dr. Donald W. Thomas, Harvard Univ.

DUPUIS HALL
Jointly sponsored by PHESA and ASUS

NHL HOCKEY CHARTER
to Toronto for

Pittsburg vs. Toronto

Thurs. Mar. 7

Bus leaves front door of the

Pys. Ed. Centre at 2:30 p.m.

Returns right after game

Cost: $11.00
Includes bus and game ticket

Information and tickets can be obtained from
Recreation Office Phys. Ed Centre weekdays
during office hours.
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Women in 8th place

Gals, Gaels strong in pool nats
SUDBURY (WST) This past

weekend proved to be very

successful andd eventful for

Queen's women and men
swimmers and divers as the

CWIAU and CIAU championships
held here Thursday through
Saturday. Queen's was well-

represented by seven women,
three men and coaches Sheila

McKirdy and Nelson Freedman.
This is the largest number to

qualify and participate in

national intercollegiate swim-
ming and diving competition

from Queen's. The women's team
placed eighth overall out of the

twenty-four participating teams.
What the men lacked in quantity

they made up for in quality.

The team arrived in Sudbury
Wec^nesday, relaxed and ac-

customed themselves to the

excellent facilties of Laurentian

University. The first events took

place Thursday evening. Vickie

Troup swam a strong 400 yards

individual medley placing 9th.

The 400 yards medley relay was
swum by Jane Kaake, Cathy
Brace, Kathy Lennard and Jane
Noakes setting a new Queen's
record of 4:38.4 chopping four

seconds off the olds record.

Friday was a busy day for

both divers and swimmers
commencing at 7.45 and stret-

ching into the small hours of the

morning finding the women
triumphant in Snowball battle I.

Beth Randle and Jane Noakes
swam the 200 yard freestyle

event turning in personal best

times. Noakes qualifed for the

finals and placed sixth with a new
Queen's record of 2:11.1 breaking

the old record of 2:23.0.

Cathy Brace placed 10th in 50

yard freestyle moving up in the

finals from 12th place. She swam
a new team record of 1 : 18.0 in the

100 yards breaststroke and
placed 7th, Kathy Lennard swam
100 yards butterfly and Jane
Kaake showed weU in the 200

yards backstroke placing 5th in

the finals. Kaake also swam 50

free recording her best time for

the sprint.

Robert Stoddard, aided by
his freshly shorn body, swam in

an exciting lOb yards breast-

stroke final placing 3rd with a
time of 1 :03.3. John Pearson gave

i
a fine performance in the 100

yards butterfly with a time of 57.0

which stood him 11th in the final.

Beth Randle swam her best

time ever in the 400 yards
freestyle in a time of 5:04.3, three

seconds off her previous best.

Jane Noakes placed a solid 5th in

the 400 free, her time was 4:38.6.

In the Friday diving events,

Vivian Steacy placed 9th on the

three meter board just two points

behind the eighth place finisher.

This was her second competition

on the three meter board. Bill

Kirkpatrick placed 11th in the

mens' one meter diving com-
petition contributing to the mens'
total team points.

Saturday evening found nine
of Queen's competitors in the

finals. Vickie Troup swam a

2:34.6 in the 200 individual
medley placing her 9th. A new
pool record of 30.6 seconds was
set by Kathy Lennard in the 50

yards butterfly giving her a ninth

place finish. Jane Kaake swam a

very close race in the 100 yards
backstroke. Her time of 1:08.3

gave her a fourth place;

In the mens' 200 yards
breaststroke slick Stoddard came
through with a silver riiedal after

a strong performance. His time
of 2:19.5 was his best this season.

John Pearson finished well in this

event placing 5th in the mens 200

yards butterfly. He was clocked

at 2:05.0 also his best this year.
Noakes swam the 100 yard
freestyle in a time of 59.1 seconds
giving her a fifth place and a new
Queen's record. The womens 400

yard freestyle relay of 4:07.5

swum by Kaake, Brace, Troup
and Noakes placed eighth and
beat the old team record by a

second.

Vivian Steacy had a strong

showing in the women's one
meter diving. She placed fifth

ahead of her arch rival Janet

Sproat of Western. Bill Kirk-

patrick placed 12th in the mens
three meter diving finals.

Throughout the meet,
swimmers and divers contended
with competitors of Olympic
calibre. Divers from the British

Commonwealth games gave a

demonstration of tower diving at

the conclusion of- the meet.
Queen's placed well and were
pleased with their performances.
The weekend concluded on a
soggy note with battle II, the girls

again victorious.

Ski Gals third
Sue Honeyman and Bev Watson turned in Queen's best per-

formances this year in the Molson's Ski Series. They both finished in

the top ten . Kar i Lee of Trent won the series

.

In the Guelph Invitational, the last meet of the series, held at

Georgian Peaks, the Queen's Gals finished third. They never seemed
to recover from their bad luck at the meet the week before where they

were plagued with falls, disqualifications, and the disadvantage of

having only four members out of six present. The fourth place stan-

ding obtained there and the third this week pulled Queen's back to

third despite their clean sweep at the OWIAA's.
The disappointment of the women was alleviated by the victory of

the men. The men won the entire series this year. The women are

looking forward to a better performance next year.

Education Commission AAAS

Last Lecture Series

this week with

Dr. AJ. Coleman
Head of the Mathematics Dept.

Make plans to hear what Dr. Coleman will

have to say in his "last lecture," this Thur-
sday, 7.30 pm Ban Righ Common Room.

Everyone is welcome - Coffee is served!

APPLICATIONS

ARE REQUESTED by

5:00 o'clock MARCH 8th

for the following positions:

Commissioners:

A.M.S.

internal Affairs

External Affairs

Education

Campus Activities

Services

Secretary of AMS

Speaker of Outer Council

Q.S.A. Director

Submit all written applications

to the AMS Office, Students

Union . Interviews to be

arranged later.

THE
ASUS LECTURE

R.D. LAING
Psychiatrist, Philosopher, Artist, Humanist

GRANT HALL
Thursday, March 7, 9:30 p.m.

No Admission Charge
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World: Watergate jury charges Mitchell
WASHINGTON - A federal grand
jury has indicted H. R,

Haldeman, John Erlichman, and
John Mitchell, once the high

command in President Nixon's

Administration, along with four

others. They are charged with

conspiring and lying to impede
the Watergate investigations.

The grand jury also indicted

Charles Colson, former counsel to

the President, Robert Mardian,
Gordon Strachan, and Kenneth
Parkinson.

The indictment alleged that

the seven concealed and
destroyed evidence and offered

executive clemency, leniency,

and hush money to the Watergate
burglars. The grand jury charged
Mitchell on six counts and
Haldeman and Ehrichman on

five counts each.

Haldeman has been charged
on one count for lying alx)ut a

conversation that he had with the

President and John Dean. The
grand jury has a tape of the

conversation which would seem
to corroborate Dean's account of

the meeting.

The grand jury has also

handed down a secret report

which may contain evidence

regarding President Nixon. This

evidence has been sought by the

House Judiciary Committee in its

investigation of the grounds for

impeachment of the President.

The report was given to Judge
Sirica who is expected to decide

whether to make the material

available for the committee.

LONDON - Neither the Con-

servatives nor Iho 1/abor Party
won a clear majority in last

Tuesday's general election in

Britain although Labor has a

slight edge pver the Con-
servatives.

The final standings were
Labor 301, the Conservatives 296,

Liberals 14 and others 24. Others
includes seven Scottish
Nationalists, the most seats they
have ever held, two Welsh
Nationalists, an Ulster Catholic

Social Democrat and eleven
hard-line Ulster Unionists.

In the past the Unionists have
sided with the Conservatives but

with Heath pushing for a more
balanced political structure in

Northern Ireland that would give

Catholics more power, the

Protestant Unionists have ten-

ded, recently, to split with

Westminister Tories.

Inspite of being out num-
bered by Labor, Prime Minister

Heath has decided to try and
form a coalition government,
probably by working out an

arrangement with Jeremy
Thorpe's Liberals and the
Unionists.

The popular vote was Con-

servatives 38 per cent, Labor 37

per cent and Liberals 19 per cent.

The Liberal vote was more than

twice what they got in 1970 though
their seats fell far short of

reflecting this support.

TEL AVIV - Israeli Prime
Minister Golda Meir has resigned
as head of the Israeli govern-

ment. Meir's announcement
came as a complete surprise to

the Labor government.
Meir has been unable to forge

a broad coalition since the last

Israeli elections. Her greatest

setback came when former
Defence Minister Moshe Dayan
refused to join her minority

government on the grounds that

it would be ineffectual and that

the liost thing for Israel would be
the holding of new electionB.

PARIS A Turkish Airlines DC-10
on a flight from Paris to l/mdDn
crashed north of Paris killing all

344 persons afxjard. It is, by far,

the worst crash in aviation

history.

Two hundred of the victims

were British citizens who would
have taken other flights to

London except for a strike by
engineers at London's Heathrow
Airport. The passengers had been
rebooked from flights by British

Airways.

Witnesses say that the plane
was on fire and exploded before it

hit the ground. It is not believed

that anyone on the ground was
hurt.

COLUMBUS, Ga. - Lieut. William

Calley, the only man convicted

for the My Lai massacre of

Vietnamese civilians, won
temporary freedom after ap-

pearing before a civilian judge.

Calley made a dramatic plea on

his own behalf before U.S.

District Court Judge Robert
Elliot. Calley had been convicted

three years ago for murdering at

least 22 South Vietnamese
civilians.

Judge Elliot said after the

2'/2-hour hearing that Calley had
been a model prisoner and that

this was his only conviction. In

Galley's petition, his lawyers
argued for his release, and said

that he had been deprived of

certain constitutional rights.

Considerable controversy had
been stirred by Galley's original

conviction since many people felt

that he had been used as a
scapegoat for the atrocity. <

CANTANIA, SicUy (AP) - A
Cantania court has postponed an

api>«5al Ifjal ififlffiujtely Ixitiauw;

authorities cannot find the

defendant The court decidfcd on
the [Kistpfjnement after ptAice

reported Andrea di Nicola,
serving a rw-year term on a

murder charge, had fxicn "U/at"

in prison red tape, Thiey said di

Nicola spent Sfjme time in Sar-

dinia, but was transferred after a

protest demonstration, and no
one seems to know where he wag
transferred to.

COLUMBUS, Ohio - Attorney-

General William Brown of Ohio
says he will appeal the refusal of

Cuyahoga County court to order
three chemical companies to

remove mercury from Lake Erie.

Mr, Brown's suit against Dow
Chemical of Canada, Dow
Chemical Co, of the U.S. and
BASF Wyandotte asked the court

to order them to remove the
mercury from I^ke Erie or pay
$10-million to the state to clean it

up. Although he refused to order
this, the Judge enjoined BASF
and Dow of Canada from
discharging mercury into any of

the tributaries of Lake Erie.

WASHINGTON- The U.S. has
appointed a new Ambassador to

Ottawa, William Porter, a 59-

year-old career diplomat from
the U.S. Foreign Service.

The broad, overriding ob-

jective of Mr. Porter's assign-

ment will be to encourage
Canada to take a larger, more
aggressive role in world affairs.

It has become apparent
lately that the U.S. feels that

Canada is unwilling to live up to

its full ecnomic and political

jx)tential and has been ducking
what the U.S. feels are Canada's
duties to NATO and various

peace-keeping forces, most
notably the force in Vietnam.

Canada: National oil company promised
OTTAWA- The second session of

the 29th Parliament opened
Wedne.sday with a Speech from
the Throne which bought a little

more time for the Liberal
minority government but broke
little new ground in any area of

government endeavor.

The major topic covered by

he .speech was proposals to

increa.se farm production by
providing guaranteed loans for

farmers, advance payments for

crops and incentives to increase

livestock produf:tion,

Th<: {arm profxjsals gained
NDP supfjfjrt and thus ensured

Ihc survival of the government at

least until .spring.

Another piece of promised
legi.slation, the formation of a

national petroleum corfMjration,

obtained mixed supfxjrt, 'ITie

NDP says that it will supfxjrt the

legislation only if it includes the

tak'rover of at least one major
multi-national oij company. The
Liberals, at the moment, are

resisting this Kugg<«tion 'I'he

fX'troleum corporation proposal,

and most other pro(x<sals, were
v/orded vaguely enough that they
wiTe abl" to obtain g»,Tieral NDP
ijpfK^r' ihe Liberals in the

' oming of the Speech,

The vote on the speech from
the Throne is the first non-

confidence vote a government
faces each session.

KELOWNA, B.C.- The B.C.

Teachers Federation will uige

the B.C. Government to initiate a

major teacher recruiting

program in Ontario this spring.

According to the Federation

president as many as 5,000

vacancies are expected in the

B.C. school system within the

next three years which cannot be

filled with graduating teachers

from B.C. universities.

British f,'olumbia will need to

bring in 1,400 t(;achers this fall

alone, with an incr(!asing numt)er
needed in ensuing years. Ac-

cording to the Federation
president there are 2,000

unemployed teachers in the

ToronU) area alone.

TOItONTO The Toronto
Argonauts have been sold for $.'),3

million to a group headed by
William Hodgson, president of

Skyline Hotels Ltd.

Tfie Argos, the most finan

cially successful franchise in the

CFL, was owned by John
Hassctt, former own(T of the

Toronto T«!legram. Mr. Bassett

had been of accused of conflict of

interest by other CFL owners
after he expressed an interest in

obtaining a World Football

League franchise for Toronto, so

a week ago last Thursday he

offered the Argos for sale, for $3.3

million, to any buyer the CFL
couJd find.

Government Spending
1974 - 1975 (Est.)

DEFENCE

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

This chart shows the per dollar spending of major government
departments during the next fiscal year. The total amount to be spent is

122,023,000,000 (over $22-billion) vi/ith the largest share, $6,854,000,000 or

31.2 per cent, going to Health and Welfare.

a
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AMS specific fee

increased to $8.20
by Sarah Yarnell

The specific fee wiiich all

students pay to the AMS was
increased to $8.20 by a vote of 42-

10 (including proxy votes) at

Monday night's AMS General
Meeting.

The original motion called
for a near doubling of the fee

from $5.30 to $10.50. It was
amended to $8.20.

The figure of $10.50 came
froin Mary Bloos' "How to Lose
a Million" report, presented to

the AMS last fall. It recom-
mended hiring the AMS
President and Queen's En-
tertainment Agency director on a
full-time basis.

The new executive members,
Tony Wolman, Peter Druxerman
and John Gray do not plan to hire

anyone full-time, but propose to

use the money in other ways. As
outlined in a rough budget for

1974-75, they want to give the

Business Administrator a raise in

keeping with the standard salary

scale, according to Vice-
President (Operations) Peter
Druxerman. The team also

proposed to spend $15,000 to bring
guest speakers to Queen's, and
plans to increase the clubs'^

grants.

AMS President Wolman
emphasized that the rough
budget was "only a priorities

outline". He wants to "give Outer

Council the chance to use the

increase the way they want."

Former Internal Affairs

Commissioner Keith Marshall
contended that there was
"nothing new or innovative" in

the outline to justify the near
doubling of the fee. He feared

that too much money would
discourage careful spending.

Druxerman insisted that

extra money would be returned to

the students as a dividend or used

to build a "safe capital account".

Several people protested that

the ammended increase could be
put through by only 42 students
from a university of 9000. One
who objected, Rector Gary
Gannage, announced he would
gather the 100 signatures
necessary to bring the matter to a

special General Meeting.

Flash!
by Sue de vStcin

'Streaking' season was
declared officially open at

Queen's University late on

Wednesday night.

By definition, a 'streaker' is

one who streaks oudoors. The
only requirements: a 'birthday

suit' a smile, and usually, warm
weather.

At approximately 11.45 p.m.

two streakers, later identified as

the two founding members of the

Queen's Streaking team,
proceeded in a "westerly

direction" along Queen's
Crescent, according to un-

suspecting Victoria Hall

residents. In a communique
received, by CKWS radio, the

initiators of the streaking

movement at Queen's, extended

an invitation to all Queen's
c
•5 students to participate in

" celebrating the onset of streaking
o season.

I.I Miiard Field was also
witness to the celebrations of an
estimated 20 to 30 streakers,

much to the amazement of

onlookers, who expressed such
sentiments as "It was really

great!" According to Journal's

on-the-spot reporter. the
movement originated in McNeill
residence.

The streaking fad- has been
sweeping the US campuses. An
unidentified McNeill streaker
told the Journal, "We're trying to

keep up with the USA, and to beat

out everyone else north of the

border." According to this

spokesman, the streakers began
the evening by entertaining the

home crowd at Leonard Field,

proceeding eventually in groups
of 15 to Victoria Hall, in a "bir-

thday parade", as he termed it.

"The weather was perfect. It had
to be done sometime 1". he added.

"The Great ln(|uction

rue: a
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FridoYf March 8

10:30 a.m. - Dr. R. D. Laing will speak to the

Sociology department on, "Some Aspects of the

Family." in Rm. 517, Watson Hall.

2:30 p.m. - Demonstration in Grant Hall by

Shakuntala Devi, Indian-born math wizard of her

ability to compute any long, involved, arithmetic

computations. There is a $10 prize offered by the

Computing Centre to anyone who can stump the

expert.

7.15 and 9.00 p.m.- McArthur Movie for 99c in the

large lecture theatre. This week, a French

Canadian film, "O the Rape of a Sweet Young
Girl".

7:30 and 9:00 p.m. - Chronicles XXI: Excurial, by

Michael de Ghelderode, in Rm. 102, Old Arts

Building, Admission is free.

8:00 p.m. - GSS Film Club showing of "A Time to

Love, A Time to Die", from Remarque's novel, in

Ellis Hall.

8:00 p.m - A public meeting on Abortion and the

Canadian Criminal Code will be held in

McGillvary-Brown Hall, Earl St. at Barrie,

sponsored by the Kingston Women's Centre.

8:00 p.m. - Lecture on "Non-Verbal Com-
munication: Gestures, Postures, Attitudes, by Dr.

D. L. Canfield, U. of Southern Illinois, in Rm. 517,

Watson Hall.

8:00 p.m. - Eureka Creek Stomp, in Grant and
Kingston Halls, with Streetnoise. Admission is

$1.00.

This Weekend
Saturday - Ottawa Rally in defense of Dr.

Morgentaler and March on Parliament Hill to

repeal Abortion Laws. For information con-

cerning transportation to Ottawa, call the

Kingston Women's Centre at 542-5226.

Saturday - 3:00 p.m. - Opening of Spring Exhibition
'71, at Agnes Etherington Art Center, displaying

the works of artists of the region.

Saturday - 8:.30 p.m. - Interview with David Wiffen

and music from his album Coast to Coast Fever,

on CFRC.
Sunday - 8:00 p.m. - Queen's Drama Dept. Sunday
Workshop No. ri, in Convocation Hall. This week,
Peter Brook's Film of Marat Sade. Admission is

free.

Next Week
Monday - 7:.30 p.m. - Orientation Sessions for

students intending to take second year History

courses next year, in Rm. 517, Watson Hall.

Tuesday - 12:.''/} - 1 :30 p.m. - The "Munch But Don't

Crunch Your Lunch Bunch" is back. This week,

"The Great Debate", the Queen's Debating Team
in action, s<;cond floor, Union.

Tuesday - Faculty of Education Lecture in McAr-
thur Hall Auditorium at 3:30 p.m., with Jean
Vanier speaking on life on our society as it relates

to teaching.

Tuesday - 7:30 p.m. - Orientation Sessions for

students entering third and fourth years and
intending to take History courses next year, in

Rm. 517, Watson Hall.

Tuesday - 9.00 p.m.- Dept. of Film Studies Evening
Film Series presentation of "Red Desert"

(Michelangelo Antonioni, 1964), in Italian with

English sub-titles, in Ellis Hall.

Coming Soon

Wednesday - 1:30 - 5:30 p.m. - Symposium on Im-

munotherapy and Chemotherapy of Cancer, in

Etherington Hall Auditorium. Supported by the

Ontario Cancer Treatment and Research
Foundation and Continuing Education, Health

Sciences, Queen's. No registration fee.

Wednesday - 7:30 p.m. - Dr. J. J. Deutsch finishes

off this year's Last Lecture Series, in Ban Righ
Common Room.

Thursday - 8:30 p.m. - Dunning Hall concert, with

classic guitarist Siegfried Behrend. Sold out.

Thursday - 9:00 p.m. - Modem Dance Performance
in Convocation Hall with Queen's Dance Com-
pany. Also March 15 and 16. Tickets are $1.00,

students and $2.00 general.

Friday - 3:30 p.m. - Workshop conducted by the

internationally known guitarist Siegfried Behrend
in Dunning Auditorium.

Friday - 8:30 p.m. - Concert in Dunning Hall with

Siegfried Behrend and the Vaghy String Quartet.

Tickets are $2.25 general and $1.50 student from
the Art Centre.

Friday - Milk and Cookies Dance in Grant Hall with

three bands. Proceeds to go to Camp Outlook.

Pubs and Theatres

401 Inn - Fellowship

Commodore - Geddes Long and the Longfellows

Townhouse - Canadian Conspiracy

Frontenac - Finnegan's - Sandy Crawley
- Muldoon's - Tinker's Dam

Manor - Johnny Johpson and the Shamrocks

Capitol 1 - Paperback Hero
Capitol 2 - Ash Wednesday
Odeon - The Sting

llyland - The Long Goodbye
(;rand Theatre - 2:30 p.m., March 10, The Kingston

Symphony. Tickets at the theatre box office.

Domino Theatre - "Everything in the Garden", by

Gilles Cooper, 8:30 p.m. - March 7-9, 14-16, 21-23.

Tickets are $2.50 at the theatre or at Mahood's.

"Non-Verbal Communication:

Gestures, Postures, Attitudes"

Lecture and Discussion

by Professor D.L. Canfield

Southern Illinois University

Friday, March 8, 8 P.M. Room 517, John Watson Hall

The lecture, of particular interest to students of language and related

disciplines, will deal with kinesics, proxemics, and popular customs,

including categories of swearing indicated nonverbally.

Admission free

COMMERCE SOCIETY

YEAR EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS

Nominations for:

Year President

Secretary Treasurer

Athletic Stick

Social Convenor

Will be accepted outside Carl Lawrence's
office until 5 pm, March 15, 1974

ONE OF YOUR OWN
Students, instead of paying high rents,

why not buy your own house?

We have several homes
vi/ithin a stones throv/ of

Queen's which could be
purchased for as little as
$2,000 down and carry
forw/ard $250 a month. If

four of you purchased
jointly you'd only need $500

each. With Real Estate

trends the way they are
this would probably also

prove a very profitable

investment.

If you are at all interested give me a call.

Pat Hey, 544-9112 or 389-1808

Agent for SHEA REAL ESTATE

Journal needs sports writers

for the 1974-75 year

;^SCIENCE 75
)
FORMAL
.COMMITTEE '

I
'T T T '

PRESENTS I

EUEEKA
CHEEK
STDIvIP
MARCH 8, 1974

GRANT & KINGSTON
HALLS

FEATURING
8 PM

STREETNOISE

BEER 50(t

LIQUOR 75(t

ADM. $7
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AMS Board is expanded to

provide expertise, continuity
by Sarah Yarnell

The AMS Board of Directors was expanded
from three to six members at Monday night's

General Meeting.

The Board is now composed of AMS President

Tony Wolman; Vice-President (Operations) Peter

Druxerman; Marv Bloos, a member of last year's

Board; and Heino Lilies, a professor of corporate

law. One faculty position is yet to be filled.

In order to "get some expertise onto the

Board," the faculty members have been included,

according to Bloos.

The need for someone "whose interests won't be

identifed with those of Outer Council and who could

retain some sort of arm's length from the AMS"
resulted in the creation of the new student position

on the Board, he explained. Murray Girotti, a third-

year Meds student, was elected to this position at

the meeting.

To ensure there is continuity on the Board from
one year to the next, one student who served on it

the previous year, will be»elected to the Board,
according to Bloos. For this same reason, profs

may hold office for three years, with their term
renewable once, he stated.

In his end-of-year report, former AMS
President Steve Brereton demanded to know
whether the AMS is to be "a students' union or a

government or both?" "The future development of

the AMS as a viable students' union will depend on
the leaders' ability to seize upon the political im-
perative. As an entity itself, the AMS will never
attract the interest of the majority of students at

Queen's. Commitment and involvement of in-

dividuals wishing to see the affairs of the AMS
properly looked after will hopefully continue. At-

tention should, then, be focused on the educational

and social issues facing us."

Brereton contended that "the March 4th Annual
Meeting marks the end df 'The Year of the Crun-

ch'." The major thrust of the Executive's activities

has been to undertake a comprehensive internal

review of its own financial and consitutional

organization. The urgency of this study could not be

understated, given the precarious financial position

that was uncovered last spring.

"I can confidently say that much progress has

been made in solving our financial difficulties and
in streamlining our operating procedures."

In his report, outgoing Vice-President Bruce

Trotter spoke on the effects produced in correcting

the AMS' financial dilemna. "A lot of what this

administration has done is a series of reactions to

immediate financial problems. We have in sum-
mary attempted to clean house, and in doing so

have lost a lot of support from people who did not

fully comprehend the gravity of the situation."

Trotter continued, claiming that "for the AMS
to find its role on this campus it niust first decide

what the role of the university in society is. Only in

this way can it hope to have the right direction and
discover its place within the Queen's community."

Out-going Education Commissioner Marv Bloos

looked back to the fall when a motion was proposed

for the AMS to disband itself. He remarked that

nobody could argue against the idea, except there

was an undefined urge to carry on. "Unless the AMS
pulls itself up, it may have outlived its usefulness,"

Summer expansion of Bookstore

will improve service to students
by Mark Hayes

Improved service for

student's needs will be the result

if the planned expansion of the

Campus Bookstore is made,
claims Frank Gauchie, the

store's manager. The plans for

the expansion, now under con-

sideration by the University, call

for the removal of seldom-used
interview rooms situated directly

below the Bookstore in Clark

Hall's basement.
The expansion will add about

25 percent to the bookstore's

present floor space. Gauchie
feels this new area will be in-

valuable to the store in reducing

congestion, expecially on the

main floor, and in increasing

stocks of "convenience items"

which students have requested

through questionnaires
distributed in recent weeks by the

bookstore. These requests ranged
from contemporary fiction to

body suits to health foods.

The response to the

questionnaires was "damn good"
said Gauchie, but added that

nothing can be done until the

plans are approved. "I hope to

get an answer by early March, so

that the work can be finished

before summer school begins."

Gauchie estimated the total cost

of "definitely less than $15,000"

and promised that prices will not

be raised to cover the costs."

"We will be able to get back our

investment in the expansion in

increased volume", he stated. He
feels the operation is now just "a

bit too small for 9,000 students"

but proudly points out that the

Campus Bookstore has the lowest

prices of any university

bookstore in Canada.

A decision by the University

should be forthcoming sometime
this month. If you have any
suggestions as to what the

bookstore should do to improve
its service, don't hesitate to fill in

a questionnaire or talk to

someone in the store.

Battered children:

help needed for parents
by Cindy Hall

There is a great need for

more workable methods of

release and support for the

parent to turn to before
frustration and anger result in

child abuse or neglect, according
to panelists at a seminar on chUd
abuse held last weekend.

The discussion was spon-

sored by fourth year Nursing
Science students.

The panel pointed out that

community groups and
professional contacts (including

lawyers, pediatricians and
psychiatrists) may help parents
with their child problems.

,

The panelists included Dr.

Wherrett, a pediatrician at

Kingston General Hospital; Mrs.
Beale, a member of Parents
Anonymous from the' Ottawa

area; Mrs. Barton, a spokesman
for the Kingston Children's Aid

Society; and Mr. Dewhurst, a

lawyer specializing in family

law.

Panelists contended that

contradictory legal and medical

definitions of child abuse lead to

difficulty in taking precise action

against the parent who harms his

child physically, mentally or

sexually.

Several members stated that

there is a specific personality

trait in the parent which is most
likely to lead to child abuse. This

personality pattern might include

feelings of anxiety, frustration

and tension, residence in an
isolated area and a background
of child abuse by the parent's

parents.

Graphics prof

killed in car

accident
Engineering Graphics

professor John Starkey 59,

was killed Wednesday mor-
ning in a single-car accident

on Highway 2, six miles east of

Kingston.

Starkey was the lone
occupant of the vehicle when
the car skidded on the slippery

road surface and struck a

utility pole. He was ap-

parently on his way to work
from his home in Gananoque.

Applied Science Dean
Robert Uffen expressed his

deepest regrets at Starkey's

death. He sent condolences to

the professor's wife and two
children.

BITE THE ONE
YOU LOVE!

PIZZA

CHALET

Open 4 p.,m. daily

544-1227

PRINCESS at Barrie

JUG OF YOUR
FREE FAVOURITE

BEVERAGE

WITH EVERY TWO
STEAK DINNERS

Every Monday Evening
AUNT LUCY'S
RESTAURANT
TAVERN
Princess West at

Portsmouth

APPLICATIONS

ARE REQUESTED by

5:00 o'clock TODAY

for the following positions:

Commissioners:

Internal Affairs

External Affairs

Education

Campus Activities

Services

Secretary of AMS

Spealcer of Outer Council

Q.S.A. Director

Submit all written applications to the AMS
Office, Students Union. Interviews to be
arranged later.

YOU KNOW ABOUT THE BIRDS AND BEES
NOW LEARN ABOUT CARATS AND QUALITY

The size of a diamond is measured in carats.

But size doesn't always determine quality.

The cut must be perfect to bring out the lights

and fire of a diamond. The color must be white

to capture a rainbow of colors. You can depend
on us to explain all these differences . .

.

before you say "I do" to a diamond.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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Are your professor's techniques obsolete?
by Jennifer Grass

Are professors still em-
ploying the same notes and
procedures they used ten years

ago? Are television lectures

being effectively utilized? Is

teacher time efficiently

organized?

These are some of the con-

cerns which led to the formation
of an Ontario Program for In-

structional Development in 1972.

The program was initiated in

order to plan co-ordinate ex-

perimental work in this area and
to avoid the wasteful redundancy
of effort which has often occurred
in the past.

The latter is best emphasized
by the phenomenon of televised

lectures which became fairly

widespread by 1970. Duplication

of effort was consistently

discovered in this area. Instead

of lumping several sections of a

course together for TV lectures

and then breaking them down
into small tutorial groups,
several professors were often

simultaneously involved in

preparing the same material for

television.

The Committee of University

Affairs commissioned a study of

this area and the ensuing report,

entitled Television and
Technology in University
Teaching, indicated that mio^t-

institutions had blundered into

the employment of this technique

without a systematic analysis of

the rationale for using television

instead of other methods. The
report suggested that there was a

real need for people concerned
generally with the overall

strategy of the university system,

and particularly with how
resources are employed. It also

advocated the establishment of a

Centre for Instructional

Development. Sufficient funds

for a large scale operation were

USA to

probe GM
WASHINGTON (ZNS-CUPI) - An
American Senate subcommittee
has said it has obtained evidence
indicating that General Motors
has used its monopoly control of

the transportation industry to

prevent mass transportation

systems from being built in the

US.

One of the findings of the

subcommittee was that General
Motors not only dominates the

auto market, but makes 65 per
cent of all city buses, mr re than

per cent of engines for city and
inter-<.ity bui4<;s and mora than 80

per cent of all locomotives.

By manipulating production,

the Hulx-ommittee said GM can
literally control the tran-

H[Xjrtation market, making cars,

trains or buses available
defxmdinf^ on how attractive each

market looks to GM,
Ah an example, the sub

committee said, it apfxfars to be
in GM's interest to make and w;ll

more cars. One GM bu«, cfwtinfi

$40,000 could replace up to

$35f),WW worth of aut/<mobiles,

and .since GM controls the
prodwtion and sale of Mh cars
and buHCs GM can therefore

promote cars, because the
corni; / profits would be
high-

not available, and the centre was,
therefore, reduced in size and
scope.

Directed by Dr. Harold Good,

former Associate Head of the

Biology Department at Queen's,

the program is now based at 163

University Avenue, and since its

inception has been mainly con-

cerned with establishing
priorities. A workshop by that

name was held in November and
the most prominent features

discussed were the need for a

more precise enunciation of

objectives at all levels (in-

stitutional, course, lesson) and
for more diverse formats for

presentation of programs. The
necessity for a better system of

rewarding excellent teaching and
a more critical evaluation of

teachers and program were also

labelled as important issues.

The Ontario program does

not espouse any particular ap-

proach to education nor is it

concerned primarily with the

production of finished materials.

It is really designed to help im-

prove the process by which in-

structional materials are

developed on a day to day basis.

Although the program is intended

to facilitate the sharing of ex-

perience and materials among
Ontario universities, it should not

be considered as anything more
than a co-ordinating component
for instructional development.

The real field of action is the

individual campus, where the

ideas must be generated, applied

and evaluated.

Good is currently responsible

for handling all applications for

financial aid for work in this

field. A large numi>cr of requests

have already t>een received from
a variety of Ontario universities

and departments, fiomu of the

propcisals now l>eing developed
include a multi-university ap-

proach to design of an in-

troductory Psychology course, a

conference on methods of in-

Ktrur:tion in Kngine^ring w.hof^ls,

and development of a <;omput<fr

program for training S/jcial

Science students in collecting and
inter relating data

(i<H>d will refx^rt on other
activities of the program at

tomorrow's synpr^sium entitled

"Evaluating Alternatives in

University Teaching".

SCAD symposium
The Senate Committee on Academic Development is

sponsoring a symposium entitled "Evaluating Alternatives in

University Teaching" tomorrow at 9.30 a.m. in Ellis Hall
Auditorium.

The symposium is designed to provide students and faculty
with the opportunity to learn about some of the innovative ap-
proaches to teaching at Queen's and other university campuses.

STUDENTS: TAKE NOTE
Today is The Final Day

SENATE INVITES CAMPUS TO SUGGEST MEMBERS FOR VACANCIES
ON SENATE COMMITTEES

Vacancies will exist on Senate committees, starting

September 1st, 1974; the terms of office are for two years unless

otherwise stated.

Full-time members of faculty and full-time students in any
year are invited to apply for positions, and members of the

University community are invited to submit to the Secretary of
the Senate the names of those whose interests, knowledge and
experience seem to qualify them for such positions. Nominees
need not be members of the Senate, but should have a special

interest in the particular problems related to the responsibilities

of the committee. It would be helpful to the Senate Nominating
Committee, in selecting the most appropriate nominees, if the

special interests and talents of applicants or prospective

nominees were to be briefly described on the application form.
The Nominating Committee would also be willing to interview

any prospective nominee who might wish to appear before it.

.\pplications should be submitted to the Secretary of

the Senate TODAY.

For convenience, cut out the form below.

Vacancies
Committee
Academic Development
Academic Procedures

Agenda (must be Senators)

Appointment, Promotion, Tenure
& Leave

Campus Planning

Computing
Fine Arts & Public Lectures

Library

Operations Review (must be Senators)

Residences Board
Scholarships & Student Aid
Student Affairs

Men's Residences Board
Ban Righ Board
Tenure Appeal
Advisory Research (must be Senator)

University Council on Athletics

* 3-vear terms

Faculty

2

2

1

2 *

1

Student

2

1

1

PLEASE SUBMIT TO SENATE OFFICE, ROOM 225, RICHARDSONHALL
(Additional forms are available in the Senate Office)

Name suggested

-

Address

Faculty

Committee

Phone -

Department

.

.Year-Rank

.

Basis for suggestion

.

Signature.

TIIK FOLLOWING MAY BE COMPLETED BY PERSON WHOSE NAME IS SUGGESTED ABOVE
I would be willing to have my name considered for a place on

Brief statement of interest in Committee

-Committee.

I wish-do not wish to have an interview with the Committee.

Signature

Grey's Challenge To The Students

It iK witli :i great ili-al of concern that I offer a challenge to the

students of (Jueen'K to become ilire«'tly involved in university

Kludenl affairs for next year. Having received the student's

mandate in the past election we have just begun our work. I

ent ouriiKe you to seriously consider the positions available on

AMS and in Senate Committees.

It is important that you weigh your role in student govern-

ment. Benefits derived from being actively involved outside the

classroom give a great deal of satisfaction. What is now needed

is a responsible attitude taken towards the AMS by the students.

You see, it's one thing to sit back and appraise us (the new
executive), but it's an entirely different matter to get yourself

directly involved.

It's not only experience but energy and new ideas that we
are looking for. Don't allow a lack of working knowledge of these

positions to discourage you. We have the information and are

more than willing to discuHS the positions with you. We urge you

to get involved! -

John Gray, 544-1442 Tony Wolman. 547-6165.
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Decision: Fitness or Fatness
by Dave McCallum

"Obesity is a serious and common disease in

countries where food is plentiful and occupations

are primarily sedentary". Dr. John Stalker of the

Queen's Medical Faculty, speaking at a symposium

on "Fitness and Fatness' on Tuesday night, went on

to discuss the problem of obesity from a medical

point of view. Three other distinguished speakers,

each an expert on a different facet of the subject,

also contributed to the discussion.

Citing statistics. Stalker noted that men past

middle age who were 20 per cent overweight suf-

fered a one-third higher mortality rate than men of

normal weight. Aside from medical considerations,

he stressed there are psychological effects of being

overweight, especially in adolescents where
feelings of inferiority may often arise. Ten per cent

tof school children in our society are overweight and

60 per cent of men past middle age are overweight.

Obesity is more common in lower social strata

probably, Stalker thought, because of the relatively

lower cost of high carbohydrate food and the higher

cost of protein foods. He observed that he sees fewer

overweight patients today than when he first went

into practice and concluded that this might be due to

an increased awareness of the problem of obesity.

Dr. Donald W. Thomas, a psychologist from

Harvard, proffered conclusions he had gleaned

from his experiements with animals. He stated that

hunger and food intake is not regulated by the

stomach, but rather by certain brain centres. The
intake of food is controlled by a remarkable
regulating mechanism, for example, a rat force-fed

one day will automatically eat proportionally less

food the next day. This phenomenum is apparent in

humans, but it is less precise and is easily short-

circuited by external stimuli.

Overweight people tend to eat more in convivial

surroundings and often display what Thomas called

the clean plate syndrome, eating what is available

rather than what they need. Fat people are more
sensitive to external clues, but he stated that he
believed this was a consequence of obesity, not a

cause.

Thomas observed that people often junlp from
fad diet' to fad diet, losing and gaining pounds on a

regular basis, on what he called a rhythm method of

girth control.

The other two speakers were Dr. Mendez of

Penn State and Dr. M. A. Booth of the Queen's

School of Physical Education. Mendez cited

statistics from his experiments and discussed the

difficulties of methodology in the experimentation

with humans.
Bopth discussed obesity with a view to fitness.

He debunked vibrators and spot reduction and
emphasized a moderate and long term program of

fitness, stating that dieting and exercise ideally

should be combined.
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by Mark Hayes
Raya Danayevskaya looks

more like a matronly mother

than an outspoken leftist author

and philosopher, but at the lec-

ture presented by the Education

Commission on Sunday night she

left the fair-sized audience with

no doubt as to her knowledge. She

spoke with authority on the

development of Marxist thought,

and the situation of the world

today, as outlined in her recent

book "Philosophy and
Revolution."

"All inventions have ended

by endowing machines with in-

tellect and stultifying humans,"

stated Danayevskaya, and she

emphasized the importance of

the "new humanism" in today's

world. She stressed that all

property must be taken from the

people, or else after "the

Jean Vanier to address

B.Ed, students, faculty
Jean Vanier has been invited to address Education students and

faculty to reflect on life in our society as it relates to teaching.

From his base at L'Arche, north of Paris, France, where he lived

in a community of retarded adults and volunteer assistants, Vanier

travels to many parts of the world to meet and provide assistance to

handicapped and imprisoned people.

This will be Vanier's third visit to the Faculty of Education in the

four years he has been coming to Kingston to visit prisoners. He has
been in North America for about a month, visiting prisons, and
L'Arche type homes at Richmond Hill, Stratford, Winnipeg, Ottawa,

Apple Hill and Erie, Pennsylvania.

!

Vanier will be introduced by Principal Deutsch in McArthur Hall

j
Auditorium on Tuesday, March 12, at 3:30 p.m.

revolution" there will merely be

"another tyranny".
Danayevskaya also pointed

out the necessity for a "dual

rhythm" in revolution, on one

hand ousting the old regime, and
at the same time replacing it with

the new. l^nless these two goals

are achieved simultaneously, she

stressed, the new government'
will be no better than the original,

Commenting on education,

Leon Trotsky's former secretary

commented that "education
today prepares you well for the

12th century, but then you step

outside and find yourself in the

20th".
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letters to the editors

48 students can

overrule mo'iority

of 3000 voters
Dear Editors:

On Monday night the AMS held a general

meeting to decide on a number of matters of

which I'm sure the campus is aware by now from
today's Journal. Forty eight people were in

attendance. Small wonder considering the fact

that attending an AMS General meeting on a

rainy Monday night would, for the majority of

students here, be somewhat less appealing than

listening to a David Cassidy record with a skip in

it.

Unfortunately, these forty eight people, or

less than one half of one percent of the student

population, decided whethfer or not Tony
Wolman's executive was to be able to realize

their objectives as stated during the election

campaign. These objectives included primarily,

the solidification of the financial position of the

AMS and the bringing to campus next year 8

guest speakers of the Buckminster Fuller

variety. Wolman's ticket was the choice of the

majority of the almost 3000 students who voted

for the executive. Their decision to endorse

Wolman and his policies must be taken as an

indication of their desire to see these plans

brought into being. Now, however, this decision

is being reversed by a group of 48 who voted 26 to

22 to take nearly $20,000 of working capital from
the proposed AMS budget in 1974-75. The figure

now stands at $8.20 per student.

It would seem logical that the only way to

determine whether or not the students who don't

wish to listen to seemingly innumerable

speakers drone on, but who would like to have a

say as to how much they would be willing to give

the AMS in their specific fee, would be to nullify

Monday night's decision and put it to a

referendum. ($10.50 or no).

This suggestion undoubtedly will be argued
against by those who will hide the reality of the

situation behind the constitutional foppery of the

AMS which is the reason nobody showed up at

the meeting in the first place.

T. Collins

Prov politics

beyond realm

of AMS affairs
Dear Editors:

It is with some chagrin that I read the front

pag»; account in Tuesday's .Journal of last

'ITiursday's AMS Outer Council meeting. It was
t.hr; last meeting of the old Outer (>;uncil. As it

should be, it was sort of a clean-up meeting -

finishing off old business and preparing for the

nf;w term. From the .Journal's account I noticed

that they did much the same thing that last

yi-.Hr'n outgoing Outer Ojuncil did; they felt the

urge U) »ix)Ul som<; swial comment in the name
of the Queen's student ixxiy.

Last year at the final meeting the current

fXjIilical issue at the federal level was the I/cDain

'>)mmi8sion's It<;[X;rt on the illegal use of drugs.

'Hie AMS Outer <'>)uncil decided that they .should

come out in favour of marijuana, which they did.

Many students, myself in(;lud»;d, felt that they

were totally out of their depth in claiming that

Queen's was in favour of the illegal u.se of driigs,

'ITiis year the federal n<>cia\ issue is th<; new
World Football I>;ague, To quote thr; .Journal,

"Outer f,'ouncil enthusiastically supported a

motion that requested the AMS President to

f orid'Tfiri professionalism in Canadian sport and
u, ohject to the WFL's planned move into

Canada. The motion called for letters to be filed

with the government, OFS and breweries which
sponsor professional .sports events." I have no
idea what prompted the AMS to condemn
professional sport. I would think that the vast

majority of the students at Queen's enjoy wat-

ching the Ti-Cats, the Maple Leafs or the Expos.
The AMS has no mandate whatsoever to

represent Queen's on an affair of entirely social

substance unless they are explicitly directed to

by their constituents-us. I would like to think that

the Outer Council does not take its lead from
Scott Young and Dick Beddoes of the Globe and
Mail. Furthermore, writing derogatory letters to

the breweries I consider tantamount to

sacrilege. Queen's has few better friends than

Molsons and Labatts who each have represen-

tatives here and to spit in their eye is just plain

stupid.

From the same story I gathered that Outer

Council is sending a telegram to Premier
William Davis congratulating him on the

removal of Jack McNie as Minister of Colleges

and Universities and replacing him with James
Auld, "In hopes that the new minister may take

into account student views." I seem to recall that

the AMS not too long ago sponsored a fee to

protest the Davis administration in relation to

the raising of tuition fees. (The tuition fees did

not decrease and in all probability will increase

in the next couple of years.) If any telegram

should have been sent at all it should have been

sent to the new Minister to congratulate him on

his new appointment and maybe butter him up a

bit. I don't think that any telegram should be sent

at all. While it is nice to provide CN Telecom-

munications with business I doubt whether Davis

gives two hoots how Outer CouncU likes his

political maneuvers unless of course Outer

Council is a staunch Conservative organization

which I doubt. I should think that the AMS has

more important things to do than to dabble in

provincial politics unless the student body
reflects a dire need of this sort of diversion. If

our own house was indeed clean I could un-

derstand this but I rather suspect that there is a

bit of dust in the comers yet so we should tend

our own fires before we become social

authorities. But then again I suppose that even
Ann Landers has her own problems too.

Yours kindly

Dave Tupper

And yet another

angle to the

"great debate"
Dear Editors,

We feel compelled to tell you how thoroughly

needled we were by the 'Findlay's Sport Shop'

Ad run in your Feb. 26 issue. As co-chairmen of

the P.I.N.E. (Positive Images for Nature's

Edifices) Committee's sub-committee for

hysterical letters, we have been instructed by

our membership to inform you of their wild in-

dignation over the blatently exploitive use of

Pine trees in your shameful photograph! Aside

from the fact that the trees shown are bent into

indecent and provocative poses, the placing of

the man in the foreground is only one more
example of the subliminal psycho-.socjal ex-

ploitism that we trees have been sufferiilgsince

time began. We demand that whoever was
respf)nsible be given the axe.

Justification

called for
l)< ;\r [';(litors:

What prompts the immaturity and idiocy

displayed in Vic Hall on Saturday night? .Several

'gentlemen" disposed of most of the available

toilet paper on several floors by dumping it in the

toilets. Why do some people insist on having an

enjoyable Saturday night at wjme/jne elwj's

expense? I feel these gentlemen displayed a lack

of consideration and a great deal of rudeness.

•Should they have any justification for their

actions, I would be interested in knowing what it

is.

Jenny Ix>well

of a wid** ranut- t/l htudfiii

print thfm. ii«-gardlf»t

provokf thought, thfy are
they provokf laughttrr ilk

po*e. In a slalfmi-ni of (x^li

Ihf t*ditori» of Ihifc pap»-f sU
a littk humour to iltt pagt
extend lhankk to our letter

the material. Thank you 1

##

Instruction guide

for letters

to the editors
Dear Editors,

I would like to present writers to "Letters to

the Editors" and all those attempting letters

with a basic instruction guide which will make
their creation a great success.

IiTstruction guide

A) When writing a letter to the Journal you
must choose a topic of great social import like

how many hair dryers are working in the PHE
complex or where the paddleball sign-up sheets

are currently located. I am sure you can find

something on this level to write about but if not

see instruction (B).

B) Pick up a copy of the Queen's Journal:

there must be something in there to discuss,

(hint: don't forget to read the advertisements).

Ah ! There it is, in the very comer, a picture of a
nude skier. What an earth-shattering topic you
have found. Congratulations.

C) NEVERSIi) Never read the backpage of

the Journal or any newspapers or magazines
which have penetrated the great Queen's wall.

They're all fiction anyway. 2) Never write on
anything to do with the world situation, or the

state of affairs in Canada, Ontario, or even
Kingston. Remember Queen's is a community
all by itself, and who cares about the rest of the

world anyway.
D) I am sure by now you have composed

your letter. Don't be afraid to send it. It's

probably got what it takes to be a "Letter to the

editors" in the Queen's Journal. Note: don't send

it to Gulden Words. The editors over there won't

print it; those dumb engineers don't know
relevance when they see it.

E) FoUow-up: you're not finished yet. As
with any great idea, you must be prepared to

defend it. Read the next issue of this Journal. Oh
know ! ! Just what you were afraid of somebody

has criticized your masterpiece; and look at that

language and those phrases. Don't cry or throw a

temper-tantrum this is your big challenge.

Scan the letter very carefully, looking for

mistakes. Forget the ideas presented, he has

criticized you. There it is! In line 6 he has used a

comma instead of a semi-colon. Now, get out

your pocket Oxford and search for the congest

words you can find. Put them all together in the

most cutting fashion to completely destroy him.

Don't forget to be verbose and don't forget to use

the pages of the Queen's Journal as a forum for

your "great debate". You must show the battle

of wits to your peers and what a more inex-

pensive medium than the Queen's Journal.

You've finally won the argument or he has

worn out the pages of his dictionary. You can't

remember what the argument was, never mind,

that's not important, you are a successful writer

to "letters to the editors".

Sincerely,

Steven Zelikovitz

(Eng) Physics '75

P S If anylx)dy would like to criticize this in-

structional guide, please phone me, the number

is in Who's Nowhere, Queen's University 10

miles from the North Pole.

I':d note: Letters to the editors of the <)ueen's

.lournal have a habit of representing, to some

degree, the inleresls, priorities, and Nenliments
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Queen's Crescent may close for Agnes extension

OuMn't Unlvorsity

Agn»i Elh«fir>gton

Art Centra Addition

Marshall Merretl StaM
Elliott Mill Rosa
Archllocta

Site Plan

by Hob IVIulrie

Detailed plans for a xouth-

ward extension of Agnes
Etherington Art Centre, which
include the closing of Queen's

Crescent to through vehicular

traffic highlighted the February
meeting of the university Sen-

tate.

In the proposal, the extension

to Agnes Etherington, financed

entirely by the Canadian
government, will provide for

extended galleries and studios for

a new federally-backed Art
Conservation Course. The course

is to focus on the preservation

and restoration of works of art

and was previously approved by
Senate.

Senate gave its blessings to

the extension plans but approval

came contingent on negotiations

with the city towards closing

Queen's Crescent to vehicular

traffic. The crescent would be

closed Irom the north went
corner of Han Kighi Hall U> Aitxjrt

Street and openf^d only in the fall

to allow vehicular acc«»K tf>

Vict<jria Hall for people moving
in.

The city has already agreed
that Queen's Crescent might Irx;

closed but actual approval will

come only after a study of traffic

flows along the crescent Most
traffic along the street is

pedestrian.

Also included in the approved
recommendation was a site study

to determine a location for a

recital hall. There is a possibility

that it might be included in plans,

for a new structure to replace the

present Agnes Art Centre which
is a temporary building. It is

scheduled for demolition at an
unspecified future date.

By specific agreement, the

remainder of the lawn in front of

the Art Centre is to be preserved.

Senate meeting:

]Norkhad lightened for

B, Education students

Present study on library squeeze
A study of the impact of insufficient funding on

the Queen's University library system begun last

fall was presented to the Senate at its meeting last

week. The report included recommendations for

coping with the worst effects of the present financial

situation.

One of the offshoots of the government's

previous refusal to increase funds to universities

was to catch university libraries in a severe

financial squeeze. On one side, library incomes had
to be held constant or even lowered while inflation

and currency depreciations have caused library

costs to soar.

According to the Senate Library Committee
which prepared the report, inflation during the past

year on some items has caused as much as a 30

percent increase in costs. The depreciation of the

dollar relative to European currencies, according to

Assistant Librarian T.D. Phillips, has caused

European acquisitions to cost significantly more.

One of the hardest hit in the library squeeze has

been the Health Sciences Branch Library. Ac-

cording to Psychology professor T.J. Boag, the

Health .Sciences iJbrary has been suffering for

some time. He told the Senate that it has reached to

the point where the School of Medicine is severely

impaired by the inadequate quality of its library

resources.

noted that "We are heading into a period when a

significant decline in the quality of the library as a

resource is going to be unavoidable". The
devastating effects on the Health Sciences Library

could very well be applied to the entire system.

The committee felt that, in the present financial

circumstances, they could only hope to cope with

mitigating "the worst effects" of the financial drain

on library resources.

The first committee recommendation called on
the Senate not to establish a new academic
program, centre, school or institute without first

providing financial resources for the necessary

library acquisitions.

It was noted that many of the special studies

and institutes at the university have private

government funding and that allocations to the

library should be made from those private sources.

Librarian D.A. Redmond pointed out that at times

as many as three members of the library's staff are

searching bibliographies for these centres and
institutes.

Another recommendation will allow the library

to charge users for specific services rendered. Such
services would include in depth bibliographic

research. These charges would be similar to those

received by research and computing assistants in

that they would be paid out of research funds ex-

The rftfxjrt of the Senate Library Committee ternal to the university's main budget.

Beginning in September,
students entering the Bachelor of

Education program will find

their workload easier after a

general revamping of

requirements approved by the

Senate last week.

There has been some concern

in the faculty for the heavy work-

load imposed by the present

program. Two new provisions in

the faculty are aimed at

alleviating "some of the distress

regarding the number of formal

contact hours".

First, students will only be
required to take one and a half

courses per year in Educational

Foundations, and in Curriculum
and Instruction, instead of the

usual two.

Second, a half-course to be

called Professional Skills, will be

instituted, incorporating those

skill elements of generic
professional importance. The
new program will replace the

overlapping Curriculum Design

and Measurement and
Evaluation programs and will

separate out the subject-specific

methodologies.

The current Bachelor of

Education program has been in

use since 1968. From the
beginning it was envisioned that

as faculty members and students

became familiar with the reality

of the program in operation,

revisions would be made in light

of that experience. It is only now,
after two years of study and six

years of experience, that changes
are being made.

An important feature of the

new program will be the in-

creased freedom for students

who wish to choose among the

several disciplines represented in

educational foundations. Present
regulations gave psychology and
philosophy upper most im-
portance for all students in the

faculty. However it was found
that the scope of courses in

educational foundations have
increased significantly and that

interdisciplinary courses and
courses incorporating
psychology features are
becoming more common.

A Committee on a New
Comprehensive Pattern is one of

the bodies charged with the long-

range planning.

Canada's Largest and Best-Known Record Store

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$AVE AT $AMS
... we couldn't prevent our suppliers from raising

their prices, but vi/e have increased our discounts to

Queen's students.

EXTRA discounts are now available on all regular

and imported LP Stock, as well as Blank and Record
Tapes & Record & Tape Accessories.

There is a catch-You MUST ASK for yourdiscount

BEFORE sale is rung through register and you

MUST be able to show valid proof of enrollment.

NOTE: 15'-., IN STORE «. ADVERTISED SPECIALS
ARE EXCLUDED FROM THIS OFFER

187 PRINCESS ST. ^^^^pm"'"'

(KINGSTON ONTARIO fridayB

^ WM

Ski Apparel

and accessories

Skis by

Olin, Dynastar, Rossignol

Squash and Badminton Equipment

Training Suits

10% OFF TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

^ COttOn'iTjT""""'^ 399 PRINCESS STREET,

iff\jr\frW\^\i if^^ 1 KINGSTON K7L 1B9

^JfJ^jM \t \^J^JJ\S \J TELEPHONE 544-1066
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Solo Cello Recital

Gusto combined with musicianship
by Robert Cracknell

We were never in any doubt

on Monday night that we were in

the presence of a great musician.

Janos Starker dominates his

audience, demanding from them
utter attention. To be able to do

this within the natural limitations

of an unaccompanied instrument

is the mark of greatness. Bach's

'Cello suites (of which we heard

the C minor and C major)' do not

make easy listening - except

perhaps for other cellists, who
like to hear their problems
shared. There is the overall fact

that even in a master's hands the

tonal and dynamic range of the

instrument is acutely limited.

More important in these

works is the fact that rarely is

more than one voice at a time
ever operant. Bach wrote full

dress fugues for unaccompanied
violin, but none for 'cello. Given
the ever contrapuntal tendency of

even Bach's single-voice writing,

it is very easy to lose one's

bearings, both rhythmically and
harmonically (I do not suggest

that these two issues can be
consideired apart) )So much has
to be done by implication. The C
minor Sarabande, for instance,

generates from rhythmic
regularity an extremely complex
harmonic structure. (To call the

movement "Short and
unassuming", as did the other-

wise impeccable programme
note, is to suffer from the

musicological tic of looking at the

notes rather than listening to

them). In the first four bars

alone, four tonal centres are

explicitly established, and others

implied.

Despite these difficulties.

Starker made no concessions to

the listener- the phrases were

stated, to be sure, but not gushed

over, a la Tortelier. His biggest

sound was not huge, but the

contrasting piano was magically

quiet, shaded with infinite care.

Starker maintained a respectful

distance between himself and the

music - to call this coldness would
be to confuse gusto with

musicianship. One iconoclastic

quibble: he seemed not to

produce full tone on the lower

strings (non-cognoscenti might
have been tempted to call the

sound scratchy at times).

However, this alarming trait all

but disappeared in the second

half.

records

Bruce Springsteen
The Wild The Innocent and The E-Street Shuffle; Bruce Springsteen

by Paul Luke
If you ever get the feeling that a lot of popular music is getting to

be a wee bit too predictable, if you're fed up with rock's pseudo-
eccentrics and false phenomena and just want some good - although be
forewarned, not easy listening-music you might try Bruce
Springsteen. His music is a raucous explosion of sounds and words
that incorporates conventional forms - rhythm and blues, jaz and rock
without ever surrendering to any of them. Springsteen's refusal to be
locked into one homogeneous melodic structure, arrangement or time
signature within the confines of a piece is that which makes him so

instantly recognizable - and delightful. His music is technically

irreproachable but is played with abandon and ferocity. The major
elements of the sound are the pounding, disturbingly melodic
keyboards of David L. Sancious and the guitar of Springsteen himself,

strongly reminiscent of Randy California in its greasy lizard lines.

On his first _^album "Greeting from Asbury Park, N.J."
Springsteen's voice appeared as an unashamed chUd of Dylan and
Morrision. Well, those two parents and that early nasal inclemency
are barely perceptible memories now as Springsteen becomes a vocal

stylist in his own right. Springsteen is not much interested in precise

elocution. His is not a singing voice so much as it is a gasping mumbly
aural entity that sounds always on the verge of puking as it smashes
through phrases, gulps down notes and fights for control over the

band.

Lyrically Springsteen's grown up too, slimming down and
dispensing with the verbose cleverness and artifice that occasionally

bothered his first album. He's gained some confidence in his writing,

he can now nail down a mood in a couple of lines where it took a couple
of verses before.The exuberance and elation of that first album are
still present but the early levity of approach is now laced with themes
of more serious inclinations. "The album as a whole deals with life in

the, streets of New York and as an ode to urbania picks up where
Sebastian's "Summer in the City" left off. Springsteen even waxes
romantic on not a few of the numbers, which for him is sometimes
understandably just another name for sensual gluttony, as in "4th of

July Asbury Park (Sandy)" he recommends "Chasing factory girls

underneath the boardwalk-Where they all promise to unsnap their

jeans." Throughout the album he hangs an uncanny balance between
his growing worldliness and his guileless sense of fun.

On the Wild the Innocent and the E-Street Shuffle kid wonder
Springsteen has taken a big bound forward. Some of his languishing

predecessors like Mr. Dylan could afford to give this record a listen.

Springsteen is so good it hurts, and unlike him, they stopped hurting a
long time ago.

Kodaly's Suite for unac-
companied 'cello demands a

more personal approach than

does Bach, ?ind Starker 's was one
of deep commitment. Through
his many years of acquaintance

with, and several recordings of,

this rarely-heard masterpiece.

Starker has made it very much
his own. He has achieved a

profound understanding of the

interplay here between folk-

music and more formal
elements: the delicate thread of

melody in the middle movement,
for instance, was perfectly set off

against its pizzicato ac-

companiment. I say little of the

prodigious technical difficulties

here, simply because the per-

formance made them quite

unimportant.

In his master-class earlier on

Monday, Starker had talked

about the importance of a player

setting the highest of standards

for himself; his playing
demonstrated the value of that

attitude more clearly than any
words, even his own, could do.

Dance of the Happy Shades by Alice Munro is a collection of

short stories revolving around a fairly narrow range of per-

sonality types though involving many diverse characters.

The subject matter is universal in scope - life maturity, the

affirmation of self, loss of innocence, and death. While oc-

casional brilliance of perception is evident in her treatment of

these subjects, the contrived understatement does not flow

naturally from either the subject matter or the author's style.

The author's strong point lies in her characterization -

children with the precosity and awareness of Little Scout in To
Kill a Mockingbird, impassioned adolescents undergoing the

pangs of first love or initiation into the sexual experience ; older

women coping with the death of parents or the crumpling of the

worlds they have constructed. Though primarily centred around
women and taken from a woman's perspective, Monro's book
has much to offer on a wider personal level.

The theme of living through the fact of one's own death to a

fuller awareness of life is explored in this collection, as is the

theme of our alone-ness in the face of all human emotion, and in

the face of life itself.

With its many positive qualities as well as its negative
features this book remains worthwhile reading not only in itself

but as a further example of a gradually developing artistic

awareness within Canada.

Anne Cronin

Queen's
University

Kingston
Ontario

THE FACULTY OF EDUCATION

The Bachelor Of Education Program
Representatives from the Faculty of Education

will be pleased to meet with interested

students in Dupuis Hall Auditorium on

Thursday, March 14, 1974 at 4:00 p.m. to

outline the B.Ed, program for 1974-75 and to

answer any questions concerning a career in

teaching.

AtMCOOMAiO'S
VOU CAM BiA

Jl

McDonalds

McDonald's

277 BATH ROAD
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unclassifieds

WARNING: Bc prepared to come and
hear Dr. J. Deutsch give the last of

the Last Lectures for this year.

Wed. March 13, 7:30. Ban RIgh
Common Room.

LOST: on Tues. night between
Princess St. and Ellis Hall, a sum
of money. If you found it please

phone John. 546-1437. Reward.
A BEAUTIFUL, SEXY, clean,

modern 3 bedroom apt. on Alfred

St. near Johnson, can be yours to

sublet for any part of the summer.
Semi-furnished. Cheap. Call Don,
544-7071 ; Dave, 544-7984; Cam, 544-

7040.

COAAPLETELY FURNISHED, one
bedroom apt. in EIrond, to sublet

May 1-Sept. 1. Fully equipped
kitchen (cookware, cutlery, etc.),

linen, 19" TV! Private balcony,

quiet, cool summers, north and
south exposures. 544-3394.

PHOTO IMAGE has a complete range
of technical photographic services

including custom black and white
developing and printing and
ektachrome processing at new
competitive prices. 48 hour service

or less available on most orders.

Call us at 544-7770 for more in-

formation or drop in at 33 Brock St.

2-BEDROOM APT. AVAILABLE May
1st. 15 minutes from campus. $135

per month. Phone 544-3049.

TO SUBLET: on King St. E., APT.
close to downtown and
campus. Modern kitchen, 4

bedrooms. Call Roy 544-7507, or

Geoff 544-7509.

FRIENDS, ACQUAINTANCES, and
lovers of Miss Ann Elizabeth

Lumsden are pleased to announce
the passing of the aforementioned
into her 22nd year, the beginning of

her 3rd decade, the coming of age
... in other words the old girl is

celebrating her 21st birthday (but

who's counting!!). Happy Bir-

thday Ayn; love Clark, Snowdon,
Snake, Button, Loosely, J.B., Turd
James, Slater, and last but not

least The Curry Man!
FOR RENT: 4 bedroom house - wall

to wall carpeting, livingroom,

playroom, 15 minutes from
campus. Available May 1. $225 per

month. Phone 544-0166.

"OH, DON'T CRY Hatter - just

because you have to' wait a whole
364 days for your next birthday!!

Hope your day was a happy one."
Toes and Flo.

WANTED: 3-5 bedroom apartment or

house for next year. Would ap-

preciate it if you have (or know of)

one. Please contact Elwin 544-7494

or Steve 544-7517.

LOST: one brown leather key fold last

Friday evening. If located please

phone Mike at 544-4490. Very
important!

WOULD YOU LIKE 1 month's free

rent on a 3 person apt? You may
sign over a year's lease May 1st, or

sublet for the four summer months
and gel one months rent free. Apt.

is close to campus and all utilities

are included. Phone 544-6579.

LOST: ONE PEEVISH COW: Last

seen in the area of Union Street

running away from a loose woman
muttermg something about et-

chrng needles. If found please

return immediately to Natalie's

zoo. This is a matter of life or

death.

OVATION standard ballad guitar with
case, for sale. Also Epiptionc

guitar with case. Speakers:
Electrovoice 4" woofer, 2" tweeter
and criferian 8" woofer, 2"

tweeter. All excellent condition

and low prices. Call 544-7212.

FURNISHED, LARGE, bachelor apt.

available May 1st. Phone 544-5659.

BEVIE BRAT: Uncle Petie and
Earthy John collected Molstar
"silvers" last week at V.B. Eat
your heart out.

APT. TO SUBLET: Large modern 3

bedroom apt. close to campus and
downtown available May 1st to

Sept. 1st. Furnished, carpeted, and
laundry facilities in building.
Phone 544-8020 or 544-8553.

OUR BACKRUB was a success!

Nursing Science '77 thanks all the

great guys who showed up. Watch
out for our 2nd great backrub
today, March 8, Poison Room, 2-5

pm! We'll expect to see you all

there.

APT. TO SUBLET May 1-Sept. 1-

furnished three bedroom apt. with
kitchen, small living room, two
bathrooms, wall to wall carpeting,

in good condition. Call 544-3473. _

FOUND A CAT, (March 4). If it is

yours, please call 546-3765.

PEPPER'S TREMBLANT 1974

wishes to announce a new ship-

ment of baggies, elastic bands,

warm bread, nevy gotcha cards hot

off the press and 3,000,000 cans of

tuna for zuck.

LIVE IN LUXURY this summer.
Sublet our modern, 3 bedroom
apartment from May 1 to Sept. 1 or

any part thereof. Fully furnished,

centrally located to Queen's and
downtown. Call 544-7399 or 544-7400

or 544-7372.

TO SUBLET May 1 to Sept. 1. A one
bedroom apt. suitable for two.

Rent $140. Call after 6 pm. 542-3737.

CLEAN AND MODERN. Three
bedroom apt. available to sublet

June, July, August, (or any part

thereof). Reasonable Tate. Call

Gord 549-0551, Frank 544-7996, or

Derek 544-7907.

SCIENCE '44 CO-OP will

automatically place any ap-

plications for next year on the

waiting list (if received after

March 9). Letters of acceptance
will be sent out within two weeks,
for those applications already

received.

LEAVING THE COUNTRY? Photo
Image gives you six passport size

prints at a new low student price,

only $4.00. Ideal for International

Drivers Permits and job ap-

plications too. Call us at 546-7770 or

drop by our studio at 33 Brock St.

Group rates available.

PHOTOJOURNALISM - John Morris,

winner of a number of awards of

Photojournalism will be speaking

to the Queen's Camera Club,

March 14 at 7:30 in Watson 517. All

interested photographers are
invited.

WORD FOR THE WEEK (according
to the H. of H.) is "osculate". Try
it, you'll really like it! !

!

CONGRATULATIONS Whitty! I'll get
you next time. Ders.

Rumour has it that god loves

unadoons . . .

BROCKINGTON GRAFFITI Dance -

on Saturday March 9, the boys of

Brocklngton would like to invite

everyone to dance to those great
sounds of the '60's. Admission 25c.

Beer 5-2 dollars. Time 8:00 12:00.

FOR RENT next year: Centrally

located, large 4 bedroom apart-

ment. Suitable for 5. Phone 544-

2490. Take over as of May 1974.

3 OR 4 bedroom house available for

next year. Take over lease in May.
July to July lease. 10 minute walk
from campus. Phone 546-9914.

ASUS REPS TO AMS: nominations
are now open for 3 two-year
positions and 3 1-year positions.

Nominations, accompanied by 25

signatures should be placed in the

ASUS mailbox, AMS Outer Office.

Information; Ian Grant 544-7442.

BROCKINGTON GRAFFITI Dance -

on Saturday March 9, the boys of

Brockington would like to invite

everyone to dance to those great
sounds of the 60's. Admission 25c.

Beer 5-$2.00. Time: 8-midnite.

BITE THE BONE! All friends of the
Brock boys - come have a blast at

another powerful bash Saturday
night at 435 Brock. Be there, or
bite your own.

LET OUR HOME be your home this

summer. Luxurious 4-bedroom
apartment only 3 blocks from thp

Union. Fully furnished. Available

May 1st. Rent Negotiable. Phone
Pat 544-8168, Mary 544-8172.

GAEL GROUP 23 REUNION. Yes, it

is on! March 16; 23 skidoo!

GOT 4 FRIENDS and looking for a

place to live next year? 7 room
house with large kitchen, living

room, 2 baths, and extra room,
Lease begins May 1. Call Harley
544-8939; Jim 544-7027, or Ron 544-

7010.

RESIDENCE didn't want you?? We
do!! EIrond College still has one
and 2 bedroom apartments and
some single and double rooms in

houses available for next year.

Apply at 401 Princess.

EXAM REPRINTS. Avoid the rush

and shop early at the CAMPUS
BOOKSTORE.

COMMERCE SOCIETY: year
elections are coming up. Get your

nominations for year president,

secretary-treasurer, atheltic stick

and social convenor in by 5:00 p.m.

March 15, 1974, in front of Carl

Lawrence's office.

ELROND COLLEGE still has some
rooms left for next year. 1 and 2

bedroom apartments and single or

double rooms in houses are still

available. Apply at 401 Princess or

call.

LOST: Small crucifix made of nails,

somewhere between the library

and the pub, last week. Would like

it back because it is of great

sentimental value. Phone 544-4449

anytime.
SUBLET: May 1 - Aug. 31; 8-man

house, 2 kitchens, 1 living room,
approx. 5 bathrooms; located on

Bagot near MacDonald Park,

UNIVERSITY GROCERY
Corner of University at Brock Street

featuring

CLARK'S DAIRY PRODUCTS ALL CANADIAN

Jug homo .94 plus dep. Bag homo .98

Jug 2% .90 plus dep. Bag 2% .95

SILVERWOODS Vi GALLON ICE CREAM ONLY 95'

Limit one per customer as long as they last

Christie Buttermate Bread 3/98'

WE ARE OPEN FROM 8 a.m. to 12 MIDNIGHT
7 DAYS A WEEK

phone after 4 PM; Geoff 544 4648,

Greg 546 4085.

LOST: Navy blue ski jacket, brown

-

file with math notes and calculus

text (blue and white). Lost at Pub
around 11:30 PM Tues. }th '74. If

found, please phone 549 2357
anytime after 6 PM.

HAPPY 20th, CATHY. Now you're
over the hill, but don't worry I'll

like you still. It's not all that bad
I've been 20 for almost a year and
look at mc. Take care, K.B.C. P.S.

Happy Birthday to you too Dan.
SUBLET: May forever; 3 person,

split level apartment with balcony,
sauna, laundry. Phone 546-4085

after 6 PM.
THANKS TO TRUDY, Peggy, Brend,

Lizza, Sue H., Max, Peter, Kurt,

Doug C, Cindi, Robin, Paul F.,

Bob L., John P., Graham, Angela,
Sue B., Peter F., Brian G., Bev
Horn, Ray, Kath and Doyle, and
everyone else that helped with the

Arts Formal. I couldn't have done
it without you. Thanks, Jan.

LOST: 1 Aristo-Multilog slide rule on
Tues. Mar 5, around Jeffery, or

Sterling. If found, please contact

Nigel Etherington 544-7329.

Reward.
APARTMENTS? EIrond College has

several 1 and 2 bedroom apts.

available beginning May 1 or Sept.

1. For applications drop in at 401

Princess St. or call 544-1842.

LET OUR HOME be /our homi; thit

summer. Lu/urious 4 t>edroom
apartment only 3 blorkt from the

Union. Fully furnished Availalbe
May 1st Rent ne9otial>lft Phon«
Pat 544 8148, Mary 544 8172.

FOUND ONE PAIR of Glasses in

Jeffery in January. Phone 549

1535.

FOR SALE: Arts '77 leather jacket
Brand new, never been worn I got
It and then decided I didn't like it.

Call Sam at 544 1239. Price $45 and
negotiable.

WANTED: two bedroom apartment
close to campus, willing to take
over a lease in May. Plea»e call

Susan Slack or Jenny Chance at

549 1855 between 5 and 7 PM.
FOUND - a pair of glasses outside

campus bookstore March 5. (Light
brown, octagonal frame). Call 544-

9305.

SUBLET - April to September modern
two bedroom apartment, close to

downtown and Queen's, furnished,
parking, and utilities included, call

544-7062 or 544 7083.

A NOTE OF personal thanks to Hugh
Finlay's Sport Shop, Cotton's
Sporthouse, Sepp's Ski Shop and
Geo. Bailey Sporting Goods Ltd.

for their backing in the CFSC.
Simon Lewis.

BOY DID SWISH BLUSH when the
office gang suggested something
about a certain politico!!

WINTER CINEMA

NEXT TUESDAY

'l/ff/e ^Qus' and Big Holsey"

starring Robert Redford

Michael Pollard

Times: 7:00, 8:45, 10:30

TUESDAY, DUNNING AUDITORIUM

Come to

The Bacchus Ball

THE ARTS FORMAL

Saturday March 2 in the Union

$15.00 per couple

Food and Liquor Served.

Tickets: John Orr Room
. 10.30 to 4.30 p.m.

Tickets Available at the Door

-r • ITALIAN
ATMOSPHERELtno

RESTAURANT & TAVERN
WHERE SPAGHETTI IS KING

& PIZZA IS QUEEN

FREE DELIVERY -

TAKE OUT ORDERS

542-2632 542-2676
424 PRINCESS ST.
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Women 'foir Can-Am competitors
Queen's University women's

foil team captured first place in

the Can-Am Intercollegiate

I^encing Tournament held at the

University of Winnipeg last

weekend. Universities from as

far east as Newfoundland and as

far west as Alberta were
represented in the meet. Two
American teams also competed.

Queen's was the only women's
team representing the province

of Ontario in the Can-Ams. The
sole men's team from Ontario

came from Royal Military

College.

The University of Alberta

swept all three divisions in men's
fencing, foil, epee and sabre, and
gave Queen's their strongest

tournament in Winnipeg. Thanks
opposition in women's foil. But
the Queen's team, consisting of

Ann Bayer, Judy Krupanszky,
Sue Seto and Debbie Christian,

succeeded in defeating the
Alberta team by a decisive

margin of three bouts in the

critical final round. The
University of Winnipeg placed

third behind Alberta.

Ann Bayer of the Queen's

team emerged as the individual

champion, losing only one bout in

the entire tournament and that

only by one point. Both second
and third places were taken by
Alberta girls, Nina Shields and
Wanda Wetterberg.

All members of the Queen's

team adjusted well to the more

classical style of fencing

displayed by the Western
Canadian intercollegiate com-
petitors.

It is hoped that by next year

the Can-Ams, in existence since

1969 when founded by the

University of Winnipeg, will be

officially recognized by
universities across Canada as the

CIAA fencing championships.
This year it was operated on an
invitational basis, and only those

teams competed who were
supported by their universitities

or other organizations.

The members of the Queen's

women's foil team approached
the City of Kingston and various

Kingston businesses for

finanacial support to attend the

Yolleyballers finish strongly
This past weekend. Queen's

senior Volleyball Gals completed
their season with a strong
showing in the Ottawa Valley

Volleyball Association Cham-
pionships in Ottawa. The tour-

nament determined the OVVA
representative in the national

volleyball championships which
will be held in Vancouver at the

end of March.
The Gals started the day with

the best exhibition of skills and
team play shown all season,

defeating the Ottawa City
Capitals 15-11 in the opening
game of their three-game match,
but a slow start in the second
game put Queen's behind the

eight-ball. Despite a strong rally

from an 11-1 deficit the Gals lost

15-11. This rally, the sign of a

mature team, shows great

promise for next year. The 3-15

score of the deciding game was
not indicative of the calibre of

play displayed by the team. The
game was one of the longest of

the tournament, and Queen's
forced the Capitals to fight for

every point. Unfortunately, they

merrithew
Gals Tuffy Peterson just misses diving save

usually won.

After a short rest. Queen's

was back in action against the

Ottawa Nationals, another city

team, and proceeded to thump
their competition in straight

games, 15-8, 15-4. This victory

earned Queen's a berth in the

semi-finals against yet another

Ottawa team, Phoenix. This was
a case of a good, veteran team
(Ottawa) against a good young
team (Queen's). The veterans

won, defeating the Gals in two
hard-fought games, 15-10, 15-11,

then went on to defeat the

Capitals and earn themselves the

Regional Championship and a

trip to the National playdowns.

. Coach Donna Gallagher was
moi-e than pleased with her

team's efforts throughout the

year, especially last weekend,

although they were plagued with

inconsistent play during the

season. With everyone back next

year, Gallagher is looking for-

ward to a stronger league
showing and an excellent season

for '74-'75.

QUILTS and FURNITURE

Beautiful quilts from Ontario,
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward
Island plus fine furniture by Jim
Banks - local craftsman. Unti

March 30.

GALLERY OF FINE

JUST ARRIVED!

We have beautifully beaded
moccasins from northern Ontario

and Manitoba! Also a limited

number of framed Indian Prints.

CANADIAN SHOP
CANADIAN CRAFTS OF KINGSTON
219 PRINCESS STREET (NEXT TO THE CAPITOL THEATRE) 542-1115

ADMISSION TO FOURTH-YEAR HONOURS

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

Applications for admission to the final year of an honours program are
now available in the Office of the Associate Dean (Studies), Faculty of

Arts and Science, F2 Wing, Arts-Social Sciences Complex. All students
intending to enter the fourth year of an honours program in September
1974 must file an application with the Associate Dean (Studies).

Only students who will have completed fourteen courses at the end of

the current academic session need apply at this time. Students who will

have completed the required fourteen courses at the end of the Spring or

Summer Term should make application at that time.

are extended to the City of

Kingston Recreation Depart-
ment, the Lakeview Manor,
Canadian Tire, Cooke's Olde
World Shop, Moffat's Drugs,

Fontainbleu Restaurant, and
Finlay's, Bailey's, and Cotton's

Sporting Goods stores for making
Kingston's and Queen's
representation and victory in

Winnipeg possible. The Athletic

Departnient of Queen's
University also gave generous

support to the women's team,
considering that the meet was out

of province.

The Queen's team, all of

whom except Ann Bayer will be

returning to intercollegiate

competition next year, hope to be
able to return to Winnipeg to

defend their trophy in a year's

time. If Queen's can provide the

girls with a top-notch fencing

coach next year, their win will be
assured.

W.I.C News
Keep Sunday night open for co-ed bowling. Due to popular

demand, W.I.C. is holding a SWIM NIGHT of Swimathon Games,
Races and Waterpolo on Monday, March 11. The annual W.I.C.
banquet will be held in Lower Ban Righ on Sunday, March 24 at 5.30
p.m. Tickets are $1.25, on sale in the meal lines. Dress is casual.
Watch for W.I.C. T-shirts coming soon.

WINNERS OF THE W.I.C. SLOGAN CONTEST.
1st- "W.I.C.-Just for the fun of it" - Anne Poulson, Comerce.

2nd- "Are you a W.I.C.-ked woman? Try us and find out." - Kathy
Lawton, P.H.E.

3rd- "PIC W.I.C." Lyn Atwood P.H.E. - P. Mallery, Artsci

Honourable mention for Artscic Merit: "YOU-ME-ALL : ON THE
BALL" C.J. Dack

FALL SOCIAL

EVENTS
All campus groups wishing to sponsor a social

function next fall must fill out an application

form in the AMS Office by March 18, 1974.

Applications received after this date will be
considered on a first-come-first-serve basis for

any remaining dates.

Approved applications may be picked up in the

AMS Office on March 29, 1974.

PROCEDURE FOR

BOOKING ALL ROOMS
FOR MEETING, SMOKERS, DANCES AND CON-
CERTS.

1. Obtain a Student Activity Application Form from the
A.M.S. Office in the basement of the Union.

2. Complete the Form and hand it in at the A.M.S. Of-

fice.

3. When the Application has been approved, a "Form
C" will be issued. You must pick up this form from the

A. M.S. and take it to the Specific booking office con-

cerned. This will be indicated to you when you pick up the

"Form C".
5. If you require Audio-Visual equipment, it is booked
on the same "Form C" as is used for booking the room.
6. If Grant Hall booked, a cloak room must be provided.
7. Arrange people to staff the cloak room (if necessary)
and the door.

8. Ensure there is petty cash at door to be used as
change if there is an admission charge.
9. Check lighting with Janitors beforehand if necessary.
10. The Group sponsoring the event is responsible to see
that all of the above conditions are met.
11. A special events liquor permit will be issued with all

C Forms requiring a bar or serving liquor.
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World: Labor takes over in Britain
LONDON — Britain's coal strike

may come to a quick end
following the formation of a

Labour Party government under
Harold Wilson. Edward Heath
resigned as Prime Minister after

he was unable to muster the

support necessary for a majority

in Parliament.

The strike will be dealt with

by veteran leftwinger Michael

Foot, who is Mr. Wilson's ap-

pointment to the position of

Minister of Employment.
Neither the Conservative nor

the Labor Party won a majority

in the 635-seat House, forcing Mr.

Wilson to rely on the support of

the 14 Liberals, plus 23 other

M.P.s including those from
Northern Ireland and the

Nationalist parties of Scotland

Heath! Wilson! Heath! Wilson!

and Wales. This forces the

Lalx)ur party to moderate the

program it intended to im-

plement, The Liberals will at-

tempt to bring down a Labour
Government that tried to effect

any new nationalization, ac-

cording to Liberal MP Cyril

Smith.

Mr. Heath, however,
promised to support the new
Government "in whatever
realistic measures it takes in the

interests of all the people."

PARIS — Evidence is ac-

cummulating that the crash of

the DC-10 north of Paris which

killed 346 persons was caused by
an explosion of some sort on

board the plane. Investigators

will not say if they think a bomb
was involved but they do say that

they haven't ruled out the

possibility.

Evidence supporting the

explosion theory includes the fact

that the door to the cargo hold

was found nine miles from the

crash site and six bodies were

found clustered together six

miles from the site indicating

that they were ejected from the

plane while it was still in the air.

Officials at Orly Airport say

that the plane was guarded while

on the ground and that the

passengers and their luggage

were searched. However, there

was no inspection of the plane's

baggage hold iKJcauKe none wa«

requested by the Turkish airline.

JERUSALEM - Golda Mier

intends to remain in office as

Israeli Premier, reversing her

Sunday night announcement that

she would resign. That an-

nouncement had followed weeks

of turmoil in her party over her

choice of a minority cabinet.

Moshe Dayan will stay on as

defense minister of her Labor

Party government. He previously

had refused to serve in the

cabinet becaase of criticism of"

his handling of the October

Middle East War, but according

to sources he yielded to a last

minute appeal from Mrs. Mier.

Mrs. Meir received support

from 500 of the 615-member
Central Committee of the Labor

Party in a vote of confidence

Tuesday morning. The com-
mittee passed a resolution urging

"the immediate formation of a

government able to take action

and decisions headed by Golda

Mier."

NEW YORK — Two thieves

staged a daring robbery at an

exclusive Fifth Avenue jewelry

store Saturday and escaped in a

cloud of smoke with more than

$300,000 worth of diamonds.

The two thieves ordered the

employees to lie on the floor,

snatched a display of diamonds in

settings from the front windrow

and then M^t off a smoke ixjm\ij

fxjforc fleeing onto the street.

GF:NP:VA Alexander

Solzhenitsyn has cho^n a secret

Zurich address at which to work

undisturbed and await his family,

a sp<jkesman for his lawyer said

Monday.
According to a Swiss

Government official in Berne,

Sfjlzhenitsyn has not applied for

permanent Swiss residence and
appeared not U) have taken a

final decision on where he will

eventually settle.

SAN FRANCISCO - The Hearst

family has not heard from the

Symbionese Liberation Army in

over two weeks and does not

know if Patricia Hearst is still

alive.

On Monday Randolph
Hearst, Patricia's father,

broadcast an appeal to the kid-

nappers to give him some sign

that his daughter was still alive

and well but so far there has been

no response.

In the meantime distribution

of the first $2-million of free food

went on at 12 distribution points

in the San Francisco Bay area.

This time the crowds were or-

derly with none of the rioting

which accompanied earlier at-

tempts at distribution.

Canada: US law delays deal with Cuba
OTTAWA — A major sale of

locomotives to Cuba is being held

up because the company in-

volved, Montreal Locomotive
Works, is owned by a U.S.

company and U.S. law does not

allow it to do business with Cuba.

The law in Question is the

U.S. Trading With the Enemy
Act. That law forbids all U.S.

companies and their subsidiaries

from trading with certain em-
bargoed countries, including

Cuba. In effect the U.S. claims

the right to control the actions of

a Canadian company.
The Trading With the Enemy

Act has long been a sore point in

U.S. - Canada relations and a 1972

Government white paper on
foreign ownership recommended
imposing penalties on managers
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of Canadian firms if they sub-

mitted to U.S. authority. Un-
fortunately the recommendations
were never implemented on the

grounds that such actions would

be very hard to prove.

In the present case two U.S.

directors of MLW pressed the

company to consult the U.S.

Government before going ahead

with the sale to Cuba because

they might be subject to

prosecution in the United States.

The Canadian Government is

considering having the engines

sold to the Crown-owned
Canadian Commercial Corp.

which would then resell them to

Cuba thus circumvating the U.S.

VANCOUVER — Chief Justice

John Farris has ruled that non-

Indian parents may adopt an

Indian child without depriving

the child of its rights under the

Indian Act.

The decision reversed a

ruling by a British Columbia

Supreme Court judge that the

adoption of a five-year-old Indian

lx)y by a white family would

deprive the child of property

rights he would enjoy as an In-

dian.

During the appeal, Human
Resources Minister Norman Levi

ordered a halt to all adoption of

Indian children by non-Indians.

The minister said that the appeal

was holding up the adoption of

about 65 children.

TORONTO — Ontario's out-going

Lieutenant-Governor read his

last speech from the throne

Tuesday to open a new session of

the Ontario legislature.

The general trend of

government policy seems to be

aimed at the northern part of the

province to counter a growing

NDP threat to the Conservative's

position. Promises for the North

include expanded air service,

electric power to northern

communities, rebuilding and
widening Highway 17 between

Sudbury and Sault Ste. Marie etc.

Other promised measures
include rewriting family law to

strengthen the rights of married

women, especially property

rights, provide income-support to

the elderly and disabled and
make an assault on housing with

the aim of producing a million

new dwelling units within the

next ten years.

The speech had practically

nothing to say about inflation

claiming that it was a problem

which could only be attacked by

Ottawa. The speech did say that

the government hopes to match
the record of 149,000 new jobs

created last year.

TORONTO — One of the most
controversial proposals in the

Davis Government's new
legislative package is that the

wearing of seat belts be made
compulsory.

According to Mr. Davis a

similar law in Australia has

produced a 25 per cent drop in

road fatalities and a 30 per cent

drop in serious injuries.

The major problem with a

compulsory lap and shoulder belt

law is that it would be very dif-

ficult to enforce. Inspite of this

Australian statistics indicate that

the average use of seat belts rose

from 20 per cent to 80 per cent.

OTTAWA - The Federal
Government has agreed to give

$276-million towards the fourth

replenishment of the In-

ternational Development
Association, the concessional
lending arm of the World Bank.

At a recent meeting, 25

donors agreed to provide an
additional $4.5-billion.

The IDA provides loans to

developing countries with
scarcity of resources and balancs
of payments difficulties.

backpage
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Tuesdayf March 12

12:30 - 1:30 p.m. - The "Munch But Don't Crunch
Your Lunch Bunch" is back. This week, "The
Great Debate", with the Queen's Debating Team
in action, second floor. Union.

12:30p.m. -Part I of Kenneth Clark's Civilization at

McArthur Hall. Admission is free.

3:30 p.m. - Faculty of Education Lecture in

McArthur Hall Auditorium with Jean Vanier

speaking on Life in Our Society as it relates to

Teaching.

7:00, 8:45 and 10:30 p.m. - Winter Cinema in Dun-
ning Auditorium, showing of "Little Fans and Big

Halsey", with Robert Redford and Michael
Pollard.

7:30 p.m. - Orientation Sessions for students en-

tering third and fourth years and intending to take

History Courses next year, in Rm. 517, Watson
Hall.

8:00 p.m. - Dept. of Russian Lecture on "Dostoevsky
and German Idealism", with speaker Dr. Louis

Shein, MacMaster U., in the Faculty Lounge,
Kingston Hall.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Series Showing of "Red Desert" (Michenangelo
Antonioni, 1969), in Italian with English sub-titles,

in Ellis Hall.

12:30 p.m. - Part II of Civilization, with Kenneth
Qark, at McArthur Hall.

Wednesday, March 13

l:30-5:30p.m. -Symposium on Immunotherapy and
Chemotherapy of Cancer, in Etherington Hall

Auditorium. 'The symposium is supported by the

Ontario Cancer Treatment and Research
Foundation, and Continuing Education, Health

Sciences.

3:30 p.m. - Dept. of Chemical Engineering seminar
in Dupuis Auditorium, on "The Changing Role of

the Digital Computer in Refinery Control", with

speaker, J. P. Roach, Imperial Oil Enterprises.

7:.30 p.m. - Dr. J. J. Deutsch will be finishing off the

Last Lecture Series in Ban Righ Common Room.
Coffee will be served and admission is free.

7:30 p.m. - Kingston Film Society film in Ellis Hall,

for $1 .50 for non-members. This week. My Darling

Clementine, with Henry Fonda and Walter

Brennan.
8:fXJ p.m. - "Supernatural Possession and Exor-
cism", a panel discussion sponsored by the

Graduate CTiristian Fellowship in the Red Room,
Kingston Hall, with Monseigneur Hanley (St.

Mary's Cathedral) and Alex Croves ("Jesus for

PCver Family", Rochdale).

8:(XJ p.m. - St. Lawrence College, Modern Film
Classics presentation of Fellini's "La Strada", for

9tJc in the Large I.iecture Theatre,

H:?/) p.m. - Queen's University Choral Ensemble
Concert in Grant Hall, with director Denise

Narcisse-Mair. Admission is free,

Thursday, March 74
\2 '.i() p m Brown Hag Lunch at Agnes, with Irene

McKirn, Kingstfjn artist, discussing the Spring
Exhibition '74.

12:3(Jp.m, Part HI of Kenneth Gark'a Civilization.

at McArthur Hall. Admission is free. Civilization

will continue next Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday.

7:00 p.m. - Undergraduate Physics Colloquium, in

Stirling 'C, with D- R- Taylor speaking on
"Lasers Today." Suitable for all undergraduates.

7:30 p.m. - Photojournalism: John Morris will be
speaking to the Queen's Camera Club, in Watson
Hall, Rm. 517. All interested photographers are
welcome.

8:00 p.m. - Art History DSC Lecture by Professors
Hagel and Hope-Simpson from the Classics Dept.
on the Archeological Expedition at Nichoria, in

Southern Greece, in Watson, Rm. 217.

8:30 p.m. - Dunning Concert with classic guitarist,

Siegfried Behrend. This concert is sold out.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Series showing of "Faces" (John Cassavettes,

1968), with Lynn Carlin, Seymour Cassel, John
Marley and Gena Rowlands, in Ellis Hall.

Please Note: This week only, the Thursday Campus
Movie, usually shown in Dunning Hall, will be
shown on Friday, in Ellis Hall.

Friday, March 15

3:30 p.m. - Music Dept. Workshop conducted by the
internationally known guitarist, Siegfried

Behrend, in Dunning auditorium.

4:00 p.m. - Medieval Studies Lecture on "The
Magdalene in Legen, Drama and Art", with

speaker Prof. Marjorie Melvem, of the Univer-
sity of Florida, in Rm. 517, Watson Hall.

7:00 and 9:30 p.m. - This week's Campus Movie is

Man of La Macha, with Sophia Loren and Peter
O'Toole, in Ellis Hall.

7:15 and 9:30 p.m. - McArthur Film for 99g,

Slaughterhouse Five,

7:30 p.m. - Queen's Debating Society meeting and
debate, in fhe Meditation Room, second floor.

Union. Everyone is welcome.
8:30 p.m. - An Extra Concert by Siegfried Behrend

in Dunning Hall, accompanied by the Vaghy
String Quartet. Tickets are $2.25 general and
$1.50 student, from the Box Office.

8:30 p.m. - Milk and Cookies Dance in Grant Hall,

with three bands. Proceeds will go to Camp
Outlook. Admission 50c.

9:00 p.m. - Modern Dance Performance by the

Queen's Dance Company in Convocation Hall.

Tickets are $2.00 general, and $1.00 students. Also

March 16.

Pubs and Theatres
Commodore - Stagecoach
Townhouse - Everybody's People

Frontenac - Finnegan's - Fred Werthman
Frontenac - - Muldoon's - New Horizon

Manor - The Witness
Capitol 1 - Tuesday, American Film Theatre, Three

Sisters; then a double feature. Badge 37.1 and Hit.

Capitol 2 - Ash Wednesday, then, later in the Week,
Serpico,

Odeon - The Sting

llyland - Tuesday, Gimme Shelter and Monterey
Pop, then starting Wednesday, a double feature,

Man of the Year and The Naked Ape,

Domino Theatre - Everything in the Garden, at

8 : 30 p m ., March 1
4

- 1 6 and 21 -23. Tickets are $2 .50.

GAELS, FRECS AND BOSSES

Fri. March 15

Free Entrance

ORIENTATION SOCIAL

8.00 pnn to 1.00 am LEONARD HALL
Cheap Beer Bring Student Card

Reminder to ALL GAELS
GAEL MEETING

Wed. March 13 7-9 pm Dunning Auditorium

CAMPUS MOVIES presents... ]
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(plus: Chap. 9 of
Perils of Pauline"! ) 1

Fri. March 15 Ellis Hall i

7 p.m. and 9:45 p.m. o dm. $1 .
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SPECIAL SECRETARIAL

CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
Shorthand and Typing In 9 weeks

This is an intensive secretarial program designed for

university level students, students with some post

secondary education or equivalent work experience.

The course is a total immersion program in typing,

shorthand, and secretarial procedures given by highly

qualified teachers. Through the use of most modern
steno-technology, we can offer students individual in-

struction.

The course will run Monday through Friday 9:00 a.m. till

5:00 p.m. starting April 29 for 9 weeks duration.

Applications available through the Continuing Education
Department, P.O. Box 6000 Kingston, 544-5400, Ext. 117.

ST. LAWRENCE COLLEGE

99* per evening

MODERN FILM CLASSICS

Wednesday March 13

8:00 p.m.

LARGE LECTURE THEATRE

FELLINI'S

LA STRADA

KINGSTON

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
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Responsibility split

for Artsci Orientation
By Suzanne Sherkin

The Arts and Science faculty

Board voted Friday to split its

Orientation Week activities into

two separate committees:
academic and non-academic. The
Faculty Board will be responsible

for the academic end of Orien-

tation and ASUS will look after

social and extra-curricular ac-

tivities.

Dr. D.E. Holden, chairman

for the procedures committee

saw the faculty as dealing only

with course counselling,

registration and sectioning.

Everything done to inform the

freshman of his academic op-

portunities .will fall under the

direction of the Faculty Board.

In his proposal, he stated that

because of its very nature, it

would be appropriate to call the

Faculty Orientation Committee
the 'Academic Orientation

Committee'.The Faculty Board
approved this change.

ASUS, the other side of

orientation week, would deal with

everything else which is not

academic. This includes such

things as guest speakers, social

functions and the general social

interactions which take place.

Several board members
questioned whether possible

sufficient communications can be

established -between two such

well defined committees. They
suggested that while the Faculty

Board is organizing its end,

conflicts in time scheduling with

ASUS may easily occur.

ASUS president Sue Harper
mentioned the necessity for a

liaison between the two groups.

In this way, she felt, com-
munications would be assured.

The chairman of the meeting
promised to give her suggestion

due consideration.

Following this discussion, a

brief report regarding govern-

ment funds was presented. The
Faculty Board was told that

because the university is

receiving more money than
expected from the government.
Arts and Science will get higher

grants. The effects of this will be

felt mainly in an increase of the

library's supply of books and
periodicals. Also, there will be an

increase in the stipends paid to

graduate tutors as well as an
increased allotment of funds for

imdergraduate scholarships and
awards.

Competition, low funds force

inter-university co-operation
By Bob Mutrie

The trend towards inter-

university co-operation is

growing as the problem of

inadequate funding and fears of

competition among institutions

for students increase. This

became strikingly apparent in

Principal John J. Deutsch's

February report to the Senate on

the activities of the Council of

Ontario Universities (COU).

Instead of acting in-

dependently, as in past years,

Ontario universities are placing

greater emphasis on co-ordinated

co-operative effort through COU.
It was collectively agreed at

the COU meeting that univer-

sities with Bachelor of Education

facilities would not undertake to

provide additional summer
certification courses for the

Ministry of Education unless the

students enrolled qualify for

Basic Income Unit funding in the

same way as other part-time

students.

All universities in the COU
also conceded that "the initial fee

charged to full-time graduate

students shall not be less than

$600 per year". In addition, it was
agreed that university

registration fees will not be less

than $50.

COU decided in principle to

support a maximum of only three

general programs in Ontario

leading to a degree in Sociology.

Those at the COU meeting

also approved a recommendation
that there be a maximum of 610

Ph.D. and 3500 Masters' can-

didates to be enrolled in Ontario

universities in 1976-1977.

Rehab seminar emphasizes

discrimination of disabled
By Dave McCallum

Our public buildings are not

always public - handicapped

people often can't get in. This and

other examples of discrimination

against the handicapped were
discussed in a seminar entitled

"Don't Fence Me Out" on
Thursday night.

The purpose of the seminar,

held by second-year Oc-

cupational Therapy students,

was to increase the public's

awareness of architectural

barriers to the handicapped.

Society rehabilitates the

disabled only to hinder them
architecturally - physically

handicapped adult who has been

trained to be functionally in-

dependent often finds work
impossible because of barriers in

office buildings, factories or on

the transit system, according to

several of the speakers. It was
pointed out that telephone booths,

drinking fountains and
washrooms also fence out the

handicapped. A street curb is an

eight-inch wall to someone in a

wheelchair.

Buildings, however, can be
made accessible to all at less

than one per cent of their total

cost, contended the OT students.

The changes made are often

beneficial to everyone as what
the handicapped person finds is a

barrier is often an annoyance to

the unhandicapped as well.

The speakers declared that

Queen's is an inaccessible

campus, mentioning stairways,

heavy doors, turnstiles and the

distances between buildings as

barriers for the handicapped.

Stirling and Goodwin Halls are

the only accessible buildings on

campus, stated the speakers, but

only a limited number of courses

can be taken there.

The department of Physical

Plant is placing symbols on

buildings indicating accessible

entrances and washrooms.
The speakers reported that

one in seven Canadians is

physically handicapped. In-

dustrial accidents, crippling

diseases, automobile accidents

and old age account for the

numbers of physically han-

dicapped, they told the audience,

but they warned that anyone at

any time may become one of the

handicapped.

The seminar's speakers

concluded by appealing to all

people to use their influence to

help eliminate the barriers which

fence out the handicapped.
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Brockington visitor
Dr. Jacob Bronowski, phUosopher, mathematician, author and

historian, will be the 1974-1975 Brockington Visitor.

Currently Deputy Director of the Salk Institute he has been a

Visiting Professor of History at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, an economist for the British government and for

UNESCO, written plays and published a book on William Blake.

Among his other publications are The Common Sense of Science,

Science and Human Values and numerous papers on mathematics,
and he recently produced the BBC series "The Ascent of Man".

COMMERCE SOCIETY
Nominations will be accepted outside Prof.

Lawrence's office until 5 p.m. March 15, 1974

for the following positions:

Judicial Committee Chairman
Acting Returning Officer for year elections

Constitutions Revisions Committee

Chairman

for information call:

Paul Greenwood, 544-7552

or Peter Rose, 542-6945

ELROND COLLEGE
more than a place to live

Apartments S rooms

In 4, 6, and 12*m€in houses

are still availoble

Drop in at 401 Princess St.

or Call 544-1342

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they

have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: stagecoach

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE
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By Ian McLeod
This is a building review. If the Arts Social

Science Complex was a book or a play, I could talk

about themes or meanings. But as far as, "How
does this building express architecturally the plight

of man in the 20thcenture?" - you decide.

A description. As far as external ap-

pearance goes,the complex is jammed in among so

many other buildings that a clear view is available

only from the west side. From here one notices a

very long split-level modular construction with

elephants sitting on top. It was explained to me that

the structural skeleton is totally responsible for

keeping the building upright, and that the walls (the

concrete and glass boxes) are important only in-

sofar as they separate the cold air from the warm
air. (These boxes also function as drawers: if you

were a giant you could slide them out and pick up

people like marbles or underwear). The elephants

are crucial to the cold-air warm -air question. Soon

the grey scrap-wood hides will be stripped off and
fhey will be clothed in brown aluminum.

The second, or main level of the complex
contains wide, skylit hallways. There will be two

coffee shops and a lounge. The lounge is intended as

an area for instant theatre and lying around bet-

ween classes; it attempts to capture an outdoor

feeling with a grass-green carpet, tree-sized pillars

and huge windows. Difficulties arise. The view from
the window is uninspiring: parking lot and the back
of Vic Hall. (This will be rectified somewhat when
the west track and the parking lot trade places.)

And the ceiling in the lounge is in places no higher

ban six and a half feet. A mistake maybe perhaps?

I was afraid there might be traffic jams. What I

would consider the main staircase, the one leading

up from the east door, has room on it for about two

people sliding sideways. The feeling of potential

clog is reinforced by the narrowness of the upper
level corridors, generally less than five feet wide,

f^xcept between the concrete pillars which hold the

pipes and keep the place from tipping over 4ike a

'ard house, where they are narrower. My fears

liave met with two arguments. Firstly, this is not

the main staircase; there is no main staircase;

;several staircases will handle an equal flow.

Secondly, the main cla.ssrooms are on the first two
levels. There are only seminar rooms upstairs;

ergo, a rareness of upper-level crowding.

As far as getting lost goes, I can only suggest

that familiarity breeds familiarity. If you get lost,

don't panic - the corridors are narrow, the corners

sharp, and someone carrying a large armload of

dishes would likely object to blundering into a

victim of bush fever. Take your problem to a staff

member. They are quite sympathetic ; most of them
were students themselves.

The rooms upstairs seem rather randomly
sized, and some are painted weird pinks and limes

at the request of future users. Each has a window,

and at many places along the corridors there are

also large amounts of glass. The views from these

corridor windows are interesting in various ways.

Here a side corridor makes a foray to look at Ellis

Hall, only yards away; from here you can see an

Knglish professor in Watson Hall smoking a pipe;

'rom here you get 180 degrees of grey stone, in-

cluding Dunning roof and the top slices of the

library and the grad residence.

Actually, the most exciting views are of other

narts of the building. Across one courtyard, three

-stories of glass with only floor dividers show the

people travelling the corridors to be paddling in the

air. The centre section seen from the south faces

itself across the skylight-tops, three modular levels

on one side, one level on the other ready to have two

more stacked onto it. I suggest that if this last ad-

dition is made, the University should hang out

washing to give the place an ethnic air. The
skylight-tops, four greenhouses buried in gravel,

must of course remain institutional.

There is no end to the list of features. Many of

the light fixtures on the stairs araonly six feet up,

and are easily knocked from their mountings with

)nly a smart rap of the forehead. Some seminar
rooms are equipped with one-way windows (one-

way mirrors?). Everybody assumes at some point*

lhat they will be used by psychologists wishing to

observe psychos. In fact, they are for MBA students

lo practice their collective bargaining in; the

budding negotiators will be unaware of their

audience but for a row of flattened noses.

The complex was designed for maximum
flexibility. As the years go by, as departments

expand and contract, they will be able to make raids

up and down the corridors without upsetting the

basic plan. It was also designed for cost-efficiency.

The $6.5 million dollar price tag is being pointed to

across Canada as a marvel. All kidding aside, it is a

nice building in many ways, even a beautiful

building. I intend to go there every day from now on.

Queen's
University

Kingston
Ontario

THE FACULTY OF EDUCATION

The Bachelor Of Education Program
Representatives from the Faculty of Education

will be pleased to meet with interested

students in Dupuis Hall Auditorium on

Thursday, March 14, 1974 at 4:00 p.m. to

outline the B.Ed, program for 1974-75 and to

answer any questions concerning a career in

teaching.

Don't forget the Milk and Cookies

Dance

MOFFAH'S .D.A.
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week — 548-701

1

A.S.U.S.

A. M. S.

REPRESENTATIVES
3— I. year terms

2. year terms

Nominations accompanied by 25 signatures stiould be
placed in ttie A.S.U.S. mailbox. (AMS Outer Office) by
Tuesday, March 19 at 5:00 p.m.

For further information call

Ian Grant, 544-7442

FALL SOCIAL

EVENTS
All campus groups wishing to sponsor a social

function next fall must fill out an application

form in the AMS Office by March 18, 1974.

Applications received after this date will be

considered on a first-come-first-serve basis for

any remaining dates.

Approved applications may be picked up in the

AMS Office on March 29, 1974.

PROCEDURE I OR

BOOKING ALL ROOMS

FOR MEETING, SMOKERS, DANCES AND CON-
CERTS.

1. Obtain a Student Activity Application Form from the

A. M.S. Office in the basement of the Union.

2. Complete the Form and hand it in at the A.M.S. Of-

fice.

3. When the Application has been approved, a "Form
C" will be issued. You must pick up this form from the

A.M.S. and take it to the Specific booking office con-

cerned. This will be indicated to you when you pick up the

"Form C".

5. If you require Audio-Visual equipment, it is booked

on the same "Form C" as is used for booking the room.

6. If Grant Hail booked, a cloak room must be provided.

7. Arrange people to staff the cloak room (if necessary)

and the door.

8. Ensure there is petty cash at door to be used as

change if there is an admission charge.

9. Check lighting with Janitors beforehand if necessary.

10. The Group sponsoring the event is responsible to see

that all of the above conditions are met.

11. A special events liquor permit will be issued with all

C Forms requiring a bar or serving liquor.
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Symposium examines alternatives

to traditional university teaching
The traditional lecture-

essay-exam method is not

necessarily the only or the most
appropriate means of instruction

in university courses, faculty and
students were reminded on
Saturday.

A number of other ap-

proaches were explained and
discussed at a well-attended

symposium on "Evaluating
Alternatives in University
Teaching" sponsored by the

Senate Committee on Academic
Development.

As moderator Dr. Duncan
Sinclair pointed out, however, the

meeting's purpose was really to

examine alternatives in

university learning - to see

whether students might learn

course material better if the

subject were presented in a

different manner.
One new approach relies

heavily on multi-media
presentations. Dr. Dugal Camp-
bell of the Psychology Depart-
ment described the way Britain's

Open University uses both
traditional correspondence
techniques and radio and TV
programmes to reach its

students. The students "take"

their courses at home and submit
their essays and assignment to

the university. In contrast to

traditional institutions, the Open
University's introductory
courses cover broad academic
areas such as social sciences,

arts, science and technology, and
thus requires cooperation bet-

ween several departments.
Campbell expressed admiration

for the high quality of the TV and

radio presentations, and praised

them for their imaginative use of

devices such as models and
cartoons.

Queen's, too, is an innovator

in the field of multimedia
teaching. Dr. James Leith of the

History department presented a

conglomerate sample lecture on

revolutions, in which he used

such aids as songs, a recorded

speech and slides in addition to

printed material. His course is

being used as a pilot project

which will be divided into

modules and distributed as a

series of audio-visual kits. A
number of institutions, including

the Ontario Educational Com-
munications Authority, have
expressed interest in Leith 's

Shokuntala Devi:

mind over machine

approach to teaching history.

Speakers at the symposium
also discussed an experimental

teaching method called self-

paced instruction. Under this

procedure, a course is divided

into sections of study, and a

student progresses from one

section to the next as fast or

slowly as he wishes. Mastery of

one section must be demon-
strated before the student may
move on. Psychology professor

Ray Peters noted that under this

system, more students do very

well or very poorly than under

conventional methods. An ex-

perimental course of this nature

is being run this term by the

department of Mechanical
Engineering.

"It's intuition", Shakuntala

Devi claims, that enables her to

find the cube root of a nine digit

number in seconds. She did just

that last Friday in a demon-
stration co-sponsored by the

Computing Centre and the

Department of Mathematics
before an amazed audience
packed into Grant Hall.

After collecting numerous
problems from Queen's
mathematicians and having
them written on a blackboard,
she proceeded to consistently reel

off the cubed and fourth roots of

huge numbers. Challenging the

audience to name any date and
year she promtply returned the

day it fell on, to the satisfaction of

all questioners. She also in-

formed us with incredible speed
of all the dates that Monday
would fall on in the year 1974.

Devi started her first mental
calculations at the age of two and
has progressed to world wide
demonstrations of her "talent".

Her record for fourth roots is a

thirty two digit number and it

just "comes" to her.

Life is "on interoction between

reoson ond emotion," Coleman says
by Birdie Bonanzo

"Fare forward voyagers into another in-

tensity". This quotation from a T.S. Eliot poem
introduced the topic of Dr. A. J. Coleman's Last

Lecture on March 7. As a self-proclaimed frustrated

Anglican minister, Coleman, who opted instead to

become the head of the Queen's Mathematics
department, proceeded to expound the virtues of

accepting and believing in oneself.

To reach this other intensity of self, Coleman
advocated using reason. Although life is "an in-

teraction between reason and emotion", the latter

often leads to chaos since it distorts reason, hence

rendering it ineffective. The power of reason is

realized when it is allowed "to stand in judgement

over emotion", and to define all possible in-

terrelations there might be in life.

Avoiding the dangerous forms of conformity

which exist is a second way to realize one's potential

as a human being, he said. Belief in oneself as

having something valuable to contribute is of

central importance in combatting conformity.

Coleman went on to warn that falling prey to

labels can cause deep distress unless these labels

are realized for what they are. Groups can be

labelled for the sake of convenience, but individuals

should never be subjected to the same treatment.

The conformist values of today's world,

Coleman proclaimed, must be avoided as well, for if

they are continued, they will destroy us within fifty

years.

He concluded that loyalty and commitment to a

purpose is necessary or the disintegration of a

meaningful community will follow while, at the

personal level, "life becomes superficial as one

passes from one relation to another".

BITE THE ONE
YOU LOVE!

PIZZA

CHALET

Open 4 p.m. daily

544-1227

PRINCESS at Barrie

ltalia_Pjzzerla
544-3622

421 Princess

Free Delivery

Queen's
University

Department
of Extension

SpringTerm 1974
Late registrations w^ill

be accepted (subject to

a $10.00 late fee) until

Friday, May 3, 1974.

A list of courses and

timetable are available.

(We are now located in

the new Arts/Social

Sciences Complex)

Kingston, Ontario (613)547-3283

IF YOU CAN'T GIVE HER THE MOON
AND STARS, GIVE A DIAMOND

You'd give her the mdon. But you're not

an astronaut. So give her the moon
and the stars in the gift of a diamond.

One precious jewel, glowing with thousands of

fiery lights, will express from its depths

the deep love you feel.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

TONIGHT
DUNNING AUD.

TIMES - 7, 8:45, 10:30

ADMISSION - $1 .00

LITTLE FAUSS +
BIG HALSEY

STARRING
ROBERT (THE STING) REDFORD
MICHAEL J. POLLARD

WINTER CINEMA
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R. D. Laing "The mind does

not function in a straight line"
(Ed. Note: A coherent analysis of

the ASUS lecture given by Dr.

R.D. Laing, on Thursday night,

would seem impossible. Among
those who were there, some
appreciated it, some did not.

Those who were there, can also

appreciate the difficulty involved

in reporting this lecture. Those
who were not there, even perhaps

by reading the following account,

will fail to appreciate the lecture,

or the difficutly involved in

reproducing an account of the

lecture in a coherent fashion on

these pages.

The following is written in the

form of excerpts of Laing's

lecture.)

Dr. Lowe, of the Queen's

Psychology Department in-

troduced Dr. Laing, "Listen with

the greatest care to what he does

not say tonight."

"The mind does not function

in a straight line", Laing
stressed, assuring his capacity

audience not to worry if they

were accustomed to a "step-by-

step linear schemata as the

proper way of conducting in-

tellectual inquiry."

A model of what a thought or

an idea does is comparable to

"the dropping of a pebble into

still, water...the ripples spread

oat. ..in circular wave rhyth-

ms. ..in all directions."

Woven in and through his

discussion was "the theme of

common sense". He alluded to

this sensibility as one that "we
may or not share. .the ability to be

sensitive..."

"If we lose our common
sense, we have lost that sen-

sibility."

"Among those who have lost

all common sense are the

scientists and educators..."

Indeed, according to Laing,

"they have lost all awareness
that they have lost it..

"

"Nature is seen as some sort

of dashboard. Push one button -

this happens; push another -

something else happens. This is

knowledge?. ..it's the dashboard
mentality!"

Driving an automobile, "we
never dream there is a car engine

somewhere".
Next, "we come to the

heart. .and it is a pump. ..although

I have never came across a pump
with a heart!"

"We have lost our common
sense ; that is we are out of touch

with reality and with that which
we have in common."

Man attempts to "put pieces

together with 'theoretical

glue'...for example we cut mice
up into tiny pieces, to see what
makes the organism work."
Laing argued, "the whole is

implied in each of its parts."

In the formulation of theories

"the lack of common sense has
been institutionalized."

"The way we are seeing

things is not the only way to see

it...when the cognitive schemata
is dispelled, the naked immediate
vision becomes manifest for

us... I doubt we can describe what
we actually see."

In fact, what we are doing at

times is "eating the menu, when
we think we are eating the meal.

If we eat menus, then we become
frightened by the meal."

"Cognitive models attempt to

model this or that. ..and they are

not what they are models of..."

"We have a problem...there

are (n+1) ways of seeing things.

Which is the correct way?"
"I am not going to tantalize

you in supposing that I'm going to

answer my own question."

"When does our life begin?"

he asked. "If most people believe

that our lives begin at birth, then

most people have lost their

common sense."

"I am in no doubt that we are

sensient creatures inside our

BONUCCHI
PIZZERIA

546-2050

FREE DELIVERY

50^ OFF ON PICKUPS

162 DIVISION ST.

and upstairs - for guys & gals

BONUCCHI BILLIARDS

mothers' bodies...our life begins
when we are conceived ,we spend
the first nine months in a womb in

which we are incubated .we then
move out of the physical womb
and spend more years in a .social

womb. ..we grow older; as adults
we leave one social womb for

another. ..into different con-
tainers and environments in

which our life cycle is spent..."
"When we first come out of

that oven in which we have been
baked for 9 months...we have our

first experience of all

phenomena .. .our first
relationship is through our senses

unmediated by the stories we are

told about what is significant."

"The secret heart - doesn't

have the shape of a pump, but the

shape all lovers know.. it is the

heart of our common sense..."

"...That which is out of touch

with one's heart is out of touch

with reality, and that is crazy."

SPBCIAL STUDENT KATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to 11 PM DAILY

Queen's Music
University Department

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY CHQRALENSEMBLE

CONCERT
+ Excerpts from Byrd's "Mass"
+ F.R.C. Clarke's "Psalm 154"

+ Gregorian "Pange Lingua"
+ Gabriel Faure's "Requiem"

with orchestral accompanlnnent
Grant Hall 8:30 p.m. Wed., 13 AAarch

Admission Free
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editorial

The novelty will wear off
When was the last time you saw students

cramming themselves into the confines of a

phone booth? or watched someone swallow
live goldfish . . . ? Just as thehool-a-hoop and
the skate board met their fates, we expect
streaking to wear itself out, at least, as a mass

. movement.
However, for a campus which is

characteristically devoid of such excitement.

the flashing streakers have generated a spark

of life on the Queen's campus. For the tedium
and cramming of the days ahead, it provides

perhaps, a diversion, and an outlet for excess

energy.

The novelty of streaking will wear off. As
it is, it may be suffering from a case of

'overkill'.

Laing ~ a disappointment
A small baby in the back row of Grant

Hall registered his-her loud displeasure at the

beginning of R.D. Laing's public lecture on
Thursday night.

Perhaps, simply out of manners, or in the

hope that Laing would manage to bring some
coherence into his 'speech' before the end,

most students waited until the conclusion, to

express their disappointment.

Laing rambled and mumbled, appearing
distracted and uninterested. There was some
direction to his thought, but his points were
obscured by numerous tangents.

As he pointed out early in the evening.

"the mind does not function in a straight

line." Perhaps, he was merely reinforcing

this theme, in the manner of his presentation.

Later he noted that one form of

meditation entailed "the practice of not

resting one's mind upon one thing. . . letting

it poise around its own centre of gravity." If

he found a centre of gravity it's too bad he

didn't share it with his audience.

In his introduction of Dr. Laing's lecture.

Dr. Lowe commented, "Listen with the

greatest care to what he does NOT say

tonight". We might have been better off not

listening to what he did say.

Drawing the crowds
When Wolman, Druxerman, and Gray

presented their proposed budget at the AMS
General meeting, a week ago, they had
allocated a substantial sum of money to the

bringing in of internationally known speakers.

Many students present objected to such a

large allocation, on the grounds that the

campus support for such a venture would be

negligible.

The capacity crowds in Grant Hall this

year to hear such figures as R. Buckminster
Fuller and recently, R.D. Laing, have
seemingly refuted this argument.

An uncomfortable position
At the AMS General meeting last Monday,

the assembled 'multitude' voted in favour of a
motion which locked theAMS constitution into

the by-laws of the AMS corporation.

Since the AMS constitution is now a by-
law, and since no by-laws of the corporation
may be changed without the approval of the

members of the corporation. Outer Council is

now powerless to change its own constitution.

At present, AMS Board of Director

members, and professor of Law, Heino Lilies

is attempting to extricate the AMS from this

rather peculiar position. The AMS is well off

for having a member of the Faculty of Law on
the Board of Directors, for it appears that

members of the AMS will pass any motion,

whose meaning is obscured by lawyers'

jargon.

letters

In tribute and
with thanks
to Dr. Poole
Dear Editors,

On behalf of the students of

the School of Business, I feel that

fitting tribute and publicity
should be given to the retirement
of Professor W. Harold Poole who
was -honoured at the annual
Commerce banquet held
February 12.

Professor Poole has long

been recognized as an authority

in the field of marketing
research, in both academic
circles and the business world. A
graduate in Economics from the

University of Alberta, Professor

Poole has been a member of the

Queen's faculty three times in the

years 1940-41, 1947-50, and from
1966 until his retirement this

year. He also lectured at the

University of Manitoba and at the

University of Alberta.

Applying his expertise.

Professor Poole has been em-
ployed by Cocksfield, Brown, and
Company, Young and Rubicam
Limited, and was a partner in the

Canadian Economic Research
Associates. Indicative of the

highly estfeem that his peers hold

of him, he was presented the Gold
medal Award by the Association

of Canadian Advertisers in 1968.

His professional activities

also involved him as a founder

and director of the Montreal

chapter of the American
Marketing Association, as a

Canadian director of the

Association, and as a member of

the Editorial Advisory Board of

the Association's publication,

"Marketing in Canada". He was
a director and a cunsultant to the

BBM Bureau of Measurement
and he directed and chaired the

Canadian Advertising Research
Foundation. Professor Poole has

several publications to his credit

in the fields of Economics and
marketing research.

Moreover, there is ample
evidence of the high regard for

him held by those he taught and
worked with in the School of

Business. As well as being

honoured at the recent Com-
merce banquet, he was made
honourary president of the

graduating class, Commerce '74,

and the W. H. Poole Prize in

marketing has been established

in his honour. From all those

connected with him in the School

of Business and at Queen's, we
wish him many and happy and
prosperous years in retirement.

Yours truly.

Dale W. Alexander

BROWN BAG LUNCH
AT AGNES

THURSDAY
MARCH 14

FREE!
You bring the lunch

WeMI give you coffee

Come join Irene AAcKim, a

Kingston artist, at 12.30 for an

informal CHAT about

SPRING EXHIBITION 74

agnes etherington at art centre

NOTICE:

ASUS GENERAL MEETING
Tuesday, 7:00 p.m.

in the

Red Room, Kingston Hall

Tentative Agenda:
7:00 - Course Evaluation

7:15 - Judicial Committee
7:30 - ASUS Lictor

7:45 - Athletic Stick Report

8:00 - Inter Year Report

8:15 - Divisional Councillors Report

8:30 - General Discussion Period

Everyone Welcome
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Whoops!
There goes a

-bourns

Police, university officials and the North
Annerican public have all been caught with their

pants down, .it's spring and streakers are strip-

ping, strolling and striking throughout the con-
tinent.

Already several streaking records have been
proclaimed:

Indeed, a local policeman said he didn't know if

police could run fast enough to apprehend
streakers. He added that his wife would get angry if

he started chasing nude women.

Records
The coldest streak record in the nation so far

apparently is held by a man in Calgary who
streaked across a down-town street in a tem-
perature of 2 below zero wearing only a hat, tie, and
boots.

The most embarrassing streak was suffered by
a 15-year-old Grade 9 student in Whitby : the boy left

his clothes in a secluded portion of his highschool
and streaked for more active areas but encountered
closed doors and was forced to return. However
when he did he found his clothes had been taken by
the principal.

The highest streak record belongs to 9 streaking

parachutists. Four "bare-a chutists" landed at the

University of Illinois, and five University of

Georgia students bailed out in the buff.

A ^treak backfired on an 18-year-old Minnesota
co-ed. She streaked across a campus stage while the

company of Shakespearean play were taking their

curtain calls. Laura Barton, who wore only a ski

mask, white tennis shoes and red, white and blue

socks said the streak cost her a boyfriend.

Every university in Canada and the United
States seems to be claiming that their campus has
the streaking record.

After a humble beginning with 20-30 streakers,

Queen's boasts its 75 person streak of last Thursday.

Girls in residence at the University of Western
Ontario were treated to a parade of five male
streakers early last Wenesday. An Unidentified

nude reported to be a University of Windsor student

waltzed into a crowded donut shop and ordered six

coffees to go. However he fled before his order was
filled.

University of Waterloo saw 18 male students

streak one-quarter mile through the residence

district, a meeting of U of T's Erindale College was
disrupted by two women wearing only ski masks,
and a man streaked through a meeting of education

officials at York University.

In Vancouver, the host of a CBC morning radio

show. Bob Sharpies thought an unannounced caller

was someone bringing in a news bulletin until he
"saw his bum going out the door." The streaker was
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ler streaker
ity of British Columbia

two students ran naked

iversity campus and a

ed for volunteers for a

lude men raced 250 feet

Hotel during the dinner

eor six seconds,

es are still leading the

Up to 1000 streakers raced around the campus
at the University of Georgia; a school patrolman
estimated the number of spectators at 20,000.

Roughly 1200 students streaked at the

University of Colorado attended by approximately
6000 students.

In the heart of the East Texas Bible belt,

hundreds of Stephen F. Austin University students

stripped and joined a crowd of about 2000 in a

"streak dance!"

ave had this

out streaking

ale coverage in the news
in the country, editors

nent.

itreaking is drawing a

st from that particular

)rofession which makes
explanations for the

\m ogist, for instance, "has

streaking is merely a

students are forced to

hich awaits beyond the

I.

mile in forty-degree

bow-tie and sneakers:

(li than that?

leli ail had this to say

:

in the Whig-Standard

However, with the unusual foresight, the

Queen's Journal reported the following in

December of 1894:

"While the intellectual and social are being

given free room for expansion, we have a word to

say about the physical also

If some of the students would take more
vigorous daily exercise than they do, many of the

cobwebs would be swept away from their brains and
fewer pale faces would be seen in the spring....."

Streaicing

amazing
in context
with our past

streaking is a rather remarkable phenomenon
on the traditional and conservative Queen's cam-
pus, a campus of students who do not as a rule,

become involved in loud protests, demonstrations or

overt exhibitions.

No social behavior has sparked such par-

ticipation or interest in the past 38 yearfe.

In 1875 two students were caught drinking in the

City Hotel and disciplined by the Senate. In

response, students boycotted classes, protesting

university interference in the private lives of

students.

Over fifty years later, in 1928, two engineering

students competed in a "Drinking Bout" before a

large group of onlookers. The bout was a contest to

see who could down 26 ounces of whiskey most
quickly ; the winner accomplished this in 56 minutes
with his opponent only minutes behind. Both
became violently ill and were rushed to the hospital.

The university senate expelled the two,

outraging students across campus who organized

an effective student strike. Learning came to a

standstill. Eventually students ended the strike, and
the two drinkers were readmitted after a two-week
dismissal.

Following a stormy session of the Ban Righ
House Council in 1936, good-night kisses were
allowed providing the co-ed was agreeable.

Aside from the infamous "Chuck Edwards
Affair" and the fee-witholding campaign which
were political issues, these events set the context

for the recent streaking movement.
However, in the case of streaking, the

university administration has seemingly
acknowledged that the students are adults and
responsible for their own actions.

And what to my wondering
eyes should appear
But one hundred bare bums
thundering near.

Queen's Campus is streaking.

And everyone's peeking:
The newest replacement for beer.

Legal

implications
Streakers could face a number of charges under

the Criminal Code of Canada if a large fully dressed

policeman is able to outrun them.

These charges include : nudity in a public place,

parading while nude, indecent ejdiibition in a public

place, indecent exposure, gross indecency, and

indecent acts in a public place.

The maximum sentence is five years for acts of

gross indecency; other charges have lesser

penalties. According to Sergeant of Detectives

William Hackett, streakers would probably be

charged with being nude in a public place. Con-

viction for the offence could range from a

maximum sentence of six months imprisonment
with a fine of $1000 to a suspended sentence with

probation.

Police Chief Robert Nesbitt has indicated that

action would be taken on complaints and charges

would be laid if witnesses came forward to identify

streakers.

To date, only one Kingston resident has called

police and this was an enquiry rather than a com-
plaint.
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unclassifieds
More on 14

TAKE OVER this newly paintod

apartment in May and fiave a

place to live in, in Sept. Kitchen,

bathroom, and 3 rooms. Close to

campus. Collingwood at Union.

Phone 544-6138 after 2.30 p.m.

WORD OF THE WEEK: "Vonan-
zo".,.'a body of rich ore!' (ore

could it be a rich bod!!!)
PANASONIC open- reel taperecorder

RS790S. Auto-reverse, 6 hours

continuous stereo on 1800 ft. tape

at I 'e. Newly reconditioned, 3

month warranty. $290. Apt. 2-80

Wellington after 2 (buzzer button

over mailbox).

WANTED: alive and kicking MC's for

next year's SOBRIETY. Desirable
attributes: intelligent, good-
looking, witty, able to make
THOUSANDS laugh (at a

moments notice), dynamic,
teetotalling, relation to Buster or

Charlie BUT-we're not fussy!

Dazzle us with your talent and-or
personality in room 102 Theology
Hall, Saturday March 16 at 1.00. If

you plan to "Show" call Lennie
544-8795 or Anne 544-8648.

HOME NEEDED for cat grey and
white markings. 7 months old.

Please call Mary 546-2574.

TO SUBLET for summer: 3 bdrm.
house, centrally located, 1 block

south of Princess on Division.

Utilities except lighting paid. Best

offer. Call: Rowdy-544-7104, Pot--

7111, Festus-7103, or Orfus-7100.

TO SUBLET or sign new lease. Two
bedroom apt. in the Queen's
Married Student Complex. $165, all

utilities paid. Available May 1st.

Phone 548-3550.

MODERN TWO BEDROOM apt. to

sublet May 1. Lease optional in

Sept. Furnished if desired. 20

minutes from campus on John St.

544-6327.

BIKES FOR SALE: Boys adult bike,

26" wheel, excellent condition.

$25.00 cash. Girl's adult bike, 28"

wheel, basket, good condition.

$35.00 cash. Call 544-1540 after 7

pm.
ATTENTION ALL interested

streakers! !The president of the co-

ed streaker's association an-
nounces the creation of a streakers

information bureau (S.I.B.): 50

do's and don'fs; latest techniques;

free demonstrations (ap-
pointments necessary). Call 544-

7060, ask for "our man Cam".
WANTED MAY 1st: one bedroom apt.

close to campus at reasonable
rates. Call 544-1361.

HAPPY 21st FLAKEolllDo you
really fool old now? You don't look

any different (except for the
wrinkles and while hair!) Have a
groat day. Fermiero. P.S. If I see
you again before the end of the
year, I may even buy you a

beer! !

!

WE'D PITCH A TENT but would
rather have a 3 bedroom apt. or

house, for next year. Willing to

take over lease in May, Please
help. ..call 544-8076, 544-8157, 544-

8217.

DEBAUCHED ART HISTORIANS
anonymous will meet again this

Thursday toduscuss the merits of

Bacchus, rapes and Rubens,
decadent damsels and the complex
iconography of Boucher. Garfield

Graham, you have been banned
from this week's session.

FOR SALE: Arts Jacket (leather)

size 38. Asking $55.00. Phone Rob
at 544-0602.

EXHIBITIONISTS in desperate need
of streaking jobs. Will run for any
cause as we have no strong
religious or political affiliations.

Attractive bodies able to withstand
20 degree weather. Nancy and
Val.

RESIDENCE didn't want you!! We
do! ! ! EIrond College still has 1 and
2 bedroom apt. and some single

and double rooms in houses
available for next year. Apply at

401 Princess, or call 544-1842.

$175.00 free, if fully furnished or un-

furnished apt., in EIrond is sublet,

May-Sept.
1 CLEAN, sunny, unfurnished room

available May 1 for female. Share
bathroom and large kitchen.
Phone Frances at 544-5651. (Ex-
cellent location. 85 William St.)

AH HA, Miss Feheley, five days and
counting until your youth shall be
no more!

THE LAST LAST LECTURE will be
presented by Dr. John J. Deutsch
Wed. March 13 at 7.30 pm in the

Ban Righ Common Room. The
topic is left completely up to him.

WHOEVER LIBERATED THE
Science '76 jacket with the geology
crest and the Bews letter from 1he
cloakroom at Grant Hall last

Friday night, please return it and
the keys, as I greatly appreciate
the opportunity to drive my car.

Contact Shaun 544-7499.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: If

there are any unused tickets or

invitations to the installation

ceremony on April 5, please bring

them to the AMS office for Steve
Brereton.

LEAVING THE COUNTRY? Photo
Image gives you six passport size

prints at a new low student price,

only $4.00. Ideal for International

Drivers Permits and job ap-

plications too. Call us at 546-7770 or

drop by our studio at 33 Brock St.

Group rates available.

WANTED; House or apt. close to

campus for 3 or 4. Will take over
May 1. We want your house (or

apt. as aloresdid)! Call John 544
7720, Bill 544 8960 or Wayne 544
8943.

LEAVING THAT BEAUTIFUL,
distinctive, 2 bedroom apt. near
Queen's or hospitals! Ease the
pain, let us (married couple) take
it over, and pocket a $20 finders
fee. Please call Dave at 546 7230
after 5

TO SUBLET: May 1 Sept, I, A one

l>edro«rn aipt suit«l»l» lor 2 il*nt

$140 Call alter 6 pm 547 3737.

APT. TO SUBLET Ma^ I iept. I .-

lurnished three bedroom apt. wHIt
kitchen, small living room, two
bathrooms, v/all to wall carpeting,
close to downtown and campus, in

good condition Call 544 3673
PLEASE : help P R «et his bike back

on the road. II the above ad is

answered, I get a Iree beer too!

$40amonth
andolthe
onguishyou

canectt.
Some job description, eh ^

Forty bucks walking around
money. Spending your v.orking hours
listening to the wretched pour out their

misery.

Our customers cut through every

stratum of society. Our territory is all

over: prisons, tough bars, squalid

rooms jammed with families of five,

broadloomed surburban living rooms
jammed with everything but hope. .All

those folk standing in their own garbage.

Those are our people. We try to

help them take the garbage and re-cyclc

it into something useful, rewarding and
Christian,

W e re helped by a decent
education By intelligence, empathy
and a sense of humour. By developing

a tough and gentle spirit. By ha\ ing as

a well-spring a rock-like faith in Christ

Come help us help others to help

theiTiselves, It's an extraordinary life

for the right kind of man.
Think about it. Then, if you'd

like to hear more, write or call us.

THE REDEMPTORIST PRIESTS
Gerry Pettipas, C.S.S.R.,

426 St. Germain Avenue, Toronto
M5M 1W7.
(416) 466-9265

Finlay's Sport Shop

Streakers'

Special
High Performance

Running Shoes
by Puma, Adidas, Tiger, and Pony

Don't get caught short!

also - Bicycles by Gitane
Spring Specials

93 PRINCESS ST. 548-8255

Head Lacroix

This week only

Reg. $240.00

NOW $120.00
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Critics Forum: Everything in the Garden

production is superficial • ••

by Charles Hayter
Giles Cooper's Everything In The Garden,

currently playing at the Domino Theatre, is an odd
and disturbing patchwork of domestic farce, satire,

brutality, and sex that strains to place itself on an

absurdist level but somehow never quite makes it

there. The play is a rather reckless hodge-podge of

the above elements, and it requires superb acting if

nothing else to draw them together. While there are

some lively and entertaining performances in

Domino's production, the company fails to work
together to bring a measure of coherence to

Cooper's somewhat disjointed and imbalanced

work.

Perhaps it is because of the play's uneven
quality that director Russ Waller chose to play the

whole as a drawing-room farce in which the main
laughs are derived from the infiltration of

prostitution and murder into the otherwise normal
middle-class world of money-consciousness, par-

ties, golf, the garden, and so on. The result is a

tightly-paced, fast-moving comedy of manners that

keeps most of the audience rollicking. But I sensed

beneath the play's glossy exterior a much more
sordid vision of middle-class society than the one
the Domino production gives us.

The play continually attacks middle-class

concerns and attitudes. Surely this is the purpose of

those seemingly endless sessions of domestic chit-

chat in the opening scene, which in Waller's

production became boring because the satire is not

being played. Surely one of the purposes of Leonie
Pimosz, a high-class shellacked madame, and Jack
Foster, a painter, is to act as satirical counters to

the other characters. In Waller's production, Foster

is played as a sort of suave middle-class dilettante

rather than as an intruder into the Actons' world;

his murder then becomes horribly meaningless. Not

only is the murder out of place in the Domino
production, but the whole undercurrent of brutality

running through the play (from young Peter Acton's

exclamation as he is watching a cricket match
"Oooh, they've hit him in the crotch" to his father's

sadistic reprimands) is not at all emphasized. To

my mind, then, the production did not exploit all the

possibilities of the text, and indeed only explored

one quite superficial aspect-its farcical element.

However, the production is generally well-

staged (the cocktail party in the second act is

beautifully timed and grouped) and the set is

pleasant if somewhat dowdily dressed. The cast

captures nicely the very English rhythms of the

dialogue. As the actors, Sheila Tetlow and Peter

Aston both have splendid moments of high comedy,

even though Acton's wild gesturing and facial ex-

pressions sacrifice believability. Kathleen Roberts

is an excellent, if somewhat under-paced, Leonie

Pimosz. Comic cameos are given by Jill Hodkinson,

Ron MacPherson, and Alison Irons.

But the play, as I have tried to suggest, is more
than comic-it is a black comedy, and a sordid vision

lies underneath the pleasant mask of comedy of

manners. The Domino production gives us only a

glimpse under the mask.
One final note: I am always amazed at the

technical fumblings and gropings which accompany
each Domino production. On Friday night the sound

system sounded pre-World War I, lighting cue

were fluffed, and a coffee table collapsed when
Sheila Tetlow sat on it.

•macpherson

and insensitive
by Kiloran German

What could possess an

audience to laugh uproariously

when a man's head is smashed in

by a group of people? Such a

phenomenon occurred in the

Domino Theatre on Friday night -

the result of an insensitive in-

terpretation of Everything in the

Garden.

Russ Waller's direction

achieved superb blocking and

timing, but it failed to explore

beneath the superficial comic

level of the play - it never created

the macabre undercurrents that

are essential, for the play's

conclusion to make any sense.

As the hapless husband,
Peter Aston stumbled
periodically towards an

awareness of the undercurrents

but he was playing on such a

different level to everyone else

that many of his reactions just

seemed like bad melodrama.

The other actors were fairly

successful within the context of

Waller's aooroach and achieved
some good moments. But

superficiality breeds super-

ficiality and the characters

remained unconvincing: the

actors were playing off the lines,

not off each other. They also

failed to suggest the sexual

aspect of the play. When the

husband caressed his wife - a

woman supposedly turning tricks

for forty pounds sterling a roll - it

looked like he was tentatively

prodding a prickly pear.

Weller's set was tacky, but it

worked well, and his cast was
appropriately clothed. But all the

technical trappings housed a

hollow production. The whole

question of murder was dealt

with in an extra-ordinarily

tasteless manner but, as in-

dicated above, the audience loved

it - another Domino success?
macpherson

Art History

DSC series

last lecture this Thursday
On Thursday, March 14, the Art History DSC

will present their last lecture in the series ofsix to

be given by Professors Hagel and Hope-Simpson of

the Department of Classics on the archeological

expedition at Nichoria, in southern Greece.

Under the auspices of the University of Min-

nesota-Messenia Expedition,excavations on the

site of the ancient village of Nichoria were carried

out from 1968 to 1973. Both professor Hagel and

professor Hope-Simpson worked on the site, as

members of the three-man Canadian archeological

team.
This week's lecture will be in the form of a

guided tour throughout the village and its history.

Included in this "tour" will be explanation of the

methods, both scientific and stylistic, of

examination and excavation. An example might be

the dating of a specific area or level of the site by

means of the style of pottery fragments discovered

in the strata.

The lecture will be held at 8 p.m. in Watson 217,

this Thursday, March 14th.
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RICHARD ADAMS: Watership
Down. Macmillan, 429 pp., $6.95

($6.60 at Campus Bookstore)

There are three special

qualities in the best of English

children's fiction which win my
approval: a lack of cloying, ef-

fusive sentimentality; a refusal

to compromise on diction, to

make "hard" words "easier";

and a sound and admirable moral
foundation. Richard Adams's
saga of wild rabbits, Watership
Down, embodies these and many
other qualities which make his

first novel a legitimate and
highly successful part of the

tradition of Lewis Carroll,

Kenneth Grahame, and J.R.R.

Tolkien.

Watership Down is the tale of

the destruction of one soc iety and
the founding, against adversity,

of a new one. The story opens
when marauding man wipes out

Sandelford warren to make way
for a housing development. A few
of the rabbits escape the

destni' lion, because of the

premonition of one Fiver, who
has made a vision of a field

covered with blood. (The
supernatural is never far away
from the natural in this

narrative, and the two are
skilfully intertwined throughout.)

The survivors eventually
establish a new warren on the

high reaches of Watership Down.
They then carry out a daring raid

n the militaristic warren of

Efrafa to secure does for the

continuation of their colony. The
mgenuity and audacity with

which Adams strings together

this sequence of most "im-

probable" adventures is nothing

short of delightful. And like the

be^-t oi story teller:^. Adams
knows how to include marvellous

digressions on the way, as his

characters narrate the exploits of

the cunning rabbit of legend, El-

ahrairah: indeed, these

digressions provide the most

surely handled narrative matter
of the whole book.

In the characterizations of

his wild rabbits, Adams has
successfully avoided the twin

pitfalls of depth psychology and
sentimentality. Rather, in

keeping with the best aspects of

the fable tradition, Adams has
kept his characters simple. Thus
Hazel is the natural leader, Fiver
the prophet. Bigwig the fighter.

Woundwort the tyrant, and so on.

It is this firm, uncompromising
simplicity of characterization
which renders the rabbits and
their perils believeable to the

human reader. It should be added
that Adams is equally at home in

lepicting the beauty of the
English countryside he loves so

much (he was Assistant
Secretary in the British

Department of the Environment
until very recently).

The new warren of Watership
Down embodies and ideal which
is communal rather than
domestic (as Kenneth Grahame's
The Wind in the Willows). The
communal ideal of this warren,

complete with its large
"Honeycomb" underground,
hearkens back to Hrothgar's hall

in Beowulf, where men huddled

around their lord for protection

against enemies, passing the cold

nights in listening to the tale-

tellers. This is not, then, a

communal ideal founded on
egalitarian, Utopian principles -

the only product of such an ideal,

or Adams, is the ruthless

militarism of Efrafa, a most
iphappy warren. Rather, the new

'. ommunity of Watership Down is

lirmly based on the principles of

hierarchy and individuation,

where rulers and ruled are

responsible to each other. On
Watership Down, the individual

and society are to work together

lor each others good, rather than

to persist in fruitless opposition to

each other.

Steven Winnett

Inyourown way.
Inyour own time.

On yourown terms.

}bu 11 take to the

taste ofFlayer^ Filter

Warning; The Department of National Health and Welfare advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.

Southern Comfort:
Join the fun on the S.S. Southern
Comfort. The party takes off any
nif^ht and the only baggage you
need ir> some Southern Comfort,

ice, and mix.

See you on the levee,

ArrivaK from the South:

Cold Comfort

t'our 1 ounce', of Souttifrri Comfort
overcru'^t^ic'J ico. Md a twist of Ifrrion

Comfort Screwdriver

f'our W/ ouri'-f;o of Southern Comfort
o/';r i'.i: Top up with orariK'; juice

Comfort Collint

Mix V// ourio<!-, of Southern Comfort

with thrj )UK,',- of n quarter of » lime.

Add <,ome icc, fill th»r gS-rtv. witfi

If-mori-lime drink

Try thoM, too:

< ,'iriiU)i\ 'fi' Cola,

r/Ofofort and Tonic,

Comfort Dairjuiri, etc, etc

it's the only way to travel.

ii
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Chronicles : Escurial

Excellent production explores the darker sides
By Sandy Naiman

Michel De Ghelderode's
short play, Escurial, is a

fascinating study of convoluted

images and distortions of

character. Maurice Breslow's
production which ran last week in

the Drama Department's
Chronicles series was a tight,

clean, and fascinating production

of the play, beautifully executed

and extremely well acted.

The motif in this production

is simplicity; of set and in-

terpretation. A destitute king

awaits his Queen's death and
summons his court jester to

cheer him up. As the con-

versation between the two un-

folds we see that the king's

motive is much more complex
than it first appeared.

He wants to be purged of his

guilts, of his feelings of im-

partiality. We wonder if he really

cares about his queen or indeed

his kingdom. He wants peace of

mind, but we know that the

turmoil does not exist in his

kingdom so much as in his own
being. The cries of the dogs, the

incessant ringing of bells are all

continuing in his head even after

they subside outside.

Graham Bock plays the king

with fluidity and a good sound
sense of the scope of the

character. He moves with a

strangely downtrodden majestic

air, as if he had at one time been
more prosperous and less

desperate. Yet he is desperate

now, and when Doug Stratton, as

Folial, his fool, appears this

desperation becomes the prime
instigatory characteristic of the

man.
Where Bock is big and loud

and boisterous in his in-

terpretation of the role, Stratton

concentrates on consistency and
smaller details of character. His

physicalization of the aged jester.

wizened and gnarled with too

many farces and too many rancid

jests is immaculate. In his forays

with the king his wit is tired

because he is tired. He is an in-

verted court fool, making jest

with black humour and surgically

cut satire. We see that this is

what has endeared him to the

king and thus we surmise that the

king too, must be possessed of a

strangely perverse kind of

sensibility.

The play is anything but

funny. It does not work on
suspense or action, but instead,

on the verbal repartee between
the two principle characters. We
know, that inevitably the queen
will die and we sense that the fool

will also meet his doom at the

king's bidding. He has hinted at it

several times before the farce

begins.

This farce is the central

metaphor of the play, one which
has the king and fool switch

positions and play each other.

Here we see that the relationship

between the two has existed on a

foundation of hatred, mutual and
deep seated. The pretense of love

or compassion is dropped as king

becomes fool and fool becomes
king and we see the disgust that

has surrounded them.

As with any game, the end
must come and the loser must
pay up. But who has won and who
has lost? The play never really

answers' the question, even
though the king has Folial

executed. By killing his jester,

the king has yet another con-

tentious act which is conscience

will have to deal with.

On the other hand, the jester

has goaded the king with an

account of an affair he has had
with the queen. We are never

sure if this is true, another

unanswered question. Has the

king executed Folial because his

pride has been abused?
Throughout, the image of

death has been threaded through

the play very explicitly. Death
has entered the chamber of the

queen because of some rank evil

which has to be rectified.

Perhaps an affair, and by killing

the fool the kingdom has been
purged of evil. But one gets the

feehng, at least I did, that the

king, too, is involved in the

charade and only when he dies

will all be well.

One of the most intriguing

aspects of the play is this sense of

not knowing, not being able to pin

down all the evil elements.

Breslow's production does not

give us any definite answers, but

in the simplicity he has imposed
we get so many clear images
which niggle at us after the lights

have gone out.

The fool lies dead on the

floor, between the two thrones of

the monarchs, the king seems
almost more upset with the loss

of his fool, than his queen, he
walks out and the play ends.

It is a haunting play, one

which is not easily forgotten, for

it explores the deeper motives of

man and his extreme com-
plexities. Breslow's direction has

meted out the barest bones ot the

characters' personalities and by

paring them down we see how
perverse they are, I got a strange

feeling that I was looking inside a

composite man, an Everyman, as

I watched this play. I thought of

all of Shakespeares kings and all

his fools and how simple it is to

over-look the depth of their

relationships.

ni.u plu'i soil

-On one hand, this play ex-

plores the purpose of the fool, the

seer, the wisest man of the court

.

as the jester must be. Dressed in

his motley, carrying his scepter,

donning his jingling mock crown,

he is a parody of any king. Hi?

realm is the realm of humour
any brand.

On the other hand, we may be

watching a satire on the court

which explores its darker sides.

The king never really laughs, the

jester fails in his attempt to cheer

him and so he dies.

Whatever the interpretation

Kscurial is an CKColloiii

production, one wliich i?

masterfully directed and acted.

frightening chilling study of ovn

and one which sta>s on the mind
with question marks Mian cx

clam at ions.

Josef and Vlasta Riha in the Queen's Dance Company's modern dance
performance to be presented on Friday and Saturday evenings in Con-
vocation Hall, Old Arts Building. The two dancers have directed the
company which is comprised of a dozen Queen's students with previous

dance experience, and they have choreographed five numbers. The
shows start at 9.00 p.m. and tickets are $1.00 for students and $2.00 for the
general public.

Cameron mac pherson
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CLEAN AND MODERN 3 bedroom
apt. to sublet. Available lor June,

July, or August (or any part

thereof). Reasonable price. Call

Gord 549-0551, Frank 544-7996, or

Derek 544-7907.

LETOURHOMEBE your home this

summer. Luxurious 4-bedroom
apt. only three blocks from the

Union. Fully furnished, available

May 1. Rent negotiable. Phone Pat
544-8148, or Mary 544-8172.

SUBLET- May to August spacious

ground floor apt. suitable for

three-four. Partially furnished,
with fireplace, clean and sunny.

Five minutes from campus,
parking space. Rent negotiable,

phone 544-8808.

STEREO FOR SALE - Marantz 1030

amplifier, Pioneer RlOO speakers.

Pioneer PL12D turntable with
Shure M91ED cartridge. Excellent

contion-less than 5 months old.

Originally $600, asking $475. Phone
544-7397.

A NOTE OF PERSONAL THANKS to

Hugh Finlay's Sport Shop, Cotton's

Sporthousu, Sepp's Ski Shop and
Geo. Bailey Sporting Goods Ltd.

lor their backing in the C.F.S.C.
Simon Lewis.

WOULD YOU LIKE one month's free

rent on a 3 person apt. 7 You may
sign over a lease beginning May
1st or sublet lor the lour summer
months and get one months rent

tree. Apartment is close to campus
and all utilities are included.

Phone 544-6579.

THREE-BEDROOM HOUSE, ten

minutes walk Irom campus,
lurnished to sublet May to August.
Rent negotiable $175-$225. Phone
544-9635 Or come over to 572

Princess.

ELROND COLLEGE still has some
rooms lelt for next year. 1 and 2

bedroom apts. and single and
double rooms in houses are still

available. Apply at 401 Princess
Street or call 544-1840.

JOIN THE RUPERT BEAR ROLLER
DERBY CLUB!! Two super
skaters will teach you every
Saturday night at 7.00 pm. Pick up
your equipment in the Journal
darkroom and send all cheques to

John Cameron or Brock Mac-
pherson. Special this week, only

$52.35!

4-BEDROOM furnished house to

sublet singly or together, from

Sept. I minute from
phono 548-4392 Of $46-

May to

campus;
0118.

DEAR GAEL GROUP 37: I'm SOrry to

inform you that I am planning a

reunion STREAK this Friday Irom
my room in Ban Righ to the Pub.
You don't mmd do you? Love,
Paula.

3 OR 4 Man house available lor

next year. Close to campus and
downtown. $220. monthly, includes

water and heat. II interested, call

542-7987.

TO SUBLET May 1 lully lurnished one
bedroom a p t .

- b a t h r oo m ,

livingroom, kitchenette-
completely private-H minutes
Irom campus on bus rout. $90-

month-option lor next year. Call

544-1502.

GAEL GROUP 51-coke streaking over
to the Stuart Sty Sat. March 16, 8

pm, lor the long awaited reunion.

BYOB. Drop everything and come
over! See you there or else!

LOST: pin lor a Scottish kilt-a

grouse's loot, lost Wed., Feb. 27

around 1.30 in Kingston Hall or

between Ban RIgh and Kingston.

Please return-sentimental value.

Call 544-8061.

HEY PETE- just to thank you lor your
cooperation on everyone else's

birthday, we'd like to remind you

that March 16 n t lovt-r than you
thmk and you won't t>6 %aiD att

west campus either. It's tru«, eh?
SINGLE ROOMS m seven bedroom

house to sublet over the summer.
Only live minutes Irom campus on
William St. Call 544 6090

LOST: Please help me lind the keys to

my Vespa Scooter. Lost in or

around the Pub. REWARD: I free
ride to the Manor for I free beer,

phone Pete Rose, 542-6945.

TRICOLOR needs writers! Come to

the meeting TOMORROW night in

the ollice in the basement ol the

Union -7.30 pm.
2 BEDROOM APT. available 1974

1975 -starting May I; 10 minutes
Irom campus; $135.00-month.
Phone 544-0530.

GUITAR FOR SALE, acoustic 6

string Famus and case; barely
used -$55.00. Phone 546-6561.

LOST: one pair ol streaker sneakers,
Wednesday night, Leonard Field.

Feel bare without them. Sen-

timental value. Phone 544-7080.

ASUS REPS. TO AMS: nominations
are now open for 3 two-year
positions and 3 one-year positions.

Nominations, accompanied by 25

signatures should be placed in the

ASUS mailbox, AMS outer office

information; Ian Grant 544-7442.

STREAKERS! Now available on

'oiiipui., tti.. olli'ial VrkfcAKfcM
&NEAKER&' C t A (Canadian
Streakers Association) approvittf

Light v/eiifht canvas lor that

important speed Low cut models
available for the 'nude' look Free
mask with each pair. Phone )44

70»0.

APARTMENTS? EIrond College has
several I and 2 bedroom apts.

available beginning May i and
Sept. I For applications drop in at

401 Princess St or call 544 1842.

THANX to everybody that worked on
the WDG campaign. Especially
Jim, John, Terry, Larry, Janet,

Sam, Nancy, Ann, Claire, Jan,

Lizzes, Owight, Peter, Sue, Lyn,
Kathy, Mike, Debby, Cathy, Joe,

Carol, Andrea, Yves, Bob, Jerry,

Bill, Chris, Helen, Bev, Barry,
Sheila, Jeff, Nina, Brian, Denise,

Rich, Bruce, Mark, Dave, Ed,
Darce, Ron, Mike, Guy, James,
Dixie, Tim, Tom, Wizard House,
Ban Righ for the Banner, &
Martha, Victoria 6B, 5B, 3C, and
the rest, Danny, Sax, Gord,
Katharine, Scotty, Paul, Dune,
Les, Ben, Rob, Gail, Andrew,
Jane, and No. 1 to Lee and John.

Amen. Wolman, Durxerman,
Gray.

A.M.S.
OUTER COUNCIL

MEETING
McLaughlin Room

WEDNESDAY,

MARCH 13, 1974

7:30 p.m.

This Wed. March 13, the

LAST LECTURE SERIES

is happy to have

Dr. JJ. Deutsch
Principal of Queen's

presenting his ' last lecture', ending off the series for the year.

Dr. Deutsch is to pretend that this would be his last lecture

ever. The topic is left completely up to him!

Ban Righ Common Room 7.30 p.m.

LEANDRE BERGERON'S

'The History of

Quebec

in Pictures'"
is available free of charge to any department
of any faculty

For further informotion

Contact Terry Macli 544-9498

AMS COURT

Munch But Don't Crunch

Your Lunch Bunch

presents

THE GREAT DEBATE ?

Tuesday, March 12th

12:30

2nd Floor, Union

a union programme committee and AMS cultural af-

Appointment of the AAAS Court

for the term Sept. 1, 1974 to Aug. 31., 1975

in accordance with By-Law No. 1

1

of the AAAS Constitution

Applications, including complete personal resumes, for the following

positions should be submitted to:

The AMS Office before 5:00 pm, Wednesday, March 20, 1974. All

applicants shall be interviewed by the Dean of Law or his designate, the

Retiring Chief Justice and the Retiring Internal Affairs Commissioner.

A CHIEF JUSTICE: who shall be in his-her Senior year in the Faculty

of Law (i.e. currently in his-her second year of

law).

AN ASSOCIATE CHIEF JUSTICE: who shall be in his-her second year

in the Faculty of Law (i.e. currently in his-her

first year of Law.)

THREE JUNIOR JUSTICES: who shall be members of the Alma

Mater Society.
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Arts... Short Cuts:
art: Buffalo or bust

A trip to Buffalo has been scheduled for the 19th

and 20th century course in architecture and design.

The excursion is open to everyone and will cost

$18.00, inclusive of transportation and one night's

accommodation at Brock University.

The bus will depart at 8:30 Friday morning and
arrive in Toronto at 11 : 30 for a tour of Union Station

given by Dr. Douglas Richardson, the leader of the

group fighting against its demolition. There has also

been a lecture scheduled at 2:00 pm on C. R.
Mackintosh to be presented by T. Howarth of the

University of Toronto.By 4:30 the group will arrive
in Hamilton to explore Dundurn Castle, a

restoration mansion of the 1840's.

After spending the night at Brock University,

the bus will arrive in Buffalo by 10:00 Saturday
morning. Those interested will be left off at the
Allbright Knox Art Gallery, while various tours

have been arranged to view the architecture of

Richardson, Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright.
If you are interested, contact Kay Soper in 121

Watson and leave a $2. deposit as soon as possible.

music: German guitarist
Siegfried Behrend, the renowned

German guitarist who is best-known in Canada
through his numerous Deutsche Gram-
mophon recordings, will present two concerts under
the sponsorship of the Queen's Division of Concerts,

one on Thursday, March 14, and one on Friday,

March 15. Thursday's performance, which is the

final concert in this season's Dunning Hall Series,

has been sold-out for six months, so Mr. Behrend
agreed to present another concert with a completely
different programme on Friday at 8:30 p.m. in

Dunning Hall.

Friday's programme is entitled "Musik an

Europaischen Furstenhofen" (Music of European
Royal Courts). The first part of the programme will

include works from the courts of Spain, England,
Bohemia, Austria, Italy, and France, and covers an

historical range from the 15th to the 19th centuries.

For the second half of the programme, Behrend will

be joined by the Vaghy String Quartet in a per-

formance of the Boccherini Third Guitar Quintet in

E Minor.

music: Choral ensemble
The one hundred voice Queen's University

Choral Ensemble will sing in concert in Grant Hall,

on Wednesday, 13 March, beginning at 8:30 p.m.

under their Director, Denise Narcisse-Mair.

This Wednesday's programme will include

excerpts from the "Mass for Four Voices" by
Wilham Byrd ; and the St. Thomas Acquinas version

of the Gregorian "Pange Lingua", known as one of

the finest medieval Latin hymns and viritten, at the

request of Pope Urban IV, in 1263. The stirring

"Psalm 145" for choir, trumpet, horn, trombone

and percussion, was written by Dr. F.R.C. Clarke,

of Queen's Music Department, for Canada's Cen-

tennial year, and was first performed in 1967 by the

Cecilian Consort. The work won the CBC Choral

Composition Award in 1968. The program will close

with a performance of the hauntingly beautiful

"Requiem" by Gabriel Faure. This work, for

baritone and soprani soli, chorus and orchestra, is

one of the most popular and frequently performed

settings of the Requiem Mass - especially ap-

propriate at this time of year with the approach of

Holy Week.
This is the first full concert to be presented by

the Queen's University Choral Ensemble. Providing

orchestral accompaniment for the choir is a thirty-

two member orchestra drawn from other

University orchestras and ensembles. Admission to

what should prove to be a memorable evening is

free.

medieval music drama
The Collegium Musicum of Queen's University

Music Department, will perform a twelfth-century

Easter Music Drama in St. James' Anglican

Church, Union and Barrie Streets, on Saturday and

Sunday, March 16 and 17, at 8:00 p.m. This work,

which tells of the visit to the tomb by Mary
Magdalene, and of Christ's resurrection, was

regularly sung in Our Lady's Basilica in

Maastricht, Holland, from about 1200 to 1500. The
manuscript then seems to have been lost until it

came to light again in about 1960, and in 1%2 was
once again performed before an enthusiastic

audience in Maastricht after more than four and a

half centuries. The production of St. James Church
will be its first Canadian performance.

Big band bash boffo
by Ian McLeod

The tremendous jazz concert sponsored by

the Music Department Thursday was a

discovery for many of a solid and irresistable

sound. A stage full of acoustic instruments

played with spirit and drive - expertise even -

struck more popular response in numbers and
noise than any other Music Department concert

ever has. Queen's wants big band music. We'll be

getting it from this group, often, I hope from now
on.

Starting in 1940 with Glenn Miller's "in the

Mood", the Jazz Ensemble took us through Basie

and Ellington and the "Harlem Nocturne" and a

show-stopping "You're Gonna Hear From Me"
sung by Sharon Keates right up to the '60's:

Cannonball Adderly, "Funkadelic Revival" and
the twelve-tone "12:17". There is a classical

dimension to a lot of this music - mutations of

standard forms with complex technical and
formal innovations. But there was also a lot of

improvisation, and a great informality in stage

presentation - the hats, the shouts, the morose

byplay of the MC.
Duane Bates put the Ensemble together only

two weeks before the concert, and in this light it

was amazingly responsive and together. It got

sloppy and muddy only in the quickest passages

especially in the difficult "12:17". There is in the

group a wide range of individual ability. I could

name at least half a dozen musicians who were

first-rate, whose solo bits were both personal and

very tasteful. Other members of the group with

weaker jazz backgrounds sort of sagged and

stumbled against the much more solid written

mainstream. I really can't see how to get around

this problem, except to suggest more jamming
and more Ustening.

In general, it was the excellent choice of

music and the group bizazz that got the concert

off the ground. For those of you who missed the

concert, big band music is really a discovery.

Listen for it.

The WRITER WAY
tomoney
and happiness

The most profitable

elective you may
ever take

It's the course with the greatest, most immediate return for

your investment of time and energy. And it's also a course that

not everyone can take ... or is even qualified to take!

Professional writers training

from professional writers

A college education is essential. Irreplacable. Yet, a college

student often gets caught up In the sheer academics of his

studies . . . losing sight of his real goals and ambitions. At The
Writers Institute, however, we offer what must certainly be the

most practical writing course available ... a specially-planned,

individual writing program that matches you with your own
personal instructor ... an experienced professional writer/

editor. Working together in a writer-to-writer relationship, you'll

learn all the elements of salable writing. How to develop your

own writing style. How to build your plot. How to maintain

reader interest. You'll proceed at whatever pace is comfortable

and convenient for you. There are no deadlines. No final exams.

And once your writing has reached a professional calibre, your

instructor will advise you on how and where to sell your mate-

rial for the greatest profit. Perhaps that's why thousands of our

graduates are successful writers today. Because our entire

program is aimed at one specific purpose ... to make you an

accomplished, selling writer in the shortest possible time.

The fast thing a college student

wants is another test to take ... but
We know you have a natural aversion to tests. That's easily

understandable. But our Writing Aptitude Test is remarkably

different than anything you're used to. It's fun. And at the same
time, it's one of the most accurate measures of potential writing

talent. If you enjoy writing, if writing gives you a real sense of

fulfillment and satisfaction, then it would be a terrible waste to

let your potential writing talents go undiscovered. Send us the

coupon below and we'll mail you our FREE Writing Aptitude

Test. If you have talent, the test will reveal it, as it has for count-

less other writers throughout our 49 year history. There's no

obligation of any kind. And no salesman will call. So cut the

coupon and mail it today!

I WRITER'S INSTITUTE
\ 100 Mamaroneck Ave., Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543

I
Please rush my FREE APTITUDE TEST by return mail.

I understand I am under no obligation. And no salesman will call.

Name.
I

I

I Address-

I City

J —
.State. .Zip.

Queen's
Division of Concerts

presents

SIEGFRIED BEHREND,
GUITAR

Deutsche Grammophon recording

artist

Final Dunning Hall Series Concert
of this season .

THURSDAY 14 MARCH
8:30 p.m.

Note - Added concert,

different programme,
Friday 15 March

See other ads for details

Box Office -547-6194
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Britain

World: Labor Govt, battles inflation
LONDON- Harold Wilson's Labor
Ck)vcrnment has frozen all rents

and told shop keepers to cut their

profits as part of a drive to hold

the line against inflation.

Despite the freeze on rents

for the rest of the year-one of

Labor's principle campaign
promises-fears of higher prices

and big wage demands have
driven the London stock market
to its lowest level in seven years.

'Bloody Labor Party . just when I was getting adjusted to the

three-day week!'

On Thursday the Laboi
Government announced a return

to the five day work week
following settlement of the coal

miners strike. Britain's coal

miners returned to work
yesterday ending the crippling

slowdown and strike which
precipitated the last election.

Whether or not Labor can

control the big unions which
provide its major backing is a

Moot Point. Already some locals

of the coal miners' union are

pushing for further wage in-

creases above the new rates just

negotiated.

IPSWICH, England- A shop here

has offered two free rolls of toilet

paper, a scarce commodity these

days in Britain, to customers
buying cut-price television sets,

transistors and record players.

WASHINGTON- President Nixon
said in a press conference last

Wednesday that he rejected as

wrong any payment of hush
money or offer of clemency to the

original defendants in the

Watergate burglary. He admitted
that on March 21, 1973 the idea of

offering clemency was discussed

between himself and some of his

aides, the conversation is

recorded on one of the Watergate
tapes, but he insisted that he went
on to state that he opposed the

whole idea as being wrong.
The President's former chief

of staff, H.R. Haldeman, has
been charged with perjury for

testifying that Nixon had opposed
such action.

In his news conference Nix/m
said that all of the Watergate
tapes would probably be released

to the public sometime in the

future and that some pfjrtions,

such as the conversation alx>ut

clemency, were open to various

interpretations.

Then he added, "I know what
I meant...I meant that the whole
transaction was wrong. I never at

any time authorized clemency for

any of the defendants. I never at

any time authorized the payment
of money to any of the defen-

dants."

KEY BISCAYNE, President
Nixon has ordered Attorney
General William Saxbe to press
for reinstitution of the death

penalty in cases where a kid-

napped victim is killed.

The President is apparently
concerned over the wave of

kidnappings over the last month.
Patricia Hearst was kid-

napped last month. Since then, an
Atlanta editor was kidnapped and
released after payment of a

ransom. There were kidnappings
last week in Virginia and on Long
Island.

MOSCOW- young Soviet
dissident, Viktor Khaustov, was
jailed yesterday for four years
for anti-state activities. He has
already served three years for

publicly protesting at trials of

other dissidents.

Meanwhile top Soviet
Writers' Union officials publicly

crtiicized poet Yevgeny Yev-
tushenko for his recent statement

on behalf of Alexander
Solzhenilsyn and wnnutd him Ut

stay out of ideological con-
troversies.

The attack on one of KuBsia's
most prominent fxiets is con-
sidered a firm warning U) other
writers not to defy authorities

over the S<jlzhenitsyn affair.

fi() far no other established

writers have defended the exiled

Nobel Prize winner although a

number have signed statements
approving his forced expulsion.

WASHINGTON- A four-year
campaign aimed at the disrup-

tion of radical and militant

groups was apprently called off

in 1971 by J. Edgar Hoover, ac-

cording to a series of documents
released by the FBI on orders
from Attorney-General William
Saxbe.

The projects named Coin-

telpro. called for FBI agents to

use every possible charge to

arrest black militant leaders and
sought to confuse the Black
Panthers by sending them
misleading documents.

A campaign against the

Socialist Workers Party and the

Ku Klux Klan in the early 1960's

was also revealed in the

documents released by the FBI.
The Cointelpro operation

described by Mr. Saxbe as one of

"doubtful constitutionality" was
aimed at discrediting militant

black nationalist groups and
leaders to the responsible black

community, the white com-
munity and black radicals.

Canada: Sale to Cuba will go through
OTTAWA - MLW-Worthington
Ltd. of Montreal has decided to

proceed with the sale of 24

locomotives to Cuba, despite

concern that !he U.S. Trading

with the Enemy Act might be

enforced against the firm, which

is 52 per cent owned by a U.S.

parent firm.

Federal Trade Minister
Alastair Gillespie announced in

fXtawa on Friday that legislation

would be brought in to ease the

complications experienced by the

firm in negotiating the $14-

million sale. The legislation

would prevent U.S. interventions

in future exp^jrt .sales.

One of the two Americans on

the 11-man Ixjard of directors,

Matthew O'Connell, voted

against the fxjard's decision to

"pursue actively" the sale. The
second American Kichard
Signorelli, was absent from the

vote due to illness but sent a wire

indicating his op^XiSition. The two

men felt that their actions in

op;x>sing the sale would clear

them of any wrong doing under

the U.S. law. The law prohibits

U.S. companies or Iheir sub

sidiaries from trading with Cuba.

OTTAWA - The CNR has lost

about 500,000 nickels in the snow
along the main line north of Lake
Superior.

The coins were part of a

shipment by the Royal Canadian
Mint to Winnipeg carried in a

container by the CNR. Through
some accident the lock on the

container broke allowing about

.$27,000 worth of nickels to spill

out.

The coins are believed to be

scattered along about 80 miles of

track.

HALIFAX The Glace Bay
heavy-water plant in Nova Scotia

will cost another $15-million

before it produces its first heavy
water in 1975, 8'/2 years behind

schedule.

Originally the plant had been

designed to use sea water but

after 4'/z years and $K«)-million

the Nova Scotia Governm(;nt and
Deut«!rium of Canada Ltd. ad-

mittfrd defeat and turn(!d the

plant ov«?r to Atomic En(Tgy of

Canada Lid

AECL had to tear the plant

down and build again from
scratch. So far it has budgeted

$111,179,000 for the project

bringing the total cost to over

$241-million so far.

The plant has not yet

produced a drop of heavy water
and will not do so for at least

another year.

VICTORIA - B.C. Liberal Leader
David Anderson was expelled

from the legislature for the third

time on Friday after repeating

his charge that B.C. Premier
Dave Barret lied in his denial of

interference with the operations

of the B.C. Egg Marketing Board.

The issue has occupied the B.C.

legislature for nearly two weeks.

OTTAWA - The 25,000,000 gallons

of high-priced heating oil that the

Government bought last fall to

head off a winter oil shortage is

still sitting in storage tanks and
will have to be sold at a loss.

When lK)ught last fall, at 52

(•(;nts-a-gallon, the Government
was most concerncid alx)uf en-

suring an adequate oil supplies.

Since the expected shortage

never materialized the Govern-

ment is stuck with having to sell

the oil at current market prices,

about 32 cents-a-gallon.

The Government's total loss

on the deal will be about $5-

million.

TORONTO - New Ontario

regulations have made it legal for

16-year-old girls to have abor-

tions without parental consent.

The amendments to the

hospital management
regulations have lowered the age

of consent for surgical operations

to 16 years from 18 years thus

allowing 16 and 17-year-olds to

have abortions on their own
volition.

A second change to the act

allows 16-year-olds to give per-

mission for VD tests, again

without parental permission. It is

expected that this change will be

a great help in VD control as

previously doctors were reluc-

tant to administer the test

without parental consent and

many patients didn't want their

parents involved.

b ac kp age
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Jean Vanier

Humanity and purpose

of education examined
by Dave McCallum

The whole education system
is geared to help people become
successes, pointed out Jean
Vanier Tuesday afternoon before

a capacity audience in McArthur
Hall Auditorium. Vanier
stressed, however, that the real

purpose of education should be to

create understanding among
people, and the growth of love.

"One can ask oneself",
Vanier commented, "Why have I

been born into a particular

family where I have received

opportunities and advantages
and others have received less?

What is the meaning of this? IT

comes down to a question of what
is the meaning of our lives", he
commented.

People are born into a world
of poverty and sickness, Vanier
remarked. "They are shackled to

their misfortune. On the other

side", he analogysed, "are those

who hide behind the prison bars
of their own comfort."

"What can be done to break
down the barriers of those who
are in success, to break down the

barriers of those who do not

care?" he asked.

"I wonder in the efficacy of

speaking", Vanier mused, "What
does it all mean? You talk and
talk. Some people say what you

need is to have acts and create

violence to shake people out of

their ways".
"What is the act?" he

reflected. "It seems apparent

that it comes down to a question

of education".

"Sitting, talking with
children, -and sharing, I was
amazed at how early prejudice

begins", Vanier remarked.
Children are born into a

prejudice, into a world of mass
media and comic book villians

and heroes, he contended.

"When is the age that

generosity is broken? When do

the barriers of prejudice shut?"

Vanier questioned. He pondered
aloud : If only learning could be
used to restore the generosity a

person loses as a child...

"Education should teach the

U. Centre

child to open up his being, to

vibrate with the cords of the

infinite, for we yearn for the

infinite in knowledge" stated

Vanier.

"That is what distinguishes

us from the animals", he pointed

out. "Man continues to endeavor,

to go forward because of a

yearning for the infinite. But we
lock ourselves into our comfort

and lose our creativity".

"We are afraid to look at our

weaknesses", Vanier declared,"

and afraid to let people to see us

as people having weaknesses as

well as strengths. But because we
are weak we need others".

"Because of our prejudices

we need people who do not have
these weaknesses". This is what
Vanier called "a symphony of

mankind".

City approves bank
Kingston City Council voted Monday to allow a number of com-

mercial enterprises to operate in the proposed University Centre.

The businesses approved are a bank, a drug store, a laundromat
and dry cleaning outlet, a barber shop and hairdresser and a small

bookstore.

While the businesses will be allowed to locate in the Centre, they

may not erect signs that are visible from the outside. The commercial
floor space will be taxable.

New AMS
Outer Council

is initiated
"We're in the process of

getting organized. You'll have to

wait until the next meeting to

hear anything spectacular."

While AMS President Tony
Wolman made this statement
referring to the position of his

executive at Wednesday night's

inaugural meeting of the 1974-5

AMS Outer Council, his remarks
were applicable to the meeting as

a whole.

Outer Council spent most of

its time preparing itself for the

coming year. It selected John
Duncan, a second year history

student, as Speaker, and heard
the new Inner Council members
outline their plans for their

commissions.

Campus Activities Com-
missioner Robert Wood an-
nounced that he will work to

develop "a more coherent plan

for co-ordinating social events on
campus", and will study the

feasibility of dropping the $3.00

concert fee collected from each
student. ,

Alan Huehn, in charge of

External Affairs, declared that

improving Queen's-Kingston
relations is one of his priorities.

Both Education Com-
missioner Gaye Clemson and
Internal Affairs Commissioner
Ian Nordheimer plan to

restructure their commissions.
Clemson explained that her
duties must be re-examined with

respect to the role of the Vice-

President (University Affairs).

Services Commissioner John
Beech stressed that "the'year of

the crunch' may be over, but we
can't let services get out of hand
again."

The new commissioners were
appointed early this week.
Nordheimer, a first-year law
student, is the former director of

Queen's Student Agencies and
former AMS Chief Constable.

Clemson was secretary to the

1973-4 Outer Council, and Wood is

the co-editor of the Journal. Both
are in second year Commerce.
Beech is the business manager of

Golden Words and the Commerce

Society's senior AMS
representative. Huehn is in third

year biology.

When ASUS representative

Kiloran German pointed out that

five of the eight Inner Council

members are Commerce
students, Wolman assured her
that her fears of a "commie plot"

were unfounded. He attributed

the situation to the fact that most
applicants for the positions were
in Commerce.

Outer Council voted to set up
a committee to study honoraria

and related matters, which will

prepare a report as soon as
possible. A similar study was
made earlier this year* but its

results were inconclusive.

The committee was formed
as a result of debate on a motion
proposing a raise in honoraria for

the two AMS vice-presidents. The
motion also included a provision

to pay the AMS President and
Vice-President (Operations)
weekly salaries of $125 and $100

respectively during the summer
if they work for the AMS.

The motion, which was a

carryover from the last meeting
of the old Outer Council, was
soundly defeated, but not before

it became an item of contention.

ASUS rep Don Krestel
claimed that the logical step from
such honoraria would be the

creation of a full-time AMS
executive, which he opposed. He
suggested that honoraria funds

could be better spent in areas
which benefit students more
directly.

Several members of Outer
Council argued that the question
of honoraria should be more
completely studied before the
structure is changed. They
asserted that the President and
Vice-President (Operations)
should annually have to justify

hiring themselves as AMS
summer employees, and that

their salaries should be included
as part of the summer budget.
(This budget will be presented at

the next Outer Council meeting.)

It was very easy to identify the AMS executive at Wednesday's Outer Council
meeting. The person who appears to have the Speaker name card is Vice-
President (Operations) Peter Druxerman, the Druxerman card belongs to

- zelonka

AMS President Tony Wolman, and Wolman's name appears in front of Vice-

President (University Affairs) John Gray.
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Pubs and Theatres

IVlanor - The Witness

401 Inn - Waterfall, with Ray Smith
Commodore - Stagecoach

Frontenac - Finnegan's - Fred Werthman
Frontenac - Muldoon's - New Horizons

Townhouse - Everybody's People

Capitol 1 - - Robinhood
Capitol 2 - Serpico

Odeon - The Sting

Hyland - The Golden Voyage of Simbad
Domino Theatre - Everything in the Garden, at 8:30

p.m.,.March 15, 16 and 21-23

Friday, March IS
3:30 p.m. - Music Dept. Workshop conducted by the

internationally known guitarist, Siegfried

Behrend, in Dunning auditorium.

4:00 p.m. - Medieval Studies Lecture on"The
Magdalene in Legen, Drama and Art. With
speaker Prof. Marforie Melvem, of the Univer-

sity of Florida, in Rm. 517, Watson Hall.

7:00 and 9:30 p.m. - This week's Campus Movie is

"Man of La Macha". In Ellis Hall.

7:15 and 9:15 p.m. - McArthur Film for only 99c,

Slaughterhouse Five, Kurt Vonnegut's brainchild.

7:30 p.m. - The Queen's Debating Society meeting

and debate, in the Meditation Room, second floor.

Union. Everyone Welcome.
8:30 p.m. - An Extra Concert by Siegfried Behrend

in Dunning Hall, accompanied by the Vaghy
String Quartet. Tickets are $2.25 general and $1.50

student, from the Box Office.

8:30 p.m. - Milk and Cookies Dance in Grant Hall

with three bands. Proceeds will go to Camp
Outlook. Admission 50c.

9:30 p.m. - Modern Dance Performance by the

Queen's Dance Company in Convocation Hall.

Tickets are $2.00 general and $1.00 students.

Saturday, March 16

7:00 and 8:00 p.m. - A Multi-Image Colour Slide

Show, sponsored by Queen's Christian Fellowship
and Kingston Chinese Christian Fellowship.

Place: Stirling Hall, Theater D, admission is free.

Everyone Welcome!
8:fX) p.m. - Collegium Musicum, directed by Wilbur
Maast. A performance of Carissimi's Oratorio,

Jephte and the Medieval Music Drama: The
Kaster Play of Maastricht, at St. James' Church,
Union and Barrie.

8:fK) p.m. - Indian Movie (with English Subtitles),

Mamta, in Ellis Hall. Admission to this award
winner, $2.fKJ.

HM p.m. - Queen's Chinese Club '74 Graduation
Dinner and Dance. Dinner is in Wallace Hall and
the dance will be held in the upper lounge.

Members: free. General: $2,W).

8:00 - 12:00 p.m. - The Carpenter's Inn (Coffee

House), featuring "Spring Harvest", from
Montreal. In the Student Union's Coffee Shop.

Admission: 50c.

9:00 p.m. - Modern Dance Performance by the

Queen's Dance Company, in Convocation Hall.

Tickets: $2.00 general, $1.00 students.

Sunday, March 17
11:00 a.m. - St. Lawrence Automobile Club Rally

starting at Clark Hall. Call Howard 542-3658 or

Dave 544-2659 for info.

8:00 p.m. - Queen's Collegium Musicum per-

formance at St. James Anglican Church, Union at

Barrie, of the Oratorio, "Jephte" and the drama,
"The Easter Play of Masstricht".

8:00 p.m. - Kingston Women's Centre Sunday
Night Debate: Resolve that the Government
Commission on the Status of Women Promote the

Cause of Women's Liberation. All women are

welcome at the Women's Centre, 110 Queen St.

8:00 p.m. - Drama Dept. presents Sunday Workshop
No. 7 a performance of Harold Printer's Old
Times Convocation Hall. Admission Free.

8:30 p.m. - CFRC Contemporary Folk presents a

special on the Music of Yorkville. (Produced by
CKFM.)

Next Week
Monday - 8 :00 p.m. - Dept. of French showing of two

films in Kingston Hall, Rm. 101. The first film will

be Jean Racine's "Phedre", starring Marie Bell,

in French with English sub-titles, and the second

is a film on Modem French Tapestries.

Monday - 8:00 p.m. - Information Meeting of the

Kingston Waffle at 527 Johnson St.

Tuesday - 12:30 p.m. - Part 4 of Kenneth Clark's

Civilization at McArthur Hall. Admission is free.

Tuesday - 9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening
Film Series showing of "Paris N'Existe Pas"
(Robert Benayoun, 1969), in French with English

sub-titles, in Ellis Hall.

Wednesday - 7:30 p.m. Michael Snow, one of

Canada's 'experimental' artists, will be showing
his film, "Wavelength", in Ellis Hall, followed by
a question period. Admission is free.

Wednesday - 12:30 p.m. - Civilization Part 5, at

McArthur Hall. The Sixth Part will be shown on

Thursday.

Douglas Hours
To provide extra week-end study time for the exam

period, Douglas Library hours will be extended
for the Stacks, Circulation Desk, Main Reading
and Central Information Services Rooms as

follows:

Friday - March 22, 29 8:00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
- April 5, 12, 19

Saturday - March 23, 30 8:45 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
- April 6, 13, 20

The School
Librarianship
Movie

McArthur
Hall
7:15 B
9-15 pm 99^

\
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FALL SOCIAL

EVENTS
All campus groups wishing to sponsor a social

function next fall must fill out an application

form in the AMS Office by March 18, 1974.

Applications received after this date will be

considered on a first-come-first-serve basis for

any remaining dates.

Approved applications may be picked up in the

AMS Office on March 29, 1974.

PROCEDURE FOR

BOOKING ALL ROOMS

FOR MEETING, SMOKERS, DANCES AND CON-
CERTS.

1. Obtain a Student Activity Application Form from the

A.M.S. Office in the basement of ttie Union.

2. Complete the Form and hand itin at the A.M.S. Of-

fice.

3. When the Application has been approved, a "Form
C" will be issued. You must pick up this form from the

A.M.S. and take it to the Specific booking office con-

cerned. This will be indicated to you when you pick up the

"Form C".

5. If you require Audio-Visual equipment, it is booked

on the same "Form C" as is used for booking the room.

6. If Grant Hall booked, a cloak room must be provided.

7. Arrange people to staff the cloak room (if necessary)

and the door.

8. Ensure there is petty cash at door to be used as

change if there is an admission charge.

9. Check lighting with Janitors beforehand if necessary.

10. The Group sponsoring the event is responsible to see

that all of the above conditions are met.

11. A special events liquor permit will be issued with all

C Forms requiring a bar or serving liquor.

SSst daring,

\ota\W

pictures
ever

made

MICHAEL SACKS • RON LEIBMAN • VALERIE PERRINE
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"ClVILISATIOfsl" CONTINUES AT 12:30 P.M. ON lUESDAY^ TIaRCH 19 IN UjNCAInI McArTVIUR AUDITORIUM.
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briefly...

New editor chosen
Suzanne Sherkin, a first year English student, has been selected

as Editor of the Queen's Journal for the 1974-75 academic year. She
was chosen on Tuesday night by the AMS Publications Selections

Committee, and the selection ratified by Outer Council the following

night.

Sherkin joined the Journal staff this year, and on assuming her
responsibilities in September, she hopes to increase editorial writing

of the newspaper, and to incorporate an analytical approach into news
writing.

Asked to comment on the selection, Sherkin said, "What can I

possibly say at this time..."

The Committee also selected John Bottomley, as Editor of

Tricolor '75, and Terry Collins as Business Manager of the Journal.

Milk and Cookies II

to support Outlook
You may well ask what Milk and Cookies II is. It is the second

annual dance organized by Golden Words to support Camp Outlook, a
registered charity staffed by Queen's students.

Camp outlook organizes canoeing trips to Algonquin Park for

underprivileged children from the Kingston area.

Two bands will be playing to provide continuous dancing from 8.30

to the end. Milk, cookies and yogurt will be sold. Admission is only 50c.

Boat races will be held for the amusement of all present.

MIchener's collection

donated to Queen's
A collection of books from the private library of the Rt. Hon.

Roland Michener, representing his interests and travels during the

time he was Governor-General of Canada, was donated to the Queen's

University library early in 1974. Almost all of the books in the 375-book

collection bear inscriptions from authors, scholars and statesmen.

Others are gifts from the small towns, schools and various groups of

people in which he took a special interest in his travels at home and
abroad. The materials are presently being processed, but will be

displayed later in the year. Mr. Michener will be installed as Chan-
cellor of Queen's on April 5, 1974.

Deutsch at Last Lecture:

university has lost vital role
by Wendy Reynolds

The university has lost it's

vital function, according to

Principal John J. Deutsch, who
ended the Last Lecture series

Wednesday night. It no longer

holds the public's confidence,

hence it is not accorded the

degree of priority in spending of

public funds that it- once was,

explained Deutsch.

General disappointment in

the role it has played is,

remarked Deutsch, one of the

major reasons for this. It has not

been "the great leveller" that it

might have been. Instead of

bringing about greater equality

between the haves and the have
nots, the distance between the

two groups has increased.

Providing "meaningful
employment in a technological

society" is another aim not

achieved. Those with the greatest

technological skills got the best

jobs, and Deutsch maintained
that the university could not cope
with this. However, he continued,

this was not entirely the fault of

the university for when students

were prepared, the job market
was unable to accommodate
them.

Several historical reasons
were cited in addition by the

principal as primary con-
tributors to the university's loss

of public confidence. After World

War II, a great growth in science

and technology developed. The
university was at the centre of

this as the "main weapon" in the

fight against the world's
problems. But as its total in-

volvement in method, technique,

and analysis increased, the

search for values important to

mankind's well being were
jeopardized, creating an im-

balance in its function.

Deutsch proclaimed that "if

the university is to continue

playing a useful role in society, it

must seek to recapture this

balance". Advancement through

the scientific method is very

important, but we must con-

stantly keep in mind the purpose
of technique.

The idea of reason as the

solution to human problems
cannot be lost, and "the
university must continue to be
it's home".

This concept of knowing
one's values was superimposed
by Deutsch on the realm of

Canadian Public affairs.

Canada, rich in the world's vital

natural resources, must decide

how they are going to be ex-

pended. Although not advocating

a no-growth policy of economic
development, Deutsch does
emphasize the importance of

learning how to use growth to our
own best advantage.

Job Bank Is a free community

service in order to help students
Job Bank is a free com-

munity service, created in order

to help students in and around
Kingston find jobs for the sum-
mer. This year, the operation wiU
be directed by Sally Caudwell

and Craig Brown.
Their office in the Career

Planning and Placement Office,

121 Union Street, will be officially

open to students by the third

week in April. However, ap-

plications will be available April

1st at same address. All students

planning to work here during the

summer, should obtain and file

their applications shortly after

that date. It would also be ad-

visable to apply for a job with the

Office of Canada (Student)

Manpower which will be opening

soon in the Kingston Post Office.

Last year. Job Bank was
financed by the university, the

AMS, ASUS, and the Engineering
Society. The directors \\ave

received no pledges yet but are in

the process of applying for

grants.

Approximately 900 students

have been able to get em-
ployment each summer since its

inception. There is always a flood

of applications in April combined
with the scarcity of jobs, but as

the summer progresses, more
jobs become available to cope
with the tourist trade.

Co-director Craig Brown
assured the Journal, that

"perseverance will get you a

job".

BITE THE ONE
YOU LOVE!

PIZZA

CHALET

Open 4 p.m. daily

544-1227

PRINCESS at Barrie

FILET
RED BRAND
NATURALLY
AGED
BEEF MIGNON

DINNER

5.95

AUNT LUCY'S
RESTAURANT
TAVERN

Princess West at

Portsmouth

Attention

Anyone interested in becoming a member of the Queen's Bands
for the '74 - '75 season, come to an orientation and information
night on ;

Tuesday March 19th 8:30 - 10:00 p.m. Stirling A

Talk to members and executives from the Brass Band,
Pipe Band, Cheerleaders, Highland Dancers, and
Majorettes.

Quilts and Furniture The Lark in the Clear Air

A group show of traditional and
original design from Ontario, Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward Island.

Furniture by local craftsman Jim
Banks.

Until Marcii 30.

GALLERY OF FINE

by Dennis T. Patrick Sears is now in

stock

!

We also liave new paperback
editions of The National Dream and
The Last Spike.

CANADIAN SHOP
CANADIAN CRAFTS OF KINGSTON
219 PRINCESS STREET (NEXT TO THE CAPITOL THEATRE) 542-1115
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unclassifieds

STREAKERS INFORMATION
BUREAU (S.I.B.): due to the

large show of interest In our free

streaking demonstrations, we
have had to extend our services.

Call now! "our man Cam" : 544-

7060, and-or his cohorts, "Boosi-

Cousi": 544-7041, "Hairy Harry";

544-8926; "Don Juan": 544-7071.

PHOTO IMAGE has a complete range

of technical photographic services

including custom black and white

developing and printing and
ektachrome processing at new
competitive prices. 48 hour service

or less available on most orders.

Call us at 546-7770 for more in-

formation or drop in at 33 Brock

St.

2 BEDROOM APT to sublet May-Sept.

EIrond College, suitable for three

persons. Phone 544-0757.

FOR RENT: Bachelor apartment, 10

minutes from campus. $120 per

month. Available in May. Phone
544-5730.

FOUND: Fountain pen in the City

Park. Phone 544-5730.

WILL GIVE FREE roll Of colour film

to the person willing to let me use

their colour negatives to get

reprints - of the streakers on

Thursday, March 7. Call Janice,

549-0551.

AWORLD FIRST AT QUEEN'S: Last

Sunday, four intrepid members of

the Queen's Scuba Club, wearing

only mask, flippers, and a cheeky

grin, founded the Scuba Streaking

Society. P'fucked, Thumper, Wibb
and Prof welcome all ass-piring

members to the pool this Sunday.

ASSISTANtT CURATOR: Mature
student or retired person, skilled

in display techniques, to help

design and direct construction of a

special museum exhibition. In-

terest in sports helpful. Duties to

commence May 1 on a part-time

basis. Send resume to: Secretary,

international Hockey Hall of

Fame, Box 82, Kingston, Ont.

APPLICATIONS will be received for

the following ASUS positions:

Lictor Editor, ASUS rep. on the

Concert Committoe ASUS faculty

athletic stick for Bcws, Suzlo-Q

chairman, ASUS rep to Canadian
Peace Research Institute

(scholarship - June 22-July 12),

Women's Conference (Toronto,
May 31 June 2). Applications to

be submitted to Ian Grant (544-

7442) or Sue Harper (549-2373),

interviews evening of Tuesday
March 19.

LOST: one small carmel coloured cat

( kitten-going-on-cat) Won't come
to the name of Christiansen.

Please return or phone with in-

formation about this much loved

part of our family. YOU'LL get

your reward in Heaven. Phone 549-

2502. Lost just west of men's
residence near the lake.

FRIENDS OF MR. CRAIG J.

SHANNON are pleased to an-

nounce his engagement to Miss
Anne D. Boa. The announcement
was formally made recently at a

private celebration in Victoria

Hall. The date of the marriage has
not yet been finalized. Reception

for the happy couple is being held

this evening.

RIDING CLUB: a reminder that we
will be riding this Saturday and
Sunday. The bus will be at the

Union at 9 a.m. both days. The cost

is $2.50. Everyone welcome.
THREE BEDROOM APARTMENT

available for next year. Close to

campus. Must take over rent in

May. Phone 542-9575.

TO SUBLET: two bedroom apartment
at the corner of Earl and Barrie.

May 1st to Sept. 1st. Rent $13Q a

month. Call 544-9413.

APARTMENT AVAILABLE TO
SUBLET for two or three. May 1st

to Sept. 1st. excellent location.

University Ave. Two floors, large

bedrooms and living room. Rent

very reasonable. You can't lose.

Phone 544-8650 or -8654.

LARGE QUIET BACHELOR apart-

ment to sublet May 1. Lease op-

tional in September. Close to

campus and park. Call 542-3867.

FIVE OR SIX BEDROOM clean house
on Ellerbeck Street. Two
bathroom. Co-ed preferred.

Halfway between West and Main
campus. $330 monthly. Available

May 1st one year lease. Dial 542-

5964.

THERE WAS ONCE A TART FROM
THE Soo.

Who met a dumb fart who said bool

While crunching on arrowroot
cookies.

They engaged in licentious snooklet

And even the occasional brew.
THREE BEDROOM apartment to

sublet from May to Sept. with

lease available In Sept; five

minutes from campus; 30 seconds
from the A and P; Phone 546-7166.

THREE TO FOUR man house wanted
for next year. Close to campus.
Will take summer sublet with right

to lease in September. Call Dave
544-7918, 544-7900 or James, 544-

7894.

ARTSCI '77 jacket - 40 tall - for sale.

This could be the last year for

leather. In excellent condition,

asking $65. Call Ian at 544-7143

after 6 p.m.
APARTMENT FOR RENT: May 1 -

Sept. 1. Three bedrooms, close to

campus. Fully furnished. Rent
negotiable. Call 544-6845.

ONE BEDROOM apartment for quiet

couple. Available now. Near West
Campus. Phone 548-8090.

CONVENIENCE PLUS in our
beautiful three bedroom house.

Less than 1 block from campus at

Alfred and Earl. Completely
furnished. Let it be yours from
May 1st until September 1st.

Extremely cheap. Call 549-0608

anytime if interested.

RIDE NEEDED TO Toronto weekend
of March 22, leaving anytime
Friday or Saturday before 7 a.m.

Will help pay for the gas. Please

call 544-9647.

MAD HATTER! Where did you streak

last? Did you crash somewhere?
Well, if you lost your diving helmet
and would like to have it for the

next streak, give Jim a call at 544-

0349.

IF YOU have found a camera in the

Anatomy Lab and are waiting for

someone to claim it, here is the

claim. I will offer a reward for it.

Call Cecile 544-8651.

WANTED: two or three good natured
young ladies to live with three

charming young men in a fully

furnished abode, which is already

sublet for the summer. Phone 544-

9304 or 549-2921.

LAfiGE SPACIOUS, 3 bedroom
apartment for sublet May I iept

1 on Regent St., on bus route

Contact Mike or Ian S44 7143

Rent "very negotiable".

A BLUE SAPPHIRE RING was lost in

the Pys ed centre Wed,, March 13.

I would very much appreciate its

return. Please leave in an en-

velope in the Journal Office c o

Cinders.

1970 VIVA GT, 1600 Overhead cam,
dual carbs, mag wheels, 29,000

miles, $850, 544-2657, ask for Mike.
FOR SALE - one leather Science

jacket, size 44 tall. In excellent

condition, price negotiable. Call

Warren at 544-9059 any time.

APARTMENTS? EIrond College has
several 1 and 2 bedroom apts.

available beginning May I and
Sept. 1 . For applications drop in at

401 Princess St. or call 544-1842.

SUBLET - large two bedroom apt.,

close to campus and downtown.
Rent negotiable, available May -

Sept. 327 Barrie apt. 2. Call 542-

8482 after six.

4 BEDROOM furnished house to

sublet: singly or together: 1

minute from campus: call 546-0118

or 548-4392.

350 HONDA, only 3,000 miles, com-
plete with full accessories in-

cluding helmets and plates, and
more. $850.00 or best offer. Phone
John at 549-1714 after 5 p.m.

NUDE EAR running rampant.
Earring made of coconut shell

with blue painted decoration lost.

If you found it, you don't need it.

Please return it to the Journal

Office c-o Cinders.

TWO BEDROOM apt. in the vicinity of

Union and Victoria Sts. is desired

by two girls for the summer
(starting May 1 or June 1) and
next year. Phone 544-8562.

GAEL GROUP 51: Do not forget the

reunion Saturday, March 16. at 8

o'clock at the Stuart Sty. BYOB.
Come as you are if you can.

Remember 51 has all the fun.

HONDA CB 350, 1972, for sale. 7,000

miles, excellent condition. Call

Pete at 544-0316 after 6 p.m.

LOST: small credit card wallet with

student's card, drivers licence,

etc. Finder can contact George at

546-2985. Reward offered.

QUEEN'S DEBATING SOCIETY is

showing » film of the famous
Cambridge Debate with yi/illiam

F Buckley vs. John Kenneth

Oalbraith Wed , March 7ii, « Wt

ftm Stirling C Free

( STILL HAVE the orange kitten

(male) I found on March 4 if it it

not claimed soon I am going t«

give it away Call 546 3765

FOUND: ladies glasses in Grant Hall

Friday night Phone 544-2108

RESIDENCE DIDN'T want you??!!

We do!! EIrond College still has I

and 2 bedroom apts. and some
single and double rooms in hous«t

available for next year. Apply at

401 Princess St or call 544-1842.

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY, Will. Buzz,
Sue, Wafaa, Cinders, the
Bonanzo's.

TWO BEDROOM APT. to rent Take
for May to Sept. at $155 monthly.
Option to lease in Sept. at $165.00.

Call 544-5989.

BROCK ST. location, furnished thre«

bedroom, available May-Sept. Call

544-9140.

FOR RENT- large modern 1 bedroom
apt. ( unfurnished) . Ideal for young
married couple. Rent negotiable.

Phone 544-5352 between 5 and 7 pm
or after midnight.

JOHN DOUGLAS WADDLE is now
offering free personal autographs.
For further information see the

'Forget It' list of Rompin' Stom-
pin' Calgary's newly founded
'Society for Aspiring Young Men'.

ORGANIZATIONAL Meeting
regarding Executive, planning,

and activation of a canoe club for

the coming year. Thursday, March
21, 1974 at 7.30 pm. Seminar tioom
A., Phys-ed Complex.

THE AGE of coffeehouses is not past!

Come on down to "The Carpenter's

In" in the Union coffeeshop.

"Spring Harvest" is playing
Saturday, March 16th, 8 pm - 12

pm. 50c.
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The A.M.S. needs people to work on the following

commissions, committees, subsidiaries, publications, services, etc.

GET INVOLVED
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES SERVICES EDUCATION INTERNAL AFFAIRS EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

JOHN BEECH
549-0698

ROBERT WOOD
544-5358

Campus Activities

1. Queen's Entertainment Agency Director (QEA)

2. Concert Committee Ctiairman

3. Homecoming Convenor

4. Snowball Committee Chairman

5. Convocation Committee Chairman

6. Open House Chairman
7. Council on Athletics Representative

Services
1. University Centre Committee Members
7. Union Programme Committee Members
3. Bulletin Board Committee Chairman
4. University Health Council Representative

5. Library Committee Members

GAVE CLEMSON
544-1522

IAN NORDHEIMER
544-9140

ALAN HUEHN
549-1886

Education External Affairs

1. Long term planning Committee Members
2. Short Term Academic Policy Committee
Members

3. Tw/o Members - Richardson Trust Fund Com-
mittee

4. Arts Festival '75 Committee Chairman
5. AMS Orientation Convenor

Internal Affairs

1. AMS Chief Constable

2. Constitution Committee Members
3. Clubs Manager

for any information on ttiese positions, see the Who's Where or call the appropriate

To apply, leave your name in the A.M.S. Office anytime before Friday, March 22 at 5:00 p.m.

1. Chief Delegate to the OFS
2.

' Alumni Committee Chairman
3. Community Liaison Committee Chairman

4. High School Liaison Committee Chairman

Others

1. AMS Housing Service Chairman

2. AMS Pub (Summer and Winter)

a. Manager
b. Assistant Manager
c. Bartenders, Waiters, and Waitresses

Commissioner listed above.
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letters to the editors

Laing -an intellectual rip-off
Dear Editors:

Last Thursday evening I attended Dr. R.D.

Laing's public lecture in Grant Hall and was ex-

tremely disappointed at his apparent inability to

express himself without frequent pauses and
numerous "ers". I seriously wonder whether he

had prepared anything before walking onto the

stage of Grant Hall over quarter of an hour late. As
a member of a university community I resent being

treated in this way and registered my disgust by

walking out after twenty minutes. Furthermore I

am disturbed at rumours that he was paid $2000

(TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS), and $500 travelling

expenses by the A.S.U.S. for his visit to Kingston. If

this is in fact what he received, do I smeU a big RIP
OFF? A.S.U.S. clarification please!

Dr. R.D. Laing may weU be known as a

"psychiatrist, artist, thinker, writer etc." but had
he also been advertised as a mediocre public

speaker than I would have stayed at home. If Dr.

Laing gave his public lecture against his wishes and
at the request of the A.S.U.S. then the A.S.U.S. is

partly to blame; but if Dr. Laing personally wanted
to address a large audience, then he should be told,

in case he does not know already, that as a result of

Thursday's effort, he is worth no more than C--.

Perhaps the time has come to distribute a

"Consumers" report on international figures who, I

suspect, find addressing university audiences quite

a profitable source of income.

^

Anthony Ibbotson

Journal article 'misleading'
Dear Editors:

We are very much concerned with the inac-

curate and misleading article in the Journal of

March 5, on the Report of the Principal's Com-
mittee on the Status of Women and Queen's

University. As a group, we are interested in the

analysis of data on women in society. We do not feel

that the title of the article "Little Evidence of

Discrimination Against Women at Queen's" is

either the conclusion of the Report or can be drawn
from the data contained therein.

In the case of students, the Report suggests

what progress has been made but it does not and it

should not lead us to a false sense of confidence as to

the access of females to professional and graduate

education in this university ; education which leads

to positions of influence in the society.

Such confidence is not obtained by looking at

the number and status of women at Queen's itself,

particularly in top positions.

In examining salaries, for example, the Report
demonstrates that "there is a salary differential of

$1500 to $2000 between men and women faculty

members" in favour of the men, even when the

Committee "Standardized for rank, age,

qualifications and faculty". It is certainly grossly

inaccurate to conclude, as the Journal article did.

that the discrepancy in salaries can be accounted
for by the claim that fewer women than men hold

the necessary academic qualifications.

With regard to the non-academic staff, even
more pronounced differences in the treatment of

men and women were reported. In the category of

administrative assistants the median salary for

men was $11,750 but for women it was only $8,800, in

spite of the fact that the women in this category had
an average of four years more experience than the

men.
These are only a few examples of the findings of

the Report of the differential treatment of men and
women in this university, in addition to the dif-

ferential access to positions of responsibility.

We urge all students to get a copy of the Report

to see for themselves the well-documented evidence
of discrimination against women at Queen's and we
urge students to support the immediate im-

plementation of the recommendations to eliminate

the present spheres of inequitable treatment of

women at Queen's.

Mary Percival Maxwell, Kathleeen Herman,
Muriel Clarke, Molly Hurd, James Wallace, Valerie

Lannon, Jackie Powell, Patricia Muldoon, Barbara
Stewart, Barbara AUinson.

"The Spanish Inquisition"
Dear Editors:

Nobody expects the Spanish Inquisition ! ! Our
chief weapons are FEAR, PRESSURE, and our
DEVOTION TO AN OUTDATED MORALITY.
Women's residence will no longer resound with the
exuberance of boyish laughter as the Dean of

Women and her cronies threaten once again to

terminate open hours. It will wait with the sounds of

bloodhounds, as coihbat trained proctors seek out
and evict recalcitrant males. Hopefully they will

also keep the toilet paper thieves at bay.

For those not willing to put up with these ar-

bitrary decisions, what alternatives are available -

moving out? As anyone who has gone that road

knows the housing situation in Kingston is

deplorable and it's really not safe to pitch a tent in

Sir John A's park.

As soon as we hear of the first occurence of a

lapse into insanity of a female seen in her nightie by

an unescorted male we will abondon our case and

protest no longer. Until then, allow us to be guar-

dians of our own propriety.

Sincerely,

Anne Fullerton

Diane McDowell
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I Milk and Cookies II I

I FRIDAY I

I MARCH 15 I

I
GRANT HALL, 8:30 p.m. |

I ADMISSION -50^ 2 Bands
|

All proceeds go to

Camp Outlook
^iiiiuiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiii^

COMMERCE SOCIETY

YEAR EXECUTIVE

ELECTIONS
will be held

Fri., March 22, 1974

ballot boxes will be in

Dunning Hall

from 9:00 - 5:00

Queens
University

Music
Department

.

Queen's University's Collegium Musicum
in

"The Easter Play Of Maastricht"

(A Medieval Music Drama)
and

Carissimi's Oratorio "Jepthe"

St. James Church, Barrieand Union Streets,

Saturday and Sunday

March 16 March 17
8:00 p.m.

SPECIAL SECRETARIAL

CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
Shorthand and Typing In 9 weeks

This is an intensive secretarial program designed for

university level students, students with some post

secondary education or equivalent work experience.

The course is a total immersion program in typing,

shorthand, and secretarial procedures given by highly

qualified teachers. Through the use of most modern
steno-technology, we can offer students individual in-

struction.

The course will run Monday through Friday 9:00 a.m. till

5:00 p.m. starting April 29 for 9 weeks duration.

Applications available through the Continuing Education

Department, P.O. Box 6000 Kingston, 544-5400, Ext. 117.

ST. LAWRENCE COLLEGE
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Did you know that you can travel around the world in the Queen
Elizabeth II for only $4,820?

This is the first of what in forthcoming issues will be recognized as

a "travel column". It is for all of you presently slaving over books with

nothing to prod you along except the incentive that in some two months
you will be in another part of the world. . .be that Toronto or Tim-

buktu. All of the articles will be written by individuals highly familiar

with the places we have selected. It is aimed at two types of travellers

:

the one who is under the illusion that everything will fall into place so

long as he has his traveller's cheques with him, and the more ex-

perienced type who would like to be informed perhaps on an unusual

castle along the Rheine. Apart from specific countries and what they

have to offer, such topics as the "glory of the jumbo jet" and the

"perpetual hitchhiker" will add a more humorous touch to the column.

Switzerland

If you have decided to visit

Switzerland this summer, there

are certain things to keep in

mind. To begin with, that myth
about "Europe on 5 dollars a

day" is out! Don't plan on buying

articles of clothing, shoes or

leather goods - it is all fan-

tastically expensive. Watches are

still reasonable, unless you fall

into a tourist trap. Just keep in

mind that any watch store that

has cuckoo clocks or Swiss Army
knives in the window is designed

for the unknowing tourist. If you

are going to purchase a watch go

into a brand store dealing with

one specific make, such as

Omega or Movado.
As far as places to see,

Switzerland is a nature lover's

haven. The country is divided

into three basic sections: the

Italian area, the German area,

and the French. Each has
something different to offer in

terms of sightseeing. Italian

Switzerland is visually the most
worthwhile. Beautiful lakes, tiny

villages, and great biking trails

are what you'll find. German
Switzerland has some of the

country's major vineyards. As
well, there are hundreds of

"brasseries", where you can eat

roast chicken and drink

tremendous beer for very little

cost. If you decide to visit Ger-

records: roxy music
by Michael Rose

Not since the Bonzo Dog Doo-Dah Band has

there been a group quite so committed to being such

tongue-in-cheek eclectics as Roxy Music. They
wear jumpsuits and satin while combing their hair

into greaser pompadours; the vocalist - Bryan
Ferry - sings like Elvis Presley, David Bowie and
an Italian baritone; the guitarist - Phil Manzera -

vacillates between Jimi Hendrix and Bill Haley;

Eno (electronics) keeps getting Karlheinz
Stockhausen, Terry Riley and-or a washing
machine mixed all together in his synthesizer.

According to Creem magazine, you'll love Roxy
Music if you hate music.

Roxy Music is pretentious nonsense consisting

of electronic noise, joyful three-chord progressions,

alliterative, saucy lyrics, and extravagently
mannered vocals. But, all of Roxy's frivolity aside,

they are quite talented in both composition and
periformance. Their songs - such as "Do the

Strand", "Virginia Plain" and "Amazona" - are

polished to a slick, chromium gloss, yet their style is

as uncompromised as early Mothers of Invention.

"For Your Pleasure" was more of a unity as a

work of music, though none of their range was

sacrificed. "Do the Strand" - the lead-off song - was
an uptempo greasy dance number loaded with lines

like "a danceable solution to teenage revolution",

"had your fill of quadrilles, "fed up with fandango"
and "Nijinski did the Strandski". The last number,
"For Your Pleasare", by way of contrast was a

slow, misty dream of fading echoes, subliminal

voices, and dissolving chords.

"Stranded" - Roxy's third - was produced by
Chris Thomas, who always dominates the groups he
produces. Though it was marked by the distinctive

Thomas cinematic orchestration and varigated

production, Roxy Music was presented more ac-

cessibly and advantageously^han before. The songs

were no longer like the Mumbo-Jumbos mixed with

ring modulator. They were danceable and schizoid

all at once - easy-listening avante-garde.

It's impossible for this reviewer to honestly tell

you to rush out and buv Roxy's records. You might

love them if you're fond of Zappa, Genesis, and Tull.

Or Elvis Presley, Sha-na-na and the Bonzo L»og uoo-
Dah Band. Or if you palpitate to David Bowie, Lou
Reed and Mick Jagger. What's really needed is a

taste for the moderately bizarre, cheekily mer-
curial and viscerally entertaining.

unclassifieds
THE DUKE AND KING of Earl (2t3),

Sean and Tony, are having a house
breaking party thit Saturday
(housewarnning at the beginning of

the year, housebreaking at the

end!) March 14. Science '16, the

jailbirds, and other assorted
friends are urged to make an
appearance. - Irish.

THE BRADOR TRAVEL AGENCIES
INC. is now booking excursion
fares and floor space in the Pub for

the drunks of Tremblant '74,

Saturday, March U, 8 p.nD. signed.

The Tremblant 74 Executive.
LOST: black leather folder with

music, english notes, otc. Please
return it to the Journal Office.

MODERN TWO BEDROOM apt..

Queen's and downtown area,
available for next year, parking
and utilities included. Call W JOiJ

or M4 70«J after i p.m.
TO FRIENDS AND GUYS at IS2

Betty Cope has something for you.
The starting time is four o'clock
Before this time she will not talk.

The three of you must appear
The clue you seek is here
(We think you're all roses and we'd

Mk« to kiss your noses)
The milk «nd cookies cap«r It on.

NOMINA nrjNS open for the ASUS
reps on AMS, 1 1-year and 3 2-y«ar

positions; must be accompanied
by 25 signatures; must be handed
in to ASUS mailbox, AMS office by
5 pm, Tuesday, March 19. Ian

Grant (544-7442) or Sue Harper
(549-2373).

FOR RENT: Two bedroom apt. in

modern building 10 minutes from
campus; laundry, balcony,
parking, superintendent in

building, 12 month lease starting

June 1, $170 including utilities. Call

549-0392.

WE KNOW a young plummer named
Pete,

Who isn't so easy to beat.

A tubbing? No sweat.

He's seen nothing yet.

But don't worry. Wo WILL be
discreet.

ELROND COLLEGE still has some
rooms left for next year. 1 and 2

bedroom apts. & single or double
rooms in houses are still available.

Apply at 401 Princess St. or call

544 1842.

WOULD THE PERSON who removed
the lock, wristband, and adidas
americanas from basket No. 2949

at the Phys-cd centre kindly turn
them In at the equipment counter.
I really need them.

WANTED: House or apt. close to

campus for three or lour. Wilt take
over May 1. We want your house
(or apt., close to campus, as
aforesaid)! Call John 544 7720, Bill

544 89i0, or Wayne 544 8943.

TO SUBLET: May 1 to Sept. 1. A one

bedroom apartment suitable for

two. Rent $140. Call after 6 pm, 542-

3737.

4-BEDROOM furnished house to

sublet from May to Sept. ; singly or

together: 1 minute from campus;
phone 548-4392 or 546-0118.

APPLICATIONS will be received lor

the following ASUS positions:

Lictor Editor, ASUS rep on Con-

cert Committee, ASUS faculty

athletic stick for Bews, Suzie-Q

chairman, ASUS rep to Canadian

Peace Research Institute

(scholarship June 22-July 12),

Women's Conference (Toronto,

May 31-June 2). Applications to be

submitted to Ian Grant (544-7442)

or Sue Harper (549-2373), In-

terviews evening of Tues. March
19.

TO SUBLET for summer: 3 bedroom
house centrally located 1 block

south of Princess on Division.

Utilities except lighting paid. Best

offer, Call Rowdy 544-7104, Pot-

7111, Festus 7103 or Orfus- 7100.

LEAVING THE COUNTRY? Photo
Image gives you six passport size

prints at a new low student price,

only $4.00, Ideal for International

Drivers Permits and job ap-

plications too. Call us at 544-7770 or

drop by our studio nt 33 Brock St.

Group rales available.

NOMINATIONS open for the ASUS
reps on AMS, 3 1-year and 3 2- year

man Switzerland, then a trip to

the capital city of Berne is cer-

tainly worth the trouble! Don't

bother with Zurich however - it's

a hot, dirty, industrial city,

French Switzerland is

probably the best known in terms
of International travel. You
cannot visit the country without

stopping in to one of the prettiest

cities anywhere - Geneva. The
shopping is expensive, but great,

and if you are desperate to make
a purchase, you can always bring

home some addidas or Swiss

chocolate. Both are very inex-

pensive. Be sure to get the

chocolate in the supermarket and
not in one of the million little

shops. Again, they are only for

the benefit of the tourist.

From Lake Geneva, there is

a day-long boat trip around the

lake which is a must. It makes a

stop at the Castle of Chillon

where Bryon was imprifioned, an
well as taking you around wjme of

the most beautiful countryside in

the world. You cannot help but

notice that you are surrounded by
mountains when you are in

Geneva. The alps are on one side,

and the Jura fgreat for beginner
mountain climbers^ are on the

other. There is no doubt, that if

you go to Switzerland, you should
take the cog railway up to Zer-

matt in the Alps, and see the

Matterhorn. There is really
nothing quite like the visual

experiences that you get in

Switzerland.

Have a glass of wine in an
outdoor cafe 'cheaper than coke;
or a cafe au lait and some
croissants, and watch the people
go by.

Lori Houzer

Chronicles of Namia by C. S. Lewis - Puffin Books

With a college called Elrond and frolicks and Frodo and the

Heffalump slump to remember, it is hard to weather the

froshling years without a smattering of Tolkien and Pooh. They
are a biscuit-bit of happiness, a thread of dream to fly on, a

winsome sedative for the soul. But billowing among the trip-

nicks and honeypots of popular success there floats yet another

lascivious wonderland - C.S. Lewis' Chronicles of Namia. A
seductive series of seven, the Chronicles mellow tall-tale flights

of fancy with a poke of common-sense, casual escapism with

some salt-of-the earth true-blueness.

Unfortunately, the Chronicles are often permanently

pigeon-holed among children's classics and presents from

Grandma. Yet even intellectual snobs must admit that there is

really nothing "presciously poppet" about the Narnian ad-

ventures. The author, a professor at Cambridge, favoured

children's stories simply because "a children's story is the best

art form for something you have to say." The Chronicles were

written primarily to please C.S. himself: "people won't write

the books I want, so I have to do it myself."

The order in which the tales from Narnia are read doesn't

matter much . . . reading the Chronicles is somewhat like

listening to Alice describe what she saw behind the Looking

Glass. But for those people who make a point of doing

everything properly, the books list as follows:

The Magician's Nephew; The Lion, the Witch and the

Wardrobe; Prince Caspian; The Horse and His Boy: The

Voyage of the Dawn Treader ; The Silver Chair ; The Last Battle.

Lions, witches, wardrobes, enchanted dragons and

Trumpkin dwarves-they are waiting and there for the taking,

with a promise of milk and honey and sweet Aslari's breath to

blow away the troubles in the end. So when the mind's burnt out

or dark sorrows droop behind your ears, trip on into Narnia, for

t 'would be a cruel world indeed without other worlds to fly to.

by Claudia Mandle

positions; must be accompanied
by 25 signatures; must be handed
in to ASUS mailbox, AMS office by
5 pm, Tuesday March 19, Ian

Grant (544-7442) or Sue Harper
(549-2373).

QUEEN'S DEBATING SOCIETY Is

showing a film of the famous
Cambridge Debate with William
F. Buckley vs. John Kenneth
Galbraith, Wed. March 20, 0 pm.
Stirling C. Free.

"CARPENTER'S IN" is a coffee

house in the Union coffee-shop.
' Saturday, March 14, 8-12 pm.
Featuring "Spring Harvest", a

more on

rock group from Montreal, Bring a

friend. 50c per person.
APARTMENT TO SUBLET- May to

Sept. Completely furnished,
modern, 3 bedroom apt, -All

utilities paid. Make us an offer.

Phone 544-7205 or 549-2407,

TO OUR FAVOURITE Irish

philosopher: Happy Saint

Patrick's Day Prof. Robinson! -

signed Grestlnger and the gang.

LIFE SCIENCES SMOKER on

Tuesday the 19th at 9pm to 12 pm.
Beer 3-$1.00 and 50c per person at

the door. Last get-together. Bring

a prof.
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Freestyle skiiers

Collingwood hit
by Simon Lewis

Despite a distinct lack of snow, Blue Mountain hosted the

Canadian Freestyle Skiing Championship this weekend.

Approximately sixty competitors turned up from all parts of the

country. There were several from B.C. and the U.S. but the

majority were from Quebec and Ontario. The competition was

broken up into three divisions. The stunt ballet, the aerial and

the freestyle. Prize money was awarded in each section but the

big money was offered for the overall championship.

The first of the three events to be run was the ballet. Here

the competitors were judged on the grace, elegance, continuity

and the degree of difficulty involved in the run. Unhke the

freestyle, speed is not important. In the finals there was a tie for

first place between John Eaves from T.M.R. and Micheal Daigle

of Montreal. Both their runs were done to a musical soundtrack

and involved some of the most difficult manoeuvers possible.

The highlights here were the crossover 360's and the flying pole

flips. Things that would leave most people on crutchs or in

traction.

Even if Evil Knievel could ski, I'm not sure that he could

have outdone some of the aerial feats performed in difficulty

and smoothness of landing. The winner here was Mike Abson of

Montreal followed by Micheal Daigle. John Eaves, who lead

after the semi-finals on Saturday, looked for a while as though

he might win this event as well, but was disqualified when he

spun out on the landing of his mobius flip. The winning jumps

were back layout flips and front pike spreadeagle flips-being

equally as difficult to perform as to say.

The last event, considered by many to be the real test of

skiing ability was the freestyle. This is the event where

seemingly level headed kids crank down their bindings to the

point of no release, where they try what they had previously

classified as dangerous or at least too difficult and where a fall

is a simple excuse for a shoulder or an outrigger. The course is a

steep mogul patch and the object is to ski as quickly as possible

with the maximum degree of control, excitement, continuity

and daring. Again the winner was Michael Daigle who put in

three phenomenal runs, ending each in a high speed shoulder

roll.

There were five judges for the competition. One was
Beverly Boys the famous Canadian diver, two others were

qualified gymnastics judges and the other two were ski school

directors from Blue Mtn. The whole competition was sponsored

by Fischer - Schneider and they awarded over $3000 in both cash

and merchandise goods. The overall winner was Micheal Daigle

who came away with over $1200, second was John Johnson, the

president of the Canadian Freestyle Association who won about

$600 and third was David Brown who collected $300.

Two skiers from Queen's, Simon Lewis and Rob Walford,

went down to compete and found the competition pretty hard

going. It was the first contest of this kind for both of them. But

very respectable performances were put in all these divisions.

Obviously a big part of_ the whole championship is the

publicity and sponsor backing of the competitors. Some skiers

had different skis and boots for each event, which makes it very

easy for them to improve their performances. The short wide

skis were especially valuable in the ballet as are longer stiffer

skis in the freestyle. Unfortunately not all competitors have

access to this kind of varied equipment and are thus at a strict

disadvantage. Hugh Finleys Sporting Goods, Sepp's, Bailey's

and Cotton's offered their much appreciated financial backing

to a Queen's skier, and it was the big ski companies such as

Fischer and Marker that backed the winners with both finances

and equipment. Micheal Daigle, the overall winner for example,

is the western representative for Look and Vokyl and spends his

time travelling around in his van from competition to com-

petition.

Close to 2000 people showed up on Sunday to witness the

finals in each division and I think it is safe to say that no one was
disappointed. Each run was accompanied by whistles cheers

and the standard yells that have become so synonymous with

freestyle skiing. Every competitor was urged to "eat 'em up",

to '"really boogie" and always to "go for it". And each sKier wno
by their very nature has this in mind anyway, does just that,

often surprising himself more than he does the crowd. .

.

Makes Canadian team

Next Monday & Tuesday

The GODFATHER
Starring Marlon Brando

Dunning Hall Auditorium

Times: 7 9 & 11

Admission only $1

Winter Cinema

Neeland 2ncl at Quebec
by Kathy Wynne

There was doubt this year-

concerning Queen's chances to

qualify for the Canadian Indoor

Track & Field Championships in

Quebec City on Saturday, March
ninth. Obviously from the per-

formance of the five member
contingent those doubts were

unfounded.

Hurdler George Neeland was
the only Gael to be named to the

Canadian team for the Canada-

France meet in Montreal on

March 15th, while Rod Walter,

Vic Gooding and Pam Scothorn

all placed in the top five in their

events, a better showing than

Queen's has made for some time

at a national competition.

Neeland, now training in

Montreal with the Canadian
team, distinguished himself with

a second in the 50m. hurdles with

a time of 7.0 seconds. It is hard to

say what the results would have

been had Dave Jarvis been in

shape to compete. He has been

plagued by a tendon injury since

the start of the season and has

been unable to compete,
regularly. A recurrance of an old

leg injury at the second hurdle

put Queen's veteran Don Price

out of contention in the 50 m.

event

.

Gael Vic Gooding was one of

three finishing the 50m. dash in

6.0 seconds for a fifth in the final.

Paul Montigny of Quebec was
first in 5.9 sec. and former

Queen'sman Hugh Eraser, now
with the Ottawa Kinsmen, was a

close second. Jane Haist, as was
expected, walked away with first

place in the Sr. Women's shot put

event but Queen's rookie Pam
Scothorn came through with a

fifth putting a distance of 11.53

metres. Scothorn has been

performing consistently well all

year and Saturday was no ex-

ception despite an injured elbow.

For Gael Rod Walter Saturday's

meet was the high point of a track

career that got off to a late start.

Walter never ran seriously before

he started university and with a

close 4th in the 800m., breaking

his own and the Queen's record

by two seconds, he is proving that

an early start is not necessarily

the secret to success.

An unconfirmed report has

indicated that Walter will be

joining Neeland on the Canadian

team for the Canada-France

• merrithew

Gaels' George Neeland accelerates over first hurdle in .50

metre event Saturday

meet as a member of the distance

medley relay team.

Meanwhile in Detroit on

Saturday at the Detroit News
Marathon Queen's distance man
Frank Okoh took 16th in a field of

over 300. The marathon event, is

26 miles, 385 yds., gruelling to

say the least. Okoh's time on

Saturday was 2 hours 49 mins., a

better lime than won him a 5th in

the Toronto Boardwalk and an

8th in the Oktoberfest Marathon

in Kitchener earlier this year.

Apparently Queen's is going in

for distance in a big way sine
about 10 staff and students are

competing this weekend in the

Montreal Marathon.

W.I.C. News
W.I.C. elections will be held on Wednesday, March 20. Make sure

you get out and vote. Watch for W.I.C. T-shirts now on sale for only

$2.50. Co-ed bowhng finished a very successful season last Sunday.

Winners were Barb Tooth (Commerce) and Peter Lukey.

The annual W.I.C. Banquet will be held Sunday, March 24 at 5.30

P.M. in Lower Ban Righ. Tickets are $1.25 in the meal lines or at the

door. Dress Casual. PIC WIC!

AMS COURT
Appointment of the AMS Court

for the term Sept. 1, 1974 to Aug. 31., 1975
in accordance with By-Law No. 1

1

of the AMS Constitution
Applications, including complete personal resumes, for the following positions should be

submitted to:

The AMS Office before 5:00 pm, Wednesday, March 20, 1974. All applicants shall be

interviewed by the Dean of Law or his designate, the Retiring Chief Justice and the

Retiring Internal Affairs Commissioner.

A CHIEF JUSTICE: who shall be in his-her Senior year in the Faculty of Law (i.e.

currently in his-her second year of law).

AN ASSOCIATE CHIEF JUSTICE: who shall be in his-her second year in the Faculty of

Law (i.e. currently in his-her first year of Law.)

THREE JUNIOR JUSTICES: who shall be members of the Alma Mater Society.
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Now, you're sure this will pet the youth support?
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'Forget the dramatics. What
news of the Irtdiart land

claims?'
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Hew5 Item: MRS GftNDHl RIDES HORSL AND BUGGY TO WQKK TP DRAMATIZE. FUEL CRISIS

"I've nothing against nudity per se...it's youths' mad obsession

with speed to go nowhere in particular."

ASUS notice:

Tuesday, March 19th

Red Room, Kingston Hall

6:00 p m. Rule', and Regulation* for ASUS Elections. All candidates for

ASUS rep on AMS must attend.

4:30 p.m. ASUS Executive meeting; Judicial Committee Report; ASUS

Visitor%hip Committee Report; Orientation 73 Committee Report.

7:30 p.m Interviews for ASUS positions:

1) Lietor Editor

2) Suii»-Q chairman

3) ASUS rep on Concert Committee

4) ASUS (^acuity Stick for BEWS
5) ASUS representative to Canadian Peace Research Institute Con-

ference (Scholarship June 72 July 12), and ASUS representative to

Women's Conference (Toronto, May 31 June 2)

Applications for these positions should be submitted to ASUS box,

AMS Office by S p.m., March 19th, Any applicntions for ASUS grants for

the rest of this year should be submitted to ASUS box, AMS Office, before

S p.m., March 2i.

Any questions should be directed to Ian Orsnt }44 7442

OMM WI06
AMOSAVAH
M(.Uori;jld'', Big Mac, The besl-tasting big sandwich

Ihe world has ever known, Wr;!!, al loaKl Iho

carnpus has ever known

fMcDona^d^

277 BATH ROAD



Journal announces the beginning of spring (tomorrow)

Four more join prestigious Tricolor Society
The winners of the Tricolor Award this

year are Jennifer Grass, John Solman,
Bruce Trotter, and Sarah Prichard.

The Tricolor Award is given annually

to final year or post-graduate students who
have rendered "valuable and
distinguished service" to the university. It

is the highest award which a student at this

university may receive for non-academic,
non-athletic activities.

I Bruce Trotter

Trotter, Vice-President of the AMS for

1973-4, has made many contributions to the

AMS. His most valuable input was made in

bringing the AMS into a more sound

financial position. Trotter has also been

lactively involved in other areas of the

iQueen's community.

John Solman
Involved in extra-curricular activities

at Queen's since 1967. In 1970 Solman
became Managing Editor of Tricolor,

Managing Editor of the Journal and a

partner in USI Graphics. In 1971 as Co-

Editor of Who's Where he revolutionized

its processing so it could become the ef-

ficient and valuable publication it is today.

Since 1972 he has donated great amounts of

time and abihty to CFRC, Queen's radio

station.

Jennifer Grass

Grass exhitibed "outstanding ability"

in her work as Journal Editor and as a
member of the Brockington Visitorship

Committee. In addition, she has been
consistent in her involvement on the
Journal during all of her four years at

Queen's and in her work on SCAD (Senate
Committee on Academic Development).

Sarah Prichard

Prichard, a Meds student, has been
recognized for her work with Camp
Outlook and her contributions to the

Association of Canadian Medical Colleges.

The first student to be chosen chairman
of one of the Association's committees,
Prichard headed the Student Affairs

Committee. Here she was notable for

calling a committee of Admissions Of-

@geen's

lourna
Volume 101, No. 45
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ficers from schools across Canada. National Medical Students Represen-
Prichard established and chaired the tatives Sub-Committee.

John Solman

Bruce Trotter Sarah Prichard
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Tuesday, March 19
12:30 p.m. - Part 4 of Kenneth' Clark's Civilization

at McArthur Hall Auditorium. Admission is free.

7:00 , 9:00 and 11:00 p.m. - Winter Cinema presents

Marlon Brando in "The Godfather", for $1.00 in

Dunning Hall.

8:30- 10:00 p.m. - Orientation and information night

for anyone interested in becoming a member for

'74-'75 of the Queen's Brass Band. Pipe Band,

Cheerleaders, Majorettes or Highland Dancers,

Stirling A.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film

Series showing of "Paris N'Existe Pas" (Robert

Benayoun, 1969), in French with English sub-

titles, in Ellis Hall.

Wednesday, March 20
12:30 p.m. - Kenneth Clark's Civilization, part 5, in

McArthur Hall Auditorium

.

3:30 p.m. - Legal Vistas presents a panel discussion

in Dunning Hall on "Legal Aspects of the Energy
Crisis As It Affects Urban Canada".

7:30 p.m. The English DSC is sponsoring a panel

discussion on job perspectives and employment
opportunities for students in English. Drs.

Stedmond, Spettigue and Thorne will be par-

ticipating, in the 4th floor lounge, John Watson
Hall.

7:30 p.m. - The Dept. of Film Studies and the

Gallery Association of the Agnes Etherington Art

Centre will present a visit by Michael Snow and a

screening of his film, "Wavelength", at the Art

Centre.

8:00 p.m. - The Queen's Debating Club is presenting

a film of the Buckley - Galbraith Cambridge
Debate, (resolve: that the free market is a snare

and a delusion), in Stirling C. Admission is free.

8:00 p.m. - St. Lawrence College Modem Film
Classics for 99c in the lecture theatre: Rossellini's

"The Rise of Louis XIV".

8:30 p.m. - Queen's Wind Ensemble and Jazz

Concert in Grant Hall. Admission is free.

Thursday, March 21
12:30p.m. - Part 6 of Civilization at McArthur.

7:Wj and 9:30 p.m. - Dunning Flick for $1.00: "Hang
'Em High," with Clint Eastwood.

8:fX) p.m. - Final F31ectrical Engineering Smoker in

Clark Hall. Admission is 50c and beer 3-$1.00.

8:00 p.m. - Two Sherlock Holmes, mysteries,

"Charles Augustus Milverton" and "Black
Peter", on CFRC's The Spoken Word.

8:W p.m. - Medieval Studies Group lecture, in

Watson, rm. 217, "The Anglo-Saxons: Their Way
of Life as Revealed in Their Literature", with

speaker, lir, B. Mitchell, Oxford U.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Series showing in Ellis Hall of "Portrait of Jason"
(Shirley Clarke, 1967), with Jason Holliday.

9:00 p.m. - Kingston Waffle study group at 162 Earl
St.

Friday, March 22
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Commerce Year Elections in

Dunning Hall.

3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - Conversation with Dr. Kate Cooke,

Chairman of the Federal Advisory Council on the

Status of Women, in Lower Vic.

7:00 p.m. - Dept. of Spanish and Italian present two

plays in the Studio Theatre, Rm. 102, Old Arts

Building. Admission is 75c.

8.00 p.m. -GSS Film Society present their last film

in the 1973-74 series, in Ellis Hall, "The

, Threepenny Opera", (Brecht-Weil).

8:30 p.m. - Final Science '77 Smoker in Clark Hall.

Draft is 3-$1.00 or 40c each.

Coming Soon
March 25 - 29 - The Queen's Camera Club will be

displaying some of the photos from the Golden

Words Photography Contest. 3rd floor Common
Room, Students Union.

March 25 - 29 - Dept. of Sociology pre-registration in

the Dept. office. Interim Office Building.

March 25 - 27 -Dunning Trust Lecturer Prof. Joan
Robertson will speak on "The Mythology of

Growth", at 8:00 p.m.

March 26 - 27 - Psychology pre-registration material

may be picked up in Humphrey foyer or room 236.

All forms must be returned to Rm. 236 by 5:00

p.m. April 1.

March 26 - 29 - Chronicles XXII: "The Ecstasy of

Rita Joe" in the Old Arts Building.

March 27 - 28 - The Donald Mathers Memorial
Lecture, with Prof. Donald Evans, D. Phil. U. of

T., speaking on "Faith as Basic Trust", in Dupuis
Auditorium.

Pubs and Theatres
401 Inn - Bitter Blue

Commodore - Stagecoach

Frontenac - Finnegan's - Fred Werthman
Frontenac - Muldoon's - New Horizons

Townhouse - Danny Harrison's Third World B
Manor - The Reflections

Odeon - The Sting

Hyland - The Golden Voyage of Sinbad

Capitol 1 - Robin Hood
Capitol 2 - Serpico

Domino Theatre - Everything in the Garden, at 8:30

p.m. March 21 - 23.

MARLON BRANDO in THE
DUNNING AUD.

TIMES:

6:45, 9, 11:15

ADMISSION:

ONLY $1

GODFATHER
IVfMTfff CINEMA
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SCIENCE 44 CO-OP
A good pUwe to

live thiH Huwmer
20 houses close to Queen's and downtown
kitchen facilities/ free parking.

Single and double-size rooms, $45 and $60

per month/ May to Sept.

contact:

Gerry Banting
185 University Ave.

544-4864

Legal Vistas Presents

Legal Aspects of the Energy Crisis

As It Affects Urban Canada
Wednesday, . on Dunning

March 20, Auditorium

Peter Bowden, AA.P., Calgary South
(Progressive Conservative)

Joe Fabbro, Mayor of Sudbury, Vice-

Chairman, CFMM Environmental
Committee

Ian Watson, M.P., Parliamentary Secretary
to Minister for Urban Affairs (Liberal)

Acting Dean Robinson, Faculty of Law,
Moderator

Queen's
University

Music
Department

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
WIND ENSEMBLE JAZZ ENSEMBLE

Director: Duane Bates

CONCERT
Music of: Gabrieli, David Keane, Mozart,

Hindemith, Curnow, Ives.

Grant Hall. 8:30
Wednesday, 20 March 1974

Admission free

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they

have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: stagecoach

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE

1
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Circle K: services and
one hell of a good time

by Harry S. Binks

After close to two months, the

A.M.S. Inner Council has finally

ratified the constitution of an

organization by the name of

Circle K.

Whassat? A riding club?

Whoa ! Hold it

!

Introduction time:

"Talk.

"Talk is an inescapable way
of life. Everybody does it, at all

times, for all sorts of reasons.

"Yet as we try to cope we
often can 't ; it's as simple as that

,

and then we stop caring. Yet

what if I told you there is a way:
through a service club called

Circle K, concerned with

dependent and neglected per-

sons, correctional institutions,

our environment, health, the

students. .

."

From the gut; Circle K is

self-supporting and needs no

A.M.S. financing. We raise our

own money through a host of

different activities: bike rallies,

a dance marathon, a basketball

marathon, dances, and so on, all

of which we plan to do next year,

and we plan on having one hell of

a time doing it.

From the gut: the Student

Volunteer Bureau never has
enough volunteers, enough funds

to do what it wants. Circle K can

provide them with both.

From the gut : hospitals and
jails need active outside interest,

and are finally getting some
through volunteers at the

hospital, and hockey and
basketball games between the

"Cons" and the Annex Animal
Squad. Maybe we can help do

more.

What these gut issues, and a

thousand others, all boil down to

is one simple, leading question.lt

was asked in a second year OT
seminar entitled "Don't Fence
Me Out" (showing how the

university is structurally

inadequate and often impossible

for crippled students to manage)

.

"Given that there was an

active student group on campus;
given' that it had the spirit, the

manpower, and the influence

necessary for this type of con-

cern
;
given that it could raise the

hundreds and perhaps thousands

of dollars needed, what would you
ask it to do?"

They were speechless. After

all, what can you say to a dumb
question like that? Well, they said

something, all right. I think the

delay was just while they got

their minds into high gear: they

told me of railings needed,
wheelchair ramps to be put in,

signs to be put up, and so on, and
so on.

Cirtle K has found the

market for its product: all over

campus and all over the com-
munity. Circle K is involved with

the cause and cure of people

problems - the real problems,

created by people and for people.

We've probed the market and
now we're ready for the next
step: you. Stirling D has been
taken over for Thursday night,

March 21st, at 6:30. We are not

planning any projects this year

for want of time. All we want to

do is to make you aware: that's

half the battle. We don't plan on a

long meeting. We'll have ac-

complished our purpose if we can

make you start to doubt yourself

and wonder about others. But we
do need you to come and to bring

others. As much as Circle K can

and wants to help, it's got to have
your ear first.

Remember this: talk is

cheap. What counts is what the

talk can lead up to- action and
awareness. Talk about what this

campus really needs, and then

ask what you can do. Ask what we
can do. It's a start, people. Just a

start.

BIVIOC's creator, George Raine, bellies up to the bar in true

Golden Words style, admiring his drinking ac-

complishments at Milk and Cookies II on Friday.
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MOVING??

Well pay cash

for the contents

o f your apartment

207U)cUmgtoii stixct o46-4097
i\ingston Ontnno

Do women have a collective sense of respon-

sibility to one another?

Join the conversation with

DR. KATIE COOKE
Chairman,

Federal Advisory Council on the

Status of Women

Friday, March 22, 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.

lower vie

FINALE SMOKER
SCIENCE 77

GET SOME USE OUT
OF YOUR MUG

Draft
on tap

3/$1.00
40' each

Friday, March 22, 8:30 - ?

Clark Hall

99"^ per evening
MODERN FILM CLASSICS

Wednesday March 20
8:00 p.m.

LARGE LECTURE THEATRE

ROSSELLINI'S

THE RISE OF
LOUIS XIV

KINGSTON

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
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unclassifieds

LEAVING THE COUNTRY? PhOto
Image gives you six passport size

prints at a new low student price,

only $4.00. Ideal for International

Drivers Permits and job ap-
plications too. Call us at S46-7770 or
drop by our studio at 33 Brock St.

Group rates available.

NOMINATIONS open for ttie ASUS
reps, on AMS, 3 1-yr. and 3 2-yr.

positions; must be accompanied
by 25 signatures; must be handed
in to the ASUS mailbox, AMS of-

fice by 5 pm, Tuesday March 19,

Ian Grant (544-7442) or Sue Harper
( 549-2373).

INTERESTED IN A 2-bedroom
apartment in EIrond for 74-75? I'll

sublet it from you this summer
(it's a May-May lease). Phone
EIrond 544-1842 from 9 to 5 or
Francois from 5 to 7 at 546-4662.

TO SUBLET: 1 bedroom apt. with
balcony, parking, washing
facilities. Pets are allowed. Bus
service very handy. Lease may be
renewed in September. Call 546-

7588 any week night after 6 pm.
WANTED: 1 female roommate for

months of May thru Aug., or part
thereof. Fully furnished two
bedroom apt. (shag rug, TV, office

size desks, etc.) Near campus and
downtown and laundry mat. $50-

month. Phone 544-4652.

FURNITURE FOR SALE: kitchen,

living-room and bedroom fur-

niture. All in reasonable condition.

Prices negotiable. Phone 542-7562.

LIVE IN LUXURY this summer; 3

bedroom apt., fully furnished.

Close to campus and downtown.
May through August, or any part
thereof. 544-7372, -7399, -7400.

FURNISHED, two bedroom apart-

ment available for next year.

Albert St. Rent $140. Take over
lease May 1. Call Bob at 542-1321.

APPLICATIONS will be received for

the following ASUS positions:

Lictor Editor, ASUS rep on Con-
cert Committee, ASUS faculty

athletic stick for Bews, Suzie-Q
chairman, ASUS rep to Canadian
Peace Research Institute

(scholarship-June 22-July 12),

Women's Conference (Toronto,
May 31-June 2). Applications to be
submitted to Ian Grant (544-7442)

or Sue Harper (549-2373), in-

terviews evening of Tuesday
March 19.

NATIONALIZE the Oil Industry?
Dunning Aud., Wed., March 20th,

3.30 p.m. Legal Aspects of the

Energy Crisis-panel and
questions.

THE BRAND NEW Monty Python
Bok Is bak at the Campus
Bookstore. Don't be disappointed
this time!

1 SUNBATHER needed to get In on
some cheap summer living a hen's

race from campus. Two hospitable

girls need a third to share a clean,

modern apt. Extras Include
washer and dryer, complete
furnishings, colour TV, a private

porch and backyard to catch some
rays. Call 542-5557.

ASSISTANT CURATOR: Mature
student or retired person, skilled

in display techniques, to help

design and direct construction of a

special museum exhibition. In-

terests In sports helpful. Duties to

commence May 1 on a part-time

basis. Send resume to: Secretary,

International Hockey Hall of

Fame, Box 82, Kingston, Ont.

ALL CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS
wishing to sponsor or run
educational oriented events are

reque'.ted to '.end representatives

to the education commission
meeting Thurs., March 21, 1974 at

7.00 pm in the second floor Com
mon Room of the Union. If you are

unable to attend please leave your
name, ideas and requirements in

the AMS office.

TO SUBLET: a partially furnished

two bedroom apt., JUS per month,
all utilities included. Phone '>48

808^.

ELRONO COLLEGE still hat some
rooms left lor next year. 1 and 2

bedroom apts. and sinql* or double
rooms in houses are still available.

Apply at 401 Princess St. or call

J44 1842

APARTMFNT to sublet: May Sept.

Compli'ffly furnished, modern, 3

hi'iroorn apartment. All utilities

Make us an offer. Phone 544-

770'- or ',47 7407,

FOR RENT: large modern 1 bedroom
apartment (unfurnished). Ideal
for young married couple. Rent
negotiable. Phone 544-5352 bet-

ween 5 and 7 pm or after midnight.
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

regarding Executive, planning,
and activation of a canoe club for

the coming year. Thursday, March
21, 1974, 7.30 pm. Seminar Room A,
Phys-ed Complex.

DAWN AND Dl wish to re-open the
Frontenac Annex (2 Johnson St.)

to alt faithful party go-ers for an
end of the year bash. Special

welcome to all Applied Math 75 &
76. Saturday, March 23, BYOB.

TO SAMMY THE SIXTH: a real dog
of a boy: Happy 19th from B.A.E.
77 and kissy-kissy from Maurice.

LEATHER SCIENCE 74 Jacket
for sale. Size 36. Good con-

dition. Call Charles at 548-7013.

TO SUBLET May 1-Sept. 1, one
bedroom apartment suitable for

two, furnished or unfurnished, at

the new West Campus Tower. Rent
negotiable. Phone 544-0728 and ask
for Mike & Ken.

QUIET SINGLE room seeks com-
patible occupant. Room is also

large and well-furnished; roomer
need not be. $16 per week. 313

University.

SPACIOUS 2 bedroomed apt. to

sublet. Lease optional in October. 5

minutes walk to Union, 1 minute to

Princes St. 368 Brock St. (near
Division). Call evenings 544-5470.

WANTED: upper year male to live in

8-bedroom co-op house. Close to

campus, many luxuries, fun to be
in. Call 549-0696 and find out why.

NOMINATIONS open for the ASUS
reps on AMS, 3 1-yr. and 3 2-yr.

positions; must be accompanied
by 25 signatures; must be handed
in to ASUS mailbox, AMS office by
5 pm, Tuesday March 19. Ian
Grant (544-7442) or Sue Harper
(549-2373).

RESIDENCE DIDN'T want you!!??
We do!! EIrond College still has 1

and 2 bedroom apts. and some
single and double rooms in houses
available for next year. Apply at

401 Princess St. or call 544-1842.

SUMMER STAFF required for EIrond
College. Cleaner $400-month, 2

reception clerks $400-month, 2

part-time reception clerks $175-

month. Apply at 401 Princess
Street, or call 544-1842.

THE EDUCATION COMMISSION
needs your help. Come and help
decide where the Education
Commissions' portion of your $8.20

AMS Specific Fee should be
allocated next year, or whether it

should be allocated at all. The
Commission needs your ideas,

criticisms, and possibly a small
portion of your time.

TO T AND F, two ignorant gen-
tlemen who at the party Friday the
8th. For the sake of yourselves
have more taste the next time you
play that poker joke on someone.

APARTMENT TO SUBLET from May
to Sept. with option to lease. 2-

bedrooms, unfurnished, near St.

Lawrence College and buses.

New, clean, and reasonable-
$152.00 monthly includes

everything. Phone 544-2938.

THANKS TO ALL THOSE Who ex
pressed their interest in Science
'44 Coop by applying to rejoin.

Those who were accepted please
send your rent deposit to Elaine
Barry, 395 Brock, before April I.

LARGE, QUIET BACHELOR apt, to

sublet May 1st. Lease optional In

Sept. Close to campus and park.
Call 542-3867.

WOULD YOU LIKE one month's free
rent this summer? Sublet a two
bedroom apt. in EIrond for the four
summer months and pay only
three month's rent. We have
already paid the August rent. Apt.
has all the utilities included,

partially furnished if desired and
an option on next year's lease. Call

544-6579.

COME AND SEE the 'Brain Drain
Game' in action at the Education
Commission general meeting in

the 2nd floor Common Room of the
Union at 7.00 pm, Thursday,
March 21, 1974. All those interested
in forming the Queen's Loyal
Opposition for constructive
criticism are asked to attend.

SUBLET: May-Sept., modern 3-

bedroom apt., large kitchen,
dining area, livingroom, wall-to-

wall carpeting (including
bedrooms), laundry and parking
facilities, 15 minutes from cam-
pus. $165 per month. Phone 544-

3801.

3-BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
available May 1st with option to

renew lease in Sept. 3 floors, free

parking, bus service available. IS

minutes from campus. Phone 542-

1918.

ROSES ARE RED, violets are blue
We have two bedrooms just right
for you.

May to Sept. and it's open to see
Rent negotiable so call John or
me. 544-6846.

HOUSE TO SUBLET: 8 bedroom
house on Bagot close to campus,
MacDonald Park, and the lake. 1

block from laundromat and
grocers. Features livingroom, 2

kitchens, 3 bathrooms, wood
panelling throughout, and rear
parking spaces. Available May to

Sept. as one unit of 8, two units of

four, or individual rooms. Call

Geoff or Rich after 6 pm.
APARTMENT FOR RENT: upper

floor duplex. May 1-Mayi lease.

Furnished completely with 3

bedrooms, kitchen, living room,
bathroom, utility room. $250-

month. For quiet, reliable
students, male preferably. 546-

6516.

LOST: Black leather briefcase with
all my notes, and other people's
too. Please return at least the
notes to the Journal Office.

ARE YOU INTERESTED in doing
research for the Education
Commission? How about writing
next year's politics, or history

essay on an aspect of the AMS?
Suggested Ideas: 1) AMS Politics;

Canadian vs. American System. 2)

The Sociology of an AMS Rep. 3)

Education and the University. 4)

The history of the AMS.

APARTMENTS? "-Irond College hat
several l and 2 bedroom apts.
available beginning May I and
Sept.l For applications drop in wt

401 Princess St. or call 544 1842.

FURNISHED HOUSE to sublet May
1st to Sept. Complete kitchen, 3

bathrooms-a private room for $40-

but if you sign in groups of four or
five we'll give you a LOW GROUP
RATE. Call 544 7040 or 7041 or
7058.

CONVENIENCE PLUS In our
beautiful 3-bedroom house less
than 1 block from campus at

Alfred and Earl. Completely
furnished. Let it be yours from
May 1st until September 1st.

Extremely cheap. Call 549-0608
anytime if interested.

APARTMENT for rent May 1-Sept. 1,

1974. 3 bedroom, close to campus,
fully furnished. Rent negotiable.
Call 544-6845.

APARTMENT available to sublet for

two or three May Ist-Sept. 1st,

excellent location. University Ave.
Two floors, large bedrooms, and
living room. Rent very reasonable.
You can't loose! 544-8650 or 544-

8654.

QUEEN'S DEBATING SOCIETY is

showing a film of the famous
Cambridge Debate 'with William
F. Buckley vs. John Kenneth
Galbraith. Wed., March 20, 8.00

pm. Stirling C. FREE.
MAD HATTER! Where did you streak

last? Did you crash somewhere?
Well, if you lost your divinghelmet
and would like to have it for the
next streak, give JIM a call at 544-

0349.

1970 VIVA GT 1600 overhead cam,
dual carbs, mag wheels, 29,000

miles, $850, 544-2657. Ask for Mike.
FOUND: one very affectionate white

and marmelade male kitten, last

Saturday around Leonard Hall. If

you belong to it or want to, call

Fred Campling, 544-7463 any
evening around 6.30.

APPLICATIONS will be received for

the following ASUS positions:

Lictor Editor, ASUS rep on the
Concert Committee, ASUS faculty
athletic stick for Bews, Suzie-Q
chairman, ASUS rep to Canadian
Peace Research Institute
(scholarship- June 22-July 12),

Women's Conference (Toronto,
May 31-June 2). Applications to be
submitted to Ian Grant (544-7442)

or Sue Harper (549-2373), inter-

views evening of Tuesday, March
19.

4 BEDROOM furnished house to

sublet; singly or together: 1

minute from campus: call 546-0118

or 548-4392.

350 HONDA, only 3000 miles, complete
with full accessories including

helmet & plates, and MORE
$850.00 or best offer. Phone John
at 549-1714 after 5 pm.

DOES CITY GOVERNMENT have
anything to say about Energy and
the Environment? Dunning
Auditorium, Wednesday, March
20th, 3.30 p.m. Legal aspects of the

Energy Crisis - panel and
questions.

APT. FOR RENT: split level 2

bedroom apt., suitable for 2-4

(furnithingt for four). Largest
apt. in EIrond; features living

room, separate kitchen, b«lc«ny
and sauna. May - Eternity. 544

6648

ONE BEDROOM APT , unfurnished
Beautiful location close to

downtown, lake, beer, & liquor

stores, & campus. To sublet for

summer and option for next year
Call 544 6569

QUEEN'S DEBATING SOCIETY it

showing a film of the famous
Cambridge Debate with William
F. Buckley vs. John Kenneth
Galbraith Wednesday, March 20,

8.00 p.m., Stirlinq C, FREE.
WESTERN CHAUVINISM or Eastern

Greed. Dunning Aud., Wednesday,
March 20, at 3.30 p.m. Legal
aspects of the Energy Critit-partel

and questions.

HOUSE TO SUBLET: (May 1$t to

Aug. 31st); fully furnished, four

bedrooms, 3 minutes from cam-
pus, private driveway, great
porch, rent extremely low!' If

interested contact Tony, Rod, or

Dave at 544-4232 between 5 and 7

pm.

RANSOM NOTE: for Blue Dog. The
ransom is a beer in the Pub will

contact you later. If you want to

see B.D. again don't call the fuzz.

"X".

A VERY HAPPY belated 21st bir-

thday. Miss Feheley from all of us,

Judy, Lily, Re Marmalade Cat,

Wlls, Little Mess, Paul Cezanne,

the group of Seven (minus two),

Henry Moore, Natalie, Doug &
Mary, Peter & Mary, Merry Mary
Fakio, Wanda, Raphael, Earl
Titian, Terry, Jeffrey, David (Mr.

Lea), Milne, Tik-Tak, Swinton,
Charles, Mordeca, Fideliol & the

cab-driver in Milan.

THREE BEDROOM APT. available

for next year. Close to campus.
Must take over rent in May. Phone
542-9575.

TO ALL MEMBERS OF ASUS.
Monday March 25 there will be an
election to elect three one year
reps and three 2 year reps to the

AMS.

THE POLLING STATIONS for the
ASUS election Monday March 25

will be in the Union, Phys-ed
Centre, and Douglas Library (all

10.00 to 5.00) and the residence

meal lines (11.30 to 1.30 and 5.00 to

6.30).

WANTED DESPERATELY: 6-man
house. Any location (almost). Any
price. Willing to take over lease in

May. Call 546-1437 or 546-1638.

ATTENTION ALL GAELS: A
reminder of the optional meeting
on Thursday, March 21 at 7.00 p.m.

Grant Hall Discussion Groups.

Open question period.

THE QUEEN'S CHAPTER of the

International Oreo Eaters
Association is recruiting new
members. There will be a meeting
Thursday night for those in-

terested in joining the

organization. Please contact
"Christie" 544-4232 (alias "467")

BYOB.

ORIENTATION 74
^ Faculty of Education

Queen's University

WANTED: ONE CHAIRMAN
for Orientation '74

QUALIFICATIONS i) acceptance to

Faculty of Education,

1974-75

ii) very interested

Please submit your name and telephone
number to:

McArthur Student's Society

Faculty of Education
Queen's University

A personal interview will then be arranged.

ONE OF YOUR OWN
Students, instead of paying high rents,

why not buy your own house?

We have several homes
within a stones throw of

Queen's which could be
purchased for as little as

$2,000 down and carry
forward $250 a month. If

four of you purchased
jointly you'd only need $500

each. With Real Estate

trends the way they are
this would probably also

prove a very profitable

investment.

If you are at all interested give me a call.

Pat Hey, 544-9112 or 389-1808

Agent for SHEA REAL ESTATE
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BRIEFLY...

Prisons

require

volunteers
The Student Volunteer

Bureau is searching for people

willing to do volunteer work in

the various prisons in Kingston.

For several years, the Bureau
has helped to place many
volunteers in prison programs
and volunteers are needed to

continue this. People with some
knowledge or experience in

prisons are needed especially.

A new program at Kingston

Psychiatric Hospital has also

been instituted. The program
involves taking patients into the

community.
W. Bryce, Volunteer Co-

ordinator at the hospital, is

looking for people with an in-

terest in this type of program.
More information on these

two programs can be obtained by

contacting 547-5766.

Energy

crisis

debated
A discussion of the energy

crisis as it affects urban Canada
will be conducted tomorrow
afternoon at 3:30 p.m. in Dunning
Hall Auditorium.

A variety of constitutional

issues, such as federal takeover

of energy marketing and the

issue of urban participations will

be included in the programme.
Views of the cities and the federal

government in the west will be

represented.

The panel will consist of

three politicians from various

parts of Canada : Peter Bawden,
MP for Calgary South, Joseph
Fabbro, Mayor of Sudbury and
Ian Watson, MP for Laprairie,

Quebec. Acting Dean L. R.

Robinson of the Faculty of Law
will be the panel moderator.

Psych 250

lacks

textbooks
For the second time this

term. Psychology 250

(Developmental Psychology)
students may have to do without

a text specified for the course.

The Campus Bookstore
learned only recently that D. B.

Bromley's The Psychology of

Ageing, specified for the current

session of the course, is no longer

in print. As only a limited number
of copies of substitutes for

Bromley's text are available,

students now taking the course

are hoping that students who
have taken the course in the past

and have a copy of the text will

lend it.

Anyone with a copy of the

text is asked to take it to the

circulation desk at Douglas
Library as soon as possible. They
can address the text to the at-

tention of Barrie Evans, a tutor

for the course, who will see to it

that the copies are loaned on a

fair basis and that they are

returned to their respectivfe

owners at the end of the course.

Barrie plans to lend the texts

for 24-hour periods to anyone who
will put up a reasonable deposit

which they will forfeit if the text

is not returned on time. This way,

Barrie feels, the texts should see

their greatest audience, and
students who have loaned their

copy can be sure of getting their

copy, or some money back.

Statues

spark

inquiry
Two sculptures on the

campus made of reinforcing

steel, which were spirited into

place by students a few years ago

in the dead of night are now
creating some controversy.

Although little has been said

about the sculptures since their

appearance, the Senate has
discovered that they have been a

thorn in the side of the campus
planning committee - those

responsible for the aesthetics of

the campus.
One, which stands by the

steps of the Douglas Library, is of

two human figures, one standing

and one seated. The second

sculpture is an archway between

Dunning Hall and Richardson

Hall, topped with a stylized "Q".

A small paragraph in the

committee's report to the Senate,

"for information", informed
them that the sculptures would be

removed. However, it was
discovered that only complaints

were received from the com-
mittee on campus planning.

Senate voted to refer the

question to the sub-committee on

planning.

Awards
Office

has moved
The Student Awards office

has moved from 90 Queen's

Cresent to the second floor of

Union St. The office can
now be contacted at 547-5504,

.547-5505, and 547-5506.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY NEEDS VOLUNTEERS
A graduate student in Clinical Psychology is investigating a new self-administered

therapy for "that anxious feeling". If you tend to bean anxious (uptight) person and would

like to gain better control over these feelings, we may be able to help each other. I am
being supervised by a Registered Psychologist, the study last 7 weeks, and there is no

charge. Sorry, I cannot see anyone who Is currently under psychiatirc care. For more
information, without obligation please call 547-3048 (daytime) or 542-5357 (evenings).

Joan Boutilier, AA.A.

GRADUATING THIS SPRING?

Potential candidates for B.A. (three-year), B.A. (Honours), B. Sc.

(Honours), B.A.E., B. Mus. and B.P.H.E. degrees are listed in the Office

of the Associate Dean (Studies), Faculty of Arts and Science, F2 Wing,
Arts-Social Science Complex.

To ensure inclusion and accuracy of names, addresses etc., students

are requested to check their listing as soon as possible.

AMS COURT
Appointment of the AAAS Court

for the term Sept. 1, 1974 to Aug. 31., 1975
in accordance with By-Law No. 1

1

of the AMS Constitution
Applications, including complete personal resumes, for the following positions should be

submitted to:

The AMS Office before 5:00 pm, Wednesday, March 20, 1974. All applicants shall be
interviewed by the Dean of Law or his designate, the Retiring Chief Justice and the

Retiring Internal Affairs Commissioner.

A CHIEF JUSTICE: who 3hall be in his-her Senior year in the Faculty of Law (i.e.

currently in his-her second year of law).

AN ASSOCIATE CHIEF JUSTICE: who shall be in his-her second year in the Faculty of

Law (i.e. currently in his-her first year of Law.)

THREE JUNIOR JUSTICES: who shall be members of the Alma Mater Society.
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Poll shows Queen's stu
Questions

1. What position does Bud
Drury Hold?

2. Who is the Cabinet

Minister in charge of Energy,

Mines and Resources?

3. Who is the Minister of

External Affairs?

4. What is the longest period

of time that a Canadian
government may sit without

calling an election?

5. Who is Canada's Gover-

nor-General?

6. Of what significance are

the islands Grand Turk and
Caicos to Canada?

7. What is the destination of

the pipeline planned to begin

at Sarnia?

8. The institution of regional

desks is part of what policy of

the Trudeau government?
9. Name one specific area of

the world where there are

presently Canadian peace-
keeping forces?

10. Controlling interest in

Texas Gulf has been pur-

chased by which corporation?

Difficulty

Per Question

1. 3

2.
•

2

3. 1

4. 2

5. 3

6. 4

7. 2

8. 4

9. 2

10. 2

Total 25

1

byll

wUt
Shi

In the past week, the main to|

versation has been 'streaking

students, there has been little talk

ownership in Canada, the energy

Canada's role as a peace-keeper,

matter, there seldom is discussio

topics outside of the classn)

university community is a tightly-4

is very easy to become isolated qui

long was it before you knew of tt

Chile and Allende's death last SepU

that time, the most recent early-r

much more importance. Curiousity

level of political awareness ol

students led to this poll; its resuH

Between March 1 and March 13

200 Queen's students on the

reprinted here. To give credit wha
due, we graded the questions on

assigning a '1' for a very easy que

for a question of medium difficulty

difficult question and a '4' for a re

one. The total is 25; only three (

hundred people scored 25.

Results of the po

Chart No. 1 presents the avera| ti

each faculty and the highest and Iff

of each faculty. It must be remem
we only sampled two hundred stt

that therefore, the poll does not r«

accurately for the small faculties 11

Chart No. 2 shows the percen^

faculty in each of the groupings «
Figure 1 . These groupings were de<

by taking into account the degree

o

of the questionsand the fact that th

did not have a long time to think i

question. The tense air preseni

polling session is an inhibiting

many.
Chart No. 3 presents the avert

and lowest scores according to sex

was most saddening in a time Wij

are trying to live down a reputai

lerior intelligence. This poll, of co

not prove that males are superior

beings. It does, however, indicat

male students at Queen's are mon
current events than the female st

Chart No. 4, along similar lines

percentage of each sex in each gi

Chart No. 5 presents the most

data, (he percentage of all studen

grouping. To think that almost 75

the students polled scored 13 or less

indeed astounding. Experiences wl

were manifold. Some people wa

polling sheets filled in with 'no's' e

they'd answered all the questions }
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Its not politically aware

ithy Wood
Bromley,

R. Black

Id avoid further embarrassment. One
son was embarrassed and ashamed to the

it of begging me not to ask any more
stions.

There are some people who think that

lier is still our Governor-General, despite

fact that Vanier has been dead more than

years. Many thought that Grand Turk

Caicos were in the Arctic ; others thought

they were in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

;t people thought that Texas Gulf had been

chased by Exxon or Mobil. Quite a

iber were embarrassed about their lack of

wledge; others considered it hilariously

y that they had scored zero.

and suggestions

The poll does not claim to be a yardstick

he knowledge of Queen's students about

ent affairs. We do not claim to prove the

)idity of one faculty or sex. Rather, we
e that we have made some students aware
leir isolation from the real world. Writers

call universities "ivory towers" have, in

nse, hit the target squarely. Here, it is not

icult to become enveloped in a mist of

ning and campus activities. The last big

tion was not the one in Great Britain but

A.M.S. elections for President and Vice-

sidents.

How to stay in touch? Read a daily

spaper daily. Listen to the news when it

rrupts the music instead of switching

ions or tuning yourself out. If there is a

teJ vision at your disposal, watch a newscast.

Somehow at university, this is much
ler to do than when we were at home,
ly of the students polled commented, "I

sn't read a newspaper since September"
I used to read 'Time' and watch the news

y evening, but now there just isn't time."

1 the taking of this poll, we were unaware
so many Queen's students were not

ring in touch. Will you ever get around to

epuli hing up on the events of the world?
It may be asked of us, "Why is it so im-

ant?" The only answer can be that the

se of the world is being shaped every
ute. It's course is an integral part of our

even though we may feel at times that

are isolated from it. We are constantly

inded that we are the leaders of tomorrow
yet of our ranks cannot pass a quiz on

tiiil8|€nt Canadian affairs. We can better

ond to the effects of daily goings-on in

ada and the world if we are closely in tune

them.

Test yourself on the quiz. Can you do any
Jr than other members of your faculty,

or university?

sactil

Groupings

20-25 Very Well informed
14-19 Obviously makes some

effort

8-13 Should read the paper

more often

0-7 Doesn't try too hard;

probably doesn't care

Average score

of each faculty.

Arts X.(; High -25

Low-0

Physical

Education 8.S High - 18

Low -2

Nursing 7.5 High -12

Low -2

Rehab 2. .-5 High -5

Low-0

Commerce s.(i High -19

Low -3

Law 15.4 High -23

Low -7

Medicine 12.(; High -22

Low -3

Grads 12.2 High -25

Low -3

Engineering S.7 High - 21

Low -0

Breakdown

Arts 100

P.E. 6

Commerce 15

Rehab 3

Nursing 4

Engineering 33

Medicine 7

Law 10

Grads 23

Total 200

Percentage

of each faculty

in grouping

20-25

Arts 5.0

Phys. Ed 0

Nursing 0

Rehab o

Commerce 0

Law 20

Medicine 14.2

Grads 21.7

Eng. 3.0

14-19 8-13 0-7

17.0 28.0 50.0

16.6 33.3 50.1

0 75.0 25.0

0 0 100.0

20.0 26.7 53.3

50.0 20.0 5.0

28.6 28.6 28.6

13.0 21.7 43.6

15.2 39.4 42.4

uoi;BJOdj03

)U3UldOI3A3Q epBUBQ 01

snjdXQ JO iseg-piiM 6

aDijjO s.aajsiuiH

auiuj JO SutduiBA
-aj aq} jo uoijeziiBJ^uaDaa '8

•IB9J1U0I\[ i

BpBUBO JO IJBd B 9UI0D3q OJ

ann pinoA\ Xaqj, bpbubq qjiM

SDUBiilB UB guiijaas spuBjsi

UBaqquBQ am aJB Xaqj, 9

jaSaq sapif s
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•dJBMS IPq^llM £
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XjnsBaJx aqi Jo luapisajj i

SJ8MSU\/

lale-Female chart

Female Scores

Average
High

Low

Male Scores

Average
High

•

Low

7.0

22.0

0.0

10.8

25.0

0.0

Percentage

of each sex

in each grouping

20-25 14-19 8-13 0-7

Male
Female

8.7

5.2

25.4 29.7 36.2

5.1 32.5 57.2

Percentage

of all students

in each grouping

20-25 14-19 8-13 0-7

7.0 18.5 31.0 43.5
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Poems and songs of Ulster
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We do not tend to think of

Northern Ireland as a land of

song and poetry ; we imagine only

hardened, embittered Ulstermen

and women, weary of their en-

dless conflict. But Ulster is a land

of song and poetry, and one of her

leading folksingers and poets,

James Simmons, will demon-
strate this at a free concert to be

given in the Poison Room of the

Union on Tuesday 26 March at

8:30 p.m.

James Simmons has spent

most of his life in his native

Northern Ireland, and is

presently On the staff of the New
University at Coleraine. He is

actively involved in the Arts

Council of Northern Ireland, and
is the editor of "The Honest

Ulsterman" magazine. His songs

and poems are a vivid illustration

of the special qualities of Ulster.

We tend to speak in North

America of a larger entity called

"Irish culture", but we fail to

realize that Ulster and Eire

speak and sing different poetic

languages.

One might generalise by

saying that where Catholic Eire

is unrestrained, lyrical, and
confessional. Protestant Ulster

reins in its emotions, speaks a

shorter, sharper language. (I owe
this suggestion to James Sim-

mons's sister, who resides in

Kingston.) But spiky languages

can have their own beauty and
challenge for the creative artist.

The poems and songs of James
Simmons are marked by a

restrained lyricism which shows
that human joys are still possible

in divided, tragedy-ridden Ulster.

His second great gift is a wry
sense of humour, another asset in

a situation of sadness. His world
is the familiar existentialist one;

the absolutes are gone,
meaninglessness threatens all

the time, and against the absurd
man constructs beauty as a

temporary defence. One might
draw a fruitful comparison with

the two prominent existential

psychoanalysts of our time, R. D.

Laing and Jean-Paul Sartre.

Laing and Sartre only deal with

extreme situations; they seem to

have forgotten or ignored the

possible existence of ordinary

human joys. (See Times Literary

Supplement, 25 January 1974, p.

71.) It is precisely his ability to

capture these ordinary human
joys which makes me value

highly the poetry and song of

James Simmons. He has not

forgotten that while people may
be lonely and aliented in Ulster

pubs, they can still know some
decent and valuable kinds of joy

in this life. One ballad can do

more to restore men to a

recognition of themselves than 20

angry editorials.

This awareness of ordinary

human Joys in the midst of an

absurd universe is most haun-
tingly expressed in a beautiful

song called "The Sea". Although
the surrounding sea is ultimately

without meaning, Simmons can
still sensitively sing of the
"jewelled luxury" of city people

on holiday, or of lovers strolling

by the shores after a dance, as

"sea and stars together press, to

illustrate their happiness."

The spngs and poems of

James Simmons are deceptively

simple surfaces. In a few words
he can catch hold of vital human
situations with an admirable
sensitivity, or with an equally

attractive sense of humour. In

the act of constructing poems out

of his own unhappiness, he
renews both himself and his

audience.

James Simmons's combined
concert and poetry reading of 26

March will be sponsored by the

Union Programme Committee, in

conjunction with the English

DSC. Please note that admission
will be by ticket only. Free
tickets will be available as of

today (Tuesday) at the John Orr
Room in the Union, the Agnes
Etherington Arts Centre, and the

English department office in

Watson Hall.

Steven Winnett

Happenings in the Arts
by Kiloran German

It is difficult to evaluate the Queen's Dance
Company's concerts of last weekend because a

negative impression was created by techinical

factors which had nothing to do with the proficiency

of the performers.

Much of their work was hampered by a self-

indulgent light man whose "arty" attempts often

obscured the movement.This would have been

inexcu.sable even if his light show had been

technically good. Furthermore, the soundtrack was
excruciating, the intervals between dances were too

long, and even the curtain was lowered poorly,

destroying moods which the dancers had

established. The Company's creative achievements

were undermined by the technical inadequacies. It

deserved better.

. As far as the actual concert was concerned, the

quality of performance varied greatly. The opening

number was an energetic Hhumba, Jive which

revealed the performance potential of ballroom

dances. It was limited in scope however, as Con-

vocation Hall seemed to be too confining an area for

the large group involved, and it was difficult to see

beyond the front row of dancers. Luckily the front

row was very good.

There were some good moments in Vanacek,

the next number, Anne I/;o and Lynn I/)rrimer, the

main dancers, moved with strength and assurance,

but they often seemed too intense, and the chorus

dancers cluttered the stage. Lorrimer seemed to be

more in her element in Uhuru, an intriguing ritual

dance. With rythmic urgency, she and fellow dancer

Dianne Barrett created potent and compelling

impulses.

Josef and Vlasta Riha were almost out of place

in the production - their skill and artistry cast the

less experienced dancers into the shade.Although it

was replete with cliches, their interpretation of

Love Story cleverly incorporated muscular
acrobatics with their dance to lend dynamics to the

performance.

Their final number, Hiroshima was a

fascinating and highly dramatic piece. It was a

brilliant exploration of the conflict between a man
and his conscience, and although it was marred by
some irrelevant choreography (as when company
members strutted about the stage in a manner that

destroyed the tone and form of the piece), it was
clearly the highlight of the evening.

The concert established the Rihas' potential as

directors of the company. If they now place their

emphasis on developing the individual skills of their

dancers, and if they find a new technical man, the

company's success will be assured.

Jazz ensemble makes comebacic Wednesday
Ql'KKN'H UNIVKRSrrV WIND KNSK!VIBI,K AND
qi;kk,\ s .jazz ivvskviiu.k (;ka,\t iiaii,,

WKD.NKSDAV. ^(l .MAKC II, H.:!0 p.m.

'I'he Queen's University Wind Ensemble, under

Iheir director I;uane A, IJates, will give a concert in

Grant Hall on Wedn«.-Kday, March 20th, at «.30 p m
Admission is free

'ITie newly formed Jazz Ensemble, which drew
such a large and enthusiastic audience to Grant

Hall a week ago, will be featured in the program
The two r-nwmbles have the some personn<'l, and
the versatility of the instrumentalists is demon
Htrated by Iheir ability to p<;rform equally well in

such widely differing styles of music,

Th'- r.rof^ram rang(.-« from 1.7)7 to HJVI: from th(!

i I' ' I'lvanni Gabrieli to that of David K,

Keane, who is Assistant Professor in the Music
DcparlmenI at (Jue(!n's. The concert opens with

"Festival OvfTture", written in 1954 by Dimitri

Shostakovtich, and its arrangement for (^)ncert

I'.and, by Donald Hunsberger of Eastman Wind
Eriscrritjie, has made extensive use of saxo()hones.

Apart from numerous othcT exciting pieces, the

concert will cIokc with Charles Ives' "Variations of

America", (Originally (•otn[)ose(l for organ, and
transcribed for Wind I'lnscmblc by William Rhodes,

this is a witty and irreverent piece of music. Parts

of it were deemed "unsuitable" by the connHtscr's

father, for (jerformance in church recitals because

"they made the boys laugh out and get noisy".

This will be first full concert which the f ifty two

member Queen's Wind EnHemble has presented.

f ill' i rrlli ll ruiiadlaii \h Mi lim

l,j liufrre. \ri> tiir'

UihU t'lirrU'r

12 ',!,'>

by Su/.aiinc Swaby

La Guerre, Ye» 8lr! is a highly symbfjlic novel which presents the

vision of French-Canadian Society as victim of bf>th Church and
Anglophone, The action is comprised of indefxjndent fragments in a

day in the life of French-Canadian villagers during World War II,

These splintered exerpts are forceful and range from the

grotesque to the pathetic : a peasant cuts off his hand to avoid fighting

the war for the "big guys", A young Catholic soldier is unable to

copulate without the sanction of the Church and thus he marries a
whore. Each episode in the novel acts as a swial commentary and the

underlying unity of themes skilfully threads the novel tr>gether.

Further unity is provided by the assembly of the entire village to

mourn the dead soldier, Corriveau, This intensely dramatic scene

occupies the closing chapters of the book. Its purpose is to revise each
theme and thus underscores the author's pwint.

The most important themes that Carrier explores are the

relationship of the Church to the society and the subservience of the

French majority to the "Maudits Anglais". The Church is depicted as

having isolated the French community by indoctrinating it with

superstitious dogma. This has impeded progress and has kept the

rural French-Canadian unaware of its position in the sfxiiety at large.

The latter problem Carrier relates to three main division. The
first and the most important is the Linguistic division, which creates a

lack of communication. This primary difference is linked to mutual
cultural ignorance. The third division is a religious one; Madame
Corriveau is convinced that the Protestant English pray to a dif-

ferent God from the Catholic French. How then can the two groups

communicate if their gods can't?

Carrier's style is powerful ; he is a master of symbolism and is

able to sum up far-reaching circumstances with one stroke of the pen.

His insight also gives dimension and lends warmth and understanding

to a problem which concerns every Canadian.

"Canadian Literature" hailed Carrier as the Faulkner of Quebec,

I think he merits this acclaim and his book deserves attention.

MOFFATTS .DA
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week— 548-701

1

WHEN THERE'S NO GREATER LOVE THERE'S

NO GREATER GIFT THAN A DIAMOND

Love is the greatest. And when you've got it,

flaunt it. With the gift of a diamond pin, ring,

pendant or earrings from our brilliant selection.

A diamond traditionally expresses lasting love.

And isn't love one tradition we'd like to

keep alive and thriving?

KINNKAR d'ESTERRE
J I w i: L I. U K s

1()« I>RINCE,SS STREET

KINGSrON, ON I ARIO
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New York City
by John Bottomley

It is hard to direct you
somewhere in a city like New
York, where anywhere you go
something is happening. An
important thing to remember
about New York is that it is not

made up entirely of junkies and
muggers. There are crooked cops

and thousands of legitimate rip-

off joints to choose from.

In general, any respectable

looking place will be satisfactory,

albeit too expensive. The only

places in New York to eat

cheaply and well are in

Chinatown, where a full meal
would cost two dollars.

Do not expect the people to be

friendly because they are not. Do
not expect them to know what
country Ottawa is in, because

they don't know and don't care.

New York, perhaps because of its

size, is totally blind to the

existence of the rest of the world.

There are, however, places to

go and things to do if you are

visiting. Again, because of its

size, or more accurately, its

money, New York is the major
centre for most of the arts in the

Western Hemisphere. If you were
so inclined, you could spend a
year just going through the
museums.

Musical Package Tour

The imperceptive tourist
by Peter Brown and Robert Cracknell

The German guitarist Siegfried Behrend gave two performances

in Dunning Hall on Thursday and Friday. It was clear that the guitar,

like the piano, suffers more than most instruments from the recording

ethic : concert-goers hear a buzz or a wrong note and think that they

are not getting their money's worth, since they can hear perfection on

their stereo sets at home. This is a silly reproach, since with practice,

it is easy to ignore the notes and listen to the music. It is just fatuous to

spend an evening counting "mistakes".

In a Guitar Workshop on Friday afternoon, Mr. Behrend gave a

very interesting account of the history of his instrument, and em-
phasized the vicissitudes it had undergone over the last three cen-

turies in its efforts to be taken seriously as a solo instrument. Some of

the reasons for this struggle had been evident the previous evening,

when the only musically important work, an arrangement of Bach's D
minor Chaconne for Violin, certainly failed even to approach the

profundity of the original. It was straightaway clear that it is not

proper to apply to the guitar the musical standards of other,

specifically orchestra, instruments- we must allow to it a certain in-

dependence from normal criteria. Given this valuable lesson, the rest

of the programme became much clearer.

The modem works for guitar alone, McCabe's "Canto" and a

group of short pieces by Behrend himself, were particularly en-

joyable: here, technique was paramount, and a fascinating display

was achieved. There was a certain faithlessness to the instrument's

Hispanic origins - McCabe began to sound like a parody of Rodriguo,

and Behrend's "Three Spanish Dances" were a bit inauthentic - but

generally the sounds were pleasing ones. In two other modem pieces,

by Bussotti and Isang Yun, Behrend's wife joined him to add a vocal

line. Bussotti's "Pop Song" seemed amusing to those who understood

the Italian words, whereas no one present knew too much Korean, so

Isang Yun's piece was pretty incomprehensible.The programme was
completed by some Spanish pieces by de Falla and Granados, and
some nice little early nineteenth-century showpieces by Haydn, Sor

and Paganini.

The first half of Friday's programme was a musical package torn-

through six countries, taking about three centuries. No tourist per-

ceives a great deal, but at least obvious differences were established,

and the desire for deeper understanding, though certainly not

satisfied, was perhaps stimulated. Two contrasts were particularly

interesting : the stark, clear chording of the Spanish Pavane against

the English Dowland's bland Galliard, and the briskness and
brusqueness of the Italian suite followed by a contemporary, but much
more smooth and civUised, French one. One, probably crass, worry

about all this court music : there seems to be something wildly inap-

propriate in giving solemn attention, in the rapt gloom of the concert

hall, to music whose original reception was amid the carousing and
dancing of a European court; perhaps such music does not deserve

our whole attention. Nevertheless, as an introduction both to an im-

portant genre of the repertoire and to the guitar as a solo instrument,

such deadpan performances may have their place.

In the second half, it was the guitar's role as a chamber music

instrument that we were introduced to: Boccherini's Third Guitar

Quintet (in E minor, surely, not C minor, as the programme would
have it) was played by Mr Behrend and the Vaghy Quartet. This is

really an extraordinary work: the guitar seems undecided whether it

is a concertante soloist (like the clarinet, say, in Mozart's quintet), or

a provider only of background rattles. Perhaps that is an unfair

dichotomy to press upon Boccherini's lightweight piece - we can at

least be confident of having heard a faithful account of the work. The
Quartet showed fine sensitivity, especially in the slow movement, to

the guitar's tiny sound: the pizzicato accompaniment in the encored

Minuet was particularly nicely managed.

One of the famous lions guarding the New York City Public Library on 5th Ave. and 42nd St.

From 40th St. to about 50th

St. are your Broadway and off

Broadway theatres. Generally

anything that is playing in

America is playing in this ten to

fifteen square block area in New
York.

Central Park has a terrible

and in places deserved reputation

and the section to avoid is north

of 94th St. This still leaves 60

blocks of park including the

famous monkey house. The park

is a beautiful place to be during

the summer, and there are often

free concerts given during these

months in the open theatre.

There are, of course the usual

tourist attractions - the United

Nations, Rockefeller Center, the

World Trade Center, Chinatown,

the Village, the Empire State

Building and not to be missed is a

boat tour which goes around the

city.

Most places are easy to find

simply because nearly all the

streets are numbered. However,

in the southem end of the island

the old names are retained and
one can become hopelessly lost.

Do not bother trying to figure

out the subways: ask a Transit

Authority official. Do not try to

use a Canadian dime; it won't be
accepted. It costs $1.25 to get to

the top of the Empire State

Building. Most stores won't
change a dollar bill for you. Don't

go anywhere alone after dark.

Don't trust gypsy cabs, and avoid

taxis in general; the rates are

horrendous. Take a subway, take

a bus, or walk. The island is

small, and every inch of it has

something for you.

ASUS notice:

Tuesday, March 19th, Red Room, Kingston Hall

6:00 p.m. - Rules and Regulations for ASUS Elections. All candidates for ASUS rep on AMS must attend.

6:30 p.m. ASUS Executive meeting: Judicial Committee Report; ASUS Visitorship Committee Report.

7:30 p.m. • Interviews for ASUS positions:

1) Lictor Editor

2) Suzie-Q chairman

3) ASUS rep on Concert Committee '

4) ASUS Faculty Stick for BEWS
5) ASUS representative to Canadian Peace Research Institute Conference (Scholarship - June 22 - July 12),

and ASUS representative to Women's Conference (Toronto, May 31 - June 2)

Applications for these positions should be submitted to ASUS box, AMS Office by 5 p.m., March 19th. Any ap-

plications for ASUS grants for the rest of this year should be submitted to ASUS box, AMS Office, before 5 p.m.,

March 26. Any questions should be directed to Ian Grant 544-7442.

ASUS ELECTIONS
POSITIONS 3 ONE YEAR REPS

MONDAY MARCH 25

3 TWO YEAR REPS

ELECTION POLLS
UNION 10 - 5

DOUGLAS LIBRARY 10 - 5

PHYS. ED. 10 - 5

LEONARD MEAL LINES 11:30 - 1:30 5:00 - 6:30

BAN RIGH MEAL LINES 11:30 - 1:30 5:00 - 6:30

The Department of Film Studies

and
The Gallery Association

of the Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Present

A VISIT BY MICHAEL SNOW
& A Screening of WAVELENGTH

Wednesday, March 20 7:30 p.m., Ellis Hall Auditorium

Queen's Progressive Conservative Club
will be holding their annual meeting

WED , MARCH 20, 7:30 p.m.

McLaughlin Room, Students Memorial Union

to elect next year's executive.

PARTY AFTERWARDS.
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A.M.S.
A.M.S. needs PEOPLE for positions.

Show you care.

PROCLAMATION
TO HEREBY GIVE NOTICE OF
THE EDUCATION COMMISSION

MEETING HENCEFORTH TO BE

KNOWN AS THE

BRAIN DRAIN GAME"
Held in the 2nd Floor common room

Students Memorial Union

Thursday March 21, 1974 7:00 p.m.

The Union Programnne Committee in

conjunction with the English D.S.C. present
an evening with

JAMES SIMMONS -

Irish poet and folk singer

TUESDAY, MARCH 26 8:30 p.m.

POISON ROOM, Students Union

FREE ADMISSION

Advance Tickets available from:

English Department Office

John Orr Room
Division of Concerts Box Office

in the Agnes Etherington Arts Centre

THERE ARE OPENINGS FOR YOU
IT'S YOUR DECISION

GET INVOLVED
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES SERVICES EDUCATION INTERNAL AFFAIRS EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

ROBERT WOOD
544-5358

JOHN BEECH
547-6165

GAVE CLEMSON
544-1522

IAN NORDHEIMER
544-9140

ALAN HUEHN
549-1886

Campus Activities

1. Queen's Entertainment Agency Director

(QEA)
2. Concert Committee Chairman
3. Homecoming Convenor
4. Snowball Committee Chairman
5. Convocation Committee Chairman
6. Open House Chairman
7. Council on Athletics Representative

Services
1. University Centre Committee Members
2. Union Programme Committee Members
3. Bulletin Board Committee Chairman
4. University Health Council Representative

Library Committee Members

Education
Long term planning Committee Members
Short Term Academic Policy Committee

Members
Two Members - Richardson Trust Fund

Committee
Arts Festival 75 Committee Chairman

AMS Orientation Convenor

Internal Affairs

1. AMS Chief Constable
2. Constitution Committee Members
3. Clubs Manager
4. Director, Information Bank

External Affairs
1. Chief Delegate to the OFS
2. Alumni Committee Chairman
3. Community Liaison Committee Chairman
4. High School Liaison Committee Chair-

man

Others
1. AMS Housing Service Chairman
2. AMS Pub (Summer and Winter)

a. Manager
b. Assistant Managers
c. Bartenders, Waiters, and Waitresses

for further information on these positions, see the Who's Where or call

the appropriate Commissioner listed above, or the AMS Office

at 547-6165 or 544-1442.

To apply, leave your name in the A.M.S. Office anytime before Friday,

March 22 at 5:00 p.m.
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Bews is "participation" ; 300 contestants in the Harrier certainly indicate this.

Here comes the Bews wrap-up
Another successful year of men's intramural

activity was brought to a close on Sunday night with
the presentation of awards and trophies.

The highlight of the Banquet was the presen-
tation of the Emmett, Edwards, Adams and Bews
trophies. The Dick Emmett trophy for the most
outstanding freshman in Arts and Science was won
by John Woolatt. He was the winner of the Free-
Throw competition and played on a number of Arts
77 squads.

^
The Edwards trophy, awarded to the person

who has contributed the most to Intramural
Athletics during the year was won by Art Cun-
ningham, Stick for Commerce 74. Cunningham did

an excellent job as stick for his year and he con-

tributed greatly to the Men's Intramural Athletic

Committee in many ways. He headed and sat on
various sub-committees that up dated and stream-
lined Bews organization. The Doug Adams trophy
awarded to the Stick of the winning unit was won by
Dave Kay of PHE. Dave also contributed im-
mensely to the Men's Intercollegiate Athletics

Council and was instrumental in capturing the

James G. Bews trophy awarded to PHE as the
winning unit in intramural competition.

Presentation of Athletic letters were made by
each Faculty Stick and the recipients were
acknowledged in traditional Bews fashion, by a

shower of buns. Special mention should be made of

Dale Huddleston and Cam Ross who won letters

worthy of distinction. Dale Huddleston won an eight

star Arts letter while Cam Ross won a ten-star

Commerce letter. Ross, the Commerce Faculty

Stick, did an excellent job not only in athletic en-

deavors but also in an organizational capacity. Like

Cunningham, Ross sat on numerous committees
and organized the Banquet. He possessed the

foresight to have just one bun at each table-setting

and thus saved the evening from turning into all out

war. As it was, only a few award winners were
beaned by blistering buns. The year as a whole was
a complete success and all the participants" should

be congratulated.

The Year in Summary
Final Standings

PHE
Civil

Comm 74

Mech
Comm 76

Arts 76

Arts 77

Bus Grads
Law 74

Mining

47125

43799

41057

34534

31390

31282

25884

22427

20735

19221

Pre-Registration for 1974-75

Department of Psychology

All students wishing to take psychology courses during the 1974-75

academic year MUST pre-register for them NOW.

MARCH 26 & 27 - PRE-REGISTRATION MATERIALS MAY BE PICKED UP IN THE
FOYER OF HUMPHREY HALL OR ROOM 236 (UNDERGRADUATE
OFFICE)

APRIL 1 - PRE-REGISTRATION FORMS MUST BE RETURNED TO ROOM 236

(UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE) BY 5:00 P.M.

All students must pre-register for Psychology courses

even if they have already pre-registered in some other

department or Faculty or even if they are only taking

a single course

Don't forget to

pre-register for Psych

See ad below

CAMP
OUTLOOK
INTERESTED?

Contact Outlook Office
Student Union

544-6444

Application forms for

summer program
now available.

The Indian Spiritual

Master

SRI CHINMOY

will lecture at

noon, Friday
March 22 at the

International Centre
Lower Lounge
Admission Free

SPKIAL STUDENT RATES

LON DRY'S DRUGS

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to 11 PM DAILY

CAMPUS MOVIES presents...

,

I

The hanging
^P'*^^- was the best show
chapter 1 0 of ^own!

"The Perils of

Pauline"
!

)

Thurs.

March 21

at Dunning
Aud.

7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.

adm. $1 /person

INGER STEVENS
EDBEGLEY PA1HINGLE

ITISTS 1

COLOR broeuii

114 mins.

QUEEN'S BANDS

Alfie sez,..

the Queens hands

needs you for 7U- 75

Anyone interested in

becoming a member
of the Bands for 74-75

season, come to an
orientation and in-

formation night

Tuesday, March 19

8:30 - 10 p.m. Stirling "A
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Canada: Franfais chez nous
QUEBEC - Legislation will be

introduced in Quebec's National

Assembly this spring

establishing French as the of-

ficial language of Quebec and
promoting a French-first policy

towards language.

The promised legislation,

revealed in the Speech From the

Throne opening the Assembly's

1974 session, will provide for a

French language board to

oversee the implementation of

the overall policy and to assure a

permanent base for the

promotion of the French
language.

The status of English under

the new legislation is very un-

clear. All that was promised in

the Speech was that it would be

re-defined. Premier Bourassa
tdld a news conference later that

no firm policy had been
established regarding English

education and that the public

would just have to wait and see

what was presented to the

Assembly.
It is not known whether the

promised legislation will include

the repeal of the 1969 Bill 63

which gave immigrants the right

to have their children educated in

English. The major French
objection to Bill 63 is that, in

effect, it means that immigrants
to Quebec swell the ranks of the

English minority.

OTTAWA - Agriculture Minister

Eugene Whelan announced
Friday that beef producers will

receive a subsidy of 7 cents a

pound for their beef for the next

few weeks.

The subsidy, estimated to

cost Ottawa $2.75-million, is an
attempt to counter low wholesale
beef prices without driving up the

price to the consumer.
Prices paid to farmers began

to drop sharply three weeks ago
after a heavy increase in imp^jrts

from the U.S. At present prices

the farmers are taking a loss of

$50 to $100 for each animal being

sold.

The flood of U.S. beef is

because U.S. farmers kept their

cattle off the market last summer
during the price freeze then sold

heavily when the freeze lifted.

This flooded the U.S. market and
the overflow has driven down
Canadian prices as well.

MONTREAL - The 3,750-member
Seafarers International Union of

Canada has gone on strike

against the Canadian Lake
Carriers Association halting
about 90 per cent of Canadian
shipping on the Great Lakes. The
strike will not affect U.S. or

foreign shipping.

The basic SIU demand is for

the lowering of the standard work
week to 40 hours from its present

56 and a 15 per cent salary in-

crease in each year of a two-year

contract.

The companies have offered

8 and 6 per cent increases over

two years.

The strike could have serious

effects on the Canadian ec/>norny

as it will effectively delay the
opening of the 1974 navigation

seawjn on March 25. According to

CI/;A manager, Hutxjrt Benoit,

this is a critical time for the
movement of such strategic
commodities as petroleum
products, wheat, iron ore aod
coal.

TORONTO - Clarkson Co. Ltd.,

appointed by the courts to be
receiver for Rochdale College,

will apply in court Wednesday to

evict everybody living in the
building.

Clarkson Co. will not make
any comment on the reasons for

their eviction request but
representatives of the tenants in

the building claim that it is

because company has been losing

$15,000 a month on the building

and wants to get rid of it.

On Feb. 4, 1974, the Ontario
Supreme Court granted
possession of the building to the

Central Mortgage and Housing
Corp. who turned it over to

Clarkson.

VANCOUVER - Donald George
Kinloch, a retired RCMP drug
squad sergeant, was sentenced
Friday to six years in prison for

possession and trafficking in 50

pounds of hashish, stolen from an
exhibit locker at RCMP
headquarters.

World: Arabs lift oil embargo
TRIPOLI - According to in-

formed sources, the oil ministers

of Arab oil-producing countries

agreed Wednesday to end the five

month embargo on oil-shipments

to the United States. "The oil

ministers also decided to restore

oil production to the same levels

as before the war last October.

Initially, in November and
December, the Arab oil cutback

had dropped production from
about 20 million barrels a day to

15 million barrels. No Arab oil

was sent to the U.S., the

Netherlands, South Africa,

Portugal, and Rhodesia.

In Washington, William
Simon, the federal energy ad-

ministrator, said that despite the

end of the embargo, the U.S. will

continue to experience spot

shortages. He .said that his main
task would be to convince
Americans that the energy
problem is not solved because of

the continuing shortage of

refining capacity in the U.S. and
Europe.

The return to world oil

markf;t of Arab production at the

levol of last SoptcmUir will

contribute to Ktf;ady world oil

prices, althoug|-i pri(;»;K may not

decreaw;. Tlie price of oil from all

pTfxJuccrK Mjared alxjut .'JOO fxjr

cent.

HOME Italy got iU 36th

Ciovemmenl ulnce the fall of

Fa«<;i«m in 1943 ThursfJay but it

is »rxpect<;d to \h: a stop gap
administration lasting only two
months.

The Gov«;mment is formed
Irorn a 'o.ilition of Christian

I«;mocr;jt!,, HociaUtttH and Social

Democrats. It replaces a four-

party coalition which fell apart 13

days ago after eight months in

office.

On May 12 the country will

hold a referendum on whether to

abrogate the country's 1970 law

introducing divorce. The
referendum will deeply divide the

country both politically and
religiously and no Government is

expected to survive such a test.

Therefore, the new ad-

ministration will simply take the

country past the referendum and
then resign to make way for a

more permanent Cabinet.

BUENOS AIRES - The Argentine

subsidiary of Exxon Corp. has

paid a ransom of $14.2-million for

the release of one of its

executives kidnapped by
Guerrillas.

This is the highest ransom
ever paid for a kidnap victim in

Argentina since the current wave
of politically-motivated ab-

ductions began about three years
ago.

The victim, Victor
SamuelKson, M, manager of an
Kxxon refinery north of here, was
kidnapfx;d last Dec. 6 by four

young men armed with sub-

machine guns.

A Marxist urban guerrilla

group calling ilw^lf the Peoples

Revolutionary Army later

claim«!d reKiwnsibility.

WASHINGTON - The U.S. Senate

has passed a bill which is

designed to overcome the

Supreme Ojurl's ruling against

the death penalty. President

Nixon suhnnittcd the bill a year

ago to avoid the Supreme Court's

decision that the death penalty

was unconstitutional under
existing laws. The bill restored

capital punishment for

espionage, treason, and certain

federal crimes which include

kidnapping and hijacking

resulting in death. A death
sentence would be mandatory if

the jury or judge, in separate

proceedings after the trial, found

one or more aggravating factors

and no mitigating factors.

The Senate passed the bill by
a 54-to-33 vote. No early action by

the House of Representatives is

expected, since the Judiciary

Committee is occupied with

impeachment proceedings.

ANKARA - The Turkish
Government has announced that

it will lift the ban on opium poppy
cultivation imposed two years

ago thus restoring the major
source of heroin for the U.S.

market.

Before the imposition of the

ban, in return for $35.7-million in

U.S. aid, experts estimated that

80 per cent of the heroin bought in

the States was made from
Turkish opium.

A new Turkish Government,

however, has decided that the

ban imposed too hard a burden on

the farmers affected and that

unless the U.S. provides more aid

the farmers will be allowed to

resume cultivation of the poppy.

BELFAST - Northern Ireland

prepared for more violence, after

the Irish Republican Army an-

nounced a new offensive. The
Provisional IRA said they would
intensify their campaign against

the British troops, who they

accused of using children as

shields.

Four people died in bomb
blasts and gunfire Friday, many
were injured and buildings were
wrecked in violence across
Ulster. The latest bloodshed and
the Provisional IRA's an-

nouncement dispelled hopes that

the new divison of power between
the Protestants and Roman
Catholics would ease the

problems of Northern Ireland.

In IIk! -.i/rliiK .1 yoiiriK one's (ancy lightly turns .

"OH
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Medicine

may expand

admissions
by Sarah Yarnell

i It should soon be possible to admit
more students into the faculties of

Medicine and Rehabilitaiion Thereapy
due to an "extended campus" plan,

according to Dr. H.G. Kelly, Vice-
Principal in the Health Sciences.

Kelly stated that "preliminary
exploration," is being done towards
sending final year Meds students and
some Rehab students away to regional

centres for clinical training. He men-
tioned Cornwall, Belleville, Brockville

and Peterboro as possible locations.

The arrangement would "reduce the

load on clinical resources in Kingston",
Kelly explained. He maintained that

more students would therefore be
allowed to enroll in the Meds and Rehab
faculties.

Development of the relationship

with regional centres would possibly

permit all final year Meds students to go
to other locations for practice in their

individual specialties, noted Kelly. He
pointed out that presently only half the

class can leave Kingston during the ten
week elective period.

Kelly sees Belleville as the centre
with which relations will first develop as
it is a large city, close to Kingston, with
" a big hospital and competent people
working in it".

The Nursing Science faculty is also

interested in developing arrangements
with regional centres, Kelly declared. It

is part of the Health Sciences committee
working on the "extended campus"
plan.

Students

share UlC

benefits
j
OTTAWA (CUP) - Many students wUl be
eligible to collect up to $107 a week in

unemployment insurance after classes

finish this term.

To qualify, a student needs to have
worked only eight insurable weeks in the

year prior to submission of the ap-

phcation. In most cases benefits become
payable two weeks after the application

is submitted. However there's more to

collecting unemployment insurance
benefits than submitting your name to

UIC.

Unemployment insurance com-
mission public relations officer Bill

Baker says students must actively be
looking for work while collecting

benefits. "It doesn't matter if you're a

university student, carpenter or pain-

ter" he says, "students are not a special

breed."

Students are not eligible to collect

funds while attending school but once
classes are finished they can scoop up
free cash. So long as your request for

benefits is 'reasonable' you are entitled

to receive full employment benefits.

'Reasonable' includes searching for jobs

during the exam period as long as
students disqualify themselves from
benefits on the actual exam day, says
Barker.

But, he adds, reasonableness is a
subjective quality and so each case is

dealt with individually.
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wat's

hapnin' ?

Pubs and Theatres

401 Inn- Bitter Blue

Townhouse- Danny Harrison and the Third World

Band
Commodore- Stagecoach

Frontenac- Finnegan's- Fred Werthman
Frontenac- Muldoon's- New Horizons

Manor- The Reflections

Odeon- The Sting

Hyland- The Golden Voyage of Sinbad

Capitol 1- Robin Hood, until Saturday, then

Executive Action

Capitol 2- Serpico

Domino Theatre- 8.30 p.m., March 22-23,

^^^ver^thin^hijl^^

Friday, March 22
9.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.- Commerce Year Elections in

Dunning Hall.

12.30 p.m. - Kenneth Clark's Civilization Part 7, in

McArthur Hall Auditorium.

3.30 - 5.30 p.m.- Conversation with Dr. Katie Coolte,

Chairman of the Federal Advisory Council on the

Status of Women, in Lower Vic.

7.15 and 9.15 p.m. - McArthur film for 99c, "The

Decameron" (Pier -Paolo Pasolini).

8.00 p.m.- La Casa presents "Adamo e Eva", per-

formed in Italian by Queen's students, a Bull

Fight and "Historias para ser contadas", an

Argentine farce, in the Studio Theatre, Rm. 102,

Convocation Hall, Admission is 75c.

8.00 p.m.- GSS Film Society showing in Ellis Hall of

•The Threepenny Opera" (Brecht-Weil).

8.30 p.m.- Final Science '77 Smol(er in Clark Hall.

Draft is 3-$1.00 or 40c each.

This Weekend
Saturday - 8.30 p.m.- Concert by the Queen's

Chamber Orchestra, directed by David Keane, in

Grant Hall.

Sunday -5.30 p.m. - Sunday Supper, followed by a

talk and discussion with Grant Amyot, lecturer in

the Politics Dept. on "The Recent Political Scene

in Italy, and the Role of the Left", sponsored by

the Education Commission. Supper is $1.25.

Sunday- 7.00 p.m. Free Concert by Joseph Petric,

classical accordion, at McNeil House. Refresh-

ments will be served.

Sunday- 8.00 p.m.- Drama Dept. Sunday Workshop
No. 8 presents Tennessee Williams' "This

Property is Condemned", plus scenes from
Schisgal's "Luv", in Convocation Hall. Admission
is free.

Nionday, March 25

All Day - Dept. of Sociology pre-registration in the

Dept. office. Interim Office Building. Until March
29.

11.30 a.m. - 3.00 p.m.- The Commerceman, annual

publication of the School of Business, will be on

sale for $1.00 in the Dunning Hall Foyer, until

March 29.

7.00 - 10.00 p.m.- Queen's Camera Club Photo

Display, including some of the photographs from

the Golden Words Contest, in the third floor

common room. Student Union.

8.00 p.m.- Prof. Joan Robinson, reknown economist

from U. of Cambridge, England, will give the

Dunning Trust Lectures on "The Mythology of

Growth". Monday's lecture, in Dunning
Auditorium, will be on "Growth and the

Economist", and Wednesday, her lecture will be

"Doomsday Is Today".

Tuesday, March 26
11.30 a.m. - 5.00 p.m. and 7.00 - 10.00 p.m.-

Photography Display by the Queen's Camera
Club, in the third floor common room, Students

Union. Also March 27, 28 and 29.

12.30 p.m. - Clark's Civilization Part 8, at Mcarthur
Hall.

8.30 p.m. - Free Concert-Reading by James Sim-

mons, Ulster folksinger and poet, in the Poison

Room. Tickets from English Dept., John Orr

Room, and Box Office.

9.00 p.m.- Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film

Series in Ellis Hall, showing of "Jeu de

Massacre" (Alain Jessua, 1968), in French with

English sub-titles.

Pre-registration: Sociology- Interim Office

Building; Psychology-Humphrey foyer or room
236. (Must be returned to room 236 by 5.00 p.m.,

April 1.)

Phys, Ed. Hours

The ice will be i-emoved from the Arena April 1, and
the last day for activities will be March 31.

The entire Phys. Ed. Centre will be closed all day,

April 12, for Good Friday.

ASUS ELECTION
MEET

THE CANDIDATES
Red Room,

Kingston Hall

Sunday March 24
2:00 to 4:00

Bxvi Rj^b Fineside
reiiMS«Mice ^ medieval

aoixaGiucD
CDUSIOLKD

in "Cbe l^tt Ri^t) Comwon Room

i

Study In Europe this Summer
The University of British Columbia

Directed Study Abroad
May — August 1974

Courses are under direction of faculty from the University of British Columbia and rnay be taken

for appropriate Univerity credit Non-credit participants are also welcome.

Western Art Since 1800 (Fine Arls 397} — May 24 to June 28.

The modern tradition in western art irom 1800 to the present.

, Art of the Renaissance (Fine Arts 397) — May 19 to June 27

The art and architecture of Florence and surrounding areas from the 14th to the 16th century.

Historical Techniques (Fine Arts 397) — July 2 to August 16.

A study of materials and techniques with emphasis on mosaics, stain glass and enamelling m
Paris and surrounding areas, followed by an intensive two-week studio course at UBC

LONDON and STRATFORD-UPON-AVON

Shakespeare (English 365) — July 9 to August 8.

Lectures, seminars and theatre performances in London and Stratford-upon-Avon, in

cooperation with the Shakespeare Institute of the University of Birmingham.

Physical Education — July 4 to August 24.

Current practices in physical education, recreation and sports in England.

For detailed information and applications for registration, please write to:

Directed Studlet Abroad
Centre for Continuing Education.

The University of British Columbia.
Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1W5

itlDKaMERpN
,.i.HERI«lO

fDECMERON
ALBERTO
GRIMALDI

Production

CIVILIbATIOll continues -t 12:30 p.m. free in McArthur Auditorium: Part 7 (today), 8 (Tues), 11 (Wed), 12 (Thurs)
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ASUS will sponsor two students

at Peace Research summer school
ASUS has agreed again this year to sponsor two

students to attend the Summer School in Peace
Research, conducted by the Canadian Peace
Research Institute.

The school's location will be Grindstone Island,

located 50 miles from Ottawa on Rideau Lake. The
session is scheduled to run from June 22 to July 12.

Such topics as the playing of non-zero sum
games, the United Natibns, and the impact of the

physical sciences on politics will be among the

topics introduced for discussion. Both graduates
and undergraduates in all disciplines stand to gain

from participation in this project but it has been
recommended that the course should be a special

interest to those in political science, sociology,

psychology and history.

One of last year's participants commented
that : "Part of the essence of the summer school is

that it is held on an island and the participants

quickly build an intense community which is hard to

explain with words. The students participate in an
intense educational experience involving both in-

tellectual and interpersonal aspects."

The total cost of the session is $252 per student,

which includes tuition, room board and books. ASUS
had the funds available to provide two scholarships

of $225 each.

It is hoped the project will generate interest

among Queen's students, both general interest in

the problem of peace research in the world of today
and a more particular interest to become personally

involved in such a problem.
For information or an application, please

contact Sue Harper (544-2373) or Leslie Macleod
(544-7193).

Northern resources control

sparks debate at energy seminar
by Wendy Robbins

The federal government should have total

control over offshore and northern resources. This

was urged by Ian Wilson, MP from Laprairie,

Quebec, during a panel ^scussion on the legal

aspects of the energy crisis as it relates to urban

Canada held in Dunning Auditorium on Wednesday.
Other panel members were Dr. Harvie Andre,

Conservative MP from Calgary Centre, and Joseph

Fabbro, Mayor of Sudbury.

"The people of the North should have first call

on those resources to ensure a standard of living

second to none in Canada," Wilson said, but if the

northern territories gain provincial status, the

federal government "should not turn the resources

of the Yukon over to the Yukon." Later, in answer to

a question, he proposed a different form of govern-

ment that would satisfy the interests of the Yukon
and Northwest Territories while leaving Ottawa in

control of resources. Development of the north

could take place in a different way providing that

"We aren't hung up on this province bit."

Andre disagreed with Wilson, calling his at-

titude "paternalistic" and "arrogant." He
questioned Wilson's contention that energy was too

important a matter to reside in provincial govern-

ments. There was no evidence that administrative

decisions taken by Ottawa were any wiser than

provincial ones, he told the audience.

The two MPs were also at odds over the issue of

the actual existence of an energy crisis. Wilson

opened his remarks with the comment that he

believed a crisis situation did indeed exist.

Andre felt that facts did not substantiate a

crisis, which was actually "a lot of panic and
political utilization of a panic situation."

Andre's position in this matter was also taken
by Fabbro, who charged that the use of the word
"crisis" was dishonest. A lack of honesty and in-

tegrity and a great deal of self-interest charac-

terized the situation, he felt. Canada has the

production capacity in all resources to exceed her
needs, according to his figures, and he questioned

the necessity for Canadians to pay world prices for

domestically produced oil.

Andre replied that the price had to be sufficient

to guarantee incentive for future development and
production, and at $4.00 a barrel, the 150 Canadian

independent oil companies that do 80 percent of the

exploration in Canada won't take the risks. He
emphasized the finding of alternatives to traditional

energy sources as the long term answer.

Wilson, speaking for Rob Basford, Minister of

Urban Affairs, discussed some of the alternatives

open for urban planning in Canada with a view
towards the energy situation. A federal program
will provide $100-million from now until 1980 to

provide innovative solutions to existing urban
problems. The program will involve new concepts

in urban transit, recycling efforts, new energy

conservation methods and new construction

methods.

-b. Cameron

Ian Watson, Liberal MP for Laprairie,

Quebec, explains his position on Federal
control of natural resources at Wed-
nesday's panel discussion on the energy
crisis.

A blue rocking unicorn has
been added to our Quilt and Fur-
niture Show. Well worth another
visit to the Gallery this nnonth!

We have sonne copies of The
Lark in The Clear Air signed by
Dennis T. Patrick Sears. We also

have a paperback edition of The
Last Spike and The National
Dream.

CANADIAN SHOP^GALLERY OF FINE
CANADIAN CRAFTS ^ ^ OF K I N G STO N
219 PRINCESS STREET (NEXT TO THE CAPITOL THEATRE) 542-1115

PENFRIENDS IN

BRITAIN
Find out what life Is REALLY like in the British

Isles—perhaps have a holiday there with new
friends! Write TODAY for details on the Club
which specializes in transatlantic penfriends:—

ATLANTIC, Dept. CY1,
45 Mayesbrook Road, Dagenham
Essex, RMS 2EA, England.

Vz MILLION

CUBIC FEET OF

BARGAINS
much less than ¥2 PRICE!

Men's ^'WRANGLER''

flared jeans

Denims, cottons, twills and more. Solid shades plus

popular checks and plaids. Sizes 28 to 38. Regular

values 8.99 to 13.99.

S & R Price

2.99 - 3.99 - 4.99

SAVE UP TO 47%

Men's Famous Maker

FASHION SHOES
Slip-ons, oxfords, dress boots. Black, brown, two-tones.
Leathers, suedes and man-mades. Sizes 6 to 12.

S & R Price Values to 24.99

12.99 to 17.99

MEN'SGENUINE

LEATHER JACKETS

SIZES 36-46

REG. $59.95

NOW

$34.99

MEN'S DENIM

CAMPUS BOOTS

CANADIAN MADE
SIZES6-12
REG. $11.98

NOW
$7.99

PLUS THE BEST SELECTION OF

f*^^f^ JEANS, CORDS

W^C* and DENIM JACKETS

IN TOWN!
Try These Great Values On For Size At...

Use

Your

Chargex

or Mastercharg

Foot of

I

Princess at

Ontario Street
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unclassifieds
more on r;

THE QUEEN'S CHAPTER Of the

International Oreo Eaters
Association is recruiting new
members. There will be a meeting
Thursday night for those in-

terested in joining the

organization. Please contact

"Christie" at 544-4232 (alias
"467"). BYOO.

IF THAT ISN'T OK, Tony, sue me!.
FOR SALE: Pair of Sony SS485 stereo

speakers. Excellent condition 8"

woofer and 2'/j" Tweeter in each.

Very good sound. List: S118.00-pr.

Will setl for $40.00, firm. Phone
542-2485 after 5.

COLLINS BAY PE NETENTI AR Y ;

Officials would like to extend their

thanks to the two students who
aided two escort officers in the

apprehension of an inmate who
escaped custody from the Court
House last Friday morning.

FOUND: Some cash in the Union
Coffee Shop on Monday the 18th.

Phone Will at 544-9838.

LEAVING THE COUNTRY? Photo
Image gives you six passport size

prints at a new low student price,

only $4.00. Ideal for International

Drivers Permits and job ap-

plications too. Call us at 544-7770 or

drop by our studio at 33 Bro^k St.

Group rates available.

3-BEDROOM APARTMENT TO
SUBLET: Large enough for 4,

Modern, furnished, carpeted,
balcony off livingroom, parking,

and laundering facilities in

building. Available May 1 - Sept. 1.

Call 544-8020 or 544-8553.

WANTED: GIRLS TO SHARE our
house for next year, (Has already
been sublet). Phone Pete or Don
549-2921.

APARTMENT WANTED: Couple,
both teachers, require furnished

apartment close to campus for the

duration of summer schopl. Please

write: L. Abraham, Box 309,

Powassan, Ont.

FOUND: YOUNG BLACK AND
WHITE MALE CAT in McArther
College. Owner, please call 549-

2327.

WHAT'S A FASERUK? Vote in

Monday's A. M.S. elections and
find out. Hint: Look under one

year A.S.U.S. Representatives!

'Nuff said.

BETH BABY: Have you tried

"Pamper" on Morris? He'll eat

anything, but he deserves the best

after that Molstar performance.
Congrats to Petey too. The Bratt.

P S. Say hi to Mummy.
SUBLET, MAY - SEPT: Well fur-

nished, 2 bedroom apt, for 3; Reg.

$225.00, now $150.00 (negotiable), 1

block from campus and corner

store. Call 544-7064, 544-7061, 544-

7567.

DON'T FORGET TO VOTE FOR
ALEX FASERUK for a one year
A.S.U.S. Rep, on the A. M.S. in

Monday's election,

5 BEDROOM APARTMENT: sublet

May 1 to Sept, 1 - to a group or a

room to an individual - large room,
furnished, utilities paid for, close

to downtown, bus stop and campus
(5 minutes) $50 00 per month, per

per-jon. Phone 549-0726,

TO SUBLET: Fully furnished two
bedroom apartment. May 1 to

Sept. 1 (or reasonable part
thereof) Rent $120,00 per month.
Phone 548-4913 or 542-9156,

BACHELOR APARTMENT TO
SUBLET MAY TO SEPT, FUR
NISHED, Utilities paid, close to

campus, reasonable rent. Phone
544-9275.

TO SUBLET; MAY I to Sept. 1 - large,

modern, furnished, close to

campu'. ' has backyard and large

picture v/indow - 3 bedrooms • rent

$180,00 Phonr; 544 0459.

WOULD YOU LIKE ONE MONTH'S
FREE RENT thi-, -.ummer? Sublet

a two bedroom apartmcfnt in

EIrond for the 4 lummfr month-,

and pay only thr<;f,' month*, rent.

We have already paid the Augu'.t

rent Apt, ha*, all utilitif. included,

partially (urnivh«fd if dc.ired, ,ind

an option on next y<iar% lease. Call

S44-4579.

FOR SALE: Womtn'f fur coat In

txeollent condition. Worn one
winter only. Size 10 12, Best offer.

Call 544 0074

AVAILABLE IN MAY: One bedroom
apartment. Bright, *.paciou%,

larqe Ten minute walk from
camput. Call 544 0074,

APARTMENT TO SUBLET: from
May to September, with option to

I'.i-." 2 bedroomt, unfurnlihed,

near St, Lawrence College and
buses. New, clean and reasonable.

$152.00 monthly includes
everything - Phone 544-2938.

SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENT: to sublet lease

optional, in October. 5 minutes
walk to Union 1 minute to Princess

St. 348 Brock St. (near Division).

Call evenings, 544-5470.

TO SUBLET: May 1 September 1 •

one bedroom suitable for two,

furnished or unfurnished, at The
New West Campus Tower. Rent
negotiable. Phone 544-0728 and ask
for Mike and Ken.

FOR RENT: Large modern one
bedroom apartment unfurnished.
Ideal for young married couple.

Rent negotiable. Phone 544-5352

between 5 and 7 p.m. or after

midnight.
SPEAKING OF A.S.U.S.! Don't forget

to vote for Alex Faseruk for a one
year ASUS rep on the AMS in

Monday's election.

FOR SALE: 1971 Mazda RlOO with
Wankel engine. Includes radio,

sets of Pirelli and Dunlop radials

plus winter tires. If interested

please call Tony at 549-2319 around
suppertime.

CONVENIENCE PLUS in our
beautiful 3 bedroom house. Less
than 1 block from campus at

Alfred and Earl. Completely
furnished. Let it be yours from
May 1 to September 1. Extremely
cheap. Call 549-0608 anytime, if

interested.

FURNISHED HOUSE: to sublet. May
1 to September. Kitchen, 3

bathrooms - a private room for

$4o.OO, but if you sign in groups of

four or five we'll give you a low
group rate. Call 544-7040 or 7041 or

7058.

HOUSE TO SUBLET: 8 bedroom
house on Bagot, close to campus,
McDonald Park and lake. 1 block

from laundromat and grocer's.

Features living room, 2 kitchens, 3

bathrooms, wood panelling
throughout, and rear parking
spaces. Available May - Sept. as

one unit of 8, two units of 4, or

individual rooms. Call Geoff or

Rich 544-6448 or Greg 546-4085.

WANTED: 5-7 bedroom house for next

year, close to campus. Will take

over lease in May. Call 544-3431 or

544-1359.

ARE YOU FEMALE and going to be
in Kingston over the summer? I

need some housemates. Rent is

negotiable. Call Gaye at 544-1522.

AVAILABLE FOR NEXT YEAR: one
bedroom apt.. May to May lease.

Rent $140.00. (Hot and cold water
included). Pay electricity only.

Close to downtown; 10-15 minutes
from campus. Call 544-6200 after 6

p.m.
LOST: on way to (via Clergy), or on

campus, one pair of gold wire
framed glasses in a red case. If

found please call 546-4765.

FURNISHED APT. to sublet June,
July, and August. 1 bedroom, air-

conditioned, quiet. Ideal for

summer in Kingston. Reasonable.
Call Joe at 549-0002 Friday or next

week.
HOME WANTED: We're looking for a

two bedroom apt. for 2 months this

summer, preferably near the lake

and preferably economical. Please
call Joanne at 549-2033.

ONE MONTH'S RENT FREE!!! split

level 2 bedroom apartment
(suitable for 3 people) ; bflthroom,

fully equipped kitchen, living-

dining room, furnished (including

pots and utensils) ; balcony, sauna,
laundry room, in-door parking.

Available May 1 to forever. 546-

4085,

GUESS WHAT EVERYBODY?
Wiggins is coming for surol

TO SUBLET; One bedroom apart-

ment, furnished, close to campus,
from May 1 to Sept. 1. $70,00 per
month. Phone 542 5287,

2 or 3 LUSTY WENCHES desperately
needed by 3 trolls to share a fully

furnished and subleted cave for

next year. Phone 544-9304,

ANNE BOA: OUR ^ATRON SAINT
OF SEX", We're glad to hear
you're still single and not engaged.
Your oarsmen, football players,

and friends from Ridley. Happy
Birthday!

ONE BEDROOM APT. UN-
FURNISHED. Beautiful location,

close to downtown, lake, beer and
liquor stores and campus. To
sublet for summer and option for

next year. Phone 544-6569.

350 HONDA, only 3,000 miles, com-
plete with full accessories, in-

cluding helmets and plates, and
more. $850.00 or best offer. Phone
John at 549-1714 after 5 p.m.

MAD HATTER! Where did you streak
last? Did you crash somewhere?
Well, if you lost your diving helmet
and would like to have it for the

next streak, give Jim a call at 544-

0349.

APT. FOR RENT. 2 bedroom split

level apartment suitable for 2-4

(furnishings for 4). Largest
apartment in EIrond - features
living room, separate kitchen,

balcony and sauna. May-Eternity.
544-6648.

APARTMENT FOR RENT. May 1 -

Sept. 1 1974, 3 bedroom, close to

campus, fully furnished. Rent
negotiable. Call 544-4845.

GUTHRIE STEWART HAS OUR
support for A.S.U.S. Rep. to

A. M.S.; signed Pierre Trudeau,
Henry Kissinger, Mao-Tse-Tung,
Jerry Ruben, Bobby Orr, Linda
Lovelace,^ Max Jackson, Xaviera
Hollander (he's pretty good). Bob
Dylan, Isadore Benrubenfeld,
John Paul Getty, Don Corleone,

Golda Meir, Billie Jean King,
George Meanie Nixon
does not!

ROOM FOR 3 in 74-75: large 5

bedroom house furnished, utilities

paid for. Centrally located, 5

minutes from campus, near bus
stop, downtown. Phone 549-0726.

GUTHRIE IS:

a) a Grecian ballet dancer
b) a streaker

c) an astronaut
d) the best choice for ASUS rep. to

AMS
e) all of the above
TO SUBLET: one bedroom apartment

with balcony, parking, washing
facilities. Pets are allowed. Bus
service very handy. Lease may be
renewed in September. Call 546-

7588 any week night after 6 p.m.
LOST: a pair of wire frame glasses

with photogrey lenses in blue case.

Reward. Call 549-0617.

HOUSE FULLY FURNISHED: for

two or three; fireplace; all utilities

paid for; on Earl St. just behind
Phys. Ed. center; to sublet May 1 -

Sept. Reasonable rent! Call Jim
544-7408.

4-BEDROOM HOUSE: to sublet for

summer. May 1 - Aug. 3; fur-

nished, close to campus (at corner
of William and Barrie Streets)

Phone 544-9561.

3-BEDROOM HOUSE: for 3 girls

wanted for next year - will accept
May lease. Call 544-8552, 544-8392,

or 544-8483.

"THE DONALD GORDON CENTER
FOR CONTINUING
EDUCATION" Read about it in

the Commerceman Magazine,
Available 11 a.m. - 3 p.m., March

25 ?V, Dunning Hall Foyer
Students tl OO

FOUND: 2 keys one on Quten'% Cr»»t
keychain, one on Pisces ((aychain.
Phone Anatomy Dept., 547-2M0.

WANTED: TO SUBLET A roomy 3

bedroom apt. from May I to Aug,
31 - near downtown, university,

hospital and waterfront. Rent
$150,00, Phone Sandra at 544 9088

"FLEXIBLE WORKING HOURS:
THAT OLD 9 TO 5 ROUTINE
BITES THE DUST". Read about it

in The Commerceman. Available
11 a.m. to 3 p.m., March 25-29,

Dunning Hall Foyer. Students
$1.00

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE this

summer? Well, sublet any com-
bination of 6 rooms in an 8-

bedroom house. Also two kitchens

and a living room. Rent
negotiable. Call 549-0551 anytime,

WANT TO BE INVOLVED IN EX
TERNAL AFFAIRS? Come and
find out what it's all about. We
have lots to offer-OFS, community
involvement, high school liaison-

Tues, March 24, 7.00, 2nd floor

Union Common Room.
RIDING CLUB: We are riding this

Sat. and Sun. If the weather is bad
we can ride indoors-so don't use
that as an excuse. The bus will be
at the Union at 9 a.m. both days.

TO SUBLET: 2 bedroom furnished
EIrond apartment. May- Sept.

Enjoy cool breezes and the view
from a 12th floor balcony; con-
viviality in the halls. Rent
negotiable. Phone 544-2074

evenings.

THANX for the super spaghetti

Mike! ak.

'

FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apartment;
convenient location; furnished;
complete facilities; use of
backyard and driveway; rent
negotiable. Call 544-7025 or 549-

1452.

APARTMENT TO SUBLET: April to

September (or any part thereof) . 2

bedrooms; partly furnished; IS

minutes from campus; close to

downtown. Rent negotiable. Call

Jenny 544-8534 or Gale 544-8497.

KNEISSL 'BLUE STAR', reg. $200.00,

plus Look 55 bindings, reg. $40.00.

Edges newly sharpened, used one
month. Excellent condition. 185

cm. Will sell $150.00. Call Susan,
549-0494.

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENT:
Just to break the monotony of

seeing: WANTED... 2 bedroom
apartments. ..or REWARD given
for finding us a 5-7 man house.

Well, we want to put in our two
cents worth. REQUESTED, a 3

bedroom apartment. We'll even
consider taking it during the

summer. Our number is 544-5294.

"REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT
TRUSTS IN CANADA" Read it in

The Commerceman Magazine.
Available 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., March
25-29, Dunning Hall Foyer.
Students $1.00.

BITE THE ONE
YOU LOVE!

PIZZA

CHALET

Open 4 p.m. daily

544-1227

PRINCESS at Barrie

TO SUBLET I 1<, i/i

Modern 3 bedroom apartment
minutes from campus, Iauii4' /

faciltities, $160 month
Street Call 546 I9«$

LOST FRI NIGHT, LEON ' / i i

gold lighter, electric, 'great'
sentimental value $5.00 reward.
No questions asked "PLEASE"
call Jeff, 544 ; 144

BACHELOR APARTMENT TO
SUBLET MAY TO SEPTEMBER,
OPTION FOR NEXT YEAR
$40.00 a month over summer; 100

Division Street, Apt, 4,

FURNITURE FOR SALE 2 couches,
small desk & chair, rocking chair,

rug approx, HW x 5', coffee table,

single bed, dresser, kitchen tabi«

& 4 chairs. Good condition. Mutt
sell, as I am leaving Kingston.
Available mid to end of May. Call
544-9240 between S.30 and 6.M
p.m., Mon. to Fri.

FOUND: Women's Queen's riny.
Phone 544 7308

WANT TO BE INVOLVED IN EX-
TERNAL AFFAIRS? Come and
find out what it's all about. We
have lots to offer - OFS, Com-
munity involvement, high school

liaison. Tues. March 26, 7,00 2nd
floor Union Common Room.

CLASSICS BASH: Saturday, March
23rd at 8 p.m.- Chown Common
Room BYOB. All classics
students, professors and friends

welcome.
"LETTERS OF APPLICATION AND

RESUMES: HOW A JOB AP-
PLICANT EFFECTIVELY
SELLS HIMSELF" Read it in the
Commerceman. Available 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m., March 25-29, Dunning
Hall Foyer. Students $1.00.

THE END OF THE YEAR IS

COMING! Looking for a place to

live and close to campus? We've
got just the place you're looking

for on Clergy Street. If you are
interested, please call S44-84S1 or
544-8088.

LOST: A PAIR OF SPECTACLES
with dark frame; was lost on
March 7th. If found, please leave it

in the AMS office.

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT EF-
FECTIVENESS:"GETTING THE
MOST FOR YOUR TAX
DOLLAR", Read it in The Com-
merceman. Available 11 a.m. to 3

p.m.. Dunning Hall Foyer, March
25-29, Students $1.00.

TWO BEDROOM APT. to sublet;

May to Sept. '74. Partially fur-

nished, cheap rent, central
location, washing machine
facilties. Please . contact 544-1631

after 5.

KATHY: (Happy 20): Just wild Baby-
hope I haven't embarrassed you
Dave (Muldoon's).

more on 12

The
Commerceman

Veiume 2t t974

^keyour date
to a \v6rld famous
rBstauram.

iMcDona^d^s

277 BATH ROAD
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Low not based on marriage as a partnership
by: Anne Ferguson

The Canadian Law Reform
Commission's recommendations
were made public at the National

Conference on Women and the

Law at the University of Windsor

last weekend. Nine female law
students from Queen's attended

the conference.

The recommendations were
distributed among the delegates

for a discussion on Matrimonial

Property. The need for reform

became evident with Murdoch
versus Murdoch, the case of an

Alberta farm wife who worked
without pay for twenty-five years

on her husband's ranch, probably

thinking that the ranch belonged

to her, as well. When a

disagreement arose and the

couple were divorced, the

Supreme Court declared that the

ranch belonged to the husband.

In this case, two suggestions

were made for reform. The first

recommended that the courts

have discretionary power when a

marriage breaks up to award
property to either spouse as the

Court sees fit, no matter whose

name is on the deed.

The second suggestion was
for deferred participation in

community property - on the

breakup of a marriage the

property acquired during the

marriage would be divided
equally between the spouses.

Many delegates spoke in favor of

this alternative as it reflects the

idea that marriage is a part-

nership.

Present law is not based on

the idea that marriage is a

partnership, but that the

property acquired with money
earned by one spouse belongs to

that spouse alone.

Services rendered at home
such as cooking, cleaning,

driving trucks, branding and
quietening horses are not

regarded as having a monetary
value in deciding who owns

matrimonial property.

Among the speakers at the

conference were Judge Mary
Carter of Saskatoon; Judge
Mabel VanKamp of the Ontario

High Court; the Honourable
Margaret Birch, Provincial

Secretary for Social Develop-

ment; and Laura Sabia, Chair-

woman of the Ontario status of

Women Council.

Discussion ranged from
Clara Brett Martin, who had to

fight hard and endure many
insults before being admitted to

the Ontario Bar in 1897; to the

latest recommendations of the

PHESA
executive
1 974-75

The 1974-5 executive of the

Physical Education Students

Association was elected

recently. The new PHESA
executive members are:

President: Dave Foulds

Vice-President : Stewart

Beck
Secretary : Joan Autton

Treasurer: Jim Stone

Royal Commission on the Status

of Women.
It was pointed out that the

recent Throne Speech promised
changes in the immigration laws,

but as the law stands now
children born outside Canada of a

married Canadian man are
entitled to Canadian citizenship,

but the children of Canadian
married women are not!

HAMILTON (CUP) Hun-
dreds of McMaster students

occupied the registrar's office

here on March 19 to protest the

arrest of seven leaders of the

French Students' Union who were
sitting in at university president

A.N.Bourns' office.

The seven were arrested at 5

a.m. on March 18 for petty

trespassing. They had been oc-

cupying administrators' offices

for eight days to back up
demands for parity on French
departmental committees and
for rehiring of three professors.

The students, who were
roughly handled and insulted by
police officers when they
passively resisted arrest, were
taken to headquarters and
booked.

Before this action by the

administration, the French
Students Union (FSU) had
decided to call off their strike

The Honorable Mr. Otto

Lang, introduced as the father of

seven children, gave a speech

that many considered

patronizing and insensitive. Lang
was hissed when he tried to

convince the audience of 300

female law students and lawyers

that the Murdoch and Lavell-

Bedard cases were "well

reasoned".

because negotiations were going

fairly well, but had decided to

continue their sit in until all

demands were met.

After the arrests, students

called a rally on campus at mid-

day. Estimates of the crowd
attending the rally range from
600 to 1000. The crowd then

marched on the presidents office

which was locked and guarded by
police.

Students eventually settled in

to stay at the registrar's office

until the administration backed
down on the student arrests.

The large office was jammed
by hundreds of students from all

faculties and two sympathetic

professors from the French
department.

The administration an-

nounced early in the evening they

would drop all charges against

the seven arrested, and the oc-

Dr. Pauline Jewett, at a
dinner sponsored by the
Government of Ontario, summed
up the feelings of the conference
delegates: sisterhood. Many
women have had outstanding
careers, she remarked, but
women at present have little

power in government or in cor-
porations and it is time for them
to work together.

cupiers marched over to a

student representative assembl^^

meeting at 9 p.m.

The student representative

assembly voted to call a general

meeting of all McMaster students

for noon March 21 to consider a

general strike of all students.

Issues to be discussed were to

include demands for parity on
senate and on all departmental
committees where students
desire equal representation, the

situation in the French Depart-
ment and the use of police on

campus.

The FSU met on March 20 to

discuss administration offers.

They accepted an offer for almost

parity representation on
departmental committees but

continued to reject the ad-
ministration's position on

rehiring of the francophone
professors who were fired.

Students occupy registrar's office

at McMaster to protest arrests

Pre-Registration for 1974-75
Department of Psychology
All students wishing to take psychology
courses during the 1974-75 academic year
MUST pre-register for them NOW.
MARCH 26 & 27 - PRE-REGISTRATION MATERIALS MAY BE PICKED

UP IN THE FOYER OF HUMPHREY HALL OR
ROOM 236 (UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE)

APRIL 1 - PRE-REGISTRATION FORMS MUST BE RETURNED
TO ROOM 236 (UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE)

BY 5:00 P.M.

All students must pre-register for Psychology courses

even if they have already pre-reglstered in some
other department or Faculty or even if they are only

taking a single course
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3 to be elected

Running
for

1 year
positions•••

ASUS elGcfions

DAN ANDREAE ALEX FRASERUK

ALAN HUEHN JAN ISTEAD MICHAEL JUDGE

KIM KILLER JAN KIMMEL JAMES LEBO

LINDA LESUEUR GAIL MACDONALD TERRY MACLI

DON MCLEAN MALCOLM ORR LARRY ROSSIGNOL

25 hopefuls competii

TONY SAN FILIPPO GUTHRIE STEWART VICTORIA VANCE
mijq'. by wlKon

Dan Andreae
(tir> W'l', not ii ii-.ar of itudent

ri[;<)lhy but <i yftar of tremendous
involvement. Excitement was
generated In many areas of

university life, such as AMS politics,

the new University Centre and
Senate Committees. This at

mosphere must be nurtured and
encouraged consistently by vigorous

representation on Outer Council,

If I am so dedicated then why
didn't I run a month ago? The reason
I"; that I am currently the publicity

director for Arts '76, a politics DSC
rep , and am involved intermittently

in other campus activities, I felt at

that time that I was making the most
valuable contribution I could behind

the scenes. However, after looking

at the situation, I realize that I can
make more of an impact, and more
far reaching contribution to overall

policy and spirit by participating on

a higher level of bureaucracy, i,e,

ASUS and AMS; long-term
ovaluation is need. Having been
involved in organizing and directing

student activities is an invaluable

asset in dealing with committees,

clubs, and publicity. The key to

effective administration and policy

making is co ordination of activities

to eliminate duplication, the job is

one of liaison and co-ordination,

A year of intensive organization

is necessary. Leadership is essen

tial. Vote Andreae,

Alex Faseruk (Politics '77)

Since the founding of the AMS in

1858, Queen's has had a strong

tradition of involvement in student

government. Lately apathy seems to

have crept in, but the situation can

be remedied by working AMS
representatives who would like to

once again have spirited in-

volvement in the AMS so that the

views of all students are truly

represented. As a one year ASUS
representative, I would dedicate

myself to this proposition of greater

student involvement to improve the

AMS.
Although my involvement in

student affairs at Queen's has been

modest, it has been diversified in

social affairs, as a member of the

Upper Leonard Hall Social Com-
mittee and as an organizer of the

Susie Q Skating Party, govern-

mental, as a DSC representative

and, athletic as a member of the

Queen's Varsity Wrestling Team.
To the AMS I would hope to

bring enthusiasm and new ideas to

get more students involved.

Alan Huehn
AMS is one of the most in-

fluential student government bodies

at Queen's, In order for it to remain

as a strong decisive unit, it must
have members who are willing to

give both their time and who are

willing to show genuine concern for

the students they represent,

I feel that a s a representative I

can express the interests of the

ArtSci students on this campus. In

evaluating campus opinion we, the

elected members must orient

ourselves to filling a communication
role. This can in part be ac-

complished through panel
discussions, news releases, and

informal residence floor meetings.

If elected, I will let you know what

AMS is doing, and at the same time

obtain your ideas and suggestions

for your governement.
This year is one in which

representative government is

essential. Controversial Issues such

as continued participation in the

Ontario Federation of Students will

be one of my primary concerns.

Also, I will be looking into Queen's

relationship with the community
cind how wo can better our image, I

want to be one of your represen

tativos in AMS this year.

Jan Istead

COURSEt Campus Politics 010

TOPIC OF ESSAY; Why I want to be

.in AMS Roprosentntlve In the

Arts nnd Sc ionce Undergraduate
Society (in 100 words or less)

DUE DATE: March 22, 1974,

Running against 16 other people

for ;) positions In ASUS Is a little like

fntfrinti the Queen's Housing
I ottery, or trying to got into Mod's;

the probability of winning Is not that

great, but you figure you have at

Innst as much chance as the next

person Bftides, if it'i \<}iun\hiu>i

/ou really want, fh*n it's worlh the
risk.

I have been involved in a couple
of things this year I was Vice pres.

of the W,K C and co convened
Wanderlust IV, I worked on several

SVB projects and I constabled a bit.

Looking back it doesn't seem like all

that much, but f certainly felt busy. I

don't know if these things equip me
any better to be an AMS rep., but I

would really like this new kind of

involvement, I think I could do a

good job, and I ask for your support

' Jan Istead

Biology '76

Michael Judge Arts '76

The structural concept of the

AMS is archaic. Of this there can be
little doubt. The constitution was
first prepared with a student bod/
one third that of today's in mind.

Recent attempts towards re

structuring have been merely
exercises in cophism. The original

goal was to bring the AMS closer to

an alienated student body. The
strengthening of the executive
position brand achieved nothing in

this respect, it may serve only to

further and to reinforce the existing

alienation.

Recent attempts at re

structuring have been much like

placing a new head light on an

automobile without an engine, and
seeing if it will run. They have not

dealt with the real problem.

I suggest the writing of a new
consittution; one which will deal

with the size of the university in

proper perspective. For example,

emphasis might be placed on subject

department rather than faculty. The
faculties, particularly arts and
Science, are simply too large. At any
rate, the PROBLEM IS WITH US
AND MUST BE DEALT WITH
PROPERLY, It may take time; it

may take patience - but is it not

worth it!?

Since the inauguration of the

most recent AMS council a definite

polarization has set in between the

Outer Council and the new executive

proposal was defeated. If this

polarization continues. Outer

Council must take the leading role in

policy decision. If the executive is

found to be important, the Outer

Council must react with vigour in

assuming the leadership role.

I pledge myself to the atwve

policies. It is a very crucial election -

think before you vote,

Kim Killer, Arts 76, Politics

Campaign promises are

becoming clicheish. Even saying

this is trite. It is impossible for me
to make promises not knowing the

present council, and them not even

really knowing themselves as a

council yet, I do, however know what

I want for Queen's in the next year, I

want a tight knit, responsible

government which is trusted by the

whole University, (I stress the word

"whole). Yet within this council

individual personalities ought to be

allowed to speak out and instigate

action.

I believe that I could serve the

University community on the AMS
as ASUS rep. I already have in the

past External Affairs, Wanderlust

and Snowball Committees, and this

year I am Secretary of Arts 76.

Please vote for me this term on

the Alma Mater Society. I pledge to

do my best for you and for Queen's,

Jan Kimmel
EXPERIENCE; Volunteer worker

for local prisons, organizer for

volunteer groups, and various social

organizations, active in Residence,

Vice President for Hillel next year,

assisted Levana Formal Committee,

worker for Milk and Cookies (for

Camp Outlook),

As a first year student I have

become aware of the lack of general

participation in all areas of student

affairs, political and otherwise, I am
convinced at this time that I have

the energy and ideas to dedicate to

well informed student represen

lallon,

I do not believe that apathy is

the problem with involving people in

university affairs it is time, Because
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sitting on. With a good working
knowledge of the constitution, a keen
interest in what is going on outside

the university, and how this directly

affects Queen's students, I would
take an active and vocal interest in

the affairs of OFS, government
loans and grants, standardisation of

curriculum, and the Student
Volunteer Bureau, as I feel that

these areas aren't being given the

attention they warrant.

I have been active in campus
activities this year. The AMS pub,
Arts '77 activities, variety night.

Orientation '74 (gael), and have
applied for Susie-Q chairman for

next year. I am aware of what the

job entails, and can only promise to

do the best job that I can. As a

person I feel I have the honesty and
energy to do a good job and would
thus ask for your support as an

ASUS rep to AMS.
to AMS.

Terry Macli
Direction is the problem. It's

that simple. I've worked on oom-pa-
pah's and\)n Golden Words and have
discovered that they're run ef-

ficiently basically because they've

got their shit together. The people

involved in these activities are no
better or worse than AMS people its

just that these people know where
they're going. Outer Council does
not.

AMS needs a long term goal and
that goal should simply be to en-

courage social awareness among
students and to get them involved

with social problems. The AMS can
devote all of its time to pubs and
tuck shops, run them efficiently and
achieve good results, but those

results last only a few months or a

few years. When a student leaves

here and looks at AMS, if all he can

say is that "well the beer was
cheap," - then I think there's a

problem.
There has been a lot of criticism

of my Cannabis motion and my
motion to dissolve Outer Council.

But these motions were attempts to

give AMS some kind of direction.

Finances won't be a problem any
longer, there are controls now,

people have smartened up. But you

still won't get your money's worth
until AMS has some direction.

That's what I wanted to see last year

as a rep and I'd still like to see it. If

you agree with this then please vote

for it.

Don McLean
"The talent of success is measured
by whatever you do well, and doing

well at whatever you do".

Livingston
Each year the students of

Queen's University drift farther

apart from their student govern-

ment, and in general from the inner

workings of the university. The lack

of candidates running for positions

during the last election is the sad

evidence of this fact.

But why has there been this drop

in student involvement during
recent years? I believe it is because
students have lost interest in t.he

functioning of their government. Too
many people are tired of the petty

politics that' goes on while more
substantial things could be done.

Perhaps the new team of Wolman,
Druxerman and Gray will change all

of this. Let us hope so.

As an ASUS rep to the AMS I will

do my part in restoring the

reputation of our student govern-

ment. Together we can build up the

confidence of the university so that

once more participation in student

affairs will become lionourable.

Malcolm Orr Arts '76

Over the past two years there

have been many criticisms aimed at

the AMS. Primarily for its handling

of services but also for its inability to

adequately represent student
opinion. Although some of these

criticisms may have been well-

founded I feel that our system of

student government is still basically

a good one, if properly used. All that

is needed are responsible AMS
representatives who will sound out

student views and opinions and help

the student body participate in their

government. This is the reason I am

Continued on Page 8

3 to be elected

Running for 2 year positions...
Bill Burgess

My reason for running as an
AMS rep is that I'm interested in

working with some influence in

university life. 1 'd like to be involved

in the Education Commission and
most particularly with continuing

the 3rd World Film Series next year,

because this aspect of education is

one of the most important functions

of the AMS.
Your vote would be appreciated,

and I'd be a good rep because I have
the interest, and I think the grasp of

the issues and potentials. Thanks.

George R. Laidlaw (Politics

'77)

To regain its usefulness ana
attain the confidence of the student

body, it is necessary that the A. M.S.
undertake an all-inclusive in-

vestigation of its constitutional and
financial status with specific regard
given to services. In order to

revitalize itself, the A. M.S. requires

interested and active members and I

trust that, if elected, I can be in-

cluded in such a category. Not only

in services, but also in other sectors,

there are necessary reforms to be
made. The educational aspect, in

particular, needs to aim at speakers
holding a more general audience.

External affairs needs to improve
Queen's - Kingston relations, and to

support the O.F.S. as the student's

lobbying force to advance their

interests in governmental spheres.

With regard to campus activities, it

is well worth while to examine
whether or not to retain the $3.00

concert fee. To be viewed by the

student with trust where the
student's interest is focused, the

A. M.S. must contain its ex-

penditures and establish a more
rational system of priorities in order
to maintain the specific fee at as
close a level as possible to the

present one of $8.20. It is for these

reasons and many others along
similar lines that I seek your support
as a candidate for A.S.U.S.
representative on the A.M.S. with a

view to genuinely representing the

A.S.U.S. and its members.

Sherry Mowbray
One of the things that we need

most right now in Outer Council are

a few good representatives-at-large.

These are the people that are sup-

posed to be representing you. Un-

fortunately, what usually happens is

that the reps do not know exactly

what the AMS is doing, so are

somewhat passes about what passes

before them. It's very hard to get

excited about something that you

know little about. One of the primary
functions then of the rep is to stay

informed, and so to be able to make
valid decisions, after discussion and

careful evaluation. I am willing to

put out the time, effort and
frequently patience required for

this.

Another area in which I feel that

1 can be effective is in the com-
mittees, and particularly, the

Education Commission, which still

has many areas in which to develop.

1 have worked on numerous
events from the fee strike, to

running for a two year term, 1 would
know what needs to be done and
would be back the following year to

do it.

Too many people are sitting

back neither giving support nor

Snowball Variety, to Orientations '73 offering criticism. There's no point

and '74. I was ASUS Judicial in complaining about ASUS if you

Committee member this past year, don't know its potential and its

and also Returning Officer for the limits. How can you expect to be

AMS for the election just held. I
pleased with the results when you

think that these have helped me to have done nothing to contribute? It's

maintain a broad perspective. your society - it's your decision.

Please use the thought 1 am not afraid of hard work and
necessary to vote wisely. There are would approach the position with

many candidates, and the outcome enthusiasm and effort to make ASUS
s, after all, important to you. (and the AMS) more effective.

I've got initiative and 1 want to

Chris Porter (vork for you. What we need is more
There are a great number of nitiative. Please come and vote,

issues, problems needs and
responsibilities that a member of

AMS Outer Council must deal with 1

would like to take this opportunity to

out line a few of the things that 1 feel

need attention.

Public spending for universities

Carol Town
It was not until the recent

election that I really became aware
of the AMS and the part that we as

undergrads can play. The AMS is
IS no longer politically "in". It may 3^^^^^, government and while
have been wise to trim the fat from

g,, technically members, few
university budgets but to hack at the students actively participate in
meat is foolish. Queen's is suffering

council. 1 do not think this is only
from a financial squeeze: the Basic ^^^^^^ ^y disinterest (as can be
Income Unit (BlU) rose to 7.1 per

^^^^ ^^at 27 of us are
cent this year: inflation was 9 per running for these six positions) but it

cent. The result of this policy will be g.^^ communication and size. As
thatthequahtyof our education will 3^ anonymous first year student 1

in change over from old executive to

new executive. It also helps shorten

the break-in period of new reps while

still allowing for the flow of fresh

new ideas.

1 don't intend to waste anyone's
time setting up elaborate com-
munications systems as no one

seems to want them. The only ef.

fective methods are ones requiring

no effort on the part of the student.

So, articles should be the main
source of information with more
emphasis on briefs and summaries.
Any student wishing to get involved

can, of course, attend Outer
Council meetings or call his or her

rep.

My particular interests lie in the

university centre and services. I

hope to ensure that the new centre

has adequate facilities for all

students instead of just a few at a

time.

A short term aim of the AMS
should be to continue what Brereton-

Trotter started a clean up of the

mess left them and a restoration of

the AMS to the position of stability it

once enjoyed. We can start a new
era in student government. If you,

too are tired of the 'excreta tauri'

that has been handed us by elitist

demagogues, get out and vote.

decline. We cannot afford that. The
felt no direct involvement with the

AMS must work actively to halt the ^^^^ ^^^^ regarded it as a detached
demise of the universities. ^^d relatively inpenetrable struc-

ture. The AMS should seek to
There is a need for more

speakers who are brought to Queen's discourage this attitude and com
who appeal to a wide audience are munication can begin within each
very popular. Buckminster Fuller's

fa^^i^y ^s members of ASUS there
presence had great effect. There are ^re a variety of positions available.
many popular figures whom, 1 am
sure, we would all like to see. I agree

^ef^inabl
with the new AMS executive that an

rep-at-large being perhaps the least

These nine members
attend and have a vote in all AMS

active policy of bringing good
0^^^^^ Council meetings. They are

speakers to Queen's should be
started, immediately.

The first duty of an ASUS re-at-

large to AMS Outer Council is to

represent the Arts and Science
students and their interests. We are
the single largest group on campus.
I believe that there is a need for a

caucus of Arts and Science
representatives to the various
governing bodies on campus so that

s^^dents "and reps alike
our interests can be understood,

discussed and represented.

Therefore, 1 urge you to vote on
Monday, and 1 hope, to vote for me,
Chris Porter.

encouraged to participate on
committees which interest them
directly. Because ASUS is such a

large faculty, it is difficult for these

reps to portray the interests of

students in general. For this reason,

I think that next year' ASUS student

opinion polls should be frequently

run, not just before specific
referendum, for the benefit of

Christie Thomas

Although I have no previous

experience with the OFS I am
especially interested in external

affairs and the issues involved

particularly housing. As a History

DSC rep this year I was disappointed

in the organization. Course
evaluation is so very important and

Well, here I am having to write a ygt is given so little attention in

small speech on why 1 want to be an rnany departments.
ASUS representative. There's a

1 solicit your vote as a 2 year rep
need for initiative in this council, because experience teaches and 1

I've been to ASUS meetings and
,gg| t^gt a second term would be

have seen what's going on. ASUS valuable. This Monday please take
reps are representatives for all ,he time and give us your suooort.
years and they sit on the Outer
Council of AMS - they have a chance oev w
to vote on priorities for the AMS and
for the university. I would serve on a Continuity is the aim behind

commission and help with its work fwo-year AMS reps as it results in

during the coming year. As 1 am decreased losses of time that occur

Bev. Watson

Dale Williams Arts '76

The position of ASUS rep-at

larg' to the Outer Council of the

AMS is one of prime importance.
The representative must be alert to

the policies forwarded and be
prepared to criticise where there is

need as well as respond to the new
directions the AMS must take.

The existence of a changing
society includes the university
community. We must not cut our
selves off from society because of

lack of incentive, creativity or in the

name of tradition. Outer Council
must be prepared to deal with ex

ternal relationships as well as in

ternal. The constantly changing
relationship with the provincial
government and the need tor a

housing study are two areas that

require immediate attention.
Communications w th other student
bodies as well as a line of com
munication with the local com
munity are only two external
relationships that must be developed
and strengthened.

One area of particular im-
portance is that of education. This
year saw a high turnout to all lecture

series including those featuring
guest speakers from outside the
university community. The student
needs alternatives with increased
specialization, the general needs ot

the student must be represented.
The Outer Council must not

hesitate in its widening of concerns.
My interests include several of the
above areas and with this in mind 1

solicit your vote in the coming
election.

WILLIAM BURGESS GEORGE LAIDLAW SHERRY MOWBRAY CHRIS PORTER

CHRISTINA THOMAS CAROL TOWN BEV WATSON DALE WILLIAMS
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ASUS candidates
continued

Continued from Page 7

running for ASUS representative on

the AMS. I would like to make sure

the members of Arts and Science

have their views heard and noted by
the AMS Outer Council so that we
can get active responsible student

government off the ground at

Queen's.
There are some 2000 students in

residences here and they have but

one representative on the AMS. Why
not improve communication and
cooperation between the AMS and

the residences? This way com
plaints and problems specific to

residences may be acted upon by the

AMS and IRC both. And what of the

off campus housing and slum lan-

dlords? Ifs time the AMS did

something tor this situation.

If student government and these

issues mean anything to you then

vote on Monday and allow me to

represent your views.

Larry Rossignol

Although this is the first time I

have run for an elected position, I

have a great deal of experience in

campus activities and politics. Last

fall, when the A. M.S. dropped the

printing service, I began my own
graphic arts service. Tin Can Moose
Designs, in conjunction with another

student. As a result of this and
previous experience I have had the

unique opportun ty of having worked
with virtually every organization on

campus. I have worked extensively

with the A. M.S., the Festival of the

Arts, and A S. U.S., and occasionally

with Artsci' 75, 76, 77, the English

and Psychology D.S.C.'s, the S.V.B.,

Orientation Committee,
Homecoming, Bus-It, Wanderlust,
the Commerce Society and many
more. As well, I have been an
executive member of the Fun Club

for three years and have served on

>he Elrond College User's, Mem-
bership, and Art Committees.

Because of this well varied

experience I feel that I can offer all

students fair and responsible
representation on the A.M.S. I am
approachable, with an open mind
and I'm not afraid to speak up for

rn/ and your rights and wishes. The
A M.S. can once again become a

financlsliy viable organization,
/.I'h. hooefully, a stress in the future

on '.ornm jn-catlon and education,

and continuation of all services that

ar'; of benefit to, and in the interests

of, the students.

Finally, I plan to be in Kingston

!)!' summer and have already
'iiscussed at length with the Vice

President (University Affairs) m/
willingness to take an active and
concrete role in the A M S, over the

summer, as well as all next year,

Tony San Filippo

in man/ wa/s. Queen's is en
tering a period of rejuvenation. New
buildings, new faces, new attitudes.

The cannpus is changing, but at the

•>ame time, we're holding on to the

traditions that give Queen's
uniqueness. This makes com-
munications between the student

oody and the AMS a necessity. If we
can get an active exchange of

opinions, then the AMS will be more
representative of student interest

than it tias been in the past.

As it is set up now, the AMS can
til; an extremely powerful
organization, but it has to be handled
in a professional way. The half

million dollars worth of student fees

that the AMS handles every year is

simply too much to he trusted with

amateurs who aren't responsible for

anything that happens after their

term of office is up. If profmionals,
po«.'>,frs4ing an objective exportite,

//'.•re employed in the post last

year's finann^l disasters might
have been /ivoided, Servlctt, on the

other hand, nrti a function of the

AMS that can only be properly
hflodled by a student. What outsider

"xjio appreciate the fact that an
op'jration might deserve to bo
rn/>intapned simply because it

provider n service (or students
even though it may not necessarily

make money?
Appro/imately 7000 Queen's

<itudents live in residence, but the

/•MS, whi'h IS supposed to bo
fwpri.»,cT,t.it, /f. of student interests.

has practically no influence here. An
improved line of communication
between the AMS and the IRC would
probably benefit both sides.

Housing is an area that has
always been lacking at Queen's. The
AMS houses are generally good, but

in short supply. I feel that money
would be well spent if it were put into

expansion and improvement of

student housing under AMS control.

In this way we could maybe
alleviate the present situation of

high rent and low quality of housing.

I'd like to finish by saying that

I'm running for AMS representative
because that is what I want to be a

representative, I want to hear what
you've got to say, and do something
about It, I hope you'll give me a

chance to do so.

Guthrie Stewart (Math 77)

In outlining my aspirations as a

candidate for position of ASUS
representative to the AMS it is not

my intention, as has often been
accomplished in the past, to add to

the Journal's comic section. As a

result it is with a degree of thought
and sincerity that I voice my
feelings and not solely as an appeal
to campus popularity.

Whether one likes it or not,

every full time and many part time
students are automatically mem
bers of the AMS upon registration at

Queen's. The society offers the
broadest range of services of any
student government in Canada and
in addition there are four other
commissions which all link together
to further any practical interest or

concern of the Queen's student.

Recently the AMS has been
under great criticism and the

campus has witnessed a half hearted

attempt to define the key Issues, all

of which contributing to a general

lack of confidence and Interest In the

society. Hopefully with a new
executive and ambitious
representation the situation may be

remedied. My personal Interests lie

with the Education Commission and
its attempts to attract a greater

number of prestigious speakers as

well as maintain valuable series like

'Law For The Layman' and 'Human
Sexuality'. Another point of concern

is in the well deserved effort to re-

evaluate and increase the funds

supplied to various campus clubs,

presently being considered by the

new executive.

Students today are commonly
accused of a total lack of ability to

take a firm stand on an issue. My
challenge is then to the members of

ASUS to take a stand on Monday and

vote!

Victoria Vance Arts '76

The A.M.S. as the student

government at Queen's has been
both criticized and ignored by a

large number of the students. I can
not exclude myself from that

category. However, I feel that now
the time of idle criticism has just

reached the stage of general apathy.
It is ridiculous for me to feel that I

can change this lack of interest

towards the A. M.S. held by a

number of students. But I feel that In

running for the position of rep at

large ttiat I can make a valuable
'ontributlon.

As a student here for the past
two yearo I have seen the A.M.S.
pa',", through the so called "year of

the crunch". Although many of the

financial problems of the A.M.S.
have been alloviated the lessons
leornt this year should not be
forgotten. The A.M.S. still has a long

w<iy to go to regain its credibility

with lh<; •.tudc-nts. One of the most
impori/int i/ictors In regaining this

rroditjility will be the Interest and
enthusiasm demonstrated by thi'

member's of the A,M.S.
I will refrain from making any

politirnl promises as I feel that

vlatf-mr-nl', of that sort usually end
up lacking in validity. However, I

'.hall endeavour to represent your
interests and act as a dependable
liaison between you and your
government, Remember that In

voting you are contributing to Iho

direction the A M.S. will take.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY NEEDS VOLUNTEERS
A graduate student in Clinical P'^ychology i^ investigating a ne/y '^elt administered

therapy for "ttiatanxiousfeeling". If you tend to bean anxious (uptight) per'Xjn and would
like to gain better control over these feelings, we may be able to help each other I am
being supervised by a Registered Psychologist, the study last 7 weeks, and there is no

charge. Sorry, I cannot see anyone who is currently under psychiatirc care. For more
information, without obligation please call 547 3048 (daytime) or 542 5357 (evenings).

Joan Boutilier, M A

CLASSICS,

THE CLASSIC ALTERNATIVE
Classics means more than just Latin and Greek. It is the study of ancient civilizations viewed not

only from a literary perspective, but from the standpoint of related disciplines like history,

philosophy, and religion. The courses offered by our department vary widely in content and cover
topics from Greek and Roman history to classical art. Moreover the department has the distinction of

being small so classes are relatively uncrowded. Extracurricular Classics projects occur regularly,

departmental parties being the most popular. The students in the department are active. This year a

group visited the collection of classical art at the Metropolitan Museum in New York. Our depart-

ment welcomes new recruits, so if you are uncertain about what courses to select for next year, why
not give Classics a try?

The following resumes have been prepared by members of our Departmental Student Council.

They describe courses open to all upper year students. Those at the 200 level have no prerequisite.

Further information about these and other Classics courses can be obtained at the Classics

department's preregistration, Monday, March 25 at 7. .30 in room 542, Watson Hall.

Classical Studies 201

SYSTEMS OF IMPERIALISM IN THE ANCIENT WORLD
This half course deals with the myth, organization and justification of imperialism from the time

of Darius to the Caesars. Concerned with the motives and attitudes of several states (i.e. Persian,

Greek and Roman) it requires no previous knowledge and all source material is in translation. Three
hours of lectures are occasionally supplemented with discussion periods to allow students to delve

further into various themes. Three professors teach the course, each specializing in a definite period.

Two essays and an essay type exam are required. This course is open to all second and third year

students.

classical Studies 202 THE PAGAN BACKGROUND TO CHRISTIANITY
The pagan people of the Roman Empire believed that Christians were cannaballstic advocates of

free love and incest. Christ was a petty thief and a traitor, who was punished in the regular fashion.

.This half course, usually offered in the second term, deals with such interesting topics as these, as

well as other sources of intrigue such as the cults of Isis and Osiris, Mithras, Cybele and Dionysus.

The course is split into three sections. Professor Schroeder, who will be on sabbatical next year,

lectures on Christian religious beliefs, philosophy and response to the Romans. He will be replaced

next year by Miss Reesor. The shining wit of Professor Kilpatrick reveals itself in discourse on the

mystery cults and selected readings of the satirist Lucian. This section is usually instructed by

Professor Marshall whowill return next year. He discusses the Roman attitude towards Paul, the

Christians and the Jews, interspersing personal comments on such varied topics as streaking:

Streakers should compete in a beauty contest before actual participation in the event, so as not to

offend those with aesthetical tastes. There are two 1500 word essays and an exam in April.

Classical Studies 203 MYTH AND RELIGION
For all lovers of fantasy and fact, the Classics department offers a first term half course based on

Greek myths and rituals. The textbook covers almost every myth in existence, and Dr. Hagel lec-

tures on these myths and their association with ancient rituals. Topics include the Delphic Oracle,

involving a "high" priestess who rants and raves while sitting on a hot cauldron; the Eleusian

mysteries, which are based on the tale of Persephone, who was kidnapped by her uncle Hades and
resurrected for two-thirds of the year ; and the Athenian festival of Dionysis,more commonly called

the "three-day drunk". Fertility gods and symbols play a large part in the course. Learn about

aggression in the modern marriage ceremony. Two 1500 word essays, or one term paper, are

required as well as a one hour exam at Christmas.

Classical Studies 221 ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY
This course is designed to give the student an overview of the art and architecture of Minoan

Crete, Greece and Rome. Professor Hope-Simpson supplements his lectures with slides which follow

the development of classical art and its spread throughout the Mediterranean. Whre slides fail to

illustrate implrtant material adequately. Professor Hope-Simpson interjects his own gestures and

descriptive poses so that the material can be interpreted more readily. This course is valuable for

any student interested in art. It reveals such essential information as what the Venus de Melo was

originally doing with her arms and what was going on the night they blew the roof off the Parthenon.

Two short essays and two slide tests are required each term along with a final exam in April.

Classical Studies :t0l ARCHAEOLOGY
A new addition to the Classics department, this course deals with the archaeology of the Stone

and Kronze Age In the Eastern Mediterranean, and the Archaic Age in Greece. In the first term

Professor Hope-Simpson shows the development of ancient civilization in the Eastern Mediterranean

from earliest times to 1000 B.C.. studied in light of archaeological remains and against the

background of the more developed and contemporary civilization in Egypt and Mesopotamia.

.Special emphasis is placed on the development of the Minoan and Mycenean civilizations in the Late

Bron/.e Age. In the second term Professor Hagel deals with the formation of a national Greek style in

sculpture, painting and architecture. .Stretching from the Dark Ages to the end of the sixth century

B.C.. it presents the restrictive conventions and factors which led to the Archaic Age and its almost

immediate collapse. Prerequisites are Ancient History 1!>5. Art and Archaeology 221, any second

year course in Art History or by permission of the instructor.

Ancient HiKtory :i:tO GREEK HISTORY
This is ii third year seminar course open to Classics and History students. Ancient History 195 is

the prerequisite. The student should be prepared to present several seminars a term and to submit

two esKayK per term. The material covered ranges from the Mycenean period to the Hellenistic

period, with einphasi* on examining the primary sources available and their validity. The course is

<-ondu« ted by Professor llop«--Simpson in two ninety minute periods per week.
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letters to the editors

R. D. Laing: Pro.,.
Dear Editors:

In response to Anthony Ib-

botson's letter in the March 15

Journal I would like to clarify

some points concerning Dr.

Laing and his Grant Hall ad-

dress.

The delay in starting the

Thursday evening lecture was
due to circumstances beyond my
control that delayed Dr. Laing's

leaving the Holiday Inn for Grant
Hall. I apologize however to Mr.

Ibbotson and the members of the

university community for the

inconvenience of such a delay.

In our letter of invitation to

Dr. Laing we clearly stated that

during his visit to Queen's he
would be expected to make a

major public lecture and it was in

full knowledge of this that he
accepted our invitation. At no

time did Dr. Laing express

reluctance to give such a lecture

and in fact, his visit to Queen's

was part of a tour during which
he gave a major lecture^t almost

every large Canadian university.

Dr. Laing was invited to

Queen's after extensive con-

sultation between the five

members of the Lecture Com-
mittee and one or two individuals

on campus who knew him. Dr.

Laing was invited because in our

opinion he filled our terms of

reference as an internationally

known intellectual and I think the

capacity audience in Grant Hall

is testimony that our opinion was
shared by a great many people on
campus.
For his visit to Queen's Dr.

Laing was paid $2000 however he

paid for his own travelling ex-

penses and accommodation. The
rental of Grant Hall and the cost

of advertising, public address

system and meals were paid by

the ASUS and will total an ad-

ditional $400. For this sum of

money Dr. Laing was asked to

speak in Grant Hall Thursday

evening and to a joint conference

of the departments of Psychology
and Psychiatry. He also spoke to

the department of Sociology and
on an informal basis with
students in the Union. He was
also interviewed by CFRC and
the tape of the interview will be
put together with his Grant Hall

address for broadcast at some
date in the near future.

Bruce Patterson

Chairman - ASUS Lecture

Committee

Dear Editors:

At the moment I'm all fired up and very
disgruntled having just walked out of R.D. Laing's

non-lecture in Grant Hall. I feel my time is more
profitably spent foregoing Laing's second half to

write this complaint. I too am usually one of the

apathetic lOOO's who would do nothing but complain
to my close friends but this time I'm not feeling so

easy going. To come to the point - at least there is

one here unlike R.D. Laing's lecture: How can
people with established reputations have the

arrogance to come to Queen's or any other

university for that matter not have enough respect

for their potential audience to announce their lec-

ture topic. Maybe its because they feel competent to

talk on any philosophical issue, and I'm always
ready to hear someone's point of view but I object to

being subjected by these types of speaker to the

kinds of anxious and self-evident truths that any
grade 10 student is aware of. I feel cheated and
scorned that I wasted my time and effort in at-

tending Laing's excuse for a lecture.

He may be an intellectual giant on paper but in

front of a live audience he cannot improvise or

lecture off the cuff or even approximate coherence.

He is far from a dynamic speaker and should resist

the temptation to free associate in the manner he
was doing tonight. He is just one of many who are

guilty-of this - 1 could name many others of his ilk

but Buckminster Fuller is one who particularly

springs to mind and whom I think everyone ex-

and Con
pected more from in his Grant Hall Brockington

Lecture. Maybe it has something to do with Grant
Hall - I'd like to think it's that simple but I cannot

see why the brainwashed public should flock like

sheep to hear someone speak on an unannounced
topic just because he is who he is and has been given

good reviews by past shepherds. I personally will

not fall for it next time.

Incidentally I feel sorry for those who had to

erect the screen and man the projector that was
never used by Laing or Fuller.

A more general point needs to be made before

closing and that is that we the public have got to

give up this besotted hero worship and begin to

demand performance -from these heros that we
persist in worshipping. They should not be allowed

to get away with resting on their laurels.

Philosophers are not the only ones responsible

for this kind of behaviour it is in all aspects of our

media. I recently saw Fellini's "8V2" and never saw
such a bunch of unmitigated tongue-in-cheek

poking-fun-at-the-audience-who-goes-to-see-the-

film-type of crap in all my life.

All I can say is "come on everybody let's all get

wise to these so-called "wise-guys"."

I personally don't want my time and money
wasted by them.

Yours,
Nigel Smith

Female sees infected male mind
Dear Editors:

I would like to respond to

Dave Parson's letter in the Wed.
March 20 issue of Golden Words. I

found the story Foxtail Baggins
neither "lacking finesse",

"feeble" nor "self conscious".

But, as he said, U was female

humour, for us and us alone. It's

nice to hear he's worried about

magazines of nude males "in-

fecting" our minds. Perhaps he
should worry about infected male
minds first; Playboy has been
around much longer than any of

our magazines.

As for the difficulty of finding

foxes for our traps - that's almost
as bad for the foxes as it is for us,

isn't it?

Kathy Blanchard
Artsci 77

Queens
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- Jim Merrithew
Old Toadies - Chris Boon, John
Solman
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ASUS ELECTIONS

MONDAY, MARCH 25
ADVANCE POLL

FRIDAY, MARCH 22

John Orr Room -- 10:00 - 4 p.m.

Election Polls on Monday:
Union: 10-5 pm
Douglas Library : 10-5 pm
Phys-ed 10-5 pm
Leonard Meal Lines: 11.30-1.30 pm

5-6.30 pm
Ban Righ Meal Lines: Same as Leonard

rHunSDAY MARCH 2B, 9 PM,

FRIDAY. MARCH 23, 6 PM,

.th£ three marics-';:xi:ri'^'^

'puppdshouj

DIRECTOR - KENNETH JANES
also -ttm dirjitor d Ths. tirade. Players , in ilw C^astonburij

. Abbtij Ruins, Somar sit

• opportunity for InQuinis about tr»s Companij and iha.

Bristol Thiwtni School

* for rriori inform.^ion - cantad" iv« Ofric? oi tVtz Ddan of

COED MORRIS

REUNION

FRI MAR. 22 8:00-1:00 p.m.

Basement of Morris Beer 5/$2.00

All former residents of Morris & present

members welcome. Bring a friend

Riding Club

We will be going out this Sat. and Sun. If the

weather's bad we can ride indoors. We want to

see all the people who signed up but have
never been out.

SUPPORT YOUR CLUB
Meet the bus at 9 a.m. in front of the Union -

cost $2.50

Nominations are now open

for the position of

WHO'S WHERE

EDITOR
Submit application and resume

to the AMS office by noon,

Monday, March 25
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The Arts...

Short Cuts;
music: Chamber Orchestra

Queen's University Qiamber Orchestra, under
their director David Keane, will give their annual

Concerto Concert performance in Grant Hall on

Saturday, March 23, at 8:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Four concertos will be performed on the

programme: Vivaldi's "Concerto for Piccolo and
String Orchestra"; Bach's "Concerto for Two
Violins in D Minor"; Glazounov's "Concerto in E
flat Major for Alto Saxophone"; and Morris Sur-

din's "Concerto for Accordion and String Or-

chestra".

Soloists are: Nancy Nourse, piccolo; Julia

Stollery and Michael Bodzasi, violins; Scott

MacKenzie, alto saxophone, and Joseph Petric,

accordion. All are students in the Bachelor of Music
program. Nancy Nourse, who was born in Picton, is

a fourth-year student and was a Toronto Music
Festival winner in 1970. She has played in the

Hamilton Philharmonic Youth Orchestra, has
toured Europe with the Ontario Youth Concert

Band, and has played in several recitals (including

a full graduate recital) in Dunning Auditorium.

Joseph Petric, accordionist began playing the in-

travel: Rouen, France

strument when he was five years old. He is a third-

year B.Mus. student and studies free-bass ac-

cordion under Joseph Macerollo, head of the Ac-

cordion department at Toronto Royal Conservatory
of Music. Petric has performed in recitals in

Kingston, Guelph, Kitchener, York University, at

the C.N.E. and as soloist with the London Brass
Quartet. Violinist Michael Bodzasi is a Kingston
Symphony Association scholarship winner as is

saxophonist Scott MacKenzie. Julia Stollery, violin,

is a 4th year B.Mus. student who studies under
Deszo Vaghy.

The concert will open with a performance by
the thirty-three string orchestra of "Les Femmes
Vengees", an 18th Century composition by Frances
Philidor, and will close with Benjamin Britten's

"Simple Symphony". The deceptive title for this

work refers to the fact that the string symphony is

entirely based on works (for piano) which the

composer wrote between the ages of nine and
twelve. Britten wrote the "Simple Symphony" for

string orchestra in 1935.

Queen's
University

Music
Department

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
Director: David Keane

ANNUAL CONCERTO CONCERT
* * Concertos for: Two Violins, Piccolo,

Saxoptione, Accordion.

** Symphonies: Britten, Philidor.

Grant Hall 8:30 p.m. Saturday
Admission free 23 March 1974

by Ted Yao
When I announced to a friend that I would be

going to Europe for five months and spending every

moment in exactly one city and not even a very

interesting city at that, I was given a look usually

reserved for people who have just broken a full

bottle of scotch - absolute pity. It was not that

unreasonable though; what better way to transcend

the lifeless French of public school and try to speak

the language comme il faut. Rouen is maybe the St.

John's of France, vaunted itself the fourth largest

port ' a claim I should have thought scarcely worth

making), and the largest city in Normandy, a rich

dairy area. For Flaubert, it was the paradigm of a

sleepy provincial town, and as I walked the streets

deserted at 9:30 p.m., it is clear that he was right.

But it has a university and is only two hours from

Paris and seemed to suit my needs as far as

everyone speaking French was concerned.

One can only hint at the type of life an ex-

patriate student leads. I don't think French
provincial towns are unique in that people can be

generous to a fault with someone they find in their

midst who is there simply to learn their language.

Some Practical Info:

Accommf>dation: I stayed at a little hotel (265F-

month). but later switched to the student dorm
(lOOF-month). Probably a family situation is better

but I never met any au pair boys.

Food: Once one becomes a student (see below) one

is entitled to eat at student cafeterias (2F-meal)

which are simply amazing gastronomically. Salad,

meat, vegetable, bread, cheese and dessert and put

together by someone who tasted it along the way.

Once I ate in a two-star Michelin restaurant and,

having experienced all that life has to offer, I can

face death calmly.

Papers: The sequence is this - first you enroll as a

student (auditeur libre) for which you pay 60F.

Then a trip over to the prefecture for a carte de

sejour. Then a trip to the student office for cards

that entitle you to a room, dining privileges, library

etc. Be sure to have about a million photos ready.

Working: was quite easy. Students can have tem-

porary jobs. The student office will help find you

jobs such as loading wine bottles into trucks. (By

the end of the day I smelt quite delectable owing to

all the bottles spilt over me and not a soul ever

thought to remark on it.) The minimum wage is

about lOOOF-month.

At some moment I did answer yes
to Someone or Something, and
at that hour I was certain that

existence is meaningful and
that my life in self-surrender

had a goal. - Dag Hammarskjold

The
Chrisiian

Bioihers
(De La Salle Brothers)

A life of

prayer and service

in community.

Please send me a copy of your

16-page photo essay describing

the life of the Christian Brothers.

Name

.

Address

.

Mail to:

Brother George Morgan, F.S.C.

5 Avonwick Gate
Don Mills, Ontario MSA 2M5

Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute

announces

The Shastri Summer Program

From July 2 to August 10, 1974

Applications must be received by

April 15, 1974

The Shastri Indo Canadian Institute is

presenting a program ot courses on India at

Sir George Williams University and AAcGill

University, Montreal, Quebec. Successful
applicants will receive fellowships covering
travel, room and board, and tuition costs.

AppI icfitions and further information
regarding the Shastri Summer Program may
be obtained from the Institute of Com
monwealth and Comparative Studies, Room
416, Kingston Hall. Telephone: 547 2717

Funnyv
ypudonltlook
Hceanriesc.

Most of the time, \vc don't.

Our work takes us deep into

prisons and ncif^hbourhood bars and
viTctchcd homes (both rich and poor).

I he black cloth migl^t make the people

we talk to feel aw kward. Life is

awkward enough for the con, the

suburban boozer, the hooker,

the Ju.st plain miserable.

Those are our people. We try to

liclj I them.
(>)me help us help olliers to help

themselves, '^'ou'll need intelligence,

empathy, a tough and gentle spirit. .A

sense of humour. .And to stand on, a

rock-like faith in Christ.

Don't be surprised that the

Kci-lemptorists don't always look like

priests. A fresh wind has blown through

the corridors of the ("hurch. The changes

are many and all to the good, it's an
extraordinary life for the right man.

Think about it. 'I'hen, if you'd
like to talk, write or call us.

THE REDEMPTORIST PRIESTS
(ierry i'eltipas, C'.S.S.R

426 .St. (iermain Avenue, Toronto

M5M 1W7,
(416) 466-9265

L ^ i
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Critics forum: wind and jazz
by John D. Wilson

A painter creates an aesthetic appeal to the

retina while a musician's main objective is the ear.

In live performances, however, the visual effect

must be considered. Wednesday night's concert by

the Queen's Wind and Jazz Ensemble not only

sounded good but looked good as well.

There are advantages to amateur performers.

They tend to put so much of themselves into their

work. The result is an esprit de corps which

inevitably flows over into the audience. The

Queen's group is extremely amateur but what they

lack in polish they more than make up in en-

thusiasm. Conductor Duane A. Bates attributes

their"success almost entirely to this component. I

tend to agree with him.

Emotional music predominated on Wednesday.

This was a great foresight on behalf of the program
director as through this the best in the performers

was brought out. The rambunctuous Festive

Overture by Shostakovich was an excellent opening

choice as its up-tempo nature immediately drew the

listener into the concert. Hindemith's Symphony in

B Flat and Mozart's Serenade were emotional

odysseys that manipulated the audience's sen-

sitivites in an enjoyable manner. The continuity of

the concert was disturbed by the seriousness of

Serenade, however, and this reviewer's listening

effectiveness was severely hampered. Canzon
Quart! Toni by Gabrieli was music for music's sake.

Contrasts of tone and volume were used well to

make it an effective work. The jazziest piece in the

concert was Curnow's Passacaglia which
illustrated the fact that the Jazz Ensemble was into

what it was doing. My only criticism here would be
that Kirk Elliot shoiild have been plugged in.

Audience reaction reached a peak with Charles

Ives' America. Ives, a bit of a kook, sandwiched
absurd riffs into a melody that parallels God Save

the Queen. The tunes vary from light jokes to

dirges. The result is a laughing audience.

Special attention should be drawn to Circle

Dance composed by Queen's professor David
Keane. For the most part it is a chance work. The
breaks are composed on the floor by the musicians

at the moment they play them. The result is a group

of performers attempting a coherent work,

simultaneously, without communication.
-bottomley

Vivacity, humour, and a puddingy mess
by Robert Cracknell

The Queen's Wind and Jazz Ensembles gave a

very enjoyable concert in Grant Hall on Wednesday
night. They played with skill, confidence and a fine

sense of rhythm, and showed that music can after

all be fun. The pieces for the whole group together

came off best- Shostakovich's Festive Overture

and Hindemith's Bb Wind Symphony had some very

good moments (mostly loud ones), and Ives's

variations on America had tremendous vivacity and

not a little humour.

David Keane's ingenious Circle Dance
received its first public performance: the players

surrounded the audience in a wide circle, and each

followed instructions when pointed to by the con-

ductor. There was an interesting interplay between
aleatoric and structured elements, and Keane
deserves our thanks for making a modem piece so

entertaining.

Robert Curnow's "Passacaglia" for jazz en-

semble had a very stylish treatment, as did a

Gabrieli piece of four centuries earlier. That many
of the same players were involved in each shows
either their flexibility or that, when it comes to

performance, the history of music is a matter of

"plus ca change..."

The one sore point in the programme was
Mozart's C minor Wind Serenade, a work not sur-

passed in profundity throughout the corpus of his

w'riting for wind band. Its inclusion in such light-

hearted company is anyway mysterious, and un-

forgivable was the replacement of Mozart's two

oboes (the main melody instruments throughout)

by flutes. The resulting sound was a nasty puddingy
mess, in no way palliated by the competence of the

playing.

G.S.S. FILM CLUB

TONIGHrS FILM:

THE THREEPENNY OPERA
(Brecht-Weill)

Ellis Hall 8:00 p.m.

NOTICE TO GRADUATE STUDENTS

Help is needed to run the G.S.S.

Film Club. If you are interested

and are going to be at Queen's

in 1974-75, Phone:549-2532

CHANCELLOR DUNNING TRUST LECTURES 1974

THE MYTHOLOGY OF GROWTH
Presented by PROFESSOR JOAN ROBINSON,

renowned economist at the University of

Cambridge, England.

The drgnity, freedom, and responsibility of the individual person in human society has been the

concern of the Chancellor Dunning Trust since its founding in 1946. Over the years, many speakers
have approached this central concern from their various disciplinary points of view.

In March 1974 the specific theme of the Chancellor Dunning Trust lectures is Growth and
Development. Uncontrolled growth in our global society involves problems for the individual in

economic, political, and other aspects of life.

Development, on the other hand, may be conceived as responding to vital needs while not

requiring suicidal policies and behaviour.

I "GROWTH AND THE
ECONOMISTS"

Monday 25 March, 8 pm

Dunning Hall Auditorium

II "DOOMSDAY IS TODAY"

Wednesday 27 March, 8 pm

Dunning Hall Auditorium

Admission free to both lectures
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Kurdish tribesmen revolt

Major civil war breaks out in Iraq
IRAQ - The Kurdish tribesmen of

northern Iraq have sent their

women and children to the hills

and have taken up arms for a full-

scale civil war with the central

government.

The Iraq government, intent

on a final showdown, is massing
three armies of 48,000 men with

tanks and helicopters to take on a

20,000 strong Kurdish guerilla

force led by Mulla Mustafa
Barzani.

Mustafa is calling for full

autonomy for the northern region

of Iraq with only loose ties to the

republic. Nobody is confident

'Actually $2.40 is the price o1

the sticker, not the meat.

'

that he can be prevented from
achieving his aim.

The conflict is being watched
intently by the Soviet Union and
Western oil companies because
the region is rich in oil and any
event which weakens Iraq will

upset the whole balance of power
in the Middle East.

Success of the rebellion will

depend a good deal on how much
assistance the Kurds obtain from
the Soviet Union and Iran. In the

past Iran has supported the

rebels in order to embarrass and
weaken the Iraqi leader, Ahmed
Hassan al-Bakr.

LONDON - Shots were fired at a

car carrying Princess Anne and
her husband, Mark Philips,

Wednesday in an apparent at-

tempt to kidnap them.

The Princess and her
husband escaped unharmed but

their Chauffer and two policemen
were wounded. One of the would-

be kidnappers was later cap-

tured.

In Belfast a group calling

itself the Catholic Defence
Association issued a statement

claiming credit for the kid-

napping attempt.

NEW YORK - Methadone sur-

passed heroin as a definite cause

of narcotics here in the first

half of 1973 while the total

number of narcotics deaths fell

substantially.

Between January and June
last year 50 persons clearly died

of methadone while only 49 died

of heroin. A further 104 fxjdies

were found to contain traces of

both drugs.

Total drug deaths during the

six month period were 329 down
from 521 the year before and 443

in the same period in 1971.

Methadone is a synthetic

narcotic used in the treatment of

over 32,000 addicts in New York
city. The intent is to replace the

heroin dependency with a milder
dependency to methadone issued

by doctors under controlled

conditions. Of late, however, a

black market has developed
dealing in the drug as well as in

heroin.

OTTAWA - The seven-cent-a-

pound federal beef subsidy
should result in a drop in retail

beef prices of 15 to 20 cents a

pound according to farmers'

sales agents.

The subsidy has produced a

drop in the stockyard price of

beef of about 4 cents a pound.

This should be reflected in a drop

in the cost of dressed carcasses to

retail stores of about 8 cents a

pound and a to the cost to con-

sumers of 15 to 20 cents-

depending on the cut and the

store's promotional policies.

ISRAEL - Disengagement talks

between Israel and Syria are
expected to start March 29 in

Washington. The date was fixed

by U.S. Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger and Israeli Foreign

AMS Housing Service

is looking for a janitor (May 1), 1974 - April 30, 1975)

to live in a one-bedroom apartment. (Suitable for a

couple or quite spacious for one person)

rent is $115.00 per month

pay is $15.00 per month

12 month residence required.

Apply to AMS Business office by 3 p.m. Friday March 29, 1974

unclassifieds

THE F.U.H.R.E.R, IS COMING-
iiqned Professor Schnitzel.

PHOTO IMAGE has a complete range
o( technical photographic services
includinq custom black and white
developinq and printing and
ektrachrome procr.">sing at new
competitive price*, 48 hour service

or less available on most orders.

Call us at 546 7770 for more in-

formation or drop by our studio at

13 Brock St

THAT HAPLESS HELPLESS
FEMALE nov/ has a large, two-
room bachelor apt. very close
to campus, which she needs to

sublet If you'd like a nice place to

live this summer, please call 544-

0038

"PLAN YOUR CAREER: and do it

nowl" Read It in the Com-
merceman available March 25 29

11 a m 'i p.m. Dunning Hall

Foyer. Students tl.OO

YAMAHA 360 Enduro (1973): Ex-
cellent condition and appearance.
"Someday you'll own a Yamaha"-
-why not do it NOW! Call Bob at

544-9381.

ASUS FINANCES two delegates each
summer to the Canadian Peace
Research Institute Conference
(June 22-July 12). For further

information, phone Ian Grant (544-

7442) or Sue Harper (549 2373).

HOUSE FULLY FURNISHED for two
or three; fireplace, all utilities

paid for, on Earl St. just behind the

Phys-ed. center. To sublet May 1 -

Sept. Reasonable rent! Call Jim,
544 7408.

TIRED OF HITTING THE BOOKS?
Take a break and apply forSuzieX)

chairman! For further inio phono
Ian Grant ( 544 7442) or Sue Harper
( 549 2373).

WANTED: 1 or preferably 2 girls to

share an apartment with 2 other

girls from May 1 to Aug. 31. Close

to downtown, university, and
waterfront. Rent $40.00 each.
Phone Sandra 544-9088.

TO THE GUY who called my phone
number Monday, and thought I

was TAK. Sorry I was so snarky-l
didn't realize til you'd hung up
what the call was about. My
apologies...) thought you were a

prank call.

DID YOU ENJOY Buckminster
Fuller's visit? R.D. Lalng's visit?

If you'd like to help bring more
speakers of this calibre to Queen's,
apply for ASUS Visitorship
Committee. For further info,

contact Ian Grant (544-7442) or Sue
Harper (549 2373).

TO THE PAPER PURLOINERS.
Thank you. G.W.

Minister Abba Eban during a one
hour talk Tuesday.

Mfian whiU^, one Israeli

sfjidier was killed and two others

and two UN truce observers were
wounded in fighting on the Golan
Heights. The fighting, between
Israeli and Syrian forces, was the

fiercest since the October war.

In other developnnents, the

U.S. has agreed to send about 500

persons to help clear the Suez
Canal of mines and to train the

Egyptians how to rennove tons of

unexploded munitions buried in

or along the 103-mile length of the

canal

.

Rear Admiral Brian Mc-
Cauley, in charge of clearing

mines from Haiphong harbor last

year, will head the Suez
operation.

HOUSTON, Tex.(AP) - A grocery

clerk told police that a woman
clad only in panties and a blouse

robbed him of $48. Charles Hall

said that after the robbery
Sunday night he grabbed a pistol

and exchanged 11 shots with the

woman, who surrendered after

her pistol was out of bullets.

NEW YORK - U.S. Senator

James Buckley, brother of

William Buckley, called for

President Nixon's resignation
Tuesday to preserve the
presidency and to puJl the natir;n

"out of the Watergate Kwamp."
The statement represents a

stunning blow U> the President

because Senator Buckley, who
strongly suppfjrts the policies of

President Nixon, is a leading

spokesman for the Republican

Party's conservative wing.

HOUSTON - President Nixon has

announced that with the end of

the Arab oil embargo, he is lifting

the order that gas stations be
closed on Sundays. However the

national speed limit of 55 miles-

per-hour will remain in effect.

In a nationally broadcast

newsconference before the

National Association of Broad-
casters, here, he firmly rejected

any suggestion that he resign

because of a lack of popularity

and insisted that if he were to do

so he would be making future

presidents the hostages of public

opinion polls.

He also said that he would not

reassess his refusal to resign as a

result of the call from con-

servative Republican James
Buckley for him to resign.

backpage

Would You

• like entre to a management career?

• like to take some more university courses?

• like to get a Master's degree?

• like to have some money too?

Then investigate the

CO-OP mm
McAAaster University's Faculty of Business now has a

new option for students interested in obtaining an

MBA degree in the CO-OP option; students alternate

between four month periods of study and four month

periods of relevant, paid work experience. The job

opportunities are arranged by the Faculty of

Business. Admission is open to those who have proved

potential and commitment sufficient to complete a

demanding program. Graduates of any discipline can

apply. For information about a course that is both

academically and financially satisfying, send us this

coupon. Full and part-tinrre programs are also offered.

TO: Assistant to the Dean
School of Business

McMasler University

Hamilton, Ontario

LBS 4M4

Plepse send me details

about your MBA prograr

( ) Co operative

( ) Full time

( ) Part time

Name
Address

city

Province

University attending

Degree expected

When?
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Pubs and Theatres

401 Inn - Bitter Blue

Commodore - Lyle

Townhouse - Canon
Frontenac - Finnegan's

Frontenac - Muldoon's -

Fred Werthman
Heavenly Juke Box

Capitol I - Executive Action

Capitol 2 - Serpico

Hyland - The Golden Voyage of Sinbad, then,

starting Wed., The Optimist (Sellers) and Carry
On Abroad

Odeon - The Sting

Tuesday, March 26
11:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. -

Photography Display by the Queen's Camera
Club, including some of the photographs from the

Golden Words Photography Contest, in the third

floor common room. Student Union.

12:30 p.m. - Kenneth Clark's Civilization, part 8, in

McArthur Auditorium.

.5:45 p.m. - Ban Righ Fireside, featuring

Renaissance and Medieval music by the

Collegium Musicum.
8:30 p.m. - Last Meeting for the year of the Queen's

Astonomy Club, in Rm. 323, Ellis Hall. Guest

lecturer will be Dr. Henrikson of the Physics

Dept.

8:30 p.m. - Free Concert - Readying by James
Simmons, Ulster folksinger, in the Poison Room.
Tickets from English Dept. John Orr Room, or

Box Office.

9:00 p.m. - Dept of Film Studies Evening Film

Series in Ellis Hall, showing of "Jeu de

Massacre" (Alain Jessua, 1%8), in French with

English sub-titles.

Pre-Hegistration: Sociology- Interim Office

Building, until March 29: Psychology - Humphrey
(foyer, or rm . 236 (Must be returned to rm. 236 by

April 1).

Wednesday, March 27
11:30 a.m. -5:00 p.m. and 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. - Queen's
Camera Club Photography Display, third floor

common room. Student Union.

12:30 p.m. - Civilization, Part 11, at McArthur Hall.

7:(K) p.m. - Dept of French film, "La Nuit de la

Poesie", in Ellis Hall. Admission is free.

8:(KJ p.m. - Dept. of History presents (as part of

History 120) the film, "Taking Tiger Mountain by
Strategy", an English version of a Peking

Revolutionary Opera, in Stirling D.

8:00 p.m. - Dunning Trust Lecture in Dunning Hall,

with Prof. Joan Robinson speaking on the topic,

"Doomsday is Today."
8:00 p,m. - St. Lawrence College Modern Film
Classics showing of "La Guerre est Fini"

(Resnais), for 99c, in the large lecture theatre.

8:00 p.m. - The Donald Mathers Memorial Lecture

will feature Prof. Donald Evans, D. Phil, U. of T.,

speaking in Dupuis Auditorium, on "Faith as

Basic Trust".

8:30 p.m. - Chronicles XXII: The Ecstasy of Rita

Joe", directed by Fred Euringer, in Convocation
Hall, Old Arts Building. Admission is free.

Thursday, March 28
11:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. - Photo
Display by The Queen's Camera Club, in the third

floor common room, Student Union.

12:30 p.m.m. - Civilization, part 12, in McArthur
Hall Auditorium.

4:00 and 8:00 p.m. - Donald Mathers Memorial
Lecture, with Prof. Donald Evans, speaking on
"Faith as Basic Trust", in Dupuis
Auditorium.

7:00 and 9:30 p.m. - Dunning Flick for $L00: Kurt

Vonnegut's, "Slaughterhouse Five".

8:00 p.m. - Philosophy DSC Lecture in Rm. 517,

Watson Hall, with Dr. B. Gert, Dartmouth,
speaking on "The Triviality of Morality."

8:30 p.m. - Debate in Stirling D on "How Much
Government Can We Afford?", with Jim Laxer
(Waffle) and Ron Ritchie (Conservative can-

didate).

8:30 p.m. - Sentencing, a panel discussion at

McArthur College, sponsored by the Elizabeth

Fry and John Howard Societies.

8:30 p.m. - Chronicles XXII: The Ecstasy of Rita

Joe, in Convocation Hall, Old Arts Building,

Admission is free.

9:00 p.m. - Puppet show by the Barnard College

Theatre Group, (Women's College of Columbia
U.), in the Upper Vic Common Room.

9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Series presents "An Evening of Experimental
Films, Part 1," in Ellis Hall.

Friday, March 29
11:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. - Photo
Display, by the Queen's Camera Club, in the third

floor common room, Student Union.

6:00 p.m. - Puppet show by the Barnard College

Theatre Group, (Women's College of Columbia
U.) in the Ban Righ Common Room.

Passover Festival of Freedom

April 6-12

Hillel will be offering at the Synagogue

Kosher meals throughout passover

1st Seder on Sat. Night April 6 $3/person

2ncl Seder on Sun. Night April 7 $3/person

Throughout the week Breakfast $1.00

Lunch $1 .50

Supper $2.25

$40 package for entire week.

Please Call in reservations to Mike Deitcher: 542-3807 or Pete
Cruickshank: 542-9325, before Marcti 30.

ARTSCr 77 PRESENTS

WOODY ALLEN
"Take The Money And Run"

FRIDAY MARCH 29 7:00 & 9:00

1
75* AND 50* WITH ARTSCI77 YEAR CARD

I
CARTOONS

i DUNNING AUDITORIUM

CAMPUS MOVIES presents.
Kurt Vonnegut's:

4

SLAUGHTERHOUSE FIVE (1972): Michael Sacks, Ron
Leibman, Eugene Roche, Sharon Gans, Valerie Perrine.

Directed by George Roy Hill.

PLUS: Chapter II of "The Perils of Pauline"

Thursday, March 28, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

Dunning Auditorium Admission $1

BARNARD COLLEGE

THEATRE COMPANY
Thursday, March 28 9 p.m.

Victoria Hall Common Room
Friday, March 29 6 pm.

Ban Righ Common Room

• Sweeney agonistes director

• the three maries Kenneth
•puppet show Janes

Information 547-6109 Dean of Women

Bell Canada

OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS

HAVE YOU RETURNED YOUR

BELL CANADA CARD FOR

DISCONNECTION OF YOUR PHONE?

IF NOT PLEASE RETURN TODAY

OR

CALL 544-1141 or 544-1554

BETWEEN 5:30 - 8:00

TUESDAY APRIL 9

TO

THURSDAY APRIL 11

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER
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Artsci 78 must

buy own tarns

Retired after ten years behind the Brockington - Gordon cash

register, "Doll" ponders her future.

Brockington meal

line's "Doll" retires
"I'm going to have to do something 'cause I'm going wingy!"

exclaimed Ellen 'Doll' Hatchings, who has recently retired from her

place behind the cash register in the Brockington-Gordon cafeteria

line-up. She has no definite plans as to what will keep her busy now
that she has left the post she occupied for the past ten years.

On her retirement, the boys in the cafeteria line-up gave her two

dozen roses and three bottles of liquor. They also arranged for Doll to

travel to Toronto to watch a hockey game between the Leafs and

Chicago Blackhawks, her favorite team.

Doll knew the numbers of all 360 boys who filed through the

Brockington-Gordon line-up everyday. She denied going to any floor

parties, or having any affairs with the boys. "However, I Jove them
all", she chuckled.

Former AMS President

September's crop of Arts and
Science freshmen will have to

buy tams if they want them, the

ASUS Orientation Committee
announced Sunday night.

In previous years, the cost of

tams has been included in the

Orientation fees paid by arriving

freshmen, but members of Artsci

78 will have to pay for their tams
separately. The selling price will

be $4.85.

Tams will be sold only

through gael groups during

Orientation Week. After that,

they will be available in the

Campus Bookstore.

As in the past, freshmen in

Commerce and Applied Science

will receive their tams when they

sign in.

The ASUS committee
members explained that they are

facing sharply increased costs

for many areas of their

programme, and that the price of

tams was separated from the flat

Orientation fee charged to fresh-

men to keep it from becoming
excessive. They stressed that

gaels will conduct an intensive

effort to stress the significance of

Recent graduate runs for trustee
It is entirely possible that a

new and younger face might soon

be seen in future meetings of the

Board of Trustees. Ross D.

McGregor, B.A. (Hons. '70),

LLB, a former President of the

AMS (1969-70) is currently a

candidate for one of the seats to

be filled by an election held

amongst the University

graduates.

McGregor, perhaps the most
distinguished and respected of

recent AMS officers, headed the

student government body in the

year immediately following the

controversial Chuck Edwards
affair. That year started with an

impressively documented
outline of policies and potential

programmes and some 12 months
later McGregor and Vice-

President Peter Griffiths com-

pleted what has been considered

one of the most productive terms

of office in AMS history.

Following his graduation from

Queen's, McGregor studied at

Osgoode Hall and the University

of Western Ontario. While at

Western, McGregor was actively

involved in student government

and was a highly respected

member of that University's

Senate.

In announcing his candidacy

McGregor commented on the

strength of the administration

and leadership that Queen's has

experienced in recent years. He
added however, that his

"loyalties have never been based

on uncritical sentimentality" and

that he "had always demanded
much from the university

because it is a superior in-

Senate meets at Mac

to probe student unrest
The McMaster University Senate has called an emergency open

meeting to discuss the issues that are raising student protest on that

campus. This was announced at a general meeting attended by over

3000 McMaster students on Thursday, according to Larry Crandall of

the McMaster newspaper. The Silhouette.

Issues to be probed by the Senate include student demands for

parity on the Senate and Board of Governors, the controversial

situation in the French Department and the use of police on campus.

The university intends to drop charges filed against seven

students who were arrested during protests on March 18, Crandall

stated. They had been accused of petty trespassing for occupation of

administrators' offices.

The unrest at McMaster began when three French professors

were fired earlier this month. Since then, protesting students have

occupied the French departmental offices, the Dean's office and the

Registrar's office.

The
Commerceman

Veiume 28 1974

tams to Queen's and to urge

freshmen to buy them.

They added that making the

purchase of tams optional fits in

with the committee's general

philosophy toward Orientation,

which is to allow freshmen to

follow their own interests and to

not compel them to participate in

any aspect of Orientation.

Two features of previous
Orientations - red gael armbands
and early morning rises - are to

be eliminated this year. The
committee explained that some
freshmen have found armbands
to be "intimidating". Gaels will

be identified instead by large

buttons and shoulder flashes

made of red ribbon. Early
morning rises have been ruled

out by the Inter-Residence
Council, as a result of damage to

residences in other years and
because of their disruptive ef-

fects on residence atmosphere.

Most of the activities during

the week will be staffed by

organizational gaels, but non-

gaels will be invaluable at events

such as the academic pubs (inter-

departmental super-smokers)

and course counselling. The
committee urged any up-

perclassmen who will be in

Kingston during Orientation

Week to participate.

Tequila

Sauza
makes
every
party
a

fiestal

stitution."

There are three other can-

didates opposing McGregor,
including Mr. N.M. Rogers, Arts

'43, and Dr. J.A. Hannah, Meds.
'28.

McGregor, feels that "ex-

ternal scrutiny and internal self-

analysis...will produce univer-

sities more responsive to the

interests and aspirations of all

segments of society". With a

strong background in the in-

tricacies of university govern-

ment he obviously hopes to be

able to provide some of that

scrutiny and analysis. Former
ASUS President and AMS Vice-

President, Andy Pipe, com-
mented, "The election will be

interesting in the sense that it will

probably demonstrate both the

interest and awareness of

younger Queen's graduates and

the ability of a talented and in-

dustrious candidate to win

support from'the older segment

of the Queen's Alumni Com-
munity."

MOFFATT'S I.DA
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week— 548-701

1

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur

College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they

have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: Lisle

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE
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The Great Services Contest

is coming

A.M.S. OUTER COUNCIL MEETING
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27, 1974

McLaughlin room 7:00 p.m.

Items to be discussed include:

1. ) Policy Stotement

2. ) Ratification of A.M.S. appointees

3-) Approval of Summer Budget

A.M.S. CONSTABLES

Applications are available in the A.M.S. Office
Interviews will be held on March 30, 31.
Sign up for an interview time when submitting
your application.

DEADLINE: 5 p.m. Friday AAarch 29, 1974

The Education Commission

needs a list of all campus DSC's, and organizations sponsoring

Educationallv oriented events ( i e soeakers svmDOsia etc) For

a summer mailing list. Please leave names and addresses in the

AMS office as soon as possible of all chairmen, presidents etc.

Ul LIICoC Ul gall IZ.CI LIUSIo.

The Union Programme Committee in

conjunction with the English D.S.C. present
an evening with

JAMES SIMMONS -

Irish poet and folk singer

TUESDAY, MARCH 26 8:30 p.m.

POLSON ROOM, Students Union

FREE ADMISSION

Advance Tickets available from:

English Department Office

John Orr Room
Division of Concerts Box Office

in the Agnes Etherington Arts Centre

Applications for the position of CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN will be accepted in the AMS office until Friday

March 29, 1974. For more information phone Robert Wood
at 544-5358.

CHANCELLOR DUNNING TRUST LECTURES 1974

THE MYTHOLOGY OF GROWTH
Presented by PROFESSOR JOAN ROBINSON,

renowned economist at the University of

Cambridge, England.

The dignity, freedom, and responsibility of the individual person in human society has been the

concern of the Chancellor Dunning Trust since its founding in 1946. Over the years, many speakers
have approached this central concern from their various disciplinary points of view.

In March 1974 the specific theme of the Chancellor Dunning Trust lectures is Growth and
Development. Uncontrolled growth in our global society involves problems for the individual in

economic, political, and other aspects of life.

Development, on the other hand, may be conceived as responding to vital needs while not

requiring suicidal policies and behaviour.

"DOOMSDAY IS TODAY"

Wednesday 27 AAarch, 8 pm

Dunning Hall Auditorium

Admission free to both lectures
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m. bottomley

Cooke: women take

path of non-resistance
by Sheila Patterson

"Women have a collective

responsibility toward eaclj

other" affirmed Dr. Katie Cooke,
Chairman of the Advisory
Council on the Status of Women
at an informal discussion in

Lower Vic, Friday afternoon.

Cooke outlined the purpose of the

council to focus attention on
discrimination and inequalities

that women in Canada face. She
urged women to involve them-
selves, to become aware, to

communicate with the council,

and most importantly, to exert

pressure on the public and the

decision makers in Ottawa.
The council was established

last July as a result of the

recommendation of the Royal
Commission on the Status of

Women. It is composed of thirty

members of which two are men,
to advise the federal government
through John Munro, the
minister responsible for the
Status of Women.

To date, the council has
advised changes in the citizen-

ship act, which presently states

that the citizenship of the father

is automatically the citizenship of

his child. Further recom-
mendations on pension
discrimination were voiced in the

existence of a widowed wife,

receiving her husband's pension

and who remarries, immediately
losing that pension. Cooke also

cited discrimination against

Status Indian women marrying a

non-status husband and losing

her Indian privileges as well as
income tax changes, minimum
age of marriage, divorce
(waiting periods), equal pay for

equal work, and opportunity for

promotion. She advocated
maternity benefits, stating that

our affluent society should allow

for that biological aspect of the

human race and should permit
women to have a child, raise it to

a school age and return to their

previous jobs.

Fielding numerous questions

from both students and faculty, it

came out that all too often, that

women have "the human ten-

dency to take the path of "non-

resistance".
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY NEEDS VOLUNTEERS
A graduate student in Clinical Psychology is investigating a new self-administered

therapy for "thatanxiousfeeling". If you tend to bean anxious (uptight) person and would
like to gain better control over these feelings, we may be able to help each other. I am
being supervised by a Registered Psychologist, the study last 7 weeks, and there is no

charge. Sorry, I cannot see anyone who is currently under psychiatirc care. For more
information, without obligation please call 547-3048 (daytime) or 542-5357 (evenings).

Joan Boutilier, M.A.

AMS Housing Service

is looking for a janitor (May 1), 1974 - April 30, 1975)

to live in a one-bedroom apartment. (Suitable for a

couple or quite spacious for one person)

rent is $115.00 per month

pay is $15.00 per month

12 month residence required.

Apply to AMS Business office by 3 p.m. Friday March 29, 1974

. Alfie Sez
Queen's Bands executive

for 1974-75

Bands Manager:

Assistant Bands:

Managers:

Quartermaster:

Pipe Major:

Rick Rogozinsl<i

Bev Muir

Marg AlHson

Bill Bryck

John Bottomley

544-2570

549-0001

542-2207

549-2638

Brass Band Directors: Dave Thomas 544-5860

Jim Fee 544-7900 !

t

Head Highland Dancer: Marj. Sutherland 544-8557
{

Head Majorettes: Cathy Jarvis 548-3239
I

I

Nancy Thompson 544-6458 !

Head Cheerleaders: Kathy Rutledge 544-8843
j

Jim Currie 544-7356
|

!

Publicity Directors: Natalie Salmers 544-8400
I

Bryan McGillivray 549-1080
i

Concessions Manager: Still Open
i

1

ltalia_Pizzeria
544-3622

421 Princess

Free Delivery

COL. SANDERS RECIPE

KENTUCKY FRIED
CHICKEN^ _

GREAT
FOOD VALUES

DIAL 542-2773

STORE NEAREST QUEEN'S
240 MONTREAL STREET

AUNT LUCY'S
TAKE HOME STORE

ORIENTATION 74
Faculty of Education

Queen's University

WANTED: ONE CHAIRMAN
for Orientation '74

QUALIFICATIONS i) acceptance to

Faculty of Education,

1974-75

ii) very interested

Please submit your name and telephone
number to:

McArthur Student's Society

Faculty of Education
Queen's University

A personal interview will then be arranged.
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At the end of a season.

Long after the final seconds of competition
Have passed into the record books.

You might wonder what makes everything tick.

Each sport, each event, has its special requirements.
Its individual demands.
And the seeming incompatibility of these

Is sometimes enough to boggle the mind of the outsider.

boon

boon
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i. Cameron

It is just seeming.
For underneath it all are elements
That link every competitor.
Every sport ...
Intensity, desire, anticipation
And that singular grace
That comes from ultimate conditioning
And supreme effort.

Such is the common denominator
Of competitive athletics.

morrithfw

-merrithew
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The Arts...

Short Cuts:
flicks: Serpico

hy (•U-nn (iilinour

Serpico is easily the best of tlu' recent stream of

movies. Unlike the standard cop movie where the

cop is an anti-hero or the plot is an absurdity,

Serpico has a genuine real life hereo and a true plot.

The film recounts the career of Serpico, a young

Italian New Yorker whose only goal in life is to be a

cop, the honest and honourable defender of society.

As Serpico becomes an undercover cop, he comes to

realize that most of the New York City Police

Department is corrupt with policemen taking bribes

and pay off money irom pimps, bookies, and nar-

cotics dealers.

Worse still, the attempts by Serpico to bring the

situation to light is frustrated by the top members of

the police department who view Serpico as a

troublemaker wanting to discredit the department.

Kventually Serpico goes to the New York Times,

nd from the publicity a major investigation is set

ip. with Serpico as the star witness. It is obvious,

ihough, that the investigation is a face-saving

device. Serpico him.self is shot and almost killed

while on a narcotics bust, and the implication is that

he wiis .sel up hy fellow cops. The film concludes

pessimistically
;
Serpico resigns from the force and

I he old system carries on as usual.

The strength of the film lies in Al Pacino's

performance as Serpico. Ho is forceful and
believable as he portrays a man who combines
belief in the principles of honesty and integrity with

an incredible egotism. Serpico is, of course, the

loner-the wierd cop who dresses like a hippie and
lives in Greenwich village with his girlfriend of the

moment. Through Pacino's performance, the

audience can understand Serpico's change from the

believer in the system's ability to cleanse itself into

the cynical rebel. Compared to Pacino's efforts the

lesser actors are merely competent. However, the

photography is superb.The steamy location shots
of New York merge with the general mood of the
film.

The major weakness of the film is the script.

There are far too many sermons on corruption. The
film makers probably saw Serpico as a parable of

American society in general, no surprise con-

sidering Watergate. But it is carried too far and it

damages the tightness of the film. Nevertheless,

with Pacino's magnificent performance, the film is

very powerful and reasonably intelligent. It is,

undoubtedly one of the better films of the year.

records: Todd Rundgren
b\ 'Michael Rose

At a time when most American rock musicians

ire grinding out songs that are nothing more than

pallid "product", Todd Rundgren gushes forth as a

.song-writer of continuous innovation. Being lx)th a

iTiulti-instrumentalist and a master of Ihe studio.

Hundgren produces perfectly fitted, delicately

harmonic songs often reminiscent of the more
heady Simon and Garfunkel. Throw in a wide-

ranging. muJli-faceted voice singing often delightful

lyrics and its clear that Rundgren is quite the

ialented performer.

Bu(, sad to say. in this reviewer's opinion' this

"alenl has not yet been adequately realized. His

albums, unfortunately .all seem like the adolescent

imusements of an incredibly powerful, but very

•el! -indulgent, song writer.

Huiidgren's first important album was
Some) hinji -Anything?'".

The i irsf throe sides of "Something-Anything?"
'•(•re written, engineered and performed in their

•.Titirely hy Rundgren. The songs that resulted were
\<.'ry clean and surprisingly catchy - it sounded like

U.»n to twelve hit singles by at)out five different

-Toiips. strung together with perhaps three or four

:>ointless numbers thrown in the mix. He became
'arole King. Paul Simon and Jimi Hendrix with

• 'jual ea.se, .Numbers that stood out were "It Takes
Two To Tango". 'Breathless" and "One More
l):ty". The fourth side was a raunchy "live-in-the-

studio" mess thai amounted to a tribute to Good Ole

« & H. But at the end of it all you couldn't say what

Todd Rundgren's music was, you could only

describe the musicians he was like.

"A Wizard-A True Star" is doubtless, Run-
dgren's best. The second side was much like a

condensed version of his previous albums, but the

first was a marvel of songwriting magic, about 28

minutes long, called "International Feel". On that

one side Rundgren crammed vaudeville, acid rock,

Zappesque electronics, movie theme music,
ballads, hit singles, mysterioso music and a great

deal of facetiousness. The best numbers were
"International Feel", "Zen Archer" and "Da da
Dali". It was as if a Protean musician toying with a

random song generator was plugged into a com-
puterized recording console.

His latest venture is a two-record package
entitled "Todd". Its fun in places, but on the whole
wears much thinner than his previous two. There is

a very cute rendition of Gilbert and Sullivan's

"Lord Chancellor's Nightmare Song" and some
really excellent synthesizer muzak, like "In and Out

the Charkas We Go (formerly: Shaft Goes to Outer

Space)". But there's a lot of trash, such as the

.simply awful "An Elpee's Worth of Tunes" and the

painful "Heavy Metal Kids".

For too long Rundgren has been fooling around
the studio, getting by on sheer native talent. If he
employed more than self-indulgent whimsy in his

song writing he could be a true original, rather than

a facile, dexterous mimic. But, even at half-speed,

he's still one of the best rock musicians in North

America - well worth listening to.

BITE THE ONE
YOU LOVE!

BSSSiB PIZZA

CHALET

Open 4 p.m . daily

544-1227

PRINCESS at Barrie

FILET
fED BkAND
NA TIJPALL /

B^i' MIGNON
5.95

AUNT LUCY'S
RESTAURANT
TAVERN

Prmccsn Wo%t .it

Port'.mo(jth

Information Bank
- will be closing as of this Friday March 29

- will be reopening in Frosh week.

I would like to thank the following 51 people for staffing this

year: Carolyne Dawe, Sue Cardinal, Carol McClean, Kate

Gausden, Pam Tate, Linda LeSueur, Sue Worral, Karen Clif-

ford, Janice Norrie, Tim Spence, Carol Orton, Buzzy Mitchell/

Brian Copeland, Ruth Stiles, Chris Smart, Carole Marlon, Mary
Bulger, Lyn Whitham, Kathy Paul, Val McCallum, Eric

Couslneau, Bob Marien, Howard Goldford, Kerry Clark, Allison

Gait, Jay Nuttal, Terry Macli, Tony Falconer, Holly Pace,

Dorothy Thomson, Jeff Blishen, Peter Robinson, Chris

Hayward, Rick Janes, Chris Powell, Rosemary Knight, Janice

Wolfe, Jacqule Walsh, Dodo Lloyd, Will Locket, Sue Cook,

Jennifer Parnoll, Di Dillingham, Donna Jokinen, Jean Cleave,

Adricnc Crowdcr, DI Cottlngham, Carey Higgenson, Eva
Glumac, John MacDiarmid.

I would like to thank you personally, and for your service to the

Queen's community.

Kevin Van Koughnett,

Director 1973-74

(Llsrb J/urmtmT^I)oppc
fmiiilmT bourjlit ^K; eolb

MOVING??

Wvm pay ranli

for ihf lumlentH

<tf' your (iparlmenl

207\urllm5ton stifft 340^4097
i< I HQS I on (Oiit.iiio

Summer 74 Accommodation

May to September

at EIrond

Where the architect wasn't just a draftsman

Single Room $60. a month
Double Room $75. a month

ask about rates for academic groups
Seminars, Conferences, etc.

Call EIrond College (613)544-1842

401 Princess at Division

QUEEN'S BANDS

Applications are being accepted until 5

p.m. April 2 (74) for the position of Con-
cessions Manager for the Queen's Bands 74-75.

An applicant need not be a present Bands
member.

For more information to submit an ap-

plication

apply Rick Rogozinski

Queens Bands Manager

AMS Office

544-2570

99"^ per evening
MODERN FILM CLASSICS

Wednesday

March 27
8:00 p.m.

LARGE LECTURE THEATRE

Resnais

La Guerre
Est Fini

KINGSTON

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
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With George Ryga's The Ecstasy of Rita Joe,

the Chronicles series moves out of the Ex-
perimental Studio into Convocation Hall for the first

time, and undertakes a full length play for the first

time. In order to achieve these "firsts" within the

limited rehearsal Chronicles format, we are at-

tempting a kind of concert staging of the play -

something between a reading and a staging - close

perhaps in style to the kind of thing that audiences
are familiar with in "The Hollow Crown" and
"Under Milkwood". This is in no way an apology for

the staging concept of this production. In some
ways, the radio training of the writer makes his

piece highly suitable for this concert approach. We
hope that lighting, projections, sound effects and
music, together with mimed and acted sections,

should round out the experience in a fully satisfying

way.

The Ecstasy of Rita Joe, whether or not it is the

best stage play written by a Canadian in the past

decade as is often claimed, is certainly the most
important one. It represents a landmark in the

development of Canadian Theatre. The story - about

the confrontation between a young Indian girl and
the white society which destroys her - is as deeply

moving as it is timely. It is a play you will not soon

forget.

Performances in Convocation Hall at 8:30 p.m.,

Wednesday March 27th, through Friday March
29th. Due to the increased royalties and incidental

costs involved in this expanded Chronicles

episode, a silver collection to defray expenses will

be taken.

by Norman Macdonnell
The first thing to point out

about visiting Australia is the

cost. It takes about $1,500 for a
round trip fare Toronto-Sydney,
and about half that for a 45-90 day
excursion rate. Charters are hard
to get hold of because of the tight

grip that Quantas, the Australian

airline, has on the market. The
problem with the excursion rate
is that it does not allow any
stopovers to and fro, and if you
are planning a major trip you
should try and visit Hawaii, Fiji

and New Zealand as well. Who
knows when you'll next be that

way. In any case, if you are going

to spend the money to go to

Australia, 3 months may not be

enough. And remember, our
summer is their winter - 1 turned

up last July in Sydney in tropical

clothes and had to readjust

rather quickly. If you do want to

spend longer than 3 months, you
shouldn't have any problems. I

was stamped in for 12 months
without even asking.

Another general problem is

the cost of living once there. In

many respects, their prices look

the same as ours but one
Australian dollar is worth one
and a half dollars Canadian. So,

you may find yourself running

short sooner than you expected.

On the other hand, it's pretty

easy to find work as permits are

not much of a problem and the

average pay in a place like

Sydney is $200.

Sydney is a really spread out

city, so if you are commuting
from the suburbs into the city

centre there is a good urban train

system running and it is

reasonable if you go at off-peak

times. Also, if you want to use the

buses, remember that you pay
according to the distance you
travel.

In Sydney, the Opera
House, which resembles four

Roughing it in the Bush
Susanna Moodie
New Canadian Library

McClelland & Stewart

price $1.95

by Maureen Kealey
When one desires to know about early settlers in Upper Canada,

there are no better authorities on the subject than the people them-
selves. Susanna Moodie's account of her early years in Canada,
Roughing it in the Bush, offers the reader an interesting insight into

the life of this woman.
Her book contains many life like and vivid sketches of the people

and situations she encountered. These are not always accurate

descriptions due to the rather jaundiced eye she cast over the

'Yankees', other immigrants and the crude way of life in Canada.
Even so, with people she knows her words go beneath the surface and
give one an insight into the person 's true character.

For the first while Susanna pined for her friends and her old home.
She was very much like those discontented wives who later became
objects of her disgust. Eventually however, her inner strength came to

her and her aid and she became reconciled to her new life.

The most important things in Mrs. Moodie's life were her husband
and her children. She rejoiced in the saleability of her writings

because they gave her a way of helping to support the family. She was
always prejudiced in favor of her husband and often her writings

reveal this.

In her conclusion she writes, "If these sketches should prove the

means of deterring one family from. ..going to reside in Canada, I shall

consider myself amply repaid for revealing the secrets of the prison

house and feel that I have not toiled and suffered in the wilderness in

vain."

These seem the words of an embittered woman but Susanna never
allowed anything to really defeat her. She and her husband were too

old and set in their ways to be successful backwood farmers. Susanna
never lost her sense of humour, however, and her book reflects this.

Roughing it in the Bush is witty, extremely interesting and very
realistic.

THE BUSH REVISITED
The Journals of Susanna Moodie
by Margaret Atwood
Paper Back: $1.95

by Kathy Weekes
Margaret Atwood has given her imagination a free reign in The

Journals of Susanna Moodie. This book of haunting poetry is in the

form of three journals spoken directly from Susanna Moodie's mind.
Atwood has created the voice of Moodie from an interpretation of her
writings as well as from a portrait of this pioneer in her old age.

In the first journal, Moodie is newly arrived in Canada. She at-

tempts to attune, from the life of a gentlewoman in England, to the life

of a pioneer in a difficult colony. An understandable self-

consciousness affects her as she compares herself, not only in ap-
pearance, but in skills, to her already established neighbours. Atwooa
uses great sensitivity in developing this predicament.

The second journal shows the Moodie family leaving the struggle

against the elements in the backwoods for the more civilized town of

Belleville. Here, Atwood unviels the duality which she sees in Moodie's
personality. In retrospect, Moodie shows a tenacious fascination, that

seems akin to love, for the bush country which she had hated. This is

the basis of Atwood's suggestion that Susanna Moodie was somewhat
schizophrenic.

In the last journal, which I found slightly frightening, Moodie
speaks from the grave. Here, she has become merged with the spirit of

the land which she had struggled upon. The contemporary time set-

ting, in which Atwood places Moodie at the end of the book, gives a
continuous meaning to the life of this early Canadian

.

huge sea shells fused together is a
magnificent building that should

not be missed. The Kings Cross
area (Soho of Sydney) is worth at

least one visit some night and I

would recommend that you try

one of the Chinese restaurants on
Dixon Street. ($5.00 for two
people including beer;.

Outside of Sydney travelling

is easy and long distance trucks

are always willing to pick up a
hitchhiker. Trains and planes can
be expensive, but if you get hold
of a proper Australian students

card, the savings are
phenomenal. It cost me only an
Australian $10 for a coach seat

from Adelaide to Sydney (over

1,000 miles) about one third of the

regular price.

As for the country as a whole,
it's a warm friendly place. The
people are outgoing, and like

many other places, Canadians
are well liked. The feel of the
place is odd. The accent and the

architecture reminded me of

Britain and the wide open spaces
of Canada. There has been
widespread immigration of New
Australians in the past 20 years,

mainly Greeks, Italians and
Yogoslavs, so there is plenty of

diversity.

One last thing, when you get

off the plane and they start going
through all your belongings they
are not looking for dope. It's just

that Australia has the most un-

believable health laws and they

are after any bugs, germs or
seeds that you might be bringing
in.So don't visit your uncle's farm
just before you go. If you do,

you'll get quite the hassle when
you arrive there.
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unclassifieds

"REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT
TRUSTS IN CANADA." Read It in

The Commerceman. Magazines
available n a.m. - 3 p.m., March
25-29, Dunning Hall Foyer.
Students $1.00.

"FLEXIBLE WORKING HOURS:
THAT OLD 9 to 5 ROUTINE
BITES THE DUST" Read it in the

Commerceman. Available 11 a.m.

3 p.m., March 25-29, Dunning Hall

Foyer. Students $1.00.

"THE DONALD GORDON CENTRE
FOR CONTINUING
EDUCATION". Read about it in

the Commerceman. Magazines
available 11 a.m. - 3 p.m., March
25-29 Dunning Hall Foyer.
Students $1.00.

"PLAN YOUR CAREER - AND DO
IT NOW!" Read it in The Com-
merceman. Available 11 a.m. - 3

p.m., March 25-29, Dunning Hall

Foyer. Students $1.00.

ASUS FINANCES TWO DELEGATES
each summer to the Canadian
Peace Research Institute Con-

ference. (June 22- July 12). For
further information, phone Ian

Grant- 544-7442 or Sue Harper- 549-

2373.

DID YOU ENJOY BUCKMINSTER
FULLER'S VISIT? R.D. Laing's

visit? Jf you'd like to help bring

more speakers of this calibre to

Queen's, apply for ASUS
Visitorship Committee. For fur-

ther information, contact Ian

Grant- 544-7442, or Sue Harper-
549-2373.

TIRED OF HITTING THE BOOKS?
Take a break and apply for Suzie-Q

chairman! For further in-

formation, phone Ian Grant 544-

7442. or Sue Harper -549-2373.

ALL MATH D.S.C.'s pick up course

questionnaires from the math
office and evaluate them as soon

as possible. The deadline is

already past. White forms for

upper year courses, and orange
ones for first year.

LOST: ONE PAIR of desperately

needed glasses in a red case. If

found, please call 544-8686.

AREYOUADSC CHAIRMAN OR AN
ORGANIZATION PRESIDENT
THINKING of sponsoring a

speaker for next year? The
Education Commission needs a

summer mailing list to begin the

task of campus wide information

coordination. Please leave names
and summer addresses in the AMS
office as soon as possible.

WANTED: A HARD WORKING
STUDENT- STUDIOUS-MALE OR
FEMALE, to share an apartment
very close to campus at the corner

of BARRIE AND EARL. Rent
$170.00 An upper year student

would be preferable. Call 544-9413

after 4 p.m.
TO SUBLET: May 31 TO AUG. 31-

four bedroom house, fully fur-

nished, private driveway, front

and back yards, large porch, rent

extremely low. If interested,

contact Tony, Ron, or Dave at 544-

4232, between the hours of 5 p.m.
and 7 p.m.

FELLOW DEBAUCHED ART
HISTORIANS anonymous! In

point of fact. It is evident that the

qre;)! plasticity of Louise
O'Murphy'-, rouge buttocks
wonderfully embodies our Bacchic
theme. ..Bottoms up! Yahoo!

D'OU VENONS NOUS, . .where are

we going? This is the solution for

you! Become part of the Brazilian

Tap D,incinq Troupe.
Requirement-,: ,i degree In art

history no cla<.',ic.)l or medieval
required, fluency in five languages
'excluding Russian) and ex-

p'-nence v/ith Milanese cab
driver',!

WOULD THE PERSON WHO TOOK
MY CLASSICS 202 ESSAY out of

the box please return it again.

You're welcome to make a copy. I

need it for research Thanks,
Wendy Car%well.

WANT TO LIVE IN A QUIET AREA
OF THE CITY? Thi» basement
ApArtment hai wall to wall
(.irpeting, private entrances,
nev/ly decorated, ttove and fridge,

garage, -.undetk. May 1 till hell

free/ei over! Park Street $175.00

monthly. Phone Kathy 549 2774.

LOST: OH WHERE OR WHERE HAS
MY UNDERWEAR GONE?

Someone «tole « and now I have I

I haven't » pair lor each day of the

week;
Please give them back so I don't have

to le'-k

No resale value- please return to 304

Albert Street.

No questions asked.
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 6 or 7

man house to sublet from May I to

Sept. 1 - renting rooms or whole
house semi-furnished, reni
negotiable. Call 542-3021.

3 MAN HOUSE FOR NEXT YEAR.
Avialable May 1. Phone 546-7608,

after 6 p.m.

LOST: YELLOW LABRADOR
RETRIEVER. FULL GROWN
MALE. Name: "Shamus"- lost in

K ing-Union- Pembroke Street

area. Wears a plastic flea

collar. Reward. Phone 389-0996 or

544-9055.

FOR SALE: WANT A GOOD PAIR
OF SECOND-HAND SKIS AND
bindings? Blizzard (210 cms) skis

and salamon bindings. New value

$210.00 - now for $60.00. Phone
Dave at 544-2501 if you are in-

terested OR drop in and see me at

296 University Ave. anytime.
WANTED: MALE OR FEMALE

"STREAKER" TO STREAK in

Kingston for University Grocery.
Just write "University Grocery,
open 8.00 a.m. to midnight" on

your back and get into. Make
inquiries with "John the Boss" at

University and Brock.

THE QUEEN'S CAMPUS NEEDS
INFORMATION C OORDI NATION
of campus educational activities

(speakers, symposia etc.). This is

a job for the Education Com-
mission. All campus
organizations, including DSC's are

asked to leave the names and
summer addresses of their

presidents, chairman, etc. to set

up a mailing list before the end of

term.
F.U.H.R.E.R. is the First Universal

Humanoid Robot. EX-
TRAVAGANZA Revue.

corr for abovoe
F.U.H.R.E.R. is the First Universal

Humanoid Robot. Extravaganza
Revue.

FOUND: SOME CASH in the Union

Coffee Shop on Monday March 18.

If you think it's yours, phone Will

at 544-9838.

WANTED: APPLIED SCIENCE
JACKET - size 36- any year. Good
price offered. Call 549-0564 after

midnight.

FOR SALE: COMPLETE COM-
PONENT SOUND SYSTEM; AM-
FM radio, cassette recorder,

turntable, four speakers and ac-

cessories. Only six months old.

Excellent condition. $350.00. Phone
544-4571.

TEACHER COUPLE LOOKING FOR
HOUSE or apartment to rent July

1 August 10. References
available. Write R. White, 108

Mark, Sault Ste. Marie.

AVAILABLE FOR NEXT YEAR: 3

BEDROOM APARTMENT: near

campus and in good condition.

We're graduating or we'd keep it!

Call 542-7580.

LOST: A PAIR OF WIRE FRAME
GLASSES with photogrey lenses in

blue case. Reward. Call 549-0617.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT IN

WEST CAMPUS TOWER (Rent

S120. 00 monthly) fully furnished

for the summer. Rent includes: all

utilities, T.V. cable, fully

foroadloomcd, tennis courts and

track outside your door- bus stop

very close. Option to renew lease

in September comfortably suited

for 2 people. PLEASE give us a

call!!! Bob or Stephen; 549-1248

ARTS '76 Last bash is coming April

30th, 8 p.m., in the Pub.

$175.00 Free. If one bedroom apart-

ment at EIrond is sublet for the

summer. Phone 544 9899 evenings.

FOR SALE: SIZE 42 Arts Jacket in

excellent condition. Best offer.

Phone Greg at 549-2257.,

ARTS '76: Last bash is coming April

30th, 0 p,m,, in the Pub.

CHARMING, FRIENDLY YOUNG
MAN with waterbod, entering

fourth year computer science,

looking lor room in coed house

rio'.e to campus for next year.

Phone Chris at 542 4343.

SCIENCE '75 Resume Book Pictures

See large ad in this Issue.

APARTMENT WANTED: Couple,

both teachers, require lurnWhed
apartment, close to f.tmpus, lor

the duration ol summer school.

Ple.ise write: L. Abraham, Box

lOV, Powassan, Ontario

TO SUBLET: MAY I SEPT, I L.irge

modern, lurnishod apartmi'nl,

close to campus. Has bncky.ird

tiiid l.ircjc pirtuM' window 3

bedrooms, Kent $180.00 Phone 544

0459.

LOST: ONE TAN LEATHER PEN
CIL CASE. Both case and contents

have sentimental value. Reward
offered. II lound, call 549 2944.

FOR RENT: LARGE MODERN 2

BEDROOM APARTMENT across

Irom West Campus. On two bus
routes. Laundry lacllities on
premises. Wall to wall carpeting.

New fridge and stove. Call 544-4129

after 6 p.m.
ARTS '76: The last bash is coming

April 30, 8 p.m. in the Pub.
LOST: SILVER RING WITH LARGE

FOGGY WHITE STONE. Left in

Victoria Hall- 3A. Great sen-

timental value. II you have it,

please put it in my mail box- Vic.

Hall, or phone Joanne Melloy at

544-8571. Put yourself in my
shoes! ! ! Please.

ARTSCI '77 PROUDLY PRESENTS
THE HILARIOUS WOODY
ALLEN COMEDY "Take The
Money and Run" in Dunning
Auditorium on Fri. March 29 at

7.00 p.m. and 9.00 p.m. Admission
is 75c general and 50c with Artsci

77 year card. Cartoons!

ARTS '76 Last bash is coming April

30th, 8 p.m., in the Pub.
CONVENIENCE PLUS in our

beautiful 3 bedroom house-less
than one block from campus at

Alfred and Earl Sts. Completely
furnished. Let it be yours from
May 1 to Sept. 1 . Extremely cheap.

Call 549-0608 anytime if interested.

READY TO RENT: 1 bedroom apt.;

with reasonable rent. Wanted for

May 1. Call 544-1361.

NEW COWHIDE RUG TO SELL: Call

544-1361.

ROOM FOR 3 IN 74-75: large 5

bedroom house, furnished, utilities

paid for, centrally located, 5

minutes from campus, near bus
stop, downtown. Phone 549-0726.

"LETTERS OF APPLICATION AND
RESUMES: HOW A JOB AP-
PLICANT CAN EFFECTIVELY
SELL HIMSELF". Read it in the

Commerceman. Available 11 a.m.-

3 p.m., March 25-29, Dunning Hall

Foyer. Students $1.00.

LEAVING THE COUNTRY? Photo
Image gives you six passport size

prints at a new low student price,

only $4.00. Ideal for International

Drivers Permits and (Ob <ip

plications too. Call us at 546 7770 or

drop by our studio at 33 Brock St

Group rates available.

ARTS '76: Last bash is coming April
30fh, 8 p.m., in the Pub.

"MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT
EFFECTIVENESS: GETTING
THE MOST FOR YOUR TAX
DOLLAR" Read it in the Com
merceman. Available II a.m. - 3

p.m.. Dunning Hall Foyer, March
25 29, Students $1,00.

ARTS '76: Last bash is coming, April
30th, 6 p.m., in the Pub.

TO SUBLET June, July, and August.
One bedroom furnished. Air
conditioned. Queen's student
housing. Rent reasonable. Phone
546-0002.

5 BEDROOM APARTMENT- sublet

May 1 to Sept. 1 - to a group, or a

room for an individual - large

rooms, furnished, utilities paid for-

close to downtown, bus stop and
campus (5 minutes) $50.00 per

month. Phone 549-0726.

FURNISHED HOUSE TO SUBLET:
May 1 to Sept.; complete kitchen;

3 bathrooms; a private room for

$40.00-but if you sign in groups of

four or five we'll give you a Low
Group Rate. Call 544-7040 or -7041

or -7058.

APARTMENT TO SUBLET: FROM
MAY TO SEPT. - with option to

lease; - 2 bedrooms, unfurnished,

near St. Lawrence College and
buses. New, clean and
reasonable. $152.00 monthly in-

cludes everything - Phone 544-2938.

FOR RENT - LARGE MODERN ONE
BEDROOM apartment (un-
furnished). Ideal for young
married couple. Rent negotiable.

Phone 544-5352 between 5 and 7

p.m. or after midnight.

WANT TO BE CLOSE? YOU CAN BE
BY SUBLETTING either part or

all of our fully furnished 3 bedroom
apartment. 3 minutes from
campus. Great balcony, low rent. _

Available for any time this

summer. Phone 544-6486.

SUBLET MAY - SEPT. Well fur-

nished, 2 bedroom apt. for 3. Reg
$225.00, now $150.00 (negotiable). 1

block from campus and corner

store. Call 544-7567, or 544-7061, or

544-7064.

HOUSE FULL,Y FURNISHED FOR

rwo rjk rHkFf; Firtpl.c*, «H

utilities p<iid for, on tarl Street

lUSt behind Phyi Ed Centtr, tc

sublet May I Sept Resonabl«
rent! Call Jim, 544 74<l«.

4 BEDROOM HOUSE to Sublet for

summer (May I to Aug 3lj

Furnished, located close to

campus at corner ol William and
Barrie Streets. Phone 544-95«1.

FURNITURE FOB SALE: 2 COUChes,
small desk and chair, rug approx,
8'/2' X 5'; coffee table; single bed,
dresser, kitchen table and 4 chairs,
lamp, rocking chair, bedside table.

Good condition. Must sell, as I am
leaving Kingston, Available mid to

end of May, Call 544-9^40 between
5,30 and 6,30 p,m,, Mon, to Fri.

FOUND: WOMEN'S QUEEN'S
RING PHONE 544 7308.

ARTS '76 Last bash is coming April
30th, 8 p.m., in the Pub.

3 Bedroom Apt. to sublet: Large
enough for 4. Modern, furnished
carpeted, balcony off living room,
parking and laundering facilities

in building. Available May I - Sept.

1, Cad 544-8020 or 544-8553,

FOUND—KEY RING WITH 4 KEYS
and bottle opener in front of Nicol

Hall. The owner can pick them up
at the Queen's Journal office,

LARGE TWO-BEDROOM APART
MENT TO RENT;starting in May
sublet May to Sept, at SISS mon-
thly. Option on a new lease in Sept.

at $165.00 monthly; close to the

corner of Queen and Barrie. Call

544-5989.

I'M A DESPERATE FEMALE IN

NEED OF A ROOMMATE
(female too) to share a big,

beautiful apartment in the West
Campus Tower for the summer.
Rent is $55.00. Please call Carol

immediately at 544-8668.

23 SKIDOO
Where are you???
The long awaited reunion is definitely

on. See you Friday March 29 at 8.20

in the same old place. Off to

Dunning Flicks and then ????
COMFORTABLE AND INEX-

PENSIVE APARTMENT TO
SUBLET: for 2 or 3 people.

Available June, July and August. 2

bedrooms, bathroom, living room
and kitchen. Close to campus, and
downtown. Phone Nancy 544-8084

or Annie 544-8086.
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Co/our Night '74

Loudon, Carson take top awards
by Chris Boon

There was a new twist to

Colour Night this year, aside

from the remarkable innovation

of a hot meal, and from all in-

dications it was a very popular

one with all who were in at-

tendance. Jenkins Trophy winner

Colin Loudon and Karen Carson,

the recipient of the P.H.E. '55

Alumnae Trophy, turned the

tables on Queen's principal Dr.

John J. Deutsch and presented

him with a special plaque
honouring his encouragement of

athletics at Queen's during his

term as principal. Deutsch
brought applause from the crowd
when he commented that "this is

the first time I've ever received

anything for athletics."

Loudon, a four-year star with

the Hockey Gaels, was voted the

team's MVP in the 71-72 season,

and was the third leading scorer,

with 14 goals and 24 assists this

year, as well as providing

leadership on and off the ice. His

receipt of the award came as no

surprise to followers of Queen's

athletics.

Carson, another four-year

intercollegiate veteran, has

played both field hockey and
basketball for Queen's, and has

excelled in both, captaining the

field hockey seniors this year,

and turning in a superior two-way

season in basketball, where she

finished third in scoring in ad-

dition to her defensive heroics.

Again, the choice was both

correct and obvious.

Moving on to other awards,
track star Dave Jarvis won the

Jack Jarvis trophy as the out-

standing graduating student in

intercollegiate individual events.

Jarvis, who is one of the top two
hurdlers in Canada, also won the

Hec Phillips trophy as the out-

standing performer in the OUAA
championships this year, for his

triple-gold performances in the

110 and 400-m hurdles and the 200-

m sprint.

Track athletes also came to

the fore when the Alfie Pierce

trophy was awarded. Bob
MacCormack, a middle-distance

runner with tremendous potential

was voted the outstanding male
first-year student, while Mary
Anne Drinkwater, who competed
in both track (as a sprinter) and
basketball won the distaff side of

the award.

Moving along to the MVP
awards, fullback Dave Hadden
picked up the Johnny Evans
trophy for football, while Bob
Clayton got the Senator Powell

award for hockey and Norm
Hagarty received the R.A.F.

trophy for basketball. Jarvis

continued his silverware

collection with the Track Alumni

trophy, with Chris Whatley
winning the Gaels Waterpolo

trophy, Delio Tortose the

Gymnastics trophy, Mike
Dwhytie the Jack Day trophy

for wrestling, and Rob Stoddart

the Clark trophy in Swimming.
Amongst the outstanding

rookies this season, John Win-

termeyer, the football Gaels'

record-setting placekicker,

captured the Royal Todd trophy,

hockey's Bill Sweeny grabbed the

Stew Langdon trophy. Bob
MacCormack won the top rookie

award in track, Brian Dalziel did

the same in swimming, as did

Andy Christie in basketball.

For outstanding efforts in

special areas, Rick Leroy was
awarded the Manager's Trophy
as the top defensive player for the

hockey Gaels, and Ian Anderson
captured the Orrin A. Carson
trophy as the outstanding football

lineman.

As well as the formal awards
and presentations, two tributes

brought standing ovations from
the crowd: an announcement by
Dr. Deutsch that Frank Tindall

had accepted a one-year ex-

tension on his appointment to the

School of Physical and Health

Education, and as head football

and basketball coach, and a

tribute to Tabby Gow, long-time

Queen's trainer who is

recovering from a serious heart

attack suffet-ed before Christ-

mas. Both were well-deserved,

and the spontaneity of these

gestures of respect showed the

high regard in which both men
are held by the athletes and their

fellow coaches.

Frosh take Meds hockey crown
A last second goal by Phil

Hamilton earned Meds '77 the

Aesculapian Society Cup, em-
blematic of hockey supremacy in

Queen's Medicine, Sunday
morning at the Jock Harty
Arena.

The victory over heavily-

favoured Meds '74 deprived the

seniors of an unprecedented
fourth consecutive cham-
pionship.

Meds '77 gained the finals

after an upset 6-3 victory against

the "Docs" (interns and
residents) in the 2 game total

point semi-finals. The Docs had
finished first in regular season

play with a 7-1 record while Meds
'77 got into the playoffs by edging

out Meds '74 for the fourth and
last playoff spot.

Meds '74, second to the docs,

convincingly defeated Meds '76,

8-5 in their semi-finals series and

entered the finals a solid

favourite to repeat as champions.

Meds '74, event into the game
Sunday morning, the last half of

the two-game total point finals

with a one goal lead by virtue of a
4-3 win March 17.

The freshmen had several

opportunities to even the series in

the first few minutes of the game
but hard shots by Dave Simpson
and Pete Dalziel were turned

aside by the hot goaltending of

Don Clark.

Meds '74 scored first on a

two-on-one break capped by a

picture goal by Chris Watson at

10 : 53 of the first period. Less than

a minute later Chris added a

second goal on an almost iden-

tical play. The seniors jumped to

a seemingly unsurmountable 7-3

lead late in the second period as

Watson capped his hat trick

performance on a low slap shot

from a face-off in the '77 end.

Phil Hamilton got '77's first

goal early in the third period but

with only five minutes left the

freshmen were still down 3 goals.

However, scores by Duncan Bull

Al Much and Hamilton's second
goal tied the series 7-7 with a httle

more than a minute to play.

A tripping penalty to Mike
Wright ('74) at 19:07 set the stage

for a wild finish with "77 shooting

almost a dozen shots at net (with

most being blocked by their own
forwards) before the MVP of the

series, Phil Hamilton tipped the

puck over Clark's outstretched

leg as the buzzer sounded to end
the game.

Standouts for the champs
included Dave Simpson, Pete
Dalziel and playing coach Mike
Wilson, who centering the line

opposite Hamilton kept '77 going

throughout the game.

Pre-Registration for 1974-75
Department of Psychology
All students wishing to take psychology
courses during the 1974-75 academic year
MUST pre-register for them NOW.
MARCH 26 & 27 - PRE-REGISTRATION MATERIALS MAY BE PICKED

UP IN THE FOYER OF HUMPHREY HALL OR
ROOM 236 (UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE)

APRIL 1 - PRE-REGISTRATION FORMS MUST BE RETURNED
TO ROOM 236 (UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE)

BY 5:00 P.M.

All students must pre-register for Psychology courses

even if they have already pre-registered in some

other department or Faculty or even if they are only

taking a single course
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Arctic gas pipeline to cost $5.7-biliion
OTTAWA Canadian Arctic Gas
Study Ltd., a 28-coiiiijany con-

sortium that has been planning

the Maci<cnzic Valloy gas
pipeline, says that the project

will cost $.').7. billion and have a

work force of 7,500 at its peak.

As well, the project will

create such a boom-time demand
for everything-new airstrips, rail

cars, trucks, etc. -that even .•^now

will be in short supply and will

have to be niiinufacluicd and

harvested. The snow will be used

to build winter roads.

The consortium has laid 7,000

pages of documents before the

National lOnergy IJoard to sup-

port its case. These documents
cover engineering details and the

impact of the line on native

peoples and the environment.

Other documents covering
financing and gas supply will be

filed later.
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ST. THOMAS (C.l'i The St.

Thomas jail received an in-

vitation Friday none of its

prisoners will be able to acc(!pt.

The American lOxpress Co. of

(,'anada Md. sent a letter ad-

dressed lo Mr. S. Thomas .Jail.

The letter began "Dear Mr.
.Jail" and extolled the virtues of

credit-card ownership for

vacations and such leisure time

pursuits as boating, fishing,

golfing and skiing.

ST. .JOHN'S, Nfld. Premier
Frank Moores' government has
initiated legislation to nationalize

Brinco Ltd., the owners of the

Churchill Falls Hydro-electric

project, if the company does not

accept a government offer to buy
all outstanding shares.

Brinco Ltd. owns 99-year

leases on all water rights in

Labrador and has a 57 per cent

interest in Churchill Falls

(Labrador) Ltd., the company
that manages the upper Churchill

Falls hydro project.

All the electric power from
the power station is sold to

Quebec and the Newfoundland
(H)vernment is afraid that the
power from a proposed lower
Falls project will also be sold to

Quebec Hydro instead of being

directed to Newfoundland.
The original Brinco contract

was negotiated by Premier
Smallwood's government and
included such concessions to

Brinco as exemption from retail

sales taxes and gasoline taxes, a

rebate of 50 per cent of all cor-

porate income taxes and low

royalty rates.

MONTREAL — Labor unrest has
forced the shut down of the main
construction camp for Quebec's

multi-million dollar James Bay
power project and the evacuation

of the workers to Matagami, 330

miles northwest of Montreal.

Reports from the site say

that bulldozers were used
Thursday to smash vital

generators which heat the camp
and cook food for the 900-man

FaitIi
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The inaugural

Donald Mathers

Memorial Lectures

3 lectures by

Professor

Donald Evans

University of Toronto

The First Lecture 27 March 8:00 p.m.

The Second Lecture 28 March 4:00 p.m.

The Third Lecture 28 March 8:00 p.m.

Dupuis Hall Auditorium Queen's University

work force at the site. Ak well, at

least two bunkhouKeK were
liurned lo the ground, depriving

20U men of a place to sleep in the

sub zero temperatures, thus
forcing the evacuation.

(^ause of the riots is not

known. Company spokesmen say
the violence was linked to rivalry

between the Quebec Federation

of I^afxjr 'QFL) and the Con-

federation of National Trade
Unions (CNTU).

Marcel Pepin, CNTU
president, blamed elements of

the QFL who wanted a QFL
monopoly on the hiring of

workers.

But QFL president Louis

I^aberge said the trouble arose

from complaints over working
conditions.

BALTIMORE, Md. - Dale
Anderson, the Democrat who
succeeded Spiro Agnew as the

Baltimore County executive, was
convicted by a federal jury

Wednesday of 32 counts of in-

come-tax evasion and extorting

kickbacks from consultants.

Anderson succeeded Mr.
Agnew as the county's top
executive in 1966. The same
corruption probe led to Mr.
Agnew's resignation as Vice-

President and his no contest plea

to a federal income tax charge.

TEL AVIV — Tank and artillery

duels continue along the Israeli-

Syrian ceasefire line while on the

Suez front, Israel's military

command has charged that

Egypt is moving artillery bat-

teries into forbidden zones.

The Israeli chief of staff

charged Friday that Egypt
moved artillery into parts of the

truce zone forbidden by the

January troop withdrawal pact.

Under the pact both sides are

limited to about 30 Soviet-made

short-range artillery pieces on
the front. These weapons are

suitable for defensive purposes
only and not for surprise attacks.

OTTAWA — A Dundas, Ont. man

rnay have to change his name.

becauw; the Federal governnrient

has no way of changing hi« MX-'ial

insurance number
The man, who do** fw;t want

Ui be named, had his wallet stf<len

in 1970. The thief hah since then

used his K(x:iaJ insurance card to

obtain employment and has f>een

involved in cas<;s of car theft,

fraud and traffic violations.

Meanwhile, the card's owner
has been bfjthered annually by
the revenue department ulnut

unpaid taxes on jobs he never has
held. He also has been plagued by
the stigma of someone else's

criminal record when he looks for

work.

The best that one govern-

ment official could offer was that

the man abandf^n his family

name and undergo a legal name
change.

WASHINGTON - The Viet Cong
proposed a six-point plan Friday

that included detailed provisions

for a new ceasefire and the

holding of general elections in

South Vietnam.

U. S. officials, who read the

text of the plan as broadcast by
the Viet Cong's radio, said it was
the most concrete put forward

since last year's Paris ceasefire

agreement was signed and
amounted to a detailed counter-

proposal to various plans put

forward by the Saigon Govern-
ment.

WASHINGTON — U.S. Vice-

President Gerald Ford Issued a

warning to the United State's

European allies that the U.S.

might unOaterally cut its forces

in Europe unless the allies co-

operate in trying to find a mutual
and balanced force reduction

with the Soviet Union.

The statement refers to the

Vienna talks on mutual force

reduction and the tendency of

some West European countries,

most notably France, to try and
separate U.S. policy and U.S.

needs from those of the Western
European powers.

SPECIAL SECRETARIAL

CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
Shorthand and Typing In 9 weeks

This is an Intensive secretarial program designed for

university level students, students with some post

secondary education or equivalent work experience.

The course is a total immersion program in typing,

shorthand, and secretarial procedures given by highly

qualified teachers. Through the use of most modern
steno- technology, we can offer students individual in-

struction.

The course will run Monday through Friday 9:00 a.m. till

5:00 p.m. starting April 29 for 9 weeks duration.

Applications available through the Continuing Education
Department, P.O. Box 6000 Kingston, 544-5400, Ext. 117.
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Admission criteria:

full grade 13 best
The cheapest, most effective

method of selecting first year

students for Ontario universities

-would be to admit all students

who complete a full grade 13

programme and who want to go

to university.

So conclude four researchers

who undertook a $26,000 study for

the Ontario government into the

effectiveness of five methods of

university admissions criteria.

The researchers were Trent

professors Lorna and Paul
Gendreau and R. J. Bowman and

G. D. Pollock of Trent's

registrar's office. They used last

year's freshman class at Trent as

the sample.

The last major study into the

validity of admissions criteria, in

1967, indicated that grade 13 was
the best predicator of university

success.

However, since that time

provincial grade 13 exams have
been abolished and curriculum

requirements have become less

structured. It was felt that

another look at admissions
criteria was needed.

Five groups of students were
iadmitted to Trent's 1972-3 fresh-

man class - each according to

different criteria.

One group was admitted on

an "open" basis. The only
requirement was to have com-
pleted a full grade 13 program-

me. Other students were chosen

after an interview with a

university representative,
recommendations from at least

three teachers, SACU test scores

and interim grade 13 averages.

These groups were also

compared to students admitted

according to traditional criteria,

60 per cent minimum average
and at the end of grade 13.

The study discovered that a

student who has completed a full

programme in grade 13 will

probably do fairly well in first

year university - almost regar-

dless of his or her level of

academic achievement in grade

13.

The study concludes that all

the admission criteria used were
equally effective. There was no

significant statistical difference

in performance among the five

groups or the students admitted

under traditional criteria.

"The assumption that a

mimimum standard of

achievement in grade 13 is a

superior method of selecting

university students is not borne

out by the data in this study",

says the report.

At this time there are no

plans to follow these students

through their university career

and report their relative success.

The research group is interested

in pursuing the study but has not

yet found funds for it.

Experimental sweven
planned next year

The plans for next year's

Sweven have already begun, Jim
Smith, next year's editor is very

enthusiastic about expanding the

magazine and hopes to publish

three large issues for the '74-75

year term.

In widening the scope if the

magazine, Smith intends to

concentrate on prose and
photography, particularly in

their experimental endeavours.

Articles of political and social

commentary, cartoons and
avant-gard investigations are

encouraged.

There will be a substantial

literary and photography prize

awarded.

"I intend to broaden the

scope of the magazine tremen-
dously - the entire verbal, visual

and conceptual world is there for

us to create in, to be entertained

with, and to learn from, " Smith

commented.
Early in September a

meeting is planned, for all those

interested in contributing. Smith

has already established an early

September 30th deadline.

Journal

goes weekly
The Queen's Journal will

publish only once per week
until the end of April. The
paper will appear on the

exam-harried campus on

Thursdays. Press nights

will be on Tuesday: staff

take note! !

!

Education Commissioner Gaye Clemson responds to heavy criticism of Executive Policy
for l!)74-75 at Wednesday's Outer Council meeting.

Budget accepted;

policy slammed
by Sarah Yarnell

The 1974-75 Executive Policy

"borders somewhat on
motherhood and apple pie",

declared IRC Chairman Brian

Copeland at Wednesday night's

Outer Council meeting where
members received but refused to

approve the Policy. He objected

to the lack of programs to follow

up the policies.

"This is a statement of

direction that the AMS will take",

declared University Affairs Vice-

president John Gray. The outline

was to accompany a Throne
Speech given by AMS President

Tony Wolman, who was unable to

attend because of illness. It was
severely criticized by several

Outer Council members as being

very vague and uninnovative.

Internal Affairs Com-
missioner Ian Nordheimer in-

sisted that the outline was
"merely a statement of policy on

which to build." He stressed that

Outer Council needed to agree

with the basic thought before

specific details were added.
"Because of the nature of a policy

decision, it's bound to be

general," he contended.

@geen's
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The Executive and Com-
missioners also defended the

policy, stressing that they needed
the summer in which to con-

solidate their ideas.

Former Vice-president
Bruce Trotter felt that Outer

Council was looking for a set of

priorities (what to spend in which
areas) and not a list of

definitions. He counselled that

the policy needed to give general

tone and direction to the ad-

ministration, citing the lack of

direction on the recent AMS
administration as a fault.

Also presented was the AMS
summer budget for 1974. Several

proposed expenditures were
amended at the meeting by Outer

Council members.
Vice-president of Operations

Peter Druxerman had planned to

spend $2500 on hiring

management consultants to

analyze the AMS. Objections to

the high cost of bringing in

professionals were fired at the

Executive by several Outer
Council members. They
recommended hiring small
business management con-

sultants (from the Commerce
faculty) who would do the job for

$500.

Druxerman doubted that

Queen's people could provide as

good and objective view of the

AMS situation as could
professionals. Services Com-
missioner John Beech agreed
with him, questioning Commerce
students' ability to analyze the

AMS society. "Afterall," he
pointed out, "the AMS is not a

normative model".

The executive summer
salary, proposed at $125 for 16

weeks, sparked excited

discussion. To guarantee that the

executive worked full time for the

money earned, ASUS
representative Terry Macli

suggested that they try to work a

40 hour week and receive $3.13

per hour.

Several members protested

I hat this would show a lack ol

fai^th and respect. Macli's
proposal was not approved.

ASUS president Sue Harper
fell the executive summer salary

should he lowered to $100. per
week While a few Outer Council

members agreed with Harper on
this point, her amendment was
defeated.

Finally the executive's
summer salary amounting tn

$2,000 and the Vice-president',

May salary, amounting to $400

were [woled. The $2,400 will be

used at the discretion of Inner

Council to pay for the work done
by executive members during th<^

summer.
Legal Aid was granted $1000

for summer operation. When the

prospect of a loan was con-

sidered, Nordheimer stressed
that as Legal Aid does a lot for

Queen's and the community it

should not be asked to pay back
the money. Copeland objected,

and Gray warned him that "the

next time you go out streaking,

sir, you're going to need some
legal assistance!" Copeland,
however, denied taking part in

such activity).

Outer Council agreed to send
External Affairs Commissioner
Alan Huehn to the National Union
of Students Conference at Simon
Eraser University in May. NUS is

the federation of Canadian
universities and community
colleges set up to deal with

national issues facing students

across the nation.

Gray asserted that

a representative from Queen's
should attend the conference

even though NUS hasn't been
officially recognized by Outer
Council.

Dr. John J. Deutsch, who will

be retiring this year from his

post as Queen's Principal was
approved as Honourary AMS
president. He is expected to

advise the AMS.
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Friday, March 29
11.30 a.m. - 5.30 p.m. and 7.00 - 10.00 p.m. -

Photography Display by the Queen's Camera
Club, including some of the photos from the

Golden Words Contest, in the third floor common
room. Student Union.

6.00 p.m. - Barnard College Theatre Company
(Women's College of Columbia U.) performance
in the Ban Righ Common Room. Admission is

free.

7.00 and 9.00 p.m. - Artsci '77 presents the Woody
Allen film, "Take The Money and Run" in Dun-
ning Auditorium. Admission is 75c general and 50

c with Artsci '77 year card.

7.15 and 9.15 p.m. - School Librarianship Movie at

McArthur for 99c : Woody Allen in "Play It Again,

Sam".
H.30 p.m. - Chronicles XXII: "The Ecstasy of Rita

.Joe ', directed by Fred Euringer, in Convocation
Hall. Old Arts Building. Admission is free.

10.00 p.m. - The Fabulous Beach Boys, a four hour

documentary on Nocturne, CFRC and CFRC-FM.
Dept. of Sociology pre-registration ends today.

Information available in the Dept. office. Interim

Office Building.

This Weekend
Saturday - 8.00 - 12.00 p.m. - Carpenter's In Coffee

House in the Union Coffee Shop, featuring Trevor

Jones. Admission is 50c, and bring a friend.

Saturday - 8.30 p.m. - Free concert by the Queen's

Chamber Singers, directed by Rudolf Schnitzler,

in Grant Hall. The concert will include Canadian

and English Folksongs, and works by Brahms.
Sunday - 7.30 -8.00 p.m. - Galerie Victoria, with Joe

Petric on Classical Accordion, in Vic Common
R<jom. Hot cider will be served at 7.15.

Sunday - Today is the last day for activities in the

Arena, until the ice is replaced next season.

Next Week
Monday- Psychology Pre-registration form must be

returned to room 236 Humphrey Hall by 5.00 p.m.

today.

Tuesday - 12.30 p.m. - Kenneth Clark's Civilization

part 9. will be shown in McArthur Auditorium.

Tuesday - 9.00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening
Film Series presents "La Vie A L'Envers" (Alain
Jessua, 1964), in French with English sub-titles,

in Ellis Hall.

Wednesday - 12.30 p.m. Civilization, Part 10, at

McArthur Hall.

Wednesday - 7..30 p.m. - Kingston Film Society will

be showing its last movie of the season, and
holding its annual meeting, (in Ellis Hall). The
film will be a Marx Brothers selection, probably
"A' Night in Casablanca."

Wednesday - 8.00 p.m. - St. Lawrence College
Modem Film Classics showing of "I'm Alright

Jack", (Boulting Bros.) with Peter Sellers for 99c

in the large lecture theatre.

Wednesday - 8.30 p.m. - The Chalmers Singers will

be performing music by Professor Graham
George in St. George's Cathedral. Admission $1.00

at the door.

Thursday- 12.30 p.m. -Civilization. Part 13, at

> McArthur Hall.

Thursday - 7.00 p.m. and 9.00 p.m.- Dunning Flick

for $1.00 Humphry Bogart in "Casablanca."
Thursday - 9.00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening
Film Series presents "An Evening of Ex-
perimental Films, Part 11", in Ellis Hall.

Pubs and Theatres

M}\ Inn- Bitter Blue
Frontenac - Finnegan's - Fred Werthman
Frontenac - Muldon's - Heavenly Juke Box
Townhouse- Canon
Commodore- Lisle

IVlanor - Reflections

Odeon - The Sting

Ilyland - The Optimist, with Peter Sellers and Carry
On Abroad (Double bill) and possibly starting

Wed. Summer Wishes, Winter Dreams.
Capitol 1 - Executive Action, and on Sunday, Blume

in Love
Capitol 2 - Serpico

The Buttery - Frontenac Hotel - Dinner and theatre
starting at 7.00 p.m. with Holiday Theatre 5,

March 29, 30 and Apirl 5, 6.

Liebes Austin

If one more person asks, on

hearing that I lived in Denmark
for a year, "did you go to Tivoli?

Wasn't it great?" I think I will

ficream. Yes, Tivoli is great; as

amus*!ment parks go, its one of

the best, but there's a lot more to

0<pcnhagen than Tivoli, more to

Denmark than ('>>penhagen. As
an au pair t^irl working in lx)th

Copenhagen and on the island of

f'yn, making Iras than $75 a

month, I feel I am well

acquainted with the cheaper

pleasures of Denmark. A word of

warning Scandinavia, in

general, is an expensive place in

which to live or travel, so flon'l

expect the bargains that

.Southern F;urope offers, 'I7ie

chfiaprat rneal one can buy in

Copenhagen (aside from hotdogs

at the corner I'olserstandj is

fnkadeller 'Danish meatballs)

and french fries with Ixjarnaise

Kaijrr- plus a Carlsbcrg or two

which will cost you around $2.00

in one of the small student

restaurants near the university.

There are lots of these fairly

cheap places, often in basements
on streets of Stroget, the Walking
.Street. This mall has everything,

from George Jensen and Dansk,

Copenhagen's Eatons and
.Simpsons - Ilium and Magasin du
Nord to local porno-flicks and
Live-shows. There are cheaper

places to shop, but Stroget is

great for window-shopping on

Sundays, all of Copenhagen
secrms to be out. for a stroll - or

()eople watching: if sitting on the

stxjne wall in front of Ellis Hall

watching the passing university

parade on a warm spring day is

your style, you'll have a field day
on Stroget. Forget the Little

Mermaid and H.C. Andersen's

house in Od(!nse, but do visit

l/ouisiana, an art museum just

north f)[ Copenhagen on th<! coast,

with a landscaped setting on the

cliffs looking across to Sweden
that sometimes rivals the

paintings on display inside. And
in the heart of town is

Christianshavn, like Amsterdam
with its canals, quaint shops and
old houses with courtyards. It

boasts the Cherry Heering
company and one of

Copenhagen's many church
spires- which one may climb on
the outside. The square around
Skt. Nikolai is reputedly the

centre of Copenhagen's dope
trade. Possession is not strictly

legal, but you won't be hassled as

long as you don't push.

My favourite part of Den-
mark is the .southern part of the

island of Fyn, a few hour's

journey from the capital. The
best way to see it is by bicycle,

cheaply r(!nt(!d. Between the two
old fishing [wrts of Faalwrg and
Svffndlxtrg, one can stop at

lirahatrollclx)rg, an old manorial

estate, Kgeskov, a moated castle

i 4 in
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THE LA^'E GHETTO contrasts the myth of woman wit^i tty

reality of woman. Nunes and White fx;int out that woman has nev* y
defined herself but rather has bf;en defined by man More often thm
not, male definitions have made woman either a sexual object

"Woman's bfjdy is the Woman" Ambrose Bierce or placed her fa

a subservient, inferior position;

"A woman with a masculine mind is not a being o<

superior efficiency; she is simply a phenomen/jn of

imperfect differentiation-interestingly barren and
without importance." Joseph Conrad

As a result of such detremental definitions, Nunes and
argue, woman has been socialized as an inferior being
traditionally has seen herself "through the eyes of others" rather thi
from her own point of view. «

In order to substantiate their thesis White and Nunes use a vari^
and interesting collection of quotes, photographs, advertisem^^
excerpts from magazines and comics and interviews. The first sectioi

of the book emphasizes the socialization of women via the LM
Literature, Media and Fashion. Many of the facts presented m
jaring: for example did you know that women in Canada were no
defined as "people" until 1929.

The second half of the book emphasized women in conflict will

their traditional roles. The technique here is a series of interview
with a cross-section of women, who for various reasons have felt tfai

need to re-define their roles.

Although the book is largely concerned with women Nunes aw
White recognize that men play an integral role in the womai's
movement. The last two chapters of the book deal with the need for i

men's liberation. Again detrimental socialization is focused upon iiglpj

men with a variety of opinions and from a cross-section of society an
interviewed. What becomes clear is that men too have been forced inb

an untenable position. v

THE LACE GHETTO is not to be dismissed as feminist diatribe.|
explains the resurgence of the feminist movement in the 1970's aalt

clarifies (for those who have misunderstood) that feminists are nol

"frustrated, ugly broads, lesbians, man haters, or women who wishti

threaten men, but rather women seeking intellectual freedon and thi

re-definition of traditional, often damaging 'masculinity' am
'feminity'. Suzanne SwabJ

tot

Queen's Chamber Singers

Last Concert!
Queen's Chamber Singers, imder their director Rudolf Schnitzler,

will give the second of their biennial concerts, for this year, OD

Saturday, March 30, in Grant Hall at 8.30 p.m. Admission is free.

This will be the last, until next fall, (with the exception of a rep

performance by the Collegium Musicum of the Easter Play

Maastricht in St. Mary's Cathedral on Easter Sunday at 6.30 p.m.)

the Music Department's ensemble concerts which, throughout I

autumn and winter seasons, have been attracting a growing audien^

Anyone who woidd like to receive individual information regarding

future concerts and recitals presented by the Music Department, may
do so by mailing a note to that effect to the Music Department, Queei

University.

Queen's Chamber Singers is a small group, whose twenty-sev(

members have been selected for their quality of voice.

Saturday's program will consist of arrangments of Canadian

English folksongs and the famous "New Lovesong Waltzes" by Br
ms. Included are: Derek Healey's arrangement of "Six CanadiJ^

Folksongs"; F.R.C. Clarke's setting of "The Wreck of the Ji

Plante"; and R. Vaughan Williams' arrangement of "Five Engl

Folksongs". Soloists are Susan Goodwin, soprano, and Normi

Nurmi, baritone with Elizabeth Brickenden at the piano.

Juli

;li|

mai

set in rose gardens, or Otterup,

one of the world's best phys. ed.

schools. The film Elvira Madigan
was filmed in this area and you
can visit the graves of the

doomed lovers Elvira and Sixten

on the island of Taasinge; or take

a ferry to the island of Aer, with

its picturesque pastel-painted

houses. If you are keen on the

sea, and fed up with all the

Americans in Copenhagen, take a

cheap ($6) overnight ferry to the

Danish island of Bornholm in the

Baltic, south of Sweden. Very few

English-speaking tourists visit

this windswept island with en-

dless uninhabited beaches.
Ilammershus, a ruined castle

looking like the original Camelot,

9lahigh on cliffs above the sea, an

miles of bikepaths. If one has

more time and less money, $6

buys deck passage ( a blanket

and any spot you can find on thc^

floor) on an ocean liner between*

Travemunde and Helsinki. Next

stop after Bornholm is the

Swedish island of Gotland^
equally enchanting and un^

trammelled by tourists. B
that's another story.

Suffice to say, though I didn't

find a great Dane, they are a very

friendly people and almost all

speak English. Caution, if one

attempts Danish: the word for

virgin also means maker of open-

face sandwiches!
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Job Bank applications

lASUS vacancies filled

Six vacancies on the AMS Outer Council were

illed in a special ASUS by-election on Monday,
lected as AMS one year representatives were
'erry Macli (248 votes), Linda Lesueur (239 votes),

nd Larry Rossignol (146 votes). The two year

presentatives elected were Carol Town (240

tes), Sherry Mowbray (222 votes), and Chris

torter (195 votes).

ASUS President Sue Harper said she was glad

o see so many people out to vote and running.

The total number of voters was 771, a turnout of

about 18 per cent of those eligible.

let 13

Job Bank applications will be available begin-

'V2ri||iing on Monday April 1 for students looking for

ummer jobs in Kingston. The forms may be picked

%Ap at the Career Planning and Placement Office at

lebKzi Union St.

Last year, Job Bank found over 1200 jobs for

Wi^ueen's students and Kingston area high school

tudents, and hopes to increase that figure for the

ielij^ummer of '74, according to co-director Craig

irown.

Information concerning the nature of Job

Bank's operations is available in the Career

'lanning and Placement office or from co-directors

Irown and Sally Caudwell

aw executive chosen

The 1974-5 executive of the Law Students'

Society was elected recently. The new president,

floe Cornacchia, told the Journal that his society

Pill work to improve its relationship with the AMS
id demonstrate the important role that law

^tudents play at the university.

Also elected were: Vice -President: Pattie

Forrest; Social Chairman: Gil Labine;

Treasurer: Brian Banfield; Secretary: Anne-
Metzler; Faculty Board Reps- Law '75: Doug
McFadden Bob Sachs; Law'76: Anne Ferguson
Dave McFayden. Year Presidents - Law '75:

Michael Dingwall; Law '76: Bill Walker; Vice-

President Law '76: Dean Samaris; Junior AMS
Rep: Ian Nordheimer ; Senior AMS Rep: Marve
Bloos.

Hamilton Manpower
students looking for work in the Hamilton area

this summer will have a Canada Manpower Centre

for Students to help them. It is currently operating

out of the Canada Manpower Centre at 135 James
St. South in Hamilton, and around the end of April

special student offices will be opening in Hamilton
(downtown and the Mountain), Stoney Creek and
Burlington. Job-hunting students are urged to drop

in and register when they finish their exams.

Commerce executives
In the recently held elections, the Commerce

Society elected its 1974-5 executive. The positions

are as follows: President: Paul Greenwood; Vice-

President: Peter Rose; Secretary,: Lois Malcolm;
Treasurer: Pattie Johnson; Social Convenor: Gail
Slater; Senior AMS Rep: John Beech; Junior AMS
Rep: hartley Bull; Athletic Stick: Gerry Hyde;
Senator: Andree Chartier.

The executives for three year societies were
also elected.

Commerce '75 - President : Bill Thomas ; Social

Convenor: Bill Porter; Secretary-Treasurer:
Angela Biever; Athletic Stick: Dave Stranks;

Commerce '76 - President: Ken Miller; Vice-

President: Tony Hooper; Secretary-Treasurer:
Karyn Brooks: Athletic Stick: Doug Grundy.

Commerce '77 - President : Bob Butterill; Social

Convenor: Jim Becaj; Secretary-Treasurer : Sue
Muldoon; Athletic Stick: Ross Fraser.

$ SAVE 24C off the BUS SERVICES' ALREADY LOW RATES TO
TORONTO AND OTTAWA April 4 and 6th with this ad. i

OTTAWA $3.99 - .24 (coupon) $3.75 one way
TORONTO $4.99 - .24 (coupon) - $4.75 one way

The Queen's Excursion Club - Bus Service John Orr Room (Union BIdg.)
DAILY 10.30 - 3 CALL 544-5777 for details.
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Advertising

Deadlines:

Advertisers

are advised

to have copy

submitted by

Fridoys for

guaranteed

space in

any Thursday

issue.

New
Deadline:

Monday

for

Thursday

papers.

547-3178

Ban Righ Fireside

Barnard College

Theatre Company
"The Three Maries

from the Cornish Cycle

of Mediaeval Plays".

FRI. MARCH 29, 6:00 p.m.

Ban Righ Common Room

Applications

are being accepted for

EDITOR

of the Commerceman

for 1974-75

Leave written application outside Prof.
Lawrence's office until April 5, 5 p.m. For info

call Pete Rose 542-6945

Queen's
University

Music
Department

THIS WEEK IN DUNNING AUDITORIUM
Monday, April 1st: Recital

8.30 p.m. Kirk Elliott, violin

Wednesday, April 3rd: Student Recital
8.30 p.m.

performing at- galerie victor'ia

joe petric
playing: classical accordion

Sunday march 31st

7.30 - 8.00 p.m.
hot cider at 7.15 p.m.
victoria common room

everyone welcome

QUEEN'S BANDS

Applications are being accepted until 5

p.m. April 2 (74) for the position of Con-
cessions Manager for the Queen's Bands 74-75.

An applicant need not be a present Bands
member.

For more information to submit an ap-
plication

apply Rick Rogozinski

Queens Bands Manager

AMS Office

544-2570

Queen s Excursion Club
WHY HITCH-HIKE HOME THIS WEEKEND?

THE QUEEN'S BUS SERVICE:

1. It's CHEAPER (Ottawa O.W. $3.99

TORONTO $4.99)

2. It's MORE CONVENIENT (leaves campus)
3. It's Student Run
4. It will make some frustrated Club ad-

ministrators very, very, happy!

TORONTO -ONE WAY
'^'"•sday, April 4 - 6 p.m.
Saturday, April 6 - 4 p.m.

OTTAWA'-ONE way Thursday April 4

$3.99 Saturday April 6

THE SERVICE IS YOURS - USE IT

12 noon
4 p.m.

Management Science
Over the past several decades there has been a trend to

adopt a more scientific approach to business problem solv-

ing This approach, known as Management Science, has
drawn heavily on mathematics, statistics, economics, and
computer science To provide people trained in the use of

Management Science, the faculty of Commerce at the Uni-

versity of British Columbia has introduced two program-
mes

The MSc programme is intended to prepare the student to

/ apply Management Science techniques to the analysis of

real problems. During the past year, students were involved

in projects which included ambulance location, physician

decision-making, emergency and disaster preparedness,

portfolio analysis, and optimization Most students received

aid, frequently through participation m sponsored research.

The Phd programme is intended to prepare students for

teaching and/or research positions in universities, govern-
ment and industry. As a result, students are expected to be
interested in the development of new methodology and In

the advancement of the state of the art Students in this

programme are guaranteed financial support

Students in both programmes further their knowledge
through courses in computer simulation, mathematical
programming, statistics, stochastic processes, optimiza-

tion, and similar subjects.

If you enjoy, solving problems in a scientific way, perhaps
you would find the Management Science programme at the

University of British Columbia rewarding. If you are in-

terested please wnte to

Chairman, Management Science DIvltlon

Faculty ol Commerce
Unlveralty of British Columbia
Vancouver, Canada V6T 1W5
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Dr. Joan

by Bill McCarten
The dignity, freedom, and responsibility of the

individual person in human society has been the

concern of the Chancellor Dunning Trust since its

rounding in 1946. Over the years, many speakers
have approached this central concern from their

various disciplinary points of view.

This year's guest lecturer was Professor Joan
V Robinson of the University of Cambridge in

Kngland, who is noted for her controversial views
on economics. Capacity crowds packed Dunning
.\uditorium on Monday night and Grant Hall on
Wednesday to hear her lectures on "The Mythology
lit Growth",

Bill McCarten was able to arrange a special

interview with Mrs. Robinson, and the following are
'•xcorpts from their talk.

Journal: What were yolir impressions of China
(luring the cultural revolution. Specifically, do you
think that there has been a curtailment of individual

irecdom in China?
Mrs. Hf)bins(»n: Well, it depends upon what you
mean by individual freedom. You know they're not

tree to starve like they are in India. Production and
life generally is very well-organized. It's organized
in small groups, so that everyone has a good say in

the details of their daily life, but of course they
haven't a say in the layout of the whole system.
Journal; So they have a type of collective freedom?
Hobinson: Well, what is this thing about freedom
that people go on alx)ut? What are you free to do?
Your only free within the framework of your own
^fK'iety. where ever you are.

Journal: In your lx;ok Freedom and Necessity you
said that it was the task of the generation now in

rebellion to reassert the authority of morality over
technology, and that it was the business of the social

JiCientist to show thern t>oth how necessary and how
difficult that was going to be. Could you give me an
example of what you mean by this statement?
|{obins<Mi: What's happening to 'space-ship earth' is

very much a cas«; in (x^int. 'IIk; technology is driving

m (o df.-slroy thr- basis of lif<;. It's very much the

la«k of this generation to try to get command over
technology in the interests of a reasonable and
decent way of life.

Journal: Do you think that the gr;neration of the
W-'ventieH in still in rc-volt or are we pf;rhaps moving
into an era of increa.sed conservatism?
HobinHon: Well, you can fell me, you're a student. It

mcrm to me that the movement has gone off the boil

complr-lely as far as North America is concerned , ,

Bui you s<;e the oil r risis has brought very violently

loa head all thc-se probh-msof the dejitrur-fion of the
caparjiy of the planet to supfxirt life. It's any ac-

Robinson:
cident that the war has just happened at this

moment which has brought the whole thing to a

head. And I think a lot of people are beginning to

think quite seriously about it.

Journal: Is the analysis of the neo-classical

economists who argue that we should move toward
our production possibilities frontier at all times and
that the market mechanism can best regulate the

use of oil, incorrect?

Robinson: Are they still teaching you that stuff? . .

.Well, the logical basis of that has been completely
destroyed. When last I was here two years ago and
had a discussion with Professor Lipsey I think he
agreed with my point. The point I was making
completely destroys the logical basis of the neo-

classical system. It really has been quite obvious

for the last twenty years. You see you had the old

neo-classical system which was the defence of

laissez-faire ; a presumption in favour of, naissez-

faire as you were describing it. Then this broke
down in the great slump. Then you had the so-

called Keynesian revolution. 'The Keynesian
revolution was recognizing that his system, if it

ever made sense, didn't make sense now. Uni-

fortunately you see the Keynesian system came to

the United States during the McCarthy period.

Partly for that reason, and partly for general world
situation, the old neo-classical system was
reconstituted but it was reconstituted in a very slap

dash manner. It didn't really examine the logical

basis of the old theory and see how it could be

adapted to a world of continuous growth and ac-

cumulation. So it is very very slap dash. Even
Samuelson has now admitted that his system is

wrong. It's taken twenty years for the idea to

penetrate. But he has at least admitted that he was
wrong. I think he still doesn't understand the point,

but he has admitted that he was wrong. The logical

basis of that whole system of ideas is in ruins. They
still go on teaching it and it's kept in place by a

system of power. I don't know that the situation is in

Kingston but in many universities which I toured in

Ontario two years ago they said "Well, you have to

get your grades." That's the situation, particularly

in the United States.

Journal: Are many economists beginning to

question the neo-classical orthodoxy?
Robinson: A few people question it. And many
people just do it because they have to. They are

under authority and don't want to lose their jobs.

They don't want to imperil the livelihood of

their wife and family and so they go on teaching

something they don't even believe in. I think it's the

most miserable situation I can imagine, to be

having to teach an orthodoxy which you don't

believe in yourself.

Journal: Assuming that we are able to move away
from a mercantilist-capitalist system, in which
multinational corporations are allowed to conduct

their affairs without being hindered by many
constraints, what type of system would you en-

visage that would have homeostatic properties?

"Technology is driving i

to destroy the basis of
Robintion: Well, how are you going U> get command
over the multinationals'' That's the qutistion Where
is the political power going to come from which is

going to give you command over them? That is the
big question? You see, Galbraith says it will be dimtt

by the pf)wer of reason. His last Ixwk is a very
telling analysis of the situation. Then he ends up by
saying these people fcorpfjrate executives; need to

be supp<jrted by a belief and if we can undermine
their belief you can get controls over them. Well,

that's a very pious hope.

Journal: How should we in We«tem industrial

societies go about the task of achieving a more
equitable distribution of income?
Robipson: I don't think you will ever succeed in

going at it by taxation and the welfare state. It does
some good, but only me. I think Canada may
become a civilized society like Sweden but even that
is still within the framework of capitalism. It isn't a
very radical change.

Journal: The usual neo-classical answer to those
who advocate socialist control of production and
equitable distribution, is that you can achieve the
same result by Pareto optimality in production,
through the free market mechanism and if society
doesn't like the resultant distribution you can have
transfer payment to even up the shares.

Robinson: Well, that's a very very stupid theory.

Actually as any economy works, obviously the

distribution of resources between uses 'i.e. the
prices of commodities) are the means by which the
distribution of income comes about. The neo-

classical theory tries to separate production from
distribution. They say, "Leave the market free. You
get to the production possibilities frontier and have
a Pareto optimum and we'll see about
redistributing income by taxes and subsidies". But
this is a totally ridiculous theory. First of all, you
cannot get to your production possibilities surface
without having a special pattern of production and
distribution. Then you are going to upset it so that

everbodies income is going to be fair and just. Then
what becomes of the free market, profit

maximizing which is going to take you to your ef-

ficiency frontier. It's a ludicrous contraction which
doesn't hold water for a moment. It is only Icept

afloat by its ideological appeal.

Journal: In Canada, as you know, there has been a
rather vociferous debate on foreign ownership of

resources. The opponents of foreign investment
have suggested that those who control the means of

production, the multinational corporation, are

going to decide what is being produced and
therefore Canada must take control of these

resources if we are to have a different society from
that which exists to the south?

Robinson: Yes. But you've given a terrible amount
away already.

Journal: Many economists such as Professor Harry
Johnson have maintained that this concern arises

out of a narrow nationalism.

Robinson: Well . .You see nationalism is a bad thing
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opinions, i

by Dave McCallum
"I'm glad General Motors is. losing a lot of

money. Because what is good for General Motors is

good for America." This was the opinion on the oil

crisis expressed by economist Joan Robinson
Wednesday night in her "Doomsday is Today"
lecture.

Specking before a capacity audience in Grant
Hall, Robin.son gave, in layman's terms, her con-

troversial vision of world economics. The lecture

was the second of two in the Chancellor Dunning
Trust Series,

Robinson commented that, "People are
calculating how many lx)dies the world can support.

Th<!y (U-f)U t a tcirrible situation, for(!casting when in

the future this t(!rrible crisis will be upon us," She
emphasized, however, that "the situation already

exists".

From her world-wide travels, Robinson painted

a gloomy picture of life in the third world. She cited

India and Bangladesh as examples. She also pointed

out the higher quality of life in China, and alluded to

the number of wars in which America had become
involved in order to prevent the Chinese influence.

On foreign investment, Robinson stated the

opinion "that it helps the country to develop its

eyewash." She said that it merely "allows a country

to have a deficit on balance of payments." Foreign

investment by private concerns leads to "Coca-

colinization", she .said.

In turning to Canada, Robinson referred to the

country's inertia, and its "complacency about its

complacency". She said "with very little effort we
could change our style of living."

She concluded by slating that "for Canadians to

be non nationalistic means they just get absorbed

into the game of the United State?."
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WALLACE HALL LOUNGE (view looking south from North End)

WALLACE HALL LOUNGE - 2nd FLOOR

Plans for university centre in final stages

Clarke

The new University Centre, which has been in

the planning stages for the past five years, is ap-

proaching the final "blueprint" stages. During the

recent elections the students reaffirmed their

$500,000 pledge towards the centre, therefore

sanctioning the plans.

The students, however, still remain largely

uninformed about the future of the Union, being

neither aware of what is at stake nor of the

available benefits.

In the design of the centre, a most obvious

change will be seen in Wallace Hall, which will be

divided into two floors. The lower floor will have a

ceiling height of ten feet and the upper floor will be

13 feet. A set of new windows will have to be put in

through the limestone wall, tiius changing the

outside facade of the building. The intention of the

split is to divide the offices, which will be on the

lower floor and the area for social functions and

services on the upper one.

The area itself, depicted in the sketch above,

will be of a concrete glass construction where the

windows will extend to the floor.

The roof of an open meeting place will be a glass

skylight dome. To achieve this a large area located

near the present stairs to the pub will be scooped

out.

Appointments
The following appointments were ratified by

Outer Council on Wednesday night:

Chief Constable- Kurt Bonokoski.

Deputy Chief- Mike Zinay.

Sergeants- Ian Fraser, Mark Edwards,
- Doug Martin, Greg Murray.

Staff Sergeant - Paul Estey.

QEA and Chairman Concert Committee-

Co-directors: Dave Finlay and Rich Ham.
Homecoming Convener:- Peter Rose.

Snowball Co-chairman - Michael Kidd,

Jann Istead.

Openhouse Co-chairman - Alan Richardson,
- Shelby Tanner.

Professor Pierre Duprey, an architectural

historian has been speaking out as "an outraged

member of the academic community". He believes

that the central meeting place has a rather

"dubious function" and that the historic tradition of

Queen's will be destroyed. He questioned the

usefulness of a vast meeting place and wondered
whether students would really be attracted to an

area specially designed to meet with others. As to

the preservation of Wallace Hall, he felt "the

craftsmen just aren't around anymore".
Dan Norman chairman of the User's Com-

mittee expressed his confidence in the project.

"Aesthetically, its satisfactory, but if its not going

to be useful, then what is its value. We'll be making
a vastly better building." He adds "It'll actually

provide an attractive meeting place." Duprey, on

the other hand, sees it only as a change from "a

medieval dining hall to a glass box."

Duprey points out that "there are many ways of

skinning a cat. An architect is a pass master - he'll

try to pull over as many things as he can, like

destroying '165'. If we put our foot down then they'll

come up with different plans."

The purpose of the entire project is not simply

to change the layout of Wallace but to allow for

greater accomodation of the facilities offered. In

Chairman of Long Term Planning- Chris

Porter.

Chairman of Short Term Academic

Policy Committee- Elizabeth Glashan.

Richardson Trust - Gaye Clemson,

Pat Sargeant.

Art's Festival - Phil MacDonnell.

AMS orientation - Ann-Marie Sidlovsky.

OFS chief delegate - Harold Persaud.

Community Liaison - Rob MacKnight.

ASUS Outer Council reps - Carol Town, Sherry

Mowbray, Chris Porter, Terry Mach, Larry

Rossignol, Linda Leseur

Law Rep- Ian Nordheimer

the renovated and expanded building, a 50 percent

increase in useable space is planned. Norman
stated that the enlarged area will cover 100,000

square feet, as opposed to the present 65,000 square

feet. With the added space, it is hoped that the Union
will DC more organized, services more organizeu,

services more accessible and management
facilitated.

Among the services to be included in the new
centre are: a bank, drug store, mail service,

printing service, laundromat, hair dresser and a

ix)okstore. In the recreation area, there is to be a

fireplace, TV. and assorted games. In addition,

improved food services are promised. For easier

traffic circulation, an entrance from Union Street at

the lower level is planned.

Queens
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unclassifieds

HEY PAUL: The word (or the week
was not COFFEE!

TO WINSTON'S OWNER: You're
unreal. Love me.

DAISY'S DEBAUCH ll-AGENDA: 6

PM-cocktails ; call for directions

and transportation: 8:30PM-
dinner at Pinelcdge, $7 plus;

lOPM-DEBAUCH-Clark Hall-S)

each for expenses, BYOB. Funeral
Services will be held on Sunday!

The 221 CLUB (female branch) an-

nounce a breakfast party-for the

Debauched Hangers-On, the

morning after: at 221 Albert St.

SPRAWK!

!

WANTED FOR NEXT YEAR; two-

bedroom apartment, near main
campus. Can you help? Please call

544-8361 or 544-8027, mornings or

evenings.

GUITAR AMPLIFIERS for quick
sale. Harmony and Gibson. Please

phone 546-7063.

ON SATURDAY THE BIFFALO
BRAVES won their first game
ever by defeating the Baltimore

Bullets, by a thrilling 66-59 score.

MYP McAdoo hooped 24 points to

lead the Braves, while all the

Bullets could shoot, were blanks.

Too bad Beast, but Cammo gets

Coach of The Year-The Com-
missioner.

SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT AVAILABLE May 1 for

next year. 10 minutes from the

Union. $150.00-monthly, utilities

paid. Please call 548-7060.

LOST: A BLUE PLASTIC CLIP-
BOARD, containing a few notes

and lab results. Please call Ted at

547-2620 (Monday, Wednesday 6:00

- 11.00 p.m.) or 546-3765 anytime.

I'M A DESPERATE^ FEMALE IN

NEED OF A ROOMMATE
(female too) to share a big

beautiful apartment with, in the

West Campus Tower, for the

summer. Rent is $55.00. Please

call Carol immediately at 544-8668.

FURNITURE PLEASE? BY MAY 1,

I'd like to buy a desk and chair,

large bookcase, single bed and a

dresser. Please call Muriel at 544-

0752.

2-BEDROOM APARTMENT, UN-
FURNISHED, TO SUBLET for

next year. SllO.OO a month. IS

minutes from campus. Please call

548-7872 after 6 p.m.
FOR SALE: LADIES CCM 3-SPEED

BICYCLE. Excellent condition.

S50.00 Please call 548-7670.

SUBLET MAY TO SEPT. Well fur-

nished, 2 bedroom apartment for

three. Reg. 5225.00, now $150.00

(negotiable). 1 Block from
Campus and corner store. Please
call 544-7064, 544-7061, or 544-7567.

S175.00 FREE; IF 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENT IS SUBLET for the

summer in EIrond; please call 544-

9899 in the evening,

APT TO SUBLET: FROM MAY TO
SEPT., with option to lease. 2

bedrooms, unfurnished, near St.

Lawrence College and buses. New,
clean, and reasonable. $152.00-

monthly, includes everything.
Please phone 544-2938.

READY TO RENT? 1 Bedroom
apartment, with reasonable rent,

WANTED for May 1, Call 544-1361.

Also, nev/ cowhide rug for sale.

Please phone 544 1361.

ON THE WAITING LIST FOR WEST
CAMPUS TOWERS FOR NEXT
year? Sublet our apartment on the

14th floor for two months (July and
August) and you are in! Please

phone 544 1861.

ASUS FINANCES TWO DELEGATES
EACH SUMMER TO THE
CANADIAN Peace Resarch In

•.titute Conference. (June 22 • July

I?) For further information.
Phone Ian Grant at 544-7442, or

Sue Harper at 549 2373.

DID YOU ENJOY BUCKMINSTER
FULLER'S VISIT? R O. Laing'^

visit? If you'd like to help bring

more speaker', of thr, calibre to

Oueen'i, apply (or ASUS
Visitorship Committee. For (ur

ther in(ormation, please phone Ian

Grant at 544 7442, or Sur Harper at

149 2373

TIRED OF HITTING THE BOOKS?
TAKE A BREAK ANDAPPLY (or

Suiie O Ch,iirman! For (urther

in(ormation, pina'.e phone Ian

Grant at 544 7442, or Sue Harper at

549 2373,

SUMMER SUBLET: Suitable (or 34
p(>ople. Thri>e large bedrooms,
kitchen, dining room and living

room. On<' block (rom Vic Field,

Reni r,' ,,,,», able. Phone $44-5»4J, .

0071, -7903, from 5-7 PM.
AVAILABLE! A two bedroom apt.,

close to campus and downtown,
suitable for two or three people,

adequately furnished, for any part

of May to September 1. Make us an

OFFER! 544 9738 OR 544-8740.

ARTSCl '77 proudly presents the

hilarious Woody Allen Comedy,
"Take the Money and Run", in

Dunning Hall Auditorium, on

Friday, March 29 at 7:00 and 9:00

PM. Admission is 75c general and

50c with Artsci 77 year card.

Cartoons!
WANTED; A hard-working, studious

male or female to share an apt.

very close to campus at the corner

of Barrie and Earl. Rent is $170.00.

An upper year student would be

preferable. Call 544-9413 after 4

p.m.
THE FABULOUS BEACH BOYS, A

FOUR-HOUR PROGRAM
featuring their music o( surfing,

fast cars and young love, on

QUEENSRADIO at 10:00 p.m.

Friday. CFRC at 1490 and 91.9 FM.

LEAVING THE COUNTRY? PHOTO
IMAGE gives you six passport

size prints at a new low student

price, only $4.00. Ideal for In-

ternational Drivers' Permits, and
job applications, too. Call us at 546-

7770 or drop by our studio at 33

Brock Street. Group rates

available.

ARE YOU A DSC CHAIRMAN? OR
AN ORGANIZATION
PRESIDENT THINKING OF
SPONSORING a speaker for next
year? The Education Commission
needs a -summer mailing list to

begin the task of campus wide
information coordination. Please
leave names and summer ad-

dresses in the AMS office as soon

as possible.

SUBLET: 1 BEDROOM APART-
MENT. Suitable for 2. Available

May 1 - Sept. 1. Close to campus
and downtown. Rent negotiable:

Please phone 544-3648.

THE QUEEN'S CAMPUS NEEDS
INFORMATION COOR-
DINATION OF campus
educational activities (speakers,
symposia etc.) This is a job for the

Education Commission. All

campus organizations including

DSC's are asked to leave the

names and summer addresses of

their presidents, chairman, etc. to

set up a mailing list before the end
of term.

TEACHER COUPLE LOOKING FOR
HOUSE OR APARTMENT TO
RENT. July 1 to August 10.

References available. Please
write: R. White, 108 Mark Sault

Ste. Marie.
TO SUBLET: JUNE, JULY AND

AUGUST. ONE BEDROOM
furnished apartment. Air con-

ditioned. Queen's Student Housing.
Rent reasonable. Please phone
546-0002.

PHOTO IMAGE HAS A COMPLETE
RANGE OF TECHNICAL
PHOTOGRAPHIC services in-

cluding custom black and white

developing and printing and
ektachrome processing at new
competitive prices. 48 hour service

or less available on most orders.

Call us at 546-7770, or drop in at 33

Brock Street.

IF YOU HAVE BEEN ACCEPTED
BY SCIENCE 44 CO-OP please

send your cheque, made out to Co-

op, to 395 Brock Street, c-o Elaine

Barry, (phone 546-6211) before

April 1, 1974.

WISHING TO SUBLET MAY 1 to

SEPT. . Optional after Sept . .

Fully (urnished 2 bedroom apt. at

William and Barrie. 5 minutes

(rom campus. Rent $150.00-

monthly, utilities paid (or. Please

call 544 3281 between 5 and 7 p.m.,

or a(ter II p.m.

WANTED: 2 or 3 bedroom apartment
(or next year, and close to campus.
Call Jan or Heather at 544-8680.

WANTED; 2 BEDROOM APT., living

room, kitchen, bath, parking, heat

paid, -.outh o( Princess St., $160.00

it month, (rom May 1-74 to May 1-

>•,. Reward. Please call 546 4778 or

549 1855 after 6 p.m. ovunlngt, or

betore II In the morning.
TO "CHEAP HUSSY". Happy 20thl

From The Whole Gang at your
(riendly local wott campu* Whore
Hou^e , , Love, Flame, Floozie,

Loote and MouchI
LONDON: TO SUBLET MAY I to

SEPT. I one bedroom apt., clo»e

to U. W, O, campus, (ree cable.

parking, utilities, carpeted,
laundry facilities, on bus route,

partly furnished. Please phone 519-

434 6640 or write M. Dradcr, 1223

Richmond Street, Apt. 110, Lon
don, Ont,

ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS; 6 or 7

man house to sublet (rom May 1 to

Aug. 31. Renting rooms, or whole
house. Semi (urnished, and
parking available. Rent
negotiable. Please call 542-3021.

HEY! DO YOU NEED 2 vivacious and
amiable (emales to complete your
house next year? We're your
answer! Call Jan or Heather at

544-8680.

TO SUBLET; A 2 BEDROOM
FURNISHED APT. FROM MID
MAY to September. $115.00 per
month. Includes utilities. Please
phone 548-8085.

STEREO FOR SALE; Acoustic
Research Receiver, 100 watts
R.M.S. $400.00; large Aduent
Speakers - $225.00; both items are

8 months old and still under
warranty. Please phone Scott at

544-4153.

WANTED FOR 1974-75; ONE MORE
PERSON FOR A FIVE
BEDROOM house presently oc-

cupied by 2 guys and 2 girls. Close

to campus. Rent $50.00 monthly.

Please call 546-5401.

AUGUST RENT FREE: (emale
summer housemates, single large

rooms, 2 minutes (rom campus, on

bus routes, heating and utilities

included. Rent $60.00-monthly

.

Please phone 544-7203 (Pegi) or

544-7197 (Pam).
WANTED; 2 virile males interested in

Co-ed living to share 5 man house
with 3 attractive females. Must be
open-minded and have a sense of

humour (we do). 2 bathrooms,
extra kitchen facilities, close to

campus, parking facilities, fur-

nished. Please phone Donna L.,

Ami G. or Patty B. at 542-7677 or

544-5484.

HELP I LOST MY STASH. Anyone
finding a small brown male dog
with a white chest, white feet, and
black tail in vicinity of Earl and
Division Streets, please phone 546-

0304. He answers to the name of

Stash, and he is missed.
GO HOME CHEAP - APRIL 4 and

APRIL 6. The Excursion Club bus
will bus you to Ottawa or Toronto
at low, low One-Way rates. Tickets

in the John Orr Room, Monday to

Friday 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
SUBLET — 3 bedroom duplex (can

accommodate 3-4). Available May
1 to Sept. 1. Fully furnished,

parking, close to campus. Please
phone Ami at 544-5484, or Patty or

Donna at 542-7677.

FREE BOOZE! Now that we've got

your attention, we have a four or

five man house available from
May 1 to August 31. Rent
negotiable. Partly furnished,
garage (and driveway) close to

campus. Brewer's Retail, bank,

etc. . . .Please phone 544-8286, -

8283, -8257, -8251.

THE QUEEN'S EXCURSION CLUB
CORDIALLY invites all interested

students to bus home with us this

week at the lowest prices in

Kingston. One way, Toronto, $4.99;

Ottawa $3.99. Buses leave Ellis

Hall, and take you downtown for

drop off.

APARTMENT AVAILABLE: 2

bedroom split-level apartment
suitable for 2-4 (furnishings for 4).

Largest apt. in EIrond; living

room and separate kitchen. May to

Sept. Possible option next year.

Please phone 544-6648.

APARTMENT AVAILABLE; 2

bedroom split level, suitable for 3

people; furnished. May to Sept.

Second largest apt. in EIrond.

Option to renew in Sept. Please

phone 546-4085.

MOVING IN APRIL? If you are in-

terested in getting rid of any
furniture, either by giving or

selling, please call 544-9665.

HOUSE TO SUBLET: 8 bedroom
house on Bagot Street. CLOSE to

campus. May to Sept. 2 kitchens, 3

bathrooms, and living room.
$45.00 monthly per room. Reduced
rates for groups. Please call Geoff

at 544-6648, or Grog at 546-4085.

GUITARISTS! EPIPHONE
"CASINO". Excellent shape. With
beautiful case and accessories.

Please call 546-5460.

BEAUTIFUL COZY AND QUIET 1

bedroom apt. to sublet, April 1 to

Sept. 1. Please call Patty at 546-

0738 a(ter 6 p.m.
LOST: I WALLET With the words

"PRIVATE PILOT LICENCE"
ON Iront. I( (ound, please phone
Dave at 544 7051 or bring It to 321

McNIoll Hou»o.
FOR SALE: 2 sleeping bags, $5.00

each, two cross country ski outdtt
(used (ive times); si/e 5 $40.00,

Sl/O 9 130,00, KOFLACK «'/> lace
type ski boots $5,00, No reasonable
o((er rc-(used, Ian Boag at 547 5579.

LOST: A GOLD BOREL WATCH
with a revolving green face and a

gold linked wristband If you find

It, please call me at 549 1523,

SHEEPSKIN COAT AND APPLIED
SCIENCE JACKET FOR SALE.
Both in good condition Men's 38,

Please phone 549 0179,

GIVE YOUR FAMILY AND
FRIENDS A PLEASANT SUR
PRISE this Study Week (April 5

15), GO HOME. To do it cheap, see

the bus service folks in the John
Orr Room, Monday to Friday 10:30

'til 3. Take advantage of the

cheapest one way rates of the

term.
WANTED TO RENT: Cheap one

bedroom apartment within 5

minutes of Richardson Beach for

May - Sept. 197<" Please phone
Tom at 546-9133,

3 BEDROOM APARTMENT TO
SUBLET: Large enough for 4.

Modern, furnished, carpeted,
balcony off living room, parking
and laundry facilities in building.

Available May I to Sept. 1. Please
call 544-8553 or 544-8020.

SUBLET WITH OPTION TO LEASE:
2 bedroom apt., 10 minutes to

campus $150.00 and utilities.

Large living room, dining room,
kitchen, bathroom, bedrooms on
second floor. Please phone 548-

4561.

FOR SALE: 1 Pioneer SA-9100 (brand
new) amplifier, 60 W-ch R.M.S. ; 1

Dual 1209 turntable with Shure
M91EO cartridges; 1 Craig por-

table cassette player-recorder; 1

pair of Koss Red Devil head-
phones. Need the money. Will

accept the best offer. . Please call

544-5890.

SUBLET; 2 bedroom apt., 15 minutes
from Earl Hall, partially fur-

nished, laundry facilities, parking
space, modern. Please phone 544-

8534 or 544-8497.

FOR RENT; 2 bedroom apt. available

May 1, in clean modern building.

$152.50. All utilities paid. Laundry
and parking facilities. New fridge

and stove. Close to McArthur and
St. Lawrence. Please phone 549-

0315, after 5 p.m.
TO SUBLET: May 1 to Sept. 1. A

spacious two bedroom furnished
apartment. Conviently located at

Earl and University. Rent
negotiable. Call Mark at 544-7669

or Tom at 544-7654.

APARTMENT AVAILABLE for 74-75.

Suitable for 3 people, 10 minutes
walk from campus, close to

downtown, partially furnished.

drivirway, backyard Pleav* <.«ll

54* 0/71

FOR SALE: 10 vpeed mon't Bike M
yr old) ana digimiitir. t

calculator Please phone 144 7V6i

LOST: A SMALL 8 MONTH OLD
FEMALE CAT She is dark brown
with gold markings, and answers
(sometimes) to the name Misha
Please call 542 1971

TOUR EUROPE ON TWO WHEELS!
1973 Honda 125 ( French model, low
mileage) now in storage north of

Paris. Must b« sold, due to

changed summer plans. Call
David at 544 7049 (or details,

TO SUBLET: May 1 to Sept, I A
spacious two bedroom (urnished
aiH, conveniently located at Earl
and University, Rent negotiable.
Call Mark 544 7669 or Tom 544

7654,

J. OPHEL, S, SPROULE, H. SCOTT,
C. TRUSCOTT, N, LERICHE, T.

Larsen, C, McNally, H, Morgan,
T, Milnes, have been accepted l>y

SCIENCE '44 Co-op. Please
contact Elaine Barry, 546-6211,

5 BEDROOM HOUSE — to sublet May
I to Sept, 1. Rent to a group or
individually. Large rooms, (ur-

nished, utilities paid, centrally
located, near downtown, coin
laundry, 5 minutes (rom campus,
$50.00 per month, per person.
Corner o( Bagot and Earl Streets.

Please phone 549-0726.

TAKE US TO THE MARITIMES!
Two charming girls need a ride

down east after April 26. Have only
one pack sack each. Will help with
cost of gas. Please help! Call S44-

8068 or 549-1719.

APARTMENT TO SUBLET: (May 1

to Sept. 1) at William and Clergy.

Suitable for 3 or 4 persons. Fur-
nished. $150.00 per month. For
information call: Trish at 544-8804,

Carolyn at 549-0173, or Marilyn at

549-0039.

4 OR 5 Bedroom House: WANTED;
Will take lease this May for next
year. Please help 5 homeless girls

who want to stick together next
year. Contact 544-8068, 544-7177,

544-7238, 549-1719, or 544-7228.

SHELAGH for her 20th;

May the light of one hundred suns
illuminate your path of life

May the four winds of fate ne'er

blow you ill fortune.

May the waters of the seas always
part for your coming.
May the earth perpetually bear
you fruits wherever you sew.
May opportunity allow you to

waste away your days as you have
in the past.

May you always have good friends

to share any smiles that life brings

your way. Love, Lynn and Greg.

WE'LL GIVE YOU ALL THE FACTS

AND FIGURES ABOUT DIAMONDS

The value of a diamond varies not only with

the size, but with the degree of perfection in color,

clarity and cut. We'll show you all the factors

that influence the cost of a diamond. And
help you find the finest for the price.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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Waterpolo

Four Gals make Nats
Four members of the Queen's women's waterpolo team were

part of the Eastern Ontario representative in the Women's Eastern
Canadian National Waterpolo Tournament in Quebec City last

weekend. Forwards Donna Hutchings, Debbie Draper and Suzanne
Wood, together with defensive stalwart Debbie Turnbull, joined with

players from four Ottawa teams to make up the Eastern Ontario

contingent in the seven-team competition. Other squads came from

Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, Quebec City, Montreal, Hamilton and

London.
The Eastern Ontario team finished the tournament with a record

of 3-2-1, good for fourth place behind Quebec City, Hamilton and
Montreal. Eastern Ontario and Montreal had identical records, but a

point-spread advantage gave the Quebec team the edge. Hutchings

netted fifteen goals to lead the Eastern Ontario squad in that depart-

ment.
This tournament marked the end of the season for the first of-

ficially-recognized women's waterpolo team at Queen's. The future

looks promising, thanks to the enthusiasm shown by all concerned,

and the special efforts put forth by the girl's coach, Brian Everenden.

They could all go a long way next year.

University of Toronto

SUMMER PROGRAMMES
in

Queen's
University

Music
Department

.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

Director: Rudolf Schnitzler

CONCERT
Canadian and English Folksongs

Brahm's New Lovesong Waltzes
Grant Hall 8:30 Saturday
Admission free 30 March

EUROPE
The University of Toronto, in co-operation

with the Universities of Nice and Siena, is

offering degree courses in French language
and literature and Italian fine art, language,

literature and civilization during the months
of July and August.

Further information:

Woodsworth College
1 19 St. George Street

Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A9
(416) 928-2400

ORIENTATION 74
Faculty of Education

Queen's University

WANTED: ONE CHAIRMAN
for Orientation '74

QUALIFICATIONS i) acceptance to

Faculty of Education,

1974-75

ii) very interested

Please submit your name and telephone
number to:

McArthur Student's Society

Faculty of Education
Queen's University

A perspnal interview will then be arranged.

* A VERY
FUNNY
FILM!"

"^'A HILARIOUS^

MOVIE! A

LAUGH RIOT!"

"A MARVELOUS
MOVIE!"

-Judith Ctist. NBC TV lodjy Show

"FULL OF

LAUGHS!'

The School
Librarianship
Movie

TOniGHTi

M^^Arthur
Hall
7215 R
9:15 pm

Geton line forWoodyAllen's greatest

comedy hit!
-

An Arthur P.Jacobs Production in association

with Rollins-Joffe Productions

^^IPILaVT IT aVGaVIN,, §aV/H"*
A Herbert Ross Film

WC'DIDTAILLEN idiiaVnie ii^ieaVi^on ifont ircidieirts

ruesday, ieanesday -JIElCIPy ILACTandSIU^iAVN AN^ilPAlCIH JIENNIIIflEli:) SAVLTandYimj

rhu-'"f3day free

JIVILIaATION
at '^2.:'%} cm

Sc-ct- , i l» Mils n , ,,

, «H l» UilS
Ullll I.IMIIS D 'cilivll III I 1<\S C-

..,„r,„;...rjr.vv,.u I WU Ml I I 14 I. M'<;"-S'

i:..,-,,,.. < I AlllS I . MIJI.
, Billy Coldenbeig Ar.A^ P r.t^cim

FILET
RED BRAND
NATURALLY

be" aaignon
DINNER

5.95

AUNT LUCY'S
RESTAURANT
TAVERN

Princess West at

Portsmouth

COL. SANDERS RECIPE

KENTUCKY FRIED^
CHICKEN

great
food values

"""'^
DIAL 542-2773

STORE NEAREST QUEEN'S
240 MONTREAL STREET

AUNT LUCY'S
TAKE HOME STORE

BITE THE ONE
YOU LOVE!

PIZZA

CHALET

Open 4 p.m. daily

544-1227

PRINCESS at Barrie

Tequila

Sauia
makes
every
party
a

fiesta!
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Britain negotiates
$2.5-biliion loan
LONDON - The new Labour

Government of Britain secretly

negotiated a $2.5 billion loan in

which U.S. banks are believed to

be involved. The loan is to be

repaid over 10 years. This was
disclosed as Chancellor of the

Exchequer Denis Healey in-

troduced the government's first

budget on Tuesday. The budget '

brought in tax increases that

would hit speculaters, tax

evaders, smokers, gamblers, and
drinkers, while aiding the aged;

the unemployed, the disabled and
the sick.

The strategy of the govern-

ment is to bring down consumer
.-^pending by about 1'- per cent

below ihat of the first half of last

year so as to devote more of

Britain's output to exports.

Britain's trade deficit in

February was $986.7 million, the

.vorst deficit in history.

A lax on the wealthy was to

,e detailed in the summer but

.vould be retroactive to April 1.

Income tax was raised by 3 per

ent to 33 percent, and higher

ixes were placed on liquor,

igarets. and gasoline. A 10 per

:ent \alue added tax on candy
was opposed by cocoa, chocolate,

and confectionary makers, but

ihe British Dental Association

-trongly approved the measure.

KUALA LUMPUR (Reuter) -

Police and immigration
authorities descended Monday on

the beaches of the northern

Malaysian resort island of

Penang and rounded up 94

foreign youths and girls for

deportation, including some
Canadians The raid followed a

reported streaking incident in

Penang two weeks ago when two

foreigners wearing only hats

•lashed along a beach and
lisappeared into the bushes,

WASHINGTON' - U.S. sources are

onfident that agreement will be

reached sfXMi for Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia to buy nearly $4(X)-

million worth of anti-aircraft

missies.

Officials said there was
better than a 90 per cent

probability that Kuwait would
buy 48 improved Hawk missies

worth nearly $90-million or

almost $2-million each.

UGANDA- President Idi Amin
has decided to separate from
three of his four wives according

to Uganda radio.

Madina Amin now is his only

wife, but he and the other three

wives, Kay, Nora and Mama
Mariam, will remain friends.

He separated from Kay, he

said, because they were related

and from Nora and Mama
Mariam because they had
acquired a business-contrary to

his policies, which do not allow

the president to own a firm.

FORT GEORGE, Que. - Officials

of the James Bay Energy Corp.

say about 175 Indians raided a

company fuel depot and made off

with as many 50-gallon drums of

fuel as their snowmobiles could

carry.

"The Indians just said, 'This

oil is on our land so it is ours,' and
they took all the drums they could

carry" while three members of

the James Bay Municipal Police

watched, according to a company
official.

"What could they have done -

shot the Indians?" he asked with

a shrug.

The drums of fuel are worth
about $50 each. The Indians got

about 150 drums. The drums
contained JP-4 and Jet B fuel

which is like kerosene and can be

used in kerosene lamps and
stoves.

MONTREAL - The rioting which

destroyed the LG-2 construction

camp of the James Bay Energy
Corp., the company building the

.James Hay power project,

was the result of rivalry between
Quebec's two major unions.

According to most sources,

one of the key incidents involved

Ihe hiring of two members of the

(Confederation of National Trade
Unions (CNTU) on a crew where
the rest of the men belonged to

the Quebec Federation of Labor
(QFL).

On Monday the two were
given a job in a road construction

crew but the other 30 men, QFL
members, refused to work with

them. On Tuesday the QFL
representative took the com-
plaint to the company but it

refused to fire the men because of

the principle involved.

The incident grew when the

QFL brought in other grievances

and then staged a wildcat

walkout which led to the

destruction of the camp.

TORONTO - It is possible for an

Ontario resident to buy imported
wines at about half the cost from
the LCBO. He merely imports it

from the States on his own.

The thing is that Ontario

residents are allowed to import

lx)ttles of wine or spirits a month.
A $1 permit, obtainable from the

LCBO, is required for each bottle

of wine ($3 for champagne, $2

for spirits). In addition, federal

taxes amount to about 20 cents

per bottle.

The person then drives to the

States, for example to Water-

town, and buys his wine at a wine

store.

Some comparative prices

are: Chateau Latour 1966

pauillac premier cru-LCBO $72,

U.S. $36.50.

Chateau Pichon Lalande 1967

pauillac deuxieme cru-LCBO
$26.95, U.S. $11.95.

backpage

open wioc
AMOSAVAN
McC/onaio 5, big Mac I c* CirAi-iasiing tjig vdncSwicU

McDonald's

277 BATH ROAD

Bell Canada

OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS

HAVE YOU RETURNED YOUR

BELL CANADA CARD FOR

DISCONNECTION OF YOUR PHONE?

IF NOT PLEASE RETURN TODAY

OR

CALL 544-1141 or 544-1554

BEIVVEEN 5:30 • 8:00

TUESDAY APRIL 9

TO

THURSDAY APRIL 11

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER

Queen's Department
University of ExtensionD
Springlerm 1974
Late registrations will A list of courses and

be accepted (subject to timetable are available,

a $10.00 late fee) until

Friday, May 3, 1974. ^''^ located in

the newf Arts/Social

Sciences Complex)

Kingston,Ontario (613)547-3283

you?
Will it take you from door to door

looking for an opening? Searching for a

chance to practice all that you've learned?

We have openings. And we need
your talents.

With your degree you can join the

Canadian Forces as a Lieutenant. From
then on your experience and qualifications

can take you just about anywhere. You'll

work with some of the most sophisticated

equipment in the world. We offer you
security, advancement, travel, a satisfying

and fulfilling life where you can not only

practice your skills, but do something
worthwhile with them.

It all depends upon what you want to

do with your degree.

We have an answer. Think about it

then talk to a Canadian Forces Recruit-

ing Officer, or write for more information

to Box 8989, Ottawa, Canada.

GET
INVOLVED
WITH THE
CANADIAN
ARMED
FORCES.



Fascist

plot

revealed If!
Reliable sources have informed the Journal

that all Queen's students are in imminent danger of

"cruel and unnatural punishment". Most
professors have conspired to perpetrate the plot

and it is rumoured that they have the complete
support of the highest levels of the administration.

The professors are now preparing rigorous

"examinations" that students will have to undergo
before they leave the university. The ad-

ministration refused to reveal the expected fatality

rate of these prolonged torture sessions. Survivors
of previous years report that they suffered

everything from mental duress to caffeine with-

drawal to jungle mouth to writer's cramp. It is

expected that the mental anguish caused by the

sessions will result in a mass exodus from campus
after they end on April 27 th.

The AMS is having difficulty mobilizing

students to combat the plot. The rumour has caught
the Journal completely by surprise. When asked
what further action the paper might take to help

students avoid the proceedings, the editors and
staff said that they would abdicate their respon-

sibility to the student body in this matter so that

they themselves will have time to prepare for the

impending doom...

ACH,He KNEW

Reprinted from Queen's Journal April 13, 1972

by Alan Broadbent

Exam time is a very revealing time of the year.

When the spring comes around, and the final

examinations of the academic year are due to be
brutalized, the basic nature of almost everyone in

the university community comes out.

This is largely because it is the only real

pressure point during the year for most people at

the university. Cool veneers which have stood their

occupants in such fine stead for eight months begin

to crack and wear, gradually falling in a disparate

pile around tremulous ankles.

For many students, the examination ex-

perience is outrightly embarrassing. Their pastel

vestments give way to primary scratches and
blotches. Previously hip and carefree hordes shed
their poppish' attire and appear in jeans and
sweaters, hair in frantic array, as they trek the now
timeworn path from library to coffee shop and back
again.

The game has gone into the final minutes for

them, and they are overly aware that they need a

touchdown, or at least a long field-goal, to pull it out

of the fire. Having happily drifted down the

academic sidelines for most of the year, they

suddenly find that an examining defensive back has

the angle cut down on them, and they desperately

try to turn towards the centre of the field.

These students tend to become wild eyed and
frantic at examination time. They dispel the usual

assemblage of pleasantries and banalities that

have accounted for the fringes of their social life for

the past year, and raw emotions leap to the fore.

They are so caught up in the desperation of their

efforts that the subjugate the external world to the

pain of their internal turmoil.

As mentioned, physical appearance disin-

tegrate as well. This can be observed as a

progression, for it is somewhat of a gradual

process. Hair is generally the first to go. It becomes
dirty first, due to the strain of washing. Showers, of

course, are out of the question, for the beating of

water on the naked body is a needless premonition
of what the examination will hold. The clothes are

the next to fall, for one does not get to do a laundry
in the heat of the inquisitor's gaze. Old shirts and
pants which have hidden in the darkness of trunks

for a year suddently re-enter the world, looking

dazed by the seldom seen sunlight. Beards grow,
dirt cakes, ink marks proliferate; the disin-

tegration process is in full swing.

This is also a time when facuUty members show
their true colours. One of the major ways in which
they do this is by the examinations they set. Some
formulate the most pompous questions that ever
crossed a copying machine. Others delight in

boggling students with whimsy or intellectual

cosmopolitanism, while still other sparsely
decorate the examination paper with tedious

simplicity. It is always interesting to walk down
faculty office corridors when professors are in the

process of composing examinations. Some are

jotting and carefree, some are smuggly revelling in

their graduate school knowledge, while others are

intensely poring over esoteric reference material,

looking for that obscure quote which they can ask
students to comment on. Unemployed psychiatrists

doubtless find great enjoyment in analyzing

examinations, imagining the fascinating com-
plexes which populate the minds of those who have
composed them.

The pressure of examination time extends to

the administrators as well. They are the ones who

must cope with 900 people appearing at the door of

Stirling Hall "D" lecture room, which holds con-

siderably less than that number. They are the

people who must receive a telephone call from an
obviously harassed vigilator (a word from the

Latin, meaning those who drink coffee, smoke
cigarettes, and talk in deafening whispers) who has

58 French students and 235 geology examinations.

It is they who must tell a professor of Russian that

he cannot have his examination held in the arena
with no-one else present.

This makes it the time of year most difficult to

phone someone in the administration and have a

well reasoned discussion with them. They are

moving with the speed of a lazy squirrel seeing the

first snows of an early winter. They are a flurry of

motion, one moment in Grant Hall counting chairs,

the next in a classroom in Carruthers Hall

measuring distance between desks.

The grip of examinations is almost total. It

demands students, faculty, and administrators. It

squeezes, twists, pulls, and flogs, until at the end of

the examination period there is a collective sigh of

relief, and an ensuing calm that exists for almost a

year.

@iieen's

Iourna
Volume 101, No. 49

Thursday, April 4, 1974
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wat's

hapnin' ?

Pubs and Theatres
101 Inn - Morgan
Conimndore - Diane and the Country Lads
Townhouse - Bananas, and next week, London
Frontenac - Finnegan's - Fred Werthman
Frontenac - IVIuIdoon's - The Heavenly Juke Box
Manor - Sharon Lowness and Spike

Capitol 1 - The Chinese Professionals
Capitol 2 - Serpico

Hyland - The Optimist and Carry On Abroad: and
possibly starting Friday, Summer Wishes, Winter
Dreams

Odeon - The Sting

Exam Hours
Douglas Library Hours have been extended for the
exam period as follows:

Friday - April 5, 12, 19 8:00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Saturday - April 6, 13, 20 8:45 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
p.m.

These hours apply to the Stacks, Circulation Desk,
Main Reading and Central Services Rooms.

The Reading Room in the Arts Social Science
Complex has been temporarily furnished with
tables and chairs and will be open for studying
during exams. It is located in room E-215 and will

be open 8:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m., Monday - Friday.

Phys, Ed. Hours

The complex will be closed all day Friday, April 12

and the hours for April 8 - 28 will be

:

Monday - Friday 8:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.

Saturday 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Sunday 2:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.

Recreation Swim for the same period will be at

:

Monday-Friday 12:00 - 1:30 p.m.

4:30 - 6:00 p.m.

9:00 - 10:00 p.m.

Saturday ' 12:00 - 1:30 p.m.

Sunday 4:30 - 5:00 p.m.

9:00 - 10:00 p.m.

Thursday, April 14

12::}0 p.m. - Kenneth Clark's Civilization, part 13, at
McArthur Hall.

7 : 00 and 9 : :j0 p.m .
- Dunning Flick for $1 .00. The last

show of the year will be Cassabianca, with
Humphry Bogart.

7:30 p.m. - Debating Society Meeting in the second
floor meditation room. Student Union. All

members and interested people are urged to

attend this end of year meeting.
9:00 p.m. - Dept. of Film Studies Evening Film
Series last presentation of the year, in Ellis Hall,
will be "An Evening of Experimental Films, Part
11".

April 4 to April 30 - Exhibition of some of the works
of Richard Harris (1849 - 1919) at Agnes
Etherington.

7:00 p.m. - Film Studies presents "Millhouse" in

Ellis Auditorium. Admission $1.00.

This Weekend
Friday - 12:30 p.m. - Thailand: what's it like to be a
CUSO volunteer abroad? with Randy Weeks, in

the lower lounge. International Centre.

Friday - 8:30 p.m. - The Queen's Drama Guild and
the London Theatre Tour present F.U.H.R.E.R.,
an extravaganza revue written by Paul Gom-
pertz. Tickets are $1.00 from the Guild Desk
(basement, Old Arts Building) or from cast
members. Performances are in Convocation Hall.

Saturday - 8:30 p.m. - F.U.H.R.E.R. in Convocation
Hall, for $1.00 (see Friday).

Next Week
Tuesday - 12:15 p.m. - Queen's University Staff

Association open meeting for all Queen's staff in

Dupuis Auditorium with Queen's Pension Board.
Wednesday - 8:00 p.m. - St. Lawrence College
Modem Film Qassics showing of "Teorema"
(Pasolini) in the large lecture theatre, for 99c.

Wednesday - 8:00 p.m. - Lecture by Prof. E. H.

Gombrich, in Dupuis Hall, sponsored by the Art
History Dept. and Agnes Etherington.

Wednesday - 8:30 p.m. - F.U.H.R.E.R. in Con-
voation Hall, for $1.00 (see Friday).

Thursday - 8:30 p.m. - F.U.H.R.E.R. in Convocation

Hall, for $1.00, see Friday for details.

MOFFAH'S .D.A.
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week — 548-701

1

AMMAYONAISSING REVUE!!

APRIL 5 6 10 11 - 8:30 p.m.

CONVOCATION HALL
TICKETS AT DRAMA DEPT. DESK

The WIAC is receiving applications for

nominations, to be received by AMS, for the
following positions on the Women's In-

tercollegiate Athletic Council:

2 AMS Student

Appointees

AMS Faculty member-at-large

The positions are 2-year terms. All recom-
mendations should be submitted to Miss Ann
Turnbull or Emily Watson. _

A.M.S.

CONSTABLES

Re: Armbands

All constables please turn in your armbands at the AMS
office before 5 pm April 12. Your $2.00 deposit will be
returned upon receipt of arnband.

Re: Summer Constables

if you have been selected as a constable for 1974-75
and wish to constable part-time during the summer
please leave your name and phone number at the AMS
office.

THE OTTAWA JOURNAL
Available daily in

your area by carrier

or by dealer service

Contact by telephone

546-1329 (Town Manager)

in Kingston this summer? I

live in SCIENCE '44 CO-OP f

economical living in houses close to Queen's

and downtown no leasing hassles

contact: Gerry Banting 185 University Ave.

- kitchen facilities - free parking - no pets

room rates single $45 month $14 week
double $60 month $18 week.
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oland Michener installed

s Chancellor tomorrow
Tomorrow, former Gover-

or-General Roland Michener
'11 be installed as the ninth

ancellor of Queen's.

"Hundreds of dignitaries"

ave been invited to the in-

tallation, according to the

rincipal's Secretary, CM.
"edland. Among the politicians

ho are coming are the Minister

f Colleges and Universities,

ames Auld; Syl Apps, MPP for

'ingston; federal MP Flora

...acDonald and Kingston Mayor
""eorge Speale. Twenty-five
;^anadian universities will be

epresented, mainly by their

hancellors. Alumni from all

arts of Canada who are mem-
Oers of the Queen's University

Council will also be attending,

"ringing the total number of

uests to 1000.

All classes will be cancelled

fter 1.30 because of Michener 's

stallation.

There will be a reception in

Mackintosh-Corry Hall (the new
Arts and Social Sciences Com-
plex) following the ceremony.

This evening, Michener will

dine in Leonard Hall cafeteria.

Medland explained that several

residence men had invited

Michener to join them at the high

table.

After dinner, Michener will

attend the first Willis Cun-
ningham Memorial Lecture,
given by Justice Emmett Hall.

Cunningham taught Law at

Queen's for several years and
died a year ago.

Tomorrow evening,
Michener and Dr. J.B. Stirling,

the retiring Chancellor, will be

guests of honour at a special

dinner in Leonard Hall cafeteria.

On Saturday, Michener will

go to his first Board of Trustees

meeting.

He flies to England on
Sunday for an audience with the

Queen.

Patents and invention

development outlined
by Wendy Robbins

The Queen's University
Inventions Committee will

ponsor a seminar on the

iievelopment and patenting of

inventions on April 9 at 2:00 p.m.

in Stirling Hall, Lecture Theatre

C. Speakers for the seminar will

be Retired Air Marshall Clare

Annis, Kenneth Lund, and James
Hughes, officials of the federal

government agency Canadian
Patents and Development
Limited.

The Inventions Committee,

currently chaired by Dr. J. E.

Hogarth, was organized in 1935 to

aid and supervise Queen's staff

and students in assessing the

Hierits of their inventions and to

Assist in all matters relating to

applications for patents. The
committee also represents the

interests of Queen's and of the

inventors in patent apphcations.

Under the law. Queen's
would have rights to patents on

inventions when they are con-

sidered to have commercial
value. These services would
normally cost the inventor ap-

proximately $1000 or more for

each country in which the ap-

plication was made.
CPDL, a non-profit Crown

corporation, is intended to make
the results of publicly financed

and performed research
available to the public through

industry.

A wide range of discoveries

and inventions have been sub-

mitted to CPDL from the

University Patents and In-

ventions Committee, relating to

such things as electron

microscopes, preservatives for

dried flower specimens and
magnetic levitations. A recent

invention related to the recovery

of petroleum from oil shale is

currently under consideration by
CPDL.

briefly...

AMS appointments
A number of appointments to AMS positions were announced this

week. Kim Usher has been chosen the summer Pub manager, and
Brian Sterling will run the Pub next winter. The 1974-75 head of the

- AMS Housing Service will be Sheila Mclntyre. Celia Swan has been
selected as Health Council representative, and Sue Meech and Kathy
Wood will be co-directors of Information Bank.

These appointments are all subject to ratification by the AMS
Summer Council.

Reading room open
A reading room has recently been opened in the new Arts and

Social Sciences Complex to give students additional room for studying
during exams. It is hoped that the reading room will be helpful in

relieving congestion in the other library facilities on campus.
The study area is located in room E-215 of the complex. It is

presently furnished only with tables and chairs.

The reading room will be open Monday through Friday from 8:00

a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

The Chancellor presides at

convocations each spring and
chairs the annual meetings of the

University Council. As a member
of the Board of Trustees, the

Chancellor is also given the

opportunity to make a very ac-

tive contribution to the univer-

sity.

Laxer:

Government

IS business'

best friend
by Sheila Patterson

"How much government can

we afford?" was the question

confronted by Jim Laxer, deputy

leader of the Waffle party, and
Ron Ritchie, a Progressive
Conservative federal candidate,

in an informal debate presented

by the School of Business last

Thursday evening.

Laxer maintained that "the

government is the businessman's

best friend" as a result of "the

two great myths of socialism and
free enterprise". He cited

examples of the evolution of the

monopoly corporation, govern-

ment grants and subsidies to

industry and large tax write-offs

whereby one foreign-ovmed oil

company derived 38 per cent of

its capital. "The government
lines up with the dominant sector

of our society - the business class

that has been dominated by
foreign control".

Laxer claimed to see a grave
imbalance in the present
economic system and foresaw a

"Canadian resource based
economy with no resources in the

future". He emphasized the need

to bring the level of decision-

making to the shop-floor, taking

power from the private corporate

sector and innovating a new
industrial strategy. He advocated

public ownership of industry by
the "90 per cent of the population

who don't hold stocks and bond-

s''.

Ritchie saw the role of the

government as a "conciliation

between conflicting interests and
values" in a complex in-

terdependent society. Noting that

the government has vastly in-

creased its social respon-

sibilities, he argued that there

should be a re-evaluation of the

decision-making process. He
emphasized that a complex
government cannot be directed

by one central bureaucracy that

can all too easily change the rules

as it sees fit.

"If the government knows
the free enterprise system and
the market system it can make it

work very well", Ritchie con-

tended. He viewed the business

sector as a constant mobilizing

force in a society where the

government is only in office for

an average of two years.

The only comment he made
about the amount of government
the country can afford was that

"we can't afford a government so

big that the underlings of society

are being undermined."

c.u.s.o.
Friday 12:30 noon:

coffee and donuts, (free)

RANDY WEEKES
- returned volunteer from
Thailand

-Lower Lounge International Centre

If you are thinking of working overseas in a third World
country, now or in the future - be there

!

MILL HOUSE
(starring Ricliard Milhous Nixon)

Will Be Shown

THURSDAY, APRIL 4

7:00 p.m.

Ellis Auditorium

Admission $1.00

Queen s Excursion Club
WHY HITCH-HIKE HOME THIS WEEKEND?

THE QUEEN'S BUS SERVICE:

1. It's CHEAPER (Ottawa O.W. $3.99

TORONTO $4.99)

2 It's MORE CONVENIENT (leaves campus)
3. It's Student Run
4. It will make some frustrated Club administrators

very, very, happy!

Thursday, April 4 - 6 p.m.

TORONTO -ONE WAY Friday, April S - 6 p.m.

$4 99 Saturday, April 6 - 4 p.m.

ottawa'-one way ApSri'A, 17"
$3.99 Saturday, April 6 - 4 p.m.

THE SERVICE IS YOURS - USE IT

Bell Canada

OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS

HAVE YOU RETURNED YOUR

BELL CANADA CARD FOR

DISCONNECTION OF YOUR PHONE?

IF NOT PLEASE RETURN TODAY

OR
Call 544-1141, 544-1554,

544-0379 or 544-1885

BETWEEN 5:30 - 8:00

TUESDAY APRIL 9

TO

THURSDAY APRIL 11

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER
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From a sure escape f
The H(ivue mighl be considered to be a ctobk

between the more classical revue style of

Kcyund The Frinf^c and the calculated lunacy of

Monty l»ython*s Flying Circus, and its prime
purpose is to entertain. Professor Schnitzel, who
is giving his show its successes The First All-

Clockwork Underwater Ballet, which closed

after a week when the Prima Ballerina rusted

up, and the equally spectacular First Chemical

Version of Othello the Carbon Atom, which

produced a violent reaction when it opened on
Broadway and the whole audience dissolved in

their seats. His present work, F.U.H.R.E.R., has

been recommended by a leading animal

psychologist as the ideal escape from pre-exam

nerves, end-of-term blues, anti-establishment

cdginess, delirium tremens and streaker fever.

Admission is only $1.00, so make sure you get

your ticket from the Drama Department (in

Theology Hall); tickets on sale from 11:00 a.m.

to 3:00 p.m. during the week and 5:30 to 8:00 on

performance nights. Reservations (after 5:30

performance nights only) call 547-6291. Tickets

also on sale at the door.

Professor Schnitzel is a man of science, but

he has had a sneaking affection for the theatre

ever since, at the age of thirteen,, he played

Faustus in the school play and beat him
resoundingly. He published his first book, Mein
Kampf , about his pet Kampf Albert, when he was
only eighteen. He then went on to university,

where he majored for three years in the mar-
ching band, and he finally won his nursing

degree in a poker game. For a whUe after

leaving university he studied under a guru, but

when he found him getting Uxi heavy, he (iariAi-ji

to get out. His spiritual training, and particularly

his tixU'ntii'd periods of meditation in the lotus

position on a bed of nails, fXirsuaded him to

renounce the pleasures of the flesh and to throw
himself wholeheartedly into his work. He has
been assisted in his endeavours by his faithful

aide, whom he found one day wandering the

streets when she was still a pup, and becauKe he
had to wean her, he called her Hot Dog. Together
they have perfected some of the professor's

better known inventions, including the silent

Moog Synthesiser, which has become very

popular at concerts for the deaf, and the Quill-

Clamp, which revolutionised open porcupine
surgery.

More recently, the professor has turned his

wealth of scientific knowledge to the world of the

theatre, and the First Universal Humanoid
Robot Extravaganze Revue limps in the

illustrious footsteps of the First All Clockwork
Underwater Ballet, which was closed after a

week when the prima ballerina rusted up, and
the First Chemical Version of Othello the Carbon

Atom, which produced a violent reaction when it

opened on Broadway and the audience dissolved

in their seats. His latest venture, the

F.U.H.R.E.R., brings to a head a dream that has
been afoot since his underguru days. It is now
ready for its first public performance, and the

professor invites you to take a break from the

rigours of academia and to come and see the

world premiere of his First Universal Humanoid
Robot Extravaganza.

pre

blu

to i

*

con

of!

by Sandy Naiman
Chronicles XXII moved into Convocation

Hall last week and also moved into a new sphere
both in format and in content. George Ryga's
Canadian playThe Ecstasy of Rita Joe, I guess it

has become the classic Canadian drama in much
the way Anne of Green Gables has become the

classic Canadian musical, was presented in an
informal, rather improvisational semi reading,

semi mime, semi media manner. It worked
beautifully.

I've often wondered what the paradoxical

title of Ryga's play meant, for certainly

superficially, there isn't much ecstasy in the life

of a young Indian girl who goes to the city and is

slowly destroyed by the contrapuntal forces

which simultaneously draw her in and alienate

her. Counterpoint is one of the methods Ryga, in

his script and Fred Euringer in his direction use.

The play is constructed around a court room with

short flashes into the background of Rita Joe, her

parents, her family, her boy friend, her youth.

All this time, you sense that there is no escape

for Rita Joe, for as she slowly becomes more and
more deeply enmeshed in the depravity that is

wrought in the slums of a Canadian metropolis,

as the judge keeps handing out 30 day sentences,

as she grows hungrier and more tired, pale from
lack of sunshine and yet caught up in a vicious

cycle, you know she has to die, be destroyed by

the system.

Here is a possible interpretation for Ryga's

paradoxical title. Perhaps Rita Joe's ecstacy is

that short burst of energy and elation one feels at

breaking out from any constrained area, hers;

the reservation. The Drama Department's

production used a series of slides, usually of

pastoral sunsets, but always viewed through a

meshed screen and these began gradually to

work on us. At first they weren't bothersome, but

after awhile, I know I wanted to see those

beautiful scenes freely and I never could.

Rita .Joe progresses from charges in court of

vagrancy, to shoplifting and finally to

|)rostitution and throughout, this magistrate,

|)laycd seemingly benevolently by Tim Chap-
man, appears to be genuinely concerned about
her, alx)ut her gradual downfall, about her poor

health and dishevelled appearance. Yet the

beautiful and frightening facet of his in-

terpretation was that gn
sinister in the superficialitj

He was a sham and b
society; white, metropolitaa

other symbolic portrayals a
notably Brian Seattle's

funny Mr. Homer, the di

Indian centre, who's answe
bowl of soup, a sandwich ai

through some old clothes on

Both he and Champman
sidiously, although Cham
Beattie. His judge is so frig:

you want to have faith in hir

that he has Rita Joe's best

when all the time he has the

;

heart and wants to prote

eradicating all the scum tl

always imploring her to hay

chest X-rays, to clean her s£

respectably. Yet here is

bludgeoned to death by the 1

cold sunless city.

Chick Reid's portrayal c

and uncomplicated. She sits

the audience with her bad
throughout the production

instances does she move into

There are sequences who
Suzanne Atkinson, mimes
confrontations with her fatl

her mother, her sister and

discordant. C^iick Reid's vol

scenes, it was frightened ar

gave those quiet scenes a se

disharmony much in the way
reserve was being drawn
young who were desserting it

of the city, behind which wj

Douglas Stratton playe(

childhood beau powerfully ai

consistency. He was able to

deliberate vocal pattern that

the Indian, as well

physicalization of the violent

trying to exist in a system wh
to get him.

Janet Snarr, as Rita Joe

stereotyped, was very real

woman one invariably asi

a
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primary school classroom. She was rigid, trying

to suppress any spontaneity and joy in her
students, trying to make them fit an unnatural

mold for them, a well behaved, white society's

mold, with total disregard for both their heritage

and their basic needs to be free and unen-

cumbered by foreign disciplines.

The show was partially a reading and it

seemed to me that within a short rehearsal

period the pressure to learn lines was tran-

splanted by a pressure to delve into character

types, to investigate what Ryga was doing in his

play, to work on the overall interpretation rather

than commit words to memory.
I'm glad Euringer decided to do this. The

books were not intrusive on the simple set, which

consisted of several benches and podiums, a

screen for showing the slides and the

magistrates bench slightly elevated in the back.

The entire production was complimented by
some soft guitar accompaniment and short vocal

counterpointing by Larry Moore and
Margueretta de Neergarde. Miss de Neergarde's

hauntingly clear voice range of the outdoors of

the reservation and the cyncism of the citv

contrapuntally. Mr. Moore's guitar was both

sharp and caressing. The play's conception had a

duality about it which rang of Ryga's underlying

theme, the way in which what is seemingly so

exciting can be so destructive, the confrontation

of illusion with reality.

The show was a depressing one, for Rita Joe

and Jamie Paul both are killed in the end, she by

rape and he by a subway, two deaths which

would never have occured had they been on the

reservation. Rita Joe had, in the end, a different

kind of ecstasy and her portrait in this produc-

tion was one which I won't easily forget.

But it isn't even these deaths which is as

depressing as the knowledge that for one thing

we are not watching fantasy and for another,

how destructive our society really is.

Finally, we come back to the paradox, her

ecstasy, and we know that her whole short life is

just a series of cathartic bursts of emotion,

irrational irrevokable and impulsive. Suppose

that maybe she does have a true ecstasy in her

life in this quick, frightening collision she has
with two totally different life styles. But then

again, will we ever know?

•wan less

The Bernard College Theatre Company from
Columbia University, New York gave several

performances to delighted audiences on campus
last Thursday and Friday. Their show included
T.S. Eliot's Sweeney Agonistes, The Three Maries -

a medieval play, and an ingenious puppet show.

-bo lomley
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unclassifieds

3-BEDROOM APT. to rent for '74-75,

suitable for 4 people. Close to

campus, Barrie & William.
Working fireplace. Call Cathy 544-

7865 or Linda 544-7148.

THREE BEDROOM LARGE APT.
$195 monthly. Princess and Barrie.

Available May 1. Also, one
bedroom, furnished, clean and
bright apt., air-conditioned. $140

monthly, available immediately
Call 542-5964 or 542-7633.

AN APARTMENT TO SUBLET May-
October. 2 bedrooms, carpeted

throughout. Gardner Ave., across

from McArthur. $170 monthly plus

utilities, free washer & dryer. 2

entrances, balcony. Call 548-7824.

TWO BEDROOM APT. available

May-Sept, option on lease for the

fall. $160 monthly. 614 Victoria St.,

apt. 3. Call Madeline or Wendy at

549-2783.

INTERSESSION; Modern 2 bedroom
apt., furnished, viaW to waW car-

peting, laundry facilities, parking.

Rent negotiable. Call 544-1595.

PHOTOGRAPHERS: If you had
prints in the Camera Club exhibit

or the G.W. Contest, please pick

them up at the Camera Club Lab
(Union Basement) on Friday
between 1.30 and 4.30 p.m.

LOST: a wallet containing PER-
SONAL PAPERS. Could you
please return it? No questions

asked. A. Ciampi, 289 MacDonnell
St. Apt. 4, 546-1942.

LOST: a pair of brown suede gloves;

at bookstore or Watson, or bet-

ween two; on Thursday, March 28.

Please, if found, call John, 546-

3394. Reward.

2-BEDROOM APT. for rent May -.15

minutes from campus. Suitable

also for West Campus. Phone 549-

0785 after 5 p.m.
LOST: Omeiga gold watch. On March

18 in P.H.E. centre or Union.

Please call Beth at 546-0357 if you
have any clues.

HOUSE TO SUBLET: in Whole or in

part. 5 bedrooms close to campus
& downtown. Rent negotiable.

Cheap. Call 544-8456 or 544-8539.

FOR SALE: Component Sound
System; AM-FM radio, cassette,

turntable, four speakers plus

accessories. Only 6 months old.

Excellent condition. Terrific tone

and sound reproduction. $350.00

Phone 544-4571.

THE QUEEN'S EXCURSION CLUB
cordially invites all interested

students to bus home with us this

week at the lowest rates in

Kingston. One way, Toronto $4.99,

Ottawa $3.99. Buses leave Ellis

Hall and take you downtown for

dropoff.

DID YOU ENJOY Buckminster
Fuller's visit: R.D. Laing's visit?

If you'd like to help bring more
speakers of this calibre to Queen's,

apply for ASUS Visitorship
Committee. For further in-

formation, contact Ian Grant (544-

7442) or Sue Harper (549-2373).

LEAVING THE COUNTRY? Photo
Image gives you six passport size

prints at a new low student price,

only $4.00. Ideal for International

Drivers Permits and job ap-

plications too. Call us at 546-7770 or

drop by our studio at 33 Brock St.

Group rate', available.

THE QUEEN'S CAMPUS needs in-

formation coordination of campus
educational activities (speakers,

'.ymposia, otc ). This is a job for

the Education Commission. All

campus organizations including

OSC's arc asked to leave the

names and summer addresses of

their Pre-.idents, Chairman, etc. to

%et up a mailing list before the end
of term,

HONDA, C8 3S0 K3, 1971, 4,000 high

v/ay miles, electric start, carrier,

helmet. $500 00 firm, Call 544 1595.

ASUS finances two delegates each
summ«r to the Canadian Peace
Research Institute Conference
(June 72 July 12). For further

information, phone Ian Grant (S44-

7442) or Sue Harper (J49 2373).

$200 REWARD to the people who take

our beautiful two bedroom, split

level, furnlthed, with balcony, apt.

Phone Ca»» or Doc 544-0594,

Availabl<> May 1.

WANTED: 2 b«;droom apt., livino-

room, kitchen, bath, parking, heat

paid, south of Princess, $160-

month. From May I, 74 to May I,

n Reward Call 546 4771 or 549

if.',s after in The evening or before

11 in the morning.
ON THE WAITING LIST for West

Campus Towers for next year?

Sublet our apartment on the 14th

floor for two months (July and
August) and you are in! Phone 544-

1861.

SUBLET MAY-SEPT. Well furnished

2 bedroom apt. for 3. Reg. $225.

now $150 (negotiable) 1 block from
campus and corner store. Call 544-

7064, 544-7061, 544-7567.

I'M A DESPERATE FEMALE In

need of a roommate (female too)

to share a big, beautiful apt. with,

in the West Campus Tower for the

summer. Rent is $55. Please call

Carol immediately at 544-8668.

WANTED TO SUBLET-cheap apt.

for two, during summer months.

Willing to pay approximately $50-

month, furnished or unfurnished.

Please call Patsy or Paul 544-9665.

WANTED TO SELL: 3 complete sets

of skis Excellent condition. Men's -

Kneisal Blue Star. Boots size 10.

Bindings Solomon 404. Asking

$135.00. Ladies- Yamaha II. Boots

size 8. Bindings Solomon 404.

$95.00. Child's boots, skiis, and
bindings $35. Phone 544-6395.

1 ROOM AVAILABLE in a three

bedroom apt. May 1 to Sept. 1.

Cheap. Bathroom (shower, bath),

kitchen, living-room. All fully

furnished. One block from
campus. Call 546-7737.

GIVE YOUR FAMILY AND
FRIENDS a pleasant surprise this

Study Week (April 5-15) -GO
HOME. TO do it cheap-see the Bus

Service folks in the John Orr Room
Monday to Friday 10.30 til 3. Take
advantage of the cheapest one way
rates of the term.

THERE WAS A YOUNG MAN named
Kirk,

Who walked around with a smirk.

He thought he was cool.

But as a rule.

He really was a jerk.

APARTMENT: 3 bedroom to sublet

May to Aug. Modern and fully

furnished with large living room
and complete kitchen, wall to wall

capreting, great location. Rent

negotiable. Call 549-0438.

ANYTHING IN USED FURNITURE-
antique-old records-books-odds-

ends. Bought and sold. 544-4745, 473

Johnson at Alfred St. 10 a.m. - 10

p.m.
APARTMENT TO SUBLET: fur-

nished, modern, 2-bedroom apt.

with balcony. Beautiful kitchen

with all conveniences. Central

location. May 1 to Sept. 1. Rent

negotiable. Phone 544-8904 or 544-

8710.

FOR RENT: Spacious 2 bedroom
broadloomed apt. on Division

available May 1. Suitable for two
or three. Located above corner
store. Washer and dryer in

basement. Regular bus service. 15

minutes from campus. No lease.

$160-month. Phone Holly or Lotta

at 549-2792.

FOUND: a watch. If you think it is

yours please call 549-0798 and
identify.

ARE YOU A DSC chairman or an
organization president thinking of

sponsoring a speaker for next

year? The Education Commission
needs a summer mailing list to

begin the task of campus wide
information coordination. Please

leave names and summer ad-

dresses in the AMS Office as soon

as possible.

THERE WAS A YOUNG MAN named
Ray,

Caps was the game, he'd play,

What has a horn
Is grey and forlorn?

A rhincrnoni, he'd say.

ONE BEDROOM APT. furnished or

unfurnished in married students

residence. Sublet from May with

option to renew lease. You don't

havi; to be married! Summer rent

negotiable. Please call 544-4873 or

544-2029.

FURNISHINGS SUITABLE FOR
student apartment. Everything
from kitchen utensils to a

chesterfield. Call 544 2029.

APARTMENT for next year. Sublet

for summer with option for tall. 2-3

bedrooms, 1 toilet, i balcony, 5

windows and iissorted other
goodies. Call 542 7580

ONE PIONEER SA 700 amplifier. 27

watts RMS per channel. Will take

best Oder Phono 544 7429

LOOKING FOR one girl to share a

six-man house. It is very close to

campus on Clergy St. behind
Dupuis Hall. II at all interested,

please call 544-8688 or 544 8451,

COMPANION FOR FISHING TRIP.
By van. Leaving Monday April 29,

Return May 3. Share costs.

Location undetermined. Call

George Gordon at 544-1863.

TIRED OF HITTING THE BOOKS?
Take a break and apply for Suzie-Q

chairman! For further in-

formation phone Ian Grant (544-

7442) or Sue Harper ( 549-2373).

YOUNG PERSON LOOKING FOR
QUIET person to share fully

furnished, modern, central
apartment. Own room, etc. Rent
under $75, no lease. Call 546-2973

after 5 p.m.
SCIENCE '77 jacket for sale. Ex-

cellent condition, not leather. Size

34. $20.00 or best offer. Phone 544-

8819.

4 BEDROOM next year. Close to

campus. Take over lease June 1st

and it's yours. Phone 546-9594 after

5 p.m.
WANTED: to sublet May to Sept. 1 1

bedroom apt. close to Queen's

Campus. Phone Margaret or John
at 544-6846.

SUBLET'-clean, furnished (incl. pool

table and T.V.), 2 bedroom apt.

near EIrond with living-room,

large kitchen, bathroom, parking

space, and laundry facilities.

Available May 1-Sept. 1. Rent
negotiable. Call 544-4810.

TO SUBLET: 3 bedroom apartment,

suitable for 2-3 persons. 5 minutes

from campus, close to store and
laundromat. Lease available in

Sept. Phone 546-7166.

FOR SALE: Smith-Corona portable

typewriter, like new. $20.00. Also,

Grundig Cassette tape-recorder

with 2 microphones, cassettes and
A.C. adaptor. $45 or best offer.

Also, Ashahi Pentax Spotmatic
camera. Call 544-7765.

GO HOME CHEAP- April 4 and April

6, The Excursion Club will bus you
to Ottawa or Toronto at low, low

One Way rates. Tickets in the John
Orr Room. Monday to Friday,

10.30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
1973 CAPRI V-6 Red with Philips

stereo cassette tape player and
AM-FM radio, lucas spot lights,

musical air horn, Italian real

leather steering wheel. $800 worth
of extras. Worth $5,500 new. Will

sacrifice for $3,450. Call 542-7847.

FURNITURE FOR SALE: Double
bed mattress and box spring-$3S.

Chesterfield set with chair- $98,

dark red rug 9 by 12 -$25, coffee
table-$l0, step table-$l0. All in

very good condition. Call 542-7847.

BSA 10 speed racer for sale. Ridden 6

times only, $165. Call 542-7847 after

5 p.m.
FOR SALE: Nikon F2 Photomic Body

$495. Nikkor Zoom 43-86 $210,

Nikkor 135mm f-3.5 $145., case

$30, cable release $5, Vivita Zoom
85-205 $240, took 4 rolls Of film only,

99 percent new. All kinds of filters.

Call 542-7847.

THERE WAS A YOUNG MAN named
Mark,

Who in the past rode after dark.

On a big bike.

He used to like.

Now he prefers to park.

URGENTLY NEEDED: two or three

girls to help sublet a beautiful

house close to campus with two
other girls from May 1 to Sep-

tember 1. Call 546-0738.

APARTMENT TO SUBLET: (May 1

to Sept. 1) at William and Clergy.

Suitable for 3 or 4 persons. Furn-

ished. $150 per month. For in-

formation call Trish 544-8804;

Carolyn 549-0173; or Marilyn 549-

0039.

ZAZIE! Happy 21st. And now that

you're a woman. ..Love, Jenny,

Harry, Barb, Max, Foothork,
Norma, Harpo, Eli, Henderson,

Groucho, Bruce Big Bird,
Annie, and the Secret Skulker.

1964 CADILLAC, 2-door hardtop,
recent electronic engine analysis,

power steering and brakes, good
car in snow, 18 mpg, radio with

rear speakers. Many years of

reliable driving left. $1000. Phone
353-2513.

WEST- I'm driving out and would like

passengers. Leaving date is in-

definato but will be during week of

April 15 19, Call Mary- 544-4229.

WANTED; Apartment for '74-75. 2-4

bedrooms. Will take over anytime
alter May Kt. Call 542-2560.

QUEEN'S CAMERA CLUB exhibit

photographs should be picked up
at the darkroom (Union
Basement) on Friday, 1.30 -4,30

p.m.
HOUSE AVAILABLE May 1 suitable

for seven persons. Now lease

$350.00 per month plus hent and
utilities. Call 544 9488

LOST; I silver charm bracelet Wed
nesday night, region of Con
vocation Hall -Queen's Cres.
Reward. Please contact Yvonne at

549 0751.

4 BEDROOM HOUSE available in

May. 16 month lease, $365.00.

Phone 548 3690.

TWO PEOPLE OF EITHER SEX
needed to fill a six man house.
Edge of campus, half block from
lake, single rooms, rent under $55,

available parking space, sailboat,

scrabble game and other beautiful

things. Also looking for several
summer occupants. Card freaks
never frowned upon. Act fast. Call

544-0517 around six p.m.
STAFF OF JOURNAL: End of year

drunk is scheduled for tonight.

Place: 160 Johnson (Bonanzo
residence). Time: all night. BYOB
(Bring your own bod!!) No other

requirements. All Journal hacks
welcome and other assorted
bodies, including Leona's Lovers.

C: Whatever happened to that AF-
FAIR? S.

TO D'ARGAVILLE and his

followers. .(footnote: Cleveland
catalogue) Godfrey's spirit, our
medieval madonna, erotica 500,

our new chief, the moderns. .and
Natlie...,the end has come. .thanks
for our (?) training. XO THE
GROUP OF SEVEN.

PHOTO IMAGE has a complete range
of technical photographic services

including cutsom black and white

developing and printing and
ektachrome processing at new
competitive prices. 48 hours
service or less available on most
orders. Call us at 546-7770 or drop
in at 33 Brock St.

WANTED DESPERATELY: 6 man
house for next fall. Will take over
lease in May. Preferably with
indoor plumbing. Phone 546-1638 or

546-1437.

2 BEDROOM APT. for rent next year,

starting in May. $115-month. 15

minutes from campus. Phone 548-

7872.

COME TAKE A LOOK SEE. Still

several rooms to rent at 81 Clergy
St. W. right behind the gym. Mayl,
74 to May 1, 75. Call 549-1485 after 7

p.m.
2-BEDROOM APT. to sublet May-

Sept. Located in EIrond College.

Suitable for three people. Call 544-

0757 Rent negotiable.

DAISY: Thanks for the tilt. Love, the

Debauchers.
THERE ARE THREE rooms

available in a 4 bedroom house for

the summer, and possibly next

year. Rent-$50. Close Earl at

Division. Phone 544-5710.

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT:
FURNISHED, located near
university. Available May 1

Please phone 544-6565 after 4 p.m.

TO SUBLET: FOR THE MONTHS OF
MAY-SEPT, or any part thereof.

Spacious 3 bedroom apartment,
furnished, fully equipped kitchen,

living room. Laundry facilities. 10

minutes from campus. Please

phone 544-8097 - 8.

LOST IN UNION COFFEE SHOP: 1

brown wallet on Thursday, March
27. Important identification inside.

If found, please call 544-9577 or

drop in at 79 Division St. Ask for

Mark.
LOST: A BEIGE, SUEDE FUR-

LINED COAT. Borrowed from
West campus K Block Residence
last Friday. A reward is offered

for any information leading to its

return. Please call 544-7659.

HELP! 4 GIRLS IN TROUBLE. Must
sublet 4-bedroom house. May-Sept.
1 block from campus, on Earl

Sreet. Clean, good condition,
partly furnished. Rent negotiable.

Please phone 544-8487.

FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE A
LARGE MODERN 2-bedroom
apartment on Albert Street, with 2

other girls. You will have your own

bedroom Av^ilablft M«/ to Sfept ,

or an/ purl thereof Large
backyaird lor tunning $50 00
month Please phone 544 06M.

FOUND; one record. PleaM fhoim
544 6739

WANTED: STUDIOUS FEMALE TO
SHARE ONE BEDROOM
APARTMENT till April '75 onty
Please call Shank at M4-M55 aft«r
7 p.m.

OTTAWA: 2 bedroom apt . May to

Sept, or longer. Good condition,

downtown, and on bus route. Fully
equipped. Please phone Jean at

542 5327 (Kingston number) after

6

5 BEDROOM HOUSE to sublet from
May I to Sept. 1. Rent to a group,
or individually; large rooms,
furnished, utilities paid, centrally

located, near downtown, coin
laundry, 5 minutes from campus,
$50.00 monthly per person. Corner
of Bagot and Earl Sts. Please
phone 549-0726.

TALENT IS NEEDED for frosh week
'74. The Coffee-house, to be located
in Lower Vic Hall, needs per-

formers of any and all calibres. If

you perform (musically, or mime
drama, etc.) your services would
be very much appreciated. There
are two catches. First, this act
would be presented gratis (free-of-

charge), so if you are in it for the
money - forget it. Second, you'll

have to be here before school of-

ficially starts. Dates open and
times available are: Sept. 7, 9, 11,

13, 15 from 1-5 or after 9.30. If in-

terested contact Gina Laforce, 544-

8413; or Scott Cornish 544-7081.

LADIES WRIST WATCH with metal
bracelet found in Union. Can be
identified at the Business Office.

MODERN 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT AVAILABLE MAY 1.

Furnished if desired. 20 minutes
from campus. Utilities included in

rent- $160.00 month. Located on
John Street. Please phone 544-6327.

THE RAP LINE: a confidential gay
information service, sponsored by
the Queen's University Homophile
Association. Phone Terry Watson
at 547-2893 Monday through
Thursday, 9 p.m. to 10 p.m.

TEACHER COUPLE looking for

house or apartment to rent July 1-

August 10. References available.

Please write R. White, 108 Mark,
Sault Ste. Marie.

WANTED: ONE OTHER GIRL TO
SHARE 3 bedroom apartment for

May 1 and next year. Rent under
$70.00 plus P.U.C. On Earl Street,

close to campus. Please phone 548-

8211.

FOR SALE: 10 speed men's bike (1

year old) and digimatic 8

calculator. Please phone 544-7961.

APARTMENT TO RENT OR
SUBLET: Modern, two bedroom,
16 Elm Street, apt. 11. Parking,
Laundry, option to rent in Sept.

Call 544-9059 for details.

FURNITURE FOR SALE: couch, two
chairs with footstools, bed, kitchen

table and .chairs, ^assorted other

junk. Best cash offer on complete
package. Please phone 544-9294.

WANTED: UPPER YEAR OR
GRADUATE- male for co-op
house. Close to campus. Should

have fine sense of joy, tempered
with philosophic understanding.

Please phone 549-0696.

FOR RENT FROM MAY TO NEXT
YEAR: two rooms in a five max)

co-ed house. One girl and one guy,

or two girls (preferably friends).

Cheap rent, very close to campus.
Please call Judy or Don at 542-

5170.

FOR SALE: BSR stereo (complete

component set) $135.00. 1 year old.

Phone Kathy at 549-0793.

LET'S MAKE A DEAL! We have a

beautiful 4-bedroom apt. close to

campus which we will trade for a

suitable 2-bedroom apt. for next

year. Phone Caria 544-8169 or

Angela 544 8160.

Queens
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Kent State indictments lianded down
CLEVELAND- A Federal Grand
Jury has indicted eight National

Guardsmen Friday for the
shooting of students at the Kent
State campus in 1970. The
guardsmen were charged with

assaulting and intimidating

demonstrators and with violating

their civil rights.

Four years ago in May,
National Guradsmen shot at

students in an anti-war

demonstration. The guardsmen
were ordered onto the campus
after the student demonstration

had caused the burning of the

Army Reserves Officer Training

Corps building ; the students were
protesting against the U.S. Army
incursion into Cambodia.
Gunfire from the guards
wounded nine students and killed

four. The incident prompted
protest action at many colleges,

but the government did not take

action against any guardsmen,
since many people believed that

they had fired in self-defense.

Only after renewed interest

was the case re-examined by a

grand jury which completed its

investigations in 39 days. The
sentences against the guard-

smen, if convicted, could be up to

life terms.

PARIS- President George
Pompidou died Tuesday, at the

age of 62. A few hours before his

death was announced, his office

in Paris cancelled all Pompidou's
appointments, because of an
undisclosed illness. No official

word had been given about the

cause of death. Pompidou's
health had been declining for a

number of months, but no one
disclosed what he was ailing of.

ACAPULCO- U.S. Secretary of

State Henry Kissinger has
married the former Nancy
Maginnes. Mrs. Kissinger is an
aide to former New York
governor Nelson Rockefeller, and
shares her husband's strong
interest in foreign affairs. She
met him ten years ago when she
was a student in his foreign policy

seminar. Kissinger is married for

the second time, she for the first.

RIO DE JANEIRO- The worst
flooding in Brazil's history has
left more than 300,000 people

homeless, and the death toll is

expected to reach 4,000. The
receding waters in ten stricken

states have revealed a grim
spectacle of wrecked homes and
thousands of bodies buried in the

mud. The army has been ordered

to bury victims on the spot. Often

the officers could only record the

numbers and sex of the bodies in

each mass grave. Soldiers have

been ordered to shoot anybody on

sight if found on the streets after

dusk to stop looting.

OTTAWA- There are to be two oil

price increases that the con-

sumer will have to pay for

gasoline and heating oil. One will

come in about a month's time and
the other in two weeks. Both

increases will probably add up to

ten cents per gallon.

The smaller increase of two

cents was permitted by the

government so that the oil

companies can recover "cost

increases not associated with

crude oil and its transportation,"

and will apply to the whole

nation. The eight cents increase

is for the well-head price, and will

only apply to Canada west of the

Ottawa valley

When Prime Minister
Trudeau and the premiers met in

Ottawa last week, they decided

that the price of a barrel of crude

oil could increase to $6.50 from
the $4.00 it had been since the

freeze began.

TORONTO- According to Federal

Immigration Minister Robert
Andras, Xaviera Hollander will

be deported quite soon. Holander,

the author of the Happy Hooker,

has been living in Canada for a

year, while immigration action

was being taken, since she owned
a brothel in New York. On

Thursday, sentencing is due in

Vancouver, where Hollander was
found guilty of stealing three

nightgowns from a department

store. Andras said that he would

be unable to intervene on
Hollander's behalf even if he

wanted to.

HALIFAX- Premier Gerald
Regan's liberal government was
re-elected Tuesday in the Nova
Scotia provincial election. The
Liberals increased their majority

to 31 seats in the 46-seat

Legislative Assembly, and lost

only one cabinet member. The
Conservatives lost six seats to

leave them with 12.
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tRlCOlOR 74
If you will not (or even might not) be here in the fall when Tricolor is

distributed, you can have your book mailed to you anywhere.
Bring your student card to the A.M.S. office between 9 and 5 week-

days.

Postage and handling: in Canada $1 and elsewhere $2.

BITE THE ONE
YOU LOVE!

PIZZA

CHALET

Open 4 p.m. daily

544-1227

PRINCESS at Barrie

FILET
RED BRAND
NATURALLY
AGED
BEEF MIGNON

DINNER

5.95

AUNT LUCY'S
RESTAURANT
TAVERN

Princess West at

Portsmouth

Campus Movies presents

'CASABLANCA'
starring

HUMPHRY
BOGART

PLUS: THE FINAL
CHAPTER OF
"The Perils of Pauline!"

Thurs. Apr. 4

DUNNING
AUDITORIUM
7 and 9 p.m.

Admission $1 .00

Save 24*" off the Bus Service's already low rates to:

Toronto and Ottawa • April 4 and 6 - With this ad

OTTAWA $3.99 (less 24c coupon) - $3.75 one way
TORONTO $4.99 (less 24c coupon) -$4.75 one way

The Queen's Excursion Club - Bus Service

JOHN ORR ROOM — UNION BUILDING
Open Daily 10.30 to 3.00 - Call 544-5777 ForDetails

ONE COUPON PER PERSON, PLEASE

(.11 YOUK l',AMII I r)l< 0( I l>l,f AIK»N lJU.KM

IN NOKMll KN ONTAKK)

II ymi like ilif (liiiuglK iif (.lean, frtsli air. fxccllcnt skiing five 'iiiiiuIcd fridii

c.iiiipus. (.(car. unpolluted lake* and river* and fifcccn miles of tiikin); tr^ift

ri^ht nil (.iiiipus. tlitii Nipissiiig Univcrtity Ci>llcge is tlic plact for you.

It you liiivt completed your Bachelor's degree, we can offer you'a one-vc^r

course which will give you the IJ.Ed. degree and certification to ttacli

c li'iiieiitary school, where the jobs now arc.

And. if you have a minimum average of seventy-five percent in the final

yc.ir of your degree rcc)uired for admltsion, we have a guaranteed tuition

scholarship of S600 for you.

Now that's what we call a good deal!

For more information and application forms write:

5?

The Registrar

Nipissing University College

Box 5002. Goriniinville Roai'

North Bay. Ontario

P1B8L7
'

The A.AA.S. Internal Affairs

Connmission needs a

CLUBS MANAGER
Please leave applications in

the A.AA.S. office by 5 p.m.

April 12, 1974.

HOMECOMING 74

People wanted to work

on committee

in areas of alumni

reunion, semi-formal

Dance, Parade,

advertising, budget, etc.

A.M.S. CONCERTS
IS SEEKING APPLICATIONS FOR A

WORKING COMMITTEE

POSITIONS OPEN: Promotion Manoger

'House Manager Financial Manager

Stage Manager Ticket Sales Monager

Please leave resumes and applications in AMS office before
Wed. April 10. For further information contact Dave Finlay,
544-9213 or Richard Hamm 544-4914.

A. M. S.

For further information

tee or phone

Peter Rose,

542-6945

A.M.S. OFFICE HOURS

The AAAS office will be closed

Fri. Apr. 5 from 12 noon on

Good Friday (April 12)

Easter Monday (April 15)

The summer office hours will

begin May 1

The office will be open

from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

the

INTERNATIONAL CLUB

(through the

International Centre)

offers

ALL STUDENTS and STAFF
the opportunity of summer activities

at the

International Club

COTTAGE!
ail welcome,

from June 14 to September 6.

$1.00 per person per day

$2.00 per person per overnight

-swimming, fishing, rowing, canoeing,
water-skiing, hiking, etc.

-fully equipped cottage, sleeps ten
call or come by the International
Centre for further information and
reservations 547-2807
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"What kind of man reads the Queen's Journal?" Roland Michener, of course! Ace reporters

caught the recently installed Michener reading the Journal and were permitted an exclusive

interview.

Install Roland Michener as

Queen's ninth Chancellor
Amid colourful pageantry,

The Right Honourable Roland
Michener was installed as

Queen's ninth Chancellor on
Friday.

During the ceremony,
Senator Therese Casgrain, Mr.
Robert Alexander Cranston, Mrs.

Norah Evangeline Willis

Michener and Senator Michael
Gratten O'Leary were awarded
Honourary Doctor of Law
degrees.

In his address, Michener
spoke of the vital role which
universities must play today. "In

the society which man is creating

by his scientific manipulation of

our planetary home, it is scarcely

possible for any nation, let alone

any institution, to insulate itself

from change, and universities

are no exception - even the home
of lost causes."

Michener also asserted that

"Technological society itself

seems to be growing beyond
control. There is an obvious need
not only in national life, but in the

whole compacted human society,

for enlightened leadership

supported by enhghtened opinion

on an international scale.

Otherwise, how can the ominous
trends which seem to threaten

our civilization, if not all forms of

life on our planet, be capable of

correction, at least by methods
tolerable to free people?

"In such critical times, what

can universities contribute, and
what should they contribute? Can
they continue to give intellectual

and moral strength, to present

and coming generations, for

whom the disturbing predictions

for the future may well become
all too real and immediate?

"To my simple mind the best

hope lies not in an abandonment
of the past as a story of failure,

but in the careful nourishment of

educational principles and
humanitarian values, of the kind

which gave this University its

initial strength."

Casgrain received the

Honorary degree for working for

the rights of women, according to

Vice-Chancellor and Principal

John J. Deutsch, who made the

presentations.

Cranston was awarded the

Doctor of Laws for "excellent

judgement and sensitivity" as a

leader of the Toronto Bar, and for

the time he has given to the well

being of others.

As "lubricator of the wheels

of Canada's railways so as to

keep the country moving" and for

contributing to the fight for

human and minority rights. Hall

was granted his degree.

Mrs. Michener received the

degree honoris causa for giving

to Canada the "trained mind of a

scholar and gentle human-
itarian."

O'Leary was awarded the

Honourary degree for being a

journalist "who practiced with

unrivaled distinction".

Twenty-three universities

were represented at the con-

vocation, mainly by their

Chancellors or Presidents.

iiii^nd
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Michener: "I hope

Queen's will maintain

a good deal of

its tradition"
by Sarah Yarnell

"I hope that Queen's will

maintain a good deal of its

tradition," commented Roland
Michener during a recent in-

terview with the Journal. On
Friday, the former Governor-

General was installed as Queen's

ninth Chancellor.

Referring to the character of

Queen's, he pointed out that this

university is distinctive, both

because it has a royal charter

and because it is one of the

national universities of Canada.

It is also "more identifiable as a

residential collection of

students" than are other
universities. Queen's must avoid

becoming too large, he stressed,

as a small university gives the

undergraduates a chance to live,

work and study together.

Michener said he felt "highly

honoured and very pleased"
when the University Council
asked him to be Chancellor. He
maintained that becoming
ceremonial head of Queen's was
an "ideal step after being

Canada's Governor General".

The new Chancellor plans to

have some kind of active role

with both graduates and un-

dergraduates, and hopes that

students will invite him to

Queen's to participate in special

events. Now residing in Toronto,

he will come to Queen's for

meetings and convocations - "an
average of once a month,
anyway". "I'm not really an
active officer of the university,

but then, the Chancellor isn't

supposed to be", he added.

Along with serving as

Queen's Chancellor, Michener
has gone back to his law firm in

Toronto and has resumed some
business activities. He maintains

an active interest in the Canadian
Institute for International Affairs

and the Olympic Association, and
is Chairman of the Board of

Directors of Metro Trust. "I'm
not retired, I've started a new
career again," he imparted.
"Every man and woman should

prepare a new course of action

when they're ready to change."

- solman

Draped in the robes of Chancellor, Roland Michener addresses
the convocation in Grant Hall during the installation

ceremonies on Friday.
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wat's

hapnin' ?

Pubs and Movies
Inn - Morgan

Commodore - Special Blend
Townhouse - London
Frontenac - (Closed Good Friday) - Muldoon's - The
Heavenly Juke Box

Manor - Sharon Lowness and Spike

Capitol I - Super Dad and Son of Flubber
Capitol 2 - The Great Gatsby, with Robert Redford
Odeon - The Sting

llvland - Summer Wishes, Winter Dreams

This Vieelcend

Thursday - 8:30 p.m. - Last performance of

PM'.H.R.E.R., an extravaganza revue written by
Paul Gompertz in Convocation Hall. Tickets are

$1 ,00 and can be obtained from cast members and
from the Queen's Drama Guild Desk in the

hasemorl of Theology.

Friday - 3:00 p.m. - St. Thomas More (Newman
House) Good Friday Liturgy in Dunning
Auditorium.

Sunday - 10:30 a.m - Vo\k Mass, Dunning Hall,

followed by coffee and donuts at Newman House,
164 ( 'Diversity.

.Snnda\ 10:30 a m. - Morning Worship at Chalmers
I'nited Church, Barrie at Clergy.

Sunday 7:00 p.m. - Folk Kucha rist in second floor

Facult> Lounge, Theology Hall.

Sunday l p.m. - .Mc.Xrthur Mass in Senior

Common Wonm.

Next Week
Wednesday - 8:00 p.m. - St. Lawrence College

.Modern F'ilm Classics for 99c in the Large Lecture

Thcalre On April 17, "Faces" (Cassavettes).

W( dne.sday - « (K) p.m. - Virginia Hunter, teacher of

History at York University will be speaking on

"Towards a Political P'conomy of Women", at St.

Jamfs Church. Arch at Union. Child care will be

lirovidfd at the meeting, which is sponsored by

the Kingston Waffle.

Thursday - 12:30 p.m. - Brown Bag Lunch at Agnes
Etherington with Dorothy Farr (Art History) for

an informal discussion centered around Robert
Harris.

Thursday - 8:00 p.m. - Elizabeth MacDermot,
author of The Art of Pressing Flowers, will

demonstrate and speak on the art on preservation
of flowers in their original shape and colours, in

Stirling 'A'. Admission is free.

Later Ttiis Montii

Saturday, April 20 - Opening of an exhibition of

prints by Judy Gouin, at 3:00 p.m. at Agnes
Etherington. The exhibition will continue until

June 9.

Sunday, April 21 - Carnival: Short Films - a variety
of short films by a variety of film-makers at 8:00

p.m. at McArthur Hall. Tickets are $1.00 at the
door from 7:30 p.m.

Thursday, April 25 - Anthony Campbell, Secretary
of the Food Prices Review Board will be the guest
speaker at the annual meeting of the Consumers'
Association of Canada (Kingston Branch), to be
held in Memorial Hall, City Hall. All interested

persons are urged to attend.

Easter Hours

Douglas Library will be open on Good Friday (April

12) 9:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. This includes the Cir-

culation Desk, Stacks, Central Information
Services Room, Main Reading Room and
Periodicals. Nof-mal service resumes on Saturday
(9:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.) and Sunday it will be
open 12:00 noon - 1:00 a.m.

Phys. Kd. Center will be closed all day, April 12, for

(lood Friday.

Afines Etherington Art Center will also be closed for

(iood Friday.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

requires

COMPUTER OPERATOR
University or Community College education with data processing credits

preferred.

Experience with large multi-programming systems, handling remote
terminals and time sharing with knowledge of I.B.M. 360-AAVT and-or
Burroughs B6700 AACP is preferred.

This position involves shift work on a three or four day week depending on
the operational needs of the Computing Centre.

Replies to be treated in confidence should include full particulars
regarding experience, qualifications and salary expectations and be
forwarded to:

Personnel Department

Interim Administration Building

gallerie victoria

presents

Nancy Nourse flute

Doug Dillon - double bass
June Richards - piano

playing Bach, Paganini, Faure, Blavet

Sunday 14th, 7:30 p.m.

Vic Hall Hot Cider at 7:15 p.m

SHERIDAN COLLEGE
will offer a

Summer Program in Secretarial Studies
for University Students

June 3 to Aug. 9, 1974
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily

FEE: $150

• A 10-week program covering typing, office practice and
Forkner shorthand which will qualify you for a full-

or part-time secretarial position,

• Available at the Sheridan OakvilleCampus, Trafalgar Rd .

Oakville, Ontario.

• To register, write or call the Community Services Division:

Sheridan College
Trafalgar Rd.,

Oakville, Ont.

L6H 2L1

Toronto: 362-5861

Burlington: 632-7081
Oakville: 845-9430

Clarkson: 832-2110

Queen's
University

Music
Department

.

QUEEN'S COLLEGIUM MUSICUM
presents

A Special Performance of

The Easter Play of Maastricht

Music Director: Wilbur Moust
Stage Director: H. Grant Sampson
St. Mary's Cathedral 6:30 p.m.

Easter Sunday April 14.

The Faculty of Education

"Class of 74'
presents

The Senior Prom
Semi- Formal Dress

in the nostalgic era of your

choice - 1970's, 60's, 50's,

40's, 30's, 20's etc.

featuring

Tony Frazao Sextet

Where: Student Street McArthur
When: Saturday, April 27th

Tickets: $6.00 - Couple at McArthur
Student Union Office

Full Cold Buffet

Full Bar
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High school grades misleading

as admissions criterion
Universities are ex-

periencing an increasing

problem in designing a plan for

their future admissions. At a

senate meeting Thursday March
28, D.G. Sinclair, the academic

colleague to the principal,

presented the views of COU
(Council of Admissions) with

regards to academic planning.

The problem basically lies in

the concern with using high

school grades as a criterion for

admission to university. In-

creasing use of non-grading
evaluation schemes has made the

general requirement for a

minimum leaving average of 60

percent more difficult to apply.

Special programs such as ad-

missions from Grade XII have
resulted in considerable
deviation from the general
principle that a specified level of

performance in Grade XIII is a

prerequisite for admission to an

Ontario university. Increasing

flexibility of curricula in the high

schpols has made it more difficult

to compare individual applicants

as well as to compare applicants

from different schools in cir-

cumstances such as Queen's,
where qualified applicants ex-

ceed the number of places.

The major objective of the

universities is to allow admission
to those students with greater
ability and to discriminate

against those who do not meet the

required standards. Exactly
what those standards are have
have not yet been clearly defined.

Queen Elizabeth II

Phd scholarships for

McKillop, McFarlane
The Ontario Government this

week announced the award of

five Queen Elizabeth II

scholarships to outstanding
students who are working
towards their Ph.D. degrees at

Ontario universities.

Two of the winners are
Queen's students. A. Brian
McKillop is working on his Ph.D.
in History, and Lawrence Mc-
Farlane is a doctoral student in

the Philosophy department.

The scholarships are each
worth $5,000.

The money for the
scholarships comes from the

interest on a $500,000 trust fund

established by the Ontario

Government in honour of Queen
Elizabeth's visit to Ontario in

July, 1959.

For 1974-75, five of the

scholarships have been made
available to graduate students in

the humanities, social sciences

and mathematics who have
expressed a commitment to

university teaching.

In addition to the winners at

Queen's, scholarships have been
awarded to three University of

Toronto students; Gregory H.

Moore, Calvin C. Normore and
Dorothy E. Speirs.

Trypak Bonus Kit will be

here soon to save you money
Remember the Trypak

Bonus Survey in last week's

Journal?

At this time of year budgets

are tightening for everyone. The
Trypak Bonus Kit can replenish

many of your toiletry needs at a

fraction of the cost.

If you sent in the form you

can pick up your Trypak in the

John Orr Room in the Students

Union, starting Tuesday April 16

until Friday, April 19, from 9 AM
to 5 PM. If you have not yet sent

in the Trypak Survey, you may
bring it to the Journal Office by
Monday April 15 at the latest.

Although final results are not

yet available, preliminary fin-

dings indicate that about one in

five Queen's students have taken

advantage of the offer.

Results from other univer-

sities across Ontario show that

approximately 20 to 25 percent of

the students responded to the

survey.
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Tired of Studying, want to talk to

someone/ exams getting you down?
TA.K is here for that purpose throughout
the exam period. TAK will be operating

from 7 p.m. to 3 a.m. every night for the

rest of the term until April 26. Give us a

call.

Ill
• • • CASH !!!

for Used Furniture, Bicycles

Pick-up will be on

Friday, Sat. & Sunday

April 19, 20, 21st.

Phone Rob or Eric at

S4S-7134 for info & appointment

1

NiOFFAn'S I.D.A.
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS

UNION

226 BARRIE AT EARL

9 to 9— 6 days a week— 548-701

1

Birth Control Centre

165 UNIVERSITY

_ Will you be in Kingston this summer? The B.C.

I Centre at 165 needs volunteers. If you are
interested, come in and see us.

Queen's
University

Department
of Extension

SpringTerm1974
Late registrations will A list of courses and

be accepted (subject to timetable are available,

a $10.00 late fee) until
(We are now located in

the new Arts/Social

Sciences Complex)

Friday, May 3, 1974.

Kingston, Ontario (613)547-3283

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Prepare for a career in

Advertising

or

Journalism

in just one academic year

students who have a B.A. or have completed at least one
year of a B.A. course may obtain Direct Entry into the

second year of the Journalism or the Advertising program
of Sheridan College (Oakville Campus).

Term begins in September.

For further information and application forms apply to:

The Registrar

Sheridan College of Applied
Arts and Technology
Trafalgar Road N.

Oakville, Ontario

Phone: Oakville: 845-9430

Burlington: 632-7081

Toronto: 362-5861
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unclassifieds
more on 6 8

PHOTO IMAGE h<is a complete range

ol technical photographic services

including custom black and white

printing and ektachrome
processing at new competitive

prices. 48 hour service or less

available on most orders. Call us

at 544-7770 for more information or

drop in at 33 Brock St.

NEEDED: Two girls to share a

modern three-bedroom apt. with a

third for '74-'75. Rent SAO-month,

10->S minute walk from campus,
excellent bus service. Would
prefer 3rd or 4th year students.

Phone Jackie at 544-0705.

WANTED TO SHARE two bedroom
apt.: one couple or two people

willing to share a room. Phone 544-

8718 after 6:00 p.m.

LOST: one pair of photo-grey
prescription glasses, silver

frames, brown case. Lost in Jef-

frey or Earl or between the two.

Please call 544-8778.

WOULD THE 2 GIRLS that were
hitch-hiking on Union St. on April

4, please call 547-3270 Ext. 29 to get

your plastic shopping bag and the

items inside.

APARTMENT REQUIRED, May 1 to

Sept. 7. Well furnished, 2

bedrooms, with backyard. $110.

approx. 544-4601.

SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS - I

need a female roommate for July

and August to share a furnished

two bedroom apt. 12 minutes from
campus. $50-month. Call 544-4652.

WORKING IN HAMILTON this

summer? Interested in sharing an

apt. with a Queen's student? Live

away from the smog in Wesfdale
(near Mac). Phone 544-7436.

CLEAN, CONVENIENT, Com-
fortable, and cosy, large two room
bachelor apartment to sublet for

the summer. Well furnished,
recently decorated, large double

bed. Rent negotiable. Please
phone 549-1998.

LESS THAN S40 per month-house to

sublet. 4 bedroom, livingroom,

dining room, big kitchen, good
location. We need two people to fill

it for the summer. Phone 549-1998.

APARTMENT AVAILABLE May 1

for young married University

Student. Centrally located with

heat and utilities supplied. Garage
available if desired. For further

information, call 389-1472 or 389-

1322. No children.

NEED - small, two-bedroom house in

country, not more than 25 miles

from Kingston. (Rent) Call 546-

0930.

TO HE WHO unwittingly traded

denim jacket with me at Friday's

233 Johnson Open House: if your

acquisition is as ill fitting as mine
you will eagerly contact Nate at

544-6833.

SUBLET: Bed-Sitting room on
University Ave., semi-furnished,

$60-month. May-August or Sep-

tember. Call Cathy at 542-6430.

FURNITURE WANTED: The
Kingston Women's Centre needs

chairs, sofas, etc. If you have any
to donate please call 542-5226, 12-5

p.m. We can pick up your

donations.

WANT TO LIVE ALONE yet not live

alone?? Single, spacious room
available on or before May l with

definite option-action for Sept.

Room is in a 9 room house. Rent
negotiable. Phone 544-9498.

FULLY FURNISHED, carpeted, big

apartment for two, on Union, 3

minute'. from campus. To
SUBLET from May 1st, Parking
;ind garden. Rent negotiable.

Phone 549 1684.

APAKTMENT to sublet May fo Sept.,

1 5th floor. West Campus Tower.
Furnished, rent negotiable, option

to renew lea»c for 1974. Call 544.

5065 or come to 15F Wett Campus
Tower,

APARTMENT TO SUBLET: Fur
nr.hcd, modern, 7 bedroom apt.

v/ith balcony Heiutiful kitchen

with atl r.rjnveniencei. Central

location. M^y l-.t to Sept. Itt. Rent
negotiable Phone 544 8704 or 544

8710

SINGLE PARENT graduate student

i\ looking for n place to live next

year, U you have a room for me
and my 7 year old daughter,
please call J, Ro-,enwald at 389

6488 evening*
FOP SAl E I f he*t of drawer* t2J, I

Lady Kenmore hairdryer tlO, I

ironing hoard ti. M%o, I radio

record player *et (Stromberg
Carl-,on) for free (need* repair)

Phone 544 5651 (Frances).
SCIENCE 77 JACKET In great

condition, siie 40. Phono 544-7456.

FULLY FURNISHED, carpeted, big

apartment for two, on Union, 3

minutes from campus TO
SUBLET, from May 1st. Parking
and garden. Rent negotiable.
Phono 549-1684.

BSA 10 SPEED RACER for sale.

Ridden only 6 times, $165. Call 542-

7847 after 5:00 p.m.
TO SUBLET: 3 bedroom apartment,

suitable for 2-3 persons. 5 minutes
from campus, close to store and
laundromat. Lease available in

September. Phone 546-7166.

FURNITURE FOR SALE: double bed
mattress and box spring - $35

chesterfield set with chair-$98,

dark red rug, 9 by 12, $25, coffee

table-$10, step table-$10. All in

very good condition. Call 542-7847.

1973 CAPRI V-6 red with Philips

Stereo Cassette tape player and
AM-FM radio, Lucas spot lights,

musical air horn, Italian real

leather steering wheel. $800 worth
of extras. Worth $5,500 new. Will

sacrifice for $3,450. Call 542-7847.

APARTMENT: 3 bedroom to sublet

May-August. Modern and fully

furnished with large living-room

and complete kitchen, wall to wall

carpeting, great location. Rent

negotiable Cdll 54'/ U43U,

I BEDROOM APARTMENT for

nished or unfurnished in married
students residence. Sublet from
May with option to renew lease.

You don't have to be marrledl
Summer rent negotiable. Please
call 544 4873 or 544-2029.

BUILDING A ROCKET SHIP THIS
SUMMER? Either way, three 4fh

year males in a beautiful six

bedroom house (living-room,
dining room, 2 bathrooms, close to

campus, etc.) would like to share
with members of the opposite sex

for '74-'75, rent $60. Occupancy:
Sept. 1st (possibly June 1st).

Phone 546-7714.

TO SUBLET: furnished two bedroom
apt: at 191 University Ave. $120-

month. May to August. Phone 544-

5992.

LARGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENT
AVAILABLE for 1974-1975 term.
Laundry facilities, balcony,
broadloom. Call 546-5815.

TWO BEDROOM APT. - modern,
spacious, wall to wall carpet,

electric heat and utilities paid,

laundry facilities, parking. 335

Division, Apt. 2.

LEAVING THE COUNTRY? Photo
Image gives you six passport size

prints at a new low student price,

only $4.00. Ideal for International

Drivers porrnitt and )«t> ap
plications too. Call us at 546 /770 or

drop by our studio at 33 Brock St,

Croup rates available,

AVAILABLE MAY 1st 2 bedroom
apt,, ground floor, small yard.

Suitable 7 3 students. Alfred, south

of Princess, $155 monthly, utilities

included. Call 544 0246 after 6 p.m.

Sorry; no car space, no dog.

ONE FEMALE WANTED to share
apt, with 2 girls upper year or

grad. Apt, furnished, no lease, rent

reasonable, close to campus.
Available Sept, I but would like

confirmation now,
WANTED: one girl to share apt. with

two others reasonable rent - close

to waterfront, campus, downtown.
Call Sandra; 544-9088.

TO SUBLET: Anytime between May
1st July 31. Beautiful two
bedroom apt. Suitable for 2-3

persons. Rent negotiable. Fur-

nished or unfurnished. On Brock
near University. Phone 544 8040.

MODERN ONE BEDROOM apart-

ment to sublet May 1st Sept. 1st.

Partly furnished. Ideal location on
Princess at Division. Laundry
facilities in building. Reasonable
rent. Call 544-5629 between 5:30-

8:00 p.m. weekdays; weekends
anytime.

LOST: Brown collapsible umbrella.

Lost in (./upuit Auditoriuni Tw^H
April 7 F inder please 'all Maxia^l
at 542 8939 Reward (rffered!

MOTORCYCLE FOR &ALE ly^
Honda Super sport (red)

miles. Very (Kiod conditwn, c|fl|

544 28J2. JAVAILABLE May 1st for '74 '75, aS
bedroom apartment with liviM
room, bathroom, kitchen, fin
place, wall to wall carpet wi|8
option to take over lease Aug lf^
Rent tl40 per month Phone i44^

6274

LUXURIOUS 4 man house for re«t I

'74 '75 season Located ne»r
{

University Ave along the Earl H,
j

strip. Call Joe and Trish Realtor!^'

>

549 2512.

FURNITURE FOR SALE: two sin«lf
|

beds, a couch, a hanging lamp, $
kitchen table and two chairs, a0
armchair', wood and bricks f«^,

bookcase and desk. Phone 54^1
7764. < :

TAK will be operating for the hour)
7:00 pm to 3 am for the rest of th#

term until April 26th. Tired oi

studying, want to talk, examt
getting you down, call us. 544 177|,

BRIGHT, SPACIOUS apartment for 1

or 2 people available May 1st. For

next year. Phone 544-3212 after

5:30.

Moving with the Times
This year Canadian Hoechst
marks its eighteenth year of

growth in Canada by moving into

new custom-built Montreal
headquarters. The Canadian ex-

pansion has been closely linked

to the worldwide development of

Hoechst, which is now among
the world's top five chemical

companies, with worldwide sales

that last year totalled approx-

imately 3.5 billion dollars.

Irl Canada, sales have almost

doubled in the past three years.

The new St. Laurent head office

and warejhouse buildings will

provide space for a 100% in-

crease in the company's head
office staff, and have been de-

signed for expansion to accomo-
date increased Canadian pro-

duction.

Research: Window to
the Future

Today's research creates the

products of tomorrow. One-third

of Hoechst's current sales come
from products which did not exist

10 years ago. And with world-

wide sales approximating close to

3.5 billion dollars last year,

Hoechst spent close to 100 mil-

lion in pure research, and on
laboratory buildings and equip-

ment. The results of this invest-

ment decide Hoechst's position

in future markets, including

Canada.

Helping Build Canada
Products and ideas from Hoechst
have touched and improved the

quality of people's lives in every

area around the world, in a

hundred countries on six conti-

nents. As an affiliate of the

worldwide Hoechst organization,

Canadian Hoechst has a full cen-

tury of research and achievement
to draw upon. In Canada,
Hoechst is an autonomous com-
pany employing Canadians to

serve Canadian needs.

This new building is just one of

the more visible indications of

Canadian Hoechst Limited's

continuing investment in

Canada.

Hoechst in Canada concerns it-

self with supplying both the

present and future needs of Ca-

nadians. The range of products

and services covers the spectrum
through industrial chemicals,

dyestuffs, plastics, human and
veterinary medicines, pharma-
ceuticals, and textile fibres.

Hoechst products and services,

Hoechst techniques and know-
how in these fields, combined
with a large international fund of

experience, have given the Com-
pany a reputation for expertise

which takes constant striving to

live up to. Hoechst likes it that

way. So do their customers, here

and around the world. Hoechst
thinks ahead.

ni c, I M iioi i:ii:,i

HOECHST
Cnnadinn Hoochst Limited

404 5 C6tB Vortu

Montreal 383, Quebec

I

40 Lesmill Road
Don Mills, Ontario
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letters to the editors
Save Wallace Hall from renovation...

Dear University Member,
As you have probably heard, plans for a new Student Centre have

finally been approved and construction will begin this summer. These
plans will undoubtedly bring many benefits in the way of new and
refurbished facilities to the university community.

However, what you may not be aware of is that with the con-

struction there will also be considerable destruction. Specifically, nos.

163 and 165 University Avenue will be razed. The loss of 165 will be a

great one. This is a house of about 1910, designed by the firm of

Newlands, the drawings for which were recently acquired by the

University Archives. It is splendidly designed for the site, with its

round corner giving a foretaste, as one moves down University

Avenue, of the Clock Tower of Grant Hall, one of Queen's most famous

landmarks. It is built of brick and limestone, and the craftsmanship is

superb, inside (including panelling on three floors ! ) and outside (note

the scale of the limestone lintels). It splendidly serves its present

functions in the day, and by night also accommodates campus func-

tions.

But the other piece of destruction contemplated is also tragic for

Queen's, namely the division of Wallace Hall into two stories. Here too

there is much fine material and craftsmanship which will disappear,

for instance the well-seasoned oak panelling of the lower section, and

probably the leaded and stained glass of the upper windows. The
exterior elevations will be ruined by the insertion of windows for the

new lower storey.

In the butchery of Wallace Hall, Queen's will lose a majestic piece

of space, one that is an important part of its past - and one that could

still be significant for its future. Wallace Hall as it stands is a great

high open two-storey space. It is patterned on the medieval. Great

Hall. It has tremendous historic associations as the standard form of

university hall for centuries. More specifically, for Queen's, for nearly

thirty years, it has been used for daily and ceremonial occasions for

Queen's men and women. It has been a meeting place, eating place,

dining place, and even judgment place, for students, faculty, alumni,

and many distinguished visitors. It is named after one of the univer-

sity's most distinguished principals, and the money was largely

donated by one of the university's greatest benefactors, the late Col.

R.S. McLaughlin.

It should be remembered that as a type of space and facility

Wallace Hall is unique within Queen's. We have no other place like it.

It has proven its worth and usefulness - and its uses might even be
extended in the future. It would be, for example, an appropriate space
for^edieval music and plays, interest in both of which has developed

rapidly on the campus in the last few years.

With all these positive features in favour of the retention of 165

University and Wallace Hall,why is destruction contemplated? The
answer, we believe, is because the Users' Committee have not really

properly considered the values we have spelled out, and the architects

have taken the easy way out ! This is not heresay - some of us attended

the most recent open meeting, held on 7 February, at which the plans

for the Student Centre were discussed - and got nowhere, being simply

told that "compromises had to be made."
Whatever the eventual fate of these buildings, we believe that the

university community is not really aware of what is happening. We
believe that insufficient publicity has been given to the proposed

changes - while the decisions were being made. Even now, external

elevations have not been published. The reason for that is obvious - it

would show all too clearly the proposed changes to the exterior of

Wallace Hall. (Ground plans are not easily read; the published "cross

section" actually shows Wallace Hall being retained as a two-storey

structure; and one does not quickly notice how the grandeur of

Wallace Hall will disappear in the "perspective" drawings of the

"Upper Lounge" - because the perspective is forced!).

We feel we know what we have in 165 and Wallace Hall at the

moment - something priceless and irreplaceable. Let us make sure

that everyone in the university community knows what will be lost in

the proposed plans for the Student Centre. This will require time - until

mid-October at the very least. It will also require the presence of the

Users' Committee of someone with a knowledge of historic ar-

chitectural values. To obtain these measures, a petition, which will be

sent to the Principal, is being circulated.

If you feel that you can support our stand, please either write to

the Principal as soon as possible, or sign the petition. Copies of the

petition are also available in the Dept. of Art History Office, Watson
Hall 129.

Arianne Bissonnette , Arts-Sci .
'76

Pierre Du Prey , Assistant Professor

J. Douglas Stewart, Associate Professor

Editor's Note:

It is true that in keeping with the plans for the new University
Centre the historic landmarks of Wallace Hall and 165 will be swept
away. Yet it is essential to note the reasons behind these changes,
namely the need for a better circulation in the Students Union and
more adequate food services. The writers of the above note of appeal
have conveniently ignored this point of view.

When the plans were presented to the students, they were in full

agreement with it and the decision was made to give the centre their

financial support. Although the plans will be carried out, it is possible

to appeal for changes of minor concern, that is if it is in keeping with
the general layout.

The idea has been presented to convert Wallace Hall into an area
for medieval music and plays. This is a worthy suggestion, yet if this

were to be carried out the uses presently planned for the space must be
discarded, for there is no other available area for them.

In response to the point of "insufficient publicity" that was made
available to the students, we can only say that the information was
there for those who chose to seek for it. Yet in view of the lack of

response, it is not difficult to conclude this lack of publicity. Last year,

when the plans were being most intensely considered the Journal did

in fact run numerous issues devoted to informing the students of the

exact plans. Now, publicity is directed simply towards presenting its

progress.

FILET
RED BRAND
NATURALLY
AGED
BEEF AAIGNON

DINNER

5.95

AUNT LUCY'S
RESTAURANT
TAVERN

Princess West at

Portsmouth

COL. SANDERS RECIPE

KENTUCKY FRIED
CHICKEN^ ^

GREAT
FOOD VALUES

DIAL 542-2773

STORE NEAREST QUEEN'S
240 MONTREAL STREET

AUNT LUCY'S
TAKE HOME STORE

BITE THE ONE YOU
LOVE!
PIZZA
CHALET
m. daily

PRINCESS
at Borrie

Open 4 p
544-1227

a mini,,
cour/e"
means

<i beliefjob
and

mofc
pciy
The Shaw Acce
erated Business
Course is designed
tor people going
places in a hurry.

|

An exclusive pro- |-

gram for students ^.

who meet minimum
requirements. A "no '

nonsense" 6 month
comprehensive busi-

ness training for High /

School Honour Gradu- *

ates, College and
University transfers, or

graduates who plan to

enter the job market
as quickly as possible
and at a level com-
parable to their

abilities.

ABC graduates will

tell you "it's the com-
bination of academic
training and practical

business skills that

make real success
possible.

Remember, it's your
future . . . you decide
how far, how fast you
want to go.

"simple as A B C"

DROP IN MAIL-
I want to find myself at

Shaw Colleges. Please

send me information

NAI^E:.

PHONE:. -AGE:.

EDUCATION:

SHAW
^, COLLEGES

ADMISSIONS OFFICE
2436 Yonge Street

Toronto, Ontario 481-6477

M4P 2H4
1826 - QK

Southern Comfort: it's the only way to travel
Join tlie fun on the S.S. Southern
Comfort. The party tai<es off any
night and the only baggage you
need is some Southern Comfort,

ice, and mix.

See you on the levee.

Arrivals from the South:

Cold Comfort

Pour 11/2 ounces of Southern Comfort

over crushed ice. Add a twist of lemon.

Comfort Screwdriver

Pour Wi ounces of Southern Comfort

over ice. Top up with orange juice.

Comfort Collins

Mix IV2 ounces of Southern Comfort

with the juice of a quarter of a lime.

Add some ice. Fill the glass with

lemon-lime drink.

Try these, too:

Comfort 'n' Cola,

Comfort and Tonic,

Comfort Daiquiri, etc., etc.
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unclassifieds
more on 4 H

ROOMS AVAILABLE: in large house
on Bagot beside MacDonald Park.

Close to campus. Features: living

room, 3 bathrooms and two kit-

chens. Partially furnished. Rent:

$30 per room per month. Phone
Geoff 544-6648, or Greg 546-4085.

APARTMENT TO GIVE AWAY:
(almost) Largest EIrond apart-

ment fully furnished with two
bedrooms, kitchen and living

room, for two only: $50 per month
each; for 3 only: $40 per month
each; for 4 only: $30 per month
each. May-Sept. 544-6648.

AN OFFER YOU CAN'T REFUSE: 2

bedroom split level apartment in

EIrond; fully furnished; suitable

for 3 people; May to Sept (optional

after Sept) Rent: 2 people; $55

each per month ; 3 people : $37 each
per month. 546-4085.

TO RENT: 4 bedroom house, located

at Earl and Division - two storey,

fully equipped kitchen, living

room, large bathroom, four
bedrooms, backyard. Shed and
parking facilities. Phone 549-2841.

TWO BEDROOM APT. available M.iy

1st either for next year or just the

summer. The address is 614
Victoria St., apt. 3. Please call

Wendy or Madiline at 549-2783.

TIHE JOURNAL party was a success!
Just ask Boon!

THE GOOD-BYE Ontario Hall Bash
was a roaring success!!

Many thanks for organizing a super
evening to Rosemary Helmer, Ron
Antonio and Dr. Yeates.

FOR SALE: Sony TC-630 tape-
recorder. Almost 1 year old. New
$600, selling for $500 or best offer.

Phone 544-9305.

IN KINGSTON for INTERSESSION:
1 room available in a two bedroom
apt. from May 1st to July 1st. Rent
very negotiable! Modern. 10

minutes from campus. Call Nancy
at 544-8438.

THREE BEDROOM LARGE apart-

ment. $196 monthly. Princess and
Barrie. Available May 1, also one
bedroom furnished, clean and
bright apt., air-conditioned, $140

monthly, available immediately.
542-5964 or 542-7633.

AN APARTMENT TO SUBLET May -

October, two bedrooms, carpetted
throughout. Gardiner Ave. across

from McArthur. $170-month plus

utilities, free washer and dryer. 2

entrances, balcony. 548-7824.

FURNITURF FOI* SAI t; touch, two
chairs with lr)ut!>toul-,, bed, kitchen

table and chairs, fi->!>orted other

junk. Best cash offer on complete
package. Phone 544-9294.

OTTAWA • 2 bedroom apartment May
to Sept (or longer), good location

downtown and on bus route, fully

equipped. Phone Jean 542-5327

(Kingston) after 6.

TO SUBLET: a great deal. Three
bedroom, 6 room apartment. Fully

furnished with T.V. Corner of

University and Johnson. We are

asking for $111 (negotiable). Call

546-1221 anytime.
TIRED OF HITTING THE BOOKS?

Take a break and apply for Suzie-Q

chairman. For further information
phone Ian Grant or Sue Harper.
544-7442 or 549-2373.

FOUND a watch. If you think it's

yours please call 549-0798 and
identify.

$200 reward to the people who take our
beautiful 2 bedroom split level,

furnished, with balcony apart-

ment. Phone Cass or Doc 544-0594.

Available May 1.

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT for rent

May 1st. 15 minutes from main
campus. Suitable also for West
Campus. Phone 549-0785, after 5

p.m.
LOST A WALLET containing personal

papers Could /ou pIc-dM: rfclurn iti'

No questions asked. Phone 546

1942.

FOR SALE : Nikon F2 photomic body
1495. Nikkor zoom 43 86 $210,

Nikkor 135 mm. f 3.S $145, cate
$30, cable release, $5 00. Vivita
zoom 85 205 $240, took 4 rolls of

films only, 99 per cent new. All

kinds of filters. Call 542 7947.

WEST - I'm driving out and would like

passengers, Leaving date is in-

definite but will be during week of

April 15 19 • Call Mary 544 4229.

3 BEDROOM APT. TO RENT FOR
'74-'75. Suitable for 4 people. Close
to campus (Barrie and William).
Working fireplace. Call Cathy 544-

7865 or Linda 544 7148.

ARE YOU A DSC chairman or an
organization president thinking of

sponsoring a speaker for next
year? The Education Commission
needs a summer mailing list to

begin the task of campus wide
information coordination. Please
leave names and summer ad-
dresses in the AMS office as soon
as possible.

THE QUEEN'S CAMPUS needs in-

formation coordination of campus
educational activities (speakers,
symposia etc). This is a job for the
Education Commission. All

campus organizations including

OiC'i aril avktrd lij Ifea/k trt*

ridrnet and president of iummtr
addrf.set of their presidents,
chdirmdn, etc , to urt up a mailing
list before the end of term

TO THE THREE GENTS who »«»

fered through the donuts and
coffee ( and lack of baking soda)
after Muldoon's on Friday many
thanks from the House of Hap
piness (lower half).

TAKE A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE,
before April 20

THANKS TO 160 Johnson and Mr and
Mrs. Gnome for the bash . . . If we
could only remember it . . .

No matterhow
active you are

The more active you are, the

more gymnastics and sports

you participate in, the more
you nee(d to l<now about
Tampax tampons.

Because they're worn inter-

nally, they (don't hamper
movement and don't cause
irritating (discomfort. When
insertecd properly in place (it's

easy!), you'll neverfeel p ijut^
them. Removal is also Ifflji

easy: the withdrawal
cord is chain stitched liIMM

the entire length of the tam-

pon so it can't pull off.

And you should know that

Tampax tampons are econom-
ical. They come in packages
of 10's and 40's, not 8's and
30's like some others. You get

more for your money. More of

the protection that keeps you
comfortable no matter how
active a life you lead.

Th* Inlarnal protaellon mora woman trust

MADE ONLY BY
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD..

BARRIE. ONTARIO

GETTINGAJOBmiS SUMMER?

Hi! I'rn Shirley Eikhard.

Because I'm young, the Youth
Secretariat -our Channel 1 to the

Ontario government -has asked me
to remind you that there are many
different jobs out there. Jobs that

can open up whole new worlds
/ou can spend a few months

out in tfio open, working on a farm.

Or get into mining, forr,",try, industry,

or government.
Contact your Student Place-

ment Office or CanrKl.-i M;irif)OWf;r

Centre soon. And u'^ /'"n .'-'lf ilif;

best summer job around Why sfjltlo

for less?

Youth
Secretariat

Ontario

Our Channel 1

to the Ontario government.
thn ll»rifjiir;ilil>i lliniiik f<. rirnbroll,

Mliii'iliir wilti'Hil I'drllollo,
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F.U.H.R.E.R. Revue

...ejaculating, buggery and sex in general...
by Ted Yao

Whatcha doin' Saturday
night, Lennie?

I dunno, whatcha doin'

Saturday night Harry?

I dunno, whatcha doin'

Saturday night Lennie?

Maybe I'll take this gal I

know to this Schnitzel's

mayonnaise and vinegar
dressing.

Say, that's great Lennie. I

never thought of asking a girl to a

delicatessen sandwich before.

It's not a sandwich dummy.
It's Queen's University's very

own drama guild putting on their

annual freak show.

You mean midgets, and
people who swallow swords and
things like that?

No. It's a bunch of people who
do perfectly normal things like

funny news broadcasts and dirty

jokes. And tliere's this MC and

his slinky sidekick blond that

come running out on stage in

between each act looking like

they just had a quickie.

But what's this about the

freak show?
The freaks are the ones that

come in from Douglas library

who swallow books to pay their

way through college.

What can you say about an

extravaganza that is written by
directed by and stars Paul
Gompertz who boasts himself as

a "self-styled wit" and founder of

the "Sahara Ski Resort etc. et

al."? Well, Val Stephenson
finally gets to play Gertrude (as

well as a hen that lays....square

eggs.) And Andrea Howard does
the sexiest strip tease every seen

at Convocation Hall Word has it

she was so pleased by the en-

thusiastic reception by the
audience that the Drama Guild

will be working it into next year's

performance of Peer Gynt. An
absolutely inspired collection of

death scenes from Anthony and
Cleopatra, Hamlet, Othello and
Macbeth performed with a

carrot, a balloon, a pistol and a

shoe will doubtless please the

cognoscenti of Shakespearean

death scenes and fetishes in

general. Best of all is the final

Queen's University Convocation,

a lottery in which the winner gets

a civil service job for life

They can't all be winners. A
skit on sodomy, predictably,

brings up the rear end and
Gompertz' excursus into British

humour (?) succeeds as British

humour usually does - by being

utterly mystifying, d see that

Monsoor Trousseau's put the

meaning back into Christmas.

Groan.) But even the best of us

have our lapses, don't we Dick?

And beside there's probably
something very salubrious about

puns like one horticulturalist

saying, "With fronds like that

who needs anemones?"
Queen's being what it is,

there is going to be a ready
market for laughs that are

squeezed out of ejaculating,

buggery and sex in general. And
around this time of the year

maybe that's appropriate. But
one can't help feeling that a show
entirely created by students
might have the slightest whiff of

insight and rise above the corn

(albeit well executed corn) of

Laugh-In.

the arts: Short Cuts
music: Easter Play

The Collegium Musicum of Queen's University

Music Department will repeat their performance of

the twelfth-century Easter Music Drama, "The
Easter Play of Maastricht", on Easter Sunday,

April 14th, in St. Mary's Cathedral, at 6:30 p.m. This

work, which tells of the visit to the tomb of Mary
Magdalene, and of Christ's resurrection, was
regularly sung in Our Lady's Basilica in

Maastricht, Holland, from about 1200 to 1500. The
manuscript then seems to have been lost until it

came to light again in about 1960, and in 1962 was

Art: Robert Harris

once again performed before an enthusiastic

audience in Maastricht after more than four and a

half centuries. This production is a repeat of its

first Canadian performance by the Collegium
Musicum.

The story, sung in Latin to the accompaniment
of Medieval instruments, tells of the grief of the

three Marys over the death of their Christ, of how he
appears to Mary Magdalene, and of how the good
news of the resurrection spreads to all Christians.

An exhibition of portraits by Robert Harris, one

of Canada's most noteworthy portrait painters, will

be shown at the Agnes Etherington Art Centre from
April 4 to April 30.

Canadians know Robert Harris best as the

painter of the FATHERS OF CONFEDERATION.
Although the final painting burned in the 1916 fire on

Parliament Hill, a preliminary drawing and an oil

sketch survive and are included in the present

exhibition. Portraits of Sir John A. Macdonald, Sir

Hugh Allan, the "C.P.R. Syndicate", George Grant

and Lord Strathcona, men who loomed large in the

history of Canada and the Canadian Pacific

Railway, the "National Dream", are included

among portraits of other prominent Canadians in

this exhibition. In addition to these formal portraits

are some very delicate and sensitive studies of

Harris' family, personal friends, ladies of society,

and children as well as five self-portraits painted

between 1868-1916.

On Thursday,' April 18, Dorothy Fnvr of Queen's

University, Department of Art History, will lead an

informal discussion about ROBERT HARRIS.
Members of the community are welcome to pack a

bag lunch and join her at 12:.30 p.ni at the Agnes
Etherington Art Centre.

Queens

journal
TELL us mERE YOU mU BE!

If you have or wish to have a subscription with the JOURNAL for the
SUMMER, please leave your summer address, plus $3.00 with the
Journal office between 9 a.m. -5 p.m. or call 547-3178.

tRlCOlOR 74
If you will not (or even might not) be here in the fall when Tricolor is

distributed, you can have your book mailed to you anywhere.
Bring your student card to the A.M.S. office between 9 and 5 week-

days.
Postage and handling : in Canada $1 and elsewhere $2.

Who's
Where

Summer Who's Where will list

the address of Queen's students

staying in Kingston for the

summer. If you will not be at

your regular home address (as

listed in the winter Who's
Where) you may also have your

non-Kingston summer address
listed.

Fill out the coupon below and
bring it in to the Journal Office,

or return it by
before May 8.

campus mail

The Summer Who's Where will

appear near the beginning of

intersession, hopefully.

Hi

UJ

h- «/»

5

£ </>

0) 4-
3 C
O a>

-a
O 3
6 5i

I hereby request that the following information be

included in the 1974 summer Who's Where. I un-

derstand that the producers of the Summer Who's
Where will take reasonable care to ensure the

correctness of the material included,, but that

neither they, the Alma Mater Society or the Queen's
Journal can accept any responsibility for the om-
mission of any listing or any errors contained

therein, however caused.

Surname: Given Names:

Address

;

City:

Postal Code:

Area Code: Phone:
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Nixon will pay half-million back taxes
WASHINGTON - President Nixon
has agreed to pay an estimated

$465,000 in back taxes. The Joint

Congressional Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation
recommended that Mr. Nixon
should pay $476,431 in additional

taxes, while the Internal Revenue
Service has said he is liable for

$432,787.13 plus interest. Mr.
Nixon has decided not to contest

the IRS finding and to pay an
extra $148,000 which the IRS said

he was no longer liable for, since

the Statute of Limitations had
expired.

According to the informant
who explained Nixon's decision,

the back taxes will wipe out

Nixon's wealth in one stroke. The
President's wealth has been
estimated at $988,000.

The IRS and the Joint

Congressional Committee agreed
on virtually every challenged

item. They charged as income
improvements to his estates

made in the name of security,

unclassifieds
more on 6 & 4*

Shall I part my hair behind. Do I dare

to eat a peach. I shall wear white
' flannel trousers, and w.alk upon
the beach. I have heard the

mermaids singing, each to each.

We have measured out our days
with debauched dinner parties . . .

merci tous les deux pour la soiree!

Kittens, fish, birds . . .any animal
you desire may be purchased
cheaply by the Marmalade Cat

Agency. Call after six. The
password is Vivaldi.

"APRIL IS THE CRUELLEST
MONTH" - T.S. Eliot

capital gains from a land tran-

saction in Florida, and all uses of

military flights by the President

and his family.

IRS Commissioner Donald
Alexander has said that there

doefe not appear to be any
suggestion of fraud on the part of

the President.

MONTREAL - According to Le
Jour, the federal government has
planned to have the armed forces

occupy Quebec in case of civil

crisis. Le Jour says it has ob-

tained secret documents from the

Canadian Forces, and it learned
from the documents that a

military meeting was held in

April, 1972, at which certain

military personnel discussed
Exercise Neat Pitch.

Le Jour says that the plan
describes contingency operations

in case civil authorities should
require help from the armed
forces in time of crisis. It also

said that Exercise Neat Pitch

was intended to be ready by July

1974, unless a critical situation

called for military intervention

before then. Apparently, such a

meeting of military could only be
held at the request of the federal

government, which, according to

Le Jour, was seeking a new
policy after the October Crisis of

1970.

Le Jour is a French daily

newspaper, dedicated to the

independence of Quebec.

SANGETTE, France - Ex-
cavation for the tunnel between
France and Britain has started in

France, five miles south of

Calais. The $2-billion tunnel will

stretch from Sangatte to

Shakespeare Cliff, twenty miles

away. At Dover, workmen have
begun similar excavations,
scooping out an access route to

run 150 feet below sea level into

the chalk bed.

The idea of a Channel tunnel

has excited the imagination of

Europeans for two centuries; an

engineer under Louis XV sket-

ched out a plan in the 18th cen-

tury, but nothing became of it.

Other people have been
fascinated by a Channel tunnel,

and in the 19th century the

Channel Tunnel Company was
created. The company began
excavation, but the British

government saw it as a threat to

security in 1878.

The new Labor Government

could still s<:rap the present
project, although the plan was
accepted on bi-partisan spon
sorship. The tunnel will require a

new decision to start the main
tunnel cores, a phase that should
be reached in July.

PARIS - It appears that the

FYench Presidential election will

be fought by two major Gaullist

candidates and one from the

French left. Former Premier
Jaques Chaban-Delmas and
Finance Minister Valery Giscard
d'Estang have entered the
election as Gaullist candidates,

representing the right. The sole

candidate of the Socialist and
Communist parties is Francois
Mitterand, the leader of the

Socialist Party. A liberal

Gaullist, Edgar Faure, has also

announced hi« decision to run (or

the office.

The number of candidates on
the right has raised strong fear«

among Government hup(x>rt»;ns

that Mitterand might wm a first

round vicUjry, when any can
didate winning more than half the

votes is elected The campaign
officially ^x;gins April 19, giving

the candidat«« less than two
weeks to prepare their strategy

for the election on May 5.

ATLANTA - Hank Aaron broke
Babe Ruth's home-run record

Tuesday, giving him a career
total of 715. Aaron tied the reojrd
in Cincinnati Thursday, but

returned to the Braves home
park to break the long-standing

record.

The A.M.S. Internal Affairs Notice

Commission needs a All campus groups, organizations, clubs, etc.

CLUBS MANAGER
Please leave applications in

the A.M.S. office by 5 p.m.

who have accounts with the A.M.S. are reminded

that all outstanding bills must be into the A.M.S.

office by 4:30 p.m. Tuesday, April 16, 1974 to be

paid out of this year's funds.
April 12, 1974.

HOMECOMING 74 A. M. S.

the

INTERNATIONAL CLUB

People wanted to work (through the

on committee A.M.S. OFFICE HOURS
International Centre)

offers

in areas of alumni

reunion, semi-formal

Dance, Parade,

advertising, budget, etc.

The AAAS office will be closed

Fri. Apr. 5 from 12 noon on

Good Friday (April 12)

Easter Monday (April 15)

ALL STUDENTS and STAFF
the opportunity of summer activities

at the

International Club

COTTAGE!
all welcome,

from June 14 to September 6.

$1.00 per person per day

For further information The summer oi\ ice hours are $2.00 per person per overnight

see or phone now in effect -swimming/ fishing, rowing, canoeing,
water-skiing, hiking, etc.

-fully equipped cottage, sleeps ten
-call or come by the International
Centre for further information and
reservations 547-2807

Peter Rose, The office will be open

542-6945

I

from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.



Job Bank office

opens Monday
"On the 22nd we hit!"

declares Craig Brown, co-

director of Job Bank. On that

date - next Monday - the Job Bank
office will be open from 9 to 5 to

look for summer employment for

the 700 to 800 students who have
filed for assistance.

There will be advertising on
television and in the Whig-
Standard to notify employers of

the students available through

Job Bank, according to Brown.
He estimated that the success in

finding jobs is directly propor-

tional to the amount of ad-

vertising carried out.

"Things start off slowly", in

April and early May as students

are matched up with jobs, he
noted. By the end of May,
however, he calculated that Job
Bank will be placing 12 to 14

students daily.

Most of the employment
possibilities are with the tourist

industry which does not start

hiring until May, he commented.
Many students who file with

Job Bank hope to be hired by one

of the three major factories in

Kingston. He warned that

chances of finding factory work
were slim as relatives of regular

employees are taken on before

others and the rest of the

vacancies are filled through an

arrangement between the fac-

tories and Manpower.

Brown recommended th::t

students band together in small

groups to do short-term work
such as bartending and lawn
cutting. He suggested that they

file under one number at Job
Bank which would notify them of

where they were needed.

Last year, Job Bank placed

approximately 1200, students in

summer jobs. Of these, 250 were
full-time positions, over 250 were
part-time, and more than 500

were jobs extending from one day
to six weeks.

Brown asked students who
have found jobs since registering

with Job Bank to notify co-

director Sally Caudwell or

himself.

Good response to

senate committee

nomination request
The Senate Nominating

Committee has told the Journal

that it wishes to acknowledge a

"most gratifying response" to its

recent call for candidates for

nomination to the University

Senate Committee. A large

number of applications were
received from keenly interested

and well qualified candidates and
the Committee had great dif-

ficulty in selecting nominees for

the rather limited number of

vacancies.

There were 10 candidates for

2 places on the Senate Committee
on Academic Development, 14 for

2 places on the Campus Planning

Committee, 11 for 3 on the

Library Committee, 11 for 2

places on Scholarships and

Student Aid, 13 for 1 position in

the Student Affairs Committee,

and so on.

To those who were not

selected, the Nominating
Committee expressed regret that

there were so few vacancies and
that it was not possible to place

everyone. It invited all those with

interest in the work of a par-

ticular Committee to com-
municate their ideas and opinions

to the chairman or elected

members and to participate in

that way.

The Nominating Committee
thanked all of the applicants for

their "generous response in the

work of the University Senate

Committees".

(^eens

ourna
Volume 101, No. 51

Thursday, April 18, 1974

>
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waFs

letters

to the
editors

Pub:
a clique?
Dear Editors:

While strolling through the

basement of the Union the other

day I noticed the list of next

year's pub staff up on the bulletin

board. When I looked the list over
I noticed many people that I

knew. I also noticed a fair

number of people that the pub
manager and assistant managers
knew. There was also a short

explanation stating that an at-

tempt had been made to contact

everybody who applied.

It appears that the manager
has taken the first step towards
the development of a clique. One
stop on Stuart Street and Dial-a-

Bus could pick up the whole staff

for a week. It's unfortunate that

the manager has shirked his

respfjnsibility so early in his

term.

Sincerely yours,

James Fenton

Publication
inane
Dear Editors:

With regard to your previous

year of publication of the Queen's
Journal, I would like to highly

commend you on a job well done.

How<;vf;r, I find the continuation

of your publication after the;

termination of classes highly

inane. Your lack of content and
disorganization in the pr«!vious

two issues havfr reflected fxjorly

against the success of the year. I

would recommend, therefore in

future, that your paper discon-

tinue at the end of classes.

Yours sincerely,

Disgruntled

P.H. My name is William Ix;onard

Taylor but please don't print it!

!

This Weekend
Thursday 12..'M) p.m. - Urown Hag Lunch at Agne«
Etherington with Dorothy Farr ^Art Hislf»ryj for

an informal discussion centered around the
Itobert Harris exhibit.

Thursday H.m p.m. Elizabeth MacDermot author
of The Art of Pressing Flowers, will demonstrate
and speak on the art on preservation of flowers in

their original shape and colours; in Stirling 'A'.

Admission is free.

Saturday - 3.(M) p.m. - Opening of an exhibition of

prints by .ludy Gouin at Agnes Etherington. The
exhibition will continue until June 9.

Sunday - 8.00 p.m. - Carnival: Short Films - a
variety of short Alms by a variety of fllm-makers
at McArlhur Hall. Tickets are $1 .00 at the door.

The Oueen't Journal, Thurtday, April II,

Ttiursday 8.(J0 p.m. - Anthony CampbeU, Sccr*

of the Fo{>d Pric<^« Iteview fVjard will be th«?

speaker at the annual meeting of the 0>nbumertf
AKSo<:jal)on of f'anada 'Kingstf^n Branch; Ut d
held in Memorial Hall, City Hail Ail intere«t||

persons are urge^ Ut attend.

I'ubs and movies

willmer

Nexf Week

Wednesday - 8.00 p.m. - St. Lawrence College
Modern Film Classics for 99c in the Large Lecture
Theatre. April 24, "Ikuru" (Kurosawa).

Pubs and Movies

101 Inn - The F'our Ways
Commodore- Ballards

Townhouse- Ixjndfjn

Krontenac - Finnegan'K- Tom Rol>ert8'

Singers
Frontenac - Muidoon's - Tinker's Dam
Manor - Leroy and the Harmony fU>ad

Capitol I- Magnum Force starts Friday
Capitol 11- The Great Gatsby
Odeon - The Sting

Highland - The Last Detail

1

Blue

Moving with the Times
This year Canadian Hoechst
marks its eighteenth year of

growth in Canada by moving into

new custom-built Montreal
headquarters. The Canadian ex-

pansion has been closely linked

to the worldwide development of

Hoechst, which is now among
the world's top five chemical
companies, with worldwide sales

that last year totalled approx-
imately 3.5 billion dollars.

In Canada, sales have almost
doubled in the past three years.

The new St. Laurent head office

and warehouse buildings will

provide space for a 1 00% in-

crease in the company's head
office staff, and have been de-

signed for expansion to accomo-
date increased Canadian pro-

duction.

Research: Window to
the Future

Today's research creates the
products of tomorrow. One-third

of Hoechst's current sales come
from products which did not exist

10 years ago. And with world-

wide sales approximating close to

3.5 billion dollars last year,

Hoechst spent close to 100 mil-

lion in pure research, and on
laboratory buildings and equip-

ment. The results of this invest-

ment decide Hoechst's position

in future markets, including

Canada.

Helping Build Canada
Products and ideas from Hoechst
have touched and improved the

quality of people's lives in every
area around the world, in a

hundred countries on six conti-

nents. As an affiliate of the

worldwide Hoechst organization,

Canadian Hoechst has a full cen-

tury of research and achievement
to draw upon. In Canada,
Hoechst is an autonomous com-
pany employing Canadians to

serve Canadian needs.

This new building is just one of

the more visible indications of

Canadian Hoechst Limited's

continuing investment in

Canada.

Hoechst in Canada concerns it-

self with supplying both the

present and future needs of Ca-

nadians. The range of products

and services covers the spectrum
through industrial chemicals,

dyestuffs, plastics, human and
veterinary medicines, pharma-
ceuticals, and textile fibres.

Hoechst products and services,

Hoechst techniques and know-
how in these fields, combined
with a large international fund of

experience, have given the Com-
pany a reputation for expertise

which takes constant striving to

live up to. Hoechst likes it that

way. So do their customers, here

and around the world. Hoechst
thinks ahead.

Ml (. T M HOtCH'.T

HOECHST
Can;idian Hoechst Limited

404 5 C6\6 Vertu

Montronl 383, Quebec

40 Lesmill Road
Don Mills, Ontario
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Queen's to award 13

honorary degrees this spring
Thirteen Canadians will be

awarded honorary degrees in

recognition of their outstanding

contributions to society at this

year's Spring Convocations, the

university has announced.

The recipients include two

women and six graduates or past

faculty members of Queen's.

More than 2,800 students are

also eligible to receive degrees

from the School of Graduate

Studies and Research, Queen's

Theological College, Faculty of

Education, Faculty of Applied

Science, School of Business,

Faculty of Medicine, Faculty of

Law, School of Nursing, School

of Rehabilitation Therapy and
Faculty of Arts and Science.

Honorary degrees are to be

awarded to Stanley L. Osborne,

Margaret Atwood, John
Alexander Edmison, Hans
Eichner, Fred A. Hamilton,
Jason A. Hannah, Grant Mac-

Submit to

Sweven
Sweven, the magazine of the

Queen's Journal, needs writing,

photography, artwork and ex-

perimental work for next year's

issues. Submissions for Sweven
number one should reach the

editor, Jim Smith, by September
1st. Send work to him at P.O. Box
1355, Kingston; or c-o The
Queen's Journal, Students'

Union.

unclassifieds
More on 4

OTTAWA - two bedroom apartment
May to Sept. or longer. Good
location downtown and on bus
route/ fully equipped. Phone Jean
542-5327 (Kingston number) after

6.

PEE WEE'S LAST PRESS NIGHT IS

OVERSHADOWED ONLY BY
HER HANG OVER. BELATED
BDGREETINGS TO BILLY. THE
BIG SHMUCK AWARD GOES TO
SWL.

SINGLE PARENT graduate student
is looking for a place to live next
year. If you have room for me and
my 7 year old daughter, please call

J. Rosenwalk at 289-6488.

TO SUBLET: Furnished two bedroom
apartment at 191 University Ave.
$120 a month. May to August.

TIL - "Be happy" can only say one
thing -are you keen? Hey. Richard
just scored - GO CANADIENS GO.

MR. AND MRS. GNOME (Beth Baby
and Pumpkin) remind Ms. d. S.

that "happiness is a big rock in

Georgian Bay"; and remind
Woody of the Bononzo Gang that

Suzanne and Booner need a bigger

dispensery. PS to Leona: Beth

Baby says that only by learning

new math can you subtract sex

from 25 and get 69!

LARGE QUIET private, ground floor,

one bedroom apt. on Alfred near
Brock. High ceilings, storage
basement, control of heating,
parking, access to back yard.
Easily suits two. $160 monthly.
Available May 1st to July 1st. New
lease in September. Phone 544-

5190.

THOUGH THE PAPER grows and
shrinks, CLASSIFIEDS never
change. Long live the best section

of the JOURNAL!!!
Many thanks, and best luck - with

cake, eggrolls, and press nites,

Suzanne. The has beens are finally

retreating.

Donald, Alexander Smith, Jack

Hamilton Warren, Ronald
Lawrence Way, Sister M.
Felicitas Wekel, Harry Emmet
Gunning and James Milton Ham.

Osborne is to be awarded an

honorary D.D. degree for his

contributions to the United

Church in Canada.
LL.D. degrees go to Atwood,

a prominent Canadian writer and
poet; Edmison, a lawyer and
member of the National Parole

Board
;
Eichner, the former head

of the German department at

Queen's; Hamilton, a

distinguished educator
;
Hannah,

a member of the Queen's Board
of Trustees and the former head

of Associated Medical Services,

(which recently gave the

university $250,000 to endow a

chair in medical research);
MacDonald, a Kingston painter;

Smith, a distinguished lawyer
and law professor; Warren,
Canada's High Commissioner to

the United Kingdom; Way, who
specializes in restoring historic

buildings and sites; and Wekel,

the Vice-President of St. Mary's
of the Lake Hospital.

Gunning and Ham will be

awarded D.Sc. degrees. Gunning
is a renowned chemist and Ham
is the former Dean of the Applied

Science and Engineering at the

University of Toronto.

Bronowski will talk

to staff, students, clubs
The 1974 Brockington Visitor,

Dr. Jacob Bronowski, comes to

Queen's October 28th to

November 1st. He is the director

of the Salk Institute Council and
is celebrated for his BBC
Television series "The Ascent of

Man".
Bronowski will deliver his

Lecture Monday evening, Oc-

tober 28th, in Grant Hall and will

be available to the university

constituency Tuesday to Friday,

October 29th to November 1st.

The Brockington Visitor

Committee is inviting heads of

departments and other members
of staff, student clubs and
associations who wish to have
Bronowski talk with them, to get

in touch with the Padre's office as

soon as possible, giving date,

time, place, numbers expected,

and the nature of the gathering.

Bronowski's series, "The
Ascent of Man", is available for

showing on the campus. Resumes
of the various segments in the

series and information con-

cerning the showing of these

segments may also be obtained

through the Padre's office.

BITE THE ONE
YOU
LOVE!

PIZZA

CHALET
Open 4 p.m. daily

PRINCESS
544-1227 at Borne

FILET
RED BRAND
NATURALLY

sir. MIGNON
5.95

AUNT LUCY'S
RESTAURANT
TAVERN

Princess West at

Portsmouth

MOFFATT'S I.D.A.
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS' UNION

226 BARRIE at EARL

20% - 50% OFF ALL Cosmetics &

Colognes by LOVE - YARDLEY - FABERGE

PRINCE MATCHABELLI - CHANEL

QUEEN'S PUB
pocKS IN HERC.

IM MOT SURPftiSCD

MAY 1st

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

12-2 PM 8 PM - 1 AM

WE'LL GIVE YOU ALL THE FACTS
AND FIGURES ABOUT DIAMONDS

The value of a diamond varies not only with
the size, but with the degree of perfection in color,

clarity and cut. We'll show you all the factors
that influence the cost of a diamond. And

help you find the finest for the price.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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unclassifieds ^

Thanks again Suiie, for everything.

Woody.
NEEDED: Two girls to share modern

3-bedroom apt. with a third for

lV74-'75. Rent $40-month, 10-15

minute walk from campus, ex-

cellent bus service. Would prefer

3rd or 4th year students. Phone
Jackie at 544-0705.

LOST: gold wire rimmed glasses in

the vicinity of Leonard Hall.

Please call Ralph at 544-7532 or

John at 544-7405.

LEAVING THE COUNTRY? Photo

Image gives you six passport size

prints at a new low student price,

only $4.00. Ideal for International

Drivers Permits and job ap-

plications too. Call us at S4i-7770 or

drop by our studio at 33 Brock St.

Group rates available.

4-BEDROOM APARTMENT, living

room, complete kitchen. 98

Division St. Take over June Ist for

Sept. -Sept. lease. Phone 546-9594.

McGILL-MONTREAL NEXT YEAR?
Me too. If you are male or female
and have or are seeking ac-

commodation in Montreal for next

fall, let's get together. Call or

leave a message for Pete at 544-

1022.

WANTED FOR '74-'75: two people to

share large, modern 3-bedroom
apt. Rent $58 per month, laundry

facilities, close to campus. Call

Mar^ before 10 A.M. at 549-

2853.

400mm f-6.3 AUTOMATIC VIVITAR
LENS. Pentax T-4 mount. Less

than one year old, has 5 year

guarantee. Sample photos. List

$250, now only $140 firm. Call or

leave a message for Pete at 546-

1022.

LAST CHANCE! Still a few bedrooms
left in a large house on Bagot near

MacDonald Park. 2 kitchens, 3

bathrooms, living room and
essential furnishings supplied.

May-Sept., S30-room. Geoff 544-

6648 or Greg 546-4085.

MOVING? John is back in business.

Short or long hauls to get you

home. Call this evening, 542-5416.

APARTMENT for 2-3 people available

for next year, already sublet for

summer, close to campus and
downtown. Large balcony. If in-

terested call 542-1971.

TAK will be operating for the hours of

7 pm to 3 am for the rest of the

term until April 26th. Tired of

studying, v/ant to talk, exams
getting you down, call us: 544-1771.

SUBLET; Duplex, 3 large bedrooms,
dining room, living room, large

kitchen. Rent negotiable. Anytime
May through August. Phone 544-

8466 after 10 PM.
LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE

this summer. Rooms available in a

four bedroom house near campus.
Phone 542-5259.

FOR SALE: Stove, fridge, kitchen

table, chairs, rocking chair, other

household items. Call 546-9786

after 6:00 PM.
FULLY FURNISHED, carpeted, big

apt. for two, on Union, 3 minutes
from campus. To SUBLET May to

Sept. Parking and garden. Rent
negotiable. Phone 549-1684.

EARN UP TO $70 without moving a

finger-rent a room (not a box) to a

graduate student who wishes
peace. The room should be a) near
the campus, b) have cooking
facilities. Those who might be
sharing the same house-apt.
should be broadminded ie. should

not care whether I am black,

brown, yellow, or red. Please ask

for Shankar Lakhavani, 547-6244 or

544-8855.

ONE FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE
apt. with two girls-upper year or

grad. Apt. furnished, no lease, rent

reasonable, close to campus.
Available Sept. 1 but would like

confirmation now. Phone 548-8211.

CLEAN, CARPETED, HOUSE to

sublet in new condition. Located

near EIrond. Call 544-7238 or 544-

7177 for details today!

FULLY FURNISHED, carpeted, big

apartment for two, on Union, 3

minutes from campus. To
SUBLET May to September.
Parking and garden. Rent
negotiable. Phone 549-1684.

ARE YOU A DSC CHAIRMAN or an
organization president thinking of

sponsoring a speaker for next

year? The Education Commission
needs a summer mailing list to

begin the task of campus wide
information coordination. Please

leave names and summer ad-

dresses in the AMS Office as soon

as possible.

PHOTO IMAGE has a complete range
of technical photographic services

including custom black and white

developing and printing and
ektachrome processing at new
competitive prices. 48 hour service

or less available on most orders.

Call us at 546-7770 for more in-

formation or drop in at 33 Brock St.

ONLY 1 JOURNAL TO GO!!!!
TO THE BAGOT STREET GIRLS,

scrupulous repast, cheesecake
was great, wrists are healing, the

Barrie Street Boys.

ECONOMICS 351 - reserve April 25th

afternoon for celebration pur-

poses. First beer on Charlie Beach
and Peter Gusen. Place: 293

Albert street. - Time: 1 hour after

exam.
FURNITURE: Now that you've found

a place to live for the summer, how
about a bed, dresser and big table

(alias desk). Even bookshelves if

you've got an imagination. Willing

to sell or rent for the summer only.

Call Sandy 544-5013.

FANTASTIC OFFER: one bedroom
apartment for summer (May 1 to

Sept. 1 or part thereof) Rent $125-

month. One month free rent.

Furnished, laundry facilities,

sauna, central location, utilities

included. Phone 544-3737.

LOST: ONE brown wallet. Please

return cards. Phone 544-9059. Lost

on April 22.

SPACIOUS 5 bedroom house to sublet

- May to Aug. - corner of Bagot and
Earl - close to MacDonald park.

Laundromat and corner store -

price negotiable. Call 544-8456.

NEED A FEMALE to share my
apartment with this summer.
Modern, clean, completely fur-

nished. Two blocks from Campus.
Phone 546-7410. Anno (prospective

Apt. mate getting married)
TO SUBLET - May to Sept. or any part

thereof. Beautiful spacious 3

bedroom apartment, furnished,

fully equipped kitchen, living

room. Laundry facilities. 15

minutes from campus. Please
phone 544-8097-8.

OUR SUBLETTER HAS backed out.

Spacious 2 bedroom apartment at

18 Elm Street. $150-month with all

utilities paid except electricity.

Option for next year. 546-7060.

FOURTH year female looking for a

place to board or a room in a house
for next year. Phone 549-0001 after

5:00.

I'M LOOKING FOR one or two
moderately quiet, moderately
studious person( s) to share a 2 or 3

bedroom apartment next year.

Rent is about $125 (total) no lease.

Also bed and dresser for sale (take

possession end of April) $45. Phone
544-2605 or visit 152 Division
almost any time.

BACHELOR apt. to sublet - May 10 -

Sept. 1. Shag rug, utilities in-

cluded, new building - Bayswater
place - $100 (am paying $132).

Phone 549-2332 or leave a note for

Lou at main office mail boxes at

the Law School.

SPACIOUS 2 bedroom apt. to sublet

May 1 - Sept. 1. Close to campus,
fully furnished. Rent negotiable.

Call Sandy at 549-1207.

TO SUBLET: 2 person or 1 person
apartment at West Campus
Tower; fully furnished with TV;
rent negotiable. Call 549-2567.

THE QUEEN'S campus needs in-

formation coordination of campus
educational activities (speakers,

symposia etc.). This is a job for the

Education Commission. All

campus organizations including

DSC's are asked to leave the

names and summer addresses of

their presidents, chairman etc. to

set up a mailing list before the end
of term.

GRADUATING: Books to sell? Bring

them to the John Orr Room, April

25, between noon and 4 p.m. The
ASUS Book Sale will be early next

September.
FREE APT. (almost) Largest

apartment in EIrond with 2

bedrooms, living room, kitchen,

all completely furnished. $100 a

month for two or $110 for three or

$120 for four. May - September.
544-6648.

TO SUBLET May to September.
Spacious 3 bedroom furnished

house (four man), large kitchen,

dining, living rooms, convenient

location. Backyard parking. Ideal

for family. Rent negotiable - not a

dive! Call 544-8765 Or 544-8844.

BEST WISHES to LEONA on her 25th

spin around the sun. Love the

Midnight Marauder.
END DISCRIMINATION AGAINST

5'2" AND UNDER PEOPLES.
IMPOSSIBLE, PEEWEE!!
MODERN TWO BEDROOM apart-

ment to rent. May 1st. Lease op-

tional in September. Fridge, stove,

and shower; utilities included in

OPCN wloe
ANOSAVAH
f/cOonaW* B(g Mac. The beat-lastino big sandwich
' ^I'l woflfJ hai wer known Well at l';a',i ihf;

'/fifj'j', ha'j (r/dr known

McDonald's

277 BATH ROAD

VUO.bU a month rent Hhone 544

632/

TOO MANY MORE OF THESE AND
I'M GOING TO PUKE.

NEED . small, 2 bedroom houM in

country not more than 25 miles
from Kingston. To rent. Call J46-

0930.

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THE
GOOD OLD CLASSIFIEDS...

APARTMENT to sublet May to

September. 15th floor West
Campus tower. Furnished, rent

negotiable, option to renew for

1974. Call 544 5065 or come to liF
West Campus Tower.

ANN AND ANDIES good luCk 00
your exams. Jim.

HOOKA CHUKKA . . HOOKA
HOOKA HOOKA . . CHUKKA

WHO IN ECO 110 'itr.TIOH A AND
fl COULCl BELItVE THAT . ,

t/AM?
TWO BEOKOOM AHT for r»nt in

Mo/ 15 minuttri from m«in
r.drnpu^ Suit«bl<! for West C«mput
dlso Phone 549 07«5 after 5pm

WITH LOVE AND KISSES TO
LEONA ON HER BIRTHDAY
LEONA'S LOVERS AND COM
PANY.

WHAT'S UP, BEECH?
TO WOODY, for support, and ottier

unmentionables, including dinner
at BROWNIES. The better half.

Pee Wee.
LOST A WALLET containing personal

papers. Could you please return it.

NO questions asked. Phon* i44-
1942.
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SCIENCE 76

YEAR END
BASH!
CLARK HALL

FRI., 19 7.00 PM

BEER 3-$1.00

Queen's
\f^\\

Kingston
University \>-<d/ Ontario

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION

The Faculty of Education invites university graduates
and undergraduates who expect to receive their Bache-
lor's degree by September, 1974, to apply for admission
to the Bachelor of Education degree program which
leads to Ontario teacher certification for elementary or

secondary schools.

For additional information and an application form tele-

phone 613-547-6280 or write to:

The Reglstrak'

Faculty of Education
Queen's Unlverelty

Kingston, Ontario
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MOFFATT'S I.D.A.
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM STUDENTS' UNIONI

226 BARRIE at EARL

20% - 50% OFF ALL Cosmetics &

Colognes by LOVE - YARDLEY - FABERGE

PRINCE MATCHABELLI - CHANEL

End of Term

Thursday 8:00 p.m. - Anthony Campbell. Secretary

of the Food Prices Review Board will be the guest

speaker at the annual meeting of the Consumer's

Association of Canada (Kingston Branch) to be

held in Memorial Hall, City Hall. All interested

persons are urged to attend.

Friday .3:30 p.m. - Department of Biology seminar:

"Corn Improvement for Problem Environments"
with Dr. J.C.S. Allison, Department of Crop

Science, University of Guelph. In Earl Hall, Room
117.

Friday 7:15p.m. & 9: 15 p.m. - Faculty of Education,

School Librarianship film: "What's Up, Doc!" At

McArthur Hall Auditorium.

Saturday 8:00 p.m. - Free Beer almost at the Final

Bash for all Artsci '74. Come to 364 Brock. Vast

liquid reserves. Help us get rid of them!

Until June 9 - Exhibition of prints by Judy Gouin at

Agnes Etherington.

May 1 - The Queen's Pub reopens today. The hours

will be 12:00 noon - 2:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. - 1:00

a.m.

Reminder to Geology and Engineering students

that, despite rumours to the contrary, the year is

not over on Saturday. Don't forget, there is

always Field and Survey School!

wilmer

Manor - Leroy and the Harmony Road

Capitol 1 - Magnum Force
Capitol 2 - The Great Gatsby
Hyland - The Last Detail

Odeon - The Sting

Grand Theatre - May 10 & 11, 8:30 p.m. - The
Division of Concerts Shaw Festival is presenting

The Devil's Disciple. Tickets are $5.50, $4.50,

$3.50, $2.50 general and $4.50, $3.50, $2.50, $1.50

student and senior citizens, available at the box
office.

Summer Hours

Operating hours for the Spring and Summer Terms,

in the Union, will be as follows:

Wallace Hall - Monday through Friday:

Breakfast - 7:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Lunch - 12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.

Dinner - 5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

During May and June:

Saturday - 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Sunday - 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

There will also be a take-out Snack-Bar Service

inside the entrance on the Union, Monday through

Friday - 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Coffee Shop - The Coffee Shop will be closed for

May, June, July and part of August.

„.And After

June 1 - f 'onvocatlon Ceremonies in the Arena this

weekend,

I^on't forget that the Journal resumes publication

for InterxesHion and Summer School, for all those

reamining on Campus, and that it is also available

by mail, if vou are out of town.

Pubs and Theatres

Phys, Ed, Centre

101 Inn Tfi<- Four Ways
( ommodore Hallards

Townhouse - Muriol l)ay and the Night Squad

Krontenac - Kinnegan's Frank HIakey

Frontenac - Muldoon's - Tinker's Dam

Red student cards will not be valid for entry to or

the use of Physical Education Centre Services

after May 2, (ixcept for Graduate Student Cards.

All students registering for Intersession must

obtain a short term membership card for use of

the I'hysical F^ducation services. These cards

may be obtained free of charge at the Ad-

ministrative Office of the Phys Ed Centre bet-

wecrn II :(X) a.m. and 4::iO p.m., Monday through

FYiday, prior to May 2. There will be a charge for

laundry and tote s<Tvices, Students writing in

May, Law, Medical School and Nursing, who

wish to vxU'nd services to the end of (!xams must

obtain a short t<'rm card at the Administrative

fjffice before May 2.

Short term cards will not be valid for use until May

FINLAY'S

SPORT

SHOP
93 PRINCESS ST.

548-8255

SPECIAL QUEEN'S DISCOUNTS

$5.00 OFF

ALL FRAMED PACKS

$5.00 OFF

ALL TENTS

$2.00 OFF

ALL LEATHER

ADIDAS & PUMAS

FREE GENERATOR

LIGHT WITH

ALL BIKES

Streak into Summer!
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Students leaving Queen's this

week for the summer will notice

several changes in the campus
when they return in September.

If the present building

timetable is followed, 163 and 165

University will be torn down
during the summer to make way

^ for the new University Centre.

Many students have protested the

planned demolition of the two old

houses, but University Campus
Planner Eric Thrift told the

Journal he was "not very
hopeful" they can be saved. He
explained that while the buildings

could be moved, the cost involved

would be excessive.

Construction of the addition

to the Union (on the site of 163 and
165) is slated to begin early in the

fall. No major changes will be

made to the interior of the

present Union until the addition is

completed, probably not until

well into 1975.

Ccimpus will change over the summer
This summer may also see

the beginnings of the construction

of a new wing for the Agnes
Etherington Art Centre. The
wing, which will be financed by
the university and the federal

government, will extend towards
Queen's Crescent from the
present gallery area, on what is

now a lawn. Thrift stressed that

the building schedule is still not

finalized, but added that the

project heads are eager to begin

construction as soon as possible.

Students returning in Sep-

tember will also notice the

presence of a number of new
trees on the campus. Holes for

the trees have been prepared in

several locations, including the

south lawn of the Douglas
Library and the front lawn of

Ellis Hall. The trees are to be

planted later in the spring.

Money for the trees - Artsci 75's

gift to the university - was raised

Summer pub to

open next week
by Danny McClelland

"The pub is there for people

to drink and enjoy themselves"

asserted Summer Pub manager
Kim Usher in an interview with

the Queen's Journal.

Usher hopes to bring bands to

the summer pub or at least obtain

a "good sound system if at all

possible". She also hopes to in-

clude a "dance floor to allow

people to mix".

Usher forsees "no change in

the beginning", however the

menu will be enlarged with a

"few additions to the array of

drinks".

To rid any confusion on staff

selection. Usher asserted that the

staff was chosen by lottery and
the assistants selected from
interviews. She pointed out that

the staff, kept to a minimum, has

been obtained but some positions

may become vacant.

The pub is scheduled to open
on May 1 at noon and will con-

tinue open until the last week of

August. Hours will be from 12:00

p.m. to 2:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. to

1 :00 a.m., but will remain flexible

to accommodate the student's

desires.

Applications to

Queen's top '73
Applications for admissions

to Queen's for 1974 have in-

creased 18 per cent over 1973,

according to a recently issued

Journal
will be
back

The Journal is closing

shop. The staff is getting

restless, the printer wants a

vacation and the AMS is

getting tired of us using their

names in the masthead.» Besides, as we've said before,

the campus can only take so

much of a good thing. So there

was only one thing left to do.

The old staff, now officially

'.declared elder statespeople,

have declared this the last

-.issue ... at least until May.
On May 16, the Journal will

^once again resurface with a

completely renovated Staff in

hopes of even greater things.

report. There has been an in-

crease of 11.8 per cent from
students in grade thirteen and
66.7 per cent from other ap-

plicants.

The report also noted a rise of

3.6 per cent in applications from
grade thirteen students to On-
lario universities and 23.7 per
cent from other applicants.
Overall, the increase is 8.4 per
cent over 1973:

Queen's was second only to

the University with the highest

percentage of those who had
listed the university as their first

choice on the application (81 per

cent as opposed to 89 per cent).

Queen's attracted far more
students from Quebec and out-

side Canada than most Ontario

universities, according to 1973

data from the Applications
Centre.

^It also noted that relatively

few students registered from the

area around Kingston, but many
came from the rest of the

province.

Em

during the "Queen's Forever

Green" campaign last fall.

By the end of the summer,
the occupants of the new Arts -

Social Science Centre will have
moved in, and the centre should

be ready for full-time operation.

Included in the switch will be

the departments of (Geography

and Sociology and the schools of

Public Administration, Local

Government and Urban and
Regional Planning.

When the Geography

department moves, Ontario Hall

will be renovated to meet the

needs of the Art History depart-

ment. It is possible that the

renovations will be complete and
the department installed in its

new home by September.

Queen's CIGGT hosts
transportation seminar

Electric mainline railways in Canada within 10

years? Train passengers stacked three high on

auto-carrying flatcars? These are just two of the

topics discussed at the Seminar on Research &
Innovations in Guided Ground Transport, held at

Queen's on April 16 and 17. Sponsored by the

Queen's-based Canadian Institute of Guided Ground
Transport, the seminar was attended by some 150

delegates representing government and tran-

sportation-oriented companies such as Canadian

National, CP Rail, Imperial Oil and Canadian

General Electric.

The two days of meetings comprised some 17

presentations on subjects such as the effects of

energy trends on transport modes, railway

research, rail transportation of Arctic oil, the future

of electric railway trains, urban guided ground

transportation, and magnetic levitation passenger

vehicles. Panel discussions were conducted on

innovations in guided ground transport and railway

safety.

The CIGGT was established in 1970 and is

primarily funded by the federal Ministry of

Transport, the Canadian National and Canadian

Pacific Railways, and Queen's University. Other

sponsors take part on a contract basis. The ten-man

Board of Directors is chaired by Mr. J. Gratwick,

Vice President, Canadian National Railways. The

Council, constituted of participants in the Institute's

work, is chaired by Queen's electrical engineering

professor C.H.R. Campling.

The proceedings of the seminar are being

published in the next few weeks and will be

available from the CIGGT offices in Goodwin Hall.

Ministry of

Colleges and

Universities

Ontario

Application forms and a new
question-and-answer bool<iet

about OSAP are now
available.

Ontario Student
Assistance Program
1974-75

Your Student Awards Officer

has full details.

Apply early.

It helps us and it helps you.
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THE DONALD GORDON CENTRE VOR CONTINUING EDUCATION

Residential centre planned

for non-credit study program
Queen's is to be the first

university in Canada to establish

a residential centre for a non-

credit, part-time adult study

program. The Donald Gordon
Centre for Continuing Education
is designed for a year round

program which can be attended

for an unlimited amount of time.

Basically, it is oriented to

provide an education for those

who simply want to learn without

feeling the overriding pressure of

competition and exams. The
students will participate in

various types of seminars and
lectures and will have access to

all the facilities at Queen's.

The centre will be situated in

the historic Roselawn home,
located at the corner of Union and
College Street. To remain within

the original 1840 design of the

building, the large salons will be

furnished in the style of the mid
1800's.

The residences will be

located in a three-storey struc-

ture, architecturally integrated

with the main house. The building

Student aid to be increased
Increased support for On-

tario's students aid programs
and the introduction of a new loan

program have been announced
by the Ontario government.

The total amount provided

for all studen'. aid programs in

1974-75 has been increased to

.$39,400,000 from actual ex-

penditures of .$.36,(K)0,000 in 1973-4.

The $39-million will be

allocated approximately as

follows: $35-million to the Ontario

.'Student assistance programme,
S3-million to the Ontario graduate

scholarship programme, .$500-

thousand to a bursary program
for part-time students, $150-

Ihousand to bursaries for

secondary school students and
$800-lhousand to federal-

provincial programs related to

Canada's two official languages.

The new loan program will

provide loans of up to $500 for full-

time students who require

emergency funds and are unable

to obtain them from their parents

or through the Ontario students

assistance program. Loans will

be negotiated by students at

chartered banks and will be

guaranteed by the province to a

maximum liability of $2-million.

They will bear interest at 10 per

cent which must be repaid within

two years. Interest will be

charged from the time the loan is

negotiated but repayments will

not begin until 12 months later.

The bursary program for

part-time students, launched in

1973, will continue as a pilot

project at institutions where it

was operated in 1973-4.

The Ontario government
students assistance programme,
which incorporates the federal

government's Canada student

loans program, has been changed
to enable students to receive

more financial assistance and to

allow more students to qualify for

aid.

unclassifieds

New principal soon
Ciueen'« University will sw>n

know the name of its nf;w prin

cipal who will officially he taking

office in October '74, Since Dr.

I;eut.Sf;h's nolicf; of rf;signation

last Of;tober from his l'> y«;ar

term, the [x^silion has been open.

A member of the Search

Committee, Morris Chochia,
informed the Journal that a

statement announcing [he. name
of the n(;w princi|)al will follow

the n(!xt May .llh lioard of

Triistees m(!eling.

Sweven reminder
As a final announcement

before the end of the term,

»wev*'n again reminds those

inlenrsted in contributing for

next year that the first deadline

for submissions is September
.301 h

All types of art, writing,

photography and greeting not(!S

lo the Kditor, .Jim Sfnilh, arc

encouraged arifl should be for-

warded to either Que(!n'K .Journal

or his own address at I'.O. Box

1.355, Kingston.

more on 8

PLEASE REMEMBER: Your student

card is your only receipt for

Tricolor 74 so you better not throw
that little red card away if you
want to get a Tricolor at

Registration in the fall.

THE WORD OF THE WEEK IS

"YABBIT"!
MUT just went to the store to seek

nouriture for the slowly drowning
staff. "God save the people".

MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF
HAPPINESS (Mel, Boffa, Whit-

the-Twit, Zinna-Winna, Sushie,

and Ders; not to overlook the

Honourable Member, Logs) wish
their friends and associates lots of

laughs in future. Since wc have all

been hero together no further

words are necessary.

Hey Gang, I can't believe we've done
the whole thing. RAW. THE END.

MS, LEONA PERI?Y AND MR.
PETEK DRUXERMAN .iri! pleased

to announci,' their temporary
(ng.ig(;ment ( much to the regret of the

former "Leon.i's Lovers"), The
couple is soon to lake up residence

together for the summer.
Congratulations ft gift* may be sent c

o the Journal office.

will be completely equipped with

large study rooms, lounges and

food services. Conveniently,

there will also be a bar lounge. To
accommodate official visitors,

the university is willing to

allocate some of its own living

quarters and absorb the cost.

Because the centre is to be a

financially free-standing
organization. Director H.O.

Helmers' has stated that "to

make it possible to keep it going,

a charge for its use is

necessary."

Bonucchi Pizzeria
546-2050

FREE DELIVERY
50c off on pickups

162 Division St.

and upstairs - for guys & gals

BONUCCHI BILLIARDS

OPCM WI06
AMOSAVAN
McDonald'-; Big Mac The besl-tasling big sandwich
Ihe world has ever knowri WkII ^' ihe

campus has ever knowr

i

277 BATH ROAD

I

t

ISN'T IT ABOUT TIME YOU HAD A

MAN TO MAN TALK WITH YOUR JEWELER?

So you're thinking about getting engaged.

It's high 'time you had a heart to heart with your

jeweler. To learn the facts of life about

diamonds. We'll set you straight on carat weight,

clarity, color, cut and value. You'll find it

very interesting. And be more enlightened and

ready to wed.

KINNKAR d'ESTERRE
J U W i; L L E R S

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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CFRC continues to expand efforts to provide

"alternative sound" to commercial radio fare
By Derek Redmond

Commercial radio, with its

hard-sell advertising, jingles,

phone-in contests and philosophy

of "find a good record and play it

to death", is content for the most
part to hang onto its role of

providing background noise
while the listener goes about his

or her daily routine. If forced to

listen to this type of mindless

programming for several hours

without doing anything else, you
would probably find yourself

unspeakably bored, and possibly

on the verge of doing violence to

your transistorized babble-box.

CFRC and CFRC-FM are two
of the few on-air radio stations in

Canada operated by university

students, and the CFRC Student

Radio Club intends to continue

expanding its efforts to provide

the Queen's and Kingston
community with an alternative to

the picture just described.
Queen's radio is a non-
commercial operation, and is

therefore freed from having to

cater to the mass market at all

times. Rather than the slick,

high-pressure approach designed
to grab your ear and hold it

during a few records and a few
commercials, CFRC provides a
low-key but unpredictable sound.

The Queensradio studios are
near the heart of the Queen's
campus, in the basement of

Carruthers Hall, with the tran-

smitters next door in Fleming
Hall. The AM transmitter pumps
100 watts into the 120 foot high

"clothesline," erected in 1936,

which you can see strung bet-

ween Fleming and Ontario Halls.

The AM signal can be picked up
about 20 miles in all directions on
a good day, compared to about -25

miles for a high-quality FM
signal, from an aerial driven by
1270 watts.

The AM frequency of 1490 is

restricted to radio stations with

low power "local" coverage, and
there are 175 stations on this

frequency in North America. On
the other hand, 91.9 FM is an

unrestricted frequency, and if

CFRC-FM acquires a stereo

transmitter a substantial power
increase would be necessary to

maintain the same coverage
area.

Queensradio recently
received a letter from a man who
picked up its AM signal on his

radio in Marion, Ohio. In the

early 1930's, when there were
fewer stations around the world
and CFRC's power was 600 watts,

the signal was heard as far away
as Australia.

Programming has changed
greatly since those days,
although some traditions have
been maintained, such as Golden
Gael sports broadcasts. In 1968

and 1970, CFRC carried play-by-

play football from Winnipeg as
the Queen's team sought the

Canadian championship.
For music lovers, Queen-

sradio features orchestras from
Mahavishnu to Count Basie to the

London Philharmonic. The
programs are many and varied -

some focus on specific aspects of

jazz, folk or the classics, and
some wander more freely in the

fields of rock, classics or easy
listening. There's also poetry,

prose, cultural features, public

affairs, comedy, nostalgia and a

French program.
Because its transmitters

interfere with Electrical

Engineering experiments in the

same building, Queensradio only

broadcasts four days a week
(Thursdays through Sundays),

but in the fall of 1974 total weekly
programming hours will be in-

creased, as separate shows will

be broadcast on AM and FM. All

shows have been "simulcast"

this year, due to renovations in

progress in' the station. When
these are completed, CFRC will

have three control rooms and
four studios, as well as increased

record library, office and lounge

space. The improved facilities

will greatly aid the members of

the Student Radio Club, who do

all the operating and announcing,

in their attempt to produce shows
which they enjoy and thus, they

feel, are definitely appealing to a

specific interest group in the

community. Since the club

members are all volunteers, it is

vital that they be allowed to do

the style of program that appeals

to them, and this freedom is

assured within the varied format

of the stations. New members are

usually recruited at the begin-

ning of the academic year
(although inquiries are welcome
anytime) and are given technical

training by older members.
At times Queensradio lacks

professional polish, but it makes
up for this with a freshness and a

real desire to communicate with

the listener ~ to produce an
"alternative sound."

Hardly anyone ever sees them, but almost everyone listens to them. Sporting new CFRC T-

shirts, staff of Queen's Radio conducted a "remote" broadcast from outside the Student's

Union on Saturday. Large amplifiers forced the programme out over the nearby area, at-

tracting curious onlookers and listeners. The placard in the foreground shows a stylized

microphone - CFRC's motif.

To many listeners, CFRC's programming appears very dif-
ferent from that of other stations. It comes to you from studios

brown
in the basement of Carruthers Hall, which have been recently
renovated.
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The Useful
Abuse
of History

IMcRac, Kennedy. Purler

The coloured beads, the playthings, in his

hand,

He sits headbent; around him lies a land

Laid waste by war and ravaged by disease.

Growing on rubble, ivy hums with bees;

A weary peace with muted psalmody
Sounds in a world of aged tranquility.

The old man tallies up his coloured beads;

He fits a blue one here, a white one there.

Makes sure a large one, or a small, precedes,

And shapes his game ring with devoted care.

Time was he had won greatness in the game.
Had mastered many tongues and many arts,

Had known the world, travelling to foreign parts

From pole to pole, no limits to his fame.

Around him pupils, colleagues always pressed.

Now he is old, worn out ; his life is less.

Disciples come no longer to be blessed.

Nor masters to invite an argument.

AJl. all are gone, and the temples, libraries.

And schools of Castalia are no more. At rest

Amid the ruins, the glass beads in his hand,

Those hierglyphs once so significant

That now are only coloured bits of glass.

He lets them roll until their force is spent

And silently they vanish in the sand.

Herman Hesse

ournal
Vol. 10) No. 57

Thurs., Apr. 25, 1974

Queen's University

WcU, hore we are late in the fourth

quarter with time running (crawiing) out,

nnd the final drive of a long hard volume is

just getting undcrw/ay. Our able field

general, Battlin' Bob Wood, has just been
promoted to Elder Statesperson {welcome
to the club, boss the bar's down the stairs

on your left) while the short blonde better

halt has retired to the wilds of Georgian
Bay to contemplate her love life and
recover from the Canadiens' crushing
defeat. Things are almost normal, although
Sherkin the yourtger (heir apparent to this

mess) is showing signs of shell shock after

a bombardment by ballooons courtesy of

the Ghost of Journals Past,

Woody is being his usual lecherous self,

ably abetted by y'r Ob't C'r's'p'n'd't while

Cinders, that loveable elf of the classifieds,

IS hoarding beer and getting ready for

tomorrow's exam, not to mention her
rendition of Mary Had a Little Lamb.
Sarah, the chief handmaiden to the evil

cloaked one, is busily trying to generate a

story (yes, by God, we do have NEWS!) in

spite of the hazards of work in a free-fire

zone, while Mung the Magnificent is

bathing his rubber ducky in the Tricolor

birdbath. Swish, who has been
masquerading as a news editor all year,

has revealed her true colours with a

camera around her neck. If it doesn't get in

the way for field i hockey, we'll have a

winner. Meanwhile over in the arts and
crafts department, J.D. and Korn have
departed, leaving a hazy trail of rank cigar

smoke and flood will betiind thern. It sounds
like QJ will have lots of foreign
correspondents next year Paris even,
while Korn is recovering from four hours of

LSATS.
The backpage czar has departed for the

rarified atmosphere of Ottawa's com
pulers, negotiating all the while to put the
good name of Moffat on some prime real

estate, Collins, next year's business baron
and our first respectable answer to John
Mclntyre since sheep, has been put to work
on yet another Quixotic graphic, while
Perry, she of the inestimable lovers and
erratic hours, was in, then out, and in, then
out Mul the marvelous, he of infinite

detail and great credulity, has just returned
from a sustenance run to keep the nodding
heads above water,

Wanless, she of Wat's Happanin fanje,

is busily printing pictures to satisfy the

scavengers, although a summer of the
pristine pleasures of greenstones and
granite await her north of the Soo (don't

forget the Repex, Pat).

Meanwhile, back in the spring mon
soon, Keith of Bourns is readying himself
for a summer with Rob't Reid (not the
funeral types, tho), while Dapper Dan'l, 2

IC of 160 Johnson claims to be producing a

page or three (which is a good idea, all in

all, since Morris the emperor of Prescott is

expecting something on the morning bus)
and Ann K (JVS where are you) and Mike
are generating 304 of the little buggers
across the hall.

This could go on forever, but there are
many who are not here who deserve a
mention loo, (A HOT FLASH:: SHERKIN
IS FONDLING MUNG'S DUCKIE),

It looks like the council of elders (plus a

couple of raw rooks) will be running things
this summer. The old pros will get one more
try before withdrawing to draw their

pensions and housebreak their angoras. Ah
well ! two more years and I 'II be eligible for

my long-service chevrons. This has been
one of the better Gerbil cages for the last 8

years, and the inmates have been better

Itinn rtVtroye H'jw il the (Ajlil/rol heo^itt
will just go away and leav» the retf <A the
Iveer C J B

The century-old house of Gerbil h«i
weathered yet another /ear, fhanki to th<-

personalities v/ho dwell there
There was Lee, our <<upersellin<j

Business Manager (Not to mention her
lovers) who kept the House in a loviai

mood; young Marg and Ann kept the la /out

pages appearing. There v/as noble Mut who
offered his seasoned advice and tracked
dov/n those delinquent accounts.

Swish, Sweetness and Innocence, and i

Danno kept the news churning out, while
;

Pat, our geolgist turned photog, kept tabi \

on Wat's Hdppnin',
Our front page stalwart, Mung, held the

photo department together, with hours and
hours of help from Merrithew and Bot
tomley, and the whole crew of photogs.

The cultured members of the house,
Judy and Korn criticized and reviewed and
even cured their early habit of finishing
last, (Now they are setting records!)

Janet tamed the monster called
features and Doug monitored the outside
world. Pleasing the sports fans kept Stew
busy. Cinders classified everything
possible, and T. Collins terrorized the
heavies.

The elder statespersons, perennial
Chris, John, Chas and Sandy steadied the
fragile House of Gerbil in the beginning,
and newly appointed statespersons will be
around to do the same for Suzanne, the
heiress of the House.

However, the real guts of the place
were the multitude who contributed during
the year, put up with the editors, and yet
still helped night after press night.

Throughout, and through all, "God"
watched, helped, and one time even saved
the Godlets and the House of Gerbil.

BUNCHES OF THANKS GANG, Sue
and Woody.

And a Hero Cookie to John Morris for
Surviving the Year!

Summer 74 Accommodation

May to September

at EIrond
Single Room $60. a month
Double Room $75. a month

ask about rates for academic groups - Seminars, Conferences, etc.

Call EIrond College (613) 544-1842

401 Princess at Division

The School
Librarianship
Movie

MCArthur
Hall
7:15 B
9^15 pm

Jllillllitiiim rTTT
a screwball comedy
remember them?

Pkx?"

[f MKIICOI OH"* from Warner bros, A Warner Communications Comptiiiy '(I,>

sweven

74 - 75
magazine

of the

Queen's Journa

deadline

for first

issue

Sept. 30, 74
submissions

to be sent to:

Jim Smith

c/o Journal,

or

P. O. Box 1355
Kingston
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Show Festival

The Devil
comes to town!

The time is 1777. The place is New Hampshire. Against the

background of the American Revolution, a ne'er-do-well non-

conformist discovers an unsuspected strong streak of conventionality

while a mild-mannered gentleman of the cloth becomes a fire-eating

rebel. In the crucible of crisis, asks George Bernard Shaw, does

anyone know what real and fundamental identity will emerge? The
action never flags in Shaw's melodramatic Devil's Disciple, where a

brave, obstinate outcast risks everything for a man and a country he

can never admire, and for a woman he can never love.

The Devil's Disciple, the 1974 Shaw Festival production, will be

presented by the Division of Concerts at the Grand Theatre on Friday

and Saturday, May 10 and 11 at 8:30 p.m. The production includes a

notable cast, well-known to Canadian theatre audiences. Lead parts

will be played by Alan Scarfe, Domini Blythe, Norman Welsh, and
Tony Van Bridge. The production is directed by Brian Murray.

Tickets are on sale now at the Division of Concerts Box Office,

Agnes Etherington Art Centre, 547-6194, and the Grand Theatre, 546-

1756. All seats are reserved. General admission is $5.50, $4.50, $3.50,

and $2.50; students and senior citizens $4.50, $3.50, $2.50, and $1.50.

COL. SANDERS RECIPE

KENTUCKY FRIED^
CHICKEN

GREAT
food values

-^""^ DIAL 542-2773

STORE NEARESTQUEEN'S
240 MONTREAL STREET

AUNT LUCY'S
TAKE HOME STORE

FILET
RED BRAND
NATURALLY

beIp aaignon
DINNER

5.95

AUNT LUCY'S
RESTAURANT
TAVERN

Princess West at

Portsmouth

FREE BEER!

(Almost)

Finale Bash

for all of

ARTSCI 74
Saturday, April 27

364 BROCK ST. 8:00 p.m. and on

Vast liquid reserves

Help us get rid of them.

cu.s.o.
CROSSROADS AND W.U.S.C.

(Orientation Films)

- if you are going overseas, plan on foreign travel or work
abroad, join us for:

a) "CU.S.O. Times Four"

and

b) the "Bostain Tapes"

at

McArthur College,

Room A 343

3:30 p.m.

Friday, April 26tli

BITE THE ONE
YOU
LOVE!

PIZZA

CHALET
Open 4 p.m. daily

PRINCESS
544-1227 at Barrie

CASH
For Your Used Furniture and

Bicycles No Matter What Shape

they are in. Phone Rob or Eric to

arrange Pick Ups and More Info

548-7134

jEsEPaurs
CORNER of PRINCESS

and MONTREAL STREET

SPECIAL COUPON OFFER
WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS ONCE A YEAR
OPPORTUNITY TO SAY THANKS TO ALL OF

THE QUEEN'S STUDENTS FOR THEIR PATRONAGE
DURING THE PAST YEAR!

LEE^S - LEVrS - G.W.G.

HOWICK'S
• • •

THIS COUPON IS GOOD ON ANY ITEM AT

JOE & PAUL'S VALUED OVER $10.00

GOOD ONLY THURS., FRL, SAL
APRIL 25-26-27 1974
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TO ROBIN IN N.Y.: Happy Birthday!

(This'll get there late but it's the

right dateon the paper). Have fun,

be good, "I'm coming home". JB.

MOVING? John is back in business.

Short or long hauls to get you
home. Call this evening, 542-5416.

THE BOYS OF THE C.A. are
throwing a party on Friday April

26th to say farewell to Salvatore

Livingston also known as the Big

Bopper and the Hummer, to

welcome two new residents,
Wattsy and Mack the Knife, and to

celebrate the end of exams. All

friends of the C.A. are welcome.
Signed the Leader, Jeeemy (the

Cultural Leader), Ralph (R and R
Leader,) and Duke (Science
Leader).

THE HOUSE OF HAPPINESS will

definitely make a guest ap-

pearance at the Honourable Af-

forementionned Abode.
FANTASTIC OFFER. One bedroom

apt. Sublet May 1 - Sept. 1 (or part

thereof). Furnished, laundry
facilities, sauna, utilities included,

central location. $125-month with

one month free. Phone 542-3737.

LAST ARTSCI '74 BASH: Saturday,

April 27, 364 Brock St. 8:00 p.m. on.

Help us celebrate the end of four

years at Queen's.

ARE YOU A DSC CHAIRMAN or an
organization president thinking of

sponsoring a speaker for next

year? The Education Commission
needs a summer mailing list to

begin the task of campus wide
information coordination. Please
leave names and summer ad-

dresses at the AMS Office as soon

as possible.

LEAVING THE COUNTRY? Photo
Image gives you six passport size

prints at a new low student price,

only S4.00. Ideal for International

Drivers Permits and job ap-

plications too. Call us at 546-7770 or

drop by our studio at 33 Brock St.

Group rates available.

NEED: small, two-bedroom house in

the country not more than 25 miles

from Kingston. (Rent). Call 546-

0»30.

LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE
THIS SUMMER? Rooms available
in a four bedroom house. Fully

furnished, close to campus. Phone
542-5259.

lO-SPEED BICYCLE, CCM Grand
Prix, 21" frame, green, one year
old, excellent condition. Only
ridden by a little old lady to church
on Sundays. $100.00 or best offer-

URGENT, Phone 549-1716.

LARGE, QUIET, PRIVATE, un-
furnished, one bedroom apartment
available June 1st or July 1st. New
lease in September. High ceilings,

parking, storage basement, access
to back yard, control of heating.
Easily suits 2. On Alfred near
Brock. Rent $160 includes utilities.

Phone 544-5180.

DRUMS FOR SALE: Rodgers-two 20"

base drums, two Rodgers foot

pedals, dual tymbolis, dynatone
snare, floor tom, high-hat, two 24"

Zildjian cymbals, excellent con-
dition. Price $750. Call Joyce at

544-9315.

HIKING BOOTS: 1 pair of size IVi,

slightly used. Phone 549-3216.

TO SUBLET: 2 person or 1 person
apartment at West Campus
Tower; fully furnished with T.V.;

rent negotiable. Call 549-2567.

VICKI: I'm puzzled so I'll pass for

now. Have a good summer. MC.
APT. TO SUBLET with option to take

it in Sept. 15 minutes from cam-
pus. Large, 2 bedrooms, fully

furnished, large garden. Rent
negotiable-for the summer that

is! Phone 549-1207.

FURNITURE FOR SALE: 2 single

beds, kitchen table and 2 chairs,

armchair, hanging lamp, and
curtains, for basement apt. Phone
546-7766.

MOVING AND DELIVERY SER-
VICE at student rates. Phone 544-

2502 anytime.
APARTMENT to sublet with option

for next year. One bedroom un-

furnished, utilities paid, free

parking, laundry facilities, good
bus access to campus, near
Kingston Mall. Available May 20 -

August 31. $145. 00-month. Phone
542-6516.

SUBLET: Ultra-modern apartment.

laundry facilities, backyard, two
bedrooms for May-Sept., $45 per
month utilities Included. Phone
549-2853.

WANTED: I person to bo the fourth In

house, 262 Earl St. Rent $53 a
month. Phone Bryce-546-40S1.

TO ADDY III: (72 and 73): Have a
great summer and don't forget to
let me know Wat's Hapnin' in the
outside world for the next four
months!

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY to Janet M3
from Liz, Maggie, and Ann.

SUBLET: 93 CLERGY (RIGHT
BEHIND THE GYM). THREE
BEDROOMS: LARGE LIVING
ROOM, LARGE KITCHEN,
FULLY FURNISHED.
AVAILABLE NOW UNTIL SEPT.
1 . . .CHEAP!! PHONE 546-4540.

FOR SALE : 1971 Honda 350. Owned by
one-legged epileptic who never
took it out of first gear. Complete
with seat, tires. Motor optional (at

extra cost). Bright and shiny.

Runs on cheap nitro-enriched
saltpetre. Will consider any offer

over $2,500 as being ridiculous.

Phone Dave at 544-6325 between 1

and 2 am.
HERE'S TO MY two most erratic,

ethereal, cubist, nocturnal
soperific and "reasonably nice"
room-mates of 218. May auld
aquaintance N'er be forgot . . If we
lose contact write care of the

photographic reference room ha!

KORN has now left the ranks of

studenthood and departs these
hallowed halls to join the ranks of

the unemployed. Farewell to

Beaver Food, farewell to the

hogettes, farewell to the ATVS,
and farewell to fruitcup. The last

overdues have been overdone . .

SCREW R.W.M. love K.G., D.N., B.E.
et al

GOOD LUCK tomorrow Pearty, good
luck for the next week or two
Nicky, and good luck indefinitely

and retroactively Bumba.
2 BEDROOM APT. available for next

year starting May 1st, $165 rent

includes heat and parking. Apt. 5,

289 MacDonneil St., 15 minutes
from main campus and 20 minutes
from west campus. 549-0785

preferably before 9 am or after 6

pm.

OUR SUBLETTER hdi hdtkt-d out
Spacious 2 bedroom apt. at 18 Elm
St. $ISOmonth with all utIMtiet
paid except electricity Option for

next year. Call 548 7060.

PHOTO IMAGE has a complete range
of technical photographic services
including custom black and white
printing and ektachrome
processing at new competitive
prices. 48 hour service or less

available on most orders. Call us
at 546-7770 for more information or

drop in at 33 Brock St.

SUBLET: Furnished 2 bedroom apt.,

excellent location close to campus
- 64 Wellington; private entrance-
May to Sept. or part thereof. $120

per month, 544-2108. Couple
preferred.

HAPPY 21st Janet McM Mike K,
TO SUBLET May to Sept. Spacious 3

bedroom furnished house (four
man) large kitchen, dining and
living rooms, convenient location,

ideal for family. Rent negotiable--

not a dive! Call 544-8765 or 544-

8844.

THE QUEEN'S CAMPUS needs in-,

formation coordination of campus
educational activities (speakers,
symposia, etc.) This is a job for the

Education Commission. All

campus organizations including

DSC's are asked to leave the

names and summer addresses of

their presidents, chairmen, etc. to

set up a mailing list before the end
of term.

TO THE PERSON who stole my watch
on Easter Sunday at the Social

Science complex, you weee seen
and recognized. Return the watch
and no questions will be asked.
Either leave it at the circulation

desk in Douglas Library or drop it

off at 467 Johnson St. (tel. 544-

423?.).

SUBLET: 93 Clergy (right behind the

gym). Three bedrooms, large

living room, large kitchen, fully

furnished. Available NOW until

Sept. 1 . . Cheap! ! ! Phone 546-4540.

"OPENING SOON" - Old McDonald's
Stud Farm, we aim to please, no

job is too big, group rates

available, by appointment only.

Apply H.S.L.

TO SUBLET: 4 bedroom furnished

house; rent cheap and negotiable;

r.i;ntr<ill/ located i minwtvs \tun\
campus; will rent rooms sin^l^ «r
»% a group; available Ma/ I Call
',44 3431 or 544 134*

I kOrjM AVAILABLE in a 3 b«dro«nr)
dpt May 1st to Sept 1st Cheap.
Bathroom (shower and bath),
kitchen, livingroom All fully
furnished One block from cam
pus Call 144 7737

SUBLET Bachelor apt May to Sept
(or any part thereof). Fully fur-

nished Rent negotiable. (I'M
DESPERATE), Phone 544-0721,

ask for Mike.
"WE HAD TO LET the cat out Istt

night as she was yelling so loi^fi,

everyone was awakened. And now
she hasn't returned So let fate

take her. Alright!?" This letter

was left by my roommates, I don't
want to do that, but I can't keep
her as I'm allergic to cat fur. If you
have a good home to offer, and
want a beautiful pet, please call

Gord at 544 4147 before May Ut.
IF YOU WANNA let people know

where you'll be this summer, come
down to the Journal Office in the
basement of the Union and fill in a
card for the Summer Who's
Where.

AND if you wanna know what's goin'

on at Queen's this summer have
the JOURNAL mailed to you.
Twelve fantastic issues for only

one dollar(CHEAP). Just saunter
over to the Journal Office, and fill

out an address card.
HELLO AND HAPPY BIRTHDAY to

that great GW editor-Jimlak

IF YOU HAVEN'T SEEN the other
ads, you can have your Triolor 74

mailed to you if you won't be here
In the fall when it is distributed.

Bring your student card to the
AMS Office and pay them $1.00 for

postage and handling ($2 outside
Canada).

TO SUBLET: Come live in a pit for the

summer; see how the other half

lives. 4 bedroom house, furnished,

guaranteed bug free for first

month of occupation, no parking,

no backyard, windows do not open,

toilet works on alternate Wed-
nesdays. Give us a call, we will

gladly rip you off. Ask for Brian at

549-0516.

TELL US WHERE YOU WILL BE!

Queens

journal

If you have or wish to have a subscription with the JOURNAL for

the SUMMER, please leave your summer address, plus $1.00 with

the Journal office between 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. or call 547-3178.

tRICOlOR 74

If you will not (or even might not) be here in the fall when
Tricolor is distributed, you can have your book mailed to you
anywhere.

Bring your student card to the A.M.S. office between 9 and 5

week-days.
Postage and handling : in Canada $1 and elsewhere $2.

Please keep your student I.D card for receipt. You will need it

In the Fall for pickup.

Who's

Where

Summer Who's Where will list

the address of Queen's students

staying in Kingston for the

summer. If you will not be at

your regular home address (as

listed in the winter Who's

Where) you may also have your
non-Kingston summer address
listed.

Fill out the coupon below and
bring it in to the Journal Office,

or return it by campus mail

before May 8.

The Summer Who's Where will

appear near the beginning of

intersession, hopefully.

UJ

I

LU

5°

c
o
'c

I/)

3 C

TO

I hfreby request that the following information
be included in the 1974 summer Who's Where. I

understand that the producers of the Summer
Who's Where will take reasonable care to ensure
the correctness of the material included, but that

neither they, the Alma Mater Society or the

Queen's Journal can accept any responsibility

for the ommission of any listing or any errors
contained therein, however caused.

Surname: Given Names:

Address:

City:

Postal Code:

Area Code: Phone:



Watts elected new Principal
"I am highly honored and

pleased to serve as the new
principal of Queen's University,"

R.L. Watts told the Journal. After

17 years in her service, he feels

he is now "a thorough-going

Queen's man", and that there

could not be a better university in

€anada to serve in this capacity.

Watts sees his role as prin-

cipal not in terms as someone
who dictates what has to be done,

iut rather as "the senior

professor" who gets all factions

of the university community
working together in agreement.

His job is to "create the con-

census" and to foresee solutions

to issues before they become
problems.

Watts feels that he wants to

mprove upon and develop these

hings about Queen's which are
iO unique, stating his basic

rallying cry as "preservation

ivithout standing pat".

Late Friday afternoon,

Ronald Lampman Watts was
named the next Principal and
Vice-Chancellor of Queen's
University. The announcement
came from the chairman of the

University's Board of Trustees,

D. Gibson. The Trustees ac-

cepted the recommendation of a

joint committee of the Univer-

sity's Senate and Board which
had been appointed to find a

successor to Dr. Deutsch.

Deutsch, who is retiring

October 1st, is quite satisfied to

turn his job over to Watts. In a

statement to the Board last

October, he admitted that at the

age of 65, after more than six

years in his challenging
, but

demanding post, "I am con-

vinced that it is time to make way
for a younger man." He will

remain with Queen's as a

professor of economics and will

also continue doing "odd jobs"

for the federal government.

Although Dr. Deutsch's lead

might appear hard to follow

considering his participation in

such a large number of wide-

ranging areas. Dr. Watt's
credentials more than qualify

him for his newly acquired

position. Not only has he been
highly active in several posts

within the University com-
munity, but also his record of

work with several government
agencies in his special academic
field, federal political systems, in

Canada and around the world is

astounding in sheerly arithmetic

terms, if nothing else.

Dr. Watts also is highly

qualifed in terms of the

requirements specified by the

Search Committee. Specifically,

the need for someone receptive to

student interests was em-
phasized. In the words of J. D.

Gibson, "His outstanding
academic record, his keen in-

terest in students, his ap-
preciation of the important role

of faculty and his familiarity with

activities at Queen's, coupled
with a wide experience in inter-

university committees and
councils, will be great assets to

him in his new post. ,

"He will assume the prin-

cipalship at a chellenging time
for Queen's which is fortunate to

have his youth, vigour and ex-

perience devoted to her service".

Since Dr. Watts arrived at

Queen's, he has been involved in

committees for residence
planning, senate structure and
procedures as well as being
chairman for special Senate
committees on grievance,
discipline, and related matters.
His particular field of

specialization has allowed for a

large involvement in foreign

government politics extending
from Uganda to Papua-New
Guinea. Outside Queen's, par-

ticularly during the last five

years, Dr. Watts has been active

in university affairs at the
provincial and national level. His
efforts were mostly directed

towards chairing and being a
member of a number of im-
portant committees: dean of arts

and science, admissions, ap-

plication centre operation,
student recruiting guidelines,

undergraduate scholarship
policy and liaison with the On-
tario Government.

In his new post, the students

extend their warmest wishes to

Dr. Watts for his continued
success.

Dr. Ronald Watts was named Queen's
University's next principal to succeed J. J.

Deutsch who will retire October 1st after serving a
six year term.
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wat's hapnin' ?

Pubs and Theatres

401 Inn - Sundown
Commodore - Driftwood

Townhouse - All of Us
Frontenac - Finnegan's - Nigel and Jesse

Frontenac - Muldoon's - Fred Werthman's
Travelling Band

IVIanor - Julie Lynn and the Spinning Wheel

Hyland - Sleeper

Odeon - The Sting

This Weekend
Thursday - May 16 - City light Cinema presents

The Devils Disciple

Catch 22 in Dunning Hall at 7:00 and 9:30. Ad-
mission $1.00

Friday - May 17 - City Lights Cinema presents Joe
Ilill in Dunning Hall at 7:00 and 9:30. Admission
$1.00

Phys, Ed, Centre

The Physical Education Centre will be closed for

the holiday on Monday, May 20. Tennis courts on
the Arena roof and on the Lower and West
Campus will be open for play on this date.

Reservations for Monday and Tuesday, May 20

and 21, for the Arena roof top courts may be made
on Saturday, May 18.

captivated Kingston's audiences
If the quality of set design,

costumes, direction, and acting

of The Devil's Disciple is to be

any indication of the overall

quality of this year's Shaw
Festival, the trip to Niagara-On-

The-Lake to see the rest of the

Festival will be well worth-while.

A critic feels called upon to

be critical, if not vaguely in-

sulting about the plays he views,

but when it comes to the

production of The Devil's

Disciple offered at the Grand
Theatre on Friday and Saturday
May 10 and 11th, the task is

impossible. I can find no fault

with the play.

The set was simple yet

... At Agnes

versatile and imaginatively done.

The costumes, especially those of

the British Army officers, were
splendid charicatures of the
British military mentality as well

as looking quite authentic. The
costumes of the Americans
looked respectable but just seedy

enough to hint at taxes high

enough to justify the Revolution.

In this play Shaw perhaps
deals obliquely with the British

presence in Ireland by portraying

as ridiculous the situations at-

tendant upon the American
Revolution specifically, or any
civil war more generally. Major
Swindon as portrayed by actor

James Valentine was the epitome

of the Sandhurst or R.M.C. officer

who followed the book but never

stopped to think about what he
was doing, or why. Shaw
managed to reveal the risible in

the military, the legal profession,

and the clergy in a fast-paced

production which left the

audience aching from laughter,

and wondering at the end how the

two and a half hours had gone by
so quickly.

Tony Van Bridge was, as

usual, expert in his portrayal of

General Burgoyne; Alan Scarf

e

did a masterful job on the part of

the main character Dick
Dudgeon.

exhibition on Mexicon Surrealism
On Thursday, May 23, 1974

the exhibition "3 Artistas

Mexicanos" will open at the

Agnes Etherington Art Centre,

Kingston, Ontario.The exhibition

consists of a selection of works by
three of Mexico's leading artists

which reflect the vibrancy and
energy of that fascinating

country.

Pedro Friedeberg is a

representative of a fantastic,

imaginative trend bordering on
surrealism. Bcjrn in Italy in 1937,

Friedeberg was brought to

Mexico at a very early age. His

sculpture, in which the fine lines

of sculpture and hard edge of ink

drawings mingle with a

superabundance of arabesques,

constitutes a highly individual

approach to .surrealism.

In his masterful suite of

lithographs, Jose Luis Cuevas
presents a panoramic view of

social Mexico.

Jose Gomex Sicre, Art
D)r«ct^>r of the Pan American
Union, has said of Cuevas,
"Mexican expressionism has
provided him with a mode of

manifesting a romantic
afj/jle»<;ent attitude toward life -

in its saddest and most sordid

aHpw;fj4 together with that

morbid intf;rcHt in death which
has b<;en one of the most
characteristic elements in

M<,xican art since pre-Ojlumbian
limcK."

Xavier KHqueda's paintings

can Ik; put in relation to

surrealism "Op Art". In it can l>e

di«tingui8h<;<l a delicate touch of

M'-/i'-)n popular heritag*;.

Esqueda creates original works

which attract by their freshness

and move the spectator by the

interplay of shapes and colours,

which occasionally can lead to

the absurd. His themes are

relatively limited: fruits,

especially pears; geometric

figures; mechanical parts;

landscapes where the objects in

them appear as though forgotten

there, or simply waiting.

This exhibition is circulated

by Rothmans of Pall Mall Canada
Limited (their tenth) in its

continuing programme of sup-

port to the Arts. After its stay in

Kingston, the exhibition con-

tinues on a nation-wide tour to the

major centres of Canada.

Deadline for Display Ad)

for Journal is Tuesday,

5 pm (547-3175)

EVERYONE WELCOME

A.M.S.

SUMMER COUNCIL MEETING

TONIGHT, THURSDAY MAY 16

JEFFREY HALL CONFERENCE ROOM

NO. 521

7 till 11 p.m.

WHO IS GURU MAHAkAJ Jl?

SAT. MAY 18

A program of discourse

and music
7:30 - 9:30 p.m.

at
LOYALIST

COLLEGIATE
and VOCATIONAL

INSTITUTE
Room 113

VAN ORDER DRIVE
CALVIN PARK

SUN. MAY 19

A special showing
of the award win-

ning film

WHO ISGURU
MAHARAJ Jl?

7:30-9:30
at

Stirling Building

Amphitheatre 'A'

Queen's Crescent
Queen's University

ADMISSION IS FREE

For information call: 544-5105 the book Who is Guru
Maharaj Ji npw available wherever Bantam
Publications are sold.

AMOSAVAN
McDonald's Big Mac. The best-tasting big sandwich

the world has ever known. Well, at least the

campus has ever known.

McDonaldis

277 BATH ROAD
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Queen's joins OFS exec
Queen's Oiief Delegate to the Ontario

Federation of students Harold Persaud was elected

to the executive of the organization last weekend at

Carleton University.

Persaud has long been interested in OFS and
recommends it as a forum for student debate.

Last year, Queen's was represented on the

executive by Lyn Whitham and Eleanor Crowder.

Since that time the executive positions have been
both redefined and enlarged in number.

Workshops and discussion at the weekend
conference centered on housing, orientations and
the relationships between student governments and
the student press. Delegates maintained that

campus governments and newspapers should enjoy
harmonious working relationships and co-operate to

larger extent to achieve their common goals of

progressive changes within post-secondary
educational institutes.

Employment is available
If you are going to be in

Kingston for the summer and are

seeking employment, there are

numerous opportunities made
available by Kingston as well as

tudent services. Job Bank,
located on the campus, is perhaps

the most adequate service

provided, but Career Planning

and Placement and Manpower
Centers are also convenient and

"n lelpful in finding summer jobs

- ! [or their applicants.

? Job Bank, for the most part,

ills short term part-time jobs,

asting only for a few days. The
iobs are quite varied in nature

ranging from painting houses to

planting gardens. About a

quarter of the jobs filled through

Job Bank are full time, lasting

the entire summer if desired.

Many of the positionsa are of the

casual manual labour type, but

occassionally there is an op-

portunity for large company
salesmen or sales represen-

tatives, though admittedly this is

rare.

In the two and a half weeks
that Job Bank has been
operating, they have been
overwhelmed by the number of

jobs they have already received.

Up to now they have hired about
300 people and an average of 12 -

15 jobs a day have been filled.

In looking for a job, the best

results could probably be ob-

tained by using your own
initiative and simple sole-

searching. If this fails and it often

does then registering with Job

Bank Manpower, and Career

Planning and Placement, (to

name only a few) is the next best

thing. If you are persistent,

patient and are willing to take

things day by day you wUl have
no problems in obtaining
favourable results.

mclassifieds
BEDROOM apt. semi-furnished 5

minutes from downtown 10 - from
campus summer sublet with op-

tion to take over next year. Also
bicycle for. sale 542-9845.

ro SUBLET - 2 bedroom furnished
apartment June 1 - Sept. 1 ; 90

Curtis Cres> next to St. Lawrence
College. Rent $100. Call between 5-

8 p.m. 549-1671

RE YOU INTERESTED in

discovering the 'Truth about
Communism'? If so why don't you
attend a Freedom seminar in

Washington D.C. July 5, 6, 7 1974.

For more information contact the
Education Commission c-o AMS
Office.

WE HAVE ROOM FOR ONE more
person on our communal type
farm. There is enough work for

board and room and a little cash. If

you would like to get away for a
few weeks or months, and dig the

"back to nature" trip, write and
tell us something about yourself or

call 705-924-2106 over the noon

hour. (Mon. thru Fri.)

"Gnadenhof", Warkworth, Ont.

TO SUBLET: June Ist-Aug. 15th. 4
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bedroom apartment, fridge and
stove; on Earl and Alfred St. Rent:

$185 per month. Contact C. Nikas
544-6142.

May 1ST TO SEPT. 1st Large 3

bedroom apt. Fully furnished. 705

King St. West. Rent negotiable.

FULLY FURNISHED, carpeted
apartment on Union St. TO
SUBLET.

JUNE 1ST TO SEPTEMBER. Room
for two. Five minutes from
campus. Parking available. Rent
negotiable. Phone 547-3178 and ask

for Ann.
NEEDED — Donation of 6-year cribs

and playpens for Queen's co-

operative Day Care Centre. Phone
546-6955.

FULLY FURNISHED rooms to sublet

in a 4-bedroom house from May to

September: one minute from
campus. Phone 548-4392.

LOST: Beige french purse in Wallace
Hall Student's Union. Please
return I.D. cards and pictures. No
questions asked. Mail to 319

Collingwood, Kingston.

"MOVING? John is back in business.

Short or Long hauls to get you
home. Call this evening 542-5416.

2 STUDENTS looking for home for

next year near campus. Ask for

Terry Collins 544-5266.

JOB BANK HELPS students find

summer employment. For in-

formation regarding this service

contact Craig Brown or Sally

Caudwell at Job Bank, 121 Union
St. 547-5835.

LARGEST SELECTION OF

SLAZENGER AND DUNLOP

TENNIS EQUIPMENT

IN KINGSTON

10% OFF TO
QUEEN'S STUDENTS
GOOD SELECTION OF LIGHTWEIGHT

BACK PACKING EQUIPMENT INCLUDING

TENTS AND WOODS SLEEPING BAGS

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to 11 PM DAILY

CITY LIGHTS

CINEMA

DUNNING HALL - QUEEN'S

MAY 16

THURS.
7:30 & 9:30

MAY 17

FRI.
7:00 & 9:30

CATCH 22

JOE HILL

ADMISSION $1.00

Bonucchi Pizzeria
546-2050

FREE DELIVERY
50c off on pickups

162 Division St.

and upstairs - for guys & gals

BONUCCHI BILLIARDS

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess
St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they
have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: Dr»fw.o<i

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOWES ONLY PLEASE

^^qqJJ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^V 399 princess street,

TELEPHONE 544-1066
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Summer in the city
Festival Kingston, hi iicing, theatre, s

iiistoric siteSf and Foiic Lore '74 spe<

Once more, it is summer in the City, and as

the summer crowd descends upon the Queen's

campus, the perennial question arises: What is

there to do? Never fear, there is no dirth of ac-

tivity in the fair city of Kingston.

The main attraction this summer would
seem to be Festival Kingston. A joint cultural

and sports events program, the venture is

considered to be the first of its kind in Canada.

The festival opens May 24 and closes June 9.

There is an additional treat in store for the

struggling student: cost of the events is minimal
(usually $1.00 for students), or better yet, no cost

at all. Many of the events are actually on-

campus as well.

According to Rolf Lund, sports director for

the festival and professor in the Phys. Ed.

Faculty at Queen's, some of the highlights at the

sports end include the Ontario Water Polo

Championships at Queen's (May 25); an In-

ternational Track Meet at Richardson Stadium
(June 1); a Gymnastics Variety Show featuring

members of the Canadian Olympic team plus a

touring Dutch team (June 2); and an In-

ternational Table Tennis Meet at the Kingston

Memorial Centre (June 5).

For those who have an interest in the arts,

the program is just as varied.Tom Kneebone and
Dinah Christie will perform a Noel Coward - Cole

Porter review at the Grand Theatre (May 25) ; a

two-week Canadian film festival begins May 26

at the Hyland Theatre; the National Arts Centre

Orchestra performs with the Kingston Choral

Society at St. Mary's Cathedral (June 4); and
folk singer Oscar Brant is at Grant Hall (June 8).

For further details of prices, dates and

events, the group to contact is the Festival
Kingston Association.

The Rideau Trail:

Best
of its kind

Those with an adventurous bent in their

natures will be pleased to discover that one of

Ontario's best hiking trails begins in Kingston.

This is the 200 mile long Rideau Trail, which
terminates in Ottawa.

The main trail is marked with orange

triangles so that they are facing the hiker

regardless of his direction of movement.
If a less serious endeavour is to be un-

dertaken, smaller loop trails have been

developed, suitable for a day's hike. These trails

are marked with blue triangles.

As yet no campsites have been made among
the forests and lakes of the Trail since funds are

short -the Trail Association is financed solely by

memberships and staffed purely on a volunteer

basis.

If you are seriously interested in hiking, a

student membership can be taken out for only

$3.00 a year. This price includes maps and a

quarterly publication. Send inquiries to the

Rideau Trail Association, Box 15, Kingston.

The City Department of Parks, Recreation

and Property offers several programs which the

student is encouraged to join. These include

Softball leagues, tennis and swimming lessons, a

canoe club program, and a Black Belt Judo Club.

As yet, dates and prices, which are reasonable,

have not been finalized, but the number to

contact is 546-2941, extension 282.

The Department staffs three fully guarded
beaches at Lake Ontario Park, Richardson
Beach at th foot of Barrie St. and Artillery Park
on Montreal St.

Participation in various other water sports is

possible at other city clubs. The Collins Bay
Water Ski Club at Wood's Marina offers in-

struction and practice at minimal cost, while

sailing enthusiasts are welcome at the Kingston
Yacht Club.

Several horse-back riding stables, although

not within walking distance of the University,

can be obtained by bicycle, or by those for-

tunates with cars. Sinclair's Stables north of

the city on Highway 38, the Ponderosa Stables on
MacAdoo's Lane, and McLaughlin's, west of

here on Highway 2 are among those currently in

operation.

For those waiting with eager anticipation to

hit the greens early some Saturday morning
after a hard night at the Pub, there are a few golf

courses around which are not private clubs.

Those where only green fees are required in-

clude the Amherstview Course, the Glen
Lawrence Club and the Belle Island Course
which is operated by the City.

Upcoming at the end of August is the CORK
sailing regatta which offers spectators the

spectacle of high calibre competition.

Unfortunately, there are no formally
designed bike trails in the South-Eastern Ontario

area. However, a pleasant jaunt can be had by
the innovative biker in the direction of Kingston

Mills, a beautiful park on the Rideau Canal

system. Of course, Wolfe Island always awaits,

which has the added attraction of the General

Wolfe Hotel. ,

The facilities of the Phys Ed complex are'

still available during the summer months. One
need only present the red student card at the

main office to obtain a special pink card which

enables the student to use the building as he

normally would during the regular winter term.

,

Lake Ontario Park has good camping
grounds for both tents and trailers. Rates begin

at $2.50 per night. Aside from the nature area the

park contains, there is an amusement park
which has miniature golf and regular bingo

games for those with a gambling streak.

Further in the wilds, there are the Con-

servation Authority's campsites at Gould Lake,

about 20 miles north of Kingston. Here there are

hiking trails, picnic tables and stone fireplaces.

The Little Cataraqui Creek Conservation

Area is much closer (o Kingston, but camping is

not possible here as yet. It is suitable for pic-

nicking, however, as there are picnic tables and
fireplaces.

The Conservation Authority also has six

planned canoe Irip routes, maps of which are

attainable from the Authority office.
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Find the action here
y|FORT HENRY:

Visit Old Fort Henry to examine the architecture, study the military, naval,

and social collections, walk through the underground tunnels, and view the city

from this high promontory.

QmURNEY REDOUBT;
Murney Redoubt in Macdonald Park is a marteHo tower built in 1846 for

the protection of Kingston's harbour. Now the Kingston Historical Society's
'

museum.

QqUEEN S UNIVERSITY:
Queen's University was founded by Royal Charter granted by Queen

Victoria, on October 16, 1841. The University has fifty limestone buildings and

has sent distinguished graduates from the faculties to all parts of the world.

IJROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE
and FORT FREDERICK MUSEUM;
The Royal Military College was founded in 1876 by the Hon. Alexander

Mackenzie, then Prime Minister of Canada, who selected the old Royal Naval

Dockyards as its site. One of the original structures of the Dockyard, the

so-called "H.M.S. Stone Frigate", still stands. Fort Frederick Museum, the

largest of the Martello Towers forming the line of defence of Kingston Harbour

and Rideau Canal System, rich in naval and military history.

Q FCRT FRONTENAC:
Just west of LaSalle Causeway, Count Frontenac erected a fort in 1673 as

an outpost against the Iroquois and English. The present buildings, most of

which were built in 1821-24, are ndw occupied by the Canadian Army Staff

College and the National Defence College.

Q KINGSTON MILLS RIDEAU CANAL 1826 to 1832:

An outstanding engineering feat providing a secure military route between

Kingston and Bytown (Ottawa). This series of 47 locks covering 126 miles was
constructed by Lt.-Col. John By, Many locks are still operated by hand.

Q INTERNATIONAL HOCKEY HALL OF FAME:
Mementos of the first hockey ever played in Kingston "The Birthplace of

Hockey". Pictures of teams and individuals elected to the Hockey Hall of Fame
as well as first skates and hockey sticks {etc.) Located at the Memorial Centre.

Q ST. MARY'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CATHEDRAL;
St. Mary's Cathedral is the highest church in the city and is one of the most

beautiful Gothic structures in Ontario.

QST. GEORGE'S ANGLICAN CATHEDRAL:
St. George's Cathedral was built with the intention that it should be a

garrison church for the troops stationed in Kingston. The original structure

(which was destroyed by fire) was somewhat smaller. Lord Sydenham, who died

in 1843, is buried beneath the Cathedral.

QQciTY BUILDINGS:
The city building was built in 1843-44 when Kingston was t^e capital of

United Canada. It is an imposing limestone structure which contains a Memorial

Hall at the northern end, always open to visitors,

m STEAM LOCOMOTIVE NO. 1095:

Located in Confederation Park in front of the city building. Manufactured

at Kingston in 1913 — 10 wheel type, 65 feet long, displayed by the Junior

Chamber of Commerce as a tribute to Sir John A. Macdonald, one of the fathers

of Confederation who was instrumental in obtaining Canada's railway to the

west coast.

^CONFEDERATION PARK AND MARINA:
Built on the doorsteps of city hall to mark centennial year, A 70-foot arch

and fountain symbolizing the new spirit of this city "Where The Confederation

Dream Began". The Shoal Tower, erected in 1847 as part of the city's harbour

defences. A modern public marina, close to Kingston Downtown Shopping area

is located at Confederation Park.

Q CONFEDERATION TOUR TRAIN:
Enjoy a one-hour, 10-mile, non-stop lectured sightseeing tour of Historical

Kingston on this 48 passenger trackless train. Tickets available at the Chamber of

Commerce, Confederation Park.

[Q BELLEVUE HOUSE:
35 Centre St., Former residence of Sir John A. Macdonald. Built in the late

1830's m the romantic Italian or Tuscan Villa style, the old architecture of this

12 room house amused its distinguished tenant who dubbed it "Tea Caddy
Castle" and "Pekoe Pagoda", Refurbished as a museum and public memorial to

the First Prime Minister of Canada.

Q SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD MONUMENT:
An imposing statue in memory of Sir John A. Macdonald, a father of

Confederation and first prime minister of Canada, stands in the south-east

entrance of the City Park. Sir John vvas a citizen of Kingston and lived for a time

at 110 Rideau Street.

;

PENITENTAIRIES:
Kingston Penitentiary: Maximum security for men. King St, at Palace Road;

Women's Penitentiary, the only federal prison for women In Canada, Palace

Road at King St.; Collins Bay Penitentiary, Medium security for men, Hwy 33.

B THE PUMP HOUSE STEAM MUSEUM:
Restoration of the 1849 Pump House is a civic Tercentenary Project - A

tribute to Kingston's Place in the Steam Age. The only museum In the world

where all engines are in operation by steam.

DOWNTOWN
KINGSTON
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Sports from the sidelines
by Chris Boon

For all those who have not

yet succumbed to the spring

monsoons, or gone into shock

over the Stanley Cup playoffs, the

Physi'"' '^-'•'"•^ion Pontre is

offering two summ^,.
recreational programs that may
hold some interest for you.

Firstly, an attempt is being

made to organize a Queen's

women's softball league. A male
counterpart has operated with

considerable success for many
years, and this year, if enough
support is forthcoming, the

women will also get their innings.

Teams may come from within a

single department, from a

combination of two or more
departments, or from special-

interest groups. If you don't fit

into any of the above and want to

play, leave your name with either

Howard Pearce or Steve
Seabrooke at 547-6984 (the Rec
Services office in the P.E.C.),

and you will be assigned to a

team. Current plans are for

games to be played on weekday
evenings, with one or two games
per week. Deadline for entries is

Wednesday, May 22; there will be

a meeting at noon that day for all

interested in team formation,

scheduling, officiating and entry

fees. Contact Howard or Steve for

further details.

The second program that

may be of interest to those

planning to be around all summer
is adult swimming instruction.

This program is split into two

sections, a learn-to-swim group

that meets Tuesday and Thur-

sday evenings July 2 through

August 8, and a general im-

provement group that meets
Monday and Wednesday
evenings from July 3 through

August 7. In both groups, the

ladies' section is from 6 to 7 pm
and the men's from 7 to 8. The fee

is $12.00 for the learn-to-swim

classes, and $10.00 for the general

improvement instruction.

Registration will take place

starting June 10 from 11:00 to

4:00 pm in the Phys Ed centre; a

maximum of 20 spots are
available in each section, so don't

leave it too late if you plan to

avail yourself of these programs.
Contact Steve Seabrooke at 547-

6984 for further information.

As well as these specific

programs, the Physical
Education Centre has some
schedule changes that are worth

noting, if only to avoid the

disappointment of discovering a

locked door. From the present

date through to the 30th of June,

the activity areas of the centre

will be open from 8:00 am to 10:30

pm Monday through Friday and

QUEEN'S PUB
is

OPEN
Noon to 2 p.m.

8 p.m. to ?

GREAT IRISH ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY AT

MULDOON'S
"LAND OF SONG"

FOLK ARTISTS ENTERTAIN AT

FINNEGAN'S

SINGING PUB"

8.30 P.M. TO 1.00 A.M. NIGHTLY

SOON - THE BEST IN BEEF AT

THE BUTTERY
FULLY LICENSED

********************

HOTEL FRONTBNAC
178 - 188 ONTARIO STREET 544-6881

ANNE AND BRENDAN McCONNELL,
PROPRIETORS

from fl:(K) am to 4:30 pm on
Saturday; the building is closed

all day Sunday.

Recreational swimming
hours for the same time period

will be as follows: Monday
through Friday: 12:00 to 1 :30pm;
4:30 to 6:00 pm; 9:00 to 10:00

pm
;
Saturday: 12:(X) to 1:30 pm,

and closed on Sunday. Outdoor
facilities, such as the tennis

courts (rooftop, west campus and
lower campus), and athletic

fields are available as scheduled,

if the weather permits.
Generally, check with the centre

for further details.

Finally, for the track freaks

who are still around, the all-

weather outdoor track at west
campus is open from 8:00 am to

dusk Monday through Saturday.

Track Coach Rolf Lund indicated

that there are about a dozen
people training regularly on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings
for anyone who is interested in

more serious activity.

E

WHEN THERE'S NO GREATER LOVE THERE'S

NO GREATER GIFT THAN A DIAMOND

Love IS the greatest. And when you've got it,

flaunt it. With the gift of a diamond pin, ring,

pendant or earrings from our brilliant selection.

A diamond traditionally expresses lasting love.

And isn't love one tradition we'd like to

keep alive and thriving?

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

277

PRINCESS VICTORIA DAY SALE 5443981

ONE DAY ONLY
10 AM -4 PM

PINK FLOYD - DARK SIDE OF THE MOON
PAUL McCartney - band on the run

BACHMAN TURNER - OVERDRIVE II

THE STING - ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
JONI MITCHELL -COURT - SPARK

CARPENTERS - GREATEST HITS

BARBRA STREISAND - THE WAY WE WERE
MIKE OLDFIELD - TUBULAR BELLS

$2.80

2 LP SETS

AMERICAN GRAFFITY - ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK

CHICAGO VII

ELTON JOHN - GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK RD.

THE WHO - QUADROPHENIA

JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR - ORIGINAL FILM SOUNDTRACK

BEATLES 62-66

BEATLES 67-70

HOT ROCKS VOL I - ROLLING STONES $6.54
CLASSICS

SPECIAL SECTION: COLUMBIA MASTERWORKS REG. to $7.98

$3.74 EACH or 3 FOR $10.00

SPECIAL SECTION: SELECTED TITLES FROM THE DGG AND

PHILIPS AT DRASTIC DISCOUNT PRICES

277

PRINCESS IMS^t &t S^UHDS^ 544 3981
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wat's hapnin^ ?

This Week. . . .

Thursday. May 2:J - 7.00 and 9.30 p.m. - Lady Sings

The Blues starring Diana Ross as Billie HoUiday
in Dunning Auditorium. Admission $1.00

Friday, May 24 - 8.30 p.m. - Kingston Montessori

School Open House at St. Mark's Lutheran Church
on the corner of Earl and Victoria. This will in-

clude a film, a presentation by the teachers

concerning the 1974-75 session and informal

discussion. For more information call 546-9314.

Friday, May 24 - 3 Artisans Mexicanos - An
exhibition of the work of three of Mexico's leading

contemporary artists - Jose Luis Cuevas, Xavier
Esqueda, Pedro Friedeberg at Agnes Etherington

through June 16.

Pubs and Movies. . .

401 Inn - Mac Mannis Brothers
Commodore - The Fred Dixon Show
Townhouse - Shannon
Frontcnac - Finnegan's - Tom Roberts
Frontenac - Muldoon's - Fred Werthman's
Travelling Band

Manor - Sunrise

Hyland - Thieves Like Us
Odeon - Cops and Robbers; Billie Two Hats -

starting Thursday unless The Sting is held over.

Capitol I - The Harrad Experiment
Capitol II - Not Now Darling

Let the
pros
lay them

It seems that during the

summer, when most students

have deserted our fair campus,
the powers that be have decided

in their infinite wisdom to cover

the campus with tons of

lockstone.

Ed. Note: Lockstones are

those figure eight shaped mud
grey bricks which turn into ef-

figies of the lockstone-layers

when kissed by vagabond fairy

princesses.

According to rumour 30,000

bricks are to be laid in the

vicinity of the Maclntosh-Corry
Complex.

According to the latest speed
tests taken by Journal
statisticians, a single lockstone

can be placed in 8 seconds by a

rookie, 38 minutes by John Gray,

(V-P University Affairs of the

AMS), and half a day by the old

pros.

Extrapolating these figures,

the Maclntosh-Corry plantation

will take roughly 67 hours if

rookies are brought in each day,

317 hours if politicians do the job

and nearly five years if the old

pros do it.

May we suggest that the old

pros carry out the job.-bottom ley

AHOSAVAN
f
, fV'j \A:i(, The biiSt-la'.nrig bi'J '.^jrirjwich

(; /i:t known. Well, al loaol ttifj

:.<: /er known.

McDonald's

277 BATH ROAD

Fantainblean l^^u,^
DINING ROOM

Warm Atmosphere 542-9147
Steaks & Seafoods
Open 1 1 AM to 1 0 PM
Sundays 4 p.m.

to 1 0 p.m.

for Dining pleasure
call to-day.

182 Princess St. (at Montreal)

CITY LIGHTS

CINEMA

DUNNING HALL - QUEEN'S

FRIDAY - MAY 24th
7:00 pm Science Fiction

Classic 'The Thing"
9:30 pm - Charlie Chaplin

''Easy Street"

ADMISSION $1 .00

QUEEN'S PUB

OPEN
Noon to 2 p.m

8 p.m. to ?

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess
St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for ttieir Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they
have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: rhe Fred Dixon Show

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRfSS CIOTHIS ONLY PLEASE

n

i

'a

n
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BONUCCHI
PIZZERIA

Eummer Council meeting

lashes with hockey game
As the intercession students

lave no self-governing body,

',s i\
lembers of the AMS Outer

iDuncil are convening twice a

>i
j
nonth as an acting Summer

' ;ouncil to discuss the present

ssues as well as the up and

oming ones of the fall.

At the May 16th meeting,

fohn Gray (Vice-President,

,

iniversity affairs) presented his

plan to establish a committee to

bring in outside speakers
regarding social and political

issues. He sees the necessity of a
more politically aware campus
where students may become
involved in other than simply
university affairs. He hopes to set

up a 'Canada Week' where people
such as Morton Shulman and
Pierre Burton will be invited to

El

MS policy on

xternal affairs
I view of numerous'inquiries, the company has been asked to

ate its position on "streaking". Management has adopted the

Allowing:

Streaking'Will be permitted as follows;

A) Female employees will streak on odd days.

B) Male employees on even days.

C) On Payday all employees may streak, subject to the

restrictions given in items 2 through 9.

Girls who have tatoos on the lower half of their bodies,

such as "Sock it to me" or "What you see is what you get"

will not be permitted to streak (due to inspection

regulations)

.

Men with tatoos, such as "Let it all hang out", will not be
permitted to streak. Also, men with tatoos of butterflies,

roses, or elves will streak with females.

Junior executives may carry their briefcase while

streaking; however, the usual rule applies - Junior

executives may never carry any business papers, but may
carry the usual, such as a box of Kleenex, lunch, wife's

shopping list, and Playboy magazines.

Girls with bust size larger than 36B must wear a bra while

in the shop area or around the moving machinery, Girls

smaller than 36B should not try to impress people by
wearing a bra.

If you streak in any area where food is served, you must
wear two hair nets. These will be available in the vending

machine by the cafeteria.

In the event your physical make-up is such that your sex

cannot be determined (such as flat chest for girls or long

hair for boys), you mustwear a tag stating "I am a boy" or

"I am a girl". Tags will be attached on girls with a hair pin

or paper clip, on boys with a rubber band. (Note: Please

return paper clips and rubber bands to stationary supply

after you finish streaking).

Girls may wear jewellery while streaking. But in no event

should they bend over to retrieve it should it fall (due to

inspection regulation)

.

No female beyond her seventh month of pregnancy or

those wishing to become pregnant may streak.

No mixed streaking in dark hallways, broom closets, or

under desks.

MANAGEMENT

mclassifieds
!OOM FOR RENT in vicinity of

College and Park Sts. 6 room house
with common kitchen and two
baths. $20 per week per room. Call

Mrs. Whitaker at 369-2245 after 7

p.m.
OR SALE 14 foot fibreglass canoe
with paddles and life jackets.

Phone 547-6933 or 546-7947.

'HYSICAL PLANT LABOURERS.
OH!! Doug . . . pain. If you're
reading this, you're not working.
Love and labour to all. The Boss.

|=0R SALE Garrard 40 Mk II turn-

I table with Shure M91 ED cartridge.

J| $35. Call 546-2633.

ORIENTATION '74 - anybody in

Kingston this summer wishing to

help with Orientation, contact
David Dowsett at 544-4914.

I HATE DOING Classifieds.

THANKS FOR THE Help (?) With
Compendium, Birdie W-W.

BEDBUNK BONNIE is moving her

domicile to a new location. Anyone
wishing to mourn this fact is in-

vited to attend the ceremony of the
living stone Sat. May 25th at 6 pm
at the Clergy Reserve.

Journal toad goes bonkers . . .and the
year hasn't even begun.

speak to the campus. A 'Mayor's

Week' is also planned where
Mayor Drapeau of Montreal and
Mayor Crombie of Toronto will be
invited. As the federal elections

are fast approaching, Gray sees a

responsibility of the AMS to the

community to set up a 'Can-

didate's Week' where the policies

and personalities of the can-

didates wUl be represented.

Gray is also planning to

produce a slide-movie this

summer which will describe the

workings of the AMS in its

various functions. It is hoped that

a copy of this movie will be sent

to many of the other university

campuses to create further

awareness about Queen's.

Peter Druxerman (Vice-

President, operations) in his

report told council of the changes

that will be taking place in the

pub. Using equipment from
Queen's radio station, CFRC, a

sound system will be set up which
will be transferred into the new
pub when it is complete. Friday

next has been set as a trial day
for the new innovation.

As there was an important

hockey game that evening Marv
Bloos, acting speaker for Sum-
mer Council, sped quickly

through the agenda and ejdiibited

an unmatched level of ex-

pediency and efficiency. He
made it quite clear that he
preferred to see the game and
actually told the council, "I

should consider AMS summer
meetings as more important than

hockey games..." After pausing

and weighing the implications of

the yet unfinished statement,

Bloos changed his tone and
resumed the meeting.

At the pleasure of all, the

meeting was adjourned in time to

catch the last half of the game.

Spring

term

academics
For the 3rd consecutive year,

spring term intercession classes

are offered to eager students

wishing to continue their

education. The six week program
offers a rather limited

curriculum consisting of mostly

first year and some second year

courses.

'

As of this year, the program
now offers a number of new
courses in most of the depart-

ments with a special emphasis on

second year Sociology courses.

At the international level, Vienna

is the place for the Music 213

course while Bermuda hosts

Drama 141.

Enrolment this year has

increased by approximately 100

students and has been increasing

steadily since the program
began. There are at present

about 930 students enrolled.

Although the intercession

program is still fairly young in its

development, its success has

already been established and an
increase in available courses for

the following years is planned.

546-2050
FREE DELIVERY

50^ OFF ON PICKUPS

162 DIVISION ST.

and upstairs - for guys & gals

BONUCCHI BILLIARDS

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

IONDRY'S DRUGS

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to n PM DAILY

SECRETARY

WANTED
The A.M.S. needs a volunteer to act as

secretary at Council meetings for the summer.
This entails taking the minutes at meetings
(usually once every two weeks) and sub-
sequently preparing them for typing. Anyone
interested should leave their name in the
A.M.S. office by 4:30 p.m. Wed. May 29, 1974.

as

Billy Holliday

in

Dunning Auditorium

Thursday, May 23

7 pm and 9:30 pm
Admission $1/ person



And on the

eighth

day

God said,

"Let there

be

daricness

and

there is.

•••

Th« Out

The following story written by Sue
Wishart is reprinted from the February 13,

1973 Journal, yet is still remarkably timely.

The article, almost prophetic for its time, will

provide some background and explanation of

this modern problem facing Canada and
Ontario.

by Sue Wishart

"Suddenly the harsh winter weather was biting

more deeply all across America, and predictably

fuel shortages began to plague the nation. In Des
Moines, hundreds of homeowners were down to

their last chill days of heating oil, with no

guarantee when they would get their next

deliveries. In Denver, high schools were on a three-

day week to conserve dwindling fuel. In West

Virginia, Illinois, Mississippi and elsewhere fac-

tories had to shut down at least briefly when fuel

tanks ran dry."

This passage sounds like science fiction. It isn't. It

is part of a Newsweek report on what happened

when many areas of the United States ran out of

heating oil last month. The temporary but severe

delivery shortages underlined the US's newest

domestic problem - an acute energy crisi.

Technically, the energy crisis is not a new
phenomenon ; some scientists predicted it unheeded

for years. For most Americans, however, the

possibility that the US might run out of fuel was

something they had never imagined. They assumed

that there would always be enough energy to look

after all their needs. The January fuel shortages

forced them to realize that this is no longer the case.

The United States is using up its energy reserves,

particularly oil and natural gas, at an alarming

rate, and once these reserves have been consumed,

they cannot be replaced. The US could run out of oil

in ten years; of natural gas by 1984.

Could the same thing happen in Canada? The
Ontario government asked this question in 1971 and

appointed an Advisory Committee on Energy
(ACE). Headed by Queen's principal Dr. J. J.

Deutsch, the committee was asked to determine

Ontario's "future energy requiremnts and supplies,

and to recommend policies and means to ensure

that these requirements are met."

The ACE report, release a month ago, is not very

encouraging for Ontarians. Ontario, the report

says, is one of North America's most intensive users

of energy, and yet one of the continent's most

energy dificient regions. Because most of Ontario's

needs are filled outside the province, Ontario is at

the mercy of producers who are clamouring for

higher prices. The era of cheap abundant energy for

Ontario is over.

In 1960, more than 99 per cent of Ontario's elec-

tricity came from hydro electric power. With a

limited number of hydro sites, however, the amount
of power available is restricted, and as Ontario

demands grew during the sixties, alternate sources

of electricity had to be developed. Ontario began to

develop nuclear power on a very limited scale but

most of the additional electricity was produced by

steam generating plants which run on coal, oil, or,

most recently, natural gas.

Ontario's energy needs are not restricted to

electricity. Great amounts of oil and natural gas

(and some coal) are used to heat and cool homes,

offices, factories, schools and other buildings. Fuel

is needed to run motorized vehicles of all kinds -

from cars to jets to lawnniowers. Most of the energy

needed for these purposes is produced from oil or

natural gas, and almost all of it comes from outside

the province, largely from Alberta. In 1970, Ontario

had to import 80 per cent of its energy supplies.

The Ontario energy situation on the surface still

does not .seem very serious. After all, both Ontario

and Alberta are part of Canada, and Canada is one

of the few advanced industrial countries in the

world which is selfsufficicnl in oil and natural gas.

iiul the Alberta natural gas and oil fields and not

infinite. Unless ma.ssivc new finds are made in the

near future, it is expected that yields will peak in

the next two or three years. If current production

rat(!S are maintained, oil reserves are expected to

decline from the present 21 years to a plateau of 11

years by limi. In 1971 , there was a 27-year supply of

ti.'itural gas.

liclore the Alb«;rta reserves run out, however, our

inajor source of oil and natural gas will have

changed, (Janada has vast untapped frontier

resources: on the Arctic rim, the Athabasca tar

sands, and off the coast of Nova Scotia. These areas

can supply Canadian needf well mh)
<«ven when Altxtrla oil and natural ru

If Canada hah such massive energy re»

should Ontrians \mi conwjmed'' A < l'/.er

American problem may suggest th<r aii

With only six per cent of the world '»

the Unit<;d States devours 'i'i [>er cent lA

energy, and it* demands are cwstantly

The consequence of this amazing < </r»

energy is that US energy reserves are

peaaring, and it is [x/ssible U • '

natural gas sources will be e/

fifteen years.

This is not intended to imply that af
energy reserves will run out. There
deposits of oil in shale in the West, bi

prices will have to more than don
produced from this source to be compf
US also has enormous coal deposits - em
for 500 years. Coal is unpopular right not

because of the pollution it causes and tin

harm done when it is extracted u-sing a
methods. Nuclear power will play an it

important role in energy production

expected to contribute significantly until

meantime, the US will have to impo
natural gas to meet its energy needs.

The need for imports puts the US in

diplomatic situation. Most of the

reserves are in the Middle East, controi

Arabs. To get this oil, the US may have
relationship with Israel and be willing

higher oil prices the Arab skeiks are ni

ding.

Or the United States can import more
from Canada. This proposal seems m
sensible to many Americana, inch

President and the Secretary of the Inte

call for the negotiation of a continent

policy which would place all North

natural resources at the disposal of both

States and Canada. Many Canadians

arguing that such a policy would only ben

and strip Canada of her resources. Wh;

situation on a continental energy polic)

remains that the US has insatiaW

demands, and will pay any price nec

supply them.

This is the reason why the American em
affects Ontario. The Alberta govemmt
that the province only has its oil and m
reserves once, and would like to get the i

possible price for them. If the Americ
allowed to compete freely for these supp

sales would be made to the US becaus<

willingness to pay the inevitably soaring

Much of the chagrin of the Alberta go

and the oil companies, the federal govern

restricted natural gas exports to the surpli

AMERICA'S GR ^

Daily use of ei

19^1
||k COAL
^^46 pounds

OIL product!
9^ gallons

-

NATURAL GAS
|

7 gallons
'

Vi pint

HYDROPOWER
1 gallon
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Energy Crisis

year domestic needs. Oil exports are allowed only

when domestic requirements have been met.

Even with these restrictions, the prices of natural

gas and oil are going to rise. This trend has already

started: natural gas costs recently rose from 16c

per thousand cubic feet (a price Alberta claimed
was artificially low) to 26c per thousand cubic feet,

and producers are calling for a further rise to 36c.

The real price increases will come as the frontier

reserves are opened up. As Alberta's oil and natural

gas fields are exhausted, more and more of Canda's
needs will have to be supplied from these areas. The
staggering costs of exploration, or recovery and of

transportation of frontier energy will force sub-

stantial increases in the price of natural gas and oil

to consumers.
For example, the Athabasca tar sands are known

to contain 300 billion barrels of recoverable oil. At

the moment, one plant is in operation, but to make
up for the projected decline in Alberta' production

at least one new completed plant will be required

each year. Each plant takes from four to five years

to construct, and costs $750 million. Pipelines to

transport the oil to markets must also be built and
they, too, are very expensive. Obviously, the main
obstacle to proper exploitation of frontier resources

is the finding of sufficient capital to pay for it. ACE
chairman Deutsch d6ubts that enough money can
be raised in Canada.
Producers must also find ways of recovering and

transporting the oil and natural gas without up-

setting the delicate edological balance of the North.

The problems involved in getting frontier fuels

emphasize that alternate energy sources must be
developed. The most promising area is nuclear

power. Nuclear energy is clean (it doesn't pollute

like fossil fuels) and strict government controls

ensure that its production is save. This process is of

particular interest to Ontario because Ontario has
15 to 20 per cent of the world's supply of uranium.
Ontario presently has two nuclear plants in

operation: One at Douglas Point and another
larger reactor at Pickering, near Toronto. Between

8GPETITE FOR POWER
eoiiiverage household:

1985

COAL ||L
70 pounds^^

OIL PRODUCTS
15 gaitc^^is

NATURAL GAS
12 gallons

HYDROPOWER
negligible

them, they supplied about one per cent of Ontario's

total energy needs last year. A third plant, of the

same generation as Pickering is under construction

ner the Georgian Bay; as. more and more reactors

go on stream, they will produce an increasing

proportion of Ontario's energy supply - almost 24

per cent by 1990.

Three considerations must be made when
discussing the future value of nuclear power: (1)

the construction costs of nuclear plants is ver high,

(2) the reactors need supplies of heavy water, which
is expected to be in short supply (a d therefore

expensive) for the rest of the decade, and (3)

nuclear power is still largely experimental. Nobody
knows whether there are nay long-term side effects

which should be considered. None have turned up
yet.

Other potential energy sources are also being

studied. Scientists are working on an experimental

"fast-breeder" nuclear reactor which produces
more fuel - plutonium - than it uses. On a more long-

term basis, they hope eventually to also obtain

power from nuclear fusion and to harness the sun's

energy by using giant mirrors.

The most practical solution of all, though, is to

waste less of the energy which is now produced.

Fifty per cent of all energy is given off as waste
heat. We must increase the efficiency of energy
production to eliminate the heat loss, find some use
for the waste heat or arrive at some combination of

the two.

As the ACE report points out: "Improving the

efficiency of energy use has two desirable con-

sequences. Firstly, since less fuel is consumed in

order to perform useful work, there is a net con-

srvation of fuel. Secondly, environmental
degradation is reduced, since environmental im-
pact is roughly proportional to the amount of fuel

extracted, transported and consumed."
In other words, the development of efficient mass

transit systems to replace private cars, for

example, would not only save valuable fuel, but

cause less pollution.

There will be inevitable difficulties in short-run

fuel conservation. The use of low-lead gasoline and
pollution control equipment protects the en-

vironment but lowers engine efficiency. Restriction

of the sulfur content of fuels raises refining costs

and causes higher prices. Price increases,

however, will encourage people to cut down on their

energy comsumption, and so will be beneficial.

Canada as a whole does not have an energy crisis,

and with proper resource management she never
will. Ontario's position is somewhat more serious.

According to Dr. Deutsch, the purpose of the ACE
report was to bring home the urgency of the

situation and to outline some of the problems which
must be solved of Ontrio and Canada are to make
intelligent use of their energy reserves.

ACE recommended that Ontario develop a

"comprehensive and co-ordinated" energy policy

and establish a ministry to look after the problems.

The government responded to these suggestions by
appointing former treasurer Darcy McKeough to

help the cabinet determine 'Ontario's future energy
priorities.

Beyond the scope of the provincial government,
many questions still remain. How much oil and
natural gas should Canada export? How much
should be reserved for domestic use? Should the

frontier resources be developed in spite of the

staggering capital costs involved? Can Canada
afford to build pipelines? Should Canada sign a

continental energy pact? All of these questions

come under federal jurisdiction. The national

energy policy which Energy Minister Donald
Macdonald is expected to present before the end of

the year may answer some of them.

It is likely that the decisions on Ontario and
national energy policy will be followed with much
more interest than most government an-
nouncements. At least that is the way the situation

should be. One way or another, directly or in-

directly, these policies will affect the lives of

everyone.

U.S. FUEL RESERVES: HOW MANY YEARS WiLL THEY LAST?

OIL
52 billion

barrels

NATURAL
GAS

3,000 trillion

cubic feet

URANIUM
450,000 tons

^ YEARS I

SHALE OIL
160-600 billion

barrels*

•RECOVERABLE ONLY
IF CRUDE OIL

PRICES RISE 150%

COAL
1.5 trillion

tons

U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, PROVEN RECOVERABLE RESERVES^
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Concern growing for childhood education
by Suzanne Shcrkin

There seems to be a growing

concern throughout Ontario for

the improvement of childhood

education. The 23rd annual
conference of the Association for

Early Childhood Education in

Ontario (A.E.C.E.O.) was held at

Victoria Hall last week (May IS-

IS) and attracted more than half

of the associations thirteen

hundred members from 23

provincial branches.

The program within the

general theme "The Child and his

Family" covered a wide range of

topics including infant day care,

behaviour modifications, family

counselling and nutrition.

One of the major concerns of

this association as well as of

other Day Care Centres and
organizations is in dealing with

the mother, both directly and
indirectly. The child quite often is

a product of a working-parent

home where both father and
mother are away all day and
cannot take care of their child.

Every morning the mother
leaves her child at the Centre

goes to work and picks him up
again at the end of the day,

completely oblivious to the

learning processes he has gone
through during the course of the

day. If the child has learned

something new, or has finally

corrected a bad habit, the mother
is not aware and so is breaking

the continuity of the child's

learning. Consequently, the

mother becomes isolated from
the child both in a physical and
mental way.

A further problem arises

when the child is brought to

school in a less than satisfactory

condition - perhaps dirty,

physically bruised or anything

else which might reveal the

neglect of the child's care. The
question facing the Day Care

Centre surrounds the problem of

responsibility. How much
responsibility should be placed in

the hands of the Centre? On the

one hand, the child has its own
mother who treats her child the

way she sees fit. Is it right for the

supervisors to question her

motherhood? On the other hand,

if the child is under the Centre's

care for the day, he will be a

product of their policy for that

period. Obviously it is a difficult

question to deal with and involves

a definition of the role of

motherhood, of Day Care
supervisors, and of government
policies regarding ado;>tion.

Peggy Cohoc, the past

president of the A.E.C.E.O.,
discussed this question in a

Journal interview. She pointed

out that children want and expect

to be taught "behavioural pat-

terns and discipline". It is the

policy of the association that

"when you're here this is what
you do." The children look for

instruction and are confused

when they do not get it. They need
points of reference in order to

develop their intellectual and
tactile curiosity so that they can

perceive and. accomplish
something beyond their ex-

perience.

As far as a child's ability to

learn and progress, there seems
to be two opposing theories. One
is a consideration for the child's

own initiative and takes the view

that if the child were to be left

completely alone, his own
curiosity, imagination and sense

of achievement would lead him to

develop himself, without the

dominance of outside instruction.

In opposition, the other point of

view favours discipline and
constant instruction. This implies

instruction through a definite

sequence of presenting certain

problems and awaiting specific

results. However there is validity

to both sides. A child would un-

doubtedly learn to read more
quickly when taught how to

decipher the symbols yet the

same child would be apt to learn

more from figuring out for

himself that squares and circles

do not fit together.

The Association for Early

Childhood Education is a fast

growing organization with the

addition of five new branches
throughout Ontario making a

total of 19 from Thunder Bay to

Niagara. Kingston, as well, is a

branch of the association

providing half-day nurseries,

subsidized as well by the city.

Families that are on welfare

qualify automatically, but others

of "low income" are given more
consideration for their eligibility.

The government is also

taking part in the upward swing
of Day Care Centre as there

seems to be an increase in the

percentage of working mothers.

Grants are being made a deal

more accessible to parent co-

operative associations of a non-

profit nature.

As the role of the mother is

quickly changing, so must the

educational institutions change to

accfjmmrxlate her and day care
l>ewjme« a nw;e«8ity An Ihere

will always tnt welfare and "low
income" groups, there is a

definite nwid for day <:are

rue f
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Start looking now. • •

for '761
In an annual accommodation survey

concerning on- and off-campus student
housing, the Senate Committee on Campus
Planning has found it necessary to recom-
mend that the possibilities of funding a new
residence "adequate to meet the housing

needs of an additional 200 students" be ex-

plored. However, as Dean of Arts and Science,

Dr. R. L. Watts hastened to add, the building

of a new residence is "just a possibility"

because of the connected problems of capital

financing.

The basic problem seems to be that the

government no longer provides the funds

necessary to build on-campus housing. Hence,

the University is forced to go to public housing

corporations where current mortgage rates

are high. In addition to the rising costs of

operation, the extra burden of paying back the

loan and the interest on it must be saddled by
someone, most overtly shown in higher

residence fees paid by the student.

Earlier residences, such as Ban Righ and
McNeill, were built with grants from alumni.

As a result, neither the student nor the

University had to carry the additional charge

necessitated by the present need for loans.

Other details must be explored as well

before the Committee reports back at a later

date. These "details" are such things as

precisely what kind of accommodation is

required; that is, the need for married student

quarters as opposed to the need for singles

residences in the line of Victoria Hall, and so

on.

The recommendation that additional

University housing be built was based on the

fact that the current survey indicated that,

although new accommodations have been

provided on West Campus and at Elrond

College, these are full almost to capacity, with

only a 1 per cent vacancy rate in contrast with
much higher residence vacancy rates in

earlier years.

Dr. Watts cited a -reversal in the former
trend to get off-campus and that students now
apparently like to live as close to campus as

possible.

The report also pointed out that a marked
increase exists in the use of a house by a group
of students. However, City of Kingston of-

ficials believe that no more, and possibly less

housing will be built next year in the city it-

self, because of a new reduced maximum
density by-law, coupled with rising costs. In

the light of these circumstances, according to

the Committee "the general demand for

housing is likely to increase, making off-

campus accommodation more difficult to

obtain. This would cause greater demand for

University housing."

The inadequate on-campus housing of the

present time results from the "steady state"

plans of the Queen's administration. It was
felt that all the accommodation that would be

needed had been built since the growth of the

student population was being checked.

From the time a decision is made to

provide additional housing until it is complete

and available will be a lapse of at least three

years. Dr. Watts advises that it takes at least 1

to IV2 years in total to decide what is needed,

have the architect's sketches made and ap-

proved by the User's Committee, and locate a

site. One year minimum is allowed for the

actual building since the crucial problem with

a residence is that it must be open in Sep-

tember. Hence, the schedule cannot be too

tight as the possibility of strikes and shortage

of supplies must be accounted for.

Attention

Students:

Hey - what are you doing? Are you bored, sick of studying,

tired of hanging around and having fun? Well then,

the Journal has the answer just for you. Come in and
see our newly painted premise of lemon-pie yellow and
Nestle's Quick brown, guaranteed to make you smile.

If you feel like writing a blurb or a comic then come
on in. Even if you just want to come around and say
hello, we'd love to see your face.

Queens

lournai

Interim Staff: Suzanne Sherkin, Oan McClelland, Bobby Wood/ Wendy
Reynolds, Terry Collins, Lee Perry, Dave Dowsett, Rosemary Knight,
John Gray, Jim Downey (both who dropped in), Chris Boon, Keith
Bourns, John Bottomley.
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M Queen's University

at Queen's University

It was another hair-raising night at the Journal with everyone filled with mass confusion trying to figure out

exactly what we were doing here. For a while it was thought that we were gathered together to pay tribute to the

Tricolor staff but at 12.00 someone (namely Woody-what would we do without Woody!) reminded us that we had
only minutes to put a paper together. As the clock approached 2.00 a.m., press night came to a staggering close.

Another week of recovery and relaxation is before us.

Founded in 1873 and published on Tuesdays and Fridays during the academic year by the Alma Mater Society

of Queen's University, Incorporated, Kingston, Ontario. Founding member of Canadian University Press. Editorial

opmions expressed are those of the editors and not necessarily those of the AMS nor the University. Telephone (613)

547-2606. Printed by gnomes at the St. Lawrence Printing Co. Ltd., Prescott, Ontario.

Housing & Property

Management

HAS MOVED TO

25 UNION ST.

547-2890
Summer hours effective

June 3:

Monday - Friday -

8:30 am - 4:30 pm
Weekends & holidays -

10:00 am - 4:00 pm

SPRING FLICS

COMEDY, HORROR, AND DANCE FESTIVAL

May 29: Marx Brothers in Night in Casablanca plus

McLaren Short

June 5: Laurel and Hardy in Sons of the Desert plus Lon
Chaney Short

June 12: Fred Aistaire & Ginger Rogers in Top Hat plus

McLaren Short

June 19: Bela Lugosi in The White Zombie plus Chaplin
short

June 26: Marx Brothers in Room Service plus W. C.

Fields Short

July 3: Joan Baez, Leonard Cohen & the 1960's in

Dynamite Chicken plus McLaren Short

July 10: Alec Guiness in classic comedy-mystery King
Hearts and Coronets

July 17: Chaplin, Keaton, Laurel & Hardy in When
Comedy was King.

July 24: Ingmar Bergman in The Magician plus wild
short on aviation: The Wrong Brothers

July 31: Marx Brothers in A Day at the Races plus Hot
Stuff

August 7: Lon Chaney in the original Phantom of the

Opera with 1925 colour scenes intact

August 14: Alec Guiness in The Lady Killers plus Elmo
Lincoln, the original Tarzan

August 21: Lubitsch directs Jack Benny and Carole

Lombard in To Be Or Not To Be

August 28: Oscar Wilde's of Victorian manners The
Importance of Being Earnest

September 4: Marx Brothers in A Night at the Opera plus

W. C. Field's short.

LARGE LECTURE THEATRE

8.00 PM
$10 FOR THE WHOLE SERIES

99/ PER EVENING

ST. LAWRENCE COLLEGE
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Phillies
triumph

by Chris Boon
When Philadelphia climaxed their best

season ever Sunday afternoon, downing what
looked to be a much-over-rated Boston squad
1-0 in the deciding game of the Stanley Cup
finals, they became the first of the 1967 ex-

pansion teams to capture hockey's highest

honour. Their win was nothing short of

shocking to many (especially the bookies) but

for a variety of reasons.

First off, a lot of people still cling

steadfastly to the idea that any of the old "big

six" should automatically be able to polish off

these upstarts. Trouble is, 1974 is seven long

years, a lot of WHA defections and any
number of retirements away from those

halcyon days" "of ~Dld. Given the sound
management that Philadelphia has enjoyed
from the outset, it stands to reason that draft

picks like Clarke, and Barber, trade

aquisitions like McLeish and Crisp, and the

recovery of supergoalie Bernie Parent from
the WHA via the Maple Leafs will produce a

pretty competitive hockey team. Phillie isn't

the only expansion squad that is close to

success, either. Buffalo, Atlanta, and L.A. are

all within one or two players of breaking into

the limelight, and these are generally young
teams. On the other hand, New York is getting

older and older, with nothing to show for their

efforts but fat salaries and an amazing record

of playoff failures, while Toronto and even
Montreal are looking shaky. Detroit is still

trying to recover from management troubles

'and, I suspect, the shock of Gordie Howe's
effective defection to ye olde WHA.). Toronto
shfxjld get better, but the others are getting a

little grey around the temples.

Secondly, most people look at a team like

Boston, recite the chant that goes, "Orr,

Esposito, Hfxlge, Cashman, . . . how can they

lose???" All these players are established

superstars, and Orr, especially, did

nothing to tarnish this image
during the series with the Flyers.
However, the rest of the entourage, with the

partial exception of Cashman, who was ef-

fective in streaks, did very little to live up to

their press clippings. Hodge, especially,

seemed to be fumbling all series, causing an
incredible number of off-sides (both away and
home in Boston) and doing very little in the

corners. Esposito, who was reputed to have
offered Boston coach Bep Guidolin the helpful

comment that "he (Esposito) could make
more money from personal appearances than

from winning the (Cup) series", skated like he

was wearing his moneybelt for much of the

series, got absolutely hosed by Bobby Clarke

on the faceoffs, and did little to establish his

expected dominance in the "slot". In fact,

after his little set-to with Mr. Barber in the

early stages of the series, Espo seemed to

spend more time looking for the next truck

than for the puck.

Only Orr performed close to expectations.

He personally carried the play for the Bruins

in the crucial fifth game, scoring twice, set-

ting up two other goals, and keeping

Philadelphia off balance all night. He scored

the winning goal in the first game, mostly on

great individual effort. He also logged a

simply incredible amount of ice time, but even
he couldn't do it alone every night. He needed
some help, and most nights, it just wasn't

there.

Finally, and I think most unfairly, a great

many people, both fans and those involved

with hockey, have expressed shock at the

style of play the Philadelphia won with.

Bandying about high-sounding phrases
condeming "intimidation tactics", wailing

over the detrimental influence on the young
player who will try to emulate a Dave Schultz

or Andre Dupont, these good folk display some
awfully short memories. Ever hear of the

"Big, Bad Bruins", kiddies? Seems that not

too long ago, Boston had a team of full-time

baddies to compliment the Orrs and
Espositos, with one Wayne Cashman playing

a standout role in the fisticuffs. Not that all he
was fight, but (^ashman surely did more than

his share of that, and still does, for that

matter. Strikes me that the really big dif-

ference between Philadelphia of 1974 and that

late lamented Bruin contingent is that the

fighting stands out more with the Flyers. They
win games 2-1, 4-3, 1-0, rather than burying

somebody 9-5 like the Bruin powerhouse does.

Playing their agressively defensive style of

hockey, forechecking constantly, forcing the

play everywhere, they are not a spectacular

team. Nobody will score 130 points for

Philadelphia - and help take the attention of

the fans, and far more importantly the press,

off the fights. But, Philadelphia will win a lot

of big games - they've already proven that, in

spades. What's more, the Flyers are the kind

of young, solid team that can keep on doing

just that for years to come. They're a hell of a

TEAM, and a damn deserving Stanley Cup
Champion.

Deadline

for Display Ads
is Tuesday, 5 pm
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YOU

PIZZA

CHALET
open 4 p.m. daily

PRINCESS
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Large Lecture Theatre
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Admission 99""
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St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
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BIGGEST IS NOT ALWAYS BEST

It may be big. But not necessarily best.

The cut and color of a diamond affects its brilliance.

Sometimes brilliance is sacrified to get

the greatest yield from the rough stone. This kind

of diamond may seem like a bargain, but

it's only bad news. We'll sell you a diamond as

big as you want. But it will be brilliant,

expertly cut. And best.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO



Joining of CFRC

with CBC continues

to be a possibility
by Anne Dumbrille

At the Senate Meeting one
week ago today, the affiliation of

Queen's radio station CFRC with

the CBC Radio I (AM) service

was discussed. During the past

year there has been much
discussion between the CBC and
CFRC on this matter. The CBC
had earlier ehminated the im-

mediate possibility as they
wanted the strongest available

FM frequency in the Kingston

area and to operate it them-
selves. There is still great in-

terest and further explorations

are being held with the affiliation

tof CFRC and CBC Radio II (the

FM network which is expected to

be in operation by the end of

1975).

According to Mr. Bernard
Trotter, Chairman of the Ad-
visory Subcommittee on Radio
Broadcasting, the advantage to

CFRC—FM would be more
powerful frequency leading to an
upgrade in transmission,
allowing the FM station to

beconie stero and a seven day
week operation on FM. Mr.
Trotter said that the CBC
ogramming would be on a non-

immercial basis with cultural

ograms. Additional capital and
erating costs would have to be

let by the CBC. However, he
els that the student operations

ust be protected. The
University would have to be

,ssured that student par-

ipation would expand with the

filiation and not contract. The
RC Student Radio CHub has

teen fully involved with the

liscussions. Any changes that

ould occur due to the affiliation

buld only affect CFRC-FM and
Ihe AM station would operate on

its present basis. Also, in Sept. '74

parate major renovations of

RC, the AM and FM stations

J to run the same program-
ing.

During the Principal's

Report on 100th meeting of the

Council of Ontario Universities

(C.O.U.) Dr. Deutsch announced
that a new buffer Council was to

be established to succeed the

Committee on University Affairs

(C.U.A.) which was disbanded at

the end of April. This committee
had worked together with the

COU on University funding. It is

hoped that this previous work
done will aid the new committee.
It was suggested that there might
be two formulae, macro and
micro. The macro formula would
deal with major distribution of

revenue between Universities
and micro would take size,

distribution, geography and other

anomilies into account,
distributing extra compensatory
grants on a more rational basis.

Also at the COU meeting,
graduate fees were discussed.

The general attitude seemed to

be a fear that the fees would rise

from $600 to the formula fee at

$877.50. This, it is felt, would
encourage many of the good
students to seek graduate
education in universities in other

provinces or countries.

In the Report of the Chair-

man of the Residences Board for

1973-74, Mr. Watts said that a

committee was to be established

to examine the quality of life

among students in residence to

see if student goals are being

achieved. The Ibbotson Report, a

report on residence policy,

recommended a review of the

student government and the

relationship with Dons and
Wardens and further training for

floor seniors for residences on

Leonard Field. A review was also

recommended on the functions of

the W.R.C., the Dons and
Proctors and the relationships

between them and the residents

in Womens Residence. It was
recommended that Coed Morris

no longer be considered ex-

perimental and that the ex-

pansion of Coed facilities be

considered annually.

13 million dollar

complex approved
The Hon. James A.C. Auld,

Minister of Colleges and
Universities, has authorized the

.planning of a new health sciences

building to replace some of the

existing teaching facilities at

Queen's University in Kingston.

Construction of the new building

should begin in 1975. The
University has estimated it will

cost about $13 million.

The new building will contain

150,000 sq. ft. devoted to a new
regional health sciences library,

teaching and research
laboratories, facilities for

biomedical engineering, faculty

offices, student amenities, and
aiUdio-visual and television

lacilities.

This facility is one of several

high priority projects which have
been recommended for govern-

ment approval by the Council for

Queen's and Kingston Health

Sciences Complex. This body
advises on health sciences
teaching and research facilities

in the Kingston area. Approval
for the new building is actively

supported by local MPPs Syl

Apps, William Nuttall and James
Taylor.

The new basic sciences-

library building will replace
obsolete facilities including
medical buildings constructed in

1856 and 1907. It will be located

near the intersection of Stuart

and Barrie Streets in Kingston.
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CONVOCATION — The magic word that

instills, by turns, hope, trepidation and relief

into the hearts of those students who have
struggled 3 long years or more for this,their

crowning day of glory (?) A chance for a last

reunion, a chance for last long looks at the

familiar Queen's U. campus, a chance for a

free lunch . . . and all because your relatives

forced you to attend!

Hoods, gowns and mortar boards are

bourns

rented out by the A.M.S. Happily, the wearing
of mortar boards is entirely optional.

As usual, a number of honorary degrees
will be bestowed upon those considered to

have made outstanding contributions to

Canadian society. This year, 13 honorary
degrees will be awarded, recipients of which
include 2 women and 6 graduates or past
faculty members at Queen's.
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Festival Kingston
Thursday May 30,

and Friday May 31

Ontario Sailing Association Mobile Sailing School -

9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. at the Kingston Yacht Club.

Admission $15; $10.

Ontario Science Centre Exhibit - 9:00 a.m. - 9:00

p.m. at St. Lawrence College. No admission.

Mexican Art Exhibit- 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. at Agnes
Etherington. No admission.

Kingston Ceramists Guild - 10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. at

370 King St. W. No admission.

Fitness Testing Clinics - 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. at the

Kingston YM-YWCA. No admission.

Track and Field Workshops -7 :00 p.m. -9:00 p.m. at

Richardson Stadium. No admission.

"Thieves Carnival" - 8:30 p.m. at the Domino
Theatre. Admission $2.50.

Saturday, June 1

Frontenac Hunt Horse Show - 9:00 a.m. at Glen
Lawrence Farm.

Novice Golf Clinic - 9:00 a.m. at the Municipal Golf

Course. No admission.

Mini Regatta - 9:00 a.m. at the Kingston Yacht Club.

Ontario Science Centre Exhibit - 9:00 a.m. - 9:00

p.m. at St. Lawrence College. No admission.

Mexican Art Exhibit -9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. at Agnes
Etherington. No admission.

Softball - 10:00 a.m. at Victoria Park. No admission.

Batik Exhibition - 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. at the
FYontenac Mall. No admission.

Kingston Ceramists Guild - 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. at

.370 King St. W. No admission.

Women's Softball Tournament - 2:00 p.m. at Vic-

toria Park. Silver Collection.

Summer Aquatic Program Workshop and Clinic -

l:fXJ p.m. at Queen's Pool. No admission.

Handloom Weaving and Spinning - 1:00 p.m. - 3:00

p.m. at the Frontenac Mall. No admission.

Triangular Track and Field Meet - Ontario, Quebec,
New P^ngland - 1 :(X) p.m. -5:00 p.m. at Richardson
Stadium. Admission $2.00; $1.00.

Fitness Testing Clinics - 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. at the

Kingston YM-YWCA. No admission.

"Thieves Carnival" - 8:30 p.m. at the Domino
Theatre. Admission $2.50.

5:00 p.m. at Agnes

at Queen's

Mexican Art Exhibit - 1 :00 p.m.

Etherington. No Admission.

Summer Aquatic Program - 1:00 p.m.

Pool. No admission.

Fitness Testing Clinics - 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. at the

Kingston YM-YWCA. No admission.

Line, Shape and Color - A week-long Art festival

opens at Duncan McCarthur Hall, West Campus.
10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. No admission.

Monday, June 3

Ontario Science Centre Exhibit - 9:00 a.m. - 9:00

p.m. at St Lawrence College. No admission.
Mexican Art Exhibit -9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. at Agnes
Etherington. No admission.

Line, Shape and Color - 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. at

McArthur Auditorium. No admission.

Gymnastics Clinic - 2:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. at LCVI
and Queen's Gym. No admission.

Baseball Clinic - 6:00 p.m. at Kingston Baseball
Parks. No admission.

Fitness Testing Clinics - 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. at the

Kingston YM-YWCA. No admission.

Tuesday, June 4

Sunday, June 2

Kaleidrihcope - (gymnastic Display - 2:(W p.m. in the

Bartlett Gym. Admission $2.00; $L00.

Mini Regatta - 9 :00 a m . at the Kingston Yacht Club.

No admission.

Ontario Science Centre p:xhiblt - 1:00 p.m. - 9:00

p.m. at St. Lawrence CJoiiege. No admission.

Ontario Science Centre Exhibit - 9:00 a.m. - 9:00

p.m. at St. Lawrence College. No admission.

Mexican Art Exhibit -9 :00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. at Agnes
Etherington. No admission.

Line, Shape and Color - 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. at

McArthur Auditorium. No admission.

Coaching Clinic - 2:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. at LCVI and
Queen's Gym. No admission.

Baseball Clinic - 6:00 p.m. at the Kingscourt

Baseball Park. No admission.

Fitness Testing Clinic - 7:00 p.m. at the Kingston

YM-YWCA. No admission.

National Arts Centre Orchestra - 8:30 p.m. at St.

Mary's Cathedral. Admission $2.00.

Wednesday, June 5

Ontario Science Centre Exhibit - 9:00 a.m. - 9:00

p.m. at St. Lawrence College. No admission.

Mexican Art Exhibit - 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. at Agnes
Etherington. No admission.

Line, Shape and Color - 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. at

McArthur Auditorium. No admission.

Football Skills Clinic - 6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. at

Richardson Stadium. No admission.

Fitness Testing Clinic - 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. at the

Kingston YM-YWCA.
India vs. Canada International Table Tennis Match

- 8:(X) p.m. at the Kingston Memorial Centre.

Admission $1.00.

Pubs and theatres theatres-

to I Inn Randy Stewart
Townhoutie • Shannon
Commodore - Sp<;f;iai Blend
F rontenac - Finnegan'K - Tom R/»bertH

l- ronlenar - Muldoon'H - Duffy, Bailey and Shea
Manor - The SignH

llyland K.'irnour.'iKka

Od«'on 'J'h'- MifJni>/,hl Man

Capitol I - Blazing Saddles

Capitol 2 - Zardoz

Dunning ilall - 'I'hursday, May 30 7 and 9:30 -

Zachariah

Friday, May 31 - 7 and 9:30 - Play It Again Sam
(;rand Theatre - Friday, May 31-8:30 p.m. - Nimons

n' Nine plus Six

Sunday, June 2 - 2:30 p.m. - The Huggett P'amily

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to 11 PM DAILY
'

Science '44 Co-op

has a place for you
this summer

Single Room

Double Room

- $45. month, $14. week

for 1 or 2

- $60 month, $18 week

16 houses close to Queen's - kitchen facilities

no pets - free parking

contact Gerry Banting

185 University

544-4864 or 544-4506

CITY LIGHTS

CINEMA

DUNNING HALL - QUEEN'S

THURSDAY MAY 30 //T»rUADIAH" uiifh
7:00 and 9:30 pm AM\,n«RIMn WITH

the James Gang

FRIDAY MAY 31

7:00 and 9:30 pm "PLAY IT AGAIN SAM"
with Woody Allen

ADMISSION $1.00

sec

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess
St. is pleased to offer atl Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they
have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: Specioieiend

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE
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This column has been prepared by Tony
Wolman and has been printed exactly as he
wrote it. The statements and opinions in the

Even if the weather has not been indicative of

the Spring season, it is never-the-less upon us. I

want to welcome the Intersession students to

Queen's and I hope that the remaining four weeks
are progressive for you in terms of both academics
and otherwise.

At this time into your Intersession period I feel

that an explanation of how extra - curricular

programming for you is to be handled. Basically,

not at all. But, let me explain the position of the

A.M.S. and what you can do to correct the situation.

As it stands now, due to the financial constraints of

(Jie A.M.S. there are not enough people around full

ttme to provide the social and educational

irogramming, similar to that which is done during

the fall and winter. This Spring and Summer I am
iie only full-time employee.

I

There is at present, and has been for the last

few summers at Queen's University Summer School

Association which provides a great deal of

programming for the Summer School students. The
Q.U.S.S.A. has its own constitution and elected

executives. This year the President of Q.U.S.S.A. is

Gary Pettigrew. With the help of Mr. R. Wardle of

the Department of Extension, the A.M.S. in co-

column
Journal.

are not necessarily those of the

ordination with the Summer School Association is

distributing a questionaire to all Intersession

students in order to determine what kinds of ac-

tivities and programs you would like. However,
questionaire or not, we need your help. If an In-

tersession Executive is to be established either as

part of the Summer School Association or as a

separate entity we need people that are seriously

willing to work as part of the organization, and to

get the ball rolling.

If you feel there are benefits to having an In-

tersession government then get involved.

Until the A.M.S. can become a full time
operation with salaried people 12 months a year, the

above is the route we must follow.

Don't despair however; the Pub is open six days
a week; there are movies shown weekly on and
around campus for 99c ; there are many sightseeing

spots. Fort Henry, Bellvue House, etc. to name a

few ; the Kingston open air food market behind City

Hall; Wolfe Island is great for cycling; and lots

more; even the odd A.M.S. meeting every other

Thursday night at 7:30 should be most informative.

If you have any questions or unusual ideas let's

talk, 547-6165 Tony Wolman, President A.M.S.

U of T Graduated Students

hold vote to unionize
TORONTO (CUP) - Over 2,000 teaching assistants

at the University of Toronto had the opportunity on
May 24, to vote on whether they want to be unionized

by the Graduate Assistant's Association (GAA).
The vote was supervised by the Ontario Labour
Relations Board.

All teaching assistants, demonstrators and
markers who have worked for the university since

January, 1974, were eligable to take part in the vote.

The GAA began organizing teaching assistants

last summer, urging them to sign cards which
authorized the association as the official bargaining

agent for all part-time academic employees. By the

end of February 35 per cent of the GAA's proposed

bargaining unit had been signed up and mem-
bership cards were submitted to the Labour Board.

Key issues in the organizing campaign were the

hours worked by the part-time staff in various

departments and the large variations in pay for

similar work.

"We've put top priority on getting equal pay for

equal work," said GAA President Micheal O'Keefe,

"and after we win the vote we can start doing

something concrete about it."

The university administration opposed the GAA
every step of the way since application was made at

the Labour Board. The administration consistently

pushed their anti-union position to keep the

Canadian Union of Public Employees from
organizing library staff members and is under
attack from the Service Employees Union for

bargaining in bad faith.

"In spite of the university's obstructionist

tactics the Labour Board has ruled in our favour

whenever the chips are down," said GAA organizer

Sandy Gage. "We are confident we can win the vote

and set up the first union of its kind in Canada."

OPCM WI06
AMOSAVAH
McDonald's Big Mac. The best-tasting big sandwicli

the world has ever known. Well, at least the

campus has ever known.

fMcDon^dis

277 BATH ROAD

A.M.S. MEETING

Summer Outer Council

in Collins Room,
Richardson Hall

Thursday, May 30th

7:30 p.m.
All

Welcome! TONIGHT

SPRING FLICS

Laurel & Hardy in

SONS OF THE DESERT

PLUS

Lon Chaney Short

Thursday, June 5

Large Lecture Theatre

8:00 p.m. Admission 99'

TJ StLAWRENCE
=2y^college
KINGSTON

OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

WHEN IT COMES TO DIAMOND EXPERTISE

WE'RE COMPLETELY COMMITTED

We make it our business to know our diamonds.

And that's good business. We select every

diamond with extreme care. Check each stone

for quality of cut, clarity and color. And we'll

gladly share our diamond knowledge with you.

Show you how to select the most beautiful

diamond your money can buy.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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The
Musids

J

Big Band Music - it cuts across the

generations, all ages, all lengths of hair, all

political and social persuasions. But the

Big Band sound, as alive and well in the

seventies as ever, will never be the same
again after the passing of the great Edward
Kennedy Ellington on May 24, 1974.

Known as Duke since his childhood,

Ellington expanded the literature of

American music with compositions and
performances that drew international

critical praise and brought listening and
dancing pleasure to two generations.

At his death, the phrase "beyond
category" which Duke had used as the

highest form of praise for others, could

quite literally be applied to Mr. Ellington

himself, whose works were played and
praised in such diverse settings as the old

Cotton Club, Carnegie Hall and West-
minster Abbey.

His innate elegance of manner and his

impeccable grooming won him his

nickname of Duke, given him by an ad-

miring neighbourhood friend when he was
8. Always debonair and smiling, this tall,

urbane gentleman with the sly, smooth wit

sustained an aura of real dignity and
elegant awareness making him the most
universally attractive ambassador the

world of jazz could ever desire.

And a well-known ambassador the

Duke was. Honours were heaped upon his

head. On his 70th birthday in 1969,

President Nixon presented him the highest

possible American award, the Presidential

Medal of Freedom; in 1973, the French
Legion of Honour was bestowed upon him
by the late President Georges Pompidou;
the Republics of Chad & Togo issued

stamps bearing his picture; Yale
University, in 1970, established the Duke
P^liington F'ellowship Fund "to preserve

and perpetuate the Afro-American musical

tradition.

His ironic humour often served him in

gofxJ stead. Amid protests voiced in 1965

when a unanimous recommendation by the

J^ulit/.er Prize music jury that Duke be
given a special citation was rejected by the

Pulitizer Board, his only comment was,

"Fate is being kind to me. Fate doesn't

want me to be famous too young." He was
W at the time,

I'osthumously, tributes as great as any
Kllington received during his life were
bestowed upon him. American jazz critic

Jinrj historian, lialph J. Gleason called the

Duke, "America's mfjst imporl.ant com-
poser . . . Fv<;ry music honour this c-ountry

fan bestow is little enough lor such a

musi<:al giant as this rnan was. In reality,

he has already won them and more by his

imprint on the minds of all who have heard
him." Long time friend Hing Crosby said,

"Duke Flllington was, with Louis Arm-

strong, the most important of the creators

of jazz." Even President Nixon (he can't be
all bad) gave his bid for Ellington's im-

mortality when he said, "In the royalty of

American music, no man can swing more
or stand higher than the Duke did."

Duke Elhngton was a man well used to

fame and triumph. Even before his death,

critics and friends alike hailed him as the

greatest of all masters. An example of the

accord acclaimed him by his peers is

evidenced by the album, "A Tribute to

Duke Ellington: 'We Love You Madly' ".

Top stars of the jazz world, including Ella

Fitzgerald, Count Basie, Oscar Peterson,

Dizzie Gillespie, Louis Armstrong and
Buddy Rich, paid their respects to the

musical giant while he was still alive, by
singing and swinging choice examples of

Ellingtonia.

His inimitable

style eludes

his peers
He combined his musical talents,

excellence and elegance in a manner
transcending the usual connotations of

jazz, a word that he consistently rejected in

relationship to his work. "In the 1920's, I

used to try to convince Fletcher Henderson
that we ought to call what we're doing

'Negro music' ", Mr. Ellington said in 1965.

"But it's too late for that now. The music
has become so integrated that you can't tell

one part from another so far as colour is

concerned. Well, I don't have time to worry
about it. I've got too much music on my
mind."

As composer and arranger, Duke
created unusual and (as many orchestra

leaders found) inimitable style by building

his works on the individualistic sounds of

the brilliant instrumentalists he gathered

around him. Billy Strayhorn, who was
Ellington's musical right arm, his com-
poser and co-arranger from 19.'i9 to his

death in 1967, explained that "F^IIington

plays the piano, but his real instrument is

his band," He knew perfectly how to

assimilate the duties of pianist, composer,

arranger and orchestra leader.

Th(! basis of the Ellington sound eluded

oth(!r musicians as Andn; Previn, com-

poser, arranger and conductor himself,

noted in amazement, "Stan K(;nton can

stand in front of a thousand fiddles and a

thousand bra.ss and make a dramatic

gesture and every studio arranger can nod
his head and say, 'Oh yes, that's done like

this.' But Duke merely lifts his finger, three

horns make a sound, and I don't know what
it is."

Although Ellington's basic working
materials were almost invariably the blues

and the voicelike manner in which a jazz

musician plays his instrument, classically

oriented musicians often found relation-

ships to Delussy and Ravel in his work.
Ellington was the pioneer in extending

jazz compositions beyond the customary
chorus of 12 or 32 bars. His first major
effort at extended composition came in 1943

when he wrote "Black, Brown & Beige",
his famous tone parallel to the American
Blacks, which ran for 50 minutes when it

was introduced at Ellington's concert at

Carnegie Hall.' This was the first of

what became an annual series of concerts

in the forties at Carnegie for each of which
Ellington prepared new suites, such as

"New World a-Comin'
"

Several other of his extended com-
positions were inspired by works in other

art media. "Such Sweet Thunder", based
on Shakespearian characters, was com-
posed after Duke performed at the Summer
Festival of Art at (our) Stratford. "Suite

Thursday" was inspired by John Stein-

beck's novel, "Sweet Thursday".

Firsts in

a career

of firsts
In 1%5, Ellington moved into a new

musical field, presenting a Concert of

Sacred Music of his own composition. The
performance, starting with the first four

words of the Bible, "In the beginning, God
. . .," was developed in typical

Ellingtonian style with a company that

included his full orchestra, 3 choirs, a

dancer and several guest vocalists.

Ellington considered this new avenue

his music had taken "the most important

thing I've ever done." But as Ella Fit-

zgerald pointed out after his death on

Friday, "I he Duke had always been talking

about life, love and God," In 1973, the Third

Sacred (Concert was performed for the first

time in London at Westminster Abbey.

Of particular interest to Canadians, the

early Seventies saw the Duke arrive in

Toronto to record an album ("Duke

Ellington

Collages"
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Fortunes

wax and

wane
During the next decade, such greats as

"Solitude" and "Sophisticated Lady" were
composed and the band appeared in

several films and made occasional

European concert tours.

With the furor over swing bands rising

in the late Thirties, the Ellington band was
overshadowed by the glare of publicity

falling on the bands of Benny Goodman,
Artie Shaw and Glenn Miller, but as the

Swing Era faded, the band hit one of its

peaks in 1941 & 42, when all of the greatest

of Ellington's star sidemen (except Bubber
Miley) were together and Ellington was in

an extraordinarily creative period as a

composer.
By 1943, Duke was leaving the early

phases of his career behind and turning to

the extended compositions and concert

presentations.

In the fifties, interest in big bands
dropped to new lows, but Ellington kept his

band together even when the economic
basis became very shaky. "It's a matter of

whether you want to play music or make
money", he asserted. "I like to keep a band
so I can write and hear music the next day.

The only way you can do that is to pay the

band and keep it on tap 52 weeks a year. If

you want to make a real profit, you go out

for 4 months, lay off for 4, and come back

for another 4. Of course, you can't hold a

band together that way and I like the cats

we've got. So by various little twists and
turns, we manage to stay in business and
make a musical profit. And a musical profit

can put you way ahead of a financial loss."

The fortunes of the Ellington band
started to rise again in 1956 when, at the

Newport Jazz Festival, a performance of a

composition Duke wrote 20 years earlier,

"Diminuendo & Crescendo in Blue", set off

the joyous excitement that Benny Good-

man had generated in the Thirties.

During the next 15 years, the Ellington

orchestra was heard in all areas of the

world, Duke also wrote scores for 5 films,

composed a ballet, "The River", in 1970 for

the American Ballet Theatre. In 1963, he

wrote a pageant of Black history, "My
People". He had written for the theatre

previously, .in 1941 and 1947.

Duke Ellington was a man dedicated to

his music, with a fiery appreciation of his

own worth and work. "I'm in contact every

night with people - live people listening to

my music", he proclaimed in the seventh
decade of his life, "What reason would I

have to retire from the road?"
And he never did let up, until the very

end of his life. Through all of this, he kept
up his steady pace of composing and
performing and travelling maintained
since the late twenties. Everywhere he
went, his electric piano went with him, for

scarcely a day went by when he didn't

compose something - all told, over 6,000

compositions.

He composed in taxicabs, in

restaurants, on buses and often worked

until dawn, after playing night club dates,

"You know how it is," he said. "You go
home expecting to go right to bed. But then,

on the way, you go past the piano and
there's a flirtation. It flirts with you. So,

you sit down and try out a couple of chords

and when you look up, it's 7:00 am."
Fittingly, he called his autobiography,

published in 1973, "Music is My Mistress".

Duke Ellington, the man who blazed a

glorious trail for others to follow, wrote,

"Music is my mistress. She plays second
fiddle to no one."

i ^ , " «* **** "^-vS

Duke ElIington,master jazz pianist, composer and conductor.on the occasion of his

seventieth birthday . . . Composer of over six thousand songs, he died last Friday at the

age of 75. The sounds of Big Band music could never have been the same without his

genius, and perhaps will never be the same again.
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Canadian track team
coming to Richardson

Brenda Eisler set a new Canadian long jump record at 6m
22 (20' 5") during the recent Canada vs. France meet in

Montreal.

Gaels just miss

Waterpoio win
A hastily assembled Queen's

waterjXilo team narrowly lost out

in their hid to capture the Ontario

.S<;nior Waterpxjlo Tournam(fnt
last .Sunday at the Queen's [kjoI,

but not for a lack of effort.

iJespite the logistical problems
facing coach Simon Ueitler, who
had U) chaw; down his regular

aeamn charges from several

comers of the country, and a

noticable lack of conditioning

(^sfjveral of the Gaels' stalwarts

hadn't \x:(:n near a fx>ol in

weeks;, the Gaels hung in until

the final match Sunday af

temwn, U;fore succumbing 13-7

to a strong Toronto entry. The
Metro squad had already
qualified for the national

waterpoio championships
w.'heduled for Ottawa later in the

summer.
I,'-d by th" play of Bcitler,

who netted 26 goals over the six-

game series, and Mike Fox, who
added 11, the Gaels dumped
Welland 20-0 and 17-2, downed
Ottawa 13-4, and 12-4, but lost

twice to Toronto, 5-20 and 7-13.

I.)efenseman Chris Whalley,
another regular-season star for

Queen's, added 9 goals, while

Archie Nesbilt to.ssed in 12.

Heitler, who has had out-

standing success since taking

over the coaching job at Queen's,

was optimistic at>oul the Gaels'

prospects for next year. With a

good riumbf;r of returnees from
this year's (MJAA East cham-
pions, including several fn;sh-

men, and the; obviously k(!(!n

interest in watc;r[K)lo, his chargers

should havr; a good shot at Iwth

defending their title and
sprr;ading their influence to the

provincial level.

The Canadian track and field

team will be competing at George
Richardson Stadium this

Saturday from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00

p.m. The event is a triangular

meet seeing Ontario, Quebec and
New England in competition. The
event is run in conjunction with

Festival Kingston a combined
series of artistic and sports

events within a two week period.

Included in Canada's entry will

be the Canadian National Sprint

Team as well as athletes from
Winnipeg and New Brunswick.

Since the team is leaving for

Europe on June 18th, this meet
represents the last chance this

summer for a good performance
on Canadian soil.

The Canadian team will

consist of 60 athletes, 9 coaches, 2

team managers and three
medical personnel.

The team is to be named June
3rd, a further incentive to keen
competition this Saturday.
Several Queen's athletes will be

competing in the meet. Of special

interest is Dave Jarvis; look for

him at the finish of the hurdles

event.

Queen's Pub
NOW OPEN SATURDAYS

8 P.M. - 1 A.M.
yiw«w.<^ yarn tMt am>^

FOR THE

REST

OF THE

SUMMER

ALSO OPEN NOON - 2 FOR

SUMMER PEOPLE WITH THE HOTS

BITE THE ONE
YOU
LOVE!

PIZZA

CHALET
Open 4 p.m. daily

PRINCESS
544-1227 at Barrie

E.P. MURPHY & SON
LTD.

Sea Food Restaurant

SPECIAL
BEAVER

and STEAKS
BEAR

70 Brock St.

548-7753

LARGEST SELECTION OF

SLAZENGER AND DUNLOP

TENNIS EQUIPMENT

IN KINGSTON

10% OFF TO
QUEEN'S STUDENTS
GOOD SELECTION OF LIGHTWEIGHT
BACK PACKING EQUIPMENT INCLUDING
TENTS AND WOODS SLEEPING BAGS

cotton'^

porthou/e
399 PRINCESS STREET.

KINGSTON K7L 1 B9

TELEPHONE 544-1066

QUEEN'S JOURNAL -

Advertising Policy

547-3178

General advertising is accepted at a base rate of .17c

per agate line ($2.38 per column inch). Quantity
discounts arc negotiable upon application to the

business manager. Bone fide campus groups may
purchase a 2 column by 3 inch advertisement for $10.

Most black and white printed material is acceptable for

advertising; how/over a charge may be made for any
costs of producing halftones, reverses and art work.
Typesetting (from our style book) is included in the cost
of the advertising.

Deadline for summer advertising is Tuesday, 5 p.m.
Advertising submitted after this time may be accepted,
but no guarantees will be made as to whether or not it

will make that edition. We reserve the right to charge
an additional 10 per cent for advertising submitted well
after the deadline.

Unclassified ads are $1 for each thirty words or fraction

thereof. They must be paid for in advance in cash. We
do not accept unclassified advertising over the phone.

National advertising is handled by Youthstream.

The QUEEN'S JOURNAL will be publishing once a week for the rest

of the summer. Our circulation for this period is 5,000. Package deals and
discounts for the summer period are offered.
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Tenure, collective bargaining

discussed at law conference
by Marv Bloos

Winnipeg was the site of the

first conference convened to

consider the topic of Universities

and the Law. The conference took

place on the 13th and 14th of May -

old news by now- but the subject

areas considered and the
questions raised have some
relevance even at this late date.

Noteworthy for the Queen's
community was the fact that two
of the five papers presented at

the conference were given by
Prof. B. Adell and Prof. J. Whyte
of Queen's Law school.

Most of the material covered
by the conference concerned
relationships between the staff

and the University, with student-

related matters getting little

consideration possibly due to the

rather poor student represen-

tation, (four students out of a

total of approximately 70

delegates), however, the meeting
was receptive to those student-

related questions which were
raised and for this writer at least,

the conference was very in-

formative.

In his response to Prof.

Adell's paper on "Faculty
Collective Bargaining", a

question was raised concerning

the nature of the student role at

the bargaining table. That is, if

faculty organize a bargaining

unit to negotiate over salary and
working conditions with the

administration, do students, in

view of the fees they pay and the

nature of their relationship at the

University, have a third party
interest which they are entitled to

have represented at the

bargaining table?

As might be expected, the

question of tenure was discussed,

but because of a number of legal

difficulties, its exact nature
remains unclear at the present

time. One of the biggest problems
in attempting to deal with the

legal side of tenure is the fact that

in many cases the actual contract

of tenure regarding a particular

professor will be quite short with
few express terms. Contrary to

popular belief a University is not

stuck with its full compliment of

tenured professors, but can
eliminate some of these during
hard financial times or for

contingencies such as the
restructuring or complete
dismantling of a particular
department.

Other interesting points were
raised and discussed under the

heading of Tortuous LiabiHty

(civil wrongs). It was the opinion

of a large number of delegates

that "creeping legalism" was
running amuck in the present

times, and that the University

was not immune to this problem.
As such the University has been
faced with a wider range of tort

liability cases than ever before

and hence this topic was ap-

propriate.

During the discussion of the

University's liability for

negligence the question of the

University's responsibility for

student organized activities was
considered. There was some
doubt as to just how much
student-created trouble could be
"brought home to the Univer-

sity", but one commentor
thought some mileage might be

gotten from the doctrine of the

"Ryland and Fletcher"; a tort

rule which says that if party "A"
brings a dangerous or potentially

dangerous force onto his property

and this force escapes and
damages "B's" property, "A" is

liable for the damage. A case was
mentioned where a man had
given permission to a band of

gypsies to stay on his land. The
gypsies raped and pillaged the

locals, and the man was later

held liable for the damages so

caused. It was suggested that this

case might well apply to the

University situation
;
however, no

one was familiar with the case in

point.

Other discussion considered

the nature of the University's

liability for research on human
subjects. It is a matter of some
concern to schools with faculties

of medicine, dentistry, phar-

macology, psychology and
sociology. This matter as well, is

very wide in scope, and by way of

general comment all that could

be said was that a University

should be very careful in how and
upon whom its members and
staff conduct research.

Prof. Whyte dealt with the

topic of dispute adjudication

within the University. That is, if

Prof X is denied tenure or

promotion, does he have a

channel through which he can
challenge the decision and if so,

what are his rights, or if Student
A is asked to leave the University

for academic or other reasons,

what are his rights?

Flora on campaign trail
by T. Collins and D. Dowsett
Flora MacDonald began her

'74 election campaign in the

Kingston vicinity last week.
Heading towards a program

unclassifieds

AVAILABLE JUNE 1 to September 1.

1 room in co-ed AMS house behind
student Union $42 per month. Call

542-7533

TO SUBLET from June 1st to Sep-

tember 1st, a gorgeous 5-bedroom
house at 297 Albert St. $50 each per
month, rnay go to $40. Call Pratt

Realtv at 389-2822 or 542-5124.

ONE BEDROOM apartment fur-

nished. 288 Brock St. Apt. 2.

Available immediately. Call 542-

9845 mornings or evenings.
HOUSEMATE WANTED (female) to

share furnished 3 bedroom split-

level apartment. Starting June 1st.

Possible option for next year. Call

Penny at 542-9442.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT to

rent or sublet. Available im-
mediately. Tw/o entrances.
Downtown location. Rent for

summer negotiable. Apply at 242

or 244 Princess St.

TONIGHT 218 Alfred Street sets

its door ajar for party Speaker
volume is set at Rock'n'Roll.

Messrs. Lyie, Bogle, Mackie and
VanKoughnett (Engineers In-

corporated) invite all friends.

B.Y.O.
TIRED OF FORMAL PORTRAITS?

Then have a casual outdoor study
made in either colour or black and
white by Photo Image. For further

information and appointments call

us at 54i-7770 or drop by at 33

Brock St. across from City Hall.

combining both national cam-
paigning for the Conservative

party and local electioneering in

her own riding of Kingston and
the Islands, Miss MacDonald
seemed eager to see the cam-
paign get under way and ex-

pressed optimism for the

Progressive Conservative Party

on July 8th.

Speaking to Queen's students

and faculty in an informal
gathering, many questions and
issues were discussed. On a

national scale. Miss MacDonald,
views budget policy and inflation

as being the major issue in the

campaign.
Speaking of Mr. Stanfield's

wage and price control proposals

she stated they would be of great

benefit to fixed income families,

and feels there is good public

support for these measures.

When questioned about the

1976 Summer Olympics, Miss

MacDonald strongly supported

Kingston's participation
reasoning that the Games and
their facihties would be of great

benefit to the Kingston com-
munity in later years. She is

basing her platform for the most
part on previous ac-

complishments and has come to

realize her objectives of the last

campaign by developing close

contact with her constituents and
working full-time in Ottawa and
Kingston.

In this election the university

vote will be all but absent unlike

the previous election in which the

Queen's students in residence

were divided between herself and
the opposition. The students
living off campus were solidly

behind her.

Queens
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Jfurmturt^ljoppc
furniture bougl)t iSolti

MOVING??

Well pay cash

for the contents

of your apartment

207tocUui5ton ^tmt 340^4907
llinggton dDntario

542-9147

FontainhleauuciINSED

DINING ROOM
Warm Atmosphere
Steaks & Seafoods
Open 1 1 AM to 10 PAA

Sundays 4 p.m.

to 10 p.m.

for Dining pleasure
call to-day.

182 Princess St. (at Montreal)

Lino
ITALIAN

ATMOSPHERE

RESTAURANT & TAVERN
V^HERE SPAGHETTI IS KING

& PIZZA IS QUEEN

TAKE OUT ORDERS FREE DELIVERY -

542-2632 542-2676
424 PRINCESS ST.

ADVERTISERS
We are in the process of preparing the

revised student directory and handbook

known as "Who's Where" for the fall.

Space allocation is now being made for

. advertising. If you are interested in

placing an ad with "Who's Where"

leave a message at 547-6165.

All rates and details regarding copy will be
sent to you in person or by mail.

Note to our patrons

We apologize for the lateness of our Spring term Journal
mailings and can only attribute this to slight computer
problems. Your Journal will be sent pronto!
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Canada:

Housing prices still high

but the bubble may burst
TORONTO: Recently
skyrocketing housing prices may
be beginning to level off, say

some Canadian economists.

Maurice Park, president of

Toronto's Real Estate Board,

claims it is now a buyer's market
and there is no need to buy a

house before you are ready, just

to avoid a price rise.

Nevertheless, prices have
reached an unbelievable level.

Houses priced in the $50,000

range in 1972 now have estimated

market prices of over $100,000.

Only a significant decline in price

levels will ease the tight situation

faced by many prospective
homeowners. Should prices begin

to decline, they will go down
through the whole spectrum.

OTTAWA: In response to the

recent Indian detonation of a

nuclear device, the Canadian
government is suspending all

shipments to India of nuclear

equipment and material and is

ending all exchanges with India

on nuclear technology. External

Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp
said the government is also

<ireviewing future relations bet-

ween the two countries and might
stop shipments of other industrial

commodities.

WINNIPEG: Robert Stanfield

delivered his first major speech

of the election campaign last

week denouncing Prime Minister

Trudeau and his government's

handling of inflation. Stanfield

said "Trudeau's record shows
that he is neither credible as a

witness nor bearable as an

alternative." He went on to label

the Liberal government as in-

competent and unfit for office.

Stanfield's aggressiveness
sharply contrasts his usual dry

and solemn style, suggesting new
tactics for this campaign.

OTTAWA: In the near future

convicts in federal prisons could

be earning $2.20 an hour, said

Solicitor-General Warren
Allmand. Inmates could make as

much as $3,400 a year minus
income tax and unemployment
insurance deductions. Their
savings would be banked for

payment on release or handed
over to dependents. The project,

still awaiting Treasury Board
approval would effect those in

minimum security institutions, in

its beginning stages.

MONCTON N.B.: Mayor
Leonard Jones of Moncton won
the nomination as the Con-
servative candidate in the

Moncton riding only to have
Party Leader Robert Stanfield

say he would veto the

nomination. Jones, A staunch

critic of bilingualism commented
he would refuse to step aside and

Your Home

is Our Business
Dear Homeowner:

In the fall of 1973, I along with other university graduates
formed a company "Queen's Enterprises". We have enjoyed a
very successful winter and now hope to expand our services for
1974. Much of our manpower is supplied by university students
under the supervision of skilled tradesmen, hence labour costs
are lower and this saving is passed on to you. Services for 1974
include:

Painting:
+ All Forms of Interior and Exterior Painting.

+ Only Top Quality Paints Are Used,
-f- Work is Guaranteed.

+ Procedure: Wash, Scrape, Sand, Undercoat, and Application
of Finish Coat.

Landscaping:

+ Planting and Sodding New Lawns.

-I- Planting Shrubs, Trees and Flowers.
Pruning Hedges and Trees.

-I- Installation of Patios,

f Lawncare — Summer Maintenance.

Ofher features:
-i Paper Hanging + Vacation Valet Service -f- Spring Clean
Ups.

f Window Washing -I- Free Estimates -f^ Fully Insured.

CALL

Queen's Enterprises
" 544-1313

will attempt to convince Stanfield

of his worthiness to run as an
official candidate in his city.

MONTREAL: All-star goalie,

Ken Dryden last week signed a

multi-year contract, reputed to

be in the neighbourhood of

$600,000 over 3 years, with the

Montreal Canadiens. Dryden
abruptly left the Club last year
over a salary dispute. He sat out

the 1973-74 season while articling

for a Toronto law firm. Dryden's
return squashed rumours that he
would sign with the Toronto
Toros of the Wolrd Hockey
Association this year.

You may be tough to look at,

Vou may be hard to bear,

But you can always work at the Journal.

Worlds
backpage

Drugs a problem in Soviet ?
MOSCOW: Sweeping legislation

by Soviet authorities in an at-

tempt to curb the growth of the

the theft, sale, production and use

of narcotics suggests the Soviet

Union has a drug problem.

Dissident intellectuals report of

many laboratory workers in

scientific institutions
manufacturing LSD, and doctors

accepting bribes for other drugs.

The legislation follows the

tightening of gun controls and

increased crackdowns on
criminal activity.

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.:

According to former Watergate

special prosecutor, Archibald

Cox, there are three potential

grounds for impeaching Richard

Nixon. One would be his failure to

turn over White House tapes and
further evidence concerning
Watergate. Broader grounds for

impeachment would include his

refusal to produce material for

the House of Representatives'

Judiciary Committee or his

failure to direct the activities of

the Committee to Re-Elect the

President and members of his

own White House staff involved in

the scandal.
,

BELFAST: In retaliation to the

British government's takeover of

Norther Ireland's two main oil

depots and 26 gasoline stations,

leaders of the militant Protestant

Ulster Workers' Council ad-

vocated a country-wide power
blackout. Walkouts by workers in

power stations have resulted in

progressive shutdown of the
electricity system despite
assurances by Merlyn Rees,
Northern Ireland's Minister to

the British government that

troops would not be sent to the

power stations.

WASHINGTON: The only
evidence implicating U.S.
President Nixon in the Watergate
coverup is his "hush money"
conversation of March 21, 1973,

three Republicans on the House
Judiciary Committee say. But

U.S. Vice-President, Gerald
Ford, says Mr. Nixon's stonewall

attitude toward the impeachment
panel x could have an adverse
effect on the committee's
judgement.

AHHANCi; AN KXTKN.SIVK lORKIGN TOliR FOR TIIE VICK-l'RESIDENT.'
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The Ouften'i Journal, Thurid«y, Jun« i. 1^74

Great IMomenlK in (Canadian SportN - 1 :()0 p.m. - 7:(M)

p.m. in Elrond College Cafeteria.

Artists in the Community - 10:(K) a.m. - 4:30 p.m. in

McArthur Mall.

"Thieves Carnival" - 8:30 p.m. at the Domino
Theatre. Admission $2.50.

Oscar Brand, Folk Singer - 8:30 p.m. in Grant Hall..

Admission $1.00

Sunday, June 9

Festival Kingston
Thursday, June 6

Ontario Science Centre Exhibit - 9:00 a.m. - 9:00

p.m. at St. Lawrence College. No admission,

Mexican Art Exhibit -9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. at Agnes
Etherington. No admission.

Line, Shape and Color (an Art Festival) - 10:00 a.m.
- 3:30 p.m. in McArthur Auditorium. No ad-

mission.

Fitness Testing Clinic - 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. at the

Kingston YM-YWCA. No admission.

Baseball Clinic - evenings in the Kingston baseball

Parks.

Faron Young and Stonewall Jackson - 7 and 9:30

p.m. at the Kingston Memorial Centre. Admission

$3.50; $2.50.

IMcGill Chamber Orchestra - 8:30 p.m. in Grant

Hall. Valerie Watts is the piano soloist with

Alexander Brott conducting. Admission $1.00.

"Thieves Carnival" - 8:30 p.m. at the Domino
Theatre. Admission $2.50; $2.00.

Friday, June 7

Ontario Science Centre Exhibit - 9:00 a.m. - 9:00

p.m. at St. Lawrence College.

Mexican Art Exhibit - 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. at Agnes
Etherington.

Line. Shape and Color - 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. and
6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. at McArthur Auditorium.

Fitness Testing Clinic - 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. at the

Kmgston YM-YWCA.
(irant MacDonald Exhibit - 10:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. at

Art Gallery Kingston,

(ireat Moments in Canadian Sports - 12:00 - 7:00

p.m. in Elrond College Cafeteria.

Artists in the Community - 10:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. in

McArthur Hall. Hersh Jacob - cartoonist.

Saturday, June 8

Kingston Yacht Club Open House 9:00 a.m. - 10:00

p.m.

Ontario Science Centre Exhibit - 9:00 a.m. - 9:00

p.m. at St. Lawrence College.

Line, Shape and Color - 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. at

McArthur Auditorium.

Mexican Art Exhibit- 1:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m. at Agnes

Etherington.

Netball Demonstration and Tournament - 2:00 p.mi.

at the St. Lawrence College courts.

Judo-Eastern Ontario Regional Championships -

9:00 a.m. -9:00 p.m. in the Jock Harty Arena.

Netball Demonstration and Tournament - 10:00

a.m. at the St. Lawrence College courts.

Ontario Science Centre Exhibit - 1:00 p.m. - 9:00

p.m. at St. Lawrence College.

Mexcian Art Exhibit - 1:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m. at Agnes
Etherington.

Festival Kingston Regatta-Canoe and Kayak - 1 :00

p.m. at the Cataraquie Canoe Club.

Collins Bay Water Ski Club Show - 6:00 p.m. - 8:00

p.m. at Lake Ontario Park.

The Grand Finale - 1 :00 p.m. at Lake Ontario Park.

Waterskiing, kiteskiing, kayak, and canoe racing,

bands, pottery displays, lapidary and the opening

of Kingston's new fitness park. No admission.

St. George's Catherdral Choir - 7:45 p.m. at St.

George's Cathedral.

Pubs and Movies
101 Inn - Randy Stewart

Townhouse - The Munch Brothers
Commodore - Special Blend

F'rontenac-F innegan's - Tom See
Frontenac-Muldoon's - Duffy, Bailey and Shea
Manor - Rav Hutchin

Hyland - The Bad Lands

Odeon - You Only Live Twice; Spikes Gang. The
Italian Connection may be starting Sunday.

Capitol 1 - Blazing Saddles (really!)

Capitol 2 - Don't Look Now
Dunning Hall - Wednesday, June 5-7 and 9:30 -

Rosemary's Baby. Saturday, June 8-7 and 9:30

p.m. - The Fox. Admission $1.

Agnes - a touch of Mexico
byCindillall

Circle June 6th on your < alendar. It's the day to

pack your.self a large inrown bag lunch and join

other interested persons in Agnes Etherington Art

0;nter on the Queen's University campus. There, at

12 .'W prn, Professor Voytech Jirat-Wasiutynski of

Ihe Queen's University Department of Art History

will sp<'ak informally with students, faculty, and

friends a^x>ut the "3 Artisfxis Mexicanos" exhibit

preft<;ntly at Agn(« Etherington Art Centre.

The f;xhibit features works of 3 of Mexico's

contemfjorary leading artists, and is being shown in

eleven Canadian ;irt galleries, courtesy of l{/>th

man's of Pall Mall I>ld of Canada.

Jow; Juis fJuevas is showing 25 Lithographs and

watercolours, Xavier Esqueda is represent«!d by 20

large canvases of mixed media, and Pedro

Kriedefxrrg is showing 25 painted and gilded wofKl

a«wmblages A '.(x-fial feature of Friedcficrg's is a

group of "Lepidopteros," fancifull and imaginative

butterfly furniture creations.

Another date to note is June 11, 7 PM. Students,

faculty, and interested persons are invited to meet

at Agnes Etherington Art Centre to view the "3

Artistos Mexicanos" exhibit. Coffee will be served.

At 8 PM in Ellis Hall, a series of short films about

Mexico will be shown. "This Most Singular Coun-

try", "Wells of F'mt" - about the revolutionary

muralists , . and "Sentinels of Silence", describing

ancient Mexican ruins, will be viewed.

The Exhibit at Agnes, a special feature of

Kingston F'<'stival, runs from May 24 through June

16 and admission to \H)tb the exhibit and the film is

free of charge and op<!n to the community.

Agn(!s Etherington Art (,'en(re is open for

vi(;wing on th«' following scheduh; for May and

June: Monday Friday, 9 5; Saturday and Sunday, 1-

5; Tuesday and Thursday evenings, 7-9.

EXPO BASEBALL

CHARTER
The Recreation Office is organizing a bus charter to the
Montreal Expo game against the Cincinnati Reds on
Wednesday, June 12. The cost is $10.50 per person which
includes the bus transportation and ticket (Reds) to the
game. Tickets will go on sale on Tuesday June 4 at 10:00
a.m. in room 102A of the Physical Education Centre and
numbers are limited to 46 persons on a first come first

served basis. Adults only please. A family charter it

being planned for later in the summer.

NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY
INVITES YOU TO

MEET

LARS THOMPSON
NDP candidate for

Kingston and the Islands

BAR - REFRESHMENTS
AAacgillivray-Brown Hall, 214 Barrie St.

Monday, June 1 0

8:00 - 11:00 pm

AT AGNES
THURSDAY JUNE 6

FREEYou bring the lunch

We'll give you coffee

Come join Voytech Jirat - Wasiutynski
of the Queen's Art History Department
at 12:30 for an informal chat about

Three Artistas

Mexicanos
agnes etherington

art centre

fred Astaire and

Ginger Rogers

IN

TOP HAT
PLUS

McLaren Short
*************

Large Lecture Theatre

8:00 pm
Admission 99^

JUNE 12th

KINGSTON

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
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Reach housing compromise
to the

ds on

which

to
tile

'eand

! first

ter
is

by Wendy Reynolds

At last Thursday's Summer
Council meeting, AMS President

Tony Wolman accused Vice-

President (Operations) Peter
Druxerman and AMS Business

Administrator Joyce Roe of

taking "unilateral action which

the University regards as a

breech of the (Housing)
agreement". He also warned the

Council that the AMS is in danger

of losing the 49 unit Housing

Service which has been in

operation for four years.

What Wolman termed the

'Housing Crisis" resulted from
Druxerman and Roe's refusal to

pay Sheila Maclntyre, the

Chairman of the Housing Com
mittee, for the summer. She had
worked for four weeks as a

summer manager.

The university brought
pressure to bear on the AMS
claiming that this refusal was a

breach of the Housing
Agreement, and threatened to

dissolve the agreement as of

Monday.

Last year the Board of

Directors issued a directive to

Mrs. Roe indicating that she was
the Personnel Manager and as

such was to hire all full time and
part time employees of the AMS
Corporation, with the exception

of the Constables. Although the

sSt,

1-
AMS President Tony Wolman

Housing Committee chose a

Summer Manager, she was not

hired by Mrs. Roe since she and
Druxerman contend that one is

not required.

Druxerman has, however,
been recognized as sole

negotiator for the AMS by the

university, and the issue has not

been completely resolved.

As it stands to date the

housing crisis appears to have
calmed down somewhat.
Druxerman and Roe have agreed
to compromise with Wolman
regarding the terms of the
agreement and salary of Sheila

Maclntyre (Chairman of the
Housing Committee) is being
negotiated. In Druxerman 's point

of view, the compromise will

allow for the most satisfaction on
the part of everyone. Wolman
noted the dispute as an attribute

to Druxerman 's "lack of ex-

perience in housing", while
Druxerman saw it simply as a
"difference of approaches".

Several items of Thursday's
business indicated that the AMS
is still tightening her financial

belt. According to Druxerman,
the Pub is currently operating at

a profit of 8 percent of sales, one
third below the policy guideline of

12 percent at which it is required

to operate. During the regular

sessions last year, the Pub
consistently showed over a 28 per
cent profit margin.

Because of the shortfall, the

Pub has been given two weeks to

raise its profits to the required
level before action is taken by the

AMS. Druxerman contends that,

if the 12 per cent level is not

reached by the end of the two
weeks, staff costs must be cut.

Summer Council decided that

the Fun Club must pay its out-

standing debt of over $500 to the

AMS for St. Valentine's Day
Massacre by March 4,1975, or be
disbanded as a club. Although
some Council members con-
sidered the disbanding clause a

bit heavy handed. Internal Af-

fairs Commissioner Ian Nor-

dheimer ponted out that "a

nclassifieds

?EACE! QUIET! (the chaos is only

visual) A great time to browse the
new selection of books at the

Campus Bookstore.

-OST ON CAMPUS on Saturday, June
1 - One black leather keycase.
Owner needs them urgently (fast

even). Phone 542-10)0 or 547-4986.

tiOOMS AVAILABLE IN large
community house 5 minutes from
campus. Cheap rent. Phone 544-

5600 or come to 96 Division St.

rWO ROOMS TO SUBLET in apt,

close to Queen's, KGH, downtown.
Must be willing to share apt, with
me. Rent $40-50 per month.
Available immediately to Sept. 1.

Also looking for 1 female to share

apt. for 74-75. Phone Linda at 548-

8211 evenings.

THREE EIGHT WEEK OLD Tiger

kittens need someone to share

their mischievous delight. Like

one? Phone Stephen at 549-1497.

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY Woody.
Hope the 8th is a great day for you.

Best wishes for the future. Love,
Sin!

ARE YOU WRITING A BOOK this

summer? If so, could I assist you
by typing? Please call 548-8117

after 5:30.

LOST — 1 PAIR GOLDRIMMED
glasses. Please phone 542-3995.

precedent must be set against

clubs borrowing AMS money and
not repaying it."

Last January the club was
itself massacred financially in

sponsoring the event, and
borrowed over $800 from the Pub
to pay the band. However, they
received no authorization to do

this by the AMS; the AMS is in

the embarrassing position of

trying to recover a loan which
they did not give.

Council decided to pay its

own outstanding account with the

Ontario Federation of Student-

s.(OFS). When OFS increased its

fees to 40 cents from 25 cents per
student last year, the AMS
deferred payment because of

financial restrictions.

Both the Fun Club and OFS
decisions are dependent upon
ratification by Outer Council in

the fall.

Queen's students will have to

pay higher fees if their Busit

service is to continue, according

to Wolman. The Kingston Public

Utilities Commission is

bargaining for an increase of $2

to a level of $7 per student for

1974-75. Last year the university

paid 40 per cent of the cost for

Busit,and Dr. Deutsch promises
the same proportional support

after the increase.Wolman is

negotiating with the PUC for a
rate of $6.50 per student for the

'free' bus transportation.
Regardless of the exact amount
of the increase, however, the

ultimate decision as to whether
Busit shall continue at a higher
rate will be made by students in a
mid-November referendum.

BITE THE ONE
YOU
LOVE!

PIZZA

CHALET
Open 4 p.m. daily

PRINCESS
544-1227 ot Barrie

A.M.S. MEETING

Summer Outer Council

in Collins Room,
Richardson Hall

Thursday, June 13th

7:30 pm

ALL WELCOME

Queen's Pub
NOW OPEN SATURDAYS 8 PM - 1 AM
FOR THE REST

OF THE SUMMER

ALSO OPEN
NOON - 2 FOR

SUMMER PEOPLE

WITH THE HOTS

vWwu.we poNT att MAfV
DUCKS .M MEEE.

4

E.P. MURPHY & SON
LTD.

Sea Food Restaurant

SPECIAL
BEAVER

and STEAKS
BEAR

70 Brock St.

548-7753

WANTED
Editor For GSS ''GaveT'

MUST BE: A graduate student

able to read and write,

interested in finding out

and telling ail.

Contact Kathy Bindon (History), President, GSS, Phone 3189 or 5700
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AMEY'S
TAXI
380 PRINCESS ST.

546-1111

BONUCCHI
PIZZERIA

546-2050
FREE DELIVERY

50' OFF ON PICKUPS

162 DIVISION ST.

and upstairs - for guys & gals

BONUCCHI BILLIARDS

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

~ AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to 11 PM DAILY

WHEN THERE'S NO GREATER LOVE THERE'S

NO GREATER GIFT THAN A DIAMOND

Love is the greatest. And when you've got it,

flaunt it. With the gift of a diamond pin, ring,

pendant or earrings from our brilliant selection.

A diamond traditionally expresses lasting love.

And isn't love one tradition we'd like to

keep alive and thriving?

KINNKAR d'KSTERRE
J li W f. I. I, F, R S

J 68 I'RINCF.SS STRF.ET

KINGSION, ONTARIO

Kingston Festiviti

!

by CIndi Hall

Sunday June 9lh marks the end of Festival

Kingston '74 - a program designed to promote a

combination of artistic and atliletic events in the

Kingston community area.

The festival has provided a unique op-

portunity for area residences to view and par-

ticipate in local artistic exhibits. Presently the

Mexican art exhibit is being featured at Agnes
Elherington Art Centre and will run until June
16th as part of the festival.

At. St. Lawrence College, Grant Mac-
donald,recently granted an honorary degree in

the Queen's convocation ceremonies, is

exhibiting a collection of his drawing and
costume designs. "Line, Shape and Colour" is

being run at McArthur College at West Campus

of Queen's University and features paintings and
crafts by public schwl students - some of them
created "on the spf>t" at McArthur Auditorium.

This exhibit runs until 3::J0 every day.

As a special feature of the artistic programs
of Festival Kingston, a program is being con-

ducted at St. Lawrence Qjllege entitled Artist in

the Cfjmm unity. By special invitation, artist-

cartoonist Jacob Hersh, formerly from Win-

nipeg, is working and speaking informally at St

Lawrence for the last two weeks of the festival.

While Festival Kingston is basically com-
munity oriented, the province has provided

many exhibits which should be of particular

interest to area residents. Festival Ontario,

running in conjunction with Festival Kingston, is

sponsoring an exhibit specially prepared from
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Thieves Carnival

The polish outshii
by Sandy Naiman

Thieve's Carnival, playing at the Domino
Theatre this weekend and next, is a mix of en-

tertaining slap stick and some excellently

detailed bits of theatrical business. Jean
Anouilh's play provides the entertainment and
Jill Hodkinson's direction lends itself to the

detail. However,a funny script and some nice

finishing touches do not hold a rather long and
occasionally boring production together. And
Theive's Carnival fails ultimately because the

actors could not keep up with the pace of the play

and because particularly in the first act, they

could not, themselves, settle into an easy comic
rapport.

Anouilh's comedy is not easy to play. A
director may be tempted to type cast, to over

direct, to stylize and in so doing, give the

audience a busy, almost too energetic visual

performance. In doing this, the smooth pace and
the gear-like meshing of the verbal repartee is

lost. This is what happened in the Domino
production.

Tony Ibbotson, as Lord Edgard, was
hilariously funny in his fragile, pondering por-

trayal of the eccentric old gentleman.
Nonetheless, he was Tony Ibbotson, but in this

case, probably the best man for the job.

Peggy Haggerty, as Lady Hurf , his wife, the

Lady Bracknell of the Hurf household, ran a tight

ship and the contrast with Ibbotson both

physically and emotionally was comic in itself.

Ian Fenwick, as the young hero of the play

also gave a pleasing performance, one which

was simple and strai^t-forward, tempered at

the pace the other cast members were unable to

retain.

When I mentioned pacing earlier, this

example comes to mind. David Nelson and

Lynton Herbert, who played with Fenwick as

members of a trio of thieve's seemed more

conspicuous than the other actors. They did too

much on stage, spoke too loudly and generally

overacted. Fenwick, perhaps because his

character demands it, was more tuned in to the

demands of the small theatre and didn't over-

whelm the audience or act out in a manner that

would have suited the O'Keefe Centre, not the

Domino.
This problem with pacing and attunement

was the major problem with the production.

Other characters wont in another direction and

underacted, in particular Ellen Gloster, who

played opposite Fenwick and who, strangely

enough, played the part very straightly, so much

in fact that the humour of her niaevily was never

realized.

Allan Watts' sets were perfect for the theatre

but unfortunately the theatre was not perfect for

the play. Thieve's Carnival needs more room.

Nevertheless, Watts' designs were simple and
clean and readily adaptable to quick and rather

charming scene changes.

There were some excellent moments though,

that did not involve the major characters, but

framed a tiny facet of the frivolous time and
place of the play, for example when at the end of

one scene a butler came into the drawing room to

sweep up some debris that was lying on the floor.

His physicalization was immaculate. He looked

aged and fragile, ready to break as he knelt down
to gather the remnants of the previous scene.

Doug Weir got a well deserved ovation for this

tiny bit of business. It, like other touches were so

delicately and carefully handled by Mrs.

Hodkinson, so much so, that I was disappointed
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Kamouraska
From Sue Denim

Kamouraska is a magnificent film, the best

Canadian feature film to come out of her

fledgling industry and a beautiful vehicle for

Genvieve Bujold.

Unfortunately, it ends its eight day

engagement at the Hyland Theatre today, which

puts me in the precarious position of not being

able to encourage you to see it, at such notice,

and yet tantalizing you with a rave review.

However, if you really want to see this film, you

will, if not here, then perhaps somewhere else.

Claude Jutra based this film on Anne
Hebert's novel of the same name and a rare film

it is. Cinematically flawless, extraordinarily

coloured, brilliantly acted, it deals with the

perceptions and dream like reveries of a woman
awaiting her second husband's death. Through

sporadic moments of wakefulness and troubled

sleep the tempestuous life of Elisabeth unfolds,

with its misery, its joy and its ultimate tragedy.

The film is more a glorious portrait of late

nineteenth century northern Quebec rural life

and of Elisabeth, than a chronology. The

sequences are often out of order, placed in an

artistic collage, woven like the tapestries that so

many of the characters fill their idle time with.

The richness of Jutra's cinematic frames, the

emotional tenor of Elisabeth's portrait, make
Kamouraska a multi-levelled piece which can be

viewed with humour, pathos, sadness and joy, all

at once.
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Valery Watts as piano soloist with the Orchestra.

Valery Lloyd-Watts has performed throughout

North America and Europe and his given solo,

chamber and orchestral performances.and radio

and television broadcasts, including two
previous BBC broadcasts. She presently teaches

at Queen's University.

On Saturday evening, June 8th, at 8:30 p.m.

in Grant Hall on the Queen's University campus,
Festival Kingston will present Oscar Brand,

Canadian folk singer. Oscar Brand was born in

Winnipeg and has subsequently travelled and
performed across Canada and the United States.

He will present a collection of personal com-
positions and songs of contemporary Canadian
and American artists in his performance
Saturday night.
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off the major portions with
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ability to create such
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tei 1, smaller production next

lity too, to be able to in-

flawless film

she
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tegrate dance, music and acting very nicely into

the meat of the production. She (Ud this with

Gordon Craig, who was on stage with his

clarinet, almost consistently throughout the

play, and she did this with short dance sequences
which added to the mood more than the plot of

the play.

Thieve's Carnival is entertainment more
than theatre but if you are willing to wade
through the long and boring moments which link

the rather irrelevant, but truly charming bit

pieces then it is well worth seeing.

Thieve's Carnival runs at the Domino, at the

foot of Princess Street, Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, June 6,7,8 and June 13,14,15. Curtain

8:20 p.m.
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Canada and Jutra lets us

sabeth rebels. She breaks

angely enough, perhaps

ley and is married to the

a, a respected old family,

protected and guarded,

seen as a she-devil,

ingel, deceptive and yet so

Elisabeth with all the

gy the role demands and
s(|lemonstrate the duality of

We see her in a prismatic light; from the

present, as she tries to quiet her daughter who is

comforting and preparing her for husband's

death, and from the past, as a young ingenue

dancing with the Governor, courting her

husband, resisting his physical attacks, his

boorish drinking and carousing. But we cannot

judge. Jutra doesn't invite judgement in his

audience. Elisabeth is an accomplice in her

husband's murder. She flagrantly has an affair

with the town doctor, an old school mate of her

husband's, she has a child by him. And we don't

even approach the morality of it all. We watch,

transfixed and we step inside for a few moments
here and there and then her second husband dies

and we are left with the image of Elisabeth

crying for her lost love and her lost life.

I wasn't depressed by Kamouraska because

there was so much to think about, so many
images which stuck with me and which stuck me
as being so human and so real. I came out of the

theatre with a sense of calm and thoughtfulness,

with an awareness of a life style portrayed

meticulously.

But this film is very personal, very intimate,

even though its geographic borders and its

chronological perimeters are broad. It lets you

feel the heart beats of a young woman as she

ages and loses all those who love her. And I

believe the only way to really understand the

depth of Kamouraska is to see it.

LARGEST SELECTION OF

SLAZENGER AND DUNLOP

TENNIS EQUIPMENT

IN KINGSTON

10% OFF TO
QUEEN'S STUDENTS
GOOD SELECTION OF LIGHTWEIGHT

BACK PACKING EQUIPMENT INCLUDING

TENTS AND WOODS SLEEPING BAGS

porthou/e
399 PRINCESS STREET,

KINGSTON K7L 1 B9

TELEPHONE 544-1066

AMOSAVAH.
McDonald's Big Mac. The best-tasting big sandwich
the world has ever known. Well, at least the

campus has ever known.

m
iMcDonald^
I «

277 BATH ROAD

Sr.I«VRENCE SUMMER PimOUSET^
June 22 to July 6 • Leave It lb Jane/July 8 to 13 • Love Rides

Ttie Rails/July 15 to 27- Norman Is lha\ \bu?/July 30 to

August 3 -Jacques Brel Is Alive And Well And Living In Paris

August 5 to 17- Sleuthi/August 20 to 31 • Godspell/Tickets

On Sale at Box Office • 2.00, 2.25, 2.50, 2.75, 3.00, 3.25

Telept^one 542-9938 KINGsTON, ONWIO

Qur Season Subscriptiona

give you () yoats for the incredibly -

low price of 16.00 * ^ . and you

can use the 6 tickets for e;u;h one of our shows or fill

() for just a single or any other combination you come up with . . till in

this coupon and mail it today. Come join us j'ust a few blocks off Broadway]

r

British
aiTW«ys

tlM t«M erf BIMC Md BEA
gtvn All Ptevtwtwc ScMcm S(^ri|Mh3n tmMm •

chann to win a Wwlotis hc« Smf>n Show Tour M
otw al Etirapv a momt ucHlna dtlMl

FOR SEASON SUBSCRIPTION tiCKETS AT
16.00 PER SUBSGRIPTIONv J ENCLOSEQ CHECK

Q] MONEY ORDER IN THE AMOUNT 0P_^

Make;at1 checks and money ortlera payable to Th« St.

Lawrence Summer Playtiouse Theatre Quitd. Mail to

St. Lawrence Summer Playhouse, Ltd., P.O. Box 936,

Kingston, Ontario.

NAME —„ V ... :

ADDRESS ^

, ,.
,

, ,.

riTV PHONE
L_. .J
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If

r you
don't have
the time

to read this

then

you are
exactly

the one

by William L. Taylor

"I go like hell all day, trying to get

everything done yet I barely have time
to enjoy an ale in the Pub or just relax at

the end of the day!"
Have time pressures become an

inevitable part of modem life? You rush
through the stacks and plough through
your essay so you can return those books
and evade the plague of nagging corn-

put erizx-d overdue notices. Or you waste
time looking for some obscure office in the

Maclntosh-Corry Complex. The tempo and
complexity of life certainly seems to be
increasing and with it the burden of having
no lime.

To cure the "no time" problem, more
than a gimmick is needed. Probably the

best illustration is that of water flowing

through a pipe. To increase this flow, as
the pace of life increases, two alternatives

are fxjssible: the flow can be increased in

.speed, with a corresponding increase in

pressure, or the size of the pipe can be
enlarged to permit greater output.
Chrx^sing either alternative will achieve
greater output, and it is only this which
will get tho.se duties out of the way and
leave you more time in the day.

The first alternative of going longer
and harder may suit .some people, but as
the pressure increasf;s your comrades will

gradually fall by the wayside, and at some
pfjint you too will yield to the stress. Your
other alternative is to improve your
capacity for output.

I.)elegating responsibility fgetting
your room male to Iwk after the phone
bilb and being selective in how you spend
your time are already widely used to

achieve this. A more im[x<rlant technique

i« one of refinement, which is mostly
applicable to getting jobs and-or es,says

out of the way Jlefine your task as if you
were assigning jobs in a group project, and
this will lead to improved efficiency.

Imagine re.searching and then writing only

a few paragraphs of an essay at a time ! Hy
refining it to iv/o functions of researching.

who should.
4

and of writing, the paper is finished much
more quickly.

OVERCOMING TIME PRESSURES
One habit that will help overcome time

pressures is to get clear, accurate and fast

impressions.

Take the example of the person who
wakes up in the middle of the night with an
urgent necessity to visit the washroom.
The mind might bravely assert, "I know
my way around this house!" But
remembering chairs and stairs and ob-
stacles frets, "No you don't", and usually
the person makes no movement towards
the washroom. In a poorly illuminated
room he might move forward cautiously,

but with full lighting the individual can
streak off to relieve him-herself with
confidence and speed. The last case is the
best method for dealing with everyday life,

using clear, accurate and fast impressions
to increase output.

The ability to get these impressions is

acquired by increasing alertness, energy,
and experience.

The major cancer gnawing at alert-

ness is preoccupation : diversions, anxiety
over the job, worries about home, anything
that distracts from the business at hand.

(-'hange your routine from time to

time, lor it is in routine that preoccupation
dwells and diverts your attention, slows
you down. How much of your first hour of

wakefulness do you spend preoccupied?
Having the shower, dressing, your regular
breakfast and familiar route to work or
campus pass unnoticcrd while you are lost

in preocciipation. Although changing your
routine daily would caase self-imposed
chaos, the occasional change from daily
patterns will sharp(!n your alertness.

II IS also h<;lp)ul to practice ob-

servation, to maintain acut(! senses.

In addition to ah^tness, energy is

required to sustain your drive throughout
the day Negativ(! fa<-tors, particularly

criticism and d(!fensiven<!SH sap the in

dividual 's en«;rgy. WhiWf criticism en-

courages preoccupation, it (more

v^.;- .V-^

dangerously) forces rigid thinking. To
prevent wear and tear from these negative

factors, it helps to regularly view yourself

objectively and become aware of any of

these feelings. To be aware of energy
losses, is to save that energy.

The third requirement for acquiring

the ability to get clear, accurate and fast

impressions is to increase your experience

and knowledge. Invest in growth and crush

feelings of rejection when confronting the

unfamiliar. By training your brain to revel

in new ideas and sensory experiences, you

can keep up with the pace of modem life.

(Suggestion: rapid reading is not the key .

. decide when not to read.)

Although these suggestions may help

save time when dealing with jobs or

essays, most of your day is spent in-

teracting with people.

Wasted communication is wasted

time; because the listener's impressions

are often interpreted differently than the

speaker intended, lines of action get

sidetracked. Like the student who wrote

the introduction and conclusion of a paper
yet had not even a vague notion of his topic

of discussion, most people squander their

time because their communication links

are only sporadically effective.

Effective communications can be

achieved through the use of several

techniques. One is to use precise and
delicate language to ensure that the

message you are sending is the one being

received by your listener. Emphasize it by
speaking with your whole body, not just in

words. Use simple and clear diagrams to

explain your ideas or use relevant

analogies to drive home your point. Above
all, ensure that you have contact with the

other person, that he is not preoccupied

and missing your message.

Following these suggestions will save a

lot of grief and time for the "no time"

burdened person. No time will be
wasted correcting errors due to poor

communication; no time will be wasted
repeating things which need only be said

once.

By using these suggestions, getting

clear, accurate and fast impressions, and
taking care in communicating with others,

coupled with a desire to create more time

in your life, anyone can manage their own
time. Then you can enjoy the pleasures of

idleness, get some proper sleep, and even
enjoy that ale in the Pub.

Note:

Ideas presented here have been drawn
liberally from THE MANAGEMENT OF
TIME by James T. McCay, Prentice-Hall

Inc., 1972.
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University Council

considers a positive

approach to Queen's
by Wendy Reynolds

Last Friday's annual
meeting of Queen's University

Council was made up of some
important firsts and an im-

portant last. Not only was it the

first meeting to be held in

Maclntosh-Corry Hall, but also it

was the first Council meeting at

which new Chancellor Roland
Michener had the opportunity to

chair. When this was pointed out,

Michener jokingly declared that

"I will try to chair this as I did

when I was Speaker of the House
of Commons - as quickly as

possible," This was the last

Council meeting John J. Deutsch

will attend as Principal of

Queen's.

The event was represented
by Council members who came
from such far-flung places as

Vancouver, New York City,

Missouri and New Brunswick to

discuss, in addition to regular

business, the field of continuing

education including an afternoon

of workshops.

In an introduction to the

session of workshops,Dr. H.M.
Estell pointed out that several

groups had tackled the area of

continuing educatuon at Queen's.

He referred to an interim report

circulated among Council

members which concentrated on

recommendations for continuing

education, the Ban Righ Foun-

dation for Continuing Education

and SCAD (Senate Committee
and academic development)
reports. Dr. Estell summed up

the field by declaring, "all in all,

continuing education has already

taken new steps forward."

The success of the newly
established bursaries given to

students outside the province to

enable them to come to Queen's,

came under consideration in light

of the poor response to them last

year. It was the general attitude

that the bursaries, if not

discontinued completely, should

then be changed, for the response

decreased drastically in

progression farther to the West.

The $500 award, newly increased

to that sum, was originally in-

tended to meet transportation

costs, but even this sum was too

small to entice students from the

more distant points. The
suggestion that the money be

awarded on a sliding scale based
on proximity to Queen's was well

received.

The monetary constraints

facing the University are of

considerable concern, since the

academic quality of Queen's is

being threatened. A 7 per cent

increase in revenue last year was
rapidly gobbled up by increased

fuel costs of 50 per cent while

other costs of operating were up
by 100 per cent.

Also warranting discussion

was Dr. Deutsch's final Prin-

cipal's report which largely dealt

with the enrolment figures and

the financial problems which
face the University. The per-

centage of increases in student

applications for 74-75 is very
high, up 17 per cent. This, coupled
with a large number of upper
year applications from other

universities of which only V4 can
be accepted, poses a big problem
for Queen's if its limit of ten

thousand students is to be
maintained. Next year, projected

enrollment figures stand at 9,400.

The results of the workshops
as described by Dr. Estell,

showed a "substantial disin-

clination to accept the interim

report's recommendation to limit

continuing education". The
emphasis on higger education

and not on those things which can
be done better by community
colleges and local school boards,

was noted.

To conclude the 1974 Council

meeting, a glowing tribute was
paid to retiring Principal

Deutsch, attested to by Council

members as a body in an over-

whelming standing ovation.

It's the Queensmen who score
Former Queen's star Dave Jarvis breasts

tape ahead of New England rival in last

Saturday's Ontario-Quebec-New England
meet at Richardson Stadium. Jarvis' winning

time of 52.2 seconds was a little behind his

personal best of 51.9 for the 400 metre hurdles,

but good enough to give Ontario another first.

Hugh Fraser, another ex-Gael who now

competes out of Ottawa, added another On-
tario gold with a 21 flat clocking in the 200-m,
then combined with Jarvis and others to give
Ontario dominance in both the 4 x 100 and 4 x
400 relays. Vic Gooding and George Neeland,
both stalwarts of Queen's track team last

season, also competed for the championship
Ontario squad.

McGILL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA-
VALERY WATTS, PIANO SOLOIST
THURSDAY, JUNE 6, 8:30 p.m.

'kingstoq.
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OSCAR BRAND
SATURDAY, JUNE 8, 8:30 p.m.

GRANT HALL
w mi

Critics have called her a "sensitive artist", "a musi-
cian with enormous technique". Music lovers will

have a rare opportunity to hear this Kingston pianist

as soloist with the internationally renowned McGill
Chamber Orchestra founded and directed by Alex-

ander Brott. Program will include music by Bach
Corelli and Mercure.

Admission: $1

GRANT HALL

Music of the people—our folk heritage in song.

This Winnipeg-born singer has travelled across North America

discovering our common tales of the daily joys and concerns of

people — our ancestors in everyday situations that allow the

tender poet to comment, through song, on the universality of

their experiences — and which, in reality — are our experiences,

too.

Brand is well known across Canada as the star of CBC's popular

"HOOTEN.ANY" Show.

Admission: $1

GRANT HALL
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Canada: QFL to back Lewis
Ql'KBI'^C CI'I'Y; In an effort lo

{garner support for the NDP in

Quebec, party leader David
Lewis moved his campaign into

French Canada early this week.

Lewis received good news when
the Quebec Federation of Labour,

the provinces largest labour

group, called on its 200,000

members to support the NDP on

July 8th. Meanwhile other party

leaders campaigned in Canada's

West. In Vancouver, Social

Credit leader, Real Caouette

predicted a minority govern-

ment with little change from the

previous government. However,
Caouette feels the Social Credit

and not the NDP will hold the

balance of power.

KINGSTON: The downtown area

of Kingston is finally getting a

much-needed clean up. The
Downtown Businessmen's
Association has launched a clean

up campaign involving students

and downtown merchants. The

effort includes cleaning up

parking lots, storefronts, and

loose rubbish, and painting of

parking meters and streetsigns.

Shrubs and grass are planned for,

in areas that can accommodate

Ihem.

STRATFORD: The Stratford

P>stival opened its 22nd season

ihis week in Stratford performing

'The Imaginary Invalid". With a

million and a half dollars in

advance ticket sales and plans

for tours in 1975 and 1976 the

Festival seems to be on firm

ground. Officials estimate 85 per

cent attendance in the coming

year and as of this date, no

Friday or Saturday night tickets

are available until late August. A
tour to Western Canada in 1975

and participation in the 1976

American Bicentennial are

projects in the planning stages

for the Stratford company.

OTTAWA: Almost 20 per cent of

full-time teachers appointed to

Canada's degree-granting in-

stitutions in the academic year

1971-72 were Americans,

Statistics Canada reports. The
large numbers of U.S.teachers in

Canada's post-secondary in-

stitutions has been a sore sfX)t

with nationalists who say the

Americans are insensitive to

Canadian history, custom and
tradition in their teaching.

During that year, Canadians

filled almost 58 per cent of all

teaching positions at universities

and colleges.

MONTREAL: Jacques Rose,

alleged kidnapper of the late

Quebec Labour Minister, Pierre

Laporte, was apprehended by

police early this week. Rose, who
had jumped bail 2 months ago

while awaiting an appeal against

his conviction, was literally

caught with his pants down.

Police stormed his small D'Arcy

McGee apartment only to find

Rose sleeping nude on a mattress

on the living room floor. He of-

fered no resistance.

WILLIAMS LAKE, B.C.:

Progressive Conservative Party

leader Robert Stanfield is by no

means a cowboy. Given a pair of

handmade leather cowboy boots

in Northern Quebec, Stanfield

chose the centre of B.C. ranching

country to try them out. When
putting them on, he proceeded to

stuff his brown pinstripes inside

the boot tops before setting off to

shake hands. It was not until

Lome Greenway, a Tory can-

didate in B.C. kneeled down
behind Stanfield and lifted the

pant legs over the boots, that

Stanfield realized his mistake.

OTTAWA: Bryce Mackasey, the

former Manpower and Im-
migration Minister who resigned

18 months ago, has been brought

back into the Federal Cabinet.

Mr. Mackasey will not be

assigned definite responsibilities

until after the election, says

Prime Minister Trudeau.
Trudeau's surprise move seems

to bolster the Liberal position,

both in Mackasey's own riding

and on the national level, because

of the minister's popularity.

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they

have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOWES ONLY PLEASE

World: Food shortages-
a world-wide emergency
NEW YORK: As many as 800

million people, almost a quarter

of the world's population, may be
suffering from malnutrition, a

United Nations report says. The
report, background material for

a world food conference to be
held in Rome in November, urged
"a worldwide effort to bring

about a better balance between
growing world demand and
supply." The report urged for

faster expansion of agricultural

output in developing countries.

LONDON: The British govern-

ment said yesterday that it will

not withdraw its army from
Northern Ireland, warning
retreat would bring "a large

scale bloodbath" between
Protestants and Roman
Catholics, in the province.

Merlyn Rees, Britain's Secretary

of State for Northern Ireland,

coupled this warning with a

prediction that "communal strife

and violence" could also erupt in

other parts of Britain should the

troops pull out. A new and dif-

ferent Protestant
nationalism, that of working

class nationalism, seems to have
arisen in Ulster.

(;KNKVA: For the first time in 26

years, Syria and Israel have
gathered together to settle their

fliff('rcn(;es. It was announced
lh;il they had agreed on details of

Ihc (iolan Heights troop

(liscngagcnficnt plan. The truce

calls for a l)uffer /.on<! along the

llcighls and reduced Syrian and
Israeli forces. Kxternal Affairs

Minister Mitchell Sarp also,

announced that Canada will

dispatch 100 to 150 men tothe area

to act as a peace observation

force. The troops will be drawn
from the 1000 man Canadian
peace-keeping force already in

the Middle East.

WASHINGTON: Charles
Colson's involvement in

Watergate and other related

matters, and his desire to "tell

everything I know" may make'

him the key witness in the House

of Representatives' Judiciary

Committee's impeachment
inquiry of Richard Nixon. Colson,

former White House counsel, had

many conversations with Nixon

on a number of controversial

issues which could lead to the

President's impeachment.
Among them, ITT dealings, the

Ellsberg trial, and of course, the

Watergate cover-up. Colson has

agreed to talk because of an

arrangement with special

Watergate Prosecutor Jaworski

to drop three charges against

him.

BHUTAN: The youngest

monarch in the world. King

Jigme Singye Wangchuk of

Bhutan, aged 18, took up the

sacred scarf of authority this

week in the 8,000 feet high

kingdom in the Himalayas. He
has ruled Bhutan's 1.;} million

people since his father died in

1<)72, but his coronation awaited

Ihe blessing of the nation's of-

ficial a.strologers.

FLIXBOROUGH, ENGLAND:
The British government has
ordered a major inquiry into the

Nypro chemical plant explosion

that officials say killed at least 29

persons and injured 105. Many
bodies, as yet, have not been

discovered, as fires stiU rage

over the 20 acre plant site.

Because about 100 homes in

nearby villages were ruined,their

roofs blown off and windows
shattered, Flixborough has been

declared a disaster area. The
cause of the blast is still

unknown, but authorities

speculate it to have been ac-

cidental.

Did I hear someone say

they had a problem?

backpage



"People over profit

or "How the AMS
makes its money"

The Queen's Summer Pub
and the AMS are expected to lock

horns this Thursday evening over
the question of Pub profits. The
AMS Summer Council Passed a

Pub policy a month ago which
directed the Summer Pub to

make a 12 percent profit on its

operations. The profit would be
used to support services which
were losing money and would
also be used to pay debts which
were still hanging around from
last year.

The Pub has operated for a

month since the policy was ap-

proved making a profit of around
5 percent. Vice-President for

Operations Peter Druxerman,
has, however, been pressing the

Pub to make more profits to

bring it closer to the 12 percent

figure. Druxerman has in-

structed Summer Pub Manager
Kim Usher to fire some staff in

order to cut down on expenses

and thereby increase profit.

Usher is reluctant to do this

however as it would deprive

students of their jobs for the

summer.
Usher's feeling is that the

firing of staff would make Pub
operations less efficient. Such
action would result in longer

waiting periods for patrons, who
have ordered a drink to be ser-

ved. The volume sold in any
evening therefore would be
reduced and so would the profits.

In addition Usher feels that the

slow service would discourage

people from visiting the Pub and
would result in a lower at-

tendance figure. With the twelve

per cent figure hovering over her.

Usher has already had to close

the Pub early on a number of

evenings and has had to keep the

"quiet room" inactive. "We just

don't make enough profit bet-

ween twelve o'clock and one"
explains Usher, "to keep
operating." The Quiet Room
"usually runs at a deficit" and as

a result can not be opened. "The
Summer Pub is different than the

Winter Pub" says Usher. "The
people are different. Many people

work and can't afford drinking as

much as they might in the win-

ter."

Druxerman is of the opinion

that the Pub can make a 12

percent profit however, and feels

that it is not unreasonable to

expect the Summer Pub to

operate with only one bartender

snapping beer caps and mixing

drinks.

The idea that the Pub can

make more money has been
floating around for at least a

year. The Bloos Report on AMS
finances was critical of Pub
operating procedures and made a
number of recommendations
which would streamline Pub
operations and which would
result in an increase of profits.

While no one seems to be arguing
that the Winter pub is not capable
of 12 percent profit, there is a
difference of opinion with regard
to the Summer pub. Usher feels

that she must oppose the 12

percent figure if she is to be fair

to her employees and to the Pub
clientele.

In choosing to fight however,
Usher has had to enter the

political field to combat one with
which she is not familiar.

A further issue arising
centers around entertainment in

the Pub, or rather the lack of it.

Usher requested a number of live

band performances and was
informed by Joyce Roe (A.M.S.
Business Administrator) that it

would not be possible until the

profit level showed a substantial

increase (that is somewhere to

the tune of 12 percent). Although
it would be financially possible to

hire a live band and still remain
at a profit level, however small,

Druxerman and Roe feel that

simply breaking even isn't

adequate enough. Druxerman
however sees the necessity of

some sort of entertainment and
has promised an installation of a

sound system. No progress on
this point has yet been seen.

According to the Pub Policy,

the priority of the Pub is "to

provide a place on campus where
students may relax and purchase
drinks at relatively inexpensive

prices." This is to say that its

main concern is the provision of a

convenient campus service. Only

secondly did the policy specify
the role of the Pub as being a

service which would provide

revenue accruing to the other

campus services.

Druxerman regards the Pub
from a "business" point of view
as the single service capable of

suppying all others. He informed
Usher that she need only "take

care of the business"
presumably the service would
take care of itself. Usher, though,

sees the Pub as a service first, a

financial supplier second. "When
people ask the reasons why the

last call is at 12:00, I have to tell

them its because I can't make a

large enough profit. They don't

Care, they just want to be able to

drink and utilize the Pub. The
students want service, not

financial statements.".

boon - Cameron

Top Peter Druxerman, Vice-President operations; bottom Kim Usher,

Summer Pub manager.

C^een's
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wat's
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Pubs and Movies
401 Inn - The Cliff Edwards' Show
Commodore - Countrymen
Manor - The Carsons
Frontenac-Finnegan's - Tom See

Frontenac-Muldoon's - Duffy, Bailey and Shea
Townhouse - The Newcomers

Ilyland - Claudine

Odcon - Newman's Law
Capitol I - Blazing Saddles

Capitol 2 - The Exorcist

Dunning Hall - Thursday, June 13 and Friday, June
14 -7:00 p.m. - Black Orpheus; 9:00 p.m. - 0 Lucky
Man Admission $1.00.

Wolmangate
Are Dick's triclcs corrupting theAMS

A.M.S. MEETING

Summer Outer Council

in Collins Room,
Richardson Hall

Thursday, June 20th

7:30 pm
ALL WELCOME

Lino
ITALIAN

ATMOSPHERE

RESTAURANT & TAVERN
WHERE SPAGHETTI IS KING

& PIZZA IS QUEEN

TAKE OUT ORDERS FREE DELIVERY -

542-2632 542-2676
424 PRINCESS ST.

According to sources close to the Students'

Union, AMS President Tony Wolman is following a

precedent set by that great legendary non-hero of

American political folklore Richard Nixon.

A high ranking AMS official told the Journal

that President Wolman had indeed made a tape-

recording of the last meeting of the AMS Board of

Directors.

However, it is suspected that slippy Dicky
tricks are afoot: Wolman told office staff, "I'm
beginning to feel like Rosemary Woods." Woods,
Nixon's secretary, was responsible for the 18

minute erasure on crucial Watergate tapes.

This comment and speculation that the

President's recent and sudden interest in flying

lessons in preparation for an escape to the United

States circulated like wildfire through Students'

Union grapevines.

Student officials at Queen's who firmly believe

that the fiascos which have occured in the States

could never happen in Canada took immediate
action. AMS Chief Justice William Bartlett has

appointed AMS Internal Affairs Commissioner Ian

V. "Jaworski" Nordheimer as Special Prosecutor

and intends to subpoena the tape for inspection in

the AMS Court.In addition Summer Chief Constable

Robert Merrifield has put his entire force

(currently stationed at the Pub) on red alert.

Although the President was not available for

comment as of press time, the "official" ex-

planation given to your Journal reporter by press

Secretary Gaye Clemson was that the tape was
recorded for the benefit of Heino Lilies, a

Director on the Board. Investigation into

Wolmangate continues.

AMOSAVAN
hAcb'AiHf'l ', Bi'j I Ah'. Fhr; b',-Mia'jling big sandwich

thfe //orkj tijj-. ';/';r krio//ri Woll Sit least the

campufj has. ever known

McDonald's

277 BATH ROAD

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

ION DRY'S DRUGS

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to n PM DAILY

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they

have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

In our Lounge

THIS WEEK: Country Men

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE
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CBC affiliation may
brighten CFRC's future

i by Cindi Hall

I

CFRC Queensradio is in the process of un-

idergoing several major changes which will result in

increased and diversified programming, a new
face, possibly a new transmitter site and a new
affiliation^ for the student operated radio station.

Former radio station manager Andy Marshall,

who has been associated with Queen's in different

capacities for the past six years is leaving at the end
of June.

He will be travelling from Kingston to Toronto

to set up his own production house and will be

operating out of Toronto. At present he is providing

program to CKFM Toronto, CFRN-FM Edmonton,
and CBC radio, and he will be involved heavily in

FM syndication. He has recently completed work
for a 90 minute music-documentary called

"Characteristically Cockburn", featuring Canadian
folk artist Bruce Cockburn, who recently appeared
in concert at Queen's University.

The appointment of Stephen Cutway as new
station manager for a 3 year term at CFRC and
CFRC-FM, was announced recently by Principal

Deutsch, to begin July 1, 1974. Mr. Cutway has been
associated with the radio station for the past six

years, beginning as a member of the CFRC Student

Radio Club. From 1%9 to 1972, he produced and
announced programs for CFRC and was Chief

Announcer at one time, and was responsible for

training new student volunteer announcers. For the

past several months he has been Production

Assistant at CFRC, a post which will be eliminated

when he leaves it to assume his new position.

CKLC is presently undergoing negotiations with

CBC regarding the possibility of an affiliation

between the two. At this point, both CFRC and CBC
have certain requirements which must be

satisfactorily fulfilled before negotiations will

result in any type of affiliation. In this matter,

CFRC Ts being represented by a bargaining com-
mittee composed of several official University

agents, including Mr. Bernard Trotter of the

Department of Academic Planning, and student

Derek Redmond, chairman of the Student Radio
Club. According to Mr. Redmond, the aim of the

University and the radio station with regards to

negotiations was to "merge without being sub-

merged." Mr. Redmond further stated that, if

successful, affihation with CBC would result in

moving of the FM transmitter site, possibly to the

Vivarium on Highway 33 past Barriefield. As Mr.
Redmond pointed out this would result in increased

hours for CFRC-FM, which is presently limited to

Thursday and Friday evenings, Saturday and
Sunday daytime hours because it is impossible to

use radio electrical equipment due to the in-

terference with ElectricalEngineering technical

equipment in Carruthers Hall nearby. Such an

affiliation might also result in expanded and more
diversified programming, particularly in the areas

of public affairs broadcasting or special feature

production, which Mr. Redmond would like to see in

the future for the radio station. Several members of

the station have expressed fears with regard to the

position of the radio station once affiliated with the

larger network, particularly in the autonomy which
the student radio station wished to retain in the

future, and the possibility of being "overtaken" by
the larger and more powerful radio network. Mr.
Redmond also mentioned that there are several

possibilities which have been discussed as alter-

natives by CFRC, Queen's, and CBC, including

merger between the FM or AM lines of the network.

Mr. Redmond also stated, "Affiliation with the CBC
network would also result in expanded and in-

tensified news coverage, a feature which we have
seen recently on CKWS, and something that would
be of benefit to the Queen's community and the

Kingston area in general."

Final word on the outcome of the negotiation

will be released by October at the latest. The net-

work plans to establish an affiliation in Kingston

and apply for a licence by that date, whether it is

successful in its plans with CFRC or not (in which
case an entirely separate affiliate station would be

established).

Mr, Redmond sees the station as an "alter-

native" to the various radio stations in Kingston at

present. During this summer the station is

operating as "simo-cast", meaning that the AM and
FM portions of the programming are being run

simultaneously together. The challenge of the radio

station, stated Mr. Redmond, is "to appeal to

various levels of the community within the context

of the single programming format." Because of the

relatively lax programming structure during the

summer, several innovative ideas are being tested,

including Mr. Redmond's own show on Sunday
evening entitled "Montage," a free-form musical

program with a wide variety of musical tastes

ranging from light rock to folk to classical. Such
programming would not be possible in the regular

school year, said Mr. Redmond, when the shows are

relatively rigid in content. CFRC is also planning

several outdoor or remote broadcasts as psecial

features for this summer.

New announcers, trained continually
throughout the year, have a special opportunity this

summer. In the fall, when many new students flock

to the radio station after Orientation, the training

sessions which the station asks each new
prospective announcer, operator, or technical

engineer to undergo, are crowded and the op-

portunity for individual attention is slight. During
the summer months, however, the training

programs are run on a one-to-one basis, so that each
novice receives a great deal of individual in-

struction. Leslie Owen, Secretary-Treasurer for the

Student Radio Club, stressed the fact that girls are

welcome at the club. At present, possibly because
very few major radio stations employ females, and
there are very few even yet at CFRC, females have
seemed to be reluctant to approach the station in

order to work there. Leslie would like to see this

trend reversed in the future, however.

Correction

GSS Gavel
For editor

applications

contact

Katy Bindon

at 547-3198

or 547-5700

LLY
CENSED

542-9147

Fontainbleauuc
DINING ROOM

Warm Atmosphere
Steaks & Seafoods

Open 1 1 AAA to 10 PM
Sundays 4 p.m.

to 10 p.m.

for Dining pleasure

call tO'day.

182 Princess St. (at Montreal)

- tricolor

AAldnight D.J. John Soloman prepares to spin the platters on
the CFRC Saturday night request show.

BONUCCHI
PIZZERIA

546-2050
FREE DELIVERY

50^ OFF ON PICKUPS

162 DIVISION ST.

and upstairs - for guys & gals

BONUCCHI BILLIARDS

SPRING FLICS

Bela Lugosi

The
White Zombie

Chaplin Short

large lecture Theatre

8:00 pm
Admission 99'

JUNE 19th

StLAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

KINGSTON
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On a continent where suicide is still

generally thought of as being illegal, the

negligent attitude prevalent towards doing

oneself to death by bad habits is in-

comprehensible. One of the major problems
of over eating, in combination with cigarette

smoking and lack of exercise, is

atherosclerosis, or clogging of the arteries by
deposits of cholesterol.

The root cause of the increase in the

prevalence of atherosclerotic disease may be

"progress". North American success in

overcoming infectious diseases has made it

possible for man to live longer. At the same
time, technology has provided him with an

abundance of rich food and drink that he can
obtain with very little expenditure of muscle
energy.

To wait until a person is actually suf-

fering from the effects of cholesterol build-up

is to wait too long. A remedy directed solely to

persons who do reach medical care after an
attack, even if it could guarantee their sur-

viving this acute attack, would have only a

feeble impact on the awesome toll of people

who die of coronary artery disease. For those

lucky enough to reach the hospital alive (one

in five does not) and then survivie the

hospitalization, another attack is the rule.

Sudden death is common in

atherosclerosis. Furthermore, more young
people die of this disease today. Of the 866,000

people in the United States who die of causes
other than accidents per year, more than

165,000 succumb to coronary heart disease.

Three men for every woman die this way.
No direct cause for atherosclerosis has

been determined, but an indirect link has
been attached to: body weight, blood

pressure, exercise, cigarette smoking, and
diet. The most promising approach to early,

continuous, enduring prophlaxis is through

one or more controls designed to interrupt the

chain of circumstances which appears to

promote the atherosclerotic process. There is

ample precedent for this approach in

preventive medicine in the control of in-

fectious and nutritional-deficiency diseases.

The destructivenessi

The problem areas:

know them

and treat them
Discouraging the use of cigarettes must

be a prominent feature of any comprehensive
programme of life-style control designed to

prevent atheroslerosis for it is associated

with an increased risk of all major
manifestations of the condition.

Assessment of the risk of disease, using

various indices of habitual energy ex-

penditure, has indicated that sedentary men
are more susceptible to coronary attacks than

physically active men. The least active men
of one study (The Framingham study, an

epidemiological investigation of car-

diovascular diseases, begun in 1949), com-
prising fifteen per cent of the males in the

study, had about three times the risk of those

most actively physically. Physical exercise is

also indicated in a general weight reduction

programme.
While it is hard to pin down the exact

components of the North American diet which
are the major contributing factors to high

atherosclerosis and coronary attack, it is

generally indicated that there must be a

radical change in the over-al North American
diet. Unfortunately while increasing both the

quality and quantity of our dietary protein,

minerals, and vitamins, we have also in-

creased the calories, saturated fat,

cholesterol, sucrose, and salt to a remarkable
degree. It is also pertinent to add that since

more people are now living to late adulthood,
more people than ever before are exposed to

these arherosclerosis-inducing agents than

ever before for many decades.

In one sense, we have been captives of the

past. In the light of the broad findings of the

study at Framingham, it is now time to

question whether the standards of nutrition of

a century ago are appropriate for today's

sedentary, sheltered, and somewhat
automated society. Do principles of animal
husbandry designed to produce big, fat

livestock apply to humans - intended neither

for draft work nor for the kill?

Curtailing the incidence of coronary

artery disease would mean a drastic change
from our present dietary pattern to one
featuring principally cereals and bread

products, legumes, fruits, and vegetables. To
achieve a substantial reduction in dietary

cholesterol, heavy dairy and meat con-

sumption must be de-emphasized and
replaced with fish, fowl, and small quantities

of lean meat. Eggs and dairy produce would

have to be drastically curtailed. Eliminating

dietary cholesterol almost automatically cuts

down saturated fat intake, since cholesterol

only occurs in animal foods which usually

contain saturated fat.

There is much resentment in some
quarters at the suggestion that the "natural"

diet be tampered with, even in the hope that

this will reduce atherosclerotic mortality.

This is based not' only in skepticism con-

cerning the rationale and the existing

(!vid(!n(.e for such an endeavour, but on fear of

unknown hazards. The .skeptics fail to take

into .'iccount \h^' modifications in the national

diet owvr th(! past century. There has been a

prcriptous decrease? in complex car-

lx)hydr;it(;s - bread, cereals, potatoes, and

legumes - form(!rly th(! chief source of

calories (W) 75 per cent). North AmcTicans
now gf!t fewer than 45 p(!r vvn\ of th(!ir

calories from carbohydrates. Now, we [e<'d

this carb<)hydrate to livest/jck, which we then
eat instead. This has resulted in a high con-

sumption of dairy products and meat; 4<J-45

per cent of calories are taken in the form of

fat, over half of which is saturated. Also, the

average North American now consumes 12-15

grams of salt daily, about three times as
much as he needs. Intake of eggs, high in

cholesterol, rose in the '40's and '50's, then

decreased in the early '60's. Margarine has
replaced butter to some extent, but since

much of it has been hydrogenated, margarine
has not contributed to a lowering of the

saturated-fat content of the diet. Nor have
non-dairy cream substitutes made largely of

highly saturated cocoanut oil.

Unthinking

acceptance of an

invitation

- to doom
We are faced with the pragmatic problem

of deciding when we have reached the point

where action is warranted. Until some
modification of the national diet is finally

agreed and implemented, those interested in

lowering their blood cholesterol value can
attempt this by low-fat cookery which em-
phasizes fish, poultry, and lean meats, and by
avoiding organ meats, butter, whole milk,

and fatty cholesterol-rich cheese, all in

moderate servings, with fruit substituting for

artifically sweet desserts at the end of the

meal. For persons with high cholesterol

values, particularly those with associated

hypertension, impaired glucose tolerance,

obesity, and the cigarette habit, this becomes
a matter of some urgency. When such persons

cannot adhere to the indicated diet or fail to

respond to it, pharmacological agents may
become necessary, such persons are highly

vulnerable to coronary attacks and strokes.

Based on recent information, the diet

most generally acceptable and suitable for

the moderate hypercholesterolemia so

prevalent in the North American population

would probably have the following charac-

teristics :

1 . Calories just sufficient to maintain a lean

body weight.

2. Total fats below 30 per cent of calories.

3. Substitution of polyunsaturated for

saturated fat to achieve a P-S ratio of 2:1.

4. Cholesterol intake under 250 mg. daily.

5. Limited intake of simple, refined car-

bohydrate.

6. Table salt intake below 4 gm. daily.

Epidemological and experimental studies

have failed to show that the rich North

American diet is nutritionally superior. There
is little reason to doubt that a fat-controlled

diet is nutritionally sound.

Many people, in reading about the

dangers of pollution or unimpeded growth in

population and industrialization, tend to be

turned off by the apparently alarmist nature

of much of what is written, which suggests

t hat t he world has only 20 or 30 or 50 years left

lo live.

Yet
, recent work with a computer model

of I he world which has been used by a group of

researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of

'I'echnoiogy lo determine what could happen
in the next century if present conditions

continue, .suggests that these "alarmist"

views might well be right.

The work which led lo this conclusion was

killing man • • •
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supported by the Club of Rome, an in-

ternational group of people concerned about

the looming problems threatening mankind
(and which includes in its select membership
Canadian Senator Lamontagne, who headed
the Senate committee on Science PoUcy, and
Robert Uffen, Dean of Applied Science here.)

The work was directed by two MIT
professors, Jay Forrester and Dennis
Meadows and was published in a book called

The Limits of Growth.

The computer model which was
developed was an attempt to document the

interrelationships among certain key factors

of the world's social system, which govern

living standards and quality of life. Five basic

elemental factors are involved: population,

natural resources, pollution, capital in-

vestment and the fraction of capital in-

vestment devoted to food production. The
interaction of these individual systems on

each other results in what Dr. Forrester calls

the quality of life, which includes such things

as the material standard of living, food

supply, degree of crowding and pollution.

Using their computer model, the group's

primary conclusion was that man cannot

avoid catastrophe if the current trends

continue. Dr. Meadows described the

situation in these words: "Right now, we are

like a man driving a car at 60 miles an hour on

a winding mountain road while looking out the

rear window. A crash cannot be far off."

Imminent crisis...

and the year 2000

is the turning point

A number of rather startling conclusions

have been reached by the researchers:
- There is NO possibility of sufficient

cultural and technological progress during

the next 100 years to support this planet's

projected population. Since the population's

doubling time is 32 years and decreasing,

there will be a profound deceleration in the

number of people sometime within the next 60

years.

- There is NO possibility that the vast

majority of people in developing countries

will ever achieve the living standard of those

living in the developed world.
- People in western nations are now enjoying

as high a quality of life as they will ever know.
The prospect now is for a marked decline in

living standards within the next 30 or 40

years.

- A highly industrialized society may be non-

sustainable. Viewed from a century in the

future, Dr. Forrester contends, the present

efforts of underdeveloped countries to in-

dustrialize may be unwise." These countries

may be much closer now to an ultimate

equilibrium with the environment than the

western world.
- Industrialization may at the moment be

doing more harm to the world than population

growth.
- There is NO ideal long-term population

level. Rather, there is an entire set of trade-

offs between personal freedom, material and
social living standards and the population

level. Since the stock of resources on this

planet is limited and diminishing, we are

confronted with the need to recognize that

more people implies lower living standards.
- Birth control alone may be self-defeating.

If it results in more food and a rise in stan-

dard of living, the very pressures that made

birth control acceptable will be relaxed and
the population would begin to climb again.
- In theory, there is no fundamental human
value which cannot be better achieved

through a substantial reduction of the

population.

- There is a very strong probability that the

transition to global equilibrium will involve a

traumatic decline in population.

What will happen if no action is taken to

change the situation? Dr. Meadows described

the result as a collapse which would occur
just after the year 2,000 and would take the

form of a sharp drop in population, resources

usage, quality of life and capital investment

and a rise in pollution, all of which would
occur because there are no mechanisms in

existence which would bring the present

growth to a smooth stop. Instead, in-

dustrialization and population would be

suppressed by declining resources.

Growth would not stop at this point,

however. Instead, what would happen is that,

instead of having an orderly transition to

some feasible state, we will overshoot the

physical limitations and then be forced into a

traumatic decline back to some level of

population and industrialization which can be

supported by our physical environment,

which would then be sorely depleted.

Meadows noted: "If it so happens that we
begin by exceeding the absorptive capacity

for pollution, the pressures will take the form
of radical increases in death rates due to

impurities in food, water and air, decreases in

crops and fish catches . . . and significant

reduction in the effectiveness of investment

due to high costs of controlling the high

pollution in all input factors. These pressures

will only cease when levels are reached which

are acceptable to the physical environment.

It is like the explosion of an algae population

in a nutrition medium : the growth only stops

when the algae are poisoned by their own
wastes."

It appears at present that the crisis will

most likely be started by the depletion of our

natural resources, which would lower the

quality of life and in turn, would lead to a

decline in the birthrate.

Dr. Forrester contended, however, that

finding substitutes for natural resources,

which would allow the standard of living to be

maintained at a high level, would only

postpone the eventual crisis for several years

until the pollution problem became too great.

As long as people continue to think in

terms of growth, the researchers contend,

there will be no happy ending. But there is a

way out if an equilibrium model, under which
population and capital investment are
stabilized, is used to replace the growth
model.

In this steady state a constant number of

people would have a constant quantity of

physical objects for all of the future.Since the

aim is to create a system that would last a

long time, the state of equihbrium must be
characterized by minimal consumption of

non-renewable materials and by minimal
emissions of non-degradable wastes. This is

essential to maximize the time available

before resources are depleted. To achieve this

state, there will have to be reductions.

Dr. Meadows added: " In this equilibrium

mode of human civilization, science and
technology will be busily developing ways of

constructing products which last very long,

do not emit pollution and can easily be
recycled. In work, emphasis will be on repair

and maintenance, rather than on new
production.

"Although equilibrium implies non-
growth of all physical activities, this will not

be the case for cultural activities. Freed from

• • • and the world

- solman

the preoccupation with material goods,

people may throw their energy into

development of the arts and sciences, into the

enjoyment of unspoiled nature, and into

meaningful interactions with their fellow

man."
The task required is enormous. But

Meadows noted that "to recognize that the

task confronting mankind is enormous is not

to say we shouldn't think about it now. Ten
years from now there will be still fewer

resources and more people and, if we act,

equilibrium will still be 60 or 70 years away."

Condensed from Nutrition Today (article by

Dr. Wm. B. Cannel, M.D.), The Montreal Star

(article by David Cancia) and The Christian

Science Monitor (article by Richard A.

Nenneman), by Bill Johnston and Leslie

Kaye, reprinted from the February 3, 1972

Journal.
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Blazing Saddles:

A Smorgasbord of Humour and

the Helpings are enormous
by Sandy Naiman

The distinction between the

terms "movie" and "film" is one
which is widely talked about but

hardly understood. In North
America it is idiomatic to say,

"Let's go to the movies"
regardless of the nature of the

"movie" itself. In Europe,
particularly Great Britain, the

term "cinema" is used more
often. There is, nonetheless, an

aesthetic distinction between the

two terms, film and movie. At

least here, where the two are

bantered about indiscriniinately,

one might assume that film

connotes a more artistic, refined

species of the art and that movie
connotes entertainment, pure
and simple.

No matter how snobbish this

semantic distinction may appear,

in discussing Mel Brooks' film,

Blazing Saddles, now playing at

the Capital 1, I believe it is

pertinent. Brooks' has combined
the two forms. He has made an

hilarious film which spoofs every

corny, honky western movie ever

made and which ultimately

spoofs itself, and its audience.

Every form of humour is

involved in Blazing Saddles, from
slapstick to black comedy, from
satire to farce. Brooks uses

stereotypes, without any regard
for their basis. He flagrantly

becomes gross at times,

politically cutting at others. He
spares no one including himself

in this blatant attempt to be

funny, to be purely entertaining.

Yet this film is more than pure

and simple entertainment. It is,

for example, a satire which is so

biting and contemporary that I

cannot see its being produced
much before the decay of

Hollywood and having the same
impact, since the Hollywood film

industry is largely a source of

satire within the film.

At the same time, since I

highly recommend your seeing

Blazing Saddles, I don't want to

give any of its humour away to

you. It is superbly directed by
Brooks, music and lyrics are

written by Brooks', insanely
acted by Brooks who plays a

licentious governor and a Yiddish

speaking Indian and genuinely

masterminded by Brooks', who
one might well assume goes

through life with the kind of inane

comic vision which is as distinc-

tly different, as Woody Allen's

comic approach.

To compare Allen and
Brooks' is not unfair. The two are

entirely different with the ex-

ception that it is almost im-

possible to describe cither's

humour. Allen is a cerebral

humourist, one who uses himself

as a comic source and one who
seems to see life funny. Brooks'

view is the same, but in his case

life is not only funny, but a source

of satire and generally it's one

big crazy, inconsistent party.

You can see all this in his film,

which satirizes itself more than

any particular actor, director,

genre or time. One could see

Brooks' doing this kind of film on

any theme, and yet, at the same
time, I wonder if he could pull off

another equally as cutting

comedy.

Where Allen can sustain
himself, although admittedly
some of his films are far better

than others, I doubt Brooks' could

do it. I'd love to see him try again

for it isn't often I leave a theatre

laughing out loud, with a slight

stitch in my side from laughing
too much too long. But Blazing

Saddles is a film which most
likely will stand by itself. Allen's

films have become a form in

themselves. Brooks' film will

probably not attain such statas.

Nonetheless, Blazing Saddles

is simply great. It has something
for everyone, a smorgasbord of

humour and the helpings are
enormous. See it before it is

replace by The Exorcist if you
can. You won't regret any of it,

except a pain in your side from
all that laughing.

E.P. MURPHY & SON
LTD.

Sea Food Restaurant

SPECIAL
BEAVER

an<l STEAKS
BEAR

70 Brock St. , ;

548-7753 ^'v*^

Deadline

for Display Ads

Is Tuesday

5 pm

Book Review: The Intervals
by James W. Smith

The Intervals by Stuart

MacKinnon Coach House Press

1974 48pp. $3.00

Toronto's Coach House Press

has just published Stuart

MacKinnon's new long poem. The
Intervals. In it, Stuart has

achieved an expanded field of

perception and experimentation,

and a clarity of voice that outdoes

both his previous collections, The
Welder's Arc and Skydeck.

He offers here a sure im-

pression of his involvement in

outside events and places,

perhaps best illustrated by his

anarchic ruminations on the 1971

penitentiary riot and trials.

Beyond this, we gain a sense of

his felt link between physical

gwigraphy including the body)

and the peculiar "geography" of

time - in particular, the "in-

tervals" themselves:

"the intervals are the silences

that make sound distinct

the stretch of pitch that makes
harmonies

the intervals are the time of rest

or privacy

the space h.>etween the steps

that take us to the future."

The time, space, and self-

perceptions in this poem have the

assured clarity of having been
gained through the living silence

of a strong spirit.

Time overfolds, continuous

future on contigous past - the

integuments of time, the in-

tervals of waiting and trying to

understand, dominate the poem.
Events in life seem to overlap

in retrospect, yet they are
separated by the inscrutable,

silent interval in which we all

spend most of our lives. Stuart's

poem illuminates the spatial-

geographical comparisons from
a personal experience closely and
cunningly examined.

The Intervals evokes the

locale of certain areas of

Kingston, among others - the

park by the water, the hospital,

the pen, moving from inex-

plicable exteriority of event to an

inner near-hysteria - a man's
consciousness spread out against

seasonal time.

Stuart achieves at times a

superbly personable, com-
pellingly confidential notebook

effect, his personal speaking

voice consistent and well
achieved; I find his revelations in

this new book continuously of

interest - an involved man
moving in his own life and view,

"to the true society of men
the communal classless socialist

society

going on without interruption."

His movement in The Intervals is

through many levels with a multi-

faceted personal perspective.

At a time when most
published poetry seems to have

been written by rather cloistered

shadow-boxers, it is very en-

couraging to read a man who
takes his anarchy straight, who
makes you feel that something

vital has been taken, and given.

BIGGEST IS NOT ALWAYS BEST

It may be big. But not necessarily best.

The cut and color of a diamond affects its brilliance.

Sometimes brilliance is sacrified to get

the greatest yield from the rough stone. This kind

of diamond may seem like a bargain, but

it's only bad news. We'll sell you a diamond as

big as you want. But it will be brilliant,

expertly cut. And best.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

unclassifieds
MOUSF lA/.n WANTED (FfmalfJ to

•,h.ir<- fi)rrii-,hf;d 1 bodroom '.plif

l«;'/<.l .ip.irtmcnt Starting June Hf,

Po-.Mbl<- option tor n<;/f year. 81

Earl '>t Apt. 7 Call Penny at 542

'mi.
ONE— BEDROOM APARTMENT,

Van Order Drive, to tublet for

July, August. Option to ronow
leaie in Sept. Stove, fridge, all

iitilitiet paid. Rent negotialilo. Tel.

DANNO: I'll trade you one nun'% veil

and a piece of lace lor two
camitolei and three fudge \nck<,.

Wendy
ro SUBLET: 4 bedrooms (either

individU'illy or a% a group) in a

fully iiifMched houte on L/nlver-

Mty Avo Cont.ict Bri.in 544 3418 or

Doug 549 04)7. Rate: $10 per week.

LOST: Black Academic hood, w^hite

••ilk, lost Saturday, 11:30 Queen's
gym on Union St. Rcvi/ard 548 3787.

AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER: One
liedroom apartment. Stuart St,

Practically on campus. Kitchen,

living room. Balcony. Phone 544

8899 before 9:00 a.m. or after 5:00

p.m.
WOODY: Where are you when we

need you? (And after th.it '.well b

day party wo threw for youl) If

you wore hero you wouldn't make
me type these g.f. classified*,

Birdie,

AVA11ABLEI f=our man Mrni
lurnlvhed house to sublet June
September, Close to campus. Rent
negotiable. Contact Kathy Wood,
Box 130, Newburg Ont., telephone

378 'UM.

LARGEST SELECTION OF

SLAZENGER AND DUNLOP

TENNIS EQUIPMENT

IN KINGSTON

10% OFF TO
QUEEN'S STUDENTS
GOOD SELECTION OF LIGHTWEIGHT

BACK PACKING EQUIPMENT INCLUDING

TENTS AND WOODS SLEEPING BAGS

^^cSttG^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 399 PRINCESS STREET,

if^X I
KINGSTON K7L 1B9

IJ^^I \| M^J^JJXS TELEPHONE 'j44-1066
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Editorial

We don't get many
With this ducks in here
kind of service, '""^

I'm not surprised

A sacrifice of satisfaction
How far does the AMS

expect to go with their

"business approach"
treatment of their services?

Although the AMS is a cor-

poration, and therefore must
maintain its financial con-

cerns, it is also a student

government designed to deal

with the students' welfare.

The Pub is a particular

case where this question of

maximum profit versus
maximum customer
satisfaction has arisen. In the

Pub policy issued by the

Summer Council last month,

a 12 per cent profit level was
presented as being the most
suitable level of operation for

both winter and summer
months. However, the Pub
has averaged only four to six

per cent profit for the past

month under the

management of Kim Usher.

If she were to follow Vice-

President (Operations) Peter
Druxerman's suggestions
and cut down the number of

staff in order to lower costs

and increase profits, Usher
predicts a drop in the level of

performance to about half of

what it is now. As a further

consequence of meeting the

12 per cent profit

requirement. Usher sees the

necessity of opening the Pub
only during the most
profitable hours - ideally

between 9 and 12 pm.
Moreover, permission to

allow live entertainment has
been refused until the 12 per
cent profit level can be
shown.

It would appear then, that

meeting the 12 per cent figure

will result in students
sacrificing satisfactory
service and the right to drink

until 1 am.
And to what end is this

profit intended for? The AMS,
in consideration of its other

services, sees fit to utilize the

benefits of the Pub's profits

towards subsidizing those
less profitable services
(typing, printing). This is, of

course, at the expense of the

patrons of the Pub. Certainly

it is not the burden of the

campus drinkers to finance

the other AMS services.

If the AMS sees the

priority of the Pub as being a

financier rather than a

service, which is contrary to

the Pub policy, then a

reconsideration of their Pub
policy is in order. Rather than

pay blind homage to the

dollar and an arbitrary profit

percentage figure, Summer
Council should bear in mind
the interests of Queen's
students.

Queens
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Queen's University

at Kingston, Ont.

Interim Staff: Suzanne Sherkin,

Dan McClelland, Wendy Reynolds,

Terry Collins, Computer-Mouth
Gibson, Rosemary Knight, Ann
Robertson, Cindy Hall, Lois of the

Backpage, Sandy Naiman, Tibor

Szep, and John Cameron and Chris

Boon with their terrific darkroom
work. Big Bobbie was conspicuous

by his absence. Please come back -

we still love you !

.

Despite the fact that most of the Journal peeps strike out on the three ^
counts in the feature and that they feel doom is more imminent for them m
than for others, the paper was put out anyway. T. Collins can show us p
card tricks anytime as long as he can manouver his way around the p
convulsed and prone body of Laurel J...Danno and Wendy, the famous M
singing Bonanzos, must tone down their somewhat colourful renditions in

the future. And this is what Sherkin has to work with I

P.S. Big Bobbie finally made it, but wtiy was the staff gone, yet the paper '•^

unfinished? %
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BITE THE ONE
YOU
LOVE!

PIZZA

CHALET
Open 4 p.m. daily

PRINCESS
544-1227 at Barrie

CITY LIGHTS

CINEMA

DUNNING HALL - QUEEN'S

THURSDAY and FRIDAY
June 13 & 14

7:00 pm

June 13 & 14

9:00 pm

ADMISSION $1.00

"BLACK ORPHEUS"

(llsrb jfunntmt^l)oppc
furmturc bougl)t vK: "^olb

MOVING??

Well pay cash

for the contents

o f your apartment

207U)cUinQton stixct o4C'4907
i\mgston €>ntnrio

June 22nd to July 6th

nightly at 8:30 pm
except Sundays

SuMVPR
pmousE/4

icine
Lee Tommarello,

directing and David Smith,

Musical Director.

AMEY'S
TAXI
380 PRINCESS ST.

546-1111
Your Home

Business
Dear Homeowner:

in the fall of 1973, I along with other university graduates
formed a company "Queen's Enterprises". We have enjoyed a
very successful w^inter and now hope to expand our services for
1974. Much of our manpower is supplied by university students
under the supervision of skilled tradesmen, hence labour costs
are lower and this saving is passed on to you. Services for 1974
include:

Painting:
+ All Forms of Interior and Exterior Painting.

+ Only Top Quality Paints Are Used.
+ Work is Guaranteed.

+ Procedure: Wash, Scrape, Sand, Undercoat, and Application
of Finish Coat.

Landscaping:

+ Planting and Sodding New Lawns.

+ Planting Shrubs, Trees and Flowers.

+ Pruning Hedges and Trees.

+ Installation of Patios.

+ Lawncare — Summer Maintenance.

Ofher Features:
+ Paper-Hanging + Vacation Valet Service + Spring Clean-

ups.

+ Window Washing + Free Estimates + Fully Insured.

CALL

Queen^s Enterprises
AT
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Kissinger threatens to quit
Henry Kissinger, elaiming

lhal the news media has defamed
his reputation, has threalened to

resign his post as American
Secretary of State. He says it is

impossible to conduct the foreign

policy of the United States under

the controversy surrounding his

involvement in wire lapping.

Kissinger was referring to the

reports circulating that he had
ordered wiretaps on officials who
had access to national security

documents, an allegation which

he denied last year in hearings

before the foreign relations

committee. In denying that he

ordered the wiretaps, Kissinger

asked that the Senate foreign

relations committee re-open its

hearings in order to clear up the

controversy.

ROME: As Italy balances on the

brink of bankruptcy, the three

month old government resigned

Monday night leaving the country

in its worst economic crisis since

the war. The resignation was
caused by a split in the four party

coalition over the issue of credit

policy - over the past two years

the Italian government has
borrowed $10.5 billion from the

international community and it is

running out of credit. Because of

a lack of cash and credit, the

public hospitals will be forced to

start closing within a week. This

issue, which caused the fall of the

last government, is unlikely to be

resolved by the resignation of the

Cabinet and, according to the

head of the Fiat, Giovanni

Agnelli, the economic situation of

the country will i)r()bably

deteriorate further.

PARIS: As an economy measure,

French President Valery (Jiscard

d'Estaing has announced that

France will conduct one less

nuclear test than was originally

planned. This year's series is to

be the last atmospheric test and
after September, France will do

all their nuclear testing un-

derground. There are three

factors involved in the tests, said

Giscard, the need for public

defence, international public

opinion and the cost. Because
spending must be rationalized as

much as possible, he has decided

lo abandon one of the tests. The
Defence Minister of France has

stressed that nuclear testing

presents no danger to the

atompshere.

PARIS: The captain of the

Canadian protest yachts,

Greenpace II and III, has sued

the Government for 100,000

francs ($21,000) for the ramming
of Greenpace II by a French
warship. He expects a court

ruling within six months. He also

plans to take action over the

impounding of Greenpace III last

year.

JERUSALEM: An official

statement from the Israeli

government holds the Syrians

fully responsible for the torturing

of Israeli prisoners of war. In the

statement the Israelis ex-

pressed • indignation and
revulsion for what is termed
inhuman treatment of the

repatriated soldiers.

(JUKREC: In the Quebec court of

Appeals recently, a lawyer
representing the James Hay
Development Corporation argued
that because the Indians in north-

west Quebec have no rights, they

cannot ask for the interlocutory

injunction. On behalf of the

native peoples of the James Bay
region, the Quebec Superior
Court granted the injunction

halting work on the $6 billion

James Bay hydro-electric project

last September. The ruling is

currently being appealed.

SIIERBROOKE: Canada's
Governor General, Jules Leger,

suffered a stroke Saturday night

in Sherbrooke where he and his

brother Paul-Emile Cardinal
Leger were being honoured at the

Convocation of the University of

Sherbrooke. After the stroke, his

condition was serious enough that

the last rites of the Catholic

Church were administered by
Cardinal Leger. His condition,

although still considered serious,

has stabilized and bulletins from
the hospital list the Governor
General as improved. Doctors

feel that it would be premature to

give details of the extent to which
Mr. Leger has been affected by

the stroke but, generally
speaking, doctors feel the

situation is favourable and en-

couraging.

'Uih ho^ri hold high . . . ..itiide hr. fdvonte mount

for peace conjinues.

the quest

OTTAWA: Lucien Lamoureux,
Speaker of the Commons for

eight years, has been appointed

by Prime Minister Trudeau as

Canada's ambassador to

Belgium and Luxembourg. He
was sworn in Monday during a

brief ceremony at the Prime
Minister's residence. Mr.

Trudeau consulted the leader of

the Opposition, Robert Stanfield,

before making the appointment.
The position of ambassador to

Belgium and Luxembourg has
been vacant since January when
Jules Leger stepped down to

become Canada's thirteenth

Governor General.

backpage
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EDWIN A. GOODMAN, Q.C:, FORMER CHAIR-
MAN OF THE COMMITTEE FOR AN IN-

DEPENDENT CANADA.

"Flora MacDonald has found a way to connect

people back into government. She has done it by
rediscovering the oldest role of an MP: to be the

representative in government of the people who
(.lecled him, or her."

Richard Gwynn, The Toronto Star

"Flora MacDonald is, of course, an exceptional

candidate.. ..there are few women in Canada
with such impressive political credentials."

Anthony Westell, The Toronto Star

— 1st woman to be appointed to the National
Defense College Course In Canadian and In-

ternational Affairs

— A founding member and first executive
director of the Committee for an Independent
Canada.

- Former National Secretary of the Progressive
Conservative Association of Canada

— Honourable Secretary of the Progressive

Conservative Women's Association of Canada.

— Chairman of the Progressive Conservative

Committee on Indian Affairs and Northern
Development.

A Candidate of National Stature
INSERTED BY PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE

FOR KINGSTON AND THE ISLANDS Tin Can Moose
Designs



lo decision yet

pr Pub's bid of

N>licy reconsideration
Another chapter of the continuing

|Ub dispute" unfolded during last

ursday's AMS Summer Council

[meeting when a motion for a recon-

ideration of the Pub Policy was put for-

rd by Terri Macli and Kim Usher, the

immer Pub Manager. The policy calls

for a 12 percent profit margin; the two

asked for this figure to be reduced to five

percent. The issue was tabled, however,

until the next meeting but only after

lengthy and often impassioned discussion.

Usher felt that a cut back in staff

shifts, in order to achieve the 12 percent as

recommended by Peter Druxerman,
Vice-President (Operations), would lead

to a greater inefficiency in service. Her
concern with prompt service overruled her

concern with the achievement of the 12

percent profit.

Druxerman outlined what he con-

sidered to be the "merits of the pub" and
the reasons for its existence. He stated

that the pub served not only as a meeting

place for faculty and students but also

provided revenue for other services. As
well, he saw the Pub as providing valuable

business experience as well as personal

revenue to those students who chose to

involve themselves in its operation.

He added though, that instead of

supplying sixteen people with jobs, a

consideration of the student body at large

would be more beneficial. He sees the

situation of not achieving the possible

profit level as leading to a "shafting of our

own people".

Druxerman pointed out the long-term

benefits of the pub profits. He suggested

that the money be used as a contribution to

the new University Centre and in this way
the $5.00 per student charge which is now
in effect could be avoided, thus the

students' money would be further

recycyled for their own benefits.

According to Druxerman, if Usher
were to follow the various suggestions

given to her, greater profit would-be

possible while still maintaining an
adequate standard of service. "Providing

service and maximizing profits is

synonymous," he commented. He believes

that a 12 percent profit level is quite

reasonable and in fact sees the possibility

of achieving a 14.9 percent profit margin.

"That leaves you with approximately 2.9

percent of freedom" he concluded.
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Upheaval in the AMS
paid exec position

President Tony Wolman has been
officially dismissed from the summer
position as the single paid executive

member as of June 17th.

In a discussion of the executive's

summer salary, an amendment was put

forth to relieve Tony Wolman (President)

and place Peter Druxerman (Vice-
fresident. Operations) m the paid
executive position, commencing the last

two weeks in June.

Ian Nordheimer, who presented the

amendment, asserted that keeping up the

AMS finances during the summer months

Douglas on fire?

The normal summer tranquility of Queen's
campus, and the even more staid Douglas Library was
disrupted by a fire alarm Tuesday afternoon. It

- john Cameron

proved to be false, caused by an electrical malfunction

on the second floor.

The local fire commissioner complemented the

department on their quick response to the call, and
noted the rapid evacuation of the fifty year old

building.

is of ultimate importance to the operation

of the corporation.

For the past three summers and so far

this summer, most of the issues arising

have been of a financial nature. Con-

sequently, Nordheimer, in presenting the

ammeninent felt justified in deducting

that the position of Vice-President
(operations) would be the most beneficial

executive member acting to deal with

these problems.

Further, Nordheimer noted that it is

only during business hours, 9 to 4.30 that

these actions could possibly be carried out.

Because Joyce Roe (Business Ad-
ministrator) will soon be on vacation,

there is a need for the V.P. (operations) to

handle the financial books.

In conclusion, Nordheimer com-
mented that with the help of Dr. Deutsch,
Wolman should have little difficulty in

obtaining another university job.

No mention of the proposed amend-
ment was made to Wolman prior to the

Council meeting.

In his own defense, Wolman com-
mented, "I truly believe that what I am
doing is more important than having the

neatest books in town."

When asked to comment, Wolman
stated, "I believe the root of the matter
can be found in the AMS Business Ad-
ministration (Joyce Roe) and her personal

involvement."

Wolman is, however, prepared to

continue his presidential responsibilities

and intends to make "even more of an

input now."

Druxerman was without comment at

the Council meeting. In a Journal in-

terview however, he expressed sentiment

toward the nature of the tactic taken to

implement the substitution.

Council passed the amendment after a

brief discussion during which no op-

position was heard from its voting

members.

Cryptogram
Once again the gnomelets in the

bowels of the earth are approaching a

day of rest (well deserved, no doubt)

and the portals of lemon-pie yellow

land a-re soon to swell up and close.

Deciphered, the above reads: the

Journal will terminate for June but

will resume July 4th.
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wat's hapnin'?

This Week
Thursday, June 20 - City Lights Cinema presents a

double feature in Dunning Hall. At 7:00 p.m. Mae
West in She Done Him Wrong. At 8:15 p.m.

Humphrey Bogart in The Big Sleep. Admission
$1.00.

Friday, June 21 - Federal Elections: A View From
the Left - Two prominent speakers from the

voluntary Marxist group will be in the Upper
Lounge of the International Center at 7:00 p.m.

One of the speakers will be a candidate in the

federal elections, Linda Pevers - Peterborough.

Friday and Saturday, June 22 - 23-Eastern

Ontario Tennis Championship at the Kingston

Tennis Club (Napier St., south of Earl). Play
starts: Men 9.00 a.m.; ladies 2.00 p.m. Some of

Canada's top players will be competing, including

members of the Queen's tennis team.

Wednesday, June 26 - The Kingston group of Am-
nesty International will be holding its next

meeting at8:00p.m. in room no. 521, Jeffery Hall.

All are welcome.

—Pubs and Movies
Frontenac - Muldoon's - Duffy, Bailey, Shea
401 Inn - Cliff Edwards
Townhouse - Newcomers
Commodore - Mystery Ride
Manor - The Carsons

Hyland - Poseidon Adventure
Capitol 1 - Duddy Kravitz

Capitol 2 - The Exorcist

Oden - Black Gun; Crazy Joe

June 22nd to July 6th
performances nightly at b 'iO

except Sundayb

^eii to

Written t>y Guy Bolton and
P.G. Vi/odehouse with music by Jerome Kern

Production DirectcJ Dy Lee Tommarello and musical

direction by David Smith

Tickets at box office: 2.00. 2.25, 2.50, 275, 3.00
and 3.25, for further information, call 542-9938

Hmoua:/4

Don't see The Exorcist!
by Sandy Naiman

Don't see The Exorcist.

Don't see it if you are in-

terested in being horrified,

because it won't horrify you.

Don't see it if you wish to be
repulsed, because it won't
repulse you.

Don't see it if you are ex-

pecting outstanding special ef-

fects, because the effects are

neither outstanding nor par-
ticularly special.

What you will see is a rather

boring, probably edited,

definitely hokey movie about a

frantic Doris Day type of mother
who tries and eventually suc-

ceeds in getting the devil out of

her daughter.

There are probably very few
who have not heard or read
something about either the film

or its so called effects on the

audience, so I won't waste any
more time discussing the context
of The Exorcist. However, what
is phenomenal about it is what
the media has done to both its

image and its repercussions.

Why the great kafuffle about
it? Why the Academy Award
nominations? Why all the mass
media hype? Has the film itself

caused all the incidents of people
fainlinf^, running screaming from
thf; theatre, seeking refuge in

mental asylums? Or is it ju.st

publicity? If these incidents are
indeed true, what has caused
them, the film? or the an-

ticipation of it? Have the crowds
set each other off, srjld on a film

which is Kuppfjsed to repulse and
.sicken?

Whatever the reason, the
laugh is surely on us, I^ecauae the
film is not frighitening, and as the

pnKiu*:ers lau^^h their way to the

bank, we line up in throngs to see
this film which is tX!Kl left in

Blfifty's interesting lx>ok and thus
in our imagination.

When I left the Capital
'rh' alre, I was more angry than

anything else. 'Ilie media has
done a remarkable job of

ffl'omoting this movie, much in

the same way I>a.st Tango in

Paris was treated. However in

the cane of The Exorcist, wc arc

sold short, whereas with Last

Tango, we got far more than what
we expected.

Even more repulsive than

anything in the film is the way in

which it has been promoted and I

don't mean its legitimate ad-

vertising. If three pages of ads in

this weeks New York Sunday
Times is part of the campaign, all

well and good, the film can surely

support that kind of thing. But
what about all the radio and
television talk shows which
concern themselves with the

supposed "bizaarities" which
took place on the set during

filming, the fires and Jack
McGowran's death? Why tie

them to the content of The
Exorcist and explain them away
by suggesting the devil had his

hand in it? What a ridiculous

tribute!

This film has come out right

in the middle of the cult which is

steeped in devilry and the black

art, again an excellent break for

the producers, but how can it be
taken seriously? I saw no ex-

tremely upset people leaving the

theatre, here. There was laughter

more than screaming. The green
vomit looks exactly like the

Campbell's pea soup it is, the

sound effects sound like canned
growls and mumbles, nothing

more.

What is aggravating, for

those who read the book, is that

what meat Blatty did put on his

characters and in their

relationships has been ignored in

the film . We get jast the skeletons

of the p«)pie, and the .stars are

the effects and make up men,
who went overbfjard and give up
every diched gimmick they can

think of. Ultimately though, they

look like effects and are never

particularly believable, thus
never particularly suspenseful or

effective.

For me, films such as Straw
DogH, ('lockwork Orange, and If

are far more frightening lM!caus(!

they aren't so trumped up, Even
the ()ld horror movies had some
criements of suspence and in-

terest.

For us, as an audience, to be
affected by a piece of art, must
we not beheve in it? Therefore,
the failure of The Exorcist is two
fold. First, we have to be

disappointed because it has been
so grotesquely built up and
second, we cannot react to it,

because it is so obviously hokey.
Finally, if you still want to

see this film, go at least without

anticipating having your guts

wrung out, and if possible don't

read the book until after you've
seen it. Then perhaps, you may
get something for your money,
although if I were you, I'd see
Blazing Saddles at the theatre

next door. At least there you'll

see an entertaining film which
won't leave you with the feeling

that you've been sold a rotten bill

of goods, because that's what The
Exorcist is.

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess
St. Is pleased to offer all Students of
Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-
commodation for their Parents or
friends during the 73-74 term when they
have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: Mystery Ride

Amateur Night every Wednesday

DRESS CLOTHES ONLY PLEASE

McDonald's
1.

277 BATH ROAD

OP6M WI06
AMOSAVAH
McDonald's Big Mac, Tho besi lasting big sandwich

the world has ever known. Well, al least the

campus has ever known.
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etters

ondemns AMS action
ear Editor:

I am writing this letter to

Dice my objections and to

"Otest the manner in which Tony
'olman was fired as the Summer
ployee of the A.M.S., and

eter Druxerman appointed in

is place.

The case made at the

mer Council by Ian Nor-

eimer was cogent and explicit,

t was based on the fact that in

ast summers there have always

een financial problems that

jave plagued the A.M.S. and thus

t would make more sense to have

he Vice President (Operations)

IS the Summer Employee,
'iowever, what Nordheimer
iailed to take into account was
,hat in the past summers there

"as always an agreement by the

xecutive who the summer
mployee would be and it was
ever the case that the executive,

fter the decision was made,
ent behind the back of the

arson who was appointed,

nitiated a lynch-mob, and
emoved the person from the

sition. The immorality of this

act is the reason for this protest.

The moral implications of

this are clear. The executive with

the aid of a few naive councillors

took it upon themselves to

execute an action which can only

amount to a breach of faith in the

offices of the A.M.S. Wolman did

not know what was going on

among his executives and a

number of councillors. To have
this motion brought before the

council without his prior

knowledge or change for con-

sideration is not only a disgrace,

but an insult of the honour and
integrity of the Society.

The facts available show a

deliberate attempt to shaft an

employee of the AMS, something

incidently that has been tried on

two occasions in the past three

weeks by either senior executive

or senior bureaucrats in the

organization. What is par-

ticularly disgusting is that the

majority of the council is

deliberately and continually led

astray by the senior executive,

and they have reached a stage

where they do not realize the

significance of their actions.

But the blame should not be

placed totally on councO. The
speaker should be censured over

the handling of the Wolman affair.

The intent of the original motion

before council was that Wolman
be paid his June salary, the intent

of the amendment was that he be

fired and replaced by Druxer-

man. Clearly these are two dif-

ferent motions. Bloos was wrong
in allowing the motion to come
before council in the form of an
amendment.

E.P. MURPHY & SON
LTD.

Sea Food Restaurant

SPECIAL
BEAVER

and STEAKS
BEAR

70 Brock St.

548-7753

It is my hope that the

executive and council take these

comments in the spirit in which
they are offered. I am concerned
about the direction in which
council is sliding, and wish to

voice a strong disapproval of the

way in which the executive and
council are conducting its affairs.

The constitution of the

Society is a guide line for

carrying out its affairs, it is often

the case that the precedent is

followed, by council's approval of

AMS amendment, it set a

precedent based on a clearly

dangerous practice, the fact that

it may have been constitutional is

irrelevent at this point - it is the

comprise and the lack of moral
principles that is at issue.

Effects of Pub dispute

spreading around campus

Sincerely

Harold K. Persaud.

Dear Editor,

It seems no one on campus is

concerned enough about the Pub
except those who feel a business

shouldn't operate at a profit. The
Pub has been termed a "Gold
Mine" by several knowledgeable

people in the field. I must agree

with this.

Just take a look at the basic

facts, no rent, no janitorial ex-

pense, no electrical or heating

bills, and a perfect location!

These few items alone should

give rise to better than usual

profits. At the last Summer
Council meeting Mr. Wolman
compared the Pub to several

Downtown, retail establishments

whose profits were around 1 - 2

per cent. These stores are paying

$1000 to $1500 rent per month
alone.

Mr. Druxerman 's suggestions

aim at one basic thing, more
work from the manager. This

point alone carries much merit.

The manager of any organization

should be an example setter and
by doing this he or she shows the

employees exactly what is ex-

pected of them, (ie if the

manager hustles with a smile, the

staff will hustle with a smile.)

Mr. Druxerman has shown
summer council that profits can

go up very easily if his 4

suggestions are initiated. They
include, the manager and
assistant each working 4 nights

per week, the constables
agreeing to have only 2 working
on Mondays and Saturdays when
only one side of the Pub is open
and one less waiter in the House
of Commons side. There is no

price increase involved and only

more work required by the staff.

My point is that if the best

business on campus cannot profit

what will happen to the other

services like Housing, Typing,

Printing, etc. Their profit

margins in comparison to a 3 per

cent Pub profit will be well into

the red. Another point to sup-

plement this is that at a 3 per cent

profit margin the Pub is using

AMS cash reserves free of

charge, (ie the Pub cannot
operate without the financial

support of the AMS at this low

profit level.)

Right now the Pub is ripping

the students off by using their

money in an inefficient manner.
Please think about this

situation and come to the next

Summer Council meeting on June
27 in the McLaughhn Room.

Yours Sincerely,

Peter Rose

Interim Staff: Suzanne, Dan Mc-
Clelland, Big Bob Wood, Wendy
Reynolds, Terry Collins, Laurel J.,

Lois Malcolm, Rosemary Knight,

Tibor Szep, Dave Dowsett, Chris

Boon, Bob Buller, and the ever-

faithful John Cameron I'd complain
to the management if my name was
always last).
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A.M.S.
SUMMER COUNCIL

MEETING
McLaughlin Room
Student's Union

Thursday, June 27
7.30 pm

unclassifieds

TWO ROOMS TO SUBLET at 271

Frontenac. Only 3 blocks from the
Pub! Available July & Aug. Very
reasonable rent, full kitchen &
living room. Call Greg at 548-3737.

1 BEDROOM APT. WANTED for 74-75

for nice girl who likes sunlight and
houseplants. Call anyone at 546-

2598.

WANTED: FEMALE OR MALE
travelling companion for 2 week
hitchhiking tour of Maritimes.
From June 21-23, phone Maxine at

544-4290.

ANYONE WISHING TO EXHIBIT
their artwork this summer in a

student gallery in Kingston City

Hall, contact Sam, Cathy or Gayle
at 546-9408 after 3:00 p.m. for

details.

PRE-MED STUDENTS planning to

study medicine in a French-
speaking country should consider

a year of study abroad at the In-

stitute for American Universities,

27 place de I'Universite, 13625 Aix-

en-Provence, France.
PRE LAW STUDENTS should con-

sider year of background in

English history. Government and
Politics at the British Studies

Centre, 73 Castle Street, Canter-
bury, Kent CTI 2QD England.

EASY LIVING' THIS SUMMER. . .

.Science '44 Co-op rents rooms in

16 houses close to Queen's and
downtown. Rent a room and share
the house including kitchen
facilities. No pets please. Rooms
$45 and $60 per month; $14 and $18

per week. Contact Gerry Banting
185 University Ave. 544-4506

(mornins) or 544-4864.

PEN FRIENDS IN CANADA wanted
urgently; all ages. The Pen
Society, (W.24), Chorley, Lanes.,

England.
ROOM AVAILABLE TO SUBLET for

the summer. House located con-

veniently close to campus on

Univeristy Ave. Fully furnished.

Rent $35 per month. Contact Doug
at 549-0417.

ANYONE IN KINGSTON this sum-
mer interested in helping with

Orientation '74 please contact

David Dowsett 544-4914 or Doug
Hedden 546-7018 or 549-0417.

2 STUDENTS LOOKING for home for

next year near campus. Ask for

Terry Collins 544-5166.

sweven
the magazine of the

Queen's Journal

-invites submissions of prose,

poetry, art work, photography

comix, and anything else

-deadline for first issue is Sept. 30

- submit now to the editor,

Jim Smith

at P.O. Box. 1355 Kingston,

Ontario K7L 5C6
or c/o The Journal Office

Student's Union
Queen's

IF YOU DON'T KNOW A CARAT
FROM A CANTALOUPE,

CULTIVATE US FOR DIAMOND ADVICE

Don't despair if your diamond knowledge
is sparse. Diamonds are measured in carat weight.

The more carats, the bigger the diamond.

But a large diamond isn't necessarily the finest.

You must be sure it is clear and expertly cut.

But what you really need to know ... is a

reputable jeweler. You can trust his knowledge
of diamonds, and his pledge to advise

and satisfy you.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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The CAN-AM Weekend at Mosport is

traditionally the most popular event of the season.

This year with only a so-so field expected, the

organizers added a Formula 5000 Race to the

schedule and it stole the show. To cover the three

days racing, intrepid photog John Cameron and
free-lance scribe Rob BuUer braved what has

almost become typical Mosport wet weather. Their

report:

Formula 5000

to David Hobbs
David Hobbs ended a long drought to win the

Labatt's Formula 5000 Race at Mosport on Satur-
day. It was his first win since 1970 and for his

troubles he collected almost $17,000. in prize money.
Not that it was an easy win either; he had been

quick in practice but the Lola's of both Mario An-

dretti and Brian Redman were noticeably quicker.

Still others were close enough to provide some
competition, something that was lacking in the

other major event this weekend. However, the

competition evaporated by midpoint in the race as

Andretti slowed with engine trouble while Redman
tangled with a slower car and took a side excursion

through some grass, two catch fences and some tall

weeds.

Finishing less than a second behind Hobbs was
Canadian Eppie Wietzes driving another Lola with

Bret Lunger in a Jorgensen Eagle third.

Practice was a bit of a shambles with the

condensed schedule and unsettled weather - most of

the crews trying to scrub rain tires as well as in-

termediates and the dry "slick" tires that they

hoped to use if it stayed dry. Mario Andretti made
his Mosport come back meaningful by dominating

practice and maintaining his blistering pace, finally

setting fastest time of 1 : 15.4 for the 2.549 mile track.

Ail the slower cars - that is all the other cars - set-

tled for the best time under the appalling conditions

to get a good spot on the grid for the qualifying

heats. Their finishing places in these 25 lap sprints

determined the grid for the feature.

The qualifying heats were run in the teaming
rain forcing drivers to concentrate on staying on

the track more than anything else. Andretti and
Hobbs easily won their heats and took front row on

the grid followed by Brian Redman (Lola), Eppie
Wietzes (UAa), Brett Lunger (Eagle), Garcia Vega
(Eagle J, Sam Po.sey (Talon), Elliot Forbes-

Rfibinsoni^F^agle) and the rest of the field.

At the start Andretti just blasted away from the

rest leaving Hobbs and Redman fighting for second

with Wietzes, Lunger, Forbes-Robinson and Vega
nipping at each others heels trying to stay with the

front runners. Andretti simply stretched his lead

and for a while looked unbeatable. Redman took

undisputed fM>ssess)on of second with Hobbs six

seconds behind, being chased by Wietzes. Then on

the 25th of 40 laps a tell-tale puff of blue smoke
appeared from the left bank of Andretti 's C;hevy V-8

indicating some intern;il j^ubbins in the process of

self digestion, Redman inherited the lead 4 laps

later as Andretti lost ground quickly. Redman's
lead was short lived, however, as he tangled with

Tony S<;ttember'H older I/jla at Corner two

damaging R<;dman's car beyond repair. Later Iwth

he and his team manager Jim Mall (of f,'haparral

famej fritif'ized slower drivers claiming th(!y

cau.sed hazards to the faster cars.

Mfjbbs took the lead and drove solidly to the

fini.sh with Wietzes hounding him all the way. Third

was f5retl Lunger with Andretti finally finishing

fourth with a decidedly ratty sounding engine

Canadian Morst Kroll was seventh in his three y(?ar

old I/<la

All in all it was excellent racing, indicative of a

return to first rate formula v()ru\x:UU(m in North

America. Ix-t's hofx; Mospfjrl returns this racf; as a

regul-'ir

Labatt's Blue Can- An
Formula 5000 Weeken

Jackie Oliver's Can-Am
If the Formula 5000 was exciting the Can-Am

was just the opposite. Only the UOP Shadow Team
with new machinery for regular drivers Jackie

Oliver and last minute stand-in George Foomer.
And by their behaviour you'd never know they were
teammates either.

Most teams are waiting out this season hoping

to be competitive next year under the new engine

regulations. Gone forever are the Turbo-Porsches

that dominated 1972 and 1973 as they are thirsty

monsters unable to keep within the new fuel limits.

Thus a rather motley collection of old Lolas,

McLarens of various vintages, two Porsche 908's

(Right) Formula 5000 winner David Hobbs
awaiting the start of his qualifying heat and
hoping for some dry weather. (Far Left)

Being congratulated by Miss Mosport.

(Bottom Right) Brett Lunger (6) follows

_ and even a Costello arrived at Mosport for the Can At the start

Am opener. Practice showed that only the shadows almost a one m.
were fast - while everyone else hoped they wouldn't the field. He sta

survive. Unfortunately they did. time around. I

The only excitement came after the first forced a pit stop

qualifying heat when Oliver accused FoUmer of salvaged secor

disobeying team tactics by charging ahead (they Patrick's McLai
had agreed that Oliver would win this event with The highest plat

Follmer getting the next one - that is if the other across the line

cars didn't get any quicker). Strong words led to Disappointa

fisticuffs with Oliver beating a hasty retreat as has happended i

mechanics restrained the incensed Follmer. "A will bring back
difference of opinion", he said later. Series. 1974, it i

eventual winner Hobbs (10) and Brian Red- Oliver (Right
man (66) through Mosport'sturn 1 in the early
laps of the F 5000 Feature. (Bottom Left

Agor at speed
(Below) The twin UOP shadows of George practice prev
Follmer (left) and Can Am Winner Jackie feature race.
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Lino
ITALIAN

ATMOSPHERE

RESTAURANT & TAVERN
WHERE SPAGHETTI IS KING

& PIZZA IS QUEEN

TAKE OUT ORDERS FREE DELIVERY -

542-2632 542-2676
424 PRINCESS ST.

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRrS DRUGS

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to n PM DAILY

SCIENCE '44 CO-OP
a good place to

stay this summer

rent a room and shore a
house with kitchen facilities
single and double-size rooms,

$45 and $60 per month
$14 and $18 per week

contact Gerry Banting

185 University Ave.

544-4506 mornings; 544-4864

Inflation and leader
Flora angered

by Trudeau
Flora MacDonald has "never been as angry in a

campaign as I ann in this one". The reason for this

anger is that "the Prime Minister is saying nothing
can be done about the economy - from the side of his

swimming pool." The Liberal's contention is that

inflation is a world-wide phenomenon ; all that any
national government can do is try to cushion the

effects for its own people. MacDonald vehemtly
attacks this position as a "flip arrogant, hard-
hearted approach" on the part of Trudeau.

This attitude shows ignorance not only of the

hardships which the poor of Canada are suffering

due to inflation, but it also exhibits an amazing lack

of responsibility in the world situation, according to

the PC incumbent. Since 70 per cent of the goods
which Canada produces are exported to poorer
countries like India, we foist our economic
problems on them which, MacDonald claims, "we
have no right to do."

MacDonald points to the problems of inflation

and leadership as the main issues in the campaign
for the upcoming July election. The two are un-

doubtedly tied in together. In the opinion of the irate

candidate, Trudeau has sloughed off "the issue of

leadership as if he wasn't on trial for his economic
policies of the last two years," which is "the height

of irresponsibility."

StiVIM'T^

PmOUSE
- Next Attraction

- iohn Cameron

The ninety day wage price control freeze was
explained by MacDonald as Stanfield's answer to

Trudeau's inaction. Blaming the Liberal economic

policy of allowing a large amount of new money to

be pumped into the country without encouraging a

comparable increase in production for current

highly inflated prices, MacDonald contends that the

Conservative proposal will step up productivity and
reduce the amount of money being spent, to get

things back to a more equitable basis.

Theoretically, this is what the two years of

"flexible controls" will do in addition to thwarting a

.stockpiling of goods as happened during the US
freeze.

The first control which will be implemented is a

curtailing of government spending. MacDonald
insists that this has been a major factor in

"severely disrupting" our economy. "As much has

been spent in the last six years as in the previous 100

and it has to stop." The hiring of outside consultants

for jobs which could have been done by civil ser-

vants, incurring a bill of $1 billion, was cited as just

one (!xampl(? of govornm(!nt waste and inefficiency.

Hut in the eyes of MacDonald, the Liberal

government's ideas are just as irrational when they

finally do (tome to cutback, referring to the recent

%2V^ million decrease in funding medical research.

"The government tightenK up in the one area where
it can least afford to. Priorities are rnixed up in

Ottawa and the Conservativeii are committed Ut

reinstating them."
Denouncing as "untrue" claims made by criticB

of the scheme that thi« economic plan in unproven
and unjustified and fostenii growth in unem-
ployment, MacDonald believes that what Stan-

field's freeze will do is show that something can be
done about inflation. The 9(J days will be a period of

stability, "encouraging the consumer to break
himself of the habit of thinking that inflation is

impossible to control, a thought which the Liberal

government has encouraged."
Admittedly, the necessary change in consumer

psychology will be a difficult one to affect. But as

MacDonald maintains, "There is a responsibility to

do something. We must be shocked into realizing the

need for our own personal cooperation as well as

government measures."

In response to the Prime Minister's allegation

that the NDP could never support the Conservative
wage & price control freeze in the event of a Con-
servative minority government being elected,

MacDonald feels assured they would, for she says
"Mr. Lewis is moving a bit every day towards an

acceptance of our plan." As for Trudeau himself,

MacDonald contends that he agrees with the

proposal, but won't acknowledge that a suitable

emergency exists to justify its institution.

Asked if she felt the Conservatives could ever
become a truly national party, MacDonald ad-

mitted to the difficulty of bringing the diverse

elements together to a national consensus with

Quebec such a "big stumbling block".But with her

typical political adeptness, she swiftly re-routed the

conversation v/ith the claim that Trudeau has

purposely sought to divide the country on

bilingualism and other issues, contending that "the

Conservatives will never have that kind of leader."

Whereas Trudeau has '"copped out on every

major issue of the past year", in the last six years
Stanfield has gone up and down through the country

frankly stating where his party stands and sticking

to it. "He refuses to abandon his principles for the

sake of winning seats."

Reiterating upon the intensity of her anger
towards the present government, MacDonald
professed that her mind is "geared towards a

Conservative majority government being elected

because of the absolute necessity of it."

Watson wants

communication
Liberal candidate and a member on the Faculty

of Education at Queen's, Peter Watson seems to be

most concerned with what we've all heard

numerous times before: "communication". Both

his campaign and the various publications to his

credit emphasize the major role of Canadians in

Canada, their awareness of politics, their

motivation for nationalism, their coalition with

ethnic groups and above all - their suport of the

leader, namely Pierre Elliot Trudeau. This will, in

Watson's view, "encourage Canadians to do a better

job."

In his campaign, the main line of attack is

directed toward the Kingstonian. "It is the ordinary

men, the ones who work darn hard, who are the ones

who make up Canada. The hardest to approach are J
those who are settled and established." Con-

sequently, his campaigning takes him out to the

public - not so much on a general-meeting-give-a-

speech tactics, but more oriented towards meeting

the voters face-to-face.

When asked to comment on his major political

concerns, he responded, "I'm con-

cerned with creating jobs." As a crucial factor of

combating world wide inflation Watson sees the

necessity of decreasing the level of inflation yet

maintaining a certain nationalistic standard. -ie.

keeping all the jobs within Canada. This way, more
money will stay within the country and Canadians

will reap her own benefits. Watson added, "It is

important to help those people who need help the

most. That's what liberalism means to me."
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hip the issues.
Watson discussed further his curtailing of in-

flation ideas. He mentioned specifically the use and

abuse of credit cards. The point made was that

when we spend money on credit without possessing

it, inflation only increases and therefore the cost of

living. He went so far as to suggest a penalty system

for the banks who encourage this kind of credit

allowance. In this way people would be more aware

of their expenditures and keep a closer watch on the

monies going in and out of their reserves.

heard

".Bolli

sloliis

diansin

i,
llie'''

ion*

- iohn Cameron

At this point Watson began discussing the

importance of a good leader. He contends,

"Trudeau is the only man for the job of the three,"

although he didn't make it exactly clear why he

feels this way.

"I'm going to Ottawa not only as a Liberal, but

as a Kingstonian". This sentiment typifies his

conem for people and his attitude towards the large

ethnic popiflation which makes up Kingston. In the

significant contribution which this group makes,

he sees a "new alliance of the ethnic population and

the working class. This could be a natural affinity to

identify with liberalism. The strength of this

country is the blending of the old and the new with

ethnic differences."

Watson considers himself a hard worker who
has had considerable experience with election

campaigns. In reference to his opponents, he

contends that closer examination of the media

coverage will bear out his predictions that "there is

as much misconception about Flora as with

Trudeau in '67".

fhompson toes

party line

olilical

jalion f

As a member of the party which oftimes con-

trolled government policy decision-making since

the 1972 election, Lars Thompson feels that "a

minority government can work. It's a matter not

ttnly of how many concessions the ruling party is

willing to make, but also of forgetting the political

labels long enough to get some work done." He
contends that it isn't the length of time a govern-

ment is in session between elections or the actual

cost of the election which is important, but rather

"how long the ruling party is willing to com-

promise."

Thompson agrees with most politicians that

inflation is the main issue of this election. However,

tie concurs with the political truth behind Dr.

Morton Shulman's contention that none of the

parties can do anything about inflation because it

would set that party back if too stringent controls

were placed on the populace. It would surely remind

many of the older generation about the wartime

ontrols and that would be "too amorphous a threat

it would alienate too many voters."

The NDP solution to the inflationary problems

currently facing this country is to impose a "more
realistic bureaucracy" upon economic policies in

the form of an extension of the Prices Review Board
of the last government. The extended Board would
have the power to make decisions as opposed to

Beryl Plumptre's Review Board.

The Conservatives have no real plan in

Thompson's opinion. "It must be a highly selective,

not an indiscriminate freeze," he said, speaking
with special reference to the control of food and
energy prices. All commodities can't be regulated

because many prices are controlled internationally.

However, a provision to roll back unjustifiable

increases is called for, which is also part of the

Conservatives' plan.

The NDP's believe in a 2 price system on a

broad range of commodities, which places one price

on goods for the home market and another, higher

price on the same goods for export to foreign

markets. A farm subsidy would have to be given to

avoid farmers seUing out to the external market.

The Canadian problem which caused such high

rates of inflation, according to Thompson, was the

inefficiency which resulted because most industries

are controlled by Amercian companies. They
followed the game plan laid out by the parent

corporation, which often ran contrary to Canadian
interests.

Many local factors complicate the matter.

Thompson agrees with Flora MacDonald when he
says that the psychological factor is the big one. Re-

education of the consumer to the fact that

something can be done about inflation is necessary.

Thompson recommends giving the Canadian

owned manufacturing industries a preferred tax

rate. A tight money policy on the part of the

government allows more foreign takeover.

Government spending hence must be looser "to

have a risk fund for entrepreneurial strength

available."

"This is a very short sighted policy because in

the long run keeping research alive will make the

difference in this country. Government spending

can't be criticized but rather, the government's

priority list."

The NDP seek to ensure that the top fifth

segment of the population no longer earns seven

times as much as the lowest fifth. "This would not

be a Robin Hood program of robbing from the rich,

but rather would be worked out slowly through such

means as portable pensions and welfare decisions

"in the hands of the pros". Thompson is also in

favour of negative income tax because incentive

can be built into it.

Thompson realizes that the voting patterns in

Canada have developed into a French-English split.

For the reappearance of a truly national party,

some sort of coalition between parties would be

necessary. As far as getting votes cross-country is

concerned, a Liberal & NDP coalition would be the

best. In the unlikely event of this, "it will still take a

lot of years to get a national party since the old

voting patterns no longer hold."

SUMMER ACCOMODATION
for students and faculty

visiting Kingston, Ontario

fully furnished sauna

cooking facilities laundry facilities

auto parking restaurant in

bicycle parking building

RATES MAY TO AUGUST
Single rooms: $60 and $65 - month

double rooms: $75 - month
weekly and other rates for groups, seminars, summer session,

convocation, conferences etc.

ELROND COLLEGE
10 minutes walk from central Queen's campus easy bus

access to St. Lawrence College 401 Princess St.,

Kingston, Ontario K7L 1B9 telephone (613) - 544-1842

BONUCCHI
PIZZERIA

546-2050
FREE DELIVERY

50* OFF ON PICKUPS

162 DIVISION ST.

and upstairs - for guys & gals

BONUCCHI BILLIARDS

CITY LIGHTS

CINEMA

DUNNING HALL - QUEEN'S

THURSDAY, JUNE 20

7 and 10:15 pm MAY WEST W
"SHE DONE HiM WRONG"

815 pm HUMPHREY BOGART in

"THE BIG SLEEP"

IDOUBLE FEATURE! $1.00

SPRING FLICS

Marx Brothers
in

ROOM SERVICE
plus

W. C. Fields Short

large Lecture Theofre

Admission 99^

June 26 8:00 pm

TJ StLAWRENCE
=^^COLLEGE
KINGSTON

OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

john Cameron
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Nominations closed,

no Independent

appears in running
KINGSTON: On Monday the

nominations for federal election

candidates officially closed.

Although there were rumours

that an independent would be

running in Kingston and the

Islands, none handed in their

nomination papers.

Mr. Thompson, NDP can-

didate, stated at the meeting that

the Liberals were apparently

indifferent to the rising inflation

rate and the spiralling cost of

living. He called the proposed

Conservative wage and price

guidelines vague and ineffective.

He criticized the Tories for their

attacks on John Turner's
(Finance Minister) proposed
budget increase when the PC's

were not offering the Canadian

people an estimate of the cost of

their policies. Thompson stated

the NDP plans to institute a 10

point program to alleviate

Canada's economic pressures.

The incumbent, Flora
MacDonald, is continuing to

attack Ihe government policies

on inflation. She stated that

Canadian people are not

becoming obsessed with inflation

as Trudeau says, rather they are

being defeated by it.

The Liberal party's can-

didate, Peter Watson, agrees

with Miss MacDonald that the

major issue is inflation, but he
maintains that what Canada
needs is the strong leadership of

Prime Minister Trudeau.
Speaking metaphorically,
Watson said that Trudeau is

determined to keep Canada
afloat and states that the

government has attempted to

deal realistically with the

problem of inflation.

There were approximately

150 people on hand to hear the

candidates expressing their

views on the upcoming election.

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY. The
trick is to control inflation

without causing a depression - a

challenge equivalent to sticking a

pin into a balloon gradually.

OTTAWA: Since 1962 the

Department of Health and
Welfare's Bureau of Dangerous
Drugs has been compiling the

records of Canadians who are

known or suspected to have been

involved one way or another with

drug abase. Over 'M),(m people

arc now on file. The function of

the files is to keep track of such

controlled drugs as tranquilizers

and methadone, and to help in the

treatment of drug users,

Kven though police forces

supply much of this information,

they have no r';ady accf«s to the

records. Up to now there have
M;en few complaints al>out the

records Kyst«:m, due partly to

the fact that few people outside

Ihe m<;dical profession and fxdicr;

departments are aware of its

cxi.stence

I.OM>O.N; Irish lenoristB ex

ploded ;) Ujrrib in the M'jiises of

Parliament in London this week,

setting fire to Britain's most
historic building for the first time

since Hitler's Second World War
blitz. Eleven persons were in-

jured by the blast. Police said

only the early timing of the blast

kept the casualities from
reaching into the hundreds. Most
members had not arrived in the

House when the bomb exploded.

The blast touched off fears

from Scotland Yard that the IRA
might be planning a new wave of

terrorism in England this

summer. It is believed the group

has stockpiled explosives in

preparation for the new offensive

which will possibly be directed

primarily at government
buildings and political figures.

KYRENIA, CYPRUS: New York
Times: After seven years work,

the second oldest vessel ever

recovered is going on display

soon. The boat, a tramp mer-

chant ship on its way to Kyrenia

after a voyage through the

Eastern Mediterranean sank in

100 feet of water 2,200 years ago

two miles from its destination on

Ihe north coast of Cyprus. The
display will be in the recon-

structed barracks of a castle

which has guarded the harbour

since the Crusades in the 1200's.

The preservation of the ship

involved chemical treatments of

the wood in order that it would

not disintegrate as the wood
dried. The operation was
financed largely through grants

by National Geographic Society

and like foundations.

AIMIVIAN, JORDAN: President

Richard Nixon received a red

carpet welcome from King
Hussein of Jordan yesterday on

the last stop of his Middle East

tour. Mr. Nixon flew from
Jerusalem where he and Premier
Yitshak Rabin announced a

nuclear reactor sales program to

match the one promised to Egypt
last week. The communique
issued in Israel also disclosed

plans for a long term military

sales program to Israel. When
Ihe President arrived in Jordan

he was greeted by what is

probably his most favourite song,

"The Washington Post March",
which is the theme song of the

newspaper whose investigative

refxjrters brought the Watergate

scandal into the open.

WASHINGTON: China set off a

nuclear test explosion in the

atmosphere this week, according

to a refX)rt from India. The blast

said to be th(; equivalent of one

million tons of TNT, was China's

first since is exploded a hydrogen

Ixjmb in June V.H'.i. U.S. Defence

Secretary James Schlesinger

said in Washington the test

reflected the "show paced"
Chin(!Sf! development of nuclear

weapons. The Chinese lest

followed an earlier French <!X-

jilosiori ovr'r the South Pacific.

"People like Flora MacDonald. Intelligent people

like her because she is intelligent, full of ideas and a

good conversationalist. Ordinary people like her

because she is ordinary, lacking frills and interested in

what ordinary people are interested in. Eccentric

people like her because she has led an eccentric life,

and because she has done a lot of things v^^omen never

get around to doing. People with problems like her

because she is a patient listener, gives good advice,

and can be counted on."

(Tony Whittingham, The Kingston Whig-Standard)

INSERTED BY PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE
FOR KINGSTON AND THE ISLANDS
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wat's

hapnin^ ?

-This Week-
Thursday, July 4 - City Lights Cinema presents The
Third Man with Orson Welles at 7:00 p.m. and
Mon Oncle Antoine by Claude Jutra at 9:00 p.m.
Admission $1.00.

Want to Quit Smoking? The Psychology Depart-
ment is conducting a study in which treatment is

being offered to people who would like to quit

smoking. If you are interested in participating in

this treatment program please come to Room B-6,

basement of .Miiler Hall, between 9:00 a.m. and
4;oO p.m. from Tuesday July 2 to Saturday July 6

lor further information Between 5 and 8 p.m.
phone Ron Peterson 542-6304.

Tuesday, July !) - The Kingston group of Amnesty
International will be holding its next meeting at

8:00 p.m. in room 521 in Jeffery Hall. All are
welcome.

-Agnes Etherington

Hours:
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Saturday and Sunday 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Evenings: Tuesday - Thursday 7p.m. -9p.m.

Events:

Saturday, July fi - There will be a demonstration of

the technique of brass rubbing by Helen Mann
starting at 3:00 p.m.

Thursday, July 1 1 - Brown Bag Lunch at 12:30 p.m.

in the Art Centre. You are invited to bring your

lunch and join Kim Ondaatje organizer of the

exhibition Tradition Plus One for an informal

di.scussion centered on the art of quilt-making.

Coffee will be provided.

August 7 - A one-day bus tour to the First World
Craft Exhibition at the Ontario Science Centre,

and a vi.sit to Crafts from Arctic Canada at the

Toronto Dominion Tower. For Gallery
A.ssfK;iation members and friends, leaving at 8:30

a.m. Cost $12. For reservations call Sargit

Warriner 544-5103 or Thais Donald 549-0758.

Workshop:
Fabric Printing - A basic course in block printing.

The initial classes will deal with design and
variations of motif repeats. Each student will

learn how to cut a line block, prepare fabric for

printing and actually print a length of fabric. July

22 2<; and Jiily 29 August 2, 9:.30 a.m. to 12 noon.

Instructor: Carolyn I'ickering, a graduate of the

Textile and Fashion Department of the Man-
chester O^llege of Art. Registration at the Art

0;ntre - final date July 15. Fees: Gallery

Aiisociation members $25, non-members $30.

Exhibitions:

Tradition Plus On«- - Tfifr thirty one patchwork
quilts in this exhibition are based on traditiinal

designs, with one excrrption, th«; Jet Quilt,

designed by Kirn Ondaatje Thfr Kingston showing
op«;ned on June Zi will continue to July .11, IxM al

and regional fjuiltirig groups will 1m; at work in the

main gallery on most days, especially during the

afternoon hours.

Br:mH Rubbing* - A group of 27 rubbings from

john Cameron

commemorative figurative brasses in England,
dating from the 14th to the 17th century, will be on
exhibition until July 21.

In the Foyer Showcase: a few traditional shawls
from the Queen's University Collection of

Canadian Dress, selected by the curator

Margaret Angus, will be exhibited during July

and August.

The Permanent Collection: selections from the

collection, with some emphasis on Canadian

artists, will hang in all gallery areas during

August.

Pubs and Theatres—
401 Inn - Smiling Faces
Manor - Blarney Stone

Frontenac-Muldoon's - Tinker's Dam
Townhouse - Casino

Odeon - Thunderbolt and Lightfoot

Hyland - Spies

Capitol I - Duddy Kravitz starts Friday

Capitol 2 - The Exorcist

St. Lawrence Summer Playhouse - Performances
are held nightly, except Sunday, at 8:30 p.m. The
theatre is located in City Park across from the

Court House. Tickets are available in the box

office $2.00, $2.25, $2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $3.25. Phone
542-9938. "Leave It To Jane" is being presented

until July 6. "Love Rides the Rails" riins from
July 8 to July 13.

Around Kingston
Tourist Entertainment - Confederation Tour Train

leaves the Chamber of Commerce office at

Confederation Park at 10 a.m., 1 p.m., 3 p.m., 7

p.m. for a one-hour historical and scenic tour.

Adults $1.50; children 50c.

Royal Canadian Signals Museum - Open daily from

8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at Vimy Barracks, 1 mile east

of Kingston on highway 2. Displays depict signal

communications "from semaphore to satellite".

No admission.

Hellevue House - Built about 1838 and the home of

Sir John A. MacDonald in 1848-49, it is restored

and furnished representing the period. Open 9

a.m. to 8 p.m. daily. No admission charge.

City Hall Tours - Tours through the newly renovated

City Hall are conducted every hour between 10

a.m. and 4 p.m. daily. No admission.

Fort Frederick Museum - The Museum of the Royal

Military (.'ollege of Canada is open to visitors

.seven days a week, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. It is located in

the Martello Tower of Fort Frederick which is

situated on Point Frederick in the grounds of

R M.C. Adults $1.(K); children 25c.

Steam Museum - The Pump House, 23 Ontario

Str(;et. The only mu.seum in the world with all

engines operating by sl(!am. Open daily from 10

a.m. to 5 p.m. Adults $I.(K). Students 50c.

Old Fort Henry - Old Fort Henry, completed in 1838

and rebuilt in 1938, is op(in daily from 9:30 a.m. to

(i:30 p.m. During July and August, the guards

perform th(! R(;treat ceremony on Wednesday and

Saturday evenings from 7:30 p.m. to ap-

proximately 9:30 p.m, Admission: adults $2.(X);

childrfm 50c,
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ITALIAN
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464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to n PM DAILY

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Skilled, Experienced

Stenos, Typists

Office Overload

844 Princess

Call 542-3790

for appointment
I

JV3UV13TH 3..3O
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A motion to censure Harold

ersaud for his conduct in

riting a letter to the editor of the

)urnal was narrowly defeated

i the AMS Summer Council last

eek.

Persaud's letter was strong

id opinionated in deploring the

lethod in which Council decided

terminate the employment of

resident Tony Wolman as the

ngle salaried executive

lember.

Marv Bloos, leading

K)kesman in favour of censuring

ersaud, asserted that it was
unparliamentary and unfair for

ersaud to have made the

[legations that he did, resulting

rumour-mongering half-

uths".

In censuring a member of

juncil, a type of probation and

arning against the practice of

uch future actions is implied. It

the strongest action council can

ike short of suspending a

lember.

Although Bloos maintained

lat each council member has the

ght to express his feelings and

pinions, he pointed out that they

ouncil downs censorship
should be vented within the walls

of the council chambers to allow

for the opportunity of response by
other members. . .He urged that

the dignity and self-respect of

council must be upheld and
phi-ases such as "naive coun-

cillors", "Council's breach of

faith" and "lynch-mob" which
appeared in Persaud's letter

served only to erode Council's

credibility.

He also outlined procedures

available to Persaud to voice his

disapproval without cir-

cumventing the parliamentary

process.

In defending his letter,

Persaud emphasized the need for

freedom of speech and the

necessity of attaining

"satisfaction of expression"
outside council if it is not

achieved at the meeting. He felt

that Bloos' motion would "inhibit

views of council outside council."

After quoting the Canadian
Bill of Rights, which guarantees

the right of every individual to

express himself freely, Persaud
deducted that "If Council were to

pass the motion they would be

discriminating against the
freedom of expression." In view
of this, Persaud felt that it was
his "moral right" to express
himself in the press. Although he
acknowledged that his letter was
indeed strong, and in some cases

incorrect, he remained adamant
in his criticism of Council's

handling of Wolman's em-
ployment.

Vice-President (University

Affairs) John Gray refuted the

charge in Persaud's letter that

the executive had initiated a

"conspiracy" to terminate
Wolman's employment. . . Gray
commented that the letter simply

represented sensationalism and a

distortion of the true facts.

A further implication of this

motion is the urgency of making
Council more aware of its role as

a governing body, according to

Vice-President (Operations)
Peter Druxerman. Pounding his

desk repeatedly, Druxerman
complained that "Council just

doesn't take itself seriously

enough in its considerations of

various motions."
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SUMMER ACCOMODATION
for students and faculty

visiting Kingston, Ontario

fully furnished sauna

cooking facilities laundry facilities

auto parking restaurant in

bicycle parking building

RATES MAY TO AUGUST
Single rooms: $60 and $65 - month

double rooms: $75 - month
weekly and other rates for groups, seminars, summer session,

convocation, conferences etc.

ELROND COLLEGE
10 minutes walk from central Queen's campus easy bus
access to St. Lawrence College 401 Princess St.,

Kingston, Ontario K7L 1B9 telephone (613) - 544-1842

tWStSit, MfTTTNt OouMCIl. U* TUe, 39iMhtfH' »s

J05r A UJARM'lOfi: THIS T>M5

wcntiSfOMAeifs
WIfNOIIT tMPtVHie

|McDonaidis

277 BATH ROAD

CITY LIGHTS

CINEMA

DUNNING HALL - QUEEN'S

TONIGHT ONLY
Orson Welles:

THE THIRD MAN
pm MON ONCLE ANTOINE

DOUBLE FEATURE $1.00

BONUCCHI
PIZZERIA

546-2050
FREE DELIVERY

50* OFF ON PICKUPS

162 DIVISION ST.

and upstairs - for guys & gals

BONUCCHI BILLIARDS

SPRING FLICS

Alec Gulness
in

classic comedy-mystery

KING HEARTS

AND CORONETS

Lorge Lecture Theatre

Admission 99^

July 10 8:00 pm

StLAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

KINGSTON
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Registration
Start of a new routine

An air of frantic activity persists over
campus as hundreds of summer school students
settle themselves into temporary residences
and prepare themselves for six weeks of con-
centrated study.

The rigors of registration, the frustration of

locating classrooms,the renewing of friendships
and learning to tolerate cafeteria food are just

a few of the experiences that summer students
will face. For many students the path is

familiar but for others, the experiences will be
new and no doubt confusing and rather
frightening.

By the end of the first week, it will be

Welcome

routine to climb out of bed for an 8 o'clock class,

the food will taste better, friendships will be
established and the first essays well under
way!

An integral part of summer school life is

socializing and relaxing from the pressure of

classes and assignments. For the students on
and off campus sporting and social activities

have been organized. It is to be hoped that all

students will find time to participate in some
aspects of summer school life.

Good luck with your courses and have a
hard working, enjoyable summer.

Report from the President

Welcome again to summer school!

The OUSSA executive have many events

planned for your entertainment. By the time

you read this article you will probably have
attended the wine and cheese party at Victoria

Hall. We hope you enjoyed yourself. Other
social events are also scheduled. There will be

a boat cruise, a beer bash, a dance and the

general meeting in August.

For those of you interested in athletic

events, there is a wide variety of sports. Soft-

ball, volleyball, basketball, and tennis will be
organized for your benefit. If you wish
unorganized sports, the pool will be available

for swimming.
Work hard, but enjoy your summer.

Gary Pettigrew

Queen's Summer School Association

Directors for 1973-74
Gary Pettigrew

Diane Siddle

Barry Boal

Karen Bradley

Les Robertson

Lee Ewles

President

1st Vice-Pres

2nd Vice-Pres

Secretary

Treasurer

Social Convenor

Alison Bell

Kathy /Vurphy

Tony Burger

Linda Chandler

/Varg Pammett

Steve Gilctirist

Social Convenor

Inter-relations

Sports

Sports

Publicity

A/VIS Rep

Minutes
QUSSA Executive N\i
by Karen Bradley,

Secretary
Time & Place: 7:30 p.m..
Department of Extension

Members Present: Les
Robertson, Lee Ewles, Karen
Bradley, Gary Pettigrew,
Barry Boal, Tony Burger,
Alison Bell, Diane Siddle, AAarg

Pammett, Linda Chandler,
Kathy AAurphy, Bob Patterson,

Ross Wardie, and AAr. Cross.

Motion No. 1: moved by Lee
Ewles, seconded by Barry Boal

that the minutes be accepted as

read. Passed.

Treasurer's Report: Present

balance of $1,631,74 and $18.54 is

our cash-on-hand.

Motion No. 2: moved by Karen
Bradley, seconded by Alison

Bell that the Treasurer's report

be passed as read. Passed.

Social Committee Report:
Wednesday, July 3 - Wine &
Cheese at 8:00 p.m. in Victoria

Hall in the Lower Hall. Wed-
nesday, July 10 - Boat Cruise.

Buses will leave the front of

Victoria Hall at 6:30 p.m.

Tickets are $2.00 and will be

sold at Ban Righ & Victoria Hall

Tuesday, July 16 - Dance at 8:00

'p.m. at Grant Hall.

Wednesday, July 31 - Annual
Meeting in the Lower Hall in

Victoria Hall. The b
meeting will be from 7

and a dance will follow.

During Intersessior

Patterson distributed a

regarding the use of th

fee which has been cc

from each student, but

there has been no decisio

how it should be spent.

Sports Report: There ha

a final confirmation of fa

and times for sports eve

the summer. They a

follows: Mondays 6:30

Mixed Volleyball in E

Gym. Tuesdays & Tho
7:00 Softball at Cent
Park. Wednesdays 6:30

Basketball in Bartlett

Tuesdays & Thursdays
dusk Tennis on the Aren.

Public Relations:

Murphy has a hand out

for distribution at Regist

New Business: Gary Pet

read a letter he receivec

Mr. Applegate, principa

McArthur via Bob Pati

requesting that Mr. Cro;

assistant principal

McArthur College be pen

to sit in on our meetings in

that communications be

the main and west campu
strengthened this summe

Sports
Anyone game for

volleyball, tennis,

Softball or

swimming?
This summer it is hoped that

as many students as possible will

come out and support the sports

program so that it will be worth
continuing next summer.

If you come out to an event

you may sign up at that time.

Mixed volleyball will be played
on Monday nights starling July

8lh, at 6:30 in Bartlett Gym in the

Sports Complex.
Softball will be mixed and

played Tuesday and Thursday
nights at 7:00 p.m. at Centennial

Public School, behind the West
Campus, We will start on
Thursday July 4th. See you there.

Tennis will be round robin

lournnment type depending on

th(? number who wish to par

ticifjeilo. Tennis will also start

Thursday night at 6:30 on the

Lower Campus.
There will be mixed

basketball in Bartlett

6:30 on Wednesday nic

enough people come out

Swimming will be possi

the following times Mom
Friday 12:00 to 1 :00 p.m

6:30 p.m. and 8:30 to 9:30

and Saturday 12:00 to 1:3(

Cruise
through
the island

Join the fun on Wedne f

July 10 on the QUSSA char

cruise of the Thousand Isl

Buses will leave VictoriJ

at 6:30 p.m. The boat will h

licensed bar and a band for

listening and dancing plef

The cost for the returi

trip and cruise is only

Tickets will be available a

Righ and McArthur on Mo
July 9 and Tuesday, Jul

during lunch and supper, a

Wallace Hall on the same
during supper only. Only

tickets will be printed, so pi

get yours early.
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I. July 1
No. 3: moved by Barry

leconded by Diane Siddle,

lAr. Cross from AAcArthur
be a special liaison

)er on our executive.

rsessi

iCOl

m
it, b(i

ideos

51

reply to Gary Pet-
's letter to the A. M.S. the
has the responsibility of

ting at least 15 constables
herei^rol our social events on

These constables will

ected and paid by the

lonol!

Ihey

I in

& 'it

dpi

irry Boal was asked to

these constables and
a list of the names and

ent each will be present
the AMS.
scussion arose regarding
.00 Student Interest fee

presently is not paid by
mmer School of English
ts.

No. 4: moved by Lee
seconded by Barry Boal
SSE students will be

moi^d the full $6.00 fee in 1975.

No. 5: moved by Les
son, seconded by Tony
that the meeting be

!be«^ed at 9:00 Passed.
meetings will be held

ys at 7:00 p.m. in . the
IcaiMHtment of Extension

ig for QSSA executive.

s all

arney
)r a pleasant evening plan
t the cocktail lounge at the
Hotel in Portsmouth,

aying now is a versatile

known as the Blarney
As you could guess by the

they are an Irish group but

J're not confined to Irish

They do excellent ren-

of the Beatle songs and
iporary rock music,

shout each set they provide
humour. Not only does the
ice enjoy the en-
iment, but they show that
njoy entertaining.

mi

lanks
Thanks to all the people

signed up during
uPP": stration to act as AMS

tables or to help out at

locial events. You will be
acted in the near future.

john Cameron
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Election

time

again
You may know WHEN to vote

in the upcoming federal election,

but WHERE to vote may be a

different matter. By now, all

those who were enumerated
should have been notified about

their district's polling station. On
July 8th, around the University

area, ballots may be cast at

Victoria School, Salvation Army
Citadel, 104 Queen's Cres.,

McGill vary-Brown Hall,
Sydenham Public School, the

Courthouse and 87 Clergy W., to

mention a few. A phone call to

any one of the campaign
headquarters will direct you to

the proper station.

unclassifieds
GREAT CANADIAN ROCK tours

present bus trips to the Canadian
National Exhibition to see The
Beach Boys and Bachman Turner
Overdrive on Aug. 28, The Guess
Who on Aug. 31 and Chicago on
Sept. 1. Call 544-9213 or 45 Division

for tickets.

FLOSSIE, meet me next Monday.
Pete.

PEN FRIENDS in Canada wanted
urgently; all ages. The Pen
Society, (W.24), Chorley, Lanes,

England.
PETE, where will I MEET YOU

NEXT Monday? Flossie.

SUMMER SCHOOL at Queen's? I

need a female roommate to share
a spacious, two-bedroom apart-

ment for July and August. You
would have your own room with an
office size desk and double bed.

The apartment is very close to bus
routes, laundromat and grocery
store and it's only S40 a month.
Please call 544-4652.

FLOSSIE, meet me at the polling

station. Pete.

WANTED 1 or 2 bedroom furnished

apartment for two girls attending

McArfhur. July to August 10.

Phone 546-5003.

WHY, Pete? Flossie.

SMALL, QUIET ONE BEDROOM
APARTMENT available July 15.

You buy the furniture, T.V., etc.

for S150. Close to the West campus
and on the bus route to the main
campus. Rent S120. Call 544-6495

after 6 p.m.
ONE GIRL is needed to share 3

bedroom apartment v/ith two
others. Close to dov/ntown and
campus. From July 1st to Aug.
31st, Rent S55. Phone 549-2090.

FLOSSIE, v/e've got to vote for Lars
Thompson, the N.D.P. candidate.

Don't forget! Pete.

DAY CARE (FOR JULY AND
AUGUSTj. Queen's grad 26, (with

7 year old ion) and 2 years day
care and nursery experience. Will

care for children in your home
(prefer mornings) or? Call Toni at

546-6504 immediately.
AND We have brand new (S25)

Slazenger tennis racket and press -

Sacrifice 117 at 546 6504.

GAY? Get together informally v/ith

other gay,, on .ind off campus.
Both men and women v/elcome.

Queen's University Homophile
Association, Phone Terry Watson

zozo

ournai
Vol 101, No '/'/

Thur-. , July 4, 1774

Oueon't Univ«r»ity

at Kinqtton, Onlarlo

ELECTION)

T»^AE AGAIW;

B rt ?e£TT>NG
To gF A
HABIT

at 547-2893, Thursday evenings
between 8 pm and 9 pm.

1ST ANNUAL FUNK CITY GARDEN
PARTY, Sat., July 6. All brothers

and sisters welcome for an
evening of Tower of Power and
The Blues. 120 Wellington
B.Y.O B. ETC.

FURNISHED ROOMS, cooking
facilities, at 319 William St. Dial

542-7942,

TWO STUDENTS looking for home for

next year near campus. Ask for

Terry Collins 544 5166.

JOB BANK helps students find

summer employment. For in-

formation regarding this service

contact Craig Brown or Sally

Caudwell at Job Bank 121 Union St.

547 5835.

MANITOU ON CFRC'S NOCTURNE
presents a two-hour special of

discotheque rock. Friday July 5th

from midnight to 2 am on CFRC,
1490 AM and 91.9 FM.

PRE-MED STUDENTS. ..planning to

study medicine in a French-
speaking country should consider
a year of study abroad at the In-

stitute for American Universities,

27 place de I'Universite, 13625 Aix-

en-Provence, France.
PRE LAW STUDENTS. ..SHOULD

CONSIDER A YEAR OF
BACKGROUND in English,
History, Government and Politics

at the British Studies Centre, 73

Castle Street, Canterbury, Kent
CT1 2QD, England.

Interim Staff: Su/.inne Sherkin, Dan McClelland, Robert Wood, Wendy
I'eynold'., Terry Collins, L.J, Gibson (please get better), Rosemary
Knight, Ann Hobin-.on, Bill for the first time, Dave Dowsett, Mo O'Connor
(our Oui'iph U, import), Dave McCallum, Keith Bourns, John Cameron,
M.irv Bloo'. ,ind Brock MacPherson,
We're glad ( ? ) to be back .ifter our short but sweet vacation. As related to

one of the pic, Hirdii' w.r. sent on a clandestine spy mission to the

women'-, w.ishroom to get D.inno a surprise. The word from the expert is

- it's good! Mo s.iid -.he'd he.ird ol green thumbs, but this was ridiculous.

Su/anne and Bob turned green at the sight. We loft it in Dan's pocket

-

one never kno//s when .in emergency might a rise I (OUCH I

)

i:

Founded In 1673 nnd publl»h«d on Tuatdayt and Fridays during the academic year by the Alma Mater Society

of Queen's University, Incorporattd, Kingston, Ontario. Founding member of Cnnadinn University Press. Editorial

'((.inions c/prc.-.-.i.d are thot* Of the editors ,ind not necettarlly thOfC of the AMS nor the University, Telephone (613)

','./ 7406 Vi '1 gnome* at the St. Lawrence Printing Co, Ltd., Prescolt, Ontario

E.P. MURPHY & SON
LTD.

Sea Food Restaurant

SPECIAL
BEAVER

and STEAKS
BEAR

70 Brock St.

548-7753

THE QUEEN'S

JOURNAL

IS GOOD FUN,

RELAXING, AND
IN NEED OF STAFF

TUESDAY EVENING

DROP IN

Summer Pub

"So I'll rac<? you

to th<* end of the

[>ond for a noontime
tool one."

Open 12 Noon • 2, Mon. to Fridoy

8 pm - 1 am Monday to Saturday

WANT TO QUIT

SMOKING?
The Psychology Department of Queen's University is con-
ducting a study In which treatment is being offered to people
who vt/ould like to quit smoking. The study will be investigating
several techniques which have recently been found to be ef-
fective.

If you are interested in participating in this treatment program
please come to Room B-6, basement of Miller Hall, between 9

a.m. -4 p.m. from Tuesday, July 2 to Saturday, July 6 for further
Information. No obligation is implied by your attendance at this

meeting.

Between 5-8 p.m. phone
Ron Peterson

542-6304

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess

St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they

have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: Bil/y/lrfams

Amateur Night every Wednesday

Queen's Students Welcome

In Our Lounge
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It's a dog's world
One health conscious fellow is seen taking

advantage of the newly introduced vending
machines in the washrooms around the Union.

Our willing patron seems to have only one
problem, however, and that is that he can't

seem to scrape together the fifty cents

required to make a purchase. Such is life, his

intentions were admirable in any event.

AMS President Tony Wolman brought the

introduction of the vending machines to Outer

Council's attention in his report at a recent

Council meeting.

Folk music at Memorial

University: ^^a newfy joke
f #

ST. JOHNS (CUP) -

Memorial University's Faculty

of Arts will be offering two

courses in the History of Music
during the 1974-75 academic year.

The courses will be the first step

towards establishing a Depart-

ment of Music, perhaps as early

as 1976.

Memorial President Morgan
hopes the university will even-

tually have a full-fledged school

of fine arts but with the financial

situation being what it is this is a

long way off, he said.

The main purpose of the

school of fine arts would be to

preserve the province's rich

cultural heritage, said Morgan, a

heritage which is being "steadily

sapped by the pervasive in-

fluence of North American
values."

Consequently, he said, any

music department at Memorial

would have to pay a lot of at-

tention to traditional Newfoun-

dland folk music or it would be

failing to fulfill its main purpose.

Morgan said at least 20

qualified professional musicians

have expressed^ interest in

working at Memorial and he

expects finding staff won't be

much of a problem.

However, there is one

problem in this regard; only one

of the people who have expressed

interest is a Newfoundlander and

of the three musicians on staff

none are particularily interested

in folk music. So while the aim of

the university to provide in-

struction in Newfoundland folk

music is admirable, getting

someone qualified to do the job

or-

An
im-

could be tough.

"We hope to establish a

liaison with most of the musical

institutions in existence in the

province, such as bands,

chestras and glee clubs,

emphasis on. folk music is

portant in establishing links with

the community because folk

music is the most accessible to

the people."

Too much emphasis on the

traditional classical music, he
hinted, might make the depart-

ment irrelevant to many
Newfoundlanders.

It will be some time before it

"is known with any certainty

whether a music department will

be set up but the success or lack

of it in the two new courses will

determine the future of any
music department.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
DEANSHIP OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

Principal John J. Deutscli announces tliat the membership of the
Advisory Committee on the Deanship of Arts and Science is as follows:

Dr. J. R. Allen, Chairman, Division IV, Graduate School
Dr. M. L. Bowman, Assistant Professor, Psychology
Mr. Craig

,
Brown, former Vice-President, Arts and Science Un-

dergraduate Society

Professor A. R. C. Duncan, Professor, Philosophy
Dr. W. C. Ferguson, Associate Professor, English
Dr. R. D. Fraser, Associate Professor, Economics
Miss Sue Harper, President, Arts and Science Undergraduate Society

Dr. J. D. Hatcher, Professor, Physiology

Dr. C. N. Kerr, Chairman, Faculty Board, Applied Science
Mr. John Ronson, Vice-President, Arts and Science Undergraduate
Society

Dr. B. N. Smallman, Professor, Biology

Dr. P. D. Taylor, Assistant Professor, Mathematics
Dr. R. L. Watts, Principal-elect (Chairman)

The committee has begun to meet.

The committee will continue to accept comments or written sub-

missions from members of the University community concerning the

present administration and future development of the Faculty, and
possible candidates for the Deanship. Written replies should be sent to the

Chairman in care of the Principal's Office at the very latest by the end of

June and should indicate whether the comments may be shown in con-

fidence to the members of the Advisory Committee.

GAY?
Queen's University

Homophile Association

Phone Terry Watson 547-2893

Thursdays, 8 pm - 9pm

3tM>IM

ISN'T IT ABOUT TIME YOU HAD A

MAN TO MAN TALK WITH YOUR JEWELER?

So you're thinking about getting engaged.

It's high time you had a heart to heart with your

jeweler. To learn the facts of life about

diamonds. We'll set you straight on carat weight,

clarity, color, cut and value. You'll find it

very interesting. And be more enlightened and

ready to wed.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

^68 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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World

Juan Peron dead
Brunos Aires: Juan Peron, who
regained the presidency of

Argentina after an 18-year exile,

died this week at the age of 78.

His wife, Maria Estela, who was
sworn in as interim president on

Saturday at her husband's
request, said his condition had
deteriorated yesterday morning
after he suffered a heart stop-

page which doctors had fought to

bring under control. She ap-

pealed for friends and opponents

to "put aside personal passion

following the death of this great

apostle of peace and non-
violence." It has been learned

that violent confrontations may
now break out between the two

large Peronist groups in

Argentina.

Moscow: Russian security police

have dealt a final blow to a

seminar which had been planned

at the apartment of physicist

Alexander Voronel so that

western scientists and their

Soviet Jewish colleagues could

exchange information. In May it

was announced that the

Westerners would not be ad-

mitted to the country. Last month
Mr. Vornel was arrested, while

many others were placed in

detention. It is believed that

Soviet authorities wish to quell

any possible Jewish demon-
strations during U.S. President

Nixon's visit to Russia.

When major U.S. television

networks attempted to report of

this incident and others in

Moscow during Nixons stay, they

discovered how Soviet organs
control the news. Each network
had the plug pulled on them by
security police for alleged anti-

Soviet reporting. F"'or the

duration of Nixon's stay all

reporters and correspondents
will remain under strict cen-

sorship.

Atlanta: Marcus Wayne
Chenault, a 23 year old black, was
charged this week with murder in

the slaying of Mrs. Martin Luther
King Sr. and one other person.

Chinault said at the court hearing

that his God had "sent me on a

purpose and its partly ac-

complished." He admitted
carrying two pistols into the

church on Sunday where Mrs.
King and a deacon were slain and
said in court, "I assume that I

shot someone." Civil rights

leaders Ralph Abemathy and
Jesse Jackson said they believed

the shooting may be part of a

conspiracy while authorities

claimed they found no evidence

of a plot.

Ankara : Turkey has lifted its ban
on the opium poppy, once the

main source of illegal heroin in

the United States. It was an-

nounced that a resumption in

private poppy cultivation will be

permitted, but under strict

controls. In Washington, an of-

ficial said that the lifting of the

ban might force Congress to cut

off all U.S. aid to Turkey as well

as that pledged to Turkish far-

mers after 1972.

Canada:

Dancer Defects
Toronto: Soviet ballet star

Mikhail Barichnikov defected

after dancing the role of Don
Quixote with the Bolshoi ballet at

O'Keefe centre Saturday night.

The twenty-six year old

performer was scheduled to

appear at an Immigration
Ministry hearing in Toronto
Tuesday to request landed im-

migrant status.

External Affairs Minister

Mitchell Sharp said in a radio

interview he expected

Barichnikov's request for asylum

in Canada would receive a

"sympathetic hearing".

"We'd be delighted if he

decided to join our troup and not

too surprised," commented
David Maker, artistic director of

the Canadian ballet company.
Barichnikov joins Rudolf

Nureyev and Natalia Makarova
as celebrated defectors from the

Kirov.

ll;imilton: \jii\H)r minister John

Munro admitted yesterday that

he u.sed fx>l\{u:n\ influence to win

fedc:ra] apfxjinlmenls for his

supfXjrters but said it was not

wrong to favor a [xjlitical sup-

fx^rter over .wmeone elHC if the

two have equal ability. Munro
denied reports that he may quit

his campaign over the issue.

However it seems his chances for

re-election have suffered since

the issue was leaked to the press.

In defending himself Munro
stated he had long felt the

Hamilton area was not

represented sufficiently on
federal bodies.

Ottawa: A smear campaign
linking Prime Ministe Pierre

Trudeau to Satan, communism
and assorted evils may be

receiving covert support from
.some political opponents. One
flysheet being distributed in

Quebec and other parts of

Canada says "When Trudeau is

at the helm, Satan is ruling."

Next Monday is election day,

exercise your right to vote

whether it be for Satan or the

other guy.

Thou^^ht for the day: According

to statistics prepar(?d by the

Traffi<; Injury R(!search Foun-

dation in Otiawa, 50 p(?rcent of all

driv«;rs in Ontario in 1!>72 had

f>OKitivt; blood alcohol r<'adings in

fx»st-mortem tests

A Strong And
Independent

Canada
Flora MacDonald, Progressive Conservative candidate for Kingston and the Islands,

says Canada is different from other industrial countries. Canada is different l>ecause it

has the ability to produce all of its own energy, nearly all of its essential f<K>d

requirements, and most of the raw materials it needs for a strong industrial economy.

That's why Canada doesn't have to suffer the kind of inflation that other industrial

countries are suffering.

The central goal of the Progressive Conservative policy is long term price stability

with full employment. To achieve this goal Canadians must have effective control over Us

economy. A Progressive Conservative government therefore will:

1. Use a system of incentives to establish Canadian ownership of at least 50 per cent

of the non-renewable resource industries in Canada and the secure Canadian ownership of

at least one major multi-national producer in every important sector of our economy.

2. Convene an international conference to establish international agreements for the

regulation of the activities of multi-national corporations.

3. Provide government assistance for the development of a strong independent

Canadian technology.

INSERTED BY PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE
FOR KINGSTON AND THE ISLANDS

Tin Can Moose
Designs

b ac kp age
i# ^



Flora enjoys victory....

-bourns

servative Member of Parliament for Kingston and the

Islands. Despite a national swing in favour of a Liberal

A bubbling Flora MacDonald chats with a local radio majority government, MacDonald held her seat by a

reporter after her re-election as the Progressive Con- strong margin.

@Ueen's

lourna
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Flora:

A potential

Tory leader?
Amid speculation that Progressive

Conservative leader Robert Stanfield

will resign there is high feeling in

Kingston that Flora MacDonald, the MP
for Kingston and the Islands, will

become the next party leader. Although
MacDonald is not making comment, her

close associates are less cautious.

Associate Prt)fessor of Political Studies

at Queen's University, George Perlin

has stated that Stanfield considered
resigning as party leader in 1970 and his

party's massive defeat in Monday's
election may cause him to reconsider his

leadership in the best interest of the

Conservative Party.

MacDonald is clearly in a leadership

position. MLA for Kingston and the

Islands, Syl Apps says of MacDonald:
"one of the most capable persons I've

ever met and one of the best politicians"

.

Because she is the only woman in the

conservative caucus, MacDonald feels

that she will be expected to do a lot of

work rebuilding and strengthing the

party on a national level. She does,

however, state that because of the

changing role of women in politics, a

woman running for party leadership in

Canada within the next ten years is

entirely possible.

MacDonald's supporters were
relatively quiet because of the numerous
defeats her party suffered throughout

the country, but were exultant over their

candidate's easy victory. Her margin of

victory narrowed considerably. She had
predicted this largely on the basis that

the 7000 students who voted in the Oc-

tober 1972 elections had, for the most
part, gone home for the summer
holidays. Despite her predictions of a

decreased plurality, the 48 year old

Flora MacDonald had no thoughts of

loosing the election.

The novelty of her first election had
worn off, both for her and for her con-

stituents. She was prompted to remark;
"Now I believe people have come to

accept me. I'm not unusual anymore.
I'm just Flora." Her re-election cam-
paign was much more intense, more
professional. She elicited more personal
response from the electorate which she
hopes to maintain through the con-
stituency office, her open-line show and
through an increase in meetings with
citizen groups.
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|ohn Cameron

This Week
Thursday, July 11 - City Lights Cinema presents a

double feature at Dunning Hall. At 7:00 p.m. The
Rape of a Sweet Young Girl; at 9:00 p.m. The
Trail. Admission $1.00.

Thursday, .July II - Brown Bag Lunch at 12:30 p.m.

in the Art Centre. You are invited to bring your
lunch and join Kim Ondaatje, organizer of the

exhibition "Tradition Plus One" for an informal

discussion centred on the art of quilt-making.

Coffee will be served.

inday, July 14 - Canadian Aid Programmes - The
Recipients Viewpoint - The St. Thomas More
Parish subcommittee of the Canadian Coalition

for Development and Peace will be sponsoring an
informal panel discussion on aid programmes to

developing countries. This will be held at

Newman House, 164 University Avenue at 8:30

p.m. Panelists will include visitors from three

developing countries, Dr. Abhai Mansingh from
India, Mr. Bashir Borodo from Nigeria, Mr.
Bernard Dasah from Ghana. The visitors will

describe the effects of current aid programmes in

their countries and answer questions about the

most useful forms for Canadian aid and
development assistance.

Sunday, July 14 - Drum corps from all over Ontario

will be presenting The Parade of Drums at

George Richardson Stadium at 1:00 p.m.
Wednesday, July 17 - At 8:00 p.m. will be a film and
discussion on birth control and V.D. at the

Women's Centre, 110 Queen St. All women are

welcome.
Wednesday, July 17 - City Lights Cinema presents

End of Summer, a Japanese film by Ozo at 7:00

p.m. At 9:00 p.m. it's We're No Angels with

Humphrey Bogart. Double feature admission

$1.00.

Later This Month
.-Xgnes F^therington Workshop - A basic course in

block printing will be held July 22-26 and July 29-

August 2, 9:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon. The instructor

will be Carolyn Pickering, a graduate of the

Textile and Fa.shion Department of the Man-
chester College of Art. Registration at the Art

Centre - final date July 1.5. Fees: Gallery

A.ssociation members .$2.5 - non-members $30.

Au{(ust 7 - A one-day bus tour to the First World
Craft P^xhibition at the Ontario Science Centre,

and a visit to Crafts from Arctic Canada at the

Toronto Dominion Tower. For Gallery
A8S(x;iation Members and friends, leaving at 8:30

a.m. f>).st $12. For reservations call .Sargit

Warrincr .544-5103 or Thais Donald 549-0758.

Around Kingston
KMM) Island 'I'ourH The cruise from Kingston is the

most complete tour of the HXK) Islands. It is a WJ-

mile tour 'approximately 4 hours) taking in such

interesting sights as the million dollar Uoldt

Ca«tle, the shortest IntfTnational Hridge in the

world, the I/OKt f-Tiannel, I)f;virs Oven and many
other faw:inating sigfits Dork 5 rriil<;s east of

KingsUjn on Highway 2, Kingston Kxcursions

Limited

lloi-key'H Home Int»:rrialional Hockey Hall of

Fame Open during .Jiily and August from 2:(X)

p.m. to 5:W p.m. and 7 (X) p m to 9:(K) p.m. daily

at the Kingston Oirnrnunity Memorial Centre,

corner of York and Division Streets. Trophies,

'•quipmcnt, honor roll. Admission: Adults 50c,

children 25c,

Fort Ki «'<l< rick Museum The Museum of the R<jyal

Military College of Canada is open to visitors

seven days a week, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. It is located in

the Martello Tower of Fort Frederick which is

situated on Point Frederick in the grounds of

R.M.C. Adults $1.00; children 25c.

Old Fort Henry - Old Fort Henry, completed in 1838

and rebuilt in 1938, is open daily from 9:30 a.m. to

6:30 p.m. during July and August. The guards
perform the Retreat Ceremony on Wednesday
and Saturday evenings from 7:30 p.m. to ap-

proximately 9:30 p.m. Admission: adults $2.00;

children 50c.

Golf Clubs

Glen Lawrence Golf Club - 6 miles east of Kingston

on Highway 2 - 18 holes - modern clubhouse -

dining room - LCBO licence - sauna - swimming
pool. Visitors welcome. Weekdays $4.00,

weekends and holidays $5.00 daily. Cart and club

rentals available.

Cataraqui Golf and Country Club - King Street West
- Weekdays and Sundays after 1:00 p.m. Green
fees are $7.50 on weekdays, $10.00 on Sundays and
holidays. Cart and club rentals available.

Amherstview Golf and Country Club - 10 miles west

of Kingston on Highway 33. Weekdays $4.00,

weekends and holidays $5.00.

Kingston Fairways - A par 3, nine-hole course is

open at Kingston Fairways. Weekdays - $1.50 for 9

holes, $2.50 for 18 holes.

— Pubs and Theatres

—

4()l Inn - Ray Smith
Manor - Robbie Lane
Frontenac-Muldoon's - Tinker's Dam
Commodore - Special Blend

Odeon - For Pete's Sake starts Friday
Hyland - Black Windmill starts Friday
Capitol 1 - Duddy Kravitz

Capitol 2 - The Exorcist

St. Lawrence Summer Playhouse - Performances
are held nightly, except Sunday, at 8:30 p.m. The
theatre is located in City Park across from the

Court House. Tickets are available in the box
office $2.00, $2.25, $2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $3.25. Phone
542-9938. "Love Rides the Rails" is being

presented until July 13. "Norman is That You?"
runs from July 15 to July 27.

Queen's Department of Drama presents HAROLD
PINTER: TWO PLAYS "Landscape" and "The
Ijover". Performances are in Convocation Hall

Tuesday July 16, Wednesday July 17 and Thur-

sday July 18. Tickets are available in the

basement of the Old Arts Building (Drama Dept.)

Telephone .547-6291 . Curtain time is 8:00 p.m. and
a silver collection will be taken.

Outlook House

needs you
Surnnicr school slud(;nLs and anyone else in

the K infusion vicinily are urf^cul to participate

fand hav(! lun) in (Uim\) Oullook'.s Outlook

House. I'l(!ase contact Linda LeSueur at .'j44-

:{41K or at ijlfi William St.

VAN BOOKS LTD.

282 Princess St.

KINGSTON 542-6676

ADULT BOOKS - MAGAZINES
FILMS- 8 TRACK STEREO TAPES
COMICAL CARDS - ACCESSORIES
60 DIFFERENT "SEX-TO-SEXTY" JOKE
MAGAZINES, NO JOKES REPEATED

MON.— FRI.
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

STORE HOURS
9.30 am - 10 pm
9.30 am 9 pm

12.00 9 pm

VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S

DOUBLE FEATURE $1.00

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess
St. Is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for ttieir Parents or
friends during the 73-74 term when they
have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT i

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: Special Blend

Amateur Night every Wednesday

Queen's Students Welcome
In Our Lounge
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prmg/summer and fall terms

"^radically differ in enrolment trends
By Norm Maynard

It would appear that there is

radical difference in the

enrollment trends of spring-

summer and fall term ad-

missions. Who the students are in

both cases, their respective

loals, and deliberate university

and governmental policy have all

contributed towards a decline in

spring-summer enrollments and
'i rising clamour for entrance into

ueen's for the fall term. In-

ation has also contributed to the

aforementioned decline.

In 1971 the Department of

Extension had 2,646 students

enrolled in the summer program.
With the introduction of the In-

ersession Experiment in 1972 the

otal number of students in-

reased to 3,311. 740 of these

:ame to the spring courses

eaving a drop in summer
tudents, only 2,571. 1973 saw a

arge drop in summer students,

own to 2,229 while spring

nrollment increased only

lightly, 861, to total 3,089. This

rend is expected to continue

ccording to Larry Orton,

ssistant to the Director of

xtension, as primary school

achers, whom he estimates

omprise 60 percent of the spring-

Isummer student body, study

[towards their general B.A.'s.

Many of these students have
Ibeen compelled by Board of

ducation policies to seek such

Upgrading, Mr. Orton remarked.

The remaining 40 percent, mostly
businessmen, nurses and some
teachers, are also here because
they seek to "improve, their

education". A student body of

this type, is estimated by Mr
Orton to be 70 percent over 30

years of age and 30 percent over

40; they rely less^ on govern-

mental assistance than on their

own salaries. They are, un-

[derstandably, feeling the bite of

nflation.

A further reason accounting

or fewer faces on campus bet-

ween April and August is the

establishment of Extension
Services in Belleville. 130

Students attend Sociology 122 and
Psychology 231. Another such

unclassifieds
NEED HELP MOVING? Have truck

will travel. 544-8677, ask for Tom.
GAY? Social gatherings, discussion

groups, phone counselling for gays
by and with gays. Men and women
welcome. Write Queen's
University Homophile
Association, c-o Terry Watson,
Victoria Hall, Queen's. Or phone
547-2893, Thursdays 8 pm-9 pm.

SUMMER STUDENTS - Quaint
Kingston-type one bedroom apt.

for rent July and August. 139 Union
No. 1 - you can't get closer. Place
your bid - phone 549-2227 anytime
or 549-2651.

LOOKING FOR SOMEWHERE TO
LIVE IN SEPTEMBER? EIrond
College still has some 2 bedroom
apartments for September
leasing. All apts with view and
balcony. New building 10 minutes
walk from Queen's Campus.
Phone 544-1842 or visit 401 Princess

St. Kingston.

SUMMER ACCOMMODATION
JULY AND AUGUST - Single

rooms $60, double rooms $75 New
building, fully furnished, cooking

facilities, parking, laundry
facilities, restaurent in building.

Phone EIrond College 544-1842 or

visit 401 Princess St. Kingston. 10

minutes walk from Queen's
Campus. —

experiment is in the offing for

Brockville. To understand the

implications of this, it should be

remembered that approximately

89 percent of our students during

these months come from within

200 miles of Kingston.

It will be a totally different

story for fall admissions. A
younger student body showing
less interest in the Arts and
Humanities, and more in

vocational studies such as Life

Sciences^, Commerce,
Engineering and Occupational

Therapy will appear this fall

according to Registrar Leech.

The Registrar foresees no

problem filling Queen's quotas

and in fact contends more people

will be refused entrance.

This is due to the university's

policy adopted in 1970 calling for

limited growth and the creation

of a "stable state" university of

10,000 until 1980. This plan an-

ticipates 1,450 Artsci freshmen
and 360 new "plumbers" for the

fall. Provincial governments
have been discouraging in-

stitutions away from this

province. It would then seem
reasonable to expect to see fewer
students from outside Ontario
attending Queen's. Freshmen
will need better marks for en-

trance however not because
"standards" have been set

higher, but simply because more
applications are expected.

Trends for the future? Mr.
Orton mentioned^ that more
regular students are now at-

tending spring-summer courses,

and that possibly this program
will be extended in future.

Comp-share:

An electronic
love affair

by William O'Farrell

In August, Carleton
University and the University of

Ottawa will begin sharing their

computer facilities with Queen's,

signalling the start of a new era

of electronic co-operation. The
method of communication to be

used, called Dataroute, is a

recent development of Bell

Canada, but the idea of long

distance digital intercourse is as

old as computing.

Historically, the cost of

transmission has been lower than

that of purchasing computer
hardware, especially for in-

frequent users. However this new
computer to computer connection

(not the usual user to computer
hookup) is really a joining of four

big machines to make one
electronic Super-Centre.

Within the last year, hordes

of low-cost calculators have
flooded the market, clearly

illustrating how the cost of

computing hardware is dropping.

This, part and parcel with the

increased demand for computing
power, has made it economically

feasible for individual University

departments to purchase minis,

thus trading a timed based cost

(about $1.50 a minute on the

B6700), for one moderate
overhead cost. With this in mind,

why should any forward-thinking

administration go for cen-

tralization.

In an interview with the

Journal last week, " Associate

Director of the Queen's Com-
puting Centre, Len Graham
explained the underlying
motivation. He said that the

biggest factor in the quality of a

computing facility is not the

hardware, but the people behind
it. Instead of "one guy running a

mini", the large centre can offer

a team of specialists who know
how to get the most out of a

system. Mr. Graham, for one,

feels that the qualitj of the ad-

ministration possible with pooled

resources will result in more and
better services being offered,

than would ever be possible with

the mini revolution.

Whether or not Comp-Share
will actually reduce the cost of

computing at Queen's is a matter
for speculation. Any short term
decrease (or increase) in com-
puting cost may be difficult to

judge, as no intermural exchange
of money, either real or on paper,

is planned for this project. In

fact, money may be a secondary

factor in the initial stages of the

project.

Comp-Share will probably

have little effect on most of our

lives. However, this venture may
foreshadow the day when we will

all, have access to a massive
international computer centre for

the storage and retrieval of in-

formation; a system that will

make books and libraries ob-

solete.

Queens
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J Queen's University

at Kingston, Ontario

Interim staff: Suzanne, Danny, ol'

burnt Robert Wood, Wendy Reynolds,
Ann Robertson, Laurel J., Lois
Malcolm, Rosemary Knight, Bill

O'Farrel, Norm Maynard, Barbara
who iust came in today, Chris Boon,
and Brock MacPherson (who is a life-

saver), Keith Bourns.

As most of the Journal- peeps iust

returned from a weekend of camping,
lechery and general debauchery, they

were able Jo compare sunburns and
see whose nose was peeling the most.

Bob's chest looks fine. He's also set

Gib up in business so now you know
where to go. All in all, a night to go
down in the annals of recorded
Journal history the wet weather
must be conducive to diligent work.
Can all this production be believed?

Queen's oftRMfl dept. presents

JULY \k-a-\%
TICKETS 5

DftHMp oepT,
5M7-(>29I -

HAROLD
PINTER

TUO PLRYS

LRNDSCRPE
THE LOVER

BONUCCHI
PIZZERIA

546-2050
FREE DELIVERY

50* OFF ON PICKUPS

162 DIVISION ST.

and upstairs - for guys & gals

,

BONUCCHI BILLIARDS

AMS
SUMMER COUNCIL

MEETING
Thursday, July 1 1,1974

7:30 pm
McLaughlin Room
Students' Union

SPRING FLICS

Chaplin, Keaton,

Laurel & Hardy

in

WHEN COMEDY
WAS KING

Large Lecture Theatre

Admission 99*"

July 70 8:00 pm

KINGSTON

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
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QUASSA

Your exec
discusses

activities,

elections
by Karen Bradley

Time & Place: 7:00 p.m. Department of

Extension

Members Present: Steve GilcKrist, Les
Robertson, Diane Siddle, Karen Bradley,
Kathy AAurphy, Mr. Cross, Allison Bell, Barry
Boal, Marg Pammett, Lee Ewles, Ross
Wardle, Gary Pettigrew, Doug Shawn, Tony
Wolman, John Gray and Gaye Clemson.
Motion No. 1: moved by Diane Siddle,

seconded by Barry Boal, that the minutes be
accepted as read. Passed.

Treasurer's Report: Present balance is

S615.79.

Motion No. 2: moved by Steve Gilchrist,

seconded by Marg Pammett that the

Treasurer's report be accepted as read.

Passed.

Social Committee: Lee Ewles reported that

there were only 60 ot the 300 Boat Cruise
tickets were left after just one day of sales.

The next event will be a PUB NIGHTat Grant
Hall on Tuesday July 16.

Journal: Barry Boal reported that it would
costQUSSA S700 to publish their section in the

Journal for the summer.
Motion No. 3: moved by Les Robertson
seconded by Allison Bell that the QUSSA pay
the Journal. Passed.

Motion No. 4: moved by Lee Ewles, seconded
by Allison Bell that we sell associate-

Volume 2, Number 2, Thursday, July 11, 1974

.
.QUASSA is published by the Queen's University Summer School Association and is

independent of the Queen's Journal and the Alma Mater Society.

Editor: Barry Boal

membership cards for a fee of $1.90 rather
than $3.00 subject to ratification of our con-
stitution at the Annual Meeting. Passed.
New Business

As a result of a meeting with the A. M.S.
Ross Wardle, Gary Pettigrew and Barry Boal
it was decided that -

1. the QUSSA would complete Activity
Forms for all events to be on campus and
2. all constables will be under the direction
of the Chief Constable, Bob Merrifield.

Barry Boal read the minutes of a sub-
sequent meeting with the A. M.S. and these
will be published in the Journal.

Discussion arose as a result of a request
submitted by "City Lights Cinema"
requesting the QSSA's support in their un-
dertaking of presenting films Wednesday &
Thursday evenings at Dunning Hall.

It was decided that QSSA has no objection
to this group showing these films but will not
be liable for any monetary losses suffered.

Also they are to be advised that they should
not advertise under our name.

Mrs. Rogers from the S.S.E. asked for

permission to attend the last two meetings.
Motion No.. 5: moved by Barry boal,

seconded by Kathy Murphy that we hold our
regular meetings at 4 p.m. on Mondays.
Passed.

Motion No. 6: moved by Barry Boal, seconded
by Doug Shawn that an article be published in

the Journal informing the students of the
various positions on the QSSA executive and
providing an opportunity for those interested
in serving on the executive next year to

submit their names to Lee Ewles. Passed.
A discussion evolved regarding McAr-

thur's identity with main campus and it was
suggested that perhaps there could be more
advertisements in the Journal of west campus
activities e.g. PUB NIGHT.
Motion No. 7: moved by Karen Bradley,
seconded by Lee Ewles, that the meeting be
adjourned at 8:30 p.m. Passed.

and
iiason
witti tlie

AMS
Date: Sunday, July 7, 7:30 p.m.

Members Present: Ian Nordheimer, Internal

Affairs, A. M.S.; John Gray, Vice President

A. M.S.; Tony Wotman, President, A. M.S.;

Gary Pettigrew, President, QUSSA; Barry
Boal, 2nd Vice-President, QUSSA.

The meeting was an informal one to

improve communications between the A. M.S.

and QUSSA. There were three areas of

discussion:

1) A. M.S. constables.

2) Student Activity Sheets.

3) Funding of Student Activities.

1) A. M.S. Constables: It was explained to

QUASSA that all events having more than 25

people must have A. M.S. constables. It was
agreed that these constables would be chosen

by Bob Merrifield, Chief Constable, from a list

of twelve summer school students provided by

QUSSA. All constables would follow the rules

as outlined by the A. M.S. A. M.S. constables

shall

(a)

fb)

ident

(c)

and f

(d)

Inter

condi

their

funct

who i

unbet
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I

Take
a

Break!
WEDNESDAY, JULY 15,8:00 P.M.

Take a break from your studies! Come to

Grant Hall and have a beer. Taped music will be
provided if you care to dance. All Queen's
Summer School Students, Students of the School

of Enqlish, and students of McArthur will be

admitted by showing their student cards.

Everyone gets the first beer FREE!

II

Notice from the
Department
of Extension

Those students who did NOT confirm their

registration last July 2nd, PLEASE make sure

you go to the Department of Extension, Room
B103, Mackintosh-Corry Hall to confirm as soon

as possible.

If you have dropped a course, you MUST
make out a CHANGE FORM also at the

Department of Extension. Tuesday,.

Watsoi
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Sports
Volleyball best

The sports programme
started off slowly as far as the

number of participants went.

Volleyball had the biggest tur-

nout with approximately 35

people attending. Due to a poor

showing of people on the tennis

courts, we have decided to just

leave the courts booked so those

wanting to play may use the

facilities. Even if you don't have,
a partner come out. I'm sure
there are others in the same
position as you.

Due to a slight mix up in the
time schedule '•oftball appeared
to have aroused little interest but

Wanted

as it turned out there were some
enthusiastic souls. So come out

this Tuesday & Thursday to play.

If enough people show a desire to

play teams will be chosen and
games held every Tuesday &
Thursday night. If not I'm afraid

Softball will have struck out for

the summer.
It is only through your

participation and enthusiasm
that the sports programme can
be a success. Do try to come to

these events, I am positive you
will not find the time spent

wasted.

Executive for '75 needed
Ambitious, intelligent, in-

dustrious person willing to donate

a few hours a week for the benefit

of all summer school students.

The QUSSA executive needs

new people. Each year, at a

general meeting, every member
of summer school has the chance
to votejor the candidate of his

choice.

The elected positions include

President - the overseer of

the association,

. 1st Vice President - help with

activities, preside over meetings

in the president's absence
2nd Vice President - editor of

QUASSA
Two Social Convenors - to run

social events

Two Sports Convenors - to

organize sports

Secretary - to take minutes
Treasurer - to look after the

books
Inter-relations - to inform the

student body of executive
decisions

Publicity posters for

various events

AAcArthur Representative - to

act as a liaison between McAr-
thur and Queen's

Member of the Faculty
Board to attend Friday
meetings through-out the year
with the Faculty Board to ex-

press the ideas of summer school

students.

We would like people in-

terested in any of the above
positions to submit their names
for the nomination list.

To submit your name or to

make any inquiries about the

above positions, phone Lee Ewles
(she loves phone calls) at 544-

8505.

McArthur
Improve communication

We, at QUSSA, would like to

apologize for our poor com-
municalion with you. You
defihitely are a part of our

organization.

You are eligible to attend any

event sponsored by QUASSA. In

fact, we would like your par-

ticipation. Your representative

on our council is Doug Shone. If

you wish further information on

any of our events or if you have

any suggestions to make contact

Doug at 549-1826.

300 had great time
On Thursday, July 4th the

cafeteria at Ban Righ seemed
quite desolate at 7:30. Many
students seemed reluctant to face

a new day. The Wine and Cheese
Party had its afteraffects.

But it was worth it! Everyone
had a great time. At least 300

people turned out for the first

social event of summer school.

One hundred bottles of wine and
1000 bottles of beer were con-

sumed. Many danced, while
others spent the time talking to

old friends and meeting new
ones.

The next QUSSA event is the

Pub Night at Grant Hall on July

17. If you missed the Wine and
Cheese Party, don't miss this!

Keep those cards

and letters coming
Until this printing, there

have been no contributions

from students for

Q.U.A.S.S.A. This is your

paper. If you have a gripe, air

it here. Maybe you are a poet

and would like to see your

poems in print. Address
articles to: Barry Boal,

Editor Q.U.A.S.S.A., A. M.S.
Office, Student Memorial
Building. These letters can be
sent free of charge by
Campus Mail.

and
Coming
Thursday
thursday, july n
-Softball, Centennial Public School

-tennis, everyone welcome, Lower Campus ^nd arena
roof

-Pub Night, McArthur, West Campus
-Queen's Pub
-Swimming, Bartlett Gym, 12.00 to TOO p.m., 5.30 to

6.30 p.m., 8.30 to 9.30 p.m.

Friday
friday, |uly 12

-Queen's Pub. Students Memorial Union
-Swimming, Barlett Gym, 12.00 to 1 .00 p.m., 5.30 to 6.30

p.m., 8.30 to 9.30 p.m.

Saturday
Saturday, july 13

-Queen's Pub. - Student Memorial Union
-Swimming, Bartlett Gym, 12.00 - 1.30 p.m.

Monday
monday, july 15

-Mixed Volleyball. Bartlett Gym 6.30 p.m.
-Queen's Pub. - Student Memorial Union
-Swimming, Bartlett Gym, 12.00 to 1.00 p.m., 5.30 to

6.30 p.m., 8.30 to 9.30 p.m.

Tuesday
tuesday, july 16

-Pub Night, McArthur, West Campus
Queen's Pub - Student Memorial Union
-Tennis; Lower Campus and arena roof

-Softball, Centennial Public School

-Swimming, Bartlett Gym, 12.00 to 1.00 p.m., 5.30 to

6.30 p.m., 8.30 to 9.30 p.m.

Wednesday
Wednesday, july 17

-Pub Night, Grant Hall

-Mixed basketball, Bartlett Gym, 6.30 p.m.

-Swimming, Bartlett Gym, 12.00 to 1.00 p.m., 5.30 to

6.30 p.m., 8.30 to 9.30 p.m.
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Tent melodrama long, but never drags
by Sandy Naiman

Love Rides the Kails playing

now at the Tent Theatre is very

funny, never boring, but very

long. Despite its length it has

/
some excellent comic acting and
Alan Argue's direction, which
triumphs on its detail, makes it a

worthwhile venture if corny,

melodramatic entertainment is

what you relish.

Normally I don't relish this

sort of entertainment, Often I

find such stuff saccharine rather

than sweet and titilating rather

While working as a waiter at a Laurentian summter resort, Duddy Kravitz (Richard Dreyfuss) is

offered a $100 tip by the wealthy Mr. Farber (Joe Silver) on the condition he receives excellent ser-

vice. - - -

Duddy Kraviti loses in transition
Duddy Kravitz left me cold.

It left me cold because in this

case I think the old problem of

putting a good novel onto the

screen has not resulted in as good
a film as the book warrants.

Obviously Director Ted
Kotcheff has had to trim and
condense his material
significantly to get it into a two
hour slot and with the con-

densation we get characters
which are .shallower than those

we remember from Mordecai
Kichler's 1959 cla.ssic about a

brash and often insensitive young
Jewish bfjy from the St. Urbain
.Street district of Montreal.

The film is slick but
peripheral, bittersweet but
uninvolving. It has loads of

laughs, but they have no lasting

value. The tears are superficial,

the pathos trumped up and the

resultant tone distant and without

bite.

What happened to Duddy.
Kichler's novel has lost its

t^ffriiune humour in the journey
from print to Sfjreen, Certainly

there is humour in the film, but it

»<;ems ho slr;jjn»;d, like watching
a comedian laugh at his own
mediocre jokes.

Despite Kotcheff's genuine

Montreal and St Agalhe land

»^:apes Duddy !im;jf:k,s of the

current HollywofKi pre'K:cupation

with nosUilgia, sepia stained

frames and brash amoral anti-

hcrf;«, 'I?ie saviour of this film is

its star, Uichard Dreyfuss, who
plays Duddy with all his

memorable idiosyncracies, his

»<,ratching, his hysterical laugh,

hi'; ex'<:,:, energy, his

ihoughtlessness

Brian West's camera work is ,

technically sound and his diverse

transitional techniques are

rather interesting. The 1948 at-

mosphere is immaculately
recreated from antique cars to

soft worn looking interiors.

The acting, aside from
Dreyfuss' excellent portrayal, is

mediocre, but then the film

belongs to Duddy. Jack Warden,
a veteran actor plays Max
Kravitz with all his boorish, in-

sen.sitive charm and Micheline

Lanctot as Duddy's shiksa girl

friend is almost too sweet, too

angelic.

Nevertheless, Duddy is worth
.seeing. It is funny at times, even
though the ending is frightening,

as is Kichler's original. It has
swept the country by storm and
has been lx)Ught by Paramount
for distribtuion in the U.S. where
it opens at the end of this month.

It is also another of a series of

shots in the arm of the Canadian
feature film industry and
Ixicause of this film's strangely

universal quality, it will probably

be remembered by many for a

longtime. It has a very clean and
professional feel alxjut it and
even though the; inconsistencies

whif'h arise from trimming the

original material sometimes
make it .seem rather disjoint{;d,

in the final analysis it is probably

as go<Kl a film of 'I'lu- Ap-

prenticeship of Duddy Kravit/. as

could be madfv
Dreyfuss is the incarnation of

Kichler's fictional character and

the Montreal thai Kotcheff has

created is very much like what

Ki<hler must have rerriemb(;red

as he wrote his novel.

The Apprenticeship of Duddy
Kravitz plays this week and next

at the Capital l.

than hysterical but here the put

on is so obvious that I can't help

but enjoy it thoroughly.

There are problems though,

and major ones. Argue has taken

a melodrama by Morland Cary

and given it song. The tunes are

familiar; Second Hand Itose, I've

Got You Under My Spell and

others. He has changed some of

the lyrics which adds to the

corniness, has based the play

around Kingston, renaming the

railways the T,N,T, (Tweed,

Napanee and Tamworth Line)

and the S,0,B. (Sydenham,
Odessa and Bath Line). He has

given songs to almost every

member of the cast and this in

particular adds to the un-

necessary length of the

production.

But aside from all this the

characters, particularly the

villains, are absolutely fabulous.

Gord Love and Tim Chapman, as

Simon Darkway and Dirk Sneath

get more attention and more
laughs than any of the other cast

members. They have their

business beautifully set, each

with a distinct style. Love
has

both control and a consumate
sense of timing. Chapman is

more energetic, more stylized

and the combination makes this

devilish duo one of the most
outstanding since Fairly Scorn

and Roger Drawbridge in

Frontenac Superstar of a few

years ago.

The comparison is not

altogether useless. Love wrote

Superstar and there was the

same kind of outlancJish putting

on in it, the same kind of heavy-

handed humour. But Love Rides

is very different in its content and
in its consistency. Although it is a

put on, o/ily occasion;jlly 6t)

characters come out of the

context of the play to address the

audience. This is an excellent

device if used sparingly, as

Argue has cYumen and he confines

his audience addresses mainly to

l>ove.

There are other notable
performances; Judith Thomp-
.son's Fifi is cute although much
of her dialogue is difficult to

understand through a heavy
French accent. Her stage
business, her pfjnyish dep<;rtment

make her entrances welcomed
and charming, K/>seanna Mc-
Donald is fetching and seductive

as Carlotta Cortez, the so-called

moll of Simon, And Rosemary
Cairns as the sweet Prudence
Hopewell suits the role and sings

with a clear and resonant voice.

Decidedly though the show
belongs to the villains and even
the curtain call is stolen by Simon
Darkway and I'm glad of it.

Argue has thrown a lot of

comic business into this show and
it looks like the potpourri it is.

There is virtue, I suppose in

giving songs to all characters, to

making sure that everyone from
props mistress to stage hand has

a small role in the main
production. But in this case

Gary's play is almost enough

without the songs to give the

audience a nice dose of old

fashioned, rather mediocre
melodrama.

Nevertheless, and I am not

quite sure why. Love Rides The
Rails does not drag, has small

twists, like "The End" on the

inside of two bar maids skirts,

when the skirts are lifted, you get

the message. It is good en-

tertainment, but not good
theatre. And then again, who
really cares.

FINLAY'S
SPORT SHOP

SUMMER SPECIALS

Back Packs with Frame REG. 25 NOW 19.95

Canvas Ruck Sacks REG. 1 1 .75 NOW 9.95

Sleeping Bags REG. 20.00 NOW 14.95

Sleeping Bags REG. 25.00 NOW 17.50

Wood's Down and Feather Bags Reg. 40.00 Now 32.00

Wood's Down and Feather Bags Reg. 56.00 Now 45.00

MacGregor Tennis Racquets Reg. 25.00 Now 14.95

93 PRINCESS 548-8255
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The magical celebration

that is summer theatre
The escape to the green

world of festival — Shakespeare
talked about it in A Midsummer
Night's Dream. The escape from
the Siberian winter wonderland
of Kingston to the pleasures of the

summer is reason enough to

celebrate! But for those seeking

release from everyday realities

to more lighthearted festivities,

the magical world of the theatre

offers a delightful alternative.

Theseus, the Duke of Athens
in Shakespeare's dream-like
work, expresses the sentiment.

"Is there no play to ease the

anguish of a torturing hour?"
This would seem to be the

philosophy behind Kingston's St.

Lawrence Summer Playhouse.

As executive producer Lee
Tommarello mentioned, "The
tent's here because people want
to be entertained and that's what
they get - no psychological
studies, no sober tragedies, but

light-hearted productions for the

sheer enjoyment of it."

The tent's unique set-up is

conducive to the gaiety of the

summer atmosphere. It is the

only arena theatre under canvas

in the country. The stage is

surrounded by the audience on all

sides, and coupled with the

physical presence of the tent

itself, the effect lent to the

evening is that of a carnival, or a

circus aura. Tommarello un-

derlines this when he says that

"people enjoy the atmosphere a

tent 6ffers since it's light and
enjoyable."

The fare offered by the tent

for summer '74 reflects this. We
can imagine that Theseus may
well have been congratulating

Tommarello and crew when he
said, "this play hath well

beguiled the heavy gait of night"

after having seen any one of the

four musicals, the comedy or the

mystery play of the season. This

year it's "Love Rides the Rails",

"Norman Is That You?",
"Jacques Brel Is Alive and Well

and Living in Paris", "Sleuth"

and "Godspell" plus "Leave it to

Jane", already presented.

The first actual production

presented on the Playhouse stage

was in 1967, although in

Gananoque, not Kingston. The
company later moved here to

open for the first time in the

Limestone City in 1969. Since

then, the prestige of the company
has been building and Tom-
marello feels that "we are now
established as a permanent part

of the city".

Complaints about the tent's

prices were often heard from the

good people of Kingston in the

early days when, Tommarello
declares, the public suffered

from a case of "champagne
tastes on beer money". "We were
caught in the middle trying to do

the best job possible with a non-

professional company." Since

those times however, criticism

has lessened and the theatre has

become "a showcase for the

talent of this town".

Future plans for the tent, you

ask. Well... a new tent will

probably be purchased next year

which will have the same seating

capacity but with a walk-around

behind the seats to accommodate

actors in rainy weather. Plans for

a special program for the '76

season are underway, geared to

the Olympics in Kingston that

year and the tent's 10th an-

niversary.

Catering to the wishes of

those of the fun-seeking summer
crowd who have a more serious

bent, is the Queen's Drama
Department Summer Theatre.

With the time schedule of this

group in mind, two Pinter plays

are being produced on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday next.

Although regrettably these
cannot be held outdoors, the

atmosphere in Convocation Hall

is guaranteed to be informal and
relaxed.

The productions, "Land-
scape" and "The Lovers" are

entirely student-directed,
produced and acted in by upper
year or graduating drama
students. A third play, "Old
Times", Pinter's last fidl-length

play, is to be presented July 24 in

a summer workshop which

features 2 actors.

The students involved would
like to see niore outdoor, sum-
mery theatrical productions
integrating the weather and the

environment with the theatre.

Since live theatre in parks can be
spontaneous and ad lib to a

certain extent according to the

audience and the situation,

summer can be used to an ad-

vantage.

An experimental course.
Project 401, which runs 13 weeks
in the summer, 5 hours a day,

was introduced this year as a 3

credit course. As an exploration

of Greek theatre and the use of

masks, it is designed to bring the

Greek culture alive in our time,

and will conclude with an outdoor

production of "Andromache" on
Aug. 1 at Fort Frederick. If the

course develops in the future,

perhaps more outdoor theatre

will be made available to those of

us searching out "the green
world" of summertime festivity.

-macpherson

-macpherson

BROWN BAG LUNCH
AT AGNES THURSDAY JULY 11

You are invited to bring your
lunch and join Kim Ondaatje,
organizer of the exhibition

TRADITION PLUS ONE
for an informal discussion
centred on the art of
quilt making.

Coffee will be provided
agnes ^therington art centre

-macpherson

SPECIAL SALE

TYPEWRITERS
- Used Underwood
and Remmington

- Standard
- Office Size

- $95
- Good condition

Phone or Visit Commercial Director

Loyalist Collegiate and U.I.

153 VanOrder Dr.

Office: 546-5575 Home: 546-1580

ORIENT
UNIQUE UNISEX CLOTHING

AND GIFT ITEMS

Visit between 10 am and 6 pm
at 141 Princess St., Kingston, 546-3972

SUMMER ACCOMODATION
for students and faculty

visiting Kingston, Ontario

sauna
laundry facilities

restaurant in

building

fully furnished

cooking facilities

auto parking

bicycle parking

RATES MAY TO AUGUST
Single rooms: $60 and $65 - month

double rooms: $75 - month
weekly and other rates for groups, seminars, summer session,

convocation, conferences etc.

ELROND COLLEGE
10 minutes w^alk from central Queen's campus easy bus

access to St. Lawrence College 401 Princess St.,

Kingston, Ontario K7L 1B9 telephone (613) - 544-1842

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to 11 PM DAILY
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Grits grab Government

From the Canadian Press:

Editorials from several Canadian
newspapers who describe
themselves as politically in-

dependent were in some cases

quite obviously biased in their

reporting of the election results.

The following are excerpts from
representative Canadian papers.

rORO.NTO SI N: Leadership as

Trudeau had stressed was the

issue. And silent Bob was
rejected. And wage controls.

While Stanfield now seems
finished as Tory leader poor
David Lewis is politically dead. It

is Parliament's loss. Canada's
loss.

We don't believe the people

iavored Trudeau so much as they

fioubted Stanfield.

I.O.NDO.N FFtKE PFiESS. Most
Canadians appear to prefer a

majority government to wage
and price controls.

Mo.st of all. the election was a

personal victory for Prime
.•Vlinister Trudeau. The 1968

election he won on a wave of

f-nthusiasrn. The 1974 election he
y.'on by hard work and vigorous

campaigning.

MONTKKAL OAZKTTK: The
Liberal's victory is pre-

eminently a Trudeau victory. It

was he who led them to the brink

of defeat in V-fl'l. but it was he
who led thern back again in a

rousing personal ca^ipaign that

obviously re-established public

confidence in his ability.

ft may be the fact that the

Canadian electorate will accept

from Trudeau what it would not

accept from Mr. Stanfield

Kingston and the IslandH:

Although Progressive Con-
servative Flora MaclJonald's
plurality slipped from the; 1972

total in Monday's 'riection, she
was returned to parliament by
the voters of Kingston and the

Islands. Miss M;jcI;onald polled

M'lif] percent of the vote followed

by the \A\nTi\\ candidate Peter

Watson, who had p<;rcent of

the vote and Lars Thompson of

the N\)V who r»!ceivf;d 17.«)

percent. Supporters of

Progressive 0)ns<;rvativ<r Flora
M.I' bonald 'ii ' laimed lh»r drop
• u plurality toeing a rcsull of

shows confidence in the future

'I'oronto: The Toronto riding of

York South elected Lib<!ral IJr

sula Appoloni as their

representative to parliament.
P"'or David Lewis, New
Democratic Party leader, it was
a dual defeat - he was not only

defeated in his home riding, but

he watched his party lose 15 seats

in the government. He blames
both his personal defeat, and his

party's defeat on "a particular

annoyance... for having brought

the government down May 8, on

its 1974-75 budget".

Because Mr. Lewis does not

intend to accept a safe seat in a

by-election, there may be a

leadership convention. Despite

his defeat, Lewis plans to con-

tinue working for the NDP's
democratic socialism.

Prince Albert, Sask: John
Diefenbaker, the tireless MP
from Prince Albert, Sask. has

won an unprecedented 12 suc-

cessive federal elections. At 78

Diefenbaker surpassed the

record, formerly held by Sir

Wilfred Laurier who was, during

his reign as Prime Minister,

elected to parliament 11 times.

Although disappointed by the

national results, Diefenbaker is

of the opinion that the Prairie

provinces took a strong anti-

Trudeau stand. On the defeat in

York South of NDP Leader David
Lewis, Diefenbaker stated that

he was "very sorry" because he
had always had for Lewis a

respect for political opponents

whom he regards as sincere.

Moncton N.B.- After having been
rejected by the Progressive
Conservative party as their

candidate six weeks ago, In-

dependent Leonard C. Jones has
won the Moncton Riding. His

stand on bilingualism, which he
intends to carry with him to

Ottawa, involves an integrated

policy which would teach school

children to write and speak both

the werwhelming Liberal sweep.

The results of the vote signify the

rejection by the Canadian people

of Conservative proposals of

wage and price controls, not

rejection of Conservative Leader
Robert Stanfield, said Miss
MacDonald.
Toronto: from the near loss in

1972, the Liberal party has
rebounded with a surprising

majority. In gaining their

majority, the Progressive
Conservative party has had its

strength sapped and the New
Democratic Party faces the new
government with a defeated
leader. Refuting all political

analysts, the Liberals gave a

majority government back to

their leader. Pierre Elliot

Trudeau was not certain that the 'French and English and was the

Liberals would gain the 133 seats

needed for a majority until

British Columbia reported with a

doubling of Liberal seats.

The Prime Minister received

a massive personal majority in

the Montreal riding of Mount
Royal and has said that Canada
elected a strong government and

cause of his dismissal as the

Conservative candidate. The
Progressive Conservative in the

Moncton Riding blames "local

conditions" rather than Con-

servative leader Robert Stan-

field. Mr. Jones is the only In-

dependent sitting in the new
government.

backpage

HIKING EQUIPMENT
—boots, packs of all kinds, freeze dried foods,

sleeping bags, clothing

TENNIS
—Wilson, Slazenger, Dunlop, Patrick tennis shoes

SKI EQUIPMENT
—25 percent off 1973 prices if purchased before
Sept. 1st, this year
NORDICA, HENKE, ATOMIC, VOLK

10% OFF to Queen's students

on non-sole items

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Skilled, Experienced

Stenos, Typists

Office Overioad

844 Princess
Call 542-3790 for appointment

WHEN IT COMES TO DIAMOND EXPERTISE

WE'RE COMPLETELY COMMITTED

We make it our business to know our diamonds.

And that's good business. We select every

diamond with extreme care. Check each stone

for quality of cut, clarity and color. And we'll

gladly share our diamond knowledge with you.

Show you how to select the most beautiful

diamond your pnoney can buy.

KINNKAR d»ESTERRE
J 1! W t L I. E R S

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON. ONTARIO



Now aren't y
you're hot and s

in Kingston • • •

john Cameron
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VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAf.

—Pubs and Theatres

—

401 Inn - Ray Smith
Manor - Charlie Eckstein

Frontenac - Muldoon's - Tinker's Dam
Commodore - Stage Four

Odeon - For Pete's Sake
Hyland - Huckleberry Finn
Capitol 1 - Duddy Kravitz

Capitol 2 -Herby Rides Again

St. Lawrence Summer Playhouse - Performances
are held nightly, except Sunday, at 8:30 p.m. The
theatre is located in City Park across from the

courthouse. Tickets are available in the box office

$2.00, $2.25, $2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $3.25. Phone 542-

9938. "Norman Is That You" is being presented

until July 27. "Jacques Brel Is Alive and Well and
Living in Paris" runs from July 30 to August 3.

Queen's Department of Drama presents Harold
Pinter: Two Plays "Landscape" and "The
Lover". Performances are in Convocation Hall

Tuesday July 16, Wednesday July 17 and Thur-

sday July 18. Tickets are available in the

basement of the old Arts Building (Drama Dept.)

Telephone 547-6291. Curtain time is 8:00 p.m. and
a silver collection will be taken.

This Week
Thursday, July 18 - Transcendental Meditation

introductory lecture at 8:00 p.m. in Stirling C.

Thursday, July 18 - City Lights Cinema presents

We-'re No Angels, with Humphrey Bogart at 7:30

p.m. At 9:00 p.m. it's End of Summer, a Japanese
film by Ozo. Double feature admission $1.00.

Wednesday, July 23 - "Women and money, in-

surance and credit". There will be speakers and
discussion at the Women's Center, 110 Queen
Street at 8:00 p.m. Child care will be provided.

Wednesday, July 23 - City Lights Cinema presents

Sad Song of Yellow Skin, The Great Train Rob-
bery, Walking, Lonely Boy, at 7:30 p.m. Wild
Strawberries by Ingmar Bergman is being shown
at 9:00 p.m.

FINLAY'S
SPORT SHOP

SUMMER SPECIALS

Back Packs with Frame REG. 25 NOW 19.95

Canvas Ruck Sacks REG. 1 1 .75 NOW 9.95

Sleeping Bags REG. 20.00 NOW 14.95

Sleeping Bags REG. 25.00 NOW 17.50

Wood's Down and Feather Bags Reg. 40.00 Now 32.00

Wood's Down and Feather Bags Reg. 56.00 Now 45.00

AAacGregor Tennis Racquets Reg. 25.60 Now 14.95

93 PRINCESS 548-8255

VAN BOOKS LTD.

282 Princess St.

KINGSTON 542-6676
VAN'S FANTASTIC "MEERCHAUM PIPE"
SUPER SPECIAL Value up to $35.00

$9.99 each
Plain & Decorated Bents & Straights

Canadian made fully handcrafted
BRIAR PIPES Regular $11.95

At Van's $8.88

Full tine of imported fine tobaccos and cigarettes

MON ppi STORE HOURS „,„ ,„MON.— FRI. ^„r-... 9.30am -10pm
SATURDAY CJKbN 9.30 am - 9 pm
SUNDAY 12.00 9pm

VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to n PM DAILY

Hi

ORIENT
UNIQUE UNISEX CLOTHING

ANDGIFTITEMS il

Visit between 10 am and 6 pm j

at 141 Princess St., Kingston, 546-39721

CITY LIGHTS
CINEMA

DUNNING HALL - QUEEN'S

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
July 17 and 18

7:30 pm WE'RE NO ANGELS
Starring Humphrey Bogart

9:00 pm END OF SUMMER
A Japanese film by OZU

DOUBLE FEATURE $1.00
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All's well that ends well
"The Pub's running and I'm worried about

ither things." The sentiment expressed in this

itatement of Peter Druxerman's seems to typify the

;eneral attitude of all those involved in what has

een labelled "the Pub crisis."

Druxerman contends that he was originally

tissatisfied with the service which the Pub offered

p him as a student and a paying customer. "I was
icked off with the way the Pub was being run as a

ustomer, but I now feel that they are trying their

lardest, so I'm not going to fight it. They've started

loing their job and I'm pleased with that."

Progress has been made towards reaching the

percent profit level considered to be an ap-

iropriate figure for the Summer Pub operation. As
»f June 30, an 8-10 percent level has been reached

vhich is up from less than 3 percent the month
lefore. Druxerman agrees with Joyce Roe, AMS
business Administrator, in her statement that such

m estimate is difficult to establish, but that it is still

ralid "Because it is good to strive for a definite

5oal."

Keeping student interests at heart while at the

ame time maintaining the Pub's position as a

)rofit-making enterprise are the principles upon

vhich Druxerman operates. He stands firmly

igainst mark-ups in the price of alcohol to the

tudents before they are imposed by Liquor Control

Joard price increases. In addition he is opposed to

iharging a cover charge at the door as a means of

ncreasing profit. Druxerman contends that this is

in unnecessary imposition on students since

evenue which would accrue to the Pub by this

—-Ineans would be minimal.1 Standing in agreement with this idea is Jamie
leid, acting manager of the Pub in the absence of

he full-time Summer Pub manager, Kim Usher,

leid made it clear "we are violently opposed to

aising prices."

— Showing furrther concern for the Pub 's patrons,

I policy has been arranged concerning the opening

)f the House of Commons. "It's a matter of supply

md demand. If there are enough people here by 9.30

).m., we open it, because we don't want to see

Hneups."

Reid is generally pleased with the situation as

it now stands. "From a straight public relations

perspective, it is better now; the gun's not so close

to our heads for the 12 percent, staffing is better

established, and relations with constables are
improved."

All of the directives proposed by Druxerman
were attempted on a trial basis and many of them
implemented, as standing procedure. His
suggestion that the manager and assistant manager
work every night behind the bar proved unfeasible

although Reid explains that they are readily

available to fill in should the need arise as it often

does.

A new posting system for the AMS constables

has been worked out between Usher and Summer
Chief Constable, Bob Merrifield, particularly with

respect to the opening of the House of Commons on a

busy night. The one constable necessary for "the

quiet room" remains on call should his services as a

third constable be required. The result has been
increased efficiency and co-operation between the

Pub employees and the student police.

Reid emphasizes that "the A.M.S. directives

are definitely not wholly responsible for making the

Pub a better place to work in. Usher and everyone

else have been working very hard", the result of

which is a "really good staff". Rapid staff turnover

because it is the summer "can threaten a smooth
operation but because of concerted efforts on the

part of the Pub employees to establish a new work
schedule, the problem has been avoided and the

staff is happier.

Joyce Roe agrees "that the staff is doing a good
job and students are getting a good service."

Problems encountered in last year's Summer Pub
partially account for the close scrutiny this year, in

her opinion. Vast improvements with respect to

records and the implementation of recom-

mendations made by both Druxerman and the

auditors have prompted Roe to state that she is

"generally very pleased with the current

situation."

Council voices displeasure
I Last Thursday, Outer
Council expressed its displeasur'6

with Board of Directors members
rony Wolman, Peter Druxerman
and Marv Bloos for the action

mey took when considering the

Housing Service Chairman's
jonorarium. A unanimous
lecision of the Board, which
ncludes two professors and a
•epresentative of the student

wdy at large, resulted in the

ecommendation to A.M.S.
Business Administrator Joyce
loe that the honorarium to the

lousing Service Chairman be
ncreased to $100 a month for the
summer from the monthly $40

'iven in the winter.

A freeze had been placed

upon the delegation of honoraria

until a special committee which
deals specifically with the

question could decide who in fact

should receive them. Outer
CouncU felt that the Board's

action infringed upon Council's

authority. Wolman, Druxerman
and Bloos (Council's speaker) as

both Council and Board members
were expected to inform the other

three members of the Board who
do not sit in Council of decisions

made there. Summer Council felt

that Wolman et al were negligent

in this respect.

In the Board's defense,

A.M.S. President Wolman stated

Make
your
input

that it had been "only a

recommendation, an interim

measure" and further that this

payment to Housing Service

Chairman SheUa Mclntyre was
in fact a salary not an
honorarium. Druxerman (Vice-

President Operations) stipulated

as well that "the Board acted on

what was legally correct".

Ian Nordheimer, Internal

Affairs Commissioner, who
initiated the motion felt, to the

contrary, that these monies
should be classified as honoraria

which would place the move
outside the Board's jurisdiction.

As a consequence of the motion

being carried, a committee was
struck to define the relationship

between the Board and Council.
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Peter Druxerman (Vice President Operations), one of those

pleased with the outcome of the Pub situation.

STRATFORD TRIP
Sponsored by G.S.S.

INCLUDES

return transportation to Stratford

tickets for:

1. Shakespear's 'PERICLES'
and 2. OFFENBACH'S LA VIE PARISIENNE

-overnight accommodation
-I- Sunday breakfast

Leaves Kingston Sat. Aug. 10 a.m.

Returns to Kingston Sun. Aug. 11 p.m.

ONLY 20 TICKETS LEFT

Tickets - $25.00 per person (Grads)

$32.00 others (if tickets available)

OBTAIN INFORMATION and TICKETS FROM
Shirley 547-2771 8:30-4:30

Don 547-6931 10:00 - 4:00

Brian 542-4149 9:00 - 5:00

Ann 542-9914 5:00 - 8:00

OR WRITE TO Brian Barry,

Dept. of Math, Queen's ^

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Skilled, Experienceid

Stenos, Typists

Office Overload

844 Princess
Call 542-3790 for appointment

In order to generate
further insight into the func-

tions of the AMS, a series of

five discussion groups has
been set up. These will be
focused for the most part on
the five commissions
(education, campus ac-
tivities, services, external
and internal affairs) where
the nature of each will be

defined and proposals for the

coming year established.

Beginning Wednesday
July 24th with the education

commission these groups will

continue for four consecutive

Wednesday nights, com-
mencing at 7:30 in the AMS
Office (basement of the

Student Union).

THE AMS HONORARIA
REVIEW COMMITTEE
is prepared to receive submissions

from any interested students,

groups or organizations

All submissions must be written

ond handed in to the AMS office by

4:30 pm, July 31, 1974.
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QUASSA
. . .QUASSA is published by the Queen's University Summer School Association and it

independent of the Queen's Journal and the Alma Mater Society.

A slight indication only of the mad
debauchery which occurred on the QUASSA-
sponsored "booze cruise" down the St.

Lawrence. This annual event continues to

attract capacity crowds. Amazing the at-

- bourns

traction a bottle of beer, beautiful women,
moonlight and the sweet soulful strains of a
band can have upon a crowd of unruly sum-
mer school types.

Niinutes
QUSSA Executive meeting, July 15

Time and Place: 4 p.m.
Department of Extension
Members Present: Tony
Burger, Steve Gilctirist,

Barry Boat, Allison Bell,

Marg Pamnnett, Kathy
Murphy, Gary Pettigrew,
Bob Patterson, Mr. Cross,

Lee Ewles, Les Robertson,
Uiane Siddle, Linda Chandler
'ind Karen Bradley.

Motion No. 1: moved by
Linda Chandler, seconded by
Le'. Robertson that the
minutes of July 8, 1974 read
Tony Wolman, John Gray and
Gay Clemson were Visitors at

the meeting and not mem
bers With this correction the

minutes were then acceptecl.

Pa'.'.ed.

Motion No. 2: moved by

Steve Gilchrist, seconded by
Tony Burger that the
treasurers, report of a

balance of $1,466.75 be ac-

cepted as read. Passed.

Reports:

Social Committee: Lee
Ewles reported that 340
students took advantage of

the Boat Cruise on July 10 and
everyone seemed to enjoy
themselves. The same sort of

thing is planned for next
summer on a larger scale.

Sports: Due to a very
poor response the softball for

this summer has been can
celled.

Ihe tennis courts have
been booked but there will be
no organized schedule as this

seems to be what Is generally

wanted by those par-
ticipating.

New Business:

Gary Pettigrew sub-
mitted an estimate of 1,800

students attending summer
school to Mr. Odell, the

University's chief ac-

countant, and was assured
that we would receive 80 per
cent of the total amount of

money, due to us, by the end
of this week.
Motion No. 3: moved by
Diana Siddle, seconded by
Lee Ewles that the meeting
be adjourned at 4:20 p.m.
Passed.

Next meeting will be
Monday, July 22.

All aboard
Cruise smashi

The Boat Cruise on
Wednesday July 10th was a

smashing success. Three
hundred people including
McArthur and Queen's
Summer School students
boarded the three decker tour

boat at Gananoque.
There were plenty of

things to occupy the

travellers' interest. If you
wanted fresh air you could sit

on the deck with a cold drink

and share a friendly con-

versation with any passer-by.

Everyone certainly
sociable! The main de'

crowded with dancei

joying the good musi<
the live band. Incide

that band was the gn
I've heard in a long

Well, the music played
on but that didn't stop a

on the third deck
making up some mus
singing some fav

like "Irene Goodnighi

"When Irish Eyes

Smiling."

"Get with it" ban
The type A vocational

Part I and ll instructors,

students and one Vice
(Principal) from Sault St.

Marie enjoyed their first

annual "Get With It" banquet
dinner last week.

The exquisite menu
consisted of curried moose

Functions

successful
The Summer School Social

Functions are proving to be a

great success. Once a week, an
activity is organized for your
enjoyment. Next week, Wed-
nesday July 24th, there is to be a

Beer Bash in Lower Victoria Hall

Common room, commencing at

8:00 p.m.

Remember, these functions

are organized for ALL summer
school students whether you live

on or off campus. Come along, its

a great chance to meet your
fellow students.

Two plays

by Pinter
Performances for "the

Landscape" and "the Lover" In

Convocation Hall at 8:00 p.m.,

Tuesday, July 16th, Wednesday,
July 17 and Thursday, July 18.

Due to the royalty fees and In-

cidental costs Involved in

producing these two plays, a

silver collection in the basement
of the Old Arts Building -

telephone 547-6291.

meat on rice, residenc

bread, pin cherry at

delion homemade wi.

assorted pastries.

The great succe

due to the northern

Joining the merry thrcl

known to many as thef
tice for next Septembktn
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Sports
Softball strikes out

uccess
II in all, I don't know
I've seen people have
fun and it only cost

$2.00.

you didn't make the

Cruise this year don't

ir 'cause I hear your

s already planning one
xt year,

the meantime Don't

the Beer Bash or

il Meeting followed by a

'cause they are this

E|i ler. Plan to be there.

Due to the fact that only six

enthusiastic souls showed up for

Softball last week your sports

convenors have found it

necessary to cancel Softball for

the remainder of the summer.
Basketball will continue as a

mixed league on Wed. nights at

6:30 if enough interested people

continue to show up.

Tennis is being played on a

pick-up basis, with no tour-

nament, a la the wishes of the

students.

If interested in a golf tour-

Wanted

nament, would you please leave

your name and telephone number
on the list on the bulletin board, in

the lobby of Victoria Hall, by
Monday, July 22nd.

If enough people are in-

terested, you will be informed
concerning the tournament
details by phone. Tentatively this

tournament will be held the 2nd
last week of the course. Members
will have to arrange their own
playing time and submit their

score cards to the sports con-

venors by Fri. Aug. 2nd.

Executive for 75 needed
Incii

ihe

)layi

e m

M held
ssidei of Cochrane and
erryi ois Falls, residing in I

adei of the West Campus,
es. ireed that it should bean
suci )l event!

rtheri

Ambitious, intelligent, in-

dustrious person willing to donate

a few hours a week for the benefit

of all summer school students.

The QUSSA executive needs

new people. Each year, at a

general meeting, every member
of summer school has the chance
to vote for the candidate of his

choice.

The elected positions include

President - the overseer of

the association,

1st Vice President - help with

activities, preside over meetings
in the president's absence

2nd Vice President - editor of

QUASSA
Two Social Convenors - to run

social events

Two Sports Convenors - to

organize sports

Secretary - to take minutes
Treasurer - to look after the

books
Inter-relations - to inform the

student body of executive
decisions

Publicity posters for

various events

McArthur Representative - to

act as a liaison between McAr-
thur and Queen's

Member of the Faculty
Board to attend Friday
meetings through-out the year

with the Faculty Board to ex-

press the ideas of summer school

students.

We would like people in-

terested in any of the above
positions to submit their names
for the nomination list.

To submit your name or to

make any inquiries about the

above positions, phone Lee Ewles
(she loves phone calls) at 544-

8508.

- bourns

the river is a winsome duo students, no doubt. Well, they look like they're having fun anyway,

and Pat. Getting some prac- Tell us, Pat No. 1 how do you play a kazoo and smoke a cig. at the

itchpipes and kindergarten same time?

Up
cmd
Coniirig
Thursday
Thursday, July 18

- Tennis, Lower Campus and arena roof

- Pub Night, McArthur, West Campus

- Queen's Pub

- Swimming, Phys. Ed. Complex 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.,

5:30 to 6:30 p.m., 8:30 to 9:30 p.m.

- Two plays - Landscape and the Lover, Convocation

Hall 8:00 p.m.

Friday
Friday, July 19

- Queen's Pub, live entertainment

- Swimming, Phys. Ed. Complex, 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.,

5:30 to 6:30 p.m., 8:30 to 9:30 p.m.

Saturday
Saturday,July 20

- Queen's Pub - live entertainment

- Swimming, Phys. Ed. Complex, 12:00 to 1:30 p.m.

Monday
Monday, July 22

• - Mixed Volleyball, Bartlett Gym. 6:30 p.m.

- Queen's Pub

,
- Swimming, Bartlett Gym, 12:00 to 1 :00 p.m., 5:30 to

6:30 p.m., 8:30 to 9:30 p.m.

Tuesday
Tuesday, Juty 23

- Pub Night, McArthur, West Campus

- Queen's Pub

- Tennis, Lower Campus and arena roof

- Swimming, Phys. Ed., Complex, 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.,

5:30 to 6:30 p.m., 8:30 to 9:30 p.m.

Wednesday
Wednesday, July 24

- Beer Bash, 8:00 p.m.. Lower Victoria Hall

- Mixed Basketball, Bartlett Gym, 6:30 p.m.

- Swimming, Phys. Ed. Complex, 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.,

5:30 to 6:30 p.m., 8:30 to 9:30 p.m.
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Tent play falls flat, with a few exceptions
by Sandy Naiman

Comedy is a funny thing.

Even if the jokes are there, even

if the situations are silly, unless

lines are delivered at the right

time and the pace of the play is in

tune with its comic tone, jokes

fall flat and silly situations

become strained.

This is what happened to

Norman, Is That You now
playing at the Tent Theatre. Ron
Clark and Sam Bobrick's play,

which concerns homosexuality

and adultery, uses these themes
in what is really just a bland little

situation comedy. And Morrison
Bock's direction complicates
matters further by uneven acting

levels and some rather careless

inconsistencies in detail.

Ron Macpherson, one of

Kingston's veteran actors plays

Ben Chambers, a middle aged
dry cleaning entrepreneur from
the Mid-West who comes to New
York to visit his son and get some
sympathy because his wife has
run off with his brother. On
arriving at Norman's apartment
he finds his son has become a

homosexual.

That is really the entire play

in a nutshell. The second act

drags because all the action is in

the first act. After meeting
Norman's boyfriend, Garson
Hobart, played by John Frizzell

and watching him mince around
the stage, the play just falls flat.

This is partially due to Messrs.

Clark and Bobrick's writing and
partially due to some irritating

overacting, on the part of Friz-

zell. His portrayal of Garson is

stereotyped beyond belief. Every
gesture smacks of the cliched

conception of what a homosexual
is. Surely we have become just a

little more sophisticated than to

take any of this stuff seriously.

But maybe we aren't supposed to.

On the other hand. Brock Mac-
pherson, as Norman, played at a

nice even keel throughout the

production. He was a pleasure to

watch sans accents, lisps,

wiggles and affectations. I

believed in him, where Frizzell

was more a caricature than a

charactel".

In plays like Norman. Is

That You, so much of the en-

tertainment depends on belief in

the characters because the story

is really just a series of one
liners. If a character can deliver

them within the context of a tight

physical and emotional un-

derstanding of his role then the

jokes work well, if not, then they

work, but rather feebly.

The elder Macpherson had a

good feeling for his character,

but why did he speak with a

Brooklyn accent when he hails

from Dayton, Ohio? If he had

John Frizzell and Ron Macpherson in Norman, Is That You, now at the Tent Theatre.
sparks

simply played the role straight he
would have Mounded more like his

sfjn, for one thing and he wouldn't

have had U) worry alxiut k«jeping

his accent consistent, a facet of

his performance he seemed U) be
unable to pull off.

Peggy Haggerty played the

run-away mother, Beatrice, and
she was the weakest link in the

chain of players. She too, tried

her hand at an accent and had
real problems with it, dropping in

and out of it with supreme
regularity. As well, she just

couldn't handle Beatrice's comic
dialogue with her husband about
her fling at the Oair-de-Lune
Motel, one of the potentially

funniest sequences in the play.

Finally, Barbara Edwards
played Mary, the whore from
Schrafft's who Ben imports to

transform his son and later

Garson. She is the only character
who warrants having a strong

Brooklyn accent and hers is

gratingly so. Her performance,
however, is even and not over-

done and she is burlesque without

being grotesque.

There were technical
problems that always go hand in

hand with opening nights and the

cast's first confrontation with an
audience. Actors were unable at

certain times to handle the

laughs they were getting, but this

will be ironed out by the time you
read this article. It's a problem
which really could be solved if the

tent season ran an extra couple of

weeks and provided for preview
performances at reduced rates

and barred the press for a few
nights.

But beyond all the intrinsic

problems of this show, I think the

blame lies in the play which
really is weak, in the last

analysis.The highlight, for me, is

the performance of Brock
Macpherson, who I found a

delist to watch. He demon-
strated a strong command of his

role and his audience and I hope
we get a chance to see him soon
again.

Chronicles XXIII

The Lover Is Pinter at his best
by Sandy Naiman

The second of the two plays

by Harold }'inU:r playing tonight

at Ojnvocatiin Hall, Chronicles.

XXIH, is one of the finest pieces i

have w;en in a long time. The
I-<»v«^r, directed by Ian Fenwick
takes superb timing and pace,

quiet understated acting, a

versatile s<;t, and most im-

p<;rtant, a tone which is cwA,

slightly riwjuc, witty but never

overtly funny,

Th<^ elements are almost

impossible to achieve par-

ticularly in unison, f'inter is an

«,Tiigmatic playwright and his

plays usually have some of the

qualities which I have mentioned,

but rarely (Ux-m everything click.

This production clicks

profoundly,

Patricia Northcott and
'.'h.-jrles H-iyfer play beautifully

•'<((';thcr Ih'ir repartee is

.rf)ooth and bru.sque and perhaps

even more exciting, beneath the

bandying I sensed complete
understanding of what was going

on in each character.

So often with Pinter I feel

resigned to sit back and enjoy a

play moment by moment. It is

senseless to try and fit the pieces

together because I don't really

iKjIieve a complete picture is

what he means to draw. Yet in

The I>«ver, everything seems
quite clear.

Miss Northcott as Sara, an

unfaithful wife, has a very neat

arrangement with her husband
and her lover, lx)th played by

Charles Hayter, Husband
Richard remains away from

their home while lover Max is

entertaining his wife. It is all

very alx<ve Ixjard, v»!ry open,

very honest Fenwick shows the

relationship between husband
and wife as one which is (;(hjI and
formal, filled with discretion and

grace but seemingly little else.

Miss Northcott has all the

gestures, all the refinement of

such a wife. She is sophisticated

and charming and mysteriously

open with her husband.

Hayter too, plays with grace

and discipline. Neither actor

overdoes anything. The entire

production is tight. This brevity

though , does not look practiced or

rehearsed because each actor

seems to move naturally. One
feels, in the audience, like one of

the neighbours peeking in on a

domestic scene.

But Pinter doesn't write

alxjut domestic relationships. His

drama always has a curious twist

and The Lover is a beautiful

example of his peculiar magic.

As well, Pinter invariably

works, as does Beckett, in pat-

t«Tns, in overall schemes. With

The I<<)ver and Landscape, the

first of the two plays, the

material concerns fantasy
relationships, dreams, ethereal

visions. Landscape did not

achieve the cohesive thrust of

The Lover. It is a much more
difficult piece to perform
because it is in part about

communication and concerns two

people who never manage to

make contact.

Robert Ruttan directed and
acted in Landscape, and perhaps

this explains why the play doesn't

work. Even though his per-

formance is lively and relaxed he

could not get Debby Nyman to

play at the same level. As Beth

she is caught in a reverie about a

lover and yet she is too placid and

monotonous to give her vision the

verbal rhythm it cries out for.

Her performance is very stiff.

She .seems almost frightened to

move her body, fearing perhaps

that this might shatter the pic-

tures her words conjur up.

Nevertheless, the two sit.

counterpointing each others
speeches without ever connecting

the two. As a result, Landscape is

very slow moving and un-

fortunately very dull.

Don't forego The Lover,

because Landscape fails. As is

almost invariably the case with

Queen's Drama Department
productions, even the flops flop

with style and since you don't see

Pinter every day, the Chronicles

presentation is worth seeing. The
Lover os Pinter at his best and
Landscape, although it doesn't

measure up in its conception or

its pace Completes the

programme since both playlets

concern themselves with

women's views of lovers cum
husbands.

Next Wednesday, July 24,

Pinter's OLD TIMES will be

presented in a Workshop
production at Convocation Hall at

N:00 p.m. Admission is free.
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Election Expression
by Doug Bonnell

It is little over a week since

Canada's latest escapade at

federal electioneering--an event

that confused and frustrated

reporters and thousands of in-

dividual Canadians. Going into

the final stretch the polls began to

switch. The Liberal lead

narrowed as the Conservative

Party made inroads in public

opinion across the country. The
Toronto Stock Exchange showed
substantial gains in expectation

of a Tory win. In Kingston, Flora

Macdonald appeared safe

against a relatively weak Liberal

opponent, although her majority

margin suffered a cut in half.

Instead of another minority

government the Liberals scored

remarkable gains in eight

provinces and garnered a

majority.

Simplistically speaking, the

Conservative strategy sought to

focus public attention on one
issue--inflation--and offer an
alternative to economic
restraint, specifically a prices

and incomes policy. The strategy

failed because the party was
forced on the defensive from the

word go as the wage and price

freeze came under double attack

from both the Liberals and the

NDP. The central theme of the

election was not whether the

Liberal government deserved
reelection but whether or not the

Tories were a suitable alter-

native. By successfully placing

the Conservatives on the

defensive the Liberals ensured
their reelection.

The NDP were victims of two
dominant feelings. First the

election centred around a battle

between the two major parties,

and second many were angered
by the NDP's handling of the

previous parliamentary session.

The results of the election are
less clear in their implications.

Clearly, however, the Liberals

have been offered a new lease on
life, and for that matter so has
Trudeau. The Tories will have to

unite now despite an election

which shattered their moderating
Ontario wing. Success in this

venture will enable them to enter

the next round with a new leader

and a unified approach. For the
NDP the major electoral

breakthrough has failed to

materialize and they must build

again~an exercise in which they
have had great experience and
suprising success. Finally, for

Flora Macdonald it is a warning
that even a popular MP can be
victim of a national trend.

Ed. Note: These comments were
submitted by the President of

Kingston and The Islands Young
Progressive Conservative Party.

Movies

End of Summer is a
taste of Japanese

by Xanadu
The main feeling one gets

^rom watching an Ozu film is that

of stillness and peacefulness. The
quality that permeates his films,

the Japanese call "more . no
aware" for which the closest

translation might be "lachrimaie

rerun", Lucretius' reference to

those tears caused by things as

they are. This is the essential

manifestation of the Japanese
aesthetic spirit which Ozu, more
than any other Japanese film

director, has managed to tran-

sfer into terms and images
visible on film.

Ozu has been called the most
Japanese of Japanese film

directors. His films deal strictly

unclassiBeds
GREAT CANADIAN ROCK tours

present bus trips to the Canadian
National Exhibition to see The
Beach Boys and Bachman Turner
Overdrive on Aug. 31 and Chicago
on Sept. 1. Call 544-9213 or 45

Division for tickets.

GAY Get together with other gay men
and women on and off campus, for

parties, discussion groups, in-

formal counselling. Write to

Queen's University Homophile
Association, c-o Terry Watson,
Victoria Hall, Queen's. Or phone
547-2893, Thursday evenings, 8 pm
to 9 pm.

THE BROCK STR. ZOO has been

forced to vacate. Mother and two
homeless waifs are desperately

- searching for three kennel ac-

commodations for September.
Reward of fried egg sandwiches is

offered to any philanthropist. All

serious offers will be accepted at

549-2387. Support your favorite

charity . . Help the zoo!

EMACYLATE TWO AND ONE-HALF
STOREY BRICK HOME, Close to

Queen's has 4 bedrooms, garage,

private back yard, fireplace and
much more. Reasonably priced as

must be sold. Bill Sparish, rep. for

Ross McMann, Real Estate, has

details at 546-5568 or 389-3822, ROSS
McMann R.E. 480 Bath Road.

THREE BEDROOM APT.
desperately needed for next year.

Please call John Gray 544-5166 or

547-6165.

with the Japanese family and
home life - the tensions that arise

within it as each generation

confronts the problems inherent

to it and resolves them in a

traditional manner. The focus in

his films is on character and
incident, rather than action or

plot. His films are subtle;

beneath the over-current of calm
runs a dramatic tension that

engages one unconsciously in the

struggles and trials the

characters experience.

End of Summer is a good

example of Ozu at his best. The
film deals with the family in

disruption, a subject Ozu is most
comfortable with. It was made,
like all Ozu films, within the

severe restrictions he places on

his style. Each series of shots

follows a formal pattern - star-

ting with a long shot, then a

medium shot, and then a long

shot again. Ozu considered
dissolves, fade ins and fade outs

trickery, not art. His editing is

simple, and by its simplicity,

forceful. The camera angles are

always from an unobstrusive

frontal, eye-level, perspective,

from a floor position where the

characters usually are seated.

The composition of each shot Ozu
considered very important, and

consequently each composition is

meaningful, exposing the interior

beings of the characters. The
subtlety and rythmn his for-

malized style evokes give the

film a complete sense of

naturalism, without attempting

naturalism.

End of Summer is playing

tonight at 9:00 in Dunning Hall as

part of a City Lights doublebill

with We're No Angels starring

Humphrey Bogart, 7:30.
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3 Queen's University

at Kingston, Ontario

Interim staff: Suzanne, Dan the ol'

stud, Wendy who works so hard.

Gibbers . . yea Gibes, Mo, too, faithful

Rosemary, Bill O'Farrell, Lois

Malcolm, Barbara who still hasn't

told us her last name, Marv Bloos who
popped in to print pictures we didn't

even use . . Keith Bourns our old

standby, Pat Wanless who finally

decided to take a rest from her torrid

mountaineering, and who saved us

from those evil blank spaces (there's

always blank spaces!) and of course
our infamous and much beloved
Woodrow who, for the most part, was
charmingly useless, (that's O.K., we
needed the practice). The Aster calls.

Founded in 1873 and published on Tuesdays and Fridays during the

academic year by the Alma Mater Society of Queen's University, In-

corporated, Kingston, Ontario. Founding member of Canadian
University Press. Editorial opinions expressed are those of the editors

and not necessarily those of the AMS nor the University. Telephone (613)

547-2606. Printed by gnomes at the St. Lawrence Printing Co. Ltd.,

Prescott, Ontario.

HIKING EQUIPMENT
—boots, packs of all kinds, freeze dried foods,

sleeping bags, clothing

TENNIS
—Wilson, Slazenger, Dunlop, Patrick tennis shoes

SKI EQUIPMENT
—25 percent off 1973 prices if purchased before
Sept. 1st, this year
NORDICA, HENKE, ATOMIC, VOLK

10% OFF to Queen's students

on non-sale items

SPECIAL SALE

TYPEWRITERS
- Used Underwood
and Remmmgton

- Standard
- Office Size

- $95
- Good condition

Phone or Visit Commercial Director

Loyalist Collegiote and V.I.

153 VanOrder Dr.

Office: 546-5575 Home: 546-1580

SPRING FLICS
Ingmar Bergman

in

THE MAGICIAN
plus wild short on aviation

The Wrong Brothers

iorge lecfure T/ieofre

Ju/y 24 8:00 pm

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

KINGSTON

BONUCCHI
PIZZERIA

546-2050
FREE DELIVERY

50* OFF ON PICKUPS

162 DIVISION ST.

and upstairs - for guys & gals

BONUCCHI BILLIARDS
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World: Junta controls Cyprus
ATHENS, GREECE: The
government of Cyprus suffered a

coup d'etat last week and the

preliminary reports from Cyprus

were that Archbishop Makarios

had been killed. More recent

broadcasts from the troubled

island say that Makarios is alive

and has been air-lifted by the

British armed forces to the island

of Malta. Press releases indicate

that he will be travelling to New
York City to speak before the

Security Council of the United

Nations.

The coup on Cyprus is

another flare-up of the dispute

between the Greek-Cypriot

majority and the Turkish Cypriot

minority. The violence follows a

recent accusation by Makarios

that the Greek military govern-

ment was backing an un-

derground plot to assassinate or.

overthrow him, but the Greek
officials have refused to com-
ment.

Cypriots are quick to inform

other nations ostensibly Turkey,

that the struggle is "strictly an
internal affair . . .for the benefit

of the entire Greek-Cypriot
people." The Turks, it has been

reported, are mobilizing their

troops, and have stationed their

men within fifty miles of the

Cypriot border.

The rebel government, sworn
in on Tuesday, named as

president of the Mediterranean

island, a newspaper editor,

Nicholas Sampson.
Tuesday, the Cypriot people

heard over the radio, a man
claiming to be Makarios. He

Canada

advised all Cypriot people to

resist those who had overthrown

the government. The speaker

vowed to devote his energies "to

liberate the people of Cyprus,"

and that he would not submit to

dictatorship.

The British, from whom the

Cypriots gained their in-

dependence in 1960, still

recognize the Makarios govern-

ment and according to the

spokesman from the British

foreign office, Britain does not

plan to recognize Sampson as

president. It is unlikely, however,

that their support of the 60 year

old Archbishop will involve

military intervention.

SARK CHANNEL ISLANDS:
Dame Sybil Hathaway, the 21st

seigneur of Sark died last week
and her titular successor,

Michael Beaumont, her 47 year

old grandson has stated that he
will do his utmost to maintain the

19th century atmosphere of his

tiny Channel island.

The 600 inhabitants of Sark
have no automobiles, labor

unions, divorce and income,
cigarette and liquor taxes,

largely as a result of Dame
Sybil's insistence on peace and
quiet.

Sark, the smallest (3V2 miles

long and IVz miles wide) and

oldest of Britain's dependencies

was first granted to Helier de

Carteret by Queen Elizabeth I in

1563. His system of feudal

government has since been
modified to a 52 member
legislature. The final authority of

the Chief Pleas rests with the

seigneur and he is required to

answer only to the Queen and the

Privy Council.

WASHINGTON: Two armed
convicts surrendered to law
officers Monday night ending a

105-hour ordeal at the United

States District Courthouse.

Frank Gorham, 26, and
Robert Jones, 24, had been inside

the cellblock since Thursday
when they seized eight hostages,

using a gun somehow smuggled
to them, and tried to bargain for a

freedom flight to Africa. They
released one of the hostages

Friday and held the others until

the seven fled Sunday in a daring

escape.

The final act of the drama
began at 9 pm E.D.T. Monday
when they used an axe to hack
their way into the air duct. Of-

ficers exchanged gunfire with the

pair forcing them back into

confinement. Deputy Police Chief

Maurice CuUinane said he per-

suaded Jones and Gorham to

surrender.

They were then ushered
aboard a coast guard jet and
flown to the maximum - security

prison in Atlanta.

WASHINGTON: Former Chief

Justice of the United States

Supreme Court, Earl Warren
died last week of heart failure in

Georgetown University Hospital.

He was 83.

In his 16 years as chief

justice, Warren was actively

involved with the Bill of Rights

Millionaire drawn
EDMONTON: Tuesday night

Canada named its second instant

millionaire. The Olympic Lottery

with its first prize of one million

dollars was held in the Edmonton
Gardens and telecast nationwide

through the CBC network. An
estimated 3.5 million ticket

numbers were fed into the

computer to come up with the

winning number and Canada's

second tax-free millionaire.

DRYDEN: A fire south of Ver-

milion Bay, in Northwestern

Ontario continues to burn,

despite the efforts of about 1000

men and 50 aircraft. The weather

has been hot, dry and windy,

reports the provincial ministry of

natural resources, and these

conditions have hleped to prolong

and expand the fires. The amount
of damage done by the fires in the

north country has run to ap-

proximately 200,000 acres of

forest.

Although Vermilion Bay
residents were evacuated over

the weekend they have since

returned to their homes. There is

said to be no danger to the

residents of Vermilion Bay and
surrounding areas.

The cost of the firefighting

operation's at Vermilion Bay
have amounted to nearly $30,000

each day and the total for the

district is $125,000 daily.

KINGSTON: Despite the fact

that Kingston's solved crime rate

is much below that of other

Ontario cities, it does show
marked improvement from 1972

to 1973.

In terms of comparison with

cities of the size Kingston had the

third highest crime rate in 1973

but there was an almost across

the board improvement in the

figures between 1972 and 1973,

with the number of crimes
committed in Kingston dropping

from 7.139 to 5.721.

Wilfrid Kealcy, Kingston's

D(!puty ('hief of Police put the

improvement in the ratios to

b<;tter enforcement of the law by
the KingHton police and a change
within the [wlice department in

the m<!thod of refx)rting crimes.

The figures for the two years

can, however be legitimately

compared because of similar

reporting methods.

and was an integral part of many
landmark decisions during one of

the most controversial eras of the

Supreme Court. As Chief justice

his court struck down segregated

schools, expanded rights of ac-

cused in criminal actions in the

court and drew up the one-man
one vote rule.

Despite frequent criticisms,

and demands for his im-

peafhmenl, the tributes to

Warren were unanimous.
President Nixon called hirn "a
partisan for America" and his

successor to the bench Warren
Burger said "his contribution

was large indeed."

After lying in state in the

capitr>l, Warren was buried in

Arlington National f>metery.

backpage
COMMODORE HOTEL

840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess
St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they
have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: stage Four

Amateur Night every Wednesday

Queen's Students Welcome

In Our Lounge

V
ISN'T IT ABOUT TIME YOU HAD A

MAN TO MAN TALK WITH YOUR lEWELER?

So you're thinking about getting engaged.

It's high time you had a heart to heart with your

jeweler. To learn the facts of life about

diamonds. We'll set you straight on carat weight,

clarity, color, cut and value. You'll find it

very interesting. And be more enlightened and

ready to wed.

KINNEAR dTSTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO



For all those involved, housing remains unsettled
by Wendy Reynolds

As John Richardson,
Director of Queen's Housing and
Property Management, says,

"the A.M.S. Housing Service

provides an excellent service

which does something unique for

the University community."
Currently however, the operation

of this service is threatened by a

conflict of opinions between the

business executive of the A.M.S.

Peter Druxerman, and the

Housing Committee Chairperson,

Sheila Mclntyre.

The A.M.S. Housing Service

was initially created in 1970 as a

non-profit, student-run body to

provide reasonably priced, off-

campus housing to students. The
49 dwelling units under their

jurisdiction are leased by the

University to the A.M.S. Inc. and
are completely managed by the

Housing Committee of not less

than three and not more than

seven students, one of whom is

the signing officer of the A.M.S.,

at the moment, Peter Druxerman
(Vice-President, Operations).

Richardson attends Committee
meetingsat their request in a two-

fold capacity, as an employee of

the Housing Committee and as

representative of the University

administration.

This group is unique as a

Queen's service and is

autonomous to the extent that the

clause in the agreement between

the University and the A.M.S.

Inc. states that "the Housing

Committee shall be given all

necessary authority to carry out

the terms of agreement and
leases entered into pursuant to

it." The ideal behind the set-up is

that peer landlords understand

student needs and requirements,

thus establishing a close rapport

while providing efficient service

and maintenance. Richardson for

one feels that "Personally, the

arrangement has been excellent"

and has resulted in a "happy and
rewarding relationship."

The duties of the Committee
encompass all areas involved in

property management, which
implies a considerable workload
for the number of individuals

involved. They make all

decisions on policy, assess rents

and occupancy limits, place
tenants, collect rents, hire

janitors where necessary,
determine the need for repairs,

handle all tenant relations and
set the budget.

Once the Chairperson is

appointed and ratified by the

A.M.S., he or she in turn selects

the Committee who make all

decisions, including the hiring of

Summer Housing Manager and
payment of their salary. This is

the crux of the present problem.

Sheila Mclntyre, 1974-75

Housing Committee Chairperson,

was hired as Summer Manager
by the Committee in March for a

total summer salary of $1200 and
she contends that it was not until

mid-May, at which point she had
worked for three weeks, that the

uncertainty of her position came
to light. At this time, her status as

salaried manager was denied by
Peter Druxerman and A.M.S.

Business Administrator and
Personnel Manager, Joyce Roe.

The issue regarding who had
the power to hire Summer
Housing Manager previously

arose in February, but was
resolved to the satisfaction of the

Committee when Ian Nordheimer
(1973 signing officer), in face of 4

resignations, accepted the

Committee's insistence on the

autonomy clause of the contract.

"They used my Committee
and they used me", Mclntyre
states. "They waited until they

got a lot of service out of us. What
it boils down to is dishonest or at

ueeiTS

best irresponsible management
of not just me, but of my Com-
mittee".

Druxerman, on the other

hand, feels that Mclntyre had
been working under a miscon-
ception all along for he says "she
had been warned in February"
that the Personnel Manager felt

that the workload of a summer
Housing Manager did not
warrant being a salaried

position.

The view that Druxerman
holds of the jurisdiction of the

Housing Committee is that of a

semi-autonomous body only,

since it is responsible to the

Board of Directors of the A.M.S.,

concerned with financial mat-
ters, to be able to show them two
months total rent at any time.

When the new A.M.S. Executive

came into power in February,

Druxerman, as new signing of-

ficer Committee member, felt

many of the problems were
passed onto him, and "I tried to

put the pieces back together. It

was blown out of proportion by
the former Q.S.A. director (Ian

Nordheimer) and the Business

Administrator and I stepped in

and tried to defend them. I can't

be judge and jury as well as

defendent and prosecutor."

Once informed she would not

be paid as Summer Manager,
Mclntyre found an alternate

summer job and obtained a

better job with Queen's Physical

Plant through the determined

efforts of Peter Druxerman, who
also offered to convince the

Board that she should be given

$100 per month for her summer
work in Housing. Due to the

concurrent dispute in the A.M.S.

Summer Council regarding the

payment ol such honoraria to

anyone however, Mclntyre has

not received this amount. As it

stands she has received $40 a

ourna

month for 2 months, which is the

honorarium normally given to

the Chairperson during the

winter term only by the Housing

Committee. She feels she is still

owed at least $400 for the month
of May.

In addition to the personal

financial losses, Mclntyre feels

she has suffered,the Housing

Committee Chairperson regrets

the inability to make policy

decisions, a power vested only in

a Summer Manager, as well as

the interruption in optimum
service to tenants.

Ed. Note: Joyce Roe, business

administrator was unavailable

for comment as she is on holidays

for three weeks.

Sheila Mclntyre, prime figure in current Housing
issue.
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<u' '.garland Express
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St. Lawrence Summer Playhouse- Performances
are held nightly except Sunday at 8:30 p.m. The
theatre is located in City Park across from the

Court House. Tickets are available in the box
office $2.00, $2.25, $2.50 $2.75, $3.00, $3.25. Phone
542-9938. "Norman Is That You''" is being
presented until July 27. "Jacques Brel Is Alive

iind Well and Living in Paris".runs from July 30 to

August 10.

Queen's Department of Drama presents a Summer
School Workshop Production of Harold Pinter's

"Old Times". The performance is in Convocation

Hall, Tuesday July 30 at 8.00 p.m. No tickets are

necessary and no admission fee is charged.

Indian Work Collection- Superb masks and many
outstanding examples of the work of 'Ksan
craftsmen' highlight a show which demonstrates
the richness of contemporary Canadian Indian

culture. The show is at the Gallery of Fine
Canadian Crafts, 219 Princess Street above the

Canadian Shop until July 27. Store and gallery

hours : 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday to Saturday, open
until 9 p.m. Thursday and Friday.

Phys. Ed. Centre

This Week
Thursday. July 21- City lights Cinema presents Sad

S<)nf> of Yellow Skin, The (ireat Toy Robbery,

Walking, Lonely Boy, at 7.30 p.m. Wild

Strawberries by Ingmai- Bergman is being shown
at 9.00 p.m.

Wednesday, July 31- "Women and .Mental Health",

a panel discussion, is being held at the Women's
Centre, 110 Queen St. at 8,(K) p m. Child care will

be provided.

Kingston Kair- The Kingston F^xhibition, the biggest

fair and agricultural show in Kastern Ontario will

l-je at the Kingston Memorial Centre from July 23

to July 27. Admission: adults $1.50; students $1 .00.

The gale admission pays for the grandstand show.

The Physcical Education Centre will be closed on
the Civic Holiday, Monday, August 5. The tennis

eourts will be open and bookings can be made for

Sunday and Monday, August 4 and 5, on Saturday,

August 3.

Closing of facilities for maintenance:
Swimming Pool - The swimming pool will be
drained for a two week period, starting at 1.30

p.m. on Saturday, August 17, so that the annual

maintenance and repairs can be carried out. It

will be re-opened at noon on Tuesday,
September 3, for the Faculty-Staff-Student

Recreational Swim.
Activity Areas. Various other areas of the building

will be closed for periods of time throughout the

month of August. Notices to this effect will be

posted in the building.

Art Galleries-
Agnes Ktherington Art Centre- Queen's University -

Changing exhibitions are continually on view.

Gallery hours : Monday to Friday 9.00 a.m. to 5.00

p.m., Saturday and Sunday 11.00 to 5.00 p.m.,

Tuesday and Thursday evenings 7.00 to 9.00 p.m.

(iailery -Schonberger 326 King Street East - This

gallery of Canadian Art represents nationally

and locally renowned artists. Gallery hours: 10.00

a.m. to 5.00 p.m. daily, Sundays 2.00 to 5.00 p.m.

COMMODORE NOTE

VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S

VAN
-Q GIFTS and

BOOKS LTD.

282 Princess St.

KINGSTON 542-6676

COMPLETE LINE OF ADULT JOKES
Gifts in boxes and useful items.

Also for the whole family, tourist presents to give
because you care!

ELECTRIC REMINGTON SHAVER Regular
S25.00

AT VAN'S SPECIAL PRICE $21.85.

MON FRL
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

STORE HOURS
OPEN

9.30am 10pm
930am 9pm

17.00 9 pm

VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'

840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess
St. is pleased to offer all Students of
Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-
commodation for their Parents or
friends during the 73-74 term when they
have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: stage four
\

Amateur Night every Wednesday

Queen's Students Welcome
In Our Lounge

II

WHEN THERE'S NO GREATER LOVE THERE'S

NO GREATER GIFT THAN A DIAMOND

Love is the greatest. And when you've got it,

flaunt it. With the gift of a diamond pin, ring,

pendant or earrings from our brilliant selection.

A diamond traditionally expresses lasting love.

And isn't love one tradition we'd like to

keep alive and thriving?

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

THE AMS HONORARIA
REVIEW COMMITTEE
is prepared to receive submissions

from any interested students,

groups or organizations

All submissions must be written

and handed in to the AMS office by

4:30 pm, July 31, 1974.
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lontinuing Education Prog,

legins this September
by Barbara Myland

The Donald Gordon Centre

lor Continuing Education is

opening in September and will

lost its first conference on the

E6th of the month. This centre,

focused around Roselawn House,

elegant mansion of the early

jighteen hundreds has been
bstablished to provide facilities

for business and governmental
)rganizations, as well as

providing Queen's faculties with

[jonvenient conference and
seminar areas.

This enterprise is completely

self supporting and therefore

Idoes not draw from the operating

resources of Queen's.The idea

(arose from a desire to set up a

lemorial to Donald Gordon; a

lan who made an outstanding

|contribution to Canadian public

nffairs and who began
association with Queen's
lUniversity in the early 1900's.

lAccording to Dr. Henrik O.

iHelmers the director of the

centre the "Friends of Donald
Gordon have raised in excess of

the $400,000 needed initially to

finance the centre."

This residential seminar
centre will become an integral

part of Queen's but not in a
degree granting capacity. It will

provide an important and
necessary link between Queen's

and the rest of the community Dr.

Helmers emphasized. Helmers
anticipates that the centre will be
used 50 percent by departments
within Queen's and 50 percent by
outside organizations. The
facilities of the university will be

available to any participants.

Similar centres have been
developed over the last 15 years

in the United States but such an
establishment is rare in Canada.

At present there are 17

definite and five tentative

bookings. One meeting is already

scheduled for 1977. Some of the

organizations already involved

are the faculty of medicine, the

School of Urban and Regional
Planning and Canadian National

Railways.

The centre itself is made up
of Roselawn House and a new
wing. In the old house there are
two spacious seminar rooms
furnished in the period of the mid-
1800's as well as other small
seminar rooms. The dining room
seats 80 people at a time. A
combination bar, lounge and
games room will be located on
the bottom floor of Roselawn
House.

Many conferences and
seminars have taken place
during the past years but out of

necessity were forced to be held

during the period when regular

classes were not in session.

Opportunities for continuing
education can now be offered

throughout the year when par-

ticipants are more able to attend

and courses lasting for varying
lengths of time can be ac-

commodated.

Donald Gordon Centre for Continuing
Education continues its construction at student Physical Plant employees will be

I
Roselawn. The opening of the Centre is ^^^^ school so that REAL construction can
scheduled for the coming fall. By that time the g^t underway

!

unclassifieds
STUDY of United Nations in-

volvement in World Natural
Resources and Law of the Sea is

being conducted at Queen's.
Students interested in helping with

this work and perhaps par-

ticipating in a conference at

Laurentian University please
contact John Andrews 544-7840.

PERSONS interested in touring or

camping on weekends please call

Ken at 542-3923 5 - 7 pm.
ROOMMATE wanted to share 2-

bedroom — Non-smoker Call after

10.30 pm 542-5308.

ANYONE interested in reviewing

books for the Journal contact Jim
Smith at 544-4974.

TWO THIRD year girls are anxious to

find an apt. or share an apartment
v/ith others. Call Anne collect in

Ottawa at 737-4189.

TO SUZANNE: There was a fair maid
named Sue, More sane than me
and you. In the Journal pit. She
threw a fit. Welcome to the loo.

TO KEITH: A photog, initials K.B.,

Threw his can at me, My head got

wet, I made a threat. And now he's

in K.P..

TO BOB : What can you say about Bob,

He sits on his chair like a blob. He

^ just spews out crap. But sit on his

i lap. And you're guaranteed a job.

^TO DAN: Our favourite stud named
Dan, Does what no one else can.

Short but sweet. He's really neat.

Sure is one helluva man.

J
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at Kingston, Ontario

Interim Staff: Suzanne Sherkin, Dan
McClelland, Bob Wood, Wendy
Reynolds, Laurie Gibson, Terry
Collins, Ann Robertson, Mo came
back, Bill O'Farrell, Rosemary
Knight, Barb Nyland and Keith
Bounrs.

AM S

SUMMER COUNCIL

MEETING

Thursday, July 25

7:30 p.m.

McLaughlin Room

STRATFORD TRIP
Sponsored by G.S.S.

INCLUDES

.return transportation to Stratford

.tickets for:

1. Shakespear's 'PERICLES'
and 2. OFFENBACH'S LA VIE PARISIENNE

-overnight accommodation
+ Sunday breakfast

Leaves Kingston Sat. Aug. 10 a.m.

Returns to Kingston Sun. Aug. 11 p.m.

ONLY 20 TICKETS LEFT

Tickets - $25.00 per person (Grads)
$32.00 others (if tickets available)

OBTAIN INFORMATION and TICKETS FROM
Shirley 547-2771 8:30-4:30

Don 547-6931 10:00 - 4:00

Brian 542-4149 9:00 - 5:00

Ann 542-9914 5:00 - 8:00

OR WRITE TO Brian Barry,
Dept. of Math, Queen's

HIKING EQUIPMENT
—boots, packs of all kinds, freeze dried foods,

sleeping bags, clothing

TENNIS
—Wilson, Slazenger, Ouitlop, Patrick tennis shoes

SKI EQUIPMENT
—25 percent off 1973 prices if purchased before
Sept. 1st, this year
NORDICA, HENKE, ATOMIC, VOLK

10% OFF to Queen's students

on non-sale items

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to 11 PM DAILY
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Constitution, Bylaws

Dis is duh law!
ARTICLE I

The Association

The Association shall be called "Queen's Summer School Association"
— hereinafter known as The Association.

ARTICLE II

Objects

SECTION 1 To serve as a bond of union among the members of the

Association and the graduates of the University who have been members of

the Association.

SECTION 2 To promote the interests of Queen's Summer School and of

the members of the Association.

SECTION 3 To serve as a means of communication between the

members of the Association and the governing bodies of the University.

SECTION 4 To control the Curtis Memorial Scholarship, Summer School

Prizes and Bursaries set up by the Q.S.S.A.

ARTICLE III

Members
SECTION 1 Members shall be known as (a) Honorary (b) Regular (c)

Associate.

SECTION 2 Honorary Members shall be:-

(a) The Principal of the University

(b) The Director of Summer School and Extension Department
(c) The Assistant Director of Summer School

Last chance for free beer ! ! f

Set aside the night of Wednesday, July 31 to attend the QUSSA
general meeting and last social function of the year. This party should be
the highlight of the year. As an incentive to attend the meeting anyone
arriving between the times of 7.45 to 8.15 will receive THREE FREE
BEER. Anyone may attend after this time but they will not get any free

beer.

Annual Meeting
The annual meeting of QUSSA will take place at 8.15 in Lower

Common Room at Victoria Hall. The main purpose of this meeting is to

elect new officers. The order of business will be—

Minutes of last Annual
V\eetmg
7 Busines arising from minutes

3. Communication
4. Treasurer's Report

5. Reports of Committees
6. Report from Summer Schocil

7. Report on Summer School

Prizes and Bursaries

8. General Business

9. Report of Nominating
Committee
10. Election of Officers

11. Adjournment

The reports for this meeting are usually short. The order of business

should be concluded in 45 minutes. After the meeting we will have the last

social event of the year.

QUSSA exec meeting
T [me & Place 4 p n.

Doparfment of Extension

Mf-mbers Present: Gary ppttiqrew,

/,ithy Murptly, Marg Pammett,
Alison B''ll, Tony Burger, Linda
Ctiandler, Lee Ewles, Doug Shono,

Diane Siddic, Los Robertson, Karen
Bradley and Mr Cross

Motion No. 1: moved by Lee Ewles,
,econded by Marg Pamnnett ttiat ttie

minutes from July 22, 1974 bo ac

cepted as read. Passed.

Motion No, 2, moved by Diane Siddio,

oeronded by Linda Chandler that the

fmanjrur'i report be accepted as

read. Balance is t1,I61,25, Passed.

Committee Reports:
'jOci-il Lee Ewles reported that

oyer ''AX) people consumed 41 cases of

beer at the dance last Tuesday
The nc/t event is Wednesday,

July the Beer Bash First Beer is

FREE — at 8.00 p.m, at Victoria Hall.

Sporfi:

The Gym will be doted for the

^lvic Holiday August 5, IV74

Therefore there will be NO Volleyball

that night, Tony Burger is looking into

the poMiblfity of having if another
night.

New Businett
C'-tcr |jri//erman requested that

the fj 'j 'j /> aid in the payment for the

Live Band which appeared at the Pub
on the week end of July 19 20. The
follf///ing motion evolved as the result

'/( n ' discuwion foncerning the above

Motion No. 3: moved by Lee Ewles,

seconded by Alison Bell, that we do

not subsidize the band that appeared
it the Pub July 19 20, Passed.

Motion No. 4: moved by Karen
Hradley, seconded by Tony Burger
that a letter ..be sent to the A.M.S.

President Tony Wolman, Vice-

President, John Gray, Ian Nor-
dheimor. Internal Affairs, Peter-
Druxerman, Bob Merrifield, acting

' hiel constable , and Ross Wardle,
-(qarding the constable's jurisdic

' ions <ind f onduct at the social events.

Passed.

Motion No 5: moved by Alison Bell,

M'f ond''d t)y Marg Pammett that a

letter of complaint be sent to the

0(;een's Journal stating, that the

distributions must be improved, and
(;roviding a list of the desired

'listribulion points. Also the com
iniltee in the future, will recommend
'hat any contract with the Journal,

specifying these distribution points,

nclude penalty clauses enabling the

0 U.S.S.A. to withhold paymr^nt il

itiese terms are not'met. In ,iddition to

itiis Ir'tter a delegation from the

'/ecutive ift to go to the Journal's

'rflice with thi» request in order that it

might receive immediate attention,

Passed

Motion No. 4: moved t;y Alisoti lli-ll,

'.econded by Doug Shone, that itie

meeting be adlourned at S OS fi u\

Passed
Next regular meiMing will h" Mond.i/,
)i)l/ ',''/lti

(d) Assistant Directors of Extension

(e) The Registrar

(f) The Dean of Arts and Science

(g) The Dean of the Faculty of Education
(h) Dean of Women
(i) Staff of the Summer School

SECTION 3. Regular members shall be the

students registered in the Faculty of Arts and
Science, or the Faculty of Education, or the Master of

Education program in attendance at Summer School.

SECTION 4 The Board of Directors shall con-

sider any verbal or written application from persons
or groups not designated as regular members who
wish to become associate members of the

Association.

SECTION 5 Honorary members shall enjoy all

the benefits and full rights and privileges of mem-
bership in this Association.

ARTICLE IV

Officers and Standing Committees

SECTION 2.. . A special meeting of

may be called by the Board of Direc

during the Summer School period.

A special meeting of the A':,so

called during the Summer Sctiool

written request of at least twenty fiv^

Association, directed to the Permg
Treasurer. The purpose or purposes
meeting shall be called must be c
written request, and said meeting hel

period of receipt of letter.

SECTION 3.. The rules of proceduri

Sturgis' "Rules of Parliamentar/ Pi

govern the Association Meetings

ARTICLE VIM
Auditors

Two auditors shall be appointed t

before the 3rd meeting of the Board
the Association to audit all the a

Association before the end of the fi*

auditors shall not be members of

Directors.

SECTION 1 , . The Officers of the Association shall

be: .

. ARTICLE IX

+ (a) Honorary President Quorum
+ (b) Past President SECTION!. ..At all meetings of the A

(c) President members shall constitute a quorurr

(d) First Vice-President sacting of business.

(e) Second Vice-President

(f) Secretary SECTION 2... Eight members of

(g) Treasurer Directors shalt-constitute a quorum (

+ {h) Publicity Manager and Permanrent Directors.

Secretary-Treasurer

+ (i). The Director of Summer School SECTION 3... Four members of the 1

(i) Representative of the Faculty of constitute a quorum of the ExecutiVi

Education
(k) Conveners of the following standing ARTICLE X

Committees:

1. - Co-conveners of Athletic Committee
2. - Convener of Fine Arts Committee
3. - Co-conveners of Social Committee
4. - Convener of Interrelations Committee
5. - Convener of Publicity Committee
6. - The Faculty of Education representative

SECTION 2. The above Officers will be elected at

the Annual Meeting. These Officers shall constitute

the Board of Directors of the Association.

SECTION 3.. .The Executive of the Association shall

consist of the President, First Vice-President, Second
Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, Publicity

Manager and Permanent Secretary-Treasurer and
the Director of Summer School.

+ Those positions marked with an asterisk are not

subject to election.

ARTICLE V

Fiscal Year
The fiscal year shall end December 31st.

ARTICLE VI

Finances

The funds of the Association shall be derived

(rom membership fees and other sources and shall be

fjxpended as the Board of Directors shall deem
necessary.

ARTICLE VII

Meetings

SECTION 1.. .Tho Annu.fl M(?ollng of the Association

',hall bo held during the fourth or fifth week; such

lime to be decided by the Board of Directors. The
election of officers shall take place at this meeting.

Amendments
Amendments and additions to the

the Association may be made only

Meeting and then only if sustained by s

the members present. Amendme
publishedand made available to all mt
one week before the Annual Meeting.

ARTICLE XI

Date
This constitution as drawn up shi

fective August 1970.

ARTICLEXII

Every year at the first meeting o

Directors each member shall be giver

Association's Constitution and By-Lav

BYLAWS
ARTICLE I

Duties of Officers

SECTION l...The President shall pi

meetings of the Association. He shall

member of all committees.

SECTION 2.. .The first Vice President

at.all meetingsof the Association in the;

President, and shall be responsil

publication of Ihe Student's Directo

present a written report of his activ

penditures at the Annual Meeting.

SECTION 3. . The 2nd Vice President sh

all meetings of the Association in the a

President and 1st Vice President a

responsible for the preparation of

Bulletin. He shall present a written
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activities and expenditures at the Annual Meeting.
In the absence of President and both Vice-

Presidents from any meeting of the Association, the

members present shall choose a chairman to preside.

SECTION 4. ..The Secretary shall keep a record of

the proceedings of the Association. He shall read the

minutes of any previous meeting when called upon by
the presiding officer to do so. He shall conduct all

correspondence, give notice of all meetings regular

or special as provided in the Constitution Article VII

and By-Laws Article II. He shall keep copies of all

letters received or written by him relating to the

affairs of the Association.

The Secretary shall act as Returning Officer at

the election of Officers.

SECTION 5.. .The Treasurer shall take charge of all

funds of the Association and receive contributions,

and shall deposit all moneys received in a chartered
bank. He shall give orders on the Treasury for the
payment of debts incurred, when so directed by the
Board of Directors, or in the absence of a quorum, on
the direction of the President. Such orders shall be
made by cheques.

He shall givea written report of his activities and
expenditures at the Annual Meeting.

SECTION 6. ..The Representative of the Faculty of

Education shall be the liaision between the Board of

Directors and the Faculty of Education students.

ARTICLE II

Board of Directors

SECTION l...The Board of Directors shall be the
legislative and governing body of the Association. It

shall determine matters of general policy, subject
only to such directives in respect of policy as a

meeting of the Association may give.

SECTION 2. ..The Board of Directors shall appoint
additional Standing Committees or Special Com-
mittees as it deems necessary.

SECTION 3.. .The office of a member of the Board of

Directors shall be declared vacant upon the absence
of the Incumbent from two consecutive meetings
without good and sufficient reason as Interpreted by
the Board of Directors.

SECTION 4.. .All Committees, including the Board of

Directors, shall have the power to add to their

number and shall have the power to fill any vacancies
subject to the approval of the Executive.

ARTICLE Ml

Executive Committee
The Executive Committee shall carry out the

policy of the Board of Directors. It shall report to the
Board as soon as possible any action taken by the
Executive in an emergency or when it is impossiblelo
assemble a quorum of the Directors.

ARTICLEJV

Committees
SECTION l...The members of the following com-
mittees shall be appointed by the newly elected
convener, at least one member of the committee to be
a first year student. Each convener shall keep a
detailed financial statement of all expenses of his

committee and a record of preparations for par-

ticular events. Both statement and record must be
given into the hands of the President for the next
year's conveners.

SECTION 2... Athletic Committee. The Q.S.S.A.

Athletic Committee shall consist of at least eight

members of the Summer School besides the co-

conveners.

Duties — To control all Summer School, activities in

Athletics.

SECTION 3;.. Fine Arts Committee. The Q.S.S.A.

Fine Arts Committee shall consist of at least four

members of the Summer School besides the con-

vener.

Duties — To supervise the Fine Arts interests of the

Association, and to organize various assemblies other

than business meetings and social events and where
necessary to arrange for speakers or programs for

these assemblies.

SECTION 4.. .Social Committee. The Q.S.S.A. Social

Committee shall consist of at least four members of

the Summer School, besides the co-conveners.

Duties — To supervise, and arrange for, all social

functions of the Association during the summer
session.

SECTION 5.. . Interrelations Committee shall consist

of at least four members of the Summer School

besides the convener.

Duties — To collect student opinion on matters of

importance and report this to the Asssociation and to

the Director of the Summer School where this is in

dicated. Also to provide for the orientation of new
Queen's students at the Summer School.

SECTION 6.. . Publicity Committee shall consist of at

least three members of the Summer School besides
the convener.

Duties— To publicize all the activities of the Summer
School.

SECTION 7. ..Each committee convener shall

present a written report of his committee's activities

and expenditures at the Annual Meeting.

SECTION 8. ..At the last regular meeting of the

Board of Directors^ each committee convener and
first and second vice-presidents shall submit to the

incoming convener and the first and second vice-

presidents a report outlining his duties and recom-
mendations to improve the workings of said com-
mittee.

SECTION 9. ..Curtis Memorial Scholarship Com
mittee shall consist of the Director of Summer
School, the Permanent Secretary-Treasurer and five

Summer School students from the Faculty of Arts and
Science to be appointed by the President. Anyone
eligible for this scholarship may not serve on the

Committee.
Duties — To consider all suitable candidates for the

Curtis Memorial Scholarship and to select the person

best qualified for this honour. (This committee to be

appoihted before the 3rd meeting of the Board of

Directors of the Association).

ARTICLE V

Finances
SECTION l...The Annual Fees of the Regular
Members of the Association shall be covered by an

annual grant from the University subject to revision

from time to time. The Annual Fees of Associate

Members shall be $3.00 and there will be no fee for

Honorary Members.

SECTION 2..

all fees.

Honorary members are exempt from

SECTION 3. . . All cheques must bear two signatures:

1. Treasurer
2. President or Permanent Secretary-

Treasurer.

SECTION 4.. . Each committee shall submit a budget
for approval at the first regular Board of Directors

Meeting.

Up
and
Com
Thursday
thursday, july 25

-tennis, everyone welcome. Lower Campus and arena roof
''•

-Pub Night, McArthur, West Campus
-Queen's Pub
Swimming, 12.00 to 1.00 p.m., 5. 30 to 6.30 p.m., 8.30 to 9,30

p.m.

Friday
friday, July 26"^

-Queen's Pub. Students Memorial Union

-Swimming, 12.00 to 1.00 p.m., 5.30 to 6.30 p.m., 8.30 to 9.30

p.m.

Saturday
Saturday, ju1y 27

Queen's Pub. Student Memorial Union

-Swimming, 12.00 - 1.30 p.m.

Monday
monday, july 29

Mixed Volleyball. Ross Gym 6.30 p.m
•Queen's Pub.- Student Memorial Union

Swimming, 12.00 to 1.00 p.m., 5.30 to 6.30 p.m., 8.30 to 9.30

p.m.

Tuesday
tuesday, july 30

-Pub Night, McArthur, West Campus
-Queen's Pub Student Memorial Union

-Tennis; Lower Campus and arena roof

• Swimming, 12.00 to 1.00 p.m., 5.30 to 6.30 p.m., 8.30 to 9.30

p.m.

Wednesday
Wednesday, july 31

-Annual Meeting - Lower Victoria

• Mixed basketball, Ross Gym, 6.30 p.m.

•Swimming, 12.00 to 1.00 p.m., 5.30 to 6.30 p.m., 8.30 to 9.30

p.m.
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Our Prisons:
A nice place to visit but you

wouldn't want to live there

The old-
by William O Fai'rell

In 1970, eighty percent of the

^people in prisons across Canada
were back for at least the second

time. Of these prisoners, eighty

percent had been free for less

than eighteen months, and in a

substantial number of cases,

repeat offenders for breaking and

entering, and theft and fraud,

have been imprisoned many
times. These figures represent an

incredible waste of money,
manpower and needless injury to

the individuals against whom
crimes have been committed.

The statistics here are not ar-

tificial, but are contained in

government reports. It has been

stated that in 1974 one-hundred

and fifteen million dollars of

Federal money alone will be

spent on corrections, including

the .salaries of ('>,'i()() employees.

Canada is not a large country,

nor is its crime rate exceptionally

high, but costs are enormous,
"amounting to over ]1,(KXJ dollars

per year for each inmate in-

carcerated. However, money is

not the prime consideration ; if it

were, we would only f>e obliged to

lock offenders away in the

fXiorest of accommodations for

the longest fx^ssible periods of

tirne. Fortunately, we are no

longer in the dark ages. It is the

mark of an advanced sfx;iety to

treat its cast-outs humanely, and
most of all, to attempt
rehabilitation of wrong-doers.
Canada, with its system of

paroles, day paroles and
remissions Ojnsupervised
releases, often temf/orary), has

come a long way towards this

goal, but still there is something

lacking.

Considering that of the

tw<:nty fHTcent of priHonwB who
(U) not return to crime 'or at least

<l<;n'l get cauj^ht again;, a Hub-

Htantial number may have
remained honest regardless of

rehabilitation efforts, one is led to

Ix-lieve that preH«;nt programs
ill'- hardly v/',rkingat all. What is

tli" frxplarij'iori for this? One
government release has said that

"This statistical evidence
suggests that the federal
corrections process is the last

recourse in the criminal justice

system. . . the collective

efforts of other agencies and
jurisdictions have failed to divert

the offender from criminal to

socially acceptable activity."

This is not an acceptable ex-

planation.

Last year the Canadian
Committee on Corrections
recommended that the Prisons

and Reformations Act be
repealed, that differential

treatment for Federal and
provincial offenders be stopped,

and that new federal legislation

be enacted to provide a "more
appropriate legal framework for

federal offenders in provincial

prisons." One is led to believe

that action is on the way. Un-
fortunately, the people making
the legislation are uninformed in

a most basic manner. In all the

rep(jrts and inquiries, very little

voice is given the most ex-

perienced people of all, the

prisoners. In interviews last

week at Colliins Bay Peniten-

tiary, and the Pri.son for Women,
the Journal made some effort to

correct this situation.

It was found that many staff

members are sympathetic to new
ideas in corrections, and the fact

that "outsiders" are welcome
into the prisons is an indication

that some progress is being

made, How(!V(rr, it was felt that

the inmates should be able to

voice their sid(; of the; story, and
thc;y did so with mark<!d frcredom

and intelligence during the

discussions that were held.

"The system isn't

progroKHivc and it usually isn't

very consistent . The
classification officer has to admit
that there are people not r(!ady

Hor paroh;;, but he's also got to

admit that there urc peoph; ready
long before their parole. "This

Hiatemenf summarizes much of

the grievance surrounding the

present, ineffective parole
system Inability of the

classification officers and parole

lK)ards to tell when a prisoner

should be set free and apparent
inconsistencies in the criteria

used was a common complaint.

The parole act requires that "the

release of the inmate on parole

would not constitute an undue
risk to society." Certainly the

criteria used are incorrect, as

forfeitures of parole resulting

from fresh convictions now ex-

ceed revocations by the Parole

Board, meaning that both the

prisoner and the public are in-

jured.

Many of the inmates of the

Women's Prison were
dissatisfied with the explanations

they have been receiving con-

cerning parole or remission
refusals. Women Liberationists

will be interested in this, for

indeed there is a very distinct

difference between the treatment

of women in jail, and men. One'
must have sympathy for

classification officers (the

personnel who handle much of

the paperwork, and some of the

decision-making responsibilities

concerning paroles) who are

caught between women 's-rights

and traditional value systems
that have been ingrained in both

the system and the women in-

mates. One officer stated,

"Sometimes it's in the woman's
best interest not to give her the

cold hard facts about her parole

refusal." When asked about the

jealousies that naturally arise

when some are paroled and
others not, he replied, "Well, at

the same time I try to treat these

people as if they are not children.

Also, if a staff member tells a

woman why she was refused, and
she wants to create mischief, she
can elaborate in a way that the

staff person did not say and then

put that person in a difficult

position."

The question has therefore

been opened, should inmates be

allowed legal counsel during

Parole Board hearings? Prison

personnel cannot be expected to

fill this role if they have the

responsibility of protecting
society, and as it is government
policy to treat prisoners as if

"included in society," the right to

a lawyer in such matters seems
basic.

The inmates interviewed also

pointed out that, at least in their

opinion, the present system of

parole is ineffective, and may in

fact be detrimental to the
rehabilitation of an offender. The
system has improved since the
days of simple incarceration

followed by release with day-
paroles (the prisoner returns to

the institution after work), and
temporary passes being used to

affect a "gradual release." The
Task Force on Release of In-

mates last year recommended
"that remission both .statutory

and earned, be abolished," with
replacement by day-parole. What
do the inmates think about day
parole? One said, "Day parole is

very good if they keep it on a

minimal basis, say for two
months, but after this you start

building up things. You get in-

terested in what you are doing out
there, then you come back here
and you've lost all interest in

what you are doing in here.

Rehabilitation is 'to restore your
proper rights.' You cannot
rehabilitate someone behind
walls, that's the complete op-

posite to what it is." Another said

simply "What do you do if

someone asks you for a beer?
'Sorry, I've got to go back to the

prison!" There's an automatic
barrier built up; there's no social

contact."

This seems to be an obvious
flaw in day parole, and may in

part account for the number of

day-parole escapes and for-

feitures. "You have to learn to

exercise self disipline, and in a

regimented program you can't do

this." That statement puts the

point across clearly.

Inconsistencies in the
granting of parole, ineffective

programs, confused and
sometimes inefficient staff (this

is not a general condemnation),
all are issues that have to be dealt

with immediately. The Prime
Minister has stated in the House
of Commons on May 16, 1973:

"Our prisons are there to contain

unlawful persons. Containment is

the primary function,

rehabilitation follows." Surely,

this is incorrect! In federal

penitentiaries 93 percent of all

offenders have sentences of a
fixed number of years, and many
of the remaining seven percent
will eventually be released.

These pwjple must fje properly
prepared for release, and the
prew;nt system is not dfjing it,

It<;girnentation and containment
only breed contempt for the

prison system and society. One
inmate said "We've got an 85

percent return! It seems to me,
that's what they want. If it

weren't for the prisons, all these
poeple, the classification of-

ficers, the John Howard Society;

they wouldn't have any jobs." He
should also have said that we
would all have a little more
money in our pockets.

Inevitably, there is always a
conflict between the con-
siderations of protecting society

and taking the chance of paroling

an inmate. Furthermore, there is

always a tendency for people to

fall back on antiquated concepts
of right and wrong; "an eye for

an eye." When asked "Do you
accept some standard of right

and wrong?" an inmate said,

"Sure,you've committed a crime
against society, therefore you are
being punished, but where should
the stress lie; on punishment or

rehabilitation? Sure, there must
be some punitive aspect, but if

you want to rehabilitate the

prisoner, you have to put him
back in society. Give him a trade,

educate him; that's not
rehabilitating him. Sore, you're

increasing his knowledge, but

you are not teaching him the

social standards that he was bom
to have."

It seems there is some
hopeful progress by way of

Community Correctional Cen-
tres, a new concept of housing the

offenders within the community
in houses, not cells, and thereby
teaching them the correct
"Social standards." Finally,

when asked what we should say
to people who insist "If they're in

prison, its because they had one
chance and blew it," this same
prisoner replied."When a horse

runs a race and loses, does that

mean he can never win
another?" The answer is no, and
it looks as if society has not yet

fully realized this. The one thing

that is most needed is concern.

Are you concerned: Get inolved!

Volunteers are welcome in the

prisons. Contact the Student
Volunteer Bureau or the John
Howard Society.

liMiiitff'

The new
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unbackpagenewsbriefs

Changing world of Medicine
Kingston : A motion calling for an investigation into

abortion practices at Kingston General Hospital by

the federal department of health was passed by City

Council Monday after bouncing between CouncU
and Finance Committee since April. A second

motion requesting the federal department of justice

to initiate a public inquiry into the administration of

abortions in Canada was also approved by council.

Statistics released by KGH show that 311 of the

abortions performed at the hospital last year were

done on women between the ages of 15 and 19 years

of age. A total of 308 were performed on women
between 20 and 29 and 10 were for girls under 15. It

was pointed out that the number of abortions in

Rent-a-womb possible
Toronto: The reported birth of three babies in

Europe after scientists fertilized eggs from the

mothers ovaries with male sperm inside test tubes

may be a first step towards "a rent-a-womb
society". A British researcher says that after

growing in the test tube for about a week the eggs

were placed in the mother's wombs and commented
that the three babies have now reached toddler

stage.

Rev. Clarke MacDonald and two other United

Church spokesmen expressed reservations pointing

out that if the experiments were extended to use a

volunteer's womb for the purpose of conceiving

other people's children the biological and legal

rights of a father who is not the husband of the

woman who bears his child would have to be
established.

A spokesman for the Presbyterian Church said

that he was bewildered but that they are by no

means ready to tell scientists to stop, but only to go

slow.

The primate of the Anglican Church said "We
need to know how and from whom they got authority

to experiment in this way ... There are so many
questions."

Brain operation ended
Kingston: Kingston neurosurgeon, Dr. R.F.
Hetherington has been named in a recent report

linking him with the performing of lobotomies, a

form of brain surgery, which the report describes as

"therapeutic murder". The report released by the

Canadian Church of Scientology claims Dr.

Hetherington of K.G.H. supports lobotomies and
quotes him as saying his hospital has allowed 17

operations. However K.G.H. administrator, Bruce
"Thompson, said no lobotomies have been performed
at the psychiatric hospital since 1972.

Lobotomies are usually performed "as a last

resort" on patients with a severe mental disorder,

usually in an attempt to curb hostile or violent

tendencies. Justifications given for the performing

of surgery are the relief of a variety of emotional

problems including homosexual behaviour,

frigidity, compulsive gambling, etc.

Mr. Thompson said the report is an attempt to

"discredit the whole field of psychiatry". However,

according to a leading Washington psychiatrist, the

report is "one of the most important studies done on

psychotherapy in the world. I personally wouldn't

be surprised if the report doesn't develop some
malpractice suits.".

Kingston is about one for every 30 people compared
with one in every 1,000 for Toronto.

Alderman Keith Norton maintained that by

calling for inquiry members of council are implying

that criminal offences are being committed by the

hospital's abortion board. Alderman Gerretsen

argued that there was mounting public concern

about the number of abortions performed and that

council has a moral obligation to the citizens.

Increased salaries
Kingston: KGH is considering everything from

clsoing about 50 beds to eliminating heart surgery to

keep hospital operations in the black, executive

director James Flett said Monday. These measures

may be necessary to offset two recent wage set-

tlements, one raising salaries for non-professional

hospital staff by about 40 per cent, and the recent

nurses' settlement in Toronto gave nurses an in-

crease of about 50 per cent.

Mr. Flett said he has no answer yet, he needs

more information on whether the province, whether

they will apply to technicians and so forth. He
mentioned heart and blood vessel surgery, some
rehabilitation services and the 'renal dialysis' unil

as possible areas for cutback. This would mean
Kingston would no longer be a full referral centre

and patients would have to travel to other centres

for some treatments. Mr. Flett said bed cuts make
it more difficult for patients to get into the hospital.

Hotel Dieu Hospital and St. Mary's of the Lake are

in a similar position.

A right to die
Toronto: A survey on euthanasia conducted by

Modern Medicine magazine shows that 95 per cent

of the 1,635 participating doctors believe that dying

patients have the right to reject life-prolonging

treatment. The good response to the survey in-

dicates doctors are concerned about the question.

Eighty-two per cent of the respondents said the

decision on terminating treatment should be made
by the physician. If the choice is narrowed between

a committee of physicians, a legal body, or the

patient's family, 61 percent said the decision should

be made by the medical committee and 25 per cent

thought the patient's next-of-kin should decide.

The study also reveals that doctors are not

agreed on the definition of euthanasia. One doctor

said, "At the moment, we are so conscious of

avoiding abuse of euthanasia that many patients

suffer needlessly."

Pill unsafe
Hull. England: A leading British surgeon warned

that women are risking breast cancer by taking

contraceptive pills.

Ian Burn, head of the breast cancer clinic at

London's Charing Cross Hospital said, "I personally

fear that the carcinogenic hazard may be much
greater than we would like to believe."

He dismissed as premature the recently

published in-depth study of pill safety by Britain's

Royal College of General Practitioners, which

virtually cleared it of major health charges.

THE WIZARD OF ID

TO /M^

ORIENT
UNIQUE UNISEX CLOTHING

AND GIFTITEMS

Visit between 10 am and 6 pm
at 141 Princess St., Kingston, 546-3972

BONUCCHI
PItZERIA

546-2050
FREE DELIVERY

50^ OFF ON PICKUPS

162 DIVISION ST.

and upstairs - for guys & gals

BONUCCHI BILLIARDS

CITY LIGHTS
CINEMA

DUNNING HALL - QUEEN'S

Thursday July 25

7:30 pm Sad Song of Yellow Skin

The Great Toy Robbery
Walking
Lonely Boy

9:00 pm wild strawberries

directed by
Ingmar Bergman

DOUBLE FEATURE $1.00

SPRING FLICS

MARX BROTHERS
in

A DAY AT THE RACES
plus

Hot Stuff

Large Lecture Theatre

Admission 99^

July 24 8:00 pm

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

KINGSTON
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Before you leave, plan ahead for the 1974-75 Session

The DeparliiK'iit of Kxtensioii, (Queen's University, will be olicrin^^ the followin)^ courses
during the Fall-Winter Session. (A final list will be available at a later date.

)

COURSE

BELLEVILLE

TITLE

Classes will be held at Loyalist College.

TIME PROPOSED INSTRUCTOR LOCATION

Art History 05-20SX Modern Art and Architecture Tuesday 7 00 10:00 Miss N. Luckyj 303

English 32-250X The English Romantics Monday 7 00 10.00 Mr. F.S. Colwell A25I
Psychology 84-lOOY Principles of Psychology Monday 7 00 9:30 Mr. B. Butler A44 A4S-A46
Psychology 84-235Y Abnormal Psychology Tuesday 7 00 9:30 Mr. A. McGhie and 126 124

Mr. A.W. MacLean A44.A4S.A4i
Psychology 84-250Y Developmental Psychology Wednesday 7 00 9:30 Mr. R. Peters
Religion 89-181X Religious Themes in Modern Literature Thursday 7 00 10:00 Mr. W.C. James
Religion 89-345X Christian Interpretations of

History : Augustine to Toynbee Monday 7 00 - 10:00 Mr. A.C. MacLean 303

Socialogy 92-122Y Introduction to Sociology Wednesday 7 00 - 10:00 Mr. E.T. Zurick 124 126
Sociology 92-221

Y

History of Social Thought Thursday 7. 00 - 10:00 Mr. F. Sixel 128-130
Sociology 92-341

Y

Canadian Society Wednesday 7: 00 - 10:00 Mr. R.M. Pike 12S-130

BROCKVILLE Classes will be held at Thousand Islands Secondary School'

'Art History

Economics
History

Psychology
Sociology

Sociology

0S-120X
29-ilOY

46-125X

84-24CY

92-122Z

92-2742

SMITHS FALLS
Psychology 84-100Z

An Introduction to Art History
Principles of Economics
The Evolution of Modern Europe
Introduction to Social Psychology
Introduction to Sociology

The Sociology of Deviant
Behaviour

Thursday
Monday
Wednesday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday

7:00 -

7:00 -

7:00 -

7:00 -

7:00--

7:00 -

10:00

10:00

10:00

9:30

10:00

10:00

Classes will be held at Smiths Falls District Collegiate Institute.

Principles of Psychology Thursday 7:00 - 9:30

Mrs. Hannelore Weiss
Mr. L. Doney
Mr. M. J. Carley
Mr. R. Kalin
Mr. G. Knight
Mr. P. Rosenbaum

Mr. B. Luther

KINGSTON
Art History

Biology

05-203-X

12-030X

Renaissance Art & Architecture
(formerly Art History 251 & 252)

Livmg Systems

C.&I.S. 22-101X Introduction to Computing
C.&I.S. 22-104-X Introduction to Computing II

Drama 25-lOOX An Introduction to the Theatre
Drama 25-141X Creative Drama 1

Economics 29-110X Principles of Economics
Economics 29-210X Intermediate Micro-Economic
Engineering 3)-333X Theory
Drawing History of Engineering
English 32-OlOX Texts in Modern English & North

American Literature
Film 34-223X The Documentary Film
Film 34-325X Mass Media and Popular Arts
French 35-OllX Y En France comme si vous y etiez
Geography 38-llOX Principles of Physical Geography
Geography 38-363 X Political Geography: Theory

and Methodology
Geography 38-364-

X

Political Geography: Selected
Spatio-Political Case Studies

Geography 38-420X The Geography of the Soviet Union
History 46-260X Canada 1759-1945
Mathematics 55 005 X An Introduction to Algebra

Mathematics 55-006-X An Introduction to Analysis

Mathematics 55-lllX An Introduction to Linear Algebra
Mathematics 55-121X Differential & Integral Calculus
Mathematics 55-162X Probability & Statistics

Mathematics 55-213X Intermediate Modern Algebra
Mathematics 55-223X Vector Calculus & Differential

Equations
Pharmacology 75-010 X Drugs and Their Actions-

Pharmacological and Sociological

Politics 81 233X European Politics

Politics 81-363 X Political Geography: Theory
and Methodology

Politics 81 364 X Political Geography: Selected

P%/thology
P'.ycholoqy

P'.ychology

Psychology
F". /f hofoqy
('•, /i-hology

("•ligion

Religion

R<'ligion

*'i;%',i«n

Sociology

Sociology

Sotiology

Sociology

Sociology
So' olociy

Spatial Poitical Case Studies
84 lOOX Principles of Psychology
84 200X Statistic, iind Experimental Design
84 2')0X The Study of Personality
84 2'j',X Abnormal Psychology
"4 240X Introduction to Social Psychology
84 ?',0X Developmental Psychology
89 I3IX Inlrodiiction to World Religions
89 22IX The W.iy of Christ in the New

Testament
89 333X M.irxism .ind Religion
'/0 06IX Reading Russian

92 12?/ Introduction to Sociology

97 202 X Research Methodology
92 222X Contemporary Sociology Theory
92 2/0 X The Sociology of Community

Development
•n 'iS4X The Sociology of Educiitlon( formerly
92 474X Social Control Sociology 394)

Wednesday 7:00 - 10:00 Mr. D. McTavish

Lecture (2 hrs) to be
Arranged. (See note)

Tutorial: Tuesday 6:30-8:30

Monday First Term
Monday Second Term
Monday
Wednesday
Thursday
Monday & Wednesday
Tuesday

Wednesday

Wednesday
Tuesday
M.Tu. Th.

Tuesday
Tuesday First term

Tuesday Second term

Thursday
Thursday

Tuesday
Tut: Mon. & Wed. First Term
Tuesday
Tut: ( 1 hr. 2 nights per week to be arranged)

Second Term

Mr. F. Naqib
Mr. J. T. Bernard and
Mr. D. Kam

Mr. T. E. Brown

Tuesday 7 00 - 10:00

Tuesday 7 00 - 10:00

Tuesday 7 00 - 10:00

Tuesday 7 00 - 10:00

Tuesday 7 00 10:00

Wednesday 7: 00 10:00

Thursday 7:00- 10:00

Tuesday 7 :00 - 10:00
First term
Tuesday 7 ;00 10:00

Second terrr1

Monday 7 30 10:00
Wednesday 7 30 9:30
Tuesday 7 30 10:00
Wednesday

7 30 10:00
Wednesday 7 30 10:00
Monday

7 30 10:00
Monday 7 00 10:00
Wednesday 7 00 10:00

Thursday 7 00 10:00

First Terr

Mr. J.D. Driscoll
Mr. A, M. Taylor

Jr. A. M. Taylor

Monday & Wednesday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Monday
Thursday

Monday
Wednesday

7:30
7:00

7:00

7:00

7:00

9:00
10:00

10:00

10:00

10:00

7:00 10:00

7:00 10:00

WAT 114

EAR 275

GOO 254

GOO 254

THE 209

MCARTHUR

JAC 214

WAT 217

FILM HOUSE
FILM HOUSE
KIN 101

M-C D207
M-C D 214

M-C D214

M-C D201

CAR 102

JEF 126

JEF 126

JEF 102

JEF 128

JEF 110

JEF 118

JEF 101

DUP AUD

M-C D214

M C D214

HUM 102

HUM 132

HUM 102

HUM 102

HUM 131

DUP AUD
THE 203

THE 209

THE 414

KIN 308

M C B201

M C C201

M C D214
M C D326

M C D326
M C D326

I

"mm
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wat's hapnin'?

This Week
Thursday, August 1- City Lights Cinema presents

The Informer at 7.30 p.m., Devil Is A Woman at

9.00 p.m. Admission $1.00.

Tuesday, August (J - The Kingston Group of Amnesty
International will hold its next meeting at 8.00

p.m. in the International Centre. All are welcome.
Wednesday, August 7 - Think Tank - This week is the

second in a series of five discussion groups
dealing with the five commissions (education,

campus activities, services, external and internal

affairs) and focuses on the Internal Affairs

Commission. These groups commence at 7.30 in

the AMS office (basement of the Student Union).

Wednesday, August 7 - City Lights Cinema presents

another double feature in Dunning Hall. Wild

Angels is showing at 7.30 and Wild One at 9.00 p.m.

Admission $1.00.

Phys. Ed. Centre
Holiday Closings:

The Physical Education Centre will be closed on the

Civic Holiday, Monday, August 5. The tennis

courts will be open and bookings can be made for

the Sunday and Monday, August 4 and 5, on
Saturday, August 3.

The Physical Education Centre facilities will also

be closed for the Labour Day Holiday on Monday
September 2. All tennis courts and the Stadium
facilities will be open for use. Bookings for

holiday use of the arena roof top courts may be
made on Saturday, August 31.

Closing of facilities for maintenance:

Swimming Pool- The swimming pool will be drained

for a two week period, starting at 1.30 p.m. on
Saturday, August 17,so that the annual main-
tenance and repairs can be carried out. It will be

re-opened on Tuesday, September 3, for the

faculty-staff-student recreational swim.
Activity Areas - Various other areas of the building

will be closed for periods of time throughout the

month of August. Notices to this effect will be

posted in the building.

Hours of Operation:

The hours of operation for Phys. Ed. Centre

facilities will change on Tuesday, September 3, as

follows. These hours will be in effect throughout

the academic term except for holiday periods. All

activity areas: Monday to Saturday 8 a.m. to

11.30 p.m. Sunday 2 p.m. to 10.30 p.m. The
building will be closed one-half hour after these

hours.

—Pubs and Theatres

—

401 Inn - Ray Smith
IManor - Johnny Guy
Frontenac-Muldoon's - Dante Young Trio

Commodore - Sol Shermin

Ilyland - Sugarland Express

Odeon - Digby
Capitol 1 - Duddy Kravitz

Capitol 2 - Sound of Music starts Friday

St. Lawrence Summer Playhouse - Performances
are held nightly except Sunday at 8:30 p.m. The
theatre is located in City Park across from the

Court House. Tickets are available in the box
office $2.00, $2.25, $2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $3.25. Phone
542-9938. "Jacques Brel Is Alive and Well and
Living in Paris" is being presented until August
10.

Queen's Drama Department - A workshop
presentation of Euripedes' "Andromace" will

take place at Fort Frederick on Thursday, August

1 and Friday, August 2 at 5:30 p.m. Free tickets

are available in the basement of the Old Arts

Building. Telephone 547-6291.

Douglas Library-

Civic Holiday Weekend - Douglas Library will

observe normal hours and service throughout the

weekend. The following areas will be open 8:30

a.m. to 10 p.m., Monday, August 5: circulation

desk, stacks, main reading room, periodicals,

reserve room, central information-resource
services room. The music branch library will be
open Monday, August 5 2p.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 p.m.

to lb p.m . All other branch libraries will be closed.

Kuripedes' "AnfJrornachf;" is a seldom
prtKluccd and litflf; known Iraf^edy written

durinj^ the early years of the Peloponnesian
W;ir The [Xjlilical, s(x;iai and moral unrest of

that time is reflected in the themes which

mcicdoriiild

fjuestion (;stablished relif^ious values, the

imporliince of the family, the role of women in

society, and finally the validity of tragedj

itself.

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

LONDRY'S DRUGS

471 PRINCESS at UNIVERSITY AVE.

464 PRINCESS

REDDENDALE
LASALLE PARK

AMHERSTVIEW

OPEN 7 A.M. to 11 PM DAILY

ORIENT
SUNTOPS SPECIAL

Now $6.95

SEE THRU SHIRTS Reg. $7. and up

Now $2.50

141 Princess St. 456-3972
VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VA

VAN
.Q GIFTS and

BOOKS LTD.

282 Princess St.

KINGSTON 542-6676

THE FINEST PRESENTATION of handcrafted
Canadian-made PEWTER, SILVER and GOLD
Crosses, Armbands Cufflinks, Necklaces, Chokers,
Arm bracelets and Key Rings. To give with care for
any person in the family at prices you can afford!

MON FRi STORE HOURS/V\ON.—FRI.

OPEN
9.30am -10pm

SATURDAY
SUNDAY

9.30 am -9 pm
12.00 -9 pm

VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN

Need a place to stay

during August?

SCIENCE '44 CO-OP
has rooms available

until Sept. 3

basic furnishings, kitchen facilities

parking, no pets.

$45 monthly, $15 weekly
contact: Gerry Banting

Science '44 Co-op Office

397 Brock St.

544-4506 (mornings 544-4864 (evenings)

CITY LIGHTS
CINEMA

DUNNING HALL - QUEEN'S

Thursday August 1

7:30 pm THE INFORMER
1935 Drama, from The Uprising by

Uam O'Flaherty. winner of

4 Academy Awards.

9:00 pm Morlene Dietrich in

DEVIL IS A WOMAN

DOUBLE FEATURE $1.00
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pSAP grants more difficult

is \o obtain for coming year
the Canada Student Loans Act.

An MCU official stated the

Ministry has no plans to either

modify or reassess the current

criteria. The MCU also claimed
that they "don't question

directives received from Ot-

tawa".

It is expected that students

previously classified as

"Modified Group A" will now be

assessed as dependent students

unless they can meet the criteria

Moving operations

to expand U. Centre
' and up

D,

Sf,

•66761

lOLD

kers,

elor

!UP) The Ontario Ministry of

lieges and Universities (MCU)
s eliminated the "Modified

oup A" status under which

married fourth year and many
ird year students receive loans

ants from the Ontario Students

sistance Programme (OSAP).

"Modified Group A" refers to

idents who have completed at

St three successful years (or

X semesters) at a post-

condary institution or those

0 have worked at least one
|iar (or six semesters) at a post-

condary institution or those

0 have worked at least one

bar and completed two suc-

|;ssful years of academic
udies.

The special status, in

|)eration for two years, was
oked upon as an intermediate

age between students con-

Idered dependent on family

ancial contributions (Group A)

d those considered in-

pendent of family con-

ibutions, (Group B which in-

udes married students,

udents over 25 years of age and
udents who have completed
ur- or more years of post-

condary education).

An MCU memorandum
sued to all student award of-

cers eliminates the

assification immediately and
ates all applications now
assified as "Modified Group A"
ill be "resubmitted for com-
luter assessment."

The withdrawal of the

assification by the MCU came
fter Ottawa's Guaranteed Loans
dministration drew the MCU's
ttention to the fact that current

iriteria for this category of

tudents are more lenient than

ose specified in the operation of

for independent students.

If the government does not

receive contributions from the

parents of dependent students,

the student will no longer be

entitled to receive the additional

allowance which the "Modified

Group "' status previously in-

sured.

The Ministry said it did not

know if any more changes in the

OSAP were forthcoming.

nclassifieds

iUNKBEDS FOR SALE. Sturdy &
good quality. Phone 548-3452.

OST: DARK RED PARKER 51

fountain pen without its cap in

vicinity of Douglas Library, July
23. Please call 546-9087.

IVE'RE LOOKING FOR A CLEAN,
friendly two bedroom apt. close to

campus. If you can help us, plea.se

call Jane at 1-352-77i1..

3IRL WANTED TO SHARE 4

bedroom house with 3 other girls.

Rent $60 a month. Please call 542-

5672 after 6.

JRGENTLY NEEDED: A TWO
bedroom apt. (furnished or un-

furnished) for 2 second year girls.

Distance is no problem as long as

the accommodations are in good
shape and rent is reasonable.

Phone 544-5166 anytime after 5 and
ask for Duncan. Your co-operation

will be much appreciated.

HERE DUNCAN, NOW keep on

picking those staples.

RE YOU KEEN ON A DAY at the

C.N.E. topped off with a Chicago
concert that same night? Seats are
20 rows back In the center. Our bus
picks you up at the Union and
brings you home. Ticket supplies

limited. Phone 544-1213 or drop in

at 45 Division St. Bus rides are fun

too!

DEAR BOB: US GIRLS are really

sorry and hope the following

mends your broken heart and
sooths your smarting ego. No one
works harder than Bob, He's not

really a blob. We love him a bunch.
And we've got a hunch. He can
l^andle ANY job!

PAM GET BETTER. Solitary break-
fasts are for the birds.

RECORDS FOR SALE. PHONE
Duncan at 544-5166.

In much the same way that

covering Queen's grounds with

lockstone is considered progress,

the two grand old houses at 163 &
165 University Avenue must be

sacrificed to make way for ex-

pansion of the Union and the new
University Centre.

The office of Space
Allocations reports the following

moves for those University
services presently occupying 163

& 165. All of the offices at 163,

which include Academic Plan-

ning, the Program for In-

structional Development, the

News Department, University

Information Systems and Space

Allocations, are to be relocated in

Ellis Hall.The move is expected

to take place within the next two
weeks, pending modifications to

the new quarters.

The Student Affairs Centre

(including the Student Services

Liaison Officer) and the Birth

Control, V.D. & Abortion In-

formation and Referral Service,

presently housed at 165

University, are in the process of

moving operations to Nicol House
at 51 Queen's Crescent. The
Student Counselling Service will

also vacate 165 shortly and
relocate at Orr House, 31 (Queen's

Crescent.

Chocolate

Another rip-off
(CUP) - Believe it or not, the

chocolate candy bars you've been

munching on lately may not

contain any chocolate at all.

A number of the largest

candy makers in America, in-

cluding Peter Paul . and Curtis

Candy Co., have been using a

chocolate substitute. The candy
makers are replacing the

chocolate with a brown, glossy

substance from the cotton plant.

The chocolate-like substance

has no cocoa in it but according to

the National Confectionary

Assoc., it has a nice gloss to it and
a longer "shelf life" than

chocolate does.

Thus, if you've been eating

such candies as Almond Joys,

Baby Ruths or O'Henry's, you've

not been tasting real chocolate in

several months. Other candy
makers are still using real

chocolate but have reduced the

size of their candy bars as the

price of cocoa increases.

But pseudo-chocolate may
not be the only reason you've cut

back on your daily confectionary

indulgence. As everywhere else,

inflation has hit the tuck shop

candy counter in the Union.

Ann Gordon, the smiling face

behind the Cherry Blossoms for

the past nine years, has noticed a

marked decline in sales, and
predicts a further decrease in

consumption with an expected
price rise of 20c per treat come
September.

MRC

Benefits taxed
Some medical students have

voiced a problem in claiming the

$500 deduction on their Medical

Research Council (MRC)
studentships for 1973.

The amount benefited to the

students is considered by the

Department of National Revenue
as salaried income and is

therefore liable for taxation.

Unemployment insurance and
Canada Pension Plan are

deducted.

Individuals receiving these

studentships will be issued T4 or

T4A slips by Queen's Accounting,

not M.R.C.

(Queens

lournai
I Vol. 101, No. 63
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^ Queen's University

at Kingston, Ont.

Interim Staff: Suz (we love her

cuz she listens to our songs and

laughs), Dan (he^s okay too). Uncle
Bobby (whom we hope to have ap-

peased), Wendy (she was looking for a

rainbow and found a toad), L. J. (who
will never forgive Dan), Terry
(having funs in Pickering away from
all of this), Ann (in a word, in-

dispensable). Barb (we're real glad

you gots a lastname), Mo (she should

stay out of that Mandarin Duck),
Rosemary (who'll be the first to see

the Sound of Music - again), and good

old Keith Bourns, who deserves a

great big hurrah. And the peeps go

marching on.

SUMMER SCHOOL GRADS!

If you wish to have your graduation picture
appear in Tricolor '75, you must have your
portrait sitting taken by the official year-

book photographer, Wallace Berry Studios.

Contact his office at 542-2809 to make your
appointment. The studio is located at 670

King St. West, just two blocks from West
Campus.

HIKING EQUIPMENT
—boots, packs of all kinds, freeze dried foods,

sleeping bags, clothing

TENNIS
—Wilson, Slazenger, Dunlop, Patrick tennis shoes

SKI EQUIPMENT
—25 percent off 1973 prices if purchased before
Sept. 1st, this year
NORDICA, HENKE, ATOMIC, VOLK

10% OFF to Queen's students

on non-sale items

COMMODORE HOTEL
840 PRINCESS ST.

The Commodore Hotel at 840 Princess
St. is pleased to offer all Students of

Queen's, St. Lawrence and MacArthur
College a preferred rate for room ac-

commodation for their Parents or

friends during the 73-74 term when they
have occasion to visit Kingston.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

in our Lounge

THIS WEEK: So/S(.erm.n

Amateur Night every Wednesday

Queen's Students Welcome
In Our Lounge
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Up
and
^ •
COITIIng
Thursday
thursday, aug. l

-tennis, everyone welcome. Lower Campus and arena roof

-Pub Night, AAcArthur, West Campus
Queen's Pub
-Swimming, 12.00 to 1.00 p.m., 5.30 to 6.30 p.m., 8.30 to 9.30

p.m.

Friday
friday, aug. 2

Queen's Pub. Students Memorial Union

Swimming, 12.00 to 1.00 p.m., 5.30 to 6.30 p.m., 8.30 to 9.30

p.m.

Saturday
Saturday, aug. 3

-Queen's Pub. Student Memorial Union
Swimming, 12.00 1.30 p.m.

Monday
monday, aug. 5

Queen's Pub. Student Memorial Union

Tuesday
tuesday, aug. 6

Pub Night, McArttiur, West Campus
Oij(;f.Ti'', Pub Student Memorial Union

T<;nrii',; I ower Campus and rirena roof

^//imrninq, 12.00 to 1.00 p.m., 5,30 to 6,30 p.m., 8,30 to 9,30

p m
Mixed Volleyball, Ross Gym 6:30 p.m.

Wednesday
Wednesday, aug. 7

Mi/»;d bfr.l<f;fb'ill, Ross Gym, 6.30 p.m,

Swirnminq, 12,00 to 1 ,00 p.m , 5,30 to 6.30 p,m,, B.30 to 9.30

p.m.

Good times
at the
beer bash!!

Some carefully guarded their beer, savouring it to the While others
J

last drop namely havi|i
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r drinking early and got on with the job of making the beer bash a success

time.

Attention:
Graduating students
Do you want your grad picture?

Contact Wallace Berry Studios for appointment

Telephone 542-2809

This is what your
exec is doing

MINUTESOFTHE
Q.U.S.S.A. REGULAR MEETING

Time & Place - 4 pm - Department of Extension

Me'mbers Present: Gary Pettigrew, Kathy Murphy, Marg Pammett,
Alison Bell, Barry Boal, Lee Ewles, Ross Wardle, Diane Siddle, Bob
Patterson, Les Robertson, Linda Chandler and Karen Bradley.

Motion No. 1 : moved by Linda Chandler seconded by Kathy Murphy that

the secretary's minutes be accepted as read. Passed.

Motion No. 2: moved by Lee Ewles, seconded by Marg Pammett, that the

treasurer's report be accepted as read. Balance on hand $3,715.95 - out-

standing debt to Gananoque Boat Lines. Passed.

Reports:

Social: Lee Ewles reported that over 300 people attended the Beer
Bash on July 24 and managed to increase their beer consumption to 50

cases.

Wednesday July 31, 1974 is the Final Beer Bash and Annual Meeting.
Come between 7:45 & 8:15 and receive 3 Free Beer.

Sports: Volleyball will be AUGUST 6 rather than Monday August 5

due to the Civic holiday.

. The golf tournament has been CANCELLED.
Public Relations

Kathy Murphy reported the Q.S.S.A. Questionnaires will be

distributed by the professors in each class and will be returned to the

Department of Extension, in the sixth week.
New Business:

Gary Pettigrew, appointed Lee Ewles, Barry Boal, Alison Bell, Tony
Burger, and Les Robertson to the Curtis Memorial Award Committee, for

1974-75.

We have yet to appoint a member to represent Q.S.S.A. on the

Faculty Board, this winter.

The proposed changes to the Constitution have been posted at various

positions around campus.
It was announced that Jeff Young is the recipient of the Curtis

Memorial Award.
Motion No. 3: moved by Lee Ewles, seconded by Allison Bell that the

meeting be adjourned at 4:50 p.m. Passed.

Next regular meeting Monday, August 5.

Spring terms stats
1. Would you like to see more on-campus social activities programmed
during Spring Term?

YES
NO
UNDECIDED

171

141

68

380

45 p. c.
'

37

18

100 pc.

2. Do you believe that Spring Term students require some kind of

student organization?

YES
NO
UNDECIDED

96

220

64

25 p.c.

58

17

380 100 p.c.

3. Would you be prepared to sit on the executive of such an

organization?

YES
NO
UNDECIDED

15

203

62

4 p.

80

16

380 100 p.c.

4. Would you be willing to help organize events for Spring Term?

YES
NO
UNDECIDED

34

268

78

380

5. Do you expect to attend Spring Term next year?

YES
NO
UNDECIDED

92

225

63

380

6. How far are you living from Kingston?

Less than 5 miles

Less than 20 miles

Less than 50 miles

More than 50 miles

270

38

33

39

380

9 p.c.

71

_20

lOO p.c.

24 p.c.

59

17

100 p.c.

71 p.c.

10

9

10

100 p.c.
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New CFRC manager always

interested in communications
by Barbara Nyland

Queen's presented a special

challenge to Steve Cutway when
he arrived as an undergraduate

six years ago. He was to prove

that although he was totally blind

from birth he could still be a

success in the radio field. His

recent appointment as station

manager of CFRC indicates that

at least part of the seeing world

has accepted his ability.

"Even at the age of 11 or 12 I

was interested in com-
munications". In 1968 CFRC was
an ideal training ground for a

young person with such a dream.

It was one of the few university

radio stations which broadcast on

an assigned frequency rather

than operating as a closed circuit

station. Queen's radio was
therefore required to follow the

regular broadcast rulings.

Steve attended the Ontario

School for the Blind in

Brantford from 1955 to 1967 and
sat in on Sunday broadcasts at a

Brantford radio station. Most
people were skeptical about
Steve's aspirations but after

attending KCVI in grade 13 he
entered Queen's and joined the

student radio club. Later he
served on the executive of the

club and became chief an-

nouncer. As such he was
responsible for the training of

new announcers.

After graduating in 1972 with

a B.A. in Political Studies and
Psychology Steve began looking

for a job in radio. Because of his

blindness he received very
negative responses. "They say

things like, 'we know you've got

talent but our hands are tied'. It's

the fear of the unknown," he said.

For a year Steve was
unemployed except for odd jobs

training new announcers ai

CFRC and teaching braille to a

man who had been recently

blinded. Finally in 1973 he ob-

tained the job of production

assistant at CP^RC and as such

was the liason between the

manager and the students. "I

know the students and that is a

great asset now in my position as

manager," he said.

Steve received two Andrina

McCulloch awards for excellence

as a broadcaster. He is at the

moment the president of the

Kingston Amateur Radio Club.

As one of 11 or 12 candidates

for the position of manager Steve

feels that his success was due to

the fact that he was "in the right

place at the right time." as he

had only recently graduated and
had kept up his affiliation with

the station.

Certain pieces of equipment
have been developed by Queen's

technicians to overcome dif-

ficulties arising from Steve's

blindness. The sound, which must
be kept within certain levels is

usually observed by a level

meter. An audio system gives

Steve tlie sunie information.

His first month as manager
has not seen any major problems.

"The biggest shock I had was to

realize how much bureaucracy is

involved in management, but a

dictating machine is an order."

When asked about the

current negotiations for the

proposed affiliation of CFRC with

CBC the new manager said: "I

am not optimistic. CBC has in-

dicated apparently that it would
like to look into the possibility of

broadcasting on our FM
frequency but that still appears
to be a project for the future."

Steve does not forecast any
major changes . The station will

continue to push its image as "the

alternative sound" in Kingston.

Lots of jobs at Job Bank
Contrary to the general

feeling among students, there

always were and still are lots of

jobs for the summer in Kingston.

If you experienced difficulty

in obtaining a job, it could

possibly be a result, not of failing

qualifications, but of the nature

of your attitude. Sally Caudwell,

co-director of Job Bank states,

"students are fussy when they

come to apply for jobs. It's very

rare that we came across a really

enthusiastic person".

If a student is truly intent on

finding a job it is possible for he-

she to be employed every day.

Job Bank managed to see many
students through a financially

successful summer. Since their

opening, 1,350 jobs out of a total of

1,500 opportunities were filled.

Job Bank will be closing for

the summer on July 31, but

students still in pursuit of em-
ployment are asked to drop into

Career Planning & Placement
(131 Union) where-operations wiii

continue until mid-August.

ITic Dcpartri

during tb«- f-

>fM of Fixtfnsion. Quim'd's eniversity. will be offering the following courses
ll'Winter .Seshion. 'A final list will be available at a later dale.)

KINGSTON

Art History 05-203 X

Bioloqy t2-030X

C.&I.S.

C.&I.S.

Drama
Drama
Economic*
Economic*
En()in«<.-rin() 51

Orawinq
fenqli'.t) '12

F ilrn

Film
F r<;nrh

r»<;aqr.iph/

G(.-o<|rapt)y

Orography

leoqraptiy tH

Hi-,fory 46

MathematiciSS

101 X
104-X

lOOX

141

X

1I0X
210X
313 X

OlOX

223X
32!;X

fJllX Y
I lOX

lA'i X

344 X

420 X
740X
OOi X

TITLE
Renaissance Art & Arctiitecture

(formerly Art History 251 & 252)

Living Systems

Introduction to Computing
Introduction to Computing II

An Introduction to ttte Theatre
Creative Drama I

Principles of Economics
Intermediate Micro Economic
Theory
Hi'.tory of Engineering

Te/t'. in Modern English & North
American Literature

The Documentary Film
Mas* Media and Popular Arts

En France commc si vous y otlei

Principles of Physical Geography
Political Oeogr.iphy; Theory
and Methodology

Political Geography; Selected

Spalio Political Case Studies

The Geography of the Soviet Union
Canada I7S9 1745

An Introduction to Algebra

Mathennatict S5-00i X An Introduction to Analysis

PROPOSED
TIME INSTRUCTOR
Wednesday 7:00 • 10:00

Mr. D. McTavish

Lecture (2 hrs) to be

Arranged. ( See note)

Tutorial Tuesday 6:30 8:30

Monday First Term
Monday Second Term
Monday
Wednesday
Thursday F Naqib

Monday & Wednesday J. T. Bernard
D. Kam

Tuesday
Wednesday

Wednesday
Tuesday
M.Tu. Th.

Tuesday
Tuesday First term

Tuesday Second term

Thursday
Thursday
Tuesday Mr T, E. Brown
Tut: Mon, ft Wod, First Term
Tuesday
Tut; ( I hr. 2 nights por wook
to bo arranged) Second Term

LOCATION
WAT 114

EAR 275

GOO 254

GOO 254

THE 209

MCARTHUR

JAC 214

WAT 217

FILM HOUSE
FILM HOUSE
KIN 101

M C D20/

M-C D 214

M C D2I4

M C D201

CAR 102

JEF 126

JEF 176

IF YOU DON'T KNOW A CARAT
FROM A CANTALOUPE,

CULTIVATE US FOR DIAMOND ADVICE

Don't despair if your diamond knowledge
is sparse. Diamonds are measured in carat weight.

The more carats, the bigger the diamond.
But a large diamond isn't necessarily the finest.

You must be sure it is clear and expertly cut.

But what you really need to know ... is a
reputable jeweler. You can trust his knowledge

of diamonds, and his pledge to advise

and satisfy you.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

SPRING FLICS

LON CHANEY
in the original

PHANTOM
OF THE OPERA

with 1925 colour scenes intact

Large Lecture Theatre

Admission 99*

August 7 8:00 pm

AmJ^ of API

LAWRENCE
COLLEGE

APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
KINGSTON

BONUCCHI
PIZZERIA

546-1444
FREE DELIVERY

162 DIVISION ST.

and upstairs for guys & gals

BONUCCHI BILLIARDS
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Tent's Brel triumphs!

Superb staging, song, sensitivity
by Sandy Naiman

Wow ! What a fabulous show

!

Lee Tommarello has
triumphed with Jacques Brel. It's

the best thing he's done in years.

This musical panorama of life

with all its guts, its glamour, its

gaudiness is, to begin, a

monument to Brel himself, whose
music pulsates with all the

emotions he^ explores. Mort
Shuman's English translations of

the original French and Flemish,

are I am told, exceedingly good.

This is not surprising, for the off-

Broadway production has run for

a good many years and never
fails to fill up the small cafe in

which it plays.

But cafe or praesenium,
here, in the Tent Theatre, in the

round, Brel broadens and plays in

a world of its own, encompassing

every member of the audience

and drawing each in, close to his

vibrant, warm, human un-

dercurrents of feeling. Brel's

lyrics do not theorize, not for a

moment. They are tactile, they

reach out to feel, to touch, to slap,

to caress. And Tommarello's cast

uses every sense to bring these

feelings to us.

Jacques Brel is alive and well

and living in Paris is not a play,

in the conventional sense, for

there is no plot, although there is

a theme, albeit so broad as to

encompass the philosophy of

Brel, which we learn, is much
larger than any theatre. Through
his songs, one feels as if he has

gotten to know a fascinating man,
humane, honest and above all

else, alive. He writes about all

facets of life, about youth and
age, about hypocrisy and sin-,

cerity, about life and death.

These extremes are emphasized,

in this production by Reg

Bronskill's black and white set,

which is perfectly simple and
perfectly suited to Brel's

material and Tommarello's
dramatic overview.

The cast, Annabelle Mc-
Cullough, John Davies, Norm
Nurmi and Susan Gordon, are an

ensemble which sing and play

with perfect timing and the

combination of Brel's intensity

and their own individuality,

which results in a moving, often

thrilling and titillating exhibition

of musical landscapes.

Mr. Davies and Mrs. Mc-
Cullough are two familiar

theatrical figures in Kingston,

who rarely disappoint their

audiences. Davies' resonant,

exciting and tender voice, his

tremendous power, his ease and
comfort on stage lend to Brel's

songs. He is perfectly suited to

the role he plays, the often bitter,

sometimes thoughtful, even
whimsical man who, in Jackie,

dreams of being "cute, cute,

cute, in a stupid ass way". Who in

Next, bemoans his plight of

standing always in line, for

women, for conscription, for

sickness. Who, in Funeral Tango,

bite out at those foolish

hypocrites who pretend to

mourn his death.

He gives his songs such
energy, such vitality. He is agile,

yet in Old Folks evokes all the

fragility of the aged. His per-

formance is always consistent

and controlled and yet so alive,

one forgets that he is not singing

sentiments of his own.

Mrs. McCuUough seemed
nervous on opening night. This,

needless to say, did not temper
her performance too seriously.

She seemed to want to hide

behind a character and Brfel does

not provide one. He demands that

each actor make sense of his

songs and Mrs. McCullough, in

all cases brought her warmth and
delicate charm to her songs of

breathless love and remorse. She
was sarcastic, benevolent, warm
and cutting, as each song
demanded and in the second act

warmed into her material and
was much more effective.

Two newcomers, Mr. Nurmi
and Miss Gordon, were each
excellent in their roles. Mr.
Nurmi was particularly exciting

in his Statue as he shooed away
imaginary children who stared

up at him and his inscription, all

phoney, all tripe.

He is an excellent performer

and his voice, although it hasn't

yet the depth of Davies', is

versatile and can evoke a range

of emotions, from anger to ten-

derness.

Miss Gordon is another
delightful addition to Kingston's

score of actors. She has a comic
sense which provides humour in

Timid Frieda, sensuality in

Madeleine and frenzy in

Carousel. She is sensitive, as all

the actors are, and borders on

being almost frighteningly in-

tense in her performance of Old

Folks. She is so young and yet as

she sings of the plague and prison

of age, she is so close to these

people.A veryexciting performer.

It is hard to distribute ac-

colades with this show. Brel's

material has a universal quality

because it is beyond anything

else, so real, so true.

A tremendous show, this one
and I urge you to see it.

Jacques Brel runs until

August 10th followed by a one

week run of Tom Stoppard's

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern

Are Dead.

SALE
PUMA AND PONY

TENNIS SHOES 20% OFF
8 HUIT MIX AND MATCH
BATHING SUITS 20% OFF
BARGAINS ON SKI CLOTHES

AND
Believe it or not,

our skis are in and
moving fast,

also

Niew Hanson Boots

—

(not discounted)

SEPP'S
13 Montreal St. Kingston

STRATFORD TRIP
Sponsored by G.S.S.

INCLUDES

-.return transportation to Stratford

-.tickets for:

1. Shakespear's 'PERICLES'
and 2. OFFENBACH'S LA VIE PARISIENNE

-overnight accommodation
-f- Sunday breakfast

Leaves Kingston Sat. Aug. 10 a.m.

Returns to Kingston Sun. Aug. 11 p.m.

LAST CHANCE - ONLY 10 TICKETS LEFT

Tickets - $25.00 per person (Grads)
$32.00 others (if tickets available)

OBTAIN INFORMATION and TICKETS FROM
Shirley 547-2771 8:30-4:30

Don 547-6931 10:00 - 4:00

Brian 542-4149 9:00 - 5:00

Ann 542-9914 5:00 - 8:00

OR WRITE TO Brian Barry,

Dept. of Math, Queen's

MUSIC SALE
GORDON LIGHTFOOT

SUNDOWN Reg. $7.29

ONLY $4.99

ERIC CLAPTON
461 OCEAN BLVD.

$4.59

AN ADDITIONAL $1.00 OFF ALL
DEUTSCHE GRAAAMOPHON TAPES

AND ALBUMS

We have Kingston's finest

selection of banjos

All on Sale

BRING THIS AD and get an
additional 10% off all of

your favourite music books

Tremhlays who's the

Music BEST?

Store
T.M.S.

274 Princess

JOIN US AT

THE GRAND
HOTEL

65 PRINCESS ST.

Mgr. George Nute
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Nixon's Impeachment Fuzz
WA,SIIIN<;T()N: Three im
|)eachm(!nl articles have been
passed by the House of
Kepresent'ati ves judiciary
committee but Richard Nixon
claims that he will not resign if he
is impeached. The second article
accused Nixon of abusing
presidential power (;ven before
the Watergate burglary. In the
28-10 vote liobert McClory an
Illinois republican joined six
other members of his party who
had on Saturday voted for an
article which accused Nixon of
obstructing justice by covering
up the events of the Watergate
burglary.

It was felt by those who voted
for the articles that Nixon's
actions created the danger of a
police state; specifically, they
cited his acceptance of political

spying, his interference in the
Watergate investigation and the
manner in which he disciplined
White House enemies by ordering
tax audits through the Internal
Revenue Service.

On Tuesday the committee
accepted a third article con-
demning Nixon for refusing

committee subfXjenaB for 147

tapes.

WA.SIII,\(;t(),\ , President
Nixon's chances of avoiding
impeachment are becoming
slimmer each day. An imfx>rtant
aid admitted that Nixon has
suffered "some very severe
losses". White House chief of

staff Alexander Haig said that

Nixon is still sure that he will win
an impeachment vote if it goes to

the House of Representatives.
Press Secretary Ronald

Ziegler said that Nixon is

determined to continue his job
and defend himself at the same
time. The President is meeting
this week with his economic
advisors as well as Treasury
Secretary William Simon when
he comes back from a trip in the
Middle East.

WASHINGTON: Another big
name has fallen in the Watergate
battle. John Connally was in-

dicted Monday on five counts of

perjury, obstruction of justice
and accepting payments which
were not legal. Mr. Connally is

Women's Rights: Women to be priests

only the latest in a string of

prominent figures wfu) have tmen
named as criminals in

Watergate He joins five former
cabinet officers and two U>p

presidential assistants.

\KW Vr)KK: Throughout his
Watergate troubles Nixon hag
been continually reaffirming the
importance of executive
privilege. Although the Supreme
('A)ur\ dealt a blow to Nixon when
they decided against him on the
surrender of (A White House
tapes they did give him grounds
for supporting some of his
previous ideas. The chief justice
said: "The privilege can be said
to derive from the supremacy of
-each branch within its own
assigned areas of constitutional

duties. Certain powers and
privileges flow from the nature of

enumerated powers: The
protection of the confidentiality
of presidential communications
has similar constitutional un-
derpinnings,"

This is the first time that the
Supreme Court has given
executive privilege such' im-
portance.

PHILADELPHIA: Amid wide
controversy, eleven women are
to be ordained Episcopal priests

iiere today, the first of their sex to

be given that clerical rank in the

church's history.

The officiating " bishops said

they were acting in obedience to

the spirit of a risen Christ who
summons believers to "walk in

newness of life" in seeking

freedom, liberation and dignity.

"Our primary motivation is

to begin to free priesthood from
the bondage it suffers as long as it

is characterized by exclusion of

persons on the basis of sex," says

a statement by the 11 women.

KINGSTON: It is generally
conceded that most women are

either ignored or underinsured

when it comes to coverage for

themselves." says Pat Hill who
deals with claims for a local

insurance company.
She also said that in order for

a woman to receive disability

insurance, she must be a first

class risk, work in one of the

professions, and earn more than

the average income. These rules

r\f) not apply for a man.
Ms. Hill was speaking at the

Kingstr^n Womens' Centre on
Wednesday evening in a

presentation called "Women &
Money - Insurance & Credit".

SAULT STE. MARIE:' Sandra
Niessen's hopes of landing a

summer job as a steelworker

with Algoma Steel Corp. Ltd.

have been dashed by a govern-

ment regulation which would
require the company to build a

separate washroom for her.

The 18 year old student at

Wilfrid Laurier University said

that she was told by company
personnel spokesmen that the

problem was one of economics.
"If they put me in a steel

plant they'd have to build me a

washroom and that would cost

me $1,000." Miss Neissen said she
was told.

VANCOUVER: Women are
moving into jobs that formerly
were classified as all-male
territory, but how many men are

doing the reverse?

In Vancouver's six major
banks there are a total of 1,700

tellers; none were men. Of the

2,760 operators employed by the

British Columbia Telephone Co.,

only one is a man. There are 200

male nurses in the 13,000-strong

British Columbia nursing
profession.

KINGSTON: There was a large

red bus with signs reading
"Women Working" and "Wages
for Housework" parked at the

Market Square on King Street

last week-end. Since May 30, the

bus-bookmobile has visited more
than 20 towns in Ontario,

providing access to feminist

materials and ideas, and helping

women to contact each other.

.

The purpose of the display is

to get more Canadian women
writing and to supply information

where women have little access

to materials on the feminist

movement.

NAPANEE: The Women's
Liberation Movement would be

proud of the small community of

Napanee, Ontario. On May 6,

letter carrier service was
inaugurated and of the seven new
letter carriers, three are women.
The supervisory letter carrier

Marta Roberts is enthusiastic

about her new job, although she

admits the girls take a fair

amount of teasing.

t5

Does your present racquet make you

feel and ploy like on old-timer?

If so,

how about a new Slazenger, Head,

Dunlop, Diadal, or Wilson

Available at FINLAY'S SPORT SHOP
at special prices

Also Tennis tennis restringing within 24 hours.
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een's in years past and possibly many amongst the peaceful solitude of a sunny
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A look to

the fall for
changes in Union dining

Several changes are an-

nounced in the hours of operation

of Beaver Foods Services in the

Students' Union for the coming
academic year. The newly
painted Coffee Shop in the

basement (follow that arrow) is

scheduled to open on Sept. 3rd, or

earlier if numbers of early-

returning students warrant, with

hours as follows: Monday to

Thursday 7:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.,

Friday & Saturday 7:30 a.m. -

8:00 p.m. & Sunday 10:00 a.m. -

8:00 p.m.

Wallace Hall will be open
Monday to Friday only with lunch

served from 11 :30 a.m. - 1 :45 p.m.

and dinner from 5:00 p.m. - 6:30

p.m. Breakfast then, will only be

available downstairs. Summer

patrons of Wallace Hall have
already felt the general price

increase on all food items ef-

fective since July 1st. This in-

crease will also apply to the

Coffee Shop and meals bought on
a cash basis in the residence

cafeterias. The increase, due to

universal rising food costs, was
approved by the Union Food
Committee, a group represented

by the A.M.S., the Director of

Residences and the student body,
which will continue to meet
throughout the year.

There is one exception to the

general increase however, that

everyone will be thankful for - the

infamous Union coffee, a Queen's

tradition as dear as the Oil Thigh,

is still only 15c.

a better book store
If you've dropped into the

Campus Bookstore at all over the

summer, you've probably noticed

the changes. Students returning

in the fall will be pleasantly

surprised at the transformation

to an attractive, tri-level store

offering much more than text-

books and school supplies and the

odd poster, greeting card or

Queen's mug. The main floor has

been largely cleared of textbooks

and replaced by a flexible

arrangement of displays shelving

merchandise which includes the

familiar stationery supplies,

records, a much wider range of

souvenirs, greeting cards,

candles, T-shirts and other sports

clothing including shoes, small

luggage items, tobacco,

cosmetics, film and even
Frisbees! Many more paperbacks
plus new sections of "leisure

time" reading are featured. The
second floor remains much the

same as before.

The biggest change is evident

in the Bookstore's lower level

where most of the required

textbooks are now located. Wider
aisles are a welcome sight and a

coded map clearly shows the

location of each department's

books. In addition, a colour code

system has been devised so

required and recommended
books for each course offered are

grouped together for easy

selection. It is hoped the system
will relieve the usual confusion

and frustrations of desperately

grabbing for all your required

books.

Frank Gauchie, associated

with the Bookstore for 30 years,

its present manager and the

mastermind behind the

renovations feels that of over one

hundred coUege bookstores he
has visited. Queen's is now one of

the finest. Cost of the renovations

totals approximately $50,000 and
Gauchie feels that within five

years, sales on the non-required

merchandise will more than

cover this expenditure. He
assuies that the Bookstore offers

better than competitive prices

and that no increase in text prices

will occur as a result of the

renovation cost.

Now that the long awaited

changes are completed (Gauchie

first proposed the plan over three

years ago), it is financially un-

feasible the Bookstore will move
from Clark Hall to the new
University Centre.

Those who are all too

familiar with the fall rush and
those pleasant hours spent

renewing old acquaintance while

waiting in a check-out lineup, will

be heartened to hear that come
September, there will be a total of

15 cash registers in operation!

Dot's all folks
The overworked and underpaid Journal staff are at last

closing shop for the summer. However publication will begin

again in the fall, appearing bi-weekly on our illustrious

campus. The Journal wishes you happy times and a farewell

until we are able to creep into your hearts once again in the

fall or in the case of the summer types, next summer break.

Anyone interested in working for the Journal in the fall,

please inquire at the Journal office in the basement of the

Union. Opportunities in photography, reporting, reviewing or

research await you.
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These
?were

your
opinions
SUMMER SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE

The following Is the result of the questionnaire from those turned in

at the time of printing of this paper.

A. RESIDENCE
1 . Did you stay in residence? Yes 12V2 per cent No 87 per cent

2. In my opinion the meals were - Excellent 0 per cent; Good 74 per

cent. Fair 15 per cent; Poor 11 per cent.

Comments:
1. Include ham for breakfast.

2. Moresand better variety of juice at meals; a little less spice at

times.

3. Food was very good at Student's Union.

4. More variety. Less frozen foods and instant mashed potatoes.

5. More meat (even hot dogs) and less starch.

B. SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
1. Which social activities did you attend? Those who attended at least

one - 44 per cent.

2. In my opinion these activities were Excellent 13 per cent; Good 74

per cent; Fair 13 per cent; Poor 0 per cent.

Comments:
They seemed well-attended, but slow getting going.

Wine should be chillied more.
Well organized, particularly enjoyed boat cruise; more of same.

O.K. if you like beer only.

Students who cannot take part should not have to pay $6. student
activity fee.

6. Booze and broads. Have better dancing music.
7. Good advertising. Events close to residence.

8. Didn't attend any. Too busy.

9 Didn't hear of any of these events. Unaware they took place.

10. Have live bands; instead of taped music.
11. AAore tables and chairs need in groupings at activities in Lower
Victoria.

12. Get better quality wine.

Excellent 3 per cent Good
C. THE QUEEN'S JOURNAL
1. The Queen's Journal in my opinion was
60 per cent. Fair 31 percent. Poor 6 per cent

2. The distribution of the Journal was - Excellent 12 per cent. Good 39

per cent, Fair 25 per cent. Poor 24 per cent.

Comments:
1. Not up to par with winter term's.

2. I didn't see it; are they distributed only to Union and Residences?
3. Scrap it.

4. What is it?

5. Distribute to ail buildings on campus.
6. More info for Summer School students.

7. Not much mentioned about graduating pictures until second last

week and nothing about Tri color. Where or how to get it.

D. REGISTRATION
1. Did the information sheets and schedules, which were handed out
during registration benefit you? Yes 75 per cent. No 25 per cent.

Comments:
1. Excellent idea.

2. Perhaps could have more people on registration desk so It would go
faster.

3. More info on activities.

4. Got none.

5. Tended to put aside and forget, therefore missed social events.
6. Gave lots of time to plan.

7. They ended up bottom of my desk.

8. Tell registrar's office to check Personal Data Forms.
9. Gave good idea what was to come.
10. On registration day the alphabet lines could be divided more on a
numerical basis instead of at the middle of the alphabet. People at the
first of the alphabet had long line while those in the second half of the
alphabet, had a very short line.

2, I preferred the telephone directory of previous years. Yes 46 per
cent ; No 54 per cent,

Comments:
1. Have it ready as soon as possible.

2. Too costly, rather have money spent elsewhere.
3. This year's idea was satisfactory.

4. Bring It back at a cott up to $1 .00 per person.
3. I preferred having Information posted or announced In class by a
class repretentatlve Yes 38 per cent; No 62 per cent.

Comments:
1. Info could have been potted.

7 This Is better if you're not staying In residence.
3. No announcements came through class reps.

W////mmm///w/mmmmmmmmmmmmmm^;
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. . QUASSA is published
independent of ttie Queen's J

From your
president

The sixth and final week is here! For some it is

ecstatically welcomed, while for others it means a

hectic race to the typist or Library to get last

minute essays, assignments and readings com-
pleted. Either way, the 1974 Session of Summer
School is rapidly drawing to a close. Perhaps now is

the best time for a few laurels to be distributed and
comments made.

Firstly, to the Summer School Association for

the tremendous work they have done in regard to

Social and Sporting Events.

Secondly, to the Summer School Executive for

encouraging a closer liaison between the A.M.S. and
Summer School Students.

Thirdly, to Ross Wardle and bis associated

at the Department of Extension for their

organization of summer courses and outstanding

assistance to the Summer School Association.

Fourthly, to the Professors who have devoted

their sun-bathing time to fulfill the most necessary
functions of Summer School.

And lastly, to the Summer School Students who
have taken a greater interest than ever in the life of

Summer School.

To graduates - Congratulations!

To everyone else - Best of lUck on your courses,

and I hope to see you back here for the 1975 Session.

Exec winds up
Time 8e Place - 4 p.m. Department of Extension

Members Present: Tony Burger, Barry Boal, Marg
Pammett, Kathy Murphy, Gary Pettigrew, Karen
Bradley, George Fowley, Lee Ewles, Alison Bell,

Linda Chandler and Les Robertson.

Motion No. 1: moved by Kathy Murphy, seconded
by Barry Boal that the secretary's minutes be
accepted as read. Passed.

Amotion No.2: moved by Tony Burger, seconded by
Linda Chandler that the treasurer's report be ac-

cepted as read. Balance of $3,793.07 with out-

standing debits to the Queen's Journal, Gananoque
Boat Lines and the Executive Dinner. Passed.

Committee Reports:.

Social: Lee Ewles reported that the An-

nual Meeting had been a great success

with the attendance being In the neigh-

bourhood of 150-200 throughout the course

of the evening. Thank you for coming.

Sports: Volley ball will be finished

Tuesday, August 6, and prizes will be

awarded to the winning team.

Inter- Relations: Kathy Murphy, reported

that not all the QUSSA questionnaires had
been returned yet but the results of those

that have been returned will be published

In this week's QUSSA.
Business: It Is to be noted that Bob Patterson has

been appointed by the QUSSA executive as our

representative on the Arts and Science Faculty

Board.

The out-going president Gary Pettigrew ex-

pressed his thanks to the 1973-74 executive and his

best wishes to the in coming executive before

turning the meeting over to the new executive.

NEW EXECUTIVE: President - Lee Ewles; 1st

Vlce Pres. Barry Boal; 2nd Vlce-Pres. - George

Fowley; Secretary Karen Bradley; Treasurer -

Les Robertson; Social Convenors - Alison Bell,

Linda Chandler; Sports Convenors - Tony Burger,

Burt Boodram; Publicity - Marg Pammett; Inter-

Relations - Kathy Murphy; McArthur Rep. - Bob
Hawley.

New Business:

Motion No. 3: moved by Les Robertson,!
Marg Pammett, that a letter be se

Foods, to include an honest opinion of 1

and the results of the questionnaire thi»|

copy of this letter is to be sent to

Director of Residences. Passed.
Motion No.4: moved by Barry Boal, ii
Kathy Murphy that the co-chairmt
nominating committee be invited to tht
dinner. Passed.

The Social Committee submitted ttw

tentative dates and events for next sunp

Wednesday July 2 - Wine & Che«
Wednesday July 9 - Boat Cruise
Tuesday July 15 - Dance
Wednesday July 23 - Beer Bash
Wednesday July 30 - Annual AAeel

The sports committee indicated the

of eliminating baseball next summer a
table tennis, badminton or more voileyt

Motion No 5: moved by Les Robertson, sc

Linda Chandler that $7.00 be allotted per

out going executive members as a tok

preciation for their services rendered t

Passed.

AAotion No. 6: moved by Gary Pettigrew,

by Les Robertson that letters be sen

Trumper and the custodial staff at Vic

expressing our thanks for their assist

summer. Passed.

Motion No. 7: moved by Barry Boal, se
Tony Burger, that we send Mrs. Betty <

dozen roses, thanking her for her typing,

for the summer school executive. Passe
Motion No 8: moved by Barry Boal, sa
Les Robertson that the meeting be ad joun
p.m. Passed.

Next Meeting will be Saturday, April,

10:30 a.m.

Strong
turnout

For the first time in several summe
tendance at the annual meeting was w€

hundred. Each committee read a report,

functions were very well attended. Tl

committee reported all activities well

except soft ball. They recommend not s

soft ball for next year. The publicity

reported that many signs were put up 01

and as a result social functions were well

Inter-relations committee reported that

format at registration seemed to be work
well and that a survey concerning summ
would be circulated. QUASSA reported a o
for the paper and recommended continual

paper in the Queen's Journal. The
reported that QUSSA was financially stal

bank balance of over $2000. The president

that several meetings were held with A
that good cooperation and communical
been established.

Elections were held and the following

new QUSSA executive for 1975: PRESIDf
Ewles; 1ST VICE - Barry Boal; 2ND VICE

Fowley; SECRETARY - Karen
TREASURER - Les Robertson; SOC\f

VENORS - Alison Bell, Linda Chandler;

CONVENORS - Tony Burger, Bert t

PUBLICITY Marg Pammet;
RELATIONS - Kathy Murphy; McARTHU
Bob Hawley; FACULTY BOARD REf
Patterson (by appointment).

Several minor changes were mad
constitution to clarify certain articles, by>

amendments. If you wish to see these chw
may obtain a revised copy of the constitute

Department of Extension.
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PLAYING AUG. 12th - 17th

Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern Are

Dead
Directed by Sandy Aitken

for reservations phone 542-9938

SUVDVPR 'rj/i

VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S

VAN
,Q GIFTS and
^ BOOKS LTD.

282 Princess St.

KINGSTON 542-6676
VAN'S SUPER SPECIAL

FINE COTTON "T"-SHIRTS FOR YOUTH and
ADULTS
With up to date designs

Regular price $2.98 AT VAN'S $1.99

COMPLETE BLACKLIGHT 18" SET with cord and
tube, regular $20.00 AT VAN'S $13.95 with purchase

of set - 1 BLACKLIGHT POSTER FREE!

MON PP. STORE HOURS „,„ ,„MON.—FRL ^-.-^i 9.30am -10pm
SATURDAY OPEN
SUNDAY

9.30 am -9 pm
12.00 -9 pm

VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'S VAN'

SPRING FLICS

Alec Guiness

in

THE LADY KILLERS
PLUS

ELMO LINCOLN
the original Tarzan

Large Lecture Theatre

Admission 99*

August 7 8:00 pm

KINGSTON

St.LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

bourns

Kose shows her displeasure that the Annual Election Dance was the last swinging social event for

l^he current session of Summer School.

Lindsoy Anderson's

with IMolcolm McDowell

Friday August 9th 8:00 pm.

Dunning Hall, Queen's

Admission: $1.00
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wat's hapnin' ?

— Pubs and Theatres—
401 Inn - The Five Ways
Manor - Happy Go Luckies

Frontenac - Muldoon's - Fred Werthman
Commodore - Sol Shermin

Hyland - Cinderella Liberty

Odeon - 99 and 44-100 per cent Dead
Capitol 1 - Buddy Kravitz or Butch Cassidy

Capitol 2- The Three Muskateers

St. Lawrence Summer Playhouse - "Jacques Brel Is

Alive and Well and Living in Paris" runs until

August 10. "Rosencrantz and Gulldenstem" is

being presented from August 12 to August 17.

This Week
Thursday, August 8 - City Lights Cinema presents

Wild Angels at 7:30 and Wild One at 9:00. Ad-
mission $1.00.

Friday, August !> - City Lights Cinema presents one

showing only of O'Lucky Man at 8:00 p.m.

August 6 to August 9 - A pot-pourri of music will be

presented by the Queen's students of creative

music every day between 12:30 and 1:00 outside

the south side of Agnes Etherington Art Centre.

August fi to August 9 - A conference designed to

bring together psychologists from around the

world and in particular from the countries of the

Third World will be taking place in Stirling Hall.

For further information contact Brenda Zanin,

Information Officer. 547-2880.

unclassifieds

ALL QUEEN'S STUDENTS ARE
cordially invited to a private

showing of "O Lucky Man",
Friday at 8:00 p.m. in Dunning
Hall. Proceeds to go to Xanadu
Relief Fund.

ARE YOU KEEN ON A DAY at the

C.N.E. topped off wfith a Chicago

concert that same night? Seats are

20 rows back in the center. Our bus

picks you up at the Union and

brings you home. Ticket supplies

'ueens

lournai

limited. Phone 544-9213 or drop in

at 45 Division St. Bus rides are fun

too!

A.M.S. THINK TANK ON Wednesday
nights, 7:30 p.m. in the A.M.S.

Office. Come and give your ideas &
comments on such things as OFS,
Queen's involvement with
Kingston, federal & provincial

governments or anything you
would like to see around campus.

IF YOU MISSED IT ONCE don't miss

nterim Staff: on this our last summer
issue, (sigh of relief) Suzanne, Dan,
Bob, Wendy, Laurie, Anne, Mo,
Rosemary, Barb, Keith, John and
Brock. Words of wisdom fall us and
creativity has all dried up.

Rejuvenation anticipated come
September. And the peeps go crawling
out.

J
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JOIN us AT A*

THE GRAND
HOTEL

65 PRINCESS ST.

Mgr. George Nute

CITY LIGHTS
CINEMA

DUNKING HALL - QUEEN'S

Thursday, August 8

7:30 pm WILD ANGELS
The original "bike" flick

with Peter Fonda and Nancy Sinatra

9:00 pm AAarlon Brando & Lee Marvin in

2 54 7 THE WILD ONE

JOUBLE FEATURE $1.00

if again. "O Lucky Man". The best
film ever made.

WANTED: 4 BEDROOM APT. or

house. Phone Duncan 544-5166.

CAMP OUTLOOK NEEDS STAFF for

one 10 day and two 6 day canoe
trips leaving Aug. 13, Aug. 19 &
Aug. 23 respectively. Any students
interested in working with
Kingston youths in the canoe
tripping program, please contact
Brian Kitchen at either 544-6444 or
544-3418. students should be ex-

perienced in canoeing, camping &
swimming.

TEENAGE GIRL GOING TO
EUROPE in September for one
year. Desires female travelling

companion. Call 544-3016.

IF YOU WON'T BE AT DUNNING
HALL Friday night, where will

you be?
WA,NTED: USED 10 SPEED BIKE.

Call Eddie at 546-5280.

URGENTLY NEEDED: DRIVE TO
Winnipeg, Edmonton or Van-
couver (the general idea is west)
as soon as possible after Aug. 9th.

Return ride if possible. Willing to

share driving. Call Duncan 544-

5166.

TWO THIRD YEAR GIRLS are
anxious to find an apt. or share one
with others. Call Anne collect in

Ottawa at 737-4189.

THANKS TO ALL you peeps who
bailed out the sinking ship — oh
well, there's always September,
and October and November and . .

. love Suz.

DEAR JOHN — have a spiff time old

chap - need I say more.

HIKING EQUIPMENT
—boots, packs of all kinds, freeze dried foods,

sleeping bags, clothing

TENNIS
—Wilson, Slazenger, Dunlop, Patrick tennis shoes

SKI EQUIPMENT
—25 percent off 1973 prices if purchased before
Sept. 1st, this year
NORDICA, HENKE, ATOMIC, VOLK

10% OFF to Queen's students

on non-sale items

WE'VE GOT
MORE GUITARS THAN

YOU CAN SHAKE A PICK AT

GUILD, GIBSON, YAMAHA, PAN EPIPHONE

ALL BLANK UNRECORDED TAPES

8 TRACK and CASSEHES

BUY 2 GET 1 FREE

s

URIAH HEEP

MAGICIAN'S BIRTHDAY

$3 33
WHEN PURCHASED WITH ANY

OTHER ALBUM

L

E
BOOSEY and HAWKES

FLUTE and CASE

$179.00

TREMBLAY'S
MUSIC STORE 274

PRINCESS

SALE
PUMA AND PONY

TENNIS SHOES 20% OFF
8 HUIT MIX AND MATCH
BATHING SUITS 20% OFF
BARGAINS ON SKI CLOTHES]

AND
Believe it or not,

our skis are in and
moving fast,

also

New Hanson Boots

(not discounted)

SERF'S
_ 13 Montreal St. Kingston
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